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PART THREE.

ized powers prev 'known. -

Trying to Be Sarcastic at the 
Expense of Our Cause.
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“The question of ways and means to 
advance our cause is one that should 
interest, every Spiritualist.’ So says 
Brother Francis in his editorial, “Hints 
for the Good of tho Cause,” iu The Pro
gressive Thinker, No. ¡541. Now, if he 
dr some good brother or sister away 
down there in the middle row’s some
where will kindly explain and define 
tor us just what "Qur Cause” is, that 
we are Interested in and should ad
vance, maybe this will help us all to un
derstand just where tve are “at” in rela
tion to It. It might be well for us to 
know just what it is that we should 
unite on; that in spite of our lethargy 
and stupidity, egotism and arrogance, 
Brother Francis says it is making ijself 
felt everywhere; cutting up "high 
jinks” among the pulpiteers, irritating 
and worrying "great preachers” and 
gradually but surely cutting away the 
ground from under their feet and thus 
relieving our Christian brethren and 
co-workers of the mistakes of the past 
that have for so long a time handi
capped them and us.

Will some one who shall build wiser 
than he or she may know, plainly ex
press in simple language just what we 
mean by "Our Cause" so that we may 
unite thereon and therein In a brother
ly sisterly endeavor to aid just a little 
more than we are doing, the glorious re
formation we see going on about us?

I suppose it may be considered some
thing of an advance to have it openly 
acknowledged that we have a "Cause,” 
even If we dare not put it In print; pos
sibly, this is a distinctive gain for us, 
nn improvement over simple disjointed 
presumption. I have always felt that 
there may be "something” In Modern 
Spiritualism; that It really might be a 
first-rate basis for a "Cause,” and now 
that Brother Francis admits it, maybe 
wo should go just a little further bye 
and bye, and tell a few of otir particu
lar friends, "on the quiet," just what we 
imagine Modern Spiritualism stands 
for.

I know, of course, we should be very 
cautious in this regard for, if we are too 
radical and progressive everybody will 
soon know as much as we do about our 
“Cause,” and what it means for them 
all. I expect we have been too care
less about this already, or It may be 
that the originators of it are no re
specters of persons and are just simply 
going ahead with their projected work, 
without our aid or. advice, just as 
though we did not know It all anyhow. 
I' hardly know w’hat to make of this, 
but I suppose they, the aforesaid stark 
ers and controllers of Modern Spiritual
ism do, and are preparing more raw ma
terial for us to work with and organize 
or boss. Or It may be that they are Ig
noring us altogether and Intending to 
turn this whole matter over to those 
who know a good thing when they see 
It and who are now beginning to substi
tute it for the harsher creeds and vain 
■doctrines they have so long and mis
takenly championed.

Now, of course we all know we do not 
need a creed or anything of that sort 
that shall convict us of any definite 
opinion upon anything here or here
after. We should never commit our
selves to any decided doctrine concern
ing spiritual truth, because some of our 
predecessors have perverted this into 

. harmful error and Instead of allowing 
it to benefit mankind directly, have 
made of It excuses' and authority for 

. most cruel oppressions, and we are 
afraid that we will, or may do likewise.

By all means then, let us rather guess 
at what our “Cause” is; than to say just 
what we mean by it, but let us never 
forget to claim everything In sight as 
ours by right of prior discovery and 
maintenance. This is by far tbe safer 
plan for us, and so much easier, for, if 
we were to get .to be too “bigoty” and 
make a parcel of fools of ourselves by 
openly “giving ourselves away,” we'll 
certainly lose our present prestige as 
the 'boss Sect-afrald-of-lts-Creed. It 
may be all weU enough to brag about 
our philosophy, science and religion, but 
It would be the rankest kind of folly, in 
my opinion, to state plainly and un
equivocally just what we mean by 
these comprehensive titles, unless we 
are hunting for trouble in this world 
and are anxious to put up ’ a little 
money. ’ ’
• We are getting along nicely now.

•. That gentle, timid, hesitating, self-as- 
tonlshed attempt at a creed by the N.

: S. A. was such a poor little, half
formed, defective creature at birth and

' has had so many and so contrary a set 
-of wet nurses ever since, that its cause, 
if ndt our “Cause,” has had-quite a rest 
lately, I notice. ’ ...

, To be sure, nevertheless and notwitb- 
standing, and just as Brother Francis 
Bays, Modern Spiritualism is ■ going 
right along.and:making itself feR ev
erywhere, If' jve are not; all we have to 
do, In my opinion, Is to "lay low” and 
steer clear of unhandy and inconvenient 
admissions, creeds and things of that 
BOrt; drift along, as it 'were; keep post
ed on what the outside world is doing; 
watch the preachers.step down and out 
of the different churches; permit the 
scientists and liberals of'all denomina
tions to do our share of the work and 
put up all the money required; wait un
til the whole world is "coming our 
way,”’not forgetting, In the meantime 
to everlastingly haze every and-'any
body who dares to be progressive,mnd 
then, when victory is a’ssured for our 
“Cause,”-simply claim credit for the 
Whole thing and deny Any share of it to 
any one else. ’ . ' '

We can do all this Without a single 
line of'creed, and in my opinion this is 
the way for us .to do, if we want to 
avoid trouble and expense and down
right hard work. How foolish; It would 
be, then, to put down ‘ in white and 
black, just what the angel world has 
taught us when we know what this 
means for us, while so many are op
posed to our “Cause” and do not even 
believe in angels.
¿"With all Its hindrances and draw
backs,” and he mentions some of them, 
Bplrltunllsm is going right along, says 
Brother Francis: so. what’s the need of 
w doing anything or spending, any of
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As It Is Illustrated In Dewey.
An ancient Greek ’ philosopher de

scribed man as a "two-legged feather
less animal.”, He Is all that and some
thing more, while there áre other ani
mals to which this definition also ap
plies.

Other philosophers have distinguished 
man as “a worshiping creature.” Trav
elers claim to have found men who do 
not worship. Sir John Lubbock and 
others have raised the question whether 
there Is any more real worship among 
some of the lower tribes, like the Ara- 
furas for instance, than among dogs 
who bay at the moon. Be this as it 
may, worship, if in some forms it may 
be so-called, is common to the human 
race, in civilized and savage conditions.

It is perhaps the faintest among men 
of modern nations who are absorbed 
with commercial pursuits and domi
nated by materialism—not philosophical 
materialism, but the materialism of life. 
The masses have no faculty for abstrac
tion and with them the object of wor
ship must take a concrete form. If they 
cease to recognize and reverence an un
seen personal anthropomorphic being, 
the religious sentiment instinctively 
seeks objects In the visible world. The 
ancient Romans deified their emperors. 
Ou the other hand the God-believing 
and God-fearing Puritans had no use 
for obsequious ceremonies to kings and 
nobles. ’

In these times of Intense worldliness, 
when the thoughts of men are confined 
to the visible and the present, man-wor
ship is almost as common as it was 
among the Romans in the days of the 
Empire.

This is Illustrated In the case of 
Dewey. He was unknown a little more 
than two years ago. He sailed into Ma
nila harbor with the American Asiatic 
squadron and sank a number of old 
Spanish tubs, armed with, short range 
guns. He did his work well. He showed 
decision, promptness, courage and ex
ecutive aitili ty — common American 
traits. He had under him officers and 
men capable of accomplishing tbe work 
under his command.

There are probably scores of officers 
In the American navy who, If the work 
had devolved upon them, would have 
doné it quite as well. But It was re
served for Dewey, and from the day of 
Its accomplishment Dewey has been an 
object of hero-worship equal to that be
stowed upon the most honored conquer
ors In Pagan Rome.

The names of the officers who advised 
Dewey and immediately commanded 
the American warships are but dimly 
remembered, while the brave boys who 
manned the guns and did the work are 
merely an anonymous multitude. Their 
names are unknown.

Dewey is the god. All the praise is 
lavished upon him. All the honors are 
bestowed upon him. He receives the 
credit which should be distributed 
among the officers and sailors of the 
American squadron. He receives not 
only recognition and praise, but more 
money by contributions than can be ob
tained for the families of the 200 miners 
who perished in Utah the other day. 
All this Is In the name of patriotism!

Adinlral Dewey himself, an Intelligent 
gentleman, must wonder-whether there 
is not something In these indiscriminat
ing and excessive demonstrations which 
Is of the nature of unreasoning adula
tion and superstition.

Honor Dewey, but honor also bls offi
cers and the men who were behind the 
guns and let not the honor take the 
form of man-worship.

B. F. UNDERWOOD.

our hard-earned money in a foolish at
tempt to assist what is doing so well 
without us? We had better spend our 
little cash for something useful, that we 
apparently cannot do without—cigars, 
shows, beer and fun. What’s life for, 
anyway, if it isn’t to have a good time 
In? Spiritualism is all right, and. as • 
long as we cgn keep people gue&sing 
what our “Cause” Is and means, and we 

■ strictly refrain from rashly committing 
ourselves to any general and reasonable 
expression of it, which shall simply and 
plainly state just what it is, just so 
long we may pose among ourselves and 
to each other, as the greatest among 
modem reformers, without its costing 
us a cent And the world being any the 
wiser. .

It is well enough too, I suppose, To 
talk and write about our “Cause” but 
we should be extremely careful lest we 
encourage or indorse any attempt to let 
the heathen world outside of us know 
what it is. It will never do for us Splr- 
ItuallBts, who. are the very smartest 

-people on earth to-day,’ as we all know, 
to get together on an issue and “go for” 
the balance of the world. We are all 
agreed upon this one point; I’m sure. 
So we had better , keep our "Cause” 
right where it Is, if we can, so that no 
living person, carnate or decarnate, can 
tell just whpt.we mean when we speak 
or write of our “Cause”; keep every
body mystified and uncertain _about it 
and us, and maybe we will be allowed 
to get through our few short years here 
with just as little trouble and expense 
as possible. . ■

It may appear to some as though 
there were ahTnconslstehcy between 
the first aiid last parts of this article, 
but as astronomers tell us Is the case 
with other?heayenly bodies, this Is due 
to aberrations occasioned by the attrac
tion of different Influences, invisible and 
sometimes7hard to recognize, that affect 
men as well as planets and -are, In this 
case, merely, mental aberrations dut to. 
this cause, common to Spiritualists, and 
notably in this matter, of a “Cause," 
concerning which we aberrate just a 
little more than we dp on any other sub-

J. M. HUMPHREY.ject.

Take Notice. ..
The annual meeting of the Veteran 

Spiritualists Union for election of offi
cers, afld transaction of any other busi
ness which may come before the meet
Ing, will be held at the Home, Waverly, 
Mass., Monday afternoon, .May, 21, at

¡3:30 sharp. ; v C.' 0. SHOW, Pre», 
MRS. X S. SOPER, Clerk. , .

Do They Exist, or Do They 
. Not?

The last letter from Spirit Franz Pe- 
tersilea, through the mediumship of bls 
son, Carlyle Petersllea touches upon a 
subject oyer which there has been and 
I suppose ever will be much contro
versy; that of animal existence in spirit 
life. He stated that dogs, Hons, etc., 
were there, and also stated that the 
dogs on the earth plane could see him 
as well as sense him as he approached 
his son’s home. ’

Philosophers are constantly philos
ophizing and declare that spirits of ani
mals do not exist after death, etc., yet 
many Intelligent Spiritualists are In
clined to believe the opposite. As a 
clairvoyant and trance medium I hope 
I am not being deceived by something 
or some spirits In regard to this matter.

I have seen the fac-simlle of dogs and 
cats which have formerly been my com
panions, after they have been taken 
from me by death. Sometimes I have 
thought, might it be the love I hold for 
these dear little creatures that enables 
me to hold them to me for a time? Or 
may It be that unconsciously I psychol
ogize myself into the thought of seeing 
them?

My spirit friends say “such Is not the 
case, as the pets are really in existence 
“over there."

A few years ago I was the possessor 
of three very beautiful Japanese span
iels. “Yum-Yum,” the smallest, yet 
oldest, was a most beautiful dog. She 
seemed possessed of rare spiritual pow
er or perception and I know saw many 
of my spirit friends.

She was accustomed to lie in the hall
way at the top of the stairs, and 1 
would notice her often start from a 
sound sleep and begin to bark. No one 
bad entered at the door, yet Yum-Yum 
would run towards what I thought was 
an Imaginary object, still keeping up 
her bark. One day I saw a large In
dian spirit who was familiar to me com
ing up the stairs and the dog acted as- 
she had on former occasions.

The Indian spoke to me, saying, “The 
dog sees me. I’ll go to her and pinch 
her. You watch.” He did as he said. 
The dog jumped up snapped at the In
dian and ran to me for protection. Af
ter this it was no uncommon thing for 
me to see Mr. Indian and Yum-Yum in 
their play or quarrel, whichever It may 
have been.

All three of the dogs have passed 
away, and many times when my 
thoughts have been far away from them 
I have had tny attention drawn to them 
by having them jump into my lap as of 
old. '

Other departed pets have also greeted 
me many times in the same way. ‘

That many others see clalrvoyantly I 
have no doubt. On one occasion my 
husband and myself were riding through 
the woods. The horse kept shying 
every little bit, and being an exceeding
ly gentle horse we were both very 
much surprised. At last I noticed the 
same Indian previously spoken of, 
standing in the road a few feet away. 
On arriving at the place where the red 
man stood, the horse again shied and 
jumped to the side of the road. This 
continued about one hour, during 
which’’ I watched the Indian run ahead 
and station himself at certain points to 
see the horse start and run, Invariably 
on arriving at the place where the In
dian stood. When the hour was about 
up, the- Indian said, “I’ll not let the 
horse'see me any more and he’ll go all 
right.” Such was the case, the animal 
recovering his former gentle manner 
all through the entire trip.

Mr. Cooley and myself are very fond 
of animals and perhaps may be a little 
partial to them, yet I should hate to 
know that so much Intelligence as we 
see displayed by many animals Is all 
lost at their death, for the want of a 
spirit to sustain the same.

However. I trust that time and 
growth will explain all things about 
which we now disagree.

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.

MAY SWEETNESS.

May is opulent In sweetness; oh, 
freshness of the air!

the

And the dainty bits of greenness on the 
.boughs all winter bare;

Not enough to hide the song-birds if 
they tried the trick, I ween,

For the foliage in Maytime is but just 
, a dash of green.

Tiny, home-makers are searching the 
material tor nests,

For. father-heart and mother-heart beat 
’gainst the. feather vests; I

The singers, sing their sweetest, but a 
melting minor strain

From the ring-dove seems to utter res
ignation, love and-pain.-

Bonny violets upspringlng through the 
tender leaves of grass, ! ■

Young Spring’s ever heavenly darlings, 
’ smiling to you as you pass;
Water-cresses in the brooklet, spiced 

with somthing wild and fine, 
Big-leaved mandrakes, half unfolded, 

lowing of the happy klne.
Lilacs working at their flower plu.mes, 

and the perfume faint and dear,
Soph tP hang in pale profusion In the 

ambient atmosphere; /
Pear trees whitening, cherries, apple 
. blossoms -pushing out, •
Honey, bees,’and wasps, and hornets! 

putting nervous folks to rout.;
Grandpa, housed all winter, planting 

out potatoes, hunting seeds,
Looking forward to the garden for the 

household’s many needs;
Mary planting morning glories, she a 

. morning glory, too, .
Twining ’round our hearts completely, 

ever balmy, ever true;’ .
And so much, much more in. spriug- 

’ time—something startling everyday!
Bursts of song, nud bursts of sunshine, 

all Life's forces full in. play! .
What! A telegram! “Come quickly; 

• Father died last night.” Ah, May!
All your vigorous growing beauty feeds 

■ on death. All fade away. . ' •
, . EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.
(. Berlin Heights,.Ohio. • ' - 4

Shall We Tolerate or Elimi 
nate This Element.

Spirltualism has pot. been, jesting for 
these fifty years, anti yet It has driven 
away more frowns’and created more 
smiles than any or'jfll the religious of 
the past.' ;.

When science ran up against religion, 
tottered, and was about to fall back 
into the dark and'’dismal tomb as the 
end of man, Spiritualism! caught' it in 
her long and loving anfis. apd drawing 
its fainting form to her motherly breast, 
gave it new life, new hope, and a new 
field of expression;? told those old de
spairing philosophers tqllook up and 
march onward into thel laboratory of 
Nature. They came up ¡out of proto
plasm, into ether, molecules, magnet
ism, hypnotism, electricity, Spiritual
ism, and through suggestions from ail 
these new spheres of ¡thought have 
evolved many new inventions and utll-

Mothers who had lost fíje last of, their 
loved ones in dark hud gloomy death, 
have again been shown their faces, and 
have pressed their forms to their own 
across the threshold, :aiid received their 
loving messages from the spirit-world 
and been made cofltenieij with a life 
that would have been so sad and lonely 
with the lost ones gone,forever.

Husbands and wives-, have been re
united after years of sorrowful separa
tion.

Lovers who, parting at the grave, 
with souls and bodies twined hud Inter
twined, and refused to;.break asunder 
even at the call of death; have met and 
renewed their pledges 6t love and con
stancy, and vows of unselfish wishes to
wards each other. ■

Spirits who have been lost in the 
darkness and fog ofiignorance and su
perstition have been?¡helped to discern 
tbe light after ages of spiritual uncon
sciousness, and have; edme to earth to 
begin again where they left off, when 
death closed their eyte from the earthly 
scenes and friends. .<

Priests have returned’ and voiced re
grets that they had ¡helped to hold the 
spirits of men and women in the prison 
of darkness and terror; by their horri
ble tales of puuishtnent for sins that 
were only errors of tbe flesh and mind.

Ministers of every-ideupmlnatlon have 
come back through-aobsand tears of 
grief for those whq, .might ¡ have pro
gressed while hereihnif’. they, not ..Im
posed. upon them all, ttje- fears' of end
less'hell; have’come buck to tell of tho 
hell they h'ad made for-themselves by 
delusive teachings to tljeir fellow-men.

Little children are flow whispering 
through the thin veil.find appearing at 
the parting for a klss'from “mamma” 
and "papa.”

No, indeed, Spiritualism has not been 
jesting through all these years. It has 
been presenting a plain unvarnished 
truth In terms of no uncertain sound.

It has been progressing, unfolding, 
blooming, even In thejthadows of stu
pendous fraud and the clanking chains 
of human slavery.

Unorganized and bitterly opposed by 
a foe that should Have been Its warm
est friend, It has labored for all that 
has been obtained, and fought for every 
inch of territory now' occupied by Its 
lecturers and médiums, and their sup
porters; driven the uai| of truth into the 
minds of tbe crowned Jicads and scien
tists of the world. Judges on the bench 
and lawyers at the'bat‘have recognized 
that beneath the rough surface of fraud 
and disgusting practices usually shown 
up In our courts, theré; Is a deep under
current of truth that jStbound to come 
out of all this riff-raff and gush of bum
buggery. .

Now that we have organization, if we 
cannot clean up out own door-yards we 
should build a high board fence around 
our beautiful possessions or turn them 
back to disintegration and let church- 
lanlty severely alone. " .

True, there are In out-ranks, good and 
honest people, who wbuld castigate us 
for even mentioning the-word fraud, 
but it is hard to see how the act of con
fession and expurgation can seriously 
Impede our growth. :

There is more, need of fearless fight
ers than timorous'goódy-goodys in the 
name of Spiritualism to-day. It stands 
out against the cloudy.horlzon of old su
perstition as a sun of light. It walks 
across the dead-llhi .of all religions and 
shakes hands with'science and Invites 
Investigation. It rises’from the ashes 
of the dead past and incites intellectual 
revolution. It Steffis the. tide of unpopu- 
larlty .into whichwas cast when a 
babe. Itiabrogates-.many of the man
made edicts and clings to nature’s prin
ciples for support. It .ever hands down 
to man proof of the continuity of life 
and cries out’ against bljnd faith. It 
pushes on and on, ¡and recoils not from 
the sacred duty of enlightenment and 
upilftment because-a few-barnacles are 
fastened to Its huHand because men are 
pointing them out/- With ¡characteristic 
dignity and the persistency of Dame 
Nature herself It ploughs'through the 
tempestuous billows of prejudice, vitu
peration and contumely cast up by the 
whole religious world. ■'

But we are not to sltiln silence with 
our elbows on our.-kuees, With our chin 
upon our thumbs listening to the voices' 
from soul-land and let these barnaeles 
eat through and totally t- destroy our 
grand old ship and det! these mounte
banks drain the. public , purse of the 
shekels intended for; genuine Spiritual
ism. Indeed, if the canse had received 
all: that-was supposed to have been paid 
for the truth,-but that passed into the 
hands of the tricksters, there would be 
reared in its name a beautiful Home, at 
Washington, D. C.;¡medium's homes in 
every state; orphans! homes; temples 
and other very ffitieh ¡needed structures, 
nil paid for and endowed with a suffi
ciency for future support.

“But,” says the tlmld, "You must let 
that element alone and it will die ¿ nat
ural death. Truth jvilL prevail. You 
must stop parading pur grievances be
fore the world. Let (hem alone lest-you 
might rap a gehuhtejonce ln n while.”

’’Die a natural dewth!” It looks .that 
way7, doesn't it, wber they are the only 
ones who are-really-fattening,-and upoh 
the very cream Tuteaded for genuln«

Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World.

To the Editor:—Volume 3 of the Ency
clopedia,of Death, and Life }n the Spirit 
World came with a promptness which 
distinguishes you as a first-class busi
ness journalist and proprietor of the 
best Spiritualist paper in the world.

I was ill when it came, or should have 
acknowledged its receipt ere this. I 
have been so unfortunate as to contract 
the dreadful complaint, acute rheuma
tism. It is like a snake in the grass— 
you never know when it may attack. I 
am doing all I can to master it with a 
remedy which I find is helping me. Per
haps when the weather is more settled, 
God’s love will shine upon me again.

. I must tell you what I think of your 
premium book, Volume 3 of The Ency
clopedia of Death. I eannot find lan
guage that my feeble pefi can clothe 
the thoughts that gladden my heart. It 
is filled with truths and knowledge in
teresting to the human raee. It removes 
the fear of death, with life. The able 
writers who have contributed to its 
pages with perfect authenticated truths 
of experiences of their own, and others 
where doubt hath no foothold, and 
where the white-robed- angel stands 
ready to unlatch the gate that opens to 
the elysian fields of life. Every Spirit
ualist In the world should possess the 
three volumes of The Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the spirit World for 
their library or collection of Spiritual 
literature. To me they are invaluable. 
I trust that you may stay long enough 
in the valley called life to issue Volume 
4, and should you gladden the world 
with the fourth volume, and 1 am still 
in this life, I can give you one of the 
most wonderful experiences on record, 
and will do so with the greatest heart 
pleasure, should you so desire. Do not 
stop the glorious work till Volume 5 is 
reached. You are the only one of all 
that can accomplish the work success
fully. I am In dally converse with one 
who dwells on the “flowery divide," 
who knows all about you and your 
work, apd they tell me this, and I know 
that they can see much further than we 
—they tell me you will be sustained. 
Thanks for the prompt favor.

ROSE L. BUSHNELL. 
San Francisco, Cal.

“Truth will prevail" if it can find sol
diers to fight Its battles and the enemy 
Is not too numerous and strong.

As to our “grievances,” there would 
be none If the world did not keep point
ing them out to us. True, it is a griev
ance, a kind of subdued anxiety, a 
smothered disgust to know all to be 
fraud that the world points to as such, 
and then keep silent; but when the 
world knows we bate the thing worse 
than anybody else and are endeavoring 
to purge It from our midst, the honest, 
the credulous world will like us better 
and honor us for our sincerity and de
sire to be clean.

For me, give md the genuine or give 
me naught. I think more of an honest 
sincere Catholic or'Protestant than of a 
so-called Spiritualist who goes about in 
the false garb of a medium or lecturer 
with the only aim that of financial gain.

’Mediums must Hye, but when the gen
uine falls Into the depth of disgrace of 
the charlatan there Is something wrong 
with the conditions; something rotten 
with our system that makes it neces
sary that they stoop so low to even 
make a Uving. More sympathy for the 
genuine mediums who appear to be 
driven to this- method to compete with 
the trickster and less anxiety for the 
marvelous, would help remedy the mat
ter. The formation, of a Truth Order 
for “white-listing” .the good and' true 
would do good work. _ It Isn’t expected 
that every Spiritualist become tt'detec- 
tive, but that he should read, res ’on 
and go about with his ayes open.,

If we are humbugged must we go 
about with our mouths shut for fear we 
will be shot, and because an editor once 
“lost his life fraud-hunting?” He was 
probably not very discreet or good In 
discriminating, but in daring and search 
for the true the world needs another 
John C. Bundy. Now don’t go mad and 
bite yourself because we speak- weU of 
this man who made himself odious in 
his day for his seemingly Indiscriminate 
onslaught upon mediums. There Is such 
a thing as taking too radical a stand, 
but we need and are getting men In the 
lead now who sense the needs of the 
hour, and who are willing to sacrifice 
property, popularity, and even an earth
ly existence In the defense of true Spir
itualism, true teachers and true media. 
In fact, we are In this, respect getting a 
few Bundys.
i “Let them alone. Let them dupe oth
ers as they duped me. Let them alone' 
for fear the world will know we know 
they are Among us.” Rot! , rrg 
; Point thein out' that the. world • may 
shun them as they would a viper, is the 
proper method. Not to show up Individ
ual character, but to destroythelr meth
ods of swindling; playing upon the cre- 
dulityvof' the honest along the Une of 
this sacred gift-uf the spirit

DR. T. WILKINS...

HYMN NO. 9.

■ On earth no moreie’N greet us, 
He now is with the blest;

He got appendicitis, ; . ;
And. the doctors’did the rest, '

Heavenward now his flight is, 
His sour will join, the blest;:

: He got appendicitis, . '
! And the doctors did the rest.
! He didn’t have appendicitis,
. For the doctors they came; 7 -• 

They cut him open just the same, 
Thinking they’d gain fame. .

They found he bad the colic, 
: ' At their mistake they cried;

They fixed him up so nicely.
, That the poor man died. .
' His suffering now is over, .
; This tale’s no idle Jest; - 
■¡The doctor« helped so .nicely, - ",

- - The .undertaker did the rest.- -
/Oxford,.Q, ?, f NEMO.

moving them to another existence Ì

The Pressing Need in the 
Churches. • »

On Spiritualism Versus Ma
terialism.

On every side there is complaint that 
the influence of the churches is declin
ing. Revivals are Ineffective and the 
empty pews increase. There Is default 
in meeting the minister’s salary and 
heresy trials are becoming distressingly 
common. There must be some cause 
for all this. What is it, and what Is the 
remedy? How can the church be re
stored to the once dominant place it 
held three or four centuries ago?

First, as to the cause. It is solely 
attributable to Infidelity In the church 
Itself.. .Some of Its most prominent 
speakers and advocates are saturated 
with infidelity; not the open and frank 
skepticism of a Paine or an Ingersoll, 
but the more insidious, corroding in
fidelity of hypocrisy and omission; the 
infidelity that vguntingly boasts of its 
support of the church and that draws 
its sustenance from it while it neglects 
to carry out those fundamental require
ments that are'essentlal to its vitality 
and perpetuity. It is the infidelity of 
such men as T. DeWitt Talmage and 
the fat and well-kept bishops of the 
church, that is sapping Its strength and 
carrying it down to destruction. Some 
of them may not be conscious of their 
guilt, others may not care as long as 
they can derive a satisfactory revenue 
from a declining organization.

To restore the church to Its primitive 
strength, there rrre certain requirements 
that must be adhered to, as rigidly as 
the law of gravitation Is considered in 
erecting a stable building. If the 
church was strong once, what gave it 
strength then must again be put in 
operation. This Is simply the recogni
tion of the well-known law that like 
causes produce similar effects. To be
gin with, then, there must be a cessa
tion of all this twaddle about the higher 
criticism and a return to the faith In 
the absolute inerrancy of the Bible. It 
must be accepted, every letter and word 
as it is Issued from the hands of the 
printer, as being divinely placed and 
God Inspired; there must be no compro
mise on this point, no higgling, no dis
cussion. Just as soon as anyone Is 
allowed to make any amendment or 
substruction some one else of different 
views will demand the same right, -and 
the final result will be disintegration of 
material and destruction of faith.

• Added to the persistence and Integrity 
of the holy text there must be a cheer
ful compliance In carrying out the man
dates of the Inspired word. There must 
be an Immediate observance and en
forcement of the long-neglected elev
enth commandment, which Is, “Thou 
shalt nof suffer a witch to live.” I want 
the reader of this to observe that this 
order Is fully as mandatory as that re
lating to murder or theft. The wording 
Is, “’Thou shalt not”—It Is not should 
not, or otherwise provisioned, but is as 
clearly and forcibly expressed as any 
of the commands of the decalogue; and 
only the Infidelity of tbe church has 
prevented this inspired command from 
being enforced. When has anyone heard 
Mr. Talmage or the aforesaid fat and 
well-clothed bishops advocate or de
maud tbe execution of a witch? When 
have they petitioned the legislature to 
make statutes for or to prescribe the 
method of removing from this sin- 
cursed world the obnoxious and con
taminating witch? Their wretched in
fidelity has caused them to overlook 
and omit this sacred duty. Whep tbe 
church was the strongest, thousands of 
these social .pests were publicly cre
mated and the exhibition gave greater 
grace to the saints. In this wicked age 
shall God’s command be ignored? Can 
his pretended servants escape condem
nation by trying to put God in tbe Con
stitution, when there is not a witch
court in the whole country to carry out 
one of his most serious edicts? What 
Inconsistency for these God-lmthe-Con- 
stltutlon people to be wasting their en
ergies In trying to obtain a public recog
nition of Deity In the nation's chart, 
when they have not carried out, or do 
not try to carry out, the Injunctions of 
that Being that they seek to honor? 
After they have shown their loyalty by 
burning a few witches, It will be time 
enough to demand a deistlc amendment 
to the Constitution.

Many people lose their Interest in re
ligion because they fall to realize the 
awful tragedy of the cross. They need 
a realistic object lesson showing how 
true religion Is related to agony and 
sacrifice, and what better, use could the 
wretched witches serve than to be im
paled or cremated to comply with the 
inspired requirement. There are hun
dreds of people who would gladly go 
into court and swear .to the witch-hood 
of any person arraigned on the charge 
of witchcraft. Only try It once and see 
how loyal some, of the minor church 
members Will be when they are “called” 
to serve their Master and carry out his 
behests. - '

Now let us suppose a case that would 
greatly arouse attention to the 'church 
and cause a pentecostal revival. 
Granted that we have succeeded in dis
covering and condemning a dozen laud
able and robust witches. Chicago being 
the center- of a'large population and 
readily accessible from many directions, 
let Its vicinity be selected for their pub
lie execution—say somewhere out on 
the open prairie where there would be 
plenty of room for a great multitude. 
Then procure half-fare rates on the dif
ferent railroads for a hundred miles 
around and fix a date for the exhibition, 
which should be public and made im
pressive as possible. Then appoint Tal
mage—assuming that he had been, con
verted from his infidelity—and Covert 
and. Comstock as attendant masters of 
ceremony, and 8am Jones as alternate'. 
Talmage would make it spectacular 
enough and sanctify it to the uses of re
ligion. What could be more awfully 
impressive than the burning of these 
condemned wretches . who had forfeited 
their right to live, but who by their 
death illustrated the divine wisdom and 
the fidelity of the Lord’s anolnted.ln re-

True, all Isms have grown to have an 
objectionable tone. And why? friends?

Simply this—every Ism under the sun 
has called forth dissension, wrangling, 
and bitter enmity.

What the world needs, and has al- : 
ways needed, Is fewer isms, fewer iron- 
bound creeds and articles of faith, and - 
more of the spirit of brotherly love. '

A religion which makes love of man 
the first and only essential is what the 
Intelligence of the twentieth century. ’ 
has a right to demand. ’ .

This was the demand made by James, 
the Inspired apostle of old. . '

“Pure religion and undefiled before 
God, the Father, is this; to visit the ’ 
fatherless and widows In their afille- 
tlon, and to keep yourselves unspotted 
from tbe tvorld.” ’

How beautiful in its simplicity!
Yet, we may simplify still further and ’ 

express it all In the one little word love 
—broad, comprehensive, universal.

“God Is love.” “Love is of God.” 
“God is spirit.” therefore love is spirit.

The spirit of love dominating all man
kind will constitute earth an Eden fair.

When spirit seeks spirit, and blending 
with It, Is responsive to every vibration, 
then that harmony ensues which ren
déis life one grand, triumphal song..

Then do we see the kingdom begun 
here.

The work of emancipating from self 
can only be carried on by spirit devel
opment.

Spirit development means sacrifice of 
material comfort whenever demanded 
for another's good.

True Spiritualism represents spirit 
development or growth—yes, eternal 
growth; and since love is spirit we have 
our base for spiritual religion—In love 
as represented in Leigh Hunt's beautl- 
ful character of Abou Ben Adhem.

My readers may recall that while the 
fearless Abou made no claim of love 
for God, his honest love for his fellow
man placed him at the head of the re
cording angel’s list "of those whom ’ 
love of God had blest.”

-“The love which seeketb not her own;
is not easily provoked.

“Which thlnketh no evil.
“Which suffereth long, and Is kind.”

This Is the love which proves that thè : 
Spirit bath entered and reigns supreme 
o’er the life.

Then is love prepared to harmonize ■ 
with the Great Spirit, the pervading 
power of the universe, and to hold coin
munion with the ministering angels, 
who, freed from the fetters of earth, 
become fitting Instruments to lead 
earth’s suffering children onwayd and 
upward Into the light of eternal day.

When we have once grasped our priv
ilege of holding sweetest converse with 
the spirit land, while still prisoned 
here In clay, we grope no more In 
darkness of despair.

the

When once we have grasped this
sweetest truth, friends, let us not 
our light.

hide

Let us ring the "glad tidings of great 
joy” throughout the world to cheer and 
uplift a fainting, struggling, groaning 
humanity!

Let us proclaim the true gospel of 
peace and light from the mountain tops, 
fearing neither shot nor shell—nor 
shout of derision—nor cry of fanatic—or 
even of low Spiritualist!

Let us combine forces, all ye lovers of 
true spirituality, and raising the banner 
high, proclaim the truth as we know it, 
maintaining it, sustaining it in its pur
ity, beauty and sublimity, until the 
mass shall be irresistibly drawn to It by ; 
its own electric force.

Our standard must be placed so high, 
and never lowered for one Instant, that 
our very daring will command attention • 
to the Truth which we represent.

The word which hath been so dishon
ored, shall yet be honored above aH 
others.

We find those of Spiritualistic faith, 
with nothing lacking to render them 
true Spiritualists, except the willing
ness to accept the Ism scattered 
through all the churches of our land, 
to-day.

Our duty now Is to place the ism be
yond reproach. .

To prove to all the strength of lovo 
and devotion whl.ch belongs to this 
faith, as its birth-right from the.spirit. 

' This our mission to lead others by the 
golden cord of love, gently up the 
heights we may have attained, and bid
ding them scan the horizon with crit
ical eye, impress this truth that they 
are heirs to freedom, light, peace, joy 
unspeakable. .

What holler mission can we crave, 
friends, than to assist in upholding the . 
royal banner of truth, by whatever 
name we call it.

Whether it be Christian Science, DI
vine Science, Psychology, Theosophy,- 
Spiritualism, or any or all of the Isms, ’■ 
we find truth In them all—In spirit—not 
in letter. ’ •. ■

But, as the fundamental principle of • 
aH rests in spirit, we will be honest and 
acknowledge that whatever is en- . 
nobling, uplifting, spiritualizing in any 
of our churches arises from the spirit- 
uaHty or Spiritualism of those churches.
The Spirit caHs! Gome np, come up, 1 i

And dwell in love’s own light!
Come and partake from the brimming 

cup .
-Which turns darkness Into light! ’ 

MRS. SUSIE C. GIFFORD.

that God knew what he meant when he - 
gave the above command, "Thou shalt 
not suffer a witch to live.” Whlle-thls . 
skepticism endures and the pulpits are 
filled with Infidels who do not believe 
the Bible, or Insist on enforcing Its man- ' 
dates, the churches will decline and 
worship will become a mere conven
tional-formality to gratify the egotism ' 
of Its devotees. . M.

i:-.'

True genius never cowers, and there
is always some Samson feeling the pil
lars of authority.. . : '■V ’ ' *“**<»»  *»V MMV L VM W * . ■ ’. . * * •

Why la notthls dotte?' Because of the I The doubter, the investigator, the la- 
skepticism In the. church„that, doubts I Adel have been the saviors of liberty.
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ItfEANIJ EXPERIENCE IN SPIRIT LAND
A Series of Letters from Spirit Franz Petersilea 

to His'Sou, Carlyle Petersilea.

LETTER NUMBER TWENTY-TWO.

Sometimes when we are ready to control the one who 
■ writes for us, we find agitation of mind on some import

ant subject. Perhaps some article has been read from a 
paper or book which conflicts with that wliich we write 
or teach. • -Perhaps something has been read that is ob
noxious to the mind of our sensitive, consequently we do 
not always find smooth, placid walers wherein to cast the 
images of the thoughts which we wish to photograph. We 
thus find it at this moment, and we must first calm the 
troubled mind before we can go on with our work. The 
present disturbed condition has been caused by.reading 
an article in a Spiritual journal, wherein the writer saya 
that Spiritualists should cease to sing of the sweet bye 
and bye, come down out of the clouds and work for wliat 
lie calls “this world.” By-“this world” we suppose he 
intans the material or earthly world or worlds. " Many 
others also say: “Let us have one world at a‘time. Don’t' 

. let us waste thought on any-other world until we get 
there. We have all-we can do here and now. Let" the 

• , sweet bye and bye take care of itself. Live only in and 
' for the present.” ’ .

Now as I, or rather we—for I do not like to ignore the 
better part of myself, my wife, my other-self, my beautiful 
Helena—now, as we are in what the writer calls “the 
sweet bye and bye,” and as it is not the sweet bye and bye 
but t he sweet now—the beautiful present time—we think

Í

it will not be out of place-for vis to write of this sweet 
now; for we are right here and now, and the most of that 
wliich we have to tell has already passed, even as this 
writing will have passed on, or become something of the 
past, as soon as we have finished it; in fact, each word as 
we write it has become a thing of the past; but, while we 
hold our sensitive for the purpose of writing these letters, 
we flit back and forth a great many times within twenty- 
four hours, that the connecting link between ourselves 
and the sensitive may not be broken. ,

Each time we have put ourselves en rapport with the 
one who writes for us, we have found this stone which has 
been capt into t)ie\watefs; so re thought we would, per
sonally,' visit the one who east the stone, put. ourselves 
en rapport with him, and find out whether he was really 
living in one world, without giving thought to any other; 
for, certainly, he ought to be able and competent to do, 
himself, that which he advises others to do. He says he 
is a Spiritualist, and if all Spiritualists would do as hq 
thinks they should do, something of importance would be 
accomplished and a plan presented.

Now if all Spiritualists and others, for no doubt he 
would like to have others do the proper thing also—as 
this man thinks they ought to do—why of course he 
wopld be the master of the whole world, and all persons 
would be his obedient servants, for they would all do pre
cisely the thing which he thinks ought to be done. He 
has not yet said what he thinks ought to be done, but he 
has said what ought not to be done—that is, “Stop think
ing about the other worlds, and the sweet bye and bye, 
and confine your thoughts to the lower world, the earthly 
world, the material world. I mean this world wherein I 
stand. Don’t think about any other. Now, right about 
face! Look at me—straight at me—I say! Don’t dare 
turn your eyes upwards! This earth, and this alone, is 
the only one you have a right to look at; for have I not 
said so, and consequently it is so. Now, as soon as you 
have come into line, and fastened your eyes on this earth, 
and this alone, and have ceased to sing or Hunk of the 
sweet bye and bye, I have other commands which I wish 
you to obey, but I will reserve them until I get you in' 
order, for I cannot do anything at all while you are 
looking at other worlds and thinking of the Sweet bye 
and bye.”

Well, friends, I have given a synopsis of about what we 
found in that man’s mind. We also found in looking 
over this man’s past life, that, as a boy, he used to throw 
stones vigorously; in fact, he stoned every cat and dog in 
the neighborhood; he was that kind of boy that breaks 
every pane of glass in an untenanted house. He used to 
browbeat and make faces at tiny little girls, and so forth, 
and so forth. You all understand just the kind of a boy 
he was; and “as the twig is bent the tree’s inclined,” you 
can all understand just what kind of a man he is now. 
He is simply a type of a great many other men, a tyrant 
on a very small scale. It is well for the world and for all 
other worlds that their commands are not heeded.

- - When such men grind you down to the earth earthly, 
to the exclusion of all other worlds, the next step is to 
draw the lines still tighter: “Now don’t look at any other

instrument would exist in your world to-day if they had 
not; for the bow-btring evoluted, at length, into a violin, 
harp and other stringed instruments, then into a piano; 
the ram’s horn' into all kinds of wind instruments,., and | 
the log drum into all kinds of drums, big and little. If 
the men of old had not looked at and thought of,pther 
worlds—although not yet understanding them—the sun, 
moon and stars, worshiping them as gods all-powerful, es
pecially the sun which they worshiped and prayed to, mo- , 
notoriously chanting their prayers, asking the sun to - 
shine and make the grass to grow, that the corn might 
also grow and ripen that their flocks and herds might be 
sustained and themselves and those of their households 
fed and clothed, musical compositions would not exist on 
your earth to-day; for such men and women were the first 
composers. They would commence in low, monotonous 
tones, gradually work into a frenzy of supplication, espe
cially if the seasons were not good or plentiful, and chant, 
scream, howl, make every sound the throat was capable of 
producing, thinking that thus the sun might be induced 
to shine upon them. Afterward came the chanting, sing
ing priests; then chanting choristers; then choirs and 
chanting choruses; and then, as the ages rolled on, came 
a Bach, u Mendelssohn, a Beethoven, a Mozart, a Liszt, a 
Chopin, a Wagner and a countless host of other compos
ers, until to-day.your world is filled with music and mu
sicians. .'•' ■, • _ . .

Beethoven was entirely deaf, yet he heard the music of 
the spheres, for no man had given your world, anything 
like it. His soul heard and gathered that which was not 
of your world. He was singing of the sweet bye-and-bye 
—and the heavenly Mozart—what eared he for the earth, 
earthy? The angels gave him whole sonatas and an
thems, perfect in all their parts, with a single impression. 
To be sure he must write them out afterward, but if he 
had thought of but one world at a time, those who dealt 
in that liigher and better world could have given him 
nothing, and he might have^ested on a dung-hill, or 
begged Lis daily bread from door to door, for he was poor, 
very poor indeed, in earthly dross.

And now we come to plays or theatrical performances. 
How and where, think you, these took their rise? In old, 
ancient China, farther back than any history goes, by 
Chinamen in their Joss houses. Change the word Joss to 
God, and God to thunder and you have the meaning of 
the original word, and theatrical performances had their 
origin in the following way.

The Celestials desired to please their ruler and on the 
days when he, together with his retinue, visited the Joss 
houses, they put on splendid barbaric apparel, apparently 
glittering in gold and precious jewels. They thought 
that each season was ruled by a particular God- or God
dess, and they in a crude way at first showed how the Gods 
and Goddesses ruled the seasons, and they could gain the 
favor of these Gods and Goddesses by talking or parleying 
with them. They could thus make the seasons propi
tious. It would make this letter too long to enter into 
the details, but the God or Goddess of each season was 
represented, or had a representative—somewhat as the 
United States sends a representative to Congress from 
each state to manage affairs to favor the state—and these 
representatives were supposed to be on familiar terms 
with the aforesaid Gods and Goddesses and could tell the 
Emperor and the people at the Joss houses, or houses of 
thunder, all that each had said and done during the 
month in which he or she reigned; and it was the bar
baric splendor, the music and the acting of all this that 
first gave rise to theatrical performances.

Every theatre and play on your earth to-day has been 
gradually evolved from the ancient, native Chinese.

The sun, moon and stars were also represented, or had 
their representatives, also thunder, lightning, rain, the 
wind. At length it took weeks of time to perform one 
play, and it became a yearly carnival of longer or shorter 
duration.

If the Celestials had never thought of other worlds .than 
' their own, there would not be a theatre on tho earth to

day, nor an actor. We do not mean by this that they 
might not have been evolved from other nations, some
what in the same way, but, simply, that those were the 
first that your earth ever knew.

People on earth can no more live for one world at a 
time than man can live for himself alone without refer
ence to his brother man. So, dear friends, think of other 
worlds in connection with your own—think of tire sweet 
bye-and-bye, and it will not only sweeten your lives but 
bring you near to the angels, for they are now in that 
which you call the sweet bye-and-bye, and "the closer you 
come in contact with the celestial life the more celestial

t-.-
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nation or country than your own;” then, “Don’t look 
anywhere except at me. Now march just as I command 
you! Think just as I think! I look within for my hap- 
pincss, and you look at me. If you dare to cast your eyes 
upward, to the stars, or other worlds, I will throw you 
into prison or a dungeon where you cannot see them. If 
you aare to think or sing of the sweet bye and bye,” which 
means of course the other or higher life, “I will perhaps 
boil you in oil, break you on the wheel, or something.” 
But we think we have said enough to show the tendency 
of such a spirit.

Now to a spiritual sensitive this is antagonistic and aw- 
fid. I do not at all wonder that we find the mind of our 
sensitive in a disturbed condition. If the spirit mani
fested by that writer caused no disturbance in other 
minds, we might pass it by without notice, but it really 
has.struck thousands of sensitive spirits in the same way 

- and with the same effect. To the mind, it is the boy 
who pelts the poor timid cats and dogs with stones, now 
grown a young man pelting the timid sensitive souls of 
men and women with stones cast from the mind.

If Galileo had confined himself to one world, you would 
all be, to-day, in the Dark Ages. The most of those on . 
earth would think it flat, the sun, moon and stars simply 
lights set in a firmament—“the greater fight to rule the 
day, the lesser light to rule the night.” If Benjamin 

- Franklin had confined hiinself to the earth earthy and 
had-not thought of something above it—had not lived in 
the clouds, so to speak—electrical, motive, and lighting 

- power,would not be known on earth to-day. If Newton 
had not thought of other worlds^ and the power by which 
they were moved, the great laws of gravitation, attraction 

' pnd .repulsion, magnetism, positive and negative forces, 
the great eternal cords that hold all worlds and universes. 

_• together would never have been understood or compre
hended in the slightest degree. H Swedenborg, Andrew 
J. Davis, -Hudson Tuttle and others, had not thought of 
other, worlds than the one whereon their feet rested, noth
ing would haVo been known of the Spiritual zones. If 
the little boy who watched his mother’s tea-kettle boiling 

, had confined himself to throwing stones at cats and dogs, 
• and had not thought of something more mysterious than 
the every-day. affairs of life, your world would not have 
had a steamboat, a locomotive,, or any other invention 
driven by steam. If men of old had not thought of gods 
and goddesses, your world would to-day, be devoid of all 
architectural beauty and you would, perhaps be still iiv- 
ing in tents and wigwams. If aboriginal men had'not 
thought of a great invisible spirit, who dwelt above, caus
ing the winds to blow, the lightning to flash, the thunder 
to-bellow, the waves to roar, and so. on through the whole 
gamut of natural sounds, he never would have stretched 
the dried skin of a beast across a couple of logs and Feat 
upon jt to make ahig noise to pro^itiatirthe Great Spirit 
—he never would have stretched Ins bowstring tight and 
twanged it for the same purpose;.he never Would have 
blown or blared through; a cow or ram’s horn, nor the 

. tribe congregated together while the young men or war
riors-beat their log drums, blew their ; ram’s horns, and - 
twanged their bow-strings in-concert; and not a musical

and the happier your own lives will be. ,
By coming en rapport with the higher life, many will 

be able to benefit the earthly world as these great minds 
have done that we have already spoken of.

If Edison did not think of the higher life, and put him
self en rapport with the angelic world, becoming entirely 
oblivious to the earth and his surroundings, there would 
be no telephone, no electric lights, no phonographs, no 
animated, moving pictures. Yes; and the earthly world 
is on the eve of a great many other miraculous discoveries 
and inventions wliich will be more and more astonishing 
still, moreover—if Editor Francis had never thought of 
other worlds and their possibilities, if he had not come in 
touch with the higher life, if he had not thought the peo
ple needed-bread from heaven, wherewith to feed their 
hungry, starving souls, he never would have edited and 
published The Progressive Thinker. Others have edited 
and published spiritual papers, to be sure, but Editor 
Francis has fed the multitude 1

To be continued.) -
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SPBITflCTURES.
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Dr. Hansmann’s Spirit Pho*  
i to»’ Drawings and 

'"Messages,
One of tli0 lup^'earnest investigators 

and believes of Spiritualism in Wash
lugton is Dr, Theodore Hausmann, who 
has been a.l(r'pract)fing physician here 
since before theJjvar. Dr. Hausmann 
has a host of acquaintances and a very 
large circle.,pf pe|foual friends, and bis 
earnest belief ip fjje tenets of Spiritual
ism has, tliefefoi\‘,.had a very great in
fluence in modifying the skepticism of 
many local peopje. The doctor himself 
has been a Spiritualist for some eight or 
nine years, and as he told a Star report
er in a recent conversation, during his 
early Investigation of the subject he 
was very much opposed to Spiritualism 
as the veriest unbeliever of to-day. Dr, 
Hausmann, nt b's home on W street, 
.has probably (he most remarkable col
lection of Splr/iqalistic material in ex
istence. It consists of hundreds of pho
tographs with, what are claimed, to be 
spirit faces ou, thein'/pictures on white . 
china, drawn luid’, painted, so it is 
claimed, by spirit hands, and by such 
eminent artistic hands as Reubens, Ra
phael, Michael Angelo, Velasquez, and a 
host of others. His library Is filled with 
slates on which he has received what 
are claimed to be spirit messages and 
some spirit' pictures, while he has 
shelves filled with .note books recount
ing spirit experiences, and giving ver
batim messages which he firmly be
lieves he has received from the spirit 
land. Such a collection would afford a 
unique field for the investigator with 
the time to go through it carefully. Dr. 
Hausmann showed many of his treas
ures to the Stpr reporter at his office a 
short time ago. A large number of his 
pictures he has framed, while hundreds 
of others are mounted in books. There 
are photograph^ or paintings of nearly 
every famous personage in history. 
The royal family of Germany is repre
sented In nearly -every .one of its 
branches, while, American history is 
shown by photographs, messages and 
drawings of hglf of the presidents.

Dr. Hapsnianfi of late has been devot
ing a large portion of his time to spirit 
photography, and he has many photo
graphs of the mos.t remarkable descrip
tion. One of them especially, which he 
Is said to have sqeured very recently, 
shows him on the same plate eight 
times, with thq light each time coming 
from a different direction. The picture, 
it is claimed, wfisjecured at one sitting 
on a plate which Dr, Hausmann himself 
purchased from iin ordinary supply, 
store. ’

Speaking of spirit photography, Dr. 
Hausmann said: "I am sorry to say 
there was a time when I thought, like 
you, that nothing could be photo
graphed If luvislble to the human eye. 
Many years ago n'friend showed me a 
photograph °with what he said was a 
spirit on it,J and I'J1was such a skeptic 
that I even'moubte!! the intelligence of 
my otherwise clear-headed friend. A 
year later the wlft^of this same friend 
obtained a1 iplrlt^photograph which 
showed not’Anly libr mother, but por
traits of deprfl-tcd insfers and brothers. 
Incredulous,s‘but djion to conviction, I 
went to a ifljlrlt photographer myself, 
and when the picture was developed, 
on the plate, iflthoflgh I did not recog
on the platcZ flltflioligh I did not recog
nize them, find dl<P not even have the 
plate toned’for tilt'iiimte preservation. 
Since then ,1 ’ImVfe become absolutely 
satisfied that Wtjro faces were faces 
of cousins #hd liad-passdli' away many 
years before.1 I IfnVe'received so many 
that are to'rite Absolute proofs of the 
truth of spirit photography since then 
that I cannot doubt. It is very Incon
siderate to say that the sensitized plate 
cannot show a picture a not clairvoy
ant person Is unable to see. Several 
years ago I arrived at the conclusion 
that spirits appear in the ultra-violet 
rays of light now called Roentgen rays. 
It Is-well known td all better-informed 
men that the sensitized plate attached 
to the telescope shows stars so distant 
that even If the astronomer looks 
through the most powerful telescope he 
cannot detect them In the sky.”—Even
ing Star, Washington.

think that U spirit, either friend of Mrs. 
Frederick or of Mrs.- Gleun, took a pic
ture of the disappointed lady (not ilud- 
ing Mrs. Glenn at home) and precipi
tated It ou.the plate at Einmner’s, per
haps when the phite was in the camera 
yet, and this would better explain the 
unaccustomed position of Mrs. Fred
erick.

To show how rapidly the spirits at
tend to our even not seriously meant 
wishes, I will narrate the following ex
perience:

A rather pretty lady wished me to try 
if some of her spirit friends would ap
pear on the sensitized plate. When en
deavoring to adjust the lens and seeing 
her picture on the ground glass of the 
camera, I involuntarily exclaimed. 
“What a beautiful portrait this will be!” 
The lady modestly said she did not care 
if her own picture was good, if only her 
invisible friends would show. The re
sult was amusing. One plate showed 
her left eyebrow drawn up unnaturally 
high, the other plate showed 'the lady's 
mouth utterly distorted; the spirits had 
granted the lady's wishes—I believe to 
her own consternation—somewhat neu
tralized by the' appearance of several 
spirit faces on each of the two plate, on 
one even her tiny babe. The next time 
the same lady was sitting she did not 
mention that she cared not for her own 
good looks; now her own pictures were 
beautiful, but nbt surrounded by spirit 
faces. ,

August 22, 189G, we were so fortunate 
as to get not only a good photograph of 
my long departed son, but also of sev
eral ladies, in full figure. Several 
months later a lady, who had repeatedly 
seen my collection of spirit pictures, 
visited me and asked If I had continued 
my investigations since her absence 
from Washington. I showed many 
things, among them the photograph of 
a lady, in a white dress ornamented 
with a garland of flowers. Pointing to 
this picture I inquired: “Do you know 
this lady?” She somewhat hesitatingly 
denied. I queried: “is she not one of 
your relatives?” She answered "No.”
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The Progressive Thinker one year 
and Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 

I Death, and Life in the Spirit World, an 
I intensely interesting, instructive and 

fascinating work, $1.25. • The twenty- 
five cents only pays a little more than 
the postage and the expense of mailing. 
The price of this work to the trade is 
$1.50. This book will constitute our 
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; ,1900, and up to. May 30,1901, It is very 

•valuable. It will.hold your attention 
throughout, and will teach you a much 
needed lesson. The postage on the 
above book, which we prepay, is 
ten cents, hence it is almost a gift to 
our subscribers. It is furnished at con
siderable less than actual cost to us.
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MUSIC.

A Grateful Tribute to Prof. J. Jay Watson, the Incom
parable Violinist. •

Fairest of all arts—the most divine 
Such music is, evoked by skill like thine, 
0 master player. In thy magic hand . ■
Thine instrument is like to wizard’s wand, 
In vibrant touch with spheres of Paradise. 
Anear thou bringst the music of the skies, 
Or by thy subtle strains dost draw us near, 
The while we list to heaven’s harmonious sphere. 
0 mystic tones from mystic soul within 
The throbbing bosom of thy violin!
Not having heard, what mortal ear had guessed 

. The wondrous sweetness locked within thy breast?'
What soul had dreamed the pathos of its sigh, 
Had it not caught the tender, soft reply, 

■ . Responsive given, unto the pliant-bow?
Its strains exultant, who could" ever know, ■
■Had not these been by skillful hand distilled, 
And sense been stirred, and inmost being thrilled?

-1 Play on, 0 Master! In such potent strains 
Doth lurk the.balm for all life’s woes and pains.

- Who knows the power of Harmony doth know 
That from its lack all Mortal ills do flow. . 
Who knows its power, the secret^ too, hath guessed , 
Of those transcendent states among the blest, 
Where all concordant cadences abound;............ -

< Where neither instrument, nor voice, nor-sound, 
Conveys Heaven’s-rhythmic measure to the ear," 
But where, from the all-vibrant atmosphere, 
Each living soul with every breath indraws 
Music's quintessence through harmonic laws. 
Bly then, musician, ply thy flexile bow, ; 
And thou, 0 instrument, thy tones out-throw 
In ?wect.response unto the master hand, 
That all who list may feel and understand 
The inmost meaning of that rhythmic force .y

•<

Which hath in harmony its inborn source. .
- ■ . . —rKate R. Stiles in Banner of -Light .

A creed is the ignorant Past bullying the enlightened
Present.—Ingersoll. ",

The Progressive Thinker of February 
24, 1900, page 5 contains: "Wonderful 
Results In Photography.” The photo
graph of a living woman is taken by 
means of thought; Tills highly interest
ing article, happening to be somewhat 
inaccurate in regard to my own experi
ences, induced me to write a few lines.

I have the good fortune to know Mr. 
Julius Emmner, Jr., personally, and find 
him to be a man who' thinks long before 
he speaks; he is thoroughly honest and 
perhaps too modest, but, because being 
a good medium, be is too frequently at
tacked by the ignorant, the jealous and 
the malicious,'slandered by those who 
are not worthy-to untie his shoestrings. 
Mr. and Mrs. Emmner have done more 
to convince people of.the truth of Spirit
ualism, In their unostentatious manner, 
than many silver-tongued speakers; this 
reliable, harmonious pair of mediums 
have become to be feared by-those who 
thrive on deceit.

The. “Thought Machine” I hope and 
believe will be perfected yet and M- 
come a monument to Mr. Emmner’s in
ventive genius. In regard to Mr. Emm- 
net's views that thought might have 
formed on tlie photographic plate pic
tures—as that of Mahomet or the por
trait of Mrs. Glenna lady friend—I al
low myself to differ. My experiments 
in spirit photography have taught me 
long ago that our spirit friends occa
sionally try to amuse or tease us and to 
teach us in a great variety of ways; for 
instance, when the members of a circle 
desire earnestly .that’.a' cat, to each 
one's own fancy, .'might -be' photo- 
graphed—it is f'ery lively that a humior-. 
ous spirit deslSys p. caricature of fe
line on the pialq. • ; ' ..'.

When I wa$-jsittiBg*for  a photograph 
sometlmes-thejsplrltpJiave changed, for 
tbe sake of fun, my countenance; when 
at my instigation,\tw6.and even three 
cameras were brought into action si- 
multaneousty-Ftiie: sitter's. mustache 
was represented occasionally so elon
gated that hiss friends would have 
hardly recognized him; at other times 
playful spirit? tried hard to upset our 
photographic cameradi .

I*  have been sitting.alone, uncovered 
or covered the 14ns by air pressure—and 
I found that some invisible one had 
drawn at the higher part of the right 
side of my facdiFe portrait of a female, 
looking towardihe right and upward 
and using my I’ifiht eye for the left eye 
of my visitor, but to db so had elevated 
my own eye about two inches. ,

Mrs. Glenn is a medium full of prom
ise, but I doubt if hcq>vlvld Imagination 
could produce Mahomet’s picture; I 
sooner would think she had attracted 
that great friend-of'ladies herself, or 
some friendly spirit impressed -the plate 
with the portrait in question.

When Mrs. Glenn’s lady friend.was 
standing, knocking nt the door of the 
residence of Mrs. Glenn, and she Ming 
at Mr. Emmner’s lihotograpbic stinlio, 
a remarkable photograph was produced, 
undoubtedly her frlend/Mrs. Frederick 
upsldd down, in a costume she never 
wore before. '. .... . • । • s

I believe, with Mr.- Emmner, thnt bur 
thoughts go'in a bee-line toward- their 
alm; but I am veYy much Inclined ■ to

Then I more pointedly asked: “Have 
you seen this lady perhaps occasionally 
in the mirror?” The lady laughed and 
wanted to know at what time I ob
tained this photograph. I told her the 
date, then the hour; she was utterly 
dumbfounded, and ultimately said she 
had been singing in a concert at Bos
ton, Mass., at that very time and had 
been congratulated, after linishing her 
part, from all sides, they had never 
heard her sing so gloriously before.

Her explanation was that a spirit had 
been singing through her organism, 
while another spirit had^brought her to 
me. I was of the same opinion. I 
wished to know If she wore such a 
dress at the time of her singing in Bos
ton. She had not.

A few weeks after this conversation, 
she was invited to sing at the ball given 
in honor of the inauguration of Presi
dent McKinley, where, in appreciation 
of her efforts, one of the managers re
moved a garland from a column in the 
Pension Office; a lady standing near, 
took hold of it and fastened it to the 
singer's white dress, making It appear 
exactly ns It was shown lu my photo
graph months ago. My friend was 
about to thank the stranger for her 
kindness, when her helper vanished 
from her v|pw.

At Rochester, N. Y., as a visitor of the 
semi-centennial celebration of Spiritual
ism, I hastened to avail njyself of the 
well-known spirit photographer, Frank 
N. Foster's mediumship. The results 
were highlj' satisfactory, so that I went 
again on a beautiful. Sunday forenoon.

Mr. Foster, adjusting the camera, 
said, "I cannot see you—It seems there 
Is a veil In front of you.”- As I had had 
similat- experiences before, I urged him 
to go on and get what he could

I felt strong and joyous when I went 
to Mr. Foster’s studio, but after this at
tempt to obtain a spirit photograph, I 
was so exhausted that I had to return 
to my hotel and rest on my bed, where 
I soon fell aslcept?) Before leaving 
Washington I had begged my daughter 
to go, if I should not have returned 
from Rochester at that time and hour, 
to the most excellent spirit photogra
pher, with whom I had been „experi
menting for years, and she obtained a 
picture of my spirit, about four times as 
large as my body, standing back of my 
daughter. '

I was perfectly conscious at Mr. Fos
ter’s when made invisible, or momenta
rily dematerialized.

The picture I obtained through friend 
Frank N. Foster shows the front of the 
back part of the chair on which I was 
sitting—and became invisible. Through 
and above the solid cross piece of the 
chair you can .see my valued friend 
Powhattan, father of Poeobontas.

Immediately after my return from 
Rochester, I went to a materializing se
ance In Washington, when my long-de
parted son came, telling me: “Father, I 
brought your spirit from Rochester to 
sister.”

These last two instances show at least 
that it was not thought that produced 
these photographs.

DR THEO. HANSMANN.
Washington, D. C.
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MOSES HULL’S BOOKi
A List of His Noted Works,

Offer Number Two.
Vol. 1, Vol. 2 and Vol. 8 of the Ency

clopedia of Death, and Life in the Spir
it World, will be sent out when accom
panied with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker, for $1.10. 
The paper one year, and the three vol
umes, $2.1Q. You can add to this order 
any of the other books, at 40 cents 
each. You can make only one order for 
three books for $1.10.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Three.
Any three of the books in our prem

ium list that you may select will be sent
I-

to you for $1.10. You are at liberty to 
select any other Molts in the list that 
you desire in connection with this or
der, at 40 cents each. You can only 
make one order for three books at $1.10.

An order for one or more of tiie pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Better by far It is to toil and struggle, 
And bear life’s burdens o’er a thorny 

way,
-Than to sit idly down where gilded 

pleasure
Holdeth her court and cheats her vo

taries gay. '
Brighter the wealth of heart, the gifts 

of feeling, -
Though borne ’mid suffering penury 

and toll,
Than all the diamonds In the mines, 

that glisten,
And all the gold of Indoor Klondike 

soli. •’
We cheat ourselves when earthly treas

ures win us
From our allegiance to the cause of 

truth, '
And all sell our souls, or “make them 

aproned waiters”
To pistons-that but work us woe and 

rUt’h. ' "
There are defeats that mar the plans 

we cherish,
Yet may be triumphs In the years to 

come.
And battle scars that we shall wear as 

trophies •
Of victories won, when we have wan

dered home.
BELLE BUSH.

Seminary, Belvidere, N. J. .

fl

For Sale at the Office of The Pio« 
gressive Thinker.

Offer Number Four.
Our regular premium, The Encyclo

pedia of Death, and Life In the Spirit 
World, Vol. 3, Is only 25 cents. If you 
wish to add thereto one of the other 
premium books only, the same will cost 
you 50 cents. If you wish two addi
tional books, the cost of the three will 
•be $1.10. You can add thereto any 
other Moks you desire at 40 cents each.

Wayiide Jbtthiffs,’ 1
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and HedaM 

of Life. ByMAJiiu E. Hull. This is a malvelouali 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls beat poemZ' 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid Portrait 
of the author, also a portrait ol Moses Hull. Pricaj 
neatly bound in English cloth, 11.
27*0  Spiritual ¿Ips

andHoiv W& Ascend Tketn, , 
• Ora few thoughts on how to reach that altltudfl 

where spirit is supreme and all things are subject to 
ii. Wllh portrait. By Moses Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and ta 
show you bow to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cent«] in paper never., ¿1 
cents.
Hew Thought» - . >

Volume I. Nicely bound In cloth, 579 large, beautfr 
fully printed pages. Portrait» of several of tbebesl 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting In an attractive form the highest phase of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Pries, only gl.W. '
Hew Thought, , ’

Volume IL 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
rjeely bound. Original matter, filx portraits. Cloth 
bound, 75 cents«. ' -

the Xediuin,
Or. the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

as a Leader of Armies. By Moses Hull. This is at 
once the moat truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Bplrituailnn 
ever written. No novel was ever more thrilUngiy in
teresting; no history more true. Price la cloth, <0 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Real Issue,

By Moses Hull. A compound of ths two pamph« 
lets. "The Irrepreielble CoutHd,” and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;" with Important addition#, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cents. This book contain» 
statistics, facta and documents, on the tandencltaaf 
the times, that every one should have,
All About Devils.

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from Hts Satanlo 
Majesty and His Subordinates in the Kingdom of 
Dorkneea. 60 pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 centa.
Jesus and the Uedlunis, .

or Christ and Mediumship, *
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-duy. By 
Moses Hull. An invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all the condi
tions of modern mediumship- It also show» that all 
the manifeatatious throughout the Old and New Testa
ment were under the same conditions that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ is the re
turn of ir^^mahtp to the world. 48 pages. Price. 
10 cents.

Spiritual Birtht 
or Death and Its To-Morrow,

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Muses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic Interpretation of many things In the Bible— 
interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and bells believed lu by Spiritualists, price« 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Raised,

Or the Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Prlee 10 cents.
BplritualoBongster,

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull1» 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, lOcts*  
or |6 per hundred.  

OLD AND NEW
FSYGHOLOGY.

BY W, J. COLVILLE.

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book In 

connection with a year’s subscription, 
and that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price will be 50 cents.

Offer Number Six.
Vol. 8 of The Encyclopedia of Death, 

and Life In the Spirit World, and tho 
Occult Life of Jesus (Including tho 
Hull-Covert Debate), will be furnished 
for 25 cents each. You can add any 
other books in tho list to this order for 
45 cents each. Take duo notice. After 
May 80,-1900, the Occult Life of Jesus 
will no longer be sent out as a premium 
for 25 cents, but will take its place 
among the other books and have the 
same price.

Au order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panied with a year's subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

OFFER NUMBER SEVEN.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.85.
Offered at Far Lees Than

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
Price.........................  <

The Encyclopedia of Death, and
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price..........................-.............. 1

$ 1.50

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3,

$ 1.50

1

■fl
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■ Price................................ !
Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun

dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price............................. i

$ 1.50

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult-
$ 1.50

ism.- Price................................. i
The Next World Interviewed. 

Price......................................... i
The Occult Life of Jesus (Includ

ing the HuR-Covert Debate). 
Price.................  i

$ L50

$ 1.25

* 2.00

. Special Notice.
The State Spiritualists Association of 

Minnesota has asked us to accept a sec
ond year of service as their mission-' 
aries. Before doing so we-want to hear 
from every possible locality in the state 
and learn if they will try to arrange for 
meetings. Many localities have failed 
to arrange for us during the months we 
have labored In Hie state; and in many' 
places we have no- correspondent or 
name of a Spiritualist. Send us. names 
everywhere, in Minnesota.. Let us have 
some grove-meetings during June and 
July. •

These must be arranged at once In or
der to secure our services. Don’t wait 
for opportunity; but create it! Address 
.me at once. ' G. W- KATES, j 
. : Minneapolis; Minn.

509 NorthweBtermBuUdlng. , '

Total price to the trade............$10.75
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 2-35 

The Progressive Thinker one year
and the seven premluni books..$ 3.35 
These seven books, substantially and 

elegantly bound, and. printed in the 
neatest style of the printer's art will be 
furnished, to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35, But bear.in mind that In order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for. $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, .$1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total, $3.35. '

The aggregate price of these seven 
Moks to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library in every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
■furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which" is less by far than their 
actual cost. The authors make no 
charge for the vast amount ot 
labor bestowed, on these works, 
and which extended over many 
years. The publisher receives not a 
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out In putting them in type, and. electro
typing the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That Is why you 
are getting these intensely interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only, 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
Inducement is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 

"keep in line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift. .

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that-all we have left us for 
those seven books Is only .

ewo.

Report« ot twenty-four distinct lectures, recently 
delivered tn New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Pblladef- 
iibla and other prominent cities of the United 
»tales, have contributed the basts of this volume.
The chief aim throughout the volume baa, been Bp 

arouse Increased Interest In the workable powlblllr 
ties of a theory of human nature, thoroughly opUm» 
htlcand at the same time, profoundly ethical. Afl 
several chapters are devoted to Improved methode of 
education, the writer confidently expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of the 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de*  
rive some help from the doctrines herewith promul
gated. •
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Price IL For sale at ;hls office.

PSyGHOGRfW,,
Marvelous Manifestations ot PsyoMti 

Mower Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED. P. EVANS. '
*‘A book yon ongtit to read. Absorbingly Interert- 

mg, and aaould be tn the bauda of every thoughtful 
man and woman. No one con read tts pages without 
being convinced of the existence of a future Ufe. The 
book la ot great value, not only to Bplrltuallata, but to 
those Interested In the problem pf man's future Ufa. 
as well as to those Interested tn phenomenal re
search."—J. J. Owen.

Thia volume ts superroyal octavo tn slie.beauuruuj 
bound In cloth and gold, and profusely Illustrated.

frlco (9, postpaid. For sale at thia office. ,

A. Schopenhauer Essays.
Translatedby T.B. Saunders. Cloth,75c.

CONTENTS.—The Wisdom of Life; Counseli and 
Maxims;; Religion and other Ensays; The Art of 
Literature; Stuoics In Pessimism. ., .

“Schopenhauer la one of tne few philosophers who 
can be generally understood without a commentary. 
All his theories claim to be drawn direct from fact*,  
to be suggested by observation, and to Interpret the 
world aa ft Is; ana whatever view he takes, he la con- 
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE EVILS OF HYPNOTISM
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USE OF MESMERISM AS AN ANES- : 
' THETIC CONDEMNED BY SOME 

’ SCHOOLS - EX-UNITED STATES
SENATOR SELF-HYPNOTIZED 

■ FOR OPERATION-WOMAN UN
. DER SPELL BUYS SIX COPIES OF
THE SJ.^IE BOOK.
The evolution of the word magnetism, 

says the Chicago Chronicle, was first 
■ into mesmerism, then into hypnotism, 
then iuto psychology, aud finally into 
suggestive, therapeutics, but the results 
obtained are one aud the same always, 
which are one mind doing the thinking 
for another mind. Tiie hypnotize!' be
comes a strong magnet aud his subject 
becomes as steel filings before the mag
netic current that flows from him. 
There are several schools for the study 
of human magnetism which hold that 
hypnotism is a form of hysteria an.d is 
at first a disease, which grows more and 
more pronounced as the subject is ex
perimented with, hence the practice of 
it, even as a therapeutic agent in the 
cure of ailments, is most vigorously con
demned. It is held by these schools that 
the subject is very much easier to han
dle the second time, a great deal easier 
the third time, and so on until he or she 
can be controlled at almost ally distance 
and made to do the bidding of the hyp
notist.

Only a few years ago a man was In
dicted in a Western State for mui’der. 
He admitted that he had a dim recollec- 
tlon of having done the deed, but he 
could assign no reason for doing it. In 
fact, he rather liked tiie murdered man. 
Dutlng the progress of the trial the 
startling fact was brought out that the 
prisoner had for a long time been under 
the hypnotic influence of a prominent 
citizen of the community who had pro
pelled suggestions of murdering the 
victim into the mind of the accused so 
long and with’ such force that he finally 

' committed the deed. The criminal rec
ords of all countries are full of cases of 
men and women having been Influenced 
by -stronger wills to commit crimes that 
in ■their normal condition would have 
been revolting to them. When the hyp
notic subject passes under the inflitbnee 
of the “suggestion” he is to the hyp- 
notlzer what clay is to the potter, nor 
has he any more moral sense, force of 
character or consclenctr-Hian the hyp- 
notizer wills that he shall have.

■ Then there is such a thing as one hyp
notizing himself. An ex-Seuator of the 
United States from Missouri found it 
necessary to have a surgical operation 
performed on his nose. A deep incision 
was necessary. He mounted the op
erating chair' aud when the surgeon 
started to put him under the influence 
of ether he asked them to desist and let 
him alone for a few minutes. Presently 
he told them to go to work with their 
instruments. After the operation one 
pf the surgeons asked him if the cutting 
was painful. He said it was not, but at 
times the knife felt like the gentle 
scratching of a pin. Then he Informed 
the surgeon that he had mesmerized 
himself and also that he had been a 
Student of psychic forces all his life. 
From this It would appear that the field 
of the influence of hypnotic effects is 
practically limitless.
HYPNOTIZED BY A BOOK AGENT.

A story comes from Milwaukee where 
a book agent is charged with using this 
subtle force to sell his goods. A Mrs. 
Hiles has been sued by the Bancroft 
Publishing Company for $600 for six 
copies of a book. Her defense is that 
the book agent hypnotized her. She 
says that Mr. Drew, the agent who sold 
the books, talked to her until her head 
ached and that be held out an agree
ment and pencil to her and told her to 
sign It. She avers that she tried to re
sist, but her mind was Incapable of re
fusing, she being completely under a 
hypnotic spell.

A. singular case of psychic energy 
manifestation is reported at Wichita, 
Kan. William Mack, a harnessmaker, 
was arrested on charge of insanity, be
cause he insisted that he was under the 
influence of a woman at Portland, Ore. 
He gives her name as Gertie Andrews 
and describes her as being a woman 
who makes her living by telling for
tunes. He says she exercises a hypnotic 
influence over him and he is completely 
under her control. Mack’s statement to 
the court is in substance as follows:

"I am not insane as you have charged. 
I am under the influence of a hypnotist, 
who exercises an evil spirit over me. 
I am afraid that unless the spell is 
taken away she will make me kill my
self. She has already caused me to give 
up my money and Bell my business. I 
have sent the money to her. Now I am 
penniless and charged with Insanity. 
Lord knows I am not insane.

"I first met Gertie Andrews at San 
Francisco at the Baldwin Hotel, in the 
summer of 1891. She was a captivating

forenoon he is generally mild and wants 
to read the Bible continually. At night 
the dOmon shows itself‘and he paces 
back and forth in his cell, tearing his 
hair and calling-upon Gertie to quit tor
turing him. He has torn a number of 
beds and chairs into small bits. But 
when the spell passes away he does not 
remember that anything has occurred.

The sheriff has sent inquiries to Ore
gon and no such woman is known there. 
However, several people in Wichita 
claim to have seen him in company 
with such a person in the town. It is 
known by bis friends that he sent much 
money away to a "lady friend,” and it 
is known that he went to Denver and 
wired here for u large sum of money, 
which was sent. In the meantime the 
judge sits on his chair and looks down 
at Mack,.who is brought every morning’ 
for observation and insists that he is 
not insane and that he shall be turned 
loose that afternoon. But when the 
jailer goes down to unlock Mack’s cell 
he is frightened away by his wild ac
tions and loud cursing. The unfortu-
nate man paces up and down his 
murmuring in despair:

“Oh! my God, Gertie, why don’t 
remove this awful”curse? Don’t 
know I am dying?” .

woman and we fell in tovc. I had plenty 
of money then and asked her to marry 
me. She accepted and I was happy. 
We used to have little parties and she 
entertained the crowd by hypnotizing 
them. Her power in this line was won
derful. Time passed and I came back 
to Wichita and she went back to Port
land. My business dwindled and when 
she came to Wichita on a visit four 
weeks ago I found myself unable to 
keep my promise of marriage. She was 
very angry. The night she left we went 
into a restaurant near the Santa Fe 
depot and ordered supper. We were in 
a little room alone and after we com
menced eating she began to talk of hyp-, 
notism. I knew that she Intended to 
hypnotize me, but I was even then

. under her power.
KIDNAPED BY A WOMAN.

"Several days later when I came to 
my proper senses I found myself in a 
cell in the police station at Denver. The 
police said I was crazy. The woman 
had kidnaped me. That night she came 
to the station house to see me and se
cure my release.. Then she forced me 
by her power to telegraph to Wichita 
for money. I told her I had none.

‘“Yes you have,’ she said. ‘Tell them 
you are ill and have to have IL’
’ “I did so'and when the money came 
she took It and skipped out. I returned 
here, and guess I have acted crazy ever 
since. It is the curse she has placed 
upon me. I cannot get rid of it Every 
now and then I feel It come upon me, 
and I guess it makes me act like a vil
lain. I pray to God every night to take 
away the curse, but it remains. I wish 
the’ officers would find her and make 
her-take this curse away'.

1‘She tells me to do things and I can
not help doing them. If she. were to 
tell me to kill myself I fear I should 
obey. Oh! this curse is something 
awful!”

Mack’s actions are very strange at 
times. He is a fair representation of 
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. In the cell 
of the county jail where he ha,s been 
confined he acts In various moods and 
is the caflse for much thinking among 
the medical people of Wichita. In the

cell

you 
you

A remarkable case of an insane girl 
having been returned to reason by hyp
nosis comes from Paterson, N. J. The 
operation, or, to use the technical term, 
the hypnosis, was performed in. the 
German Hospital in Paterson. The sub
ject was a young woman of good fam
ily. She was sent to the hospital by her 
relatives in a condition of insanity 
brought on by disgrace consequent upon 
her misplaced confidence in a young 
man’s-promises. She ha<Tbeen sent to 
the hospital, not in the hope that she 
could be cured of her mental disorder, 
but merely that the customary formali
ties of State medical examination by 
commissioners in lunacy could be made 
preparatory to committing her to an 
asylum.

She was insane. The physicians of 
the hospital agreed to that, and unless 
some unusual treatment could be had 
there was no escape for her from con
finement in an Institution. They de
termined to try hypnosis on the young 
woman and they did 'so, and with' re
sults which, if they are to be believed in 
their entirety, mark an epoch in the ad
vancement of psychical accomplish
ment.

In four days the young woman was 
cured of her insanity by the complete 
eradication from her mind of all mem
ory of her disgrace. At the end of that 
time she left the hospital in good health 
and otherwise completely unchanged 
from her normal self except, it is 
asserted, in these particulars:

She had completely forgotten her dis
grace, as much as if it had never 
happened.

HAS FORGOTTEN THE MAN.
She had lost all memory of the man 

who had been responsible for her 
trouble. '

She met the man on the street, not 
once, but many times, without recog
nizing him any more than if he bad 
been a perfect stranger to her.

She did not recognize his photograph, 
which was in her home, as that of one 
she had ever known. .

The sight of presents he had given to 
her aroused in her no recollection what
ever.

She was mentally as completely re
moved from that sad occurrence In her 
life as if it had been the lot of another 
person.

These are the facts in the case as ob
served by scientific men, who were cog
nizant of it both before and after the 
hypnosis. Those who do not believe in 
hypnotism may doubt that the cure was 
effected wholly in the manner described, 
but that it was effected, and that, as far 
as the critical observations of the med
ical men interested could determine, no 
other means was used, seems to be be
yond doubt.

The methods employed by the physi
cians to accomplish this result are In
teresting. They used the latest modern 
scientific method of producing "sleep 
suggestions of forgetfulness.” Four 
days were required to effect the cure, 
and it is understood that on at least two 
of the above days the suggestions were 
communicated to her on more than one 
occasion.

The you.g woman was thrown into a 
deep sleep. While In that sleep the 
operator gave to her the suggestion of 
forgetfulness. These are given by repeti
tion on the part of the operator of the 
idea of forgetfulness until it is thor
oughly impressed on the passive mind 
of the subject.

MENTAL EASE SUGGESTED.
The operator would repeat the sen

tences: "Forget your trouble,” “Dis
card all thoughts of evil from your 
mind,” “Cease to worry about any
thing," many, many times, while focus
ing his will on the object to be attained 
until the patient gradually began to let 
slip her hold upon the'vivid Impression 
she bad of her disgrace and becafne 
more and more oblivious of it. Then 
the suggestions would become:

“You are quite well,” “You have no 
troubles,” “You are going home.” Four 
days of this, which meant the hardest 
and most trying work on the part of the 
operator and a deep, hypnotic state of 
passive receptivity on the part of the 
young woman, completed tfic cure; and, 
according to the testimony of those who 
have been familiar with the. case, the 
young woman is, except as to the lapse 
In memory on this one subject, quite as 
she was before; '

Hypnotists say this cure, while the 
most remarkable because of its striking 

1 character, differs from the results ob
tained in a multitude of cases only In 

■ the greater number of ideas included’ 
> and the consequent greater brain area

Paterson it is asserted that, the hyp
notist was able to bring about retrac
tion in that portion of the brain where 
these disordered notions found lodg
ment. The suggestions of the operator 
caused the retraction in the cell bodies 
thus affected, aud by this means dis
connected all memory of the disgrace 
from the young woman’s consciousness.

The explanation of hypnotists is thus 
understood when they say that the cure 
of the young woman does not differ lu 
nature from a mere benumbing, say, of 
one finger, a common experiment lu 
hypnosis. In the latter instance, per
haps one cell body would be disconnect
ed, to use the popular term, while in the 
case of the young woman a variety of 
.cell bodies, corresponding to the great 
variety of thoughts aud emotions com
mingled in her suffering, bad to be 
cut out.

The story of one Sir Henry Westwood 
Cooper gives still another phase of hyp
nosis. He is a convict in tiie State 
prison at San Quentin, Cal., aud this is 
a list of a few of his alleged doings in 
which, hypnotic Influences are said to 
have been exercised: Married Miss 
Bertha Young at Brisbane, Australia, in 
1890, and was charged with defrauding 
her family; induced Miss Ethel Maud 
Champaign, of Stanton, Canada, to 
elope with him in May, 1897; perpe
trated some peculiar frauds at Chicago 
in 1897, according to the police reports; 
in August, 1897, persuaded Landlord 
John P. Gallagher, of the Langham 
Hotei, San Francisco, to accept a forged 
draft for -$85,000; planned In August, 
1897, to elope with Mrs. Georgie Fan
ning, a Langham Hotel waitress, prom
ising a settlement of $250,000; induced 
seven desperate convicts at Sail Quentin 
to join him in'a scheme of murderous 
revolt, bo that by informing the prison 
officials of tiie plot he could win favor 
and possibly freedom; caused the prison 
officers on March 3 to dismiss Guard 
Shields, , .
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO SUGGESTION.

A, C. Halphide, A. B., M. D., of Chi
cago, is an enthusiastic advocate of sug
gestive therapeutics, or hypnotism, but 
he admits that the chief symptom of 
hypnosis 1b the Increased susceptibility 
to suggestion, which means weak-mlnd-. 
edness. He says this is often found 
where fixation of the eyelids Is lacking, 
although this is one of the first - and 
most'regular phenomena. In some sub
jects in hypnosis the movements are 
quick and easy, while in others they are 
slow and labored. Not only speech but 
music has a marked suggestive influ
ence upon the hypnotized. Sad music, 
like a sad story, will make them sad 
and tears will well up into the eyes and 
trickle down their cheeks. The same is 
true of lively music or a humorous 
story;’ they will go into ecstacies of 
mirth over them. The fact that they 
are incapable of other than deductive 
reasoning renders them liable to serious 
deceptions and furnishes an explanation 
for many of the dangers of hypnotism. 
The individuality of the person may be 
changed; suggest that he is another per
son and he will believe It and comport 
himself accordingly. Post hypn^/jc sug
gestions are readily accepted toX>e car
ried out at an appointed slgrjal. The 
voluntary muscular system is readily 
controlled in many subjects. They have 
willingly and unresistingly delivered 
themselves Into the control of another, 
and if you suggest that they cannot 
move they cannot. The same results 
follow in the sensations. They can be 
made to feel warm or cold, hungry or 
thirsty, to see, hear, smell, taste or feel 
anything. They, can be made to feel 
well or sick, to feel pain or to be re
lieved from it. The physiological ac
tions of the involuntary organs may be 
just as well and as certainly affected. 
Many Instances of such results axe at 
hand. The action of the heart may be 
increased or diminished,-the character 
of the respiration changed, the func
tional activities of the stomach, the 
liver, the kidneys and the intestinal 
canal affected at will.

which needed to be hypnotized.
' The scientific-explanation of hypnosis, 
according to the most modern theories 
on the subject, Is that the brain is com
posed of a multitude of small cells, or 
bodies. These cell bodies’ are uncon
nected except by contiguity, and are 
not, as formerly was believed, of a 
fibrous nature, which it was' thought 
made all parts of the brain intercom- 
munlcative. .

It is found to be possible by means of 
suggestion on the part of the hypnotist 
to cause these cell bodies to contrast 
and become more isolated one from 
another. ‘ This retraction, by means of 
its • consequent separation, takes that 
particular cell body or set of cell bodies 
out of connection with its neighbors, 
nnd thus for the time being cuts off that 
particular line of sensation from tbe 
general consciousness. -

COMPARED TO TELEGRAPHY.
The action of suggestion or hypnosis 

on the cell bodies is compared to that 
of a telegraph operator who cuts out his 
particular line or instrument from a 
certain circuit. - ■

In the case of (he young woman In:

HIS SPIRIT WIFE.
She Prevented Him from 

Committing Suicide.
“If there 1b any man in this city who 

has the idea of quitting this earth by 
setting his time of exit instead of wait
ing for it bravely, I want just to say to 
him, ‘Hold on, and you’ll get better luck 
than you ever dreamed of.’ " ’

The man who was speaking was in a 
down-town business office, talking with 
three acquaintances whom he had met 
by appointment, coming from the West 
to do so. ■

He had the hall-mark of a prosperous 
man, but around the_ eyes were the 
broken lines where sometimes mental 
trouble had done its work and left its 
signature, that all might see who was 
the maker of the etching.

“I went over to Brooklyn to-day,” con
tinued the man; “I haven't been there 
In many years.” Then he became Silent 
and his friends waited. Again be 
talked.

“Perhaps you will care to hear a 
story of a man who has bad a strange 
experlence/whose life was saved by the 
most undecipherable miracle possible.

“I came to New York," he began, 
“about twenty years ago, after having 
seen my old father ruined by a scoun
drel, and all I possessed dumped into 
the financial bole that held all my fam
ily worldly possessions. I'had no idea 
what to do until a wealthy typefounder 
who had been helped in his struggling 
days by my father came forward and 
made an offer to help me, so that, he 
said, I might help my father. He pro
posed that I let him set me up in busi
ness in New York, where he said I could 
easily clear $10,000 a year running a 
printing office; he would furnish all the 
type, cases, and necessary stock, and I. 
could pay him 6 per cent on the Invest
ment and pay up for the plant as fast 
as I could. I was doubtful of the chance 
that a perfect stranger in so big a city 
would stand with those composing 
rooms already established, but . he 
braced me up by saying that about all 
the printers and magazine publishers, 
as well as the trade journal men, were 
in his power as he had mortgages on 
their stock, and that he could throw 
enough business into my hands to"keep 
me going till I got well established. So. 
I moved my family to Brooklyn, 
although there were only two of us to 
come. My wife was a Down East girl, 
who had always been one of those 
mother’s girls; I guess she loved me as 
well as any wife ever did, but she loved 
her mother, who Was a saint, with an 
affection just as tender if- it was differ
ent. So when we were established in 
our new home, she must have suffered 
acutely-from -loneliness and strange
ness, but she. never'let me know it. '

"I ran that composing room four 
years, and if I go to hell when I die I 
ought in-common justice to have four 
years taken off my sentence, for I was 
in hell every minute of the time. I had 
the plant all going, a good foreman, a 
full force of compositors, the latest and 
best type, cuts, rules, ornaments, and all 
I lacked to get that ten thousand a year 
was a contract. I asked the type
founder’s advice as to where I should 
get jobs. He told me to look for work. 
‘Go out and walk the city over and find 
work,’ said my capitalist; 'a man-can’t 
get business In this city sitting in -his 
office -waiting for somebody to hunt him

up.’ So I walked the city over, and at 
lust got a contract for a clothing cata
logue but I had to hope solfie one be re
sponsible for the fiutehing|j>|f the work 
ou time. 1 asked my beiiefuctor, thé 
type-founder, to secure me In this 
matter. I went dowp to bif office and 
waited a couple of hqjirs to.see him. I 
told him how I was ¿placed' and asked 
bis aid. He turned suddenly round in 
bls office chair aud said: .

“ ‘Look here, you haven’t been trying 
to get work from Rlderieh,’ have you? 
That won’t do; the/ are customers of 
Rule & Gothic’s composing rooms, aud 
that firm buys all their type of me. I 
can’t have you trying to get jobs any
where that'Will interféré with work 
done by Arms who buy thelr'stuff of me. 
I couldn’t sell a stickful of'type to one 
of my customers if you did,‘for they all 
know I am backing you, and would 
throw me down for once and all.’

“I knew he sold inoi'e printer’s sup
plies in the city than every other foun
der and I siiw my downfall, but did not 
throw up the job then and there as I 
ought to have done.'-.Well, I went on, 
getting some carriage circulars, a few 
publications, a little work from new 
concerns and some overflow work from 
one of the leading magazines, and so I 
struggled along, one of the most misera
ble men In this great city. I couldn’t 
pay anything toward my plant or even 
the interest. My wife never saw a new 
dress, or coat or hat. Often I had to 
borrow the price of a ride over to my 
home. Down East iny poor old father 
and mother died and were spared the 
knowledge of my failure. I used to tell 
my wife I wanted to take my breakfast 
in New York so that she might not have 
to rise so early; I never had a breakfast 
those last months. . I ate my lunch at 
the cheapest place in Pearl street, and 
told my wife to have only supper at 
night as I ate a hearty dinner at the 
noon hour.

“One day my. benefactor sent for me. 
He said I was making' a complete fail
ure of business; he reckoned I hadn't 
any push; he named over dozens of 
composing rooms that had made their 
owners wealthy, and I am glad to think 
many of them failed later on and nipped 
the old man out of some thousands in 
their downfall. He said he wasn’t go
ing to back the thing any longer, and 
the sooner I closed out’the better. I 
begged that man to give me six months 
more chance. Finally he said he would 
give me four weeks more, and think 
over it. But three weeks later, when I 
went to my office, I found there a force 
of men taking out the furnishings, type 
caBcs, stock and so forth. I ■ inquired 
what it all meant, and was told by one 
in apparent authority: ‘The old man’s 
ordered this place closed up, and the, 
stock and furnishings taken out.'

"I sat there watching the men In a 
dazed silence; when they had closed the 
place I went out and wandered around 
till the time I usually went home. When 
I got off the ear there stood before our 
door the deep hooded carriage of a doo- 
tor. I knew what it meant,

“My wife died thé'next day but one. 
The baby lived. I.never looked at it, 
and believe I never, thought of it with
out hatred. Her mother, took my wife 
East to bury her at the old home; she 
took the baby, too,. I resplved to put 
myself out of the way. I ¡argued back 
and forth with myself, thinking, aq my 
Christian mother hfi|d taught me, that a 
suicide is debarred, from ¡immortality; 
but that fact did,not deter me. My 
plans were matft. ¡1 woulfl jump from 
a ferry boat and soqp be bqyond further 
agony. ’ As I went pn the boat I swear 
I'saw my wife juq| in advance of me. 
She turned her face towards me and 
smiled, and I followed her: and stood be
side her. I did not speak to her, for I 
seemed weak and ,(lumb., We left the 
boat and I followed her op and.pn till 
we came to a railroad station. \Every 
once in a while she .would turn hevi'/ace 
to me, for she was always in adA'pce, 
and the tenderness and pity of it were 
unspeakably manifest. I followed’her 
onto a train. When I saw my wife 
beckon to me I left the train, she 
always going a trifle in advance. We 
were in a country village; there was one 
long street, and short streets crossing it 
at irregular intervals. I followed my 
wife down one of these cross streets, 
■which ended in a lane, at the terminus 
of which was a barred gate opening 
into a green meadow, across which I 
could see glimpses of a river. We were 
soon there by its border. My wife gave 
me one look, it seemed full of sorrow 
and reproach, and then with a quick, 
strong leap, she cast herself into the 
stream, I plunged In after her, calling 
wildly. As I struck the water I at first 
sank, unable to swim from weakness. 
All at once life seemed valuable to me; 
I struggled desperately, and fought for 
my life; I somehow reached the bank, 
and the last I remember was of sinking, 
sprawling upon the turf. The last 
thought I had was “Here is a great 
green field and a running river,” such 
as she longed for in that close, troub
lous, oppressive house she called home 
during those dreadful years.

“I came to my senses in a hospital 
four weeks later. It was in this hospital 
that I met the man who, when we both 
left the institution, offered to take me 
West with him and . give me employ
ment. You all know here how I pros
pered. ’ When I came East this time my 
daughter wanted to come, as she said, 
to see the house where she was born. 
We went to-day to Brooklyn to see it. 
I could scarcely find it.” •

Here he buttoned up his top-coat and 
refused to talk deals and prices, for, 
said be:

“I’ve no time to-day, now; I have to 
get Into my togs and take my daughter 
out to a luncheon with my girl for three 
years past.’’—New" York Sun.

MY YEARS GO SWIFTLY BY.

THE MAYER FUND
3lan Proposed to Raise the 

Needed Amount.
To the Editor:—The I Progressive 

Thinker, No. 544, contains an appeal 
from our worthy brother and true repre
sentative, Lyman C. Howe, It relates 
to the “Mayer fund.”

It appears that there is still unpledged 
the sum of three thousand dollars. If 
that was secured, it would make the 
definite sum of ten thousand dollars to 
meet tiie generous offer made by Mr. 
SJayer more than a year ago for the 
purpose of advancing the cause of spir
itual truth.

This ten thousand dollars raised by 
free-will offerings will be invested to se
cure a commodious and beautiful spirit
ual temple in tbe city of Washington, 
D,. ,0« „estimated at the low figure of 
twenty“'flve thousand dollars, Mr. Mayer 
donating fifteen thousand dollars for 
our benefit. . .

In reading the article from Brother 
Howe, and thinking it over, the desire 
became strong to help make this enter
prise a success. But how?

We have heard it presented by some 
of our ablest inspired speakers from the 
public'‘rostrum. It has occupied space 
in our spiritual papers. It has been ar
dently supported by the wise, the pure 
and the good in all classes among Spir
itualists,

And it has been opposed by some who 
felt that we dli not need any such out
lay of money in Washington, D. C. If 
the Spiritualists in that city desired a 
“borne,” let them provide one as "we do 
here.” ■ . .

acconj with: the knowledge they now 
possess. I1 ' - ,

The class which we referred to in the 
forepart of this article, we designate as 
the “laborin'g class.” TJie writer be
longs to this efficient, stalwart, and hon
orable class, though still unpopular in 
what Is termed the higher walks of life 
—but Its history needs no apology when 
Introduced.

The mighty forests of the western 
world fell beneath the strokes of honest 
labor.

Oceans and great lakes are traversed 
by floating palaces, and leviathans of 
commerce, which move with tbe speed 
of modern progress, set in motion by the 
grimy hand of honest labor, guided by 
tbe active brain of the sturdy artisan, 
whose fruitful mind and deft hand has 
cleft the mountain range and spanned 
the foaming torrent with trusses of 
steel. Our country, the center of active 
life was bought with the life blood of 
honest labor which Is- ever ready to re
spond to' the call of duty whether in the 
community where they reside, or on the 
field of carnage, to defend our flag, and 
perpetuate our free institutions. It is 
to this class of noble and self-sustaining 
manhood and womanhood this appeal is 
made.

My brother, my sister Spiritualist will 
we be justified as a class, who are reap
ing rich rewards from our even limited 
knowledge of our beautiful philosophy, 
if we fall i[o do what se.ems to be in 
this matter of the “Mayer fund,” our 
plain duty?

Time and space forbid details, but 
ask yourselves the question, Has there 
not been great good accomplished by 
the N. S. A?

Have they not sent able and pure-

BLINDNESS
PREVENTED AND CURED.

THE THE
: BLIND 
SEE,..

DEAF :
HEAR. : :

j: BY THE GREAT EYE RESTORER 
!; AND ONLY CATARRH CURE

ASTIAI A isamarvelofthenlne*  [ rWf I liw>4k teenthcentury, forty। . V V B w »vVliVAA wWAACUIjr, tv, Uj
' its use the Blind See, the Deaf Hear and Ca* 4'

' * tarrh is impossible. Actina is an absolute 4 
* certaintyiathecureofCataracts,Pterygiums, ' 

' ’ Granulated Lids,Glaucoma, Amaurosis, Myo-4 
' “ pia, Presbyopia, Common Sore Eyes or Weak-1 
' * ened Vision from any cause. No animal1

’ except man wears spectacle^. There need not J 
‘ be a tpoctacle used on the etreete of the world 
। and rarely to read with. Street glasses aban« 
. ’ doned, Actina also cures Neuralgia, Head-

[ ache, Colds, Sore Throat, BrochitisandWeak
Lungs. Actina is not a snuff or lotion, but a ' 

, ’ Perfect Electric Pocket Battery, usable at all < 
! ’ times and in all places by young or old. The ' 
( • one instrument will cure a whole family of ' 
! ’ any of the above forms of disease.

j

My years go swiftly, by, ‘ 
And slowly, surely i.can trace 
ibe lines of caye mpon my face, 
And in my , hair tm silver gray, . 
In sober sadness'grlmiy. stray, 
And Time with careful’Tenderness 
Lingers near the Tend 'ckress, " 
As though an an^el friend were nlgh. ' 

' . ■ ' ?jr .a . • ■ ,
My years are ebhjng by; -
And friends are ¡having one by one,. 
My hour-glass Binds are nearly run, 
I hear as though sold lips had said - 
“The silent yearatare net dead,- • . ■ 
In Memory’s urnnmanlsiglfted soul 
Keeps all her treasures safe and whole 
Immortal in the sky.” ub . -
My years go swiftly b£ . . /
Old hearts estranged, fium 'once more to 

As I recall the pkst rehiprsefully, - 
Their eyes thatshill'rme, and averted 

glance, : „.
And look upon me, peljjnance, 
As In the old familiar way; .
But who could' war with unconscious 

clay, , ’ , . ’ ' ,
The unseen dwellers of the sky.' ' • C' ‘ ‘
My years go swiftly by, .
I greet the absent ones of the long ago. 
Adown Time’s swift current’s noiseless 

flow ' ' •
My bark moves towards the distant 

goal, .
The garden-land of;the soul.
O estrangedl for ye I plead
The world's sweet comfort and meed, 
Where love and friendship never die; 
Eterrihl In the.sky. • ■ - ■

, tBISHOP A- BEALS.
Summerland, Ohl. - i

Doubtless' each individual in the dis- , 
cussion of this matter has expressed । 
this honest convictions, and we feel 
bound to respect them, even though our ( 
action should be contrary to this decis- ■ 
ion. Brother Howe speaks of the Bap- ¡ 
tlsts of Buffalo, where one congrega- । 
tlon raised by subscription $23,000 at , 
one session. It seemed to have a mar- - 
velous effect upon the old spiritual 
leader, because he breaks out in a deep- 
toned declaration, "Oh! that we were 
Baptists! How easy it would be to raise ¡ 
the ten thousand dollars, to secure the 
fifteen more as offered by Mr. Mayer.” j 
One seems to see the old battle-scarred 
veteran, who for forty years has con- । 
tended with "the world, the flesh'and 
the devil,” which flourish in the field of , 
orthodoxy. And now, in his zeal, and 
ardent desire to secure that which will 
confer lasting good upon us as a people, 
like Richard III. cries out, in tones 
above the din of conflict, "A horse! A 
horse! My kingdom for a horse!” , 

“Oh, that we were Baptists!" This 
sentence coming from the source it does, 
indicates the earnest desire of our 
worthy brother, that we act up to our 
duty and privilege and avalFourselves 
of this once-ln-a-llfetlme opportunity.

In the many calle for aid in this\'>m- 
mendable enterprise, the class of pvr- 
sons who form the majority of our peo
ple'has had no direct appeal made to 
them, and our purpose in this simple ef
fort is to make it.

We say commendable enterprise. 
Surely the liberal, yea, munificent act 
on the part of Mr. Mayer is one to be 
emulated by all good Spiritualists who 
are wealthy and should be responded to 
by all so-called poor, as far as their 
means will admit.

It would be absurd for a man in Mr. 
Mayer’s position, and business qualifi
cations to enter Into such a deal if he 
sought personal benefits, or financial ad
vantage.

As an individual he conveys to the N. 
S. A. a valuable piece of property of 
which they stand in need, and at a re
duction of fifteen thousand dollars from 
its market value. Why should he do 
this? If it is not for the benefit of Spir
itualists, throughout our land, to whom 
will the benefit flow?

“But, it is deeded to the N. S. A!" 
Well, my brother or my sister, to whom 
should the property be given?

Suppose that Mr. Mayer makes be
quest of $25,000 instead of $15,000 to 
the Spiritualists as a people, and to be 
paid to each In cash, and suppose we 
number 2,500,000, we would not be very 
greatly benefited by receiving one cent, 
and still it is a very large amount for 
one good man to give.

Now let us look at this matter as one 
which affects each and every one of us 
who are Spiritualists. Think of it a mo
ment. Can we dispense with the serv
ices of the N. S. A? Would we be as 
well prepared to meet the cares and 
trials of earth-life if that organization 
were dissolved, and its efforts and in
fluence for our good destroyed?

What have the people received who 
have been brought under the Influence 
of spiritual truth through the labors of 
the band of missionaries sent out by 
the N. 8. A? What do they receive?

Life! And the knowledge of the fact 
of spirit return, and reliable spirit in
tercourse. Is this of any Import to us? 
Do we not desire that people who are 
now In the bonds of orthodox slavery, 
shall be brought to the light and free
dom of the truth? How many mission
aries went forth bearing the words of 
life, liberty and eternal progress prior 
to the inauguration of the fL S. A?

Should we not rejoice at the news of 
Mr. Mayer’s kind thought to aid those 
who were bearing the light of life into 
the habitations of darkness and super
stition?

He says to us plainly, kindly, Come, 
brother or sister, give ten cents towards 
the cause you dearly love and I will add 
to it fifteen for the same purpose.

It seems to us, with our limited per
ception of the great problem of rescu
ing humanity from self enslavement, 
and the bonds of superstition In which 
many of us were born, that spiritual 
truth is the only power that will or can 
save mankind from disappointment, 
degradation and moral darkness.

Now it is a fact-well established, that 
the object of the N. S, A., Indeed, their 
mission, is to bear the light of spiritual 
truth through the labors of their mis- i 
alonarles., whom they equip and send 
forth to the needy localities, without 
money and without price. .

Thus the gospel of spiritual truth is 
being carried to many hearts, homes, 
and communities that would not receive 
It were it not for .the efforts of the N, 
S. A. . ■

Are the salaries and perquisites of the 
members-of this body so lticrative, and 

-their prerogatives so royal, as to be a 
source of danger to the integrity and 
probity of candidates seeking the dls- 
tinctive honors conferred upon them?

Should we as a people refuse to aid 
our good Brother Mayer who proposes 
to present azhome or dwelling place for 
the N. S. A?
. Surely, no sane person would think 

that Intelligent Spiritualists would look 
upon it as the Vatican at Washington, 
D. G? .

Is not this organization entitled to 
some token of respect, confidence, admi
ration or affection for its labors in the 
past years? Is It within the bounds of 
possibility to organize a society, whose 
field of labor is so wide, and run as 
smoothly as some guild which is domi
nated by an ecclesiastical court presided 
over by a mitered parasite? ■

This much abused organization, 
through the misunderstanding of many 
who have not entered Into their object 
and their motives, has sent forth no. 
irate “hulls," although some may have 
been made by-zeal, which did not at all

minded, Intelligent teachers into him- < 
dreds of places where our philosophy 1 
would never have been taught, only 
through this effective effort?

Will It be wise in us, who are endeav
oring to build up spiritual manhood and 
womanhood, to stand idly by and re
fuse, forget or neglect to render so 
slight a service as that required to se
cure to the N. 8. A. the gift of the home 
which they have merited?

, As we are one in spirit, in the one 
great household of life aud progress, 
with one hope well established of Im
mortality, it is our home, the gift of Mr. 
Mayer is to us all, both rich and poor, 
learned and illiterate.

It is a matter of only a few years, 
and perhaps days, when some of us will 
view thl.s subject from the spirit-side of 
existence.

Standing there suppose we realize the 
fact that through a lack of interest on 
the part of many, ourselves included, 
the liberal offer was withdrawn, will 
the knowledge of this failure be a 
source of comfort and peace to those of 
us who pass out of the body?

Suppose we meet In the spirit realm, 
some ardent worker and a member of 
the N. S. A. while here, could we greet 
them with the hearty expression which 
characterizes the sturdy workmen and- 
women of our country?

I fear we could not!
Will the working people of the United 

States who are Spiritualists permit me 
to make a propositlou? The end aud 
alm is to secure, on or before the 15th 
day of June, 1900, the sum of $3,000 to 
be known as the “Labor fund,” to be 
added to the $7,000 already secured to 
meet the $15,000 given by Mr. Mayer.

It requires only 15,000 subscribers at 
20 cents each, to secure that which you 
will be gratefully proud of in the years 
to come.

Send post office order for twenty 
cents to Mrs. M. T. Longley, secretary 
of the N. S. A., Washington, D. C.

Friends, do this at once, if you possi
bly can. It you have not the money to 
spare this "pay” send it next “pay.” 
But send your written pledge for the 
amount to be paid on or before the 15th 
of June, 1000, so that the secretary can 
act upon your pledge, *•

Hoping, dear friends, that you will 
see the necessity of Immediate action, 
and that you will receive the suggestion | 
in the spirit of kindness in which it Is 
made, I will go and do likewise.

In hope of a glorious immortality, 
through the power of spiritual pro
gression, I remain, fraternally yours,

Dowagiac, Mich. C. F. COLE.
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WORKS OF THOS. PAINE
THOMAS PAINE’S 

Examination of the Prophecies.
A comlderatlon of the passage*  tn the New Testa*  
ment, quoted irom tbe Old and called Prophecies Con*  
cernlng Jesus Chrlsu Price 15 cts. For sale at this 
office.

Paine’s Political Works Complete 
Two volume.. Theological Worka; Poetical and MU- 
cellaneoui Work.; Life. Thli set ot Ove volume, all 
boxed ready for .hipping, «5.00 Thu I. the belt and 
ohsapeat edition and should be on the Ihelres of ev
ery student of .liberal thought. For sale at this office

(

I
 PBQF. WILSON’S MAGNETO-CONSEBVATIVE , , 

........APPLIANCES........ . ,
Cure Paralysis, Rheumatism and all Chronic < i 
Forms of Disease. These appliances are as < > 
puzzling to the physicians as is the wonder41 
working Actina, • < •

A Valuable Book Fre*  MWeat-;; 
ise on the human system, it*  disease*  and J 
cure and hundreds of references and testi* . 
monials. <

AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS. < 

j New York and London Electric Ass’n, < 
b _ “T” $«o Walnut St., Kanu, City, Mo, <

Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

Blus, edition. Po*t8vo.,482  ages. Cloth. 11.00

I wish every pereon In the U. 8. Buffering with 
EPILEPSY or FITS to flend for one of my large* 
sized bottle (16 full ounces) FHEE. I guarantee to 
permanently cure every ease that will take my treat
ment- Where other* fall 1 cure.

DR. F. E. GRANT,
Dept. 33, Kansas City, Mo.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Note« 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with view*  of the old 
Paine Homeitead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thoma*  Clio Rickman, 
Joe Bai low, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Boland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most prominent of Pain«*«  
triend, in Europi »nd America. Cloth, ttwou. '

COMMON SENSE:

ISTHNIA
_nI>— If you suffer from any form of 
rKtEa. Asthma wo want to aend you free 
by mail, prepaid, a Bottle of the famous Kola 
Plant Compound. It is Nature's Bure Bo*  
tanlo Cure for the disease, and we guarantee that 
It will forever stop all your-suffering. We are 
Bending out 60,000 Bottles free by mail to Sufferer«, 
to prove the wonderlul power of this New Dis
covery, and we will be pleased to send one to you. 
Bend your name and address on postal card.

Address, Tbe KOLA IMPOBTING CO., 
Ho. 11OO Broadway. New York.

WATER DOCTOR
will send his book of over 
64 pages, free, describing 
method, and con'aining 
much useful information 
of special Interest to suf
ferers from Kidney,Blad- 
der, Liver,Stomach, Ner- 

Dis ases and Rheumatism. SendVOUS
2-cent stamp for postage. Write to day. 
Dr. C. D. Shafer, 110 Garfield Place, 
Cincinnati. Ohio.

The To-Morrow of Death
• ••OR THE---

Future Life According to Science.
BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY S. R. CROCKER.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
TLIb floe volume might well bave been entitle^ 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is written 
tn that peculiar Interesting style In which French 
writer*  excel when they would popularise scientific 
subjects In adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author I*  not a Spiritualist—be even 
mentions Spiritualiste a*  “devotees of a naw super*  
Btltlon," etc., etc., In wbicb be manifest*  tbe utual 
animus of tbe “scientific clatk,” yet be says again: 
“There Isa true nnd respectable Idea In Splrltualhm," 
and regards as proved “tbe fact of communication 
between superhuman*  aud tbo Inhabitants of Earth;” 
and he goes on to relate instaucea of fact tn evidence« 
There la, to a Sptrltualht, a maul foil discrepancy Ui 
theautbors’s ideas, but tbe well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange tbe pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not ouly goud mental culture, but 
much valuable information. Tbe autMtb°ldB tb6 
theory of reincarnation- Price *L9A  FW Mid at 
this office.

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TOMORROW OF DEATH wa*  writen to 

develop the idea of the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and its reincarnation 
in a chain of new beings, whose successive link» are 
unrolled in the bosom of etherial space. “Bsyond 
thx Thbksbold” continues on the same Une*,  on*  
larging and expanding the Idea by reason*  and con*  
siderations drawn from science and philosophy; claim*  
Ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond otff 
earthly end 1*  the best meant of arming ourselves 
agalMt all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the belp offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re«, 
liglon*.  From beginning to cud It 1*  Interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed In lu perusal. Price«1,25. 
For sale at this office. -

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE,
TO WHICH U XDDID .'.

Volney. Answer to Dr. Prieitly. a Biographical Notio, 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Sign, and 

Vonitellation. by tbo Editor)
' Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 
i the Ancients. '

By Thomas Patne. A Revolutionary pamphlet, 
dressed to the Inhabitant, of America in 1776, with 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper,

ad«

15 cent*.

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an Investigation of True 

and Fabuloua Theology. Anew and complete edl- 
tlon, tn«n new plates and new typ«i IN pages, poat 
8vo» Piper, 25 cents: cloth. W cent«.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, in larga 
, clear type, with portrait and Illustration*.  OnevoL. 
, poBtSvo, 248 page*;  paper, 50 cento; cloth, 75 cents.

Th!*  1*  undoubtedly one of tbe best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates th*  
best Interest« of mankind, and clearly point*  out tbq 
*ource*  of human Ignorance and misery. The authoi 

. 1*  supposed to meet in tbe ruin*  of Palmyra an apparL 
tlon or phantom, which explains the true principles ol 

’ society, and tbe causes of both the prosperity and tbf 
1 ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of thy 
> nations 1*  at length convened, a legislative bodj - 

formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern*  
ment, and of laws discussed, and the Law of Nature— 
founded on Justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed

-T n»-. expectant world.

A.Study of -
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,.
Author of "Tbe World Beautiful,” “Kate Field,” 
“After Her Death,” “From Dreamland Sent,“ etc. 
With portrait. I6mo. Cloth, gilt Price *1.25.  The 
writer of thia “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning" 
has thrown the book Into fire chapters, with sub-titles 
as follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. "Summer Snowof Apple 

. . Blossom*  i” Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends In thé
Unseen; • -

LOVES OF THE FORTS. The Prefigured Friend ; 
Vita Noova: “One Day, My Siren.’“

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pbn and Poetry; In Cues 
Guldl; Florentine Days: Walter Savage Landor.

ABT AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 
Clasned Hands:' Kats Field's Records: Mrs- 
Browning’s Death. •

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank: Spiritual 
Lawn; Mbdern Scientific Thought; The Consider- 
atlon of Genius.

For Satu at this office.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
The Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 
Holyoake. This Is a most valuable contribution to 
Freethought literature. Bound In paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 CtottK tW8fre oopie*  
talLOfc ___

The Blue Laws of Connecticut.
Taken from the Code of 1650. and the public record! 

of the colony of Connecticut previous to 1655, as print
ed tn a compilation of the earliest laws and orders of 
the general court of Connecticut: also an account of 
the pcreocnilon of witches and Quakers in .New Eng
land. Some extracts from the Blue Laws of Virginia. 
Price 25 eta. For sale at this office.

S’

SOCIAL UPBUILDING
Including Co-operative Syttems and the Happlnens 

• ” " ment of Humanity, By Ë. D. Babbitt,
TMi comprises tbe lari part of Human 

Cure. Paper cover, Ro. For sala al

and Ennoble! 
LL.D.. M. D. 
Cultore and 
thiiomoa.

“THE DHEA.M CHILD,”
A Fascinating Bomince o4 Two World*.  By Florence 
Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. Books like ’The 
Dream Child” spur humanity on to make more and 
more demands of this nature, and will open up tef 
heights and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Eua' 
Wheeler Wilcox. WH1,1 believe, take Its piece be
side Bulwcf*  “Zanoni” and the “Scrapblta” of 
Balzac.—Dally Capital. Topeka, Kansas. Although 
simple and unvarnished with any Inflammable de
scription*,  enthralls the mind to the *xelu*1CBfif  
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader close*  
the last page.-nMtnncapollB Bunday Time*.  For tali 
at this office. v . .

Conflict Between Religion and 
Science. •

Jn.ttbe book for progressive thinker.. By Joba 
w. Draper. Cloth, »lös. For Mie al thl. office. . _
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. Fulfilling Prophecy.
The Dally Press, published in English 

at Hong Kong, China, made this import
ant statement in its editorial columns 
a few weeks ago: .

“Many missionaries, under pretext of 
preaching Christianity, come to China 
to buy properties, to trade, to excite dls- 
orders, to make money, and to gain 
political influence. The greatest and 

- most disastrous rebellion, that of the 
Taipings, is recorded in history as hav- 
lag been fermented by the missionaries. 
Almost all the wars and serious com
plications which China has had with 
foreign powers have been caused only 
by those who pretended to teach the 
gospel of peace and forbearance.”

The Truth Seeker, in quoting the 
above extract, well said: “There is won- 

■ derful agreement of testimony that 
Christian missionaries are fulfilling at 
least one prediction ascribed to Christ, 
namely, ‘he came not to bring peace but 
a sword.’"

, Reconstruction of the Temple of 
. Luxor.

Mention was made In these columns' 
some months ago, of the overthrow of 
several of the great columns at Karnak 
while workmen were engaged in re
storing the magnificent ruins of the 
great temple to their original splendor. 
It Is a pleasure to learn the original pur
pose has not been abandoned because 
of the calamity; on the contrary a Urge 
force of laborers, mechanics and artists, 
under-the superintendence of- M. Le
gant, are now at work replacing the 
fallen columns, and supplying anew the 
wrecks time and the destroying hand of 
ninn has made. During the process of 
removing the debris for replacing the 
fallen columns a city gate was dis
covered, bearing date of the 18th 
dynasty, about B. C. 1703. A large 
tomb In perfect preservation, dating 
from the 11th dynasty, B. C. 3.064, was 
found among the ruins of Thebes, which 
was demolished by Cambyses, about 
B. C. 525, he having vented bis ragAon 
the monuments and objects of worship,

Now a Christian Party.
. At a conference held In Chicago last _ 
December a project for organizing a' 
United Christian party, to control the 
politics of the nation was discussed, aud 
was referred to a General Assembly 
which was to convene in Rock Island 
May 1. That body, professing to voice 
the will of all Christian denominations, 
were In session as per announcement. 
They first discussed the proposition:

“The Principles of Christ: Shall we 
apply them in concrete form to the 
State aud National Government, 
through a Christian Political Union or a 
Party?"

A unanimous vote in the affirmative 
was the result. Then the name United 
Christian Party was adopted, In place 
of Christian Political Union, as origi
nally suggested. On May 2 the platform 
was adopted. It declares, as reported 
by press dispatches:

“The time has arrived when the 
eternal principles of justice, mercy and 
love as exemplified In the life and teach
ings of Christ should be embodied in 
the Constitution of the nation, and ap
plied in concrete form to every function 
of the government. It deprecates im
moral la way such as require the desecra
tion of the Christian Sabbath, unscrip
tural marriage aud divorce, and the 
licensing, manufacture and sale of In
toxicating liquors as beverages,

“The platform further declares for the 
adoption of the system of legislation 
known as the initiation and referendum, 
together with proportionate representa
tion and imperative mandate; declares 
for the political, social and economic 
equality of the sexes; declares against 
war, and demands arbitration of nation
al and international disputes; declares 
for the immediate abolishment of the 
manufacture and sale of intoxicating 
liquors as beverages, and demands the 
enactment of laws prohibiting the sale 
of tobacco to minors. It also demands 
the daily reading of the Bible in the 
public schools and Institutions of learn
ing controlled by the State; declares for 
government ownership of public utili
ties, and the election of President, Vice
President and United States Senators 
by direct vote of the people.”

The object of these malcontents is 
really to undo what was done by the 
fathers of the republic, which divorced 
church and state and set up a'secular 
government—“a government of the peo
ple, by the people, and for the people,” 
as Lincoln put it, instead of a theocracy 
directed by priests pretendedly estab
lished by God, with Jesus Christ as 
king, and the old Jew book, with all its 
barbarous customs, as the written law.

The movement -in effect, if success
fully carried out in detail, will revive 
the Middle Ages, restore the Inquisition 
with its torture chambers, stakes of 
flame, confiscation of estates to 
churches, the burning of heretics and 
witches, and the suppression of every 
noble impulse, unless approved In a 
Christian Star Chamber. Indeed, it is 
very questionable If the tyrannous rule 
of Catholicism in the day of its greatest 
power, will not be rivaled; for each fac
tion will be ambitious to lead its neigh
bor in carrying into execution extreme 
measures. Its sop to women, to the 
peace party, and to the temperance re
formers, is a modern concoction plun
dered from Infidels and Spiritualists, 
with hope of gaining strength from the 
outside. If sincerely desirous of ad
vancing either of these reforms they 
would best succeed by silence.

The Convention closed its labors by 
nominating Rev. S. C. Swallow, of Har
risburg. Pa., for President, and John G. 
Woolley, of Chicago, Vice-President.

The way to defeat this brutal scheme 
of oppression will be by counter action, 
giving full support to any party which 
will co-operate in c|efeatlng the mar
plots. It will not do to delay until we 
are bound hand and foot before meas
ures are taken to defeat this device of 
demagogues In the name of religion, to 
rule or rliln. All the non-evangelieal 
sects, the Spiritualists, Agnostics, and 
unbelievers generally, will unite In such 
hostile movement, ns will the Baptists, 
and several of the minor orthodox sects. 
If the issue Is made there is no other 
way than to meet it with vigor, subordi
nating all others to this one question.

r

being himself a Zoroastrian, and 
gusted with the worship of the 
Apis by the Egyptians.

dis
bull

- Post Mortem Scarecrow.
Catholics refused St. George Mivart, 

the scientist, burial in consecrated 
ground.’ Though still a member of that 
church, they even declined Christian 
service at his funeral, so bls body was 
deposited in the catacombs underlying 
tlie chapel In Kensal Green Cemetery. 
It Is not probable Dr. Mivart grieves at 
the''disposition of his remains; but this 
action of the church extended to the 
dead is designed to hold the living In 
restraint. It is a sort of post mortem 
scarecrow, as they used to bury suicides 
at the forks of roads with a stake 
driven through the body, hoping by 
such dishonor to the dead to prevent 
others taking a short cut away from the 
Ills of earth.

Polygamous Protestantism.
Mrs. Gage, • in her learned work, 

“Woman, Church and State,p. 398, 
tells us that Luther, the great Protest
ant reformer, asked leave of the Land

, grave Of Hesse Cassel, to marry a sec
ond. wife, the first wife, Margaret of 
Savoy, still living. The Landgrave 
called together a synod of six principal 
reformers — Mclancthon and Bucer 
among them—who in joint consultation 
decided:

“As the BIbJe nowhere condemns 
- polygamy, and as it has been invariably 

practiced by the highest dignitaries of 
the church, such marriages are legiti
mate.”

And Luther himself:
“I confess for my part that if a man 

wishes to marry two or more wives, I 
cannot forbid him. nor is his conduct 
repugnant to the Holy Scriptures.”

That was Christian Protestantism at 
its inception. The Scriptures, God’s 
Holy Word, did not prohibit either 
polygamy or. slavery, therefore both 
were justifiable, and both .were sus
tained by the clergy until liberal 
thought came to the relief of both the 
wbman and the slave; then the church 
claimed the credit for the emancipation 
of each. • -

It is objected, by some Spiritualists 
who are still clinging to the skirts of the 
church, that we dwell too much on the 
past; that more attention > should be 
given to matters of to-day.-

The errors of the past are guides to 
the future. If the church was false to 
truth in the beginning and all the way 
down tlie centuries until it learned from 
unbelievers, or from experience, then 

■ i -'Its teachings are not of God. and. its 
i- eWfui in that direction 1g false, and Is

unworthy of credit to anything.
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A Heathen Philosopher and a Ohal- 
leugc.

Seneca taught: “The body is only the 
.covering of the soul. With the dissolu- 
'tlon of the mortal part of man the freed 
spirit will discover the concealed secrets 
of Nature. Darkness will be dispelled 
and irradiated with light and glory, a 
glory without a shadow, a glory that 
shall surround the spirit aud enable it 
to look down and see day aud night be
neath. Now we cannot lift our eyes to
ward the sun without being dazzled. 
What shall we do when we behold the 
divine light in its illustrious original?

"God never repents of his first coun
sels. It Is uot with our heavenly as with 
our earthly father. God thought of us 
aud provided for us, before he made us; 
for unto him all future events are pres
ent. Man was uot the work of chance. 
He naturally aspires to the contempla
tion of heaven and divine mysteries.

“We must labor and climb the hill, if 
we desire to arrive at virtue, whose seat 
is upon the top of it.

“He who masters avarice, aud is truly 
good stands firm against ambition. He 
looks upon his last hour, not as a pun
ishment, but as the equity of a common 
fate. He who subdues his carnal lusts 
shall easily keep himself untainted.

“He wlro dies of old age does no more 
than go to bed when he is wjeary. Death 
is the test of life, and it is that only 
which discovers what we are, and dis
tinguishes betwixt ostentation and 
virtue.

“Let us look for- death in all places, 
and at all times. We can never study 
that point too' much. It' Is a blessed 
thing to dispatch the business, of life 
before we die, and then to expect death 
In the possession of a happy life. He is 
the great man who is willing to die 
when life is pleasant to him. An honest 
lite is not a greater good than an honest 
death. •

“It is childish to go out of the world 
groaning and wailing as we came into 
it. Our bodies, must be thrown away, 
as the secundine that wraps up the in
fant, the other being only the cover of 
the soul.” '

TJiese quotations are made at random' 
from Senec/t’s Morals, found among 
thousands of others equally pointed, on 
every variety of subjects, each showing 
that the same questions which now 
agitate the public mind engrossed the 
attention of the wise in that earlier age 
when Christians seem to think all were 
groveling in heathen darkness.

Again and agaiu we challenge church
men to point out a single rite, cere
mony, sacrament, holiday or holy day 
which had not Its parallel in what they 
call heathendom, and that long in ad
vance of the Christian era.

Collectors of Junk.
The energy displayed by the dear 

sisters to advance the cause which for 
ages held them in thrall, is wortjiy a 
better cause. Tlie last grand enterprise 
to advance the Redeemer's kingdom Is 
an organization In cities to gather up all 
the waste rubber, in the form of over
shoes, boots, garden hose, bicycle tires, 
In fact any old cast-off rubber article— 
perhaps fine tooth combs aud dental 
plates—the same to be sold as junk, the 
proceeds to be used for missionary pur
poses. Committees of long-faced and 
worthy ladies are to go from door to 
door begging this waste, and It Is hoped 
they will be abundantly supplied.

This old rubber, having saved a multi-’ 
tude of souls, will come back to the 
donor, when properly “develed,” in the 
shape of new goods, so nicely wrought 
by genius the eye cannot detect Its 
shoddy character, so the user will only 
learn by practical experience of the de
ception by the worthlessness of the pro
duct.

Though shoddy is the outcome of this 
collection of the ladies, and shoddy 
manufacturers will be greatly profited, 
yet it Is hoped no one will suggest that 
the cause proposed to be advanced by 
the collection of material for shoddy’, Is

Has Woman a Soul ?.
A correspondent Inquired a while ago 

what Council it was that declared 
“Woman is soulless?” We replied we 
were without information, on the 
subject.

Mrs. Gage, in her admirable work, 
“Woman, Church aud State,” a pub
lication everybody, and particularly 
women, should read, tells us;

“Theologians found the nature of 
woman a prolific subject of discussion, 
a large party classing her among brutes 
without soul or reason.” Continuing, on 
p. 56 she says:

“As early as the 6th century a Council 
at Macon—A. D. 585—59 Bishops taking 
part, devoted its time to a discussion of 
the question, ‘Does woman possess a 
soul?’ Upon one side it was argued 
woman should not be called ‘homo;’ 
upon the opposite side she should, be
cause the Scriptures declare God cre
ated man male and female, and because 
Jesus, son of a woman, Is called the 
son of man. * * A thousand years 
after it was contended the women of 
America belonged to the brute creation, 
possessing neither souls nor reason.”

In a note she Says; and quotes Dic- 
tlonalre Feodab, Paris, 1819, for au
thority:

“Old Christian theologians for a long 
time disputed upou the nature of 
females; a numerous party classed them 
among brutes, having neither soul nor 
reason. They called a Council to arrest 
the progress of this heresy. It was con
tended the women of Peru and other 
countries of America were without soul 
or reason. The first Christians made a 
distinction between men and women. 
Catholics would uot permit them to sing 
in church."

Treated as a slave, pledged by her 
marriage vow to “obey” her husband, 
classed by him as a brute without a 
soul, subject to correction by “a whip 
no larger than his thumb,” and to every 
indignity tyrant man saw fit to inflict 
on her under the operation of Christian 
laws, and yet "woman's greatest glory 
has come to her through the beneficence 
of the church,” said a clergyman the 
other day.

itself a worthless shoddy.

“The 
use no 
prow a

The Japanese Way.
Japanese, in launching ships,
wine, but hang over the ship’s 
large pasteboard cage full of

birds, . The moment the ship is afloat a 
man pulls a string, when the cage opens 
and the birds fly away, making the air 
alive with music and the whirr of 
wings.”—New York Post

The Christian way was borrowed 
from Paganism. They anointed the 
prow of the ship with oil, and gave it a 
name, exactly as was the custom in 
naming their idols. After Roman 
paganism was metamorphosed Into 
what is now known as Christianity, and 
wine became symbolic oi the blood of a 
crucified. God, then the fermented juice 
of the grape was substituted for the oil 
In christening. In more recent times 
seafaring men in some instances have 
used good old Scotch whiskey, and in its 
absence Bourbon will do, in naming 
their ships. The Japanese custom in 
giving freedom to the birds, and they In 
song, is a delightful one which Amerl- 
cans would do well to borrow.

“Death-Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M.D., M. A, Ph. D. Price ?1. 
For sale at this office.
- “A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale
at this office. Price 10 cents. 

"Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr.
W. P. Phelon. For sale at this office.
Price, 25 cents.

VOI£Ç FROM THf. GR/WE.
■ • 1 . - ■

fl Most flmazlnfl Gase ot Telepatliii, and Start 
' lljifl Rescue from the Grave.il1

IT CALLS E RESCUE OK A
BURIED WOMAN HER SLEEPING 
HUSBAND' FlI'OM HIS HOME 
SOME DISTANCE AWAY—THE 
OPENED'-ij|RA\E YIELDS IjP ITS 
OCCUPANT, S'RILL LIVING-SHE 
IS ALIvil' TO-DAY, BUT MERCI
FULLY UNCONSCIOUS OF HER 
TERRIBLE EXPERIENCE—ANEX
TRAORDINARY INSTANCE OF 
THE RESCUE OF ONE PREMA
TURELY BURIED, TOLD BY A 
BISHOP OF THE REFORMED
EPISCOPAL CHURCH, IN 
NEW YORK WORLD,.

THE

fluenced her husband’s mind telepath
ically and warned him of her danger.
■ There is nothing unreasonable about 
that explanation. It is as certain as 
any newly ascertained thing can be that 
there is such a phenomenon as we des
ignate by the word “telepathy.” My re
searches have convinced me of it and 
that the limitations at present Imposed 
on the intercommunication of physically 
remote minds need only to be scientifi
cally understood to be, in large part, in 
the way of removal. The time has 
passed when wise men will stand with 
bated, breath before the phenomena of 
a psychic experience such as that in
volved to the case of Mr. and Mrs, 
Smith.

That a womaji buried alive called 
from her grave for help; that by some 
merciful aud mysterious telepathy of 
love her husband: heard her a long dis
tance away; that she was exhumed 
with frantic haste, tenderly lifted from 
her coffin, nursed back to health; that 
she is alive to-day, but unconscious of 
her marvelous experience—such must 
be palled the most extraordinary case 
upon record in its combination of telep
athy and of an actual rescue from the 
grave.

It is told by the Right Rev. Samuel 
Fallows, of Chicago, missionary bishop 
of the Reformed Episcopal church and 
professor of mental physiology in Ben
nett Medical College. This is his ac
count of the ease, sent from Chicago to 
the Sunday Worlds

The names of the characters in this 
case must be for the present a secret. 
To disclose them might be to encompass 
the death of one ¡who but for a miracle 
would uot be abpve grouud to-day.

I am now engaged in an effort to so 
adjust mutters, In the interest of sci
ence, that the story may be investigated 
and its truth made as manifest to the 
most skeptical ps it is to me. To 
achieve tills the mimes of' the per
sons involved must be made known to a 
limited circle, and some means must be 
devised to enable the scientists to sat
isfy themselve# as to the voice from the 
grave and the consequent resurrection 
without enlightening her who is mer
cifully unconscious of the ordeal 
through which she passed.

Her and her husband I will designate 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith. He was a 
young business man In an Eastern city. 
She was a woman of strong emotions 
and most delicate perceptions. Be
tween them existed a rare sympathy 
which extended to all the faculties.

Mrs. Smith fell ill) and after a few 
weeks of agony, during which her hus
band waited,,on hep with a constancy 
not often seen, she died. That Is, she 
appeared to d'ie. Thfere was no question 
about it in the doctor’s mind. The cus
tomary phenomena of death were pres
ent. A certlt]cate tyas issued and an 
undertaker was called In. , 
that Mr. Smith was ¿pposed to embalm
ing there would be uomtory to tell, unless 
it were to addmnothey to the list of well-

MATERIALIZATION.
Proofs as Established by the 

World of Science.
The recent scientific tests made by 

Professor Sir William Crookes touching 
the genuineness of materializations, 
ought to establish the fact that we are 
not hypnotized when we witness this 
particular phase of phenomena. The 
Professor was seemingly very thorough 
in his Investigations—had five cameras 
trained upon the cabinet, of different 
sizes, which .were not hypnotized, and 
lias secured some 44 negatives of Katie 
King, Miss Cooks' spirit control, some 
of which are excellent, others Inferior, 
while a few were spoilt developing. 
The Investigation extended to taking 
the pulse of the materialized Katie 
King, which was beating regularly at 
75, while that of her medium was timed

authenticated.,fuses of persons appar
ently dead reviving ftr a moment under 
the lunge of the embalmer's knife. .

Saved from that fate, Mrs. Smith was 
laid out In her burial robes, placed in 
a coffin and on the ttyrd day was buried 
In a cemetery at somii distance from the 
home. J

The' husbanfl. was greatly affected lu 
spirit—so much so that his relatives 
feared an attack of melancholia. One 
of his cousins, wishing to rouse bls 
spirits and divert bls attention from the 
evil that had befallen him, stayed In the 
house that night—a valuable witness, as 
it proved, of an event so astounding ns . 
almost to beggar belief.

For an hour or two that evening they 
talked, chletly about the dead, and then 
went to bed.

Mr. Smith, after long tossing upon hlr 
pillow, fell into a troubled sleep. In tlje 
middle of the night he heard a voice 
calling his name:

"Charles! Charles!”
In an instant Mr. Smith was wide 

awake, listening. All was still. It was 
a dream, he thought. Nothing of the
supernatural suggested Itself to 
for his views were materialistic, 
fell asleep again. But again he 
awakened by the voice:

“Charles! Charles!”

him, 
Ho 

was

Strange to say, the tones were not fa
miliar to him. They did not recall the 
earthly voice of his wife. Still con
ceiving himself the victim of a dream, 
he again went to sleep.

It was daybreak before the voice 
came again, and this time it could not 
be ignored. He recognized it at last as 
the voice of his wife in sore distress, 
calling upon him for aid. .

Charles! Save me! Save me,

VOL. 3, OF THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF DEATH.
, To the Editor:—I wish to express my appre

ciation of Vol. 3, Encyclopedia of Death. While 
Vol’s. 1 and 2 are.’ excellent, in my judgment 
Vol. 3 surpasses them in interest, and as leading 
premium of The Progressive Thinker for the cur
rent year Should assist in largely augmenting 
your subscription list. The book will be prized 
by every Spiritualist and should be read by 
every person who has any fear of the natural 
and beautiful change called death. '

Chicago, Ill. . WILL C. HODGE.
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Age for Creed Making Is Past.
Ten years ago an attempt was made 

to revise the Presbyterian creed. Three- 
fourths 'of the Presbyteries, of which 
there are scattered over the world 232, 
representing 7,657 churches and one 
million of communicants, yet the meas
ure was defeated, not because a change 
was not desirable at that time, but be
cause they could not agree on the de
tails of such revision. A decade has 
passed; a revision is no longer called 
for, but an entire new creed Is de
manded. x '

The General Assembly of Presbyte
rians of the United States meet in St. 
Louis on the 17th inst., and the Creed, 
otherwise Confession of Faith, will 
again come up and demand a hearing. 
The same discordant elements as in the 
past will be there, with the prestage of 
250 years favoring the antiquated dog
mas of Christianity. At the base of all 
of them the fall of man from his first 
estate is met with. Then follows the 
total depravity of the entire race, save 
righteous Noah’s family; who were all 
swept away by a universal flood, yet 
sin continued, Noah gotfirunk, and the 
Almighty Creator, notwithstanding his 
great power, could devise no other way 
to save man from his fallen condition 
than to beget a son by a Jewish ihaiden, 
and tequire the death of that son on a 
cross to-appease bis great anger. And 
then that salvation was only on con
dition the sinner believed this son was 
God himself, and died for his, the sin
ner's, redemption. .

Science having proved man evoluted 
from a savage condition; that ther*wns  
no fall; no general deluge; that virgins 
do not bear Gods, save in mythological 
fable; that a hybrid, half God. half 
man, is a pagan fiction; that belief is a 
creature of evidence, not of will; and 
that education has made the old creed a 
bundle of nonsense, therefore it may be 
expected the contest at St. Louis will be 

tnn animated one, but there can be little 
hope for n full triumph of the right at 
present. Doctor the creed ns much ns 
they may it will be a bundle of incon
gruities until the whole system on 
which the original fabric was based Is 
swept away. . v ;

Charles!” ,
He sprang oqt of bed, trembling all 

over. That despairing cry still rang in 
his ears. So real was It that, although, 
he was wide awake and remembered 
perfectly the death, the funeral—all 
that had happened in the preceding 
four days—he searched the room for 
her who had thrice called, him by name.

Finding that fie was alone, he rushed 
Into his cousin's room, crying:

“Get up! Get up! We must hurry to 
the cemetery! She is alive! She is 
calling me!”

The cousin, skeptical as he was by na
ture, was carried away by Smith’s im
petuous conviction. Both men threw on 
some clothing, and while one harnessed 
the horse to a light buggy the other pro
cured .spades. Thus equipped they 
drove at a galjop for the cemetery.

The sun rose as they leaped out at the 
graveside and began to dig. Mrs. 
Smith had been buried the previous af
ternoon. Her husband shpvelled away 
the earth in a frenzy- of energy. It was 
firmly fixcd: In Kis mind now that she 
had been burledEnlive dlid that he might 
yet be in time ty;save her. ¿ His cousin, 
yielding to the ¿i^ectjon of excitement, 
wielded the other spade with a vigor 
hardly Inferior 18 Jhis own.

Sweating, soiled and dishevelled, 
they at length rencltediithe coffin, To
gether they wrenched qff the lid.

Smith uttered^, loucj; cry. His wife 
was moving; shej.was trying feebly to 

' turn over in her . narrow bed. She 
looked into his fhde with eyes that saw 
not, for she wastupcondclous of her sit
uation; 4 - J

He passed his arms about her and 
lifted her out. Tdgethef the two men 
removed her from the grlive, placed her 
in the buggy andMtove lier home. Phy
sicians were caUed In. Under close med
ical care she slowly recovered from her 
malady. Every precaution was taken 
to guard her from a knowledge of what 

■ had happened nnd all persons who were 
in the secret pledged themselves to si
lence. ■

To this day it would be a dangerous 
experiment to revenl to Mrs. Smith the 
circumstnnces of her burinl nnd resur
rection. ’ The shock might be fatal to 
her. It is for this reason that I have 
used fictitious names.

And now l am asked to explain the 
voice, which awakened Mr. Smith to his 
wife’s .peril, ¿.There seems to be only 
one explanation. That is that the 
burled woman's sub-conscious mind to-

as ujjon former tests, at 90. The beat
ing of Katie's heart was about normal 
and quite regular. A lock of Katie’s 
hair was cut off after having traced It 
up to the scalp to determine that it act
ually grew there, and by comparing it 
with that of the medium’s It was found 
to be quite different and of a golden 
auburn color.

This Was no ordinary investigation, 
made by so scientific a man as Sir Wm. 
Crookes, who is so extensively known 
the world over as one whose sole- pur
pose In making these tests was to ar
rive nt the actual facts and let the 
world know the truth. Those who pose 
as being very orthodox in their views, 
claim we are hypnotized when we be
hold these marvelous materializations 
lu these^latter days; but It does uot 
even occur to these good people that 
Peter, James and John might have been 
afflicted with the same malady when 
they beheld the same phenomena back 
in the apostolic age, upon the mount, 
when they thought they saw, and per
haps they did see, Moses and Ellas In 
shining garments..

Marvelous seances are being held In 
these days, that seem to eellpse those of 
former periods, which have been her
alded from the housetops with sueh em
phasis, showing conclusively that the' 
laws governing these wonderful mani
festations of to-day áre identical with 
those of past ages. Jesus Is said to 
have appeared twice in the upper chatn- 
l>er after his crucifixion, the last time 
was eight days after his first material
ization, and In each Instance “the doors 
were shut” which would debar a phys
ical body from entering. Clearly this 
would lead us to the conclusion that 
this was a materialization and not tlie 
crucified body, but an exact counter
part, with flesh and bones, and blood 
pulsating lu all the veins. This may be 
that “spiritual body" which is quite as 
easily recognized as the natural body— 
and recognition In the spirit world hu
manity craves.

' We are living In the grandest period of 
Investigation in the world’s history, we 
are thinking and acting more Independ
ently, and there Is an earnest seeking 
after facts instead of fables. Tlie mists 
are being dissipated from the mythical 
past, which cannot stand the search
light that bear down upon it. There Is 
a hungering and thirsting after truth, 
and an Intense desire is pervading the 
minds of thinking people to personally 
investigate all matters, and not swal
low all the dogmas that filter through 
the religionists of former days. 
We are trying to sift the wheat from 
the chaff, and It Is to be hoped that all 
will have the assistance of the augellc 
hosts In clearing up the mysteries of 
life in the body and out ot It. As we 
endeavor to know the truth, our friends 
across the way will intensify the light 
unto a noon-day radiance, and human
ity will be lifted above beliefs Into act
ual knowledge. The two worlds are al
ready near each other, within hailing 
distance along the line of receptiveness. 
We are beginning to know something 
of our capabilities and possibilities and 
If we but develop the powers that our 
Creator has given us, we shall bo the 
proud possessors of the truth which

No Footsteps Backward.
It seems to us that our facetiously 

sarcastic friend whose “Timely Warn
ing” we publish on the first page, may 
not be so unillumlnuted as he pretends, 
as to “just what ‘Our Cause’ is,” and he 
may be quite clear and definite when he 
undertakes to “imagine what Modern 
Spiritualism stands for.” Our CAuse is 
simply Spiritualism, and the spread of 
Its knowledge.

We have no doubt that during his 
years of experience as a Spiritualist, he 
has had a reasonably definite and clear 
idea of Spiritualism, what it Is, and 
that idea has been something very dif
ferent aud quite distinct from, nor 
would it be made more clear and defi
nite by, a belief in infinite Intelligence, 
or a belief In anything else. Belief Is 
not knowledge, and the knowledge im
plied in Spiritualism does not come by 
a study of any statement of beliefs.

The continuity of the spirit entity, 
man, as a finite intelligence, demon
strated In many ways by practical 
proofs of identity, return and communi
cation, constitute the basis and essence 
of Modern Spiritualism, and it does not 
need a creed of any sort or name, to 
make it clearer to the world; nor dec
laration that we, Spiritualists “believe 
In Infinite intelligence.”

Some Spiritualists “believe in infinite 
intelligence,” and some do not—and the 
latter are just as good Spiritualists, real 
Spiritualists, as the formef. And yet, 
by such a declaration of ti£ “principles 
of Spiritualism," these non-believers 
are placed before the world, falsely and 
wrongly, as believing in thatwhlch they 
do not believe. They have just right 
and good cause to protest against being 
placed in an utterly false position—and 
they are true Spiritualists and entitled 
to the name, as perfectly as are those 
who “believe In infinite intelligence,” or 
“God,” or any other person, being or 
thing of which or whom they know 
nothing and cau only say they "be
lieve.”

It is quite safe to say that no intelli
gent person is at all mystified or un
certain concerning the import, or under
lying Idea of Spiritualism. People have 
acquired this knowledge, too, without 
any creed, confession of faith, or long 
strlug of we-belleves to study In order 
to learn what Spiritualism Is.

Spiritualism does not consist In a cat
egorical statement of beliefs about 
"God,” “infinite Intelligence,” total de
pravity, predestination, a substitution
ary or bloody atonement; or any other 
of the many things that are believed 
and disbelieved by the many men of 
many minds of earth and the skies. 
None of these things goes to constitute 
Spiritualism.

The editorial on “Hints for the Good 
of the Cause" was especially written to 
urge certain lines of practical work by 
Spiritualists for the furtherance of "the 
cause” of Spiritualism. Spiritualism Is 
its own "cause," within the meaning of 
the word “cause” as therein used.

It was deemed essential that there 
should be a well-grounded practical 
knowltxlge of the facts represented In 
Spiritualism; and the means to this end 
advocated'were the home circle, the ly-
ceum and spiritual literature, 
home circle is advocated because 
fords a knowledge of genuine 
phenomena, approximately free 
temptation to fraud; the lyccum

The 
it af- 
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con-

sliaR make us free. ANNEX.

Perversion of Government,
Missionaries in foreign lands, says the 

Truth Seeker, cost the United States 
government a million dollars a year, 
nearly all of which is spent In in
vestigating baseless claims for indem
nity made by the missionaries against 
the countries in which they are intro
ducing the gospel. A man-of-war is 
kept in Chinese waters the year round 
for no other purpose than to give the 
sacred missionaries the necessary cour
age to stay there. These missionaries 
go out, we are told, with their lives in 
their hands and their trust In the Lord, 
and yet they have more faith in the 
protection of the old wooden war-ship 
Monocacy, with a few Jack Tars aboard 
of her, than they have In the sparrow
watching deity in whose interests they 
profess to be working. '

When the Devil shaved the pig, there 
was great cry and little wool. This de
scribes the missionary business with 
considerable accuracy. .

They Find What They Want.
“German scholars have found among 

Egyptian papyri what they believe to 
be the lost gospel' to the. Egyptians, 
written by St Peter.”—Ex.

Anything in the form of books to cor- 
•rect, or interpret gospels are now found 
at will. Professional, literary forgers 
finding- documents that strengthen the 
claims of the church Vn greatest de
mand, have-turned their attention and 
learning In that direction, hence the 
multitude of papyrus rolls lately thrown 
on the market. After soiling and giving 
such productions the appearance of 
great antiquity, they are secreted 
among rubbish to be overhauled In the 
presence of witnesses after the manner 
of Joe. Smith, with bls plates claimed 
as the Book of Mormon, then they are 
unearthed to the glory of the church, 
and the great profit of the forger, who 
wrote at the instance of some prelate 
Who had dictated the points he wanted 
made prominent. . ; . : 1 ■ ■ ;

tlnues the work of instruction into the 
realm of ethics, untalnled by the per
versions of mental visions wrought by 
the doctrinal theology taught In ortho
dox Sunday schools; and spiritual pa
pers for old and young convey a rich 
fund of information pertaining to Spir
itualism.

There is not one of these that will not 
do more good for “Our Cause” than any 
course of study in “statemehts” of what 
“we believe,” as set forth by any body 
of delegates claiming to act for and In 
behalf of Spiritualists as a whole.

The home circle, by its demonstra
tions, and the lyceum by its influence 
in training the young, must ever be im
portant factors in the growth and sta
bility of local Spiritualist societies, and 
powerful aids to the “cause” of Spirit
ualism.

The “Hints for the Good of the 
Cause” were germane to the subject, 
and pertinent to the welfare and ad
vancement of the cause of Spiritualism, 
No means can be advocated that will do 
more to upbuild and strengthen Spirit
ualism than will home circles, lyeeums, 
and literature for the old and young. 
No “statement of prlncrpless” can com
pare with either of these simple factors 
as an aid to “Our Cause.” Either of 
them, alone, is of more value as a fac
tor for good, than all the creeds ever 
.concocted, from the Nlcene creed down 
to the “statement” of the N. S. A. in
clusive.

“The poor little, half-formed, defect
ive creature at birth,” which was 
launched into this mundane stage of ex
istence by the N. S. A., has been no aid 
to. Spiritualism, and no amount of wet
nursing can ever make it other than a 
puny “attempt.” . •. .

Progression, among Spiritualists gen
erally, does not consist in going back
ward to the old Egyptian fleshpots of 
credalism, by any name whatsoever, for 
which some of the “leaders” apparently 
hanker. The motto—the “creed,” if 
you will, of the great mass of Spiritual
ists is^'Nulla Vestigia Retrorsum”—No 
Footsteps Backward s Aping churches, 
in the matter of a creed, Is not pro
gression forward, but backward.

As for the puny “attempt” brought 
forth by the N. S. A., after such labori
ous effort, the best excuse for Its being 
is: “It Is such a little one.” ?
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FOR THE MASSES.
Unto the Poor Let the Gospel 

Be Preached.. â — -
‘‘Something for nothing” is not ths 

animus of “free gospel” contention, 
but to bring the price of Spiritualism 
and its teachings within easy reach of 
the masses. As now conducted, only, 
large and wealthy societies dare send 
for a medium or speaker. If our prin
ciples are good for the few, they are 
better for the many. If we are to have 
a universal religion, the people must be 
educated, develop their own media, and 
prepare the masses for a higher civiliza
tion—a new heaven, not off in the skies, 
but right here ou this beautiful earth, 
now profaned by man and his iniquities, 
but to be regenerated for a world of 
righteousness, and a universal, broth
erhood—the New Jerusalem that John 
so vividly saw on the Isle of Patmos, 
not this civilization with its saloons and 
brothels, its withering curse of usury, 
its damning lust for money, Its evic
tions and starvations, its bloody wars 
and vivisection hells, thé sickening de
tails of men’s cruelties from the cradle 
to the grave, and then ask if Spiritual
ism lias no higher teachings to human
ity than the tinkle of shekels, aud the 
glittering generalities of silks and 
satins!

I have wondered if Spiritualists and 
mediums understand the message they 
are bringing from the skies, and if its 
value can be computed iu anything but 
the eternal veritles-if it belongs to a se
lect few, or all God's children. Heaven 
knows we need men aud women im
bued with the old Methodist spirit of 
itinerary, that, taking neither food nor 
scrip, worked iu the wilderness of total 
depravity with a zeal and earnestness 
that knew no failure; and 1 never hear 
the wall that comes up from some of 
our gifted mediums of "nothing to do,” 
that I do not feel like calling out, 
“Comb among us, and ye shall flud 
food and shelter, and audiences to hear 
the glad tidings that fall from your 
inspired lips, or witness, with joy' aud 
gladuess, the phenomenal proofs of a 
demonstrated immortality through your 
unfolded powers."

In rural districts, Spiritualists are re
garded as mild-eyed lunatics, or unbal
anced fanatics; but throw light upou 
this delusion by successive meetings, 
popularize the movement by constant 
repetitious and lo! "A Worker” will sec 
many Spiritualists come out of their 
shells, and straighten up with "a back
bone”—poor souls! they ought to be 
proud of tlie truth, and testify- every 
day iu the year to its glorious benefi
cence, instead of hovering under tho 
dark pall of old orthodoxy'. •

When I learned that the Devil was a 
fake, hell a myth, aud the whole scheme 
a sugar-coated Ue, I wanted to shout the 
glad tidings the world around, and I 
feel yet as though the movement 
should penetrate every school district, 
and know of no better way than a ten
cent fee at the door that works uo hard
ship to any one, and sends the speaker 
or medium on rejoicing. If Spiritual
ists have triumphantly withstood the 
scorn, odium, ridicule, nnd persecution 
of fifty years, they need not wince at 
the little slur of a "ten-cent show.” The 
church resorts to dinners and suppers, 
to fairs and bazaars, for money to 
spread its propaganda. Why may not 
we? .

We stand at the opening door of a co
operative commonwealth, and no people 
ought to be more competent to take the 
Initiative in collective ownership of 
lands, camps and fixtures than Spirit
ualists. I do not share the misgivings 
of sonic writers, for If men cau run a 
one-sided government, though often 
wobbly and unsatisfactory, men and 
women of intelligence and unselfishness 
ought to be aille to conduct meetings 
and camps aloug equitable and Inex-
pensive lines. 

Flint, Ind.
MARY W. BARR.

The Question Answered by Another.
Ex-President Harrison, a rigid Pres

byterian, before the General Missionary 
Conference, late tn session in New 
York, is reported to have said:

“Blot out of our constitution and law 
all that has been received from this sa
cred book (the Bible) and what would 
be left to bind society together?”

What was there to bind society to
gether before there was any Bible? All 
the virtues blossomed long ages before 
a Bible was known) Pythagoras taught 
Ills Golden Precepts 500 years before 
the alleged birth of Jesus, and loft bls 
life a glorious example for the best of
mankind to imitate. And Seneca's
Morals, the work of a Pagan philoso
pher, born before Jesus, whose volumin
ous writings and worthy morals are the 
admiration of scholars, are thought by 
many to have supplied the Gospel 
makers with the best things they cred
ited to Jesus. The claim that our civil
ization and our laws are based on the 
Bible is too shallow to be accepted by. 
any one familiar with ancient history.

THE UNCHANGEABLE.
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“Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, ?1.50. For sale 
at this office. .

“A Few Words About the Devil, and 
Other Essays.” By Charles Bradlaugli. 
Paper, 50 cents. For sale at this office.

“Gleanings-from the Rostrum.” By 
A. B. French.. Cloth, $1. For sale at

¡.this office. „ >

They tell us that nothing is sure in this 
‘ world, -
That beauty soon flickers away;

To-morrow the beauty may crumble to 
dust,

To-morrow the monarch may beg for a 
crust—

Man’s power is but for a day. ‘
To-morrow the courses of rivers may, 

. change, . '
And mountains may sink out of sight;:

To-morrow the friend who to-day has
-■ your aid . •

May steal np behind you with glittering 
blade- ' . .

. The world Is made over each night.:
They tell Jis that nothing is sure to this

■ world,
That all Is but change or decay;

Yet one thing will change not as long 
as winds blow:

Some men will be high and some qien 
. will be low '

Till the blast on the. Judgment Day!
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TO OUR READERS.

THE BRILLIANT CALIFORNIA PHILOSOPHER, 
CHARLES DAWBARN, SENDS FORTH FROM 
BIS SAN LEANDRO HOME A' Jl’lDAL WAVE OF 
THOUGHT THAT WILL PROVE INTERESTING

9* uuj I

Ube SÍ3C of Zlban”as1f lluetfa teb Charles IDawbarn
tween one end and the other. This is the position which man Ego, who is himself a flash of the divine. I believe
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Newton’s discovery of the outworking of gravitation 
left a great unknown quantity in his demonstrated fact of 
the attraction existing between distant bodies. No one 
could imagine how the sun was holding his planets by a 
force active in what was supposed to be a vast vacuum, 
Called “space.” But the fact was there, so. the questions 
Continued until at last a satisfactory answer has been ob
tained. Space may, and does appear to be empty, but is 
now discovered to be full of a wondrous substance called 

•“ether.” And herein is, at last, an opportunity for a man 
to learn something of himself and his own powers, since 
he himself, like everything else, lives and has his being 
amidst this wondrous, all-penetrating ether, and is sub
ject to its laws. In most respects ether is the very oppo
site of matter. It is so rigid that it holds the planets to 
their play around the sun, which requires more force than 
if there was a steel rod attached to every square inch of 
the earth’s surface. So ether is more rigid than steel, and 
yet it produces absolutely no friction. It has not affected 
our earth’s motion by one second in ten thousand years. 
Since heat is arrested motion we discover that tins won
derful ether cannot itself be heated. The temperature of 
space is thus simply zero. Ether has waves, longitudinal 
and transverse, by which energy travels before it is trans
muted into light, heat, etc., in the friction of our atinos- 
phere. And it is to-day a generally accepted truth tliat 
matter itself is composed of “little whirls” as modes-of 
motion of the ether itself and of course subject to its laws.

These interesting facts are now accessible to every stu
dent, and are already taught in our schools and colleges. 
I have thus alluded to them because I find therein a key 
to certain of the mysterious limitations that encompass a 
mortal in his earth life. It is from that standpoint I am 
proposing to study them. I want to find out, if I can, 
more about both the limitations and the powers of man
hood in earth life.

Man has been accepting things for just what they ap
pear to be, and we know, from sad experience, that Nature 
leaves him to work in the dark until he invents his own 
tallow candle. We have further discovered that man is 
subject toihe laws of both ether anef matter. He is really 
a compound of both. Certain of his senses are expressions 
in matter, while others work only through ether. Phil
osophy has not yet grasped the import of this, or its effect 
upon manhood, so the student reader and I will try and 
blaze a path for ourselves tlirough this forest of the 
unknown.

’The limitations of man the mortal appear hopeless to 
the worshiper of matter. Indeed, in his “Mathematics of 

>the Probable,” he first takes the real manhood out of man, 
and then reduces him to an equation. He calls this the 
Law of Averages. He will take a large city and tell you 
how many will die next year, and how inany will be sick 
and get well. He knows how many children will be born 
and how many will die. He will also tell you the names 
of the diseases that will kill them. He will not only tell 
you how many will get married, but knows how many will 
commit suicide, and will describe the methods by which 
they will individually leap out into the unknown. In a 
myriad other details he will show you man in the swad- 

■ dlmg clothes of his own surroundings. And this sci
entific calculator is usually marvelously correct. Give 
him statistics long enough and broad enough and he will 
absolutelv prove that man the mortal is really thg slave of 
destiny. Both the man and his calculator are gauging 
their lives by the limitations of matter. Some day these 
limitations will not work, and that will be when man 
knows more of his own powers which work and manifest 
in the ether.

Now let us look a little deeper into manhood and its 
pluce in nature. We have three factors to take into con
sideration. (1) Man. (2) Matter. (3) Ether.

Man’s contact with his surroundings and expressions of 
his own intelligence is by means of sensory and motor 
nerves- To realize what this means we must here, for a 
few moments, fall back upon the laws of vibration, as 
taught in our schools and colleges. Let a pendulum 
swing with measured beat and the student will discover 

•that eighty such movements in a second will produce a 
sound which he calls “tone,” and is the very deepest base 
his sense of hearing can grasp. As the pendulum swings 
more rapidly the “tone” will ascend the scale till at last it 
vanishes into silence. His mortal limit has been reached
in that direction when some fifty or sixty thousand vibra
tions in one second has been recorded, and the shrill echo 
lias ceased. It has marked the end of his possible power 
of hearing with mortal ear. Now comes a tremendous 
gap wherein the scientist finds no foothold even for his 
imagination. Fancy that pendulum increasing its speed, 
faster and yet faster, till it has reached four hundreds of 
millions of millions of vibrations in one second, and mortal 
man once again senses its movement, but this time not as 
sound but as color. He calls his first vision red. Then 
following the chromatic scale a few more hundreds of 
hundreds of millions of vibrations he first senses violet, 
and then becomes blind. He has discovered that on one 
side of his sight limit heat rays sparkle and burn, and he 
guesses to-day that bèyond the other boundary is the 

■ home of the X-Ray which laughs at the so-called invisible. 
But what of that huge gap which has never been claimed 
by God or man? Intelligence has accepted and acknowl
edged sense limitation as the foundation of personality. 
Personality is of course itself a limitation of manhood, 
and the finite will always be limited. But herein is the 
trouble. It is all right and natural that manhood should 
have powers that commence at one end and finish off at 
the other. But why there should be a huge gap in the 
middle is the mystery, or rather the problem, waiting a 
reasonable explanation. -

Give a musician a piano with just a couple of notes at 
; one end and a part of an octave at the other as all he can 
' use, and you will have but poor attempts at melody, and 

a great deal of disharmony as the result. Now suppose a 
visitor from some other and-more favored planet were to 
sec such an instrument and learn that it expressed man’s 
limitation, he would at once infer that there were notes 
and octaves somewhere that could and might fill up thè 
gap, and let the soul of the musician sing its higher melo
dics. The visitor would say to the mortal: “You have 
been accepting this gap as made by natural law, whereas 
.your effort should be to reach out from either end of your 
instrument, adding note to note, and at every discovery 
increasing the musician’s power of expression?’ Among 
those he addressed there would be two classes of minds 
alike interested. One would say “the gap in our instru
ment is God’s design. Let it alone. Religion forbids 
your intermeddling.” The other class would simply keep 
toihng on, and finding a new note now and then till, per
haps, a whole octave might have been gained in the name 
and by the efforts of science. But even then the awful 
gap remains as a disheartening fact practically unchanged. 
The idea of a piano is itself a limitation. Let'the reader 
think of an instrument a mile long,- with mortal man 
sounding a few notes at each end, and .a great silence be
tween; he will then realize more clearly this great gap and 
what it means to himself and others. Man is an Ego, 
ever seeking to express himself by every means at his dis
posal, and, speaking for'myself and the reader, Ego rebels 
at a limitation which may, after all, be one of ignorance 
only. Man is continuing to accept tilings for just what 
they appear to be, at least until he finds out to the con
trary. -Thus? to-day he calls himself lord of creation, 
although he can only use a few notes at each end of his 
Sense instrument, an'd has an awful gap of emptiness bc-

1 want to discuss and examine, with a divine discontent at 
my own limitation. '

Space has long been counted as filled with nothingness. 
Five or six miles climb from ocean’s level left man gasp
ing for breath, and a-mile or two further was the limit 
even to bird life. Man has now discovered that space is 
full—absolutely full—without even a tiny crack, of a 
substance which is the reality of the All in All, and of 
which matter' is but the passing shadow. Man in his 
ignorance has talked of empty space between sun, planet 
and distant star. It was for him just one of the huge 
gaps, like the one we note in sense limitation, only very 
much larger. Man the student and explorer now knows 
there is no gap at all, but just a solid roadway, over which 
the trained mind may travel back and forth. With his 
telescopic and spectroscopic motor wagon man wends his 
way to and fro, stopping if he pleases at comet and aste
roid way stations. Or, if he prefer, he travels inward to 
further and further homes of intelligence and activity. 
With such experiences the scientist now tells us the great 
gap in space was imagination and bom of ignorance. But 
all the same that scientist does not yet dare to deny the 
gap in his own sense limit which leaves him a? few thou
sands of vibrations on one shore, with millions of millions 
on the other, and all between just nothing at all. At this 
pointrthe careful student may find a thought of comfort. 
He now knows, as a fact, that the space between planet 
and star is fiUed with ether waves, vibratory with energy. 
But man himself is immersed in ether as much as is sun, 
planet or- star. So there can be no more vacuum for him 
than for space. His senses are merely manifestations of __ _
his own divine energy. At one end the coarse atmos- are now living. Where we enter the silence the Ego is in 
phere vibrates for him into sound. At the other he dis- ’full activity. He who could once reach a position where 
covers it is ether waves vibrating with beauty and love, he might witness this manifestation of Ego would per- 
But there is—there can,be—no gap between, since ether <...........................................   ' ’

that man in his fulnhes can play every note in the vast 
scale. The melody may be outside our limited grasp of 
to-day but I count it as a present reality to be taken into 
account in our everyupy sf^dy of “spirit return” and its 
problems. It is for me the ¡one great factor in telepathic 
contact between moptal ppd spirit, as well as between 
mortal and mortal. And ;qs tliis is an existing and ever 
present reality of to-tjay, ¡[^confess myself but little in-

personality has only been an appearance, founded on the 
whirls of ether, called atoms of matter, in which he has 
posed as a mortal.. Ego will have just as many person
alities as the substance he uses for expression may compel. 
But he is himself a mighty whole—finite but divine— 
always and everywhere expressed as fragmentary person
alities, each to be weighed and measured by the student 
who would estimate “the fullness of manhood.” .

San Leandro, Cal. ' •
terested in what seenbfo me fanciful conceptions of future 
reincarnation. My interest is centered on the possible in
carnations which are, or may be expressing my personality 
to-day. '

Now let us as students mark the point we have reached. 
We have accepted as a most natural assumption that man 
the Ego can have no such gap in his powers as is appa
rently the case in earth life. We have noted tliat for the 
mortal his hearing is the effect of but a few thousands of 
vibrations, while his sight demands millions of millions, 
with no apparent connecting foothold for human intelli
gence. Man the mortal is thus touching matter with one 
sense, and ether with another. And yet further let us 
remember that man, whether mortal or spirit, will ever be 
a personified intelligence wliich we call Ego.

It is obvious that if matter be, as is claimed, but one 
expression of ether then Ego lias a broad field for his ex
periences, which experiences can only be connected in the 
Ego himself, and not in any of Ins personalities. For 
instance, if an Ego be to-day, as I claim, playing upon 'his 
instrument and using every note and octave, we, his 
neighbors or brethren, could sense no more of him than 
is permitted by the limitations of the matter in iVhich we

is the universal All in All, and man himself lives in it, 
moves in it and thinks in it. The gap has Keen the imagi
nation of ignorance—the auto-suggestion which has held 
him in the same quicksand which buried his grandfather. 
But all the same the fact remains to-day that man does 
not seem to have gained many octaves out of the millions 
that lay between his hearing and his sight. This both 
demands and justifies a careful examination of manhood 
itself in the light of the recent discovery tliat Nature has 
no such thing as a vacuum, or even a crevice, in her whole 
system.

We commence with the question “What is man?” Tliat 
is an old, a very old question, and has been answered in 
two ways. One is that he is the direct creation of a 
Supreme Divinity. The other, that he is the evoluted 
result of aggregations of atoms, and that his brain secretes 
thought as his fiver secretes bile. Neither answer is satis
factory, for both alike leave unfilled this awful gap be
tween his sense limitations. Talcing nature as a whole 
we.find intelligence everywhere, but we only perceive it 
atmosphere may be charged with the form of energy we 
atmosphere may be charged with the force of energy we 
call “electricity,” but it is only when it is personified into 
a brief flash that we recognize it and call it “lightning.” 
Every manifestation of intelligence is a flash from the 
mighty whole. And in the light of an eternity, without 
either time or space, it matters not whether personified 
intelligence count years by centuries or millions, it is still 
only a flash, moving in ether-filled space, and subject to 
its laws.

Such to me is manhood. I count it as a flash of the 
universal and divine intelligence, born amidst the eternal 
energy, which has rippled the ether into waves. Another 
effect of the eternal energy is to compel vortex rings or 
minute whirls of ether, known to us all as the atom of 
physical science. So the flash of intelligence, compelled 
by an energy we call First Cause, because we cannot com- 
prehent it, is playing amidst the ether as lightning plays 
amid the atmosphere of our planet. But where the ether 
is whirled into atoms intelligence finds a quick limit. A 
little sound, smell, taste and touch are the possible man
ifestations of intelligence amid such cramped conditions. 
But thought and will power are children of the ether, and 
compel tiny waves that travel on and on through friction
less space. They linger for a brief hour amidst the atoms, 
manifesting as sight, normal or astral, but soon pass on 
and out, becoming the spiritual glow which ennobles 
manhood.

Such is my answer to the question “What is man?” 
But this answer also involves an explanation of the great 
gap that separates man’s lower and higher self in the life 
of to-day. Physical sight is necessarily as material as 
hearing, although born of waves of ether instead of mat
ter. It is through physical organs that man the mortal 
uses each of his five senses. And whatever other faculties 
man may possess the}' must, in earth life, find physical ex
pression or remain silent. So we have as an acknowledged 
fact a human personality, expressing itself through vibra
tion of material atoms, as the mouthpiece of an Ego who 
has apparently no other inlet into earth life. We have 
the further fact that this personality uses, or seems to use, 
just a few vibrations at each end of a key-board, with no 
reason, that we can discern, for this extraordinary limita
tion. The personality is man, with a most limited man
hood, but there is no reason, we can discover, why Ego 
should have this marvelous limitation. As a matter of 
common sense, Ego, being himself personified intelligence, 
can have no other limitation than the laws of ether and 
matter compel. There can be no gap in his forceful 
grasp) between one note in the scale of vibrations and 
another. He must play upon one as easily as upon the 
others. The only reason of the apparent gap is the limi
tation of our earth-bound sense, which stops short sud
denly, as if it were cut off for the very purpose of making 
man the mortal a ridiculous parody of what he should be 
if Ego were in full control.

There are plenty of proofs of the presence of Ego 
within this gap, where man and Nature have seemed to be 
silent. All the phenomena of psychometry, the whole 
field of psychic manifestation, which includes clairvoy
ance, all that we call intuition, and that which is called 
“subconsciousness,” are founded upon vibrations that are 
outside our normal limit And the reason they are so 
imperfectly manifested, so full of errors and perplexities, 
is because mortal man translates, or tries to translate them 
into the vibrator}’ expressions of his everyday life. So let 
us ever remember that Ego is a flash from the infinite, and 
cannot be limited to just a few octaves of expression on 
the mighty keyboard of the universe.

It should now be evident that Ego can strike one chord 
as well as another, although mortal mind may be silent to 
one, and count the other as his limit. This gives me 
quite a different idea of my own personality. I now re
member, with glorified humility, that I am an' Ego, ex
pressing myself in earth life with so few notes that there 
is necessarily more of inharmony than melody. All that 
I have counted woe, misery, and fated cruelty in earth life 
is based upon my inability to sense the other-notes by 
which my Ego is expressing himself to his brother intelli
gences. Let us ever remember that every imperfect chord 
proclaims a perfect chord somewhere awaiting the stu
dent’s search. Cruelty and hate are only imperfect chords 
which in fullness would express brotherly love. All the 
same we have to-day these limitations in our earth life. 
Things are not what? they seem to be in our manhood any 
more than in the expressions of nature around us. And 
our EgMs, and has been thus misjudged only because we 
do not’see and grasp enough of him to realize that what is 
called “devil” is only a very imperfect manifestation of 
godhood.

ceive him at work by will power, thus both causing and 
using the vibratory waves of the ether to express his in-
telligenee. I mean that this expression by Ego of his 
greater fulness is necessarily going on Now. Where the 
silence begins for the mortal, Ego is expressing a new per
sonality, but only because we are not yet broad enough to 
second sense that the two personalities are but manifesta
tions of the one Ego, in operation at the same time.

It is here that Psychical Research has blundered its way 
along through a few vibrations, and out into the dark and 
silent sense limit of the poor mortal. It thus becomes 
necessary to examine a ’little into the experiences called 
“spirit return.” When the Universal Intelligence has 
flashed out into the frietionless ether it becomes, neces
sarily, a personality of vast, but still finite, breadth and 
limitation. And since the ether is frictionless this per
sonality is necessarily unlimited by time. The Ego must 
thus stand as a huge personality to any intelligence capa
ble of sensing the entire outburst and its effect. But to 
the onlooker less advanced there will appear only so much 
or so many a personality as his limited vision can grasp at 
one time. So we poor mortals are just wee, puny, human 
personalities to ourselves, because that is all we can per
ceive to-day of our grqpd divine whole. Nevertheless the 
reader and I are Egos, with .experiences going on at this 
very moment that are outside our mortal sense limit. 
The day is soon coming for each of us when our point of 
view will become le$s limited. We call that “death.” 
Then we necessarily become iconscious of a broader man
hood working in more or less of the great vibratory gap 
which we have noted as impossible to the mortal.

We can further discern; that Ego is practically un
affected by death. He was manifesting jnnid vibrations 
before, and he is manifesting amid vibrations still; so to 
himself the only change is Ihat the one personality we 
call mortal has ceased to be an expression of his intelli
gence. We call this personality which is thus active after 
death “spirit,” and can now perceive that it finds itself in 
a position that has not yet been noted either by the So
ciety for Psychical Research or by the mere worshiper of 
spirit return. In the first place his present experiences 
are not new to him. He has been living them all the time 
he was a mortal, although the personality was not the 
same. Of course when the mortal dies the intelligence 
cannot at once make the connection between the two per
sonalities, although the Ego himself has needed both for 
a complete expression of his manhood. Necessarily the 
existing spirit personality can only have any retord or 
impressions of earth experiences through the Ego. But 
the Ego can himself only record them in the vibrations 
amid which they were gathered.

In the mortal life we have a mental personality whose 
experiences must have been largely a dream to the per
sonality beyond. The two personalities have undoubtedly 
mingled and blended in dreams and psychic experiences, 
and when one ceases the other goes on much as before. 
The mortal at last becomes immortal. His experiences 
are now, as it were, merged into the personality that has 
been playing all the time inside the awful vibratory gap. 
For a time, perhaps, he struggles to maintain his in
dividuality and go on using the old vibrations. What a 
mess he makes of it is recorded in the history of spirit 
return. If he can find a suitable instrument he struggles 
to record and repeat his mortal experiences, and usually 
fails to establish his own identity, at least to the satisfac
tion of a careful student. Yet his struggle tells the tale 
that manhood is not what it appears to be to mortals in 
earth life, but is only a limited expression of a vast reality. 
As a returning spirit he can bring almost nothing of 
thought or experiences from life within the gap, because 
they necessarily belong to those vibrations where thé mor
tal has no foothold. Our visitor must talk from the mortal 
standpoint into mortal ear, and amidst such limitations 
the personality, who while a mortal had exhibited a grand 
intelligence among his fellows, now comes back, halting 
and confused with his effort to even make himself known.

Yet again, there had been and still is a psychic con
nection between the two personalities. We already 
recognize the subconscious self as a reality, but we find it 
just what it must be under these conditions. It comes as 
a mentality in most respects inferior to that of the mortal 
because, at its best, it is not playing amid its own normal 
sense vibrations. So it can express but a shadow of its 
real powers, but all thé same it is another personality of 
the same Ego. I ,

Let me here ask theireade^ to picture a performer on a 
grand organ, with a theme ¡and execution worthy of the 
greatest artist known .¡to earth life. Let the instrument 
be so constructed thaï'only'a few notes at either end of 
the scale are audible “to tl,e student who is listening. 
OceasionaUy there wifi be.,harmony, but, for the most 
part, discords and even! absurd rhythms will greet the ear. 
That listener represents mortal life,. Yonder sit other 
listeners whose nôrmdl héâring is adapted to the very 
notes to which our mortal qfudent has been deaf. They 
listen with rapture bqeause.wastly more of the theme is 
aglint with soul melody fordhem. Yet, here and there, 
to them also there is sad imperfection-for lack of the very 
tones our mortal studéht i^|rasping. These are the ex
periences of spirit lifâ£ , 3 .

The one who playsj-fo whom every note is alike an ex
pression of his soiil; is realizing a divine ecstasy as he thus 
experiences somewhat of infinite harmony and love. That 
player is Ego. Your Ego, reader, and mine. ■ . '

Such is life, mortal and immortal. And such it be-

ftOME CIRCLES.
Directions for Forming and Conducting 

Circles for Development

The first conditions to be observed relate to'the persons 
who compose the circle, These should be, as far as pos
sible, of opposite temperaments, as positive and negative; 
of moral characters, pure minds, and not marked by re
pulsive points of either physical or mental condition. No 
person suffering from disease, or of debilitated physique, 
should be present at any circle, unless it is formed ex
pressly for healing purposes. I would recommend the 
number of the circle never to be less than three, or more 
than twelve. The best number is eight. No person of a 
strong positive'temperament should be present, as any 
such magnetic spheres emanating from the circle will 
overpower that of the spirits who must always be positive 
in the circle in order to produce phenomena.

Never let the apartment be over-heated, the room 
should be well ventilated. Avoid strong light, which, by 
producing motion in the ^atmosphere, disturbs the mani
festations. A subdued light is the most favorable for 
spiritual magnetism. .

I recommend the seance to be opened either with 
prayer or a song sung in chorus, after which subdued, har
monizing conversation is better than wearisome silence; 
but let the conversation be directed towards the purpose 
of the gathering, and never sink into discussion-or rise to 
emphasis. Always have a pencil aqd paper on the table, 
avoid entering or quitting the room, irrelevant conversa
tion, or disturbances within or without the circle after the 
seance has commenced.

Do not admit unpunctual comers, nor suffer the air of 
the room to be disturbed after the sitting commences. 
Nothing but necessity, indisposition, or impressions, 
should warrant the disturbance of the sitting, which 
should never exceed two hours, unless an extension of 
time be solicited by the spirits.

Let the seance always extend to one hour, even if no 
results are obtained; it sometimes requires that time for 
spirits to form their battery. Let it be also remembered 
that circles are experimental, hence no one should be dis
couraged if phenomena are not produced at the first few 
sittings. Stay with the same circle for six sittings; if no 
phenomena are then produced you may be sure you are 
not assimilated to each other; in that case, let the mem
bers meet with other persons until you succeed.

A well-developed test, medium may sit without injury 
for any person, but a circle sitting for mutual develop
ment should never admit persons addicted to bad habits, 
strongly positive or dogmatical. A candid inquiring 
spirit is the only proper frame of mind in which to sit for 
phenomena, the delicate magnetism of which is made or 
marred as much of mental as physical conditions, v

Impressions are the voicesrof spirits or the monitions of 
the spirit within us, and shhild always be followed out, 
unless suggestive of wrong alt or word. At the opening 
of the circle, one or more are often impressed, to change 
seats with others. One or more are impressed to with
draw, or a feeling of repulsion makes it painful to remain. 
Let these impressions be faithfully regarded, and pledge 
each other that no offense shall be taken by following im
pressions.

If a strong impression to write, speak, sing, dance, or 
gesticulate possess any mind present, follow it out faith
fully. It has a meaning if you cannot at first realize it. 
Never feel hurt in your own person, nor ridicule your 
neighbor for any failures to express or discover the mean
ing of the spirit impressing you.

Spirit control is often deficient, and at first imperfect. 
By often yielding to it, your organism becomes more flex
ible, and the spirit more experienced; and practice in con
trol is. necessary for spirits as well as mortals. If dark 
and evil disposed spirits manifest to you, never drive them 
away, but always strive to elevate them, and treat them as 
you would mortals, under similar circumstances. Do not 
always attribute falsehoods to “lying spirits,” or deceiving 
mediums. Many mistakes occur in the communion of 
which you cannot always be aware. -

Unless charged by spirits to do otherwise do not con
tinue to hold sittings with the same parties for more than 
a twelvemonth. After that time, if not before, fresh ele
ments of magnetism are essential. Some of the'original 
circle should withdraw, and others take their places.

Never seek the spirit circle in a trivial or deceptive 
spirit. Then, and then only, have you cause to fear it.

• Never permit any one to sit in circles who suffer from 
it in health or mind. Magnetism in the case of such per
sons is a drug, which operates perniciously, and should be 
carefully avoided. V.

Every seventh person cayl be a medium of some kind, 
and become fully developed'through the judicious opera
tions of the spirit circle. When once mediums are fully 
developed, the circle sometimes • becomes injurious to 
them. When they feel this to be. the case, let none be of
fended if they withdraw, and only use their gifts in other 
times and places.

All persons are subject to spirit influence and guidance, 
but only one in seven can so externalize this power as to 
become what is called a medium; and let it ever be remem
bered that trance speakers, no less than mediums for anv 
other gift, can never be influenced by spirits far beyond 
their own normal capacity in the matter of the intelli
gence rendered, the magnetism of tlm spirits being but a 
quickening fire, which inspires the Tirain, and, like a 
hot-house process on plants, forces into prominence latent 
powers of the mind, but creates nothing. Even in the 
case of merely automatic speakers, writers, rapping, and 
other forms of test mediumship, the intelligence of the 
spirit is measurably shaped by the capacity and idiosyn
crasies of the medium. AU spirit power is limited in ex
pression by' the organism through which it works, and 
spirits may control, inspire, and influence the human 
mind, but do not change or re-create it. '

EMMA HARDINGE BRITTEN.

IDIOSYNCRASIES.
In Relation to Moral Conduct

In The Progressive Thinker of April 
14, Prof. B. F. Underwood has an ar
tide on “Morality by Legislation.” He 
says, “Legislation is not the scientific, 
effective method, The true way to Im
prove conditions Is to teach and enforce 
morals In the nursery,, the home, the 
higher grades of Instruction, aud the 
private life of th» individual."

And further says: “The moral prog
ress is a process of inward growth 
which results from experience and 
knowledge.”

He is eminently right in saying moral
ity is a product of experience and 
knowledge. He could have gone fur
ther and said there are as many differ
ent moralities as there are individual 
experiences. One parent sends his boy 
to school with the command not to fight 
with the other boys. This is the moral
ity of this parent. The next parent has 
a different morality, and tells his boy if 
the other boys fight him and he doesn’t 
fight back and lick ’em, he will lick him 
when he conies home.

In some homes it is better morality to 
stroll the green fields Sundays than to 
step on the threshold of any church. In 
other homes the reverse morality pre
vails. v

Some distinguished minds declare 
that tobacco is worth more to the 
world, morally, than potatoes.

Vivisection is moral In some schools, 
and Immoral In others.

Suicide, under certain circumstance's; 
with some, is moral; with many others 
It possesses no moral side. '

In some homes It is taught there is no 
moral ground for divorce. Other homes 
teach there are more than a dozen 
moral grounds for It.

Vaccination Is moral here, and im
moral there. '

In one of the thirteen original states 
of the Union, Sunday kissing was im
moral. Now the morality of all the 
states permits unlimited Sunday kiss
ing.

Polygamy is moral in Utah, aud im
moral in Congress.

To tell white Ues is moral in many 
nurseries and homes. In many others 
it is Immoral.

In France it is good morality to bring 
children up on wine. In Germany the 
moral sentiment raises children on beer. 
In the United States children come up 
under all manner of moral theories.

For nineteen centuries the church, in 
stentorian tones, has preached and 
coaxed and threatened for greater mor
ality. In all these centuries the church 
has been unsuccessful in its endeavor 
to establish a general moral standard.

Where Prof. Underwood would en
force morals in the nursery, the home, 
and the school, as the profoundest 
method of progress, it sounds to mo 
like the old musty church talk. I may 
be wrong. I think the morals of all of 
us change as the view point changes. If 
this Is true, tlieu the Brother's formula 
becomes a simple platitude.

Within the last thirty years I have 
heard the highest Christian sentiment 
hi the laud repeatedly declare the 
teachings of Prof. Underwood Immoral. 
I don't believe it. But suppose It true. 
Then surely he Is not the man to set the 
moral pace for the nursery, the home, 
and the school.

However able Brother Underwood 
might be to frame a code of morals ap
plicable to everybody; and should he 
call together it World’s Parliament of 
Moralities to pronounce on it, 1 doubt if 
It would agree that he is in harmony 
with the sciences. “When doctors disa
gree, who shall decide?” The scientists 
decide not to wait longer for the church 
to study out the question of what Is ab
stract morality, for the reason that the 
church never studies. It begins and 
ends with “Thus salth the Lord."

Now a word about the Professor's 
conscience telling him that legislation 
is a thing of doubtful value. He says, 
“where the moral sentiment is deep, 
law is unnecessary.” When I read of 
the million dollars the Vanderbilt heirs, 
of Cornelius, had paid to the state, un
der the inlLritance tax law, I wonder 
how many willion years it would take 
to educate Into the souls of those heirs a 
sufficiently deep moral sentiment to 
have made them paid that, In the ab
sence of law. When I read that the 
New Zealand Republic is so much iu ad; 
vance of ours tliat you cau live easier 
there on a hundred dollars than on a 
thousand here, I wonder If deep moral 
sentiment, and no legislation, did it all?

Brother Underwood speaks especially 
of Temperance prohibition legislation. 
I read that when man made his advent 
on this little speck of earth, he had 
neither a liquor appetite, nor law. and 
yet he fell. Jesus understood man’s 
frailty better. He pleaded aud prayed 
with God not to lead his pleasure-loving 
children Into temptation. I read of 
children born with an aversion to drink,
that are gradually 
into drinking; and, 
drunkards' graves, 
ever, may be right.

lead b.v associates 
lastly, they fill 

The Brother, how-

On another point, just a single word. 
It is the question of education. Brother 
Underwood says, “Pain is the artist's 
chisel which has shaped and beautified 
humanity.” Other expressions Ip con
nection with this show that he believes 
the greater the pain the better the edu
cation. In support of this view he 
quotes Tennyson:
“That man may rise on stepping stones 
Of their dead selves to higher things.”

We know that pain has been a power
ful chisel in the hand of the school
master of the past; and It suggests that 
both Brother Underwood and Mr. Ten
nyson were educated In that school, 
and that both refuse to believe there is 
something better. It suggests that 
neither of them are versed in the new 
school theory, which is to make study 
pleasing and attractive, Instead of pain
ful. E. W. BALDWIN.

Verona, Wis.

It is a great advance when we have grasped even a 
thought of the powers that necessarily belong to every 
Ego, but that is only the threshold of our theme. I call

eomes in its one-ness, ¿instead of the fragmentary man
ifestations upon which theology, philosophy and even sci
ence lias each sought foothold. .

I catch a moan from some of my readers who insist that 
whatever may happen they want to cling to the feelings, 
emotions'and experiences of to-day. It is like a child 
refusing to become a man lest he forget the details of his 
childhood. Yet such a moaning cry is quite natural to 
the present limited personality. But the feeling and the■«,„wiW..11 * It » 1 V«..« u«. (nwuit 4U1UIU1 (KUWUUUJr. UUl Ute XCeiUlg uDU 1116mj theme Hie Fullness of Man, because I recognize cry are.alike;absurd to Ego, for, as we have seen, he has 

nlan tm^mortal as but a very limited expression of the never in reality had any such limitation. 1” ‘_____„1This mortal

Multum in Parvo.-.
The spirit of worship is the spirit of tyranny. The 

worshiper always regrets that he is not the worshiped.— 
Ingersoll. .

How to live?—-that is the essential question for us. 
Not how to live in the mere material sense only, but in the 
widest sense. The general problem which comprehends 
every special problem, is—the right rule of conduct in all 
directions under all circumstances.—Herbert Spencer. 

. The;Italian priests,, unique in the world, are the real 
enemies of their country, and when Italy finds herself 
pledged to defend her land against invasion, the priest 
will be the spy of the enemy, and will excite a civil war in 
the country where all these ministers have left him absn. 
lutemaster,—Garibaldi. , "

The domestic unhappiness arising from difference of 
belief was probably almost or altogether unknown in the 
world before the introduction of Christianity * * * The 
deep and widening chasm between the religious opinions 
of the most highly educated men and of the immense ma
jority of women is painfully apparent.—Lecky. :,

•‘Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
eluding Methods and Instruments).’ 
By E. D. Babbitt, SI. D„ LL. D. A' 
very Instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fulfills the promise of Its title. 
For sale at this office. Price 75 cents. 
/‘Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl' 

Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For sale at this office.

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen beautiful, ’soul-lnsplrlng songs, 
with’ music, by 0. Payson Longley. 
Price by mall, 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. >

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2. 
Sweet songs and music for home and 
social meetings. For sale at this office. 
Price 15 cents.

"The Spiritualism of Nature.” By 
Prof. W. Mj Lockwood. Price 15 cental 
For sale at this office, . .„.«m
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.THE BRILLIANT CALIFORNIA PHILOSOPHER,
CHARLES DAWBARN, SENDS FORTH FROM 
HIS SAN LEANDRO HOME A' TIDAL WAVE OF 
THOUGHT THAT WILL PROVE INTERESTING
TO OUR READERS. *
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Newton’s disco very of the outworking of gravitation 
left a great unknown quantity in his demonstrated fact of 
the attraction existing between distant bodies. No one 
could imagine how the sun was holding his planets by a 
force active in what was supposed to be a vast vacuum, 
called “space.” But the fact was there, so the questions 
continued until at last a satisfactory answer has been ob
tained; Space may, and does appear to be empty, but is 
now discovered to be full of a wondrous substance called 

■“ether.” And herein is, at last, an opportunity for a man 
io learn something of himself and his own powers, since 
'he himself, like everything else, lives and has his being 
amidst this wondrous, all-penetrating ether, and is sub
ject to its laws. In most respects ether is the very oppo
site of matter. It is so rigid that it holds the planets to 
their play around the sun, which requires more force than 
if there was a steel rod attached to every square inch of 
the earth’s surface. So ether is more rigid than steel, and 
yet it produces absolutely no friction. It has not affected 
our earth’s motion by one second in ten thousand years. 
Since heat is arrested motion we discover that this won
derful ether cannot itself be heated. The temperature of 
space is thus simply zero. Ether has waves, longitudinal 
and transverse, by which energy travels before it is trans
muted into light, heat, etc., in the friction of our atmos
phere. And it is to-day a generally accepted truth that 
matter itself is composed of “little whirls” as modes »of 
motion of the ether itself and of course subject to its laws.

These interesting facts are now accessible to every stu
dent, and are already taught in our schools and colleges. 
I have thus alluded to them because I find therein a key 
to certain of the mysterious limitations that encompass a 
mortal in his earth life. It is from that standpoint I am 
proposing to study them. I want to find out, if I can, 
more about both the limitations and the power’s of man
hood in earth life.

Man has been accepting things for just what they ap
pear to be, and we know, from sad experience, that Nature 
leaves him to work in the dark until he invents his own 
tallow candle. We have further discovered that man is 
subject to-the laws of both ether an<J matter. He is really 
a compound of both. Certain of his senses are expressions 
in matter, while others work only through ether. Phil
osophy has not yet grasped the import of this, or its effect 
upon manhood, so the student reader and I will try and 
blaze a path for ourselves through this forest of the 
unknown.

The limitations of man the mortal appear hopeless to 
the worshiper of matter. Indeed, in his “Mathematics of 
the Probable,” he first takes the real manhood out of man, 
and then reduces him to an equation. He calls this the 
Law of Averages. He will take a large city and tellyou 
how many will die next year, and how inany will be sick 
and get well. He knows how many children will be born 
and how many will die. He will also tell you the names 
of the diseases that will kill them. He will not only tell 
you how many will get married, but knows how many will 
commit suicide, and will describe the methods by whieh 
they will individually leap out into the unknown. In a 
myriad other details he will show you man in the swad- 

• dling clothes of his own surroundings. And this sci
entific calculator is usually marvelously correct. Give 
him statistics long enough and broad enough and he will 
absolutely prove that man the mortal is really thf slave of 
'destiny. Both the man and his calculator are gauging 
their lives by the limitations of matter. Some day these 
limitations will not work, and that will be when man 
knows more of his own powers wliich work and manifest 
in the ether.

Now let us look a little deeper into manhood and its 
place in nature. 11’0 have three factors to take into con
sideration. (1) Man. (2) Matter. (3) Ether.

Man’s contact with his surroundings and expressions of 
liis own intelligence is by means of sensory and motor 
nerve?. To realize what this means we must here, for a 
few moments, fall back upon the laws of vibration, as 
taught in our schools and colleges. Let a pendulum 
swing with measured beat and the student will discover 

•that eighty such movements in a second will produce a 
sound which he calls “tone,” and is the very deepest base 
liis sense of hearing can grasp. As the pendulum swings 
more rapidly the “tone” will ascend the scale till at last it 
vanishes into silence. His mortal limit lias been reached
in that direction when some fifty or sixty thousand vibra
tions in one second has been recorded, and the shrill echo 

■ lias ceased. It has marked the end of his possible power 
of hearing with mortal ear. Now comes a tremendous 
gap wherein the scientist finds no foothold even for his 
imagination. Fancy that pendulum increasing its speed, 
faster and yet faster, till it has reached four hundreds of 
millions of millions of vibrations in one second, and mortal 

■ man once again senses its movement, but this time not as 
sound but as color. He calls his first vision red. Then 
following the chromatic scale a few more hundreds of 
hundreds of millions of vibrations he first senses violet, 
and then becomes blind. He has discovered that on one 
side of his sight limit heat rays sparkle and burn, and he 
guesses to-day that btyond the other boundary is the 
home of the X-Ray which laughs at the so-called invisible. 
But what of that huge gap which hasiiever been claimed 
by God or man? Intelligence has accepted and aeknowl- 
edged sense limitation as the foundation of personality. 
Personality is of course itself a limitation of manhood, 
and the finite will always be limited. But herein is the 
trouble. It is all right and natural that manhood should 
have powers that commence at one end and finish off at 
the other. But why there should be a huge gap in the 
middle is the mystery, or rather the problem, waiting a 
reasonable explanation. -

. Give a musician a piano with just a couple of notes at 
one end and a part of an octave at the other as all he can 

' use, and you will have but poor attempts at melody, and 
■ a great deal of disharmony as the result. Now suppose a 

visitor from some other and more favored planet were to 
see such au instrument and learn that it expressed man’s 
limitation, he would at once infer that there were notes 
and octaves somewhere that could and might fill up the 
gap, and let the soul of the musician sing its liigher melo
dies. The visitor would say to the mortal: “You have 
been accepting this gap as made by natural law, whereas 
your effort should be to reach out from either end of your 
instrument, adding note to note, and at 'every discovery 
increasing the musician’s power of expression.” Among 
those he addressed there would be two classes of minds 
alike interested. One would say “the gap in our instru
ment is God's design. Let it alone. Religion forbids

' your intermeddling.” The other class would simply keep 
toiling on, and finding a new note now and then till, per
haps, a whole octave might have been gained in the name 

‘ and by the efforts of science. But even then the awful 
. gap remains as a disheartening fact practically unchanged. 
The idea of a piano is itself a limitation. Let the reader 
think of an instrument a mile long, with mortal man 
sounding a few notes at each end, and.a great silence be- 

.tween; he will then realize more clearly tins great gap and 
what it means to himself and others. Man is an Ego, 
ever seeking to express himself by every means at his dis
posal, and, speaking for myself and the reader, Ego rebels 
at a limitation which may, after aU, be one of ignorance 
only. Man is continuing to accept things for just what 

. they appear to be, at least until he finds out to the con
trary. . Thus to-day he calls himself lord of creation, 

x although he can only ugg a few notes at each end of his 
. sense instrument, and has an awful gap of emptiness be-

1 want to discuss and examine, with a divine discontent at 
my own limitation.

Space has long been counted as filled with nothingness. 
Five or six miles climb from ocean’s level left man gasp
ing for breath, and a-mile or two further was the limit 
even to bird life. Man has now discovered that space is 
full—absolutely full—without even a tiny crack, of a 
substance which is the reality of the All in All, and of 
which matter'is but the passing shadow. Man in his 
ignorance has talked of empty space between sun, planet 
and distant star. It was for him just one of the huge 
gaps, like the one we note in sense limitation, only very 
much larger. Man the student and explorer now knows 
there is no gap at all, but just a solid roadway, over which 
the trained mind may travel back and forth. With his 
telescopic and spectroscopic motor wagon man wends his 
way to and fro, stopping if he pleases at comet and aste
roid way stations. Or, if he prefer, he travels inward to 
further and further homes of intelligence and activity. 
With such experiences'the scientist now tells us the great 
gap in space was imagination and bom of ignorance. But 
all the same that scientist does not yet dare to deny the 
gap in his own sense limit which leaves him a? few thou
sands'of vibrations on one shore, with millions of millions 
on the other, and all between just nothing at all. At this 
pointrthe careful student may find a thought of comfort. 
He now knows, as a fact, that the space between planet 
and star is filled with ether waves, vibratory with energy. 
But man himself is immersed in ether as much as is sun, 
planet or star. So there can be no more vacuum for him 
than for space. His senses are merely manifestations of

man Ego, who is: himself a flash of the divine. I believe
that man in his fulnlks can play every note in the vast 
scale. The melody may be outside our limited grasp of 
to-day but I count it as a present reality to be taken into 
account in our everydpy st^dy of “spirit return” and its 
problems. It is for me the pne great factoi- in telepathic 
contact between moytal ijpd spirit, as well as between 
mortal and mortal. And qs this is an existing and ever 
present reality of to-(Jay, ^confess myself but little in
terested in what seenrfo me fanciful conceptions of future 
reincarnation. My interest is centered on the possible in
carnations which are, or may be expressing my personality 
to-day.

Now let us as students mark the point we have reached. 
We have accepted as a most natural assumption that man 
the Ego can have no such gap in his powers as is appa
rently the case in earth life. We have noted that for the 
mortal his hearing is the effect of but a few thousands of 
vibrations, while his sight demands millions of millions, 
with no apparent connecting foothold for human intelli
gence. Man the mortal is thus touching matter with one 
sense, and ether with another. And yet further let us 
remember that man, whether mortal or spirit, will ever be 
a personified intelligence ,wliich we call Ego.

It is obvious that if matter be, as is claimed, but one 
expression of ether then Ego lias a broad field for his ex
periences, which experiences can only be connected in the 
Ego himself, and not in any of liis personalities. For 
instance, if an Ego be to-day, as I claim, playing upon his 
instrument and using every note and octave, we, his 
neighbors or brethren, could sense no more of him than 
is permitted by the limitations of the matter in Ahich we

personality has only been an appearance, founded on the 
whirls of ether, called atoms of matter, in wliich he has 
posed as a mortal. Ego will have just as many person
alities as the substance he uses for expression may compel. 
But he is himself a mighty whole—finite but divine— 
always and everywhere expressed as fragmentary person
alities, each to be weighed and measured by the student 
who would estimate “the fullness of manhood.”
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his own divine energy. At one end the coarse atmos- are now living. Where we enter the silence the Ego is in 
phere vibrates for him into sound. At the other he dis- ’full activity. He who could once reach a position where 
covers it is ether waves vibrating with beauty and love, pie might witness this manifestation of Ego would per- 
But there is—there can.be—no gap between, since ether ceive him at work by will power, thus both causing and
is the universal All in All, and man himself lives in it, 
moves in it and thinks in it. The gap has Been the imagi
nation of ignorance—the auto-suggestion which has held 
him in the same quicksand which buried his grandfather. 
But all the same the fact remains to-day that man does 
not seem to have gained many octaves out of the millions 
that lay between his hearing and his sight. This both 
demands and justifies a careful examination of manhood 
itself in the light of the recent discovery that Nature has 
no such thing as a vacuum, or even a crevice, in her whole 
system.

We commence with the question “What is man?” That 
is an old, a very old question, and lias been answered in 
two ways. One is that he is the direct creation of a 
Supreme Divinity. The other, that he is the evoluted 
result of aggregations of atoms, and that his brain secretes 
thought as liis liver secretes bile. Neither answer is satis
factory, for both alike leave unfilled this awful gap be
tween bis sense limitations. Taking nature as a whole 
we find intelligence everywhere, but we only perceive it 
atmosphere may be charged with the form of energy we 
atmosphere may be charged with the force of energy we 
call “electricity,” but it is only when it is personified into 
a brief flash that we recognize it and call it “lightning.” 
Every jxffinifestation of intelligence is a flash from the 
mighty whole. And in the light of an eternity, without 
either time or space, it matters not whether personified 
intelligence count years by centuries or millions, it is still 
only a flash, moving in ether-filled space, and subject to 
its laws.

Such to me is manhood. I count it as a flash of the 
universal and divine intelligence, born amidst the eternal 
energy, which has rippled the etber into waves. Another 
effect of the eternal energy is to compel vortex rings or 
minute whirls of ether, known to us all as the atom of 
physical science. So the flash of intelligence, compelled 
by an energy we call First Cause, because we cannot com- 
prehent it, is playing amidst the ether as lightning plays 
amid the atmosphere of our planet. But where the ether 
is whirled into atoms intelligence finds a quick limit. A 
little sound, smell, taste and touch are the possible man
ifestations of intelligence amid such cramped conditions. 
But thought and will power are children of the ether, and 
compel tiny waves that travel on and on through friction
less space. They linger for a brief hour amidst the atoms, 
manifesting as sight, normal or astral, bqt soon pass on 
and out, becoming the spiritual glow’ which ennobles 
manhood.

Such is my answer to the question “What is man?” 
But this answer also involves an explanation of the great 
gap that separates man’s lower and higher self in the life 
of to-day. Physical sight is necessarily as material as 
hearing, although born of waves of ether instead of mat
ter. It is through physical organs that man the mortal 
uses each of his five senses. And whatever other faculties 
man may possess they must, in earth life, find physical ex
pression or remain silent. So we liave as an acknowledged 
fact a human personality, expressing itself through vibra
tion of material atoms, as the mouthpiece of an Ego who 
has apparently no other inlet into earth life. We have 
the further fact that this personality uses, or seems to use, 
just a few’ vibrations at each end of a key-board, with no 
reason, that we can discern, for this extraordinary limita
tion. The personality is man, with a most limited man
hood, but there is no reason, we can discover, why Ego: 
should have this marvelous limitation. As a matter of 
common sense, Ego, being himself personified intelligence, 
can have no other limitation than the laws of ether and 
matter compel. There can be no gap in his forceful 
grasp/between one note in the scale of vibrations and 
another. He must play upon one as easily as upon the 
others. The only reason of the apparent gap is the limi
tation of our earth-bound sense, which stops short sud
denly, as if it w’ere cut off for the very purpose of making 
man the mortal a ridiculous parody of what he should be 
if Ego were in full control.

There are plenty of proofs of the presence of Ego 
within this gap, where man and Nature have seemed to be 
silent. All the phenomena of psychometry, the whole 
field of psychic manifestation, which includes clairvoy
ance, all thqt we call intuition, and that which is called 
“subconsciousness,” are founded upon vibrations t.hat are 
outside our normal limit And the reason they are so 
imperfectly manifested, so full of errors and perplexities, 
is because mortal man translates, or tries to translate them 
into the vibratory expressions of his everyday life. So let 
us ever remember that Ego is a flash from the infinite, and 
cannot be limited to just a few octaves of expression on 
the mighty keyboard of the universe.

It should now be evident that Ego can strike one chord 
as well as another, although mortal mind may be silent to 
one, and count the other as his limit. This gives me 
quite a different idea of my own personality. I now re
member, with glorified humility, that I am an’Ego, ex
pressing myself in earth life with so few notes that there 
is necessarily more of inharmony than melody. All that 
I have counted woe, misery, and fated cruelty in earth life 
is based upon my inability to sense the other notes by 
which my Ego is expressing himself to his brother intelli
gences. Let us ever remember that every imperfect chord 
proclaims a perfect chord somewhere awaiting the stu
dent’s search. Cruelty and hate are only imperfect chords 
which in fullness would express brotherly love. All the 
same we have to-day these limitations in our earth life. 
Things are not what-they seem to be in our manhood any 
more than in the expressions of nature around us. And 
our Egb ie, and has been thus misjudged only because we 
do not see and’ grasp enough of him to realize that what is 
called “devil” is only a very imperfect manifestation of 
godhood. v '

ft is a great advance when we have grasped even a 
thought of the powers that necessarily belong to every 
Ego, but that is only the threshold of bur theme. I call 
my theme “The Fullness oLMan,” because I renngnizo 
man the mortal as but a fery’.limited expression of the

using the vibratory waves of the ether to express his in
telligence. I mean that this expression by Ego of his 
greater fulness is necessarily going on Now. Where the 
silence begins for the mortal, Ego is expressing a new per
sonality, but only because we are not yet broad enough to 
see^and sense that the two personalities are but manifesta
tions of the one Ego, in operation at the same time.

It is here that Psychical Research has blundered its way 
along through a few vibrations, and out into the dark and 
silent sense limit of the poor mortal. It thus becomes 
necessary’ to examine a little into the experiences called 
“spirit return.” When the Universal Intelligence has 
flashed out into the frictionless ether it becomes, neces
sarily, a personality of vast, but still finite, breadth and 
limitation. And since the ether is frietionless this per
sonality is necessarily unlimited by time. The Ego must 
thus stand as a huge personality’ to any intelligence capa
ble of sensing the entire outburst and its effect. But to 
the onlooker less advanced there will appear only so much 
or so many a personality as his limited vision can grasp at 
one time. So we poormortals are just wee, puny, human 
personalities to ourselves, because that is all we can per
ceive to-day of our grapd divine whole. Nevertheless the 
reader and I are Egos, with .experiences going on at this 
very moment that are outside our mortal sense limit. 
The day is soon coming for bach of us when our point of 
view wiU become leçs limited. We call that “death.” 
Then we necessarily become/conscious of a broader man
hood working in more or less of the great vibratory gap 
which we have noted as impossible to the mortal.

We can further cJUcern j that Ego is practically un
affected by death. He was manifesting gmid vibrations 
before, and he is manifesting amid vibrations still; so to 
himself the only change is that the one personality we 
call mortal has ceased to be an expression of his intelli
gence. We call this personality which is thus active after 
death “spirit,” and can now perceive that it finds itself in 
a position that has not yet been noted either by’ the So
ciety for Psychical Research or by the mere worshiper of 
spirit return. In the first place his present'experiences 
are not new to him. He has been living them all the time 
he was a mortal, although the personality was not the 
same. Of course when the mortal dies the intelligence 
cannot at once make the connection between the two per
sonalities, although the Ego himself has needed both for 
a complete expression of his manhood. Necessarily the 
existing spirit personality can only have any retord or 
impressions of earth experiences through the Ego. But 
the Ego can himself only record them in the vibrations 
amid which they were gathered.

In the mortal life we have a mental personality whose 
experiences must have been largely a dream to the per
sonality’ beyond. The two personalities have undoubtedly 
mingled and blended in dreams and psychic experiences, 
and when one ceases the other goes on much as before. 
The mortal at last becomes immortal. Uis experiences 
are now, as it were, merged into the personality that has 
been playing all the time inside the awful vibratory gap. 
For a time, perhaps, he struggles to maintain his in
dividuality and go on using the old vibrations. What a 
mess he makes of it is recorded in the history of spirit 
return. If he can find a suitable instrument he struggles 
to record and repeat his mortal experiences, and usually 
fails to establish his own identity, at least to the satisfac
tion of a careful student. Yet his struggle tells the tale 
that manhood is not what it appears to be to mortals in 
earth life, but is only a limited expression of a vast reality’. 
As a returning spirit he can bring almost nothing of 
thought or experiences from life within the gap, because 
they necessarily belong to those vibrations where thé mor
tal has no foothold. Our visitor must talk from the mortal 
standpoint into mortal ear, and amidst such limitations 
the personality, who while a mortal had exhibited a grand 
intelligence among his fellows, now comes back, halting 
and confused with his effort to even make himself known.

Yet again, there had been and still is a psychic con- 
-nection between the two personalities. We already 
recognize the subconscious self as a reality, but we find it 
just what it must be under these conditions. It comes as
a mentality in most respects inferior to that of the mortal 
because, at its best, it is not playing amid its own normal 
sense vibrations. So it can express but a shadow .of its 
real powers, but all the same it is another personality of 
the same Ego. 1 .

Let me here ask theieadej to picture a performer on a 
grand organ, with a theme mnd execution worthy of the 
greatest artist known Jto earth life. Let the instrument 
be so constructed that'onl^'a few notes at either end of 
the scale are audible “to tlye student who is listening. 
Occasionally there wijl be,harmony, but, for the most 
part, discords and even absurd rhythms will greet the ear. 
That listener represehts mortal life.. Yonder sit other 
listeners whose normdl hefiring is adapted to the very 
notes to wliich our mortal qfjrdent has been deaf. They 
listen with rapture because.vastly more of the theme is 
aglint with soul melody for ¡them. Yet, here and there, 
to them also there is sad imperfection-for lack of the very 
tones our mortal studdnt i^grasping. These are the ex
periences of spirit lifcrl . j. .

The one who playsj-fo whom every note is alike an ex
pression of his soul, is realizing a divine ecstasy as he thus 
experiences somewhat of infinite harmony and love. That 
player is Ego. Your Ego, reader, and mine. ,

Such is life, mortal and immortal. And such it be
comes in its ■ one-ness, ^instead of the fragmentary man
ifestations upon which theology, philosophy and even sci
ence has each sought foothold. :

I catch a moan from some of my readers who insist that 
whatever may happen they want to cling to the feelings,- 
emotions and experiences of to-day. It is like a child

ftOME CIRCLES.
Directions for Forming and Conducting 

Circles for Development

The first conditions to be observed relate to'the persons 
who compose the circle. These should be, as far as pos
sible, of opposite temperaments, as positive and negative; 
of moral characters, pure minds, and not marked by re
pulsive points of either physical or mental condition. No 
person suffering from disease, or of debilitated physique, 
should be present at any circle, unless it is formed ex
pressly for heating purposes. I would recommend the 
number of the circle never to be less than three, or more 
than twelve. The best number is eight. No person of a 
strong positive'temperament should be present, as any 
such magnetic spheres emanating from the circle will 
overpower that of the spirits who must always be positive 
in the circle in order to produce phenomena.

Never let the apartment be over-heated, the room 
should be well ventilated. Avoid strong light, which, by 
producing motion in the atmosphere, disturbs the mani
festations. A subdued light is the most favorable for 
spiritual magnetism. .

I recommend the seance to be opened either with 
prayer or a song sung in chorus, after which subdued, har
monizing conversation is better than wearisome silence; 
but let the conversation be directed towards the purpose 
of the gathering, and never sink into discussion-or rise to 
emphasis. Always have a pencil aqd paper on the table, 
avoid entering or quitting the room, irrelevant conversa
tion,or disturbances within or without the circle after the 
seance has commenced.

Do not admit unpunctual comers, nor suffer the air of 
the room to be disturbed after the sitting commences. 
Nothing but necessity, indisposition, or impressions, 
should warrant the disturbance of the sitting, which 
should never exceed two hours, unless an extension of 
time be solicited by the spirits.

Let the seance always extend to one hour, even if no 
results are obtained; it sometimes requires that time for 
spirits to form their battery. Let it be also remembered 
that circles are experimental, hence no one should be dis
couraged if phenomena are not produced at the first few 
sittings. Stay with the same circle for six sittings; if no 
phenomena are then produced you may be sure you are 
not assimilated to each other; in that case, let the mem
bers meet with other persons until you succeed.

A well-developed test medium may sit without injurv 
for any person, but a circle sitting for mutual develop
ment should never admit persons addicted to bad habits, 
strongly positive or dogmatical. A candid inquiring 
spirit is the only proper frame of mind in which to sit for 
phenomena, the delicate magnetism of which is made or 
marred as much of mental as physical conditions.

Impressions are the voices of spirits or the monitions of 
the spirit within us, and should always be followed out, 
unless suggestive of wrong act or word. At the opening 
of the circle, one or more are often impressed to change 
seats with others. One or more are impressed to with
draw, or a feeling of repulsion makes it painful to remain. 
Let these impressions be faithfully regarded, and pledge 
each other that no offense shall be taken by following im
pressions.

If a strong impression to write, speak, sing, dance, or 
gesticulate possess any mind present, follow it out faith
fully. It has a meaning if you cannot at first realize it. 
Never feel hurt in your own person, nor ridicule your 
neighbor for any’ failures to express or discover the mean
ing of the spirit impressing you.

Spirit control is often deficient, and at first imperfect. 
By often yielding to it, your organism becomes more flex
ible, and the spirit more experienced; and practice in con
trol is necessary for spirits as well as mortals. If dark 
and evil disposed spirits manifest to you, never drive them 
away, but always strive to elevate them, and treat them as 
you would mortals, under similar circumstances. Do not 
always attribute falsehoods to “lying spirits,” or deceiving 
mediums. Many’ mistakes occur in the communion of 
which you cannot always be aware. -

-Unless charged by spirits to do otherwise do not con
tinue to hold sittings with the same parlies for more than 
a twelvemonth. After that time, if not before,''fresh ele
ments of magnetism are essential. Some of the original 
circle should withdraw, and others take their places.

Never seek the spirit circle in a trivial or deceptive 
spirit. Then, and then only’, have you cause to fear it. 
, Never permit any one to sit in circles who suffer from 
it in health or mind. Magnetism in the case of such per
sons is a drug, wliich operates perniciously, and should be 
carefully avoided. .

Every seventh person can be a medium of some kind, 
and become fully developed through the judicious opera
tions of the spirit circle. When once mediums are fully 
developed, the circle sometimes ■ becomes injurious to 
them. When they feel this to be. the case, let none be of
fended if they withdraw, apd only use their gifts in other 
times and places.

All persons are subject to spirit influence and guidance, 
but only-one in seven can so externalize this power as to 
become what is called a medium; and let it ever be remem
bered that trance speakers, no less than mediums for any 
other gift, can never-be influenced by spirits far beyond 
their own normal capacity in the matter of the intelli
gence rendered, the magnetism of the spirits being but a 
quickening fire, which inspires the Trrain, and, like a 
hot-house process on plants, forces into prominence latent 
powers of the mind, but creates nothing. Even in the 
case of merely automatic speakers, writers, rapping, and 
other forms of test mediumship, the intelligence of the 
spirit is measurably shaped by the capacity and idiosyn
crasies of the medium. All spirit power is limited in ex
pression by' the organism through which it works, and 
spirits may control, inspire, and influence the human 
mind, but do not change or re-create it. '

EMMA HARDINGE BRITTEN.

In The Progressive Thinker of April 
14, Prof. B. F. Underwood has an ar
ticle on “Morality by Legislation." He 
says, “Legislation is not the scientific, 
effective method. The true way to Im
prove conditions Is to teach and enforce 
morals in the nursery,, the home, the 
higher grades of Instruction, and the 
private life of th*  individual."

And further says: “The moral prog
ress is a process of inward growth 
which results from experience -'and 
knowledge.”

He is eminently right in saying moral
ity is a product of experience and 
knowledge. He could have gone fur
ther and said there are as many differ
ent moralities as there are individual 
experiences. One parent sends his boy 
to school witli the command not to fight 
with the other boys. This Is the moral
ity of this parent, The next parent has. 
a different morality, and tells his boy if 
the other boys fight him and he doesn’t 
fight back and lick ’em, he will lick him 
when he comes home.

In some homes it Is better morality to 
stroll the green fields Sundays than to 
step on the threshold of any church. In 
otiier homes the reverse morality pre
vails. s

Some distinguished minds declare 
that tobacco is worth more to the 
world, morally, than potatoes.

Vivisection is moral in some schools, 
and immoral in others.

Suicide, under certain circumstances, 
with some, is moral; with many others 
it possesses no moral side. '

In some homes it is taught there Is no 
moral ground for divorce. Other homes 
teach there are more than a dozen 
moral grounds for it.

Vaccination is moral here, and im
moral there. ’ .

In one of the thirteen original states 
of the Union, Sunday kissing was im
moral. Now the morality of all the 
states permits unlimited Sunday kiss
ing.

Polygamy Is moral In Utah, and im
moral in Congress.

To tell white Ues is moral in many 
nurseries and homes. In many others 
it is Immoral.

In France It is good morality to bring 
children up on wine. In Germany the 
moral sentiment raises children on beer, 
lu the United States children come up 
under all manner of moral theories.

For nineteen centuries the church, in 
stentorian tones, has preached and 
eoaxed and threatened for greater mor
ality. In all these centuries the church 
has been unsuccessful in its endeavor 
to establish a general moral standard.

Where Prof. Underwood would en
force morals In the nursery, the home, 
and the school, as the profoundest 
method of progress, it sounds to me 
like the old musty church talk. I may 
be wrong. I think the morals of all of 
us change as the view point changes. If 
this is true, then the Brother’s formula 
becomes a simple platitude.

Within tlie last thirty years I have 
heard the highest Christian sentiment 
in the laud repeatedly declare tho 
teachings of Prof. Underwood Immoral. 
1 don’t believe it. But suppose it true. 
Then surely lie is not the man to set the 
moral pace for the nursery, the home, 
and the school. ■

However able Brother Underwood 
might be to frame a code of morals ap
plicable to everybody; and should he 
call together h World's Parliament of 
Moralities to pronounce on it, 1 doubt if 
it would agree that he Is in harmony 
with the sciences. “When doctors disa
gree, who shall decide?” The scientists 
decide not to wait longer for the church 
to study out the question of what is ab
stract morality, for the reason that the 
church never studies. It begins and 
ends with “Thus salth the Lord.”

Now a word about the Professor’s 
conscience telling him that legislation 
Is a thing of doubtful value. He says, 
“where the moral sentiment is deep, 
law is unnecessary." When I read of 
the million dollars the Vanderbilt heirs, 
of Cornelius, had paid to the state, un
der the inheritance tax law, I wonder 
how many million years it would take 
to educate into the souls of those heirs a 
sufficiently deep moral sentiment to 
have made them paid that, in the ab
sence of law. When I read that the 
New Zealand Republic is so much in ad; 
vanee of ours that you can live easier 
there on a hundred dollars than on a 
thousand here, I wonder if deep moral 
sentiment, and no legislation, did it all?

Brother Underwood speaks especially 
of Temperance prohibítion legislation. 
I read that when man made his advent 
on this little speck of earth, he had 
neither a liquor appetite, nor law, and 
yet he fell. Jesus understood man’s 
frailty better. He pleaded and prayed 
with God not to lead his pieasure-Ioviug 
children into temptation. I read of 
children born with an aversion to drink,

Multum in Parvo.
The spirit of worship is the spirit of tyranny. The 

worshiper always regrets that he is not the worshiped.— 
Ingersoll. .

How to live?—thât is the. essential question for us. 
Not how to live in the mere material sense only, but in the 
widest sense. The general problem which comprehends 
every special problem is—the right rule of conduct in all 
directions under all circumstances.—Herbert Spencer.

The Italian priests, unique in the world, are the real 
enemies of their country, and when Italy finds herself 
pledged to defend her land against invasion, the priest 
will be the spy of the enemy, and will excite a civil war in
the country where aU these ministers have left him abso
lute, master,—Garibaldi. .

The domestic unhappiness-arising from difference ofr • • J i C -1-“v uviuv^uv MUMMmMuw»- UUMUK X1U111 UHLUrC'UUC OLrefusing to become a man Jest he forget the details of his belief was probably almost.or altogether unknown in the 
childhood, let such a moaning cry is quite natural to .world before the introduction of Christianity * * * The 
Tin nrncnnr limirnn Ttnrcnnnliiv 4-K<■> -IC«!;,-.». □ xi-_ _t _  .i ...• i... • t , > . . •< »• .*  . .the present limited personality. But the feeling and the 
cry are alike absurd .to Ego, for, as we have seen, he has

deep and. widening chasm, between the religious opinions 
of the most highly educated men and of the immense ma-. * . . v ~wx vuv wuov ixigxxxj cuuvaiVU JUWI U1IU UI IILC lUlU

never m reality had any spch limitation. This mortal -jority of women is painfully apparent.—Lecky,

that are gradually 
Into drinking; and, 
drunkards’ graves, 
ever, may be right.

lead bj’ associates 
lastly, they fill 

The Brother, how-

On another point, just a single word. 
It is the question of education. Brother 
Underwood says, “Pain is the artist’s 
chisel which has shaped and beautified 
humanity.” Other expressions ip con
nection with this show that he believes 
the greater the pain the better the edu
cation. In support of this view he 
quotes Tennyson:
“That man may rise on stepping stones 
Of their dead selves to higher things."

We know that pain has been a power
ful chisel ip the hand of the school
master of the past; and it suggests that 
both Brother Underwood and Mr. Ten
nyson were educated in that school, 
and that both refuse to believe there is 
something better. It suggests that 
neither of them are versed in the new 
school theory, which is to make study, 
pleasing and attractive, Instead of pain
ful. E. W. BALDWIN.

Verona, Wls. ;

“Human Culture and Cure. Part ' ’• 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In- - 
eluding Methods and Instruments).’ 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A’ 
very Instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as It 
well fhlfills the promise of its title. 
For sale at this office. Price 75 cents. •

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl' 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and • 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For sale at this office.

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs." Four
teen beautiful, i soul-inspiring songs, 
with’ music, by C. Payson Longley. 
Price by mall, 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. : .

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2. 
Sweet songs and music for Home and 
social mqetings. For sale at this office. 
Price 15 cents. (

“The Spiritualism of Nature.” By; 
Prof.-W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 ccntfc 
For sale at this office, •
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I will be likely to bring forth fruits of 
nt- knowledge. Mrs. 8. Comstoek Ellis read

and social chaos with which We are to
day confronted Is to ba found only in 
understanding adequately the laws of 
thought and then governing all im
pulses and actions Individual and social 
by scleutific and thus right thinking. 
Mrs. Ballou then said that while such 
a state of society seemed almost too 
Utopian to hope for, she believed the 
day of its triumphant realization would 
come. She especially dwelt on the re
sponsibilities of motherhood, saying 
that in the life of the individual, ‘right 
generation’ should take the place of ‘re
generation.’ The lecturer declared that

- . K of Elgin. Mrs. Perkins has beenGENERAI 'QflRVFV few*® 48® ucncnnru &uifv tv.. fea»xS

THE SPIRITUALISTIO FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 2

-DOMOS. ETO., THE WORLD OVER. ; |MI» X"

»»I “sF*'  W®8®® ssttasta*?  es 
The full name and address of every Sn “’o^’lffi-l

peson who sends an item for this de- No doubt in that Aspect he is ffighly^m T B’I?> ,£°HU '”ltes froln Clcilr Lake’ 
partment, must be given, or otherwise tertuiuing, and will find a larae conutlt t?Wa,: J>ere and found Mrs. , . ............ lrou.e: uetiuieu tnai
it may not appear. Bear that in mind, ueuey. L0Ubln’ Hayden had succeeded in arousing each individual must bear the results

Mrs. Henrietta L. Liclitig writes Brother Clark writes from T mwinw S“,!6 an the cnuse- To- °i bis own right or wrong thoughts and
from Springfield, Mo.: “It is not often Mich.: “Mrs m. C Lfficoln of^uffSoJ $ol?lug,„thre,e public actions, and that he cannot lay this
that you hear Of us, We believe it best has closed her month’s wnrt fur “¡ectIngs liere a week, witli quite a good burden on another, and asserted that
If one can only have a little in this We listened to“ten leetmel in atteud“W We-will likely organize a he theological dogma of the atonement
world to have that little good, and we which were“of a'high o^der Sh^wi Í w* liei? ,llt ,au early kad 1«,uise‘1, «“*’ retarded civilization by 
curry this belief in our spiritual work return and work w th our s!cletv nnífi«- 'V d be el,ld to hear froul teaclllug the, manifest falsity that we 
as well. We have had with us Mrs. through the month of^December 1 urn S Í ‘,oeletl1t‘s or eaull> malingers can escape tbe inexorable consequences 
Maud Lord Drake. She lectured and Mrs L N Cl“man of Kansas City ?'S‘ “}e‘liUln- ! O'!u°)V" aCti°DS- She closed wl,il a
gave spirit descriptions twice on Sun- I Sunday, began1 her enmmmn.mt I ? b g ,d ta g0 out for week beautlful peroration in the nature of 
day and was assisted by her husband, our society for the month^Miív’^ meetlugs within 50 miles of Clear Lake «« apostrophe to the souls who have 
Mr. J. S. Drake, who Is an able and im Della BPffittwX fn in w W? W* 1'1 We b°1)0 to seeure burdens of tbls llfe fo1' the J°ys

fish’s?« SF’'F“““' ®W?5 ® "
SMsjsrsww sss sawfsHSiH **-  *-  -*  - - “*“* “ Mu"lbm’Ohl0-

California home, and many anxious appreciative audiences cvm-v Í?< engaged to lour camp-meetings convention at Columbus, Ohio, May 22,
sure insertion in the paper, all other re- pues are awaiting the fulfillment of evening- and has SUTL id =♦ P 18 seniiou in Miehlgau; to Freeville 23 and 24, will be favored with the 
quirements being favorable, should be that promise.” I h'ere bg “i'akal ed a“.,luti'aat $?ulVI1l^eJ.IUS’iu New York’ and to the I I)reseI1,'e o£ Harrison D. Barrett, presl-
wrltten plainly with ink on white The Marquette (Mich.) Mining Journal clear-cut thoughts which anneal to thó Jn“1™ ln .011l°' IIe atte“ds deu£ N- s- A. Our state presi-
puper, or with a typewriter, and only on says: “Marquette has a seven days’ best in every soul’. She alscTdid much m0«f ti P® Asi;aclatio“ ¡lie 23d and dent, Hon, E. W. Bond, Is at the preg
one side of the paper. wonder in the person of Mrs. Wright, of good in her class work teaching each HhJtu tb s u‘outll> ,* “ Columbus, 0.¡p“t writing at Washington, attending

ITEMS-Bear in mind that items for- Petroit, a Spiritualist. She has been one how best o%eceive heaBng H-om M h. h¿“Í 7' '“fx.ln St?lgls’ a T“«etl«B ,0^ t/ustees of-the N. S. A.

less, otheiwise niany items would be I a be]¡ef ln -tlie (joetrines of the sect I anís8'»?' P' T»ÍPP¿»s removed to 207 Liberty.” There is no busier man than We hope to have present also that vet-
ciovtded out. Sometimes a tliiity-Hne I maintains thnt Hteombnaiaa I gg£h street, corner Rhodes avenue, first 1 the Doctor. If not attending ■ to na- eran pillar of the cause in Cleveland 
item Is cut down to ten Unes, and ten j j( earth after being ^vtiei!,e ske be -Pleased to see all' i-tienta he is writin gab obk or makl ng Thomas Lees. Dr. H. C. Andrews oflines to two lines, as occasion may re- pírted fíom their bodies She is what ®X arrangements to travel in various for- Indiana, who has bee¿ workffig in this
2!'he’, u'elM ™®nneluJOfnu nomo'nnd I is.termed a trumpet medium the spirit I ?' Simons sends us a large list of e|£“ countries, His long and varied ex- state for some time, advises us that he
catiptb puujd contain tlie full name and vojces in a njajorpy of instances emu- I suhseribers from Cambridgport, Mass. I Perience has placed him in the front I expects to attend.

. addiess of the writer. We deslíe to I UíljjUg fr0I1j n f;n truimiet although I Ahotlier list comes from Smithton, Pa., I ¡'«“ks as an author, and as he expects Every active, earnest worker ip the
nears Tlii^ruVnffiFbe Strictly*  ad- somé sl>irits have scorned to taík !®“„ b? P Sl?ith’ S®ve.l;al others have b s life.prolonged until he shall have state who can possibly attend should do
i ! 1 1 ° y “ through so material an instrument and p, d d nobly’and thus the good Reached a century, many more books so without fail as the state officers for
hued t0- _ I have floated their voices on the still air I w°rk goes on’ I w!11 PropabIy emanate from bls pen. I the coming year are to be elected and

Bro. Toler writes from Marietta, Ohio: I of the room in which the seances have I Dr- Carlos Wright writes from Joseph, Mfs. Hamilton Gill, the well-known 11111011 business of vital Importance to 
"Our beautiful little city of from 15,000 I been held. There is much discussion of I Oregon: “Chief Joseph, who with his medium, will(accept engagements for tbe oause “eeds serious consideration,
to 18,000 population, and rapidly grow- the manifestations, the skeptics en- Itrlbe formerly occupied this (Wallowa tbe summer and autumn mouths to lee-1 Every one in the state who intends to
ing, lias many churches with their at- deavoring to explain them to their own I Va<ley) but “ow has a reservation fur- I tul'P and give tests for societies and g0 should notify the state secretary at
tendant supply of superstition and big- satisfaction and others frankly express- Itber North, is a wise old Indian, and camp-meetings. once so that necessary arrangements
otry, but no regular Spiritualist society, ing mystification." I coul<i g*' ’e some of the reverends hints Henry H. Warner, inspirational trance I £or tbe ent°rtainments of delegates may
Just at present, howevei, we are enjoy- j Kenyon writes: “After a hard I *ba^ Sre 10 be despised. .Since the I speaker and test medium, spoke for the I COULD, Sec’y.
lng a feast of reason and flow of soub I wíuter-s work ou üle SDfritual rostrum I P®rces compaig“..1“ which he ex- I Englewood Spiritual Union, 420 Sixty- 4QG ^ctrje Bld’g., Cleveland, 0. 
and cÍ i™n“medium of P tisbüg 1 return to ‘bLs h0«1»1^1 a“d famous ‘¿lb±d/“e}:al„sblP.«eneral I Lbb??‘™et>. Su«day’ May.«> and is en-1 -------------------- -----------
¡IHU »uyuiii luumiiiii, ui xiiiouuitji I —

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
1« alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. .The editor 
allows tills freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—AAre would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means .rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to Im

HON. W. DEAN SHUART.
A Good Man Gone to Higher 

Life.
One of the most distinguished Spirlt- 

?ats New York State has passed 
° be hIgher life. The Hon. William 

Dean Shuart, ex-Surrogate of Momoe 
county, died at his residence in Roch
ester, Sunday Morning, April 22, at the 
«FdooGa8Od was born 
a‘ Hendon, k- X-, and educated at the 
” esleyan Seminary at Lima, N. Y He 
was admitted to the bar in 185o' and 
practiced tn Rochester. From 1802 to 
1 m was Paymaster in the army, 
with the rank of major. In 1807, after 
a term as City Attorney, he was elected 
burrogate of Monroe county, and being 
twice re-elected to the same office, gaye 
sixteen years continuous service to the 
people in that very important and dell- 
^at,,e K !1’"', Not. only dld learning 
and ability characterize his conduct of 
the office of Surrogate, but his kindness 
of heart and courteous bearing gave an 
atmosphere of serenity to his court 
most welcome to the widowed and or
phaned.

* «nuiu iv mm uvuu-uiux uuu lamous nr.T,,«.,4 i v i * r ; , 7, ° -------- - -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------
„ , , - _ , , • . , # । camp ground, Onset, Mass., where Mrs U0Yaid» uehaskept strictly to his com- gaged for August and 5 at Briggs’ MaSS-MeetlUff at Moravia N V '
Pa,, is here. Last evening a few of the Kenyon and myself will hold dav mMjt- pact with the Government, which, as Park, Grand Rapids, Mich. Would like n» r ) • •frleuds of our beautiful philosophy held lngs (or teBt8 ,{ud instruction iZSpirit- PT1, V“ole Sam haa d0Ile with the engagements for season of 1900 aud 1nLLlLL1';?.1'1“; ma8S;meetlng has 
a circle at the home of Mr. aud Mrs. | ualj8mi ln Ph Ug Ha]1 ag °we*“ ^plI1‘ I Indian. Joseph is now asking for sim- 11901. Address 738 Kedzie avenue, Chi- I ^8t,® 2 d , lbls pla?e' H was a ialr 

season. During the past winter Mrs' I P.C‘ lU8“oe’ a“d honesty on the part of cago, Ill. 8ao°088’ ' ““ some good seed sown thatJ. J. McNanna. Mrs Demorest was 8eason. Durl- ? ------- ---------- , _ .
piescnt, mid hei cbaiming talk was Kenyon has given tests and I bave lee- }be C°'elument, and among other mat- Mrs. M. E. Kratz writes from 
greatly enjoyed. .She is an Intelligent, tul.ed )n tl followlnK Dlnces. S1X Sun .ter8 be a8ks for school-houses to be Louis, Mo.: “Owing to ill health »ñd I raimstoeK unis readmodest ami refined lady. One event of daV6 in ¿anchester Vh six in Hav bullt on bls reservation, but no condi ions In mhomeover whkh I hert ? flne Iect5,re loaded w“k good s»B8°st-
significance occurred while Mrs. D. was erh’ii1: fOurffi Woraester foui in Law I ol‘,urobes‘ 1“ explanation of this, he no control I was ~Ued t i cancel I T’ eD11P1ba81?Illg ‘be value of high
here hist year, which has borne fruit. renœ; RoellCK(cr, N. Y.;’ West Derry 8a d: 1 f.ear tbe ministers would teach further engagement with the First So- ñf ‘i8??4 1°}a11 tblnlilug’ aud the power
Mr. Charles Best, a prominent gentle- N> H>; Pawtucket( K jand Bro®“y; I my people to quarrel about God. We ciety of Spiritualists In Kansas Chy.°I r»“ “^T* ’ body’ and, W,U over llablt-
man of this eity, met hei then, and In rrl)is Mrs Kenyon is in Leo- quarlel ilb°ut men sometimes, but we met many kind friends whom I shalfal- nf'ti î £" uf <saïe a bappy rendering 
their conversation she remarked: I see minster and Worcester, Mass. Society ne.ver <l“arrel about the Great Spirit ways remember as being among^ the D i?,er u~que 8,yle’ nud
you me an Ingersoll man, and to whle i I w¡gh|n¿ óur eues whola we wor8h)p, „ - I tn)e an(J tHed Qf m ng*  tne I persuasive,sympathy. Exquisite musie
jie assented. She then said to him. nddre88 us at onset> Ma88 p q A. S. Hudson, M. D., late of Califor- pleasure to.iittenfl the service held here I hln,°n®ib ®?<®ib so'sslon‘ Miss Ellza- 
Your friend, Mr. Ingersoll, is going to Box 1(j0• nla, has removed to Mt. Vernon, Ohio. In Howard Hall, .on last Sabbath even- « ! B“bo<¡°k dld “ost impressive exe

die soon (in two or three months) very y) Baj.rett He is one of the advanced thinkers.. ing; Rev. Mr. Grimshaw was the "?,b a rare ™lce’ ful1 of splrI‘-
Mr Best’ haV'evm^lnee“ theTbeeST luore open datos for oamps and socle- . *lrs; Hannah Olsen writes that the speaker. Though, frail in body be is a fine woVk wira'the rtoiin
elined to investigate Snlrituallsm in a tla8' 1 w111 8erve as speaker- “nd !'lolld? would llko a test piedium in g an‘ >“ Power, and bis inspirational ¿ere I nm the m t > .
cimeu to imestigate bpintuansm n a ] I will make terms rensonnMo P|,1mghar, Iowa. discourses,demonstrate his aspiration , m the guest of John andquiet way. Several other materialists T terms reasonable. ® ’ Th. iHnilrnnf uÎL uu’ Mary Andrews. She is slowlv rnllvinir
here with whom I am well acquainted a would like to hear from camps. Ad- Will C. Hodge can be addressed for mont>. of (ln, <on y after a severe siege of la grinne She
are becoming eager to read the shining dre8s IDC at 822 Rebecca street, Alie- engagements at 40 Loomis street, Chi- “ tb oi “ “1° soole“es, is surely was th„ t "J *“ gn pe- Shepages of “fhe Progr^Xe Thinker I gbeuy’ Pn- H°me address, 819 East °«go. He has open dates until July 15. ^ry unsatisfactory, both to a society I *“r achievedhonlm n6na ™bat
Some of the preachers, both orthodox I Si*J een*11 stree‘’ Indianapolis, Ind." r10!d f,bl8 d?!e ,tlme ls a11 taken until tkl.ee gundavs^o iin<lèn<tnniS>> alma18lt I tended success, and I doubt if sho' has
R“d heterodox, are intensely Intelested I » .. . »___I a.^laa tlite I ¿i.n fnu »nH g. g » I ence. thelrl^vants and thpteaindBi™. ° ever bad an equal Her seances*  wntv
in perusing the paper, especially the in- I following from Muncie, Ind.: "In con- ^/be fall and winter months, and c.e’“e“'n’8 aad tba'r dc8‘res" Lot and thirty years ago reaS mnnv 
spiratlonal lectures and Petersilea and nection with the death of Miss Leona w111 rosp°nd to ail calls for funerals. . ,b as to*  the worker« nmi ínr.igH°d’ thousands in all parts of the worldy 
Ingersoll letters. A few of the Metho- Booraor’ a H-year-old girl, of Dunkirk, An intelligent man of Washington, We have been iF his rut suffletentTv tvith-evldence, both external and^nter-
dlst and some other church people here ’ hlch occurred In this city at the home P‘,p"’Who has written books, who has i0Dg to awaken to the fam nal‘ that I have never seen eoualed inhave been trying to investigate the con- I “C James Marsh, Friday morning, is a held high official station, who is known I posfiMe ^sulte^eannoi £ lbe “»‘“«1 and spirituircornffieteness
soling truth of spirit return in a very peculiar story. Ihe young girl had been well as a public speaker, receives from frOm plan? shru!i> oi- mwlhimshin^hv ‘bey presented. It was in her seance
qul0‘ "’ay” I ““ lD.va ld ior th0 la8‘ four years, time to time communications through tlik“contlniouÍ tra^sffia^t^ ” P’ y I tIla‘ I bad the first vivid realization of

The New Orleans Tlmes-Democrat I thiee months ago she had a what he considers supernatural agen- TI't, r, ' . , p g’ the tangible presence of immortal«:savs- "The recent death of Prof J H dl;eam sbe was golng ‘° Marlolb c e8’ Tbls man 18 U0‘ Spiritualist in JL? Fross informs us that Harry J. clothed in all the outer symbolism« Ô? 
Pepper who was known fai‘and wide wbeïe sbe '.vonld ,ake medl°al ‘rent- ‘he ordinary, every-day sense. He is J— “ lecturlngat 010 I“d- life, and coupled with an orde oftetel 
ns th^orl'-dn'ito'i^of TeimeFs ûbost^ re*  i1161!* ’and tllat 81le would bave ber pot dependent upon medluins-thlngs S' ?°“e- Ho wa? followed with iigenee Indefinitely vaH^d nnd tedivM 
Sails a wifinXtl exiir Xe oFm^^ beal.tb restOTed- She also had a pre- are revealed to him as he sits alone te «>ree lectures from Mrs. M. E. Sheets. Uallv elihracteri Rte andce’rtain- and In
d t vs asash wman^^said a visiting he «»“ment ‘hat she would take suddenly bls room. Not long ago he had a vision Q ’eat lntore8t was manifested. with® sp ritual life and «wee
aUlcaTmanager “’’Peppefs ghosf was UI agaln wl,bl? ,wo m0nt118 after her wblcb foreoasted for him one of the .JI*  Hartford (Ct..) Telegram says: ness intensely real and exalting Nn
the original name of the ingenious op i- F000)'0^’’ and ‘»at she would die short- severest defeats of the British In South E1,“or Dr. Louis Schlesinger, tbe where else have I reaHzed so wh The
cal il uston which is produced by tilting £ “ilerward8- T° «d<l “> ‘hé mystery Afr ca. He saw one of the checks of “ad ‘,nl: "bo wns pr080“‘ at the recent memory of those> expertenees is a c
a sheet of "lass before a stage and r¿ f cast>’ “““’ber dream which the4 Bullers army, when the campaign to Spiritualist convention, is precisely and talisman to-dav amid th« “ennfi 
fleeting images in » from a brlgblv £rl b?d “ wwk ag0 wa8 to the relleve Lady8mith took its ¿ost dis- what he pretends to be or els¿ he is a siqn of tongues ’’ and the BhnXwv eh» .'
lighted space below and ?n front which ‘bat 81le wouId dle wIthln a woek- Tb° astrous turn. But the most notable thirty-second degree mind reader. The acter of so^nuch that bewilders ¿nd'd?
Is out of si"bt of the audience You I nn”o‘’“oement of her death on Friday is communication of his was one of the reporter selected tbe names of three de- presses. The name of Marv Andrew ■ 
have seen your face at nighttime in a a d°moustration that the dreams be-' world’s forecasts, as follows: “The com- ceased “’lends, the name of one living will ever be an Inspiration to hundreds window pane haven’} you*  apparently ca'“e trae‘" „ , L1,1 8ee r011iarkable, won- p^8on’.aad; fo1' ,UCk’ f“dded tbat of I "’ho bave been ¿?essed by the mlffistra
projected out Into the darkness beyond'? . " ’*!  -F- Rnffeh a medium who excels ¡¡erful changes In governments and re- ... ° ^rt’ “8 one ot( the most com- Hons of heaven through her medlum- 
Wel> the prlclple Is exactly the same I ln p“vate as well as in public work, bg ou' lbe different branches of the I ple‘elJ deceased persons on record. I ship. “
and by darkening the ¿all the reflection • "’as duly ordained as minister of the ^br!8tlan oburoh will come closer to one p“ls mime he wrote according to the Mrs. Twlng goes to Syracuse from 
can be made to seem as real and sub- G°8po1 by Çhurch of the Students ““«’’ber. The love of God will bring I F1»ob J°anne d'Arc.’ The fold- I here to extend the work of the State 
stantial as anything else on the stage. oi May 6. jnan nearei to brotherhood. Sectarian llpa "el° tben ‘brown together in a Association, and next Thursday and
One of my first experiences in the show Moses Hull has induced the First b„Ver?vu, ,wllA n gloat part' be wiped 'umV random and fflven Friday they hold a mass-meeting at
business was as manager of a Pepper Spiritual Church to let him off during ?“L ?'_tb ? th,e nexF <I?1F,1‘er of a oen’ nf ’ reí ,10.1? J?? glanclnS Syracuse, N. Y. May success attend
ghost exhibition. We carried.two sheets September, so that he and Mrs. Hull I tUry a Breat upheaval of European gov- JV10 8 p' 110 8ald ‘bat the person her efforts.
of glass, each 8 by 8 feet, and, fitted to- I “re open for engagements at camps and °r“me“‘s will take place. Republican I ln_08,a *’ b°re "’“8 allye, and giv- I g0 home from here, and to Titusville
gether, they filled the front of a small elsewhere for the last Sunday in Au- 8°vernments will be the rule, monarchy I {if..“10 DFli10 without the slightest hes- to speak, the 13th.
stage. The illusions we produced were Bust and the five Sundays of Septem- I “le exoep“on' the opening of tbe sec- , °“- ;Yaoi ‘10 “ox‘ sl,p was hand- LYMAN C TTOWFl
really very clever, and the entertain- I ber. Address him at Lily Dale, N. Y. r?nt! <1U?5 *;F  oi ‘le °°“‘ury. Queen Vic- I od b'“f’ ‘be doo‘°r remarked that the | . _ __________ _ ‘
ment wound up with a sort of allegory Rev. T. W. Woodrow is engaged for 1 dl®very suddenly. The Prince a“me “ bore was a wo-
called ‘The Drunkard’s Dream.’ The the camp-meeting at Stersliamown In ° LalfS LU c,ome t0 the ,hrono' Af‘er I JSr““ f ♦ bad b?eiLde?d, a long tlme-
drunknrd was seen seated at a table and desires to arrange with the com’ !¿8101‘ reign be will die by violence. Her last name is Dark, but the'first
asleep, and gradually a horrible human mittee to serve at tbeeamn-meetlnc Tt P.e oanl,e “earor do“th last week than ?anie 1 cannot quite speak, he added. The threads of my life, all broken lay, 
wreckmaterialized out of thin air at bls Clinton 'He^desiresen¡agem"úte a?al I Lm W°rld Ll"'8’ ?t® LL of York I íh« J™/«UT^L h® a““® and t0 I w?Lln.mîny a taDgled 8keln-
side. The figure was supposed to be an Western Spiritualist camns Corre- o succeed him, and be the last of tbe the amazement of his hearers gave While in bitterness of heart I cried,
apparition of his future self, and the I spondence solicited. Address him at I Jim °f monarob8 of Great Britain for LL8 ‘he proper French Filled with anguish and with pain,
moral was obvious. We were giving No 1115 Garfield nvenn« Wnnena pire ‘ko present. A republic will be estab- Pronunciation. The balance of the t «on_n+ ,this exhibition for a week’s stand fn 11 Kansas Mr. Woodrow te m abk eîn£ I LÀT1 LJSigl.and in îboat fifteen year8' I wh«®“ J®? pln? n lllng t0 the doctor dak forward’ the way 18
little town iu Mississippi, when some nent of our cause P I“dla will be lost to Great Britain in the who occasionally threw a descriptive T mnnnf Mil:» .» i
wag told a notorious local sot that the o«« t n , ' . meantime. After the loss of India, a remark or gave tbe correct name of mC cannot gather again
spectre was intended as a caricature of II]3 “\L of“ragin hnveLL0“ ?'S11i“’ rapld deCllne of tbe power of the gov' aw de.cea8ad pol'8on' And how he Tbe br°kan threads of my whole
himself. Tbe poor fool believed it and ntLJrf..01 .. baJe bce parflaIly ernmont of Great Britain will take dld “ ‘8 J’et “ mystery to the reporter.” 4 ,wolk ,x
attended next night, armed with half a One Wing thatko nwiïvkm0117 rYa?í’DS’ pIace’ Pranoe wln have comparative G! W. Kates and wife held a meeting “d make U smootb-“nd plain, 
brick. When the ghost appeared he rose °f ouï' beautiful^ffiifiosonhv I««8 P®t?f and pro8pari‘y' with a stable re- 1“ Currie, Minn., Sunday, May G, and It folds me about, that tangled web 
suddenly in Uis seat and Hurled the SUcted tiænmelves government, for at least rested for a few days at the firm It holds me down to earth, '
missile straight at its head. There was busy apologizing to^lie outsidersbfor y®nrSre C°me” Tbe reclpI' L"’:® °f E.Las Poward> "’here in pas- It clings with a demon-like grip upon
a tremendous crash of broken glass, as the questionable8conduct of thl^unte m w« foraca8t bas ““th ¡oral pursuits they temporarily forgot The spirit that struggles for birth,
both sheets shivered to pieces, and the banks Some nf-thom uJt« « moan‘e‘ *“ “• He seeks no personal notoriety, tho human souls and realized the need re u M , 
vision instantly disappeared. The fel- Chicago we n™ LrLÍLY ®iv® L°m ?e prefGr8 that his name should not of helping to develop the spiritual qual- “m,° ds n lts llldoo,us grasp those forms 
low had no idea, of course, that there however been 1X11^ «nL,'.tob,e?aTe¡ be “S800late<I with it publicly, but he “y of animal and vegetable entitles. nF??,1 ^®J® d?“dnlon8-years agone. 
was anything iu front of tbe stage, and ¿“¿ulited bv Mr r w plrlreL d> an.d oonfld6““y consents to its publication. I They say that; humanity needs a purer Dwm .>Ah’ no! They leer at me yet;
the scene of ruin scared him so badly I froln v0Ur c‘ltv nn<i who iSKj. « I Tb°8' Hardl“S writes about the Stur- °1“88 of food’ ireG|I from grossness, be-1 W1 tbey “evermore begone?
that he jumped head first out of a win- Sunday afternoon and evening We are F18M(Mic?-) Ju-e mootllQg: “« be ,f,°„mA,SplrItU.?1 raoo;°f lllea “hall in- Dol try to repent? They mock me with
dow, rau blindly down the road, fell luto I g]ad t0 8nv that he gave u« Jrênf ««X I lieId’ as heretofore, in the Free or Spir- I balllt tbo onr,b' ' Soul-reform must be- scorn,
a creek and was drowned. The loss of faction bv his abletectures^nd itual Ghurch, Chicago street, Saturday gln w1“1 Physical purification. Mr. and ~ ‘
the glas, broke up tiie show. If we had Hls work is valuable to th “ cause S£?day’ ‘1Ctb and 17tb of J”no’- .....................
continued, we might have had a real can’t you let him come and stov with 1900' Tbese conventions, held to com-
drunkard'^ ghost ou our bands.” ng?. ,ou come and 8tay wl‘b memorate the dedication (to freedom of

Maggie Wnltn -vit«^ t c. ■ speech and religious liberty) of thefield “On WnL« ? Spring- Spiritual Church of Sturgis, have been 
xfreo nSSV ,?n.VcdE®sday evening, kept up without a single missing link

ing Vh.st andLane^rJmi^&t

¿í enS¿“8 j^^nTv^ven1 Tl^XX? ^tS 

boring here eîghtTeeks^ On^tha? ocra- tended"}}) afl wit bout ’reference to re’ 

sion f1gemec;tXRetism1L0DSp“LSm StSX^r“ 
followed Dy my usual seance. Mr. Welk I At Peebles Aíra} Símete aÍÍ « 
“és and excelled ffiinseff“5! can’beTd’ spoaI¡GI¡8?v111 be Present to advocate our 
d™?æî® u^ “LZbÏÏ lhe the

' Over forty years ago Judge Shuart en
tered into the study of the spiritual phi
losophy and manifestations. With R 
D. Jones, a noted editor and Superin
tendent of Public Instruction at Roch
ester, and several other earnest stu
dents, he made a systematic inquiry 
¡“to the physical manifestations of Splr- 
ituallsm—he investigated the Fox sis
ters and found that there was a power 
beyond material things which produced 
the phenomena.

Once arriving at a positive knowledge 
of this, Judge Shuart was man enough 
to display the courage of bls convic
tions. At that time it was a disgrace to 
be ranked among Spiritualists. So soon 
as the clergy, the scientists and literary 
people found out that the spiritual 
manifestations were due to occult 
power, and there was a danger of the 
people having direct communication 
tlon with the spirit world instead of 
through orthodox channels, so soon did 
all the powers of eburch and state com
bine to kill Spiritualism. No abuse was 
too great, no calumnies too vehement, 
no falsehoods too colossal for the powers 
that were, to burl at Spiritualists. And 
Judge Shuart, occupying a prominent 
position in his profession and In social 
circles, dared to stand up and declare 
that he believed In the doctrines of Spir
itualism. He never flinched, but stood 
by what he considered God’s trulli. He 
was told by near and dear friends that 
unless be threw overboard bls Spiritual
ism he would lose the confidence of (he 
public. He replied by saying, “There Is 
nothing higher nor holier than Truth, 
and 1 will never be ashamed of It!” 
Election time came around and the 
Judge’s friends thought the public 
would desert him, but be was re-elected 
Surrogate again and again in the course 
of many years. This showed how the 
great sovereign people recognize true 
worth when it comes their way.

It Is true that Judge Shnart’s high 
abilities, his deep learning and charm
ing personality might have won for him 
far higher honors in Ills profession or 
the public service, had he abandoned 
Spiritualism. But Judge Shuart, while 
being kind, sympathetic and courteous 
to all religious sectarians, would never 
yield one particle of his faith in the 
Spiritual philosophy, preferring to walk 
in the humble ranks of life, conscious of 
being in the right, than to obtain hon
ors and wealth by pandering to that 
which Ue believed to be false. Few 
men have had to combat so much per
sistent abuse, ridicule and falsehood as 
Judge Shuart during the early period of 
the revival of Spiritualism, but he Dever 
lost his equanimity, was always kind 
considerate of the feelings of others and 
earnest in his arguments In behalf of 
the higher life and nobler conceptions 
of death and immortality.

Judge Shuart may be said to have 
been a leader among the great thinkers 
of his time who have done so much to 
break down the barriers of orthodox 
theology and open up tire way through 
the dense jungles of Churchlanlty and 
creedlsm to the Elysian fields beyond, 
to have put out the fires of an unending 
hell atm torn down the barricades

® waako. lire. Hitohcox. •222, ïieiddoe

domnnd for onrfamousQuaksr 
Bath Cabinet, and appointing

[Wr raommmd, above jirut at re¡ia6le.-£dí¿or]

Human Culture and Cure.

E. 0. BABBITT’S WORKS,
The Phll0‘0Pbr o' Cure. Paper cores

Human Culture and Cure.

Social Upbuilding,
Co-operative Systems and the Hannin»— and Ennobling of Humanity? Paper cover. S cenST 

Health and Power.
^Handbook of Cure, Etc. Clotb, 25 cent,; Leaf^

Religion.
.l"p:tpettœ.',PlrttU,1“â

Principles of Light and Color.
Ætiext«.^“6“ b001“ of the Ml by

Thli iMtrument is Bubetantlally the tame as that employed by Prof. Hare In hie earlj’inyeiUgatSii 
1« V*}PlW0Ve‘lfOTiaK baa been before the public tar 
more than seven yean, and iu the hand« of thouBande 
ofperione has proved Ite superiority over the Plan, 
cheue, and all other instrument» which have been 
JnSU/nr«Ui ? lml4l!on' k°thiD rtJsard to certainty 
au correct .gm of tho communication! received bw 
*u aid. and m a means or developing mediumship. 9

Do you wish to invesUgate Sjilrituallimf
Do you wish to develop Mediumship^
Do you desire to receive thunmunieations?

Tbs Paycbogrspb le an Invaluable aatlitanL A 
pamphlet with full directions for tbs

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were not awareor tht.lr lift, have, after a f™ eitttaML
baeueble to receive delightful mciaagea. Avolunui 

wkh commendatory letters. Many 
tnuiH**“ w tb M “ “musing toy, found that tho tn slllgenoa controlling It knew mor, than iem*

c.nr’ '/(“10 SPlritmUlm.«.r£?pc’ , Edwards, Orieut, N. Y.. writes: “I bad 
0tSr"}!jf!d0“‘ (b)'.tl'0 Bsycbograpb) from man» 
SmiLSi °veo ,r.om °ld 6ttt,er‘ whwo grave, 
trere‘K “0« «r°wn ia tho old yard. They bavo Ituauimu^n?11'!*,0^' *?d Proved >0 m« that Bpl’ 
•riven rn. nIre ?? tr“°‘ “4 tta nommunlcatlon. bava 
foa: ? ‘Se ire“,Ett comfort In tb. «eversil 
¡obi I have bad of .on, daughter, and their mother.'' 
namifimm!rt?<"!,’u' Yh0‘8 wrltlns* h»’e mad. Bl« 
writ«,re! if “ ti?‘e •“««•tell 1» wchlc matter«, 
cbosis v?r,! 1 n?> mneb pleaaed with tbe Fill 
tlon .nTr .!i‘‘ vcry “mPlc ,D Principle and conetrui.

Security packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1.00, Address.-

■ HUDSON TUTTLE, 
------ Berlin Helobtg, lOblo.

THE PSYGHOGKfLFHl
’ -OR— !

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

Spiritual Phenomena: How to Im
V'l'J,* “1' tbelr vurluua pbaaea; bow to form circle« 

Tnut’ne°,Ut0 8en“la9 
^.““‘prieTSb’^c: E«rl'81’"““*a“ •»«»«

The Baltimore (Md.) News says: “A 
very clever performance was given by 
Zanoni the mind reader, at the Acad
emy of Music Concert Hall last night, 
/anonl stated that it was his first pub
lic exhibition. Gentlemen in the audi
ence who had seen the famous Wash
ington living Bishop say that in their 
opinion the feats accomplished bv Za
noni wore fully as mysterious as those 
of Bishop, .and were done without the 
appearance of suffering, which was one 
of Bishops characteristics. Zanonis 
most mysterious performance, perhaps, 
was the blindfold test. He was taken 
from the room with bis eves bandaged 
while .the committee selected a certain 
letter in a certain word on a certain 
page of a book and gave the book to a 
gentleman who sat on it. A pin 'was 
given to a ladv in the audience, and 
when Zanoni was brought back he ex
perienced but little difficulty in finding 
both pin and book; turning over the 
leaves until he found the correct page 
and sticking the pin In the letter "a” of 
the word "theatre'' on page 322. pro
nouncing the word plainly before the 
bandage was taken from bls eyes. The 
word, letter and page were those se
lected bv the committee.—

II. M. E..writes: "The meetings of the 
Court Street Spiritualist Society of Sag
inaw. Mich., in G. A. R. Hall, are a suc
cess. They- are well attended, and 
great Interest is manifested both in the 
lectures and readings. Many are so-in
terested they say to our speaker. T wish 
you could talk longer.' AjJe are gaming 
some new members, and hope to be able 
to form a l.vceum before long.” ■

gin with physical purification. Mr. and They bid me. I turn and look.
Mrs. Kates held yvell-attended meet- I To behold, the faults I have given birth 
nB^l^T°rS inH'/1*11?'’ M®y 11 and 13. As though written in a book;
During June and July they expect to I
hold a number Of grove meetings. All 1T5y crow‘1 uP°n me thick and fast.
of Augnst theyi’hre engaged for Ohio m^00 ^arIi ior the sun to shine on.
and Michigan cdtnp-meetlngs. These haunting mem ries of the past:

Dr.. A. .W/flG. ^heeler, having closed I TVH1 they never-more.begone?
his nitetlntfs'at Kiulsvllle, Ky„ is open I am weary, too weary to struggle on: 
f?r^.e“?nf;<ntfeiits% Address him there Too weary the future to face’ 
at <lg Jneltsqn street, for engagements. To gather the threads up one by one

AHs. J. Smith writes from Califor- Putting each in its-proper place
nia. I hax# beeli a subscriber to voui’l mi ™ „ -r ■ - -uu-। Did we weave llfes web with bright 

love thoughts. ..
Deeds of kindness and words of clieer- 

Instead of harsh words and cruel looks-
Ah! then we d have nothing to fear- 

Topeka, Kans. E. B. GREENE.

Mrs. H. M. Young writes from Wash
ington, D. C.: - Mr. Grumbine continues 
his ministrations here during May and 
despite the warm weather the audi
ences crowd the large and ample Ma
sonic Temple Hall. His success here 
among all classes of people has devel
oped the conviction that the truth of the 
spiiitual movement as he expounds it 
is the truth of the coming years, and 
that the people desire it above every
thing else. The classes are the largest 
that lie ever spoke , to in Washington 
and these as well as the public lectures 
the very best people attend. No one 
"ho looks over these large audiences 
enn deny that the people are rallying to 
bls standard. In Rauschci-’s hall, on 
Connecticut, avenue, lie speaks at i p 
nr. every alternate Sunday, before the 
Circle of Divine Ministry, and the best 
people of the fashionable' quarter of 
Washington fill this beautiful I1.1II to 
hear him.. This Organization • has es-

Geo. F. Perkins writes: -I have suc
ceeded in arousing the good people of 
Elgin, Ill., to quite an activity.. M-av 6 
I held two meetings there with excel
lent results, and was received with the 
attention and courtesy that Is due any 
worker In our cause. There is a large 
number of excellent people who are 
good loyal Spiritualists, and I heard
many favorable comments upon The 
Progressive Thinker and its methods 
Among the many earnest and intelli
gent workers are Mr. and-Mrs. G. L 
Congdon, at whose hospitable home I 
was made -welcome: also Mrs- 8 C 
Kipp, an energetic, true blue Spiritual
ist, Mrs. Van Meter, who presides at an 
excellent hotel for both mortal and im
mortals, makes you feel at home 
There are many whose names I cannot 
recall that seemed enthusiastic in sup- 
polling.otn methods of presenting the 
philosophy of .mediumship; The won
der-worker Ims lest his foothold/ and 
tricks are below? par in this beautlfhl

All'S. J. J^iSmitll 
nia: -I ha^ beeli__ ___________
valuable paMer fdr eight years, and my 
husband and myself feel that we' can
not do vvItMit IC It keeps us in touch 
with the word in'that particular Une of 
thought. I$ave tjjiroe premium books.”

The People s Church Record of Santa 
Rosa, Cal., says:?'On Sunday evening 
the pulpit Wf the! People’s Christian 
Church, ATjUioiy Hall, was occupied bv 
Mrs. Ad<lie> L Ballou, of.ban Francisco 
who dellvej-pji an pminentl.v interesting 
and eloquent lecture on ‘Occult Science- 
the Key tq ¡the Soul's Inheritance.’ It 
was tbe firstjime this subject has been 
treated before a Santa Rosa audience.
and the appreciation of the large con
gregation was marked. Mrs. Ballou be
ing applauded, at the close of her lec
ture. As an appropriate introduction to 
the lecture, the minister. Jav William 
Hudson,- read 'poem from Mrs. Bal
lou s volume, ‘Driftwood.’ The lec
turer introduced her subject by empha
sizing the power of mind above all other 
phenomena and recited several remark
able instances of telepathic communica
tion in her pbrtonal experiences to 
show that thevstudy of mind and soul 
1» .vet in.Its infancy, and that marvel
ous things are' .vet to be discovered, in 
Ibis little-explored and fascinating 
realm. She asserted that tlie solutidn 
of all the problems of disease ahd-ci im^

From Soul to Soul." By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought , in poetic diction in this 
handsome volume,, wherewith to sweet
en hours of leisure and enjoyment. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

"Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
important books of . the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ studv 
of the Bible in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of information on 
the subject. Price ?1. For sale at this 
office. •

Mind and Body:. Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied in Medicine and 
Education.'.- By A. C. Halphide. Pres
ident Chicago Society, of. Anthropology: 
I ol sale at this Office Price $1

erected by bigots to fence out the 
guardian spirits who minister to the 
needs of struggling humanity. It is a 
grand thought that he did not die be
fore he was vindicated, before thou
sands of bls old-time opponents bad to 
acknowledge that he was right in his 
Spiritualism and that they had been 
wrong. He was the means of convert
ing multitudes of people to a belief in 
immortality who had before been ma
terialists.

He did not die before he saw the 
mighty bulwarks of creedlsm tumbling 
to ruins. On the tiny of his demise the 
Sunday papers were full of the death
knells of the Westminster Confession 
of Faith; indeed the Judge seems to 
have ascended to a higher life to the 
discordant murmurs of dying theology 
on the material side and seraphic music 
heard only by the spirit on that lovely 
Sunday morning when he fell asleep, on 
the other.

What may be termed the “hidden 
self" of. Judge Shuart was all that is 
best In human character. Firm lu his 
conviction of man’s spiritual progress
ion and that the star of hope grows 
more resplendent beyond the change 
called death, he nevertheless had no 
harsh thought towards those who had 
less hopeful views of life and Immor
tality. He was the very soul of honor, 
and his warm heart beat for humanity 
and longed for the dawn of that dav 
which should usher in the brotherhood 
of man. He may be said fo have “worn 
the white flower of a blameless life.” 
His advice was always sound, his ad
monitions couched in words of love, and 
the erring who sought his counsel were 
always strengthened to renewed efforts 
for betterment. His religious concep
tions were of tho highest and his creed 
is fitly illustrated by the words of the 
poet.- So live, that when thv summons 
comes.to you to join the innumerable 
caravan that moves to the mysterious 
realms, where each shall tafce his cham
ber in the silent halls of death, then go 
not like the quarry slave at night, 
lashed to his dungeon, but sustained 
and soothed by an unfaltering trust, ap
proach thy grave like one who wraps 
the drapery of his couch about him. 
and lies down-to pleasant dreams.”

Rochester, N. Y. A. W. MOORE.

Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual Life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the. principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth, $2. For sale at this 
office.

• The World Beautiful." By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume- For 
sale at this office.

-Human Culture and Cure. Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building. - By E. ,D. Babbitt. M- D 
LL.D.. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by-.the Dean of the College 
of-Fihe Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on. Health. Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth- 75 
Cents. For sale at this office;

Three Journeys 
Around the World,

Or Travels in the Pacific Island^ 
New Zealand, Australia, 

Ceylon, India, ,
And other Oriental countrle». By J. M. Feeble,. A 
M..M. D., Pb. D. In tblfi aplendld large book’Dr, 
Feeblei bu concentrated a rwt amount of valuable 
Information. It ia exceedingly entertaining and read*  
able, and Spiritualism m be found it everywhere 
In bla travels receives due attention, making tbe1 
book of special value and Interest to Spiritualists, AMI 
large pages, finely bound, at the low price of «14KL For 
sale at tuts office. q

Works of Thomas Paine
A new edition tn paper eovere with large clear type, 

comprising;
Age of Reason........... 25 cts.
Rights of Man............25 cts.
Crisis...........................26 cts.
Common Sense........... 16 cts.

TN, Is a splendid opportunity to secure these stand-
«rd works, as the price Is within the reach of all. For 
»ale at this office.

Father Tom and the Pope,
Or a Night at the Vatican.

Written probably by Sir Samuel Ferguson. Freni 
Blackwood s Edinburg Magazine. This Is a humorous 
2.cS?anl^f ft rolicksome visit to the Pope of Borne by 
Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed with a super*  

°L i.r,8b tw? imperial quart bottles ol 
Irish putteen, and an Irish recipe for “conwound*  
Ing the same. “What’s that?” says tbe Pope. “Pul 
In the sperlts first,” says his Elv’rence; “and then 
put In tbe sugar; and remember, every dhrop of wa- 
tbwyou nut in afthcr that, spoils the punch.” “Glori 
be to God, Cays the Pope, not minding a word Fat» 
er Tom was saying. “Glory be to God!” says ha 
smacking bls lipa. “1 never known what dbrink wai 

e Lacbymalcbrystal out 
pv the fucc.' eays he—"IV, Ncclhar Itself. It I,, so I 
1,, says be, wiping his epktollcal mouth wld the cud 
atthi 'fflco PaP°r’ a5°“'i Cl0,tl’ COcen“-

The Bridge Between Two Worlds, 
BY ABBY A. JUDSON.

With partrait of the author. Deeply spiritual and 
Instructive. An excellent work. Price, cloth, 11-00: 
paper. IS cenU. For sale at tht, office. *

The Development of the Spirit
Altar TtaMltlon. By the late M. Faraday. The 
origin of religions, and tbolr influence upon tho 
mental development of the human race. Transcribed 
tt the request of a band of ancient phlicibobcra- 
Price, 10 cents. For sale at thia office. .

The Devil and the Adventists.
_An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsod. By 
Moses Hull. Price 10 cento. For sale at thlrofflce-

THE DIAKKA.
. The Dlakka and Their Earthly Vlctlmi.br th» o®»*-  

A. J. Davi*  fa a very intorestisz
worfc it it an explanation of much that li fttlseand 
repulsive in Spiritualism, embodying a most Im- 

Interview with James Victor Wilson, a 
resident of tho Summer Land. Price 50 cents- For 
tale at this office.

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin ot 
Religions. .

Ey Sarah E. Titoomb. With an Introduction bP 
ChariesMorrls, author of ■‘The Aryan Baca.” Prici 
Cloth, |1. w

the missing link
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

. By A. Leah Underbill, of the Fox Family-
Intereating i»d valuable al « history of tho begin- 

nlng of Modern Splrituallam, by one ot tbe Fox SI» 
*Pr,^'*̂a<ca,  16 Illustrations, Including portrait« ol 
'“"J01 Family. Hlatory of the Hydesville rapping» 
»■related Uy eye-witnesses; remarkable aadwell-at 

»«nlteataUotu; the-exposure», - etc. Hand 
£5?.'i I” cloth. But few copies remaining 
pMd tarW '* ’ ‘ Wewnl «»I»«»ookW»
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Route. For full particulars address 
M. Kellam, Manager, Oden, Mich,

“After Her Death.' The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian jWhiting. ■ No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual: thought, dom-

“Astral Worship.” By J. -H. HUI, M, 
D. For Mie at this office. Price, |L,

t^ielr guidance. •
'Betting where the chances

binlng advanced ideas on the.finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, lead
ing the mind onward .into the purer at-

quent excursions from Onset to Gay 
Head, Newport, Martha’s Vineyard and 
Nantucket, affording the most-dellght-

Columbus Camp, 0.
The first annual camp-meeting of

will not so greatly err. "Whatever Is, 
is'rlght,” and /‘Whatever is to be, will 
' •" JOSEPHINE E. STEVENS. VUV UJVUV. | —--—  ........ . . • • ■ ■

ful sails offered by the waters of our mosphere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
coast ' book for the higher life, For tale at
. Speakers; Dr. Geo. A Fuller, Prof. W. this office. Price, cloth, ft

.1 ''I

u?hls department is under the man
agement of

Hudson Tuttle.
’Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

For further particulars, 'ttfldress 
rotary, Onset, Mass, o '• । , ■

____________ , : >

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of I'®- 
«pendents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, 'which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents - often weary 
with- waiting for the appearance of 
.their questions and write letters of In
quiry. The supply of mattè,r Is noways 

• several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is' unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait bls time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. ’

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely ¡give what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
peered. HUDSON TUTTLE.

mate can be given. The nearest are so 
remote that light traveling at the rate 
of 192.000 miles in a second Is 82 years 
in traversing the Incomprehensible 
space. ' •

Q. How are poor people, unable to 
pay profession mediums, to gain proofs 
of spirit communion?

A. No one has a patent on medium
ship. The home circle is free for all, 
and is by far the best means of Investl-' 
gatlon and satisfactory communication.

A. P. Smith: Q. When and where 
did Thomas Francis Meagher meet his 
death and under what conditions?

A. This Irish patriot, transported for 
life to Tasmania, escaped In 1852; came 
to this country, and in 1861 entered the 
United States army as captain, and be
came brigadier general. In 1865 he 
filled the office of secretary of Montana, 
and In 1867, July 1, fell from a steamer 
at Fort Benton and was drowned.

A highly sensational story was re
cently published in the New York jour
nals, of a petrified body being found on 
the banks of the river below that Fort, 
which was recognized asbeing that of 
the notéd Irish leader. It Is said that 
the body bore marks of his having been 
shot by Indians after he had reached 
the shore. The story is . scarcely cred
ible. . ' .. .. .

0. H. Long: Q. By wbat process are 
messages transmitted and received over 
the Atlantic cable? .

A. The earth-currents interfere with 
a long cable, and it is found Impossible 
to send messages over one by the meth
ods of ordinary telegraphy. Instead of 
a sounder, a ray of light is used, and 
this Is moved to the right or left, by 
magnetic attraction produced by the 
current, which is of greater volume 
than intensity. The receiving operator 
sets in a darkened room, and reads the 
message as indicated by the swinging 
finger of light.

ia ■ lol:

Journeys through the Milky 
' Way.

Great Work by a G leaf /Vlithoi,

D. E. Knorr: Q. (1) What causes an 
old clock to strike and shake when It is 
not running?

(2) Is spirit photography a fact, and is 
It possible to make mfental impressions 
by exposing a plate In ¿ dark room aud 
gazing through the lens’/

A. (1) That good Methodist minister 
nnd father in Spiritualism, Samuel Wat
son, wrote two books on his experi
ences, "The Clock Struck One,” and 
"The Clock Struck Three,” the long ob

- served fact of old worn-óut clocks strik
ing warnings, suggesting to him these 
titles. So many Instances haveiteen re
corded, and the striking always, being 
connected with coming events of which 
it evidently was a warning, the only 
plausible explanation is that of the in
terposition of spiritual beings. '

(2) There are instances of spirit pho
tography. that seem to be well-authen
ticated, but it must be confessed, by 
those who understand the art, that the 
chances for. fraud are-so many and va
rious, that it Is almost useless for those 
unacquainted with the practical details, 
to attempt to make the conditions 
proof against deception. That a spirit 
although invisible to the rays of light, 
may become visible to the actinic rays 
wbleb make the picture, Is not at all im
probable.

(2) The photographing of thought at 
present Is no more than a sensational 
Item of unscrupulous press reports, nnd 
very little has been done that has trust
worthiness or value. There is nothing 
In the way of thought photography, pro
viding the films are made of substance 
as susceptible to the thought waves, as 
to light. ’ In a degree this is true of all 
the more sensitive films.
/.The process of photographing a 
thought is entirely distinct aud different 
from that of fixing the image of a spir
it. The latter is an object, in its way, 
as well defined as anything exposed to 
the abject glass of the camera; the 
former is a series of vibrations. These 
thought vibrations may carry with 
them those of chemical change and thus 
affect the plate, but as thought ot Itself 
has no actinic power It Is Impossible for 
it to Impress Itself. It must therefore 
be supposed that It Is accompanied with 
some force like that of the chemical or 
X-j'ays. '

J. A. Richardson: Q. Is there any 
history dating back \ to the supposed 
time of Adam? . •

If the correspondent means a history 
relative to Adam and the account of the 
creation as given In Genesis, there is 
absolutely none outside of,that book. If 
he means a history having no reference 
to Adam, as to the age of ancient na
tions, that of Egypt, Assyria and Hin
dostán reach beyond the age of tho 
mythic Adam.

Constant effort has been made by 
those who have investigated the antiq
uity of. nations—who have unfortunate
ly have with rare exceptions been of the 
priestly caste—to force all dates to the 
received chronology manufactured for 
the Bible. Those who have arrived at 
opposing conclusions, have been de
cried as Ignorant pretenders.

Renouf, In "Religion of Ancient 
Egypt,” says: "The earliest monuments 
which have been discovered, present to 
us the same fully developed civilization 
and the,same religion as the later mon
uments. The gods whose names appear 
in the oldest tombs were worshiped 
down to the Christian time. The same 
kind of priesthoods which are mentioned 
in the tablets of Canopus and Rosetta 
In the Ptolemaic period are as ancient 
as the pyramids and more ancient than 
any pyfamld of which we know the 
date.”

The age of the pyramids is indeter
minable, but nt the Biblical date of the 
creation, a grand civilization with Its 
colossal temples and Ils pyramids flour
ished on the banks of the Nile.

“Bonner:” Q. I am Interested In 
'horse-racing, and also in Spiritualism 
through the mediumship of my wife, 
who has given me the past year hun
dreds of predictions which the winning 
horses would be, and always correctly. 
But whenever I have attempted to use 
this Information in the betting ring, all 
kinds of obstructions have met me, even 
to sudfjen sickness, caused by spirits op
posed. How can I overcome their influ
ence?

A. You ought not to overcome the In
fluence of these good and guardian spir
its. Rather you should prayerfully de
sire their presence, and be grateful for

even, and the result unknown may not 
be desirable, but it is not criminal 
Where the bet Is made with a sure 
knowledge of the result, it Is a crime al
most the equal of robbery. No good 
and trustworthy spirit would impart in
formation which would give advantage 
of one over another.

Had this correspondent been able to 
make bls wagers, according to the 
prophecies, might have won at first, but 
he would have been rudely brought to 
his senses by overwhelming losses. He 
should be grateful that a less severe 
course of correction was taken by his 
spirit friends.

Inquiries are coming to this office already in 
relation to dates of Camp-meetings. 'All secre
taries who have the best interest of their camps 
at heart will send at once the dates of opening 
and closing their respective camps, giving the 
name and address of the proper officers.to whom 
applications can be made for programmes, and 
other necessary information. ,

Arkansas Valley Camp.
The Arkansas Valley Spiritual Asso

ciation will hold its 7th annual camp
meeting In Island Park, nt Winfield, 
Kansas, commencing J uly 7, and ending 
July 16, 1900.

A cordial invitation Is extended to all 
mediums and the right hand of fellow
ship to the entire human family to be

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
This camp opens July 20. The circu

lars are now ready and eau be had upon 
application. In writing for them please 
enclose stamp for return postage. Ad
dress Albert P. Blinn, Clerk, 603 Tre
mont street, Boston, Mass.

F. Peck, Mrs. Juliette Yeaw, Mrs. Sarah 
A. Byrnes, I)r. Lewis G.-Janes, M. A., 
Mta. Carrie Ë. S.-Twlng, Dr. N. F. Rav- 
lin. Prof. Edward Howard Griggs, Mrs. 
Ida P. A. Whitlock, Rev.’J. C. F. Grum
bine, Mrs. Kate R. Stilus, Rev. Anna H. 
Shaw, Mrs. Mary A. Livermore, Mrs. C. 
Fannie Allyn, Mrs. Ursula N. Geste
feld, Rev. B. F. Austin; Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, Miss Susie C. Clark, H. D. 
Barrett, Rev. F. A. Wiggin, Mrs. Mary 
Seympur Howell, Miss Lizzie Harlow.

The management takes greut pleasure 
in announcing that they haveffieen able 
to secure the followlng'hvell-known test 
mediums: J

Dr. Louis Schlesinger, of-California, 
for July 15, 17, 19, 22!^4 and 26. This 
will be Dr. Schlesinger's iifet visit to 
the East.

Mrs. Minnie M. Soule, of Somerville, 
Mass., for August 5, 7j>and'-’10.

Rev. F. A.'Wlggin, «f Boston, Mass., 
August 12, 14,17, 19, ¡Ji, 24 nnd 26.

The papers In successive issues of 
The Progressive Thinker, giving the ex
perience of Franz Petersilea. in spirit 
land, have been read with interest, if 
not with entire assent. Some of the 
most astounding facts are related in 
such an easy-going, matter-of-course 
way that one gets the impression that 
an interim with Jesus Christ, or a trip 
to the Milky Way Is an easy, almost in
consequential thing to the freed human 
spirit. Take the following from letter 
number eight:

"Ou the earth you travel from one 
town to another, you travel from one 
ocean to another, you travel from one 
country to another, you travel around 
the globe and so forth. We travel from 
one place to another. We travel from 
one sphere to another. We travel from 
one planet to another, and sometimes 
we take a turn through the zone of the 
milky way, as it is called on earth, but, 
in reality, it is another vast zone of in
numerable worlds,” .

Taking “a.turn through the milky 
way,” now and then—"sometimes,” as 
Spirit Petersilea puts it, Is, no doubt, a 
very pleasant pastime, seemingly, no 
more worthy of note among spirits than 
would be a turn about one's pasture 
among farmers on earth. Still, it may 
be well for us to think what the words 
imply to the reader who knows some
thing about the rudiments of astronomy 
and stops to recall a few of Its figures.

According to the latest calculations of 
Newcomb and Michelson the velocity of 
light is a little more than 186,000 miles 
per second. The distance which light 
travels in a year at this rate is called a 
light year. This distance is about six
ty-three thousand times the mean dis
tance of the earth from the sun, say, 
5,800,000,000,000 miles. For conveni
ence in expressing the enormous dis
tances to what are commonly known as 
the "fixed stars,” astronomers use the 
term “light year.” For Instance: Po- 
larus, the Pole Star, 44.7 light years; 
Auregae, 70.9 light years; Groombridge, 
98.9 light years. This means that It 
takes light 44.7 years to travel through 
the space between Polaris and the 
earth; 70.9 years to reach us from Au
regae; and nearly one hundred years to 
reach us from far-off Groombrldge.

Beyond these aud a few other stars 
whose distances have been approxi
mately determined by astronomers, 
stretches the stellar universe with Its

“THE UNKNOWN
BY—

GftMILLE FLAMMARION
"The Unknown” created a marked 

sensation in France when first pub
lished and can searecly fail to arouse 
the greatest Interest in this country. It 
is an eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena, of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated instances, and 
chapters of his book are as weirdly fas-

a

J

clnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe’s 
tales. It treats on Incredulity, credub 
Ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychlo 
dreams, distinct sight In dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and divina
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 
bound. Price $2.00.

For Sale at the Office of The Progressive Thinker.

DEftTrt DEFEATED
OR

The Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
BY J. M. PEEBLES. M. D., M. A., Ph. D,

It certainly is Just what Is needed as 
book of'good suggestions and instruc-

tlons along the line of health. He 
treats the subject in his own matter-of- 
fact style. The book comprises a prac
tical subject handled in a practical 
manner by a practical man. Even if 
people do not wish or expect to live

here always, they should know how to 
live right and enjoy the life that be
longs to them. This Is undoubtedly the 
most useful book for the masses the 
Doctor has ever published, for It strikes 
at the root or cause of disease, and tells 
how to avoid it. 212 pages, cloth 
bound. Price, $1. For sale at this office.

Three Reniarkable Books !
“The Divine Pedigree of Man.”
“The Law of Psycnic Phenomena.”
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future.”

Mrs. M. E. Loomis: Q. I read that 
in the Egyptian city of Thebes,, there 
are blacks of stone 90 feet long, 18 feet 
wide and'13 feet thick, and there are 
columns, 75 feet high and 23 feet In cir
cumference, on top of which was an en
tablature of equally enormous stones. 
How was it possible to get these ti
tanic blocks into position?

A. The representations on the walls 
of the temples show that these massive 
blocks were drawn after being mounted 
on rollers, to their places by thousands 
of men pulling directly on ropes. To el
evate them the inclined plane was em
ployed. The, earth was plied up along 
the face of the masonry constantly to 
the height it had reached, in a gentle in
cline, up which the blocks were drawn. 
After the completion of the structure 
this earth was removed.

Columbus, 0., camp will open July 1, 
and close August 27. Camp grounds 
are at Worthington Park, 8 miles north 
of-Columbus, reached by the Big Four 
lines, and the C. S. & H. R. R. Send for 
programmes to Dr. W. D. Noyes, secre
tary, 189 N. Cleveland, avenue, Colum
bus, Ohio.

Pon-she-wa-ing,Mich.
Spiritualist camp-meeting will be held 

at Poh-she-wa-lng, Mich., commencing 
June 15 and closing July 9.

Pon-she-wa-ing is one of the most pic
turesque resorts in northern Michigan, 
located nine miles northeast of Petos
key, and one mile from Oden, on the G. 
R. & I. R. R., and the celebrated Inland

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
The camp-meeting of the Indiana As

sociation pf Spiritualists will open at 
Chesterfield, Ind., July 19, and close 
August 26, 1900.

The following speakers in order as 
named will be present: Carrie E. S. 
Twlng, Moses Hull, Mrs. T. C. Nutt- 
Moore, A. E. Tisdale, Anna L. Gillespie, 
Swami Abhedananda, Oscar A.Edgerly, 
J. Clegg Wright and C. L. Ainsworth. 
For programmes and further Informa
tion address Flora Hardin, secretary, 
Anderson, Indiana.

Elbflia D. Blakeman: Q. St John 
says that Christ was the Son of God, “by 
whom the world wad made,” and again 
it is said of his followers, “and the 
works he did, the same shall they do 
also and greater,” then must not the 
conclusion be that they can make 
worlds even greater than Christ has 
made?

A. Accepting the text the conclusion 
must follow, but why does our friend 
revert to this old threshed straw? He 
once was a church-member, he outgrew 
the creeds and became a-Splrltuallst; 
will he have us think that he yet has a 
lingering superstition, which he would 
allay by explanations? Let him recall 
the passage about faith, which if as 
large as a grain of mustard seed, could 
tumble mountains into the sea. He 
might ask how much faith, which is in
tangible, would make a body the size of 
a mustard seed? and if this tremendous 
assertion has ever been proven?

Reasoning in the other direction, as 
none of his followers have been able to 
set up a world factory, and as he de
clared they would be able If bls follow
ers. then there Is not nor has there been 
a single follower of Christ.

John Morrisey: Q. Are the stars in
habited by disembodied spirits, or is the 
spirit world beyond the stars?

A. It is presumable judging from the 
correspondence which prevails In all 
nature that the stars are suns like our 
own, each having a planetary system. 
The Inhabitants, of each of these, if in
habited, would correspond to the condi
tions which prevail in each separate 
orb. The spirit world Is not on any of 
these physical orbs, but on zones sur
rounding them, as given in detail in the 
Work entitled “Philosophy of spirit and 
the Spirit World.”, „ .
-Q. What is the distance of the near
est star? . ...............

A. The distance Is so vast and the 
difficulties in the way of observation so 
(re*k  IM onlZ M approximate esti-

Whatever Is Is AU Right.
To the Editor:—Will you kindly per

mit me to answer through your paper, 
our worthy brsther, editor of Harbinger 
of Light? He has assailed my pet 
hobby, regarding his opinion of “What
ever is is right.”

We might just as well deny the possi
ble future existence of the giant oak 
when we behold the tiny acorn seed, as 
to deny the truth contained in the 
phrase, "Whatever Is is right”

Truth, like the rays of the sun, 
May be used, but owned by none!
"Whatever Is is right” is a clear-cut 

fact—no doctrine whatever! A princi
ple may be pure, but its practice very 
poor. No reason to condemn the prin
ciple. I would call It a theory rather 

' than a doctrine.
I have the book written by Child, and 

I see he calls It a doctrine. Mr. Child 
says! “Both the obstacles that He in our 
pathway, must be right if both exist." 
Evil Is only the undeveloped state of 
what we term good.

Should a man be blamed for being an 
infant once?

Development- of growth, of age, 
brings him to manhood.

Should the undeveloped state of good 
be spurned because time‘enough has 
not elapsed for the so-called evil to be
come a good?

• The highest forms of perfection are 
but the final result of the lowest forms 
of evil and vice-versa.

No one advocates that It is right to do 
wrong!

It is an imperative fact that while our 
planet and people have not reached per
fection, we must have good and evil, or 
the undeveloped as well as the highly 
developed stages of right and wrong. 
Good or evil, as you choose to term 
them. Thus proving (to my m|pd) what
ever is, to be absolutely right according 
to its stage of development!
. I am some surprised to read of our 
veteran writer, Dr. 'Peebles, saying 
“that the promulgation of this doctrine 
is demoralizing, and its attempted at
tachment tbLSpiritualism calculated to 
Increase prejudice against us.” The 
world is ready for such a truth! (I call 
it.)'

■Why not? Are not men and women 
using their reason and thought force as 
never before? Is this thought greater' 
than Our scientific discoveries? To. 
deny the simple phrase “Whatever is Is 
right,” or “Whatever is to be, will be!” 
Is to affirm that the Supreme Cause of 
all that Is or ever will be—is an error! 
Can we look above us and call all a lie? 
No one can or does! Because what 
may be right for one and wrong for an
other, does not make It wrong for the 
first case! Only to those who can sense 
good from evil, and desire to do right 
Instead of wrong, can the light of this 
pure truth shine In reason and keep us 
responsible beings.

If wo obey nature's laws truly, we

New Era Camp, Oregon.
The pioneer Spiritualist camp-meeting 

of the Northwest is that of New Era, 
Oregon. Its next annual gathering will 
be held beginning June 28 and ending 
July 16, thus Including four Sundays.

Mrs.- Georgia Gladys Cooley, of Chi
cago, will adorn the platform as test 
medium and lecturer. Her work is well 
known, and she Is held In general es
teem as a genuine medium. After an 
absence from Oregon of several years, 
she will be gladly welcomed to her for
mer home by numerous friends.

Full particulars may be had' by 
addressing Mr. E. W. Penman, Canby, 
Oregon, who Is secretary, or Mrs. Kate 
Obrock, 309 Shaver street Portland, 
Oregon, the vice-president

Illinois Camp.'Meeting.
The Illinois State 'Splritbal Camp

meeting will be opened forj- Its second 
season at Deep Lake, ‘bomnjinclng July 
10, and closing September I’,1 1900. The 
situation is' .on the easPslde of Deep 
Lake, one mlie from Ualte Vltlfl; bn Wis
consin railroad, 53 mire's” frbM Chicago. 
Our desire is to form! a syndicate for 
the purpose of purchasing this ground 
so that we may build a home for old 
people on Its premises, while also using 
It for a yearly camp-meeting. We have 
now quite a few members, but are anx
ious to make the number 500; by getting 
this many we will be able to get rates 
on the railroad. Membership fee Is only 
one dflllar per year, therefore let all who 
are interested and are able join, giving 
those who are less able an opportunity 
to enjoy the camp at a reasonable rate. 
We wish all who expect to attend to no
tify us ahead, giving date of their ar
rival that we may have preparations 
made for their comfort. All mediums 
and^speakers are kindly invited to take 
part. Please send in your names, at 
your earliest convenience, stating what 
part you will take, that we may place 
your name on programme. Those who 
wish rates for advertising on the pro
gramme may address ,

G. V. CORDINGLEY, Pres.
H. W. MILLER, Cor. Sec’y, 3300 Wa

bash avenue, Chicago.

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort offers an 

attractive programme the coming sea
son. The camp opens July 13 and 
closes August 26. The following list of 
speakers have been engaged: Mrs. Car
rie E. S. Twlng, J. Clegg Wright, Rev. 
Moses Hull, Lyman C. Howe, C. W. 
Stewart, Rev. Morgan Wood, Rev. Dr. 
Austin, Cora L. V. Richmond, Prof. W. 
M. Lockwood, Rev. Anna L. Shaw, 
Hon. Dr. Montague (M. P., Hamilton, 
Ontario), J. C. F. Grumbine, Anna *L.  
Gillespie.

Mr.. G. H. Brooks, of Wheaton,. Hl., 
who has acted as chairman so accepta
bly for a number of years, will again 
discharge these duties. . -

A feature of the occasion will be tiie 
presence of the Northwestern Band, 
whose excellent music at previous 
camps was enjoyed by all present..

:It is expected that all thè mediums 
will be present. Altogether the camp 
this year will be one of the most inter
esting and successful in thè history of 
Cassadaga, and already many are look
ing forward-to it as a pleasant and prof
itable outing.
. The Grand Hotel has .been refitted 
and refurnished throughout, and will be 
under the management of Mr. F. E. 
Cooke, who has won golden opinions 
from the public as a skilled caterer.

Write to the secretary, A. E. Gaston, 
Meadville, Pa., for further information.

A CARD.
The principals of Belvidere Seminary 

would respectfully inform their friends 
and the public generally that this in
stitution will be open during the sum
mer and early autumn for the accom
modation of children and adults who 
s’eek freedom from business cares or the 
excitement of sftcial and fashionable 
life. Ite location is healthy and beau
tiful, its grounds ample and well 
shaded, drainage and water excellent.

Belvidere, as its name Indicates, is a 
beautiful inland town, in Northern New 
Jersey, 700 feet above the sea, and sur
rounded on all sides by forest-covered 
hills, at the base of which flow the 
request and Delaware rivers, along 
whose banks are many.places of special 
interest to artists'aud-flU lovers of the 
picturesque in nature. ;

Its streets are well shaded and lighted 
with electricity. In its,near vicinity are 
well cultivated farins, from which a 
fresh.supply of milk, eggs, butter, fresh 
fruits and vegetables pan be had dally. 
It is only twelve miles from Easton, 
Pa., and ten miles frpm the Delaware 
Water Gap. It Is easy ot access from 
New York and Philadelphia by the- 
Pennsylvania and. pelawm-'c, Lacka
wanna & Western railroads, with six 
trains running dailjp. èajm way. Its 
walks and drives are exceptionally fine, 
presenting an ever pièaSlhff variety of 
river and mountain ;ecèneSy. Here is 
just the place for’ thejweaxy to find re
pose and tbe recreation thar.lnvlgorates 
without fatiguing. Fbr further' partic
ulars, address ' A. yi BUSH, .

Belvidere, Warren Co., N. J;
■ . nl al<

nearly one hundred million stars visible 
lu the great Lick telescope, and yet so 
remote that, as Prof. Young tells us lu 
his standard work, General Astronomy, 
light is “from ten thousand to twenty 
thousand years In traversing the Inter
vening space.”

Sir J. Herschel describes the milky 
way as "a zone encircling the whole 
sphere of the heavens.” consisting ot 
“stars scattered by millions, like glitter
ing dust.” It contains also a large num
ber of star clusters, with a Jew true 
nebulae. In some places the stars are 
too thickly packed for counting, espe
cially in the bright knots which abound 
here aud there. Yet the stars which 
seem so near to one another, are known 
to be millions upon millions of miles 
apart.

With these "recognized, general facts 
of astronomy in miud, let us make a 
desperate mental effort to accompany 
the freed spirit on one or more of the 
journeys of which Spirit Petersilea 
speakd? Suppose that a band of spirits, 
weary of earth's discords, of the guard
ianship of stupid mortals, wishes to 
take an outing for pleasure or fof study. 
Starting from the earth and moving 
with the speed of light, 186,000 miles 
per second, nearly forty-five years 
would be required to reach Polaris, over 
seventy to reach Auregae, nearly one 
hundred to reach Groombridge, and 
from 10,000 to 20,000 years to reach the 
more distant regions of the stellar uni
verse; and yet, our band of spirits has 
not crossed the hither boundary of the 
milky way, to say nothing of “taking a 
turn” through it.

Let us try again; light is too slow! 
Give our spirit band the power to pass 
forty times around the earth in a single 
second, one million miles per second. 
Start It at the birth of Christ, let it 
speed on, night and da/, through all the 
intervening years, pausing not one mo
ment, It would to-day be within the 
confines of the stellar universe of which 
our own sun Is a part. It has only be
gun the journey to the milky way!

I do not Say that Spirit Petersilea is 
not right, and, though, in the light of 
modern astropomy and of what we 
know of man’s snail-like movements on 
earth, his statement seems like vain 
boasting. I am in no position to dispute 
what he says. I well know what claims 
are made as to the annihilation of both 
time and space by man's spirit, but this 
Journeying through the heavens at a ve
locity which outspeeds light and light
ning, which enables spirits to make 
morning calls on neighbors In the milky 
way, is so stupendous a fact that I can
not grasp ...

And, yet, such power would seem nec
essary if we are to survey those far-off 
realms which modern instruments bring 
into view, and, perhaps, grander realms 
still undiscovered. Each of the one 
hundred million stars seen through our 
largest telescopes, is believed to be a 
sun, the center of a solar system simi
lar to our own. To visit and make but 
the most general survey of one of these 
systems would certainly require a year, 
as we measure time; to visit all, even 
in this hasty manner, would require one 
hundred. mlUlon years, and still our 
work would be but just begun. AU this 
and more may be true. What power, 
what dignity does it confer on the hu
man spirit! I, the man in the flesh, so 
full of doubt, must wait a little time, 

' then, mayhap, I shall know.
SANFORD NILES.

Minneapolis, Minn, ‘

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the 
Testimony of Evolution and Psychology 
to the Fatherhood of God. By Thom
son Jay Hudson, LL. D. This Is a most 
remarkable work, demonstrating the 
existence of the Soul and Future Life.

It Is scientific throughout. Price $1.50. 
Dr. Hudson’s work on “The Law of 
Psychic Phenomena,” is also valuable. 
Price, $1-50. His ''Scientific Demon
stration of the Future Life” should b“ 
read by all. Price $1.50. For sale at 
this office.
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LIFE. BEYOND DEATA
Being a Review ot

Tbs World's Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
tion of Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo, Cloth, 842 Pages.

After a review of the beUefs held In 
the past concerning life beyond death, 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme "other
worldliness” which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of Immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their bold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume Includes a consideration of the 
work of the Society for Psychical ■Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences In this Une. Dr. Savage

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence Is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least some 
well authenticated communications 
from persons in the other life. The 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Beliefs—The 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death anil the Other Lite— 
Jesus and Immortality—Tho Other 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Lifo 
Beyond—Tho Agnostic Reaction—The 
Spiritualistic Reaction—Tne Worlds 
Condition and Needs as to Belief in Im
mortality—Probabilities Which Fail 
Short of Demonstration—Tho Society, 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Pçsslble Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions. , ,

For Sale at this Office. Price $1.50. Postage 10c.

RENDING TAE VAIL

A Most Remarkable Book Concerning the Existence - 
, of Mao, and All Things, And All Being.

It Was Written by Materialized Forms at the House of 
J. H, Pratt, Spring Hill, Kansas, William W. 

Aber Being the Medium.
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Onset Camp-Meeting.
Commences July 15, and closes Au

gust 26, 1900. .
. Onset is located fifty miles from Bos
ton.on the Cape Cod division of the N. 
Y., N. H., & H. R. R., over which ex
press trains are run dally to this resort.

Steamers of New Bedford Steamboat 
Company make regular trips from New 
Bedford to Onset. They also make fre-

The Arcana of Spiritualism.
The opportunity to^subScrlbe for the 

Arcana of Spiritualism, for $1 postpaid, 
is extended to May 1,‘in bblnpliance to 
many requests whictf' hajM been ex
pressed. My earnesf'wlsli Is to supply 
the book as cheaply aS possible to those 
who deslre .it. The publishers limited 
the time of English subscribers to April 
first, but they did not allow sufficient 
time after-the time of1 publication was 
announced to American' subscribers tb' 
take advantage of theiroffer. Address 

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Berlin Heights, Ohio. ' •

Emma Rood Tuttle—Her New Vol
ume of Poems.

Since the publication of “From Soul 
to Soul,” by Emma Rood Tuttle, there 
has been constant Inquiry for another 
volume of her poems Which was prom
ised. When the prospectus of that vol
ume was issued, requesting the names 
ot those who wished to subscribe, near
ly 1,000 were at once received and three 
editions have been called for. This 
plan proved so . satisfactory that 
this new volume will be Issued in the 
same manner. By it the cost of publi
cation is guaranteed, and at the same 
time to those desiring the book it is fur
nished at much less cost. . >

The new volume will be In the same 
style as “From Soul to Soul,” will con
tain over 300 pages, beautifully bound, 
with embossed cover, will contain en- 

“graved portrait of the author, and sub
scribers copies will have her autograph.

EmmaRood Tuttle is well known to the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker and 
the spiritual-press by the many poems 
she has contributed, and her spiritual 
songs. The present volume will con
tain the best of these, and many not be
fore published; The price will be $1; to 
subscribers, 75. cents. It will be pub- 
Ushed as soon as the number of sub
scribers warrant- . . .......

Please send names at. once-money 
not desired. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Berlin Heights, Ohio, .

"Rending the Vail" Is pronounced by 
Col. R. T.- Van Horn, or Kansas City, 
Mo., as a most remarkable work. That 
Col. Van Horn is fully competent to 
judge, we will say that he has been a 
member of congress for four sessions, 
an editor of a leading daily, and a pro
found thinker along scientific lines. 
He says:

“The principal contributors to the 
book are four in number: Dr. W> H. 
Reed, who Is called the chemical con
trol of the medium;' William Denton, 
Thomas Paine and Michael Faraday. 
There are numerous others giving a few 
incidental and mostly' personal mes
sages or dissertations on scientific, phil
osophic, religious, theologic and occult 
topics—from world-building, the origin 
of life, or religions, of scientific discov
ery, and the laws of cosmos or nature
in fact the entire field of human 
thought. The limitation seemed to be 
only that of the spectators to ask ques
tions. •

“In addition to this mass of messages, 
there are in the bootjabout sixty illus
trations—44 of them portraits. These 
were drawn by a form standing out In 
the room at a desk, the form or person
ality to be sketched at the doorway of 
the cabinet and the finished picture 
handed to one of the circle and filed 
away by the seceretary. •

"What .wiU attract the attention of 
even the non-Splrltualist reader is that

and various kindred questions. All 
these are treated, some ot them very, 
fully, but all rationally understandable. 
Also phenomena, inspiration and such, 
to many, knotty subjects, are freely and 
fully discussed. '

"The work is not written by the me
dium nor by any one connected with the 
society or circle. All was delivered by, 
personalities distinct from either, writ
ten down by the secretary as spoken, or, 
if in writing, filed away. At the next 
meeting the minutes in full were read, 
corrected, or criticised by those present 
and by the authors, and when approved 
by both laid away for the look.

“The work is unique in the history ot 
spirit communication. Swedenborg, 
Andrew Jackson Davis, and Maria King 
wrote under inspiration. Newbrougb 
wrot?- Oahspe automatically by type
writer. “Rending the Vail ’ was writ
ten and spoken by full-form personali
ties and is printed as given. One re» 
markable thing about the writing may, 
not be amiss here. As high as 1,200 
words a minute were written by actual 
timing by the watch.

“It is but just to,the secretary to say 
that bls work has been admirably done 
—not only faithfully and efficiently, but 
with excellent taste. There ore no dog*  
rustic parentheses, no Interpolations or 
ipse dixits of the scribe. He simply 
states that “a form purporting to bo*  
So-and-So, "appeared and delivered tha 
following”—stating whether It was oraj

J

the topics treated by Prof. Denton, _ _ .
Thomas Paine and Prof. Faraday,-are or in writing. ■
in kind, in thought arid style with those “In reading the book, and I have reaa 
to which their active lives In this world It all, this, modest, self-retiring, literal 
were devoted-lntllterary character, as rendering of these extraordinary ham 

• - ■ • - penlngs by the secretary has been 8
source of constant admiration. It add«

different here as In their works extant 
on our book-shelves.

“The Spiritualist press and its con
tributors are just now discussing a 
number of questions as to the nature of 
spirit, of spirit -return; the want of 
agreement between those returning as 
to conditions In their present world; the 
limitations—that the organism of the 
medium imposes upon connauftloaUon,

—‘™— ^—• —'— —— ■• — . 
character to the book and inspires co» 
stant confidence in the integrity th»| 
from the first page to the last enhance« 
the respect and interest of the reader.*'

Tills remarkable book, “Rending th« 
Vail,” Is for sale at the office of Th*  
Progressive Thinker. Price, $2. U W 
a large volume of 500 pages. .. - ?..«
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DR. 6. E. WATKINS
-dLs perfectly willing to treat the poor for almost noth*  

ing and in soiuo caries for nothing, but he finds there 
are some wbo take advantage of hit klndnebs. Here*  
after he will charge his regular prices ior treatment, 
butthose are too poor to pay bls regular price 

, have only to write, telllug him their financial condi- 
tlon. He will always maxe the price per mouth for 
treatment “

WITHIN THEIR REACH.
Dr. Watkins*  Psychic Treatments Are 

'Wonderful.
. Cures are being made dally that astonish the medical 

. profession. His Psychic Power» are known to be the 
xno»t wonderful tho world has ever known. For the 
truth of this statement read Spiritual press for tbe

• last twenty-five years.
DR. WATKINS

docs not claim that he is the Greatest Psychic but bo 
does claim to be the first one who ever gave such

. treatmeu te, and that fils results In giving such treat
ments proves be has met with as great success in cur- 
lug tho sick as others wbo claim that they are tbe 
Only aud Greatest Psychics. Write todoy for a ding- 
iwsia. Scud age, sox and leading symptoms and your 
case will be diagnosed * .

FREE
Make all checks, etc., payable to the treasurer,

CLAUDE E. WATKINS.
DR. C. E. WATKINS

• Lock Box 1421, Denver, Colo.

$

lets which constitute the Bible.
Comparatively few people have a 

Clear idea of the higher criticism—what 
it means. Says Mr. Hull:-‘‘The term 
‘Higher Criticism’ means strictly In
side Criticism; or a criticism of the 
Bible from an examination of its con
tents.”

Says Rev. Washington Gladden, as 
quoted by Mr. Hull; "It is the attempt 
to learn from the Scriptures themselves 
the truth about their origin. It consists 
lira careful study of the books, of the 
mauuers and customs referred to In 
them, of the historical facts mentioned 
by them; it compares part with part, 
and book with book, to discover agree
ments, ff they exist, and discrepancies, 
that they may be reconciled.”
, Again, Mr. Hull says: "The Higher 
Criticism puts all sacred books in the 
same crucible and kindles the same tire 
under each of tjiem.” The same search
ing, unbiased, impartial Investigation is 
applied to each—the Bible is given no 
preference or leniency because of any 
supposed or claimed sacred character 
above other books.

In the spirit of the higher criticism as 
thus defined, Mr. Hull subjects the 
Bible, book by book, -to a fearless, crit
ical analysis, comparing text with text 
and book with book, and pointing out 
errors and discrepancies, without fear 
or favor.

The Spiritualistic character of the 
Bible, the mediumlstic character of the 
prophets, and the fallible character of 
both, are clearly shown. The . author 
sustains and strengthens his position by 
frequent citations from- other compe
tent writers, thus giving added value to 
the volume, .

The investigator in biblical lore will 
find Mr. .Hull’s book a valuable reper
tory of up-to-date, knowledge concern
ing the Bible, its nature, its teachings, 
and the place it should rightfnlly oc
cupy among the “sacred” books of the 
world.

Read His Message to the 
Sick and Suffering

THERE is probably no physician liv
ing who is curing so many chronic 
cases and those GIVEN UP by the 

most eminent physicians, as this wonderful 
healer. He has letters from_hundreds of 
those who had been pronounced incurable 
and had given upall hope of recovery, tell-, 
ing him of the rapid improvement and 
ultimate PERFECT BECOVBltY his 
treatment had effected in their case.

DR. PEEBLES
does not cure by Christian Science, Mes
merism or any other “ism,” but employs 

Mild and Potent Medicines 
in connection with bis 

PSYCHIC TREATMENTS, J. M. PEEBLES, A. M., M. D., PH.D.
of his patients, "seem as a breath of

THIS IS MY AD.
Francis L. Loucks, the only psychic wonder living, 

that uses the spiritual X-ray without any leading 
symptom-to direct, can and floes locate all. Internal 
diseases and makes no mistakes. Her cures are as 
wonderful as her diagnosis Is correct. A trial will 
convince you; Send name, age, sex, complexion and 
five two-cent stamps, and receive by return mall a 
correct and full diagnosis. Address

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Mats.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
' SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE.

BY LILIAN WHITING,

Three choice volumes, each complete In Itsell. In 
wb.ch spirituality la related lo everyday life In such 
a way as to make the world beautiful. Price «1 each. 
For sale at thia office.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
• A Treads® on ’

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Berrier, Anthropologist and Author. A 
very suggestive aud instructive book. Brice, »1.00. 
lor sale at tbi» office.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on the relatione of the splrlt'to 

Its own organism, und the inter-relation of human 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rueb, through the me- 
dlumsbipofMrt. Coral. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Splrltualiat should read. 
Price »1.50. For sale nt this office.

t'

"These Psychic Treatments,” says one u _____ ______
higher life. I become more positive and am uplifted to a higher plane of life 
when 1 come into relation with your vibrations.” You should read Dr. Peebles’

TRUTH1
i The only way to find'out who Is the 
"Greatest Psychic Physician living” Is 
to read what their patients say.

DR. C. E. WATKINS 
never claims that he is the greatest phy
sician living, or that he Is the

GREATEST PSYCHIC.
He believes that there are hundreds of 
healers who are Just as successful as 
he is, aud he never yet has claimed that 
ho Is or was the best psychic, although, 
twenty years before the public as the 
independent slate-writer with the rec
ord of not one person who ever accused 
him of fraud, ought to make the public 
THINK when they compare his claims 
to other so-called psychics.

DR. C. E. WATKINS
only desires those who are sick to re
member that for over twenty years he 
has been before the public as a psychic, 
and over twelve years as a physician, 
arid he never claims greater powers 
than others; but we believe he has a 
right to.think he has as great gifts as

Death Defeated; or the Psychic Secret 
of How to Keep Young. By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D.

Readers of this new book by the wide
ly known author, lecturer and traveler, 
will find it partakes of his eminent 
characteristics as a writer, setting forth 
his Ideas with clearness, pressing his 
points with pungent plainness, piling up 
demonstrative facts of logic and expe
rience, appealing to the copamon sense 
and best judgment of all.

He presents strong arguments to show 
that man Is not normally a carnivorous 
animal, and that flesh-eating is a cause 
of disease, and other evils, such as ag
gressive warlike instincts and acts and 
brutal selfishness. Tbe reader will find 
the book replete with wise Information, 
and though he should not be able to de
feat death and gain earthly immortal
ity, he will learn many, useful things by 
which health will be conserved and, at 
lepst, longer life attained. For sale at 
the office of The Progressive Thinker. 
Cloth, price $1.00.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE,

OUR MOTTO
To Do All the Good We Can,

Mrs. Or, Dobson-Barker,
Who is so widely known as one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL f+EALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case

6. WALTER LYN Ni
THE CELEBRATED

Menial Healer
AND

R, 
' iti.

i
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those who claim so much, 
Kindly read the following

TESTIMONIALS:
Dear Dr. Watkins:—Your letter

[Obituaries to the extent of ten line» 
only will be Inserted free.]

On Sunday, May 6, the remains of 
Mrs. George Kerchener, of Rutland, 
Barry county, Mich, were followed to 
the grave. The deceased was an exem
plary wife and mother and was much 
beloved. The husband and two children 
and also her parents and a brother are 
left to mourn her departure. But all 
are Spiritualists, the father, Mr. J. 
Brown, being a veteran medium, and 
thus they are consoled In thé sublime 
knowledge, "There is no death.”

The'address was by Geo. B. Holmes, 
of Grand Rapids, and the rites of the 
order of which the deceased was a 
member were performed at the burial.

just Grand Rapids, Mich. H.
received, and will reply at once. I find 
the diagnosis very correct and will take 
the treatment at pace. * * Write 
me about your psychic circle: I would 
like to join it. Yours sincerely, 

MRS. A. W. HOWLAND.
16 Washington St, Lawrance, Mass.

Dear Doctor:—You will be glad to 
learn that I am Improving In both 
health and spirits. I think you must 
have sent a charm out here, for I have 
not been so cheerful as I am now for a 
month. ♦ * * *1  have been so happy all 
day, that I have been thanking and 
praising God continually. God bless 
my doctor. MRS. KATE V. MEAD.

Chatsworth Park, Call

Dear Doctor—I am feeling better, 
and concluded fo wait awhile before 
taking any more medicine, and see how 
I will feel, as I think I must be better 
clear through. With many thanks for 
your kindness and patience with me, 
and if I feel the need of any of your 
remedies, will not fall to let you know. 
Gratefully, MRS. C. B. NELSON.

Allentown, N. Y.

Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear Sir:—Your 
welcome letter is received and contents 
noted, and in reply will say your diag
nose was very good and as near true as 
it-ebuid be; and l am-gqlng to put my
self under your treatment; inclosed find 
thè money. Yours truly,-

Jesup, Iowa. W. M.-YOUNG.

Dear Doctor:—I am better than when 
I wrote yqu last; am feeling fine, and 
feel that i am getting well fast, for 
Which I thank you. Yours truly, 

MRS. I. E. PETTIGREW.
Mammoth Spring, Ark.

Dear Doctor:—Triis Is another time 
I will write to you, telling you that I am 
better; and know that you are doing me 
good. Enclosed find money for an
other month’s treatment Yours in 
faith, ' FRÓNIE J. FISHER.

* Terhune, Ind. . '

BOOK REVIEWS.
A Visit to a Gnani. From Adams 

Peak, to Elephanta.- .By Edward Oar- 
penter. Chicago: Alice B. Stockham. 
& Co. $1.00

A vivid pen picture of orlentàl. 
thought and teaching, containing in a 
few pages what one often falls to find, 
by searching many volumes.

- -A Gnani is one who knows, a Knower;. 
In other words, one who has the con
sciousness of the greater or universal 
life which Carpenter calls the Kosmic 
Consciousness. It Is the higher self or 
ego of thè Theosophlsts, tliE~TTffinlte I 
of-Fichte, the Noumena of Kant, the 
divine mind of-Christian Science, the

. Kingdom of heaven of Christ.
A Visit to a Gnani’will be read with 

interest by all students of Life; but es
pecially by those investigating Oriental 
philosophy.

-Our Bible, and tbe Higher Criticism.
By Moses Hull.' '
-A .new book by Moses Hull is an

essays “The Psychic Science and the Art of Healing.” They explain fully

FSU6H16 Diagnosing, FsgolUo Healing,
and are rich in advice and knowledge for the sick. Learn for yourself of this 
wonderful 6cience--read also his other literature, note what those who have been 
cured say of his wonderful PSYCHIC AND HOME TREATMENT, Dr. Pee
bles’ diagnosing is done by the aid of his Psychic Gifts.

He Reads the Causes and Their Effects
as accurately as if each organ was open to his view. He astonishes both physi
cians and his patients by his power to read disease. Why will you be experiment
ed upon by those who do not understand your case? This great man can tell you 
your exact condition and give you treatment that will CURE you. If sick and 
discouraged just write the Doctor, giving your age,' sex and leading symptom in 
your own handwriting and he will

Diagnose Your Case, Telling Your Exact Condition Free.
He will also send his valuable essays spoken of above and other literature, giving 
some of the most REMARKABLE CURES ever performed. This offer is 
ABSOLUTELY FREE-to tjie sick. Write at once. '

Address Dr. J. M, Peebles, Bailie Greek, Mich.

On the second of April last, Mrs. 
Louisa Bradley, who hn'd journeyed In 
this world upwards of three score and 
ten years, passed to the higher life from 
the family home In Buffalo, N. Y. Mrs. 
Bradley was converted to Spiritualism 
nearly half a century ago. The oldest 
daughter developed a wonderful phase 
of mediumship, and through her organ
ism the loved ones have come to the 
Bradley home, ministering In hours of 
sorrow, and giving strength when all 
other sources failed.

It was my privilege to visit our arisen 
sister a few weeks before her transi
tion. It seemed as though the hour was 
too brief for her to relate the blessed ex
periences that had come to her in the 
name of Spiritualism. Although her 
sphere had been confined to the home 
during her life, she was interested in all 
that pertained to our cause; she was a 
woman of broad ideas and tolerant of 
the opinions of others. The grand
daughter holds the office of leader in the 
lyceum and a little grandson has been 
connected with the lyceum ever since 
Mr. Hull and myself have been in 
charge of the work here. Thus the fruit 
of this noble woman Is seen among us.

According to the request of the sub
ject of this notice, funeral services were 
held In the Spiritual Temple. She ar
ranged for the funeral as one would be 
expected to do, who was going on a 
pleasant journey. There was no sign of 
mourning in the Temple, nor about .the 
members of the family. There were no 
piteous groans,'nor bitter weeping; the 
appearance of that family of Spiritual
ists, the discourse, in fact, everything 
connected with the services was a glo
rious object lesson to the outside world. 
The family looked for the last time on 
the face of the dear one in the home, 
the remains were carried into the Tem
ple, but were riot exposed to the view of 
the public. The casket was burled un
der a wealth of flowers contributed 
largely by the First Spiritual Ohurch 
and its different auxiliaries. ’ The 
daughters felt as they returned to. the 
home after tbe body bad been Interred, 
there will .hereafter be a vacant chair, 
but our mother will come to us In splr- 

' it, and we can congratulate her that she 
has been released from physical suffer
ing, and met face to face the dear sons 
who preceded her a little while before. 

. ■ ' ' MATTIE E. HULL. .

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

Mr. and Mrs. Perkins’ spiritual meet
ings, 40 E. Randolph street, Handel 
Hall, Fourth floor, Sunday evening, 
7:45. Wednesday evening, 675 Larra
bee street, corner Garfield avenue.

The Church of the Soul holds regular 
services every Sunday at 11 a. m., in 
Kimball Hall, 243 Wabash avenue, Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, pastor. Sunday
school in the same place every Sunday 
at 9:45 a. m. School of Psychosophy es
tablished in connection with the church.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G.. 
V. Cordlngley, paetor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street Services ai 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. .

Band ot Harmony, auxiliary to tbe 
Church of tbe Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at tbtee 
o’clock. The ladies bring refreshments; 
supper served at six o'clock. Evening 
session commences at a —quarter to 
eight Questions invited from the au
dience, rind answered by the guides of 
Mrs. Richmond. Always an interesting 
programme. AU are welcome.

The Christian Spiritual Society hold 
meetings in HygeiaHall, 404 Ogden ave
nue, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah 
Thomas conducts.

The Spiritualistic church Students of . 
Nature, will hold services every Sun
day at 7:30 p. m., at Nathan's Hall, 1565 ! 
Milwaukee avenue, corner Western av-

TESTIMONIAL.

B. F. Poole:—
Your Melted Pebble glasses are'ex

cellent, easy and very restful to my 
eyes.

I have dried various remedies, but 
havo received, greater benefit, for the 
least money’from the use of your Elix
irs Nos. 1 and 2, wtith Magnetized Com
pound, and your directions how to re
ceive silent treatment from spirit forces 
than fpom all others combined. , I thank 
you most sincerely:1 ■ ‘

MBS. HATTIE CRAFTS.
Monson, Maine, ù

For ten cents weswill send by mail, a 
4-oz package of my Magnetized Com
pound, for sore on- weak eyes. Once 
used you will not’Jbo without it. Ad
dress . ■ B. F. POOLE & OO.,

43 Evanston axenue, Chicago, Ill.

MEDIUMSHIP,
A chapter ot wtàtmot, by Mn.'Msrla,M. King. 

Price 10c. For. sgldat thM office.' ■

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

By Charles Bradlaugh. With the story of htsllfe 
as told by himself, ana the history of his parliamen
tary struggle, with portrait. Paper, 60o.

Mahomet, Ilie lllustrisus.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

This work 1s one of tho Library of Liberal Classic,, 
due. . Ko author was bolter qualified to writs an Impartial
Church of trie Spirit Communlor »nil honoit llfo of Mahomet tban Godfrey Higgins,enure 11 oi tun ,1' w tun “d this volume la Intensely Intoreating. Itahouldb,

enue.

will hold meetings in Kenwood Hall
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun 
day. 3 p. m., conference and tests;
8 p. m., lecture b^ J.-K. Hallowell; tests I 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are in- 
vlted. Good music and seats free.

The Gross Park Spiritual Society 
meets at 1785 N., Hoyne avenue, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock.

The Spiritual Fraternal Society holds 
its Sunday service every-Sunday at 2:30 
p. m.t at their hall 326 Wells street. 
All are cordially invited. 8. F. Egger, 
secretary, 470 Seminary avenue.

The First Spiritual Church of the 
South Side bolds services every Sunday 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., at 77 Thirty-first 
street. Lecture and spirit messages at 
both services. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, pastor. Open doors.

Truth Seekers meet at tbe Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 8 
o’clock. .

The Englewood Spiritual Union So
ciety meets every Sunday at Forbes’ 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought and medi
ums of note in charge. f

Church ot the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey. ' ■>.

Garden City. Spiritual Alliance holds
regular meetings at Mackinaw- Hall, 
No. 294 and 29« East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o'clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests in telepathy or thought 
transference,, good music. Seats free.

Spirit

read In conjunction with Gibbon’s w< 
this office. Price. 26 cents.

For Mio at

PSYCHE
1» the invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by Its use, have received tong commuulca*  
lions from spirit friends, and express great satlstac- 
Uon. Price. »1, and 20 cents extra for expressage. 
For sale at the office of Thb Pbogbe861VeThinkee.

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twlng, medium, 
This Is a very Interesting little book, and will be ap
preciated from start to finish by all who wish to gain 
spiritual Information. Price 25 cts. For sale at this 
office. -

OUTSIDE THE GATES 
and other tales and sketches. By a band of spirit In*  
telllgenoes, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Shelhamer, An excellent work, trice, »1.00. For 
sale at this office.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

By Dr, Paul Carue. A translation made from Japan
ese, under the auspices of the Rev. Shuku Boyer,dele*  
gate to the Parliament of Religions, Was published 
tn Japan. Price, il.OO, For sale at this office.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly Interesting 

work. Price 75 cento. Postage 5 cents. For sale at 
thia office,

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Ite Phenomena and Philosophy. By Bev. Samuel 

:ration. This work wa, written by a modern Savior, 
grand and noble man. Fries 11.00.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something you should 
read. Price 60 cents. For sale at this office.

TWO IN ONF,
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work !» a 
CombUUlon Into one volume of two of Mr. HuWs 
»plendli works. By this arrangement the cost U such 
that tho reader Is enabled to secure the two books 
com^uod at the J&me price as was formerly asked 
tor th'iin separately. This volume contains 462 page» 
•nd 1» ItindBomelv bound in cloth, aud contain» an ex*  

}$ellen| portrait ot,the author.
' ; ' THB QUESTION SETTLED
1» a cillitu! comparison of Biblical and Modern Bplrlb 
ualiim. No hook of the century has mode so many 
convert» to Modern Spiritualism as this. Tbe author» 
alm, ta4t.bfally to compare tbe Bible with modern 
pbenoflienaand philosophy, has been accomplished.

i The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human*  
tty; Its inoral tendency; tbe Bible Doctrine of angel

I mtnlstjf । the spiritual nature of man, and tbe objec*  
tlohsoitefed to Spiritualism, are all considered in tbs 
lightertbe Bible, nature, history, reason and common

' sense, Slid expressed clearly and forcibly.
THE CONTRAST

consist» of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It la a most able production, and 

a perfect storchouie of facts for those wbo wish
to defecd Spiritualism, or find arguments against tLe 

’ aBdumrtion» of Orthodoxy.
I °RICE $L FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

man'THE-MICROCOSM.
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—The 

Light Witbin. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

THE RELATION
Of thoßplrltnal to the Material Universe; tad the 
Law of control New edition, enlarged im revised« 
byM.Faraday. Price 15cent». • _

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 133. SAN JOSE, GAL.

Gifted Psychic.
Obsession, or Undeveloped Inilu- 

.> ences Removed.
INSTEUCTION IN MEDIUMSHIP 

p/IarOeloGs GCires 

OF DISEASE ’

Through Psychic Power
and Magnetezed .Remedies.

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
’ ■ ; $1.00 and two stamps.
For correct diagnosis of disease 

send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

flT’I hare never known a more competent, rellabl» 
end truthful medium for tho Spirit-world than Cbu. 
waiter Lynn. Jos. Ronns Buchanan.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
Oakland, Call.

¡M

(

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
Psychometrlat and Healer. Readings by hand-writing 
or photo »1,00. Three rea&onable'queatlons answered 
for 25 cts. Address 54 N. 62nd avc., Chicago, Ill.

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN TOUB OWN 
home. Will «end a pamphlet giving InatmotlouB, 

delineate your pha.e, of mediumship, aud a spiritual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. Address MBS. J. A. 
BLISS, Ban Diego, Cal. 547

Independent Slate-Writing.
Mrs. A. M. Chenoweth, 216 E.42nd pl., Chicago. 646

WOMAX MEDIUM.
For advice and foretelling, send (by letter) lock of 

hair and »1.00. MI88 E. A. SCHOTT, 24 Chicago 
Terrace, Chicago, 111. 547

NEW DREAM BOOK
“A Dictionary of Dreams, One Thousand Dreams 

and Their Interpretations," by DR. R. GREER. 62 
Dearborn st., Chicago, Ui. 25 cents 519tf

Y0UB FUTURE AMrotogufllAXBOND' 
37 Opera House Block, Dearer, Col. From »1.00.

Geo. F. Perkins, Emaline Perkins, 
Platform and Private Test Mediums, 3558 Cotuge 
Oroveave., flat 11,Chicago. Circles Friday. Headings 
dally. 5SMf

MRS. MAGGIE WftITE.
Reading by mall. »1.06. Business advice a specialty. 

23Main 8t., Springfield, Mass. 556

Mental and Magnetic Healing.
Engagements for treatments In your own homes, 

made through postal. MRS. JENNIE C. JACR8ON, 
118 fl. Leavitt st., near Madison, Chicago. 548 

FOCO-NAGNETT o&Glt.''" 
Focallzatlon and Concentration necessary to develop
ment. This new Invention makes this possible In 
light or dark elttlnge. Sent with full Instructions for 
60 cents, tn stamps, poital order or other suitable way, 
Address DR. T, WILKINS, 54 N. 52nd av..Chicago, 111.

The “Psychic Astrologer.”
Gives Trial Readings.

Send SO cente (silver) and date of your birth. 
FULL READINGS $1.00.

Address: F. F. NR1TZKL, 
P. 0. Box, 988» Spokane, Washington. 646

FRED P. EVANS.

The Well-Known Psychic
For Slate-Writing, Etc.,

GItcb seances dally at bls office. Tb» Occult Book 
Store, 103 W. 42nd at., N.Y. City. Send stamp for 
circular on mediumship, and catalogue of books.

$2—TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two and three sec

tions 86 in. high—magnetized when desired—«2 on re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A.MURRAY, 508 E. 2nd 
St,, Newport, Sy. 584

OCCULT CULTURE

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
Anlnstltutoof refined Therapeutics, Including th» 

Sun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, M|ud Cure, 
and a h gber science of life. Chemical affinity and 
basic principles developed with their marvelous ap
plications. Students in four contluents have taken tha 
course. The college is chartered aud confers tbe de
gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system o| 
printed quastlons students cau take the course and 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to 6H N. 3rd et., Bun Juse, Cui. Diplomas ot 
unsurpassed beauty granted. Send stamp for cata> 
«ogue to E. D. BABBIT. M. D„ LL. D., Dean. 441lf

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is tbe Oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Physician 
in practice. HJb cures we marvelous. Successful In 
all kinds of chronio and acute diseases. Wheu others 
fall he cures. Send him age. sex, name, lock of hair 
and 6 cti. In stamps and he will seud a clairvoyant ex« 
ainluutlon of your diseases and treat you for only »2.00 
a month. No leading symptom reuuired. Address

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren at., Stoneham. Maes.

Dr. Loucks and band of splrhuul co-workers are, ti 
formerly, astonishing the world with cures,

f^ee What They Say:
Oh. I am ao thankful to my God and you, Dr; 

Loucks, for this wonderful treatment, 1 never can 
praise and thauk you enough for what you have done 
forme. I want to tell you 1 am belter than I have 
been In twenty years. I am doing more of my house
work than I have in twenty years. It’s very wonder
ful but true. Sincerely your friend,

t XT „ „ . MRS- J- c. HOWARD, Clinton N. 0., Feb. 1st, 1900.
Deor Dr. Loucks:—I can truly say that your treat

ment cured me when everything else had failed. I 
know 1 would not have been alive If It hadn't been for 
your treatment. 1 can say that und tell the truth. I 
feel tliat I cannot do enough for what you have dona 
forme. 1 am ever your friend,

_ MBS. DAVID CLlfTON, 
Clinton, N. C., Oct. 10,1899.
Mr,. Lottie M. Farrington any«: Dear Dr. Lourkl,-- 

God blei, you and nrosp,ryou. I cannut Hod worda 
to ezpreai my gratitude for wbal you bare done for 
me. 282 River Dale «t„ Went Hiuluglleld, Ma«,..March 10,1S00. ... ,

After trying other, with no relief, give us atrial. 
We cure after all others havo failed, as our patient, 
have round true. DR. J. S. LOUCKS.

NOTICE.
J. A. BlBKOl'GUN I, pleated to announce to 

bls many friends and former patients that he is man*  
oger of tbe

Central Psychic Healing Institute, 
and is now prepared to treat a limited number of pa» 
tients. He will diagnose tbe cate uf anyone suffering 
from Chronic disease who win write him. giving age, 
sex and leading symptom. This will be done cbeer^ 
fully, thoroughly and without charge.

DR. BURROUGHS will also be pleased to give anj 
Advice Within His Power 

concerning tbe health, happiness or business relations 
of those who may write him, free. Dr. and Mrti. Bur
roughs are giving the beet efforts of their Ilves loan 
earnest endeavor to serve tbe higher powers of the 
Bplrlt-world, and through their assistance te relieve 
suffering, sorrow and to bring sunshine and happiness 
to all those who now know It not.

J. A. Bl’KBOL’GUS.
City Office. 701, 185 Dearborn st., Chicago.

A FREE COPY 
OF THE 

PROPHETIC MESSENGER 
Tho leading Prophetic Weather, Market and Astro
logical journal printed, can be had for the asking. 
Send in your name and tbe name*  of all friends wbo 
would be Interested. PROPHETIC MESSENGER, 

Minneapolis, Minn. 546

-í

event in the Spiritualistic world. 
Whatever book he puts forth will be 
found useful and pertinent to Its de
sign. Few Indeed are they—if any such 
there be—who have a more clear, cor
rect and comprehensive as well as mi
nute knowledge of the Bible and what
ever pertains therto. Therefore it is no 
Unnotlceable event when he undertakes 
to set forth the principles and methods- 
¿1 "the higher criticism” and applles- 
those nrinciples'in the consideration.of. 
the'serie«/ot books, tracts, or paraph

. ... . Removal Notice. .
We have removed our business froni 

Clinton, -Iowa,. tb 43 Evanston avenue,- 
Chicago, Ill.- - B. F. POOLE. 
‘ ApriL20,-1900.
Address all mail to B. F. Poole & Co., 

43 -Evanston avenue, Chicago, ■ Ill.

- “Social Upbuilding, Including Oo-op- 
eratiVe Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Hurnan Culture and 
Cure.' Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

'.‘Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.' 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25. 
For sale at this office.

"Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence.” By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
Strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents. ■

"Woman, Church and State.” A his
torical account of the status of woman 
through the Christian ages; with remin- 
hcences of the Matrlarchate. By Ma
tilda Joslyn Gage. . An important work 
for all women, students of history, etc. 
Eaper; 75 cents. , Olotb,' gilt,.$1,50. ■ For 
sale at trits office.’ ‘*“■

May Goodrich, pastor.
The South Chicago-True Spiritualist 

Church holds meetings at Elegeman’s 
HaU, corner .of 93 rd street andCommer
cial avenue, every Sunday at 2130 and 
7:30 p. m. ' ' •

The Trinity Spiritual Society- meets at 
Van Buren Hall, Madison and Califor
nia avenue, Wednesday, April - 18. at 
1:30 p. in., and every two weeks there
after. Open doors.

The Chicago Liberal Society Is a non
sectarian association for the encourage
ment of morality, the promotion of edu
cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and- the inculcation 
of truth in the place and stead of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 
of the society are held every Sunday 
morning at 11 o’clock in Corinthian 
Hall, Masonic Temple. 17th floor, and 
are in charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
You are cordially Invited to attend the 
same.'"*  . ;

- Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls. _

Bear in mind that only meetings held

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional." This book, by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
fives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at 
this office.

“Principles of Light’afid Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. Tbe result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture's finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, général readers and stiffients 
of occult forces Will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It Is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it.

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings.” - _By Mattle E. 
Hull. For sale at this office. Price 10 
cents. •

"Cosmlan Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and-selected hymns, for-lib
eral and ethical ^societies, for schools 
and the homegcompiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This 'volume meets a public 
want- It comprises. 258 choice' selec
tions of poettiy add music, embodying 
the highest moralssentlment. and . free 
from all sectarlauiam. Price 50 cents; 
For sale at this office. . . .

"Voltaire s ¡¡¡Romances. ’ Translated 
from the French.n; With numerous: il
lustrations.- H'heseffilghter works of tbe 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the -Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. iWit, philosophy and 
romance arexwmbined, with the skill of 
a master mind.. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office. ■

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
Bv Charles Bu Wade, A.. M., author of 
"History of;t£be Christian Religion to 
.the Year 200. ? etc; A condensed state
ment of facts'iconccrnlng the efforts of 
church lenders to get control of the gov
ernment. An important work. ■ Paper. 
25 cents. For-sale nt this office. ’

"Trie Moleclilhr Hypothesis-of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M; Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood.ls recognized ns one of- 
the-ablcst lecturers on the spirituni vos-

KflREZZfl.
ETHIOS OF_MAHRIAQE.

By Alloe,B. Stockham, M. D.
Karezza makes a plea for a betta' blrtbrtgbt tot 

children, and alma to lead Individual« u> aeek a nlgber 
development of themselvee through moat tacrei re
lation«. It Is pure I u tone and altt.tmcl should hr 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. SL

ASTRAL WORSHIP.
By J. H. Hill. M. D. A valuable contribution to the 

current discussion of religious problems. The author 
by Illustrations and a planisphere (a representation of 
tbe celestial sphere upon a plane with adjustable cir
cles), tracej most of the myths which lie at the base 
Of Christianity to their origin in sun apd star worship. 
Tbe Astronomical facts given possess great value, the 
Illustrations rare and curious. The book is bound In 
only one style-heavy boards. Price »1. For sale at 
this office.

Superstition in all Ages 
• Or “Le Bon Sens,” 

By JEAN MESLIER,
ARoman Catholic priest, wbo, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, andasked God's pardon for having taught the 
Christian religion. He left this volume m bls last 
will and testament to bis parishioners and to tbe 
world. .Translated from tbe French original by Miss 
Anna Knoop, .

Post 8vo., 839 pages, with portrait. Cloth, lUXh 
postage, 14 oente.-

“The work of tho honest pastor Is the most curious 
and the most powcrfal thing of the kind that the last 
century produced. . .. Paine and Voltaire had re*  
EtrvBR, but Joan MesHcr bad none. He keeps nothing 
back: and yet, after all. the wonder Is not that there 
should have been one priest who left tbattostlmony at 
his death, but that all Driest» do not,”—Jame» Parton-

EVOLUTIONISM.
A Series of Illustrated Lectures 
. ... Upon the .. .
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE. .
BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 

Price, cloth, »1.25. For sale at this office.

Fifty Years in the Church of Romo
Dy Bev. Chas. Chlnlquy. ex-prteM. A reSWrk&hl 

bonk. Pages. 332. Price «2.25.

drum. In this little volume he present« 
. .-..A . I In succinct form-the . substance of hisin public halls will be announced undef! 10C|Mrog 01l the Molecular Hypothesis 
the above head. We have not space to । of Nature; and'presents Ills views as 
keep standing notices .of meetings held ¿emonstiA<lBg a scientific basis’of Spir- 
at private residences. . ■ , ™.jtunllsm. The book is commended'to 

all who ;>'?ve to study and think. For- » • i - a > • a      a   a a ■ ■   a _ • a
i . . gale nt tills office. I’Hco. 25 cents. -.

“Origin of Lift, or Where Man Cornea. -iHlstorlcal, Logical and Philosophical 
From. “Trie Evolution of the Spirit.' Objections to trie Dogmas, of Reincar- 
from Matter Through Organic Pro*:  nation and. Re-Embodiment.” By Prof 
cesses,, or How the. Spirit Body Grows/-J W- M- Lockwood; A keen-and toaster- By Mtehael-Faraday.- ------------- - - -------- M —... .«... .

• For sale at this_office -

The GUrlsti^M^.' 
Question W. E'f (Joleman, ^J.
SPttlPii S. Loveland,Hudson

UUuluU Tuttle, Moses Hull,
J- R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir
its say about it. By . .

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Whether this book nettles tho question or not, II 

Will be found eminently entertaining, ana brings to 
gather a mass of evidence to establish tho historical 
character of J^sus. A largo volume, cloth, <1.25. For 
»Blest this office.. .

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

How to reach that altitude where spirit Is supreme 
and nil things arc subject to It. By Moues Hull. Pries 
in cloth. 40 cents; paper 25 eta. For sale at this office.

Apocryphal New Testament
Being «li the Gospel«. Ephtic«, 'tad other piece*  

iow extut, UtribaUd la me flmtour centurie« to 
lens Cbrttt. hl« apMtin.ud thatr coapaplou, andPílcelo cents iv treatise- Paper 25 centi ForMl. SnffÄÄ

- 1 at this office. - - t «JSiSSBfc

Man's magnetic, mental and psychic powers unfold
ed to tbe highest degree of excellence by a new and 
perfect system of culture.

Psychometry, Clairvoyance 
and the Inspirational phases of mediumship developed. 

The Laws of Suggestion Taught, 
revealing tbe way to the attainment of 

Self-Mastery and Power. 
"Truth and Destiny,” 25 cents, 

Valuable Booklet Free.
URIEL BUCHANAN,

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
lain.

Dearfrleods, you can greatly help me care for my 
blind slater. Jennie L. Webb, one of the earliest m6> 
diumi now In tbe form, by writing a letter to a aplrll 
friend. Send It to me wltb»l. and 1 will try ana get 
reply by Independent writing or whisper». Addrei» 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford. Maes. 531tf

if 
I

Dept. P. T., Box 210, Chicago, III. 544tf

Questions Answered 
by Mail Through Clairvoy
ance and Psychometry for 

81.00, by CARRIE »WENSOJT, pnblliher of 
Nya TIdcn, tho only Scandinavian Spiritualist paper 
In America. Address, 812 4tb ave., 8. E., Minneapolis,

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all forms of stomach, liver and kidney dlieaiet 
also constipation. A sure cure fortbat tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to aulst your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
month sent for »1.00.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eycslgbi. Has been used and praised by 
thousands in al) parts of the world. Sent for 80 cents, 
or all three sent postpaid for »1.00, with Yarma’l 
photo and instructions how to live KM years.

Minn. 546

WM. W. ABER.
Readings by math SLOG. Advice on all affairs of life. 
Spring Hill, Kans. ’ 547

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum,
or Cocaine» of a never-failing harmless Home Cure.
Mrs. M. £. Baldwin. P. O. Box 1212» Chicago, HL

BALA-JNr
-IN THE-

PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OP

Results ot recent scientific research regarding the 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From the German of

DR LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of 'Torco and Vatter.” Essay» on Nature and 

Science,” "Physiological Pictures,” •'SlxLee- 
tures onI)arwln,”Etc.

"The great mystery of existence consiste in perpet*  
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything Is fmmort 
tai and indestructiVle—tbe smallest worm as well as 
tho most enonnonS of the celestial bodies.—tbe und 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest being tn 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only tbe forms In 
which being manlfestelteelf ore changing; but Being 
■toelf remains eternally tbe same and imperisbabla 
When wo die we do not lose ourselves, but only out 
scrinai consciousness. Wo live on In nature, tn out

in our children. In our deeds, In onr thoughts— 
n tborL In the entire material and physical contrita» 

which, during our short personal existence, wo 
-v'furnished tothcvubtfitencoof mankind and of 

re in general.”—Buechner.
pages, vellum cloth.

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By 
Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. . A marvelous 
work. Though concise as a text book It Is as fascin
ating as a work of fiction. The reader will bo amazed 
to see the curious facts here combined In support of 
this power of the human mind, which will resolve a 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
asday. and throw light on all subjects now-obscured 
by.time. Price *1.50.  For sale at this office.
. -In three volumes, cloth bound, 11.50 each.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at tbe FreethinkA' ■ Inter
national Congreia, Chicago. Ill.« October, 1893« By 
Buun H. Wlxon. Price, 10c. • .

THE GOD IDEA ' 
OF THE ANCIENTS,

Or Sex In Religion. - By EUzaBurt Gambia "It is a 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at Mmes curiously fro» stoxtitics- which ifiigntbo 

: open to.deubkaad nrrer-for uTnDmentaeosaiiowuur 
MTolutioMrh^CMMk*BerftMk  •»t-pegci. large 

For MM at this office

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular« 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yarma» 
who developed this clairvoyant power in me. Ioan 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes in your own home as if you were tn my 
office, as thousands can testify. Send stamp for photo. 
B. F. POOLE & CO., 43 Evanston av., Chicago, Ill.

Reed City Sanitarium and Private 
Hospital, A. B. Spin nev. M. 0-, Prop. 
Staff of eight consulting physicians and surgeons; pro
fessional nnrses, steam neat, electric light. . Cheapest 
sanitarium for tbe accommodations in tho world« 
Board, medical attendance, nursing, batha. massage 
electrical treatment all for 610 A V5JLEK. Case» 
diagnosed free and treated at a distance by correspon
dence Prices reasonable. Send your name and ad.- 
dress with stamp to BEEDCITY&ANITABIUM, i 

Reed City« Michigan» 1

Longley’s Beautiful Songs 
For Publio Meetings and 

the Home.
VOLUME ONE

ContalnB the following songs with music: .
I m tblsldng. dear mother, of you. Wo mUi out 

boys at home. Tho land of the bye and bro. Tho 
good times yet to be. Tbn land beyond the liars. 
They are waiting at the porta). When the dear ones 
gather at homo. Resting under tbe daisies. The 
grand jubilee. My mothers tender crcs. Dear heart 
come home. Come in soffie beautiful dream. Where 
the rosea neverfade. In heaven we 11 know our ora»

VOLUME TWO
Contains 15 new and beautiful songs, 'suited to the 
homo circle, seances, local meetings, mass-mceunit, 
conventions, anniversaries and jubilees. They come 
prise on excellent variety of poems set to easy hu*  
mony and ought to sell readily« These books are 15cU*  
each! the two for SOcts. For sale at this office.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
• BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author ot "All’« Rtfebt with the World.” Cloth 270 
pagea Mr- Newcomb made a distinct success with 
"All-, Right with tho Woria," which contlnu«« In tho 
front rani of the MetephrsloH book« that are now «a 
popular- Tbog-eat number who have oeen cheered, 
and atrengthenedb, blmwlll welcome another book 
by th.« wise teacher whose word, of help are doing lo 
much to oake the world better by making men an4 
women better able to understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail"
Isa simple «tody of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life- but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be In demand by many who have notprerionil, 
read metaphysical writing«. Price 11.50. For sal, a| 
this office. . ••

! Children’s Progressive Lyceum. ‘ 
- : A manna), with dfreetloiu for the irnnlntleh aa*  

management ot SOBday achoola. Hr4Mrewjactoea 
' 'MnajSemetHWIaunaMbM. ■.'TM.WM*£7T7
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Glowinfl Words îrom a Progressivo Elder.
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REMEMBER THOU MUST DIE.

away,

DR. CARLOS WRIGHT.Ity.
Joseph, Oregon.

A LITTLE SERMON.

MRS. A. S. F.Chicago, Ill.■ j

*

I
—Baltimore American.
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a

Self- denial is the result of a calm, de
liberate, invincible attachment to the 
^ghest good,—G, Spring.

XXAVUL, - • . .- ' - . •
“It will be shown; that there is 

chance for the mart- who has been 
State prisoner.” <’ '

HOPE FOR, EVERY CONVICT.

a work which high angels might 
happy to accomplish.

We, too—we that have “lost" even 
while acknowledging “gain”—we know

and here are the “abiding

Fruit of fleaven.
Dare we acknowledge that the

SE
fis

us
ss

:

He Concedes the Possibility of Balaam Making an 
of Himself, but Does Not Think the Ass Could 

Make a Man of Himself I

"And now a'bldeth these three, faith, 
hope and charity: but the greatest o£ 
these is charity.”

So wrote Paul in a masterly summing 
up of the great realities of human life. 
Just before he had said: “When 1 be
came a man I put away childish 
things.” As a man discards the toys by 
which childhood Is beguiled, so he gave 
up long cherished beliefs and relin
quished many superstitious which ma
ture age had enabled him to perceive 
were useless and degrading.

To my mind there Is no more pathetic 
moment In the recorded history of man 
than this. Grounded In the faith of his 
childhood, buttressed by race prejudice, 
spurred on by Pharasale pride, he comes 
to a sudden stand-still. Elsewhere he 
speaks of his experience as a “loss.” 
Swift as the destructive cyclone came 
a spiritual Illumination, a mental en
largement, and in a riioment "old things 
passed away." His Jewish Idea of God, 
the sacredness of the vast Temple, the 
profound and solemn import of the sac
rifices, the absurd valuation of his punc
tilious observance of the ritualistic cer
emonies of the Pharisees—all these 
were now gone. Apparently all was 
“lost." As a man stands In a room and 
gazes contemptuously at the broken 
toys and soiled playthings of childhood, 
so he now regards the overthrown idols 
of his earliest faith and hope. We may 
pardon him the tears which, though un- 
mentloued, he no doubt shed in that mo
ment of renunciation which, to a man of 
less heroic mould and mighty heart, 
would have been a monument of des
pair. We may picture to ourselves the 
look of pain on the face, and feel In our 
hearts “the aching void” that troubled 

■ for a moment that great soul as he gave 
lup the symbols and precepts of the 
ancient and honorable faith of his fath- 

■ ers. Poor and passionless must be the 
heart that cannot see both the pathos 
and heroism of this man’s life. A shal
low soul, unable to comprehend a de
votion and intensity such as swayed 
Paul’s nature, can look unmoved ujion 
the tragedy of a dying faith, and even 
smile ns the cherished Ideals of the soul 
of another are broken and destroyed. 
But the truly great In heart and mind 
Will stand at the field of Paul’s ex
perience and gaze upon It as upon some 
historic battle-place, forever to be had 
in memory as a scene of devotion and 
deliverance.

unthinking. If Jesus is only a myth, 
r still he 1b beautiful as such, and being 
sacred to many hearts should be spoken 
of with due respect to other’s feelings 
and conceptions, . ,

In line manner the Bible. As I write 
one lies just before me. What a book 
we once thought it. The Word of Godl 
A personal God wrote it, or had it done. 
Everything in it was divinely inspired. 
It was an infallible book and it was to 
govern our consciences. We believed it 
implicitly, all of it. Jonah and the 
whale, Baalam and the ass, Elisha 
making iron swim on water, Samson 
and the wonderful jaw-bone, and every
thing else. Higher criticism has not yet 
shattered our faith in any of the events 
there recorded. We did not try to ex
plain by allegories or figures of speech. 
We simply took it literally, as a literal 
narrative of so many historical facts. 
But all that Is past. We have eliminated 
the marvelous elements. We accept 
only that pari which seems reasonable. 
We do not believe a thing to have hap
pened then which we know cannot hap
pen now. We do not delude our minds 
with the idea that iron would swim in 
Jordan but will sink in Grand River. 
While . we concede the possibility of 
Baalam making an ass of himself, we 
do not think the ass could have made a 
man of himself.

No: the old idea of the Bible is gone. 
And yet, the Bible is here. We love it 
yet. We can even laugh over itstx- 
travagant. stories. Now that we do not 
consider it Infallible, we can read its 
stories as allegories, myths, old litera
ture, and not only enjoy but be bene
fited in so doing.

And after all, where can we find so 
many good maxims, so many wise In
junctions, so many pure precepts, pub
lished together? Reject everything un
reasonable; as sensible people, assign 
all the- “big” stories to the department 
of fable and Action, yet there still re
mains the grandest single collection of 
ethical teaching ever compiled and pub
lished in one volume. To follow the 
teaching of Jesus Is to be good, Is to 
realize a perfection of character not 
taught so concisely in any other of 
earth’s publications.

So while we say as did Paul, “I put 
away childish things,” we also add his 
confident conclusion: “And now remaln- 
eth faith, hope and love, these three, 
and the greatest of these is love.” Yes, 
these remain. They abide forever. They 
are the essence of the teaching of Jesus.

Paul. We have been with him. We They are the fundamental elements of 
understand the sacrifice, the tender true religion. Criticism may destroy the 
memory, the moistened eyes, the almost | fables,_ expunge the myths, relegate the 
overpowering desire at times for the 
“old order,” the feeling of emptiness 
that sometimes troubles, although we 
know that "loss is gain.” Yes, we know.

I do not ask sympathy. Those who 
have given up their “childish things” 
understand me, and those who are other
wise could not give sympathy. But we 
may state a few things by way of 
illustration.

I once believed-in a personal God, a 
real Person, a Father, who loyed me. 
I thought he knew me Individually and 
listened when 1 talked to him, and de
lighted to help me. Now, as Drummond 
forewarns In the preface of Natural 
Law In the Spiritual World, I have sub
stituted “a reign of law for a personal 
God.” Infinite Intelligence manifested 
through the universe in law and order 
has taken the place in my thought of an 
anthropomorphic God, a Father who 
was seated somewhere to listen to my 
plaints and praise. I feel that I have 
gained, nnd yet there is a “loss.” If in 
my mind 1 would smile at the old con
ception, when the memory of a prayer 
at the bed-side steals into “memory’s 
panoramic view,” my smile Is closely 
crowded by a tear. A Father In the 
■heavens! If, after all, brother, there Is 
a Father, far away and unknown 
though he may be; who, spite of our 
¿aubts and unbelief, pitying our bllnd- 
_ass loves us still; If such there Is who 
so cold and passionless as to be . un
moved by the thought.

So also we once leaned upon a Vica
rious Savior. He bore our sins, loved 
us, died to save us. We sang, tenderly 
to sweet music and with swelling 
hearts: • ' .

“Jesus, I love thee; thou art to me, 
■ Dearer than ever mortal can be.”

marvels to the moles and bats, but the 
essentials will abide. Faith in the un
alterable operations of law, hope for all 
humanity, and love as the regenerating 
force of life, these can never be de
stroyed. Belief in t^ie Vicarious Savior 
yields to a rational acceptance of Jesus 
as a great teacher of Truth and Good. 
Belief In a Personal God Is displaced by 
1i profound satisfaction In the knowl
edge that fixed and unalterable law, 
while not allowing any miracles, 
“special providences," to occur, yet pre
serves us with all of a “Father's" care 
and Insures the continuity and stability 
of all things. Reverence for the Bible, 
which held it to be an infallible book, 
every word inspired of God and true as 
literal history, Is supplanted by a con
servative view which finds in Its store 
of ethical wisdom the most concise and 
helpful guide to right living yet com
piled. '

Here are the “childish things" put

Somehow we trusted him. When we 
.were heavy laden with sin we “cast our 
ibtirden upon him”'and were rested. 
And as Ingersoll said In the closing par

' agraph of his last lecture, published in 
• The Progressive Thinker, if this story 
of Jesus and his Father was only true 

, it would be the grandest and sublimest 
thing ever spoken to man. Of all the 
myths and legends, splendid hopes and 
rose-colored expectations which have 
been born of man’s needs, and nurtured 

• by his desires, there is nothing to com
pare to the majestic panorama of Jesus 
in life and death. As Renan says: .

“His worship will grow young'wlth- 
out ceasing. His legend will call forth 

. tears from the eyes of millions yet un

. born. The story of his sufferings will, 
‘ melt the stoniest hearts. All ages will 
'proclaim that among the sons of men' 
there is none born greater'than Jesus.”

But we have given up the old idea of 
-Jesus ns a vicarious sacrifice for sins. 
We still revere his life, love his spirit, 
and teach bls beautiful truths, but the 
magical qualities once ascribed to his 
blood are held no more as a truth by us. 
We have "put away childish things.”

Here is “gain,” but also “loss.” Do 
pot laugh at us if sometime a snatch of 
sacred song arouses for a moment a 

'sense of the old “trust in Jesus,” or if 
in the congregation we somewhere feel 
the weakness of human nature and the 
awful need of a Savior. And do not ex
pect us'to bear with equanimity the 
coarse slurs at Jesus indulged in by the

things.” As men of sense we propose 
now to discard childish things, but we 
do not propose to leave one extreme to 
fly to another. To my mind the blind 
credulity which accepts the whole Bible 
as literal history is more tolerable than 
the frantic rage of those who spit at re
ligion and snap and-snarl at every in
dication of a belief in God.

“Prove all things,” but do »not in
discriminately reject all things. “Hold 
fast to thàt-whlch is good,” do not fool
ishly cut loose from everything. It may 
be unfortunate to be a “child,” but it is 
worse to be a foot

ELD. H. W. B. MYRICK. 
Gentryville, Mo.

A Little Sermon for-Every- 
body. '

Some of you have no doubt heard the 
story of the wealthy philanthropist, 
who, on finding a widow in poverty and 
distress, endeavored to make her 
happy. He purchased a plot of ground, 
built a hpuse, furnished it, supplied her 
with a year's provisions, and money for 
contingent expenses, doing all, In ac
cordance with her wishes; gave her the 
deed to the property, and went away.

At the end of a year he returned, and 
inquired concerning the success of his 
philanthropic venture. Did she like 
her location? Oh, yes.

Did the house suit her? Splendidly.
Did she have provisions enough for 

the year? Oh, yes; more than enough.
Did she have enough money? Oh, 

yes, had not spent near all of it.
Then you must have been quite 

happy? Well—y-e-s, tolerably bo.
Why, what has been lacking, that you 

should not have been perfectly happy?
Well, to tell the truth, my neighbor 

here has a guinea hen, and the pesky 
thing 1b squawking so much that it has 
tormented the life out of me all sum
mer.

In traveling with a friend one sum
mer I found something in almost every 
act of his to criticise, and find fault 
with; but kept It to myself; admitting 
that it destroyed a great part of the 
pleasure of the trip. Later, In consider
ing the matter, something said,'-"that 
was your guinea hen.”

In canvassing, some years ago; I fre
quently met with so much ignorance, 
and non-appreelation of my wares, saw 
so many people whose lives were mere
ly existence, apparently no aspirations 
for a higher life; simply content to plod 
along In the old rut made by the feet of 
their fore-fa thprs, that I used to think 
that, if reincarnation was true, It would 
be a grand thing for such people; and I 
would often make myself miserable by 
giving away to thoughts of condemna
tion of sueh people. Another guinea 
hen.

Attending a Spiritualist meeting 
some years ago; I listened to a dis
course so strongly flavored with ortho
doxy, that It aroused all the Indigna
tion within me, I allowing my thought 
full sway, with the result that I went 
home with a violent headache, which 
was so much in evidence the next 
morning, that I called on a magnetic 
healer for treatment. I received the 
comforting assurance that I had been 
noticed by the healer, the evening be
fore, and my mental condition recog
nized and the result foreseen. And 
that I was suffering the consequences of 
my own violation of nature’s law, and 
she hoped it would teach me a lesson. 
It did. It was only a guinea hen.

I used to enjoy hunting, and the re
port of a gun would Interest me at once, 
bringing to mind pleasant memories of 
former Incidents. •

Now, because a Methodist minister 
chooses to spend his small change for 
ammunition, instead of sending Bibles 
to the heathen; and his idle time in 
shooting at a target, Instead of reading 
his Bible, the report of hid rifle has 
grated on my nerves somewhat. 
Guinea hen.

When I see so much discussion in our 
noble paper, The Progressive Thinker, 
over the declaration made at the Chi
cago convention, one affirming the God
idea, the other negating it, and various 
other sharp criticisms, tending to dis
cord, rather than harmony, which is so 
essential to the upbuilding of the true 
and higher philosophy, I think of the 
guinea hens. Suppose we put on the 
other fellow’s spectacles, and stand be
fore a mental mirror, as It were, and 
take a retrospective view of self, from 
the other fellow’s standpoint. Don’t 
you think we would find a large flock of 
guinea hens? ~

While we may have risen to a plane 
of higher vibration; and that which was 
formerly attractive to us, is now repuls
ive; we must not forget the faet that 
others are still on the plane we have 
left; and that others whose ideas now 
seem ridiculous to us, may -when we 
reach the same plane of vibration, be 
found to contain truth. Let us pull the 
beam out of our own eye, that we may 
see more clearly to pick the mote out of 
our brother’s eye.

And when his, or her ideas are re
pulsive to-us; let us think of the 
guinea hens, and exercise love, and 
kindness, which belong to a recognition 
of the universal brotherhood of human-

t Is the Kind of Work Which Counts in the Final and 
Spiritual Summing Up.

TELLS OF FELONS SAVED-MRS.
MAUD BALLINGTON BOOTH LEG- 
TURES AT THE AUDITORIUM— 
DESCRIBES WdRK OF HOPE 
HALL, TO WHICH 200 EX-CON- 
V.ICTS OWE OPPORTUNITY FOR 
BEGINNING ANEW, HONEST 
LIVES—MOST OF THEM KNOWN 
TO BE’KEEPING THEIR GOOD 
RESOLUTIONS-A LARGE AUDI
ENCE COMPOSED Ilf PART OF 
METHODIST DELEGATES HEARS 
HER. ’
Mrs. Maud Ballington Booth, the 

"Little Mother” of 8,000 peq who are . 
serving or have served I penitentiary 
sentences, stood before a I great audi
ence In the Auditprlut| lately arid 
pleaded for Justice for the criminal. 
Mrs. Booth was Introduced by Presi
dent Henry Wade Bogers of North
western University,' She was garbed 
as an officer in the Volunteers of Amer
ica. 'She spoke rapidly of the history 

zof the prison reform and Its results to 
an audience, composed largely of min
isters and laymen who aii delegates to 
the General Conference of. the Method
ist .church. Her address ¡Svaij one of a 
series given in connectibif.wlth the ses
sions of the conference. *’

Hope Hall In Cliieagd’ldjjd its work 
during the year of its existence had a 
place among the results which were de
scribed. Two hundred men released 
from Joliet have passed through -the 
Chicago home, Mrs. Bootlf$tated. They 
have been taken from thq prison in 
which they had served their sentences 
and brought to Chicago. They have 
passed a period at the hall and have 
been placed where they were able to 
lead honest Ilves If they desired. They 
have been given the opportunity which 
the man who has served, a sentence and 
comes from prison with the marks upon 
him does not have. 1

FEW GO BACK TO CRIMINAL 
LIVES;

Of these 200 men Mrs. Booth stated 
that more than 75 percent had realized 
the hope that they cduldj.be reclaimed. 
Such a. proportion site $ud she knew 
personally had not gon$ - back into ‘a 
criminal life. The others had gone Into 
other lands to make pew lives for them
selves, and there Was no reason to be
lieve that their fourse had been any 
less satisfactory than that of their com
rades whose present condition was 
known. . ''

The New York Hope Hall has re
ceived 800 men from . Slug Sing and 
other prisons. A similar . proportion of 
these men, Mrs. Booth affirmed, were 
living, honest, upright lives, and she as
serted her belief that i.t.was simply lack 
of knowledge of tlie whereabouts of the 
other men that prevented the known 
proportion from being larger. She re
lated some of the difficulties which had 
been experienced in establishing the 
homes In New York. The first, she said, 
had been placed In the city as an exper
iment. i •

“We leased the jiropel’ty before the 
neighbors knew what Wo were. When 
suddenly they did come.to a realization 
of our character they Imhiedlately took 
alarm. They did not raise a sensational 
cry against us, but thfey came quietly to 
us and said that they believed, in the 
work and wished us qlL, success, but 
they did not think the ■ City was the 
proper place In which to attempt it. 
'We needed a farm, they'said. We re
plied that we were sorry, but that the 
property had been leased and it would 
be Impossible to move. ? The experiment 
would have to succeed’orrfail there. It 
succeeded, and those people became our 
warm allies. When we decided it was 
best to move to a farm and were able 
to secure one we moved to Flushing. 
There an open opposition began and 
our neighbors complained that we 
should have staid in the; city, where 
there was a police force: to handle our 
men if there should be occasion for po
lice restraint. We made'the same reply 
that we had to stay where we were. 
The records of the police department 
have proven that there has been no in

' crease iri crime In the;.rieighborhood.
NEEDS OF THE MAN IN PRISON.
, Aside from her account of what had 
been accomplished for the man released 
from, prison after.his discharge, ' Mrs. 
Booth told of hls .needs, 'while'serving 
his sentence, and’.whatf the Volunteers’ 
Prisoners’ league had done to meet 
them. Some of The things she said were

iu the possibility of renovating human 
nature strengthened,

“How is it that we have 84,000 crim
inals in this country? How 1b it that 
our police records show so many to 
have become habitual criminals? Think 
of the millions of dollars which have 
gone to the heathen in foreign lands. I 
would not take a dollar of it back, but 
I would say that a few thousands could 
be given to the men in our prisons. 
Many In our prisons to-day would not 
have been there If there had been one 
loving, sympathetic hand stretched out 
to save them. What right have we to 
say that these men eannot be saved? 
Prison wardens have said that 85 per 
-cent of the men in the prisons cannot 
be anything else. They come out of the 
penitentiary swearing . reform. They 
try ft and fail. They go back to their 
prison and their message to those they 
left there is, ’There is nothing outside 
for you. The world, says to you, you 
have come out of a prison; we have 
nothing for you; you must prove your
self.' -Is it not hard to think that this 
occurs In a Christian land? Is It not 
cruel that a man should go out in hope 
of reform and be brought back crushed? 
If every Christian would let his sympa
thy go forth in the right direction we 
could save these men.”
SUPERSTITION OF GOOD PEOPLE.

Au obstacle to the success of the man 
released from a prison, Mrs. Booth 
said,, was found iu the superstition of 
good people that a man who had been 
once a criminal was always a criminal, 
a saying which, she said, good folks re
pented with parrot-like understanding.

“It was refuted by Christ on the 
cross,” she said, “when he said to the 
thief at his side: ‘This day thou shalt 
be with me In paradise.' It can be re
futed now. If I were asked what was 
the greatest need of prisoners I should 
say that It was much the same need 
that I have seen in the slums of great 
cities and in the drawing-rooms of rich 
families in the same great eitles In 
which Christ was not.

“When I entered upon the work I was 
told that I would meet old, hardened 

■ criminals. My'work was in tho State 
prisons aud -not fn-rhe-lesser reforma
tories, I met the worst class of prison
ers. I was told' that I should be cast
ing my seed upon barren roek. People 
told me that it would be absolutely 
fruitless. People sometimes know too 
much about conditions. I am glad that 
when I entered upon the work I knew 
nothing of what had been considered 
to hold good in tlie past. After four 
years I can tell you that it is the most 
fruitful work. I find that the land is 
just as good and brings forth just as 
beautiful fruit as any. Ministers who 
get disheartened over the results of 
their preaching should go straight to 
the nearest state prison. It is refresh
ing to talk to an audience confessedly at 
fault, and not one in which the individ
ual picks out the neighbor who was hit 
by the sermon.”
LEAGUE’S MEMBERSHIP IS 8,000.

Mrs. Booth described the results 
which have attended the prison work 
In the four years of Its life. The Volun
teer Prisoners’ league was organized

In closing Mrs. Booth spoke of the re
lation of the Volunteers of America to 
the churches. In .willingness to work 
with the churches'and to-permit mem
bers of the Volunteers to be members of 
churches, she said, was found the cardi
nal -difference between the Volunteers 
and the older society of the Salvation 
Army, which did not permit member
ship in churches. She disclaimed some 
of the methods of the older society. 
She said the Volunteers held to the be
lief that It was necessary to elevate the 
people among whom they worked to the 
standard of religion, and that It was 
not possible to lower the standard to the 
people’s level with good results. Speci
fying, she censured the use of what she 
termed a “slang religion” and her audi
ence applauded the distinctions she 
made.

Such- a record of good work accom
plished Inspires one with renewed faith 
in human nature and the success of 
well directed, kindly human, reforma
tory effort. The “Little Mother” of 
8,000 men who are serving or . have 
served penitentiary sentences, is doing

Dr. Savage’s Sermon—Nellie 
Temple Brigham.

The summer season is upon us when 
the spiritual meetings and various 
chinches close for the season, although 
most of our orthodox brethren keep 
their churches open through the hottest 
weather, because, I presume, they are 
afraid that if their church doors’were 
closed, some of their members might 
seek more liberal fields.

Dr. Minot J. Savage preached his fare
well sermon for the season at tho 
Church of the Messiah, Sunday, May 6, 
his subject was “Sunshine and Shad-

What this troubled old world needs 
Is less of quibbling over creeds, : 
Fewer words and better deeds. .
Less of “Thus and so shall you 
Think and act, and say and do.” 
More of “How may I be true?”
Less of wrangling over text;
Less of creed and code perplexed;
More of charity unvexed. .
Less of shouting:'“! alone ; 
Have a right to hurl the stone.” 
More of heart that'will condone. '
Less of ruling:, “Hear! You must 
Hold this tenqt, .wrong or just’’ 

- More of patient helpful trust,.
Less of microscopic scan . .
Óf the faults of.fellow'man. :

■ Mòre of bravé, uplifting plan. ‘ " 
' Less of dogma, less pretierise. ■ 
’ More belief that Providence
Will sanctify our common sensé/ 
More of chord of kindness blent 
O’er the discords of dissent • 
Then will come the great content.
"Just to be good and to do good.” 

. Simple, plain, for him who would
A creed that may be understood. .

Cordingley Kindly Criticized.
To the Editor:—In your issue of May 

19, is advertised, under the head of “Il
linois Camp-meeting,” the opening date 
of the Hlinois State .Spiritual . Camp
meeting, over, thb signatures of- G. V. 
Cordingley, president, and H. W. Mil
ler, (his private secretary) secretary-. ;

Now, a State Spiritualist Camp-meet
ing, or any camp-meeting to wear that 
name should be an organization of rep- 
resebtative'Spiritualists'■’of the State. 
Mr. Cprdingley, or anyone, else having 
sufficient funds, has a perfect right to 
establish a private camp-meeting or an
nual picnic, if he chooses, but to adver
tise it as “The State Spiritualist Camp- 
meetfng,” Is not the proper thing to do. 

■ The.writer hcreof has the larger, the 
higher interest of Spiritualism inborn 

“abd'lnbred, and hails with delight all 
movements calculated fcradvance that 
cause,-bbtsUch • misleading headlines^ 
should.be withheld from print in the 
Spiritualistic press. ! ■ :

Mr. Cordlngley.. has held an annual 
picnic on! the banks of .. the beautiful 
Deep Lake several years, and those who 
have camped In the grand old woods 
have no doubt : received some' benefit 
from- the rest and recuperation, but he: 
should give his camp the name of Deep 
Lake Camp, or some other appropriate 
name and only advertise such speakers 
and mediums as he is sure, of. This 
matter of flying under false colors Is do
ing him no good, hlsmeetlngs no good, 
and Spiritualism an injury.

. These lines are written In , perfect 
kindness toward Mr. Cordlngley. and all 
who are to be his helpers in this under
taking,' but with a-still deeper interest 
In genuine Spiritualism. £. FRIEND.

these: •
“Any agency that can help (them orit- 

sldejnust bégin inside.; ' • '
“I believe In puriismnènts; Tbelieye In 

.prisons; I belleye In discipline; I do' not 
believe In pampering: thè'prisoner; but 
I do believe in fair play. ' . .
. “When a man has been punished, im
prisoned and disciplined, and then re
leased he should be What the ■State says 
he is—a free man. -

“The use of the words/extconvict’ and 
‘ex-criminal’ Is unjust,, unfair, and un
American. We use the word ‘gradu
ate.’ It is fair and just;-- Théy are 
graduates . from the hardest-'school òf
discipline and training.. ;

“It is not preaching.that these, men 
want. It is loving. ■ . .

“Ministers should go to, a State prison 
and talk to /he' rBidlenee they would 
have there. .It is'icTreshing to preach 
to men confessedly/at fitult. .

"We have no right to' take men and 
keep them , so long tl|at. they .never pan 
be like' other Tnen. sp ¡that their . walk 
and their look, betray ? their imprison
ment. ■ ' • ' '

four years ago. It now has a member
ship of 8,000 men in eleven State pris
ons. These men pledge themselves to 
an honest life and to a maintenance of 
the prison discipline. There Is no nar
row line drawn for them. They are 
not required to subscribe to any creed. 
The membership of the league com
prises Roman Catholics, Protestants, 
Jews, and infidels.

“I was told at first,” said Mrs. Booth, 
"that I must not expect the results 
which had attended the beginning of 
the work to be permanent, but would 
have to consider them as the effects of 
a revival. The hopelessness of the men 
at first was disheartening. They said 
it was no use—that it would be Impossi
ble for them to do any better than they 
were doing. The results have proven 
that the forecasts of the former and the 
forebodings of the latter were both 
without foundation.” •

With reference to the condition of the 
men who come out of 'the prisons and 
enter Hope Hall temporarily, Mrs. 
Booth quoted the statements of people 
who claimed their ability to detect a 
man who had served a sentence by the 
downfallen look of his eyes and his 
slouching stgps. ,

“Have we any right to make a man 
look so that after serving a sentence of 
fifteen or more-years he is unable to 
look like other men?” she said. "Some 
prison regulations require a prisoner to 
look down whenever- he passes any one. 
You or I would acquire the same'prac
tice If we were obliged to force our
selves to’it during a'period of fifteen or 
longer years.”
PRAISES THE INDETERMINATE

' .■ SENTENCE.'-
Mrs. Booth, praised the indeterminate 

sentence, under which men are sent to 
Joliet and stated her belief that it 
would be universally adopted Un State 
prisons. - The abuses to which she re
ferred and which she said stamped & 
man as-a convict for life in his appear
ance were passing away. The men who 
had passed through homes which the 
Volunteers of America established. In 
New York and Chicago, she said; have 
represented all classes of men released 
from confinement. They have included 
men who have served six consecutive 
terms and men whose service had 
reached twenty and : thirty years. 
There were, she admitted, cases in 
which the man had been a member of 
the prison organization and who, after 
his release, went wrong and was re
turned to his prison.. They were few, 
she maintained, in proportion to the 
men who came out and began life anew 
with good results, ; ■ .

The work is maintained now by priv
ate, subscription, but it would, she 
stated, soon, receive the support of~ the 
State, which would- recognize that- It 
taeant a savings -thousands of ’dollars.'

“I have come out of prison work .far 
from disheartened. I:fcnJ>w that in each: 
heart there is a .spot, which can .be 
touched. Youcannot legislate for these 
men in the mass. .You must deal with 
them individually. I-have come back 
from prison work with my confidence

of Spiritualist belongs individually to 
us, unless -we pledge ourselves anew, 
With solemn earnestness each rising 
morn, to consecrate our powers all to 
the service of the cause so dear to us, 
namely, the cause of Spiritualism? Can 
the cause of Spiritualism and of human
ity be separated by the smallest fraction 
of one degree? We know that they can 
not; for these are but different names 
for one and the same thing. Then with 
the mental, or spoken enunciation of 
this solemn pledge of consecration, our 
mind must instantly fly to India, and 
there behold In spirit—not in imagina
tion, the appalling picture of gloom, de
spair and death, while we in our com
fortable beds, are perhaps content to 
merely wish them well, and to hope for 
better news next time!

We are secure in the confident feeling 
that this visitation of untold distress 
can never come to us. Judging from our 
actions, we recognize no responsibility 
attaching to ourselves while the truth 
is, tlie very horrors which they are now 
enduring will be yours and mine, and 
Intensified a thousand fold, when we 
wake up to the consciousness of our 
neglect of opportunity In this matter.

It Is as though'In our very household, 
our own brothers and sisters, our own 
fathers and mothers and children, were 
starving to death by slow inches—actu
ally dying before our very eyes, while 
we persist In nursing our apathy by liv
ing on In the midst of many comforts 
and some of the very luxuries of life, 
utterly neglecting—that is to say refus
ing, to lift one finger in the effort to re
lieve those stricken ones! Can such a 
course be less than savage? Is it not 
monstrous in the last degree?

True, distance intervenes: but this 
only serves to lessen the effect upon a 
certain class of minds. It does not 
change the principle one lota. Because 
we prefer to remain in the stupor of in
difference toward this immeasureable 
array of human suffering, are we there
fore released from the corresponding re
sponsibility?

Three years ago we were weighed in 
the balance and as a reform body were 
we not for the most part found want
ing? A generous response went out 
from our great West, as well as East, 
when that moan of Death was wafted 
across the friendly bosom of the Pacific 
calling for our aid at that time; but how 
much of this was due to the concerted 
work of many Spiritualists? No such 
work is recorded that I have seen. That 
opportunity was great, yet small in 
comparison with the present.

Much is also being done in the pres
ent crisis by the people of the nations 
who have not felt the famine. In the 
name of Humanity I ask, Spiritualists, 
what are we doing to electrify the 
world; to move on far In advance of all 
others in demonstrating to the slothful 
that the humanity Impulse—a supreme 
desire to relieve and to prevént suffer
ing is the chief corner stone of all true 
reform? If indifference toward suffer
ing humanity has hitherto been a 
crime, It is henceforth the unpardon
able sin. ,

If we proceed at once to donate some
thing—if each Spiritualist In every com
munity outside of stricken India, will 
appropriate so much money—from ten 
cents to ten thousand dollars—accord
ing to our means, to be forwarded there 
In the form of provisions, at the earliest 
possible moment the effect will be like 
magic. The relief of those dying mill
ions will be almost Instantaneous! And 
this-is not all, for we ourselves will be 
the greatest beneficiaries! Let me tell 
you why. Those sufferers will énjoy 
the food which this earth affords; but 
our erstwhile starving souls will liter
ally feast on the fruit of heaven. This 
heavenly fruit Is the gratitude of. an
gels, expressed to us in no uncertain 
terms. I have tasted of this fruit of 
heaven. “I speak that I do know, and 
testify that I have seen” and felt and 
heard. ■ ■

I appeal to you then, Spiritualists, one 
and all,, let us flx a day, say the first 
Sunday, after this message is received, 
whenever that may be, and each and all 
donate pro rata, as nearly as may be, a 
sum for the, relief of these our dying 
comrades whose mute appeal comes to 
us all, from that land so near while yet 
so far away.

Yours In faith, hope and love, - 
THOS. H. B. COTTON.

San Francisco, Cal.

ow.” He announced from his pulpit 
.that he was very sorry that he should 
not have the pleasure of preaching to 
bis people again until next October. It 
Is on account of his poor health tha\ ho 
has gone away/or a complete rest. 
Many thousands wish that his health 
may be restored to him by the coming 
season.

It has been surprising to me In one 
way that so many Spiritualists have at
tended Dr. Savage’s sermons the past 
season, and then again it was not sur
prising, for where else eould one get 
such true spiritual food as he has given 
In his season’s discourse? As 1 came 
out of the church this last Sunday, a 
lady turned to a gentleman and said, 
"In case we should never have tho 
chance to hear Dr. Savage again, what 
a sweet memory this discourse, 'Sun
shine and Shadow,’ will be to those that 
heard it." .

Mrs. Nellie Temple Brigham closes 
her spiritual meetings In this city the 
second Sunday in June, and then goes 
to lier beautiful home at Elm Grove In 
the Berkshire Hill in Massachusetts. I 
have at various times mailed samples 
of The Progressive Thinker to some of 
my orthodox friends in various parts of 
the country, and have received very 
kind letters from some, but the past 
week I received a letter from a lady In 
a Massachusetts town to whom I had 
mailed The Progressive Thinker at va
rious times, in which she stated that 
she was exceedingly obliged fop the pa
pers mailed, but sho still believed In 
old-fashioned Methodism, also aji old- 
fashioned heaven, and an old-fashioned 
hell, and did not intend to change her 
views, and I eould not help exclaiming 
on reading the letter that those people 
that liked their little hell and enjoyed 
It, it would be the last thing I should 
care to take away from them, but feel ■ 
pity for them to think they cannot or 
will not see the true light ahead.

I wish to thank you for Volume 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death which 1 have 
received. 1 am glad to possess this 
book If for only one thing and that Is 
the sermon, “The Voices of the Dead,” 
by Minot J. Savage, and.that one dis
course ought to make thousands want 
to possess the book. L heard Dr. Sav
age deliver that sermon some years 
back on an Easter Sunday, at the 
Church of the Unity In Bosion, and at 
the time it was published thousands of 
copies were disposed of and it then 
went out of print, and had to be repub
lished again. You have done a grand 
thing to reprint this great sermon in 
your new volume, and that along ought 
to bring many subscribers to The Pro
gressive Thinker to get your fine gift of 
Volume 3 of the Encyclopedia of Death. 
If people think they are too poor to sub
scribe for the paper and get this fin« 
book, I should think they would live on 
one meal a day and send for this grand 
yearly spiritual feast.

New York. J. OSBORNE LUNT.

A little wit and a great deal of ill- 
nature will furnish a man for satire; but 
the greatest .instance and value of wit 
Is to commend well.—Tillotson.

Ask the heart to give a reason for any 
of its. beautiful and divine motions, and 
it can only look upwards and be dumb. 
—Lowell. ■ , .

Nothing destroys. authority so" much 
as the unequal and untimely., inter
change of power, pressed too far and 
relaxed too much.—Bacon.

Heaven must be In me before I can be 
in heaven.—Stanford.— -

What is ambitious hope to me?
What were a glorious name?

What would It profit me to be 
First In the lists of Fame?

There is another voice I hear, 
Each hour that passes by;

It harps forever on my ear: 
Remember, thou must die!

I’ve gazed aloft upon the star - 
That heroes glory In,

And sometimes deemed it not too fa.
For even me to win;

But when to tread Fame's slip'ry 
track,

Ambition bode me try.
This thought forever held me back; 

Remember, thou must die!
I’ve thought upon the charms of gold, 

And fancied It were sweet, -
Its smiling treasures to behold 

All shining at my feet.
But when I looked upon my hoards, 

Although my heart beat nigh.
I still could hear those burning words: 

Remember, thou must die!
I tried the cup of pleasure, too.

And drained it to the lees;
But found, as all must find it true 

That pleasures cannot please;
Her sparkling bowl seemed sweet 

awhile.
But soon the fount went dry, 

And then I heard, with bitter smile:
Remember, thou must die!

Then let Ambition, Power, Fame ’ 
And Wealth and Pleasure flee— :

They cannot for a moment claim 
Dominion over me.

Let others in their rounds rejoice— 
Let others rate thqm high—

Let me obey that warning voice, ■ 
Let me prepare to die.

“The Spiritualism of Nature.” By, 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M.D., M. A., Ph. D. Price $1. 
For sale at this office. . . -

“A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents. _
- “Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P. Phblon. For sale at this office, 
Price, 25 cents.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50. For sale 
at this office.
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LIFE AND EXPERIENCE IN SPIRIT INO
A Series of Letters from Spirit Franz Petersilea 

to His Son, Carlyle Petersilea.

LETTER N UMBER TWENTY-THREE.

In our last letter we spoke of the ancient Chinese, and 
intimated that they had, in the earlier ages, been sun wor
shipers; they also believed that their ancestors had come 
from, the sun to the earth, and they thought at death all 
who had led good lives on earth returned to the sun— 
that is to say, the visible sun was to them what the Chris
tian’s invisible heaven is to him. They believed that the 
souls of the departed were traveling hack and forth on the 
sunbeams or rays of light. , .. . ,

Perhaps we can make ourselves better understood if we 
say that to them the sun was God, the moon his wife, the 
stars their children, and they had names for all the big 
and little stars. Some were male and othejj’s. ; fenicie.

. Still they did not believe that all souls went, directly to 
G od or the sun. They knew nothing of the'révqlùtjòn ôf 
the planets, but thought that the sun’s disk .was- simply 
the face of God, his body being invisiblè.óy, ïffther, con
cealed by cerulean draperies. If the day was.bright and 
clear, God was pleased with them; if dark ahd foggy, God 
was displeased. If the clouds were heavy ^and jarpught ‘ 
Tain, they thought God had gotten over liis displeasure 
and with his two invisible hands had gathered the dark
ness and fog together and thrown it away from him in the 
form of rain, afterward smiling upon thèffì'inQi'e brightly 
than ever; and thus even his anger was beneficent; but 
when there were thunder and lightning, .'lie -was very 
wrathful. The lightning was caused by his flashing eyes, 
the thunder the sound of "his awful voice in anger; and 
when the rain came down he was beginning to be pleased 
once more. The winds were the breath of God, or God 
breathing. If the winds were heavy, God was weary; if 
mild, God was more at his ease; and thus of all the various 
manifestations of nature. They thought that God swal
lowed the souls of all who were worthy to become his 
food, and afterward purged them forth, when their vir
tues and best qualities had been appropriated by him; 
that they then again returned to eaj'th and absorbed the 
virtues and good qualities of their relatives and friends 
and once more returned to God as servants loaded with 
good things for him; they were again swallowed, again 
purged forth; and thus they were going and coming at all 
times. God had also to feed his wife and children—the 
moon and stars—and ij was considered the greatest hap
piness that could come to a soul, to be one of the servants 
worthy to feed God, or for God to feed upon.

Afterward arose the idea of feeding God with other 
things beside human souls, and so crept in the idea of 
sacrificing animal life, also fruit offerings. By thus do
ing, (tod would spare to them their children, for they 
thought him particularly fond of good, beautiful, inno
cent, little children; and possibly their other friends 
might not die, or go to feed God, quite go soon; for, al
though it was the greatest possible honor, still, love for 
their little ones and nearest friends sometimes conquered 
all oilier feelings. A mother’s grief and tears over a sick 
or dying child, often caused the father to go forth to find 
a substitute in the form of an animal, or choice fruits, 
begging God to take these instead, and spare the child to 
its mother a little longer.

God's wife, the moon, was a little coy, and wore a veil 
much of the time; sometimes covering her face’wholly and 
often partially and coquettishly drawing it aside.

When,the sun went down at night, they thought he had 
gone to visit regions of darkness, or a place corresponding 
somewhat to the hell of the Christians. The earth being 
flat, this region was under or beneath it; they had an idea 
that this region was filled with horrible and grotesque 
monsters and all manner of things that were strange and 
frightful and to this region wicked' or bad souls went, for 
God would not feed upon them, they were obnoxious to 
him, did not tempt his appetite, consequently, he threw 
them from him and they sank into an abyss and roamed 
in darkness beneath the earth; but they were not destined 
to roam there forever, for God, or the sun, went daily to 
see if any had repented of their follies and become good 
enough for him to feed upon; if so, he immediately swal
lowed them and the next day purged them forth and they 
were then able’to retain their earthly friends. Their 
bitter experience, beneath the earth, had taken away all 
desire to do wrong, and they were now good and holy, or 

- restored to be the servants of God; so, no matter what the 
sun might do, it was all-powerful, all-beneficient in the 
end.

This is a very slight, brief synopsis of what the very, 
very ancient Chinese believed; also what many other very 
ancient peoples believed; in fact, all sun worshipers had 
similar ideas; afterward came regular paganism as related 
by various historians, but we need not here enter into all 
the complex details of paganism; others have done this far 
better than we can, especially in a short letter which is to 
be published in a weekly paper.

Now no one at the present day should laugh at these 
ideas of infantile races, for they were great, grand truths 
in an undeveloped condition.

These ancient Chinese had no idea that there were 
other earths or worlds than the one on which they found 
themselves; but their crude minds understood, in this 

. way, that which their eyes beheld. The struggling mind 
grasped the first great principles of nature, artd underly
ing each idea was a grand truth. It is not the unsophis- 

- 'tieated natives that are farthest away from truth, but 
oftenOr the educated, wily priest, and the rich, powerful, 
selfish ones of earth. The Christian religion was only 
Paganism artfully worked up into what is now called 
Christianity. Tell the fashionable popular minister of 

' your present day, that his God was originally the Joss or 
Thunder God of ancient China, meaning, simply, thè 
suiij and he would not believe you; nejther would he be
lieve that his hell was originally the region supposed to 

. be beneath the flat earth, since worked over to suit the in
terests of the Romish Church. They have added the 
Devil and the fire—jet the idea of the Devil was borrowed 
from an ancient nanie, Lucifer, the great, bright evening 

. star, falling, as it does, so quickly from near the zenith to

form myself, truthfully, on this all important subject, und 
those speculations and theories are not the correct ones. 
No one ought, now, to accuse me of desiring' to foist my 
belief on others, or magnifying my own importance, or to 
think that I, personally, have discovered some great truth 
not before known to man, therefore swell up in stubborn 
pride, believing myself right and all others wrong; and, 
by so doing, becoming a stumbling-block to all farther 
progress, thereby falling rayself into the bogs of error and 
uncertainty. If all worlds were composed of star-dust, 
nebulae, fire-mist, vortex swirl, and so forth, and so forth, 
all worlds would be alike; you would not, and could not 
have a variety. All would, necessarily, be either suns 
or moons or stars.

Now thè sun of your system of worlds is the only one 
that gives out light and heat; the other planets have no 
light and heat of their own, and would not be visible to 
your earth at all but for the light from the sun, which is 
shining upon them, thus making them visible to your eyes 
when your part of the earth is in darkness or shadow—in 
its own shadow—as that part of it is turned away from 
the sun. . _

“Well,” you reply, “every schoolboy understands this.” 
Granted, (hat the greater part of them do; but tjiey do not 
understàijd why the sun alone of all your system of 
worlds, gives, forth heat and light, while the other worlds 
qre dark and cold, neither do they, when looking at 
Jupiter, understand why he has bejfs or Saturn rings; 
why they each have so many moons; why your earth has 
a moon; why Mars presents such a strange appearance, 
and so forth. Your star-dust, nebulae, fire-mist, and 
vortex theories, will never smooth out, nor answer, truth
fully these-important questions..

Now do not call my son Carlyle in question. He 
knows nothing of it. His whole life, thus far, has been 
given to music! He has never given a dozen thoughts to 
other worlds than the one on which he resides. , Music 
has occupied his every thought and all ills time since 
early childhood. He commenced teaching music when a 
boy, and when he was studying in Germany, with the old 
masters, still taught all the pupils he could obtain at that 
early age, himself studying day and night, giving the 
usual hours, recitals and recitations at the conservatory of 
Leipzig, and on returning to America, after helping to 
found the New England Conservatory, becoming its first 
and principal professor of piano playing, for many years; 
still, not content he instituted a large conservatory of his 
own, teaching therein all day, and every day except Sun
day and playing nearly every evening, until near itiid- 
uight, at various concerts and piano recitals.

No, no, my friends. He has scarcely had a moment for 
thought outside of music during the whole course of his 
life, and as for reading, he has actually never read any
thing except a novel or two, with occasionally a cursory 
glance at the daily newspapers. He has had no time for 
much but music. So do not blame him for anything that 
I, his father, may write. He has suffered enough on my 
account already. I swear to you, dear friends, one and 
all, that it is I—Franz Petersilea—the spirit, soul, or 
angel of his father, that controls and does this writing. 
He is a great and peculiar sensitive. He and I were 
never alike, not in the least. He found his rightful call
ing in music; not so was it with me. Although music was 
r.iy profession, it should not have been. I have now found 
my rightful place or culling, and it should have been on 
earth just what I have now found it—a writer and a 
searcher after the great eternal laws and principles under
lying and governing the universe. 1 think I have now 
said enough to put things in their right and proper light. 
I do not wish credit, name or fame. I am above and be
yond all this, being a denizen of the celestial world; but, 
I wish to give trulli to the lower world and truth alone— 
truth as I have found it, experienceTit, lived it in my own 
person; but, to go on with the subject in hand—the true 
theory of world-building.

The true theory of world building is the atomic theory, 
as I myself have actually seen and found to be so. I did 
not discover this great truth. It was discovered thou
sands of years ago and taught in ancient Greece, Aristotle 
being one of its expounders. 1 have often met and held 
long conversations with this grand soul and most wise 
teacher. I have visited other worlds in company with 
him and others like him; and this great truth has been 
demonstrated to me beyond the shadow of a doubt. I 
have visited the sun, together with him and others, and 
have discovered—know positively—that it is not at all 
like the earths, that it is not an inhabited planet, that it t*  
not now a compact and solid earth, that it is composed of 
two distinct and separate bodies, that it is now spiritual or

About the Christian Religion
IT IS“ THOROUGHLY ANALYZED

BY A CALIFORNIAN.
“The Christian religion," said Thomas 

Paine, “Is! an outrage on common sense; 
why arejjieoplqjafraid to think?” As a 
rule tho^e whojare afraid to think are 
afraid bh'caiisot; they were taught in 
childhood that/they had no right to 
think, their duty being to believe what 
the priert, and ,J)ie preacher told them. 
No greater injustice was ever done any 
human being tlian to deny his right to 
think and-to enforce that denial through 
the power of fear; and yet that has ever 
been tho mission of the advocates and 
exponents of, Christianity. By denying 
the right to think contrary to their 
teachings, and. threatening their de
luded dupes with the eternal wrath of 
God should Jhey do so, the priesthood 
has. perpetuated for centuries an absurd 
and unreasonable system of religion, 
that otherwise would long ago have dis
appeared as, a factor in the affairs of 
mankind. Christianity can put up no 
defence frojn the standpoint of reason 
that“ entitles It to serious consideration 
for one moipent. Mystery and miracle 
are its foundation, and the only word 
that properly and accurately defines it 
is “fable." Yet look at the power it has 
wielded in the world and does yet, and 
all because of the fact it has been suc
cessful jn denying the right to exercise 
the thinking faculties, .

Childhood is pre-eminently the period 
of credulity,, afid that is the period in 
life to which these enemies of intellec
tual freedom—which is the fountain 
head of all oilier kinds—have always 
applied their greatest efforts. Enslave 
the mind in childhood and you secure 
your victim to,.-superstition, has ever 
been the motto and the rule of action 
pursued. by ¿them. . Said Archbishop 
Riordan a few years ago, “men and 
women may, acquire religion, but it is 
seldom,” and quoted that old maxim so 
aged and so accurate—"as the twig is 
bent,etc.” , ..

What better testimony does any man 
want regarding the weakness of Chris
tianity than ihls from one of the church 
fathers? He gave the absurdity and 
foolishness of the whole system away 
when he declared the almost impossi
bility of getting-mon and women to 
accept it.

Verily, religion of whatever brand, 
has.no greater foe than reason, and men 
and women whose minds are not 
stunted in childhood, have generally so 
developed that greatest of man’s fac
ulties that a .black coat and a sanctified 
and solemn countenance can neither 
terrify nor carry conviction to the 
mind, when presenting their old and 
well-woi'n fiibb?.

Mental paralysis Induced in childhood 
is the only hope.pf Christianity, wlfether 
of the CiiJliollc,or Protestant movement, 
for neither ever, did or ever will con
sent to Jet. their],victims reach manhood 
and wojpanhpo/i before they try to 
catch thpm. It,just as easy to teach 
a child, ail erro| as a truth, for doubt 
has not been dpyeloped by experience,

consider what it really Is, a baseless be
lief thoroughly organized to dominate 
society and government, he can but 
wonder at what it has succeeded in do
ing. Every step of human progress has 
met with its opposition, and every man 
who has dared to enlarge his creed 
while clinging to the name of Christian, 
has met with about as much hatred and 
persecution as the unbeliever on the i 
outside. Stagnation in any portion of j 
Nature’s works Is offensive and repug
nant, but stagnated thought that is ■■ 
dead to live ideas and healthy progres
sion, is the ideal condition of Chris- . 
tlanity. It has never wanted to know 
anything not found in the scriptures and 
the creeds, and the rumpus Mr. Hillis 
stirred up the other day in Beecher's 
old pulpit by dramatically fighting a 
dead fake, among all rational minds, 
shows how quick “brotherly love” can 
change to something else. The man who 
tampers with the Presbyterian' creed 
becomes a theological 'outlaw in less 
time than it took its Immortal founder 
to burn Servetus, and he is told if he 
doesn't resign he will be kicked out.

“How beautiful it is for brethren to 
dwell together in unity," but in order to 
do so, it seems necessary not to enter
tain any thoughts which would fail, to 
meet the approval. of that sixteenth 
century fiend—John Calvin. Still if a 
man is really a Christian he must be a 
hell-jire advocate,' for that is the doc
trine of the book ; and when renounced, 
it places that person among the long 
and growing list of unbelievers. Every 
revolution of the earth adds to this 
number, and the emancipation of the 
human mind from those “outrages on 
common sense,” goes steadily on, 
though not rapidly enough to dispel the 
wonder how any person of mature age 
can still be bamboozled by those 
“Impostors who deceive their fellow 
men." CHANNING SEVERANCE.

KEEP
YOUR

ON
OUR MAINJREMIUMS.

The Progressive Thinker one year 
and Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World, an 
intensely Interesting, instructive and 
fascinating work, $1.25. The' twenty- 
five cents only pays a little more tffan 
the postage and the expense of mailing. 
The price of this work to the truffe is 
$1.50. This book will constitute our 
main premium for the remainder of 
1900, and up to May 30,1901. It Is very 
valuable. It will hold your attention 
throughout, and will teach you a much 
needed lesson. The postage on the 
above book, which we prepay, is 
ten cents, hence it is almost a gift to 
our subscribers. It is furnished at con
siderable less than actual cost to us.

*— » r——— — • — . —.
Los Angeles, Cal. )

gaseous in its nature, that it holds in solution all the ele
ments, and many more that the men of earth know noth
ing about—that the light and heat of the sun is caused by 
the playing back and forth of the great eternal principles 
of which its bodies are composed, call them by whatever 
names it may please you, carbon, magnetism, electricity, 
spirit and matter, gases, positive and negative forces, hy
drogen, nitrogen, oxygen, anything and everything.

One of the bodies of the sun is as black as night and th(\ 
eye of man never rested upon it; the other is, apparently, 
a pale amber flame. They lie millions of miles apart but 
always directly opposite each other; they roll in their 
orbits exactly at the same rate. We might, to make things 
simple and plain, call the black body carbon and the am
ber one magnetism. This is as nearly true as any other 
form of speech that could be understood by mankind. 
The magnetic body is forever setting the carbonic body on 
fire; then, as the light and heat shoot forth, the magnetic 
body gathers them all up, sending them back again in 
great magnetic waves, so that neither the one or the other 
loses anything—so that the playing back and forth of 
these elements can and will be kept up for what would 
seem to man an eternity; yet, changes will eventually 
come to it.

The sun, in one sense, is a v$et electric light; one being 
naturally a great chemical laboratory, the other the at
tractive power drawing all these elements to itself and 
thereby bursting into flaming light an<j. beauty.

“ Now all this, as yet, has not been discovered by the sci-

the horizon and sinking out of sight sooner than any 
other star in the heavens. This star was also called Luei- 
fer, the light-bearer, when it was the morning star, but it 
is now called Venus. It is really tho planet Venus. 
Think of that beautiful star being the originator of the 
horrible idea of endless hell-fire and Satan of the Devil 
being cast from heaven into hell or utter darkness. Do 
they realize that the Christ idea was simply the Pagan idea 
of the birth of the new year, formerly called the Savior of 
the world, as it really is, for if the sun did not return to 
-the spring and summer solstices, man and beast would 
alike starve and perish. - - ’

Of course you of to-day know that it is not the sun that 
does return, but the revolving earth as it oscillates back 

‘and forth in its revolution around the , sun. ' Do. these 
fashionable ministers realize that they are preaching more 
ignorant ideas than even their papan ancestors ever cher- 
iihed—that they are really farther away from the truth 
than the sun-worshipers or pagans wete? Such is the- 
fact however. . - ~

Now there was a Jesus of Nazareth, as we hâve be
fore, stated. He was an enthusiastic reformer, as many 

_ other men have. been. He.is so still, as an angel and ex
' ailed teacher, saving mankind and spirits from error, lead

ing them gently toward the light and thé truth, ■
We have said there was a great truth underlying each 

idea of’the most ancient peoples. First: The idea that 
they originally came from the sun. >

Now your earth was really one of the many rings 
thrown off from the sun, and was not formed independ
ently of-the sun from fire-mist or star-dust or nebulae, dr 
from the swirl of a vortex. .. ’ j

Now I am a spirit and I have taken great pains to in-

entific men of earth, but it soon will be and. then many 
things will be clear that before were dark and beyon’d 
comprehension. No one should say, “I have got the 
truth and all the truth.” Whenever one says tlufe, prog
ress is at an end; such an one puts himself in.the way of 
all progress, although claiming to be progressive. What 
I have here told, I know, positively, as a spiritual being; 
but I do not know it all. There are countless ages yet 
for nra to Jive and learn; blit when we here do discover a 
great mi th, we like, "and really must, if we can, give it to • 
the earthly worlds, each to his native world if possible.

“Well,” you now ask me, “how is it that .the atomic the
ory is correct?” I will tell you in my next letter, also how 
the planets came to be thrown off from the sun, as they 
certainly have been;, but, in the meantime, go and buy 
“The Discovered Country.” Yira will find' these great 
truths elaborated in detail in that book. ,

Now, iCTs not personalities we want, but truth. It is 
not who gives the truth but, is it truth? Personalities 
should be sunk in truth—the truth appearing but not the 
person who is used as the medium for giving it to the 
worlcL Fifty years ago as much truth was given to the 
world as it at that time could comprehend and make use 
of, but if the world were to stop there it would never get a 
step farther. The ones who gave great truths to the 
world at that time are not able now, while in the body, to 
go much beyond them. They have done their work, oth
ers now must take it up and go on. This is the only way 
to get ahead. Those whom the spirits used fifty years ago 
were, at that time, sensitives; but, the years have made 
them positive, consequently the spirits cannot use them 
for mediums as they formerly could. They should not 
clog the wheels, but be joyful that the work can still be 
carried forward. .

To be continued.) - '

The trouble we expect scarcely ever comes. How much 
pain the evils cost us that have never happened.—Jfoor*.

and thcjjiii cunning and crafty mlnd- 
euslavei'f.'.to us.y'n classical expression, 
are’thoroughly pnto their job.

The Sabbath school is Uie bulwark of 
Bible nonsense,,<and many a promising 
intellect ia:ther«rburled so deeply under 
theological rubbish it never escapes the 
haudlcapjln aftiil' life. Here we see the 
difference.Ju marked contrast between 
science,i;nd.religion. Science says to 
mature tpanltopiUand womanhood, here 
are some .(gets presented for. your con
sideration;.subject them to every possi
ble test of reason that their truth may 
be established in your minds. Believe 
nothing because affirmed by a scientist, 
but probe, investigate, dissect and ana
lyze, for facts; Instead of shunning 
these tests invite them, and in no other
way can they be established. Says re
ligion: “Don’t reason; If you do you are 
lost; believe, believe, believe or be 
damned forever.!’’

It is no mystery why men and women 
seldom acquire religion, for they have 
learned the use and value of reason, 
which, when applied to any, soon leaves 
It without a prop on which to rest. Re
ligions are man-made products, and the 
reason we have different kinds is be
cause different men have made them.

There is nothing in the Christian re
ligion that is essential to the happiness 
of mankind, and the proof for this 
affirmation is found in the fact that no 
one feels a desire for it who was not 
contaminated with it in childhood. 
When presented to a native of Japan, 
China, India or Turkey, it is declined 
with thanks, for no want exists to make 
It a necessity. It pfesents the world 
with absolutely nothing that is needed, 
for it has only faith to present in con
nection with another conscious state of 
existence; and any one can cherish that 
belief if they wish, as did Plato before 
Christianity was ever heard of. re
ligion with no knowledge to give is not 
a very important affair, and that is 
Christianity exactly. Faith is not only 
its corner-stone but the whole founda
tion, and when that is founded on a 
fable, a rational man. needs but little 
time to discern its real value.

Christianity has been more or less 
eulogized because of its standard of 
morals, but among them all where do 
we find any new ones which it gave to 
the world? It has presented none; and 
the world has always had a universal 
standard that fitted every time and oc
casion where civilization had existence. 
Robbery, rape, arson/ murder or any 
form of violence are everywhere con
sidered crimes, "and we do not have to 
consult the mythical Jesus to find this 
out. When: ahything interferes through 
human agency; 'with the fundamental 
law of life—sdlf preservation—it Is 
known and recognized by all men as a 
wrong, and no system of religion is re
quired' to1 “demonstrate it. ’

The neSffive' manner in which Con
fucius presented“ the so-called golden 
rule, is the’ pi'optf way to -work it, and 
covers the' whdltt ground to be con
sidered in man’s relation to man. If 
generally" praCtided it would Insure a 
world of ptace alid harmony compared 
with what we stalfiow, and nothing that 
Christianity offers would do any more. 
Natural nftralltyV in other words the 
rules for ffiuman donduct which the ex-' 
perlence Ufld association of human be
ings engender," iff> always sufficient to 
guide mankind; And no voice from the 
throne ofiXJod oil the realms of priest
craft, is fiefeded to sbnpe and direct the 
duties of then inlkheif'social relations. 
But the'morals I of Christianity have 
been referred to simply to show the 
world has incurred no debt for them, as 
they contain nothing new. The princi
pal consideration yliieh Christianity in
vites, is due to its theological doctrines 
and its Influence on the human mind. 
Both are not onlk_bad but very bad, and 
the record of this religion, whose myth
ical founder left neither name nor deed 
on the pages. Of profane history, has 
added more to the horrors of the world 
and the miseries of mankind, than any 
other cause revealed by past records.: 
Persecution and. mental slavery have' 
been its specialties,, and the.spirit of, In-' 
tolepahco. though unable to act as freely, 
as formerly, is Just as strong in desire 
as «ver. ',• , .

Glte Christianity the power it. once 
possessed, andllberty of thought would 
again disappear. When one stops t« 
analyze this monster of. tyranny, and U

Seance With the Brockways.
I wish to relate the results of two sit

tings I had recently with the most won
ful psychic it has been my good fortune 
to meet, Mr. Charles Brockway, of the 
Pacific coast. I have had a number of 
very convincing tests on previous occa
sions, but the nature of this one being 
so different and so conclusive, I consid
er It my duty to place It before the read
ers of your paper.

Eight years ago my wife’s uncle, a 
non-believer, gave me a sealed message 
to have answered by a certain slate- 
wrltlng medium. He intended the mes
sage as a joke on me, as he considered 
me the victim of a base deception. 
Later he gave me a message In a 
sealed envelope, addressed to a Spirit. 
I took it awaiting the opportunity to 
place it in the hands of a proper medi
um. I laid It in my trunk until that 
time would arrive. Years passed, and I 
failed to find the right medium until on 
the 5th of May, 1900, when I called on 
Mr. Brockway. I handed him my ques
tion, which was sealed by my uncle, 
and he Immediately returned it to me. 
During the sltjlng he mentioned the 
name of Pottenger. I replied, “I know 
the name.” Then he said, “Mead Pot
tenger." The Pottengers were friends 
of my family. The sitting closed and 
my questions were answered satlsfacto- 
torlly.

The next Sunday night I attended a 
meeting at Garfield Hall, given by the 
Brockway “Family. Envelopes and 
cards were passed through the large au
dience for questions to be written, 
sealed and delivered to the platform. 
After listening to the beautiful music 
by I’.rof, Blume & Co., Mrs. A. Brock
way delivered an Impressive invocation, 
then I stepped to Ibe stage and handed 
Mr. Brockway the sealed envelope 
given me eight years ago; he took ft, 
grasped my hand and commenced to 
personate by words and gestures the 
character of a suicide and called out 
the name of Pottenger. “Why did I com
mit suicide?” Mead Pottenger then re
plied through the medium, Mr. Brock
way, “I did not have a just cause.” 
After repeating the same, Mr. Brock
way handed me the envelope and re
quested It opened and read to the audi
ence. I broke the seal and read as fol
lows: “Is the spirit of Mead Pottenger 
present? Would he be willing to state 
why he committed suicide?” As soon 
as I had finished reading the above, Mr. 
B. started to call a number and re
quested It yto be copied. He then told 
me to compare the numbers given to the 
number of the works as well as the 
case of my watch, which had not been 
in Mr. Brockway’s touch. The num
bers were found to be correct and he 
asked me if I Would be willing to take 
oath that I was not a confederate of 
his, and I answered that I was willing 
to take the oath that I was not a con
federate.

My next sitting was on the Sth, one of 
my questions addressed to the spirit of 
Prof. Samuel Hammitt (who gave me 
the sealed envelope some eight years 
ago, and passed to spirit life two years 
ago last January).

“The question you gave in a sealed 
envelope 1B answered, can and will you 
explain your opinion and your knowl
edge now and your attitude then? Is

Ofter Number Two.
Vol. 1, Vol. 2 and Vol. 3 of the Ency

clopedia of Death, and Life in the Spir
it World, will be sent out when accom
panied with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker, for $1.10. 
The paper one year, and the three vol
umes, $2.10. You can add to this order 
any of the other- books, at 40 cents 
each. You can make only one order for 
three books for $1,10.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other- 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Three.
Any three of the books in our prem- 

lum.llst that you may select will be sent 
to you for $1.10. You are at liberty to 
select any other books In the list that 
you desire in connection with this or
der, at 40 cents each. You can only 
make one order for three books at $1.10.

An order for one or more of tlie pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Four.
Our regular premium, The Encyclo

pedia of Death, and Life In the Spirit 
World, Vol. 3, Is only 25 cents, if you 
wish to add thereto one of the other 
premium books only, the same will cost 
you 50 cents. If you wish two addi
tional books, the cost of the three will 
be $1.10. You can add thereto any 
other books you desire at 40 cents each.

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book In 

connection with a year's subscription, 
and that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price will be 50 cents.

Offer Number Six.
Vol. 3 of The Encyclopedia of Death, 

and Life in the Spirit World, and the 
Occult Life of Jesus (including the 
Hull-Covert Debate), will be furnished 
for 25 cents each. You can add any 
other books in the list to this order for 
45 cents each. Take due notice. After 
May 30, 1900, the Occult Life of Jesus 
will no longer be sent out as a premium 
for 25 cents, but will take Its placa 
among the other books and have the 
same price.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be aocompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

OFFER NUMBER SEVEN.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than

«

the question a parallel one w!
Beck? Please answer.—S.
mitt.”

His reply: “My boy, yes I 
fully aware of the truths I

1th Brindle 
S. Ham-

am now 
did deny;

but wrong teachings were accountable, 
besides my stubborn will of which I 
have long ago repented. Yes, It was 
about the same as the condition sur
rounding Brindle.—Affectionately, Sam
uel Hammitt

My questions were wrapped . with 
blank writing paper In a sealed envel
ope and remained in our hands all the 
time the questions were all answered 
through the phase of independent slate
writing. Many of the questions read 
at the hall were written at liome, and 
kept in their possession all the time. 
I consider Charles Brockway a superior 
psycblc and rpeqium and recommend 
him to all who wish a truthful message, 
from, their spirit friends. His powers 
must' be witnessed to be appreciated.

. . . S. S. HAMMITT.
West' Wichita, Kansas.

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
Price..........................................$

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, VoL 2, 
Price..........................................$

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3, 
Price..........................................$

Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price............................. $

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price.............................. $

The Next World Interviewed. 
Price....................................„.$

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.25
The Occult Life of JesuS (includ

Ing the Hull-Covert Debate).
Price........................................... $ 2.00

Total price to the trade $10.75

Special Notice..
The State Spiritualists Association of

Minnesota has asked us to accept a sec
ond year of service as their mission
aries. Before doing so we want to hear 
from every possible locality in the state 
and learn if they will try to arrange for 
meetings. ' Many localities have failed 
to arrange for us during the months we 
have labored in the state; and in many 
places we have no correspondent or 
name of a Spiritualist. Send us names 
everywhere in Minnesota. Let us have 
some grove-meetings during June and 
July. -

These must be arranged at once in or
der to secure our services. Don’t wait 
for opportunity; but create it! Address 
me at once. . G. W. KATES,

Minneapolis, Minn.
509 Northwestern Building. ■

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can’ 
fall to be fed and:delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
etnereal phases of Spiritualism, lead
ing th« mind onward Into th« purer at- 
mnpher« W exalted spiritual truth. A 
book tot the higher life. FOf Bale at 
fku oSce, trice, doth, IL '

Total price to our subscribers. .$ 2.85 
The Progressive Thinker one year

and the seven premium books. .$ 3.35
These seven books, substantially and 

elegantly bound, and printed In the 
neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear 11} mind that In order 
to secure these SEVÉN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35,'the order must be 
accompanied with a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books' to the trade Is $10.75. In order 
to assist In forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library in every Spiritualist’s 
home,- these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.83, 
which is less by far than . their

Dr. Peebles’ Most '
Important Books.,

Reduced Prices.
Three J ournevs Around the WorR^

A large handsomely bound octafi < 
volume, 500 pages, finely illustrated, de» , 
scribing the Pacific Islands, New Zea> 
land and Australia, India and her mag*  
1c, Egypt and her pyramids, Perslaj 
Ceylon, Palestine, etc., with the relig
ious manners, customs, laws and hab» 
Its of all foreign countries. Price, $1.50.

Immortality.
And the employments of spirits goofl 
and evil in the spirit-world. What 4 
hundred spirits say about their dwelk 
ing-places, their locomotion, their soclsj 
relations, Infants, idiots, suicides, elm 
Price reduced from $1.50 to $1. Post», 
age 12 cents. Paper, 50 cents. ,,

Seers of the Ages.
This large volume of 400 pages (9tlf 

edition/ treats exhaustively of the 
Beers, sages, prophets and inspired men 
of the past, with records of their vis» 
Ions, trances and intercourse with the 
spirit world. This is considered a 
standard work, treating of God, heaven, 
hell, faith, repentance, prayer, baptism, 
Judgment, demoniac spirits, etc. Price 
reduced from $2 to $1.25. Postage 15 c,

Spiritual Harp.
A book of 300 pages, containing songs, 

hymns and anthems for Spiritualist so
cieties and circles. The words are afire 
with progress. It contains the choicest 
songs and music by James G. Clark and 
other reformers. Reduced from $2 to

India and Her Magic.
A lecture delivered by Dr. Peebles ba 

fore the medical students of the College 
of Science in Safi Francisco, January, 
1BJ0. Astounding wonders that he wit. 
nessed during his journeys around th« 
world. Price 10 cents.
Who Are These Spiritualists and 

What Is Spiritualism?
»>,?!ll?1p.a“phlel of over 40 Pages proves 
that the greatest and bralnest men in 
the world to-day, such as Sir Wm, 
eT,£®S.,a.nd of others ara
bphltuallsts. Price 15 cents.

Did Jesus Christ Exist?
A pamphlet of G5 pages. Did Jesua 

Christ exist? What the spirits say 
Who» mi What *lle JeWS SUy about 
What Thomas Paine said about it. 
What Renan said about It. What 
IrankHq said about It. What Emerson 
said about it. What Rabbi Wise, A. ,K 
Davis W. E. Coleman and others sal 
about it. Price 15 cents. ,,
Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lee*  

tures.
A. most elegantly bound pamphlet oi 

122 pages giving Dr. Peebles’ lecture? 
delivered in Hydesville, March 31,189& 
n Rochester, and later In London al 

the International Congress of Spiritual, 
ists. These lectures, Illustrated, are 
racy, meaty and scholarly. Price 35 
cents.

The Christ Question Settled. » 
A symposium by Hudson Tuttle W 

E. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col. Ingorsolh 
J. S. Loveland, B. B. Hill, J. R. Bucham 
an and Dr. Peebles. This Is a hand
some volume of nearly 400 pages, and 
treats pf Jesus, Mahomet and the gnos» 
(les. What the Talmud says about 
Jfesus. Antiquity unveiled. Child mar. 
riage In India. Col. Ingersoll’s agnosti
cism. What the spirits through W. J, 
Colville, J. J. Morse, Mrs. Longiev 
Mrs. Everitt, Mrs. Hagan-Jackson and 
other mediums say about Jesus eto. 
Price $1.25. '
A Critical and Crushing Review.

By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Klpp’a 
live lectures against Spiritualism, This 
crisp and critical reply of tho Doctor, 
while repudiatlpg spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject, Bust 
tains Spiritualism, considering It th« 
c&mplement of primitive Christianity. 
Price 25 cents. '

Hell Revised, Modernized.
And made more comfortable. A scath, 
ing review of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s ser
mon delivered in the Presl&terlatr 
church, upon “What Is Hell?" Ry Dr, 
J. M. Peebles. A pamphlet of 25 pages. 
Price 10 cents.

The Soul—Did It Pre-exist ?
Did it beglp to exist wltff the body? 

Is it evolved from the body? Did It W 
cend up through all the lower orders of 
creation, or 1b it q qptentiallzed portion 
of God? Has it been re-incarnated, or 
re-embodied? Price 15 cents. .

Pro and Con of Spiritualism.
This pamphlet is a re-print of the es

says in “The Arena” on Spiritualism Iq 
which Rev. H. A. Hart endeavored to 
prove Spiritualism dapgerous ana ah 
lied to witchcraft The reply printed 
in “The Arena” written by Dr. Peebles 
excited extensive comment, and is ab- 
sojutely crushing. - Price reduced to 5 
cents. ,
JFiftieth Anniversary of Modern

Spiritualism. >
Ap elegant pampniet containing an ac
count of the exercises at Rochester and 
Hydesville, N. Y., at the celebration of 
the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 
of some of the most noted speakers 
present. It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc., Price 
15 cents. •

DR. PEEBLES’ ap„admffi
. FOR SALE BY ■

The Progressive Thinker.
The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By M. Fartday. Transcribed M 
the request of a band of ancient philosophers. Price 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

actual cost. The' authors make no 
charge for the
■labor bestowed

vast amount of 
on thebe ; Works,

and which : extended over many 
years.- The publisher' receives not a 
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in patting them in type, and electro
typing the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting these intensely interesting 
books for .almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of“ Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
Inducement is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep in line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of -mailing is about .85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift.

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, 
will find that all we have left us 
those seven books Is only

The Spiritual Body Real. '
Views of Paul. Weiler and othcri. Valuable tea*  

tlmonlea of modern clairvoyants, wltneuci of tut 
lepsr&tion of tho spiritual body from the dying 
physical form. By GflesB. Stebbfna. Prkc.lOo*  ,

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King, Prict 
75 cents. For sale at this office. , . .

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implement*  employed In the XVth anfl 

XVIth c nturles for the promulgation of Christianity, 
with pk torlal illustrations. By Geo. B. Macdonal& 
PrioelO :snte.

ORIGIN OF LIFE
and How the Spirit Body Grows. By M. Faradaft 
Price, 10c. For sale at this office. x

CHURCH AND STATE '
The Bibloin the Public Schools; the New '‘Amort*  

can" Party« By "Jefferson." Third edition. 23p*gefe  
Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Science of Spirit Return,
By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehearsal that!*  
truly interesting. Price 10 cent*.  For sale at thli 
office. .

you 
for Qod in the Constitution.

By Itobert G. Ingmoll. On. of th. but ptken Colo, 
nel Inycr.011 ever wrote. In paper corer, with like; 
nue of the anlhor. Frio*  ID cesU. For ul. Kt tin 
offloo. ■ ■ ■ ,
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ftN OPEN LETTER he has changed his mind and revoked 
his words? Is that which was the un
changeable will of God In the fifteenth

To the General ñssemDlu ot tho Fresbijterlan 
Church ot North fluierlca.

trifling zephyr that you are now

■. Erudite and Reverend Fathers:—The 
. author of the subjoined epistle is as 
. little known to fame as he is to auy of 
’ the individuals composing your august 

body. Aud the weight and value of the 
proposed communication would neither 
be enhanced nor diminished by a bio
graphical sketch of him, since the facts 
he Intends to present would come with 
equal pertinency from a pope or a peas
ant. But as a pledge of the author’s 
good faith, and as an earnest that he 
possesses a slight degree of Intelligence 
on theological subjects, let this much be 
premised: His spiritual diet has been 
Calvinism for more than half a century. 
Boasting a combined Scotch aud Eng
lish parentage with Puritan proclivi
ties, he was begotten—not in sin—but in 
Calvinism; and born—not in iniquity— 
but in good old Scotch Presbyterianism. 
He was present when two of the secta
rian streams “that make glad the eity 
of our God,” merged into one at Pitts, 
liurg, in 1858, and formed the United 
Presbyterian Church; he subsequent
ly evolved into the ecclesiastical body of 
which you—reverend fathers—consti
tute the visible and adjustable head. In 
that communion he was educated for 
the ministry but never ordained; he 
clung to the horns of its holy altar until 
they became so cold aud clammy to the 
touch that he was compelled to relin
quish them four years ago. And now, 
with the almond tree of old age flourish
ing, aud the grass-hopper becoming a 
burden, like Thomas Paine, the world 
is his church aud his religion is to do 
good.

These apparently trivial statements 
.are made as the author's excuse for 
presuming to give you, unasked, the 
benefit of his experience and observa
tion, by notifying you tliat the sacred 
ark of Calvinism Is In danger of pro
fanation. The dear old ecclesiastical 
craft which was the pride and joy of 
his youth as well as of yours, is lu close 
proximity to a theological squall; aud 
he feels in duty bound to apprise you 
qf It. Less than a decade ago you de

cided by a safe majority that a Jonah 
"’—In the person of Dr. Charles A. 

Briggs, was surreptitiously on board 
our ship of Zion, and tliat the ~ squall 
Which then threatened to engulf her 
had been raised by divine anger be
cause the culprit was fleelpg from the. 
presence of the Lord; and you confident
ly believed that you averted shipwreck 
and saved the vessel by heaving the 
runaway overboard. But, venerable 
fathers, the gale you then encountered, 
was less than one to sixteen compared 

.with the Euroelydon that is now bear
ing down upon you. Like Paul, in his 
celebrated journey to Rome, you are in
deed being brought face to face with 
the troublous times, and it seems una
voidable that you must either go down, 
or else lighten tlie ship.

A Church of England divine charac
terizes the present as pre-eminently the 
age of doubt. Like seismic tremors, 

doubt and dissatisfaction are running 
through the entire ecclesiastical fabric 

.With lightning-like rapidity. You can 
hardly pick up a book, magazine, ser
mon, or Sunday paper but what you 
are confronted with evidences of theo
logical uneasiness aud rebellion. Mod
ern thought is laying aside the grave
clothes nnd mummy wrappings that 
have fettered Its movements for cen
turies. In all the churches of to-day a 
spirit of inquiry is on foot which, like 
an animated Interrogation point, walks 
into tlie schools of the prophets und 
other museums of antiquated theology 
and demands the why and wherefore of 
every creedal utterance. Il demands 
that upon every theological, as upon all 
other propositions, facts be submitted 
to the scrutiny of conscience, reason 
aud common sense. In Episcopalian, 
Presbyterian, Baptist, Methodist, Uni
tarian, and even Catholic folds, ring- 
streaked and speckled sheep, called 
heretics, have found entrance In large 
numbers; and although the shepherd’s 
crook or discipline lids evicted some of 
them, the Influence of the uew thought 
cannot be eradicated.
. And the thing which should cause 
you, as guardians of the world’s spirit
ual welfare, to keep your weather eye 
open and a sharp look-out from the 
mast-liead, Is the fact that it is no

en*
countering; no mere spasmodic doubt 
in regard to non-essentials. In times 
past, doubts have caused portions of 
our Calvinist 1c Zion to quiver like a 
leaf, which were really frivolous. Con
scientious Christians quarreled bitterly 
over close communion; instrumental 
music in public and family worship; the 
exclusive use of David’s Psalms; wheth
er baptism should be administered by 
dipping, sprinkling, pouring or plung
ing, and other unimportant matters. 
But, reverend and faithful fathers, such 
is not the character of the doubt that is 
clamoring for utterance from thou
sands of pews and pulpits to-day. Its 
distinguishing features are reverence, 
and loyalty to Truth. It is animated by 
sincere motives, and an earnest desire 
for fair, impartial investigation. It 
wants to know why the dead hand of a 
Constantine, a Luther, a Calvin, or a 
Wesley, was tbe only one that dared to 
touch tbe sacred ark in which rest tbe 
oracles of the living God.
.It.wants to know how it came about 

that the cowled monks of tbe fourth, 
and tbe old Roundheads of the six
teenth centuries, knew so much more 
about God, the devil, heaven and bell, 
tlian our polished divinity doctors of 
the nineteenth century have been able 
to'discover.

The Doubt of to-day wants to know if 
it has really been proven that Wisdom 
died when the council of Nice and the 
Westminster -Assembly adjourned. It 
wants to know upon what proof the 
claim is based tliat the fountain of rev
elation from God to man was forever 
sealed up wjien St. John wrote the 
Apocalyptic vision on Patmos.

It scans all the other departments of 
life—Art, Science, Literature, Inven
tion. etc., and observes that the free ex
ercise of reason, common sense, and 
honest investigation has lifted them to 
dizzy heights of beauty and usefulness; 
and Doubt wonders if it was a part of 
God’s eternal plan that the fair form of 
the religion of the Christ should—Pro
metheus like—remain bound to the 
cold crags of medieval ignorance with 
the- vultures of bigotry and superstition 
feeding on Its vitals. ’

1 Conscript and reverend fathers, you 
must meet these questions flow, and 
meet them squarely. So long as the 
forces of doubt dashed against the 
breastworks of other divisions of the 
Lord’s army, it made but little differ
ence to you. But now those same 
forces are howling and beating against 
the Gibraltar of-Calvihlsm; against the 
domicile in which you and I were born 
and reared. As Grover Cleveland 
would say, “It is1 a condition—not r. 
■theory—that confronts you,” and you 
must grapple with it.

In undertaking to calm the tempest a 
tew years ago by casting Briggs over
board, your predecessors evidently un-

dertook more than they thought for. 
The doubt that is now agitating your 
pool is not wholly of Briggs’ manufac
ture—it is of a higher, holler origin. 
The spirit of the living and true God, 
whom your fathers have caricatured, is 
quietly pushing forward the creation of 
a New Heaven aud a New Earth. He is 
bringing order out of chaos; light out of 
darkness; aud as in the experiences of 
Samson, the honey of truth is being 
evolved out of the dead carcass of old 
ecclesiastical error. In short, the wave 
forces of Doubt and Higher Criticism 
set in motion by such men as Briggs, 
are vibrating so close to the Westmin-, 
ster temple of dogmatic theology, that 
if the power of free thought and ration
al inquiry be Increased but a little, 
there will soon not be left one stone 
upon another of tliat saered edifice that 
shall not be thrown down.

The recent Easter sermon of Rev. Dr. 
Parkhurst; the sharp assault upon the 
Westminster Confession, by Reg. Dr. 
Hillis, and the still more recent census 
taken by the New York Journal, show
ing that 75 per c&nt of the Presbyterian 
clergy demand either revision or can
cellation 6f that sacred oracle, compel 
you to admit, that instead of Dr. 
Briggs being down in the hold of the 
vessel fast asleep when you cast him 
overboard nine years ago, he was over
hauling your ancient craft thoroughly 
and found her unseaworthy. He denied 
the correctness of her chart; found that 
while It was no doubt, sufficiently au
thentic for the spiritual coast traffic of 
the 15th century, it was utterly Inade-' 
quate for the bolder navigators of the 
ocean of truth in the 20th century, be
cause of the uew currents of thought 
that are continually forming new reefs 
and shoals of doubt.

If Calvinism be the only correct sys
tem of theology, there was no other 
course to pursue except to silence the 
Doubting Thomas as you did. But 
when men of the theological breadth 
find bottom of a Parkhurst, or a Hillis, 
arq willing “to shake their fists in tlie 
face of Calvin’s God and fling vile epi
thets toward his stainless throne,” 
rather than be forced to believe and 
teach such a meed, what are you going 
to do? Suppose there should be a bare 
possibility that Calvin was not plenarlly 
Inspired, and that Calvinism is not an 
absolutely perfect concept of God’s plan 
of salvation; suppose the Westminster 
Confession does not contain "the only 
infallible rule of faith and practice,” or 
state with Infallible certainty God's 
method of dealing with his children— 
what then?

Oliver Cromwell, although a man of 
iron, nevertheless possessed a streak of 
theological shrewdness which placed 
him at the head of the Lord's army In 
his day. But even he stood up before 
the assembled divines who framed your 
confession and said, "I beseech you, 
brethren, in the bowels of the Lord’s 
mercy, to think it possible that you 
may be mistaken.” Elizabeth Stuart 
Phelps, one of the brightest Intellects of 
her day, whose piety and sincerity have 
never been questioned, tells you that 
"Robert G. Ingersoll Is a direct and le
gitimate product of the Westminster 
Confession of Faith.” During the 
Briggs controversy, a leading. Presbyte
rian divine In New York published this 
declaration: Sooner than preach to a 
congregation of unconverted sinners 
the doctrines of that Confession as they 
mean, I would lose my right hand.” 
Hugh Pentecost affirms that thousands 
and tens of thousands of men and wo
men, in the jury-room of their own 
souls, are quietly signing this verdict: 
“If there be no other God for me to ac
cept than Calvin’s God, I shall accept 
none.”

Now, devout and reverend fathers, 
these utterances aud many more like 
them, are harsh and heavy. They grate 
on the ear of a Calvinist like the Imag
inary wails of the damned. But do you 
sincerely believe they are utterly void 
of truth?

If It be even remotely possible that 
your creed Is souring on the stomachs 
of such persons as Briggs, Phelps, 
Parkhurst and Hillis, does not an en
lightened Christian conscience suggest 
that you ought to do something to modi
fy the diet nnd allay the nausea ?

But, venerable fathers, In addition to 
all those just named, and in addition to 
the 75 per cent of the clergy referred to, 
-there are doubting Thomases by the 
thousand in the pews, who need some 
relief. They have no doubt whatever
as to the identity of their Lord and
Master. They believe He whom they 
love and worship is the same one who 
rose from the tomb of Joseph. But 
they do have serious doubts as to the 
correctness of the description of him 
given by the Westminster artists. 
They object to his miscegenation and 
amalgamation with the blood-thirsty 
Jehovah of the Hebrews. They assert 
that the grotesque figure of Deity 
drawn by those theological children in 
the dim twilight of a long ‘day of Igno
rance and bigoted superstition, does not 
at all represent the God of .Love who 
rules the universe; but is only a clumsy, 
miserable caricature of him.

These doubting ones also perceive that 
the dally life is seldom on all fours -with 
the daily professions required of the 
saints. In the mad rush and whirl of 
business; in the unseemly tussle for the 
spoils of office; in the obsequious devo
tion to the Almighty Dollar, and to the 
Golden Calf in the temple of Mammon, 
the keen, ethical eye of the Doubting 
Thomas can seldom distinguish the 
child of the church from the child of 
the devil; because too often he Is both.

He also observes that good, old fash
ioned Calvlnlstlc sermons are very pro
ductive of empty pews In these days, 
and that congregations are becoming 
like the jewels they wear on their per
sons—large values In diminutive par
cels. That while the ecclesiastical guil
lotine is at work upon the heretics In
side the fold,.the combined forces out
side of it, are compelling the pastors to 
rely upon their baptized youth for new 
recruits; and Rum constitutes so large a 
factor in the world’s evangelization 
that an English bishop declares, “In 
China, Japan, Africa and India we are 
making one thousand Inebriate’S to each 
lonesome convert” . -

Now, consecrated fathers, is'It any 
wonder that to an lAmest Doubting 
Thomas, a conviction should come, in 
spite of all he can do, that there Is 
something rotten—not away off in Den
mark—but In'our beloved Zion right at 
home? And is it any wonder that In his 
helplessness, he should accept tlie state
ments of the Parkhursts that the fault 
lies in the creeds, and join in the de
mand for its overthrow? Thus it is, 
venerable fathers, that you find your
selves tempted—Uzzab-like—to lay un
holy hands upon the ark In which are 
deposited Aaron's rod, the pot of’ 
manna, the emerods and other oracles 
of Calvin's God. And would It not be 
wise for you to remember Uzzah’s fate? 
What will be the result of tampering 
with that confession?, It is bottomed 
upon an unmistakable “Thus salth the 
Lord.’.’ What evidence have you that

I

century any the less so In the nine
teenth? That creed solemnly affirms:

‘■By the decrees of God, for the maul-

!-

i-
febtatlou of his glory, some men mid 
some augels ore predestined unto ever
lasting life, aud others foroordalued to 
everlasting death.”

If that was true two hundred aud 
fifty years ago, why is it not true yet? 
If even so recently as in the days of 
Bobby Burns, our God was pleased to

“Send ane to heaven and ten to hell
. All for tliy glory,

And not for ony guld or ill
They’ve done afore tliee”— 

what assurance have you that his glory 
requires less or any different manifesta
tion now? If tliat was God’s decree 
once, it must be so yet, unless he Jias 
revoked it, because no one else has any 
right or authority to revoke it. Aud if 
he commissioned the Westminster di
vines to so declare his purpose, are you 
dead sure, reverend fathers, that lie has 
commissioned you to repeal it?

As a part of that same decree of God, 
and for his glory, your confession first 
announced that all unbaptized Infants 
were lost, whether belonging to Calyln- 
istlc parents or not. But under pressure 
of the wave started by Briggs, this was 
amended so as to render it possible for 
the unbaptized infants of Christian pa
rents to be saved through the interces
sion of Jesus. If you wipe out that dec-, 
laratlon, what will you do with the 
millions and billions of unbaptized in
fants who have already gone to hell 
during the past six thousand years? 
Will you leave them to roast and torture 
there, while all infants dying from this 
on shall be carried to Abraham’s 
bosom? If so, how will you convince 
rational men and women tliat God is 
just? Wlll_you say that the race lias 
outgrown the curse due to Adam’s sin? 
Or will you say that Jehovah has again 
changed his mind?

But a more serious trouble yet is 
found in the fact that the necesslty for 
the creed itself, and for the complicated 
machinery of orthodox Christianity, 
arises from the existence of a personal 
Devil and a literal hell. The one is the 
corner stone of your ecclesiastical 
structure, and the other the keystone In 
its arch. Without the rebellion of Lu
cifer there would have been no Devil. 
Without the Devil there would have 
been no temptation of Eve, and no orig
inal sin. Without original sin, there 
would have been no angry father, and 
no need of hell; and without these there 
would have been no crucified Savior 
and no Christian church. Will you, 
dare, consecrated fathers, to remove 
the corner-stone and arch, and allow the 
saered structure of the fathers to tum
ble into ruins? If you do, then drape 
your, pulpits lu mourning and bow your 
heads in sorrow, for then will it be lit
erally true that: .
“Your church Is a corpse—you are

■ guarding Its tomb;
The soul of your system has fled;

The death knell Is tolling Its terrible 
doom;

It tells you, tlie Devil is dead.
“Woe comes upon woe; it is dreadful to 

think _
Hell’s gone, and the demons have fled; 

The damned should have broken their 
chains—every link; -

The jailer who bound them Is dead.
“Camp-meetings hereafter will be need

ed no more;
Revivals are knocked on the head; 

The orthodox vessel lies stranded on

Its captain—the Devil—is dead.”
Consecrated fathers, it is hardly nec

essary to add, that you have tlie sympa
thy of the undersigned, because you 
will not thank him for it. Neither will 
it do you much good, because the die is 
cast; and in front, rear, and on either 
side, a relentless fate hedges you in. 
Unlike the fabled Odysseus, if you do 
not attempt to pass the Scylla of revis
ion, you will lose more than six follow
ers; and if your creed doctrines be true, 
tbe fearful Charybdis of divine auger 
will gulp you down, root and branch, if 
you Interfere with the dread Shekiuah 
of Calvinism.

Fathers, let the time past of your Ilves 
suffice to have wrought’ tbe deeds of the 
flesh and tbe will of the Devil. Long 
enough have ye “fought and wrangled 
o’er shadows light as air,” long enough 
have ye turned friends to foes by offen
sive utterances of opinions. 'At last the 
light is breaking, ushering lu the dawn 
of a better day. Never, more than once, 
in any age comes such an opportunity 
for men to show themselves men or me
nials as now comes to you. Then,
“Dare to be true—all unshackled and 

free,
Unfettered and bold, on land and on 

sea;
Determined to ne’er let soul-blinding 

error. ■
Inspire with dread or fill you with 

terror.
“Dare to be true—and forever obey 
The spirit within—that leads not astray; 
To nobody yield for praise or for pelf, 
But alm to be ever Lord of yourself.”

San Diego, Cal. J. L. DRYDEN.

A CARD.
The principals of Belvidere Seminary 

would respectfully inform their friends 
and the public generally that this In
stitution will be open during the sum
mer and early autumn for the accom
modation of children and adults who 
seek freedom from business cares or the 
excitement of social and fashionable 
life. ~ Its location is healthy and beau
tiful, Its grounds ample hnd well 
sha'ded, drainage ajd water excellent.

Belvidere, as its name indicates, is a 
beautiful inland town, in Northern New 
Jersey, 700 feet above the sea, and sur
rounded on all sides by forest-covered 
hills, at the base of which flow the 
Pequest and Delaware rivers, along 
whose banks are many places of special 
interest to artists and all lovers of the 
picturesque In nature.

Its streets are well shaded and lighted 
with electricity. In its near vicinity are 
well cultivated farms, from which a 
fresh supply of milk, eggs, butter, fresh 
fruits and vegetables can be had daily. 
It is only twelve miles from Easton, 
Pa., and ten miles from the.Delaware 
Water G|ap. It is easy of Access from 
New York and Philadelphia by the 
Pennsylvania - and Delaware, Lacka
wanna & Western railroads, with sjx 
trains running daily each way. Its 
walks and drives are exceptionally fine, 
presenting qn ever pleasing variety of 
river and-, mountain scenery. Here Is 
just the place for the weary to And re
pose and the recreation .that Invigorates 
without fatiguing. For further partic
ulars, address . A. O. BUSH,

Belvidere, Warren Co., N. J.

"Religion as Revealed by the Material 
and Spiritual Universe.” By. H. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. -A compact and 
comprehensive view of the-subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical and crlt-- 
leal; facts and data needed by every 
student and especially by every Spir
itualist. One of the very best books on
the subject. Price, reduced to $1, 
cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale at this
office. ■

“Gleanings from the Rostrum." By
A. B. French. Cloth, $1. For sale at 
this office. : ■' . 1
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' THE PUBLIC CIRCLE. .
While speaking of the public presen

tation of Spiritualism, It may not be 
amiss to discuss briefly the “pros and 
cons of the public circle.

There are very few societies' luff have 
a public circle either on Sunday or on 
some day in the week, and often they • 
are very largely attended.

The aim of such circles is to convince 
the outside public of the truth of spirit 
return, and to give those who are In
vestigating an opportunity of obtaining 
some evidence of the powers which we 
claim for ourselves, and of the phenom
ena of which we have spoken to them.

Now comes the question, and an ex
tremely Important one: Does the public 
circle fulfill the purpose for which it 
was Instituted?

In order to answer this question It Is 
necessary to divide these circles into 
two classes—tfiose which have, the true 
end in view, and those which are merely 
run for the amount of money which can 
be obtained by their means.

Not only so, but it is also necessary to 
know how the circles are conducted.

Where the open circle Is In capable 
hands it becomes a real power for good. 
It provides just that opportunity for 
spirit communion which the anxious en
quirer has been seeking, and as a result 
is a very Important factor in the up
building of a strong society.

Such undoubtedly fulfill the true end 
for which they were established.

Unfortunately, however, there Is a re
verse to this picture, and a reverse 
which is too often apparent.

Tlie public circle was never Intended 
to be a developing circle, nnd yet this 
is what it frequently becomes in the 
hands of incompetent conductors.

The whole subject of Spiritualism is 
sufficiently mystifying to an investi
gator when presented by a trained and 
fully developed medium, but what must 
it appear to one utterly ignorant of the 
very rudiments if its teachings when 
sitting in a circle and listening to the 
unintelligible jabbering of some con
trol, or witnessing the struggles of a 
partially entranced medium?

The stranger in many cases departs 
from such a scene with a deep-seated 
wonder in his mind as to how intelli
gent people ean be found to sit together 
under such conditions. The whole thing 
appears to be ludlcroqs to him, because 
be has been introduced to the subject 
by the wrong entrance.

The development of the medium 
should take place in private or among 
the members of the Society alone, and 
it should never be permitted a partially 
developed medium to pursue his medial 
culture under the eyes of thd curious 
and probably skeptlcal ptibllc!'

There have been instances In which 
the general public have at tended these 
open circles for the express ptirpose of 
having some fun at the expefise of the 
undeveloped "performer."

It Is extremely sad! to contemplate 
sueh a state of things, and to’recognize 
that, if only In a few Cases, this noble ' 
institution? with such grand possibili
ties, has been so debased. 1

When people know something of the 
philosophy of development, and have 
shown an Interest in the society’s work, 
and are anxious to go ‘farther into the 
subject, then it is quite stion enough to 
admit them to a develbplng circle; but 
to turn the public seance into an exhi
bition of partially developed medium
ship for the delectation of those who 
choose to pay, and who have probably 
no more than a passing Interest in the 
matter, is suicidal to the highest Inter
ests of our beautiful truth. - ’

Then ouce more tbe momentary as
pect comes to the front. "Our funds 
are low,” says the treasurer of a socie
ty; what shall we do to raise money?"

"Oh! let us have a public circle, ami 
charge a penny admission,” says a 
member of tbe committee, and in spite 
of the protest of oue or two of the mem
bers who object to “making a show of 
the thing.” it is carried unanimously.

Money Is needed, and It must be 
raised somehow; and as the public is 
always pleased to see something novel, 
especially when the entrance fee is so 
low. this Is a sure and certain means of 
satisfying the treasurer.

With tills spirit behind the enterprise 
the result will very soon be apparent, 
and the society will lose more than It 
will gain.

These circles need to be under the con
trol of a sensible person with a good 
deal of tact and firmness combined; and 
if an undeveloped medium will continue 
to "demonstrate” in public, then there 
should be no scruples on the conduct
or’s part about asking him to desist.

If the medium urges that the “power” 
is too strong, and he cannot resist the 
influence, then the conductor has only 
one course, and that is to request the 
medium in question to abstain from at
tending the public circle until he has 
gained more self-control.

In the public seance It Is necessary to 
present the very best and most highly 
developed mediumship it is possible to 
obtain.

If a society has no fully developed 
media, then it will be better for such to 
wait until they are able to rely upon 
some one or more mediums ere ventur
ing to Issue invitations to the public, 
asking them to attend an exhlbltion-of 
spiritual gifts.

What a power for good the public 
circle may become! How much splen
did work it often accomplishes where 
the pitfalls are. avoided, and some sen
sible, tactful person is at the head con
ducting matters. . . •

There is no d.oubt as-to its possibili
ties. Many people drej first .drawn into 
Spiritualism by Its phenomena. The 
presentation , of some striding test 
fastehs upon their mlnxls and ¿sets them 
thinking, and from thgnce they are led 
on step by step. s

But the number of -¡people who have 
gone away from a badjy-conàpcted pub
lic circle disgusted with its- conduct-ls- 
great, and it should be the gqdeavor.of 
every society to see that this ¿ranch of 
its work is attendedj to /thoroughly, 
that the very best map or wan shall 
be_chosen to. watch aver its-destinies, 
and that none but the ¿est ffliims of me
diumship shall be presented. Then, 
with the public circieoa spotiijvhere the 
earnest Inquirer could meqti.with reli
able evidence, it would become a feeder 
to the society and one of its most useful

prehensible; at once a lost memory and 
a lost sense. But, while we are here, 
the best we can hope for is that we shall 
be “like a tree planted by the rivers of 
water.” .

But, leaving that symbol of the tree, 
and passing on to what it was intended 
to suggest, as tlie earth-rooted condi
tion of being, we may perhaps be helped 
by It to understand a little better what 
we have been accustomed to call the 
childish picturings of unseen things. 
For instance, even the Bible must be 
credited—or debited—with sueh pictur
ings. There is much that is lovable, 
tender and beautiful in tliat description 
of the New Jerusalem, in the Book of 
the Revelation; but the stage is too 
small, the details are too theatrical, the 
tout ensemble is too toylike for our 
larger conception of anything that we 
can call “heaven.” We need a bound
less universe, not a highly finished Ori
ental city, for the magnitude aud com
plexity of our spiritual dream.

The writer of this exciting and pro
foundbook tells us that in the New Je
rusalem he saw no temple, for the Lord 
God, the Almighty, and the Lamb, are 
the temple thereof; but elsewhere In the 
book the temple is often mentioned, as 
a measurable and habitable place; and, 
of the blessed ones, it is said, “They 
serve Him day and night in His tem
ple.” True he was no bigot, and liad 
glowing and generous thoughts con
cerning the saved, ‘a mighty multitude 
that no man could number”; but his 
temple was a spiritual bulidlugjind bls 
heaven was a place. We must amend 
that; aud, still “firm rooted on the 
earth,” must use our later knowledge 
and wider range to find the eternal tem
ple and the adequate heaven elsewhere.

In truth, the real Temple of God Is the 
Universe. As the waters cover the
sea-bed so does the divine presence 
flood all space, both the here and the 
herein. And all common things, as 
well as all saintly ■ beings, serve Him 
day and night in His temple—nothing 

■ too high, nothing to low for that. The 
lovely blue of the washed June sky and 
the surging clouds of the wild March 
weather; the glorious fresh mountains 
and the rank, misty fens; the grand 
ocean and the puddle in the street; the 
golden gorse, the purple heather, the 
green and slimy ooze of-the pool hard 
by; the happy, unreflecting child, the 
silent old man, senile, forgetful, wait
ing to be gone; in a sense, all the philos
ophers and the fools, the good and the 
bad, serve Him day and night in His 
temple—and all are on the march.'

And the angels in Heaven, how do 
they serve Him? By singing one un
ceasing Psalm? by being as happy as 
they can be. and glorifying Him in the 
golden streets, surrounded by the pre
cious stones, jasper and sapphire, ame
thyst and beryl and emerald; and every 
gate a pearl? Ah, no! "Are they not 
all ministering spirits?” and may they 
not serve Him by going into the hells, 
by seeking and saving that which is 
lost, as they and the Master did earth? 
The need must be there; O, such a bit
ter need, when we think of the fools 
and Idlers and criminals we pour daljy 
Into the Unseen—a ceaseless stream!

There will be plenty of infirmaries 
and hospitals; plenty of spiritual bath
rooms and reformatories and lunatic 
asylums there, and the angels who are 
worth anything will have no time for 
idling with harps and palms. They 
need not sadden or alarm us. But that 
need not sdden or alarm us. We shall 
never be afraid, or tired, or despondent 
any more.

How do we know this is so? How 
do we know what justice is/ what love 
Is, what pity Is, or what God the 
Father Is? The Instincts of the spirit 
are as real and as authoritative as the 
senses of the body; and that to which 
the mounting spirit bears witness now 
is a prophecy aud pledge. There Is a 
law of progress everywhere, and that 
law bears witness to Itself by longing 
and appetite aud the testimony of the 
deep Inner self. And the higher the 
spirit Is, the higher must its need of 
action be; and the higher its need of 
service. That is so here, and we have 
a perfect right to infer, we are indeed 
compelled to infer, that it will be so lu 
an intenser degree as we ascend “the 
hill of the Lord." It was the highest 
who said tliat “the Son of man came not’ 
to be ministered unto, but to minister;” 
and that is true over a Jarger area than 
we have imagined. Besides, God, so far 
as we can see, ever works through in
struments; we are "co-workers” with 
Him now; and it is our happy privilege 
to believe that this will never cease to 
be the case.

It is precisely the Spiritualist who 
finds It natural to believe these things, 
and to believe them without dissever
ing himself from the things that belong 
to experience; so that his thoughts of 
Ute in the Unseen show him his way in 
this jungle of things seen. “This, too, 
then,” he says, “is God’s temple. I have 
not to wait for it until I 'get to heaven,’ 
for all heaven Is here.’ He sees that it 
is a delusion to suppose that God Is 
present somewhere else more really 
than here. He knows that what Is com
ing is, not more of God, but more pow
er; emancipated faculties, to see and 
feel Him, to receive and respond to 
Him. “This little room is a part of His 
temple,” says the Spiritualist, “this 
desk, this counter, this school-room; 
and there are last things that will be 
first.” And so he comforts himself. He 
may seem to be a long way off from 
God and Heaven and the angels some
times; but he knows the reason. He 
knows that all about him there are 
wondrous possible sights and sounds— 
the splendor and the music of the New 
Jerusalem, only he is blind and poor and 
eold; but he knows that presently he 
will feel the radiancy that he will be 
-rich, that he will see, _ .

adjuncts. ■■ li I

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG.

THE SPIRIT TEMPLE. .
. In our contemplations, aspirations, 
and Inquiries concerning spirit-life it is 
as necessary to be "finmrooted on the 
earth” as to mount towards heaven. We 
grow from the'mother earth, and life’s 
bloom and fruit, however rare and rich 
and beautiful, belong tbftlie earth. So 
there is a deep truth in the statement 
that only experience teaches. We shall 
probably pass on to modes of being 
jhat will utterly uproot us,, and make 
all the. conditions of- our tree-like life 
here-Almost ridiculous—probably incom-

Emma Rood Tuttle—Her New Vol
ume of Poems.

Since the publication of “From Soul 
to Soul,” by Emma Rood Tuttle, there 
has been constant inquiry for another 
volume of her poems which was" prom
ised. When the prospectus of that vol
ume was issued, requesting the names 
of those who wished to subscribe, near
ly 1,000 were at once received and three 
editions have been called for. This 
plan proved so satisfactory that 
this new volume will be Issued In the 
same manner. By It the cost of publi
cation is guaranteed, and at the same 
time to those desiring the book it is fur
nished at much less cost.. .

The new volume will be in the same 
style as "From Soul to Soul,” will con
tain over 300 pages, beautifully bound, 
with embossed cover, will contain en
graved portrait of the author, and sub
scribers copies will have her autograph.

EmmaRoodTuttlels well known to the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker and 
the spiritual press by the-many poems 
she has contributed, and her spiritual 
songs. The present volume will con
tain the best of these,’and many not be- 
fore/publisbed. The price will be $1; to 
subscribers, 75 cents. It will be pub
lished as soon as the number of sub
scribers warrant. - :

Please send names at once—money I 
not desired. - HUDSON TUTTLE.

Berlln Helght«, Ohio.

The Remarkable Cure of a Case 
that was Pronounced Hope- 

less.—Dispels Cancer 
Without Pain.

Mrs. F. M. Wisner, a prominent lady 
of Forest, Lewis county, Washington, 
suffered for years with a cancer located 
almost in her eyeball; she tried every
thing without receiving benefit; her 
cuse was pronounced hopeless. Physi
cians stated that if her life were saved 
it would be a miracle, but that there 
was no earthly power that could save 
her eyesight. She was entirely cured 
without endangering either life or eye
sight, and the cure was perfected with
out pain through the wonderful cura
tive power of the combination of oils 
discovered by Dr. Bye. This remark
able remedial agent, which cures can
cer, tumors, catarrh, piles, fistula, ul-

cers, eczema, an skin and Womb 
diseases, will will go down into history 
as the most remarkable discovery of tlie 
age. For years It was thought a surgi
cal operation was necessary to cure 
cancer. But in this glorious century, In 
which science has taken such rapid 
strides, it has been proven that a sur
gical operation will only relieve for a 
time, and the cancer will break forth 
again with greater pain and energy. 
Dr. Bye, the eminent physician of Kan
sas City, Mo., has discovered soothing, 
balmy oils that will positively cure all 
cases of cancer, no matter where lo
cated or of how long standing, without 
the surgeon’s knife or without applying 
burning plasters. These soothing oils 
go directly to the root of the trouble 
and without pain remove this malig
nant affliction which Is so dangerous 
and painful. Thousands of noble men 
and women throughout the country 
have sent words of gratitude and 
praise, stating that they owe their very 
life to this new discovery, which cured 
cancers physicians pronounced hope
less.

An illustrated book on cancers and a 
long list of testimonials, also much In
formation on this grand discovery, will 
be sent anyone writing to Dr. Bye, 
Room 1(1”, 9tb and Broadway, Kansas 
City, Mo.

Song Books
THE GOLDEN ECHOES:

A New Book ot Inspirational 
Words and Music,

For the use of meetings, lyceume aud home, by 8. W. 
Tucker. These beautiful long! have already com
forted many broken hearts, snd It Is hoped that they 
may be heard In every land. Price 16c i 11.50 per doz
en. For sale at this office.

Echoes From the World of Bong.
A collection of new and beautiful song», with 

music and chorus, lu bojk form. By C. pTLongley 
Price •!.& Postage 15 cents.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Battik E. Bull. Thirty-eight of Mra. Hall’» 

sweetest Bongs, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles and families. Price 10 n— 
•r 17 per hundred. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of words and music for the choir, con

gregation and social circle. By 8. W. Tucker. Com
prises sixty or more gems of song. Price, 20c.

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Song» Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxbam. 

Thirty-two pages of Bweet songs and music. The 
author and compiler 1b well known as a Spiritual 
Binder and composer. Price, 25c.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vocal Music fbr tho 

Choir, Congregation and Social
Circles.

By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Baller. 
Musical Editor. New edition Culled from a wide 
field of literature with the most critical care, free 
from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul of 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of 
the spiritual philosophy, set to the most cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to ill 
occasions, It la doubtless the most attractive work of 
the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, duets 
and quartet», with piano, organ or melodeon accom
paniment, adapted both to public meeting» and the 
•octal circles. Cloth 11.25; postage 14 cent». For sale 
at this office.

GOSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
Vor liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

. and the Home,

COMPILED BY L. K, WASHBURN.

This volume meets a public warn. It comprise» 
958 choice selections ot poetry and nusto, embody*  
tag tho highest moral sentiment, and free from nil 
eectarUnlsm. Price 50 cents. Sold at this office.

From Soul to Stul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

•THIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
A belt Foonu ot tbi sutlior, end tome ot her moot 

Cpuler Ksn, with tbi music by emliieat componn.
“Objt yoem. which bare attracted wide notice 

ure: "Budding Roie,"''Incident« ot Lite Under the 
Blne Lawi,^Tarwn Smith’! Prophecy," “From the 
Hicblands ot Hearen, " Th« City ot Borrow," ** Sonic 
QuyotFulvlaatSIcyon," "TbeHoly Maid ot Keit- 
»•6» ’ — - - .

The Mule include« "The Uueen City;’’ "Clorl*  
Mi” * Bom: "We Shell Meet our Friendi la the
Mcnitai'; MeetU» et the Cryetal Getee.”

Mery of the Poem» ere admirably adapted for recite*  
tion, and were used by the author In her public reefc 
freiii Kotjou.—Mra. Emma Rood Tuttle 1» muter*  
Pul In her prolific poetical genius.—Tba Two World»

4 Rented writer, and one of Preildent Ger 
iGni» brtgbtcit scholar».—ChanunlnB .urge». V 
fesr,?0!!! ’5.°” *re  familiar to many.- 
Detrolt Adyertlier. Mra. Tnltle to well known u 
apoete», and authorotmany exquisite oouxi.—Bat. 
jere. spectator. Her poenli ere worthy to hang like e 
banner on our walla to recall us dally to our batter

A gifted lady, with rait poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abmr 
uant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light She if

• P°cU-“Anierlc*n.  Intuitive, spiritual, reSEed* eeitlni itself to music.—Progreaaivi • 
Iblnker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Bara a. 
nome^004, k ex<Iul*itely  beautiful.—D. D.

nI?Ju®eJC0?^1.ni225Pci?C8’ [»beautifully printed 
i“.»SpSi! *Bnc HolIdv Qm’

For uie at this office. "

FR0M DREAMLAND SENT.
8i^5TOlnto6 °f Poem'- BPhlUtn WhltlDi. Cleti,

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WI THIN.

»nd centuriei, laying, •'Min, 
»Ic®b«nt »election, ed- tted »nd ¿emptied brcllei B. Stebblni. Cloth, »1.

Poems From the Inner Life.
By Little Doten. These poem, are aa staple as 

sugar. Price 11.00. For sale st this office. ■

POEMS OF PROGRESS. 
ril'x "• ««r rainabi*

IT IS A MOST EXCEL 
LENT WORK/

This work is by DR. M. L. BHERMAH. Msbted 
PROF. W. F. Lx ON. Hereloforu it has been sold (J. 
•2, but the price now has been reduced to fl. It la » 
book that will interest and instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher« 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bis work till 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of th» 
Boul of Things; Intelligence jn Substance; Animal Ik*  
tellects; Punty; Salvation ¡Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inter« 
Snt Ln Substance; Ths Nebulous Theory; Particles art 

intltles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; Tba 
Science of Death: Spiritual Death; Immortality» 
Mourning: The Confounding uf Language; The Splr*  
Abodes; Matter aud Spirit; Site and Distance; Splritu«.

Again; Tlie Key; Spirit Biogra» 
pbyi Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc. < 

The author says: “Each individual partakes ot 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for blm« 
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for tnemoelves, and that is till they o»n possibly do 
whether ihey be priest or layman, teacher or puplL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food aud nour*  
lehmcnt of which I individually partake nud dlgesU 
My soul must expaud by virtue of tbe soul esscnco 
which 1 individually gather and comprehend or digest.“ 
tor sale at this office.

Philosophy of Phenomena.
BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D., 

Author of‘Cosmology.”
IN TWO PAETS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA, 
II, PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

CONTENTS.
PART I.—METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

Chap. 1, Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2. Metaphysical 
Philosophy; 8, Heat; 4, Functional Phenomena: A 
Mau; 6, Objective aud Subjective Phenomena; 
"Who by »earchlug can find God?" 8, Hyperbole Me> 
aphyalcul; 9, "To the Unknown God, Whom yc Iguop. 
antfy Worhlp;" 10, "The Father la greater than I,'• 
11, True and Spurious Gods; 12, “I am tbe Rcsurrec*  
tlon and the Life;" 18, An Imaginary God and some 
of His Exploits; 14, "He Is Free whom the Trulh 
bath made free;" 15. All Animates Originate from 
Egg»; 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy of 
Healing; 18, Worship of Deity; 19, Sense mid Nonsense 
Intermixed; 20, Plurality aud Trl-unlty of Ged’21, 
Vagaries; 22. Misapprehension; 23,What 1» Sln?24, 
Suus, Planets and Satellites of the Universe; 25. Be*  
ginning without Ending; 23, Design or Accident» 
whtyhi' 27, Chance versusLaw; 28, Summary.

PART II,-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
I Chap. 29, Nebulio; 80, Air Pressure and AlrMotloa 

m a Motor; 61, Air and Orbital Motions; 82, Water 
Made to Run up Hill; 83 Philosophy of Canyon», When 

Formed; 84. Glacial Phenomena; 85, Moon» 
and their Motion»; 86, Ethnological Phenomena; 87, 
The Colored Man. 1

APPENDIX.—Problems; Physical and Metapbyr 
teal Phenomena, ad infinitum.

The topics treated receive a handling that Is dis*  
tlnctly terse, yet popular. The style of the author 
throughout Is epigrammatic—compact with clear 
thought, Tbe book Is a remarkable oue in Qj cry p.n 
pect. Beingcompact with thought Itself, It will uoj 
fail to compel thought In others.

with a steel-plate portrait of the author. Cloth, 
12mo, pp. 2Q8. Fnce »1.00. Fur sale at this office.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
----------- - ft

PART L THE PENTATEUCH.

Comment« on Genuin, Exodus, Leviticus, Kumben 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elisabeth Cady Stanton, LUlie DßVereuM 
Blake, Rev, Phebe Hanaford, Clara

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle JHetrick, 
Mrs, Louisa Southworth, Cr*  

tula Nt Gestefeld, and
Frances E, Barr,

In every »oul there Is bound up lomo truth and 
■ome error, and each gives to the world of thouriil 
what no other one posaesieB."—Couiin. •

The bright and echolariy comments of thia watayw . 
of bright minds are of de«p interest, and throw a 
strong and new light on the Bible teaching» Mlatlna to woman. All should read lu uo*

Price 5Oc. For sale at tjia Office.

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Reefent Experiences of Samuel Bowles in the 
First Five Spheres, Etc. Written through the hand of Carrie E. 8, Twing. Paper. flOc. M

Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.

By Watson Heston. Price, boards, 11; cloth. »1.50.
Heston Is inimitable.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
WHY SHE BECAME .4 SPIRITTTAT.trt, 

2M pages. Ous copy, «1 j ilx coplei, ,5.

FROM NIGHT TO MORN)
Or, An Appeal to tho Baptist Church, 

82 pages. One copy, 15 cerite; ten copies, IL

THE BRIDGE BET WEEN TWO WOBLDS, 
JSJ**  °“ “w-bouM to 010U1-M wa 
«— ..So

<For Salo at this Office, 40 Loomis StoeSb ~~

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M.D.
I In thli volume the author, tn the thirty-nine 

chapter», discusses a wide variety of subjects per« 
talnlng to Spiritualism, from a eplrituallitlc stand« 
point. She.evince# the powers d* a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The subjects are 

, well-bandied with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
। It will prove a Yivu addition to any Splrltualist’o 
i library, and a most excellent book for any one seek« 
' ing Information concerning flpirituaMjBm and it*  tnach« 

Inga.
For Sale at this Offloa. P8toe.$1.5O

“ The Watseka Wonder.”
To tbe student of psychic phenomena this pamphlet 

1» Intensely Interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two cues of ‘‘double consciousness." namely. Mary 
Lurancy Vennum. of Watseka. III., and Mary 
Reynolds, of Venango county, Pa. Price 15 cents. 
For rsle at this office.

Whu I flm a VeacMrian
An addrefli delivered before tbe Chicago Vegetarian * 

Society. By J. Howard Moore. Price 25 cents. For 
»ale at this office.

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve Lectures by Abby A. Judson. This book 

should be read by every Spiritualist Price |14X)| 
postage 10 cents. For »ale at this office.

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
By Dr. Paul Carns. Very thoughtful and interesting. 
Paper, 25c, "

PROGRESSION,
Or How a Spirit Advances In SplriMlfe. The evolu« 
Uon of man. By Michael Faraday. Price 15c. For 
Mie at this office. ■'

THE TALMUD.
Selection» from the contents of that ancient book 

Its commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legends. 
Also brief sketches of the men who made and com*  
nented upon IL By H. Polang. 859 np. Price, cloth. 
•LOO. For sale at this office^ ’

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult phlloiopby clothed 
tn itory form-, alms to give a better understanding of 
magic, black and white. 880 large pages. Cloth, 11.25.

THE DESCENT OF MAN.
By Charles Darwin. Cloth, gilt top, 75c. On its ap*  

pearance it aroused atonce a storm of mineled wrath, - 
wonder and admiration. In elegance of stylo, charm 
of manner and deep knowledge of natural history, it 
stands almost without a rival among scientific works, / 
For sale at this office.

The Law of Correspondence Ap. 
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J. 
Colville. Limp cloth, 50c.

Bible and Church Degrade Woman- 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises three essays 
on The Effect of Woman Suffrage on Questions of 
Morals and Religion. Price id cents. For sale at this 
office. ‘

FORCE AND MATTER.
By Ludwig Buechner. A celebrated book. Clou. (

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, 
Or The Three-fold Power of Sex. By Lol, Wntrtrook- 
er. Price, 60 cento. Feríele attilli office.
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TERMS Of SUBSCRIPIIW.
. TuxPr.oaKKBBtvBTiiiNKr.ii vlllbc furnished null1 
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The Church Not Christian.
The National Christian Citizenship 

League of Chicago, at a late session 
p'ead letters from various distinguished 

clergymen, ta reply to the question: "Is 
tbe Church Christian?’*''  A few extracts 
are given below from those replies.

Wrote Rev. R. Heber Newton,Rector
All-Souls’ Church, New York:

"The teachers of the church, for the 
most part, are far from following the 
teachings of Jesus. Nay, they are far 
from recognizing what those teachings 
are. The organization of the church is 
planned and patterned upon a policy 
which is tiie very antithesis of a true 
society of Jesus. Commercialism doml- 
nates'the organization nnd convention
ality tyrannizes the pulpit. The law of

Not a Practical Proposition..
The New York Observer, Presbyte

rian, discoursing on the prevailing fam
ine in India, lately said:

“The most economical method of fam
ine relief in the long run, would be to 
Christianize the world, and so make 
famine next to impossible."

Said Jesus, as inerrantly reported:
“Take no thought of the.morrow; for 

the morrow shall take care of itself. 
Sufficient unto the day is the evil 
thereof.”—Matt. 6:34.

That is pure and unadulterated Chris
tianity, just as it is claimed to have 
come from the mouth of its founder.

Until commerce came to the aid of the 
world famines were common occur
rences throughout Christendom. Eng
land has been repeatedly visited by “the 
scourge that wasted at noonday.” Ire
land, Christian Ireland, with all Its 
wealth aud industry, because of the 
failure of the potato crop, God having 
been unmindful of his worshipers and 
withheld his fructifying rains, almost 
desolated that unhappy island in 1848.

A private letter before us, from our 
good friend J. A. Balfour, Esq., an au
thor and journalist of Bombay, India, 
of date August 12,1899, sgld:

“We have had a bad monsoon here 
this year. I am afraid there will be a 
partial failure of crops. That means 
death to a multitude of poor natives. I 
hope this will not be so severe as was 
the one of a few years ago.”

The hopes of our friend did not stay 
the disaster, caused by the monsoon, 
which only heaven in its munificence 
could have prevented. The God so 
watchful of the sparrow’s fall, ne
glected the care of man. Though he 
gave seedtime he withheld tbe harvest. 
Frosts cut down the growing crops, 
and rain refuses to fall quite as often 
in Christian countries as In heathen 
countries. With falling harvests came 
Want, Disease and Death. We saw 
this exemplified in Christian Cuba only 
two years ago.

If the Master was obeyed to the letter, 
and no thought was given the morrow, 
the Observer’s proposition would be 
correct; for famine, so far as man is 
concerned outside of the tropics, would 
be quite impossible. There would be 
neither Christian nor heathen left to 
suffer. All would soon be gone, and

the market rather than 
mount, is accepted by 
large. Our Protestant 
composed, for the most 
stituency drawn from

the law of the 
the church at 
churches tire 

part, of a con
tile well-to-do

classes, and they see nothing essentially 
unsound or unethical lu the economic 
system of the day. The pulpit, there
fore, is rarely free to deliver its soul, If 
It has one. upon the burning questions 
of our generation.”

Rev. Ernest H. Crosby, New York, 
wrote:

"For some reason or other tbe minis
ters of Christ seem to be tbe most blood
thirsty class lu the eommuulty. Nor Is 
this state of affairs confined to this 
country. In England, with scarcely an 
exception, all the clergy. Anglican aud 
nonconformist, are enthusiastic support
ers of the Transvaal war. Frederic 
Harrison, tiie positivist: Herbert Spen
cer, the evolutionist, and John Morley, 
the Agnostic, have been left to do the 
work of Christ, while the Anglican pri
mate of Ireland has been writlug verses 
in praise of all wjtr and this war In par
ticular. and the whole bench of bishops 
has said 'Amen.' ”

Rev. Edwin D. Wheelock, whose ad
dress is not given In the report, wrote:

"Would anyone dare claim the present 
social and ecoiuoinic system is in har
mony with tiie gospel? Yet. in no quar
ter is any change in these matters so 
violently opposed as in the church. Ec- 
clesiasticlsm stood for chattel slavery 
until It became necessary to wipe It out 
in blood, and she stands for the present 
wage slavery which makes the welfare 
of oue man to depend upon the ability 
of another man to make profit out of 
him.”

Susanna M. D. Fry. who we judge is 
a church official, wrote:

“The time Is not far past when to ask 
the question involved lu our subject 
would brand or.e as an unbeliever, if 
not an Infidel To-day the earnest, hon
est questioning .¡to:“ tbe embodiment 
of Christ's teachings in the church is 
tjie sound of the gong in the tops,of lite 
mulberry trees. Ordained preachers, 
creeds, formulas, ceremonies, apostolic 
succession, do not satisfy the people nud 
infallibility is a dead "dogma.”

Honest churchmen would be glad 
could they erase their past history. 
Their present normal standing is but 
little better.

only the wild monsters of the forests 
would remain to prey on each other.

The Christianity of to-day is not the 
Christianity whose servants set out on 
proselyting tours, taking neither scrip 
nor staff, wandering from door to door, 
subsisting by begging, shaking the dust 
from their feel, and threatening those 
who refused to supply their needs, with 
woes more terrible than those of Sodom 
aud Gomorrah; but it is a Christianity 
largely modulated and reconstructed by 
science within the last three hundred 
years, whose votaries were opposed, 
ostracised, imprisoned, tortured and 
burned by Christians.

If God, in ills great wisdom and good
ness, will hold Christians In restraint, 
and prevent great wars Instigated by 
his priests, professedly to advance bls 
kingdom; will prevent his worshipers 
from molesting labor, and robbing the 
people ta the form of tithes or dona
tions to sustain an indolent nnd worth
less priesthood; will stay his frosts and 
floods, and give suitable warmth for 
the growth of vegetation, accompanied 
by occasional showers, such as verdure 
demands; will prevent the propagation 
and spread of Insects and vermin, aud 
will net the part of a good parent, not 
requiring man to obey the unwise direc
tion of bls Son. to neglect nil earthly 
duties and only lay up treasures In 
heaven; then give him liealth. and if 
man cannot or will not provide for him
self, let him be damned. He would de
serve It; but.belief or disbelief in Chris
tianity will not ehange the result.

Miracle Is Law Not Understood,
Bishop John H. Vincent, of the Meth

odists, at the Auditorium, this city, two 
Sundays ago, said:

“There are three interpretations of 
Bible miracles: 1. They are literally 
true; 2. They are Idealized history, 
based on fact; 3. They are like other 
literature, a blending of facts with 
opinions and local governings.”

The Bishop then went on to say:
“It is enough to know the Bible is 

divine and an infallible guide to duty 
and to character.”

Leaving the churchman, and his 
“creed," as the Bishop called it, at this 
point, The Progressive Thinker offers as 
the best definition of a miracle: “A 
deviation from the known laws of na
ture.”- The time has been when every 
product of natural law was counted a 
miracle. The springing blade, the 
ripened harvest, like day and night, 
light and shade, the changes of the 
seasons, the flowing of the rivers, the 
movement of the clouds, the falling of 
rain and snow, all were produced-by 
special interposition of Providence. As 
knowledge advanced miracles decreased 
in numbers until now, save with the 
very Ignorant, very few remain, That 
few will soon be succeeded by science, 
which will explain how all are pro
duced. ' ■

When the ancients saw the sun rise 
in the morning, ascend to. the zenith, 
then slide ¿6wn the western decline to 
the horizon and was lost to sight, to 
reappear the next morning in the East, 
it was impossible to account for it on 
any other hypothesis than that a God 
had that marvelous task in charge. 
They credited it to Apollo, also known 
as Phoebus, Identical, say most my Urol
ogists, with Horus, tbe son of Osiris 
and Isis.

Until 40Q. years ago the whole 
machinery of the universe was a sealed 
book to even the learned; and the re
ligious beliefs of that day, projected 
into modern times, were predicated on 
the ignorance of those earlier ages.

Though moderns have corrected their 
natural philosophy, the dominant re
ligion has not adapted itself to enlarged 
knowledge. The miracle, with slight 
changes as to tbe personages who 
manipulate the wires, still goes on and 
will until men apply the teachings of 
science to religious affairs.

There Is no miracle in Nature. Every
thing pertaining to matter is governed 
by immutable law. Men may be Ignor
ant of that law, and ascribe to miracle 
what they have not ability to compre
hend. It was so in the past. It remains 
the same to-day. Always keep this 
postulate in mind, then strive to master 
tbe law which produces the physical re
sults. The spirit world Is no less sub
ject to law than Is the material world.

The clergy talk very glibly about 
God’s power, aud his ability to change 
at pleasure. The proposition is neces
sarily a false one, and is based on the 
Bible-teaching of a repentant God. do
ing things to-day and reversing bls ac
tion to-morrow. Tbe God of the Uni
verse, the "Spirit of Nature.” as desig
nated by Shelley, has neither the will 
nor the power to change—or reverse his 
own action; and the miracles of church
men only betray the ignorance or the 
chicanery of those who promulgate 
them.

D^D^DDO IT?
ft Veru Suggestive Queru ftbout 

INFJNITMTELLIGENCE.
As set forth by G. W. Foote, in, the 

Freethinker, of -England, there were 
storms till ovei'ihe south of England on 
Easter Monday1,' resulting in much dam
age to property'and a considerable loss 
of life. A youi/g woman, named Annie. 
Friend, zivas killed by lightning while 
standing’ 'ou the Bands at Ramsgate. 
After striking Iter head—if we can say 
“after” in a movement which Is prac
tically s'd instantaneous—the lightning 
passed rlg'lit diiwn the left side of her 
body to the feet, causing fhe boot on her 
left foot to burst. Of course a coroner’s 
jury had to “sit” upon the poor young 
woman’s dead body, arid they brought 
in a verdict of “Death by an act of 
God.” It does not appear they took any 
evidence on; the point. We do not read 
that they discussed whether it was'God 
or the Devil who killed that young 
woman as she was enjoying herself on 
a Bank Holiday. They probably fol
lowed the directions of the coroner, who 
in turn followed the old usage of our 
pious ancestors. Before the days of 
science, in the days of real Christianity, 
people regarded all special occurrences 
as acts of Providence. Sunrise and sun
set-things thaf happened every day, 
and with the utmost regularity—were 
part of the ordinary course of nature; 
but a blight or a drought, an earthquake 
or a volcanic eruption, a deadly plague 
or a very severe thunderstorm, were 
particular visitations of the Almighty. 
If a man expired on his bed, he died 
from natural causes; but if he expired 
suddenly from heart-disease, or still 
more suddenly from a stroke of light
ning, he died by the Act of God. It 
wasn’t murder, and it didn’t look nat
ural, so they put it down to the Lord. 
And this old notion still survives in oc
casional verdicts at inquests, and in 
bills of lading, where the liability of the 
shipowner for the safety of the cargo Is 
declared to be void by “the act of God 
or the Queen’s enemles”-!-both these 
parties being lumped together as dan
gerous and destructive, and of quite 
Incalculable malignity.

According to. that Ramsgate jury, 
however, they arrived at tbe conclusion 
poor Annie Friend was killed by God; 
and tjtere the matter ends for the com
mon herd of tmrefleclive persons, and 
the selector fold of credulous super
stitionists; but. not belonging to either 
of those varieties of human dough— 
either half baked or dry baked—we beg 
to ask, respectfully yet firmly, Did God 
do it? We sayro'espeetfully, because it 
does not (teem resp<*<-tful  to believe God 
capable nf . murdering a young woman 
on Ramqgate sands, and on a Bank 
Holiday, (without satisfactory evidence. 
It is all very well for the orthodox 
Christian . .to regard our curiosity as 
blasphempus, but it really seems more 
blasphemous .on/¡their part to let their 
deity suffer under such a dreadful im.-

SOplE THOUGHTS
ftbout Efder Murick's ftopear.

ftN EARNEST PLEft FOR MUSIC.
' ------ :o:-------
To the Editor:—I was deeply Inter

ested in the articles by this gentleman 
dealing in our treatment of Christians, 
as they opened the way for the consid
eration of topics which to the Spiritual
ist are far more profound than that 
which has given us his vigorous pro
test.- With this, however, I am in most 
perfect accord. I go farther. To the 
Christian as to the Fagan who has not 
the light on things spiritual, it is my 
duty to extend greater kindness than to 
one of my own faith—this as the teach
ings of the deearnate in the ever enun
ciated doctrine of the human brother
hood; and also as the simplest matter 
of policy, on the principle that a smile 
is a better weapon than a club In the 
work of conversion. I also agree that 
the definition of religion as biblically 
given (James 1.27) is correct—benevo
lence and kindness—to be good and to 
do good the true religion It is however, 
Inconsistently conspicuous that creeds 
absurd and untrue are found inter
twined with a truth held to by all relig
ions. In Illustration it is only neces
sary to name one of these, one that Is 
constantly filling our penitentiaries and 
apylums with criminals by lustllllng-in 
the human mind the belief that we can 
do wrong and have the same repaired 

.by another through the profession of a 
belief—the fundamental doctrine of 
Christianity, that of the atonement. 
Bro Myrick makes no mention of these 
terrible untruths when he gives his own 
definition of religion.

Spiritualism has suffered deeply in 
many ways at the hands of those in 
whose keeping It has been placed. The 
pride of wisdom that oftti.mes accompa
nies its possession, delights in it as a 
philosophy; and in its intellectual cold
ness would insist that it is all head and 
no heart; that emotionalism belongs to 
the old-time revival, and should be rig
orously excluded from It. Thus the en
thusiasm always necessary for tiie 
propagation of a new truth is wanting, 
and while the latter halts, error sweeps 
the land.

( It Is too true that much has been done 
on our rostrum that belongs with the 
secularist—a work of destruction of the 
olu; while ours was and is the construc
tion of the new. Where we should 
have been cultivating love and respect, 
we have been kindling suspicion aud 
hate. The ill will of the Christian 
world we must expect, even with our
best and wisest endeavor; but we

There Are No Christians.
“The Interior,” the Presbyterian 

gan of Chicago, said the other day:

Sects Among Catholies.
It Is not generally known, never- 

tbcless it Is doubtless a fact, that Catb- 
olicism Is more largely divided Into 
sects, each warring on the others, than 
is Protestantism. Rev. Leonard W. 
Bacon, in a late number of the 
“Outlook," discussed this subject nt 
some length. We can only spare room 
for the following extract:

•■“Catholicism has Invaded the Philip
pine Islands with some dozen competing 
organizations, as diverse from one 
another arid as independent of one 
another, and as bitterly jealous of one 
another, at times, as any of the mis
sionary sects of Protestantism, The 
widest theological'divergence to be 
found among Protestant sects is per- 

■ hairs that between Calvinlstic Presby
terians and Annlnian Methodists. Is 
the divergence between these any wider 
than that between the theology of the 
August luittns nnd that of the Jesuits? 
There is a wide contrast between the 
seher and seliolarlike ways of tbe Con
gregationalists aud the methods of the 
Salvation Army: is It any wider than 
that between tbe Benedictine and the 
Capuchins? The contentions and rlvnl- 
ries between Methodist and Baptist, 
between Episcopalian aud Presbyterian, 
have sometimes been unseemly and 
wrong: have they ever approached In 
venom, the mutual animosities'of the 
rival regular orders in ■ the Roman 

• Church, and (as in fbe Philippines to- 
■ day) between tbe secular priests and all

regulars? ¡Where In Protestantism Is 
sectarian division so forced on public 
attention as by the difference between 
shaven priests and bearded monks, and 

’ the difference of black frinrs, gray 
friars, white friars, shodden friars, and 
barefoot friars, all contrasted with the 

■ •' semi-secular costume of tbe Jesuit?” .

“Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
©. For sale at this office.. Price/çi. .

or-

"The truth must be confessed, the re
ligion of Jesus Christ in its purity never 
has been popular, nor is It to-day. Pop
ular Christian systems are found to 
have an infusion of non-Christlan ele
ments. They must have something in 
them that answers to and gratifies 
ordinary human nature."

That sane Christian does not exist 
who, If smitten on one cheek, will turn 
the other also; wl;o if his coat is taken 
will give up his cloak; who If compelled 
to go a mile will go two miles; who will 
give to all who ask, and never turn tbe 
borrower away; who will love bls ene- 
mnes, and bless those who curse him; 
who will take no thought of his life, or 
what he shall eat or drink, or wear. 
And the one who will take no thought 
of the morrow is doubtless demented. 
Tested by the touchstone Jesus gave: 
"If they drink any deadly thing it shall 
not hurt them;" then there are no Chris- 
tlans.

No. such teaching Is not popular, and 
yet this Is what the biographers of 
Jesus say he taught. Indeed, they 
would constitute distinctive traits In the 
character of Christians, if observed by 
them, and they would cease their 
aggressions on others.

We have maintained very earnestly 
In these columns for a long time, that 
they who are posing as Christians are 
the successors of ancient Roman^Pa- 
gans. We have shown from time to 
time that every characteristic of the 
Christian is but modulated Paganism. 
The Interior editor seems to meet us 
half way when he says: “Popular Chris
tian systems nre found to have an In
fusion of non-Chrlstian elements." We 
only differ with him in the opinion that 
that “Infusion" is the sum total of 
Christianity, an impracticable and 
worthless concoction, bitter to the taste, 
corrosive In its action, poisonous in fact, 
prejudicial to public interests, and the 
sooner It is discarded, and a new sys
tem, the product of well-developed 
brains, is substituted in its place the 
better for the race. Thè unthinking 
heart formulated the old creeds, hence 
their worthlessness, as Is the system 
they represent.

Suppressed Leaf from History.
Sympathizers with the church, they 

who would make Spiritualism a sub
sidiary organization to Christianity, 
seem greatly distressed when the truth 
is told about Its beginnings. They don’t 
want anything written or published 
that is prejudicial to their claim that 
learning, morality, all the virtues, in
cluding the nobility of woriian, were 
outgrowths of tbe teaching of Jesus. 
One fact, not often referred to, showing 
how they treated the mothers of the 
race, may be Interesting as a matter of 
history.

Mrs. Gage, in her invaluable work, 
“Woman, Church and State,” copies of 
which are for sale by The Progressive 
Thinker, as will be seen by our ad
vertising columns, says substantially, 
pages 214, 215:

“Save among some savage races it has 
been regarded as evidence of the deep
est sensuality for women to appear un
clothed before man, yet throughout the 
history of Christianity from its earliest 
years women were required to divest 
themselves of clothing before baptism. 
* * During the earliest days of Chris
tianity women were baptized quite 
nude in the presence of men, by men, 
their bodies being afterwards anointed 
with oil by the priest who had baptized 
them. One of the earliest schisms In 
the church arose from the protest of 
women against the Indignity, their de
mand to be allowed to baptize those of 
their own sex, and the opposition of 
men to this demand. * * -

"What must be our conception of a 
Christian custom that placed nude 
maidens and wives in the very bands of 
men, not alone for baptism but also for 
anointing with oil? Nude baptism Is 
still practiced when converts are re
ceived into the Greek church, no 
position or station in life excusing from 
it, Catherine, the first wife of Peter the 
Great, being baptized in this primitive 
Christian manner.” '

Mrs. Gage, In foot notes, quotes many 
authorities in support of her statements. 
Without incumbering this brief article 
with them, it may be well to cite a por
tion of a note on p. 498 of “Tbe Prophet 
of Nazareth,” wherein the author makes 
many citations to old Writers and says:

“The candidates were both baptized 
in a state of nudity; both males and 
females in the presence of one another."

Of course this custom was changed as 
civilization advanced, but it is woman 
herself with her natural modesty, who 
is entitled to the credit for the reform, 
not the church, nor the fathers of the 

-church, who only copied pagan customs
In their baptisms, it not being an Origi
nal rite with Christians, nor with John 
the Baptist, as the general reader 
supposes. ' ■

President H. D. Barrett, 
The Banner of Light, the oldest Spir

itualist paper published on this earth 
to-day, has at last passed into the hands 
of Mr. Barrett, who will in the future 
shape its entire policy. The Banner, 
the principal pioneer paper devoted ta 
our cause, has been instrumental in do
ing a grand work for Spiritualism, and 
we have no doubt that in the future it 
will prove equally as efficient in the ad
vancement of our philosophy. Every 
Spiritualist in the land will feel an 
abiding interest in this old landmark of 
our cause, and hope’that it will at 
least reach Its hundredth year of publi
cation, and, that even then Mr. Bar
rett’s name may stand forth as Its ed-
itor.

“Human Culture and Cure,
*

Part
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments). ’ 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide .circulation, .as It 
well fulfills the promise of its? title. 
Fpr Bale at this office. Price 75 cents.

' Fraternal Cali.
■ Last week'our sanctum, was lllumin-. 
ated and enlivened by fhe genial pres
ence of the proprietor of the Light of 
Truth and its editor, Willard J.' Hull. 
Mr. Townsend has a stupendous mining 
project on hand which he hopes In the 
not far distant future will be made a 
grand leverage In the consummation of 
great humanitarian projects in har
mony with tbe lines laid out from time 
to time by The Progressive Thinker. 
On bur first page this week, under the 
head of “Humanitarian and Angelic 
Work,” we refer to the great good ac
complished by Mrs. Maud Ballington 
Booth in the Hope Hall, of New York 
aim Chicago. While Mr. Townsend has 
another segment of the reformatory 
work in view It Is none the less import
ant, and will no doubt become a useful 
factor in rightly shaping or preparing 
human souls for not only this sphere of 
existence, but the next also. Mr. Hull, 
who has Tiad a new light flashed into 
bls soul lately, will be an important and 
efficient factor in aidirig Mr. Townsend 
in the great work he is contemplating in 
the future. We wish them both un
bounded success. ■ ■

putation. > We cannot admit that tlielr 
desperate) or thoughtless hurry is n 
valid expuse for swearing away Ills 
character)

On one itheoryblt Is Indisputable that 
God did -kill poor Annie Friend; we 
mean the theory of his Omniscience and 
Omnipotence. "1. create good and evil, 
I the Lord do all these things” is the 
language, and '-the true language, 
of severe Monotheism in Isaiah. 
"Kismet!u-~lt is the will of God!—cries 
tbe monotheistic Mohammedan, in the 
face of death or disaster; and the ex
clamation is both pious nnd logical; for, 
if God be omniscient, nothing happens 
without his knowledge, and If he be 
omnipotent, nothing happens without 
his sanction. What he does, and what 
he permits to be done, are effects from 
one and the same ultimate cause, re
sultants from one and the same original 
fount of power. From this conclusion 
there Is no logical escape. You may set 
up a Satan, or talk of man’s free-will, or 
indulge in other intellectual subter
fuges; but if you take the trouble to 
think you come at last to God as the 
Supreme Creator, and perceive all 
created things act by his permission, 
and therefore by his authority; or you 
are obliged to limit his wisdom and 
power, to confront him with an eternal 
opponent, and degrade him from an all
wise, almighty being into one who is 
perpetu.-»lly frustrated and only suc
ceeds in doing tbe best he can In tbe 
circumstances, lu one sense, therefore— 
that Is to say. on the theory'of pure 
Monotheism—the question, Did God dó 
it? must be answered.in the affirmative. 
On that theory God does everything— 
good, bad. or indifferent. Light aud 
darkness, beauty and ugliness, pleasure 
and pain, joy and misery, are all his 
handiwork. He makes the leopard and 
the gazelle, the shark and the swimmer, 
the slayer and the slain. He molds our 
faces to tbe smile of happiness or the 
contortion of suffering. His. will is des
tiny, and all morality disappears under 
his fiat.

The usual refuge from this dilemma is 
the pious idea that the wlroje matter Is' 
"a mystery,” which will be cleared up 
some day, not ta this world, but in the 
next. Some time, perhaps hundreds or 
thousands of year's after the undertaker 
has done with us, we shall be fully en
lightened. Then we shall understand 
that all the misfortunes and miseries of 
this world, and maybe of other worlds, 
are parts of one infinite plan of love 
and happiness. We shall look back on 
our old sorrows and see that they were 
joys in disguise; we shall remember our 
old toothaches, and see that we were 
really full of pleasure while we thought 
we were suffering and knew we were 
swearing. $Ees; It ¡will all come right at 
the finish; at least the clergy say so, 
and they ought to know, for they take 
millions oft/moneyl every year on the 
supposltlongthat they do, and they all 
profess to he very intimate with the 
mind of Gqd( il

But all that hesftenly- illumination is 
reserved forrthe sweet by-and-by. For 
the present; at anyii-ate, the ways of the 
Lord are fearful «nd wonderful—to usé 
the Psalmist’s language about his own 
body, probably after consulting many 
physicians ribOut an incurable Internal 
Complaint. ¡¡Reverting to the case of 
poor Annle.fFrlend,’ it is hardly worth 
While discussing i whether the Devil 
killed her; fifst, because that personage 
has rarely bggn accused of such criines; 
and, secondly, because twelve jurymen 
and a coroner, presumably all Chris
tians, have decided that God killed her. 
According to that- verdict, God com
mitted a murdér on Easter Monday; 
and the logical result should be an order 
for his arrest oír a charge of willful 
homicide. But it would perhaps be ex
tremely dlfficult.to execute the warrant. 
A crazy Germain once addressed a letter 
to “God In Heaven,” and the postoffice 
returned it as “insufficiently addressed.” 
It Is Impossible to find a being who is 
everywhere. Being everywhere in gen
eral, he Is nowhere in particular; and 
we venture to suggest that It was for 
this reason the old Hebrew writer 
asked, "Can mail by. searching find out 
God?” .! . .■ ■... . . •

For our part, we shrink , from bellev- 
tag that God committed a deed for

should do nothing to increase it. As 
their foundation was in God nnd the fu
ture life, our demonstration of the lat
ter proved their entire ignorance con
cerning it, aud as this also threw not a 
single ray of light on the former, of that 
too it was prover that they were entire
ly ignorant. But with this demonstra
tion ta ourrom'u hands, cam we afford to 
be less tliiii(^rt'y«kipd to these wor
shipers of anci^yhntruths?

With such great leaders as Dnvls. 
Tuttle aud others In the early history of 
Spirituiilism, we have tbe key to tbe 
best methods of spreading the light. 
This consists in individualizing it as a 
religion on its own original Hues. We 
should build anew In place of absorb
ing tbe old. With the coming into our 
possession of the greatest discovery of 
the nineteenth century, we should lay 
our foundations with such care as to 
compel the respect of those who op
pose us. To this end we have no Use 
for names and terms, all of whose asso
ciations suggest that which we know 
to be untrue. Our leaders should not 
assume the name of pastors. Our 
greatest and holiest days are not Christ
mas and Easier. Our ceremonies need 
not be called ordinations and christen
ings. ’

If we accept the fact that the demon
stration of n continued life appeals to 
tbe heart as well as the head, the sub
ject of music becomes an Important fac
tor ta the work. This must be more 
than a recognition of the sweet bye and 
bye and the ethics of being good and 
doing good. As this demonstration Is 
more than all else, the phenomena nnd 
communication In varied form should 
be the subjects presented ta words. 
The cause will live a new life if the 
time ever comes when Instead of praise, 
Spiritualism shall be taught in its songs. 
In the music, the best that tbe most 
gifted have created should be ours. Its 
construction should be made on tbe 
principle of Dempster’s melody to

POWER OF H^glTS.
Their Wonderfuf Inffuence

IN MOLDING THE SPIRIT.
, , ■ ■ ;q;......  . •

Shakspeare was right when he said, 
“Use doth breed a habit In a man.” This 
is just as true of mental aud spiritual 
exercises as of physical. We first make 
our habits, then the product of our man
ufacture becomes our tyrant. Habits 
that we have made make us.

Habit is like a cable. We weave the 
threads of it until it becomes so strong 
that we who made it cannot break it. 
Its links or strands are generally too 
small to be felt until they are too strong 
to be broken. '

The influence of habit constitutes the 
deepest law of human nature. It has 
its blessings and its dangers, like every
thing of power. It is either the best of 
servants, or it can easily become the 
worst of masters. John Foster, in bls 
wonderful essay on“Declsion of Char
acter” (which every young man and 
young woman would do well to read) 
says most forcibly: “In a majority of 
things habit is a greater plague than 
ever afflicted Egypt.. In religious char
acter it Is a grand fallacy.”

Habits are to tbe soul what veins and 
arteries are to tbe blood, the courses in 
which it moves. A large part of Chris
tian virtue consists in good habits. On 
the other hand, if we would know who 
is the most degraded, the wretchedest 
of human beings, look for the man who 
has practiced vice so long that he clings 
to It while he curses It; It pursues him 
while hit dreads it; lie is impelled to It 
by what has been allowed to become a 
law of his nature, reaching after it, 
yearning for It, and knowing all the 
while that it will guaw out his heart 
and make him roll in the dust and bite 
the earth lu anger.

Habits are the petrifaction of feelings. 
They work more constantly and with 
greater force than reason, which, you 
know, when we have most need of it, is
seldom fairly consulted, aud more rare
ly obeyed. This Is what makes it so 
hard to convert old men. Their habits 
are so fixed as to prevent their reform
ing. "What they will they cannot.”

There is one feature in the law of 
habit which is so psychologically cer
tain, so uniformly sure in its operation, 
and in some of its consequences so 
almost fearful, that It deserves to be re
membered by all, aud is especially com
mended to tbe consideration of the 
young. Good habits to be used in this 
life have to be formed early. Tbe char
acter that is to bp used in eternity has 
to be formed in lime. Habits do much, 
do most to form it—good habits molding 
a good character, and bad habits a bad 
character. Our power of passive sensa
tion is weakened by tiie repetition of 
impressions, and just as certainly our 
active propensities are strengthened by 
the repetition of actions.

We all know how difficult it is to get 
rid of a habit, especially of an evil 
habit. Take profanity, for example. I 
do not suppose anybody over ten years 
old will argue in its favor, think it 
smart, brave or manly. Most men who 
swear admit it is a weakness. Con
tinued cursing Impairs the force of

“Longfellow’s Rainy Day”—without 
which adaptation there can be no Inspi
ration.

"Will Spiritualism absorb the church, 
or will it be absorbed? It is for us to 
determine. Every concession we make 
in the interest of Grundy, Unltarianism. 
or half-fare rates, Is a nail in its coffin, 
and every effort made to individualize 
it as a religious cult, will compel the re
spect of those who fear It and who. im
pelled by selfish or cowardly Interest, 
desire Its downfall.

H. W. BOOZER.
Grand Rapids, Mich. .

which any human being would be bung. 
We prefer to believe that Annie Friend 
happened to stand In the path of the 
lightning, which, like all other natural 
forces, acted under blind necessity, 
without any moral or Unmoral intention, 
either in it or behind it. Some peopje 
call this a cheerless philosophy, but we 
think it better than belief in a divine 
assassin.

speech.

HIS SHIP GUIDED
Bu a Supernatural Visitor.

ONE OF COLUMBUS' CREW,
------ ;o:-------

Sailing Around the World. By Capt, 
Joshua Slocum. The Century Co.

This is an account, as set forth by The 
Nation, of one of the most remarkable 
and successful nautical enterprises ever 
attempted, whose claim to pre-eml< 
nence resides in the fact that it in
volved a cruise of 46,900 miles on all of 
the oceans, in a sloop thirty-six feet, 
nine inches in length over all, and of 
nine tons net burden, sailed by one sol
itary man. This exploit was accom
plished, not In the Interests of trade or 
for the sake of gain, but seemingly from 
a spirit of adventure and of spontane
ous love of the water. That Capt. Slo
cum was not inspired by sordid im
pulse was a source of ceaseless wonder 
at the various ports at which he touched 
—except at Samoa, the only place that 
he visited where he never aeard allu
sion made to what “would or would not 
pay.” Many successful conflicts have 
been waged with the sea in craft of 
small dimensions—in them explorers 
and shipwrecked mariners have made 
long and perilous voyages; but never 
before has a single man embarked with 
such calm deliberation in so diminutive 
a vessel to circumnavigate the globe, 
and carried the venture to a successful 
conclusion.

It is not to be expected that the aver
age reader, unacquainted with nautical 
vicissitudes, will be able to gauge in all 
of its dimensions the extraordinary ex- 
plolnt of Capt. Slocum; but In those 
who have seen the ocean lu all its 
moods from the decks of sailing craft, 
or who have passed all their days at the 
edge of the heaving sea, or who have

A man forever taking oaths on
his Ups resorts to exaggeration, and 
finally people dlvldp what he says by 
two lu order to get the truth. But let 
the swearer try to discontinue the habit. 
Even the grace of God cannot stop him 
lu an Instant. Much endeavor and some 
humiliation are necessary to break the 
vile habit.

Or take gambling. I have known 
gamblers. I know how that vice pet
rifies all the finer feell'tigs, and sub
stitutes a genteel exterior for interior 
refinement. No passion leads men to 
such fearful extremities. None so de
stroys them, body, soul and spirit. None 
produces such monsters, such insincere 
men. such cold-blooded hypocrites. It 
requires more than a miracle of grace 
to convert a gambler. The habit once 
fixed, tbe destiny Is as good as de
termined. we say.

Or take the drink habit. What chains 
that binds about the strongest men! It 
puts a hook in tbe nose of our very best 
at will. I have seen men able to face 
a cannon shiver like a reed before the 
temptation to drink, acknowledge they 
had not sufficient will power to pass by 
the door of a saloon and not enter.

And then there are other habits, not 
the great vices, but tbe little habits 
which mean so much for good or 111 
through life — procrastination, selfish 
ease, bullying manners and various In
fringements of others’ rights—the com
mon. unlovely "traits of character" 
which in the home, the office, the store, 
affect those about us as well as our
selves.

It Is well for us to study our habits, 
and. since they have such a hold upon 
us for good or for evil, to break off bad 
ones before they develop, and to estab
lish the good ones In the orderly course 
of living. It is surprising what a hold 
habit gets on nature. I know men of 
shrewd sense and sound judgment
successful men in business—who, hav
ing become habituated to constant to
bacco smoking, when told by their phy
sicians they will die If they continue 
such excessive use, deliberately say, 
facing all the consequences of a family 
made fatherless and a useful life cut 
short in Its career: “I can’t help it; I 
can’t stop." Isn’t that a sad commen
tary on tbe weakness of human nature?

Y’oung people, cultivate for your
selves, and help your brothers and sis
ters to cultivate good habits. Let not 
your virtues be spasmodic. Settle some
what the course of your life while you 
are young and plastic. In middle life, 
one’s habits, like his joints, become set.

A VISION OF STORM.
“I had a vision of a' storm at night— 

A monster myriad-mouthed—I saw 
the sea, 

That soared and roared with de
moniac glee, 

Drag down great ships, and drown men 
(woeful sight!)

I saw on land homes wrecked with 
fearful might ' '

Of winds andfltrods; I saw beneath a 
. tree '

A good man slain by lightning, that 
left free .

Another who In evil did' delight 
“And then I saw, as though, indeed, 

above - . .
Hell’s hand were there to wield The 

lightning’s rod,
A child struck blind before its 

mother’s-, eyes; ■ 1 •
Arid that poor mother’s grief,- her 

■ moans and cries, .
More than' a good-man’s words 

denying God, '
Disproved, If God there be, that God 

is love!” .

4,Buddhlsm and Its Christian Critics.’ 
By Dr. Paul Carns. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet, comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25. 
For sale at this office. .

“Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 

■ known ■. author.. Price : 15 t cents. For 
gale at this office. _ ; >■ ... _
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“It’s hard to teach 
tricks.”

Make it your habit 
and be moderate in 
drinking, that your 
strong.

an old dog new

to take-exercise 
your eating and 
bodies may be

sailed small boats in dangerous wateys 
at all times and at all seasons, it will 
arouse sentiments of unqualified admi
ration and respect for him as a valiant 
and resourceful man. It is from this 
point of view that the author’s simple 
and unpretentious narrative of his 
cruise must be judged. Absence of lit
erary finish and florid word-painting 
sinks into Insignificance compared with 
the overwhelming Impression his story 
conveys of dominant courage aud 
placid self-reliance.

The rig of the sloop is the most un
suited for navigating tbe open sea. It 
is heavy, cumbersome, and dangerous 
there, even when handled with a crew 
numerous and able. Yet It was in such 
a craft, alone and unaided, that Capt, 
Slocum sailed from Boston to Gibraltar, 
thence across the South Atlantic to 
Brazil and the Straits of Magellan, 
where be changed the rig into that of a 
yawl-an ideal one for cruising in small 
vessels. Ills skill as the skipper of a 
sloop was all the more remarkable inas
much as bls nautical training had been 
acquired lu square-rigged craft. This 
emphasizes the extraordinary quality of 
his seamanship. As a navigator. ‘ ho 
was no less surprising. Provided with 
a eheap tin clock in Heu of a chronom
eter, he was rarely at fault in his longi
tude. When lie expected to make a port, 
the bowsprit of tiie Spray was pointed 
directly at Its entrance, when it was 
sighted, even after a forty-day run at 
sea. Naval officers, with all their sci
entific training and elaborate navigat
ing tools, cannot always attain to this 
accuracy. ■

The original of (lie Spray was a fish
ing boat, supposed to be’ a hundred 
years old. When It came Into the pos
session of Capt. Slocum, It was hauled 
up in a pasture lot In process of decay. 
Without assistance he rebuilt the craft 
upon the original lines. That lie did the 
work thoroughly the record of the voy
age reveals. Moreover, the sail-plan 
was well balanced; for, with the helm 
lashed, he sailed long stretches without 
touching the wheel. Wheu the Spray 
was altered into a yawl, it did still bet
ter, for on one occasoin It sailed on one 
course for twenty-two days, without bis 
being at tbe wheel for more than an 
hour and a half during the entire period.

Ou April 24, 1895, Captain Slocum 
sailed from Boston, stopping at various 
coastwise ports until he reached Yar
mouth, Nova Scotia, whence, on the 2nd 
of July, be took bls final departure from 
the American coast, bound for the 
Azores, his first port to call, where he 
arrived July 20. On July 26. the day 
after leaving the Azores, occurred tbe 
most dramatic incident of tiie voyage. 
Some of bis friends on shore had pre
sented him with a quantity of plums 
and a native cheese. He ate freely of 
both. Tbe amalgam was not a harmo
nious one, for it brought on a dreadful 
attack of stomachic cramps. Before 
tbe Captain was completely disabled, a 
blow came on. He should have hove to; 
Irfstead. be doubled-reefed the mainsail 
and, with a full jib, put the Spray on 
her course, lashed tbe wheel, and went 
below to roll in agony of pain on the 
cabin floor. While delirious from the 
disorder, he Imagined that he saw 
through the compaion-way a tall man at 
the helm, who doffed his hat and said 
to him, “I am one of Columbus crew. I 
am the pilot of the Pinto come to aid 
you. Lie quiet. Senor Captain, and I 
will guide your ship to-night. You have 
a calentura; but you will be all right to
morrow.” When the Captain recovered 
his full senses, it was broad day. The 
Spray was still going like a race horse. 
The sloop had made ninety miles In the 
night through a rough sea with no one' 
at the helm—except the supernatural 
visitor.

Make It your habit to read and study 
a little every day, and only those things 
worth the time spent upon them, in 
order that your minds may be kept 
'wholesome and ready for any stress 
which emergency may put upon them.

Make it your habit to attend to the 
development of your spiritual life. Pray 
if never so briefly, trover so fraternally, 
night and morning. Direct your 
thoughts upward, far above earth, and 
beyond the skies, that your soul may 
not be dwarfedtthrough your neglect to 
nurture it. • • ■

Study your habits. They are your life. 
All habits are worthy of attention, little 
ones perhaps worthy of most attention, 
lest they grow into great ones and of 
the wrong kind. ■

, Look out for favorite habits. Those 
you love most may do you nfost harm. 
Strong Samson was betrayed to death 
by his beloved Delilah. The devil 
always attacks our Weakest side. Great 
Anthony in the arms of Cleopatra, and 
a. hundred instances In our own day 
show us how the strongest are weak at 
some point

“That which is to be, hath already 
been,” but let us strive to prevent the 
converse being true: “that which hath 
already been Is to'be”—If It It! harmful 
to our best interests, and of all bad 
habits, perhaps, procrastination is the

worst of all, being the most “easily be
setting sin.” For it keeps us continually 
putting off from day to day the start on 
the right road; it prevents that “Right 
about, face,” which must be definitely 
and resolutely taken before the “For
ward, march,” In the right direction.

Tbe “well done” hereafter will be said 
only to those who have “well done” 
here. He who would be a great soul in 
the future must begin to be a great soul 
now.

The above by Rev. George R. Van De 
Water, contains a divine lesson that 
Spiritualists should consider. The spirit 
is simply the ultimate of habits whether 
good or bad, and they alone determine 
Its future destiny in the eternal world; 
determine whether the conditions there . 
that surround It shall be bright and 
glorious, or dark and dreary.

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage' ceremony, -marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter In poetry \and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price TO cents. For sale at this office.

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen beautiful, , soul-inspiring songs, 
with music, by 0. Payson Longley. 
Price by mall, 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. .

“Longley’s, Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2.f 
Sweet songs and music for home nnd 
social meetings. For sale At this “office. 
Price 15 cents. -
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ÏTHINKER
I . fi question.

Where’s the Infinite Inteffigence
IN THE FANNE IN INDIA?

------- :o:------ •
'According to the daily papers the 

port that cholera is strengthening
re
its
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deadly hold on famine-stricken India 
brings the pitiful condition of that 
country more than ever to public view. 
'About 113,500,000 persons, for this is the 
population of the districts affected, are 
sweltering their squalid existences 
away m pestilence and misery that 
show no signs of abating. Hundreds of 
thousands of pounds in good British 
gold, good German marks and Ameri
can corn have been thrown Into the 
country, but, judging from the.latesf ad
vices, all this charity is merely a drop In 
the ocean.

The famine and Its attendant compli
cations appear to exceed in virulence 
any two previous visitations. The vice
roy, Lord Curzon of Kedleston, and the 
government are making ceaseless exer
tions to meet-the terrible emergency, 
but the stupendous difficulties confront
ing them prevent the present supplying 
Of relief to more than 5,000,000.

In the meantime the native states are 
dotted with heaps of dead and dying 
and the roads are crowded with ghastly 
bands seeking to escape from the 
stricken territory, but who forlaek of 
food and water mostly succumb in the 
attempt. One of the most hopeless fea

- lures of the whole affair is contained In 
the statement of a special correspond
ent at Simla, who writes:

“Ten times the total relief could be 
laid out In a single district without fully 
relieving its distress. All we can hope 
for is a succession of good years to put 
the people on their legs again.”

The British districts are reported to 
be so far escaping the large starvation 

' and mortality that mark the native 
states. But that their condition is not 
enviable is evident from the following 
description sent by a Bombay corre
spondent of the scene at Ahmedabab, a 
city in (lie presidency of Bombay.

“In an open space upward at 200 
were seated, old and young, being fam
ine personified. The smell arising from 
their filthy rags was sickening and had 
attracted myriads of flies.

"Some, especially the old men,,were 
bony framework. A girl suckling two 
children was ghastly to look at, but the 
little ones, with hollow temples, sunken 

_ eyes and cheeks and the napes ot their 
necks falling in under their skulls, 
which seemed to overbalance their ema
ciated bodies, and with wisplike arms 
and legs, were more dreadful still. 
Many were suffering from disease and 
numbers had the ' fever. Those who 
coujd work were sent on where tanks 
were being dug. Others were given a 
meal and passed on to the poorhouse.”

This picture is from a less seriously 
affected part of the country. The suf
ferings in the remoter districts, where 
the famine Is worse, where all the cattle 
bave long since died, where thejyater is 
precious and where cholera "Tias now 
added its dread scourge can well be 1m- 
aglned.

A special dispatch from Bombay says 
cholera is alarmingly virulent among 
the natives on the famine relief works 
at Viramagon, where there are fifty 
deaths dally from the disease.

Thomas L. Johnson, ministerial dele- 
_ gate from Bombay, says: “Bombay 

Presidency is under the rule of a Gov
ernor appointed by the Queen, subject, 
of course, to the supreme authority of 
the Viceroy, who is also appointed by 
the crown. It is the smallest of the 
four Presidencies, but one of the most 
important on account of its territorial 
position. Bombay City is Its capital, 
and the chief emporium of the coast. 
The district is Included In the famine 
area, and Is just now undergoing one of 
the most unfortunate experiences ever 
known in the way of famine and 
plague. For the relief of those suffer- 
lug from lack of food the government 
pays about two cents a day for each of 
thè 4,000,000 supported, ferivate benev
olence is doing much in relieving the 
distress of the people, which Is scarcely 
lessened by the relief measures of the 
government. Much has to be done yet 
to make the relief measures thoroughly 
effective, and to prevent wholesale star- 
vatlon all over India.” '~

Rockwell Clanoy. Presiding Elder of 
Allahabad District, Northwest India 
Conference, says:

“Tlie population of northern India is 
50,000,000, 80 per cent of whom are cul
tivators of the soil. The masses are ex- 
beedlnglv poor. They live in tillages, In 
mud huts, with roofs of bamboo and 
find tile or thatch. Fields surround 
these villages, and during the greater 
part of the year men. women, and chil
dren spend most of their time at work 
in the fields. Most of the land is held 
by native landlords, who rent it to the 
villagers in small lots, which are not 
large enough to support the holders. 
The people eke out a living by working 
-for the landlords, and are paid daily In 

■ grain. When the harvests are good the 
common people can secure enough 
coarse food to give them one meal a

CRIflE INCREASING,
Though SDintuafi&m Exists.

SAD FOR THE 20TH CENTURY.
-----— 10 *.  - ■ 1 ■

New Thoughts on Criminology.
The most advanced views concerning 

crime . and criminals which have ever 
found utterance in San Francisco [as 
set forth in the San Francisco (Cal.) 
Chronicle], and which stand abreast of 
the world’s most progressive thought, 
were recently presented by Dr. A. M. 
Gardner, in one of the lectures of the 
Lane course at Cooper Medical College. 
His statements and conclusions demand 
the serious regard of thinking men and 
women who have the welfare of the hu
man race at heart, and the corrective 
measures which he suggests, one of 
which bears the brand . of undoubted 
originality, merit something more than 
passing attention.

Dr. Gardner's discussion of the sub
ject concerned itself chiefly with the 
growth of crime and its origin or con
ducive causes, as determined by the 
foremost criminologists of the day; with 
the corrective measures already applied, 
their failures and their successes and, 
lastly, with a radical suggestion of his 
own which he believed worthy of trial 
in this country. He found all statisti
cians agreed, that crime and criminals 
are increasing in every civilized coun
try at an appalling rate, out of all pro
portion to the increase in population. 
These saipe figures, prepared by gov
ernmental employes for the most part, 
strictly impartial and unbiased, com
pel the conclusion that at least 50 per 
cent of crime is to be traced directly to 
the influence of drink. Without any af
fectation of giving a temperance argu

ment the lecturer quoted in this con
nection some Impressive figures. He 
found that the tax on strong drink, an
nually levied in England, amounts to 
$140, 486, 400, leaving one to compute 
what the actual amount expended by 
the consumer must. be. The half-mlll- 
lou people in Boston, generally accepted 
as the model American city, spend $6,
875,000 annually for drink, a sum ex
ceeding all that Is expended In the sup
port of schools, the police department 
and for tbe maintenance of public 
pleasure grounds combined. Statistics 
of the state of Massachusetts, covering 
a term of twenty years, show a record 
of 578,348 sentences for crime, 540,314 
being for drunkenness, giving some 
faint indication of-the cost of the vice 
to the community, aside from the main
tenance of crowds of vagabonds in 
workhouses and poorhouses. Every

SPIRITUALISE
What Mrs. P. A. Hanaford Saus. 

A NOTED WOMAN PREACHER.
------ :o:------

Mrs. Hanaford is a noted woman in 
the east and a fine preacher. Her ideas 
of the next life are becoming wide
spread. She says that she is a believer 
in that which slie believes St. Paul 
teaches when he says “There is a nat
ural body and there is a spiritual body 

* ♦ * and as we have borne the im
age of the earth, we shall also bear the 
image of the heavenly.” (I. Cor., xv., 
44, 49.)

As a Universallst minister she be
lieves and preaches the doctrine of Im
mortality, the resurrection of the spir
itual body from the lifeless natural 
body, the assured hope of the everlast
ing love of God for all His children— 
and hence she believes—
“There Is no death, what seems so 

transition, •
This life of mortal breath 

Is but a suburb of the life elyslan, 
Whose portals we call death,"
She goes on to say that if there Is

is

no

?

I g
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day. Iu 1897 and 1890 the monsoon 
failed, causing widespread failure of 
the harvests and famine, which in
volves, not only northern India, but also 
Rajlputana, central and western India, 
the central provinces, Bombay Presi
dency, and other districts. More than 
60.000.000 are famine-stricken, and 
nearly 6.000,000 are being supported by 
the Indian government. The famine 
must eoutinue to grow worse every day 
until the next harvest In October. The 
Indian government and tbe missionaries 
are doing all In their power to save the 
Jives of the millions of starving men, 
women and children, and we sincerely 
■hope that the Christian Americans will 
help us In this work of charity.”

Starvation iu India, and yet a God! 
Dying there by the millions, and yet the 
crops are withheld by an Infinite Intel
ligence! Prayers avail absolutely noth
ing! The groans of the dying go forth 
in one agonizing wall to an all-wise 
God, and yet they meet with nothing 
but a mocking response! The sun rises 
and sets on scenes, of starvation that 

'beggar description, and yet not a drop 
of rain falls to give hope to the wretch
ed people. Under the circumstances 
finely spun theories on the existence of 
a Divine Ruler of the Universe, who 
counts the hairs of each head, and no- 
tlces each sparrow that falls to the 
ground, do not afford the least satisfac
tion to the one who is constantly sur
veying the scenes of misery in India.

year the people of this country pay out 
$700,000,000 for drink, and 365,000 men 
are'annually arrested for drunkenness. 
The vice of inebriety would be bad 
enough upon this showing alone, but 
its curse is transmitted to new genera
tions, until the blood of these dissolute 
and criminal families "underruns socie
ty like devil grass.”

Intemperance, heredity, environment, 
these are the three important factors in 
the production of the criminal. Given 
the crime and Its perpetrator, what 
methods has society employed in the 
past for their suppression and correc
tion? What is it doing at present?

The criminal laws and prisons of the 
past, founded solely on the principle of 
retribution, Dr. Gardner passed with 
little comment, merely remarking it is 
not so very far in the past, when within 
half a century a nine-year-old child 
was put to death In England for steal
ing two pence worth of paint. Retri
butive crimes and laws were founded 
on the theory that every criminal was a 
normal human being, which he Is not. 
To-day the fact Is generally recognized 
that every truly criminal act proceeds 
from a person either temporarily or per
manently in a morbid condition, and the 
new theory of the control and treat
ment of the criminal, who has become 
by his act an anti-social being, Is based 
upon this view. The judicial taking of 
human life as a penalty for murder of
fers no compensation to society, and if 
it is not deterrent of crime has no justi
fication. There have been many im
provements in prisons themselves, al
though this country and England might 
learn the valuable lessons from two of 
the weakest nations on the globe. In 
the Spanish city of Cueta, in Morocco, 
there exists a prison colony which Is a 
model for the world. The convicts, 
guilty of all manner of crime, are per
mitted to freely mingle with the com
munity and to take service with the 
families. The coachman who drives 
your carriage is a convict. The man 
who cooks your food and waits upon 
you at table is a convict They are 
treated with trust and consideration on 
every hand and given every opportunity 
to retrieve their records, and as a conse
quence, in this city, peopled with a 
small army of thieves and murderers, 
thievery and capital crimes are un
known. In the city of Toklo, the capi
tal of Japan, there is another prison, a 
cheery, attractive place, a model of 
cleanliness. Here exquisite cloisonne 
ware is made by convicts. Those who 
are incapable of executingtbe more ar
tistic processes take up simpler forms 
of artisanship. Only twenty-nine, out 
of the 2,000, who have shown them
selves incapable of skilled labor, are set 
to breaking stone. No form of punish
ment is known in any prison except 
confinement in a single-celled dark cage, 
and so obedient and well behaved is 
this small army of men. that the dark 
cage Is .not used for months at a time. 
Looking upon this peaceful, cleanly and 
attractive Industrial hive, a recent vis
itor declared that “the recollection of
the City Prison of San Francisco 
over him like a nausea.”

The Elmira Reformatory In
York seems to be. the only penal

came
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'“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa

. ment Scriptures which prove or Imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known tajented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
tho results of his many years’ study 
of the Bible in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of information on 
the subject. Price $1. For sale at this 
office.

tution in this country which is address
ing Itself Intelligently, kindly and suc
cessfully, to the solution of the problem 
of criminal reclamation. Here the Inde
terminate sentence Is in operation. 
Men are kept so closely at work at 
trades that they have no time to brood 
over the past or to plan new eviL When 
they have been In the Institution long 
enough to indicate their desire to lead 
good lives they are released on parole, 
but are kept under close Inspection un
til the day arrives when a continuous 
good' record wins for them the 
State’s full pardon, and they are re
stored to the full privileges of citizen
ship. This system Dr. Gardner con
trasted tfith the results following the 
definite and determinate sentence, 
which offers no Incentive to reform and 
usually brings out the worst there is in 
a man, confirming him in a criminal ca
reer. Drunkenness, as the most power
ful disposing influence to crime, he pro
poses shall be treated,upon the same 
plan. He would not wait for a man to 
commit a crime under the influence of 
liquor before making him a public 
charge, but whenever a man shows 
himself a slave to drink he would place 
him in a state Institution with an indefi
nite sentence, permitting- him to leave 
only on parole? and compelling him to 
shqjv he has mastered the habit before 
awarding him a final discharge. The

death, then there is no diminution of af
fection for the dear ones left behind by 
those who pass into the beyond, and if 
that love continues, there must be a de
sire on the part of the departed ones to 
communicate with those still abiding in 
the flesh. It may be by impressions on 
the mind, it may be by the imaginings 
of the day or the dreams of the night, 
somehow or some way there is, she be
lieves a mental or physical communica
tion between the loved and loving ones 
parted by death. Psychic force is a sci
entific fact.

She has witnessed some of the phe
nomena of Spiritualism with great in
terest and some satisfaction, though she 
has more often been disappointed than 
gratified at the results of her efforts to 
learn about departed friends.

Thirty-six years ago she was invited 
by the mother of the then editor of the 
Boston Journal to accompany her to the 
Boston office of the noted medium, 
Charles Foster. She stipulated that 
the medium should not know her name 
or anything about her. Her friend de
sired her to write three questions on 
tiny slips of paper and roll them in a 
way to keep the queries from the medi
um's sight. She did so, and placed one 
in his hand. She was seated at a table, 
one side of which was against the wall. 
He held the little roll in his hand a mo
ment quietly, then said: “Arthur is with 
Margaret, and he tells me to give you 
this word of encouragement." There
upon followed words of tender advice 
and hopefulness, saying a career was 
before her, and she was to enter upon 
It soon, and be an active worker in a 
field of labor of which she did not 
dream. Then the medium said: “Open 
the paper and read your question.” She 
had written, "Is Arthur with Marga
ret?” She had reference to her rever
end and beloved friend, Chaplain Ar
thur B. Fuller, whose death at Freder
icksburg had then occurred. She had 
asked him if he was with bls sister, the 
celebrated Margaret Fuller Ossoli. 
This was in 1864. In 1868 she was or
dained, having been led by what she 
regarded as providential steps into the 
ministry of the Unlversallst church. 
Thus there seemed to be a fulfillment of 
the words which purported to come 
from the spirit land.

When Mr. Foster took up the second 
paper he said: “Joseph is with you. He 
is one of your guardians. And here Is 
another." At this point Mr. Foster 
broke off suddenly and acted as If 
some one had touched him on the 
shoulder and forbidden the utterance of 
the sentence already begun. Then he 
went on to speak brotherly words as If 
from the guardian he had mentioned, 
Closing, he handed her the paper. On It 
she had written, “Where Is Joseph?" 
referring to her brother who had died 
nineteen years before. Without hand
ing her the third paper, which he tossed 
carelessly into the grate, he said:“Oh, 
you’ll find them very soon.” She had 
written, “Where are my journals?” In 
April she did find them in a wholly un
expected place.

In April, also, she received news of 
the drowning of her youngest brother in 
the far Pacific. The intelligence did 
not reach America till April, though the 
death occurred in December. But in 
February he was already In the spirit 
land, and when Mr. Foster said, “And 
there’s another,” he was about to tell 
her that another brother was with 
Joseph? She has often thought he was 
hindered, because by his not mention
ing the fact, she was spared the sorrow 
of bereavement a few weeks longer. At 
that time her sister was very 111, and 
the saying (however doubted) would 
have greatly distressed her. That has 
seemed to Mrs. Hanaford to be the 
reason for the sudden withholding of 
the rest of the broken sentence. It will 
be easily perceived that she writes as If 
she believed in communication with de
parted friends. She confesses -.that 
these facts which she has mentioned 
greatly Impressed her, and as personal 
experience they did help to convince her 
that life is continuous, and that there 
may be communication with the spirit 
land.

It Is not impossible. “The Bible,” as 
Rev. Dr. Sears once said, “is a continual 
angel-orphany from Genesis to Revela
tion,” and she sees no reason why those 
who have been saints on earth may not 
be angels in heaven, and henceforth 
“ministering spirits” also to the loved 
ones not yet summoned to tbe Master's 
presence. Death Is but an incident in 
the ever-continuous life of God’s child:
“Death is but the close of life’s alarms, 

The watch light on the shore—
The clasping in immortal arms 

Of loved ones gone before.

f*tinds  necessary for the support of such 
reformatories he would secure by taxa
tion levied upon the sale of liquor. In 
this way he would not only arrest an 
evil harmful In Itself, but would pre
vent the birth of the weak-minded, in
sane or imbecile progeny of drunken 
fathers and mothers.

The above conveys to Spiritualists 
evegswhere an important lesson which 
they should file away for .future refer
ence and consideration. Crime increas
ing! How long can that go on before 
there will be written over the portals 
of our republic, "Mene, Mene, Tekel, 
Upliarsln”—“thou art weighed in the 
balance and'found wanting." Look at 
it in whatever light you may, Spiritual
ists, and the outlook 1b a sad one. 
Fifty years or more ago there was one 
in our penitentiaries and jails to every 
5,000 Inhabitants. Now there is one to 
every 750 inhabitants. Here Is food for 
reflection for spirits as well as mortals. 
There is no way in getting around the 
facts; they are stubborn things. You 
must face them. They constitute a 
grave problem for the scientist to solve.

braiN Vibrations
Bu Which thefeuPRecoonizes

THE EXTERNAL WORLD,
—‘—:o:—

As said by a writer on the “Curiosities 
of Lunacy,” “Tlieije are cases where 
blows on the head have,benefited the 
brain, and produced,,extraordinary 
changes for the better, l(Mablllou was 
almost an Idiot tllll at thp age of.twen- 
ty-six, he fell down a stone staircase, 
fractured his skull, and jvas trepanned. 
From that momenthe became a genius. 
Doctor Prichard i||entiou^ a case of 
three brothers wh^ were .nearly all Idi
ots. One of them, was injured on the 
head, and from that time he brightened 
up, and made a successful barrister. 
Wallenstein, too, they say, „was a mere 
fool till he fell out of a window, and 
awoke with enlarged capabilities. A pa
tient In an asylum,.was the victim of 
many delusions. He was paying off the 
national debt, going into partnership 
with Baron Rothschild, and forming a 
lodge of female Freemasons. One day 
an epileptic patient, irritated at being 
perpetually asked to , buy imaginary 
shares, gave him a tremendous blow on 
the bridge of the nose.. From that time 
he improved rapidly, and acknowledged 
that th.e blow had had a sobering effect, 
and had quite knocked the nonsense out 
of him. There is no doubt that this was 
the secret of that cruel old remedy for 
madness, the circulating swing, men
tioned favorably by physicians of the 
last century. This horrible swing was 
a small box fixed upon a pivot, and 
worked by a windlass. The “inflexible” 
maniac, or the maniac expecting a par
oxysm, was firmly strapped in a fit
ting or recumbent posture. The box 
was then whirled round at the average 
velocity of a hundred revolutions a 
minute, and its beneficial effect was 
supposed to be heightened by reversing 
the motion every six or eight minutes, 
and by stopping it occasionally with a 
sudden jerk. The results of this swing 
(which occasionally brought on concus
sion of the brain) were profound and 
protracted sleep, intense perspiration, 
mental exhaustion, and a not unnatural 
horror of any recurrence to the same 
remedy, which left a moral Impression 
that acted as a permanent restraint. 
That the results were often beneficial 
we have indisputable evidence. The 
cases of suspended consciousness after 
brain injury are well worthy attention. 
A man who awakes out of sleep is con
scious of a lapse of time, and can gener
ally even guess Its duration; but the 
man struck on the brain is often uncon-, 
sclous of any lapse. A man was struck 
in the-street, and was afterwgrd deliri
ous. He was unconscious after tjie 
blow for fourteen days. He was then 
delirious and maniacal f6r ten weeks. 
When he became more tranquil they 
brought jilui to the asylum in a strait 
waistcoat. ' He soon recovered, but 
when he became conscious he had clean 
forgotten the fourteen days’ trance, and 
the ten weeks’ delirium and mania. At 
the battle of the Nile an'English cap
tain was struck on'the head by a shot, 
and became unconscious. He was taken 
home with the wounded, and remained 
in Greenwich Hospital fifteen months 
deprived of sense and speech. At the 
end of that period: an operation was 
performed, and the. brain relieved from 
the pressure.. He instantly arose from 
his bed, and continued the'orders to the 
sailors which had been so abruptly in
terrupted fifteen months before. Dr. 
Abercrombie gives an analogous case. 
A lady was struck with apoplexy while 
sitting at the whist table. It was 
Thursday evening when she fell, aqd 
she lay In a stupor all Friday and Sat
urday. On Sunday she suddenly recov
ered her consciousness; and her first 
words were, ‘What are trumps?' The 
clockwork had stopped at that point, 
and now the pendulum again com
menced to swing.”

The brain, like a musical Instrument, 
requires to be In tune in order to give 
expression in an orderly manned to 
ideas. Sometimes Its normal vibrations 
are Interrupted by the pressure of the 
skull; sometimes there is a spontaneous 
action on Its part, entirely different 
from those vibrations that'are caused 
by the senses taking cognizance of the 
external world. When one Is intoxi
cated, the brain cells vibrate disorderly, 
and as a consequence the thoughts'are 
Incoherent, the mind cannot weigh accu
rately ideas, and subjective visions are 
formed that are truly appalling. When 
a person is suffering from what is 
termed delirium tremens, the vibrations 
of the brain cells are so discordant that 
the most hideous visions are formed 
spontaneously, and the results, though 
subjective, are none the less real. The 
brain being the seat of consciousness, a 
pressure thereon change? at once its 
normal vibrations, and disastrous result 
follows. A blow on the head with a 
club restored a man in this State who 
was violently Insane, to his normal con
dition. It removed luckily the pressure 
of the skull at a particular spot, and re
stored the brain’s normal condition.

The brain being the seat of conscious
ness, and consciousness depending on 
vibrations for its existence, a portion of 
the brain can sometimes be removed 
without in any degree affecting the 
mind; but If In the course of the opera
tions its vibrations should in any way 
be modified or changed, the entire na
ture of the individual will be changed. 
A blow bn the head resulting in a frac
ture of the skull and the subsequent re
moval of a small portion of the brain, 
changed the entire nature of a Norwe
gian from a genial, kind, ever indulgent 
husband and father,.to a tyrannical old 
scold. All this resulted from the sur
gical operation changing the vibra
tions of the brain making an entirely 
different indlvidual cf the man. The 
study of the human brain reveals many 
singular things. The pineal gland was 
long supposed to bfe the'seat of the 
soul, from the foot that physiology 
could see no earthly use' for its exist
ence besides that. One prominent Spir
itualist located the soul there. But later 
discoveries show that he; was about a 
million of miles from thn?exact truth. 
The pineal gland w$s probably a sense
organ of pre-tertlary period—an eye— 
and though since its functions in that 
respect have ceased; its rudiments still 
exist in every human brafti. Conscious
ness Is no less thepresultiof vibration, 
than hearing, feeling and (seeing.

We live in a so-called age of enlighten
ment, yet contemplate the figures in re-.l 
gard to crime. They are appalling!

LIFE jND DEftTH
Illustrated tin Miss I, A. Safford.

DEATH IS TRIUMPHANT.
—■—:o:—'—

After all, when It comes to death, says 
the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, who of 
us is quite capable of seeing life whole. 
Some of our statistical writers have re-
cently been handling that “eternal mys
tery” In a way to demolish all the uni-
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“Mind and Bodi’. .Suggestions and 
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ties of life and put us back to some dark 
age conception of being, where some 
stern- Rhadumanthan chops off otir 
heads, without law, purpose, or cere
mony and leaves us—what remains of 
us—to go our darkling way with only 
the hope wrapped up In the eternity of 
force to encourage us-that it shall not 
be a short cut.to annihilation.

“And Enoch was not, for God took 
him.” Measure the distance if you can 
between that conception of death and 
Immortality and the former one. Or, If 
Enoch, with his mystic walk Into para
dise is too much fqr you, apply even 
Stevenson’s faith in the “ultimate de
cency of things" to the problem of life 
and see if an event that comes about in 
the ordinary process of nature and is 
universal in its application, should be 
held a calamity, a dark untried “sen
tence” against the children of men. 
Long ago Schiller declared “what is so 
universal as death must be a benefit.” 
but far beyond that greater ones than 
Schiller has shown us that it is a law of 
love. Over the gate of hell, Dantes 
places this inscription:
Justice, the founder of my fabric 

moods,, '
To rear me won the task of power di

vine,
Supremest wisdom, and primeval love. 
And when, through disobedience, man 
“let sin Into the world and all our woes” 
it was a pitying angel who turned him 
back from the tree of life, “lest he eat 
and live forever” in his sorrows. Puz
zle out the mystery as you will. Count 
that a stupendous scheme to create a 
race of beings greater than the angels, 
in the greatness of conscience, goodness 
and power of choice, had gone wrong, 
and found the creature unequal to it, or 
claim that from some sleeping seed 
through evolutionary law life’s chain 
had reached the human creature not yet 
established in self-sustaining glory and 
perfection. In any case the need of 
change and betterment was there and 
through whatever gates of death or 
hell the Lord of life led on the process 
it were better, aye kindlier, than to 
leave It in its sorry imperfections.

In one of Dickens’ under tales he pic
tures an old'woman, withered and In
firm, sitting by the grave of her lover 
and crooning the tale of her love. to. a 
fair young child who finds her there. 
The child eyes her curiously, unable to 
connect the sweet romance of love with 
such a face and form, and then she asks 
timidly if her lover was an old man. 
At that the woman draws from her 
bosom a worn locket and turns to the 
child the picture of a young Apollo, ra
diant in all the first glow of youth, and 
facing him a maiden of some eighteen 
summers, fresh, blooming and as fair 
as an artist’s dream. “There we are, 
dear,” she says softly; “would you take 
that smiling girl for the old woman at 
ypur slde^ And when the tell-tale eyes 
of childhood answer her in horror, she 
murmurs bitterly, “No, no, there is not 
a trace of the girl he loved left In me. 
If he saw me at the grave he would 
never know me. And he is young as 
ever.” Oh, it is life that changes us 
past love and knowledge—not death, 
not death! .

It is a grewsome tale, but it points a 
deep truth and that Is that a life that 
holds the seeds of deformity and deeay 
within it is a fearful thing, and death 
is the only justice of the gods to crea
tures of such estate. To leave man to 
any life of weakness and decay, any 
imperfect phase or crisis, would be the 
thing for which he might well arraign 
his Maker, not for letting him out of it 
by any procedure that his higher wis
dom found necessary. That death is 
such a process—the final step In that 
road that leads to fuller life is so clear
ly the teaching of both science and re
ligion—to any one who will not confront 
that second or moral death of the Bible 
with the physical change which Christ 
plainly said was not death but sleeping 
—that one marvels to find any intelli
gent person, to say nothing of scholars 
and thinkers, treating it otherwise. 
That man has made it the extremes! 
penalty for crime, as recently noticed, 
Is nothing to the point—unless to em
phasize his bungling conceptions of it, 
and the wide difference between the 
ends and ways of human law and the 
Divine. When man comes to under
stand the remedial and developing ends 
of nature's methods, perhaps he will 
handle this death penalty a little differ
ently. At any rate, he has not arrived 
at such judicious action in the case as to 
make his use of it a criterion for judg
ing the Almighty's. Besides, If he had 
any decent human principle in the mat
ter, It should not be to punish, bitt to 
protect that he resorts to such extrem
ity, and this can by no means be applied 
to the natural law which, if uninter
fered with, would claim but the ripest 
and the best from human harvests. 
“He giveth his beloved sleep.” How 
much is there in the nature of a crim
inal sentence In that soft whisper. The 
truth is that, by every discernible law 
of life, death is so logically an event or 
link in the eternal chain of being, that 
no theology could stand that regarded 
it from any other standpoint, and thus 
it has grown with the old superstitions 
that surrounded it with the terrors of 
judgment and wrath and fiery sentence. 
That it but leads on, in orderly connec-, 
tlon, to the life beyond, is the only ra
tional view to take of it, and it has been 
well said that “had not Divine interfer
ence designed to raise the dead, nature 
herself Is In the act to do it.” After 
what manner they are raised up and 
with what body they come is another 
question with which perhaps the indi
vidual himself has more to do than all 
the death angels that were ever invent
ed. It is enough that these angels 
should be recognized at last as but serv
ants to help man on to the best that is 
within him to bestow that may be, and 
the life he has prepared for himself. 
And thus it is that all the better thought 
of to-day has come to regard them. 
Death “comes to set thee free, O, greet 
him Cheerily," Is the tone of the modern 
poet, and art gives us now for death’s 
heads and ghastly reapers, angels of 
strength and tenderness bearing, as in 
Elihu Vedder’s picture, the fainting 
soul over the surging river. '

“I tell thee his face is fair,” sings 
Paul Hamilton Hayne, in his dying 
song,

As the morn-bows amber sings, ■ 
And the gleam in his unbound hair 
Like the flash of a thousand springs.
All that life failed in, all that love de

nied, all that sorrow silenced or the 
grave hid, he promises to restore In full 
and fadeless glory. • .•

To be worthy of death is about the 
only legitimate concern, then, that man

FIVE YEARS OLD, 
find a Most RemarkaWe Medium. 
SHE SURPRISED PADEREWSKI.

“She is the most wonderful child I 
ever met, and had I not heard her play 
I would not have believed what I had 
been told.” Such was Ignace Paderew
ski’s remark during his visit to Bau 
Francisco, Cal., (and as reported in the 
Chronicle of that city), apropos of the 
playing of little Phyllida Ashley a tot 
of five and a half years, residing with 
her parents on East Twenty-third street, 
Oakland. ’ ■

The remark means more because Pad
erewski was pestered to death while 
he was here by the over-ambitious pa
rents of precocious children. There was 
not an afternoon when the great pian
ist, tired out from bls matinee, was not 
kept from one to two hours listening to 
these piano-playing children, until his 
soul was weary within him. Sometimes 
the children played at the numbers for 
which Paderewski is most famous him
self, but he was obliged to grind his 
teeth and endure. He was, however, 
frank. He warned many of them that 
they would never be piano players. To 
others he held out slight hopes, but of 
Phyllida Ashley he was enthusiastic.

At one of his concerts at the Califor
nia Theater, Paderewski was told of 
the little Oakland girl. The great pian
ist was very skeptical, but, with his 
usual politeness, he said he would 
listen. As he named no time or place, 
Phyllida’s friends concluded that Pad- 
erewskl wanted to hear no more of the 
child, but In this they were mistaken. 
On bls return from San Jose he ex
pressed a desire to hear the baby play, 
and one Sunday evening she was 
brought to him.

Paderewski lifted the child on to the 
stool and allowed her to use his cher
ished piano. The child played an air 
and sang, but this was merely an Intro
duction. The little fingers, with won
derful dexterity and feeling, rendered 
the Lohengrin "Wedding March," and 
while she did so Paderewski became in
tensely interested. He passed from the 
room and returned with a bonbon, but 
the little girl declined It very quietly 
and proceeded with “Der lieben langen 
Tag."

At its finish the master hugged her 
and kissed her, and begged her to play 
something else. Phyllida, all from 
memory, played “Marching Through 
Georgia,” but this did not Interest Pad
erewski until she rendered it iu the 
minor, when he exclaimed: "Marvelous! 
What is this?” and again kissed the lit
tle player.

The ensuing effort was the rendition 
of the waltz from Weber’s "Invitation 
to the Dance.” Phyllida played tills ac
cording to the Interpretation of Rosen
thal and De Pachmaun, and when it 

■was over, Paderewski took her In his 
arms and walked around his salon wltli 
her, smothering her with kisses. In an
swer to bls questions he learned that 
the child had been able to play when 2 
years old. "Impossible,” said Paderew
ski; but when he saw a photograph of 
the infant at the piano taken over three 
years ago, he accepted the proof, and 
said that her attitude there showed 
that she was born to be wedded to a 
piano.

“Do take good care of the baby,” said 
tlie great pianist, when the reception 
ended. “She will be needed, and if you 
will not give me tlie picture of that 
wonderful pose I shall have to steal it. 
It must go wltli me.”

Phyllida Ashley is the youngest child 
and only daughter of George and 
Blanche Sharpe Ashley. She comes 
from three generations of musicians, 
her mother being a well-known planlste 
and a former pupil of kfas. John Vance 
Cheney. Her grandmother was also a 
professional planlste and the entire 
family is musically Inclined. These 
tastes have been born Into and bred Into 
the little girl.

Phyllida was named for the charming 
old English song, “Phyllida Flouts 
Me," dear to all lovers of ballads. She 
is a dainty little thing, absolutely de
void of self-consciousness. She has a 
sweet face, soulful as that of Paloma 
Schramm, and she Is fortunate enough 
to have wise parents, who will guard 
her most carefully and avoid, above all 
things, the “Infant-prodigy” precipice. 
She is not to be sent prematurely on the 
concert stage to earn a living, but will 
be carefully nurtured and fostered and 
educated musically and otherwise. 
Phyllida Ashley seems to have been 
born under the auspices and in the en
vironment favorable to the fostering of 
a great musician.

No doubt this little girl is a most re
markable medium, and will finally be 
acknowledged as such.

i sIjblime Vision
As Beheld hu (of R. G, InoersotL

PREDICTED A ROSY FUTURE.
»0. ■ • .

During one of Col. Ingersoll's master
ly orations on Decoration Day, a day 
sacred to every American heart, a vis- 
iou of the future arose before him. Ho 
sees our country filled with happy 
homes, with firesides of content, the 
foremost land of all the earth, He sees 
a world where thrones have crumbled 
and where the kings are dust. The aris
tocracy of idleness has perished from 
the. earth. He sees a world without a 
slave; man at la^t is free. Nature’s 
forces have by science been enslaved. 
Lightning and light, wind and wave< 
fiost and flame, and all the secret, sul> 
tie powers of earth and air are the tire
less toilers for the human race. He sees 
a world at peace, adorned with every 
foi in of art, with music, Myriad voices 
thrill, while lips are rich with words ot 
love and truth; a world in which no ex
lie sighs, no prisoner mourns; a world 
on which the gibbet's shadow does not 
fall; a world where labor reaps its full 
reward, where work and worth go hand 
in hand, where the poor girl trying to 
wiu biead with the needle—that needle 
which has been called the asp for the 
breast of the poor—is not driven to the 
desperate choice of crime or death', of 
suicide or shame. He sees a world 
without the beggar’s outstretched palm, 
the miser’s heartless, stony stare, the 
piteous wall of want, the lurid lips of 
lies, the cruel eyes of scorn. He sees a 
race without disease of flesh or brain 
shapely and fair, the married harmony 
of form aud function, and as he looks, 
life lengthens, joy deepens, love cano
pies the earth, and over all in the great 
dome shines the eternal star of Heaven.

Ingersoll’s genius was towering; hia 
inspiration as grand and beautiful, aa 
that of any ot our poets and seers 
While not acknowledging allegiance to . 
the giand truths of Spiritualism he waa 
in close rapport with those master 
mluds In spirit life who are ever on the 
alert for an opportunity to give expres- 
slon to some truth that will strike a re- 
spousive chord in the hearts of an as- 
pirlng people. We do not believe that 
on the other side of life there was any 
very great desire manifested to con
vert Col. Ingersoll to a recognition of 
the grand truths of Spiritualism. Ho 
could do more good in reaching the 
masses of the people by his poetic elo
quence, sublime imagery, and sent!- ’ 
ments tremulous with the sweet ca
dences of music, that characterized his 
utterances, than he could have done if 
au avowed Spiritualist. As an orator/ 
he was unsurpassed, aud his rhythm-' 
leal seutences fell upon the ear with 
tender sweetness, leaving a benign in
fluence there which could not fall to do 
good. His brain vibrations were in har
mony with the sphere of poesy, and! 
thoughts dressed in spring-time beauty, 
summer richness and autumns' golden 
fruitage, came like evangels unto tho 
mind, and were expressed to a world 
eager to hear them. We did not desire 
to proselyte Col. Ingersoll to our cause 
while he was living; his mission was 
confined to the liberalizing field, where 
his heaven-born Inspiration found cor
dial recognition, whereas they would 
have been regarded as unacceptable if 
he had uttered them as a Spiritualist. It 
is a very foolish idea to suppose that In' 
order to be highly inspired one must be 
a SpliItualist. That does not necessa
rily follow. Inspiration can not be con
fined or limited. It Is the birthright of 
every soul honestly aspiring for tho 
truth.

FREE ASTHMA REMEDY.
Free Trial Bottle to Everyone Who 

Suffers from Asthma.
A pbytklan who «ufTered m*ny  year« from violent 

attack« of aslbina, baa discovered a sure cure tor tbo 
disease, and 1« now entirely recovered. Ho bu writ
ten letter« to the leading newspapers of tbe country, 
requeuing that tbelr reader« bo Informed of tbla new 
remedy, and that be will mall, free, a trial bottle to 
anyone wbo write« for It. Il ba« cured quite a number 
of people wbo obtained the free trial: 1« an absoluto 
cure, perfectly «afcaud bannleas, and eofortldcs tbo 
ayatem that tbe cure la permanent. Write to W. K, 
Walratb, Box Cis. Adama N.T., and be will forward 
"t once by mall, prepaid, a trial battle, 60 that you 
can test It and eeo what II will do In your case, An 
offer Ifta this ought to be Uken advantage of by every 
reader. Write to-day without fall. Don’t wait.

WATER DOCTOR
will send his book of ovei 
64 pages, free, describing 
method, and containing 
much useful information 
of special interest to suf-

vouscan have in connection with it, and so 
great is death that the utmost great
ness of his soul can not .more than fit 
him to face it worthily. And here 
again nature comes in with her discip
linary work, and, in her last wrestle 
with man, compels him to be great,
So when the angel of the darker drink 
Himself shall find you by the river’s 

brink, ‘
And offering his cup Invite your soul 
Forth to your lips to quaff—you shall 

not shrink.
That 1^ nature's lesson, and somehow 

the tlmidest of her children learn it. 
But to find out where the secret of 
good, of joy resides-In it, as in life, and, 
with Stevenson, give it “a voice far be
yond singing," belongs only to those 
who know Stevensdn’s faith and “are 
sure that God in the long run means, 
kindness by them.” Small kindness 
would it be to leave man with all his 
deep dreams unrealized in the pit of the 
grave, or swept by elemental changes 
into plant or clod. 'Tls the life of that 
dreampart of him that the thinking soul 
demands, and the gentle Jean Paul 
Richter, breathed one of the fairest 
hopes ever voiced above our poor mor
tality when he said: “We shall find 
when we die that we have not lost our 
dreams, but that we have only lost our 
sleep.”

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75 
cents. For sale at this office.

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come into closer connection 
with the purer realms of the spirit 
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this’ 
office. ' I .■

■ “A Few Words About the Devil, and 
Other Essays.” By Charles Bradlaugh. 
Paper, 50 cents. For sale at this office«

. ferers from Kidney,Blad- 
■V- der, Liver,Stomach, Ner- 

Diseases and Rheumatism. Send 
2-cent stamp for postage. Write to-dav 
Dr. C. D. Shafer, 110 Garfield Place, 
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The above is the number or the pres, 
ent Imuo of The Progressive Thinker, 
M printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand comer. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand comer of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number od 
the tag_of your wrapper.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.
A New Edition/ Erofiistly HUisiraied,

"I chooee that a story should be founded on prob, 
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to 
And nothing In It trivial or extravagant! and I desire 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the discern, 
to« eye, though it escape the observation of the 
vulgar.”—Voltaibb.

Costhttb: "Tbe White Ball," « Satiric«! Bomance, 
"Ztdlg, or Fate,” an Oriental History; “The Bago ana 
the Atheist;” “The Princess of Babylon;” “The Man 
of Forty Crowns;” “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;” 
‘^Ucromegas,” a Satire on Mankind;‘‘The World a*  
it Goca;” BTbe Black and tbe White;” “Memnon. the 
Philosopher:" “Andre Dea Touches at Siam;” “Bab*  

«Ti1® Study of Nature;” “A Conversation 
With a Chinese;” *Piato'a  Dream;” "A Pleasure in 
Having no Pleasure:” “An Adventure In India;" 

Colin;” “Travel» of Bcannentado;" 
The Good Brahmin;” "The Two Comforters;" “An*  

clent Faith and Fable.”
Oue volume, post 8vo, 430 page«, with portrait and 81 

illuatratloM. Extra vellum cloth, 11.50; postage, 
15 cents.

“Voltatre'« tauro wu keen and flno-ndüited as a 
rapier."—Magatine ot Am. History.

"A delightful reproduction, unione Mdreftoshine." 
*-Bostoa vommouwealtli.

ORIGIN OF SPECIES,
By means of natural «election, or the prcBcrvatlon of 
«favored race In the «truygle for life. By Charles 
Darvin. Gilt top, cloth bound. Tbli book Is the 
'grandest achievement of modern. Bclentmo thought 
and rciearch. It haa paired through many edition« 
In English, has been translated Into almost all the 
language« of Europe, and bu been tbe «abject of 
more review«, pamphlet« and teparate.bookt than any 
other volume or tbe age. Mott ot the groat «clentlita 
ot the age fully «upport hl« petition. The thought ot 
thle book bu become a part of the common Innerlt- 
anco of the race, For «ale at tklaofflce. Price 75 ctfc.
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see that was quite possible. When It

meats; will officiate at funerals or

Also a lady soprano and solo . pianist

tralto, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, Whose

J

son is a juvenile solo violinist, will also 
be engaged for the season. We enjoy 
the reputation of having the best vocal 
and instrumental music of any camp in 
the west, and no pains has-been spared

land Scotch, but to the unaccustomed j . . . .
ear n feature of uniqueness, but which. - -from the same city. Mrs. Tuttle; con-

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed- to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to dp so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is esseutlal that all copy, to In
sure insertion In the paper, all other re'- 
qulremeuts being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Mrs, Donaldson writes: “As I have to 
write you regarding change of address, 
I also take the opportunity of telling 
you how much we appreciate the four 
books you gave as a premium at the 
beginning of the year. 1 am only be
ginning to develop mediumship, and am 
very often controlled for rending, I 
read the whole of The Next World In
terviewed at our circle, and every inter
view was read in a different voice. 
Many of the controls claimed to be the 
spirit Interviewed, and from the man
ner In which they were read we could

was the interview of a foreign spirit, 
the control read in broken English and 
lin'd all the gestures of a foreigner; this 
was especially noticeable in the case of 
George Sand. I do not know if this is 
a common form of development, but it 
was a very interesting experience. We 
like the paper very much nnd feel 
greatly Interested in the letters from 
Franz Petersilen. I also read them un
der control. Another member of circle 
has begun to tnke the paper.”

Dr. Harriet Edwards, of Chicago, 
will lecture aud give tests Sunday even
ing at Hibernian Hall, Davenport, la. 
Good musle. All are welcome.

The London Times correspondent at 
Lourence Marques says that President 
Kruger has been consulting a youthful 
Dutch seer, who prophesied the restora
tion of peace by June 14, and the Pres
ident’s death three month’s later. The 
President nnd the burghers are fully 
convinced that the predictions are ac
curate.

Last week we made mentlou that W. 
F. Ruffel had been ordained by the Stu
dents of Nature as a minister of tbe 
Gospel. The one who made the item 
from the report sent in, did so under a 
misapprehension of the facts of the 
ciibo. Miss E. Ebbert, secretary, writes: 
“Mr. Ruffel was not ordained by S. of 
N., but was given a certificate as a rec- 
ognltlonjjf being a test medium—not a 
teacher.”

The Banner'of Frankfort, Ind., says: 
"Articles of association have been 
drafted nnd nre now being circuited 
for signatures for what is to be known 
ns the ‘Frankfort Spiritualist Associa
tion.’ Tlie articles state that the organ
ization has for Its object-the investiga
tion and propagation of Spiritualism. It 
Is the purpose of the association to rent 
a suitable hall, elect a president, treas
urer, secretary and three trustees, aud 
to hold meetings at stated periods to be 
determined hereafter. The members 
will be requested to pay such assess
ments to meet the expenses as may be 
determined upon by the officials. A 
well-known believer stated to a News 
reporter that it was tbe intention to 
have frequent lectures delivered on the 
faith, and Hint meetings or services 
would be held much after the manner 
of any other religious organization.”

J. A. Gash writes from Ohio: “I have 
read and reread the six volumes I have 
received with The Progressive Thinker. 
I prize them very highly. They are so 
cheap in price, but well filled with many 
truths. I am getting quite a nice libra
ry of occult science. May you live long 
to sow the gems of truth, is my heart
felt prayer.” ■

Geo. F. Perkins writes: “I have been 
busy out of town two Sundays of May, 
speaking at Elgin and at Englewood. 
I would like appointments with fair 
compensation, to lecture, sing nnd give 
genuine spirit communication», with 
Itliilosophlc explanation of the laws that 
govern spirit manifestations. Having 
had 16 years experience I feel compe
tent to demonstrate the practical util
ization of mediumship. Address me at 
8558 Cottage Grove avenue, Chicago, 
Illinois.”

Geo. W. Johnson writes from Arkan
sas: “My wife is a writing medium, the 
best I have ever met We have re
ceived messages from fifty-one of dur 

■ friends who have passed to the spirit 
_ life. She has only been In the work
~ - two years, while I have been a Spirit-

■ ualist since the year 1850. Now, Mr.
Editor, The Progressive Thinker comes 
lo me all right; but I am In the wilder

' ness; wife and I alone in Spiritualism.”
Elvar J. Hull writes from Cleveland, 

• Ohio: “The East End Society of Spirit
- ualists held the usual services at A. 0.

U. IV- Hall, on Euclid avenue, near Wll- 
' son, Sunday evening, the 13th Inst., Dr.

J. M. Temple, of Washington, D. C., on 
the platform. After an inspiring invo-' 

■ -cation by H. 0. Andrews, of Indianapo- 
: lis, Dr. Temple spoke at length on ‘The
. Old and the New,’ to a fairly good audl-

• ence. The beautiful thoughts of the 
speaker conveyed to his hearers, lead 
them to realize there is a presence with 
him not. seen by the mortal eye, but 
Betin by many who were endowed with 
the sixth sense of clear seeing. Dr. 
Temple followed his lecture with tests, 
which were fully recognized. H. C. An- 
draws, the noted improvisator and In
spirational speaker, at the close of meet
ing dismissed tbe congregation with a 
benediction inspired by the inimitable 
Robert Burns. The grand aud beauti
ful words of the speaker, which were 
tittered with an accent of purest High-

nevertheless, was none the less beauti
ful.'and-dll felt It to be indeed a season 
spiritually refreshing. Dr. Temple was 
chosen as delegate to attend the Spirit
ualists’convention held at Columbus, 
Ohio, May 22 and 23.” R -

The full name and address of every 
peson who Bends an item for this de
partment, must be given, or otherwise 
it may uot appear. Bear that in mind.

Mrs. Maggie Waite is now at Syra
cuse, N. Y. Her address there is as fol
lows: 304 South Crouse aveuue.

Henrietta Straub writes from Syra
cuse, N. Y.: “The couveution of the New 
York State Spiritualist Association, 
held at Syracuse, May 11, 12 and 13, at
tracted big audiences, and was a con
summate success. I do not venture to 
proffer my individual opinions concern
ing the merits of the different speakers 
and mediums; this may be left to veter
an judges. One thing, however, allow 
me to declare:,If Spiritualism has many 
advocates and champions, as able and 
enthusiastic as those shown forth at 
said convention, then our cause must 
prosper, and the world will have to ac
knowledge ere long, that Spiritualism 
is the religion of the future.”

Wm. Seheth writes from Kansas: 
“That Lay Sermon in The Progressive 
Thinker of May 5, gives the best ‘dec
laration of principles,’ to my notion, 
that I have seen yet. Mr. GrlfAn ex
presses my views and ideas much better 
than I could do it myself; and I dare 
say (take it the world over) that there 
are teg Spiritualists who will say yea 
and amen to Brother Griffen’s views 
and ideas on the creed subject to where 
you will find one Spiritualist that will 
accept and is satisfied with the creed 
adopted by the National Spiritualist As
sociation.” i ,

Dr. S. D. Bowker writes from Kansas 
City, Mo.: “Mrs. Mary E. Knits: of Ev
ansville, Ind., spent the month of April 
with us and did a very excellent work. 
She was followed by Mrs. Carrie L. 
Bean and her daughter, Miss Edith Ev- 
elln Edwards, both from Lincoln, Neb. 
With the gifts possessed by these ladles 
we are greatly blessed, and they are 
not a whit behind those who laid the 
foundation of Spiritualism in this city. 
They are strong in personality and 
clearness of thought, and remarkable In 
the large number of fully recognized 
tests at eacli service. They will close 
their service for the society with the 
end of Muy, and will be free for.any 
service at Camp-meetings during the 
summer. Their address is 707 East 
Ninth street, Kansas City, Mo.”

The San Francisco Chronicle says: 
"Miss Flora MacDonald Shearer, edu
cator and poetess, has again lost her 
mind, and is occupying a cell In the De
tention Hospital for the Insane. Dur
ing the last three years Miss Shearer 
has been placed under restraint several 
times, but each time returning reason 
brought about her release. Recently 
the spell of madness again took hold of 
her. Some malignant spirit wits seek
ing to do her harm, she said, and each 
night she placed a note and a piece of 
money under the door mat of her home 
at 819 Lyon street. The note contained 
an appeal for mercy, and tbe money 
was offered as a bribe. Fearing that 
her madness might take a dangerous 
turn, friends of Miss Shearer had her 
arrested yesterday. Policeman McMur
ray took her to the Detention Hospital, 
where she will be kept until -her case 
has been inquired into by the Lunacy 
Commissioners. The unfortunate poet
ess is 50 years of age. Twenty-five 
years of her life were spent in teaching 
school. She has had several books pub
lished, and gained not a little fame for 
the excellence of her poetry and ethical 
essays. She is descended from a noted 
Scotch family, and was named for her 
grand-mother, Flora MacDonald, the 
sweetheart of the young Pretender.”

W. F. Ruffle of thls.cltly writes: “May 
I intrude upon your space to correct a 
slight error in reference to myself; and 
but for the ‘dead head’ advantages to 
be gained as with our orthodox friends, 
1 should hope never to be writing on 
this line. I am, under spirit impression, 
requested to state that the title of ‘Rev.’ 
would be more befitting the divine at
tribute of mediumship, rather than that 
knowledge which is sought after in 
books, schools, etc., and which anyone 
of fair Intelligence can get, and do get 
if they have the price, and which too 
much of, we are told, mnketh a man 
mud. Tbe very excellent society, the 
Students of Nature, under the pastor
ship of Mrs. Summers, did give me a 
certificate or license as a medium. I 
was asked to attend on Sunday week 
last, by request of the church, and it 
was the greatest surprise of my life, for 
I have done less work for her society 
than any other, yet how it shows her 
true appreciation of the work that is 
done, not by me, but through me. 1 
need only say in conclusion that my 
whole heart is in the true spiritual work 
and I do look forward to tbe time when 
I can devote my whole life to it.”

Secretary writes from- Saginaw, 
Mich., reporting a good meeting on the 
13th Inst., Dr. W. S. Eldridge officiat
ing. Prof. P. 0. Hudson, of Bay City, 
Mich., furnished the music. All were 
charmed. Dr. Eldridge will attend fu
nerals and make engagements for camp 
work. Address him at 211 N. Mason 
street, Saginaw, Mloh.

Dr. J. H. Taylor writes from Cleve
land,. 0.: “Mr. Samuel Fish, of Milan, 
0.. with whom I spent tbe winter, re
ceived the excellent premium books be
fore 1 left there. The Encyclopedia of 

-Death, and Life in the Spirit World, 
Vol. 3, and The Next World Inter
viewed were very highly appreciated 
by them, and they wish me to thank 
you for your generous premiums. I 
have just returned to Cleveland."

Carrie F. Weatherford has a few open 
dates for June meetings and for camps. 
Will answer calls to attend funerals. 
Address her nt Alaska, Mich., or send 
message by Citizens' Phone.

Harry J. Moore is open for engage-

weddings in the city. Address him at 
2979 Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill;

Dr. J. H. Taylor has returned to 
Cleveland, Ohio, after an absence of 
five months in Milan, Ohio. He has 
some vacant dates for lectures before 
the camp season begins. He may be ad
dressed at 885 St. Clair street-.

The South Chicago True Spiritualist 
Society meets every Sunday evening at 
7:30 at 8927 .Exchange avenue, instead 
of Elgenman's Hall. . (

P. 0. Hudson writes: “Having re
ceived many letters of Inquiry regard- 
ingthe musical department of the Island 
Lake Caritp, Mich., for this season, I 
wish to say'through The Progressive 
Thinker (as the letters are too numer
ous to answer personally) as follows: 
Prof. P. O. Hudson, balladist, composer 
and violinist, Is the musical director as 
of yore. Prof, T. H. Davenport, bari
tone soloist, organist, pianist and clarl- 
onettist of Bay City, is also engaged.

in selecting the best talent availably. 
Mr. Cook, of Detroit, the soIolBt, will 
also be in attendance on Sundays. We 
shall have ft most enjoyable season."

Ella M. Pitkin writes: “The Band of 
Harmony (auxiliary of the Church of 
the Soul) will give a social afternoon 
and evening, Thursday, May 31, in hall 
608, No. 40 Randolph street. Tables 
wlli be arranged for progressive euchre, 
at each session. Ladles will bring 
lunch which will be served with tea and 
coffee at six o'clock. Admission free. 
A charge of ten cents will be made for 
score cards; also for coffee."

J. Bullion writes from Michigan: 
“Mesick and our sister village, Sher
man, are all excitement, and many of 
our orthodox friends have been led Into 
new channels of thought. Dr. W. 0, 
Knowles, of Grand Rapids, s Mich., 
called upon us on his way home from 
Frankford, Mich. He delivered two lec
tures (with tests) in Sherman on Sun
day, May 13, to appreciating audiences. 
All of the tests, descriptions and names 
in full were promptly recognized. He 
also spoke at our school house, Satur
day evening and Monday evening to a 
house fiill of curious people, taking sub
jects from the audience, and followed 
by tests. He also lectured In the Car
penter school-hotiBe .'three miles north. 
Dr. Knowles is , a flue magnetic 
speaker.”

Mary Irene Dye. writes from Kansas: 
“We enjoy the paper greatly and appre
ciate your ‘Divine Plan’ of helpfulness. 
We do not see how ybu manage- to give 
us the books, but accept the gracious 
gift .thankfully, aud wait for more 
light.” * •'

The New York Sun of May 13, 1900, 
has the following: “New Ha ven,. Conn., 
Mny 12.-^-‘Prof. Lucius’ Wmfle, a trance 
medium, with an extensive list of 
aliases, was arrested by Detective 
Daly to-night charged with breach of 
the peace. This is a subterfuge to hold 
him until the police of other cities 
where Warde is known to be wanted 
can be communicated wl.th. The prls- 
oner’s description tallies with that of a 
crook who is alleged to have stabbed a 
man in Baltimore In addition to com
mitting other crimes at various other 
times and places. One of these places 
is Butte, Mont. Warde was DeHill 
Morrison there while he lived at 42(1 
Columbus avenue, Boston, as ‘Professor.

spend many « jpera hour, but he has 
grown to mature years now and 1b 
“teaching the young idea how to shoot.” 
Father died and was carried away to 
the little burying ground, and mother 
soon followed.*  Then the home was 
owned for a while by a married sister, 
but soon she ¡apd hoi- only son were 
called to that ¿‘bourne from whence no 
traveler returns.” I have been for 
some years lira new home of my own, 
where love wjelds .the scepter; wjiere 
time does n.oV hangilieavy, but speeds 
away -on goldeu wings. While there is 
much in recollection^, of earlier years to 
sadden us, yet. it seems to have purified 
our lives, and'this life is so grand and 
great; not downward when the years 
come on, but ever onward and upward 
until In the dim vista of years it seems 
only a step liito that bright and beauti
ful life, unlimited by time.

Bullington, Ind. MRS. HEATON.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Berthold Barmeith.’ The Cleveland
police, It is said, are after him for a 
case of einbezzlement. His arrest was 
due to a complaint of Lionel Hartwell, 
his partner in the trance medium busi
ness, with whom he fought. Hartwell 
had him arrested and told the police all 
he knew of Warde, whose real name, he 
says, is Gearge DeLaeey Kirwin, of 30 
Goldsmith street, Dublin, Ireland. 
Warde will be held until further 
orders,”

The Democrat, of Anderson, Ind., 
says: “At a meeting of the managers of 
the Spiritual camp grounds, held at 
Chesterfield, it was decided to spend 
$2,000 In improvements before the camp 
meeting opens In July. A new floor will 
be laid in the auditorium and other im
provements made on the building, The 
hotel will receive considerable atten
tion. There will be an addition built to 
the dining hall and tables arranged for 
300 guests. There will also be a large 
provision, or store room, provided, from 
which campers nnd cottagers will be 
furnished provisions, including fresh 
meats and vegetables of all kinds. The 
dining hall and provision store will be 
under the charge of some person em
ployed by the managers of the camp 
grounds. There will be no stand priv
ileges or eating tents allowed on the 
grounds this year. All ‘eating’ will be 
supplied from tbe big buffolng con
trolled by the management. It will con
tain ample lunch counters and dining 
hall.”

Georgia Gladys Cooley has been se
cured to give the people of Monon, Ind., 
three lectures and test seances. The 
meetings will be held at the Monon 
Opera House on the evenings of May 
29, 30 and 31. .

Frank T. Ripley, test medium and 
speaker, can be engaged for the Sun
days of June aud July. Address all let
ters to 55 East Wayne street, Fort 
Wayne, Ind.

J. M. White writes from Alvo, Neb.: 
“For some time I expect to remain here 
and am stopping with Mr. A. T. Hin
shaw, two and a half miles east of Alvo. 
While here I wish to hear from all 
camps desiring either mental or flre- 
test mediums for the camp season.” .

Geo. Friend writes from Toledo, 0.: 
“We, the members of the Independent 
Association of Spiritualists, unanimous
ly unite in saying that we will close our 
meetings with the present month, aud 
In so doing we close a successful five 
mouths' existence of our united efforts. 
At the time of thé organization, Decem
ber 21 last, a few who believed them
selves to be staunch Spiritualists reaj- 
ized tbe pressing need of a more liberal 
opportunity of understanding the grand 
truths of our beautiful religion, took it 
upon themselves to launch out up.on a 
breader sea of thought. Upon this voy
age about seventy-five souls have been 
gathered in, and they have found peace 
and happiness under that great wing of 
Immortality. We have spared neither 
time or trouble in demonstrating to our 
materialist brother tbe philosophy and 
phenomena of Spiritualism, and we re
alize that we have not bestowed labor 
in vaiii, as we have been crowned with 
Buccess and we attribute that success to 
harmony with the spirit world. After 
an intermission of three months, on Sep
tember 1, the association will re-open its 
meetings and we assure the members 
and friends that there will be found 
upon our rostrum the best talent that 
can be procured.”
-Philip Lamneck writes from Ohio: “I 

have become so attached to The Pro
gressive Thinker that it is impossible 
for me to ever part with it. Like wine 
it grows better with age, and. consider
ing the quantity and quality of the 
Spiritual food which you every week 
present to your many readers, it is a 
great wonder that in addition thereto 
you can present your readers with such: 
Interesting and valuable- premium 
books without doing yourself a material 
wrong.” . . ,

As there have been some inquiries re
ceived as to the Wisconsin State Spirit
ualist Association, for the benefit of all 
friends of the cause in the state I would 
say: The officers are at work getting the 
organization into proper and legal 
shape. There are several things that 
take time for proper completion In this 
way. As soon as possible printed 
copies of the constitution and by-laws 
will be mailed to contributing members. 
As soon as camp season is over mission
aries will be put to work. You should 
bear inmind the fact that lack of 
money necessarily impedes progress in 
the way of incorporation and proper 
equipment of the office. . Consequently 
we ask cooperation among all friends 
of the cause, especially in a pecuniary 
way, and solicit contributions to the 
general fund. .

During the coming three months I 
shall be pleased to visit all places In 
the state that will furnish me speaking 
room and entertainment, and shall en
deavor to aid your local work as well as 
the state organization. Remember this 
offer is open to all who desire and we 
hope to hear from every city and town 
in Wisconsin. Address A. A. McIn
tyre, Secretary Wisconsin State Spirit
ualist Association, Junction, Wis., or 
the undersigned for dates and other ar
rangements. Trusting that this effort 
on behalf of the State Association will 
find favor and be productive of good to 
the cause of truth, I remain,

Fraternally yours, 
CLARA L. STEWART,

Pres. Wis, State S. Asso. 
Stevens Point, Wis.

Letter from Cuba.
To the Editor:—I have been a Spirit

ualist for thirty years and have often 
thought a company of Spiritualists 

•could form an association for mutual 
help (not a commune) if climate and 
soil offered proper conditions. I have 
lived in California' and Florida, but 
found those Sûtes liot well suited; but 
I believe Cuba offers a climate and soil 
and productions eminently fitted, es
pecially the higher mountain valleys, 
where, free from feVers, the raising of 
coffee, cocoa,1 tobacco aud some few 
fruits Cor profitable1, shipment, and so 
many other inore tender fruits for 
family use; besides'1 sweet and white 
potatoes and 'half a1, dozen other quite
good'root croj 
and enjoyable:

ilei make life easy 
lost of these higher

valleys rain is sufficient, bo irrigation is 
not needed; "the lights always cool 
enough for nlost refreshing sleep and 
the midday heat not' prolonged—giving 
plenty of timé in daylight for enjoyable 
labor or recreation. The soil is very 
productive tot grasses qj' corn, making 

.meat nnd milk production practical.
I say community, for no American 

family enn afford to live alone long 
enough for Cuba to become English
speaking, nnd sufficiently, American in 
customs, thinking to ward off the 
homesickness that sooner or Inter over
comes the judgment, nnd nu unwise 
return to the States ensues. I never 
could tell why only the Inferior peoples 
should occupy the most healthful and 
enjoyable regions of the globe. I be
lieve Spiritualists should Inaugurate the 
reverse of nil this. People of best 
thoughts nnd aspirations should have 
best surroundings. Instead of letting 
capitalists from Atlantic coast cities 
buy up at ft^m one to ten dollars per 
acre large ¿eslrnble tracts they expect 
to get from twenty-five to one hundred 
dollars per acre for within a few years, 
the readers of The Progressive Thinker 
should send people into Cuba to In
vestigate nnd select location and report 
facts. N. ID. MULFORD.

Trinidad, Santa Clara ‘Province, Cuba.

LOCAL SOCIETIES. SOME QUERIES.
Useful Suggestions for Spir

itualists.

The Old Home.
A small packge was handed me to-day 

which was mailed near my old home, 
and" on opening I found it contained a 
beautiful picture of the little cottage 
where I passed my youthful years. It 
is empty now, and looks lonely and de
serted, but yet how natural. There is 
snow- on the ground, and some one has 
opened a pathway up to the door. 
Long icicles are clinging to the eaves, 
and some have fallen and lie broken on 
the ground beneath. In front of the 
house'is the pretty, large, sloping lawn, 
and on one side of this is the -garden, 
where we grew our vegetables, and 
such lovely flowers, the old kinds, pinks 
and - sweet-williams, marigolds and 
roses.' On the other side, and in the 
rear of the house la the orchard, where 
grew such luscious fruits, great red 
and golden apples. And there near the 
house is the well from which I-drank" 
many a cooling draught The windows 
look vacant, bjit I can picture faces 
there of the long ago, faces of parents, 
brothers,and sisters. The brothers and 
sisters went out to their own homes, 
and then for a while I lived alone with 
my parents. A little nephew, used to 
come and visit us on bis birthdays and

How to Succeed.
There seems to multiply many sug

gestions how to develop organized Spir
itualism. One wants more religion in 
It, nnd another no religion at all; one 
more phenomena and another less; one 
more philosophy and another is tired of 
lectures; and now the ladles are asked 
to take full charge, instead of-only men. 
If we organize a church, someone rebels 
because we should have only a society; 
and a plain society drives away the 
spiritually minded who desire a church 
to lead the people into a higher form of 
such organization than is now in the, 
world. Whilst we refuse to co-operate 
with every struggling effort, unless it 
just suits us, we will fail to help the 
progress desired. The local, state and 
national associations are badly handi
capped by a rebellion or refusal to co
operate when some measure is adopted 
which does not just, suit Sis—as for in
stance the late Impetfect declaration of 
principles.

Humanity, male and female, rich and 
poor, wise and ignorant (even pure and 
impure) should co-operate. to develop 
truth. As we are seeking truth and 
spiritual culture, we^must organize upon 
a business basis. A little common 
sense is frequently n’eeded by the man
agers of public efforts. All sympathizers 
and earnest Investigators should gladly 
co-operate. But most of all, every one 
who Is willing,’to be known as a Spirit
ualist should liberally contribute to the 
financial support of] the public cause. 
A failure to ¿IVe fludnclarhelp is the 
cause of dur pliblic idthargy. Any one 
who manages the sotiety can succeed, 
if financially “helped. Spiritualism is 
already popular; amt thus the hypo
crites may lay (aside‘iill fear and come 
forth with personal allegiance. Fra
ternally, , ■■’”' ”'G. W. KATES.

“From Soul tq Soul,^ By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers .of poetry will find gems 
of thought in.ipoetlq diction in this 
handsome volume, wherewith to sweet
en hours of leisure' and enjoyment 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Poems of. Progress,” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be' 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price SI, :

"The Infidelity ot Bcclesiasticism. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By-Prof. W. M.1 Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. - Scholarly, masterly? trenchant. 
Prlce.25 cents.- For sale at this office..

If Spiritualism is to continue in exist
ence as an organized movement for 
only a few years longer, a radical 
change must take place In the methods 
of Spiritualists.1

This must be so- obvious to all who 
know anything of the matter, that it 
may seem unnecessary to write it. 
The important point is in what direc
tion must the change be made. This 
should be as obviouB, yet most Spirit
ualists’ seem so blind that they cannot 
see It. ■ "

Local societies and they alone keep 
the cause before the public in their re
spective localities. The literature will 
be almost unheard of, except by a few 
scattered Individuals, the philosophy 
will be untaught aud the religion un
practiced where they do not flourish. 
Yet, with few exceptions, they have for 
some time past, been growing weaker 
and poorer every year.

The remedy lies with each individual 
Spiritualist. To the extent to which he 
is.willing to do without something else 
in order to contribute to the support of 
his local association, if there be one 
where he resides, aud to start one if 
there be none, he is doing his duty to 
the cause he professes to love. If un
willing to make such a sacrifice, he need 
not seek to throw the blame upon others 
or search around for the origin of the 
trouble.

Spiritualists must have times and 
places for publie meeting, or the truth 
they have, instead of burning brightly 
where all may Bee It, wlfl only faintly 
flicker in individual bosoms. And when 
they do meet they must conduct their 
meetings in an orderly and rational 
manner. The temple in which they as
semble may be as humble as circum
stances render necessary, but it must be 
reverenced as a temple and approached 
In a spirit of sincere devotion to truth, 
not in idle curiosity for the sake of a 
silly amusement or even mainly for the 
purpose of hearing from spirit friends. 
Its rostrum must be used for teaching. 
Its ministers must be properly qualified 
men and women, instruments of the an
gel world indeed, but fitting Instru
ments for angelic hands. And while It 
may be proper work for angels to In
spire them, it is no Jess proper work -for 
flesh and blood Spiritualists to support 
them.

It is natural law that no one can gain 
anything worth having without making 
some sacrifice to obtain it. Every Spir
itualist Is ready to say that bls relig
ion is the most beautiful and the best 
In the world. How much does he pay 
for it? That is the measure of its 
beauty and its utility to him.

We hear sometimes of high-priced 
speakers. Like the anthropophagi, the 
“men "whose heads do grow beneath 
their shoulders" nobody ever saw one, 
but they serve to talk -about. Or if 
there are any high-priced speakers, they 
must be such as, dear at any price, a 
depleted treasury may occasion a so
ciety to place upon its platform and 
who deplete It still more by bringing 
that platform into contempt.

The local society is a necessity to 
Spiritualism. The educated, earnest, 
intelligent speaker is a necessity to the 
local society. To do effective work he 
must live by it as he would have to do 
in any other profession he might adopt. 
As well expect your physician to slice 
horses for his support and attend the 
sick free of charge, or your lawyer to 
cut your hair nnd demand payment for 
that, but not for legal advice, as to re
quire the teacher of your religion and 
philosophy to earn his bread by other 
means. He cannot do it without detri
ment to his work.

No public teacher should be expected 
to give private sittings as a medium. 
There in always a possibility of a pri
vate medium developing Into a speaker 
but when this is the case private medi
umship should cease to be practiced, at 
least as a principal source of livelihood. 
The conditions and influences of the 
two phases are essentially different, and 
perfection can scarcely be obtained or 
retained in both by the same individual 
nt the same time.

True economy may be practicable by 
employing settled speakers, thus saving 
railroad fares, nnd by the erection or 
purchase of buildings thus saving hall 
rents. In nil other directions attempt
ed economy seems to be real extrava
gance. Tbe question commonly asked 
is, “What can the society do to save ex
penses?" If every Spiritualist, or a fair 
half of the number, should change It to 
this. “What can I do to enable the so
ciety to meet expenses?” the difficulty 
will be overcome. If not, before this 
generation shall pass away the end of 
Spiritualism as a distinct movement In 
the world will be upon us.

E. J. BOWTELL.

Our Bridge—Moses Hull.
The perusal of Moses Hull’s new 

book on the Bible will convince any 
fair-minded and progressive thinker 
that here at last Is an eternal settle
ment of the vexed question of the Bible 
so far as Spiritualists are concerned, 
and that the Bible is their book. -

Moses Hull's place In the Biblical lit
erature of Spiritualism is secure. He is 
a prophet and has been for lo, these 
.many years. But in this his last great 
effort lie has completed the bridge over 
which the modern Spiritualist may pass 
to the camp of the ancient Spiritualist, 
and settle forever every dispute regard
ing the significance of Bible narrative. 
His .Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism is a clincher and it has carried con
viction to thousands, but the new book 
is the ripe vintage of a mellowed fruit 
and besides an argument simply unan
swerable, it is the warm, glowing com
fort of this age regarding the Bible, 
what It is, who wrote it, why it was 
written, what it stands for, the expla
nation of obscure terms and passages, 
the rendition, of texts in the original 
meaning, what the. word of God Is, what 
the holy spirit Is, what the Lord is, all 
these absorbing questions now vexing 
the "“higher critics” are fully and for
ever answered. Hoses Hull is the 
father of what is called the higher crit
icism. Long before the term was coined 
or a clergyman grown to fit It,- he had 
waded through and beyond all that is 
now jostling the cobwebs of theological 
hyperbole, and the Spiritualists of the 
world owe him a debt of gratitude sec
ond only to that due Andrew Jackson 
Davis and the Fox girls. . .

The Light of Truth takes these two 
books of Moses Hull’s, “The Encyclope
dia of Biblical Spiritualism" and “The 
Bible, Who Wrote It?” as the bedrock 
of Spiritualism along this line.—Light 
of Truth. .

“The Mysteries of the Formation oi 
the Earth, the Rising and Sinking ol 
Continents, the Introduction of Man, 
and His Destiny Revealed in God’s Own 
Way and Time.” A work of deep inter
est? given through the mediumship of 
Mrs.' ,M. T. Longley, by an advanced 
band of ancient spirits. Price ?!. For 
sale at this office. ..

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Toomas P-qine." Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth- binding, 430 

■pages? Price $1. - For sale at this office.
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About the Objective and Sub
jective Ego.

In your issue for May 19, is one of the 
greatest treats I have experienced for 
many a long day. I mean the article 
headed “The Size of Man,” by the brill
iant California philosopher, Charles 
Dawbarn. I have read aud re-read the 
article, aud my ego cries for more. I 
want to thank our friend aud brother, 
Charles Dawbarn, for the said article, 
and hope very early he will favor your 
readers with another article, in which 
—personally—I would be pleased if "he 
will tell us how through the ether waves 
one subjective mind acts on another, 
subjective mind, bo as to restore the 
person to health again. J. J. Hudson 
in his book, “The Law of Psychic Phe
nomena,” says, page 29: The objective 
mind takes cognizance of the objective 
world; Its media of observation are the 
five physical senses. The subjective 
mind takes notice of its environments 
by means independent of the physical 
senses, It perceives by intuition, it per
forms its highest functions when the 
objective senses are in abeyance (or 
asleep). Page 152: “How the subjective 
mind controls the functions and sensa
tions of the body, man may never 
know.” “That man is possessed of two 
minds, an objective and subjective.”

Charles Dawbarn in his article says: 
“When we enter the silence the ego is 
in full activity. I mean that this ex
pression by ego of bis greater fullness 
Is necessarily going on now.” “Where 
the silence begins for the mortal, ego is 
expressing a new personality, but only 
because we are not yet broad enough 
to see nnd sense that the two personali
ties are but manifestations of the one 
ego in operation at the same time."

If J understand it rightly, Hudson 
Bays' “Man has two minds, an objective 
and subjective, that when the objective 
mind is quiescent the subjective mind is 
active.” Dawbarn says: “Where the si
lence begins for the mortal, ego is ex
pressing a new personality—that the 
two personalities are but manifestations
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of the one ego.1 
Chicago, Ill.

DR. W. YATES.

Fox Sisters’ Monumental Tablet.
To the Editor:—You kindly inserted 

Friend Merritt’s and my appeal for 
this (apparently) good purpose, viz., 
some tribute of love and respect for 
these, our first workers and martyrs.

It did seem a just and merited cause 
to thus commemorate their service and 
lives for Spiritualism, and the first little 
raps received at the Hydesville cottage.

A lesson and moral came to me from 
this, your kind notice, and my efforts, 
namely, The folly and little use of any 
but personal soliciting to gain funds for 
church charity or any good cause.

And second: We really Injure (some
times) and do little good by strlvlng'to 
give lasting testimony to love, worship 
or any sacred memory, with tablets, 
mementoes or tributes of wood or stone. 
Good words and noble lives, heroic 
deeds, the divine and truly beautlftil, 
will live, and any on$ who has striven 
to make life brighter a^d the world bet
ter, needs no monument.

Peter said unto Jesus: “Master, If is 
good for us to make here three taber
nacles, one for Thoe, one for Moses, aud 
one for Elias,”—"not knowing what he 
said.” And thus with your appeal and 
my letters for the Fox sisters which 
really resulted In nothing, only ?1 and 
two letters of Inquiry.

This has so often proved the same in 
tbe past with so many great and good 
names of poets, priests and kings who 
have only a remembrance from their 
good deeds and lives.

What matters it what men or angels 
think or say In comparison to the "well 
done” of the spirit. All true acts, noble 
lives, yes, even beautiful thoughts, are 
enduring—cannot die, and miist live, 
and each gives Its exact, sure reward or 
blessing.

With these conclusions, how wisely 
and lovingly spirits seem to guard the 
memory and love of the Fox sisters, 
which we wish to commemorate—but 
not with tablets or monuments—but to 
cherish In our hearts, and consecrate
with high and holy deeds, for the relig
ion of Spiritualism and the cause of hu
manity. SYLVANUS LYON.

New York. .

I-

Are They Dreams, or Visions?
I have had many strange experiences 

in my sleeping conditions, and am at a 
loss to know whether they are only 
dreams or really belong to the true 
spirit life.

Nearly all whom I called friends 
while here in earth form, are gone from 
my visible sight, but scarcely a night 
passes but what I see some of them, as 
they were in this life, but never only 
three have I dreamed of knowing 
them to have passed on to the other 
side—and these left upon my mind a 
strong impression, which still remains 
with me, as having seen them in reality, 
although many of my other nightly 
visitations with old time comrades 
have been very pleasant.

One of those whom I saw as having 
passed over, appeared before me on 
bended knees, seeming to be in tears, 
and feeling sadly on account of having 
caused me some serious trial while here, 
and Implored my forgiveness, at the 
same time asking me if I did not think 
I, too, had been somewhat in the fault. 
I responded in the affirmative, and in 
turn asked her forgiveness.

.1 don’t believe that spirits are really 
happy over there, having wronged 
while here any human being, until they 
meet them face to face and they be
come reconciled to each other; and this 
is the kind of confession, and the only 
kind, that I really have any faith in, as 
being necessary to the soul’s upllftment 
In the line of progressive happiness.

Another spirit whom I saw in my 
sleep was a young friend who passed 
on from New Jersey last spring. I 
seemed to be walking with her in some 
strange place, on a great public high
way. We did not converse. At the end 
of our walk, I turned and looked her 
square in the face (we had been walk
ing arms around each other, for we 
were great friends) thinking to myself, 
Why, Ida, you are now no longer living 
In earth life, but on the other side. She 
seemed happy and was as fair as the 
morning—waa attired in bright blue, 
trimined with white lace, such as she 
never wore while in the form. I do. 
not know where she went or how, but 
she disappeared, and I suddenly awoke, 
feeling that I had really had from her 
a visit—or, rather, a silent Interview. 
-JI wrote to her young husband (not a 
Spiritualist, although she was) and told 
him about it, and that I believed she 
was with him, trying to aid, comfort 
and console his bereaved, distressed 
condition of mind. He wrote me that 
he had received through a public me
dium, undeniable tests of his wife’s 
dear angel presence, which was great 
comfort. . . JULIA H. JOHNSON.

Los Angeles, Calif. '?

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet Ie Intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of

HUDSON TUTTLE?
■ ' O'1

A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE-

‘ ------------ o------------

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING HELDS OP 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and explain the vaster*  
ray of facts In Its field of research by referring them 
to a comtnon cause, and from them arise to the law» 
and conditions of Man's spiritual being. Third edb 
tlon. Price. 75 cents. .
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE.
Not servile trait totbeGodi. out knowledge of th» 

law. of the world, belief In tbe divinity of mau and 
bls eternal progreia toward perfection u tbe founda
tion of tbls book. Price, (1,.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In till, story tbe ecenei ore laid co earth, and In th. 

tplrlt-world presenting tbe spiritual philosophy and 
the real Ilfs of spiritual beings. All questions which 
arise on that subject are answered. Price Ct cents.

ARCANA OF NATURE.
The History and Laws of Creation. Revised and 

annotated English edition. “Tbe Cosmogony of Spir
itualism." Price, II, r
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE

SPIRIT-WORLD.
EngliiU edition. Price, »1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the lateat investigations and dlacoverla«. 

and a thorough nresenutlou of thh interesting sub*  
jecu English edition. Price, 11.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and has bean 

pronounced equal In iu exposure of the diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’« Cabin? 
Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological story of evangelization 

and free thought. It Is to Protestantism what “Thb 
Secrete of tbe Convent" 1« to Catholicism. Price, cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
Bow to Investigate. How ta form circles, and do*  

velon and cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
Splrituallsta. Their testimony. Eight-page tract fo9 
mission work. Single copies, 5 cents; lOQiorSi.25. •

t FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Thia volume contains th» 

pest poems of the author, and some of tbe most dodq* 
lar songs with the music by eminent composers. Th» 
poems ere admirably adapted for realtailoM. Si 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, «1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyoeum and societies. A msmal 

of physical, intellectual aud spiritual culture. By 
Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by tbo aid of wbl-Bl 
Progressive lyoeum, a spiritual or liberal soclctv may 
be organized and conducted without other asslstahoft 
cblrgci“unpild? th° d0I“‘ “ C““‘ KXW0*

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS.
For humane Education, with plan of tbe Angel 

rrlzq Oratorical Contesia. By Emma Rood Tuttle*  
Price, 25 cent». •
All Books Sent Postpaid. Address 1

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heigbte, Ohio.

NEW EDITION. ’

THE LYGEUM GUIDE,
Do vc. -ant to organise a society, for th» 

social, intellectual and spiritual advance
ment of Ute children and adults?

furnishes all you desire.

Do TOO want a aelt-auitalnlnt society, founded oa 
tho hulo principles of tbe spiritual philosophy! 
Tonhsve It In THE PROGRESSl'’’ LYCEUM.

It furnlsbes a system of evolution oy Internal 
growth: not the old oupand pitcher Sundny-acbooL 

Itjias something to Interest and advance every mem
ber, and tboae who are moat active tn teaching ara- 
the ones who icsrn most -

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED,
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conducting th*'  
aocletv when established.

It Um Goldeh Chain Recitation«! the prettiest song» 
and music; choral responses; a service for a Band 
of Mercy; calisthenics; bow to make tbe badge«, 
fiaga and banners; marching exercise«; full tn*  
«Lrnctloni in conducting the exercises, with par*  
llamentarr rules, etc.

Many Spiritualist« living in Isolation, have formed 
lyceums In their own families; others have banded, 
two or three famlies together, while large societies 
have organized on tbe lyceum platform, and found 
great Interest tn this self-instructive method.

Do not wuit.for a "mlsfilonary" to come to your a»*  
aistance, but take bold of tbo matter yourself, pn> 
Cure copies of the GUIDE, and commence with tbs 
few or many you find intereated.

Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio) win answer all questions pertaining to ty« 
ceum work.

The price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE 1« 50 cents, posfr 
paid, or by tbe dozen, 40 cents each, by express 
charges paid by receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS, O.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases.

BY EMMA BOOD TUTTLE.

Lyceums and Societies that wish to get up el»» 
rating, Interesting and paying entertainments can*  
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. The 
tire plan, with full directions, Is In tbe book, ana 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles ent busfasn» 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth*  
Ing Is needed more. Any Individual may organize 
one In his own town and reap a financial reward»-

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address .

. EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Mediumship and Its Development, 
And How to Mesmerize to Assist DeveJjfC'ent, By 
W, H. Back. Paper, 31 cents; cloth, CO (Tints. For 
sale at thlBofflee.

Memorial Oration by Col. Ingersoll 
?n Besooe Conkling. Delivered before tbe New 

ork Legislature, May 9,1888. Price, 4 cents. For 
sale at this office.

Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature;

The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Bx 
fstenoe and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. By 
Prof. W« M. Lockwood. Paper, 25 cents. For Mie M 
jtMa office.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION
, Historical and critical review, with replies to an ob
jection. By G. W. Brown, M. D. Price 15c, For salt 
at this office-

MYTH AND MIRACLE.
One of Col. Robt. G. Ingersoll'« best lectures. Price 

6c. For sale at this office.

THE SOUL.
Its Nature, Relation« and Expression toHgJMn 
bodlments. Given through Mrs. Con L. V. Rich' 
rnond, by her Guides. A book that ovary one ¡sho Is 
Interested In re-tncamatlon should read, Friiji ILOO.

WAYSIDE jO I FINUc. "
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedge» 

Of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. This 1b a marvelonsly 
neat book of selection« from Mrs. Hull« beet poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait"' 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bouhd la English cloth. fa eale at this 
tffice. •_ - ■ ... •

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN*
SURE SUCCESS.• - 1 . • 1

A valuable little work, toll of. practical InatrncH»
In mattcrapcrtalnlng to physical, mental and en'-'tm 

, health. Worth many tlmci Ita coat. Price 10 conta.

LurancV Vennu^oFwatsetó/íll.^and I Became & Spiritualist.
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This department Is under the man
agement of । .

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to .be made in 
the most condensed form, aud often 
.clearness is perhaps sacrificed to tills 
fenced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for ■'tlie appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable'delay. 
Every one has to wait bls t'me a , 
place, aud all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

further inferred that the science of 
medicine, must completely change front 
and base by admission of these funda
mental facts. The old idea that there 
is a drug, a panacea for every ill, or 
that mineral poisons mingled in the sys
tem can destroy disease, as an alkali, 
neutralizes an acid; or thaf dlseased or- 
gaus can be restored thereby, belongs to 
the age of leeches, ’blisters, blood-let
ting, purging aud vomiting, which in 
the last generation made the name of 
doctor synonymous with death.

And yet there is a great work ahead 
to educate the people, who Ignorantly 
believe that whatever be their alliugs, 
the doctors have remedies that if 
rightly chosen will cure. This ignor
ance is the harvest field of patent med
icines, of which it may be maintained 
with absolute certainty that all the 
money'expended therefor is as utterly 
wasted as through thrown into the fire, 
even more, they are one and all a dam
age instead of benefit. .

H. Fuller, M. D,: It would be as well 
to refer spiritual manifestations to 
water, air,, or heat as to electricity and 
magnetism. As in hypnotism, the laws 
on which it depends are the same.as 
those governing the control by spirits of 
mediums, and hence it is illustrative of 
psychic manifestations. It, ■ however, 
does not explain’ the least of the physi
cal phenomena. •

The exercise of- mediumship carried 
too far is injurious, because .it rapidly 
depletes the vital energy. When not ex
ercised until followed by exhaustion, 
the health will Improve, rather than be 
impaired.

». iki

THf. GAMP-MEETINGS
•i'D

the grounds in good condition to receive 
picnics aud the public in general. While 
that is being done, Mr. William Davis, 
th<? veteran boatman, whose friends are 
legion, is now at work painting the 
steamer and row boats aud ere long 
they will be in tip-top shape for this sea
son’s use. The programmes for the sea
son of 1900 are now in the hands of the 
printer and within a week will be ready 
for general distribution. Any one wish
ing a Lake Brady program will please 
write Geo. N. Abbott, Lake Brady, via 
Kent, Ohio, or E. R. Kidd, Canton, Ohio.

E. R. K. _

BY

GñMILLÉ FLAMMARION

II. Auglr: Q. (1> Bow many are 
there who hold eommuulop with the de
parted?

<2) What proportion of those who die 
in full belief in the Christian faith, re
tain that belief for any length of time 
after their transition?

A. Mediumship, in a greater or less 
degree is possessed by the larger por
tion of mankind, who unconsciously re
ceive Impressions from spirit sources. 
Accurate statistics would be impossible, 
but spirit intelligences claiming to 
know approximately have stated the 
number of pronounced believers in the 
world as exceeding three millions.

(2) All Christians retain their full be
lief, after death, and the time required 
fyr them to. outgrow dogmatic training, 

“ is indeterminable, depending on their 
companionship aud trend of thought. If 
they mingled constantly with those who 
believed in the church doctrines, ages 
might pass and yet they would be ex
pecting to meet Christ, or go up to the 
light of the "great white throne.”

Dogmatie training Is not only a great 
misfortune In earthly life, it is a blight 
on the spirit.

Patient, Tallahassee: Q. You speak 
disparagingly of drugs, what can we 
use ns a substitute?

A. The disparagement was more par
ticularly applicable to the compounds of 
minerals, as it Is far from proven that 
the system can directly assimilate. 
Only by their combinations in orgnn- 
ized substance is this made possible. 
Perhaps salt may be excepted, but it is 
a question yet unsettled If the food does 
not contain sufficiency of this substance 
to meet the requirements of digestion. 
There is no doubt, however, that its use 
a^ a'condiment is greatly excessive nnd 
an unnecessary strain thrown thereby 
on the excretory organs in freeing the 
Systemmf Its injurious presence.

' Many of the vegetable remedies are 
concentrated from articles of food, sueh 
as asparagus, celery, etc., while others 
are the most virulent poisons known. 
The readiness of their absorption, con
tributes to their activity, aud again the 
question arises, How can a drug that 
is poisonous—that Is destructive to the 
processes of life—be beneficial In the 
lesser doses which the system is able to 
throw off? Morphine, atropblne, strych
nine and a host of other remedies relied 
on by physicians, paralyze the nerves, 
excite to spasmodic action, or strike dl- 
rectly at the centers of nervous force. 
As n last resort their use may be bene
ficial—although this has not been dem
onstrated.

Food is nature's panacea for all ills. 
, The body is built up out of food, water, 

and air, by the rays of the sun. Keep 
all these balanced and in purity and 
perfect health is the result. Then 
there is a state of health which is im
mune against all forms of disease, even 
the most contagious.

Of these four elements of health, the 
food Is of first consideration, as its se
lection, now that the primitive guiding 
Instincts have been obscured by artifi
cial tastes, is by desire and not the re
quirements of health.

Flesh in its various forms Is the prin
cipal reliance, and vegetables are only 
accessories. Flesh of healthy animals 
of Itself may not be objectionable. It is 
almost perfectly assimilable, but con
tains no principle that acts on the se
creting and excreting organs, which for 
animals of mixed diet, as man, is essen
tial. Hence it is that a flesh diet, loads 
the system with waste matter, uric 
acid and its compounds, by which 
rheumatism, gout and fevers are the 
speedv consequence. When waste IS 
retained It becomes the prolific soil of 
the swarms of microbes feeding on this 
decayed matter, and thus gaining en
trance, attack the blood and healthy tis
sues. , .

The great variety of vegetables and 
fruits furnish correctives, and may be 
regarded as nature's medicines, com
pounded in her wondrous laboratory, 
for the purpose of not only curing dis
ease. but preventing it by keeping the 

. body free from Impurities.
If the liver and kidneys are torpid, to

matoes. turnips, asparagus are prefer- 
erable to calomel or protopholine. For 
nervous restlessness, coughs, colds, liver 
complaint and scurvy, onions surpass 

. morphine. Lettuce is a cure for insom
nia. -The blood may be supplied with 
iron by spinach and pears, and gravel 
has been cured by onions and spinach, 
after all other remedies bad failed. As 
a diuretic nothing is as beneficial as as
paragus. Asthma is relieved by car
rots. For fevers lemons, cranberries, 
and aeld fruits are tlie best food and 
medicine. Constipation readily yields 
to fruits, especially grapes, and dlar- 
rhea to raspberries, blackberries or 
tlieir cordials. Celery is of general ben
efit and sedative. ,

The apple supplies phosphates to the 
brain, assists the kidneys and liver, pre
vents gravel and relieves dyspepsia. 
Tea, coffee and cocoa are nerve stlmu- 
lants, and prevent waste. Study care
fully the needs of the system, and make 
the bill of fare accordingly, so as to take 
all medicines as food. Bure water-.is 
the best stimulant. Pure air and all 
the sunshine that can be taken are the 
other factors, but not considered in this 
reply . ■ ■-■ . . ■

• It will be correctly inferred that the 
active remedial principles contained in 
the varieties of foods, or similar prin
ciples which are found in plants not 
.used for.foOd, may be extracted and 
administered In more .concentrated 
form, nnd thus the mistakes in choosing 
the right articles of diet be temporarily 
and mor» quickly overcome. It will be

Fred G. Ware: Q, While an inmate 
of the Soldiers’ Home in California, I 
became acquainted with Mr. W. G. 
Wheeler, who was a medium and clair
voyant. One evening as we came from 
supper, we njet a'Mr. Johnson, to whom 
Mr. Wheeler said, “I have just had a 
communication from the Rev. Dr. Wat
son, of Memphis, Teun., saying that he 
had passed from tills life.” About a 
week after, when The Progressive 
Thinker came we received our first 
knowledge of the departure of Mr. Wat
son. Taking into consideration the dif
ference'in time between Memphis and 
San Francisco, the communication was 
made within a few minutes of the time 
Dr.'Watson left his mortal body. This 
has been a wonderful occurrence to me, 
and I would like to know if others have 
had similar experiences.

A. Tlie fact Is interesting as con
nected with tlie death of that noble 
man, the Rev. Watson, but volumes of 
similar occurrences migiit lie readily 
collected, and form a cumulative dem
onstration of the continuance of life 
after the-death of the body.

“Folk Lore,” Galveston, Texas: Q. 
As all sayings must have had a begin
ning, can you tell us the origin of "Nine 
tailors make.a man?”

A. The study of the origin of these 
ancient sayings Is of great interest and 
the disclosures made are often wonder
ful. In the old days In England, before 
the age of newspapers, various expedi
ents were employed to spread the news. 
Thus tolling tlie church bell for a death, 
and this still further relined to distin
guish a ninn from a woman or a child. 
Three strokes three times repeated gave 
the message that It was a man; and 
three times two, a woman. For a child, 
twlee three for a boy, and twice two for 
a girl. These strokes were called tell
ers, and hence it was said "Nine tell-
lers mark a man,” which was changed 
into the senseless saying of “Nine tail-
ors,’’ etc.

I-

Camp Cassadaga.
Tlie management of beautiful Lily

Dale are preparing for a great time this 
coming season, every one seems to be 
entering Into thA spirit of making every
thing attractive for the prospective vis
itors, and by the way things are looking 
and the number of. visitors already on 
the grounds this promises to be a ban
ner season for this place.

Visitors are arriving on every train, 
cottages are being opened, painters and 
paper hangers are reaping a harvest.
and many Improvements are taking
place all over the grounds. The Grand 
Hotel will soon be opened, The Leolyn 
Hotel on the outside of the grounds, 
will open June 1. The South Park Is 
open with quite a number of visitors on 
its register. All the hotels have had 
great Improvements on them.

The philosophy will be represented by 
a very able body of lecturers and teach
ers. Mr. Moses Hull, that renowned 
lecturer and scholar, ably assisted by 
Ills wife and a corps of able teachers, 
open their Spiritualistic Training 
School on the Lily Dale camp-grounds, 
the session.commencing May 14, clos
ing July 13. The object of the school is 
to train its. students for thinking, writ
ing, public speaking and mediumship. 
The school should meet with the suc
cess it deserves, and a very interesting 
circular is published, giving details of 
the work. Parties interested should 
send to Moses Hull, Lily Dale. N. Y„ for 
circular. Many are arriving dally to 
join these classes.

There will be all phases of the phe
nomena represented for the Spiritual
ists and investigators to choose from, 
many of the finest, psychics from the 
north, east, south and west have al
ready rented cottages for the approach
ing season, representing materialization, 
ethereallzatlon. transfiguration, etc., 
slate-writers, spirit artists, clairvoy
ance, business mediums, healers, doc
tors, palmists, spirit photographers, 
trumpet mediums and various others.

Taking all in all, what with our 
teachers in Philosophy and our demon
strators of the phenomena, it should In
sure a big season for glorious Lily Dale.

I should also mention that this place 
Is becoming famous as a health resort, 
why sbould.it uot? for We have the 
finest drinking water, invigorating pine 
groves.; natural lakes and situated 800 
feet above Lake Erie,'and last though 
not least are the pleasant drives sur
rounding this locality, in fact’we have 
every thing to malte life beautiful and 
healthful.

In conclusion I would say many fine 
souvenirs and programmes are being

Inquiries are coming to this office already in 
relation to dates of Camp-meetings. > AH'secre
taries who have the best interest of their camps 
at heart will send at once the dates of opening 
and closing their respective camps, giving the 
name and address of tlie proper officers to whom 
applications can be made for programmes and 
other necessary information.

Bankson Lake, Mich.
Bankson Lake (Mich.) Camp-meeting 

commences June 3 and closes June 13. 
Nearest railroad station is Lawton. For 
full particulars address S. T. Beam, 
Lawton, Mich.

Maple Dell Camp, 0.
The National Spiritual and Religious 

Camp Association will hold their 
twelfth annual session, commencing 
July 22, and ending September 2. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present 
and a grand, good-time is anticipated. 
All are cordially invited to visit during 
camp our beautiful aud restful “Maple 
Dell.” The circulars are now ready 
and can be bad upon application. In 
writing for them please enclose stamp 
for return postage. Address Lucy King, 
corresponding secretary, Mantua, Ohio.

Arkansas Valley Camp.
The Arkansas Valley Spiritual Asso-I-

elation will hold its 7th annual camp
meeting in Island Park, at Winfield, 
Kansas, commencing July 7, aud ending 
July 17, 1900.

A cordial Invitation is extended to all 
mediums and the right hand of fellow
ship to the entire human family to be
with us.

Winfield, Kuns.
CHAS. 0. BETHEL

Asst. Sec’y. ;

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
Tills camp opens July 29. The clrcu-

Cassadaga Gamp, N. Y.
This favorite place :of resort offers an 

attractive programme the coming sea
son. The eamp opens July 13 and 
closes August 26. Tjje following list of 
speakers have been engaged: Mrs. Car
rie E. S. Twlng,’J. Clegg Wright, Rev. 
Moses Hull, Lyman-C. Howe, C. W. 
Stewart, Rev. MorgamWood, Rev. Dr. 
Austin, Cora L. V. Richmond, Prof. W. 
M. Lockwood, Rev. Anna L. Shaw, 
Hon. Dr. Montague’pi. P., Hamilton, 
Ontario), J. C. F. Grumblne, Anna L. 
Gillespie. ” ■■

Mr. G. II. Brooks, 'of Wheaton, Ill., 
who has acted as chairm^q so accepta
bly for a number of yeqr^, will again 
discharge these duties.

A feature of th,e qpcasip^ will be the 
presence of the Northwfifteru Band, 
whose excellent music. ,.fit previous 
camps was enjoyed tyy all' present.

It Is expected thajt all pie mediums 
will be present. AJtogelhpi' the camp 
this year will be one of fnp most luter
esting and successful in,tlie history of 
Cassadaga, nnd already many are look
ing forward to it as Ij.pleastpit and prof
itable outing. , ’

The Grand Hotel lias been refitted 
and refurnished thra\iglio.itt, and will be 
under the management of, Mr. F. E. 
Cooke, who has won gplRen opinions 
from the public as rt sjtljjed cgjerer.

yi'rlte to tjie sdci’etniX'A, E., Qasfon, 
Meadville, Pa., for farther ^Information.

Our Cause at Lynn, Mass.
I would like to tell you something of 

the progress of Spiritualism in this city. 
About twelve years ago a number of 
friends used to go to some wooded spot 
on the outskirts and hold a social circle 
on every pleasant Sunday during the 
warm weather, From this little band 
has sprung our association, known as 
Camp Progress Association. We have 
a large roofed pavilion with seats for 
about 900, a cook-house, tables to seat 
about a hundred, also roofed over. We 
meet and hold three services every Sun
day from June to the last of September, 
withj;ood music from organ and voices. 
Miss Amanda Bailey, who is widely 
known as a vocalist, has been with us 
until ill health has caused her removal 
from the State. Last season we had 
large audiences, frequently numbering 
three thousand people. This year we 
expect to have Miss Lizzie Harlow with 
us on our opening day, as sho was pres
ent last year on the first Sunday. These 
open air meetings are productive of 
great good as many visit the grove who 
would not go to a hall. We have always 
the best of order at our meetings and 
that without the presence of an officer, 
and we have never had an arrest on our 
grounds in all the time we have held 
meetings. Our president, Mr. L. D. 
Milliken, is also president of the Spirit
ualist Association which meets in Cadet 
Hall, Lynn. Vice-president, Mr. N. H. 
Gardiner, of Salem; secretary, Mrs. 
N. H. Gardiner; treasurer, Mrs. II. O. 
Merrill, Lynn. Our grove is located in 
Upper Swampscott, and Lynn aud 
Salem electrics pass our entrance, each 
way every fifteen minutes, making it 
easily accessible from all points, and we 
hope to make, if possible, our meeting 
even more Interesting than In the past.

MRS. H. O. MERRILL.
Lynn, Mass.

Unknown" created a marked 
sensation in France .when first pub- 
18hed and c.an scqreely fail to arouse 
the greatest interest in this country. It 
is an eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated instances, aud 
chapters of his book are as weirdly fgs-

cinating as the most fantastic of Poe'S 
tales. It treats ^>u Incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, .cerebral physiology, psychic 
dreams, distinct sight In dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and divina
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 
bound. Price $2.00.

For Sale at the Office of The Progressive Thinker,

DE/VTHr DEFE/VTED
OR-

The Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
BY J. M. PEEBLES, M. D., M. A„ Ph. D,

It certainly is just what is needed as 
a book of good suggestions and instruc
tions along the line of health. He 
treats the subject in his own matter-of- 
fact style. The book comprises a prac
tical subject handled in a practical 
manner by a practical man. Even if 
people do not wish or expect to live

here always, they should know how to 
live right and enjoy the life that be
longs to them. This is undoubtedly the 
most useful book for the masses the 
Doctor has ever published, for it strikes 
at the root or cause of disease, and tells 
how to avoid it. 212 pages, cloth 
bound. Price, $1. For sale at this office.

Three Remarkable Books !

I-
lars are now ready and can be had upon 
application. In writing for them please 
enclose stamp for return postage. Ad
dress Albert P. Bllnn, Clerk, 603 TTe- 

,mont street, Boston, Mass.

Columbus Camp, 0.
The first annual camp-meeting of the 

Columbus, 0., camp will open July 1, 
and close August 27. Camp grounds 
are at Worthington Park, 8 miles north 
of Columbus, reached by the Big Four 
lines, and the 0. S. & H. R. R. Send for 
programmes to Dr. W. D. Noyes, secre
tary, 189 N. Cleveland, avenue, Colum
bus, Ohio.

Pon-she-waring, Mich.
Spiritualist camp-meeting will be held 

at Pon-she-wa-lng, Mich., commencing 
June 15 and closing July p.

Pon-sbe-wa-ing is one of the most pic
turesque resorts in northern Michigan, 
located nine miles northeast of Petos
key, and one mile from Oden, on the G. 
R. & I. R. R„ and the celebrated Inland
Route. For full particulars address 
M. Kellam, Manager, Oden, Mich.

N.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
The camp-meeting of the Indiana As->-

soclation of Spiritualists will open at 
Chesterfield, Ind., July 19, and close 
August 26, 1900.

The following speakers in order as 
named will be present: Carrie E. S. 
Twlng, Moses Hull, Mrs. T. G. Nutt- 
Moore, A. E. Tisdale, Anna L. Gillespie, 
Swami Abhedananda, Oscar AEdgerly, 
.T. Clegg Wright and C. L. Ainsworth. 
For programmes and further informa
tion address Flora Hardin, secretary, 
Anderson, Indiana.

Onset Camp-Meeting.
Commences July 15, and closes Au

gust 26, 1900.
Onset is located fifty miles from Bos

ton on the Cape Cod division of the N. 
Y., N. H., & H. R. R., over which ex
press trains are run dally to this resort.

Steamers of New Bedford Steamboat 
Company make regular trips from New 
Bedford to Onset. They also make fre
quent excursions from Onset to Gay 
Head, Newport, Martha’s Vineyard and 
Nantucket, affording the most delight
ful sails offered by the waters of our 
coast.

Speakers: Dr. Geo. A. Fuller, Prof. W. 
F. Peck, Mrs. Juliette Yeaw, Mrs. Sarah 
A. Byrnes, Dr. Lewis G. Janes, M. A., 
Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng, Dr. N. F. Rav- 
lin, Prof. Edward Howard Griggs, Mrs. 
Ida P. A. Whitlock, Rev. J. 0. F. Grum- 
bine, Mrs. Kate R. Stiles, Rev. Anna H. 
Shaw, Mrs. Mary A. Livermore, Mrs. C. 
Fannie Allyn, Mrs. Ursula N. Geste
feld, Rev. B. F. Austin, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, Miss Susie C. Clark, H. D. 
Barrett, Rev. F. A. Wiggin, Mrs. Mary 
Seymour Howell, Miss Lizzie Harlow.

The management takes great pleasure 
In announcing that they have been able 
to secure the following well-known test 
mediums:

Dr. Louis Schlesinger, of California, 
for July 15, 17, 19, 22, 24 and 26. This 
will be Dr. Schlesinger’s first visit to 
the East.

Mrs. Minnie M. Soule, of Somerville, 
Mass., for August 5, 7, and 10.

Rev. F. A. Wiggin, of Boston. Mass.,
August 12, 14,17, 19,21, 24 and 26.

For further particulars, address 
retary, Onset, Mass.

Sec-

A GHOST.
It Is In an Ohio Farm House

The members of the family of James 
Miller, who live near Mount Eaton, O., 
are terror stricken at the appearance of 
the ghost of a woman, which, they say, 
paid them frequent visits lately and has 
acted in a most unaccountable manner.

The uncanny visitor made its first ap
pearance about a week ago, after ail 
the members of the household except 
Mr. Miller had gone to bed. He re
mained up later than usual to take a 
good-night smoke before the lire. As he 
sat puffing sleepily be says he heard a 
strange noise behlud him, as of some 
one sobblug. Turning about, he beheld 
the form of a woman, clothed In white, 
standing with bowed head and weeping 
bitterly. Mr. Miller started to bls feet 
in surprise, as lie had bolted all the 
doors leading to the house shortly be
fore.

The woman was a stranger to him, 
and the manner of her entrance to the 
bouse was-so mysterious that he asked 
her how she had got in. At this the 
figure in white looked up at him with 
tearful eyes and then walked slowly" 
Into the kitchen.

The dazed farmer followed wonder- 
lugly, and by the light that mrtne from 
the sitting-room he says he saw the 
ghostly visitor place a skillet on the 
stoveandbegin to make preparations for 
a meal. She rattled the dishes In the 
cupboard aud placed two plates on the 
table.

The rattle of the culinary utensils 
reached the ears of Mrs. Miller, who 
was yet awake up stairs, and she 
called down to her busband to learn 
what was the matter. At the sound of 
her voice thi woman in white slowly 
faded away.

Mr. Miller Immediately aroused all 
the members of the family and told 
them what he had seen. They believed 
be had been dreaming until he showed 
them the skillet which ¿¡till stood on the 
stove. There were no' plates on the 
table, but the white cloth had been un-
folded and spread at haphazard. All

“The Divine Pedigree of Man.”
“The Law of Psychic Phenomena.” 
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future,

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the 
Tgstlmony of Evolution and Psychology 
to the Fatherhood of God. By Thom
son Jay Hudson, LL. D. This is a most 
remarkable work, Remonstrating the 
existence of the Soul and Future Life.

It is scientific throughout. Price $1.50. 
Dr. Hudson’s work on "The Law of 
Psychic Phenomena,” is also valuable. 
Price, $1.50. Ills "Scientific Demon
stration of the Future Life” should be 
read by all. Price $1.50. For sale at 
this office.

I

LIFE. BEYOND DE/VTft
Being a Review ol

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
tion of Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo, Cloth, 342 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held in holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence is demonstrated.the past concerning life beyond death, continued existence is demonstrated. 

Dr. Savage takes up the present condl- an(J Umt there have been at least some * r tunll mil IxinHAn»«^ ...... ..
tlons of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other- 
worldllness” which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the Splrltual-

well authenticated communications 
from persons in the other life. The

1
I
I

ijSÍ

istlc reaction against agnosticism, 
points out tho doubts concerning 
doctrine of Immortality held by 
churches and the weakness of the 
ditlonal creeds and the loosening

He 
the 
the 
tra- 

of
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume Includes a consideration of the 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author's own personal ex
periences In this line. Dr. Savage

chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas-Ethule Bellefs-Tha 
Old Testament aud Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Renctlon-Tbe 
Spiritualistic Reactlon-Thc Worlds 
Condition and Needs as to Belief in Im
mortality-Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions.

S
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New Era Camp, Oregon.
The pioneer Spiritualist camp-meeting 

of the Northwest is that of New Era, 
Oregon. Its next annual gathering will 
be held beginning June 23 and ending 
July 16, thus Including four .Sundays.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys. Cooley, of Chi
cago, will adorn the platform as test 
medium aud lecturer. . Her work is well 
known, and she Is held in general es
teem as a genuine medium. After an 
absence from Oregon of several years,, 
she will be gladly welcomed to her for
mer home by numerous friends.

Full particulars, may be had by 
addressing Mr. JD. W. Penman, Canby,

........ ...... — ......... ,..v Oregon, who is secretary, or Mrs. Kate 
printed for the season’s work; any pe» ^Obrock, 309. Shaver street, Portland, 

Oregon, the vice-president.son wishing one should send address;
name and 2-cent stamp for postage to 
us and: we will take great pleasure in 
sending such souvenir and programme.

. CAMPBELL BROTHERS.
Lily Dale, N. Y.

“The Heresy Trial of Rev. B. F. Aus
tin, M. A.,’ D. D. Giving a sketch of 
Dr. Austin's life, story of the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, the heresy 
sermon, the scene at conference, and 
Dr. Austin's full address defending his 
views on Spiritualism at the London 
Annual Conference ¡it Windsor, Can.,” 
etc. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. ; . ■■ t

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old . Records.”' Told ' by Paul Carns; 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Heliocentric Astrology or Essentials 
of Astronomy' and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from. 1830 to 
1910.” By Yarmp Vedra. For sale at 
Oils office. Price, $1250. • " :

Delphos Camp. .
The twenty-second annual, camp

meeting qf the First-Society of State 
Spiritualists and Liberals will be held 
at Delphos, Kans., from August 10 to 
August 26 inclusive. It is the intention 
to have this meeting the best of any. in 
the history of the association. Among 
the speakers already engaged are; Will 
0. Hodge, Chicago; Rev. Mrs. Maybe, 
Topeka, Kans.; Bev. Mrs. Hinsdale, 
Fort Worth, Texas, and Hoh.’ C.' B. 
Hoffman, Enterprise, Kans. A number 
of healers and mediums of different 
phases have signified their intention of 
attending .the meeting. The celebrated 
Reeves Orchestra will be present during 
the entire camp. A good independent 
slate-writing medium Is wanted, who 
would receive a liberal patronage: 
For further particulars or information 
write to President J. N. Blanchard; Del
phos, Kans.; M. J. Main, vice-president, 
Simpson, Kans', or E. S. Bishop, secrer 
tary, Glasco, Kans. •

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, 'cloth 50 
cents. ■■ ■ ■- ■ ■. - F-... .

Vicksburg Camp.
The seventeenth annual camp-meet

ing of Vicksburg, Mich., will be held in 
FraSer’s Grove,, commencing August 3, 
and closing August 26, jOOO. The camp 
ground is a beautiful','oak grove situ
ated one-half mile ffom Vicksburg, on 
the G. R. & I. railroad,’which crosses 
the C. & G. T. at the village. It is a 
fine camping location; with good hotel 
accommodations at; very reasonable 
prices at grove and, town.. Carriages 
will run from the depot to the camp
ground'day and evening, for 10 cents; 
baggage carried for^15 cgQts. Speak
ers: Ol A. Edgerly, Sfrs, Marlon Carpen
ter, E. E. CarpenteiitDrsftM. E. and R. 
C. Conger, A. E. Tisdalji, Airs. Carrie E. 
S. Twlng, Airs, Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Mrs. May Cecil Linpolii.

The class in practical mpdlcine, con
ducted by Drs.’AL Erancffi. C. Conger, 
of Chicago, Ill.', so succesgrlilly the last 
two camp seasons, Will me continued 
this year, PhysiologS; psychology, men
tal and magnetic beSliug'JyjlT be sub
jects for consideration’, tyhese lessons 
are free and of grpAt ’benefit to those 
,who attend.

Mrs. May Cecil Lifleolnfof Buffalo, N. 
Y.p wlll teach classes' in fiecult science 
the last week of cafi^i, ftfs. Lincoln is 
well versed upon hRr subject and is a 
woman of advancer thought. ’

Miss Cora Fuller has been engaged for 
the entire season; ’; ? ’ ’ . .

Mr. Joseph -King, materializing medi
um, of Pipestone, Mich., will be with 
us jor the season, t3 1 - ’ '

The music wlll be furnished by Mr. A. 
E. Tlbdale, whose sweet songs added 
so much to our meetings last season.

For further Information address Jean
nette Fraser, Manager,’Vicksburg, Kal
amazoo county, Mich. ■

the doors of the house were locked, and 
a thorough search In the vicinity failed 
to reveal the whereabouts of the visitor.

The second night after the Incident, 
which was yet unexplained, Andrew 
Miller, the farmer's sob, aged abount 23 
years, who had been to the village for 
the mail, arrived home after the rest of 
the family had retired. As he entered 
the house, lie says, the form of a wo
man stole in after him and stood, with 
drooping head, before the fire. The 
young man thought at oncq of the ghost 
his father claimed to have seen and de
termined to investigate.

He accordingly advanced boldly to
ward the woman in white and laid his 
hand on her. As he did so she seemed 
to elude him, and, turning about, he 
saw her standing In the same drooping 
posture several feet distant Another 
effort to capture her was as futile as 
the first, *nd,  bent on solving the mys
tery, he entered an adjoining room, and 
procuring a loaded shotgun, returned. 
The figure was still standing before the 
fire, and taking deliberate alm, he fired.

Simultaneously with the report of the 
weapon came ah awful shriek, and as 
the smoke cleared away all trace of the 
ghost had vanished, but the old clock 
which had stood In the corner was shat
tered by the load of shot which had 
passed through its case. Tjie shot 
frightened-the members of the family, 
who had retired, and when the son told 
them his story of the ghost they were 
mystified more than ever. The Mille'rs 
are just now.worked up to such a nerv
ous tension that they are afraid to re
tire at night, and hare announced their 
intention of moving. . . ■

> The appearance of the ghost In the 
house has revived a long forgotten tale 
that many years ago an old bachelor 
who lived there at that time was al
leged to have killed a young girl who 
worked for him; Many are of the belief 
that the ghost is her returned spirit 
The affair has caused much gossip 
among the neighbors,'who have, made 
up watching parties and wait every 
night within the Miller home for the re
appearance of the ghost—Cleveland 
Plaindealer.

Lake Brady.
Preparations for this season’s camp at 

Lake Brady are rapidly being made. 
The hotel is now open, and quite a num
ber of families have already moved Into 
their cottages, and Mr. A. M. Hawn, 
general superintendent, has a force of 
mon at work cleaning up and putting

“The Truth. Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals." For Bale at this office. 
Price 25 cents;»’’ ■

“Nature Cure.” Ry Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. . Cloth, $1.50 and $2. . ,

The new . song-book, The Golden 
Echoes, by 8. W. Tucker, has found Its 
way into many homes, and Its beauti
ful songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They, should be heard 
in every home in the land. For sale at 
this office. Price, 15 cents; $1.50 per 
dozen.: • . ■/ <■ . ■. ■. - • ’ ■ ■

For Sale at this Office. Price $1.50. Postage 10c.
St®

RENDING TrtE V/VIL

A Most Remarkable Book Concerning the Existence 
of Man, and All Things, And All Being,

It Was Written by Materialized Forms at the House of 
J. H, Pratt, Spring Hill, Kansas, William W. 

Aber Being the Medium.

“Rending the Vail” is pronounced by 
Col. R. T. Van Horn, of Kansas City, 
Mo., as a most remarkable work. That 
Col. Van Horn is fully competent to 
judge, we will say that he has been a 
member of congress for four sessions, 
an editor of a leading daily, and a pro-
found thinker along scientific lines. 
He says:

“The principal contributors to the 
book are four in number: Dr. W. H.

and various kindred questions. All 
these are treated, some of them very, 
fully, but all rationally understandable. 
Also phenomena, inspiration and such, 
to many, knotty subjects, are freely and 
fully discussed.

“The work is not written by the me
dium nor by any one connected with the 
society or circle. All was delivered by, 
personalities distinct from either, wrlt-
ten down by the secretary as spoken, or

Reed, who Is called the chemical coix-if in writing, filed away. At the fiext
trol of the medium; William Denton, 
Thomas Paine and Michael Faraday. 
There are numerous others giving a few 
Incidental and mostly personal mes
sages or dissertations on scientific, .phil
osophic, religious, théologie and occult

meeting the minutes in full were read,,— 
corrected, or criticised by those present 
and by the authors, and when approved 
by bith laid away for the look.

“The work is unique in the history of 
spirit communication. Swedenborg,

topics—from world-building, the origin Andrew Jackson Davis,and Marla King
of life, or religions, of scientific discov
ery, and the laws of cosmos or nature
in fact the entire field of human 
thought. The limitation seemed to be 
only that of the spectators to ask ques
tions.

.“In addition to this mass of messages, 
there are In the book about "sixty illus
trations—44 of them portraits. These 
were drawn by a form standing out in 
the room at a desk, the form or person
ality to be sketched at the doorway of 
the cabinet and the finished picture 
handed to one of the circle and filed 
away by the seceretary.

“What will attract the attention of

wrote under inspiration. Newbrough 
wrote Oahspe automatically by type
writer. “Rending the Vail" was writ
ten and spoken by full-form personali
ties and is printed as given. One re
markable thing about the writing may 
not be amiss here. As high as 1,200 
words a minute were written by actual 
timing by the'watch. ■ •

“It is but just to the'secretary to say, 
that his work has been admirably done 
—not only faithfully and efficiently, but 
with excellent taste. There are no dog
matic’parentheses, no Interpolations or 
ipse dlxlts of the scribe. Ho simply

. __  _____ _______ ______ states that “a form purporting to be",
even the non-Spirituallst reader is that So-and-So, “appeared and delivered the 
the topics treated by Prof. Denton, folio wing”—stating whether It was oral 
Thomas Paine and Prof. Faraday, are or in writing. ;
..............................    , “In reading the book, and I have read 

it all, this modest, self-retiring, literal 
rendering of these extraordinary hap-

in kind, in thought and style with those . 
to which their active Ilves in this world 
were devoted—in literary character as : 
different here as in their works extant 
on our book-shelves. . ,

“The Spiritualist press and its coa: 
tributors are just now discussing a 
number of questions as fo the nature of 
spirit, of spirit return; the want of 
agreement betweeâ^those returning as 
to conditions in their present; world; the - 
limitations—that the organism of the 
medium imposes upon- communication,

penings by the secretary has been a 
source of constant admiration. It adds 
character to the book and inspires con
stant confidence in the integrity that 
from the first page to the last enhances 
the respect and interest of the reader,"

This remarkable book, “Rending th» 
Vail,” is -for sals at the office of Thu 
Progressive Thinker. Price, $2. IV M 
a large volume of 500 pgges,_ 7, -
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BOOK REVIEWS

DR. 6. E. WATKINS
The Wonderful Psychic.

Send age, sex and leading symptom, and you will 
receive a correct, diagnosis of your me by return 
mall. Also eeud us word as to your llnunolal condi
tion ami wc will make • .

The Price for Treatment Right, 
6o you can afford to receive our best treatment and 
cure., Write to-day. Read our testimonials, and re
member Wè Never Asked for Testimonial*!  
in our life. The results we are having through uur

PSYOfflO TREATMENTS
are wonderful even to ub. The power of

Spirit Over Matter
1b proof positive that we are all spiritual beings, and 

that there Ib no death. . ..

This Life Should Be a Blessing, 
and not cursed with sickness. Write' ub to-day, If 

others have failed to cure you., -

DR. C. E. WATKINS
Lock Box 1421, Denver, Colo.

TROTH-
■ - The only way to find out who Is the 

■ “Greatest Psychic Physician livlug” is 
to read what their patleuts say.

DR. C. E. WATKINS 
never claims that he is the greatest phy- 
sieian living, or that he is the

GREATEST PSYCHIC.
He believes that there are hundreds of 
healers who are just as successful as 

; he Is, and he never yet has claimed that 
he Is or was the best psychic, although 
twenty years before the public as the 
independent slate-writer with the rec
ord of not one person who ever accused 
him of fraud, ought to make the public 
THINK when they compare bls claims 

■ to other so-called psychics.

DR. C. E. WATKINS
only desires those who are sick to re- 

• member that for over twenty years he 
has been before the public as a psychic, 
and over twelve years as a physician, 
and he never claims greater powers 
than others; but we believe he has a 
right to think he has as great gifts as 

i ¿--those who claim so much.

Essays and Lectures, Written and De
livered at the Free Temple Before the 
Root Progressive Lyceum. By R. N. 
Wilcox. Pp: 20(1. -

Proof of a Continued Life; or Why I 
Believe in a Future Existence. By R. 
N. Wilcox. Pp. 153. '

These volumes are remarkable In the 
fact that the author set the type aud 
printed them entirely with his own 
hands; aud their appearance, type, 
paper and press-work, would be credit
able to any printing office.

Mr. Wilcox is known to the readers of 
The Progressive Thinker In connection 
with Mrs. Wilcox, as the founders of 
the Spiritual Temple at Avery, Ohio, 
where Mr. Dimlkin lectured two years 
most acceptably. A flue lyeeum was or
ganized in connection. Mr. Wilcox, as 
his narrative informs the reader, has 
been an eager student all his life, aud 
lias become recipient of the best forms 
of mediumship. He has been fortunate 
in his investigations, and has accumu
lated tests sufficient to fill a volume.

In Proofs of a Continued Existence he 
gives a quaint history of bis early life, 
his religious training, his conversion, his 
growing skepticism, his awakened in
terest in Spiritualism. It is an inter
esting narrative, and one in which hun
dreds and thousands will see their owp 
experiences as in a mirror. There is 
scarcely a, phase of the manifestations 
which he has riot investigated, and 
gives an example. The volume is illus
trated with a half-tone of the author, 
and several spirit faces taken by pho
tography. The reader will understand 
that riiany of these evidences rest on ev
idence of Mr. Wilcox alone. In seances 
held inostly alone this could not well be 
otherwise. •

Of the Essays, while it is unjust' to 
particularize, perhaps one of the most 
characteristic, is that.on Disease. It is 
viewed from the spiritual, or rather 
vitapathle standpoint.

“The first stroke of disease is the first 
act iu the process of death. Disease is 
death in its primary stage. The first 
impaired function of the human body is 
the first step in the soul’s departure 
from its house of elay, and ’ unless 
checked and health restored, it will 
gradulally withdraw from the body un
fit to contain it. The most of diseases 
and their causes are under the control 
of human beings, and mankind gener
ally produce their own diseases, many 
of which causes can be removed and 
disease prevented.”

After giving the various causes of dis
ease he continued

“There is still another great case of 
disease more potent for evil perhaps 
than any or all other causes combined, 
and that is the improper use of drugs in 
the treatment of disease. There is no 
doubt that Improper drug medication 
lias produced more diseases, and more 
deaths than the sword, famine and 
pestilence combined. Medical men 
themselves see its bad effects and some 

. of •them are honest enough to proclaim 
against it. Their whole system is in 
violation of every law of the vital organ
ism. Every dose of medicine is a 
poison, an outrage against nature, and 
a war on the human constitution."

Other essays give a clear view of the' 
vitapathle system, of which the author 
is a recent graduate.

Mr. Wilcox has, given two useful 
books to the spiritual public. H. T.

Ä TRUE HEALER
Read His Message to the 

Sick and Suffering
THERE is probably no physician liv

ing who is curing so many chronic 
cases and those GIVEN UP by the 

most eminent physicians, as this wonderful 
heuler. He has letters from hundreds of 
those who. had been pronounced incurable 
and had given up all hope of recovery, tell
ing him of the rapid improvement and 
ultimate PERFECT RECOVERY his 
treatment had effected in their case.

DR. PEEBLES 
does not cure by Christian Science, Mes
merism or any other “ism,” but employs 

Mild and Potent Medicifiea 
- ■ in connection witli his " 

PSYCHIC TREATMENTS, J. M. PEEBLES, A. M„ M. D„ PH.D.

THIS IS MY AD.
Francl*  L. Lotwka, the oaljr psychic woufler Hying, 

that u*e*  the spiritual X?ray without any leadicg 
•symptom to direct, can and apes locate all internal 
diseases and makes no mistakes. Her cures are as 
wonderful a*  her diagnosis Is correct. A trial will 
convince you. send n^me, age, sex, complexion and 
five two-cent stamps, and receive by return mall a 
correct aud full diagnosis. Address

FRANCES Ij. LOUCKS,
Look Box 7, Stoneham, Mass.

| _

OUR MOTTO
To Do All theGood We Can.

Kindly read the following 
TESTIMONIALS:

Dr. G. E. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I re-
celved the medicine and it was satis
factory. Am feeling a great deal better 
than I was when 1 commenced taking 
your medicine. * * I have great faith 
that you will cure me. I want to do all 
on my part, and I know very well that 
you will on yours. Yours respectfully, 

East Leon, N. Y. DICK BACON.

Dear Doctor:—I am feeling O. K. I 
take advantage of every opportunity 
that I have to recommend you most 
earnestly. Trusting you will ever be 
successful, I remain, your loving pa-

Spiritualism Among the Shakers.
•This is a very interesting account of 

Spiritual manifestations among the 
Shakers from 1837 to 1847—for a period 
of ten years before the date of Modern 
Spiritualism as initiated by the Fox 
children. It is noticeable that tbe man
ifestations of Shaker Spiritualism also 
commenced with the children. Shaker 
mediums foretold the spread of spirit 
manifestations throughout the world.

This little pamphlet of about 100 
pages contains succlnet aecounts, by va
rious members of the Shaker Order, of 
the manifestations in the various 
Shaker communities in the United 
States.

Mr. Henry C. Bllnn, East Canterbury. 
N. H. is the author and compiler, aud 
the work may be obtained of blm.

tient,
New Milford, Conn.

WILLIAM W. STONE.

Dear Doctor Watkins:—I am feeling 
quite well this morning; no pain what
ever. Am getting well fast; * ♦ * and 
think one month more will put me in 
good health; better than I have been for 
a long time. 1 wish people had more 
faith in this wav of treatment. ♦ » ♦ 
Your patient, MRS. M. JOSLYN.

Millington, Mass. ’ '

Dr. C. E. Watkins—Respected Siri- 
Mrs. A. A. Garland received the diag
nosis of her case, with which she Is so 
well pleased she wants to commence 
treatment at once. She says she could 
not have told her troubles any better 
than yop have. She Is not able to sit 
up, and so she requested me to write 
you for her. Inclosed find money for 
one month's treatment. Yours respect
fully, A. A. GARLAND.

Great Works, Me.

Dear Doctor:—I have received the 
fifth month's supply of medicine, and 
wish to sny It has found me doing ex
cellent. I am feeling better now than 
I have been during the last five years. 
Have not been bothered with malaria, 
since the first month’s treatment, and 
previous to tbut I was continually suf
fering from It. My stomach which hns 
given me much trouble of late years is 
much better, causing me to feel like a 
new mnn. Wishing you every success, 
and hoping all your patients are pro
gressing as well as myself, I am. 
Very truly, CLARENCE JOLIFF.

East Germantown, Ind.

• MrA W. Olden, Griffins Mills, N. Y„ 
writes: “Your letter received with diag
nosis enclosed, which is very correct, 
and I am very thankful to you for It.”; ■

■ ------- \ ■
Mrs. D. R: Graves, Oakland, Oregon.- 

writes: “I consider your diagnosis very 
correct.” ’

W. C. Potter, Pomeroy, Wash.: writes:_ 
Your diagnosis was very Correct;,

Thanks for same. ’ è

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free.] . -

■ “Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op- 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 

b Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Bltbbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at tnls office.

■ “Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The .Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows,” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office. - -

“Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence.”' By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office. Prjqe 6 cents. .
' “Woman, Church and State.” A his

torical account of the status of woman 
through the Christian ages; with remin
iscences: of the Matriarchate. - By . Ma
tilda Joslyn Gage. An Important work- 
for all wotnen' students of history, etc;- 
J>iipfeY, 75 cents. Cloth, gilt, $1.50. For 
galMt this office. « . •

Dear Readers:—Did you ever think that the reason 
why so many sick people cannot get help Is because 
their case is not understood by their physldauY’so, 
of course, ho caauot give them a remedy that will 
pass to the afflicted parts aud open tbo natural pas
sages for disease to be cast out. So physfetau and pa
tient are working under a disadvantage. Why not 
write and find out just what and where your disease 
Is located?. That ought to give you contldeuce to lot 
them prescribe for you, then you will enjoy good 
health.' Just reod what some of the happy ones say:

Mrs. F. Loucks—Dear Madam:—I desire to offer 
you my grateful testimony to Hie good that your treat
inent has done me. 1 was very much reduced by 
Nervous Prostration about two years ago aud my res
toration was magical, from complete prostration to 
strength and energy, wllbln three days after taking 
y our remedies.' Since then I have hud two attacks of 
stomach trouble, which also yielded to the retncdle*  
immediately. Your diagnosis was perfect being cor
rect In every particular. Yours sluceruly,

Ayer, Mass., March 15,1898. MYRA MeLEAN.
Mrs. Loucks:—I suppose by thl*  time you 

would like to hear from me. Your medicine is doing 
Its work surely aud wonderfully. I feel better than 
I hove for three years. You would be surprised if 
you could see me now and when I began my treat
ment. Send me soinc\>f your circulars to give to my 
friends. May the angels bless aud keep you 1*  my 
wM- . „ „ MRS. U. A: TRASK.

Onset, Mass., May 10,1900.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Whole so widely‘known as one of the 

many '::

SPIRITUAL H-EALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case

"These Psychic Treatments,” saysone ot his patients, “seemas a breath of 
higher life, I become more positive and am uplifted to a higher plane of life 
when 1 come into relation with your vibrations. You should read Dr. Peebles*  
essays “The Psychic Science and the Art of Healing;” They explain fully

fsueDIfi Dlaonosino, FsugHIg Hcaiino,
and are rich in advice and knowledge for the sick. Learn for yourself of this 
wonderful science—read also his other literature, note what those who have been 
cured say of - His wonderful PSYCHIC AND HOME TREATMENT. Dr. Pee
bles diagnosing-is done by the aid of bls Psychic Gifts. ’ .

, He Reads the Causes and Their Effects
as accurately as if each organ was open to his view. He astonishes both physi
cians and his.patients by his power to read disease. Why will you be experiment
ed upon by those who do not understand your case? This great man can tell you 
your exact condition and give you treatment that will CURE you.- If sick and 
discouraged just write the .Doctor, giving your age, sex and leading symptom in 
your own handwriting and he will

Diagnose Your Case, Telling Your Exact Condition Free.
He will also send bls valuable essays spoken of above and other literature, giving 
some of the .most. REM.ABKABL1G CURES ever performed. This offer is 
ABSOLUTELY FREE to the sick. Write at once,

Address Dr. J. M, Peebles, Battle Greek, Mich,
flowers and smilax. There was no 
gloom and no sable trappings of woe 
were seen. The writer pronounced a 
eulogy, and was followed by Mrs. 
Byrnes of Boston, an old-time friend of 
Mother Bacon. It was a happy incident 
that she could be present on the occa
sion.

The mortal tenement was taken to 
Barry, Mass., her former home and 
now rests by the side of that of her hus
band. N.' F. RAVLIN.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Mrs. Mary Kemp, a trance medium 
and clairvoyant of Des Moines, Iowa, 
joined her spirit friends on Wednesday, 
May 0,1900, aged 52 years. The funeral 
took place at the family residence on 
Twentieth street, Sunday, May 13; Orr 
W. Lee delivered the address. She was 
an ordained worker in the North-west
ern Spiritual Association, and enjoyed 
the highest confidence of her associates.

- = 0. W. LEE.

James Stubbs, son of Joel and Mar
garet Stubbs, passed to spirit life, May 
7, 1900, aged 45 years. The deceased 
was a member of the State Spiritualist 
Society, and secretary of the society at 
Bederwood, Minn. He had been a de
voted Spiritualist during’ his natural
life. ROLLA STUBBS.

TESTIMONIAL.

B. F. Poole:— *
Your Melted Pebble glasses are 

cellent, easy and very restful to 
eyes, ■.

I have tried various remedies, 
have recelvedi greater benefit,- for

ex- 
my

but 
the

least money from the use of your Elix
irs Nos. 1 and-2, with Magnetized Com
pound, and your directions how to re
ceive silent treatment from spirit forces 
than from all others combined. I thank 
you most sincerely.-

MRS. HJATTIE CRAFTS.
Monson, Maine, u

For Jen cents we swill send by mall, a 
4-oz package- of my Magnetized Com
pound, for sore on weak eyes. Once
used you will not be without It. Ad-
dress

i-
B. F. POOLE & CO.,

48 Evanston avenue, Chicago, Ill.

,MEDIUMSHIP,
A chapter of experience^ by Mta.Uarla M. King. 

Price 10c. For safest ibi*  office.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

By Charles Bradlaugh. With the story of his Ufa 
Mtojd by himself, and the history of bls parliamen
tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, 50c.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE. 
BY LILIAN WHITING,

Three choice volume., each complete In Itself. In 
wb,oh spirituality 1. related to everyday life In such 
a way as to make the world beautiful, Price 11 each. 
For dale at this office,

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
• ■ . A Treatise on

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Berrier, Anthropologist and Author. A 
very suggestive and Instructive book. Price, 61.00. 
For sale at this office. .

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to 

Ite own orgaulsm, and the Inter-relation of human 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By tbe spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the me
diumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Piles 61.60. For sale at this office.

PSYCHE
1b the Invention of & practical medium, under spirit 
outdance, and te designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by Its "use, have received long communica
tions from spirit friends, end express great satisfac
tion. Price. 61, aid 20 cento extra for expressage. 
For «ale at the office of Tub PboobkjslVxTbinkxb,

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twlng, medium. 
This te a very interesting little book, and will be ap
preciated from start to finish by all who wish to gain 
spiritual Information. Price 25 cts. For sale at this 
office. i ., -

OUTSIDE THE GATES
and other tales and sketches. By a band of spirit in
telligences, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 
flhelhamer. An excellent ’work. Price, 61.00. For 
Bale at this office.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

By Dr. Paul Carns. A translation made from Japan
ese, under tbo auspices of the Rev. Shaku Boyer,dale- 
Sate to the Parllauieot of Religions. Was published 

i Japan. Price, ,1.00. For Bale at thia office.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly Interesting 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For sale at 
this office.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Ite Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Hunnel 

Wateon. Thte work wee written by a modern Bavlor, 
.grand and noble man. Price «LOO.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
Br Andrew Jackaon Darti. Something you ihould 
road. Price 60 conta. For elle at thia office.

TWO IN ONF

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO

Mrs. Dr. Uobson-Barker,
Box 133. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
PsycbomelrlBt and Healer. Reading*  by hand-writlug 
or photo 61,00. Three reasonable question*  aaswered 
for25cta. Address 54 N. 52nd ave., Chicago, 111.*

WOMAN MEDIUM.
For advice and foretelling, send (by letter) lock of 

hair and »1.00. NIBS B. A. SCHOTT, 24 Chicago 
Terrace, Chicago, Ill, 5«

NEW DREAM BOOK
oi Dreams.'One Thousand Dreams 

and Their Interpretation*, ” by DR, R. GREER. 52 
Dearborn st., Chicago, IU. 25 cent*  519tf

YOUR FUTURE AHrotesZrWALROKli 
87 Opera House Block, Denver, Col. From .1,00,

Geo. F. Perkins, Emaline Perkins, 
Platform and Private Test Medium., S55S Cottage 
Grove ave , «at M,Chicago. Circles Friday. Reading, 
dally. M9tf *

Mental and Magnetic Healing.
Engagement*  fur treatments In your own homes, 

made through postal. MR8. JENNIE C. JACKSON, 
118 8. Leavitt st., near Madison, Chicago, M9 

FOCO-MAGNET^oooGlt““ 
Focallzutlon and Concentration necessary t6 develop
ment. Thl*  new invention makes thte possible fh 
light or dark sittings. Sent with full instructions for 
50 cent*,  in stamps, postal order or other suitable way, 
Address DB. T, WILKINS, 54 N. 52nd av.,Chicago, 111.

FRED P. EVANS,

The Well-Known Psychic
For Slate-Writing, Etc.,

Gives seances dally at bls office Ths Occult Hook 
Store, 103 W. 42ud st., N. Y. City. Scud stamp for 
circular on mediumship, and catalogue of book*.

$2—TRUMPETS —$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS in two and three ieo- 

tlon*  86 In. high—magnetized when deaired—*2  on re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A. M URRAY, 508 E. 2nd 
St., Newport. Ky. sm

OCCULT CULTURE

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
. AND

Gifted Psychic.
Obsession Cured, 

Special Attention Given to 

, Nervous Aliments.
Astonishing purés of Disease, 

Physical and Mental, 
Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice, by mull, 
W.O0 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

ne’?,r knoFB» more competent, reliable
•8?.‘rutef“1 medium tor tee Belrlt-world tb«o Cba. 
Walter Lyom Joi. Rods. Bocha, a J.

Address,. 1017 Castro st., 
Oakland, Cail.

i

C0LLEGE0FFINEFURCE8
.t,etDcd. Tb»r»,«uilc.. Including CU.C“J.*V Vlt‘1 Electricity. Mini Cuti

and a higher science of life, Chemical affinity lai
Dci?le? devol°Pcd with their marvelous ap

plications Student*  in four continent*  have taken tu n c£1,ep 1' Chartered and contar» rife de? 
ELe*.°A  D. M., Doctor ef Magnetic*.  Byasyatemef 

student*  cah take th*  coursasfi*  receive the diplomas at their own home*.  Initltutrah 
removed to 68 N. 8rd st., San Jose, Cal IMpfoma» ol 
unsurpaised beauty grunted. Send ttanip for cute-' logucto E. D. BABBIT. U.K, LL. D„ Dean «1T

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant PhvataiM J111 ?urc® are marvelous/ ¿ucceuful 

of chr°n’“ “d «out. dl.ea.ea. when oth.H . a' ,cuiM-. Scnd h1“ ‘»'1 »•». mt, lock ot K" 
6 0 ,6tamPe »»<1 he will «end a clairvoyant ix-.

amination of your dl.caaaa .nd treat you for onl. on a mouth. Ko leading .ymptom real (red. aILUT

DR. J. s. LOUCKS, M. D.,
83 Warren st.. Stoneham. Mau.

Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Charles 
B. Neweomb.

The author says in his preface: “It 
Is a simple study of that strange and 
beautiful thing which we call life. * * 
Plain suggestions of confidence, pa
tience, gladness and decision often 
bring us back to the trail we have lost 
through the uncertainty of our own 
power and freedom. When we are 
really assured of the right road we can 
truly believe that life is a song and not 
a cry.” These words disclose the key
note to which the book is attuned. It is 
a book of spiritual helpfulness, reach
ing down and through all the being of 
man, physical, mental and moral, and 
tending to bring all into accord in the 
unities of the Infinite Life.

It teaches that man is his own crea
tor, and can dominate what his mind 
has expressed. He can change at will 
the colors or. the texture of the thought 
with .which he builds.

“Health and prosperity result from 
our awakening to consciousness of spir
itual power. Inflammation, fever and 
congestion nrs the natural results of in
terrupted circulation in thought life.”

“If we listen with a mournful mind 
life seems to us a wall of sorrow. We 
do not hear the swelling undertone of 
love. 'When we are done with our com
plaints all voices become melodious.”

“The healing principle is a positive 
thought, and anything that can arouse 
this to vigorous action will obtain re
sults.”

We might go on extracting rich nug
gets of thought from every one of the 
282 pages of this volume, but we for
bear, withji hearty wish that every one 
who reads this might procure and read 
and re-read this book whose chapter is 
so draught with wise spiritual- instruct 
tlon. It may be obtained at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker. Price, cloth 
bound, $1.50. *

Why We Keep Sunday. Church His
tory In Short Chapters.- By D'ewane 
Babcock, Marshalltown, Iowa.

Mrs. Charlotte Bacon ascended to her 
coronation, May 7, 1900. She was born 
In 1812 in Dover, Vermont. In 1835 
she was married to Nathan H. Bacom 
Five children were born to them, four 
of whom Are still living in the mortal. 
Mother Bacon was for ninny years a 
staunch Spiritualist Though nearly 90 
years of age, she'held all her faculties 
of body and mind till the last. She was 
always at her post, both afternoon and 
evening, to within two Sundays of her 
.transition.- No disease wasted her form 
or blighted her closing hours. She slept 
Sweetly while angels disrobed her of 
her garments of mortality, and arrayed 
her in magnificent vestments for her 
coronation. The ceremonies of the oc
casion on the spirit-side of -life were in 
keeping with her character and sta
tion, for, she had so lived that she 
ranked with angels. On the mortal 
side her: funeral was really In the na
ture of a reception. - It was held at the 
home of he» son, Prof. J; Frank.Bacon; 
which was tastefully decorated for the 
occasion, with a • profusion: of1 white

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond was again 
called to Wisconsin to officiate at the 
last earthly services In connection with 
the passing on of one of the veteran 
Spiritualists of that state. This being 
the third this year of the old settlers 
and veteran Spiritualists of Wisconsin 
that she has becu called to perform slm 
liar services for. ,

This time it was for Joseph Warren 
Stuart, of Brodhead, Wis., who passed 
from his physical body at the age of 80.

He was a plan of the strictest Integ
rity in business affairs and moral worth

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
■ BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

A COMBINATION OF 

“The Question Settled” and “Ths 
. Contrast” Into one Volume.

Man's magnetic, mental and psychic powers unfold
ed to the biggest degree of excellence by a new and 
perfect system of culture.

Psychometry, Clairvoyance 
and the inspirational phases of mediumship developed, 

The Laws of Suggestion Taught, 
revealing the way to the attainment of

Self-Mastery and Power.
"Truth and Destiny,” 25 cents, 

Valuable Booklet Free.
URIEL BUCHANAN,

Df. Louckl and band ot spiritual co-workers are aa 
lotuierly. astonishing the world with cures, ’

See What They Say:
Oh I am so thankful to my God and you Dr- 

Louck*,  for thl*  vfOudcrful (reutiueul, 1 uever c*a  
prate*  aud thauk you «ueuffb for what you have done 
tor me. I waul to tell jot I ftlll better tban 1 
«n°rv H yefrB- 1 d0,u* ntere of m? iou.a“
work tliap Ihave lu twcuty year*.  If*  very wonder*  
ful but true. Sincerely your friend, 3

Clinton N. C-, Feb. lot, 1900?itS‘ ' C' H0WARD-

m?n»ar Dr'Louc*£*: -1 con truly Bay that your treat
ment cured me when every tiling elitj bad failed I know 1 would not have been alive lilt badn'tbeen for 

tfll the truth, i
InrmA1111 cauuot do suougli for what you have done 
forme. 1 am ever your friend,

„„ , .. „ „ MRS. DAVID CLIFTON,CUmon, N. C„ Oct. 10.1695. '
Mrs- Louie M- Farrlnelon says: Dear Dr. Loucks.-, 

M0irbJr«".you “ud |’roJ'l’*f  J'u“- । tantml «nd word*  
!.?? 1 y .,or wll“t you It»'’" done tot
mMareh 10 'liut?*  ’ **"  " Mass.,

After trying others with no relief, niveus atrial hV.veteruu‘i‘?rru‘” Olhm il*VC 'dT?! LOECKS.”

notTob^ ’
J. A. BCRllOUGHti is pleased to announce M 

H*?A DI* rlen<U and toriner patient*  that he la matt*  
ajer of the

Central Psychic Healing Institute, 
“i H Do* Pr,TC«d to treat a limited number of pa 

11dlaffuo»e the «taae yf anyone Bufferlm 
li» ■nC?ri00LC.wllfwrlte him, giving age 
!SJ n ,cadh.lf ayiaptom. Thl*  wllibe done cbeeS 

top/oufflt’y and without charge.
Dll. BURROUGHS will also be pleased to give any

Advice Within His Power
health, happlnqe*  or bualnea*  relation! 

of those who may write him, fre$. Dr. and Mr*.  Bur
rough*  are giving th« beat effort! of tbelrllve*  In an 

eWe*'V  V9 Ierve the higher power*  of the 
an(i «rough their asslitance to relief« 

!u »i1!?8* •orrow a«d to bring Bunshlne and happiness to all tho*b  who now know it not.
. J-A-BVKKOIJG1IS.

City Office. 701, 181 Dearbort» atChicago.

/■

Dept. P. T., Box 210, Chicago, 111. 5.411

Card from Annl^ Lord Chamber
lain.

. .P’v.Mend., you cm greutly help me care for my 
blind .Isler. Jannte L. Webb, one of tbc earliest me
diums uojv In the fofin. by writing a letter to a Mrtt 
friend. Send It to m. with 11. aud 1 will try andi.t 
reply by Independent writing or wlil.pere, Addreu 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford, Mass. SSltf é;

In the social world. COR.

Passed to spirit life, from his home in 
Florence, Ohio, George Heald, In the 
74th year of his age. He has resided all 
his life In the house In which he died, 
and was married to Miss Maria Shaffer 
fifty years ago in the same room. He 
has from the beginning been a Spiritual
ist, and was regarded by his neighbors 
as a most exemplary man, honest, up
right, kind and triithftil In all his rela
tions. His wife and two sons survive 
him. The funeral services were held in 
the Methodist church at Birmingham, 
on May 6, and was largely attended. 
Hudson Tuttle gave the discourse, re
plete with the consolation the spiritual 
philosophy alone can give. * * *

Passed to spirit life, May 12, Lydia 
Mitchell, aged 18 years. She was a 
member of Haverhill lyeeum for the 
past three years, and had endeared her
self to all by her kind aid loving spirit. 
The funeral was held from the home of 
her sister, Mrs. Hall, under the auspices 
of the lyeeum. The casket*was  cov
ered with’beautiful flowers, attesting to 
the high appreciation and love in which 
she was held by those who know her: 
A broken wreath with. “Our Lydia,”
from the lyeeum; a beautiful pillow 
with "Sister,” in - - -, purple. Immortelles, 
were among the number. The ladies’ 
quartette sang.four beautiful selections
appropriate to the occasion., The body 
was sent to New Brunswick for burial 
services, conducted by the write?.

. . AMANDA A. CATE.
Haverhill, Mass. ’ . '

“Right. Living.” By Susan H. Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes,■ 
■Which render-the book more interesting 
and.- more easily comprehended, it is 
especially adapted for use in Ghildrep’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers.and 
teachers it may be made .very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it. 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office.

"Three Jubilee Lectures.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D. Doctor Peebles is a 
trenchant and instructive write'r and 
lecturer, and these three addresses on 
the occasion of and pertinent to the 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being preserved in this 
tasty form, in print. Price, 35 cents. 
For sale at this office. ■

“The Religion of the Future.” By S. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary-power and value, by a bold, 
untrauimeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with It, and 
well repaid by its perticai. For sale at 
this office. Priée, cloth, $1; paper, 50 
cents. ■ ■

“The Commandments Analyzed.'

This work is one of the Library of Liberal Classics. 
No author was better qualified to write an impartial 
aud honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgina, 
and this volume Is Intensely Interesting. It should be 
rdad tn conjunction with Gibbon's woz& For sale at 
this office. Price. 25 cento.

THE RELATION . ~ 
Of’hoSpiritual to the Material Univene; and the 
Law ot OonttoX New edition, enlarged ■M revised, 
byM. FanteJ. price ISoents. •

Myself cured, X will gladly inform any one addicted to 

Morphine, Opium*  Laudanum, 
or Cocaine, ot a never-failing harmless Home Cure. 
Mrs. M. K. Baldwin. P. 0. Bo^j 1212, Chicago, Ill.

BY INOSES HULL.

This highly instructive and interesting work 1« a 
Combfcintfon into one volume of two of Mr. Hull*«  
SlondU works. By this arrangement the cost is «uch.

at tho reader 1*  enabled to secure the two book» 
oomj.UiMl at the Jame price as was formerly asked 
for thjin uoparately. This volume contain*  463 pages 
and Is li indsomcly bound in cloth, and contain« an ex*  
ccllent |K)rtralt of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Il a cajGful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit*  
uailsm. No book of the century has made so many 
converth to Modern Spiritualism a*  this. The author*!  
slm, ftithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena agd philosophy, ha*  been accompUibed. 
Toe adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human
ity; Ite moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
mfnlBtjv; the Bplrltuat nature of man, and the objec
tions ollered to Spiritualism, arc all considered in the 
light oi the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
lense, md expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, and 
<■ a nurfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
tedefeBdSpIritnalhm, or find argument*against  tL*  
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE SU FOR SAL£AT THIS OFFICE.

MAN THE"MICROCOSM.
HI*  Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—The 

Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cure*  all form*  of stomach, liver and kidney disease; 
also constlnmlon. A sure cure for that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your svstem to health 
with purs, rich blood. Sufficient Quantity for one 
month sent for »1.00.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eves or poor eyesight, lias been used and praised by 
thousand*  in all part*  qf the world. Sent for 60 cents, 
or 4)1 three sent postpaid for u.oi, with Yarma’s 
photo and Instruclidn*  buw to live 10u ycart.

E. DR. EDWARDS, TRANCE, TEST AND 
uslneet Medium, I*  located fora short time In 
port, Iowa. Seance*  for psychic phenomena, 

aud the development of medium*,  Tuesday and 
Thursday evening*  at 8 o'clock. Roadings, Indepen
dent *late-wrlting  dally. Arrangements can be made 
for lecture*,  etc., by Bocfetic*  lu the adjoining cltfe*.  
Meeting Sunday evening at 8 o’clock, at Hibernian 
Hall. Letters answered. Address 1U15 Brady at“The Priest, the Woman and the Con

fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, impute'influences and results 
of the Romish Confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
rives. Price, by mall, $1. For sale at 
this office.

"Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of n master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly, bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
55. It Is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with It. -

• “Spiritual Songs, for the Use of Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings.” By Mattie E. 
Hull. For sale at this office. Price 10 
cents. .

“CosmlanJIymn-Book." A collection, 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the homejicomplled by L. K. Wash
bum. This volume meets a public 
want. -It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and'music, embodying 
the highest moral ^sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price 50 cents. 
For sale at this office. -

“Voltaire’s EBomances.” Translated 
from the French. nWlth‘ numerous il
lustrations. These ¡lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an Invincible en
emy of the Catholic ichureh,“are worthy 
of wide readtag. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master, mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office. '

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles BrWaite, A. M.; author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. 'A condensed state
ment of facts -concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An important work. ’ Paper 
25 cents. For sale at this office. ’

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Win. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form: the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature: av.d presents his views as 
demonstiAd.ig a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who eerv*'  io study and- think. For 
sale at this office. Price, 25 cents,

MRS. MftGGIE WfllTE.
Beading by man. 11.06. Business advice a specialty.

804 8. Crou*e  ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 556

WM. W. ABER.
Reading*  by mall, 61.06. Advice on all affair*  of life. 
Spring Hill, Kana. 551

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write fur Illustrated Circular! 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Varma 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. leal 
adjust inf Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly U 
your eyes In your own home as If you were In my 
office, as thousands can testify. Send stamp for photo. 
B. F. POOLE & CO., 48 Evanston av„ Chicago, Ill.

KflREZZfl.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAQ£.

By Alice B. Stocltbam, Of. D.
Karczza makes a plea for a better' birthright tn 

children, and alms to lead Indivldiula to seek a higher 
development of themselves through most sacred re*  
fattens. It Is pure tn tone and aln.aod should bo 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. SL

ASTRAL WORSHIP. ~
By J. H. HI1L M. D. A valuable contribution to the 

current discussion of religious problems. Ths author 
by Illustrations and a planisphere (a representation ot 
the celestial sphere upon a plaue with adjustable cir
cles), traces most of the myths whlch.lle at tho base, 
of Christianity to their origin In sun and star worship. 
The astronomical facts given possess great value, the 
Illustration, rare and curious. Tho book Is bound In 
only one style—heavy boards. Price »1. For sale at 
this office. .

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon. Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
A Roman Catholic pripst, who, after & pastoral service 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God’s pardon forJiavlng taught the 
Christian religion. Ho left thia volume as his last 
will and testament to his parishioners and to the 
world. Translated from tho French original by Nisi 
Anna Knoop,

Post 8vo., 839 pages, with portrait Cloth. 61.00; 
postage, 14 oenta. .

"The work of tho honest pastor is the most curious 
and the most powerful thing of the kind that the last 
century produced. . . . Falne and Voltaire had re
serves, but Jean Mesllcr hod none. He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all, tho wonder Is not that there 
should have been ono priest who left that testimony at 
bls death, font that ail nricsts do not.”—Jamas Farton

EVOLUTIONISM.
A Berles of Illustrated Lectures 

Upon the
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE.
BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 

PricA cloth, ii,2A For sale at this office.

UI A MTm ALad? Agent to Can- II nil I LU vass at Home in Ev
ery town and city in the United States. 
Easy Money and Genteel Occupation.

A Blessing for Suffering Women.
An Improved snd economical method ot treatment. 
Address STERIL1NE CO., or A. N. KEITH, M. D., 
Lock box 85«, Peoria, III, 551

' A WIDOW
wants a situation with a Spiritualist. Please call or 
send postal and I will call. My address Is SCSI Cottage
Grove ave., first flat front. 518

Reed City Sanitarium and Private 
Hospital, A. B.Spinney, M. D., Prop. 
Staff of eight contultlns phr*idaQs  and surgeon*;  pro
fessional nurses, eteam heat, electric light. Cheapfrt 
sanitarium for the accommodation*  in the woriu. 
Board, medical attendance, nursing, bath*,  massag*  
elootrical treatment all for »«4 A WEEK. OaaM 
diagnosed fre*  and treated at a distance by ooitmmb« 
dance. Pricea reasonable» Saad your nAme ana ad- 
drees with «tamp IT BEEB CTtY GNlf ARIUM, 

Reed City, Michigan«

-IN THE-

PASI, PBESENT, AND FUTURE.

Longley’s Beautiful Songs 
For Publio Meetings and 

the Home.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF .

P.asniu of recent scientific'research regarding 
origin, position and prospect*  of mankind. 

. From the German of .

DR. LUDWIG BÜCHNER,

the

Author of ‘Tore® and Vatter,” Essay*  on Nature and 
Science,” “Physiological Pictures,” “Six Lee- 

tures on Darwin,“ Eto.

'•The great mystery of existence consists' in perpet*  
nal and uninterrupted change. Everything is immor» 
tai and Indestructible—the Bmalleatwonn as well as 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
ftratn or the water drop as well as the highest being in 
creation, man*  find his thoughts. Only the form a in 
which being manifests Itself are changing; but. Being 
if£clt remains eternally the same and imperishable 
When we die we do not lose ourselves, but only ord 
*v.rional consciousness. We live on In nature, Inou!
•'CV In our children, in our deeds, In our thoughts— 
. chart, in the entire material and physlcal contrlbu- 

v blch, during cur skort, personal existence, we 
* ? furnished to the subsistence bf. mankind and of
•tue in general.”—Buechner. ' -

- >lo vol.. Dost Svo., about 350 pages, vellum cloth. 11.

VOLUME ONE
Contain*  the followtaf tonp with music:
Tm thlBklng, deaf mother, of you. We mta ony 

boy*  at home. The land of the bye and bye. TM 
good ttqjea yet to be, Ti^e land beyond the stark 
They are waiting at the portal. When the dear qnel 
gather at home. Resting under the daisies. Thd 
grand jubilee. My mother*  tender ere*.  Dear heart 
come home. Come In some beautiful dream. Where 
the row*  ne ver fade. In heaven wo'li know oar owl.

' VOLUME TWO
Contain*  15 new and beautiful long*,  suited to the 
home circle, scanoes. local meetings, mass-meeting*»  
conventions, anniversaries and jubilee*.  They coma 
prise an e|c*ltent  variety of poem*  set to easy htf- 
mony and ought to Sell readily- These books are 15ctk 
each; the two for 80ct*.  For sale at this office.

The Soul of Things.;
Or Piychometric-RcBearchcB and Discoveries. By 
Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton.' A marvelous 
work. Though concise as a text book It is as fascin
ating as a work of fiction. The reader will be amazed 
to eee the curious facts here combined in aupport bf 
this power of the human mind, which will resolve a 

“thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
as day, and throw light on all subjects now obscured 
bytlmtu Price 61.50. For sale at this office. .

In three volumes, cloth bound, 61.50 each. .,

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All’s Right with tho World.” Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct succciiwlth 
•‘Air*  Right with the World,” which continues in the 
front rank of the Metaphysical book*  that are now sU 
popular. Tbe g^eat number who have ¿sencheered 
and strengthened by him will' welcome aaotber book 
by ths*  wise teacher whose word*  of help are doing M 
much to nako the world bettor by making men and 
women better able to understaud and enjoy it.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful.thing 
called life, but grand In it*  scholarly simplicity. It 
will be In demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price 61.50. For sale al 
thia office. . •

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for the (rnnlxatlonaad 

management of Sunday schools. By 4 ndraw Jackson 
Daris. Something tndispensablo. Pr..o« 50 cent«.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker'. Inter
national Congre.., Chicago, nt.; October, 1893. By 
Suean B. Wixon. Price, 10c. ZUGASSENT8 DISCOVERY. u

Sequel to The Strike of a Sex. By Georg» N. Mlllife
Paper, 23 centi. For aale at thia office. ’ i

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

Bow to rc&ch-tbat altitude where spirit Is supreme 
and all things are subject to It. By Mose? Hull. Price 
in cloth. 40 cents; paper 25 cis. For sale at this office- 

Apocryphal New Testament 
3.IM «11 the Goapclt, Kpl.llex, ud-othcr.plhcei 

nor extern, ettrlbnted in the fleet tour centuries to 
Jesus Christ, bis .potties end their compeelon«, end 
not Included In the New Teetuntat hr its eotnnUem 
Cloth,|1 JO. FotMeetUi|sease. - _

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS,

Or Sex In Religion.1 By Ellxa-Burt Gamble: “Hika 
Benilole, quiet, logical stAtcmcnt of opinion, deduced 
u timer eurlomly from. «Meh might l>e 
open to doubt; ami never for * momenvaentatlmuiur 
revolutionary.—Chicago Herald. 82« pasea, large 
,typi. cloth »and. Price ,2.2s. For axle rt thia ufflee

By__ _ t - . - - . ’Historical, Logical and Philosophical r Commandments are objections to the Dogmas of-Relncar-
not only analyzed, but contrasted with nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof 
other Bible passages, showing great Iff- W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master; 
congrulties; Prlce 2o emits. For- sale ,iv treatise. - Paper; 25 cent&' For sale 
at this office; . - _ ; _ . • ’ ^i. office, / , • - „

W. H. Buch.

>

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club, The first time 
luthclititory of tho world that a CbrlltlaaAuoclatlo« 
ever Invited a noted InMel to lecture before thent 
The lecture Is a grand one, and was recettes bribe 
Club with contlbnone applause from bwümte» so mSl 
Tbs pamphlet contains 12 pages, baMttMbMMZÈFrteeerutai ttaMoM, West*  : J1*
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RELIGION-POLITICS. OPPOSED BY JESUITS

] It Is almost Impossible to follow out any 
8 path that others have not taken, And

. INVOCATION.'

ANOTHER VIEW.

isted in the principle of the Christ.
How many of us are broad enough,

mass-meeting as tending to the-cònsol.-

Washlngton, D. 0.

neither beginning nor ending, 
eternal, unending, unchanging,

a soul 
.as ex-

.yorir assS^lon and of the N. S. A., as 
well as of all true Spiritualists. '

I do not meddle with .what my friends 
believe or reject, any more than I ask, 
.them whether they are rich or poor.—r 
,Lowell. ■ ’

Oh, ye Immortal and loving angels, 
whose faces turn to the light of the 
realms we have not seen, ye who stand 
at the portals of the City of Love, who

“BEFORE ABRAHAM WAS, I AM.”

English, says: “There is.no doctrine of
Christianity which has not been anticl- _ . „ .. __ _____

■pated by Vedas. They have all the doc* ’idatloh of ferees for the future labors of 
trines of Christianity.” And that old ““-----’“»■•-■----- ■- - ----- ■

An Inspirational Lecture Delivered by the Guides of Mrs- 
Jennie Hagan Brown, in the Temple at Fort 

Worth, Texas, March 4,1900.

have-passed through its gate-ways, we 
ask that ye will send us some message 
of your joy, sometender word to make 
us know that where ye dwell within the 
light of truth divine, we, too must 
sometimes stand and feel the thrill of 
joy, shall sense that we have journeyed 
home into the Father’s bouse, the many 
mansions eternal that are not made' 
with hands. Oil, thou eternal Father, 
whose love encompasses this world or 
worlds, whose universal law of growth 
and unfoldment forever surrounds us, 
we ask for the quickening 'of every 
sense that shall make us know, we ask 
for that consciousness that shall make 
us realize the goodness of love to-day, 
the unfoldment, the grand and holy 
stairway by which our trembling feet 
may tread upward and outward to the 
light, the love, the guidance divine; 
and make us grateful for that which 
we have received, and from the grati
tude within our breasts let spring the 
growing flowers of love and kindness 
for our human kind. Teach us to honor 
thee, to reverence those who stand 
within the City’s,gates, by deeds of 
kindness and affection here; teach us to 
follow In the steps of him who led in 
meekness and in love and taught his 
fellow men the brotherhood of man, the 
fatherhood of God. Amen.

DISCOURSE.

so when we come to It simply what does 
It mean In Its simplest and best Inter
pretation to the world? "Jesus said 
unto them, verily, verily, I say unto you, 
before Abraham was, I am." He 
speaks just before this of the joy and 
gladness that Abraham has had In him, 
and while they speak of the dead, his 
thought is of the living. His declara
tion here Is not that Abraham in the 
physical body knows him as Jesus in 
the physical body, but that Abraham Is 
glad, Is full of joy in connection with 
him. He says more than this; he de
clares that “before Abraham was, I 
am.” What does that mean? Does It 
not mean that important fact that has 
always stood forth in the character of 
the eternal Christ’s spirit, that he Is not 
simply an individual born into this life 
to carry through it the expressions of 
this physical existence and to pass out 
of it on the cross In suffering and pain, 
but that be is an eternal spirit, an es
sence of that great principle, of the ev
erlasting and divine fact that has

The world has always had plenty of 
people, whether Jews or Gentiles to ask 
questions, to criticise, to sneer and to 
doubt. The world has been filled, ever 
since history has had Its place, with a 
class of people who receive nothing un
til they are forced to do so. It is the 
old story repeated over again from time 
to time. Man can only discern that 
which he Is forced to. Man's under
standing is something of growth. He 
realizes hunger because in the structure 
of bls physical body there Is something 
that makes him hungry; he realizes the 
necessity of gaining knowledge, be
cause there is something in bls being 
that reaches out and asks for food and 
is not content until found. He does not 
take It as willingly as he might, but be 
receives it in bls old way by disputing 
and reasoning and denying. Man has 
always been trying to assert himself in 
the wrong direction. You tell him a 
very reasonable thing and he Immedi
ately undertakes to explain It In a very 
unreasonable manner. You say to him 
that he is an Immortal soul, and he will 
say to you that be is not a soul at all, 
but simply a part of the material world; 
that Is the average individual who has 
never soared out Into the realms of 
thought and peered through the mists 
that surround our spiritual life. You 
tell a man of to-day that he Is to live 
forever, he wonders at you; he likes to 
dispute you because he thinks you can
not verify your position. You tell him 
that he is an Immortal spirit and he 
asks how you know It. You tell him 
that he Is occupying an equal station 
with others of his kind in this world 
and the next, and ho questions It. He 
always attempts to hold his place by 
that obstinacy that has characterized 
him throughout history. This Is all 
well enough; it is all necessary or it 
would not be. But among this class of 
beings from all time have come those 
who have had the Inspiration of truth, 
who have grasped something new that 
their fellow men have not as yet re
ceived, and they have never been for
gotten, not once, for having this inspi
ration.

Whenever a man has grasped a great 
truth, either in the ancient biblical 
days or later on In the world’s progress, 
in-what way has he usually been treated? 
The world has ever given such a man 
the same usage, and a king or a peas
ant, as the case might be, has under
gone persecution In accordance with the 
time In which he lived. However, the 
truths they inculcated lasted, and when 
the manifestation of truth was perma
nently established the people grew sore 
afraid and turned around and tried to 
worship what they had persecuted. It 
seems very strange to us now when we 
think of many such instances of the 
past, but have we gotten away entirely 
from this anclerit obstinacy? If some
body brings us a new truth do we not 
try the same things and deny in the 
same way, and after our denials, when 
the fact has been established, do we 
not very humbly make bur offerings as 
of old? This human family hasn’t 
changed so very much after all since 
the days of Abraham.

When Jesus of Nazareth -came Into 
this world, although he had been proph
esied and promised and the people 
talked of him as the Spirit of the Living 
Truth, what did the people do? They 
denied .everything, they refused every
thing. They said, this man Is not what 
he is proclaimed to be. They accused 
him of divers charges, with- the old- 
word of devils upon their tongues. 
They disputed against anybody and ev
erybody who went outside of their poor 
and beggared comprehension. Jesus of 
Nazareth declared truths that have 
been handed down to us unsullied and 
unstained. We have at the present day 
all too frequently his brightest and best 
statements crystallized and made into 
the narrowest forms. His splendid sug
gestions of the brotherhood of human
ity and the fatherhood of God have 

"been by many of us considered as be
longing to the smaller part of humanity. 
The great universal laws of freedom, of 
love, joy and truth- to all have been 
sadly and pitifully neglected, and-over 
this one brief verse that we have here 
to-night there has been more contro
versy and discussion, squabble and 
quibble, than1 almost any other. There 
have been so many statements-made, so 
many declaratlons’in regard to It that

large enough to grasp this truth, and to 
sense that the spul who said at that 
time “before Abraham was, I am,” is 
now; that the same spirit, the same 
principle changed not at all, stands out 
master of all nations and all peoples. 
It does not matter-whether we use that 
name or whether we use some other, it 
is the eternal principle of boundless 
love, the universal spirit of life, eternal 
life for all humanity. And bow does It 
mean this? It means that that Christ's 
spirit that was before Abraham, that is 
now, that has been through all time and 
ever will be, Is the path of truth and 
light, the essence and strength of that 
divine love, that unchanging compas
sion which all humanity must Imbibe 
before It becomes conscious of its own 
nearness and kindredship with God.

I have been’ teaching you for four 
years the greatest principles of Spirit
ualism. Not simply the fact that we 
live here and hereafter, that we ‘can 
through the light of divine truth com
mune with our friends but that greater 
truth than this, that spirit Is eternal, 
that soul Is everlasting, and that in 
order for us to reach the unfoldment of 
that knowledge which shall lift us out 
of the shackles of death and ignorance, 
we must reach that condition of the 
Christ’s spirit when we can put aside 
all hate, all evil and stand in the light 
of an everlasting and unchanging prin
ciple of love. Jesus of Nazareth Is not 
to be looked upon In this as a simple In
dividual born Into this world, suffering 
and dying, but as an eternal principle 
that was before'Abraham, the Great I 
Am of all time, that mysterious and 
wonderful principle that has been hand
ed down to us with all Its beauty and 
fullness, if we will but-grasp it. Why 
is it that upon this simple word, I Am, 
so much stress has been laid In our 
mystic orders of the past? Why is it 
it holds In certains orders to-day a 
meaning that Is of almost more import
ance than any other word? Why is It 
that we find in It that which leads us 
out from the narrow contemplation of 
self Into the broader realms of light? 
Taken in Its personal application to you, 
I am, the ego, and add to this to make 
It more, emphatic, I cannot cease to be, 
I am, and I continue to exist, and what : 
does It mean? It means that the last 
assertion of Jesus of Nazareth is the as
sertion of everlasting force, and life 
and power, gnd 'that when we once 
grasp the fullness of this, when we re
alize its meaning, It leads to the kinship 
of the Immortal soul with the infinite 
and eternal law of God. It means that 
in it is the declaration of that age, that 
life, that co-equalism with all time, and 
It means that the comprehension of this 
gives a mark of everlasting force and 
life In its fullness and completion to all 
existence.' . •

Abraham, that ancient and Wonderful 
character, from whose tent have jour
neyed forth such a class of individuals 
along life’s pathway, those who stood 
and discoursed with Jesus of Nazareth, 
who looked back over the path that led 
to the shade of Abraham’s tent. What 
wonderful lessons there are along that 
road. How much they are when prop
erly understood, and how.llttle have the 
usual interpretations given us of the 
true light So many say this simply 
means that Christ was declaring him
self as God, If you read the earlier part 
of the chapter you will find all thé sug
gestion of respect, of love, of honor for 
his father, the consciousness of a high
er Individual, as existing separately 
from that great fatherhood, and yet In 
it Ues the subtle suggestion of the par
allel Une of life.

All-the questions of life which puz
zled those ariclent men confront us to
day. We may all look at them differ
ently, but the one central principle re
mains forever, and that Is that this liv
ing, unchanging love that belonged to 
that parallel time, belongs to this pres
ent time and .whether we stand beneath
the tent of Abraham or here in the-busy 
-marts of dur modern cities, the echoing 
sounds of truth that changes this sad
ness of life to divine comprehension 
reaches our ears and that ■ day comes 
down to our present need and necessity.- 
What were this world of ours if we took 
from it that principle of love? Take it 
away and we have left greed, selfish
ness and hatred. We may not know 
bow much there Is of love within us un
til we are tested by trial by sorrow and 
pain. We may grow bitter aqd sad and 
sorrowful, but all this.is part of the les
son and by and by when we least expect 
it we break the trammels and bonds 
that have made us least ourselves, .and 
the triumph of/the love within, us 
comes risjhgiXgain declaring itself. No 
matter whether it Is an Easter day or 
not, we hear from every side the

echoes of that principle, it speaks of 
what it has been, of what It Is to be, 
and once more through the lips of hu
manity in each brave deed, in every no
ble uprising of humanity we hear the 
words, “Before Abraham was, I am, 
and I continue to be.”

The world has never had a great sac- 
rlflce, has never had a noble act, has 
never had a vast truth expounded but 
what those who suffered and'who went 
through the agonies of giving birth to 
them, declared something of that exist
ence that is not measured by the few 
brief years here from the cradle to the 
grave. Who of us would dare to say 
that any of our martyrs our great 
prophets, our splendid and 8oble heroes 
of past or present time have simply 
lived in the brief and narrow confines 
of childhood to the time when they laid 
them down to sleep the sleep of the 
just. Do you dream that a man’s life is 
encompassed in the few brief years that 
he Jives and struggles in this world? Do 
you think that you and I are only here 
while we are manifest through these 
physical bodies of ours? Is it your sup
position that we only live from the time 
when through the walling gates of birth 
we enter upon the shadows of chlld’- 
hood, and as the years go by walk out 
Into the deep waters of life und at last 
journey across the narrow waters and 
stand upon the shore of a future exist
ence? Is this all that life means to us? 
The journey across the narrow penin
sula of our modern, of our simple exist
ence. Know, oh ye immortal beings, 
that beyond this land lies the heights of 
eternity that every soul has journeyed 
across, and when we have made our 
steps liere and left the imprint of our 
feet upon the sands of this life that we 
are crossing nowLwe shall Journey back 
again to those heights Into the vast 
ocean of eternity and God.

We do not lose existence, we do not 
gain It. We have It, It is .ours. Truly 
the soûl Is always singing the song that 
Jesus uttered, blit the people who 
heard him only recognized that Abra» 
ham had lived, sat under his tent, had 
died and been gathered to fils fathers, 
“Before Abi-aham was, in thé physical 
expression, I am,” echoes down through 
the ages, and he and she who hear it 
aright question not Its meaning but 
know its truth and realize their kin
ship with him who said, “I am eternal, 
everlasting and there is no limitation to 
my life." This is the thought that be
longs to us properly; this Is the truth 
that comes, with its triumph over death 
and sin and disappointment and de
clares Itself everywhere and tells us of 
the indestructibility of God’s universe 
of light. When we think of this It lifts 
us out of the little ruts of our disap
pointments our discontent and our mis
ery. It raises us to the realms of eter
nity and makes us feel that our souls 
are but sojourning In this world; that 
we are like some flower gathered from 
the great stem of nature's bounteous 
plant and cherished for a day or two, 
and then to wither and fade away. But 
is this the end of life? A thousand 
times no. It is the end of that painted 
blossom, but the unlimited, eternal life, 
the individual existence goes on and on 
forever. This is the true thought of 
life; this Is the song that rises from the 
solemn silence of the night and breaks 
the clouds asunder, or touches them and 
they burst into the glory of bloom, 
when it reaches the very heavens of 
God.

We are all of us so small and narrow 
in comprehension we try to take great 
truths and bring them down to the 
shadows that are thrown by our little 
candles. How strange It is to see a 
man light a match and turn on a cer
tain light to investigate the sun, and 
yet wo do it constantly In our efforts to 
understand great truths by little and 
small measures. If we take the life of 
Jesus of Nazareth, if we study his 
statements from first to last, we $nd 
him always declaring that subtle ener
gy, that invisible pbwer, that latent 
force which he recognises in hlmsçlf 
and in others. Hear him when he talks 
to his apostles, see how he teaches the 
people, see how his indignation at once 
rises and how he is forced to say things 
that seem bitter and harsh. Yet all 
this comes in unison with the truth of 
eternal spirit in its. victory over mate
rial things. It declares that no matter 
bow profound we may seem, there Is 
something broader and better. It makes 
us at least see In the Christ a helper, a 
teacher, a salvation If we. will but take 
It In its broadest and" highest and best 
light, not In the narrow limitations of 
selfishness, not with the suggestion that 
we can cast our sins upon him and have 
them forgiven, but in the broad sense 
that we cgn have the right to forgive 
ourselves by giving up that which 
caused us to fall, .by rising Into that al
titude of the Christ principle. It does 
not say that when you are asked for 
food that you shall give a stone and 

•then ask Christ to forgive you for It It 
teaches that by our deeds and not by 
our. creeds shall we be known. It 
teaches the broadest sense of that truth" 
that shall alone make us the emblems 
of the highest religion, and if we want ' 
all that a Christ can teach us', we must 
reach the altitudes from which we can 
see the real light of high and holy truth 
as given In the infinite spirit that was 
before Abraham and is now. What 
shall we do to'learn this lesson? We 
must gather In .all that we can of the 
greaf truths of the past and present; re
ceive, into our souls the solemn sugges
tion that the prophecy of all past lime 
Is ours If we will rise it; that the oppor
tunity of all future time is ours If wé 
will accept it, and that-the only way by 
which we can profit by the past and ac
cept of the future is by grasping that 
most precious, that most sacred of all 
truths now, and that if we wish to re
alize the great meaning of Christ, if we 
wish to do anything we should say at 
this present hour, lama responsible 
being, here with the knowledge and the 
light that this divine character and oth
ers have cast upon me; I come from all 
that Is past and I journey to all that IS 
in the future; I am living now, the pres
ent is my golden opportunity of making 
for myself one more light, one more 
-truth for the world and its peopltr in 
which I live. : • •

■ Then comes the solemn., meaning -of , 
death. But we .are toldrin this same 
cbapterthat death availethnoCtothoae

who grasp the highest truth. That we 
are to look on that as a mere temporary 
change, a dropping of this physical 
body. We should learn to count death 
as simply a change, a transition from 
this to some other world. If you -were 
traveling out of this city to-night over 
one of our great railways and should 
come to a trestle and go speeding 
across, would you fedl that you had 
changed because of this? No, you 
would know that you had only crossed 
the trestle, a simple midnight Journey, 
and then you would go on the same per
son, the same individual. Yod had not 
gone through a mysterious and marvel
ous change. But perhaps before you 
went away you left some garment be
hind you. Would you think of that as a 
part of yourself, without which your 
being would not be compfete? No, you 
would think of that as spmethlug dis
carded, as something you ¡did not want. 
So when you cross the Furrow trestle of 
eternity and find yourself in the grea’t 
world beyond, you will have left the 
garment which you have! worn here, 
this physical body, behind you. How 
true the picture Is. We are born, we 
struggle, we weep.- We center our 
heart’s affection upon certain Individ
uals; we grasp them -with .our eager 
hands and they are full of ashes and 
dust, and we scatter the ashes and turn 
sorrowfully from them. We see some
thing else that catches our affections 
and we almost grasp It,-but it eludes us, 
and we stand behind in the mist and the 
silence, and we gaze out Into the sea of 
the future. Our eyes-cannot see to the 
boats, across and so We áre uncertain, 
we do not know;, but the boatman 
comes, he is silent and J he plaoes his 
finger upon his lips; we ¡ cannot turn 
back, the pathway, by which we have 
come is ours no more; we enter the si
lent boat, we sit down and 'the noise
less oars are dipped feto the swelling 
tide and we go away fronj what we 
have known into the dim gray mist of 
the night. But lo, thought shines and 
the stars come out aptf we see the com-
pass and the boat, and while we are 
watching It the shore grows plain and 
the fog of our .uncertainty rises. There 
Is life and there are. friends and there 
is the City Celestial, arid at it? gates are 
the faces of those we loved and of those 
who are dear to us, and we drop the 
garments that we haye borne with us 
Into the swelling tide, and they are gone 
forever. And lo, we-gtep from out the 
little boat into the BefeaE land of God’s 
eternal City. .And sttadinat there and 
looking backward from, where we have 
come and forward to‘what we shall be 
in the future, we recognize the-great 
meaning of tbe'words. I am an Immortal 
soul; J have been through all time; I 
know I am something thpt is part with 
all this; I have crossed, the bridge, I 
have rowed in the boat; t am the same 
individual, I am, And with this word 
upon our lips we begin, to;recognlze that 
we are something to that Infinite and 
eternal father who has through all time 
been part with us, and then a new 
meaning of that wonderful expression 
of Christ comes to us of the brotherhood 
of man and the fatherhood of God. We 
grasp our hands together, we clasp 
them close and our hearts overflow with 
the new meaning that has come to us 
of that great truth, and then we say, 
as said him of old, that all men are 
brothers and God the uplversal Father, 
and as we give utterail.ee to this we 
hear the song of pra'lsefend joy and tri
umph and we see thq&klnlng face of 
the great teacher who'esaid, “Before 
Abraham was, I arii&and still am 
through all time, , arid shadow -arid 
death." ;

CONSOLATION. '

' To Mrs, My H. 
■ ------------ ' '

Dear heart, he does, mot heed your 
tears,

He whose pale clay Ues pulseless here;- 
For him the gates of life have opened 

wide, ' .
Death is not death with heav’n so 

near. ■ .,
Into the larger, truer life,

Through the whlte grites we once had 
tho't so dark, •'

He has but passed wltfeeager, hast’nlng 
feet, ■ ' i«-

And song that shames the earth
bound lark. .,'j.; '

From his freed soul. have fallen the 
gyves ....

That held him fafetirig in hls house of 
clay, .. . • .

And like a bird unfettered speeds he 
now < .- '

- Into the brighter air of heaven’s day.
No more shall paln and sorrow mark

With moan, arid sigh', the path he 
- . treads for aye;’t’' v - ■
No more shall earth’s dark cloud and 

storm obscure; : , , - :
The light that shines for hirii alway.

And this pale form,-so .still ;and lifeless 
now, : .“ ■ -• .>■■; . ,

' We’ll lay away befieath the springing 
., ■- sod, ■ .
‘With tender hands, because It once was 
' ' his,. . ■

■ Knowing that he himself, now walks 
With God, ■ ’ •

In a fair world of jriy,-so ppar. . ..
That you may'olmoht feel Its vital 

breath;; . ' ,
May almost; clasp (the . living, .loving 
.hands,: .

That reach to you -beyond the veil 
called death;-.

And. through the^i^I’so thinly drawn
Between this World of sense and heav- 

' en’s OWn, -?? <'■ ; . •
You’ll see his face tender- smiling' 

bent, . ' ; f • • - - -
And: hear again thtf voice beloved and 

• known. •
Then do not weep forhilm,- dear heart, 
Your, tears alone'cah ¡grieve-his spirit 

now; > f
But humbly, v ith a heart of hope and 

trust, ( [
Unto the changeless edict bow.

.. ' EMMA ¡J. KNOWLES. «
Sterling, Ill. . J

- Every man has1 his chain and clog,' 
only it is looser and lighter Jo one than 
to another; and he 1s more at ease who 
takes. it up and carries it than he who.
drags jt—Seueca. > - -

A Freethinker Shelved on Ac
count of Hie Views.,

To the Editor:—The Inclosed article 
appeared in a secular newspaper in our 
neighboring city of Canal Dover, Ohio, 
I think the article top good to receive 
only a limited circulation. The writer 
Is an ex-seldler, who lost a leg in the 
service of his country during the war of 
the rebelled; but our good Christian 
people defeated him for Mayor, on ac
count of his religious views.

0. H. MATHEWS.
New Philadelphia, Ohio.

struction of Sodom, Jehovah wanted to 
destroy them all, but Abraham talked 
him out of it; and it was finally agreed 
that if ten righteous persons could be 
found in the city it should be spared.

In conclusion,-I will say, that the only 
difference between me and many other 
citizens of Canal Dover on these ques
tions Is, that I have been outspoken 
about them while others have chosen to 
be skeptics under cover. If the Bible Is 
the word of God, then it cannot be dam
aged by criticism; if it Is not, then the 
people should be informed as to what 
it really is. It would afford me a pleas
ure to dlgcuss the question in a friendly 
way, with any minister or layman resi
dent of our city. Very respectfully,

A. C. NARAGON.

American Rule in the Philip 
pines Distasteful to 

the Order.

The following observations grow out 
out of statements made by some of our 
citizens during the present mayorship 
contest, in regard to my religious views. 
I was called a infidel, agnostic, etc., 
and was Imputed to be against the 
churches. .

To these contentions I will say, that 
I am in good fellowship with the social 
and benevolent functions of the church 
so far as they relate to our own great 
and glorious country. Millions for the 
poor and oppressed of our own country, 
but not one dollar for the alienation of 
foreign people from their native re
ligion to that of Christianity. That Is 
only a shift from one superstition to 
another, Ifhe golden rule is good. Con
fucius stated it centuries before Jesus 
Wgs born. It was good then, and It Is 
still good. I cherish it. The morals and 
education of a nation are the nation’s 
strength; but we must not confound the 
morals of a man or a nation, with the 
religion of the man or nation.

Concerning my position with regard 
to revealed religion, I beg leave to make 
a few observations about the positions 
of some of the noted churchmen of the 
present day: Bev. Mr. Cndman, of New 
York, Methodist, before an audience of 
400 preachers, Bishop Andrews In
cluded, made the statement that "The 
inerrancy and Infallibility of the Bible 
are no longer possible of belief among 
reasoning men." The proposition was 
applauded. He further said that “By 
the new construction of the truth of 
such Bible stories as Jonah and the 
whale; the fate of Lot’s wife; Elijah’s 
ascension; the.-age of Methuselah (by 
Blblo chronology he lived 100 years 
after Noah's flood); Daniel in the lion’s 
dpn; God's speaking with Moses out of. 
the burning bush, are all questioned.”' 
Doctors Briggs, Smith, MeGiffert and 
Thomas were pushed out of the church 
because they denied the authenticity 
and inspiration of these and like Bible 
stories. Rabbi Fleischer, of Boston, In 
an address' delivered in Cleveland, 
March 19, 1899, said: “The God of our 
fathers is outgrown, and we have not 
yet found the greater God who Will win 
our homage and our children’s.”'

"The God of our fathers who made 
the world in six days and rested on the 
seventh is no longer a worshipful God 
to the generation which accepts the the
ory of evolution. We need a greater 
God, one that fits our new cosmology, 
one that fills In the whole of our en
larged horizon.”

Dr. Lyman Abbot declares the story 
of the flood to be unscientific and un
true. The science -of geology declares 
the same thing, Dr. Hillis recently re
signed from the Presbyterian Church 
because he could not endorse the cruel 
creed of that church in respect to fore-
ordlriatlpn, predestination and conse
quent infant damnation. He says in 
part: “While we have been discussing 
the nature of Inspiration and petty criti
cal problems, the great world, weary 
and broken-hearted and choked with 
mist and fog, have been asking whether 
or not there Is a personal God." Dr. 
Parkhurst in a recent sermon declared: 
"Amending the old creed will not meet 
the necessities of the case. Better give 
It a dignified place In a museum for 
what it is, than hack It to pieces and 
revamp It for what- it Is not. Any man 
who should become a father for the joy 
and glory he would-use in burning and 
racking his own offspring, deliberately 
creating a child with a view to the. 
agony with which he was going to tor
ture It, would be chased from the earth 
as a fiend; yet such a belief is printed 
on the flag beneath which the Pres
byterian army is marching. Men are 
staying out because it is there and men 
are going out because it is there.”

What is the meaning of all this? It 
means that the scientific men of to-day 
no longer believe in the Inspiration of 
the Bible, and that they reject all the 
cruel and unreasonable dogmas of the 
Christian and Jewish systems of re
ligion. To me personally, these observa
tions are not new; but they confirm 
what has been a settled conviction in 
my mind for years past. It is too late 
in- the day to ostracise and condemn 
men on account of their religious opin-, 
loris. I deny that- belief Is important. 
Acts-and works are important. A inan 
believes as'he must. He cannot believe 
a thing relating to the future simply be
cause some one tells-him to believe. If 
you doubt this,- try to believe;-for just- 
ten minutes, that the great God of the 
Hindoos, Bramah, is the only true God, 
and that the Vedas, the Hindoo Bible, 
is the real word of life. - If you cannot 
do this, then my proposition Is proven.

Horace Greeley, in the May number 
•of the New'York Tribune, 1838, the year 
in which the Vedas was translated into

heathen Bible was written two thou
sand years, before a line of the Chrlst- 
tian doctrine ,was penned. Do I believe 
In a God? Yes; if I be allowed to.glve 
my own definition. But I do not believe 
in the vacillating and cruel God of the 
Jewish Bible. He is said to be “without 
body or parts;” under that definition I 
can form no Idea about him, and con
sequently can form no belief about him. 
I say vacillating, because he. created 
some people, and when he saw that they 
were not acting as he supposed' they 
would, he repeated that he had made 
them, and thinking he could do better 
the .next time, he brought off a flood 
¿nd drowned, them—all but eight per
sons.."Again,'"in "fee- threatened de-. 
"J ■ 'Z '4 ,3’—
■vV.ru J" u ’ si

Concerning Jesus of Naz. 
areth.

HE WAS AN ORDINARY SORT OF A 
FELLOW, AND OUGHT TO HAVE 
BEEN MARRIED, AND THUS IN A 
MEASURE ROUNDED OUT HIS 
LIFE.
Very unreasonable It seems to me Is 

the talk Indulged In [as set forth In the 
New York Journal] of late about walk
ing in the footsteps of Christ—about do
ing as he did when he was on earth, or 
as he would do if he were here now.

Two opinions prevail respecting 
Christ. One Is that he was a man, the 
other that he was God in the guise of a 
man. With either of these opinions ac
cepted, the unreasonableness appears 
of making him our exemplar and seek
ing to pattern after him In the conduct 
of life.

If Christ was God, the mighty maker 
and upholder of the universe, then, he is 
too exalted for us to imitate; too far re
moved from us In his nature and attri
butes. One finite being may imitate an
other, no matter how great his excel
lence, but the finite may not hope to 
Imitate the iqfinlte. The possibility of 
such a thing is precluded by the meas
ureless difference between them.

Those who claim that Christ was God 
say, for Instance, that he was superior 
to natural law; that, when he wanted 
bread for the multitude, he took one 
loaf and multiplied it Into as many hun
dreds or thousands of loaves as the exi- 
gencles of the-case required; that when 
he needed money for any particular 
purpose he found the requisite sum in 
a fish’s mouth, or wherever he willed 
to find it; that he healed the sick who 
were dying, and raised the dead where 
decomposition was far advanced; that 
he stilled the tempest when upon the 
water or rode upon the air as easily as 
he trod the paths of his Nazareth home. 
If these things were so, what folly It Is 
for us to be setting him up as our ex
emplar and trying to copy after him In 
his brief but marvelous career.

The same thing appears when the 
other opinion is accepted that Christ 
was a man—a man of lofty mien and 
purpose, but still, in every sense of the 
word, a man—a reformer In the Jewish 
church, who Incurred the displeasure of 

■the authorities in his work, and who 
was put to death by them In accordance 
with the laws of the church that he 
vainly sought to reform. Nineteen hun
dred years have passed since this re
former appeared. The timeg in which 
he lived, therefore, were comparatively 
primitive and the condition of things 
which obtained in society then was an
tipodal of what it .Is now. If the world 
progresses any it is hard to see how a 
man of the first century could be a 
model for those of the nineteenth cen
tury, and especially their model par ex
cellence.

But the fact that we would emphasize 
In this connection Is that Christ died a 
young man and unmarried. A young 
man, he might be an exemplar for the 
younger portion of the community, but 
not for the middle-aged or those In ad
vanced and declining life, the reason be
ing that maturing years had not yet 
come upon him, the years that alone 
could have fitted him for such a service.

An unmarried man, his life, of coutse, 
was fractional and Incomplete. Though 
never so correct in the limited relations 
he sustained to others, he must have 
lacked the finished fulness of experl- 
•ence that only married people attain 
and without which the well-rounded life 
does not come, nor the full-orbed char
acter. The part of the community that 
Is most in need of an exemplar Is the 
married part—the men and women who 
have families to care for and who are 
striving as best they may to bring up 
their children in such a way that hdnor 
and happlnesq may await them. To be 
the exemplar of mankind Christ must 
needs have been a married man, who 
looked well and successfully to the af
fairs of ,hls household. ■ ■

Amsterdam. REV. E. T. FAGAN.

FREE SPEECH AND PRESS TA» 
BOOED - CORRESPONDENCE OF 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
Manila, April 15.—The most sensa

tional of the events of the past week 
has been the general distribution by thq 
Jesuits of a pamphlet in which is set 
forth "truths which Christians must ob
serve." Among the things most strong
ly condemned in this pamphlet are re
ligious t olerance and recognition of 
civil marriage. Consequently this act of 
the Jesuits is considered by many io bo ' 
an attack upon the American adminis
tration. The pamphlet in question saya:

"1. The commands of the church must 
be obeyed in the same manner as the 
law of God.

“2 You must subject your own judg- 
meat to that of the church and think ex
actly as the church thinks, for the 
church cannot be overcome.

“3. You must reject and condemn tbq 
Masonic sect, so frequently rejected 
and condemned by the supreme non
tiffs. 1

“4. You must also reject and con
demn liberty of worship, liberty of the 

• press, liberty of thought and the other 
liberties of perdition condemned’and re
jected by the church.

"5, You must also reject and condemn 
liberalism and also modern progress and 
civilization as being false progress and 
false civilization. .

MUST ABOMINATE CIVIL MAR
RIAGE.

"6. You must utterly abominate civil 
marriage and regard it as pure coucu- 
binage.

“7, You must also condemn and re
ject the interference of the civil author
ities In any ecclesiastical affairs, so 
much in vogue nowadays.

“8. Finally, you must hold the belief 
that the church by its origin has a di
vine and supernatural authority, and is, 
moreover, superior to the civil author
ity, and reject and condemn the doc
trine that the church Is Independent or 
ought to separate Itself from the state. 
Children must be brought up In the 
above views, condemning whatever the 
church condemns; gad children must be ' 
educated solely in Catholic schools, by I' 
genuinely Catholic teachers, and not on 
any account in unsectarian schools, 
which are strictly forbidden by the 
church.”

The foregoing commands are backed 
by many quotations from the Bible, ec- 
cleslastlcals, syllabus and letters from ■ 
different popes. This pamphlet was Is
sued without duly expressing churcli 
authority, and until the organ of the Ro- '. 
man Catholic church In Manila, a Span
ish newspaper called the Llberasfus, ad
mitted the fact that the Jesuits had 
published, and with every right, t)io 
paniphlet In question, considerable 
doubt wah entertained as to its au- 
tborlty.

TO MR. AND MRS. O. G. HURSEN.

We know not till we separate from ■ 
thpse we dearly love,

Till our darlings go in spirit to a home 
just up above,

Just how deeply and how lovely are 
their happy faces grown,

Till we lose their precious presence and 
are plodding on alone.

Oh, how sudden came the parting of a 
family one day,

When the angel of transition caught ■ 
two children at their play

And uplifted their sweet spirits from 
the parent hearts below,

And just left them sorely bleeding for :- 
• the darlings they loved so.

Little Ethel was the eldest, and sho 
seemed to know th? wav,

And no doubt when angeis met them ■ 
she was clinging to “0. K.”; '

'Twas the name by which all knew him 
in his happy earthly home,

And the angels have his record up In 
heaven's golden dome.

Though the hearts below are bleeding 
from the wounds inflicted there, 

Both the darlings are enraptured with - 
the home they found so fair,

And will know the time for watching 
and for waiting at the door . :

For their papa and their mamma, and 
for Glennie to pass o’er. - ■

- PARENTAL REVERIE.
Yes, I’ll treasure every garment that •: 

my Ethel used to wear; - .
All the playthings, little dishes and this 

tiny lock of hair; .
Her little desk of trinkets where she 

spent such happy hours, ■
And the little doll she treasured and oft - 

decked with pretty flowers, :
Shall be kept from dpst and mildew till 

the angels come for me; -' ■
Till I close my eyes in slumber that will 

set my spirit free. ■
There are other things I treasure, for 

they bring me iintold joy; •
AJ1 the clothing and the playthings of 

\my darling little boy; . .
Those arms that once caressed me, 

. those Ups that pressed my cheek,
In my soul will live forever, to my spirit - 
' ever speak, . -

When I touch the things he handled In •' 
his daily round of play,

And I'll, live my life all over with my. 
darling boy “O. K.” ■

DR. T. WILKINS.

Officers and members of the Illinois 
State Spiritualists’ Association, Geo. B. 
Warne, President:—Fraternal greetings 
from the N. S. A. and expressions of fel
lowship and love for you all. The N. S. 
A.' appreciates the grand work you are 
doing for the cause of true Spiritualism,- 
and recognizes thè labors of the recent

■ — 1 1 ” ...
Congratulation? and thanks are ex

pressed.to you for the work performed, 
and the noble stand taken in behalf of 
truth and honor among our workers and 
in the ranks of Spiritualism’.
■ We trust that your future will be one 
of great success and honor. May we 
continue to labor together In harmony 
and-love. Cordially yours,

MARY T. LONGLEY,
‘ / Sec’y. N. S. A.

Free will is not the liberty to do what- : 
ever one likes, but the power of doing 
whatever one sees ought to be done.— ' 
G. Macdonald. . • .

A rogue Is a roundabout fooL—Cole
ridge. '

What is birth to a man If it bo a stain 
to his dead ancestors to have left such 
an offspring?—Sir P. Sidney. f

A wanton eye is the messenger of an : 
unchaste heart.—Augustine.

. The temple of fame stands upon th9 : . 
grave; the flame upon its altars IS ’ 
kindled from the ashes of the dead.-«- 
Haalltt. -

utterail.ee
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JFE AND EXPERIENCE IN SPIRIT LAND
(iA 'Serjes of Letters from Spirit Franz Petersilea 

to His Son, Carlyle Petersilea.

LETTER NUMBER TWENTY-FOUR,

r
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( We promised in our last letter to tell you how the sun 
■’ of your system of worlds came into being; and when we 

tell you this you will know how all other- suns come to be.
. Suns are forming to-day just the same as they eternally 
? have been and just as they eternally will. ■

Suns are formed, or grow, within the great eternal sea 
of atoms. Eternity might be likened to the ocean, ex

. cept that it has neither beginning nor end; it is limitless.
“Well,” you ask, “why don’t you tell us something new? 

We already know that.” "
There is nothing new, neither within the heavens nor 

upon the earths. Everything is as old as eternity itself. 
Everything always has existed and always will. (The sun 
existed before it became a body of light, but it existed in 
the form of atoms. Now, in order to make .ourselves un
derstood, we must first tell you all about the atpnr. All 
eternity is composed of the male and female principles, 
positive and negative, spirit and matter; but the very low
est, first forms in existence, have the two principles com
bined in one form; and this is true of the atoms. Each 
atom is a tiny speck of pure flame—or spirit or magnetism 
which ever you may be pleased to call it—-surrounded and 

: - covered by matter. The spirit within the- heart of the 
atom is the feriiale principle; that which covers arid con
ceals it is the male principle. Now these can be called by 

■ any other names that one may choose—force and matter, 
potentialities and so forth—but we think that iriale and 
female principles, positive and negative, more exactly ex
presses the truth and can be better understood by,the or
dinary reader—and the ordinary or common-people are 
the ones we are talking too, the uncommon people do not 
need instruction and hardly ever change thejr minds, no 

' matter who talks.
In eartli life these atoms are invisible, for they are so 

ethereal in their nature that they belong to the octave 
above human sight, but they are distinctly visible to us 

....here within the celestial life. Now atoms are never at 
■ rest, for nothing remains statu quo, but theyaje in ;,cop- 
stant motion. In fact each tiny atom is revolving-in its 
own particular orbit. The little flame or spirit within the 
heart of the atom is a magnet, or magnetic attraction. 
The law of this magnetic attraction is to hold or grasp 
each other as closely as possible, and soon a body, or small 
globe is formed. This is what we denominate growth with
in the eternal sea of atoms. Now countless suns are 
forming, or growing, at all times; eVer have been and ever 

t will be, As this small globe revolves, it continually at- 
‘ tracts and holds other atoms—and all atoms that are any- 

v where within its attractive power—its size, together with 
its orbit constantly increases, and all eternity is before it., 
It has no need of hurry—no more have the angels and 
spirits, and earthly men and women would not hurry if

will have it that vibration is the cause of all things. Oth
ers will liave evolution running alone; and thus each one 
to his hobby. It is all'right enough until one learns bet
ter, but when you grasp one law‘in one hand, look out that 
you have its counterpart in the other. No law runs alone 
throughout the. universe—but its complement, whether 
hidden or otherwise, is always with it and must be taken 
into account. A great analogical chain runs through all 
nature. ■

Now we do not expect that all will believe what we 
have written. Few believed Galileo when he declaied 
that the.earth was a globe ajjd revolved in its orbit, but 
now a man would be considered a fool who did not. It 
really is not a matter of belief but an established fact.

Presently, some astronomers will step out of the beaten 
track and declare that the sun is a dual body of chemical 
and elementary principles, and in a hundred years from 
the present time anyone holding the old idea that it was 
simply one large body, or earth, will be laughed at as one 
not up to the times; and, thus the world moves on as all 
things move on, as the sun moved on.

The Christian world to-day has a great he God without 
a she; but the God of nature, or the real God, is he arid 
she forever at oneness; and nature, in all her varied meth
ods, never evolutes info one great hybrid neither male nor 
femaler-'neither is sex a matter of accident but a great 
eternal law in nature; and, sometime, we will tell you all 
about this law; yet, we will here say, that, every atom in- 
the universe is ihale and female united in oneness at the 
very foundation of all that-exists, and without the two 
principles in equal proportion, nothing can exist or be 
created, It is creation itself; or, .God it you will.

The sun appears, to those of earth, as one body, when it 
is really two in one. It is a type of the angelic world. 
The true male and female are blended into oneness, yet 
they are two distinct bodies making one perfect or com
pleteangel, constantly emitting rays of wisdom, love and- 
truth, and forever performing all manner of good works.

Earthly marriage is the type of the heavenly union— 
and you have an ancient.saying, “That they twain shall 
be one flesh,” or one; and if this is true of earth, it is, in a 
higher degree—or a higher plane of evolution—also true.

So weep not lonely, desolate ones of earth. A little 
while and the joys of a true union will be yours. A lov
ing companion awaits you somewhere, and you will surely 
meet and go hand in hand throughout eternity together. 
The universe is not governed by accident but by.eternal, 
underlying laws of principles which never vary in their 
results; neither do we speculate when we tell you from

TIB INFLUENCE OF CHRISTIANITY
What the Secret of the Influence of Christianity Over 

the Minds of Men? Shown by J. S. Loveland.

: they were exceedingly wise.
At length, after many ages, this body of atoms has be

come very large and heavy, its own weight and motion 
have compacted it and at this epoch of its growth it has 
no light of its own, it has but one body pj form whifch, as 
I have already shown, is the first or primary, form, con
taining the male and female principles, equally, within 

. the one form; and this is true of all first or primary forms 
whatever, as every naturalist well understands. When 
this body has reached a certain stage of size and weight, it 

■ has reached what may be called a state of maturity, it is 
>. ready to propagate.

Now, this first, or primary form, is not hard or com- 
-■■■_ pact like your earth, but more like the soft jellyrflsh; it is 

■ smooth arid round, or egg-shaped. Presently its size is 
. so enormous that it cannot bear its own weight, and its 

whirling motion loosens an outer crust which naturally 
. falls away from it, the inner globe escaping, as it were, 
; from its shell. Now this ring which it has thrown off is 

repelled by the motion of the first body to a certain dis- 
■■ tance, and yet the attractive power of the first body holds

■ the second at a proper distance. This ring, by’ what is
,7 called centripetal power or attraction, gathers itself to
- gether at its central point and thus becomes an indepen- 

■ dent globe, but because it gathers itself together at its 
", . centre’ its crust is all ragged and broken, in other words 
: wrinkled and uneven; great yawning chasms and moun

tain ridges; yet at this time it. is comparatively soft and 
warm. ■

Now we might say that this first ring or globe is the 
. sun’s first child. The sun keeps on gathering and grow

' ing as before, circling in its own orbit, which is con- 
‘tinually enlarging. The baby world follows on as fast as 
possible, but its orbit is smaller, fprit-is small compared 
to its parent. .The first globe, at length, throws off 

’i another ring, and thus it continues to do until.it has
" thrown off seven.. It has now become too hard and old to

throw off any more and is preparing for à great change.
’ Up to this time the sun had no light except a very pale, 
. amber light, caused by the magnetic or spiritual principle 
" within it, and, of course^ its baby worlds emitted about the 

. . same; the -light being somewhat like phosphorus. But 
’• the sun was now old arid must die or separate, disinte- 

■ ' ' grate, change; that being the natural.law of its chemical 
?, construction; sb, as the countless ages wore on, it grad

ually gave, up every particle of its spiritual or magnetic 
' flame. The body of matter which the spirit had left be
’ ing now as black as night, but.the spirit,as all must under-
z. stand, was the little magnetic flaine at .the heart of each 
' atom, still retained the same form and size as before, also 
'• the-black dead body of matter. But-nothing is*  dead. 
’ Nothing does die. It-was pimply a change that a higher 
s'. . ■ state’ of things might exist. .
.* ' ' Now the spiritual flame shot forth into space until it 

was millions of miles away from its material body. Now, 
■ys behold, a great event! The first or primary form had 

separated and become two forms, one the positive and one 
tike negative, male and female principles, separated, the 

' positive force forever attracting the negative, both these 
', substances being elementary or elements. ”
’ Now that these two’ bodies are exactly, opposite each 

■ - other, forever holding each other in exact balance,-and 
. they roll in their orbits like a double wheel—a dual globe, 

the spiritual or magnetic principle forever setting fire to 
t 'the carboniferous globe, causing a continual, burst of

positive knowledge and experience—tell you things as we 
have actually found them.

When friend Robert came here he did not believe in a 
future state of being; but he has found that there is. 
When I came here, I had not believed in a future state, 
but thought if there were one, I should prefer to live a 
single life. I had become somewhat tired of matrimony 
and its consequent cares and anxieties, having had two 
wives and many children. I went, on alone for a while, 
but the great, eternal law soon confronted me to my hap
piness and contentment. The details of all this I have 
already given in “The Discovered Country,” and no ro
mances of earth can exceed, or compare, with those of 
the celestial life.

Now anyone can readily see,that if the light'and heat 
of the sun was simply caused by..vibratory action, that all 
the planets, together with yoqr earth, would be suns of 
more or less magnitude; but,'«ueh is not the case. The 
planets simply shine with reflected light, that is, they re
flect the light of the sun which is shining upon them, and 
all these reflected rays are again returned to the sun to be 
absorbed within her vast laboratory, where they return to 
their former chemical condition—once more.sent forth in 
great magnetic waves to the black body, or the counter- 
lart, again bursting forth into blazing glory, again dart
ing through space to warm and vivify the planets which, 
as we hive shown, -are the children 'of the' sttri, together 
with'the grand-children the moons- which' the" plahets 
have thrown off. • " ’ . ,

Anyone can see by this that moons are not old, worn- 
out worlds, but baby worlds—the grand-children of the 
sun. '

We do not expect to be credited at the present time. 
Many will laugh; others will sneer; some wilt say that we 
are spirits of a low grade and very ignorant; others, that 
we are lying spirits; nevertheless this will not alter or 
change great eternal laws or truths; and, when that re
nowned and great mind, which new bears the name of 
Hudson Tuttle, comes here, we shall laugh and shake 
hands and be glad to meet each other. J will introduce 
him to my Helena and ask him, with a smile, if he thinks 
she has become less a woman than formerly when she was 
on earth? ,

We here, in the celestial life, love this great and good 
man. He has accomplished an immense amount of good 
—or the angelic world working through him;.almost more 
than any other man of the present time of the earth, and, 
really, many of us here feel impatient of the delay. How. 
we long to take him by the hand, show liim our wives, oUr 
homes, as well as the animal life that exists here; honor 
him as he deserves honor; at the same time we shall say to 
him: Dear Mr. Tuttle, all truth cannot be given to earth 
through one medium or channel, but through each and all 
avenues that we are able to make use of. -

Years ago, when you were a sensitive lad, all the truth 
possible to give to earth, at that time was given. The 
world could scarcely bear even that. As you grew older, 
coming into man’s estate, you became more positive; being 
the male, or positive element, spirits found it more diffi-

Iu a recent publication I read the fol
lowing words: "Uhristiaulty Is au as- 
touudiugiphenonienou in the world, aud 
such ivplienomeBou swaying the scep
ter over all enlightened nations must 
have originated from nothing, or it 
must have'had a divine founder. » * * 
Thereforei-ilf onW would know the na
ture and difvlne potency of the Christian 
religion, ;let hliri look to the life aud 
teaehlngsiOf Jestis, to the non-nianlpu- 
lated gospels and epistles, and to-the 
Christian faith and practices of the first 
three centuries.”

By way of preface, it might he said 
that Christianity is no more "astound
ing phenomenon” than Judaism, Bud
dhism, Islamism,. or any other of the 
great religious of the world; and no 
more calls fora "divine founder” than 
the others. Moreover, there is no more 
evidence of the divinity of Jesus than 
of Buddha.- It is fable in both cases.

But the quotation is introduced as 
showing the gross superstition existing 
respecting the influence ofrChrlstlanlty 
among persons in some respects intelli
gent and liberal. Even In the ranks of 
the Spiritualists can be fpund many, 
who have not as ÿet outgrown the su
perstition of church teaching and early 
Impressions. The stereotyped notions 
and cant phrases of- the old church are 
more potential with . them than all the 
demonstrations, pf modern science and 
scholarship. And -such Is their halluci
nation that they cannot see the absurd
ity of their position, The veriest Infidel 
of the old schqol caunpt exceed them in 
their denunciation of the church, and 
then they will, turn about and use the 
stereotyped phrases and arguments of 
the church In-eulogy of Christianity. 
Their defense ¿s that churchlanity and 
Christianity are not the same.

But, if the church does not embody 
Christianity, what dries? If the church 
has not trarisqiltted- it down through 
the centuries, what» has? And, if the 
church, in its Institutions and activities, 
is'not the summing up of the Influence 
of Christianity upon the world, where 
under heaven arp we to find that Influ
ence? If Christianity has not been em
bodied in the church, for nineteen cen
turies, where has It.been? Has it been 
bidden away |ri some outside locality? 
The simple, cotamou-sense statement Is 
this: The. principles of Christianity 
have been embodléd’ in, the creeds of 
the church, arid. Its life, has been the in
fluencé of those'principles upon human
ity. We must, ofTeoprse, allow for mod
ifications of that influence growing out 
of race characteristics. For instance, 
we should find considerable differences 
between a churchlpiade up from negro 
converts and those'from trie cultured 
Greeks. iriHrict, we Will find race char
acteristics ïfl; largely modify an}’ form 
of religion. ’’And tms fact will go a long 
way in expliilning Aiuch that is claimed 
as the result of-¿Çbristian influence. 
The writer,’quotedui.bove, tells of Chris
tianity as“Jwaylng the scepter over all 
the enlJgiitWîéd initions.” So also / it 
sways the H&pter ’river Abyssinia, and 
has for ceiftiirles.-^Why is it not on a 
par with Eilgland.br the United States? 
Because' it belongs 'to another race of 
men. 'g .-

Heve that one of their nation was the 
"only begotten sou" of the Deity, and 
for this flagrant crime Christianity has 
followed them, and still follows them, 
with a vengeance as relentless as the 
wrath of its God toward the wicked. 
So far as devotion to their Gods Is con
cerned there is but little difference in 
the various nations of men. But that 
devotion declines just iu proportion to 
their progress in scientific culture.

What .then is the secret of its .influ
ence? In a general sense, we might say 
that it was ignorance, but this would 
not be a specific or understandable an
swer. Hence, I submit that Its influ
ence.has beep, and still is, largely the 
result of the monstrous falsehood of Its 
fundamental principles. Secure a truth
ful perception of those teachings and 
the Influence ceases entirely. In fact, 
Christianity, as a reality, disappears... 
The central, the basic doctrine of Chris
tianity is the .incarnation of God in man 
by the process of a “miraculous concep
tion.” . . , '

The child Jesus was both God and 
man. This incarnation was for the 
purpose of making an atonement for 
sin, as all the race had become Involved 
in .damnatory guilt through the act of 
Adam their federal head. This God
man, by his death on the cross, made a 
full expiation fpr that sin. He then rose 
from the grave as the “first fruit,” and 
the guarantee of the final resurrection 
of all mankind. He then ascended into 
heaven and sits at the right hand of 
God the Father as intercessor for man.

All intelligent persons know that the 
epistles of Paul are the oldest Christian 
writings in existence, and it is Paul 
who taught these fundamental doc
trines, and the gospels were made up to 
confirm these teachings of Paul, who Is 
the real author of Christianity? Now, 
we know that all this miraculousness is 
purely fable. But you abstract all this 
fabulous mythology from the New Tes-

dead friend? as alive and talking to 
him. He also dreamed of the.Gods and 
their angels as appearing to him. On 
the dreams of one Joseph the Jewish 
qatlon was substantially founded, and 
on the alleged dreaming of another 
Joseph rests the entire structure of 
Christianity. Great Is the power of 
dreaming.

But wonderful as was natural sleep 
and its dreams, the hypnotic or mag
netic Bleep । immensely surpassed it. 
Sometimes Induced by the magnetic 
sympathy of companions, at others 
probably by spirits, and again self-in
duced, it became, in the estimation of 
the people the God-sleep. And a varie
ty of processes were resorted to in or
der to produce it. These sleepers be
came clairvoyant, clairaudlent, psycho
metric and telepathic; and hence, were 
regarded as the mouth-pieces of the 
gods. But another important feature of 
this sleep was that a state of extreme 
ecstasy was induced in the sleepers, 
and would be transmitted to those most 
in sympathy with them, and eventually 
the ecstatic condition would be induced 
without the trance. Moreover the 
trance condition could be reached wlth-
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cult, and. many of the ideas yob now entertain were im
bibed in early childhood, and you, yourself, know, how 
hard it is to overcome such fixed ideas. Nothing, now, 
can change them-but transition; and it is well for all, and 
the world at large, that transition comes to them sooner

I-

or later, else all progress would be at an end. Nothing 
can change fixed ideas but actual experience. If I had 
not had this experience—if I did not positively know by 
actual contact with all that I have thus far related—I 
would never take the time and trouble to control the sen
sitive whom I use as I now do. I desire to give truth to 
the world, and to do good, as much as ever you did: Ydu 
have given to the world an immense amount of truth, but 
not all the truth. There is, really, mi;ch more to be 
known, and others now must be made use of. So do not 
clog our wheels, for many.take every word that falls from 
your lips or pen, as unchangeable, eternal truth. ■ It is 
better to have beeq Hudson Tuttle than to -have been 
Abraham Lincoln. Yet both were needed. -

■ glorious, flaming light and heat; great waves of magnet
> ism, or spirit, are forever flowing toward the carboniferous 

globe and as the bursting flames sho.ot forth, every ray, 
together with the heat is gathered up by. the other; and, 
after chemical transmutation, is sent back again in the 

. ■ before mentioned magnetic waves. Now this is what 
constitutes the light and heat ofothe sun. The seven 
Yings which it threw off prerious to the change are now 
bathed in heat, light and magnetism, or spirit. They, in 
consequence, congeal and harden or are baked into rock; 
and, in our next letter we will tell you more about it.

Now this is no idle speculation; and my son knows no 
. more about it than others do; but, I am-a spirit and I do 
.. know. If it were not so I would on no account take the- 

trouble to,-write so great a falsehood. But I have said 
that I Would try to prove each statement that I made. 

, ... We can only do this by appealing to the reason of those 
who read. ' ,

; If all planets Were formed separately, and’in the same 
manner, from star dust, nebulae, swirling vortex and so 
forth, why are some burning light, while others are dark, 
having no light of their own? . •

Some talk very learnedly about vibration, or light and- 
heat being caused by vibrations. They wind themselves 

‘all up in vibrations and don’t know what they are talking 
about when they get through; and we agree with a former: 
Writer when he said, “Vibrator}’ moonshine!” They are. 
vibratory moonshiners. There is, certainly, a vibratory 
law; but it never was the cause of light and heat. Some

z.

• . ■ .... .. _____ _ । v » “ • • • _
■One.emancipatedJhe minds—the other the bodies of 

All honor be to their names! ' -men.
To be continued.)

4.L0NG EARTH’S ROUGHEST WAYS.

sjome pebple sneer at what is here 
As if, sometime, somewhere

They’d lived upon some other sphere- 
; More excellent and fair— . 
'As if, through false pretenses, you 
.Or I had basely led them to •' .

- Desert contentment there. .

Why stay to hear or heed the cries
. Of bitterness they raise?
< There’s little even in the skies

That might evoke their praise! .
For him who seeks with heart aglow 

. Fair flowers in abundance grow
Along earth’s roughest ways.

THE SEC^T Ol/ CHRISTIANITY’S 
iXNFLBJSNCE; / . .

What is the- secrefof thé Influence of 
C,ln,lstIanltÿ'-'oWfetBe'’mIu(ls of men? I 
have ah'bady ■srifcgekted tha’t that fhflri-' 
enee Is'geeiilly exaggerated; and I sub
mit that for all-4M f science has done 
and will dp for man we afe not, in the 
slightest degree, indebted to Christian
ity. The Greeks had started on the path 
of scientific, progress before our era, and 
Archimedes alone has been credited 
with some seventy Inventions. The en
tire mechanism of the world is an evo
lution of his discovery of the power of 
the lever. The table of Pythagoras, tho 
geometry of Euclid, and-the astronomy 
of,Ptolemy, Eratosthenes and others 
owe nothing to Christianity. They pre
ceded it a-long time. And coming down 
to our own t.lme( Its wonderful discov
eries owe nothing to the Christian relig
ion. On the contrary, we are confront
ed with the incontrovertible fact that 
early Christianity destroyed the Greek 
civilization and has been -the bitter and 
implacable opposer of science and every 
discovery which has tended to human 
advancement. And'it has persecuted to 
the death those wliof’have sought to up
lift the race and Improve its conditions. 
Instead of Christianity being the up- 
llfter of man-, it is man who has lifted 
it from the terrible dark ages which it 
created, and placed it In the compara
tively respectable position in which it 
stands tp-day, Mair -has advanced in 
spite of Christianity, not because of it.

Nor is the Influence of Christianity 
duo to its superior morality. For ages 
Christians claimed,the so-called Golden 
Rule as having been original with 
Jesus. But it is now known to have 
been a common precept among the Jews 
of his time, and tp- have been published 
five hundred years at least before. 
Mercy, love and kindness had been 
taught long- before Jesus.. There is 
nothing true and valuable but what ex
isted before the advent of Christianity. 
Rabbi Wise, a liberal Jew, says, “All 
the religious precepts expressed In the 
gospels, and a good many more, are 
derived from the Old-,Testament. * ♦ * 
The universal, religious and ethical ele
ment of Christianity has no connection 
whatever with Jesus or his Apostles, 
with tile gospel ór' thè gospel story; it 
exists independent of any person or 
story.’! Hence, thé most that Christian-- 
ity ean claim is thaj it has sanctioned; 
the ethical precepts existing long prior 
to its advent.. Someof its.addltious to 
the moral codé are aecldedly immoral. 
So far as thevipractijal application of. 
ethical principles is concerned, Chris
tianity has nothing to boast of, over 
other religlonsUand especially over Ju
daism. from Wnich it Ihas ..borrowed so

tament, and what have you left? Es
sentially nothing. At the utmost, there 
is a hazy vision of a possible Jewish en
thusiast, pretending to be the Messiah, 
calling around him a few ignorant fol
lowers for a few months, and then be
ing executed by the Roman Procurator. 
As Brigham Young built up Mormonism 
on Joseph Smith, so Paul may be sup
posed to have built up Christianity upon 
an equally false pretension. But take 
away from the memory of Joe Smith 
the fable of the “golden plates," and 
where would Mormonism be? So take 
from the traditions the resurrection of 
Jesus, and where would Christianity 
be? Nowhere. The resurrection proves 
the incarnation and all the related doc
trines 1 have mentioned, and they con
stitute the Christian system.

This doctrine of divine incarnation 
made a powerful appeal to the Aryan 
branch of humanity. The Hindoo the
ology has Its many incarnations of 
Vishnu, and especially of Krishna. 
Egypt had it? incarnations and resur
rections of Gods. And Greece, if possi
ble, surpassed all the other branches of 
the Aryan stock. It is only upon the 
Aryans that Christianity has made any 
great or permanent impression. Semlt- 
ism has been, save in individual in
stances, impervious to it. God incar
nate is to them a monstrosity; hence, 
Jews and Arabs hpve alike rejected and 
opposed it. The earliest glimpse of the 
Aryan reveals him a nature worshiper. 
Gradually natural objects, as the sun, 
moon, firmament, etc., were trans
formed Into incarnations of gods and 
goddesses. But as man's reason evolved, 
the numerous gods gave place to three 
principal ones, and these three were 
finally resolved into one of threefold 
manifestations. Farther thought de- 
velopes what is termed the Divine Im
manence, or God in the universe In
stead of sitting upon it. And as an In
evitable inference Pantheism becomes 
the conclusion of the highest type of 
Aryan philosophy. It has got back to 
nature worship, though on a higher and 
grander style than the Hindoo of six 
thousand years ago.

The child mind seeks sympathetic 
companionship in its sports, and sympa
thetic pity and comfort in its sorrows. 
As Henry C. Wright used to say, it 
wants to be “cuddled." Its God must 
be human. So also the race in its child
hood demanded a human God—an incar
nate one. It demands one that can be 
touched with a feeling of our Infirmities, 
"having been tempted In all points like 
ourselves.” He will wipe the tears 
from our eyes, and bind up the broken
hearted, and comfort those that mourn. 
Titis is the kind of God which child
hood demands, and this is the Incarnate 
God of Christianity, He is on the level 
of human weakness, and yet sits upon 
the throne of Deity. He was bruised 
for our Iniquities, and tasted death for 
every man. No wonder that a religion 
should be Influential wljlch so exactly 
fitted the idiosyncrasies of the most ir
repressible type of humanity in its 
childish and youthful period. Until it 
attains manhood it will be Christian, 
and the stupendous falsehoods manu
factured by the founders will be the 
doctrines avowed In the creeds and be
lieved by the people.

But childhood is not only credulous 
and sympathetically weak, but it Is also 
vindictively selfish. Most potently does 
Christianity appeal to this selfishness. 
There Is a heaven to gain and a hell to 
escape. The loving, pitying Jesus will 
lead those who believe in him into 
green pastures and by the side of still 
waters, but to the unbelieving he will 
say “Depart ye cursed into everlasting 
fire prepared for the devil and his an
gels.” The wicked will pray for “rocks 
and mountains to fall on them” to hide

out the insensibility of sleep. Old Ba
laam could go iuto the trance with his 
“eyes open.” Eventually it was found 
that certain persons could develop the 
medlumistlc condition in others, and 
also produce the ecstasy. They became 
the first priests. All this was largely 
developed prior to the advent of Chris
tianity. But after that event it became 
more common, and the superstition in 
reference to it more intense. It was 
the operation of the Holy Ghost, and 
the developers were the importers of 
that Ghost by the Imposition of hands. 
This hypnotic suggestion, regarded as 
the working of the Holy Ghost, is the 
most potent and wide-spread Influence 
of Christianity. And so long as men 
are Ignorant of the natural law, so long 
will they be the slavish tools of Super
stition. This “experience,” as it is 
termed, is more potent than all the ar
guments which wisdom can construct. 
For it is the Lord Jesus Christ who 
gives the Holy Ghost, and who forgives 
sin, and he is the “only begotten son of 
God”—the crucified—the resurrected 
one. Indeed, the “experience,” through 
hypnotic suggestion, includes, in the 
consciousness of the hallucinated con
verts, all the Impossible miracles of the 
Christian system. Hence, I say that 
all the most potent Influences of Chris
tianity flow entirely from the mon
strous falsehoods whicholt teaches. 
Take away the Immaculate conception, 
the vicarious death—the bodily resur
rection, and the interceding Divinity at 
the right hand of the Eternal Father, 
and the influence of Christianity be
comes nil at once. There would be 
none so poor as to do it reverence. In 
fact, there would be no Christianity. 
There never was any Christianity only 
as these monstrous falsehoods have 
been embodied in a doctrinal system.

Paul, the first Christian writer, was 
the organizer of Christianity, and the 
author of its creed. Without the work 
and writings of Paul Cliristiauity would 
never have had a historical existence, 
and the name of Jesus would have been 
as unknown as tire thousands who are 
totally forgotten. It is not a man Jesus 
but a God Jesus which has so mightily 
Influenced humanity. It is not an ob
scure Jewish enthusiast, repeating Jew
ish parables and moral precepts which 
has captivated the admiration and se
cured the homage of millions, but the 
God-man who forgives sin, rules heaven 
and earth and 1s the dread judge In the 
Great Day of Judgment and Eternal 
Doom, It Is not a condensed revolu
tionist, suffering death on a Boman 
cross, which becomes the one grand 
spectacle for human and angel wonder 
and worship, but it is the expiatory 
victim, “in whom dwelt all the fullness 
of the Godhead bodily,” "tasting death 
for every man,” that makes the cross 
the grand ensign of the Militant Church. 
Reduce the crucifixion of a man Jesus 
down to its real proportions, provided It 
ever transpired, and It falls very far be
low in sublimity the spectacle of Bruno 
In .the flames. It is the glamor of Di
vinity which has given, and still gives 
to Christianity all the Influence which 
it as a religion possesses. Other men 
have been ready to lay down their lives 
for their friends, but no one has founded 
a religion on Damon and Pythias.

The "basis, the secret of Christian in
fluence lies in the falsity of Its funda
mental doctrines. 'And the potency of 
that Influence depends upon the super
stitious ignorance of man. Hence, 
Christianity is limited to that period in 
human evolution when man is develop
ing from the superstitious animalism of 
seml-clvllizatlon to the unfolded reason 
of genuine enlightenment. The process 
Is a slow and painful one, both the in
dividual and social man. But it goes on 
all the same, and the coming century 
will see a more rapid progress than ever 
before.

There 1$, however, another phase of 
Christian Influence which I have not no
ticed in this article. And as it pertains 
especially to the first three centuries, I 
will devote to It another article,

J. 8. LOVELAND.
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Great memories, which retain all indifferently, are the 
mistresses of an inn, and not the mistresses of a house.— 
Mmri. Necker. ' ■_ . ■ . -

Do what good thou canst unknown; and bemot vain of 
what ought rather to be.felt than seen—William Penn.

I I __ . '—
much. Greatoriasts ¿ire made over the 
charities wblcH.lt Is assumed, especlal- 
ly distinguish’1 Christianity. We are 
pointed to hospitals, infirmaries and 
poor-houses as’fevlderices of the divinity 
of Christianity1?' The best illustration of 
all this vast manifestation of so-called 

■charity is foumFin Bollock’s description 
of the hypocrim: “with one hand" he 
•put a penny In the uim of poverty, and 
'with the other’he took, a shilling out.” 
This is preci§ifly what Christianity, 
and the natlonkJwhicli are swayed by it 
are doing. Bj' hieank of Infamous and 
unjust laws thriy rob'‘the masses, and 

•(then demand ¿lory foB the soup-houses, 
etc., by which some are saved from 
starvation. All these Christian chari
ties are simply monuments of the injus
tice and robbery of’’the system. No 
charity-would -be nee'ded where justice 
was done. Let Christianity inaugurate. 
Justice in human fe6vernment and so
ciety, and all need’ for-charity will be 
at an end. All will possess equal rights 
and privileges. 1

Nor can we attribute the influence of 
Christianity to its devotion to .God and 
the sufferings of Its martyr?. Chris
tianity and Judaism worship the same 
Jehovah. Jews have died as martyrs 
as bravely as ever Christians have done. 
For two thousand years and more, they 
have been troddeh under- foot, because 
of their ■ fidelity to the worship o'f 

■ Jehovah. They Have been unable, to be-

them from the “wrath of the Lamb.” 
The saved, the elect will be “cuddled” 
In Abraham’s bosom, while the' un
saved are pitchforked by Satan into the 
fire that Is not quenched, and preyed 
upon by the worm that never dies. The 
hopes, the fears, the selfish pride of hu
manity are' appealed to by Christianity 
more potently than by any other world 
religion except Mohammedanism, and 
that is borrowed in part ffom Christian
ity. It has “swayed” the nations with 
tremendous power but its sway has 
weakened just in proportion as man has 
evolved from credulous childhood to the 
stature of manhood. .

But the' most potent source of Chris
tian Influence has been the workings of 
suggestive or sympathetic hypnotism, 
Including mediumship. But all these 
subtle and potent forces have been used 
In entire ignorance of their real nature. 
Much is said and written about the 
Spiritualism of the Bible. But neither 
Jews nor Christians had any concep
tion of what we term Spiritualism or 
mediumship. The early Christians had 
neither circles nor-mediums; nor had 
any notion of communication with their 
departed friends. But the mediumlstic 
temperament existed all the same, and 
some of the phases of mediumship 
would of necessity occur, but 
they , would not be understood, and of 
course would be most grievously misin
terpreted. We know that all medium 
phenomena are in harmony with natu
ral law. Christianity ascribed them all 
to miracle. - Spirit ■ messengers were 
God’s angels, and sent by him. Sleep 
has been a mystery to man. Because in 
sleep ha has dreamed. Dreamed Of his
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ulars, address A. O, BUSH,.

Belvidere, Warren Co., N. J.
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questions of their tether's last act. 
WAS GIVING A DEATH GALL?.
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THE UNEftSY GHOST WIRED ft GALL
The Mystery of a Nightly Message Sent Over a Private 

. Wire Line.

"CALL” FROM A SPIRIT.

WAS A CALL FOR HELP —GIRL 
«.OPERATOR MURDERED AS SHE
SAT AT THE INSTRUMENT.
Sometimes it happens that a news

paper reporter has an opportunity to go 
away on a brief trip for recreation. 
Such a reporter went to a suburb of 
Boston not long ago to enjoy a rest with 
a fortunate friend, who owns a fine old 
place, where the manner of his living Is 
enough to make auy man want to throw 
off the shackles of toll aud do nothing 
all his life long, except "just be a mil
lionaire.” This lucky man having money 
enough to make "fads” enjoyable, has 
several, one of which at one time was 
amateur telegraphy.

"How are you doing in the telegraph 
business now?” asked the reporter 
while on a tour of Inspection, and pass
lug through a small office room, They 
had stopped at a telegrapher’s table and 
an instrument shoved over into a cor
ner and showing rusty and dusty evi
dence of disuse.

“That doesn’t look as If I were doing 
a rushing practice, does it?” said the 
friend, nodding toward the table.

"That’s why I asked. I thought you 
were going to achieve distinction in that 
line,” said the reporter seriously, "for 
you seemed to have the Inborn faculty. 

-I have had more or less acquaintance 
with. Edison, and I used to do things 
every now and then very much as I 
have seen him do them."’
■ "I thought myself that was ray best 
hold,” he laughed, "but since I lived in 
this house, now three years, I have 
given it up. The man who occupied this 

'house before me was a rich stockbroker 
and a crank. I may say that the house 
had remained unoccupied a long time 
before I took it. The former occupant 
built just beyond the main house a 
small office in which he placed an In
strument and a private wire connected 
with his Boston office, and put in charge 
of it as operator a young woman about 
25 years old. That was fifteen years ago.

“The girl was bright and Interesting 
■and of good family, but not especially 
pretty, and she was an orphan. There 
were stories that the broker, a widower 
with grown children, wanted to marry 
her, but his family opposed It'so he was 
afraid to defy them. Like a great many 
men, he calculated the costs of such 
conflicts and hesitated for a long time 
before coming to a positive conclusion. 
When lie finally got the courage, he got 

. plenty of It, and very briefly and firmly 
' one day he met his family at their house 
In town which he provided for them, 
and formally announced that on the 
15th of the following month he would 
marry the young woman telegraph 
operator, then in his employ. Further, 
ho would say that if they made no more 
trouble for him, he would give them 
their share of his estate, but if they in
sisted on interfering in matters which 
only concerned him and the woman In 
question, be would transfer all his prop
erty to her while he lived and make It 
Impossible for them to have any part 
of it.
GREEDY HEIRS DISAPPOINTED.

“This was a crushing blow to their 
ambitions and when the father left the 
house there were such threats of what 
they would do as would havq called for 
police action had they been of a lower 
strata of society. However, every
thing seemed to move along serenely, 
and the members of the family were so 
far reconciled to the Inevitable that 
they came out to vlsit*thelr  father and 
Incidentally to meet the young woman 
Wlio was to be his wife. The older son, 
a.spendthrift and disreputable chap of 
25, who had been the leader of the op
position, was now quite as anxious to 
obtain his father’s good will, and even 
went so far as to call two or three times
on his future stepmother.

“One morning, about ten days before 
the wedding day, when tbe servant 
.went to the young woman’s room to call 
her to breakfast, she found her lying 
across the bed fully dressed. A hasty 
examination by the frightened maid re
vealed tbe fact that she was dead, and 
she at once notified the broker, who was 
starting for the train to town. It was 
noted that the young woman had been 
dead for several hours, and the broker 
called the coroner, who, after an ex
amination, decided that death resulted 
from natural causes, and gave his ver
dict accordingly. The body was then 
removed to the undertakers in the city, 
where it was taken In charge by tbe 
next in kin. The private funeral, the 
expenses of which were paid by the 
broker, followed, and the incident was 
closed with onlj’-the merest mention in 
the newspapers, most of them content
ing themselves with an eight or ten line 
notice, inasmuch as there were no sen
sational features apparent, and sudden 
deaths are not unusual. Of course, no- 

tbody outside of the family knew any
thing about the broker’s proposed mar
riage to bis operator.

. \“The broker continued to live In the 
house, but he gave up his business and 
all connection with worldly affairs, and 
after several years of a recluse’s life, 
during all of which he provided liberally 
for his children in town, he died, and 
was burled with considerable ceremony. 
Then the heirs, with tearful eyes, began 
looking up the papers in order to deter
mine what their share of his supposed 
great property would be and how It 
would be disposed of to each of them. 
This was very soon settled; because the 
papers showed that lie had converted 
-all his property Into money, which he 
had kept in his safe aud sent to.his 
children In monthly remittances of 
such amounts as he felt inclined. There 
remained in the safe little less'than 
52,000, with a note to the effect that all 
the balance, in United States currency, 
had been destroyed, and a pile of ashes 
in the safe bore silent testimony as to 
the manner of its destruction. Even ’the 
house In which he and they had lived 
had been sold for cash, with the proviso 
that the purchasers were not to take
possession until after his death, ra-^gas 

clean-up of the most thorough ÏÏ®

after I had been living here before I 
got my wires running, and in that time 
I had discovered nothing out of the or
dinary, uor had I ever been disturbed. 
Ou the first night, though, thut I had 
tiie wires connecting my den here with 
tiie little office my troubles began. I 
was sitting that night when I began to 
bear my instrument here ticking faintly. 
I listened a moment and wept into the 
room, when to niy consternation the 
sounds began to struggle, so to speak, 
and then, as if with a great effort, there 
were four short ticks, followed by a 
long one and a short one. The first time 
these came with great difficulty, appu- 
rently, and then they followed rapidly, 
as if there were need of haste, and the 
ticking became what is known as a 
‘call.’ That is, it was composed of the 
letters H and N. Taking my butler and 
a revolver, I went to the office, follow
ing the Une of the wire, which was in 
perfect condition, as were all the Instru
ments and everything in the office. It 
was tightly closed, too, and quite ini- 
possible of entrance, as I had double 
strengthened the doors and windows for 
the benefit of my experiments. .

“Every night it was the same, and 
when I had visitors I cut the instru
ment out, so that by no chance should 
any person except myself learn of the 
skeleton I had in my den, for by this 
time it had become a skeleton no closet 
in the house could hold—and it wasn't 
mine, either, At the end of three months 
of this kind of thing I had by diligent 
and cautious inquiry learned enough of 
tbe history of the place to reach, the 
conclusion that something mysterious, 
and supernatural was affecting my in
strument night after night and always 
at the same hour. ,
LAWYER EXPLAINS A MYSTERY.

“Then I resolved to put a stop to it 
all by heroic measures, and I called in 
a force of men, and, without explana
tion whatever to them, I ordered the 
office to be torn down. I supervised the 
work closely, and when I found a bun
dle of papers tucked away in a cubby
hole up near the roof I was not greatly 
surprised. In tbe papers I found nearly 
all I have told you duly set forth, with 
a note to an attorney In Boston concern
ing other papers In connection with the 
death of the young lady. I went at once 
to see that attorney, carrying the note 
and tbe papers,- and explained to him 
what I knew of thè case.

“He was kind enough to take the pa
pers to keep for me and to say that he 
would give me further explanations on 
the death of the last of the broker’s 
children, two of whom had been killed 
in aVallroad wreck; one, the oldest son, 
hud been shot in a saloon row in the 
West, and the last one was dying with 
consumption or dissipation at a New 
York hospital. In due time death 
claimed tbe consumptive, and I at once 
demanded the explanation the attorney 
had promised me.

“Without further ceremony he handed 
me a written statement made to him 
by the broker, whose life-long friend he 
had been, and which the broker had re
quested him to give to any one who 
might occupy the house and circum
stances should arise whereby the occu
pant would ask explanations. This 
statement, after some preliminary his
tory of the broker and bis family affairs 
and troubles, went on to say that on the 
night before the morning of the dis
covery of the dead body of the operator,, 
at about nine o’clock, she was notified 
by the night watchman of the place that 
there was a ‘call’ over the wire at the 
little office. This was not unusual when 
the broker came home late or did not 
eorae at all, and the girl, putting on a 
light wrap, went with tbe watchman to 
the office. At the door she told him she 
would call him at 10:30 to take her back 
to the house, as the broker would come 
back on that train and might have to 
return to the city on the midnight. As 
she did not call the watchman at the 
hour stated, he waited for her a few 
minutes and went to the office to see 
what was the matter.

MURDERED BY BROKER’S SON.
“Going in he. passed on behind the 

screen where the' telegraph table stood, 
and there he found the young lady with 
her head on the table and one hand rest
ing on the key of the instrument. Evi
dently she had fallen asleep in the very 
act of sending a message, for there 
were times when she worked long and 
became very tired. She did not answer 
when he spoke to her, nor did she re
spond to a second call, and be went over 
and touched her. Something in the 
touch frightened him and he started at 
once to the house for help. On<the way 
he met the broker who had come on the 
10:30, and together they returned to the 
office. In a moment the broker discov
ered the girl was dead, and in another 
that she had no doubt been smothered 
to death at the table and left there to 
convey the Impression that she had died 
naturally. Without telling the watch
man of his suspicion, Indeed, telling him 
that the girl must have died from heart 
failure,, he consulted with him as to 
what whs best to be done under the cir
cumstances, and It was decided that the 
watchman, an old family servant and 
perfectly trustworthy, should carry the 
body of the operator to her room and 
leave her lying across the bed as lf she 
had just.come in and fallen there. This 
was done, and the maid ‘discovered’ the 
body in the morning.

“The broker was no keener in his de
tective sense than the others, but he had 
a suspicioa.tliat thp others did not have, 
and he had picked up a ¿peculiarly, 
carved silver leadpencil on tile table at 
which the dead girl had sat, which, if 
the watchman had seen there would 
have meant nothing more to him than 
the property of the operator. It was 
not, however, and the.brbker'knew only 
too wéll that it could only have got on 
that table by falling from ' the vest 
pocket of >hls son during a struggle. 
-What- that struggle was, the result 
showed. As he saw It then, there was

"That was the story, and from It I 
deduced tbe conclusion that the girl had 
made some effort at the time of the at
tack to call the office of the broker lu 
town and give an alarm, or in some way 
convey the Information of her deadly 
peril, and she bad probably succeeded 
in sending a call In,- but at the time the 
broker had left bls office and was on his 
way home. How in later years, or why 
(he spirit of the murdered operator 
should haunt the little office, and send 
out its cry for help, I am not able to ex
plain. Perhaps there may be some elec
tric current, reaching from the Imma
terial world to the material, or there 
may be some lav/ of electric psychics 
which applies to this case. If there be, 
I do not care to learn it under the tute
lage of auy ghost. That is why I have 
retired from the telegraph business, and 
why there is not even a sign of the site 
of tiie little office with its murder and 
its ghostly visitant. I have even re
moved every wire from the entire prem
ises for fear that somewhere in the 
atmosphere of the place the spirit of 
that smothered girl may still be flutter
ing and reaching put its struggling 
fingers to touch tiie key and tell the 
story of her taking off.” .
• The reporter arose from- his chair.

‘‘By the way,” he said instinctively, 
“didn’t I undersfand you to say that 
those dots and dashes made by the 
ghost, or whatever it was, stood for the 
letters H and N?’’

“That is what I said.”
“May I ask what the H and the N 

.stand for?”
“Oh,” apologized the friend, “I quite 

forgot tnat those were the initials of her 
name, Hilda Nathalie. That is all I 
may tell you, except that she had 
adopted them as her ‘call.’’’—Chicago 
Inter Ocean.

THOMAS PAINE.
His Monument at Naw Ro 

chelle, N. Y.
This grand monument erected by the 

admirers of Thomas Paine at New Ro
chelle stands on the farm where he 
lived, and land has grown so valuable 
that the site may be sold.. This mouu- 
ment is having as troubled' an existence 
as the famous author of “Common 
Sense" and “The Age of Reason” had 
while he was in this life, and as his 
memory has had (by some people and 
among that number I am sorry to state 
that some "men of the cloth” who are 
supposed to teach the teachings of the 
humble Nazurene from their pulpits) 
since he passed away. In short, tbe 
monument is being mutilated and de
faced by persons who are apparently 
radically orthodox and call themselves 
Christians. In addition to this slow de
struction of the monument itself, It Is 
now probable that there will be some 
trouble In obtaining a final location for 
the memorial where it may be undis
turbed by enemies and by the growth of 
New Rochelle.

After years of endeavor, the friends 
of Paine's memory succeeded In erect
ing a simple monument on the form 
where he lived and in time a fine broqze 
bust, made by the sculptor Macdonald, 
was placed on it, thus completing the 
memorial. This bust was unveiled on 
Decoration Day last year, when I wrote 
to The Progressive Thinker regarding 
it. The monument and bust now stand 
in a small enclosure at the lower end of 
the old Paine farm, fronting the high
way, and also at the side of a small 
roadway. -

This situation Is one cause of the 
trouble that is now vexing the admirers 
of Paine. The town of New Rochelle 
wants to widen the highway into a 
street and to make the little roadway 
Into another street. This would make 
of the plot of ground where the monu
ment standp a desirable corner lot for 
building -purposes, and the owners of 
the property are unwilling to have it 
taken up by the memorial to Paine.

Two distinct efforts are now on foot 
to protect the monument. One 1b to 
have the city of New Rochelle set aside 
the immediate ground about the monu
ment, or some other suitable plot as a 
Paine park. The other Is to'have the 
friends of the famous free-thinker get 
up a subscription for the purpose of pur
chasing enough land on the old Paine 
farm for a park. As the opposition of 
the clergy (what a disgrace!) and others 
in New Rochelle Is vigorous and deter
mined toward any Scheme for a city 
park for Paine, it is not probable that 
this project will meet with any success. 
Those most Interested In the memorial 
are, therefore, resolved to raise money 
for purchasing land and establishing a 
park in which they may have the monu
ment protected and preserved. As long 
as the See family, the owners of the 
Paine farm, lived, the monument was 
considered secure where it was placed 
by permission of Mr. J. W. See, who 
passed away recently. The Sees were 
friendly to Paine and to his memory, al
though they were Methodists in their 
belief. I think a few gentlemen of the 
cloth might learn a Christian lesson 
from this family—those that have tried 
and dispally failed to Injure tie mem
ory of Thomas Paine from their pulpits. 
The passing away of Mb J. W. See, 
however, leaves the estate in the hands 
of heirs, who will probably partition It 
among themselves. This makes It neces
sary to have the monument removed 
from its present place. •

When one stops to think how the 
memory of Thomas Paine has'' been 
treated by the general public (and 
mostly church members) It makes a 
true American's heart bleed. The fol
lowing hymn, “Contentinent,” Thomas 
Paine , wrote .on the old farm at New Ro
chelle, and In this hyfnn he showa ihore' 
true Christian spirit than some of those 
that have tried but failed to defame his 
name. : ' > ,
O could we always live and love, ' 

And always be sincere, .
I -would not. wish for heaven above, ■ 

My. heaven' would.be here. -
-Though many countries t have seen, 

And more may chance to see, .. i
My little corner of the world-

Is half the world to me. ' -
The other half, as you may guess, 

America contains, ’ . . :
And thus, between them, I possess ' 
; The"whole,,world for my pains.

(»but-one course for him to pursue. His 
affianced wife was dead, his son was

"After I had been In possession of ,the 
premises-long enoilgh to get things in 
ship shape I began setting up some 
poles to carry out an entirely new Idea 
I had hit upon In telegraphy. Of course 
I knew about the little office, though I 
"knew none of Its history then, and I 
pressed it into service at once as part of 
my design. I fitted It up with the usual 
telegraphic paraphernalia, Including an 
Instrument, and this I connected with 
the Instrument right here behind me. 
In this little room and the big one ad
joining I passed nearly all my time,

“I suppose It was six or eight months

her murderer, his other children no 
doubt accessories, his heart wits' broken, 
and his life wrecked, and, to take any 
action to remedy the wrongs done him 
would only make matters worse. For 
that reason he had pursued what he 
thought was the best course, and per
haps it was. ‘ In any event, his children 
never suspected that he knew until tbe 
end came, and then his disposal, or de
struction, of his fortune may have given 
them some slight hint that he had just 
cause for making no further provision 
for them. Certainly they never told their 
suspicions, and it is only fair to them to 
say that they did not. ask any too many

I'm then’contented with my lot, 
I can no happier be, .

For neither world I’m sure has got 
So rich a man as me. ■ ■

»
7

Then send no fiery charlot'down • 
To take me off from hence, -

But leave me on my heavenly ground-
This prayer Is common sense.'

Let others .choose- another plan, - 
I mean no fault to find, : • ,

The true theology of mah' ‘ '
Is happiness of mind.

New York. J. OSBORNE CUNT.

- "Gleanings from the Rostrum.”. By 
A. B. French. Cloth, $1. For sale at 
this office..

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25.. cent?. Big Bible Stories, cloth 50 
cents. ■ ■ ,
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THE FLOWER MEDIUM—A TEST
■ . SEANCE. ,.u . ....

A detailed account of a seance, with 
Frau Anna—the so-called I'Flower Me
dium” pf Chemnitz—is given .in tbe 
April number of “Psyche” by tiie'editor. 
It took place on February 25th hist, at 
the residence of Ober Inspector' Herr 
Kaesser, at 24 Emserstraase, Deutsb- 
Wllmersdorf, near Berlin, under the 
strictest test conditions, which seem to 
have precluded any possibility of decep
tion. As such remarkable apports as 
those which occur with this medium are 
very unusual in the present day, a brief 
account of tbe proceedings will be of 
interest to readers of "Light.”

There were twenty-five persons pres
ent at tbe seance, the sexes being about 
evenly divided. Among the gentlemen 
are the names of several writers In the 
psychic journals, who may be looked 
upon as competent investigators. Frau 
Anna, on her arrival, was conducted by 
a committee of four ladles into a room, 
where she took off all her clothing, 
which was locked up in a cupboard, and 
she; was then attired in garments 
(described) provided by the ladies, none 
of whom had ever seen her before. 
Then holding her by both hands they 
led her into the seance room. Tbe time 
was half-past five and the room was

they have passed more than cue life on 
earth; (3) Evidence that predictions to 
the effect that they will be reincarnated 
have been realized." t

The committee will be pleased to re
ceive the name and address of any so
ciety which paay wish to send delegates.

There will also be a Congress on Hyp
notism in August, from the 12th to the 
15th, and those who desire to learn par
ticulars concerning the proposed lec
tures should address the secretary of 
the society, Dr. Berlllon, 14 rue Tait- 
bout, Paris.

brightly lighted with gas.
Herr Max Jeutsh (teacher of lan-

guagesj, who is described as her con
ductor, was likewise examined by some 
of the gentlemen. During the seance he 
sat outside the circle surrounding the 
table, at a distance from the medium; 
took shorthand notes, occasionally gave 
some explanation, and was in full view 
of Herren Kaessar and 8tenz, who sat 
near him. Frau Anna herself sat at a 
corner of the long table, with a lady on 
each aide of her pnd a space between 
her and the wall behind. „

The seance commenced at 5:30 p. nl.7 
and finished at a quarter before nine, 
the room being brilliantly lighted by 

,gas. What may be called the prelimi
nary portion consisted of addresses 
given through the medium while in a 
state of trance, by différent controls; 
and the apports of flowers and other 
articles did not begin till twelve min
utes past six, when the medium, In her 
normal condition, bowed herself over 
the table and called' out, “Now, bring 
the flowers!” Immediately,. from the 
back of the medium, high above,- from 
the bare wall, a quantity of lovely flow
ers sprang forth and fell-all about the 
table. All the flowers were fresh, not 
squeezed in any way, and covered with 
dew. A list of the apports is thus.giycn: 
"Eight tulips with bulbs,'twenty-four 
yellow Marguerltles, nine cornflowers, 
nine forget-me-nots, sixteen sprays of 
mignonette, twenty-elg|jt narcissus, 
eleven white and two rose hyacinths, 
three Maltese oranges, a, white, metal 
figure of Thorwaldsen’s Christ,' sixteen 
centimetres high, and weighing about a 
pound, and several medals, ajnulets, 
etc., in metal."' These w<jre brought at 
different Intervals and tpken away by 
the sitters. Tbe following aepount Is 
given of the apport of ,^he hk')re of 
Christ: “The medium in trance-v^wed 
forward over the edge bf the table, 
raised her hand above the head qf Herr 
Magnétiseur Mllly Reichel, wlio was 
sitting quietly by her, and called out in 
anxious tones: ‘Give it. here, give it 
here;’ when immediately g glittering ob
ject was seen in the air, and-.the medium 
held in her hand a figure of Christ 
(before described), which she passed, 
accompanied with some appropriate 
words, to Dr. Egbert Muller, who was 
visibly astonished."

The Incidents are described with ex
treme minuteness, and a “protocol" was 
drawn up, which was signed by the 
whole of the assembled sitters with 
their full names, in declaration of their 
unanimous concurrence as to .tbe 
genuineness and correctness of the de
scription.

The editor at the conclusion adds a 
few remarks .In which he speaks very 
highly of Frau Anna, concluding with 
these words: "Frau Anna's demeanoj 
Is simple, modest, dignified and devout."

THE PARIS CONGRESS.
The programmes for the forthcoming 

International Spiritualistic and Occult 
Congress In Paris are at last to hand, 
and promise to provide many items of 
Interest, for those who will have time 
and opportunity to attend. The date 
fixed is from September 15 to 26.

There is a generous comprehensive
ness in the scope and aim of the organ
izers of the Congress, for a list of no 
less than thirteen societies is given, all 
.working on various branches of splrii- 
•ualistlc and psychical investigation, and 
amalgamating to bring about a thor
oughly representative union, their ob
ject being to “promote and develop the 
study of all spiritualistic sciences and 
doctrines.” ■

The Congress will be divided into five 
sections:. (1) Spiritist; (2) Magnetic; (8) 
Hermetic; (4) Theosophical; and (5) 
Spiritualistic (Independent). The execu
tive or organizing committee is formed 
of fifteen mqmbers, drawn three. in 
number from each section. Their duties 
wjlL be to attend to all business matters 
relating to the Congress,-these obliga
tions ceasing at the opening meeting.

For Information concerning any of the 
various societies, membership, etc., ad
dress as followsi ; . : ;

For Spiritism—M, C. Duval, 55 rue du 
Chateau d'Eau. ' '■ • '

Magnetism—M. H.. Durville, ' 23 rue 
Salnt-Merrl. ■

Hermetic—M. Papus, 10 avenue des 
Peupliers, -

Theosophy—M. P.-Gillard, R8 rue. de Verneuil. - - u- z ■
Spiritism (various)—Mi C. 'Duval, 55 

rue du. Chateau d’Eau. ? ?
Cards of invitation to'the lecthres will 

be given,;às members.of the Congress,- 
to all' who have paid -a minlmum sub
scription of 2fr. To tlibsé wlio pay a 
minimum fee of 6fr. specially indl- 
cated'card admitting to'all the lectures 
will be given, while 'asuhscriptlon of 
12fr<or more, will entitle the mçmber to 

..obtain, when published, .a complete rec
ord of the whole proceedings. Each 

•Volume will be numbered anil signed, 
and'will contain the-name orthe sub
scriber to whom it wlllibe.sent •

Perhaps a somewliaf,¿prominent fea
ture of this Congress'promisès to be 
that part of it which will be ¡devoted to

-the exposition of magnetism apd its ap- ■ 
plication to the science of healing. That 
particular section is represented by two 
societies, one Styled ' the “School of 
Practical Magnetism and Massage,” the 
'other entitled “Syndicate of Masseurs 
and'Magnetlzers," so that the universal 
attention now being given to the many 
forms of mind and magnetic healing is 
likely to find its fullest and most scien- 
title expression at this gathering; . .

The spiritistic programme, among 
other announcements, makes the follow- 
lug declaration: “One of the objects'for • 
special inquiry and consideration will- 
be the evidence for reincarnation, and 
every effort will be made to collect doc- ' 
Uments referring to (!)■'Personal rerpl- 
nlscences of past existence;, (2) The tes- 
tlmOny of spirits who have affirmed that

THE TWO WORLDS. MAN- 
CHESTER,ENG.

Now ther^ was Dr. De Witt Talmage. 
It was no good discussing Talmage on 
Spiritualism—they may have read his 

; lucubrations. Never In his life hud he 
read such a muddle from so clever a 
man, for Dr. Talmage was a clever 

; man. Wheu in Australia he remembered 
the nonsense that Dr. Talmage had 
been betrayed into talking about evolu- 
tlon, and he was not in the least sur- 

‘ prised that he should be capable of 
' talking in a similar way. about Spirlt- 

uallsui. Talmage was a man with a 
; “gift of the gab,” but he did not seem 

able to take on new ideas. Dr. Tal
' mage’s attitude was inexplicable. He 

admitted that there was some truth in 
Spiritualism, yet he said that nlnety- 
nine cases out of one hundred were 
fraudulent. How did he know that? 

1 Then he said we had no business to 
; know anything at all about it. If Dr. 
; Talmage did not want to know, let him 

hold his peace. Why should he forbid 
1 others to gain knowledge? “Let knowl

edge grow from more to more,” Any 
knowledge that was accessible was law
ful, and might be useful.

Speaking of the attitude of the clergy 
towards Spiritualism, it might seem 
curious that Roman Catholics were so 
bitter about it. But they had very good 
reason for that. They took up the same 

, position as Meses in his legislation 
against witchcraft. The whole history 
of the Roman Catholic Church was 
crammed full of Spiritualism; but Spir
itualism was all right when it was in 
eonheetjpn with the Pope, the cardinals, 
and the priests, appearance of saints, 
inspired trances, cures by the Virgin, 
etc. But anything outside the Roman 
Catholic Church was all wrong, or was 
of the devil. The tendency was to keep 
everything in the hands of the church; 
that was why Roman Catholicism was 
always jealous of anything abnormal 
outside its pale. It was just the same 
with Moses. All sorts of spiritualistic 
phenomena-lights, raps, trances, Urira 
and Thummim, visions, and every kind 
of occult thing—were all proper as long 
as they occurred under the control of 
the priests and Le-vltcs, and Moses and 
Aaron. Directly it cropped up outside 
their circle, as when Samuel was called 
up, then It was witchcraft! They 
wanted to keep It all to themselves. 
There was some wisdom about this 
polloy, nevertheless. Jt did not spring 
only from greed of power and ambition. 
It meant that the leaders of the people 
were convinced, like Cgnon Wilber
force, of the great dangers of these 
things and of the great need for regula
tion, and their idea was by regulation 
to keep it all in their own hands. But 
the Protestant view of spiritualistic 
phenomena was the most imbecile of 
all, for while the average Protestant 
clergyman or religious person might ad- 
mlt that these things did occur, he held 
that they were Invariably produced by 
evil spirits—the devil, In fact. But that 
was surely quite unphilosophlcal, be
cause if bad spirits could return or com
municate, why not good ones? It was 
illogical to contend that bad spirits were 
able to manifest but not the good. 
There was something to be said for the 
Roman Catholic view, but nothing at 
all for the stupid and illogical opposi
tion of the average Protestant.

A QUEEN’S GHOST.
The ghosts which are said to frequent 

the precincts of Hampton Court palace 
are more or less known by reputation, 
but their ramblings have been promis
cuous and uncertain. Great interest In 
their movements has, however, been 
newly aroused by the strange experi
ence undergone by an artist who, dur
ing the past week, has been-visiting 
certain rooms of the palace for the pur
pose of sketching the old Flemish 
tapestry on the walls. Whilst engaged 
in tbe Guard Watching Chamber iq 
broad daylight—for the room Is closed 
to the public at six o’clock—this gentle
man, Mr. Haynes, of Surb|ton, positive
ly asserts that a spectre hand, white 
and delicate and richly jeweled, has 
persistently intruded between him and 
the tapestry.. At first he imagined the 
disturbing element must be one of the 
many hands so beautifully inscribed on 
the tapestry, but the limb, he shys, 
moved slowly from one stage to an- 
otner, and pointed downwards. .< 
' Mr. Haynes was much agitated, and 
told several friends of this curious visi
tation. They, not unnaturally perhaps, 
advised him to dismiss the subject from 
mind and return to the chamber and his 
work. But the hand reappeared before 
his startled-eyes, and on the last ap
pearance of the phantom the artist 
made a hurried sketch of- the out
stretched hand, the rough outline"of 
which depicts a brilliant marquise ring 
on the forefinger. The effect of these 
continued visits of the supernatural on 
Mr. Haynes is very visible; he is un
nerved,- and' he ‘has suspended his 
sketching. ‘

These are the plain facts, but there Is, 
it would seem, a weird and historic con
nection between this hand and the hand 
of the Queen x Catherine Howard, one 
of the wives of King Henry yin. A 
Lloyd's representative, visiting the 
scene_of the alleged visitation the other 
day, ascertained that many of the 
officials? meh who have spent a lifetime 
within the palace walls, fully believe 
that the. two are identical, and they 
mostly regard the complaints made by 
Mr. Haynes , as perfectly Within the 
realm of probability. ,
DR. DEAN CLARKE IN LIVERPOOL

DAULBY HALL.
Dr. pean Clarke,'the delegate from 

the National Asociation of Spiritualists 
of America to. the Paris Congress, fa
vored us with his presence at bur two 
services on Sunday. Dr. Clarke, who 
was accompanled by Mrs. Pratt, of the 
Boston Lyceum, received a hearty wel
come flora the Liverpool Lyceum, No. 
L to whom they made their first ad
dress on English soil. They again oc
cupied our platform in the evening, 
when Dr. Clarke delivered a very fine 
address, which was heartily applauded 
by the audience. We bespeak a cordial 
reception for our American co-workers 
during their stay In England, and trust 
they' will have nothing . but pleasant 
memories to carry back to their native 
shores. -

. “Heliocentric: Astrology or Essentials 
of Astronomy and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1010.”, By Yarmo Vedra. For sale at 
this office. Pride, |L5U •_ .
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BLINDNESS
: PREVENTED ANO CURED. '

j AFTER HER DEATH.
THE STOBY OF A 8UMMBB» 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

I

:THE
: BUKO
:SEEhi

k THE 
F DEAF 

F HEAR,

Pervafled with pure and beautiful spIrltuaHtvof 
thought. Instructlvo and helpful lo all who love and 
aeek tho higher and finer ways of spiritual experience. 
Price, $1.00. For sale uc this office.

; BY THE GREAT EYE RESTORER ;; 

? AND ONLY PATARRH CURE
! ’ A HTIU A iaanuirvelofthenlne-'' ¡'Mv I teeuth century, for by 1 ’

* Its use the Blind See, the Deaf Hear and Ca> <'
1 * tarrh is impossible. Actina is au absolute 4 ‘ 

> certainty in the cure of Cataracts, Pterygiums, 4
' * Granulated Lids,Glaucoma, Amaurosis, Myo-4 ’ 
1 J pla, Presbyopia, CommonSorcEyesorWeak-4 1 
' * ened Vision from any cause. No animal4 ’ 
' except man wears spectacles. Then need not J1 

’ be a spectacle used on the streets of the world *'  
' and rarely to read with« Street glasses eban«4 ' 
. doned. Actina also cures Neuralgia, Head-4 
' ache, Colds, Sore Throat, Brochltis and Weak 4 
’ Lungs. Actina is not a snuff or lotion, but a ■

,, Perfect Electric Pocket Battery, usable at all
, . times and iu all places by young or old. The ’ 
, ' one instrument will cure a whole family of ’ 
. > any of the above forms of disease.
i ► PROF, WILSON’S MAGNETO-CONSEEVATIVE I

» ....... APPLIANCES........ o
1 > Cure Paralysis, Rheumatism and all Chronic < >
1 k Forma of Disease. These appliances are as <1

êÂ!011 (9agj .aixld Martineau (Harnet.)
Fur «ale at Thostructtve. Cloth, full gilt, »1.50. 

Progressive Thinker olllce.

THE KORAN.
Commonly called the “Alkorau of Mohammed?' Th 
standard Arabian or Mulmmmedau Bible. Clothe 
price,$1. For tale at tilts oiBcc.

The New and the Old,
Or the World's Progress In Thought. By Moses Hdl' 
Au excellent work by this veteran writer and thtnia^ 
Price 10 cunts.

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
11 I BY 111 

LOKEN ALBERT SHEKMAN.

x'uiiua ui xjiacttbc. i ucac appiiuuucb urc us « ■ 
puzzling to the physicians as is the wonder < > 
working Actina. ।

Valuable Book Free gXft j 
H Ise on the human system, its disease» and J JI 
, , cure and hundreds of references and tefiti- ’ 

k monials. ’ J
* AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS. < 

’ New York and London Electric Ass’n, < > 
> “T” 939 Walnut St, Kama» City, Mo; < ।

I wl»h every person In the U. 8. suffering with 
EPILEPSY or FITS to send tor one of my large
sized bottle (16 full ounces) FREE. I guarantee to 
permanently cure every case that will take my treat
ment- Where other» fall I euro.

DR. F. E. GRANT,
Dept. 33, Kansas City, Mo,'

ASTHMA 
EDCE Zou Buffer from any form of 
rnBCi Afithma we want to send you free 
by mail, prepaid, a Bottle of the famous Kola 
Plant Compound. It is Nature's Bure Bo
tanic Cure for the disease, and we guarantee that 
it will forever stop all your sufteriog, We are 
sending out60,000 Bottles free by mail to^ufferer», 
to prove the wonderful power of this New Dis
covery, and we will bo pleased to send one to you. 
Send your name and address on postal card.

Address, Tbe KOIdk IMPOBTING CO„ 
Ho, 1160 Broadway. Mew xorlu

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be Inserted free.]

Died, at Burritt, Ill., about May 15, 
after years of physical suffering, Mrs. 
.McDougall, consort of our friend, D. C. 
McDougall, Esq.,_aged 70 years. Mrs. 
McDougall was a zealous Spiritualist, 
and closed her earth-life in full convic
tion of the truth of its philosophy. She 
came to America from Scotland with 
her husband some fifty years ago, and 
soon after located on the farm whore 
she died. Her remains were shipped to 
Chicago, where they were cremated, 
agreeably to her earnest request. B.

Richard McLain, of Dexter, Mich., 
.passed to spirit life, May 12. The fu
neral took place at the Baptist church 
near his home, Abbie E. Sheets officiat-
Ing. X.

Passedlo spirit life, on May 10 at her 
home In Otsego, Mich., after a s&ort Ill
ness of pneumonia, Pbebe A. Sayles, 
aged 30 years and 10 months. The fu
neral was held at the home of her pa
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Sayles, In. Lowell, 
Michigan, and were conducted by Oscar 
A. Edgerly. COR.

Passed to the higher lite, Feb. 27, 
1000, from bis home on earth at Fre
donia, N. Y., Elbridge W. Meacham, 
aged 79 years. * »

Emma Eood Tuttle—Her New Vol
ume of Poems.

Since the publication of "From Soul 
to Soul,” by Emma Rood Tuttle, there 
has been constant- inquiry for another 
volume of her poems which was prom
ised. When the prospectus of that vol
ume was Issued, requesting the names 
of those who wished to subscribe, near
ly 1,000 were at once received and three 
editions have been called for. This 
plan proved so satisfactory that 
■this new volume will be issued in the 
same manner. By it the cost of publi
cation is guaranteed, and at the same 
time to those desiring the book it is fur
nished at much less cost.

The new volume will be in the same 
style as “From Soul to Soul,” will con
tain over 300 pages, beautifully bound, 

'with embossed cover, will contain en
graved portrait of tbe author, and sub
scribers copies will have her autograph.

Emma Rood Tuttle is well known to the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker and 
the spiritual press by the many poems 
she, has contributed, and her spiritual 
songs. The present volume will con
tain the best of these, and many not be
fore published. The price will be $1; to 
subscribers, 75 cents. It will be pub
lished as soon as the number of sub
scribers warrant.

Please send names at once—money 
not desired. HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin.Heights, Ohio. - '

Bet» forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians aud Spiritualist« 
J like. as it demonstrates tho truth of tbe spirit maul*  
citations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian 

toliglon Is based, as well as the actuality of modern 
Kit manifestations. lu title page claim» that the 

Kia '
A SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION 

0/ the

Existence of the soul of man as his jCoila 

scious individuality independently 

of the physical organism/ 
of the 

CONTINUITY OF LIFE 

and the 

actuality of spirit return.

Th» first eleven chapter» are devoted, entirely to 
manifestation» of the soul incarnate, with a clear e® 
position of the psyohlc philosophy.

Tbs succeeding four chapters set forth the phlloso*  
phy of tbe Infinite.

The last twenty chapters are devoted to an exposb 
tlon of spiritual philosophy, with evidence in detail, 
much of it being personal experiences of tbe author,

The price of the book is $1. For sals 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker.

MAfdOM6T,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine.

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

This Is No. 6 of tbe Library of Libera! Olluarci. Il 
Is conceded to be historically correct, and so exact and 
perfect In every detail a. to be practically beyond tbe 
reach of adverao criticism. This work will be found

>«"W 'o'er...tlnr. PH-« 2:.c. Sold ,t tb!« office.

(jrigin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and PbUosopblcal 
Treatise, by Thos. p. Fletcher.

.Comtxhtb: TbeBeginulnn| Fundamental Prlntf, 
pili) Formation of CoaBtellMlons, Systems, Sum 
JHanet» and S&teHltis. Tbe Origin of M»teo~ end 
Comets; TudOrganb Kingdom; The Origin orMihi 
Mmj—Hls Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How it

K“u)rio<lBS.; How tbe Soul Be-
SSZ"». ««J“‘Pr«U0B»i Tbe Record Book, or 
Th« Ursvenly Biber; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Seme; 1 he Finer w Spiritual Body; Growth and D*

MUt we Do to Ba Saved?' For e&iQ thia office,
Price, cloth, $1.00. Paper 50a

MOLLIE FANCHER,
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An Authentic Statement of Facta in 
the Life of Mary J. Fancher, 

The Psychological Marvel of 
the Nineteenth Century.

Unimpeachable testimony of many wit
nesses,.

BY ABRAM H, DAILEY.
With Illustration». Price, doth, ,1.50. For .ale at 
thl. office.

A Conspiracy Against the Republic 
By Charte. B. W.Ita, A. M., author of "Hlalory of 
the Christian Reltgloi to the Year 200," etc. A con- 
denaed atetement of the facta concerning tbe eaorta 
of tbo church leadera to got control of tbo govern, 
ment. An Important work. Price, paper, 25 cent*.  
For sale at this office.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other, Great Reforms come from _Hfr Satanic 
Majesty and bls subordinate tn the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60pages. ByMoiWHttlL Price, 15 cents. 
For sale as this office.

ANCIENT INDIA:
XI» Language and Religions. By Prof. B. Oldenbera 
Paper, 23 cents. For sue at thia office.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

■ A wonderful communication, explaining bow bln 
life and teachings were utilized to formula to Chris« 
tianlty. Price 15 cents. For sale at this office.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

By Lol» Wafrbrooker. Many bay» read this boofc, 
many have re-read It, and many otheta oat to read IC> 
It Ahoald bo read by every man and woman in lh| 
land. It 8bowa tbe falsklea rampant In eocleiv In 
matters of moral and social Import, and the wrong» 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victtnPof social 
¿»traclam. It contains a fine IlkenesB WttO author« 
Fine cloth. 280 pages. Price »LOO j

IMMORTALITY,
.. . OR ,., 

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL- ' 
ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

The above Is the number ojt the pres
ent laaue of The Progressive Thinker, 
m printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per. then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapDfir. -

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
Th» admirable work contains what a hundred 

Silritl, good and evil, »ay of their dwelling-places.
Ive ui detail»—details and accurate delineations oi 

life in the Spirit-world!—Is the constant appeal oi 
thoughtful mind». Death is approaching. Wnlther-. 
oh, whither I Shall I know my friends beyond tbe 
tomb? Will they know me? what is their present 
condition, end what their occupations? In this vol« 
ume the spirits, differing as they may, are allowed to 
»peak for themselves. No man Is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
the people. He treats of tbe Mysteries oi Life; 
Doubts end Hopes; The Bridging of tbe River; Fore« 
gleams of tho Future; Testimony of Saints; The 
Growth and Perfection of tbe Spiritual Body; 1»it 
tbaSoulor Body that Sins?; Clothing in the Spirit*  
World; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The Personal Ex« 
periences of Aaron Knight; Tbe Bed Man's Testi« 
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In Spirit
Lire; Tbe Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shaker» in Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from tho Spirit« 
Land. Many other matter» are treated, too numer
ous to mention. Price, cloth, »1; paper 50cent». Post 
age 12 cents. For sale at this office.

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer ” - By Lilian Whiting. No 
m'ind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. .Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced Ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, lead
ing the mind onward into the purer at
mosphere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale, at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1. ' '

"The Heresy Trial of Rev. B. F. Aus
tin; M. A., D. D. . Giving a sketch of 
Dr. Austin’s life, story of the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, the heresy 
sermon, the scene at conference, and 
Dr. Austin’s full address defending bls 
views on Spiritualism-at the London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.,” 
etc. Price 15 cents. For sale at jhls 
office. ' •
, “Buddhlsnrand Its Christian Critics.’ 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents.. Cloth, tt.ftK 
For sale at this office.

, . - . 'V

In Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within yourself Hei tho cause of whatever enters 
into your life. To como Into the full realization of 
your own awakened interior powers, Is to be nbletO 
condition your life tn exact accord with what you 
would’baveit.—From Title-Page. .

CONTENTS—!. Prelude; II. Tbo Supremo Fact of 
the Universe; III. The Supreme Fact of Hjiman Ltfe; 
IV. Fullness of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor: V. 
Tho Secret, Power nnd Eflcctof Love; VI. AVIsdom 
and Interior Illumination; VII. The Realization of 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Coming Into fullnes» of power; 
IX. Plenty of AU Things—The Low of Prosperity; 
X. How Men Have Become Prophets, Beers, Sages, 
and Savior»; XI. The Basic Principle of All Religion» 
—Tho Universal Religion: XU. Entering Now Into 
tbe Realization of tho Highest Riches. For sale at 
this office, Price, poitpalo, »1.25.

What All the World’s a-Seeking,
RALPH WALDO TRINE,

Eich Is building his world from within; thought It 
the builder; for thoughts are forces,—subtle, vital. 
Irresistible, omnipotent,—and according m used do 
they bring power or impotence, peace or pain, »ucccu 
orfailure.—From Title-page. -.< •

. - The above books sto beautifully bobnd in gr»r-green 
elsed cloth, stamped in deep old-green and gold, vlU)

Ittop, Price, »1.25. Forealc »tth^l office.
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After Orthodoxy, What ?
Within the whole range of the Chris

tian ministry we do not know of one 
. who has a better grasp on the follies of 
Christianity, or one who Is more out
spoken, than Is Rev. Minot J. Savage, 
of the Church of the Messiah, New 
York. Independent in thought, brave in 
utterance, and as learned as he Is hon
est, every word falling from bls lips, or 
indicted by bls pen, is worthy of pres
ervation. We find in the North Amerl- 
can Review for April an article from hte 
pen in which he Inquires, "After Ortho
doxy, .What?" Our always crowded 
columns will uot permit the publication 
of the article at length, but a couple of 
paragraphs will be greatly enjoyed by 
The Progressive Thinker's readers, who 
sympathize with the expressed views of 
the editor. Read and think:

“The essential features of the ortho
dox theory of religion have been dis
credited by the knowledge of the mod
ern world. Since a similar thing has 
happened over and over again lu the 
past, it ought not to seem strange that 
it should happen again lu a growing 
universe. The foundation stone of or
thodoxy has always been the dogma of 
the Fall of Man and the consequent lost 
and ruined condition of the race. In 

' accordance with this theoiy, the one 
great work of religion has been to ‘save’ 
men from this ‘ruin.’ That has been 
the theory of the Fall—aud in the light 

. of it all the wrong and sorrow, the 
vice and crime of the world have been 

' explained. But study of Jewish thought 
and life has shown that this whole 
Eden story was a late Importation from 
It Pagan people. The older prophets 
knew nothing of it. And even Jesus, 
who is said to have been supermiturnlly 
sent to save us from the effects of. the 
Fall, never made the slightest allusion 
to it. Besides tl;Is. science has demon
strated that man has steadily risen 
trom the first, and it makes all stories 
of original perfection Impossible of be
lief, on the part of all free and Intelli
gent people. Aud thus we are now able 

. to explain the world's evil, vice, crime, 
suffering, aud death in Ilie light of the- 
orles much more honorable to GodMnd 
more helpful to man. Since orthodoxy 
Is inextricably bound up with these thc- 
orles, since she has committed herself 

. to the assertion that they have been
Infallibly revealed, she must cease to be 
orthodox—I. e., ‘right opinion'—now that 
these beliefs are passing awa.v.

“The only thing that is happening, 
then, is that the world Is growing wiser 
and better. This should seem to be 
cause for rejoicing rather than lamcnta- 
tlon;.unless people really bold the opin
ion of the old Scotch lady who said: 
‘Some persons think everybody Is going 
to be saved: but. for my part, I hope for 
better things.’ ”

Superstition of Filipinos.
In Cavite Viejo and vicinity a lot of 

natives, says the Manila American, who 
are insurgents at heart, but have “no 
stomach for fighting," have been mut
tering against the Americans. The 
ostensible cause of their complaint is 
that Dieut. Paul A. Barry, of the Fourth 
Infantry, has been living in a house 
which is alleged to belong to Aguinaldo.

The house In question is one of the 
largest buildings in Cavite Viejo, and 
when it became necessary to use the 
residence for military purposes, Serfora 
Fumy (Agulnuldo’s mother), who occu
pied the dwelling, was politely asked to 
move out. She complied with the re
quest made of her by the military au
thorities and went to live in Blncayan. 
The men of Company I, of the Fourth 
Infantry, were quartered in one wing of 
tlie building, and Lieut, garry occupied 
tlie big front room. '

Tills room was formerly Agulnaldo's 
favorite place of abode. The walls are 
beautifully frescoed and the celling has 
painted on it a picture representing the 
ocean. In the background of the picture 
there are three mountains. In the space 
between the center and left one the sun 
appears in magnificent splendor. In the 
foreground of the picture is a set of 
steps leading from the ocean upward. 
On the topmost step sits a native girl in 
national costume, holding a Filipino 
flag, the upper.end of the flagstaff being 
capped by a bow and arrow. To the left 
of her and at her feet is the Spanish 
flag, lying in The dust, with the staff 
broken, and near this are pieces of the 
chains symbolizing tlie Jiarshuess of 
Spanish tyranny and the breaking of it.

This room seems to have been a sort 
of audience room. Against the far wall 
Is an altar, to the right and left of 
which are figures of the Virgin Mary 
and Jesus, in half life size. On top of 
the altar is a group of figures, eighteen 
inches in height, representing Mary, 
Joseph and the child Jesus. Under a 
curtain of gaudy material one may see 
a life-size figure of Jesus, representing 
him dead and ready for the tomb.

The holy of holies in this room, ac
cording to Filipino ideals, is the recum
bent image of Jesus. With this statue 
of the Savior, Aguinaldo claimed to 
have held many long conversations, and 
his ignorant and deluded followers be- 
lleved that the image of Jesus often 
gave the self-constituted dictator advice 
as to the management of the insurrec
tion. When Aguinaldo left Cavite Viejo, 
by his orders a light was kept con
stantly burning on a pedestal In front 
of the Image, and when Señora Fam# 
moved away she pleaded as an excuse 
for wanting to stay that it was the com
mand of the saints that she should 
always keep a lighted candle in that 
particular place.

Lieut. Barry had lived in the Agui
naldo mansion but a short time when 
the insurrectos attempted to foment dis
cord by saying a “great sacrilege" was 
being committed.

The Images and the sacred picture 
were not molested, but the refractory 
natives were angered because an 
American officer used Agulnaldo's au
dience chamber for a sleeping apart
ment. As time went on this talk in
creased and in Blncayan especially 
threats were made that Lieut. Barry 
would be killed If he did not vacate the 
premises.

But the Lieutenant is a brave man, 
and was not in the least Intimidated by 
the reports of what the insurrectos had 
said. Mistaking leniency for fear, the 
Insurgent sympathizers in Blncayan 
went so far ns to sny that/Lieut. Barry 
was afraid to come to their barrio be
cause lie would surely be put to death 
if be did. When these assertions came 
to the ears of the officer whose Ufe liad 
been threatened he at once proceeded to 
show tlie natives how little he cared for 
their blustering. Going immediately to 
Blncayan, he collected a number of the 
braggarts and admonished them to do 
less talking or they would get into 
trouble.

The malcontents were thoroughly 
cowed by Lieut. Barry's unexpected ac
tion and since then the propriety of his

Protestants Vindicated.
“The Sacred Heart Review," a Roman 

Catholic organ, in its issue óf April 28, 
made a statement which, with pro
priety, may arrest attention. The sub
ject of the late Mission Conference in 
New York being under consideration, 
the editor said:

“In all the speeches made at this 
Protestant Mission Conference .there 
was not a single allusion to the mission
ary labors of the church [Catholic]. 
The church has been carrying on this 
’work for nearly two thousand years, 
and every nation that is Christian to 
day received its Christianity from that 
church.' Protestants entered on the 
work about oue hundred years ago; in 
the meantime it has expended many 
millions of money, employed many 
thousduds of meu and women, but, it 
has failed to convert even oue nation' to 
Christianity. Even the church is hin
dered aud crossed at' every step, aud 
she fails as a consequence to gather the 
full fruits of her missionary labors.”

They who are familiar with the sub
ject know the "Review” is correct in'its 
statement. Not a single nation as such 
has been converted to Christianity 
through the action of the Protestants. 
A few individual converts have been 
made in heathen countries; but com
pared with the entire population, the 
numbers are extremely limited.

Not so with the Catholics. They had 
the Romans with them from the very 
beginning. That government was really 
subordinate to the Romish Church, 
founded, it is claimed, by Numa, near 
seven hundred years before our era. 
The Roman executive, by virtue of his 
office, was Supreme Pontiff, clothed 
from the days of Numa, with precisely 
tlie authority afterwards exercised by 
the Popes. “He spent his whole time,” 
says a learned historian, “in inspiring 
his subjects with a love of piety, aud 
veneration for the gods. He built many 
new temples, instituted sacred offices 
and feasts, and the sanctity of his life 
gave him credit enough to persuade his 
people that he liad a particular cor-
respondence with 
By her advice he 
Janus, which was 
and open in war.

the goddess Egeria. 
built the temple of 
to be shut In peace, 
He ordained Vestal

Virgins, who [presided in the temple] 
being four in number, had great priv
ileges allowed them.”

Says Smith's Dictionary of Greek and 
Roman Biography and • Mythology, 
article Numa:

“The Pontiffs took care, by precept 
and by chastisement, that the laws re
lating to religion should be observed 
both by Individuals and by the state. 
* * He prescribed the rites according 
to which the people might offer 
worship and prayer acceptable to the 
gods. * * At Numa's entreaty he ex
empted the people from the terrible 
duty of offering human sacrifices.”

These duties of the Pontiffs survived 
under the Popes, and are still observed. 
With the latter the “chastisements" 
took on the form of torture and the 

■stake, aud were powerful weapons for 
making Christians and compelling 
loyalty to the faith.

The unfortunate Protestants lacked 
this machinery for crushing nations, 
terrorizing individuals, and confiscating 
estate^, hence their inability to accom
plish what the Mother church has done 
in Christianizing nations. Had Cath
olics been less successful in this direc
tion humanity would have been the 
gainers, and Protestants themselves 
would never have reached their present 
prominence.

Dr. Slade, the Once Famous Medium.
Henry Slade, the famous Spiritual

istic meBlum, whose remarkable career 
would fjl a volume,- and. who suddenly 
dropped compigely out of public notice 
about three yeHirs ago, has been discov
ered in Toledo, says a dispatch Ju the 
Inter Océan. Mr. Slade has been iu 
this cityiabout’ten days aud is stopping 
at the rjehdendé of J. N. Walker, No 831 
Eleventh-street. He Is undergoing a 
course of magnetic treatments for his 
right sidç, whi^h Is partially paralyzed.

Slade has been at Ann Arbor part of 
the time since-his disappearance under 
an assumed name. The. balance of the 
time hej absolutely refuses Information 
about. . •

About four years ago Mr. Slade was 
sand-bagged In New York city aud 
robbed of over $10,000 in diamonds aud 
money. [A gross exaggeration. He 
probably nevey had $500 in cash at any 
one time lu fils life.] One entire side of 
his body became affected-from the In
juries received. Strange to relate, with 
the paralysis of his body the so-called 
mediumlstlc powers that had brought 
him wealth and fame almost entirely 
deserted him, Broken in health' and 
shattered ill fortune and bereft of his 
means of livelihood, he lapsed Into ob
livion and was regarded by a majority 
of Spiritualists throughout the country' 
as dead.

Mr. Slade to-day told a tale which, If 
true, is little short of miraculous. He 
states that during the few days he has 
been here he has Improved wonderfully, 
and that with his returned health his 
power as medium is being restored to 
him. Sunday night, for the first time 
since the sand-bagging affair, he was 
able to warlk for a considerable dis
tance, and this afternoon, iu the pres
ence of witnesses, he gave what lie 
says is his first really successful dem
onstration of slate-writing in several 
years. Slade.states that if he continues 
to mend as rapidly as he is now doing 
it Will only be a few weeks, before he is 
restored to his full power a a medium. 
Slade is well known in Toledo^ where 
he has, appeared several times. His last 
appearance here was about ten years 
ago, and during the few days he was in 
the elty his achievements were the talk 
of the tgwn. He gave private seances 
at a number of private residences, and 
for months after he departed Toledo’s 
“400” occupied themselves by giving 
“spirit-rapping” parties, etc. Shortly 
after leaving Toledo he went to Europe, 
where he achieved an even greater rep
utation than in this country.

He was entertained and feted by roy
alty, gave private demonstrations be
fore the Prince of Wales, was a guest at 
the court of thejpzar of Russia for sev
eral months, anti gave an Impetus to 
the Splrltuhllstlè movement in the old

Plain, Significant Words.
The following plain, but significant 

words come from Ella Wheeler Wilcox 
in the New York Dally Journal:

There are, in New York City and else
where In the laud, clergymen and men 
who call themselves disciple^ of Christ,
who are living lives of 
falsehood.

If one of them reads 
will recognize himself.

deception and

these words he 
It Is useless for

him to attempt tp deceive his own soul; 
he cannot do it. He knows he Is a liar 
aud a knave at heart', but he has har
dened himself to the thought by saying 
that he is no more than other meu. I 
saw ouce upon a time a town placarded 
with the announcement that a certain 
man of God was to deliver a free lec
ture to young men on “Morality.”

Only a few days previous a distracted 
woman had confided to me her desper
ation and misery because in a moment 
of weakness this very clergyman had 
caused her to lower herself in her own 
moral sight, .

She had'told him of her husband's 
neglect and unfaithfulness and asked 
his advice and assistance as a clergy

- man and spiritual adviser. He had 
given the sympathy most agreeable to a 
man. The woman was a weak, hysteri
cal fool. The man was a hypocrite and 
devil. Had he not pretended to be a 
man of God—a teacher aud guide for 
humanity I would say he acted the role 
of a mere man and that the weakness 
was mainly on the part'of the wife who 
appealed to him.

A man’s recipe for curing the wounds 
made by sin is another sin.

A young lady of my acquaintance ac
cepted a position In the employ of a 
clergyman aud was obliged to leave 
after a Tew weeks because of the shock
ing discoveries she made regarding his 
methods of life/ Other youug women 
were in his employ as secretaries and 
assistants In bls large charitable orgau- 
laztlons, aud so much thht was secret-
ive, suggestive and unwholesome 
vailed in the environment that 
friend beat a hasty retreat.

The clergyman still preaches 
Word of God to hungry souls.

pre- 
my

the

Better never hear the Bible or relig
ion mentioned -than to sit in the pres
ence of such a hypocrite and blas
phemer. It is bad enough when a phy- 

.slcan of the body enters a household to 
spread moral disease and wretchedness 
within its walls. There are such doc
tors In the land—men who take advan
tage of a sick woman’s weakness to 
mislead and pervert her mind and soul.

But when a Doctor of Divinity aets 
such a role It makes one willing to be
lieve in an old-fashioned hell, with an 
old-fashioned devil, cloven-footed and 
horned, preparing bls pot of brimstone 
for the sinner. •

¥
Talmage At It Again.

When Samantha Allen was awakened 
in the middle of the night by the most 
dreadful sounds, and she awoke het' 
“Pardner” Josiah in affright, he listened 
a moment aud then exclaimed: "Them 
blamed cats are at It again!” So with 
the “great preacher,” after blowing his 
Gabriel’s blast agajnst Spiritualism, 
he makes a sermon on his ideas of 
heaven, and It so far exceeds the most 
materialistic Spiritualist’s belief, that it 
would be a camel even for the all-swal
lowing “test-hunters.” In other words, 
he is at it again!

The rubbish of his sermon is scarcely 
worth consideration, but some of his 
ideas are exceedingly ludicrous in the 
oracular way he puts most common
place thoughts in his intense egotism,

He thinks the angels are all robust, 
aud says: “I remark, that we can get no 
idea of the health of heaven!” He of 
course means the health of the angels, 
the twenty-four elders, of Jesus, and 
Jehovah, but he falls into the slip-shod 
expression of the penny-a-liner.

He appears to be under the delusion 
that somebody has set up the belief that 
there is a great deal of sickness in 
heaven and he is the champion of the 
other side. He kuows all about it from 
a word of two of Paul’s, and as one who 
has just-come from heaven is able to 
tell all about It. He assures his hear
ers with a shout, and a somersault that 
at the latest the health of heaven was 
excellent, and what Is more, every one 
wlio is so fortunate as to have his sins 
washed white by the blood of the lamb, 
when they die will enter into a state of 
happy robustltude.

But his ideas of what the first thing a 
spirit will do when It passes the portals 
of death, are yet more laugh-provoking.

It will want some ope to show it 
around the “blessed place,” and God 
has attended to the matter, and appoint
ed “ushers,” who stand ready year in 
and year out, to take the newly-arrived 
around and show them the sight. In 
the lurid rhetoric of tlie great acrobat, 
“the usher angel says to the newly-ar
rived: ‘These are the martyrs that per
ished at Piedmont; these were torn to 
pieces at the Inquisition; this is the 
throne of the great Jehovah; this is 
Jesuij.’"

As God apparently has all the various 
clans and cliques set apart, the usher 
might continue to show indefinitely by 
pointing out, “Here are the Baptists, 
here the Methodists, down in that pit 
are the Mormons for following the ex

And Still They Advance. , 
By the published sermon of a Baptist 

preacher In a neighboring city, it ap
pears that denomination, like most 
other sects, has changed front in regard 
to the final destiny of the heathen. The 
divine said his denomination formerly 
taught all who did not accept Jesus 
were finally lost, hence .the necessity 
of carrying a knowledge of him to all 
people. “Now,” lie said, “the idea pre
vails that all who believe In God and 
work righteousness will be saved.”

That is a big leap for a Baptist. Save 
the savage tribes there are no people 
who do not believe in Gofl. They have 
different conceptions, of his attributes, 
but there are few who have not some 
form of a God who governs the uni
verse. • They who were reputed to have 
millions of gods prove on better ac
quaintance to have only one supreme 
God.

If worthy lives are what the pulpiteer 
meant by-“rlghteousness,” and if statis
tics of crime can be trusted, or if re
ports of Christian missionaries are 
taken, the most moral people in th# 
World are the Buddhists, who are 
classed by the church as heathen. The 
Mohammedans fall little short; while 
Parsees and Jews are very generally 
models of all the virtues. The Brah
mins, too, if British reports are ac
cepted, seem a very worthy people, 
almost wholly free from the great viced 
of the so-called Christian nations.

This teaching of the Baptist is, in
deed, a happy change from the teach
ings of two generations ago, when all 
the world was to be damned, save the 
few who believed in a virgin-born and 
a crucified God.

No Fear When Death Draws Nigh.
We meet so often in the 

press with accounts of the 
death of unbelievers, and the 
lament that their, souls are 
should involuntarily accept

religious 
wretched 
mournful 
lost, we 
them as

country that brought thousands of per
sons IntOj the Spiritualistic fold. Iu 
Germany he was subjected to the most 
rigid tests by tjie most famous scien
tists of the ceutury, among whom was 
Professoii Zolnei’. aud succeeded in 
complete^' baffling their combined ef
forts to dlscredlf, him.

It was in,Germany that he performed 
hte first *successful  experiment in the
disintegration and reunification 
matter, causing two solid rings of 
ferent wqod to . become united, 
within the other, This feat, while

of 
dit
one 
not

living in Aguinaldo’« “casa” has 
been questioned In Blncayan.

no t

To Make Small Boys Merciful.
With a view of doing what they can 

to make anti-cruelty societies unneces
sary in the future, says the Chicago 
Tribune, some Chicago women have 
started the work of teaching the beauty
of the quality 
children. The 
the accepted 
every child a

of mercy to the city’s 
organizers proceed on 
theory that there is In 
natural Interest in anl-

Hypercritical. ,
Was not the Methodist ^Conference, 

late in session In this city, over critical 
in its condemnation of President Mc
Kinley. for uot abolishing the canteen 
from the army? That distinguished 
personage may deserve severe censure 
for some of his administrative acts, but 
wo are clearly of the opiulon he does 

-.not for not abolishing the canteen.
The canteen proper is a vessel, for- 

.merly of wood, holding about two 
quarts, which was suspended by a strap 
over the shoulder, designed to carry 
water when an army was on a march, 
or engaging in battle. A touching story 
is told of its use lu English history: Sir 

-Philip Sidney, engaged lu battle at 
Zutphen, Netherlands, September 22. 
1586, fell severely wounded, a musket 
ball passing through his thigh, shatter- 

■ ing the bone. Faint from loss of blood 
he asked for water. As a canteen was 
being placed to his lips he saw a 
wounded soldier who looked at the can
teen with wishful eyes. Sidney passed 
tlie coveted treasure to the sufferer with 
the remark: “Drink, thy necessities are 
greater than mine.” Sidney, one of the 
early English poets, died a few days 
later, said by Queen Elizabeth to be the 
brightest jewel In her dominions.

The use of the canteen may be per
, verted, and may be filled by the soldier 

with an intoxicant. Who ever-thought 
of abolishing a pocket because filthy to-' 
hacco, or a noisome pipe is carried in it?

Let the Conference war as bitterly as 
it may against the improper use of the, 
canteen aud no exception will be taken' 
to its action. Intoxicants were long 
since banished from the army as a 
fjltlon. Tills was brought about by the 
exertion of temperance reformers per

- haps fifty years ago, when the floors of 
Methodist churches were closed aflalnst 
temperance lecturers’. The recent Con
ference came quite too late to the rescue 
to be of any practical utility; besides It 
strikes at the Innocent vessel Instead of 
denouncing Its Improper use, which is 
the act of the soldier not the President, 
who Is in no manner responsible for Its 
perversion. . :

Memorial to Thomas Paine.
The following is an Associated Press 

dispatch from New York, of date May 
16. Every person of Intelligence who Is 
willing to give credit where credit Is 
due, will rejoice at this action. The 
man whose pen inspired the flame 
which made this country free; which 
divorced church and state; whose re
ligion was to do good, and whose great 
thoughts are reflected in all the state 
papers of the Revolution; aud whose 
personal hatred of monarchy was in
spired because of his love of liberty, and 
exposure of the shams and the fables 
of the church, deserves immortal fame, 
though his bones may rest in an obscure 
or even unknown grave. We quote:

“The only memorial In this country of 
Thomas Paine, the Revolutionary hero, 
a monument at New Rochelle, N. Y., is 
to be perpetuated by money contributed 
by delegates to the late middle-of-the- 
road Populist convention at Cincinnati. 
When Paine died in New York he hoped 
his body might be buried in a Quaker 
cemetery, but the Quakers refused per
mission.

“Cobbett, the English radical, some 
time afterward, took Paine's bones to 
England In hope of arousing enthusiasm 
for Paine's doctrines. His object failed, 
and the remains were lost track of, so 
that Paine’s grave is unknown. The 
house in which Paine died has been torn 
down to make way for a street; the 
street called Reason street, after 
Paine's book, ‘The Age of Reason,” has 
been renamed, and Paine's farm in New 
Rochelle, given to him by Congress,- has 
been cut up into city lots. A few years 
ago a number of Free Thinkers erected 
a shaft and bust of Paine on a lot that 
was part of the farm. Now a boulevard 
will be cut through the lot, necessitating 
the removal of the monument

“Capt. George W. Lloyd, of New 
Rochelle, a delegate to the Cincinnati 
convention, suggested to other delegates 
that It would be an excellent scheme to 
buy an acre of land on the farm voted 
to Paine by Congress. The place could 
also be used for Populist conventions. 
He outlined the plan to former Gov- 

■ eruor Davis H. Waite, of Colorado, who 
subscribed $300. Wharton Barker, pres- 
identlal, nominee; Ignatius. Donnelly, 
and Weller of Iowa, pledged $300 each,

mate. As the president of the anti
cruelty society puts It, “This interest, 
misdirected, shows Itself in a desire to 
trap, torment, or kill, but, directed 
aright, it qulekly becomes love of- na
ture, coupled with a desire to protect 
the weaker animals.” Although the 
work is new, some idea of its extent 
may be bad from the fact that at .the 
last meeting o^ the last “mercy class" 
formed there were present 266 boys. 
Street boys, alley boys, schoolboys, and 
“pct" boys were present. The noise 
that they made between talks was 
nothing short of terrific. There was 
quiet, however, aud an Intensity of in
terest when they were told how a small 
boy had fought a big boy to save an 
alley cat from torture. There was pa
tient listening to the tale of a bluejay's 
plucky defence of Its nest.

The boys seem to get awakened quick
ly to the fact that the living bird or 
squirrel is of much more Interest than 
the same creature after the slingshot 
has done its work. Some people might 
think that certain inevitable conse
quences of tills mercy work were dis
agreeable. If they are the teachers and 
the promoters of the anti-cruelty les
sons suffer “and make no sign.” One 
of these inevitable consequences Is that, 
having declared themselves the friends 
of the weak and suffering creatures, the 
directors of the work find themselves 
the recipients of many a stray, starving 
cat or dog which the scholars have 
picked up among the city’s ash' heaps. 
Boys are shrewd, and there is not the 
slightest doubt that the first homeless 
animal was turned over to the teachers 
with a view of testing their sincerity. 
They have stood the test. A single look 
of aversion or disgust when the starv
ing and not overclean dog was pre
seated for protection would have for
ever lost the cause of the ahti-cruelty 
promoters. 'At the last meeting of the 
big North Side Band of Mercy there was 
spirited bidding for the privilege of 
taking home a wandering puppy.'

It is the intention ultimately to form 
classes in all sections of the city. It is 
superfluous to speak of the excellence 
of the work. It Is one of the best that 
can be undertaken. The reward -for 
those who' are engaged In it lies wholly 
In the twice blessedness of the quality 
of mercy. ’

and the land will be bought and 
monument preserved."

the

' • - Criminal Statistics.
The biennial report of the Joliet State 

prison of Illinois, makes the following 
frightful report of the religious stand
ing-of the convicts now suffering Im
prisonment: .

Roman .Catholics, 508; Methodists, 
278; Baptists, 1G4; Lutherans, 146; Pres
byterians, 73; Episcopate, 55; Christians,

A Recount Not Desired.. v
The census being taken as we go to 

press, makes uo.note o'f religious mat
ters. The clergy were -disgusted with 
the reports of ten ycaTs ago; for it 
proved by accurate count that this is 
“in no sense a Christian nation.” While 
but 30 permeut of the people were Chris
tians then, It is questionable if they 
would equal 25 per centpoyr, hence the 
milk in the cocoanut. . • ■

18; Congregationalists, -16; Jews, 15;
Universalists, 6; Buddhist, 1; no re
ligious belief, 68. Total, 1,298.

Verily, with 95 1-5 per cent of all 
those serving the State for crime Chris
tians, it is easy to understand why the 
religious press denominates the United 
States a “Christian nation.” ' There is 
one consolation: While locked up these 
Christians are least liable to do Injury 
to the general public, still at times even 
there they kilt each other*  •

sounding so remarkable, was tlje most 
couvlpclng proof ever given of the gen
uineness of his claims. The difference 
in material, so fur us the two rings were 
concerned, proved that they could uot 
have possibly been whittled out of one 
piece, and the microscopic and chemical 
tests to which they, were subjected 
proved that they had uot been united by 
any means known to science. In Lon
don Slade was arrested and placed on 
trial, charged with fraud and trickery. 
He secured hte freedom by allowing 
himself to be searched, handcuffed, 
gagged, and blindfolded, aud while In 
that condition, giving a seance In open 
court.

Slade’s demonstration to-day was in 
the form of slate-writing, and iu a few 
minor tests Vvith which ills name has 
been associated. He sat in front of a 
large dining-room table aud requested 
a reporter to seat himself opposite. Two 
ordinary school slates .were produced, 
aud submitted for inspection. Both 
were of the commonest pattern, slpiply 
but strongly constructed. Mr. Slade 
stated nt the time that if the visitors so 
desired they might step out and procure 
two slates of their own. An ordinary 
slate pencil was next passed for exam
ination, after which Slade bit off a 
small piece, about the size of a pencil 
point. “One of the slates was placed 
upon the table, In full sight, and the 
bit of pencil placed upon It. The other 
slate was laid on top of it.

' Slade grasped the two slates, at. one 
end with the thumb and forefinger of 
the left hand and placed them edgewise 
ou top of the table, requesting the re
porter to grasp the other end in similar 
manner. Almost immediately a distinct 
tapping was heard, apparently coming 
from between the twp slates. Slade's 
right hand was resting on the arm of 
the chair at hte side, and the hand that 
held the slattfwas in such a position as 
to preclude all possibility of his moving 
it in the slightest degree, without at
tracting attention. “These slate-wrlt- 
Ings are generally produced,” explained 
Mr. Slade, “by a spirit who calls him
self Dr. Davis. He has been with me 
now for forty years.” '

The rapplhgs from the interior of the 
slate Increased In vehemence until the 
table shook with their force, and it re
quired no small exertion of strength on 
the pa'rt of the report® to keep his end 
upright - .

“If Mr. 6avis is present," said the me
dium, “he will please rap three times,” 
Three distinct raps were heard.

“Have you. a message for the gentle
man present?” was Mr. Slade’s next 
query. n' ", -

Almost immediately a rapid, scratch
ing noise whs heard, which sounded ex
actly like ¿.person scribbling away for, 
dear life. In;pefh'aps three minutes the 
writing ceashd—there was one hard rap, 
and all was qulet. • The slates were sep
arated with; considerable difficulty, as 
there was a.yacuum between them, and 
the side of biie was found completely 
covered with-a closely written com
munication, Ms follbws:

“My friend!: Many people doubt tlie 
power of Spiritualistic control, when at 
times it has been the gift of ages, races, 
and countries, as ancient history will 
prove. Many have this gift of medium
ship if they would develop it. Look 

. into your Bible.- • i There you will find 
where spirits came and talked to men In 
those days. If that be true, they do and 
can to-day, as my comiug is proof of the 
fact. I am the. spirit of Dr. Davis.”

“Let me try another test.” said Slade. 
This time the bit of pencil, which was 
completely worn down from its recent 
experience, was placed in the middle of 
the table and a single slate placed over 
it. The scribbling was resumed and al
most immediately stopped. Picking up 
the slate Mr. Slade revealed scrawled 
across It the words “He does.” (Mr.

A Promoter of Discord.
It Is stated as a fact, by a Washing

ton correspondent of an exchange, that 
when Rev, Sheldon was “running the 
Topeka Capital as Jesus would,” Rev. 
Wilbur F. Craft acted • as chief con
tributor. CraTt Is reported to be a 
“Petition Promoter,” his chief occupa
tion consisting in drafting, circulating, 
and presenting to Congress, petitions 
praying that body to legislate In the 
Interest of the church. One session is 
spent in trying to get God in the Con
stitution, enthroning his son as King, 
and making the Bible the base of legis
lation. During that period the country 
Is flooded with blank petitions sent out 
by him for signatures, praying for such 
an amendment to the organic law of the 
nation, the Rev. Promoter preying on 
the signers of the petitions for finances 
to pay the expense. Of course com
pensation for his own Invaluable ser
vices comes out of such contributions.

Next session of Congress Sunday Is 
the burden of the priest’s lament. Souls 
are, going hellward at a terrible rate, 
because of the desecration of God’s sa
cred day. The employes of the govern
ment compiled to do duty iu the in
terest of the public are all doomed to 
destruction. Railway trains must lie off 
and allow its servants to have a gay 
time on Sunday, the shipping must Ue 
idle at the warfs, everybody but the 
priests, and the women who get Sunday 
dinners, must rest by going to church, 
and contribute from their weekly earn
ings to pay for the preacher’s support. 
. Next session polygamy Is made the 
burden of Craft's labors. Prostitution 
and concubinage attract no attention, 
but the great evil the world has really 
outgrown, and which State Legislatures 
have everywhere made a penal offence, 
but which Jesus never condemned, be
comes with the Promoter a subject for 
national legislation.

Still failing, Craft wants Congress to 
lock horns with marriage and divorce. 
Drunkenness, cruelty, desertion, neglect 
to support, attempts to murder, con
viction of a felony or Infamous mis
demeanor,» are not causes for separa
tion. Nothing but adultery with him Is 
sufficient grounds for divorce; so when 
uncongenlally mated this lesser mis
demeanor is resorted to by connivance, 
and the preacher really encourages it, 
and wants Congress to make this the 
only way out of a bad and demoralizing 
bargain.

When the whole circle of projects fall 
our Promoter will go over the gamut 
again. If he dies some one else will see 
In this an easy method to gain subsis
tence, and so the work will go on from 
one generation to another.

For more than two thousand years, 
commending long before the beginning 
of dur era, the conflagration of the 

, universe In the interest of the then pre
vailing religions, were harped upon in 
a similar way, and It Is still kept up, 
and probably will be for the same pur
pose as is the agitation of the Petition 
Promoter, to gain support' for himself 
and family without becoming a toiler. 
We own to great admiration for Craft’s 
genius and energy, but somehow can
not commend his methods.

ample of the patriarchs; up In that al
cove are Adam and Eve, there Is Jonah, 
under bls gourd-vine; in that castle is 
Jack, famous on earth as the killer of 
wicked giants; in that pretty little cot
tage is Mother Goose who wrote such 
nice, religious poems for the children; 
here we keep -the three children who 
went through the fiery furnace, so many 
Inquire for them, you see how the gold
en pavement Is here worn by the feet of 
the endless train.of sight-seers; here is 
Abraham ,and allow me to introduce 
him to you, with his son Isaac; you see 
the Jews are kept In this department, a 
healthy lot, In fact all are In full enjoy
ment of robust health!”

Gillman Talks of His Rascality/
Two years’ time have wrought great 

changes with E. Medford Gilman. Two 
years ago he was a Spiritualist—the 
sensation of the day, says the News, of 
Grand Rapids, Mich. He was a careful 
dresser with the bearing of a gentleman 
used to society. His soft, white hands 
were covered with fine rings, To-day
he is an iron molder. His hands 
black and calloused. He wears 
garb of a laborer and smells of 
workshop.

are 
the 
the

“I am through with Spiritualism,” he 
said.

Even had uot his appearance been
convincing, the manner in which 
spoke the one sentence would leave 
room for doubt.

E. Medford Gillman’s brief period 
notoriety was coincident with that

he 
no

of 
of

Ascher, who is serving a life sentence 
for the murder of Vaimore C. Nichols, 
and Donovan, the “trumpet medium,” 
who fled the city to escape police inves
tigation.

Gillman held seances at which mov
ing, speaking, singing, caressing ghosts 
were produced. He soon gathered about 
him a fairly large circle for his “materi
alization seances” on Lafayette avenue. 
The police rudely destroyed the illu
sion, and killed Gillman's lucrative en
terprise. An examination of the house 
revealed that the deception had been 
carried on by means of trap doors aud
subterranean ways, dug beneath 
house.

Gillman’s arrest also disclosed 
fact that Maude Jones, the pretty

the

the 
wife

• A Correction.
A regrettable mistake occurred in the 

third paragraph of the second column 
of Charles Dawbarn's recent article on 
“The Size of Man,” by which one Une 
is duplicated and the line “when it hap
pens to become personified. The” is 
omitted. - .• ■

Walker, who had entered the room, no
ticed a little pencil point lying upon the 
table.

“Do the powers think Mr. Slade will 
be better to-morrow?” he asked. “Ir so, 
move the point.”

The little pencil point almost immedi
ately jumped about six inches in the air, 
alighting several inches from the place 
in which it had originally been placed. 
Nobody was within three feet of it at 
the time. “I tliink Dr. Slade has exer
cised himself eijough to-day,” remarked 
Mr. Walker.. “He is still very weak.” 
This ended the test. . ■

true had not long observation taught no 
confidence can be placed In anything 
coming from a priest on that subject. 
The “Story of Altamont,’’ by Dr. Young, 
near two centuries ago, a fiction to 
begin with, has served as the model for 
a multitude of feebler fictions to 
frighten the unwary and credulous.

The Philadelphia Record awhile ago, 
gave an account of an Interesting inter
view with an old medical practitioner 
of that city, which we take pleasure in 
quoting, as follows:

"I have seen thousands of persons die 
under all sorts of circumstances, aud 
never yet have I seen one display the 
slightest fear of death.” Titis remarka
ble statement was made the other day 
by a physician who has practiced many 
years in Phipidelpbla and who has seen 
a great deal of hospital service.

“It Is a popular fallacy,” he went on, 
“to imagine that a deathbed scene is 
ever terrible other than as a parting 
between loved ones. The fear of the 
unknown Is never present at the last. . 
Even amid ignorance and vice I have ' 
never experienced such scenes as a 
novelist who strives after realism will 
sometimes picture.

“When a patient Is told that he can
not recover and the end Is near, he in
variably seems resigned to ills fate, and 
his only thought seems to be of those 
who are to be left behind. This is true 
alike of men and women. •

“Those who become hysterical and 
declare they are not fit to die are the 
ones who are not as 111 as they think 
they are. They always get well.

“A psychological reason? Oh, I don’t 
know that there Is any. It's just a 
human trait.”

An aged medical practitioner at our 
elbow while we write, says tlie above

of a-Wisconsln printer, had left her bus
band to join the fake medium in this 
city. She was the piano player at the 
seances.

Gillman was tried, convicted and sen
tenced to two years at the house of cor
rection by Judge Chapin. •

Gillman took his sentence philosoph
ically, served his time and left the pris
on to begin life anew a few weeks ago. 
He has abandoned Spiritualism for 
good. Not that he is remorseful or has 
“reformed.” “It was a bad specula
tion” is the way be puts it.

Gillman says he was once a sincere 
believer in Spiritualism, “but,” he says, 
“my credulity did not last very long. I 
could see, couldn't I? I was ‘on’ soon. 
Observing that there was money In the 
business I discovered that I was a me
dium. I was regularly ordained. I can 
do slate-writing, paint pictures on hand
kerchiefs with a nice little message In 
Indelible ink, while the sitter is holding 
the handkerchief, work the ‘clicker’ or 
telegraph Instrument; In brief, do any 
and all manifestations that go with the 
business." .

This man Gillman was an educated 
trickster, like scores of others who are 
infesting our ranks, and who are dally 
deceiving the gullible public. There 
were many Spiritualists who would 
swear that his manifestations were gen
uine examples of Spirit Power, and to 
expose him at one time would have 
brought down upon one's head the mal
edictions' of bls admirers.

. Churches Worse than Saloons. ' 
A news paragraph from Toledo, O., 

of the 18th ult, reports as follows:
"I am satisfied the churches of to-day 

are doing more harm in the world than 
the saloons,” said Rev. Dr. Charles Pat
ton to an ultra'fashlonable audience in 
a local theatre this week. A profound 
sensation and some show of a demon
stration followed, but Dr. Patton con
tinued his address. He outlined a lib
eral church that could and would com
mand and retain the respect of thinking 
men; a church that kept within the 
proper limits of its office and one that 
would countenance aud encourage legit
imate amusements. Ho proposed pool 
and billiard tables,-bowling alleys, shuf
fle-boards, chess and checkers,' and 
pretty much every other form of enter
tainment preferred by ’ men. He de
clared rum to be the one great evil of 
the world, and barred It from the life of 
man. ».■ • -

statement is fully confirmed by 
though his own observation Is 
limited.

him, 
more

What Next?
From time immemorial it has 

said by the mosf orthodox that 
wrote the epistle to the Romans.

been 
Paul 
That

Is why he made It so sneering at wo
men—a crusty old bachelor, jilted in his 
youth, perhaps, the reason.

Now the learned and orthodox Prof. 
Harnack, of Germany, comes out and 
claims it was written by a woman! He 
thinks Priscilla, one of Paul's "dear 
friends." was the writer! Shades of the 
theologians who have fought for Paul, 
and kept woman from speaking in 
church, and all the time trusting in a 
weak woman! Believing a woman was 
inspired! who ever heard of a theo
logian believing a woman could be in
spired? Eve brought him into the 
world, and woman has been accursed 
and of no good except to raise children 
to stamp the serpent’s head!

But have not the lieaven-inspired the
ologians known without doubt who 
wrote Romans? Why tills unrest, this 
uncertainty about an infallible book?

Will Prof. Harnack bo tried for her
esy? If not, why not? Ills is the most 
appalling aud ludicrous—heresy since 
the Infallible Council of Bishops put the 
seal of God on the Priscilla epistles.

A Miniature Rebellion.
The Methodist Conference while in 

session in this city on May 16, had a lit
tle bout of Its own, which shows all Is 
not concord in the higher circles of that 
great church. In the midst of turmoil 
growing out of the clergy giving their 
free passes to the Auditorium to 
friends, then beating their own way by’ 
insulting doorkeepers, and ushers, and 
overriding policemen, all for their great 
love of God, W. H. Warnock, a lay dele
gate from Cincinnati, rose in his place
and unmercifully scored the 
choker fraternity by declaring:

“Some ministers are used to 
everything their own way, and

white-

having 
do not

consider themselves amenable to the 
civil law. They think they are a little 
better than anybody else.”

The words must have come from the 
heart. They certainly expressed a greaj; 
and well-known truth.

■ Riches Versus Righteousness.
The Income of John D. Rockefeller is 

reckoned at $70,000,000. "It is easier 
for n camel to go through the eye of a 
needle than for a rich man to enter the 
kingdom of God.”

The son of this rich man, has n Sun
day school class of sixty children. Will 
he obey the command of Jesus to sell 
all he has, or inherits, and give it to the 
poor in order to have ti ensure la 
heaven?

Philosophically Correct.
"The law that discourages the suicide 

of a damphool Is a bad law. The legis
lature owes something to society.” So 
says M. Grier Kidder in the Truth 
Seeker. . ■

An Illegitimate World,
Now there‘is great lamentation be

cause no record can be found of Adam 
and Eve’s marriage. Are we all illegiti
mate? That is the great question which 
should convulse the world. ,

.vse
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,.! ■ I In his introduction to “Studies in Spedtrum An
I-. alysis/’ Sir Norman Lockyer points out that a change of 

l ^scientific opinion is a healthy sign, indicating research 
■ and progress. He says: “The work of the true man of sci- 

„ ence is a perpetual striving after a better and closer 
knowledge ot the planet on which his lot is cast, and of 
the universe in the vastness of which that planet is lost. 
The only way' of doing this effectually is to proceed as 

> gradually, and therefore as surely as possible, along the 
dim untrodden ground lying beyond the known.’” 

- After instancing a few of the rich harvests of knowl
edge which had been gathered from an exceeding small 
germ of thought, he continues, “Each step of this kind 

• has more firmly knit the universe together, has welded it 
. into a more and more perfect whole, and has enhanced the 

marvelous beauty of its structure. Science can never be 
, so flourishing as when she is’changing her opinions, be

cause her opinions can never be changed unless she lias 
acquired a number of new truths.” '

The closing part of this century has been remarkable 
for the diligence with which our scientists have scrutiny 
ized every phenomenon of nature and the immense fund 
of fresh facts which has rewarded their researches. We 
need not, therefore, be surprised to find that some very 
radical changes have taken place in the opinions-held by 
the leading exponents of scientific thought in reference to 
the nature of those sources from which phenomena are 

, produced. -
These changes thought, so far as the main body of 

scientific opinion irconcerned, are usually so gradual in 
their operation that the movement is imperceptible until 

~ it is accomplished. Looking back over the records of 
' years in which radical changes have been made, it is im

possible oftentimes to lay the hand upon the time when 
the transition from the old to the new first became an es

. tablished fact. There is a gradually dawning recognition 
. of the truth. At first tentatively put forward, it com
mends itself to an ever increasing number, until, without 
any show of hands, it is recognized that the majority of 

• the intellectual electorate, who rule by quality and pot 
by quantity, have ratified the change. But even long be

' . fora the-new position has been accepted as orthodox sci
ence and the old position abandoned, fresh theories are , 
being propounded, fresh data is being gathered by the 
tireless energy of the searchers into nature’s secrets. Nor 
can we speak of the acceptance of a theory as though tjie 

•, ,vast body of scientists were a unit which speaks with one 
voice. Fortunately scientists are not automata, and there 

■ are very considerable and healthy differences of opinion 
upon the most fundamental propositions. So that at no 

. time can it be asserted that" any theory is held by all the 
votaries of the many branches of science. Since science 

< rejoices in the absence of a creed, there must always be a 
large margin left for those who do not agree with a state
ment of scientific conclusion, especially since science is 
continually advancing. On-one hand we have those who 
have not yet reached the conclusions accepted by the vast 
body of students. Dn the other hand, there are always 
those advanced intellects who, leaving behind them settled 
conclusions from verified facts, are already advancing 

' . through new experimental research, to more profound 
- ■ statements, to wider generalizations of nature’s laws. The 

tendency of the trend of scientific thought is. therefore al
; Ways a more profitable object of study than the considera- 
,tion merely of accepted theories, and that study finds its 
most fruitful field in the declarations and ^le propositions 
of recognized leaders in scientific circles. ’ '

If we can by this means discover some common point 
'towards which the streams of investigation converge, we ' 
may with some confidence anticipate that that point of 
Convergence will ere long be recognized by an ever in

; creasing number as one of the accepted theories of mod
ern science. .

The value of such a looking into the future is self-evi
dent. As I will attempt to show later, this generalization' ( 
from experience has led to the discovery of most import- . 
ant facts, which otherwise might have long remained in 
¡the terra incognita of science. .

■.•'■ It is true that in thus anticipating the conclusions of or- : 
thodox science one runs counter to that large school of 
physicists who would banish logic from the realm of phys- 1 
ics, and who through some peculiar view of things regard ; 
a deduction as an enemy of science; as though the creation , 
of man’s high function (reason) was a sheer waste of ma- , 
terial by our good mother nature. Now while every one J 

: inust recognize the folly of endeavoring to bend facts so 
that they will support preconceived opinions, it ought not : 
to be forgotten that a refusal to recognize possible expla
nations is no less foolish. The “sixth sense” (reason) is , 
surely of equal value, to say the least, with any of the ' 
other five upon whose evidence science is wont to rely. .

In this essay an attempt will be made to collect and col- , 
,late some of the facts recently verified by modern investi-

seiousness has been found to be a third factor equally 
fundamental with matter and force. So that instead of 
the former duality we now have Hie trinity ot science, 
while life must apparently be considered as an inseparable 
concomitant of the three.

The evidences of the existence of life and conscious
ness have been traced gradually backward through the 
lower forms of the vegetable kingdom, where has been 
found the presence of vitality possessing selective capac
ity, into the so-called inorganic world of the mineral king
dom, even to the very elements themselves where similar 
selective and directive power has been discovered.

The theory of dead matter and blind force has been dis
placed by the recognition of ever-present life and infinite 
grades of consciousness. Equally important has been the 
gradually strengthening conviction that these various fac
tors in nature’s problems are not isolated, each standing 
alone, unrelated to the others, but that each may rather be 
considered-as simply an aspect of one great reality of 
which empirical scientific research can reveal nothing save 
as it is manifested through its trinity of aspects..

intellecjt a power gf . expansion—I might almost call it a 
power of cieatioi}—which is brought into play by the 
simple brooding upon facts. The legend of the spirit 
brooding over Chiqos may have originated in the knowl
edge of this power»”

Sbe in)tp jh tnnitp of Science.
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gators and the conclusions to which we arc necessarily led 
thereby. ■ '

■ . In order io discern not only the new tone but also the 
radical departure which has taken and is taking place, it 
is necessary to recall to our minds the position formerly 
taken. The army of science in order to record the length 
of its march, must recall its old bivouac. ¿It a time so 
recent that jt is within the memory of all, the man of sci
ence had arrived at the conclusion that there were two 
basic elements in the universe, and all phenomena were 
thought to be referable to their interaction. These two 

■ were Matter and Motion. With few exceptions all physi
cists united in regarding the ultimate constituents of mat
ter as absolutely indivisible, inert, inelastic, dead atoms.

Motion was by many regarded as a characteristic of the 
- matter, while others^ naming it force, thought it to be 

an independent, substantial entity, which is not a prop
' erty of matter, otherwise than by its power to act upon it. 

. Force, according to this school, resides not in the atoms, 
but in the space between them. This force was pictured 

■ as blind. Neither life nor intelligence was attributed to 
it. These latter were deemed to have been evolved in 
some unknown and undiscoverable operation of this 
blind force upon dead matter. No attempt was made to 

r formulate any explanation which would account for the 
bringing into existence of life and mentality, nor was it 
thought that the existence of life involved the co-exist

: ence of intelligence. Intelligence was a later product.
The order of things in point of time was first matter and 

■ motion (or force); next Ufe, and lastly intelligence. As 
to force, investigation had not yet shown any .connection 
between its various forms, and each was looked upon as a 
separate entity not negessarily bearing any relation to the 
other forces. There was no apparent link between light 

: and sound; heat and magnetism were total strangers to.
•' each other. Such were, briefly, the views formerly ac

cepted by the leaders of scientific thought. ~
A most radical, though gradual, change lias taken place. 

: The following pages will attempt to show, by extracts 
from the utterances and writings of acknowledged leaders 

...of present-day science, that a new school of thought is 
.: now growing up whose ideas, when definitely formulated, 

will be found to be at an almost entire variance with that 
which formerly obtained. This new school finds, as a re
suit of its investigations and conclusions, that the hard, 
indivisible, inelastic, ultimate particle of matter must at 
lastgivc way to and is resolved into.a center of force oper
ating in a relatively homogeneous substance; instead of in- 

■ - ertia, continual change with an inherent process of trans
formation is observed. It has been discovered that there 
is but one force and that its various forms are linked to
gether by the infinite rates of vibration,'those rates ex

. pressing themselves in harmony with the grade of the me
dium of matter through which they are sensed. Con-

{The IDalue ot Cbeorijation. \
Before taking up the consideration of the main ques

tion it may be well to attempt to realize the value of the 
working hypothesis which our scientific friends utilize to 
the full, and jncidentaliy the merits of all theorization, 
for all through our process of learning we find that the 
verified facts of one individual, must be to another, uijtil 
he has developed the power to also verify them, mere hy
potheses, to be worked upon to just the extent that they 
seem reasonable and in proportion to the confidence which 
he has in the one who proclaims them. The working hy
potheses of one generation and one stage of evolution, are 
the verified facts of a later generation and of a more ad
vanced mental perception. The mathematical rules 
which the schoolboy used because of his confidence in his 
teacher, or his fear of the rod, are to him at first mere hy
potheses, but to his teacher they aje, as they may be to 
him subsequently, the most certain of facts. We progress 
in the larger school of life—in the academy of nature—in 
much the same way; by working out and verifying na
ture’s rules, diftovered and declared to us by those more 
advanced than we. In the one case, as in the other, rapid 

"progress is accomplished only by working upon the rules 
thus laid down until we have by our own experience dem
onstrated that the rule is true or discovered wherein it is 
false. Facts having been collected by slow and tedious 
processes where the “sublime patience of the scientist” 
has been exhibited, it becomes necessary to relate those 
facts to each other, to find the underlying laws which 
unite them, and by thus finding the law, making possible 
predictions as to its future operations. In this endeavor 
to find their co-relation, the value of the working hypoth
esis is shown, and its use invoked. The mind leaps, as it 
were, from the isolated facts to the law which binds them. 
An explanation is invented. If it fits all the facts, it is, 
temporarily at least, accepted. It remains good until one 
of two things happens, either new facts are discovered 
which are inconsistent with the explanation or some more 
simple and therefore more reasonable solution is found. 
If the former occurs, then the inventive faculty of the 
human mind is again called into requisition, modifications 
of the hypothesis are made or possibly an entirely new 
light dawns upon the investigator and a clearer approach 
to the truth is made. But all progress is heralded by the 
exercise of the power of theorization.

What is a theory? It is a more or less intelligible and 
rational explanation of things. It serves to relate cause 
and effect. Every explanation is a theory. Every ac
counting for things is a theory. The power to theorize is 
one of those powers the possession.of which in a marked 
degree distiuguishes the human being from the animal, 
the civilized from the savage, (he wise and learned from 
the ignorant and foolish. Instead of being a term of re
proach, the power to theorize, in other words, reason and 
explain, is an indication of the highest mental develop
ment. In the words of Herbert Spencer, “In the forma
tion of a theory we have the highest condition of the hu
man mind.” The ignorant savage is able to theorize to 
but a limited extent. He hns not foresight or prudence. 
He cannot look forward into the future; he lives but 
from hand to mouth. As we advance in mental strength 
we theorize more, and more as the mental vigor grows. 
The more highly developed the man the stronger his 
power of theorization. Holder, in his life of Charles Dar
win, says: “Why was Darwin so much greater than others? 
For one thing—because he had the genius of scientific hy
pothesis.” ‘

The speculations of the man of science are usually an 
argument in petto, in which the law of analogy is the 
major premiss, observed facts the minor, and the proposed 
theory is the deduction. The existence of a theory, 
when true, often serves to bring about the discovery of 
new facts, for instance, the discovery of the fifth satellits 
of J upitcr is said to have taken place as the result of the . 
theorizing of one of our best known Toronto amateur as
tronomers (Mr. A. Elvins). When the great red spot on 
Jupiter was noticed by the astronomers in 1878, Mr. El
vins suggested that the ]ilanet was ejecting matter which 
would become a satellite. Thirteen years later, reasoning 
from the data which was accessible to him, he came to the 
conclusion that the matter composing the spot was in real
ity a new satellite. He called the attention of Prof.
Barnard to his opinion, apd in 1892 Prof. Barnard, by ob
servation confirmed the 'theory. To Mr. Elvin’s intuitive 
perception and reasoning belongs a very large share of the 
honor of the discovery. '

Another instance of the verification of a theory by a 
subsequently established fact is found in the discovery by 
Leverrier and Galle, in 1846, of the planet Neptune. 
Speaking of this, Prof. Ludwig Buchner, in Appleton’s 
Popular Scientific Monthly, February, 1898, reviewing 
scientific progress in the closing century, says: “This dis
covery must be regarded as one of the greatest triumphs 
of astronomical science, since it was the fruit of a demon
stration by mathematical calculations of the existence of 
a heavenly body, while the actual finding and identifica
tion of it were achieved afterwards by means of the tele
scope.” '

Tyndall in his address delivered before the British As
sociation at Liverpool in 1870, (which can be found in 
“Fragments of Science”) makes an eloquent plea for the 
exercise of this high faculty of the human soul. He 
says: “There are tories even in science who regard imag
ination as a faculty to be feared and avoided rather than 
employed; bounded and conditioned by eo-operant reason, 
imagination becomes the mightiest instrument of the hu
man mind. In fact without this power, our knowledge of 
nature would be a mere tabulation of coexistence and se
quences. We would still believe in the succession of day 
and night; of summer and winter, but the'soul of force 
would be dislodged from our universe; causal relations 
would disappear, and with them that science which is now

Ky f. Ê. Uítus, Kartista,
©t Toronto, Ganaba

We have spokemof thestwo great aspects of nature upon 
which orthodox science: built all observable phenom
ena, that is Mattei' or Substance, and Motion or Force, 
for these pairs of terms have been used convertibly.

Thomas Huxley was, I believe, the first, of modern sci
entists of acknowledged standing, to come to the conclu
sion that a third factor of equal antiquity, as essentially 
basic as the two already recognized, must be introduced. 
This third element he recognized as Consciousness.

In order to get a bird’s-eye view of the great change 
which has taken place in scientific, conclusions, the most 
convenient method will be to take each of the three fac
tors separately and note the change of attitude in refer
ence to it; and finally consider what conclusions should 
be drawn from the facts recently discovered. That the 
change of attitude is an advance may I think fairly be as
sumed from the fact (liât the view in regard to each of the 
three aspects of things has broadened until each is seen 
to overlap to some extent the other. This indicates a
nearer approach to the very basisi of things. Philosoph
ically all nature must in the ultimate be recognized as one. 
As a jnatter of fact tjie scientist—-more especially the phil
osophic scientist—does so regard it. And if this unity be 
a fact, then we may expect that the advance in scientific 
knowledge will be accomplished by a clearer and deeper 
recognition of this fundamental Unity;

force.
Of those three aspects let us then first consider force 

and see what changes' have taken place as a result of re
cent experiments. _ ■ /

We formerly spoke of magnetism, electricity, heat, 
light, sound and nervous energy, as though they.were 
distinct entities, bearing no relation to each other.

Sir William Grove (in the Preface to his essay upon the 
“Correlation of Physical Forces”) says that at the time his 
essay was written (1842), so far as he was aware, “The the
ory that the so-called imponderables are affections of ordi
nary matter, that they are resolvable into motion, that 
they are to be regarded in their action on matter as forces, 
and not as specific entities, and that they are capable of 
mutual reaction, thence alternately acting as cause and 
effect, had not at that time been publicly advanced.” 
Observation and experiment have shown, however, that 
each of these form's of energy may be changed into the 
other. One form of this transmutation is indicated by 
Doctor Edward L. Youmans in his introduction to “The 
Correlation and Conservation of Forces.” “The star-suns 
of the remotest galaxies dart their radiation across the 
universe; and, although the distances are so profound that 
hundreds of centurips may have been required to traverse 
them, the impulses qf forep enter the eye, and, impressing 
an atomic change upon the nerve, give origin to the sense 
of sight. Star and iherve-tissue are parts of the same sys
tem; stellar and- nfervous forces 'are correlated. Nay, 
more; sensation awakens thought and kindles emotion, so 
that this wondrous dynamic chain binds into living unity 
the realms of matter and mind through measureless am
plitudes of space and time?’

The above extract pictures the conversion of external 
physical forces into, emotion and thought. The inverse 
operation also takes place/ and thought and emotion are 
changed into various formk of physical force. That form 
of universal enprgyfl'.wj).icli, operating in our nervous or
ganism, we term nej’ve foi;ce, possesses also the power of 
emitting light. Common examples are found in the 
lightning'bug arid in other insects and fishes. The elec
tric eel is one instance of nerve force assuming the form 
of electricity, and other fishes and animals have the power 
of giving distinct electric shocks.

Mr. Howard Swan, in the “Electrical Engineer,” re
ports some experiments and discoveries showing the es
sential unity of several forms of force. After a long 
course of experiments, Mr. Swan has found that a certain 
faint, slow-moving phosphorescence, (phosphorescence 
being simply, light without sensible heat) to be observed 
with suitable precautions in a dark room, within the'eye
ball or optic nerve (hitherto thought to be due to the cir
culation of the blood) is sensitive to sound vibrations, be
ing thrown into various movements, which are subject to 
laws, some of which he has determined by experiment. 
Musical sounds produce the"strongest effect. - When the 
sound is a definite word, a tendency can be noticed in this 
nerve-light to form patterns more or less geometric. It is 
also more brilliant at times. Mr. Swan thinks that the 
variation of apparent luminosity and speed of movement 
may possibly be subjected to mathematical treatment. 
The fact that the patterns are to some extent under con
trol of the will by the choice of words and sounds, gives a 
suggested inter-relationship of what has been regarded 
usually as mechanical forces wjth the mental activity of 
thought.

The conclusion to be drawn from this observation be
ing, that mental action—thoughts—moves and moulds at 
the same time, the organs of speech and sight, and that 
this one high quality of force (the mental) expresses itself 
at one and the same time, as physical form, electricity and 
nerve action, sound and light.

Tesla makes mention of the same fact. In his lecture 
before the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, February,- 
1893, (see “Nikola Tesla, His Inventions,” etc., page 295) 
he said: “It now does not seem improbable that, when by 
the power of thought an image is evoked, a distinct reflex 
action, no matter how weak, is exerted upon certain ends 
of the visual nerves,-and therefore upon the retina. * * * 
Helmholtz has shown that .the fundi of the eye are them
selves luminous, and he was able to see in total darkness 
the movement of his arm by the light of his own eyes. * * 
It is fluorescence of brain action, as it were. * * At times, 
when a sudden idea or visage presents itself to the intel
lect, there is a distinct and sometimes painful sensation of 
■luminosity produced‘4n the eye, observable even in broad 
daylight.” r[ .

Along the same line are’the experiments conducted by 
Mrs. Watts-Hughes and Di. H. Holbrook Curtis, demon
stratingthat sound lias bofft form and color. , -.

Dr. Curtis in “The Scientific American,’’May 29, 1897, 
describes the simple,jmechanism of the instrument which 
is required to transinute-the sound of the human voice 
into the melody of geometric form—the instrument being 
a disk covered withi“a mqiubrane,- a small drum-head in 
fact.' After, giving-the description he informs us that

when a note is struck, throws upon a canvass the form 
and color, so that the color, form and melody are all pro
duced at the same time.

Sir William Grove defines “Correlation” as “A neces
sary reciprocal production; in other words, that any force 
capable of producing another may, in its turn, be pro
duced by it.” (“Correlation of Physical Forces”). We 
see how aptly this fact has been illustrated by the experi
ments above noticed. A wider range of this law than 
Mr. Grove enumerated has been found.. Not only does 
physical force become transformed into thought, but 
thought transforms itself into forms of. physical force. 
The realms of matter and mind are correlated. Stellar 
forms are transmuted into thought. Correlatively, 
thought passes out into the physical world and is there 
registered as physical force. Transposing Doctor You
mans’ words, “This wondrous dynamic chain of correla
tion binds into living unity the realms of mind and mat
ter, thought kindles emotion, impresses an atomic change 
upon the nerve, becomes an impulse of force which, trav
eling outward, though it may require myriads of millen
niums to compass its flight, will exert its influence upon 
the remotest star which swings in the profound depths of 
space.”

We are enabled to partially trace the path of force as it 
travels from low to high through varying grades of mat
ter. Both the atmosphere and the ether are now included 
under the designation matter. -

We all know that solid can be converted to liquid, and 
liquid to gas by the application of heat. The effect of 
this rise of temperature being increased activity of the 
particles of matter in the body. The space, which sep
arates the molecules even in the most solid body, is en
larged, and the molecules have freer play, and become 
more intensely active. In other words, the change from 
the denser to more rarefied forms of matter is always ac
companied by an increase of the rate of vibration of the
force which manifests through the form. The higher the 

.temperature of the heat applied the more rarefied is the 
form of substance. It is*  found, however, that a low 
grade of electrical energy will accomplish the dissociation 
of the chemical atom (the highest grade of matter known 
to chemists) just as effectively as an extremely high grade 
of heat—thus linking the action of the two.

B !5cale of tPibrations.
Omitting the solid and liquid forms of matter with 

which we are familiar, let us watch the operation of force 
in the higher forms of air and ether.

On the average, sound travels through the air at thè 
rate of 1140 feet per second. Sixteen beats per second 
means that a wave length is one-sixteenth of 1140 feet 
(about 71 feet). The lowest sound the human ear can 
hear is said to be one caused by a wave length not longer 
than about 71 feet, sixteen of which beat upon the drum 
of the ear within a second of time. The shorter the wave 
length, the more beats or vibrations there will be in a sec
ond and the higher the tone will become. For instance, 
Parting at the sixteen vibrations per second—the lowest 
audible sound—and gradually increasing the rate of vibra- 
lion so that the wave lengths are shorter and therefore 
strike the ear more rapidly, we run up through the scale 
of sounds until we arrive at the conversational tone of the 
average male voice at 128 per second. From 256 to 512 
is the range of the woman’s conversational voice. We 
thus run up through the scale of sounds until at a 
rate variously estimated at from 36,000 to 50,000 per 
second the highest sound the human ear can detect has 
been reached and so far as our physical organ of hearing 
can discern, we pass on into eternal silence. All this has 
been occasioned by the operation of an increasing rate of 
vibration of force in the substance known as air. But 
that is not the limit of the rate of vibration. Force con
tinues to increase in its intensity as it passes from air to 
the form of substance known as ether.

The comparatively coarse air is too gross to serve as the 
medium for the higher rates of vibration, and the more 
refined and sensitive ether becomes necessarily the vehicle 
of expression. We are told that force expresses itself as 
electricity between about the limit of sound and the rate 
of nearly thirty-four and one-half billions of vibrations. 
From thirty-five billions to thirty-five trillions, we are in
formed, is as an unknown region of vibrations which our 
senses have not yet been able to detect, measure and iden
tify. At thirty-five trillions of vibrations per second 
force appears to us in the form of heat. From the lowest 
degree of heat to the highest each step is marked and 
caused by an increasingly high rate of vibration in which 
the sense of touch is affected—as, lower in the scale, the 
sense of hearing was reached. At about four hundred 
trillions of vibrations per second we get the first faint low 
tinge of red. Our sense of sight is now being appealed to. 
Increasing the rate we are now carried on through higher 
and higher colors until at about seven hundred and fifty 
trillions per second of vibration of force in ether the 
highest violet color is reached and passed. Yet we know 
(here are higher colors than those noted. Our photo
graphic camera has caught the ultra violet or actinic rays 
even where our physical eye was too dull to penetrate, and 
the spectroscope reveals rays of light vibrations as high as 
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five trillions per 
second.. Recently the Roentgen ray was discovered with 
its immense rate of hundreds of quadrillions of vibrations 
per second, and with a wave length which Dr. Fromm esti
mates to be only one-seventy-fifth of that which is found 
in the highest violet color. AH this points to the proba
bility that there is no limit to the rates of vibration, that 
our senses cover only the small arc of an infinite circle, 
that there are octaves of vibrations stretching out in nev
er-ending succession of transcending harmonies and most 
beautiful sights. One force with infinite rates of vibra
tion, operating in one substance with its infinite grades óf 
density. Sir William Grove, when he refers the causation 
of all the forms of force to one omnipresent influence, is 
but voicing the opinion of other scientists.

Thus we see how that force is regarded as fundament
ally a unit, though presenting itself as heat, light, nerve 
fluid, etc., as it operates with greater or lesser intensity, 
through different physical mechanism; it being possible to 
change one form or subdivision of force into other forms, 
sound into color and form, nerve force into light; thought 
being a link in this endless chain of vibrating force. The 
whole range of phenomena is due to a difference in tire 
rate of vibration;, which difference of rate is accompanied 
by a corresponding variation in the density of the form of 
matter through which it manifests. -

(To be continued.) - ,

HIS ANGELJVIFE CAME
And Guided Him on His

Journey.
To the Editor:—During a social chat 

the writer had a few evenings ago with 
a friend and well-known citizen of Clan
ton, our conversation drifted to the oc
cult or mysterious powers possessed by 
so many individuals at this age of the 
world, the close of the nineteenth cen
tury. After the writer had related a 
number of his experiences with deni
zens of the spirit or unseen world while 
Investigating the truths of Modern 
Spiritualism, his friend in turn and who 
is no Spiritualist, or at least does not 
claim to be, related what he termed 
some very mysterious experiences.

“Two winters ago,” he said, “I went 
down to Pennsylvania where I lived 
when a small boy and the nearest rail
road station to my destination is twen
ty-three miles away. From Canton I 
went by rail to Pittsburg where I 
changed roads and was landed at a 
small station about sundown in the 
most mountainous section of that great 
state. Upon arriving there I learned 
that no conveyance could be had to con
vey me over the mountains to my desti
nation and as I did not care to remain 
there over night, I concluded to' walk 
since the roads were in fair condition. 
Getting all the Information I could as 
to the best roads and nearest route, I 
started out on my long and lonesome 
Journey. I had gone but a few miles, 
however, when the darkness of night 
came on, and for the first time I began 
to think of friends and home, but I had 
gone too far to turn back, and did not 
care to put up with a farmer over 
night (and by-Jhe way that section of 
country) Is not settled as thickly as is 
Ohio) therefm-e I went on and on and 
finally came to a cross road, and being 
undecided which way to turn, I called 
first upon God and then Maggie, my 
spirit wife, who had passed to the great 
beyond a few years ago, to come to me 
If it were possible for her to do so and 
guide me on the right road.

"While in an unsettled state of mind 
as to whether I should turn to the right 
or to the left, whom should I see but my 
angel wile. All at once she appeared a 
lew yards from me, dressed In a lovely 
white robe and beckoned me to follow 
her. For a moment 1 was frightened, 
but all fear soon passed away. I then 
began to walk taster, hoping to catch 
up with her, but failed to do so and all 
of a sudden she disappeared as myste
riously’ as sho came. She was not walk
ing on the ground as I was, but, In
stead, she seemed to be floating In mid
air and but a few feet above the 
ground. After going perhaps a mile I 
came to another cross-road and to my 
surprise Maggie, my guardian angel, 
was seen again and again beckoned me 
to follow her which I willingly did, but 
bad not gone far until site vanished as 
before. Thus she guided me from hour 
Io hour during that long and lonesome 
journey, and Just before the break of 
day and I being near my destination, 
slie came to me again and after waving 
to me a farewell greeting she vanished 
to be seen no more that night. This 
story, or rather, z those experiences I 
have but seldom related and then only 
to intimate friends. I have, howeverr 
seen my- dear wife often since, some
times nt-my bedside during tlpgrulght, 
and upon several occasions she has 
come to me when I visited a certain 
grove near Canton and when alone.”

Now a word.to the skeptic or non-be
liever in spirit return and guidance. If 
my friend did not see his spirit wife, 
yet he claims be did and was guided by 
her hour after hour on that lonely 
night, who was It or what was It that 
guided him and led him safely to his 
Journey’s end? , E. R KIDD ’

Canton, Ohio. ’

when treated properly the membrane of this instrument is 
far more sensitive tdPthe eSact pitch than the human ear. 
It may produce one-fialf, qne-quarter arid lower fractional 
tones. For a given instrument the figures' are exactly the 
same for.a given tone,bulfthe figures vary with the ten
sion of the membrane and^the size of the disk. The qual
ity of the voice whicli' produces the sound is also recorded. 
The more beautiful the voice and the more perfectly em
ployed with respect tp overtone production or harmonic 
richness, the more-delicate and'beautiful will be the pic
ture. The picture is as exact as the tuning-fork in deter
mining pitch. Thus 'is obtained a geometric musical 
scale. Some of our familiar airs are said to produce most 
beautiful pictures when.thus thrown on this form-produc
ing instrument. For instance, “Home, Sweet Home” is 
said to produce a perfect picture of ferns and mosses and

binding the facts of nature to an organic whole.” ’’ 
' Imagination may be regarded as: the faculty or power 
possessed by~the personal consciousness Jo draw upon the 
larger fund of experience and knowledge possessed by the 
immortal ego, and, through that immortal ego, to come in 
contact to some extent with the universal consciousness.of 
which it is a facet and expression. The picture evoked by 
the imagination is, as the word itself implies, an image; 
often very imperfect and very’ much distorted, but still a. 
partially successful attempt to reflect and reproduce in the! -------- -- -------- -- uuu musses ana
physical bram consciousness a picture of the great reali- all the luxuriance of submarine vegetation—a- melodv of 
ties, the fundamental facts and laws of nature which have f~~----------- n....... j.. <
their basis and lie hidden in the world beyond. Prof.

'tiems of Thought.
Perhaps the greatest triumph of aD. moral writings, in

cluding sermons, is that at. least they have produced some 
sweet and innocent sleep.—Arthur Helps. ■

I choose the noble part of Emerson, when after various 
disenchantments he exclaims, “I covet the truth.” ’ The 
gladness of true heroism visits the heart of him who is 
really competent to say this.—John Tyndall. : '

Human-laws exist only to prevent one'from injuring 
another, or others, that is, from violating individual rights 
or public order. The law has no right to enslave a man; 
and it does make a slave of that man whose free will is co
erced' in matters directly concerning himself alone.— 
Moncure D. Conway. ■

If in this world there is a figure of perfect purity, it is 
a mother holding in her thrilled and happy arms het 
child. The doctrine that woman is the slave or serf ofJi , 11 1 1 >. -.-r------ M.WWVA.MV luuu wvuiirn io L11U Diavu Ui bUli Ui

form accompanying the melody of sound. Not only has man—whether it comes from heaven or from hell, from 
m a-u * i j j- , ; ’ . —*■  cac“ tone its characteristic form, but it has also its own God or a demon, from the eolden streets of the New TernTyndall intuitively sensed this fountain of imagination peculiar shade of color which many musicians are able to i ’ * '’ oul l^goiaen?treel.sol tlie ^ew Jeru-

_ . —i see; and recently an instrument has been invented which, jfor he used these inspired words: “There is in the human salem. or from the very Sodom of perdition—is savagery 
pure and simple.—Ingersoll. ' . .

“AM 1 MY BROTHER’S KEEPER?”

Come out into the sun, and air, and 
broad blue sky, .

And if you hear a katy did, mark bow 
it sings;

Inspect its whole anatomy, its legs and 
wings,

And some good lesson learn in all that 
passes by.

Have you but breathed the fetid air of 
pent-up town?

Then come with me and we will go into 
tlie wood,

And romp, and play, in all the jov of 
freedomhood:

And. if it’s autumn, watcli brown leaves 
come tumbling down.

If winter reigns, we’ll club Icicles from 
the trees.

And wash eacli other's faces In the 
crystal snow;

And laugh to see our cheeks put on a - 
healthy glow;

And make cow trails in it by walking on 
our knees.

Should spring send forth the vigor of 
awaking life.

We'll hupt arbutus on the hill, and by 
some stream

Tick sky-blue violets, and fern, and 
lounge and dream, ■

Far from the marts of men and all their 
painful strife.

If summer fructify its many fruits and 
seeds.

And the big sun is sweltering, and 
winds are hot.

Then by some shady pool, some para- 
disal spot, .

We will refresh ourselves and talk of 
men’s good deeds.

For man is not all bad—sometimes his 
acts are vile.

But do we study how our brother to re
form?

Are not our statutes made to measure 
harm by harm?

Whereas, they should breathe only love, 
avoiding guile.

I fear we .do misjudge the way when we ' 
do make

Lite answer life, and for so’many trifles 
rob

Men of their liberty. Brothers, give up 
the Job!

Our penal plan Is scarcely better than 
the stake!

The days of Bruno long ago were ' 
passed: the plow -

That had Its mould-board made of Wood 
has lost Its use;

While we are tardy to reform the 
state’s abuse! ■

Where is the social patentee whom we - 
need now? :

Another century is here about tb dawn,
Let’s gird our loins and be our brother’s ’ 

keeper; then ... -
If he do wrong we will reclaim with: ■ 

love; and when . .
We may do that the animal shall all be ""

gone. B. F. SLITER.

"Death XJeEeated; or tbe Psychic Se- 
cret.of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D.- Price $1, 
For sale at this Office. . - „
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. . In his introduction to “Studies in Spectrum An
alysis,” Sir Norman Lockyer points out that a change of 

. scientific opinion is a healthy sign, indicating research 
and progress. He says: “The work of the true man of scr- 

_ euce is a perpetual striving alter a better and closer 
knowledge of the planet on which liis lot is cast, and of 
the universe iu the vastness of which that planet is lost. 
The only way of doing this effectually is to proceed as 
gradually, and therefore as surely as possible, along the 
dim untrodden ground lying beyond the known.’”

■ After instancing a few of the rich harvests of knowl
edge which had been gathered from an exceeding small 
germ of thought, he continues, “Each step of this kind 

• has more firmly knit the universe together, has welded il 
into a more and more perfect whole, and has enhanced the 

, marvelous beauty of its structure. Science can never be 
so flourishing as when she is’changing her opinions, be
cause her opinions can never be changed unless she has 
acquired a number of new truths.” •

The closing part of this century has been remarkable 
for the diligence with which our scientists have scrutin
ized every phenomenon of nature and the immense fund 
of fresh facts which has rewarded their researches. We 
need not, therefore, be surprised to find that some very 
radical changes*'have  taken place in the opinions-held by 
the leading exponents of scientific thought in reference to 
the nature of those sources from which phenomena are 
produced. . . ■ ~

These changes ct thought, so far as the main body of 
scientific opinion iJconcerned, are usually so gradual in 
their operation that the movement is imperceptible until 

_ it is accomplished. Looking back over the records of 
years in which radical changes have been made, it is im
possible oftentimes to lay the liand upon the time when 

' the transition from the old to the new first became an es
tablished fact. There is a gradually dawning recognition 

.. of the truth. At first tentatively put forward, it com
mends itself to an ever increasing number, until, without 
any show of hands, it is recognized that the majority of 
the intellectual electorate, who rule by quality and not 
Ry quantity, have ratified the change. But even long be

. fore the-new position has been accepted as orthodox sci- 
.ence and the opposition abandoned, fresh theories are 
being propounded, fresh data is being gathered by the 
tireless energy of the searchers into nature’s secrets. Nor 
can we speak of the acceptance of a theory as though tjie 
vast body of scientists were a unit which speaks with one 
voice. Fortunately scientists are not automata, and there 
are very considerable and healthy differences of opinion 
upon the most fundamental propositions. So that at no 
'time can it be asserted that any theory is held by all the 
votaries of the many branches of science. Since science

sciousness has been found to be a third factor equally 
fundamental with matter and force. So that instead of 
the tormer duality we now have tjie trinity ot science, 
while life must apparently be considered as an inseparable 
concomitant oi the three.

The evidences of the existence of life and conscious
ness have been traced gradually backward through the 
lower forms of the vegetable kingdom, where has been 
found the presence of vitality possessing selective eapac- 
ity, into the so-called inorganic world of the mineral king
dom, even to the very elements themselves where similar 
selective and directive power has been discovered.

The theory of dead matter and blind force has been dis
placed by the recognition of ever-present life and-infinite 
grades of consciousness. Equally important has been the 
gradually strengthening conviction that these various fac
tors in nature’s problems are not isolated, each standing 
alone, unrelated to the others, but that each may rather be 
considered- as simply an aspect of one great reality of 
which empirical scientific research can reveal nothing save 
as it is manifested through its trinity of aspects.

intellect a power gf expansion—ji might almost call it a 

power of creatioq—which is brought into play by the 
simple brooding upon facts. The legend of the spirit 
brooding over Chaps imjy have originated in the knowl
edge of this powers” . --

Gbe Crinit? f)i mint? of Science.

f. )£♦ Œitus, barrister,
Toronto, Cañaba»
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> rejoices in the absence of a creed, there must always be a 
large margin left for those who do not agree with a state
ment of scientific conclusion, especially since science is 
continually advancing. Ón one hand we have those who 
have not yet reached the conclusions accepted by the vast 
body of students. On the other hand, there aré always 
those advanced intellects who, leaving behind them settled 
conclusions from verified -facts; are already advancing 
through new experimental Research, to more profound 
statements, to wider generaUzations.of nature’s laws. The 
tendency of the trend of scientific thought is therefore al
ways a more profitable object of study than the eonsidera
tion merely of accepted thepries, and that study finds its 
most fruitful field in the declarations and the propositions 

. of recognized leaders in scientific circles. ' ’ '
If we can by this means discover some cqmmon point 

"towards which the streams of investigation converge, we 
may with some confidence anticipate that that point of 
convergence will ere long be.recognized by- an ever in- 

( creasing number as one of the accepted theories of mod
ern science. ’ .

. The value of such a looking into the future is self-evi- 
'iflent. As I will attempt to show later, this generalization 

■ . from experience has led to the discovery of most import
ant facts, which otherwise might have long remained in 
the-terra incognita of science. ~

: . It is true that in thus anticipating the conclusions of or
thodox science one runs counter to that large school of 

. physicists who would banish logic from the reabn of phys
ics, and who through some peculiar view of things regard 
a deduction as an enemy of science; as though the creation 
of man’s high function, (reason) was a sheer waste of ma
terial by our good mother nature. Now while every one 

. : knust recognize the folly of endeavoring to bend facts so 
that they will support preconceived opinions, it ought not 
to be forgotten that a refusal to recognize possible expla
nations is no less foolish. The “sixth sense” (reason) is 
sqrely of equal value, to say the least, with any of the 
other five upon whose evidence science is wont to rely.

In tliis essay an attempt will be made to collect and col- 
,late some of the facts recently verified by modern investi
gators and the conclusions to which we are necessarily led 
thereby. •.

: In order to discern not only the new tone but also the 
; radical departure which has taken and is taking, place, it 

is necessary to recall to our minds the position formerly 
taken. The army of science in order to record the length 
of its march, must recall its old bivouac. At a time so 
recent that jt is within the memory of all, the man of sci
ence had arrived at the conclusion that there were two 
basic elements in the universe, and all phenomena were 
thought to be referable to their interaction. These two 
were Matter and Motion. With few exceptions all physi
cists united in regarding the ultimate constituents Of mat
ter as absolutely indivisible, inert, inelastic, dead atoms.

Motion was by many regarded as a characteristic of the 
- matter, while others' naming it force, thought it to be 

an independént, substantial entity, which is not a prop
erty of matter, otherwise than by its power to act upon it. 
Force, according to this school, resides not in the atoms, 
but in the space between them. This force was pictured 
as blind. Neither life nor intelligence was attributed to 
it. These latter were deemed to have been evolved in 
some unknown and undiscoverable operation of this 
blind force upon dead matter. No attempt was made to 
formulate any explanation which would account for the 
bringing into existence of life and mentality, nor was it 
thought that the existence of life involved the co-exist
ence of intelligence. Intelligence was a later product. 
The order of things in point of time was first matter and 
motion (or force); next life, and lastly intelligence. As
to force, investigation had not yet shown any^connection 
between its-various forms, and each was looked upon as a 
separate entity not nesessarily bearing any relation to the 
other forces. There was no apparent link between light 
and sound; heat and magnetism were total strangers to. 
each other. Such were, briefly, the views formerly ac
cepted by the leaders of scientific thought. ' "

A most radical, though gradual, change has ta^en place. 
The following pages will attempt to show, by extracts 
■from the utterances and writings of acknowledged leaders 
of present-day science, that a new school of thought is, 
now growing up whose ideas, when definitely formulated, 
will be found to be at an almost entire variance with that 
which formerly obtained. Tliis new school finds, as a're
mit of its investigations and conclusions, that the hard, 
indivisible, inelastic, ultimate particle of matter must at 
last give way to and is resolved into a center of force oper
ating in a relatively homogeneous substance; instead of in
ertia, continual change with ap inherent process of trans
formation is observed. It has been discovered that there 
is but onefforce and that its various forms are linked to
gether by the infinite rates of vibration,'those rates ex
pressing themselves in harmony with the grade of the me
dium of piatter through which they are sensed. Gon-.

Gbe Wue of Cbeorisation. _ .
Before taking up the consideration of the main ques

tion it may be well to attempt to realize the value of the 
working hypothesis which our scientific friends utilize to 
the full, and incidentally the merits of all theorization, 
for all through our process of learning we find that the 
verified facts of one individual, must be to another, until 
he has developed the power to also verify them, mere hy? 
potheses, to be worked upon to just the extent that they 
seem reasonable and in proportion to the confidence Winch 
he has in the one who proclaims them. The working hy
potheses of one generation and one stage of evolution, are 
the verified facts of a later generation and of a more ad
vanced mental perception. The mathematical rules 
which the schoolboy used because of liis confidence in his 
teacher, or his fear of the rod, are to him at first mere hy
potheses, but to liis teacher they afe, as they may be to 
him subsequently, the most certain of facts. We progress 
in the larger school of life—in the academy of nature—in 
much the same way; by working out and verifying na
ture’s rules, diftovered and declared to us by those inore 
advanced than we.' In the one case, as in the other, rapid 
progress is accomplished only by working upon the rules 
thus laid down until we have by our own experience dem
onstrated that the rule is true or discovered wherein it is 
false. Facts having been collected by slow and tedious 
processes where the “sublime patience of the scientist” 
has been exhibited, it becomes necessary to relate those 
facts to each other, to find the underlying laws which 
unite them, and by thus finding the law, making possible 
predictions as to its future operations. In tliis endeavor 
to find their co-relation, the value of the working hypoth
esis is shown, and its use invoked. The mind leaps, as it 
were, from the isolated facts to the law which binds them. 
An explanation is invented. If it fits all the facts, it is, 
temporarily at least, accepted. t It remains good until one 
of two things happens, either new facts are discovered 
which are inconsistent with the dxplanation or some more 
simple and therefore more reasonable solution is found.' 
If the former occurs, then the inventive faculty of the 
human mind is again called into requisition, modifications 
of the hypothesis are made or possibly an entirely new 
light dawns upon the investigator and a clearer approach 
to the truth is made. But all progress is heralded by the 
exercise of the power of theorization.

What is a theory?. It is a more or less intelligible and 
rational explanation of things. It serves to relate cause 
and effect. Every explanation is _ a theory. Every,ac
counting for things is a theory. The power1 to theorize is 
one of those powers tho possession.of which in a marked 
degree distinguishes the human being from the animal, 
the civilized from the savage, tire wise and learned from 
the ignorant and foolish. Instead of being a term of re
proach, the power to theorize, in other words, reason and 
explain, is an indication pf the highest mental develop
ment. In the words of Herbert Spencer, “In the forma
tion of a theory we have thd highest condition of the hu
man mind.” The ignorant savage is able to theorize to 
but a limited extent. He has not foresight or prudence. 
He cannot look forward into the future; he lives but 
from hand to mouth. As we advance in mental strength 
we theorize more and more as the mental vigor grows. 
The more highly developed the man the stronger his 
power of theorization. Holder, in his life of Charles Dar
win, says: “Why was Darwin so much greater than others? 
For one thing—because he had the genius of scientific hy
pothesis.”

The speculations of the man of science are usually an 
argument in petto, in which the law of analogy is the 
major premiss, observed facts the minor, and the proposed 
theory is the deduction. The existence of a theory, 
when true, often serves to bring about the discovery of 
new facts, for instance, the discovery of the fifth satellite 
of Jupiter is said to have taken place as the result of the 
theorizing of one of our best known Toronto amateur as
tronomers (Mr. A. Elvins). When the great red spot on 
Jupiter was noticed by the astronomers in 1878, Mr. El
vins suggested that the pilanet was ejecting matter which 
would become a satellite. Thirteen years later, reasoning 
from the data whiqh was accessible to him, he came to the 
conclusion that the matter composing the spot was in real
ity a new satellite. He called the attention of Prof. 
Barnard to liis opinion, apd in 1892 Prof. Barnard, by ob
servation confirmed the Theory. To Mr. Elvin’s intuitive 
perception and reasoning belongs a very large share of the 
honor of the discovery. '

Another instance of the verification of a theory by a 
subsequently established fact is found in the discovery by 
Leverrier and Galle, in 1846, of the planet Neptune. 
Speaking of this, Prof. Ludwig Buchner, ,in Appleton’s 
Popular Scientific Monthly, February, 1898, reviewing 
scientific progress in the closing century, says: “This His- 
covery must be regarded as one of the greatest triumphs 
of astronomical science, since it was the fruit of a demon
stration by mathematical calculations of the existence of 
a heavenly body, while the. actual finding and identifica
tion of it were'achieved afterwards by means of thei tele
scope.” .

Tyndall in his address delivered before the British As
sociation at Liverpool in 1870, (which can be found in 
“Fragments of Science”) makes an eloquent plea for the 
exercise of this high faculty of the human soul. He 
says: “There are tories even in science who regard imag
ination as a faculty to be feared and avoided rather than 
employed; bounded and conditioned by oo-operant reason, 
imagination becomes the mightiest instrument of the hu
man mind. In fact without this power, our knowledge of 
nature would be a mere tabulation of coexistence and se
quences. We would still believe in the succession of day 
and night; of summer and winter, but the'soul of force 
■would be dislodged from our universe; causal relations 
would disappear, and with them that science which is now
binding the facts of nature to an organic whole.” ’
C Imagination may be regarded as the faculty or power 
possessed by'the personal consciousness Jo draw upon the 
larger fund of experience and knowledge possessed by the 
immortal ego, and, through that immortal ego, to come in 
contact to some extent with the universal consciousness of 
which it is a facet and expression.’ The picture evoked by 
the imagination is, as the word itself implies, an image, 
often very imperfect and very much distorted, but still a.

We have spoken of thedwo great aspects of nature upon 
which orthodox science: built all observable phenom
ena, that is Matter or Substance, and Motion or Force, 
for these pairs of terms have been used convertibly.

Thomas Huxley was, I believe, the first, of modern sci
entists of acknowledged standing, to come to the conclu
sion that a third factor of equal antiquity, as essentially 
basic as the two already recognized, must be introduced. 
This third element he recognized as Consciousness.

In order to get a bird’s-eye view of the great change 
which has taken place in scientific conclusions, the mos : 
convenient, method will be to take each of the three fac
tors separately and note the change of attitude in refer
ence to it; and finally consider what conclusions should 
be drawn from the facts recently discovered. That the 
change of attitude is an advance may I think fairly be as
sumed from the fact that the view in regard to each of the 
three aspects of things has broadened until each is seen 
to overlap to some extent the other. This indicates a

i-

nearer approach to the very basis of things. Philosoph
ically all nature must in the ultimate be recognized as one. 
As a matter of fact the scientist—more especially the phil
osophic scientist—floes so regard it. And if this unity be 
a fact, then we may expect that the advance in scientific 
knowledge will be accomplished by a clearer and deeper 
recognition of this fundamental Unity:

force.
Of those three aspects let us then first consider force 

and see what changes1 have taken place as a result of re
cent experiments,. ■ > .

We formerly spoke of magnetism, electricity, heat, 
light, sound and nervous energy, as though they , were 
distinct entities, bearing no relation to each other.

Sir William Grove (in the Preface te his essay upon the 
“Correlation of Physical Forces”) says that at the time his 
essay was written (1842), so far as he was aware, “The the
ory that the so-called imponderables are affections of ordi
nary matter, that they are resolvable into motion, that 
they are to be regarded in their action on matter as forces, 
and not as specific entities, and that they are capable of 
mutual reaction, thence alternately acting as cause and 
effect, had not at that time been publicly advanced.” 
Observation and experiment have shown, however, that 
each of these forms of energy may be changed into the 
other. One form of this transmutation is indicated by 
Doctor Edward L. Youmans in his introduction to “The 
Correlation and Conservation of Forces.” “The star-suns 
of the remotest galaxies dart their radiation across the 
universe; and, although the distances are so profound that 
hundreds of centurjps rna); have been required to traverse 
them, the impulses qf forep enter the eye, and, impressing 
an atomic change upon the nerve, give origin to the sense 
of sight. Star and ihervfc-tissue are parts of the same sys
tem; stellar and- n&rvous, forces ’are correlated. Nay, 
more; sensation awajkens thought and kindles emotion, so 
that this wondrous dynamic chain binds into living unity 
the realms of matter and'mind through measureless am
plitudes of space and time.1’

The above extraqj: pictures the conversion of external 
physical forces intQt emotion and thought. The inverse 
operation also takes places and thought and emotion are 
changed into various forms of physical force. That form 
of universal enprgy;’wjdch', operating in our nervous or
ganism, we term nerve fpseej possesses also the power'of 
emitting light? Common examples are found in the 
lightning bug arid in other insects and fishes^ The elec
tric eel is one instance of nerve force assuming the form 
of electricity, and other fishes and animals have the power 
of giving distinct electric shocks.

Mr. Howard Swan, in the “Electrical Engineer,” re
ports some experiments and discoveries showing the es
sential unity of several forms of force. After a long 
course of experiments, Mr. Swan has found that a certain 
faint, slow-moving phosphorescence, (phosphorescence 
being simply light without sensible heat) to be observed 
with suitable precautions in a dark room, within the' eye
ball or optic nerve (hitherto thought to be due to the cir
culation of the blood) is sensitive to sound vibrations, be
ing thrown into various movements, which are subject to 
laws, some of which he has determined by experiment. 
Musical sounds produce the'strongest effect. - When the 
sound is a definite word, a tendency can bp noticed in this 
nerve-light to form patterns more or less'geometric. It is 
also more brilliant at times. Mr. Swan thinks that the 
variation of apparent.luminosity and speed of movement 
may possibly be subjected to mathematical treatment. 
The fact that the patterns are to some extent under con
trol of the will by the choice of words and sounds, gives a 
suggested inter-relationship of what has been regarded 
usually as mechanical forces with the mental activity of 
thought.

The conclusion to be drawn from this observation be
ing, that mental action—thoughts—moves and moulds at

whtfn a note is struck, throws upon a canvass the form 
and color, so that the color, form and melody are all pro
duced at the same time. •

Sir William Grove defines “Correlation” as “A neces
sary reciprocal production; in other words, that any force 
capable of producing another may, in its turn, be pro
duced by it.” (“Correlation of Physical Forces”). We 
see how aptly this fact has been illustrated by the experi
ments above noticed. A wider range of this law than 
Mr. Grove enumerated has been found. Not only does 
physical force become transformed into thought, but 
thought transforms itself into forms of physical force. 
The realms of matter and mind are correlated. Stellar 
forms are transmuted into thought. Correlatively, 
thought passes out into the physical world and is there 
registered as physical force. Transposing Doctor You
mans’ words, “This wondrous dynamic chain of correla
tion binds into living unity the realms of mind and mat
ter, thought kindles emotion, impresses an atomic change 
upon the nerve, becomes an impulse of force which, trav
eling outward, though it may require myriads of millen
niums to compass ifs flight, will exert its influence upon 
the remotest star which swings in the profound depths of 
space.” . .

We are enabled to partially trace the path of force as it 
travels from low to high through varying grades of mat
ter. Both the atmosphere and the ether are now included 
under the designation matter. -

We all know that solid can be converted to liquid, and 
liquid to gas by the application of heat. The effect of 
this rise of temperature being increased activity of the 
particles of matter in the body. The space, which sep
arates the molecules even in the most solid body, is en
larged, and the molecules have freer play, and become 
more intensely active. In other words, the change from 
the denser to more rarefied forms of matter is always ac
companied by an increase of the rate of vibration of the 
force which manifests through the form. The higher the 
temperature of the heat applied the more rarefied is the 
form of substance. It is*  found, however, that a low 
grade of electrical energy will accomplish the dissociation 
of the chemical atom (the highest grade of matter known 
to chemists) just as effectively as an extremely high grade 
of heat—thus linking the action of the two.

H $cale ot Di Orations.

the same time, the organs of speech and sight, and that 
this one high quality of force (the .mental) expresses itself 
at one and the same time, as physical form, electricity and 
nerve action, sound and light.

Tesla makes mention of the same fact. In his lecture 
before the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, February,- 
1893, (see “Nikola Tesla, His Inventions,” etc., page 295) 
he said: “It now does.not seem improbable that, when by 
the power of thought an image is evoked, a distinct reflex 
action, no matter how weak, is exerted upon certain ends 
of the visual nerves,-and therefore upon the retina. * * * 
Helmholtz has shown that the fundi of the eye are them
selves luminous, and’he was able to see in total'darkness 
the movement of his arm by the light of his own eyes. * * 
It is fluorescence of brain action, as it were. * * At times, 
when a sudden idea dr. visage presents itself to the intel
lect, there is a distinct and sometimes painful sensation of 
■luminosity produced^ the eye, observable even in broad' 
daylight.” .r[ ' ..

Along the same line arO'the experiments conducted by 
Mrs.. Watts-Hughes and Dr. H. Holbrook Curtis, demon
strating that sound Tias both form and color. .. , . ...

Dr. Curtis in “The Scientific American,’’May 29, 1897, 
describes the simple,jmechanism.'ef the instrument which 
is required to- transinute the sound of the human voice 
into the melody of geometric form—-the instrument being 
a disk covered with^a mepibrane,- a small drum-head in 
fact.' After giving1 the description he informs us that 
when treated properly the membrane of this instrument is 
far more sensitive tojthe ekact pitch than the human ear. 
It may produce one-fiálf, qne-quarter and lower fractional 
tones. For a given Instrument the figures are exactly the 
same for a given tone, bull,the figures vary with the tén- 
sion of the membrane and^he size of the disk. The qual
ity of the voice which' produces the sound is also remorded.
The more beautiful the voice and the more perfectly em
ployed with respect tp overtone production or harmonic 
richness, the more-delicate and'beautiful will be the pic
ture. The picture is as exact as the tuning-fork in deter
mining pitch. Thus'is obtained a geometric musical 
scale. Some of our familiar airs are said to produce most 
beautiful pictures wherrthus thrown on this form-produc
ing instrument. For instance, “Home, Sweet Home” is7 .¿TA îT“ u n 7 out bun a? ---------- --- UU1U(. Qweeb Jaume - ls

partially successful attempt to reflect and reproduce in the] said to produce a perfect picture of ferns and mosses and 
physical bram consciousness a picture of the great reali- all the lùxuriance of submarine vegetation—a-melody of 
ties, the fundamental facts and laws of nature which have form accompanying the melody of sound. Not only has 
Hieir basis and he hidden in the world beyond. Prof, each tone its characteristic form, but it has also its own 
Tyijdall intuitively sensed this fountain of imagination peculiar shade of color which many musicians are able to 
for he used these inspired words: There is in('the human seej and recently-an instrument has.been invented which,

Prof. each tone its characteristic form, but it has also its own

A-f’rl

Omitting thé solid and liquid forms of matter with 
which we are familiar, let us watch the operation of force 
in the higher forms of air and ether.

On the average, sound travels through the air at the 
rate of 1140 feet per second. Sixteen beats per second 
means that a wave length is one-sixteenth of 1140 feet 
(about 71 feet). The lowest sound the human ear can 
hear is said to be one caused by a wave length not longer 
than about 71 feet, sixteen of which beat upon the drum 
of the ear within a second of time. The shorter the wave 
length, the more beats or vibrations there will be in a sec
ond and the higher the tone will become. For instance, 
starting at the sixteen vibrations per second—the lowest 
audible sound—and gradually increasing the rate of vibra
tion so that the wave lengths are shorter and therefore 
strike the ear more rapidly, we run up through the scale 
of sounds until we arrive at the conversational tone of the 
average male voice at 128 per second. From 256 to 512 
is the range of the woman’s conversational voice. We 
thus run up through the scale of sounds until at a 
rate variously estimated at from 36,000 to 50,000 per 
second the highest sound the human ear can delect has 
been reached and so far as our physical organ of hearing 
can discern, we pass on into eternal silence. All this has 
been occasioned by the operation of an increasing rate of 
vibration of force in the substance known as air. But 
that is not the limit of the rate of vibration. Force con
tinues to increase in its intensity as it passes from air to 
the form of substance known as ether.

The comparatively coarse air is too gross to serve as the 
medium for the higher rates of vibration, and the more 
refined and sensitive ether becomes necessarily the vehicle 
of expression. We are told that force expresses itself as 
electricity between about the limit of sound and the rate 
of nearly thirty-four and one-half billions of vibrations. 
From thirty-five billions to thirty-five trillions, we are in
formed, is as an unknown region of vibrations which our 
senses have not yet been able to detect, measure and iden
tify. At thirty-five trillions of vibrations per second 
force appears to us in the form of heat. From the lowest 
degree of heat to the highest each step is marked and 
caused by an increasingly high rate of vibration in which 
the sense of touch is affected—as, lower in the scale, the 
sense of hearing was reached. At about four hundred 
trillions of vibrations per second we get the first faint low 
tinge of red. Our sense of sight is now being appealed to. 
Increasing the rate we are now carried on through higher 
and higher colors until at about seven hundred and fifty 
trillions per second of vibration of force in ether the 
highest violet color is reached and passed. Yet we know 
there are higher colors than those noted. Our photo
graphic, camera has caught the ultra violet or actinic rays 
even where our physical eye was too dull to penetrate, and 
the spectroscope reveals rays of light vibrations as high as 
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five trillions per 
second.. 'Recently the Roentgen ray was discovered with 
its immense rate of hundreds of quadrillions of vibrations 
per secondhand with a wave length which Dr. Fromm esti
mates to be only one-seventy-fifth of that which is found 
in the highest violet color. All this points to the proba
bility that there is no limit to the rates of vibration, that 
our senses cover only the small arc of an infinite circle, 
that there are octaves of vibrations stretching out in nev
er-ending succession of transcending harmonies and most 
beautiful sights. One force with infinite rates of vibra
tion, operating in one substance with its infinite grades of 
density. Sir William Grove, when he refers the causation 
of all the forms of force to one omnipresent influence, is 
but voicing the opinion of other scientists. ’

Thus we see how that force is regarded as fundament
ally a unit, though presenting itself as heat, light, nerve 
fluid, etc., as it operates with greater or lesser intensity, 
through different physical mechanism; it being possible to 
change one form or subdivision of force into other forms, 
sound into color and form, nerve force into light; thought 
being a link in this endless chain of vibrating force. The 
whole range of phenomena, is due to a difference in the 
rate of vibration>,whiclr difference of rate is accompanied 
by a corresponding variation in the density of the form of 
matter through which it manifests.

(To be continued.)

'Uems of Thought.
Perhaps the greatest triumph of all moral writings, in

cluding sermons, is that at least they have produced some 
sweet and innocent sleep.—Arthur Helps. ■ '
; I choose the noble part ot Emerson, when after various 
disenchantments he exclaims, “I covet the truth.” ■ The 
gladness of true heroism visits the heart of him who is 
really competent to say tliis.—John Tyndall.. J '

Human-laws exist only to prevent one'from injuring 
another, or others, that is, from violating individual rights 
or bublic order. The law has no right to enslave a man; 
and it does make a slave of that man whose free will is co
erced' in matters directly concerning himself alone.— 
Moncure D. Conway. - ‘

If in tliis world, there is a figure of perfect purity, it is 
a mother holding in her thrilled and happy arms her 
child. The doctrine that woman is the slave or serf of 
man—whether it comes from heaven or from hell, from 
God or a demon, from the golden streets of the New Jeru
salem, or-from the very Sodom of perdition—is savagery 
pure and simple.—Ingersoll. t <

HIS ANGEL WIFE CAME
And Guided Hjm on His 

Journey.
To the Editor:—During a social chat 

the writer had a few evenings ago with 
a friend and well-known citizen of Oan- 
ton, our conversation drifted to the oc
cult or mysterious powers possessed by 
so many individuals at this age of the 
world, the close oi the nineteenth cen
tury. After the writer had related a 
number of his experiences with deni
zens of the spirit or unseen world while 
Investigating the truths of Modern 
spiritualism, his friend in turn and who 
is no Spiritualist, or at least does not 
claim to be, related what he termed 
some very mysterious experiences.

J. wo winters ago,” he said, “I went 
down to Pennsylvania where I lived 
when a small boy and the nearest rail
road station to my destination is twen
ty-three miles away. From Canton I 
went by rail to Pittsburg where I 
changed roads and was lauded at a 
small station about sundown in the 
most mountainous section of that great 
state. Upon arriving there I learned 
that no conveyance could be had to con
vey me over the mountains to my desti
nation and as I did not care to remain 
there over night, I concluded to'walk 
since the roads were in fair condition, 
tiettlng all the Information I could as 
to the best roads and nearest route, I 
started out on my long and lonesome 
Journey. I had gone but a few miles, 
however, when the darkness ¿»night 
came on, and for the first time I began 
to think of friends and home, but I had 
gone too far to turn back, and did not 
care to put up with a farmer over 
night (and bjsdlie way that section of 
country) is not settled as thickly as is 
Ohio) therefore I went on and on and 
anally came to a cross road, and being 
iindeoided which way to turn, I called 
in st upon God and then Maggie, my 
spirit wife, who had passed to the great 
beyond a few years ago, to come to me 
if it were possible for her to do so and 
tfuide me on the right road,

“While in an unsettled state of mind 
as to whether I should turn to the right 
or to the left, whom should I see but my 
angel wife. All at once she appeared a 
tew yards from ine, dressed in a lovely 
white robe and beckoned me to follow 
her. For a moment I was frightened, 
but all fear soon passed away. I then 
began to walk faster, hoping to catch 
up with her, but failed to do so and all 
of a sudden she disappeared as myste
riously as she came. She was not walk
ing on the ground as I was, but, In
stead, she seemed to be floating In mid
air and but a few feet above the 
ground. After going perhaps a mile I 
eame to another cross-road and to my 
surprise Maggie, my guardian angel, 
was seen again and again beckoned me 
to follow her which I wfillngly did, but 
had not gone far until she vanished as 
before. Thus she guided me from hour 
to hour during that long and lonesome 
journey, and just before the break of 
day and I being hear my destination, 
she came to me again aud after waving 
to me a farewell greeting she vanished 
to be seen no more that night. This 
story, or rather, / those experiences I 
have but seldom related and then only 
to Intimate friends. I have, however, 
seen my dear wife often since, some
times at-my bedside during the night, 
and upon several occasions sho has 
come to me when I visited a certain 
grove near Canton and when alone.”

how a word.to the skeptic or non-be
liever in spirit return aqd guidance. If 
my friend did not see his spirit wife, 
jet he claims be did and was guided bv 
her hour after hour on that lonely 
night, who was it or what was it that 
guided him and led him safely to his 
journey's end? E. R. KIDD

Canton, Ohio. ’ ’

“AM 1 MY BROTHER'S KEEPER?"

Come out into the sun, and air, and 
broad blue sky, _

And if you hear a katy-dld; mark how 
it sings;

Inspect its whole anatomy, its legs and 
wings,

And some good lesson learn in all that 
passes by.

Have you but breathed the fetid air of 
pent-up (own?

Then come with me and we will go into 
the wood,

And romp, and play, in all the Jov of 
freedomhood:

And, if it’s autumn, watch brown leaves 
come tumbling down.

If winter reigns, we’ll club icicles from 
tlie trees,

And wash each other’s faces in the 
crystal snow;

And laugh to see our cheeks put on a 
healthy glow;

And make cow trails in it by walking on 
our knees.

Should spring send forth the vigor of 
awaking life,

We’ll hupt arbutus on the hill, and by 
some stream

rick sky-blue violets, and fern, and 
lounge and dream.

Far from the marts of men and all their 
painful strife.

If sumtger fructify its many fruits and 
seeds,

And the big sun is sweltering, and 
winds are hot.

Then by some shady pool, some para- ■ 
disal spot, -

We will refresh ourselves and talk of 
men’s good deeds.

For man is not all bad—sometimes his 
acts are vile.

But do we studiy how our brother to re
form?

Are not our statutes made to measure 
harm by harm?

Whereas, they should breathe only love, 
avoiding guile.

I fear we .do misjudge the way when we 
. do make •

Life answer life, and for so many trifles 
rob -

Men of their liberty. Brothers, give up 
the job!

Our penal plan is scarcely better than 
(the stake!
The days of Bruno long ago ■ were 

passed; the plow • :
That had its mould-board made of Wood 

has lost its use; ■
While we are tardy to reform the 

state’s abuse! -.
Where is the social patentee whom we 

need now?
Another century is.here about to dawfl;
Let’s gird our loins and be our brother’s 

keeper; then -
If he do wrong we will reclaim with 

love; and when
We may do that the animal shall all be

gone. B. F. SLITER.

"Death Defeated; or toe Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D„ M. A., Ph. D. Price SL 
For sale.at this office. , .

?
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’ GENERAL SURVEY.

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression; be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 

• written plainly with ink on white 
■ paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
. one side of the paper. ;

' ITEMS.—Bear In mind that items for 
tlie General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut-down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every item, that ap
pears. This rule" will be strictly ad
hered to.

,H. F. Coates writes: “I wopld like to 
correct a report which has been started 
by some one and has reached me 
through several parties. Our meetings' 
have not been discontinued. We are 
still holding them each Sunday at 3 and 
8 p. m., at Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage 
Grove avenue, and will continue to do 
so. The attendance is good. John K. 
Hallowell has been secured as speaker 
and is liked by all. Our afternoon 
meetings are strictly epnference, and all 
mediums and investigators are Invited 
to come and take a part."

Dr. Ravlih closes his first year’s en
gagement with the First Association of 
Spiritualists of Philadelphia the last 
Sunday in this month. He has been re
engaged for another year. He leaves 
with Mrs. Ravlln for Boston, Mass., on 
the 31st Inst. His correspondents will 
address him care Banner of Light, 0 
Bosworth street, until further notice,

Frank T. Ripley has been doing satis
factory work at Fort Wayne, Ind., and 
lias been engaged for June.

E. V. Morse writes: “Lorain, Ohio, can 
boast, Anally, of having the first splrlt- 
uni or liberal society for many yearp, if 
not in her history. The principal organ
izer, Mrs. J. M. Bryan, late of Paine, £)•> 
is entitled to much praise, not only for 
her success in the organization, Indexed 
in the moral tone of its members, and 
also their moral desires, as expressed in 
their efforts during the two months of 
tlie existence of the organization; but 
also in her growing success as the en
gaged lecturer for the association. The 
charter name of the society is The.Pro- 
gresslve Thought Association, and we 
extend to all such societies an offer for 
a hearty co-operation, and would be 
glad for the privilege to extend the 
band of fellowship to any visiting mem
bers form other societies.”

Mrs. R. W. Barton writes from Roch
ester, N. Y.: "The First Spiritual 
Church of Rochester, N. Y., will close 
tlieir year’s work, May 31. I go to To
ronto, Canada, for Jui^e. My address 
will be 151 Strachan avenue. I am en
gaged by the First Church there.”

Thos. J. Haynes writes from Muske-

■ The full name and address of every 
peson who sends an item for this de
partment, must be given, or other.wlse 
>t may not appear. Bear tlnit In mind.

Mrs. M. J. Crllly, after a most suc
cessful season, has closed her meeting 
at Allegheny, Pa., to prepare for camp 
work. She expects to be at Cassadaga 
camp the entire season. ’

Dr, Knowles, of Grand Rapids, was at 
Sherman, Mich, and delivered two ad
dresses, one in the afternoon and one 
in the evening, May 13. He also gave 
tests after each meeting.

The annual Indian pow-wow and pic
nic will be given under the auspices of 
the Progressive Spiritual Church, G. V. 
Cordingley, pastor, at Reisslg Grove, 
Riverside, Thursday, June 7, 1900. 
First pow-wow circle at 11 a. m. Sec
ond pow-wow circle at 3 p. m. Confer
ence lecture followed by tests at 4:30 p. 
m. Camp fire at 10 p. m. Ail mediums 
are cordially invited to take part. 
Dancing In the pavilion both afternoon 
and evening with no extra charge. A 
cafe will be on the grounds for .those 
who do not wish to carry lunch. This is
a day selected by the Indians for heal--
ing and strengthening the body. On 
this day the weather prophecy for the 
coming year will be foretold. Direc
tions to the grounds: Take Metropolitan 
‘L’ road, Garfield Park ear, to Forty
eighth street,. connecting With La 
Grange electric cars to the gate. In 
casé of rain therè is plenty of shelter. 
Tickets 25 cents. Children 10 cents.

C. Waiter Lynn writes from Oakland, 
Dali.: “Rev. B. Fay Mills is rattling the 
orthodox bones here. As pastor of the 
Unitarian church, he has large ajffi ip- 
telligènt audiences, and delivers elo-

l- 
1-

quent and exceedingly liberal sermons. 
Of course the flood-gates of abuse are 
opened up.agalnst him by the clergy, for 
his courage in renouncing their belief, 
but he says nothing in retaliation, and 
goes on preaching first-class Spirltual- 
.istic sermons to thè people. He is doing 
great good, and it is to be hoped that he 
will linger long with us. Your paper 
should be in every home. It teems with 
'good thoughts, and should inspire all to 
better things and higher motives in 
life."

L. Hutchinson writes: “In reading 
over the sayings and doings of the 
Council of the Presbyterians in St. 
Louis at this time, it makes me feel as 
did Sojourner Truth in an anti-slavery 
meeting before the war, to rise up and 
ask, ‘Is God dead?' or if reason and 
common sense have fled the earth? I 
have just re-read that truthful, logical 
Open Letter in The Progressive Think
er to the reverends and fathers there 
assembled, to advise and .consider If it 
be wise or best for the interests—not of 
the race or world at large, but of that 
particular church which claims to be 
be advised of the will and decrees of 
God, that no one not ordained by them 
have the right to deny or call in ques
tion. Like the writer of that Open Let
ter, I feel it matters not who it is that 
desires to bear witness to the truth as 
learned by dearly-bought experience, so 
much, as the proof that facts not dog
mas are set forth and made plain to the 
human understanding of the true form 
from the false. The clearing away «f 
the myths of effete theology will be to 
minds longing for the light of a new 
day, like that of the carboniferous era 
was to the earth’s atmosphere.”

John Penney writes from Wisconsin:
“The books came to hand all 

and I am very much pleased 
them.”

E. H. Morrison writes: “The

right, 
with

Pro
waveGresslve Thinker,” long may it ___

and flourish, bearing glad tidings of

tlon of the Doctor’s noble work for 
justice and right were tendered by all 
and the Doctor . responded in • well
chosen words. His spirit friends gave

DAWN OF A NEW ERA. TEST OF SPIRIT POWER
him many loving greetings through Mrs 
Mullins and Mrs, Sears. When at flvi•e
o’clock the guests prepared to leave, all 
expressed satisfaction in the exercises. 
The words of appreciation and thanks 
of Dr. Bland voiced the estimate by 
all of the royal entertainment provided 
by the generous host’and hostess for 
both spiritual and physical refreshment. 
Such feasts of soul enjpyedwith those In 
the life beyond brighten the pathway of 
mortal struggle. . . ’ .

The Chicago Inter Ocean has the fol
lowing: "A strange story has just-come 
to light at Minneapolis, Minn., of the 
queer fancy of a pretty widow who 
furnished an elegant house complete for 
the benefit of her dead husband’s spirit
while she kept her apartments at a
fushionuble hotel. She has notified the 
agent that as she Is about to marry 
again she will need the house no longer. 
She has spent a few moments each day 
at this strange residence, but bus never 
passed a night beneath its roof. She is 
a Spiritualist, and this is her story: 
“We were very, much in love. After a 
few years of perfect happiness my bus
band died. I was heartbroken. I sold 
my house and traveled. But I longed to 
be near my husband’s grave, so I came 
back to Minneapolis and engaged rooms 
in a hotel. I was Just beginning to be 
comfortable when I became haunted by 
the thought that my husband’s spirit 
shared the room's with me. At first this
made me very happy until I remem
bered how he loved air and light and 
solitude. Then I rented a Jarge, com
fortable house with a west front, and 
had his books.and desks moved into It.

I-

I visited the house dally. - My hus
band’s spirit seemed to invade the 
place. Then I became haunted by the 
thought that I was neglecting my hus
band. I was enjoying luxury and ease, 
while he was living in a great, cheer
less house, without furniture; so I be-' 
gan furnishing the house, choosing for 
the draperies the bright, warm-looking 
fabrics that he liked best. I also bought 
books, rugs, aud pictures, but by and 
by became annoyed by the thought that 
my husband had become so lonely that 
he had prevailed upon the spirits of his 
mother and father, as well as two sis
ters, one a baby, to live with him. I 
bought a cradle for the baby sister and 
easy chairs for the old people. I was 
about to replenish their wardrobes, al
though I eould hardly afford it, when I 
met-the man who is to be my future 
husband. He is a practical physician. 
He questioned me kindly and drew 
from me the story of my vain attempts 
to pleasesgiy, husband and his family. 
It was the first time I had told any one 
of my dear tenants, and when I finished 
I was crying like a baby. Gently and' 
carefully my lover physician has turned 
my attention to the living until at last 
I have decided to give up the house 
which I have rented for so long, and In
stead of mourning for a dead husband 
to be happy with a living one.”

MAN A MODE OF MOTION
Only One Substance in Al 

Nature.
PART II.

gon, Mich.: “Dr. A. B. Spinney was with 
us on last Sunday. He delivered two 
lectures, subjects: ‘What is Life? 
What is Death?’ They were extremely 
elopuent and uplifting. Such lectures 
purify the soul and inspire people to 
higher and nobler purposes. Mrs. Blake, 
of Grand Rapids, and Mrs. M. A. Bur- 
land, of this place were present and 
gave some undeniable evidence of psy- 

- chic power, as well as loving messages 
from some of the so-called dead. We 
had large audiences and splendid meet
Ings.” "

■M. E. Taylor, an octogenarian, and a 
prominent Spiritualist, writes from 
Santa Barbara, Cal.: “I am in receipt 
of your brief but kind and truly gener
ous message, also a late copy of your 
most wonderfully prolific paper, as to 

, the bud, bloom and fruit of advanced 
nnd Illuminating thought gathered 
from the scientific schools of earth and 
heaven for the uplifting and ptlrifica- 
tlon of the race, etc. You will therefore 
please accept my sincere thanks for 
your brotherly greeting and generous 
gift”

Dr. B. F. Weythman writes from 
Memphis, Tenn.: “The Progressive. 
Thinker is my ideal of what a Spiritual 
paper should be.”

Dr. H. A. Cross writes: “A reception 
will be given to Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, under the auspices of the Sun
flower Social Club, an auxiliary to tjie 
First Spiritual Church, on Sunday after
noon of June 3, immediately aftej,her 
afternoon service at the First Spiritual 
Church, which will be about 4:30 
o’clock, and will take place In the ban
quet hall below, at 77 Thirty-first street 
Tickets of admission can be obtained of 
the committee, who, if called upon, wlH 
make any desired explanation. Refresh
ments will be served, and music and 
short addresses will be the order of this 
occasion. A large attendance is de
sired. Mrs. Cooley will take her de
parture early in the week on her sum
mer vacation. The names of the com
mittee are Mrs. O. B. Wilson, Mrs. F.J. 
Jaycox, Miss Kate Walkie, L. H: Brew
ster, J. W. Bowen, Dr. and Mrs. E[. A. 
Cross.” ’ '■

Harriet Rosa Edwards writes from 
Davenport Iowa: “I find this a very 
good field for spiritual work. People 
are willing to learn, but seeni to know 
little of Spiritualism. I have been told 
there Is a population of 40,000, yet there 
is no society here, and the newspaper 
men seemed much surprised when I 
asked to have our meetings inserted un
der the heading of church notices. 
However, with one exception (the Dem
ocrat) they announced the meetings as 
requested. Among the more intelligent 
class it is a pleasure to work, but I had ■ 
one laughable • experience. >On going 
into the parlor to see a lady that called' 
she looked ot me quite critically^ I in- 
vlted her into my office, but she said, 

■ Oh, no! I just wanted to see a Spirit
ualist. I bad never seen one, so called 
to see how you looked. -Well, I was too 
amused to'be angry, so just sat down 
ind laughed, but she was quite serious.

had only Intended staying here, two

great joy to earth’s teeming millions.”
Edith E. R. Niekless Is in San Diego, 

Cal., and has some open dates for camp
meetings west of the Rockies.
. Mr. C. E. Winans and A. No$man, me
diums for materialization and independ
ent slate-writing, are open for engage
ments in Illinois and Indiana. Address 
with stamp for reply, Marshalltown, 
Iowa, ’

R. T. Leonard, of this city writes: 
“There will be a Spiritualist christen
ing, Sunday, June 3, at Smith Hall, Wis
consin and Larrabee streets, at 2:30 p. 
m. German and English speaking by 
Mrs. W. B. Hilbert and Mr. B; Bern
hart”

Dr. Wight writes from Swift Island, 
N. C.: “A special edition of The Pro
gressive Thinker is needed with a full 
platform of the United Christian party, 
with notes on the same so people can 
see the catchy points.”

A cotage woman was speaking to me 
the other day about the terrible losses 
of our troops In South Africa. She said: 
"Eli, but I shouldn't like to live over 
there when it’s all done. The place’ll be 
fair wick wl’ ghosts.” When I ex-

Be it as it may as to the doctrine of 
the transcolatlon or passage of the hu
man spirit through outward substance, 
there Is the proposition which I sub
mit as being far from an altogether un
likely one, namely, that all things, vis
ible and invisible whatsoever, are but so 
many modes of motion of one substance. 
That God and Nature are one In sub
stance and two only in the mode of mo
tion of it (or, if you choose, that God is 
the substance as motionless, and Nature 
that substance as In infinite variety of 
motion), is, I am led to reflect, decidedly 
more probable than otherwise from cer
tain a priori considerations, many of 
which, though bearing only negatively

f-J- weeks, but next Sunday will be our 
‘ third meeting, and I believe I will stay

Moses Hu^ Has Optimistic 
Visiorfs Thereof, ...

Very soon after coding into Spiritual
ism I thought and spld Spiritualism is 
the ushering ii| of auiew dispensation; 
and the Jewsty.nevQr watched more 
closely for the^igns^of the advent of 
their. Messiah Jihan J have watched 
Spiritualism t(\'j»ee sjgns of its settling 
down' to the b^Mnes^of constructing
doing something beside denouncing oth
ers. for what tl(by dofor have not done.

The Bible iny-many places predicts 
that the dispensation called the Chris
tian dispensation is to be thrown Into 
the shade by the more effulgent glory 
of a newer era, just as Christianity 
dimmed Judaism by its more perfect 
glory. The sun has no fight with the 
moon and stars, although the latter are 
hardly noticed when the former shines 
out in his majesty.

When Spiritualism first began to at
tract the attention of the world it was 
Iconoclastic; It could be nothing else; 
the dogmas of the chureirheld the pub
lic mind as In an iron grasp. The world 
went to the church to ask what it might 
read, hear and think. That day is past; 
Spiritualism has already done by the 
thoughts of the world as Jesus com
manded his friends to do by Lazarus, 
that Is, “Loose him and let him go.” 
People think the thoughts which com
mend themselves to their best judg
ment. No man dare dispute one's right 
to think, or to speak his thought.

This brings the tinje to act. These 
thoughts swept like the oceanic tides 
over my mind as I listened to an extem-

i
r-

poraneous speech .from Hon, J. B. 
Townsend, at the. state convention, in 
Syracuse, N, Y„ on the night of May 11.

Though more than twenty'days have 
passed since the deliverance of those 
utterances, they aye as fresh In my 
mind as If it had not been more than 
one day. The words were in such entire 
harmony with my own thoughts that I 
would like to reproduce their substance 
here.

First he referred to the iconoclastic
spirit which once seemed to have pos
session of all the workers in Spiritual
ism, and which even now occasionally 
manifests itself among some of our vet-
eran workers. He thought this was en
tirely due to the belligerent spirit mani
fested by the churches of that day. 
They returned blow ¡for blow. Some of

I-

these veterans still thifik there is little 
to (Jo beside carrying on this warfare.

This was illustrated by calling atten
tion to scenes usually enacted In con
ferences especially when some speaker 
would allude to prayer, to the churches, 
or to the Bible, as though It were possi
ble some good could come from such

I-

sources.
Spiritualists now coming on the stage 

of action necessarily have less of this 
spirit of controyersy, speak of these Is
sues as past.' Mr. Townsend thought 
that this apparently Irreconcilable diffi
culty had at la$t beemovercome, and al
luded in rather a facetious manner to 
some of my boffits as having finally set
tled these questions, and spoke of hav
ing the next natlonal'convention adopt 
my books as having coime just in time to 
end this controversy. Now we eould 
let the dead issues of the past remain In 
their graves while we go on in our work 
of upbuilding. , .

Mr. Townsend said the next "Ban- 
quo’s Ghost" wiis polities. To illustrate, 
when Spiritualists in their papers or 
from tlieir rohrumq 'declared them
selves on any of'tfip polltlcai issues, it 
at once led to Wrangle and discord, thus 
showing that politics in tjie Spiritual
ists’ camp seldom can lead to anything 
else than an Irreconcilable conflict.

As Given in the Aber Intel
lectual Seances. 1

pressed my doubts as to there being 
such things as ghosts, she said she 
knew there were, for she “had seen a- 
many.” Pressed further, she said that, 
at any rate, people who come to a vio
lent end, and especially those who com
mit suicide, certainly “walk” till “their 
time comes.” By this she meant until 
sufh time as they would have died in 
the course of nature. This limiting of a 
ghost’s time to “walk" is new to me. Is 
it held at all generally?—London Notes 
and Queries.

Mrs. S. E. Bromwcll had an informal 
reception and house-warming at her 
new home 3310% Rhodes avenue, Tues
day evening, May 22. About 100 were 
present. There were music, recitations, 
and ftfreshments. ’

Mrs. Chamberlain writes from Mar
shall; Minn.: “G. W. Kates and wife, our 
state missionaries, were here the 11th 
and 13th of May. Mrs. Kates gave very 
remarkable tests. We had the pleasure 
of entertaining them, and found them 
pleasant and congenial guests.” .

Dr. T. A. Bland and Dr. Cora M. 
Bland, Rev. H. W. Thomas and Mrs. 
Thomas, Mr. William Richmond and 
Cora L. V. Richmond, Mr. C. M. Wel
lington, Mrs. S. J. Ashton, Mrs. F. C. 
Cooley, Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Mrs. Lucinda B. Chandler, Mr. G. Sears, 
Mrs. Hattie B. Sears, Miss Lena Sears, 
Mrs. Laura Hahn and Mrs. G. 0. An: 
derson and Master Lee Roy Anderson 
were entertained by Mr. and Mrs. G .A. 
Mullins, at their residence, 746 Adams 
street, on Monday May 21 in honor of 
Dr, T. A. Bland’s 70th natal day. The 
.table at. luncheon was decorated with 
roses, carnations and ferns, and the 
menu was a vegetarian feast. Grace 
was said by Dr. Thomas and Mrs. 
Richmond. During luncheon soul-ln- 
insplring music added to the enjoyment 
of the guests, performed by Prof. Pfis
ter on violin, accompanied by Mrs. L. 
Loomis on the organ. After the guests 
returned to the parlors, a birthday 
poem was given to Dr, Bland by Oulna, 
and name poems to Mrs. Thomas and 
Mr. Seari (the other guests had pre
viously received such), and a poem to. 
all appropriate to the occasion. Con
gratulations and tributes of apprecia- .

upon the subject, are, nevertheless, pro
foundly suggestive. Nor are these con
siderations, for the most part, to which 
I refer, to be met with in the gospel ac
cording to Spinoza, Hegel and the rest, 
so far as I know. It is, of course, but 
repetition for me to say that, agreeably 
to this view, man and monad, rock and 
flower, are the same in substance, and 
only exist as objects distinguishable by 
virtue of mode of motion of that sub
stance peculiar in each case. .You eat 
as apples, plums, radishes; but as you, 
yourself are only a mode of motion with 
everything else, it is only one mode of 
motion eating, making summary dispo
sition “to personal ends” of, other 
modes of motion.

To this proposition it Is objected that, 
from whatever side it is examined, it is 
little better than Pantheism? I shall 
not stop to indicate wherein it differs 
from that, or..that it differs at all.

But are there these furious objectors 
—have they considered the difficulties 
when the opposite view is taken? Are 
they prepared to prove the contrary 
proposition which, quite as much as the 
other, is an affirmative one, namely, 
that there are two or more distinct sub-’ 
stances in the universe? Suppose we 
say it is Pantheism; there is not here 
the bugbear that some people are impa
tient we should realize; for, I tell you, it 
is not so much always .the doctrine as 
verbally announced, as how a man is to 
the doctrine. That is to say, as in 
other cases, so in this: Pantheism as a 
thing to be uttered, to be expressed in 
words, is but a skeleton to be filled in 
with flesh and nerve, warmth and sun
shine, grace and power, inspiration and 
charm; as there is in the man who 
thinks it to fill.in with these. (‘What,” 
says someone, “does a man see when he 
looks? Not what he looks at, but'what 
he looks from.” That there are sub
jects of vast relations and import of an 
abstruse nature of which no man can 
supply me with both the warp and the 
woof of a statement and doctrine as it 
lays in his own mind; that he can db 
little more than furnish me with one of 
these, and that the other .will, will be, in 
spite of myself, chiefly of my own sup
plying—who is incapable of sensing 
tills Is Incapable of sensing the first 
conditioh of their profitable discussion. 
And once it is discovered that a' party 
to a controversy touching them falls to 
recognize momentarily and always this 
circumstance, it ?s useless thereafter to 
have words with him. So, no matt er. the 
name by which it goes; here is the 
thing: First, the oneness of all sub
stance—this object, that object, the 
other, but so many modes of motion of 
that one substance; next, which I have 
not before broached, Its atomlessness or 
unbroken continuity.

And let it be added that, were the 
considerations bearing upon these prop- 
ositlons derived from deductive reason-' 
ings alone, it would be of comparatively 
little profit to seriously entertain them. 
But when the probability of their truth 
thus afforded is reinforced by the sug
gestive evidence to be remarked with 
every considerable, advance of the in
ductive sciences, the matter of their- rea
sonableness assumes fresh interest and 
Importance, which only dullness will at
tempt to gainsay or overlook.

C. K. WHEELER, M. D. - 
Roxbury, Mass.

Mr. Townsend thought the thing to do 
was to put this issue to sleep. The plan 
for doing this is for Spiritualists to ev
erywhere advance their picket lines 
Into the altruistic field. Thenceforward 
when asked to explain their attitude as 
to high or low tariff, sixteen to one, ex
pansion, socialism, etc., they could truly 
say, “We are beyond all this; we are al
truists;” that is we are working for the 
good of others. We are-going to ele
vate ourselves by working to elevate 
others. Meantime we could individu
ally cast our votes on these short-lived 
Issues in whatever way the line of least 
resistance seemed to indicate was most 
desirable.

The religious and the political ques
tions thus being put to rest, we, the 
chosen people of the angel world, would 
inaugurate co-operation by each individ
ually putting our own house in order, by 
the exercise of the soul in prayer. The 
muscles of the soul,, like those of the 
body, would by this means expand, and 
thus become sensitive to spirits not 
earth-bound, but to those coming from 
the very peaks of the celestial spheres. 
Granting that we develop this harmoni
ous condition between the two spheres, 
and that our soul's desire and purpose is 
to establish an altruistic state, spirits 
eould then be relied on to quickly insti
tute among men a detailed plan of life 
which would unmistakably lead to al- 
trulsm.

The above is but a brief synopsis of a 
very brief speech—a speech which 
seemed to fire the audience with an en
thusiasm not often seen.

The test of Brother Townsend’s. 
judgment is seen in his successes In 
large undertakings in the practical 
things of this world. The thoughts 
given in this convention are the inner 
thought of the real or spiritual Town
send. The knowledge the public have 
of his ability in the.past, in carrying to 
success great enterprises, may account 
for the large number of subscribers 
coming to his great organization known 
ffk King Solomon’s. Mining Company. 
In order that this, the crowning effort 
of Mr. Townsend’s lift, may meet with 
a success which shaB put a higher and 
grander Spiritualism before the world 
in the shape of the. grandest Altruistic 
movement the world fias ever known, 
Mr. Townsend has devoted several of 
thè best years Of his life to the study of 
mines and minln£-as a Jegltimatè indus
try. If Spiritualists would send to him 
and obtain his literature they would re
alize bow exceedingly Avise and fair he 
plans his enterprise, and why it has 
been easy for biffi1 to secure the personal 
endorsement of 'his worth, character, 
and ability to ménage great enterprises, 
from the leading men of the nation, in
cluding the president 'of the United 
States; and from that down to the hum
blest neighborjhejhas in his native city, 
Lima, Ohio. I have spent several 
months in Lima,rand know whereof I 
affirm. .

I have long prayed that some kind of 
movement for the good of that' portion 
of the world which needs our help 
might spring up among the Spiritualists, 
and that it might originate with some 
one in whom the world has confidence; I 
believe that prayer seconded by thou
sands of our best and most altruistic 
Spiritualists Is now- about to be an
swered. At least I shall, for the pres
ent, watch with intense Interest the 
movements of this man,. who jeems to 
come to the Iront af thè right time.

• : .-•■-■■■- MOSES HULL.

It is my good fortune to be in tri
weekly communion with the spirits; a 
privilege to me more valuable than to 
be a student of the foremost university 
In the laud; for there. I may learn of 
matters only of this world that will be 
of small value when I go out of- it; aud 
nothing of the world in which I am to 
spend au eternity.

The whence and'the what are re
vealed to me in these seances. Dwell
ers of the spirit land come to me iu pro
pria persona,'aud iu their independent 
manner talk with me face to face. 
Jesus said to his disciples, “Ye uow see 
what the prophets have longed to see, 
but have not seen;” so now our circle 
behold grand Instructors—men who 
made themselves eminent while on 
earth, and have been schooled in spirit 
life for many years; fully identifying 
themselves, and giving us the rich 
fruits of their experience there. What 
could be more precious than this? They 
leave their shining abodes and come to 
earth to lift up and enlighten its inhab
itants, aud for their sake. In ‘.‘Pil
grim’s Progress” there Is a picture of a 
man with a muck-rake; his bead bent to 
the earth, while he is raking up the 
dust of the ages. An angel is holding 
a crown over his head, but he sees it 
not.

This is the type of the spiritual condi
tion of the earth’s inhabitants to-day; 
and when they enter the spirit world 
they are lost. The church communi
cant is looking for Jesus; he capnot find 
him, and refuses to be comforted; the 
selfish and sensual devotee finds noth
ing to satisfy his desires; he who tolled 
a., life-time in the accumulation of 
wealth, is forced to leave it behind for 
his heirs to wrangle over; he who has 
sought for fame or worldly position, 
finds nothing there to compensate him— 
all these are in a state of spiritual pov
erty—a most unfortunate condition. 
The value, then, of the Instruction that 
can be obtained, is beyond human lan
guage to express; beyond the mortal to 
conceive.

The question—to be, or not to be— 
which has engaged the attention of 
mankind for all ages, can be answered 
here to the satisfaction of anyone who 
wants to know; but to the opinionated, 
belief does not result in practice in cor
respondence with it. Personal opinion 
and accepted theory are dearer to them 
than all else; especially when these sup
port their special interests. How few 
there are who want to know truth for 
truth's.sake! And yet all profess to be 
in pursuit of the truth.

These remarks are called forth by the 
facts above stated; namely, the series 
of seances now taking place In the home 
of J. H. Pratt, of Spring Hill, Kansas. 
When I behold these spirit visitants as 
they come face to face with me, a feel
ing of reverence and gratitude comes 
over me, and I realize the opportunities 
for Instruction they afford. In the 
book, "Rending the Vail,” are glyen the 
manner of its production and (he evi
dence of that manner. The same man
ner and the same proof attend the pro
duction of the forthcoming book de
signed as a companion thereto, and in 
illustration of the teaching contained in 
it. I find in this work precisely the 
same manner of production to which I 
hereby testify. As an example, the fol
lowing is given in a portion of the se
ance held on the evening of May 12, as 
reported by the secretary:

“Wesley who had not been before us 
for some time, stood at the writing
desk and took up a tablet, opened it and 
began to write quite deliberately, and 
while writing he was also talking, say
ing: ‘I think I will write some at this 
time; for It has been quite a while since 
I did write, and I believe I can write

uillten words In his own hand-writing, 
while he will ut the ordinary conversa
tional rate, speak the spoken words and 
report his success to the world, and how 
he did it, or take down bls fraud 
shingle. . . -

Here are seen at every seance, from 
fifteen to thirty dwellers in immortal 
life, in materialized form, ready and 
anxious to give us light on a subject the 
most interesting and important that can 
engage oiir attention—instruction of in
finitely more value than any we can ob
tain in this world. The loved of long 
ago joyously greet us and give us in
formation the most needful, and above 
all, the most desirable. The artist 
comes and executes the most exquisite
ly wrought pictures in the, incredibly 
short space of a minute, that would re
quire days of a mortal artist to execute. 
Only at the last seance, I held one cor
ner of a paper upon which was the life
size picture of a spirit—all done In thé 
time above-mentioned. The spirit art
ist stood before me as plainly as any
one. On a previous occasion I was fa
vored with a life-size picture of my 
daughter—a most striking resemblance 
and skilfully executed.

What more can be asked; .what more 
can be given? The ability to appreci
ate and' respond is lacking. Selfish and 
sensuous desires blind us to the appre
ciation of these grand and sublime man- 
ifes'tatlons; and we grope in spiritual 
darkness, prizing the things that perish 
above the imperishable riches of the 
life beyond.

E. J. SCHELLHOUS, M. D.
Spring Hill, Kans. >

Experience of W. H. Burleigh, 
the .Poet.

To gratify a neighbor, I attended a 
spiritual circle, upon condition that I 
should not be announced, but permitted 
to be a silent spectator. I was a 
stranger to the company present, save 
the gentleman who accompanied me. I 
remained a silent spectator of many 
singular phenomena during the evening, 
through the mediumship of a young 
Irish girl in a trance state, apparently 
in a sleep. Just before the circle broke 
up, while I was standing in the corner 
of the room, the medium spoke thus: 
“Mr. Burleigh, what lady Is that stand
ing by your side?" Confused by such 
a qufttion to me from such a source, I 
involuntarily looked on either side of 
me to see if any one was near me. “You 
cannot see her, but there is ono standing 
by your side, who appears to be closely 
allied to you-and yet; not by the ties of 
consanguinity, but those nearer and 
dearer,” said the medium. I asked her
io describe her looks, and she did, 
minutely; as to her height, her style and 
color of dress, the color of her hair, 
eyes, ete. Confused and embarrassed,
I could think of no one corn
her description, when calling for pencil 
and paper, she wrote upon It: "They 
tell me thou art dying."

more concisely than I can talk.
“ ‘I anj pleased to meet you in

Tray. Though unannounced, 
been here at the seances, and

I 
I

also been looking around, and I 
that Spiritualism is advancing.

this 
have 
have 
find 
It Is

“A Plea for the- New Woman.” By 
May Collins. Aw address delivered be
fore the. Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents.

getting strong and vigorous and able to 
stand on its own bottom. It Is moving 
on, and they cannot stop it. I have now 
written one page.’ He tears the leaf of 
writing out of the tablet and places it 
on the desk, and writes on, but talking 
all the while; continues writing on an
other page, and while so doing, said: 
‘They may be able to incarcerate some 
mediums, but some will be left all the 
while to carry on the good work. '

“ ‘Now sometimes you think we 
should be here at all times when stran^ 
gers are here, but we know best Some 
cannot comprehend this work; then 
again, we do not think it best, even if 
we could, to have too much public gaze 
intff.our work until we get it ready for- 
the public. -

“ ‘Now, friends, one word to you. Wp. 
consider you as essential integrants -ft 
this work as we, ourselves. Without 
you, we could no more do the work than 
you would without us; and we consider 
you as most extraordinarily faithful 
souls.’

“As the spirit tears from the tablet his 
remaining writing, he says: ‘I have now 
written' two pages and part of another, 
and now deliver this to our good friend, 
Dr. Schellhous, to retain to the close of 
tfie seance,’ which the Doctor does; and 
the circle found this to be the writing, 
to-wlt:

“ ‘A great many experiences have 
been given in these seances by spirits 
who belonged to orthodox churches 
while in the physical form, and 
I feel the explanations they encoun
tered upon passing into spirit life, have 
not been as clearly stated as they might 
have been; therefore, I take the liberty 
of making a few explanations on this 
matter.

“ ‘Many who came to you say they 
were in the dark when they entered 
spirit life. By that they mean that 
their spiritual sight was undeveloped. 
The majority of persons belonging to 
the church think tliht a belief in the re
mission of sins is all that is necessary 
for their salvation. Thus they have de
pended for years upon some one else to 
bear the burden of their misdoings, un
til they have become as helpless as a 
babe. On the other hand, a small mi
nority whose Innate goodness has 
risen above their creeds, believe that it 
is necessary for them to assist their fel
low-men all that lies in their power, in 
addition to accepting Christ as their 
savior. They go forth and help their 
needy neighbors, and bring comfort to 
sorrowing hearts by practical deeds; 
When these latter entered spirit life 
they, at first expected to find an ortho
dox heaven, and of course, were disap
pointed.’” .. •

Here are two hundred and eleven 
words written while the spirit at the 
same time of the writing, also spoke in , 
common conversational manner and ! 
comnion rate of utterance, two hundred 
and thirty-five, words; and the matter , 
spoken as widely differs from that writ
ten as It is possible to have the differ- j 
ence. .

How many people are there In the 
mortal that can duplicate this feat? Let 
some wiseacre who knows no word but 
fraud, try his hand on this experiment. 
Let him commit to memory both of i 
these efforts—the spoken and the writ« > 
ten words, and then’try. to-produce the j
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And other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles. As 
M..M. D., Ph. D. In this splendid large book Dr. 
Peebles has concentrated » vast amount of valuable 
information. It is exceedingly entertaining and reaut 
able, and Spiritualism as ne fQUod it everywhere 
m hie travels receives due attention, making th« 
nook of special value and interest to Spiritualist*, 45I 
large pages, finely bound, at the low price of 9140. For 
sale at this office. '

Works of Thomas Paine
A now edition tn paper covers with large clear type, 

comprising; .
Age of Reason...........25 cts.
Rights of Man...........25 cts.
Crisis.......................... 25 cts.
Common Sense.......... 15 cts.

fill* I* a splendid opportunity to secure these stand
ard work*, as the price is within the reach of all. For 
sale al this office.

Our *4 ’>b kuunro ft.
i »srnntjpd best of all cabinata e ■KVHKgaS price. Ha*  real door on hhige*.  

FBT. WBji^da bat, lart*  20 raor*.  Turtlih and 
AfinHdL K%&W*a  bath*  at hemo So each,

mllllua*  of Dera*.  ar aweataholaoaacutot the blood.Wb you. clean and healthy,■d b.“m™woouiplozlon. Phr«ii■ d ,n»o»mead It for Cold*,  •
fl < HU' uin ntlgm, 5eu»

Obealty, Fuuide IM*»  
uee.Ìfnofi 

as Price with boater, directions, formula».
Bviw>didBoueK.iflQ6nts Wsnted*  

rùr“14 World Bid's, Claolnnntl, O.
^commend above firm at relia^—£d^ori

(HE PSYGHOGR&PHb
-OR- .

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This Instrument Is substantially tbs tune as that 

i1?'- Us e»flyln«sUgat®, 
In it*  improved form It has been before tb» public for 
mure that} leven years, and In the bands of thouianoi 
of persont has proved Ite superiority over tha PittE , 
chette, and all other inatrumeme which have been 
brought out In imitation, both In regard to certalntl 
and correcnaae of tha QommunfcaUom reoetved»*  
IU aid. and m a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wUlt to Investigate BpiritudlUmf
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communioatioiu?

The Psyobograpb la an Invaluable assistant <a 
pamphlet with lull directions tor the 

Formation ot Circles and Cultivation
ot Mediumship i,

wltb eveiv Inrtnimonl. Many who were cot »w»reqi 
their medlumlslk gift, b»ve, after & tow eUtlndL 
»trf,f-J*  deOsffitul oitiiagee A vol®S i

tU(wl with commendatory letter*.  Matw , 
who began with It a*  an ant using toy, fonna 
Intalllgenca controlling It knew tore thai 
1 z,T0.t' convert*  to SplntualleSTCarl D.B. Edward«, Orient, N. Y.. writ«»: 
oomninnlcatlona (by the Peychograpb) ft 
Other friend*,  even from old settlera whe 
Otonej are moja-grown In the old yard. I 

‘»oi Proved to tne i 
iiuaiiim Ib Indeed true, and die coinmuniCBl 

low?PZvSlVlIn the........
n J A**?  ®M B°n» dftusbtQr, atid their mother?
«Crowell, whose wrttftgB have njAdebji 
Slit- 10 Interested Io ps?ohlc matterij 
writes as follow»: ‘’I am much pleuflif with the Pif-

u It Is very simple in prlnclploand ooDstrtifii . 
ire must be far toofe seufiitlve to splr41 

‘ OQenowtnuAe, IbeltoveitwilJ 
♦he latter when Ito »uperiof

of her hair, It^eryda
embarrassed, Ki,od 1 ,ure tou“1 
vranntllno .. Power than tlie one espouaing to generally supersede th, 
Ug for pencil I merlt* become known.”

In an instant this key unlocked the 
whole matter, and bursting into tears, 
L-abruptly left the house, and went 
weeping home. ,

Now for the sequel. When a young 
man of eighteen years I was principal 
of a select school In my native town In 
Connecticut, and had a young lady 
assistant, to whom I was affectionately 
attached; but being young, and poor, I 
lovingly and painfully parted from her, 
went to Pennsylvania and became the 
editor of a paper, where I remained 
many years. In the meantime my be
loved maiden married one of my old 
schoolmates and became the mother of 
several children. In correspondence 
with my parents and brothers and sis
ters at home, I always enquired feel-' 
Ingly of the health and happiness of 
Mary—and was in the habit of hearing 
from her often. In the year — I re
ceived a letter from my sister, contain
ing the painful intelligence that my 
dearly cherished and beloved friend, 
Mary, was dying with- that Insidious 
disease, consumption. I was filled with 
sadness and the ( deepest sorrow, and 
under the Inspiration of my feelings 
wrote a short poem, headed: “They tell 
me thou art dying;’—which can be seen 
at any time by reference to my pub
lished volume of poetry. And the per
son described as my guardian angel, 
standing by my side, was precisely the 
person, Mary ----- as she was when
my assistant. '

A Letter in Cordingley’s Behalf.
To the Editor:—In reply to the article 

published in the last issue of your 
paper, let me state that the accusation 
made by the so-called friend is utterly 
false and without foundation. We have 
just such friends to deal with every 
day, who, like dogs in the manger, bark 
and growl at every new effort put forth 
for the progress and benefit of any 
cause. We kindly request this person 
to Investigate a little deeper in this mat
ter. He Is entirely mistaken when he 
states we have camped for several 
years at Deep Lake, for this will be 
only our second year. We organized 
our camping association last year, and 
we have representative Spiritualists as 
its officers. The names respectively are, 
G. V. Cordingley, president; C. M. Kee
ner, vice-president; H. W. Miller, secre
tary; Fred Guckenmus, treasurer; Gus 
Swain, Dr. P. Parker, W. C. Wilke, 
trustees. We have also a ladles’ auxili
ary, officially organized, which is doing 
a mighty work. Besides the main or
ganization we have over one hundred 
members throughout the state and 
many more tp join later. It is with 
much regret that we see you allow the 
green-eyed monster jealousy turn you 
against one who has always been one of 
the first to step forward and assist any 
good, worthy cause. We do not wish to 
agitate this matter further, but if nec
essary we can publish in full, names 
and addresses of those throughout the 
state who are now members. As to the 
name of the camp I think we are priv
ileged to use whatever name we choose 
as long as there is no barbed-wire fence 
around it and as long as we are not In
fringing on any one else’s right

Last year several speakers were ad
vertised to be at camp who failed to 
keep their engagements. Are we to 
blame for that!

feiljlhly have not read the paper 
carefully Tor we have publicly invited 
you and others to become members and 
co-workers with us. Therefore if such 
Is the case that you are. privileged to co
operate with it, certainly it is not an in- 

you can not accept 
and help us, please remain dormant and 
allow.those who can_and wlll do so, for. 
m spite of all you do and say against us 
our camp will live and thrive. A word 
to the wise Is sufficient. Judge not 
lest ye be judged. :

Father Tom and the Pope, 
Or a Night at the Vatican.

Written probably by Sir Samuel Fermibod. Fretti 
Blackwood’« Edinburg Magazine. Tblsf» a bumoroua 
account of a rolickeome visit to the Pope ot Borne bfr 
Father Tom. an Irhh priest, armed with a supeit 

°* Ir,t* tTP Imperial quart bottles of 
insù putteen, and an Irish recipe for “conwound*  
Ing” the same. “What’s that?" says the Pope. “Pul 
In the sperits first,” says his Biv’rcnce; ‘^nd then 
But In the sugar: and remember, every dhrop of wa» 

3eJPul m a*tber  that, spoils the punch." “Glory 
pe tp God, says the Pope, not minding a word Fsth*  
srTom was saying. “Glory be to God!” says be. 
smacking bls Bps. “I never known wbat dbrink wfta 
afore, says he. “Itbates theLacbymalchrystal out 
ov the face.’ says he-“it’s Nocthar Itself, It is, so it 
!sl" says he, wiping bis eplstollcal mouth wld tbc cuff 
of his coat. Paper, 25cts. ; cloth, 50 cents. For salo 
at this office.

The Bridge Between Two Worlds 
BY ABBY A. JUDSON.

With putralt of the author. Deeply spiritual and 
Initruotlre. An excellent work. Price, cloth. 11.001 
paper. 76 centa. For «ale at thl« office-

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The 
origin of religions, aud their Influence upon tha 
knertal development of the human race. Transcribed 
at the request of a band of ancient philoeonbera. 
Price, 10 cents. For sale atthie office. *

- The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist attack on Eptrituallsm repulsed. By 

Moses Hull. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

X ~ H. W. MILLER, 
Corresponding Secretary.

“Poems of Progress,” By Lizzie 
Doten.- In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may bo read in her 
varied moods, "from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.
.“Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 

W. P. Phelon. For sale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents.- ,

- “Discovery of a LostTrall.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50.- For le 
at this office. -

.A / „ ;

THE DIAKKA.
The DUkka and Their Earthly VIcllmB.bvfhi» eo»». 

A. J. Davie, la a very interesting 
work. It lean explanation of much that ta false and 
repuliiva in Spiritualism, embodying a mort Im*  - 
portant recent interview with Jame» Victor Wliion« a ~ 
reildent of the Summerland. Price50cent«. Foj 
sale at thia office. .

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin oi 
Beligioiib.

By Sarah E. Titcomb. With an Introduction bj 
Charles Morris, author of “The Aryan Baca.” ITiOA 
•loth, 81*  . ' ■ • ■ .

. THE Mo&inu
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
IptereiUnff and valuable aa a history of tlio begin*  

ning of Modern Bplritoallm, by one of thoFoxbli*  
. tors. 478 Pagoa, 18 Illustration», including portrait» of 
the Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rapping» 
a» related by eye*wltne»se8;  remarkable and well at*  
te»ted manifestations: the “exposures.” etc. Hand*  

bound;in cloth, But few copies renjafnlnf» 
PublUher»’ price. 81.50. Wo will tend the book port*  
paidfoMIM^ ■ : . . ■ . -
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rlor to God. Every sevcn-by-nlne 
preacher, holding forth at the corner 
school-house, is sure of his ability to do 
so with mathematical demonstration, 
and thereby assert his superiority over 
the God he worships. The highest spir
itual intelligences with whom I have 
ever conversed, profess utter Inability 
to fathom the infinite profundity of 
the abyss of the universe.

This department Is under the man
agement of .

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness ,1s perhaps sacrificed to this 
torced brevity. Proofs have to be.omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and. write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
und hence there is unavoidable- delay. 
Every one lias to wait- his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. - ■

NOTICE-No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able,' the ordl-. 
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HODSON TUTTLE.

M. L. R., Montreal: Q. Are morga
natic marriages contracted at the pres
ent time?

A. Morganatic marriage is the union 
between royal men and women of infe
rior rank. As the-ruler of the least of 
the insignificant states of Germany was 
considered of too superior blood to wed 
the most superior woman of the people, 
and as such marriages were often desir
able on the part of the rulers, they en
acted laws to give them a legal coloring 
and suborned the church to give its 
sanction as to the morality of such con
nections. The woman thus wed, and 
Her children had no rank conferred on 
them, and although not bearing the 
stigma of illegitimate, they , had no in
heritance. It is not a marriage, but an 
illusion, as has been said its name indl-, 
cates, if as supposed it comes from fata 
morgana, the taufalizing mirage which 
appears to the weary traveler over the 
desert wastes, presenting to his longing 
eyes, green fields ,and running waters 
which as he follows disappear.

Such marriages are yet legal in some 
countries, and their morality endorsed 
by the church, but with the advance
ment of the age are less common, and 
by the people regarded ap a species of 
concubipage; pernicious and ‘ reprehen
sible. .

4^>».u4

ROBERT OWEN.
Book of the New Mora 

World.”

Gieat Work by a Great /Vlithor.

». to

TftE. CAMP-MEETINGS

F. F. McL., Colorado: Q. I am not 
x in harmony with this world. I am rest- 
y-less. It Is difficult to bear the Imposi

tions of those, that are Imposed upon. 
To perceive the difficulties of substitut
ing intelligence for ignorance—elevation 
for degradation. This-.world changes its 
phases, but the relative status of all 
seems so nearly maintained. The 
musses are still Incapable of reason or 
elevated conceptions. Crude and de
graded in thought (both the extremes 
and the middle) I think I shall be glad 
to go where I can create my own ob
jective world.

A. The mental state of Mr. F. F. 
McL. Is not a healthy one. It is not de
sirable to-stand apart from the world, 
and upbraid its faults. The great cur
rent of life flows by, it maybe rough and 
turbid, yet there can be no progress 
made by standing on the shore and con- 
demnlng the stream as it flows by. The 
stained and battered crafts which are 
swept onward even though they drift 
into side currents and are whirled In 
eddies, pass by those who grumble on 
the shore, If we have a more correct 
perception of truth than the masses, pur 
duty plain, to do all we possibly can 
to brini&he people to the recognition of 
reason, niM not with cowardice born of 
pessimism vSesert our post of duty.

We can make our own objective 
world now, here in this earthly life, as 
well as we shall be able to do in the 

. future. Our lines to-day or to-morrow 
are and will never be all that we may 
desire, for our ideal is above the real. 
We should hold ourselves superior to 
our surroundings, and make our lives 
independent of others.

We are the result of the accumulation 
of all the forces which have pre
ceded us In an interminable ancestral ■ 
line; the culmination of all preceding in
fluences and conditions streaming down 
to us by heredity. Thus created, or 
evolved, a creature of circumstances, 
we become a centerstance, and a crea
tor, center exciting independent force, 
and are thus able to re-act on our envir

onment. Thus, as a spirit, even though 
•■limited by physical conditions, are we 
able to create our own objective world, 
and rule supreme therein.

J. B. B.: Q. When I have sought to 
obtain through a certain private medi
um information as to zthe methods of 
living of my friends in the spirit world, 
I have been answered that they are not 
permitted to tell, “God is not willing for 
us to tell,” though the subjects are such 
as are freely treated through other me
diums. Is there evidence of such re
straint or government upon controls, or 
is it ad idiosyncrasy of this particular, 
one? '

A. There is no restraint Imposed on 
any spirit except that of their own cre
ation. The spirits of those brought up 
to believe the superstitions of the 
church, and that God overlooks every
thing, and consents or commands, when 
they reabh that existence they presume 
to be heaven, have this belief Intensi
fied and are confident that they are es
pecially deputized by God or his agents, 
a.qd not allowed to do anything not 
“permitted."' Such an affirmation Is 
sufficient condemnation of the Intelli
gence of those who make it.

Spirits are not “permitted" or “con
trolled” by God, or any of bls agents, 
any more than man. They are amen
able to law, the same as when Incar
nated in mortal life and subject thereto.

M. ?W. C.: The Unes of evolution 
seem to'make the immortality of .ani
mals .below man impossible, and the 
line of demarkatlon between the perish
able and Imperishable may cut much 
farther than is received, Into the dis
tinctly Human.realm. That a spirit ex
ists after the death of the physical form 
does not prove that It will exist forever.

Mrs. A. E. H.: In the explanation of 
phenomena the. first rule of science is, 
not'refer it to unknown causes until all 
the known are shown to be Inadequate. 
Thus you may refer the loss of small ar
ticles of which you complain to your de
ficiency j|n locating- and memory, or to 
the mlspWçvou8.jW3tjiks fit some .one 
Bear you. If thejto fall, then you may 
resort to spiritual interference. Many 
cases on record prove the latter quite 
possible,

TELEKINESY.
A New Name for Soul Force

Ashley Camp. 0.
This camp begins July 29, and ends 

August IK 1900, For programmes ad
dress H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

Bankson Lake, Mich.
Bankson Lake (Mich,) Camp-meeting 

commences June 3 and closes June 13. 
Nearest railroad station is Lawton. For 
full particulars address S. T. Beam, 
Lawton, Mich.

Maple Dell Camp, 0.
- The National Spiritual and Religious 
Camp Association will hold its twelfth 
annual session, commencing July 22, 
ending September. For full particulars

Hull, Dr. J. M. Temple, J|ey, B. F, Aus
tin, Julia Steelman Mitchell,^ Marian 
Carpenter, Edgar W. Emerson, Carrie 
E. S. Twlng. " ' '

For programme, containing full par-
titulars, with illustrations, address W.

and programme, enclose stamp and ad
dress Lucy King, corresponding secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio. .

Arkansas Valley Camp.
The Arkansas Valley Spiritual Asso-

l
>-

I-
-elation will hold Its 7th annual camp- 
mjetlng in Island Park, at Winfield, 
Kansas,.commencing July 7, and ending 
Juiy 17, '1900. For full particulars ad
dress Chas. 0. Bethel, Winfield, Kans.

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
This camp opens July 29. The circu

lars are now ready, and can be had upon 
jappllcatlon. In writing for them please 
enclose stamp for return postage. Ad
dress Albert P. Bllun, Clerk, 603 Tre
mont street, Boston, Mass.

' Columbus Camp, 0.
This camp will open July 1, and close

Augpst 27. Bend for programmes 
Dr. YV. D. Noyes, secretary, 181), 
Cleveland avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Pon-she-wa-ing, Mich.

to 
N.

W. F. Shaw: Q. What is the Yogi 
system of breathing, and its value as a 
curative agent
: A. There has in recent years been a 
strange attempt to revive the effete 
systems of the east. The unfamiliar 
names have served the art of the jug
gler, and been received as conveying 
profound thought, whereas a more 
senseless, misleading, and worthless 
conception of nature and human life 
never wasted the attention of mankind.

; Starting with the false belief that the 
spirit was bound to the rack of reincar

: nation, escape from which was almost 
. impossible. The Yoga system pretend

ed to furnish this escape by forms and 
observances which again united the

■ spirit with the supreme being. As the 
world was sinful and life despicable, to.

■ withdraw the senses from surrounding 
scenes, crucify the flesh by painful and 
unnatural postures, and concentration 
of the mind on some one idea, until It 
was wholly absorbed and hypnotized. 
Into thoughtlessness, were accepted 

■ means of gaining that desirable result.
Fasting to the verge of death, dlsre- 

gard of all the necessities of life, were 
distinguishing marks of the Yogi, who 
instead of the spiritual teacher who by 
his asceticism had gained, as he 
claimed, command of the elements, and 

■ of spirits, was a beggar, vile and dls- 
gusting in his filthiness.

Great power and influence is claimed 
by these deluded votaries to come from 
sitting with eyes steadfastly gazing at 

■ tlie abdomen, and taking deep breaths.
Breathing and spirit were confounded 
by the ancients in their ignorance, and 
the Yogi are types of the survival of 
this childish conception of life. These 
inspirations taken by counts, have no 
spiritual significance, and no effect 

: more than filling, the lungs. Deep 
breathing is beneficial, expanding the 
lungs, and thus bringing all the cells 

- into activity.

. Frank Tottou: Q. (1) Has the N. S. 
A. any right to Influence the railroad 
people against a regular ordained
speaker, to stop his half-fare rates, 
as to compel him to join its ranks?,

(2) Do yo.u think the spirit world

so

is
"...back of.the N. S. A?

■ ' (3) Can anyone define God?
Ai (.1) We are sure that this corre

spondent is mistaken in his estimate of 
the N. S. A. The rules adopted by the 
railroad passenger agents are very, 
strict In regard to clergyman’s passes 
and have from year to year been made 
more so, the abuses having become In
sufferable. The society or church or
daining a minister, to have him recog
nized by the’,railroad officials, must 
have standlrignnd send a list of its offi
cers to the proper authorities. Our cor
respondent is complaining of railroad 
officials, Instead of the N. S. A. I write 
this without prejudice, for I am not nor 
have I ever been a member Of that or
ganization. -The impression, however, 
has gone abroad, fostered by ill-timed 
and unwarranted speeches and writ
ings, that such was the aim of the N-. 
S. A., and it is only simple justice that 
the denial be published.

(2) Tiiat.thcre are spirits Interested in 
the N. S. A., there can be no doubt, buf
fo say that flic spirit-world is back of it 
is a very different claim. There are 
men and women, zealous In Its cause, 
yet we cannot say that the whole mor
tal world Is “back of It.”

To define "God" one must be supe-

The heading over these Unes looks 
somewhat strange to English eyes, but 
the notion conveyed by the word is 
nothing new to Spiritualists. The word 
is formed on the same principle, as for 
instance telepathy, telegraphy nnd so 
on, from two Greek words, telos—end, 
and kinesis—motion, and designates the 
faculty or ability to move inanimate ob
jects at a distance without physical con
tact I firmly believe that some persons 
are in possession of this extraordinary 
gift, and I will cite one Instance in sup
port of this beUef.

About Six yehrs ago I came across a 
case of inhuman cruelty to a child, a 
young girl,' committed by her own 
mother. I reported the case to the au
thorities and through my instrumental
ity the child was by a decision of the 
court taken from her mother and 
placed In a boarding school, supported 
by the state of Illinois. The rage and 
fury of the unnatural mother knew of 
no bounds; In vain did she make every 
effort ^within her reach to again get 
possession of the child, and as time 
passed on she became more and more 
embittered against mo, whom she 
looked upon as the most dangerous wit
ness against her, To protect the girl 
against her mother’s Intrigues it was at 
last decided to appoint me her guard
ian, and just as the legal blanks were 
filled in and signed, ready to be pre
sented in the probate court, some very 
strange occurrences took place, which 
seem to corroborate my idea of tele- 
kinesy. • > •

Among many other things in my bed
room, I had a picture of the above
mentioned child, and also the guardian
ship’blank. The picture was standing 
on a small shelf on the wail, and the 
blank was lying on a bureau under a 
big pile offheavy books, on top of which 
lay several handkerchiefs. Now, I have 
seen during the course of two months, 
in full daylight those two inanimate ob
jects, the picture and the blank,'picked 
out from among the many other sur
rounding trinkets, and after having 
been shaken, violently thrown down on 
the. floor, to the some place and in the 
same direction. I have seen this repeat
ed time and again, sometimes when I 
was alone in the room and sometimes 
in the presence of other persons. There 
were also other phenomena of the same, 
nature occurring at the same time and' 
continued for about two months. -

I have related those experiences to 
some of my friends, but none of them 
has been able to offer a satisfactory ex
planation.- For , my part, and until 
some more plausible interpretation can 
be found, I believe they were due to a 
■faculty possessed by the child’s mother, 
and which for lack of another name I 
have chosen to call teleklnesy or the 
ability to move inanimate objects at a 
distance, and to do so with a certain In
telligent purpose. If any of our spirit
ual friends would tell of similar experi
ences and also give their explanations 
I think It would be" of value for many 
searchers after truth, and perhaps open 
•up new vistas, into thè spiritual realm 
which to some of us is so near and yet 
so far. ■ ' H. S.

■,°The Infidelity of Eccleslastlcism, 
A Menace to American Civilization.-’ 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For. sale at this office.

Spiritualist camp-meeting will be held 
at Pon-she-wa-ing, Mich., commencing 
June 15 and closing July 9. For full 
particulars address N. M. Kellam, man
ager, Oden, Mich.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
The camp-meeting of the Indlana.4^- 

■soelatlou of Spiritualists will open at 
Chesterfield, Ind., July 19, and elose 
August 26, 1900. For programmes and 
further information address Flora Har
din, secretary, Anderson, Indiana.

New Era Camp, Oregon,
Its next annual gathering will be held 

beginning June 23 and ending July 16, 
thus Including four Sundays. Full par
ticulars may be had by addressing E. 
W. Penman, secretary, Canby, Oregon, 
or Mrs. Kate Obrock, vice-president, 309 
Shaver street, Portland, Oregon.

Delphos Camp.
The twenty-second annual camp

meeting of the First Society of State 
Spiritualists and Liberals will be held 
at Delphos, Kans., from August 10 to 
August 26 Inclusive. For further par
ticulars or information write to Presi
dent J. N. Blanchard, Delphos, Kansas; 
M. J. Main, vice-president, Simpson, 
Kansas, or E. S. Bishop, secretary, 
Glasco, Kansas.

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort offers an 

attractive programme the coming sea
son. The camp opens July 13 and 
closes August 26. Write to fhe secre
tary, A. E. Gaston, Meadville, Pa., for 
programmes.

Onset Camp-Meeting. ’
Commences July 15, and closes Au

gust 26, 1900. For further particulars 
address Secretary, Onset, Mass. .

Vicksburg Camp.
The seventeenth annual camp-meet

ing of Vicksburg, Mich., will be held in 
Fraser’s Grove, commencing August 3, 
and closing Augiist 26, 1900. For fur
ther information address Jeannette 
Fraser, Manager, Vicksburg, Kalama
zoo county, Mich.

Lake Brady.
The camp grounds wlll be open for 

picnics June 1, extending through the. 
summer. The camp-meeting opens July 
1, closing September 1. Anyone wish
ing a Lake Brady program will please 
write Ged. N. Abbott Lake Brady, via 
Kent, Ohio, or E. R. Kidd, Canton, Ohio.

Mount Pleasant Park, la.
The eighteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association will be held at Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa, from July 29 to 
August 26, 1900. • ■

The beautiful grounds known as 
Mount Pleasant Park are situated west 
of Clinton, one mile from the postoffice, 
and are so elevated above the river val
ley as-to furnish a magnificent view of 
■the city and -surrounding country -fof- 
miles. The grounds are well supplied 
with- water, and the dense shade from 
hundreds of native trees makes the 
temperature at all tithes cool and pleas
ant. Sidewalks are, laid on fhe princi
pal streets and avenues, the grounds 
are cleaned daily and the sanitary reg
ulations are strictly enforced, thus mak
ing Mt. Pleasant Park an ideal spot in 
which to rest and'recuperate both mind 
and body. The electric street cars run 
regularly to and from the city, making 
the grounds, easy of access at all times. 
Arrangements have been made with Mr. 
E. A. Hughes whereby he is granted the 
exclusive privilege of running a cab arid 
baggage line from the.different-depots 
and steamboat landings I into the 
grounds of this association. Mr. 
Hughes will charge for one passenger 
and one trunk 25 cents, and will have 
his vehicles plainly marked so that 
strangers can tell at a glance that he is 
licensed to enter our grounds. Strangers 
should be very cautious and.secure Mr. 
Hughes’ services as it may save them 
some expense and inconvenience. Mr. 
Hughes will look carefully after all 
■baggage entrusted to his-care .and de
liver, same to any part of the grounds.

Speakers. W. F.- Peck, Willard J.

F. Peck, 3,005 Magazine street, St. 
Louis, Mo.

Grand Ledge, Mich.
Grand Ledge Spiritualist, Camp-Meet

ing commences July 2i) and closes Au
gust 26. Mrs, Abbie E. Sheets, chair
woman. Saturday, July ^8, reception 
In hotel parlors to campers, Sunday, 
July 2Ô, welcojne address by Abbie E. 
Sheets. Speakers: Mrs. Loe F. Prior, 
Mrs. Abbie E. Sheets, Lyman C. Howe, 
Mrs. Amanda Coffman, Mrs. N. M. Rus- 
soil, Geo. W. Kates, Mrs, Zalda Brown 
Kates, Dr. O’Dell, Mfs; Lee Norie Cla
man, R, W. Barton, Augustà Ferris, A. 
B. Spinney, Mediums engaged: Mrs. 
Kates, A. B. Winans,’ Mrs. Frances 
Ruddlck, Mrs. N. M. Russell, Mrs. Au
gusta Ferris, Mrs. Clàffiah, Mrs, Bar
ton and Mrs. Prior. Atfiorig the ex
pected are Geo. Letford, - t>r, .Dannels, 
Geo. F. Perkins, Mrs, JJpker and oth
ers. Reduced rates on all Michigan 
railroads. For further particulars and 
full programmes, write to M. F. Phares 
or Geo. H. Sheets, GrandJ.wlge, Mich.

Briggs Park, Michi
Briggs Park Camp opens July 1 and 

closes August 19, 1900,At Grand Rap
ids, Mioh. The closlng'Aveek ’ will be 
under the direction of’ the .Michigan 
State Association. It holds its conven
tion and annual grandi ma§â-meetlng. 
Our workers are as follows: Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, Dr. A. B. Spinney, ,X E. Tis
dale, Marian Carpenter, OsctaÎEdgerly, 
Mrs. R. W. Barton, Mrs. M.’ A. Bur- 
land, George B. Holmes. H. Ëf.1, Warner, 
Lyman C. Howe, May" Cecil Lincoln, 
D. P. Dewey, Mrs. Empllss Plake, Au
gusta Ferris, Mrs. A. E. Sheets, Lee 
Norie Claman, Mrs. Jqjinf Lindsay, 
Frank McKinley, Fran): N.’.Fflfiter, Mat
tie. Woodbury, and owj.cfiaïi-ffiàn,, E. E. 
Carpenter., Prbgrarii chéetfuny trailed 
to any addreSs reeblted,,opi postal card 
to Thos J. Hay ries, secréta rjV389 West
ern avenue, Muskegon, MJch.

Camp-Meeting at Deep Lake.
The Illinois State Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens its second season at 
Deep Lake, 1(4 miles from Lake Villa, 
Ill., on Wisconsin Central railroad, com
mencing Juiy 10 and closing September 
1. Those who Intend to camp with us 
please let us know in time so that we 
can make preparations for you, Ad
dress G. V. Cordingley, President, 3300 
Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill.

FROM CHILDHOOD TO AGE.

Dear gentle child with the sunny brow, 
The canvas is spread arid-thy vessel's

prow i
Is turning away from the eastern shore, 
Thy ship is to sail life’s whterS o’er; 
The skies are bright and the pearly 

spray .
Is dancing and sparkling along the bay.
I look around on the landsqapd green, 
There are beautiful hills and vales be

tween, .
The lambkins are skipping, in frolic

some glee, . . :
The bir^p are building in wall and tree, 
Svteet perfumes arise from gardens of 

thyme, . • \
The bells are swinging in musical 

chime.
’Tis a lovely land thou art going to 

. leave, . .
For Its Innocent joys thou wilt some

times grieve, ■. .
For the emerald glades where the vio

lets sleep, .
On the tossing seas thou wilt sometimes 

weep; .
As thy bark shall surge o’er the .angry 

surf . ■ ,
Thou wilt sometimes long for the velvet 

tnrf. .. ■
Go forth, O^my child, hhd gather the 

flowers, ' ■ ’
Go gather the vines from’the' woodland 

bowers, ’ i’
They will wither, ’tis tAie, their hues 

will depart, «
But their scent will remain to comfort 

the heart, ’ q ' « . ■ •
It will whisper to thee of llfe’bfimornlng 

.. land, ■ «’■ I'
As thou bparest awayfio tHS7 western 

strand. v: mi -
si 15The jewels of wisdom thy mdtper gave, 

Take In memory’s casket' Jlpon the' 
wave! nil <C

Take the mystic girdle ’ Mk flowing 
length 4

To gird Up thy loins when thou needest 
strength .

And fold^for the vbyagp thj^garments 

Thou wilt need them t’i wear? In the 
'■ Isles of Light

My darling, farewell, time Icannot be 
stayed, , j I

Thy ship is afloat—file’ anchor Is 
weighed, ; ■

The breezes are out and the billows 
• play, .

As they bear thee from childhood to 
age away; . s-;. ■ - '

May thy heart be brave and thy hands 
' be strong, , . A - . ’
Should the'seas be roUgh and thy jour

ney long. . ■ ■ ' <
\ MRS. H. H. CHA A PEL, M D, 

Palmetto,-Fla.

(Continued from No. 545.)
"Until this change in the condition of 

the human race can be accomplished, it 
will be Impossible for man to be made 
happy. And this change can be made 
only by the abandonment of the errors 
in the principles and practices which 
have arisen from the supposition that 
man posseses the power to believe and 
feel as he likes, and that there is merit 
or demerit in either belief or feeling, 
any more than there Is merit or demerit 
in the Instincts of any other- animal. 
We are made as they are made, from 
the elements of nature; we are gov
erned by the laws of these elements as 
they are governed by them. •• We are or
ganized or composed, disorganized or 
decomposed, and reorganized, or.recom
posed, in like manner as all other ani
mals and material things are composed, 
decomposed, and recomposed, apparent
ly eternally, without beginning or ter
mination. And for being thus com
posed, decomposed, or recomposed, 
with the qualities possessed by or given 
to each compound, there can be neither 
merit nor demerit; each must act, of ne
cessity, according to the qualities re
ceived by each, and the circumstances 
which are made to act upon thejn. But 
all existences upon earth, with con
scious sensation, desire to be happy; 
and such feeling, it is probable, per
vades the universe of life. '

“Man, then, desires universally to be 
happy, and his organization has been 
made, by some cause or causes, at pres
ent undiscovered by him, to require cer
tain conditions to secure the greatest 
amount of happiness to each Individual, 
and to the race, through succeeding gen
erations,

"These conditions are those which 
have been described in this part of 
“The Book,” and those which will be 
explained in the succeeding chapters; 
but -without the attainment of the con
ditions stated, to-wit: To express the 
truth only upon all occasions, and to 
have pure charity for the feelings, 
thoughts and conduct of all mankind, 
and a sincere good will for every indi
vidual of the human race, the other 
conditions will forever remain unat
tainable.

Until circumstances shall arise to 
form our characters In such a manner 
that, under every and all circum
stances in which we can be placed, we 
shall have no motive to express, by 
look, word or action, a falsehood, or 
anything approaching to it, happiness 
will be unattainable. Trutl), the pure 
and simple expression of the convic
tions and feelings which we are com
pelled to have, by the nature which the 
operations of nature force us to receive, 
Is alone competent to give us knowl
edge of ourselves and of humanity; to 
give us health of body and mind; to 
produce permanent Inward satisfaction; 
to withdraw all anger, ill-will, jeal
ousies and revenge; to create genuine 
charity for the thoughts, feelings and 
conduct of each; and to implant and 
nourish the feeling of sincere good-will 
for every individual of the human race.

“It is the unmlxed language of truth 
alone that can create these individual 
and universal feelings and conduct; and 
It is a correct knowledge of our own In
dividual nature, of human nature, and 
of the general laws of nature applicable 
to man, which can alone create minds 
with power sufficient to live in a per
petual atmosphere of truth. It. is the 
finalities which simple genuine truth 
can alone create, that will form In us a 
knowledge of what is necessary to our 
happiness, and the moral courage to act 
uniformly on that knowledge.

“But if human happiness depends 
upon this character being formed for all 
Individuals, the question arises, ‘Can it 
be formed? Are the means in our 
power to effect this great good for man
kind?’ ■

“It 1g perhaps the most gratifying of 
all reflections to know that the science 
has been discovered by which, without 
failure or mistake, this character may 
be ensured to all that shall be born af
ter the science shall have been made fa
miliar to the public and the practice un
derstood.

“Yes, it is true that man may be 
trained from Infancy to know no other 
language than that of truth; to have no 
other feelings for all of his race than 
pure, genuine charity for the thoughts, 
feelings, and conduct of all, of every 
clime and color; and.to acquire a spirit 
of good-will and sincere kindness for 
his fellow-man, In whatever quarter or 
district of the world he may be found. 
This is the spirit which can alone en
sure peace upon earth, make man a ra
tional being, and secure him prosperity 
and happiness.

“But the character of truth, charity, 
and kindness, has never yet been 
formed for man; it is not now known in 
any part of the earth. The priesthood 
of the world have prevented its forma
tion, and they have made it unavoidable 
that the opposite character—that of 
falsehood, uncharltableness and unkind
ness— should universally prevail, as it 
does at present over the whole earth. 
The priesthood and the world •will now 
soon become conscious of the great er
ror which has been committed and the 
evil of continuing it. They will now 
discover that they are all individually 
most severe sufferers In consequence, 
and they will become ready to effect 
the change for their own benefit and 
for the permanent advantage of their 
children and descendants.*  It is a law 
of human nature that man desires to be 
happy; as soon, therefore, as the priest
hood of the world shall be enabled to 
understand how much their profession 
is destructive of their own happiness, 
of that of their children, as well of the 
whole population of the world, they will 
abandon it, as being productive only of 
imbecility in some, arrogant presump- 
tlon and violent passions In others, and 
error, falsehood, and uncharltableness, 
in all; besides being a total stop to the 
improvement .and happiness of the hu
man race. And certain it is, that until 
the character of truth, charity and kind
ness can be made the universal charac
ter of man, full and complete.happiness 
cannot be experienced by any;’for the 
knowledge that any of bur fellow-crea
tures are inferior or less perfect than 
they can be made of man, will prevent 
the full enjoyment of the’hippiness-of 
men made to. become rational beings.” 
—Robert Owen.

*Note.—The venerable philanthropist,’ 
then past’ the three score Tnark, must 
have had a higher opinion of the priest
hood, than can be entertained of them, 
at the close of the 19th century, or he 
would not be so hopeftil Of the future 
of the race. How great must be his dis
appointment! 0. H. MATHEWS.

New Philadelphia, Ohio. - .

THf UNKNOWN”
BY—1

GftMILLE FLAMMARION.
“The Unknown” created a marked 

sensation, in France when first pub- 
llshed and can scarecly fail to arouse 
the greatest Interest in this country. It 
is an eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated instances, and 
chapters of his book are as weirdly fas-

clnating as the most fantastic of Eqe’i 
tales. It treats on Incredulity, creduL 
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission of-
thought, suggestion, the world ot ■ 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychlo 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual • 
facts, premonitory dreams and divine 
tlon of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 

. bound. Price $2,00.
For Bale at the Office of The Progressive Thinker.

DE/VTHr DEFEATED
-OR

The Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
BY J. M. PEEBLES. M. D.. M. A., Ph. D,

It certainly is just what is needed as 
a bpok of good suggestions and instruc
tions along the line of health. He 
treats the subject in his own matter-of- 
fact style. The book comprises a prac
tical subject handled In a practical 
manner by a practical man. Even if 
people do nqt wish or expect to live

here always, they should know how to 
live right and enjoy the life that be
longs to them. This is undoubtedly the 
most useful book for the masses the 
Doctor has ever published, for it strikes 
at the root or cause of disease, and tells 
how to avoid it. 212 pages, cloth 
bound. Price, $1. For sale at this office,

Three Remarkable Books !
“The Divine Pedigree of Man.”
“The Law of Psychic Phenomena.”
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future.”

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the 
Testimony of Evolution and Psychology 
to the Fatherhood of God. By Thom
son Jay Hudson, LL. D. This is a most

It is scientific throughout. Price $1.50. 
Dr. Hudson’s work on “The Law of 
Psychic Phenomena," is also valuable. 
Price, $1.50. His "Scientific Demon-
etratlon of the Future Life” should beremarkable work, demonstrating the °aU“k-lce $i.W. For sale a*  

existence of fhe Soul and Future Life, this office. ’

LIFE. BEYOND DEATH-
Being a Review ot

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Gonsidera 
tion of Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAQE, D. D.
8vo, Cloth, 842 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held In 
the past concerning life beyond death,
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme "other-

L-

5-
•-

worldliness” which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of Immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume includes a consideration of the 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author's own personal ex
periences In this line. Dr. Savage

bolds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least some 
well authenticated communications 
from persons in the other life. The 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Bellefs-Tho 
Old Testament and Immortality-Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
World and the Middle Ages-Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction—Tho 
Spiritualistic Reaction-The World s 
Condition and Needs as to Belief In Im- 
mortallty-Probabllltles Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions.

For Sale at this Office. Price $1.50. Postage 10c.

RENDING TAE V/VIL

A Most Remarkable Book Concerning the Existence 
of Man, and All Things, And All Being,

It Was Written by Materialized Forms at the House of 
J. H, Pratt, Spring Hill, Kansas, William W. 

Aber Being the Medium.
"Rending the Vail” is pronounced by 

Col. R. T. Van Horn, ot Kansas City, 
Mo., as a most remarkable work. That 
Get Van Horn is fully competent to 
judge, we will say that he Khs been a 
member of congress for four sessions, 
an editor of a leading daily, and a pro
found thinker along scientific lines. 
He says:

“The principal contributors, to the 
book are four in number: Dr. W. H. 
Reed, who is called the chemical con
trol of the medium; William Denton, 
Thomas Paine- and Michael Faraday.

and various kindred questions. All 
these are treated, some of them very 
fully,- but all rationally understandable. 
Also phenomena, inspiration and such, 
to many, knotty subjects, are freely and 
fully discussed.

"The work is not written by the me
dium nor by any one connected with tho 
society or circle. All was delivered by 
personalities distinct from either, writ
ten down by the secretary as spoken, or 
If in writing, filed away. At the next
meeting the minutes in full were read, 

. corrected, or criticised by those présent 
There are numerous others giving a few and by the authors, and when approved ■ u.—i . by. |al(J away for the y00]jincidental and mostly personal mes
sages or dissertations on sclentiîic, phil
osophic, religious, théologie and occult
topics—from world-building, the origin 
of life, or religions, of scientific discov
ery, and the laws of cosmos or nature
in fact the entire field of human 
thought The limitation seemed to be 
only that of the spectators to ask ques
tions.

“In addition to this mass of messages,

"The work Is unique in the history of 
spirit communleation. Swedenborg, 
Andrew Jackson Davis, and Maria King 
wrote under inspiration. Newbrough 
wrote Oahspe automatically by type
writer. “Rending the Vali” was writ
ten and spbken by full-form personali
ties and Is printed as given. One re-
markable thing about the writing may 
not be amiss here. As high as 1,200 
words a minute were written by actual 
timing by the watch.

“It is but just to the secretary to say

(To be continued.) '

’‘The Truth Seeker . Collection of

I

“The Mysteries of the formation of 
the Earth, the Rising and Sinking of 
Continents, the Introduction of Man, 
and HisJDestiny Revealed in God’s Own 
Way and Time.” A Work df deep inter
est, given through-the mediumship of 
Mrs. M. T, Longley, by. an advanced 
band of ancient spirits. Price $1, For 
sale at this office. ./ ..

Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals." For sale at this office. 
Price 25 cents. '

“Nature Cure.” By Drs.; M. E. and 
Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50 and $2. .

’’Longley’s Beautiful Bongs.” Four
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, 
with music, by 0. Payson Longley. 
Price by mall, 15 dents, For sale at 
thlsofficei ' . -

there are in the book about sixty illus
trations—44 of them portraits. These 
were drawn by a form Standing out in „ - 
the room at a desk, the form or person- that his work has been admirably done, 
ality to be sketched at the doorway of —not only faithfully and efficiently, but 
the cabinet and the finished picture with excellent taste. There are no dog
handed to one of the circle and filed matic parentheses, no interpolations or 
away by the seceretafy. • . / ipse dixlts of the scribe. He simply

“What will attract the attention of states that "a form purporting to be" 
even the non-Spirltualist reader is that So-and-So, “appeared and delivered the 
the topics treated by Prof, Denton, follOwlng”-statlng whether it was oral 
Thomas Paine and Prof. Faraday, are or In writing. -
in kind, in thought and style with those “In reading the book, and I have read 
to whlch thelr active lives in this world it all, this modest, self-retiring, literal

. . ,. . ... _. . rendering of’these extraordinary hfip-were devoted—in literary character as 
different here as in their works extant
On our book-shelves. - •'■’ -,

“The Spiritualist press and Its con
tributors are just now discussing a 
number of questions as to the nature of 
spirit, of spirit return; the want of 
agreement between, those returning as 
to conditions In their present world; the 
limitations—that the organism-of the 
medium Imposes upon communication,

penings by the secretary has been a 
source of constant admiration. It adds 
character to the book and inspires con
stant confidence In the-Integrity that 
from-tho first page to the last enhances 
the, respect and Interest of the reader.”

This remarkable book, "Rending the 
Vail,” is for sale at tho office of The 
Progressive Thinker. Price, $2, lt li 
a large volume of 500 pages. A
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WONDERFUL CURES.
Tbe tick are beginning to find out that

THE GREATEST PSYCHICS
are those who ciu cure. For 25 years Dr. Watkins 
bus been blebsed ryltb the weal wonderful Fsyclilo 
Gift), aud tbe sick aud poor are begififiing to feel that 
in Dil. C. K. WATHIN» they ban not only a 
competent physician bfit anigst wonderful Psychic, 
and & friend «ho watches their case, aud care» for 
them with tbe aame carefulness as their old home 
ihyolalau. A pbyslclafi abuuid be a friend. Some to- 

ailed Healers stud medicine and that 1» all the Inter*  
esttboyuke lithejr patients. Dr. Wutklu» write» 
weekly letters ot advice, and expects bls patients to 
report once a week.

PSYCHIC HEALING
Js a fact that !s demonstrated bv the wonderful cure» 
that we make through tl}l» wonderful gift. If you 
Ue quite sure tbht yojir pfeieut pbyelmb doe» not 
understand your cage write us to-day, seudlug age, 
box aud leading symptom and we will diagnose yCur 
case und send thp same by return ma(i. It will not 
cost ONE CEKT. Then if you are uot blessed wltb 
much wealth, write us and we will make price of 
treatment right

DR. 6. E. WATKINS,

ta1--
$

Lock Box U21, Denver, Colo.

TRÜTrt
The only way to find out who Is the 

“Greatest Psychic Physician living" Is 
to.read what their patients say.

DR. O. E. WATKINS
Dpver claims that he Is the greatest phy
sician living, or that he is the

GREATEST PSYCHIC.
He believes that there are hundreds of 
healers who are Just as successful as 
he Is, and he never yet has claimed that 
he Is or was the best psychic, although 
twenty years before the public as the 
independent slate-writer With the rec
ord of not one person who ever accused 
him of fraud, ought to make the public 
THINK when they compare his claims 
to other so-called psychics.

DR. C. E. WATKINS
only desires those who are sick to re
member that for over twenty years he 
has been before the public as a psychic, 
and over twelve years as a physician, 
and he never claims greater powers 
than others; but we believe bo has a 
right to think he has as great gifts as 
those who claim so much.

Kindly read the following
TESTIMONIALS:

A. K. Skeels, 800 Venison avenue, 
Cleveland, Ohio, writes: “Must say your 
diagnosis is a wonderfully accurate de
lineation of my condition. Judging 
from my own feelings I could not give a 
fuller detailed account of facts regard
ing my physical condition than you 
have given. In this you have inspired 
confidence in your ability to heal the 
sick. Thanking you most sincerely for 
your kind efforts In my behalf."

Lucy J. Vaughn, North Jackson, Ohio, 
writes: “Diagnosis was very correct, 
and satisfactory. I thank you very 
much for it.

Rebecca Ladner, Linesville, Penn., 
writes: “Your diagnosis of my case is 
very satisfactory and I thank you ever 
so much.” ’ ‘

Mrs. Lizzie Haynes, Port Angeles, 
Washington, writes: “Diagnosis -re
ceived and thanks for same. It is very 
correct. I would like to take your psy
chic treatment.”

sirs. Abbie Dyer, Hart, Mich., writes: 
“Diagnosis of my case is splendid, and 
am very much pleased with it. Hope I 
can puf myself under your treatment 
soon.”

Mrs. H. M. Billings, Kent, N. Y., 
writes: “Your diagnosis of my case re
ceived. I think it very correct In every 
particular. I thank you very much for 
it.”

Mrs. D. A. Reed, Shulesbury, Mass., 
writes: “The diagnosis is correct in ev
ery particular. Thanks.”

Dear Friend Watkins:—I feel so 
much better every way now than I did 
when I took my first treatment for 
stomach trouble, with you, I can Just 

' shout for jo?. Things that fretted me 
y then, I laugh at now. I wouldn't take 

the .Whole state of South Dakota and be 
placed back where I was In health. ♦ * * 
Thanking you for all you have done for 
me, I am, Yours Respectfully,

Aberdeen, So. Dak. F. W. WEBB.

Dear Doctor:—I am getting along as 
well as could be exjpected, and can see 
now exactly where and how your medi
cines were benefiting me.’ Will con
tinue until cured. Yours thankfully, 

J. W. O'BRYAN.
Keller, W. Va. .

’ Dr. Watkins—Dear Sir:—Think of you 
often, if only for the great Improvement 
in my health', brought about by .your 
very able treatment.' I shall ever re
member you with gratitude. Very. 
tt'uly. MRS. M. J. CATLIN.

Redwood, Cal. ; '

The structure of Spiritualism is 
founded upon mediumship. By medi
umship w.c mean the experiments with 
the philosophy of receiving Individual 
tliopglit'and force from the disembodied 
spirits and utilizing thik power by pro
jecting into the atmosphere to be ab
sorbed and applied to the needs of mor
tais according, to the capacity and de- 
uiand. ■

Whether received as an individual 
love message, or a scientific and philo
sophical treatise; a word of practical ad
vice or a hint on health; an Indirect 
manifestation of power uppn inanimate 
objects, or a panorama of clairvoyant 
pictures; a dream .of the future, or a vis
ion of visiting angelic loved ones, it is 
simply mediumship.

He that submits to spirit power for 
the benefit of mankind, is at once 
blessed and burdened with an incom
prehensible responsibility. :

Ho is among the angels, and also 
dwells with tpe lowest óf earth.

He stands bewildered in the city of 
possibilities. Avenues are open upon 
every hand that lead to the Temple of 
Knowledge; yet he is besieged upon ev
ery comer by vampires and medium
killers, that hail from the ranks of 
Spiritualist workers as well as from the 
skeptical class. . '

He; is guided up the steep winding 
stairs to tho inspirational temple of the 
Gods; and the next msment ’is hurled to 
the ground and overcome by an inde
scribable combination of gross condi
tions.

The public medium that is a willing 
subject for minds to act upon, is of all 
men to pe pitied, protected and upheld 
in Ills struggle between the two worlds.

In the earlier days of Spiritualism the 
feelings and opinions of the medium 
were respected, and' the conditions re
quired by the spirits to manifest by 
trance speaking or any plisse were com
plied with; rules and regulations gov
erning the operations were strictly en
forced. People appreciated that which 
they received, and the result was grand..

It is a lamentable fact that medium
ship is apparently on the decline, and 
the presentation of the phenomena :1s 
not, as a whole, satisfactory to either 
intelligent people or spirits. .

Why are these things thus? Who is 
to blame? Is It all the fault of public 
médiums, or are the people of which the 
audience is composed, and also the pub
lic speakers and writers responsible for 
much of the deplorable state of affairs 
which confronts us? ,

Allow me to suggest that much is ow
ing to the lingering appetite for the 
miraculous and marvelous, that has 
been given the people in the many 
bibles of the world. The masses of the' 
Spiritualists have not yet outgrown the 
effect of the Impossible in the form of 
stories about Jonah and the whale, the 
snake and apple business, and the dev
ils chasing the hogs into the sea.

It is hard to give up the brass ser
pents, the arks, and the quail stories 
and Moses’ mountain seances. The 
wonderfill and startling stilL attracts 
the people. •

The credulity of man is as Injurious 
as his stubborn skepticism.

“Gome, let us reason together,” might 
well be adopted by all attendants of se
ances. ,

The dogmatic Presbyterian becomes a 
bigoted Spiritualist, using no more rea
son than he did when In his church. 
His material interpretation of heaven 
with its gates of pearl and streets of 
gold and flowery beds, and his hell with 
its bake-oven and foundry furnace, 
crops cut In his unreasonable demand 
for tho Impossible physical manifesta
tions. He clings tenaciously to his ma
terial spirit land until after floundering 
around a few years he is constrained to 
be reincarnated and get his full of the 
material. Some grow so credulous that 
.the alert trickster with an eye for tjie 
mouev there is in it, palms off “any old 
thing” for a spirit; and woe unto him 
who endeavors to teach the "Investiga
tor” anything of; the philosophy. Our 
friend has no time for philosophical ex
planation. '

“Physical phenomena he wants, and 
the physical, minus the phenomena, he 
gets. In vain the refined and intellect
ual medium strives to lift tbe masses 
out of the coarser grades of thought; it 
Is impossible.

Then there is another side to the ques
tion; a most dangerous atmosphere 
bearing the stubborn self-opinionated 
thought vibrations to the sensitive me
dium. from a large number of speakers 
and writers in our ranks and crushing 
out good true mediumship.

Some of these are not, and never were 
mediums enough to comprehend the 
complicating conditions that govern me
diumship.

They sneer at that most beautiful and 
only convincing phase, the “trance,” 
and flippantly speak of the trance 
speaker as “that shut-eyed talker,” etc. 
We frequently hear these people boast 
of not being “obliged to be controlled;" 
they do not allow any spirit to control 
them, etc. The fact that many spirits 
do not control their mediums quite as 
well as others speak with no seeming 
control is no argument against trance 
mediumship, but rather for it What is 
medlpmshlp for, if not to prove that an 
outside intelligence does exist, and can 
demonstrate the continuity of life?

Again! What is Spiritualism for, if 
not to distinguish Itself by spirit action 
upon mortals?

To those who have devoted their lives 
to the study of receiving information 
from the spirit world and the" appllca- 

¡ tion of this knowledge to' every-day life, 
, it seems almost like a farce, to witness 
. at chmp-meetihgs and conventions the 
. disregard for the necessary conditions 

by which spirit communications must 
' be produced. ■ ■

• ‘Human Culture and Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social Up. 
buildlug.” By E. D. Babbitt, M.'p„ 
LL.D. A-most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine-Forces, and author of other Itri- 
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75 
cents. For sale at this office.

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher Intelli
gences, to come into closer connection 
with the purer realms of the spirit 
world. -It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 
office. ■ .
“A Few Words About the Devil,- and 
Other Essays.” By Charles Bradiaugh. 
•Paper,- 50 cents, . For sale at this-office.

He Brings Heafth and strength to 
Thousands Who Have Been -

Pronounced Incurabie. -
SCIENCE TRIUMPHS i 

OVER DISEASE,

DR. PEEBLES, noted the world over as 
a physician and scientist, is perform-, 
ing t ome of the most remarkable cures; 

the world has ever seen. His fame has ba-! 
come world-wide on account of these mar-1 
velous cures. He has patients in every] 
state in the Union and in many foreign j 
lands who stand ready to testily to thei 
wonderful cures he has made of cases that*  
had been treated by many of the most em-. 
inent physicians without success. Many1 
of the Doctor’s patients are those who had ,

W<-'
u

traveled all over the world, visiting all the '
treat health resorts and sanitariums in i . ISP
.«'utile Search for Health and strength,

They returned home in despair, thinking J. M. PEEBLES, A. M., M. D., PH,D. 
there was no hope for them, when they were persuaded to write to £>r. Peebles 
for a diagnosis. This was so clear and complete, showing a thorough undei'- 
standing of the case that it inspired enough hope to induce them to try, as a last 
resort, a course of his treatment. Many such cases show wonderful improvement 
from the start. A very few months is sufficient in almost all cases.to complete i. 
perfect cure. Mrs. L. A; Humbel, of Long Pine, Neb,, who was given up with 
dropsy and kidney disease by the best physicians in the country says: “I am 
very grateful for what you have done for me, as I am in. better health than I have 
been for five years. I have gained fifteen pounds, and I am getting stronger ev
ery day. Last month I visited my aged motner in Iowa. She was greatly rejoiced 
for she never expected to see me alive again, For five years I travelled and doc
tored with the best physicians, finally gave up in despair, and went home to my 
sister, as I thought to die. I can never express how thankful I am for what you 
have done for me.” -

Remember that Dr. Peebles does not oure by Christian Science, Mesmerism, 
or any other “ism.” but employs mild but potent remedies in connection with his 
wonderful Psychic Treatment. I'nesa Psyohio Treatments, say his patients, 
“seem as a breath of higher life.” If you do not-fully understand the Psychic 
Science andthege Psychic Treatments which are such a wonderful aid in the 
treatment of ohronic and obscure casaa. the Doctor will send you his essay, “The 
Psychic Science in the Cure of Disease,’’ which will explain to you fully Psychic 
Diagnosing and Psychic Treatment with other valuable information for the sick. 
There is no one so capable of writing on this subject as Dr. Peebles, for he has 
investigated it for over a half century, and is a recognized authority on the vari
ous occult sciences in Europe as well as in this country.

All of Dr. Puebla»' dlagno»lnj[ 1b done by the aid of bl» psychic gift». He can read the diseased condition» 
of the body »» accurately as If each organ and tissue wore open to his view.. Out of many thousand» of 
case» be ba» diagnosed during the past few year», nine hundred end ninety-nine out of each thousand art 
willing to testify to tho marvelous accuracy of tbe diagnosis. Do you know your exact oqnaltlou? Have 
you suffered for years without getting permanent helpy Did the physician who treated you fully understand 
rour case? "Why will you be experimented upon by tlioso who do not really understand your case when Dr. 
Peebles cau diagnose your case perfectly and thus administer treatment upon a scientific basis? Why will 
you take patent medicines which are prepared for a ’‘text-book” case, and which at best give only Tempo, 
ravy Relief, wlien you cau secure treatment from tlilp KSllSiiNT HHALER that ie 
Rapecililly Prescribed and Suited to your case, at u very little more ewett These arc the 
questions that interest all those suffering from chronic aud obscure troubles. Think them over carefully. If 
you are like and discouraged don’t delay’ou« moment In writing tbe Doctor for »diagnosis qf your case. 
There is nothing of more Importance to you than the condition of your health. It'Will cost you nothing to 
learn this. Tbe Doctor will send FREE OF COST a complete diagnosis ot your case, and also bls essay 
‘•The Psychic Science In tbs Cure of Disease” and valuable literature ou chronic diseases aud testlinouialB 
from soinfi of bls cured patients, showing the long Het of so called Incurable cases which be has cured. No 
disease is really incurable it perfectly understood. Every effect or diseased condition has (is cause and W 
these arc understood they can lu almost every case be removed. When this Is done permanent rooovery n 
the result, DO A'OT 1>£MFAIR if yon have failed to get permanent help, but write at once. Remember 
that DR. PKEBEEH HAS CURED MCNDREDN WHERE ALE OTHERS HAD FAILED. 
Write him an honest letter, giving full name, ago. sex and leading symptom In your own huidwrltlug and be 
will give you a complete and full diagnosis and will also send the literature as mentioned above. Write today, 

Address Hr. J. M< Peebles, Battle ¡Creek, Mich.

It is absolutely impossible for a genu
ine medium to do themselves or the 
noble cause of ¿plrit return justice, 
after two,and a half hours, of speech-, 
making and other exercises have been 
carried out, and, strange to say, the lec
turer will tell the audience of the won
dearful possibilities of spirit manifesta
tion,, what he and others have seen, etc., 
but In nearly every instance he himself
does hot know what it is to either see,- 
hear or sense a spirit. Yet he and the 
expectant, audience await the appear-

DON’T READ THIS.
France» L. Louck», the only psychic wonder living, 

that uses tht> spiritual X-ray. without any leading 
symptom .to direct, and locate» all Internal disease i 
A trial will convince you. Nervuu» exhaustion and 
lost vigor of hotli aexea lucceasfuliy heated, ns hun
dreds Can testify. Send name.i age, sex. complexion 
und ten cents Ui aUmpa, and receive a correct diagno
»!» of your ca»efrep, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L LOUCKS,
. Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Mass.

Dear Reader»;—Did you ever think that tbe reason 
why »o rnauy »lek people cannot get help 1» because 
their case U not undeiBtootl by tuck physician? so, 
Of course', he cannot give them a remedy-tbat will 
puss to tbe uffilitcd port» and open the natural pas
sage» for dlkeasc to be cast out. 80 pbysicUn und pa
tient are working under a dlsadvautagc. Why not 
write to 8 good Clalrvoyaut and find out Just what aud 
where your dleease is located? That ought to give 
you confidence to let thorn prescribe for you, then 
you will enjoy good health. Just read what some 
of tbe happy ones sey:

Mr». F. Loucks—Deer Madam:—I desire to offer 
you mv grateful teetimouy to tbe good that your treat- 
meut has dope me. I was very much reduced by 
Nervous Proatratlon about two year» ago uud iny ref- 
taratlon wa» maglca), from complete prostration to 
strength and energy, within tbreo davi after taking 
your remedies, binee then I have had twoattacks'of 
fetoiiiai’b trouble, which also yielded to tbo remedies 
immediately. Your diagnosis w©» perfect being cor
rect lu every particular. Tours sincerely,

Ayer, MH»., March 15,1808. MYRA McLEAN.
My dear Mr», Louck»:-rl «uppose by thl» time you 

woubl Ilk© to hear frbm me. Your medicine Is doing 
It® work surely and wonderfully. I feel better than 
I have fbr three year». You would be surprised If 
you could yee me how aud when I began my treat
S. send in6 some of your circulars to give to my

ds.. May. the angel» bice» apd keep you Is my
MRS. H. A. TRASH, 

Onset,Mass., May 10,1000.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND|THREH.
BY LILIAN WHITING,

Wee choice volume», each complete in Itself, in 
wnjih iplririiality ii> related tp everyday life in such 
a way <9 tip magj the world beautiful. Price »1 each. 
For aale^t thia oQce.--  ...K« 1 •-F *9 —'■  ;---------------  

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
' A Treatise on

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Barrier*  Anthropologist and Author. A 
very auggeatlvo aud instructive book Price, 41,00, 
For sale at th!» office.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series ef lesson» on the relation» of the aplrlt to 

iUown organtim, and th« iaur-reiatlon of human 
.being» wiin reference to health, disease and bealiug. 
By tQe spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, tbvohgh the me
diumship of Mrs. Cora 1. y. Rl^mond. A book that 
every heeler, physician and Smritualist should read, 
Prlee 41,M. For sale at this office.

PSYCHE
Is the invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and is designed tp develop ijiedlumBbip. 
Many, by it» use, have recelypd fbng communtca- 
lien» (rota fiblrlt friends, apq express great estUfac- 
tlen. Price, »1, and 20 cents dxtra fw expressage. 
For »ale at the office of Tas PBOGfcxiBiVxTHiXixx,

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
¥y Samuel Rowles; Mrs. CarrieE. 8. Twlng, medium, 

bls Is a very interesting littlebook, aud will heap*  
predated fWm start to Jui»b by all wbd wish to gam 
^i^tual Information. Price 29 eta. For sale at this

OUTSIDE THE GATES
giber tal^s and »ketches. By a band of spirit in*  

euocB, through the me'dlumehlpofMary Thtreea 
amer. An excellent work. Price, 41.00. For 
i this office.

OUR MOTTO
To Do All the Good We Can,

Mrs. Dr. Gobson-Darker,
Who is eo widely known ns one of the 

many . ,,

SPIRITUAL WALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case. .

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptopa, full name, three 2-cen.t 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO '

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 182. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
Poychomctrlat and Healer. Reading» by hand-writing 
or photo 41.00. Three reasonable Questions answered 
for 25 eta. Address 54 N. 62nd aVe., Chicago, Ill.

NEW DREAM BOOK
“A Dictionary or Dream,, Ono Thousand Dreams 

and Their Interpretation«," by DR. R. GREER. 62 
Dearborn at., Chicago, In. i! cents Slttl

YOUB FUTUREÀ«ró°òl'erWAÌ!KoNl{ 
87 Opera Uomo Block, Denver, Col. From 11.00.

Geo. F. Perkins. Emaline Perkins, 
Platform and Private Test Midlum«. 8S5J Collage 
Grove ave., flat H,Chicago. Circle« Friday. Headluga 
dally. sautr

Mental and Magnetic Healing.
Engagement» for treatments Iu your own homes, 

made through postal. MRS. JENNIE C. JACKSON, 
118 8. Leavitt st., near Madison, Chicago. 649

FOCO-JIAGNET ^ooult.'" 
FocallzutloB aud Concentration ueGetiary W develop
ment. This puw Invention jpUek this nofidiile in 
light or dark sitting». Sent with full Initriictlope for 
60 cent», in »tamps. poHa! order or other suitable way. 
Address DR. T, WILKINS, 54 N. 62nd uv.,Cbioaso, III.

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Menial Physician
AND

< Gifted Psychic.
Obsession Cured. ■

■ Special Attention Given to
Nervous Ailments. 

Astonishing Cures of Disease, 
Physical and Mental, 

Through 
Magnetized Kemedies

and Psychic Science, 
Readings and business advice, by mail, 

’ »1.00 and two stamps,
For correct diagnosis of disease 

send five two-oent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own bandwriting.
. »S'1 *l*K  8eTJ7 tapwa * more competent, rellebl*  wiiHSV.1 “e^u“ U>0 Bpfilt-world than Chui,

alter Lyra, Jo*.  Bobu Buck aS ah.
Address, 1017 Castro st,, 

Oakland, Cali,

DR. BURROUGHS,
«¡T’l1! Dr.’‘ I'eebles 4 Burrouglu, Battle Creek, 
Ml.ou., wlflhe» to announce to his inany friends and former patients that he is manager of the

Central Psychic Healing Institute.
S.lA,Iliep‘reil„W,fll»KW«i; «nd neat a limited num. 

cabeb? Only «ueb u&sea a. |,e cau personallyJ1 wl“e wtU“ wln be ‘/'cu- P.JeMc, Ma«?

DR. BURROUGHS
make« the above announcement, proml.lng faithful, 
ceneclentlou, work In e»eb ca.o end lollcltlnt e*t>e-  
mall, tbose to coneult Ulm who have not received 
benefit from other., Ife feel*  that bl. past e.rne.i 
enuearors In the cause ot .offering humanity la a auf. 
floleai guaranty ot future work.

rartlu may Write aecure In the thought that thel. 
name, and c.rreepondence will be treat.d a, «acfedli

.A?'1?.“ wu llu’lue«i. social n me^lcgl 
matl.i. FRuJb, Sena name, address, «ex, age *bfi  
0“>?'Z,'?,>l,o"k J- a.bvmiiovgW.

II. .01, 185 Dearborn at., Chicago.

into our every-day lives, and thus be
come nobler, grander men and women, 
and the supply will adjust Itself to the 
demand. ' ’

Let stability of character and lofti
ness of purpose, and high aspirations 
govern all seances and public demon
strations. ,

Cease making either a god or a d.evll 
out of a medium; neither require him 
to be a real estate agent or a lawyer; a 
mine locator or a lover finder; but 
rather a true instrument for the recep
tion of the highest and purest of spirit
ual wisdom. QEO F, PERKINS.

Chicago, Ill.

ance of the .medium at the end of the 
philosqphlcal (?) speech, who must 
press a button and without any. hesita
tion produce an army; of spirits, with 
full, forms, full names, accurate dcscrlp- 
tions, for 15 minutes—no. longer—with
out a single mistake—all recognized, of 
course. Great applause follows and the 
curtain drops. . -

Don’t we know that this demand for 
the marvelous and wonderful furnishes 
a supply, and who Is to blame?

Cease the suicidal custom of forcing 
mediums, ......... ■ ..

Check the ambitious desire to get a 
crowd and-to fill the treasury of the 
stock company. Aspire for spirituality. 
“.For spiritual things must be spiritually 
discerned.’.’ ■ . -
u Ask for tho elevating and Intellectual 
demonstrations; apply and utilize tho 
mass, of evidence we have already ob
tained; weave our spiritual experiences

TESTIMONIAL.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

FRED P. EVANS,

The Well-Known Psychic
For Slate-Writing, Etc.,

Give? seances dally at bls office. The Occult Book 
Store, 10a W. 42nq at, N. f. City. Bend stamp for 
circular on mediumship, and catalogue pf books.

BOOK REVIEWS

B. F, Pooler-
Your Melted Pebble glasses qre ex

cellent, easy and very restful to my 
eyes. f

I have tried various remedies, but 
have received greater benefit, for the 
least money irpmitho uso of your Elix
irs Nos. 1 and 2, with Magnetized Com
pound, and youy ’directions how to re
ceive silent treatment from spirit force» 
than.from gilsothora combined. I thank 
you most slngerely. < i '

' 1MRS.’ HATTIE CRAFTS. 
. .„Monson, Maine,

’Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds. 
By Carrie E. S. Twlng. In interest and 
power this volume by Mrs. Twlng Is 
worthy a niche alongside of Harriet 
Beechor Stowe’S "Uncle Tom’s Cabin."

It is a hard book to lay aside after one 
hns commenced reading it. From the 
first line until the finis, the reader’s in
terest is enchained, while the talented 
author veers aptly “from grave to gay, 
from lively to severe” bringing forth 
lessons Illustrative of varied phases of 
human nature; of cold-blooded religious 
tyranpy in the name of Christ; of lov
ing kindness under an exterior of vivac-1 
ity and mirth; of the spirit that would 
crush and mangle human hearts “In

For ten <;»nt8 we will semj l>y mall, a 
4-oa package of fiiy Magnetized Com
pound, roi- nofk oy wqali eyes. Once 
used yoii will not be without It, Ad
dress 5. F. POOL® & Go.,

43 Evanston avenue, Chicago, I1L

MEDIUMSHIP,
A chapter Qf experiences, by Mrs. Marla M. King. 

Price lOo. Fdr «ale al this office.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays. -

By Cb«rle*  Brtdlaugh. With tho itory of hl*  Ufa 
a« told by him.elf, and thohl.toryof hl« parliamen
tary otrugglo. With portrait. Paper, We.

Mahomet, the Illustrious.

Br Dr. Ppul C^rua, A translation m&de from Japan*  
ejrej under tha auipioe» of the Rev. Hhuku Soyer.dolö- 
Mte to the Parilnmentof Religion». wai publlsbed 
in Japan. Pries, 41.00. For aaie attbl» Office.

$2—TRUMPETS-52
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two and three sec- 

tlonsMIn. high—magneilwfi when desired-42 on re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A. MURRAY, W8 B. 2nd 
St,, Newport, KJr. 584

C0LLEGE0FFINEF0RCE3
AnjLyHitute of refined Therapeutics, including the LUJ ÌT.,'.V,UI Ei«t.l.ily'yjoriuK 

ana a blgktr »cl»n4e ot life. Chemlesi affinity ana d?t<<10P«d wllh their marveliAìSh 
pUCatlbns. Studenti iu four continents have taken thb 
course, fbe college la chartered and confers tic dft 

of Magnetic»« a syitjiin of 
printed cuastlons »tudent» can take the eofine ani receive the diplomi» at their Q>n hoptes. Initltufi» «ata»

DR. J. S.1UCKS
For thirty yean hpa trtated aud cured tbe tick In all liti drttra aud Canada. Tm>u|l^
have Been cuyffl alter being given tip to ale. ma 
p.ypblc polirà ata uueimafed, as bl« cure« provk 

P’J4 Wlh'“S- f«vt« aie prool HS 
‘"‘uh 9« losB Pfmanhpo*^1 [ • sing nervouA exbuuètlon. SendX**ì. “! Àd^reM,"“ ’’ bSlr’ 6 Cl* lh ?Or ‘ ®

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D., 
it Warren «I., Stoneham. Maia.

f

OCCULT CULTURE
J

His Name"; and of the pui^-iii 
the purely human spirit 
that is good, without whfrpjs 
Uglon. ' ..

Tender scenes of touctife

LUmanlties, 
I gpqdness 
i called, re-

latlios
there are, that will fill the readers eyes 
with moisture; and in contrast with 
these are scenes of brutal harshness, 
the,outcome of false and cruel religious 
teachings.

The whole story bears within Itself in 
all its parts and instances, a fixed im
press of reality—it reads like a veritable 
narration of facts of actual human ex
perience.

The volume is sweetly and thoroughly 
imbued with the beautiful philosophy 
of Spiritualism, which is Instructively 
placed in sharp contrast with the doc
trines and results of a relentless creed.

No Spiritualist will regret having pur
chased this book, and if our people only 
knew its value and exceedingly Interest
ing character, the book will surely “go 
off like hot cakes.” It is for sale at the 
office of. Tl\e Progressive Thinker. 
Neatly bound In cloth, 51.

“Right Living.” By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She Illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book mor# interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It'Is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be' made very; useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth 51. For sale at this office. ’

“Three Jubilee Lectures.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D. Doctor Peebles is. a 
trenchant and”Ins tractive writer and

BY GODFREY HIGGINS,. ESQ.

Tit*  work Isono pf tbe Library ot Liberal Cla.ircs, 
Bo aiimor wa*  bolter qualified to write an Impartial 
aud bond Ufo of I Mahomet thin Godfrey Bigrins, 
and this volurpo It intobsely Inlerettfng. Itabould W 
read In conjonction wltb Gibbon's work. For nie et 
tbit office. Price. 2d coot*.

“Principles of Ligm and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. Dj, LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and oije 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. Tlie result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture's finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
55. It is it wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it.

"Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings.” By Mattle E. 
Hull. For sale at this office. Price 10 
cents.

. “Cosmlan Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash- 
biirn. This ifvqlume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price 50 cents. 
For sale atithls.office. - .
. “Voltaire's« Romances.” Translated 
from the French/?-. With numerous il-

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davi». A highly interesting 

werk. Price 75 cent». Postage Ö cents. For »ale at 
(his office.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
It§ Phenomena end Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

WaUon. Tijl» work wa» written by a modern ßarior, 
¿grand and aohle man. Price 41.00.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
Bv Andrew Jaclttop Day!,. Something you should 
Fond, Frlco 60 F6y *,le  at thia om$.

TWO IN ONF.

Myself çured, I will gladly infofm any oue addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
or Cocaine, of a never-failing harmless H°P1C Cure, 
Mas. M, E. Baldwin, P. O. Box 12^ Chicago, III, 

MRS. MAGGIE WflltE 
Reading by tyail. 41.06. Bustneis advice a specialty.

804 8. Crou»9 ave,, Syycufie, g. y.656

A COMBINATION OF
“The Question Settled” and “The 

Contrast” Into one Volume.

WM, W. ABER.
Readings by maN, ll.Oi. Advice on all affairs of Ufo. 
Spritii Hill, Kan». 551

U/ A H f C h A i*dy  Agent to Uan- nAIi I lU vass at Home in Ev
ery town and city In tho United States. 
Easy Money and Genteel Occupation.

A Blessing for Suffering Women.
An Improved end economical method of treatment. 
Address BTRIUL1NE CO., or A. N. KEITH, M. D., 
Lock box 850, Peoria, ill. 551

Man's magnetic, mental and psychic powers unfolA 
ed to tba highest degree of tfxccllcnce by a new anp 
perfect system of culture.

Psychometry, Clairvoyance
«nd the liuplr«ilonal phaa et ot mediumship developed.

The Law*  of Suggestion Taught, 
revealing the way to tbe attainment ot

Self-Mastery and Power.
“Truth and Destiny,” 25 cents,

Valuable Booltiel Free.
URIEL BUCHANAN,

Dept. p. T., Box 210, Chicago, 111. 6,dti

CardiJrom Annie Lord Chamber, 
lain.

W?’,1*1"?' I0" CU1 rreatly help mo care for mv 
Nlqd »Iftar. Jcpuls L. nebb, one of the earliest mfe 
dlums nbw in the form, by writing a letter to a snlrft 
friend. Send it to me wltb »1. aud I will try and gel 
raply by independent writing or whhpers. Addrtli 

.AnnieLord Chamberlain, Milford. Man. 531lf

‘Y 1

f
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BY MOSES HULL.

This highly fnitructlve and Interesting work 1» a 
CombhtiUl'D Into one volume Of two of Mr. Hull'» 
Inleootfwork». By tbt» firrangejpent the oo»t 1» luck 
wt thu reader ti enabled to »ecuro the two noon 
comblxnd at tho dome price a» Wa» formerly asked 
tor tbljn ocpaAt^ly. Thia volume contain» 462 page» 
and tl fiin<)|omeiy bound m cloth, and contain» an ex*  
cellent ¡Kjrtralt of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
ja a oailifa? oomparleon of Biblical apd Modern Spirit 
ualism. No book of tho century hi« made so many 
convert J i to Modern Splritualbm m thia« The author*  
■dm, faithfully to compart tbe Bible with modern 

I pncnoniBnaand philosophy, ha» been acodppllrted. 
। The adaptation or Spiritualism to the wants of human*  

Ky; it*  moral tendency; thd Bible Doctrine of angel 
thmisnh; the spiritual nature of man, and tbe objec*  
tionsuttered to Spiritualism, are all Coneldered in tbe 
light of the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
lense, end expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST ------
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
And Spiritualism. It 1» a most able production, and 
1« a purfect storehouse of fact» for those who wish 
tc defend Spiritualism, or find argument» against tLf 
awumj'Llons of Orthodoxy.
PRICE SL FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—Th*  

Light Within. By Giles B. stebblh«. Prlc*,  Wo.

lustrations. Thesb lighter works of thelecturer, and these three addresses on lustrations. These lighter works of the 
the occasion of and pertinent to the ' brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en- 
Jubllee of Modern Spiritualism, are ’ emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
well worthy of being preserved in this' pf wide readlng.JlIVit, philosophy and 
tasty form, In print. Price, 35 cents. J —' ’ ’ '
For sale at this office.

romance arelcombinéd, with the skill of

AUTOMATIC WRITING,
Readings by mall |L MISS CHOUSE, 228 Tremont 

it.. Room 11, Boston, Mibb. Sto

MRS. J. J. CLARKSON,
Magnetic Physician, 204 LaSalle ave„ Chicago, ba» 
treated hundred» of chronic disease» during nevpra) 
years past, ip Waukegan, 111., and vlolulty. She fipw 
offers □¿r services tn a wider field of usefttlneiA Re
fers to patrons and many aertlflcal«» Written by relia
ble beneficiaries. No drug». Diagnosis free. 552

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
GUIW all furine of stomach, liver and kidney diseasdt 
alpoconatlpailon. 4 sure cure for that iked, #oft-oui 
feqlng. Gudrkntecd toa^lat yoiff system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient Quantity for ond 
month »ent fot 11.00.

One packutfo of our Magnetized Compound for sera 
eve» or poor eyailgbL Ilas been ditfd and prftlked by 
thousand» in ail parts of tho world, gent for W cent#, 
Or all three •sent post paid for ii.oo, with Yarma’4 
photo and instructions bow to live 10:) vears.

“The Religion of the Future.”-By S. 
Well. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perucal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, ?1;- paper, 50 
cents. - . ,

“The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great In
congruities. Price 25 cents. For sale 
at this office. " ' ’ . .

"The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” This book, by - the well

a master mihd. Price ?1.50. For sale 
at this office. . ■

"A.ConspirAcy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M.; author of 
"History oLMhe Christian Religion to 
the Year 2007’ etcC A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An Important work. Paper 
25 cents. For sale at this office. ’

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm; M. Lockwood 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum... In.this little volume he presents 
in succinct form -the substance of bis 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents. his views as 

.. . .. . —Jiemonstiaring ft scientific .basis of Spir-
known Father Chiniquy,.reveals the de-. Itunllsm. The book Is commended to 
grading, impure influences and results all who Hove to study and think. For 
of-the-Romish confessional, as proved sale at this offlee. Price, 25 ceats. ' 
by the sad experience of many Wrecked ( "Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
fives., Price, by mall, »1. For. sale at objections -to'the Dogmas ol Relnear- 
thisoffice.--;, . , . nation and.Re-Embodiment.’’ By Prof.

: - ’.'The Spiritualism bt Nature.” .. By M. Loekwood. A keen and master- 
Prof.-W.-M- Lockwood. Price-15 cents. iT treatise.. Paper, 25 cents. For sslé 
For sale at this office, . r st this Office. ' .

nation and. Re-Embodiment.’? By Prof.

w>

KflR&ZZH.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAaE.

By Alice B, stockham, M. D.
Karezza make» a pica for a better birthright for 

children, and atm» to lead Individuals to soak a higher 
development of themselves through most sacred re*  
tetlons. It la pure in tone and aln,and should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. $L

ASTRALWORSHIP.
By J. H. Hilt M. D. A valuable contribution to the 

current dltcnsBion of religious problems. The author 1 
by illustrations and a planisphere (a representation of 
toe celestial sphere upon a plane with adjustable dr*  
des), traces tnost of the myths which lie at the base 
of Christianity to their origin In sun and star worship. 
Tbe astronomical facts given possess great value, the 
Illustrations rare and curious. The book la bound In 
only one style—heavy boards. Prices!. For sale at 
this ofilc*.  . ’

iuTeWioflFall. Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

' -IN THE-

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

RasulU of recent scientific research regarding th« 
origin, position and prospecte of mankind.

From the German of
DR. LUDWIG BÜCHNER,

Author of “Force and Vatter,” Essays on Nature and 
Science,” “Physiological Picture»,” “Six Lee- 

ture» on Darwin,” Eto.

"The great mystery of existence constata In perpet
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything is fmmor*  
tai and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of tho celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest being tn 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only the forms In 
which being manifests Itself are changing; but Being 
itcclf remains eternally tbe same and impcríshablo 
.■.’hen we die we do not lose ourselves, but only oiA 
:mono! consciousness. TFollvconln nature, Incut 
: «n, in our children, In our deeds, in our thought»— 
k short, In the entire materia) and physical contrlbu-

. v.liloh. during our short persona) existence, we 
' furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of

>;re In general.”—Buechner.
- vol.. Dost 8to., about 850Dsges, vellum cloth, 41.

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By 
Wm. and Elizabeth M. F.» Denton. A marvelous 
work. Though concise as a text book It is as fascia*  
atlng as a work of fiction. The reader will be amazed 
to see the curious facts here combined in support of 
this power of the human mind, which will resolve a 
thousand dpubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
as day, andf throw light on al! subjects now obscured 
by time. Price 41.50. For sale at this office.

In three volumes, cloth bound, 41.50 each.

By JEAN MESLIER,
A Rom an Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years in France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God's pardon for having,taught thp 
Christian religion. Ho left this volume as bis last i
Will and testament to hla parishioners and to .the -m-m-, •mrn -
World. Translated from tho French original by Mtei TH Fl frOT) IDEA 
Anna Knoop,

Post fivo.« 8S9 pages, with portrait. Cloth, Sl.OOt 
. postage, 14 cante. - "

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker*»  Inter« 
national- Congress, Chicago, DI., October,4893. By 
Susan H. Wixon. Price, 10c. •

OF THE ANCIENTS.
\ "• . ' ■ Or Sex In Religion. By Eliza Burt Gamble. “Itiaa

“The work of the honest pastor 1» the most eurfong sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
and t,he most powerful thing of the kind that the last times curiously from stailstlcs which mlcht be 
ccntpry produced.. .. Paine and Voltaire had re- I open to doub‘; and never for a moment'seniaUouaivr 
serves, but Jean Mesllor had none. He keeps nothing .1 revolutionary,—Chicago Herald. 829 pages, largo 
back; mid ret, after all. thp wonder Is not that there ^type, cloth bound. Prlce»2.25. For sale at this office 

bis death.but that nil Drlefta do not."—Ja’*** J?»rton. TKa JESUS ' MAN,
1110 Mill luuMedium, Martyr.

Question
S. Loveland,Hudson

VubluU Tuttle, Moses Hull, 
J. R. Buchanan, B. B. HUV RabM !• M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir
its say about it By

J. M. PEEBLES; M. D.
Whether thl» book settle» the question or not, U 

Vili be found eminently entertaining, and brings to*  
retber a mass of evidence to establish the historical 
character of Jesus. A large TOlume, cloth, 4lift*  To>.

KVULUTlUiNlttM.
A Series of Illustrated Lectures 
' Upon the -
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS

IN THE UNIVERSE.
BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 

Price, cloth, 41.25. For sale at tbli office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

..How-to- reach that; altitude where spirilla supreme 
and all things sre subject to IL Uy M<wliu’L .*tivo  
in cloth--4QccnUt nvi'T J*  rts. F* ‘***1 a nt fhlficTr.,'*.  

Apocryphal New*  Testament 
- Being til*  Abe Gospel», Ephlles, and other places 
sow extant, attributed ¿he tint fdur centuries to 

LJesni Christ, hit apostle« bm their companions, end v*  Included In (be NewTesttme^t hv it« compilers.
For Mie at office^ _ _

L. J Mr

> ... • • • . 1 1 
«ale at this office. : *

~ TALLEYRAÑÓ’S 
LETTER TO THÉ pope. 

Thl*  work will be forai eipeclcaiy Interertluit to <di 
who would SetlM to make e rtnfiy of Boautan rad 
UieBttle.' Tbs nWorto frat, mM, rafi trakeen,

, ,v. , ..

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular» 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yarma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. IcMl 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly Co 
your eyes In your own home m if you were inmv 
office, as thousands can testify. Send »tamp for photo* 
B. F. POOLE i CO.. 43 Evanston av., Chicago, III.

Reed City Sanitarium and Private 
Hospital, A. B. Spinney, M. D., Prop. 
Staff of eight consulting physician» and surgeons; pro. 
foBaional nurses, steam heat , electric light. Cheapen 
sanitarium for tbe accommodations in the world. 
Board, medical attendaboe, nursing, balht, niMMgt 
electrical treatment all for $16 A WEEK. Ooms 
diagnosed free and treated at a distance by correspon
dence. Price*  rcBfionublc. Sead rour nème anoMe 
dr«» with «tamp to KUD ÇÎTl j

Longley’s Beautiful Songs
For Public Meetings and . 

the Home.
VOLUME ONE

Contains the following songs withmoBic:
I'm thtaking, dear moTber, of you. We mill ott 

boys at home- The land of the bye and byQ» Tfia 
good times yet to be. Tbe land beyond the sftrs*  
They are waiting at tbe portal. When the dtar ones 
gather at home. Resting under tbe daisies. Tad 
grand jubilee. My mdtber» tender eyes. DearheaM 
come home. Como In tome beautiful dream. WlieN 
tbe roies neverfade. In heaven we’ll know our

VOLUME TWO
Contains 15 new apd beautiful songs, suited -to the 
home circle, seances, locaj meetings, msai-meollngh 
conventions, annirersvlM and jubilees. They oeme 
prise an excellent Variety of poems set toeaiyhar*  
mony apd ought to so,'J readily. These book» |pe locttf. 
each; the two for SOcts. For sale at this office.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All’s Hight with tho World.” Cloth IOT . 
page». Mr. Newcomb mad« a distinct sucoeu wltij1 
“AU’S Right with the World,” which continue» tn thfl 
front rank of tbe Metaphysical books that are now so 
popular. Tbe ¡peat number who have jeencueerea 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book . . 
by th>s wiBO teacher whoso words of help are doing so • 
much to nake tbe world better by making men and ' 
women better able to understand and enjoy it. z .

“Discovery of a Lost Trail'*
Isa simple study of that »trange anA beautiful thing ■ : 
called life, but grand in Its scholarly simplicity. K ' 
will bo in demand by many Who have not prevlonily 
read metaphysical writings. Price 41.60. For eale at- 
this office. . • .

Children’s Progressive Lyceum. ) -
Amtnual, with direction» for the (rganlxatlon toft 

m&n&gement of Sunday school». Bydsdrew Jsckwa 
Dari»*  Something indispensable, ri ce so cent«. .

ZUGASSENTS DISCOVERY.
Bequcl to Tho Strike of a Sex. By Georgs N. MilltA 
Piper, cent!. For »ale at th!» office.

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club,. Tho Drat time 
In the hlatory of tho world that a Chrhtlan JUtooltUra 
ever Invited ft noted Infl del to lecture before them, 
Tho lecture Ie a grand one, and wu received by 
Club wltb contlnuou« efipiauie from begtaeha to oil 
Tbepunpblef contain*.  12-pages, 
price Hentii taoQptoa.&c&a, ’"-™ £?

vài
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STRONG REASONS FOR VEGETARIANISM THERE IS NO DEATH. PHENOMENAL.

D. W. HULL.

POEM.

/Ygrçeably Siitprised

-?

appearance visible

the dutiés

supremest

day In an-

memorial song.
For many years the May-time flowers

BEBRAVE.

THEY COME IN BREAMS.

■Mary A. Blmpson,X

grand work, and 
thought and most 
develop the latent

dietetic reform.
Norton, Kans.

temporary material 
to all present

Surely this is a 
worthy of our best 
earnest effort to so

above the price of rubies, and a satis
faction will come to us'which can-be 
gained in no other'way. We Shall add 
to our faith, knowledge; we shall know

' As it goes sweeping past. - . 
Make sadder thy cold cheerless morn,

. ShouldJjold specters-pale • 
As they ride on tile-gale, : 

Point at thee with fingers of scorn

Have kissed tlie unforgotten grave 
Of the soldier true who wore the blue, 

And died to free the slave.
While just beside, impartial hands 

Reach down and clear the weeds

“There is no death; what seems so is 
transition.” ’ ' „7 '

WILLIAM E. BONNEY.

SPII^ITUALIgJVl—Progress, ttys Universal Law) ot flatúre; TljoúgbL *b e Solbept of fier Problems,—SPIRITUALISM

Moral, Physiological, and Psycholdgical Objections to 
- Flesh-Eating.

For a number of years I bavé de
termined to give the public some of my 
reasons for being a Vegetarian, but 
though I had only intended to write 
briefly on the subject, I have always 
had. some more pressing matter to look 
after. I believe it is my duty and the 
duty of others to inform the public of 
our reasons for abstaining from a flesh 
diet; because there can be no question 
that when those reasons have been 
stated, numerous others will become 
vegetarians, also; for absolutely there is 
not one sound reason for flesh eating— 
not one, while the arguments for ab
staining from flesh-eating are insur
mountable. I am fully aware that posi
tive statements like this sound dog
matic and are deemed absurd, especially 
by a prejudiced class of people, who do 
many things, not knowing why they 
do them, except they grew up under 
that routine, and everybody else does 
the same thing. I can’t help it; honest 
inquirers after truth will not allow a 
positive statement to prejudice them, 
and dishonest ones are beyond our 
reach.

The ignorance of the public on this 
subject is lamentable, as well as embar
rassing to a vegetarian, whose finer 
senses are continually shocked by the 
appearance of flesh on every table; and 
still worse it is offered or passed to him, 
as if its presence on the table was not 
punishment sufficient for his eeeen
tricity. Please understand, I am not 
blaming tiny one for this. It is the 
custom of the world, and no one sees 
anything either shocking or disgusting 
in it. I did not myself, until my eyes 

. had been opened, and then it was sev- 
oral years .before I came to the loatli- 
ing I have for fleijh, aud the horror I 
have for murdering animals for food. 
People often banter and joke me on the 
subject. They have no idea how serious 
the matter Is to me and other vegeta
rians, or they would not offer their 
playful remarks.

■ My first objection to flesh eating Is 
‘ that it Is morally wrong. I am aware 

that the ordinary flesh eater never 
thinks upon the ethical phase of the 

■ question. If you refuse meat when it is 
’ presented to you, he will generally In
form you that meat never hurts him, or 
something of tliat nature, just as if 
everything must be considered from a 

? selfish standpoint. The love of life in 
the lower animals is never considered, 
nor does the moral effect on one's char

, . acter. trouble his mind. There is a 
: : question among Spiritualists, whether 

: animals live after the demise of their 
«J bodies. I will not discuss it here. In 
t%(. ' either case I could not afford to destroy 
'£</.' 'their present lives for my selfish gratifi- 
8?.! cation. Their present lives, for aught I 

know, are worth as much to them as 
mine is to me, and if they really have 
another life, they are my fellow crea
tures in all respects except intelligence, 
a gift that came to man by the advant

' “age of his two hands aud flexible 
. -palate and' tongue. Probably I should 

,be ashamed to meet in another life the 
. brute I had eaten or killed, if chance 

Should throw him across my path, on 
account of what lie might think of me 
for what I had done; an/l I certainly 

. would not like the reflection coming 
¡back to me that I killed that animal in 

-earth-life. On the other hand, if there 
is no after life for the brute kingdom, 

.they have a right to all of this life. I 
have no right to rob them of the only 

: 'life they have. This is the first phase 
of the question that is presented to me. 
People often say, when flesh Is refused, 

: “Well, I don’t think meat hurts me; if 
T did I would quit it,” as if that was the 

.. only desideratum, as if we were ac
. tuated by no other than a selfish motive. 
. as if one had never seen a poor calf 

going to Its death, bleating piteously in 
the streets, or a crazy steer becoming 

’ desperate as he senses by some sort of 
. psychometric power which seems to be 

a gift of some animals, that he is being 
driven to his death. While I believe no 

- one should eat of anything which in
. jures them (aud I will show later that 

flesh eating is pernicious to both health 
and morals). I have a stronger motive 
for eschewing meat. I question my 

- right to murder and devour animals.
■ In 1859, I shot off the under jaw of a 
squirrel which was carrying a walnut 

„'in his mouth, the ball dropping a little 
from his head, which I aimed at. I 

; 'shall never forget the pitiful cries of 
.that poor creature as he moved .to a 
limb of the tree and sat on it. The next 

. ' shot I killed him, after which I went 
■ home, and never since that time have I 

- , shot at a creature of any kind. Siich a 
‘lesson was needed by me. ■

■ <7 2. My second argument is, that the 
: structure of the jaws and teeth show 

that'man is not a carnivorous animal.
- ' Êis jaws move laterally, instead of 

perpendicularly as in the carnivora, 
i. ’showing thatjn the process hf mastlcn- 

' tion nature intended be should grind 
' his food, but flesh never should be 

ground. The ’ carnivorous airimals 
always chop their food. _

‘ 3. All animals are subject to disease,
and we can’t always tell when an ani

- mal is in a poor state of health. Often 
.agreat many persons are taken vlolent- 
ly sick with the same symptoms/ slm- 
ultaneously in a village or city. ■ All the 

■ physicians are called out. There is one 
thing.-a physician never does—that is 

‘ to confess his ignorance of the name or 
. nature .of any case he is called to diag
nose .and prescribe for. He can’t hold 
his patronage and be honest with his

•patrons, and he knows it. He is not 
7 ' really to blame, since the ignorance of 
■ -the public forces him to-take, this line 
.. of action. The fact is, the public pays 

a premium on hypocrisy and chdrlatan- 
/ fsm, and an honest physician' canuot 
succeed. He looks wise when called to 
the bedslde<of th? family, nearly all of 

■ -whom nre-sick, gives, the disease a 
. name and prescribes a placebo—that Is 

an assumed remedy—probably bread 
- pills, or writés a prescription of pi 

-bark and clilo.-sodhim ss gr. ilj. atiua oz 
iv. .M" teaspoonful . every 30 mln.; and 

homo to study bis. books, from.

which he derives no information. The 
trouble is the butcher killed a diseased 
beef, probably an angry steer. Anger 
is insanity, and insanity is always a dis
ease. In all cases of anger the blooikis 
poisoned, and as the blood goes to gli 
parts o'f the system the entire system is 
poisoned and unfit for food. A mother 
may poison her babe by allowing It to 
nurse while she Is in a passion of anger.

As remarked a little while ago, all 
animals are liable to disease and it is 
difficult to tell when an animal is en
tirely clear of disease. At least nine 
out of every ten hogs slaughtered for 
food are unhealthy, and the healthiest 
hogs, on account of their uncleanness, 
are entirely unflt for food, or even for 
soapgrease. Ruminants of all kinds are 
healthier, and more cleanly, but how 
are we to be assured of their perfect 
health ? ,

4. All flesh is necessarily nasty, and 
unflt to eat. Every moment of the life 
of ^very living animal there is a pro
cess of elimination of excrementltious 
matter. Tills, matter is on its way to 
the exterior of the animal, and the mo
ment the blood ceases to circulate that 
matter is arrested in its movement to 
the surface. This matter is of a mucus ' 
nature, the same as one spits up from 
the lungs, or rubs from beneath the 
surface of tlie skin when bathing. 
Having served its purpose as living 
tissue, it died and was being moved to 
the surface to be dumped overboard as 
it could not be retained within the sys
tem without danger to health. But this 
cadaver, thus arrested in its deporta
tion, is served to us in our “juicy 
steaks.” How any one can in the con
templation of this fact ever eat another 
piece of meat is more than I can com
prehend. ' \

5. Now we come to a very strong ob
jection to flesh eating. It is a psycho
logical objection. I do not believe peo
ple are assimilated by what they eat; if 
I did I should certainly favor putting 
some of'our trust magnates op a pork 
diet till they became as good as the hog 
they eat; nor can persons always assim
ilate what they eat. But the meat peo
ple eat must naturally have a malignant 
effect upon the more sensitive of our 
people. We tire all conversant with the 
fact that a nsychometrlst will take up 
a fragment of a rock, and if a mut'der 
bad been committed near the locality 
where tlie rock is found will get from 
the vibrations around it, a history of 
the tragedy. A piece of wood from the 
gallows where a man had been hung 
was once displayed at a camp-meeting 
where I was, but none of the mediums 
present could endure to retain it in 
their hands. But here Is a calf hauled 
In a wagon trembling In every joint and 
bleating piteously as it somehow senses 
that it is about to be slaughtered to sat
isfy tlie depraved appetites of hu
manity. It is taken to the slaughter
house and smells the blood of other vic
tims that had preceded it, and the 
sharp knife is placed to its throat, and 
the meat divided up among the cus
tomers and every sensitive in the vil
lage assists in eating it. Is it any won
der that we have so many nervous dis
eases in the country, and that a greater 
proportion of them are in our towns 
and cities? Isn’t it a wonder that the 
lists of our insane are not augmented 
from the’eircumstance of eating mur
dered creatures?
~ fi. It is well known that the killing of 
animals blunts all.the higher senses and 
finer feelings. Butchers are from the 
nature of their business course people. 
A lawyer in defence of a murder trial 
can object a butcher off the jury merely 
because he is a butcher. If butchering 
makes a man less sympathetic, and un
fits him for dispassionate weighing of 
evidence iu cases where the life of a 
prisoner is at stake, should we indulge 
a habit that makes such a business 
necessary? It mny have been a coinci
dence that two sausage-makers in Chi
cago boiled their wives to pieces, but 
as each individual's character is shaped 
somewhat by his occupation, we should 
expect to find a greater percentage of 
murderers among animal slayers than 
any other class. In this estimate, to be 
fair, we should include wanton mur
derers of innocent animals and blixls.

7. But the worst effect is that which 
it has upon the mothers of our country. 
A majority of the mothers of this còllii- 
try are tlie cooks In their respective 
families, and are required to cut up the 
meat in sections convenient for cooking, 
to dress and sometimes even kill fowls. 
Even though these, mothers are not In 
process of maternity 'they may be 
throwing this condition on the next con
ception. The result may be a murdèrer 
is brought into the world. \ .

At the age of 14 years Jesse Pomeroy 
murdered several of his playmates in 
the South Bostonjbottoms, cutting them 
to pieces and mutilating them in nu
merous ways. It was eventually dis
covered that he was the murderer, and 
he. was sentenced at that young age to 
hang.’ The Interest I took in thè matter 
of a commutation of his sentence re
sulted In an acquaintance with his 
mother, who was a highly esteemed.and, 
a well respected lady of that city. But 
how came this .boy, this son of kind- 
hearted parents'to be a wanton mur
derer. He yyàs made so by the con
ditions surroiindliig his mother previous 
to bls birth. -Mr. Pomeroy/ the father 
of the boy,¡’was a'groeer in that part of 
Boston, where lie lived, and as is cus
tomary in thiitnlty among grocers, sold 
meat. Occasionally when out Of his 
store making'deliveries of goods, Mrs. 
Pomeroy would be required to attend 
on customers,- and one of her duties 
w0uld.be to cut off steaks for those re
quiring .them. Under these conditions' 
the boy was-born, and that psychologi
cal mark, for which all meat-eating cus: 
■toifiers of Mr. Pomeroy-were innocently 
responsible, was placed upon him, and 
the State.of Massachusetts is how pun-“, 
ishing him fot; what the gastronomic 
habits of tlie people have made him. •

“Even oflr darling daughters- are. re
quired to cut up inent, and. often even' 
.sent to - the butcher', shop, .where they

are permitted to look on while the 
butcher cuts off a steak, or saws up à 
bone. Sometime she will become a 
mother in her own family. It may be 
many years after when In the most 
fatal time possible the whole matter 
may be spread out and possibly ex- 
aggerated'in a dream. The fatal work 
Is done, the expected child has been 
marked for a murderer. I am led to this 
from the fact that I used to kill or 
assist in killing animals for family use. 
For years afterward and until I re
formed my diet, I occasionally had 
dreams of killing a mutton or a beef, 
which in my dreams as I was dressing 
it became metamorphosed into a human 
whjch I was dressing with the purpose 
of eating it., Having had such dreams 
myself, I assume that others are likely 
to have the same -kind, and among 
these may be some mothers whose 
dreams may be opportune for very bad 
results.

These are some of my strong objec
tions to a flesh diet. I have other argu
ments, but in the light of what has been 
presented I deem them unnecessary. 
Of all the people in the world I believe 
Spiritualists should be the first in

Given by Ouina, through the lips of 
Mrs, Cora L. V. Richmond, at the birth
day party tendered to Dr. T. A. Bland, 
by Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Mullins.
I should like to give you all a birthday 

greeting,
Or something like a token that would 

last;
That in the hours of these, each joyous 

meeting,
May all along the way Borne bright

ness oast. .
It Is a birthday always when you 

meet in love;
There are no years in the realm 

above.
But we-are born such time as hope and 

prayer • ’
And prophecy have their fulfillment 

here;
Such time as love comes to us unaware 

And opens the blest path of the heav
enly sphere;

Born unto the highest kingdom of life 
each day,

Such time as another shadow is cast 
away. ■

If we forget the pain and care and 
strife;

If we outgrow one Imperfection here 
That is a birthday, a new daiy.n of life, 

Something that opens to the heavenly 
sphere.

So every weakness that We cast aside— - 
As we do all the playthings of child

ishness—
Any of the things of outward gain or 

pride,
Or whatsoever will upon the spirit 

presS,-
Or encompass the way, entangling the 

feet,
When we the new light and glory 

meet.
Then on this birthday let. us all rejoice 

That -we clasp hands unto the common 
good,

That we believe In the one enduring 
voice, ,

In the crown of love, the voice of hu
manhood.

That this is our possession-day by day; 
At last when life pass, as It must here 

On the earth, and we find the better
way

Is opened, and we fulfill 
near,

Lo! there Is another, the 
good.

May we clasp hands that 
gelhood.

away
And spread, bright flowers on tlie grave 

Of him who wore the gray.
Chorus:—
We’ll scatter flowers o’er the grassy 

graves
Of those who gave their lives, to free 

tlie slaves, .
And then ad gladly weave- the garlands 
Of flowers just as bright, ' :
The graves to brighten and hearts to 

. .lighten, z .. ...
Of those who thought their cause wadi 

right. ' . ■;
This mingling of their sacred dust .

In memory’s flower-scented urn '■ 
Has caused the patriotic fires'

In every heart to burn. ■■■--, 
Until from valley, hill and plain, 

From. North to South, from shore to 
shpre.j ■ . ' >. • ■

Goes up in/one tremendous strain.
- “Union forevermorel” ■ „ - • :
Each year we find fresh heaps’of dirt / 

Which meaiis—ah, what! but well we 
know,

As we stand and think how new they 
look, . ;

By the sunken ones and low. .
> And then we think of new-made graves 

Aiyny in foreign, hostile lands 
Which no fair flowers' will decorate 
^ Arrangedby gentle hands; ■- ■ 
And thin ithefe comes nnotlibr thought' 

To us upon this holy day, ' /
As we behold the thinning ranks -• i.

Of the veterans old aud. gray...... ;
'Tis this, thht -while they.yet remain, ;

Our wreaths about them . should be? 
found, '. .

That we not wait until they’re dead, 
And strew them bu" the ground. • ; • 

z ■... - LAURA B. PAYNE.
Topeka, Kansas. . - _ ■

"Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se- . 
cret of How to Keep Young;” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A,. Ph. D. Price 51.

; For sale at this office.
“Never-Ending Life Assured .by^Sd- 

ence.'’ By Daniel; Kent .Tenney, A ■ 
strong and conclusive argument' from 

' the basis ot science. . For sale at .thia 
office; Price.0 Cents..'■ .

Continuity of Ufe; Demon 
strated.

In all ages, and all countries of the 
world, among all conditions and classes 
of people, a belief lias been very preva
lent that another life is in store for hu
man beings, after casting oft the tene
ment of clay and becoming free from 
earth’s environments. ;t. is probable 
that no race of people ever existed who 
were too low in the seajf of progression 
as to be entirely devoid of hope in the 
possibility of living In same form or 
other after tlie chapge called death. 
But something in human nature has 
always demanded a proof bf such a life, 
and a glimpse of the undeen world to 
satisfy them of there beiijg such a life 
and such a world. T)iis spinething has 
come from the spiritual miture of men 
and women which ever seeks to over
come the material. ; It |s the inner 
divine consciousness .asking for truth, 
asking for light and knowledge upon 
this all Important question.

Unfortunately the great mass of the 
human family are so engrossed in the 
material wants and cares of their 
earthly existence that they allow their 
material desires to hove the supremacy 
over the spiritual, their' spiritual na
tures are allowed to starve for want of 
spiritual truth and knowledge, and yet 
there is in every person—no matter how 
indifferent they may appear to be, a 
divine spark from the great infinite 
soul of the universe;, which some time 
or other will try to make itself felt in 
the individual’s life.' Ttyrt divine spark 
is an unquenchable fire, <a spark from 
the eternal creative life forces of the 
universe and will moke Itself felt to 
every person sooner or later. It may 
lie doitfiant for years, It mny’spem to be

are constantly showing forth, therefore 
it Is impossible to clearly enumerate all. 
But a few of the principal phases of 
mediumship will be explained briefly. 
Mediumship or the development of 
pow'ers for spiritual communication 
consists of two distinct classes termed 
mental mediumship apd physical me
diumship, The principal mental phases 
are those of clairvoyance, a power of 
clear seeing by which the presence of 
spirit friends is made known, and by 
which descriptions may be given of 
such friends» Then comes clairaudlenee 
or clear hearing, a power which enables 
the possessor to catch sounds of names 
and messages from the unseen visitors. 
But these powers in different persons 
assume different forms and can only be 
explained by those possessing them, 
and sometimes it is a matter of extreme 
difficulty for mediums themselves to 
make themselves or their phase of me
diumship understood. Then there are 
the phases of inspirational speaking,' 
writing, music, painting and other pow
ers, which prove outside' help from 
higher intelligences. Impressions, 
dreams, visions, automatic ' writing, 
trance mediumship and many other 
forms of a mental character.

There are probably but a very few 
families in which some kind of mental 
mediumship could not be developed if 
they would give the subject a reason
able amount of time and attention, and 
much pleasure and satisfaction would 
come to them from such development. 
Besides the mental phases of medium
ship already mentioned there are a 
number of manifestations which come 
under the head of physical mediumship. 
Among those most commonly produced 
are the moving of tables, furniture and 
other objects by a power beyond that of 
tlie sitters, raps which respond to ques
tions given by those present Then in
dependent volees are sometimes heard; 
also telegraphic raps which give intelli
gent communication to those who

. , The Progressive Thinker and four beautiful*  
volumes arrived promptly. They are absolute
ly satisfactory in every particular.

I expected something cheap, but was agreea
bly surprised. r Magic'alone is worth what I 
paid for the four books and the paper. If you 
are financially ¡in a condition to do this kind of 
missionary work you will certainly be rewarded 
in the Spirit-Ayorld. Truly your friend,

Kennedale, fex. • L. II. SARGENT.

almost crushed out by material pros
perity and the grosser , ''needs of the 
physical body, but some time or other 
when a dear relative .ù'r, friend passes 
out of that indlvldual’b'life, then that 
spark will make'itself■ felt and demand 
recognition. Then when'tbe loss of that 
relative or friend Is/'kijenly felt, the 
spiritual nature will dtímand food of a 
spiritual kind. The questions whicli 
will arise and demand an explanation 
are such as these; “Where is my frleud? 
Is the grave the final end and goal of 
All human aspirations, trope and labor? 
Are we all simply perishable material 
manifestations which come upon the 
scene of action, the earth"life, aud then 
after awhile drop"-Into oblivion? Is 
there another world, a spiritual world; 
another life, a spiritual life; another 
body, a spiritual body.?”, Where shall 
we go to have these questions an
swered? Is there any way by which 
the misty veil of the future can be at 
least partially torn aside*and  our eyes, 
ears and other organs of sense satisfied 
of îuture life.. To all these questions 
the answer comes, “Prove all things, 
hold fast that whicli is good.” But how 
are we going to prove? The answer 
comes, “By the development of our 
spiritual natures? Take the advice of 
St Paul to the Coriptliians, “Cultivate 
charity and desire spiritual gifts.” In 
other words have charity In your souls 
for those who have" thoroughly in
vestigated this matter. Then do as they 
have doné, cultivate’ Jour spiritual pow
ers, Investigate splrltudlrngnifestatlons, 
read up and'educate yourself in the 
spiritual philosophy/ >■ -, :

Give your loyjng /friends upon thé 
spirit side of. life. a.chance to return to 
you. By refusing ^.Investigate spirit 
..manifestations-*/and  ¿ by. -neglecting to 
cultivate your spiritual powers you shut 
the door and refuséJto’aàmit those who- 
desire, tpshow thelryeontlnmed love for 
you, anti who are tfy/lng.toprove to you 
that.they still.live and take: an interest 
in your welfare. ' r ?, ,

If you were to go to -a strange city 
and you had friends lit that city ’that 
ÿou wished to communicate with, but 
they refused to answer: your knock at 
their door how, woifld you feel?- How' 
must'our spirit fnends feel when they 
come to our homes .and. lovingly try to 
impress us in some yrày. wifb their pres-' 
ence ahd we turn u <leaf ear to them. 
We refuse to listen ip thejp knocks for. 
admission by igirot'ipgr mech'unmbip, by.: 
Ignoring : family circles . fpr investiga
tion. ■ r"-’ v •"

' ' A properly concluded family circle is 
the', most' saciVtL fije well -as the most 
pleasing instltútíofi?. .on earth. .There 
broken families': caFj ' be reunited, the 
spirit;members'àniti&kwlth thosé who 
are still in the flwhl J, -

There, love is''shmvfi jo be continuous: 
as welt as life; alia the door of com
munication ■ betwçfîh lire two worlds 
kept regularly bpcjni lfut someone will 
ash, JIow can wfemjiea this door? By. 

.■what.means can WeçbBmàde conscious 
of our loved one's brcfsence.? The an
swer : comes, ’•By-itlie ^development of- 
thé spiritual fñculüfeohe same as we 
are made: cognizant 'i«F-thé presence pf 
material things by tbe organs ef. physi
cal, sense. Spirit epnimuflleation with 
mortal can be demóáétattéd ln súiian'y 
ways, and -neWioï mediumship

understand the telegraphic code; mu
sical Instruments which float through 
the air, at the same time keeping time 
and tune with those present who sing 
familiar tunes. Again there Is the very 
convincing phase of receiving indepen
dent slate writing in broad daylight; 
also occasionally the wonderful phe- 
ilomena of materialization, where the 
previously unseen visitor takes on a

spiritual powers which are our divine 
birthright and inheritance, thatswe may 
be able to satisfy ourselves of the pres
ence of our angel visitors, and demon
strate to a world of sorrow stricken 
mourners that life Is continuous and 
fear of the grave has been swallowed 
up in victory. And then, above all and 
beyond all these manifestations which 
prove to us the certainty of a life be
yond the confines of-earthly existence, 
we have the opportunity of gaining 
knowledge of our future .from those 
whose experience in the spirit life en
ables them to become teachers to those 
who still Inhabit earthly tabernacles. 
This' knowledge can be gained In no 
other way but by coming in touch witlk 
ouy friends who have had actual ex
perience. Then why should we hesitate 
about commencing our Investigations? 
Why not avail ourselves of the oppor
tunity to come into communication? 
Many difficulties may present them
selves at first, mistakes may occur as in 
all ‘the avenues for gathering knowl
edge, but if we will be patient, if we. 
will perseverlngly investigate, the door 
of knowledge will, be opened unto -us. 
Wlsdbm will be given which is far

In life’s darkest hour '
Should adversity lower, .

And troubles in legions appear, .
Should friend's. remain few

. Who -will prove to thee true; - ' - 
And Courage strikes bands with dark
■y, •'■ Fear; : ■ . ' -' : •'<
'■ ■ L ; ■■ ' ' ' -■ ■Be brave—Jet thy heart . •. -

4-And .thy bauds do thfelr part, .
Toil on in thy trust and thy might; '

I will be to thee .true. . ' »
' If my paths you pursue, ' , '
Says the Law which governs file Right. 
' Should tlie wail of the blast :

- Bend not to the stroke,. - '
Yonder proud forest oak ’

Is reaching aboveTb the sun; ./ ■
Toll on for the good, '. . : 

- Where those dark spirits stood 
Are angelic legion to one. - .

« .MRS. H. H. CHAAPEL, M, D«
-Palmetto, Fla." . . - .

Puzzling Occurrences of a 
Psychic Nature.

A brand pew experience came to me 
last Tuesday morning. I guess It will 
do to go on paper, for it is the first 
thing of the kind that ever came to me, 
and I do not believe it is common to 
mankind, but some exceptional cases. 
Well, he're it goes in detail, as near as 
my limited ability can write facts.

Tuesday morning I started for the 
postoffiee to get my mall matter. As I 
was passing the second house from my 
own, my attention was attracted to the 
vibration of an ordinary fence wire that 
was stretched from post to post, with 
others, as a lawn protection. The mid
dle wire kept up an incessant vibration, 
while the others were entirely motion
less. There was not even a breath of 
wind, cat, dog, beast, bird, or human 
astir, and being much inclined to look 
for causes of things, I halted to watch 
the vibration of the wire that labored 
with considerable vigor. I could see no 
cause, but said to myself the wire is 
sensitive attached to the posts, which 
were about 10 feet apart, aud the vibra
tion has been started by some object 
unseen or before I was attracted to it.

Without any discovery of the cause I 
passed ou the length of a block, then 
crossed the street westward. Then a 
scene more wonderful and puzzling 
than before confronted me. It was ap
parently three young shade trees 
standing in a row, on a residence lawn, 
about fifteen feet high. The tops, judg
ing from appearance, were about five 
or six feet apart. Here 1 was more sur
prised than ever, because the center 
tree shook and vibrated with some in
visible force, while its companions were 
motionless. I stopped as before to look 
for a cquse. 1 could feel no breeze, see 
no birds and no person was in sight. 
The tree seemed to shake as a human 
would, by vibratory force of his arms 
and the motion seemed regular, as I 
stood to consider the scene. The trees' 
were taking on their summer foliage, 
all about of a size, and perfect sped-' 
men's for trees of their size. I took 
them for the white elm variety. Tlie 
tree suddenly stopped Its vibration, 
stood as mute and motionless as its 
companions, and I mentally said to my
self, If some full-fledged Spiritualist was 
here-he would say hère Is a splendid 
spiritual manifestation in the pjn'g anti 
the natural, no human- jugglery about 
It, and I know what I see is reality.

■ After taking in the scene, its beauty 
of returning bloom, I went on to the of
fice, got my papers, but my mind was 
too much exercised to be held down by 
ordinary matter. I studied all day 
about the scene and resolved to go the 
next morning to study the matter and 
see what I could learn.- Well, I went, 
and was more dumbfounded than ever. 
The scene, trees and all, had utterly 
vanished, root and branch. It was 
purely mental aud optical delusion, the 
morning before, for the things I saw 
are not where 1 saw them at all. But 
why this delusive scene? It was as 
real for the time as any other scene, 
and the idea of delusion, a phantom, 
never entered my mind, until I went the 
next morning to learn more about it. 
Then the spell was broken. The old fa
miliar scene, lawn and shrubbery, as it 
really exists, was there In fact yet I 
saw it not, but all was wonderfully 
new and strange the morning before, a 
sight undreamed of until present, it 
stood in front of me in the warm, 
glowing sunlight of the first May morn
ing of 1900.

Spiritualism enters this shadowy 
realm, and sees a world beyond where 
the average mortal cannot tread by rea
son of limited spiritual power and per
ception, while a powerful priesthood 
has been able to see every phase of 
Spiritualism that can create royal robes 
and golden crown, and revel in the di
vine will ¡of the almighty one, in all 
their satanic robberies and enslave
ment of the bodies and souls of men.

As Spiritualists we are never out of 
the woods until the dark river is 
crossed, where the mortal never treads, 
and the light thrown back, seems so 
wonderfully human it makes me pause 
to reason upon these mental sights, 
these optical delusions, and often wear
ied utterances of tongue and pen. We 
all have mentality, its central light is 
reason and thought in the light of our 
experience of the past; and I guess one 
life at a time well lived will insure the 
best success after all. Nature endows 
all created life, with the principle of 
wisdom, as the mother of all, and that 
wisdom is the adaptation of that life to 
its peculiar requirements In the sphere 
It occupies in space? ..

With “man I seem to know the mental 
is the wisdom of nature Injected Into 
his mentality throiigh the human 
senses, ever, in touch with those ele
ments and agencies of nature that build 
all life from -some lower form of matter, 
she touches with her magic wand. The 
combination of elements, expressive of 
Inherent wisdom, of forces that can 
create life, with the enduring energies 
of living worlds, and mighty, systems, 
clothed with the supreme and unfailing 
wisdom that never dims nor dies, nor 

-ceases to exert Its supremacy in. the con
trol of all, from the atom to teeming 
systems of suns and satellites. How 
Taint at last is our glimpse of the vast 
,reality of things. Who comprehends 
this innate wisdom-in thé perfect blend
ing of the ’ supreme in nature, that 
thrusts out a thousand forms of life tn 
harmony with all its diverging lines and 
Spheres of occupation,- and- yet one 
grand harmonlal- whole. Every ex
terne at last in nature, belongs to the 
harmonlal keyboard of heaven’s music. 
Worlds would be incomplete without 
the strong bass noté of the rumbling of 
earthquakes, the typhoon, the roar of 
raging seas, with all their intermediate 
notes from these. to gen'tle zephyrs 
laden with the balmy fragrance, of na
ture’s fairest isles. , ■ ' '■

■ Hümanlty has its sphere of action,' 
.cast upon the moments of time in this 
vale of life and death. He is to-day, 
bat the mofrowknowshlm not, for the 
light as tq him, In the great beyond is ■ 
yet dim afld doubtful. I trust, alone in.

FOR FREE CAMPS,
And a Good Many More of 

Them.
To the Editor;—In No. 543 of your val

uable journal “A Worker” criticises my 
carni) article which appeared in No. 542. 
I was glad to see the clear, fearless, in
dependent criticism of "Worker,” it in
vites a reply. "Worker” admits the 
principal suggestion is a stride in ad
vance, but thinks I should make a 
greater demand. Why should he think 
so? Do I not know what I would like? 
I said our camps ought to be free, like 
our parks; I made a reasonable sugges
tion from my point of view; I want 
equality and justice, no more nor less. 
If our camps were all free "to camp
ers,” and one or more established in 
each state, thousands whom “Worker" 
says are too poor to take long journeys 
and pay car-fare could and would at
tend without car-fare. .

Dr. Conger did not offer to work for 
his board, but dld-acqppt of an invita
tion to teach practical medicine—thè 
gospel of health, that sin and sickness 
are results, not necessities—without 
pay. “Worker’s" insinuation “that Dr. 
Conger lias a side-line to work, an axo 
to grind outside of ids medlumlstlc 
work, is without foundation. Dr. Con
ger is not a side-line worker and has 
never had any axe, or axes, to grind. I 
am a publisher of health books and 
ihivti them for siile at all times, sell less 
during the camp month than any other 
month of the year.

A crisis is on in material and spiritual 
expressions; what has our missionary 
’ Worker” to suggest better than the 
multiplication of our camps, making 
them free in the sense that our 
churches are free, and by adopting sim
ilar methods to increase and prepare 
them for camp use aud work.

For the past forty-five years we have 
organized, organized and organized, 
built temples, churches, and halls; all 
efforts thus far that have squinted, 

ilooked or tended towards old church 
methods have failed, except our camps; 
they have had a slow but steady growth 
for twenty years and only a few fail
ures; why not take n Dint and hitch on 
where there éeems to be an opportunity 
for practical' foundation work. If fif
teen more states would make camps 
upon the free plan, and fifteen or twen
ty more could be added to the states 
that now have them, fifty or seventy- 
five thousand could attend, amtamiil.l, 
instead of twenty or twenty-five thou
sand. All experience that is valuable 
gained by church methods, Is ours to 
profit by ; It is an established fact that 
free churches and the methods used to 
make them are practical, and the best; 
our camps can adopt them to our advan
tage, why not? Some practical founda
tion work must be done if we expect to 
command the attention and rqftpect of 
the public; spread-eagle efforts at 
Washington, Boston, New York, .or Chi
cago will not command tlie practical 
clear-headed public.

In reply , to “Worker’s” question 
whether one month would be sufficient 
for spiritual missionary work for the 
year at our camps, I answer most em
phatically, yes; from my point of view 
all missionary efforts except only the 
Salvation Army are unworthy of no
tice. It is birth aud growth, not patent 
Incubators, it is generation not regener
ation, that should be considered by am
bitious missionaries. We are not en
gaged in deceptive, priestly soul-saving 
schemes; some of us are much interest
ed in the care of our bodies, and there 
is a glorious opportunity, and a large 
field for health reformers even in our 
spiritual ranks. If all our ambitious 
missionaries would open their eyes and 
ears and join the Salvation Army, they 
could find a life job in any one of a 
dozen of our large cities, but spending 
carfare to reach our western prairies, 
and there join the tramp brigade to 
hunt heathen to spiritualize, Is to say 
the least, ridiculous.

If intelligent people outside of our 
thickly-settled communities and cities 
do hot care enough about the philoso
phy, truth, and phenomena of Spiritual
ism to subscribe for a weekly paper like 
The progressive Thinker, costing only 
fl, a year, let ’em starve; they don’t 
need the missionary, but a little com
mon horse sense. Any missionary effort 
would be a waste of time and cold cash 
on them. . •

Again I call upon “Worker” for prac
tical suggestions, and as I said in my 
former paper, I am ready to accept anjf 
practical suggestion that will bring 
Spiritualism to tlfè front, to do some
thing that will enlist, enthuse and unite 
the great and constantly Increasing 
number who aré seeking light

Chicago. Ill. DR. M. E. CONGER.

the wisdom of nature’s unfailing good, 
while I strive to find the more harmo- 
nlal relations to her order and law, and 
steer clear of the breakers that too often 
wreck life ere nature’s design has-been 
reached in him (if nature hath design as 
well as force). A. S. H.

They come to me in dreams, betimes, 
The dear ones gone before, 

'They sit beside me at the hearth, 
Go. out and-in my door; -

They rarely speak, but flit about 
In each accustomed place, 

The while it gives me joy to view - ' 
Each well-remembered face.

I waken with a sob of pain 
That It is but a dream, 

And yet they’re near me all the day,, 
.So real does it seem.

They comfort me through all the hours 
Of labor, and of rest. .

I feel that I have touched the hem j 
Of garments of the blest ■■. ■ '

Dear dwellers, on the distant shore; 
Come near me when.you may.

Let memories of my happy dreams 
Make s’weet the waking day.

With joys'and griefs, and loving toll, 
The years draw on apace.

When dreams shall be realities, 
xAnd meetings' face to fac«.

w0uld.be
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LIFE AND EXPERIENCE IN SPIRIT LAND

THE ADVENT OF JUNE,

To dally much with subjects mean and low. proves that 
the mind is weak or makes it so.—Cowper. .

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

A Series of Letters from Spirit Franz Petersilea 
. to His Son, Carlyle Petersilea.

If every n^u, animal, reptile, insect, fish, and all vege
table life, were swept oil your earth to-day, in a com
paratively short space of time, all these things would exist 
in every part of your globe. The oceans, seas, rivers, 
ponds, and lakes, would be filled with fish, insect, reptile, 
and animal life would appear; and, lastly, man. It would 
not be many thousands of years before man would be 
civilized. Now this would not take place in one little 
spot at a time, but would be simultaneous in every part of 
your earth. Man makes a great mistake when he sup
poses that it takes countless ages for things to evolve from 
a'speck of protoplasm—as though it commenced with one 
little speck and then all must be evolved from that—or, 
that one ape gradually evolved into one man in one par
ticular spot of the earth, •. •

Oh, no, my friends, this is not so; altliough, in tropical 
climes evolution goes on more rapidly than it does in 
colder regions.

• If your earth to-day was one mass of solid rock and 
water, as it certainly was when life first’made its appear
ance upon it, this is how evolution did and would take 
place. The moment rock, on every part of the globe, 
crumbled slightly, enough to hold a little moisture, moss 
would immediately form simultaneously all over the 
globe; at the same time within the waters the very lowest 
form of life. The atmosphere would immediately supply 
all necessary germs, and just as rapidly as nature could 
involve, higher and still higher forms would appear— 
until the lowest dr savage man—on every island and-con- 
tinent, nearly at the same time, according as climatic con
ditions were more or, less favorable. Not one man alone, 
but millions of men—race alter race of savage men—and 
the world would come up then, just as it has done, into 
civilization, the angelic world aiding it as rapidly as it was 
capable of being aided.

“Well,” you ask me, “how could that be possible if the 
spiritual spheres had not been peopled from the earth?”

Why, my friends, there are millions upon millions of 
earths iu just the-condition we have described, at the pres
ent time, but, on the other hand, there are millions upon 
millions of other planets that are progressed far, very far, 
beyond these earths, and there are countless millions of 
spirits aud angels from these planets who can be, and are, 
interested in these crude earths, working with and for 
them. How else would intelligence and spirituality ever 
appear?

Go out and gaze into the vault of heaven at the count
less stars which are suns to other systems of worlds that 
cannot be seen with the naked eye; then consider that all 
these worlds are co-related and you will get an idea of 
my meaning.

There are those on your earth at the present time who 
attract spiritual beings from other planets, especially from 
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Venus, Neptune; but Mercury has, 
as yet, no inhabitants, it being the youngest or last ring 
thrown off from the sun. It is still too crude and young. 
It is yet basking in the hot rays of the sun and presents 
little else, at the present time, except rock and water, and 
has somewhat the appearance of your moon, filled with 
great -yawning chasms, bursting volcanos and boiling 
oceans, as your eartli was in its youthfill period and your 
earth will, eventually, be as Neptune is now, after having 
passed through the various gradations of the planets be
longing to your system which are beyond it.

‘ Now the very ancient spirits, who once inhabited your 
earth, are not so vastly superior to the wisest and most 
spiritual men of earth—and why? .

Because as soon as those former souls left the earth, as 
rapidly ns they gained in wisdom they must work for and 
impart it to those still in the body. This is the only way 
tliat any progress can be made. If angels here simply 
thought only of their own progress and happidfess, never 
looking back to aid the ones left behind, they would not 
be worthy of all wisdom or happiness, and consequently 
would be neither wise nor happy. They strive for knowl
edge and happiness and then turn, or descend, and impart 
it to those below them; therefore you can see at once that 
the wisest ones who have left earth cannot be very far in 
advance of the wisest ones of earth, their proteges.

Now this is a gleat truth that many overlook. Spirits 
and angels must work, and work continually, for there 
are millions of spirits here, low, ignorant, debased and de
graded. These must be taught as well as the people of 
earth. No time for idleness here—no time for selfish en
joyment alone. We must give of our knowledge and hap
piness almost as fast as we receive it.

For instance, Harriet Beecher Stowe, when she wrote 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin, said she did not, personally, write it. 
God wrote it through her. She told the truth. She was 
but the instrument used by higher powers, or angels, and 
the angel who personally controlled her she mistook for 
God, not understanding the law of spirit control. One 
spirit must controlj but the principles or truths given may 
be from many or various ones.

Dear Carlyle, I have met Mrs. Stowe since she came to 
, this life. You, of course, remember when she essayed to 

give readings from her books, and you were the pianist on 
that occasion, and what a dismal failure she made of it?-

She thought, and said, that God could write through 
her, but when it came to readijig, the people must do that 
for themselves. '

She is much interested in you and yours and is here 
with me now. She says, as she listened to your music, on 
the occasion just mentioned, she|thought God was playing 
through yon as he had written through her. She says, it 
was the most heavenly music she had ever heard.

The dear htEle lady wa$ somewhat disappointed when 
she first arrived here, for she had felt sure that she would 
see God. She reasoned that if God had considered her 

•Hvorthy to write for him, she would be taken immediately 
'into his presence when she left the body; but she was soon 
reconciied’and is now exceedingly bright and happy. Her 
.appearance is very beautiful indeed—small, dainty, spark
ling and bright; looking twenty-five or perhaps thirty 

. years of age. She has met the one who controlled her to 
write Uncle Tom’s Cabin, and they have been quite glee- 
Eul together over that fact. - She is now prepared to con
trol someone, yet in earth life, herself, and she tells me 
that she hopes to write a greater book than Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin ever was, and she is looking for a medium through 
whom to write it Slip touches a great many mediums 
here and there and has beeii able ,to write a few sentences,

---- .----------------------- ------ ------ --------(— ........... ...  > ----  
thaj; another war inust come to the American nation in 
order, this time, that the souls of men may be set free; for 
the bondage of the mind is more terrible than that of the 
body.---------------------------------------- ’

My dear son, I have long'prophesied this coming war, 
as you well know, and this time it will be a religious war 
for the freedom of the mind.

The Romish church will, before long, take the reins of 
the government of the United States of America into its 
powerful hands and again the chariots of war will rush 
madly over that fair country. But the angels will inspire, 
and raise up new leaders, new writers, and, at last, tins 
powerful usurper will be overthrown and east into the sea 
of oblivion. The head of the serpent will be crushed and 
ground beneath the heel—the heel of the angelic world—' 
but a dreadful war will first take place and once more 
blood will flow in your fair land. ■

Now you ask why cannot the angels bring peace to us 
instead of war? I will tell you why; but, first, I will ask 
you, why could not the angels bring peace instead of war 
in the days of Abraham Lincoln? Because one power 
said, “We will hold the black man in bondage;” the other 
power said, “No, thou shalt not! / Man shall be free 
whether he be black, white or copper-colored. Man is 
man, whatever his color or race.”

Now the conservative portion of the orthodox world 
will join hands with the Romish power and. the great 
power then will say “We will hold the minds of men Sn 
bondage. They shall not go free. They shall think as 
we tlrink and do as we do—or dp as we command them to 
do.” The other power will say, “We will have our free
dom to do as we please. We will tlrink for ourselves, We 
will not be in bondage.” And again the clash of armed 
men, the booming cannon, the roar, smoke, and carnage 
of war. But the scarlet woman will be beaten—wounded 
unto death—aye, she will be slain never to rise again on 
your fair globe!

The angels cannot avoid these things even if they 
would, but they place themselves on the side of right and 
by thus doing truth -usually becpjnes victorious and old 
error is slain. ,

Dear Carlyle, there are many other spirits who would 
like to put in a few words occasionally—souls that you 
and I were well acquainted with when they aqd I were 
with you in the form—and I am sure it makes me happy 
to give their messages, or allow them, as I have Mr. Inger
soll, to write a few words for themselves. But all medi
ums should be guarded by one particular control in order 
to do very much good. You, in earth life, do not let all 
sorts of people promiscuously into your homes, neither 
do you associate with the wicked and debased, and the law 
holds good here as well; still, we must try to save, or reach 
the helping hand to all.

My dear son, I am glad to say that thought photog
raphy is about to be given to the earthly w-orld. You 
know that I have been telling you, for a number of years, 
that photography would soon prove, beyond the shadow of 
a doubt, to the whole world at large the great truth of 
continued existence. This is just on the eve of being re
alized and will become as well established as the telegraph 
or telephone. Not to the few who are called Spiritualists, 
but to all the world.

You think this alone ought to put a stop to the inter
necine war tliat Mrs. Stowe has prophesied; but she 
tliinks it will not. There are millions of spirits near the 
earth who áre still Catholics—believing themselves in pur
gatory—and their sympathies will be with the Catholic 
power. They will aid in causing war and will, no doubt, 
possess and obsess very many who will, at that time, be in 
power. How soon this war will take place, Mrs. 'Stowe 
cannot tell; bjit she says, she is certain that before twenty 
years have gone by. Sire is more particularly interested 
in these matters than I am, consequently takes more pains 
to inform herself on the subject; but to return to spirit 
photography, which interests me exceedingly. It has be
come known to many .that thoughts have already been 
photographed. One step more and all 1 have said to you 
in the past will be actualized. In all the books that have 
been written by us'to you, we have constantly asserted 
that thoughts were things that could be seen and enjoyed 
by all spiritual beings. ■

Many laughed and sneered at the idea, thinking you 
must be crazy. Some held it up to ridicule, saying that 
eternity could not hold all the thoughts that had been 
evolved from the minds of mankind. But such will soon 
be put to blush and will find out to their amazement that 
thoughts are really things, and very tangible ones, too, 
for an intangible thing cannot be photographed.

Oh, my dear boy, keep your courage up to the sticking 
point, for you are about to be righted before the whole 
world. Not only will spirits be photographed but scenes 
in spirit life, and whole messages or letters will be precipi
tated at once upon a sensitive plate. This will not occur 
particularly with so-called mediums, but with all and ev
eryone who makes photography a study. Your own dear 
mother wrote this to you, and to the world at large, in her 
book, “Mary Ann Carew;” and, even to you, it seemed 
more like romance than truth. The book was written 
some eight op nine years ago when the idea of thought 
photography had not yet been entertained, but in all the 
schools in the celestial world it has long been taught, and 
practiced. Your mother,, in that book, told you of a 
school where your little sisters were being educated, and 
described to you their method of painting pictures.

You remember how little Katy painted the picture of 
the white heifer with a wreath of dandelion blossoms 
about her neck, also the picture of her mother, hurling 

- the bottle at the head of the negro, and how the children 
were taught to concentrate their minds on that which they 
wished reproduced, and by thus doing the thought went 
forth in undulating, or vibratory waves; from their minds, 
thus striking the sensitized plate and forming the picture.

Now as soon as the people of earth are able, and can ac
cept these great scientific facts, they are given to them. 
But, of course, thej»ooks which we wrote were premature 
in one sense, yet not so, after all,' for even if one mind ean 
be controlled to give forth a great truth, other minds 
soon follow, and, shortly it becomes an established fact. 
Now photography will also soon prove that animal life ex
ists here in the celestial world, and then people will begin 
to realize what cannibals they are, and gradually meat-eat
ing and the slaying of animals will forever cease, and ani
mals will not be propagated for the sake of eating their 
material bodies. It is scarcely worse for the native canni
bal to eat the missionary than for the civilized man'to eat 
his cow, ox, or the. innocent sheep and playful lamb; and 
the earth would produce fe^ of these if they were not es
pecially propagated for the purpose of eating. '

(To boxcontinued.)

but she wants to write a book entire. She says she has 
it all outlined in her mind—that is, her spirit has already 
composed or written the book and now it remains for her 
to give it down through a medium. She says she calls 
the book War, or Hell and Devil versus Heaven, God and 
the Angels. •

By tins you can perceive how it is with us all. As soon 
as she gets wisdom she desires immediately to give it to 
earth through some one who is capable of being her aman
uensis. You see by this that earth and*  its surrounding’ 
spiritual spheres must go very nearly hand in hand. How 
eager I was to write to you shortly after arriving here. I" 
had a had. time overcoming-conditions but bjT persevering 
I conquered and, I then also wrote a book and after that 
tnanv other books. When Mrs. Stowe writes her book I 
shall be one to-help on in the inspiration; of course I mean 
Helena and.myself. The an gel world was determined at 
the time they wrote the book through Mrs, Stowe, to 
emancipate the colored race,'and they did so through the 
influence they exerted, directly, iipon certain human be
ings—Abraham Lincoln and Mrs>Stowe being the chief 
ones—-but in order to do this war must ensue. -Hell and 
the Devil must be let loose that Heaven and the Angels 
might conquer—and they did conquer. Mrs. Stowe says

I have watched for your coming, fair rosy-cheeked June, 
While the days slowly-lengthened and grew,

And the violets and grasses with dew-drops were strewn, 
Reflecting the beautiful blue. ’ '

And the world seemed in raptures of sweetness and song, 
Their echoes from mountains and hill

Where the' birdlings gather in woodlands, and throng, 
’ In nestlings their love-vows fulfill. , • / . ’.

. .And a message has flashed from thediill-tops afar, .
’ That told me your coming was near, . • ■ „

And Fye read their signals in cloud-lands and- star, \ 
And.the earth has a new word of cheer.. . .

Ah! rosy-cheeked June, sweet heart of the year, ' ':
: How our hearts bent in rapture anew, ' , . . * .

As fond memories dear awaken a tear ,. ■ ;
' For the old hearts'faithful and trug, U ' ”
Summerland,-Cal. ’ ' - BISHOP A. BEALS.

IMFMlNT MATTER FROM
1 ? OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES
. •. . i-------

HARB^GEH OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.
' ’! /J ------

THE 1)IEDIU1)I FRITZ MUELLER.
The following extract from a letter 

written by Miiflame Melba, from Ber
lin; on tlie ’-StIi of November lust, was 
published in tlie Argus of the Sth of 
January:.- i n

“I mufet te)l jjou that I have just seen 
apd heipifl Fri^: Mueller, and I don’t 
wonder'.tliat you rave about )iim. He is 
a wonder. Joachim wus having lunch 
with me yesterday, and he commenced 
to talk of a wonderful little boy who 
had Just arrived from Australia. I 
asked his name, aud he said, ’Fritz 
Mueller,’ I jumped, aud said, ‘Tell me 
about him.’.- So, with tears in his dear 
eyes, he said that the little fellow was 
brought to him, and sat down, and 
played Beethoven and Bach, and his 
own little composition, in sueh a won
derful way that he was at once admit
ted Into the school, although the rule is 
that no pupil'.can enter until he is 14 
years of age. He went on to say that 
he Is sure that he will be very great 
some day. Max Buseh is also crazy 
about him—so you see he is in good 
hands. I sent for him and his mother 
and they have just gone, What a won
der he Is! I still, hive tears lu my eyes 
aud a lump in my throat. I gave him 
the1 £50, but made the mother promise 
she would leave him with Joachim un
til lie is ready to pipy in public. It will 
be a dreadful1 s’lii’if the child is not kept 
at work till he is grown up, and ready 
to appear ip; public. The little fellow 
has captured my heart, and I shall do 
anything I can for his future. What a 
wonderful thing genius is?”

Now it is well known to a number of 
persons in Melbourne, beside myself, 
that Fritz Is an inspirational medium, 
gifted with' the faculties of Clairvoy
ance and elairaudience. I have heard 
him describe with great accuracy each 
of the band of controls who were 
around him, when he sut down to com
pose, or to improvise on the instrument; 
namely, Beethoven tills special guide),
Mozart, Handel, Haydn, Weber and 
Wagner. These Were just as real to 
him as his own father and mother. I 
saw a good deal of him four years ago, 
in my own house, and elsewhere, when 
he was under the able tuition of Mad- 
aiue Politz, an accomplished piunlste; 
and have had many communications 
concerning him from Beethoven, who 
declared his intention of connxislng 
through him—I quote his own words— 
“Seven different marches, symbolical of 
the seven different lives a human be
ing leads on earth, and his spiritual de
velopment in ep;ch” .

And in view of Fritz Mueller’s future 
eniinencb as a composer, the true story 
of his developiiient deserves to be 
placed on record.for future reference. I 
ean cerqfy to its accuracy. In May, 
189ti, Mr. J. W< Sutton, n highly suc
cessful (tevelopifig medium, was Intro
duced tolllttie Fritz In his own home, by 
the ladyoB’hoseluame I have just men
tioned. On entering the house, Mr. Sut-

Iguorant of its real nature, and of the 
best conditions for its development, was 
one on the 12th of December, 1896, from 
which I make the following extract:

“Twelve mouths hence, if we can pre
serve the same magnetic conditions 
around him as those which now exist, 
he will be able to give a concert iu pub
lic, the programme of which should con
sist of his own compositions exclusively. 
But we have to watch him very care
fully, so as to prevent any busy bodies 
from spoiling him for our use. This 
would be the case if he should become a 
mere virtuoso on the piano-forte. There
fore we wish this medium (through 
whom Beethoven was speaking at the 
time) to magnetize the boy, in order to 
strengthen our influence over him. His 
mother is afraid of his being tnesmer- 
ized; but he will be so, by us, in spite of 
her, just as I was; in my own earth-life; 
aud if he is only allowed to follow his 
own impulses and impressions, he will 
be an ornament to the world.”

* Again, on the Uth of February, 1897, 
Beethoven said:

“People are always ready to rush a 
musical prodigy ou the platform; but 
how many of these have been ruined 
by being farmed out for notoriety and 
money! We want to save him from 
such a fate as this, for we have thus 
been deprived of many a medium who 
has been snapped up by some merce
nary manager, who has made a fortune 
out of the prodigy, but who has ruined 
the musician as an artist. We hope 
little Fritz will go before the world as 
an avowed medium, who plays aud 
composes under spirit influence. Others 
have debased and degraded their dlvlue 
gifts by making them subservient to 
sordid purposes; and money tarnishes 
aud defiles everything it touches In the 
world of art. The medium who loves 
money ceases to be a true artist. His 
mercenary alms aud desires Interpose 
a barrier between himself and us. Little 
Fritz sees, recognizes, aud knows every 
one of us. We are just as real to him 
as he Is to you. You could not induce 
that boy to disbelieve that he'ls con

ton received clairaudlently the names of 
BeethovW, Mozart, Wagner and Men
delssohn. »nd was almost Immediately 
controlled by thy first of these, who di
rected the. boy to take, his seat at the 
piano, and began to magnetize him; at 
the same time Requesting him to play 
whatever came into Ills head. Fritz did 
so; and the cot)Lj;ol.bent,. time, as the 
eohdutfor of an, orchestra, might do. 
The medium wa)F not wholly uncon
scious, atlfl seemed to know every note 
that was about to be struck upon the in
strument; while at the same time, his 
own personality was merged in that of 
Beethoven; and Handel, Haydn. Mo
zart, . Mendelssohn. Schubert, Weber, 
Wagner and other composers, with 
whose faces he was unfamiliar, were 
recognized as standing In a semi-circle 
round the piano. Fritz Improvised two 
compositions, and Beethoven was asked 
to describe them. He said the first was 
a Polonaise In F., and the second a Le
gato In 0 minor. Having been further 
asked If the boy had played them cor
rectly, he answered, "Perfectly. I 
played them myself.” His father, who 
was present, was astounded at the mar
velous performance of Jils son; and de
clared that he had never heard him 
play like that before. In fact It was al
together astonishing. The boy seemed 
to be perfect' master of the keyboard; 
and the poWer and pathos of the two 
compositions which he improvised, with
out a moment’s hesitation and without 
a flow, were Impressive in the extreme. 
The control again directed him to sit 
down to the instrument and play what 
would be given to him. This he did, 
with results still more startling than be
fore.

Abruptly turning around when he had 
finished, Fritz declared that the medi
um was no longer visible, but that 
Beethoven occupied the position in 

•which Mr. Sutton had been standing, 
and that he also saw the musicians I 
have previously enunierated. ’

From that time forth, many oppor
tunities were offered to Mr. S. for de
veloping the medlumlstic faculties of 
Fritz Mueller, while his technical train
ing made steady progress under the 
sympathetic tuition of Madame Politz. 
After awhile, however, one member of 
his family thought proper to withdraw 
the boy from all spiritualistic influ
ences. It was considered desirable that 
he should figure1 as a youthful prodigy, 
and steps were taken to raise a fund to 
send himself and his mother to Europe, 
greatly to the chagrin jof the great com
posers, who contemplated making him 
a second Sebastian Bach; for this, they 
all of them declare, Is the name he bore 
In his last enrth-life.

From many communications which I 
myself hfive received in reference to 
him durlngithe last four years, I select 
the following: ■ i' -

.. Speakinguof Fritz Mueller, on- the 4th 
of November, 1896, Beethoven said: 
“He wouldi.-haveideveloped under the

' most unfavorable Circumstances; but' 
how easy his development proved to be 
for us! because,., owing to his having 
been brought intoipontact with this me
dium (Mr. Mi W. Siltton), we havp been 
saved two.qr thre#; years of hard work, 
and have accomplished that work in 
two or three months. Of course, the 
boy is exceptionally, gifted. This is the 
kind of teaching-//. ,e., by the develop
ment of b's mediumship), which the 
world doe^not understand—as yet; but,, 
in the neaq future^thls form of instruc
tion will be, universal. Give that boy 
to a hard-headed,’ inflexible tutor in 
a German conservatorlum and he would 
be.ruined by excessive practice, because 
his . health, wouj/l eventually break 
down. He will be better known as a 
composer than as an executant Don’t 
let him be squib, away. His present 
teacher (Mndapuy Politz) can glye him 
all the technik lie wants, and we Ivill do

; the rest. He Is. .both clairvoyant- and 
, elairaudient, and he .sees and .hears us

so vividly, that ;there Is no doubt in his 
mind as to our objective reality.” ’ 
- Among-many other communications

• from Beethoven,, with respect to little 
Fritz Mueller's ' mediumship,, most of 
them expressing the./greatest- anxiety 
that the boy should not be.sent to Ger
many, where hts'. genius would be

‘ d waited and. deformed by teachers

trolled by Beethoven for auy considera
tion j’ou could offer him [this was per
fectly true then], because be knows 
that it is we who give him those divine 
harmonies. We play upon him, just as 
he plays upon his instrument. Where 
did he acquire bls techulk? From no 
earthly teacher. It wij intent iu him, 
and we have simply developed it. * * 
Those who want to make a machine of 
him for coluing gold will only cripple 
aud possibly destroy him.”

On Ute 27th of Jlarch, 1899, Beethoven 
returned to the subject, remarking:

“We are sorry that our little pupil— 
notwithstanding all our efforts to 'the 
contrary—Is about to be dragged out of 
his seclusion. We wished him to become 
an instrument for Spiritualism, and to 
be known far and wide as a musical 
medium; but the ambition of ---- has
thwarted us. We have interposed hin
drances of all kinds; but It seems that 
we can no longer keep him iu quietude. 
* * You can imagine the magnitude 
of our mortification at having our plans 
frustrated by the cupidity aud conceit 
of the boy's relations, for those are the 
adverse influences which are at work."

Other coinniiihicntlons of a later date 
convey the disappointment felt by the 
great German composers at the in
judicious transfer of the boy to Ger
many, Instead of leitvlug his genius to 
blossom and expand, its a flower does, 
without the hot-house forcing to which 
it will now be exposed, at the hands of 
teachers who are completely ignorant 
of the fact that genius aud mediumship 
are convertible terms, aud that the 
precious gift runs a very serious risk of 
bplug perverted aud even suppressed by 
well-meant but erroneous aud per
nicious methods of so-called culture. 
If Robert Burns had been sent to the 
University of Edinburgh, and craiqmed 
with Greek, Latin aud Mathematics, 
would he ever have written the Cotter's 
Saturday Night or Tam o' Shunter, or 
his immortal sougs?

MOSES HULL'S BOOKi
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OUR MAIN PREMIUMS.

The Progressive Thinker pneiyear 
and Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life In the Spirit World! an 
intensely interesting, instructive and 
fascinating work, $1,25. The twenty- 
five cents only pays a little more than 
the postage and the expense of mailing. 
The price of this work to the trade Is 
$1.50. This book will constitute our 
main premium for the remainder of 
1900, and up to May 30,1901. It is very 
valuable, It will hold your attention 
throughout, and will teach you a mpch 
needed lesson. The postage on the 
above book, which we prepay, is 
ten cents, hence it is almost a gift to 
our subscribers. It Is furnished at con
siderable less than actual cost to us.
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Vol. 1, Vol. 2 and Vol. 3 of the Ency- 

Life in the Spir
It orld, will be sent out when accom
panied with a year's subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker, for $1.10. 
The paper one year, aud the three vol
umes, $2.10. You can add to this order 
any of the other books, at 40 cents 
each. You can make only one order for 
three books for $1.10.

Au order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be aeeompa- 
panied with a year's subscriptiou for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Three.
Any three of the books in our prem

ium list that you may select will be sent 
to you for $1.10. You are at liberty to 
select any other books lu the list that 
you desire in eonuection with this or
der, at 40 cents each. You cau only 
make one order for three books at $1.10.

An order for oue or more of the pre
mium books must always be aecompa- 
panied with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be seut out as premiums.

Offer Number Four.
Our regular premium, The Encyclo

pedia of Death, aud Life iu the Spirit 
World, Vol. 3, Is only 25 ceuts. If you 
wish to add thereto one of the other 
premium books only, the same will cyst 
you 50 cents. If you wish two addi
tional books, the cost of the three will 
be $1.10. You can add thereto any 
other books you desire at 40 cents each.

A CARD.
The principals of Belvidere Seminary 

would respectfully Inform their friends 
and the public generally that this in
stitution will be open during the sum
mer and early autumn for the accom
modation of children and adults who 
seek freedom from business cares or the 
excitement of social and fashionable 
life. Its location is healthy and beau
tiful, its grounds ample and well 
shaded, drainage and water excellent

Belvidere, as its name indicates, is a 
beautiful inland town, in Northern New 
Jersey, 700 feet above tlie sea, and sur
rounded on all sides by forest-covered 
hills, at the base of which flow the 
Pequest and Delaware rivers, along 
whose banks are many places of sjieclal 
Interest to artists and all lovers of the 
picturesque in nature.

Its streets are well shaded and lighted : 
with electricity. In its near vicinity are 
well cultivated farms, from which a 
fresh supply of milk, eggs, butter, fresh 
fruits and vegetables can be had daily. 
It Is only twelve miles from Easton, 
Pa„ and ten miles from the Delaware 
Water Gap. It Is easy of access from 
New York and Philadelphia by the 
Pennsylvania and Delawtire, Lacka
wanna & Western railroads, with six 
trains funning daily each way. Ite 
walks and drives are exceptionally fine,' 
presenting an ever pleasing variety of; 
river and mountain scenery. Here- is ; 
just the place for the weary to find re
pose ana thej'ecreation that invigorates 
without fatiguing. For further panic-.
ulars, address A. C. BUSH, .

Belvidere, Warren Co., N. J.

HOPE’S INSPIRATION.

We’re out upon life’s great highway ! 
And going swiftly on.

This mundane term seems but a day
So soon 'tls spent and gone! :

Our span of years, “three score and ten” • 
Is but the starting time >

Of a career that never ends,
As on, and up we climb! '

We sometimes halt along.tbe road
To pluck the flowers fair, 

Or, weary, sink benehth the load
Of earthly toll and care,

And fain would, cast our burdens down
-When tolling up the hills; ’ ■

But Tlope extends it shining crown :
To recompense our Ills; ;

And whispers promises of peace • 
When, all our work Is done; • ••

Our slothful progress to increase J 
While thus she-lures us on!

And were it not for that bright hope, — 
“’Tls better farther'on,” '■ .■

In our extended spirit scope, '
The charm of life were gone! V ' 
.. -. : . > A. H. REYNOLDS, i
Auburn, N. Y. .. . ‘ \ !
“Religion as ReVealCd by the Material; 

and’ Spiritual Universe.” By. ]J. D.: 
Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A compact and; 
comprehensive "■ view- of the subject;' 
philosophic, historic,' analytical and crib ■ 
ical; facts and data'needed by ’every 
student and especially by every Spir
itualist. One off the very best books on. 
the subject ■ Price, reduced- to $1, 
cloth; papef 50 cents. For sale at, this 
office. '
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A List of His Noted Works,

For Sale at the Office of The I’rtfc 
gressive Thinker.

Wayside Jottings. ' ’
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways ant Hedga 

of Lite. By Mattie E. Hull. This is a matvelMia» 
ndst book of selections from Mrs. Hulls beat noemfc 
sermona and essays, aud conlaius a splendid nortrati 
of the author, also a portrait ol Moses HulL - 
neatly bound In English cloth. |L ' - ■ *”
The Spiritual Alps .

and How We Ascend Thet^
Or a few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 

where spirit Is supreme and all things are aublect Co 
it. Withporkait. ByMosebHull. Just th«Loo 
to teach you that you arc a spiritual being, and 13 
«how you how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound in doth, 40 cents} in paper ©over, 
cents
New Thought,

Volume L Nicely bound in cloth. 571 large, beautti 
, fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the bell 

speakers and mediums. The matter all original 
presenting in an attractive form the highest phase of ' 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Pricu, only 11 AU. .1
New Thought»

Volume H. 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
cicely bound. Original matter, Six portrait«. Cloth 
bound, ¡5 oeata.
Joanj the Medium,

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans, gplrftuallam 
M a Leader of Armies. By Moses Hull, This 1« ft 
uuco the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel waa ever more tlirlUingly in
teresting} do history more true. Price In cloth. 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Real Issue.

By Mobks Hull. A compound of tbO two paraph« 
lets, "The Irrepressible Conflict,” and MYour Auswei 
or Your Life;1' with Important addition«, makings 
book of 160 pages all for ¿5 cents. This book coutalas 
statistics, facts and documents, on tbe tendenclei of 
the times, that every one should have. .
All About Devils.

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms coins from His Satanic 
Majesty and His Subordinates In the Kingdom of 
Darkness. fiO pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 cents.
Jesus and the Mediums,

. or Christ and Mediumship, 
Careful comparison of some of tbe Spfrituatinn 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moses Hull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all tbe condi
tions of modern mediumship. It also shows that all 
tbe manifestations throughout tbe Old and New Testa
ment were under the same conditions that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ is tbe re
turn of ¡r** Hi*nahlp  to tbe world. 48 pages. Price, 
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth,

or Death and Its To-Morrow.
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell, Bp 

Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Splr*  
Ituallstlo interpretation of many thlugs In the Bible-— 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and hells believed in by Spiritualists. Price» 
IDcents.
Tito Quarantine Raised.

Or the Twenty Years Battle Against & Worker 
Ended. Price W cents.
SpiritualQSongster.

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’» 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the u»» 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, 10cts< 
or «6 per hundred.___________  ___________

OLD AND NEW
PSYCHOLOGY.

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book in 

connection with a year's subscription, 
aud that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price will be 50 cents.

Au order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be aceompa- 
pauied with a year's subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be seut out as premiums.

OFFER NUMBER SIX.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
Price..........................................$

The Encyclopedia of Qeath, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price.......................................

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol 3,

1.50

1.50

Price.............................................$
Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun

dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price............................. |

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price..............................$

The Next World Interviewed.
Price........................................... $ 1.25

The Occult Life of Jesus (includ-

1.50

1.50

1.50

Ing the Hull-Covert Debate).
Price................................. $ 2.00

Total price to the trade $10.75
Total price to our subscribers..» 2.35 

The Progressive Thinker one year
and the seven premium books. .$ 3.35
These seven books, substantially and 

elegantly bound, and printed Ih the 
neatest style of the printer's art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear in mind that In order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year. $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist In forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library in every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnlshed>.to our subscribers for $2.35,
which 
actual 
charge 
labor

Is less by far than their
costt The authors make no
for the vast amount of

bestowed on these works, 
and which extended over many

years. The publisher receives uot a
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in putting them Ip type, and electro
typing the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting these Intensely interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
Inducement Is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep in line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift.

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that all we have left us for 
those seven books is only

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent In ihelr high 
and elevating spirituality of . thought: 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete, in It
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For

• sale at this office. •
"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2. 

Sweet songs and music for home and 
social meetings. For sale at this office. 
Price 15 cents. - ...

í

Report« of twenn-four dktlnct lecture«, recently 
delivered tu New York, Brooklyn, Button. PblUdob 
pblu aud other prominent cities uf tne United 
Staten, have contributed the banlb of tbln volume.

The chief aim throughout the volume hue UpW® 
arouse Increaaed Interest In the workable pottiniM 
ties of o theory of burnau nature, thoroughly optiin- 
Istlyand at the same time, profoundly ethical. 4*  
several chapters are devoted to improved method« of 
education, the writer conUdently expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of thd 
young, or who are called ucon to exercise Buneryblttu 
over the morally weak ^nd mentally afflicted, 
rive flume help from the doctxliiU herewith promul» 
gated.

CONTENTS.
What Is Psychology? The True Bask of the Selene^ 
Rational Psychology preaouted by Arla’otie and

Swedenborg, with Refledtlons thereon.
Relation of Psychology to Practical Education. 
A Study of the Huuiau Will.
Imagination; IU Practical Value.
Memoryi Have we Two Memories? 
instinct, Reason and lulultluu.
Psychology and Paycurgy.
Mental ana Moral Healing lu the Light of Certain NOW 

Aspects of Psychology.
Mualc: lu Moral and Therapeutic Value.
The Power of Thought; How to Develop and lucseM*  

It.
Concentration of Though!. and whfik .» van AccooL*  

pllob.
A Study of Hypnotism. ’
Tholiew Psychology as Applied to Education toft 

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Transference of Thought, or Mental 

Telegraphy.
Mediumship, 11b Nature and Uses. .
Habits, How Acquired and how Mastered; with «010# 

Comment« on Obsession and Ite Remedy.
Seership and Prophecy.
Dreatpsand Visions.
The Scientific Ghost and the Problem of the Human' 

Doable.
The Human Aura.
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; tlielrBeutC*  

on Psychology.
Individuality vs. Ecoentrlcltv

Price IL For sale at UHs office.

PSYGHOGRAFHy.
Marvelous Manifestations of Psychti 

Power Given Through the
Mediumship of

FRED. P. EVANS..
"A hook you ouebt to read. Absorbingly Intorert», 

Big, aid Bhoufd be tn tbenaodsof every thoughtfol 
E and Woman. No one can read itopaget wunod*  

gconvlficcoof the existence of a future life. TW 
c h of groat value, not bnly to SptrittliUBti, 

those Interested iu the problem of mafi'ifQtbte IflcS 
a> well as to those interested in phenomenal 
search.’'—J. J.Owbn. . A

This volume is superroyal octavo In eUe,QeauufaUj 
bound In clOtP and gold, and profusely Illustrated.

rrlce 42, poltpald. For Bale at this office.

A. Schopenhauer Essays.
Translated by T. B. Saunders. Cloth, 75c.

CONTENDS.—The Wisdom of Life: Counsel« nd 
Maxims;; Religion and other Rfiaays; The Art of 
Literature; Studies in Pesainilsm.

“Schopenhauer is one oftne few philosophers who 
can be generally understood without & commentaiy. 
AH hla theories claim to be drawn direct from fac«, 
to be suggested by observation, and to interpret the 
world as n Is; and whatever view be takes, ba la cop- 
stautin his appeal to the experience of common lire. 
This characteristic endows his style with a freshnesi 
and rigor whlob would be difficult to match In the 
Ehllosophlcal irrltlng of auy conntry. and Impossible 
i that of Gertnany.”—Translate’.
For talc at this office.

The Infidelity of Eeclesiasiicism, 
A Menace to American Clvillr.atlon. By Prof. W. IL 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatise*  
Price 25 cents.

A. P. A. MANUEL.
A Complete expose of the principle» end objects of 

the American Protective Association. A book f6r all 
patriotic American citizens. Price 15c, or two for 
» cente. For sale at this office.

THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL.
By Prof. C.T. Cornili. Com fating of popolar BketefeM 
from Old Testament Hlltory. Prlóé¿5c. F or salé at 
this office. ..

Glimpses of Heaven. .
Through tbchand of Carrie E. 8. Tw3ngnutom|tl»By 
By Gilbert Raven, late Rlihop of tile Methodist EpW» 
copal Church. This is tbe second book from this em
inent divine since he passed to Spirit-Ufe. Pried 20c« 
For sale ftttblscfficc. ■'

The Everlasting Gospel.
Tb!> volume conBlsts o! aeerlEB of lectures, mat*  

«a£e« nd poem« written end delivered in pnbHp 
through the mental orgxnlem of Mil. Magd&leQB 
Kline, a trance, clairvoyant and tnBplrationsl tnd*  * 
dlnin. Tb« book contain« 483 large page«, and will ba 
tent postpaid for 11.50. For ulo at thli office. -

CRIMES OF PRE AC H ERS
In the United States and Canada, A book of rtltty 
reference when Spiritualism Is being maligned by*  
preachers, to pay them,in their own coin. Price 25c. > 
For sale at thia office. .

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By W. P. PMloh' M.*  D. Deals.with the finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to hesllnn 
Price, 50c, , ' ,

The Myth of the Great Deluge,
By June, M. MbCann. A complete an! overwhelm 

tngrerntattonof the Bible nory.ol tbe Deluge. Price 
15 cents. . .

‘-Religious and Theological Works of 
: Tuomas Paine.” Contains bls celebrated 

“Age of Reason,” and a number.of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430. t>u ariod th 

• t&ges. > Price $L For sale at this office. Pwutttowat».

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE

This work contain« An account of tbo very wonfl» ’ 
fulBplrituhl development« at tbe boute of Bot. D*  
PbclpB, Stratford, Conn., end aimtiar cam tn il ‘ 
parts of th*  country, This volume !t the fini (roc 

< thfc author directly upon tb» lubjectot "fiplrttuaUtiijI 
MnA bM.Wx4the Urt «t FMtt. ÇQttLoll .
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THE STUDIO GHOST

Include any interest In Its contents?

I have shown, at least to my own satisfaction, in my 
article entitled “The .Size of Man,” that there is no such 
limit to manhood as taught by ignorance, and endorsed 
by both present-day science and theology. I therein 
asserted that Ego occupies the whole of a certain space in 
Cosmos, in which space he exists and manifests his finite 

, sonship to the’infinite. To draw a picture.of man as 
composed of a bunch of hair, then a great space, and at 
last a few toe nails, woujd be exactly as sensibkTas to 
assert that Ego has a few senses at one end of his man
hood, then a huge gap, and the rest of him shivering in 
loneliness at the other. Yet such is the supposed man
hood of to-day.

I claimed and pictured Ego as having no dark, un
explored and unoccupied continent between his head and 
liis toes. The region between the few vibrations of sound 
and the myriad vibrations of thought I claimed as actually 

. occupied by Ego in the eternal now. That energy and 
ether compel him to certain limited personalities, existing 
at the same time, is a fact which man the mortal is, at last, 
beginning to dimly comprehend. 1 further claimed that 
this conception of the extension of manhood is in har
monious accord with facts of science and the dreams of 
philosophy. ■

I pictured man as Infinite Intelligence flashed into 
space, and thereby personified into finite limitation. I 
showed that the finite can only comprehend that which is 
personified. I illustrated this, thought by the existence 
of electricity in pur atmosphere, wlfich is absolutely be
yond description jor comprehension until by flash or spark 
it is.individualized, when we think of it, talk of it, and 
photograph ii into permanency. We thus grasp, realize 
and photograph man as a spark dr flash of the Infinite 
Intelligence, hurled by energy into the ether, and therein 
compelled to evolute, step by step, into the fullness of 
an Ego. , .
. The point I merely hinted at in that article I want now 
to elaborate a little more fully. If the reader grasped my 
thought he perceived that Ego, being a finite expression 
of the infinite, necessarily contains within himself every 
power of the infinite that can be expressed in a finite 
individuality. This power will belong to liim as an Ego. 
And, yet further, as an Ego he must be capable of ex
pressing this power throughout the entire range of vibra
tory expressions possible to him in Cosmos. If Ego be 
expressing himself through but a portion of his own vibra
tory possibilities that manifestation will stand to us as a 
personality, which is, to that extent, limited in power, 

_ although liis powers are necessarily divine, so far as they 
can outreach. '

There is a Divine Ideality of Godhood in comparison 
with which Ego must always stand as a very limited per
sonality. And by the same law or rule of comparison 
Ego’s own Ipsser personalities have -in their turn an ideal 
Ego to which they stand as but puny and fractional per- 
sonahties of a mighty whole.

If my thought has been grasped, and it is acknowledged 
that the powers of Ego must be enormous compared to 

■ those wielded by any of his own limited personalities; and, 
yet further, if we realize that each one of us is really an 

v Ego holding this sublime relation to the Highest, then we 
' are now prepared to endeavor to place such startling 

truths nr their proper relation to our life of to-day.
■ ■ Creative Thought is itself evidence of Divinity. We 

have seen that Ego is himself born of such a thought. But 
as a child of the Infinite, and with a Divine inheritance,- 
he himself has also his own power of Creative Thought.

■ It will be possessed by himself as Ego in a fulness im
possible to his own fractional personalities, but will always 
be held and wielded in proportion io the vibratory ener- 

-gies he can compel to his service. In other words man 
the mortal will have a certain portion of Creative Thought 
Power. Man the spirit will wield yet more of it. And

4 further personalities of Ego will each use the same divine 
prerogative. At the same time we can now see that Ego 

. himself will always compel the whole that belongs to him 
. to his constant service. '
’■ We now turn, to the one manifestation of Ego'with 
which we are familiar—that of mortal man—to discover 
if he presents evidence of the truth of the claim that he 
actually possesses and wields his share of this Divine Cre- 

. ative Power.
The term “creator” is always used by every scientific 

mind in the sepse of a manufacturer who takes certain 
existing raw material and blends and shapes its pre
existing atoms to a designed form and use. The old con
ception of a something created out of nothing by divine 
will has become absurd to the thinker of to-day. We are 
therefore discussing the fact of Creative Power itself,

which, in its fulness, is wielded by wliat we call Great 
First Cause, and which same jjower in its lesser manifest^- 
tion, and working amid the same raw material, becomes 
objective through the Creative Power of Man. _

Thought is to-day recognized as the directive and 
creative power of the universe. Man has always thought 
from brain to brain through space by means of the vibra-x 
tion of the ether. To-day, by using an instrument of 
metal, he vibrates his thought to a sister instrument a 
thousand miles away. Or he flashes rays of sunshine, 
impregnated with his thought, across a space limited only 
by the curving surface of the earth. Such are mortal 
man’s manifestations of “thought flashes” through spape. 
But at every step of his progress man has been material
izing his thought. Every, invention is a materialized 
thought. No man builds bridge, steamship or temple 
until he has first constructed it in thought; Every detail 
must be thought out, or liis design is a failure. ’ These are 
surface truths of to-day. I now want to invite the stu
dent reader to a thought excursion into realms that he has 
iiot dreamed were ruled by man. .

First, let us remember that unmaterialized thought 
forms cannot be destroyed by fife or water. They neither 
rust nor decay. They are registered in vibrations of the 
ether, and will therefore reappear whenever, or'wherever 
their vibrations are repeated, Man is constantly erecting 
thought structures which remain amidst thought vibra
tions, and are not even intended to be solidified into the 
forms of mortal life. Man is thus constantly Creating 
Man. This startling assertion I propose to prove, and 
then note some of the equally startling effects of this use 
of man’s Creative Power.

The success of the novelist depends upon his creation 
of human beings who live and act as naturally and as 
forcefully as your next door neighbor or dearest friend. 
A “David Copperfield,” or “John Halifax, Gentleman,” is 
just as real to every reader as any relative or acquaintance. 
He is alive, astether human beings are alive. He is in
tellectually and spiritually alive. You know as well what 
he will say, do and think under any special circumstances 
as you could prophesy the action of your father or son. 
His life fofee depends upon how well he is created in every 
detail. The actor gives you but part of a man. The suc
cessful author rounds liim out till as child, boy and man 
nothing is lacking. The inferior writer makes a botch of 
his job, but Nature, or First Cause, does the same when 
she moulds an idiot, and she usually leaves out some im
portant detail in every one of us. There is no difference 
in this Creative Power save in , degree. The historian 
merely tries to do for some of the human beings created 
by First Cause that which the mortal Creative Artist does 
for the men and women he projects, The student will 
notice that both alike are made out of the same materials. 
All live and move amid the same ethereal vibrations, and 
are subject to the same laws.

There is a tremendous truth embodied in this assertion. 
Human Creations by First Cause are, as we have seen, 
occupying a sphere of vibrations that, however extensive, 
is limited at either end. Human Creations by Second 
Cause also occupy a sphere of their own, but more limited 
than that of their Creator. They are still more curtailed 
at either end. They never touch physical vibrations, nor 
can we conceive of them, at the other extreme, as enjoying 
evolution, and ultimately climbing godward. In a word, 
Man the Created, can, no more than First Cause, create a 
being equal to himself. So man’s thougljf-created men 
and women are never endowed with physical bodies. 
Their vibrations commence with the ideal. In the psy-. 
chical sphere these creations are as much alive as any cre
ation by First Cause. Whether man’s creations contain 
any element of progress, and can ever reach out into the 
spiritual is a point I leave for future discussion and ex
amination. Let us take then a universally known char
acter such as David Copperfield anti analyze him. The 
student cannot, nor could Dickens himself materialize 
him, for he would only be a manufactured copy of a 
thought, like everything else man creates. As we have 
seen, the inventor’s proudest production is a thought em
bodied in materials the mortal can sense. ■

A David Copperfield if created by First Cause has a 
scope that permits him experience in the material, the 
psychic and the spiritual, and all at the same time. The 
David Copperfield created by Second Cause has an em
bodiment in the psychical, and probably in that only. But 
it is as real embodiment as that of man the mortal, and 
reached in precisely the same manner, that is by Thought 
Creation.

Ego’s own immortality is founded on the fact that his 
individuality is expressed in certain vibrations of the

ether; and when those, vibríjijons are repeated'everything 
that has been, and wilj-be, becomes a present reality. The 
existence of man’s ereíted iñím depends on the same law. 
Now let us, very briefly, see what this means, for the stu
dent and I are traversing adorest wilderness of the un
explored, at least by man the mortal.

However real they íúay hi?, Robinson Crusoe and Bun
yan’s Pilgrim never Ijad a i/orm existence in earth life. 
They were “thought realities” as much as the bridge or 
the temple is a thought reality before it is outlined with 
pen and pencil into vibrations wherein it may be seen and 
touched by mortal sense. Their existence is just as real 
and prolonged as that of Ego himself—on the psychic 
plane. If the reader will think for a moment of, say, both 
Charles Dickens and David Copperfield he will perceive 
that, to him, one is precisely as real as the other; and that 
either and both are as real as any other character depicted 
in human history. Our acquaintance with anyone is a 
mere matter'of detail, In fact most of us know far less 
of Dickens than of Copperfield. Each exists to-day amid 
certain vibrations whose repetition in mortal experience 
we cal} “memory.” - Every historical character is nothing 
bpt a name, save as he lias been, and is created in detail 
by the liistorian. Socrates lives amid vibrations where he 
has been placed by Piafo; and both Plato and Socrates are 
no moré real to us to-day than David Copperfield. If one 
can be invoked or evoked by the mortal so can the other. 
The life in all alike is “Created Individuality.” That one 
is created by First Cause, and the other by Second Cause 
is only a difference-of degree. God Senior and GodJunior 
use the'same methods, and the same raw materials. We 
have here to remember that there áre thought perfections 
and thought imperfections as much.in men as in bridges, 
but the imperfect and the perfect are alike expressions of 
life in certain vibrations of ether, where thought holds 
direct control. .

Sa we have at this moment a Dickens created by God 
Senior, and a Copperfield created by Gbd Junior, equally 
alive, and each in his degree. Each is an entity. Each 
may therefore bo reached by intention or chance (if there 
be chance) and each is included in the phenomena called 
“spirit return.” The difference is this. God-made Ego 
has a manifestation amid vibrations whicli appeal to mor
tal sense. Should such vibrations cease for any cause 
whatever Ego remains still an entity, manifesting amid 
vibrations we call “spirit” And we may well believe that 
if, in some distant futura, those spirit vibrations should in 
their turn cease to respond to manhood, yet Ego will only 
be advancing into greater powers, and a more godly in
dividuality. ■ ‘ r

But man’s-created man is an entity within certain 
limits only. Real, afifeifetely real, amid his own vibra
tions, he remains botR embodied and limited. Ego can
not endow his crentioM with his own soul life any more 
than Deity could tjuJow Ego with an infinite godhood. 
So the student will flow see that just as we have God 
Senior and God JunipriSve Jjave also man senior and man 
junior as facts in creation.1 ,iThis man junior is alive,-and 
with manly power shriping his own surroundings; and be
ing very near to mortal vibiations he is undoubtedly one 
of the chief factors ^n “spmt return.” The element of 
progress we call “soul growth” would be unknown to him, 
but his ethics would 'be shaped by social considerations as 
with us mortals. ’’ - ’, '

We further noticejthat David Copperfield, as a creation 
of Dickens, is no more and no less certain an entity than 
his-created Fagin the Jew, thief, or Bill Sykes the mur
derer. His benevolent old J'ezziwigs is no more or less of 
an entity than the infamous Ralph Nickleby who would 
sell his own niece. ¡And each of these man-created men 
is alive, and ever responsive to his own vibrations. But 
all the same,, we marl^au.qitful difference between Ego 
aiid his creations. Clod Senior’s men learn by experience, 
and grow into a nobler manhood. The creations of God 
Junior are always the same, with no more of progress than 
is infused into them by their creator. Copperfield will 
be Copperfield to the end of time’ and Bill Sykes will mur
der so long as vibrations permit. Such is the natural law 
amid which God Senior and God Junior must both work. 
But this truth contains a marked lesson for the student 
and me. . -

Amid the vibrations in which the Spiritualist seeks to 
demonstrate and enjoy “spirit return’^ man-créated man is 
specially at home. Now let us endeavor to discover what 
that means. We immediately discover that the novelist, 
and the dramatist and the historian are not the only ora
tors of this limited manhood, but that the reader and I are 
alsb building living entities, who, in their turn, influence

and sometimes .control theii1 creators. We further notice 
there is both a dark and a bright side to this creative pow
er, for if it inhere to Ego through his divine origin, it 
cannot be limjted to liis lower personality we call man
mortal. Man-spirit must have a similar power, though 
limited to the vibrations amid which he lives and moves. 
And beyond man-spirit is Ego himgelf as a vast and united 
though limited whole, who by the exercise of precisely the 
same Creative Power i?, in his turn, giving birth to ideal
ized Egos who cannot transcend the vibrations into which 
they are born.

I will now ask the student to turn back to our starting 
point that he may mark, and map if he will, the position 
we have reached in our exploration of this land of the 
unknown. We started with the assertion that man can 
only realize the personified. Infinite Intelligence is be
yond his grasp. Yet when that Infinite Intelligence is 
limited into personification he recognizes it and calls it 
£TEgo.” We perceive that Limited Intelligence retains 
the essentials of the Unlimited. I might have spoken of 
them as Intelligence Senior and Intelligence Junior, but 
deeming the reader would better grasp the thought under 
a more accustomed name, I have called the Infinite All in 
All “God Senior;” and his finited manifestations I have 
called “God Junior.” The lesser retains all the finite pos
sibilities of his creator. His limited selfhood is, however, 
so vast that to any intelligence less than his own he breaks 
into separate personalities, only one of which can be 
grasped at a time. So we have Ego as man the mortal; 
man the spirit; and, mayhap, man the angel, but all in
cluded in man Ego. <

The expression of thought which crystallizes into form, 
being an essence of intelligence, inheres to Ego, and there
fore, but in a lesser degree, inheres to each of his person
ifications. We must further keep in mind that these per
sonifications are all active at the same time, and just as 
lasting as the vibrations of the ether in which they per
sonify. So we have, to use every-day language, a sort of 
family chart which stands as God-Senior the Great 
Thinker, only known to us through Ego, who is his ex
pressed thought, and with similar, but limited powers to 
those of his Creator. We then perceive Ego as God
Junior, in his turn flashing out other Thought Creations, 
necessarily limited to definite expression in ethereal vibra
tions. The Chart further exhibits these Thought Cre
ations by Ego as also embodied intelligences, and each ex
ercising its power on a yet more limited scale. But these 
Creations by Ego are expressed in each of his personalities. 
This gives to Man-spirit, and perchance to Man-angel, the 
same power, or perhaps the compulsion, to express his own 
Ideality into a limited but form life.

The student can now perceive that the unknown land 
we are exploring -is peopled, first of all, with Egos, who 
are limited expressions of the Infinite. The personalities 
of Ego are divided only by vibratory limits, at which bor
der line they can more or less mingle, blend, and exchange 
some of their experiences. But the population also en
rolls vast peoples born of Ego’s Creative Thoughts with 
each individual limited by the vibrations into which he is 
born, and through which he experiences life. And the 
student notices, yet further, that these lesser Creations 
have their share also of inherited power, and create their 
own thoughts into lesser forms of life.

As a result of our own exploration we now discover that 
Creation is not the simple matter expressed by Theological 
ignorance as a six day’s work by a personified Deity. Nor 
can it be measured by modern rule of evolution into sci
entific feet and inches. So it is time for the independent 
thinker to cast aside forever such absurd limitations.

The effect of the outworking of these laws upon mortal 
man remains to be most carefully studied. Man the 
mortal has climbed but slowly even to a knowledge of his 
own immortality. Everything beyond that has seemed 
delightfully simple.' His loved one dies, qnd comes back 
through a medium. Such has been Modern Spiritualism. 
The student will begin to see that the unexplored is vaster 
than he has dreamed, and is offering problems worthy of 
his utmost powers. He will begin to-realize that the his
torian has himself been a Thought Creator, and has peo
pled the past with living entities, who have been idealized, 
and some of them worshiped as if they were'real Egos 
exemplifying a Divine sonship. Herein is the gateway 
into further fields of thought.

Meantime the student and I will do well to go over and 
over this discovered territory, and thus claim it for our 
very own. We will then be ready to once again explore the 
unknown of human powers and possibilities.
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XMBBAC1XS
Spiritualism, Past and Present.

»'s

A Most Remarkable Expe, 
rience.

This is how it happened.
I had some .occasion to spend some 

weeks lu Belgium, and I settled; myself 
for the time at Bruges, where I was en
gaged on some architectural drawbigs. 
There 1 rented as a studio, an old room 
which had long been unoccupied, but 
which had been used some years before 
for the same purpose by two artist 
friends, whose names and work were 
unknown to the present owner. The 
use of sundry articles of venerable fur
niture was included in the rent. These 
were two oak tables, massive and still 
sound: four or live high backed chairs, 
worm eaten and decrepit, and pitted, as 
if with the smallpox of old age. whose 
legs were becoming estranged from the 
framework, and which straddled at un
certain angles when one sat upon them; 
some bits of faded tapestry that had 
been a restaurant for a colony of moths; 
a rug or two on the floor, trodden into 
a network of colorless strings; and a 
number of. disjointed stretchers, piled 
In one corner for the convenience of the 
local spider. In fact, the whole place 
looked as if it had been furnished from 
a broker’s shop kept by old Father 
Time.

Besides these things there was a 
curious, antique massive iron bhdst, 
padlocked on each, of two broad bands, 
and scarred here and there by spots of 
rust. There stood the chest, but of'the 
keys I could get no information beyond 
a shrug of the shoulders. The room was 
large, the rent suited me and there I set 
up my . easel. No doubt it was melan
choly, but, taking it altogether, it suited 
monsieur, as I was told, to a marvel.

By day I was employed for the most 
part out of doors; but after dark, and 
often till a-late, hour, I was bending 
over my drawing board, working with 
pen and ink, nnd dressing the photo
graph that supplemented my morning’s 
sketch so conveniently. There I sat In 
an oasis of light thrown down by my 
shaded lamp, with a desert.of mystery 
before me. '

I am not a nervous person. My hand 
Is ■ steady after uncounted cigarettes^ 
But when all.was still, this studio ;was 
uncanny. The table at which I sat (If 
I could believe the talcs I have read and 
heard) might rap out some strange se- 
c«ts of disembodied' burgomasters. 
What plots might there not have been 
hatched round it! What evidence of 
usury might there not lurk in that crazy 
drawer, that seemed ashamed to shut. 
.<nd that iron chest! was It full of 
miser’s gold? and, if so, did my tenancy

were they better men than I? Such idle 
speculations kept chasing each-other 
about my brain, as I peered into the 
darkness, In the intervals of my work, 
and rolled a fresh cigarette. Sometimes 
a ghostly crack would sound in the 
paneling; or the lamp would sputter; or 
a little cloud of smoke from the end of 
my last cigarette, thrown aside on a 
saucer, would rise into the lamp light 
and, as I caught its haze against the 
blackness beyond with the corner of my 
eye, appear to assume some shape, 
Which made me creepy for the instant. 
But I am not nervous. I say that em
phatically. And I went on with my 
work till I was tired, and strolled out 
through the sleepy streets before I 
turned for the night. So I worked for 
three successive evenings.

On the fourth evening I lighted my 
lamp as usual, and commenced a- new 
drawing, curiously enough of an in
terior which bore a strong resemblance 
to the studio in which I was working. 
There were the high-backed chairs, and 
a muniment chest, and the paneled 
walls, very similar to those in the dark
ness around me. I had worked perhaps 
an hour and a half, and had laid down 
my pen for a moment to study, from the 
photograph, more closely the details of 
the carving on the chest, when I was 
prompted by some influence, apart from 
my own volition, to look up. As I raised 
my eyes they became fixed, and I felt 
as if my heart had stopped beating. 
From the ironbound chest, the outline 
of which was but dimly visible against 
the wall to my right hand, a figure 
seemed to grow from an impalpable 
haze into a definite shape—a figure with 
all the apparent modeling and solidity 
of life, yet, in some indescribable way, 
but the gaseous presentiment of a man; 
a presence rather than a reality; a form 
at once palpable and ethereal, noiseless 
in the dead stillness, treading, without 
sound, and looking at me with sad eyes! 
I could see the face, a worn, suffering 
face, clearly. Every detail of dress, 
that of some twenty years back,' was 
perfectly defined, for the presence 
seemed to have a light inherent in itself 
sufficient to give an-impression of color 
without 'insisting on it, as-if a moon
beam had been molded Into man. I 
could not have moved a muscle to save 
my life. A great throb came surging 
through my brain • and kept my eyes 
fixed, staring, without even the power 
of-: thought. ■ I sat spellbound, petrified.

The figure, after one long look at'me, 
moved towards iny easel, and, standing 
before it, raised .its right arm as if to 
finger the brushes lying ori'the ledge. 
The right arm was without a hand; It 
was horrible to see the mutilated stump 
fumbling amongthe brushes, as: if with 
a feverish desire to use them, striving, 
in its blunted impotence, to lift them, 
and -rattling- them without a sound! I

presence faded into nothingness, and 
the space before tne was once.more all 
mystery.

I had no derangement of my liver—I 
had not been dreaming—and my brain 
was In a normal condition. I had cer
tainly seen a ghost; I had smudged the 
wet ink. on the drawing with my elbow, 
and J worked no more that night.

In the morning I was glad, I must 
confess, of the companionship of sun
light in my studio. There was some 
story here, if I could only fathom it. 
But how? The ghostly visitor was no 
doubt an artist—possibly one of the two 
who formerly bad shared the studio. 
But the missing hand? The figure had 
made no attempt to use the left hand, 
consequently he must have lost his right 
hand when in th^full exercise of his 
pbWer; for the desire to use it remained, 
though the instrument of his will was 
gone. Then the figure had seemed at 
first an animation from the iron chest. 
Could the clew to this mystery be 
locked up with it? I could see no reason 
for such a conclusion; but the more I 
pondered on this, the strangest incident 
of my life, the more determined I be-

Include any interest in its contents?. liad no idea how long this lasted. Host 
Who were the former tenants? and | all sense of time. But as I looked. the

came to see the inside of that chest. I 
would bargain with the owner and buy 
the chest, if possible, and then I should 
be at lioerty to break it open, if neces
sary, and satisfy myself. _

The owner had no objection. If mon
sieur the artist was of that mind, be It 
so. The chest was of no great antiquity; 
but, parbleu! as a baggage, it was by 
several-kilos in excess, is it not? As 
for the contents, monsieur need not 
make himself the'trouble to open. One 
has turned it on end, arid one has heard 
nothing to the inside, savez vous? but 
monsieur is artiste and such subjects go 
well to the atelier.

So for the consideration of a few 
francs the chest became my. property. 
I wasted half that day In buying up all 
the old keys I thought likely to fit; but 
I found none, and determined to force 
the padlocks. “Did my landlord know 
of a blacksmith who would come?” 
But, yes! the fiance, of his daughter—a 
workman of the best, Unhappily to-day 
he makes holiday; but to-morrow, Mon
sieur Artiste,’ he shall: Come before 
breakfast. ; ; ■ :

There was nothing for it.but to wait, 
and I worked that night as usual with
out any reappearance of the'ghost. I 
did not indeed work so long as on pre
vious evenings, for my' nerves were 
-much shaken, and I looked up every 
moment expecting to see' the presence 
which was not there. The striking of 
a>match almost frightened me. in- the 
dead-quiet. In fact, I did nothing but 
keep my.^courage, screwed up till’the 
lamp showed signs of going, out, and 
this gave me a welcome excuse for end
ing-my sitting.

The blacksmith came early, as: had 
been. promised, and in a few. minutes

front hasps loosened from the staples. 
I dismissed the workmen hurriedly and 
locked the studio door, At last the 
clew to the mystery was in my grasp; 
and yet I paused, from the very force of 
my excited curiosity. One moment only 
—then I lifted the iron bands, arid threw 
back the heavy lid. .

I had been told that the chest was 
empty. What did I find? A head-size 
canvas, face downwards, sloped against 
one side of the chest. I lifted this out, 
and with nervous fingers felt along thè 
inner corners. There was dust, and 
nothing more. But as I knelt to my 
search I noticed a stain on the edge of 
the chest, and from this patch a rivulet 
of similar stain had trickled down the 
inner side. A stain! Blood!,My imagi
nation overexcited as' it was, rushed to 
this conviction. The ghostly visitor was 
maimed! There was some mysterious 
connection between that figure and the 
iron chest, and here was a blood stain! 
But 1 had not yet looked at the canvas. 
After wiping it carefully, I set It on my 
easel, and stood before it to examine 
what evidence the painting might have 
to give. Was it the .work of .the ar
tist’s ghost. I determined that it must 
be. I looked long and. earnestly at the 
painting. Technically it put my own' 
work to shame; and here had this can
vas been lying for years, unseen! The 
head of a man in middle life of finely 
molded features, but (with a sinister ex
pression—a face one.could not forget In 
it I could read a complex indication of 
evil passions—a portrait, evidently. It 
was unfinished, and dhe evidence it of
fered, was. absolutely negative. Two 
artists had once shared thai stùdio;' I 
had seen a vision of the one; could this 
be a portrait of the Other ?<i d • •

Such speculation I> turnett'-over in my 
mind all day, hesitating- between rea
sonable doubt and dóubtfuUcertainty, in 
my endeavor to mrikir awkward improb
abilities. fit- into' theli spard' corners Of
act. -a..-. or :

But time being ah1 Object5 with me, I 
continued my regulAV work1 by lamp
light, with the ideai!that ■the spectral 
artist would visit rife ' no °ihore. I ar
gued this from the fact'tiAt l had seen 
nothing on the previous ’evening and 
the possession of thfe ’ hidden picture 
somehow confirmed riiy thought, so that 
I worked on with my mind concentrated 
ori firmness of Urie and. blackness of ink, 
hiuinted only by a recollection of. what 
had been. Although thus technically 
absorbed, at last r did look up into the 
gloom. Once more there was the figure, 
palpable, motionless, its head bowed 
down before the canVas'on the easel.: It: 
had riot grown, froth 'haze into life 
life form, as on the occasion of the first 
vision. It was there; arid, whilst ’ I 
looked it was not

Clearly, .then, I was right in suppos
ing that this canvas was intimately con- 

._ . - nected with the unsolved mystery. But
the padlocks were, ofc,-, and the two how? l acked myself this question1

with a reiteration that hypnotized my 
reason; but the riddle was beyond my 
finding out. For seven successive even
ings I worked on and I saw the vision 
no more.

And during these days a controlling 
desire possessed me to paint a picture 
in which the ghostly figure and the face 
on the canvas should be associated In a 
composition wherein the iron chest and 
the studio should be included. 1 walked 
about with this idea—I dreamed about 
It—until it took definite shape, and 
finally grew under my hands to a com
pleted picture. I-felt urged to this new 
work by an intelligence beyond and 
outside of myself, assuring me of an 
ultimate success tp which I was not ac
customed. I, whose previous technical 
convictions made me almost a habitual 
criminal in pigments. I, who had li
belled gods and goddesses so cruelly 
that Jupiter Tonans, unless he had run 
short of thunderbolts, must have struck 
me color-blind. Yet now I had painted 
this scene, this old studio, exactly as It 
was. A figure whose face was 
turned away, but whose form was that 
of the spectre, knelt, writhing in agony, 
whilst his right hand was crushed un
der the heavy lid of an iron chest; and a 
second figure, whose face was the 
counterpart of that on the mysterious 
canvas, with a sneer of fiendish tri
umph, was peeping down the torturing 
metal. I dressed my models after the 
more picturesque period of the seven- 
teerith century, but otherwise I painted 
exactly what I had seen ’ and what I 
saw. Title; “The Rat Trap,” which left 
the motif of the picture as much a rid
dle to the public as to myself. •

Ip six weeks’ .time I left Bruges. I 
saw the ghost no more. The unknown 
portrait occupies the place, of honor in 
my dining-room and my own picture 
was hung on the line at the Royal acad
emy. .

And here another strange thing hap
pened. .

One July afternoon of the same sea
son I happened to be at the exhibition 
with some country cousins, for whose 
benefit I was doing' showman. -We 
chanced to be in the'gallery ,in which, 
my picture was hung, but we had just 
entered it Jjy the door at the opposite 
end My young cousin Clara, was hur
rying in full cry for my picture towards 
which I was being dragged; there was a 
sudden commotion in the crowd, and it 
was said that some old gentleman had 
fallen down in a fit He, however, was 
cared for and removed before we had 
worked my way round, to my picture, 
and we thought little more of the mat
ter, my young couslris fussing about like 
torpedo boats with the Channel fleet, 
and my Aunt Susan dying for. her cup 
of tea. • ...

The next morning, however, I was 
startled by an early visit from an emi
nent physlcjan, requesting me to call at 
once at a certain fiddress on a patlent of

his, who had been struck down in a fit 
on the previous afternoon at the Royal 
academy.

“Why send for me,” I asked in my 
surprise.

“That I cannot say, ” was the reply. 
“I only know that -my patient, as soon 
as he regained consciousness, Insisted 
that I should call on the artist who 
painted No. C27 in the catalogue, "The 
Rat Trap.” A very powerful picture, 
my dear sir. But there is every reason
for your making haste. The poor gen 
tieman cannot live many hours." ;

I-

So the mystery of the studio at Bruges 
still hung about my picture! I jumped 
into a hansom, and within half an hour 
I arrived at the address given.

I was shown up stairs at once into the 
room where the dying man lay. Great 
God! his face was that of the portrait 
from which I had copied the features of 
the villain in my picture—changed by 
the lapse of years, distorted by Illness 
—but unmistakably the same in feature 
and expression, although the shadow of
death had fallen upon it!

I staggered as I looked.
With an Impatient gesture he mo-I-

tloned the nurse aside, and clutching 
at me, asked in a hoarse whisper, 
“Who told you?”

• I remained speechless. He continued, 
jerking out spasmodically his broken 
memories of the past: “Are you angel or 
devil that you saw me crush his hand 
In the iron chest? » » he died * * 
in the hospital » » ♦ and I was glad 
* * * I hated him ♦ * we worked 
together • ♦ he was a genius * * 
and I failed ♦ ♦ *.  men praised him 
* ♦ they slighted me * ♦ I swore 
he should do no more work * * * I 
seized my opportunity .* * * when 
he was kneeling at that chest, arid I 
crushed him ♦ * » sol « » * We 
were alone*  * * alone • » » but 
you saw it * * * you!”

His energy was terrible. It was de
lirium, yet truth. "Did he tell you

* ♦ ♦ he is dead * * * I hid the 
accursed painting • * * it was my 
portrait*  * * in the chest ♦ ♦ »*'»  
the keys are down in the deep, deep sea 
* * ’Noone knows ♦ * * only 
you » • ♦ only you!” ■

He spoke no more; and his last words 
were set down to delirium. Requiescat! 
—R. Andre, in. Black and White.
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ent iwee of The Progressive Thinker, 
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your subscription. This number at the 
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The Missionary.
Ifor almost a century the American 

churches have put forth strenuous ef
forts to convert the heathen of foreign 
lands. Ever since the lamented Adonl- 
ram Judson aud his devoted wife sacri
ficed themselves In India, the Hindu has 
been the especial care of the Missionary 
boards. The antiquity of the civiliza
tion of Hindustan; its splendid litera
ture; its claims to occult wisdom, the 
similarity of the race in their remote 
relationship of the great Aryan family, 
made their conversion to Christianity 
worthy of the effort. In order to gain 
sympathy, and thus contributions of 
funds, the Hindus were represented as 
grossest idolators, who threw them
selves in front of the wheels of the Jug
gernaut, burned widows at the funeral 
of their husbands, and cast their chil
dren to the crocodiles of the Ganges.

More truthful and less bigoted Infor
mation has slowly been received, and 
especially In the comparison of religions 
made at the Columbian Exposition’s 
Religious Congress, has made evident 
the fact that if missionaries are to go 
forth they should come from India to 
this country.

This was forcibly shown the other 
day In a lecture made by Bipln Chandra 
Pal, the noted Hindu preacher, before a 
Boston audience.

"I have lived in England,” he said, 
“and I have traveled in America, and I 
have never, while in Plcadilly or Chi
cago, regretted that 1 was a heathen. 
The Christian people are practiced in 
grabbing other people's land, but we 
are practical In matters of the spirit. 
Wo teach kindness by example. When 
a beggar comes to ask for food we do 
not call for a policeman ami have that 
beggar put in Jail. And how do we 
teach kindness to animals? We teach 
the little children to give the crumbs to 
the ravens, or whatever birds are about, 
and before eating it used to be the cus
tom to carry out a morsel of food to the 
birds,,and the man would not eat until 
the birds had eaten. That was not Idol
atry, but nil that was before we were 
civilized. Another heathen custom is 
that for a man always before eating to 
go into the street aud ask: ‘Are there 
any who are in need?’ that he might 
share his repast wltii another. And the 
man who was poor would accost the 
man who was rich: ‘Trustee of God’s 
wealth, give me something.' ”

Tlie sting in his words is that they are 
true and no one can deny them. ' The 
Hindu people have evolved and con
tinue to maintain a purer and more spir
itual religion. Christian missionaries 
can teach litem nothing in tills direc
tion. They have tlie original, and at its
source. The Intense selfishness, 
grasping avarice In business, the 
morseless crushing of the weak by 
strong, the devotion of knowledge to 
oppression of the less informed, of 
western people, have no place in

. ■>

Hope in Every Direction.
There has been no period in any pre

vious age when there was a greater in-; 
dlination to know the truth in regard 
to religio/is matters than tlie present. 
The early history of prevailing opin
ions, with tjieir rise aud progress, are 
everywhere read with avidity. At the ' 
same time there is'a readiness to reject. 
teachings resting on insufficient evi
dence, and an inclination to reconstruct 
thought along the lines of real knowl
edge that was never known before.

All the great schools of learning came 
under, the management of sectarians, 
and they have been used to build up 
and strengthen the ancient faith. All 
research into the past has been in the. 
interest of church dogmas. As soon as 
a professor gave evidence of discoveries 
inconsistent with the popular creeds, 
his chair was vacated, else a successor 
less independent occupied his place, and 
past error was purposely perpetuated.

Life has hardly been'worth Jiving un
less one believed with the masses. . The 
priest hurled his venom from the pulpit, 
and a subsidized press echoed his 
vituperation, while political -dema
gogues, ambitioua to rule, stooped to 
any measures that promised a vote in 
his interest.

It is absolutely wonderful to see how 
all at once this condition of things hae 
changed. The shackles which enslaved 
thought have been broken, and for the 
first time since Roman authority tole
rated all religions, or no religion, men 
are free again. We see it all around 
us, everwhere. Almost every public 
journal taken up has one or more ar- 
tlcles breathing the spirit of freedom. 
Scholars are undaunted, and very gen
erally are beginning to express their 
views without fear or favor.

Take Prof. F. S. Hoffman’s late ar
ticle on Prof. St. George Mivart, in the 
North American Review: The Doctor 
occupies the chair of Philosophy in 
Union College. He had the courage to 
say In that article that it was purely a 
matter of historical evidence whether 
such a person as Jesus ever existed, and 
the same as to what lie experienced.

If a matter of evidence, as it certainly 
is, then that evidence will fall with dif
ferent force on different persons, con
vincing to some, and repelled by others 
as not sufficient to establish the points 
claimed. Each person is a juror to de
cide for himself, after he has examined 
all sides. We were forcibly Impressed 
by Prof. Hoffman's assurance that—

“We can never be absolutely certain 
that those who wrote Jesus' history 
were really acquainted with the facts 
of his life, or have honestly represented 
them, or that their testimony, after be
ing once recorded, has not been so fre
quently and radically altered as to give 
us to-day, in some respects, an errone
ous conception of the truth. Even if we 
regard the record as it stands veritable 
history, the doctrine of the actual 
divinity of Jesus, that he is in reality 
Son of God as well as Son of Man,, is 
an Induction from certain alleged facts, 
and can, therefore, never be established 
beyond all possible doubt.”

Prof. Hoffman concludes in a very 
different strain from the average 
churchman. He says:

“We ask every student of theology to 
take up the subject precisely us he 
would any other; that he begin with 
doubt, and carefully weigh the argu
ments for every doctrine, accepting and 
rejecting each assertion according as 
the balance of probabilities is for or 
against it. We demand that lie thor
oughly ‘test all things,' and tints learn 
how to ‘hold fast that which is good.' 
We believe even tlie teachings of Jesus 
should be viewed'from this standpoint, 
and should be accepted or rejected on 
the ground of their Inherent reasonable
ness. * * The one pre-eminent de
mand of the present hour is a truly sci
entific theology—not a Chinese, nor a 
Roman, nor an Anglican theology; not 
a Baptist, nor a Methodist, nor a Pres
byterian theology; not a Mosaic, nor ex
clusively a Pauline theology, but a the
ology so cautiously constructed as to 
exclude all fiction, and so profound and 
comprehensive in its teachings as to 
Include all the facts."

That will do. Let us have all the facts 
and reconstruct our faith on those facts, 
eliminating fable. Hebrew, Pagan and 
Christian, then build anew, guided only 
by truth, and we shall have a religion 
whose end and purpose will be, to be 
good and to do good.
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system of morality of the heathen of 
the Orient, and Christian preachers 
must stand abashed in the presence of 
the noble and unselfish representatives 
of Indian thought.

The Jew
“The Jewish 

Hebrew paper, 
missions in a

on Missionaries.
Exponent,” a leading 
referring to Christian 
late issue, discoursed

thusly: -
“The missionary Spirit is essentially 

militant [warlike]. It is engaged in 
spiritual conquests, and Its aim is vic
tory over its foes. In its methods it par
takes of the character of a warlike en
terprise. Nay, it not infrequently hap
pens that it encourages actual warfare 
in order to secure Its purposes. The 
church militant marches shoulder to 
shoulder with imperialism in the state 
and in the name of religion and civiliza
tion Imposes Its sway upon subject 
nations.
<‘He that preacheth peace cannot hope 
to thrive by the sword. Liberty and the 
rights of man cannot be secured to .dis
tant nations by conquest and subjuga
tion. The triumph of truth cannot be 
gained by weapons of violence or un
righteous intrigue.

“What evils the missionary spirit is 
capable of producing are testified to by 
the Crusades, the massacres of Jews, 
and the tortures of the Spanish Inquisi
tion during the Middle Ages. It is 
shown in the persecution of the Jews in 
Russia to-day, and in the unscrupulous 
devices employed against Jews every
where where Christianity comes in con
tact with it.”

■-’W tUA»t IWO.

- The Paleontologist.
Dr. J. 0. Merriam, at tire head of a 

paleontological expedition, sent out by 
the University of California, to the 
canyon of John Day River’, in Oregon, 
has made some highly interesting dis- 
coVerles for the scientist. The expedi
tion found the fossil bones of numerous 
uncouth animals which have been loug 
extinct, many millions of years doubt
less intervening since they, were in full 
life. Among these was the skull and 
vertebrae of a huge monster of the 
swine family, known to geologists as 
tlio elotherium. They were the remains 
of an animal 12 feet in length, weighing 
in its prime, says the report, as much 
as a prize Durham bull. Its formidable 
tusks and teeth showed it was an en
larged edition of the wild boar of mod
ern times, subsisting on both vegetable 
and animal food. Says the San Fran
cisco Chronicle, in detailing the dis
covery:

“The animals must have flourished in 
antiquity far remote. Their bones were 
found Imbedded in ash and volcanic 
tufa 1,500 feet thick. Over jhese’ beds 
3,000 feet of lava has been poured in 
many successive eruptions, with no one 
knows how many thousands of years 
between. Above the Ihva is 6,000 feet 
of sediment, the only remains of a long 
dried lake, and above this lake bed are 
still- more layers of tufa and of lava. 
The river has cut through the lava and 
the fossil beds, exposing many deposits 
of great wealth to the scientist.

"Dr, J. C. Merriam carefully Inspected 
the face of the cliffs and with pickax 
and chisel cut out the Crumbling frag
ments of bone. The net results of the 
.expedition were very, valuable. In ad
dition to the skulls and vertebrae of the 
elotherium there were found the bones 
and teeth of. mastodons, of an extinct 
wolf, an ancient deerlike creature, the 
three-toed horse, and of many other 
species long since extinct. In many 
cases a block of stone containing the 
remains was cut out and brought away, 
leaving the work of freeing the bones to 
be done with mallet and chisel In the 
laboratories at Berkeley.”
' Think Of It,/ye who cling to an in
errant Bible, with less than 6,000 year.j 
since creation! More than two miles in 
depth of tufa—a species of sandstone
ashes, lava and sediment were super
posed above those ancient remains of 
organic life, more than a mile of which 
was sediment deposited in an ocean 
which had rolled over that region after 
the animals were imbedded in volcanic 
ashes, resembling In this regard the 
burial of Pompeii. The Chronicle, 
whose editor evidently is not a geolo
gist, supposes the sedimentary deposits 
were laid down in a lake, but In this he 
errs. Above this sediment was 3,000 
feet In thickness of lava, representing 
numerous volcanic eruptions. Above all 
this were 6,000 feet of sand and gravel 
denoting a second submergence—with 
probably many millions of years inter
vening, during which the sedimentary 
deposit was rolled along the bed of an 
angry ocean. Then another emergence 
marked by tufa and lava. These of 
themselves Indicate millions of years.

But, look again: Rain fell from the 
clouds. It formed streamlets. These 
Increased in size and number until they 
formed a mighty river. That river by 
attrition wore away the lava and tufa. 
It cut its way down through 6,000 feet 
of sand and gravel, intermingled with 
boulders. Millions and millions of years 
went by, and on flowed that now known 
as John Day River canyon. It cut away 
that flintlike lava, and'down through 
ashes and tufa, and sedimentary rock, 
'leaving n wall on either bank two miles 
lilgh. And here, at the very base, en
cased in rock, were found these fossils, 
themselves but mineral rock, so endur
ing as the globe Itself.

Tell these things to an antedeluvian 
mossback preacher who lias come down

They All Languish.
Reports from every quarter, and along 

every line of church enterprise, agree in 
showing a decline in church progress. 
At the 112th General Assembly of Pres
byterians, still In session at St. Louis as 
we write, a report was made regarding 
disabled ministers. Rev. Louis H. Sev
erance, of Cleveland, In presenting that 
report, said:

“The contrilhitions of the churches 
have neither kept pace with the ad
vance of the churches, nor with the ad
vance of the roll of annuitants.”

Rev. S. then went on to say, $25,000 
more money was absolutely needed this 
year than was paid last year, to make 
the appropriations required by the va
rious Presbyteries.

Though politicians are boasting of un
paralleled prosperous times, and point 
to dividends of millions among the asso
ciates of Carnigie aud Rockefeller,—the 
latter having given $7,000,000 to the 
Chicago University, where clergymen 
are manufactured by the wholesale, as 
a sort of sin-offering,—and every ward 
heeler Is echoing the claim, yet it is 
probable there is not a Christian church 
in America, of any denomination, that 
is not languishing for want of contribu
tions from lay members, who have 
listened so long to the false cry of 
“Wolf! wolf'!" In the shape of hell, or 
purgatorial fires, that they have become 
convinced there are no such fires.

Sensible Action.
At the Methodist General Conference, 

on May 23, by a vote of 433 to 238, the 
five year limit which a preacher was 
allowed to remain in charge of one 
church, was abolished.. Hereafter the 
Bishop can allow a pastor to remain In 
one place so long as he pleases. .

Since Methodist preachers have be
come an educated body, the reasons for 
requiring them to “move on" no longer 
exist.. ■

All Prodigies Are Simply Medium».
It apped^ fro:

Leader tira 
burg will I 
see and liti

i the Pittsburg (Pa.) 
is of music In Pltts-

lAve an opportunity to 
c^of the most remarka-

ble juvenile prodigies of the art divine 
in this section of the country. Prof. 
K. T. W. G'uenther, of the Greater Pitts
burg Band1, Is about to bring out these 
two youthful musicians in public at one 
of the concerts to be given by bls or
ganization, this summer. The place of 
the coucerlj’ls not yet determined, but 
the date will not! be more than thirty 
days off. /The youngsters are Miss 
Annie G. Saddle^ aged 11, and Master 
George Schaffnlt, aged 10 years, of 
Knoxville ¡and Allegheny City respec
tively. Annie is a pianist of extraordi
nary talent, and Master Schaffnlt is a 
veritable wonder on the piccolo. The 
two will play together, and also li| con
junction with the band. Of the boy 
musician nothing has heretofore ap
peared In print so far, but Annie’s gifts 
and mastery of the piano have been ex
ploited m the Sunday Leader, the first 
paper in Pittsburg, by the way, to dis
cover the little, genius. '

Prof. Guenther is extremely proud of 
the pair, as they are both pupljs of his. 
He 1b business manager for the,girl, 
who is in great demand at concerts and 
other music recitals. She is very am
bitious to rise to the top of her profes
sion, and is making advances there with 
rapid strides. Besides showing wonder
ful ability to make the ivory keys talk, 
she is a composer-'of skill, considering 
her .immature age.. She recently wrote 
a composition which she has named 
“White House March and Two-Step,” 
dedicated to President McKinley. The 
second copy struck off was sent to the 
chief executive, the first, of course, be
Ing required to be deposited with the 
copyright bureau of the patent office. 
The President, ¡through his private sec
retary, Mr. Cortelyou, sent the little 
composer a letter signed by himself, 
thanking her for the honor thus con
ferred on him and complimenting her 
for the tunefulness and rhythm of the 
selection. Annie is immensely proud of 
this autograph letter. Besides the two- 
step she has turned out several other 
pieces, including waltzes and marches. 
She is a daughter of James G. Saddler, 
engineer in chief of the Marine National 
Bank Building on Smithfield street. 
From earliest years she evinced a de
cided talent for musie and of the stand
ard variety. Her repertoire now in
cludes such difficult classical selections 
as Beethoven's sonatas, Mascagni, Wag
ner, Liszt, Weber, Verdi and other great 
composers. Of course, her, range and 
expression are pot equal to the great 
professional pianists. As yet her hands 
are not large enough to allow of her 
mastering a certain class of pianoforte 
composition^,,but this will be possible 
In a few years. She loved to thrum on 
the keys even when n little tot of 3 or 
4 years, and astonl&hed her elders with 
her knowledge of •.'time and harmony.

A Prophetic Dream.
It appears from the St. Louis Repub

lic, that on one Sunday morning lately, 
at the breakfast table Otto Schaubert, 
the 18-year-old son of George Schau- 
bfjrt, of Mascoutah, Ill., said that he 
had dreamed that he had lain in a pool - 
of blood. A few hours later, while at
tending church services, his father’s 
mind was vividly recalled to the strange 
dream of his son. About that time the 
young man was bleeding to death 
slowly from a ghastly gunshot wound 
inflicted accidentally while climbing a 
fence. ■ . ■ ■

Coroner Schildroth held the inquest 
yesterday morning and a verdict was 
returned of accidental death. The case 
attracted great attention in the village 
of Mascoutah.

Otto laughed at the dream as he told 
it, and considered that it was, if any
thing, a good omen, and that he would 
have excellent luck if he were to go 
hunting. As none of the family are 
superstitious, no objection was made to 
the young man’s plans.

An hour later all the members of the 
family, with the exception of Otto and 
his aged grandmother, journeyed to 
church. The services had hardly 
started when there was vividly recalled 
to Mr. Schaubert’s mind the story his 
son had told in the morning of the 
strange dream he had had during the 
night. Mr. Schaubert became very 
nervous and hurried home with .his 
family as soon as the church services 
were concluded, The aged grandmother 
was asked by Mr. Schaubert if she had 
seen Otto, and replied in the negative, 
but said that she had heard a shot 
about 11 a. m. x

Within a few minutes all of the mem
bers of the family were making a search 
for the missing boy. At first they called 
his name, and, receiving no answer, 
they niade the search thorough.

It was the father's lot to find his son, 
lying, as the boy had dreamed, in a 
pool of blood. The body was warm, but 
life had been extinct for half an hour. 
His shotgun lay by bis side. One barrel 
had been fired and the deep, powder- 
burned wound in Otto’s abdomen 
showed where the charge had entered 
his body. The boy was apparently in 
the act of climbing over the fence when 
his. gun was accidentally discharged. 
The wound was so severe that he was 
unable to make an outcry, and as he 
was some distance from the house, he 
slowly bled to death.

The shock of Otto's death almost 
prostrated his parents. He was an en
ergetic young man and was very popu
lar with the young folks with whom he 
associated.

THE DESTINY OF LIFE.
On What Lines Is It to Be 

Worked (Out?
In the answering of that question jm 

which hinges the hopes aud happiness, 
or the dlseord and resulting unhappi
ness of human life, the reply must be 
made according to the interpretation 
that each individual soul is capable of 
giving as they judge the question from 
the standpoint of their Intellectual and 
spiritual development. What would be 
the fulfilling of life’s destiny, giving a 
pleasure bounded only by its individual 
limitations; would to those who having 
broadened their researches produce 
only misery. That the question of what 
is the destiny of life can be understood 
and a satisfactory answer given as it is 
viewed from the standpoint of the uni
versal race tendencies we believe; but 
to be able to satisfactorily solve that 
problem comparisons nuust be drawn 
between the conditions of life as they 
existed in the ancient civilizations, and 
as they exist in the modern, and of its 
different phases as they appear and as 
they have been transmitted to us 
through historical records whether of 
man’s recording as classified in the lit
erature of the world; or whether it 
came direct as the result of nature's 
handiwork as she has inscribed them in 
her temples not made by hands.

What Is the average of human life at 
the present time? Is it superior to that 
of the past centuries and millenniums? 
We know that there are in existence at 
the present time races inferior to some 
of those that existed in the past and 
which have disappeared as far as the 
existence of distinct racial types. And 
we also know that there are races at the 
present that have developed a form of 
civilization superior to any that history 
records. Not in the development merely 
of the material forces and their utiliza
tion as a means for further advance
ment, of which steam and the electrical 
force are foremost representatives; but 
also in the efforts made and partially 
successful to bring about that advanced 
spiritual condition of human life, the 
recognition of universal race unity, 
which is Io be consummated not by the 
extinction of those special racial types 
which are the result largely of climatic 
environment, but by so harmonizing 
them that they will realize that those 
racial characteristics are not that im
passable barrier o’nee supposed to their 
unification on the lines of a harmonious 
working toward a higher destiny.

To the intelligent investigator of life’s 
problems, who is trying to bring into an

vironments, we believe there are no un
prejudiced minds but will admit that 
the spiritual forces directed the couise 
of eventk that culminated in the over- 
throwal of medieval despotism, and in 
.its place planting the seeds of political 
and religious freedom in a soil watered 
by the tears of struggling souls ready 
for their emancipation. .

The doubting materialist will ques
tion, why was not all of this accom
plished before if those forces that you 
claim were so powerful to consummate 
those results? For the very same reason 
that the intelligent producer of the 
fruits and vegetables that are of great 
value when matured does not harvest 
them in their Immature state; also for 
the same reason that tho intelligent 
teacher does not undertake to instruct 
the pupil in the higher branches with
out due preparation in the lower ones. 
The progressive destiny of life Is of 
slow growth. It Is like the upheavals 
that geologists tell us are taking place 
in certain parts of our globe, which to 
ascertain the advance movements needs 
the most delicate instruments and accu
rate measurements; but the advance is 
there and irresistible in Its force. Thus 
it is with the spiritual power that is up
lifting and remolding human thought 
and its resultant actions. Prohibitory 
edicts and proclamations cannot impede 
its advance, as it 1b from a higher 
source that progressive life draws its 
inspiration. Those whose spiritual vis
ion enables them to look beyond the ex
ternal signs manifest in the glamour 
thrown around the brutal arbitrament 
of war, can see that it is a truth that 
the wrath of man is overruled and made 
to redound to his progress when con
ditions are ready for an advance move
ment,

Finally the destiny of life Is a cease
less activity, using the material at hand 
with which to fashion its highest con
ception of what constitutes its duty to 
the present aud future, aud while ad
vancing it is drawlug by that Irresisti
ble power manifested by the superior 
over the iiiierlor all forms of life 
whether in the animal or vegetable 
realm. Witness the Improvement of the 
fruits, flowers and vegetables that he 
has taken from their primitive state 
and through that superior power mani
fest in his lift;-'made them tblugs of 
beauty and utility. Could the rose have 
attained to its present state of perfec
tion unaided? Certainly not within the 
present limitations in regard to time, if 
ever. The great law of attraction aud 
sympathy which binds all of the forms 

1 of life together and dominated by the

orderly system the chaotic and conflict-
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from a former generation, and 
met with the fool remark: 

"God made these fossils to
and confound the wise.”

And the average churchman

we aie

deceive

Is con
tent with the answer of the pulpiteer, 
who was made wise by his ordination; 
for by that act he was made a vice
gerent of God on eartji, and capable of 
fathoming Infinite Wisdom, and com-
munieating his most secret counsels 
man for his guidance.

to

An Eye on the Coin.
“Beggars should not be choosers,” says 

a time-honored maxim; but Rev. Father 
O’Hara, of Flushing. N. Y., draws a line 
between pennies and dimes, and wants

Wants No Hell In His Creed.
The Wauseon, Ohio, Republican, In a 

recent issue, publishes a letter from 
Rev. A. M. Rlhbgny, of Morenci, Mich., 
wherein he explains his new position on 
religious questions. He does not tell us 
of the sect be left, but be does say:

“I do not believe God ever created a 
hell for any one. Sin is Its own belt It 
would be Impossible for me to enjoy 
heaven if I knew the meanest sinner 
was burning in eternal sulphurous 
flames.” And of Jesus Rev. R. says: 
“He was born just as any other man, 
and the story regarding his miraculous 
birth is to me a superstition. His death 
has nothing to do with our sins.”

Rev. R. says be was born but a score 
of miles from where Jesus was born, 
and he claims he can easily see how so 
many superstitions crept into the Bible.

If our Brother will familiarize himself 
with Roman and Grecian mythology, 
and see how the Pagan gods had sons 
by mortal women, not one “but scores of 
them; how some of these lesser gods 
suffered for the good of man; and next, 
when he finds the Christian hell is 
Identical with the Pagan hades; and if 
he shall dip down still deeper he will 
learn that the New Testament was 
originally written In Latin, probably In 
Rome or Its environs, and afterwards 
translated into very Impure Greek; then 
his love for that Bible will vanish with 
the fames he has already surrendered. 

' We congratulate our-Brother for his 
escape from the grossest inconsisten
cies of Christianity, and wish he would 
turn his attention to Spiritualism and 
become familiar with its teachings. It 
is the creedless religion of the future,
with freedom for a wide range 
thought ,

of

She could remember airs she had heard, 
and would come home and with great 
skill and patience for one of her years 
pick out the tune bn the piano, making 
the majors and minors with surprising 
correctness.. Later she began taking 
lessons, and made rapid progress. Iler 
talent made her in great demand at 
children’s parties and other kinds of 
socials, aud later at public concerts. 
During the last three years or more she 
has performed in public In nearly all 
the counties In the western part of 
Pennsylvania, and has received re
peated encores, at 'times the audience 
rising to its feet and rushing en masse 
to the stage aud carrying her around 
the house on their arms. She is a par
ticularly pretty and winsome child, aud 
this, ujth her graceful playing, gen
erally mokes a combination that the 
emotional part of an audience cannot 
resist She has had several offers from 
Instructors and Qianagcrs of theatrical 
and concert companies to go on the 
stage or platform, but her parents have 
always refused on account of her age 
and the severance of school duties that 
such a course would necessarily Involve. 
These offerings have been very flatter
ing, as they carried with them substan
tial financial considerations. In spite 
of all the adulation and flattery be
stowed on her, Annie is as modest as a 
young country miss without, knowledge 
of the plaudits of the multitude or of 
the ways of the fickle world. There is 
nothing in Iter manner that would Indi
cate that she thought herself in any 
way different from the rest of little 
girls. Her services were wanted at the 
last choir recital and concert of the 
Ringwait Choir Union in Carnegie Hall, 
but for reasons deemed sufficient by her 
manager Annie was not allowed to par
ticipate. There has been a desire on 
the part of the musical public to hear 
the diminutive pianlste in the great 
auditorium, but her father is going 
slow on her appearing in great public 
places and it may be some time yet be
fore she appears there.

Annie has played In private before 
John Philip Sousa, the great band 
leader, who is now in Paris giving dally 
concerts at the Exposition, his organiza
tion being the official band of the 
United States Government there. Sousa 
speaks highly of the little Pittsburger, 
and has sent her several of his marches 
bearing his autograph. She Includes 
his stirring compositions in her reper
toire. Every year he comes to the local 
Exposition she goes, to meet him and 
plays on the piano in the room fitted up 
for the band or orchestra leaders there.

The other youthful prodigy, George 
Schaffnlt, is well known in Allegheny 
City, where he plays in a boys’ orches-- 
tra and has appeared at numerous 
school recitals and concerts. He has 
not yet been heard in Pittsburg as far 
as public concerts go. He is a son of 
Harry Schaffnlt, an Jelectrlcian, of 821 
Jackson street His , mastery of the 
piccolo Is -extraordiniiry.

These two prodigle^ are undoubtedly 
musical mediums, lil?e Blind Tom and 
many others. 'There is no other way to 
account for their extraordinary musical

Sunday Schools Declining.
Reports read in the Kansas State 

Sunday School Convention, late In ses
sion at Atchison, showed a falling off 
of about 200 Sunday schools in that 
State since 1896. Though 908 Sunday 
schools have been established in Kan
sas in 25 years, only 3,000 pupils have 
been added during that time, as the re
port showed.

The population of Kansas has been 
more than doubled during the last 25 
years, and her material prosperity is 
unparalleled In |ny State, yet her Sun
day schools do not keep pace with pop
ulation and prosperity.

All reports agree In the statement 
that the public schools of Kansas are 
not excelled anywhere, and that learn
ing is almost universal. Perhaps that 
fact explains why sectarian schools, In 
the interest of superstition, are not 
more popular.

Trend Is Toward Liberalism.
It is now claimed by the New York 

Sun that "the general trend of Pres
byterianism Is towards Unitarianlsm, 
and the ethical culture of Channing, of 
two generations ago." The leading 
minds of Presbyterians are quite too 
intelligent to take any stock in virgin
born Gods. They are ashamed of their 
“damnation of Infants not a span long'.” 
Their philosophy has taught them that 
there was no fall of man; that the 
eternal hell of former years was a 
priestly device to frighten men Into 
goodness, and subserviency to priestly 
rule. They will cling for a time to the 
Idea that Jesus was a great moral 
teacher; but the more profound their 
search, the sooner their conviction, that 
what is passing as the teachings of 
Jesus are only compilations from earlier 
teachers.

Would Do It Had They Power.
Is it a fact that the churches are ajiout 

to shut off the Falls of Niagara, Inter
pose obstacles In the clouds to prevent 
thunder, and hang a curtain between 
the earth and the sun on Sundays so 
man shall not desecrate the holy Sab
bath?' The great Creator lost his oppor
tunity when be neglected to,make a 
clear distinction between Sunday and 
Monday, if he desired Sunday to be 
specially appropriated to his service.

Sundays are like all other days. The 
then Supreme Pontiff of Roman Pagan
ism, the Emperor Constantine, in the 
year 321,.ordered the first day of the 
week to be kept sacred to the sun, not 
to God. In due time Christian priests 
appropriated that day to their use, and 
have been falsely laboring ever since to 
make It appear the day is heaven- 
ordained, and sacred to the worship of 
a three-headed God.

ability. i.e

the latter. He 
other Sunday:

“Last week I 
Those who are

said in his pulpit the

counted 2,600 pennies, 
in the habit of con-

tributing pennies had better save them 
for weighing machines and chewing 
gum stands and not deposit them in the 
collection plate. Pennies are children's 
.money, and are not for adults. In the 
future I would rather count nickels and 
dimes.” -

In any other than“ a Catholic church 
there would be a rebellion, and even 
pennies would be withheld. They who 
give should be permitted to give what 
they please, and they who receive 
should be grateful for small favors; 
but those who are posing as the 
disciples and apostles of Jesus are not 
content to follow his directions to “Take 
no thought for the morrow,” so they 
threaten with - purgatorial fires those 
whose finances are limited to the 
possession of small coin only.

A Distressing Fact. *
A lady visitor from a neighboring 

town chanced to meet a few days ago 
on a street car In Chicago a clerical ac
quaintance of former years. After the 
usual. Inquiries and answers about 
family affairs the man of God said he 
was greatly distressed because of the 
innate wickedness of his grandson, and 
he was at a terrible loss to know how to 
act in the premises. He went on to say:

“Last night when Tommy said'his 
prayers he asked God. to bless every
body, mentioning those ■ he knew by 
name, and protracting his petition to 
great length. Having finished his task 
with Amen, the boy was silent for a 
few moments, when he suddenly sprang 
up with—

“'Gee whiz! What will God think? I 
forgot to ask him to bless Grandma.’

“Such Irreverence at so early an age,” 
said the dominie, “betokens a very 
wicked mind, and I am greatly dls- 
tressed for the future of the poor boy!".

• ! .. ——Til » Ml*  ——
PauliRepifdiated.

. The Methodilsf General Conference, in 
session ! in Chicago, SMay 22, by an 
almost unanimous vote; amended their 
constitution bynstriking out the word 
“layman" nnd(aubstlttitlng “lay mem
ber,” It being:. Jhe object hereafter to 
allow the sistos seats-in that body as 
delegates, privileges -heretofore denied 
them.

Save among non-evangelicals, during 
the whole period the church has been 
an organized body, women have been 
treated as ciphers, without voice or 
vote, the question ■whether they had 
souls to save or lose being mooted in 
their Councils. Now Paul, with his in
strbetions to the sisters to learn at home 
of their husbands, is relegated to an ob
scure seat, and woman comes to the 
front, thanks to the kindly Influence of 
Infidels hnd Spiritualists, who have lost 
no opportunity In exposing the wrongs 
done by the churches to the better half 
of our race, . ■

Lose Majesty Again.
The editor of a German comic paper, 

Dr. Johannes Trojan, has just arrived 
in New York, after six months' im
prisonment in his native country for 
les,e majesty. The unfortunate journal
ist published a cartoon showing Alex
ander the Great, Hannibal, Caesar, and 
other famous heathen field marshals in 
a state of great hilarity over the asser
tion of Emperor William that only good 
Christians could be good soldiers.

It seems the Kaiser, who Captain 
Coghlan credited with saying—

“Gott pulls mit me, and I mit Him, 
Myself—und Gott,"

does not love to be made the subject of 
mirth because of his silly utterances.

Incompatible Occupations. :
Rev. O. D. McKeever, pastor of the 

Methodist Episcopal church at Mingo 
Junction, O., finding his salary too small 
to eke out an existence for his family 
opened up a butcher shop, where he 
presided over block and cleaver as 
gracefully as in the pulpit; but his pa
rishioners thought the two occupations 
incompatible,, and compelled the hon
est and industrious pulpiteer to resign 
his ministerial charge. • .

Paul, it seems, was a tent-maker, and 
plied his ministerial duties while work
ing at his trade. Had he lived in this 
age, he, too, would have been forced to 
step down and out

Ing opinions of the separate schools of 
thinkers; trying to harmonize their dif
ferences and have them work in eon
cord on the great problem of human ad
vancement, must admit that taking an 
average and comparing the ancient 
races civilized and barbarous with those 
at the present time which are classed in 
the same catagory, that we have done 
even better than the son of Erin’s Isle 
who said that "he started with nothing 
and had held bls own,” and that we 
have advanced a step toward solving 
the problem of the ages, and where it is 
becoming more of a fact and not a 
fanciful theory that "our country is the 
world and our countrymen all man
kind.”

That the development of the mechani
cal forces to that state of perfection 
which they have attained in our 
modernized life has been a factor in 
the progressive unfoldinent of life on 
the lines of a higher humanitarianism 
and a more perfest spiritual growth 
must be admitted as a lessening of the 
comparative distance of the nations of 
the world, bringing them out of their 
hermit state and placing them where 
they will feel ¡he force of the whole 
thought-world sitting in Judgment upon 
their recorded acts, will work har
moniously, and by the force of irresisti
ble. circumstances compel them to 
recognize as their neighbor universal 
humanity regardless of race or color.

While we reverently acknowledge the 
supremacy and grandeur of character 
typified in those whose mission it Is to 
be the advance guard of the world’s re
formers, who have met with a bold 
front tho antagonism of Ignorance, and 
are determined to battle long and 
bravely that those higher conceptions of 
the universal truth may be dominant In 
life, we must place them under an en
tirely different classification with those 
chronic grumblers who are determined 
while posing as reformers that we shall 
go to the bow-wows any way, and that 
all of the advance that has been made 
Is only tending thither. The former are 
intelligently striving to advance life 
step by step though slowly but surely 
to that higher destiny which must be 
the. result of those efforts; they show
ing that many times the mistakes are of 
great educational value in showing 
where are located the obstacles that in
tercept and Impede the advance move
ment. The latter without doubt are 
honest but are living so completely In 
the future probabilities and anticipa
tions that they almost forget that there 
Is a present that demands immediate 
attention In the evolution of its prob
lems which must be consummated be
fore life can be prepared to take up the 
next lesson of its unfolding destiny.

“Trust no future howe'er pleasant, 
Let the dead past bury its dead;

Act, act in the living present. 
Heart within and God o’erhead.”

To show that, regardless of the appa
rent antagonistic reactionary move
ments of life, the finger of destiny is 
pointing forward and never backward, 
we have only to view the advance of 
human society toward a more just com
prehension of its duty in the measure 
that it metes out to its unfortunates 
that it feels obliged to place under re
straint. The brutal systems of the past 
ages are slowly giving way before the 
growth of that sentiment which teaches 
that prevention is better than the after 
treatment which only has for its object 
the Infliction of punishment. Though 
in a comparatively crude state where it 
yet deals more with the effects rather 
than with the causes that are producing 
the discordant vibrations of life, but 
which will through education a-nd ex
perience in the superiority of the ad
vance methods be corrected.

Human progress is not the result of 
blind chance. The destiny of life has 
not been directed in its career by that 
sightless phantom, but at times it 
seemingly has been used as an auxiliary 
subordinated to those fixed purposes 
which have out of apparent chaos cast 
up a highway on which can travel life 
to that higher and more glorious des
tiny. There are times in the history of 
those events that make and unmake 
governmental systems, when to the in
dividual soul who has entered the Inner 
temple of life there can be seen the di
rect operation of those causes that 
shape the destiny of those nations that 
are at the time in the direct lino of 
those forces which are demolishing and 
building anew on more advanced lines.

law of eternal progression must ad
vance them all together even if they do 
occupy higher or lower positions in the 
ranks of the procession. The type of 
genus homo does not bold a monopoly 
of the progressive energies, but as the 
highest manifestation of that power it 
is the leader, carrying the burden of the 
whole world on its back. In his efforts 
toward a higher destiny and to bring 
the world to that condition we do not 
wonder that he sometimes stumbles, 
•considering the load he Is carrying, but 
that is not retrogression. As each for
ward step Is taken by human life, the 
road over which it has traveled is for
ever closed; there are no backward
moves.

Shakers, N. Y,
HAMILTON DEGRAW.

Law Uniform In Its Action.
Guided by the Bible and the claims of 

the church, It is apparent Rev. Win. A. 
Echols, of Middleport, Ohio, who 
dropped dead In the auditorium of the 
Washington and Compton Avenue Pres
byterian church, on May 17, when the 
Presbyterian General Assembly was 
about opening Its session, had in some 
manner Incurred the displeasure of God, 
henee the mournful affliction.

Are not these sudden deaths of clergy
men subject to the same law as that 
which destroyed Ingersoll and Putnam? 
If the deaths of the latter were evi
dences of God’s displeasure, is not the 
same true in the case of the preacher?

Paganism Everywhere.
Decking houses and churches with 

evergreens is a custom of Pagan origin. 
The ancient Druids decked their bouses 
with holly aud Ivy in December, that 
the Sylvan spirits might repair them, 
and remain unnipped by the frost and 
cold winds till a milder sun renewed 
the foliage of their favorite resorts.

Moderns practice the same custom, 
very generally ignorant of its source, 
but seem to suppose it denotes immor
tality.

A Test In Court.
A pulpit-pounder In Monroe county, 

Pa., prayed God to destroy a new 
brewery. Faithful to the promise of 
his Son, God sent a bolt of lightning, as 
requested, towards that beer factory 
and It went up in smoke. The pro
prietors. it is reported, threaten legal 
proceedings against the preacher for 
damages. There’ll be fun on that trial
if it ever comes off.

KING SOLOMON’S
Mining Co., Lima, Ohio.

The Hon J. B. Townsend announces 
that on July 1st “Our twenty-cent min
ing stock will be advanced to fifty 
cents a share. Not one share can be 
bought less than that after that date. 
I am exceedingly anxious that every 
Spiritualist should have some of this 
low-priced stock.”

For full particulars in reference to 
this mining stock, address Mr. Town
send at Lima, Ohio." He fully believes 
that the angel world is back of his en
terprise, and he wants Spiritualists to 
yeap a rich harvest by the purchase of) 
stock. ,

f

A small debt produces ,a debtor; 
large one an enemy.—Publius Syrus.

a

A forcible Illustration is presented In 
the extinction of Spain's dominion over 
the last remnant of her colonial posses
sions which the world has lately wit
nessed. With due consideration for the 
differences of opinion concerning the 
proper methods to pursue In assisting 
their advancement, which seems to be 
very much impeded under the old en>

“Three Jubilee Lectures.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D. Doctor Peebles is a 
trenchant and Instructive writer and 
lecturer, and these three addresses on 
the occasion of and pertinent to the 
Jubllpe of Modern Spiritualism, are 
welKworthy of being preserved in this 
tasty form, In print Price, 35 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de 
grading, impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall, $1. For sale at 
this office. ?

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures whfeb prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ study

•of the Bible in Its relations to Spiritual- ■■ 
ism. As Its title denotes, it is a veri-i 
table encyclopedia of information on 
the subject Price $1. For sale at this 
office. |

“The Commandments Analyzed?’ By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great in
congruities. Price 25 cents. For sole 
at this office.
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inert, dead, ultimate subdivision of- matter.” Each nec-ydence that there is a consciousness within it: The sphere 
hccnrilv CAnnrafn rKcKnrt' /licrnni-iniimic *i_ ______u___2_______i*____ jilj 2a * 1.__  r__± * »11 • -1of its operation is very limited it is true, but within those

limitations (and all consciousness of which we have'knowl-mi. , , • limitations vina unconsciousness or wnicn we nave knowi-
Ilus hypothetical atom was dead, so we were told. No edge works within limitations) its action is apparently 
inrlon 41in4- Crmnr.nn si nnl a 41%n4- KaTvt.a»» __J.L__  1‘ n n • * 1 ♦ \ a • t av • *wonder that Spencer declared that between such matter

as that, and mind, there existed a chasm which it was im-
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are simply two aspects or characteristics of some uncom
prehended fact or cause which stands back of them.

essarily separate, distinct, discontinuous, clearly defined 
from the other.

more reliable than in man himself, in whom the conscious
ness has evolved and other qualities have been awakened

We have spoken of the definition of the atom formerly 
given us by. the physicists “the hard, inelastic, indivisible,

Zbc íbantbcísm of ZHbobern Science
In the opinion of Mr. Huxley the unity of structure has 

been proven. “Morphology,” (the science of the study of 
forms) he says, “exhibits, a continual advance towards the 
demonstration of a fundamental unity among the seem
ing diversities of living structures. And this demonstra
tion has been completed by the final establishment of the 
cell theory, which involves the admission of a primitive 
conformity, not only of all the elementary structures in 
animals and plants respectively, but of those in the one 
with those in the other.” This common parentage of all 
forms, it is evident to Mr. Huxley, lies at the very root of 
the doctrine of evolution, and, according to him, “No 
a priori difficulty can b'e said to stand in the way of evolu
tion, when it caff be shown that all animals and all plants 
proceed by modes of development, which are similar in 
principle, from a fundamental protoplasmic material.”

Only recently (July 20, 1899) our daily press contained, 
a report of an interesting confirmation of the-statement 
that there is a structural unity between the tissues of the 
human flesh and vegetable fibre. From Paris came inter
esting details of Dr. Bra’s recent cancer researches. Dr. 
Bra found parasites similar to that of the cancer in frag
ments of diseased Wood, particularly apple wood.. He ob
tained the government’s permission to inoculate forest 
trees at Meudon with cultures of humin cancer, and six 
months later he found spots of dry rot in these trees. The 
trees were principally beeches, maples and sycamore. 
One elm tree died of cancer so communicated to it.

Prof. Wm. Crookes, in his lecture on the “Genesis of 
the Elements,” dwells upon the fact of this unity. He 
explajns that protyle “is a word analogous to protoplasm, 
to express the idea of the original primal matter existing 
before the evolution of the chemical elements.” He de
clares that before the first element came into existence 
“matter, as we know it, was not. It is equally impossible 
to conceive of matter without energy, as energy without 
matter; from one point of view both are convertible 
terms.”. And he closes Iris address in these luminous 
words, “Summing up all the considerations, we cannot in
deed, venture to assert, positively that our so-called ele
ments have been evolved from one primordial matter; but 
we may contend that the balance of the evidence, I think, 
fairly weighs in favor of this speculation.” And again 
Prof. Crookes tells his audience: “If I venture to say that 
our commonly received elements are not simple and pri
mordial, that they have not arisen by chance or have not 
been created in a desultory and mechanical manner, but 
have been evolved from simpler matters—or perhaps in
deed from one sole kind of matter—I do but give formal 
utterance to an idea which has been, so to speak, for some 
time ‘in the air’ of science. Chemists, physicists, philoso
phers of the highest merit, declare explicitly their belief 
that the seventy (or thereabouts) elements of our text
books are not the pillars of Hercules which we must never 
hope to pass.”

Nikola Tesla, the electrician, is firmly convinced (see 
page 149 of Nikola Tesla, His Inventions, etc.) that-“of 
all the views of nature, the one which assumes one matter 
and one force, and a perfect uniformity throughout, is the 
most scientific and the most liable to be true.”

Thus we see that most eminent scientists have arrived at 
the conclusion that two out of the three factors in the 
composition of the universe are each in themselves a 
unity, producing the varied phenomena by the varied de
grees of vibration of the one operating upon the equally 
varied degrees of density of the other; and, not only are 
each of these things thought to be one at the basis, but 
scientific and philosophic speculation alike declare that 
the two are inseparable; that in fact, force and substance

matter—Wtp of Structure.
Turning now to the second great aspect, Matter, we find 

that here also a great change has taken place and great 
progress been made. _

We formerly heard much about the seventy-three ele
ments and the four kingdoms—the mineral, vegetable, an
imal and human. _

There was a very strong idea that in the seventy-three 
elements we had arrived at as near the beginning of mate
rial existence as it was possible to reach. And each of tlie 
four kingdoms was deemed a separate domain of nature, 
and until recently the great majority of naturalists be
lieved that species were immutable productions and had 
been separately created. Darwin’s genius cleared the way 
(though to Lamarck probably belongs the honor of being 
the pioneer of our age) to the recognition that the human 
and the brute were more closely related than was thereto
fore thought to be the case. “The Origin of Species” was 
written, as Mr. Darwin himself informs us, with the two 
'distinct objects of (1) showing that species had not been 
separately created and (2) of showing that natural selection 
had been the chief agent of change. The whole of this 
vast collection of facts and of .deductions based thereon is 
an argument—primarily directed to demonstrating Unity 
of Type in the vertebrates—(by vertebrates is meant all 
animals having a jointed spinal column). At page 183 of 
the above mentioned work, we find liim saying, “Accord
ing to this view it may be inferred that all vertebrate ani
mals with true lungs have descended by ordinary genera
tion from an ancient and unknown prototype, which was 
provided with a floating apparatus or swim-bladder,” and 
lie proceeds to cite instances of the conversion of an organ 
from one function to another. He subsequently informs 
us that ‘Gt is generally admitted that all organic beings 
have been formed on two great laws—Unity of Type and 
the Conditions of Existence. By 'unity of type is meant 
that fundamental agreement in structure'which we see in 
organic beings of the same class, and which is quite inde
pendent of their habits of life.” His theory explains that 
unity of type by unity of descent. Mr. Darwin’s whole 
theory of evolution rests upon the basis of the existence 
of some one common prototypal form having within itself 

_ the capacity of the infinite variations of structure which 
exist in the forms which have been derived therefrom.

But Mr. Darwin’s genius for scientific hypothesis car
ried him much further than the unity of species, and from 
the facts which he had collected he was led to the con
clusion that not only had all animals a common origin, 
but he adds, “Analogy would lead us one step further, 
namely, to the belief that all animals and plants are de
scended from some one prototype. But analogy may be a 
deceitful guide. Nevertheless all living things have much 
in common—in their chemical composition, their cellular 
structure, their laws of growth, and their liability, to in
jurious influences. We see this even in so trifling a fact 
as that the same poison often similarly affects plants and 
animals; or that the poison eecre)èd by the gall-fly pro
duces monstrous growths on the wild rose or oak tree. 
With all organic beings, sexual reproduction seems to be 
essentially similar. . With all, as far as is at present 
known, the germinal vesicle is the same; so that all or
ganisms start from a common origin. If we look even to 
the two main divisions—namely, to the animal and vege
table kingdoms—certain low forms are so far intermediate 
in character that naturalists have disputed io which king
dom they should be referred, and, as Prof. Asa Gray has 
remarked, ‘The spores and other reproductive bodies of 
many of the lower algae may claim to have first a charac
teristically 'animal, and then an unequivocally vegetable 
existence? Therefore on the principle of natural selec
tion with divergence of character, it does not seem incred
ible that, from some such low and intermediate form, both 
animals and plants may have been developed; and, if we 
admit this, we must likewise admit that all organic beings 
which have ever lived on this earth may be descended from 
some one primordial form. But this inference is chiefly 
grounded on analogy, and it is immaterial whether or not 
it be accepted.” (Origin of Species 5th Edition p. 432.)

Gbe protoplasmic State.
' (or the Ebb and Flow of Intelligence).

Prof. Huxley in his paper on “Evolution in Biology” 
(Science and Culture,” page 299), referring to the latter 
part of the seventeenth and the first half of the eighteenth 
century, says: “In the then state of knowledge it appeared 
that all the species of animals and plants could' be ar
ranged in one series, in such a manner that, by insensible 
gradations, the mineral passed into the plant, the plant 
into the polype, tlje polype into the worm, and so on, 
through gradually higher forms of life, to man at the sum
mit of the animated world.”

But this statement of the facts apparently took no note 
of the ebb and flow of life; of the tendency, which is so 
marked as to seem to be a universal law; of living matter 
to return to its centre and source when it has exhausted 
the possibilities .of the form in which it was temporarily 
enshrined; to re-emerge in some higher form of expres
sion, from which the ensouling life again returns to its 
basic form when its temporary clothing is again worn out.

It seems now to be accepted by scientists that a return 
to the protoplasmic condition takes place after each man
ifestation of matter in organic structure. It follows 
therefore that there must be this common base upon 
which all living forms rest, and through which they are 
connected. The matter which has manifested in gross 
physical structure apparently carries with it, upon its re
turn to the protoplasmic state, some controlling tendency 
which inheres in it and causes it upon its re-emergence on 
the plane of form to be clothed in a physical structure sim
ilar to, though higher than, that in which it had pre
vious! v appeared.

This swing of consciousness from structure to function 
and from function to structure, was not indicated in the 
earlier scientific proposition. “But,” Prof. Huxley pro
ceeds to inform us, “as knowledge advanced this concep
tion” (of direct ascent) “ceased to be tenable in the crude 
form in which it was first put forward. Taking into ac
count existing animals and plants alone, it became ob
vious that they fell into groups which were more or less 

' sharply separated from one another; and moreover, that 
even the species of a genus can hardly ever be arranged in 
linear series.” How, then, can their relation to each 
other be symbolized? The Professor answers, “Their 
natural resemblances and differences are only to be ex
pressed by.disposing them as if they were branches spring
ing from a common hypothetical centre.” The effect of 
these conclusions has been, as Mr. Huxley points out, 
rather to substitute a new metaphor for the old than to 
abolish the conception expressed by it. “Instead of re
garding living things as capable of arrangement in one 
series like the steps of a ladder, the result of modern inves
tigation compels us to dispose them as if they were the 
twigs and branches of a tree. The ends of the twigs rep
resent individuals, the smallest groups of twigs species, 
larger groups genera, and so on until we arrive at the 
source of all thèse ramifications of the main branch, 
which is represented by a common plan of structure, and, 
when the lowest forms of.eaeli are considered, even the 
animal and. vegetable kingdoms cease to have a definite 
frontier.” It therefore becomes pecessàry to introduce 
a.more comprehensive figure, which Mr. Huxley accord- 

• ingly does. “If itjs’permissible to speak of the relation 
of living forms to one another metaphorically, the simili
tude chosen must undoubtedly be that of a common root, 
wherein two main trunks, one representing the vegetable 
and one the animal world, spring; and, each dividing into 
a few nmifi branches, these subdivide into multitudes of 
branchlets and these into smaller groups of twigs.” 

possible to bridge. .’Imagination could not picture any 
conceivable process by which unconscious force applied to 
dead matter could give as,g product, thought, conscious
ness, intelligence, and Mr. ¡Spencer gave up'tlie attempt in 
despair. The electrician, dealing with a higher grade of 
matter found the old idea of matter as inert, dead, and in
elastic would not fit in with the facts which came within 
his range of observation. tA new definition has gradually 
grown up. It is now said1 that an atom is an electrical 
centre of force and motion;:' No longer inert, it is believed 
to be pulsating with'foree itself. The dividing tine be
tween force and^mattor disappears, The two are found to 
be linked indissolubly'together.- Pointing out that tlie 
unprejudiced study of physical philosophy provides us 
■with analogies which lead us almost directly to the opin
ion of the existence of immaterial substances, and enumer
ating solids, liquids, gases, electricity and magnetism, uni
versal ether and gravitation, the celebrated Dr. Thomas 
Young says: “And of these different orders of,beipgs, the 
more refined and immaterial appear to pervade freely the 
grosser. It seems therefore natural to believe that the 
analogy may be continued still further, until it rises into 
existences absolutely immaterial and spiritual * * * others 
pervade each other unseen and unknown, in the same 
space.”

In view of this infinite gradation of njatter and its in
terconvertibility’ between less and more inert forms, it is 
not surprising to find that many physicists deem life to be 
co-eternal with matter.

According to the hypothesis ■ of natural evolution 
adopted by Prof. Tyndall (Fragments of Science, Ameri
can Edition 1872, p. 15C) “Life was present potentially in 
matter when in the nebulous form, and was unfolded from 
it by the way pf natural development.” As Prof Tyndall 
therein points out, unless it be granted that life is an in
herent quality of matter in its undifferentiated, inorganic 
(so-called) condition, then we must accept the only other 
alternative, namely, that “it is a principle inserted into 
the matter at a later date.” Scientific research all leads 
away from rather tliap towards this latter conclusion. 
The idea of inherent powers and qualities, gradually un
folding under tlie operation of natural laws, rather than a 
supernatural, extra-cosmic volition introducing arbitrarily 
new forces, is the firm rooted conviction of modern 
science. .

The logical necessity for this eternal pre-existence of 
life led Prof. Huxley to declare, (page 284, Science and 
Culture), “and the evidence has yet to be adduced which 
will satisfy any cautious reasoner that ‘Omne Vivum Ex 
Vivo’ is not as well established a law of the existing course 
of nature as ‘Omne Vivum Ex Ovo.’ ”

So far as the question of life is concerned the distinc
tion between organic and inorganic is more a matter of 
degree than of kind. Mr. Alfred Binet in his preface to 
“The Psychic Life of Micro-organisms!’ informs us that 
the teachings of general physiology “shows us that all 
vital phenomena are previously present in non-differgnti- 
ated cells.” To classify one non-differentiated cell as or
ganic, and another as jnorgiijiic, is an arbitrary distinction 
which the discovery pf evolution in the mineral world is 
gradually setting aside.

Mineral organisms1 hitherto deemed simple have been 
found to be complex,“and tp describe a form of matter as 
inorganic, is probably! nothing more than a confession that 
the power of the instrument has reached its limit.

Wherever there is matter, there also is motion, and 
force is bounded and.'conditjoned by matter. Instead of 
matter being dead, it. is found that the mysterious thing 
called life is ever present in it. In fact what better defi
nition can be found for life than that which would de-' 
scribe it as conscious^ force Operating in matter, or, if we 
wish to describe its process, the conscious operation of 
force in matter?

. Gbe HlMPervaOing intelligence.
Until recently, as we have seen, minerals were spoken 

of as inanimate and non-progressive. Evolution and con
sciousness were thought to apply to animal and human be
ings alone. The change of thought in reference to this 
has been remarkable in its rapidity and its scope. To 
speak of plants having souls; minerals having human 
characteristics, and selective power being found in the in
organic world, would a few years since have been thought 
an indication of an ill-balanced mind, or an excessively 
developed poetic temperament. The author of such ex
pressions would certainly not have been regarded as an ex
ponent of scientific observation and deduction. All that 
is changed now. The inherent selective and adaptive 
power of all forms of matter—in other words the living 
consciousness of nature—is everywhere found exhibited. 
Professor Cope declares that, “The entire process of as
cending evolution appears to be dependent on the pres
ence of mind, i. e., consciousness in gradually more com
plex stages.”

This is the case even in the elemental world. When 
the chemist takes two parts of hydrogen and brings them 
into contact with one part of oxygen with the result of the 
formation of a drop of water, can he do this entirely irre
spective of the selective and formative inherent powers of 
hydrogen and oxygen? Surely not. Water is formed 
from the gases by the ordinary powers of nature without 
intervention at all. Is there some great “chemist-physi
cist” superintending nature’s operations, sorting out two 
parts of hydrogen and one part of oxygen and mixing 
them together? If not, then we must believe in the in
herent*  power of nature to produce this as well as other 
phenomena of nature.

But is there no intelligence exhibited when the chemist 
brings about this result in his laboratory? There must 
be somewhere an equal intelligence to produce those re
sults in nature’s laboratory. If intelligence be a factor in 
one case it must be a factor in the other. To produce the 
identical result the sum of the factors must be the same. 
The chemical constituents of hydrogen and oxygen, or 
force and substance, are the same, therefore the third fac
tor—intelligence, selective power—must also be present.

Moreover, there is no aimless shuffling of the atoms 
until chance produces,a fortuitous chemical combination. 
The union is’ instantaneous, self selective, and invariably 
responsive to the influence1 of affinity induced by their 
proximity. No hesitancy-Uno fumbling for a compatible 
alliance, but a mutual recognition of congeniality at the 
moment of contact, which. Intelligence alone could bring 
about. Chance with ¡its “fortuitous concourse of atoms” 
will not serve to explain it It cannot be fortuitous if 
similar conditions produce similar results. It it were for
tuitous then sometimes the-formula would be H2O, and 
sometimes HO2. Pi#f. Crookes, in “Elements and Meta
elements,” describing, certain of his experiments with the 
precipitation of so-called ^dements, instancing yttrium, 
says: “We cannot avoid coming to the conclusion that the 
action which has beeii going on for the past few hours is 
of a selective character. Out of the multitude of atoms 
present, what power is it that directs each,atom to choose 
the proper path; we8 may^picture to ourselves some di-: 
rective'force passing'the dlbmsone by one in .review, se

Gransmutatton of forms of flatter.
But if the unity of substance be a fact, then there is a 

possibility of transmuting one form of matter fnto an
other. That this is within the bounds of probability is 
now demonstrated apparently to the satisfaction of lead
ing scientists. As a result of the experiments made by 
Prof. J. J. Thompson of Cambridge, England, we have 
the editor of the Electrical World and Engineer saying: 
“It had until recently been supposed that matter could 
not be divided more finely than'into molecules, and that 
these were chemically divisible into atoms. But the atom 
was the end of all dissection, while an atom of iron was ab
solutely and completely distinct from an atom of some 
other substance, such as lead.. Now it would seem that we 
can tear off minute chips from atoms, and that the chips 
so torn off lose identity and cannot be distinguished from 
one another. Of course, the suggestion naturally follows, 
as a matter of speculation, that if we could tear off fl suffi
cient number of chips from the atoms of any substance, it 
might be possible to rearrange or reconstruct the chips in 
a new way, and possibly produce an atom of a different 
substance; or, in other words, that the process of tearing 
chips away from atoms is analysis of matter into ‘protyle,’ 
or the mother substance from which all chemical element
ary substances may have been originally constructed.”— 
From Literary Digest, April 14, 1900.

To show there is a common bond of unity between even 
the different kingdoms of nature, the mineral, vegetable 
and animal—some primal atomic or common condition, 
some homogeneous substance in nature, some elemental 
essence, from the aggregations and combinations of which 
all forms are built up—we have the evidence furnished by 
the processes of digestion and assimilation in man him
self. The vegetable is by the physiological action of the 
human body changed into flesh or other animal state. 
The vegetable kingdom not only has the power to assimi
late earth (mineral) and change it from mineral to vege
table, but the vegetable is in turn digested and assimilated 
by the animal and thus carried into an entirely different 
kingdom of nature. The dream of the alchemist of the 
transmutation of metals is mere child’s play compared 
with the processes of nature occurring every day in the 
human body. This capability of being changed from 
one form to anothermust rest upon the fact that all forms 
of matter have as their basis one common element—their 
conception of which is by our scientific friends variously 
denominated “primordial matter,” “protoplasm,” “homo
geneous substance,” “protyle,” each of these terms being 
intended to designate the first form of matter. In order 
to change from one kingdom of matter to another it is 
necessary for the object to be resolved to this primal con
dition, by the disintegration of its present and all inter
mediate forms. Thus reduced, it is ready to be,operated 
upon by other intelligences, which mold it into the desired 
new form of matter.

Gbe One lite.
The same facts which have led investigators to these 

conclusions in reference to force and substance have also 
led others to the recognition of the probability that there 
is a Common Reservoir of Life which stands back of its 
myriad manifestations upon the physical plane; a great 
ocean of vitality which each organized being absorbs and 
gives out as we inhale and exhale the air we breathe. 
That each being is/'tlius affecting and being affected by the 
remainder of the universe. . This serves as another link 
which binds the universe into one organic whole. '

Gbe living Htom.

lecting one for precipitation and another for solution un
til all have been adjusted.”

But the process of selection includes the exercise of the 
power of discrimination, and discrimination is the surest 
indication of the presence of intelligence or consciousness; 
so that this directive force, inherent in, or inseparably con
nected with the very smallest subdivision of the inorganic, 
elemental, world, carries with it the most conclusive evi-

ZTÍtUS, Wrteter,
Of {Toronto, Ganaba.

which often interfere with the accuracy and wisdom of his 
choice.

An objection commonly made to the proposition that 
there is an intelligence in the elemental kingdom of na
ture, is the fact that in it we sometimes witness the non
beautiful, the destructive and the seemingly cruel. But 
the slightest consideration shows that these facts, even 
when true, are not inconsistent with intelligence. Intel
ligent man is often ungraceful, while the evidence of his 
destructiveness and cruelty are everywhere about us. 
The objectors are apparently oblivious of the absurdity of 
demanding that the lower kingdoms shall exhibit nobler 
qualities than we find in man Ipmself. That nature pro
duces at times in her lower kingdoms incongruities, mis
shapen forms, or destructive cataclysms, is no more evi
dence of lack of consciousness than is the production by 
the tailor of a misfit coat, the building by a logician of a 
fallacious syllogism, or the destruction of his own prop
erty by a man in a fit of anger.

Gbe Sensitive fiDineral.
Mr. Roberts-Austin, C. B., F. R. S., Professor in the 

Royal College of Science, London, England, and chemist 
to the Royal Mint, lectured in Toronto in 1897, under the 
auspices of the British Association, then meeting there. 
The following extracts, taken from the Globe (August 21, 
1897) report of his address, shows how little difference in 
kind there is between the organic and inorganic, though 
there may be much in degree. After showing some beau
tiful and interesting experiments, the Prof, said: “The 
experiments shown taught that metals, even when solid, 
were not the inert things they were supposed to be; they 
were really vibratory masses of great complexity. * * * * 
Metals are in fact sensitive things, almost sentient in their 
organization, strangely lifelike in their behavior. Of 
their genesis much might be written, aud most physicists 
are now ready to accept, at least in principle, as the result 
of the life-long work of Sir Norman Lockyer, the hypoth
esis that the phenomena of the inorganic world are domi
nated by an evolution not less majestic, although much 
more simple, than that now universally accepted in the 
case of organic nature. For the main evidence on which 
this hypothesis rests we have hitherto turned to the spec
trum analysis of the glowing atmosphere of the sun. 
There may be some who dread the extension of the great 
principle of evolution which these words imply and shrink 
from recognizing that the elements as we know them have, 
like our own species, been derived from simpler forms. 
* * * The metallurgist is beginning to study tlie molec
ular motion in solid metals which makes them so like liv
ing organisms.”

Sir Norman Lockyer, in the following forceful words, 
emphasizes the fact that solid metals are in a continual 
state of molecular motion: “Tlje modern physicist tells 
us that the stones of which St-Paul’s Cathedral is built, 
consist of millions upon millions of small particles called 
molecules; and that although St. Paul’s Cathedral seems 
to be absolutely at rest, as if it would last forever, and 
although each particular stone seems equally so, yet when 
you get down into the intimate structure of etyffi stone, 
and of every part of the fabric, you get nothing but a mul
titudinous ocean of motion. What appears to us solid 
and at rest, is absolutely in a perpetual state of unrest; in 
fact its stability consists in its state of unrest.” (Studies 
in Spectrum Analysis p. 41). .

But we have been informed by our scientific friends 
(“The Cell Theory,” in Scientific Memoirs of T. IL Hux
ley, page 241 et seq.), that the distinction between living 
and non-living matter is that in the former there exists the 
-inherent faculty of exhibiting definite cycles of change in 
form and composition without any external assistance, 
and in fact even notwithstanding external opposition, 
while non-living matter has the quality of inertia, and is 
capable of no change except that which external forces im
pose upon it. Of the nature of that something which 
constitutes the inherent power of change physiology does 
not assume to give us any information.

But after all is it so certain that inorganic matter pos
sesses no inherent power of change? On the contrary, 
what means the molecular movement of the stones of St. 
Paul’s Cathedral, mentioned by Sir Norman Lockyer, 
save that here is some inner hidden power which marshals 
and controls its innumerable host of molecules and keeps 
them whirling with tireless energy notwithstanding the 
changes of external conditions which arc continual!}' ex
erting themselves upon it?

The so-called inorganic world, as we have just been in
formed by the eminent metallurgist, Sir Roberts-Austin, 
is dominated by Evolution. Evolution depends upon the 
inherent power of the evolving entity to respond to ex
ternal influences. It rests upon the supposition that that 
entity survives which can thus best adapt itself to its sur
roundings and overcome the obstacles which it meets in 
the common life. This adaptability’ is the essential basis 
of all evolution, and when the chemist of the Royal Mint 
speaks of the mineral as a “sensitive thing,” in which evo
lution is going on, he must justify his expression by the 
fact that he has discovered in that kingdom the presence
of inherent powers similar in nature though lower in de
gree than those found at work in the higher kingdoms.

In other words, a selective power is present. The min
eral is able to discriminate and choose.

•-

L-

Upon this point the metallurgist finds himself sup
ported by no less eminent authority than Sir William 
Crookes, who, as we have seen, finds selective power pres
ent in the very elements themselves. The evolution 
which is taking place in the mineral kingdom is then the 
evolution of this selective power, a widening of the range 
and a strengthening of the power of discrimination. In 
other words—the evolution going on in the inorganic 
world is an evolution of intelligence, or life. The one im
portant fact, (namely, an inherent power of change and 
adaptability) which served to mark the difference between 
living and dead matter has been found to characterize 
mineral as well as plant and animal.

While Prof. Roberts-Austin speaks of metals as “in facr 
sensitive things” and like “living organisms,” Prince Kro
potkin in the November (1897) number of the Nineteenth 
Century calls attention to the fact that of the soil (a com
pound of mineral and vegetable) stronger terms may be 
used. Dealing in that magazine with the researches of 
German scientists into the subject of the prevalence of 
bacteria among the roots of the Leguminosae, one of the 
great families of plants, and of their essential necessity 
for the growth and well being of the'plants, he says: “As 
to the scientific value of the discoveries of Winogradsky, 
Hdllriegel, Nobbe, and all other workers in the same 
field, it is self-evident; they have opened quite a new field 
of research, and while we were beginning to look too 
much upon the soil as upon an inert mineral mass, they 
have made us revert .to the only true conception that, the 
soil maintains life because it is living flatter itself." In 
the words of Prof. Wiley, of the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, ‘Gt is a living organism.” x .

- (To be continued.) .

WILL BY A LUNATIC,
Pathetic Document by an In*  

mate of Dunning Asylum.
“There he goes, writing again," said 

one of the Dunning asylum keepers to a 
fellow keeper. “I wonder what in the 
world he timis to write about?”

"I dunuo,” said. the second keeper. 
“These loony guys have all sorts ot 
queer ideas running through their nod
dles. Now, that old guy , there must 
have written enough for ten or eleven 
thousand books since he’s been here, 
but no one ever sees what he writes. 
He puts it.away in his pocket and that’s 
the last of it.”

The two men were looking at an eld
erly man busily scribbling away at a 
tflWe with a stump of a lead pencil, 
This man, by the way, was once a 
wealthy citizen of Chicago and a man 
of some literary ability, Reverses 
came and his mind gave way, and now 
he is a county charge. Something, at- 
tractea his attention, and he got up and 
walked away, leaving his manuscript 
on the table. One of the keepers picked 
it up and looked it over.
jy,,,e?t,1?..he.hasn’t been writing Ids 
will, said the keeper. “I guess I’d bet
ter turn this over to the warden." He 
did so, and this is a verbatim^copy of 
the document, the name of th?testator 
only being withheld:

“I, being of sound and disposing mind 
and memory, do hereby make and pub
lish this, my last will and testament, In 
order, as justly as I may, to distribute 
my interests in the world among suc
ceeding men.

‘That part of my interests which is 
known in the land and recognized in 
the sheep-bound volumes as my prop
erty being inconsiderable and of none 
account, I make no disposal of It In this, 
my will. My right to life, being but a 
life estate, is not at my disposal, but, 
these things excepted, all else in tho 
world I now proceed to devise and be
queath:

"Item—I give to good fathers and 
mothers in trust for their children all 
good little wonts of praise and encour
agement and all quaint pet names and 
endearments, and I charge said parents 
to use them justly, but generously as 
the needs of their children shall re
quire.

“Item—I leave to children exclusively, 
but only for the term of their childhood, 
all and every the flowers of the fields 
and the blossoms of the woods, with 
the right to play among them freely ac
cording to the customs of children, 
warning them at the same time against 
the thistles and the thorns. And I de
vise to children the banks of the brooks 
and the golden sands beneath the wa
ters thereof, with the dragonflies that 
skim the surface of said waters, and the 
odors of the willows that dip therein, 
and the white clouds that float high 
over the giant trees.

"And I leave to children the long, long 
days to be merry In, In a thousand 
ways, and the night and the moon and 
the train of the milky way to wonder 
nt, but subject, nevertheless, to the 
right hereinafter given to lovers.

“Item—1 devise to boys jointly all 
the useful, Idle Helds and common 
where ball may be played, all pleasant 
water where one may swim, all snow
clad hills where one may coast, nnd all 
streams and pofids where one may fish 
or where, when grim winter comes, one 
may skate, to have and to bold the 
same for the period of their boyhood. 
And all meadows with the eftver 
blooms and butterflies thereof, tho 
woods with their appurtenances, the 
squirrels and birds and echoes and 
strange noises, and nil distant places 
which may be visited, together with 
the adventures there found. And I 
give to snid boys each his own place at 
the fireside at night, with all pictures 
that tnay be seen In the burning wood, 
to enjoy without let or hindrance, and 
without any Incumbrance of care.

“Item—To lovers 1 devise their imag
inary world with ‘whatever they may 
need, ns the stars of the sky, the red 
roses by the wall, the bloom of the 
hawthorue, the sweet strains of music, 
and aught else they may desire to figure 
to each other the lastingucss aud beauty 
of their love.

"Item—To young men jointly I de
vise and bequeath all boisterous, inspir
ing sports of rivalry, and I give to them 
the disdain of weakness and undaunted 
confidence in their own strength. 
Though they are rude and rough, I 
leave to them the power of making last
ing friendships and of possessing com
panions, and to them exclusively I give 
all merry songs aud brave choruses to 
slug with lusty voices.

“Item—And to those who are no 
longer children or youths or lovers I 
leave memory, and I bequeath to them 
the volumes of the poems of Hurns and 
Shakespeare and of other poets, if 
there be others, to Hie end that they 
may live the old days over again freely 
and fully, without tithe or diminution.

“Item—To our loved ones with snowy 
crown I bequeath the happiness of old 
age, tbe love and the gratitude of their 
children, until they fall asleep.”—Chi
cago'Inter Ocean.

Chiefly, the mold of a man’sTortune is in his own hands. 
—Bacon. - . .

He that thinks he can afford to be negligent is not far 
from being poor.—Johnson. ■ .

The mind itself must, like , other things, sometimes be 
unbent; or else it will be either, weakened or broken.—Sir 
P. Sidney. . '

Logical consequences are the scarecrows of-'fools and 
the beacons of wise men. The only question which any
wise man can ask himself is, whether a doctrine is true 
or false. Consequences will take care of themselves.— 
Huxley. - ■

all

“Human Culture and Cure. Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A.most excellent and very valu
able work,' by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 76 
cents. For sale at this office.

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature ' 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come into closer connection 
with the purer realms of the spirit 
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1: paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 
office.

“Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In-
eluding Methods and Instruments).' 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a .wide circulation, as It 
well fulfills the promise of its title. 
For sale at this office. Price 75 cents. ■

“Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual Life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” -By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth, $2. For sale at this 
office.

"Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter In poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of-the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For gale at this office.

"Who. Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the «well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. Foe 
sale at this office. z

“Mind and Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied in Medicine and 
Education.” ■ By A. C. Halphldc. Pres
Ident Chicago Society Of Anthropology,! 
For sale at this office. Price $1« .
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• THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS,
DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements lie may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that tlie cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his. belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should, be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.-We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre- 
spoudentB that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compos)tors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re- 
quiremAts being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper, . .

ITEMS—Bear In mind that-items'for 
tlie General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many Items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain tlie full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Summer tour of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond: The Church of the Soul having 
dosed Its services for the summer, 
Sunday, May 27,. Mrs. Richmond will fill ■ 
her engagements for the summer as fol
lows: Brodhead, Wis., June 10; Water
loo, Iowa, June 16 to 25; Yorkshire and 
East Aurora, N. Y'., July 7 to 16; Cuba, 

‘■N. Y., July 21 to 30; Cassadaga Camp, 
August 4, 5 and 7; Onset Bay, August 
12; Sunapee Lake Camp, N. B„ August 
18 to 27; Madison Camp, Athens, Me., 
August 31 to September 10; Church of 
the Soul, Chicago, September 16. The 
Cliqrch of the Soul held its annual 
meeting Sunday, May 6. The following 
are the officers and trustees: Ervin A. 
Rice, president; Waldo Dennis, vice
president; J. Gleselman, treasurer; A. 
W. Austin, secretary. Trustees; Dr. 
Lewis Bushnell, W. J. LeSieur, A. B. 
Van Dyke, Melker Rudholm and Dr. C. 
JI. Bushnell. The church closed its reg
ular services for, the season the last 
Sunday in May. The finpnelal condition 
of tlie church was never better—the 
small deficit being raised at the annual 
meeting. Quite a liberal guarantee 
fund for the ensuing year was also sub
scribed. The School of Psychosophy, 
including class in Psychosophy—two se
ries, and class in Psychopathy, closed 
Its terms in a most satisfactory man- 
nor; the ¿Indents all manifesting great 
proficiency and the deepest Interest in 
their studies. The Church will resume 
its regular Sunday morning services 
September 16. During the interval Mrs. 
Richmond will visit various eastern 
camp-meetings. The School of Psy
chosophy will resume its sessions in the 
various departments about October 1.

Mrs. David Thayer writes from Man
chester, N. H.: “Many thanks for the 
beautiful premium books you sent me 
a short time ago. 1 would feel lonely 
without your valuable paper’s weekly 
visits.”

Willard Follett writes from Bellevue, 
Mich.: "The annual all-day meeting of 
Spiritualists will be held at Follett’s 
Corners, miles north of Bellevue, on 
Sunday, June 24. Speakers are Mrs. 
Marian Carpenter, of Detroit, and Dr. J. 
M. Peebles, of Battle Creek, is ex
pected.” ■

J. F. Blaney writes from Malden, 
Mass.: “I send my heartfelt thanks for 
the premium books. I am unable to ex-
press my appreciation in words to ; 
for the grand and good work you are 
ing us all as we are journeying 
through life."

Dr. Ravlin closed bis first year’s

<&•

Take due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
l ull name ami address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes bo and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

The Cleveland (Ohio) Press says: 
“They say that a Spiritualistic medium 
located the first oil well at Bradford, 
Pa., about twenty-five years ago, when 
this was a little settlement of less than 
a thousand. The gusher proved such a 
big success that every person in the 
hamlet fell to drilling, and to-day the 
prosperous city of 18,000 surrounded by 
kopjes of tlie South African brand, is a 
vast wilderness of derricks.”

J, M. White writes from Alvo, Neb.: 
.“Some very amusing things occurred 
recently in connection with my mission
ary work in a town where it was a new 
thing. Some devout Christians circu
lated the report that I would have 
corpses right from the grave, walking 
about the hall, and on coming to the 
lecture they got where they thought 
they were safe. One lady said she 
would take a reading ‘just for fun;’ but 
when messages came from her departed 
husband, uncle and daughters It was 
not so funny as she hifd anticipated. 
My address will be Alvo, Neb,, until 
after presidential election.”

Dumont C. Dake, M. D., writes from 
-New York: “Our pen so long silent, is. 
again called upon to chronicle the spir
itual doings In this, the Empire City. 
Where darkness, bigotry and supersti
tion once prevailed, spiritual light is 
breaking. Progress is the modern gos
pel. An enlightened peace seems about 
to dawn-upon the world. Where base 
contentions once prevailed, heavenly 
reciprocities, at last shall stand forth 
shining with noon-day splendor. Per
haps In no other direction does the 
rounding of old antagonisms into beau
tiful symmetry appear to better advan
tage than in The spiritual influx, the 
foeallzution of this divine Arabula 
which to-day Is flooding this earth of 
ours with its inspiration, and has come 
to stay. The First Society has closed 
its meetings for the season, May 27, and 
will open tlie first Sunday in October. 
Mrs. Newton, the president, states that 
tbe society is out of debt, and in a pros
perous condition. This speaks well for 
Miss Mafgaret Gaule, Jhe gifted speak
er and noted platform test medium, 
whose ministrations have been so high
ly- successful. Her mediumship is of
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gagement with the First Association of 
Spiritualists of Philadelphia, the last 
Sunday in May. He has been engaged 
for another year. He left with Mrs. 
Ravlin, for Boston, Mass., on the 31st 
ult. His correspondents will address 
him care of Banner of Light, 9 Bos
worth street, until further notice.

The Columbus, 0., Post, May 24. says: 
“Tlie Ohio State Association of Spirit
ualists, at its meeting at Columbus, 
elected officers as follows: P.resldent, 
Thomas A. Black, of Cleveland; .first 
vice-president, W. D. Nlcum, of Dayton; 
second vice-president, C. H. Matthews, 
of New Philadelphia; secretary, John C. 
Hemmeter, of Cleveland; treasurer, 
Carrie Firth Curran, ot Toledo; trus
tees, Messrs Bond of Willoughby, Bax
ter of Ashley, Townsend of Lima, and 
Mrs. Kibby of Cincinnati. Delegates to 
the National Convention at Cleveland in 
October are: W. J. Hull, of the Light of 
Truth, Columbus, and C. B. Gould, of 
Cleveland. Alternates: Mrs. Zetta L. 
Else, of Galion, and Mrs. Folsom, of 
Columbus. The meeting, this afternoon 
18 an open one and addresses will be 
made by the members. To-night the 
principal address will be delivered by 
J. M. Peebles, the veteran, who has 
been three times around the world and 
expects to go again. Tests will be made 
by Dr. C. H. Figures, of Cleveland, and 
other addresses will be made. Music 
will be furnished by Mrs. Else and Miss 
De Long. Columbus has been chosen 
as the regular meeting place of the asso
ciation and the next convention will be 
held next May.”

A. G. Atcheson writes from Buffalo, 
N. Y.: “I want to tell you something 
about the Young People’s Spiritual In
stitute which was organized about three 
years ago for the social, moral and psy
chical development of the younger class 
of our city. We meet every Tuesday 
evening, alternating the program with 
business and social meetings, circles 
and lectures, and our success assures us 
wo arc doing much good. Our annual 
election of officers was held on Tues
day, May 15, In the First Spiritual 
Church.' resulting In the following
choice: President, H. Van Buskirk; first 
vice-president, Miss Lulu Bradley; sec
ond vice-president, Mrs. J. McQuillan; 
psychic moderator; Mrs. A. Atcheson; 
assistant moderator, Mrs. J. Wetherell; 
secretary, L. C. Beesing; treasurer, Miss 

’ J. Sutton; librarian, A. G. Atcheson.
Trustees, N. H. Eddy, W. Haggerty, A. 
Near, Laura Bradley, A. G. Atcheson. 
In connection with the institute we 
have about, seventy, volumes as . a 
nucleus for a library, for the benefit of 
which Mrs. A. G. Atcheson held a pub
lic seance in tbe churclr on May 22, 
and it was successful in every respect, 

‘about seventy being present Over 
twenty tests were given without one 
failure. Success to our institute’and 
the cause.’’ \ '

was held tills morning in the old 
Masonic Oathedral on South Third 
street, where al! the sessions are to be 
held, and there was quite a large at
tendance of members from all parts of 
the State, The afternoon meeting Is to, 
be devoted to another business session, 
but the evening meeting is to be an 
open one and a number ot Interesting 
addresses will be made by prominent 
Spiritualists of the State. The principal 
address Is to be delivered by ex-Mayor 
J. B. Townsend, of Lima, who was an 
associate of the late Senator Brice, and 
who is well known in this city.’’ -.

G. Thiese writes from Akron, Ohio: 
"We had Mrs. T. De. Bartholomew, 
from Buffalo, N. Y., formerly from Cin
cinnati and St. Louis, Mo., with us, 
giving trumpet seances and private 
sittings.” -

H. H. Fross writes from the Indiana 
S. S. Home: “Please correct the name 
of Mrs. Sheets to that of Mrs. M. E. 
Skeels, of Onarga, Ill., who spoke here 
from the 6th to the 10th of this month. 
The work is growing here nicely.”

The Spiritualists everywhere should 
co-operate with this Western Society 
for the suppression of vice. The Chicago 
Herald says that in issuing its annual 
statement of its work the Western So
ciety for the Suppression of Viee ap
peals to all classes of citizens who are 
interested in protecting society from 
the baneful Influences of vile literature, 
pictures, etc, Since its organization this 
branch of the society has secured 619 
arrests, 498 convictions for crimes 
against virtue, destroyed over eight 
tons of vile literature, and 28,000 vile 
Instruments, pictures and packages of 
medicines. The sentences imposed upon 
parties arrested aggregate more than 
164 years’ imprisonment find more than 
$80,000 in fines, besides costs. It is hard 
to estimate the baleful and Insidious 
effect of the traffic in obscene literature, 
disgusting pictures ánd'Héwd photo
graphs, upon school chlldreii, .against 
which this society*  wages unceasing 
war. It seems almost incredible that 
persons should be found so lost to 
alíame as to engage in the business of 
disseminating this literary and pictorial 
filth among the young and unsuspecting 
for gain. But the records of the Society 
for the Suppression of Vice testify to 
the activity and persistence of these 
propagators of Infamy. All those who 
sympathize with the society in its 
efforts to destroy this black and insidi
ous traffic should send thfelr contribu
tions to its treasurer, E. G. Keith, 
Metropolitan National Bank, Chicago. 
The work, should never lack funds.

J. Bullion wwrites from Michigan: 
"Mesgic^iid our sister village, Sherman, 
are till excitement, and many, of our 
orthodox friends have been led into 
new channels of thought. Dr. W. O. 
Knowles, of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
called upon us on his way home from 
Frankford, Mich. lie delivered two 
lectures, with tests, in Sherman, on 
Sunday, May 13, to appreciating au-

a high order, clean cut and convincing, 
¿he reaches a large class who would 
otherwise be unapproachable on the 
spiritual line. Her messages are com
forting to those In sorrow, and convinc
ing to the skeptics. She has faithfully 
filled her post, with great honor to her
self and guides, and with entire satis
faction to her hearers.”

Laura B. Payne writes from Topeka, 
Kansas: “We have recently effected a 
union of two of the strongest societies 
here, the Church of the Good Spirit and 
the Progressive Spiritual Union, under 
the name of the Church of Spiritualism. 
The organization is now getting in 
working order, and the prospects are. 
good for a great forward movement of 
the cause. Meetings are held twice 
every Sunday at Lincoln Post Hall, 
Mrs. L. A. Maybee and myself lectur
ing, Mrs. Inez Wagner giving tests. 
There Is a good interest in the meetings, 
and I feel that a good work Is being 
done. One thing so essential to good 
meetings we certainly have, and that is 
good singing. Our people ‘Sing with 
the spirit and the understanding.’ We 
make it a point to have the best vocal 
and Instrumental music, which I find is 
sadly lacking in a great many- of the 
Spiritual congregations. Last Sunday 
evening memorial services were lield in 
our church. A very impressive and in
teresting programme was listened to by 
a large and appreciative audience. Ex
Senator Peffer delivered tlie memorial 
sermon, followed by myself with a short 
address, and Mrs. L. A. Maybee with 
experiences of war as a soldier’s wife. 
The Church of Spiritualism is chartered 
under the N. S. A. We have also a so
ciety here called ‘The Ladles' Temple 
Builders,’ the purpose of which Is to 
collect funds for erecting a Spiritual 
temple at this place. Thus here and 
elsewhere the good work goes steadily 
on, and I feel that at no very fur dis
tant day the disciples of Spiritualism 
will be scattered all over this broad 
land and will . be numbered by the 
millions.”

Mrs. L. B. Brocklebank writes from 
Cleveland, Ohio: “The East End Spirit
ualists' Society has had with them for 
the month of May Dr. J. M. Temple, of 
Washington, D. C. There have been, 
very good meetings each Sunday even
ing during the Doctor’s visit. He has 
a very pleasing and attractive manner 
and his tests are very fine, he being able 
to Impersonate the spirits which appear 
to him so perfectly in every little detail 
that no one is who is honest to them
selves and towards the medium can 
fall to recognize their friends who come 
through him.” . '

Abbie E, Sheets began an engagement 
for the Owosso (Mich.) Spiritualist So- 

.ciety, May 27, remaining there' until 
after June 10. June 16 and 17 she will 
speak In Sturgis, Mich., at the yearly 
meeting. She will attend funerals. Per
manent address. Grand Ledge, Mich., 
Box 833. Grand Ledge Camp programs 
are now ready. Send to M. L. Phares 
for them. '

T. S. Russell writes: “The Englewood 
Spiritual Union is now in charge of 
Mrs. L. N. Claman, who is giving ex
cellent service as teacher and medium. 
The entertainment given on the.' evening 
of the 24th was one of the best of the 
year; many strangers were with us to 
enjoy the good things presented by a 
number • of earnest workers. ‘The 
Family Feud,’ a farce, by Irene Russell 
and others, was highly appreciated. 
Next month we have ‘Ben Hur.' ”

Thomas Harding writes: “Mr. Giles 
B. Stebbins is expected to be present 
and take part in the exercises (with Dr. 
J. M. Peebles, Mrs. Sheets and others) 
at the ‘June Meeting’ in Sturgis, Mich. 
This, the . 43d anniversary ; meeting, 

: comes oft on Saturday and Sunday, 16th-
and 17th, la the Spiritual Church in that 
city. Those conventions have always 

' been remarkable for three good things,

diences. All of the tests, descriptions 
and names in full, were promptly recog
nized. He also spoke at our school
house Saturday evening and kjonday 
evening to a house full of curious peo
ple, taking subjects from the audience, 
and followed by tests. He also lec
tured in the Carpenter schoolhouse, 
three miles north. Dr. Knowles is a 
line magnetic speaker."

W. Nye Means, of Battle Creek, Mich., 
interested the friends lately at Wone
woc, Wls., with manifestations given 
through his mediumship. He also vis
ited Reedsburg, where he has a patient.

J. Madison Allen has been busily at 
work recently at Neosho, Central City, 
Carterville and Webb City, Mo. Gen
eral address, 1129 Campbell street, 
Springfield, Mo.

The Progressive Thinker has taken no 
part in the controversy (war) going on 
between the English and Boers. Spirits 
without number have called it an un
holy, unpatriotic and selfish wav on tbe 
part of England. Here is one fact that 
we advise all to study carefully: “The 
Transvaal community Is a republic in 
name only. In reality it is one of tbe 
worst oligarchies that ever existed. 
Equal rights were unknown In this 
quasi-republlc. Roman Catholics and 
Jews Were excluded from political and 
military offices, and were not allowed to 
send their children to tbe free state 
schools. A section of the Transvaal

H. M. E.avrltes “Thé Court Street 
Spiritualist Society of Saginaw, Mich., 
is still holiiug meetings every Sunday 
In G. A. Rj Hap; The interest among 
the Investigators is steadily iucreasing. 
The 27th ult. we had very interesting 
Memorial Day services. Dr. Eldridge, 
our régulai speaker, delivered the ad
dress; some school children sang patri
otic songs, and prof. P. O. Hudson, of 
Bay City, «ne of > tbe flutist musicians in 
Michigan, kindly favored us with vocal 
and vlolini.solos,'.which were highly ap
preciated.”., V

Address.,G. W- Kates and wife, 5G0 
Seventh ayenuq North, Minneapolis, 
Minn. All items for the State Spirit
ualists Association of Minnesota, will 
reach the secretary, at the same ad
dress.

Dy. Emma N. Warne returned last 
week from an extended trip to Meklco, 
and will be glad to greet her friends 
again at 4203 Evans avenue. She en
joyed her trip greatly, returning with 
renewed strength and vigor. She brings 
back ' good reports from Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne and his mining interests. He 
will return to Chicago soon.

On the evening of May 22, a large 
number of friends met at Mrs. Hamil
ton Gill’s residence, to celebrate the 
twentieth birthday of Norme Keuiston, 
one of Mrs. Gill’s principal controls. 
Mrs. Grahanl, Miss Lucy Albach, Miss 
Fash and Professor Tolman contributed 
largely to the entertainment of the 
guests by their playing and singing 
several musical selections, After the 
Ice cream and cake had been served 
the rest of the evening was devoted to 
danelng. The parlors were beautifully 
decorated with, flowers, which were 
presents from many of the friends. The 
friends will please note that Mrs. Gill's 
new address is now 83. Oakley Boule
vard, where she holds on Thursday 
evening at 8 p. m., the regular publie 
circle.

Brother Walker writes from Makan
da, Ill. : "There' are only a few avowed 
Spiritualists In this vicinity, yet there 
are many who would be glad to investi
gate the subjèct, and if a good, reliable 
lecturer or test medium would give us a 
call as they pâss on the Illinois Central, 
I think much -good might be done. 
Fakirs or frauds are not wanted. No 
discussion In your richly laden columns 
has surprised me so much as that on 
the creed question. Why not be con
tent with a statement of the simple, ex
act truth? State plainly what Spirit
ualism is, and our belief in it, and in a 
pure, kind, loving, virtuous, spiritual 
life, and if anything mere is deemed 
necessary, we might add, that these 
grand, fundamental principles, being 
accepted and practiced, Spiritualists are 
perfectly free th accept and believe 
what seems true and right to each Indi
vidual, on all other subjects. It seems 
to me all could cordially endorse such 
a creed or statement, and no other. 
And I am not sure but that we owe it to 
ourselves, If not to the world, to make 
such a statement.. With your leave I 
would Hite to ask Prof. F. E. Titus a 
question or two. : It is claimed that sci
ence is based on demonstrated facts, 
but some; intelligent, thinking men with 
whom 1 have conversed, hold that the 
existence of ether and ‘ultimate atoms’ 
has never been demonstrated; and that, 
In the nature oi things, it is impossible 
to count the waves in the ray that pro
duces the violetllight, if made with the 
rapidity as alleged, of 750,000,000,000,
000 per second. uThey say it is assumed 
guess work. Please give us some Infor
mation ah to how these things are 
known and demonstrated to be true, 
and you ¡will oblige many readers of 
The Progressive Thinker.”-

G. W. Kateg land wife held well-at- 
tended-nnd excellent" meetings in' La 
Crosse, Wis.; May 25, 27 and 28. Dur
ing June they >vlslt Princeton, Long 
Lake, Aitkin and Beveridge, Minn., and 
Grand Forks, N. D. Wheaton, Minn., 

, wants them to dedicate their new- tem- 
p]e which is nearly ready for occupancy. 
Minneapolis and St. Paul societies are 

’ arranging a series of grove meetings, to 
, be held during July.

G. F. Perkins writes: “The Beacon 
। Light Church has just enjoyed two en-, 
I tcrtalnments ai)d ice cream socials, 
[ May 30 and 31,' at 675 Larrabee street.

I VITAL NEED.
More Energy Among Spirit

ualists.
? SIAM LING DISCLOSURES

~y • $, i

constitution declares that all 
not Christians can be arrested 
warrant.”

Will C. Hodge is open for

viz.: Good, speaking, good- music, and 
good fellowship. Parties of ten or more 
can get reduced rates on most railroads. 
Fix up your business So that you can 
come.” ' ’ c ■ .

.Mrs. Anna Gillespie writes from Los 
Angeles, Cali: “I am serving the Har- 
mould Society here for a' timei I have 
fino audiences and much Interest. On 
account of póor.health of my son I have 
canceled my Eastern camp engage
ments for this season.” .

The Columbus, Ohio, Post says: “The 
Ohio Spiritualists’ Association is hold
ing its second annual convention in this 
city' to-day. The preliminary session

4

persons 
without

engage-
ments for June, and the first twelve 
days of July. Will make very reason
able terms with camp associations, or 
for grove meetings in any locality. 
Will respond to all calls for' funerals. 
Address 40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill.

J. Madison Allen writes: “Will some 
one who believes in Infinite Intelli
gence please state whether Infinite 
Power and Infinite love are not also 
equally entitled to our ‘belief’ .and 
equally essential to the existence and 
perpetuity of an Infinite Universe?”

The Independent Church Students- of 
Nature, last Sunday night May 27, at 
their hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
closed their public services there for the 
summer. The occasion was made a spe
cial one, with a profusion of floral dec
orations and a magnificent token of es
teem presented to the pastor, Mrs. M. 
Summers, who Is already engaged for 
the ensuing year, commencing next Sep
tember. The pianist, whose faithful 
services were also recognized, Is en
gaged for the next year. Mrs. Summers 
Is now to occupy a pulpit in the UnIver- 
sallst church at Greenup, Ill., for a 
season.

Ellen E. Buffam writes from Minne
sota: “I wish to thank you for. the Ency
clopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit world, which was duly received 
and Is being read by me with. much 
pleasure. I shall pass it around to some 
of my friends who are unbelievers, and 
trust It will set some of them to think
ing."

H. Howard writes from Toronto, Can
ada: "The Toronto Spiritual 'Society has 
Dr. A. M. Wheeler for the month of 
June, lecturing and giving tests. Tbe 
truth is spreading rapidly, here in'To
ronto. Three years Ugo-there was not 
twenty-five Spiritualists here; now 
there are hundreds.”,

The following is from a Redwood 
(Minn.) paper: “G. W. Kates and wife, 
Spiritualists, with the wife as the prin
cipal portion of the entertainment, were 
at the opera house last Sunday and 
Monday, both afternoons and evenings. 
The crowd was not large at the outset, 
but Sunday evening found a larger 
crowd, and Mondayafternoon and even
ing the crowd was still larger. Mr. 
Kates is a fair reader. Mrs. Kates Is a 
whirlwind of a talker. Words fall from 
her lips as rapidly as heated honey 
from an overtaxed hive. She declared 
that Spiritualism 18 as much a pdrtidn 
of the Bible’as were the. other forms of 
religion, and for every two verses in the 
Bible against Spiritualism - she would 
point out two In favor of it. She de
clared that It was as necessary to have 
a medium between the soul of the dear 
departed and living relative as dirt be
tween the seed and the air.' Mrs. Kates 
gave several tests and the subjects on 
which she worked all announced that 
she was right Her easiest subject was 
the local editor of our esteemed contem
porary, who was so influenced by the 
eloquence of the lady that he came near 
falling off his chair -while Mrs. Kates 
was moving her hands about his fdc^"

The only unpleasant thing was the ex
treme warmth of the atmosphere In a 
crowded hall the first night. The sec
ond evening was an improvement so far 
as comfort was concerned. A splendid 
program both evenings was given by 
volunteer talent, some numbers being 
especially fine. We return thanks for 
the patronage and assistance of the 
friends.”

Oscar Hamberg writes from Wash
ington: “The Progressive Thinker and

In this rapid and progressive age 
when almost every mouth of each pass
ing year is heavily fraught with some 
new invention .or startling discovery in 
tlie realms of science, it would appear 
to a casual observer to be a very hiu'd 
matter for a person to even suggest a 
field in both the mental and physical 
worlds which has not been thoroughly 
exhausted. In some respects this may 
be true, but let all earnest investigators 
rest assured that there is yet much to 
discover.in, and from, the vast store
house of the boundless universe. The 
tireless searcher for pure unalloyed 
truth can yet find many fruitful spots 
in which to bestow his talents to a good 
advantage, one of which I would re
spectfully suggest as worthy of Investi
gation.

From the early dawn .of history up to 
the present time, man has been exert
ing almost superhuman energy in a j 
ceaseless effort to discover or devise a ■ 
system of some kind by which he can 
correctly read the scroll upon whose 
mystic pages the inexorable hand of 
Fate, has already stamped'the unborn 
events of coming» years. Ancient his-’ 
tory records many instances of numer
ous individuals as being endowed with 
this marvelous power, and there are 
many well-authenticated cases of the 
present time where a few members of 
the Gypsy tribe can to a limited extent 
correctly foretell the future. Yet none 
who have made these unerring predic
tions, be who they may, have ever been 
able to give to the world a lucid expla- 
natioi} of the art or system by which 
they succeed in reaching such wonder
ful conclusions. Or many of these truly 
gifted people when urged to reveal their 
mode of prophecy, always discreetly 
veil their ignorance beneath the ever 
convenient shadow of a deep mystery.

I do not mean this somewhat strong
assertion to include Spiritual mediums 
or clairvoyants. Here, in mybpiniou, is 
where earnest workers in the cause of 
Spiritualism can in many ways greatly 
assist to enlighten and . elevate man
kind in many ways from the baneful In
fluence of error and superstition, and at 
the same time they will not fail in reap
ing an enduring reward of personal 
fame. If the true principles of what is 
now generally considered a disrepu
table science, were put forth to the 
world In a clear and concise manner, 
divested as much as possible of vague, 
uncertain theories, and all elements of 
a mysterious character, I think that 
there would soon be no necessity for 
the enactment of severe and often un
just laws to regulate, but whose actual 
motive is to suppress all mediums, 
clairvoyants, etc., whether they tell the 
truth or not. Laws which Impose an 
excessive privilege tax on a designated 
avocation, legally brand It as 9 crime. 
Here is something of more immediate 
Importance than debating the details 
Incident to a life beyond the grave.

Let all true Spiritualists zealously 
teach the people that there is a very 
marked contrast between a clairvoyant 
medium and a palmist, card reader, or a 
common , fortune-teller. That many 
otherwise intelligent people regard the 
science of prophecy through spirit 
power, in the same light as any other 
method of clever Imposition, is clearly 
evident from laws already in force, 
grimly proclaiming that many "wise 
men" in our halls of legislation make no 
distinction, and regard Spirit mediums 
just as pernicious to the public welfare 
as are'those arrogant fradds who never 
fall to advertise in glowing and seduc
tive language In tbe dully papers that 
they alone have the miraculous gift of 
of revealing the future, and that they 
never fall if a given price is advanced, 
to banish troubles of all kinds from 
rich and poor. ,

This would not attract our notice did 
not these human vampires often seek to 
shield their heinous impositions beneath 
the name of Spiritualism. Here is an

' other spot In the spiritual field which Is 
badly In need of cultivation by our sln- 
cere writers and thinkers. Spiritualists 
should try and organize Into 11 body un
der some permanent form solely for mu

. tual protection. Let us create a sinking 
fund in order to cause the rdpeal of all 
laws which by means of excessive priv- 

; ilege taxes, unjustly class honest clalr- 
; voyant mediums with the arrogant 1m-

Persona! Hypnotism/ Will
Power, Nerve *

seven excellent premium 
ceived. I thank you very 
them.”

B. W. Sprague and wife

books re- 
much for

will be at
houle during the month of June. They 
have been engaged for the Cassadaga 
picnic, June 8, 9 and 10, and will serve 
the society at Lyona, Pa., June 16. 
They have open dates for the coming 
fall and winter months. Address 618 
Newland avenue, Jamestown, N. Y.
• Mrs. Helen V. Fairchild writes from 
Denver, Colo,: “I will arrive at Lily 
Dale, June 20, and remain the entire 
season, again presenting the divine 
manifestations of the soul.”

Dr. C. W. Hidden, of Newburyport, 
Mass., was tbo orator of the day at 
Portsmouth, N. H., on Memorial Day, 
and this is what The Times says about 
It: "The oration by Dr. C. W. Hidden, 
who for the fourth consecutive year ad
dressed the veterans nnd friends, was à 
masterpiece of eloquence, and listened 
to with closest' attention. His per
sonal tributes to those who had died 
during the year were especially appro
priate and in’ harmony wltji the day. 
Dr. Hidden is a speaker who wins the 
approval ot his'audience, holds their, at
tention, and to-whom it is a rare pleas
ure to listen. He is'heart and souLin- 
térested in the work and welfare of the 
G. A. R. and U.'V.’ U., and as a"speaker 
can rarely*  be excelled.”

Georgla'''Gladfs Cooley writes: “I 
wish to fliink all my friends for their: 
kind worSs of encouragement and fare-: 
well messages,. I alpo express my re
grets at not being at home when so 
many called to say a few words df love.. 
RcmembérL'tirnt space and time are as 
naught té thè sjnrlU and I will be with 
you often, even, though the cars'will 
carry me Aver 2^00 miles from you. T 
most sincerely wish to thank many of, 
tlie Splflahllsta of Chicago and other 
places for thelr.Jtind support and sym
pathies extended^ to the First Spiritual 
Church' and Sunflower Club. Brother 
Green of .the Forrestville'Congregation
al Ohurclil has lllndly consented to oc
cupy my’platform the last Sunday in 
September (opening of fall season), and 
I know -all will bq in readiness for a; 
good winter’s work on my return, the 
first Sunday in(October. My address at 
present will be 290 Columbia street, 
Portland, Oregon.”

. "Poems of; Progress,” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read In her 
varied moods; “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
lové genulne poetry, arid especially by 
Spiritualists. . The volume is tastily, 
printed and bound. Price $1.

The Commandments Analyzed, prie« 
25 cents. . Big Bible Stories, cloth 50 
cents. ? r-

Magnetism
Is the intangible power that controls human destiny. It is the key toiM 
business and social succm. All truly great men and women are magnetic, 
they know how to win and hold people. This power does not come by 
cliance, but it ta anart, a science, depending upon curtain fixed laws which

everyone should understand. By our new system you can learn in a few days at your own koine and not 
only achieve success yourself, but you can Influence the minds, health and actions of others, we guur*  
aulec it. Our profusely illustrated treatise tells exactly how to acquire these marvelous powers. It is the 
most expensive and most comprehensive work of tbe kind ever published. It is from the pens of the world • 
inost famous ueientists. This wonderful book lias been the means oi bringing sucuew. happiness and health 
to thousands of persons. A postal card will bring it.- It’s Free. Head the following convinc
ing te*tiniouy,  and \»rltu to-day.

Kev. Paul Weller, Box 200. Gorman, N. Y.reays: “Your Instructions have given mo a power 
and a force of character 1 did not dream it was possible for me to acquire. :

G. 8. Idncoln, M. B., 101 Crutchfield Street,Dallas,Tex.,writes; “Thebook wasarevelft- . 
tloutome. Your methods are far In advance of any I have ever seen.” t :

Ml*«  Katherine Messinger, of Corry. Pa..sayB: M Yonr instruction has made a new wo
man ot me. Possibilities liave been opened up that I never dreamed had existed before. Everyone 
should understand your grand science, and there would be less misery, poor health, and unhappineM 
in the world.”

We have thousands of letterB similar to above. Do not send money, the Bootle free

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, Dept. NB15 Rochester, N. Y.
But alas! the wretched and melan-1 

choly experience of many a faithful 
medium, and the sad self-sacrificing life 
of many a magnetic healer, painfully 
Remonstrates the awful fact, that the 
much vaunted gratitude of the public 
toward its real benefactors, Is either a 
pleasant myth, or has long since van
ished Into a dream qf tbe past.

DR. B. F. WEYTHMAN.
Memphis, Tenu. -

FREE ASTHMA REMEDY,
Free Trial Bottle to Everyone Who 

Suffers from Asthma.
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FROM THE N. S. A.
To the Editor and Readers of The Pro

gressive Thinker—Dear Friends:—The 
N. S. A. is moving on with Its good 
work, and is still receiving contribu
tions to the Mayer fund. We are en
couraged by the kindly words and con
tributions that come to this office from 
all parts of the country. Many of the 
donations are small, and can be but Illy
spared by those who so cheerfully send 
them, but they are all appreciated and

A physician who suffered many years from violent) 
attacks of asthma, has discovered a sure cure for (hb 
disease, and Is now entirely recovered. hw wri|» 
ten letters to the leading newepupers ol-Cbc country 
requesting that their readers bo informed of this nejV 
remedy, and that he will mail, free, a trial bottle Co 
anyone who writes for it. it has cured quite a oumbep. 
0} people who obtained tbe free triadi is an abesjut^ 
cure, perfectly safe and harmless, and so fortifies thp 
|rstem that the cure is permanent. Write to W. fc 
Walrath, Box <18, Adams, N. T., and he will forwarj 
vt once by mall, prepaid, a trial bsrtls, so that yoi^ 
can teat It and see what it will do ta your case, Aq 
offer like this ought to be taken advantage of by every 
reader. Write to-day without fall. Don't wait.

PUBLICATI0N3
— OF —

S«, à..-. HUDSON TUTTLFN. 8. A. with them. The recent sug- Il V 1/ C/V 11 1U1 ILL.
gestion of Brother Cole, that the work
ing people in our .ranks send each a do
nation of twenty cents to this office for 
the Home, these contributions to be 
called a “Labor Fund,” is meeting with 
good response, and we are dally re
ceiving such contributions, for all of 
which the donors have our grateful 
thinks.

We trust that no one who has not 
given something to tlje Heme fund, 
who reads Giese lines will refrain from 
doing se, we sdll need nearly three 
thousand dollars to fill the fund, even if 
every person who has pledged—and not 
yet paid—towards it, fully meets his or 
her obligation, therefore we trust that 
all friends of the cause, will do Uieir 
part towards makipg this a success.

We have a donation of several hun
dred pretty (woklets of poems to be 
sold for the benefit of the Home fuud. 
Tbe collection of poems is a worthy dbe 
that may grace any home, and please 
any lover of poetry. It is published by 
Mrs. H. Straub, of Syracuse, N. Y„ in 
loving memory of her ascendefl son. 
The poems are not of a personal char
acter, but aro such as the utmost 
stranger to their author can find pleas
ure in. We sell these pretty booklets 
at 25 cents a copy, two cents extra by 
mall. They can be had at this office, 
and not only help tbe N. S. A. thereby, 
but also secure n gem for your homes, 
or as a gift to friends.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
Secretary N. S. A.

600 Penna Ave. S. B., Washington, D. 0.

pastors who constantly Infest the prin
cipal cities of the United States. Spir
itualists who favor this plan could 
easjly contribute from ten cents to a 
dollar, which should be held in trust by 
some responsible party, said party to be 
nominated by a majority of those who 
have created the sinking fund.

I have merely sketched a rough out
line of a subject which I would very 
much like to see agitated in The Pro
gressive Thinker, for I have striven for 
many years to do my part toward set
tling spirit philosophy upon a perma
nent foundation. In view of these 
facts it is very evident that few genu
ine mediums have the courage to en
dure the scorn of a pitiless public which 
following the example set by the law
makers seldom discriminates between 
a clalrroyffat medium and a brazen for
tune-teller. Spiritualism never pre
tends to go beyond the bounds of na
ture, and yet generally the first thing 
people do when they begin to study Its 
philosophy, 1s to eagerly search for 
tests of a personal nature, often expect
ing through an Immature medium, sat
isfactory. answers to questions that 
would completely confound a deeply 
learned philosopher, Thus falsely re
garding a clairvoyant as nothing more 
than a caterer to the whims of public 
curiosity. Spirit mediums should never 
forget that they fire simply humble 
workers in a field of philosophy that 
will beyond a doubt eventually control 
the minds of the leading thinkers of the 
world.-

A medium should ever strive to esti
mate the mortal world a’t its true value, 
and while they should always do every
thing possible toward alleviating the 
troubles incident to humanity, both me
diums and healers should firmly im
press upon the minds of the people, that 
it is unjust to censure them for exact
ing a reasonable income for their serv
ice. Money may be the indirect cause 
of a great amount of evil, yet in our 
present imperfect state of civilization 
no human being can exist without it.

Taking all minor facts into consider
ation I think it absurd for anyone to im
agine that spirit, philosophy, can in any 
form flourish ■without the aid of'money, 
and I think it only a matter of justice 
that mediums, and magnetic healers 
should be expected to receive a stipu
lated reward for their labor from each 
Individual whomjjiey benefit.' This fee 
Is only a just equivalent, and not a gift 
bestowed by a generous patron. I can 
not imagine how the public mind be
came imbued with the idea that Spirit
ualists should expend their time and 
labor for the good of the people, and 
not expect, a just recompense in hard 
cash! To thls.emphatic assertion many 
professed Spiritualists are ready to ex
claim, "Surely a grateful people will not 
forget to reward those who have taught 
them the realities of spirit life, or who 
have brought them out of many griev
ous troubles?” ■ .

To a certain .limited extent this con-
lecture is based on truth.

. . ■•••;. ■ . ’ " ■ ’ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■' -r
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Washington, D. C.
Spiritualism in this city has had 

successful and gratifying season

--------0---------
A. LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 

SCIENCE, 1
-------- 0--------

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OP
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

Thia work essays to utlllje and explain tbe vast af*
rey of facts Jn its field of research by referring 
to a common cause, and ftom them arise to the

conditions of Man's spiritual being. Third «IF 
tkm. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCfc

ENCE.
Not servile trust to the Gods- out knowledge of ths 

Ipwo qf the world, belief in the divinity of mau ahi^ 
hl*  eteraal progress toward perfection is the fouadP 
tidh bf this book. Price, Hi

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
Ip tbii iU>ry the ae.ae0 .je l»lu on earth, and I: 

iplrltvorttl piertffinj the aplrltwd .............
die real Ine of spiritual heuige, Alli 
titee on that iubjeck ar. anivered. 1 fileenl

fc

a 
of

work. The First Association of Splrlt- 
aullsts closed its meetings for the sea
son in Masonic Hall, Sunday evening, 
May 28. Notwithstanding the warmth 
of the evening, a large audience was in 
attendance. In response to appeals 
from the platform, a splendid collection 
was taken, and the society closed Its 
season free from debt. The work of the 
year has been a good one, and reflects 
much credit upon President Wood, and 
his helpful co-operators. The associa
tion will reopen its meetings In October, 
and the outlook for another season of 
good and effective work for Spiritual
ism is promising. '

The children’s lyceum also closed its 
season on the above mentioned date; 
its success has been most pleasing, the 
loyal workers in this school have rea
son to be proud of their labors, and of 
the children they have encouraged to
attend each week. The prospect for fu
ture good work in this direction is more

ARCANA OF NATURE, .
The History and Laws of Creation. Rerlaed sift 

annotated EmHed edition. “The Cosmotony of Sofa 
Itualtam.” Price, r '
THE PHILOSOPHY QF SPIRIT AND THR

SPIRIT-WORLD.
EBfflish «dltlon. Price, 11.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAWk
Containing tbe latest Investigations aM dtepoAsriW. 

and a thorough presentation at thia InMHhWnB «tUM 
jecL EnfUsIi «ohlon. Price, ¡1.

THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OR
THE SACRED HEART. .

This book was written for an object, ba*  be«A 
prqaoupced equal In it*  exposure of the dtabolicar 
methods of Catholicism to "Uncle Tom’s CabuLf. 
Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT,
A thrilling psychological story of evangcliaatlou 

and free thought. It Is to Proteitantlam what “Th*  
Secrets of tbe Convent" is to Catholicism. Price, 8®' 
cents. ■

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM? '
How to Investigate. Row ta form circles, and dfr 

velop and cultivate mediumship. Naaei of eminent 
Spiritualist«. Their (eetlihouy. Eight-peg*  l/M» wf 
mission work. Slagle copies. 5 cents; 100 for 11.23.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
Bv Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains ibt 

best peem« pt tbe abtber, and some of tbo most poW 
lar song« with the music by «eminent competers. TM 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. &5 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, |1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, tbe lyceum and societies. A manual 

of physical. Intellectual anu spiritual culture. BS 
Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by the of which I 
progressive l/oeutn, a spiritual or liberal socle tv may 
be organized and conducted without oltMr aastatanci 
Price, &o cents; by the dozen, 48 cent*,  Kxprest 
charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS,

For humane Education, with plan of tbe Angel 
Prl;e Oratorical Contest*.  By Emma Hood Tuttle. 
Price. 25 cents.
All Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heighta. Ohio,

NEW EDITION,

than fair. An excursion and picnic tò 
the lyceum Is to take place down the ;THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
river, June 2.

The Ladles’ Aid has performed most 
excellent work, and made a success of 
its meetings and entertainments, it has 
turned a go.odly sum into the treasury 
of the First Association, as a result of 
the faithful work of the ladies who 
constitute its membership. Its closing 
meeting for the season was held at tbe 
hospitable home of Mrs. Chapman, on 
the evening of May 31. After the busi
ness exercises, a season of social con
verse, and of entertainment was In
dulged in, during which Prof. Longley 
rendered one of his spiritual songs, and 
the messenger spirits of Mrs. Fdrguson 
and Mrs. Longley voiced their greetings 
and sentiments to the company. The 
entertainment closed with a collation 
at tbe genial board of the hostess, of 
which the large number partook with 
appreciation and enjoyment, not forget
ting to respond royally to the vote of 
thanks offered to the hostess for her 
hospitality by Mr. Wood.

A new Spiritual society has chartered 
with the N. S. A. in this city; Its work 
Is for the spread of Spiritualism. The i 
local mediums are doing a grand work, 
among them are Mrs. Stephens, Mr. Al-

Do t/c_ ^>ant ta organist a sooioty, for 
•octal, intellectual and spiritual advance» 

ment of the children and adults?

THE PROGRESSIVE 1YCEM
furnishes all you desire.

Do von want a self-Bustalntng society, founded oft 
tbe bulc principles of tbe eplrltnal pklioMphyf 
Tou hare !t tn TBE PROGBESSlTt'’ (TCEUW.

II furnishes a system of eveiatfou ar internal 
growth cot tbu old qupand pltcbar Su*4ay-»choeU

It dm somotbtDK to Interest and adraaca «very vnetft» 
Hf. and those who arc most active tn teaching 
tbe ones who learn most. •

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gtres every detail needed 

for effective organisation, and for conducting tbt 
abclety when established.

Il has Golden Chain RecitatlonBj the prettiest rongg 
and mucic; choral responses; a service for a Band 
of Mercy; oallstbcnios; how to make tbe badgeJL 
flags and banners; marching exercise«; full fib 
attractions in conducting the ex arc I sea, with par*  
llunentary rules, etc.

Many Spiritualists living In Isolation, have formed
lyceum. Intbclrown families: others hare banded, 
two or three fam Iles together, while large »octetlei 
bare organized on the lyceum platfcrM, and fouda 
great Interest tn this self-lnstTuciIre maUiod.

Do not wait for n "missionary’- to come to your u- 
alstanee, but take bold of the matter yourealf, pro
cure copies of the GUIDE, aud commence with the 
fewer many you find Interested.

lira.. Emma Rood Tuttle (address. Berlin HelgbU,temus, Mrs. Wahneke,Victor Wylde and , òtto; win answer an questions ’pertaining to iy- 
Mrs. Zoller. All are working for the I work.
good of humanity. The spirit world ' 
through Its Individual and Intelligent
messengers was never nearer the city 
of the nation, and- its people than at 
present. We frequently hear of inves
tigators among the congressmen, and 
others ■ in official life. The inquiry is 
great, especially as to whether the de-' 
parted live and can return to communi
cate with their friends.

MARY T. LONGLEY.

'.The price ot THE LYCEUM GUIDE Is 50 cents, post
paid. or by the dozen, 40 cents each, by express, 

•charges paid by receiver. Addrces

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS. O.

AN8ELL FÑIZE GÜRTEST
RECITATIONS,

$5^ADAYEASYS?KœwÆ 10 Advance Humane Education

fita ráptm. «U tecta, lattei, materiata. 
We teaeh

th« ut, ftralih «reret« ufi frnntk: 
. PÌMhleL nmpta», «t«., VJ1EK. 
ÜAtWorkt» CDiCWiATiaO.

iPlaUnf. Al basa «r trarellfif, tùtaif ’ 
orfivr», uritf «ad «elllac ProC Cray’«' , 
MmMm* Haite Watctea, Jnrtlry, , 
Taklevar«, Btayelaa «od ah aetal coatta. 
Ko anerictaee» Keary pitta. Uedenx. 
otethou. Wt do plaUng, Duarteiure . 
aotfita,«11 rixet. Otutnateed. Oaly«at* 1

in All Its Phases,

BY EMMA BOOB TUTTLE,

MYTH AND-MIRACLE.
Oneof Col. Bobt. G. Ingersoll’« best lectores, 1’rl-, 

So.- For s&Io at this office».

THE VOIOES.
; Sr Warren Sumner Barlow. Tie VodM) contain 
peen» of remarkable beauty and fcrofc They are meat excellent Price »LOO. ,- ; . 1

Lrcenma and Societies that wish to fret np el*  
rating. Interesting nod paying entertainment» can
not do better than to hare a Prize Contest, tlie en
tire plan, with tun directions, la In the book, ant 
maybe easily managed. Nothing kladlea enthuefaem 
more qulcMy than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth
ing la needed more. Any Individual may organlio 
one In hla own town and reap a Aaanelal reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS. *
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, ' 
Berlin Heights, Ohio*)
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This department Ib under the man
agement Of ■ ' ;

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

NOTE.—The Questlous and Answers 
have called forth such a host' of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
jheir questions jmd write letters of in
quiry. Tfie supply ot matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
aud hence there is unavoidable dplay. 
Every one has to wait fils time'and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE-No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name aud ad

* dress must be' given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while 1 freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

which has deprived them of the enjoy
ment of life. They Unger near the 
scene of their misfortune, and advance 
out of their peculiar condition with 
great difficulty. The idea that they can 
be reached only through and by medi
ums, is a strange error for one versed in 
the philosophy of-Spiritualism to fall 
into. They may be awakened from the 
terrible hypnotism into which they 
have fallen, by coming into a circle. 
The true instructors of such “earth
bound” spirits are their spirit friends, 
or spirits who devote themselves to the 
work, with the zeal of missionaries and 
with much more intelligence and suc
cess. ■

L. M., Oregon: Q. What Is the cause 
of "red snow?"

A. Especially in high latitudes, and 
on mountains when the temperature 
rises above freezing, large areas of 

’snow-surfacb become stained as with 
blood. The cause is the growth of a 
microscopic plant of the class of algae. 
It multiplies like the yeast plant by di
vision and with astonishing rapidity. 
Its name is protoecus nivalis. There is 
a species I*,  vlridls, or green protoecus, 
which is almost every where present, 
forming the green or greyish layers or 
granulations on rocks, fences and the 
shaded side of buildings. As the red 
protoecus Is first green and changes its 
color under the influence of light, and 
moisture, there can be but slight differ
ence between the two. Like all the, 
lower forms of life, the germs are in
comprehensibly numerous and every
where diffused, hence their sudden ap
pearance when the proper conditions 
arise is not as wonderful as it appears 
to those unacquainted with. the lite- 
process of these lovrtsr orders.

Sleeper: Q. How many hours of 
sleep are required? .

A. One of the most wonderful phe
nomena of life is sleep. To think of the 
activities of the day falling into abso
lute rest, and the keenness of thought 
into unconsciousness simulating death. 
Yet on retirement at the usual hour, 
sleep Is expected and without the least 
hesitation we resign ourselves to obllv- 
lousness from which we expect to 
awake refreshed. The deprivation of 
food or water can be borne with less 
discomfort than the loss of sleep, for 
the activities of the body and mind can
not be continued for any unusual length 
'of time without rest being demanded. 
The length of the day is sufficient to ex- 
ihaust the energies aud night is wel
comed with the peaceful messenger it 
brings. Sleep comes as the restorer of 
strength; the sovereign remedy for the 
invalid; an anodyne for the tortured 
mind. Tlie physical energy is reduced,„ 
and in the later hours of the night or 
early morning the blood Is withdrawn 
from the surface, and circulation so di
minished that the most florid become 
pale. The labor of the heart Is reduced 
to a minimum, and that organ given 
rest, so much as possibly cun be given 
to one which eannot foy even a brief 
time pause in its labor. The brain re
ceives a much less qdantity of blood 
and practically the mind 'ceases to 
think.

In this state the waste and breakage 
of the day is repaired. New cells in 
muscle and nerve take the places of 
those broken down, aud if the rest is 
perfect we arise refreshed, renewed and 
ready for the tasks of the new day.

How many hours are required for this 
rest ? That depends on many circum
stances. It depends on how weary the 
body aud mind have become. The 
greater the strain, the more sleep re
quired. Children require more/ hours 
than adults. A disturbed sleep often 
wettries Instead of rests. A comfortable 
bed and pure air, fresh from the wide 
open window is conducive to dreamless 
sleep.

As an average eight hours’ sleep Is 
none too little, though many And that 
six is sufficient. Sleep before 5 o'clock 
in the morning is far more Invigorating 
tliat after that hour. The negative con
dition of the midnight hours is the 
natural period of repose.

“Mesmerist,” Paris, France: Q, Dr. 
X. LaMotte Sage gives the following 
propositions on hypnotism. If true, 
then there need be no fear of anyone 
being made to do criminal acts by hyp
notic influence and the fear in which it 
is held is groundless. What is the 
opinion of the Question Department?

“1. No one can be hypnotized against 
his will.

“2. No one can be hypnotized unless 
he coinplies with certain conditions, and 
does fits part to bring about the state.

”3. Anyone who is hypnotized has 
done more himself to Induce the state 
than the operator has done.

“4. The hypnotist possesses no special 
power, nor can he gain permanent con
trol over any one, or absolute control 
even temporarily, without the subject’s 
consent.

“5. To be hypnotized In no respect, 
shows a weakness, nor is the condition 
in any sense a pathological one.

“6. Hypnotism within itself is abso
lutely free from harm.”

A. (1) It is undoubtedly true that 
while the will is active no one cau b<\ 
hypnotized. If the will is aroused the 
Influence is gone. But the methods of 
the. hypnotist are such as allay the will 
and gain control before it is called into 
activity. The pleasant manners, and 
soft words of the successful salesman 
disarm opposition; the magnetic orator 
directs attention away from the point 
he would gain until he brings it forward 
when the will has become passive.

If the subject understands that he 
can overcome any and all hypnotic in
fluences by bls will, he is in no danger 
of passing under such control. The 
danger lies in his not knowing, and 
more in not being aware of its being ex
ercised, so as to guard against it.

(2) This proposition is quite true, and 
yet it should be modified, for the sub
ject may comply, unconsciously to him
self. If not well-informed as to the con
ditions and laws of control, he is certain 
to do so.

(3) It may be added that the subject 
may do even more, for he can become 
self-hypnotized, and thus do all for him
self.

(4) To perform the first experiment 
the subject’s consent would of course 
have to be gained, but after a few se
ances it would not have to be, for the 
suggestion might be made from one 
time to another.

(G) It may also be used for harm by 
those who are designing. If they have 
subjects ignorant of this power, aud 
how to antagonize and throw it off.

E. L. Sparrow: Q. Have any spirits 
reported on the condition of the popes 
in spirit life?

A. I have never seen or heard of a 
communication given by a spirit claim
ing to be a “pope of Rome,” and accord
ing to well-known spiritual laws, such 
communication would be difficult If not 
impossible were not the medium a Cath
olic. The departed Catholics form nn 
exclusive realm, with their great lead
ers in as dormant position as when on 
earth. Whatever influence these are 
aide to exert, is made through the 
priests of their own church. Whenever 
communications have been from this 
source they have had for their intent to 
cast obloquy and disgrace on the me
dium and those connected. Several 
well-known mediums have received 
communications saying that there was 
a Ihoronghly organized body pf Jesuiti
cal spirits for the acknowledged pur
pose of overthrowing the labor of those 
engaged in its extension. Facts, volu
minous in number and startling in sup- 
gestiveness, sustain this proposition. 
If a Spiritualist should receive a mes
sage purporting to come from a high 
dignitary ' of the Catholic church, he 
may feel positively assured that it Is 
from a deceiving spirit

A medium whois a true Catholic 
would be given only such impressions 
ns ihe Catholic priesthood would allow.

y.' U-

TffÇ, C/VMP-MEETINGS.
■__________ ___ ‘J- lu

Ashley Gamp. 0.
This camp begins July 29, and ends 

August 19, 1000. For programmes ad
dress H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

Bankson Lake, Mich.
Bankson Lake (Mich.) Camp-meeting 

commences June 3 and closes June 13. 
Nearest railroad station is Lawton. For 
full particulars address S. T. Beam, 
Lawton, Mich.

Maple Dell Camp, 0.
The National Spiritual aud Religious 

Camp Association will hold Its twelfth 
annual session, commencing July 22, 
ending September. For full particulars 
and programme, enclose stamp and ad
dress Lucy King, corresponding secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio.

Arkansas Valley Camp.
The Arkansas Valley Spiritual Asso

ciation will hold its 7tli annual camp
meeting in Island Park, at Winfield, 
Kansas, commencing July 7, and ending 
July 17, 1900. For full particulars ad
dress Clius. 0. Bethel, Winfield, Kans.

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
This camp opens July 29. The circu

lars are now ready and can be had upon 
application. In writing for them please 
enclose stamp for return postage. Ad
dress Albert P. Blinn, Clerk, G03 Tre
mont street, Boston, Mass.

Columbus Camp, 0.
This camp will open July 1, and close 

August 27. Send for programmes
Dr. W, D. Noyes, secretary, 189, 
Cleveland avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Pon-slie-wa-ing, Mich.

to 
N.

VIRGILIUS MARO.
Striking Thoughts of an Old 

Latin Poet.
1 have recently been indulging my 

fancy by re-reading Virgil.
Some thoughts are strikingly interest

ing now because of their analogy to 
modern Spiritualistic views. To read 
the poetical translations by Dryden and 
others, one loses the thought in the 
jingled metre of modern poetry. With 
the Latin Aeneid before me, 1 translate 
as nearly literal as possible. The 
scene Is in Averuls. Anchises; the 
father (a ghost) Is instructing the sou 
who bus been permitted to visit him 
there. Anchises proceeds: “In the first 
place a spirit within cherishes the 
heaven and earth and liquid plains and 
the shinihg orb of the moon, and Titan- 
Ian stars; and intelligence diffused 
through their members moves the 
whole mass and mingles itself with ihe 
greaf. body. Thence the race of men 
and bf birds, and of floeks; and what
ever monsters the sea produces be
neath Its marble surface. There is a 
fiery strength and heavenly origin to 
these first principles; so much so that 
destructive bodies do not clog them, nor 
earthy limbs and dying members do not 
blunt them.” [I put the disjunctive nor 
for the conjunctive que, of the Latin.]

“Henee they fear and desire, grieve 
and rejoice." .» • *[nn  exact parallel 
with modern spiritual ideas.]

“But also when life has left them 
with its last light yet not every impur
ity—nor all corporeal pollutions entirely 
depart from these unhappy creatures. 
It Is entirely necessary for a long time 
that things compounded with the soul 
should clink (Inolespere) to it in a won
derful manner. Hence they are exer
cised by punishments and they pay the 
penalties- of their former sins.” The 
lighter sins are expurgated by air—a

Spiritualist camp-meeting will be held 
at Pon-slie-wa-Ing, Mich., commencing 
June 15 and closing July 9. For full 
particulars address N. M. Kellam, man
ager, Oden, Mich.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
The camp-meeting of the Indiana As

sociation of Spiritualists will open at 
Chesterfield, Ind., July 19, and close 
August 26, 1900. For programmes aud 
further information address Flora Har
din, secretary, Anderson, Indiana.

New Era Camp, Oregon.
Its next annual gathering will be held 

beginning June 23 and ending July l(i, 
thus including four Sundays. Full par
ticulars may be had by addressing E. 
W. Penman, secretary, Canby, Oregon, 
or Mrs. Kate Obroek. vice-president, 309 
Shaver street, Portland, Oregon.

The
Delphos Camp,

twenty-second annual cainp-

higher or baser degree by water, 
the most heinous only by fire.

I think the following worthy of 
servance. which I will give both 
Latin and in English.

“Qulsque sues patimur manes.” I

but

ob- 
in

can
easily conceive of slight variations in 
the translation of “manes” in the 
above. Surely the substantial meaning 
is: "Each one must suffer for bls own 
wrong doing.” True, this is not the ex
act meaning of “manes.” Classical 
critics explain this word as signifying a 
kind of double personage belonging to 
each person, though separable there
from, yet it subjects him tq inflictions.

We are taught that in time, however, 
these sins are all washed out. Another 
spiritual analogy. But more like rein
carnation we have the following which 
I translate literally: “When all these 
have rolled the wheel for a thousand 
years, God calls them to’ the Betbean 
stream in a great band so that unmind
ful [of the past] they might revisit the 
upper convex world—and again shall 
.begin to wish to be restored to their 
bodies.” Then Anchises points out to 
Aeneas various shades of future heroes, 
who are to figure on earth. This is a 
very singular doctrine and I am not
aware that it has any parallel any-■-

to

Mrs. S. S. Rockhill: Q. Are spirits 
Who passed away by violent deaths; 
drawn to the place of the crime? If so i 
cannot mediums, any sympathetic per
sons, go to such places and assist such ■ 
spirits? . ' > :

A. The legendary, stories, of haunted 
houses, and appearances of spirits 
where crimes have.;been -committed, 
foster the belief that the spirit Ungers 
around the last scene of its mortal life, 
when violently thrust therefrom. This 
Is not by compulsion, nor Is it always 
time. In fact the majority of those 

■ meeting with violent deaths at once go 
a way, either with friends or by their at
tractions. Others who have no spirit 
friends, who have no place to attract 
them, enter spirit life, filled with re- 

-gret, and revenge for the injustice

where. We have there the shades of 
Romulus, Marcellus, Caesar and vari
ous other ghosts who (according to the 
poet’s fancy) are to figure upon earth In 
the future. I have written this article 
believing that these things in view of 
the teachings of Modren Spiritualism 
may possess something of renewed in-
terest The drinking from Lethe may 
throw light also on some modern “.origi
nal thoughts.” B. fe. ANDERSON.
; Concordia, Kans.

I-

“From Soul to Soul.” By, Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry , will find.gems 
of thought in poetic diction An this 
handsome volume, wherewith to sweet-
en hours of leisure and enjoyment. 
Price SL For ¿ale at this.office, > 

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs?’ Four
teen beautiful,- ■soul-inspiring songs, 
with - music, .’by 0. Payson Longley.
Price by mail, 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. ■ ; -

■ “Gleanings from: the Rostrum?’ By 
A. B. French.’ Girth, fl. For sale at 
this office. ’ ■

Grand Ledge, Mieh.
Grand Ledge Spiritualist Gamp-Meet

ing commences July 2& and closes Au
gust 26. Mrs, Abbie E. Sheets, chair
woman. ’ Saturday, July 28, reception 
in hotel parlors to campei'^. Sunday, 
July 29, welcome address by Abbie E. 
Sheets. Speakers: Mrs. Loe F. Prior. 
Mrs. Abbie E. Sheets, Lyman C. Howe, 
Mrs. Amanda Coffman;1 Mrs. N. M. Rus
sell, Geo. W. Kates, Mis. Zalda Brown 
Kates, Dr. O’Dell, Mrs. Lee Norle Cla- 
mau. R. W. Barton, Augusta Ferris, A. 
B. Spinney. Mediums ' engaged: Mrs. 
Kates, A. B. Winans, Mrs. Frances 
Buddick, Mrs. N. M. Russell, Mrs. Au
gusta Ferris, Mrs. Claman, Mrs. Bar
ton and ill's. Prior. Among the \ex- 
pected are Geo. Letford, Dr. Dannels, 
Geo. F. Perkins, Mrs. Baker and oth
ers. Reduced rates on all Michigan 
railroads. For further particulars and 
full programmes, write. (o;M. F. Plifires 
or Geo. H. Sheets, Grand Ledge, Mich.

Briggs Park, Mich.
Briggs Pari? Camp opens July 1 and 

closes August' 19, 1000, at Grand Rap- 
.ids, Mich. The closing week will be 
under the direction of . the Michigan 
State Association. It holds its conven
tion and annual grand mass-meeting. 
Our workers are as follows: Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, Dr. A. B. Spinney, A. E. Tis
dale, Marian Carpenter*.  Osear Edgerly, 
Mrs. R. W. Barton, Mrs. M. A. Bur- 
laud, George Bi Holmes. II. H, Warner, 
Lyman C, Howe, May, Cecil Lincoln, 
D. P. Dewey, Mrs. Emeliss Blake, Au
gusta Ferris, Mrs. A. E. Sheets, Lee 
N'orie Claman, Mrs. John Lindsay, 
Frank McKinley, Frank N. Foster, Mat
tie Woodbury, and our ehairmail,- E. E. 
Carpenter. Program cheerfully mailed 
to any address received on postal card 
to Thos J. Haynes, secretary, 380 West
ern avenue, Muskegon, Mich,

Camp-Meeting at Deep Lake.
The Illinois State Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens its second season at 
Deop Lake, 1% miles frdm Lake Villa, 
Ill., on Wisconsin Central railroad, com
mencing July 10 and closing September 
1. Those who intend to camp with us 
please let us know In time so that we 
can make preparations for you. Ad
dress G. V. Coi'dingley,'President, 3300 
Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill.

noon session was devoted to a general 
conference meeting which ¿roved to be 
a “free-for-all” in the fullest sense of 
the term. At both evënlng sessions the 
people or Columbus packed the hall to 
the doors. '

Wednesday evening addresses were 
delivered by Harrison D. Barrett, presi
dent of the N. S. A., Hon. J. B. Town-, 
send, the owner of the Light of Truth, 
and also by its editor, Willard J. Hull.

If the writer may be permitted to ex
press his personal opinion lie would say 
that President Barrett’s address was 
noteworthy for its perfect diction and 
rhetoric, Mr. Townsend’s for its earn
estness, and Mr. Hull’s for the dignified 
and emphatic manner in which he 
pleaded for greater toleration for new 
and advancing ideas. The principal ad
dress of the convention was delivered 
Thursday evening by Dr. J. M. Peebles, 
who held the large audience spellbound. 
Dr. C. H. Figuers acted as platform 
test medium both evenings,

In the business of the convention no 
one subject caused greater discussion 
than the recommendation of the secre
tary, that no professional medium 
should be elected tq office on the exec
utive board. The writer's record as à 
champion of mediumship is too well 
established to be questioned, but he 
maintained that the best interests of 
the association, the cau^e in general, 
and the mediums themselves, would be 
served by composing the entire board of 
representative men and women. The 
resolution was lost, and we need offer 
no further comment.

Probably no oue at the convention 
was busier than Zetta L. Else, for in 
addition to having entire charge ot the 
musical program, In which she was ably 
assisted by Miss Jennie DeLong, of Co
lumbus. she acted as assistant secre
tary and journal clerk. In recognition 
of her exceptional ability as an artist, 
Mrs. Else has been appointed general 
musical director for the National Con
vention next Qctobej’.

The thanks of the visiting delegates 
are due to the friends In Columbus who 
so generously opened their homes for our 
entertainment. Tlie Dally Press of the 
city was also exceptionally courteous 
aud liberal lu its reports.

C. B. GOULD, 
Ex-Secretary 0. S. A.

40(1 Electric Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Great Work by a Great Arlithor,

“THE UNKNOWN
-BY—

CAMILLE FLAMMARION
'The Unknown” created a marked 

sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scareciy fall to arpuse 
the greatest Interest in this country. It 
is an eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena-of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated Instances, and 
chapters of his book are its weirdly fas-

a

1

clnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe's 
tales. It treats on incredulity; Credul
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychic 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and divina
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 
bound. Price $2.00.

For Sale at the Office of The Progressive Thinker.

DE/VTtt DEFEATED
OR

The Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
BY J. M. PEEBLES. M. D., M. A., Ph. D,

It certainly is just what is needed as 
book of good suggestions and instruc-

tions along the line of health. He 
treats tlie subject in his own matter-of- 
fact style. The book comprises a prac
tical subject handled in a practical 
manner by a practical man. Even if 
people do not wish or expect to live

here always, they should know how to 
live right and enjoy the life that be*  
longs to them. This is undoubtedly the ' 
most useful book for the masses the 
Doctor has ever published, for it strikes 
at the root or cause of disease, aud tells 
how to avoid it. 212 pages, cloth 
bound. Price, $1. For sale at this office.

Three Remarkable Books !

Camp in Colorado.
As the camp season is again drawing 

near, I thought perhaps a short letter in 
regard to a very pleasant one might be 
interesting to camp goers. 'The one of 
which 1 wish to speak. Is located In 
South Boulder Canyon.। in the lovely 
mountain regions of ¡Colorado, some 
twenty miles from Denver, on the Colo
rado Southern railroad. The writer 
spent seven delightful weeks at this 
camp last season during thesmonths of 
July and August. Thts camp with Its 
surrounding beauties 4s ali dliat heart 
could wish for. ’The lovely mountain 
scenery for which ColbradO’ Is noted, is 
well pictured In this particular place, 
and for this reason tills elibsen spot 
should and 1 trust will well patronized

What Clairvoyants Saw in Boston.
To the Editor:—The arrest of “the 

negro seer” or clairvoyant for alleged 
robbery of money, etc., from an old lady 
near- Bostou, Mass., seems to make 
some people wonder if all clairvoyants 
are humbugs, if some State street or 
Wnll street broker had taken this 
money for Investment under similar cir
cumstances, would they have been pros
ecuted? A case «quite different from 
this Naganzi humbug Is oue occurring 
in Boston, and showing genuine clair
voyant vision, by Mrs. Adelaide C. Lit
tlefield, of 218 Columbus avenue. A 
man says to the artist psychic: "1 b'.se 
a lock of hair in my pocket of a woman 
you never saw or heard of. 1 wish you 
would take the lock of hair and see If
you cau describe the
age. complexion, etc 
The medium said, '

Hiaraeter, size, 
of its late owner.”

You need not hand

another season. îA

me tlie lock of hair, because 1 can tell 
you all about her without even touching 
a hair of her head." This she proceeded

The originator of this camp Is none 
other than Mr. Georgis Taylor, of Den
ver, who, it iias been well said,
a good thing when be sees W 
purchased 480 acres td be used
purpose of camping. • i

i-
"knows 
He has 
for the

to do perfectly without 
trance which some people

“The Divine Pedigree of Man.”
“The Law of Psychic Phenomena.”
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future.”

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the 
Testimony of Evolution aud Psychology 
to the Fatherhood of God. By Thom
son Jay Hudson, LL. D. This is a.most 
remarkable work, demonstrating the 
existence of the Soul and Future Life.

It is scientific throughout. Price 51.50, 
Dr. Hudson’s work on “The Law of ’ 
Psychic Phenomena,” is also valuable. !
Price, $1.50. His “Scientific Demon
stration of the Future Life" should be 
read by all. Price $1.50, For sale at 
thia office.

LIFE. BEYOND DE/VTH-
Being a Review ot

meeting of the First Society of State 
Spiritualists and Liberals will be held 
at Delphos. Kans., from August 10 to 
August 26 Inclusive. For further par
ticulars or information write to Presi
dent J. N. Blanchard, Delphos. Kansas; 
M. J. Main, vice-president, Simpson, 
Kansas, or E. S. Bishop, secretary, 
Glasco, Kansas.

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort offers an 

attractive programme the coming sea
son. Tire camp opens July 13 tAd 
closes August 26. Write to the secre
tary, A. E. Gaston, Meadville, Pa., for 
programmes.

¡Onset Camp-Meeting.
Cojnmences July 15, and closes Au

gust 20, 1900. Fo£.iurtber particulars 
address Secretary, Onset, Mass. ’

Vicksburg Camp.
The seventeenth annual camp-meet

ing of Vicksburg, Mich., will be held In 
Fraser’s Grove, commencing August 3, 
and closing August 26, 1900. For fur
ther information address Jeannette 
Fraser, Manager, Vicksburg, Kalama
zoo county, Mich. ‘

Lake Brady.
The camp grounds will be open for 

picnics Jpne 1. extending through the 
summer. The camp-meeting opens July 
1, closing September 1. Anyone wish
ing a Lake Brady program will please 
write Geo. N. Abbott, Lake Brady, via 
Kent, Ohio, or E. R. Kldji, Canton, Ohio.

Mount Pleasant Park, la.
The eighteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association will be held at Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa, from July 29 to 
August 26,1900. c .

The beautiful grounds known as 
Mount Pleasant Park are situated west 
of Clinton, one mile from the postoffice, 
and are so elevated above the river val
ley as to furnish a magnificent view of 
the city and surrounding country for 
miles. The grounds are well supplied 
With water, and the dense shade from 
hundreds of native trees makes the 
temperature at all times cool and pleas
ant. Sidewalks are laid on the’ princi
pal streets and avenues, the grounds 
are cleaned dally and the sanitary reg
ulations are strictly enforced, thus mak
ing Mt Pleasant Park an ideal spot in 
which to rest and recuperate both mind 
and body. The electric street cars run 
regularly to and from the city, making 
the grounds easy of access at all times. 
Arrangements have been made with Mr. 
E. A. Hughes Whereby he Is granted"the 
exclusive privilege of running a cab and 

■baggage line from the different depots 
arid steamboat - landings " into the 
grounds of this ‘ association. Mr. 
Hughes will charge for one passenger 
and one trunk 25 cents, and will have 
his vehicles plainly marked so that 
strangers can tell at a glance that he is 
licensed to enter our grounds. Strangers 
should be very cautious and secure JÎr. 
Hughes’ services as it may save them 
some expense and Inconvenience. Mr. 
Hughes will look carefully after all 
baggage entrusted to his care and de
liver same to any part of the grounds. •

Speakers. W. ■ FI Peck, Willard J. 
Hull, Dr. J. M. Temple, Rev. B. F. Aus
tin, Julia Steelman Mitchell, Marian 
Carpenter, Edgar W. Emerson, Carrie 
E. S. Twlng. :

For programme, contalnlrig full par- 
ticulara, with UlttstratloiiS, address W.

He with his estimable wife managed 
affairs last season, fllitertalning large 
crowds on Sundays, ty the.satisfaction 
of all. Those who came needing rest 
and quiet found it ’neatji the shady 
nooks. Those who came seeking health 
and strength were after breathing the 
cool balmy mountain air, ami drinking 
from each Icy spring greatly benefited, 
and those who came begging spiritual 
food were amply provided for.by what 
the very best developed mediumship 
gives, both in lectures and tests, and 
each left with a feeling of kind
ness and expressed hope and wish 
that Brother and Sister Taylor's untir
ing efforts might in the near future be 
crowned with glorious, success.

When one is fairly Inside the wall of 
tills camp he imagines himself suddenly 
transplanted into the garden of Eden, 
and while standing in its center and his 
eyes gazing heavenward in the four dif
ferent directions, lie finds himself fairly 
shut in by four lovely mountain peaks 
beautiful beyond description, dotted 
here aud there with the usual pine trees 
and the overhanging of craggy clefts of 
rock. And now*  to gaze downward he 
sees the little streamlet rushing by and 
with a listening ear its rush and roar 
mingled with the welcome warble of the 
birds is making music that would cease 
the sighing of the heart and cast cares 
qwny.

Rates at this camp:—A tent, cot and 
camp-stool for season, $10, or same with 
board, $5 per week. Any other infor
mation desired in regard to this inter
esting movement, may be obtained by 
writing May Taylor,' Box 780 Denver, 
Colo. Camp opens Julv li

LOUIE R. JEFFRIES.
Topeka, Kans.
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abound in the literature on these sub
jects. The often slurring manner which 
spine people show by actions or other
wise. against clairvoyants, betrays their 
dense and lamentable Ignorance of 
these grand phases.

Hypnotic subjects have repeatedly 
performed the most startling feats in 
clairvoyant visions; traveling by eye
sight alone hundreds aud thousands of 
miles in a moment's time, describing 
strangers, places and scenes totally un
known to anyone near them, and yet 
later proving to have been photograph
ically and phonographically correct in 
all details. No greater crime is habit
ually committed against the people than 
the studied deliberate manner in which 
the clergy, etc., supplies all evidence 
and facts along these Unes. People 
who desire to finow tlie truth on these 
subjects can do uo better than to read 
up the many books !u the public libra
ries, etc., dealing on Spiritualism, psy
chical research, hypnotism, etc. Rey. 
Talmage, the noted divine, has had no 
blacker spot upon bis brain than that 
oue disclosed by his attack upon spirit 
mediums. This sermon shows that he 
Is both Ignorant and bigoted, not to call 
him by the names he deserves. Tal
mage generally Is brilliant, honest and 
eloquent, but when he tackles the scien
tific occult, when be reviews the superb 
subject of Spiritualism, be becomes a 
donkey, a pigmy, an idiot and a clown, 
worthy of our pity that one so high 
would stoop so low.

G. E. LOTHROP, JR.
Boston, Mass.

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
tion of Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo, Clotb, 342 Pages.

After a.revlew of the beliefs held in 
the past concerning life beyond death, 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme "other
worldliness" which it feplaced, which 
was In turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of Immortality held by'*  the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as ho admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume Includes a consideration of the 
work of .the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences in this line. Dr. Savage

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence Is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least some 
well authenticated communications 
from persons in the other life. The 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Bellefs-The 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Renctlon-The 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The World s 
Condition and Needs as to Belief in Im
mortality-Probabilities Which FaP 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and the Immor 
tai Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences aud Opinions.

For Sale at this Office. Price $1.50. Postage 10c.

RENDING TrtE VftIL

F,- Peck, 8005 Magazine street 
Louis, Mo. '

st

Ohio Spiritualists’ Convention.
I suppose the public looks to me for 

some report of the convention .which 
the Ohio Spiritualists’ Association held 
at Columbus last week? This repoFl has 
been, necessarily delayed and. curtailed 
because almost imniediately on my ar
rival home from the convention, I was 
called to another part of the state on ac
count- of the serious illness of a rela
tive. . ' ;

The convention really opened on 
Tuesday evening, May,“22, when the la
dies of the First Splrljpalist Church of. 
Columbus ( tendered aJ?receptlon to the 
state officers and v[sltingjrdelegates. 
After many pleasant ^social« amenities 
light refreshments wyre served and 
short but ringing speidclies.were made 
by nearly .all of tile ■ distinguished 
guests of the evening. . „

Wednesday morning thel conventlon 
was called to order tw the . president, 
Hon. E. W. Bond, ■vgio annpunded the 
various committees and, Hie .convention 
got right down to business without de
lay. The annual reports or the presi
dent and secretary cotltaineq numerous 
suggestions and • feOommendations 
which were referred .to a special com
mitted and some of which ayere subse
quently1 the subject ormuclri?arnest de
bate. The full text of the various reso
lutions adopted I UaYA notnime to pre
sent now, but will1 try to present them 
In a later issue. ■

The election of officers for the com
ingyear resulted as follows: President, 
Thos. A. Black, Cleveland; first vice
ident, W. V. Nlcum, Dayton; second 
vice-president, C. H; Mathews, New 
Philadelphia; secretary, John C. Hem
meter, Cleveland; treasurer; Carrie 
Firth-Curran, Toledo. State delegates 
to the National convention to be bold at 
Cleveland next. October, Willard . J. 
Hull, Columbus, and C. B. Gould, 
Cleveland;.alternates, Zetta Lois Else, 
Galion, and Cora Folson', Columbus, O.. 
The remaining members of the board pf 
trustees elected were 'aa'follows: ,Hon. 
James B. Townsend, Liiha; Mrs. E. A. 
Klbby, Cincinnati; Hon. E. W. Bond,. 
Willoughby, and H. H. Baxter, Ashley. 
The cohvention closed its routine busi
ness at noon, Thursday, and the after-

Emma Rood Tuttle—Her New Vol
ume of Poems.

Since the publication ,of “From Soul 
to Soul,” by Emma Rood Tuttle, there 
has been constant inquiry for another 
volume of her poems which was prom
ised. When the prospectus of that vol
ume was Issued, requesting the names 
of those who 'wished to subscribe, near
ly 1,000 were at once received and three 
editions have been called for. This 
plan proved so satisfactory that 
this new volume will be issued in the 
same manner. By it the cost of publi
cation Is guaranteed, and at the same 
time to those desiring the book it is fur
nished at much less cost

The new volume will be in the same 
style as “From Soul to Soul,” will con
tain over 300 pages, beautifully boumj. 
with embossed cover, will contain en
graved portrait of the author, and sub
scribers copies will have her autograph.

Emma RoodTuttlels well known to the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker and 
the spiritual press by the many poems 
she has contributed, and her spiritual' 
songs. The present volume will con
tain the best of these, and many not be
fore published. 'The price will be $1; to 
subscribers, 75 cents. It will be pub
lished as soon as the number of sub
scribers warrant. '

Please send names at once—money 
not desired.. . HUDSON TUTTLE.

Berlin Helghts, Ohio.. ,

"Nature Cúre?’, By Dra. M. E. and' 
Rosa C. Ccnger. Excellent for every1 
family. Cloth, ?L50 and $2.
-The new song-book, The Golden 

Echoes, by 8. W? Tucker, has found Its 
Way into many homes, and Its beautfi 
ful songs.have cheered many sorrowing 
.hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should^be heard 
id every home in the land.1 For sale at 
this office; Price, 15 cents; $1.50 per 
dozen. ■

“Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. For sale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents.

“Discovery of á LostTrail.” By Chas. 
BI Newcomb, .Excellent in spiritual 
siiggestiveness. Cloth,: 51.50. For sale 
at this office. ; . s . ’

‘(A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio: Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents.

y

A Most Remarkable Book Concerning the Existence 
of Man, and All Things, And All Being.

It Was Written by Materialized Forms at the House of 
J. H. Pratt, Spring Hill, Kansas, William W. 

Aber Being the Medium.

“Rending the Vail” is pronounced by 
Col. R. T. Van Horn, ot Kansas City, 
Mo., as a most remarkable work. That 
Col. Van Horn is fully competent to 
judge, we will say that he has been a 
member of congress for four sessions, 
an editor of a leading daily, and a pro
found thinker along scientific Unes. 
He says:

“The principal contributors to the 
book are four in number: Dr. W. H. 
Reed, who is called the chemical con
trol of the medium; William Denton, 
Thomas Paine and Michael Faraday. 
There are numerous others giving a few 
incidental and mostly personal mes
sages or dissertations on scientific, phil
osophic, religious, theologic and occult 
topics—from World-building, the origin 
of life, or reUglons, of scientific (discov
ery, and the laws of cosmos or nature
in fact the entire field of human 
thought The limitation seemed to be 
only that of the spectators to ask ques
tions.

“In addition to this mass of messages, 
there ate in the book .about sixty iUus-

and various kinared questions. All 
these are treated, some of them very 
fully, but all rationally understandable. 
Also phenomena, inspiration and such, 
to many, knotty subjects, are freely and 
fully discussed.

"The work is not written by the me
dium nor by any one connected with tho 
society or circle. All was delivered by 
personalities distinct from either, writ
ten down by the secretary as spoken, or 
if in writing, filed away. At the next 
meeting the minutes in full were read, 
corrected, or' criticised by those present 
and by the authors, and when approved 
by both laid away for the book.

"The work is unique jn the history of 
spirit communication. Swedenborg, 
Andrew Jackson Davis, and Maria King 
wrote under Inspiration. Newbrough 
wrote Oahspe automatically by type
writer. "Rending the Vail” was writ
ten and spoken by full-form personali
ties and is printed as given. One re
markable thing about the writing may 
not be amiss here. As high as 1,200 
words a minute were written by actual

^rations—44 of them portraits. These ■ timing by the watch. ■ .
’ ’ ‘ '■ ‘ “It is but just to the secretary to say

that his work has been admirably done
were drawn by a form standing out In 
the room at a desk, the form or person
ality to be sketched at the. doorway of 
the cabinet'and the finished picture 
handed to one of the circle and filed 
away by the seceretary.

“What, will attract the attention of 
even the non-Splrltualist reader Is that 
the topics treated by Prof. Penton, 
Thomas Paine and Prof. Faraday, are 
In kind, in thought and style with those 
to which their active lives in this world 
were devoted—In literary character as

—not only faithfully and efficiently, but 
with excellent taste. There are no .dog
matic parentheses, no interpolations or 
Ipse dlxlts of the scribe. He simply 
States that “a form purporting to be” 
So-and-So, “appeared and delivered the 
following"—stating whether it was oral 
or in writing.

“In reading the book, and I have read 
It all, this modest, self-retiring, literal

.... ______ ________ . _____  ... rendering of thèse extraordinary hap-
different here as In their works extant Openings by the secretary has been a
on out book-shelves. source of constant admiration. It adds

“Thé Spiritualist press and Its con- character to the book and inspires con
tributors are just now discussing a étant confidence In the integrity that
number of questions as to the nature of 
spirit, of spirit return; the want of 
agreement between those returning as 
to conditions in their present world; the 

.limitations—that the organism of the
medium imposes upon communication,

from the first page to the last enhances 
the respect and interest of the reader.”

This remarkable bpok, “Rending the 
Vail,” is for sale at the office of The 
Progressive Thinker. Price, $2, It Ik 
a large volume of 500 pages. „.j j

r
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Does Your Physician 
Understand Your Case?

‘ ‘ It not why not write to

DR. G. E. WATKINS
for u uiuguosis of ypur case at once. Dr. Watkins has 
demonstrated Dtp power to cure chronic disease 
where others full for the last 15 years. As a Chron- 
1st and Vayhhlc ho libs no superior and tew equals. 

HIS PSYCHIC HEALING
is causing the greatest excitement among the regular 
old school M. D’s. Write him to-doy sending your 
age, sex and leading symptom and receive a diagnosis 
of your case by return mail. Hto TERMS are such 
that all can come under his treatment.

RICH AND POQB.
Do not put off writing, but write at once- We will

Try and Make Price of Treatment 
Within the Reach of All.

DR. G. E. WATKINS,
Lock Box H21, Denver, Colo. ,

TRUTH:
The only way to find out who is the 

“Greatest'Psychic Physician living” is 
to read what their patients say.

DR. O. E. WATKINS
never claims that he is the greatest phy. 
si'eian living, or that he is the

GREATEST PSYCHIC.
He believes that there are hundreds of 
healers who are just as successful as 
he is, and he never yet has claimed that 
he is or was the best psychic, although 
twenty,years before the public as the 
Independent slate-writer with the rec
ord of not one person who ever accused 
him of fraud, Ought to make the public 
THINK when they compare his claims 
to other so-called psychics.

DR. C. E. WATKINS
only desires those who are sick to re
member that for over twenty years he 
has been before the public as a psychic, 
and over twelve years as a physician, 
and he never claims greater powers 
than others; but we bellpye he has a 
right to think he has as great gifts as 
those who claim so much.

Kindly read the following '
TESTIMONIALS; _ .

Dear Doctor:—1 received the receipt. 
Thanks. I am getting along fine; can 
eat and sleep good. That everlasting 
dragging in my limbs is gone, my heart 
and pulse is perfect; my back stronger. 
Don’t expectorate one-quarter so much. 
Am about ten years younger than when 
you began to treat me. Am satisfied 
and happy and have more faith in you 
than ever. I see, dear Doctor, that I tun 
going to got well. Thank the Lord. 
God bless you. Yours truly,

Silverton, Colo. W. D. HARRIS.

Dear Doctor:—I am getting stronger 
and I try to do the best I can to help 
myself. I know und feel happy to say 
it, that your treatment Is helping me.

Gratefully yours, 
LOIS B. HARDING.

3 Cross street, Haverhill, Mass.

My Dear Doctor:—I bring you thé 
good news that 1 am feeling better; 1 
have had only one extremely nervous 
day in the past two weeks. With best 
wishes, yoür patient, 

MAUDE PRATT.
29 W. Pierce street, Coldwater, Mich.

Dear Doctor:—! will shy right here, I 
have not been as well as I anjmow, for 
years. Many, many thanks ■ to you, 
dear Doctor. Hurriedly yours' 
, . . MRS. A. L. CARTER.

7 Everett street, Newport, R. 1.

Dear Sir:—I received your letter. I
am quite well, thanks to your treat
ment; I know and some of my friends 
know, that it did me much good. Your 
health directions are worth one month’s 
treatment. .Yours respectfully,

MRS. S. A. CAMPBELL.
Dover, Maine. •—.

Dear Sir:—Your diagnose received, 
and think you have described my case 
perfectly, and hope you can cure me. 
Inclosed find money order to pay for 
one month’s treatment. Yours truly,

• MISS GEORGIA MEINF1ELD.
53 Prospect street, Winsted, Conn.'

Dr. Watkins,—Dear Sir:—The diag
nose received to-day, and to my judg
ment it is a good one; Inclosed you 
will- find the amount of money for one 
month’s treatment. I. remain, yours 
truly, WM. H. BREARLEY.

Potter Hill, R. I. ' .

Horton, Mrs. Kinney, Mr, and Mfb. J 
Stidd, Mrs. ' Sanford, Mr. and Mrs. 
Dixon, Mr. -end Mrs. Beals and myself. 
After holding a circle Ju which Mrs. E. 
Blake and Mrs. Paine gave some excel
lent tests and messages from spirit 
friends, also Mr. rind Mrs. Horton gave 
some fine tests, giving names of visit
ing spirit friends, and Mrs. Beals’ little 
guide, Sunlight, did some very clever 
work. Mrs. A. was presented with a 
large, beautiful rug, as a birth-day pres
ent ; the presentation was made by Mr. 
Divou lu his usual happy mauuer. Mrs. 
A. was so overcome that she' could ouly 
say ‘thanks' through her smiles aud 
tears. Music, visiting, and cake and' 
coffee followed. It was a most delight
ful occasion, long to be remembered by 
its participants, who in the wee smn' 
hours of morning weuded their ways

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
s SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE.

BY LILIAN WHITING.

OUR MOTTO
To Do All the Good We Can.

homeward. B. F. SLITER.

OUR CÀUSE.
None Need Be In Doubt as to 

What It Is.
In No. 547 of The Progressive Thinker 

appears ;a communication, “A Timely 
Warning,” which is most admirably an
swered by the editor in the same num
ber, and I wish to add'an amen, and a 
few thoughts in line with the editorial. 
No Spiritualist ivho desires to under
stand what our'cause Is need be in 
doubt regarding the same; as to out
siders, they, too, can easily understand 
■'our cause" if they will read our books 
and study nature. At the first spirit 
circle I.sver attended, in 1852, In an
swer to my question, “What is the ob
ject of the spirits in establisjiiing coin
ununion with the people of earth?” the 
answer was as follows: “To sever the 
chains of slavery, both physical and 
mental, which bind the millions of 
earth, and set them free from tlie gall
ing bonds of priests and kings and 
teach th'rim from-the highest to the low
est to think for themselves.” This was 
tlie creed 1 luid been looking for. I em
braced It, and have done what I could to 
spread this glorioris doctrine of freedom 
of thought and speech.

Priests for centuries had held the 
masses in abject fear and slavery by 
the lying fictions they taught concern
ing the condition of men after death; 
the higher spirits were powerless 
against the ignorance and superstition 
of tlie Innumerable hosts of the earth 
and the lower spheres of '’spirit life, 
but at last they broke through the well 
of granite-like fog, and proclaimed to 
earth’s children, "Behold we live! and 

, we are children of nature and under her 
laws, just as you are, and just as we

Dear Sir and Friend:—My back ■ is 
gaining nicely, and it feels better than 
it has for nearly eleven months, but 
gets awful tired when I work air day, 
but thanks to you arid your medicine, I 
can work now enough to live, nndji lit
tle more. Hope to keep on gaining. I 
don’t know how to thank you for your 
kiitdness and confidence in me. Thank
ing you and hoping you a long and hap
py life. I remain, ever your humble 
servant, - A. S. DRAKE.

Sherman, Mich. . !

were on the earth sphere.”
Oh, what a doctrine was this to 

thodoxy; no literal burning bell,
or
no

psalni-sluging heaven, no Jesus to save 
us from tlie effects of our murders, 
thefts, and other brutal sins; so ortho
doxy has been bitterly fighting us on 
these lines for fifty-two years. ~ .

"Our cause” is to light ignorance, big
otry, intolerance. ”Om> cause" is to 
build up truth in place of falsehood. 
“Our cause" is to establish love in place 
of hate and vengeance. “Our cause” is 
to establish knowledge lu place ' of 
blind faith. "Our cause” is to make 
every man and woman an intelligent 
living soul, instead of an ignorant, beg
garly slave.

“Out; cause" is to prove to men their 
immortality through and by the eternal 
Jaws of nature, and thus give to them 
the greatest possible incentive to live 
lives-of purity and tfsefulness, bo that 
they may in the immortal spheres reap 
the natural reward of such noble lives.

There seems to be a desire on tlie part 
of some to wage the battle of infinite in
telligence vs. common jsense, all over 
again; but I think the large majority 
are agreed that it has been fought to a 
finish, and that common sense is the 
winner. Spiritualism stands for facts 
and looks upon fiction as upon the toys 
and vanities of childhood. Any effort 
to force it back Into swaddling clothes 
will be in vain, and will result only in 
Inhnrmony and strife. Onward, on
ward Is our motto. Those who have re
cently-joined tlie ranks must be con
tent to stay in the rear guard, if they 
cannot keep puce with the main body 
and within hailing distance v„n-

........ Birthday Surprise.
At the residence of Mrs. A. Alm-- 

qulst. Grand Rapids,. Mich., ■ on" the 
-evening of May 25; 1900, was held by 
twenty Of her numerous friends, onfe of 
thè most delightful and unique surprise, 
parties that I ever attended. .Mrs. 
Stidd was the originator and principal 

- executive of, the affair. Mr. and Mrg. 
Dixon nnd your humble servant - had 

■ called on Mrsi Àlmquist rind were en
gaging her attention with a- pleasant 
giirae of podio, when the party, with
out anv ceremony, broke In upon her.. 
To sav that she was surprised is put
ting it very mild, for she had not re- 

"'reived the slightest intimation of. the 
affair. Tliei c were the ■. following, all 

'Minnich Spiritualists, as I remember.. 
Hr. Elliott nlicl his niece, Miss-Tisdale,, 

- MY. Heiribling, Mrs. - E. Blake, Mrs.
Paine, Mr. arid Mrs. Ellis, Mr. and'Mrs.

guard.
Tucson, Arlz.

B. F. FRENCH.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the exte.nl of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All in excess 
of ten Jines will be charged at the rate 
91 fifteen cents per Une. About seven 
words constitute one Une.]

Passed to spirit life, on May 26, 1900, 
Thomas Dix, aged 40- years, native of 
England. Unele Tom, as he «'as best 
known at Mrs. Tripp’s circles, was be
loved by all who knew him, as a kind- 
hearted man and a true Spiritualist 
The filneral services were conducted by 
the Rev. Dr. Rush, at Boydston Chapel, 
Forty-second and Cottage Grove ave
nue. at 3 p. m., Wednesday, May 30, 
1900, to Oakwoods Cemetery’. Silver
dale, Staffordshire (England) papers 
please copy.

Passed to spirit life, April 24, 1900, 
from Winnebago City, Minn., Mrs. Re
becca Walker Carlton, aged 86 years 
and 18 days. When 14 years of age she 
united with tbe Methodist church, re
mained there until 185(1, when she ¡uid 
her husband commenced the ipvesOfc 
tion of Spiritualism, and by that tWÿ 
were given a knowledge of the conti
nuity of life. The husband crossed 
that beautiful river a few years ago! 
with the knowledge that they would 
meet again,- and as she neared the ,bor-. 
derland she saw-sweet spirits • around 
her. The knowledge she had gained 
from the spirit world was always freely 
spoken of to her friends for she-felt she 
had truly found the “pearl of great 
price.” Her many friends attended thé 
services and testified of. their love by 
their words of sympathy and floral of
ferings. Wliile her children and grand
children will mourn her visible, pres- 
'ence they know she is with them. It 
was by-her expressed wish that the 
writer was called to officiate at the ser
vice as .the glad spirit had ascended to 
be with loved ones gone before, and the 
body was given back to Mother Nature. 
Her children all rejoice In the truths of 
Spiritualism, one daughter being a fine 
medium. MRS. S. M. LOWELL.
' Anoka,. Minns 7 : :- :

lie Brinai Health and Strenoth to 
Thousands Who Have Been 
• Pronounced Incurable.

SCIENCE TRIUMPHS 
OVER DISEASE

DR. PEEBLES, noted the world over as 
a physician and scientist, is perform--- 
income of the most remarkable cures j 

the world has ever seen. His fame has be- J 
come world-wide on account of these mar./® 
velous cures. He has patients in every® 
state in the Union and in many foreign® 
lands who stand ready to testify to thegi 
wonderful cures he has made of cases that g 
had been treated by many of the most em- b 
Jnent . physicians without success. , Many W 
of the Doctor’s patients are those who had / 
traveled all over the world, visiting all the A 
great health resorts and sanitariums in a®
Futile Search for Health and strength.! 
They returned home in despair, thinking

M

i

They returned home in despair, thinking J. M. PEBBLES, A. M„ M. D., PH.D. 
there was no hope for them, when' they were persuaded to write to Dr. Peebles 
for a diagnosis. This was so clear and complete, showing a thorough under
standing of the case that it inspired enough hope to induce them to try, as a last 
resort, a course of his treatment. Many such cases show wonderful improvement 
from the start. A Very few months is sufficient in almost $11 cases to complete a 
perfect cure. : Mrs. L. A. Humbel, of Long Pine, ^ieb., who was given up with 
dropsy and kidney disease by the best phystmns in the country say»: “lam 
very grateful for what you have done for me, as I am in better health than I have 
been for five years. I nave gained fifteen pounds, and I am getting stronger ev
ery day. Last month I visited my aged mother in Iowa. She was greatly rejoiced 
for she never expected to see me alive again. For five years I travelled and doc
tored with the best physicians, finally gave up in despair, and went home to my 
sister, as I thought to die. I can never express haw thankful I am for what you 
have done for me.”

Remember that Dr. Peebles does not cure by Christian Science, Mesmerism, 
or any other “ism.” butemploys mild but potent remedies in connection with his 
wonderful Psychic Treatment. These Psychic Treatments, say his patients, 
“seem as a breath of higher Hfe,” If you do not fully understand the Psychic 
Science and these Psychic Treatments which are such a wonderful aid in the
treatment of chronic and obsoure gases, the Doctor will send you his essay, “The 
Psychic Science in the Cure of Disease,” which will explain to you fully Psychic 
Diagnosing and Psychic Treatment with other valuable information for the sick. 
There is no one so capable of writing on this subject as Dr. Peebles, for lie has 
investigated it for over a half century, and is a recognized authority on tho vari
ous occult sciences in Europe as well as in this country.

AH of Dr. PeubloB' diagnosing la dune by the aid of bls psychic gifts. * Ho cau rend the diseased conditlone 
of the body .an accurately aw if each organ and tissue were ipen to his view. Outof mjuiy thousands of 
cases he baa diagnosed during tbo past few years, nine hundred end ninety-nine out of each thousand are 
willing to testify to the marvelous accuracy of the diagnotis. Do you know your exact condition? Have 
you suffered for years without getting permanent help? Did tbe physician wbo heated youfullv understand 
your case? Why will you be experimented upon by those wbo do not really understand your case when Dr< 
Peebles cau diagnose your case perfectly and thus administer treatment un<yi a scientific basis? Why will*  
you take patent medicines which are prepared for a “text-book’’ case, tint! which at best give only Tempo, 
rary Iteliof. when you can secure treatment from thia JEMIXJKN’T ll£AL£xl that is 
Especially Preacrlbecl and Suited to your caae, ut a vc* ’y Uttle.more coa'tt These are the 
questions that Interest all those suffering from chronic and obscure troubles. Think them over carefully. If 
you are bike and discouraged don’t delay one moment lu writing the Doctor for a diagnosis of your case. 
Thera is nothing of more Importance to you than tbe condition of your health. It will cost you nothing to 
loam this. The Doctor will send FREE OF COST a complete ¿{agnosia of your case aed a'so bls essay 
“The Psychic Science tn the Cure of Disease'' and valuable literature on chrohlc discuses and testimonials 
from some of his cured patients, showing the Ion? list of so culled incurable cftauF which he has cured. No 
disease is really Incurable if perfectly understood. Every effect or diseased condition has itocame and If 
these are understood they cun. In almost every case be removed. When this Is ¿kmc permanent recovery Is 
the resulL IH> NOT DEKPAlll if you have failed to get permanent help,' blit write at once. Remember 
that OH. PKCCBLES HAS CL’ItKO HL'NDllliDS WilEKK AlXo'WRN HAD FA1LFD. 
Write him an honest letter, giving full name, age. tex and leading symptom in.y.our own handwriting and he 
will give you a complete and full diagnosis und will also send the literature as iqeptloned above. Write today. 

Address Ur. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich.
Sunday Spiritualist Meetings In 

Chicago. .
"Mr. and Mrs. Perkins’ spiritual meet

ings, 40 E. Randolph street, Handel 
Hall, Fourth floor, Bunday evening, 
7:45. Wednesday evening, 675 Larra
bee street, corner Garfield avenue.

The Church of the Soul holds regular 
services every Sunday at 11 a. m., In 
Kimball Hall, 243 Wabasb avenue, Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, pastor. Sunday-, 
school in the same place every Sunday 
at 9:45 a. m. School of Psy?hosophy es
tablished in connection with the church.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G.. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
HriU, 40 Randolph street Services at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to Uie 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three 
o’clock. The ladies bring refreshments; 
supper served at six o’clock. Evening

Passed to spirit life; March 18. 1900,. 
Mrs. Fannie Newell, wifei'of W. P. 
Newell: of Malmo. Neb,- She whs a 
staunch Spiritualist and leaves ri hus
band and two small children. She was 
also a medium of fine' development. 
Services wore conducted by Mrs. Car
rie L. Bean; of Lincoln, Nrib.' . - ;

'' - J. M. W.

’ “Right Living." 'By Stisan Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality, iu 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. Sue illustrates her subject with 
many brief , narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted, for use In Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
tpaclibrs It. may be made very useful. 
Young vnd old,will be benefited by It 
Clblh'-Sl v For sale at thlsofflce; •

TESTIMONIAL.

B. F. Poole:-
Ypur Melted Pebble glasses are 

cel lint, easy and very restful to 
¿‘yes.-

ex- 
my

I have tried various remedies, 
have received greater benefit, for un 
least money from.tile use of your Elix
irs Nos. 1 and 2, with Magnetized Com-

but
the

I-
pound, and your directions how to re- 

■celye silent tgeafmant from spirit forces 
than from ull others combined. I thank 
you most sincerely^ '

. "'T'MBS. HATTIE CRAFTS. 
Monson, Maine, ?j ;

For ten cents we will send by mail, a 
4-oz package of my Magnetized Com
pound, for sore or weak eyes. Once 
used you will not be without it Ad
dress B. F. POOLE & CO., "

43 Evanston avenue, Chicago, Ill.

sesslon commences at a quarter to 
eight. Questions Invited from the au-1 
dience, and answered by the guides of | 
Mrs. Richmond. Always ap Interesting 
programme. All are welcome.

The Christian Spiritual Society bold 
meetings in HygelaHall, 404Ogden ave
nue, at 2:30 and 7:30 p, m. Miss Sarah 
Thomas conducts.

Churidi of the Spirit Conimunlou 
will hold meetings iri Kenwood Hall,1 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun-1 
day. 3 p. m., conference arid tests; I 
8 p. m., lecture by J. K. Hallowell; tests 1 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are in
vited. Good music and seals free.

The Gross Park Spiritual Society 
meets at 1785 N. Hoyne avenue, every 
Sunday evening nt 8 o’clock.

The Spiritual Fraternal Society holds 
its Sunday service every Sunday at 2:30 
p. m„ at their hall 326 Wells street. 
AU are cordially invited. S. F. Egger, 
secretary, 470 Seminary avenue.

The First Spiritual Church of the. 
South Side holds services every Sunday 
at 2:30 and 7:80 p. m., at 77 Thirty-first 
street. Lecture and spirit messages at 
both services. Mrs. Georgia' Gladys 
Cooley, pastor. Open doors. '

Truth Seekers meet at .the Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock. . •

The Englewood Spiritual Union Se- 
clety merits every Sunday at . Forbes’ 
Hall, 420 W: 63d street. Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought and medi
ums of note in charge. '

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 and 29fi East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock. .Spirit 
messages, Tests in telepathy or Thbught 
transference, good ; iriusic. Seats,, free. 
May Goodrich, pastor. ' ■

Tho South Chicago True Spiritualist 
Ohurph holds meetings .qj Eiegeman’s 

■ Hall, corner Of 93rd street and Cdmnier- 
cinl avenue, every Sunday at 2:30 and 
7:30 p. m.

The South Chicago True Spiritualist 
Society meets every Sunday evening at~ 
7:30 at 8927 Exchange avenue, Instead 
of Elgenninu's Hall. . . •' ; ■ 
: The Chicago Liberal Society is a non- 
Bectarian association for the ericourage- 
ment of morality, the promotion of edu
cation, the acquisition- and dissemina-' 
tion of knowledge, and the inculcation 
of.truth in- the place and stead of error, 
and superstition.. The Temple services 
of the society , are held every Sunday 
morning at 11 o'clock in Corinthian 
Hall. Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
.are in charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
You are cordi.tjly' Invited tri attend thè 

‘.stiniF»' ? * ■. ; . ■ ■ . . •

MEDIUMSHIP,
A chapter of experiences, by Mrs. Marla M. King. 

Prjce 10c. For aale at this office.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

By Charles Bradlaugh. With tbe story of bls life 
as told by himself, and tbehletoryof tala parliamen
tary struggle. With portrait. Eapor, r«0c.

Mahomet, thir lllustri$u&
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

Tblx work li one of tbo Library of Liberal Claiitci. 
no author wu better qualified to write an Impartial 
and boneit Uto of Mahomet than Godfrey Hlcztni, 
and tbts volume !■ Inpeniely InteraUtam Itsbould be 
read In conjunction with Gibbon's work, For sale ar 
tbli office. Price. 23 cents.

•TTiueiplbs of Light and Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces-will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with It.

. “Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings;” By Mattle B. 
Hull. For sale at this office. Price 10
cents.

Eend in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public hJdis. ■ . .

Three choice volumes, each complete in itself, in 
flb.ch spirituality is related to everyday life In&ucb 
away as to make the world beautiful. Price «1 each. 
For aaleat'this offidfe. .

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
A Treatise on

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Berrier, Anthropologist and Author. A 
very suggestive and instructive book. Price„|1.0Q. 
For tiulo at this office. '

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
Aserlei-of lessons on tbo relations of the spirit to 

Its own organism, and tho inter-relation of human 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through tho me
diumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price tl.50. For sale at this office.

PSYCHE
In the invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by H> use, have received long communica
tion« from spirit frieuds, and exprass great satisfac
tion. Price, tl, and 20 cents .extra for expressage. 
For sale at tbo office of Tub PuoGBmsaiVxTHiNKBX,

Out of the Depths Into the Light 
By Samuel Bowjes; Mrs. CtjrrloE. S. Twlng, medium, 
This Is a very interesting little book, and will be ap
preciated from start to llDtah by all wbo wish to gain 
spiritual-information. Price 25 cts. For sale at this 
office. ‘ '

OUTSIDE THE OATES 
and other tales and sketches. By a band of spirit in
telligences, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Sflelhamer. An excellent work, trice, »1.00- For 
side ,at this office. '

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

By Dr. Paul Carus. A translation made from Japan
ese, uuder tbe auspices of tbo Rev. Shuku Soyer.dcle- 
gate to the Parliament of Religions. Was published 
U Japan. Price, 11.00.z-For aale atthl« office.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cente. For sale at 
tilts office.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Wateon. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
»grand and noble man. Price 11.00.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something you should 
read. Price 60 ccnts._ For sale atjhto office.' 

TWO“IN ONF
A COMBINATION OF, 

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work 1s a 
fiDmbkfdJcn Lncu one volume of two of Mr. Hull's 
BMendLc. works. By this arrangement tbo cost to such 
that tbo reader to enabled to secure the two books 
coiBJ.Tud at the Jame price us was formerly asked 
for th Ain neparateiy. This volume contains 462 pages 
and ishtudaomely bound in cloth, and contain)! an ex*  
callent |K>rtrait of the antlion

THE QUESTION SETTLED
to a caibfu1 comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit*  
uallsm. No book of the century has made so many 
osnvenn to Modern Spiritualism os this. The author’s 
alm, ftitbfully to compare tbs Bible with rnederu 
ihenosienaand philosophy, has been accomplished.

'be adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human
ity; Ito moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
mlntstiv; the spiritual nature of man, and the objec- 
tlonsolterod to Spiritualism, are all considered 1n the 
light oi the Bible, nature, hiutory. reason and common 
•Sase, uid expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consist» of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It to a moqt able production, and 
4“ a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find argument*  against t’c? 
aisumptlons of Orthodoxy.
PRICE SL FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.
’ MAN THE MICROCOSM. '

His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—The 
Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

KfiRÊZZft.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAQE.

By.Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karezta makes a plea for a'better birthright ft*  

children, and aims to lead Individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through most eacrea re
lations. It_ls pure tn tono and ato,und ahonldbo 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. SL

>
I

ASTRAL WORSHIP.
By J. H. Hill. M. D. A valuable contribution to tbo 

current discussion of religious problems. The author 
by Illustrations and a planisphere (a representation of 
the celestial sphere upon a plane with adjustable cir
cles), traces mpst of the myths which lie at the base 
of Christianity to tbelrorlgln in sun and star worship. 
The astronomical facts given possess great value, the 
Illustrations rare and curious. The book is bound tn 
only one style—heavy boards. Price «I. For sale at 
this office.

Superstition in nil Ages
। Or “Le Bon Sens,”
| By JEAN MESLIER,
i ABoman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
i of thirty years in France, wholly abjured religious 
1 dogmas, and asked God's pardon for baring taught tbo 
, Christian religion. Ho left ibis volume as hts last 
■ Will and testament to bls parishioners and to tbe 

World. Translated from the French original by Migs 
Anna Knoop,

i Post 8vo., 889 pages, with portrait Cloth, 11.00: 
! postage, 14 MnU.

“Tbe work of tbe honest pastor is the most curiont 
and tbe moat powerful thlng.of the kind that tbe last 
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire had re*  
ierVes, but Jeon Mealier had none. Ho keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all, tho wonder 1b not that there 
ihould hare been one priest wbo left that teaUnony at 
bls death, but that all nrieste do not”—James Parton

EVOLUTIONISM.
A Series of Illustrated Lectures 

Upon the -
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE.
BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 

Price, cloth, 41.25. ÿbr «ale at thia office.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Who is bo widely known as one of the 

• many ,

SPIRITUAL H-EALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated .
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO

Mrs. Uh Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, UAL.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
PsycJiouiotrlst and Healer. Readings by hand-writing 
or WipLo 41,00. Three reasonable Questions answered 
forSoCts. Addrcas64 N. ¿2nd ave., Chicago, 111,

NEW DREAM BOOK.
"A Dictionary of Dream«, One Thousand Dreama 

and Their Interpretations," by DR. R. GREER. 52 
Dearborn st., Chicago, Ill. 23 cents . SIStf

Y0UB. FUTURE AsCiroiog’rOWALHOND’ 
3J Opera Home Block, Denver, Col. From 11.00.

Geo. F. Perkins, Emaline Perkins, 
Platform and Private Test Medinins, 0538 Cottage 
Grove ave., flat H,Chicago. Clicles Friday. Readings 
dally. toll

Young ladies who wish theih dreams 
Interpreted, write to C. SHOBURG, Victoria,

Jex».,__________________ C50

Life Readings by tlie Stars.
J. L. PIERSON, 218 E. 42ud pl., Chicago. 653

FOCO-MAGHET “5^’utT““ 
Focallzatlon and Concentration necessary to develop
ment. This new invention makes ihb pebble m 
light or diirk sittingB. Sent whb full Instructions for 
50 cento. In stamps, pottal order or other suitable way. 
Address DR. T, WILKINS, 54 N. 52nd av.,Chicago, III.

FRED P. EVANS,

The Well-Known Psychic
For Slate-Writing, Etc.,

Gives seances dally at bls office. The Occult Book 
Store. 108 W. 42nd st., N. Y. City. Send stamp for 
circular on mediumship, and catalogue of books.

$2—TRUMPETS —$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two aud three sec- 

Huub36 in. high—magnetized when deaired-<2 oa re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A. MURRAY, 508 K. 2nd 
St., Newport, Ky. 5i4

Myself cured, I will gladly Inform any one addicted to

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum,
or CoC£110, of a never-failing harmless Home Cura
Mrs. M. E, Baldwin, P. O. Box 1212, Chicago, III

MRS. MAGGIE WRITE
Raiding by mull. si .06. Business advice a specialty. 

804 6. Crouse ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 556

WM, W. ABER.
Readings by mall, «1.06. Advice on all affaire of life.
Spring Hill, Kani. 551

W A M TC (1 A. Lady Agent to Can- W AN I LU vass at Home in Ev
ery town and city in the United States. 
Easy Money and Genteel Occupation.

A Blessing for Suffering Women.
An Improved and economical method of treatment 
Address STERILIRE CO., or A. N. KEITH, M. D., 
Lock box 85fi, Peoria, 111. 551

AUTOMATIC WRITING,
Readings by mall (1. MISS CROUSE. 228 Tremont 

at.. Room 11, Boaton, Masa, 650

MRS. J. J. CLARKSON,
Msgncilc Physician, 204 LaSalle ave., Chicago, has 
treated hundreds of chronic diHCiaea during several 
years past, tn Waukegan, 1)1., fnd vicinity. She now 
offender services in a wider Geld of uaefulness. Re
fers to patrons and many certlfluatcs wrlttOh by relia
ble beneficiaries. No drugs. Diagnosis free. 562

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, the only psychic wonder living, 

that uses tbe spiritual X-ray without any leading 
symptom to direct, and locates all interffaf dlseaies 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion ana 
lost vigor of both saxes successfully treated, as hun
dreds can testify. Bend name, age, sox. complexloi 
and ten cents in stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your, case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES b. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Mass.

MAIM 
—IN THE- 

PASi, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF 

r.oBulU of recent sclcntihc research regarding 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From the Garman of
DR. LUDWIG BÜCHNER,

tbe

“Cosmian Hymn; Book.” A collection 
of original and-selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and. the home; compiled by L. K Wash
burn. This .¡tolume meets a-public 
want It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetiy and music,, embodying 
thè highest..mòralrsentlment, and free 
from all seqtarlanfem. Pricè-5V-cents.- 
For sale at dits offlbé. - ; . • . ■ ■

?Voltaife’s:.EiKbnjances.” /Translated 
from the Fnench. 3i.With numerous il
lustrations.’ These/IIghter works of the 
brilliant Frcpchmaji, -nn Invincible en
emy òf the (âitholltfî church, are worthy 
of wide reading;: (Wit, philosophy and 
romance arri.eombined, with the skill of 
á master mind. ; - Brice $1.50. . For sale 
at tliis office. . : - . •
i “A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Cliarlès Bi Watte, A. M„ author of 
?‘History..of-iffhe Christian Religion to 
the year 20Q,” etc.”, A condensed state
ment of facts: concerning-the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An important work. Paper 
'25 cents. For salé at this office. '

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

How to reach that altitude where spirit is aupreme 
and all things are subject to IL By Moses Hull. Frlco 

, in cloth. 40 cents: paper 25 cts. For sale at this office.’ 

Apocryphal New Testament
Being all the Gospels, Epktles, and other pieces 

now. extant, attributed In.the first four centuries to 
Jesus Christ, his apostics and their companions, and 
not Included In tho New Testament by Its compilers. 
Cloth, «1.50. For sale at this office.

yoltatuphomances.
X yew Edition, Prdftitely Illustrated.

• “I cbooso that a story should be founded on prob
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to 
find nothing In it trivial or extravagant; and I desire 
above all, that under the appearances of Table, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the discern- 
log. eye. .though £ escape the observation of the 
vulgar.”—Voltaire^ . ■ . ,. • •’ - ■.

, “Tne Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. if. Lockwood 
■Prof- Lockwood :is recognized as one of 
the.ablest lecturers on the spiritual.ros
trum. In this little volume: he presents 
in succinct form the substance of-his 
lectures on, ..the; Molecular Hypothesis 
of- Nature; nudipresentsehis views as" 
demonstiadug. ru scientific basis of Spir
itualism.. The book is commended" to

1 «11 «-hr» ' inrctnrlv nnfl thttvlr m_
Bear in mind tlmt only meetings held ___ ____

in public halls will be announced under] all who Uvv to:study and. think. For 
the above head; We have not space to sale at this office. Price, 25 centi. :
keep' standing notices of meetlilgs held 11 “Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
a,t private residences. , . objections to the. Dogmas-of Reincar

- . - -r-- Ji-—J nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
■ -“The Spiritualism Of Nature.” By i \v. M; Lockwood. A kecri find master
Prof. W. M. Txickwood.- Price 15 cenfSt ly treatise. Paper. 25: cents;; For-«*1#  
'For sole at this office,- ■ ■ ■ - . - - gt this office. . - ». . - ।

Author of “Force and Mattar,” Essays on Nature ¿nd 
Science,” “Physiological Pictures,” “SU Lee- 

tures on Darwin,” Etc.

'•The groat mystery of existence consists in perpet
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything is faunor*  
inland indestructible—tbo smallest worm as well as 
tbo most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
nrata or the water drop as well as tbe highest being in 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only tbe forms In 
which being manifests itself ere changing; but Being 
fusif remains eternally toe same and Imperishable 
When vre die we do not lose oureelvca, but only out 
personal consciouBpcis. We Myo on la nature, in out 
rx-?. lb our children, in our died*.  In our thoughts— 
In short, in tho entire material and physical contrlbu- 
tit<which, during our abort personal existence, we

'TurnlGhcd to the sttMstencr of mankind and of 
In general.”—Bu<cbnor. •*

oi.. post sun.. ai'At.T a.ifi pages, vellum cloth, v.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
-PROGRESS. . '

A Lccttfre delivered at the Freethinker’s Inter
national Congress, Chicago, HL, October, 18B3. By 
Susan H. Wlxon.^ Price, IOc. v

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS,

Or Sex In Religion/ By Eliza Burt Gamble. “It lea 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduces 
at times curiously from .statistics which might be 
open to'doubt; and never lor a moment sensational ur 
revolutionary.—Chicago Herald. 829 pages, large 
type, cloth bound. Price 42.25. For sale at this office

The GhristS’S 
Question W. eT Coleman, yj. 
SPttlPii S. Loveland,Hudson 

UublvU Tuttle, Moses Hull,
Contents: “Tho White Bun,” a Both leal Romance. 

"Zadlg, or Fate," an Oriental History;. “The Sogoanq 
the Atheist;” “Tho Princess of Bobyloc;” “Tho Man 
of Forty'Crowns;” “Tho Huron, or Pupil of Nature;” ।------------ -- - - • ,,,T %r
‘Mlcromcgas,’” »Satireon Mankind; f‘The Wld as . J. R. Buchanan; B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M.

Col. Ingereoll—arid what the spir- «V... >!!. {IT!. 2 O1...1 — ' __■■ ... M _•   ___ _ . 1     . 1. — a. < 21 IJ— . .abcc;’’■ “Thd Study of Nature;” ”A Conversation 
Wltba.Chlnetc;” .“Plato’s Dream;”. VA Pleasure to 
Having no Pleasure:”.. “An Adventure to’India;” 
“Jeannot and Colin;”' “Travois of' Scannentado;” 
“The Good Brahmin;” ”Thd Two . Comfbrtem;” “An. 
dent Faith and Fable.” - - , ' ' ...

Oao volume, post Bro, 480 page£ xttth portrelt and 81 
mustratfona. Extra vellum cloth, tl.lfr postage, 15 cents. ... • . . r

“Voltatre’8 satire:wsb keen and fla^pouitea aia ¥!ßI"x0®iAm-’ 7”:-, '
"A delightful reproduction, unln, Mrintrablng.* .

--Borton Comnwawealth. ? __

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD,
i . or Mabel Raymond's Resolve, -

Dy Loii Walibrokir, TM, la a aoval written with a 
nn»M to Imiworri tke hntaan race! to mold thefa- 
ata offipriM wttri mat, MM1> and lavlrattoa. 
roonanndntlMHMWakMIh'SMtllilMtll*.  
tardala » ttutltoa

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Vor thirty yenr. bas treated ant! cured tbe tick la an K’,6' ““ su“* »X««;

‘S’611 •,ter b‘'luc VP 10 Vie. Hb 
*.re unc?“»’*v,jb his cures proTe, TttlkdoMtt’t prove any thing. Facts are uroai 1Ä deiaS ‘"¡’a”.“ °' I ’"ch “ ,Mf ^»»«uwK 

L“ ‘°**?’ WE1?«nervous exhaustion, wM 
halr'ecl* lh

DB. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.,
S3 Warren at., Stoacbam. Mau.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
„J . >,\VI *' Klmrlvlty, Ml»il CnrK
■ud » higher seleni, ej life. Cb«mlo*l .ft.':.d,'T*l?Pl'11 *1,h H>«l' lu.r.eloe\-
Sin?« Th8.1 Ì'i?” ‘i /0Sr *>*’« Uk.a

n M «'‘’f'lirherterdl.lld enter, the*. 
Ì.L'rla D-ri’etor nt MegneUes Sy esy.tor.nl 
receW« MUde?'’ c,u Uk* «‘•'tonree »ndreceive the diplomas u tlitir own hornet. Jniiltution 
rejnoTed to l»5 N. srd st., Buu Juap. Cal. BIhIoiduì UB|UrpX86ed beautV <raaite± Bead turno %r ea^L 
'«gu» to E. D. BAtìBIT. M.I., LL. D., 44m

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

Gifted Psychic
Obsession Cured.

Special Attention Glren to
Nervous Ailments.

Astonishing Cures of Disease, 
Physical and Mental, 

Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
81.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-eent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

waiter Lrnn. Jos KoDai n00BiiiiK “'
Address, 1017 Castro st., 

Oakland, Calf,

OCCULT CULTURE
Mau', magatilo, mental and piycktc powers unfold

ed to the highest degree of excellence by a now and 
perfect system of culture.

Psychometry, Clairvoyance
and the Inspirational phases of mediumship developed.

The Laws of Suggestion Taught, 
revealing the way to the attainment of

Self-Mastery and Power.
“Truth and Destiny,” 3B cents,

Valuable Booklet Free.
URIEL BUCHANAN,

Dept. P. T., Box 210, Chicago, III. 5t4tr

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
' lain.

hiH?.r,HltndA_1’?“ S^jraal»' help me c.re for my 
tiled elater. Jennie L. Webb, one of the evlleat me*  
diurne now In thè form, by writing a Iettar lo a «irli 
Irlead. Send It to me with el. Md 1 will trV and get 
replf by Independent writing or whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford, Mass. 53itf

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all forms of stomach, liver and kidney diseaja; 
alsoconsitoatlon. A sure cure for that tirod, worn-oUt 
feeltu*  Guaranteed to asiJrt your system to health 
with pure, rich blood, sufficient «Uantlir for oba 
mouth acntfoY n.oo.

Oae paekage of our Maguetlzcd Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight Has been heed und praised by 
UiousMuJs In all part» of the world. Sent for 60 centi, 
or all three sent postpaid for ti.oo, with Yarma’a 
photo and Instructions hew to live 100 years.

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circulars 

sbowtuf styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yarnia, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. 1 can 
adjbst mV Melted Pebble Spectadea as perfectly to 
your eyes In your own home as If you were In my 
office, as thousands can testify. Send stamp for photo. * 
B. F. POOLE 4 CO.. 43 Evanston av„ Chicago, 111.

Reed City Sanitarium and Private 
Hospital, A. B.Spinney, M. D.,Prop. 
Staff of eight consulting phyalcians and anrgeoiu; pro- 
fMelohtl nurses, eteam neat, electric light. Cheapest 
sanitarium for the aettommodationa the world. 
Bo4rcL medical attendance, nursing, toaths, moMage 
electrical treatment all tor #10 A n’KLl. Coses 
diagnosed free and treated at a distance by correepon- 
denee. Prices reasonable- Send your name and ad
dress with Stamp to I1EED CiTY cANItAMIUM, 

Reed City, Mlchlgui,

Longley’s Beautiful Songs
For Public Meetings and 

the Home.
- VOLUME ONE
Contain) tbs following longs with mnilo:
I'm thlaklng, Otar mother, of yon. We mlN out

boy, at homo. The land of the byo and bye. The 
good tlmea yet to be. Tbo land beyond the «tan. 
They are waiting at tbe portal. When the dear one«, 
gather at borne. Heating under the daleloa. Tbo 
grand jubilee. My mothers tender area. Dear heart 
come home. Como in some beautiful dream- Where 
the roans never fade. In heaven we'll know our own.

VOLUME TWO
Cfintalns 15 new and beautiful soars, suited to the 
borne circle, seances, local meltings, mass-meetlngfi, 
conventions, anniversaries and Jubilees. They come 
prise an excellent variety of poems act to easy bar*  
mony and ought to sell readily. These books are 15cta. 
'each; tho two for SOcto. For sale at this office.

its say about it. By
. J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.

. Wbether thli book lettieB the qaatUon or not, ft 
■ trill bo round eminently entertaining, and brings ttr 
rather, a mass oi evidence to establish the historical 
character of Jesus. A large volume, cloth, <1,23. For. 
rale at this office. : .

ZUGASSENTS DISCOVERY.
Sequel to Tbe Strike of a Bex. By Gborgo N. Miu«r. 
Paper, 25 cento. For sale at this office.

TALLEYRAND’S 
LETTER TO THE POPE.

t

y

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB;

Author of “Aire Right with tbe World.” Cloth 27» 
pages. Mr. Newcomb mode a distinct auccese with 
“All’s Right with the World,’’ which «outinnet to the 
front rank of the Metaphysical books that ore now bo 

¿•popular. The great number who have jeen cheered 
ami strengthened by him will welcome another book 
byXth.s who teacher whose words of holp are doing bo 
much to n&ke tbe world better by making men and

4F0men better able to understand and enjoy IL 
‘ ’“Discovery of a Lost Trail” 
Isa Simple study cf that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand in Ito scholarly efmpllclty. It 
will be in demand by many who hare no« previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price For Bale al
this office. •

The Soul of Things;
Or Piyobomotrlo Researches and Dtaoorerte,. By 
Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A rnatrelonl
work. Though-concise as a text book It Is as fascfir 
ntlng as a work of fiction. Tho reader will be amaxee 
to sea the curious facu here combined in support 01 
this |>oWer of Iha human mind, which wrllt resolve | 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology Flail 
as day, and throw light onalieobjetto nowooaeuroi

Thia worft win be found especially Interesting to aM 
who wouM deaire to make * >tudy of -Romanism aM 
ÄUäffÄXXÄ Price-,!.!»- FiíJiieífibri-omco.

In three volumes, cloth bound, <1.50 each.

í
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MRS. NELLIE C. MOSIER. EVOLUTION.PROPHETIC JACKASS SPIRIT PICTURE.RELIGION--WHAT IS IT?EVOLUTION AND TUB FSYGHIG SENSE
Some Facts in Referencea

to It.
EVI-If there Is space to devote to it, I HER SON NOTICED THE 

DENCE OF LIFE.

Philosophical Thoughts on the Wonderful Universe of 
Mind and Matter.

One of the greatest disadvantages un
der which the materialist labors in his 
investigation of Spiritualism and kin
dred subjects, is the inability to con
ceive of an unseen reality; or actual ex
istence, which makes no impression 
whatever upon the physical senses. In 
this type of mind, the materialistic, the 
belief that all real existence is necessa
rily known to man, that the five senses 
put him in relation with all that Is, Is 
hard to eradicate. •

“How can there be a spiritual world?” 
is the question that is forever coming 
up. “What is it? Where is it? How 
did it come to be? What is it made of, 
and under what conditions do its inhab
itants exist?”

A mind of this type regards the ex
istence of an unseen universe as Impos
sible, because to him Incomprehensible, 
forgetting that the existence of the ma
teria] world is likewise incomprehensi
ble; that It has not yet been explained; 
that we do not know what it is, nor how 
it came to be, nor why; that it is a mys
tery as great and unsolvable to-day, as 
when the rude, savage, half-animal pro
genitors of man first gazed at tie stars 
with dim wonder as to what those shin
ing points of light might be.

Because we have some little acquaint
ance with material things, we are apt to 
think that we understand them, when 
in reality we know nothing whatever of 
their nature or origin. We cannot ex
plain the existence of the simplest 
thing with which we are familiar. A 
grain of sand is as inscrutable In its na
ture and origin, as the solar system. Its 
tiny being is the manifestation of a sub
stance and a force which the wisest 
philosopher will strive in vain to com
prehend. Nothing is so baffling, so un
speakably tantalizing, as the mystery 
which lies back of all physical phenom
ena, forever mocking our weak and fu
tile eflorts to comprehend. Here they 
Ue, within touch, and under our very 
eyes, yet we cannot so much as under
stand why a leaf-bud unfolds, or why 
moisture globes itself in a dew-drop. It 
Will be time enough to demand an ex
planation of the unseen world when we 
have expained the existence of this 
one. Tlie one is no more a mystery 
-than tlie other.
„Passing from outer existéncrto the 
life of man—what do we know of that? 
Take man first as a mere animal. Do 
we know just how this wonderful piece 
of mechanism, the physical organism, 
came to be as it is, and why? Do this, 
explain how all the bodily organs were 
fashioned to work In such perfect har
mony, and there remains a yet more 
wonderful thing to be explained—the 
man himself, the mind. Do we know 
what mind is? how it came into exist
ence and why? wljen and where in the 
dim past it had its origin? Will our 
materialist friend tell us what con
sciousness is? what Intelligence is? 
What thought and sensibility may be? 
Where these things came from and how
they came?

If we stand here in the presence of an 
embodied intelligence, which we per
ceive exists, but the real nature of 
which we can neither explain nor un
derstand, the real cause of whose exist- 
efaee is wholly unknown to us, need we 
marvel or deny the existence of a dis
embodied intelligence, simply because 
the ethereal form In which it Is clad Is 
not perceptible to our physical sense? 
Is the existence of an unseen intelli
gence any more wonderful, any more of 
a mystery, any more Incomprehensible 
than that of the intelligence whose 
bodily presence we perceive and with 
whom we speak face to face?

When every moment of our lives we 
are dealing with existences, material 
and spiritual, the real nature and cause 
Of which we know nothing, It behooves 
us to be a little modest In our asser
tions of what may and may not be pos
sible in the realm beyond the senses.

The physical senses of man, what are 
they and how have they been devel
oped? Take the sense of sight Time 
was on this earth ^hen the existence of 
light was unknown to any living thing. 
Light 'existed, the sun shone as now, 
but there was no eye to behold it 
There was life upon the earth and in

perfect state, Is a still higher state of 
development possible, or have the five 
senses reached the limit of develop
ment? Do they put us in relation with, 
or make us aware of, all external phys
ical reality? The scientist will tell you 
no. He will tell you there are colors we 
do not see, sounds we do not hear, odors 
we cannot detect; that there Is a wide 
range of existences of which they give 
uft no knowledge whatever; that It is 
just possible that all we know of the 
physical universe is Insignicant com
pared with that which lies beyond the 
power of the senses to grasp. If this 
be true of the merely physical universe, 
If after centuries of adaptation and de
velopment, the mind of man knows so 
little of actual physical existence, what 
must be true of that finer and mote 
ethereal universe which -we call the 
spiritual? If we are blind and deaf and 
wholly Insensible to real physical exist
ences,. which lie all about us, what must 
be our condition in regard to spiritual 
realities? With the limitations of the 
physical senses made plain to our un
derstanding, how dare we assert the im
possibility of any existence beyond the 
range of these imperfect organs?

As the five senses of man have put 
him in partial relation with outer phys
ical realities, so now there is dawning 
in him another sense, or power, or sus
ceptibility, which is bringing him a 
knowledge of spiritual realities. The 
development of the psycjilc sense is sim
ply another and higher stage in the end
less process of evolution, another step 
in the process by which “internal rela
tions are becoming adjusted to “exter
nal relations.” The psychic sense, like 
the rudimentary eye in primordial life 
forms, Is still in the early stages of de
velopment, but already it is giving man 
dim glimpses of a hitherto unknown re
ality. Just as the vibrations which pro
duce light am} sound existed before 
there was an eye-or an ear to receive 
them, so has the spiritual universe ex
isted prior to the development in man of 
a sense sufficiently refined to receive its 
more ethereal vibrations. The universe 
of matter and spirit is not limited by 
our ability to comprehend it. That 
which we know of real existence, is 
doubtless but a drop compared with the 
boundless ocean of that which is.

In that invisible, intangible, Impon
derable substance called the ether, 
doubtless are millions of existences as 
real as the solid earth on which we 
tread, yet imperceptible to the physical 
senses of man. The ether—what is it? 
We call it a fluid because it penetrates 
and fills matter as water fills a sponge; 
behaves toward matter, In fact, as 
though matter had no existence. It 
seems to us like an exceedingly rarefied 
substance, and so it is when compared 
with matter; but it is just possible that 
It exists under more than one form, that 
It exists under three states similar to 
the solid, liquid and gaseous states of 
matter. Why should It not? It is so re
fined and rarefied in its nature that the 
densest ether would behave toward 
matter as a fluid, and would so appear 
to us. A whole universe might be

Is It Definable? Naught but 
Superstition.

Religion is defined in Webster’s Dic
tionary as follows:

“Latin, religio, either from relegere, 
to gather or collect again, to go through 
or over again in reading, in speech, or 
in thought; relegens, revering the 
gods; or from religare, to bind anew or 
back, to bind fast • ■

“1. The recognition of God as an ob-- 
Jeet of worship, love and obedience; 
right feelings toward God as rightly 
apprehended; piety.”

This Is from the latest edition re
vised and enlarged by Drs. Goodrich 
and Porter. Old Noah Webster, who 
died in 1847, embodied in his definition 
“the practice of all moral duties," but 
he took pains to add that “the practice 
of moral duties without a belief in a di
vine law-giver, and without reference to 
bis will, is not religion."

The revisers modified this as follows:
“As distinguished from morality, re

ligion denotes the influences aud mo
tives to human duty which are found in 
the character and will of God, while 
morality describes the duties to man, to 
which true religion, always influences.”

Thus the revisers sought to dodge the 
question whether morality alone is in 
any sense religion.

And now we have in the Century Dic
tionary numerous definitions of relig
ion, to-wit:

“Religion: reverence toward the gods, 
fear of God, piety,conscientious scrupu
lousness, religious awe. conscientious
ness, exactness; origin uncertain, being 
disputed by ancient writers themselves; 
(aj according to Oicero, relegere, go 
through or over.again in reading, speech 
or thought; (b)-according to Servius, 
Lactantius, Augustine and others, and 
to tlie common modern view, religare, 
bind back, bind fast, as If ’obligation’ 
etc.

“1. Recognition of and allegiance In 
manner of life to a superhuman power 
or superhuman powers, to whom allegi
ance or service are regarded as justly 
due.

“2. The healthful development and 
right life of the spiritual nature as con
trasted with that of the mere intellect
ual and social powers.

“3. Any system of faith in and wor
ship of a divine Being or beings; as the 
Christian religion, the religion of the

And His Wonderful Reveal 
ments.

Peculiar Photographs of 
Mirage,

Narrow Escape from Being 
Buried Alive.

ANOTHER "NEW” LINCOLN STORY 
-IT WAS FIRST TOLD TO RE
BUKE THREE HPNGRY OFFWE- 
SEKERS WHO HAD AROUSED 
THE PRESIDENT’S jtRB.'
Colonel R. S.- Lawrence of Washing

ton, who as a boy sat upon the lap of 
Abraham Lincoln in the. 40s, makes an 
interesting contribution to the archives 
wherein are gathered tlie countless an
ecdotes and quaint stories for which the 
Immortal Lincoln- was so famous.

When Mr. Lincoln tyas President he 
was visited by three influential Indiana 
politicians. These gentlemen were gun
ning for spoils, and with a view of re
lieving theTTesident of routine toll had 
thoughtfully prepared their “slate” and 
duly subscribed to its provisions. One 
gentleman—a resident of Indianapolis— 
was listed for postmaster; another 
hankered to be United States Marshal; 
the third would be content should the 
ermine of a federal judgeship fall gent
ly upon "him.

The politicians, having been presented 
to the President, Indulged in a few 
commonplace remarks, then unwrapped 
their “slate” and placed It before the 
Chief Executive with a calm assurance.

Mr. Lincoln received' their overtures 
with bis customary complacency, re
marking that the applications would be

the sea, but the sense of sight was un
developed.

Light is a force, and being compara
tively constant in Its operations, cannot 
but work effects in organic matter, a 
substance peculiarly sensitive to the ac
tion of Incident forces, and for this rea
son extremely liable to transformation. 
Why those changes which resulted in 
increasing sensitiveness to light were 
imitated in certain parts of physical or
ganisms, we cannot say. The question 
of localization was doubtless a mooted 
point for ages, and finally settled by the 
survival of the fittest But a condition 
of sensitiveness once acquired would 
be transmitted and increased—a change 
once, set up in organic matter, becomes 
a cause of further change, by reason of 
the transformation of forces—until af
ter countless centuries, we have the ru
dimentary eye, which was just able to 
distinguish the difference between the 
densest shade and the most brilliant 
sunlight, transformed into the seemingly 
perfect organ possessed by man and 
the higher animals.

What has taken place ? Simply a long 
series of modifications In organic mat 
ter, by means of which: the inner con
sciousness has been made aware of 
outer reality, or as Herbert Spencer 
would say, “by which “internal rela
tions” have become adjusted to “exter
nal relations." ' ’ 1 •

The point to bear in mind is this, 
that the external relations, the outer re
ality, existed long before the organism 
became developed to that degree that 
the vibrations known as light could 
reach the Inner consciousness and pro
duce the Impressions which we call 
sight

What is true of sight is true of the 
other physical senses, They have been 
developed from a general condition of 
sentiency in primordial life-forms, far 
back In the dim past,, through countless 
"generations, to their present seemingly

built of this substance, fashioned in a 
manner similar to the material uni
verse, and be just as real as our phys
ical earth, sun, and stars, and yet be alj 
unknown and Invisible to us. One of 
these ethereal worlds might Ue close to 
onrs, penetrating and wrapping our old 
earth round with Its finer . substance 
and yet we would know it not! -

Of course this, is mere speculation and 
must be taken for what it is worth. 
But why should the existence of such 
a universe, thus inhabited, be any 
more wonderful or incomprehensible 
than the universe of mind and matter, 
which we know exists, and whose ex
istence we cannot in the least under
stand nor explain?

The spiritual universe may be com
posed of some substance Infinitely more 
refined than -the ether; but that it Is- 
composed of some kind of substance 
there can be no doubt. It cannot be 
made of nothing. And while we caU it 
spiritual substance to distinguish it 
from matter, it is after all purely ma
terial. Only that 1b spiritual which 
pertains to spirit.

And this same spiritual substance, so- 
called, mav be a first cousin to matter, 
for aught we know. We speak of mat
ter as existing under the three states of 
solid, liquid and gaseous, because these 
three are all that are known to us. It is 
just possible that there may be a fourth 
state, or a fifth, of which we know 
nothing, for the reason that we have as 
yet no sense that puts us in relation 
with this kind of existence. It is just 
possible that matter exists under nu
merous forms unknown to us; that its 
higher and finer gradations constitute 
not one but many unseen universes, yet 
all built of one substance, under vary
ing degrees of fineness and ethereality. 
“The universe is made of one stuff,?’ 
said Emerson, long ago; and science 
wiU one day'demonstrate' the truth of 
that which came to his prophetic mind 
as an intuition. ’

Because we cannot transform the 
coarser into the finer, because we can
not resolve the so-called material into 
the so-called immaterial, as we resolve 
a solid into a.liquid, or a liquid into a 
gas, is no reason for denying the possi
bility of such transformation, nor of the 
unity of substance of the tangible and 
the intangible. ’ ?

In vain dp we strive to grasp the mag- 
nltude of thqt, which Ues beyond the 
range of the five senses; The-imagina
tion staggers in its attempt to realize 
the vastness of the unseen universe, 
and the possibilities of growth'and un- 
foldment which it offers to the spirit of 
man. “We stand on tiptoe to foresee 
the future,” but it stretches away, 
realm beyond realm, far beyond the 
range of our vision, into the unlimited 
and the unknown. ■

. ■ “Still there lies -
i An outer distance, when the first is 
' hailed; ■ ■ ■
• And still forever yawns'before our sight 
i An utmost—that is veiled.” . ■ < ; .

■ NORA BATCHELOR.

Jews, Greeks, Hindus or Mohamme
dans.

“4. The rites or services of religion; 
the practice of sacred rites and cere
monies.

“5. The state of life of itf professed 
member of a regular ministerial order.

"G. A conscientious scruple; scrupu
losity (obs. or provincial.)

“7. Sense of obligation; conscientious 
sense of duty.” -

Some of these definitions eliminate 
the idea of worship or any reference to 
a Deity. And I could quote various 
definitions given by freethinkers, all 
eliminating belief In a divine law-giver 
or reference to his will, which old Noah 
Webster declared to be the essential 
element of religion.

The word religion (Greek threskela) 
occurs only three times in the Bible, as 
follows:

“After the most straltest sect of our 
religion I lived a Pharisee.”—Acts 
xxvl:5. ’

“If any man among you seem to be 
religious and brldleth not his tongue, 
but decelveth his own heart, that man’s 
religion is vain. .

“Pure religion and undeflled before 
God and the Father is this:-To visit the 
fatherless and widows in their affliction 
and to keep himself unspotted from the 
world.”—James 1:26, 27.

In Galatians 1:13, 14, the Greek word 
translated “Jews’ religion” is loudais- 
mos.

The definition of religion In James 
1:27 is manifestly that of a monk; It 
says nothing about the worship of God 
and is therefore imperfect

And Cicero’s definition, “to read over 
and again,” is still more monkish. Nor 
is the “binding back” definition at all 
satisfactory. '

The practice of moralltyseems to ber 
a modern addition to religion. The ex
pression “religion of humanity,” first 
used by Thomas Paine, the Deist, has 
become the shibboleth of the Unitari
ans. Is not humanity alone sufficient?

The Reverend Theodore Parker main
tained that the religious element was 
the strongest in the republic of human 
faculties. He called himself a Thelst 
and addressed the Deity as “Our 
Father and our Mother.” But he made 
a jest of orthodox piety, pronouncing It 
“n’palety.” ~

Public prayer is the dominant element 
In all religious organizations. But 
Jesus denounced it and enjoined only 
secret prayer. Nor did he ever make a 
public prayer dr keep a Sabbath day. .

Ainsworth’s Latin Dictionary gives 
eight definitions to religlo-^one more 
than the Century Dictionary. , Number 
seven is “superstition.” That I con
ceive to be the sum of religion in its last 
analysis, and the less we have of it the
better. w. h. burr;

THE DEVIL.

The devil doesn’t-go about with

promptly filed, together with subse
quent letters and indorsements, with 
the department under which each prop
erly belonged, and while the three men 
from Indians were yet struggling to re
gain their feet, the President, in bls 
blandest style, observed that the Inci
dent recalled a story he had once heard 
and, without waiting for a request, pro
ceeded to unfold the tale.

It appears that an Oriental »potentate 
maintained upon the-royal payrolls a 
functionary known as the Imperial 
Wise Man. It devolved upon this wise 
man, among other things, to forecast 
and prophesy, heading off dire probabil
ities, and placing his soverelgn in pos
session of valuable advance informa
tion. . .

Upon a certain occasion the-potentate 
gave notice to the jpiperinl;'Wise Man 
that it was desired-to indulge In aroyal 
hunt, aqd consequently Important to as
certain accurately the 'prospective cli
matic conditions. The wise man re
tired for a couple of hours, during 
which time he consulted numerous 
charts and maps and made many fig
ures and calculations, finally appearing 
before bls Majesty with a well-defined 
prophecy: the weather would bo propi
tious during the ensuing three days.

Thereupon the potentate, with his 
lords and ladles and heralds and a ret
inue of servants, all ¿lad in gorgeous 
apparel, gold trappings, and fine linen, 
set forth toward the hunting preserves, 
some hours distant Along about noon, 
when perhaps half the distance had 
been accomplished, the royal cavalcade 
suddenly came upon a Jackass plodding 
along, bearing upon lift back a peasant 
in coarse raiment. The countryman, 
perceiving the evidences of royalty, 
quickly slipped from the back of the 
jackass, and, prostrating himself In the 
dust, said: . .

“Most noble and august potentate, re
turn without delay to “your castle; a 
mighty storm ft about to fall upon you, 
and your purple robes and fine linen 
and magnificent trappings and those of 
your lords and ladles and suite will be 
ruined and you will be drenched to the 
skin; return at once, 0 King, return.”

The King and his court beheld a 
cloudless sky and laughingly proceeded 
on their way, while the servants merci
lessly gibed at the poor countryman, 
who desisted not In lift protestations. 
Within an hour a tei-fcjffie storm arose; 
rain fell In torrents, and the wind blew 
with great violence, and, being without 
shelter, the King and his lords and la
dles and servants were soaked to the 
skin and their fine trappings and rich 
apparel utterly ruined, .Crestfallen and 
in bedraggled garments they put back 
to the castle with allftpeed.

The wise man was-called before his 
King and made a porry, mess of his ex
planation. Of course, he was dis
charged and narrowly.escaped with his 
neck. ",

should be pleased to give credit to one 
of the noble veteran workers for a fine 
piece of work well and kindly done, 
which may not be uninteresting to the 
many thoughtful readers of the ever
welcome Progressive Thinker, who dill- 
gently scan its pages for every ray of 
light upon which at least a hope may be 
based that the allwlse creative plan is 
grander, broader and deeper than the 
children of earth,-yet in the infant 
class of the school of progressive un- 
foldment, have been able to grasp or 
comprehend.

The mortal side of my story will re
late to that grand unfolded soul, and 
spirit artist, Wella P. Anderson. In 
1893 I sent a communication to this 
paper which attracted his attention, and 
brought a letter from him that required 
answer, which in turn brought a letter 
from him in which he says in part, 
“There is a very beautiful ancient spirit 
—a lady of about 24, 1 should say— 
comes with your letter. She is a bright, 
beautiful spirit and is much interested 
in you. If you have a good reliable me
dium in your city whom you can con
sult, please do so, and ascertain if she is 
a guide of yours. If so, we will send a 
picture of her to you as a gift from her; 
there will be no charges on it, aud you 
can accept it with our compliments.”

This letter was signed \Vella P. An
derson, Spirit Artist, and its reading set 
every fiber of my being aglow, for it 
contained corroborative testimony, hav
ing already heard of this spirit friend 
through Mrs. G. Cornelius, a sensitive at 
that time stopping here.

Personally, I need no further evi
dence of the fact that It Is a great mis
take to talk of people as dead. No, 
friends, we don't die when we kick out 
of the old shell; we simply receive our 
spirit birth. This Is Bible doctrine, 
first-class common sense, and oceans of 
satisfaction. In connection with this, it 
is well to remember that the teaching 
of the forgiveness of sins Is also a ter
rible fallacy. As we sow, so shall we/ 
reap, is Bible teaching again; there is 
no mistaking its meaning, and who will 
deny its clear-cut justice? Therefore, 
salvation, that is, heavenly conditions, 
comes only to each one as we work It 
out for ourselves, and it will be much 
sweeter thus earned, than to try to 
sneak Into any sort of a heaven by the 
atoning blood, anguish and suffering of 
any one. For this digression you had 
better blame my angel friend; having 
passed through the mill, she knows 
somewhat about ft, and is very anxious 
that we should fully realize that spirit
ual advancement depends on our own 
properly directed efforts.

So I firmly believe that my kind 
friends, though living far apart, have 
really told me the truth about this an
gel’s visits, and why should I not be
lieve it? The Bible testifies to angels' 
visits, and as the God we have heard so 
much about is just as kind, loving and 
obliging to-day as ever, there isn’t the 
slightest reason to doubt the fact that 
the same blessed privilege Is extended 
to them to this day. So, when a picture 
of this messenger from on high was 
promised me, my cup of gladness came 
mighty near being filled. It was prom
ised as soon as conditions should be 
right. That took nearly seven years, 
and I think I could tell the reason why, 
bnt space is too valuable. Suffice it to 
say, that the picture was made tills new 
year, and- came safely to hand, free of 
all charges, even the expressage being

To the Editor:—The following special 
dispatch to the Cincinnati Enquirer, I 
clipped from May 30th issue of that pa
per, which no doubt will be of interest 
to many readers of The Progressive 
Thinker. Mrs. Mosier is one of our best 
and most reiable test mediums, whose 
friends In the ranks of Spiritualism are 
numbered by the thousand:

“Toledo, Ohio, May 20.—George B. 
Lawrence, of this city, returned from 
Cleveland, where he was called last 
Monday week by a telegram to attend 
the funeral of bls mother, Dr. Nellie 0. 
Mosier, of that city. Mr. A. C. Law
rence, of New York, who is prominent 
in theatrical circles, a second son, was 
also in attendance. It was announced 
that the mother had died from a sudden 
attack of heart failure. When the two 
soils arrived they found their mother 
laid out for burial and everything In 
readiness for the funeral which was ar
ranged to take place Tuesday after
noon. Mrs. Mosier Is not dead, but 
came very near being buried alive.

“In speaking of the strange occur
rence Mr. Lawrence to-day said that 
while his step-father, brother and him
self were in the room all alone with the 
supposed corpse at 1:15 Tuesday morn-, 
Ing they discovered the horrible mis
take which came near being made. The 
first sign of returning consciousness 
was noticed by himself when he saw 
his mother’s eyelashes quiver. He says 
he became so excited that he could not 
speak. All he eould do was to point 
with his finger toward his mother’s 
face.

“Mr. Lawrence says that his mother 
told him since that she was conscious 
all the time of what was going on about 
her of the preparations for the funeral 
and every other detail, but was unable 
to move or speak. His mother is still 
very weak, but is on the road to com
plete recovery.

“Mr. Lawrence says that his mother 
always has bad a horror of being pre
maturely burled, a fate which, it is said, 
befell her sister. He also says that his 
mother’s supposed remains were viewed 
by a number of physicians, as she had 
many friends in the profession of which 
she Is a member, and not one of them 
noticed anything In her appearance dif
ferent from that of a dead person.”

Thus It has again been demonstrated 
that the majority of the kuow-all-M. Ds. 
(the old school of, course) know but lit
tle outside of the doping of humanity 
with a thousand and one poisonous 
drugs, and through their ignorance of 
nature’s laws, thousands of people have 
been buried alive. That Mrs. Mosier’s 
body escaped so sad a fate will be grat
ifying news to her friends who are 
legion, and specially will it be true of 
the managers of Lake Brady who have 
engaged ifrs. Mosier for most of the 
season of 1900. Now that her body has 
escaped so sad a fate we sincerely hope 
she will rapidly recover and ere long 
enjoy her former good health, so that on 
Sunday, July 1, the opening day of the 
assembly meetings at Lake Brady, the 
angel world, through her as their in
strument, will deliver many grand and 
consoling messages to those who are
present that day. 

Canton, Ohio.
E. R. KIDD.

THE SONO OF THE WOMAN.

Rev. W. L. Pickard, Cleveland, Ohio- 
Dear SU-: In your sermon yesterday as 
report'd by the dally papers, you are 
made to say, among other things: "A 
little girl passing the monkey cage in 
Gordon Park said to her parents, 'Just 
think, people have descended nom 
these miserable things.’” This state
ment was an inslilt to the teachers of 
Cleveland aud elsewhere. I am inclined 
to the belief that the child was joking 
and the shudder was assumed, for no 
one with sense believes that Darwin 
ever taught anything of the kind, and 
If any do believe it, it would justify the 
belief that at least some people had 
monkeys for ancestors, whether Darwin 
taught it or not.

Misrepresentation from the pulpit 
ought to be a serious matter. This i- ?■
monkey business is an old fossilized J j
falsehood, promulgated principally by - I ; 
the clergy to hoodwink their dupes, and .( :( -j 
I am surprised that you got caught in - s ] 
its meshes. . « !? J

I challenge you or anyone else io show |; if;, 
that Darwin ever taught it, and 1 will I ‘j::
say that If teachers teach that he did, Z f,
they certainly are unfit for the positions f ' 
they occupy. Darwin's theory of evolu- ■’ !?
tion (founded, by the way, on long years / !:;■
of careful investigation and hard work) / A 
in regard to the origin of species, was' 
simply that all animal life was at one 
time the same thing. It might be illus- ’ -
trated in this way: "A” cuts down an . . 
oak tree from which he makes hitching . 
posts, chairs, tables, book cases, etc. ‘
While there Is a vast difference in ap- - ji
pearance, yet all came from the same . : 
source; In one ease, nature takes ages j
and ages to do its work; in the other it '
is done by the Ingenuity of man in a 1 
short space of time. The hitching post : 
was never a book case and the book j 
case was never a hitching post, and It Is 
the same In regard to the above theory— 
a man was never a monkey, and a j 
monkey will never become a man. |
Darwin's theory is the only rational ex- ;
planation of the differences in species 
of the same kind, including man. Gil- 
matic influence bad a wonderful effect 
upon both animal and vegetable life, 
but it would take many centuries to 
make a marked change. .

Do you really think it broadens the . 
intellect of children to teach them that ’ I 
God created Zhe world out of nothing in | 
144 hours; that a snake literally talked . 
to good old Mother Eve in the Garden ■
of Eden, or that Balaam’s ass conversed . 
with Its rider? ”

Do you think that the promise of for- ’ 
givencss and that the shedding of Z 
Christ’s blood would atone for man's ;

transgressions, by so simple a process ,i
as “believing,” tends to prevent crime? / :

Do you not think, that to educate chll- 
dren to usefulness and to Instill In them 
the advantages of a life of honesty, ;
virtue, love and humanity, as taught by ■■
all the great phllosophere of all ages, ’ , 
so far as history reveals, has a greater 
influence for good on them than tlie 
teaching of the Bible alone, as a whole?
The personal God Idea Is fast dying out, : 
and yet tlie world is getting better and 
more humane. It is true that both 
England and the United States are at ' . 
war under a strong Christian influence, 
but there is less, cruelty than formerly; 
the women, especially the virgins, fare ; 
better than they did In Joshua’s time, 
when he fought under the direction of 
God himself, if the Bible is true. .

Glenville, Ohio. J. C. BELL. ,

a
mask fixed o’er his eyes;..

He never pufs on anything-Intended -to 
disguise; . ..

The deVH.never steals around in.search 
of people he- - , --V;

:May catch, red-handed in their sins or 
■■ turn from probity;; ’. . -

The devil never; stalks abroad—he has 
no .time, to ream . • : ' -

Around in search of victims—he’s.kept 
busy right at home. - ; . .

The devil never lies in wait where 
righteous-people fare, ’

To pounce upon them unawares and 
drag them to his lair; . j

He does no roaring through the land by 
day or in the night ,• .

To throw obstructions in the way .of 
men whose aims are right; .

The devil’s far too busy for such prac- 
tlces, God wot,. .. :

Attending to the- crowds that .flock 
down to him allmnsoughtl , 
” ’ —8. B.'-Kiser.. i

Thereupon the potentate summoned 
the countryman who had foretold the 
storm, informed him he-mlght consider 
himself duly initiated as Imperial Wise 
Man, and made the Appointment public 
by special proclamation. The peasant 
received his appointment In a dazed 
sort of way, escaped-from-the royal 
presence in rather bad form, drew bls 
stipend regularly thereafter, but made 
no drafts upon his occult powers.

Ofie day, some weeks later,'the King 
called the wise man fo'hls chamber, and 
administered; a mild-rebuke to the lat
ter for his. failure to prognosticate, ask
ing him, incidentally, what-he supposed 
he was drawing a fiat salary for? '■

The peasant protested that he could 
not measure, up to such responsibility; 
that he couldn’t propliesy-'fifteen min
utes ahead on the weather or anything 

.else, and then and’there, tendered his 
resignation to take immediate effect. -

“But.did you not. foretell accurately 
the terrible storm/ that drenched the 
royal- party and ruined dur trappings 
and best clothes?’ inquired the King. 

: “0, no, mighty? King,” responded the’ 
peasant, “It w.as apt I .who foretold the 
storm, it was tift jackass. He it- is who, 
by some mysterious gift of discernment, 

■ Is able to foretell the? storm, and In 
token thereof he has a peculiar way of 
folding back his ears, I merely voiced 
to your Majesty in words what my- 
faithful jackass expressed,to me in bls 
own picturesque and?sijent way.” \

Wherupon the countryman’s resigns-- 
tion was accepted, the jackass was duly 
Installed as Imperial Wise man, and a 
royal decree to this ; effect . was sent 
forth. .-. ■ :•

“And would you believe it,” Observed 
President Lincoln, With a sly twinkle in 
ftlseye, “as soon as. that pi^clam'atlon 
became public .every jfickass In the 
kingdom wanted an office.” __

nrepald. It therefore seems to have 
been solely a labor of love frbm a total 
stranger, for which I shall ever be 
grateful. And wonders to relate, the 
work of art that has been sent me, I 
can as readily see how it is possible to 
be alive after they say we have died, as 
to understand how such a piece of art 
work can be executed by a No. 2 Faber 
lead pencil. It is on heavy drawing pa
per, 22 by 32 inches in size, half-length 
figure standing, and therefore-about life 
size. I dare not hazard a guess as to 
how long it would take a first-class art
ist to duplicate it, and think it would in
terest your many readers if the kind 
artists would send you a statement in. 
regard to it, for there are not so many 
of to-day who are familiar with the 
beautiful art sketches of Wella P. An
derson and his guides. But they should 
be.

And now,.if there is space, I have a 
few words to say touching the Question 
and Answer department That grand 
man, .Mr.-Hudson. Tuttle, long may he 
live to’ shed his brilliant light into the ’ 
dark places. Though seemingly a walk
ing encyclopedia, he cannot be expected 
to cover everything to perfection. 
There was a question some time ago 
about the picture of a mirage in Alaska, 
to which permit me to say: In the sum
mer of 1889,1 think, brother and I were 
in Juneau. Having a photo outfit along, 
we came in contact with an old pros
pector who had dabbled somewhat in 
photography. Among other things he 
showed two negatives, 8 by 10 plates, 
that he said'he had taken of a mirage or 
reflection in the sky. The first plate 
shows .a fine park In: the foreground, 
lawn, trees; seats, etc.; back of that we 
see buildings, some in course of -con
struction, plainly .showing the staging. 
The second plate is'Tthe same except 
that the unfinished buildings are fin
ished and staging • removed. The sec
ond plate, I think lie said, was taken 
one year later; the -pictures are rather 
flat, being overtimed and developed, but 
being only an amateur, it is a wonder 
that he got anything, for he freely ad
mitted that he labored under a heavy 
pressure of excitement at the time. He

They'll never have done with fightln' 
on land an’ over sea;

Government—government, what does It 
care—what does It care for me?

Bugles must blow an’ flags fnust wave, 
an’ the muffled drums must beat, 

An’ what to a lass Is a lover when they 
lay him dead at her feet?

They’ll never have done with the fight-
in’. Forward the columns sweep; 

I hear the shout o’ the. captains as 
tend the hearth an’ weep.

Far off an’ faint—but I hear it; an’ 
white, dead face I see

I

a

Under the sod in the grave that God an’ 
government makes for me!

His hair was like the raven's wing. (I 
joy that my lips have prest,

As it fell in its flowing beauty, this dark 
lock on my breast!)

An' his brave, bright eyes looked love to 
mine—they I shall never’see

Till God at the great white Judgment 
day shall give him back to me.

Bible they’ve got for battles: For men 
have fought an’ died ’ _

Ere the Prince of Peace said strife 
should cease—the prince that they 
crucified.

Though a woman’s tears bedew the 
years, shaU they stay the crimson 
tide? .

What can you do with government with 
Bible on Its side?

Men must fight the battles; lover an’ 
lass must part; _

But yyhat is a star of glory to- a wo
man’s broken heart?

Government’s, right, they tell me, 
-the wrong must righted be;

an’

Give the lass then to her lover—an’ my 
dead love back to me I
• - —Frank L. Stanton.

was rather jealous of the plates, but 
permitted us to make.a print frcmi'eno^.
of them, which I still have. • I think he 
stated that it was in the vicinity of Mt. 
St. Elias that he first saw it, and that 
it can only be seen for .a short time on 
a certain day in the month of June, if 
the weather Is right, and the question 
that presents itselt by . this - time is, 
where ft the original? -

- PETBftSON. .
Beattle^WajMlngton.

A*.
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MY BENEDICTION.

Give more than you take, ’ 
Spend less than you make, 
Ask less than you lend, • . 
And be all men’s friend, . . ... .

And so may peace attend thee.
Know more than you say, 
Act more than you pray, .. ' . .

"Love more than you jiate, <
And with patience wait, < ?

And so may grace commend^tpee. 
Smile more than you frown, ■ ■ 
Build and not tear down, , • ■ .
Be pure, just and strong, < 
Do good and hate wrong, -

And so may love defend thee.-
B. F. SLITER. 

Grand Rapids, Mich,

The Reign of Mammon.
“Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven 

(by doing something useful for some
body) and all things else shall be 
added.” Is this true? Has it been 
tested in practice, in business, by any 
so-called business men? Is there any 
honesty and justice in so-called Chris
tian nations, in church, state or busi
ness between Capital and Labor! If 
not, what will become of all these peo
ple after so-called death, which is life 
in happiness or suffering according to 
their deeds in the physical body before 
their departure to spirit life. All men 
are on a journey toward heaven or hell, 
“here or hereafter,” if the Bible is true; 
if not true, it should again be revised, 
for the benefit of moral law-breakers. 
I quote from the Boston Herald, May - 
15, 1900, from an editorial on the Reign 
of Mammon, as follows: .

“In the Senate, the college, and the 
church, as well as in the market, the ... 
shop and the parlor, it makes its bale
ful spirit evident The worst of the 
matter is that there seems to be a 
steady increase of cringing submission 
to its assumptions and its demands, 
less independence of its behests, less 
confidence in the superiority of other 
motives and other satisfactions, less 
contentment with modest compensa-., 
tions of industry, less cheerfulness In 
conscious rectitude in our bumble lyt, in 
sobriety, in frugality, in sacrifice, in do- : 
mestlc simplicity, in social helpfulness.” ;

Brother Jesus is reported to have 
given no attention to material things, - 
and said his kingdom was not of earth. 
God, the Father, was spirit, and they 
that worship him must worship him in 
spirit and truth.

“Be ye perfect, as your Father in 
heaven Is perfect.” , •

“Ye cannot serve two masters.”
“Ye cannot serve God and mammon,”- 
"A house divided against Itself can

not stand."
In contradiction of the Ufo of ■ ths 

humble Nazarene, his so-called repre
sentatives Indulge in great wealth and 
luxuries in the midst, of tho suffering, 
starving poor. It has been said that tho 
material wealth held by the church— 
the pope, cardinals, bishops, priests and 
preachers, would be sufficient to pro- 
vlde every poor man with a productiva- 
home.

Also, the excessive salaries and steal
ings in Governments would pay for a 
new silk dress for every woman, and 
free suffrage, that would secure free 
education for all her children, and 
“Peace on earth and good will to men.

B. FRANKLIN CLARK.
I Belvidere Seminary, N. J,
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LIFE AND EXPERIENCE IN SPIRIT LAND
A Series of Letters from Spirit Franz Petersilea 

to His Son, Carlyle Petersilea.

LETTER NUMBER TWENTY-SIX.

I have now written twenty-five letters for publication. 
With this I commence the twenty-sixth. At first I could 
not be sure my letters would be 'published to the world, 
consequently 1 made no especial preparation but addressed 
them to my son Carlyle, who has from the first been more
that glad to hear from me. ’ .

Dear Friends,-—for hereafter I shall address the public 
—Do not allow any thought to become crystallized or fos
silized. The moment one does so, all progress is at an 
end. No matter what mistakes one may have made in 
thought, do not hesitate to change that thought for one 
which is.higher and better. If a new truth dawns on the 
mind, do not fail to accept it, also publish it to the world 
and your friends; for this is progress’—progress in 
thought. Finding Editor Francis kind enough to pub
lish my letters—for I much desired they should^ be—I 
have, since writing my last, taken great pains to prepare 
myself to be heard by the world-at large. I wish to lose 
my own personality, allow it to drop out of sight entirely, 
that truth may appear instead of Franz Petersilea.

Through many witnesses truth may' be established; con
sequently I have visited and drawn together a large band 
of progressed angels or messengers, all desiring to give 
what truth they may be able to through this particular 
channel. I must, necessarily, still be the door-keeper, or, 
as you of earth arc wont to call it, the control. Still, this 
is not precisely the proper word to use, especially in 
thought-photography. Guide or guardian suits me bet
ter, for I shall allow very many of the great and good ones 
who have become interested, to give their thoughts as oc- 
easion requires; but, before proceeding, I would like to 
say that my son Carlyle desires no credit for anything 

I that we may give and, of course, he would also like to es
S cape any censure. Credit or blame in this matter really 
¡1 does not belong to him; but, we here most sincerely thank 
i him for allowing us the privilege of giving, through his 
S assistance, the truths that we so much desire to give to the 
f world. Now, as I introduce one after another of the great 

and good angels, or messengers, to those who read these 
letters, do not be astonished or incredulous, for I will not 
deceive you or introduce deceiving, false, or lying spirits.

When I was in the earthly life I held myself in the dig- 
~ - - ......... j agso.

I?

ifi nity of what I conceived, at the time, to be true. -------
ciated with none but the good and true or, at least, I 

^called no man friend that did not prove himself to be so;
■ ■■'’i.nd, most assuredly, after twenty years of celestial life I 
, l’ave not fallen below what I was on earth. I have but 
’’■‘vftne desire—Truth—and with it to benefit humanity and

all with whom I may be brought in contact. And, now, 
allow me, my dear earthly friends, to introduce to you the 
soul or spirit of Charles Darwin.

“My friends, I think I am not a stranger or unknown to 
the most who will read the lines which I shall cause this 
hpnd to write. No doubt you a|l know that I was a nat
uralist while with you in the-material or natural body. 
While in that body I studied very closely to gather all in- 
forjnation possible concerning the material or earthly 
world. I was very eager to know how all things came to 
be and bow they existed. 1 wanted to know all about the 
flora and fauna—all about insects, birds and animals, and, 
last but not least, all about man. I thought if I com
menced with the very lowest forms of life and followed 
the chain up link by link truth could not fail to appear. 
My whole earthly life was spent in this arduous undertak
ing, and I sincerely Relieved that I had discovered truth 
and nothing but truth in all her majestic beauty, and I 
passed into the celestial life firmly convinced that I was 
right. .

“My friends, I had found one of the jewels belonging to 
truth; that was all. The Goddess herself was still veiled 
and coy. I had grasped the jewel, but truth had escaped 
me. Yet, I caught sight of her beautiful face still beck
oning me on; but before I could overtake her I must re
trace my weary steps and commence once more where I 
commenced at first. I had forgotten something, and 
must go back and find it. What had 1 forgotten?

“I had forgotten the spirit, the soul, the animating 
principle, the real cause of all that is, or was, or ever shall 
be. I had been delving in matter to the exclusion of soul. 
The real cause of life had escaped me and I was holding 
dross in my hand. I was dealing with that which cov
ered and concealed life, to the exclusion of life itself. 
Now, I desire to retrieve ray mistakes and thereby set 
things right.

“I was right in so far as the evolution of the material is 
concerned; but, I had entirely overlooked involution. .1 
thought that if man had a soul—which I very much 
doubted—that continued to exist after the body was dis
solved, that lie had attained it through the process of evo
lution, and, right here, my friends, I shall ask you: How 
can anything be evolved that did not previously exist? 
Here is where I made my grand mistake. I was trying to 
evolve mind from matter: That is—I was trying to mold 
matter, gradually, up into mind, thence into spirit, and 
thence into the immortal soul, providing there were one. 
But of this I never felt assured. In commencing with 
matter I ended with matter, although not fully admitting 
this to the world.

“Now, when a man makes a mistake—as all men are 
liable-to—he degrades his manhood if he does not admit it 
—if he does not make amends and try to retrieve his error.

“When with you, in the form, I did not know that I was 
mistaken—thought myself right—therefore could not do 
what -I now so much desire to do—retrieve my errors 
and mistakes before the world.

“Through my instrumentality and teaching a great por-

My speck of protoplasm, or matter, could not of itself take ( 
on any form whatever except simply that of rotundity— 
no, not even that, not even the lowest possible form, with
out the soul-germ, and soul-germs were distinct entities 
and never evolved one into another, or one from another 
—no, not even the smallest or most minute; that eternity 
was filled with these soul-germs as it was also filled with 
matter and spirit. In fact, eternity consisted of three pri
mary principles, matter, spirit, soul. At first they were 
all minute points or atoms: A minute point, of pure 
flame, or spirit; a minute point of matter, or clothing; a 
minute point of soul, or germ; but the soul-germ was that 
which fashioned and made use of, or covered itself with 
spirit and matter; that all souLgerms, or germs of life, no 
matter how low in the scale they might be, were distinct 
entities and could not develop into aught but their own 
distinct individualities.

“It now seems very strange to me that I could have 
overlooked such a great eternal truth. _

-“But you ask me: How, then, is evolution partly true, 
or a half truth? _ ■ _
, “Because one form of life makes the conditions for a 

higher form to appear, makes it possible for the next 
grade of soul-germs to take up the matter which the 
former threw down, after developing in full all that na
ture designed them to be. The good guide of the sensi
tive whom I am using, informs me that he has already 
written all about this. So I need not reiterate it. He 
has told you the truth. .

“If evolution were true, as I thought and taught when 
with you in the form, why one man br race of men might 
gradually evolve into another. How. absurd it all seems 
and childish my thought. Races do not evolve one from 
another or one into another. A white race can never be 
evolved from a black one—never under any circum
stances. That they may mix slightly, up to a certain 
point, I admit; but, beyond that point, or limit, they can
not go.

“Look at the American Indian. He does not evolve, he 
dies. It will be the same with the black man and African 
negro. “Many think the Africans will evolute gradu
ally into a white race. ’ Never! They also, as a race, will 
die but not evolute. A horse and a donkey may be 
crossed but can go no farther. You have a hybrid or 
mule and that is the limit. The mule ceases to propagate 
or evolve.

“The Chinese nation has been on the earth thousands 
upon thousands of years—aye millions. That nation has 
never evoluted into anything but the Chinese. When 
China is conquered by other nations, as it will be sooner or 
later, the Chinese will also die; but they will refuse to evo
lute. They will never become a white nation. Chinese 
they were and are and ever will be. That nations mix 
slightly, is admitted; but this does not continue. They 
die out as nations.

“One may cross roses and flowers but the tendency is 
ever to return to that from which they sprung. I admit 
that climate and conditions favor certain species to the ex
clusion of others, but the germs ^re forever true to them
selves and naturally gravitate, or are attracted to the 
country or climate, favorable to their growth.

“I can never, under any circumstairces, be other than 
Charles Darwin throughout' eternity, and I am simply a 
developed soul-germ—the soul-germ of Charles Darwin 
developed up to my present condition.1 I shall never evo
lute into any but Charles Darwin; no more will the slight
est thing that lives, moves, or has being and life.

“The Egyptian nation gradually disappeared—that is 
the greater part of them—bufr-they did not evolute into 
any other nation.

“Dogs have been dogs from remote antiquity, and they 
have never evolved into any other than dogs; and horses 
will never evolute into any other than horses. But you 
ask me: Did man evolute from the ape or gorilla? and I 
reply: The ape and gorilla made it possible for the soul
germs of mankind to at length be inhaled and developed 
as men upon earth; but, all nations did not have the same 
root, and the soul-germ of no man ever came from a 
monkey, ape or baboon. The highest possible ape or 
baboon was able to inhale and make use of a germ a shade 
higher than itself. In this sense evolution is true and, as 
you see, is but half a truth. The whole truth is involu
tion and evolution.

“My friends, the sensitive is new to me and I am not as 
well versed in thought photography as are some others. I 
have said about all I can at present but hope to be able to 
say much more at another time. Sincerely yours for

A FEW MORE REMARKS

Truth. CHARLES DARWIN.”

tion of mankind are swayed and now, finding that they are 
swaying in the wrong direction, it grieves me much, as it 
will all honorable-minded men and women when they 
come here.

; “How it grieves the beautiful-souled Nazarene, when he 
looks back to earth and finds, that in his name, the most 
dreadful dogmas are taught. Oh, how his gentle soul has 
been wrung with the most agonizing grief. He desired to 
teach the world all that was good, loving, gentle, true. 
How could he, then, dream that men would misunder
stand his teaching and meaning as they have? . It was 
really some of these misconstmctions that drove me away 
from so-called Christianity, that sent me searching out 
evolution. I could not believe in the old Bible myths, 
such as a personal God creating the earth, and all upon it, 
in six days out of nothing or chaos. I could not believe 
that he created a man, called Adam, out of the dust of the 
ground, then breathed into his nostrils the breath of life. 
I could not believe that he took a rib fromAdam andmade

' from it Eve. I could not believe in the talking serpent, 
the fall of man, and the atoning blood of an only begotten 
son of such a foolish God. Oh, no; I could not believe 
any of th^e stories, but knew they must be false, fables, 
myths, and J went searching after what I hoped to he 
truth, and, as before mentioned, found one of her jewels 
—evolution—but did not discern its twin jewel—involu
tion. ' '
. “Now, allow me to make amends, I beg. If you knew 
how much happier I should be, how much more good I 
could do the earthly world, you would.all listen to my 
voice and allow me to retrieve my errors. . ■

“I had not been long in- the celestial life before I was 
eager to know, beyond doubt, if my theory of evolution 

. —which, by the-way was not entirely mine, for others had1 

. also followed the same chain of thought, had been engaged 
in the same-researches—was true; and, to my grief and

. amazement, I found that it was but half true—that my 
materially, blinded eyes had entirely overlooked the most 
important part. Now, allow me, in a few words, toAel 
you what Ldid discover: Matter, Spirit, and Soul-germs.

Hypnotism in the Hands of 
, the Unscrupulous.

There aj;e notable frauds outside of 
the physical phenomena; in fact, frauds 
in comparison wlfji w’lilch those perpe
trated under the„pame of materializa
tion sink Into insignificance.

For insfgnce, ,when a medium pre
sumes to typeome .surrounded by a band 
of spirits .under „the various names of 
Abraham .plncolfi, George Washington, 
Henry W^fd Beecher, and many others 
of that clo£ÿ of grand aud noble persons 
who have long since passed to the 
higher spheres, and under their sup7 
posed and pretended influence proceeds 
to hypnotize sensitives to do her bid
ding for gain regardless of the rights 
and aspirations ,pf said sensitives and 
their families; proceeds to organize “all 
the higher forces” ôf spirit into one 
band, with herself as the high priestess, 
it can pretty generally be put down as 
a delusion and a snare, and when such 
hypnotism is earrjed to its extreme limi
tations and -sensitives become tem
porarily unbalanced under its power, it 
becomes, a crime the perpetrator of 
which should.be severely dealt with.

Such things are becoming too fre
quent under the. cloak of Spiritualism. 
There may be some method by which 
those farther advanced spirits can send 
their thoughts to earth, in fact there is 
but little doubt that they do, so long as 
their interests are with their earth 
friends; but as to their putting up, as 
a grand high “mogul” around whom to 
revolve, and fyopi whom to evolve a 
"great reform,” one so far below their 
own intellectual standing, and concoct 
some kind of selfish, narrow scheme in 
which they never were interested when 
on this side, there is evidently some
thing very retrograding.ln life after all.

There are cases in hypnotism where a. 
wife or husband would be justifiable in 
invoking the law for the protection of 
tire sanctity of home and the love that 
often so sacredly abides there.

A brain once over-tensioned requires 
careful nursing to again gain Its,equi
librium, and once clear gone a life is 
wrecked, and often those dependent 
upon that one. must go down too, and 
some one who has held this accursed 
power is to blame, whether of the earth, 
of the spirit world, or both, and must 
sooner or later suffer the penalty of the 
wreck.

These are a few of the damaging 
things that rise up in tbe midst of our 
progress that threaten to overthrow the 
cause, or at least give it a back-set from 
which it requïfês time to recover;

There are many things in the philoso
phy of Spiritualism as generally ac
cepted by the best reasoners In the 
ranks, one of which it will be well to 
state here, viz.: ■-

Touching Upon Spiritualism 
and Its Needs.

"Nulla Vestigia Retrorsum” is Broth
er Francis’ motto for modern Spiritual
ists, to which might be added “Sed Ex
celsior," meaning together, in a free 
translation: No going backward, but 
forward and upward—a very good 
motto for anybody, in my opinion.

I agree with Brother Francis, too, 
that “Our cause” is an educational one; 
the promulgation and general dissemi
nation of knowledge concerning certain 
natural phenomena of human life, and 
incidentally such teachings in natural 
and moral philosophy as may be related 
thereto. If we should substitute the 
word Education for Spiritualism, and 
should call our cause modern Educa- 
tionallsm instead of Moder^ Spiritual
ism we might, perhaps, have less 
trouble in determining what it really is.

But we should not expect to accom
plish very much as now organized. To 
do this, we must first make a radical 
change all along tills line; in fact, there 
must be a complete overturning with us 
and a swapping of places; the present 
top made to take its proper place at the 
bottom, the local societies put at the 
top, so far as authority is concerned.

Our local societies are the source and 
basis of all there is in our organization 
and should always retain and exercise 
all executive authority. As now con
stituted, the N. 8. A. is an anachronism 
in our ranks and a standing menace to 
our cause. Just now, it is not strong 
enough to exercise much arbitrary 
power, and Its present officials may be 
and doubtless are, very worthy, but 
who shall come after them, and what 
designing ambition might attempt with 
this opportunity, “This must give us 
pause," and condemns it with me.

A simple, educational, reform move-
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The Progressive Thinker one year 
and Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World, an 
intensely Interesting, Instructive anti 
fascinating work, $1.25. The twenty- 
five cents only pays a little more than 
the postage and the expense of mailing. 
The price of this work to the trade is 
»1.50, This book will constitute our 
main premium for the remainder of 
1000, and up to May 30,1001. It is very 
valuable. It will hold your attention 
throughout, and will teach you a much 
needed lesson. The postage on the 
above book, which we prepay, is 
ten cents, hence it is almost a gift to 
our subscribers. It Is furnished at con
siderable less than actual cost to us,
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Mr. Darwin found it difficult to control longer, being 
his first attempt to make use of the powers of any sensi
tive, and I wish to add a few words.

Mr. Darwin has told you that races of men, also differ
ent species of animals, do not run into each other, and I 
will here state the reason why they do not. All nations 
are graded and exist as nations—distinct nations in the 
germinal state—in the soul-germinal state—and when a 
nation has reached the. development which nature de
signed for it, it disappears, or dies out; and so of all spe
cies of animal, insect and reptile life—so of all vegetable 
and floral life. When the earth has no further need of 
horses they will cease to exist or die out, and so of all 
other animals; and, as the ages roll on, man himself will 
also disappear from the earth; but, all these things, to
gether with man, will be simply moved onward and up
ward into a higher state and condition.

Man while developing within the material needs all 
that is developed within the material, and when he reaches 
the spiritual or celestial, he needs all that the earth has 
developed which he considers beneath himself and could 
no more get along without it, in the spirit world, than he 
can in the material world.

My friends, let the solemn words of Darwin refrain 
again and again within your souls—repeat them to your
selves over and over again: Spirit nor Soul can ever 
be evolved from Matter. Spirit is Spirit forever. Soul 
is Soul forever. Matter is Matter forever. A thing can
not be evolved from that which does not possess it.

When Spiritualists accept the idea that spirit and soul 
lean be evolved from matter, they are accepting that 
which is far more ridiculous than the Christian’s idea that 
something can be created from nothing. But, there is a 
great verity at the bottom of the Christian’s idea that 
God created the earth from chaos, and I hope to talk on 
this subject at another time. '

If the ancient languages could be perfectly interpreted 
and understood, the Christian and the Spiritualist would 
not be very far apart: ‘Tn the beginning was the Word, 
and the Word was God,” and the Word created the earth 
and all thereon contained. ’

Now, among the very ancient philosophers, the Wore, 
was synonymous with Spirit, and the three Gods, or.the 
Godhead, meant Soul, Spirit, Matter—three principles 
combined in one. “And the Spirit of God moved on the 
face of the Deep.” Now by this was really meantxAnd 
the Spirit and Soul descended into the Deep, and upon 
the face of the earth, and this created the living things 
within-the sea and upon the earth. ’
’ How true and sublime! Cóme, Christians, let us shake
hands and be friends.

(Tox be continued.)
FRANZ PETERSILEA.

There is no baser deception than teaching human be
ings that God will answer prayer.-A&ivestigator. 1 
< The, reason why-some people do not have a “quiet Sab- 
bath’Ms that they are too much concerned with what oth
ers are doing on that day.—American Sentinel.

. Whoever thinks, that men might have full sympathy 
with their fellows, while lacking all sympathy with infe
rior creatures, will discover liis error on looking at the 
facts.—Herbert Spencer, .

“This power of controlling or over
shadowing..a mortal by a spirit, either 
in the form or out, is used in many 
ways, and,those who foolishly or care
lessly make themselves liable to it 
either by a careless, evil life, by seek
ing in a frivolous spirit of mere 
curiosity, or by becoming over-zealous 
to reach the hidden mysteries of nature, 
often lind,. to their great sorrow, that 
the low spirits who haunt the earth 
plane, even those from much lower 
spheres than they themselves belong to, 
can often obtain such power over them 
as to make themia non-entlty, whose 

-body is at 'their service. Many weak- 
willed persons who. In pure surroundings 
would lead only a/, good and puce life, 
are drawn by evil surroundings into 
acts for which they ,are but partly re
sponsible-acts for' which indeed those 
controlling spirits who have thus made 
use of weak mortals, will be held re
sponsible somewhere, sometime. For 
thus using another's organism, those 
evil spirits will have to render a terrible 
account, since they have been doubly 
guilty. In sinning and dragging down 
another soul, they sink themselves to a 
depth from which perhaps many cen
turies of suffering cannot free them.”

This Is the position taken by most 
writers along this line to-day, and is a 
very logical one.

I repeat, it has been only too common 
within the last few years for both males 
and females possessing, perhaps, some- 
medial powers, to go about advocating 
some great reform or scheme that, as 
can be shown by and through thpm. Is 
projected from the “higher spheresn<fas 
spirit life, and by the power of their 
eloquence and the susceptibility of their 
hearers, lead many into the delusion, 
who must awake some day to a realiza
tion of their own stupidity at not seeing 
the-trap before getting their foot Into 
its jaws.

Such designing hypnotists ought not 
to be shown any recognition In the 
ranks of Spiritualism. They are a 
detriment to the cause, and an Injury 
to the sacred name of “medium.” Let 
this shoe be worn upon the foot it fits,
only.

The

DR. T. WILKINS.

the soul.

soul Is always wrestling with its 
chains

Within these dim domains—
Like a bird within a bounden cage, 
It seeks its heritage.
It would be free, to sing and soar away 
Into the dazzling day.
But when a great soul sweeps beyond 

the ken
And keep of mortal men,
Does it desert its loved ones here below?
I answer, Never—no!
It cometh back, celestial and refined 
Of drpss, unto Iti.kind.
It walketh day byi-day, through gleam 

and gloom,:’ >
Unto the very tomb,--
With all its^friend^'and comrades here 

below-i, 1(!, - ,
And this fu|]^well.Ijknow!
It counsels them,’ IH'many a subtle way, 
From day tti ’furthest day;

JX. 1,
It helps them heart their trials and be 

strong,¡7; til
And to withstand the wrong. '
Thus do the..spirits that have passed 

from time . ■ '
To higher heights sjpllme, 
Rule the VKhple /universe, ana ever

meat, such as ours, has no need for a 
“Head” of this kind, but as a central, 
national committee, created by the 
local societies in convention assembled 
and entirely subordinate to their will, it 
might be a useful adjunct and valu
able helper.

There is no room in the movement for 
anything but local societies, all others 
are hindrances and must go. We do not 
require one single boss in it; we do not 
need one single president, not one, but 
should make, and keep, our societies 
just as completely democratic In form 
and management as possible. There 
need be but one or, at most, two perma
nent officers- In any society, and these 
to do necessary work, a secretary and 
treasurer; these should be chosen for 
certain stipulated terms and are, gener
ally, the most useful working members 
of a society. A temporary chairman or 
presiding officer should be chosen at ev
ery meeting, and the whole society to
gether should do all the balance of the 
necessary thinking, planning and work, 
the will of the majority controlling al
ways.

If there Is not Interest enough in its 
work and success; if the membership 
of a society are not equal to its de
mands upon them, of course, it will fall 
of Its high purpose to this extent. There 
is nothing compulsory in the movement, 
It is purely a voluntary one, and unless 
we have It In us to do the necessary 
work, it will not be done by us, that’s 
all.

Our camp-ineetlngs, altered to suit, 
and popularized, afford opportunity for 
necessary and pleasant gatherings and 
conventions. These could be arranged 
Into district, state and national conven
tions as occasion demanded, and then 
and there we could meet, discuss and 
swap Ideas and gather Information ad 
libitum and at wholesale and have a 
good time also.

We should consider our local societies 
as schools affording the deearnate an 
opportunity to assist us in- our teach
ings. We should remember the laws of 
affinity in this relation, that like at
tracts like; that a worthy capable In
strument is more likely to occasion sat
isfactory results than one who Is not. 
We should remember that grapes do 
not grow upon thistles, or figs upon 
thorns any more now than they ever 
did, and be careful in our selection of 
teachers.

Foremost among our teachings should 
be the central basic truth of the conti
nuity of life,driving away all doubts, 
fear and dread on that subject, giving 

ynanklnd to know everywhere that 
jdeath is only a necessary change In life. 
This done and man assured that noth
ing can stan,d between him and the con
sequences of his own acts here or here
after; that he, in a measure and to a 
certain extent, is master of his own 
destiny hereafter as here; that as he 
sows must he reap, here and hereafter; 
these facts made clear to the masses 
and mankind brought to realize that, In
dividually, we are but parts of one uni
versal whole, we may reasonably ex
pect, as Intelligence advances, such a 
revolution and change in private and 
public opinion and acts as shall greatly 
assist in hastening here on earth, that 
condition we have been taught to look 
forward to as “Heaven,” meaning, as 
wo all know, a place where common 
sense and even-handed justice prevail.

To know that we may assist in this 
good worji, may accomplish it, ought to 
be sufficient Incentive for a little per
sonal sacrifice and effort But “the 
thing won't go,” sisters and brethren, 
without a little cash. This Is the sphere 
of cash and a little of it is required in 
every business. Buy papers and books 
and read them and pass them around 
among your friends. The Progressive 
Thinker Is a valuable aid pnd worker 
with us, an omnium gatherum, that 
should be read by every Spiritualist 
Ofttlmes one number is worth the price 
of a whole year's subscription. Bro. 
Francis Is moved by the right “spirit” 
or right kind of “spirits” and if not in
fallible, this only proves, that he is one 
of us.

But let’ us reorganize, or rather, or
ganize properly. Then we need not be 
so particular about creeds .and things 
of that sort Where there is no author
ity but the common people, no oppor
tunity nor incentive for Its abuse, 
creeds are as harmless as spring water. 
Properly organized we have “the dead 

‘wood”on creeds, and that’s why I am 
writing this.

• ■ _ J. M. HUMPHREY.

Offer Number Two.
Vol. 1, Vol. 2 and Vol. 3 of the Ency

clopedia of Death, and Life in the Spir
it World, will be sent out when accom*  
panied with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker, for $1.10. 
Ihe pajw one year, and the three vol
umes, $2.10. You can add to this order 
any of the other books, at 40 cents 
each. You ean make only one order for 
three books for $1.10.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be aeeompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, wiU be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Three.
Any three of the books in our prem

ium list that you may select will be sent 
to you for $1.10. You are at liberty to 
select any other books In the list that 
you desire in connection with t|ils or
der, at 40 cents each. You can only 
make one order for three books at $1.10.

An order for ojjo or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panied with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Four.
1 Our regular premium, The Encyclo
pedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World, Vol. 3, is only 25 cents. If you 
wish to add thereto one of the other 
premium books only, tbe same will cost 
you 50 cents. If you wish two addi
tional books, the cost of the three will 
be $1.10. You can add thereto any 
other books you desire at 40 cents each.

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book In 

connection with a year’s subscription, 
and that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price will be 50 cents.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be aecompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

OFFER NUMBER SIX.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
Price............................................. <

The Encyclopedia of Death, and
Life in the Spirit World, VoL 2, 
Price.............................................j

The Encyclopedia of Death, and

$

$
Llfe in the Spirit World, Vol. 3, 
Price.................................    . .$

Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Muhdane Spir
itism. Price............... ’/..,...$

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price.......................   ■r<<$

The Next World Interviewed.
Price..................... 1

The Occult Life of Jesus (Includ
ing the Hull-Covert Debate). 
Price........ ............................... !

?

$

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.25

2.00

Total price to the trade.............S1O.75
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 2.35 

The Progressive Thinker one year
and the seven premium books. .$ 3,35
These seven books, substantially and 

elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear in mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library In every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which is less by far than their 
actual cost The authors make no
charge for the
labor 
and

bestowed
vast 

on
which extended

amount of 
these works, 

over many

higher no
Will mortal^nan aspire, ' ■. . ■7
Under thelr'SJweet ’’dominion, .till 

hour 1,
In time Itself shall flower,

an

When crime and sin, and wrong for- 
■ , evermore ■ .
Shall vanish from? earth’s shore,
And the last sapgreal shall be found! 

. and soul
Forever sense control! . , ■ .

WILL HUBBARD KERNAN.
•Chicago. ,.■■■■

.Lifeis made up, not of great sacrifices or duties, but of 
little things, in which smiles and Jri^dnesses and small ob
ligations, gjven habitually, are wnttrwin and preserve the 80Clal meeting« 

heart, and secure comfort.—Sir Humphrey Davy. . I trice 15 cent!

"Longley's Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen -beautiful, soul-Insplrlng songs, 
with music, by C. Payson Longley. 
Price by mall, 15 cents. For sale at 
thisofflcb. . • x

"Longley's Beautiful Bongs.” Vol. 2. 
Sweet songs and music for homeland 
social meetings.. For sale at this office.

"Religion as Revealed by "the Material 
and Spiritual Universe." By. B. D,. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A compact and 
comprehensive view of the subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical and crit
ical; facts and data needed by every 
student and especially by every Splr-1 
itualist. One of the very best books on 
the subject. Price, reduced to $1, 
cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale at this 
office.

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction In this 
handsome volume, wherewith to sweet
en hours of leisure and enjoyment 
Price $1. For sale at this office, :

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticlsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood,1 lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator ot the mo
lecular or ¡spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant.. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

years. The publisher receives not a 
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds ot dollars being paid 
out in putting them in type, and electro- 
'typing the pages, and making them
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting these intensely interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
Inducement is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep In Mne with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing Is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift

By taking 85 cents from $2!35, you 
will find that all we have left us for 
those seven books is only

"The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high- 
and elevating spirituality of. thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office.

“Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.'- 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 51.25. 
For sale at this office. . .

“Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine." Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and ainumber of let
ters and discourses on religious and the- 

1 ologlcal subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
gajpes. Price |L For sale at this office,

cibi

, A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Anthor of "The World Beautiful," "Kate Field1' 
"After Her Death," "From Dreamland Sent," etc, 
With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt, price 11.25. The 
writer of this “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning* 1 
has thrown tbe book Into five chapters, with sub-tltlei 
as follow b :
LIVING WITH VISIONS. “Summer Snow of Apple 

Blossom»;" Muelc-Flow of Pindar; Friendz in the 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. Tbe Prefigured Friend;
Vita Nouva; "One Day, My Siren. '.

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; In Cbbi 
Guldi; Florentine Daya; Walter Savage Landon

ABT AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; Thd 
Clasped Hands; Kate Field’s Kecorda; Mra 
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Hank; Spiritual 
Laws; Modern Scientific Thought; The ConeldM 
atiou of Genius.

For Salo at thia office.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-opcrallve Systems and the Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity. * By E. D. Babbitt 
LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last part of Human 
Culture aud Cure. Paper cover, Uto. For iale at 
this office.

The To-Morrow of Death.
---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science.
BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY S. R. CBOCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This fine volume might well have been entitled 

Bplrituailsm Demonstrated by Science. It is writtel 
in that peculiar Interesting style In which FrencR 
writers excel when tliey would popularize sotenilfli 
subjects In adaptation to the needs of the genera] 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—he evei 
mentions Spiritual lets as “devotees of a new aiipen 
Billion,” etc., etc., In which he inaulfrata tbe usual 
anlinua of the “sclentltic class,” yet be Bays again] 
‘•There Isa true and respectable idea In Spiritualism," 
aud regards as proved “the fact of commnnlcatios 
between superhuman^ and tbe Inhabitants of Earth;" 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact In evidence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy ifl 
tbeauthurs's Ideaa, but the well read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pro» and cons, and out of thd 
whole will And not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. The aut&r holds thi 
theory of reincarnation. Price JftV sale al 
thia office. __ __ _______ ____ __ _____  ,

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH was writen tn 

de/elon tbe Idea of the principle of tbe permanence 
of the human soul after death and lu reincarnation 
in a chain of new belnga, whose successive links are 
unrolled In the bosom of etberial space. "Beyond 
tzui Tubbbhold" continues on the same llnea, em 
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and cQflU 
sfderatlonB drawn from science uid pbllosopby;claitnn 
tag that the certainty of a new birth beyond oui 
earthly end Is tbe best mpcfiS of arming oureelvel 
against all weakness In tbe presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy W that 
end Is far superior to that of auy of tbe existing re*  
llgions. From beginning to ehd It la Interesting, en« 
tertklnlng, Instructive and fascinating, and whetbei 
one accepts It all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure epjoyed In Its perusal Price 11,25. 
For sale at this office.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—~ AJiD-■

THE LAW OF NATURE,
TO WEIGH H ADDED

Volney**  Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signsand 

Constellations by tbe Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, In larrt, 
dear type, with portrait and Illustrations. One VOL. 
poBtSvo, 248 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 73 cents.

This Is undoubtedly one of ths best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
beat Interests of mankind, and clearly points oat the 
sources of human Ignoranco and misery. The author 
Is supposed to meet In tbe ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
society, and the causes of both tbe prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of tbe 
nations is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern*  
meet, and of laws dlu’U8«od, and tho Law of Nature—* 
founded on justice and equity—Is Anally proclaimed 
to au expectant world. v

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
The Effacement ot Christianity? By George Jacob 
Holyoake. This is a most valuable contribution to 
Fraetbougiit literature. Bound in paper with good 
likeness ot author. Price, 10 oeatol (wave copie« 
tor «1.0#. _ _______ _

The Blue Laws of Connecticut. \
Taken from the Code of 1650. and th« public record! 

of tbe colony of Connecticut previous to 1555, aa print
ed In a compilation of tbe earliest laws and orders of 
the general coart of Connecticut; alio an account of 
the pcrsecntlon of wHcbea and Quakers tn New Eng*  
land. Some extracts from tho Blue Laws of Virginia» 
Price 25 cts. For sale at this office.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A Fascinating Romance o4 Two World». By Florenn 
Bontley. Price, cloth. 73 cents. Books Uko "The 
Dream Child" spar humanity on to make more and 
more demands of this nature, and will open up new 
heights and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox. Will, I believe, take Its place be*  
side Bulwer'B “Zanonl" and the "•Ser&phlta” of 
Balzac.—Dally Capita), Topeka, Kanus*  Although 
simple and unvarnished with any Inflammable de*  
scriptions, enthralls tho mind to the exclusion of 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader closes 
tho last page.—Minneapolis Sunday Times. For salei 
at this office. ‘

Conflict Between Religion and
Science.

Just the book for progressive thinkers. By John 
W. Draper. Clotb. 11.75. For Bole at this office.

Father Tom and the Pepe,
Or a Night at the Vatican.

Written probably by Sir Samuel Ferguson. From*  
Blackrood’s Edinburg Magazine. Thlii# a bumoroui 
account of a rollckaomo visit to tbe Pope of Home by 
Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed with a super*  . 
abundance of Irish wit, two imperial quart bottles of 
Irish “puttccn," and an Irish recipe for "conwound*  
ing” the same. '‘What’s that?'? says the Pope. '‘Put .. 
lathe sperits first,” says his"Rlvrcnce: '‘andthen 
put Inthesugan and remember, every dbrop o! wt*  ' 
theryou nut in afther that, spoils the punch.1' "Glory . 
bo to Goa,’’ says the Pope, not minding a word Fath*  
er Tom was saying. "Glory bo to Godl” says he, 
smacking his Ups. "I never knewn what dbrlnk was 
afore," says be. "Itbates iheLacbymalchrystaiont 
ov the face.” says ho—"It's Necthar Itself, It Is, so It 
la I” says he, wiping bls cpUtolIcal mouth wld the cuft 
of his coat. Paper, 25cts. 5 cloth,'W cente. For sale 
at this office. .

THE TALMUD.
Selection «from the content« ot that ancient book, 

Its. comBcnterles, teaching«, poetry, and legends. 
Also brief sketches ot the men «bo made end oom*  
nintcdnponlt. By It. Poling. 150 pp. Price, Cloth, 
11.00. For sale at tMMSloe. -. . ■ ■ -«
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THE SPECTER HAND.

Haunted Palaces of Queen 
Victoria.

£
& ■:

constantly 
tween the 
invariably 
hand was

Lest there should be any disposition 
to scoff at the specter hand which has 
created such dire alarm at Queen Vic
toria's palace of Hampton Court, and 
which has caused an artist of the name 
of Haynes to abandon some very lucra
tive work in the palace, which he had 
undertaken on behalf of the govern
ment, I would recall to mind the fact 
that ever since the feign of King Henry 
VIII., who compelled Cardinal Wolsey 
to surrender to him the regal abode 
which the too ambitious prelate had 
built for his own use, Hampton Court 
Palace has always had the reputation 
of being haunted. Although a bqaiitiful 
place, and exquisitely ’ situated In the 
suburbs of London, surrounded by the 
loveliest of grounds, none of the royal 
family, no matter how great their pov
erty, will consent to inhabit it, and 
even Princess Frederica of Hanover 
and of Great Britain, after her -mor
ganatic marriage with her dead father’s 
private secretary had led her brother to 
stop her allowance, and to render her in 
that way absolutely dependent upon the 
bounty of her cousin, Queen Victoria, 
spent as little time as possible In the 
handsomely furnished suite of apart
ments placed at her disposal by the 
Queen in Hampton Court Palace, and 
preferred to lease small furnished villas 
and apartments elsewhere, mostly at 
Biarritz. In one word, she preferred to 
pinch herself, monetarily speaking, 
rather than to live in the haunted pal
ace. There are many people who will 

' be disposed to deride this as idle super
stition. Blit artists of the reputation of 
Mr, Haynes do not relinquish profitable 
pieces of work, nor do titled ladies of 
limited means surrender so great and 
highly prized a privilege as free apart
ments In a royal palace for the sake of 
mere fancy and imagination.
- Hampton Court—at any rate its resi
dential portion—is used by the Queen to 
provide free lodging for ladles who have 
claims upon her bounty, such -as the 
widows of distinguished statesmen, of 
old and valued court officials, of gen
erals who have sacrificed their lives for 
their Queen, ete. Thus, after the death 
of Lord Granville, the friend and min
isterial colleague of Gladstone, and so 
frequently Secretary of State for For
eign Affairs, the Queen, learning that 
the bereaved Countess was in siralt- 
ened circumstances, placed apartments 
in Hampton Court Palace at her dis
posal. Lady Granville never occupied 
them, and as soon ns possible got them 
exchanged for apartments In Kensing
ton Palace. Free apartments at Hamp
ton Court Palace carry with them all 
kinds of privileges, such as repairs free 
of cost, exemption from taxes and par
ish rates, free lighting and heating, and 
in many cases free furniture. As I 
stated above, people of limited means 
do not give up such privileges as these 
for.mere fancy or Imagination.

Mr. Haynes, whose story has once 
more recalled public attention to the 
fact that Hampton Court Palace is 
haunted, has been engaged for some 
time past In sketching the' old Flemish 

, tapestry on the walls of the guard 
chamber. He did his work by broad 
daylight. He Insists that almost daily 
a hand, white, delicate and rlehly Jew
eled, with a peculiarly shaped diamond 
marquise ring on the forefinger, was

appearing as if from be- 
folds of the tapestry, and 
pointing downward. The 

likewise seen by one of his

* ............... .. . ,t...................,....................... ................................ ..............
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PAST AND PRESENT.!

her husband, in spite of her piercing 
screams, which were heard all over the 
palace, continued his devotions un
moved.

There are lew royal and Imperial pal
aces that are not haunted by one or 
more banshees. Thus, Holyrood Pal
ace at Edinburgh is supposed to be 
haunted by the ghost of the murdered 
Rlzzlo, the troubadour admirer of Mary 
Queen of Scots, and it is noteworthy 
that when any member of the Queen’s 
family is forced to spend a night in the 
capital of Scotland an hotel is preferred 
to the royal palace. The specter of 
Herne the Huntdr Is believed by super
stitious people to roam under the oaks 
of the Home Park, at Windsor, during 
certain times of the year, and while the 
ghost of King Charles I, has, according 
to the testimony of the wife of the pres
ent Bishop of Winchester, herself a 
daughter qf Archbishop Tait of Canter
bury, been seen promenading the clois
ters of the deanery of St, George’s 
Chapel, at Windsor, the supernatural 
appearance of Queen Elizabeth, the 
Queen Bess of Shakspearean days, in 
the Queen’s library at Windsor, has 
been witnessed and placed on record by 
the Royal Librarian, by a subalttern 
of the Coldstreams doing duty as an 
officer of the guards, and last, but not 
least, by Empress Frederick herself, the 
most matter-of-fact, scientific, and least 
superstitious of all the daughters of 
Queen Victoria.

The appearance of the White Lady in 
the old palace of Berlin and Jn the Hof
burg, or Imperial Palace at Vienna, on 
the evO of the demise of any Important 
member of the reigning houses of Haps- 
burg, and of Hoheuzollern, are matters 
not only of historical, but also of mili
tary record, these supernatural and 
fateful appearances to soldiers on duty, 
in the palace figuring in the military re
ports, while the Royal Palace of Stock
holm has been haunted to such an ex
tent since the assassination within its 
precincts of King Gustavus III. that it 
has been twice entirely razed to the 
ground and reconstructed, with the ob
ject of dislodging the supposed ghosts.

All this may sound ridiculous and 
childish. But who among us would not 
experience an uncanny feeling if forced 
by circumstances to reside in houses 
which had been the scene of a suicide 
or of a murder?—Marquis De Fonteuoy, 
in St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

IS “THE INFINITE" THE LIVING 
GOD?

, I send my thought into the infinite— 
‘ Beyond the star’s, by evenlug.lit;

Beyond tlie blue of earth, or azure 
‘ skies; •
\ And yet, behold, to my surprise,

I find myself alive to all that Is, 
And wonder where the ending Ues.

‘ It is my soul that doth surpass these 
■ all—
1 My human soul that thus doth call

Not for the vast—the voids of sjiace and 
i sense,
i But for the end, if end be hence;

For I would know'of final end of Time, 
i Aud of my thoughts—my life sublime. 
’ The Infinite? Yet I am more, for I, 
- AU space do occupy; aud I, ■ 

’ On wings of thought, pass on beyond all 
[ space;

I penetrate all walls of place;
, And I conceive of more in me than I 

Of thee, O Infinite, most high! •
I O Infinite! Thou art a spectral ghost, 
i Compared with me—with human host. 
• We all surpass thy flight or stretch of

friends, whom he took with him in or
der to assure himself that he was not 
the victim of some hallucination, and, 
after seeing the hand, they carefully 
examined the tapestry with the object 
of discovering some rent or hole 
through which it eould have been 
thrust—but without avail. It is even 
said that Mr. Haynes took a snap-shot 
of the hand, and the camera does not 
lie, whatever the eye may do. In any 
case he has been so unnerved by the 
affair that be has relinquished the 
work. .

Some ten years ago there was a regu
lar exodus from the palace on account 
of the sound of the whirrlug from a 
spinning wheel at night. That the noise 
was a reality- was certified to by police 
officials, and, finally, in consequence of 
their reports, the government oteee of 
works instituted an investigation, 
which resulted in the discovery of a 
brlcked-up and until then unusued 
brlcked-up and until then unsuspected 
chamber containing an ancient spinning 
wheel, showing marks of recent use. 
Reference to the old records of the pal
ace show this room to have been occu
pied by Mistress SIbell Penn, the foster
mother of that young Prince Edward, 
son of King Henry VIII., who event
ually succeeded to the throne as Ed
ward VI. Mistress Penn was burled in 
Hampton Church, which was pulled 
down in 1829. when her tomb was 
irreverently disturbed and her remains 
scattered, and popular belief is that, 
owing to the disturbance of her last 
rest, she has returned to haunt the room 
which she had occupied during her life.

In the reign of King James II., that 
is to say 220 years ago, the City of Lon
don Is on official record as having or- 
tiered 12,000 masses to be said for the 
repose of the soul of Queen Jane Sey
mour, one of the many wives of King 
Henry VIII., with the avowed object of 
“laying” her ghost, Which in those days 
was wont, according to popular belief, 
to wander near the room where Queen 
Anne Boleyn caught her sitting on the 
King’s knee. Unfortunhtely these 
masses, the payment for which still fig
tires on the records of the City of Lon
don, do not seem to have been effica
cious. For Queen Jane’s specter con- 
tlnues, so we are assured, to haunt the 
palace to this day, and the han'd which 
Mr. Haynes claims to have seen is be
lieved to be that of her ghost, owing to 
the fact that on the forefinger of this 
royal lady, as pictured In her portraits, 
there is the same peculiar-shaped mar- 
qulse ring as that described by Mr. 
Haynes. .

Both the late Lady Eastlake on$ the 
Hon. Mrs. Cavendish Boyle, ladles oc- 
copying apartments in the palace by the 
grace of the Queen, have vouched for 
the appearance of a white apparition, 
believed to have been that of Queen 
Catherine Howard, another of King 
Hal’s many wives. They saw the spec
ter near the Queen's great staircase, 
and ’ have graphically described the 
ghastly look of despair on her face, and 
blood-curdling sounds of her screams. 
It may be remembered that Queen 
Catherine Howard, when imprisoned 
pending her deportation to the Tower of 

■ London, escaped from her room and ran 
along the gallery in order to Beek an in- 
tervlew with King Henry, who was per
forming his devotions In the chapel. 
Just ns she’ reached the door the guard« 
seized her and carried her back, while

time,
And we, not thou, are the sublime!
For us; how small thy spaces vast, < 

light;
How small thy wisdom of our right!
Thou art an idol; not a God of man; 
Nor canst thou for the human plan. 
We stand alone, outside thy power

dr

to
rule, .

Outside thy domain, though the school
Of our conceits hath named thee, The 

Divine; '
,And poured for thee its sacred wine!
But what-am I, who thus doth dare 

defy
In measured speech this one so high, 
Unto the world that crawls, nor looks 

above
Its crawling place, nor dares to try to 

prove,
Its Idol-God, or self, beyond the light
I left behind, O Infinite? ”
I am a Soul, transcending Thee, or 

Time;
A living Soul, Being Sublime;
For thoughts I do create, thus named I 

know;
(Can waters higher than fountains 

flow?)
Higher, vaster, broader am I than Thou, 
6 Infinite; Life crowns my brow!
And, Infinite, thou art my storehouse, 

where
My things I place; my earth, my air, 
All living things myself below; and yet
I need thy space, 0 Infinite, 
To self express—to give myself 

room
Of self-expression—not for tomb!
Intelligence is mine, not thine, idol; 
I shall possess when thou dost fall

the

Froin thy pedestaled height of tran
sient fame, '

And lose uot ouly crown but name;
I am—I am! .Being Immortal—Soul— 
Need I say ipore? I own thee—all!
I greater am than Is Infinity— ’
My right I claim: I am—to Be! -
Death its hold on nje hath lost; for I 

am. ‘ .
These other things of storm, of calm, 
Tost by the waves of time and meas

ured space,- ,
May thus be lost; but I have place. "
The uncreate I self-cn;ate; that I • 
A place may have; and standing by 
Are other souls of men; I see them 

now— .
Immortal being crowds their brow, 
And we are Gods; else no God is; of-all; 
And we divine; aye, we are Soul!
Unfathomed depth, transcendent height 

of Life, .
We are’all Nature, rich and rife 
With being God; creating all-that is 
Of life in earth, or in the skies; . 
Creating the Inflnite of space; and, . 
Creating Time; and thus We stand, ?
And talk of God’s Infinitude, of -Sbul;- ' 
Talk of thé ages gonef of all ■' : . - 
That yet may be; talk of Infinity, ' 
Of ’Time, and of eternity, •- :
Knowing that we will all be there to 

see ÿ . ,
The changes- wrought; untrammeled; 
- Free! . '■■■,' '• ' ■■■ ', : .
Thou Infinite; thou art extended line— 
Thou art no more! Oanst thou divine 
Our simplest thought, or tell a thing un

known? ’ ’
Not one; not one; more than the stone! 
But Soul creates beyond thy wisest 

ken; .
It hath intelligence—thou?—When? 

. J. O. M. HEWITT.

WHEN FATHER LAUGHS.
When lather laughs It alius ’pears to me 

As if the sun shone brighter lu the 
sky—

Or jest as if a meller sort o’ haze 
Floats down in shimmerin’, golden 

specks, and 1
Am warmed, an’ filled with sunshine 

through and through—
Has ever secli a thing occurred to you? 
When father laughs a feller feels as 

good ’ -
As he kin feel in this here mundane 

sp’ere
An’ ’bout the same as If he’d went 

astray, ’
An’ lost hisself, then found hls path
' way clear,

With sunlight floodin' the familiar 
view— .

Has secli a notion ever come to you?
When father laughs it ain’t no use ter 

frown—
I can’t—not even ef the Joke's on me, 

For in tlie ringin’ of tliat laugh o’ his
So cheery, an’ so honest, an’ So free, 

I feel his love for me so strong an’ 
true—

- Has sech a feelin’ ever come to you? 
When father laughs I often ’tuaglhe

. how
The Heavenly Father smiles to see 

his boys , .
A-pinyln’ of their little earthly games, 

An’ findin' childish pleasure in their 
'toys.

The very thought makes blue skies 
seem more blue—

Did ever sech a thought occur to you?
When father laughs it’s more 'an that 

I hear—
It’s jest an echo, like, from One 

above—
A sort o’ shadow of the heavenly Joy 

An’ tenderness an’ sympathy an’ love!
If you ain't heard ner felt it as I do, 
I'm sorrier 'an I kin.tell fer you!

A PSYCHIC HOSPITAL.
Kindly permit me the privilege of sug

gesting in “Light” the establishment of 
a psychic hospital. I have no desire to 
find fault, but what a vast number of 
Invalids have spent well-nigh all their 
means (like the poor woman mentioned 
in the Gospels) upon physicians, and are 
to-day in more feeble health than at the 
beginning of their medical treatment! 
It 1b often said that Spiritualists are not 
practical. The establishment , of a 
psychic hospital, and the grand results 
attending it, would prove that Spiritual
ists are decidedly practical.

Let the institution be unsectarian— 
separate, on the one hand, from the 
ordinary medical school, and on the 
other from the antl-vlvisection move
ment; the assurance being, however, 
given that within its walls there shall 
be no hacking up-of either animals or 

-human beings. Let the institute be 
simply a place for the healing of dis
ease. I have strong reasons for believ
ing that a hospital such as described 
would be liberally supported. Those in
terested in the teachings of Christ have 
now an opportunity of helping on, 
directly or Indirectly, the work in view. 
MATERIALIZATION OF ANIMALS.

The interesting account given in 
“Light” by Mr. Gambler Bolton, of 
“Materializations of Animals" which he 
witnessed and identified at seances with 
Mr. Craddock, would, I think, be better 
understood If the fact were accepted 
that, to say the least, no form of life 
exists in its physical aspect which does 
not possess a soul; or, to put the matter 
more correctly, no existing life is other 
than the physical manifestation of souls 
In various stages of growth or progress. 
In their various communications, dls- 
carnate human souls have occasionally 
spoken of seeing animals which they 
recognized as old earth friends; but.It 
was also remarked that they very soou 
disappeared. Whither did they go? I 
believe, to their next stage of growth— 
to their next incarnatlou. But, in tlie 
meantime, whilst In the dlscarnate 
state they would be very likely to gravi
tate towards earth friends who had 
helped or loved them; and should the 
opportunity occur to them of the pres
ence of a materializing medium, they 
would, at the right moment, spon
taneously and automatically build up 
their former physical appearance from 
the medium’s vibrations.

Did mankind recognize and accept 
these facts, I venture to think that such 
recognition would materially modify 
the present ideas of responsibility and 
duty towards their humbler fellow 
creatures; and they would not dare to 
degrade their own nature and their own 
soul's growth by killing them either for 
sport' or for -food. The question of ne
cessity need not be discussed. There is 
no necessity. It is quite the other way 
about. -

We live in an atmosphere of blood and 
slaughter. Were, say, Great Britain to 
recognize the folly and wickedness of 
It, with all the terrible degradation it 
Involves, and forthwith put an end to it, 
disease and death by disease, now 
almost a rule without exception, would 
rapidly become a misery of the past, to 
say nothing of the necessary decrease 
of crime. Is It never considered that 
we have no right to suffer from disease, 
much less to die from it, or more cor
rectly speaking, from its suppressive 
treatment which is so universal and so 
anomalously called scientific? ■

light, and uow ami agaljr rays ^f bluish 
light were shot down_ou my body. 
When this was done I~saw the body 
jerk aud quiver. It wus'beiug'éliai’ged, 
as I may say. I notlce<l;’iuoreover, that 
the daylight had faded*,  the ‘window 
seemed dark, ami the light bv Hvhlch I 
saw was spirit light. I Could hear per
fectly well the voices ol'the spirits who 
spoke to me. They sounded vëry mueli 
as human voices do, but -Were more deli
cately modulated, and sounded as 
though from a distance.' Imperiitor ex
plained to me that I was seeing an ac
tual scene which was- intended to show 
me how the spirits operated. Rector 
was writing, aud it was not done, as I 
had Imagined, by guiding my hand or 
by impressing my mind, but was doue 
by directing onto tlie'pen a ray which 
looked like blue light. The force so 
directed caused the pep to move in 
obedience to the will of the directing 
spirit. In order to show me that the 
hand was a mere instrument, not es
sential to the experiment, the pen was 
removed from the hand, and kept in 
position by the ray of light which was 
directed upon it. To my great surprise, 
it moved over the paper and wrote as- 
before. I cried out with astonishment, 
and was warned to keep still, lest I 
should break the conditions. A great 
part of what is written above was 
really done without thé intervention of 
a human hand; and the rest without the 
aid of my spirit or myself. .

Imperator explained that the sounds 
could be made in the samé way without 
aid from anything material. I heard 
the sounds of the fairy bells all the 
time, and the air was pervaded by a 
subtle perfume which is quite percepti
ble to my senses now. I did not observe 
how the sound was made, but I saw, in 
a distant part of the room near the cell
ing, something like a box, round which 
this blue electric light played, and 1 
associated the sound with that. The 
spirits were dressed as I have seen 
them before, and moved aljout, quite 
independent of the material obstacles 
round them. Several remarks were ad
dressed to me, but I was not encouraged 
to talk. I remember seeing Groeyn, 
C. S., Mentor, Doctor, R., Philosophas, 
Prudens, and others. They, or some of 
them, formed a circle round the table nt 
which my body sat. I seemed to myself 
to be garbed In white, with a blue cinc
ture. There was some purple, too—I 
think a sort of over-robe. Every spirit 
wns self-iiiminotm. apparently; and the 
room was very light ’ "

1 was told that it was not easy to 
write without human aid, and that the 
spelling of the words was wrong. I find 
that such is tlie case in the parts that 
were written as I described above.

I remember mentally wondering how 
such spirits spoke English, nnd In reply 
to my thought several addressed me 
one after another In■’ different lan
guages. They were not- Intelligible to 
me, but were interpreted by Imperator. 
He also showed me how spirits com
mune with each other as though by 
transfusion of thought. >■

After all this had passed I was com
manded to return and write down what 
I saw. I do not remember the return 
to my body, and presume that my spirit 
was thrown Into a state of unconscious
trance. i

I feel a slight headache. I am per
fectly certain as to what occurred, and 
reported It simply and without exagge
ration. I may have omitted facts. I 
have added or altered none. ■ I

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA. >

MEDIUMISTIC CONTROL. .
“Light" continues to print the unpub

lished “Spirit Teachings” of the late 
Wm. Stainton Moses, M. A., and as a 
footnote Is the following interesting de
scription of the modus operandl of^the 
communicating Intelligences: .

During the whole time In'which the 
above communication was ■written my 
spirit was separated from the body. I 
could see from a short distance the 
hand as it wrote. It Is Important to 
record exactly what occurred. The 
place Is my own room.' It Is now 2:30. 
I felt an Impression to write, such as I 
have not felt for nearly two months. I 
sat down at my desk, and the fiist part- 
of the communication was written. I 
presume I théh passed into the state of 
unconscious trance. The next thing I 
remember was standing in spirit near 
my body, which was seated, holding the 
pén, before the table on .whicli this book- 
was placed. I looked at It and at-the 
arrangements of the room with grèat 
interest. I saw that nfy body was there, 
and that I was joined to it by a thin 
line of light. Everything material in 
the room looked' shadowy, and every
thing spiritual seemed solid, and real. 
Behind ihy body, with his own hand 
held over the head, and the other over 
the right hand which held the pen, 
stood Rector. In the room, besides, 
were Imperator and several of the 
spirits who have influenced me for so 
long. Others whom I did not know, 
passed in and out, and appeared to re
gard the experiment with Interest. 
From the celling, or rather through the 
ceiling, streamed down a mild, pleasing

«

Outlook for Spiritualism in 
" California.

Some fifteen or twenty years ago, 
while ou a visit to this city, I was par
ticularly struck witli the great interest 
ami enthusiasm everywhere manifested 
iu Spiritualism. Eloquent speakcre, 
wonderful mediums, convincing proofs 
of spirit presence and power, were 
everywhere lu evidence.

Among the phenomenal lecturers then 
present here was W. J. Colville. 1 called 
hls attention to my observation, and 
asked him bow lie accounted for it. He 
replied enthusiastically: “I believe the 
close proximity of this coast to India, 
and tlie great nations of the far East, 
the trade winds, and the climatic con
ditions always prevailing on this coast, 
will render this, the central portion off 
it, more eligible and attractive, to not 
only invalids, but to those seeking 
homes in an equable teniperature, in
suring a dense population here, thus 
preparing and rendering eligible this 
coast as the most favorable portion of 
the earth’s surface for the manifesta
tion and development of spirit power 
and spirit Influences.”

And at that time there certainly was 
sufficient evidence to induce the belief 
that California was the favored loca
tion, judging from the great rush of 
eloquent speakers, wonderful mediums, 
and the interesting phenomena, that so 
often appeared in the numerous circles 
assembled lu all parts of the eity.

But gradually the enthusiasm died 
away, tlie meetings were less in num
ber aud the attendance far less, In those 
kept open. Fraudulent mediumship 
crept in aud destroyed the interest of 
tlie investigators and weakened the 
faith of believers. .

Soon the lack of means for paying 
teachers was apparent, aud they grad
ually disappeared, and with few hon-
orable exceptions, 
reliable mediums

both lecturers and 
withdrew from' this

ouce phenomenal field of spirit pres-
ence. Among the few that remain of

Prof. Lockwood in Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Woman's Progressive Union of 

Brooklyn, N. Y., brought its season to a 
close on Sunday eveulng, June 3, with a 
grand lecture by Professor Lockwood, 
assisted by Mr. Fred Watson as pianist; 
Mr. Mausergh also giving a recitation 
In a most acceptable manner.

The subject upon which Mr. Lock
wood based his remarks was “The 
Moral Value of Psychology and Hyp
notism iu Medicine and Social Ethics.”

The hall was well tilled by an enthu
siastic and appreciative audience. Some 
of tlie members presented the Professor 
with a large basket of American Beauty 
roses, as a small recognition of their 
appreciation of his work done for the 
society as well as the people at large, 
many being present from Manhattan, 
desirous of hearing more of Professor 
Lockwood’s lectures; also of his plans 
for the future.

Our society- feeling somewhat timid 
at first regarding the engagement of the 
Professor, now rejoices at his coming, 
and assures him not only a most hearty 
welcomé, but many new converts and 
larger audiences when he comes to us 
again at the beginning of the fall 
season.

Professor^ Lockwood has opened a 
new and large avenue of thought, not 
alone to the liberal minded, but also to 
laymen and preachers, by placing all his 
remarks upon the basis flf nature's co
relations, and in proving them by his 
numerous and wonderful methods of 
demonstration.

Ills lecture on the X-Rays was one of 
high merit, bringing together many 
thinking and reasoning minds, among 
them many students of the medical 
faculty. .

His discourses are given with dignity 
and Intense earnestness, manifesting 
deep study and research, while the most 
difficult and sensitive points are touched 
upon with a delicacy of feeling, offend
ing no one. f

His lecture on divine and sacred love, 
so very ■ often termed free love, and 
cast upon Spiritualism and Its followers 
as a degradation, was handled with so 
much care, so much delicacy of feeling, 
Inspiring every one present with the 
sacredness of Its meaning, that a storm 
of applause followed the Professor long 
after he had taken his s,eat. vi

Every one of his lectures .'delivered 
was a gem in itself, arid w-e^predlct a 
great future for Professor Lockwood in 
this, our City of Churéhes! Our people 
have at last awakengd outqof Their 
sleep; although still ruhjbing tljeir eyes, 
their ears are Catching the expressions 
of one who stands as a fnastePupon the 
rostrum of Spiritualism, willing to 
demonstrate and explain its fei-and and 
glorious truths. .

ELIZABETH F. Ç.URTH.

' “After Her Death. Thé SÎory : of a 
Summer." By Lilian« Whltifig. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted'iwlth this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, cóm- 
bining advanced Ideas' on the.'finer and 
ethereal/ phases of Spiritualism^ lead
ing thè mind onward into the purer at
mosphere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1. . .

“The Heresy Trial of Rev. B. F. Aus
tin, M. A., D. D. Giving à sketch of 
Dr. Austin's life, story of the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges,, the heresy 
sermon, the scène at conference, and 
Dr. Austin’s full address defending his 
views on Spiritualism at the London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.,” 
etc. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. . ■

“Discovery of a LostTrall.” By.Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, ,?1.50. For sale 
at this office. . .. -

the older prominent workers on this 
coast, I am glad to recogulze our de
voted sister, Mrs. Elizabeth L. Watson, 
whose world-wide- fame endears her to 
every lover of pure morality aud bouest 
mediumship:

Ill health and a sensitive nature has 
so depleted her nervous system, through 
all these years of fraud, Inharmony and 
consequent discouragement, that she 
has been unable to engage in much ac
tive work for several years, although 
always ready to respond cheerfully to 
every call of duty on this coast, beside 
having yielded in two or three Instances 
to invitations to visit the East, and con
tribute of her remarkable inspirational 
ability at camp-meetings and other pub
lic gatherings for tlie benefit of the 
great cause-In which she has for thirty- 
five years been engaged.

Having partially recovered from her 
prostration last fall, 'upou the earnest 
solicitation of the president (who is also 
president of tlie State Society) and 
board of directors of the local society of 
San Jose, they being personal friends 
and living within ten or twelve miles of 
her own home, she consented, for a very 
small salary, to serve that society for 
six months as their pastor, being as
sured she was the choice of the society, 
and that they had sufficient means on 
hand to pay their Indebtedness and all 
their current expenses for the next six 
mouths. •

Under those favorable circumstances 
she felt Justified in attempting to re
sume her former labors lu the cause for 
which she had labored so long and suf
fered so much.

But before the expiration of half the 
time for which she had bpen engaged, 
tlie board had a disagreement, the pres
ident and a part of the board resigned, 
and asked her to cancel her engage
ment, as there was no money in the 
treasury to pay her salary, etc., which 
she felt obliged to do, as tlie inharmony 
and the bickering among the officers 
had quite broken up the society, and the 
effect upon the pastor had quite pros
trated her, from which she has not yet 
recovered.

I refer to this, just at this time and 
place, to illustrate similar cases that 
are occurring all over America to-day, 
principally from the faqt that many of 
our local societies are in the hands and 
under the management of inefficient, in
competent men. The exception only 
proves the rule. Is it not time, then, 
that we appeal to the working women 
in our ranks to come to the front and 
save our local societies from the ob
livion to which they seem doomed. I 
know of but one local society In Cal
ifornia that is an exception to this rule. 
There may be some in the small towns 
not on the record. "

The one to which I refer is the Har- 
monial Spiritual Society of Los Angeles. 
While the president of that society is 
not a woman, I believe all who know 
the secretary, Mrs. Nettle Howell, and 
the position she holds in that society, 
will admit that to her persevering en
ergy and devotion to the Interests Of 
the society, It owes its financial position 
and social standing.

If the local societies of San Francisco, 
Oakland and San Jose were under the 
management of the women of those or
ganizations, there would be less in
harmony, less complaint of tlie appro
priation of the “Sleeper fund,” less diffi
culty in raising the money to support 
their societies and provide for the sick 
and indigent mediums that are worn 
out in the faithful service of our cause.

Through climatic conditions, spirit 
influences, or some other cause, a ma
jority-of all prominent and popular 
spiritual teachers and mediums have 
visited this coast from time to time and 
contributed their mite toward sustain
ing wiiat sftems a sinking cause here at 
present They have nominally one so
ciety each in San Francisco and Oak
land. Mrs. R. S. Lillie administers to 
one on Sunday mornings aud to the 
other on Sunday evenings. With her 
well-known ability, sincerity and per
severance, coupled with the assistance 
of her husband’s- fine musical talent, 
she falls to fill even a medium sized hall' 
once each week,. and this In a com
munity of probably double what It was 
twenty yeijrs ago. - . - - . •

A very lamentable effort was made a 
few years ago to form-a State Society, 
with the hope and expectation of re
suscitating the cause and giving new 
life and activity to all parts of the State 
and removing as far as possible the 
large' number: oL fraudulent mediums 
thought to be practicing deception here.

Through mismanagement, indiffer
ence and inharmony,The good that was 
expected to result to the great cause of 
Spiritualism; in California has never 
been realized, and It is claimed by many 
of Its original friends that more harm 
than good has resulted to the cause.

Out of the several Spiritual papers 
that have been published in this State 
in the last twenty years, the “Religio 
Philosophical Journal” Is about the 
only one left to tell the tale, and mark 
the decline of whatBrother Colville pre
dicted to be, the favorite resort of 
spirits desiring to communicate with 
mortals, and the Elysium Field of all 
Spiritualists that could reach this 
summer land; The result has not In
jured Brother Colville’s reputation as a 
remarkable medium, but evidently It

has not done much to advance hls 
claims as a prophet.

But there is a reason for this falling 
off of interest lu California. I’erliups 
the same reasons hqve produced a cor
responding result lu other States. Spir
itualists here differ as to tiro causes of 
the- present depression. Some Insist 
tli.it it urises from the practice of so 
much fraud by those who have more or 
less real mediumship. Others contend 
that inharmony aud the lack of kind
ness and brotherly love towards each 
other, have destroyed the confidence of 
those seeking to know the better way. 
Others, agulu, claim the times are hard, 
aud they have not the means to con
tribute to the support ot auy church or 
religious denomination. All of which 
undoubted}’ have more or less truth lu 
them. ’

But a more probable reason which 
others hav.e long since discovered was 
depleting our ranks and attracting 
those that have tired of the church aud 
old theological dogmas, and are invited 
to unitejvith some of the new organiza
tions, such as Theosophy, Social Sci
ence, Christian Science, Mental Science, 
Psychic Science and some of the numer
ous isms that .are urging their superior 
claims, and offering Inducements to at
tract young people, and give older ones 
advantages Spiritualists have never 
thought necessary to consider.

But the time has come when even 
Spiritualists must recognize the neces
sity of rolling up their sleeves and go
ing Into the missionary field, and labor
ing for converts so many sects are 
striving to secure to themselves.

Selfishness is perhaps one of the prin
cipal embarrassments Spiritualists have 
to overcome. Each one seems to be en
grossed In taking care of himself. 
Hence the difficulty of securing con
tributions to build churches and provide 
means to support and educate worthy 
young men and women as spiritual 
teachers ami pastors, aud to provide for 
the maintenance of sick aud Indigent 
mediums, etc. It is this failure to pro
vide these necessary comforts found in 
so many sects and organlzatlous, that 
we find it difficult to enlist many of 
those who are truly Spiritualists.

This experience and observation is not 
peculiar to California, but unfortunate
ly seems to pervade every community 
of Spiritualists in America. While per
haps there have been greater changes 
in California in the hist twenty years 
than in many other States, the remedies 
that are necessary to reinstate and put 
upon its feet the great cause of Spirit
ualism here, are equally applicable to 
all other parts of the country, and may 
be briefly stated, viz.: money, brotherly 
kindness, and devotion to the cause.

BLINDNESS
PREVENTED AND CURED.

:THE 
: BLIND 
: SEE...

THE : 
I DEAF :

HEAR. \
I»
!; BY THE CHEAT EYE RESTORER
!! AND ONLY CATARRH CURE

’ACTINA....
' ’ its use the Blind See, the Deaf Hear aud Ca-1
1 ’ tarrh is impossible. Actiua is an absolute 4!

’ certaiutyiuthecureofCataracts.Pterygiums, 41 
' Granulated Lids,Glaucoma, Amaurosis, Myo«4 1
* pia, Presbyopia, Common Sore Byes or Weak-4 1 
J ened Visiop from auy cause. No animal4 [ 
* except man wears spectacles. There need not4 1 
: be a spectacle used on the streets of the world 4 ' 
: end rarely to read with. .Street glasses aban*  ‘ 

.. doned. Actina also cures Neuralgia, Head« ’
’ pche, Colds, Sore Throat, Brochitisaud Weak
’ Lungs. Actina is not a suuff or lotion, but a 4

. ’ Perfect Electric Pocket Battery, usable at all • 
times and in all places by young or old. The 4 
one instrument will cure a whole family of.4

! any of the above forms of disease. 4

Oakland, Cal. E. W. GOULD.

MYTHOLOGY.
Innate Moral Sense Theory

In The Progressive Thinker of April 
14, Brother Clutney has a communica
tion on “Tlie innate moral sense the
ory.” In this lie takes exception to my 
using the term “unreasoning mythol
ogy.” Says I would not have made this 
remark had I learned to interpret 
mythology correctly. He maintains that 
mythology is not only beautiful but is 
freighted with great wisdom. He cites 
tho allegory of “Minerva springlug 
from the brain of Jupiter, a full-grown 
virgin, In complete panoply." He ad
mits that the girl wasn’t a real girl. 
Says “Jupiter siguifies good judgment; 
Minerva menus wisdom, etc.”; and that 
this is no imagination.

Perhaps Brother O. doesn’t know how 
allegories are made. I will tell him. 
One generation starts them, in fashion 
childish, and of Imagination crude. The 
next generation having evoluted an
other step up from barbarism, takes the 
Imagined things and odds such further 
Imagined beauty as Its growth Is equal 
to. And so on for generation after gen
era tlou. till it imagines "a full-grown 
virgin, incomplete panoply.” It Is born 
of t-he ye? unenlightened Imagination; 
as Hie traditions of our North Ameri
can Indians are produced. It is a child 
of the unreasoning imagination simi
larly to tlie the imagined God of tlie 
highly imaginative Christian. And 
finally Brother C. comes round and ad
mits that tlie beautiful “panoplied vir
gin” exists only in Imagination, not In 
fact.

Lastly, in the slow march of humani
ty, a generation appears that is 
ashamed of its belief, but too proud to 
admit its foolishness, so writes books to 
prove that around in tlie coruers and 
by-places of the Imaginary thing there 
was “good judgment aud wisdom.” 
Brother C., it would seem, has yet to 
learn, that truth is that something that 
never changes.

Theosophy is another of those imag 
Inary “virgins.” Theosophy is responI-
slble for most of the uow outgrown 
childish allegorjes of the Bible, that 
Brother C. sitys exhibit such “good 
judgment ami wisdom.” .

frother C. also is wading up to his 
chin in the now outgrown astrology. 
Astronomers wouldn't give a nickel a 
bushel for all the astrological books 
the world has ever produced. I have 
had horoscopes by astrologers, and not 
one of their predictions ever came true. 
Sometimes they hit It, but not oftener 
than persons will, telling fortunes from 
tea grounds. I have myself predicted 
things I would see In tea grounds that 
seemed wild, and yet they came true to 
the letter. Had I been telling from as
trology Instead of the teacup, I suppose 
it would have filled me with a mount
ain of conceit, and that I should now be 
as rank an astrologer as is the most 
amiable Brother Chaney.

Brother Clianey says, “Astrology, 
Astronomy, and Freemasonry, are ex
plained In Greek and Roman mythol
ogy, and in the Bible.” If this is true, 
the wonder Is that astronomers 
haven’t discovered it, and thus get, by 
a few hours’ reading of Greek and Ro
man mythology what now costs them 
years and years of severest study and 
labor.

I see no reason yet to change my. ex
pression, “unreasoning mythology.”

Verona, Wls. E. W. BALDWIN.
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Letter from Prof. Thudichuin.
Washington D. C., June 1, 1900.

Bro. Francis:—After reading awhile 
ago an editorial notice in The Progress
ive Thinker of a series of pamphlets on 
church literature by Dr. F. Tliudichum, 
Professor of Law in the University of 
Tubingen, I mailed him my article on 
“The Apostle Paul,” and I think some 
other printed matter. I now have bls 
acknowledgment of the same, written 
in German, and Inclose you herewith a 
translation.

Tubingen, Wlrtemborg, 
26 April, 1900.

Honorable Sir: —Accept my best 
thanks for your kind communications. 
I agree with you In some of your views: 
That St. Paul is a legendary person; 
that the writings of Josephus have to 
be tested as to their genuineness; and 
that as to the Cliureh History of Euse
bius, many parts, in its present form, 
were added, and are not genuine.

But the opinion of Prof. Johnson that 
the letters of St. Paufi and the writings 
of the church fathers were not written 
until the 15tli century must necessarily 
come to naught in view of the existence 
of numerous much older manuscripts 
quoting passages from these letters 
and writings by numberless authors, 
decisions of Councils and edicts of 
Popes.

I gm sorry not to be able to read your 
articles published In the Truth Seeker 
[ten years ago, alluded to in the article 
sent] as a German Library will hardly 
have that paper. Our administration of 
libraries has so far paid too little atten
tion to the literature of Freethinkers.

Repeating my thanks, I am, respect
fully vours,

PROF. FREDERICK THUDICHUM.

I apprehend Prof. Johnson would find 
it an easy task to upset Prof. Thudl- 
chum’s postulate In regard to the num- 

■ berless manuscripts that antedate the 
earliest copies of the Pauline Epistles.

Anyhow, Prof. Thudlchum’s denial of 
the historical verity of those Epistles Is 
important. As quoted by The Pro
gressive Thinker in its issue of Feb
ruary 10, Prof. T. says:

“Paul had no historical existence, but 
-was a priestly invention in aid of the 
general purpose to found a hierarchy.”

That hierarchy Prof. T. thinks ex
isted in the 4lli or 5th century. Prof. 
J. holds it did not exist until the revival 
of learning, and he gives most excellent 
reasons for entertaining the opinion.

W. H. BURR.

Ushering in of a New Day.
The Bible has been a power In the 

world because in fact it was so little 
known. Though in millions of hands it 
has been really read by few, and still 
less understood. Favorite passages have 
been selected, and made the bases of 
learned disquisitions, while the main 
body of the work has been passed'in 
silence, and only exposed by^rltics.

A privileged class thrust the Bible on 
the world as the inspired Word of God. 
They claimed the right of its interpreta
tion, and subsisted on the emoluments 
growing out of that interpretation. 
They demanded one-seventh of all the 
year be given them in listening to their 
rendering of the book, and then they 
wanted one-tenth of the products of the 
fields, and flocks, and herds to supply 
theiv needs, claiming such disposition 
of the proceeds of labor was a gift to 
God, for which he would compensate 
the donor with heavenly blessings. This 
“gift,” in some countries, assumed the 
form of a government tax the people 
were unable to refuse payment, while 
others -were threatened with purgatorltfl 
fires until they came down with the 
last farthing. Thus a worthless class 
of non-producers have preyed on the 
toil of others while peddling their wares 
dishonorable to the real God, unworthy 
of man, and prejudicial to his best In
terests.

Education for ages, as we have often 
shown, was almost wholly limited to 
the priesthood. These self-appointed 
guardians of the public morals were 
very careful to only use that education 
in such manner as seemed to them best 
adapted to perpetuate their own selfish 
rule.

When the great common school sys
tem was inaugurated by that ^well- 
kuown Infidel and patron of Voltaire, 
Frederick the Great, In 1763, by which 
all public schools and institutions of 
learning in Prussia were placed under 
the supervision of the state, and pro
visions were made for their support, 
management, inspection, appointment 
of teachers, obligatory attendance of 
pupils; and parents were required to 
send their children to school, enforced 
by fines, reprlmands^and admonition; 
then the foundation wasjald for knowl
edge among the people.' That system, 
extended to other nations, the crowning 
glory of whose labors will be the de
struction of eccleslastlclsm, Ilie down
fall of the church, the discarding of so- 
called God-made books, the uplifting of 
humanity, and the enfranchisement of 
the oppressed, an event which is nearer 
consummation than is generally sup
posed.

The news of each week tells how the 
work is progressing, and makes all re
joice, save the few who wish to protract 
their power by exaggeration and false
hood. The following, clipped from a 
late.lssue of the Chicago Journal, tells 
how the work is progressing:

“Prof. Thwing, president of the West
ern Reserve University, lias an article 
in the current number of The Century 
about ‘Ignorance of the Bible among 
college students of both sexes,” which 
is really remarkable. He asks whether 
the American people are really aware 
how the Bible has ceased to be a force 
in both their literature and their theolo
gy1. He gives an account in detail of an 
Instance where on two occasions he 
examined nearly 100 college students, 
and, to a series of very simple ques
tions. received less than half the num
ber of answers made correctly. The 
Bible societies, he says, may print the 
book by hundreds of thousands, but the 
people do not read it. Among the causes 
for this neglect of the Bible he gives: 
First, the fact Unit the world has be
come full of books, magazines, and 
newspapers; second, the decline of 
family life; third, family prayers less 
common; fourth, the Sunday school has 
not taken the place of the family as a 
teacher of the Bible; fifth, the elimina
tion of the Bible from the public school; 
sixth, declining observance of the 
Sabbath.”

Thanks to the higher Intelligences 
and to expanding knowledge, for all 
these evidences that the priest with his 
book is hastening to his end. With the 
downfall .of superstition will rise hu
manity; then farewell to Bible and 
creeds in its Interest, made to enslave 
the people, culminating with the de
struction of those creeds and the free
dom of the world. 1

An Inherited Faith.
Forty long and wearisome years 

passed, during which the writer lost all 
knowledge of a youthful lady friend 
and relative. Correspondence lately re
sumed, and conscious of the changes 
time has wrought iu religious beliefs, 
we inquired of her present faith. She 
replied: -

“I hold to the religious opinions of my 
venerated mother, and all my children, 
save the youngest, are, like myself, 
members of the Baptist church.”

That mother, whose earthly form has 
mouldered to dust, was one of the best 
and worthiest of women; and her vir
tues, without a blemish, were trans
mitted to her children. To say we Imi
tate our mothers in their nobility of 
character, their love of home, devotion 
to family, faithfulness to every trust, 
generosity to the poor, love of friends, 
self-abnegation, care for the sorrowing, 
sympathy for the grieving, and the 
practice of every virtue, is commenda
ble In the extreme; but we cannot ap
probate the inheritance of the errors of 
even a mother’s belief, which descended 
to her from a remote ancestry, false in 
the beginning, and will remain false so 
long as entertained, hotfever numerous 
the generations to which it may be 
transmitted.

A seven by nine heaven just above 
the clouds, constructed by an Ignorant 
and personally Interested priesthood, in 
a barbarous age, when the earth was 
supposed to be a plane, the center of 
the universe, to which the sun and stars 
were secondary; and a God who made 
that universe correspondingly diminu
tive; a God who shamelessly seduced a 
betrothed peasant girl in Judea, and 
begot a son by her; whom he allowed to 
be sacrificed on a cross to compensate 
himself for the alienation of a world, 
may very properly give place to a 
heaven as boundless as are the suns 
and worlds rolling in space; and to a 
God capable of framing laws by which 
every atom of matter, organized or 
otherwise, may know and keep its place 
in the grand economy of a limitless 
universe.

The dead and burled Past has already 
ruled the world quite too long. Knowl
edge lias everywhere advanced. The 
cerulean vault bending over Jerusalem, 
on the summit of which was the New 
Jerusalem with golden streets, lordly 
mansions, and abjeet angels,,governed 
by a despot whose greatest pleasure 
seems to have been to listen to the ad
ulation of his serfs, whose endless 
chorus was “glory, glory, glory,” has 
vanished like the airy castles imagina
tion builds In moments of frenzy. The 
religion, an outgrowth of that narrow 
conception of the material and celestial 
worlds, over which a repentant God 
presided, and the priests who minister 
at his altars, should join the bats in an 
old Gothic cathedral; while worshiper 
and worshiped should unite in a grand 
procession, and make a tour of observa
tion to note the changes time has 
wrought since some person simulating 
a Moses stole Egyptian thought, and 
wove from the shoddy material a new 
faith, ostensibly the parent of Chris
tianity, which was to become world
wide, and supersede all other religions.

A person is neither entitled to censure 
nor to credit for entertaining inherited 
opinions. They come to him as an es
tate, “for which he neither tolled nor 
thought,” and which he will not dis
card until awakened reason comes to 
bls aid. He may, like a Gladstone, 
spend a long life in active public duties, 
and never stop to think how shallow 
and false his faith. Another, by an 
intuitive thought, from whence no one 
knows, begins a train of reflections that 
end in very youth in emancipating his 
mind from all the horrors of a baby- 
taught creed. And those reflections, If 
well sustained by logic, are liable to ac
company him through life; and we trust 
will bloom In fruition -when mortality 
is laid aside, and the disenthralled spirit 
is permitted to revel in the bliss of per
fected being.

to

As a Soldier Secs It.
The clergy have everywhere favored 

the war on tiie Filipinos, because they 
hoped with the subjugation of thatpeo- 
pie there would be new fields for mis
sionary conquest. Let us view tbe pros
pect through the eyes of a soldier.

Lieut. E. O. Raynor, stationed at 
Caloocan, a few miles north of Manila, 
Philippine Islands, wrote a relative at 
Southampton,' N. Y., as follows: .

“We had a visit from one of those fe
male women called missionaries. She 
informed me that they were here in 
force, and Intended to linger until every 
germ of sin peculiar to this archipelago 
was no more. Bless her dear, deluded 
heart! It is not more religion these 
people want—they have far too much.

“When they become as sinful and 
irreligious as we Americans, then we 
may hope for better things of them. 
But on tbe religious question as it 

, stands at present they can give us all 
cards and spades and then run out 
easily. We are in the midst of Lenten 
a'nd Easter festivities. Tell your friends 
who are in the habit of celebrating 

- Easter, Holy Thursday, Good Friday, 
etc., that they would not make a side
show to the Filipino devotions. No, in
deed, no more religion for these people— 
they have far too much.

“What we want to teach them is com
merce as it is practiced in the United 
States—how to beat yoftr fellow man in 
trade and do it first. No, the American, 
on a religious task, is too slow for these 
people. In all matters of business they 
will tell ‘manana,’ but when It comes to 
going to church they simply get there 
with both feet before daylight I can 
count from where I am sitting the 
spires and domes of seven Catholic 
churches. Where can you equal that In 
our country, except, perhaps, in Brook
lyn? And these are no small camp
meeting affairs, but grand structures, 
built of stone.”

Down on ’Em.
“Plade no faith in your churches. The 

clergy preach against raffling in saloons 
for chickens or turkeys for the poor, 
but a few days later advertise a lottery 
for a fancy quilt or an embroidered 
sofa pillow for the rich. Mark my 
words, there will be a reformation that 
will shake the religious world to its 
foundations.” Thus Rev. Patton in a 
Toledo pulpit a few days ago. ■

monopolize all tbe glory for literary 
“finds" in aid of their theology. The 
Hindus have just dug up a valuable 
work, said to be written in Sanscrit, 
the English title of which is “The Surg
ing of the Ocean of Time.” An English 
scholar has made a translation, from 
which we learn for the first how-it 
chanced a woman was made, and how 
she gained a footing among men.

The narration commences with the 
information that the Hindu Vulcan, 
Twashtri, had exhausted all his- ma
terial in making man, not an element 
remained. After, profound meditation 
he took the roundness of the moon, the 
gliding motion of the serpent, the cling
ing of the vine, the velvet of tbe flower, 
the lightness of the leaf, the glance of 
the fawn, the gaiety of the sun’s rays, 
the tears of the mist, the Inconstancy of 
the wind, the timidity of the hare, the 
vanity of the peacock, the softness of 
the down on the breast of the swallow, 
the hardness of the diamond, the sweet
ness of honey, the cruelty of the tiger, 
the warmth of fire, the chill of ice, the 
chatter of the jay, and the cooing of the 
turtle dove. Blending all these in one 
he formed woman, and gave her to man.

Only eight days passed when the 
recipient of Twashtrl’s bounty put In 
an appearance, and said:

“My Lord: The creature you gave me 
poisons my existence. She chatters 
without rest She takes all my time. 
She laments for nothing, and is 
always ill.”

Eight days later the man visited the 
god again, and addressed him:

“My Lprd: My life is ,vexy solitary 
since I returned this creature. She 
danced and sung before me.’ Glancing 
at me from the corner of her eye she 
played with me, and clung to me." 
Twashtri returned the woman to him. 
Three days after the man called again 
and said: .

“My Lord: I do not understand ex
actly how, but I am sure the woman 
causes me more annoyance . than 
pleasure." ,

Twashtri replied: “Go your way and 
do your best.” To which the man: “I 
cannot live with her.!’ Then Twashtri: 
“Neither can you live without her.” 
Then the man, sorrowing:' -“Wo Is me? 
I can neither live with nor without her.”

This version of woman's creation may 
be relied on as authentic, for it has been 
“dug-up” quite recently, and carries on 
its face the evidence of its genuineness.
'"Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci

ence." By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of Science. For Sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents.

They Will Try Again.
Durand Is a town of Northern Illinois, 

in Winnebago county, a few miles 
northwest of Rockford. The revivalists 
dropped down upon that quiet village a 
few weeks ago, and beat up for recruits 
to people heaven. For four long and 
weary weeks they preached, prayed and 
sung. For four weeks, according to the 
Evangelists’ statement, they had God 
in their midst and the people by the 
ears, and hell looming in the distance, 
while the mountain peaks of the New 
Jerusalem1 were just over the hill where 
God dwelt with bls virgin-born son. 
They tolled, they exhorted, they 
agonized, and they wept. When stock 
was taken at the close of their pro
tracted effort two measly recruits were 
added to the army of the Lord. But the 
heavenly moonshiners on leaving prom
ised ' to return in two weeks and try 
again. We wish them better success 
next time.

Cured in Answer to Prayers.
After Ijdftg helplessly on her bagk for 

fprty-sevg*  years Mrs, Josephine Ha- 
sam, the authoress-poetess, residing at 
1302 St.^Mary ~ street, New Orleans, 
without premonition or thought, lately 
attempted; to walk and succeeded.

A year ago, says the Tlmes-Deiuoerat, 
on Ascepplon Thursday, a lanq> was 
lighted in,St. Alphonsus church and It 
was agreed by the congregation to say 
novenas i'qr Mr$. Hasum’s recovery. 
Yesterday-Mrs. pasam was, as usual on 
Sunday, lifted from her bed to a small 
vehicle and wheeled to St. Alphonsus 
church. After the services she returned 
and for the flrsi time in years felt an 
Impulse to walk. She found little 
trouble in getting about the room, and 
was made so happy by the discovery of 
her returned power that she became 
hysterical. After she recovered her 
composure she tried to walk again and 
again and then summoned her children 
and grand-children, who trooped in one 
by one, if anything more surprised than 
the invalid. . 1

The news soon spread through the 
neighborhood and to the church, and 
throughout the day people poured In to 
congratulate the family. Mrs. Hasam 
and her children seemed convinced that 
the recovery was a direct response to 
the prayers said, and the devout ones 
of St. AJphonsus’, without exception, 
expressed a conviction that it was due 
to supernatural Interposition.

Mrs. Hasam Is 67 years of age, but is 
wonderfully preserved and does not ap
pear a day over 45. Her maiden name 
was Ormsby. In 1852 she was married 
to Thomqs Hasam, a pioneer lumber 
dealer, who died in 1885. During her 
youth Mrs. Hasam contributed to the 
leading magazines of the day, and was 
considered an adept in the use of good 
English and a poetess with a future.

Her invalidisin'was caused by pelvic 
trouble at the age of 20. For years 
thereafter specialists throughout the 
country were consulted. They operated 
on Mrs. Hasam, but without avail. The 
last operation was performed by a local 
physician fifteen years ago, since which- 
no medical practitioner has been called 
into the case. During that period the 
invalid had no medical attention of any 
kind. She was paralyzed in the region 
of the hips, and could not stand on her 
feet, even when held in that position by 
willing arms, without suffering excru
ciating pain.

“Yes, I can walk; I have walked 
about the rooms to-day, the first time in 
forty-seven years,” said Mrs. Hasam 
joyfully to a reporter last night, “I hope 
it is a final and complete recovery, but I 
don’t know. I may not be able to walk 
to-morrow.

“(Recourse, I: firmly believe it is 
through a supernatural power this boon 
has been granted me. For a year my 
friends have beeh saying novenas for 
me. My recovery, I feel sure, Is an an
swer to op;- prayers. I cannot believe 
otherwise. I hope it will be a lasting 
one.” J (

The children of Mrs. Hasnm are 
Thomas R, Husain, a commission mer
chant in the City, of Mexico; Sidney 
Hasam, a local manufacturer of boxes, 
and Joseph Hasam, who Is employed in 
the City Hall. Sidney Hasam was 
seen at hip residence ’ 1445 St. Mary 
street, and said his mother's recovery 
was a great surprise to him and must 
be a greater one to tbe medical frater
nity, which had gjyen the case up as in
curable. He said he could not account 
for the recovery except through mirac
ulous interposition'.

As we have said before Spiritualism is 
common to the whole world. Spiritual
ists have no monopoly on its wondrous 
revealments. The manifestations of 
the spirit come to all classes and sects 
of people. The above cure was per
formed, no doubt, by Catholic spirits, 
however bigoted and anti-progressive 
they may have been. From the time of 
Wesley down to the present period 
Spiritualistic manifestations have oc
curred more or less in all the churches. 
No’ one has a patent on them. The 
teachings of spirits are as diversified as 
those of mortals, and often contradic
tory; yet that fact Is nothing against 
tbe grand truth that dur spirit friends 
can return and talk to us, and establish 
their identity.

Worthless Expenditures.
The American people spend every 

year upon liquor $1,500,000,000; for to
bacco, $750,000,000; for theatres, $350,
000,000; for feathers, $60,000,000; for 
chewing gum, $25,000,000, and for for
eign missions (he paltry sum of $5,000,- 
000.—Ex. ■

Whether expended for stimulants, or 
for depressants, as in case of tobacco; 
for novels, of which theaters are a 
class; for unsanitary feathers; or for 
useless chewing gum; all of which our 
progressive readers very generally dis
card; the “paltry sum” wasted on for
eign- missions is probably as valueless 
as any of them. Their effect has been 
to Incite discord among distant peoples 
where harmony formerly prevailed.

Two thousand six hundred and ninety 
millions of dollars annually expended in 
America for objects that scarcely In 
any way enhance human happiness! 
Want and destitution could be banished 
from this country by the proper dis
tribution of such vast wealth. .

- AU Are Spiritualists. '
The ' Buffalo Evening Times has 

made the wonderful discovery that 
Alfred R. Wallace, who is classed with 
evolutionists; Sir William -Crookes, 
chemist; Camille Flammar-lan, astrono
mer; William Dehtonj geologist; and 
Thomas Edison, inventor, are Spirit
ualists. ' ' . ■

The editor of the Times, had he been 
In full possession of alLthe.facts, would 
have found Spiritualists In every,de
partment of life.' The bar, the bench, 
the pulpit, college and university pro- 
•fessors, the floors of Congress and State 
Legislatures abound with Spiritualists.' 
In private conversation with laymen In 
the churches scarcely one can be found 
who rejects' the' idea of spirit com
munion with the living. The t/oets, 
■judging by their effusions, were and are 
all Spiritualists. Indeed, their poetical 
fire, as Milton expressed it, was— •••

“Lit by no skill of mine” [thelrsl

OUR PREMIUMS.
There are many Spiritualists who

' < Something About Cranks.
’ The New York Tribune says that the 
crank is a man with a hobby run mad. 
In the pursuit of his favorite theme he 
has lost sight of perspective and the 
sense of proportion, and so becomes ab
surd. In common with all other call
ings, the ministry has its full share of 
cranks. The clerical crank is often pa
thetic, sometimes a nuisancei but al
ways picturesque. Whether he is awry 
on some favorite doctrine or some 
moral or social question, he soon be
comes a mournful example of good in
tentions gone to seed. The vagaries of 
clerical cranks would furnish a subject 
for an interesting book, if written by a 
man of sympathetic Insight. A good 
clergyman developed into a crank on 
the subject of pork. He had become 
possessed with the idea that the use of 
pork as an article of food is the cause 
of. nearly all the vice and crime In civ
ilized life. His advocacy of this theo
ry had become to him the only gospel 
worth preaching. He circulated tracts 
and circulars on the subject, which he 
had prepared for distribution. One of 
the tracts was entitled “The Relation of 
Pork to the Worm that Dleth Not.” 
"The good cause is advancing,” he said 
to me in chpery tones. "The people are 
coming to realize that pork is a greater' 
curse than rum. I have organized a So
ciety for the Suppression of Pork as a 
Diet. Here is one of our medals which 
I hope you will wear. On one side it 
has the motto 'Death in the Hog,' and 
on the other the initials of the society, 
‘S. S. P. D. We expect to form anti
pork societies in every church in tbe 
country. And three converted pork
eaters are about to make a lecture tour 
through tiie land in order to show to the 
people the horrors of hog-meat. The 
hand of the Lord is in this thing, and 
not even Chicago shall prevail against 
us.”

The clerical crank who systematically 
wages war against tiie use of pork, ex
hibits his loftiest ideal of practical use
fulness and gives expression to his high
est convictions, and in so doing is hon
est with himself and bls God. The Tri
bune’s estimate of a crank is not found
ed on sound principles or common sense, 
and we feel-somewhat Inclined to ex
press our high appreciation of the cler
gyman who battled for his convictions 
with reference to the proper diet. He 
probably remembered the numerous 
devils that on one historical occasion, It 
Is said, took possession of some hogs, 
and he feels an inordinate repugnance 
In reference to them. The clergyman 
who talks serenely about God making 
man out of the dust of the earth, and 
Eve from one of his ribs, is a crank of 
the first grade in comparison with 
whom the Tribune's crank sinks into 
utter insignificance. Abraham, when 
with knife in hand he was ready to sac
rifice bls son Isaac; the Devil when he 
took Jesus to the top of an exceedingly 
high mountain and entered Into certain 
negotiations with him; Noah when he 
got beastly drunk, and David when he 
danced before the Lord, might well be 
denominated erguks of superior order 
and exquisite finish.

It is too much the custom now-a-days, 
however, to designate certain ones as 
cranks, who happen in some important 
particular to disagree with you, or who 
try to circumvent your teachings or 
thwart your purposes. We are In
clined to the opinion that any theory, 
however absurd it may be, is only a 
reaching out after the truth, and should 
be tolerated in its fullness; it Will finally 
die of inanition, if it possess no merit. 
The theory that a “meteor was a living 
creature and possessed a soul,” was 
only an inquiry In reference to that at
mospheric phenomenon which has re- 
cleved the careful and critical attention 
of philosophers of all ages; and though 
absurd, the one who gave tbe theory ex-

know a good thing when they see it. 
There are others, however, who do' not 
seem to realize what Is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding. Vol. 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
should be In every family in the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not. 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death In Its 
multifarious phases; in fact you can 
not find in all the libraries of the world 
as valuable information in regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you in these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and are an ornament to any 
library. Volume 3 is furnished at 25 
cents, much less .than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes, when or
dered in connection with a yearly sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. The aggregate cost of 
the three books to the trade Is $4.50. 
At this price, these three books ought to 
be in every Spiritualist family.

The Progi^Ssive ^Thinker Is the first 
Spiritualist Jtiper & inaugurate the Di
vine Plan—S portion of the profits bf 
the office returning to subscribers in 
valuable books. ■ •! ■

'■   __ x-—. .—-—- ■
Myriads ;of Suns. -

The NewijfXdrk ifierald says there 
Is a quite evident conspiracy on the part 
of the telesqope and the camera to be
little this ir^pitesimal speck of cosmic 
dust on which we^iive, and they are 
Succeeding. _it wag bad enough to 
knock the eapth oqt of his position as 
the center ot the universe, but now he 
is being relegated to a position that, 
astronomicany, seeSis worthy of very 
little attentftih.' 'PrBf. Wadsworth, - of 
the Allegheny Observatory,' is now 
showing, on a curved plate, a photo
graph of the constellation Orion, and 
adjacent region covering 1,000 square 
degrees, or a little patch measuring less 
than 33 degrees on a side, or about one
eleventh of the great circle—and what 
do .you think? Ijt shows 50,000 blazing 
suns. The professor says he has only 
been able to catch the light from the 
larger of the suns in that patch, and 
that these planets are yet beyond the 
joint power of the two cyclops, the tele
scope and the camera.

’!A Few Words. About the Devil, and 
Other Essays." By Charles Bradlaugh. 

| Paper, 50 cents. For sale at this office.

pression could hardly be regarded as 
crank, but as a searcher after truth.

A Good Thing, 
The German Reformed churches

a

of
the Schuylkill Valley, Pennsylvania, 
have adopted the plan of tolling a bell 
while prayers are offered in their 
churches. This is a splendid idea. The 
tolling of a bell on this miniature earth, 
sets the atmosphere in vibration, which 
extends to its outer limits; thence» we 
will suppose, sweeps on through bound
less seas of ether, passing perhaps 
millions of other solar systems, where 
God may be found on a tour of inspec
tion, such as called him to the Garden 
of Eden, when Eve ate that apple, or 
when the builders of the Tower of 
Babel sought to scale heaven, and he 
came down to look after them and de
stroyed their works, “lest,” as he told 
bls partner Gods, “they become like 
unto us.” Hearing the clatter of. that 
bell, it is presumed he will turn an ear 
towards the earth, and listen to the 
prayers and praises which follow.

It is hoped the custom will not be
come general, else a perpetual din on 
earth may divert attention from other 
worlds, and perhaps end in a general 
smashup.

Chesterfield (Ind.) Camp.
The Program of the Chesterfield 

Camp has the following:
" The different phases of physical phe
nomena will be presented by reliable 
mediums, through whom it is seldom 
there is not some' proof of communica
tion between the two spheres of exist
ence. All mediums, both mental and 
physical, for the camp-meeting of 1900, 
will be selected and their presence so
licited by the executive board. No oth
ers will be permitted to do business.

The Chesterfield Camp stands high as 
a resort for honest, truthful medium
ship. Fakirs, tricksters and dishonest 
mediums will be effectually barred out 
Other camps which admit fakes on 
their grounds would do well to follow 
the example sgt by Chesterfield.

. - Copy God’s Example.
When God shuts up shop on Sunday, 

suspends all his labors, and sets his 
subjects an example of^perfect rest on 
that day, then The Progressive Thinker 
will insist that all the world, and all 
the preachers In it, copy God’s example.

If preaching is not "labor” then the 
passage so often quoted, . “The laborer 
is worthy of his hire,"'is no way appli
cable to the • preacher, .wfio '“.tolls not, 
neither does he spin,” save on Sundays.

FOR LITTLE MORE THAN THE POSTAGE.
To the Editor:—The three volumes of Encyclo

pedia of Death, and the Next World Interviewed 
received; two by mail and two by express, all in 
good condition, and am well pleased with them, 
I now have seven volumes received with The 
Progressive Thinker, of which anyone might be 
proud, and all for a little more than the postage. 
I don’t see how it can be done.

W. S. CHENEY, M. D.

Jewels Given /Vway
To the Editor:—Enclosed please find money 

order for $2.10. I am glad that I can add these 
three books to the other four which I already 
have; and if these books are not jewels given 
away to The ressive Thinker readers then I 
don’t know, RAFAEL HEMBRE,

Greenwood, Wis. ‘

The Unlucky Thirteen.
As set forth by the New York World 

Hary E. Mlles and W. F. Stafford, the 
motorcycle riders who were killed at 
Waltham, Mass., while pacing a twenty
mile race, had a premonition of their 
death. Upon his back Stafford, tbe 
rear rider, wore the fatal number 13.

Mlles and Stafford were pacing W. C. 
Stinson in a four-cornered twenty-mile 
race. They got away slowly with Stin
son and were trailing the line. In front 
of them were three other motor teams, 
each with a man following, and the 
speed was one minute and forty-five 
seconds to the mile.

Stinson’s trainer gave Mlles and 
Stafford instructions to go to the front. 
They started right in front of the stand, 
where fifteen thousand people had their 
eyes upon them.

When they started for the front the 
other teams quickened their pace. They 
gained somewhat on.the bank and were 
just tied with the rear man when 
Champion, the Frenchman, fell at the 
front. His fall disconcerted the other 
teams and they ran up the bank.

Stafford and Mlles, on the outside of 
tiie line, were carried highest, and 
Miles, who must have seen what was 
coming, tugged frantically at the han
dle-bars.

It would have been better bad he 
never turned, for his course carried him 
directly toward an electric, light post.

The motor struck with a crash heard 
by every one present. Mlles pitched for
ward, striking the post with a terrible 
impact. Stafford flew through the air 
from the rear seat, and striking tbe 
post a glancing blow, went on through 
the picket fence and lay there, half way 
through the fence. '

The race had gone but four laps of 
the one-third mile cement track when 
the accident occurred. Stafford, on the 
rear seat, bore upon bls back the num
ber given him fdr the motor tandem 
handicap scheduled to close the 
day—13.

Miles had but just announced his mar
riage for June 13, and his sweetheart 
had a seat in the grand stand. Mlles 
came to her just before the start, and 
handing her $55, said: “You had better 
take this money dear, for I may be 
killed in this race and you will need it 
to get back to Lynn.”

Poor Mlles was frightened when he 
went out for the'eontest He was white 
about the lips, and said to one of tbe 
other racing men who commented on 
this: “I am afraid. I believe that

INDIA’S APPEAL
That Ought to Touch a Heart 

of Stone.

something 
race.”

Some of 
withdraw, 
nerve was

Is going to happen in this

the listeners wanted him to 
They said that a man whose 

shaken had no right to steer
an infernal machine In a race.

Some of these very men picked Miles 
up and carried him to the dressing
room of Johnnie Nelson, where he died 
on the cot without regaining conscious
ness. Ills loved one flew across the 
top of the bank and followed the bear
ers Into the room, where she fainted.

Stafford bad also a premonition. At 
dinner just previous to the race he said 
to the landlady: “I do not know just 
who will pay you for this dinner. I 
may be killed this afternoon, and that 
would leave it for some one else to pay 
you.”

Some days previous to the race Staf
ford called at the Charles River track, 
Boston, where he had been training. 
He threw a photograph on the desk of 
Mr. M. H. Dexter, the'manager.

“There,” said he, “is a photo of my
self. You may want it soon .to recall 
my appearance, for this motor game is 
very dangerous.”

As long ago as last fall Stafford had 
a premonition of disaster. After a fall 
at Nashville he said: “I feel as though 
I had been through the battle of San 
Juan Hill. This will be the ending of 
me some day.

“That is all right,” he went on, “but 
some day some one—and it might be me 
—will not be as lucky as I was to-night 
All posts are not padded like that one.”

His reference was to a post against 
which Joe Judge and himself -fell as 
they came down at the corner. In that 
fall Stafford was on the rear seat and 
Judge at the front. Judge sailed away 
from his position, and when Stafford 
was picked up he was In the front seat 
which Judge had abandoned, but could 
not tell how he reached the seat over 
the second pair of handle-bars. At 
Waltham the post against which he 
dashed out his brains was indeed not 
padded.

Probably the spirit friends of these 
two young men impressed them with 
their dire forebodings, and' the unlucky 
13 was only a strange coincidence.

From Gallows to Glory.
'As I havé forgiven everybbdy for

E. O. Getsinger.
This young philosopher and student 

of Nature and Ethics was in the city 
last week, making arrangements to put 
more fully before the people a new re
ligious cult Which had its. origin In the 
far East He went from here to Balti
more, Md. . - ' ’

“Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull 
For sale at this office. Price ten cents.

what they have done unto me, I hope 
they will also forgive me; for I am posi
tive of the fact that the bloo’d of Jesus 
has cleansed my heart from all sin, and 
I now know that I am a sinner saved 
by the grace of God.” --- ,

The drop was sprung, and Frank- J.
Krause, at Allentown, Pa., on May 22, 
convicted of the murder Of a girl and 
her employer, floated away at the end 
of a rope, to a world of eternal bliss, the 
protege of Jesus, whom he so ardently 
loved. .

But where are the murderer’s victims, 
In the light of the orthodox faith, they 
not being numbered with the redeemed?

Famine, from lack of rain, Is nowi 
smiting sixty millions of our fellow-be
ings. At this moment, deatli by sheer 
hunger and thirst threatens one-sixth of 
that number. Thousands are starving 
each twenty-four hours. In that strick
en land, the heavens are as Iron and the 
earth as brass.

Birds of the air drop lifeless from the 
burning sky. Hundreds of thousands 
of cattle have already perished. In the 
absence of food and water, fiercest ani
mals let go their hatreds, and helpless 
lie down together to die. The decaying 
bodies of men and beasts pollute both 
plains and rivers.

And the woe has not yet reached its 
worst Face to face with even such 
horrors still stand countless little chil
dren, and women, mud men, whom food 
will save. Thank God, relief may al
most instantly pass, by cable, from this 
land of plenty to that India of starva
tion. Accordingly, only gifts of money 
are solicited.

What, then, shall WE do? What will 
YOU do? For our answer we are clear
ly responsible to both God and man. 
Ought not America to send quickly at 
least a million dollars? In the famine 
districts are efficient, devoted men and 
women, not only Americans, but also 
Europeans, who are already engaged 
In the actual rescue, but who are plead
ing for larger supplies. Surely such 
supplies can be provided, and yet the 
customary gifts to long-established 
agencies for the uplifting of the people 
of India not be at all lessened.

Meanwhile, the Government of India 
Is organizing relief on a scale unap
proached In the history of the world. 
Both treasure and life are given with
out stint in the saving work. On May 
14, the number of starving aided offi
cially was 5,795,000. That official dally 
aid will be steadfastly continued and In
creased, yet it will be unable to keep 
pace with tbe awful need. The death
rate Is by far the greatest In the native 
provinces, where the Government has 
least Influence and control. Only tho 
united efforts of all the humane, the co
operating good-will of all the nations 
will suffice.

In this emergency, the Committee of 
One Hundred gladly puts itself'at your 
service, the service of the cause.

Messrs Brown Brothers <fc Company, 
the well-known bankers, 59 Wall street, 
New York, have freely consented to re
ceive and acknowledge all gifts sent to 
them. Every expressed wish of donors 
will be faithfully carried out, and the 
Committee, on its own part, will earn
estly seek the best, most efficient, most 
economical agencies for tbe distribution 
of undesignated funds.

Together and at once let us move to 
the rescue. We can feed the starving. 
There is not a minute to be lost. From
two to five cents a day will save a life. 

WILLIAM E. DODGE.
Chairman.

L. T. CHAMBERLAIN, 
Ch'mn Executive. Com. 

JOHN CROSBY BROWN, 
Treasurer.

73 Bible House, New York.

A Charming Book.
Dear Mrs. Twlng:—I am very much 

pleased with your charming and truly 
Spiritualistic book, "Lisbeth." It is an 
interesting tale and charmingly told, 
calculated to hold the attention of the 
reader from start to finish and to in
struct him all along tbe way. 1 con
sider the dollar expended for my copy, 
well Invested.

Every Spiritualist shduld secure a , 
copy of “Llzbeth,” personally peruse it, 
and keep it for a loan to neighbors and 
others. I do not blame you for loving 
“Lisbeth,” for she is invested with a 
lovable personality and one who reads 
of her becomes also her friend.

I can understand your Sentiments to
ward her, for I have felt the same to
ward characters in my own writings. 
I believe that such have lived some
where and have passed through per
sonal experiences similar to those de
picted by their writers.

I wish you tbe best of success with 
your book.

The copy you so generously presented 
to the N. S. A Free Library is much 
sought after. It will do a great deal of 
good. Cordially yours,-

MARY T. LONGLEY,
Washington, D. C. Sec. N. S. A.

The above work, price $1. Is for sale 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker.

“The Watseka Wonder." To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet Is Intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of. two cases of 
“double consciousness,” namely Mary 
Lurancy Vennum of Watseka, Ill.,- and 
Mary Reynolds of Venango county. Pa. 
For sale at this office. Price 15 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage» 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D, 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
df Flne Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, Social ScL- 
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, TO 
cents. For sale at this office.

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpba Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro-, 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75. cents. For sale at this office»
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Cbc flbantbeism ot ZDboòern Science.
r. To Prof. Huxley’s dictum that there are three aspects 
of things,.what meaning can be attached save that in 
every fonp of substance force is operating, and that wher
ever we find substance and force, there also consciousness 
is present—tliis consciousness even in the lowest form of 
matter, being indicated, as we have seen, by the selective 
capacity. .

Let us add to this the declaration of Dr. Thos. Young, 
“that the unprejudiced study of physical pliilosophy pro- 
ivides us with analogies which lead us almost directly to 
the opinion that there are gradations of substance stretch
ing all the way from the solid material to the spiritual, the 
more refined and immaterial pervading freely the grosser;” 
and the existence of gradations of consciousness, reaching 
from the inert mineral to the highest manifesting God, 
becomes a necessary conclusion; and with that there comes 
the corollary that in connection with each of these grades 
of consciousness there are- accompanying grades of sub
stance and force-—the grade of each of the three aspects 
being in harmony, with the other. _ .

We are thus, step by step, led to the conclusion that in
telligence is present throughout all nature. In the words 
of William Kingdon Clifford, in his essay on “Body and 
Mind,” “The only thing we can come to, if we accept the 
doctrine of evolution at'all, is, that * ♦ ♦ (for we cannot 
stop at organic matter, "knowing as we do that it must 
'have arisen by continuous physical processes out of inor
ganic matter, we are obliged to assume, in order to save 
continuity in our belief, that along with every motion of 
■matter, whether organic or inorganic, there is some fact 
(which corresponds to the mental fact in ourselves. The 
mental fact in ourselves is an exceedingly complex thing; 
so also our brain is an exceedingly complex thing. We 
may assume that the quasi-mental fact which corresponds 
and which goes along with the motion of every particle of 
matter is of such inconceivable simplicity, .as compared 
(with our- own mental fact, with our consciousness, as the 
motion of a molecule of matter is of inconceivable simplic
ity when compared with the motion of our brain.”

-And, he proceeds to assure us: “This doctrine is not 
merely a speculation, but it is a result to which all the 
greatest minds that have studied this question in the 
right way have gradually been approximating for a long 
time.”

Ilntelligence tn Degetable Compounds.
J The molecules of vegetable matter possess, in a more 
marked degree than the mineral, the ability to select and 
combine with each other. Prof. F. R. Japp, F."R. S., who 
presided over the chemical section of the British Associa
tion meeting of 1898, is of the opinion that in the forma
tion of even the lowest of the vegetable compounds there 
is most unmistakable evidence of the existence of intelli
gence. His address as president of his section was de
voted to the purpose of demonstrating the reasonableness 
of that proposition and showing the former explanations 
of chance, coincidence and non-intelligent mechanism to 
be insufficient He asserts the intelligence thus operat
ing to be of precisely the same character as that which 
man himself uses. The following is an extract from his 
address: “No fortuitous concourse of atoms, even with all 
eternity for them to clash and combine in, could compass 
¡this feat of the formation of the first optically organic 
compound. Coincidence is excluded, and every purely 
mechanical explanation of the phenomenon must necessa
rily fail. I see no escape from the conclusion that at the 
moment when life first arose a directive force came into 
play—a force of precisely the same character as that 
.which enables the intelligent operator, by the exercise of 
his will, to select one crystallized enantiomorph and re- 
¡ject its asymmetric opposite.”

While the Professor draws the line at optically organic 
Icompounds of vegetable origin, and asserts that with them 
life first arose, his arguments lead to an altogether deeper 
¡conclusion. He combats the theory that living matter 
may be originated from dead matter by a purely mechan
ical process, and intimates that the attempted mechan
ical explanation of the origin of life leads to a reduclio ad 
adsurdum. He confesses that if the conclusions are cor
rect, which he believes to be correct, “then the absolute 
origin of the compounds of one-sided asymmetry to be 
found" in the firing world is a mystery as profound as the 

.absolute origin of life itself.” An asymmetric compound 
is one which is not complete and evenly balanced, and 
which, because of its incompleteness, seeks to ally itself 
with its chemical affinity and therefore continues in a 
condition of restless activity. He affirms that “The two 
phenomena” (life and these asymmetric compounds) “are 
intimately connected, for, as we have seen, these asym- 
metuc compounds make their appearance with life, and 
are inseparable from it.” „

But if non-living inorganic matter, interacting with 
blind force through pure chance, the “fortuitous con
course of atoms,” cannot produce the living compound, if 
“every purely mechanical explanation of the phenomenon 
of the production of the living compound must nccessa- 
rily fail;” and if, on the other hand the phenomena of 
life and intelligence are inseparably connected with the 
phenomena of asymmetric compounds; and those com
pounds according to the principle of evolution, arise 
without the intervention of the human will and intelli
gence; and since the tendency of our scientific friends is to 
discard the idea of an arbitrary extrinsic controlling in
telligence, why not calmly accept the only other legiti
mate alternative, namely, that it is incorrect to say that 
the matter of the inorganic world is non-living, or else 
that force, which is found operating in that realm of na
ture, has intelligent life as its inherent characteristic? 
May I venture to suggest that this would be more logical, 
more philosophical and even more in accordance until 
-true science than to confess “mystery” before the neces
sity’ for so doing had inevitably arisen? No one is able to 
put his hand on the exact line where, in the descent from 
the organic to the inorganic, life ceases to operate, or 
even where the organic commences. “The principle of 
continuity leads us, whatever state of things we contem
plate, to look for its antecedent in some previous state of 

-things also in the universe,” and in accordance therewith, 
the antecedent of that intelligent selective power which 
was exhibited in the first optically organic compound is 
naturally to be looked for in the previous state of things 
which we speak of as inorganic.

If I understand him aright, Prof. Crookes thinks he 
finds the evidence of the operation of the intelligent se
lective power in the precipitation of certain elements td 
which we have already referred. That intelligence which 
Prof. Japp associates with life, and sees exhibited in the 
chemistry of nature as it works in the living organism, 
Prof. Crookes discovers operating in the so-called inani
mate, inorganic world. Does this not suggest that, in
stead of there being an absolute difference in the qualities 
of the two classes of matter, the difference is in the active 
manifestation of the quality, possibly coupled with a dif
ference in the powers of observation and deduction of the 
two chemists? But even Prof. Japp’s discoveries and 
conclusions travel a long way in the direction of the rec
ognition of the universality of intelligence, for he finds it 
exhibited in tartaric acid, turpentine, the carbohydrates,, 
quinine and other like forms of matter to which intellec
tion is not usually ascribed.

If indeed) as Prof. Japp thinks is the case, there is no 
escape from the conclusion that inherent selective and di
rective force of the same character as the human being ex
hibits, be coeval with life; if as Prof. Crookes thinks..there 
is no escape from the conclusion that this selective opera
tion is present in the very elements.themselves; and if, 
with Prof. Huxley, we find that “Life wa^rpresent poten
tially in matter when in the nebulous form, and was un- 

। folded from it by the way of natural development,” have 
we not covered the whole range of the primitive forms ol 
patter recognized by scientists and found in them all the

evidence of an inherent consciousness? Are we not jus
tified in concluding that, from the very beginning of ex
istence, inherent intelhgence, of precisely the same char
acter as that which enables the intelligent operator to pro
duce desired results, has been at work?

Charles Kingsley, in Hypatia, expresses this idea of 
conscious activity in the lower kingdoms poetically and at 
the same time in accord with the most recent science. 
Says he: “Philosophers, when they gave mechanical expla
nations of-natural phenomena, came no nearer to the real 
solution'of them. Tjie mysterious “why?” remained un
touched. * * *.*  All their analyses could only darken 
with big words the plain fact that the water hated the oil 
with which it refused to mix, and the lime loved the acid 
which it received^into itself, and Eke a lover grew warm 
with the rapture of affection. Why not? What right 
had we to deny sensation, emotion, to them, ’any more 
than to ourselves? Was not the same universal spirit stir
ring in them as in us? And was it not by virtue of that 
spirit that ite thought, and felt, and loved? Then why 
not they as well as we?” " ’

Where we had ignorantly (though as we thought with 
much of learning and'wisdom) talked of inanimate, inor
ganic, matter, conscious, life is present working intelE- 
gently and purposiyely, carrying out the universal scheme 
of evolution, which stretches from the lowest to the high
est. Consciousness, dormant in the stone, is by the inter
play of nature’s forces gradually wakened into activity, 
and, as it wakens, it clothes itself in higher forms, each 
new capacity awakened requiring a higher organism 
through which to express itself and to expand; each as
cending organism more complex and more refined tiian 
the last. Slowly yet surely it winds its way, chmbs its 
path from lowest to highest of mineral forms until it 
stands on the border line of two worlds, the mineral and 
vegetable kingdoms, where it partakes of the nature of 
both to such an extent that we know not in which king
dom to classify it. From these intermediate forms it 
steps over into the kingdom above (the vegetable) where 
the plasticity of the matter affords freer play to the activ
ities of conscious force. -

ZTbe SouMLtfe of plants.
The consciousness exhibited here is of a most marked 

character. Let us take for instance the insect-eating 
plants. , I quote from “The Story of the Plants,” by 
Grant Allen. “Our pretty little English Sundew is one 
of these cruej and perfidious plants. Its leaves are round 
and thickly covered with small red hairs, which are rather 
bulbous at the end, and very sticky. The bulbous expan
sions, in point of fact, are small red glands, which exude a 
viscous digestive liquid. When a small fly alights on the 
leaf, attracted by the smell of the sticky fluid, he is caught 
and held by its gummy mass; the hairs then at once bend 
over and clutch him, pouring out fresh slime at the same 
time, which very shortly envelopes and digests him.”

Let us take another illustration of these insect-eating 
plants from Mr. Grant Allen’s interesting work. Sadly 
enough the most striking exhibitions of intelligence are to 
be found in connection with the invention of death-deal
ing mechanism. The height of plant civilization is ap
parently on nearly the same moral altitude as that of the 
human being. “One of the best known is the Venus’ fly
trap of tropical or subtropical North America. In tliis 
curious plant the leaf is divided into two portions, one of 
which forms a jointed snare for catching insects. It is 
hinged at the middle; and when a fly lights upon it, the 
two edges bend over him, and the bristles on the margin 
interlock firmly. As long as the insect struggles they re
main tightly closed; when he ceases to move, and is quite 
dead, they open once more, and set their trap afresh for 
another insect.”

Herbert Spencer, in a phrase which has become famous, 
defined life as “adaptation to the environment,” and com
mon sense and intelligence are perhaps most strongly ex
hibited in making the best of one’s surrounding circum
stances. Measured by this standard the intelligence of 
the ivy-leaved toad-flax is of a high order. This plant 
grows on dry walls and has straight flower stalks, which 
become curved when the flowering is over. Why is this? 
Because it cannot sow its seeds on the bare stone the 
plant bends its flower-stalk after the blossoming season, 
and hunts about diligently for a crevice among the mortar 
into which it proceeds to insert its capsule, so that the 
seedlings may start fair in a fit and proper place for their 
due germination.

Notwithstanding the evidences of intelhgence in the 
flower and stalk, the tip of the root, in its selection of just 
the proper location for itself in order to obtain the fullest 
benefit of the available water supply, and in the way in 
which it goes feeling its way under ground, touching here, 
recoiling' there, insinuating little fingers among pebbles 
and crannies and trying its best by endless offshoots to fix 
t]ie plant with perfect security, is the part of the plant 
which exercises the greatest discrimination and ingenuity. 
Darwin, because of this exhibition of intelligence, likened 
the tip of the root to the brain of animals.

Mr. Grant Allen, in describing the various elements 
which go To make up the life of plants, mentions how they 
eat and drink, how they digest and assimilate, how they 
marry and get fertilized, how they produce their fruit and 
set their seeds, and finally how they are often linked to
gether into a single community. This summary bears a 
very striking resemblance to the range of activities exer
cised by tile average man and woman. -

In January, 1898, Mr. C. W. Dodge, Professor of Biol
ogy of the University of Rochester, N. Y., lectured before 
the Rochester Academy of Science on “The Psychic Ac
tivities of Plants;” that is the “soul activities of plants.” 
A daily press report of his address sàys: “The speaker gave 
an exposition of the phenomenon of sight in plant Efe. 
Many views were thrown on the screen, of plants whose 
growth had been influenced by light. The sense of touch 
was also illustrated vividly, the peculiarities of their 
growth, under certain circumstances exhibited. The hab
its of certain plants of depositing their seeds in fertile 
places was one of the most remarkable proofs of a faculty 
which was too well known to be called chance. The ex
istence of nervous sensations in plants was taken up, and 
the Professor showed that nerve stimulus was imparted 
from one to the other of many organisms in plant life, but 
more commonly in bacteria.” The nature of his conclu
sions may be judged from the following extract: “Plants 
havetsouls and can see and feel in their own pecuhar way 
quite as well, as far as their needs were concerned, as many 
creations of a higher order.” •

** * * * ' * * * * *
Thus, by new experiences through more susceptible or

ganisms, consciousness ascends until it again finds itself 
enshrined in a form which unites two kingdoms, this time 
it is the vegetable and animal. Sensation—the power of 
translating the vibration received from external nature 
into feeling, which had began to.waken in the vegetable, 
becomes fully developed here. A consciousness of com
fort and discomfort, of pleasure and pain, marks its" ad
vent to the higher kingdom of nature. Here again sci
entific investigation has demonstrated thè ùniversaEty of 
the expression of Efe, and the (striking similarity on aU 
planes of nature of the phenomena exhibited through in
telligence operating Upon matter. '

Ebe Hnlmal World;
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tide and those'of 'Any of the substances which make up 
that compound particle.”1’

In the higher knlgdoitrf we find that not only is the or
ganic consciousness’ of an1 entirely different nature from 
that of either of thb’ faclqi’s which produce it, but we dis
cover that the lowçr organisms possess an independent 
conscious activity even jubile working within the more 
complex and being dominated by it. Says Virchow, 
“'What is the organism? ‘/A community of little cells, a 
little state, well pfpvide^) with all. the appurtenances of 
upper and under official?, servants and masters great and 
small.”

If we consider the human body closely we find there 
not only the human organism itself with its will control
ling the movements of the whole body and each of its 
members, but in addition we are told by our biologists that 
“every molecule pf matter in the human body is a distinct 
life,” in other words, there are millions of separate lives 
all working under, the dominion of the one human life. 
We are further informed by our biologists that of the 
microbes with which the human body is teeming, and 
whose presence our. médical friends are making respon
sible for nearly all our diseases as well as our good health, 
each one in the human organism “has a life consciousness 
of its own, with a power of independent volition (within 
limits), with likes and dislikes exhibited in a strange imi
tation of the human being himself.”

Mr. Alfred Binet has written a very interesting book 
called the “Psychic Life of Micro-organisms” in which he 
says: “Agreeable to the ideas of evolution now accepted, a 
liigher animal is nothing niore than a colony of protozo
ans.” A “protozoan” is the first, lowest, simplest and most 
primitive animal. It is a complete entity which may ex
ist within a single cell of the larger gpimal. “livery one 
of the cells composing such an animal has retained its 
primitive properties, giving them a higher degree of per
fection by division of labor and by selection. The epi
thelial cells that secrete the nails and the hair are organ
isms, perfected with reference to the secretion of product
ive parts, similarly, the cells of the brain are organisais 
that have been perfected with reference to psychical at
tributes.” And “Those protozoic forms of animalculae 
are endowed with memory and volition.”

H Battle in (BernuUand.
The following article, which appeared in a recent issue 

of a daily paper, contains a graphic description of one of 
the incidents of life in the domain of the animalculae. It 
purports to describe what was seen by Dr. Donald Ross, 
of the Indian medical staff, who was investigating the mi
crobe of malaria.

“During his investigations Dr. Ross saw one of the 
most remarkable battles that has ever occurred. This 
was a fight between a malaria microbe and three phago
cytes. The phagocytes are really white blood corpuscles. 
They have been eaifed the policemen of the blood, and 
their business in life is to’devour all the impurities, for
eign substances and disease germs of the blood.

“The malaria gerffi propagates its species by segmenta
tion (that is by simply dividing itself into two parts). Pe
riodically every day, or every three days, or every four 
days, according to the typo of the disease, the full grown 
germ subdivides, and each division becomes a full fledged 
microbe with powqr to reproduce itself. The young 
germ, however, is in danger of being devoured by phago
cytes in the blood.:- In fact a great many are thus de
voured. 1

“It has instinct enough to protect itself from further 
depredations of phagocytes. It feeds on the contents of 
red blood corpuscles, and; as it devours the contents it 
crawls inside the ‘skiffi of, the latter, the better to keep 
clear of the phagocytes. These little scavengers of the 
blood actually have been seen under the microscope to be 
‘fooled’ by this trick of the malaria germ. The germ 
does not eat .the ‘skin’ of the red corpuscle. Therefore 
when the phagocyte conies up to the malaria germ inside 
the red blood corpuscle it may feel it all over but it gener
ally passes by,misled as to its genuineness. So the malaria 
germ, secure in its retreat, goes on eating the inside of its 
little house and growing lustily against the time of its re-' 
production.

“While observing a malaria germ which had just ac
quired its flagellae (long hair-like appendages which 
serve the purpose of both arms and legs) Dr. Ross saw a 
phagocyte make its way to the malaria germ, probably 
with the intention of devouring it. Ordinarily this would 
have been easy, but the germ, instead of allowing itself to 
be attacked, attacked the phagocyte in a battle royal that 
lasted over fifteen minutes. Finally the phogôcyte drew 
off and the germ, still full of fight, hurried across the mi
croscope slide for a distance 'of two fields, to where an
other phagocyte was wandering aimlessly.

“It hurled itself on the second phagocyte, pushing hard 
against it with one of its arms. The phagocyte tried to 
rear up and get around and envelope the germ, but finally 
gave up and flattened itself against an air bubble, while 
the germ still kept on pummelling it. After fifty minutes, 
another phagocyte appeared coming rapidly across the 
field. The germ then left its fallen foe and attacked the 
new-comer. The third phagocyte got enough of it in 
about one minute, and turned squarely around, fleeing 
across the whole field, ‘the germ hanging on like a snake 
on a dog.’ After five minutes the germ let go and the 
phagocyte slunk away. The malaria germ had by this 
time reached the Emit of its endurance in the rapidly 
weakening blood on the microscope slide. It grew, 
slightly larger and quite sluggish and finahy attached' 
itself to the glass of the slide and died.”

The Amoebae are microscopical organisms', a most 
simple elementary cell, a protoplasmic drop, formless and 
almost structureless. L. Cienkowsky (Betrage zur Kent- 
ness der Monaden Archiv. J Mikroshop, Anatomie) de
scribes the wajr in which one of these microscopical, bare, 
reddish cells—the Vampyrella Spirogyra, hunts for and 
finds among a number of other aquatic plants one called 
Spirogyra, rejecting other food. Examining it under a 
powerful microscope^he found it, when moved by hunger, 
first projecting its pséudoppdiae (false feet). It being so 
simple in its strücture that it creates each organ from it- 
eelf as the occasion apises,thus becoming foot or mouth or 
stomach at wiU. .. f. ■

Then it commences moving, about until among a great 
variety of plants it cornes Across a Spirogyra, after which 
it proceeds towards Rhe cêllulated portion of one of thé 
cells of the latter, ànd placing itself on it, bursts the tis
sue, sucks the contents of1 one ceU and passes on to an
other, repeating thé'samé'ijrocess. This naturaEst never 
saw it take any othef food’and it never totiched any of thé 
numerous plants placed by1 Cienkowsky in its way. Men
tioning another Am'oebae—the Colpadella Pugnax. He 
says that he found tll exercising a choice of food, and he 
adds these significant words: “The yvay of acting of these 
monads during thei^ search for and reception of food is so 
amazing that bne ^.almost incEned to see in them con
sciously acting beings.”

- To this last observation we may add the words of Th. 
W. Engleman (Betriige zur Physiologie des Protoplasm). 
After reciting the efforts of the’Arcella, another unicellu
lar organism, to extricate themselves from uncomfortable 
positions, he says, “It is impossible not to admit that such 
facts as these point to the presence of some Psychic powers 
in the Protoplasm.” .

becomes remarkably appropriate. Each human being is 
veritably a Chinese Empire.

Thus we have traced conscious life from the dust out of 
which man is said to have been formed, up through all the 
intervening kingdoms of nature until we reach man him
self, who possesses the intellect to plan and the will and 
capacity to put into operation those methods by which he 
controls all the kingdoms beneath him.

Conscious life present in the lowest kingdom of nature 
■—the mineral. Conscious life everywhere in the universe 
varying in its degrees of expression between the fast- 
bound,-slow and imperviable rock and the space-defying 
mind of man. '

Thus the process of evolution goes on. Who will ven
ture to say where it will stop? Having passed from ani
mal to man, when man shall have reached the Emit of 
possibilities which intellection affords, when the organism 
which we now use becomes insufficient for the manifesta
tion of more fully awakened powers, must we not, judging 
from the analogy from the known path of evolution we 
have already trod, step into some higher form of expres
sion where our powers will not be “cribbed, cabined and 
confined” as they would be witinn the slow moving par
ticles of the human brain ? Such must be the case if from 
the past we may judge the future. In his essays upon 
“Some Controverted Questions,” Prof Huxley, keeping 
himself within the bounds of scientific thought, suggests 
this ever-ascending scale of intelligent beings. He says, 
“Looking at the matter from the most rigidly scientific 
point of view, the assumption that, amidst the myriads of 
worlds scattered through endless space, there can be no 
intelligence, as much greater than man’s as his is greater 
than a black beetle’s seems to me not merely baseless, but 
impertinent. Without stepping beyond the analogy of 
that which is known, it is easy to people the cosmos with 
entities, in ascending scale, until we reach something 
practically indistinguishable from omnipotence, omni
presence, omniscience. If our intelligence can; in some 
matters, surely reproduce the past of thousands of years 
ago, and anticipate the future thousands of years hence, it 
is clearly within the limits oh possibility that some greater 
intellect, even of the same order, may be able to mirror 
the whole of the past and the future.” Buskin (Ethics of 
the Dust) saw great good in this idea of the gradation of 
life, for he said, “it admits the idea of a life above us, in 
other creatures as much nobler than ours, as ours is nobler 
than that of the dust.”

The one process of evolution links together the lowest 
and the highest, and in the inert atom of the mineral there 
lies the possibility of the man and the deity, which will 
waken into realization by the steady onward press of evo
lutionary process.

The recent discoveries of our patient scientific investi
gators are showing us that not only is there life in every 
form of matter, co-eternally linked to it, but that the dif
ference between the consciousness of the atom and that of 
the cosmos, between the intelligence of the animalculae 
and the intelligence of the man, is but to be measured by 
evolution. It may be that millions of years may be re
quired to waken the sleeping consciousness of the mineral 
to its first faint response in the vegetable, and other mill
ions to raise it from the vegetable to the animal, and from 
the animal to the human, and tiren from the human to the 
cosmic—which we may not inappropriately term the Di
vine. But no matter how long the time, nor how infinite 
the variations of forms that may be required to accom
plish the journey it will finally be accomplished. The la
tent potentialities which slept in the mineral will be 
wakened one by one into active powers and thus higher 
stages of consciousness will be reached. We can, to some 
extent, measure the possibility of future achievements by 
the depths of conscious intelligence which separate us 
from the mineral.

Our scientists are not insensible to the importance of 
the new and broader view of the universe which comes as 
a result of this closer study of the activities of living mat
ter. Some, conscious of the radical difference between 
the conception of inorganic matter as being “dead,” and 
the view in which it is now coming to be regarded, claim 
that the discovery of the existence of Life in mineral is 
fit to be ranked with the work of Darwin. And it is re
ported that Prof. Shaler, of the chair of Geolog)' at Har
vard University, declares that the Unity of life is the 
greatest discovery of the nineteenth century.

All of the recent discoveries apparently tend to the one 
goal. The more thorough the investigation of the as
pects of nature the more closely they are seen to approach 
each other. The infinite Diversity in nature was that 
which formerly fixed the attention of the investigator. 
Its infinite Unity is the marvel which now excites his ad
miration. Prof. Ludwig Buchner, “Appleton’s Popular 
Science Monthly,” Feb. 1898, dealing with scientific prog
ress in this century, mentions that “the unity and immor
tality of. Force” have been demonstrated. Nor has sci
ence rested there. We have seen how the unity of Matter, 
and of Life have also been accepted. In the article just 
mentioned, Prof. Buchner calls ou^ attention to the fact 
that “Spectrum analysis, also, in conjunction with the 
curious double stars has brought about the highly import
ant conviction of the unity of what is to us the visible 
universe.” All these conclusions of science but lead up 
-to that more profound unity suggested by Tyndall (Sci
entific Use of Imagination) in the words “Supposing we 
had been brought io regard them” (spirit and matter) “as 
equally worthy and equally wonderful, to consider them 
in fact as two opposite faces of the self-same mystery.” 

; In a chapter written for the purpose of showing that 
Religion and Science were not essentially antagonistic, 
Mr. Herbert Spencer (First Principles, Chapter on “The 
Reconciliation”), points to this great fact of unity as the 
common ground of the two. His words are as follows: 
“We are obliged to regard every phenomenon as a mani
festation of some Power by which we are acted upon; phe
nomena being, so far as we can ascertain, unlimited in 
their diffusion, we are obliged to regard the Power as om
nipresent; and criticism teaches us that this Power is 
wholly incomprehensible. In this consciousness of an In
comprehensible Omnipresent Power, we have just that 
consciousness on which religion dwells. And so we arrive 
at that point where Religion and Science coalesce. ♦ * * 
The final outcome of their mutual criticism can be noth
ing else than an entire agreement on this deepest and 
widest of all truths.” \

‘ (To be continued.)

Gems of Thought.
Think of. the egotism of a man who believes that an

In the inorganic world it has been noticed, as .Sir Nor
man Lockyer points out (Studies in Spectrum Analysis p, 
138), that a compound particle-r-that is a particle known --------------- -- -----«uau
to consist of two distinct elements—-has a vibration which') that, as estimated by Ehrenburg, five-hundred millinn of 
io no r»nnii]inT» ilcoli no +Ka A-f n «-.a—¿J„1« _£ n .. .... ... *i  t . h . . .

When we remember that the animalculae are so small

is as peculiar to itself as the vibration of a particle of an 
element is peculiar to itself.” That “a.compound particle
is a perfectly distinct physical'tiling, with vibrations, ro- muwi» iuB vumpusuu ui myrrnus oi imimresimai 
tations, and free paths of its own. There is no apparent lives, each cell possessing a distinct life of its owfi, Binet’s 
connection between the vibrations of a compound par- <’ .............................. ” ' ' ‘

them exist in one drop’of water one-twelfth of an inch in
diameter, and that not only the blood, but the flesh and 
muscles also are composed of myriads of infinitesimal
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description of the higher animal as a colony of protozoans

infinite being wants his praise.—Ingersoll.
■ Who 'can estimate what the world loses in the bright in
tellects who cower before popular prejudice.—J. S. Mill

When you wish to know if a man aspires to personal 
power, watch how be bears himself toward the church.— 
Edgar Quiiiet. •

The religions of this world are numerous and various, 
but the priesthood is the same in all places—a fact which 
doubtless goes to prove that it is of divine origin—Vol
taire. .

It is certain that the discoveries of universal law have 
reduced prayer among us to an anachronism. It makes 
no difference whatever whether the prayer be for a moral 
or an inteUectual or a physical benefit.—Conway.

Various and desperate have been the expedients and 
suppositions resorted to in order to reconcile the concep
tion of an immutable, all-wise, all foreseeing God, with 
that of a father who is turned from his course by the 
prayers' of his creatures. But all such efforts are, and 
are felt to be, hopeless failures. They involve the asser
tion and negation of the same proposition in one breath. 
—Greg, ■

RELIGION. 
----- .J ■ w 

Heard in “Voices from 
Many Hilltops.”

Religion to be of any value to human
ity, must be practical, must be that 
which enters into the dally life, making 
mankind honest, truthful and just to
ward all. When the children of the 
land are taught to save themselves, to 
build their own temples in the land of 
souls, a great amount of the wrong that 
now exists will roll away as fog from 
the earth-land valleys; but just so long 
as they can rely on the merits of an
other, and feel secure In his power to 
save the lowest without any effort on 
their part except the exercise of a lit
tle weak faith that has been dragged 
through the filth of a life that records 
no humanity, no purity, no fulfillment 
of moral obligations either to self or the 
world—I say, just so long as such con
ditions exist, where man is made to be- 
Heve that he can earn heaven at the 
last gasp, that begins with a curse and 
ends with a prayer, just so long will the 
surging tides of life bear tokens of cru
elty and dissensions, just so long will 
the records of the land breathe of In
justice, centered in and wrought from 
selfishness. Man must be taught the 
honest fact, that he lays his own foun
dation and builds thereon, and dwells in 
the home he thus builds, and has right 
to no other. He who reaches -any 
heaven wins it, and not only wins It, 
but builds it and hangs the gates there
° ,,,T1}e f?'aut of eternal peace, through , 
faith, is the greatest license to wrong-; 
doing the world has ever known. It has 
opened hells in the here and hereafter; 
It holds in its folds the very essence of 
Catholicism. Make man responsible for 
his acts and the wrongs of earth-land 
will record a rapid decrease; but pam
per him with the idea of full forgive
ness, make him believe that after a life 
of inhumanity and selfishness he can • 
by signing the article called faith be im
mediately transformed and transported, 
and made to sit down at the right hand 
of Deity, there to puss judgment on the 
millions who in all things have been 
tiue, even godlike in their humanity 
but who saw nothing but child’s play in 
the flimsy web woven In the very loom 
of selflshness—do all this for man, and 
the wrongs of the present will in time 
duplicate themselves in your verv 
midst. '

How anyone, even children, can fall 
to see the mixture of incongruities 
handed them as elixir of eternal life Is 
a mystery. I verily believe the animal 
whereon Balaam rode, and which was 
considered worthy of note In the rec
ords of the day, could give voice (If he 
ever did what was recorded) to sound
er theology, and more sensible conclu
sions, else he would be unworthy . a 
place among the long-eared race.

The churches have done what they 
could, if not in the direction of deep 
spiritual unfoldment, and to sum up the 
efforts and results, they will be found to 
read thus: Many blind ones sought to 
lead many times their number equally 
blind and willing to be thus led, and all 
fell into a ditch, where the present finds 
them, and from which none escape ex
cept by the light of spiritual truth, that 
will and must light all paths from the 
beginning to the end. The greatest 
wonder is that in the light that ceases 
not to fall with far-reaching illuminat
ing power so few make an effort to ex
tricate themselves, but screening the 
eyes of the soul, seem to rejoice in the 
very shadows of the land wherein they 
dwell.—Extract from “Voices from 
Many Hilltops.”

Spirit Animals, Do They Exist?
Yes, most emphatically. I will relate 

a little ineident that occurred to me sev
eral months ago. One evening while 
having my sitting for development, 1 
had the light turned down, but not so 
low but what all objects in the room 
were discernible, and several feet In ad
vance of me was a chair. To my sur
prise two very pretty half-grown kit
tens jumped upon the chair and com
menced to play, and rub against each 
other In such a loving way, I thought I 
never had seen two such loving kittens 
before. I watched them several min
utes when they gradually faded from 
my sight. I was somewhat surprised, 
and wondered what the object could be 
In those two kittens appearing to me, 
for I did not seem to recognize them. 
The next morning at the breakfast 
table I made the remark to my wife 
and my little twelve-year-old daughter 
that I bad seen the nicest kittens I be
lieved I ever had seen, they were such 
loving little creatures. My wife and 
daughter then commenced to quiz me 
as to what they looked like. I gave 
them a description and before I got 
through the little girl said: “Why, papa, 
don’t you remember them—my Spotty 
and Snow? They were both poisoned 
and died witbin a few days of each 
other.” d'bat happened three years pre
vious to tills time. I don’t think I ever 
would have thought of those two kit
tens if it had not been on account of my 
wife and daughter recognizing them.

1 have seen the spirits of other ani
mals and fowls fully as plainly as the 
kittens. I remember about a year ago 
I was sitting in the parlor with my fam- 
lly when all at once I saw my wife go
ing towards a spring with a bucket on 
her arm and a large goose following” 
after her. “Why,” I said, “Ida, where 
did you ever live that you carried water 
from a spring and had a goose to follow 
you?”

“Why,” she said, “describe the goose 
to me; what color is the one you see?”

I gave her a description of the goose, 
and after I got through she said, “You 
have given me a very good description - 
of my Old Dickie goose and also of the 
spring.” She Informed me that this 
was the only one she raised out of a 
brood of ten, the other nine got 
drowned in a severe rain storm.

Now if the spirits of animals and 
fowls do not exist after what we call 
death, pray tell me what it was that 
flashed so vividly before me, If It was 
not the spirit of Old Dlckle Goose?

HENRY COLLYER.

“Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (Tn- 
eluding Methods and Instruments). ' 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as It 
well fulfills the promise of its title. 
For sale at this office. Price 75 cents.

“Harmonics of Evolution. Thè Phil
osophy of Individual Life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law." By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth, ?2. For sale at this 
office.

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price fl. 
For sale at this office.

“Who Are These Spiritualists and" 
What Is Spiritualism?" A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well-’ ' 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“Mind and Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied in Medicine and 
Education.” By A. C. Halphlde. Pres
ident Chicago Society of Anthropology. 
For sale at this office. Price fl, ...



GENERAL SURVEY.. |

from the golden locks of childhood to 
the silvery locks of old age. From

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, If 
DOINGS, ETC,, THE WORLD OVER. |f

■ A lyceum. worker writes: On Bun
day morning, May 20, at Springfield, 
Mo., Mrs. M. Theresa Allen, lecturer 
and-author of ‘The Medium’s Guide,’ or
ganized a children’s progressive lyceum 
(Mr. Allen was temporarily absent from 
the city). This lyceum is officered by 
the young people exclusively—married 
people being ineligible to office. It has 
a membership of about thirty-five per
sons, including children -of ’ all ages,

PSYCHDMETRY.
. ... ■ ; )

Are the Psophometer’s Expe- 
rienoes R>elia.ble? .

>U ------X-
To the Editdr:—Tile article on the 

above subject by R.AB. Span, in issue 
of May 12, is all truei-so far as the ex
perience of thU psyiihometer is con
cerned. But is it all krue what the psy-

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions i 
or statements he may make. The editor i 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be ; 
best subserved thereby. Many of the ; 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is imide- 
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.
-IVRI'J'E PLAINLY.-We would like 

to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 

/paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
' one side of the paper, ,

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
tbe General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain tlie full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to. '

Tbe Grand Rapids Democrat says: 
“The Spiritualists have decided to hold 
another camp-meeting at Briggs’ Park, 
near North Park, from July 1 to Aug. 
19. Messrs Walker and Bernesteln will 
not be connected with the meeting this 
year, the entire affair having been 
placed in the hands of Mr. Carpenter of 
Detroit, and Thomas J. Hayues, of 
Muskegon. One of the most popular 
mediums who has been engaged for the 
meeting Is Mrs. Marian Carpenter, who 
is now dangerously ill in her home in 
Detroit,. Mrs. Carpenter Is well known 
in tills city, and has many intimate 
friends here.” -

The Pittsburg Dispatch says: “There 
is a woman on the hill who has devel
oped into a Spiritualistic medium In 
spite of herself, Once on a time she 
visited a neighbor where a little seance 
was taking place. She had barely got 
into the place when she fell into a 
trance, and began to talk in strange 
tongues. She is a little German woman 
with a thin, piping voice, but when the 
brawny Scot, or a brawny dead Scot, 
entered into her, she talked In a deep, 
rich baritone and with an accent suffi
ciently pronounced to make Ian Mac
laren turn green with envy. There were 
other foreign languages, but, of 
course, Scotch was the most astounding. 
And now the woman whom she visited 
declares that she can make the im
promptu medium (so to speak) visit her 
at any time, simply by “willing her.’ ”

C. J. Barnes, the well known trumpet 
medium, will be at Lake Brady camp
meeting this summer. He goes to 
Fort Wayne, Ind., for two weeks.

Mrs. H. A. Cross writes: “In behalf 
of the Sunflower Club, te 77 Thirty-first 
street, I wish to say we passed the last 
Sunday of Mrs. Cooley’s stay with us 
very pleasantly. After the usual after
noon service a reception for her was 
given by the Sunflower Club and other 
friends. The meeting, was opened by 
Mr. Brewster, vice-president of the 
church. Solo by Mrs. Cole. Then Mrs. 
O. B. Wilson presented Mrs. Cooley 
with a beautiful diamond brooch, given 
by her friends as a token of their love, 
esteem and appreciation of her untiring 

, efforts as pastor. She replied in her 
• own sweet way at some length, follow

ing which Dr. H. A. Cross qpoke briefly 
for the dub. Prof. E. W. Georgia, Rev. 
Dr. Green, Will C. Hodge, Miss Cora 
Smith and Miss Nellie Harrison each 
contributed something to make tbe oc
casion interesting. Dr. Harrison closed 
the program. Then refreshments were 
In order, and, judging by the chatter 
and laughter In the hall, the Intervening 
time between services was very hap
pily spent by a goodly number.”

During the month of May Oscar A. 
Edgerly filled a very successful engage
ment with the First Spiritualist Society 
of Grand Rapids, Mleb. For the first 

. two Sundays of June he Is engaged to 
' speak at the Uulversalist Church of 
■ Beuton Harbor. Mich., after which "his 

• time is all engaged at the camps until
September. He will be pleased to hear 
from societies desiring to employ trance 
speakers and test mediums for season 
of 1900-01. His home address Is 42 
Smith street, Lynn, Mass.

Mrs. Carter writes from Jonesboro, 
’ Ind.': “Dr. H. C. Andrews lectured for 

the Jonesboro Spiritualist Society for 
'the past two Sundays. He is one of the 
best workers in the field. He will ac

. cept engagements for camps or grove

Take due notice, that all items for j 
this page must be accompanied by the । 
full name and address of the writer. It , 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor- । 
respondent writes so and. so, without ] 
giving the full name and address of the , 
writer. The items of those who do not , 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

The Fraternal Spiritualist Society has 
discontinued its Sunday meetings until 
next fall.

Will C. Hodge will be in Beloit, Wls., 
June 10, at Brodhead, June 17, and in 
the vicinity of Dayton, Wis., June 24, 
where the friends will hold their an
nual picnic and gove meeting. He has 
open dates.from June 25 until July 15, 
after which he is engaged for camp 
work until September 1. Is open for 
engagements for the fall and winter 
months. Address 40 Loomis street, Chi
cago, Ills.

E. E. Carpenter writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: “I am pleased to say to Mrs. 
Marian Carpenter’s friends that she Is 
rapidly convalescing from an eight 
weeks’ illness, and expects to be able to 
fill all camp engagements. Her engage
ments are as follows: From June 14 to 
17, at Bankson Lake, Mich.; June 24, 
Bellevue, Mich., grove meeting; July 1 
to 19, Briggs Park Camp, Grand Rapids, 
Mich;; July 22 to 26, Central Lake, 
Mich.; July 28 to August 2, Maple Dell, 
Ohio; August 5 to 10, Vicksburg, Mich.; 
August. 12 to 16, Clinton, Iowa; August 
19 and 20, Lily Dale, N. Y.; August 23 
to 26, Lake Brady, Ohio; September 2, 
Paulding Ohio, grove meeting; Septem
ber 9 to 15, Marshalltown, Iowa; Oc
tober, Indianapolis, Ind.; November and’ 
December, Grand Rapids, Mich.;. March 
and April, Philadelphia, Pa.”

The New Orleans Tlmes-Democrat 
says: “During the past few days one of 
tlie ghosts that are said to haunt va
rious parts of Hampton Court Palace 
has reappeared,” says the London Pall 
Mall Gazette. “The palace authorities 
have been Informed by an artist that, 
while engaged in sketching old Flemish 
tapestry In the ’guard watching cham
ber,’ a spectre hand, white and delicate 
and richly jeweled, has persistently in
truded between him and the tapestry. 
On the last appearance of the phantom 
he made a hurried sketch of the hand 
aud also of a diamond ring on the fore
finger. The phantom hand (writes a 
correspondent) is believed to be that of 
Queen Catherine Howard, one of the 
wives of King Henry VIII., whose spirit 
is described as the most fearful of all 
tbe apparitions that wander within the 
walls of the historic building. History 
states that Catherine one day escaped 
from a room to which she had been con
fined by order of the King, and on 
hastening across the haunted gallery 
was seized by the guards and, despite 
her shrieks and protestations; removed 
to her room. Since then the ’scene has, 
it is said, been re-enacted repeatedly by 
a tall figure clad in white."

G. W. Webster writes from- Lake 
Helen, Fla.: “I read.many articles in 
your paper with much interest and re
joice in your success. Many things said 
and done by many people who call 
themselves Spiritualists interest me but 
little, and I think are of little value to 
the world, but the spiritual wave that 
has swept over the world during the 
last fifty years has efitectually removed 
the old conditions, and I believe Is 
making and will continue to make bet
ter conditions for mankind. We have 
been living in Florida for the last 
seventeen year's, in the healthiest lo
cality I have ever found, and I know 
of nothing that would induce us to 
change our residence. Our home is on 
land adjoining the Southern Cassadaga 
Camp Ground. We are still trying to 
do what we can to help our spirit 
friends to lift humanity to a higher 
level, and rejoice in the success of every 
good work.”

Tbe Toronto Globe says: "The per
sonal friends of the Rev. Dr. B. F. 
Austin, M. A., ex-principal of Alma Col
lege, tendered him a reception last night 
In St. George’s Hall, the occasion being 
the first anniversary of his trial before 
the London Annual Conference of the 
Methodist Church at Windsor and his 
expulsion from the ministry of the de
nomination, principally on account of 
his avowal in a sermon of a belief In 
Spiritualism. There was a large attend
ance and a very pleasant social evening 
was spent Dr. Barnard, of Parkdale, 
and Dr. Wheeler, of Louisville, Ky., de
livered addresses. At the close of the 
proceedings Dr. Austin returned the 
assemblage the warmest thanks in the 
language of the heart. He did not In
terpret tlielr presence as meaning that 
they believed exactly as he did, but 
simply as an endorsement of the right 
of every man to think his own creed 
and sneak out his own convictions. He 
thought it would be better for the 

' churches and for the world if men had 
’ greater freedom in expressing their con
! victions. He had no regret In leaving

meetings in Ohio. Indiana or Michigan. 
Permanent address, Jonesboro, Ind., 
Box 135."

W. I). Noyes writes from Columbus, 
Ohio? "The Columbus (Ohio) Camp is 
progressing nicely. The buildings will 
all be completed by Juue 27. The im- 

‘provements this year cost the associa- 
lion $2,100. and the prospects are bright 
for a large gathering of Spiritualists. A 
great many write that they are coming 
by the cheap excursion rates. Those 
buying excursion tickets, on their ar
rival at Columbtis, can sell their return 
ticket at the Union Depot if they should 
wish to remain at the camp. After 
June 15 address all letters to the sec
retary. W. D. .Noyes, Lock Box 49, 
Worthington. Ohio.”

Virginia Barrett writes that, in order 
to help the Mayer fund: “To all those 
who desire it (for twolnonths) and who 
will send me by mall a notice that they 
have donated to the N. S. A. one dollar 
or more. I will'send to their address 

' (which please write plainly) a little oil 
painting of a spiritual nature. While 
painting it. should a spirit friend wish 
and can Impress, I will put them on 
canvas. Remember all I want is a notice 
from you. Now. friends, send in all 
your-notices of a one, two, three or four 
dollar donation to the N. S. A.. Send 
now—we have no time to lose. Address 
819 East Sixteenth street, Indianapolis. 
Ind.” '

Mrs. M. F. Goodell writes: "The 
books arrived snfely Saturday noon. 
They are beautiful books. I thank you 
for them. I could have had them In no 
other w.ay. The Progressive Thinker is 
-the best Spiritual paper I know of. It 
Is fearless and honest.”

Mrs, Wallace writes from New York: 
“The Encyclopedia of Death just came. 
The sermons by Savage are gold.”

B. Chnapel writes: “The contents of 
The’ Progressive Thinker are valuable, 

'and worth preserving for future gener- 
, r.+ions.” -

it. '
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present indications, It is evident that chometer experienced?
these young people intend to make Facts wan'aiK us to believe that psy- 
their’s an up-to-date lyceum,' and an in- chometry Is an; exact science. If that 
structive adjunct of Mr. and Mrs. Al- which can be^roved is true, why not 
len’s general Spiritualistic work in this all that which cannot be,- as, for exam
city. Following are the duly elected pie, reincarnation, or the prehistoric 
officers of this organization: Miss Mary past? Psychonieters say they know and 
McCready, conductor; Mr. Orlen T.' believe the latter to be true because 
Dixon, guardian; Mr. R. D. Huxley, sec- the first proves It. Or shall we only ac- 
retary; Miss Ruby McCreary, treasurer; I cept that which comforts with our spe- 
Mr. W. J. Huxley librarian; Miss Mabel clal liking? .
L. Dixon, musical director; Miss Fannie The writer of this has; passed through 
Hendrick, Miss Knight and Mr. Reece, the whole gamut of. psychometric sen- 
guards. Copies of Brother Tom Clif- sations, emotions,, sights, flights, con
ford’s paper, The Lyceum, were gener- volutions, ete., and has been generally 
ously distributed last Sunday by Mrs. correct in his delineations—relatively 
Allen, to the delight of the children, speaking, if not absolutely—but Is as 
The regular Sunday night Spiritualistic far away from an ipse dixit declaration 
services, conducted by Mr. aud Mrs. Al- as to the truth of his unproved experl- 
len, are well attended.” 1 ences as ever. Yet mauy will accept

Mrs Jennie Hagan Brown, whose the prehistoric visions and regard that 
headquarters are In Fort Worth, Texas, on reincarnation as visionary. Neither 
was in the city last week. She had just can be proved by investigation as a 
returned from Bankson Lake, Mich., man’s character can be. Why accept 
where she had an engagement to lec- one and not the other? Is it perhaps 
ture She reports a good attendance because we dislike to be reincarnated? 
there and great interest. Last Sunday An intelligent gentleman once said to 
she lectured at Bloomington,-Ill. The us: “The Idea, of living forever is hor- 
fii'st Sunday In July she lectures at rlble to me; it cannot be true!” 
Breedsville, Mich., and the second Sun- Does his dislike of Immortality make 
day at Texas. She then goes East; to it non est? ;
fill engagements at the camps, and will Materialism proves to its satisfaction 
be accompanied by Lucy Ault, a mu- I that there is no future life to man. 
slcal prodigy ' Does this make materialists right?

Twenty-fiv^ cents for adults and fif- A c°£ceive of the
teen cents for children, will entitle .you possibility of inspiration. It has no ex- 
to a reserved seat to hear an Unperson- istence for him, and he therefore does 
ated reading on the story of “Ben U0J believe tttiue.
Hur,” Illustrated with 82 life-size views „Some mediums have keener sensibil- 
on canvas, and a chance to see and Jty than others. May not some, there- 
hear the youngest child entertainer of *>«,  have higher revelations than oth- 
the century, in her recitations, posing er«, and through it know that relncar- 
and pantomime. This entertainment nation is true, as they posit yely know 
will be given by Lee Norie Claman, as- that they possess mediumship or the 
sisted by Baby Claman. Stewart ave- gif of inspiration? If it 1« true our dis
nue Unlversalist church, 65th and Stew- belief wll not efface it. Spirits assert it, 
art avenue, June 22, at 8 o’clock. Mr. but that « not every medium’s gauge. 
Russell says that Baby Claman Is a All experienced mediums analyze their 
urodlcv -T I Inspirations by a still higher gift. Some

2X’Asa,*»  0,mK: ess xy?1 “ “■ 
Wi'lghi .....to 1»«“«. ’ wi « “A t. prove re
ni omlrauy »■ ti.-r.i-ro ». see < to bnt s„,tM„g ,low
deed a yondei ful lady. S g much of medial effects can be accepted
Ings in this city, June 6, 7, 8 and IQ. It ARTHUR F MILTONis the writer’s opinion that there Is a as tiue' ARTHUR !<■ M1L1UN. 
field here for an extensive cultivation - ' ' “ ' ‘
of Spiritualism, and the forming of a so- URDCC' ! TUnilfaUTC 
ciety. Ferhaps I am over sanguine and nUllwI. I ilUlJUn I UI 
enthusiastic in this matter; If so it is

orthodoxy, but rejoiced In the freedom 
of being allowed to seek the truth 
everywhere. He had the kindest feel
ings towards all the churches, and es
pecially towards the Methodist Church, 
from which he had sprung. But the 
highest pulpit of orthodoxy would not 
tempt him to go back to the teaching qJL 
the old theology. (Applause.) Much Iffi*  
terest was created during the evening 
by the exhibition of several specimens 
of messages written on slates by spirit
ual agencies, and of photographs of 
spiritual emanations. Among those 
present was Mr. Godbold, president of 
the Spiritualists’ Association.” >

The Tribune, of Elberton, Ga., has the 
following: “Do you believe in Spiritual
ism? Do you believe that a man who 
never saw you before, or heard of you, 
could tell you your history—the prin
cipal events In your life—past ,and to 
come? Of course you don’t But there 
are people in Elberton who do, and they' 
have as much sense and as much horn 
esty as you possess. These questions 
are" suggested by the presence-in Elber
ton of Mr. Letford, the popular repre
sentative of H. E. Bucklen .& Co., Chi
cago? He has a large scope of country 
to cover, and consequently comes to 
Elberton but onqe a year. On the oc
casion of each one of his visits for the, 
past four or five years he has proven his 
spiritualistic powers to some of . the 
most pronounced skeptics, including 
many of the most prominent men in our 
city.”- ' ■ ■ ' . ■ . .

Frank T. Ripley, test medium and 
Speaker, has the first four Sundays of 
July, and all the Sundays of August 
open for engagement. Address all let
ters to him at 55 East Wayne street, 
Fort Wayne, Ind. :

Carrie F. Weatherford, of Alaska, 
Mich., will fill .date, of July'22, at Co
lumbus Camp in place of Anna L. Gil
lespie. resigned. .

John A. Johnston will be at 241 Win
chester avenu, Chicago, for the ,next 

I two weeks before going to Clinton.
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Hypnotism, Will 
Power, Herve 
Force—Call It < _ 
What You Will

Ib the Intangible power that controls human destiny. It Is the key to all 
buBindhd and social success. AU truly great uienand women are magnetic, 
they luow how to win and hold people. Tills power does not come by 
chance!, but it Is an art, a science, depending upon certain fixed laws which 

everyone should understand. By our new system yon can learn in a tew days al your own home and not 
only achieve success yourself, but you eanlntluence the minds, health and actions of others. Weauar- 
uutre it. Our profusely illustrated treatise tells exactly how to acquire these marvelous powers. ’It is tno 
most expensive and most comprehensive work of the kina ever published. It Is from the pens of the world • 
most famous scientists. Tills wonderful book lias been the means of bringing success, happiness and health 
to thousands of persons. A postal card will bring It, Jl’n Free*  IteadthcloUowlug conviuc- 
lug testimony, and write to-day. « ■

It has been a long time since I have 
sent any word of my work to the many 
friends and readers of The Progressive 
Thinker. It has been impossible for me 
to write, owing ;to my being so very 
busy. I have never had a busier sea
son than the one just passed, and yet 
my engagements were only in two 
vember and December; in Milwaukee, 
Wis. I was in Pittsburg October, No- 
velnnber and December; in Milwaukee, 
January, February, March, April and 
May. Both of these engagements have .
been more than nlensimt not 11 discord I Kev. Paul Weller, Boi2CO, Gorman, N.Y., my«: "YourlnBlructlotuliaTeBlTaiiiieapowW:in-eu more uiau pieusaui, not u uiscoiu i and afOrc« ol character 1 did notdream It was poaaniB lor me to auiuire.” , ‘
to jar the harmony of the engagement. I ....... ,
T hiivo been with the Milwaukee so- I G. S. IJncoln, M. K., lol Crntdifleld Street. Dallas, Tex., writes: •'The book wa» a revela- 
1 nine DlXll Wliu tne luiniaukee bo- I ttontoluo. Your methods are lar la advance ot auyl have over Men." .
cletv six years in succession, much of I , . t
the time a long engagement—last year I ' Miu Katherine Slo.lnger, ot Corry. Pa., says: “Your Instruction has made a newwth 

, n .. b Ai toi*7 I man me. Possibilities liave been opened up that I never dreamed had existed before. Everyone six UlOllthS, this year five. I feel inoie I I 5-^vd your pnipnee, and thare would bo less misery, poor health, and unhappmaefl
at home there than In any other city,. I world.” , ■ ■ , .ro
und to nje Milwaukee is one Of the I I We have thousands or letters similar to above. Do not send money, the book Is free. 
finest cities on the globe, and I can see I

I | HEW YORK INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, Dept.NBI IWiesler, H. Y. 
to sustain a spiritual gathering, largely 
of a class who are amusement seekers, 
theatres all open afternoon and even
ing, many of the saloons, music halls, 
and everywhere on all sides every ef
fort made to amuse man. Spiritual 
ideas are not sought after as in other 
places, and yet there has been an inter
est in thewbrk, a very good attendance 
at the meetings and socials, and the 
Unity Spiritual Society stands to-day as 
well as. any organized body in the city. . .
gwinglynoplis o?wthecoieS°and A Voice from the Higher Criticism, 
granting every-favor they can. Such
XIS ms Y. A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles,
needless to do so. Unity Society Is very qv lUinQCQ Mill I
much alive, anij will resume its labors • IVIVOEO nui_U*
again in the fall. Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis of
vember. October and November I go tlle "ible from that standpoint, Of special value and interest to opirit- 
to Pittsburg again; beyond that I have ualists. For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

entirely attributable to my unbounded ' ~_ . . ,
admiration for the principles of Spirit- Does Man EntBr Spirit Life, 
uallsm and the Indisputable testimony \A/all ac Unruoe?
adduced at the three circles which I as as noraes I 
had the unalloyed pleasure of partlcl- 11 —
patlug In.” I I affi somewhat puzzled by the solu-

Ben F and Mattie E. Hayden write Oon given by' those tvho maintain that 
from Atlantic City, Irfwa: “Since writ- clairvoyant vision of the lower animals 
ing we have been at Webster City. 1» spirit life is delusive, while they ac- 
Where we held two meetings to highly cept those of human spirits as genuine, 
interested audiences. At present we To say that spirits differ in spirit life on 
are stopping at the home of genial t^s question Is to ml? very remarkable. 
Brother Harvey. We find quite a qum- We are reminded that all kinds of opin- 
ber of people here who are interested In ions exist here amoufc mundane people, 
the science of life. We have secured the and then aré flipp^tly asked, “then 
G. A. R. Hall in which we will hold our why not in spirit lite.' ’ First let us 
first meetings, Sunday, the Itfth Inst. I keep to the Issue. Do they thus differ 
We will remain here until the guides as to mundane affairs? I have never 
feel our mission here has been fulfilled, yet beard of ffian woman or child so 1g- 
We will answer calls to lecture week norant as to doubt or deny that there 
night evenings, within fifty miles of are animals q ’ the lotfer order on earth, 
here on very reasonable terms. Friends, I Then theré is the argument that if there 
let us hear from you. We would like to were animals these might sting us, bite 
work tn Nebraska and Kansas and so- I us and annoy us! Well, do they not do 
licit correspondence with societies or all of -that here? Apd are we not told 
parties desiring our services. Mrs. H. that spirit life Is In all respects similar 
will go anywhere near for train fare ' .. x
and entertainment. I will make very But furthermore, Is it necessary that
reasonable terms in addition for my ser- I When the fleshly tenement of our pet 
vices as inspirational lecturer. Will go 6og is cast off he should still desire to 
separate or together as the friends de- I Pursue the Shade of poor tabby / Arc 
sire. Mall addressed 611 Spruce street, we to suppose that the physical virus of 
Atlantic City, Iowa, will reach Us. Ev- the bee and wasp ffiust necessarily ad- 
erywhere we go we meet the cheerful here to the spirit? Or, Is it even neces- 
face of The Progressive Thinker aud sary that these other animals should 
bear only words of highest praise for It Pass Into the same degree of spirit life 
and Its editor.” a6..ma.n? ' ....

1“ .un to to,. “X “S“ “ XS ““ 
XS-SSto f. .U. 1«.

♦1?? «„Lna Rniritnni Cimreh nf Alie- delusive as to lower animals but cor- M”’«Tto Vm. “>“« •>“ >«”■• <«• 

ments for fall ,and winter. {ew ovenjng8 ag0 j waB reading
The Indianapolis Sentinel jays. The one of Dr peebies’ articles in which 

annal picnic picnic of the Indiana State. jouched on the delusive character of 
Spiritualist Lyceum was held at the I t^ese visions, when I became very 
Chesterfield camp grounds,Sunday, jrowsy) an(j finally passed Into dream- 
June 10. _ land. In my dream a nice young colt

I'he Detroit (Mich.) News says: Gos- was just questioning its dam: “Mamma, 
sips in the neighborhood of the late jg true tfiat people pass to spirit-life 
Daniel Scotten’s house and abandoned just the same as we do?” 
tobacco factory are much excited over “What a question, child; of. course 
reports that the old man’s ghost haunts not. When we pass away from this life 
the scene of his former labors. The we gfiaq qe free from the annoying 
story is told that a month ago at mid- bondage of man; nor shall we need him 
night two servants employed at the any more. No, child, only horses enter 
house were passing through the road- spirit world. What makes you ask 
way to Porter street, when the figure of gnob gfi]y questions?” .
a man, white and terrible, came out “Why, mamma, Uncle Mike and-Aunt 
from behind the barn. To their excited peg were saying to-day that when In 
imaginations it appeared to be the fijS keeping fits White Charley said he 
ghost of Danigl Scotten, but on bis face gaw fieafi jiafiter Jenks with his arm 
was a scowl as he turned and gazed at around Brother Dick’s neck, who died 
the chimneys of tbe disused factory. I iasf faii, g0 they said men must go to 
With loud screams the servants made sp|rlt ilfe jUst the 'same ns horses.” 
tracks for the street, and notified Pa- “Dear me, child, why, as to your poor 
trolman Purcell, who examined the Brother Dick, no doubt they saw him, 
grounds, but could find no ghost. Since but as to old Master Jenks, they made 
then it is claimed that the wraith has I fornj appear'to be there just to help 
appeared several times.” . . Identify your Brother Dick.”

---------- - -■» —------. ’ I “Well, that Is nearly like what Uncle

nothing. I am resting up at my home, 
preparatory to my work at Lily Dale as 
ehairman again. While I am at home 
will respond to calls for funerals. Send 
all mail and telegrams to my home ad
dress, 114 President street, Wheaton, 
Ill. I have done a good deal of mis
sionary work besides my regular work, 
have visited a good many places in Wis
consin, attended two mass meetings—In 
Chicago and Stevens Point, Wls., and 
everywhere I have been I have been 
well received. More than all I have 
found a great Interest in the subject, 
and a class of people attracted to the 
meetings who have never attended 
spiritual meetings before.

I feel there is a great upllftment in 
the work, and there is more of a con
structiveness than ever before that, In
stead of tearing down there Is a build
ing up. Thus It must ever be if we ex
pect to reach the people.

Wheaton, Ill. ' G. H. BROOKS.

“WORDS THAT BURN.”

BOOK REVIEWS. •I Mike Said; be said' that because Master

OLIR BIBLE
«HO WROTE ITÎ WHEN? WHERE? HOW?

What Materialism Means.
Everywhere it seems to be the mis

sion of spirit to formulate; that Is, to 
govern matter aud live in harmony with 
it; and because of this harmonious asso
ciation we have symmetrical forms, 
beauty and fragrance throughout na
ture. Discord entering, death and dis
integration follow; death meaning in
ability of the spirit longer to maintain 
or govern the form. '

So It is in the social life in which the 
social spirit has to do with material 
things and forms; but never yet has 
society adopted the perfect or harmoni
ous form, and never will until we exalt 
the social spirit and subjugate material 
things and considerations to the spirit.

In no sense is this a plea for self
denial or abnegation. Quite the con
trary, it is simply a suggestion that 
mutter be made thoroughly subject to 
spirit, aud if Spiritualists cannot do 
this, who can? Certainly not those who 
believe that spirit is subject to environ
ment, which is to say, to matter.

. — , . .. । . । • . n The case as It stands Is not so compll-
A rsycnic Novel, Dy Lida O. cated as might at first appear. To live

—OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE
on this plane of life the spirit must 
have an Income or wages; let the wages 

, take what form they please. Not only 
To the Editor:—Perhaps some of your B0 gp|rjt ;g aq that should enjoy wages, 

readers may be interested to learn that for the unlversal gplrlt, of Whieli all 
a psychic novel from my pen is now tblngg are partg> ls the gplrlt of labol. 

ror which Is the spirit of love or God. The 
entire universe labors solely to produce 

arc symmetrical, harmonious forms; which 
, , - , , x , , x, ? means in our ease, honest men andcharacters are depicted in a way that women Pau) 8aw thls when he de. 

makes you feel acquainted with them ciared t.he golden rule the all-sufficient 
at once and enter into their joys and fornl of iaw> for j]ie golden rule is the 
sorrows as you would those of an inti- 8imp]egt ;aw of honesty, or balance, 
mate friend. The title gives one a doe But uke the matel.lallst8 that we are, 
to the plot that of angry which I we ])av0 eadOwed matter as well as 
burn deep Into the soul until forgive- I 8p|rjt w|tjj wageg. q'here are certain 
ness is sought and obtained. forms of property or matter that are
xxnin6 sp®ake,r °.f ^ese words is Sir a]wayg ju g00d demand, at wages 
William Percival a haughty nobleman, I whlch nevel.stop> n!gbt or day, crop or 
who disinherited his daughtei fot mar- no £ jj women and children 
tying an American gentleman wltom gta*ve for worfe and vlrtue 
she loved. His son was also cas off for ma' bc bartered for what it will bring 
opposing h s wishes and crossing the on the counters of lgnorance and vice; 
ocean to visit his sister. When alone t must bavo lts wages come 
and helpless in his elegant mansion, ‘wJ^t wi„ If the g are not to be 
.'Vth c<° ™„?Ut SOrVant SA1 W‘U(t, 0U had at home, we enter Into wars of con- hlm, Sir William regretted his actions, I quest and forelgn ..lnvestmentg... 
but,Pl hept him from writing to his under (jle hypocritical banners of civil!- »en<;r»iiy'iuper«od« The T»tter~wlien It»' eujwrtor
children. Death claimed him but his ,on and !.benevolent assimilation,” ■become known.”
spirit could not progress until forgive- I nnd the mls81onary and goldler 8ecnl t0 I secu„lypac!ced, and eent poetagepaid from 
ness was obtained. His experiences In be tl advance agents In this nefarious 
the spirit life atj vividly narrated. k Apparently property is God.

This nobleman s son has a romance of rl only way I can live without work- 
hls own which takes him to the far , lg tQ flve gn tbe wages of property. 
west. Scenes in and around Chicago c Qnc lnt out ano(]ler way, ex- 
and Denver are realistically described, x ¿teal jnherlt or becom6 the ob. 
and the reader is taken in the story to ■,t h ? ’•
the top of Pike’s Peak and down into a 3eC\“d™ so-called Spiritualists are 
mine. There Is also depicted a storm at I unab)e to detect the dlsa8troug effects 
sea-. ... ., . . . . .. that must inevitably follow this tlme-

The book has a high moral tone, the bonored worship of mammon, much less 
family fireside is exalted, and experi- discover the simple remedy. Is it not 
ences are told which are both nstruct- ld t that ro‘erty can bc aecumu. 
ve and entertaining;S°meo theffitest I lateflj whUe p e‘nergy there lg not an 
inventions and discoveries, as well as ounce tkat ba8 not aiWays existed. 
Uie new thought of the day are woven How then can tbe gplrlt of labor pay 
Into the story. It is thoroughly con- tb wages of property and continue to 
structive and antagonizes^ system of I Uve c/nnot be donev a8
r ri । n‘ । . j , x ,, x each disappearing civilization testifies.

It Is printed in large type on excellent “The laborer is worthy of his hire,” 
paper, is cloth bound and has my por- b the wages of property are the 
trait and autograph In as frontlsp ece. f slnBand of gln is
It Is a large 12mo, and has fifty chap- d „ ’ b
ters. The book may be ordered tlirough We'learn only by contl.ast; we know 

Th°/rntnH nrfcA'u si good only through knowledge of evil.
whA Win »«nd S1 I Just s0 we become Spiritualists, in fact,

thA8 t win wben we comprehend what materialismout of tne nnaas of the oinaer, I will taq m t? nwiPTOMma|l them tbe book promptly ^hen it real* ^lneg T' R' GRBEN’ 
is out. Remit by postoffice or express Des ^01nes‘ lowa-, _______
money order to . _ M _

LIDA BRIGGS BROWNE. A CARD,
34 Columbia street, Utica, N. Y. I. rpbe principals of Belvidere Seminary

Browne.

being published and will be ready 
sale in a few weeks.

The scenes of this realistic story 
laid in England and America, and

Jenks had'been with my Brother Dick 
। .so much that his ffiagnetlsm had be- 

Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, lconle pnrt ¿f- jenksi‘and so they called
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a ,Re-1 it svcbllcky or something like that” 

lylewof Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank I “you mean psychotnetry, child—that 
DeWitt Talmage’s Oft-repeated Attacks I ds true. . Youccan rest assured, child, 
upon Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. I we gban be fre^d from the tyrant man

The Taimages, father and son, pre- m spirit life. We shall not have to bear 
sent a very forlorn and battered ap- blg burdens ahy longb'r.” . 
pearance after being subjected to “Aunt Peggiei said perhaps*  he might 
Moses Hull’s analysis and criticism, not need to hfflte ushbear his burdens

The subject matter of this pamphlet then. Maybe hfe would find.some better 
proves the aptness of its title, ' for. It way of traveling and Tiding then." 
clearly demonstrates the positive “in-1 “Aunt Peggie? talksi nonsense, child; 
anities, Incongruities, Inconsistencies now go to sleepland don’t let sucli .silly 
and blaspl^eniles” of the Talmages in qqgag bother yqlir coltish head.” . 
their atta'cks upon Spiritualism. No i Here my pajier hadt caught fire from 
Spiritualist can read It without many I lamp and A awoke with a start. I 
an appreciative smile and nod of ap« {jlen commenced thiajartlcle while my 
proval of the righteous yet gentlemanly I memory was fresh, Unit now-it is An
and scholarly castigation given the un- islied, and I send it tb The Progressive 
scrupulous clerical vilifiers of Spirit- Thinkor. ,tu . B. R. ANDERSON, 
ualists and Spiritualism. ..._____ _ ■

Thousands of copies ought to he pur- Blble. ?who wrote It? When?
chased by Spiritualists, .notonly for where? HoW?r Is ¡¡It Infallible? A 
home reading, but to place in the hands ¥oice T)lfe Hlgher criticism. A 
of good church people, many of whom few on- other Bibles.” By
would quietly ,enjoy Ite perusal,_and ifoses huh. Qf especial value and in
learn the Ta mages tere8t to Spiritualists; Tor sale at this
tell them about the Bible and Spiritual- - p.,1. ■ >
ism. It would be to them a veritable omce‘. .
eye-opener. The Commandments Analyzed, price

It can be had'for 10 cents a copy at 25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth 50 
the office of The Progressive Thinker. cents. • '

----------- . ---- -- -- I "The Mysteries of the Formation of 
"Social Upbuilding, Including Oo-op- j the Earth, the Rising and Sinking of 

erative Systems anil the Happiness and Continents, .the Introduction of Man,
* and His Destiny Revealed in God’s Own

erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D.
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Upre. Paper cover, 15 4ents. For sal»-, 
at this office.

“Olerfhlngs from the Rostrum.” By 
A. B. French. Cloth, |L For. sale at 
thisoffice. . ' •

Thia Instrument la substantially the atme as that
employed by Prof. Hore !u bib early InTeBtlgatlop». 
Id Ite improved form it bae beep before the public fot 

! more than «even years, end In the hands ef thousand« 
of persons has proved lu superiority over the Plan« 
cbotte, and all other Instruments which have fteea 
brought out In imitation, both In regard to certainty 
Kd corroeftess of the communications received by 

aid» and ae a means or developing mediumship.
De you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

Tbe Psychograph Is en Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for tMe

Formation of Circlesand Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Inatrumeut. Many who were not aware of 
their tnediumhtlc gift, have, after c few Acting», 
been able to receive delightful meisages A volumd 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with it assn anualng toy, found that tljft 
Intelligence controlling It knew more than them*  
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, O/lent, N. Y., writes: bad 
communications (by the Pvycbptraph) from man*  
other friends, even from old settlers whose grsvjb 
stones are moss-grown Jn the old yard. They have 

I been highly satlefapLory, and proved to me that Spit» 
, Ituallim is indeed true, and tbe communications have 

{riven my heart the greatest comfort in tbe severest 
Oss I have bad of son, daughter, aud their mother."

I Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose wrltiugs have madebla 
1 name familiar to those Interested In psychic waiters, 
I writes as follows: "1 am much pleased with the Psy» 
cbograph. It is very simple tn principle and construe? 
tlon, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to splr*  
Itual power than tbe one now In use. 1 believe It will

the manufacturer, for $1,00. Addrm

HUDSON TUTTLE,
____ Berlin Helahla Oblo.

E. D. BABBITT’S WORKS.
Human Culture and Cure.

Part First. Tbo Philosophy ot Cure. Paper corer 
GOcenta.
Human Culture and Cure.

Part Second. Marriage, Bernal Development and 
Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cents.
Social Upbuilding,

Including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness 
and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 cents.
Health and Power.

A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Cloth, 25 cents; Leal’zs; 
SScente.
Religion.

Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Gioth, 
11; paper, 50 cents.
Principles of Light and Color.

One of tbe greatest books of the age, S5| by mag 
82 cents extra.

--------------------- I would respectfully Inform their friends ‘ 
Emma Rood Tuttle—Her New Vol- aad tbe public generally that this in

a t> ■---------------------------- I stltutlon-will be open during the sum-
ume 01 1 oems. mer and etn-ij- autumn for the aceom-

Since the publication of “From Soul modation> of children and adults who 
to Soul,” by Emma Rood Tuttle, there I seek freedom from business cares or the 
has been constant inquiry for. another excitement of social and fashionable 
volume of her poems which was prom-1 life. Its location Is healthy and beau- 
Ised. When the prospectus of that vol- tiful, its grounds ample and well 
ume was Issued, requesting the names shaded, drainage and water excellent, 
of those ■who wished to subscribe, near- Belvidere, as its name indicates, is a 
ly 1,000 were at once reqelved and three beautiful inland town, In' Northem New 
editions have been called for. This Jersey, 700 feet above the sea, and sur
plan - proved so satisfactory that I rounded on all sides by forest-covered 
this new volume will be issued in the I hills, at the base of which flow the 
same manner. By it the cost of publl- Request and Delaware rivers, along 
cation is guaranteed, and at the same I whose banks are many places of special
time to those-deslring the book it Is fur-1 intgrest to artists and all lovers of the 
nlshed at much less cost. picturesque in nature. ■

. The new volume will be in the same Its streets are well shaded and lighted 
style as “From Soul to Soul,” will con- I with electricity. In its near vicinity are 
tail? over 300 pages, beautifully jiound, well cultivated farms, from which a 
with embossed cover, will contain en- fresh supply of milk, eggs, butter, fresh 
graved portrait of the-author, and sub- fruits and vegetables can be had daily, 
scribers copies will have her autograph, it is only twelve miles from Easton, 

EmmaRoodTuttleiswell known to the I Pa., and ten miles from the Delaware 
readers of The Progressive Thinker and I Water Gap. It is easy of access from 
the spiritual press by the many poems I New York and Philadelphia by .the

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To which Is added Spiritual Phenomena: How to In
vestigate their various phasesi how to form circle« 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuine 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.

A most excellentworlc. Every Spiritualist.should 
have IL Price, cloth. 75c. .

ThreeJourneys
Around the World,

Or Trave ls in the Pacific Islands, 
New Zealand, Australia, 

Ceylon, India,
And nthar Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, A« ' 
M.. M. D., Ph. D. In this splendid largo book Dr. 
Peebles has concentrated a vast amount ot valuable 
Information. It is exceedingly entertaining aud read
able, and Spiritualism as be found It everywhere 
in his travels receives due attention, making that 
book of special value and interest to Spiritualists, 4541 
large pages, finely bound, at the low price of tl£0. For. 
sale at this office.

The Bridge Between Two Worlds»' 
. BY ABBY A. JUDSON.
With portrait ot the nnthor. Deeply spiritual u4 
Instructive. An excellent work. Price, cloth, 81.00) 
paper, 75 cento. For sale at this office. ■ -

The Development of the Spirit

<<<

Way and Time.” A work of deep Inter
est, given through the mediumship of 
Mrs. M. T. Longley, by an advanced- 
band of ancient spirits. Price fl. For 
sale at this office. .

“Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M., 
D. For sale at this office. Price,-fl.

, Mtw TronBltton. By the lite M. Faradiy. Th« 
luc opixiLuu-i pxvoo roj xue xxiaxij. puemo i new lore uuu iuuuuvxpuiu. uy rue Klgtn oj religion«, and their influence upon the 
she has contributed, and her spiritual I Pennsylvania and Delaware, Lacka- tnectat development ot the human race. Transcribed 
songs. The present volume will con- wanna & Western railroads, with six f0?»Seattin“acai pWl06°-'lll0r*'
tain the best of these, and many not be- I trains running dally each way. Its ' - ____________________ ;— -
fore published. The price will be $1; to walks and drives are exceptionally fine, (Thn TlAvil nnd thfl Adventists. ; 
subscribers, 75 cents. It will be pub- presenting an ever pleasing variety of I -llshed.as soon as the number of sub- I river and mountain scenery. Here is MoB«»HuiLUFiiMiOCTnt«.P For sale at t&» office, 

scribers warrant. - ’ . I just the place for the weary to find re- - -
Please send names at once-^money I pose and the recreation that invigorates i 

n°n dV?aS0N TDTTLH- without fatiguing. For further partic-1 TheDleMl.’^aTOelrillrtMyVlctImaby»*.  »«ft
. Berlin Heights, Ohio. I ulars, address A. C. BUSH, ▲» J. D«t1b* is ft very intereiuzg si

---- — Belvidere. Warren Co!, N.J. work.. It 1« an explanation ot much that IstaiBo u< auriuem, Hou.ra MH . repulalve In SpirltualUm, embodying a most Im-“A Plea for the New Woman." By 1 ___________________
May Collins. An address delivered be- “Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit
at this office. Price 10 cents. ; from Matter Through Organic Pro-

“Love—Sex—Immortality.!' By Dr. Jesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.”
W. P.-Phelon, For sale at .thia office, I By Michael Faraday.
Price, 25 cents. - . i I For sale at this office.

J

THE DIAKKA.

TCpulBlve ID BpiniuftUMD. cmwayiug * muse iw 
portait recent interview with Jamel Victor Wiieon, ft 
reiMeit of the Summer Land. Price 50 cents For
Mia M thli onice.

"’THE VOICES.
Price 10 Cento cBy-W»rren Sumner Barlow. The Vol«»« contain 
Hive XV icme. potma ot remarkable beauty and toro». They ar*  "

■ fertexoeuenn. Frico 81.ou. ■. , .



THE CAMP-MEETINGS. THE HINDOO MONK. Great Work by a Gi*eW JYüthoí

THE UNKNOWNM.are Mrs. A. 13. Shells, J)y. J.

This department Is under the man
agement of

Hudson Tuttle.
Addi ess him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

THB FROQRBSSIVBITHINKER

marked that we cannot appreciate 
convenience, and even necessity of 
match, so coin'mon we give it 
thought. ■

NOTE.—The Questions aud Answers 
hate called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels tho answers he made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed, to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, aud the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. 'J'he supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to. wait bls time and 
place, aud all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of-inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever iutormatlon I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

them by false daims, and Is unjust to 
himself. ■■■-■ : . . ...

Once vitally depleted, the restoration 
is not easily gained. The healer is of 
that temperament which gives - and 
does not readily receive. Re must look 
mainly to hygienic methods for recov
ery. First carefully guard agaiust ev
ery drain of vital forci A chaste life 
Is the foundation of restoration. At 
least eight hours of sleep in a room 
thoroughly ventilated, pure watèr, and 
wholesome food are the essential con
ditions.

’IN Leaflet, oatmeal, bread in various 
forms, with fruits, form the best diet. 
Exercise not to reach weariness, and 
lest as long as the feeling of exhaustion 
and lassitude remains. It is far easier 
and more desirable to keep vitality nor
mal, than to restore it after it is lost.

Q. When were luclfer matches first 
introduced?

A; Matches were invented by Isaac 
Holden, and introduced about 1833. Be
fore that time if a fire had to be kindled 
resort was had to flint and steel, the 
spark produced by striking them to
gether being carefully received on tin
der, and touching the burning tinder 
With a sulphur match. It is to be re-

the 
the 
no

forMrs. N. S.: Having endeavored 
so long a time dud faithfully to develop 
your mediumship, without gainlug de-
sired results, there is no encouragement 
to proceed farther under the same con
ditions. If possible, arrange to have 
some one sit with you, or better, a circle 
of several members.

R. L. Talcott: Q. Is it not strange 
that Spiritualists and Freethinkers so 
often employ ministers of the gospel on 
funeral occasions, when n little effort 
would secure speakers of their owri be
lief?

A. It may not be of least significance 
to the dead, but It Is a satisfaction to 
the living to have the life and motives 
of departed friends set before the pub
lic In a true light. The spirit is sup
posed to be conscious of passlug events 
and to know the thoughts of friends, 
and what the speaker hays, it cannot be 
enjoyable to hear its beliefs attacked; 
and all it regarded of spiritual value 
denounced, and the doctrines of Jesus 
and his atoning blood made the all In 
all.

At a recent funeral of a ninn who had 
been a Spiritualist for thirty years, and 
a medium of remarkable power, the 
Congregational minister employed by 
his wife, who was a member of that 
church, began his discourse by briefly 
alluding to the life of the deceased. He 
said, he was “Informed that the depart
ed was an upright citizen, a kind father, 
a loving husband. He had never be
longed to the church. What his state 
now was In the future life was not for 
him to say. He was not there to judge 
the dead, but warn the living.” He then 
showed that Christ was the way and 
tiie life, and that belief in him was ab
solutely essential to salvation. I 
thought that the weeping wife and 
children would receive slight consola- 
tlon from a logic that consigned the de
parted to perdition.

At another funeral of an aged pio
neer, a good and unselfish man, though 
somewhat rough and uncouth, who had 
been in early life a Unlversallst, but 
for later years had been what is char
acteristically styled a “Nothingarian,” 
the Methodist preacher seized the op
portunity to hold him up as a warning 
before the world. He began by read
Ing the hymn for congregational slng- 
Ing:

“Behold the aged sinner goes, 
Laden with heavy sins and woes, 

’ Down to the regions of the dead, 
: With heavy curses on bls head."

■ His sermon was In the same style, and 
‘ if believed, would have driven a sensi
tive hearer frantic.

• The abused spirit would have been 
justified in materializing to express his 
scorn.
' Another aged pioneer became alarmed 
at the prospects of such untruths be
ing repeated at his death, said to a lec
turer: “I want you to pledge yourself to 
speak at my funeral, for I don’t want 
any minister lying over me when I have 
no chance to talk back.” To be as
sured, he made a clause in his will set- 

■ ting aside a certain amount to meet the 
expenses. He had escaped the old be- 
Uef himself, but he had not succeeded 

i in taking his wife with him and his 
children had been allowed to attend 
Sunday-school and the church, and he 
was alone. When he died, his well- 
known wishes were disregarded, and 
the family preacher called in to officiate 
and save the lost soul by prayer.

While the funeral should not be made 
tho occasion to exploit any belief or 
faith, as it so often is by gospel minis
ters, the politic speaker may do a won- 
derfnl missionary work by presenting 
the onlv consistent view of the life to 
come; a balm for the wounded hearts, 
a strong staff on which the sorrowing 
may lean, in the assurance that they 

' who are mourned as dead, live in a 
: higher life unchanged in affection.
■ After all it is not so very strange that 

children disregard the expressed wishes 
of their parents, when the parents have 
allowed the children to grow up under 
the domination of the Sunday-school 
and the church, and make no persistent 
effort to educate them in their own be

, lief. It is, however, strange that Spir
itualists make so little effort to Incul
cate in their children the views of life 
and death, which are so priceless to 
them. . '

Dr. Geo. W. Lusk: Q. I have for 30. 
years been healing, and now exhausted, 
no one seems able to return the favor. 
What shall I do to regain my strength?

A. Healing by magnetic or spiritual 
methods, if the operator is not careful 
to guard hiniself,' is exhaustive of vital 
force. In some cases there Is an inter
change of magnetism, and the operator 
takes on the symptoms of the subject 
or patient Often the demand Is so 
great that the operator has not time for 
recuperation, or most unwisely thinks 
that he has not, and thus by attempting

heajl Joo many 'patients.

T. P., Passadena: Q. At a late meet
ing in this city, the medium gave tests 
aud George Washington, Thomas 
Paine, Robt. G. Ingersoll and General 
Sterling Price claimed to be present. I 
see from the papers that it is very com
mon for Ingersoll to be at all the se
ances in the country, at a dozen or a 
hundred at the same time. He like 
other, “great names,” seems omnipres
ent. How shall we explain the coming 
of such great spirits, and the Incongru
ity of the puerility of their communica
tions? . ■ .

A. With due allowance for the diffi
culties in the way of perfect expression 
through the medium, and influence of 
the circle, a spirit communication ought 
to bear with itself evidences of its 
source. If the medium is ignorant, and 
rude of speech, a reflection) of these 
should be expected, and neither incrim
inate the medium nor invalidate the 
claim made for the communication as 
to its source. Yet there should be ex
pected at least a suggestion of thp 
method of thought of the spirit claim
ing to communicate. The probability is 
always against the coming of such dis
tinguished spirits. They have as busy 
lives as when in earth-life. There are 
multitudes ready io influence mediums, 
on every occasion, and take advantage 
by every means available to attract at
tention. Hence the name, the continu
ous presentation of high claims is not 
the least proof of genuineness. Elimi
nating possible sources of error, there 
must remain a portion characteristic of 
the purporting spirit.

Ingersoll who cared so little for the 
extension of what he thought was true, 
that he npver appeared in publie unless 
exorbitantly paid for it, who held his 
books up to the full market price, has 
not probably so changed that he has 
given himself to the work of distrib
uting himself in a score of places at tHe 
same time, and speaking to a few peo
ple gathered in parlors, or even Indulg
ing in speeches from the rostrum. If to 
this improbability be added puejility, 
incoherence, and sterility of thought, 
the conclusion may be safely reached 
that the eloquent Robert has not inter
fered.

If the members of circles, aud medi
ums would be content with the ordinary 
names, the coming of such spirits as 
would visit them when on earth, their 
own relatives or friends, the results 
would be much more satisfactory. 'i’lie 
probability of George Washington visit
ing a circle In some obscure neighbor
hood, is less than such a visit would be 
were he in earth life; but if tlie mem
bers are anxious for and demand 
“great names,” and think an ordinary 
friendly spirit unworthy of mention, 
they will receive “great names,” and 
place themselves In connection with 
those who are misleading and irrespon
sible.

Island L
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, Mich

igan, commences ThuifldaytJ/uly 19, and 
closes September 8. Neills S. Baade 
will be presiding officer dtirlng camp 
session. Other speakers and workers

New Light on Swami Vive' 
kananda.

THROUGH THE MIST.

Through the mists of life, we mortals 
• peer,

Striving hard to make the shadowy 
clear,

Seeking ever for the meaning true, 
Seeking ever for the nearer view.
Why Is that, and' why, we ask, Is this, 
Some know naught but sorrow, some 

but bliss,
Some arejlch, and many more are 

poor,
Is there, then, no justice that Is sure?
Thus we strive to find some sovereign 

rule
That shall solve the problem of life’s 

school.
Through the mists we grope, and grop

ing grow , ■
Puzzled more, with what we 

know. '
Shadows hold us—Shadows 

round, ' '
By their fleeting falsehoods 

bound.

do not

fold

we

us

are

Subtle tricksters seem the shades that 
dance

All about us, mocking In their glance.
Years are passing—age will soon be 

here—
ShMl we never make life's questions 

clear?
Whence came we, and whither shall we 

go? -
Who can answer—who can truly know? 
Listen to the “still small voice” within, 
Put away the outer strife and din;
Hold thou, then, sweet converse with 

thy soul, .
Till life’s inner pages do unroll—
Thou shalt seo the darkest shadows 

kissed, '
Thou shalt see the rainbow, througfi 

the mist
On life’s upper billows, let thy boat 
Sail along—serenely let it float,
Till all doubt and question disappear, 
In the pure and truth-filled atmosphere.
Put them by—the earthly cares that 

fret, .
For success shalt crown thine efforts 

yet
Thou shalt see thy life's Illumined list 
That is shining just beyond the mist
Glorious colors gild the bending sky, 
Changing beauties ever passing by, 
To the soul, that seeing, does insist, 
That God’s love outreaches through the 

mist. ELLA DARE.
Austin Station^ Chicago.

The new song-book, The Golden 
Echoes, by S. W. Tucker, has found its 
way into many homes; and its beauti
ful songs have cheered many Sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They shoùld be heard 
in every home in the land. For sale at 
this office. Price, 15 cents; $1.50 per 
dozen. •

Rending the Vail: This volume is a 
compilation by J. W. Nixon, of psychic 
literature, most given by spirits 
through and by means of full form vis
ible materializations, at seances of a 
certain Psychic Research Shclety, 
known as the Abér Intellectual Circle, 
the me'dlum being William W. Aber. 
507 pp. octavo. For sale at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker. Price $2.

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50 and $2.

“Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. 
A Treatise on Human Culture;" By 
Leroy Berrler.. For sale at this office.

Ashley Camp. 0.
This camp begins July 29, and ends 

August 19, 1900. For programmes ad
dress H. Baxter, Ashley,’ Ohio.

Bankson Lake, Mich.
Bahkson Lake (MichJ Camp-meeting 

commences June 3 and closes June 13. 
Nearest railroad station is Lawton.. For 
full particulars address S. T. Beam, 
Lawton, Mich.

Maple Dell Camp, 0,
The National Spiritual and Religious 

Camp Association will .hold, its twelfth 
annual session, commencing July 22, 
ending September. For full particulars 
and programme, enclose stamp and ad
dress Lucy King, corresponding secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio.

Arkansas Valley Camp.
The Arkansas Valley Spiritual Asso

ciation will hold its 7th annua) camp
meeting in Island Park, at Winfield, 
Kansas, commencing July 7, and ending

Peebles, Rev. B. F. Austin; Lyman 0. 
Howe, D. P. Dewey, Mr. andjMrs. G. W. 
Kates, Carrie E. 8. Tiylng, If. St. Omer 
Briggs, Dr. J. W. Bylggs) t Sadlo E. 
Cronk, Frances RudcJiek, R,.'Ferris, J. 
D. Boyle (tho greatestjprophisler of the 
age),.Madame Julleupo dot Leamont. 
Mrs. Agnes Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, 
Ohio., will have charge of entertain
ments. P. 0. Hudson, musiqal director. 
For further information gfidiess the 
secretary, Ella B. Brown, 260 Twenty- 
first street, Detroit, Mich.

»Lake Helen, Fla.
The Southern Cassadaga Camp, Lake 

Helen, Florida, will open the first Sun
day, in February, 1901. Emma J. Huff, 
corresponding secretary. ■

Niantic Camp,
Tlie .Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

Meeting Association, at' Niantic camp
grounds, Niantic, Conn; season of .1900, 
commencing June 25 and continuing un
til September 8, inclusive. For pro
grammes address Mary Al Hatch, secre
tary, South Windham, Conn.

NOT A SPIRITUALIST,
Yet Expresses His Views 

Freely?

July 17, 1900. For full particulars ad
dress Chas. 0. Bethel, Winfield, Kans.

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
This camp opens July 29. The clrcu-

I-

1-
lars are now ready and can be had upon 
application. In writing for them please 
enclose stamp for return postage. Ad
dress Albert P. Blinn, Clerk, 603 Tre
mont street, Boston, Mass.

Columbus Camp, 0.
This camp will'open July 1, and close

August 27. Send for programmes 
Dr. W. D. Noyes,, secretary, 189, 
Cleveland avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Pon-she-wa-ing, Mich.

to 
N.

Spiritualist camp-meeting will be held 
at Pon-she-wa-ing, Mich., commencing 
June 15 and closing July 9. For full 
particulars address N. M. Kellam, man
ager, Oden, Mk-h.

I am not a Spiritualist,'but I am a 
reader of your paper. Ju the last issue 
I read two articles, both coming from 
Spiritualists, concerning the Christ, 
which are so much at variance that I 
am prompted to write a few thoughts 
ou the subject.

Tlie first article I take notice of is one 
entitled “Another View Concerning 
Jesus of Nazareth.” The author of this 
article gives the two opiuions of him; 
one that he was a man, the other that 
he was God in the guise of a man. I 
agree with the writer when he says 
that he does not believe Jesus was, as 
is claimed, superior to natural law, for 
1 believe that everything Unit was done 
by him aud accounted miracles was 
done by the action of law which he 
understood; but when, the author says 
Hint lie should have been a married 
man in order to have rounded out ills 
life, and Ums have beepipe tl better ex
emplar of things pertaining to human 
life, I do not agree with him.

And right here comes the great con
trust between the two articles of which 
I spoke. The other article is headed, 
“Before Abraham was I am,” an in
spirational lecture deliver®! by the 
guides of Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown. 
This article gives the.p’Ues| jdea of the 
real Christ of nnythjng that 1 have

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
The camp-meeting of the indiana Asi-

sociation of Spiritualists will open at 
Chesterfield, Ind., July 19, and close 
August 2(1, 1900. For programmes and 
further information address Flora Har
din, secretary, Anderson, Indiana.

New Era Camp, Oregon.
Its next annual gathering will be held 

beginning June 23 and endlug July 16, 
thus Including four Sundays. Full par
ticulars may be had by addressing E. 
W. Penman, secretary, Canby, Oregon, 
or Mrs. Kate Obroek, vice-president, 309 
Shaver street, Portland, Oregon.

Delphos Camp.
The twenty-second annual camp

meeting of the First Society of State 
Spiritualists and Liberals will be held 
at Delphos, Kans., front August 10 to 
August 26 inclusive. For further par
ticulars or information write to Prettl- 
dent J. N. Blanchard, Delphos, Kansas; 
M. J. Main, vice-president, Simpson, 
Kansas, or E. S. Bishop, secretary, 
Glasco, Kansas.

- Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort offers an 

attractive programme the coming sea
son. The camp opens July 13 and 
closes August 26. Write to the secre
tary, A. E. Gaston, Meadville, Pa., for 
programmes.

Onset Camp-Meeting.
Commences July 15, and closes Au

gust 20, 1900. For further particulars 
address Secretary, Onset, Mass.

Vicksburg Camp.
The seventeenth annual camp-meet

ing of Vicksburg, Mich., will be held in 
Fraser’s Grove, commencing August 3, 
and closing August 26. 1000. For fur
ther information address Jeannette 
Fraser, Manager, Vicksburg, Kalama
zoo county, Mich.

Lake Brady.
The camp grounds will be open for 

picnics June 1, extending through the 
summer. The camp-meeting opens July 
1, closing September 1. Anyone wish
ing a Lake Brady program will please 
write Geo. N. Abbott, Lake Brady, via 
Kent, Ohio, or E. R. Kidd, Canton, Ohio.

Mount Pleasant Park, la.
The eighteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association wilUbe held at Mt Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa, from July.. 29 to 
August 26, 1900. All wishing circulars 
should write to the secretary, Stella A. 
Risk, 18 N. 11th street, Keokuk, Iowa. 
TBose wishing to rent tents, etc., should 
write to John Nelson, Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa. .

The Ottawa Camp.
The Ottawa, 'Kansas, Spiritualist 

camp-meeting, from August 8 to August 
13 inclusive. H. W. Henderson, pres
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Ezra Carpen
ter, secretary, WeUsville, Kans.

Freeville Camp. N. Y.
Opens July 29 and closes August 12. 

Speakers: J. C. F. Grumbine and Dr. J, 
M. Peebles. Dr. Nellie C. Mosier, plat
form test medium. Mr. Grumbine will 
conduct a class July 30, 31 and Aug. 1. 
B. L. Robinsori, president, Freeville, 
N. Y. . .. - ■ .

Grand Ledge, Mich.
Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp-Meet

ing commences July 29 and closes Au
gust ^26. For further particulars and 
full programmes, write to M. F. Phares 
or Geo. H. Sheets, Grand Ledge, Mich.

Briggs Park, Mich.
Briggs Park Camp opens July 1 and 

closes August 19, 1900, at Grand Rap
ids, Mich. Program cheerfully mailed 
to any address received on postal card 
to Thos J. Haynes, secretary, 389 West
ern avenue, Muskegon, Mich.

Camp-Meeting at Deep Lake. '.
The Illinois State, Spiritualist Camp-' 

meeting opens its second season at 
Deep Lake, 1% miles from Lake Villa, 
Ill., on Wisconsin Central railroad, com
mencing July 10 and closing September 
1, Those Who intend to camp wlth'us 
please let us know in time bo that we■ 
can make preparations for you.. Ad-’ 
dreu G. V. Oordlngley, President, 3800 
Wabash amu^ Chicago, UI, . '

ever seen in print.
the historical

It takes, y way from
man jJesus . the great

superstitious belief In. him aij a God. or 
more properly speakjiig as, God, and 
gives to tlie spirit wlimh anli/iated him. 
which is the-renl Clirfyt, tile,glory that 
has so long been given io Jetsus by i lie 
orthodox chureh as tlfe son of God ami 
savior of the world tnrouglf, a special 
plan for the redemption of. (he human 
race whereby lie waq, required to give 
up his life to appeases,the iv.jatli of an 
angry father who waivwllllug to accept 
tlie sacrifice of his ojyy soih aud thus 
make him a seiipegpat toi;,.llne rest of 
humnulty. I believe that. ‘ Jesus was 
just what lie claimed, to be, the Son of 
God, but he never laid elaiin to being 
tlie only son of God; lie spoke of his 
Father as being our Father too. He 
says: "Before Abraham was 1 am.” 
This is plain that lie did not mean him
self as a man of flesh and blood, but 
that he meant that the spirit of love 
and willing sacrifice in order to benefit 
and save the race, which was ills Inner 
and real self, made him truly the son 
of (iod, and I believe ft is possible for 
others to attain the same power of the 
spirit that he did by the same means 
that he used. He preached the truth, 
liut It was not received then, and has 
been received only In a very small de
gree since, and the orthodox church, 
which claims to be the church of 
Christ, has so bound up and hidden the 
true Christ In the swaddling clothes of 
form, that instead of being the church 
of the true aud living. Christ, it is in 
reality the chureh of the historical man 
Jesus in“liart; I say, in part, because it 
has not even kept his teachings concern
ing the material life Intact, but has 
added things which if he jvere here now 
he would disown.

I do not know enough about Spiritual
ism to make any comments, but there 
must be without doubt a great deal of 
truth in it, and if I may make so bold 
as to venture a little Idea of my own to 
Spiritualists, for their consideration, I 
would say that the spirit of belittling 
the Christ which I see from so many, 
does not do justice to the truth. Such 
as saying: "He was a very ordinary 
kind of a fellow, and should have been 
married to make his life full and 
rounded out," does no good, I am sure; 
it seems to me to show in the writers of 
such articles a narrow mind, which is 
not willing to accept anything because 
it is professedly orthodox. Why should 
Spiritualists care from what quarter 
the evidence comes, as I understand 
that Spiritualists are the people who 
want the truth, are the true seekers 
after truth. These efforts to belittle the 
Christ would seem out. of place in peo
ple who earnestly desire the truth and 
nothing but the truth, because, say 
what you will, the teaching of Jesus of 
Nazareth show forth tjie finest gems of 
Wisdom that have even: been uttered by , 
any man of whom there is;âny record. 
Even Spiritualists unnonsclausly quote 
from the wisdom that hevfittered. It 
will.be admitted by all; that.the wisdom 
of tils teachings has r never)) been sur
passed, and until it';ls surpassed why 
try to belittle him and his tflachings?

It seems to me thatithe lime for the 
truth to be made manifest! is coming 
nearer and nearer, find that ' the dis
sensions now going off in tile churches 
over the inhuman' andEungodJlke creeds 
and confessions of .finith Is the time 
when people who have the truth can 
give It to others. Butflet usikeep down 
the bars of bigotry, aind accept truth 
from whatever souregit comes. •

“Before Abraham whs. I-nm.” I am 
means I am, and yotfi are, 'end accord
ing to the amount of the spMt of “I am” 
that is imbibed by us; so shall our use
fulness be measured. The order of 
Melchlsedek and the spirit of tlie living 
Christ (not the historical man Jesus) 
and Truth are one and the same thing 
and before Abraham was “I am” and 
will continue to be.

God is the highest pinnacle of good? 
thé acme of all things good, the highest 
wisdom and the greatest power, and 
man is the highest in thé order of ma
terial manifestation, and I believe In 
the Divinity of Jésus the Christ, and 
because of that I believe in the Divinity 
of man. “I am in the Father and the 
Father is in me.”. “I ahd. the Father 
are one." “The Father is greater than 
L" In the sense that Jesus was the one 
to open up the way nad.Bhow to others 
the way to escape from sensuality, was 
he not indeed the savior of the world?.

Irvington, Neb. W. C.BÜ0KIBK»

FROM DR. J. M. PEEBLES, OF BAT
TLE CREEK—THE SPIRITUALIST 
AND GLOBE TROTTER WHO HAS 
WRITTEN SEVERAL BOOKS - 
THE YOGI PHILOSOPHY-SOME 
ASCETIC SEANCES.
Dr. J. M. Peebles, noted traveler, lec

turer and writer, and a thorough Spirit
ualist in belief, has recently permanent
ly located lu Battle Creek, Mich.,.says 
the Detroit News-Tribune. Forty years 
ago he was pastor of the Battle Creek 
Independent Church. Since that time 
he lias traveled the world over, making 
one of his greatest alms the Investiga
tion in foreign lands of Spiritualism.

Much of the knowledge gained Dr. 
Peebles has put into his book, entitled 
“Three Journeys Around, the World; or 
Travels in the Pacific Islands, New 
Zealand, Australia, ¡Ceylon, India, 
Egypt and other Oriental Countries.” 
This work is one volume of over'450 
pages, is unique from the fact that the 
narrative of his travels is thickly spiced 
with spiritualistic incidents gathered In 
many lauds. Dr. Peebles here touches 

•upon spirit intercourse among the Chi
nese, the Hawaiian», the FijiB, the Rus
sians, the East Indians, the Australians 
aud almost every other race under the 
sun. ■

It will doubtless be of interest to 
Michigan people to know what Dr, 
Peebles has to say of the Hindoo Swami 
Vivekanunda, who has several times 
journeyed through this Stale lecturing 
to large and cultivated audiences. Of 
this erstwhile popular swami he writes:

“It greatly amused the Theosophists, 
and the cultured Brahmins of India, 
us well as interested myself to see how 
Unitarians, Universallsts, Freethinkers 
and some Spiritualists got wild over 
this swami, ‘the great Hindoo Brahmin,’ 
who by the way is not a Brahmin; and, 
further, cannot become a Brahmin ex
cept through death and rebirth into a 
Brahmin family. His real name is 
Nortudrn Nath Dutt. His father is a 
lawyer in Calcutta. This Swami Vive- 
kananda, otherwise the sensational Mr. 
Nath Dutt, was educated at the Church 
of Scotland Institution, and studied 
law. He attended the Brahmo churches 
and acted upon the stage.

■MH. DUTT NO ASCETIC.
“It was in 1889 that Mr. Dutt, with 

several other Bengalese agreed to be
come Saimyasis, wandering Hindoo 
monks. The old original Saimyasi were 
supposed to abandon all worldly con
cerns, and to depend upon ulms for sup
port. They were uscellcs. Some 
smeared their heads with ashes. Oth
ers, until the British police Interfered, 
went entirely naked. But Mr. Dutt, be
lieving In progression, founded a sort 
of new order, one more gay and festive. 
His early asceticism failed to follow 
him to England aud America. His 
oriental garb of orange, crimson girdle, 
turbuned head and gorgeous outfit gi»t- 
erally, though unauthorized by his or
der of monkhood, would, with Ills fluent 
English, nuturally uttract crowds in 
America.”

Of the swami's book entitled “Rajah 
Yoga, or Lectures on the Yogu Phil
osophy,” Dr. Peebles says: "The book 
is chiefly valuable for its omissions of 
the-Yogn practice, the ridiculous Yoga 
postures, etc.” Speaking of the eighty- 
four postures that the Yogis assume, 
Dr. Peebles says that one of the most 
important is as follows: The right foot 
should be placed on the left thigh, and 
the left foot ou the right thigh; the 
hamls crossed and the two great toes 
Held firmly together; the chin bent 
down on the chest, and in this posture 
the eyes should be directed to tljc tip of 
the nose. This is called Padmassana, 
the lotus posture. * * The Yogi state 
Is called Samadhi, and In this state it Is 
said that lire will not burn, water will 
not drown, nor the deadly cobra bite 
Yogis.”

Dr. Peebles relates that by such meth
ods the Yogis pretend to develop telepa
thy, clairvoyance, and other psychic 
phenomena. He also says that a writer 
for the Melbourne (Australia) Daily 
Herald, said that there were 500 Spirit
ualistic mediums in that city. He then 
writes of the severity of the conditions 
imposed by one of these mediums re
garding the seance room.

SEANCES NO FUN 'THERE.
All members of the circles, on the day 

of the seance must fast from breakfast 
until the evening seance, always strictly 
abstaining from tobacco and spirituous 
liquors. Each person was required to 
take a bath before entering the seance 
room. These regulations were “pre
scribed by the spirits themselves.” He 
then- declares that, with this prepara
tion, the materialization of spirits was 
perfect. He adds:

“Upon one of these Interesting occa
sions, the light in the room slightly sub
dued, I heard the independent voices of 
Stainton Moses and Frederic W. Evans, 
the Shaker elder, as natural as though 
In their own mortal*  bodies.”

Dr. Peebles says: “How many seances 
are held lu Ill-ventilated rooms, by peo
ple with unbathed bodies, swine-stuffed 
stomachs, beer-soaked visceras, and to
bacco-scented breaths—a very cesspool 
of physical and moral stench; and then 
ask the beautiful angels to come with 
loving messages. Heavens! Why, you 
give just the conditions for demons to 
come—demons and pretentious spirits, 
with lying lips and swelling words of 
flattery. Such seances are hotbeds and 
nurseries of obsession.”

It Is odd and picturesque to take up 
his book so well filled with stories of 
travel, and find it so thickly inter
spersed with Spiritualism.

KING OF SLAM’S FRIEND.
In personal appearance, Dr. Peebles Is 

venerable, with snowy hair and beard, 
an intellectual head and face expressive 
of Benevolence and high ideals. He is 
a genuine “Yankee,” born in Whitting
ham, Vt., March 22,1822. He has been 
personally identified with reform move
ments from their beginning, and ac
quainted with such men as Wendell 
Phillips, William Lloyd Garrison and 
others. ’ ,

In 1869 Dr. Peebles was appointed by 
President Grant, United States Consul 
to Trebizonde, Asiatic Turkey, Where 
he. remained two years. He subse
quently made lecturing-tours around 
the world, and has published several 
books on Spiritualism. He has con
ducted a sanitarium in California and 
one in Texas. He was one of the organ
izers of the Order of Good Templars, 
and Is a mefllber of many brotherhoods 
of philosophy, arts and sciences in dif
ferent countries. During his visit in 
Slam the king became attracted to him, 
and they became very good friends. Dr. 
Peebles Is a vegetarian, not having 
eaten meat in twenty years, and has re
cently issued a book entitled “Death 
Defeated; or the Psychic Secret of How 
to Keep Young.” He has also' in press 
a work upon which he has spent much 
time and study: “The Vaccination 
Curse, a Menace to Personal Liberty.”

“The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberate.". For Bale at this office, 
fclce 23 cent*,_  ,

BY

GflMILLE FLAMMARION
The Unknown" created a marked 

sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scarcely fall to arouse 
the greatest Interest In this country 'it 
is an eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 

upon the various physical 
manifestatIons the author cites many 

'“U.^entleated Instances, and 
chapteih of ills book are as weirdly fas-

cinating as the most fantastic of Psete 
tales. It treats on incredulity, cred® 
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of on*  
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, > suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral. physiology, psychie 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and dlvlmu 
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 

. _ bound. Price $2.00.
For Sale at the Office of The Progressive Thinker.

DE/VTrt DEFEATED,
OR----- ~

The Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
BY J. M. PEEBLES. M. D„ M. A., Ph. D

It certainly Is just what is needed as 
book of good suggestions and instruc

tions along the line of health. He 
treats the subject in his own matter-of- 
fact style. The book comprises a prac
tical subject handled in a practical 
manner by a practical man. Even if 
people do not wish or expect to live

a here always, they should know liow to 
live right a^d enjoy the Ufa that b*  
longs to them. This is undoubtedly the 
most useful book' for the masses the 
Doctor has ever published, for-it strlkej 
at the root or cause of disease, and tells 
^OW to avoid it. 212 pages, cloth 
bound. Price, $1. For Bale at this office.

Three Remarkable Books !
“The Divine Pedigree of Man.”
“The Law. of Psychic Phenomena.”
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future.”

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the 
Testimony of Evolution and Psychology 
to the Fatherhood of God. By Thom
son Jay Hudson, LL. D. This Is a most 
remarkable work, demonstrating the 
existence of the Soul and Future Life.

It is scientific throughout. Price $1.50, 
Dr. Hudson's work on "The Law oi 
I Bychic Phenomena," is also valuable 
™C®’ HJS "Sclen<‘flC Demon
stration of the Future Life” should bo

“p'"» si'w- ■'» ••

LIFE. BEYOND DE ft Tit
Being a Review ci

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
tion. of Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Faet.—To Which Is Add6d an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions. • 

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
Svo, Cloth, 342 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held In holds, as a provisional hypothesis that 
the past concerning life beyond death, continued existence is demonstrate! 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condl- llnd ll",t '----------
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other
worldliness” which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out tho doubts concerning the 
doctrine of Immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and tho loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume includes a - consideration of the 
work of tho Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences In this Une. Dr. Savage

wffilthn ,nereHhaV6 been at ■ “»me 
well authenticated communications 
f om persons in tho other life. The 
chief contents of the volume are as fol-

n£r*, “ltlve ldeus~Ethnic Beliefs—Tho 
Ola testament and Immortality—Paul'a 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
W mid and the Middle Ages—Protestan» 
Belief Concerning Death and the Lifo 
Beyond-Tbe Agnostic Reactlon-Tha 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The World t 
Condition and Needs as to Belief In Im
mortality-Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions.

For Sale at this Office. Price $1.50. Postage 10c.

RENDING TttE VftIL

A Most Remarkable Book Concerning tho Existence 
of Man, and All Things, And All Being,

It Was Written by Materialized Forms at the House of 
J. H. Pratt, Spring Hill, Kansas, William W. 

Aber Being the Medium.
“Rending the Vail” Is pronounced by 

Col. R. T. Van Horn, of Kansas City, 
Mo., as a most remarkable work. That 
Ooi. Van Horn is fuUy competent to 
judge, we will say that he has been a 
member of congress for four sessions, 
an editor of a leading dally, and a pro
found thinker along scientific Unes. 
He says:

“The principal contributors to the 
book are four in number:. Dr. W. H. 
Reed, who is called the chemical con
trol of the medium; William Denton, 
Thomas Paine aud Michael Faraday. 
There are numerous others giving a few 
incidental and mostly personal mes
sages or dissertations on scientific, phil
osophic, religious, théologie and occult 
topics—from world-buUding, the origin 
of life, or religion«, of scientific discov
ery, and |the laws of cosmos or nature
in fact the entire field of human 
thought The limitation seemed to be 
only that of the spectators to ask ques
tions.

“In addition to this mass of messages, 
there are in the book about sixty illus
trations—44 of them portraits. These 
were drawn by a form standing out in 
the room at a desk, the form or person
ality to be sketched at the doorway of 
the cabinet find the finished picture 
handed to one of the .circle and filed 
away by the seceretary.

and. various kindred questions. All 
these are treated, some of them very 
fully, but all rationally understandable. 
Also phenomena, inspiration and such, 
to many, knotty subjects, arts freely and 
fully discussed.

“The work is not written by the me
dium nor by any one connected with the 
society or circle. All was delivered by 
personalities distinct from either, writ
ten down by the secretary as spoken, or 
if in .writing, filed away. At the next 
meeting the minutes In full were read, 
corrected, or criticised by those present 
and by the authors, and when approved 
by both laid away for the look.

“The work is unique in the history of 
spirit communication. Swedenborg, 
Andrew Jackson Davis, and Marla King 
wrote under Inspiration. Newbrough 
wrote Oahspe automatically by type
writer. “Rending the Vail” was writ
ten and spoken by full-form personali
ties and is printed as 'given. One re
markable thing about the writing may 
not be amiss here. As high as 1,200 
words a minute were .written by actual 
timing by. the watch.

“It is but just to the secretary to say 
that his work has been admirably done 
-not only faithfully and efficiently, but 
with excellent taste. There are no dog
matic parentheses, no interpolations or 

. . . Wse dixits of the scribe. He simply
“What will attract the attention- of states that “a form purporting to bo” 

even the non-Splrltnallst reader is that So-and-So, “appeared and delivered the 
the topics treated by Prof. Denton, following”—stating whether It was oral 
Thomas Paine and Prof. Faraday, are or in writing.
in kind, in thought and style with those “In reading the book, and I have read 
to which their active lives in this world it all, this modest, self-retiring, literal 
were devoted—In literary character as rendering of these extraordinary han-
different here as in their works extant 
on our book-shelves.

“The Spiritualist press and its con
tributors are just now discussing a 
number of questions as to the nature of 
spirit, of spirit return; the want- of 
agreement between those returning as 
to conditions,in their present world; the 
limitations—that the organism of the

rendering of these extraordinary hap
penings by^tho secretary has been a 
source of constant admiration. It adds 
character to the book and Inspires con
stant confidence in the integrity that 
from the first page to the last enhances 
the respect and Interest ofthe reader.” 

. This remarkable book, riRending th*  
Vail,” is for sale nt the office of Tha

_ Progressive Thinker. Price, $2. It la
nedlum impose« upon communication, * large volume of 600 pages, a .

»
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H. E. OBER.

tet than myself how grateful I am.

spectfully, 
Felchville, Vt.

BIBLE ANECDOTES.
Considered in the Light of

4 Reason

My dear friend;-^-If you or any of your family are 
suffering from Chroutq. Disease, I should be pleased 
to diagnose their case. All you have to do to receive 
a free diagnosis 1» to send name, age, sex, aud lead
ing aymptoui», aud by return mat! you will receive u 
complete dlaguose of the case. Then, If tbe dlugnobe 
•hows that wo understand tbe case, we will take the 
ca&c and charge you but »5.00 a month. Thia will pay 
for all medicine and weekly letter» of advice and 
also pays for the privilege of joining our

PsydiiG Circle.
If you are not riok ior any of your friends wc then 

would be pleased to have you ordet some of our rem
edies ¡pade and put up for us from our PSYCHICAL 
PRE8URIPT1ON, to havo lu your home in caae of 
sudden sickness; or, if you fee! you do not needs 
regular treatment, perhaps iu our Hat of special rem
edies you may find some that will be just what you 
wish. Write us for our list of special remedies.

Please Idt us hear from you. Yours kindly,- 

DR. 6. E. WKINS, 
Lock Box 1421, Denver, Colo.

The only way to find out who is the 
“Greatest Psychic Physician living” 1b 
to read what their patients say.

DR. O. E. WATKINS
never claims that he is the greatest phy
sician living, or that he Is the

GREATEST PSYCHIC.
He believes that there are hundreds of 
healers who are just as successful as 
he Is, and he never yet has claimed that 
he is or was the best psychic, although 
twenty years before the public. as the 
Independent slate-writer with the rec
ord of not one person who ever accused 
him of fraud, ought to make the public 
THINK when they compare his claims 
to other so-called psychics.

' DR. C. E. WATKINS
only desires those who are sick to re
member that for over twenty years he 
has been before the public as a psychic, 
and over twelve years as a physician, 
and he never claims greater powers 
than others; but we believe he has a 
right to think he has as great gifts as 
those who claim so much.

Kindly read the following "
• TESTIMONIALS:

Dr. Watkins—Dear Sir:—My general 
health is very much -improved. I am 
better and stronger than I ever thought 
I should be. You certainly have helped 
me. Hoping I may keep on improving 
another month, then I will feel quite 
young again, I remain, your patient,

MRS. M. E. CLARK 
Charlestown, Mass. -

Dear Doctor:—Mrs. Ober is getting 
along nicely; she has lost thirty pounds, 
and can get around better than she 
could; lots of the neighbors don’t be
lieve she has been sick, because they do 
not see their dear doctor go into the 
house (yes, and every day). You have 
done for her what no other physician 
could do for her. When first taken, she 
could not walk out to the gate and back 
without lying down; now she can walk 
over a fourth of a nlile. She thinks she 
is getting more like herself again. Re-

THE FRÔQRBSSIVBÏ,THINKBR

i TRUE HEALER
, If the story of creation is a true one, 
there was a mighty sight of work ac
complished in those six days, and some 
of It seems quite unnecessary as well.

What could have been the design in 
making all the wild beasts which roam 
about over the earth, and the pestifer
ous vermin in every shape and form? 
But then, as the story goes the animals 
were all tame and docile, that It was 
ouly after the “fall from grace,” they 
became wild and ferocious.

At the time of the great flood, it must 
have been a mighty job for Noah to col
lect two of each kind of every living 
creature which God had created and 
get them safely housed in his big ship 
before the storm descended, and as they 
had become wild and ungovernable, 
how could he manage them? And 
then why, I wonder, was it so necessary' 
that every kind should be preserved? 
To think of them marching in, two by 
twos, from the monster ones down to 
the hyenas, wild cats, snakes, lizards, 
toads, and all the various tormenting 
insects! It’s a pity most of them had 
not been left outside to drown, no more 
to be reproduced.

There’s the account of Sodom and Go
morrah being destroyed by a shower of 
fire aud brimstone sent down by the 
Creator because of the wickedness of 
the people—the only righteous ones be;. 
ing Lot and bls family, whom God 
warned to get out before the catastro
phe took place, which he did, but his 
wife, looking back to see once more the. 
place which had been her life-long 
home was transformed Into a pillar of 
salt. I should think stone would have 
been better, but possibly it/was a pe
culiar kind of salt, which could not be 
dissolved under the influence of heavy 
rains, which doubtless they were some
times blest with in that country, as we 
are not, here In Los Angeles.

The story of Jacob stealing the bless
ing which belonged to his elder brother 
Esau, was about as cruel as anything 
contained in the sacred (?) volume. You 
see I take it literally, just as the histo
rians recorded it.

When I was young, and believed ev
erything in that book was true, really It 
used to make me shed tears to think 
how bad Esau felt, and how he pleaded 
with bls poor old father for a portion of 
his dying blessing and was refused. To 
think of the fraud which Rebecca 
played, and the lies that she told in or
der to secure the blessing for her favor-' 
Ite boy was shameful and most cruel. 
Isaac was totally blind and very aged, 
and knew that his end was fust ap
proaching, and before it came ho wished 
to bless his elder son Esau, so, to thwart 
his plans, she sends him out to “hunt 
venison, that the old man may have a 
feast.” Then she kills a kid and takes 
the skin and makes gloves for Jacob? 
that bls. hands, like Esau’s, might be 
“hairy,” then takes him to his father 
and tells him “here is Esau, your eldest 
born, come to receive, your blessing.” 
So he takes Jacob by the hand, und 
sayer “is this my very son Esau?”’ 
Yes, they tell him, and as Jacob kneels 
and asks for the blessing, the old man 
says? “the hands are Esau’s, but the 
voice is Jacob’s,” and then administers 
his last blessing to the boy, to be 
handed down to his children and grand
children forever. As Esau comes back 
and finds what has been going on, and. 
that Jacob luis received the dying 
blessing, lie pleads, oh, so piteously, It 
is enough to melt anyone’s heart to read 
It. “O my father, hast thou not re
served yet one little blessing for me?” 
and cries aloud, that he, too, may have 
a share, If ever so small, but the father 
says Jacob has the blessing, and he 
shall be blest in his generation, through 
all time. So Esau, poor man, haying 
been so cruelly duped and lost what 
property belonged to him, turns away 
full of sorrow and sadness of utter de
spair, while his mother is happy at ac
complishing, through deceit and bare
faced lies, her much desired wishes. 
Esau was a hairy man, and not liked by 
his mother, while Jacob, the younger, 
was her pet ■

After Esau’s failure of procuring the 
blessing, he was an outcast, took to the 
woods, hunted and fed on locusts and 
wild honey, and become a wild man, 
companion for the beasts of the for
ests, while Jacob prospered and became 
tbe father of a great nation.

JULIA H. JOHNSON.
Los Angeles, Cali.

Dear Doctor:—Please send another 
month’s treatment I am getting along 
fine this last month; In fact I hardly 
can think there is anything the matter 
with me. That ugly smothering feel
ing has almost entirely left me; heart is 
regular. Hope I will keep‘on until en
tirely cured. Yours respectfully,

W. O. ALWINE, 
Abbottstown, Pa

Dear Doctor Watkins:—Received your 
medicine: I am feeling very nicely, 
indeed I have not felt so well for years 
as I do now. I am a great deal strong
er, rest splendidly nights; I presume you 
see it all. If all your patients get along 
as well as I have you have reason to 
feel glad, for as you know I feel over
joyed to think I have gained so rapidly. 
Good-bye. Your patient,

MRS. AL A. JOSLYN.
Millington, Mass. '

Dear Dr. Watkins:—I am feeling fine; 
am getting along lovely. I have got 

. where I can Bee the beautiful sunshine; 
but six weeks ago I could not see as 
much as a star. No one knows any bet-

I
-■ will say to you, that awful ache has 
' left my back, and now I am entirely free 

" from piles, which I have not been for a 
long time. That bad feeling and full
ness and gas In stomach and bowels are 
greatly Improved. Thanking you for 
all you have done for me, I remain, 

yours with respect, ■
AIRS. LYDIA TARR.

Rockland, Maine.

\ TESTIMONIAL.

IS. F. Poole:— .
■ 43 Evanston Ave., Chicago, Ill.:

, Your' meltei pebble spectacles are 
; wonderful. I can see to thread a fine 
needle and can read with comfort, and 
my eyes are getting strongef. Your 
clairvoyant system of fitting Is perfec
tion. I am,-your friend, . .
J J- MRS. L. E. MARTIN.

Blairsville, Pa. ,

-For ten cents, we will send by mall, a 
4-oz package of- my Magnetized Com-

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE. 
BY LILIAN WHITING,

OUR MOTTO
To Do All the Good We Can,

He Brings Hearth and Strength to 
Thousands Who Have Been 

Pronounced Incurabfe. .
SCIENCE TRIUMPHS 

OVER DISEASE.

DR. PEEBLES, noted the world over as 
a physician and scientist, is perform-. 
log some of the most remarkable cures 

the world has ever seen. His fame has be
come world-wide on account of these mar-yJS! 
velous cures. He has patients in every 
state in the Union and in many foreign 
lands who stand ready to testify to the 
wonderful cures he has made of cases that 
had been treated by many of the most em
inent physicians without success. Many 
of the Doctor’s patients are those who had 
traveled all over the world, visiting all the 
jreat health resorts and sanitariums in a 
Futile Search for Health and strength.

J. M. PEEBLES, A. M., M. D„ PH.D.They returned home in despair; thinking ...
there was no hope for them, when they were persuaded to write to JDr. Peebles 
for a diagnosis. This was so clear and complete, showing a thorough under
standing of the case that it inspired enough hope ta induce them to try, as a last 
resort, .¿course of his treatment. Many such cases show wonderful improvement 
from the start. A very few months is sufficient in almost all cases to complete a 
perfect cure. Mrs. L. A. Humbel, of Long Pine, Neb., who was given up with 
dropsy and kidney disease by the best physicians in the country says: "I am 
very grateful for what you have done for me,'as I r.min better health than I have 
been Jor five years. I have gained fifteen pounds, and I am getting stronger ev
ery day. Last month I visited my aged mother in Iowa. She was greatly rejoiced 
for she never expected to' see me alive again. For five years I travelled and doc
tored with the best physicians, finally gave up in despair, and went home to my 
sister, as I thought to die. I can never express how thankful ! am for what you 
have done for me.”

Remember that Dr. Peebles does not cure by Christian Science, Mesmerism, 
or any other "ism.’’ but emplpys mild but potent remedies in connection with his 
wonderful Psychic Treatment. These Psychic Treatments, say his patients, 
“seem as a breath of higher life." If you 'do not fully understand the Psychic 
Science and these Psychic Treatments which are such a wonderful aid in the 
treatment of chronic and obscure case’?, the Doctor will send you his essay, "The 
Psychic Science in the Cure of Disease,” which will explain’to you fully Psyohic 
Diagnosing and Psychic Treatment with other valuable information for the sick. 
There is no one so capable of writing on this subject as Dr. Peebles, for he has 
investigated it for over a half.centuiy, and is a recognized authority on the vari
ous occult sciences in Europe as well as in this country.

All of Dr. Peebles’ diagnosing la done by tbe aid of bls psychic gifte. Ho can road tbe diseased conditions 
of tbebody as accurately as If each organ apd tissue were open to his view. Out of many thousands of 
cases he has diagnosed during the past few years, n(nc hundred aud ninety-nine out of each thousand Ure 
willing to testify to the marvelous accuracy of the diagnosis. Do you know your exact condition? Have 
you suffered for years without getting permanent help? Did the physician who treated you fully understand 
your case? Why will you bo experimented upon by those who do not really understand your case when Dr. 
Peebles can diagnose your caae perfectly and thus administer treatment upou a scientific basis? Why will 
you take patent medicines which are prepared Tor a “text book” caw, and which at best give on! V Tempo
rary Relief, when you can secure treatment from thia KMIJViiNT HEADER that Is 
EHjiecially Prescribed and Suited to your case, at a very little more cost? These arc the 
questions that interest al! those suffering from chronic and obscure troubles. Think them over carefully. If 
you arc slkc and discouraged don’t delay one moment In writing tba Dootorfor a diagnosis of your case. 
There Is nothing of more Importance to you than the condition of your health. It will cost you nothing to 
learn this. 'The Doctor will send FREE OF UOSTa complete diagnosis of your case oqd also his essay 
“The Psychic Science In the Cure of Disease” aud valuable literature on chronic diseases and testimonials 
from some of bls cured patients, showing the long list of so-called Incurable cases which he has cured. No 
disease Is really incusnblc If perfectly understood. Every effect or diseased condition has its cause and If 
these are understood they cun in almost every case be teinoved. When this is d.me-permanent recovery Is 
the result. DO NOT DEMPAIR If you hnve failed to get permanent help, but writ«! at once. Remember 
that DR. FEEBEEH HAN CURED HUNDREDS WHERE AEL OTHERS HAD FAIEED. 
Write him uu honest letter, giving full name, age, sox aud leading symptom in your own handwriting and he 
will give you n complete and full diagnosis and will also send the literature os mentioned above. Write today. 

Address Ur. J. M. Peebles, Battle Ereek, Mich.
and three daughters, some living re
mote, all present, Mrs. Brighum gave 
rational consolation.

' TITUS MERRITT.

On the 5th Inst., the remains of Mrs. 
Emma E. Alden, wife of Melvin R. Al
den, of Grand Rapids, Mich., were 
borne to the tomb. The services, by 
George B. Holmes, were held before an 
audience of unbelievers in the spiritual 
philosophy, yet the impression made 
was favorable to our cause. .
.Mrs. Alden was endeared to others l>y 

many good qualities. Hers was a model 
home, so far'as her motherly and wife
ly love could make It such. The father 
and two little boys are left In the now 
saddened home without her. Yet not 
wholly so, for Mr. Alden knows that the 
dead 'still live and may return. A 
brother and a sister of Mrs. Alden 
mourn with them. H.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All Inex^ss 
of ten lines will be" charged atrfhe rate 
of fifteen cents per line. Abou[_si>ven 
words constitute one line.] '

Passed to spirit life, Mr. Dwight 
Rathbone, from his home In Ceylon, 0., 
May 27, In the 79th year of his age. He 
was all his life in the extreme front of 
reform. Hudson Tuttle was called to 
officiate at the funeral, which was held 
May 20. ’ * » *

Mrs. Nancy Temple, of Soule, Mich.,' 
passed to the higher life from the home 
of her son, who lived at Traverse City, 
where she had gone to visit. She was 
there only one day when her spirit left’ 
for the better life. The son and family 
returned, with her remains to her home 
In Lowell, where she had many friends. 
The flowers that the friends furnished 
were very fine. The services, held at 
Lawyer Nash's residence, were largely 
attended. Services by Mrs. J. EL.Dun-
ham, of Ionia. COR.

Passed to the higher life, June 1, 
Charles p. Hawes, aged 78 years. 
Born in England, he came to America 
in 1850. He enlisted in the Civil War 
in 1863, arid served until the close. He 

had been n consistent Spiritualist for 
th» last ten or twelve years. He was a 
friend to all, and respected by all who
knew him. E. H. BEEBE.

. Passed to spirit life, May 11, in Mil
waukee, Wis., Augusta Brauer, aged 51 
years and 8 months. Miss Brauer had 
been a Spiritualist -Jor many years, 
sensitive to a marked degree, she not 
only'felt the presence'of many in spirit 
Ufe, but also of the thoughts and influ
ences of .people in this life. The funeral 
was held at Ritter’s undertaking par
lors, and was largely attended. The 
writer offered the consolation of Spirit
ualism at the funeral.

. G. IL BROOKS.

pound, for sore or weak eyes. Once 
used you will not be without It Ad
dress B. F. POOLE ,& CO.,

• 43 Evanston avenue, Chicago, 111, ’

i-

“Cosmian Hymn Book.” A' collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want It comprises 258 choice selec- 

• fions, of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and /free 
from- kU sectarianism. Price 50 cents. 

' for salé at this office.

Three choice volumes, each complete In Itself, in 
wh»ch spirituality is related to everyday Hie In such 
a way as to make the world beautiful. Price 81 each. 
For »ale at this office.'

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
A Treatise on

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Berrier, Anthropologist aud Author. A 
very suggestive aud instructive book. Price, »1.00. 
For sale at this office.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A eerie» of lesson» on the relations of the spirit to 

Its own organism, and tbe Inter-relation of human 
beings with reference to health, disease end healing. 
By the spirit of Dr.-Boujuiuln Rush, through the me
diumship of Mri. Cura L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Pries Si.50. For sale at this office.

PSYCHE
1» tbe invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
eulduuce, and k designed to develop mediumship.. 
Many, by its use, have received Ions communica
tions from spirit friend», and express great satisfac
tion. Price, si, and 20 cent» extra for oxpressage. 
For sale at the office of Tmk PnouEEssiViTmjiKEB*

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carries. B. Twlng, medium. 
Thia ha very interesting little book, and will be ap
preciated from start to iiulsh by ail who wish to gain 
spiritual information. Price 25 cu. For sale at this 
office.

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
Who ie so widely known as one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL ftEALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Caso

OUTSIDE THE CATES 
and other tales and sketches, By a band of spirit in
telligences, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Bhelhaiuer. An excellent work, price, *1.00-  For 
sale at thia office. .

REQUIREMENTS'.
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-oent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, OAL.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
PaychometrlBt and Healer. Readings by bftnd-wrltlng 
or photo 11,00. Three reasonable -questions answered 
for 25 cts. Address 64 N. 62nd ave., Chicago, 111.

By Dr. Paul Carus, A translation made from Japan*  
^se, under tbe auspice» of the Rev. Shaku Boyer,dele» 
gate to tbe Parliament of Religions. Was published 
in Japan. Price, »1.00. For sale atthls office.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly Interestlog 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cento. For sale at 
this office.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Saylor*  
»grand and noble man. Price 11.00.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE 
By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something you should 
read. Price 60 cent«. For sale at this office. _ ___

TWO IN ONF
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work l> a 
ComhhitiUcn Into one volume ot two or Ur. flull'a 
■plendl-i worki. By thli arrangement the cost la auch 
that tho reader It enabled to secure the two books 
come.mil at the Jame price as was formerly aeked 
tor thorn neparately. Thia volume contain, 462 pages 
and la limdeomely bound In cloth, and contains an ex
cellent iKivtralt or the author. '

, THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a caildu1 comparison or Biblical and Modern Spirit, 

i ualtam. No book or the century has made so many 
. ------ convernto Modern Spiritualism as this. Tbeauthor’s

at this office. . , alm, telthtully to compare tbe Bible with modern
.......  ............................... .. . .. phenomenaaud philosophy, has been accomplished. 

"Ihe bplrituallsm of Nature. By ' The adaptation or Spiritualism to the wants ot human
Prof W M.'Loekivood Price 15 oonha I ityi Its moral tendency! tho Bible Doctrine of angel .................. •_ l,l'e 10 Centfl. m<n.Bt,v. the antritual nature ot man. and the obleo

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to iher-Dogmus of Reincar
nation and Be-Emt>odiment.” By Prof,
W. M. Lockwood.»/ A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale

, NEW DREAM BOOK.
By DR. R, GREER. 52 Dearborn st., Chicago, Ill. 25 
cents ‘ 5ietf

CHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy Astrologer and Clairvoyant. 

Send age, color of eyes and hair, in own handwriting. 
Address QEO. WELLES, Box 130, Newark, N. J. 654

YOUR FUTURE AstTo’ogeYwALRONIb 
87 Opera House Block, Denver, Col. From 11.00. 
—--------------------- ------------------------------- L_________

Geo. F. Perkins, Emaline Perkins, 
Platform and Private Test Medium», 8558 Cottage 
Grove ave., flat 14,Chicago. Circles Friday. Readings 
dally. 639tf

Life Readings by the Stars.
J. L. PIERSON, 218 E. 42nd ph, Chicago. 653

FOCO-MAGNET
Focallzatlon and Concentration necessary to develop
ment. This new invention makes this possible in 
light or dark sittings. Sent with full Instructions for 
60 cents, Id stamp», postal order or other suitable way, 
Address DR. T, WILH.!^, 54 N. 52nd av,.Chicago, III.

FRED P. EVANS,

The Well-Known Psychic
For Slate-Writing, Etc.,

Give» seances dally at bls office. The Occult Book 
Store, 10$ W. 42ud st., N. Y. City. Send stamp for 
circular on mediumship, and catalogue of books.

Airs. Malinda Jane gray, of this city, 
a Spiritualist through many years, has 
passed into the greater life beyond. 
The funeral services were on June 7, 
the address being given by George B. 
Holmes and a poem, original and ap
propriate, was read by Airs. John Lind
say. The remains were then sadly con
veyed to Crawfordsville, Ind., for Inter
ment. •

Airs. Gray, who was justly much es
teemed, possessed strength of character 
softened by good will, ns seen In the pa
tient daily masterly of her life. This, 
with the memory of her constant loving 
care, Is tile, rich legacy she leaves her 
children. These, Air. Frank Gray, of 
Iowa, and Air. Ellis Gray, connected 
with the management of Powers Opera 
House in this city, and Mrs. Fannie 
Parrish, who seems most bereaved, yet 
remain. H.>

Grand Rapids, Ailch.

For sale at this office.
"Encyclopedia et Biblical Spiritual

ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages’: ¡of the Old und New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Splrltualismi'togethertwltlr a brief his
tory of the): origin ' of ninny of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The tvell-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ study 
of the Bible in Its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of information on 
the subject. . Price 51. For sale at this 
office. -

“Three Jubilee Lectures.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D. Doctor Peebles Is a 
trenchant and instructive writer and 
lecturer, and these three addresses on 
tbe occasion of and pertinent to the 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being preserved In this 
tasty form, in print. Price, 35 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” ' This book, by the well 
known^ther Chinlquy, reveals tbe de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of tbe Romish confessional, as proved 
by tho sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price,-by mail, 51. For’^ale at 
this office. ■

. "The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical afid their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with tlje higher Intelli-

Slnlstiv; the spiritual nature of man, and the objec- 
onsoltered to Bplrltuallim, are all considered in tba 
light ot the Bible, nature, bletory. reason and common 

sense, md expressed clearly and forcibly.
THE CONTRAST 

consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is » moot ablo production, and 
J« -a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
u defeed Spiritualism, or find arguments against til? 
asiuinj Uon» of Orthodoxy.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.
’ MAN THE MICROCOSM.

Uis Infinite and Divine Relation». Intuition—Th» 
Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

KftR&ZZfL
ETHICS OFjMAFlRIAGE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karczza makes a pica for a better birthright for 

children, and alms to lead Individual» bo seek a higher 
development of themselves through moat sacred re
lations. It Is pure in tone and aln,aDd should be 
widely c>»vnlAiM. Price, cloth. «1. -

ASTRAL WORSHIP.
1 By J. IL Hill. M. D. A valuable contribution to the 

current discussion of religious problems. Tbe author 
by Illustrations and n planisphere (a representation of
the celestial sphere upon a plauc wjtTftadjustable cir
cles), traces most of tbe myths which' Me at tbe base 

' of Christianity toThelrorlgln in sun and star worship. 
। The astronomical facts given possess great value, theme ubtruuutuivui luuva guvu jiubbvbo giuuv value, LUO 

Illustrations rare and curious. T'hcbookl» bound in
only ounstyle—heavy boards. Price,1. For salent 
this ofllce.. ’ ,

$2—TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS in two and three sec- 

tion»86 in. high—magnetized when desired—12 on re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A. MURRAY, 508 E. 2nd 
fit,, Newport, Ky. 684

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
Of Cocaine, of a never-failing harmless Rome Cure, 
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin, P. O. Box 1212, Chicago, HL

MRS. MAGGIE WHITE
Reading by mall. 11.06. Buslneea advice a specialty. 

804 8. Crouae ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 556

Alexander F. Buchanan passed to 
Spirit life, May 24; at his new residence 
(occupied only three weeks), overlook
ing the beautiful Hudson, the High
lands and Dunderberg “ mountain, at 
PeekskHl, N. Y., aged 74. His life was 
fraught with vicissitudes, but crowned 
with success, material and spiritual. 
Funeral on the 27th of May, Mrs. Helen 
T. Brigham. presiding, a valuable ex
ponent of Modern Spiritualism on 
such occasions. He was a constant 
subscriber to the four leading spiritual 
papers, and a liberal purchaser of spir
itual literature. To tbe wldow of 72 
years and grand-daughter,-Lillie,re Sid-" 
ing in tbe mansion, also the four sons

"Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M, D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture's finer forces are here gathered 
arid made amenable to tbe well-being of 
humanity. Medical meh especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and interest. Adarge, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and eon- 
talnlng beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It Is a wonderful ¿work and, , you 
vvill be delighted with it

“Spiritual Songs for the. Use of Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spii-lt- 
uallstic Gatherings.” By Mattie E. 
Hull. For sale at this offlce.\ Price 10 
cents. . .

“Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief-, narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and : more easily comprehended. It Is 
especially, adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it. 
Cloth ?L ’ For sale at this office.

“Voltaire’s Romances." Translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works,of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading- Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price 51.50. For sale 
at this office.

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of the Christian. Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts, concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control Of the gov
ernment An Important work. Paper, 
25 cents. For sale at this office. .

“Tne Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood; 
Prof. Lockwood IS recognized .as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros-

gences, to come into closer connection 
With the purer realms of the spirit 
wofld. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson's literary works. Price, cloth, 
51; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this • 
office. |

“Woman, Church and State.” A his- | 
torical account of the status of woman ' 
through the Christian ages; with remin
iscences of the Matriarchate. By Ma
tilda Joslyn Gage. An important work 
for all women, .students ot history, etc | 
Paper, 75 cents. Cloth, gilt, 51,50. For ' 
sale at this office.

“The Religion of the Future." By S. 
Well. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep,: clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perucal. For sale -at 
this office.. Price,, cloth, 51; paper, 50. 
cents. . .

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book iilheartily commended to stu
dents of tha-sclence of religions, and to’ 
all who would gaiii a fair conception of 
Buddhism.Units spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit 
Price 51. For sale at this .office. ■

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. Po Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the dioceSe of. Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letterdo BishopHortsmann. 
It is good readlng.and should be widelv 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and itsipriesthood. Price 15 
cents.- For sale attthls office. \

“Poems ctf Progress,” By Lizzie 
Doten. Invthls - volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in ker 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It Is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume 1b tastily 
printed and bound. Price 51.

“Mansill’s Almanac of Planetary’ Me
teorology,” almanac makers’ and' 
weather forcasters’ guide and new sys
tem of science for 1900 is now for sale

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,” .

By JEAN MESLIER, 
ARoman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty, years In France, wholly abjured religious 

•dogmas, and asked God’s pardon for Laving taught the 
Christian religion. He left thio volume as his last

at- this office; -price: 25 cents. This is 
the 25th. annual almanac issued by R. 
Mansill, Rock Island, 111. It is oner oftrum. In this little, volume he presents Mansill, Rock Island, 111. It is one of 

In succinct’form the substance, of his tllG most Interesting andilustructlve an- 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis nual publications along the line of the 
of Nature; and presents his views’as planetary science now published, and Is 
demonstiAtlnli atcierittficliasis of Spir-1 far more- explicit in relation to tin? 
ituallsm. Tbfe book -ifc cdmmended .to t movements tof the heavenlyrbodies and 
aU who love to fltudy and think. -For ’ the effect .produced upon our earth, 
aale at thl»office. -Prloa, K ceata. ' -You need this book. , -
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Card from Annie Lord Chamber
lain.

Deayfrienda. you can greatly help me care for my 
blind aiater. Jennie L. Webb, one of tbe earliest me» 
diUma now In the form, by writing a letter to a aplril 
friend. Send it to me with 11, aud 1 will try and get 
reply by Independent writing or whispers. Addreu 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford. Masa. 531tf

Juno 16, IQQtV

OCCULT CULTURE

Dept. P. T., Box 210, Chicago, Ill.

The Soul of Things

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

Gifted Psychic
Obsession Oared.

Special Attention Given to
Nervous Ailments.

Astonishing Cures of Disease, 
Physical and Mental, 

Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

W’’ I have never known a more competent, rollablg 
and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than Chu. 
Walter Lynn. Jos. Rouxs

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
Oakland, Call.

WM. W. ABER.
Reading» by ma!!, |!.06. Advice on all affairs of life. 
Spring Hill, Kun». 551

W A M TC n A Lady Agent to Can- 
H All I LU vass at Home in Ev
ery town and city in the United States. 
Easy Money and Genteel Occupation. 

A Blessing for Suffering Women.
An improved and economical method of treatment. 
Addreap STERILISE CO., or A. N. KEITH, M. D., 
Lock box 868, reorla, Ill. 551

MRS. J. J. CLARKSON, 
Magnetic Physician, 204 LaSalle ave., Chicago, baa 
treated hundreds of chronto disease» during several 
years past, In Waukegan, 11)., and vlclngy. Bhenow 
offer» her services In a wider field of usefulness. Re
fers to patrons and many certificates written by relia
ble beneficiaries. No drugs. Diagnosis free. 652

DON’T READ THIS.
France» L. Louck», tbe only psychic wonder living, 

that uses the spiritual X-ray without any leading 
symptom to direct, and locates all Internal dlieaien 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
!o»t vigor of both sexes successfully treated, a» hun
dreds can testify. Send name, age, sex, complexion 
and ten cents In stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Mass.

will and testament to bls parishioners tad to the i 
World. Translated from the French original by Miss , 
Anna Knoop. j

P“BCB' ”th port”lt- C10th' ,1'<K” A review of Rer. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank De
postage, osnu.   Witt Talmage’s oft-repeated stuck» upon Spiritual

” ’_| jam. By Moses Hull. For »ale at this office. Price
“The work of the honest pastor Ie the most curious 

and the moat powerful thing of tho kind that the last 
century produced. . Paine and Voltaire bad re
serves, but Jean Mealier had none. He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all, the wonder Is not that there 
fbonld have been one priest who Jett that testimony at 
r -»-•Hit thpt, on nHeHts do not.”—JAmofl Puton

10 tenth.

EVOLUTIONISM. .
A Sériés of Illustrated Lectures 

; Upon the
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE.
BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 
. Price, cloth, »1.25. For eale at this office. -

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

How to. reach that altitude wheFo spirit la aupremo 
and all things arc subject to It. By Morse Hull. Price 
In cloth. 40 cents: paper 25 cts. For Bale at thia office. 

Apocryphal New-Testament
Being all tbe Gospels, EpUtlca, and other pieces 

how extant, attributed In the first four centuries to 
Jesus Christ, bis apostles and their companions, and 
-not included in the Now Testament by itt compilers. 
Cloth, <1.50. For sale at this office.

VOLTAIRE’SROMANCES.

CULLEGEOFFINEFUBCES
An inetltute of refined Therapeutic», It 

Sun Cur», Vital Magnetlim, Eloetrlclty, 
and a higher »dense of life. Chemical 
basle prihoiple» developed with their mi 
plication». Student» In four continent» hat _ 
course. The college 1» chartered and confers the di 
gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetic». By a system oi 
printed questions students can take the course an4 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to 58 N. 8rd st., San Jose, Cal. Diplomas of 
unsurpassed beauty granted. Send stamp for cat£ 
*ogue to E. D. BABBIT. M. D„ LL. D., Dean. 441tf

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty years has treated and cured the sick In all 
parts of tbe United States and Canada. Thousand» 
havo been cured after being given up to die. His 
psychic powers are unequaled, as his cures prove. 
Talk doesn't prove anything. Facts are proof. H» 
»Iso cures diseases of men, such as loss of manhood 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion, Send 
name, age, »ex, lock of hair, 6 cts In stamps, for » dfc 
»gnosis. Address,

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,
S5 Warren it, Btouel^m. Mui,

Man’» magnetic, mental and psychic power*  unfold*  
ed to the highest degree of excellence by a new and 
perfect system of culture.

Psychometry, Clairvoyance 
and the InspiraUonaQibaie» of medlumsblpdeveloped. 

The Laws of Suggestion Taught, 
revealing the way to the attainment of -

Self-Mastery and Power.
“Truth and Destiny,” 25 cents, 

Valuable Booklet Free.
URIEL BUCHANAN,

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cure» all form» of stomach. Hver and kidney dlieaaet 
al»oconBtk>a(iou. A sure cure for that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed, to jurist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for on» 
month sent for »1.00.

One paskage of our Magnetized Compound for sor» 
eyes or poor eyelight. Has been used and praised by 
thousands In all parts of tbe world. Sent for W cents, 
or all three sent postpaid for »1.00, with Yarma*»  
photo and Instructions bow to live 100 year».

TALMAGEAN INANITIES.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies.

Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circulars 
showlug »tylegand prices and photo of Spirit Yarma* 
wbo developed this clairvoyant power in me. lean 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes tn your own home as if you were in mv 
office, as thousands can testify. Send stamp for photo. 
B. F. POOLE & CO.. 43 Evanston av., Chlfcafco, Ill.

Melted Pebble Spectacles

—IN THE- •

P.^-Si, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

?.a»ultt of recent scientific research regarding the 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of “Force and Vatter,” Essays on Nature and 

Bcience,’’ "Physiological Pictures,” "SlxLee- 
: - lures on Darwin.” Etc.

:The great mystery ot existence consists In perpet» 
oal and uninterrupted change. Everything 1» fmmor» 
tai and Indestructlble-tho smallest worm a» yell a» 
the moit enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as tbe highest being In 
creation, man and bis thoughts. Only the forms In 
which being manifests iteelf are changing; but Being 
Itcelf remains eternally the same and Imperishable 
When we die wo do not lose ourselves, but only om 
persons! consdouBnes». Wo live on In nature, In oul 
;tce, in our children. In our deeds, In our thought»— 
in short, In the entire material and physical contribu- 
■ Ha which, during our short personal existence, wo 

furnished to the subilstenco of mankind and of 
re In genaral.’’—Buechner. .
- v9i„ Dost 8vo., about 850 page». Tollum cloth, Si.

Reed City Sanitarium and Private 
Hospital, A. B. Spinney, M. D., Prop. 
Staff of eight consulting physicians and surgeons; pro
fessional nurses, steam heat, electric light. Cheapen 
sanitarium for the accommodations In the world. 
Board, medical attendance, uurjing, b^hs.maesage 
electrical treatment all for »10 A WÈKIL Cases 
diagnosed free and treated at a distance by correspon
dence. Prices reasonable, Bend nameanoad» 
dress with stamp to HELD CITY ° ANITARlÇM» ;

Reed City, Michigan.

Longley’s Beautiful Songs 
For Public Meetings and 

the Home.

A Neto Edition, Profusely Illustrated*

. “I choose that a story should be founded on prob-" 
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to 
find nothing in it trivial cr extravagant: and I desire 
above all, that under the appearances of. fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvlo»» to the discern» 
lug.eye..¿hough' tt escape the observation of the 
vnlgar.’^VOLTAWB, •

Content»: “The White Bull,” a Satirical Romance» 
“Zadlg, or Fate,” an Oriental History; “The Sage ana 
the Atheist;” “The Princess of Babylon:” “The Man 
of Forty Crowns;” “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;” 
“Mlcromegaa,” a Satire on Mankind; ’The World as 
ft Goes;” “The Black and tbe White;” “Memtfbn, th» 
Philosopher;” “Andre Des Touches at Slam;” “Bab» 
abac;” “The Study of Nature;” “A Convenalloq 
With a Chinese;” ^Plato’s Dream;” “A Flealure In 
Having no Pleasure:” “An Adventure in India;” 
“Jeannot and Colin;” .“Travels"of Scarmentado;*  
“Tbe Good Brahmin;” “The Two Comforter,:” "An» 
elent Faith and Fable.” .

One volume, post 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and 82 
illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, 11.50; postage, 

-15 cents. . _

. “Voltaire’s satire was keen and flne-potated as s 
rapier.”—Magarino of Am. History.

“A delightful reproduction, unlnt IBfttttrsshlng." 
—Boston Oa«»oaweai th.- ■ < ■ ■

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD, 
. OrMabel lUynnona’.Rewlve, : 
lylol« TMT la • aovai writtenwltli.

* tbaktBMnMi «.■oldUaf»

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
• ' PROGRESS.
A Lecture delivered at tbe Freethinker, Inter

national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 1893. By 
Susan H. Wlron. Price, 10c. ____________

VOLUME ONE
Contains tbe following songs with music:
Tm tbiaking, Scar mother, of yon. We mb, out 

boys at home. The land of the bye and bye. Tba 
good times yet to be. Tbe land beyond the atari. 
They are waiting at the portal. When the dur onea 
gather at home. Besting under the dallies. The 
grand Jubilee. My mothers tender eyes. Dear hurt 
come home. Come in some beautiful dream. Where 
tbe rOaes neverfade. In heaven we’ll know our own.

VOLUME TWO .
Contain» 15 new and beautiful long», suited to tu 
bom» circle, »canoe», local meeting», mass-meeting», 
cbnvenUon», anniverurie» and jubilee». They com» 
prise an excellent variety of poems act toeaiy nir> 
mony and ought to sell readily. Theie book» are 15ctfc 
each; the two for 80cta. For sale at this office.The Ghrlsti^’^.’ 

Question VK ¿oleman, yj.
Sottlofl ‘ 8. Loveland,Hudson

ubblUll Tuttle,-Moses Hull,
J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir1 
its say about it By '

J. M. PEEBLES, M, D.
Whether thl» hook »etllei the queiUon/or not, it 

<111 b» found eminently onterulnlnr, 
rether » m»»» of evidence to eatabllsh the hl»wric»i 
character of Join». A large volume, cloth, IL25. F« 
•ale afrthlBoffice, ' ; :

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

■ ByChorlei Bndlangh. With the itoirof htaflf» 
aatolil hy btmieir, and tba hlatory ot hla parliamen
tary «niggle. .With portrait. Paper, 50c. ■

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of "All’s Right with tbe World.” ClotbSTO 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success witn 
•‘All’s Right with the World,” which continue» In the 
front rank of the Metaphysical books that ore now io 
popular. Thereat number who have dcencheorca 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by th,» wise teacher whose words of help are doing <0 
tnuoh to ’ oake tbe world bettor by making meh aud 
women better able to understand and enjoy it.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
Is*  staple «tuiy of that strange »nd bcantlfnl thlna 
called lite, but grand In Its icbolarly simplicity. It 
will be In demand by many who have not previously 
retd metaphysical writing». Price 11.50. For sale at 
this office.

THE GOD IDEA 
OF THE ANCIENTS,

Or Piycbometrio Beteuehei Dlicoveriei. Bf .< 
Win. iii Elisabeth M. F. Denton. A maryeloM < 
work. Though eonclio M * text book It Is m 
atlng n a work or flctlon. The reader win be amuM 
to ioo the curious tacts here combined in lupport.M 
Sis sower ortho hnmsnmlnd, whlAwlU TMOlm*  

onssnd doubts shd dlficulUei, nske geology pttH 
__________________ _______ _____ lentsensstloiisitir | aadsy,sud throw light on sli lUbJOe» nowobaeureg 
revolutwsary.—Oklcaio Heral*.  fu pigei, large brtime. ItlcellJO.lForsyieatthtoonhe.. ,rrtcew.».. Frt gsle «thhoffloe 1 in three volumei, cloth hound,tl.aotsck. • -

Or Bex In Religion. By Elira Burt Gamble. “Itisi, 
: »entibie, quiet,. logical statement of opinion, deduced 
nt U»«g7<iurionüy.from •tUtlitlct whlcb-mlght be 
«Hntbdonbtjandnem forainomp*̂ —

come.mil
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• In the physical-matter the balance 
cannot be maintained. However wise
ly and perfectly life may be ordered, 
there can be no “etherealization” of the 
matter used in construction of the body, 1 
which must remain distinct from spirit 
substance.

We can understand why this doctrine 
of physical immortality would be pleas
ing to a materialist; to one who sees : 
nothing beyond the grave, but we can 
not see how a Spiritualist can return to 
it. Spiritualism teaches that the indi
vidual is born into this world for the 
purpose of the evolution of a spiritual 
being. It is not for man to live forever 
here. That would defeat the plan of his 
progression. His life here is that he 
may die and thus enter s, new and high
er sphere of activity. To plan how to 
prolong life beyond its allotted time, to 
attempt the scheme of physical immor
tality, would be like the caterpillar de
siring to remain cdntlnuously feeding on 
the acrid leaves, year Xifter year un
changed. The object of the caterpil
lar’s life is not to remain a loathsome 
worm, but to evolve a butterfly. So the 
object of man’s mortal existence is not 
to immeasurably prolong his physical 
being, but to evolve a spirit, ■which will 
go forward into another sphere of activ
ity. To the Spiritualist' death has no 
terror, and after the duties of life have 
been completed, he welcomes it as the 
messenger who opens the door to im
mortality. '

What, then, is gained by this discus
sion of the ways and means of defeat
ing death? A great deal is gained, 
earth life is the first sphere of spirit ex
istence; it is or should be the beginning 
of heaven. While we live in it, we 
should be happy, and wd'cnnnot be If 
diseased and the victims of unrighteous 
living. We must understand aud obey 

.......- ---- 7- . aninv the laws of our being, and by so doing 
age, mince pie, 'j’1’11 e’ . V5 we prolong our sojourn in this life to ghavies, animal fats, fried food, pickles. 1
Never eat while excited, ““8^ olr °y1 ufe should be niade worth the living, 
heatem, Bilt s.lo"ly.’ ^t'nm,n„mipaUts I wIth tlle assurance that the best prep- 
fry. Hie food most > ecommended I aration for the future is a well pre- 
frylt, nuts, grains and vegetables. I D1.PSent

1 come,s, far If Dr- Peebles has not quite demonspiritual growth even moie essential fo I gtrnted tllat muu can ]|V(i forever in the 
with them men’b«ve Hved on all Rinds of fleghj hlg book lg one (hat tendg t0 tbe 
^butnw£tdthem Hie mo“st correct I X^Sie^lVssons^ tCe“8

diet Is of no avail. Whether we live here one year or a
, reBervfttion of vitul force, churlty to ftl, /»««fiipw while we live our hish hei'itnce controi o;/b®bPXenOnh<.ra<“danPdPenow’ Sh\nd bapjlne^ Kwe Jifllt 

make eat th a heavenhere ■ I ¡s because of our ignorance, and lie who
Gossip and. slander not, rcllgl y instructs~us into the right methods of 
all occasions foi laziness. Have so I Hvlng tbus enabiing us to come into
purpose In view, worry not, cultl\ate 1 ■ hirthrittht nnd enlov this first

’ fii:lfiiAlaci Mvetr n«0sooietv°UrSelf’ hllU11 BPheI’e as tllc heaven It is capable of be
- ’n! 0W’ £liV°ii> nnn^lntpR n contented lu8- ls oui benefactor and should re- 

These are all good rules, a contented m-nisomind, a life regulated by the laws of ce^L f ft“ ^¿nclndlng pages he 
physical'and spiritual being, promote I1“ one of llle concluding pages ne 
health and happiness. _ | ,’.lt jg cjear aud evident,from the pre-

DEATH DEFEATED!
Or the Psychic Secret of How 

to Keep Young.

In taking up this last book of the pro
lific author and even carelessly scan
ning its beautifully printed pages, one is 
surprised at the wealth of Illustration 
that lias been gathered in support of the 
writer’s views. It is the best comment- 

1 ary on a book to have; at source a life
consonant with its theories. Dr. Pee
bles may not defeat death by remaining 
in the physical body forever, but at 
fourscore years, when with most -men 

’the physical and mental powers show a 
marked decline, lie is even piore vigor

- bus than he was at fifty, active, with 
wide plans for the future, and contem
plating soon to undertake a lecturing 
topr around the world. ,

To achieve health and long life and 
defeat death, the author has no cut and 
dried rules, but we gather here and 
there the method he .advocates. If It 
does not give physical immortality, it is 
a good code.to live by, and will produce 
spiritual perfection thus preparing for 
spiritual immortality.

For physical health he says: \
Breathe deeply; breathe pure air by 

day and by night. Be in the light and 
sunshine as much as possible. Be in 
bod by nine o’clock in winter time and 
by eight o’clock in summer time. Rest 
a while each day. Dress loosely. Sus
pend garments from the shoulders. 
Wear a light hat<basy shoes, Keep the 
feet warm and dry. Sit erect. Alco
holic drinks, tobacco, tea, coffee, mor
phine, all ’artificial stimulants and nar
cotics are to be shunned.. Avoid saus-

THOUGHTS
On Home Circles, Books, Li

, braries, N. S. A., Etc.
The home circle in the Shaker fami

lies, was the beginning of Modern Spir-. 
ttualism, about ten years before the 
raps In the Fox-family in Rochester, N. 
Y., In 1848. (Bible Spiritualism com
menced when God talked with Adam 
and Eve.) Ip 1843 I was requested by 
a patient to mesmerize her because she 
was ’’so nervous.”

I had never heard of Mesmer, but I 
studied It up qnd became a' successful 
magnetlzer, with Rev La Roy Sunder
land and several Universalists and Uni
tarian ministers. •

My subjects became clairvoyant and 
clairaudlent, and talked with “dead” 
neighbors. A lady said, “this reminds 
me of Swedenborg.” I never had heard 
of him., 1 read his books and became a 
new churchman. In a few years I had 
met the Fox Family, A. J. Davis, Judge 
Edmonds, Charles Partridge (Partridge 
& Brittan), Prof. Mapes and his pupil 
Emma Hardinge, Dr. Comstock, Dr. 
Foster, Prof. Hare, Gov. Talmadge, 
John Middleton, the Quaker, and many 
other brave and intelligent pioneers, too 
many to mention here.

The home'circle was our fort then, as 
it should be now, and commercialism 
and fraud would cease. The home cir
cle Is the Jacob’s ladder between the 
two worlds. Gen. 28;12. It is a sacred

Equal parts. Dose, a table-spoonful, 
the first thing in the morning; "at high 
noon and the last thing at night.

It is a mental cure and sovereign rem
edy for all the ills of life. * .

The effect is sure in all cases to pro
duce perfect harmony of spirit, mind 
and body, and secure health, wealth and 
happiness in due time. It, will abolish 
war and crime and relieve the church 
and state of responsibilities and the 
people of nine-tenths ot their taxes, and 
secure liberty and justice, and food, 
clothing and shelter for the poor, and 
create peace on earth and good will to 
men and women. The heaven on earth 
that Brother Jesus prayed for in the 
Lord’s Prayer Let us cp-qperate with 
him. “As a man thlnkbfh, so is be.” 
Heaven and hell are mental conditions, 
death only a change tb. a higher-life 
with our friends gone before, who com
municate with friends on earth, when 
conditions are favorably, as they must 
be in all eases to accomplish anything.

B. FRANKLIN CLARK, M. D.
Belvidere Seminary, N, J. ■

EXCELLENT TESTS.
Heíp This Mediuih to Take 

Care of Her Blind Sister.

WHAT ISJIELIGION?
Review of a Reviewer’s Crlt- 

ical Analysis. ,
The Critical Analysis in No. 543, is, 

from my standpoint, an almost peripli 
example of inconsistency; while the 
article that is harshly reviewed, written 
by H. W.’B. Myrick In 537, does not!ap
pear to be In any; essential point a chal
lenge to criticism, pro or con, either 
from orthodoxy or heterodoxy, pessi
mist or optimist.

I do not deny that Mr. Myrick’s essay 
completely coincides with my own 
viep’s; but it is not for this-that my 
criticism Is directed toward Mr. Chaa
pel. Spiritualism is amenable to rea
son; but “Critical Analysis," with accu
rate grammar and well constructed 
phraseology, stands below thè epithet 
of “childish," in its Innocence of the 
faintest ray. of reason. Spiritualism 
does not reject the truth because it hap
pens to find samples of it in the Bible. 
The Apostle James says: “Pure religion 
and undeilled is to visit the widow and 
the fatherless in their affliction, and to 
keep himself unspotted from tlie 
world.” Another definition is: “To do

SPIRITUAL CULTURE.
|t Comprises the Culture of 

the Entire Being.

Perhaps the most transparent line of I ^"t7ne good, the gi^at
^^rehf°ning„2lailn111tI}ntrehp2i)ns1wlth the and the ’on'g-llved have, with few ex

preface, d he .Ve,B’^s W1‘J,1 } _ ceptions, attained to old age by avoiding 
question. You aie veil to-day, r a r, . _ . . by obedience to phys-

iL’il V
- ■ . , „ I animal flesh, and by obedience to phys

. are you. Yes. ical, mental, and moral law—that is to
You^henltlHs nerfec“? K certainly Is “S’’ rl«llt ,ivln- b-v "00(1 bablls’ by 
Yom health is perfect/ It certain y persever!ng hjdustry and sturdy energy

8 Thin were"you to keep your health up
to,this present blgb। standard, your bo(^ If we deslre to prolong 1Ife> nnq un. 
Would not die, would it? 1 do not derstand the conditions essential to so

shouKl. I dolngi no boot wm b0 more serviceable
’ Think,''consider again. Ybur body is XlrX‘sem-et^ IKIng^re'ver; vou 

now constituted of a certain number of ««T™te the scC>et q g t e y 
atoms, a certain number of molecules I ^¿“«Xv yearsf longer, but while 
and cells, a ce^ln‘“ “““lbeL °f., b®? J you do live you will be happier, and ful- 

-muse es, nerves organs fuñe o ns a J dutics and obligations more
certain quantity of acids, alkali, lime, < . . , sq.i«fiotorilv Death
phosphorus, silica^ and “any wil^not be defeated'until you die; for
?0ntt1lt9e?t ' d y peifect vanqnlgblng ls tlle severance of the
hNow theTsupposing that these or
gans, elements and constituents were to ’ ™ “«•’tai gni b, v e uesire to enjoy
remain In the same ratio of quality and ; fulies measure o t atj fe, u filch 
quantity in your organism for years and ü.e 1ÍU “nditlmis of

, ages, changing on y > our united and blended physical and
changing at aR, you would not die, . it ] b i Ypt iIOWPVer perfect would you? I do not see why I should, may bo, we fXat it’s only

íhe trend of this conversation is a «ng stone to a higher and our 
shown in the personal application as Xn™T*s"the  thlKI longs ftr mm 

«‘Hovino. nawed far bevond the seven- I turity, at maturity it feels that this life 
+IPRHnntotthe verv verged the eighties doe® not answer the needs of the spirit.

LSous whv shotfld freedom from the re
a centurvF Whv’dle at all as tardation and limitations of earth

■ I-not live a century r w ny uie ui an, a» wTinsni« thttI.t?.my forefathers did? Why not live in HUDSON 1U11LE.
this body Immortal on earth? Who will ------ anrwFr '
say that by the exercise of will power, THE ANSWEK.
and a proper balance of acids, alkalles, , . , , , .

j. atoms; elements and the fln.^. forces, I Beyond the skies, in heaven s immens
- . with harmonious envlronm. i I shall I ity, , t

■ not continue this existence , - Ind still Dwells there a ruler oer this mun
. on, until my physical body,7i\ | so re- | dane sphere, . .. .

• • fined and ethereallzed as to'
' visible to mortal eyes—demy 

and materializing at will?”.
■ And again he says at alrnU

place, more so than a ehurch—no one 
should enter It without a pure mind, 
clothing and behavior". A few minutes 
of soft music, then a few minutes of si
lent prayer (the Lord’s prayer), is a 
good preparation for the reception of 
good spirits. Otherwise evil spirits may 
be attracted, and they seek every op
portunity to communicate. Cause and 
effect is an infallible law. If we make 
good conditions, we secure good results 
—bad conditions, bad results. It is an 
important matter, worthy of the study 
of every spirit in the flesh.

God is spirit, and they who worship 
him must worship him In spirit and 
truth. The sjilrit of truth is now in the 
air in all the world and no one can stop 
its progress.—all things are in commo
tion-nothing at rest—old things and 
thoughts are passing away—all things 
are becoming new. Old creeds, dogmas, 
governments, must reform or die. ’ Uni
versal inspiration is a natural law In’de
velopment and progress. . The Bible 
says: “And they shall teach no more ev
ery man his neighbor, and every man 
his brother, saying, know the Lord; 
for they shall all know me from the 
least of.them unto the greatest of them, 
saith the Lord ; for I will forgive their 
Iniquity, and 1 will remember their sin 
no more. Thus saith the Lord which

Mr. Fred G. Ware iii Question Depart
ment of The Progressive Thinker of 
May 23, related an instance of a spirit 
communicating through p medium in 
California a few moments after he had 
left his material form ip Memphis, 
Tenn., and as it seemed jVimderful, Mr. 
Ware asks if others have 'had- similar 
experiences. I have had'inalù', but will 
only briefly write of the tw'o latest.

One year ago I had la grippe, and 
while having a restless night, suddenly 
heard loud raps, then a voice saying, 
“Mrs. Chamberlain, I have taken the 
liberty to bring my brother here that I 
may prove to him that, spirits , can re
turn and communicate with theli‘ earth 
friends, for he eould not believe It possi
ble, while he remained In his . mortal 
form. He passed to spirit-life yesterday 
at 2 p. m. Had an operation for appen
dicitis and awakened in qiir spirit’home. 
Will you kindly write'some q’nfe who 
will Inform my wife of our coming to 
you at this time ?” .; .

Early in the mqrping'l bad pencil and 
■ paper brought to my bed, (nnd. wrote a 
friend living on the saffi» street "with 
tlie wife of the spirit whd'§ijJce<lstO'jne,, 
what had been told-me, ati'dViUy frlénd 
without delay took my letter to the wife 
and it made her happy to receive such 
proof of spirit return. Hei' husband had 
proved his identity a few months be
fore, while I was in California, apd

good and to be good is the religion of 
humanity." Mr, Myrick says: “Now, I 
may say that I have a philosophy of 
right living based on my conception of 
this present existence and the relation 
to another life beyond the grave. 
Rightly interpreted and understood 
that is exactly what religion is."

Mr. Chaapel Will probably agree that 
custom establishes the rlght.use of lan
guage and the meaning of words. Re
ligion means nothing more, nothing less, 
than the healthy, legitimate bxerclse of 
the natural, normal, moral faculties of 
man. SupersUtlon Is the exercise of 
the moral faculties without the guid
ance of reason. We know that supersti
tion dominates the popular churches

Physical culture has become a science. 
The world is amply supplied with 
knowledge on this theme. We have an 
endless array of methods by which the 
physical body may be perfected.

Mental culture has also received 
marked attention of late, especially in 
its objective aspect. But bow does psy
chic culture fare? The mighty powers- 
of the.soul are yet lying dormant in 
millions of human beings. The psychic 
flame burns very low in tlie souls of the 
countless throngs, while but very few 
have permitted this flaasa to be-fanned 
into an active blaze.

To cultivate the powers of the body is 
good; to cultivate, the powers of the 
mind is better; to cultivate the powers 
of the soul is still better; but to culti
vate all the powers of man’s physical, 
mental and psychic nature in one har
monious unity, is the very best of all. 
This is spiritual culture.

Concerning the cultivation and use 
of man’s temporal nature we have 
knowledge unlimited; concerning the 
cultivation and use of his eternal.na- 
ture we are still sadly In the dark, but 
the dawn of the spiritual day Is at 
hand. Vast bodies of Illuminated souls 
in the flesh and out of the flesh are 
showing to the world the rose-strewn 
pathway leading to the exalted realms 
of the spiritual life.

By the spiritual life we mean the 
whole life. A person lives a spiritual 
life when he exercises all the functions 
of his entire being—physical, mental

but wé do not know that the churches 
■ I willhave a monopoly of religion.

admit that “superstition has held the
reins In the mental world, and Is re
sponsible for most of the fallacies In 
the cob-webbed mind of humanity,” but 
I will not admit that superstition “is 
one of many of her treacherous chil
dren.” It was not religion that prompt
ed Constantine the Great to murder his 
own mother, and repudiate his birth
right of paganism. It’was not religion 
that made Pope Gregory burn the true 
history of religion. It was not religion 
that prompted the massacre of St. Bar
tholomew, burned Bruno and Servetus, 
and persecuted Salem witchcraft. It 
was superstition, converged In a suc
cession of horrors that were magnified

elusion of the work: 7
“The five steps to intmon-

une in- An all-potential king of earth and sea, 
alizing I Who looks unmoved-on man’s Injus-

ie con-

i upon 
tcestry. earth are these: 1. A healthy.,7 

yl: .and right conception. 2. Boni' _
In the-right months of the year. 'I3. Ed- I 

b Y7 ucated rightly in tbe physical, mental 
4 and spiritual laws of life.. 4. Eating, 

drinking, toiling, and sleeping rightly. 
G. Thinklng rightly, willing rightly, and 

inf rightly in the way of supplies for
v building. And further, thinking I 

no tiling rightly, actualized in manl- I 
fest:» .n, implies an equal balance of 
the ao Ti and the alkalles of the secre
tion ^nd excretions, of the chemical 
disintegrating forces and of the higher, 
finer vitalizing up-building forces. Mor
tality, then, becomes an event, which" 
when reduced to the last analysis, Is 
simply a matter of knowledge or ignor
ance, folly or wisdom.” . •

This is a beautiful fancy, but. the pr
- der of nature forbids its realization.

In man is the full flush and maturity of 
his strength there is a perfect balance 
between the forces of renovation and 
decay. If this balance could be pre
served the being would be Immortal; 
The decadence of age is the weakening 
of the energies, the increasing of the 
forces of-decay, —death is their mas

: tery. Every organic being has a limited 
duration—longer under favorable clr- 
cumstances. shorter under unfavorable, 
but never, under the most favorable 
greatly exceeding the limit. Tbe purest 

• air,-water "and food do not prolong the 
appointed time of the animal’s life be- 

■ yond a narrow margin. ,
• * The age of man in olden times, was 

held to be three score years and ten, it 
' often reaches four score, once in hun- 
■, dreds of thousands «.full century, but 

the later vears are- those of decadence,

rightly 
ta ’

tlce here 
And mortals’ bitter tears?

Did our Lord form the earth and give 
toman . .

The right to'rule, to Inflict weal or 
woe . ' ■ ■ . .

On helpless brute or human; does he,

giveth the sun for a light by day, and ' 
the ordinance of the moon and the stars 
for a light by night, which dlvldeth the 
sea when the waves therof rbar; the 
Lord of hosts is his name.’’—Jeremiah 
31:34 and 35.

Old Institutions are now like King 
Belshazzar, when he saw the spirit 
hand, writing on the wall, “Mene, Mene, 
Tekel, Upharsln.” “Thou are weighed 
In the balance and found wanting.”— 
Dan. v:25.

The king died—all institutions must 
pass away and give place to the new, 
of higher development and progress. 
Those who work on this line co-operate 
with God by natural law, as Brother 
Jesus said that it is more blessed to give 
than to receive—exalted spirits report 
that they derive their happiness by 
helping others—that selfishness is the 
only sin recognized in spirit life. Dr. 
Franklin reported that bis work was to 
save sinners, and would continue until 
the last sinner was saved.

Every one Interested in the science of 
life and death should have a reliable 
book, pamphlet or paper on the subject. 
A very few people know anything of 
the life they are destined to live in the 
spirit world' which is the cause of much 
unhappiness there. " If the money 
wasted on funerals could be used for 
reliable literature on spirit life it would 
be-well spent.

An enterprising publisher can aid the 
good work and benefit himself by sup
plying traveling libraries of say 25 to 60 
books in a strong book case with 
shelves and a lid to open for a desk to 
write upon, to loan to responsible par
ties for compensation, or for sale cheap 
on easv terms, for single books, or the 
whole' library, payable weekly., or 
monthly, or a discouht for all.cash. So 
that any one, or family, boy or girl, can 
have a library.. The state of New Jer
sey is now supplying all responsible ap
plicants With traveling libraries of fifty 
volumes free, to be exchanged monthly

said to her onexday when •'ommunlcnt- , 
lug, “Don't feel .anxious about Brother' 
John seeking evidence of -.hese truths, 
for he will, have it soon; and in a way 
little expected, but I am not permitted 
to reveal the method, but you will re
member what 1 mn now telling you, 
when the truth Is proven to him.”

When my letter was read to her she 
said at once, “That is what my husband 
meant, nnd as soon as his brother's 
spirit left the form, he took him to the 
medium through whom he had been 
able to give me such hope and comfort.”

This gentleman passed,to spirit life 
in Southern California at 2- p. ml aud 
came to me that night between: 12 and 
1. I don’t feel at liberty to make pub
lic the names, but should any one doubt 
this, I can give them proof beyohd cavil.

The last part of January, I dreamed 
one night (as I supposed,) of seelng Miss 
May Merritt, of Los Angeles, Cal. She 
said she had been in spirit »life a few 
days, and was anxious to talk with her 
mother; wished I would write her. The 
next night she came as soon as I re
tired and seemed very lidppy, but was 
very sorry her mother grieved.so much 
for her, pnd asked me to tell her how 
happy she was in her new;.home; but 
not being in eoiTespondence.yvlth any of 
the family, I wrote my friend,-Mrs. Ha
vens, then in Los Angeles^and asked if 
Miss Merritt bad passed to Spirit life,’ 
and related the above; ,-She responded 
Feb. 12, nnd I quote the following:

“It is true about Mny.'Merritt. She 
passed to higher life the. 22d day of Jan« 
uary, I think. I have wrjtten her moth
er and will enclose your’feeling 
sure it will be a great, -ediffltort and 
blesslffg to have such evidence that her 
loved one is not dead, but lives and loves 
her still.” ‘ . ; ; : .

I think with Mr. Tuttle that such, 
facts should be accumulated and given 
to the world. ■ ,

and intensified by the lurid inspirations 
of ambition and avarice.

Ambition caused such men as Moses, 
Joshua, David, Caesar, Alexander, and 
Bonaparte'to murder men by the mill
ion, for tlielr own aggrandizement aud 
not for anything wrong with the men. 
And It is altogether beneath the mental 
status of Mr. Chahpel to say that relig
ion had anything to do with it all. Ava
rice on the part of the leaders, and su
perstition on the part of the underlings. 
1ms caused priestcraft in all ages, to 
persecute wltlrostraeism nnd inquisito
rial horrors those who were bold 
enough oy honest enough to stand up 
for truth. And so far as the church, 
the priest, and the inquisition were con
cerned, religion was not a factor in the 
drama. .

It cannot be said with truth that the 
churches of to-day are destitute of re
ligion; but there is a double element in 
their midst that over-rides nnd circum
scribes the beauties of true religion; 
find it is avarice on the part of the 
leaders and superstition ou the part of 
the underlings. And it is a doubtful 
commentary on the perspicacity of any 
one that he can not discern the differ
ence between the sneering ostracism, 
persecuting spirit of the churches, and 
the exemplification of a good and true 
and beautiful religion. Mr. Chaapel 
says: “Religion is the.father, the moth
er, of tyranny.’ Religion is hopeful, 
trustful’, deferential, kind and just, and 
aBjtej from tyranny as right is from 
wfSn«-- It Is simply a muddle to say 
thiftft-these cardinal principles are not

then, ‘ '
On creatures he.has made to dwell'
' below

K ) \r*i"**  till iiivv,*  ji V*»* « i*  - ■.- . iKt’ strength fftiltaF*.  fifiá ..the wnnlng
vSfiiphyslcnl'powerB, eclipsing mentality., 

i t > ’ ’
v ■>■ - ,-‘■.7 s.,«. * . ..» ÆA. i

• Command it-so?.’ , .
“No,” say the Winds that blow o’er- 

mead and fell. •
“No,” say tbe flqyvers that hide In 

glade and glen., ■ 7,.,,
“Never,” the trees affirm where sweet 

birds dwell;- ..... ■
“God never did intend that human 

reign ...
Should cause a creature pain.”

’TIs the discordant principle of life,
The sin-fnspired atom of this sphere, 

That nurtured in the mind creates the 
strife,

And makes the strong to rule; the 
weak-to fear . . - . .

And Sorrow everywhere. 4
But life Is short; cycles of ages ebb, 

And oceans.swell with tyrants that 
’ are lost. . ■ . ■ - -
Far, far above this sea of turgid dead

Dwell'the once sufferers-of the human 
host ....■ ■ ■ ...

Forever to rejoice. ■ ............
. LOUISA B. REED....
Garfield, Kans.
“The Mysteries of the Formation ol 

the Earth, the Rising and Sinking oi 
Continents, ihe Introduction of Man, 
and His Destiny Revealed In God’s Own 
Way nnd Time.” A work.of deep Inter
est,' given through the mediumship of 
Mrs. M. T.- Longley, by an .advanced 
band of ancient spirits. Price fl. For 
sale at this office -

for new books, which would give the. 
use of 60Q books In twelve months.
: The New Church, Unitarian and other 
societies' give books to applicants free. 
I hope to see the day when all hungry 
people for spiritual food-can be supplied 
because as Brother Jesus said, we do 
not live by bread, alone. All wliO’aid in 
this good work will receive spiritual 
food. . - . ■ ' ■ • .
- After thé library. will come spiritual 
social meetings, readings and volunteer 
lectures. Tlie- New Church Society ap
points capable readers where there are 
no ministers. -

Thus permanent humanitarian, har- 
menions societies would-sprlng up in all 
directions, ' become incorporated, build 
plain, commodious .meeting-houses for 
Sunday services.. kindergartens, lyce
ums and public libraries. Then report 
to the N. S. A. with voluntary contribu
tions. The N. S. A. has come to stay. 
It is founded on the Rock of Ages with 
its able president, competent secretary 
ànd honest treasurer. It has its nation
al and international work, which re
quires money. It should have a compe
tent business general-agent to relieve 
its officers of details and solicit flnan- 
clal hid from rich men and women anx
ious to do good’ with their money and 
other property that they cannot take 
with them to spirit life where all must 
go sooner or later, to give an account of 
their earth life. Much'ïnorc can be said 
from long experience, but 1 forbear and 
will close with a recipe;- - -, .

In closing; permit iue.-‘to ask the 
friends to help me; if thM can- to care 
for my blind sister, by yrritlng a letter 
to some spirit friends.;;Rend .with qge 
dollar and. I will, endeavor to--obtain a 
reply, 7. - ' 7 ' -

ANNIE LORD. CHAMBERLAIN.
Milford,: Mass. '

SPIRITUAL" ASI9RATION.
,. 7 ■■ ■ .. ■(■■■■. >7. ’ ■ ' - 7’" "

I want my spirit.raitfiéót,-- - ■-.
Without a bleinlsh seen,' 

And all my life môre perfect, 
■ - More blooming,-frellr andt green. .

Adorned-with imaveips graôes, '
And filled with fragrapye.rare. 

Would run my race with'patience, .
With loving trust and care, .

I would not be a lagoni, ", ‘ ' 
‘-Nor shirk tlie lightest task,: - 
But up and ever onward,; . .

Devoid of doubt ovma.sk—
With truth my only, inètto, :.

And love my guldiiig, star, , 
Until I reach those'-poitals, t 

- Bevond the “gates.ajar.” ■ ' 7 ’
.' . JULIA IF. JOHNSON.

Los Angelos, Cal.-; 7 '“. ■
• - - — i ' * ' • ■ .■ ■

• Self-abnegation. :
Love. '

~ S.vmnatbv. V

physical bodies. A few may recognize 
the present reality of the spiritual na
ture; but how many Christians have as 
yet declared with all the power of their 
minds, “I am a soul?” Very few, if any.

The Spiritualists believe that we are 
now souls or spirits, just as much as we 
ever will be. They believe it, or know 
it; but how many have begun to “think 
it?” Not very many. The majority of 
the Spiritualists as yet permit tlielr con
sciousness to act solely on the physical 
plane. Give, them physical phenomena, 
and you win their profound attention; 
tell them to look within for the cause of 
these mighty demonstrations, and they 
comprehend you not. The external 
alone touches their intellect, Their day 
to comprehend the internal has not yet 
come; but It ought to come quickly, and 
quickly it shall come, If the spiritual 
teachers would persist in demanding 
right thinking among their pupils.

Tlie person who thinks that he is a 
spiritual being, and thiuks thus with all 
the power of his mind, creates a series 
of powerful thoughts conveying the 
idea of spirituality. This idea will 
eventually become the ruling one in his 
mind. His entire being will be gov
erned solely by the spiritual thoughts 
and the spiritually inclined mental ten
dencies. The tendency of every effort 
will be to reach out into the vast realms 
of the unknown. The spiritual is un
limited; to think only spiritual thoughts 
will draw the Intellect into the realms 

i of limitlessness; and by so doing Iran
. scend the circumscribed spheres of the 
[ physical. The troubles, weaknesses and 
। imperfections of the physical no longer 

continue to master him; but he in turn 
, begins to master them, thereby annihl- 
l latlng their existence, 
i By thinking that you are a spiritual 
1 being, and thinking thus with intense

and psychic.
A person who lives only in the pltys- 1 

leal, and who labors solely to provide 1 
for the necessities of physical existence, : 
lives but a small portion of the whole . 
lite. The greater part of his life is 1 
wasted upon the barren deserts of neg- 1 
lect. ,

The person who lives both In the phys
ical and the mental does better, but as 
he neglects the psychic, his life is still 
but a partial one. It Is not a spiritual 
life. The person who Ilves to cultivate 
all the powers of his physical, mental 
and psychic natures, and labors to sup
ply the needs of all these faculties—he, 
and he alone, lives a spiritual life, the 
whole life within him.

A spiritual life is a complete life 
when all the faculties are active on 
tlielr respective planes.

Progress cannot be attained unless 
one exercises, or tries to exercise every 
faculty, function or power In one’s be
ing.

Progress is the result of effort extend
ed bevoud our present capabilities.

An absolute spiritual life is existence 
wherein there are no dormant faculties. 
This state we shall never teach as It 
would imply a standstill. This we do 
not desire; iior is there any evidence of 
such a state. It Is contrary to nature. 
An absolute spiritual life is non-ex
istent. ’

A progressive spiritual life is exist
ence wherein the individual Is continu
ally placing In activity powers that 
were previously dormant. These new 
functions need not all arise upon the 
psychic planes. There are powers in 
our physical bodies that we have not 
yet placet! In activity. There are still 
more of these in the mind. And as for 
the soul, most of us have not developed 
to any extent the mighty powers in its 
grnsp. Every new faculty that is 
brought into use is an indication of 
progress, whether this faculty be ou the 
lower planes or on the higher ones.

True spiritual culture implies that 
our efforts towards advancement are 
distributed over all pur planes, equally,

depéndent on religion for their true un- 
foldment, for there is no religion be
side« their cardinarprinciples of faith, 
hope, love, reverence and truth. , To 
deny any of these principles is to evince 
a want of knowledge of the human con
stitution, and. is not amenable to argu
ment. To forever harp on this effete 
hobby of the rationalist who has sim
ply gone to the opposite extreme from 
the orthodox churches, is too suggestive 
of prejudice to require much argument. 
Study yourself, and when you have 
learned your lesson well, you will find 
that.rellglon is really a part, and a 
large part of your nature; and that su
perstition; bigotry,. prejudice, ■ avarice 
and crime are simply different phases of 
perverted nature. . -

SILAS BOARDMAN.
■ La Crosse, Wls. :

“Human culture andjcure. Part 
First. The Phllosophy-off Cure, (in
cluding Methods and vltstruments)? 
By E. D. Babbitt. ;M.:li. ,LL. D. A 
very instructive nud valiufl’le work. It 
should have'n wide circulation, as It 
well fulfills the-promise, st its title. 
For sale at this office.: Price 75 cents.,

I-

“Spiritual Songs for: the Use.of Cir
cles, Camp-meetingg'and'Other Spirit-, 
nalistie Gatlierlngs.tr 7 By,.Mattle ,-E. 
Hull. For sale at this office. Price 10 
cent«- ’ “ *

j» E call special attention to The 
• I Next 'World Interviewed, one 

of our special premiums. We 
are enabled to furnish it to our 
readers at the price announced 
in our premium list, from the 

...... ■ simple fact that, Mr. Horn do
nated the plates of the book to us. We 
have sent out thousands of copies of 
thlfi book, and it has been well received 
everywhere. It should be circulated by 
the millions among all classes of Spirit
ualists. The seven books that we are 
offering to Spiritualists as premiums 
contain a large storehouse . of useful 
knowledge on Spiritual -and Occult sub
jects. You should have -them on the 
shelves of your library where you can 
have access to them at any time. Read 
carefully our premium announcement.

“Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
Voice from The Higher Criticism. A 
few thoughts on other.. Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and in
terest to Spiritualists. For sale_at this 
office. Price $1. .v ■ • ■ v

• The Commandments Analyzed, price 
■25 scents; Bl*  Bible' Stories,doth- BQ 

Scents. _

forc-e, your consciousness will ere long 
become so completely absorbed by tlie 
mind of the soul that you will - con
sciously know and actually feel that 
you are a spirit, living In a fleshy taber
nacle. After haying reached this pre
cious goal, the temporal forces become 
the servants of youi being aid the eter
nal forces become the masters.

He whose being Is ruled by eternal 
forces need never fear pain, trouble or 
sorrow. These evils cannot live In the 
atmosphere of.eternal powers.

All of us <'nn gradually approach this 
most excellent state by training our
selves In the art of fight thinking. The 
first step In this achievement Is to think 
persistently and uninterruptedly this 
eternal truth, I Am a Spiritual Being.

DR. C. D. LARSON.
.Cincinnati, Ohio. •

IN CHERRY TIME.

A robin sang in a cherry tree
Whose boughs were while with fruit to 

be,
And the bird sang there ns merrily

As ever a bird may sing.
Beneath that veil of green and white 
He sang of a nest that was hidden quite,

beginning with the lowest—the physi
cal. Every effort must begin at the 
lowest point and pass to the highest, be
cause the ego, the I Am who rules over 
all these functions, dwells at the high
est point. The lower must be drawn up 
to the higher, not separated from it.

The fundamental principle Involved in 
spiritual culture is Right Thinking. 
Wrong thinking is the cause of all the 
so-called evils in the world; therefore 
right thinking is the remedy for all ills 
and the promoter of all blessings. “As 
a man tbihketh, so is lie.” •

Right thinking means to exercise our 
mental forces along lines.that lie paral
lel with true natural action. Right 
thinking is natural thinking—thinking 
In harmony with nature, that is, think
ing the truth. “Ye shall know the truth, 
and the truth shall make you free.”

Whenever we learn a truth and per
sist in thinking that truth, we shall be 
freed from all the evils which the cor
responding falsehood produced. Every 
pain or evil which we may have was 
produced by the action of an erring or 
false thought. '“As ye sow, so shall ye 
reap.” By knowing the corresponding 
truth to this false thought, and thinking 
that truth, that is putting lt-into action, 
the corresponding good-shall ne the re
sult. This law holds good in every de
partment of human action. Those who 
doubt its efficiency should suspend judg
ment until they have given this system 
of thought-a fair and thorough trial:

Right thinking can.be cultivated by 
holding in our minds, as often as possi
ble, certain iundamen tai truths. We 
shall enumerate a few, which are as fol
lows: : -, . .

1. “I am a spiritual being.”
This means that I am a being com

posed ofSmany principles, the lower 
ones being temporal and thé higher ones 
being eternal; that the higher nature is

Till the sweet voice seemed in its de
light

The gladdest voice of spring. ~
He sang of a queen whose love he kept, 
Of sky-blue eggs where music slept, 
Till lullaby through love song crept

In joyous overflow,
As far and wide the sweet notes raug 
Sad souls that listened lost some pang, 
Glad hearts grew gladder because he 

sang,
For joy is catching, you know.

In cherry time,,when boughs were red 
With luscious fruit, bold robin said: 
"Come, Wife, and taste the sweet feast 

spread,—
There’s plenty of fruit to spare.” " 

“ ’TIs the very thing for our babes,” 
said she, ”

“ ’Twill redden their breasts so beau
tifully,

Our hungry little family
And we have earned a share.”

A thoughtless boy and a nice new gun, 
A mother that hated to spoil hls"iun, 
Aud only smiled at the rffitr^®#one,

Making the deed her own.'”“ .
A handful of cherries the richer—Uh, 

true!
But the worms that Infest will even 

with you, ’
The heart of your child be less kindly 

and true .
For the seeds of crueltyaiown.

Poor robin fell with a red, red breast;
Hls dyiug mate crept back to her nest;
A joyful note that spring possessed

Had grown forever mute,
Ab. surely the souls of robin and wife, 
Through gunless lands, beyond man’s 

strife,
Soared straight that day to the tree of 

life
With Its many kinds of fruit.

“God bless my child,” a mother said,
Kneeling that night by her son’s white 

bed; ,
“May virtue crown his sunny head

And naught of sin condemn.
Have mercy on me and mine,’’.she criedgj 
While another’s babies starved ontstW*  
Out in the night-rain chilled and died 

For lack of mercy to them.
O! for a broader faith to teach
That the golden rule should further 

reach, . -
Till past the Une of human speech 

The sheltering fringe shall fall.
0! for the better "time to be, ■
When human love and sympathy
Shall further look past “mine” and

master over the lower; and that my 
whole being has a spiritual origin, a 
spiritual nature and a spiiRual destiny.

The materialist thinks, “I am. a phys
ical body.” His all in all is physical; he 
does not rise above this. He may be 
mdral. and follow the recognized laws 
of ethics, still he can" not be spiritual as 
long as he thinks that he is a physical 
body. As a man thlnketh so is he. His 
life is incomplete; the lower self Is mas
ter; the higher self is dormant; the re
sult is that sm. suffering, disease, mis
ery and trouble haunts the chamber of 
nearly every human being. The mate
rialistic thought is the prevailing one.

The churches, give no evidence of a 
higher nature, therefore all their adher
ent« continue (0 think- that they are

“me, ■
And kinder be to all.

i , CALLA HARCOURT. 
Chesnut, Ill. . -

.“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet Is Intensely, interesting. It gives . 
detailed accounts of two cases of . 
‘‘double consciousness," namely Mary 
Lurancy Vennum of Watseka, Ilk, and 
Mary Reynolds of Venango county, Pa. 
For sale at this office. Price 15 cents.

“Wedding Chimes.’-’ By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes., A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter In.poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry^ 
Price 75 cents. For sale at this office. -1 -

“A Few Words About the. Devil, and 
Other Essays’’ By Charies^Bradlaugh« 
Paper, BO-cents. For sale at this office
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LIFE AND EXPERIENCE IN SPIRIT UND
A Series of Letters from Spirit Franz Petersilea 

to His Sou, Carlyle Petersilea. .

LETTER NUMBER TWENTY-SEVEN.

Tltcre are many who look upon Spiritualists as vision
ary and impracticable, and there may be those who are 
so; but here within the celestial world it is not so. Spirits 
and angels are as practical as possible and as busy as the 
busiest people of earth can be. ■ _

• As we said in our last letter, it is not man alone who is 
translated to this life, but all things by which on earth he 
is surrounded. Yes, dear friends, all things tend upward 
together with man; consequently on arriving here he feels 
very much-at home. He may have his faithful dog or 
home, together with other pet animals. He may have his 
house, his garden and his flowers. He may live in a city, 
village, town or in the country. He may sail on the water 
or visit forests, mountains, valleys and glens. He inay 
visit different races of men, also planets and constellations 
of worlds, and oftentimes he can hardly realize that he is 
not on the material plane of being. All the distinction 
he'finds li, that all things now are spiritual, devoid of 
gioss matter. When we say gross matter we mean just 
what we say; for friends, this world is really material after 
all, lor spirit here also clothes itself with sublimated mat- 
1er, and the earthly world is gross matter. The spiritual 
world is sublimated matter, and there is not any place 
throughout eternity that is devoid of matter, either in 
its gross or sublimated form. There is no place through

. out eternity that is devoid of spirit. There is no spot 
throughout eternity that is devoid of soul. Spirit and 
matter are but the hand-maidens of soul, and soul is God, 
the living and governing principle within all that exists oi- 
liqs life.

We spoke in our last letter of the various races of men, 
and how race after race gradually disappeared entirely off 
the face of the globe; and we tried to show that ra'ees did 
not, after all, amalgamate. We do not say that there 
man not be a certain amount of amalgamation, but a few 
exceptions generally prove the rule. The Jews,even to this 
day, remain a distinct race. The native African, the 
same. There are many half-breeds, we admit, but as à 
rule they do not mix and multiply. The Chinese nation 
remains Chinese, as do all other Mongolians; so do the na
tions of India, and thé American Indian. One nation 
may subjugate another, but they rarely ever mix to any 
approachable degree; and it is precisely so in the animal 
amt vegetable kingdoms. Now what we wish to show in 
this letter is, that it is the same here. Here are all the 
races and various tribes of men, and the lines are really 
drawn with more distinctness than qn the earth, and the 
various races abide together by themselves, mingling very 
little with those not belonging to them; and their cities 
and towns are usually over and above the corresponding 
cities and towns of earth. More especially is this true of 
the spheres nearest earth. For instance, over and above 
the Chinese empire exists innumerable spiritual stratas, 
nearly all made up of the native Chinese. So of Africa. 
So of Egypt. So of India. So of the islands of the sea. 
So of Europe. So of America, both North and South. 
Now this is also true of the various cities and towns; more 
especially of the large cities of the world.

One can readily see that this must necessarily be so. 
By this we do not mean that Spirits and angels may not 
-and do not go whenever and wherever they please; still, 
this general law holds good, and the natural hrw of attrac- 
,tion and adaptability holds nations and tribes together. 

..The Chinese are Chinese still. The Hindoos are Hindoos 
still. The African is African still, and so on and we are 

-told, by those very far above us in wisdom, that this law 
holds good throughout eternity. An individual holds his 
individuality throughout eternity, so do nations and races 
ot meii.

Now there is another point that we wish to touch upon, 
and that is, the pathway of the earth. Sometimes when 
men talk of spiritual spheres, and thoughts cannot be 
things, and so forth, else the universe could not hold 
them, one would suppose that the universe was cramped 
for room. The mind of man can scarcely conceive of the 
enormous distance the earth travels every day. Not only 
does she revolve entirely over everyday but her pathway 
around the sun every year is almost inconceivable to the 
nimd of man. It is quite appalling to think of the vast 
distance which lies between the earth and the sun, and 
more appalling still to think of the awful distance traveled 
by the earth in the oscillator}' and circling pathway 
around the sun each year, carrying with her all her shin
ing spiritual spheres.

Now the earth herself is but a small nucleus within her 
shining spheres, and together with her spheres is many, 
very many thousand times larger than her gross material 
bulk; and as she travels this enormous' pathway, she 
leaves behind her each year tokens that she has been there. 
Her very outermost sublimated sphere is partly left be
hind her each year—all, in fact, that she cannot hold 
longer by her attractive force; and all these various forms 

- of use and beauty are gradually filling immensity. •
But it is now more especially earth’s pathway that we 

wish to speak of. If the reader will follow us we will say 
that the zodiac is bordered in all directions, millions upon 
millions of miles each way, by the spiritual emanations 
thrown off from the earth; and, here again, we find scenes

crisis which tlie earth is passing through, too great for the 
spiritual spheres to manage. -

I have previously said that I have been within the ce
lestial life somewhat more than twenty years of your 
earthly time, and during tliis time I have not discovered 
any sphere higher than the ones above mentioned; but 
who can say what eternity has in store. To be sure I have 
visited the sun and many of the planets and I spoke of an
gels who had visited the great zone called the milky way; 
but,.personally, I have, not visited the milky way. It is 
something like this: A person on earth may never have 
visited a far-off foreign land, but he may have seen and 
conversed with those who had, and that is what I have 
done. They tell me that the astronomers of earth are 
right when they say that it is a vast zone of suns and 
countless worlds; neither have l ever visited one of the 
so-called fixed stars, which are also suns to other systems 
of worlds; neither do I yet make my home in the perfected 
zone just outside of the earth’s orbit, but I have.visited it 
as one might visit a splendid city and yet not be able to 
make his home there. A boy can look at a man and think 
how wise, large and grand he is; yet the boy is not a man.

And I wish just here to correct an error that exists in 
the minds of some Spiritualist's, and it is this: They sup
pose that no spirit can ascend beyond the sphere or plane 
to which they naturally gravitate,-hut this is a mistake. 
A spirit1 may, and does, visit many spheres, both higher 
and lower than the one wherein he makes his home—Hie 
one for which he is best adapted.- If spirits could not 
travel and leave the sphere in which they reside it would 
be impossible for them to visit earth or any sphere lower 
than their own. '

Oh, no; spirits can ascend and descend as, of course, the 
law of spirit communion absolutely proves; yet it is true 
that all angels make their homes in the celestial sphere 
which corresponds to their wisdom and love. For in
stance, an angel may be exceedingly wise or gifted in one 
or more directions and lacking in others and, consequent
ly, must make its home in a sphere not yet perfected in 
glory. The spirit or angel is yet a pupil, not what might 
be called a God-angel. The perfected or God-angel is iis 
high as we can, at present, possibly conceive of.

Helena and myself are not yet a God-angel—we are not 
yet even an arch-angel—we do not yet dwell outside of 
the earthly spheres, but we have, in'traveling, ascended 
and descended and have rolled about with other planets, 
within the luminiferous ether, much to our joy and satis
faction. But, of course, dear friends, if we were fitted to, 
dwell in the very highest spheres, we could not be here 
now controlling a sensitive to write for us to the dear ones 
who will read this. ■

Perhaps some of you would like to know to what sphere 
we do belong. Well, I would like to say that we never 
have dwelt or belonged to the first or lowest sphere. When 
I entered the spirit world I at first naturally gravitated to 
the third sphere. That being about the position I occu
pied on earth. When I left tlie body, I was not a low, im
moral or degraded man, but somewhat talented in many 
respects and had also acquired considerable wisdom; still, 
not enough to take me at first beyond the third sphere, 
and I am at present dwelling within, what might be con
sidered the foui'th degree or sphere; yet, 1 can visit any 
sphere I please, as those in other spheres can visit this or 
any sphere above or below it. If we could nof travel, and 
thereby acquire wisdom, to have thrown aside the body 
would not count for much.

0, yes, we can earnestly desire the presence of any great 
mind and telepathy is so well understood here |.hat the 
angel whom we wish for earnestly will come to ns, and this 
is a great joy and satisfaction. Without it, as one can 
readily see, progress would be impossible. And here let 
me say that there are but seven distinct spheres revolving 
with your earth, your earth making the eighth. But 
there are very many intermediate spheres, and I would 
like also to state that Mrs. Mary T. Longley is quite right 
when she says that there are no children in the first 
sphere above or around the earth. Children are loo pure 
and innocent to dwell in the first sphere, and those within 
the first sphere could not and would not teach them any 
good thing. . .

In the first sphere there is little else than vice, degrada
tion and impurity; but the higher angels must constantly 
visit this sphere in order to teach the spirits in prison, or 
the ignorant, vile and degraded. In this sphere also are 
found the very lowest forms of animal life—sharks, ser
pents, alligators, lizards, toads, exceedingly wild beasts of 
prey, buzzards and many other horrible monsters that are 
now extinct on the earth; but as one ascends into the next 
sphere, one finds cats, dogs, horses, singing birds, and all 
manner of pet animals. Rats and mice are found in the 
first sphere, together with swine; still, in the second 
sphere swine are occasionally found, together with negro 
life. If one would take the trouble to read Mary Ann Ca
rew, it would be seen that good old Ponto, a negro slave, 
took great delight in gathering about him farm or planta
tion stock, such as he had been accustomed to in earth life,
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SPIRITUAillSM AND CHRIS- 
(tlANITY.

The itev. H. it. Hawels, in addressing 
the audience, said he felt in an exceed
ingly difficult uosltiou. He was not an 
expert in Spiritualism like some of . 
.those present, although he was quite 
wllling’uto call himself a Spiritualist. 
He could not, indeed, conceive how any 
Christian could object to call himself a 
Spiritualist. . Merely calling oneself a 
Spiritualist did not imply that one was 
obliged to believe everything that was 
written on tho subject.

It. was his earnest desire to say some
thing that would be useful to the out
side world. He did not believe in trying 
to make everybody sing the same tune, 
The more they .attempted to get every
one to agree with, a cut and dried set of 
opinions about anything, Spiritualism 
ineluded, the more likely it was that 
they would eventually break up into 
small sects and parties, as had been the 
case in the Christian Church. If he was 
asked what his opinions were concern
ing tlie prosecution of Bond street clair
voyants, then he would say that he con
sidered such a prosecution an anachron
ism—they, were altogether behind th< 
age. They might as well get the London 
County Council to prosecute all the doc
tors who professed to cure diseases 
which they did not cure.

Now, if they: would only prosecute a 
few clergymen for preaching hell-fire 
and frightening the poor children- into 
fits and sending timid women into 
lunatic asylums, there would be some 
sense in it. Spiritualism wasmot a ques
tion for sucli prosecutions. They might 
as well get the County Council or the 
House of Lords to adjudicate the doc
trine of the Trinity. It was not a ques
tion for such public tribunals, it was a 
question for private judgment. Whether 
people went to mediums and believed 
what they were told; whether they went 
to those who practiced psychoinetry, 
astrology, clairvoyance, or what not, 
was a matter for private opinion, not 

, for public prosecutions. The people who 
approved such prosecutions assumed 
that common sense would be on the 
bench, but It was more often common 
ignorance which was on the bench. For 
adjudication on such matters a man 
needed special knowledge, Intuition, 
trained facilities—he wanted what Mr. 
Balfour called the right “psychological 
climate." His mind needed to be capa
ble of acting’ upon certain planes of 
thought and feeling, which your com
mon judge and Jury were utterly in
capable pf doing. After all, the public 
were thq best Judges of the people who 
cured them or who advised (hem. If 
they went to people who didn’t cure 
them, or'eoiild not advise them properly, 
or who turned out on trial to be charla
tans. well, they left off going. No one 
could rehlly protect people who liked to 
be made fools of. But. anyhow, It was 
perfectly ridiculous to rake up old- 
fiisbloneil laws lind obsolete acts of Par
liament,” and treat .sensitive, specially- 
gifted people as vagabonds and rogues 
who obtained inoney under false pre
tenses. ^leaven help all the doctors and 
the parsons and lawyers if people were 
always ib-be brought to book for obtain
ing ntoriey without giving an equiva
lent, or, i«.o(lqh!iiyordij, under false pre
tenses!

If this writer had been an adept In 
Spiritualism, he would have discovered 
a far-simpler method of clearing up the 
seeming mystery; for two solutions of 
it would have presented themselves to 
his mind, and he would have reasoned 
thus: Jesus Christ may have been a 
reincarnation of Jesus Christna; or 
each of these personages may have had 
precisely the same controls. For we 
must always bear in mind that Jesus of 
Nazareth never claimed credit as the 
originator of the beautiful truths he 
uttered, or as the author of the singu
larly effective language in which they 
were clothed. They were “given to 
him,” he said. He was perfectly con- 
.seious qf his own mediumship; because 
being both clalraudlent and clairvoyant, 
he saw aud heard the angels by whom 
he was inspired; and the spotless purity 
of his life and conversation, and the 
high-reaching grandeur of his aspira
tions, supplied the (-best possible con
ditions which the higher intelligences 
could possibly, desire from any human 
being, for the_nurposes of complete 
control,

Spiritualism—viewed merely as imply
ing a knowledge of spirit return and. the 
practice of spirit communion— ■

MUST BE SPIRITUALIZED, 
in order to make it a great, beneficent 
and all-pervading power in the world. 
Each of us can do something to help 
forward that great Ruformatlon which 
Will make the next century more mo
mentous by far than the first of the 
present Era, in the annals of mankind. 
But every Spiritualist can also do much 
to retard its accomplishment, if bls or 
her life and conduct does not exemplify 
his or her conviction tliat the Father
hood of God, and the brotherhood of 
man, the immortality of the spirit, and 
.the responsibility of every one of us, for 
our individual thoughts, words and 
deeds, are eternal principles and ever
lasting verities;

Among tlie hindrances to the spiritual
ization of Spiritualism is the abuse of 
the doctrine of affinities, especially In 
the United States. This doctrine is fun
damentally true, I am fully persuaded. 
But, as I have been repeatedly assured, 
persons thus eternally allied to each 
other, rarely come together on the 
earth, and, indeed, are rarely living 
upon it at the same period of time. As 
a general rule, the one is the spiritual 
guide or guardian of tlie other, during 
his or her terrestrial pilgrimage, and is 
llius mneh more helpful to the person 
so guided and guarded, than If he or she 
were the earthly companion of his or 
her charge.

Unhappily for poor humanity, there 
are always lying and malignant spirits 
ready to poison the minds of men and 
women who are uncongenlally mated, 
by whispering to one or the other, “You 
are not in affinity with your partner for 
life. Such and such a person Is your 
complementary self.” And so disunion 
creeps in, unholy and criminal inclina
tions and tendencies are fostered and 
developed, and tlie result Is open shame, 
or secret Infamy; and the cause of Spir
itualism is vitally injured by the scan
dals which arise.
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upon scenes of heavenly beauty. These are of such tran
scendent and surpassing loveliness that they cannot be de
scribed to the children of earth.

i-
l.

0 friends! Man’s idea of heaven is not meaningless. It
is at first crude and not well understood, but time reme
dies that. There arc many other things in this connec-

I.

tion that we could speak of, such as, that the earth’s path
way is never precisely the same, for the sun is traveling 
also, and carrying her children, the planets, with her. 

■ But the earthly mind can scarcely comprehend such stu
pendous facts, so we will desist. Still, of course, every 
schoolboy well understands that this is so, yet he does not 
understand about the spirit spheres and corresponding 
zones. The spheres are those which the earth carries with 
her; the zones, that which she leaves behind her in her zo
diacal pathway around the sun. Herein we speak only of 
the earth, saying nothing about the other planets, and 
when the mind has taken in all this enormous space, it is 
only that which appertains to one comparatively small 
planet. This alone is enough to make the mind of man 
reel; but, after all, the mind that can grasp it has already 
become too strong to reel. ,

Of course, in the zodiacal zones there are no children or 
youths. All things have reached a highly perfected con- 
dition—and not a single spirit within those zones. All 
are angels—perfected wholes—yet the male and female’ 
still appear in two forms. ’

Nothing here, whatever, is in an undeveloped or youth
ful condition. Not a sin or error of any kind exists—not 
a mistake is ever made. Every art has reached its very 
ultimate. No farther progress can be made either in arts 
or sciences. These may be called God-angels, for truth, 
love and wisdom have become perfected—that is, so far 
as an earthly mind can possibly understand. But these 

. perfected souls still have eternity before them—still have 
countless worlds that they may visit. These.souls radiate 
Wisdom, Love and. Truth. The procreating powers of the 
male and female generate thoughts, which are things, and 
the generating of earthly children typifies the angelic gen

. erating of perfected thoughts. As the earth rolls through 
these vast zones, the higher angels of the earthly spheres 
gather and appropriate them, then hand them down to thè 
sphere below them, and so on, the higher always feeding 
the lower, until at last they strike the very lowest, or 
earthly spheres.' The zodiacal angels scarcely ever visit 
the earth—sometimes at very rare intervals—then usually 
in large bands; and it is generally at some epoch or great

and he would have been very unhappy in any other condi
tion; and, in fact, old Ponto was too good to gravitate to 
the first sphere. He might not have been very wise, but 
he was exceedingly forgiving, devotedly affectionate and 
good. There are not many Indians in the first sphere. 
They, also, have too much native wisdom and goodness. 
In fact, Indians may be found in all the spheres, but in 
the second sphere they have their ponies and their dogs, 
and they actually go hunting the buffalo. It is wild sport 
and joy to them. They are not able, of course, to kill the 
buffalo, but ponies, dogs and the buffalo all seem to enjoy 
the sport hugely, together with the Indians. The Indians 
could not progress or be happy, unless, there were corre
spondences like these in the happy hunting grounds— 
otherwise the spirit spheres. There comes a time when 
they get beyond all this, but it is a long time.

You may ask me now, how it is with vicious and de
graded mothers who may be in the first sphere? Are they 
not allo wed. to be with their children? / ■■

A mother so vile and degraded that she is in the first 
sphere, has become lost to all parental feeling. A mother 
who is capable of loving and teaching her child does not 
gravitate to the first sphere. There are not as many wo
men in the first sphere as there are men and youths; but 
youths do not remain in the first sphere long, for the 
higher spirits and angels seize upon, these budding, grow
ing minds and instill wisdom and good principles within 
them and they are soon taken out of the first sphere and 
placed in schools where they can come in contact with 
nothing but good. .

Oh, we have work to do here. None may be idle, not 
one. And. none are. The second sphere is absolutely 
filled with schools and children. They are met with in 
all places and everywhere. Yet children and schools are 
found in all the spheres, even to the seventh, for many ex
ceedingly wise angels, who naturally, gravitate to the sev
enth sphere, draw the children of their lové to themselves; 
:yet the children in the sixth and seventh spheres are com
paratively few, for not many parents who have little chil
dren are wise enough to gravitate to these spheres them
selves; still, there are some; but, in the zodiacal zone there 
are none whatever. -

Few spirits remain very long within the flrst sphere, for 
they are constantly being snatched as brands from the 
burning and as constantly being replaced-by others who 
are always arriving from earth; here we find the drunk
ard, the opium-eater, the libertine, the gross, the exceed
ingly sglfish, the murderer, the rapist, the robber, the se
ducer, the degraded and vicious youth, the cruel and the 
heartless; and, oftener than otherwise, the men and wo
men who have been exceedingly rich on earth; especially if 
their wealth, has been obtained at-the expense of their 
brother man, and when it has-rendered them selfish, un
feeling and dishonest in all things; the miser, the procur
ess and the brothel-keeper—these oftener'than their vic
tims. Sufferers and victims, from any cause or of anv 
kind, are not often in the first sphere. Theimprogressed 
and lowest tribes of mankind are also in the first sphere. 
. (To be continued;) . . -

SPIRITUALISM SPIRITUALIZED.
But Spiritualism, spiritualized by the 

impact of our minds, of the eternal 
truths that are dally and hourly reach
ing us from the higher spheres, over
throws all foolish traditions and child
ish delusions. It admonishes us that 
each pf us is responsible for every 
thought, word and action of our daily 
lives, and must bear the consequences 
of whatsoever evil we may have com
mitted or only meditated; that that evil 
must be expiated and obliterated by 
good, either in this life or In that which 
Is to come, our own consciences becom
ing our judges, hereafter, as they were 
Intended to be the guides and directors 
of our conduct, while we nre on earth; 
and that the remorse we are bound to 
experience, on account of our short
comings, is finite in its duration, purify
ing in its influence, and disciplinary in 
its effects. W_p are further taught that 
there is no place in a boundless uni
verse. created, governed, and sustained 
by Almighty Love, for a region of eter
nal torment; and that a Action so blas
phemous and preposterous, could only 
have originated in the mind of man, at 
a very rudimentary stage of its de
velopment. • 1

Glanelng at the structure of the solar 
systems, which fill the shoreless ocean 
of Infinitude, our spiritual guides assure 
us that what science has hitherto des
ignated as atomic cohesion, gravitation, 
or attraction, is not a physical law, but 
a spiritual principle; and that sympathy 
is the power which binds together the 
unitary atoms of a molecule, which co
ordinates the constituents of the globe 
we Inhabit, maintains the planets In 
their respective Orbits, and determines 
the mode and magnitude of the mardi 
of the centre of pur. little system, with 
its attendant satellites, around some 
central sun, of the position of which we 
are completely ignorant.

Spiritualism/ when spiritualized, 
teaches us that each atom of that vast 
aggregate which we call “mankind,” 
should be drawn towards every other 
atom, by,the poyrer of that same sym- 
patny; ■and that unity, and not division, 
harmony and not discord, the love of 
our species ana not tlie love of our
selves, should be, the motive force of all 
human actions. This was the primordial 
Jaw, wrlnèn, as Paul says, “not on 
¿tone, buÊftn fleshy tables of the heart” 
But man,Dih thé J&erclse of his freedom, 
chose to'ffisobey1 this law"of universal 
sympathy*, 1 and fflius brought himself 
into discord wittf Nature and his fellow- 
creaturetfftand ’the consciousness’ that 
this is so.^uggeJfs to the minds of cer
tain tlieoroglansihe doctrine of Original 
Sin, the ffitroducïion of which .into the 
world, thl'y endëavor to account for by 
the childish fablK of Eve and the apple.

Spiritualized ' Spiritualism places in 
pur bads A1 key which unlocks so many 
mysteries’’ivhich ¡have hither to proved 
insoluble1‘Tiy tile unassisted human 
mind. -1 remember one. for example, 
which greatly perplexed the mind of a 
Frenchman. Louis Jncolliot byname, 
who spent soinp'-yeanj/iii the East, and 
on returning ■ to Europe wrote a book 
entitled “The Bilfle in India," with the 
'“Life of Jesus Christna" as its sub-title. 
In this book he pointed out tlie many 
striking coincidences between the lives 
and doctrines pf the Nazni ene.aiid those 
of Christna,-.who lived .3.000 years be
fore our present ’era; and as lie could 
not account fdr these coincidences satis
factorily to hiS own mind, and ns it was 
an absolute impossibility for the Son of 
the Hebrew Mary to have any knowl
edge whatever Of the Son'of the Hindu 
virgin, M. Jaèolllot solved the difficulty 
by-deqylng that 'such a person as Jesus 
of Nazareth ever exlstedl

A QUESTION AND AN HYPOTHESIS
What causes the disintegration of a 

dead body?
Of course we do not want to be told, 

that chemical changes occur, that the 
hydro-carbons are unstable compounds, 
etc. The question we want light upon 
from scientific sources, is not—bow do 
bodies disintegrate, but—what is the im
mediate cause of disintegration? Appa
rently the immediate cause is not the 
withdrawal of life; for if the particles 
were held in combination by the pres
ence of vitality alone, In the absence of 
vitality they would Immediately cease 
to combine, and the body would at once 
be dlsslpaied, its atoms uniting with the 
gases In the air; which sudden dissipa
tion does not usually occur, except in 
the case of bodies which have been long 
dead, aud which, we believe, do when 
exposed to the air thus collapse sud
denly.

What is that force? Is there reason 
for supposing that it is identical with 
what is known as the Psychic Aura?

Some Information might possibly be 
obtained through mediums as to 
whether the aura which Is the means by 
which physical phenomena and ma- 
terlalizatlons are effected, Is also the 
means by which chemical affinity ope
rates to form and maintain the hydro
carbons of the body. Of course such in
formation, even if obtainable at all, 
would—to be of value—have to be cor
roborated by various controls, and even 
then it would only serve as a working
hypothesis, requiring further investiga
tion and verification.

It would, however, be both very inte-
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resting and very advantageous if the 
sclence of the two states (the dlscarnaie 
and the Incarnate) could be thus co
related. Such correlation, if effected 
(and it may ultimately be possible to do 
this) would have wider Import than we 
can at present discern, but even now we 
can gee that it would suggest the solu
tion of some puzzling problems.

For instance, If a dead organism only 
disintegrates in proportion to the dis
sipation of the psychic aura which per
meated ft during life, and If this aura 
Is used for physical manifestation and 
quasl-physical manifestations, we have 
a clue to the reason why apparitions are 
seen in graveyards, and why Stainton 
Moses was told that certain spirits could 
communicate with him because he liad 
passed their graves. Also, it would fol
low that If In any’particular case the 
aura were completely and suddenly 
withdrawn the body would suffer no 
corruption, but would simply be rapidly 
dissipated in a gaseous form. The dis
appearance of the body'would seem to 
be a contravention of natural laws, 
whereas It would not really be so at all, 
it wourf be In strict conformity with 
them.

We know of one occurrence of un
paralleled Importance and far-rbachlng 
results in the history of Christendom, In 
which such a sudden dissipation of a 
human organism seems to have taken 
place. The astonished observers re
marked that the linen clothes which bad 
enswathed the corpse, and the ndpklns 
that had- been bound round the head, 
were seemingly lying as they had placed 
them, but that they had collapsed, and 
they “found not the body.” He who 
once had tenanted it, materialized again 
and again In their presence, giving them 
such objective physical manifestations 
as to leave them no room to doubt that 
It was he himself, but they could form 
no satisfactory theory as to what had 
happened to the body they had laid in 
the grave;

Perhaps the' scieUce of this plane'cor
related to the science of the other may 
yet solve that problem for us and enable 
us to understand how, without contra
vening any of the laws of his Father’s 
universe, but merely by adapting them, 
as he had many times during bls. Incar
nation proved himself competent to do, 
this Archetypal Man robbed death and 
the grave of . their illusive terrors and 
revealed to his brethren their true life 
and destiny, _ .
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; “Man tb^fUMrrov ot the Wlperse.”
By a comparison with man himself we can perhaps best 

i| focalize and illustrate this great fact of cosmic unity, 
i coupled with the other equally important and more read
: ily observed fact of the presence within that unity of dis

-: tinct entities, each carrying on its own evolution in its 
own way, yet each sharing in the common destiny.

In the human being we' have various forms of con
i scious life, manifested at the same time, all working with
in and subject to the more fully developed consciousness 

| of the man himself; mineral life with its low degree of 
■I consciousness yet carrying on its own activities within the 

1 human body; vegetable growth also controlled by its own 
psychic or soul life or consciousness; the animaleulae, the 
bacilli and the microbes, waging their battles for exist
ence within the larger organism of the human body; and 
over all the human mind, willing, controlling, directing, 
the supreme ruler of that universe which is included with
in the limits of his body. So in the yet larger organism 
which we speak of as the universe or cosmos. When once 
the homogeneity of substance, and the unity and, univer
sality of force, consciousness and life are apparent, we are 
led upward to.the probability, as a direct and logical se
quence of the best scientific research of our day, that here 
is a larger organism, dominated by a supreme intelligence, 
a cosmic consciousness; governed by a universal will, in a 

- manner analogous to that by which man governs and pro
vides the conditions for the various inferior forms of life 

■ which find their brief day within the environment which 
he makes for them. As man includes each atom in his 
body, and as his intelligence and will determine the sphere 
of activity and conditions under which the atom with its 
more’'hmited intelligence and powers • must work—his 
habits, which are the special application of the general 

; laws of nature, constituting to a large extent their laws, so 
the entity which we speak of, either as the universe itself 
or as God/ includes within it every human being, every
thing manifest and unmanifest. The intelligence of this 
universal entity fixes the laws of His universe in a manner 
somewhat analogous to the manner by which through our 
habits we determine the condition and powers of atomic 
hfe within ns. There are natural laws, and yet each in- 
telhgent being has the power to place himself either in 
harmonv or disharmony with those laws; thus affecting 
his physical bodyand every atom thereof,. In a similar way 
the universal intelligence may possibly assume one or 
other of many relations to still more general principles of 
absolute existence and by thus determining its relation to 
higher laws affect all its own methods of operation; in 
other words make the laws of its own universe. Thus 
considered, we would have degrees of intelligence and 
power extending all the way in gradually ascending stages 

■ from the atom to the Absolute, each being but one link 
in the endless chain of existence. The universal Deity so 
far transcends our powers and fixe§.the range of our oper
ations that it to us presents the idea of omnipotence. This 
.conception of the omnipotence and omniscience of the 

■ Deitv is most uplifting; but the truth is made all the more 
valuable by the knowledge that the omnipotence and om- 
mscience are but relative, and that away beyond this rela
tion of things stands the Absolute Principle, so far be
yond us that the eye of the keenest intellect can discern 
naught qf die limit of its capacities, the human mind can 
have no comprehension of the infinite Be-ness.

. Cbe H)ual process ot mature.
Evolution is only a half truth. Within that Eternal 

■ Being which is the Cosmos there are continually going on 
two processes, opposing but not inconsistent. One of 

-. these .is.devolution. Its converse is involution. luvolu- 
tion is the tendency of the noumenal, the subjective—the 
spiritual, the essence of life and being—to rush outward 
or downward to the phenomenal, the objective, the mate
nal, the form in which it manifests itself. Through invo
lution active powers tend to become latent possibilities. 

- Through it the powers of the universe become wrapped 
. up m the most inert and solid forms of matter. It finds 

its expression in the gradual densification of matter and 
a corresponding lessening of the activities of conscious 
force (spirit).

In the process of the making of our solar system, if we 
start at a stage when manifestation is about to take place, 
the Divine Being having assumed the dual aspect of spirit
matter. motion is apparently retarded in that it passes 
from the active to the jussive condition of energy. The 
consciousness which is wrapped up in the motion becomes 
less and less active; matter becomes less and less affected 
by it, until through stage after stage of descending con
sciousness the final limits of materialization takes place, 
matter has reached its most inert condition, the effect of 
the impulsive life within becomes the least noticeable. 
Yet the higher aspect of this entity has not ceased to be. 
In the words of'Krishna, “Having pervaded this whole 
universe with a portion of myself, I exist” (Bhagavad 
Gita). The downrushing tendency of involution is every
where met by'the uprushing stream, of evolution. .The 
two great tendencies of things ever serve to preserve the 
divine equilibrium. The Materialist and the Idealist each 
alike but give expression to a half-truth. The former has 
his mental gaze fixed upon the process which unfolds the 
latent possibilities and transforms them into higher and 
yet higher forms of activity, and therefore sees in the 
physical world the source and promise of the higher; the 

:. latter, going back of things as they now are, seeks for their 
cause and finds the manifest proceeding from the unmani
fest. The two are but complementary modes of operation 
of the great reality.

In this involutionary process, as we can readily per

ceive, down to a certain stage substance would remain ho
mogeneous, force undivided and conscious life unified. 
The time came, however, when from the one the many 
should proceed. Innumerable centres of energy were 
formed in space, force whirling with inconceivable rapid
ity, gathering around it the primordial substance, each 
centre having necessarily linked with it the threefold 
characteristics of consciousness, force and substance. 
Consciousness and force being the function, they operate 
upon substance and thus build the structure.

This involutionary process of nature has not been so 
strongly emphasized by our scientific friends as has the 
converse fact of evolution. Their attention has been so 
keenly interested in the one that the other has been by 
many allowed to pass unnoticed. Yet not entirely. Sci
entists long since declared the impossibility of a creation 
out of nothing. Ex nihilp nihil fit. An eternal trans
formation is alike the dictum of science and the teaching 
of Theosophic writers. Yet if nothing can be created 
anew, all these present forms, as well as those which are 
yet to come must have had an eternal potential existence. 
Tins is a logical necessity which impressed itself upon the 
mind of the scientist and the philosopher, and accordingly 
we have Prof. Ludwig Buchner declaring that, “All yet 
future forms, including reasoning beings, potentially ors 
in capacity—must have existed in the primal world-mist 
out of which 'the solar system was gradually evolved.” 
The same idea of involutionary process is suggested by 
David Starr Jordan, President of the Leland Stanford 
University, in the February, 1898, number of the Popular 
Science Monthly, when he points out that “the recognized 
law of biology is that function precedes structure,” that 
“something of mental action came before there was ever 
an organized brajn.” The conclusion—so irresistible 
that it has become a. recognized law—forced upon investi
gators by the study of biology—that science which investi
gates the phenomena of life, we thus find to be in entire 
accord with the doctrine of the involutionary process in 
nature, taught in Theosophic literature. Mentality be
fore an organized brain, in other words, the mind before 
the body; primal chaotic world-mist, with all its possibil
ities, before the organized physical globe; involution be
fore evolution so far as the earth at its present stage of 
manifestation is concerned. And yet in the larger sense 
the two processes are eternally concurrent, though there 
is a cyclic law running through it all which gives an alter
nate period of dominancy first to the one process and 
then to the other.

The dual process of involution and evolution enters 
into all growth. As an example let us look at the process 
of the growth of a plant. This is carried on through a 
gathering in of all the materiahof plant growth through 
leaves and roots from air and earth. It grows. Pres
ently the bud develops, the seeds fill, expand and ripen. 
From'hll parts of the organism of the plant its vital forces 
concentrate the life principle in the seed, so that within 
these tiny particles all of the-potentialities of future plant 
life are wrapped up.' Within the seed lies the future 
stalk and root and leaves and even the future generation 
of seeds. '

All this has by the process of plant growth been “in
volved” in the seed. This is Involution. When those 
seeds, planted, commence to germinate, and a new plant 
springs forth and develops we have the process of Evolu
tion. Yet we have Evolution as well as Involution going 
on in the formation of the seed, for all through the pro
cess of growth there is the building of more refined and 
fitter structures, a more complete vitalization thrown into 
the seed, which in turn gives birth to a more advanced 
specimen. And the Growth of the plant incl-udes not 
only the fact of evolution, but this growth is accomplished 
only through the drawing in and specializing for the use 
of that distinct organism, of the life forces and material 
from the great oceans of life and matter. This is involu
tion. The two processes are thus seen linked together, each, 
including and dependent upon the other. -They are con
current. Why is evolution more rapid in vegetable than 
in mineral—in animal than in vegetable? Is it not be
cause, as the ascent is made in the scale of being, the vege
table lends itself to the involutionary process more rapidly 
than does the mineral, the animal more readily than the 
vegetable? Each drinks in, according to its power, the 
life force and material from the surrounding environ
ment, wraps them up within its form, and by their means 
its own evolution is made possible.

When involution has reached its utmost limit of mate
riality the process of evolution begins to show its power. 
Potential energy is transformed into kinetic. The swing 
of the pendulum of eternity carries life up the ascending 
arc of being. Evolution is the unfolding of powers, ca
pacities, qualities. All the- infinite possibilities of the 
universe are wrapped up in each molecule and atom of 
matter, even as all the possibilities of the plant are 
wrapped up in each seed. Not’only is the atom a world 
in embryo, but its very motion is a miniature duplicate of 
the motion of .the universe.

Nikola Tesla (page 149 of his Inventions, etc.) describ
ing the process of producing magnetism, says: “An infini
tesimal world, with the molecules and their atoms spin
ning and moving in orbits, in much the same manner as 
celestial bodies, carrying with them and probably spin
ning with them, ether, seems to my mind the most prob
able view. The spinning of the molecules and their ether 
sets up the ether tensions or electro-static strains, the 
equalization of ether tensions sets up ether motions or 
electric currents, and the orbital movements produce the 
effects of electro and permanent magnetism.” If one 
might paraphrase the concluding sentence in the above and

make it appropriate to the planetary movements, it would 
run as follows: “The ^pinning of the planets in their ethe
real envelopes generates a force which attracts or repels 
other planets, the eqqalizatjpn of those tendencies of at
traction and repulsion induce the great life current of the 
solar system, and thq movements of the planets in their 
orbits cause those planetary conditions and changes which 
determine the vitality.of the:universe jn all its parts.’

This still approaches the consideration of causes from 
the materialistic point of view and possibly does not rec
ognize a supreme controlling powerwhich determines, or 
at least, affects even the movement of the atom. But the 
illustration is helpful, for knowing these molecules and 
atoms to be inspired by living forces, we can see how the 
smaller organism may‘affect the larger, the interplay of 
the molecules producing those physical sensations which 
often become an important factor in determining our con
duct. -

Returning, however, from this digression to a consider
ation of the effects of interatomic activity upon the possi
bilities wrapped up in each atom, we find that the contact 
of atom with atom wakes up these sleeping potentialities, 
and there arises the consciousness of the molecule. The 
cell is built from tile interplay of molecular activities. 
More and more complex organisms spring into existence 
to meet the requirements of an ever-widening conscious
ness—an ever-brightening intelligence. The differentia
tion into the many provides the mechanism by which the 
latent consciousness in each is wakened into active powers. 
The contact of the external world, beating upon the wall 
of matter which encases the consciousness, finally induces 
by ..its continuous repetition a state of activity of the life 
within which our scientists in one phase of its manifesta
tion have termed “nervous excitability;” i. e., power pos
sessed by the within to respond to the without. The ex
citing cause is the vibration proceeding from the without 
to the within, while the inciting cause may be looked upon 
as the potential intelligence within. Thus sensation 
arises. In later stages, when the consciousness is suffi
ciently evolved to cognize the connection between the ex
citing cause and the sensation, percepts arise—a recogni
tion of the operation of the great law of cause and effect 
has taken place.

The whole process of evolution is but the traveling up 
on the one side of the circle of being, involution having 
marked the descent on the other side. But mark the dif
ference: While involution deals with but the unified con
sciousness, force and substance, (in other words, with uni
versal entity, bringing it to a stage where the one finally 
differentiates into the many), evolution starts in with that 
lowest stage of deific development, and in its upward 
march carries all these differentiated units of conscious
ness through the various stages which universal conscious
ness traversed in its.,descent, retracing the steps; thus 
gradually lifting the separate unit up to the highest level 
of deific consciousness and power. God sleeps in the 
atom. Man is a potential dpity. .

Gbe Evolution of life.
There are two phases of t^e law of evolution. Physical 

science has dealt largely with the objective side, the evo
lution of the form. 1 That long list of brilliant men of 
science, culminating fn Charles Darwin, who insisted upon 
evolution as a fact ip nature, have forced the acceptance 
of their view by theHhought of this age. Yet only the 
half-truth seems to have bebn fully caught. There is, as 
we have seen, an evojiitiori of ever more complex forms, a 
refining of the nervops orgapism from the simple speck of 
protoplasm through all grades to the developed human be
ing with his specialized nervous system. But why this 
evolution of form? It is not an end in itself. The evolu
tion of form is only in order that the evolving life which 
animates the successive forms may have fuller means of 
expression, wider fields of activity, increased opportunities 
for Coming into contact with the external world. The 
evolution of the conscious life is the great object 
of nature’s effort. The evolution of the forms 
successively occupied thereby is but the modifica
tion of the objective rendered necessary bv the 
progress of its subjective. Physical science, dealing 
too exclusively with the material, has been oblivious of 
the more important and basic spiritual, with the result 
that the philosophy of the one-sided evolution has, in its 
expression “the survival of the fittest,” become the justi
fication of the rule of might, of the oppression of the weak 
by the strong, of a forgetfulness of tne great unity of the 
human race. Yet its tendency has been to rise gradually 
to a more exalted view of nature. Doctor Edward L. 
Youmans ^introduction to “The Correlation and Con
servation of Forces”) indicates the fruits of progress in as
tronomic research; the tendency exhibited herein being, 
as he says, characteristic in a marked degree of all mod
ern ■science: “The earliest explanations of the celestial 
movements were thoroughly and grossly material, and all 
astronomic progress has been toward more, refined and 
ideal views. The heavenly bodies were at first thought to 
be supported and carried round in their courses by solid 
revolving crystalline spheres to which they were attached. 
This notion was afterwards replaced by the more complex 
and mobile mechanism of epicycles. To this succeeded 
the hypothesis bf Des Cartes who rejected the clumsy me
chanical explanation of revolving wheel work, and. pro
posed the more subtile conception of ethereal currents 
which constantly whirled around in vortioes, and bore 
along the heavenly bodies. At length the labors of as
tronomers, terminating with Newton, struck'away'these 
crude devices, and substituted the action of a universal 
immaterial force. The course of astronomic science has

thus been on a vast scale to withdraw attention from the 
material and sensible, and to fix it upon the invisible and 
supersensuous. It has shown that a pure principle forms 
the immaterial foundation of the universe. From the 
baldest materiality we rise at last to a truth of the spiritual 
world, of so exalted an order that it has been said ‘to con
nect the mind of mam with the Spirit of God.’”

The evolution of the soul is the complement of the evo
lution of the form, and in the complete philosophy thus 
made possible a rational basis of ethics is provided,

{The {Tbeosopbtc {Teachings Summarised.
Those who are conversant with the Theosophical 

Teachings now flooding Western literature, will at once 
recognize how closely the most recent of scientific theo
ries are, in the above respect, in accord with them.

In those teachings the manifested universe regarded 
as the manifestation of a Divine Being through whose 
parts life energies play and consciousness functions, and 
force and substance bear mutual relations-analogous to 
that seen in man himself. Not the idea-of an extra-cos
mic deity with which we are so familiar, and which, as pre
sented to us'by our theologians, has repelled many of the 
brightest intellects and noblest souls in all ages; but an 
intracosmic Being which permeates everywhere, includes 
everything, and in which, using the words of St. Paul, 
“We live and move and have our being.” In the words of 
Alexander Pope,

“All are but parts of one stupendous whole, 
Whose body nature is, and God ihe soul.”

Mrs Anne Besant (the Ancient Wisdom p. 55) thus
tersely summarizes the Theosophic teachings: “The word 
‘spirit-matter’ is used designedly. It implies the fact 
that there is no such thing as ‘dead’ matter; all matter is 
living, the tiniest particles are lives.

“Science speaks truly in affirming: ‘No force without 
matter, no matter without force,’ they are wedded to
gether in an indissoluble marriage throughout thp ages of 
thejife of a universe, and none can wrench them apart. 
Matter is form, and there is no form which does not ex
press a life, and there is no life that is not limited by a 
form. Even the Logos, the Supreme Lord, has during 
manifestation the universe as His form, and so down to 
the atom.

“This involution of the life of the Logos as the ensoul
ing force in every particle, and its successive enwrapping 
in the spirit-matter of every plane so that the materials of 
each plane have within them in a hidden, or latent condi
tion, all the form—and force-—possibilities of all the 
planes above them as well as those of their own—these 
two facts make evolution certain and give to the very low
est particle the hidden potentialities which will render it 
fit—as they become active powers—to enter into the 
forms of the highest beings. In fact, evolution may be 
summed up in a phrase:-It is latent potentialities becom
ing active powers.”

1In Conclusion.
The extracts which we have gathered show that the ex

periments and discoveries of our scientific friends 'nave 
led them to the following conclusions, namely: That Mat
ter is fundamentally homogeneous, though temporarily 
assuming its Protean forms as it is subjected to the influ
ence of the varying degrees of force: That there is one 
Force in the universe, thotfgh its rates of vibration and 
grades of expression are infinite in number, as it endeav
ors to swing all grades and forms of matter under the be
hest of its imperious Law; That there is a structural 
unity based upon a common prototypal form: That all 
Consciousness is linked and bound together in an all-em
bracing whole whose myriad aspects serve to mark the 
path of evolution and to spur each individual member on 
to progress: That through the whole realm of nature the 
One Life pulsates and stirs the tiniest particle as well as 
the most complex organism. One Substance, One Force, 
One Form, One Consciousness, One Life: That each of 
these is but a varying aspect of one great Reality behind. 
Thus scientific imagination suggests and Theosophical 
doctrines assert. But a union of force, matter, form, life 
and consciousness, each within certain comparatively nar
row limits, gives as a product, the human being, organic 
because of the interplay of these factors. Judging then 
from analogy, when we find these factors united on the 
universal scale of being, we are justified in coming to the 
conclusion that the product there is a Supreme Intelli
gence working within the manifested universe as its living 
organism. Indeed these are almost the exact words of 
the great surgeon and pathologist, Dr. Pirogoff, of St. 
Petersburg, who was regarded by his contemporaries as 
“the very incarnation of expert science and methods of 
thought.” In his posthumous Memoirs he affirms his be
lief in “An intelligent Universe and the activity of 
forces working in it harmoniously and intelligently;” and 
states his conviction; That his Ego is “an embodiment of 
a common universal mind,” “infinite and eternal; which 
rules and governs the ocean of life,” “directing the forces 
and elements toward the formation of organisms.”

There indeed Science and Religion find their common 
ground. By different routes they reach the same goal. 
The Brotherhood of Man and the Fatherhood of God are 
no longer mere phrases appealing to the emotions, for 
they are now recognized as statements of facts in nature. 
. Since we are all bound together jn one common enter
prise in which progress is hastened through the harmony 
of its parts, altruism becomes profound wisdom, selfish
ness a mark of ignorance, and the highest codes of ethics 
are the most scientific expression of nature’s laws.

[The End.]

MURDER AND SUICIDE.
A Medium’s Thrilling Expe. 

rience.
Yesterday I retired as usual to my 

seance room for an hour’s silent com
munion with the spirit friends that usu-i 
ally come to me at such times. As I 
lapsed into a half-trance'condition, I 
heard a spirit voice say, “Write,” and 
as I write 1 hear the following:

“My God! Will 1 ever see the blessed 
light again?”

“Darkness ever surrounds me. Mor
tal man, can you aid me? Born out of 
the shadow-land of earth-life into the 
yet darker hell in spirit life, repentance 
comes too late. I seek the light and 
And it not. Am I to be forever damned? 
'Suicide did not kill. My own hand 
could could not quench the vital spark 
that cannot be put out I had hoped for 
utter oblivion at the end of earth life, 
and now I find eternal life Instead. Oh! 
my God. will I ever reach the realm of 
light? 1 am .not blind. Oh, no, for 
dim-lit horrors surround me always, 

, and self-doomed humanity like myself 
bewail beside me in- vain. I am not 

. deaf, for I hear from out the depths of 
darkness that surround me the wail of 

. lost souls in deepest agony! -Earth’s 
sorrows: were unbearable, yet the real
ities of this agony are worse , than 
earth’s could ever l?e. Mortal man, 
can you aid me? Oh! help me, or I shall 
perish and be forever lost But no—I 
cannot die.” ' : ■ -

: I asked this spirit: “What is the 
trouble with you, and what is the cause 
of your darkened condition?” ;

: The answer is: “Write, for now I get 
a glimpse.of light, and I .know that re- 

'.iinmmnce and earth with/lts experience 
I! will help me. Hear my story, for i, re-

pent in sorrow and deepest humiliation.
“At twenty years of age I found my

self by the death of a relative, possessed 
of a fortune for beyond my greatest ex
pectations, and I set out to enjoy it to 
the fullest extent In riotous living and 
dissipation, or what is called in earth 
life high-toned fast life. I drank of the 
red wine cup to my fill. I turned night 
Into day, and like a brute slept the 
bright hours of sunshine away in 
drunken sleep, and so lost my living 
soul. Well, in days of rest from de
bauchery I fell In love with one who is 
an angel now, dwelling in a heaven of 
light, in the realm of sunshine and joy. 
I see her at long Intervals, for she yet 
tries her best to redeem me from this 
darkness and despair, just as she did 
In the long ago of, earth existence. But 
a devil incarnate must have possessed 
me then, for I did not heed her warning, 
only at Intervals. Viola, my darling, 
my earthly angel, of course at last gave 
me up In despair, and found a faithful 
and fond lover in a truer man, a manly 
man, of giant form, and a king in man
hood and In intellect, and poor, deserted 
me, I only sunk deeper into the depths, 
Into the vortex of misery that seemed 
my eternal doom. , : . .

“One day after ! had restrained from. 
debauchery for several months, I had, 
as my friends said, become quite a man, 
yet deep down in my soul I knew that I 
was quite a’ wreck. In my sober, mo
ments I purchased a fine old mansion 
that was- standing upon the east bank 
of Niagara’s deepest gorge, n few miles 
below the falls. It was a fine old man
sion, situated all alone amid overshad
owing elms that completely surrounded 
it, nnd I soon made the grounds around 
it a sort ortn earthly paradise by turn
ing them Into flower gardens of great 
beauty. I thought that-1 might yet by 
tills display win Viola back to myself
again: but this hope was but a lingering

bound soul to soul, out of all tempta
tions or charms of a worldly nature, for 
he was a giant with a giant’s form, and 
a giant in sterling qualities compared 
with me. ...

“I could not blame Vfola, but within 
my very soul I hated her, lover, and 
could not blame her for loving so 
manly a man. They visited me often at 
Viola's request, but she did not know of 
the black hearted demon that slept 
within my being, or she would never 
have come to me In all her beauty and 
splendor, as she did~4n those halcyon 
days in the long ago; yet she had a hope 
that she might aid me to live out earth 
life in a manly and upright manner, 
while she would not dare to trust her
self to my uncertain care. . ■'

“Time went on apace, and when the 
frenzy of a night’s debauch came upon 
me I would shut the world put, and be
hind barred doors. In my. seclusion, 
curse my fate, a fate that I can now see 
was all my own making; but one day, 
one fatal day, found Viola and her lover 
enjoying my hospitality. I had but few 
servants, one an old half-deaf auntie, a 
coachman, .or valet, and . a gardener, 
and soon after I got possession of the 
mansion I built into the rock that 
formed the back wall of the house a 
yaulf.large, enough to hold what; few 
valuables I possessed. I had a. large iron 
door; fitted almost air-tight against the 
steel shell of. the safe or vault, with 
heavy burglar-proof, locks upon it. Of 
course my visitors were curious enough 
to wish to examine it.

“Just before this, Viola had whis
pered to me that in one short week she 
was to be united to her falthfrd lover in 
marriage. Well now I ask you, do 
devils or demons unmerciful and 
wlcfited walk the earth in an- unseen 
manner? I think so, for as soon as

cry could I hear through those walls of 
steol! No tears availed now, for I had 
as I thought shut thepi out of the world 
iifto utter oblivion forever. Who 
would know? No one saw them come
to me; no one knew of the vault, for I 
had had it made ih Pittsburg, and the

ever were in earth life. She is an angel 
now, and lama demon yet.

“My property, the old mansion, has 
passed into other hands now, and I saw 
It torn down. I saw it all, for Is not 
that sight a port of my hell? There
upon the steel floor of the vault, after_ __ ,_____ , j j - . *1' i t., , ujjuii me Bieei iiuwi ui wv vault, aiiei wnrSallh«d tooppM OUt Of Sight I twenty years ln darkness ]ay a<|,llint

worked all night a desperate mad-man,- 
to covefthe walls with pa'pbr so that no 
man should know :6f tbls,rhorrlble Se
cret but myself. No one1’ knew, and 
death ended all—so I then jhought.

“But, oh! my Go^j I knew—I knew, 
yet I gloated over'stny Tjjfltory. Their 
bridal’ bed should Ue a coijch of . cold 
steel, and their honeymoon an eternal 
darkness, a hell. Tlhelr ¡wedding-feast 
should ,be starvation. .1 hated them. 
How I drank and; l)ow L-j?l°ated over 
thy act in a drunketfjffenzy.over my vic
tims’ fate. Had I knpwn as’I know now 
that death did not <;nd hllLhad I known ‘ 
that death but of ^irths^istence was 
only the beglnningnof, an)eternal lifer- 
oh! had I known o,f. thefiToreverl Did 
fiends prompt me, or was.^ a fiend my
self? Who knows?.,. At la,st. came re
morse; at last came bbryors; at. last 
came upon my .souli a weight of utter 
damnation, and at last came one night 
the angelic spirit of Viola, and In loving 
kindness she tried ^o soothe my tor
tured soul. She tried in vain, for that 
night that horrible night,’ I drove In 
maddened fury a bullet through my 
shattered brain, yet-.’Ip the hope that 
death ended all; and, oh! mortal, can 
you help me, for I,am in a living hell of 
torture! Help me out, of this utter, mis-
ery, or I perish; yet I know I cannot 
perish. I find that !, have added one 
more murder to the re^t ,that I com
mitted; one mòre crime to answer for— 
the crime of sèlf-murdqr.

“Viola often cornetto me as a mlnls- 
.— ----  terIng angel, but hea coming so far only

cursed vault, I sprang like a demon that I adds to my sorrowsmnd makes my torT W*ri  a ntld Cllllli llìr» <1 41» /->*»  c ■» »■» .1 4 ^.1.1 Al. — — AV. ~ —
Viola and her-lover stepped Into that

one. for her manly lover held her fast, -I was and shut the door upon them. No, turcs a thousand-told ^oree. than they;

skeleton of a human form, and in its 
bony arms, folded close to the chest 
Was the little skeleton that once was 
Viola's, while a mass of dark hair 
mixed with Viola’s golden tresses, tells 
the story of agony and love; tells how 
these lovers passed out of earth into the 
realm of spiritual glory faithful unto 
the last in earth life, and safe at last in 
that realm of supernal light beypnd 
this earthly vale of tears in the home of 
the soul, - ‘
' “And I, and I, a walling and a weep
ing, entity—a murderer in more senses 
than one, and a. doomed suicide. I 
thought revenge was sweet, now I know 
that revenge is hell. Oh, mortal man, 
aid me. - I dare not call upon thè God of 
my fathers, for he could not hear me. 
Tell me, will l ever see the glorious 
light of à spiritual realm, that I know 
Viola-dwells in? She wills that I shall 
de redeemed, but a soul blackened bv 
suicide cannot enter the, kingdom of 
spiritual heaven, in the eternal light of 
spiritual glory, so I return to this my 
utter damnation, to a howling wilder-' 
ness of lost souls, where the wailing 
cry of suicidés and murderers who must 
dwell in darkness for ages to come, un
til redeemed at last, they may reach a 
haven of rest. Task for forgiveness, 
and long forjhat nealm of light that be
longs only to- the pure and holy souls 
that have not known the horrors of a 
spiritual hell. I long for the realm that 
Viola dwells in. She comes to me now. 
an angel of glory, to try and show to 
my benighted soul the pathway toward 
Ilie l|ght., Must I-return to my home 
mow; where all is the blackest,, darkest,

deepest damnation. But I hope not 
forever. Oh! my God, aid me if you 
can.” •

I Invite him to come again, and I 
hqpe to aid him to reach the royal road 
that will lead him to life and light be
yond the realms that are only dark to 
the benighted souls that knew not of an 
eternal life before they left earth life 
by the route of suicide.

Buffalo, N. Y. J. W. DENNIS.

■ ^OR a moment stop and consider. 
i|The Progressive Thinker is the one 

, J original dollar Spiritualist paper.I It introduced a new era In the 
1 ranks o£ Spiritualism. Its success 

b a financially has been all that could 
’ ■ be desired. Notwithstanding the 
rise in the price of print paper, it has 
still maintained its status as the only, 
one dollar Spiritualist paper. Not only 
that, but it introduced the Divine Plan 
in Its business with its subscribers—a 
portion of the profits of the office re
turning to them. Just think of the 
Seven Premium Books being sent out to 
our subscribers for ?2.35. After paying 
the postage of these seven books, and 
the expense of mailing them, all that 
we have left is ?1.50. You can readily 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less, by far, than the actual cost, to us. 
We do this work» in accordance 
with The Divine Plan, In order to assist 
in' forming the nucleus of a library in 
every Spiritualist home. Read carefully 
our premium list, afid you will certainly 
want to become a subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker, If not so already, 
and obtain the books we announce.

“Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By. Moses Hull 
For sale at this office. Prt»b ten cents.

THE GREAT QUESTION.
If a Man Die, Shall He Live 

Again ?
“For there is hope of a tree, if It bo 

cut down, that it will sprout again. 
As the waters fail from the sea, aud it 
drieth up, so man Heth down, and rlseth 
not; till the heavens be no more, they 
shall not awake, nor be raised out of 
their sleep.” (

Ajmost emphatic utterance, and it 
was said by Job, one of the best and 
wisest men of antiquity. But in that, 
his answer, was he mistaken? The 
question of questions most vital and 
most absorbing of all. If those who are 
curious and anxious will take up 
Harpers’..Magazine for April, and turn 
to page 786 and read what follows un
der the heading, “Results of Psychical 
Research," by Dr. James H. Hyslop, 
they will find what purports to be an 
answer to that great and absorbing 
question. And If such deductions are . 
accepted as truth, then Job must have 
been mistaken. It is an abstract from 
the Reports of the Society for Psychical 
Research, in England, embracing a. 
score or more of titled and distinguished 
names, and also reports from an Ameri
can branch or the same society, acting 
under the same name, Dr. Hodgson be
ing thè secretary and composed of in
dividuals equally distinguished, of 
whom some are women.

Dr. Hyslop says: “I have myself had 
seventeen sittings with Mrs. Piper
twelve personally, and five by Dr. 
Hodgson in my absence in order to shut 
out direct telepathy, and under con
ditions effectually concealing my 
identity."

Now what is telepathy? That will be 
best understood by giving a definition 
by Sir William Crookes, one of the 
ablest, and also one of the promoters, or 
the English society.

"It would be well to begin with telep
athy, with the fundamental law, as I 
believe It to be, that thoughts may be 
transferred from one mind to another 
without the agency of the recognized 
organs of sense—that knowledge may 
enter the human mind without being 
communicated by the recognized organs 
of sense.”

Another definition: “It is the inter, 
course between spirit and spirit. We 
have proof that it does exist.”—Lilian 
Whiting.

And this is the conclusion arrived at, 
deduced from so great a mass of testi
mony by Dr. Hyslop: “For myself, be- c. 
lug reduced to a choice between an 
omniscient telepathy and communlca- 
tlon with dlscarunte spirits, I simply 
prefer the latter hypothesis as the more 
rational of the two in our present stato 
of knowledge regarding supernormal 
phenomena.’1

When I began I intended to reach the 
point now arrived at sooner, but tlio 
apparent necessity of preliminaries pre. 
vented. The only way or medium thoso 
investigations were obtained, wan 
through the senses of seeing and hear
ing. It then practically resolvfis itself 
Into the query, we might say conun
drum: Are those faculties less acuta 
and critical In the man who wields the 
hoe, or strikes the anvil, than those 
privileged to wear honored titles, as
suming and being awarded deference, 
under the popular name of scientific in
vestigation, etc? Again, there are some 
things believed, that are neither seen 
nor heard. An illustration: One and all ' 
of those distinguished scientists mdBt 
believe that tpèy are being carried 
many miles each hour through what IB 
called space, because of ap invislblé 
silerit Force, which holds him to the 
earth with a grip Incomprehensible, and 
all unconscious, not recognized by oné 
of the senses—with the moving world. 
In Its daily revolution on its axis, and 
yearly circle round the sun. ’ ,

Science cannot possibly know any- ' 
thing about Invisible agencies or forces. 
Its knowledge is limited to visible and 
tangible things. The whole is beyond 
the reach and grasp of scientific re
search. There is no warrant for such 
assumption, it is altogether aud wholly 
too exclusive. A

For almost half a century, the santo - 
things from time to time have been 
published In newspapers and maga- , 
zines, certified to by people of all ranks, 
grades and professions, and not infre
quently received and treated with ridi
cule and contempt by that same ele
ment, dignified aid august, demanding 
recognition because of titles conferred 
In the name of what is called science.

Among distinguished personages who 
certified to a belief in the genuineness 
of what fifty years ago was called thè 
Rochester rappings, the mediums being 
the celebrated Fox sisters, were J. Feni- 
tnore Cooper and Dr. E. K. Kane of 
Arctic fame, who married the youngest 
of the Fox sisters, and from whom it Is 
claimed messages have been received of 
most startling significance, in relation 
to the North Pole, and other things 
away out there; also from Sir John 
Franklin, and if such are correct, there 
is no further need of exploring ex
peditions.

Few living are In possession of so 
much varied and extended knowledge 
as W. H. Burr, of Washington, D. 0. It 
embraces all departments of literature. 
He has repeatedly and publicly ac
knowledged bls belief In these manifes
tations, and bis investigations have 
been most thorough and critical, none 
more so. .

The world is waiting with most in
tense solicitude what action those 
learned societies have taken, or will 
take regarding the many published re
ports. In the few months since the death 
of Col. Ingersoll. Such startling things 
ns appeared In the Rochester Democrat 
nnd New York Star, have called out a 
mass of comment and inquiry, indepen
dent of all claimed through the me
dium of Mrs. Richmond. That tn the 
New York Star, August 6, sworn to be
fore a Notary, by John Templeton, ed
itor of the Tammany Times, so soon 
after the death of Col. Ingersoll, has no 
parallel of its kind in print. Whoever 
can read it without emotion must be. 
lacking human sympathy and feeling.

Perhaps in connection with what » 
some may appear as rather more than 
a mild criticism, that is all intended, 
however,, the writer might say of him
self, he was never In presence of a me- ' 
dium, or at a seance, but long before the 
advent of Spiritism, had accepted, in 
contradistinction of the theological - 
dogma, the belief of Socrates and Plato, 
that the mind, spirit, soul, continued on, 
growing, expanding evermore.

JOHN VAN DENBURGH.
Milwaukee, Wis.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health,, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. - Pricq.y'iXth, 75 
cents. For sale at th'' :

“Mind and Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied in Medicine and 
Education.” By A. C. Halphide. Pres
ident. Chicago Society of Anthropology. 
For sale at this office. Price $1.

“Never-Eiding Life Assured by Sci
ence." By Daniel Kent Tenney. A. 

-strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 0 cents. ..
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Wants to Change His Base.
Rev. Dr. MeGlffert, whose head Is still 

level, in ’the Madison Square Presby
terian pulpit on the 3d Inst., is reported 

. by the Associated Press to have said;
“In these days, when so much is said 

about creeds—old creeds, new ereeds, 
creed revision, creeds as conditions of 
church membership or of ministerial 
standing; creeds as denominational plat
forms or as bases of church union—it is 

• important that we should remind our
. selves that not creed, but character, is 

the supreme alm of Christianity—that 
not In doctrine, but In life, the Christian 
ideal finds its full realization.

“Creeds arfe well enough in their 
place; doctrines are good so far as they 
go; but the best of creeds and the truest 
of doctrines become an impertinence 
when they thrust themselves into the 
forefront and so engage the attention of 
any'church or of any man that the su
preme emphasis Is even temporarily re

.' moved from tlie supreme duty of follow
Ing Christ.”

It is doubtless-true that Dr. MeGlffert 
would make character the standing of 
church life, but, practically, are not a 
score expelled from the church for de
fective belief where one Is dismissed for 

. unworthy conduct? Belief is the very 
essence of Christian life, as was shown 

, in these columns last week; and the 
church has actqd In harmony with that 
idea through all Its existence. It is 
questloiiable If there has been a Clirls- 
tian martyr during the history of the 
church who has died because of his lin- 

■ moral life; but millions have suffered, 
and thousands have been burned at the
stake, for laek 
Jesus."
• Dr. MeGlffert 
duct the test of
was not the plan with Jesus, neither 
was It with Paul. “All that believe are 
justified from all things." Acts 13:39. 
¿‘Whosoever believeth in him shall re- 
celve remission of sins.” Acts 10:43.

That great error of the church, the 
■ making of belief its corner-stone, has 
■ filled our penitentiaries with convicts, 

and on this account Spiritualists have 
made war on its creeds. Let them elimi
nate that pestiferous plank from their 
Bible, and their faith, and the cor
responding obnoxious feature, vicarious 
atonement,—the idea that the junior 
God died in their place, a substitute for 
the sins of others,—then there will be 

:••• hope of a speedy reformation of the 
. world from the ills Christianity has en- 
r gendered.

Gems of Real Merit.
_ The Progressive Thinker learns 
great satisfaction that Mrs.

» Houghton-Chaapel, of Palmetto, 
' has In press a small edition of her beau
.. > tlful poems, several of which have ap- 
1 peered at various times in these col
i; urns, to the great pleasure of our read-' 
- ers. The Doctor’s style is easy, flowing 
' : ami rhythmic, while the thought Is ele- 
■ • rating and always Instructive. For 

■ . many years a teacher of prominence in 
the South, then, discarding her chlld- 
hood creed, she gave rein to her lite
rary acquirements by a regular course 

■i of medical study, graduating from two 
-■ different medical colleges with the de

gree of M. D. Now, ripe with years and 
. honors, with a goodly supply of earthly 

dross, and a devoted Spiritualist, she 
has built up a lovely home of her own 
among the orange groves of Florida; 

■ and there she thinks, and writes, and
1 intellectually luxuriates, in constant 

. communion with Nature, of which she
1 Is an ardent lover. If she can be per

suaded to put her gems of poesy on the 
l . market we feel assured she will hifve a 

wide reading. •

1, Deceptive Professions.
A young Kansas University student 

T called upon a Kansrfs City lawyer at his 
office the other day: “Now what I want 

1 you to do,” said the student, “is to ad
. vise me on a course of study in law. 

i.'t You see I’ve an aptitude for the law, for 
1 all my friends say I have a very good 
L ' . voice.”—Kansas City Star. ■ ’

' Another student with a “very good 
w ' voice," thinks he has an “aptitude” for 
: ■ ' theology, so he. devotes his life to ped

dling the errors taught him by unedu
cated and unthinking parents. Once in 

-. the ministry if reason comes to his aid 
... and he secs the falsity of his belief, he 

1 cannot change it, for he is good-for- 
f nothing save/to frighten sitfners into 
; ’ goodness by threatening them with hell, 

’ else arousing their sympathies by de-
■: picting the agony of a dying God.
- The so-called learned professions, law, 

■ physic, theology,’allure students Into 
naths where nine-tenths of them floun- 

• der for a time, while the fittest engage 
>■ - in commerce or the arts, but not one In 

a hundred makes a grand success of bls 
calling.
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i ■ .Teach U» How to Believe. •
God so loved the world that he gave 

hls'only begotten Son, that whosoever 
belle verb on him shall not perish, but 
have everlasting life.—John 3:16.

The whole burden of Christianity, as 
taught in the Npw Testament, is a be
lief in the personality of Jesus. With
out that belief there is no salvation. 
Mark 16:16, adds baptism as an ad
ditional necessity; but the late Bible re
visers said in the margin of their ren
dering: “The two oldest Greek manu
scripts, and some other authorities, omit 
from verse 9 to' the end," hence it is 
dear that the requiring of baptism as 
Indispensable to salvation is a priestly 
interpolation.

Eternal happiness, then, is the reward 
tendered us for believing in Jesus.

Will not some one be so kind as to 
teach a person how to believe a thing 
his judgment tells him is false, some
thing that is obnoxious tp his reason? 
We may muster courage to believe 
Joseph had a dream, as narrated in Mat. 
1:20, and that it satisfied him that the 
Holy Ghost, a fraction of the Godhead, 
In fact God himself, was the parent of 
that Son, but ttierd are those in'this age 
who have found that dreams—whether 
waking or sleeping ones—are not always 
trustworthy; in truth they are reluctant 
to believe those visions of slumber were 
more reliable 1900 years ago than now.

The prayer of all must be, who wish 
salvation on the New Testament basis: 
“Teach us, O Lord, how to believe a 
thing our judgment condemns as false.”

There is only one practical method 
known to The Progressive Thinker, and 
that Is by hypnotism, Many have seen 
the duped subject swayed by every 
word and suggestion of a master mind, 
performing acts from which he would 
revolt when not under the influence of 
that subtle agent. He believes every
thing told him. Under that delusion 
mountains of granite are believed to be 
gold, and he eau ride on imaginary tele
graph line? to the most distant star. He 
can be transformed by a word into the 
lawyer at the bar; the judge on the 
bench, tlie preacher in the pulpit, or the 
doctor bending over an expiring patient. 
He can imitate Paul, and “become all 
things to all men,” at the caprice of the 
operator. If under good control he can 
be made to believe virgins bear sons 
who are fathered by Gods, and will en
dorse any creed, however repulsive to 
his normal condition. Left under influ
ence he will zealously maintain what
ever was told him while under control. 
Time will relieve him from those false 
Impressions, provided the influence is 
not repeated from time to time, just as 
the “redeemed” fall from grace who fall 
In regular attendance on the churcjli. 
When the power is gone, and reason Re
turns, then he becomes what Is known 
in the church as a backslider. If a 
churchman, and he denounces the sys
tem by which he was robbed of his will 
power he Is denounced as a renegade.

Now what we want is to know how to 
believe, without being psychologized, 
tlmt which is impossible of belief; that 
wffich transcends Nature, and is Incon
sistent with all her known laws.

A Universal Religion.
The Literary Digest repprts the Edin

burgh Scotsman as expressing surprise 
that American Presbyterians wish to 
discipline ministers who reject the 
clauses In the Westminster Confession 
which relates to the total depravity of 
man, the eternal damnation of non-elect 
infants, and the unending pains of hell. 
Few Presbyterians In Scotland, It says, 
trouble their beads about the clause In 
the Confession to which Dr. Hillis re
cently referred. Indeed, the Presby:. 
terlans of both Scotland and England 
have for some time possessed a revised 
form of the Confession, from which 
these features are eliminated. A re
ligious writer, commenting on this fact, 
lately remarked: “There are Roman 
Catholics who-are more Catholic than 
the Pope, so American Presbyterians 
appear more Calvluistlc than they in 
the land of Knox and the Covenanters.”

This is good news to all of us. If 
Scotch Presbyterians have become suf
ficiently civilized to reject total de
pravity, nu endless hell, and vicarious 
suffering, American Presbyterians must 
inevitably fall into line, as must all 
other sects. This done, then why a vic
tim in sacrifice to redeem man from a 
condition that never existed? If there 
was no fall there was no need of a 
Savior. And if no Savior the whole 
system of Christianity is a failure; for 
the whole hinges on the fall and the 
atonement. The triple-headed God will 
next disappear. Reason will be re
enthroned; the truths of Spiritualism 
will become paramount; all the religions 
of the world can then unite on a com
mon platform and proclaim from every 
pulpit, and mosque, and pagoda, and 
even from Pagan altars, “There Is no 
God but God, one and indivisible, and 
he alone will reign forever."

The Voice of the Scholar.
Rev. R. Heber Newton, whose name 

has pecome a household word among 
religious thinkers in America, because 
of his scholarship, rector of AU Souls’ 
Church, Protestant Episcopal, of New 
York, in “Allnd^’ for May, said:

“Our age sees an era closely parallel
ing the period in which Protestantism 
broke from the great Catholic Church. 
Again man’s mind is teeming with new, 
fresh thought Novel knowledges are 
streaming in upon him from every side. 
The whole horizon of his outlook has 
changed. His mind is feasting with 
new Ideas. The old experience renews 
Itself—a vast growth from the soul of 
man, alike of good and of evil, demand
ing once more an authority capable of 
sifting the true from the false and of 
deciding between the right and the 
wrong. Never was authority more 
needed than to-day—provided it be the 
right sort of authority. Never Was au
thority more craved than to-day—so 
that it be an authority to which man’s 
mind and conscience can cheerfully 
bow.” ■

The Reverend Doctor went on to say:
“The historical study of the origins of 

the church has impeached its' claim to 
be a divine institution,” then he tells 
us the critical study of the Bible “has 
disposed forever of the claim that it is 
such an oracle of God as we can submit 
our intellects to unquestionably.” He 
has the courage further to say—“The 
Church, the Bible and Reason disagree 
radically and widely, and that the ulti
mate court of appeal Is to Reason.”

When men of brains and education 
are free to express themselves thus 
bravely; it is prudent to let mossbacks 
clinging to the errors of the.past have 
lee room, to object to*the  exposure of 
the wrongs of the church which has 
been mainly Instrumental in enthroning 
Reason again, after it had been silenced 
for ages by authority of the church, so 
far as related to religious matters.

"Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. For sale at this bfllce. 
Price, 25 cents. .

Rubbish Heaps.
Said Rev. Newell Dwight Hillis, in his 

Brooklyn pulpit two Sundays ago:
“In the church we have no end of 

rubbish and theological rag-pickers.”
Webster defines Rubbish as “Waste, 

or rejected matter; anything worthless; 
a mass or heap of good-for-nothing 
things; valueless stuff.”

Probably Rev. Hillis could not have 
found another word in the English lan
guage which would have been so ex
pressive of the worn-out and worthless 
debris of the church. Volumes could be 
written descriptive of theological bric-a- 
brac, which has been collecting In eccle
siastical garrets “from the time whereof 
the memory of man runneth not to the 
contrary.” These discarded follies and 
inhumanities of ye olden time, have 
given place to otjiers no more valuable; 
but having the advantage of being more 
modern. The burning of heretics and 
witches has been followed with perse
cution and social ostracism by which 
misery of the victim is protracted into 
years instead of a few agonizing 
minutes. . ■

As the mind’s eye surveys the multi
tudinous piles of discarded “good-for- 
nothings” in creeds, essentials as for
merly taught by God’s anointed for the 
soul's salvation, still Other trash held 
sacred greets the observer. Advanced 
as is Dr. Hillis, he clings to that junior 
God as the ark of safety for those am
bitious of heavenly rewards. While he 
rejects many of the fables of the Bible 
he worships the god confined in a box, 
called an ark, drawn by bellowing cows 
over the planes of Judea, before which 
David, clothed only with joy, leaped and 
danced in great glee when that god 
which the English translators capital
ized and made appear as the Creator of 
the Universe. The god to whom Solomon 
built a “high place,” In the Valley of 
Hlnnom; to whom babies were sac
rificed, was a near relative of the god 
who so delighted David, as he was to 
Ashtoreth, the shameful goddess of the 
Zidonians. True, they tell us Solomon 
had relapsed Into idolatry; but, pray, 
when were not the Jews Idolaters, until 
as slaves they came in contact with 
Zoroastrianism in Persia?

It Is a real pleasure to see the old rub
bish heaps of discarded faiths daily 
swelling; but the joy will be more In
tense as those hills of error swell Into 
mountains by the addition of a vast 
amount of worthless and effete “stuff" 
wlpch, besides its npisoipe odor, casts 
a shadow over the glories about to beam 
in effulgence on a lately benighted 
world.

Ex-Preacher Interviewed.
Ex-Rev. John WTXrney, the Michigan 

clergyman who cultivated fast horses, 
preached Methodism fifteen years, “con
verted 2,000 souls, and was reprimanded 
by Bishop Newman, at the direction of 
his Conference, virtually because he 
raised better and faster horses than bls 
agricultural brothers, was recently In
terviewed by some press correspondent. 
During that Interview the censured ex
clergyman is reported to have said:

"I didn’t think then of racing my 
horses as Jesus would.” He gives as a 
reason for such breach of duty, that at 
that time lie had never heard of Rev. 
Sheldon, who edited the Topeka Capital 
as Jestts would. /

The difference between the preacher 
and Jesus seems to have been, the latter 
owned his horses, having raised them 
from colts; while Jesus played Jay
hawker, and pressed the animals he 
wanted into his service, giving as a rea
son for such appropriation, "The Lord 
hath need of them.” See Mat. 21:3.

Ex-Rev. Arney’s observation, after be 
left the ministry, is corroborative with 
that of the worldling generally. He 
said:

“The thing that has most Impressed 
me since I imvq come in contact with 
the world as a layman is the little I 
really knew about people when I was 
still preaching. Everybody then had on 
his Sunday face and bls Sunday man
ners. Now I see men as they really are 
in their Intercourse with one another, 
and I am surprised at the change. I 
find that men are very much alike— 
Christians nnd those who are worldly 
act just about the same.”

Rrobably Mr. Arney had no thought 
of the point he made In that lust para
graph. Save on Sundays Christians and 
so-called world's people cannot be dis
tinguished the one from the other by 
their conduct; but the “Sunday face and 
Sunday manners" are shown, particu
larly In the presence of the officiating 
preacher.

Is It not possible some Impious wretch 
will be so cruel as to suggest that the 
metamorphosed from a worldling on 
Saturday, Into a long-faced goody on 
Sunday, is acting the part of a hypo- 
wlte for the reward such services 
expected to bring?

are

Christian Conquest.
Now a war of the Christian nations, 

In which the United States joins, to 
dragoon the Chinese empire, with Its 
300,000,000-subjects, into submission to 
missionary rule. No one nation felt 
strong enough to put down the oppo
sition to priestly dictation, so all the 
great Christian powers united their 
forces. Two of our great war vessels 
are already In Chinese waters, and the 
third is on its way there.

Admiral Kempff, commanding the 
United States battle-ship Newark, tele
graphed the Secretary of the Navy, 
from mouth of the Pei-Ho River, June 5:

“The engagement has commenced, 
Havo landed 50 more seamen—battalion 
of marines.”

The British, Germans, French, Italians 
and Austrians will make common cause 
with the United States.^Russia and 
Japan are reported at last advices as we 
write, In sympathy with China.. Adds 
a late dispatch:

“There are grave fears for the mis
sionaries in the outlying districts. They 
number hundreds^ and the stations are 
isolated.” J

.To protebt those hundreds of priestly 
agitators, who are trying to supplant a 
religion many times better adapted to 
the needs óf the Chinese than Is Chris
tianity, another great war, in which in
ali probability countless thbusands of 
lives will be sacrificed, is sprung upon 
the world.

The founders of thè American govern
ment never contemplated engaging in 
wars of Christian conquest, either single 
banded or by “entangling alliances.”

... Hon. James B. Townsend,
Mr. Townsend, president of King 

Solomon’s Mining Company, together 
with its chemist, electrician and mining 
engineers, passed through Chicago on 
their way to the mines and stopped long 
enough to say, “Brother Francis, please 
mention in your next issue that the Spir
itualists still have one week in which to' 
write to the office -of the company In 
Lima; Ohio, for the 20-cent stock, and 
that as sure as the first of July comes, 
the price will-advance to fifty cents.”

TELL-TflJ^: MIRROR.
The Lauufrabfe Storu It Toil 

LESSON BERlÆD THERETO!
It is said that “it was in one of those 

churches where the organ faces the con
gregation, fl.ud It |Was, several minutes 
before the .¡time to begin service. The 
organist had takei)' his seat in front of 
his instrument, and of the choir only 
the soprano had arrived. The curtains, 
which are supposed to screen the indls- 
crefions of the musicians from the gaze 
of thé congregation, were tightly drawn, 
but the Inclined mirror over the music 
rack, which informs the orga'nlst of the 
minister’s movements during the ser
vice, was in good'working order. The 
musical pair, however, neglected prop
erly to consider the fact that the angle 
of incidence is equal,to the angle of re
flection. The result was that a portion 
of the congregation were put into a 
frame of mind scarcely proper for the 
beginning of the service by certain pro
nounced passages of con amore that 
were conveyed, to their eyes by the tell
tale mirror. They suddenly ceased upon 
the arrival of fhe rest of the choir.”

This indiscrétion on the part of the 
musical pair, while no dqubt serenely 
enjoyed by them, was regarded as out
rageously out of plaée when1 reflected in 
the mirrdr. Its discovery constituted a 
“flagrant indiscretion,” and therein was 
the sin—from a worldly point of view. 
Those who are skillful enough when 
having amusement of this kind to avoid 
mirrors or exposure, the world then can 
judge them not, and their standing in 
society is not Impaired in the least. If 
Beecher and. Mrs. Tilton had been more 
secretive, more cautious, more careful 
in their love-making, there never- would 
have been that scandal to shock the 
world, ultimating In the ruin of the lat
ter. What the gossiping community 
don’t know, they can’t arraign before 
the bar of public opinion, and pass sen
tence upon and In the future condem.

Sins that are carefully concealed do 
not arouse any scandal, but once let 
them become known and the excltelnent 
runs high.

It would be well for those who com
mit little or large indiscretions to know 
that there is a mirror in nature—omni
present—that reflects them all. True, 
they are invisible to mortal eyes, yet to 
the angelic world they are always 
known, and psychometrically are liable 
to be revealed at any time. A little 
love-making behind the curtain of a 
church is just as nice, and just as sweet, 
just as divinely wholesome, and just us 
God-like as if made anywhere else; but 
foolish mortals who had done the same 
things themselves repeatedly, look 
askance and. smile when the same is re
flected from1 some Tell-tale church mir
ror. and protest loudly against such 
trifles. While Nature conceals nothing, 
in a psychometric point of view, she no 
doubt greatly prefers that two who are 
deeply in love shall,1 before indulging In 
sweet caresses, study the relations of 
the angle of, incidence to that of reflec
tion, in connection with any tell-tale 
mirror that-may be at hand, and thus 
avoid a foolish scandal.

Love-making is constantly having a 
run—It Is the only perpetual motion that 
has been going on since the morning of 
creation. Itiis as common to the king 
as peasant; as-nice to the philosopher as 
to the simple minded artisan; as genial 
to the poet as.to tbe'iin'ucticnl every-dny- 
sort of man; as necessary to the devout 
minister of the gospel as to a sinful 
farmer; and being so common, where 
the angle of Incidence equals the angle 
of reflection and a telHule mirror re
veals all, don't make a boisterous noise, 
but enjoy the “circus,” just as you did 
yourself in your younger days, and say 
nothing. If you only happen to Locate 
the Truth, then you can see how sweet 
It would be to monopolize the whole 
thing yourself.

A Trickster and Fraud.
Geo. Zellner—or a young man claim

ing that name—was a few years ago in 
Sioux City, Iowa. He claimed to be a 
remarkable medium. Commendatory 
Items from Sioux City flowed in upon 
us, endorsing him as a most wonderful 
medium. The president of one of the 
societies there endorsed him. A testi
monial with many names attached also 
came to us, lauding him to the very 
skies. Never having seen the name of 
this man mentioned In any of the Spir
itualist papers, we refused to publish 
the fulsome commendations that came 
to hand. .

Finally, to top the climax of artful 
villainy, Zellner married the daughter 
of a family In excellent standing in the 
community, and ajjortly after deserted 
her, and left for fresh fields to carry 
on his nefarious work. He did not pos
sess any mediumship whatever, but by 
tricks and arts of which he was master, 
he deceived the Spiritualists all along 
the Une. He had a fair exterior, yet he 
was a vile monster within, and could al
most deceive the very elect with his 
bogus splrlt manifestations. The young 
lady whom he married, says:

“He would hold so-called circles. 
Those present would all join hands, 
and we would have trumpet speaking, 
floating of instruments, touches, raps 
and many other things—all performed 
by my husband. He would have the 
circle join hands and he would hold the 
hands of the parties on both sides of 
him with his one hand, and float the 
guitar, give raps, sneak through the 
trumpet, and do many other things."

This monster in hiiinan shape who so 
easily deceived'the ’gullible Spiritual
ists of Iowa,(is no doubt afloat some
where swindling thq.people with his 
sleight-of-hand performance, and bring
ing disgrace upon our cause.. Of course, 
he Is working’how tinder a different 
name, somewhfere, lif1 carrying forward 
his nefarious work. >v. ,

It is no troqbJe for these fakes to se
cure endorsenients of, leading Spiritual
ists. In the community in which. they 
happen to be^ Unable to detect their 
tricks,.the ne^t.thing is, fulsome en
dorsement anfji'otheq. Spiritualists are 
misled. . un u. .

The trumpetuseanc» affords the best 
field for the operation of the villainous 
tricksters. They 'give-a wonderful test 
“which nobody-houldlbave known save 
the ‘spirit’ who gave' it," and that es
tablishes their reputation at once and 
woe be to the one who dares expose 
them! He Is denounced in bitter terms.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox says:, 
“Stand not aloof nor apart, • - 

Plunge in the thick of the fight;
There In the street and the mart, 

That is the place to do right.
Not in some cloister or cave, 

Not in some kingdom above, 
Here, on this side of the grave, 

Here should wfe labor and love.”

“Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50. For sale 
at this office. t

dodogsh^VesoUls
Some at Least Ought to Have.

ANIMALS IN SPIRIT LIFE.
1 ZOl" .

It Is not our Intention iu this Issue to 
enter into au elaborate discussion as to 
whether animals have immortal spirits 
or not. Eminent writers differ wittily. 
on the subject, and the reasons which 
each one gives to sustain his opinions, 
are worthy of careful consideration. 
John Wesley, eminent as a theologian, 
and founder of a religious sect, ex
pressed the belief that his dog Carlo 
“would 'wag his tail before him in 
Glory.” Robert Dale Owen relates; the 
case where the apparition of a dog 
walked into his master’s house, while 
his body (only a few moments dead) lay 
chained fast to the kennel. A singular 
instance is related of a fine dog belong
ing to the late Win. Cunningham,' of 
Galesburg, Ill.,- who was killed by the 
cars. When the news of the accident 
was conveyed to Mrs. Cunningham, the 
dqg was in the house; From the wo
man’s outcries of grief the animal 
seemed at once to comprehend the na
ture of the accident, and joined lustily 
in the cries of its mistress. The dog 
carried on so that the family became 
alarmed and sent for a policeman to kill 
it, thinking it mad. The officer refused 
to shoot, saying that instead of being 
rabid, the dog was only grief-stricken at 
jhe death of its master. In the course 
of au hour the animal fell over back
ward and expired. The dog before the 
accident to his master showed no signs 
of sickness.

Some years ago G. W. Christine visit
ed some of the monasteries of the 
monks of St. Bernard for the purpose of 
seeing the manner in which the St. Ber
nard dogs are trained to their life work, 
andXnubllshed the result of his visit in 
the Chicago Evening Journal. There 
he realized for the first time what a 
grand, noble thing the education of even 
a dog may be when it has a high and 
lofty alm. The monks begin to tehch 
their dogs in the earliest stages of 
puppyhood, and not only is physical and 
mental training Included In this teach
ing, but spiritual culture is by no means 
neglected. At meal time tlie dogs all 
sit in a row each with a tin dish before 
him containing bls repast. Grace is 
said by one of the monks, the dogs sit
ting motionless, meanwhile with rever
entially bowed heads. Not one of them 
stirs until the “amen” is spoken. If 
some young novitiate should venture to 
taste the contents of bls dish ere the ar
rival of the proper time some of the 
older dogs forthwith cause him to desist 
by deep admonitory growls and sharp 
pullings of the ear.

The Intelligence displayed by these 
animals In rescuing travelers is simply 
marvelous, though perhaps it will be 
said It is only memory that they show, 
for all that they do has been most care
fully taught them by the monks. After 
a severe snow-storm or an avalanche 
two dogs are sent out from the monas
tery alone. Around the neck of one Is 
fastened a flask of cordial, on the back 
of the other is bound a heavy blanket 
If a traveler Ues burled in the snow 
their keen scent soon brings them to 
him. Then they search for the place 
where the snow is the softest, for they 
know that it Is the warmth of the trav
eler's breath that lias made It so, and 
that beneath that spot must be his head. 
They scratch away the snow, and when 
the unfortunate’s head and breast are 
exposed they devote all their efforts to 
arousing him from that lethargic slum
ber Into which he has fallen—the sure 
precursor of that terrible end—freezing 
to death. With their powerful paws 
they smite him on the chest and faee. 
With their mouths close to his ear they 
give vent to loud barks and cries. Mean
while two other dogs, accompanied by 
the monks have left the monastery a 
short time after the former ones, whose 
trull they follow, the result that the al
most frozen traveler soon finds himself 
well housed and fed and restored to 
warmth and life. Few people have any 
idea of the immense number of lives 
that have been saved in this manner by 
these dogs. In .the British Museum 
there is the stuffed skin of “Berry,” the 
most famous of all St. Bernard dogs, 
who enjoyed a well verified record of 
having saved forty lives.

In view of the facts presented we 
think that the dog—the advanced dog— 
the progressive dog—the dog Unit'has 
evolved bey-ond the nature and instincts 
of the common cur, is entitled to re
spectful consideration from the hands 
of that Law, or Reason, or Deity, or 
whatever you may call it, that confers 
immortality. Such a dog Is superior in 
many respects to certain bipeds desig
nated as human beings who live in our 
large cities. ■ A good dog would not 
come amiss, as John Wesley, suggests, 
even In heaven.

A Matter of Regret.
’ It is with extreme regret we learn 
from an announcement of its publisher, 
that with the June issue the Lyceum 
brings its existence to a close. It per
ishes for lack of proper support on the 
part of Spiritualists.
- From the initial number until the last, 
under the care of Mr. Clifford The Ly
ceum has been of ideal excellence, both 
in literary matter and In typography. 
Each number has been a bright arid 
beautiful gem, well adapted to the pur
poses for which the paper was founded 
—the especial benefit of children and ly
ceums. It has been excelled by no pa
per ever established with such object In 
view. In alm and in concrete fulfill
ment In Its quality, it has merited high
est praise and support. Some of the 
best and most capable writers in the 
Spiritualist ranks gave of their choicest 
efforts to enrich its columns. '

But, it is sad to relate the fact, Mr. 
Clifford, though working hard, with his 
own hands and brain to carry it to suc
cess, has found hipiself unable to con
tinue its publication, for lack of finan
cial support.

Or, if not unable, he does not consid
er it his duty to carry on the warfare at 
his Own Individual expense—whilo thou
sands of Spiritualists send their chil
dren .to orthodox Sunday-schools and 
aid in supporting the same and their lit- 
erature—and, perhaps, only indicate 
their Spiritualism by paying dollars to 
see wonderful fraudulent materializa
tions, etc.

In plain words, it- Is a shame, a dis
grace to Spiritualism, that Mr. Clif
ford’s praiseworthy enterprise should 
fail of success, because of lack of inter
est on the part of Spiritualists. :

We wish that in some kind way he 
might be supplied with the necessary, 
means to take up again and carry on 
The Lyceum, to •desired success. Surely 
it is a good and needful work, worthy of 
all good help .from those who have -the 
love of Spiritualism in their hearts.- 
There, is need of such a paper—and tlie 
want of It is a distinct loss to Spiritual
ism, . ■ ■ . . 

gold iN Visions. 
Wonderful Findings in Dreams,

REALIZATIONS IN PROOF.
------ :o:------

Superstition plays a large part In gold 
mining. If the facts were generally 
known, says a Denver (Col.) letter to the 
Chicago Record, it would be proved tlmt 
a majority of the mines in this State arc 
being operated as much on account of 
some hint from unseen forces as from 
tlie advice of material experts.

First and foremost, the Colorado pros
pector puts faith in his own judgment, 
but lie is not averse to having that judg
ment backed by spiritualistic advice, so, 
as soon as he stakes out his claim, he 
frequently seeks a “medium" and has a 
'‘reading” over a piece of surface ore. 
On account of the large patronage from 
tlie ranks of the prospectors and miners 
Colorado supports au immense number 
of clairvoyants and seers of every de
scription, and all of them claim to be 
able to tell what is many feet below the 
surface ot the ground merely by looking 
at a piece of ore that is taken from 
the top. '

Perhaps the most notable example of 
mine operating largely on the strength 
of spiritualistic advice is found iu the 
Geyser mine at Silver Cliff, Col. This 
is the deepest mine In Colorado, being 
2,250 feet below the surface. The mine 
takes its name from its peculiar geologi
cal formation. It is being sunk In the 
center of what was evidently once a 
volcano crater. When the work was 
started years ago the miners found 
round, hard stones almost like the “hard 
heads" which are used for paving city 
streets. When these were cracked open 
a small kernel of gold ore was found iu 
the center. This kernel did not run 
high in value, being Infinitesimal, but it 
encouraged the prospectors to keep on. 
It was figured that these rocks were 
formed when the last eruption took 
place In tlie volcano crater. It was esti
mated that as the shaft was suuk 
deeper larger rocks and comparatively 
larger gold kernels would be found. Ou. 
this theory tlie work was carried on 
until a depth of several hundred feet 
was reached. Then capital gave out, 
and the mine would probably have been 
abandoned ’had not a clairvoyant 
claimed to have received Information 
that if the work was pushed so much 
deeper fabulous values would be struck.

Armed with this Information, the pro
moters went East. Boston capitalists 
were Interested, and It Is claimed that 
they were also given first hand the 
spiritual information about the reward 
awltlng those who persevered in the 
work. With plenty of capital back of 
the mine au Immense hoist was built, 
the elevator being unique in that it con
tains a passenger section for the use of 
the stockholders or officers who may 
wish to visit the mine. The work was 
pushed vigorously, though there was no 
ore in sight, and the determined pro
moters suuk 1,100 feet without striking 
a sign of encouragement. At last, how
ever, ore bodies were opened up, and 
now It Is reported that the mine Is on 
the road to prosperity, though no state
ment has been given out as to whether 
the prophecies of the spiritualistic ad
viser have been fully realized.

A similar case has come to public 
attention near Boulder, Col. Thomas J. 
Shettou, of "vibration” fume, having 
located a mine near that city aud hav
ing secured capital to work the property 
through an alleged vision. Shelton Is a 
Kentuckian, who has been engaged in 
many different enterprises, including 
newspaper work and jjrencblng. While 
engaged In the publishing business In 
Little Rock, Ark., it is said he had a 
dream which brought him to Colorado. 
In his dream he saw a spot on the slope 
of a mountain, near Boulder. The spot 
was firmly Impressed on Ills memory, 
and In 1898 he located a claim on a 
mountain slope that seemed to cor
respond In every way with the location 
pictured in ills mind. No difficulty was 
experienced in raising capital and the 
work of developing the property has 
progressed steadily, though no ore of 
any promise has been encountered. In 
spite of this discouraging circum
stance, the promoter is not worried a 
particle, as lie claims to have been told, 
to a fraction of a foot, at what depth 
the pay ore would be struck. This 
depth has not yet been reached, so It Is 
claimed.

Besides his Copper Rock mine, as the 
property is called, Shelton operates a 
“vibration” office. Through the influ
ence of his mind he claims to be able 
to give people advice that will result In 
wealth and fame. He has an office force 
that is kept busy dictating answers to 
correspondents In all parts of the world, 
who want these “vibrations.” The let
ters are said to contain the “vibrations.” 
Nobody can see them, but the promoter 
says they are there and he has con
vinced so many persons that he is 
speaking the truth that he Is making a 
large Income at ?1 per “vibration.”

Important Decision.
A decision was handed down June 14, 

by Circuit Court Judge Thayer, St. 
Louis, Mo., in the case of the American 
School of Magnetic Healing, S. A. Welt- 
mer and J. H. Kelley, complainants, vs. 
J. M. McAnnuity, postmaster of Ne
vada, Mo. The opinion holds that the 
direction given by the Postmaster Gen
eral to withhold mail sent to complain
ants nnd return it to the senders marked 
'“fraudulent” is legal. An Injunction re
straining McAnnuity was denied.

The Postmaster General, In pursuance 
of an act of Congress, directed McAn
nuity to send all letters addrpssed to the 
complainants baek to the senders and 
mark “fraudulent** ” upon them, or to 
transmit them to the dead letter office 
at Washington. This order contained 
a finding to the effect that the American 
School of Magnetic Healing, with its 
president and secretary, were engaged 
in a scheme to obtain money through 
the mail by means of fraudulent repre: 
sentatlons.

A bill of complaint was thereupon 
filed by the complainants to obtain an 
injunction restraining McAnnuity from 
carrying out this order.

E are trying our best to estab
lish libraries in every Spirit
ualist fatally of the United 
States, hence we are offering 
Seven valuable books as a 
premium. Those seven books 
have been sold for $10.75. A 

single one has sold as high as $25. The 
first edition of Art Magic sold for $5 per 
copy. As high as $15 has been paid for 
a single copy of Ghost Land; yet we 
furnish these seven books to our sub
scribers for $2.35, when ordered in con
nection with a year’s subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker. Read our 
premium announcement carefully.

_“From Soul, to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of (bought in poetic diction in this 
handsome volume, wherewith to sweet
en. hours of leisure and enjoyment 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

MYSTERIOUS
Of an Infinite Inteffiaence. 

SOME REFLECTIONS THEREON ■- - - - :o:- - - -
According to Professor Forbes, as set 

forth In a city paper, the eminent ento
mologist who has made careful experi
ments and observations regarding the 
subject, one-half of..the apple crop of 
Illinois is annually destroyed by the ap
ple worm, the caterpillar of the codling 
moth, involving a loss leach year to the 
farmers and fruit growers of the State 
of more than $2,375,000. The annual de
struction to the apple crop by this pest 
and consequent loss to the farmer in 
the country at large is estimated to be 
$25,000,000—and yet, according to Pro
fessor Slingerland, the entomologist Of 
Cornell University at Ithaca, N. Y,, not 
one fruit grower in ten ever saw a cod
ling moth, although it is busy at work 
every season in their orchards by the 
tens of thousands, and moths of almost 
every other kind are a familiar sight to 
the farmer and fruit grower. The rea
son for this is that the codling moth 
does not have the universal habit of 
other moths, that of being attracted by, 
a light or flame at night, and It so com
pletely secrets itself during the day that 
the most violent disturbance of its re
treats rarely causes it to take wing or to 
emerge from its hiding places about the 
orchard trees, the rough, scaly bark of 
which it so closely resembles that even 
if one were resting on the exterior of 
the bark of the tree It would defy the 
sbarpeat eye to detect It, A flaming 
torch 'placed at night under every tree 
in an orchard would fall to draw a sin
gle codling moth from its work of egg 
laying in the trees, although its numer
ous varieties of cousins would be has
tening from all directions to meet de
struction in the fascinating blaze.

The codling moth emerges from its 
cocoon about ten days after the apple 
blossoms have fallen from the trees in 
the spring, by which time the young 
fruit Is grown sufficiently for the moth’s 
purpose. The cocoons are beneath the 
scaly bark on the apple tree trunks. 
The moth, which is about half an inch 
long, comes out at night, aud at once 
begins depositing its eggs. A codling 
moth’s egg is nearly flat, and no larger 
than a small pin head. So small is it, 
and almost imperceptible on the apple, 
that although the codling moth has been 
known to naturalists nearly three cen
turies, it was only four years ago that 
its eggs were positively Identified and 
described. The moth places but one 
egg on au apple. If one codling moth 
finds that another one has already de
posited au egg ou au apple it does not 
leave one of its own there, but seeks uu- 
pre empted fruit. Each moth lays from 
80 to 100 eggs. The egg hatches a tiny 
worm at the end of ten days, always at 
night. The worm at once crawls to the 
blossom end of the apple, enters the 
cavity there, and tunnels Its way to the 
core, where It feasts and fattens ou the 
heart of the apple, and tunnels Its way 
to the surface at the end of a month, 
emerging a plump, pink worm, tfiree- 
quarters of an inch long, always coming 
out at night. It makes Its way without 
delay to the trunk of the tree, where It 
spins about Itself its silken cocoon, be
neath a sheltering scale of bark, and 
remains there iu hiding until it in turn 
develops into a moth, to continue the 
perpetuation of Its pestiferous kind.

Tiny as the codling moth’s egg Is there 
is a fly so small that it can deposit as 
many as four of Its own eggs In a single 
egg of the moth.. The fly’s eggs hatches 
worms that devour the moth’s embryo 
In the egg, and thus hosts of the raven
ous iuseets are destroyed before they 
have begun active life. Other parasitic 
enemies of the caterpillar make way 
with untold numbers of the insects at 
that stage of their existence, and night 
birds destroy myriads of the moths. 
Vast numbers of tlie cocoons are un
covered and their contents devoured by 
woodpeckers and other Insectivorous 
birds, but enough come Io maturity to 
levy- on the" farmers of the country a 
bounty of $25,000.000 a year to keep 
them iu board and lodging. Nothing but' 
spraying tlie ttee with a solution of 
Paris green has any effect in checking 
the ravages of the post and decreasing 
the annual loss In crop, and tills spPlty- 
ing the farmer, as a rule, resolutely per
sists in not doing.

Here. Spiritualists, you have some
thing for reflection. The National Asso
ciation should put on Its “thinking cap” 
nnd determine whether Infinite Intelli
gence created tlie "Codling Moth” to 
annoy poor mortals, or whether its in
traduction into tlie world was not the 
result of the Ingenuity of his Satanic 
Majesty, or Natural Law Inherent In 
matter. Spend your idle moments, 
philosopher, in solving this problem.

■

A

OUR PREMIUMS.
There are many’ Spiritualists who 

know a good thing when they see it. 
There are others, however, who do not 
seem to realize what is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding. Vol. 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of' Death, aud Life In 
the Spirit World is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
should be In every family in the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not. 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death in its 
multifarious phases; in fact you can 
not find In all the libraries of the world 
as valuable informatlou\in regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you In these three volumes?~Ttiey are 
nicely printed,'neatly and substantially 
bound, arid are an ornament to any 
library. Volume 3 Is fufnished at 25 
cents, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes, when or
dered in connection with a yearly sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. The aggregate cost of 
the three \books to the trade is $4.50. 
At this price, these three books ought to 
be in every Spiritualist family.

The Progressive Thinker is the first' 
Spiritualist paper to inaugurate the Di
vine Plan—a portion of the profits of 
the office returning to subscribers in 
valuable books.

,'ir

"Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual Life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth, $2. For sale at this 
office. ■' v .

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Ser 
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price $L 
For sale at this office.

"Who Are These Spiritualists anil 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author.' Price 15 cents. Foe 
sale at this office. .
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3SÎVETHINKBR■ HAKIliG (I HERO.
[Reproached for, His Cowardice.

HIS SOUL IN SPIRIT LAND.
------ :o:—■—

Pehaps it would never have happened 
had a comrade given him a word of en
couragement. But the men were too in
tent on the grim work before them, so, 
in the hail of the lead, when Private 
Cory dropped to the ground it was gen
erally understood' that; a bullet bad 
knocked jiim over. Sucl|, however, was 
not the ease, as the ambulance carps 
following in tlie rear soon discovered. 
He had merely fainted from fright.

The doctor turned over the shivering 
bit of humanity’ to look for the wound, 
found none, and smiled. Cases of this 
kind were not unknown to him. “Poor 
fellow,” he murmured. “Let him re
main with the rest.” ■

“No, he is uot hurt at all,” he said to 
one of his assistants. “His wound will 
come afterward, when he recovers from 
tliat faint, and God help him then. 
There is no bullet wound that will give 
him the agony that is before him.”

“Shall I throw a bucket of water over 
him, sir?” asked the man with' a blood
stained bandage around his head, but 
sufficient of his face left uncovered to 
show his iuteiise disgust at his comrade.

“No, you must hot disturb him,” was 
the curt answer, and he turned, to give 
his attention to the burdens whieh the 
stretchers were now quickly depositing 
in the improvised hospital.

“Poor lad,” he mused as he bent over 
his work. “I must give him a word .of 
encouragement when he comes ’round.”

But when, later on, Private Cory stag
gered to his feet, the kindly doctor was 
too busy to notice him. He looked wou- 
deringly round the tent, '.phen the re
membrance of what he had done seemed 
to rise up and strike him full lu the face. 
He sank down again with a choking 
sob. He clutched the earth with his 
hands, as men do when struck down in 
battle with a mortal wound. It was a 
burning hot day—the wounded were 
suffering terribly from the intense heat 
—but he shivered with cold. Outside, 
the shells were screamlug, while now 
and ngain came the subdued but harsh 
growl of the smaller arms. It seemed 
as if a thousand voices were shouting at 
him and reproaching him for his cow
ardice. Then a human voice joined in 

; the wild orchestra.
“You bloomin’ cur. Call yourself a 

man?”
It was tlie stern sergeant of his com

pany, who had been brought in wound
ed in three places before he had given 
up. His face was gray with the pain 
he was enduring, but he must needs 
give vent to his disgust at such pusillan
imity. A contemptuous smile played 
about his bloodless lips. ■

“I call it gettin’ hiouey under false 
pretenses. You’re clothed and stuffed 
with the best o’ everything the country 
can send out, includin' a briar pipe and 
baccy, and'then yer go and—Pah!” and 
he broke off. “I couldn’t hev believed It 
o’ any man lu the whole bloomin’ com
pany.”

He stopped because the pains of his

ETHICS OF CLI^TE 
ft Careful Studi) of Criminofoou, 
THAT WHICH LEADS TO CRIME.

------ :o:------ -
Scientific inquiry is invading every 

department of study, says the San Fran
cisco Chronicle, but the demonstration 
that crime aud climate are indissolubly 
connected and that upon the state of 
the one the other 1? directly dependent, 
comes with something of a shock to 
moralists. Advance sheets of a paper 
on “Conduct and the Weather,” by Ed
win Grant Dexter, Ph. D., about to be 
published as a monograph supplement 
to the Psychological Review, presepts 
an exact scientific determination of 
what has hitherto been little more than 
popular superstition, and demonstrates 
by unerring statistical method that hu
man morality is in the aggregate the 
toy of atmospheric influences. .

Thè data upon which Dr. Dexter 
bases his conclusions consist of the tab
ulation and replies to questions sent jo 
some 200 teachers of all grades from 
the kindergarten to the high school, to 
superintendents of asylums and re
formatories and wardens of peniten
tiaries, considered in connection with 
nleteoroglcàl reports, these studies be- 
lug made in the cities of New York and 
Denver. On the one hand were the 
complete official records of misdemean
ors in public schools and in peniten
tiaries, arrests for assault aud battery, 
arrests for insanity, the death rate, sui
cides, clerical errors in banks, and 
strength tests lu the gymnasium of 
Columbia University. Ou the other 
hand were the Weather Bureau records. 
A period of ten years was covered and 
over 400,000 data considered.

The barometrical readings of New 
York and Denver, although covering 
about the same range, differ some five 
inches in the actual height of the baro
metrica! column. The absolute density 
of the atmosphere is shown to have lit
tle or no effect, the local variations 
alone appearing to be of moral moment. 
Lowered barometrical pressure, indi
cating the approach of storms, is first 
shown to exercise a distinct effect in In
citing to violation of thé law.

Every grade of crime and mis
demeanor and breach of discipline save 
one is shown to Increase slowly but 
Irregularly from 'the lowest tempera
tures up to 65 degrees, uniformly and at 
a greater rate of speed from 65 to 80 
degrees, then more rapidly, reaching the 
maximum between 86 aud 85 degrees.

wounds became too great, and he bit 11 
hard the piece of Cavendish he had in 
his mouth to stifle a groan, but other 
men took up the cue.

No agdny of the battlefield eould equal 
What Private Cory was now enduring. ' 
He quivered as if affected by some 
powerful electric current, but he made 
no answer to tlieir. taunts, and contln- 
ued to He with his facè turned to the 
ground. He tried to reconstruct the 
wreck of his manhood, but his brain 
was still in a whirl, and those shrieking 
shells outside still seemed to be telling 
the world that he was a miserable, 
coward,

A man was handing round some broth. 
He had been hours without food, and 

-the savory odor caused a craving hun
ger to take possession of him. A pan
nikin full was being passed, from xvhlch 
men took a drink, tlieir expectant com
rades looking on with eager, wistful 
eyes. Cory raised his head, hoping his 
turn had come, but he was immediately 
greeted with a storm of curses that 
caused him to drop it again. Fool that 
ho xvas to expect it. He might have 
known. '

At that moment the doctor came up. 
_ “Give Cory some of that soup. Hold 
7 up, my lad," he said, not unkindly; “you 

may make a soldier yet. Drink this,” 
and he handed him the tin vessel.

“He is a broth of a boy,” shouted a 
man, and this poor joke was greeted 
with laughter even by those who knew 
that they had but a few hours to live.

Cory sat up. The soup seemed to put 
life into him, and he ceased to shiver. 
He was barely out of his teens, but his 

- face, Jn its ashy grayness, looked more 
like that of a man who had passed his 
prime.

“Feelln’ a bit better now!” began the 
sergeant.

“He’ll run for it as aoon as he’s able.” 
remrtrked another. “Whew! listen!” he 
broke off, as a shell exploded just out
side. “They seem to have got the range 
of us now. Nice Christians, these Boers, 

--fining on the Red Cross.”
For a few seconds there was silence 

as the meu realized their danger. The 
angry growl of the quick-firers was 
every now and then punctuated by the 
long, deep-mouthed baying of the 
Boers’ Long Tom. ’

“They are aiming at us, by God!” 
shouted a man. running into the tent 
with his right arm hanging helpless by 
his side.

Immediately there was violent con
cussion, the air was filled with dust, 
smoke, and a ..pungent smell, and the 
end of the tent lit up with a tongue of 
flame. In an Instant three or four men 

'sprang forward and the Are was ex
tinguished.

“The devils are firing at us.” cried the 
sergeant “The next shot will count a 
bit, if I am not mistaken.”

Scarcely were the words out of his 
mouth when a huge rent suddenly 
opened in the canvas and a shell 
dropped right into the middle of the 
tent The wounded ducked under their 
covering as if they wonld bury them
selves beneath the ground. The doctor, 
with another, rushed as he seized the 
bomb. ■

“Not you, doctor,” he shouted, as he 
seized thé bomb. .

“Quick, my man! Into the bucket 
with it!” said the doctor. “No! There’s 
no water! My God---- ”

But Cory had dashed through the 
opening and was running like a hare. 
They were all dumbfounded for a mo
ment. Then a cheer broke from them 
when they realized what he was doing— 
a cheer in which dying men joined.

“Throw it. away! Throw it!" yelled.
the doctor after him.4 ’

Still he ran. The music of, what he 
knew was their applause rang in his 
ears. Nothing had ever sounded so 
sweet to him as this. He smiled. It re
minded him faintly of his achievements 
in the football field, when the crowd 
roared" their approval. The ball he car
ried now was heavier, but the ap
plause—only he knew what it meant to 
him, and he clutched the destructive 
missile like a child hogging a doll. He 
felt Inclined to kiss it If he lived he

When 85 degrees is reached and passed, 
whatever the evil seething in the'hu
man heart, it ceases to manifest itself 
to any extent in deeds. The writer, who 
is not a sentimentalist, attributes the 
fact that after this point is passed crime 
drops to 33 per cent less than the nor
mal merely to the physical Impossibility 
of offensive action under ■ such con
ditions. For suicide alone an excess is 
marked for very low temperatures, and 
this is rationally accounted for through 
the Increased misery such temperatures 
bring to the unfortunate in general.

The prevailing impression that actual 
storm conditions have a baleful effect 
upon human disposition is overturned 
by these figures. No class of data 
studied shows an excess for high hu
midity, aud cases of assault, of insanity 
and misdemeanors are actually dimin
ished. Ou the other hand, Denver 
shows a marked Increase of crime dur
ing low humidities. Another surprise 
comes ip the demonstration that high 
winds, so often accused of having a 
nervous effect, are really quieting in 
their moral Influence.

Dr. Dexter refers the whole problem 
of conduct to surplus energy, arguing 
that during meteorological conditions 
most energizing, deportment is at its 
worst, while during devitalizing con
ditions active disorder is prevalent. In 
other words, active disorder Is, In a 
sense, the safety valve to surplus en
ergy, which must make Itself evident in 
some form of activity, aud the form 
taken Is likely to be disastrous to the 
discipline sought to be maintained by 
teacher and policeman.

Science is bringing strange revelations 
to the moralist. Since the day when 
the discovery was made that Insanity 
was a disease, in many cases amenable 
to intelligent treatment, and the chains 
and shackles were stricken from the 
limbs of the inmatefc of a madhouse, the 
world has learned that drunkenness Is 
a disease, that criminal propensities in 
some cases Indicate uncorrected heredi
ty. and in others may be accounted for 
by actual degeneration of the substance 
of the brain.

BflltoS OF flERCY. 
Founded For the Bous and Gris. 
THEY TEND TO' SPIRITUALITY.

------- :o:-------■
Women of the Chicago Anti-Oruelty 

Society, says the Times-Herald, have a 
dream of boys playing the part of pro
tectors of the alley eat and the stray 
dog rather than- taking their old-time 
role of the creatures’ persecutors. The 
way that the women have gone to \vork 
makes it seem that their dream is in a 
fair way of realization. Hereafter the 
workers hope [(that a wild bird may 
perch in safety at a boy’s elbow, for the 
making of slungshots is to become 
speedily a lost and forgotten art. The' 
hungry dog waif may approach either 
the street boy or the “mother's” boys 
with the clertainty that the tall he is 
wagging will not soon be so weighted 
down with a load of tin cans that the 
process will be an impossibility. .

The Anti-Cruelty Society, with Mrs. 
Theodore Thonfas as its president, has 
Started a work the expressed intention 
of which is to make anti-cruelty socie
ties absolutely unnecessary in the fu
ture. Mrs. Thomas sums up the whole 
end and aim of the work thus: "We 
wish to teach the children to take such 
an interest in the living, healthy animal 
that they will lose all desire to kill or 
impose suffering.”

Within the last/few weeks six bands 
of children have been gathered together 
for the set purpose of being taught the 
lesson of humanity. The children are 
not given any generalizations on the 
subject of cruelty, but are told animal 
stories which carry their own point and 
moral. It has been found that the boy, 
above all things, admires courage, and 
the first great fruits of the work have 
come from the awakening realization 
among children that the Inflicting of 
suffering upon the weaker creature is 
the worst form of cowardice. This fact 
pressed home has brought a great 
change in some of the worst of boys.

Four of these bands of mercy have 
beeu started on the North Side aud two 
on the South Sltjp, It is the ultimate in
tention of the society to spread them all 
over the city and to reach every class of 
boy from the street grab to the parlor 
pet. Five of the bands are composed of 
both boys and girls. The sixth baud, a 
great deal larger than any of the others, 
Is made up of scores of lads who pass 
nine-tenths of their time lu the streets 
aud alleys of the city. There are 300 
of them lu this one class alone, aud 
their uolse capacity is something ter
rific.

The membership comes largely from 
lower Kinzle, Michigan aud Illinois 
streets and from the Goose Island and 
Little Hell districts. Miss Jennie 
Stearns of 352 Chicago avenue, gathered 
this great crowd of boys together un
aided. How she did it would be some
thing of a mystery were it not known 
that she has “a way” with boys that to 
tlie ordinary mortal is past finding out. 
This band has beeu found to be too 
large for the most efficient work, and it 
is to be broken up iuto smaller classes, 
provided some cruelty-hating and ani
mal-loving friends will step Into the 
breach and offer their services to Miss 
Stearns. ’

A meetlug of the boys of this band 
xvas held one evening nt the residence 
of Mr. Bradley, 419 East Erie street. It 
is doubtful if a more thoroughly inter
esting collection of youngsters xvas ever 
before gathered together. Three largo 
connecting rooms xvlth a large central 
hallway were packed full pf boys rang
ing In age front 7 to 16 years. Every 
step of the stairway xvas filled nnd ail 
the banisters from top to bottom bore a 
boy burden. It Is not the alm of the 
Anti-Cruelty Society to hold the boys In 
xvlth a curb rein, for It is believed that 
if they arpnot alloxved a certainamount 
of freedom they xvill uot go to the meet
ings. and the work xvould die. at its 
birth. To the speakers is left the task 
of holding the audience, and almost In
variably they are successful, the deaf
ening racket of one minute being suc
ceeded by the dead silence of the next. 
The boys are true gallery gods. They 
do uot applaud with the hand, but ex
press tlieir approval of n speaker's good 
points by stamping and ear-piercing 
xvhistling.

Mrs. Theodore Thomns was present 
at this Erle street meeting, and her first 
words when she rose to address the 
boys were: “Do you like a coward?" 
Instantly there xvas a noisy negative 
from exactly 266 throats. The negatives

HERO (MOK|HI^ER8.
Shoulder 8t» on 3 God.

SOME PERTINENT REMARKS.
Friend Underwoodstrikes a true 

chord in what he said about Dewey. 
Hero worship seems a^mosQlkc an in
stinct of the race. Wlftlle xve sneer at 
persons for worshiping ant invisible 
God, a mere idealized abstraction, it is 
if anything a more absurd 1 affair to 
deify a human being, ‘a pool’ mortal 
made of the same kin,^ of mud as the 
balance of us. But it seems to be hu
man to do so. Of course it is hardly 
just. Take the case of Dewey for in
stance. A combination of favorable cir
cumstances placed him' to the front in 
the naval battle in Manila bay. He had 
no more ability—possibly not as much— 
as some of the marines under his com
mand, or as thx man Gridley who fired 
the first shot. He displayed no more 
patriotism, not a whit more courage, 
than the humbler men under him, and 
yet his name is lauded, he is feted, 
cities go wild in receptions, flags float, 
guns roar a welcome, and, we act as if 
the gods had come down indeed.

There is this excuse. At heart we do 
love and honor every man of them, each 
in his place doing his duty. But we can
not know them all individually, and we 
cannot make a parade apd holiday for 
every man. So we select [the fellow who 
happened to be to the fore, and using 
him as a representative, we pour out 
upon him our honors aud endearments. 
We speak to him what we mean for all. 
We feast him as we are willing to do all 
if it were possible. Dewey probably 
doesn’t know this, and very likely im
agines that all this bottled up enthusi
asm, the wining and dining, is for him
self alone. Poor old soul! If he could 
read the great heart of the people be
neath all this exterior of flowers, pa
geantry and good will, he would be
hold himself as merely the representa
tive of those who, equally with himself, 
had come into the affection of a grateful 
people. Not for himself but for all the 
brave sailor's who were with him on 
that day, are those honors shown. See 
how flat fell his pitiful “boom" for the 
presidency. That was for Dewey only 
and did uot arouse the enthusiasm nec
essary to explode a fire cracker in a 
back alley. When he stands, however, 
not for himself, though lie is a good 
commonplace old body, but as the repre
sentative of a class whom we love, 
then we do our best.

There Is my analyses bf the situation, 
but I am free to say that I think the 
whole proceeding foolish. My platform 
is that of tlie Irishman who< said of 
America: "In this folne couuthry, be- 
dad, one man is as good as another, and
better, too." ■i

II

took the form of “No,’
life,' ‘‘Nit," “They’re yeller
other sincere if slangy

Not on your
and some 

‘streetlsms.”

Some years ago a number of fellows 
paid car-fare, which their families need
ed, to go to a town In Iowa and see Mr. 
Bryan as he went through on a Burling
ton train. A glimpse;) a two-minute 
speech, thaf was all. 1 told) them I 
would not walk across the street half as 
quick to shake his hand as that of our 
old, well-known townsman, Riley Ma
gee. I would not go two miles to-mor
row to see Mr. McKinley if I could get 
the information I needed from a neigh
bor. But then, I atn aicrauk.)

A friend came to ->me and said: 
“Beecher, I want a dollar from you.” I 
wanted to know wherefore. “Why, for 
the Logan monument- fund," said he; 
“to build a fitting monument to the 
memory of Gen. John A. Logan." I told 
him I would not give him a cent. At 
that very time we had in our town a 
wreck of a man, so poor that charity 
had to be extended to him. He had 
failed up till then to get a pension, al
though he had an honorable discharge, 
and had been in Andersonville prison 
nine months. Every dictate of honor 
said give to tills living wreck the money 
and I did so. •

Moreover, brethren, and I take heart 
of grace to say it now, hero-worship of 
this kind is awful in injustice. Con
gress bestows a great pension on the 
widow of Gen. Logan, but the widow of 
my poor friend, who starved in Ander
sonville prison, is neglected. Honor to 
whom honor is due, justice/ to whom 
justice pertains. ■

I am not much of a worshiper any
way, aud especially I am not in danger 
of ' hero-worship. Putting shoulder
straps on a clod does not make it better 
than any other clod. Give, as nearly as 
possible, to every man just what he 
merits, no more, no less.

H. W. B. MYRICK.
Gentryville, Mo.

HISF^TEIliADRE^
Dr. Gibier Has a Premonition. 

TOLD HIS WIFE OF HIS VISION.
------ :o:------

That Dr. Paul Gibier, the founder of 
the Pasteur Institute in this city, who 
was killed in a runaway in Suffern, N. 
Y., (says tho New York Press) had bls 
deatli and the tragic manner of it fore
told to him a dream was made known 
by his wife recently. Strange as it may 
seem, he laughed away his wife’s fears 
when fife told it to Mrs, Glbipr, al
though it coincides strangely with his 
belief of mind, matter and immortality. 
'--It was the matron of the Pasteur In
stitute who told of Dr. Glbler’s dream. 
It was told to her, she said, by Mrs. 
Gibier. On last Friday night Dr. Gibier, 
who had been ill with lumbago, slept 
for the first time in twelve days. When 
he awoke on Saturday morning he re
lated to his wife a strange dream which 
he had had.

He said that he dreamed he was out 
riding alone and had been thrown from 
his buggy and killed. It was in that 
way thajt death did come to him only a 
few hours later, the reality being that 
Dr. Gibier was accompanied by his 
mother-in-law, Mrs. 0. V. Hoern, of Bal
timore, when he was killed.

Dr, Gibier had many strange views on 
immortality, hypnotism, hypno-maguet- 
ism and auto-suggestion, and during his 
lifetime he wrote these words:

“One of the simplest yet' one of the 
most powerful proofs that intelligence 
exists apart from matter may be found 
lu the sort of an experiment where sub
jects under the influence of an operator 
become at certain states seers, aud see 
objects and persons invisible to those 
in a normal state.” ■

In this case Dr. Gibier was the seer of 
his own sad fate, although the startling 
portrayal of it- to him did not Impress 
him at the time.

Dr. Gibier’s body was brought to the 
Pastqur Institute and placed In state in 
one of the parlors. It was surrounded 
with floral tributes. Friends aud rela
tives of the dead physician and scien
tist called during the afternoon aud 
there were many who came to pay re
spects during the evening.

The body looked strangely life-like, 
and the dead man seemed to be sleeping 
peacefully more than In death. There 
was no visible scar or wound to show 
that violence had caused death, the 
wound ou the back of the head being 
concealed.

Dr. Gibier some time ago made con
siderable stir lu the world by declaring 
that he had absolute proof of immortal
ity. He said he knew absolutely that 
the soul of the higher self of man sur
vives the dissolution of the body.

“It can be proved in several ways," he 
said, “namely, through hypnotism, hyp- 
no-magnetism and psychic experiment. 
Oue of the simplest yet one of the most 
powerful proofs that intelligence exists 
apart from matter may be found In the 
form of an experiment where subjects 
under the influence of an operator be
come at certain states, seers, and see ob
jects and persons Invisible to those in a 
normal state—things and persons which 
sometime leave au Impression on a pho
tographic plate.

"Man Is immortal, and even eternal,” 
held Dr. Gibier, “for although matter 
and force may be transformed they re- 
mialn anatomically the same for all 
time." He also held that neither matter 
nor energy has Intelligence, aud, since 
this Is trqe, there must be a third ele
ment, and it must be co-existent with 
matter. To this he gave the name of 
Intelligence, or soul.

“When death occurs,” wrote Dr. 
Gibier, “the spirit is the first to leave 
tlie body, leaving It in a more or less 
rapid way, according to (he manner of 
death. At the same time a certain part 
of the energy is dissipated, and in a 
gradual way re-enters the great com
mon storehouse of universal energy. 
Another part of this force remains 
bound to the spirit, without which it 
would probably return to universal In
telligence, just as the matter of the body 
and a certain quantity of its energy re
turn to the ambient matter and energy. 
But it is later that this force definitely 
leaves the body, providing it (the body) 
lias not been destroyed by fire or 
through any other destructive cause im
mediately after death.” .

would lib a man and a comrade again. 
If not—but he ran on.

Some one has wisely said that It re
quires often but the turn of a straw,to 
make a coward a hero, or a hero a cow
ard. Cory was now a man again. The 
paralysis of panic that had seized him 
a few hours -ago and had frozen his 
heart existed now only as a hideous 
dream. Another ten yards—he was 
quite fifty from the tent. He heard 
them urging him to throw It. A few 
more yards, then with a tremendous 
effort he hurled it from him. Instantly 
there was an explosion, and Cory fell on 
his face. ,

“Poor chap! He Is done for, I doubt,” 
said the doctor, as Iseveral raced for
ward, followed by a number of wound
ed, who limped in pain.

They knelt by his poor shattered body. 
The sergeant, his old tormentor, regard
less of bis own wounds, had been among 
tie first who rushed to his assistance.

Cory raised the only hand left him, 
which the N. C. 0. clasped, murmuring 
something about forgiveness. A smile 
of exultation played about his com
rade’s face for a moment, then the film 
of death gathered over his eyes. He 
tried to speak, but no words came in 
obedience to the moving of his Ups, for 
his soul had taken its flight to that land 
where brave spirits are at rest.

OLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World treats of the “Mythical .Ori
gin of Death;” “A Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” ‘Impress
ive Communications from the 
Spirit Side of Life;” “Death Con

sidered by the Spirit Lucretius;” “Odd
ities in Reference to the Dead;” ‘.‘Death 
from a Vibratory Force;” “The Day' 
After Death Beautifully illustrated;” 
“Sensations of the Dying;" “A Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;" “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” “A 
Special Visit to the Spirit World;" 
"Fragrance at - a Child’s Death Bed;” 
“The Varied Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;” “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;” “Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;” “The Id
iosyncrasies of Death;” "Life and Death 
Thoughtfully Analyzed;” “Signs In the 
Process of Dying," etc., etc. In fact 
this volume Is a mine of valuable infor
mation, and every person should have 
access to it. It should be In every home. 
Read the prethluni terms carefully, and 
then send for the Three Volumes of the 
Encyclopedia of Death, ..-

When the boys had fully expressed 
their disapproval of cowardice in all its 
forms a hush came over them, and Mrs. 
Thomas proceeded with a story of a 
small boy who had thoroughly thrashed 
a much larger boy who had insisted on 
torturing an alley cat. The victory of 
the smaller lad over the larger was put 
down to the fact that he was fighting in 
a good cause, a point which the auditors 
seemed to catch quickly. Mrs. Thomas 
held them In rapt attention until \the 
small boy was victorious and the ani
mal was safe. Then her listeners 
cheered her, the story and the courage 
of the small boy, and wound up with a 
cheer for the alley cat.

Oue of the directors of the_IUlnois Au
dubon Society said a word to the boys 
on behalf of the birds. He told them 
that there was more fun nine times over 
in watching the live bird than there was 
in handling a dead one. He caught their 
sympathies with a tale of a bluejay’s 
defense of its nest aud told them some
thing of bird characteristics that were 
worth noting. It did not take five min
utes at that meeting to' show that the 
noisiest of the boys could be held quiet 
with a story that touched on animal life. 
Thqse elders who were present and who 
had had long experience with children 
said that animal stories were potent in
terest producers when everything else 
failed.
.When the meeting was over the Audu

bon director found himself confronted 
with a question that would have puz
zled Solomon for an answer. The Au- 
dubonlte hates English Sparrows as he 
hates the shadow of the evil one, but 
he was present as the guest of the Anti- 
Oruelty. Society, and as sparrows can 
suffer as well as anything else, what 
was he to do when five boys waited on 
him and said: “Say, mister, kin we kill 
English sparrows?” The bird society 
director referred the questions to their 
director.

The hands of mercy are already a 
[success. Some of the leaders of the 
movement are compelled daily to find 
homes for stray cats and dogs which 
street children, with newly awakened 
sympathies, bring to them for care and 
protection. Last Monday afternoon five 
small boys called at Miss Stearns’ resi

’ donee and informed her that they had 
found the body of a dead bird? They’ 
said they had'buried l,t carefully, and 
wire going to get a small flag to erect 
over the grave. Mrs. Theodore Thomas 
took home with her from the meeting 

1-the other night a stray fox terrier which 
some of the boys fAund in an alley after 
their dismissal. The stray Is now in-

stalled in a country home with the kind
est of kind masters.

Other bands of mercy which have just 
been started by the Anti-Cruelty So
ciety are the Blue Star Band, Miss Mad
eleine Smith, teacher; Trinity Band, 
Mrs. L. M. Melander, 521 LaSalle ave
nue, teacher; and bands of which Mrs. 
0. J. Waters, 32 Delaware place, Mrs. 
J. M. Campbell, 260 Bowen avenue, and 
Miss Annie,Faulkner are directors.

Thus it is that good,seeds are being 
sown, tending to the spiritualization of 
those who participate in this movement 
Spirituallsts-generally should engage 
more in humanitarian work; without it 
the world would soon commence to ret
rograde.

Their Division Our Safety.
The Boston Transcript tells of a town'' 

in Maine, W’ith a population of 2,000, 
where there arp fotirteen churches, each 
but one In full blast, ^rith regular ser
vices. The average salpry of,the pulpit
pounder in that town îs Ç300;û year.

Very few have stopped tor think how 
much the world, of thiught’ik indebted 
to these opposing sect j for tne freedom 
lt'enjoys. United in ¿ne denomination 
they would become i'qtolera®t, oppres
sive, and tyrannical, overriding all oppo
sition by brute force. Divided Into hos
tile camps they toleratâ othèré that they 
may be tolerated in tiltn.

There is not a Christian sect in ex
istence which would Bot inWtate Cath
olicism in its most persecuting stage, 
was It clothed with ample authority to 
enforce its demands, and cduid Itself be
immune.

' . —rat.—
“The Heresy Trial of Rev.--R.F. Aus

tin, M.-A., D. D. Giving a sketch , of 
Dr. Austin’s life, story of the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, the heresy 
sermon, the scene at conference, and 
Dr. Austin’s full address defending his 
views on Spiritualism at tho London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.,” 
etc.-Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. . ' . -

“Social Upbuilding,' Including Oo-op- 
eratlre Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D„ M. D, This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
.at this office. - -
I “The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” For . sale at this office. 
Price 2B cents.

Hypnotized Her Daughter.
A dispatch from Tacoma to the Seat

tle Post-Intelligencer, contains the fol
lowing:

"There was almost a riot at the North
ern Pacific passenger station as the 
midnight train was ready to pull out 
for Portland, carrying the ‘Shiloh’ re
vival party, which had been holding 
services in the city for the past ten 
days and seeking recruits for the ‘Shi
loh’ college in the state of Maine, of 
which the Rev. Sandford is the control
ling spirit.

At the Ecclesia mission, where the re
vivalists have been holding their meet
ings, a girl of about 18 years, who is 
about to come into a handsome fortune, 
fell under the religious spell of the Rev. 
Sandford, and was induced to enroll as 
one of the band of ‘students’ which the 
company was recruiting for its religious 
school in Maine. When the time came 
for the meeting to break up and good
byes were being said the girl’s mother, 
a gentle-mannered lady with gray hair, 
was so overcome at the thought of los
ing her only daughter that she appealed 
to.the girl not to leave her. The daugh
ter was about to Hsten to the appeals of 
her mother, when the revivalists inter
vened, warning the girl that' to listen to 
the cries of the flesh was to lose her im
mortal soul, and abjuring her to remain 
steadfast, deluging her with quotations 
from Scripture and denouncing the 
pleadings of the mother, until the poor 
woman fell in a faint
_ “The girl was then hurried away 
where she could not hear her mother's 
heart-rending cries, and the party, went 
to the railway station, where the moth
er, who had escaped the crowd at the 
mission, again , made a frantic attempt 
to regain her daughter. Again she was 
met by the revivalists, who warned her 
that she was seeking to cause the ruin 
of her daughter by turning her away 
from the religious work which God had 
marked out for her. Indignant citizens 
then took a hand and attempted to rea
son-with the revivalists, who returned 
them-Scripture quotations.

“A policeman was called,, but upon" 
finding the girl was over 18 year of age, 
said: he could do nothing. The crowd’ 
then made a rush at the revivalists, but 
were met by them under the leadership 
of the- Rev. Sandford, and- with their 
umbrellas flourishing in a threatening 
way and they called down the wrath of 
God upon the Ungodly, putting them to 
flight. Not one of the gathered citizens 
cared to take the lead in a knock-down 
fight and rescue, and the girl was al
lowed to proceed, leaving her poor 
mother prostrated;. She Is said to-day 
to be in a critical condition.” _

We believe the whipping-post is a relic 
of barbarism, but we would not object 
seriously to having it used on this re
vivalist who took the only child of this 
aged mother, ......

h1)hMitariaNis(i.
As a F actor in Spiritualism. 

LIFE WORK OF MRS. BOOTH.
, ------ :o:-------

As set forth by the Daily News, never 
since Frances Willard was in the prime 
of her noble womanhood aud heroic 
earnestness has there been seeu a finer 
example of the power of oratory as- 
shown by a woman consecrated to her 
life work than in the address of Mrs. 
Maud Ballington Booth before the 
Methodist quadriennial conference at 
the Auditorium. Mrs. Booth, the “little 
mother,” as she is known by 8,000 men 
in the state prisons of the United States 
who have gladly accepted her leader
ship ¡n Christian living, had a grand op
portunity in speaking to that great body 
of delegates representing methodism all 
over the world. And it was the unani
mous verdict, not only of the delegates, 
but of the vast assemblage which wel
comed her, that she rose to the oppor
tunity. 1 To say that it was a signal ova
tion to her natural gifts and charms of 
oratory would not be altogether true, 
though these had their weight. It was 
rather the spontaneous welcome given 
by an audience of earnest and intelli
gent men to a new cause and work 
which were presented in such a master
ly and effective way as to win sympa
thy and compel admiration. No amount 
of ordinary preparation would have suf
ficed for such an effective appeal in be
half of the many thousands of men now 
serving sentences in the state prisons of 
this country. It was evident that Mrs. 
Booth had paid tlie price for that even
ing's triumph by years of devoted work 
in a cause which had almost escaped 
the attention of the religious world.

Even to recapitulate the facts she so 
effectively presented would be difficult, 
as no summary could do justice to an 
enterprise which has been carried on 
under such conditions as confronted 
Mrs. Booth when the Volunteer Prison
ers’ League was organized four years 
ago. During those four years Mrs. 
Booth’s life has been given to her prison 
work and the corridors of Slug Sing and 
Joliet are as familiar to her as they 
are to the wardens or the prisoners 
themselves. From the former over 800 
men have “graduated,’’ to use Mrs. 
Booth’s phrase, and most of them have 
passed through Hope hall at Flushing 
to an honorable and virtuous life, which 
would uot have been possible to the 
vast majority of them without the work 
in their behalf done by the “little 
mother.” From Joliet about 200 have 
gone to Hope Hall, Chicago, with simi
lar results. Of the work in- other pris
ons detailed information was uot given, 
but from South Carolina to Maine, and 
from Maine to California Mrs. Booth is 
now known as the convict’s friend and 
the wardens of state prisons are always 
eager to welcome her and aid her. _

Many difficulties that He In the way of 
the convict’s return to honorable aud 
virtuous life have beeu vividly por
trayed by Victor Hugo in "Les Mlser- 
bles.” Americans who have not heard 
Mrs. Booth tell of her prison work will 
be surprised to learn that the difficul
ties are scarcely less in America to-day 
—or rather were, before these thousands 
of men behind the bars found a friend 
and "little mother" in Mrs. Booth.

The leader and founder of the Volun
teer Prisoners’ League has no sympathy 
with that morbid sentimentality which 
bestows flowers and gifts upon murder
ers and makes a hero of the man upon 
whom society has placed Its ban. All 
she seeks to obtain is “justice for the 
convict” and a chance! That and the 
abolition of some of tlie more barbaric 
customs of certain penitentiaries are 
what she pleads for and Is giving her 
life for in heroic effort.

Incidentally Mrs. Booth paid this 
state a high compliment as leading in 
the right way in adoptlug the Indeter
minate sentence. The general accept
ance of this -humane and reasonable 
method of dealing with state prisoners, 
supplemented by such work as Mrs. 
Booth and her league are doing. Is si
lently effecting a mighty reform In 
prison conditions in the United States— 
a reform which will be greatly expe
dited by the enthusiasm engendered In 
the great quadrqnnial conference of 
Methodism under Mrs. Booth’s inspira
tion.

To say nothing of the religion of Mrs. 
Booth, her humanitarian work is grand 
and beautiful. Her self-sacrifice, her 
devotion to the Interests of the criminal, 
and her unselfish spirit manifested on 
all occasions, places her in the front 
ranks of humanitarians. Spiritualists 
should begin at an early day to make 
humanitarianism a special factor in 
their lives. '

HEDlUflSHIP
Manifested Through Psyche, 

AND ALSO THE P8YWRAPH, 
—:—:o:------ -

While honest public mediums will al
ways occupy the front ranks in the gio- 
rlous work of spreading Spiritualism 
among people at large, there are phases 
of mediumship of less prominent char
acter, that are not enough known and 
cultivated, though they could fill an Im
portant place in small circles and could 
be a great help to single Individuals. 
Thousands are situated In a way, local
ly or circumstantially, that they have 
seldom or never a chance to attend a se
ance or any public spiritual demonstra
tion, find even home circles are often 
out of the question for many people. 
But wherever there is access to a post
office wherever a spiritual paper can 
reach us, there we can also obtain one 
of the above-named magnetic boards, 
and mediumship can be developed in 
most cases, provided the sitter has the 
necessary amount of patience, and is a 
jolerably good speller. One or two sit
ters, and one recorder, seem to be usual
ly the best arrangement; but the writer 
of this never had an assistant and ob
tained most satisfactory messages on 
both the Psychograph and Psyche. The 
latter is very sensitive, but requires also 
more delicate handling than the former, 
which is less sensitive, but stronger. 
After all, the choice of one of the two 
seems only a matter of personal prefer
ence. _

It is au astonishing fact, that numbers 
of the former planchette and ouija 
boards ate scattered all over the coun
try, without doing any good to speak of, 
and it passes any serious person’s un
derstanding, how’¡people calling them
selves "intelligent,” can use the afore
said boards as mere toys, mere frivolous 
pastimes; confessing without blushing, 
that it never occurred to them to think 
of any deeper principle underlying 
thosedemonstratlons. This Is the height 
of thoughtlessness. Of course, their 
silly or frivolous questions received 
mostly adequate answers, as like at
tracts like, in both worlds. But sueh a 
state of things could not fail to discred
it this special phase of mediumship. 
Should the Improved magnetic boards 
be used in the same spirit as their pred
ecessors, there would be no better re
sults, in spite of their superiority. No 
kind of mediumship will amount to any
thing unless exercised in a spirit of rev
erence by pure aud honest people. Such 
people, when at the same time earnest 
aud Intelligent investigators, cannot fall 
to obtain full evidence of spirit return, 
In the most direct way; provided they 
succeed to establish good magnetic con
nection between tlieir own higher selves 
aud those in sympathy with them on 
the other shore.

Mistakes are made on both sides of 
the current; lying messages are some
times received from intruding spirits; 
certain laws have to be studied and cer
tain meanings interpreted; streets, num
bers, names and other minor things re
quired on earth correctly given are 
often mixed up by the correspondents, 
who evidently are apt to forget things, 
for which they have no use any more. 
Events are sometimes said to have hap
pened, while they are only approaching; 
some things, repulsive to human senti
ment are mentioned in the simplest 
matter-of-fact way. while others seem 
magnified by strong Imagination, and 
misleading to those investigators who 
would take everything In a literal 
sense. In one word, keen study, obser
vation and discrimination aro neces
sary, but will pay sooner or later, and a 
large amount of Information about life 
In the spirit world can be gained by this 
very simple mediumship. At any rate, 
the communications thus received seem 
to admit but one explanation, namely, 
that the correspondents are distinct in
dividualities, dlscarnate aud sometimes 
Incarnate; though we cannot see or 
touch them. It Is like telephonic or tel
egraphic intercourse between two 
worlds, or rather a combination of both 
systems.

The purpose of these lines is not to ex
pand on news received from the spirit 
world by’ said magnetic Instruments, 
but to show others the way to receive 
news for themselves. True missionary 
work might thus be.done in tlie simplest 
way and with the least expense, espe
cially in remote districts. May these 
hints reach a good many people who 
yearn for spiritual truth.

HENRIETTA STRAUB.
Syracuse, N. Y.

This Is a Christian Nation.
The proof is pointed. Who can doubt 

it? A great strike is in progress in St. 
Louis as we write. Street car workers 
want better wages, so they refused to 
labor and determined others should not. 
Failing to wholly stop the cars because 
of police Interference they determined 
the people should not ride, however 
great their necessities.

On the 8th Inst, a furious mob at
tacked Miss Lena Kaenter who in some 
way Incurred their displeasure. Says 
the report:

“They stripped her to the waist and 
daubed her with gffeen paint, while jeer
ing boys and women applauded the out
rage. Two shop girls were attacked 
an hour later. They were partly de
nuded, but escaped.”

A barbarous people would not be 
guilty of such grossness. And a savage 
tribe guilty of it would,deserve extermi
nation. But it was paralleled in the 5th 
century, when an Alexandrian mob, in
cited by the Christian Bishop Cyril, 
since sainted, led by Peter, the Reader, 
attacked the teacher Hypatia, a philoso
pher and mathematician, dragged her 
from her chariot while on" the way to 
her Academy, stripped her naked, 
forced her into a church, cut the "flesh 
from her bones with oyster shells, then 
burned it to ashes. -

Says Goldsmith, slightly abridged:
.“Nature was never more lavish of its 

gifts than.lt had been to Hypatia, en
dowed as she was with the most ex
alted understanding, and the happiest 
turn to science. Education completed 
what Nature had begun, and made her 
the prodigy, not only of*  her age, but the 
glory of,her sex. * ♦ She joined to 
her charms of person a virtue that 
might repress the most assuming. 
Though in a city, the resort of all the 
learning. then existing in the world, 
'there \wa's not one who could equal her 
in knowledge; yet with such accom
plishments, she was the most modest of 
women. Calumny never dared to sus-. 
pect her morals, or assail her character.”

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From." “The Evolution of .the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents, 
For sale at this office. । J

-t

THE SOUL OF THE VIOLET.

Whenever, betimes, the warm winds 
blow

And drive underground the lingering 
snow;

Whenever, amid such breathing space, 
The brown earth rises a wistful face— 
Whenever about the fields I go, 
The soul of the violet haunts me so!
I look—there is never a leaf to be seen;
In the bleached grass is no thread of 

green;
But I walk as one who would chide his 

feet
Lest they trample the hope of some

thing sweet!
Here can no flower be blooming, I 

know—
Yet the soul of the violet haunts me sol
Again and again that thrilling breath, 
Fresh as the life that is snatched out of 

death, ■
Keen as the blow that Love might deal 
Lest a spirit in trance should outward 

steal—
So thrilling that breath, so vital that 

blow—
The soul of the violet haunts me so!
Is it the blossom th|t slumbers as yet, 
Under the leaf-mold dank and wet, 
And visits in dreams the wandering air 
(Whereas the passing sweetness I 

share)?
Or is it the flower shed long ago?
The soul of the violet hauntsnne so!

—Leslie’s Popular Monthly,

The above is the number of the pres
ent iMUe bf The Progressive Thinker, 
U printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner, if this number cor
responds with tne figures on your wrap
per. then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at'tho 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag Of your wrapper.

“Gleanings from the Rostrum.” By 
A. B. French. Cloth, ?L For'sale at 
this, office. '

“Astral Worship.” By J. H- Hill, M. 
D. For sale at this office. Price, 51;

“Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. 
A Treatise on Human Culture?’ By 
Leroy Berrier. For sale at this office. 
Price SI.

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.”' Vol. 2. 
Sweet songs and music fdr homo and 
social meetings. For sale at this office, 
Price 15 cents.
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. GENER/VL SURVEY
¡ THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS,

DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER.

OONTRIBUTORS.-Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he inay make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be- 
llevlug that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered iu an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that Is no reason why thoy should be 
suppressed: yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that pur space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must .account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.-We would like 
to impress upon tlie minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That meatls rapid work, 
and it Is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS—Bear in mind that items for 
the General. Survey will all eases be 
adjusted to the space we have to oecu-, 
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the. source of every item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.
'Prof. J. W. Kenyon and Mrs. J. W. 

Kenyon would like to correspond with 
societies anywhere for work for season 
of 1900 and 1901. Mrs. K. Is said to be 
one of the best test mediums in the field 
to'-day. Societies desiring settled speak
ers and mediums address them at On
set, Mass? P. O. Box 166. During the 
camp season of July and August Mr. 
and Jlrs. Kenyon hold test seances In 
Phylls Hall, Onset, Mass.

B. F. Austin writes from Toronto, 
Canada: “I have the following dates 
open for engagements: August 2 and 3 
for Southwest Michigan or Northern Il
linois; August 6 for sotpe point near 
Clinton, Iowa; August 9 for Michigan, 
near Jllchigan Central line; August 10 
for New York, near New York Central 
line. All Interested can write me at 81 
O’Hara avenue, Toronto, Canada.”

Mrs. JI. L. Mayotte writes from 
Texas: “My new premium, The Next 
World Interviewed, was received a few 
days ago, Like all your readers, I feel 
deeply Indebted. I found the book so 
Interesting that I could not lay If aside 
until I hud gone from cover to cover. I 
eould not rest until I had finished it.”

■ W. D. Noyes writes from Columbus, 
Ohio: “The Columbus (Ohio) Camp will 
open under favorable conditions, June 
30, at 4:30 p. in. Flag-raising, and ad- 

• dress by Dr. J. C. Kroesen, of Colum
bus. 7:30 p. m., lawn social and band 
concert. Welcome address l>y Jlayor

. Swartz, of Columbus; Worthington wel
come address by the Hon. Justin Pin
ney, of Worthington. Rev. Samuel 
King, M. E. minister of Columbus, will 
deliver the welcome address in behalf of 
the Christian people. Camp opening ad
dress will be delivered by Lyman C. 
Howe, of Fredonia, N. Y. Spirit mes
sages will be given by Corn B. Noyes. 
2:30 p. m., dedication ceremony by Ly
man C. Howe. Spirit messages by Cora 
B. Noyes. Choir of sixteen voices nt ev
ery Sundny service. The favorite Co
lumbus City Bnnd will be In attendance 
every day during the season. Concert 
by City Orchestra Band every Wednes
day and Saturday evenings.”

A summer school for parents will 
open nt Vrilla Hights, Geneva Lnke, 
Wis., July 9, 1900. Fathers, mothers 
and educators will gather In council, 
seeking the best good of the child. Self- 
dlsclpline for parenthood will be a 
prominent fenture, while nil practlcnl 
phases of home and school education 
will be discussed in the spirit of love 
and helpfulness. Leading a child to the 
unfoldment of Inherent powers and 
forces requires knowledge that Is born 
of wisdom and love, the best thought of 
father and mother. Gathering in the 
heart of the woods, the pupil-parent, 
the true student, will be Inspired by the 
song of birds, the deep of waters, the 
hush of night and nature's many won
der workings. Competent men and wo
men will each day lend a child study 
round table, to which all are Invited to 
contribute their best thought and expe
rience. "That which we are, we shall 
teach." For further particulars, ad
dress, Alice B. Stockham, M. D., 56 
Fifth avenue, Chicago, Ill.

E. B. Sargent, a veteran Spiritualist, 
writes from Haverhill, Jlass.: “En
closed you will find two dollars and ten 
cents for The Progressive Thinker one 
yearr and Vols. 1, 2 and 3 of the Ency- 
clopediti of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World. I am 83 years old, and never 
before have I known so large an amount 
of valuable reading matter disposed of 

. for so trifling a sum. Like the most of 
those of my age a large majority of my 

. dear ones are in the spirit world, hence 
it will be seen that that. , world looks 
nearer to me than to those just starting 
in life.”- -

. The Indianapolis Sentinel says: 
“There Is a church building in Harrison 
county, near Corydon, the old capital of 

: the state, which bas been, by common 
consent, abandoned and is now never 
used. Soon after the building was con- 
strueted the sexton securely locked the 
doors at the conclusion of services one 
Sunday evening, but when he returned 

. found all the doors standing wide open.
At first lie gave the matter little 
thought, thinking that some of the trus
tees or persons privileged to enter had 
been there during bis absence. - He 
locked them securely at the close of 
services that evening, and returning, 
found them wide open, as usual. Time 
and again was this experience repeated; ; 
and the sexton began to be puzzled. 
Night after night vigil was kept but no 
one ventured near thé church, yet when 
the sexton or trustees would approach 
the buildings the locks would be found 
turned and the bolts shot back, giving 
free access. Effort after effort was 
made to solve the mystery, but without. 
avail, and now the doors are never 
locked, as such a proceeding would be 
useless. The.story of the mysterious 
happenings has become so well circu
lated that there'is no necessity of lock
ing the doors, even if they would stay 
shut, as no one would have the temerity 
to venture near the edifice with evil de
signs. Tramps, who would be expected 
to select the building as a place to 
sleep, have heard the story and avoid it 
as they would, a pest” ■

...G. W. Kates and wife are engaged for 
cnmp-mcctlngs ¡Turing’August at Man
tua, Ohio (JInple Dell), and Grand

. Take due notice, that all Items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
full mime and address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket. ’

T. S. Russel writes: “Mrs. L. N. Cla
man, present pastor of the Englewood 
Spiritual Union, delivers her lectures 
under complete entraucement or spirit 
control. Her entire appearance and 
voice changes to that of a man who 
knows how to teach spirituality and 
forcibly impress the hearers of the im
portance of living spiritual lives. We 
exiled to continue our regular services 
through the summer. We will camp at 
home, and will be glad if members of 
oilier societies whose pastors are off on 
an outing, will visit our meetings on 
Sundays at 2:30 and 7:30, and Thurs
days at 2 p. in. Mrs. Claman conducts 
all services and her messages are as 
good as the best. We have engaged the 
Unlversalist church for our entertain
ment on the 22J, as our hall is too 
small.” • -

Mrs. L. A. Coolidge writes: “As I 
read The Progressive Thinker, I feel 
that sublime uplifting of the spirit, that 
no other reading gives me. I hope you 
may long Jive to give those beautiful 
truths to the world.”

Dr. B. F, Weythman writes from 
Memphis, Tenn.: “I received the Occult 
Life of Jesus a few days ago, It is a 
splendid volume, I, like others, am 
astonished that it is a premium to a 
paper that in itself is richly worth_$2 
per year.” , '

M. C. Holmes writes from Concord, 
N. H.: “The book, the Occult Life of 
Jesus of Nazareth, duly received.’ I am 
very much interested in the book.”

Mrs. P. Calm writes from New York: 
“Allow us to express our hearty appre
ciation of your kindness in sending the 
book, Encyclopedia of Death, which ar
rived safely. It Is the third present you 
have sent us, the other two being Ghost 
Land and Art Magic, and 1 assure you 
that we feel proud of them, and grateful 
to you for placing such books within our 
reach, as it would be beyond our means 
to buy them.” .

H. Bay writes from Seat tie, JSVash.: 
“Yesterday I received the last of the 
seven beautiful books. I have gained 
both knowledge and pleasure.”

Mrs. Carrie M. Hinsdale, a prominent 
worker In the ranks of Spiritualism, 
writes from Fort Worth, Tex.:. “Surely 
the world does not know what a feast is 
furnished in The Progressive Thinker a 
whole year and four premium books, 
and all for 2.25. I would not sell my 
books alone for five times the price of 
all, if I eould not replace them. I had 
been deprived of The Progressive 
Thinker for a year or more, moving 
about from place to place, lecturing, 
and when it came, it was like the face 
of a faithful friend of ‘Lang Syne.’ The 
very sight of it was cheering. Your 
‘Divine Plan’ must be in charge of the 
angels, for never before was so much 
given for so little. I would not exchange 
my subscription alone for $2.25 if the 
exchange compelled me to be a year 
without the paper. Slay spirit friends 
open broader fields and may its useful
ness grow with eacli issue. I send per
sonal thanks for the books, as they are 
practically a present.”

B. G. Sweet writes: “It does not seem 
possible that you can give so much read
ing matter for so little money. I have 
all the books in your list of premiums, 
except Vol. 3, and either of the books 
is worth according to regular'-book 
prices not less than $1,50, yet you are 
almost giving them away. Should you 
raise the subscription price of The Pro
gressive Thinker to $1.50.or even $2.00, 
I still would not do without it, and 1 am 
sure the angel world appreciates your 
grand effort in spreading the glorious 
truth, even though some of the mortals 
do not”

Helen -A. Case writes: “I have rend- 
those four premium books. I consider 
them excellent food for thought.”

J. H. Clnrk writes from Lansing, 
Mich.: ‘‘Mr. E. W. Lincoln, of Pincon
ning, Mich., gave two fine lectures to 
our society, Sunday, June 10, which 
were well appreciated by fair audiences. 
Mr. Lincoln is a young man and a forci
ble speaker. He speaks for the Owosso 
society next Sunday.” '

A very delightful informal reception 
was given to Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown, 
by the friends in Bloomington, at the 
residence of Mrs. Ada Bartoni.

ft heal physical ailments tfiey becoûe 
amenable to the law. After reviewing 
the .right of-the »tate to art in matters 
of public health, Judge Neelen said: 
“Under existing laws, to heal the sick, 
or, to use equivalent words( practice 
medicine, is not construed by the courts 
as applyingexeluslvely to the adminis
tration of drugs and the use of instru
ments, but may be properly construed 
to mean the treatment in any manner of 
one who is ill, as a Christian Science 
healer or a practitioner for a fee, and 
Christian Scientists so undertaking the 
cure of the sick without license to prac
tice medicine become thereby subject to 
the penalties of the law. This in no way 
interferes with the religious belief of 
anybody.” in conclusion the court cited 
the Mormon case decision to show that 
even in matters of religious belief the 
laws of society designed to secure its 
health might not be interfered with. 
“However free,” he said, “the exercise 
of religion may be, it must be subordi
nate to the laws of the land.”

Mrs. L. J. Oviatt (formerly Mrs. L. J. 
Vaughn) has just returned from Louis
ville, Ky., where she served the Church 
of Spirit Communion for three months, 
and one month for tlie First Spiritual 
Society of Muncie, Ind. Since her re
turn she has served the Second Church 
of the Soul of Chicago. She leaves here 
about June 20, for Milwaukee, She 
wishes to announce that for business 
and_ advertising purposes she has ob
tained the legal right to the name, Mrs, 
L. J. Oviatt. All communications should 
be addressed to her at 212 Ogden ave
nue, Chicago, Ill, ‘

Mrs. Georgiana Staples Davis writes 
from Augusta, Maine: "1 want to thank 
you most sincerely for the four premium 
books received not long ago—the three 
volumes of the Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit World, and The 
Next World Interviewed. To say I am 
pleased with tliein but feebly expresses 
my appreciation. They are grand; are 
both interesting and instructive, and 
every Spiritualist and investigator 
should read them. I consider them a 
great addition to my occult library."

Mrs. Edwards writes from Mt. Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa: “I haye rented 
Oak Glen Cottage for June, July-and 
August, and shall be glad to have any 
visitors who may be in this vicinity 
call. Workers in the cause especially 
Invited. My work in Davenport seemed 
satisfactory, and my stay of four weeks 
was very pleasant. -1 had some good 
circles, and promised to make a return 
visit before going back to Chicago."

Scribe writes: "G. W, Kates and wife 
lield the first grove meeting of tfie sea
son, at Bederwood, Minn., Saturday and 
Sunday, June 9-and 10. On Saturday 
tfie weather was so forbidding that the 
morning meeting could not be held, in 
the afternoon, Mr. Kates spoke against 
a high wind with, good good effect. 
Mrs. Kates gave tests. The weather on 
Sunday was clear, but ‘the wind blew as 
it Usteth.’ A more secluded spot in the 
grove was selected and two excellent 
meetings held. Mr.,Kates spoke upon 
‘The Science of Spiritualism,’ and Mrs. 
Kates upon ‘Evidences of Immortality.’ 
The attendance was quite large for this 
district and the condition of the 
weather. We occupied a splendid grove 
near Stubbs Bay, the property of Bro. 
Stubbs. We are glad to say that 
Brother and Sister Kates are - stirring 
our state untirSplritualism Is becoming 
a popular ism. Our society at Beder
wood Is prosperous, and we look for
ward to greater things in the future.”

Twenty-five cents for adults and fif
teen cents for children, will entitle you 
to a reserved seat to hear an imperson
ated reading on the story ' of “Ben 
Hur,” illustrated with 82 life-size views 
on canvas, and’a chance to see and 
hear the youngest child entertainer of 
the century, in her recitations, posing 
and pantomime. This entertainment 
■will be given by Lee Norie Claman, as-

Correspondent sends the following 
Buffalo items: The Rev. Moses Hull and 
his wife, Mattie E. Hull, arc at Camp, 
Lily Dale, attending to the school that 
they hav^ established there. The Rev. 
A. J. Weaver is also nt same camp for 
the season. Mr. Hull returns every Sun
day and holds two meetings each Sun
day at the Temple. Mrs. Hull returns 
also to attend her lyceum.

The old Buffalo Spiritual Church So
ciety is in splendid shape just now; full 
attendance each Sunday; good speak
ers, and a grand good test medium in 
Mrs. Catherine Chase.

J. W. Dennis 16 now a “Reverend”,as 
he was properly ordained last Sunday 
by the president and officers of the Buf
falo Spiritual Church Society. Mrs. 
Catherine Chase gave Mr. Dennis fils 
lesson upon the duties of fils ncwly-ac- 
quired office. Her control, Mr. Watson, 
was the speaker upon this occasion.

The Buffalo Psychic Society gave a 
well-attended social, June 13, for the" 
benefit of said society. -

All of the five societies in Buffalo are 
doing nicely. •

Ledge, Haslett Park and Island Lake, 
glieli. Their address Is 5G0 Seventh' av
enue North, Minneapolis, Minn. ,, .

F. Grlmshaw-ls to be one of the prin
cipal speakers at the Freeville Camp, 
N. Y.

E. V. Morse writes from Lorain, Ohio: 
“Please announce that the Progressive 
Thought Association of. Lorain, Ohio, 
would like to correspond. With'an edu
cated lecturer with-the. intention of 
making engagements (perhaps moilThly) 
should terms, recommendations, etc., be 
satisfactory. There seems to be a profit
able field in this part of the state for a 
good lecturer, and also for a test.tnedi- 
um.- Some one combining the talent of- 
a good organizer with the rest would 
prove a much needed factor in our asso
ciation.’’ - ■' ,

In passing upon the case of Mr's. 
Emma Nichols and Mrs. Crecenzla Ar- 
rles, Christian scientists,1 in Milwaukee, 
Wis.,-Judge Neelen decided that they 
were guilty of violating the Wisconsin 
medical law, in that they were practic
ing medicine without a license or prop
er qualifications. The defendants have 
taken an appeal. Judge Neelen, in his 
decision, after quoting the state stat
utes and reviewing the case which led" 
to the suit so far as Christian Scientists 
constitute a religious body, they were 
entitled to be treated with perfect toler-

. atlon, but when they profess to be able

ber, OoQd^gieak^s aufi: mediums are 
engaged, and prospects are good for a 
splendid camp.. .Mes. Gillespie gave the 
memorial a^dress.tfor the Spiritualists 
at the Soldiers’ Home, Santa Moulca, 
Cal., Mayp, 29. Assembly Hall. was 
crowded. After tie lecture, Mrs. Au
gusta Armstrong,ijn behalf of the vet- 

'erans, presented Mrs. Gillespie with a 
beautiful bouquet, of roses. The occa
sion was tQ'Jje long remembered, it be
ing one of the mjost enthusiastic audi
ences. Mrs..Gillespie;was engaged for 
another lecture the last Monday in this 
month.” ¡¡, I ■

J. JI. Coghill writes: “The First Spir
itual Church of Toronto, Canada, held 
a series of<meetlngs iu May, which un
der the able leadership of Dr. Ewell, 
proved n success In every way. At the 
close of his work here the church pre
sented him with an Illuminated ad
dress as a token of tlieir esteem. We 
have secured Jlrs. R. W. Barton, lec
turer and test medium, for the balance 
of the season, apd her work here has 
proven her to be a medium second to 
none that eve;’ visited Canada^

Dr. O. E. Watkins has returned from 
Denver, Colo., and is now located at his 
old home, Ayer, Mass.

Mrs. E. M. Dole, n most excellent psy
chometric, test and prophetic medium, 
has returned to Chicago,..and may be 
found at Dr. Bushnell’s, 1080 North 
Clark street. She has been spending 
the last six months in California.

Mrs. M. A. Reed, after an absence of 
nearly two years in California, has re
turned to Chicago. She will go East 
soon. She Is an excellent medium.

Dr. A, B. Spinney, of Reed City, 
Midi., was in the city the beginning of 
the week attending to professional busi
ness. "

IMPORTANT NEW BOOK
Vaccination a Curse, and 

Menacelo Personal 
. Liberty.

a

Dr. J. JI. Peebles has in press and is

THE BEST YET.
The N. S. A. Home Fund

slsted by Baby Claman. Stewart ave
nue Unlversalist church, 65th and Stew
art avenue, June 22, at 8 o’clock. Mr. 
Russell says that Baby Claman is a 
prodigy.

Correspondent writes: “The Engle
wood Spiritual Union Society Is pro
gressing at a rapid rate in spite of the 
weather since Jlrs. Lee Norie Claman 
was engaged as speaker. Our Sunday 
attendance is always large. Jlrs. Cla- 
maiï^''idea of giving the phenomenal 
before the lecture Is meeting with favor, 
and we are now able to close our meet
ing at an earlier hour than heretofore, 
making It more convenient for those 
coming from a distant part of the city. 
On Sunday morning, June 10, a pleasing 
ceremony took place. Mrs. Geo. S. Lin
coln, one of the well-known workers of 
the society, was presented with a spir
Itual emblem pin; the presentation was 
made by Mrs. Claman on behalf of the 
society. It was a complete surprise to' 
Jlrs. Lincoln, who was so affected that 
she could not reply to the presentation 
speech, but her HttHT guide ‘Sunshine,’ 
took matters in her own hands and ex
pressed her own as well as her medi
um’s appreciation. In spite of Jlrs. da
man's many engagements for the sum
mer camps, we expect to keep her as 
our speaker until the close of this sea
son. This will be gratifying to many 
who have not been fortunate enough to 
hear her. It is a treat not to be 
missed.” _

Dr. P. S. George writes, illustrating 
the evil effects of medical laws, from 
Pawnee City, Nebraska: “I write this 
while sitting In a cell of the Pawnee 
county jail,.at Pawnee City, Neb.,' be
ing charged with the violation of th’e 
médical law in this"state. I refused to 
give bonds, and they have committed 
me to jail to await a hearing In the dis
trict court. This is the second time I 
have been imprisoned the past four 
years. I am occupying a joint cell with 
a young man from Tecumseh, Neb., 
charged with the crime of murdering 
his brother, so you see what this medi
cal law will do with a man that is not 
charged with the commission of any 
crime. Jiy case comes up to-morrow; 
what the result will be I am unable to 
say.. I will, however, write you in full.”

Those excellent mediums, Mrs. Alice 
Gehring and family and’ W. C. Jessup 
and family, are permanently located at; 
2979 Wabash avenue. Circles Monday 
and Thursday at 8 p. m. . . ' ;

Tom Clifford and family of Cleveland, 
Ohio, will spend July 4 with Mr." and 
Jlrs. Hudson Tuttle, fit Berlin Heights; 
Ohio. : ■ ; ■ ’

J. M. White writes from Alvo.' Neb.: 
“A good slate writer or . trumpet and 
materializing medium is badly needed 
in'this vicltiy and'can get not less than 
three months’ steady work in this local
ity besides itinérant work on a circuit 
that,I am endeavoring' to establish. 
Only honest moral workers wanted, 
and; we especially desire those "who 
want to locate. For further particulars 
address J. JI. White, Box 97, Alvo, 
Neb‘” .

While in Oregon, Jlrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley’s address will be at 290 Colum
bld-street, Portland.

-Correspondent writes:, “The Harmô- 
nial Society of Los Angeles, California, 
Is in. prosperous condition. Our new 
speaker, Jlrs. Anna L. Gillespie, is 
drawing large audiences, and making a 
host of friends. The lyceum is rapidly 
increasing in numbers and interest of a 
marked nature is being-taken in the 
work under Jlrs. Gillespie's leadership. 
The Southern California Comp is to be 
carried on this season, It will continue 

* through the entire month of Septem-

To the Editor and Friends:—I am de
lighted to announce to you the receipt 
this morning of a check for one thou
sand dollars for the Mayer fund, from a 
veteran Spiritualist of Massachusetts, 
who writes me as follows: “I am eighty- 
one years old, and have worked hard 
for small wages to earn this. I am anx
ious to do something for the cause we 
all love so well.”

Is not this a gentle reminder to 
wealthy Spiritualists who could emu
late the example of this’ aged friend, 
without feeling It in purse depletion as 
he probably has dime, that a check 
from them, would do a great deal of 
good for “thé cause we all love so well,” 
In the line of helping to Complete the N. 
S. A. Home fund? The munificent gift 
of this good ojd man brings a blessing 
with it, his genial words give us new 
hope and life, wp are strengthened In 
our belief that tíre Angels have this or
ganization jin charge, and that it is 
bound to move serenely on. Next to 
the properly given by Mr. Mayer, with 
his donation, too( of five hundred^ this 
check from Massachusetts Is the largest 
contribution, we have received for the 
fund. .’ “

A blessing of thankful joy goes out to. 
the venerable frlçnd who has done so 
well by the Home to-day, from our 
hearts, we,feel that he lives very near 
to the angels, and that Spiritualism is 
a vital factor in jils dally thought and 
deed, we ape assured that he has bulld- 
ed well for¡Uie home that awaits him in 
the eternal world?

Our thanks, too< go out to the editors 
of our spiritual papers for the help they 
have given.,fhe N. S, A.,, and the Home 
fund, for If, jins ‘indeed, been ,of great 
worth. Wegrealso thankful to Brother 
Oole, of Michigan for starting the twen
ty-cent “Labor fund" for the Home 
project, for we are dally receiving addi
tions, with most kindly wolds, from 
friends everywhere, to the fund from 
twenty cents upwards, all of which is
appreciated and very thankfully re
ceived.

We now need about two thousand dol-

-

:-
lars to complete the fund, when all the 
pledges have been redeemed, with what 
we have in cash on hand; we can count 
on about eight thousand, therefore two 
thousand more wlU complete the fund, 
and Spiritualism will then have a Na
tional Home, and a treasury of ten 
thousand dollars for Its work. We hope 
to hear from all true Spiritualists who 
have not contributed to this fund, in the 
very near future, with donations of 
what they can give, be it large or small 
—all will be gladly accepted.

With fraternal greetings to all, 
, Cordially, 

^.RY T. LONGLEY, 
Secretary N. S. A.

600 Penna Ave. S. E., Washington, D. C.

CHESTERFIELD CAMP.
• ■ 1 - • . ■ ■

now reading the revised page proofs of 
a most sterling book (to be neatly 
bound and well Illustrated) containing 
between 390 and 400 pages, entitled 
“Vaccination a Curse, andia Menace tjo 
Personal Liberty.” '
.This book will treat exhaustively of 
inoculation, cow-pox and calf-lyinpli 
vaccination, from Jenner’s time to tlie 
present. It tells how the cow-pox pus 
poison is obtained from the running 
ulcers on Inoculated heifers, how It has 
utterly failed to prevent small-pqx, 
how the armies of Prussia, France, Ger
many and our own Philippine soldiers, 
vaccinated and re-vaccinated, have died 
of small-pox, how the vaccine virus, 
while causing hundreds of deaths, sows 
the seeds of eczema, pimpled faces, 
cancers, tumors, ulcers, and leprosy. It 
gives a history of the several years’ bat
tle against vaccination in England, and 
the victory of the anti-vaccinationists, 
making it “optional” Instead of com
pulsory, it gives a history of the strug
gle In San Diego, Cal., and the victory 
of the antl-vaccinatlonlsts, compelling 
the stupid school-board and health, 
board to open the public school door to 
all unvaccinated children, It shows the 
'oinconstltutlonality of the compulsory 
vaccination la.w, and the decision of Su
preme courts, it Shows and gives the 
reason why so many doctors, especially 
second-class scrub doctors, so Insist 
upon thrusting pus poison into chil
dren’s arms, it tabulates the number 
fhat have been killed by this vaccinat
ing virus—and how by sanitation, etc., 
to not only treat, but to prevent the 
spread of small-pox. This book should 
be In every doctor’s library, school-li
brary, and family in the country.
Price, $1.25.

Orders should be sent to Dr. J. M.

Ferdinand Fox Jeneken.
I feel it my duty to let Spiritualists 

and ail that it may or should concern, 
know the condition of Ferdinand Fox 
Jeneken, the only surviving member of 
the mediumlstlc branch of the cele
brated family of John D. Fox.

Jiay 31 the rupture of a nasal artery 
resulted in hemorrhage; all home efforts 
and near-by physicians were unavailing 
in stopping-,the rapid flow of blood; he 
went to the nearest hospital (the Nor
wegian) and was refused admission; but 
the persistent effort of an estimable 
lady in that section of our city, Mrs. 
Marie Robinson,' Vho originated a 
model aid society without capital (a 
more detailed account of which will be 
glventn theMear future), did succeed in 
getting Ferdinand In the Seney Hos
pital, Sixth street near Seventh avenue, 
Brooklyn, a JIethodist institution. By 
mal-treatment.of doctors, and ambu
lance attendants,, before reaching the 
hospital, for several days he was upon 
the vergeof n collapse; to-day/there is n 
little improvement, but through the 

■worry about his family the case is still 
critical, aruLwheUier he survives or not 
there is great.ne<»d of immediate assist
ance. Catnai’ine 3i'ox Jeneken, mother 
of Ferdinand, his aunt Leah and Jlarga- 
ret have expf esse/^ through reliable me
diums theim, sincere thankfulness to 
those whqjg.h'avoi । contributed. Total 
amount rewived up to date, $51.50; $19 
of this received' ^tside of this city. 
Total expe^itur^ $51.20, mostly used 
to pay rentoiind ftyptl when unable to 
work. When the hemorrhage com
menced I find,a little In reserve, witiT 
this and a mile tliht Jlrs. Robinson had 
dn hand from the Aid Society known as 
“the Band yt ’ Willing Workers,” we 
shall be ablrnto maintain his family con
sisting of a daughter of 2 yearsfanother 
of 2 months; for q, few days. This ap
peal is notjjjor tliQ(se who have contrib
uted, but to those1,abundantly able that 
have not mailed their mite.

, TITUS MERRITT. 
Mills Hotel,, Bleecker street, New York 

City.;

OU,: as a progressive-mind, should , 
know softiething of the phenom
ena;'of' that. magnificent change 
called Death. On that subject 
you will find valuable Information 
In the tltree volumes of The En
cyclopedia Of Death, and Life in

the Spirit World Those three volumes 
contain more Valuable information on 
.that subject thftmall the-Ubraries of the' 
world. They are furnished, to the sub
scribers of The Progressive Thinker at 
a nominal cost. 'Read carefully our 

•premium list. ■’ 11 . ,. • . - ■

Peebles & Co., Battle Creek, 
First come, first served.

Mich.

Lily Dale Items.
Receptions were given to the Rev.

Moses and Mattle Hull on the evening 
of Tuesday, May 29, at Lily Dale; Mr. 
Thos. Grimshaw, of St, Louis, Mo., 
Tuesday evening, June 5, and Mr. J. 
Clegg Wright, on Tuesday, June 12, at 
the home of the Campbell Brothers.

At each reception there has been a 
great variety of talent; addresses were 
delivered by Rev. Moses and Mattie 
Hull, Mr. J. Clegg Wright, Mr. Thomas 
Grimshaw, of St. Louis, F. Corden 
White, W. H. Bach, Pundit Lallan, Mr. 
A. J. Weaver, Mr. Thompson, Mrs. 
Ellis, Mrs. Cowan and others. Original 
poems by Mrs. Keen, Mrs. Hull and 
Mrs. Seymour; banjo solo and songs by 
Mr. Nlver; Recitations by Mrs. Alfarata 
Jahnke, Mrs. Byrnes and others; vocal 
selections by Mrs. Addle Gage, Mrs. 
Byrnes, Mrs. f. Clegg Wright and 
friend, and last but not least, Miss 
Phelps. Instrumental music on piano 
and pianola, and many other pleasing 
numbers Were rendered; in fact these 
meetings have been a great success, 
fully attended and enjoyed by every
one.

Never has there been such an array 
of talent at any time at this season of 
the year as at the present; this is owing 
to the fact of the two’ spiritual training 
schools being in session, Moses and 
Mattle Hull assisted by A. J. Weaver 
and Mrs. Jahnke in one school, and J. 
Clegg Wright and wife in the other. 
Both schools teach what Is needed in 
our ranks, namely, to prepare platform 
and other workers to fill In an accept
able manner their positions. Both 
schools are highly' appreciated, well at
tended and great Interest manifested; 
in fact a great and good work Is being

Its Policy Is Fully Outlined.
To avoid any misunderstanding and 

to remove any wrong Impression which 
might result, a few words of explana
tion regarding the new policy inaugu
rated at Chesterfield Camp this season 
relative to phenomenal mediums, are 
probably in order. _

Al the spring meeting o£ our execu
tive board it was decided that It would 
be for 1lie best Interests of our camp, 
the public and the cause of Spiritualism 
generally, that some kind of discrimina
tion and selection be exercised as re
gards the mediums who should nresdnt 
the phenomena of| Spiritualism Jm our 
grounds. The result was that the fol
lowing rule was adopted and Inserted 
in our annual program: “All mediums, 
botli mental and physical, for the camp
meeting of 1900 will be selected and 
their presence solicited by the executive 
board; no others Will be premitted to do 
business.” ' . ■

This rule puts the phenomenal medi
um and the speaker upon the same 
basis, and accords to each the same 
treatment, We exercise our judgment 
as regards the selection of the proper’ 
number of competent persons to present 
tlie philosophy upon our rostrums, why 
should we not use the same discretion 
id selecting the proper .number of com
petent and worthy mediums to present 
the phenomena upon, our grounds? Is 
not one as important as the other?

The policy we have adopted has to our 
minds several advantageous features:

First to the mediums. By limiting the 
number of mediums to what our past 
experience has taught is sufficient to 
properly supply the demand, we make 
each medium invited more certain of 
having sufficient employment during his 
or her attendance.

Secondly to the public.’ The mediums 
being chosen by the Association, the 
public is protected from frauds and 
charlatans and much more confidence Is 
felt in the genuineness of the phenom
ena than if no discrimination were used 
as to what mediums be allowed to do 
business on the ground. None but com
petent mediums being chosen the re
sults to sitters are universally favorable 
and thereby the cause of Spiritualism is 
elevated and advanced.

By having none but those deemed 
worthy we avoid the danger of having 
our camp and the cause generally 
brought into disrepute by the acts of un
worthy characters, mediums though 
they be.

We believe that this policy, if it 
should be universally adopted by our 
camp meeting associations throughout 
the nation will have a tendency to put 
mediumship upon a higher plane by fur
nishing an incentive to mediums to per
fect their gifts and so guard their repu
tation for elevated living as will cause
them to be selected to exercise their me
diumship upon our camp grounds.

In their selection we take into eonsid

!-
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done here. X.

Letter from Rev, T. W. Woodrow.
To the Editor:—On the 3rd Inst. I vis

ited Haryeyvllle, Kansas, where I con
ducted occasional meetings from 1881 
to 1890, during -^hiclr time I took part 
in four theological discussions with or
thodox endless-hell-fire-preachers—those 
preachers of the most authentic creed in 
which the doctrine of eternal suffering 
of the greater portion of mankind is 
most precious to selfish souls; and on 
this occasion I had the pleasure of de
livering the larger message of Spirit
ualism, which not only announces the 
universal salvation of mankind by end
less progression, but also the glad tid
ings of the ministry of the angel friends 
to those of earth who are waiting to be 
delivered from the “bondage of corrup
tion into the glorious liberty of the chil
dren of God,” We had a basket meet
ing In a beautiful grove near the village, 
such as we used to have in years gone 
by. I left an appointment for the fourth 
Sunday of this month, and arrange
ments are made to have a professional 
psychic at the meeting that the -audi
ence may have an opportunity of wit
nessing an illustration of what millions 
believe to be messages from the spirits. 
In one discourse on the 8rd inst., 1 ex
plained the respective missions of Uni
versalism and Spiritualism, and showed 
that both have much the same mission, 
both claiming the credit of having 
knocked the bottom out of hell, heuce 
the bottomless pit. Universalism came 
to save men from sectarian fear. Splr; 
itualism came to save men from skep
tical doubts. Universalism proved 
itself by quoting texts of Scripture. 
Spiritualism proved itself by citing the 
facts of experience. Both appealed to 
reason."

On my way lióme I stopped at Bur
lingame and visited the family of C. E. 
Wood: Jlrs. Wood’s mother is in her 
99th year and it was. a treat to talk with 
her. She told me she suffered the tor- 
.ments of-orthodox fear until her 80th 
year, and then when she same to live 
with her daughter, Jlrs. Freedom Wood, 
she was enabled to see the error of her 
creed by the kindly ministry of angel 
friends through the mediumship of her 
daughter. She is one of the best-heart
ed and most conscientious women, and 
therefore, buffered most by the doctriné 
of her early teaching. Any doctrine 
that makes the best suffer most can’t be 
true; any creed that tortures the mind 
of the honest believer is Incompatible 
with the human’ mind and is therefore 
falsel . ■ : ' ■■ '

In conclusion allow me to say that in
cidental to my travels'and publie work 
I represent the private sanitarium in 
this city, under the management of Mrs. 
Emma Ji Woodrow,' M. D.

FrlemJs In any vicinity desiring lec
tures upon liberal and progressive 
thought Will kindly address me.

T. W. WOODROW. 
1115 Garfield Ave,, Kansas City. Kans.

No soul is desolate as Jong as there is 
a human being for whom it can feel 
trust and reverence.—George Eliot.

Much of the religion to-day is only re
spect for the. religion of .the past—In
vestigator. . ’ '

Genius always gives its best at first; 
prudence at last.—Lavater.

. Aggression which is flagitious when 
committed by one is not sanctified 
when, committed by a host.—Herbert 

-Spencer,- .. ... .

J
 WILL POWER 
NERVEFORCE

STAMINR
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Is tho Intangible power that controls human 
destiny/ It is the key to all business and social 
success. If you come In contact with people, 
you cannot afford to be without this knowledge.

By our new system you can learn In a iev< 
days at your own home. Our beautiful illustra
ted free treatise tellsyou all about IL All classes 
of people Including distinguished public men all 
over the country are studying this wonderful 
science. ’ ’

We have thousands of letters of highest Com« 
mondation, many of which are published In our 
free book. Do not send money, the book U tree*  
A postal card will bring it. Address —- «

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE,' 
Dept, nbigroghwer« n.

FREE ASTHMA REMEDY.
Free Trial Bottle to Everyone Who 

Suffers from Asthma. "*
A physician who guttered many years from violent 

attacks of asthma, bus discovered a sure cure for tha 
disease, and Is how entirely recovered. He has writ
ten letters to*  the leading newspapers of the country) 
requeatiug that their reader« be informed of thia net? 
remedy, and that he will mall, free, a trial bottle to 
anyone who writes for It. It has cured quite a numbed 
oj people who obtained the free trial: lean absolute 
cure, perfectly safe and harmless, and ao fprtlflei the 
system that the cure Is permanent. Write to W. 
Walrath, Box013, Adams, N.Y., audhe will forward 
st once by mull, prepaid, a trial bottle, so that you 
can test it and see what It will do in your case, An 
offer like this ought to be taken advantage of by every 
reader. Write to-duy without fail. Don’t wait.

PUBLICATIONS
— OF —

HUDSON TUTTLE.1
------------ 0---------

A LIBRABY OF SPIRITUAL 
8CLENCE.

eration the medium’s past reputation, or 
if a new medium the recommendations 
of trust worth}’ persons. ,

We believe that' sufficient favorable 
testimony of competent and reliable 
persons who have attended their se- 
anees as a general thing Is sufficient 
guarantee of genuineness.

in making our selection for this sea
son some mediums who have heretofore 
attended our meetings were omitted; 
this is not to be construed In any way 
to the detriment of these mediums. 
Some speakers who were selected in the 
past do not appear on our program this 
season. This is not because we do not 
deem them competent and worthy, but 
rather because in our judgment a 
change of talent Is conducive to the suc
cess of our association, and because 
their names do not appear this year Is 
no evidence they will not be seen again 
In future years.

Also In making our selections, no 
doubt many perfectly reliable mediums 
have been overlooked. It Is impossible 
to employ all the speakers in one sea
son, able though they be, and It Is like
wise Impossible for too large a number 
of mediums to find patronage on our 
camp grounds no matter how excellent

We trust and believe that our plan 
will prove beneficial to all concerned
and add to the advancement of Spirit 
uallsm generally.

F. J. MACOMBER, 
of the Executive Board Indiana Associ

ation of Spiritualists.

■
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A Seance in Cleveland, 0.
To the Editor:—On Sunday, May 13,

----------o---------

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

Thl> work essays to utilize and explain tie vast as- 
ray-of facts in Its tteld of research by referring them 
to a common cause, and from tlieiu arise to the law« 
and conditions of Man’s spiritual being. Third edi
tion. Price, 76 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE.
Not aervlle trust to the Gods- out knowledge of the 

laws of the world, belief in the divinity of man and 
hi« eternal progress toward perfection in the founda
tion of thia book. Price, fl.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In thia story the acenes are laid on cortb, and in th« 

tplrlt-world presenting the spiritual philosophy and 
the real life of spiritual beings. All questions wbicib 
arise on that subject are answered. Price 50 cents.

ARCANA OF NATURE.
The History and Laws of Creation. Revised and 

annotated English edition. “The Cosmogony of Boif- 
HualUm." Price, 11, *
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE

SPIRIT-WORLD,
English edition. Price. Si.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest Investigations anddlscoverlet, 

and a thorough presentation of this Interesting sub
ject. English edition. Price, si.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and hoa been 

pronounced equal tn Its exposure of the diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to ••Uncle Tom’a Cabin.” 
Price, 23 cents.

heresy, or led to the light,
A thrilling psychological story of evangelization 

and free thought. It 1b to Froteutantisui what ”Tbe 
Secrets of the Convent” is to Catholicism. Price, M 
centa.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. Howta form circles, and de

velop and cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight-page tract fop 
mission work. Single copies, fl cental 100 tor 11.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains tha 

best poems of the author, and some of the most popu
lar songs with the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. 225 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, |l.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the homo, the lyceum and societies. A manual 

of physical. Intellectual - and spiritual culture. By 
Emma Rood Tuttle, A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or liberal socletv may 
be organized and conducted without other assistance. 
Price, 50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents, Express 
bharges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTESTRECITATIONS,

For bunTane Education, with plan <of the Angel 
Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma Rood Tuttle, 
Price, 25 cents.
All Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights. Ohio,
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through a pre-arrangemeut a jolly party 
of Spiritualists from Canton, Navarre 
and Elyria met in Cleveland for the 
purpose of attending a materializing se
ance that was held that afternoon, at 
tlie home of Jlrs. JI. Kemp, 527 Scovill 
avenue. That Mrs. Kemp Is one of the 
strongest materializing mediums to be 
found within our ranks there is no ques
tion, and upon this occasion the mani
festations were unusually strong. Dur
ing this seance, which lasted over two 
hours: fully fifty spirit friends material
ized iu full form, greeted and conversed 
with their friends of earth, and often 
two, three aud four were visible at the 
same time. Not" only were they seen 
and conversed with at the cabinet, btit 
many of them came out of the cabinet 
into the room where conversations were 
held with dear ones of enrth. The 
writer was specially favored In that re
spect, since three of his arisen dear 
ones, an aunt, sister and nephew, mate
rialized at the same time, came out of 
the cabinet under a good light and then 
called for the writer. After going to 
and conversing with those loved ones a 
few moments on the outside of the cab
inet, they led him, into the cabinet 
where the medium was seated, to get 
strength before coming out again. In a 
few minutes, however, the writer cam» 
out of the cabinet with a dear sister 
holding to his right arm, a nephew on 
his left and an aunt immediately behind 

>him and while iii plain view of all in 
the room his aunt placed a large mate
rialized veil over the writer’s bead and 
shoulders and in that position we stood 
for Several minutes, after which we re
turned to the cabinet where my loved 
ones, after a short conversation, bld me 
a hearty goodbye and then dematerial
ized to make room for other denizens of 
the spirit world. Taking this seance as 
a whole it-was one of the grandest the 
writer has ever attended, and in fact 
suclixstrength of manifestation is sel
dom witnessed in any seance room. Af- 
fer this delightful visit with onr arisen 
loved ones our party separated, some to 
visit with. Cleveland friends, while oth
ers visited the parks in the East Hind, 
but unfortunately some of the Canton 
friends tarried too long and wien they 
arrived at the Wheeling and.Lake Erie 
depot to take their train home it had 
gone and they were compelled- to re
main in-the city over night; they how
ever returned homenext day, with a
vow that the next seance they attend In 
Cleveland they will stay away from the 
East End parks. E. R. KIDD.

Canton, Ohio. I. '

NEW EDITION.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE
Z>o ^anl to organise a society, for tTfe 

social, intellectual and spiritual advance^ 
tnent of the children and adults? 

ffl PROGRESSIVE TOM
furnishes all you desire.

Do you want a self-sustaining society, founded on 
the basic principles of tbs spiri tual philosophy? * 
You have it In THE PROGRESSI* ” LYCEUM»

It furnishes a system of evolutlou oy internal 
growthi not the old cup and pitcher 8uaday,BMtooU

It baa something to interest and advanctf every memi 
ben and those who are most active In teaching arò 
the ones who learn most.

NO SPECIAL. INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conducting the 
society when established.

It has Gulden Chain Recitations; the prettiest songs 
and music; choral responses; a ferrico for a Band 
of Mercy; calisthenics; how to make the badges, 
flags and banners; marching exercises; full in
structions in conducting the exercises, with par
liamentary rulCR. etc.

Many Spiritualists living In isolation, have formed 
lyceums In their own families; others bave blinded*  
two or three fantiles together, while Targe socletiee 
have organized on the lyceum platform, and found 
great Interest In this self-instructive method.

Do not wait for n “missionary*  to come to your si*  
shtance, but take hold of the matter yourself, pro
cure copies of the GUIDE, and commence with tha ' 
fewer many you find interested.

Mrs. Emma Rood Turilo (address, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio) will answer all questions pertaining to ly
ceum work.

The price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE is 50 cents, post*  
paid, or by the dozen, 40 cents each, by express 
charges paid by receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS, O.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases.

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,

YOUMAKESS^ADAYEASY
AZBNM * tftYBllnt, tuklpg orden, wlllag
’ _ Pitici vr«tähe«,

»•velrp« Tablcwi, BieyelM, all tatui 
nedi. WOKXrEBIXKCE. BeirrT>hte. 
Modem method*.  No tors, We do ultt« 
Ufi taikt outfits,-all Him/. .Completo, 
all tools, lathes,- Materiali, sto-, ready 

___________ Tb®imi, mw dippiof 
P'^oem, qviei.ta- . tench ytm the an, rami*  aecrvu,. 
tasiltR________ vite wtay. Pamphlet. FUgK.
». 6RAY A OO, rioii», Wrti. C&ctìfNATt O.

Lyceums and Societies that wish to get up el> 
rating, interesting and paying entertainments can*  
not do better .than to bare a Prize Contest. The en
tireplan, with lull directions, is In the book, and 
may ne easily managed s Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest 1 Noth*  
Ing la needed more. Any Individual may orgaulrQ 
one In bls own town end reap a financial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS. 
Addresi : . .

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Berlin Holuhts, Ohio.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION
Historical end critical review, wltb replies to an ob> 

jection- By G. W. Brown. M. D. Price 15 c. For Mt 
at ibis office- • • -■ •

,1
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Great Work by a Great /Vlithor.SOLVING A PROBLEM.THE CAMP-MEETINGS.

BY—

CAMILLE FLAMMARION

For Sale at the Office of The Progressive Thinker.
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LIFE BEYOND DEATH*
Being a Review of

in-

tÍie spirit realm.

BOOK REVIEWS
Enoch Willoughby. A Novel. By

a good old age. The name of the 
ventor of the terrible machine is not 
corded. 1 .

“THE UNKNOWN”

our 
/

name “zoether”—life ether, and the

query, was given to me by a 
claiming to be that of Burns:

- MY DEATH.

to 
N.

August 27. Send for programmes 
Dr. W. D. Noyes,; secretary, 189, 
Cleveland-avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Pon-she-wa-ing, Midi,

It certainly Is just what Is needed as 
book of good suggestions and instruc-

Verona Park Camp;
Opens June 15 and closes August 26.

This department is under the man
agement of

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

For programmes address Albert 
Smith, president, Bangor, Maine.

¿■ANDwc-

mWERS

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re- 
spoudeuls, that to give all equal hear- 
iug compels the answers to be made ip 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omlt- 
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. It the request .be made, 
Hie name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 

'become excessively large, especially let
' ters of Inquiry requesting private an

swers, and while I freely give wbat- 
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy ot correspondents is ex-

of error. If you hesitate In weakness 
stop, If you feel strong to bear, to sui
ter, go out Into the highlands of free- 
thought, and grow stronger by the buf
feting, the seething conflict of ideas. If 
tlie'' pastor and members of most 
churches would honestly speak out, and 
confess hi a way good for their souls, 
the church would go to pieces like a 
rope ot sand, for no one believes as the 
creed to which they subscribe. The 
preacher preaches it because he thinks 
the laityjbeheve it, the laity receive it in 
silence because they think the preacher 
believes as their fathers. It is all a 
make believe—a delusion and a sham. 
When a man attempts to carry the 
corpse ot dead ideas with him, to sup
port a system which he Is convlnced- 
is a fraud, then truly he is “between tlie 
devil and the deep sea,” and' bls diily 
escape Is to perfect freedom from the 
bondage of any and every creed, and 
the assertion of the power of reason, 
which is the final authority.

Wm. B. O’Neil: Q. Will you Inform 
me through the columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker, if Spiritualism 
through any medium, ever stated a fact 
or advanced a theory which was not at 
the time accepted by science, and yet 
afterward accepted?

A. The Theory of Life, advocated in 
the Arcana of Nature, with many oth
er it: Important statements, have been 
admitted to have- preceded their formu- 
larlzalion by science, and they have 
since been accepted.

The theory of thquglit being vibra
tions in a spirit ether, was first present
ed in the second volume of the Arcana 
(now published under the title of Phil
osophy of Spirit), and this ether given

1

&
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N. B. Young: Q. At a circle the spir
it ot Robert Burns purported to be pres
ent and one of his admirers asked the 
question: "Hasi Robert Burns ever mar
ried his Highland Mary?” The medium 
was illiterate, and yet a beautiful poem 
>vas given. Cannot this poem be repro
duced in The Progressive Thinker?

A. The poem io which this corre
spondent alludes is probably the one 
given through Mrs. Hyzer, although it 
is scarcely correct to characterize her 
as Illiterate. She was not, however, ca
llable, unaided, of giving the poem. 
Some ol our readers have undoubtedly 
preserved this poem which years ago 
was widely published. They would 
Confer a favor by sending it for re-pub
lication.

Tlie following poem answering the

basis for the generalization of all tele
pathic communications, and spirit Inspi
ration thereby firmly defined. These 
books were first published in 1860, and 
written some time previously, A. J. 
Davis, in his Divine Revelations, speaks 
of a planet, not then discovered, and-his 
interpretation of motion, has become 
with later scientists acceptable under 
new names. He also suggests the pro
cess of making rain, which was fol
lowed many years after, and with 
proper care will undoubtedly be suc
cessful. *

A brilliant sunlight round me played 
Like dazzling lightning gleaming, 

And many angel forms displayed 
With heavenly beauty beaming.

There, eauld in dentil, my body lay;
I could mie tell the meaning;

0, sure enough, 1 thought, I’m dead, 
Or else I maim be dreaming.

“My Robert!” whispered I’ my ear;
1 looked for her departed,

For whom 1 near dissolved In tears, 
And died e'en broken-hearted.

I looked again, it was so light
I could nae see her clearly, 

But soon I bore the blinding sight 
An’ lo! my long-lost dearie!

“My Mary!” burst in wild exclaim 
Frae lips jnile with emotion,

“Thou art to be my bride In bonds, 
Changeless as our devotion.”

" She flung herself upon my breast;
I clasped her to my bosom, 

While tears were falling thick an’ fast,

Q;" Who Invented the guillotine? 
Was it Dr. Guillotine; as we find often 
stated?

A. Up to the time Dr. Guillotine took 
his place In the National Assembly of 
France, decapitation- was only used for 
the nobles. He proposed that it should 
be the only method of inflicting the 
death penalty, nnd that the machine 
then in use in Italy and Scotland, take 
the place of the headsman’s ax. Bar
barous ns this method is, and revolting 
to relined feeling, it is doubtless as pain
less ns any that can be devised. The 
severance of tlie spinal cord produces 
instnut insensibility to pain, and the 
electric shock cannot practically take 
less time or be more complete in its 
work. .

Dr. Guillotine was not executed by 
this instrument, ns has been reported, 
probably because the people like to 
have a rude compensation meted out, 
and transposed the story of Haman 
hung on his own gallows. He lived to

Ashley Camp. 0.
This camp begins July 29, and ends 

August 19, 1900.. For programmes ad
dress H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.
- Bankson Lake, Mich.

Baukson Lake (Mich.) Camp-meeting 
commences June 3 and closes. June 13. 
Nearest railroad station is Lawton. For 
full particulars address S. T. Beam, 
Lawton, Mich. .1

Maple Dell Camp, (L-
The National Spiritual and Religious 

Camp Association will hold its twelfth 
annual session, commencing July 22, 
ending September. For full particulars 
and programme, enclose stamp-and ad
dress Lucy King, corresponding secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio.

Arkansas Valley Camp.
The Arkansas Valley Spiritual Asso

ciation will hold Its 7th annual camp
meeting In Island Park, at Winfield, 
Kansas, commencing July 7, and ending 
July 17, 1900. For full particulars ad
dress Chas. 0. Bethel, Winfield, Kans.

- Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
This camp opens July 29. The circu

lars are now ready and can be had upon 
application. In writing for them please 
enclose stamp for return postage. Ad
dress Albert <P. Blinn, Clerk, 603 Tre
mont street, Boston, Mass.

Columbus Camp, 0.
This camp will open July 1, and close

Island L&e, feck.
Island Lake Camp,Tsla6d Lake, Mich

igan, commences Tllursda-y, July 19, and 
closes September 3: Nellie 8. Baade 
will bo presiding ¿lilcei’ -'during camp 
session. Other speakers ='and workers 
are Mrs. A. 12. Slieets,>•>Dr. J.. M. 
Peebles, Rev. B. F.’ Austin, Lyman C. 
Howe, D. P. Dewey,‘Mr. and Mrs. Gj W. 
Kates, Carrie E. S. Twlug, M. St. Omer 
Briggs, Dr. J. W. -Briggs, Sadie E. 
Cronk, Frances Rjiddlck,1 >R. Ferris, J. 
D. Boyle (the greatest prophesler of the 
age), Madame Julltane iide Leamont. 
Mrs. Agnes Tuttle,.lof Berlin Heights, 
Ohio., will have clqirge ,i>f entertain
ments. P. 0. Hudson, muaieal director. 
For further information i address the 
secretary, Ella B. Brown, 266 Twenty- 
first street, Detroit, Mich:

Lake Helen, Fla.
The Southern Cassadaga Camp, Lake 

Helen, Florida, wlll'bpen the first Sun
day, in February, 1901. Emma J. Huff, 
corresponding secretary.

Niantic Camp.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

Meeting Association, at Niantic camp
grounds, Niantic, Conni season of 1900, 
commencing June 25 and continuing un
til September 8, inclusive. For pro
grammes address Mary A. Hatch, secre
tary, South Windham, Conn.

Franklin (Neb.) Camp.
Tlie Northwest Kansas and South

west Nebraska Spiritualist Association 
will hold their fifth aiinimi camp-rneet- 
ing at Franklin, Nep., fron) July 20 to 
August 6 inclusive. No pains will be 
spared to make It a success. For an
nouncement, circulars and other infor
mation, address, tlie?; Secretary, C. H. 
Simpson, Franklin, (Neb.

Colorado Camp.
Gaqyon Camp, opens In South Boulder 

Canyon, July 1,> and continues through 
July, August, and possibly September. 
Any information desired in regard to 
this new and interesting movement 
may be obtained by writing MayTaylor, 
Box 780, Denver, Colo.

As dew frae simmer blossom.
Love bound the chains around 

hearts
Nae power in heaven can siver;

Nae more can death divide us twa, 
For we are oned toglther.

Nae mummery of priest was said, 
Nae marriage license taken,

Nae ritual was drawling read—
Yet Mary’s nae forsaken!

Our earthly griefs are all passed o’er, 
An’ we in love are smiling;

A heaven of joy around us plays, 
Fleetly the hours beguiling.

My Mary loves with angel love, 
An’ shall be ever courted;

For marriage chains are galling tight, 
Unless by Love supported.

N. C. K.: Q. I am “between the 
Devil and the deep sea;” I am a mem
ber of the Baptist church, but I have 
been studying Spiritualism, and doing a 
good deal of thinking, and am con
vinced that the whole creed is based on 
fraud and delusion. I have explained 
this to a Baptist minister and asked him 
if I should withdraw. He told me to 
stay and follow the light that I had. 
Now I cannot keep my light under a 
bushel and talk, and people think I am 
not honest in remaining in the church. 
My wife is a church member firm in the 
old rut, and I do not want to offend her. 
Now I believe there are a great many 
situated as' I am, and what do you ad
vise?

This correspondent is right in his con
clusion that there are a great many 
people who are on the ragged edge of 
unbelief, who are held in bodage by 
their previous associations, their friends, 
their families, and are at a loss what to 
do. To remain is to act the hypocrite, 
to leave the church is to break from the 
associations of a life time, and go out 
into a strange land with a scarcely 
trusted guide. On one side is the sup
porting helpfulness of the old organlza- 
tlon, on the other side Is the contempt, 
the pity, the scorn of men; ostracism, 
the beginning of life anew, with no 
staff of support.

The course which each should pursue, 
remain, or go out, must be decided'by 
the individual. Where such moment
ous consequences are Involved, so far- 
reaching, and imperative, and no re
turning after the Rubicon is once 

1 crossed; it would be unwarrantable to 
; advise either course,. In general terms 
; it may be said that adhesion to the 
| highest convictions of truth in the end 

qlways proves the most satisfactory. 
To trim and hedge before a creed one 
at heart abhors, is the mark of weak-, 
ness, and is condemned even by fellow 
worshipers.

To remain and follow the light Is con
flicting advice, for If one follows the 
light, he will go out of the church as 
soon as the door can be opened for him 
to do so. If he remain, he moist put his 
light under a bushel, for if he lets it 
shine, he will be assailed. If he remain, 
he must remain silent, and tacitly con
sent' to the “cruel creed.” A wife 
btought up in the church, and fully ac- 

• ceptlng its doctrines, has the power to 
- make, the life -ef > her - husband who 

doubts, full of misery.. She can even In
struct his children to hold him In con
tempt. '

Is the truth Worth this sacrifice? Did 
Scrvetus and Brimo at the stake pay 
too much for the truth? Did Galileo In 
tho dungeon suffer too much for it? 
Did the millions who have perished by 

' the torturer's hands pay more than the 
value of the truths they believed and 

.repeated? Nay, for one single l'ay. of. 
' truth" is of more value, than a universe

The spirit realm is where God lives, 
And angels wing their flight, 

•From every quarter merrily 
On. streams of living light, 

Pervading all the universe, - 
Where sovereign will extends 

Intent, and plan, and potency, 
And over all impends, 

Throughbut thesboreless depths so vast;
And rules—the one Great Mind, 

As swings creation Into line, 
And procreates in kind.

The spirit realm is everywhere, 
Where Infinite Spirit dwells; . 

As broad and deep as human thought, 
Or inspiration tells;

And boundless as intelligence, 
That numbers all the stars 

And rules the planets, everyone, 
Our earth the same as Mars;

And finds God’s children worshipful 
On worlds that roll In space 

Around the many suns that warm, 
Each one, a thinking race.

The spirit realm must ever be, 
Where love and justice reign 

And make a paradisean sphere 
Above the earthy plain, 

For such ns build their hopes upon 
The wealth that cannot fade, 

When once ’tis gathered fairly in, 
And one's possession made 

Of truth and righteousness and light, 
As claim the highest goal, 

And happy make the future state 
Of every knowing soul.

The spirit home's a boundless realm, 
With pearly gates ajar

And glorious light that never dims, 
So that no night is there;

And fountains clear as crystal feed 
The tree of life that grows

And bears, forever, fruit for all, 
Who, laying down their oars 

And going from the world of dust, 
In spirit form, Into

The heaven-sphere, may feast 
grow.

And live as angels do.

and

So. then, weep not when I am gone 
From pain and death to life, 

Into the kingdom answering hopes, 
And ending selfish strife

With victory the grandest known, 
That opens on my eyes

The hoped-for heaven’s radiant zone, 
Where suns forever rise

And send their vitalizing sheen 
Along the grand upline,

There lighting mansions ’long the way— 
Among them, yours and mine.
, - WILLIAM J. HILL.M. D.
Petoskey, Mich. .

Emma Rood Tuttle—Her New Vol
ume of Poems. .

Since the publication of “From Soul 
to Soul," by Emma Rood Tuttle, there 
has been constant inquiry for another 
volume of her poems which was prom
ised. When the prospectus of that vol
ume was Issued, requesting the names 
of those who wished to subscribe, near
ly 1,000 were at once recelved and three 
editions have been called for. This 
plan proved so satisfactory that 
this new volume, will be issued In the
same manner. By it the cost of publl-I-
cation is guaranteed, and at the'same 
time to those desiring the book It Is fur
nished at much less cost. X

Thé new volume will be In the same
style as “From Soni to Soul,” will coni'
tain over. 300 pages,, beautifully bound, 
with embossed 'cover, will contain en
graved portrait of the author, and'-sub- 
scrlbers copies will have her autograph.

EmmaRoodTuttleiswell knownlo the- 
readers of The Progressive Thinker and 
the spiritual press by the many poems 
she has coritrlbuted, and her spiritual.
songs. The present volume will con
tain the best of these, and many not be-

L-

fore published. The price will.be $1; to 
subscribers, 75 cents. It will be. pub
lished ns soon ns tho number of sub
scribers warrant. .... ,

Pleafee send names at once—money 
not-desired.. -HUDSON-TUTTLB,.

Berlin Heights, Ohio. . .

Spiritualist camp-meetlug will be held ; 
at Pon-she-wa-ing, Mich., commencing 
June 15 and closing July 9. For full 
particulars address N. M. Kellam, man
ager, Oden, Mich.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind,
Tlie camp-meeting of the Indiana As

sociation of Spiritualists will open at 
Chesterfield, Ind., July 19, and close 
August 26. 1900. For programmes and 
further Information address Flora Har
din, secretary, Anderson, Indiana.

New Era Camp, Oregon.
Its next annual gathering will be held 

beginning June 23 and ending July 16, 
thus including four Sundays. Full par
ticulars may be had by addressing E. 
W. Penman, secretary, Canby, Oregon, 
or Mrs. Kate 0 brock, vice-president, 309 
Shaver street, Portland, Oregon.

Delphos Camp. ,
The twenty-second annual camp

meeting of the First Society of State 
Spiritualists nnd Liberals will be held 
at Delphos, Kans., from August 10 to 
August 26 inclusive. For further par
ticulars or Information write to Presi
dent J. N. Blanchard, Delphos, Kansas; 
M. J. Main, vice-president, Simpson, 
Kansas, or E. S. Bishop, secretary, 
Glasco, Kansas.

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort offers an 

attractive programme the coming sea
son. The camp opens July. 13 and 
closes August 26. Write to the secre
tary, A. E. Gaston, Meadville, Pa., for 
programmes.

Onset Camp-Meeting.
Commences July 15, and closes Au

gust 26, 1900. For further particulars 
address Secretary, Onset, Mass.

Vicksburg Camp.
The seventeenth annual, camp-meet

ing of Vicksburg, Mich., will be held In 
Fraser’s Grove, commencing August 3, 
and closing August 26, 1900. For fur
ther information address Jeannette 
Fraser, Manager, Vicksburg, Kalama
zoo county, Mich. . ’ '

Lake Brady.
The camp grounds will be open for 

picnics June 1, extending through the 
summer. The camp-meeting opens July 
1, closing September 1. Anyone wlsh- 
-ing a Lake Brrtdy program will please 
write Geo.' N. Abbott, Lake Brady, via 
Kent,Ohio, or E. R. Kidd, Canton, Ohio.

. Mount Pleasant Park, la.
The eighteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association will be held at Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa, from July 29 to 
August 26, 1900. All wishing circulars 
should write to the secretary, Stella A. 
Fisk, 18 N. 11th street, Keokuk, Iowa. 
Those wishing to rent tents, etc., should 
write to John. Nelson, Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa. ■

The Ottawa Camp.
v The Ottawa, Kansas, Spiritualist 
camp-meeting, from August 8 to August 
13 inclusive. H, W. Henderson, pres
ident, Lawrence, Kans,; Ezra Carpen
ter'secretary, Wellsville, Kans;' '

Freeville Camp. N. Y.
Opens July 29 and closes August 12. 

Speakers: J. C. F. Grumbine and Dr. J. 
M.'Peelles. Dr. Nellie 0. Mosier, plat
form test medium. Mr; Grumbine will 
conduct a class July 30, 31 and Aug. 1. 
B. L. Robinson, president, Freeville, 
N. Y. . . • ' -

Grand Ledge^ Mich. ... - .
Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp-Meet

ing commences Julj; 29 and' closes Au
gust 26. For further particulars and 
full programmes, write to M. F. PhareS' 
or Geo. H. Sheets, Grand Ledge; Mich.

. Briggs Park, Mich. •
Briggs Park Gamp opens July 1 and 

closes August 19, 1900, at Grand Rap
ids,' Mlch> Program cheerfully mailed 
to any address received on postal card 
to Thos J, Haynes, secretary, 389 West

. era avenue,..Muskegon, Mich,
Camp-Meeting at Deep Lake.

The Illinois State Spiritualist Camp
' meeting opens its second season at 

Deep Lake, 1% miles from Lak# Villa/ 
Ill., on Wisconsin Central railroad, com- 
menclng July 10 and closing September 
1. Those who intend to camp with us 
please let us know In time so that we 
can make preparations for you. Ad
dress G. V. Oordlngley, President, 3300 
Wabash avenue, Chicago, IU. [

Future of the Colored Race 
in the United States.

Camp Cassadaga.
The success of former years has been 

equaled If not surpassed In the meetings 
just closed, which lilide up the program 
of the picnic for Juije, 1900. Harmony 
reigned, good order prevailed, and all In 
all it was one of the most enjoyable pic
nics ever held at Lily Dale. The talent 
engaged was from flie best on the Spir
itual rostrum, and eVery lecture scintil
lated witli gems of riihMt thought. 
Moses Hull, Mr. firlinslijnv and Mr. 
Sprague were the ¿peakers for Friday 
and Saturday. Sunday luihnlng Lyman 
C. Howe occupied,' tlie filalform and 
gave one of his masterly lectures. J. 
Clegg Wright followed In the afternoon. 
At the close of hisWdre^s the general 
verdict was magnitfeent.'

There are many littract’ions to draw 
poople to Camp Cassadaga for the sum
mer of 1900. The 'Training School is 
well under way, with many favorable 
reports from those^ln altdndance. The 
classes under J. Clefeg Wright’s instruc
tions promise much In the way of intel
lectual development1 and 'psychical un- 
foldment. These daises commence June 
12 and continue until August 1, and to 
nil who coiiteiAplntfe vlsitlng'this enmp 
this Beason we would' gay come early 
that you may profit by the Instructions 
which Mr. Wright is so ably endowed 
to give.

President Gaston, supported by his 
staff of trustees, Beems untiring in his 
efforts to promote tlie welfare of the 
cause in his efforts to make Cassadaga 
Camp an educational center, as well as 
a Spiritual center where the two worlds 
may meet in the Interchange of actual 
experiences.

Every year tlie Influence of the work 
done at Camp Cassadaga extends 
further and further away, and every 
year we are adding new treasures to the 
storehouse of knowledge and taking ad
vanced steps in the way of spiritual en
lightenment. ’ '

MARY WEBB BAKER.
Lily Dale, N. Y.

To the Editor:—Much is being sqld of' 
late in the press, amongst politicians, 
and in religious convocations, in refer
ence to negro outrages by negroes,, and 
upon negroes, and in advocacy ot, and 
opposition to, the Fifteenth Amend
ment, conferring citizenship on the 
negro; but as yet no plan of a general 
nature has been attained.

For some time past there has been 
revolving in my old octogenarian 
Abolition head a scheme looking 'to 
their betterment, and knowing your 
humanitarian ideas will induce you to 
regard with favor every endeavor look- ■ 
ing to the well .being of all branches of 
the human family, I will very briefly 
lay the leading thought before ypu.

The territories of New Mexico and 
Arizona jointly contain about 150,000,
000 acres. Suppose this, and more ad
joining territory, if necessary, were 
offered by the government of the 
United States to the negroes of this 
country provided they would occupy it, 
after a free discussion and majority 
vote among themselves to do so—with 
the understanding that they should 
have representation in both branches 
of the Congress of the United States— 
where would be the harm, either to the 
whites or blacks?

It would manifestly be unjust,.in 
view of the long years of enforced serv
itude the race lias endured at otir hands, ( 
to compel them to leave the country 
against their will, and I cannot but 
think the great majority of them would 
regard such an offer with grfeat favor, 
and thus a peaceful and happy solution 
be attained, of what otherwise threat
ens Interminable trouble and ultlmatlug 
in a race war.

Until through a residence of several 
years in the South, I had thought the 
Sumner bill, enfranchising the negroes, 
was the right thing to do. After a resi
dence of ten years, however, I am con
vinced that, however well it may have 
worked then, it should now be repealed, 
and the right and conditions of citizen
ship be restored again to the now loyal 
States.

No people who tenaciously persist in 
crowding into the cities—preferring 
menial positions—as is the ease with 
by far the greater number, will ever 
attain that independence, and nobility 
of character, to which all should aspjre. 
The transition or change I propose (with 
their consent) will bring about that de
velopment and Independence.

As illustration of the slavish servility 
daily and hourly witnessed in this and 
every other Southern city (and that 
nothing but isolation from and non
intercourse with the dominant race is 
likely to stop) will afford a better in
sight into the evil I am trying lo point 
out. than can be done in a volume. I 
will cite two cases that occurred but 
yeste/day. A lady came out of a bakery 
with a black boy following with a single 
loaf of bread in bls hand. Not only 
must he go with her to carry tlie loaf, 
although she had nothing In her hands, 
but to make him feel "bls place,” he 
must not be allowed to walk beside her, 
but be compelled to keep just so far be
hind.

A minute later a lady ascends the 
stairs on which I was standing, fol
lowed by a colored servant girl, having 
In her arms the lady's child. The ser
vant was kept waiting several minutes, 
When if she had only been white, she 
nee.d not have waited a moment. Of 
course the worst feature In both cases 
was, tjiat from habit, both servants had 
got accustomed to such Ignominious 
treatment, and thought it was all rjght.

Can the negro evolve under such con
ditions? Not much. Better give him 
the advice Greeley gave all striving to 
get up the ladder: “Go west and grow 
up with the country. V. FELL.

Washington, D. G.

Railroad Rates to the M. V. S. A. 
Camp-Meeting.

The camp-meeting at Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa, opens July 29 and 
closes August. 26. -

We are pleased' to announce that we 
have secured from the Western Pas
senger Association, a railroad rate of a 
fare and one-third, on - the certificate 
plan, from all points in Minnesota, 
Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, Wisconsin and 
the northern peninsula of Michigan, 
which is practically the same as the 
rate obtained last year. Tickets may be 
purchased July 26, 27 find 28 and there
after on each Tuesday‘and Friday dur
ing the meeting, certificates to be hon
ored if presented not later than August 
29. Be sure to take a certificate from 
the agent when you buy your ticket and 
deposit it with the secretary as soon as 
you reach the camp. “ ■ ”

The Diamond Jo line of steamers has 
granted a rate of one fare for the round 
trip from all points between St. Paul 
and St. Louis. -

The very attractive array of talent' 
employed for the platform, with the Im
proved condition of the park, will make 
it, worth while to take advantage of 
these favorable rates. For programs 
and general Information address

. STELLA: A. FISK, Sec’y.
Keokuk, Iowa. G 

___ h '
“Religion as Revealed fiy the Material 

and Spiritual Universe.’”“ _ By. El. D,- 
Babbitt, M. D., Lu! D-. if compact and 
comprehensive ' vle\v 'o’fl'tho subject; 
philosophic, historic analytical and crit
ical; facts and data needed by'every 
student and especially Wy.dvery Spir
itualist. One of th® very-best books on 
the- subject Prife, “reduced to $1, 
cloth; paper 50 cefifs. For sale at this 
office.. , ■ no ■

Rending the Vam Tin . volume Is a 
compilation by J. W- Nixon, of psychic 
literature, ,! most .igi'vèp by ‘ spirits 
through and by meàns of full form vis
ible materlallzatiótìs, at'^Beances. of a 
certain Psychic ’'Resefirch Society, 
known as the Abe? Intellectual Circle, 
the medium being William W. Aber. 
507 pp. octavo. For sale at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker. Price $2.

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” -By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, lead
ing the mind onward lnto the purer at
mosphere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1. '

“The Infidelity ■ of” Ecclesinsticlsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By • Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physlologlcal--and psy
chic science. - Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, ‘ trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. Por sale at this office;

“The Unknown" created a marked 
sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scarcely fail to arouse 
the greatest interest in this country. It 
is an eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated instances, and 
chapters of his book are as weirdly fas-

James A. Wickersham. Charles Scrib
ner's Sons, publishers, New York. 
$1.50. 356 pp. 12mo. cloth.

This Is a work of decided merit, Spir
itualistic and full of Interest. One of 
the best of Its class, and affording fine 
studies of human nature among Spirit
ualists, Quakers and others.

‘’We're Passing But Once This Way,” 
is the title of a beautiful song and re
frain of which the words and music, 
arranged for piano, are by the well- 
known and talented composer,-^Ir. P. 0. 
Hudson, of Bay City, Mich., of whom It 
may be obtained. Price 25 cents.

clnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe’s 
tales. It treats on incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinations,'psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychic 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and divine, 
tlon of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 
bound. Price $2.00.

The Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
BY J. M. PEEBLES. M, D., M. A., Ph. D, *

tions along the line ot health. He 
treats the subject in his own matter-of- 
fact style. The book comprises a prac
tical subject handled In a practical 
manner by a practical man. Even if 
people do not wish or expect to live

here always, they should know how to 
live right and enjoy the life that be
longs to them. This is undoubtedly tho 
most useful book for the masses the 
Doctor has ever published, for it strikes 
at the root or cause of disease, and tells 
how to avoid it. 212 pages, cloth 
bound. Price, $1. For sale at this office.

i ___

Wee Remarkable Books !
“The Divine Pedigree of Man.”
“The Law of Psychic Phenomena.” .
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future.”

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the 
Testimony of Evolution and Psychology 
to the Fatherhood of God. By Thom
son Jay Hudson, LL. D. This Is a most 
remarkable work, demonstrating the 
existence of the Soul and Future Life.

It is scientific throughout. Price $1.50. 
Dr. Hudson’s work on “The Law of 
Psychic Phenomena," is also valuable. 
Price, $1.50. His “Scientific Demon
stration of the Future Life” should bo 
read by all. Price $1.50. For sale at 
this office.

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
tion nf Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to th® Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact,—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some ' 
' Hintsjis to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo, Clpth, 842 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held in 
the past concerning life beyond death, 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other
worldliness” which it replaced, which 
was In turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume includes a consideration of the 
work'of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author's own personal ex
periences in this line. Dr. Savage

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence Is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least some : 
well authenticated communications 
from persons in the other life. The 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Beliefs-The 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life- . 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction—The -
Spiritualistic Reaction—The Worlds 
Condition and Needs as to Belief in Im- 
mortallty-Probablllties Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tai Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth- ■ 
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex- ' 
perlences and Opinions.

For Sale at this Office. Price $1.50. Postage 10c.

mHE DIVINE PLAN has been car
ried out successfully.by The Pro
gressive Thinker, one continual cur
rent of the profits returning 
subscribers. Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World only costs our sub

scribers 25 cents—far less than its act
ual cost to us. Its regular price to the 
trade is $1.50. This work should be in 
every family in the United States. It 
Is elegantly and substantially bound, 
neatly printed and is an ornament {to 
any library One million copies of this, 
work shwild be distributed throughout 
the country. The Progressive Thinker
one year and this book will be 
for $1.25. .

sent

Agard. -
The principals of Belvidere Seminary 

would respectfully inform their friends 
and the public generally that this in
stitution' will be open during the sum
mer and early autumn for. the accom
modation of children and adults who 
seek freedom from business cares or the 
excitement of social and fashionable 
life. Its location is healthy and beau
tiful, Its grounds ample and well 
shaded, drainage and water excellent

Belvidere, as itd name Indicates, Is a 
beautiful inland town, in Northern New 
Jersey, 700 feet above the sea, and sur
rounded on all sides by forest-covered 
hills, at the base of which flow the 
Request and Delaware rivers, along 
whose banks are many places of special 
interest’to artists and aU lovers of the' 
picturesque in nature. ' -

Its streets are well shaded and lighted 
with electricity. In Its near vicinity are 
well cultivated farms, from which a 
fresh supply of milk, egfgs, butter, fresh 
fruits and vegetables nan be had dally. 
It Is only twelve miles from- Easton, 
Pa., and ten miles from the Delaware 
Water Gap. It is easy of access from 
New York and Philadelphia by the 
Pennsylvania and Delaware, Lacka
wanna & Western railroads, with six 
trains running dally each way. Its 
walks and drives are exceptionally fine, 
presenting an, ever pleasing variety of 
river and' mountain scenery.- Here is 
just the place for. the weary to And re
pose and the recreation that Invigorates 
without fatiguing. For further partic
ulars, address, A. 0. BUSH,

Belvidere, Warren Co., N. J.

"The Spiritualism of Nature." By 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 cents. 
For sale at this office.. ■ . ■

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E, and 
Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent (or every 
family. Cloth, |L50 and $2. . _ ’

OÜR BIBLE: 
mo MOTE, IT! WHEN? WHERE! HOW! 

Is It Infallible?
A Voice from the Higher Criticism.

A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.
BY MOSES HULL

Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism, and. an analysis of 
the Bible from that standpoint. Of special value and interest to Spirit
ualists, For sale at this office. Price $1.00. ,

ORMSBY'S SIMPLE SYSTEM
OF THE

PLftNETS and the ZODt/VG

A New Book with the Places of the Planets—the Chart that Makes It 
Easy to Study the Stars—5th Edition—Just Out—

.. Greatly Improved—Price, §2.00

ASTROLOGY SIMFLIFIED-SPEOIAL OFFER.
Atty person having one of these charts of any former edition ^nay exchan g 

the.same for one of the latest with new book,'on payment of $1.00.
This is by far the best system^MF'new beginners to take up, as hundreds Of 

persons have become proficient in the science of the planets in a short time by 
starting with this Simple System. The new books give the corrections covering 
one hundred years, all of the 19th century. • . .

Corrections for the 20th century, 100years In advance, are now ready, which- 
makes the chart good for 200 years. . Price for the 20th century tables, $2.00. 
For sale at this office. .

Bible and Church Degrade Woman
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprise! thr^e ouiyi 
onTbp Effect of Woman Suffrage oh Queatlon of 
Morals and BeUglon.. Price 10 cents.: Foraalo at thia 
office..- - •- •• t. ‘ -

FORCE AND MATTER.
By Ludwig Bnecímer. A celebrated book, Clotn.f

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, 
Or The Three-Iold Power ot Bex. By Lola Walebrook
er. Prhie,SOcenU. Fernie it tblioffice.. ... • •

The Law of Correspondence Ap
. plied to Healing
' A course of iqybu practical lesiouk By W. J, 
Colville. -Limp cloth, 50c. ~ • ■ • - ,

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult phlloiopby clothed 
tn etory tormi >lm, to give a better unleHtindlng ot 
meglc, black and white. BSD large page*.  Cloth, »1.23.

MYTH AND MIRACLE
Om oiOol. Bobe. G. IngenoWe beit lectures. Brice 
- sale st ttli effic».tc. Toi

Or How ft Spirit Adrtncei tn Spirit-Life. The em» 
Uoa ol du. By Mlohiol Fgndiy, Price 13c. Fer 
Me M thli office. . • . .•___ < .
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i TRUE HEUES
SCIENCE TRIUMPHS

OVER DISEASE

DR. C, E. WATKINS.

ROBERT OWEN.

BY MOSES HULL.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE,

Don’t Forget
You will never regret ordering 

■ ’■ "these Remedies.'

.25c. 

.25c. 

.250. 
'.250. 
.250. 
.25C. 
.250. 
.25c. 
.23C. 
.250.

La Grippe Tablets.
A sure cure and preventative. 50c.

Trial Box, 25o.

Our Rheumatic Liniment 
CONCENTRATED.

Nothing better to take out soreness and 
relieve pain. $1.00 a bottle for 50c. •

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE. 
BY LILIAN WHITING,

THE GOSPEL OF DUDDHA 
According to Old Records.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
By Andrew Jackeon Davi«. Something you ehould 
read^ Price 60 cent6._J?or «ale st tills office.

TWO IN ONF

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
PeycboinetrlBt and Healer. Readings by band-writlug 
or photo ,1.00. Three reasonable questions answered 
for 25 cts. Address 54 N. 52nd nve., Chicago, Ill.

Y0UP, FUTUREÂriroîogerWALBOND’
8, Opera Houle Block, Denver, Col. From 41.00.

NEW DREAM BOOK.
By DR. R. GREER. 52 Deorborn «t., Chicago. Ill. 25 
cent« . v 5Wtf

CHART FREE. ~
By a Bohemian Gypby AstroloRer and Clairvoyant. 

Bena age, color of eyes aud hair, In own handwriting. 
AddreefiGEO, WELLES, Box 180, Newark, N. J. 651

Three choice volumes, each complete In Itself. In 
which eplrltHiillty la related to everyday life luaucb 
a way as to make the world beautiful. Price 81 each. 
For «ale at thia office. .

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
A Treatise on

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Bcrrlcr, Anthropologist and Author. A 
very suggestive aud instructive book. Price, 81.00. 
For Bule at this office.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on the relations of tbo spirit to 

Ito own organism, end tha lutcr-relatlon of human 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By tho spirit of. Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the me- 
ulumriilp of Mrs. Cora L. y. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician nnd Spiritualist should read. 
Price «l.w. For sale at this office.

By Dr. Paul Carus. A translation made from Japan* 
ese, under tbe auspices of tho Rev. Shaku Soyer.dele- 
gate to the Parliament of Religions. Was published 
In Japan. Price, 81.00. For «ale at this office.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting 

Work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For sale at 
this office.

The Beligion of Spiritualism,
It, Phenomena »nd PhUo&opby. By Rev. Samuel 

WaUon. Tills work wa, written by a modern Savior, 
»grand and noble man. Price 41.05.

PSYCHE 
¡«the invention of apractical medium, under spirit 
Ëuidance, juid 1« designed to develop mediumship, 

lany, by Ito use, have received long commuulcs- 
tlOQs from spirit friend«, and express great satisfac
tion. Price. |1, and 20 cents extra for expreasage. 
For «ale at the office of Tax PBoaaEMBivjiTHiNKBE,

Out of the Depths Into the Light 
By Samuel Bowlea; Mrs. Carrlo E. S, Twlug, medium, 
Tblsisa very interesting little book, and will be ap
preciated from «tart to finish by all who wish to gain 
spiritual informatlon.Prlce 25 cts. Foreale at thia 
office. ‘

OUTSIDE THE QATÉS
•nd other tales awl sketebe«. By a band of aalrlt In- 
Ulllgencea, through the mediumship of Mary Therein 
Shelhnmer. An excellent work. Price, »1.00. For 
■Moat thin cilice. '

WM. W. ABER.
Readings by mail, <1.06. Advice on all affairj ofllfc. 
bpring Hill, Kans. 555

Geo. F. Perkins, Emaline Perkins, 
Platform and Private’Test Mediums. 8558 Cottage 
Grove eve., lint 14,Chicago. Circles Friday. Beadlugs 
dally. 6S9tt

Life Readings by the Stars.
J. L. PIERSON, 218 E. 42nd pl., Chicago. 653

J’? 8fe==±===
Special Prepared Remedies Made According to 

Dr. Watkins'-PsycWPrescrrptioi).
, Tb|ESE PRICES FOR SHORT TIME ONLY.

OUR MOTTO
To Dò All the Good We Can,

FOR LADIES.
; Tablets forConaumption......
3 ablet, for ily.pepato...........
Tol lets for Liver,............. .

tOc. now only 25c. 
.60c. now only 25c. 
•50c. uowoniy25c.

i.TableU for Icinalo Weakness, 5ue, now only 25c. 
0. laUlels for Stomach, acidity, 

flatulency, gas, and distress af- .

No.
Np. 
No,

ter eating, old........
fl. Catarrh................. .
8. Headache.............. .
18. Nervous Debility,. 
14. Painful Menses...

ho.*15.  Suppressed Menses,

.price 50c. now only25o. 
.........50c. now only 25c. 
,.........50c. now only 25c.
.......... 50c. now only 25c. 
..........50c. now only 25c. 
......50c. now-only 25c,

Woman’s Frlcud cures Leuconhea. usually called 
Whites, «I.W.

No. 
No. 
No. 
.No.

No.

2.
8.
5.

16.
13.

FOR MEN.
Constipation, .............................
Dyspepsia..................................
Liver,............................... .........
Stomach, acidity, gas, etc,....
Pile Ointment,................ .
Ncrrous Debility.....................

No. 83. Invlgorator,.....
No. 44. Vital Tablet«,...
•No. 65. Vigor Tablets,... 
No. 66. Tablet of Youth,

■

All of the above Remedies sent for $4j or any Ten for $2. Express Prepaid.

That we are very anxious to place these remedies in every house in the United 
States. We believe is our duty that we owe to humanity to try to lex. all know 
of the great value of these proscriptions, and we therefore will, till further notice, 
sell at above prices. Don't put off ordering these remedies but order to-day. We 
will diagnose disease free. Send sex, age and leading symptoms. :

Ayer, Mass,

TRÜTHr
The only way to find out who is the 

"Greatest Psychic Physician living” Is 
to read what their patients say.

DR. O. E. WATKINS 
never claims that he is the greatest phy
sician living, or that he is the

GREATEST PSYCHIC.
He believes that there are hundreds of 
Reniers who are just as successful as 
be is, and he never yet has claimed that 
lie is or was the best psychic, although 
twenty years before the public as the 
independent slate-writer with the rec
ord, of not one person who ever accused 
him of fraud, ought to make the public 
THINK when they compare his claims 
to other so-called psychics.

DR. C. E. WATKINS
only desires those who are sick to re-, 
member that for over twenty years lie 
has been before the public as a psychic, 
and- over twelve years as a physician, 
and he never claims greater powers 
than others; but we believe be has a 
right to think he has as great gifts as 
those who elnlin so much.

Kindly read the following
, TESTIMONIALS:
Dr. Watkins—Dear Sir:—Inclosed find 

the amount for another month’s medi
cine, which pleitse send along as soon 
as you <-an. I feel stronger now, and 
my stomach feels very much Improved. 
I am uo longer sick at my stomach in 
the mornings as I was before taking 
your medicine. Yours,

, W. 13. WORMER.
Mansfield, Mass.

Dr.-Watkins—Dear Sir:—I will write 
you that I am still gaining right along; 
my appetite Is splendid lately, and I 
can eat of things that used to distress 
me so that 1 did not dare attempt to 
touch them at all. Thanking you for all 
you have done for me, I remain, 

Yours truly,
Dover, N. H. MISS L. E. DORE.

Dr. Wntkins—Dear Sir:—It Is now 
about four months since I took your 
treatment, and will say that I have felt 
real well all that time. You have a lady 
patient here, who knowing how much I 

.was. benefited, thought she would try 
you. Wishing you success In your good 
work, I remain, yotfrs respectfully, 

MRS. M. A. FLANDERS.
Coldwater, Mich. "

Dear Doctor:—In regard to the Psy
chic Circle, 1 should like very much to 
join it. I think it Is a grtind thing. I 
am glad to be called a friend by those 
so fortunate as yourself, but you are 
the first one so gifted, that it has been 
my chance to know, so far; but I feel 
very thankful for the benefits I have 
received from you. Trustfully yours, 

NELLIE WEBSTER.
Laconia. N. II.

Dear Doctor:—Inclosed flud money 
for another month's medicine. My bow
els and kidneys are improving, and I 
have not been troubled with dizziness 
since I took your medicine, and that is 
a great relief. Thanking you for all you 
have done for me, I remain, yours re
spectfully, MRS. R. L. WOOD.

Herkimer, N. Y.

Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I am 
feeling much better than when I wrote 
you last; my rheumatism does not 
trouble me very much now, and I am 
feeling better every way. I am very 
much interested in your Psychic Circle, 
and would like to join it, for I have 
great faith in the power of the psychic 
forces. Hoping the angels will assist 
you, I remain, yours gratefully,

• MRS. S. D. FOWLER.
.Wolcott. N. Y. .

Dear Doctor:—I have nothing special 
to report this week. I am feeling, un
usually well. The asthma Is very light 
and jny general health is good, and alto
gether! feel much encouraged. Yours.
sincerely.

Jefferson, Mass.
J. P. 'NELLY.

GLUMES 1,-2 and 3 .of the Ency- 
pedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, Art Magic, Ghost. 
Land, The Next Woi-ld 'inter
viewed, and the OCeult Life, of 
Jesus (Including the Hull-Covert 
Debate) constitute our premium 

list. Those seven books haye been on 
snle. costing the buyer In the aggregate, 
$10.75. We, after paying the postage 
and expense of mailing, realize only 
$1.50 for the seven—far less than cost 
to us. We desire to form thé nucleus 
of a library In every Spiritualist home, 
hence this remarkable offer. By sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
you then have the privilege of purchase 
Ing these books at the premium prices. 
See terms-on another page. ‘ ,

. “CosinInn Hymn Book." ¿.collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral, anil ethical societies, for. schools 
and the home; compiled by.L. K. Wash
bum. This volume meets a public 
warit. It comprises 258 choice seletr 
tions of poetry and music,- embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all «.ectnrianhro. Price 50 cents. 
For sale st fills office.

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs." Four
teen i beautiful, soul-inspiring • songs. 

'■vHth rous.'.e,; by C. Payson i Longley. 
CRrice -by-mall, 15- cents. For, saje iat 
this office. - . . - , ...

Book of the New Moral 
World.”

He Brinos Health and Strenoth to 
Thousands Who Have Been 

Pronounced Incurable.

(Continued from No. 549.)
“The misery of the human race has 

been increased to an incalculable extent 
by the laws, institutions, and arrange
ments of society having been based on 
principles opposed to the laws of human 
nature.

“They have all arisen from errors 
which have been introduced falsehood 
and Insincerity through -all the inter
course of society. Man now knows not 
what man is, by reason of t lie universal 
system of deception which has been 
generated by laws, Institutions, and ar
rangements, directly-opposed to man’s 
nature.

"Where can we find a code of laws, 
ancient or modern, not based on the sup
position that man is a totally different 
being from that which facts now dem
onstrate him to be'?

"In what part of the world can we 
find Institutions based on a knowledge 
of what humanity Is now proved to beî-

“In what country, at any period, haye 
national arrangements been formed, ex
cept on the belief that man forms his 
own convictions and feelings and Ills 
own character, so as to make it right 
and just that he should be praised or 
blamed, rewarded or punished, have 
merit or demerit, for what he thinks 
and feels, and for what be Is, physically, 
mentally, morally and practically?

"Had it been known to our early an
cestors that the universe Is governed by 
Instinct—that man, as well as all that 
have life, Is governed by instinct—that 
he believes and feols, of necessity,' by 
the Instinct of his nature—nnd that his 
whole character Is formed through the 
operation of these Instincts, we should 
long-since have had a state of society 
the reverse of that which has been 
alone known up to the present moment. 
We should now have a language of sim
plicity lind truth—a spirit of charity—a 
conduct of kindness—and a cordial 
union throughout the family of man.

“There would have been no religious 
differences—no party politics—no ran
corous divisions—no wars or contests— 
no poverty or the fear of It—no jealousy 
or revenge—no one desirous to take 
from others; but all would have been 
anxious to contribute to the general 
well-being and prosperity of society, 
without knowing limits of kindred, 
country or clime.

“Instead of our ideas and feelings and 
knowledge being individualized, and 
regularly trained to become Ignorantly 
selfish, universal ideas, feelings aud 
knowledge, would have been created, 
and man would have made a unit of the 
family of man, each cordially united to 
the others, through the whole extent of 
Its -members. The poverty, divisions, 
vices and crimes now so prevalent 
through society, would have been un
known; and the past history of man, in
stead of being a regular narrative of op
posing parties, murdering, plundering, 
and making each other as miserable as 
nature would admit, would have been 
the history of rational being, whose sole 
object would liave been to produce the 
most happiness aud the least misery to 
each other, through the whole extent of 
the population of the earth.

“Until men shall understand how to 
make the laws, Institutions and ar
rangements by which the future genera
tions shall have their characters well 
formed, physically, mentally, morally 
and practically, and shall be enabled to 
understand human nature, Its instincts 
and its powers, and how to acquire the 
spirit of charity and.kindness, the hu
man race cannot'be made to enjoy hap
piness; it will be deficient of one of the 
most Important Ingredients requisite to 
insure Its happiness; and until the laws, 
Institutions, and arrangements of man 
shall be made in accordance with the 
now ascertained laws of human nature, 
it will be a vain hope to expect that 
man can be made happy.

“Such being the case, we, have to con
sider what are the laws, institutions, 
and arrangements, which men can 
make for their government, that will be 
in accordance with the laws of their na
ture.
--.“These laws will bé'fçw..8imple. and 
easy to.be .understood, and of a general 
character, yet'sufficient for-all practl- 
caVpurposes. The following may com
prise all that is necessary for a rational 
.codeof laws: . . -

“1st. That sèéing that each child Is 
born Ignorant and without experience, 
every human being, male and'female, 
shall be as well trained and educated 
from birth, physically, mentally, moral
ly, add practically as the knowledge Of 
well-forming the: human’ character pos
sessed at the time will admit.
“2d, That all shall be actively well- 

employed. physically and mentally, ac
cording to age and 'capacity, through 
life; Idleness being injurious to thé indi
vidual-and unjust to society.

•“3d. That all shall be well lodged, 
fed, clothed and surrounded from birth 
to death by superior circumstances only, 
so far as society unitedly can create su
perior circumstances. ■

“4th. That in addition to the lan
guage of<¡Us parents, every child shalk 
be well .instructed in one getferal lan-
guage,-that this may become the lan
guage of truth-and of the world."- -

: 1 , ■ . (To he continued.)- • : • ■
• C. H.'MATHEWS.

New Philadelphia. Dhlo.

I-

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Rarker, 
Who is so widely knojvn as one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL HEALERS,
. SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

‘ SEND TO , ; ’

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

DR. PEEBLES, noted the world over as 
a physician and scientist, is perform- 
ingfome of the most remarkable cures 

the world has ever seen. His fame has bar 
come world-wide on account of these mar
velous cures. He has patients in every 
state in the Union aud in many foreign 
lands who stand ready to testify to the 
wonderful cures he has made of cases that 
had been treated by many of the most em
inent physicians without success. Many 
of the Doctor’s patients are those who had 
traveled all over the world, visiting all the 
great health resorts and sanitariums in a 
Futile Search for Health and strength.
They returned home in despair, thinking j. M. PEEBLES, A, M„ M. D„ PH.D. 
there was no hope for them, when they were persuaded to write to Dr. Peebles 
for a diagnosis. This was. so clear and complete, showing a thorough under
standing of the case that it inspired enough hope to induce them to try, as a last 
resort, a course of his treatment. Many such cases show wonderful improvement 
from the start. A very few months is sufficient in almost all cases to complete a 
perfect cure. Mrs. L. A. Humbelj of Long Pine, Neb., who wai"given up with 
dropsy and kidney disease by. the best physicians in the country says: “I am 
very grateful for what you have done for me, as I cm in better health than I have 
been for fiye years. I have gained fifteen pound?, and I am getting stronger ev
ery day. Last month I visited my aged mother in Iowa. She was greatly rejoiced 
for she never expected to see me alive again. For fi ve years I travelled And doc- 
tor<_d \vith the best physicians, finally gave up in despair, and went home to my 
sister, as I thought to die. I can never express how thankful I am for what you 
nave done forme.” .

Remember that Dr, Peebles does not cure by Christian Science, Mesmerism, 
or any other *̂ism. ” but employs mild but potent remedies in connection with his 
wonderful Psychic Treatment. These Psychic Treatments, say his patients, 

seem as a breath of higher life.” If you fio not fully understand the Psychic 
Science and these Psychic Treatments which are such a wonderful aid in the 
treatment of chronic aud obscure cases, the Doctor will send you his essay« “The 
Psychic Science in the Cure of Disease,” which will explain to you fully Psychic 
Diagnosing and Psychic Treatment with other valuable information for the sick. 
Ihere is no one so capable of writing on this subject as Dr. Peebles, for he has 
investigated it for over a half century, and is a recognized authority on the vari
ous occult sciences in Europe as well as in this country. '

i* ceUles1 dlagnuolug Is dune by the aid of hl« psychic gifts. * He can read tlie diseased conditions 
i uL aZ accurftt.ply 9® if each organ and tissue were open to his view. Out of many thousand« of 

ba« dlagmjsed during the past few years, nine hundred and ninety-nine out of each thousand are 
willing tp testify to the marvelous accuracy of the diagnosis. Do you know yonr exact condition? Have 

wlt,huin getting permanent help? Did the phyilcian who treated you fully understand 
lyur caser n bywlll>ou be experimented upon by those who do not really understand your case when Dr. 
i ecblea can dingooBO your case perfectly and thus administer treatment upon a «clenllfic baal«? Why will 
jou take patent medicines which are prepared for a “text-book" case, and which at best give only Tempo, 
rary IJenef. when you can secure treatment from this KMIKUNT HEALTH that Is 
Kspectaliy 1 rehci ibed and bulled to your case, at a very little more coat» These are the 
Question« that Intcrr«*  all those suffering from chronic and obscure troubles. Think them over carefully. If 
•ri.« V? a(llscouraged don’t delay cue-moment In writing tbe Doctor for a diagnosis of your case, 
fnera Is no king of more, importance to you than the condition of your health. It will cost you nothing to 
te J11®. wn»e Doctor will send fKKB OF COST a complete diagnosis of your case and also his essay 

1 ne 1 sychlc Science In the Cure of Disease" and valuable literature on chronic diseases and testimonials 
from suine of his cured patients, showing the long list of so-culled incurable cases which he ba« cured. No 
disease Is really incurable |f perfectly understood. Every effect or diseased condition has Its churc aud If 

«'Wcase be removed. When this la done permanent recovery Is 
you ia,led 10 Eet necmanent help, but write at once. Remember 1HAM CURED JIVNDllBDS WHERE ALr OTIIJSBS HAD FAILBD.

4» . an ,l0nCBl letter, giving full name, age, sex and lending symptom In your own handwriting and be 
win give you a complete and full diagnosis and will also send the literature as mentioned above. Write today. 

Address Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Greek, Mich.
[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 

only wlll'be inserted free. All in excess, 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per lino. About seven 
words constitute one Une.] '

Passed to spirit life, at Ottumwa la., 
on June 1, lu the 46th year of his ¿ge, 
Philip H. Blddlson, after a lingering 
and painful Illness of about five months.

Mr. Blddlson was a man of .whom 
Spiritualism may well be proud; a man 
of spotless character and unblemished 
reputation in all his relations, business

There will be a Spiritual meeting at 
2:30 each Sunday, uf Smith Hall, Wis
consin aud Larrabee streets. German 
and English speaking by Mrs. W. Hil
bert and Mr. Bernhard

Spiritualistic Services will be held ev
ery Sunday.afternoon at 2:45 p. m., 
1453 N. Springfield aivenuc. Tests at 
4 o’clock prompt. Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
medium. :

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds 
regular meetings at y Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 ana 290 Eist 43d street, every 
Sunday .evening nt i o'clock! ¿^Spirit 
messages, Testdiin telepathy or thought

. transference, good music. Seats free.
and social, truly may it be said of him, May Goodrich, pastor. ' 
“none knew him but to love him;"

A large concourse composed of citi
zens in carriages and .various benevo-1
lent orders escorted bis body to the cem
etery. The services at the residence 
were conducted by the writer, while the 
A. O. U. AV., of which the deceased was 
a prominent member, did a like service 
at the grave.

A widow and one child are left to 
mourn his absence in visible form, but

The Gross Park Spiritual Society 
meets at 1785 N. Hoyne avenue, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock.-

The South Chicago True Spiritualist 
Society meets every Sunday evening nt 
7:30 at 8927 Exchange avenue, instead 
of Elgenmnn’s Hall.

The Christian Spiritual Society hold

they have the sweet consolation which I Thomas conducts, 
only Spiritualism can bring to bereaved — - • ■

meetings In HygeiaHall, 404Ogden nve- 
nue, at 2:30 nnd 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah

and sorrowing hearts.
W. F. PECK.

Tbe Englewood Spiritual Union So-

MRS. E. J. HANSON, TRANCE MEDIUM, 76 
Bingham St., near Milwaukee av. car barns. 555

A YOUNG MAN WHO HAS SEEN MUCH OF 
the dark «Ide of life, but Uaafioine practical ex

perience, desires to meet a well-to-do elderly lady or 
gentleman. Address C. S. Cail Box 104, Victorio, Tex. 

TOCO WIT T occult““ 
Focallxntlon and Concentration necessary to develop
ment. This new invention makes this possible in 
light or dark sittings. Sent whb full Instructions for 
50 cents. In stamps, portal order or other suitable way. 
Address DR. T, WILKINS, 54 N.52nd av.,Chicago, 111.

FRED P. EVANS, 

The Well-Known Psychic 
For Slate-Writing, Etc., 

Gives seances dally at bls office The Occult Book 
Store, 108 W. 42nd st, N.Y. City. Bend stamp fur 
circular oumedlumshlp, and catalogue of books.

82 —TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In uro nnd throe sec

tion^« in. high—magnetized when deci rad—ri on re
ceipt of pride. Address WM. A. MUlUIAi’, 008-K. 2nd 
BL. Newport, Ky. 584

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
or Coctine, of a never-failing harmless Home Cure. 
Mas. M. E. Baldwin. P. O.Box 1212, Chicago, Ill.

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE,
Reading by mall. «14)6. Dualness advice a specialty.

SU-4 8. Crouse ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 556

A COMBINATION OF
“The Question Settled” and “The 

Contrast” Into one Volume.

This highly instructive and Interesting work is a 
tombluhlicm into one volume of two of Mr. Hull1« 
iplendli work«. By this arrangement the cost Is such 
that the reader K enabled to secure the two books 
comJ.ntd at the Jame price as was formerly asked 
tor tb Jin Hcparateiy. This volume contain« 462 pages 
and 1« liindsomely bound In cloth, and containr. an ex* 
cellent jKtfiralt of the anchor.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
1« a call »ft’ comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit 
uallsm. No book of the century baa made so many 
convert to Modern Spiritualism as this. The authors 
aim, faithfully to compare tbe Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The ajiJiptattoD of Splrllualleni to tbe wants of human
ity; its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
mlnlstiv; the spiritual nature of man. and, the objec- 
tlonsoilered to Spiritualism, are all considered in tbe 
light ol the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
sense, Hid expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
conalfiti of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism, it Is a inoat able production, and 
<■ a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
U defend Spiritualism, or find argument« against tL? 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $L FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—The 

Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

Mrs. Mary A. Glass, passed to the 
higher life from the home of her daugh
ter, Mrs. L. Koehne, nt Dolores, Colo., 
of pneumonia, aged 77 years. She was 
a beautiful character, kind, gentle, ever 
ready to help those in trouble. She was 
laid away as befitted one of her charac-
ter. K. W.

Passed to spirit life, June 3, 1900, 
from San Jose, Cal., D. A. Pease, M. D'. 
He was a native of Conway,, ilass, and 
was aged 94 years.' He was an earnest 
Spiritualist; for him thereAviiBno death, 
only change. He left one son and three 
daughters, with whom the memory of 
his honorable life and peaceful transi
tion will ever remain. Services were 
conducted by Mrs. E. B. Marceen and 
Mr. A. Macey.

MRS. N. PEASE FOX.

Passed to spirit life, at Lincoln, Vt, 
June 5, Mrs, Mary ,M. Elliott, wife of 
Zira Elliott, aged 78 years.- The fune
ral -was June 7. She selected this text: 
“I have finished my course.” She-was
married to ZIra Elliott, of ¿Starksboro, 
January 1, 1843. They have "lived; in
Lincoln since the war of '61. < ~

clety meets every Sunday at Forbes' 
Hall, 420 W. 03<l street. Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought and medi
ums of note in charge.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m.. conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock. •

The . South- Chicago Truè Spiritualist 
Church bolds meetings o.t Elegeman’s 
Hnl). corner of 93rd street and Commer-' 
clal avenue, every Sunday at 2:30 and 
7:30 n. m.

The Chicago Liberal Society is a non
sectarian association for the encourage
ment of morality, the promotion of edu
cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and the inculcation 
of truth In tbe place and stead of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 
of the society are .held every Sunday 
morning at 11 o'clock in Corinthian 
Hall, Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
are In charge, of Thomas B. Gregory. 
You are cordially Invited to attend the 
same. - -

MRS. J. J. CLARKSON,
Magnetic PhvMdan, 204 LaSalle ave., Chicago, has 
treated hundreds of chronic diseases durlug several 
years past, In Waukegan, 111., and vicinity. She now 
offers her services lu n wider field of usefulness. Re
fers to patrons and many certificates written by relia
ble beneficiaries. Nodrugs. Diagnosis free. 552

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, tbe only psychic wonder living, 

that uses tbe spiritual X-ray without any leadlug 
symptom to dlrecL and locates al! Internal diseases 
a trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, as hun
dreds can testify. Send name, age, sex. complexion 
and ten cents In Etamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Mass.

TALMAGEAN INANITIES.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies.
A review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank De

Witt Talmage'« oft-repeated attacks upon Spiritual- 
lam. ByMoaeeHun. For sale al this office.. Price 
1U cents.

E.
TESTIMONIAL.

Bi-F. Poole;— . . 1
43 Evanston Ave.:, Chicago, Ill.: ' 

Your- melted pebble spectacles are 
wonderful. 1. enn'-see to thread a .fine 
needle and can read with rebinf,off, and 
my eyes are getting , stronger. Your 
clairvoyant system of fitting ds perfec
tion. I am, yôur friend,.’'' ■ . '

' MRS. L. E. MARTIN.
Blairsville, Pri. •'

For.ten cents-we. will send .by mall, a 
4-oz package of my Magnetized Com
pound, for sore or“’\vcak 'eyes. Once 
used yo^ will Hot. be without; it.’ Ad
dress ‘ B. F. POOLE & CO.. •
' 43 Evanston aventie.AlliiCago. lll.

Send in-notice-of'meet Lugs field on 
Sunday at public, halls. -

-Bear in miniLthr.t only meetings held 
In public halls will be announced under 
the above head. We have not space to 
keep.standing’notlces of meetings held 
at private residences, ■ ■

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judsons This book is ded
icated to all earnestr souls who desire 
by harmonizing-,their'.pliyslcal and their 
psychical bodies with universal ■ nature 
and-thelr»soulp .with -the higher Intelll- 
gences, to come into closer connection 
with the .pureil realms of the spirit 
world. It is vfflttenltn the sweet spirit
ual tone that Ohnradterizes all of-Miss 
Judson's literacy works. - Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75i (cento, . For sale at this 
office.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetfngs in -principles ofi.Light and Color.
; . . Chicago. . . - _ ............. " “ --

KflREZZfl.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAGE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karma makes a plea for a betta1 birthright fw 

children, and alme to lead individuals to«ook a higher 
, development of themselves through most sacred re*  

lattone. It Is pure In tone and aln.and Should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. 81.

i

ASTRAL WORSHIP,
By J, H. HIIL M. D. A valuable contribution to the 

current discussion of religious problems. The author 
by Illustrations and a planisphere (a representation of 
the celestial sphere upon a plane with adjustable cir
cles), traces most of tbe myths which Ue at the base 
of Christianity to their origin hi sun and nar worship. 
The astronomical facts given possess groat value, tbo 
Illustrations rare and curious. The book Is bound In 
only one stylo—heavy boards. Price«!. For sale at 
this office.

Superstition in all Ages 
Or “Le Bon Sens,” 

By JEAN MESLIER,

6. WRITER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
t AND

Gifted Psychic
Obsession Cured.

Special Attention Given to

Nervous Ailments.
Astonishing Cures of Disease, 

Physical and Mental, 
Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-eent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own bandwriting.

DCVj.r knowu a Innre competent, reliable Waltar ?vinim‘id Um iW ibe ?P,r,t wirid than CLm. 
Waiter Lynn. JqSi Buchanan.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
Oakland, Cali.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cure, all forms of slomacli, liver and kldnoy dleeaee. 
alto constipation. A sure cure for that tired, worn-out 
it.. "B' Gua,r-“llt'!e‘l lo “««1st your ry.ten, to health 
with pure, rich bluud. Suffic.ictit quantity for ona month sent for« loo. i^miy ror one

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Ilas been used aud praised by 
thouBRuds In ail pant*  of the world, bent for 60 cents, 
or all three sent pta-cpald for «|.0u, with Yarma’e 
photo and Instj uciious how to live wo years

Melted Fehhle Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for illustrated Circular« 

«bowlug styles and prices and pliuto of Spirit Yarma, 
who developed ibis clairvoyant power In me. lead 
adjusi my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes In your own home as If you were in my 
office, as thousands can testify. Send nt amp for photo» 
B. F. POOLE A CO.. 43 Evauston nv„ Chicago, Ill.

Reed City Sanitarium and Private 
Hospital, A. B. Spinney, M. D., Prop. 
Staff of eight conaultlug physicians and Burgeons; pro*  
feaaionul nurses, steam neat, electric light. Cheapest 
sanitarium for the aucommoduilons in the world. 
Board, medical atteuduncu, nursing, baths, mattsage 
electrical treatment ali for $10 A WEEK. Case« 
diagnosed tree and treated at a distance by correspon
dence, Prices reasonable. HSrnl j our name and ad*  
dross with stamp to HEED CITY SANITARIUM, .

Heed City, Michigan. '

Longley’s Beautiful Songs
For Public Meetings and 

the Home. -
VOLUME ONE

Contains the following songs with music:
I'm thinking, dear mother, of you. We miu our 

boys nt home. Tbe laud of the by« aud bye. Tbo 
good times yet to be, Tbe land beyond tneatara. 
They are waiting at the portal. When the dear ones 
gather at home. Resting under the daisies. Tbd 
grand jubilee. My mot tier's tender eyes. Dear hegrt 
come home. Come lu some beautiful drcain. Where 
the roses neverfade. In heaven we'll know our own.

VOLUME TWO
Contains 15 new and beautiful songs, suited to tbe 
home circle, seance«. local meeting*,  muss-meetlngf, 
conventions, anniversaries and jubilees. They oome 
prise an excellent variety of poems set lu easy har
mony and ought to t«<-ll readily. Tljear book*  are 15cts. 
eachi the two for SOcta. For sale al this office.

4
1

COLLEGE OF FINE FORGES
An institute of refined Therapeutic^ including the 

Sun Cure, Vital -Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Core, 
and a higher science of life. Chemical affinity and 
basic principle« developed with their marvelous ap-" 
plication«. Student« in four continents have taken the 
course. The college Is ch artered and confers the de
gree of D.M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed questions students can take the course atid 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to 58 N. «rd st.,Sau Jose, Cal. Diplomas of 
unsurpassed beauty granted. Send stamp for cata- 
oguo to E. D. BABBiT. M. D„ LL. D., Dean. 44uf

ARoman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years in France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God’s pardon for having caught the i 
Christian religion. He left this volume as his last 
will and tee lament to bls parishioners and-" to the 
World. Translated from the French original by Miss 
Anna Knoop.

Post 8vo., 839 pages, .with portrait Cloth, 81.00; 
postage, H oenU.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All'« Right with the World." Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a diet loot success with 
•'All’s Right with tbo World," which continues lu tbo 
front rank of tbo Metaphysical books that arc now so 
popular. The groat number who have .ieen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by tb>« wise teacher whose words of help uro doing so 
much to nake tbe world better by making men and 
women better able to understand and etijoy it.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail’*
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. It 

, will bo in demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price «1.50. For sale at

“The work of the honest pastor 1« the most curion« 
and the mo«t powerful thing of tlie-klnd that the last
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire had rc-

thia office.

! The Soul of Things
1

■erves, but Jean Mosllerhad none. He keeps nothing 1 Or Piychomctrlc Researches and Discoveries. Dy 
back; and yet, after alt the wonder!« not that there Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A maryeloui 
«bonldhavobeononeprlestwholcfttbatteitimonyat work. Though concise, asa text book It Isas fascin- 
his death, hut that all orleita do noL”-Jame9 Pertoa ■ «Ing ®R ® work of fiction. The render win be amaied 
I“" ' 1 ■— ------------------ to seo tbe curious facts here combinedin support ot

this power of the human mind, which will resolve a 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
as day. and throw light on all subjects now obscured

a. Denes, or illustrated uecturea , »r ““«• J’r,cc •'•w- For »«leat tnu offlee. 
. In three volumes, cloth bound, «1.50 each.Upon the | _ . ________

tl
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DR. J. S, LODCKS
For thirty year« has treated and cured tbo rick in alt 
parts of tbe United States and Canada. Thousands 

-hare been cured after being given up to die. His 
psychic powers arc unequalcd, an bls cure« prove. 
Talk doesn’t prove anything. Facta arc proof. He 
also cures diseases of men, such as loss of manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion, Send 
name, age,-sex, lock of hair, 6 cto in stamps, for a di
agnosis. - Address, ' .

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren bl, Stoneham. Meat, z

Card from Annie Lord Chambcr-
■ : " . ’ 'v lain. ■ ' '
- Dear frtenda, you can greatly help mo care for my 

-blind sister. Jennie. Ix Webb, one of the earliest me
dium« now In the form, by writing a letter to a spirit 
friend. Send It to ma with «1, and 1 will try and get 
reply by Independent writing' or whispers. Address 
AnnleLord Chamberlain, Milford, Mass. 53itf

EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 
IN THE UNIVERSE.

BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 
Price, cloth, 11.23. For aale at tbla office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
^And How We Ascend Them.

How to reach that altitude where spirit 1« supremo 
and all things are subject to It. By Moses Hull. Price 
tn cloth. 40cents; paper 25 cts..For sale at this office. 

Apocryphal New Testament 
. .Being air the Gospels. Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to 
Jesus Christ, bls apostles and their companion«, and 
not included in the New Testament by Ite compilers. 
Cloth, 81.50. For sale at this office.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTUEIES OF 
• PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker’« Inter» 
national Congress. Chicago, Ill., October, 1893. By« 
Susan H. Wixon. Price, 10c.

Tue GhrlsiSÄ 
Question 
Settled

A Symposium by 
W. E. Coleman, J. 
S. Loveland,Hudson 
Tuttle, Moses Hull,

. . _ ------------ Bv-
E. D. BabbitU..<M. D-, LL. D. A truly 
great, work of’a master mind, and one 
whom . Spiritualists rabould. delight to 
honor. The result ef years of deep 
thought and pal lente, research Into Na
turals finer fonces arc here gathered 
and made amenable io the well-being of 
humanity. Medical fnen especially, and 

rr»n .n c, ------ : scientists, general renders and student«2W7W a|°£ occult forces, will find instruction ‘I

Hafldel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St, n,i« p.i plates,every first and third’Thursday Sf the J5°r Sj? Va wonderful worir6’ K“1- 
month, beginning afternoons at three! X,.',, b d l|„hted jt.. . «nd you 
o’clock. The ladles bring refreshments; I „supper served at six o’clock, • Evening' . nJ£?“®* 1i,s:'^Jn^?nc„o£ f ?.neta,ry 
session commences at a quarter'to ’““kers and
eight Questions invited from' the au- ?tonr?" °nd sys’ 
ffience. and answered b.v the guides of. temo.C science for IJOO is now for sale

J.-R, Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir
its say about it By,

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Whether th!« book settles the question or not, U 

will be found eminently entertaining, and brings to 
gather a mass of evidence to establish the historical 
character of Jesus. A largo volume, cloth, 81.85. For 
•ale at this office. . .

. Mr. and Mrs. Perkins’, spiritual meet
ings,- 40-E. Randolph' street, Handel 
Hall, Fourth’, floor,, -Sunday evening, 
7:45. ; Wednesday, evening, 675 Larra- 
béé street, corner, Garfield, avenue.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V.’Oordlngley, pastor, room 409 Handel

fiicnce, and answered by the guides of
Mrs. Richmond. Always an interesting 
programme. All are welcome. -

| at this office; price 2$ cents. This is 
the 25th annual almanac issued by'R 
Mansill, Rock Island, III. It is one of. _ . • . *.AU4ro444,  All. 11 IS VUt*  OL

Spirit Communlpn the most Interesting and instructive an- 
irSLmeet’°gs In. Kenwood Hall, nual publications along.tbe line of the 
4308 Cottage Groye avenue, each Sun-j planetary silence now published, and is 
day. . 3 m., conference and tests, . far morn explicit in; relation to the
8 p. m., lebture by. J,. K. Hallowell; tests ] movements of the heavenly, bodies anti' 
by H. F, Coatea andxitbers. . All ate ln- the effect, produced upon- , our - earth 
vited.^ Good-music nnd seatB-free.^ Yon need this UoOl^ " , ~ - '

far morn explicit in; relation to the

TRUTH AND DESTINY
Deale with the hidden forces of mind and the In
fluence of environment upon human life. Give« a 
contrastof the destiny of one who cried out in the 
darkness for the light he vainly sought, and the desti
ny of another who found the radiance within. It re
veals the laws' and conditions which create happiness 
andjadicate.’« tbo path which leads to the attainment 
of 8elf-3Io«tery and Power. Price 25 cents, 

. URIEL BUCHANAN,
Dept P. T., Box 210, Chicago, 111. ■ 544tf

THE GOD IDEA \
, OF THE ANCIENTS,
Or Sex jn ReUglom By. Eliza Burt Gamble. «It is a 
sensible, 'quleL' logical statement of opinion, deduced 

iat times curiously-from statistics which might be 
. open to doubt; and never for a moment sensatitmaiur 
revolutionary.^-Chicago Herald. 329 pages, large 

i type.- cloth bound. Pricet2.25. For sale at this office

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
AmonuaL with directions for tbe <rgan1zat!on and 

management of Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis. Somethingindlinensable. Free SO cents

TALLEYRAND’S “ 
LETTER TO THE POPE. 

■ TbtaArontwni Hetorad upioltHylnterMtlilt totU 
wbft would desire 10 make a M»dv.trf W«^i>TL,»T,.ma 
IbeBIM«,- The UrtMe feet« Mal * 

I antMaCNncvWKmoiUi iMa 
•¡SSnrttV MNt*«-

A New Edi(iont Profusely Illustrated*

“I choose that a story should be founded on prob
ability, and not alwayarcaemblo a dream. I desire to 
find nothing iu it trivial or extravagant; and I desire 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, there I 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to tbo discern- 
jng eye, though It escape the observation of the 
Tulgar.’'—Voltaire.

, 4 CoKTEirrBt “The White Bull.” a Satirical Bomand/ 
“Zadlg, or Fate,” an Oriental History; "The Sage and 
the Atheist;" “The Princes« of Babylot;” “Tbo Man 
of Forty Crown«;” “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;” 
"Mfcromegas,” a Satire on Mankind; ^The World m 
KGoe®. ’.“The Black and the „White;” “Memnon,th# 
Philosopher;” “Andre Des Touches at Slam;” “Bab*  
Sfei5 -Study of Nature;“ “A Conversation 
Witha Chinese;” “Plato’s Dream;” "A Pleasure In 
Having no Pleasure:” “An Adventure ta India;" 

Jeannot and Colin;” “Travels of Scarmentado:" 
The Good Brahmin;” “Tho Two Comforters;" "An*  

cleat Faith and Fable.” .
• Oue volume, post 8vo, 490 page», with portrtft find a 
niustrations. Extra vellum-cloth. ti.Bfr poataget 
15 cento.

“Voltaire’s satire was keen and fine-pctatod as e 
। »Pier.”—Magazine of Am. History. ■ •

"A delightful reproduction, unlqntt SBdrefreshing.*  
tBorton OoouDonweal th. -

A Few Words About the Devil, 
. And Other Essays.

By Charles Bradlaugh. With thè «tory of bit Ufa 
I aa.told by himself, ana the history of his parliamen

tary etruggle. With portrait. Paper, 50c.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD,
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve,

' Sy Lois Wailbroker. Thia la a novel written with a 
pupoHtotaptovt tMbatten raeet tomert theft*  
tun ottsprttk ■'trSk nett, baaitti aM taipiratWf.- ejSsar"“

MÆKT
' -IN THE-

PAS'i,TBISENT, AND FUTÜBE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Result« of recent scientific research regarding tha 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

-• From the German of ’ ... -

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of “Force and Matter," Essays on Nature ta4 

Science,” “Physiological Pictures," “Sly Lee-
‘ tare« on Darwin,” Eta.*

The great mystery of existence consist*  tn perpeu 
utl and uninterrupted change. Everything Is iminor*  
tai and Indesthictible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the aand 
grain of the water drop u well oi the highest being In 
creation, man- and his thought«.' Only thé forms In 
which being manifesto Itself are changing; but Being 
.‘rrlfTemafM eternally tbe same and ImperishabK 
.x hen we die we do not lose ourselves, but only ot*

< r-xmnl consciousness. Wc live on In nature, mott 
- ’ Incur children, In our deeds. In our'thought#—.

rimrt. in the entire mstcrlfil and physical eoDmbu*  
* - hlch. during our short personal existence, we 
* furnished totbc subsistence of mankind ef

«ouoiageneral,”—Buechner. - ■
rust 8v0. about nagea. v»Bbm cloth, jt.
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THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION
Further Consideration of the 

Subject. -
It is a frequent occurrence to see 

• some representative of a religious sect 
rise up to remark that true religion con- 
slsts in visiting the fatherless and wld- 
ows and keeping oneself unspotted from 
the world; but I do not recall from 
memory any church creed resting on 
these remarks of James—by the way 
Who was James?—neither do I know of 
any not organized and held together by 

. a creed that begins: “I belibve.” Re
ligion . is a belief and a system of 
worship, for none exists without pray- 
era, and all must have something to 

7“ pray to. The Interest which religious 
organizations feel In the welfare of 
orphans and widows is not the impell
ing force that erects sky-piercing spires 
over magnificent works of art to be 
used one day in seven; and the $60,000 
religious edifice with Its $3,000 organ, 
just completed in this city, was not 
dedicated for that purpose. If that 
large sum of money had been devoted 
to their welfare it .would have been ex
pended in some other manner. That 
building was erected to expound the 
Methodist creed in, and to glorify the 
name of Jesus; to convince all men they 
are sinners and to proclaim the only 
way bv which they can be saved from 
the eternal wrath of God, whose name 
is Love. There Js not a religious sect 
that builds churches for any other pur
pose, though Universalists and Unita
lians are partial exceptions because the 
punishments -of God have a time limit 
with them. ,

There is not a religious sect in Chrls- 
tendom but what talks about the 
‘heathen,” and few but what send mis- 

slonarles abroad to convert them. What 
is meant by conversion, and what is the 

■ object of their efforts? Is It to lead 
, them to provide for their orphans and 

. widows and accept a new code of 
morals? Not much; it Is to bring about 
a change in belief, and to get them to 

, accept the childish fable of Adam and 
Eve and all the theological absurdities 
Writ follow It, including the miraculous

<

appearance and disappearance of Jesus 
in this world, nnd the preposterous mis
sion for which Christianity asserts he 
Came. When one can believe this non
sense he ceases to be a heathen. If he 
doesn’t believe, though he should devote 
his. whole life to the service of widows 

orphans, nnd live under tlie highest 
Standard of morality, he could never be 
accepted by any church organization as 
a ’Christian, nor in their estimation be 
secure from .the wrath tp come. Hence 
I,repeat, as repetition seems necessary 

K, to insure entrance of the idea into some 
I*  people’s sensorlums, that nowhere Is the 
J'l Christian religion considered In its para- 

1 mount sense ns the duty of providing J 7 +11 a f n f hnnlnrw n »» A *1.  _ —.1 J . rfor the fatherless and the widows. Were 
this the fundamental fact In Christiani
ty, tl four years’ course of biblical in
struction in h theological seminar,' 
Would hardly be considered necessary 
to produce a priest or an ordained min
ister of the gospel.

It does not require a person long In 
tills world to learn that we are Inter
dependent on each other, and a plain 
dnty therefore exists to help one 
another when we can, as we journey 
on to the grave. But these facts are 
bedded in morality and have nothing to 
do with religion, which professes to 
make clear our duties and relation to 
God, whose existence has never yet 
been demonstrated.
It would be an easy matter for people 

of every race and nationality to unite on 
anode of morals, for every living person 
sustains the same relation to life and 
happiness, as both are primarily de
pendent on ability to feed, clothe^ and 

. shelter the body. But when it comes to 

. leligious questions, then never-endin'*  
discord begins, for the realms of reason 
are forsaken, the presence of knowledge 
is departed from, and the mind is com

, polled to deal with visionary nonsense 
utterly powerless to show connection 
with a single fact. Creeds being noth
ing but a matter of belief, they are en

, tlreiy dependent on faith for their re
ception, and faith has no more connec- 
tlon with knowledge than the sin of 
Adam with one of Job’s boils. Faith is 
blinder than a bat, and all religions are 

. dependent on faith, for they have noth
ing to present but words. Theology is 
not and never was anything but a the 
ory, and having no more relation to sci' 

• enee than an orthodox sermon to com
mon sense, we see without effort why 

, religious sects are endless and always 
at war with each other.

Religious questions have created more 
discord and hatred between men than 
all other kinds united, but never in one 

... single instance did two sects indulge in 
>. a wordy war over the path of duty in 

connection with orphans and widows in 
, distress. Their discords have all been 

oyer the meaning of obscure, ambigu
ous, and senseless passages of scrip
ture; in man-made creeds and their 

. effect' on passion and prejudice. ‘
Mathematics open no field for violent 

... discussion or the play of fanaticism for 
scientific demonstration is always at 
hand and nothing but reason finds in
ducement to enter and explore. How 
different with religion; there reason 
finds no welcome and absolutely noth
ing with which it can deal. Reason has 
no more to do with religion than re
ligion has to do with established facts 
and yet.lt is man’s highest faculty and 
the only one that can guide and direct 
him along the pathway of life. But to 
be religious you must surrender it and 
trust with child-like credulity to what 
a class of men tell you who peddle re- 
llglous ideas to obtain their bread and 
butter. • ■

reception. He Is no longer considered 
a safe person to run at large, .and by 
mpst people he is regarded as Being ip 
the same categoi# as a wild beast.

Take away a man’s reason and you 
have deprived hlffi of all power to think 
and act in a sensible and rational man
ner, and no one but a preacher would 
ever place a limited value on a faculty 
of such supreme importance. They 
have but one excuse for doing so; rea
son is a detriment to their business, and 
never yet, when exercised, failed to ex
plode al! their myths and humbugs. 
Why should they admire their greatest
enemy and the implacable foe of all 
superstitions ? It is expecting too much 
to see the advocates of any religion in 
love with reason, for they cannot work 
the dear people for dollars and auto
cratic power when it Is abroad In the 
land; so they denounce it as a carnal 
faculty of no Importance and seek to 
substitute in its place their especial fa
vorite, blind aud unquestioning faith.

The preacher's ideal man is the one 
who believes all he tells him and never 
gives reception to such a thing as 
doubt. Out of no other material is It 
possible to make a good Christian, 
therefore all denominations hate an in
dependent thinker and denounce him as 
being in the power of the devil, who, in 
spite of all assertions to the contrary, 
and frequent reports of his death, is 
still a most Important and active factor 
in religious circles.

You cannot be religious and rational 
at the same time, and,as Christianity 
has so clearly demonstrated this fact it 
may seem almost unnecessary to men
tion It, but memory requires nudging 
once In a while and that is my excuse 
for calling attention to it.

We hear of so much good that Chris
tianity has done in this world; but stuff
ing men’s minds with falsehoods and 
fables, fear and gloom, is not my idea 
of goodness, and that it the principal 
business in which it has always been 
engaged. It has rested like a pall on 
every spot and place where it has found 
a foothold on this earth, and hell has 
been used to terrorize credulous minds 
for nineteen long centuries.

There is no genuine Christianity with
out a hell, and any preacher who does 
not make that his chief stock in trade 
Is sacrificing a Bible doctrine to the In
telligence of his congregation. Where 
refined. Intelligence revolts against the 
fires of hell, policy preachers wisely 
omit it; but go anywhere to-day where 
ignorance is dense, and hell is still a 
factor in this religion which rests as 
solidly upon It as a house on Its founda
tion. The Catholic Church, which nu
merically exceeds all other sects and 
denominations, does not pretend to do 
business without both hell and purga
tory; yet with millions of minds terror
ized with these brutal dogmas, and 
millions of children being stuffed with 
them right now, we are told that the 
doctrine of hell Is a back number. I 
deny it, and I further deny the power 
of any Protestant sect to get up a suc
cessful revival without hell. It never 
was done and never will be, and where 
Christianity is most on the wane, you 
will flpd the least allusion to that place.

The very essence of Christianity is 
how to avoid hell and get into heaven, 
therefore when hell Is rejected Chris
tianity begind'to lose power and Influ
ence and dry rot sets in that nothing 
can stay. Its effective power over the 
minds of untold millions in the past 
nineteen centuries, has been located In 
the terrors of hell and not the love of 
Jesus. We hear much of 'that these 
days,but the institution cannot be run 
on that alone, as struggling Universal
ists and Unitarians have become well 
aware. Remove the idea of hell and 
its torments from the average man's 
mind, and by so doing abolish the need 
of a savior, and the love of Jesus Is 
soon found to be something that pre
sents no great attraction. It Is th? 
working of the old law, supply and de
mand, for without a demand supply Is 
needless. If no occasion exist for a 
savior, what do you want of one? This 
conundrum is now open and presented 
for solution. If any person thinks he 
must hold onto Christianity because of 
some morals he finds connected with 
it, I will disabuse his mind at once by 
revealing the fact that every person 
whose reason Is in good working order, 
carries within himself an infallible 
standard of right and wrong, and no 
inspired or uninspired writings are 
needed for his guidance if he will only 
use It honestly and conscientiously. 
When about to do an act that concerns 
another, simply pause and ask yourself: 
Would I wish him to do to me what I 
am about to do to him. It is the prac
tical working of the rule laid down by- 
Confuclus, and it covers all our rela
tions with each other and makes un
necessary any lengthy code or com
mandments. It Is not expected that 
selfish and passion-blinded men will use 
and be restrained by this rule, for the 
terrors of Christianity have never been 
effective with such, but I repeat, no 
other rule is needed and no other can 
do any more.

CHANNING SEVERANCE. 
Los Angeles, Cal.

A PARABLE,
Which Hath a Deeb Signifi

cation.
A certain great man called unto him 

his servant Eccleslastlcus and said, “I 
am sick nigh unto death; go'ye there
fore and telephone unto the physician. 
Bid him make haste for I, even I, am in 
sore distress,"

Now Eccleslastlcus had a great fear 
of the telephone because all the profes
sors at the college said at first it was a 
delusion, afterwards that it was a de
vice of the evil one. Nevertheless be
Ing afraid that his bread and butter 
might be shut off he feigned obedience, 
So he sanctimoniously went to the up
per chamber and not daring to cóme 
near the diabolical invention he stood 
away off and made loud supplications. '

Now Eccleslastlcus was exceeding 
cute and as if really In communication 
with the physician extolled the virtues 
of his master and explained what an 
honor the physician would confer upon 
himself by waiting on so great a man. 
As he well knew, the master heard and 
said, “verily, he Is a trusty servant; I 
will raise his salary." And Eccleslas- 
ticus said “amen” as soon as hejieard 
this—for bis ear was at the keyhole.

After this he descended to the base
ment and compounded various concoc
tions, and returning to the sick chamber 
said, “Behold thy servant ran to meet 
the physician and received of him these. 
Verily they are the true medicines for 
thy complaint. Observe how, muddy 
and bitter the liquids and how nauseous 
smelling the pills. These signs Indi
cate worth. The elixir vitae is the 
muddiest of all liquids, according to 
the law of contraries. If anything Is 
clear, you may be sure It Is a decoction 
of the ungodly.”

Now the great man groaned In spirit 
and said: “I perceive that thou art the 
best of servants. Thy words must be 
full of wisdom, even according to the 
great law of contraries, for they are 
mysterious; and thy logic irrefutable be
cause no one can understand the drift 
thereof. I will raise thy salary another 
notch." Now Eccleslastlcus as was his 
wont upon hearing these words piously 
said, "amen.'

But there happened to be on an bum
ble errand to the castle an old woman 
who, being compelled by poverty Into 
strange conditions, had learned how to 
telephone and had no fear. She ob-' 
served how Eccleslastlcus had bam
boozled the invalid. She resolved to out
wit him. She went to the telephone 
and in a low voice really called up the 
doctor and described the great man’s 
symptoms, saying she would meet the 
messenger sent with the medicines, be
cause he would not be admitted Into the 
castle, as Eccleslastlcus was exceeding 
cute. So she did, and when the inva
lid was asleep and Eeclcsinstlcus flirt
ing with the chambermaid, she partial
ly emptied the vials, for she said, if I 
leave only the pure qordlals he will not 
take them, and filled them up with the 
physician’s concoctions, so that some
thing of the color and taste of the bo-. 
gus remained. After the first drink the 
patient revived wonderfully. So she' 
told him what she had done. And he 
said "I have lost my pride and don’t 
care a fig if they only cure me. Blessed 
art thou among women.” So he got 
well again.

Now this wóman, sometimes called a 
witch and vulgar medium, made bold to 
say, "I am poor and the bairns are in 
need of many comforts. Out of your 
abundance will you assist me with some 
money?" '

But the great man was also a very 
good man, and when he heard this he 
groaned In spirit over the baseness of 
human nature to associate the idea of 
filthy lucre with that of such services 
as the old woman rendered, and he 
said, “Get thee behind me, old woman, 
you are only a low fortune-teller;'’ and 
throwing a dime in imitation of the 
widow and her mite, he said, “My serv
ant Eccleslastlcus, although he did pull 
the wool over my eyes about the med
icine. Is too dignified to ever act so, and 
because he Is crafty like myself and 
gives an air of respectability to the es-“ 
tablishment, I raise his salary another 
notch. And x Eccleslastlcus said 
“Amen.” J. T. MACDONALD.

Vancouver, B. C.

WHICH BIBLE?
The Bible of Science, or the 

Bible of Myth ?
How much longer shall Mother Goose 

boss the world? What is man that he 
should fear shadows am} distrust rea
son? Is man a lion or a mouse? W'ould 
he be something or nothing? What is 
man anyway? Science wh}! tell him, 
and he will never know till it does.

The time is approaching when men 
must decide whether they iWill sail into 
dry dock on a myth Bible, or roam the 
broad ocean on the science Bible, Times 
have changed. Once man could be 
great on belief.' Not si) now. Life has 
a new meaning. The world has moved 
on. It bijs already gotten nearly to 
where everything is done by machinery. 
Infidelity has come to mean truth; love 
pf truth. It is popular and respected. 
It means progressiveness, evolution, 
improving on the past, another step up 
tlie mountain side, growth. The Infl' 
dellty of yesterday is the truth of to
day. There are many forms.of it, such
as religious, political, educational, In
dustrial, social, etc., but only the
llglous will be considered here.

The only offense of Jesus was his

re-

in-

Forms and ceremonies, words destl- 
tute of ideas, and a constant effort to 

. reach the emotions, are methods of 
priestcraft; but to thinking men they 
present no attraction, and upon them 

. . create no impression. The Christian 
. clergy profess very little regard for the 

reasoning faculties in man, and one 
Dixon, in New York City, recently ex
pressed himself very strongly on that 
point. Society In general, however, is 

. .not in accord; with the preachers, for' 
t when a man loses his reason, the doors 

■■fif pf the insane asylum arc opened for his

Thanks the Ohio Sage.
I feel it my duty to Thank the Ohio 

sage, Hudson Tuttle, and his spirit au
thors for thé books.written by him, and 
dictated by them. In truth, those 
books are the best that I'have read. 
They are an Inspiration of genius. They 
are the jewels.of the 19th century. 
Some short time ago, I received “The 
Arcana of Spiritualism, and a- more in
structive book cannot be purchased.. 
It sparkles’ with wisdom from begin
ning to end. -Thanks to the great find 
noble man in .Ohio, and to his Celestial 
authors! ■ ■ ' ■ • ■ ' : •

. V, G. LUNDQUIST; P. Ph. D.
Denver, Colo. ■ ■

“Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence." By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office.. Price 6 cents. ■ • ■ . .

Questions for the Bible Experts.
If the church is the conservator of 

morals as well as religion, kindly state 
which of the patriarchs from Noah to 
Solomon would you have us take for a 
guide? ■

Where is your Bible authority for 
preachers to marry people? and exact a 
big fee for It? Or have you learned 
that a man will bear having his “leg 
pulled” better then than -any other 
time? " .

Of what did those awful sins consist, 
that caused the flood?

These were neither laws of Moses, 
nor the gospel of Christ • ■.
'.They neither hpd to get circumcised, 

’nor I’Take no thought for the morrow.”
Is it not evident that the real God of 

Nature never stops work on Sunday; 
for I have watched the pumpkin Vines, 
and found He made them grow several 
Inches while He should have been help
ing to “pass the hat?”

Kindly tell us how many of his com
mands he kept himself?

Is it not more than- probable that An
cient -writings of the Jews were lost In 
the destruction of Jerusalem, and the 
Babylonian captivity? . '

And If Ezra rewrote them from mem
ory and guesswork, under a contract 
with the.King of Babylon, as recorded 
in the Apocrypha, might he not have 
left out some of the snake and whale 
stories? .

If the priests of the 4th century com
piled the Bible })y ballot, then may not 
balloting be inspired as much as wrlt-
lug? J. S. HARRINGTON.

•¿7¡rt

“Discovery of a Lost Trail.” 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50. 
at this office. '■ • -

'Love—Sex—„Immortality.’

By Chas, 
spiritual 
For sale

“Lore—Sex-Jmmortallty.” By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. For sale at this office.( 1
Price, 25 cents.

“Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
Voice from The Higher Criticism. A 
few thoughts. on other Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and In
terest to Spiritualists. For sale at this 
office. Price IL . > ■ • '

fidelity, now Chrlstendoip’s truth. Lu
ther’s infidelity Is now Iquded in song 
and story. Beecher’s infidelity re
deemed the Protestant church of a 
horned monster and a seething cal
dron. The Infidelity of both his suc
cessors, Abbott and Hillis, will be a 
proud monument to them. The infi
delity of the very talented President. 
Harper,*  of the Chicago University, was 
too strong a dose. He diluted It. It will 
not stay diluted. He whs onlÿja little 
ahead of the place. Tlie Infidelity of 
Dr. Thomas and Prof. Swing covered 
the church with a calcibm light Rev. 
De Wift Talmage is a fifst-clustr infidel. 
When he finds his parish malting it too 
hot for him, because of tils too intimate 
knowledge of spirit life, he produces an 
oft-repeated fillip agalnht Spiritualism. 
This satisfies, and he proceeds with his 
Infidelity. At the Madlhon, Wisconsin, 
Assembly, I heard him gay, “God bows 
to nothing but Inw.” Ini other words, if 
there is a God he is the: Inferior of law. 
In the same discourse he said, 'ithe end 
of two thousand years.^rlll withess the 
dosé of ChrlsUanlty, whenjugew Dis
pensation will foliow.” ÿhe great arisen 
Ingersoll wouli ha ve asked' for no 
stronger words... The -discerning > see 
Talmage’s prophecy alfetfdy<ln move
ment. The “Higher Crltldsm’u of the 
Bible, is Infidelity pure anil simple. All 
pf the greatest ijghts of the Protestant 
pulpit at least- are infidels. The theo
logical seminarlés will :come along. 
Then the lesser lights too Wilf come up 
higher.

Shall the world longer be guided by 
the ancient Bible of myth,’or the mod
ern Bible of science—the only one that 
ever reflected perfect Nature? Is the 
world grown far enough from the old to 
accept the new? The gréât mass of 
mankind never moves altogether. It is 
passing the portals of science, one by 
one, and none turn back. The. “Higher 
Criticism”, demonstrates that Bibles are 
no exception to the law of'evolution.

As it is impossible to know whether 
there was or was not a- lawgiver, isn’t 
it nobler, with the sddjfist, .to admit 
that we don’t know? Since’all mundane 
and super-mundane thebrlès harmonize 
perfectly with the ope thbt makes the 
universe itself causeless, isn’t it better 
to accept this as a working hypothesis? 
Isn’t it better to accept.'the Bible of 
Science, out of which it Is Impossible to 
make but one creed—if creed you will— 
and which has never yet caused a war, 
and never can, than the mythological 
Bible that Is a stream of wars?

Science measures, tests, analyzes, 
proves. It Ignores neither reason nor 
sense. It has foundation knowledge in 
eternal law. It Is, In thé highest sense, 
metaphysical. It cannot be Imposed on. 
Its principles are unvarying. It is char
acterized by an ennobling principle of 
humanity, adds fresh wings to hope, 
and aspiration grows apace. It is un
selfish beyond precedent It stamps the 
laws of nature solidly trustworthy. It 
learns that nowhere can mind be found 
separate from matter.. It corrects the 
world's mistakes. It Is perfecting the 
system of education, of which schools, 
colleges, and universities'are the ma
chinery. It Is establishing health laws 
on a permanent basis. It will perfect 
governments, industries, ? and society. 
It will empty the jails, insane hospitals, 
and alms-houses. It ‘wlil save Spirit
ualism. - ’ •

Science is yet in its childhood. Social 
science is in Its infancy; '

When the people undèrstandjhe Bible 
of science as well as! they db that of 
myth, they wlll .no longer hësitate be
tween the choice. - Théir dévotion and 
worship will take on ¿a new'lustre, a 
new strength, and,a new beadty. They 
will experience a stability of iiitélllgence 
before unknown, an .' unshaken confi
dence,- à security, and! à glofy of the 
universe outrivaling the .wildest dreams 
of the ancient masters; They wlll have 
a Bible that will tell but onè.’story.

It is not claimed that sclcricc makes 
no mistakes. It is, however, contended 
that it has an adamantine basis, and 
that it includes all.there ls of!theology, 
'religion, worship, song, Society, educa- 
tlon, industry, love, home, harmony.

Some assert there islnvpldtibn. as well 
as evolution. This/ls.i unnecessary. 
There could not be a growth of the body 
without the involutiou.ot-food; thus so- 
called involution Is one oi the processes 
of evolution. If they beg the question 
and say there is an involution of the 
soul or spirit into, the boày, it would not 
help them, for no môrfaj or spirit knows 
whether soul or mattei Was first, or if 
both-were not always ¡coexistent. We 
don’t know all the-sojirces of human 
growth. We do know-that both mun- 
danp and super-mundane, science calls 
it all evolution. ■ “”

Science teaches that thj attraction of 
one atom for another, is.a form of mind, 
and that the increase of mind is propor
tioned to the nature .and character of' 
the organisatlon. It is the character of 
nerve to) haye feeling." If IS the charae-. 
ter of. muscles' to have no feeling. A

knowledge of the character of mind will 
be an open book.
’ Speculative science reaches on, like an 
army picket, and while still reasoning 
from the known to the unknown, It 
finds occasion at times to retreat. This 
it does honestly, fearlessly, frankly. 
This branch of science will always thus 
continue to work. The more rapid prog
ress demands It. Meanwhile the 
steadily increasing exact science is ex
tending the permanent highway.

There are many true and beautiful 
things in the myth Bible. These will all 
be conserved. No new Bible is ever 
made without availing all the good and' 
true of former Bibles. In all of the past 
Bibles there have been expressions of 
wisdom adapted to one age, -and not 
another. There have been other ex
pressions so profound as to fit all ages.

Science admits that intuition is a 
source of knowledge, but it demands 
that such knowledge shall be tested and 
proven, because intuition is so variable. 
One person, by reason of his nature, 
disposition, education and development, 
will have intuitive knowledge the oppo
site of another person. Science finds 
most knowledge derived from observa
tion and experiment. Illustration: Ships 
are built In conformity to the form of 
fishes. Navigation of the air Is studied 
on bird flying principles. Observing the 
apple fall, a.nd reflecting on it, gave the 
world its knowledge of gravitation and 
attraction. And the1 watching of a 
boiling teakettle was the source of the

CHRISTIANIZING CHINA.
I —— -

A Methodist Bishop’s View 
. of the Matter.

To the Editor:—I send you a clipping 
taken from the Chicago Tribune, as fol
lows:

Denver, Colo., June 17. Bishop Earl 
Cranston, who recently returned from 
China, declared from the pulpit to-day 
that civilized nations must rule China.

“It is worth any cost in money,” he 
said. “It is worth any cost in bloodshed 
If we can make the millions of Chinese 
true and intelligent Christians.”

He said that the missionaries’ comI-

enormous value of steam, 
serration is ever leading on. 
sciences of the ancients:

Some ob- 
The seven 
grammar,

logic, rhetoric, arithmetic, geometry, 
astronomy, and music, presumably had 
their origin in observation.

Science works for truth for its own 
sake, for the love of it.

That all the world, from Its most 
primitive estate, has said, “there is a 
God,” only proves the naturalness of the 
universal feeling of an Almighty power. 
It was natural to give it a name. It has 
been called by many names. It is said 
the Bible gives it over fifty different 
names. No one more than the scientist 
acknowledges the presence of this 
Almighty power, and no one under
stands it so well.

The new Bible will not be contained 
In one volume, nor yet in a hundred. 
Each separate subject will have Its sep
arate volume,

Tho Reign of Law is the coming 
World’s Guide. E. W. BALDWIN.

Verona, -Wis. .

pound was under the guns of Peking, 
and that from the inner wall of the city 
the native troops could blow this for
eign quarter to pieces. He-said that 
the dogs, Peking’s only scavengers, de
vouring babies left in the street to die, 
sometimes dropped skulls near the mis
sionary quarters, and gave the Chinese 
opportunity to say the missionaries 
were murdering Celestials.

The United States, he said, had but a 
paltry company of marines to protect 
its missionaries and its citizens.

"I would cut all of the red tape In the 
world, he asserted, “and break all the 
treaties ever made to place the armies 
of the United States In the fore next to 
Great Britain. We must not be the 
tall end of everything.

“The open door must be maintained 
for Christianity as well as commerce, 
and the bigotry of Russia, which now 
shows so strongly In the events taking 
place In China, must not be allowed to 
Interfere with the progress of human
ity, civilization, and religion.”

OUR FRIENDS IN HEAVEN.

Since It Is known that angels come 
At pleasure o’er death’s silent seas;

Since It is known they are not dumb,
But counsel us, at will, with ease, 

And love us, love us as of yore, 
When sun and shadow round 

played, 
Why shakes your heart from rim 

core
And whispers, “Oh, I am afraid!”

US

to

You wist not of the yearning loves
You shut off by a shield of snow; .

Why not take in the heavenly doves ’ 
Who fly, for love of you, so low?

Why look upon the burial sod, 
To see them sitting by the stones?

What care they for the senseless clod
Which veils with green their crum

bling bones.
They wait not by their monument

To daze you when you go that way;
The low grave-grasses are not bent

By sweeping of their robes of gray.
They live not idly with the dead;

They love not cold, secluded rooms; 
Why go you in with halting tread,

Trembling and pale as lily blooms?
They are not there! the^ are not there 
. To startle you with moon-like eyes, 
But in the parlors, still and fair,

And redolent of Paradise"; _
Touching your brow like waving wings,

Dropping a bright thought in your 
mind,

Uplifting you from groveling things
To thoughts and feelings more refined.

When you have crossed the silent sea, 
Leaving most tender eyes’ in tears, 

And fain an angel’s ministry'
Would do, but cannot, for their fears; 

When those you love draw back aghast
In passing where your form is laid, 

And each red globule hurries fast
For fear of ghosts In ambuscade;

When you awake In heaven yourself, 
And see your Image pictured out

Unreal as a lace-winged elf, " 
Stalking or skulking dumb about

In darksome places, you will cry, 
“0 Faith! where art thou? Love 

dead!
Itzwas not half so hard to die

Is

As turn to phantoms In Love's head.”
Most beautiful It Is indeed 
. To meet the angels friend as friend;- - 
To feel In hours of greatest need .

Their holy benlzons descend. 1 
Reach up your hands, oh mortals, here, 

, With all your confidence of yore! 
Have grave-clothes made your friends

lessdear L . "
And must you fear them evermore?

No! bid them float about your masts 
' However roughly roll the seas;
God speeds them, and their power Js

■ vast,' ■
So welcome them and breathe at e'ase.

Come out, angels that are to be, -
And meet them In their, white ar

' rayed; - . . ' -
Come out! what cause is there to flee?

They-are .not ghosts in ambuscade.
. EMMA ROOD ¿TUTTLE. '

Donation Day for the Liberal Uni
: - versity. . ’ .

The Liberal University is. in great 
need of funds, and as a'“day of prayer” 
would be behind the times, we have 
concluded to appoint July 20, 1900, as a 
Pay of Donation. ... .

We earnestly request every Liberal in 
America to send us a remittance on 
that day, if It is no mo.re than twenty- 
flve cents. The name" and address of 
each donor, with the amount given; will 
be published !in the Torch of Reason. 
“In union there is strength,” - Address 
J. B. Beemer, President 'L.- U. .0., Sil
verton, Oregon. - .

Think of a Christian minister to make 
such a statement from his pulpit. It 
reminds us very much of the saying of 
Christ, “I came not to send peace, but a 
sword.” But is there really such a 
crying necessity of making the Chinese 
believers in a Christian deity? Is the 
necessity really so absolute as to be 
worth "any cost In money, and any cost 
In bloodshed to make the millions of 
Chinese true and intelligent Chris
tians?" Does the history of religious 
power Incline any sensible man to such 
a belief? What toleration would 
China show under Christian rule, better 
than she does now? The only tolera
tion the church of Christ has ever 
shown when in power, has been perse
cution, the thumbscrew, tne rack, the 
stake, fire, and the sword. Only as the 
softening influence of education, and 
conscientious intelligence placed its 
hand in gentle restraint upon the 
church, has it desisted from its course 
of horror and misery. It seems to us 
China would be benefited but little 
were she to be Christianized. What 
that benighted country needs, is the 
light of modern education, modern in
telligence. She ought to put herself in 
touch with the r^t of the modern 
world. She has no right to seclude 
herself with all her resources, her pow
ers and possibilities from the rest of 
the world | and she seems to be on the 
high road at present of so provoking 
the other nations that she will be com
pelled to admit modern civilization 
within her borders, on a much broader 
basis than she has done heretofore. 
And if this result Is obtained it will be 
the dawning of a better day for this 
large territory in Asia. We do fail to 
see any urgent necessity existing in 
any sense whatever, to require China 
to become Christianized. Naturally 
the church has had her eye on that 
country for a great many years, with
out succeeding very much in converting 
its people. She has found the Chinese 
too wide awake to believe every wind 
of doctrine that has been wafted to her 
from every denomination that has tried 
to bring her to Christ. Somehow the 
Chinese doubted the reality of the 
Christian religion, when every mission
ary came with a different doctrine, the 
last one always condemning in toto ev
ery one that had been before him, and 
urging faith in his particular little two- 
by-four system as the only sure road to 
everlasting salvation. Chinese intelli
gence was too much for this sort of 
humbug, and It has had the effect of In
furiating the natives against the mis
sionaries, and thus against all -the for
eigners, until we have this latest out
break and the crowning calamity. Now 
our Christian friend and minister of 
the “meek and lowly Jesus,” declares 
from his pulpit that it “Is worth any 
cost in money, and any cost In blood
shed,” to Christianize the Chinese.

The church seems to realize that 
something Is going to happen In Chlnjt, 
and she wants the glory as usual, and 
she wants the credit of having brought 
that country to a better condition. But 
whose blood.is to be slied to obtain this 
delectable result? That of this rever
end? By no means. Why the blood of 
the soldiers of the nations who are to 
go in and chastise China. The military 
through the political departments, are 
to open the door of China, so that the 
missionaries may ply their trade with
out let or hindrance; and when the 
blood of our brave soldier boys has been. 
shed, then the church will say: "We 
did it. Christianity has lifted China 
from darkness to light, and. from bond
age into liberty.” That Is but the old 
story of “Betsey, we killed the bear.” 
. But how demure, how loving the sug
gestion, “it is worth any cost in blood
shed.” This is the vaunted gospel of 
peace which the churches herald to the 
world. “Bring them into the fold, by 
peaceful means if possible, but by all 
means bring them in,” that seems to be 
the sentiment of the followers of the 
Nazarene. Of course they excuse them
selves with the consoling dictum, "the 
end justifies the means.” What a spec
tacle, a Christian minister in the 20th 
century publicly advocating the shed
ding of blood to convert a nation to 
Christ. We ask, is'the world going 
backward? Has the dial been turned 
back once again several degrees to 
favor' one of the royal preachers?' Is 
Christianity so weak in its principles, 
has the Bible so lost its boasted power 
to save, that the Sword becomes neces
sary In this driy and age ot tho world to 
compel men to belieVe in the Savior? 
Methinks the church should hide her 
head in shame at such odtspoken cru-

elty. B#t possibly the Old Testament 
God, thfe God of Joshua has awoke 
from his slumbers and is at the helm 
again. ' ■ EMIL T. VAAS.

STARTLING WORDS.
An Earnest Appeal for Hon 

esty.
I would like to say of the article In 

The Progressive Thinker, clipped from 
the Brooklyn Eagle, headed, “Startling 
Words for the Spiritualists to Act 
Upon,” the question is, will the Spirit
ualists act, or will they say, as they too 
often have said in the past, “Oh, we 
can’t say or do anything to uumask the 
pretenders, without injuring the cause 
of Spiritualism; it is better to keep still 
about these things.”

Seven years ago I heard one of the 
eastern lecturers and book writers on 
Spiritualism say he had attended the se
ances of many mediums, and he did 
not know one that did not at times re
sort to trickery of some kind. I was 
shocked and grieved to hear this state
ment, for I looked upon Spiritualism as 
a sacred truth and that it should so be 
held by all, its teachers at least. I 
asked the person if be exposed the 
fraud he perceived in these so-called 
mediums. He said, “No, no; that would 
injure tho cause.” My reply was, 
"Well, cause or no cause, I will never 
to my knowledge aid any fraud by my. 
silence.”

Shall we Spiritualists close our ears 
and eyes to the voice and demands of 
Justice? Are we cowards, or arc we 
honest, law-abiding citizens? Are we 
holding Spiritualism before the world 
as a religion? Do we claim to be In ad
vance scientifically (If not morally) of 
orthodoxy? We lay strong claims for 
Spiritualism, and many Spiritualists 
have strongly denounced the skeptical 
orthodox because they have not fell in 
line and marched with Spiritualism In
scribed on their banners. Spiritualist 
co-workers, let’s eall a halt on our de
nunciations of any religious forms or 
creeds, let’s cease trying to urge them 
to Investigate our sacred truths, until 
we have Investigated our ranks and 
tested the metal of our mediums. Wo 
must bear In mind that the eyes of the 
world are upon us, watching Intently, 
thus it behooves the Spiritualists to 
look well to their footsteps and the ad
vancement of our glorious cause of re
ligious liberty. Let us be more careful 
flow we recommend and sustain the 
fakers. When onco they have been 
thoroughly unmasked, as many of them 
many times have been, It Is our duty to 
keep an eye on their future where
abouts and movements; If we do not 
they will continue doing as they have In 
the past, drop out of oue vicinity and 
into another, redoubling, if possible, 
their trickery, deception and imposition. 
When the Spiritualists themselves 
cease recommending and patronizing 
the dark-room seances, and the various 
dark productions of the pretenders, thefi 
there will appear at least one ray of 
hope for their banishment from the 
ranks of Spiritualism. No honest medi
um will object to honest test conditions, 
or explain and teach aS best they can 
what they know of their mediumship, to 
an honest Investigator. To question 
the genuineness of a medium’s medi
umship never Injures genuine mediums, 
for they have the gift wherewith to vin
dicate their honesty. Spiritualism Is 
founded upon facts, not fiction or de
ception, and no Impostors can add to 
the luster of its immortal truth. Spir
itualism does not need deceivers to up
hold it. It has a scientific basis of di
vinity which ever will sustain It. Then 
why fear an honest Investigation of our 
ranks of workers? A thorough renovat
ing will only stimulate all honest work
ers Into practical activity, and will sift 
out the deceiver. The greatest error 
Spiritualists have made, and should 
cease to make, Is the wholesale ordina
tion; too many unscrupulous people 
have been ordained and now write 
“reverend” to their names. Shall we 
continue in sin, that the name of Spirit
ualism abound? Let the voice of Justice 
forbid, MRS. HOOKER M’EVOY.

Fame, Kansas.

Non-Medical Healers in Ohio.
The Suggestive Therapeutists, Mag

netic Healers, and other non-medical' 
healers of Ohio have organized under 
the name “The Psychopathic and Non
Medical Liberal Association,” for tho 
purpose of advancing the science of 
non-medical healing, and of protecting 
the members of tjie association from 
unjust prosecutioh under the law 
known as the Love Medical Law.

All non-medical healers, and others 
who are in sympathy with the move
ment are respectfully requested to 
write to the secretary for further in
formation. Enclose stamp and receive 
in return a copy of the constitution and 
membership application blanks. Your 
co-operation is desired and solicited. 
- LILLIAN EICHÔ0RN, Sec.

1463 North High St., Columbus, Ohio.

E call special attention to Tho 
Next World Interviewed, ono 
of our special premiums. We 
are enabled to furnish it to our 
readers at the price announced 
In our premium list, from the 
simple fact that Mr. Horn do-

nated.the plates of the book to us. We 
have sent out thousands of copies of 
this book, and it has been well received 
everywhere. It should be circulated by 
the millions among all classes of Spirit-' 
ualists. The seven books that we are 
offeripg to Spiritualists as premiums 
contain a large storehouse of useful 
knowledge on Spiritual and Occult sub
jects. You should have them on the 
shelves of your library where you can 
have access to them at any time. Read 
carefully our premium announcement, .

. _____ _ .<» . ________ ■ ■
“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 

Sexual Development, and Social- Un
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very vain-’ 
able work,’ by the Dean of the College . ; 
of Fino Forces, and author of other Im. 
portant volumes on Health, Social Scl- ' 
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75 
cento. -For sale at this office.



LIFE AND EXPERIENCE IN SPIRIT UNO
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A Series of Letters from Spirit Franz Petersilèa 
to His Son, Carlyle Petersilea.

There are those who braid it slightly and tie «!
about it, but such have not been long in spirit life ^nd still 
retain some of the earthly habits. Wo are wel ~~~ 
when spiritual beings present themselves before the clair
voyant'sight of mediujns, they appear clothed ¡¡is they 
were wont.to be,clothed on earth; but they merely'assume 
the garb that they may! be recognized, and throw i|; ojff im-

And now you might like to know about the scenery of 
this lower sphere. It is not much removed’ from the 
scenery of earth, for here all that is hideous and squalid 
halts for a while until it can gather a little order and 
beauty, for order and beauty gravitate to the second 
sphere, together with the souls that are fitted for that 
sphere. The' following is what usually remains in the 
first sphere for a while: Jungles, thickets, and all disor
derly things; barren plains and deserts; bare and jagged 
mountains, muddy, turbulent streams, and, if you can be
lieve me, for 1 am telling the truth, old monasteries, to
gether with their monks and priests, those who cannot and 
will not listen to reason or let the light of truth penetrate 
their souls. ' • ; .

You will find more convents and monasteries in the first 
sphere than on the earth, and it is more difficult to gain 
or enlighten those, who persist in inhabiting them, than 
any others. Here in,the first sphere are the coarsest of 
weeds and wild flowers, the odor of ¡which is very obnox
ious, coarse, unsightly grasses, cactus, prairie dogs and 
rattlesnakes. ’ _

Let me tell you, my friends, that the drunkard who has 
delirium tremens, actually sees the spirits of reptiles and 
snakes. It is not his imagination, but the intoxicant, in 
a measure, sets his spirit free and he beholds that which 
actually exists. _ _

A soul perceives that which is in correspondence with 
itself. An orderly and beautiful soul gravitates to an or
derly and beautiful sphere—a low and degraded one to 
the lowest sphere and even then must find that which cor
responds to it.

And now, friends, allow nip to tell you that a low, de
graded spirit takes on a form which corresponds to itself. 
In the story, published in The Progressive Thinker, en
titled Juno, inspired by Charles Dickens, the great truth 
is well shown up. All manner of horrors are perpetrated 
within tlib-first sphere. Life, of course, cannot be taken, 
but think for a moment of all the dreadful things and 
awful souls that leave your earth. How can one expect 
it to be otherwise? These spirits generate filth, rags and 
squalor. Their habitations correspond to themselves if 
they have any. Many have none at all, not having con
structiveness enough to even build a spiritual shanty, and 
no one loves them enough to construct one for them. 
They are, as yet, too vile to enter the habitation of a good 
or wise spirit; yet, gradually, all are raised one by one. 
None are so low that time does not retrieve them.

LETTER NUMBER TWENTY-EIGHT.

We return to earth at a stated time to dictate these let
ters, two evenings in a week, commencing precisely at 
seven o’clock. This is well understood both by ourselves 
and t lie'sensitive. If this were not the case very little 
could be accomplished. _

There are those who seem to think that spirits have no
other employment than to stand by the side of an earthly 
medium at all times and seasons, ever ready to answer the 
most foolish and trivial questions. If there-are spirits 
who spend their time in this way we are not of them. 
Any spirit who would do this could not possibly make any 
progress whatever within the celestial life and consequent
ly could teach nothing of importance. We do not spend 
over four hours in a week for the purpose of giving that 
which we have found to be true to the earthly sphere.

ribbon

aware

mediately'thereafter. . » '
We shall not speak of many of the miserable, misguided 

creatures of the lower sphere or of the earthly spliere, for 
we do not like to allow the mind to dwell on impure 
subjects. .

Do tire angels wear shoes? They wear something that 
corresponds to soft sandals, which.is usually of a rose 
color, and soft bands of rose-colored ribbons that confine, 
them to the feet; yet this is not invariably the rule. 
Sometimes a soul is so engrossed, or enwrapped about, 
that nothing is visible but a figure of light, and when- 
startled a beautiful angelic face peeps forth at the be
holding intruder.

The garments of those who dwell in the grand zone 
are so dazzling in splendor that a man of earth could not 
behoM. them and yetvemain within the fleshly form. . ■

And now about the homes in spirit life. To be with
out a home is to be a spiritual vagabond, and these are 
only in the lowest sphere. :

Well, won’t you tell us about these homes? ’ Yes, we 
will tell you, and tell you the truth,.but we forgot to tell 
you how the men are clothed. -We will do this first and 
afterward describe tile homes. - . -

The clothing'of the men differs but little from that of 
the women. Their garments .also flow about them, but 
more in a belted style, not as long or flowing as those of 
the women, of graver hue, usually not quite as beautiful. 
They do not cut their hair or beard, but wear it as na
ture intended, full and flowing. No two are exactly alike, 
for all things and creatures in nature differ.

Now we have said and reiterated again and again that 
all souls are united in oneness to their eternal counter
parts, and we are telling you of the greatest and grandest 
truths in nature. It seems strange to us that the people 
of earth are so loth to accept such a great and eternal 
verity.

“Oh!” we hear someone say, “that might smack of free 
love or affinity,” tut none are ever united to their soul
mates until they are above and beyond all such foolish 
thoughts.

Does an eternal counterpart, soul-mate, or other-self— 
the actual other half of that which is only a half, not a 
whole—smack of free, love? Then all the angels in the 
celestial world are free-lovers, for there is not one that is 
incomplete or without the other half of itself. If that 
were the case it would simply be an undeveloped spirit 
yet seeking the other half of itself. . '

Now in the present state of the earthly world marriage, 
impossible, should be kept inviolate, and all those who 
are reasonably happy in each other should remain to
gether. Soul-mating is not so much for earth as it is for 
heaven, and people on earth do not, as yet;, understand 
the law. They marry when quite ignorant and youthful 
—they marry after the flesh and beget children after the 
flesh, but they pass on and leave their fleshly bodies be
hind—they are no more of the flesh but of the spirit—and 
now commences a higher and better education; but, thou
sands on earth; are, through natural attraction, really, al
though ignorantly, united to their own true other self. 
These will always remain together as one, for they are 
one; but thousands more are not, and these will be re
leased on leaving the body, to be properly united to the 
true counterpart. If by free love is meant promiscuity, 
nothing can be more abhorrent to a pure angel. Any
thing of the kind would be utterly impossible in the an-

About one-half of the remaining time we spend in obtain
ing knowledge for ourselves, and the other half in teach
ing ¡and aiding the spirits who are below us in wisdom; 
for be it ever borne in mind that our wives are always with 
us and they have as much to do with these letters as the 
personalities whose names are signed. The language of 
earth does not always permit us to make this clear and 
we must often use the personal pronoun, which is mis
leading. ’ _

Now when we put ourselves on rapport with the one 
who writes for us, we often find within the mind some
thing which antagonizes the truth. Oftenerjhan other
wise some article lias been read that does not agree with 
that which we have already told the medium or written to 
to the world at-large, and we find it to be the case this 
evening. The article which has been read is from the pen 
of an eminent medium, relative to the homes within the 
spiritual realm. .

That medium says to the effect that a spirit who might 
greatly desire a home in spirit life must be earth-bound.

According to this medium a wise and progressed spirit 
does not desire or need a home, as it does not meet with 

■ heat, or cold, or rain or snow; also, that a soul very far on 
'< toward wisdom does not need clothing, and as the medium 

who said, or wrote this, is considered to be exceedingly 
wise, mv poor medium recoils like one of those sensitive 
plants tliat folds its leaves at the touch of a finger.

• My medium, personally, would not dare to write any
thing in contradistinction to this eminent lady medium, 
for it was spoken or written by a lady, but of course we 
being already within the realm of the spiritual do not feel 
so, for we write only of that which we know!

We have said in a former letter that we had visited all 
the spheres, even to the great zone, outside of the earth’s 
orbit, which is true, and the only sphere that we have 

, found where there are those who are homeless is the first 
sphere above the earth. Here, there are some so low in 
the scale of being that they are without homes, and warn 
der about like tramps and vagabonds of earth. The only 
souls that go unclothed are those who are so low in the 
scale of being that the emanations of the mind are not 
sufficient to wrap them about, and none love, or are at
tracted to them, enough to do it for them, and these are 

; few, very few indeed. Even the tiniest infants are appro
priately clothed by those who love, or those who care for 
them. ’

Dear friends, your earth is a type of the celestial life, 
and you are safe in believing tliat as it is with'you of 
earth, so it is with the celestial world on a grander, higher 
scale. That we are not clothed in the same manner that 
those of earth are is true. Our women and girls do not 
wear corsets, they do not wear tight, pointed shoes, they 
do not wear enormous hats covered with tall ostrich 
plumes, they do not bang their hair nor roll it over enor
mous rats—rats is the word used, we think, for the large 
rolls, or cushions, over which the hair is combed. Our 
ladies do not wear dresses low in the neck, with short 
sleeves, for no lady here desires to attract the gaze ot any 
man except her husband or other self, and modesty before 
him enwraps her about like a garment of violets. She is 
like a sweet, modest violet, or like a regal rose, or like .a 
fair, sweet lily; her clothing corresponds to her soul, for it
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On pagiL 61-G3 of bis “Evolution and : 
Ethics/'jiHuxley’s last Romanes Lec
tures, whrji-eadiuthe following on the 
Law of Kgnna and of Rebirths of the ■ 
ancient philosophers of India. -“Every 
day,” says thfi late scientist, “ex
perience familiarizes us with the facts 
which arejjroqped under the name of 
heredity.11 Every one of us bears upon 
him obvious marks of his parentage, 
perhaps remote relationships. More 
particularly the sum of tendencies to 
act in a. certain way, which we call 
‘character,’ is ofj.en to be traced through 
a long series of progenitors and col
laterals. So wo may justly say that 
this ‘character’—this moral and intel
lectual essence of a man—does veritably 
pass over from one fleshly tabernacle to 
another, and does really transmigrate 
from generation to generation. In the 
newborn infant the character of the 
stock lies latent, and the Ego a little 
more than a bundle of potentialities. 
But very eflfly, these become actuali
ties; from childhood to age, they mani
fest themselves, In dullness or bright
ness, weakness or. strength, viciousness 
or uprightness; and with each feature 
modified by confluence with another, 
if by nothing else, the character passes 
on to its Incarnation in new bodies.”

“The Inflian philosophers called char
acter. as thus defined, ‘Karma.’ It Is 
this Karma which paissed from life to 
life -and llnflefl them- In the chain of 
transmigrations,; and they held that it 
Is modified in each life, not merely by 
confluence of parentage, but by Its own 
acts. They were, in fact, strong believ
ers In the theory, so much disputed just 
at present, of, the hereditary trans
mission of acquired characters. That 
the manifestation of the tendencies of 
a character may be greatly facilitated, 
or impeded l>y conditions, of which 
self-discipline, ‘or the absence of it,-are 
among the most important, Is in
dubitable; but that the character itself 
Is modified In this way, Js by no means 
so certain; it is not so sure that the 
transmitted character of an evil-doer is 
worse, or that of a righteous man bet
ter, than that which he received. In
dian philosophy, however, does not ad
mit.of any doupt on the subject; the be
lief in the Influence of conditions, 
notably seif-disclpline, on the Karmas 
was not merely a necessary postulate 
of its theory.of retribution, but it pre
sented the only way of escape from the 
endless round of transmigrations.”

Mr. Huxley's presentation of the Law 
of Karma-'and of Rebirths of the Indian 
philosopher does not seem to be wholly 
correct, ¡j^wo points require to be 
specially remembered in this connee-

spirits, just as it Is part of our work to 
assist those relatively beneath us here. 
To upset this relation of things stulti
fies the very object for which spirits 
are permitted to have communication 
with us at all.

At the first seance I ever took part in, 
I was told by the chief guide of a well- 
known public medium, that “Spirits 
lower than yourself can never injure 
you.” This idea is often heard from the 
platform, and the public are instructed 
that the spirits about us will be just 
such as we attract by our thoughts.

From personal experience, I can only 
say that I have not found either of 
these statements to cover the entire 
truth. Our guides are of necessity In 
sympathy with us. Sympathy Is the 
keystone of mediumship. All the same, 
if we expose ourselves to what are
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gelic world, and it is that nature abhors this horror that 
the great law of eternal counterparts exists. Promiscuity 
exists only in the lowest sphere and on the earth; but it 
seems to us here that free-love is a misnomer. All,men 
and angels should love one another, and all angels do. 
Wisdom, love and truth may be called God, for want of a 
better name—but we are coming to the homes, presently. 
' Now when the male and female hero are rightly con
joined together their first thought is to create a home for 
themselves, a home wherein they can abide, a home 
wherein they can receive other angels, a home wherein 
they can retire from the gaze of innumerable hosts, a 
home wherein they may rest and recuperate, a home 
wherein they may cultivate the beautiful; they want a 
home precisely as men of earth do but on a higher, 
grander scale. Homes of earth are types of heavenly 
homes—small types. The sparkling light and glare of 
the celestial heavens is often as wearisome to an angel as 
the outdoors of mankind, and the light and glory are 
veiled by homes, as on earth. We need homes on all ac
counts and could not, and do not, exist without them.

The medium before«mentioned says that we have 
neither cold, heat, nor storms of anykind. Now we beg 
to differ, for we are here and know about it. -, That we do 
not have the coarser earthly storm, we admit; that the 
elements do not war so violently as on earth, we also ad
mit; but’it is not one eternal, everlasting day of intense 
light here, no more than there. We have a soft dew and 
many light clouds; we also have gentle rain, and some
times there is quite a breeze, for we have a spiritual at
mosphere. Of course it is very refined and rare, but it is 
as real to us as the earth’s atmosphere is to earth. We 
also have heat and cold.' In fact, heat and cold do not re
ally originate on earth at all; then why suppose that we 
are not to a certain degree, subject to them both? But 
such is the case, whether accepted by man or not, he will 
soon find it out when he gets here. Moreover, we must 
have homes wherein to educate and care for children, 
youths and maidens. They are coming here at. all times 
and seasons. - ■

Now we find in the mind of the medium something 
else that requires an answer. Another writer goes on to 
tell how a spirit lady takes the spirit of a dying child into 
her bosom and smiles into its eyes, and one would be led 
to suppose from what was written that she held the child 
in her bosom until it was grown. Don’t you think she 
would get a little weary and want to lay the child down 
occasionally? But whether she would weary of it or not 
the child would soon become restless and want a change 
and we don’t think the lady could lay it down on ambient 
ether any more than she could on the ambient air of 
earth.

- emanates from her soul and wraps her about like a gar
ment of light. ■ - :

We have never yet met a soul unclothed except in the 
lowest sphere. The higher and more exalted the angel 
the more beautiful the clothing, for it is from the’ emana
tions of their love, truth and wisdom- that they are 
clothed. Well, you ask, what is their general appearance, 
or rather, how are the women in the celestial - world 
clothed? . , - ’ ■ . ... ;

Their garments are soft and flowing, floating about 
them in exquisite grace, and we have neVer yet seen two 
of the same color; the style and color correspond to the 
soul,-and ns no two souls are alike, so no two garments are 
exactly alike, yet all arc flowing.

*How do they wear their hair? This is an all-important 
question with many women of earth. I will tell you, my 

. pretty girls. '
■ The angels wear their hair as nature intended all wo- 

taen should, flowing about their showers 1-4 beauty.

tion. First, we have to distinguish be
tween the man and his conditions. The 
man raqy in ,jllndu philosophy be 
roughly cepreseffied by the sum of the 
moral, spiritual pnd intellectual fac
ulties, energies Or essences which Hux
ley sums') up by the word ‘character.’ 
The man) ip not different from character 
as understood in,the above sense. Then 
there are ‘the physiological conditions, 
or the bdcly whrch this man takes on. 
And there, is always a sort of secret

euphemistically termed “bad con
ditions”—even though it be from the 
best of motives—we may have to suffer 
for it ourselves, or bring suffering upon 
those to may subsequently meet. If a 
man enter a public house to rescue 
some tempted brother, he must risk a 
blow from the brawling crew within. 
Should he be a medium he may suffer 
in addition from the unseen visitants 
who, in al) probability, frequented the 
same public house when in their earth, 
life, and of his sufferings the world will 
know nothing.

Whatever solutions Spiritualism may 
offer for the problems of life, It en
larges that of the Innocent suffering 
with, and for, the guilty. It enforces 
the solidarltv of the human race, and 
proves in a way which nothing else can 
that “no man liveth unto himself." It 
Is a fact that many a man who boasts 
that he'is able to reclaim one of these 
“undeveloped spirits,” and set him on 
the high road of progress, has been 
known, though unconscious of it him
self, to carry such companions upon his 
shoulders and deposit them in the 
house of a friend whom he has been 
visiting. To carry an evil spirit in this 
way from one house to another it is not 
necessary that he should be a medium.

MYSTERIOUS LIGHTS.
A woman, far above the average in 

mental ability, who, before her mar
riage was a teacher of mathematics, 
had two children, both boys. One died 
when seven or eight years old; the 
younger survived. They had been ex
tremely attached to each other. Yet 
after the death of the elder the younger 
child never seemed to miss him or sor
row for him, and when alone In the 
room they used to occupy together, the 
mother often heard the child laughing, 
as if in playful glee. When questioned, 
he Invariably answered that bls brother 
was there playing with him. As he 
grew older this thing continued. Once, 
in passing, the mother went to throw 
some heavy parcel on the bed when the 
boy screamed aloud: “Don’t, don’t! 
You’ll hurt Bert. Don’t you see him 
lying on the bed?” This mother de
clares that she has often seen the room 
brilliantly illuminated when no light 
was In It, and her husband corroborates 
the statement. The lad who sees and 
talks with hl,s brother is mentally all 
right, and has a talent, amounting 
almost to genius, for music.

affinity, ja'. law,¡of. attraction which 
draws the map to particular body 
wherein lo take birth.

Secondly—The“ reincarnating man 
passes oil from hody to*  body; and the 
mau.pr tbej ‘character’ progresses or re
trogresses., according as .be or it under
goes self-discipline or the reverse. The 
man or character (which is the some 
thing, as above explained), always and 
necessarily possesses his or its self
acquired characteristics. But the self
acquired characters of one man are not 
necessarily transmitted to another by 
any law of physiological, hereditary 
transmission. So far as and when there 
is such transmission, it is only because 
the reincarnating man or ‘character’ 
has a secret, unerring attraction for Its 
own appropriate or equivalent physio
logical and moral conditions, 1. e., con
ditions of an embodied character, those 
governing the parent wherein the re
incarnating character may find a fit soil 
for development or manifestation of 
Itself. .

THE TWQ. WORLDS, MAN- 
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The Progressive Thinker one year 
and Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World, an 
intensely Interesting, instructive and 
fascinating work, $1.25. The twenty- 
five cents only pays a little more than 
the postage and the expense of mailing. 
The price of this work to the trade Is 
$1.50. This book will constitute our 
main premium for the remainder of 
1800, and up to May 80,1001. It is very 
valuable. It will hold your attention 
throughout, and will teach you a much 
needed lesson. The postage on the 
above book, which we prepay, Is 
ten cents, hence it is almost a gift to 
our subscribers. It is furnished at con
siderable less than actual cost to us.

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

THE GOSPELOF NATURE,!
IT IS A MOST EXCEL- 

LENTWORK-y
1 | - 'W-'ii

This work is by DR. M. L. BHERMAN. assisted bi 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore it hMbeen aoldfoY 
•2, but the price now bus been reduced to 11. It is < 
bcok that will interest uud instruct. It contains 
pages, and is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Shetl 
man was a medium of rare qualities, mid his work is v 
reflection front the celestial spheres. It treats of th< 
Soul of Things: Intelligence in Substance; Animal Iiw. 
tellccts; Purity, Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil;; 
Uunatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; InhSN 
ent In Substance: The Nebulous Theory; Particles oral 
Entities; Justice; impregnation of the Virgin; The» 
Sdlonce of Death; Spiritual Death; ImmortaUtyf ■ 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spin*  
Abodes; Mutter and Spirit; 8lzo and Distance: Bplrltun < 
a! Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biognyj 
pliy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.

The author says: “Each Individual partakes ot 
bath physical and mental or spiritual ailment for btm4 
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of fool 
for tbemwlvee, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or puplU 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nouN 
labmeat of which I Individually partake and dlgosk 
My soul must expand by virtue of the soul essenoi 
which 1 individually gather and comprehend ordigest^ 
For sale at thia office.  , ,

Offer Number Two.
Vol. 1, Vol. 2 and Vol. 3 of the Ency

clopedia of Death, and Life in the Spir
it World, will be sent out when accom
panied with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker, for $1.10. 
The paper one year, and the three vol
umes, $2.10. You can add to this order 
any of the other books, at 40 cents 
each. You can make only one order for 
three books for $1,10.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be aeeompa- 
panied with a year's subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Three.
Any three of the books In our prem

ium list that you may select will be sent 
to you for $1.10. You are at liberty to 
select any other books in the list that 
you desire in connection-with this or
der, at 40 cents each. You can only 
make one order for three books at $1.10.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Four.
Our regular premium, The Encyclo

pedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World, Vol. 3, is only 25 cents. If you 
wish to add thereto one of the other 
premium books only, the same will cost 
you 50 cents. If you wish two addi
tional books, the cost of the three will 
be $1.10. You can add thereto any 
other books you desire at 40 cents each.

Philosophy of Phenomena;
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Author of “Cosmology.” 
IN TWO PARTS.
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teal Phenomena, ad infinitum.

The topics treated receive a handling that Is dis*  
tlnctly terse, yet popular. The style of the author 
throughout Is epigrammatic—compact with clear 
thought. The book Is a remarkable one in every as
pect. Being compact with thought itaelf, it will not 
tall to compel thought In ochers. ,

With a steel plate portrait of the author. Cxoth, 
12mo, pp. 208. Price «1.00. For sale at this office.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART L THE PENTATEUCI

Commenta on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, LUlie Devereuao 
Blake, Bev» Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colty, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Sirs, Louisa Southworth, Cr

oula H» Gestefeld, and 
Frances E, Barr»

**10 every soul tbero Ie bound up aomo truth and 
some error, aud each gives to the world of thought 
what no other one poasetities?'—Couslm

té

Oh, no, friends; that lady and that child must’ have a 
home just as you of earth have homes, and that child must 
be educated and taught just as children of earth are edu
cated and taught; it must be carried to the home of that 
lady—if very small it must belaid-on a couch and cared 
for almost exactly as infants, of earth are cared for—its 
mind must grow gradually as the minds of earthly chil
dren do; it must be surrounded’by objects; it must,-after 
awhile, have its playthings—its little pet animals.' _ Chil
dren here are surrounded by little , pet animals, singing 
birds, flowers—and' boys and girls have their dogs and 
ponies—they also have play-houses and boats,. and a 
thousand and one things similar to’earth. That which is 
not good for them is invariably left out.

How else do you think we could possibly getjilong and 
teach the millions and millions of babes and little chil- 
.dren that are coming here all the time? They cannot 
reach'the altitude of abstruse philosophy or great scien
tific attainments for many, many years after coming here; 
yet in our schools we teach both philosophy and science, 
moreover we can’t have our schools and classes all out in 
the ambient ether without any objects whatever where
with to teach them. •

(To be continued.). : .. • ■ . ■ .

Theology is a course in ignorance. 'Its purpose is to 
teach that which is positively known to be false.—E. W. 
Howe. !

It is a right reflection that if a man is full Of tlib pres
ent moment to glorify it, he is with eteriiit| a.ad infinity; 
for he has all there-is.—Blake. » ... '

SPIRITUALISM TEACHES 
that a man does not cease to be himself 
when thè earth-life la ended. The sin
cere and tputb-lovlng soul now shines 
forth with Its. natural radiance. On the 
other hand, the man of schemes and 
stratagems will still desire to pursue 
his evil courses, which have become, as 
yet, a part of his nature. He Is still the 
same, except that he has far more free
dom than he had before.

And now what do we find? That Spir
itualists are ready to make friends with 
the most degraded types—beings from 
whom, did they meet them on earth, 
•they would shirk with fear and cross 
over to the other side of the road! They 
may be the greatest hypocrites, yet they 
will credit their professed rapid change 
of character. Abnormally rapid indeed! 
They will even invite them to their 
homes, and allow, them to come Into 
most intimate contact with their wives 
and daughters. Óur inquirers have seen 
tables moved—they know a little, of 
what spirits can.do—yet they will vol
untarily expose, their own organisms 
(which the more developed they are, 
the more vulnerable they will be) to 
attacks from these against whom they 
cannot bar the.doors, nor summon the 
aid of the police. But have they not 
wise and toying guides who Will protect 
them? Yeoe Butijt is for the guides to 
decide if thp circumstances warrant an 
attempt tq.reclaim any such characters, 
and whether they, themselves will be 
able to cajrry the Attempt to a success
ful Issue, jin such a world as this even 
the eventq.of daily life, may make it óur 
duty to^qn mftny risks, but to run 
directly apd wilfully into their way, is 
a manner.of; conduct most unfair to our 
guides, an ■ io ■

It Is true-fhat high spirits have power 
and authority tondeal effectively with 
the earth-bound,,hut there are limita
tions to the life bRyond as well.as here, 
and if we knowingly draw about us 
numbers evil »spirits .we simply cut 
ourselves off from; the possibility of in
tercourse with Alwse who seek oUr 
welfare, t 1 ■ .(■

Mr. Stansfield quotes me,as saying 
that we should “leave, these devils to 
the care of those on the other side of 
life.” I used thè ¡word “devil,” as I had 
been quoting from the gospels, but un
der ordinary-circumstances I should say 
“evil spirits" (the other word is per
fectly just). I-.also added, “whose duty 
and desire It Is ever, to help them, but 
whose services- they .acorn, and do 
things which are not permitted to those 
who have left} this earth. Even many 
Spiritualist’s, sqem-to have but a hazy 
notion of Ilie interests and activities of 
life on the other side, nnd of the laws 
under which spirits live, and the Infrac
tion. of which may entail the most ter
rible consequences. .

. To raise those who are beneath them 
is part of the Work of progressing

, PHENOMENA HUNTING.
And the more Spiritualism is spiritual

ized—the further we get away from 
mere phenomena hunting and from all 
attempts to extract material ad
vantages from our Intercourse with our 
friends and teachers in the Unseed; the 
higher we lift our aspirations; the more 
carefully we guard our daily conduct; . 
and the loftier our ideal of human life; 
the more elevated will bo the intelli-- 
gences we shall succeed in attracting to 
our sides. I have heard it asserted that 
the inhabitants of the seventh sphere 
cannot come near the earth. Believe 
me this is a most erroneous assumption. 
Give them the necessary conditions and 
they will come, and come gladly; not, 
necessarily, to men and women of great 
intellectual attainments; far less to peo
ple occupying eminent positions in the 
world; but to the poor and lowly, to the 
humble minded, tjnd to those who are 
living Ilves of self-sacrifice for the good 
of others.

You may be filled with' wonder at 
what you may be apt to consider an 
astounding act of condescension on the 
part of your Interlocutor, but reading 
your thoughts, such a .visitant will ad
monish you that, “in the kingdom of 
heaven, the greatest is the servant of 
the least;" and that the only true emi
nence in the after life is that which Is 
acquired by superior spirituality.

Of course, as Mr. Morgan truly re
marked the other evening, great names 
are being constantly assumed by very 
ignoble spirits, and the silliest twaddle 
is often accepted by credulous sitters as 
the utterances of men and women who 
have been famous on earth. But I have 
found the best safeguard against Im
personations of this kind, next to the 
exercise of a critical judgment and dis
crimination with regard to such mes
sages, and their concordance with what 
one knows of the life and writings, or 
other works, of the person professing 
to be the speaker, is the presence of an 
experienced and trustworthy clairvoy
ant, from whom I have frequently ob
tained minutely accurate descriptions 
of controls, of whom such clairvoyant 
had never seen so' much.as a portrait

But in order to attain the very best 
results, and to attract to ourselves the 
highest teachers, whose- privilege it Is 
to become the instructors of humanity— 
a work in Which they take the greatest 
delight—it is absolutely essential that 
we should spiritualize our Spiritualism.. 
If we seek for Intercourse-with the de
parted from motives of curiosity, or as 
a pastime, or from a desire.for gain, or 
In obedience to - any selfish -impulse 
whatsoever, -we^must be prepared for 
disappointment and. deception; because 
there is no escaping the universal law: 
that “like attracts like;” and If our 
thoughts and wishes are of the earth, 
earthy, we draw to our side earth
bound spirits who will fool and delude 
us to the top of their bent. -

But if we enter upon our Investiga
tions and inquiries in a serious and rev
erential spirit, just as we' might ap
proach a religious service; if we are 

' animated by an earnest desire to reach 
out towards the truth; if we make our 

’ li.y.es as pure as it is In our power to do; 
; if all our aspirations are elevated and 

disinterested; if we seek for spiritual 
enlightenment in order that we may be 

. instrumental in diffusing it among our 
fellow creatures, then we need not fear 
imposture, of impersonations, on the 
part of those who speak t« us through 

• any right-thinking and' right-living 
' medium;- and all others, should be 
' scrupulously avoided, as social pests 

and as enemies of the truth.- .
'■ "Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2. 

Sweet songs and music for home and 
social meetings. For sale at this office. 
Price 15 cents. ...... .

“The ..Spiritualism of Nature." By 
i Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 cent«. 
; For sale at this office. -

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book la 

connection with a year’s subscription, 
and that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price will be 50 cents.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be aceompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will bo sent out as premiums.

OFFER NUMBER SIX.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than 

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
Priqe............................................. $ 1.50

The Encyclopedia of Death, 'and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price.... .....................................$

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3, 
Price.......................................... $

Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun-
dune and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price................................ !

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price................................. !

The Next World Interviewed.
Price............................................ ;

The Occult Life of Jesus (includ-

$

$

$

è.

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.25

Ing the Hull-Covert Debate). • 
Price............................'.............. $ 2.00

Total price to the trade
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 

TJe Progressive Thinker one year 
and the seven premium books. .$ 
These seven books, substantially 

elegantly bound, and printed In

$10.75
2.35

3.35 
and 
the

neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.85. But bear in mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist In forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library In every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which Is less by far than their 
actual cost. The authors make no
charge for the
labor 
and

bestowed.
vast 

on
whlcb extended

amount of 
these works, 

over many

The bright and scholarly comment« of this, galaxy 
of bright minds are of deep Interest, and thrdw a 
strong and new light on the Bible teaching« raliMng. 
to woman. Ail should read IL '
Price 50c. For sale at t ils Office.’|

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowles in the« 
First Fire Spheres, Etc. Written through the hand) 
of Carrie E. S. Twlng. Paper, 80c. I

bld Testament Stories Comically 
Hlustrated.

By Watson Heston. Price, boards, 11; cloth, It^O, 
Boston Is Inimitable.

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D
In this volume the author, In the tblrtv-nlnj 

chapters, discusses a wide variety of subjects MI 
tatnlng to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stAEd 
EolnU She evinces the powers a trained thinker, 

oth tn matter of thought and fine literary stylo, and 
capability of thought expression. The subject« are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearneie, 
It will prove a fku addition to any Spiritualist'll 
library, and a most excellent book tor any one sock
ing Information concerning Bplrttu&Usm and its taacb» 
>»»• .. _ „ _ . _____
For Sale at this Office. P»toe.8t.5O

“The Watseka Wonder.”
To the student of psychic phenomena this pamphlet 

is Intensely Interesting. It gives detailed accounts ol 
two case« of “double consciousness,“ .namely, Harf 
Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, III., and Mavjf 
Reynold«, of Venango county, Pa. Price 15 cents. 
For rale at this office.

Í«'

years. The publisher receives not a 
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in putting them In type,-and electro
typing the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting these Intensely Interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, Inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
inducement is offered,’ in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep In line with thè advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift.

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that all we have left us for 
those seven books Is only .

$1.50.
“The World Beautiful,” -By.Lilian 

Whiting. . Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of . thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume.. For 
sale at this office. - . • . \

"Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.’- 
By Dr, Patil Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; cempact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25.- 
For sale at this office..........  ,

«'Religious anti Theological Works o£" 
-Toomas Paine." Contains his celebrated 
"Age of Reason,” and a number of let-: 
ter» and discourses on religious and the-? 
©logical subjects. Cloth binding, .43011 
pgra. Price $L - For sale at this office,

Wfiu I Rm a Veoetarlan
' An address delivered before the Chicago Vegetarian

Society. By J. Howard Moore. Price 26 cent«. For 
sale at this office.

Why She Became a Spiritualist
Twelve Lectures by Abby A. Judson. This book 

should be read by every Spiritualist. Price tluOOl 
postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE, 
Ry Dr. Paul Carus. Very thoughtful and Interesting. 
Paper, 25c,

THIE DESCENT OF MAN.
By Charles Darwin. Cloth, gilt top, 75c. On its ap

pearance It aroused at once a storm of mingled wrath, 
wonder and admiration. In elegance of stylo, charm 
of manner and deep knowledge of natural history. It 
stands almost without a rival among scientific works. 
For sale at this office.

fHEPRÍEST,THEWÜMAN
—AND—

'the confessional.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thia Is a most valuable book. It comes from as Kx< 
Priest, whose character la above reproach, and wbl 
knows what he la talking about. Everybody abould 
read it. Price, 11.00. It conulna tho following chap*  
tere:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self* 

reaped In the Confessional. '
CHAPTER IL

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for th<. 
Priest. •

CHAPTER HI.
The Confessional ts the Modern Sodom. .

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests la made easy 

by Auricular Confeaaloa.
CHAPTER V.

The highly-educated and refined Woman in the Coft 
fesslonai—What become! of her after uncondlUon* 
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin. -

CHAPTER VI. ;
Auricular Confession destroys all tho Sacred Ties ol 

Marriage and Human Society. .
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Clrtt 
Izod Nations! .

CHAPTER VIII. - -
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul! . - 

CHAPTER IX. .
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegioui 

Imposture. _ ’•
CHAPTER X. . ■

God compels the Church of Rome to confess thl 
Abominations of Auricular Confeulon. . '

* CHAPTER XI. .
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, ana.

France.
CHAPTER XII. ...

A Chapter for the Consideration ot Legislators, HU«- 
■ bands and Fathers—Some of tbe matters on which 

the Priest ot Rome must Question his Penitent.-'*  :
Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00. ~

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Befor. the New York Unitarian Club, Tbe Aral Um, 
tn tbe history ot tbe world that a Cbrlitlan AMool.tlon 
aver Invited a noted In Odel to lecture before them.

-The lecture, la a grand one, end no received by the 
Club with contlnuout arpiante from begtnalii to end. 
The pamphlet contain, 13 page,, tMUIW Printed.
Prlco6<ont»i ttnooplM, 30cMta  .

Glimpses of Heaven.
Through the hand of Carrie E.8. TwIngautomaUeallf 

1 By Gilbert Haven, Ute Bishop of the MethodUt BpU> 
■ fonal Church Thl, la the second book from thia em

, Incut divine since he,pawed to Sptrlt-Ute. FtlctM.
For Mie at thl, office! . t I
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Ube Influence of Gbristiahity, In tbe first Œbree Centuries.
/ ’ . - - ' ■

Sty 3*  S*  loveianb, Summerland Gal.
BLINDNESS

PREKHTEOANDCUREP.
NUMBER TWO. Bear in mind, we are searching for the influence of

In the quotation made in my former article, the influ- ^le ^u'ae ce“tui*eB’ an<j"'e'?“^ ^iat
.. . .. . nil 1 hA hrprni urn Qiivn i ha Naw r Wninnnt 4 nr 1 nil vonrC

ence of Christianity in the first thrpe centuries was- 
specialized in a most emphatic manner.' Volumes could 
be filled from church authors glorifying the wonderfully 
moral and spiritual character of the primitive Christians; 
and some of our Spiritualists join in the eulogy. I pro
pose to show, on the contrary, that this primitive church 
was in every'respect far below the church of to-day. For 
the first 150 years of those three centuries, there is noth-

all the literature, save the New Testament, for .150 years, 
is either forged or interpolated, or both; and tliis, too, by

ing whatever except the New Testament to give us any 
jnsight into the character or influence of the Christian 
Chureh. Justin Martyr, whose writings are placed from 
140 to 1G6 A. D., is the first author who is eptitled to any 
serious notice. Indeed, he is the only one whose reputed 
writings are not suspected, of being forged; or, if not 
forged, grossly interpolated. Many have heard the phrase 
“Apostolic Fathers” repeated from the pulpit in such a 
manner as to convey the idea that they were men of extra
ordinary sanctity, and that their writings were peculiarly 
holy, approaching those of the Apostles themselves. And 
some have wondered why the eliuiehes did not have them 
translated and placed in the Sunday School libraries. The 
reason will appear in the sequel.

The names of these Fathers are Clement, Ignatius, 
Polycarp, Barnabas and Hermas. Clement is supposed to 
have been the Clement mentioned by St. Paul. There 
are still extant two epistles to the Corinthians, bearing his 
name, written in Greek; of these, it is generally supposed 
that the first is- genuine, and that the second is falsely 
palmed upon the holy man by some deceiver. Yet even 
thé first epistle seems to have been corrupted by some 
indiscreet person, who was sorry to see no more marks of 

" erudition and genius in a production pf so great a man. 
Four other works are ascribed to him, but are conceded 
forgeries. And of the only one not utterly condemned, 
his first epistle, the best that high church authority can 
say for it is this, “it is generally supposed that the first is 
genuine.” Supposition—guess work, is the strong fort 
of Christian evidence.

The next Father is Ignatius, who is said to have suf
fered martyrdom 107 or 116 A. D. He was Bishop of 
Antioch, and on his way from there to Rome, it is claimed, 
hé wrote seven epistles. There are two sets of these 
epistles in existence, one longer than the other. Which 
js genuine, or whether either is so, nobody knows. , The 

■ translator of Mosheim’s Church History says: “Moderate 
men of various sects, and especially Lutherans, are dis
posed to admit the genuineness of the epistles in their 
shorter form; but to regard them as interpolated and 
altered.” The trouble with the Ignatian epistles, with 
most Protestants, is tliat they are out and out Catholic 
in doctrine.

■ Polycarp has one-epistle ascribed.to him. It “is by 
some accounted genuine, and by others spurious.” Guess 
work again. Who Barnabas was, nobody knows. Sup
posed to have been a Jewish Christian of the first or sec
ond century, Hermas is claimed to have been the brother 
of Pius the Bishop of Rome in the second century. Why 

. he and the Barnabas above mentioned should be termed 
Apostolic Fathers passes my comprehension. Of the 
book, written by Hermas, Dr. Mosheim says: “The writer, 
if he was indeed sane, deemed it proper to forge dialogues 
held with God and angels, in order to insinuate what he 
regarded as salutary truths, more effectually into the 
minds of his readers. But his celestial spirits talk more 
insipidly than our scavengers and porters.” These are 
the Apostolic fathers! And these driblets of assumed 

, epistles constitute the entire Christian literature outside 
the New Testament for more than a hundred years from 

. the reputed death of Jesus Christ. And in none of these 
. writings is the Testament or even the gospels mentioned!

And, except Clement, they all lived and wrote in the sec
ond century. And his epistle is said to have been called 
out by a broil in the church at Corinth.

Mosheim also says, “that, not-long after the Savior’s 
ascension, various histories of his life and doctrines, full 
of impositions and fables', were composed by persons of no 
bad intentions perhaps, but who were superstitious, simple 
and piously fraudulent; and afterwards, various other 
spurious writings were palmed upon the world, falsely in
scribed with the names of the holy apostles.” It is worthy 
of notice, that a Bishop of the Manichean sect affirms that 

■ to be the method • by which our present gospels were 
palmed upon the world.

the best of Christian authority. z\nd by equally con
clusive authority, it can be shown that the New Testament 
was itself made up in the same manner. The special point 
in this testimony is, that forgery of documents, and inter
polations, which is-the same thing in a different form, 
was a marked characteristic of the primitive church. And 
as this forging and interpolating documents was for no 
other purpose than manufacturing evidence, it shows the 
absence, in the earliest period of church history, of any 
satisfactory proof of the main allegations of the Christian 
apologists.

What I have written thus far applies entirely to the 
first century, and the question occurs, did the second show 
any change for the better? Mosheim, in his chapter upon 
theology and religion in this century, remarks: “In tliis 
century there was admitted, with good intentions no 
doubt, * * a great error in regard to morals, and 
pernicious to Christianity.” This was a “twofold rule of 
holiness and virtue.” * ♦ “To this great error of the 
Christians may be added another, not indeed of equal ex
tent, but a pernicious one and productive bf many evils. 
The Platonists and Pythagoreans deemed it not only law
ful but commendable to deceive and lie,' for the §ake of 
truth and piety. The Jews living in Egypt, learned from 
them this sentiment before the Christian Era, as appears 
from many proofs. And from Both, this vice early spread 
among the Christians. Of this no one will doubt, who 
calls to mind the numerous forgeries of books under the 
names of eminent men, the Sibylline verses, and other 
similar trash, (a large mass of which appeared in this and 
the following centuries.” And don’t forget that this was 
the century when, and these the men by whom the New 
Testament was compiled. „ ’

Mosheim, discussing the clergy of the third century, 
informs us that, they “considered it of no importance, 
whether an antagonist were confounded by base artifices, 
or by solid arguments. * * This vicious inclination 
to circumvent and confound an adversary, rather than 
confute him with sound argument, produced also a multi
tude of books falsely bearing on their front the names of 
certain distinguished men.” * * “Thus they who 
wished to surpass all others in piety, deemed it a pious act 
to employ deception and fraud in support of piety.”

Here we have the same story of forgery of books, in 
order to support the claims of the Christian clergy, and 
the telling fact that the influence of Christianity was the 
practice-of deception, fraud, forgery and lying*  on the part 
of the most pious and holy of its members. The religions 
of the world have always been in harmony with all forms 
of immoralism and wrong. •

I will here make a quotation from Mosheim respecting 
the fourth century, as it specially refers to the three first, 
which we are considering: “To these defects in the moral 
system of the age, must be added two principal errors now 
well nigh publicly adopted, and from which afterwards 
immense evils resulted. The first was that to lie and de
ceive is a virtue, when religion can be promoted by it. 
The other was, that errors in religion, when maintained, 
and adhered to after proper admonition, ought to be 
visited with penalties and punishments. The first of these 
principles” (to deceive and lie) “had been approved in the 
preceding centuries; and it is almost incredible, what a 
mass of the most insipid fables, and what a host of pious 
falsehoods have, through all the centuries, grown out of 
it, to the great detriment of true religion.” Here, reader, 
on the highest chureh authority, you have set before you 
the stream of “insipid fables and pious falsehoods,” start
ing from the prolific fountain of the first three centuries, 
and flowing as a blighting influence through all the cen
turies till now; for the major portion of Christianity'is 
to-day cherishing those fables and repeating those very 
falsehoods. And it is one of the remarkable facts, in 
confirmation of this position, that Dr. Mosheim himself 
should feel compelled to tacitly admit that “pious fraud” 
could promote the cause of religion. He says: “If, what 
I would not pertinaciously deny, pious frauds and im
positions deserve a place among the causes of the exten
sion of Christianity, they doubtless hold the lowest place, 
and were employed only by a few.”

Writing of the first century, Mosheim says: “Most au
thors represent the lives and morals of Christians in this

age, as patterns of purity and holiness, worthy of the 
imitation of all subsaquentjages.,. But whoever supposes 
fhe primitive churches were perfectly free from all vices 
and sins, and estimates the lives' of all the Christians by 
the conduct of some; of th?m, and by the precepts and 
exhortations of theirc teachers, as most of those writers 
have done whose books and tracts concerning the inno
cence and holiness of the eqrly Christians are extant, may 
be confuted by the qiearest evidence of both testimony 
and facts.” u

. From what I have written' it is clear, that Church His
tory is very vague in reference to the moral character and 
influence of Christianity upon society except in those par
ticulars mentioned. We are, therefore, compelled to con
sult the New Testament for a view of the apostolic 
church. What was it$ moral character? What influence 
was it able to exert? What influence did it exert upon 
humjn progress? These questions I will endeavor to 
answer. To comprehend the character of the primitive 
church, we must first look at the men who are alleged as 
its founders—the apostles. So far as the twelve are con
cerned, we have'no clue:for judgment except in the case 
of John, James, Peter and Judas. James and John were 
brothers, and they revealed their character on two occa
sions according to the story. In one instance, they wanted 
power to bring fire from heavep to destroy an inhospitable 
village of Samaritans, and in the next they tried to extort 
the promise from Christ that they two should sit at his 
right and left hand in'his kingdom. They were very good 
lobbyists, for they employed their mother to aid them in 
their effort. This tendency to seek the chief seats of 
power has survived in the church “unto this day.”

Peter, the rock, is the next. He was a coward and a 
hypocrite, if not worse. He was full of bravado when 
danger was at a distance, but when confronting it he 
“thrice” denied his Master and enforced his denial by in
dulging in the vulgar habit of cursing and swearing. 
That betrayed his real character.

But, it is said, Peter was converted after that and re
ceived the^Holy Ghost. To be sure, but it did not cure 
him of his hypocrisy. He went down to Antioch on a 
visit, and freely associated with the Gentile Christians till 
some Jews came from Jerusalem, when he at once with
drew ftom his Gentile brethren and would not eat with 
them. Paul was so indignant at his dissimulation that he 
publicly rebuked him. But the blackest feature of his 
life is the murder of Ananias and Sapphire. They were 
simply guilty of false pretenses. They had neither 
robbed, stolen, nor wronged any one. They had pre
tended to give all thqir property when they had only de
livered a part. And for this they were killed. The 
claim that the Holy Ghost killed them is too thin; it is 
bdsh. They were murdered by Peter, or the entire story 
is a fable—a forgery, gotten up to distinguish Peter as the 
rock on which the church is built. He is a fit foundation 
for the Catholic Church, ajjd that church, in its historical 
hypocrisy, persecution and ruthless murder, is a fit ex7 
ponent of Peter. '!r

As to Judas not much needs to be said. He was evi
dently considered hbne^t ahd of good business capacity, 
as he was the treasurer of apostolical company. But 
he is pronounced a ¡traitor.,, He betrayed his master, and 
his earnest repentance has failed to extenuate his act, not
withstanding it waG‘the influence of Satan, who entered 
into him, that causeji him to perform the heinous prime.

The Jerusalem church ip pointed to as the most won
derful illustration ofithe influence of Christianity, and the 
piety of the primitive church. It shows the “divine 
power” of Christiapity. They “had all things in com
mon.” They sold their “houses and lands, possessions 
and goods,” and-brought the price and “laid it down at 
the'apostles’ feet.”-:And tve are told that they all con
tinued together daily in the temple, and breaking bread 
from house to house, and praising God.” This is termed 
communism. It is pauperism. It is religion, the Chris
tian religion in its purest and most perfect state. But it 
is neither moralism nor common sense. It is fanaticism, 
insanity. We had a little touch of it in the Advent ex
citement under Wm. Miller. True communism does not 
mean selling all you have, putting it into the hands of a 
priest and spending your time in idleness. No wonder 
the 'Jerusalem churqh had to be supported afterwards by 
contributions from the Gentile churches of Asia Minor 
and Europe. But note another thing. So far as any re
liable history goes, the apostles staid at Jerusalem. Peter

made a few hasty excursions to other places. Hence, it is 
easy to surmise what was done with some of the money 
laid at the apostles’ feet.- The priests have almost in
variably had houses, whether the people had or not. But 
the real founder of Christianity was favored with especial 
revelations. Barnabas “was a good man and full of the 
Holy Ghost,” and yet they had such a violent quarrel that 
they separated and apparently never made up. And that 
there was continuous strife between the Gentile and Jew
ish Christians is too apparent to need any argument.

But what was the moral character of members of tlie 
apostolic churches? Among the Corinthians,in celebrating 
the Last Supper, some were hungry and others drunken. 
And because of eating and drinking unworthily, Paul said 
many of them were “weak and -sickly.” They also went 
to law with each otlier “before the unbelievers.” And 
there was fornication among them “such as was not so 
much as named among the Gentiles.”

And instead of mourning over it they were “puffed up.” 
Paul was fearful, “lest there be debates, annoyings, 
wraths, strifes, backbitings, whisperings, swellings, tu
mults, * ♦ and that I shall bewail many which have 
sinned already, and have not repented of the uncleanness 
and fornication and lasciviousness which they have com- 
mittedZ’ That is a pretty dark picture of a primitive 
chureh.

The Galatians were “bewitched” and “turned to
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THE FILIPINOS.
A View of Their Supersti 

tion.
As set forth by the Manila American, 

In Cavite Viejo and vicinity a lot of na
tives, who are insurgents at heart, but 
who have “no stomach for fighting,” 
have been muttering against the Amer
icans. The ostensible cause of their 
complaint is that Lieut. Paul A. Barry 
of the Fourth Infantry, has been living 
in a house which is alleged to belong to 

- Aguinaldo. 1
The bouse in question is one of the 

largest buildings in Cavite Viejo, and 
when it became necessary to use the 
residence for military purposes, Señora 
Famy (Aguinaldo’s mother), who accu- 
pied the dwelling, was politely asked to 
move oiit. She complied with the re
quest made of her by the military au
thorities and went to live in Bincayan. 
The men of Company I of the Fourth 
Infantry were quartered in one wing of 
the building, and Lle\it. Barry occupied 
the big front room.

This room was formerly Aguinaldo’s 
favorite place of abode. The walls are 
beautifully frescoed and the celling has - 
painted on it a picture representing the 

"ocean. In the background of the picture 
there are three mountains. In the 

' space between the center and left one 
the sun appears in magnificent splen- 

. dor. In the foreground of the picture is 
a set of steps leading from the ocean 
upward. On the topmost step sits a na
tive girl in national costume, holding a

should always keep a lighted candle In 
thqt particular place. .

Lieut Barry had lived in the Aguin
aldo mansion but a short time when tire 
Insurrectos attempted to foment dis
cord by saying that a “great sacrilege” 
was being committed.

The Images and sacred pictures were 
not molested, but the - refractory na
tives were angered because an- Ameri
can officer used Aguinaldo’s audience 
chamber for a sleeping apartment. As 
time went on this talk increased, and, 
in Bincayan especially, threats were 
made that Lieutenant Barry would be 
killed if he did not vacate the premises.

But the Lieutenant is a brave man 
and was not in tbe least intimidated by 
the reports of what the insurrectos had 
said. Mistaking leniency for fear, the 
insurgent sympathizers in Bincayan 
went so far as to say that Lieutenant 
Barry was afraid to come to their bar
rio because he would surely be piit to 
death if he did. When the assertions 
came to the ears of thè officer whose 
life had been threatened he at once pro
ceeded to show^the natives how little 
he caved for their blustering. Going im
mediately to Bincayan, he collected a 
number of braggarts and admonished 
them to do less talking or they would 
get into trouble.

The malcontents were thoroughly 
cowed by Lieutenant Barry’s unexpect
ed action and since then the propriety 
of his living in Aguinaldo’s “casa” has 
not been questioned in Bincayan.

That the Filipinos are thoroughly 
steeped in superstition, combined with
Ignorance, is now an acknowledged 

a iact- Only by gradual growth can theyI' lliplno flag, the upper end of the flag- escape fije manacles which the Catholic
staff capped by a bow and arrow. To
the left of her and at her feet is the , 
Spanish flag, lying In the dust, with the | 
staff broken, and near this are pieces of I 
the chains symbolizing the harshness of 
Spanish tyranny and the breaking of it.

This room seems to have been a sort 
of audience room. Against the far wall ‘ 
is an altar, to the right and left of 
which are figures of the Virgin Mary 
and Jesus, in half life-size. On top of 
the altar is a group of figures, eighteen 
inches in height, -representing Mary, 
Joseph and the child Jesus. Under a 
curtain of gaudy material one may see 
a -life-size figure of Jesus, representing 
him dead and. ready for' the tomb.

The holy of holies in this room, ac
cording to' Filipino ideals, is the recum
bent, image of Jesus. With this statue 
of the Savior, Aguinaldo claimed to 
have held many long cohversatiofls, and 
his ignorant and deluded followers be
lieved that the image of Jesus often 
gave the self-constituted dictator ad
vice as to the management of the insur
rection. When Aguinaldo-left Cavite 
Viejo, by his orders a light was kept 
constantly burning on a pedestal in 
front of the Image, and when. Señora 
Famy mjved away she pleaded as an 
excuse for wanting to stay that It was 
the - command of the saints that sho

church has woven around them.
New York. CRITIC.

/

INDIA’S SAD APPEAL.
Multitudes Dying of Starva

tion,

OLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of 
. Death, and Life in the Spirit 

World treats of the “Mythical Ori
gin of Death;” “A Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” “Impress
ive Communications from the' 
Spirit Side of Life;” “Death Con-

sidered by the Spirit Lucretius;” “Odd-i-
ities in Reference to the Dead;” “Death 
from a Vibratory Force;” - “The Day 
After Death Beautifully Illustrated;” 
“Sensations of the Dying;” “A Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;” “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” “A 
Special Visit to. the Spirit World;” 
“Fragrance at a Child’s Death Bed;” 
“The Varied. Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;” “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;” “Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;” “The Id
iosyncrasies of Death;” “Life and Death 
Thoughtfully Analyzed;” “Signs in the 
Process of Dying,” etc., etc. In fact 
this .volume is a mine of valuable Infor
mation, and every person should have 
access to It It should be in every home. 
Bead the premium terms carefully, and 
then send for the. Three Volumes of the 
Encyclopedia of Death.

I read with deepest interest “India's 
Appeal” in Tbe Progressive Thinker of 
June 1G. I have felt for some time that 
Spiritualists as a body should not Ig
nore the appeal of our starving kindred 
in the far East. I say kindred for tljey 
are really of our own Aryan blood. 
The distance seemed so great and the 
certainty of reaching them so indefinite, 
that I have felt powerless to move.

At the time the letter appeared in 
your paper Pundit F. K. Lalan, of Bom
bay, formerly of the Merchants’ Caste 
in India, but now a Sunyasi and teach
er of Oriental thought In America, was 
visiting Dr. and Mrs. E. C. Hyde, of 
this place. I learned from this gentle, 
unselfish soul that he bad for some 
time been sending nearly everything he 
could earn to bis afflicted countrymen, 
and that be had reliable friends In the 
famine-stricken districts who will take 
charge of food and funds that might be 
sent, and see that it is wisely and prop
erly distributed. Accordingly I have 
set to work to see what might be done 
in Lily Dale, and have to report that as 
far as I have gone with my appeal only 
one person has refused to help. „.The 
funds will go to Pundit F. K. Lalan and 
I am sure that no person who has ever 
met him would have a doubt about the 
money being appropriated as Intended.

While soliciting, after . stating my 
purpose, I am often answered, “Oh, if 
we only knew the money would get 
there, how glad we would be to ’ give 
something.” I have only to state, 
“Lalan will take charge of the money,” 
when confidence is felt and the result is 
as I have stated, t

When we learn that the value of Iwo 
cents a day will keep a soul from leav
ing the body by starvation, who will 
not respond. All that is needed is for 
some person to take the matter in hand 
and gather the fund together. .

Why cannot committees be formed 
among Spiritualists in the different 
towns and societies of this country, and 
do this work, so that the Spiritualists 
of America may have the, privilege of 
doing their part toward alleviating the 
great woe that is desolating India?

The money gathered In this wav may 
be safely sent to Pundit F. K. Lalan, 
Lily Dale, N. Y., care of Dr. E. 0. Hyde, 
and the givers may be assured that the 
means supplied will go direct to the 
famine districts. There Is no time to 
lose. Who will take.hold of this work?

. EMMA J. BUFF, 
Vice-Pres. Southern Cassadaga Camp.

“Orlgln of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday.. Price 10 
For-sale at this office.

cents.

Spiritualism as Dispensed by the 
Kev. Mr. Hènthorne.

After hearing Mr. Henthorne’s ser
mon Jest evening, the Spiritualists have 
another word to say to the public. We 
had given Mr. H. credit for at least de
siring to be fair, honest and truthful. 
Those who have read tbe reply to his 
first sermon, and then listened to his 
last one, will know how he ascribed to 
them things which they plainly and dis
tinctly disclaimed, and those who know 
anything about the lives and teachings 
of Spiritualists generally, know that 
Mr. Henthorne grossly misrepresented 
them. ■

His attempted reply to the four ques
tions was a curiosity. It certainly 
added confounding to confusion. God 
did surely “put a lying spirit In the 
mouth of his prophet,” says Mr. H., but 
why he did so was a-stunner to the or
dinary orthodox preacher. The Bible 
Is not absolutely Infallible. Another 
revolutionary confession from the pul
pit.

After chastising the church for being 
“cowardly” in not freely and fairly in
vestigating all questions, the Spiritual
ists tested his sincerity by asking him 
if he would use his influence to give a 
representative public1 lecturer the use 
of the church, to thè end that we might 
have a fair bearing. What was the an
swer? “No indeed.' It; would be invlt-. 
ing the Devil Into thè house of God.” 
And yet, strange toCrelate, the Spirit
ualists have a letter’frofn him extend
ing a special InvitatlSn'foWHe “Devil” to 
come and hear his ' sermons. The 
‘Devil” accepted inrgood^ifaith; and 
after hearing hidP -feetó charitable 
enough to accept thè thèóry that the 
Jehovah.of Genesis - antVFIret Éinsi, 
did in this Instanced “putt la. lying spirit 
in the mouth of hlsl prophet.” '

It did • seem refteshifig, however, 
even to the childretf>òf-thè ©evil,” after 
the close of Mr. HeHthorn’o>s sermon, to 
go to the Opera House and for a few 

. minutes hear St. Jtìhn discourse about 
a God that never nut' a lying spirit in 
the mouth of anybody; ofhuch less in 
the mouth of one his Chosen proph
ets. <ui‘ I <

Our leaflet is a teply fid the second 
sermon, as well asnthe ffirst. If our 
Mèthodist friends Sind all others, who 
heard'the Reverend, will read it, they 
will be deeply impressed with the maw 
velous degree to which Bro. Henthorne 
has evoluted (?) from the old dispensa
tion (when put to the ¡test)-and how con
sistently he practiccs'the teachings and 
example of the meek; lowly and truth
ful Jesus Christ.- :

PRESS COMMITTEE, 
Salem Association of Spiritualists.

—Herald, Salem, Oregon.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and tifo Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By B. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D„ M. DI This comprises 
tho last part of Human Culture and 
Jure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

: BY THE GREAT EYE RESTORER ); 
1 AND ONLY CATARRH CURE 1;

' * A Al A is a marvel of the nine* 4 ' 
’ I teenth century, for by 1 '
’ its use the Blind See, the Deaf Hear and Ca«1 * 
* tarrh is impossible. Adina is an absolute 1 *

' > certaintyinthecureofCataractB.Pterygiuins, 11 
' * Granulated Litis.Glaucoma, Amaurosis, Myo-4 * 
' [ pla, Presbyopia, Common Sore Eyes or Weak- < ’ 
■ * ened Vision from any cause. No animal ’ ‘ 
' ’ except man wears spectacle*.  Thir*  need not J J 

he a spectacle used on the streets •! the world ’ ' 
and rarely to read with. Street glasses aban*

., doned, Actiua also cures Neuralgia, Head
’ ache, Colds, Sore Throat, Brochit is and Weak ’ ’ 

Lungs. Actiua is not a snuff or lotion, but a -
. Perfect Electric Pocket Battery, usable at all J 

times and in all places by young or old. The ’ 
one instrument will cure a whole family of'

( > any of the above forms of disease.
/ > PBOF.WRSON’SMAGNETO.COhSEBVATIVB < k 

<» ....... APPLIANCES........ < >
1 * Cure Paralysis, Rheumatism and, all Chronic < > 
1 * Forms of Disease. These appliances are as < > 
1 k puzzling to the physicians as is the wonder < ► 
‘ k working Actina, < >

• A Valuable Book Free M“:;; 
> Ise on the human system, its diseases and <, 

,, cure and hundreds of references and testi
! k monlals. 4,

> . AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS. <>

’ New York and London Electric Ass'n, < ;another gospel.” And among the Thessalonians some 
were “disorderly, busybodies, working not at all.” Peter, 
also describing the condition of the churches, speaks of 
those who were “spots and blemishes, ^sporting them
selves with their own deceiVings while they feast with 
you; having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease I 
from sin, beguiling unstable souls; cursed children.” 1 
This is a blacker picture, if possible, than that drawn by »TORY OF A 8UMMEB, 
Paul. John also declares there were “many antichrists," BY LILIAN WHITING, 
and “many deceivers are entered into the world;” and he ' 
speaks of one Diotrephes who loved pre-eminence in the 
church, and who prated against John “with malicious 
words,” and cast out of the church those Who adhered to 
him. Not a very rosy view of an apostolic chureh. John |
was in about as sad a plight as Paul when all in Asia had 
turned away from him. •

Jude presents a view equally black. He says, “there 
are certain men crept in unawares, ungodly men, turning 
the grace of our God into lasciviousness. * * These are 
murmurers, complainers, walking after their own lusts.” 
But read the whole epistle to get the full portrait of the 
primitive churches.

But to conclude the New Testament estimate of the 
apostolic churches, let us briefly glance at the condition 
or the seven churches of Asia in the Revelation, supposed 
to have been written before the destruction of Jerusalem.

Of these seven only two escape condemnation from the 
spirit. . .

Against the church at Ephesus, it is alleged “thou hast 
left thy first love.” They were backsliders. The church 
of Pergamoe had those who held “the doctrine of Balaam 
who taught Balak to cast a stumbling block before the 
children of Israel, to eat things sacrificed to idols, and to 
commit fornication. So also hast thou them that hold 
the doctrine of the Nicolaitans, which thing 1 hate. The 
church of Thyatira allowed “that woman jezebel, to 
teach and seduce my servants to commit fornication, and 
to eat things sacrificed unto idols.”

The church at Sardis had a name that it lived, but it 
was dead. The Laodiceans were neither cold nor hot; 
and because of that he declared “1 will spue thee out of 
my mouth.” '

Now, when to all this mass of positive proof of the 
wide-spread immoralism of the very churches, founded 
by, and presided over, by the apostles themselves, we add 
the incidental evidence furnished by the constant refer
ences to various immoralisms in the epistles, and the 
ceaseless repetitions of commands and exhortations to a 
moral life, it is impossible to resist the conclusion that the 
primitive church was anything but a body of people 
worthy of imitation. We cannot resist the opinion that 
much of the gross pollution, charged by its enemies, was 
actual fact. J. g. LOVELAND.

It is only by the unremitting performance of individual 
duty that any public evil will be remedied or any public 
good accomplished.—A. W. Tourgee.

WHATEVER^ IS RIGHT, 
Viewed from a Poet’s Stand

point.

There Is a certain class of theorists 
that declares there is no evil, no disease, 
but what we see is only an effect pro
duced by unreal causes, and has no re
ality only in the milnd and imagination. 
I trust I may speak plainly on this sub
ject without offending the fastidious 
pseudo-leaders of transcendentalism. 
Good and evil, health and disease, 
seem to be parallel lines running 
through society and converge only in 
the supposed state of comparative per
fection in another more spiritual sphere 
where purer life and atmosphere make 
attractions heavenward more easy and 
natural.

Ingersoll .once said in one of his lec
tures that if he had had the making of 
the universe he would have made 
health catching Instead of disease. We 
lire learning that the finer laws of tho 
.mind and spirit can govern the forces 
of the body and subordinate evil or dis
ease to the will of the mind or good. 
To deny the existence of evil, or disease 
In this*  sin-sick, ungrown state of hu
manity seems the' wildest delusion and 
unreasoning vagary that can possess 
the mind, and soul-debasing. .

I. am far from agreeing with the dic
tum of Pope that whatever is is right. 
Had the world ever proceeded on that 
principle we would still be honoring 
liars, thieves and polygamists. The 
equality of the sexes is to-day the van
tw ground over dogmatic imperialism 
anil the slavery of woman. The wider 
license . accorded man harmonizes 
neither with -divine law, decency nor 
common sense. We should adopt a 
loftier standard of morality, nobler 
ideals foreman. Because man Is more 
earthy than woman, It does not follow 
that he. should be made altogether of 
mud. The moral standard for man is 
somewhat improved from, the days of 
King David and Solomon,"as he to-day 
repudiates polygamy and no longer con
sorts with courtesans on 'the public 
highway, nor-pens up half a hundred 
wives In a harem/ He has learned 
there is such a things shame. Weare 
reaching that morin plane where the 
male sinner will be considered a moral 
outcast as much as his more sinned 
against companion woman. Life as it 
has been given us is as crude as an un
finished temple. Through the rafters 
and beams. and shavings we discern 
faintly the delicate traceries of white 
pinnacles and minarets of carved scroll 
and sculptured myths. But we stumble 
among the rubbish and debris and find 
the sublime in life only after. Infinite 
pains and trouble. -

Nature embodies what the human 
race should be and is not. Bhe Is ten
der, sublime, musical with birds, and 
infinitely lovely in. her ever-changing

mysteries; grand in her wrath, superb 
In her storms, and great with a dig
nity sweet or austere but ever present 
She is the dream of unwritten pftems 
and the despair of the painter’s brush, 
and the voice of spirits in the air and 
winds. But in all her thousand vary
Ing capricious moods, she is gracious 
and great, and never under any eircurn*  
stances is she vulgar. Nature is divine 
and worthy our conception of a God 
Humanity is divine In littles, and Krov- 
els ashamed and base beneath the calm 
purity of the stars. There are moments 
when we almost touch the heights, but 

alWa?;S. a sonae,hing lacking. 
And this something we try to replace by 
religion, or philosophy, or science, but 
neither fanatic, nor philosopher, nor 
scientist has yet succeeded in the 
quest for the perfect state of spirit and 
mind. Poets see it sometimes with 
their visionary eyes afar off. And those 
whose lives resent their own imperfec
t ons and life’s grossness see it some
times in their dreams.
Touched with a living fire 
„9arare tflro’ devious ways; 
With hopeful fond desire

We see the use of all our earthly days 
And strive nnew to gain ■ '

The conquest over sin and wfon"
Though grievous the pain, /“’ 

The echoes of a heavenly song
Sweet tender refrain, ’

Makes the heart brave and strong.
BISHOP A. BEALS.

BOOK REVIEWS.

■Theism” is the distinguishing title of 
a IS-page pamphlet written and pub
lished by the veteran author and Spirit
ualist, Giles B. Stebbins, Detroit, Mich. 
His vldw is that -the God-idea is the 
central life and light of spirituality and 
therefore of Modern Spiritualism and 
all spiritual faith and knowledge. He 
gives extracts from the sayings of 
sages and teachers from Vedic days and 
Old Egypt, to Theodore Parker and 
Selden J. Finney.-' Price ten cents.

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric Sys
tem of- Teaching Concerning Halos, Au
reolas and the Nimbus. By .- J. 0 F 
Grumblne, Syracuse, N. Y. Paper? 72 
pages. 50 cents.

Christianity versus Orthodox Theol- 
'ogy, or The Deception Unmasked. By 
A. B..Devisee, M. A. Akron, Ohio. 
Cloth, 215 pages. 75 cents.

Aims to show that' the New Testa
ment sets forth two plans of salvation: 
Christ’s, as given in the four gospels, 
and Paul’s, ns given in his epistles. The 
author claims that Christ’s plan of 
salvation has been Ignored by the 
church, and Paul’s plan adopted: that 
our so-called' Christianity is Paullsm 
andjnot the Christianity of Christ. Tbe 
book is well written, and the subject 
handled with ability, -

1

pap Walnut St«, Kansu City« Mo; ’ i

AFTER HER DEATH.

Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality ol 
thought. Instructive and helpful to all who love anti 
aoek the higher and buerways of spiritual experience, 
price, «1.(0. For Bale at this ofllce.

The New and the Old, 
Or the World’s Progress in Thought. By Mose*  HdL 
An excellent work uy thia veteran writer ami thiniME 
Price 10 cents.

jVLAfiOJVIGT,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine.

BY EDWABD GIBBON.

This 1b No. 6 of the Library of Ltbsral Classics. II 
|b conceded to be hiutoi icully correct, and so exact and 
berfoct in every dcluii us to be practically beyond th*  
reach of udverM’ci itlcl.sni. This work will be found 
« •te?iaelyintcrtf.-i:’u. I'ric«'. 2>r. s..uj ri this office.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: Tbe Beginnings; Fundamental Prlnol*  
flea; Formation of CouateUatlonB, System«, Sun*
'tenets and Bausili si. Tba Origin of Meteo**  end 

CometSiTueOrgeul: Kingdom; Tb«Origin of Maat 
Man—His Attributes and Power«; The Eoul—How 
Receives and Impsi .8 Knowledge; How tbe Soul Re*  
celves I b Highest Impressions; Tbe Record Book, or 
The Hiaveniy Etbcr; How to Cultivate tho Sixth 
fienie; Ihe Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do*  
feneration; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by tbe 
Bible; Tbe Bible and Christ; Tbe Summary: ’’Whet 
MQJt We Do to Bo Saved«” For Bale at this office»

■ Price, cloth, $1.00. Paper 50a

MOLLIE. FfINGHLR
an

The Brooklyn Enigma.
Authentic Statement of Facts in 
the Life of Mary J. Fancher,

The Psychological Marvel of 
the Nineteenth Century.

tJnimpeachable testimony of many wit« 
nesses.

BY ABRAM H. DAILEY.
With Illustrations. Price, cloth, *1.50.  For eale 
this office.

A Conspiracy Against the Republic 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of “History of 
tbe Christian Religion to tbe Year 200,“ etc. A con« 
denied statement of tbe facts concerning tbe effort*  
of the church leaders to get control of the govern« 
ment. An important work. Price, paper, 25 cent*.  
For sale at this office.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms come from Bis Satanic 
Majesty and bis subordinates In tbe Kingdom of 
Darkness. GO pages. By MoMl Hull. Price, 16 cent*.  
For sale as this office.

ANCIENT INDIA:
Ite Language and Religions. By Prof. H, Olden^erg. 
Paper, 25 cents. For sale at thia office.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful communicatlop, explaining bow his 
Hfe and teachings were utilized to formulate Chris*  
Uanlty. Price 15 cents. For sale at this office.

IMMORTALITY,
...OR . .. .

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
Tins admirable work contains what a hundred 

■plrltfl, good and evil, say of their dwelling-places. 
Give ui details—details and accurate delineations ol 
Hfe tn tbe Spirit-world!—is the constant appeal ol 
thoughtful minds. Death Is approaching. Whither— 
oh, whither! Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb? Will they know me? Wbat is their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In this vol*  
ume tbe spirits, differing as they may, are allowed to 
speak for themselves. No man is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place s work of this kind before 
tbe people. He treats of tbe Mysteries of Life; 
Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of the River; Fore*  
gleams of the Future; Testimony of Saints; The 
Growth and Perfection of tbe Spiritual Body; Is it 
tbe Soul or Body that Sius?; Clothing In tbe Spirit*  
world; Our Little Ones In Heaven; Tbe Personal Ex« 
periences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s Testi*  
nony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians in Spirit*  
Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; Tbe 
Friends and Shakers In Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes ot 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit*  
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer
ous to mention. .Price, cloth, U; paper 50cents. Post 
age 12 cents. For sale at this office.

In Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within yourself lies the cause of whatever entera 
Into your life. To come loto tbe full realization of 
yonr own awakened interior powers, is to bo able to 
condition your Hfe In exact accord with wbat you 
Would hâve it.—From Title-Page.

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; 11. Tbe Supremo Fact of - 
the Universe; III. The Supreme Fact of Human Life; 
IV. Fullness of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor: V. 
Tho Secret, Power and Effect of Lore: VI. Wisdom 
and Interior Illumination; VII. The Realization of 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Coming into fullness of power; 
IX. Plenty of AM Things—The Law of Prosperity; . 
X. How Men Have Become Prophets, Seers, Sages, 
and Saviors; XI. Tho Basic Principle of All Religions 
—The Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now into 
the Realization of the Highest Riches. For soient 
this office, Price, postpaid, fll.25.

What All the World’s a-Seeking.
- RALPH WALDO TRINE.

Each 1b building his world from witbin; thought fl 
the builder; for thoughts are forces,—subtle, -vital, 
irresistible, omnipotent,—and according as used do 
they bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, success 
or failure.—From Title-page. * . •

The above books are beautifully bound in grorgreen 
raleedclotb, stamped in deep old*green  and gold, with 
gilt top. Price, 11.25. For sale at this office.

WAYSIDEJOTTINGS.
Gathered from th. Highway,, Byway. .nd Hedge, 

et Lifo. ByMxTTia E. Bott,. Thia la b man clou«!» 
Beat book of .election, from lira. Holla beat poem, 
aermona and eaaaya, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, alto a portrait of Moms Holl. Brice, 
neatly to«oa tn English cloth, u. fw Mlcatlhli 
effito. , ■ _
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the amount sent. Direct all ¡otters to J. B. Frauds, 
No*  40Loomis Street- CUcago. lit

clubs: important suggestion:
AeiUere ore thousands who will at trgt venture 
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thirteen weuks, wo would suggest to i.hot>e who receive - 
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for not one of them can afford to Vo without the valua
ble information Imparted therein each week, and 
the price of only about two eente per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a tnoro bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for So cents? Juel pause and think for a mo
ment what an intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tag Pbq- 
GiiBBstvH Thinker thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantia1, soul-elevating and 
znind-refreshlug reading matter, equivalent to a medl« 
um-Bized book!

TAKE NOTICE! ■
tST At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

thb paper is alscuntiuued No bills will be sent for ex*  
tra numbers. r

UST If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
_write to ub, and errors in address will be promptly 

corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.
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- “Is Your Soul Saved?”
A leaflet mulled the writer from Bel

videre, Hl., bears the above title and 
question. It goes on to tell of some 
person about dying whose soul was not 
saved, and was about going to hell; 
while a neighbor across the street was 
also dying, but whose soul was sure of 
heaven. The party about going to hell,
the leaflet tells us, complained of 
neighbor for not warning him of 
danger so he could have eseaped
fiery furnace. He 
deemed, and held 
his own lost soul. 
Interesting leaflet

even cursed the 
him responsible

his 
his 
the
re
fer

The author of this 
quotes John 1:20—

“Behold the Lamb of God who beareth 
away the sins of the world;” and begs 

. the sinner who desires to “escape' from 
the wrath to come,” to “Come with all 
your conscious guilt and helplessness to 

. the living Son of God, Jesus, who on 
Calvary's cross bore the sinner’s sin, 
and is able to save all who come to 
him.”

May we suggest to the stranger, who
ever he Is, so anxious for-our soul’s 
salvation, that the God we adore is not 
so much a cruel tyrant as to accept the 
sufferings of an Innocent person for 
another’s guilt. He doesn’t do It that 
way. On. the contrary, being a. just 
God, he punishes the real offender, and 
proportions the penalty to the wrong 
done. No prayer, no grief, no tears 
move him in the least; neither does he 
allow an Intercessor to act In the prem

' ises; but requires the extreme penalty 
for violated law. In some cases, he 
seems to require compound Interest.

. These are cases where the law is fre- 
queutly broken.

It may have been a good thing tvhen 
2 Moses and his wandering rabble were 

’ lost In the wilds of Arabia, to load a 
goat with Imprecations and send him 
away into the wilderness, charged with 
the sins of the multitude: but God tired 
of that method, as be did of feasting 
only on the aroma of doves, and rams, 
and bullocks, and of first born children, 
■while the priests feasted on the 
roasted flesh, so he switched off and 
accepted his own son as a final sacrifice. 

.-. That God was the God of a barbarian 
people, closely related to the. god sav
ages worshiped. We have no laudations 
for him.

The little God who reigned over 
Jerusalem, before whom David dapped 
in unseemly glee, was a tribal god, un

. .known and unheard of outside of the 
. few Jews who dwelt In the fastnesses 

« of the Lebanon mountains; while ours 
holds the boundless universe In equal 
poise, wheels suns and planets in their 
mazy dance, Infuses life in the minutest 
animalcule, and endows it with loves, 
and hates, and aspirations, as perfect in 
their kind as

“In-vile man who mourns, 
Or the rapt seraph who adores and 

burns." '

Water from Jordan.
The news journals tell-of an “Impress

ive baptismal ceremony” that lately oc
curred at the Congregational Church of 
New Haven, Conn. Six children were 
sprinkled—baptized, says the report— 
and “hundreds gathered'to witness the 
imposing ceremony." The water was 
conveyed to tlie church in a sealed can
teen in which it' was brought from the 
home of 'the Savior.” It continues: 
"Pouring the water Into a sliver salver 
Dr. McLane repeated Impressively the 
story of Jesus and St. John the Baptist.”

It is difficult to repress a smile over 
that “canteen," against which the 
whole church has beeu making war, in
voking the aid of Congress to suppress 
them, because soldiers carried them on 
the battle-field, with the implied con
sent of President McKinley, who 
almost lost his standing with the Meth
odists on their account. Had those can
teens contained water distilled by 
Nature’s alembic in Palestine, and flow
ing in the Jordan valley, instead of 
some American river, canteen and 
water would have been sacred In their 
estimation. ‘

The waters of the Ganges, the Jor
dan, and the Nile, like those of our own 
Hudson, or the Mississippi, originally 
rose from the earth in vapor. That 
vapor formed clouds in the sky. When 
the clouds were over-charged the vapor 
fell back to the earth in the form of 
rain, hall or snow, Falling on mountain 
or plain, and obeying the law of gravi
tation, it formed flyers and flowed on 
towards the great ocean, from whence 
It will rise again and again- and make 
the circuit of cloud, and ralur and rill, 
and river, and thus on forever, each 
drop in all its movement^ alike pure 
and sacred, whether it washes a God, 
or a peasant, and falls in Judea or 
elsewhere. _

If John was a real character, and not 
a priestly fabrication, and If he bap
tized Jesus in the Jordan as represent
ed, he did no more than his Essenian 
brothers had beeu doing fop at least 250 
years, and no more than had been prac
ticed by Jews and Pagans.

Without protracting this article to 
great length, we beg leave to quote 
from “The Prophet of Nazareth,” a 
prize essay, partly “Against Infidelity,” 
p. 497:

"Silencer, in his work on the Rites 
and Institutions of the Hebrews, says: 
‘Baptism was not only practiced among 
the Jews prior to the time of John, but 
they borrowed it from Pagan nations. 
Among Egyptians, Persians, Greeks, 
Romans, and other nations, it was cus
tomary to purify those who were to be 
initiated into the mysteries of the sa
cred rites, by dipping their whole body 
in water. The Jewish cup of blessing 
[the wine in the Lord’s Supper], added 
to the paschal supper, was of heathen 
origin. Jesus, in the institution of bls 
sacraments, paid peculiar regard to tlie 
heathen, in introducing into his religion 
baptism and the sacred cup, which had 
been borrowed from them.'"

With these facts it does not matter 
from whence comes the water used in 
baptism, it is only a borrowed, or shall 
we say a stolen custom, filched from the 
heathen, and does not add one particle 
to the virtue of the party subjected to 
It; but it does deceive the initiate, by 
making him feel that he is better than 
his neighbor because be has submitted 
to this rite under the impression it was 
first required by a God.

No Doubt of a Personal Devil.
The assertion which was made re-

cently In England, by a military expert, 
says the London Dally News, that
among the Boers there is a common be
lief that the Bible was written origi
nally In Dutch, has called out the fol-

>•
-

i-
lowing anecdote: ,

“A Dutch minister, lately arrived in 
the Transvaal from Holland, was re
buked by an old farmer for having ex
pressed doubts of the reality of a per
sonal devil. ‘I can show you his por
trait,’ said the Boer; and, taking down 
his fnmilv Bible, which was adorned 
with wood cuts of an antique tpye, he 
turned to a presentment of the con
ventional evil one, with horns and tall. 
‘There!’ exclaimed the Boer triumphant
ly, ‘you have doubts about the existence 
of the devil. There Is a picture of him, 
and that is the Word of God.’ The 
Boer fully beheved the artist as well as 
tlie writers to have been inspired.”

"Better Look a Leetie Out."
We are told, Acts 13:2, 4, that Barna

bas was set apart with Saul by the 
Holy Ghost, to do the work of an 
Apostle. Thus commissioned Barney's 
statement ought to be received every
where as good authority. In Acts 11:24 
he is represented as “a good man, and 
full of the Holy Ghost, and of' faith.” 
Now Barney had a Gospel of his own, 
which is not labeled canonical, but it is 
just as truthful as those which are thus 
designated. Well, this apostle tells us 
tlie world will last 6,000 years, “because 
it was made in six days.” He doubtless 
knew what he was telling, hence tbey_ 
who have been Intent on the destruc
tion of all things for the last 2,000 
years, have been, literally, “barking up 
the wrong tree.” As Jesus was born In 
the year 4,004, so Gabriel will not 
swoop-down on us with his fire-brand 
and toot his big horn, until the year of 
Grace, 1996, when the end will surely 
come, else Barnabas will take his place 
with Jesus, who fixed the time of the 
event by saying, Mat. 16:28—"There be 
some standing here, which shall not. 
taste death till they see the son of man 
coming in his kingdom.” Again, to 
make the time more definite, in answer 
to the question, “When shall these 
things be, * * and the end of the 
world?’’ as given Mat. 24:3, Jesus said, 
verse 34—

“Verily I say unto you, This genera
tion shall not pass till all these things 
be fulfilled.”

As sixty-two generations have gone 
by since Jesus made his prediction, and 
the end is not yet; and as two genera
tions have lived and died since Miller 
fixed the time of tlie end for 1843; now 
the world must wait another 96 years 
to see whether Barnabas Is to be 
classed with the other false prophets. 
In the meantjme those who frighten 
easily should continue with the Dutch
man to'"Look a leetle out."

Brave Words and True.
Prof. Frederick Starr, head of the dé

partaient of anthropology in the Uni-
>-
i-

'Who Aro These Spiritualists
What Is*Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known'author. Price 15 cents. For 
Bale .at this office. .

Stolen from Christianity.
On confirmation of a person into the 

church by the Bishop, a new name, 
usually that of a saint, Is given the pos
tulant. The same custom prevails 
among the Buddhists, and was prac
ticed by them at least 250 years before 
the Christian era. How much longer 
we have not the means of knowing.

Kesson, in his “The Cross and the 
Dragon,” says: ’■

"So-numerous are the resemblances 
between the customs of the. Buddhists 
and the Romish Church, the first Cath
olic missionaries who encountered the 
priests of Buddha, were confounded, 
and thought Satan had been mocking 
their sacred rites." Quoted by the late 
Rev. J. Freeman Clarke in his Ten 
Great Religions.

and

versify of Chicago, takes a common 
sense view of the Chinese situation, and 
declares tlie empress is justified in her 
antagonism to Christian missionaries, 
and in taking steps to drive them from 
the country. The Journal reports the 
Professor as saying to his class:

“The introduction of Christianity into 
China Is a-measure of hostility to the 
existing government. The empress is 
justified entirely in expelling the mis
sionaries as a measure of-self-preserva
tion. Her party eventually will suc
ceed, because any scheme to deter her 
by a coalition of the powers such as is 
now proposed would be absolutely im
possible. .

“If the power' passes out of China's 
hands If will pass . into Russia’s, be
cause China and Russia ftre the only 
two nations to. be reckoned with, in the 
Orient in the future.

“There are four possibilities of the. 
outcome .of affairs in China: First, The 
dowager empress will come out'vic
torious; Second, The so-called emperor 
may be restored under a coalition of the 
foreign powers; Third, China may be. 
divided among the nation's; Fourth, 
Russia may seize'' China. The only 
probabilities are the first and fourth. 
The partition of China among the na
tions would lead to the development of 
a warlike spirit in the Chinese them
selves, which would- unite China and 
give her a strong sway as a world 
power.” ■ . .

—.'i . .
- - Confinmatton of Roly WriL
Outside of the New Testament our 

whole knowledge of the beginnings of 
Christianity, as claimed by its devotees, 
down to the year 325, are given by what 
are known as the “Fathers of the 
Church.” The pretended writings oi 
these “Fathers,” reputed to have been 
written In Greek, were picked up in old 
cloisters and monasteries where skep
tics claim they were manufactured at 
a much later date than generally sup
posed, by monks. Save a very few of 
them they were difficult to obtain until 
some thirty years ago, when Rev. A. 
Roberts, and his assistants, collected 
them, and with English renderings, gave 
them to the public, under the name of 
“The.Ante-Nicene Library," in some 24 
volumes.

This Library embraces the alleged 
writings of Polycarp, Barnabas, Igna
tius, Paplas, Arnobius, Clement, Cy
prian, Minucius Felix, Gregory Tliau- 
maturgus, Dionysius, Hyppolytus, 
Ireueus, Lactantius, Liturgies, Justin 
Martyr, Athenagoras, Methodius Ori
gen, Tatian, Theophilus, Tertulllan, 
Victorious and Commodius.

The slightly educated clergy delight 
in referring to these writings of the 
"Fathers” as corroborative of the Gos
pels. There is not one lu a thousand 
of the Protestant ministry who has 
any knowledge of these books in their 
originals; and outside of Origen, and 
possibly Tertulllan, there are very few 
who have even examined the English 
translations; hence they are almost 
wholly ignorant of the contents of these 
pseudo-sacred books.

These preachers know all about 
Jonah’s marine trip in the whale's 
belly; of the adventures of Daniel in 
the Hon's den; they have rejoiced in 
prayer and song over the escape of 
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, un
harmed from the furnace heated seven 
times beyond its wont; they have de
lighted to tell of' Elijah’s flight to 
heaven in a chariot of fire; and have 
made science blush at the ax floating 
on water; a woman changing into a 
statue of salt; and astronomers have 
been dumfounded at the sun’s stand
ing still in thé heavens that Joshua 
might have more time to slaughter his 
enemies. And then these preachers tell 
of the various acts of “Our Lord” in 
feeding the multitude, 5,000 was It? 
with five loaves and two fishes; of ills 
tete-a-tete with the Devil In that ex
ceeding high mountain; of his wonder
ful transformation of water into wine; 
of his using a fish as purser, and drown
ing those hogs filled with little Devils. 
They never fail to tell of the Immacu
late conception, and its confirmation by 
the dream of, Joseph—sainted, we be
lieve—to justify the act, and shift the 
responsibility onto God; but they never 
cite Ireneus Against Heresies, book V, 
chap, xxxilj, sec. 3 and 4, p. 146, Vol. 
IX, Ante-Nicene Library.

The good “Father," doubtless in
spired, as all saints should be, had been 
telling of the rewards which are to 
eome in the flesh to those good Chris
tians who are.Jaithful in their belief 
that Jesus is the Christ. He says:

“Elders who saw John, the disciple of_. 
the Lord, related that they had beard' 
from him how the Lord used to teach 
in regard.to these times and say: ‘The 
days will come in which vines shall 
grow, each having ten thousand branch
es, and in each branch ten thousand 
twigs, and in each true twig ten thou
sand shoots, nnd- in each one of the 
shoots ten thousand clusters, and on 
every one of the clusters ten thousand 
gàrpes, and every grape when pressed 
will give five and twenty metrites of 
wine. And when any one of the saints 
shall lay hold of a cluster, another will 
cry out, T urn a better cluster, take me; 
bless the Lord through nie.' " *

A metri.te, according to Smith's un
abridged Dictionary of the Bible, ar 
tide Weights and Measures, contains 
about eight and two-thlrds gallons. An 
English scholar, of good mathematical 
ability, took occasion to see what would 
be the product of that one grand grape 
vine. He says:

“It will make a quantity of wine 
equal In bulk to the planet Mercury, 
nnd allow to the thousand million of 
earth’s Inhabitants enough to keep 
them constantly Intoxicated, say two 
gallons of (vine a day to each person, 
and keep them all dead drunk for the 
space of thirty thousand million years.”

How is that for high? good reader. 
No wonder of the impatience of the 
saints because of the long delay of the 
mlllenial morning when temperance 
pledges 'will be obsolete, and .wine 
aboundeth everywhere. Remember, 
however, that the product given above 
is only that of one vine. It is probable 
there will be tefi th.ousafid equally pro
ductive vines. And, best of all, the 
good Irenlus says, John heard “our 
Lord" tell this monstrous story, so we 
all believe it. |

But the pious Christian Father Irene
us, as told by Papins, did not cease his 
narration of what the dear Savior told 
the evangel John. He mentions a grain 
of wheat which will produce ten thou
sand ears; that every car will produce 
ten thousand grains; and that every 
grain will produce ten pounds of clear, 
pure, fine flour; that all frùit-bearing 
trees, and all seeds and grass will pro-s 
duce In the same proportion. Then the 
veracious Father climaxes his state
ment with the assurance: “Now these 
things are credible to believers." Of 
course they are. After swallowing the 
whale and Jonah, God’s Interview with 
Satan over Job, _and the thousand and 
one additional Munchausens of holy 
writ, they are in a fit condition to swal
low Jhe highway through the Red Sea, 
with walls of water on either hand, 
over which God’s favorites passed on 
dry., land, to the discoinfiture of the 
Egyptians who followed In the rear. 
When a person Is psychologized he will 
believe anything the master-mind tells 
him; even believing the Creator of this 
mighty and limitless. universe has bls 
throne just above tho clouds,, where he 
and Son reign in royal pomp, and re
quire their creature man to ceaselessly 
sing their praises, and tell them how 
good and great and glorious they are.

But these brief. narrations, reported 
by the marvelous historian-Paplas, are 
only specimens of sacred literature con
firmatory of the divine character of the 
“Holy Scriptures.” . ,

Why Not? . \
The St, Louis Globe-Democrat tells of 

a woman who presented herself to the 
Morman elders bf a baptismal party 
and begged Immediate Immersion. She 
was clad in a bathing suit, with abbre
viated skirt and bare arms. In answer 
to questions of her fitness for the re
wards the church promises, she pro
posed to be immersed, become a-full- 
fledged member- of the church; and 
learn Its teachings after.. .

With a knowledge of the ancient cos
tume worn by early Christians on bap- 
tlsmal occasions, as recently shown in 
these columns, and the adaptation of a 
bathing suit to exposure in water, why 
was there any hesitation in fitting tlie 
candidate for immortal glory? That Is 
what we want to know.

I
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“acute situation”

S CAUSE THE TROUBLE IN CHINA.
says the New York 
ever before beeu an 

at Pekin—that the
Christian military, arm had never be
fore hud to support the demands of 
European dqilomady. It is a rather old 
story, this thunder, of the Christian cup- 
tains and t[ie shotting; it all sounds 
like an echo. The ̂ situation iu China is 
always “ircuie” uhd always will- be 
while Christian missionaries and Chris
tian concessionaries are permitted to 
muke it so their zeal to promote the 
interests respectively of God and Mam
mon.

Of the two classes the missionaries 
are far and'away the more mischiev
ous. It is only , where they have made 
themselves hated that there is any mo
lestation of Europeans, engaged in the 
affairs of this world. Chinese antipa
thy to Caucasians in China is neither a 
racial animosity nor a religious; it is an 
Instinctive aud natural dislike of per
sons who will not mind their own busi
ness. .

Europeans and Americans who go to 
China for legitimate purposes of trade 
do mind their own business. They have 
a business to mind. Outside the 
“spheres of influence” of the mission
aries, they have nothing to fear. It is 
only where they are “Identified,” erro
neously or otherwise, with the gentle
men of God, who áre not content with 
the Chinaman as his Maker has seen 
fit to make him, that the sensitive per
son so made enters an objection to them 
as a part of the machine by which he is 
to be made over. They are safe enough 
when they keep out of bad company.

In religious matters the Chinese are 
more tolerant than we are. They let 
the religions of others alone, but natu
rally and rightly demand that others 
shall let theirs alone. In China, as in 
other Oriental countriesT-where -the 
color line is not drawn and where slav
ery Itself is a light affliction—the' men
tal attitude of the zealot who finds 
gratification in “spreading the light,” of 
which he deems himself the custodian, 
is not understood. Like most tilings not 
understood, it is felt to, be bad, and is 
indubitably offensive. The making of 
“converts” Is an impertinence to which 
Christians only are systematically ad
dicted, The Jew not only does not bld 
for converts, but discourages them by 
imposition of hard conditions, and the 
Moslem True Believer’s simple, forth
right method of reducing error is to cut 
off the head that holds it. I don’t say 
that this 1? right; I only say that, being 
practical and comprehensible, it com
mands a certain respect from the im
partial observer not conversant with 
scriptural justification of the other 
practice. ' •

That the zeal'of the missionaries has 
made all the present trouble in China 
is as nearly obvloqs as anything (In 
China) can be. There Is a disposition 
in this country, in. Great Britain and 
apparently-ins Japan, to attribute it all 
to Russian (ntriguq,- but no evidence of 
that appears' to h^ve transpired, and 
the notion Is/ probably without other 
basis than jealousy, or that power's su
perior advahtages It the game of parti
tion were aptuallyito be played. That 
the game is to be played otherwise than 
in the orderly, peaceful way that it has 
for some time been proceeding events 
seem to me ¡to have supplied as yet in
adequate evidence. ; However, in such 
a crisis and,' in such a country almost 
anything may occur, and possibly we 
are on thé evê of stflpendous changes in

Asiatic political geopraphy. That the 
partltlon-of China among the Christian 
powers as a punishment would be a 
great moral wrong goes without saying, 
Whatever that may count for, but that 
it would imperil or'Injuriously affect 
any material Interests but her own Is 
by no means clear. There Is enough of 
her to go round, and the European con
cert has shown that it can act with 
moderation and honest forbearance 
with regard to the interests of its mem
bers. The chief elements of uncertain
ty would be the United States and Ja
pan, neither of them accustomed to 
working in harmony with anybody and 
both a trifle “coeky” from recent vic
tory. . •

Even if were to our immediate Inter
est to preserve the integrity of the Chi
nese Empire a long look ahead might 
disclose a greater one that woulij. be 
best subserved by partition. In a single 
generation Japan has performed the as
tonishing feat of changing civilizations. 
It has been for her a retrogression, for 
the civilization that she has discarded 
was superior to that which she has' 
adopted; but in one Important particu
lar she has been tlie gainer by the ex
change; in the matter, namely, of mili
tary power, and therefore political con
sequence. As by a leap, she has ad
vanced from nothing to the position of 
a second-rate power. What she has 
done China may do, with this differ
ence. China’s advance would be to a 
position that would dominate the world 
and reduce the foremost nations of to
day to second place. Trained by Euro
pean officers to European methods of 
warfare, such an army as she could 
raise and equip from her 400,000,090 of 
population would be invincible. It 
might overrun Europe and extinguish 
civilization on that continent, which 
would not be a very good thing for it on 
this. It was only yesterday—a little 
more than 200 years ago—that Europe 
came within a single battle-hazard of 
being an Asiatic dependency. If John 
Sobieski had been defeated under the 
walls of Vienna, that city, Berlin, Paris 
and London would to-day be~ Moham
medan capitals. History has not exr 
hausted Its reserve of astounding 
events nor have civilizations learned the 
secret of stability. ,

It is easy to affirm, in the case of 
China, the Impossibility of any such 
racial transformation as the one sup
posed, but fifty years a^o it would have 
been much easier to point out its im
possibility in the ease of Japan—If any 
human being had had the Imagination 
and hardihood to suggest it. Japan 
has made the Impossible possible, the 
possible a thing to be feared. As a 
measure of precaution the partition of 
China merits the profoundest consider
ation, and In bringing that consumma
tion measurably nearer the Western 
powers are perhaps building better 
than they know. It may be that they 
are consciously safeguarding larger in
terests than those of missionaries and 
traders.

The actual forces at the back of a 
great movement are seldom apparent to 
those engaged in directing it. States
manship is mostly a ma'tter of tempo
rary expedients for accomplishment of 
small purposes, but if there is to-day a 
really great statesman of the Caucasian 
race he is considering the partition of 
China among European as an alterna
tive to the partition of Europe among 
the Chinese. .

AMBROSE BIERCE.

CLUBS!
We want ten thousand clubs 
formed in every part of the 
United States, for which we 
present Inducements nev
er before offered by any 
Spiritualist paper. These 
clubs must consist of ten 
subscribers, and each one 
will get Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Leath; or If 
they would prefer it, they 
can have the Next World In
terviewed. They can- have 
their choice of the two.

, Each subscriber In order to 
avail himself of this offer 
must pay $1.15. The fifteen 
cents is to pay expense of 
postage and mailing, and the 
books sent out are practlcal-

-ly a gift. They are not 
cheap affairs; theyare nicely 
and substantially bound in 
cloth, neatly printed In clear 
type and are ornaments to 
any center table. The con
tents are Indeed valuable, 
such as every Spiritualist 
family should have. The-ag
gregate price of these two
books to the tradé is $2.75. ' 
To each of our club sub
scribers one of these books 
is a gift, and when they re
ceive the one of their choice 
they will be delighted with 
it, and will wonder how we

can afford to do so much for them. 
The one who gets up the club will be 
entitled to The Progressive Thinker for 
one year, and Vol. 3 of the Encyclope
dia of-Death, and-Life In the Spirit 
Spirit World; and also the Next World 
Interviewed. He will not only get The 
Progressive. Thinker for one year, but 
both books. He gets what is equiva
lent to $3.75 for. bls trouble. There 
should be no difficulty whatever in get
ting up hundreds of clubs.

Volume 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life In the Spirit World 
will not only interest Spiritualists, but 
church members witL be attracted to it 
The Rev. M..JÌ Savage, a leading lib
eral divine bf. New york, leads off with 
several of h{s,' masterly productions, 
treating Death frpin an advanced 
standpoint He, is followed by leading 
Spiritualists -pho treat of Death In a 
philosophical ‘pud fascinating manner. 
- The Next World Interviewed 4s also a 
very excellent work,. The plates of 
this book wete-.dontiped to the office of 
The Progressive Thinker by Henry J. 
Horn. It,con§Ists pf communications 
from the spirl^side pf life from leading 
minds there. 9trFifty-five communica- 
tiqns are glvep, by .prominent person
ages, among -them ifrlnce Albert, Har
riet Martine'aij, Judg^ Edmonds, Horace 
Greeley, Lordj^yttonr. Fanny Fern, Dr. 
Livingstone and the‘Czar of Russia. • 

Now Is the time to.get up 

CLUBS.

The Church of Eome.
The impudence, ignorance, ‘and ego

tism of the average Romanist priest is 
well illustrated in the following dis
patch, taken from the Boston Record:

“Northfield, Vt.-Qulte a little excite
ment and some sectarian feeling was 
aroused at the graduation exercises of 
the Northfield high school last evening, 
when Rev. J. G. O'Neil, a priest con
nected with the church of St. John the 
Evangelist, Interrupted the exercises, 
taking exceptions to the remarks of one 
of the pupils.

“The action was greeted with loud 
hissfes and other demonstrations of dis
approval.

“E. R. Brook, in delivering an ora
tion on ‘The Island of Porto Rico,’ 
amotjg other things said: .

“ ‘Tlie people are such as you might 
expect them to be after a domination 
of 400 years of Spanish misrule; upon 
the back of industry has been the whip, 
and upon the brain has been the fetters 
of superstition.'

“At the close of this oration Father 
O'Neill advanced to the platform and 
asked permission to speak, which was 
granted. -

“He said he was going to take a 
‘header’ and cotne right to the point. 
‘Mr. Brook made the statement that the 
people of Porto Rico are superstitious. 
We all know that Porto Rico is a colony 
of Spain, and that the religion of Spain 
is Catholic. It means that Porto Ri
cans, being Catholics, ore superstitious. 
I cannot agree with Such a reference. 
There are two young men in this class 
of the Catholic faith, and they have 
feelings as well as others.’

“Immediately there were cries and 
loud hisses from men and women alike, 
and Father O’Niell retired, saying: 
‘Hiss if you want to. It takes a man 
to get upon a stage and defend his 
rights. You cannot make these nasty 
references when I am around.’

“The exercises were then allowed to 
proceed,' but considerable indignation 
was expressed at the attitude, of the 
clergyman. The oration had been de
livered previously at rehearsals when 
the two young.men of his religious 
faith were present, and they took no 
exceptions to it”

Such object lesions as the above may 
ffielp to enlighten the dull-heads who, 
in Vermont—as in Massachusetts and 
every other state—refuse to read or 
learn anything concerning Rome and 
her bitter-hostility to'enlightenment

É are trying our best to estab- . 
lish libraries in every Spirit
ualist family of the United 
States, hence we are offering 
Seven valuable books as a 
premium. Those seven books 
have been sold for 510.75. A

single one has sold as high as $25. The 
first edition of Art Magic sold for 55 per 
copy. As high as $15 has been paid for 
a single copy of Ghost Land; yet we 
furnish. these seven books to our sub
scribers.for $2.35, when ordered in con
nection -with a year’s subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker. Read our 
premium announcement carefully.

Never Satisfied.
An exchange sizes it up this way:

“Many people in (the country want to 
move to town; pfany people in town 
would like to live 5n the country. As a 
rule, a man's a fool; when it is hot he 
wants it cool; whdn it is cool he. wants 
it hot; always wanting what Is not; 
never pleased with what he's got; as a 
rule, a man's a fool.” ■ . •:

“From Soul to Sbul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this 
linndsome volume, wherewith to sweet
en hours of leisure and enjoyment. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

"Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D„ M A.,1’11. D. Price $1. 
For sale at this trace.

"Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the.Dogmas of Reincar

’. nation and Re-Embodiment." By Prof, 
i W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office. ■ ■- ■
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TO C/VMP-MEETING GOERS

And Spiritualists Generally Who Take no Spiritual 
¡st Papers, Greeting: '

If you are a Spiritualist and read no Spirit
ualist paper, then, of course, you cannot Know 
what is going on in our movement. To you it. 
is midnight darkness in that one respect, how
ever wise you may be in other directions. The 
Progressive Thinker, being the largest Spiritual
ist paper published, combining cheapness and 
excellence, it will be a splendid agent to keep 
you apprised of what is transpiring in the great 
Spiritualistic Cause. Thousands of Spiritualists 
who attend our eamp meetings, take no Spirit
ualist paper. They will go there to have a spir
itual feast, and then return home to remain in 
utter darkness and ignorance as to what is going 
on in our ranks throughout the world.. We ask 
this class particularly to subscribe for The Pro 
gressive Thinker, and thus have their homes il 
laminated throughout the year.

We don’t believe that more than one Spirit 
ualist in ten who visits the camp-meetings takes 
a Spiritualist papel’. We greatly desire to reach 
this class. We are sure Tne Progressive Think
er will be a benefit to them while they will be a 
benefit to us. The benefit derived will be re
ciprocal

STUBGIS. MICHIGAN.
The Forty-third Annual June 

Meeting.
The June meeting of the Free or 

Spiritual Church of Sturgis, Mich., ter
minated Sunday evening, June 17. It 
was the forty-third convention which 
met in that house to commemorate the 
erection and dedication of the first Spir
itual church of the world. But It would 
be unjust to suppose that the Spirit
ualists aloue deserve the credit for its 
existence and preservation. The free
dom-loving people of all denominations 
and those who did not claim member
ship of any church or distinctive relig
ious or other fraternity, aided lu the 
work of erecting and dedicating to re
ligious liberty and freedom of speech 
the-Free Church of Sturgis. Now, It ts 
well known through, not only the Eng
lish-speaking world, but In every civil
ized country on the globe, that such a 
building exists here, and consequently 
Sturgis, St. Joseph county, Michigan, 
United States of America, has become a 
celebrated city the world over.

It would Indeed be deplorable should 
anyone who signed the roll of tills fra
ternity forget the principles whtch- the 
house represents and entertain feelings 
of harshness or enmity against anyone 
who differs in opinion from him or her 
or who permits himself to breathe an 
atmosphere of Injustice or prejudice. 
That house stands a perpetual monu
ment to Freedom and Justice—to Self
denial and Love, and to the kindly feel
ings of Spiritualists, and Independent 
thinkers everywhere, and to all man
kind. It was not hatred for the bigot, 
nor a desire for reprisals, nor a spirit of 
vengeance which suggested the erec
tion of this Free Platform, but, that 
spirit of liberty, moral and material, 
which dwells (though often clouded 
over) in every true American bosom.

The meetings were largely attended, 
as those June meetings always are, 
and many wended their way hither 
from their homes In other counties, and 
distant states, to hear the words of wis
dom which are supposed to emanate 
from a higher sphere than that of earth; 
and it is believed that they did not re
turn disappointed, but were aroused to 
greater earnestness in well-doing and
to a more noble zeal in 
ance of every spiritual 
duty.

The principal speakers

the 
and

perform- 
muudane

were Dr. J. M.
Peebles, of Battle Creek, and Mrs. 
Sheets, of Grand Ledge. There were 
also' many good speeches made In the 

body of tlie hall, during conference, and 
curious and remarkable experiences 
were related. The meeting lasted two 
days, of three sessions each, and each 
was well sustained by speakers, orches
tra and people, the visitors from distant 
points having been particularly ani
mated in their addresses and mani
fested n- zeal which showed that their 
hearts, heads and hands were all en
listed In the work of seconding the ef
forts of friends invisible to bring about 
the conviction of mankind. They told 
how at their homes, or in their fields 
and workshops their skepticisms and 
fears had been scattered to the winds 
by occurrences unaccountable except 
on the hypothesis of spirit return.

The president of the Harmonial So
ciety of Sturgis, Thomas Collar, pre
sided at all the sessions except that of 
the conference of Saturday, when Thos. 
Harding occupied the chair.

Your reporter, could not do justice to 
the eloquent addresses which were 
made on each day by the regular speak
ers without occupying too much space; 
suffice it thpy were highly moral, relig
ious and instructive. Mrs. Sheets —Is 
supposed to be inspired by an elevated 
band of decarnate spirits who employ 
her physical,organism as their agent to 
teach her audiences spiritual wisdom 
anq exhort them to well doing and cor
rect thinking. Dr. Peebles, it is not 
claimed is inspired in this sense, but is 
a man of large experience, extended 
travel and earnest thought in occult 
fields. He is an old acquaintance of 
the people of Sturgis; he it was who 
preached the dedication sermon in that 
house 43 years ago and (with the single 
exception of Hon. Giles B. Stebbins, of 
Detroit) is the only man now living who 
stood on that platform on that occasion. 
Previous to the Doctor’s lecture on Sat
urday evening, and introductory there
to. Thos. Harding read a poem from the 
desk, entitled “Anticipations.” It Is 
considered by some persons who were 
present, to have been quite appropriate 
and your reporter gives It in full at the 
request of some who heard it (part of 
whom are non-Spirltuallsts), as well as 
Dr. Peebles himself. It was applauded.

ANTICIPATIONS.
Oh, the day of peace is coming, 
And the night of strife is going,

While the sunbeams and the moon
beams In one long procession move;

And our dreams of pain and sorrow 
Will be swept away to-morrow,

When our dullness Is succeeded by the 
endless light of love.

Oh, the day of peace is coming!
Oh, the day of peace Is coming, 
And the pride of life Is going, 

And the passions we war against shall 
soon be overcome;

And we’ll comprehend the reason 
Why our prayers seemed out of sea

son,
When heaven was as brass above and 

our oracles were dumb.
Oh, the day of peace Is coming!
Oh, the day of peace Is coming, 
And euvlousness Is going,

Soon the lava of our characters shall 
cease to overflow;

And while bliss shall be completing, 
And still newer joys creating,

We shall help to pour God’s sunshine 
on a multitude below.

Oh, the day of peace is coming!
Ob, thp day of peace Is coming, 
Tie uncertainty is going,

And the waywardness of circumstance 
no longer shall annoy;

And each one shall be himself,
(Not a ghost or spook or elf), ’ 

When no seeming contradictions shall 
our rest fulness destroy.

Oh, the day of peace Is coming! ■
Oh, the day of peace Is coming, 
And our discontent Is going,

Soon sincerity and sympathy shall wear 
the crowns of Truth; .

. And every malformation
Shall receive Its compensation, 

And the aged and dependent know the 
ecstasy of youth.

Oh, the day of peace is coming! (
Oh, the day of pence Is coming, 
Misunderstanding’s going.

We shall know as we are known In that 
beautiful “To come,"

Where language Is unspoken.
And the flow of love unbroken. 

And the tongue of loud contention Is at 
length forever dumb.

Oh, the day of peace Is coming!
Oh, the day of peace Is coining, 
While the unbelief is going,

When we’ll cherish underlying truth 
without revising creeds;

Then each shall prize ids brother, 
And all shall wrap each other

In the mantle of divinity—the garment 
of good deeds.

Oh, the day of peace Is coming! '
Yes, the day of peace Is coming, 
And disease and death are going. 

Nevermore we’ll have to part from 
those whom we almost adore;

And the furrows of distress 
Shall not mar their loveliness.

For the atmosphere of heaven giveth 
beauty evermore.

Oh, tbe day of peace is coming!
There Is one circumstance which 

ought not to be omitted in a report of 
those meetings. Tbe people applauded 
the speakers loud and long on Satur
day, everything of which they ap
proved, but on Sunday no clapping of 
bands or noisy demonstrations of any 
kind were indulged In, the audience 
thus showed its respect for tbe feelings 
of those of their fellow-citizens who re
gard the first day of tbe week as being 
more sacred than any of the other six. 
This self-denial, in consideration of tlie 
opinions and sensibilities of others, 
was most pleasing and manifested a de
gree of delicacy and refinement seldom 
met with in popular conventions.

Toward the close on Sunday evening, 
Mrs. Sheets gave some clairvoyant 
readings of an occult and allegorical 
character; she also prophesied the con
tinued prosperity of tbe Harmonial-So
ciety of Sturgis, and tbe principles ad
vocated within the walls of tbe Spirit
ual Church.

Mrs. Sheets is quite well liked in Stur
gis and there is talk of engaging her to 
officiate in the church indefinitely.

Dr. Peebles closed the anniversary 
meeting. He said that he had attended 
many of these gatherings during the 
past 43 years and nona of them was 
more harmonious .and profitable than 
the present—he hoped we would all re
turn to our homes spiritually refreshed 
and thankful to God for having, con
ducted us hither. No vocal prayers 
were uttered, but the peopte “sat in sol
emn silence,” Quaker fashion, and final
ly with the utterance of a simple, com
mon sense sort of benediction,, the 
meeting broke up and tlie June meeting 
of 1900 was non est inventus,

As both president and secretary of tlie 
Harmonial Society of Sturgis will be ab
sent from the city, probably for the re
mainder of the present year, all com
munications in relation to the society or 
Free Church had better be addressed to 
me,-until further notice.

THOS. HARDING, 
Secretary pro tem.

P. O. Box 301, Sturgis, Mich.



could be made Interested, and Is a
legitimate subject for discussion.

ba

for the promulgation of a great cause,

this Is a 
which all

general missionary field, in 
visitors at camp-meetings

GAMP-MEETINGS!

One day In each of the camp-meetings 
devoted to this object every year, 
where the subject could be discussed— Involving so many Interests as Splrlt-
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“Some Experiences of lÉçio
? When we pictured Ego posing as “Gad Junior” in sev
eral manifestations at the same time, it really seemed as if 
we had justified our claim that “Thè Size of Man” is far 
greater than the customary measurements. It is pleasant 
to think of a giant Ego as our other self. But really, and 
as a matter of fact, Ego, like his ancestral First Cause, 
knows nothing and cares nothing for size. He is as much 
Ego in the speck moneron, which scientists call the be
ginning of Homo, as he ever can be if playing the part of 
an archangel. And in both alike he will display powers 
worthy of his sonship tq the Infinite. The proof that 
Ego possesses this inherent divinity under the humblest 
conditions and circumstances is the object of the present 
article. . .

We are told that “Thoughts are Things.” We have seen 
that they wield creative power, but there are two very dis
tinct classes of thought. One works through reason; com
paring, judging and selecting. Wisdom is the perfected 
product of this faculty, which, so far as we know, finds ita 
organ and outlet in what is called the brain. Ego having 
stored experiences in the cells of which his brain is com
posed, proceeds to utilize them as memories. He arranges, 
classifies, and at last comes.to a decision that determines 
his action. This is reason, and, so far as we know, cannot 
be exercised until Ego has become possessed of a brain. 
It is “thought power” as'manifested through a material 
organ. '

The other class of thought works in its own channel 
with even greater precision; and has, apparently, neither 
use for nor need of a brain*  We find its clearest illustra
tion in cell life, where living Egos have minds which 
enable them to do the right thing at the right time, in 
the right way, although limy have no Brain, and therefore 
no. capacity for reason./What is called instinct or in
tuition is exhibited by these moneta in à perfection un
known to reason. This is no mark of inferiority, for, 
most clearly, the Infinite All in All, being omniscient, 
omnipotent and all-wise, can have neither need nor use 
for a brain. So we discover two very distinct classes of 
thought as possessed by Ego, which fact compels us to 
once more turn back to him, and make a further study of 
his powers and limitations. It does not follow that he 
has two minds, one for inside work, and the other for 
everyday use outside, since we may discover that he has 
but' one mind, which works according to the conditions 
in which it finds itself. Sometimes we may discern Ego’s 
mind when working amid what we call “crude matter,” 
posing as reason, with a brain organ for its'own private 
and particular use. And again, under other conditions 
Ego’s mind may exhibit a comprehensive brilliancy that 
Knows without either study or reflection.

We have depicted “God Junior” as a flash from the 
Infinite Intelligence, and therefore personified. But we 
have not attempted to sketch him for an illustrated maga
zine. Nature knows nothing, and cares nothing for feet, 
inches and pounds. A mighty civilization might be ex
hibited on a microscopic slide, with God Junior as ite 
crowned head. And we all know that Genus Homo 
would not be large enough to be even microscopic to an 
instrument that measured Cosmos. Man mortal is large 
only in his own estimation, and by comparison with some
thing larger than himself. So God Junior can be but a 
microscopic speck of the Infinite All in All, and may pose 
as an Ego with just as much' glory in the monad as in the( 
man. I have pointed out that he has a' certain vibratory 
expression, with both fullness and limitation, but 
whether the “birth flash” puts him in full possession is 
quite another matter. And as mortals we like to group 
our facts when we explore, although it is equally true we 

- often distort and abuse them when captured. It is much 
safer and easier to study a laboratory spark than to har
ness a full grown flash of lightning.

We recognize Ego as a personification of matter, en
ergy and intelligence. We can conceive of no atom un
blended, but discover every atom to be alive, .and mani
festing its life as conditions permit. Molecules, whether 
of gas, crystal or primeval slime, attract and repel, thus 
exhibiting love, hate, and a power of selection and choice. 
Ego is there, and posing as a child of the Infinite, but as 
a clijld not yet old enough to take full possession of his 
inheritance, although having by birthright all he can ex
press of the family power. He is God Junior, born into 
a family where no child is ever spoiled by having too 
much of his own way. Having thus determined that Ego 
can know no great and no small, and perceiving that his 
bigness is necessarily beyond our mental grasp, we will

try to comprehend something of his littleness by studying 
it with a borrowed microscope. That of the learned 
Iffieckol is all ready for our use, and offering its story lof 
Ego in cell life. That is ns small a study as we can com
pass to-day. Our grandchildren will do belter, and go 
much further back into Ego history.

We perceive just a speck of First Cause, but soon 
recognize it as a wee Second Cause which knows just what 
is about every time. It hasn’t any feet or limbs, but when 
it wants to travel it manufactures them (pseudopodia). 
They are new every time, so never-get worn out. The 
cliild is born hungry. It knows just what it wants, and 
it won’t have anything else. It isn’t bothered with a 
stomach. But when it finds something to eat it becomes 
all stomach, selecting and rejecting as carefully as its 
descendent the Lord Mayor of London. If there is any 
danger, it shows you that its instinct of self-preservation 
is already fully developed. Just as soon as it is old 
enough and large enough it thinks of posterity, and 
breaking a piece off from its own form it becomes father 
and mother of a ready-made child. Having already 
mastered the law of heredity, that child becomes a chip 
of the old block. So our little monad has a mind of its 
own, with an excellent memory, for Professor Elmer 
Gates has proved that when it discovers a good feeding
place it finds its way back to the same spot. It has not a 
single organ; not even the vestige of one, but it thinks and 
acts on exactly the same principle as a scientist hunting 
for his dinner. It won’t do to call its faculty, “reason,” 
for that is an attribute of “brain,” of which it has not even 
a trace. It is Ego, making himself as much at home as 
circumstances will permit, and doing it just as well as if 
hie name were Haeckel or Darwin. And as a remarkable 
fact, our monad can start off in life with as calm an 
assurance of living as long as he has a mind to as if he 
had studied “mental science” under Helen Wilmans her
self. But after a time, perhaps a few millions of years, he 
exhibits a creative power that is a “lost art” to his de
scendents of to-day. He makes a little combination with 
his fellows, and forms a sort of Amoeba Trust Company, 
whereby a new species makes its appearance. Our scient
ists would give their ears and whiskers to know just how 
it is done, but, alas, Ego is silent. ■

I have no intention of writing a treatise upon, “lost 
arts,” or of posing as an expert in natural history. I am 
simply keeping an eye on Ego, with filial reverence and 
unbounded respect. And instead of roaming all over cre
ation, I keep as near as I cairto the path along which the 
monad we call “human” has traveled./ lido\Hpt have to 
go back a few million years and earefull'j^earclrtlic rec
ords, for every cliild brings the history rwRft<hi&, and the 
scientist with a microscope has the story, all ready for me. 
It is true it may not have occurred to him.that he has 
been writing the biography of Ego, but he has done it all 
the same, and has done it well.

I believe the first glimpse of the veritable human Ego 
of to-day. is called “monerula,” but Ego is not at all par
ticular as to names. He is now a speck, who has started 
in with the clear determination to become in. due time a 
man, and perhaps a scientist, so he proceeds to gather a 
large crop of experiences. The one thing that troubles 
him is that he has nowhere to put them. He is as des
titute of pockets as the average woman. It has become 
necessary for him to specialize. I believe it takes forty- 
two men to make a pair of fashionable shoes, and quite 
likely it may take forty-two millions of Egos to manufac
ture the unfashionable brain of to.-day. But it is done. 
I suppose a very few Egos first started the idea, and put it 
into practice, whereupon the lancelot remarked, with a 
tinge of justifiable pride, that he was the first vertebrate. 
Judging from what Elmer Gates tells us, the object pi the 
brain was to furnish Ego with those very necessary 
pockets in which to keep liis experiences. The mure ex
periences, the more pockets were needed. But Speck Ego 
had from the beginning exhibited a divine possession of 
all the powers he needed; and we have seen that when he 
deemed it necessary he was quite able to set his offspring 
up in housekeeping, with a fair chance of malting a living. 
And all this time he had himself been living ana working 
in and upon the raw material inherited fromJiis father 
First Cause. And one by one, he'had thought-created for 
himself various organs, the realized necessity always pro
ducing the active thought, which at once took the con
tract and completed its task. . .

Trades Unions were not invented in those days, so Ego
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Their Origin and Their Ob' 
_ ject

( ' '■ •
The first regular camp-meetings of 

which we have much record, in the 
United States, were organized by the 
Methodists. Later on some other re
ligious sects resorted to camps to hold 
their meetings, and even to-day, the 
Adventists, and occasionally /Some 
other sects, resort to the open field for 
their annual meetings, beside the Spirit
ualists.

The Methodists assembled in camps 
for two reasons, one was they wAe too 
much scattered to meet in towns and 
cities for worship, another was they 
wanted to make converts (I wonder if 
Spiritualists have ever attempted to do 
that?), and they made them, too, by the 
thousand.

As soon as they had accumulated In 
sufficient numbers, they began to build 
small churches in towns, and. at cross 
roads in the country. Then followed 
small churches in cities, and soon those 
as large and as fine as those of any 
denomination succeeded.

Some thirty or forty years ago they 
began to abandon the camps, and now 
a Methodist camp-meeting Is seldom 
seen In the United States.
. About that time the Spiritualists be
gan to organize camps' in different parts 
of the country, and to-day there are 
fifty, or about that number, that hold 
regularly a camping season every year. 
The object of these meetings would 
hardly be safe to attempt to enume
rate, judging from the classes of people 
that usually attend them, and the char
acter of the entertainments. Nomi
nally of course they are supposed to be 
for the advancement of the great cause 
of Spiritualism. But some sincere Spir- 
itpalists have been so skeptical as to 
express doubts of the value of these 
meetings to the cause, from the fact 
that It costs the proprietors of the 
camps a good deal of money to sustain 
them, and provide the necessary attrac
tions, which must be paid for by the 
visitors, which, added to the other ex
penses of time and transportation, ag
gregate more than many are able to 
pay, for the value they receive, and 
claim far greater good would result If 
the money was expended, at home In 

. their local societies, where they do not 
■have to contribute for entertainments 
In which they feel no Interest, and In 
many cases are anything but Spiritual
istic In their character.

But there are many .pleasant and val
uable things to be enjoyed at camp
meetings, which cannot be easily Se
cured at home. Among them are relief 
from the care and toil of domestic life, 
the advantage of open air exercises, the 
pleasure of renewing old acquaintances 
and making new ones, of hearing many

of the best speakers on the Spiritual 
platform, of comparing notes and Inter
change of views upon important and in
teresting subjects. '

The National Spiritualist Association 
has sometimes derived valuable finan
cial assistance at camp-meetings, and 
where special care has been taken to 
have that important organization rep
resented by earnest, active workers, 
much benefit has resulted, and In fact, 
it seems one of the most reliable 
sources of revenue that association has. 
And if for no other reason it may be 
claimed that camp-meetings should be 
continued, and.patronized for the ben
efit of the National Organization—as 
that seems to be a kind of orphan 
asylum,. with no recognized means of 
support

In passing, I may be permitted to say, 
that unless a change comes over the 
spirit of our people soon, and they 
recognize that neither the National Or
ganization, nor the local associations, 
can be supported without the use of 
money, and a good deal more of it, 
than has ever yet been contributed, we 
have no reason to suppose that either 
of them can long -be continued. But as 
I did not propose to discuss our finan
cial embarrassments at this time, I will 
resume the subject of camp-meetings.

I proposed to speak of their origin and 
their object As their origin is of but 
little importance, I have already said 
all that is necessary on that point

Their object is more difficult to de
termine. . But as I- before said, it is 
generally supposed the object 1? the 
promotion of the cause of Spiritualism. 
But as I have shown, there are so many 
other objects subserved at these meet
ings, of a social character, it is hardly 
fair to -claim that they are strictly de
voted to spiritual purposes, but to gen
eral objects, not antagonistic to spirit
ual theories. The fact that the trustees 
of the National Organization have suc
cessfully appealed to the managers of 
the different camp, associations, to set 
apart some one day during their ses
sions, to be devoted to the interests of 
that'association, suggests the propriety 
of asking ail the camp-meeting associa
tions in America to devote one day ex
clusively to the consideration and relief 
of all the Indigent local societies that 
are unable .to support themselves. It is 
well known to all sincere thinking 
Spiritualists that-our hope of .success 
Ues In the local societies. It is ajso well 
known that many, very many of them 
are languishing for the want of the 
means to keep them alive, and some are 
even being abandoned for the want of 
support

It is believed there are thousands who 
attend camp-meetings every year, that 
are not members of any local society, 
but if appealed to would contribute 
liberally to the support of the society 
near which they reside, if they cannot 
be induced to become members.

its value, and its wants and necessities 
explained, by competent well-informed 
speakers—would undoubtedly produce 
a wonderful change In Spiritual circles, 
if it did not succeed in raising large 
sums of money!

Local societies should be supported 
by themselves, and’ if Spiritualists 
could be convinced of their duty and 
the great benefit a well conducted and 
a well attended local society would be 
to the cause, and to their own families, 
and to their neighbors, no appeals 
would be necessary of this kind. But

JSç Charles ©awbarn,
San leanbro, Gal.

had all the time he w^ftterrand never struck for an eight 
hours day.. At every poiqt he learned his lesson, if i it 
took a million years,' and he never forgot it. Whenever 
a Trust Company of Egos 'started a new species the same 
old bookkeeping systejn w^‘followed. There was always 
a repetition of the old/with, pne more creation to top it oft.- 
That brings us back to the Jtmonerula” composed of Egos 
knowing all the past, 'but with a new idea in their heads. 
They must have got hfiads and toes, and every other organ 
pretty well developed before “monerula” started Man 
Ego. And as we look back to this particular incident it 
almost seems as if a smile or two from First Cause had 
stimulated their ambition, and expanded their creative 
designs until they looked upward and -exclaimed “Our 
Father.” 1

Every human child has a “monerula” as a way station 
on a journey that reaches from First Cause outward and 
back again. And every point scored by Ego’s creative 
ability is recorded in Homo’s mental organism.

This brief glance at the material side of life has been 
both interesting and instructive but the student reader can 
find it recorded in a thousand text books of the dying cen
tury. We must now turn back and read between the 
lines if we would listen to the inner voice of Nature.

These are very remarkable powers that Ego has been 
exhibiting all along his history before he gets a brain; 
He just knows what to'do, and does it. That is what we 
call “god-like.” He .never reasons about anything, be
cause he has not any 'brain until he has evolved one out. 
of liis own matter, intelligence, and energy. He did not 
have anything else out of which to make it. And at this 
point we mark what séèms to be the apparent object of his 
entire history. First. Cause is his Creative Ancestor. 
His appearance as a speck is no disgrace to his royal birth, 
for First Cause, being Infinite, is just as close to him when 
he is only a child speck as lie could be to the mightiest 
archangel of poetic fantasy. The trouble is that Ego can
not inherit from First Cause Anything of the nature of 
reason, which implies experience ana judgment. The 
First Cause, if he is The All in All “in whom we live, and 
move and have our being,” knows everything that has, 
been and will be, consequently he never reasons, never ex
ercises judgment, because such an act would be an ex
pression of limitation. In a word, and we say it with 
all reverence, First Cause hasn’t any brain, and does not 
need any. But Second Cause, after getting along for un
told eons without any brain, discovered that the con
ditions of his earth. Ijfe were changing, and he must 
change too. At first his instinct had been all-sufficient. 
Now he needed, something more. He must exfercise judg
ment or make serious mistakes. His very first attempt 
to reason, that is to determine the better of two possible 
acta would, if Elmer Gates is right, evolve a cell of the 
coming brain, and thus shape his future. The point for 
us to mark here is thaji Ego sacrifices nothing. He com 
tinues to exercise evéry powqy and faculty which we have 
seen inhere to monad life, and now adds thereto a process 
of calm, cool, deliberate judgment which we call “reason,” 
and which uses the br&in as its organ. And in earth life 
the brain is undoubtedly a^ep upward to a higher self
hood. But Ego was Ego without a brain, and, so far as 
we can see, will remain EgO'fehould brain prove unneces
sary to him in another life. '(

Ego as moneron hai all the affections and emotions; he 
had a mind of his own,'’with sufficient willpower, and was 
able to endow liis chilij.with ihe entire catalogue of poten
cies. These pptenciest included Creative Power, so when 
the time came, and conditions demanded, the amoeba^ the 
polyp, and face after rgee of the industrious little beings, 
without brains, who dug and builded upon the geological 
foundations of, ouj planete, evolved ono by one into exist
ence. And when-thè same creative power induced brain, 
it was only Another cell a^ded to the old life: The entire 
history is both recorded and repeated as the growing child 
lies hatching in the nest womb of its mother.

Biit reason was from the first rigidly, limited. - It must 
not interfere with the working organs. The heart, the 
lungs, the liver, the kidneys and all the rest, including the 
brain itself, were to remain under the old control. Reason 
might inspect them with a microscope, cut them with a 
knife, or soak them in drugs, but, even then, it was only 
attempting a sort of external control, limited, dangerous 
and very often fatal. We don’t undervalue the efforts of 
reason which is using brain as a tallow candle with which 
to hunt for causes. At every discovery reason is glorified.

“It puts in its thumb. It pulls out a plum, and says, 
'what a good boy am I.’ ” But the student-reader will 
notice that Science, which is crowned reason, has. done 
nothing, and can do nothing for Ego within the realm of 
the qualities which he inherited from First Cause. They 
are perforce left untouched, and Science has recently 
labeled' them “subconscious mind.” Science works upon 
and within Ego’s self-created reason, which, like every
thing created, is several size? smaller than its creator. 
Science is itself also a creator, but of yet smaller size. It 
can make rock, but it uses up another rock in the process. 
It can manufacture a gas, but it robs the atihosphere. It 
combines and blends, and transforms, and in its own 
sphere is a wonderful fellow, and a useful workman for 
Egb, but the godly faculties which Know by divine in
heritance, are outside its capacity. So'it happens in the 
dying struggles of the t9th Century- we behold Genus 
Homo harking back to the days of his childhood. He is 
trying to get along without reason, aud calis his effort 
“New Thought.”
/It really is wonderful to see Subconsciousness doing so 

many things that reason, has claimed as belonging to his 
department, but all the same he is making a mess of it. 
Homo forgets that reason was evoluted as a needed im
provement to subconsciousness, and that a return to first 
principles is simply saying that reason was all a mistake, 
and Homo is better off without it. Homo can’t go prowl
ing around in the dark closet of Nature’s past without 
smashing lots of valuable crockery which has become the 
pride of the family. In old time if Ego wanted a child 
he cut himself in two. Subconsciousness has lost that 
art, He could in those days of yore turn liimself inside 
out. Reason can only cut him up, take out his appendix, 
and sew him together again. Ego could once make 
fingers and toes as he needed them. That is another lost 
art. But Subconsciousness can still make things “hum” 
when he sets to work scrubbing and dusting among the 
organs which Ego created one by one as he needed them. 
But the very moment he gets outside he discovers that 
Ego knew what he was about when he invented reason, for 
Subconsciousness, under the new conditions, becomes the 
right man in the wrong place. Ego of to-day is a com
pound of what he inherited from First Cause, and of what 
he has created for liimself. One is just as important as the 
other. He who writes that “reason is all in all” marks his 
ignorance and goes round with ink on his brain. But 
he—and particularly “she” now-a-days—who declares 
that “mind is all in all” is invoking Ego to destroy his 
own creations, and go on working with one hand tied be
hind him. And thereon hangs a tale.

We have now gathered in our exploration three clear 
and distinct thoughts as the foundation for a true philoso
phy of manhood. In our “Size of Man” we discovered 
that Ego, as son of the Infinite, has necessarily powers of 
expression within his utmost limits; and can have no 
vibratory gap unsubmissive to his manhood. And since 
his earth limitation actually exists he must have different 
personalities manifesting his powers all at the same time, 
because each is using but portions of the vast scale subject 
to his sense manifestation. In “God Junior” we dis-
covered that as the child of the Infinite Ego inherited cre
ative power, and is wielding it in many directions, in-

-
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eluding even the creation of a manhood inferior to his 
own. And in the present article we discover that by vir
tue of this creative power he has moulded for himself a 
brain, and evolved reason, both necessarily unknown to 
Creative First Cause.

The student reader and I will continue our explora
tions, but meantime have we not the right to expect that 
our inspired teachers and writers shall aid in this earnest 
search for truth. For over half a century our platform 
has been serving the same hash of Rochester Raps, with 
notliing new but the dish, till the public has so far lost its 
interest that it can hardly be persuaded to buy a home for 
the exhausted medium, or headquarters for the N. S. A.

It is true that coming reforms are sparkling in the sky 
like fire-flies on a summer’s night, but each has its own 
platform and willing workers. The Spiritualist platform 
is for the demonstration that there is more to man than 
the pounds and ounces Of earth life. The question is 
“how much more?” That is the question the student 
reader and I are trying to answer; and inspired orators 
will once again find eager audiences if they will not 
merely proclaim "spirit return,” but will tell the world 
just what it means, and how it is done.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lecture« by the Bwam! Virekaoanda, on Bala Yoga; 

or Conquering the Internal Nature, and other sub
jects; also, Patanjali’« Yoga Aphoriim«, with com«- 
mcutarlcs and a copious glossary of SanakrU term«» 
Revised ond enlarged, 12mo., Cloth, <1,60, Baja Yoga 
1» an ancient system of Indian Philosophy, ana one ot 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. fiwRTnJ VI*-  
ckananda became a familiar figure in several Amaw. 
can cities during the three years following the Par« 
Uament.ofReliglons at Chicago: be was cordially re
ceived in America, where the breadth and depth of 
ins teachings were soon recognized. His teachings 
are unlv crsal in their application. The book is chcao 
at 11.50. For ealo at this office. *

Woman, Cliurch and State,
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris« 
tian Ages, with Berninis« 

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

'TWE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
A formation succinctly and clearly stated in this 

volume of 554 pages is amazing. The title, as above 
given, fails to convey an idea of the fulness and com*  
£ lateness with which the subjects are treated. The 

latrlarobate. or Mother-rule, is the theme of the first 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curb 
ous, 1b brought to view in elucidation of the subject 
This is followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canon Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Womaunna 
Work. The Church of To-day, Past, Present, Future« 
and there is not a chapter in the book that Is not 
bandied in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intenselyinterestiug from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buying it; It is a vab 
uablc addition to the library of auy tree and truth-lov- 
lug mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

AUTOMATIC WRITING 
[so-called] with otheb 

PSYOHIO EXPERIENCES 
. -BY

. A. UNDERWOOD,
With Half-tone Portrait and Speok 

men Pages of the Writing.

Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $L‘ 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Hoax« hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic Interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and hells believed In by SplrttaalUu. Price, 
10 cents. For eale at this office.

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Mosk8 Hull. A compound of the two pamnh*  

lets. “The Irrepressible Conflict," and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;0 with Important additions, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cents. This book contain« 
statistics, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should have. For sale at 
this office.

God in the Constitution.
By Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colo 
nal Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like» 
neu or the author. Price 10 vents. For sale at this 
office.

ORIGIN OF LIFE
and How the Spirit Body Grows. By M. Faraday» 
Price, 10c. For eale at this office.
The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By M. Faraday. Transcribed at 
the request of a band of ancient philosophers, price 
10 cents. For sale at thia office.

The Spiritual Body Real.
V‘ew6 of Paul, Wesley and others. Valuable tea*  

timonles of modern clairvoyants. Witnesses of the 
separation ot the spiritual body from the dying 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Prke. 100.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. Price 
75 cents. For sale at this office.

CHURCH AND STATE
The Bible In the Public Schools; the New “Ameri

can" Party. By “Jefferson." Third edition. 28 page«. 
Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehearsal that ii 
truly interesting. Price 10 cents. For sale at thil 
office.

Seers ol the floes, 
IHBUCllCe 

Spiritualism, Post and Present.

£1

Shall it be discussed at the approach
ing camp-meetings? That question must 
be decided by the president and board 
of directors of each camp-meeting asso
ciation. And as all of them are Sup
posed to be Interested in sustaining our 
local societies, it is fair to conclude that 
wherever it is at all consistent, arrange
ments can be made whereby the subject 
of local societies may be given one day 
in all the camps.

Then it will simply devolve upon 
those present interested in local socie
ties and such speakers as are disposed 
to contribute their services for the one 
day, to step to the front and make it a 
Local Society Day.

If the proposition'is favorably, ac
cepted, before another camping season, 
a propersystem of management, collect
ing and distributing whatever may be 
collected, can be provided. Perhaps the 
National Association would be the 
proper party to refer this matter to.

The very interesting r,eports found in 
opr Spiritual papers, of the recent con
vention held at . Columbus, Ohio,, in 
May last, in which a “Pentecostal 
feast” was said to be in evidence' dur
ing the whole session of forty-eight 
hours, and from which a “Spiritual re
vival was sent out sweeping the whole 
country.” . • . • .

Such was the enthusiasm. ' the. har
mony and brotherly love that prevailed 
in the convention, that all present felt 
that indeed there was an “outpouring 
of thé spirit,” and that from that time 
forward, all apathy, coldness and In
difference in Spiritual circles would 
disappear. This is indeed encouraging, 
and-1 trust not deceptive nor mislead
ing. But as we read of no plan being 
proposed whereby money could be 
raised for the support of local societies, 
or even for the National Organization, 
it still seems necessary that all legiti
mate means should be resorted to to 
accomplish that end. Hence an appeal 
to the managers of the camp-meeting 
associations is timely; :and I trust will 
be kindly considered. .

With all the enthusiasm and zeal 
..manifested by our leaders at the con
vention referred to, and to their pre
diction of what is sure to follow, I must 
insist that without money to provide

uallsm does, that even decarnate spirits 
from the other side of life will not re
spond, however much they may, desire 
to do so, Let us see.

Where’ are the churches to accommo
date the thousands of converts already 
made? Where is the money to pay for 
the services of the many' missionaries 
that are urgently sought In the desti
tute portions of our country? Where 
are the hospitals to which we can send 
our invalids, our broken-down me
diums, that are exhausted from long 
services in our cause? Where are the 
institutions of learning to which those 
in pursuit of an education that will fit 
them for teachers and pastors of local 
societies? How can we expect to make 
and retain converts without some of the 
many advantages provided by all other 
sects and denominations that sur
round us?

And where Is the evidence that our 
thinkers, our teachers, our leaders are 
giving this subject of ways and means 
much thought much effort? They 
sometimes lead me to think that pos
sibly some of them are In sympathy 
■with a good old sanguine Spiritual
brother, Who from the platform at On
set, during a discussion upon the sub
ject of organization, in which there 
were differences of opinion, said: 
“What is the use of discussing this sub
ject? The spirits, know 'what we need,' 
and when they think weneed organiza
tion they will organize ns.” ,

I do not charge that are indiffer
ent to this great necessity. Cjn the con
trary, I know all'feelfits Importance. 
But only a few public‘¿peak'fers, teach
ers and leaders attend these great mass 
meetings and conventions/ind it is 
only through them andThe public press 
that the masses can beieachfed, and the 
real condition of out cauje made 
known. ,f 10 ‘

It has long seemed to-meThat If a 
combined effort was mttde by-all think-
ers and teachers, and pferseVered in, bn 
all proper , occasions, that A'Jfinancial 
revival, similar to the ofre B'fother Bar
rett refers to, could '’be successfully 
sent throughout ’ the Icounft-y which 
Would result tn anoflier Pentecostal 
feast of fat things, of vfhlchjve are In 
great need. " ’ EF W./GOULD., 

Oakland, Cat ' b;t

“Human Culture, and-Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
eluding- Methods and Instruments). ’ 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A 
very Instructive and valuable work. It 
-should have a wide circulation, as It 
well fulfills the promise of Its title. 
For sale at this office. Price 75 cents.

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings.” By Mattie E. 
Hull. For sale at this office. Price 10 
cents.' . : " . ■ ■ ...

“Mind and Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied in Medicine and 
Education." By A. U. Halphide. Pres
ident Chicago.Society of Anthropology. 
For sale at this office. Price $L

J. 0. Bell’s Letter to Earl Cranston.
Earl Cranston, Esq., Denver, Col.- 

Dear Sir:—I have no apolpgy to offer 
for addressing you, and have not the 
“courage" to prefix or affix any of the 
various titles to which you may lay 
claim, except the address on the envel
ope, for fear that It might not other
wise reach you, and I do this under pro
test, If the following from the Cleve
land Press of this date correctly re-' 
ports you: “It is worth any cost in 

■ money; it is worth any cost in blood
shed, if we can make the millions of 
Chinese true and intelligent Chris
tians.” Such an utterance could only 
emanate from an idiotic, murderous 
fanatic, but never from a humane be
ing Interested in either the welfare or 
civilization of mankind. ,

In your Insane, fanatical fury, you 
would violate every principle of love 
and humanity. You would trample un
der your plgoted and hypocritical 
“pious” heel the natural right of jus
tice and liberty. You would deprive 
others from enjoying In peace the com
fort of their own hope, their religious 
rights and customs. To accomplish 
your hellish design, you would. If neces
sary, Involve the entire world In end
less war and bloodshed; you would 
bring suffering and misery upon mill
ions of innocent and harmless human 
beings.

When you succeed in restoring reason 
to the thousands in the asylums for the 
insane, a large portion of whom lost' 
their sanity because of a fanaticism 
born from a rellgipfi whose curse hangs 
like a pall over a semi-civilized nation; 
when you empty the prisons which 
have been filled largely because of jjie 
idiotic doctrine of atonement, which is 
the greatest evil that has ever afflicted 
mankind, then, and not until then, will 

..it be time to Improve the religious sys
tems of other countries, whose moral 
philosophy is equal, if not superior to 
our own./You need your missionaries 
at home, worse,than China heeds them.

Had I the money add could I pur
chase a microscope of sufficient power 
for you to discover your poor miserable 
shriveled soul, if there is any left, I 
would send'It to you so you might view 
It . ■. .' ' ■

In your profession, you profess to live 
according to the Mosaic, law: “Thou 
sbalt not killj” and to follow that meek 
and lowly Nazarene who tried to teach 
mankind to love one another. At this 
distance you appear to be a traitor to 
humanity, a . disgrace to God, and 
ought to bring the blush of shame to 
the parents'who gave you birth. I 
would advise you to take the whole 
matter to the Lord in prayer and re
main on your knees until you get bet
ter sense. • Respectfully,

...' J. C. BELL.
Glenville, Ohio, June 16, 1900.

■ ■■OR a moment stop and consider. 
i|The Progressive Thinker is the one J original dollar Spiritualist paper. 1 It Introduced a new era In the 
1 ranks of Spiritualism. Its success 

financially has been all that could 
be desired. Notwithstanding the 

rise in the price of print paper, it has 
still maintained Its status as the only 
one dollar Spiritualist paper. Not only 
that, but it Introduced the Divine Plan 
In its business with its subscribers—a 
portion of the profits of tho office re
turning to them. Just think of the 
Seven Premium Books being sent out to 
our subscribers for $2.35. After paying 
the postage of these seven books, and 
the expense of mailing them, all that 
we have left is $1.50. You can reafilly 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less, by far, than the actual cost to us. 
We do this work in accordance 
with The Divine Plan, in order to assist 
in forming the nucleus of a library in 
every Spiritualist hqme. Read carefully 
our premium list, and you will certainly 
want to become a subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker, If not so already, 
and obtain the books we announce. ’'

“Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities 
inconsistencies and Blasphetpies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull 
For salejit this office. Price ten cents.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
ail who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price, 25 cents.

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice'matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially, designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal minlstry. 
Price T5 Cents. For sale at this office.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic, phenomena, this pam
phlet Is intensely Interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of 
“double consciousness," namely Mary 
Lurancy Vcnnum of Watseka, Bl., and 
Mary Reynolds of Venango county, Pa. 
For sale at this office. Price 15 cents.

“The Mysteries of the Formation ol 
the Earth, the Rising and' Sinking ol 
Continents, the Introduction of Man. 
and His Destiny Revealed In God’s Own 
Way and Time.” A work of deep inter
est, given through thé mediumship of 
Mrs. M. T. Longley, by an advanced 
band of ancient spirits. Price $1. For 
sale at this office.

“A Few Words About the Devil, and) The Commandments Analyzed, price 
Other Essays." By Charles Bradlaugh.1 25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth 50 
Paper, 50 cents. For sale at this office, cents. ■ '

IOCTRINES STATED AND MORAL TEND
ENCIES DEFINED.

BY J. M. PEEBLES, M.D. 
An exceedingly Interesting aud Instructive book. 

Cloth. 11.25. For sale at this office.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the «Into 
of Astrology and its laws. Price, 25c.

Appeals to Methodists.
A short discourse by spirit Bishop Haven, given au
tomatically through the hand of Carrie E. B.TwIng. 
Price 20c. For sale at this office.

RIGHT LIVING
. - BY —

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author ot “Apples ot Gold," “All In a Lifetime," 

“The Story Hour,” “Summer Days at Onset," 
■ “Sunday Observance," etc., etc.

Living is an art, a method of expressing great 
conceptions: In fact, the highest method, the noblest 
of the aria. —Tuomas Stahr Kino.

This book givcfl an admirable coarse of study ia 
ethics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to tho comprehension of 
children, a« well as older persons whom it is wisely 
and appropriately designed to interest while curbing 
them valuable ethical lessons.

The author shows a wise practtcMlty In her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. She illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and anoc*  
dotes, which render the book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It la especially adapted 
for use In children's jyceums. In the hands of moth
ers and teachers it may be made very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by It. It Is a most excellent 
book and should be widely circulated.

CONTENTS:
Right Living. What Is Morality? What is Ignor

ance? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy of Llf o. 
What Know Ye of Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos
session. Temperance and Intemperance. Is the Use 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a «Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Loss, industry, tho Staff of Life. 
Value of n Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Chance. Truth andJFalsebood. What 18anOaAi?or 
the Worth of a Promise. Frauda Crime. ThoPolson 
ot Blander. What Is Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Mora! Sense. Selfishness, the Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Reverence 
aDuty? Self-Reliance. Self-Control. ScK-Respect. 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
tortor. The Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, the Friend of Man. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. ThoDIfflcultlca . 
of Life.. Temptation, tho Demon on tho Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Right Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, tho Giver of 
Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
a Means to .Life’s Best End. Good Nature, One of 
Life’s Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry. 
Free Speech. A Free Press. Hights of Animals. 
Bights of Children. Human Right«; or tho Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—The Gentle« 
mam Politeness—Continued —The Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. ...
Price, Cloth. $1. Sold at this Office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE."
BY S. WEIL. ’

Cloth, tl.25. - • ■ Paper. GO cents.
This U a work of great value, written by ono of the 

keenest, most powerful and most truly religions . 
minds of the day. It is particularly * work which ' 
should bo pntlnto tho bands of those who have freed . 
themselves from the dogmas of orthodoxy and from - 
tho dogma« of materialistic science, for it will 
strengthen tho conviction of the free mlnd'thal mind 
and senses are not the whole of Hi.

The chapter*  reveal a now metlM in psychic and 
•ptritual research. They «how vivid glimpses oft 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verlfinblo tenets can survive, and 
thochlldhoodperiodoffallh andfancywill ka super« 
Wded by knowledge and facts. For eut at tirtB oflicc.
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. . GENER/VL SURVEY.. |
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER,

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributoi 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish1 it distinctly 
understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

\VRITE PLAINLY.-We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and It is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS—Bear In mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items Would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. ’ Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to. "

Dr. P. S. George writes from Lincoln," 
Neb : “I wrote you last week of being 
confined in the Pawneo City (Neb.) 
county jail. The authorities only kept 
me one night. Tlie court fined me $50 
and then remitted the fine and allowed 
me to return home.” .

Dr, C. W. Hidden, of Newburyport, 
Mass., closed a great temperance re
vival in Haverhill, on June 17. During 
tils labors, covering a period of two 
.weeks, one hundred and twenty-five 
adults, mostly drinking men, signed 
the pledge, and over one hundred boys 
pledged themselves to life-long total ab
stinence. Three services were held the 
last day. The Doctor received many 
floral tributes, and the hearty endorse
ment of tlie people, press and clergy of 
Haverhill. _

The Washington (D. C.) Post has the' 
following: “Pierre L. O. Keeler, the 
Spiritualist, who was arrested by De
tectives Parhan and Gallaher, Wednes
day night, after the latter bad attended 
a seance in ids parlor, at 918 H street 
northwest, on a charge of conducting 
an unlicensed entertainment, forfeited 
$20 collateral in tlie police court yester
day morning. He appeared in the 

‘ police court building, but was not
arralgned.”

Fred Johnson writes from South Chi
eago, 111.: “The South Chicago True 
Spiritualist Society will hold Its first 
annual picnic at 119th street and Port
land avenue. West Pullman, July 4, 
1900. Take Calumet electric cars to 
grounds. Everybody welcome. Ad
mission free.”

Mfs. James L. Cornelius writs from 
St. Louis, Mo.: “In this new and beau
tiful truth that Is now opening up to 
the hungry souls, we find our wants 
supplied, after long years of narrow
minded church creeds. We are a family 
of five, all believers, and living in love 
and harmony.” .

■The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Herald has 
the following: “Prof. Mack, Spiritual
ist, who was tried for appropriating a 
ring from Miss Lizzie Luders, was sen
tenced to-day to the Detroit House of 
Correction for ninety days. The first 
jury disagreed and he was tried a sec-
ond time. /

Take due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
lull name and address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. ■ The items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into.the waste basket. ’

Moses Hull can be engaged for camp 
or grove meetings for the last Sunday 
in August and the first Sunday in Sep
tember. Write him until July 15 at 
Lily Dale, N. Y. '

W. D. Noyes writes: “I have just re
ceived .word that the Independent 
Spiritual Association of Toledo, Ohio, 
will .run an excursion train to the 
opening of the Columbus, Ohio, Camp, 
July 1” . ./

Mrs, Henrietta Straub writes: "Many 
thanks for speedy dispatch of Encyclo
pedia of Death. The few glimpses I 
caught of its contents by a hasty sur
vey, are to me a guarantee of the in
trinsic worth of the book."

The Times, of Marshalltown, Iowa, 
says: “For some little time it has been 
a question whether or not the 1900 
camp-meeting of the Central Iowa Spir
itualists’ Association would be held in 
tills city, as have the meetings for the 
past several years. The officers and 
members of the executive committee in 
this city, however, have decided to be
gin the preliminary arrangements, as 
heretofore, and to hold the meeting 
here. The association has been quite 
prosperous in the past few years and 
Marshalltown’s central location has 
brought in a large number of outside 
Spiritualists, from as far south as Os
kaloosa and Ottumwa, west to Ames 
and Boone and east to Tania and To: 
ledo and Belle Plaine. Those from the 
northern districts come from even a 
farther distance, owing to the fact that 
there is no other camp-meeting close to 
Marshalltown north. The meeting this 
year will be three weeks in length and 
will begin the last week in August. A 
great many of the mediums in attend
ance last year will be present again this 
year, as well as a number of others, in- 
cludlug one or two from New York. 
The officers of the association residing 
in Marshalltown a-re Mr. John D. Vail, 
president; Mr. I. F. Andrews, vice-pres
ident; and Mr. Walter Wilson and Mrs. 
Eva McCoy, members of the executive 
committee. Mr. Louis W. Fox, of 
Albion, is also an executive committee 
member.”

G. F. Lewis writes from Corry, Pa.: 
“The Intelligent article of Dr. T. Wil
kins, in The Progressive Thinker of 
June 16, on Hypnotism, is Wise. Hyp
notism has done much less damage 
among Spiritualists than among sec
tarians. Peter the Hermit hypnotized 
thousands—yea, millions, to join the 
Crusades, where they miserably per
ished. A. B. Simson, of Nyack, N. Y., 
hypnotizes hundreds of poor sick 
women. He so thoroughly overpowers 
them that they strip off their jewelry 
and cast it into his contribution box,

Mrs.-C. H. Mullins writes:’'Dr.'X B- 
Spinney spoke to a large mud apprecia
tive audience Sundjiy evening, June 17, 
at 404 Ogden avenue; Subject, ‘What 
Spiritualism has done for the world.’-”

The Topeka (Kansas) Capital says: 
"According to the statement of Mrs. S. 
Y. Searing, a Spiritualistic test medium 
of this cjty, ex-Seiintor IV., A. Peffer 
has a great future as a leader In (be 
mystic circles of Spiritualism. I She says 
that if the ex-Senator will devote a lit
tle more time to the study of the psy
chic sciences, he will be one of the most 
able platform speakers of the day. The 
occasion of this remarkable prediction 
was an address made by Senator Peffer 
in the Spiritualist hall, 422 Kansas ave
nue, Sunday night. He characterized 
the fruits of the spirits as being love, 
patience, faith, kindness, and others of 
the virtues, and thought that it was an 
indication of the onward<march of the 
times that men were becoming more 
liberal and tolerant in their beliefs. He
said he was ar 
notwithstandln;

copallan, and that 
exclusive charac-

ter of that church he could affiliate 
with the Spiritualists at any time, and 
wished it was possible for the members 
of all denominations to be able to go to 
each other’s meetings, and be so liberal 
that they could ‘tell the good and keep 
back the bad"1 in all instances.”

For thé first time in the history of 
any court a ghost was to-day intro
duced as evidence in a divorce pro
ceeding at St. Louis, Mo. There were 
other .grounds of complaint, but the 
most attractive feature to the big 
crowd present was the testimony in 
reference to the spook. As the result 
of the. proceedings Charles L. Bates, 
diamond expert of a large retail house 
here, was granted a legal separation 
from his wife, who 1 s 'now in New 
York, and the custody of their boy. In 
one of the depositions Mrs. Louise C. 
Patterson, a daughter from San Fran
cisco, testified that her ' mother had 
stated that she was in love with the 
ghost of Actor Billy Florence and was 
engaged to marry him in the next 
world. Another was to the effect that 
Mrs. Bates kept a picture of the dead 
actor in her room and that she said he 
came to her In material form."

O. W. Apperson writes from Kokomo, 
Ind.: “Dr. E. E. Parker, the trumpet 
medium of Richmond, hus just con
cluded a six weeks' engagement with 
the Spiritualists of this city. This is 
the sixth engagement of Dr. Parker 
with the society here, and his seances 
have steadily grown in Interest and 
attendance. At the conclusion of his 
engageaient here Dr. Parker had- an. 
urgent call from the society in Tipton, 
Ind., where he held a week’s jdint se
ances with Mrs. Julia Thomas, the 
materializing medium, holding a trump
et seance one night and a materializing

while he lives In high feather, said 
have amassed over a million. John 
Dowie beats them all.”

Th« Hindoo Idea of the Evil One Is

Geo. F. Perkins writes: "I have lec
tured- twice in Milwaukee, Wls.‘, with 
good success. Most of the meetings 
have closed for the season. Many de
sire them continued, but it is yet an 
open question as to who is willing to 
run tlie risk alone, as that Is what it 
practically means in all cities in the 
summer. Legitimate work Is poorly 
paid everywhere.”

F. L. Bowen writes: “It seems to me I 
would not know how to pass off the 
time without The Progressive Thinker. 
It was my only companion last winter 
In Florida, after my dear wife went to 
the higher life. She did, when seeming 
to be asleep, talk with her father and 
mother for a number of days before she 
died, and about one or two days before 
she went, I was sitting by her bedside, 
and she smiled and looked pleased. I 
thought she was sleeping. Then she 
opened her eyes and looked at me and 
said: ‘Oh! how beautiful. They are 
coming for me in the morning.’ I 
asked her: ‘Are you going?’ She bowed. 
I said: ‘My dear*  precious one, I can’t 
let vou go. I can’t live without you.’ 
Then she said: ‘They are pulling me 
hard both ways.’ Then she said: ‘You 
can keep me until the morning,’ and In 
the morning about 3 o'clock of Decem
ber 11, 1899. she passed to the spirit 
world. She was a firm believer in 
Spiritualism, and a pure hearted 
woman. She used to say while here in 
life that if she died first she would 
come back and help me all she could, 
and she is With me in spirit a great 
part of the time.”

Wm. Niess writes: "Our season of 
lectures is over for the hall in the city, 
but now we will try and enjoy a little 
recreation by attending to camp, ex
cursions and general entertainments 
until the cool weather shall remind us 
that the time for outdoor exercises is 
past. At this time I wish to mention 
our Children’s Progressive Lyceum ex
cursion to Lake Brady on the 17th Inst., 
which was a perfect success in every 
possible manner. The day was perfect; 
the woods in its best. The lake was a 
perfect ■ fascination for tlft excursion
ists and all was merriment and happy 
good-will. The children of the/Lyseum 
■Were under the direction Of Conductor 

' French, who had the children recite 
selections for the benefit of all present. 
Short addresses were made by Mr. 
Nicum, Mr. Gould and Mrs. Bacon, and 
messages were given ‘from the spjrlt 
world by Mrs. Waterman and Mr. 
French. Mr. Barker, president of the 
First Association of Spiritualists, and

to 
A.

as
follows, as set forth by the Westminster 
Review: Siva Is typical both of de
struction and of reproduction. But the 
latter attribute was doubtless a later 
addition to the sum of his qualities. 
The original conception of this deity 
was that of a power delighting in de
struction, in the achievement of physi
cal evil and wrong, and in hurling death 
and destruction upon the people and 
their land. He is represented in the sa
cred books of the Hindoos as “the ter
rible destroyer”—“the one who delights 
in the destruction of men.” But in all 
this there is no whisper as yet of any 
moral qualities of evil. The conception 
is entirely one of physical power, used 
with the utmost malevolence and In
justice against men. Along with his 
principal wife, who is variously called 
Devi, Durga, Uma and Kall, he is por
trayed as the Incarnation of physical 
evil, wrong, Injustice or misfortune. In 
the “Puranas” Siva Is described as 
wandering about surrounded by ghosts 
and goblins, inebriated, naked and 
with disheveled hair, covered with the 
ashes of a funeral pile, ornamented 
with human skulls and bones, some
times laughing and sometimes crying. 
Devi, his consort, is represented with a 
hideous and a terrible countenance, 
streaming with blood, encircled with 
snakes, hung round with skulls and hu
man heads, and In all respects resem
bling a “fury” rather than a goddess. 
The only pleasure which Siva and Devi 
feel is when their altars are drenched 
with bipod, which,,of course, could not 
be shed without thé destruction of some 
form of life.

John S. Jackson writes from Lowell, 
Mass.: “The First Spiritualist Society 
of Lowell is drawing to a close its 
metings for the season. Since last Oc
tober we have had some of .the best 
speakers on the Spiritualistic platform. 
During this Beason we have had Mrs. 
Nettle H. Harding, Mrs. Ida P. A. 
Whitlock, Sirs. Annie Laura Jones, 
Sirs. A. J. Pettlngill (wife of Judge 
Pettingill), Sirs. Prentice, Mrs.^Hattie 
SInson, Sirs. Annie E. Cunningham, 
Sir. A. P. Blynn, Mr. J. S. Scarlett, and 
others. Mrs. Whitlock, of Providence, 
R. I., occupied our platform eleven Sun
days since Christmas. She is one of the 
most refined and advanced speakers In 
our ranks. During the months of July 
and August we meet at the Earnscllff 
Grove, about three miles out (the prop
erty of the Silases Harris, two of our 
veteran Spiritualists). Our music has 
been given special attention. We have 
as soloist Sir. W. J. Hervey, one of Sig
nor Potoil of Boston’s pupils, a fine 
contralto.”

Will C. Hodge has been lecturing at 
Brodhead, Wls., where he had a splen
did audience.

Mrs. M. Ji Carter writes from Jones
boro, Ind.: “The Spiritualists of Jones
boro and adjoining cities and towns 
will hold a Fourth of July celebration

, under Carter’s maple trees, corner of 
Maine and Seventh streets, Jonesboro, 
Ind. Dr. H. C. Andrews, the Insplra-

’ tlonal lecturer, will address the people 
on that occasion. A large crowd is ex
pected. Come one, come all, with well 
filled baskets and a spiritual feast.”

bls wife, guardian of the Lyceum, were 
also with us, assisted by members of 
the different committees, in their va- 
rlous departments to make all a-perfect 
success. Mrs: Gray and' Mrs. Barker 
are our Star ticket sellers, and they just 
made things hustle In that : direction. 
We must not forget to mention Mr., 

■ Lyall and Mr. Kerr, for we could not
well have gotten along without their 

. assistance and presence, for they are 
■ inch hustlers, especially when they 

_ know that they are appreciated. All 
' who had anything to do with the ex

cursion did well and nobly, and we 
Wish to have them know that It is ap
preciated.?

‘church noHcee.1^ Rev. J. W. Lake, sec
retary of^pe a^oclatlon, was instruct
ed to convey thesense of the resolution 
to the heafds of’tbe newspapers of the 
city. 'Mr.'Ifiake'l(when seen by a News 
representative to-day said: ‘The‘action 
of the assoclatldh ought not to be mis
understood, We; do not object to the 
publicatiolP of these meetings, but do 
not belleve'ihatithey should be denom
inate^ chui’chesj when they are not or
ganized a«<such.:“They are not churches 
in the eyts of the law and have no 
power to solemnize marriages. W.e do 
not attempt to dictate to the newspa
pers what they should publish nor how 
it should be doirn, but simply desire to 
call attention to the matter and the

seance tlie next, and with wonderful re
sults. Their success in Tipton was most 
phenomenal, being largely attended. 
The last seance given there was a ma
terializing seance, and to get room for 
the large erdwd of people who desired 
to attend, one of the leading lawyers of 
'Tipton placed his large office at their 
disposal, and it was filled with law
yers, doctors and the leading people of 
Tipton. At this seance twenty full 
forms materialized.”

Mrs. E. S. Parker writes from Owos
so, Mich.: “We.liave been blessed again 
in the ministry of that gifted woman, 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of Grand Ledge, 
Mich. She was with us three weeks, 
leaving us to attend the annual conven
tion of the society at Sturgis, Mich. 
She Is a great favorite with the Owosso 
society. The 12th of June we had the 
pleasure of making the acquaintance of 
Mr. Ernest Lincoln, who had been fill
ing an engagement with the Lansing 
society. He is a trance speaker of un
usual ability for one so young, teaching 
Spiritualism from a practical stand
point as well as scientific.”

Cora Fuller writes: "Sunday,- June 
17, dawned bright and clear. All na
ture seemed at her best on this the 
opening day of Pon-she wa-lng camp
meeting, and at 10:30 a. m. a falr-Blzed 
audience had assembled under the can
opy of leaves and branches to listen to 
the words of welcome which were given 
by Mr. R. L. Myers, of Pon-she-wa-lng, 
and responded to by Mr. O. A. Edgerly, 
of Lynn, Mass. After the noon hour
people began to come by boat and car
riage, and at 2:30 a good audience was 
waiting to listen to the eloquence of 
Mr. A. E. Tisdale. The spiritual songs 
rendered by Mr. Tisdale and the read
ing by Miss Cora Fuller were well re
ceived. Mr. Joseph King, of Pipestone, 
Mich., will be in camp this week.” .

Scribe writes: "G. W. Kates and wife 
held a series of dally grove meetings on 
the' lake front at Bemldyl, Minn., 
June 17 to 24. In a beautiful little 
grove overlooking the lake, seats and 
platform had been erected. There the 
people came, and listened, going away 
reflecting and discussing. The meet
ings, the lectures and tests have done 
great good here to inform our people of 
Spiritualism. A counter meeting near
by was started by the Methodists, but 
our audiences Increased each day. We 
have a good working society In Be
midji, organized by Mr. and Mrs. Kates. 
The interest is growing. Our home 
meetings are interesting and we have 
purchased an organ, and will soon have 
a temple, as the lot is already se
cured.”

Nellie S. Baade writes: “The First 
Spiritualist Philosophical Society of De
troit, Mich., closed its meetings the last 
Sunday of May, and last Monday even
ing held a reception in our parlors, 
which was well attended. Speeches,

views of1 the association upon it?” 
How jealously IS the pulpit guarding its 
rights. Thé fact that it fears the an
nouncements of free-thought meetings 
is significant of the loss of its power 
over the masses. . .

A special to the Chicago Times- 
Herald says: “Rev! A. Pieper has set the 
Lutheran Synod of the Wisconsin dis
trict agog by a series of theses In 
which he maintains that Spiritualism 
Is nothing more nor less than witch
craft, and so far from being modern 
dates back to Bible times. Mr. Pieper 
in his paper held that while many of 
the manifestations shown by Spiritual
ists are the result of natural conditions, 
some are unusual and unaccountable. 
But they are aR on the same plane as 
the witchcraft of Bible and later times. 
Many members of the synod took ex
ception to Mr, Pieper’s views and 'in 
discussion maintained that the phe-. 
nomena méntloned by him were the re
sult of willful or self-deception on the 
part of the individuals who made the 
Investigations. The facts, they held, 
were not well authenticated."

A special "benefit" will be given the 
Rand of Harmony at the home of Mrs. 
Hattie F. R, Peet, No. 48 Ashland boul
evard, on .Thursday afternoon and 
evening, June 28, from 3 to 10 p. m. 
Ladles will bring lunch as usual, and 
coffee will be served at 6 p, m. The 
pastor, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond will 
be present, and a tine program will be 
provided. All members and friends are 
cordially Invited to be present.

Jacob Bullion writes from Meslçk, 
Mich.: “W. O. Knowles, of Grand 
Rapids, has been among us again for a 
few days and stirred up the people In 
this locality by bls logical and fine tests. 
He lectured at the Carpenter school
house and gave many tests to full 
houses. He also spoke twice at our 
schoolhouse to -appreciative audiences. 
His parlor seances caused much won
derment; one in particular held in the 
writer’s parlor, where independent 
writing was produced*  on paper tablets. 
A mouth-organ .owned by our son 
while on earth ¡having been placed on 
the table, was played upon by Its for
mer owner during the seance. Trumpet 
speaking was also a feature of the even
ing’s entertalnnpsut, but the most note
worthy qpd enjoyable occasion was a 
grove meeting and picnic held near 
Sperman-.oh the 17th. The morning’s 
gathering was comprised of Spiritual
ists mostly, who enjoyed a short ad
dress frqm thq Doctor, followed by 
tests. After filling our haversacks with 
the good .things, we were prepared to 
hold the fort, and by 2 o’clock we were 
surrounded on ^all sides, and should 
have surrendered but for the timely 
mounting I of our big gun, which was 
well loaded with shot and shell, and 
after a few shots were fired we saw 
plainly that the day was ours, and so it 
proved, for Mr.ilKnowles was met on 
all sides with congratulations and re
quests to come again when the meeting 
adjourned.?’.- ,
. Quincy Spiritualist Hall; 301 Maine 
street, Quincy, Ill. Services there every 
Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. Me
diums and friends will meet with a hap
py welcome at these headquarters.

Frank T. Ripley has closed a two 
months engagement at Fort Wayne, 
Ind. Address all letters to him in care 
of 40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill.

A. B. Gates writes from Cortland, N. 
Y.: “Last Sunday night an audience of 
about one hundred gathered together to 
listen to the inspiring messages from 
their loved ones through Maggie Waite. 
Capt. John W. Straw’brldge came with 
a message to his wife, bringing unmis
takable evidence of his spirit presence. 

~ilrs. Jennie Conant came with a mes
sage for her son. A spirit calling him
self Joel Rouse manifested and wished 
to send a message to his two sons who 
resided in Upper Isle, La'Vousies and 
LeRoy. The spirit was anxious to 
reach them. He requested this mes

' sage be sent to his sons: ‘I want you to 
attend to your business and come to a 
settlement between yourselves, divid
ing the property while you are in 
earth life, and not leaving It for some 
one else to settle. I beg of you, my

.Our friends will remember that we ac
cept subjects for our songs from prom
inent skeptics only, thus furnishing am
ple proof of spirit help. We hope to go 
south for the winter months, but wish 
to hear from northern societies for the 
fall months. Address me at Alaska, 
Michigan.”

Isaac S. Lee writes from Quincy, Ill.: 
“A determined effort is now being made 
to revive the work in Quincy. Dr. 
Bacher with others have put their 
shoulders to the wheel, rented a hall, 
furnished It for services and Invite all 
good spirits to c.ome here and learn to 
be happy. This hall and rooms adjoin
ing have been dedicated as Spiritualist 
headquarters here in Quincy. Last Sun
day, though it was raining, quite a num
ber of people was present, aud also a 
large number of youth in this locality. 
Interest is awakening here, for several 
persons came to me this week to learn 
when we would have our next -meeting. 
We have public free seances every 
Wednesday evening.”__________

Mrs. Josie Walker Brubaker writes 
from Kansas City, Mo.: "One evening 
last week, I listened to the inspired 
music of Miss Edith Edwards. It was 
the sweetest, grandest, and most soul 
stirring I have ever heard; music that 
filled the soul with rapture. She has 
never studied music; there Is not a sheet

The Sturgis Annual Meeting.
It gave me great pleasure last week 

to attend the annual anniversary meet
ing, held in Sturgis, Mich., the 16th and 
17th of the month. Forty-two years 
ago I delivered the dedicatory address 
at the' opening of this magnificent 
church edifice. That occasion was one 
long to be remembered. There were 
present such distinguished men as 
Judge Coffinberry, Joel Tiffany, jurist, 
Selden J. Finney, Frank L. Wadsworth, 
Giles B. Stebbins, a most valiant de
fender of the truth now residing in De
troit, and other speakers.

Among the many anniversaries (hat 
I have attended in this Southern Mich
igan city, never was I present at a more 
earnest, enthusiastic and harmonious 
meeting than the one just held. The 
church edifice was packed and Mrs. 
Sheets was at her best. Her trance ad
dresses, under the controlling influence 
of Ormond, the ancient giver of flowers, 
were simply magnificent. The sinking 
was very fine and the conference meet
ings were enthusiastic. The Baptist 
■preacher of tlie city being present, I 
made the occasion one of giving the 
facts, proofs, and the doctrines of Spir
itualists. T)ie platform was beautiful
ly decorated vrfth flowers and palms. 
It was an occaton long to be remem
bered. ■

A most excellent letter was read from 
Brother R. Spalding, of Chicago, who 
was for many years a resident of Stur
gis and a singer In the choir. His soul
is still afire with 
uallsm—and with 
this present time, 
from his letter:

A good work will be begun at the 
camp this year, the foundation is laid, 
the work will go on; there Is a deep 
spiritual sentiment that pervades all of 
the expressions of this camp, this will 
attract and inspire visitors.

Oden, Mich. DR. M. E. CONGER.

fl $12 Batu 6ablH6tX$5.00 
Oar new 19OB style Squat© Quaker 
guaxanteod beat of nil cabinets nt any 
price. Has real door on bingos,, steal 
iramo, beat materials, rubber lined, 
folds flat, lasts 20 years. Turkish ana 

Vapor baths et borne Be each. 
Open the millions of porss, 
oncate poisons out of the blood,

w ...
LaGrippe, BheumatiuKt Neu*  

«I, Cbeilty, Female HU, 
ood. fiklL, fierve or Eld« 

ney troubles. Money refunded uftor 80 days use, if not 
aa represented. Price with heater, directions, formulas, 
15.00. Face Steamer (1.00extra. Order today. Write 
Bl*  Weses. Splendid Seller. IflQents Wanted.

World Mfg. Oo., 8T World Bud'c, Cincinnati, O. 
recommend above firm as reliable.~£:ditor-\

/©■'

the glories of Splrlt- 
the living reforms of 
Here Is a quotation

“It 1b about fifty years since Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, Giles Stebbins, Warren Chase, 
and Joel Tiffany first stepped one by 
one, on to the Spiritualist platform In 
Sturgis. Tiffany was logical, Finney 
was eloquent, Chase was sarcastic, 
Stebbins good and true, but Dr. Peebles 
was theological, loving and pathetic, 
and how we used to linger after an ad-
dress 
other 
have 
these

for a hand-sliake. I doubt if 
speakers could be found who 
done so much for the cause as 
workers. Some of them long ago

garnered their sheaves, but Dr. Peebles 
still remains and we understand, 
speaks In your convention. Long may 
this venerable worker be spared to reap 
,-the harvest of his toll. Truly he has 
journeyed a long and dusty road, and 
many years ago earned the title of ‘Pil
grim.’ We propose to add another pre
fix and call him the ’White Pilgrim.’ 
He has seen the result of his early la-

EYESIGHT 
RESTORED

THE PSYGHOGRflPH!
-ORr-

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Falling Eyesight, Cataracts or 
Blindness Cured without the 

use of the knife.
Dr. W. O, Coffee, the noted eye specialist of Des 

Moines Iowa, has perfected a mild treatment by 
whichanyonesufferingirom 
failing eyesight, cataracts, 
blindness or any disease of 
the eyes can cure them*  
selves at home. 18,000 suf*  
ferers in all parts of the 
country were cured last 
year by his wonderful ab
sorption method. Judge 
George Edmunds, a leading 
attorney of Carthage, Ills.. 
79 years old, was cured oi 

„ « « « cataractson both eyes.
W,O. Coffee, M. D. Lucinda Hammond, 

Aurora. Neb- 77 years old, had cataracts on both 
eyes and Dr. Coffee’s remedies restored her to per
fect eyesight. If you are afflicted with any eye 
trouble write to Dr. Coffee and tell him aU about 
it. He will then tell you just what he can do. He 
will also send you Free of charge his 80 page book, 
“The New System of Treating Diseases of the 
Eye.” It is full of interesting and valuable in
formation. All cures are permanent. Write 
to-day for yourself or friend to
W.O.COFFEE, M.D., 818 Good Block,Des Moines,la.

Daniel K*  Tenney's 

BOOKS
The Earth Not Created.

Fallacy of All Cosmic Theories.... Price, is eta.
An able argument to show that the world has 
always existed.

Never-Ending Life,
Assured by Science....... • Price, 6 et».

The best scientific argument in favor of a fu
ture life that has ever before been made.

Jehovah Interviewed,
Or Orthodoxy from Headquarters.. .Price, 6 eta. 

A newspaper reporter goes up tcUieaven and in*  
terviews Jehovah.

Theology,
Its, Origin, Career and Destiny.... Prien, io eta» 

One of the best and most comprehensive slim
ming up of the absurdities of the Christian 
Theology that has ever before appeared.

Holy Smoke in the Holy Land.
.. Price, 10 cis,

Susan H. Wixon says: “I have read, first and 
last, many accounts of Palestine, or 'the Holy 
Land,' but have uever seen anything in that line 
that pleased me so well as this description by 
Daniel K. Tenney.”

The Plan of Salvation. Pdcc, ,oct«.
In this pamphlet Mr. Tenney shows the absurd*  
ity of the Christian '‘Plan of Salvation" in so

_ clear and plain a manner that any Christian who 
has a spara of reason left cannot fail to see it.

“Owed" to the Clergy. Price.«ct».
An address read before the Free Thought Con*  
gress held in Paine Hall, Boston, Nov. 17th, 1899.

The Master's Masterpiece,

bora, In honest sturdy Spiritualism all-_

G. W. Kates will speak in Hendrum, 
Minn., June 26 and 27; in Grand Foiks, 
N. D., June 28, 29 and July 1; In Wheat
on, Minn., July 4 to 9, When they dedi
cate the local Spiritual Temple. . Ad
dress them 560 Seventh avenue North, 
Minneapolis, Minn. : : - .

W. H. Selvoy writes from Wheeling, 
W. Va.: “Mrs. Alice Baker, trance and 
insplratipnal lecturer, of Cleveland, O., 
has been with us during the month of 
June doing missionary work. Although 
we have no organization here' we have 
many that understand the beautiful 
philosophy of /Spiritualism. Mrs. 
Baker has been untiring In her efforts 
with us... She is a (good worker, and a 
lady of culture and refinement."

recitations, music and refreshments 
made the time pass very pleasantly. 
.One of the surprises was the presenta
tion of a beautiful diamond ring to my
self from from the Philosophical So
ciety, also a banner and badge of honor 
and a diamond brooch from a lady who 
has become greatly interested in Spir
itualism through our guides, and sev
eral other valuable presents, amounting 
to a considerable sum. We speak of 
this reception as we greatly appreciate 
all that has been done for us by the 
dear friends. • Kight years of steady 
work for one society has greatly en
deared them to. me, and an earnest call 
to remain their pastor another year, 
makes me feel that my spirit guides are 
being appreciated as never. before. I 
have been so overworked that Illness 
was thé result, and I have been obliged 
to cancel many engagements for thé 
season. I shall attend only one camp 
where, we will be chairwoman; at 
beautiful Island Lake, where every
thing is conducive to health.and happi
ness. Great improvements hâve been 
and are being made in the ' hotel and 
grounds; in fact, the very, best accom
modations for man and beast, and with 
some of the.best talent possible to pro
cure, we anticipate a grand and glori
ous time. Detroit has at last awakened 
to the fact that Island Lake Is one . of 
the finest summer resorts in Michigan, 
and many are going to.attend and en
joy the meetings for the first time. I 
hope all camps may prosper and good 
bee the result.” . .
. The Fort Wayne News of June 14 
says: “At the last meeting of the Minis
terial Association that body passed a 
resôlution which declares in effect that 
the association does not believe that no
tices of the meetings of any Spiritual
istic; Theosophical or Christian Science 
bodies should be published with other 
religious notices under the head of

boys, to attend to this at once, and by 
so doing, do justice to the dead as well 
as the living.’ Many other communica
tions were given.”

Mrs. Summers has just returned to 
Chicago from a ten days’ sojourn In 
‘Egypt’ (Southern Illinois), a region un
frequented by the apostles of our 
movement, where she has-been doing 
work as a missionary; one Sunday at 

' Greenup and dne at Vevay Park, in 
UnlVersallst churches, occupying the 
principal hours of worship. Under the 
auspices of the “Students of Nature,” 
of Chicago, she organized at Greenup 
a society under the local name of "The 
Students of Truth,” with Edltdb Rat
cliff as the president and Mis. Van
over as the secretary.”

Joseph Carn writes from Boston, 
Mass.: “We have closed a most success: 
ful season of lectures In Boston, 
through the medlunishlp of Mrs. N. J. 
Willis, of Cambridge. Her services 
were secured by M. S. Ayer, at the 
First Spiritual- »Temple. Mr. Ayer’s 
wonderful success is due<o his indom
itable will and push. Thousands of 
dollars are spenilby him annually to up
build the jcatise rof Spiritualism, which 
is sb dear to hlsrsoul.”

Isaac S. Lee, fbr 40 years a Spiritual
ist, insplr&ilpnali1 lecturer and psycho
metric .tes(;<medtam, has returned to 
Quincy, IH.t his? home since boyhood. 
Those deeifing Ills services in Illinois, 
Missouri ¿v Iov>a address him at 301 
Maine strict, Quincy; 111. _

over the world, so rapid has been its 
growth. It has woven Its tendrils 
around every church except perhaps-ihe 
Catholic, and changed the complexion 
of their creeds. And even the moss- 
grown old Roman, venerable with age, 
must crumble before this all-consum
ing electric fire kindled the hearts of 
earth's dwellers. If we are faithful to 
tfie sacred trust given ub by the spirit 
world, for they cannot work alone, we 
on earth’s plane have our part to per
form. We have something more to do 
than to fold our hands and sing ‘The 
Sweet Bye and Bye.’ We must work 
now and now. Long ago Spiritualists 
gave to the world the message of ‘Re
form,’ and the world has been watching 
for some of the results of their profes
sion, and asks, 'Where are your 
churches, schools and charitable Insti
tutions?’ We must confess there is a 
lack in our ranks in this direction. 
Spiritualists ought to be doing some
thing to aid in establishing a spiritual 
republic on earth, as It is in the realms 
beyond. -It rests with us to evolve 
some plan for the amelioration of the 
toiling masses, and render charity un
necessary by releasing for the people 
those natural opportunities given, to 
man by Almighty God, by which to 
procure the necessities and comforts of

Or the Sermon on the Mount.........Price, io ctn.
This is the most thorough exposition of ths fal
lacies of this noted "sermon" that was ever be- 
forb^published.

Modern Theology and Its Ideal Jesus 
Price, io cts.

The absurdities of the reputed teachings of Jesus 
are here shown up as no other writer has ever 
presented them before, which will convince any 
honest reader that the most of them are con*  
summate nonsense.

The Hon. Daniel K. Tenney, the author of these 
books, has been for many years the leading law*  
yer in one of the most distinguished law firms In 
Chicago, and there is not a more able writer in the 
Liberal ranks.

Harmonics of Evolution.

I

life.”
Battle Creek, Mich.

J. M. PEEBLES, M. I).

of >use. She plays under
severe’ test’ cohdftlons, blindfolded and 
flannel thrown tfrer the keys. Selec
tions fronJ’Yhe i/fd masters are played 
with an eih?e thSt puts to flight any 
doubt that, might arise in-the mind in 
regard to’tier inspiration. The music 
that is giWn through her hands could 
not be acijhlred'my practice. I wish 
that all lovers of soul music could hear 
her play. She, ¿lays several selections 
before the opening of the services at 
Arlington Hall every Sunday evening, 
and also'graclously consents to play for 
those who call at her parlors', 611 East 
8th street. She1 and her mother,'Mrs. 
Carrie L. Bean, are conducting the only 
Spiritual meeting here this summer, at 
Arlington, Hall, and large crowds are in 
attendance every Sunday evening.”

Carrie F. Weatherford writes: “Dur
ing the comint season my eldest daugh
ter, Essie, agqd 16, will positively as
sist me With ¿all engagements;! giving 
tests and helpmg with her fine elocution 
at entertainments for the benefit of the 
associations; also aiding in lyceum or
ganization. This daughter has a very 
remarkable pha?e of mediumship, as 
she improvises with me, singing alto.

Pon-she-wa-ing, Mich.
The subscriber and wife reached this, 

the Pon-she-wa-lng camp on the 15th, 
the opening day, and as usual there 
were many minor details to adjust and 
put In order. As camp missionaries we 
are able to suggest and assist in the ma
terial as well as the spiritual work so 
necessary In the infancy of every camp. 
A description of the locality of the Pon- 
she-wa-ing camp grounds and the sur
roundings would occupy too much of 
your valuable space. Your readers and 
the scribe must be content with, the 
simple statement that N. M. Kellam’s 
selection of grounds and surroundings 
Is beautiful; an attractive, convenient 
resort hotel, with Mr. Kellam, his effi
cient wife, genial daughter just bud
ding Into womanhood, and Miss Cora 
Fuller, the calm, clear-headed, experi
enced comp counselor, niece and cousin 
of the Kellam family, at the head -of 
this new camp, it bids fair to rank sec
ond to none in the state. From a brief 
acquaintance with the Kellams we 
have come to-believe in them, that they 
will stand the test, which all camp 
leaders, owners and managers of camp's 
must stand, when the tests are made.

At this time “tests” are the watch
word, Spiritualists ought to be able to 
face every material, moral and spiritual 
test; can they dp so? Where do we 
stand, and "where are we at?”

Spiritualists ought to know that they 
cannot hide their real condition, or po
sition, do they perceive this? "Do our 
ambitious leaders ever stop to consider 
that their efforts, lives and ’acts , are 
transparent? Do they realize that thou
sands are ashamed of their unjust 
schemes? .

Brothers Edgerly and Tisdale are en- 
.gaged as spiritual, teachers during the 
entire three weeks of this northern 
Michigan camp, which is dedicated to 
spiritual freedom, yes, to “Spiritual 
freedom,” without compromise. '

The writer and wife are teaching the 
laws of health and right living, and find 
the people here as everywhere, anxious 
for a change,- and receptive to the prac
tical common sense health lessons we 
are giving. •. -

Tble Instrument is substantially the same as that 
employed by Prof. Hare In bls early investigations, 
In its Improved form It has been before the public for 
more than seven years, and in the hands of thousands 
of penons has proved its superiority over the Blan
chette, and all other instrument! which have been 
brought out in Imitation, both in regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
Ito aid. and ai a means or developing mediumship.

Do you with to investigate Spiritualising 
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Db you desire to receive Communicationsf

The Psychograph is an invaluable assistant. 4 
pamphlet with full directions for the '

Formation of Circles and Cultivatioi
. of Mediumship

with every instrument. Mauy who were COt aware© 
their mediumlstic gift, have, after; a few ridings 
been able to receive delightful messages- A volumi 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Hany 
who began with it as an amusing toy, found that th0 
intelligence controlling It knew more than thenv 
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: "I had 
communications (by the Psycnograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave*  
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They kava 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Split 
Itualism la indeed true, and the communications hove 
fliven my heart the greatest comfort in the severest 
oss I have had of son, daughter, and their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bis 
name familiar to those Interested in peyoHc mattery, . 
writes as follows: "I am much pleased with the Psf*  
cnograph. It is very simple in principle and construc
tion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spfr« 
Huai power than the one now in use. I bellave it will 
generally supersede the latter when Its superior 
merita become known."

Securely packedt and sent postage paid from 
the msmufacturer, for $1,00, Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
____ Berlin HeidbtQb fibio.

E. D. BABBITT’S WORKS.
Human Culture and Cure.

Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Paper cover. 
60 cents. ■
Human Culture and Cure.

Part Second. Marriage, Sexual Development ani 
Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cents.
Social Upbuilding,

Including Co operative Systems and the Hspplnesa 
and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 cents. 
Health and Power. !

A Handbook of Cure, Btc. Cloth, 25 cents: Leat’att 
35 cents.
Religion.

Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent CiotlL 
11 ; paper, 60 cepts.

Principles of Light and Color.
One of the greatest books of the age, 85-, bymtti 

82 cents extra. -

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To which Is added Spiritual Phenomena: How to In« 
veetlgate their various phases; bow to form circle! 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuine 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist shouM 
have It. Price, cloth. 75c. ,

Three Journeys
Around the World,

Or Travels in the Pacific Islands, 
New Zealand, Australia, 

Ceylon, India,
And other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peeblei, Aj 
M..M. D., Ph. D. lu this splendid large book DtJ 
Peebles has concentrated a vast amount of valuable 
Information. It la exceedingly entertaining aud read
able, and Spiritualism as be found It everywhere 
in bls travels receives due attention, making tb<! 

'book of special value and Interest to Spiritualists, 
large pages, finely bound, at the low price of 11.50. For, 
sale at this office. ’

The Bridge Between Two Worlds; 
BY ABBY A. JUDSON.

With partnit of the author. Deeply spiritual and 
instructive. An excellent work. Price, cloth, 11.00) 
paper, 76 cents. For sale at this office.

The Philosophy of Individual Life, 
Based Upon Natural Science

Al tauubt by modem mutare of law. Br Florenco 
Huntley. An exceedingly lntare,ttng and dl.tlnctly 
valuable contribution to the literature of evolution, । 
unfolding Ita law, from the deeper and dearer spirit
ual aspect, and Indicating the defect, of the Darwin
ian theory. Spiritualist, and Material!,« alike can 
gain much from Ita perusal, ■ Price, finely bound in 
cloth, 82. For sale at this office. !

The Development of the Spirit
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The 
origin of religions, and their influence upon-'ths 
mental development of the human race. Transcribed 
nt the request of a band of ancient philosophers. 
Price, 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist stuck on Bplrltuallsm repulsed. By 

Moses Hull. Price 10 cents. For sale st this office.

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

' By Mrs. Dr. Hulburt. On the present status of 
woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually. 
The divine law of true harmonial marriage, etc. 
Price, 10c.

I THE DIAKKA.
* The Diekke and Their Earthly Victims.bv

A. J. Davie, is a very Interests;
work. It Is an explanation of much that li fuse and 
repulsive in Spiritualism, embodying a most Im*  
portant recent interview with James Victor Wilson, a 
resident of the Bummer Land. Price &0 cents. For 
sale at this office.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART II.
Judge!, King!. Prophet« end Apostles. Comments 

on the Old end New Testamenta. from Joshua to Rev
elation. The comments are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit, the work of radical thinkers, who are not 
ignorant of the higher criticism. There is not a dull 
page. Paper, 50c.

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
: I I BY 111 

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST.

2M pages. One copy, Sit six coptes, n

VBOX NIGHT TO MORN}
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Chrnvh.

82 pages. One copy, IS cents, ten copies, tt.

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS.
209 pages. Ono copy, bound In cloth. U| pgpOk H 

cents. ________

For SaU <rt flH» Ofiice, 40 tarais 8tn&>

Seta forth the Philosophy of Existence, with dotatle4 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualist! 
alike, as It demonstrates the truth of the spirit maak 
testations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Chrlstial 
religion Is based, as well as the actuality of moden 
Klrit manifestations. Ite title page claims that thf 

ok Is
X BCTENTIfW MMON8TRATLON 

of the
Sxtetenoe of the soul of man as his eons 

scious individuality independently 

of the physical oryanismj 
of the

~~ CONTHfUITT OF LIE#

and the
ACTUALITY OF SPIRIT RETURN.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
■ I I OF ■ a• f

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
' ■■ a OR . .a

A CONCORDANCE
Tothe principal passages of the Old and Neu 
' ■ Testament Scriptures which prove

\or imply Spiritualismi • 
Together with » brief history of the origin of many of 

. : th'elmportant books of the Bible. .

BY MOSES HULL.

The first eleven chapters ere devoted entirely to 
manifestations of the soul Incarnate, with a clear ex*  
position of the psychic philosophy.

The succeeding four chapters sei forth the phlloso» 
pbyof the Infinite. ’

The last twenty chapters are devoted to an expoib 
tlon of spiritual philosophy, with evidence In detail 
much of It helm? personal experiences of the author.

The prie*  of the book <s $ L. Jbr sale 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker,

THE KOriAM.
Commonly called the “A titwrnu'Of Mohammed.’* Th . 
standard Arabian or Mohnmincdau Bible. Clothe 
price. Si. For sale atthte office.

Much that Is In this book appeared In a abridged 
Herm tn a series of nine full pages of Tsi Pboguxss- 

.iraTsmun. Tbese articles were prepared aS Iba 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need oi
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only teemed to whet the appetite for more; hence the ..•.Kltna.fnw ' ... .publication of tùli work.

PRACTICAL METHODS TOIN« 
SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction 
In matters pertaining to physical, mental and snlrltun 
health. Worth many times Its cost Prlco 10 cents.

• 333
upncauonoitinswork - • , _-~T .
The author, MoieiHuiL hfe written man^ voiumei The above is the number or the pres*  

ent tone of The Progressive Thinker.
Hull, In bli Introduction of thta work says:- •*  ' M primed at the top ot the first page, 

thtaboox win Berre to !eu the oeopi#' right hand corner, if this number cor
out of the wildernes! of doubt and deiptir: and that > ««
when Spiritnaltnn iball hare wretted the Bible from responas With the figures OU your wrap*  
iti Sanctified*  enemieB, it win not ‘anike*  it, but win per, then the time you have paid for has 

are requested to renew 
llgbtenment with the humble prayer that it will provo ; yOUF subscription. Tpl8 number*  at the 
aS!l1MJ>e,1’alcU“toeJer,Lr«* a«'-'' - I right hand corner of the first page Is ad-
conuim ass mpib, beautifully printed on rood paper, vftneed e*cn  week, showing the numbei 
conuun« a fuu-pm portrait of tbe author and it of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 

date. Keep watch of the number «■
PRICE Bl. FOR SALE AT THIS QFFlCF the tag of your wrapper. .. ./



Address him at Beilin, Heights, Ohio. n vlt,(n,; lbe curth_

to send one by means of a chair, table, I 
book, or other article. If we were-dis-1 
appointed when we found that we- 
could not do so, we might say with this I 
correspondent we are “helpless,or non- I 
existent” for really there Is scarcely I 
anything that will receive our thoughts! 
Instead of complaining of the guardian | 
angels, would it not be wiser to at- i 
t^mpt to conform to the conditions 
which makes control possible? If the 
shutters are closed and the curtains 

This department Is under the man- I drawn pi our dwelling; can we expect

THE CAMP-MEETINGS.

Ogemeut of I the sunlight to stream in? If we want
the light, wo must open wide the wln- 

Hudson Tuttle. dows! “

_ __________________ _______ —• life for its object the preparation tor
■■ - , . the life to come? This Is widely taught

NOTE—The Questlous and AU I an(j l]lat eXj)erjeilce gained on earth I 
have called forth such a host o lh. necessary to round out and complete .r-’t'iiU -j 
bpondems, that to give all t!tlua . I the existence which is to follow. 
Ing compels tho nnsweio .u be m The temperature of space is said
the most condensed fotm, aua .. . to be 400 degrees below zero; is it not a 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed w “ I frlgid place for lhe spirit world? 
forced brevity. 1'ioofs have to u A According to spiritual science the
ted, and the style becomes tueii-uy u object attained by the earth-life is the
beitlte, which oi all tilings is to p evolution of a spiritual being. In the
leented. Ooi respondents otten I normal order of events that spirit has a 
with waiting for tho appeaia I half-century more or less of experience 
their questlous and wilte lette ju the physical body. But this is not
quay. The supply of ‘ „Iven necessary, once evolved, whether It deseveral weeks ahead of the spape gwen, | . >. . .. Ashley Camp. 0,
------- ahead or tue 8F“Fp 5pia7 I parts in liitancy or in maturest age, the I This camp begins July 29, and ends 
and hence there Is unavotua I gpifit goea right on in Its development. August 19, 1900. For programmes ad-
Eveiy one lias to wait nlsi „nuui The life in the spirit-world is a contlnu- dress H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio,
place, and ail aio treated w ance of this, and there Is no necessity of Doll Comn n
filter. returning to receive its experiences. ■ ■(“•“'Pffi Dell VUUip, v.

NOTICE—No attention will be glven Thut It Is a "probationary school” and The National Spiritual and Religious 
auouymous letters. Full mime and ad- fol. “preparation” for the life to come, Camp Association will hold its twelfth 
dress must be given, or the letters win js a conception, shown by its phrased- annual session, commencing July 22, 
not be read. If tho request bo made, ogyi t0 be (ijVjne(j from mistaken theo- ending September. For full particulars 
the name will not be published, lbe ioglcaI tttneics. The vast majority of and programme, enclose stamp and ad- 
corrcspondenee of this depar tment has I I)eopie al.e ]GS3 prepared for spirit life I dress Lucy King, corresponding sccre- 
become excessively large, especially let- at seventy-five than in Infancy. If tary, Mantua, Ohio.
ters of inquiry requesting private an- they have hud experience, it has been Avbancna Vallnv Pnmn 
ewers, and while I freely give what- that which has dragged them down I AlKlUlbttS Vnitty Vnllip. 
ever information I am able, the oim- hlt0 the luire Qf seltishness and and ma- The Arkansas Valley Spiritual Asso- 
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex-1 teriallty, and blighted their spiritual elation will hold Its 7th annual camp- 
pected. HUDSON TU11LE. perceptions. If the fact was forcefully meeting In Island Park, at Winfield,
■ '•________ ---------------------- imprinted on the mind that we are spir- Kansas, commencing July 7, and ending

n r> .. ,. n AhrlatlnnR claim I* 8 uow> as distinctly as we shall ever Jul)’ 17, 1900. For full particulars ad- Mrs. O. Potter. Q. ChHstians ciaim pe Uw futui-e; fleHb.clad) yej; gpll.1(8i dress Chas. 0- Betllelj WJpfleia, Kans. 
more adhmeiits to Christianity to-day, I aad‘o^our enXs^m^^then tffis I hak® Plea8ant CiU11P’ MaS8‘ ' 

in all the 8a aadedi wonortlon'to earth life “‘S11* become a training- This camp opens July 29. The circu- 
tlian ever befo e. even In l’lopal “0“ ta school for eternity. Then our every lars are now ready and can be had upon 
number of inhabitants. Is tins c°l | tbougllt aua action nlight seeIn t0 jiave application. In writing for them please

a two-fold relation; one to this life and I enclose stamp for return postage. Ad
one to the life beyond. We should be- ficess Albert P. Blinn, Clerk, 603 Tte- 

....................-e, which almost as a lnont 8tl'eet> Boston, Mass.
life is re- Columbus Camp, O. this ex st- . .This camp will open July 1, and close

■ ■ 1 .............. 'lie . 1 —
Lake Heleh, Fla.

The Southern Oassqaagaj,panip, Lake 
Helen, Florida, will open j|ie first Sun
day, in February, 100^ Eflyua J. Huff, 
corresponding seeretmy. 1(„

Niantic Daniil;
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

Meeting Asspclatlou, pt NJiintlc camp
grounds, Niantic, Conn; season of 1900, 
commencing June 25 affld continuing un
til September 8, inclusive. For pro
grammes address Mary A. iljatch, secre
tary, South. Windham; Conn.

Franklin (Nefy.) ^unp.
The Northwest Kmisasuand South

west Nebraska Spiritualist,-Association 
will hold their fifth annual camp-meet- 
lug at Franklin, Neb., from July 20 to 
August 0 Inclusive. No pulus will be 
snared to make it a success. For an- । , , . . - .uouneement, circulars and other Infor- IIllals bkow the strangest reasoning 
motion, address the qpcretary, C. jj, Piopei ties, with memoiy of locality and 
Slmnson Franklin Neb recognition ot people. I have seen thebimpson, 1 tanklin, ireD. most luteuse jealousy exhibited when a

Colorado Cfiinp. lavorite animal was petted by the hand.
■ ~ 1 ,, r, ... , Other beasts witnessing such fondling
Canyon Camp, opens In booth Bouldu wouid strike and bite the favored one 

Canyon, July 1, and continues tinough wit[1 8trong eombativeness. 1 have 
July, August, aiid possibly bepteinbei. gecu tlle au|ului uian shown in the 
Any Informa ion desired m regard to I game lllaunel, ,rbe deUvci.y horgo w]u 
this new and .. luteiestujg mot ement bnd blg way t0 every nuinber and house 
“’a.v be obtained by wiltiyg May laylo!, t]lat bg bgg stopped at heretofore, and 
Box ipu, Denver, coio. । that at a uniform gait on schedule time.

Lake Sunapee, N. H. The one that calls where I live every
The twcntv-tliird annual Luke Suna- morning at 6 o’clock sharp, city time, 

pee Spiritualist Camp-meeting will be Pover varies a minute. Please note the 
held at Blodgett’s Landing, N. IL, for fxact time of-the crowing of the roos- 
four weeks, commencing Sunday, July J“s Certainly you wl agree with me 
29, and closing Sunday, August 2«, 1900. tllat ,‘bey aie “»‘unis tjme-pleces. 
For programmes address the secretary, Animals hatfe In many Instances 
W. H. Wilkins, Claremont, N, H. I "’ben advanced In years, been known to 

_ commit suicide. A favorite dog of mine 
7777 ’ * *"  I drowned himself In the river. We were
Ottawa, Kansas. talking of killing him. He overheard

reef? , .
A. According to a statement made

Jan. 18, 1900, in the New York World, . lhe (atjk 
the assertion thatWertin Tmo^Tcon- n’íe’is'now deferred until 
is increasing is auavered In a “08t tou’ sumed over the borders of 
elusive manner. Although without tne 
least support by facts, and false In in
tention, It has been published and re
published by the religious press, until 
it passes without contradiction. The 
census reports are unreliable, for the 
membership is always overstated be
cause all those who Incline to tlie 
chinch are counted In full membership. 
It is presumable that New York City, 
o« rho foremost city of the United
S?teVa rLy ‘±&pS I communion between spirits and man, it Chesterfield Camp, lud.
ve^wltV'everw^ attempt to make the embraces the facts, conditions and L rpile camp-meeting of the Indiana As- 
church showing as great as possible, laws, ?f 1 lla.t Intercourse. It unites .the soclatlon of Spiritualists will open at 
there m e 1 WO^000 persons in Greater I P^cbieal phenomena of all ages, and Chesterfield, Ind., July 19, and close 
hjmv York without anv church connec- I races of mankind by proving that they I August 26, 1900. For programmes and 
tion In one ward Brooklyn of I ?ra governed by the same underlying fUI-ther information address Flora Har- 
25,000 there is not a single¡Protestant Ia^dern Spiritualism is distinguished d'n’ &T* 0"’ a"“1““’
church, or mission in the Dgkotas the from thi)t of the past by )bc acceptance New Era Camp, Oregon.
nf'’the ^>numtton-Pln Texas8 *29  per of ,thc <Joctr>ne of law. That the spirit- its next annual gathering will be held

in South Carolina 43. per cent ua^ realm is governed by laws as fixed beginning June 23 and ending July 16,IriPhest of anv sute a?d as those which rule th“g lncAalng four Sundays. Full par-
^The.-cS|« ntwide difference between J^ystcal matter. It unitizes all con- tlculars may be had by addressing E.

nl nna .mmlnal church members fllctlng lnaulf(’3la|lons by reference to w. Penman, secretary, Canby, Oregon, Thn Li soi to be ¿ad“wlll rfr S““11»0" fundamental principles and or Mrs. Kate Obrock, vice-president, 309 
™ a twñ thirds of the Emulation as bt laws; “y eliminating miracles, and shaver street, Portland, Oregon.pott ttto-thlids of the population as oe i (,urulsbluff data by rlgbt jujg I
longing to the various cliutches. What I meut ,nay |le forniea. n reduces a Delphos Camp. -
.18 the actual number that renlm of conjecture, fancy, and whim- The twenty-second annual camp-
q’lmn verano townSiipsIn the most pop- 81tV credu,,ltj; t0.the iule of law- aud meeting of the First Society of State. 
ntnns swimVs contain ftom two to^vo ,m?,kes lll(; blBbest product of evo- Spiritualists and LlbeMH"will' be held

InlmS resultant of lnter-1 J DJpho3i Kang. from August 10 to
rhnreh buildings at some cen- I mlnabIe lln0 ot„ v Jli! beings from the August 26 inclusive. Fer further par-

tarn nine«, with seating cauacity of Pr®toplasmlc ceils of the primitive ages, tlculars or information write to Presl- 
| .n>nP wn tn three fiundred each 3 The .,°U? 'V ‘3 h®110™8 ,iu spirit manlfesta- dent J. N. Blanchard, Delphos, Kansas; 
fiom two to three nunarea eacn. me tton Ig caue(i a Sp ritualist, but to be a m J Main vice-nresident Slmnson

x“« íxsxíí«™i- oi"“zK“'r „ „v
; try township one-fifth of the population worids. It Is not belief, or faith*  or ad- Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
attend church—or that there is seating I ijesion (0 creed that makes the Spirit- I This favorite place of resort offers an 
capacity for more than that proportion. uai|S[. js knowledge, and hence the attractive programme the coming sea-

August 27. Send for programmes to
Inquirer, Boston .Mass.: Q. What Is ®,r’'Y’Noye8’ aecretary’ lg9> N- 

Spiritualism? I Cle'’eland avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
A. As a science Spiritualism is a Pon-She-Wflrillg, Mich, 

knowledge of the psychical or spiritual ,, ............. .....7,___ <..nature of man; and as spirit is the mov- LnJ.S?,rJ,tu?llst cn“1P 
Ing force of tho universe, tho study is | Po?ishB'avaantl' o’ 
that of creation, and Is not complete duuB 1? uudaY’°a u« {J Vnium^mLn*  
uptil the unknown becomes known. In I PkrUeulars addres» N. M. Kellam, m^n- 
a narrower sense, as applied to the I a8er' Uden, Bllcli.

T rm t i m m08‘ coiaPlete definition of Spiritualism soli. The camp opens July 13 andS. J. Peel: Q. What is meant uy jSi tbe scjence of Pfe> bere and bcre. I cioses August 26. Write to the secre- 
splrltual death, as used by Sweden- after. t E GaBtoni Meadville, Pa., for
borg and some spiritual writers I Can programmes
the spirit be annihilated? 1 ’

a. The Bible texts, from which the I Catholic Parochial Schools. Onset Camp-Meeting,
conclusion that certain spirits would be On one oecasjon Bishop Chatard, of Commences July 15, and closes Au- 
annihilated at some time do not war- | fnd[auai preached upon Education in gust 26, 1900. For further particulars 

the cathedral of this city, and referring address Secretary, Onset, Mass.
to the public and parochial schools, he ’ Vinlrahnro- f!nmn not only claimed that the latter were I VlCKSDUTg Lamp.
entitled to a share of the public moneys, Tbe seventeenth annual camp-meet- 
but said, “We have a right to that ln8 of Vicksburg, Mich., will be held in 
money/of tho state; It belongs to us, I Fraser’s Grove, commencing August 3, 

■ ..... . I and closing August 26, 1900. For fur-
our | tber Information address Jeannette

rant that theory. Among the strongest, 
perhaps, Is this from Ephesians I. 4:18: 
“Having the understanding -darkened, 
tielug alienated from the life of God 
through the Ignorance that is ip them 
because of their blindness of heart," luu Blulc> lv UB1OUB8 w ug>
and from Col. 2.18. And you being and W6 shou]a have it! It costs us 
dead in your sin. There ar® ma?? nine millions a year to support cur , ■
.others, but all have the same thought. S(?h00]S >> Fraser, Manager, Vicksburg, Kalama-
Splrltual death is to yield to the lower I Never d)d j beaj. gucb jtbg|]rd zoo county, Mich.
nature, or,In Bible languagbeing ab- and arrognnt statements made, and Lake Bradv
eorbed in sin. The8an8e would expect a better argument from a , , .passages Is so clear It would appear man caU)ng hlmgelf a bish Jn tbe The camp grounds w 11 be’ open for
impossible to misunderstand them. In firgt lace lbe parochlal school, a secta- Plcnlcs Ju5? 11 extending through the 
the lurid vis ions of ReveatioM, the rlan gcbool cannot ect t from summer. The camp-meeting opens July 
final plunge nto hell is the eternal tbe gtat nelther can othe*r denomp i, closing September 1. Anyone wish
death,” the “second death, or spirit- natlon expect ¡t; ana secondly when lng a Lake Brady program will please
ual death.” the Blshon save it costs them nine I write Geo- N- Abbott, Lake Brady, viaWith that peculiar elasticity which mlU|on doPlars' a ycar> ho sho“s “¿“° Kent, Ohio, or E. R. Kidd, Canton, Ohio.
nnvkand,Ue°ve?ybthMrya evenItT direct ^ey hY'’° tbamean8 suPPort tbam Mount Pleasant Park, la,
liny aud evorj Iiieoiy? even IL m uuvvl i fha»Yiap]vnc TVhn fnrnifthn« th#» mnnnv? 1antagonism with each other, by an In-, ™e proportion ?s contain bv4 The elgbtecnth annual camp-meeting,
ner spiritual significance, spiritual hard-working• p™p?e widows and serv I of tlle Mississippi Valley Spirltuallsts’ 
death is asserted to meai tbe annlhila- ani gYris Can^hat monw be better Association wIU be held at Mt Pleasant 
tion of the spirit by a process similar “‘S lf itnlg Park, Clinton, Iowa, from July 29 to
to tho death of the physical body. bap| p^ate Catholic schooTsT wMle August 26’ 1000’ A11 wishing .circulars

It does not follow, that If man exists ?reedom of religion is guaranteed bv should <ivrite t0 the secretal,y. Stella A. 
after death as a spirit he will exist for- tbfl contribution, the state cannot allow £lsk’ 18,418tre.e|’ ^c°kuk> }owa. 
even It Is only evidence that his. life chureh and gtate t b t Those wishing to rent tents, etc should
continues Into a new plane of existence le wJU neTer „ • P write to John Nelson, Mt. Pleasant
But the processes by which a spiritual £ountl.y never! Park, Clinton, Iowa.
being Is evolved strongiy support the I It the'blshop3i however, wish to econ- The Ottawa Camp.
and vrithout enFto8 those who have at- °m4,e’ leththt Gatb.0,lc children visit the The Ottawa, Kansas, Spiritualist 
tn mod a certain degree of perfection. Publlc schools during the daytime, and camp-meeting, from August 8 to August 
Tl ^^e aborted spiritual fora > as “row open their churches in the even- i3 inclusive. H. W. Henderson, pres- 
S3? nhvsteal A a11 the tower \hcy f,oul ,glve them aI‘ tbe Cath’ Ident, Lawrence, iftfis.? Ezra Carpen- 
rnens n^affimals and the lowest of 2lle cduBiltl,oa tb<7 want, and keep both ter, secretary, Wellsville, Kans. 1. races of animals, ana tne lowest oi boyg and glr]s QUt Qf migcble{ . , -
mankind, but once fully endowed with The Bishop will please pardon me for . Freeville Camp. N. Y. . .
Lmwtidita Is^ssta^d Thl“s not de- th,ls crltlcl8U1' but tbey ““st expect this Opens July 29 and closes August 12.

fulness, but on organic and spiritual de- Norwlch KLOPPENBURG. N. Y. _ _ .
veiopment I . , . ' ■ I Grand Ledge, . Mieh.

ABOUT ANIMALS.
Do They Continue to Exist in 

the Spirit World?

Why is it there is such conflicting be
liefs in regard to this question? Why 
cannot there be positive proof and the 
matter settled in the minds of so many 
that are weighing this subject?

1 want to ask the Spiritualists who 
are scientific and versed in zoology, 
those that know the habits, customs, 
of animals in their wild state as well as 
those trained and educated by man for 
domestic purposes and exhibitions, is it 
possible to find the limits or boundary 
lines between man and beast, if there 
be any such demarkation. Many anl-

Great Work by a Great Arlithoi',

“THE UNKNOWN”
BY—

GflMILLE FLftMMftRION
The Unknown” created a marked 

sensation in France when first pub, 
llshed and can scarecly fall to arouse 
tlie greatest interest in this country.’ It 
is au eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena . of the spirit world, In 
touching upon the -various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated Instances, and 
chapters of ills book are as weirdly fas-

clnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe’s 
tales. It treats on incredulity, credul- " 
ity, hallucinations, psychic'aetlon of one 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychic i 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual ' 
facts, premonitory dreams and divina
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 
bound. Price $2.00.

For Sale at tbe Office of Tlie Progressive Thinker.

DE/YT/+ DEFEATED
OR

The Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
BY J. M. PEEBLES. M. D., M. A., Ph. D,

We wish to call attention to the fact I us, and saved us the trouble. The sdme 1 
that all arrangements’ have been com-1 dog has been named and described as 
pleted by the Kaw Valley Association I near me by a very noted clairvoyant. I 
of Spiritualists for their camp-meeting, never was successful In reducing the 
which will be held in Ottawa, Franklin number of the feline species In their 
County, Kansas from August 8 to 13 in- abode on the farm; although tied in 
elusive. We expect to make this one of bugs and taken many miles away and . 
the best meetings ever held In Ottawa. I dropped, they would soon find their way 
as the management have secured a back. An example of memory of local
number of good speakers among whom Uy that would outstrip the result of 
are Mrs. Lull and Ben F, Hayden, man if he was placed in a strange 
They have also secured the services of place, and benighted likewise. The 
Mrs. Ben F. Hayden as test medium, horse lias been so successfully taught 
She not only describes friends but that he is the wonder of the age. Pigs 
gives their names. She will give tests I and dogs are trained to play cards, 
after each lecture. I might give examples almost ad Infin-

Tlils association claims the finest park Hum, but will not trespass on your 
west of the Mississippi for their meet- I space allotted.
lug. Our accommodations are unsur- As far as I can learn, all animal life 
passed, as beautiful Forest Park Is bas a continued state of existence. If 
within two blocks of tho Santa Fe de- I not, will some Spiritualist or scientist 
pot. Admission to the park and to «11 prove otherwise? J. N. YAKES. 
lectures is free. Good board will bh - ---------- . » . ------------
furnished on the grounds for 15 cents _ , __ , ,,
per meal; also a cot,' pillow, sheet and Harvard S DlVinO Healer.
comfort for 15 cents .per night And To the Editor:—The press stated that 
while we expect and cordially Invite all a mftn called a “divine healer” was In
phases of mediumship,’this society will yited to the great Cambridge University 
not be held responsibly for the charac- I lately to be examined by a few of the 
ter or conduct of any not’tinder their professors as to the secret of his pe- 
control. :i ,“'1 I cullar power of healing the sick by lay-

For any further information, address I lng on of hands, etc. The result was 
H. Henderson, president; Lawrence, that they concluded “he had a surplus 
Kansas, or Ezra A. Uarperfter,. corre- Of physical magnetism,” but there was 
spending secretary, Wellstflle, Kans, no admittance that God, angels, devils

E. A’P CARPENTER. or spirits had anything to do with it, as 
------------ • — — in Christ’s time. Just to “phaze” the 

Cassilda?£ N. J I professors, I would like to ask If they
deny the miraculous cures made by the 

If coming events oast their shadows apostles, saints and holy mediums of 
before, the coming assembly at Camp fbe pasti 01. d0 lbey imugine the public 
Cassadaga will surpass anyi other held 1 accept their idea of "surplus mag- 
here for years. Already the attendance netlsm?” Did Christ have a “surplus?" 
would make quite atrespeetable camp I Another phase of this case which baffles 
and every train is adding to our num- Gle dOctors is the evidence derived from 
h®1"8' , . , ' : ' , .'" . scores of Psychical Research sources,

Ihe speclal attractions at this time which proves the truth of statements 
may be found in the class&l being con. I by the spirit controls of Boston’s 
■ducted by Jt> Olegg • ■ iWright and ■ the I artist-medium, Mrs. Adelaide C. Little- 
Moses Hull training school; as well as flejd of 218 Columbus avenue, claiming 
other schools pr circles of advance I that these “cures" are made by spirit 
thought. All of these schools are in- I ¿actors In the next world, who draw 
structlve, and give the student ot.psy- I the magnetism, strength, aura, vitality 
chlcal research a wide field to choose I or life-essences from these mediums, or 
‘r°m' “healers,” and give it to the sick. Many

From personal experience I can only people are reservoirs of this Influence 
speak of Mr. Wrights classes. These who do not know it. They get tired and 
lectures seem to cover the ground of all I exhausted If in crowds, or when near 
else and his inspired teachings seem to certain people who draw from them, 
be drawn from the very fountain of gome married people kill each other by 
wisdom. this process; one Is. fat, the other thin;

The management of Camp Cassadaga one strong, one weak; the old draw 
have added much to the attractiveness I from the young, the sick from the well, 
of this place by instituting these in Oriental lands old men have forced 
schools, and it Is safe to predict that buxom, healthy young girls to sleep one 
this season Is only the beginning of On each side of them to sap their mag- 
much more in the same line. Medium- netlsm and thus prolong life. Most peo- 
ship of tbe highest order can here be pi0 should sleep atone; especially Is this 
developed; and the God In man divine- ls0 of babies and children. Marriages 
ly unfolded. . ■ J where 0D0 draws too powerfully from

No one need longer stand with foot on the other are cases of stow murder and 
tlie bottom round of the ladder, with should be gpod grounds for a divorce, 
such means of climbing as are here pre- School teachers live long because they 
sented, . . . inhale the healthy emanations from the

June Is behaving very prettily, and young. All spirits are materialized from 
gives lavishly of her charms to make these human atoms of flesh, and mate- 
everyone who comes feel glad they rializlng mediums are such because of 
came this way. Among ,the new ar- their peculiar chemical properties which 
rivals of mediums we note, Effie Moss, I are not yet classified by material sclent- 
T. Wilcox and Maggie Waite. There I jsts. Call It “surplus magnetism," or 
are many others already here-Miss aura, the quality of the material is the 
Danforth, palmist, of the number; and same. Spirits use these forces to cure 
there are still others, who, while doing the sick because thej’-know more about 
their work In a quiet way, are demon- them than man. Is there anything 
strating the truth of Spiritualism .quite funny about that? - 
as effectually. Boston, Mass. G. E. LOTHROP,

The restfulness which, makes the ’
camp so charming now will last but a ___ ’ ’ * ’ r

, few weeks longer; and it seems almost »WHS DIVINE PLAN has been car
like sacrilege to have,,the flaming ad- j I Irfed out successfully by The Pro- 
vertlsements and sighs deforming the 1 gresslve Thinker, one continual cur- 
beauty whlch seems so suggestive of I r^nt of tbe prodt3 returning to our 
true spiritual life. But ftese signs may I subsCrlber8. Volume Sof theEn- 
H®, P^SrcssLlet us hope so, I | CTC]0Pedia of Death, and Life in
and bide the time when . signs will be I tbe Spirit World only costs our sub
no longer needed to J?rlng man into I gcr|bers 25 cents—far less than Its act- 
communion "’!‘b the spirit. naj cost to' us. Its regular price to the
• MARY. WEBB BAKER. trade Is $1.50, This work should be in

a
It certainly Is just what is needed as 
book of good suggestions and instruc-

tions along the line of health. He 
treats the subject In his own matter-of- 
fact style. The book comprises a prac
tical subject handled In a practical 
manner by a practical man. Even if 
people do not wish or expect to live

heie always, they should know how to 
live right and enjoy the life that be
longs to them. This Is undoubtedly the 
most useful book for the masses the 
Doctor has ever published, for it strikes 
at the root or cause of disease, and tells 
how to avoid it. 212 pages, cloth 
bound. Price, $1. For sale at this office.

Three Remarkable Books !
“The Divine Pedigree of Man.”
“The Law of Psychic Phenomena.”
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future.”

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the 
Testimony of Evolution and Psychology 
to the Fatherhood of God. By Thom
son Jay Hudson, LL. D. This Is a most 
remarkable work, demonstrating the 
existence of the Soul and Future Life.’

It is scientific throughout. Price $1.50. 
Dr. Hudson’s work on “The Law of 
Psychic Phenomena,” is also valuable. 
Price, $1.50. His “Scientific Demon
stration of the Future Life" should be 
read by all. Price $1.50. For sale at 
this office.

LIFE. BEYOND DE/VTft
Being a Review ot

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera- - 
tion of Present Conditinns of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo, Cloth, 342 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held In 
the past concerning life beyond death, 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other
worldliness” which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the Spiritual-
Istlc reaction against agnosticism, 
points out the doubts-concerning

Ho 
the

doctrine of Immortality held by the
churches and the weakness of the tra-
ditionaj creeds and the loosening ot 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as be admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume Includes a consideration of tho 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences in this line. Dr. Savage

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence' Is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least some 
well authenticated communications 
from persons in the other life. The 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas-Ethnic Bellefs-The 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul's 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortallty-The Other 
World and tbe Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction—The 
Spiritualistic Reactlon-The Worlds 
Condition and Needs as to Belief In Im
mortality-Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions.

For Sale at this Office. Price $1.50. Postage 10c.

OÜR BIBLE :
WHO WROTfi IT? WHEN? HHEKStHOW?

■ „„ . ~ * Grand Ledge Spiritualist Oamp-Meet-
Correspondent: Q-T^^',owlae Emma Rood Tuttle—Her New Vol- commences July 29 rand closes JCu-query in The Progressive Thinker has . ™ gust ;For furthèr particulars and

puzzled me also, and I call attention to I UH16 01 a OPDIS. I fun programmes, write to M. F. Phares
It- In the Question and Answer Depart- . gjnae, fbe publication of “From Soul or Geo. H. Sheets, Grand Ledge, Mich.

_.ment: "And now I wish to say that the I to gou]” by Emma Rood Tuttle,.there
fact so far as I know, that no spirit I bas been constant inquiry for another BhggS Park, Mich.
ever gave warning to prevent a prema- I voiuPle of her poems which was prom- 'Briggs Park Camp opens July 1 rand
ture burial, was something tbgt ever I lsed ' -^ben the prospectus of that vol- closes Augiist 19, 1900, at Grand Rap- 
puzzled me when holding a beiier in ume wag issued, requesting the names ids, Mich. Program cheerfully mailed 
Spiritualism, for ’guardian angels who 1 of those who wished to subscribe, near- to any address received on postal card 
Could not do that much in some cases, I jy j’qqq were at once received and three to-Thos J. Haynes, secretary, 389 West
must be very helpless or non-existent, I editions have been called for. This ern avenue, Muskegon, Mich.
and the latter Is now my belief. plan proved so satisfactory that I r«™«

A. The same thoughts haveyeen ex- I this new volume will be.issued in the . vamp-Bleetlllg at Deep Lake, 
pressed in regard to premonition of I sanje manner. By it the cost of publl- “The Illinois State Spiritualist Camp
danger. They are received by some | cation Is guaranteed, .and at the same meeting opens its second season at 
persons, perhaps only once in their life time to those desiring the book it is fur- Deep Lake, 1% miles from Lake Villa, 
time,rand by them they are saved from 4 nisbed at much less cost. Ill., on Wisconsin Central railroad, com-
some great misfortune. Countless oth- I Tbe new volume’ will be in the same mencing July 10 and closing September 
ers rush directly to the brink of proci- 6tyie as “from Soul to Soul,” will con- 1. Those who Intend to camp with us
pices over which they fall, - and no I tain over 300 pages, beautifully bound, please let us know in time so that we
warning comes to them.- If they have I with embossed cover, will: contain en- cani make preparations for ybu, Ad- 
guardlan spirits, why do they not tell I graved portrait of the author, and sub- dress G.’V. Cordlngley, President, 3300
them raf the danger? If one can be scribers copies' willhave her autograph. Wabash avenue, Chicago,•III.- . .
warned; why cannot another? Because I - Emma-RoodTuttlels well known to thè - ' TclniiA Tralrè Mieli
they cannot wé are by no means War- readers of The Progressive Thinker rind raiuuu unae. jiuvu.
raiitediin rushing to the conclusion that I tire spiritual press by the many poems island Lake Camp, Island Lake„Mich-
these spirits are “very helpless or non- Bbe has contributed, and her spiritual igan, commences Thursday, July 19, and 
existent.” Where the way is opened by ( songs. The present volume will con-1 closes September. 3. For further infor
tire recipient being sensitive to their tain the best of these,rand many riot be- mation address the secretary, Ella 43. 
thoughts, the guidance can be given, | fore published. .Tire price will be $1; to Brown, 266 Twenty-first—street, De- 
otherwlse It cannot be. A medium subscribers, 75 cents. It will be pub- troit, Miete. . •

I may be readily controlled . by. one llshed as soon ua. the number of .sub- - Verona P&rk Camp. ' 
! SDirit-and unresponsive to another. | scribers.warrant. ■-v. ... . -.¿i"m. armiciwé wotìld riend ir telephone tnes-l. Please, send.names at obcft-moner ■> Opens Jw» Wjand closes

sa^, we would have to use a transmit- hoAlcslrtd. HUDSON TUTTLE. |
Sing jasinitiienK .We would not expect Berlin Helghtst Ohio, Bmltbi presidenti Bangort Maine. _,.

A ' . , ri- ’,s, >-

- " .— ■ ■ I every family In the United States. It
Railroad Rates to the M. V. 8. A. 18 elegantiy and substantially bound, 

- ■- - ... neatly printed and Is an ornament to
. . Camp-Meeting; any library One million copies of this

The camp-meeting st Mt. Pleasant work should be distributed throughout 
Park, Clinton, lowd, opens July 29 and ‘he country. The Progressive Thinker 
closes August 26. w - one year and this book win be sent 

We are pleased to. announce that we I for $h25. •
have secured from the Western Pas- — . . » . ------------
senger Association, a irallroad rate of a A CARD.
fare and one-third, on thti certificate _ , -
plan, from all pointy Inj Minnesota, ^he principal^ of Belvidere Seminary 
Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, Wisconsin and w®?ld> resP'^‘‘uBy‘JeJr.?de,^ds 
the .northern penlnsyjla. ofit Michigan, aud the public, generally that this In- 
whlch is practically, (he sjqme as. the stitutlonwill.be opeu during.the sum
rate obtained last yeaty Tlrftats may be me^ a?d early autumn for the accom- 
purchased July 26, 2^^ and there- modation.of children and adults who 
after on each Tuesday, aniJ-Triday dur- seek freedom from business csres or the 
lng the meeting, cert|flcat^to be hon- I excitement of social and fashtonabte 
ored if presented not ;iater. Sian August hfe. Its location is healthy and beau- 
29. Be sure to take a certificate from grounds ample and well
the agent when you buy yffiticket and shaded dramage and water excellent 
deposit it with the se&x as soon as Bely*d?«\ a8 1 * nan}e £d,“’ £ -a 
you reach the camp.' t r ' beautifulinland town, in Northern New

The Diamond Jo 11^ of Weamers has I 
granted.a rate of onejare for the round 
trip from aU points between St. Paul bllls’ a‘ the, 'iS8? o£ which flow the 
and St Louis 1 ' ■ ~ Pequest and Delaware rivers, along

The verv attractive arras' of talent whose banks are many places of special etSworffiepiXm^wlt^ the Im- 4 “ta ^thre aU1°VerS °f
proved condition of the park, will make plb‘ur?sTfie iYe^StashiMoa mi 
It worth while to take advantage of J£6£r±L?.r5 a?±ue4^these favorable, rates. 7 For programs with electricity. In Ite near vicmlty are 
and general information addressSTELLA A FISK Sec’v fresh supply of milk, eggs, butter, freshKenl-nk Town i- ■ > bccy- fruits and vegetables can be had dally.

Kcokaa’ lowa. , ; : ¡s oniy twelve miles from Easton,
„ ta .1 Pa., and ten miles from the Delaware
Rending the Vail: This voiume Is a water Gap.' It Is easy of access from 

compliatlon_by J.,W; Nixon,jjf psychic j^ew York and Philadelphia by- the 
literature, 'most given by spirits Pennsylvania and Delaware, Lacka- 
through and by means of full form vis- .wbnna & Western railroads, with six 
Ible materializations, at seances of a trains running dally each way. Its 
certain Psychic . Research Society, I. and drives are exceptionally fine, 
known as the Aber Intellectual Circle, prPSentlng an ever pleasing variety of 
the medium being William M. Aber. jiver.and mountain scenery. Hote ls 
507pp. octavo. For 8a'>e1a‘tbe °®ce just the place for the weary to find re- 
The Progressive Thinker.' Price $2. . _0Sg ana the recreation that invigorates 
: •‘Nature Chite.’>~ By Drs, M. E., and «fthout fatiguing. For further partlc- 
Bosa O, Ocfiger. Excellent for every I nU- address A C. BUSH, 
family. Cloth, 11.50 and $2. , ■* Belvidere, Warren Con N. J, ,

A Voice from the Higher Criticism.
. A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.

BY MOSES HULL.
Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis of 

the Bible from that standpoint Of special value and interest to Spirit
ualists, For sale at this office. Price 11.00.

ORMSBY’S SIMPLE SYSTEM
OF THE

PL/VNETS and the ZODI/VG

A New Book with the Places Of the Planets—the Chart that Makes It.
Easy to Study the Stars—5th Edition—JustOut— _■

Greatly Improved—Price, §2.00 -

ASTROLOGY SIMPLIFIED-SPEOIAL OFFER.
Any person having one of these charts of any former edition may exchan g 

the came for one of the latest with new book, on payment of $1.00.
This is by far the' best Bystem for new beginners to take up, as hundreds of 

persons have become proficient In the science of the planets in a short time by . 
starting with this Simple System. The new books give the corrections covering 
one.hundred years, aU of the 19th century. .

Corrections for the 20th century, 100 years in advance, are now ready, which 
mâkes the chart good for 200 years. Price for the 20th century tables, $2.00. 
For sale at this office. . '

Bibleand Church Degrade Woman The Law of correspondence Ap-
By Elizabeth C»dy Stanton. Comprise« three Ml ays . 
on The Effect of Woman Suffrage on Queitlons of 
Vorau and Religion. Price 10 cents. For sale at this 
Office. • ' ■

FOBCE AND MATTER.
8? Lndwig BnociuiCT. A celebrated book.. Clota.<

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
Or The Three-fold Power ot Sox. By Lola Walsbrook-
•r. Price. 50 conta. Por Mie at this office. ,

MYTH AND MIRACLE.
jneotCot.Bett. Ct. faiMWU'ibestlacturei. Prie» 

íorsstsettttsofio». , - • ■

plied to Healing.
A. courte of uvea pncUctl lenoni. By W. J. 

ColrUl«,. Limp cloth, 50c. ■ ■ ■ . . .•

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
1 Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothe! 
tn'itory form; aims to giro a better undentandiDg of 
made, black and white. 890 Urge Cloth, 11.25.

PROGRESSION,
Or How a Spirit Advance« In Spirititia. - The

stitutlonwill.be


June 80, IWO/

Special Prepared Remedies Made According to Ä rm HEA1ER
Ko.

DR. 0. E. WATKINS,Ayer, Mass.

ON TRIALTRUTft

5. Tablets for Stomach, acidity, 
flatulency, gas, aud distress at*

No.
■Wo. 
No.

16.
18.
83.

No. 44.
No. 55.
No. 66.

CHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy Astrologer and Clairvoyant. 

Send age. color of eyes and hair, In own handwriting. 
Address GEO. WELLES, Box 180, Newark, N. J. 551

All of the above Remedies sent for $4, or any Ten for $2. Express Prepaid.

FOR LADIES.
No. 1; Tablets for Consumption,....50c, now only 25c. 
No. 2. Tablet! for Dyspepsia.......... ..50c, now only 25c-
No. 8. Tablets for Liver,....'..............50c, nowoniy 25c.
No.4.Tablets for Female Weakness, 5oc, now only 25c.

YOUR FUTURE AatrMogerVAUlONfi’ 
8T Opera House Block, Denver, Col. From 11.00.

Dr. Watkins' Psychical Prescription.
THESE PRICES FOR A SHORT TIME ONLY

OUR MOTTO
To Do All the Good We Can.

L

ter eating, old.................. price 50c, now ouly2!ic.
0. Catarrh.............. . .....50c, now ouly 23c.
8. Headache.  .................  sue, now only 23c.
18. Nervous Debility............. ;..,50c, now ouly 25c.

No. It. Painful Mouses,......................50c. now ouly 25c.
No. 15. Suppressed Menses,........... .'.50c. now only 23c.
'Woman's Friend cures Loucorrbca, usually called

Our Rheumatic Liniment
CONCENTRATED.

Nothing better to take' out soreness and 
relieve pain. $1.00 a bottle for 50c,

He Brinai Hearth and Strength to 
Thousands Who Have Been 

Pronounced Inerte.
SCIENCE TRIUMPHS 

OVER DISEASE

No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No.

: Whites, 81.00. .
FOR MEN,

1. Constipation.......................
2. Dyspepsia........................
8. Liver....................... . ...........
fl. Stomach, acidity, gas, etc,

Plie Olntiueut,... 
Nervous Debility, 
Invlgorator..........
Vital Tablets........
Vigor Tablets.......
Tablet of Youth,..

....230. 

....25e.

....2$o, 

....25c. 

....25c. 
,...25c. 
.Ï..25C. 
....25c. 
,...25c.
,...26c.

La Grluije Tahlets.
A sure cure and preventative. 50c.

- Trial Box, 25o.

Don’t Forget.
.You will never regret ordering ■ 

- these Remedies.

That we are very anxious to place these remedies in every house in the United 
States. We believe is our duty that we owe to humanity to try to let all know 
of the great value of these prescriptions, aud we tnerefore will, till further notice, 
sell at above prices. Don’t put on ordering these remedies but order to-day. We 
will diagnose disease free. Send sex, age and leading symptoms. .

The only way to find out who is the 
"Greatest Psychic Physician living” is 
to read what their patients say.

DR. C. E. WATKINS
never claims that he is the greatest phy
sician living, or that he Is the

GREATEST PSYCHIC.
Ho believes that there are hundreds of 
healers who are just as successful as 
he is, and he never yet has claimed that 
he is or was the best psychic, although 
twenty years before the public as the 
independent slate-writer with the rec
ord of~not one person who ever accused 
him of fraud, ought to make the public 
THINK when they compare his claims 
to other so-called psychics?

DR. C. E. WATKINS
only desires those who are sick to re
member that for over twenty years he 
has been before the public as a psychic, 
and over twelve years as a physician, 
and he never claims, greater powers 
than others; but we believe he has a 
right to think he has as great gifts as

How Shall We Further Our 
Cause? -

those who claim so much.
Kindly read the following 

TESTIMONIALS:
Dear Sir:—I will enclose money for

tbe next month's treatment. I am still 
feeling better, aud every one is saying 
how much better I look. Yours truly, 

MRS. H. M. HATCH.
Brookline St., Cambridgeport, Mass.

Dr. Watkins-Dear Sir;—I think I 
nujst admit you have Improved my con
dition, for my husband (who had not 
seen me for three months) said he never- 
saw me look as well as I do now. I 
just, began taking the third month's 
medicine this morning. I am yours 
truly, KATE B. ACER.

West Center St., Medina, N. Y.

Dr. Watkins-Dear Sir:—Wrote you 
some time ago that I was feeling so 
well did not think it necessary to con
tinue treatment; you thought best for 
me to do so, and now I see much differ
ence; have been ailing so many years 
did not realize how it seemed to feel 
well, but now I am positive 1 do; I am 
surprised to find myself doing my 
work so quickly and so easily. Yours 
respectfully,

• MRS. EVERETT COUSINS.
570 N. 4th Ave., Phoenix, Ariz.

Kind Friend:—With pleasure I write 
you a few lines to let you know that I 
am still improving and am much 
stronger, and feel better in every way, 
since I last wrote. I believe I have 
felt better this week than I ever have 
in my life, at least since I can remem
ber. I remain, yours kindly.

MRS. BATCHOLTS.
425 Hamilton St., Schenectady, N. Y.

Good morning, Doctor. This is a fine 
morning, and J am still improving. I 
feel better every day. I bad a fine 
night’s rest last night. It Is the first 
night I have slept all night for three 
months without pain, so you see I am 
gaining slowly; that’s good. I know it 
will take some time to get entirely 
cured. Received your kind letter. Will 
do the best I can to help .get well. 
Good-bye. Very truly yours,

MRS. M. A. JOSLYN.
Millington, Mass.

Dr. 0. E. Watkins:—Please do not 
send any more medicine to me, as I am 
so much better I do not need any more. 
Thanking you for your kind attention, 
and wishing you much prosperity in 
life, I remain, yours, 

MRS. KATE MEAD.
Chatsworth Park, Cal.

Dear Doctor:—I have gained so much, 
dear Doctor, that I feel like a new man. 

-I have not felt so good as I do now for 
seven years, and I have no one to thank 
for It, only you. The Lord may bless 
you. I will write again before long. 
Yours truly, WM. D. HARRIS.

Silverton, Colo. .

The Progressive Thinker (rightly 
uamed) is au ever welcome visitor to us. 
1 am afraid we don’t half appreciate its 
worth, nor the grand privileges we'en
joy over those in years agone when one 
dared not think and much less speak of 
thoughts that would Intrude themselves 
into their mental vision. We are free 
in a measure and greater freedom is 
just in view. The time was, in the 
memory of most old Spiritualists, when 
It was said by those who had direct 
communion with God, that it was all 
the work of the Devil. Of course they 
knew. Now that they can no longer at
tribute it to his Satanic Majesty, they 
say it is electricity, etc. It proves that 
electricity is intelligent aud can bring 
messages to us from those who have 
gone to that bourne whence travelers do 
return, as can be proven more effectual
ly than can be proven by the orthodox 
teachings of a future life. The ad
vanced thought of the day and religious 
liberty have placed us where we dare 
to investigate and the result of the pro
gressive thought of to-day is what is 
stirring tbe religious world to its lowest 
depths; all the mire and filth are being 
brought forth to the full view of all who 
wish to be enlightened with regard to 
the blind teachings of a tyrannical and 
cruel God. The thinkers of to-day are 
improving tbe opportunity to call the 
attention Of all who dare to hear and 
see, to the facts that the cruelties in thb 
past that have been practiced on mor
tals because they could not believe in 
t.hls most revolting theory, are done 
with, and that we are at liberty to 
take a mor^'ratlonal view of Gofl and . 
a future life. ProM it is that the big
otry of the past has had its day, and a 
long one too; and what have they ac
complished in all these years of the 
reign of terror history has recorded.

The orthodox religion is not alone on 
trial, the beautiful philosophy of Spir
itualism is before the bar of thinkers 
as well, and we haven’t the cloak of the 
ignorant past to cover us. Spiritualism 
was born in the full light of intelligent 
progress, when people dared to think 
and sift out the objectionable, and the 
sifting must go on and severely, too; 
there are the fraudulent mediums that 
must be routed, then we must put our
selves through a severe catechising to 
see if we don’t care more for the money 
we can make in one way or another out 
of our connection with the cause, to 
see that we are willing to do all in our 
power to further the cause in the right 
direction. The day is here when we as 
Spiritualists can make our beloved phi
losophy thrive and flourish as no philos
ophy has ever done, for it brings the 
two worlds together, for a certainty 
sure consolation for the bereaved, en
couragement for tbe despondent, last 
but not least a certainty of life after 
the dissolution of this physical form, 
and furthermore, we are sure of the co
operation of the spirit world; they are 
our Invisible workers, let the enemies 
strike where they will, they have no 
powdf to hinder their work for the up^ 
lifting of the inhabitants of this sphere?

We as good honest Spiritualists must 
examine ourselves, consider, we cannot 
take a dollar of our wealth with us 
when we leave this troublesome world 
nor aught of our grandeur, only the 
grandeur of spiritual worth, the grand 
development of the highest and noblest 
within us, that will be the currency of 
the realm to which we migrate, and it 
will give us standing, weave us an ap
parel that we will not be ashamed to 
appear In. There is no reason why we 
cannot better organize our little Socie
ties in every hamlet and make a suc
cess too, if all will do their part. Then 
the state organization can be sustained, 
and not wltliout We must be united 
and not let little differences come up to 
spoil our otherwise harmony, we should 
have no scheming, be frank, let every 
one have a say, let every one under-’ 
stand’the plans and all feel they are ex
pected to have an Interest in the or
ganization. This is the only plan for

DR. PEEBLES, noted the world over as 
a physician and scientist, is perform
ing some of the most remarkable cures 

the world has ever seen. His fame has be-, 
come world-wide on account of these mar
velous cures. He has patients in every 
state in the Union and in many foreign 
lands who stand ready to testify to the 
wonderful cures he has made of cases that 

‘had been treated by many of the most em
inent physicians without success. Many 
of the Doctor’s patients are those who had 
traveled all over the world, visiting all the 
great health resorts aud sanitariums in a 
Futile Search for Health and strength. 
They returned home in despair, thinking J. M. PEEBLES, A. M„ M. D„ PH.D. 
there was no hope for them, when they were persuaded to write to Dr. Peebles 
for a diagnosis. This was so clear and complete, showing a thorough under
standing of the case that it inspired enough hope to induce them to try, as a last 
resort, a course of his treatment. Many such cases show wonderful improvement 
from the start. A very few months is sufficient in almost all eases to complete a 
perfect cure. Mrs. L. A. Humbel, of Long Pine, Neb., \vho was given up with 
dropsy and Hidney disease' by the best physicians in the country says: “I am 
jei’X grateful for what you have done for me, as I p.m in better health than I have 
been for five years. I have gained fifteen pounds, and I am getting stronger ev
ery day. Last month I visited my aged mother in Iowa. She was greatly rejoiced 
for she never expected to see me alive again. For five years I travelled and doc
tored with the best physicians, finally gave up in despair, and went home to my 
sister, as I thought to die, I can never express how thankful I am for what you 
have done for me.”

Remember that Dr. Peebles does not cure by Christian Science, Mesmerism, 
or any other uism.” but employs mild but potent remedies in connection with his 
wonderful Psychic Treatment. These Psychic Treatments, say his patients, 

seem as a breath of higher life;” If you do not fully understand the Psychic 
Science and these Psychic Treatments which are such a wonderful aid in the 
'treatment of chronic and obscure cases, the Doctor will send you his essay, “The 
Psychic Science in the Cure of Disease,” which will explain to you fully Psychic 
Diagnosing and Psychic Treatment with other valuable information for the sick. 
There is no one so capable of writing on this subject as Dr. Peebles, for he has 
Investigated it for over a half century, and is a recognized authority on the vari
ous occult sciences in Europe as well as in this country.

Peubto»’ diagnosing Is done by the aid of hla psychic glfta. He can read tbe diseased conditions 
or the body at accurately as If each organ and tissue were open to bls view. Out of many thousands of 

da» diagnosed during the past tew years, nine hundred and ninety-nine outof each thousand aye 
wining to testify to tlie marvelous accuracy of the diagnosis. Do you know your exact condition? Have 
you suffered for years without getting permanent help? Did tho physician who treated you fully understand 
your Casa? Why will you be experimented upon by those who do not really understand your case when Dr. 
reeblcs can diagnose your case perfectly ana thus administer treatment upon a scientific basis? Why will 
you take patent medicines which arc prepared for a “text-book" case, and which at best give only Tempo, 
rary Kellef. when you can secure treatment from thle EMINBNT HEALKH that la 
isxpeclaliy 1 rescriued aijd Suited to your case, ata very little more coatY These are tbe 
question»i that Interest all those suffering from chronic and obscure troubles. Think thorn over carefully. If 
you are elkc aud discouraged don’t delay one moment In writing the Doctor fox a diagnosis of your case. 
Tliere ls nothing of more Importance to you than the condition of your health. It will cost you nothing to 
iSS? 1 he Doctor will send FItEE OF COST a complete dfngnosls of your case aud uIbo bls essay 

Anc Fsycmc beience In tho Cure of Disease’’ aud valuable literature on chronic diseases and testimonials 
from some of his cured patients, showing the long list of so-called Incurable case» which he lias cured. No 
atsease 1» really mctirame if perfectly understood. Every effect or diseased condition has Its cause and If 
these are understood they con in almost every case be removed. When this ts done permanent recovery is 
.k MW JMKSFAlHIf you have failed to getpermanent help, but write at once. Eemember 
teat DH. PEEBLES II AN CURED IIIN»RE»N WHERE ALL OTHEKN HAD FAILED. 
"n> . m HU *l0uc,:it letter, giving full name, age, sex and leading symptom in your own handwriting aud he 
will give you a complete and full d(aguosls aud will ataosend tbe literature as mentioned above. Write today. 

Address Dr. J. M. Peebles, Baltld (keek, Mich.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Who is so widely known aa one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL f+EALERS,
• SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 182. BAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
Psychometrlst and Healer. Readings by hand-writing 
or photo 81.00. Three reasonable questions answered 
for 25 cts, Address 54 N. 52nd ave., Chicago, 111.

' NEW DREAM BOOK.
By DR. It. GREER, 52 Dearborn st., Chicago, III. 25 
cents

WM. W. ABER.
Readings by mall, 81.06. Advice on all affairs ofllfe. 
Spring Hill, Kans. 555

Geo. F. Perkins, Emaline Perkins, 
Platform and Private Test Mediums. 3558 Cottage 
Grove ave., flat 14,Chicago. Circles Friday. Headings 
dally. 63ytf

' Life Readings by the Stars.
J. L. PIERSON, 218 E. 42nd pl., Chicago. 653

MR8. E. J. HANSON, TRANCE MEDIUM, 76 
Bingham St., near Milwaukee av. car barns. 655

lOMAWT^^utr’” 
Focalizaron and Concentration necessary to develop
ment. This new Invention makes this possible in 
light or dark sittings. Sent wkh full instructions for 
50 cents, in stamps, postal orderor other suitable way. 
Address DR. T, WILKINS, 54 N. 52nd av.,Chicago, 111,

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE, 
BY LILIAN WHITING.

Three choice volumes, each complete In Itself. In 
wb.ch spirituality Is related to everyday life In such 
a way as to make tho world beautiful. Frlco »1 each, 
For Bule atthlf office.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
A Treatise on

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Berrler, Anthropologist and Author. A 
very suggestive aud Instructive book. Price, 81.00. 
For sale at this office.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to 

Its own organism, aud the later-relation of human 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the me
diumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician aud Spiritualist should read. 
Prioe»I.5O. For sale at this ofllce.

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and 1s designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by its use, have received long communica
tions from spirit friends, aud express great satisfac
tion. Price, 81. and 20 cents extra for expreasage. 
For sole at the office of Tua PuoubessiVe Tuimkeb,

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. CarrieE. S. Twlng, medium. 
This is a very luteresting little book, aud will be ap
preciated from start to finish by all yruo wish to galu 
spiritual Information. Price 25 cts. For sale at this 
Office. .

OUTSIDE THE GATES 
apd other tale» and sketches. By a band of BDlrlt in
telligences, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Bbelhamer. An excellent work. Price, ai.Ofr For 
Balo at thia office.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

By Dr. Paul Carus. A translation made from Japan
ese, under the auspices of the Rev. Sbakutioyer.dBle*  
gate to the Pariiameutof Religion». WaB'pubUrtied 
lu Japan. Price,81.00. For Bale at this office.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davi». A highly Interesting 

work. Price 75 cent». Postage 5 cents. For sale at 
this office.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
«grand and noble man. Price 81-00.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something you should 
read. Price 60 cents. For sale at this office.

TWO IN ONF,
. A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings la 
Chicago,

Mr. aud Mrs. Perkins' spiritual meet
ings, 40 E. Randolph street, Handel 
Hall, Fourth floor, Sunday evening,

TESTIMONIAL,

7:45. Wednesday evening, 075 Larra-

GLUMES 1, 2 and 3 of the Ency- 
pedia of Death, and Life In the 
Spirit World, Art Magic, Ghost 
Land, The Next World Inter
viewed, and the Occult Life of 
Jesus (including the Hull-Covert 
Debate) constitute our premium 

list. Those seven books have been on 
sale, costing the buyer in the aggregate, 
$10.75. We, after paying the postage 
and expense of mailing, realize only 
$1.50 for the seven—far less than cost 
to us. We desire to form the nucleus 
of a library in every SpIrltuallst home, 
hence this remarkable offer. By sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
you then have the privilege of purchas
ing these books at the premium prices. 
See terms on another page.

"CoSmian Hymn Book.” À collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets . a public 
want It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
th<j highest moral sentiment’ and free 
from all sectarianism. Price 50 cents. 
For sale at this office. ,

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs." Four
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, 
with music, by C. Payson Longley. 
Price by mall, 15 cents. For sale at 
thia office. , ' •

success.
Lake Brady, Ohio.

MRS. 0. C. BACON.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted free. AU in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per Une.' About seven 
words constitute one Une. 1 .

George Baylles, of New Bedford, 
Mass., passed to spirit life, Friday, 
June 15, aged 66 years. He was an en
thusiastic Spiritualist, an. adherent to 
the belief for many years. He. served 
in the navy in the Civil war under Ad
miral Farragut, and was honorably dis
charged, his.health having been.im- 
paired at that time.- He'was born in 
Dighton, Mass, and followed the sea for 
many years. The funeral services were 
conducted at the home of his son, under 
the auspices of the R. A. Pierce Post G. 
A.R., of which he was a member.. It 
was the desire of the deceased that at 
his death the American flag should an
nounce his death at the home. Thlk 
was Carried out, and the draped effect 

’with green wreath was, .quite pleasing 
and patriotic, attracting numbers who 
pronounced the idea a very good'one.

* M. E. B.

bee street, corner Garfield avenue.
The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 

V. Oordlngley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Spu|, meets at Ropm (JOS. 
HandeL Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three 
o’clock. The ladles bring refreshments; 
supper served at six o’clock. Evening 
sesslop commences- at a quarter to 
eight Questions Invited frorq the au
dience, and answered by the guides of 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton. Always an interest
ing programme. All are welcome.

Church of the Spirit Communion 
will hold meetings In Kenwood Hall, 

-4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. m., conference nnd tests; 
8 p. m., lecture-by J. K. Hallowell; tests 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are in
vited. Good music and seats free.

There will be a Spiritual meeting at 
2:30 each Sunday, at Smith Hall, Wis
consin and Lnrrabee streets. German 
nnd English speaking by Mrs. W. Hil
bert and Mr. Bernhart.

Spiritualistic services will be held ev
ery Sunday afternoon at 2:45 p. m„ 
1453 N. Springfield avenue. Tests at 
4 o’clock prompt. Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
medium.

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw 'Hall, 
No. 294 nnd 206 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests In telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor.

The Gross Park Spiritual Society 
meets at 1785 N. Hoyne avenue, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock. -

The South Chicago Ti’ue Spiritualist 
Society meets every Sunday evening at 
7:30 at 8927 Exchange avenue, Instead 
of Eigenman’s Hall. .

The Christian Spiritual Society hold 
meetings In HygelaHall, 404 Ogden ave
nue, at 2:80 and 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah 
Thomas conducts.

Tbe Englewood Spiritual Union So
ciety meets every Sunday at Forbes’ 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought and medi
ums of note In charge.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. mt, conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every, Sunday afternoon at 3 
o'clock. '

Tbe South Chicago True Spiritualist 
Church holds meetings at Elegeman’s 
Hall, corner of 93rd street and Commer
cial avenue, every Sunday. at 2:30 and 
7:30 p. m. , J .

The Ohlcago Liberal Society is a non: 
sectarian association for the encourage
ment of morality, the promotion of edu
cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and the inculcation 
of truth in the place and steml of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 
of the society are held every "Sunday' 
morning at 11 o’clock in Corinthian 
Hall, Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
are In charge of Thomas B; Gregory. 
You ire cordially Invited to attend the 
same. ■ • . - . -

B. F. Poole:—
48 Evanston Ave., Chicago, Ill.!

Tour melted!, pebble spectacles are 
wonderful. I can see to thread a fine 
needle and cab ireadrwlth comfort, and 
my eyes are rgettlpg stronger. Your 
clairvoyant sjstem nf fitting is perfec
tion. I am, your friend, 

, MRS. L. E. MARTIN.
Blairsville, Pa. c

, For ten.ceriftwwe.«tniisend.by moll, a 
4-o?, package 'oi -rnjh Magnetized Com
pound, for bore or weak ■ byesi Once 
used you' will hot be without It. Ad
dress B. F. POOLE & CO.,

43 Evanston avenue, Chicago, 111.
“Principles of Light and Color." By 

E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5, It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it

“Mansill’s Almanac of Planetary Me
teorology,” almanac makers’ and 
weather forcasters’ guide and new sys
tem of science for 1900 is now for Bale 
.at this office; price 25 cents. This is 
the 25th annual almanac Issued by R. 
Mansill, Rock Island, Ill. It Is one of 
the most interesting and instructive an
nual publications along the line of the 
planetary science now published, and Is 
far more explicit in relation to the 
movements of the heavenly bodies and 
the effect produced upon our earth. 
You need this book.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. B. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi, Chicago.
DOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOID 
Jj ,ldo. and containing 820 pages. Thia splendid 
book, Inst Issued, contains nineteen tnll- Temple lee- 
tores upon occult subjects, together with other arti
cles from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contains all the old TempleTectorea leaned 
In 1892, and three others on the HvaxiBooi, which 
are alone worth the price of the book. This wonder 
tul book Is unique as an Evangelist of Science aal 
Truth. Prien «1.25, postpaid, to any address. For sail 
althlBOfflo*.

I ----------- —---------n----- ■ ----------=—===—

Bend in notice of meetings held on 
Bunday at public halls.

Bear in mind that only meetings held 
in public halls will be announced under
the above head. We have not space to 
keep standing notices of meetings held 
at private residences.

. - i-IN THE-

PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Bosulta of recent sclentlflq research regarding tbe 
origin position and prospects of mankind.

From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of "Force oM‘Yatt4r,” Essays on Nature and 

Science,” “PWoioglcaiPictures,” “SULee-
. turte-onDarwin,” E to. ,

'*The  great mysteSytof cxiatencaconslsta In perpet
ual and uninterrupted, change. Everything Is immor
tal and lndeitractlble*-tiie  smallest worm as well ob 
tbe most cnonnougnttho dsleatiai bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop aa troll as the highest being In 
creation, man andibis tbotghts. Only the forms Id 
which being manifest» Itaelfcaro changing; but Being 
itself remains etenfelly thd^same and Imperishable 
When we die we dtfnot ioaOcoursclveB,¿but only oifi 
personal consclousnrsa. .We live on In nature, tn out 
l am, In our chlldretaln ourtdeeds, in our -thoughts—

abort. In the entfrcnratcrlal and physical contrib'u- 
Jen which, ¿firing'onr shatt personal existence, wc 
^-.ve furnlelied to the vubslrtcncc of mankind and of 
•”»Ynre in peneral.”-jBuechfler.- • . .
„ n,.e vol.. po»t 8vo4tttbotit Bso pages, vellum cloth. 81.

r . o €> ^FTHE ^ ♦ ♦ ’>• 

World’s Sixffien Saviors, 
OR — .

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEYCRAVES.
New and startling revelations In religious' history 

which disclose the Oriental origin of ail the doctrines,

“Gleanings frqm thè'RoStrtìm." By 
A. B. French. Cloth, $1. For ¿ale at 
this office. ,

. I principles precepts and miracles of tho Christian New
. ■ Testament» and furnishing a key for-unlocking many

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” ' --------------- --  -------
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls, with the higher intelli
gences, to come Into closer connection 
with the purer realms of the spirit 
world.. It Is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes-all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this

Affi co.

of its »acred mysteries.! besides comprlsing-the' His 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Cpbclfied God». This won
derful and exhaustive Volume will; we are’certain, 
take high rank ar «.book of reference in the field 
which the author has chosen for it ..The amount of 
mental labor neecstari to collate and compile the 
varied information contained in it must have been se
vere and arduous Indeed, and now that It Is in such 
convenient shape, thestjudent of free thought win not 
willingly allowit togoontof print But the book Is 
by nomeans a mere collation of views or statistics: 
throughout its entire course the authoiv-as win be 

A1® title-page «ads chapter-hcads-folldwa a 
definite linepf rcecarchrtd ergumentto.tbe cline, 
and his conclusions go, like sure arrows to we mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 880 Meet. Mr edition. 
revlM«tUcoeMcted,viU>FoKniratMHMr. ■

<AU«Jkw

FRED P. EVANS,

The Well-Known Psychic
For Blate-Writing, Etc.,

Gives seance» dally at hli office- The Occult Book 
Store, 108 W. 42nd fit, N. Y. City. Bend stamp for 
circular on mediumship, and catalogue of books.

$2— TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS Ip two and three sec

tion» 86 In. high—magnetized when desired—12 on re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A.MURRAY, 608 E. 2nd 
St,, Newport. Ky. ¿84

Myseltcuréd, I will gladly inform any one addicted to

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum,^
OF Coodne, Of a never-failing hannleM Home Cure.
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin. P.O. Box 1212, Chicago, ILL

Thia highly instructive and interesting work fa a 
CombtifAlon Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull'a 
splendid.works. By this arrangement tbe cost 1» such 
that thu reader U enabled to secure the two books 
comhluid at the Jame price as was formerly asked 
for thun separately. This volume contains 462 pages 
and is hindsomely bound in cloth, and contain*  an ex
cellent portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
ts a cariifu! comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit 
ualiam. No book of the century ha» made so many 
converiii to Modern Spiritualism as this. The author» 
alm, ftithfuUy to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human
ity! ita moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
minlstiju the spiritual nature of man, and the objec- 
tlonsoHered to Spiritualism, are all considered In tbe 
■light ol the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
sense, Hid expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists <rf a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, and 

a perfect storehouse of foots for those who wish 
te defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against tL? 
assumptioni of Orthodoxy.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

0'
6. WALTER LYNN

THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

Gifted Psychic
Obsession Cured.

Special Attention Given to
~ , Nervous Ailments.

Astonishing Cures of Disease, 
. Physical and Mental, 

Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science

Headings and business advice, by mall, 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-oent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

•e,i.r fcnown . more competent, rellabla 
Welti?‘A'“'mcdlu“ ‘be Spirit-world than OhM. 
waiter Lynn. Jog. Rodxi Buomaxam.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
___________________ Oakland, Call.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nes. One aud Two
Cure, oil form, oi etomach, liver aud kidney dlaeaeoi 
al.o conttlaatlOn. A sure cure for tbal tired, worn oui 

..I“»' Guaranteed to ae.lBt your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficleut quantity for ''tl, 
mouth sent for, 1.00. '

, One paokate of our Magnetised Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Hus been used aud praised bv thousands In ail parts of the world. Bent for 60 cent*  
or all throe sent postpaid for ,1.00. with Yarma’i 
photo aud Instructions bow to live 100 years

Melted Febble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular» 

»bowl ug styles and prices and photo of Spirit Varma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. lean 
adjust mv Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes In your own home as If you were Id my 
office, as thousands can testify. Bend stamp for photo. 
B. F. POOLE ii CO.. 48 Evanston av.. Chicago, 111.

Reed City Sanitarium and Private 
Hospital, A. B. Spinney, M. D., Prop. 
Staff of eight consulting physicians and surgeons! pro
fessional nurses, steam heat, electrio light. Cheapest 
sanitarium for the accommodations in the world. 
Board, medical attendance, nursing, baths, massage 
electrical treatment all for 910 A WEÈJÌL Ossm 
diagnosed free and treated at a distance by correspon
dence. Prices reasonable. Bend your name and 
dress with stamp to HEED CITY SANITARIUM, 

Heed City, Michigan. 1

MRS. MAGGIE WRITE
Reading by mall. »1.06. Business advice a specialty.

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—The 

Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.
804 ß. Crouse avo., Syracuse, N. Y. 555

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, the only psychic wonder living, 

that uses the spiritual X-ray without any leading 
symptom to direct, and locates all internal diseases 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, as hun
dreds can testify. Send name, age, sex, complexion 
and ten cents In stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of rour case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Mass.

TALMAGEAN INANITIES.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies. .
A review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank De

Witt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks upon Spiritual
ism. By Moses Hull. For sale at th!# Office. Price 
10 cents. ■ ,

KflREZZn. -
ETHICS QF_MAFtRIAQE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karezza makes a plea for a better birthright for 

children, aud aims to lead Individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through most wared re
lation». It 1» pure in tone and tin .and should be 
widely circulated. Price, doth. 8L

ASTRAL WORSHIP.
By J. H. HI1L M. D. A valuable contribution to the 

current discussion of religious problems. The author 
by Illustrationsand a planisphere (a representation of 
the ccleetlal sphere upon a plane with adjustable cir
cles), traces most of the myths which He at the base 
of Christianity to their origin in sun and star worship. 
The astronomical facts given possess great value, the 
illustrations rare and curious. The book 1b bound in 
only one style—heavy boards. Price $1. For sale at 
this office.

SPECIAL OFFER.
Free Diagnosis by Psychic Power.
We cure diseases that arc called Incurable, by our 

new and original Method, of personal and absent 
treatment. Write for our ten-day special offer. Free 
diagnosis In every case. Our faculty consists of the 
best healers In the country. Our cures are quick and 
permanent. Agents wanted to represent our school 
of Science, for our practical mall courses on Hypno- 
tlam, Clairvoyance. Magnetic Healing, etc. These 
are easy lesson courses nna will develop you.

SpeclaK Offer:— To Introduce our easy lesson 
courses, wc will bv wny of advertisement, send out 
regular ten dollar (810.00) Course for two dollars (12.00) 
embracing any one of the above branches of science. 
Courses beautifully typewritten, and a diploma will 
be granted to all who pap» our examination after 
taking our lessons, we guarantee satisfaction. Re 
member the 12 price Is limited to a short time only. 
We want agents everywhere. Write for terms.

REV. CHARLES L. AINSWORTH, Pre».
CHARLES A. MITCHELL. Sec’y.

Central School of Science, 84.85, 86 Talbott Blk.. In- 
dlanapolis, Ind. 554

ft

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
An Institute of refined Therapeutic», Including the 

Bun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Cure, 
and a higher »ci«n«e of life. Chemical affinity and 
basic principles developed with their marvelous ap
plications. Students tn foi^ continents have taken the 
course. Tbe college is chartered and confers tbe de
gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed quostlons student» can take the course and 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to 58 N. 3rd st., tian Jose, Cai. Diplomas of 
unsurpassed beauty granted. Send stamp for cata- 
ogue to E. D. BABBIT. M. D„ LL. D., Dean. 441tf

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty years has treated and cured the sick In alt 
parts of the United States and Canada. Thousands 
have been cured after being given up to die. His 
psychic powers are. unequaled, as bis cures prove. 
Talk doesn’t prove anything. Facts are proof. He 
also cures diseases of men, such as loss of manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion. Send 
name, age, sex, lock of hair, 6 cts in stamps, for a di
agnosis. Address, .

DR. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D., /
85 Warren st, Stoneham. Mas*.

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
. lain. -

Deaf friends, yon can greatly help me care for my 
blind elater. Jennie L. IVebb, one of tbe earliest me
dium» now In tbe form, by writing a letter to a spirit 
friend. Send It tame withal, and I will try and get 
reply by independent writing, or whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford, Mass. «ssitf

TRUTH AND DESTINY
Dealt with the hidden forces, of mind and the in
fluence of environment upon human life. Gives a 
contrast of, the destiny of one who cried out in tbe 
darkness for the llgbl'uc vainly sought, and the desti
ny of another who found the radiance within. It re
veals the laws-and conditions which create happiness 
and Indicate*  the path which lead» to (he attainment 
of Self-Maetery and Power. Price 25 cents,

. URIEL BUCHANAN,
Dept. P. Tm Box 210, Chicago, III. 544tf

THE RELATION
Of tho Spiritual to tho Material Universe; and tho 
Law of OontroX New edition, enlarged ana revised. 
byM.Farads7. Prico 15 cents. •_ ‘ •

Children’s Progressive LycenmT 
A manual, with direction! for tho crgantzatlon and 

management of Sunday schools. By Jndrew Jackson 
Dana. .SomethtnarlndlsnenBablo. Pr ce50cehts.

"JESUS CHRIST A FICTION.-
Founded upon tho life of Apollonius of Tyana. 

The Fagan priests of Rome originated Christianity. 
New and startling disclosures by its founders, and 
full explanations by ancient splritp, Price, paper, 50c. 

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

By Charles Bradlaugh. With the story of hlsllfd 
as told by himself, and the history of his parliamen
tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, 50c. >

WOMAN: FOUR CENTUE’IES.OF
1 : PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker's Inter
national Congress. Chicago, IU., October, 1093. By 
Susan H.’Wikon. Price, 10c. - ‘

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS, 

Or Sex In Bellglon. By Ellie Burt G.mble. “It It a 
teulble, quiet. logical atatement of opinion, Seduced 
at.tlmea cnrlontly from autlttlca which might b, 

. open to doubt j and never for« moment lenaattonalur 
revoletloiiMy.—Chicago Herald. 829 pagea, large 

Jnt, cloth bqund. Price «.ib. for aala «thia offle.

Superstition In all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
A Roman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God's pardon for having taught tho 
Christian religion. He left this volume as hit last 
Will and testament to his parishioners and to the 
world. Translated from the French original by Miss 
Anna Knoop.

Post Bvo., 839 pages, with portrait. Cloth, 11.00; 
postage, 1< canU.

"The work of tho honest pastor Is tbe most curioui 
and the most powerful thing of the kind that tho last 
century produced. . .. Paine and Voltaire had re
serves, but Jean Mealier had none. He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all, tbe wonder ts not that there 
should have been one priest who left that testimony at 
his death, but that all Driest» do not."—James Parton

EVOLUTIONISM.
A Series of Illustrated Lectures 

Upon tbe
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE.
BY OLNEY JI. RICHMOND,

Price, cloth. «1.28. For «ale at tbti office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme 
and all things arc subject to it. By Moees Hull. PriCO 
in cloth. 40 cents; paper 25 cts. For sale at this office. 

Apocryphal New Testament
Being all tho Gospel«, Epistles, and other pieces 

now extant, attributed In tbe first four centuries to 
Jesus Clirist, his apostles and their, companions, and 
not Included In the .New Testament bjrlts compilers. 
Cloth, 81.50. For sale at this office.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.
JL New Edition, ProfUsety lUnstrated,

“I choose that n »tory should bo founded on prob
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to 
findnothlnginittrivlalorcxtravagant; and I desire 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appear somo latent truth, obvious to the discern-' 
Ing eye. though escape the observation of the 
vulgar.0—Voltaike. . •

I Contents: ^'Tho White Bull,’’ a Satirical Romancoi 
; "Zadlg, or Fate," an Oriental History; “The Sago ana 
' the Atheist;" “The Prinoess of Babylon;" "The Man 
। of Forty Crowns;’’ “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;" 
I "Mlcromcgas” a Satire on Mankind; fThe World as
it Goes;’ “Tho Black and the White;” “Memnon, thtt 
Philosopher;” “Andro Des Touches at Slam;” f'Bab-

I abcc;’’ “The Study of Nature;”- "A Conversation 
With a Chinese;” “Plato’s Dream;” "A Pleasure in

' Having no Pleasure;" “An Adventure tn India;" 
"Jeannot and Colin;* ’ "Travels of Scamentado;’ 
"ThoGoodBrahmln;” ‘?Tbo Two Comforters:” “An*  
clent Faith and Fable.” : • ■

One volume, poet Bvo, 480 pages, with portrait and 81 
Illustrations. . Extra vellum cloth, 11.60? postage, 
15 cents,. . • ®

"Voltaire’s satire was keen and fiuo-poUitod as a 
rapier.”—Magazine of Am. History.

"A delightful reproduction, unUme Mdrefteshing.*  
—Boston Commonwealth.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD,
Or Mabel Raymond's Resolve, -

By bolt WtUbroker. TMi Us nov.l written with » 
purpoK to Imptoys the beau raoot to mold the fu- 
tara oBipHug^nu kesUh sod lasfiintltn. 
»>0ebtMbniMMMtN>bSsK. PtMH,>SMfU4.nk st IM»< MM _ ~

CONVENT CRUELTIES
Is the title of a 82 page pamphlet by Henry A.Sullivan, 
ex monk, which Is a sort of prospectus, or advance 
portion of a larger work to be published under the 
same title as soon as tbe sale of tbe smaller work 
provides the funds therefor. Besides the lntrodu<> 
tlon the pamphlet discusses “How Giris Become CK> 
Brides of Christ—A peep Into tbe Convent," “The 
Convent Horror—A Sworn Statement,'’ “Taking the 
Veil." etc. its tales tfre thrilling. Send ffio tn silver 
to Henry A. Sullivan. 1178 W. Adams »t. Chicago,
sample copy. 554

Longley’s Beautiful Songs
For Public Meetings and 

the Home.
VOLUME ONE

Contain» the following songs with music:
rm thinking, dear motber, of you. We mire out 

boys at home. The land of the bye aud bye. The 
good Umea yet to be. Tbe land beyond the stars. 
They are waiting at tbe portal. When the dear ones 
gather at borne. Resting under the daisies. The 
grand Jubilee. My mothers tender eyes. Dear heart 
come home. Come in some beautiful dream. Where 
the roecB neverfade. In heaven we'll know onr owi£
' ' VOLUME TWO
Contains 15 new and beautiful songs, suited to th? 
homo circle, seances, local meetings, mass-meeting*,  
conventions, anniversaries and Jubilee». They corné 
prise an excellent variety of poem» set to easy har
mony and ought to sell readily. These book» are 15ct*.  
each] the two for 80cta. For sale at this office.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “A1V« Right with the World.” Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success with 
“All's Right with the World,’’ which continue» In tho 
front rank of the Metapbpical book» that are now bo 
popular. The ereat number who hare ¿cen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another boos 
by th)» wise teacher whose words of help are doing so 
much to nako tbe world better by maklncmcnand 
women better able to understand and enjoy IU

“Discovery of a Lost Trail’*
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. If 
will be In demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price 11.50. For sale at 
this office.

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Researches aud Discoveries. By 
Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A marvelohs 
work. Though concise as a text book It is as fascin
ating or a work of fiction. The reader win be amazed 
to sec the curious facts here combined In support of 
this power of the human mind, which will resolve a 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
as day, and throw light on all subjects nowCbscurea 
by time. Price tl .50. For sale at this office.

’In three volumes, cloth bound, 11.50 each. r

The GlirlstSS 
Question W. eT Coleman, ^J.
SPtf toil S. Loveland,HudsonubblUu Tuttle, Mose's Hull,
J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir
its say about ft. By

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Whether this book settles the queition or not, It 

WiUbe fonnd eminently entertaining, and bring! to*  
getber a man of evidence to establish the historical 
character of Jesus, A large volume, cloth, 11.S3. For 
tale at th!» office. .

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

ThU workwill bo found eapeclàlly IntvrwUnK toa! 
who would detlre to make» thidjr of iBomanlm an*  
the Bible. The Motorio facte atatog, and tbekae»- 
»eathtni renew ofBomlibldau end ltectK0iebo<.
“»rtadwall. Prlo»,S5o. atlltUUMK
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ft THRILLING SCENE, ROBERT OWENDISPENSATION OF SPIRITUAL FORGES

our

UNCLE EPH»S SERMON.

rebuhed.

*

LaW of Satúre; Tboûgtyt, tye gohterçt of fiep Problems,—SPIRITUAL!§]yl

- “Love—Sei—Immortality." By Dis 
■W. • P» Phelon. For sale at this office, 
.Price, Û5 rents, _ ‘

fashioned its delicate petals white and 
spotless as the robe of a seraph, must 
have known that the lily’s home was 
in'the dark and miry depths of the

-- “Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence.’’- By -Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
Strong and; conclusive argument from 
the bftslstof-science. .For sale, at,this 
office.' Price fi'centM,

-

A Lecture Delivered by Lena Ingraham Gifford, at Seat
tie, Washington,

Mr. President and Friends of Progress: 
It is written “Freely have ye received, 

freely give." ', •
We refer now to the dispensation of 

spiritual gifts, of opulence of mind and 
heart, of intellectual attainments which 
accompany moral and spiritual qualifl-

as we hear the cry going forth con
tinually of man’s injustice to man; we 
have not yet conceived what marvelous 
beauty, peace and joy there is iu a life 
that is willing to'give unto others just 
as good a chance as it has itself—to. he 
grandly, nobly universal. We like to 
regulate other peojile’s affairs, to pass 
judgment upon them, froig the sov
ereignty of a nation to the meanest sub-
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carious.
' Continually pass on to others what 
you have received and make room for । 
something new for yourself. Every 
psychle knows that this increases his 
.working power.

It is one thing to have abundance of 
gold, another thing to have a cultivated 
intellect alive to every recorded event 
of the past and present, and quite 
another thing to have an abundance of 
spiritual gifts—those larger attainments 
which go to make tip the Infinite man. 
You may have one or all of these com
bined; ■

The man of gold may have but little 
or no spirituality and a modicum of in
tellectual superiority; the Intellectual 
gourmand scarcely ever attains to ma
terial opulence, and may be just as de
ficient in spiritual wealth, for Intellect 
is cool and calculating sometimes, and 
ignores the warmer, kindlier Impulses 
of the soul; so, a man who is a beggar 
inthe common acceptation of the term, 
and unlettered and unlearned in the 
curriculum of college or university, 
may Ire a king, a master in every kind
ly Impulse of the heart, in every divine 
prompting of the soul, and worthy to be 
a counselor, a leader In the .Imperial, . 
divine institution of universal fra
ternity.

The well rounded out, the well- 
balanced man has all these in fair pro
portion, There is really nothing new in 
the universe of thought, the universe 
of spirit power; it is only new to us as 
we take it up individually. But having 
acquired tho divine knowledge, it is not 
ours to keep; we must pass it on, give 
it out into the great ocean of activity, 
endowing others who may be weaker 
than ourselves,i that they may take it 
up and benefit and be beneflted by it as 
we have been. We read of the dispensa
tions of Providence, the Mosaic and 
Christian dispensations; and one writer 
says, “Neither are God's methods or 
intentions different in his dispensations 
to each private man.” We are glad to 
endorse that sentiment. We believe In 
It- fully.

When the world of humanity makes 
no difference in dispensing its favors 
by method or intention, and measures 
out to every man alike, there will be no 
need for political reform, for party dif
ferences; and there will be no dis
appointed constituency bewailing a 
false representation. But some are not 
as able to receive as others, you say; 
some have not the capacity to hold hu
man or divine favors.

Does God withhold his gifts then, bls 
support without limitation, passing 
final judgment prematurely? It does 
not seem so to me. He makes no man 
a multi-millionaire, no' man a slave. 
These are man-made effects and belong' 
to the denser, lower grade of moral and 
spiritual development. It Is the one
sided propositions that cause this. The 
universal and fixed laws never lose 
their equilibrium.

He never tires of opening the doors 
of his spiritual granary and offering the 
privilege alike to great and small to 
come and take enough and to spare. It 
is a generous mnn who takes not only 
enough for his own daily need, but 
some to spare as a sort of sample to 

- others of what is in that great granary 
of spiritual gifts or forces waiting for 
their acceptance or recognition. As we, 
in the morning, turn our faces to the 
rising sun seeking oneness with the 
Infinite and pray, “Give us this day our 
daily bread,” let us ask for an extra 
loaf for some who do not yet know the 
way; or if they know of It do not walk 
in it; and by to-morrow morning we 
will have heard of another and another 
needy one, so we can ask. for two or 
three extra loaves; and by the third 
morning we will see the needy ones 

- coming up to God’s granary themselves, 
and so we will become an endless chain 
ol seekers after the spiritual bread of 
life and transmitters to others. This is 
what it is to be universal. And so, by 
and by we will all become opulent, and 
happiness and peace will become uni
versal, for that storehouse of grain and 
fruit meet for the spirit is limitless, 

' and strength and power of spirit gives 
us strength and power over externals, 
and we become Independent citizens, 
whereas we are now slaves.

bid you ever see a prosperous man 
Who was a discouraged man? Now do 
not tq,ke.the cause.for the effect and 
say, “Of course, a man can be happy 
and cheerful, and all-that, If be has

mlrror surfaced lake.
There is no possible-position in life 

where we cannot dispense some good; 
there is no road that we may travel 
whereon we will not meet or overtake 
some weary and worn traveler to whom 
we can give a lift; do not let us “pass 
by on the other side" because we being 
younger and more able-bodied, and may 
I say, more coarsely constituted than 
we should be, have no feeling for one 
who needs our assistance.

Bear in mind that as ye do unto one 
of the least of these, so shall be your 
reward.

In all the experiences of life we find 
the sum of human power, the height of 
human control, is to be able amid con
tending and unfavorable conditions to 
maintain uprightness, dignity and com
posure, so that we can see through the 
ruffled surface the truth/that lies be
neath' and dispense proper judgment. 
Here is your philosopher—the man of 
concentration—the man of wisdom.

We have a good many surface work
ers in this world who are disturbed by 
every criticising word and every ad
verse, passing thought, when if they 
immediately went to the bottom of the 
well they would find the truth and be 
calm and serene. .

However, let us dispense our spirit
ual thought and our spiritual work as 
widely as possible; there is no fear of 
attenuation of ideas; there is no fear of 
over-production or under-consumption, 
to use a political term, for as long as 
man lives be will be enquiring as to tho 
future of his own soul. Wo can tell 
him many truths. .

True, we have had only fifty-two 
years to gather tho wisdom of the 
upper spheres, and that wisdom, too, 
coming through a mentality that bad 
been taught for eighteen hundred years 
that there was no way of communica
tion between the inhabitants of the two 
worlds. We do not claim to be infalli
ble—we do not claim to be omniscient. 
And you must remember that the vast 
majority who passed over previous to 
that time did not believe they could re
turn, and when they come now and in 
response to some of your numerous 
questions tell you that they “do not 
know," respect that answer, for it is a 
wise one; they do not know all things 
just as soon as they have crossed the 
border line, of ever after, any more 
than the learned Professor here knows 
all tilings on all lines; or any more than 
the half-crazed murderer can pass from 
the gallows to perfect happiness in a 
moment's time.

Wisdom, and happiness, too, are a 
matter of growth over there as well as 
here; this is one of the truths we have 
learned from tlie spirit world; another 
is that our spirit life is already begun 
here; that while we are living right in 
this world, engaged In our multiplicity 

- of. cares, 'we are building the spiritual 
man—the man for eternity—and that is 
just how we build for the spirit;- by out 
multiplicity of cares, by what we call 
our hard experiences, by those sorrow
ful days and nights when wé ask to 
agony “What bave I done that .this 
should be brought upon me?” Every 
man has his Gethsemane. Every 
woman goes sometime to weep at the 
tomb of her losb hopes. Was there ever 
a birth without Its painful throes?

These sùfferlngs, dear friends, are the 
means of producing something new; 
and it rests with yourselves if it shall 
be a wonderful child of Spiritual birth; 
and day by day, and year by year, 
through travail and pain we add to the 
growth of the spiritual man within us; 
and it rests with ourselves what he 
shall, become for the years of eternity— 
a spiritual dwarf or a Buddha, a Mo
hammed, a Christ -

Another thing we have learned in our 
course of psychic unfoldment. As the 
intellect' is the government of the 
physical man, so is the spirit the gov
ernment of the spiritual man, and the 
soul which is universal is thé motor 
power of both. God is the Over-Soul of 
all souls, and his expression is through 
all matter; therefore no individual, as 
is sometimes asserted, or class'of in- 
dlviduals or race of people can be the 
whole expression of God, thé eternal 
Truth. One little plant does notre

! ceive the whole of his care, his mighty 
' influence, but millions of suns and 
' millions of solar systems with their in
' habitants are also the expression of

plenty of money, and everything be 
-' needs.” Friends/it is his cheerfulness 

and faith in himself,' and the Provi
dence whose methods and intentions 
are just as good for him as for any 
other man, that brings him external 
prosperity; and be need not be a church 
member either to. attain it He needs 

"to be a man, to feel himself a man, to 
think himself a man, and to recognize 
and respeet the same manly qualities 
and'desires for independence in all 
'other meii. This is the key to the best 
religion'in-ibe world; but it Is too-large 
to fit any creed-bound door to eternal 
happiness.

'' Spiritual prosperity has nothing to do 
with a-creed-llmited religion, any more 
■than the beauty and fragrance of- the 
rose or the spotless purity of the lily 
has to do with it The religion of Na
ture, her ftilth and trust in the power 
of all Good, and her own renovation and 
progression is theirs, and should be 
ours. . . ■

. Here Is thought work fori true, noble 
women. Because one sits in an humble 
cottage and plys the ruder avocations 
of life; it does bot follow that she shall 
send forth no influence of spiritual and 
moral strength and beauty to help tgar- 
nlshthé great -universe of ■ Gotl.t';He 
who painted thellly's'scented-cup-hnd

ject in its realm, whether we are sure 
we are right or pot; but do not want 
our own toes trodden upon to ad
monish us that we may be a little amiss 
oursqlvej. We are very generous in 
giving our opinions of others. Are we 
as generous in receiving other’s opinion 
of us? The question answers itself; if 
we were, there would be a universal 
reformation right away. Dispensation 
is a Law that must become universal 
before universal justice can be done,

James G. Clark, the talented prophet
poet and Spiritualist, wrote:
There yet shall rise beneath the sky, 

Unvexed by narrow greed for pelf,
A race whose practice shall deny

The heartless creed “Each for him
self.”

Justice should not be a question of 
reward or punishment-with us, but we 
should dispense daily the best we know, 
the best we have, unreservedly—not our 
growllngs and complainings—but doing 
right for right’s sake, and let the de-, 
sired results follow in natural se
quence. : _

A clairvoyant vision ejime to me. It 
was a beautiful lady who, by her aura, 
I judged to be a psychle. She was en
veloped in a large cloak which nearly 
concealed her person, and passed along 
before, me ascending an inclined plane— 
not a?stalrway—and paused before a 
venerable-looking man who was sitting 
outside a gate which was the entrance 
to a beautiful home, an extensive park 
and all the accessories of refinement 
and comfort. As the, lady stopped be
fore the man, whose garb reminded nie 
of the days of Jesus and the Apostles, 
she made the request to enter, at the 
same time holding out her hands, which 
were full of what seemed to be gold 
coin; on second sight It looked more 
like buttons made of some tinsel stuff, 
oi; perhaps I should say drosp. The 
patriarch looked at her earnestly and 
turned-away his head; she laid her 
offering down at bls feet, and from be
neath her capacious cloak, from pockets 
on one side, she produced many more 
and lais' them at his foot—still no re
sponse but a compassionate look. .

Then from the other side pockets she 
brought opt many more, which looked 
very suspiciously like pure gold coin, 
and laid them all in a pile at bls feet.

The patriarch again turned away, and 
I noticed hanging on the gate post, 
which was of pure white crystal, a 
large golden key ; and also beside him 
a balance or scales, and I read in big 
letters.over his bead on the gateway’s 
arch the word "Justice.” The lady 
looked at him entreatlngly, still proffer
ing her gifts, which seemed to me to 
represent her work here. With a look 
of pain he at last uttered, "Wonian, 
will you never understand?" .

She stepped back bewildered; and I 
saw a -ragged, pale-faced boy coining 
up the middle of the street;; his shoes 
had holes in them and he walked as if 
footsore or injured. The gate-keeper 
pointed .to the"boy and said: “Bring me 

■the'pebble from that cliildte'shoe which- 
is tormenting him, so." ' '

The ladyz went down Into the dusty 
street, took off one shoe, secured the 
pebble, then took off the other and 
shook the dust from it, and returned to 
the Master, as we may call him, and 
presented the pebble. He, took it and 
said': “Woman, this is worth/morq than 
all else you have brought me. Do you 
now understand?” ' . 1 : :

The lady replied, “I begin to."
' I turned-my face down, the . street 
again and saw, as if produced by some 
wonderful magic, a pair pf new shoes 
on the boy’s feet, and his face? lighted 
with a happyismile. As I turned to the 
Master, I saw. bim draw, the lady’s 
attention again tb'the street With a look 
of command which she eould not resist 
Then I observed ah elderly man coming 
slowly up the streetf he- walked with 
difficulty as though he had serious 
trouble in bls.back; but as he came 
along I saw one and another come put 
to the roadside and accost him,-when

this great I Am. • 7 /
"There Is ho diminution of God’s 

.power.'You can have just as much as. 
you can use—none to'store up for Idle-' 
ness, for the divine Over:Soul never 
slumbers nor sleeps. He is a common 
every-day laborer. ? ; ; .

Here Is a lesson to the idlers iff the 
world who with ample wealth fritter, 
away , the years With their glorious 
promises in inglorious ease. 7- .
He who hath fashioned with almighty 

band 7 : ?
Both blazing suns and tiny grains of- 

sand .
With care alike, and given to each a 

place ■ •
In nature’s ecaseless law Ite. life to 

trace, . \
To mnn this lesson, gives—The Archl-.- 
, tect divine '
Has labor dignified • from dust that 

clods to stars that shine.. •
We are component parts of one com

posite Soul and every form is in part 
that Soul’s expression, from the atom 
to the angel.1 As the individual soul can 
work up, manipulate physical matter, 
human clay' andhuman intelligence 
through- the advantages of our uni
versal relations, - Into clearer, finer con
ditions, so do we have signal representa-; 
tives Of marvelous-psychic power and 
prophetic wisdom at •; times In the' 
world—as .Confucius,-. Buddha,■.Jesus, 
Mohammed and Swedenborg." ■■

But - the? human intellect in •• general 
does not yet. know what true justice far

.. C. a'.' X' " ’ «■‘UA -*

all her. work was not open and above
board; the offering she made at first 
appearing gold and. then dross, repre
sented that her work had not always 
been done with a pure and right motive; 
the magic of the new shoes proved that 
every little kindness we do is two-fold, 
and we do not know how much benefit 
may accrue from one kind deed; the 
elderly man came to the Master empty- 
handed—ho placard to emblazon his 
work, no claim to offer. What need? 
Nothing can be hid or unknown to the
eye of inexorable Justice.

Shakspeare says:
“This even-handfed Justice

Commends the, ingredients of 
poisoned chalice

To our own lips?' ■ ; ,
The metamorphose of the dark, soiled 

garments of the lady to pure white, 
gives us the.blessed assurance that the 
Master is willing to give us unasked the 
symbol and badge of;our good deeds, 
and our good .intentions even.

We,cannot afford to be unkind; we 
cannot afford to carry malice in our 
hearts; it is too costly for us in the end. 
One night of angry passion, ono hour 
even of surging hatred in the brain 
makes us pay a heavy penalty in the 
loss of harnionious conditions, and in a 
temporary bllfidness to what is actually 
the'truth, and, moreover, in attracting 
to us contentious influences. Let us not 
accuse others, in the body or out of the 
body, of bringing, us into sueh un
desirable conditions, /when it is always 
plain on the Mirfacj.' that the boiling 
lavq is within our?ejves, Let us see to 
it that even-handed Justice in returning 
to us the measure of(bur dispensing cup 
brings it not filled with bitterness.

Half a century ago witnessed the ad
vent of a new Divine Dispensation to 
the world. We have our individual 
callings, our individual labors public 
and private, our heroes, our priests. 
But God at times marshals his prophets, 
his leaders, ui)d-sends them forth with 
a new song In (heir pibuths—a grander 
pean on tlielr lips. A long needed and 
much demanded reform creeps in and 
colors llfe and character; immanent up
heavals find vent iri moral and social 
advancement, and then we realize that 
a dispensation from God is spreading 
throughout the world. Speh is tho 
'Harmonlal Philosophy, the universal 
fraternity as taught by philosophers, 
prophets and seeys oil both hides of the 
borders-of the River of Life,

0 ye medhmiistic'evangels! who dis
pense this gospel of Iqvc from the seen-- 
lar rostrum, the thto^glcal pulpit, Jlip 
spiritual platftirm, oi ilro^the house
hold hearth or tho public curbstone, I 
would that ye had a 'thousand. tongues 
and ten thousand hearts, and all wero 
filled with the songs of man’s humanity 
to man. : "

I would that ye feather the' golden 
grain in each .life’s harvests, arid pift 
for wheat and'not for chaff; that your 
dispensations may be os the Divine 
Dispensations—full of the light of 
Truth.

The world is growing wiser, the world 
is growing better, and God’s -laborers in 
the rank and file of its industrial army 
are advancing right on to victory.

he stopped, took their hands .and gave 
them words of erieouragement and 
cheet as I knew by their faces, for some 
were radiant with glad surprise ,nnd 
some were drenched with silent, joyful 
tears; and little children came, and for 
them all he seemed to drop some rich 
and beautiful gem of thought—then I 
knew he too was a'psycliic.

The lady looked a moment at him, 
then started, to go down to mbet him, 
but suddenly stopped, and, as if by the 
same magic, I saw her trailing dust- 
bestrown garments transfigured to a 
beautiful pure white 'gown of misses’ 
length. Then she went to meet tire 
other psychic; she took one of his hands 
and rested it upon her white shoulder; 
then she laid one of hers Upon his back. 
I saw Jilm give her a grateful, happy 
smile, , and they came up to the gate 
together. '

Cheerfully the Master opened it, and 
reverently bowing the feeble man in 
said, "Brother, enter into thy well- 
earned rest." .

The lady stood looking down at her 
treasures,7, then tlibughtfully threw 
them one by one into tlic street. Again 
Sho faced the Master, who repeated 
with -a kind smile: “Woma i, do you 
now understand?”

She bowed her beautiful head and an
swered: “I understand that the least 
Of these who do thy work unselfishly 
Is greatest in the kingdom, of heaven- 
let me go back and try again.”

And the Master laid .his hand upon 
her head and blessed her, and with Ids. 
encouraging smile to light her way she 
started in anew.

I have said here before-that the.true 
psychic who does the work of the angel 
world wears a martyr’s, crown. every 
day of his.llfe. The Inclined plane that 
was shown me at the .beginning, of this 
ylslon revealed; the easy road that, 
many seek, for a stairway , shows well- 
defined' upward -steps mf. spiritual- pro-
gress and also woriMnd-.iietf-eacriflpe 
la ascending.7. Th'e cloak Indicated that

In the Ute ol the Martnr froslfloiii, fibra 
ham Lincoln.

Snuff dat candle, dar.iyoii sinnah, 
- Doan’ you see hlt’p/burnln low? 
De Debbll he will be a winnah 

Ef you doan’, he '?fljl;rfop^ho'.
Ole Satan Jak de'dttfK^sri'.bCst;; ' 

De Miastah he'lak^htf;; ^?
.You kalnt expect de Mastoh lest . 

' Yo' cindle's burpin'; bright.' -
De good book teH^ioji keep it trim, 

An’ dat you.-should obey, 
Or Satan cotcli you fa de dim , -

An' swipe you right away; ,
Dat mean de good^Rar Is fa you 

Should shine out;6Ji.-yo! eye, '■ .
An' light de .worl’yv'IiaT it? am blue 

An’dark, befdre^ou die; ‘
Dat mean you shaiteyfa’.brpdder’s ban' 

. An’ gib him yo’: las’ dime; 77
Hit means you sabe yo’ fellow-man 

Frum failin’ down in crime.
Hit mean you wallca; hun’red mile 

An'den you walk one mo1
To make a wicked sinnah smile, 

An’let his stonin’go. ■ ' -
Hit mean you mus’n’t say a word 
; Dat bring yo’ brndder palp, •' .. 
An’ nebber ’peat jes’ all you hdrird z .

About his blot .or, stain. . •
Hit means to elotlie de naked one, 

An' feed.him good an’, strong, .;...
No matter whut he say and done; . 

; Neglected, he’ll go wrong,, ?. , 
Hit means dat you must’ mind? yo' 

■ fairs,- '. " ?
An’ keep yd’ lip.ioAoine / ' .

Ef you expect to iab yo’ prayers
Reach up to heaben's dome.

Hit means yo? sperit’ am de light? 
, An’you's de candle stick, 
Ah’ , you should-keep it burnin’ bright-

For fear ob dat.Ole Nick.
Ole Nick be lak. de chicken meat, 

An’ dey doan’ rqosfat day, 7
So he jes’ show h'is cloven feet -. 

When darkness comes yo’ way.'
Den snuff yo’ candid, dar, an’ keep 

Yo’ Mastah posted so
When you lay down for yo’ last’ sleep, 

He'll know jes’ whan to go.
* . . . . ■ DR. T. WILKINS.

The Citizen, of Bostoh, Mass., has the 
following: In 1801 there was published 
In New York a novel—well-written and 
holding the interest of the reader to the 
end. The’book was published by “The 
Minerva Publishing Co.," and is en
titled “Not to the Swift.” The name of 
the author is not givén in the copy be
fore us (a second-hand copy which we 
picked up in 1^03 in a New York book
stall/. We understand that trip work 
'has been totally suppressed, and the 
publishers have gone out pf business. 
Can any reader of the Citizen give 
further particulars? Much of the story 
relates to the assassination of Lincoln, 
and the7 following passages are ex
tracted from it:

With his long legs crossed and his 
heavy head resting in his hand, the 
President himself looked absently at 
the blqzlng grate fire; while Secretaries 
Stanton and Seward conversed in low 
tones at the table on (he other side of 
the room. ' 7

“Seward,” suddenly exclaimed the 
President, “did I tell you I received a 
letter from Prof? Morse to-day,' warn
ing me against the Jesuits, and com
plaining that I sent Archbishop Huglrns 
with Thurlow Weed to Europe to repre
sent American affairs to our European 
cousins? He tells me the archbishop is 
also an ajeh-Jesuit, and while there, 
consulted frequently and independently 
with prominent Jesuits. He says he 
knows absolutely that Davis Is in cor
respondence with Plus IX., and there 
is no question of the complicity of the 
order in our present civil war; and that 
they are continuously working in their 
secret way to handicap us in every 
move we make. What do you think of 
it? I myself have had some experience 
with these ‘gentlemen in black.' I de
fended a Jesuit priest some years ago, 
in Illinois, and I saw enough of their 
deviltry then. He warned me against 
them; even declaring they would have 
my life, but I am tolerably healthy yet.”

"You may not lie through; with them 
yet, Mr. Président, and ! am inclined to 
tliiok Morse is.more tlian half right. In 
fact, I am watching some ¿f the gentry 
now, and I have every evidence neces
sary that thefé has been a constant 
communication between well-known 
Oatbollcs in New York and the South
ern leaders," said Mr. Stanton. Pro
phetic remark; had only sufficient heed 
been paid to it!

“I think you are'altogether too se
vere, gentlemen, upoii these poor re
ligionists,” broke in Secretary Seward. 
“Is it not à fact, now, that it is custo
mary to ascribe everything we'cannot 
see through to the influence of the 
Jesuits? .‘Give a dog a bad name and 
hang him.’ Some of the most amiable, 
polislied, cultivated men I know are 
Catholic gentlemen. There is Mr. Cor
coran”——

"A Southern sympathizer," burst out 
Stantota

“There is Bishop Purcell”—
"A'Jesuit,!’ again broke in Secretary 

Stanton. ' ' '
‘And Dr. Maglnn, of New York, is a 

man any eo.untry might be proud of.” 
?/!Mt^lriïù:iei .nothingv-morô nor' less 
than a Southern? sÇy, SewaMi and at

was not- to be conquered, so easily. 
When aroused he was a terrible an
tagonist. With his left hand thrust un
der the tail of his coat and bis long 
right forefinger extended, he said:

“An historical memory, indeed! I, 
too, am somewhat gifted that way, gen
tlemen. Great and good men there are 
in this ‘Company of Jesus,' I admit, 
men of steadfast purpose and pure 
lives, but these-men are not their lead
ers. In the height of argument I will 
not advert to the terrible crimes com
mitted under the instructions of their 
leaders In mediaeval times; it is a mat
ter of history. They are no longer what 
Loyola designed them to be, the 
‘soldiers of the church,’ they are the 
politicians, the Machiavelli, the Talley
rands of the church. Born in Spain, 
reared in France, and developed in 
Italy, they are now spreading over our 
own beautiful land. Every civilized 
country in which they have obtained a 
foothold, has been compelled to expel 
them. Even one Pope himself felt the 
necessity of suppressing them, but they 
were called into life by another. Jesuit
ism! It is now the Catholic Church! 
Have you ever thought, gentlemen, of 
the millions upon millions of money 
controlled by their bishops In America? 
And all to be used at the will of the 
Pope! Archbishop Hughes controls the 
sum of thirty millions; what will he or 
Ills successor control twenty-five years 
from now? Gentlemen, we are simply 
seated upon a volcano. I tremble for 
the future of this country, for I am not 
sure the Pope, when driven from Italy, 
as be Is sure to be, will not take up Uis 
abode In America. Even now he is 
coquetting with Jefferson Davis, and 
we all know that through the Empress 
he holds Napoleon under his thumb."

Mr. Stanton resumed his seat, and for 
a few moments no one spoke. The Sec
retary’s invective had aroused teo pain
ful thoughts in Hie minds of both Mr. 
Lincoln and Mr. Seward. Finally a long 
ijlgh escaped the President and lie said:

“You geem to have some spite against 
these poor Jesuits, Stanton. I have no 
doubt they have been guilty of many 
murders, but you overrate their power 
for mischief, I think."

Seward' said nothing, but the con-

Book of the New Moral 
World.”

E call special attention to The 
Next World Interviewed, one 
of our; special, premiums. We 
are enabled to furnish it to our 
readers at the price announced 
in our .premium list, from the 
simple fnfct that Mr. Horn do

nated the plates ot the book to us. We 
have sent out tbotfsijuds of copies of 
this book, and It-hlui liven well received 
everywhere, t it should be circulated by 
the millions among all classes of Spirit
ualists.- The: seven'books that we are 
offering to Splritrfallsts as premiums 
contain a large •< storehouse , of ■ useful 
knowledge on Splrltnhl and Oecult sub
jects,- You shodl^iave theta,-on the 
shelves of ypuril^rary where you jean 
-have access tptheii at any time. Read 
caret ullyrotif'pireinlttm announcement.¡.v

tbe ‘present moment he ip. being ■ 
Watched," cried the. now irate Sec
retary of War.' '

"Try again,-Seward," laughed tho' 
President, "Stanton has you on every 
side." ' :

"He may have me, 'as you say, Mr. 
-Presidefitj'In these indtvidual^cases, but 
I'believe altogether too’ much stress is 
flald iipon the actions of this,Catholic 
:order.‘‘-Ever since Eugene Sue wrote 
his celebrated’ novel, ‘The Wandering 
Jew,’ it has been the fashion to see the 
hand Of a-. Jesuit in every mysterious 
act. I have no doubt the order, has its 
bad men, so have all organizations; but 
why eondenin'the order as a, whole? 
Look at the educational work they are 
doing! Where,will you■ find a more 
modest, studious, well-deported class of 
young men- arid; young women than 
thelrtschools turn out?” ‘

“Oh, you mole!"'.cried the impetuous 
Stanton. "Look beneath the surface, 
Mr. Secretary of State; these children 
are not Jesuits. A Jesuit’s training is 
not a thing of a year or two of tuition; 
but every one of them has instilled into 
hlsxmlnd certain principles which ren- 
deri them fit subjects to’be used in 
after life, if needed. Scratch a Rus
sian’s back and you will find, a Tartar 
underneath. Go beneath the surface of 
male, or female Catholic, educated in a 
Jesuit institution, and^-ou Arid a ready 
tool to be used in social or political life 
hereafter-. Just now I am about to 
cause the arrest of a beautiful young 
girl; under the guise of patriotism, the 
Jesuits have wrought upon her, until 
her entire life is devoted to the South
ern eause. She is intelligent, clear
headed, and has made a large fortune 
unaided, when her father failed. She 
hns great influence with Southern lead
ers- and uses her wealth without stint, 
besides being trusted with large sums 
flow rebel sources. She was educated, 
I am told, at a Jesuit convent and Is 
now hiding in one. Archbishop Hughes 
ought to be in a military prison.”

"Come, come, Stanton, . you are 
altogether too severe upon the Jesuits,” 
replied Mr, Seward, somewhat vexed. 
“Where will you And nobler men or 
women than among the. Jesuit priest
hood and their nuns? More self-sac
rificing, more unselfish, more patient 
and gentle people I have never known. 
I even think I recollect when, at a 
great plague in Marseilles, their co
religionists fled, these men and women 
Jesuits stepped in from the neighboring 
towns and died at their.posts. Is there 
anything in,religion-more noble, or 
-grander than this self-sacrifice?”- ■ ■ ■ 
;'-.Mr. Lincoln --clapped, his hands ;in 
great glee. > "Good! Seward; good! "It’s 
a great thing /to - ’have -an historical 
metaory.” T Btit'the-great war Secretary

versation was not forgotten, and when, 
shortly after that, the riots occurred in 
New York, Mr. Lincoln wrote Arch
bishop Hughes that if the matter did 
not cease lie should hold him personally 
responsible. An announcement was 
made that the archbishop would ad
dress the rioters, which he did, and 
quiet was restored. * * . ■

Inauguration day, with all Its glorious 
pageantry, came and went. Again 
Abraham Lincoln was sworn In Presi
dent of the United States. The thunder 
of tho cannoh had ceased, the long pro
cession had dispersed. The wires wero 
now conveying the glad news to all 
parts of the continent. Again there was 
a roaring of cannon, this time in the 
valley around Richmond, In the West 
and in the South. While all this was 
going on, a' miserable, bent, forlorn 
man was sneaking along the avenue 
toward the National Hoteb- Again 
thwarted and almost dejected, he crept 

■to bls'room, and there ate out his heart 
in vain regrets and meanings. It is our 
last look at Wilkes Booth, in a little 
'over1 a month from this date be was a 
hideous, blackened corpse, a foul 
assassin, and fills' an unknown grave. 
How' much of his guilt rests upon 
others and how much was the result of 
his-own wayward nature; only history 
ciin tell, But when the search does 
eome; probably long years from now, 
and the archives of state ore permitted 
to be explored, it will be found.that the 
“trail of the serpent is over it ¿11,” and 
history will record another Instance of 
tiie detestable meddling in''political 
affairs of that secret, subtle order, 
which will never cease while govern- 
mentabtoleration permits its suakedike 
bead to lift itself unpunished .arid un-

(Continued from No. 552.) .
To the Editor:—The extracts from 

this interesting and valuable book hav
ing been received and'read with appar. 
ent interest, I am encouraged to con- 
tinuethem:

“5. That if It should ever occur 
among beings so trained, educated, em
ployed, and placed, that differences of 
opinion or feeling could arise to require 
Interference of others to adjust such 
differences—which are deemed almost 
impossible to occur after one genera- 
tlon shall be thus formed and placed to 
become rational in their thoughts, 
feelings and conduct—shall be adjusted 
by arbitrators previously chosen, who 
will render all magistrates, lawyers, 
and courts of law wholly unnecessary.

6th. That any parties thus trained, 
educated, employed and placed, who 
should act in opposition to the happl- 
ness of society, Individually or gener
ally, could do so only by being afflicted 
with mental disease; Individuals so 
acting shall be placed within a house 
of recovery, treated as mildly as the 
case will permit, and kept no longer 
within the house and its immediate ex
ternal inclosures than is necessary to 
reproduce a sound state of health.

These are the only laws that will ever 
be required in a rational'state of so- 
elety. ‘ '

The institutions will all be in accord- 
anee with these laws, and emanate 
from them, as the arrangements of so
ciety will emanate from the instltu- . 
tions.

“The institutions will be to well edit- 
cate and employ one and all, according 
to their physical and mental powers, so 
as temperately to exercise both, to 
keep body and mind in the best state of • 
health and cheerful good spirits; in or
der that life may be extended and hap
piness enjoyed to the latest period that ' 
humanity will admit.

“The arrangements will comprise tho 
means to produce the greatest amount 
of the most valuable wealth, in tho 
shortest period, consistent with tho . 
health and rational enjoyment of tho 
producers; to distribute this wealth 
most beneficially for all; to assist, in 
connection with tho previous instltu- 
tions, to form the best character, physi
cal, mental, moral, and practical, for 
each individual, from birth; to well 
govern ail, locally and generally, with
out force or fraud, and solely by rea
son and kindness, based on ah accurate 
knowledge of human nature and of tho 
science of society.

“These are the only institutions and 
-arrangements which tl>e world will re
quire, to be formed into a terrestrial 
paradise, and its inhabitants into ra
tional and superior beings. .

“And these Institutions and arrange
ments may be formed and conducted so 
as to insure an incalculable Increase of ■ 
happiness to the human race, ata great- . 
ly reduced cost of material and labor, . 
compared with the random waste, mis
application of means and misdirection 
of the most valuable and erroneous 
powers, under the present most im
moral, chaotic, and miserable system.

The laws, institutions and arrange
ments, will all be in accordance with • 
the.laws of human nature and of na
ture generally! They- will always aid 
nature, while the’. presen| system al
ways opposes.nature. ?;

“tinder this change those who, for

The time has, eome when notice must 
be taken of the . Jesuits in .America, 
When attention is called to them', they 
humbly bow their heads, and disclaim 
any intention of interfering in social, 
political, or educational affairs; and 
yet, before the breath of denial has 
faded away, comes their demand for a 
division of school funds. Hundreds of 
millions of dollars are held in trust by 
the Order of Jesus in America. Shall' 
we deny the’vast power these millions 
represent? Is it not a fact that the 
free press of this country to-day han
dles very tenderly all topics relating to 
Catholic affairs? ly it not a common 
thing to hear it said: “Do. not an
tagonize the. Catholic element, or you 
will lose tlielr votes?” Suppose.for one 
moment the edict goes forth that a cer
tain set of men are to be elected to 
office, and the full power of the church 
through its priesthood Is exerted hi that 
direction. With nine million communi
cants and their friends, who would rule- 
America? The Vatican. This very 
question presented itself, at the time of 
the trial, to the government officers, 
and despite the excitement and tre
mendous pressure brought to bear upon 
them, one thing was hushed up—the 
fact that the conspirators, or most of 
them, were Catholics. When Mrs. Sur
ratt ascended the scaffold she was sup
ported by two Jesuit priests. When 
almost in the agony of dissolution she 
uttered these words: .

“Holy father, can I not tell these peo
ple I am innocent of this crime-with 
which I am charged?” one responded'.

“No, my. child, the world and all in it 
has now receded from you; it will do 
no good.”. ■ ■ J- > - ■ ' ■

the time, govern, and those who are 
governed, will be~the-same. in.knowl
edge, in feeling, in interest,'and in-thO:. 
objects to ,be obtained. There will be . 
no open or secret opposition or contests 
of any description; there will be 'but 
one will between the governed and 
those who govern for the time being«- - 
Neither will anything be hidden by tho 
one party from the other; for secrecy .: 
will be' unknown throughout the whole 
transactions of beings thus united by 
knowledge, interest, and the desire to 
increase the happiness of all. The hu-_ 
man. race, iff this respect, will become.. 
as little children, whose thoughts and. 
feelings are freely and simply and in
nocently expressed to all who ask, or 
Indeed, are unhidden;to all who see 
them.

“The Happiness to bejexperienced by 
society when It shall' be' governed • by, 
laws well administered, will produce a 
state of existence upon earth, of which 
few,’If any, are .competent to form a 
true conception. When these shall- bo 
united in practice, everything will pro
ceed from a solid foundation, so system
atically,''regularly apd easily, that all 
will, after a time, -believe, that these 
proceedings are so natural that they 
never could have been otherwise. But 
experience has convinced the present 
race of- man. that all first discoveries 
are rude,.complicated, expensive and 
imperfect; while subsequent experience 
improves by simplifying the opera
tions, reducing the expense, and mak
ing results more perfect. •

"This is the process now In progress 
from thé crude, complex, extravagant, 
and miserable system in which the 
world has been hitherto involved, to 
the more simple, economical, effective, 
and happiness-producing system, about 
to supersede the former.

“When tho two systems can be con
trasted, the difference,will be so strik
ing—indeed so far beyond all compari
son between the old and the new—that 
all must gradually abandon tho qld, 
while the great majority will be most 
eager to obtain and secure all the ad
vantages of the new. . * " .

“And assuredly man can not be 
placed in a position to enjoy all the 
happiness of which human nature is 
susceptible, until he shall be enabled 
to reside in a societj whose laws, In
stitutions, and arrangements, well or
ganized and well governed, shall be all 
in unison-with the laws of human na
ture.” - 0. H. MATÈEWS.

New Philadelphia, Ohio. - 
; (To be continued.) '



2 THE .PROGRESSIVE >. THINKER
IMFOÄTAHT MATTER FROMWlEC Ilin CVDCDICUOE 111 CDIDIT I llinl with thorns, in fact, almost an «xact representation, of 

iXIlL Anu LAl LniLIlUL 111 drini I lANU I Christ on the cross. The meaning is: Error shall be cru
cified or conquered. The remaining figure at the side, is

•r . . „ T , x r, ... n TV 4. I that of a female crowned with pale stars and pointing to
- A Senes of Letters from Spirit Franz Pefersiiea I ord horii!on- The meaning is: The morning breaks.

to His Son, Carlyle Petersilea. Op each corner of the roof is a group of statuary—a
. _____ _ family group of the four distinct races of men on the

’ tr wt'í'wd NTrirmpp TunfNTV WTr'lTT—Continued. I earth—the white, the black, the red and the copper-col-tiEI 1EE NUMBER TWhNll-EIGHl-LonUnuea. Qf Th(¡

' s . . . Indian stands aiming with bow and arrow, while. his
.. We must have halls, temples and beautiful public gqUaW6its working at a beaded moccasin; the little maiden 

, buildings of all kinds, just as you do on earth, only higher I ieím¡ng Upon the shoulder of her mother, whilst the boy 
up the scale, relined and spiritualized; and sometime we I eager]y ail¿ intently watches the point of t^g arrow, 
shall describe manj' of these hpnies and halls, temples and I 'p;le ]jfac]c man ¡8 kneeling in chains, whilst a huge blood

-- elegant structures. We have already done so in the two jl0un¿ ]iag fieize(l the terrified wife. The little boy and 
' books—Maiy Ann Carew and The Discovered Country gjr| c]jng |0 eack other with starting eyeballs. The cop- 

but we intend also to do something of the kind in these I pey-colored man kneels before a huge idol, fashioned by 
letters. It is precisely what the world most needs at the own skillful hands, while his wife weaves straws and

. present time—a correct understanding of the things j.ugjies inf0 beautiful designs. The little girl is painting
which are-spiritual. The young do not, as yet, ™der- china cups anj g]agses; the boy is laden with cakes and , ien- tiglltl togethw. iu the

■ stand these things. They look upon the spirit world—-Ji which he is presenting to the idol—and', lastly, the 'ame way an(1 (he euds of the |jaud
they think of one at all—as a kind of not understandable I wpite group. The white man stands with an open book I were sealed, so that no movement of 
nothingness, made up of ambient ether and floating an-1 jn pjg ]iand, the index finger of the other hand marking a I the fingers was possible. In this posl- 
gels neither men nor women. One, young lady told the ge but-hi3 eyea_ are turned upward. His thTam^o'aSr;TowFnTaa
medium that she thought the spirit voild was like tne ],row lg nokle, hi8 head massive, his limbs strong, well I tj16 exlJel.jlllentaiists remark, that the 
Fourth of July—minus the fire-crackers—great crowds of proportioned and supple. His beautiful wife caresses the intelligences producing these pheuome- 
people or rather, angels, just floating aimlessly about with „olden curls of-a fair boy; the little girl watches witlj I na can, by some process, altogether un
nothing to do except to sing and shake hands and be glad- large> gweet brown eyeSj a ginging canary perched upon a^d'vnrectam!1,oS“aI11nat;e®-S, Me’anwhlla 
to see each other. - i her extended finger. The meaning conveyed by each ofliclal scleiJce elevates its eyebrows,.

Oh, friends, this is almost as bad as the ortnonox. group jg easily deciphered. The black man still wears the shrugs its shoulders, and refuses to' 
: heaven and hell. They, at least, have a little something e]iajnB of ignorance and superstition, and, on account of credit well attested phenomena which 
' more tangible. And now allow us to saj' right here, that I |bis lug wife is hunted by the emissaries of those who de- E I® unable to explain.

the spiritual world, together with all its spheres, is a vast g¡re }ier gubordination, and her children are also appro-1 THE HUMAN AURA, 
deal more tangible than the coarser earth. What do you priafed. The red man sends an arrow into the heart of I In an article entitled “Theory „ 
of earth have in your hand when the spirit has left? jbg enemy :n order to protect his wife and cldldren as well Universal Fluid, -from the pen of 
Crumble a dried leaf and see. Simply ashes. Oremate I ag lúg ow¿’ freeaom and his hunting grounds. I ^“ ’̂as^nvinred of the8 existence °of

the body of a nian and what have you. Ashes. me The copper-colored wan is so creative and industrious the.human aura upon two occasions, in
• real, the substantial, the enduring has left and gone up tbat jla actually turns and worships the art created by his the year 1897: "The first time was in a 

higher. The ashes are left behind; the real and tangible own handicraft; and his wife works out her beautiful and I garden, when I saw it around the head 
has arisen; the form has gone up, the color has gone up dainty fancieg wit]1 ruglles and straw, being filled with do- XdlnJ“an affiliated recitetlon'TaVa- 
the ego, spirit and soul have gone up, all that was real and I meat|c virtues. The white man seeks to perpetuate his thetic poem. This liluish aureole ap- 
tangible has departed and finds a spiritual world contain- wjsdom ¡n books and legends, and still his eyes seek the peared to vary in intensity and density 
ing all the living entities that he had known on earth, or I reajms of space for more. jjjs w¡fe desires that her boy- time to time. In spite of all my 
those like them, that had preceded him. sbull be like his father, or, greater still; while the girl 0fforts to persuade myself that It was

|f. Dr. Babbitt says that the first spiritual sphere is about wisbea to be like a beautiful, soaring, ringing bird, with nomeuOU was prolonged before ^ny 
' fifty miles above the earth, extending each side ot the sw¡ft wing cleaving the unknown. I vision for about five minutes. You
V:equator about sixty degrees. This is as true as truth can I rpbe dome which is a half sphere resting upon a square, must observe that these emanations ap- 

be. We had told our medium the same thing long before I gignifles that wherever this form is found wisdom is not
this had been read by the medium, and was read m the compiete or perfect, but is striving toward it, 'The flag-1 mind ^eiug p^disposed In the matteí

Encyclopedia of Death, and Lire in the spirit w oim with 8t-aff reaching upward toward heaven signifies that wis-1 and upon a young man previously un-
L. a start of joyful surprise that the same thing had_ been dom degeends from above as lightning from the clouds. I known to me, and upon him only out
|> , told to others or another as well, it being the first time the I The dome be¡ goiden_Koid js lesa precious than dia- °*  a doz0U ot1101' l>er8°ns who had met

medium had ever read it in any book or paper. But -we monds> very pfecious. ■ x

, had said this years ago, for it is the tiulli. . The body of this temple appears like veined marble, the chanced to see this aura. It was a
I .- Now, if your astronomers can see, with the aid of the windows of stained glass of every existing color. If the I luminous zone of a very pale blue en- 
p telescope, nebula, millions of miles from the earthly I mM.ble wag witbout veining it would signify firm, unal- veloping an anaemic young lady who 
h" sphere, why should it not be accepted that we here in the j d w¡sdom> white and shining; but in the sphere where I Cpayg nermltted myself to insist 
I celestial life have fleecy clouds and gentle rain, exceed- ve¡n¡ng appears it is somewhat adulterated by error— upon these observations, the better to 
| ingly rarefied to be sure, to suit the rare condition ot our nQ^ perfeeb qqie stained windows, in all their various explain why and bow my conviction
I. ethereal atmosphere. Our atmosphere is, after all, some- colorg ¡ndjcafe tbat eacb goui aa yet perceives the same rias been fixed, Immovable, definitive. 

; ilnngmorethanether—it is ethereal but more dense, or tb¡ ’¡ littl d¡fl- t tight “Besides, many'other persons of lateI. - from the f.ml.,»o„Ul.other Wh«t „ore no»- U'!fK“*£¡¡ ol W1. = I-«-»."“S'” “

r saying, of course, pel tains to the spnitual spheres aiouna c¡djng [bid wisdom is strong, enduring and beautiful, and already knokvn to Paracelsus, who was
I the earth which go with it in its revolutions, held to it by tba(. wbicb upbojdg tbe universe together with all con- 'thp first to give them the name of Mag-
/ the law of attraction. Now if there were nothing but taiucd therei¿ being twenty.four in number> indicate8

I- ether to attract, there would be no spiritual spheres at all, tbflt (bere flre twenty.four prjlnary elements of wisdom (actB ¿ave provpd Lremptoi-ily the ex-
k;. anyone can readily see, for ether extends thiougn all unjer]y¡ng an things in nature—and the forty-eight win- isteuce of a’human and animal Huid, of 
I* space and holds no more attraction for one globe or planet ^ows that these primary elements can be combined to emanations,’and of fluidic interchanges 
|:: , than for another consequently there would be nothing to bri ’ forth forty.eight different results-we mean chem- rinre bvwhieh he
I be attracted. The spiritual spheres must consist of some- • eombjued aat0 01 lni 1' 'u tI ,.' . thing tangible or the earth could not hold them around it. rpbe f-bl.ee atep8 leading into the temple signify body, t0 recapitulate the labors of Reicheu- 

I... There must be, as there is, tangible matter that can be at- gpjrjt; and soul germs; the three arches have their names bach In 1850, those of Col. de Rochas, 
I traded and held by the great law of attraction. The I wrff(eil over them—upon their key-stones—the central and ,t.hos® .of.. tll(\ Russlan Profe,,®“
I ■ merest schoolboy can well understand this and when all Wisdom; the one at the right, Love; the one at the cz'od °’ ' 80 J
I the world comprehends that all space whatsoever is filled I left, Truth Spirit and gopl lead upward to Wi6- But pure spirits can only stand In the
|L. by matter, spirit, and germinal points, and that all space dpm Love and Truth. When these are once attained, aura of human beings who lead pure 
|‘ . whatsoever is ether, that there is no such thing as void or i,nnn:n„„B nr.iwnvpn is the result ' ■ lives; for this attracts them; whereasI Mllnng, Ita 11.1. u-hKh „ 1,™ MS ta «ill be Mr - M M tempi« i.
I undei stood. L ou must in caí th life either gne up the I ing]y j Tb0 interior is supported by pillars and I casGi this personal atmosphere, as de- 
| idea of spiritual spheres, or admit that they are composed I There are twenty-four-arches on either side, sup- scribed by clairvoyants, is bright In
I - ol sublimated or attenuated matter, which is nevertheless ted , fortv.eigllt ¿illara lnaking forty-eight arches eoler, and more or less transparent; 
I solid enough to attract and be attracted, else spirits must n¡n/ty.gixJpil¿rg. P At far c*d) 0¿0gfte tbe en. I wriereaS m the easeffi persons leatog 
I.. simply roam through ether, intangible and consequent tranee; j8 a raised platform or dais, and a pulpit or desk dark grey t0’a aeep b]aci£| and is more
I. without form roam without aim or object foreven • on which rests an exceedingly large book, together with a or less opaque. This la the "outer
I' ■ But natural law never works by or through tins metho . number of ginanei. books. • There are very many beautiful darkness” spoken of In the New Testa
I NHturri !aw is forever striving to bring forth forfm, of chai u the latf and a t gcenic painting on meat; while, on. the other hOnd, the 
I beauty, intelligence and use, and the higher the spheres. the b - 1 talgW und^sffiffinj jima^wblch^su^
I" themore pronounced and unmistakable is this law. The immense dome is filled by what might be called an declared to be synonymous with “the

: hi beC°,nC; -^° pthereal t° be a rae e y ,c]ectr¡c c]ock,lis nearly all these temples dedicated to wis- whole armor of righteousness," re
I theear h it is thrown oft mto he great zone of the earth s dom the’artg andJscieuceg are. clock rep. rfs°ornlta8ac^lya
I -rf orbit, that we spoke of in our lastjetter. resents some narticular svstern of worlds oftener the svs- e'lvcI°Pe sueh a person as tb a 0 ‘I ' We do not intend to u rite anything but that if one wil tem beIopginyour Jn. gpn; for with’in tbe splleres of I °f “ HOBINSON CRUSOE.

I: in the verv’nriure of ’its Egatd“ ■ But ie have earth tbe 8Pirite audangels desire to teach pf the system Le Progres Spjilte has allghted upon
■ be so in the rery nature ol its b i g t . w 0I worlds to which they belonged, before branching into L .massage in “Robinson Crusoe,”
■ , , promised to describe some of our homes, temples, halls, o);bel.g that 'they do not know so much about—and this which Is extremely interesting as show-
■ and pa aces of learning, which we will proceed tg do m don-e fi]ied ? regcntationg of your owb 8Un’s sys- lag what T,0»“3.. fam°u aUt 
■ ¡■ our forthcoming letter. . i i ri. J 1 -■ J views on Spiritualism. He writes.
■ ' • . . I tem oi worms. , ■ “Let no one disdain -the secret sugges-

When I first came to spirit life these vast electrip clocks tlons and the warnings of danger-which
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HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL- 
BOU^E, .^AUSTRALIA.

- 1 . .
A PHYSICAL PHENOMENON.

The Revlio Selenliflque et Morale du 
Splrltlsme-1 quoted from Les Annales 
Psyebiques;-(Paris), the particulars of 
some Investigations made by two Rus
sian scientists, Dr. Pogorowsky, aud 
Dr. Tlscher, vice!presldeut of the Rus-
slan Society of Experimental Psycholo
gy, in connection wlth a medium named 
Sambov.IIis arm was firmly bound to 
that of an assistant by means of a can
vas ligature three inches wide and
thirty feet long; aud his hands were

of the 
Dr.

July t, 1000.
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KEEP
that they are also bls own sentiments 
is clearly proved by his emphatic re
iteration of them, in hip well-known 
“Treatise on Apparitions and Spirits," 
where he expresses his personal opin
ions on the subject, and tells us that he 
has had “such convincing testimonies” 
of spirit Intercourse that he says, “I 
must be a confirmed atheist if I do not 
believe that there is a converse of 
spirits, I mean those unembodied and 
those encased in flesh.” But the views 
of a man of. transcendent genius, or In 
other words, of a highly developed me
dium like Daniel Defoe, on so import
ant a question as this, must necessarily 
carry such very great weight with 
them to all unprejudiced minds, that 
we have made them the theme of an
other article, which appears elsewhere.

L1GHT, LONDON, ENG.

PRAYERS FOR THE DEPARTED.'
What is a prayer for the dead but an 

expression . of an easiest wish and a 
loving thought for those who have 
passed on before us? We know that in 
physical life such wishes and such 
thoughts are very real and objective 
things—storage batteries of spiritual 
force which will discharge themselves 
only when they reach the person to
wards whom they are directed; why 
should It be supposed that there is any 
difference in their action when the per-" 
son thought of has no longer a physi
cal body? The prayer or the str.ong 
loving wish for a particular dead per
son always reaches him and helps him, 
nor can it fail to do so while the great 
law of cause and effect remains part of 
the constitution of the universe. Even 
the earnest general prayer or wish for 
the good of the dead as a whole, though 
It is apt to.be a vaguer aiql therefore a 
less efficient force, has as yet in the 
aggregate produced an effect whose im
portance it would be difficult to exagge
rate. Europe little knows what It owes 
to those great religious orders who de
vote themselves night and day to cease
less prayers for the faithful departed.

If it should be asked what it is that 
we ought to wish for our dear ones who 
have passed away—we who in many 
cases know .so little of their condition 
that we might well fear to set In mo
tion a force which might be ill-directed 
for want of more exact knowledge of 
their need—we cannot do better than 
turn to the formulas of the Catholic 
Church, and use that beautiful anti
phon which appears so often in the ser
vices for- the dead; “Eternal rest grant 
unto him, O Lord, and let light per
petual shine upon him.” Unless wo are 
dealing with a case in which we know 
of some special requirement towards 
which we can direct our thought-force, 
what better wish eould we formulate 
than that expressed in those words of 
long ago, words which for many cen
turies have been the channel through 
which yearning affection has voiced its
holiest feelings—by which so 
suffering has been eased, so 
benefit given?

If we observe how exactly It

much 
much

meets
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The Progressive Thinker one year 
and Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life In the Spirit World, an 
Intensely interesting, Instructive and 
fascinating work, $1.25.' The twenty

- five cents only pays a little more than 
the postage and the expense of mailing. 
The price of this work to the trade is 
$1.50. This book will constitute our 
main premium for the remainder of 
1000, and up to May 3Ó, 1901. It Is very 
jmluable. It will hold your attention 
throughout, and will teach you a much 
needed lesson. The postage on the 
above book, which we prepay, Is 
ten cents, hence it is almost a gift to 
our subscribers. It Is furnished at con
siderable fess than actual cost to us.

Ur. Peebles’ Most
L Important Books.

Reduced Prices.
Three J ournevs Around the World 

■ A. large handsomely bound octnYO 
volume, 500 pages, finely illustrated, de
scribing the Pacific Islands, New Zea
land and Australia, India and her m&g- 
ic, Egypt and liei" pyramids, Portia, 
Ceylon, Palestine, etc., with the relltp 
lous manners, customs, laws and hau- 
Its of all foreign countries. Price, $1.50.

Immortality.
Aud the employments of spirits good 
and evil In the Bplrlt-wofld. What a 
hundred spirits say about their dwelt 
Jpg-places, their locomotion, their social 
relations infants, idiots, sulcfa.es, eto, 
Price reduced from $1.50 to $1. Posti 
age 12 cents. Paper, 50 cents.

Seers of the Ages,
This large volume of 400 pages (9th 

edition/ treats exhaustively of the 
seers, sages, prophets anti Inspired men 

/of the past, with records of their vft- 
ions trances and intercourse with the 
spirit • world. This is considered a 
standard work, treating of God, heaven, 
hell, faith, repentance, prayer, baptism, 
judgment, demoniac spirits, etc. Pried 
reduced from $2 to $1.25. Postage 16 c.

Offer Number Two, '
Vol. 1, Vol. 2 and Vol. 3 of the Ency

clopedia of Death, and Life in the Spir
it World, will be sent out when accom- 
l>anled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker, for $1.10. 
The paper one year, and the three vol
umes, $2.10. You can add to this order 
any of the other books, at 40 cents 
each. You can make only one order for 
three books for $1.10.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Three.
Any three of the books in our prem

ium list that you may select will be sent 
to you for $1.10. You are at liberty to 
select any other books in the list that 
you desire in connectiop with this or
der, at 40 cents each. You can only 
make one order for three books at $1.16.

An order- for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be aecompa- 
panied with a year's subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No oilier 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Four.
Our regular premium, The Encyclo

pedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World, Vol. 3, is only 25 cents. If you 
wish to add thereto one of the other 
premium books only, the same will cost 
you 50 cents. If you wish: two addi
tional books, the cost of the three will 
be $1.10. You can add thereto any 
other books you desire at 40 cents each.

!
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the needs of the man who has recently 
passed away, we shall realize that who
ever may have composed that antiphon 
must have Jrnown very well what he 
was aboutfor perhaps been guided 
from above to write even better than 
be knew. For Its two clauses express 
exactly the conditions which are most 
desirable for the dead; first, perfect 
rest from all earthly thought and care, 
so that bls progress towards the 
heaven-world may be undisturbed; and 
secondly the perpetual light of the di
vine lovo shining clearly upon him 
through the higher and more spiritual 
part of bls own nature, drawing him 
ever upward toward Itself, so that his 
progress may be rapid. Truly earth 
has little more of assistance to give to 
a man for whom such a prayer as that 
is being earnestly and constantly 
offered.

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book in 

connection with a year’s subscription, 
and that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price will be 50 cents.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panied with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

OFFER NUMBER SIX.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

‘ FOR $2.35.

Offered at Far Less Than

THE TWO WORLDS. MAN- 
CHESTER,ENG.

interested me more than I can express.. are sometimes given to him, although
. . There are the'two bodies of the sun; the moon; yoiir 110 may think that there is no possl-

We will not try to describe anything outside of, the I earth;'all the various planets, togetlier with their moons; gWen to"us
sphere in which we now reside, for fear that it might be aD(| a]; in motion—worked by electricity—precisely as j believe very few of those who have 
inaccurate, as we have not yet wisdom enough to thor-l they roll in space in their various-orbits. . ■ , I been observant of things can deny,
oughly understand all that vo have seen.that is above us. | qh ¡t is most astonishing and wonderful!\ By this That there may be certain discoveries

Much of our architecture is like the old Grecian style c]ock the science of astronomy is taught by the various °*  ““ ^ft^firitl^we 'cannot doubt• 
.yet wc have every kind that can be conceived by the soul professors of astronomy, many whose names" are well and jj tpell. object seems to be to fore- 
of man; but the one we are now about to describe is some-1 hnotyn to earth. ' - .• -, ' "I warn us of a danger, why should we
what like the Grecian style, yet not altogether: A long, I About one-half of the floor, beneath the dome and in n°t suppose that they come from some 
iride building, square, like many buildings’of earth, sus- front of platform, is filled by rdws of seats for listen-1
tained ‘throughout by grçat arclies' and 'massive pillars, I erB; visitors and students. The spaces nearer the win- they ¿re glvell ug for our good.” 
crowned by an immense circular dome. The facade is 1 dows, inside the vast, arches, are riven up to various On turning'to the book Itself, we find 
very grand and beautiful, the roof here-being supported branches of science, çhemistry and so forth, and on the a much more explicit confession of

. by-twenty-four majestic pillars, ajàrge arched entrance in key-stone of each arch is written the name, pf the particu-J ™re
the centre, and a somewhat smaller,çàe On either side of I jar branch within that particular arch, and within these! ¿jilswlck Press edition of 1812; where 

-the central one; these are also arcbed. -There are twenty- arches are all the different instruments and paraphernalia he says: “Hoit wonderfully are we 
four large windows on each side of the building, blit none needed fOr demnnstrations, and within each arch an emi- delivered when we know nothing of It; 
at the back; there are three steps extending the entire nent Professor'presides ' . I hoW, when we are in a quandary (as
length of the front, leading on to a very-wide porch which The great paintiBg at the backof the Temple, filling X ““ ^¿0 tahi“ 0°rrt^"°a 
also extends the entire length of the frontage. You are the entire wall at that end, represents "the four great na- secret hint-shall direct us this way,
now looking with me on the exterior of the edifice, and tjon8 of earth, together with the country of. each, its dif- when- we intended to go that, way.
you will observe that there are in all, forty-eight windows I ferent animals, flowers and trees, arid many other details I Na?' when sense, our own inclination

. and twenty-four pillars; three arches, three steps and an too numerous to mention. This great Temple is free to Ismanee 1m-
immense central dome. . From the center of the dome we-1 ap; anj everyone.who cares to visit it. . It was erected by a I pression upon the mind, from wé know'
observe a flag-staff, and waving gracefully from it is a Jarge band of wise angels, wherein to instruct all who de-1 not what springs, and by we know not
large flag. The dome being circular and the body of the I 6;re v-isdom; anil all angels who do not inculcate error, [what jower, shrill overrule us to go this
building square, there is quite a space at each corner of can instruction here if they tìhodse; but-, :first, they
the roof, and each corner is filled by a group of statpary. I mus(- pass an examination, conducted by'a large concourse should have igone,. and even to orir 
In the center of-each ride of the roof, stands an immense vejy wjge angels, in order that false teaching and ei> imagination ought, to have, gone, we 

• statue, making, of course, four m. all.. This,_ as you will roneous opinions may not creep in.1 Helena and myself should have teen ruined and lost/’ - ,
perceive, is. a general outline of .the,building, and every-1 belong to. this Temple and often teach within its revered
thing within and without bears a-deep significant mean- precincts. . We visit it nearly every day in. order to in- Ush language^smtlng dn singularly Im 
mg. Now, together with us, study this structure, that we gtruct and be instructed, r • ’ . „ . cid terms, theivfhole doctrine of-spirit-'
may discover the story it is designed to talk The flag ap- !.. This Temple appears .precisely as we have described it; ual Impressloniibÿ oursguides and guar
pears somewhat as a largo, white, satin flag of earth, and I.but, of course, it must be borne in mind that this is not a plans in th0 açjuse^ and hmthenee 
the letters upon it are sinning and golden; the flag-staff is material temnle built with heaw cumbersome marblfe Pr0ceed® 40 describe the influence which also «1 ahia&s -IL Hurt |A> w, » -pm iL tt.t;

the words upon the flag are, 1 empie of Wisdom. - pie, not made by’hands, but by thè constructive faculties, life and coriduoti -
Now, of course, the temple we are showing you is but or minds, of ^e anriels working-with spiritualized matter “I afterwardsdmadeilt a certaln. rule 

on£, are oi ,°.th.eF8’ even in this sphere.- or 5Ubstance-tlieir thoughts are tangible.tilings, and take ^“hin^oiSS^s of "mVd ?o
,Ihe dome appears like shining gold, the statués and l on tangible.clothing, and are arranged.by the will power doing or. not'dqjrig anything-that pré-' 

groups of statuary are almost lifelike in their appearance. I of each, intently fixed on- the one purpose—and it.is pre- sented, or golngjfhls way-or -that way, 
: The one directly in front js!a majestic male figure,-appai-1 cigeiy. go ifi earth life' A company of men in earth life 1 nevor ialled t0 obeY the secret dlc- 
ently crowned with the sun which appears tn shoot forth builà a church or college,-all agreeing -in mind just what ftatteh:^10tuhga? “ïï pressure " 
raj's of scintillating light that are almost. blinding, m they desire, and tb'ea it is clothed with material substance, Lt hung upon■ my mind »’ * I can 

.. their beauty. In one extended hand a large .volume, ap-r I guch as wood; granite orriiàrtìe; arid these are but small not but advise all considering men, 
, pears, the index finger of the other is pointing upward types'of the greater, grander colleges and temples of wis- whose lives are attended with such ex

. and the meaning is: Man, know thyself and all that about ¿om withih tho snheres' ■ ‘ “ traordlnary incidents as mine, or
rime lie«-nkn shidv that which is above thee - " • ■ nil Y- i. ‘ though even not sd extraordinary, not

-thee lies, also, stnaytnat wiucn is aooye tnee. . Do notsay that what we have herein related is a.work of t© slight such secret, intimations of
- As we face the building, on the left side, which is at the the imagination imtil you imderstandlhe full meaning of Providence, let them come from what 
i right-nf the statue, is a beautiful female form—exquisite- the word imagination. Aman, or company of men,-must invisible Intelligence. they will. That 

■ lybeautiful in all its proportions.. She is crowned with first image or imagine a ¿bouse, hall'or church, on earth, iPpn^r?L^1Sh^?s’J!!1{ninivhnmv<:sr^On 
flowers and on one extended finger is perched, a dove bean-1 before .it can be clothed with material substance, and it tì proOf 0£ thè converse of spirits! and a 

jS^'ing an olive branch, with the other she is pointing down- precisely the same here. We must first image or imagine I secret- communication between those 
‘ ward—her eyes are also modestly cast downward toward I what wo want and then clothe it witli spiritual substance. Lembodied and thosb' tinembodied, and 
Mhe earthi Thn meaning is: The. woman represents love, Yours-are real arid tangible to you, ther^. Oumare real chrt a ProoF;.«• 08,1 ,nevfer be ^with-

wI dm peace, hope and progress to'all below. The and tangible to ta, hère - . ' ’ .- . Ria tree that Defoe puts these worìa
-statue at the back of the edifice is that of a male crowned J ' • _ r _• £To be continued.) <'J—! luto the mouth of Robinson Crusoe, but

MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
Read in the light of modern Spiritual

ism, the Bible becomes particularly 
useful and highly interesting; because 
it contains, to borrow a happy phrase 

-from one of your contributors, the 
“fossils of the very phenomena” with 
which we are to-day acquainted. The 
older records concerning miracles, the 
mystery of seership, trances, the hear
ing of voices, the discerning of spirits, 
the writing on the wall, the visions of 
Ezekiel, of Peter, and Paul, and John, 
and all the rest—these, together with 
many other so-called signs and won
ders which saturate those contrasted 
with the facts and analogous phe
nomena of to-day. Spiritualism would, 
therefore, re-establish all .that is bright 
and beautiful In the Bible on the solid 
rock of infallible, facts without doing 
any violence whatever to our reason. 
Spiritualism throws a flood of light 
upon the origin of the more ancient 
phenomena recorded in the Bible, and 
the latter reflects some light on the phe
nomena of to-day; and thus Is the past 
and the present brought into touch and 
mutual relationship, and thus also are 
we treading the old and familiar paths 
so dear, to our forefathers.

Read in the light-of modern Spiritual
ism, the Bible becomes a valuable 
“theological .museum," wherein is in
dicated thp gtowth, or evolution, of re
ligious Ideas in . the minds of the an
cients. When regarded in this light
calmly,, lyid without. prejudice, and 
when It is placed alongside-of the 
higher ethics and. evolution of religious 
Ideas which have found expression in 
the books'of to-day, then, does the Bible 
become a -treasure in the world’s 
“theological museum.” '

In so far, therefore, as the thoughts 
contained in any book, Whether ancient 
or modern, represent or reflect the per-, 
feet thoughts of God, by all means let 
us admire the thoughts and thè think
ers of those thoughts;, but we should 
always bear in mind the injunction of 
the returning spirit, or angel, which ap-

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit JVorld, Vol 1, 
Price..................   $

The 'Encyclopedia of Death, and
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price.............................................$

The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 
Lite in the Spirit World, Vol. 3, 
Price......... ................................ $

Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price.............................$

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price........................... $

The Next World Interviewed.
Price............................................$

The Occult Life ot Jesus (includ
ing the Hull-Covert Debate). 
Price..................   $

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.25

2.00

Total price to the trade.. ;■........$10.75
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 2.35 

The Progressive Thinker one year
and the seven premium book6. .$ 3.35
These seven books, substantially and 

elegantly bound, and printed In the 
neatest style of the printer's art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear In mind that in order
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre-!•
inlum books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library in every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which is less by far than their
actual cost. The authors make no
charge for the vàst amount of
labor 
and

bestowed on. these works, 
which extended over many

..... -• -, - kJ , . *
peared to John. When the apostle was 
about to fall down and worship the 
angel, the latter exclaimed: “See that 
thou do it not, for I am thy servant, 
and of thy brethren the prophets."- Let 
us remember that however bright and 
beautiful the thoughts of men ex- 
pressed-in books may appear, they are 
only but feeble and often spurious imi
tations of the perfect thoughts of the 
Supreme Mind as. revealed in the only 
reaT and genfflne revelation, namely, 
the universal nature that surrounds tis, 
and of which we form a part. May the 
brief prayer of Kepler’s, therefore, be 
ever ours: “Oh, "God, I strive to think 
thy .living, immortal, .and perfect 
thoughts after thee?! . By thinking thy 
perfect thoughts,’I shall think no evil 
thoughts; but shall clotho my soul in 
the meridian light and splendor of Ifiy 
glory,.and,then shall.I be able to reflect 
that light to those around; ...
;'iLongley’s Beautiful. .Songs.'.’ r. Vol. 2; - 
Sweet songs and -music .forborne and 
social meetings. \ For sale at thls offlce. 
Pricel&centij, , , ~

years. The publisher receives not a 
single cent for the great expense he 
was . to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in putting them In type, and electro
typing the pages, and making ' them- 
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting these intensely Interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
inddeement is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep in line with the.advanclng proces
sion. The postage on the above'books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you ato almost receiving 
them as an absolute, gift. '

Bji taking 85 cents from $2.35,. you 
will find that alLwe have left us for 
those seven books is only - .

Spiritual Harp.
A book of 300 pages, containing songs, 

hymns and anthems for Spiritualist M- 
eietles and circles. The words are afire 
with progress. It contains the choicest 
songs and music by James G. Clark and 
other reformers. Reduced from $2 to 
$1.25. T

India and Her Magic.
A lecture delivered by Dr. Peebles iie- 

fore the medical students of the College 
le,uce iu Sal1 I'Yanelsco, January, 

laJo. Astounding wonders that he wit
nessed during his journeys around the 
world. Price 10 cents.
Who Are These Spiritualists and 

What Is Spiritualism?
of 0Te1' 40 Pages proves 

that the greatest aud bralnest men in 
the world to-day, such as. Sir Wm. 
Crookes and hundreds of others are 
Spiritualists. Price 15 cents.

Did Jesus Christ Exist?
A pamphlet of 65 pages. Did Jesus 

Christ exist? What the spirits say 
“bout It. What the Jews say about It. 
M hat Thomas Paine said about It. 
What Renan said about It. What 
Franklin said about It. What Emersod 
said about It. What Rabbi Wise, A. J. 
Davis, W. E.- Coleman and others say 
about it. Price 15 cents.
Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lec

tures.
A most elegantly bound pamphlet ot 

122 pages, giving Dr. Peebles’ lecture» 
delivered in Hydesville, March 31 1808, 
In Rochester, and later In London at 
the International Congress of Spiritual
ists. These lectures, Illustrated, are 
racy, meaty and-scholarly. Price 35 
cents.

The Christ Question Settled.
A symposium by Hudson Tuttle W 

E. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col. Ingersoll’ 
J. S. Loveland, B. B. Hill, J. R. Buchan
an and Dr. Peebles. This is a band- 
some volume of nearly 400 pages, and 
treats of Jesus, Mahomet and the gnos
tics. What the Talmud says about 
Jesus. Antiquity unveiled. Child maf- 
riage in India. Col. Ingersoll's agnosti
cism. What the spirits through W. J. 
Colville, J. J. Morse, Mrs. Longley. 
Mrs. Everitt, Mrs. Hagan-Jackson and 
other mediums say about Jesus, etc. 
Price $1.25.
A Critical and Crushing Review.

By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Kipp's 
five lectures against Spiritualism, This 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor; 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with th? subject, sus
tains Spiritualism, considering It the 
complement of primitive Christianity. 
Price 25 cents.

Hell Revised, Modernized.
And made more comfortable. A scath
ing review of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s ser
mon delivered in the Presbyterian 
church, upon "What Is Hell?” By Dr. 
J. M. Peebles. A pamphlet of 25 pages. 
Price 10 cents.

The Soul—Did it Pre-exist ? ’
Did it begin to exist with the body? 

Is it evolved from the body? Did it ¿s- 
pend up through all the lower orders of 
creation, or is it a potentlallzed portion 
of God? Has it been re-incarnated, or 
re-embodied? Price 15 cents. '

Pro and Con of Spiritualism.
This-pamphlet Is a re print of the es

says in “The Arena" on Spiritualism in 
which Rev. H. A. Hart endeavored to 
prove Spiritualism dangerous and al
lied to witchcraft. The reply printed 
In "Tiie Arena” written by Dr. Peebles 
excited extensive comment, and is ab
solutely crushing. Price reduced to 5 
cents.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 

Spiritualism. ’
An elegant pampulet containing an ac
count of the exercises at Rochester and 
Hydesville, N. Y., at the celebration of 
the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 
of some of the' most noted speakers 
present.. It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc., Price 
15 cents.

no bCCRIEQ’ Pamphlets JJIli ILLOLtO and Books
FOR SALE BY

The Progressive Thinker.

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in-their high

DnnVO -by Carlyle" Petersilea, 
DUUIlO Given by automatic writing through 

the author's mediumship.
The Discovered Country—$1.

A narrative of the personal experiences Ip spirit-life 
of the author's father, who had been a natural phtlo*«  
opher and a materialist.

Mary Anne Carew—Cloth, $1.
Experiences of tho author’s mother-in spirit-life.

Philip Carl islie—Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romance by the band of galdafc 

the subject of the title being ^scientific young phn« 
oeopher, who io a medium: his chief opponents being 
a clergyman and a matcriaUot.

Oceanities—Paper Cover, SO ots.
A scientific novol based on the philosophy of life, 

asaccnfronilbe spirit side. For sale at office of Tho 
Progressive Thinker. *

ine influence of the Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE.

BY ELEANOR KIRK.
Thtiti tho only book which Blates the simple prln-' 

elples ot the Zodiac In simple terms, making the entirehnri plevntlnff SDilitUallty of thoueht elptesoftbeZodioolnelnipletennB.nmklngtbeenllr*  ana eievuuug bpuuuumj vi tuuugui. ttatter ciear>to the avergo understanding. t . 
Series 1» 2, ana 3, each .complete in it- .. This volume indicates tho location, cnaracterietlci 
self. Price, doth, $1 per volume. For u>4lnll»eaosote»ol>ilgn ot the Zodiac, giving tho nt- .Ma nfflm ;' • • daya v.Uoh each aign governs, and thi genu andSalo at-tuiS ottice< • Mtr< colors associated with each. •

ii-ovv^Htcrri «nri itq'nhriHtlnn rritina » ThsdJseaseaof thabody. how to euro tham, and tw*‘Buaanism ana IIS vunsuan urines»- fcuia otch&xctor incidental to the dHEjrcntdomalni.
Bv Dr. Paul Oarus. AH excellent'study Tho method» otcvowthtoi each human being.
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen- ^edomam.^omWohW^iiUonLhu.tend.Bnd 
slve. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25. . Tho characteristic« of ehlWren bom tn different do- 
For sale at this office. • ' ’ ccndiUotuW be ob.ervod tn their care

Tho personal ability-and talent of the Individual 
with reference to domostlCy aortal and bualnetl surt

Tùo methods of growth for each human being.
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“Religious and Theological Works of 
Tnoffias Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
"Age of 'Reason,“- and a number of let-................ ...—
tert and discourses on religious and "the- b,k.l ’ ~
©logical «»bW«. Cloth binding, 480 cm*.
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TELEKINfSïi WALTON’S GROVE, KAN. Christian Science Dealing WORKS OF THOS. PAINE
Interestingly Presented for the Delectation and Instruc 

tion of Progressive Thinkers, -, „

“It is a condition, not a theory, that 1 
confronts us.”—Grover Cleveland. j

A new discovery sometimes afflicts lis < 
with a sort of snow-blindness, aqd we I 
follow theories in contempt of fact, i 
chasing them one after another as if i 
they were Jack-o’-lnuterns until we 1 
drop exhausted and lament “all is । 
vanity and vexation of spirit.” Even i 
when a theory stands upon a pedestal 
of most scholarly logic there is ever thé : 
danger of gazing at it until we lose the i 
power of action. It is logically certain : 
that a pebble a child drops into Van- i 
couver harbor affects the tides on Aus- . 
italien shores. Would he be wise that ; 
refused to go sailing until he had math- : 
ematical demonstration of the extent of 
that disturbance, or consider It lu bal- 
anclng cargo on his ship. In corre
spondence to that is the spiritual truth 
that each thought must have ap effect ■ 
upon the remotest wave of the illimit
able ocean of thought.

The theorist long ago seized upon that ■ 
alluring idea, and from this starter 
evolved many and wonderful philoso- 
phles, even so far as to declare each 
thought a living entity in eternal action, 
so that when a kitten scratches a baby 
the infant wail Indicates a thought that 
disturbs the repose of a guardian spir
it and goes on and on affecting the life 
of angel after angel throughout eternal 
ages.

Through long days of labor and 
nights devoid of èase, I elaborate a sys
tem of philosophy or Invent a meta
physical puzzle using new terms to sug
gest a new combination of Ideas vor hide 
an imperfect comprehension of old 
ideas, and go forth proselyting, 'flhat 
aggravating common man stares as 
wisely as any owl and politely tries to 
conceal his amusement or pity. The 
unruly tongue trying to conceal thought 
with careful inflection says, “Is that 
so?" But in the volapuk comprehensl- 
ble to tlie bright and dull alike, he says 
I am a fool; and “the most unlrindest 
cut of all” Is that after he has gone to 
his reward a low medium declares he 
is among the blest, although he denied 
my Infallibility. Bye and bye after I 
have taken a course In humility and 
considered a few more facts I admit 
that my cyclopean forging was of some
thing essential to no one’s salvation ex
cept my own, because of my egotism.

In my youthful days I met a wise 
man. He gave me a pamphlet which, 
according to a process of reasoning I 
could not refute, proved I did not exist, 
or at least that it was impossible for me 
to find out whether I existed or not. A 
wasp came Into sufficient rapport with 
me to present another argument which 
convinced me there was a Haw some
where In that theory, although the 
wasp, like myself, was not well enough 
educated to expose it by abstract rea
soning.

In due time I ran against another 
wise man. Be held me with his skinny 
band and with his glittering eye the 
while he was demonstrating that I was 
nothing but a lump of mud agitated by 
a vagrant electric current. “Mother 
Nature" was not so angry this time, 
afid ordered a pretty girl to trip gayly 
by humming “Sweet Marie.” I awoke 
and bid good-bye to the philosopher.

Not long ago I pushed my way into a 
crowded hall where enthusiasts wel- 
corned the arrival of certain pilgrims 
who were supposed to possess the key 
to ancient mysteries. ‘One of the 
twelve" assured us that none of us 
could tell If we were awake or in a 

• dream state. Directly I had a sitting 
with C. V. Miller, of San Francisco. 
Among other spirits appeared one 
claiming to be Blavatsky. To make a 
long story short while the memory of 
thaUseance was fresh,' I had little 
stomach for wind fluddlng. (Many say 
Miller's spirits were bogus. That Is one 
of the many things I don’t know. 
This I do know, that they were not all 
bogus).

Underneath each of these theories is 
- a human soul striving to break its fet

tors—an Infant crying for the light. 
There is a more or less distorted re
flection of truth In every one. They 
are top-heavy castles resting on too 
narrow a base of fact. They cannot 
endure. It requires no mighty rushing 

. wind of Pentecost, only a breath from 
one of these undignified rapping spirits 
to topple them. You may squander 
your talent trying to deàtroy the faith, 
hope and love that make life worth liv
ing. Your dear ones will follow you to 
the edge of the pit and like cowboys 
heading off a stampeded herd, will try 
to deflect your mind making the de
moralized imagination describe a nar
rowing circle until you become sensible 
and seize upon the humblest fact that 
sustains aspiration,

Because the Spiritualism of the com
mon man recognizes a possible natural 
relationship with sympathetic spirits, ft 

- ■ is not, I think, in great danger; but the 
chief Impediment to satisfactory prog

. ress comes from the theorist within the 
camp who diverts attention from act

. ualltles, and making this, that, and the 
other theory shibboleths to indicate sci
entific or respectable Spiritualism pre
vents the harmonious thought environ
ment requisite for satisfactory results. 
We concede that spirits have always 
been able to sway a little by suggestion, 
but this is not enough. The mother 

. may write, telegraph or even telephone 
to tbe erring child and influence to 

' some extent; but it is a different thing 
altogether for the wandering boy or 

' the anxious mother to come into per
sonal contact. To fender much assiSt

. ance or gain a thorough understanding 
of the varied influences that enthrall us, 
Jt is necessary that they approach closer 
than allows merely for telepathic sug
gestion- or hypnotic control. If per
mitted they will always in obedience to 
the demands of human nature awake 

, conscious sensation and a natural re- 
■ sponse by means of • physical contact' 

. Can one that really loves you, whom 
you mourned as dead, be content to 
stand <i long way off and shout or tele-.

• phone, “I am all right; now go on about 
’your business and have no fear of 
death?” No, flliat dear one yearns to 
clasp you, kiss you and wipe the sweat 
of slavery from your wrinkled brow: 
Nor until the mortal consciousness is 
quickened to the degree that permits 
this can we uproot the real cause of suf
feeing, and the prophecy be realized 

:when in ancient phraseology “God 
shall wipe away all tears from their 

' eyes.” • ‘ ;
• - It is not a lack of understanding this, 

■ that, or the other theory, so much as 
the pertinacious insistence of every 
theorist that we spend our life follow
Ing him in his metaphysical labyrinth, 
that dulls ourvappréhension of facts; 
and dwelling so long in subterranean 
caves it is no wonder that having eyes 
we see not and having ears we hear 
not •

Let us admit the rap as the element
ary form of independent spirit manifes
tation. It marks a boundary line. 
While the one who does not pay much 
attention to the raps may- be. either 
above or below the line; If in bls-delib
erate moments lie expresses contempt 
for a rap you may be sure he Is below. 
On that day when any spirit manifesta*.

Address by Dr. A. Antrim Da1 
vis, at Hayesville, la.

Strange Actions of Spirits in 
Boston.

Notes of a Successful Spirit
ual Meeting.

tlon in which love Is acknowledged is 
rendered contemptible, haug your harp 
ou the willows, for you are a captive on 
the way to Babylon. Any theory that 
usurps attention so as to make one de
spise the actual experiences essential 
to happiness is an obsessing demon, 
even if logically unassailable from the 
standpoint of the inventor. '

A man whom I know to be the ex
treme typo of u sophistical theologian 
asks me: “Do you believe in God?” If 
I say no, he announces that I repudi
ate the virtues attributed to his god. 
If I say yes, he declares I am commit
ted to a defense of the vices embodied 
in his concept of the Deity.- -

A man whom I know to proclaim evo
lution as working along unrelated, un
methodical lines asks: “Do you accept 
the hypothesis of evolution?” If in view 
of his unacceptable exposition I hesi
tate, he says I deny evolution. If I say 
yes, he declares I accept his exposition 
of it.-

Another asks: “Do you believe In the 
salvation by Christ?’ If I say no, he 
declares I repudiate the gentle and no
ble qualities of Jesus. If I say yes, he 
announces that I defend the practlce^of 
appealing to all that is ■ vindictive a'nd 
tyrannical in tbe name of Jesus,

Really I have no quarrel with God, 
Jesus or evolution, only I make a feeble 
protest against swallowing nauseous 
and indigestible spiritual foqd in tbe 
name of either. Similarly I have - no 
prejudice.against the vibratory hypoth
esis (being such beyond the point of 
some limited experimental demonstra
tions) and believe it capable in abler 
hands of explaining the various phe
nomena of an infinite universe. Withal 
I am not what the Westerner would 
call a vibration-fiend-and when I find 
my theorizing to conflict with sensible 
experience I admit my pet is dead and 
bow to the inevitable even if it cost my 
crown. -

Tlie Arkansas./Traveler tells of a na
tive who, proud of his recently ac
quired “book lamin’,’' said; “Aily man 
who knows a thing abaout mathematics 
can tell you twice six Is twelve, but no 
man living can figure out three times 
seven.” In every field wc find the leo
nine and strong-lunged instead of using 
what they know to be a step to know
ing more, pervert It in trying to prove 
that ho one else cau figure three times 
seven, or be conscious of experiences 
unfamiliar to themselves. It would be 
unique if this theory of vibrations was 
not seized upon by tbe non-sensitlve to 
prove the illusory nature of experiences 
not yet personally given to them. “It 
is therefore beyond any other” and 
‘contrary to the laws of nature." Oh! 
Mother Nature, what crimes against 
truth, Iwliat sins against the light are 
committed in thy name.

Mrs. Maloney, whose son had emi
grated years before, heard -that there 
was a strange man In tho next village 
who claimed to have visited America. 
She trudged over the bogs to bls lodg
ing. “They tell me you’re a majlum, 
that you were In Amerlky and saw tbe 
O'Rourkes and the rest av our boys.”

“Yes, I have been across the ocean.” 
"Will, thin, I’ll prove ye. Tell me all 

about my son Pat Maloney."
“Oh! I don't know."
“That’ll do, that’ll do now; you’re 

nothin’ but a lying majlum—a loonytlc. 
If ye were Iver in Amerlky ye would 
know all about Pat,, for that's where he 
wlnt.” . '

This is the simplest typo of those who 
prove the delusive nature of Spiritual
ism. Between that one and the great 
speculative t theorist there are many, 
but all of tlie same family and the real 
ground of their objections is a'lack of 
personal experience.

A little explanation: I write under no 
control, nor do I claim to be a compe
tent amanuensis, but am always con
scious, after a little concentration, of 
companionship, and more or less clear 
suggestion. I sat down to briefly state 
my ideas on Vibration in response to a 
reminder that I once wrote in a way to 
suggest, “I could an’ If I would.” I in
tended to preface my remarks with the 
brief Chinese preamble, "You no Ukee 
no takee,” but have drifted with the 
tide. I am now thoroughly Impressed 
that the wisest saying I can utter about 
vibrations (raps and extra mental pres
sure) is that it is infinitely more import
ant to remember that you can develop 
high sensitiveness 04 mediumship with
out considering the subject just now 
than to possess all the knowledge of vi
brations yet acquired by any mortal, if 
you are led to regard mediumship lim
ited by such imperfect knowledge or in
duced to undervalue it because it fails 
to harmonize with any theory.

Long before it was suspected that our 
earth revolved around the sun, that glo
rious orb of day warmed the unsclen- 
tlflc clod-hopper as generously as he 
does the wisest astronomer. So have 
vibrations affected those who never 
heard the word, nor did they need to in
quire about the rate in harmonious or 
inharmonious conditions any more than 
they needed to consult a thermometer 
to find If their feet were warm or cold.

After all we do not need so much to 
know what is true, as what truth is ap
plicable to our needs. The pervading 
Idea of this effort is to show that facts 
not theories are the stubborn things, 
and that phenomenal mediumship sub; 
ject to tbe law of love Is the safe-guard 
from sophistry and superstition of oiir 
mental liberty. If spirits are denied op
portunity of appealing to your organs 
of conscious' sensation and through 
them to the emotions, you cannot main
tain a state of spiritual inaction, and 
having lost the reality you must pursue 
phantoms. If the mighty works which 
are done in thee had been done -in the 
days of your more humble fathers the 
world would never have been afflicted 
with the theology of Calvin, the “met- 
apheesics” of John Knox, or the rav 
Ings of Jonathan Edwards. Selah. ' 
’ After all I really assail no other’s nor. 
surrender my own right to theorize, 

■ only I want to be sure my feet are. on 
, safe spiritual ground, and in no danget 

of getting entangled in the ropes o’f a 
speculative balloon, and after a rest 

. will try to expose a little of -what I 
don’t know about these pesky vlbra-

Friends, we come now in the sweet
ness of this music to dwell in the ec
stasies of the sweet bye and bye. The 
melody of all soulful music must bring 
human souls into the great harmonies 
of the universe, in one grand human 
brotherhood, with malice toward none, 
but universal love for all.

I want to tell you, friends, it is good 
for us to be here wTiere we can come so 
closely in touch with our dear loved 
ones who have passed on' in advance of 
us, leaving many of us pressing hard 
toward the margin of jhe river, almost 
in hailing distance of the boatman who 
is only waiting to bear us to the other 
shore.

We have and acknowledge the grand
est redeemer ever known to earth’s in
habitants, and he was neither born of 
a virgin nor cradled in a manger.

He came to the Christian world, and 
it knew him not. He visited the 
churches and was given a low stool be
hind the door, thinking no one would 
observe the tramp in passing out, for 
he was very plainly clad, but -had a 
sweet countenance and soulful eyes, 
which could penetrate the shadow of 
superstition that hung so heavily about 
them and made their ways so devious.

This redeemer, our redeemer, was 
born of Mother Nature, of natural con
ception, son of the eternal verities, and 
cradled in the heart of all humanity. 
His mission is to redeem mankind from 
a belief In a priestly plan of salvation 
through vicarious atonement, and to 
teach that each individual is alone re
sponsible for every deed committed, 
whether good, or JU, and that there is 
no power on earth or in the spheres be- 
youd tfllough which anyone can escape 
tills reasonable responsibility for his or 
her own doings.

Now, dear friends, allow me to ac
quaint you with the name of this re
deemer, at the mention of which your 
every heart and soul will yearn to 
possess him, and he can be yours in 
very truth through effort. His name is 
Knowledge. He comes to. tbe Spiritual
ists and will abide with them, while ail 
arisen souls join with us in singing his 
praise as we travel onward and upward 
to the golden sunlit summit of a grand 
and perfected humanity.

And why do Spiritualists above all 
others welcome this redeemer? Simply 
because our friends whom we had beqn 
taught were dead and “gone to that 
bourn from whence no traveler ever 
returned,” have returned and assured 
us of the error of our former teaching. 
They continue to return and manifest 
themselves in so complete and compre
hensive a manner we cannot doubt.

A case was related to me a few days 
since by an unbeliever, wherein he 
states he at one time had'occaslon to go 
to the timber for a log. He observed 
two nice straight trees with seeming 
little choice, but made a choice and 
was about to commence chopping when 
something seemed to say, “You better 
take the other tree;” but he could not 
see why he should change his plan, and 
commenced to chop again. A voice 
seemed to say, “Take the other tree,” 
and he did so, scarcely knowing why, 
but before he had fallen his tree, 
another had fallen right where he 
would have been standing had he dis
obeyed the warning.

Another case of loving watchful care 
was related to me by a cousin of mine 
while on the Pacific Coast some three 
years ago.. This young man, Ora Cope
land, had spent two seasons on the 
Pacific Ocean seal hunting. On the re
turn of the second season the captain 
of the sealing vessel sickened and died. 
Some two years thereafter, Ora con
cluded to make another trip for seal 
hunting, taking a younger brother with 
him for boat puller while he would do 
the shooting. These seal -hunters leave 
tbe ship at anchor and take their little 
boats with provision, ammunition and 
compass, going 'miles away from the 
ship. On -this occasion the boys were 
caught in a fearful storm, 5ylilcli over
turned their boat, losing everything but 
boat and oars; leaving them to drift two 
days and nights without sleep, food or 
drink; their reckonings and compass 
lost in the deep. On the third day, 
when despair w<is about to overcome 
them, Ora says, “I saw my old captain 
standing on the bow of the boat point
ing.” Taking the suggestion, they took 
to their oars, pulled with might and 
main, reaching’ the ship.just as another 
storm was breaking upon them.

Ora says: “I never saw my old cap
tain plainer in fny life.”

Thus, my hearers, is shown the vigl-
lance of our friends whose bodies, 
John Brown’s, He mouldering In 
grave.

Thus you see our friends never

like 
the

for-
sake us, but ever draw more near as 
love and duty is registered in our path
way, and in the extremity of helpless
ness, when least expected, come to our 
relief and comfort .

Then should we not be ever grateful 
for the knowledge of this spiritual 
philosophy taught us by spirits just 
over the way, which enables us to hold 
sweet communion with the dear ones 
whom otherwise we must mourn as for
ever gone beyond the reach of this con- 
querhig love which possesses every 
soul in great bereavement and calls to 
us the spirit of the dear one gone 'from 
us, and in tbe quiet of a more passive 
moment whispers to' our consciousness, 
“I am not dead—I have not gone from 
you. Weep no more, dear mother, 
father, sister, brother; your/sorrows 
and weeping only bring shadows into 
my life. Only think of me as well and 
happy in spirit life, and*!  will be a 
light and help unto you wh"en you come 
to this home of the soul.” i

A. ANTRIM DAVIS.
Sigourney, Ibwa. • ; : ' '. _

To the Editor:—In replying to writer 
who inquired for similar phenomenal 
evidence to which he gave the name of 
“Teleklnesy,” or “Soul Force,” In your 
valuable Progressive Thinker, I would 
say that it is doubtful.if the articles he 
saw move so mysteriously were moved 
by the soul forces of,the young girl’s 
living mother. Rather was It done by 
some spirit who did pot wa(it the girl 
separated from her mother. This spirit 
may have been as bad or immoral as 
the mother, and thus showed its sym
pathy, despite the fact that most people 
think a spirit is infallible and always to 
be devoutly obeyed. '

It Is also probable that the man In 
whose presence these startling‘and oc
cult manifestations occurred is one who 
has undeveloped and unknown powers 
for spirit physical phenomena. If he 
were to sit in a cabinet, doubtless the 
spirits could perform on musical in
struments, etc., perhaps even material
ize. A somewhat similar case, which 
may throw some valuable light upon 
these fascinating experiences with the 
spirit forces, occurred some years ago in 
tne art studio of tlie accomplished me
dium, Mrs. Adelaide C. Littlefield, of 
218 Columbus avenue, Boston; Mass.

At that time it was not known that 
this artist and society lady had any of 
these grand spiritual or psychical pow
ers, to distinguish her from thousands 
of other Boston women. In fact, the 
suggestion thatshe would ever become a 
spirit medium would have been treated 
with contepipt or seorn; but there are 
many dramatic romances in Spiritual
ism, equalling the idolized and adored 
records of Holy Writ as happening in 
the days of antiquity, and this was one 
of them. In the parlors of the artist 
were hanging many beautiful oil 
paintings, 1 water colors, crayons,'bric-a- 
brac, etc., which had been manufac
tured and arranged for sale, to her 
many customers. There had been no 
evidence of spirits around the residence 
and in fact the spirit world was prac
tically unknown and unrecognized by 
the thousands of people who dally 
passed the door. Qne day a wealthy 
business man called from the leading' 
dry goods house In the city to select 
some paintings for his aristocratic and 
sumptuous residence in one of the quiet 
suburbs. He jokefi about getting mar
ried and said he didn’t know whether 
he would get married or not. The wo
man wanted him to marry her, she 
loved him, she was stylish, rich, good
looking, healthy, plump and in the full 
bloom of life, but he could not honest
ly say that he loved her as a man ought 
to a wife. He saw so, many beautiful 
women In his .store Hint they had not 
the attraction for him which they 
might have for most piea- As he talked 
and looked at the paintings, Jje sudden
ly said, "Well, that's,ptrimge, Did you 
see that picture move up there, just as 
if some one caught hold of fl?"

The artist said: “W,by, no; my paint
ings never move like that; perhaps the 
cars going by may have jarred them a 
little.’ As she spoke,..a beautiful large 
gilt frame with a valuable, painting, 
was suddenly thrown from i-tlie wall 
and crashed down on the Ilpor beside 
the man’s feet. The .painting was a 
wreck. He jumped aside startled at 
the phenomena and rpmarkejl "that the 
painting had not dropped but had been 
violently thrown evidently for bls 
head, and he guessed, lip had better go, 
and call again some other ,day.” Be
fore he left one or two other ’frames 
were torn from the 'wall and dropped 
on the floor. Of coursp the artist was 
amazed and dumfouqded, beside re. 
grettlng that she had probably-lost a 
valuable order. The cords, hooks, etc., 
were carefully examined and found to 
be in in a perfectly strong condition, 
There could be no question but that 
these painting had been violently torn 
from tbe walls by some unseen agency, 
but as spirits were not then known to 

. have such a power, the incident re
mained a mystery for some days.

Finally the merchant called again 
and said that it was a funny thing, but 
the day those frames had been smashed 
up, his “wlfe-to-be” bad died when 
about 50 miles from Boston, and up to 
the last minute she was moaning be
cause her marriage had not taken 
place, as- she had been promised It 
would be some months before.

The artist asked him “if he did not 
suppose it was his dead love’s spirit 
who had torn dotyn the paintings in 
rage and revenge, because he had 
failed to keep his promise to marry 
h'er?” He laughed at the idea and said 
he did not believe in spirits. Soon an
other frame was wrenched from the 
wall, as had been tbe first one; and 
and .when still other ones began to 
move, the artist quickly jumped upon

To file Editor:—Our meeting at Wal
tons Grove, Sunday, June 24, was a 
success in attendance, and the services 
were rendered more attractive by the 
assistance of two good workers, Mrs. 
Laura B. Payne and Mrs. Inez Wagner, 
of Topeka, Kans. Mrs. Payne, con
tributed much to the interest of the 
services by her own inspirational songs, 
which she rendered in an attractive 
manner. Mrs. Wagner followed by 
tests from the platform in which capac
ity she is an excellent medium. Both of 
these ladles are a credit to Spiritualism 
and should be employed by camps 
throughout the country. Mrs. Wag
ner’s jirivate readlugs are always fine, 
and some of her private tests are a 
marvel in the records of Spiritual phe
nomena. Example: A man’s daughter 
was abduejed, not knowing where, she 
was he was Induced to go to Mrs. Wag
ner for a private reading, the spirit 
through her told him his daughter was 
at a certain hotel in Chicago, gave the 
number of the room, and said he 
would find her there in a dying condi
tion. The man took the first train for 
Chicago and found his daughter at the 
place and in condition described. .

Mrs. Payne is woman of logical and 
practical mind, and as a speaker makes 
a wholesome impression on all thitt 
hear her, and she is destined to come to 
the front.

In my discourse I called attention to 
'the commonness , of spiritual phenom
ena and that the beginnings of all great 

. religious movements—the inception of 
Christianity the starting of the various 
church movements such as the Method
ist, the Universalist, the Shakers, the 
Quakers, the Swedenborglans, were at
tended with the Interposition of the 
spirits. The story of John Murray and 
Potter is familiar to Unlvorsalists; the 
account of the spjrlt phenomena in the 
life of John Wesley given In Wesley’s 
Journal iq famijiqr to many Methodists 
acquainted with the life of the great 
Methodist founder. In the works and 
writings of Swedenborg the evidence of 
spirit control is beyond question. When 
Jolin Wesley was In the prime of his 
manhood and busily engaged organiz
ing the Methodist church, Swedenborg 
Was old and his earthly race was about 
run. A little while before he passed 
hence he wrote to John Wesley the fol
lowing significant letter, viz,:

“Great Bath Street, 
Cold Bath Fields, 

February 1772;
John Wesley, Esq:—

Sir:—I have been informed in the 
world of spirits that you have a strong 
desire to converse with me. I shall be 
happy to see you, If you will favor me 
with a visit. I am sir, your obedient 
servant,

EMANUEL SWEDENBORG.”
This letter was delivered to Wesley 

by messenger in:the presence of a com
pany of ministers who were arranging 
their circuits. Mr. Wcsleyy frankly 
admitted that he had been strongly 
actuated by a desire to meet Sweden
borg, but had revealed his wish to no 
one. He wrote in reply that he was 
then occupied In preparing for a six 
months’ journey, but would wait upon 
Swedenborg on his return to London.

Swedenborg in reply stated that the 
proposed visit would t)e too late, as he 
should go into the world of spirits, nev
ermore to return, on the 29th day of the 
next month (March). Swedenborg died 
on the day mentioned. This is a veri
table account in tho life of, Sweden
borg. Such-facts as these ate common 
In history. - I used to say when ad
dressing agnostics and infidels that I 
can put any one. of them on the witness 
stand under pledge of honor and any 
one can-testify to facts in his experi
ence that are not compatible with his 
own hypothesis. In the ample range of 
each man’s individual experience there 
aro known facts that are not to be ac
counted for from the hypothesis of ma
terialism; facts which point to tho in
visible world, straws which show 
which way the wind blows although we 
cannot see the wind. Our brows are 
fanned by breezes from the other shore.

The only escape for the skeptic is to 
Ignore the facts and refuse to acquaint 
himself with them. -

Some time in the future I will take 
pleasure in setting forth the historic 
facts Incident to the lite of John Mur
ray, and the founding of the Universal- 
ist church in America, which I will

Has Cured Nearly 2,000,000 People 
' that Were Given up to Die by 

the Physicians. . '

it Is an honest, studious, persistent effort to reduce 
our Savior's teachings and maxims to everyday Hie. 
Ruskin says: "It Is the strength of Divinity we bars 
.to recognkc In all mighty things.” It comes like all 
good and perfect gifts, simply because our beet citi
zens the advanced thinkers are forced to rocogala*  
the wonderful cures made dally end before our eyes 
by our successful Christian Science Healers.

There I*  now obtainable so much positive evidence 
of cure*  without medicine or other material means, 
“covering the whole range of Illa that flush Is heir 
to” that no one Is Justified In refusing investigation. 
Thousands of happy men, women sad children to-day 
arc living in health and usefulness, who, a few years 
since, were physical or moral wrecks, pronounced in
curable by doctors. If others are cured you can be.

Ono will say: “I have no faith;" or “I am too bad;” 
or “The day of Miracles Is past.” All these ‘‘If* ’’ and 
doubts are met by tbe fact that as many as truly de
sire arc healed. If doctors and medicine have failed 
to cure you write to me at once, state your condition 
plainly. Remember you do not have to bccopie a 
Christian Scientist to be cured, nor does Lt make any 
difference what your religion 1b or whether you are 
one or thousands of miles away from mo. I have so 
many marvelous cures in the past 14 years that I am 
recognized today as the crcatust Christian Science 
healer. My many and wonderful cures have ifartlod 
tbe world. Write for my Hille book called “A Mes
sage of Health,and healing?’ It Is full of interesting 
facts and convincing testimonials. Enclose 2 cents 
for postage and address 8. A. Jefferson, C. S.B., 414 
Fort Dearborn Building, Chlcajo, Illinois.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
IT IS A MOST EXCEC-

LENTJA/ORK.' .
This work Is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN. asBlBted be 

f’ROF. W. F. LYON.1 Heretofore U has been sold for 
2, but the price now has been reduced to |1. It la a 

book that will interest and instruct. It oouuIdb 480 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thought*.  Dr. Sher*  
man was a medium of rare qualities, and his work is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of tbo 
Soul of Things; Intelligence fu Substance; Animal la*  

j teilects; Purity; BahaUou; Dbcords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression: Inter, 
cut lu Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 

i Entities; Justice; Impregnution of the Virgin; Tbe 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; Tbe Splril 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; Tho Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.

The author Bays: “Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for tbeinaelves, and that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they bo priest or layman, teacher or puplL 
Mv physical expands by virtue of that food and nour 
irbincnlcf which I Individually partake and digest. 
My sou) must expand by virtue of the soul OBsenc« 
which I iadl vldually gather and comprehend or digest." 
For sale ai this office.

tlons.
Vancouver, B. O.

- J. T. MACDONALD.

■ “Religion as Revealed by the Material 
and Spiritual Universe.” By. H. D. 
Babbitt, M. D,, LL. D. A compact anef 
comprehensive view of -the subject; 
philosophic, historic,analytical and crit
ical; facts and data needed by every' 
student and especially , by every Spir
itualist. One of the very best books on 
the subject. Price, reduced to ?1,' 
cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale at this 
office. - ’ ~

“The Infidelity of Eccleslpstlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.’’ 
By. •. Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 

.upon physical, physiological, and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents, For sale at this office.

“Gleanings from the Rostrum.” By 
A. B. French. Clotb, $1. For sale at 
this office.

SPECULATIONS.

If you could dabble in a creek, / , .
And let your feet hang idly down

Until your toes were soaking wet, 
What greater. pleasuré could you seek 
' And hope to find in any -town, < .

■ - Where all you do is toll and fret?
If you could live amongïthé bees

And pluck, red berries from a vine
And watefi" tlie^corn and -peaches 

grow, .' ' '■ K
Could anything your spirit please ' 

So very much, or seem so fine, '
Or give you such a ruddy glow? .

If you could watch' the lambs at’ play ■ 
. And see the chickens go to roost ■ 

And hear the birds at morning sing, 
Would these not bring you back a day

Long dead, and give your heart a 
. boost- . . • .

Like that it used to feel in spring?
If you could lie around at noon

And have somebody fan the flies 
From off your intellectual dome, 

Would you desert that haven soon,
And seek for joy ’néath ether skies, 

Or would you call it home, sweet
home? - ' ‘ .

—St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

“A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
Jtfay Collins. An address, delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 centa. -

THOMAS PAINE’S
* —Ration of the Prophecies. . 
A conffiacrotlon of tho raaaagc*  la tbe Now Teit**  
meat, quoted from tbo Old ana c&llcdPropnocJei Con*  •’ 
cerntug JeBUB ClirlBL’ Price 15 nW. For *01*  at tMloffice.

Paine’s Political Works Complete 
Two volumes. Theologies! Works; Poetical and Mil- 
ccllancoui Works: life. This set of five volumes all 
boxed ready for shipping, la.00 Tùli la the belt and 
cheapest edition and should boon the shelves of cv*  
cry student of liberal thought. For sale at this office

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thoma*  Paine. Belog an Investigation of True 

and Fobulou*  Theology, A new and complete edi
tion, trim new plates and new type: IM naaen. noot 
Svos Piper, 23 cents; cloth. 60 conU. .

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Note*  

by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with views of the old 
Patna Homestead and Paine Monument at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Cilo Rickman. 
Joe Bailow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland. 

. Condorcet, Brissot, and the most prominimtof Pains?*  
friends la Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents,

COMMON SENSE.
ByTbomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad. 

dreaaed to the lobabltanta of America In 1Î7C, with 
explanatory notice by an Engllah author. Paper. 
XE ceuta. . '

Paine's Theological Works...
Age of Riaflon, Examination of tbe Prophecies, etfl.

IUub. cdlUoü. Postero.. 482 ases. Cloth*  Il .00 .

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of - Tbo World Beautiful,” "Kate Field,” 
‘•After Her Death,” “From Dreamland Bent,” etc, 
With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Pricef 1.25. Thè 
writer of this “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning” 
bus thrown tbe book Into llvechapters, with siib-tltle*  
as follows;
LIVING WITH VISIONS. "SuminerSnow of Appfa 

Blossoms;” Music-Flow of Pindur; Friend*  In the 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Friend: 
VltaNouya; “One Day, My Siren.’“

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; InCaea 
Guidi: Florentine Daye; Walter Savage Landon

ART AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; Taq 
Clasped Hands; Kata Field’s Records; Mr*»  
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Law» ; Modern Scientific Thought; Tbe Consider« 
alloc ofGenius.

For Sale at this office.

Philosophy of Phenomena.
BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D.t

Author of “Cosmology.’’ 
IN TWO PARTS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA. 

CONTENTS.
PART I.-METAPHYBICAL PHENOMENA.

Chap. 1. Philosophy oi Pbenomvua; 2, Metaphysical 
Philosophy; 8, Heat; 4, Fuuctloual Phenomena; 5, 
Man; fl, Objective and Subjective Phenomena; 1, 
“Who by searching cau fludGody” 8, Hyperbole Me> 
»physical; 9, “To the Unknown God, Whom ye Ignoi*  1 
autiy Worblp;” 10, "Tbo Father Is greater than I,” 
11, True and Spurious Ooda; 12, “I am the Resurrec
tion and tbeLife;" IS, An Imaginary God and some 
of His Exploits; 14, “He ú Free whom the Truih 
hath made free;" 15, All Animates Originate from 
Eggs; 16, Trauco Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy of 
Healing; 18, Worshfpof Deity; 19.Sense audNonsense 
Intermixed; 20, Plurality and Tri-uulty of God*  21, 
Vagaries: 22, Misapprehension; 28, What 1*  8ln?% 
Suus, Planetsand Satellites of tbo Universe; 25, Be« 
Binning without Ending; 23, Design or Accident, 
which? 2?, Chance versus Law; 28, Summary. ,

PART II,-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA I

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-operative Systems and the HappIneeS 
mid Ennoblement of Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover, Ifio. For sale at 
this office.

The To-Mnrrow of Death,
---OR THE--- 

Future Life According to Science, 
BY LOUIS FIGUIEB.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK. .
This fine volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is written 
in that peculiar Interesting style in which French 
writers excel when they would popularise OClentlflC 
Bubiecta In adaptation to tbe needs of the general 
reader. The author Ie uot a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions .Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super- 
btitlun," etc., etc., In which bo manifest*  Che usual

I

I

the chairs and removed them 
walls before they should be 
up.

In later life the artist was

from the 
smashed

told that
she possessed great mediumistlc talent 
and could have physleal'manlfestations 
If she ate a vegetable diet and would 
sit regularly in a cabinet for develop
ment. She doubted the prophecy, but 
jupt to test her powers; went to a well- 
known developer of mediums in Bos
ton, and after seatlng'herself in his cab
inet, soon heard the spirits ringing 
some loose bells on the floor, playing on 
a musical instrument and performing 
similar feats against, all the laws of na
ture. . - • .

After sucli conclusive evidence of 
spirit power, she devotedlierself to the 
most rigid conditions of diet, habits, 
conditions, etc.; and- since which-time 
she has developed -trance speaking, 
playing of piano and- spirit painting, 
table-tipping, raps, bfihereallzation, ma
terialization, curing pains, diseases and 
many complaints, diagnosing disease 
by spirit power, psynhomdtry, etc.

Some people claim that qthese phe
nomena are all hypnotismpibutthls rad
ical opinion is. not held- by1 any hypno
tists the writer is awaretof, and some 
of. the best have been studied. The 
fact is well provemby reliable testi
mony and winesses :that-“Telekinesy” 
or Soul' Force is an inctual'scientific reg
ality which to-day is baffling the great
est scientists of the: age. rNot to be fa
miliar with these spirltuabpowers is to 
confess one’s self ignorant and uncul
tured. It is no longer stylish or smart 
to ignore the spirit worlth The Psy
chical Research Society ¿as admitted 

-ail our claims andiihe best thing the 
public can do is toiSubscribe for the 
Spiritualistic papers-.and get their eyes 
and ears open forn those; miraculous 
discoveries.

GEO. E. L0THR0P, JR. .
Boston, Mass. :

“Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. 
A Treatise on Human . Culture,’-’ By 
Leroy Berrler. For sale at this office. 
Price $1. • ■ ■ z '_

"The Heresy Trial of Rev. B. F. Aus
' Ori, M. A., D. I}. Giving a sketch of 
Dr. Austin’s life,, story of the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, the heresy
sermon, -the scene at ■ conference, and 
Dr, Austin’s full address defending his 
views on - Spiritualism at the. London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.,*!  
etc.: Price 15 cents.. For sale at this 
office.

t

Chap. 29, Nebulas; 80, Air Pressure and Air Motion 
B*  b Motor; 81, Air and Orbital Motions; 82, Water 
Made to Run up Hill :8gphilosophy of Canyon*,  When 
BUdHow Formed; fiL Glacial Phenomena; 35, Moon*  
and their Motions; 36, Ethnological Phenomena«, 87, 
The Colored Man.

animus of tbo "Bclentific clues,” yet he say*  again: 
“There Isa true and respectable idea in Bplrilu&Usm,'*  
and regards as proved “tbe fact of communication 
between superbumans and tbe inhabitant« of Earth)” 

' and he goes on to relate Instances of fact tn evident^
Thore Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy In

APPENDlx.—Problems; Physical and Mctaphy»- 
lea! Phenomena, ad lufinHum.

Tbo topics treated receive a handling that Is dis
tinctly terse, yet popular. Tbe style of tbo author 
throughout Is epigrammatic—compact with clear 
thought, Tho book Is a remarkable ouo In every us- 
f>ect. Being compact with thought luelf, it will nut 
all to compel thought lu others.
With a steel plate portrait of th*  author. Cot! 

12mo, pp. 208. Price *1.00.  For sale at tbl*  office«

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PAET L THE PENTATEUCH.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devercun 
Blake, Rev, Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
fifre, Louisa Southworth, Cr

oula y, Gestcfeld, and 
Erances E. Barr,

•*In  every *oul  there I*  bound up some truth and 
•ome error, and each gives to tbe world Of thought 
What np other one poasesBei.”—Conitn.

Tbe bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright minds are of denn interest; and throw a 
strong and new light on tho Bible teaching« Tinting t/k w/ira.n Alt ah/ittia vAait 1» w

— - —-- -- —  ------------- r —-— - -- --- Btrong ana new ugni on me m
place before the many readers of The to woman, ah ihoma read it. 
Progressive Thinker by the permission I
of its editor.

Wbat Is called “God” is behind all the 
great movements in history.

All the forces of nature are invisible 
and all the manifestations in the mate
rial world are effects of invisible forces 
which belong to the Invisible world. 
Hence this Is a world of effects—that of 
causes.- Tracing this subject back to Its 
ultimate analysis wo cannot divorce 
any force from intelligence. The only 
force that I positively know is the force 
which I exert. The existence of force 
outside of myself—or force not of my 
exertion, I infer from phenomena 
which I observe. Reasoning from the 
known to unknown, I must conclude if 
I am logical, that the force the exist
ence of which I infer from phenomena, 
is Intelligent

If the only force which I positively 
know Is intelligent it would not be log
ical for me to say that the force which 
I infer from phenomena, Is a non-intel
ligent forced

But this metaphysics may not be rel
ished; for metaphysical things are met
aphysically discerned.'

The county superintendent of schools 
made, the following reference to the dis
course in his paper, the. Eskridge Star:

“Rev. T. W. Woodrow preached an 
excellent sermon Jast Sunday at the 
grove. He . is’ a deep and well read 
scholar, a flne.and pleasing elocutionist, 
a deep thinker and seems to be a lover 
of his fellow-men.”’ ■ ' .

T. W. WOODROW.
Kansas City, Kans. . . •

Price BOo. For sale at t ils Office.

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experience*  of Samuel Bowlei In the 
Flrat Fire Spheres, Etc. Written through the hand 
of Carrie E. 8. Twing. Paper, 8O0.

Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.

By Watson Heston. Price, boards, 11; cloth, (IJO. 
Heston Is Inimitable. .

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

tbe authors’* idea*,  but tbe well-read mludwbl roadlis 
select and arrange the pros and cons, aid out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, bu| 
much valuable Information, Tne autMLh0^8 tbl 
theory of reincarnation. Price fljA sw aale al 
this office.

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO MORROW OF DEATH was wrlten to 

develop tbe idea ol tbe principle of tbe permanence 
of the human soul after'Ueatb, and Ite reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whoso successive links ¿Fq 
unrolled In the bosom of ctberial space. "Bryo^d 
the Tubebhold” continues on the same lines, efl*  
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and coni 
sldcratlons drawn from science and philosophy; claim« 
Ing that tho certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, apd 
that tbe help offered by science and philosophy to ttfal 
end Is far superior to that of any of tbe existing re*  - 
llglons. From beginning to end Ids Interesting, cu« 
tcrtalntng, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts it all or not, much will have been learnt? 
and much pleasure enjoyed In lu perusal Pricell.aL 
For sale at this office.

VOLNEY’S RUINS 
—AND— 

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
.‘. TO wmen IB ADDXD ...

VolMJfo Anrwer to Dr. Prloitly, a Biographical Notici 
by Const Daru, and tbo Zodiacal Sign, and 

Conxtellatlotu by the Editori -
Alto, a Map of the Astrological Heavens a 

the Ancients.
I Printed on heavy paper, from now plates, tn lam 

dear type, with portrait and Illustration*.  OnevoC 
poatBvo, 248pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

I Thl*  i*  undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates th< 
best interests of mankind, and clearly point*  out th*  
yources of human Ignorance and misery. The outhoi 
Is supposed to meet in the ruins of Palmyra an apparb 
tlon or phantom, which explains tho true principles of 

■ society, and the causes of both the prosperity and tha 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of the 
nations is at length conveno<h.a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern« 
meat, and of laws discussed, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on Justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In tht*  volume the author, In tbe thirty-ulna., 

chapters, discusses a wide variety of subjects pep 
talning to-Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand, 
point She evince*  tbo power*  of a trained thinker, 
ooth in matter of thought and fine literary style, and ' 
capability of thought expression. The subjects aro I 
well-handledwlthconclBcncBBandyetwith clearness. 
It will prove a rwu addition to any Splrltuallst’a 1 
library; and a most excellent book for any one seek« ' 
Ing Information concerning Spiritualism and iu teach« 
Ing*.
For Sale at this Office. PMoe,$l.SO

“The Watseka Wonder.”
To tbe student of psychic phenomena this pamphlet 

h intensely Interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two case*  of "double consciousness,” namely, Mary 
Lurancy Vcnnum, .of Watseka, HL, and Mary 
Reynolds, of Venango county, Pa. Price 15 cents. 
For vale at this office.

Whu I flm a Vegetarian
An addreBB delivered before the Chicago Vegetarian 

Society.. By J. Howard Moore. Brice 25 cento. For 
■ale at thia office.

Why She Became a Spiritualist. 
: Twelve Lecture*  by Abby A. Judson. Tbl*  book 

ibould bo read try every Spiritualist. Price *I4X)|  
postage 10 cents. For saleat this office, .

ORIGIN OF SPECIES,
By means of natural selection, or the preservation pt 
a favored race In the struggle for life. By Charles 
Darwin. Gilt top, cloth bound. This book Is tho 
grandest achievement of modern scientific thought 
and research. It haa paired through many editions 
In Englhh, has been translated into almost all tho 
languages of Europe, and ha*  been the subject of 
more reviews, pamphlets and separate-books than any 
other volume of the age. Most of the great scientists 
of tbe age fully support bls position. The thought of 
this book has become a part of the common Inherit« 
once of tbe race. For sale at this office. Price 75 cts.

“THE DfiEAM CHILD,”
A Fascinating Romance o4 Two Worlds. By Florence 
Huntley. Price, clotb, 75 cents. Books like “The 
Dream Child" spur humanity on to make more and 
more demands of this nature, and will open up new 
heights and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Elle 
Wheeler Wilcox. Will, I believe, take Its place be
side Bulwor'e “Zanonl" and tbe “Scrapnita". of 
Balzac* —Dally Capital, Topeka, Kansas. Although 
simple and unvarnlshed'Wlth any Inflammable de
scriptions, enthralls the mind to the exclusion of 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader closes 
tbe last page.-Minneapolis Sunday Time*.  For sale 

jR this office. . .

Conflict Between Religion and 
Science.

' Just the book for progressive thinkers. By. John 
W. Draper. Cloth. 11.75. For sale at this office. .

4'

OLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life” in the Spirit 
World treats of the “Mythical Ori
gin - of Death;” “A _ Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” "Impress
ive Communications from the 
Spirit Side of Life;” “Death Con

sidered by tbe Spirit Lucretius;" “Odd
ities in Reference to tbe Dead;” “Death 
from a Vibratory Force;" “The Day 
After Death Beautifully Illustrated;” 
"Sensations of the Dying;” “Ai: Birth 
Out Of Dark Conditions;” “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” “A 
Special Visit to thé Sp!rItclWorld;” 
"Fragrance at a Child’s Death Bed;’’ 
“The Varied. Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;’’. “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;” “Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;’’ “The Id
iosyncrasies of Death;” “Life andDeatb 
Thoughtfully "Analyzed;” “Signs in the 
Process of Dying,” etc., etc. In fact 
this volume, is a mine of valuable Infor
mation, and every person should have 
access to It. It should be in every home.. 
Read the premium terms carefully; and 
then send for.the Three Volumes of the. 
Encyclopedia of Death. .

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
By Dr. Paul Carns. Very thoughtful and Interesting.
Paper, 25c, . • -, . .

THE DESCENT OF MAN.
By Charle*  Darwin, Clotb, gilt top, 75o. On it*  ap

pearance it aroused at once * storm of mingled wrath, 
wonder and admiration. In elegance of style, charm 
of manner and deep knowledge of natural history. It 
stands almost without a riyal among scientific work*.  
For sale at thl*  office..

Glimpses of Heaven.
Through the hand of Carrie E. S. Twins automatically 
By Gilbert Haven, Ute Bishop of the Methodist Epte- 
oopal Church. Thia II tbe second book from toll em
inent divine eInce be passed to Splrlt-llfe. Trice 20c. 
For sals at this office. -

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Bifora Hie Not fork Unluriui Club. The »nt lima 
In the tiUtorr of tbe wortfl tbit a ChrliUin AbbocIbUob 
erer Inrlted-n aole4 infldel te lecture before them. 
The lecture t> • tranl one, end m received br the 
Club with bobUmou applHH from b^taal^toeaj

Father Tom and the Pope,
Or a Night at the Vatican.

Written probably by Sir' fiamnel FcrffuSon. From 
Blackwood’s Edinburg Magazine. Tbte Is a humoroui 
account of a rollcksome vlelt to the Popo of Rome by 
Father Tom. an Irish priest, armed with a super« 
abundance of Irish wit, two Imperial quart bottles of 
Irish “puttcen,” and an Irish recipe for “conwound*  
Ing” the same. "What’s that?” says tho Pope. “Put 
in the sperltB first,” says his Riv’rence: “and tbett 
put.tn the sugar: and remember, every'dhrop.of wa« 
thcr you put in aftber that, spoils tho punch.“ “Glory 
be to God," says the Pope, not minding a word Fath« 
er Tom was. saying, •‘ulorfr be to GodlL’ says be,, 
smacking hie Ups, "I nover knewn what dhrink wa*  
afore," says bo. "Itbatcs tbe Lachymalcbtyttal out 
oy the face,” say*  he—'■it’s Neothsr Itself, It la, so It 
fa P’ says he, wiping his epktollcal mouth widtlie cutf 
of bls coat. Paper, 25cti.; doth, 50 cent*.  FortaM 
at thia office. ■

THE TALMUD.
Selection*  from the content» of that ancient book,' 

It*  commentaries, teachings, poetry, a»d lereiÄ, 
Also brief sketches of the men who mMaawdcom*-  
hsnteduponlL. ByiLPeiiag. 81*  pp. Price, doth*  
|L1B. For *al*  at Udi office ' ...
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these brutal horrors as is plainly 
to all who think and observe?

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
Tbo Progressive Thinker 18 lurutelied In the United 

States at ,1.00 tier year, the postage thereon being but 
nominal, but when It 1b eent to foreign countries we 
are compelled to choree 60 cents extra, mskingthe 
yearly subscription #1.50. Please bear that In mincL

Now They Want China.
A lately returned missionary

One year............
months.......

thirteen weeks. 
Ungi? copy...... .

IEHI1S OF tiUilSCItIPTI W. •
g»-* -. Tub PitoQiiEssiva Thinker will bo funiUlied uiith 
j&:,- tnrtkwnattas, W the following terms, luvuilubly tn 
fc, advance; ■

SATURDAY, JULY 7, 1900.

»1,00
. 5ÜC 
25 eta 
5eU
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by Postonico Money Order, lieglEtercd Loiter, 

or draft ou Chicago or hew York, jt coala nom 10 
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CLUB8! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
A*  there are thousands who will at tret venture 

C*lr  twenty-five cents forTuBFROOKiissivK Thinker 
'ttlttoea weeks, we would auggast totiiojc who receive 
• sample copy, to solicit Bevend Gtbcre to un.tewlth 
them, and thus be able to remit from «1 to or even 
more than the latter sum A largo number of little 
•snounts will make a large Bum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and nseiUlneBS. The eame sug- 
«estion will apply in ail cases of renewal of subscript 
Bon»—solicit others to aid tn the good worit. 4ou will 
MDerienco no difficulty whatever in inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for ThePhoghebsive Thinker, 
for not one of them cun afford to be without the valua
ble Information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo
ment what an intellectual feast that email Investment 
will furnish youl The subscription price of 1 he P?0* 
emusiVE Thinker thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 
cents I For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantia1« ficul-elevatang 
mlnd-refrasbing reading matter, equivalent to a meal*  
um-Bixedbooki ’

TAKE NOTICE!
J5T At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper Is discontinued No Dills will bo sent for exr 
tra numbers. •
fir If you do not receive your paper promptly, 

write to us, and errors In address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

gar Whenever you desire the address of your PSPW 
changed, always give the addrois of the place to wulou 
it la then sent, or the chanse cannot be mode.

Dr. T. Wilkins.
Tills gentleman who has for a nqm- 

ber of years been a co-laborer in the 
office of The Progressive Thinker, and 
whose articles published over his name 
in this journal have made him widely 
and favorably known to our readers as 
a poetic genius as well as a writer of 
terse prose, IS about to withdraw from 
this office for a season of relaxation, or 
perhaps permanently, by engaging in 
some other field of labor. Wherever he 
goes,, or whatever may be his future 
lot, he carries with him the cordial 
good will and best wishes of The Pro
gressive Thinker for his success and 
prosperity. Notwithstanding Ms phys
ical absence, lie will often be with us 
in spirit, and his communications in 
prose and verse will continue to grace 
and enrich our columns.

wx'T/jm-

The Quest of Mr. East.
Even the novelist is comffig to the aid 

of common sense in exposing the false
hoods of the church. We find on our 
table a handsome volume of upwaids 
of 300 pages, published by Archibald & 
Co., London, entitled f'Tlie Quest of 
Mr. East,” by John Soane, a new name 
in the literary world. The author is 
clearly an able scholar, and ho shows 
great zeal in his earnest search for his 
lost friend. One of his characters, a 
Catholic Father, nearing tlie close of a 
long life, learned, honest, and con
scientious, greatly interested . us. He 
was fully aware of the arts employed 
by which that pow known as Chris
tianity was established and gained its 
power. He was fully conscious-of the 
intrigues of centuries to usurp govern
ments and sway the destiny of nations, 
doing all in the name of a crucified 
God. In familiar conversation he re
vealed much the world has long desired 
to know. Space will not allow lengthy 
quotations, so the reader must be con
tent with a very brief abridgment of 
Father Opiate’s ideas, fully elaborated 
in the book, which must be read to gain 
details. He says.: .

“The Gospels were written by the 
servants of the Church, "In compliance 
with Creeds, in illustration of central 
Dogma. The origin of that Church and 
its true nature will never be under
stood, so long as its literature is treated 
according to rules which apply to com
mon books. The source of all is 
Dogma—is Revelation—is what philoso
phers call ‘dreams of the theological 
imagination.’ Science plods its way 
from facts to truths, from observation 
of the particular to theories of- the 
universal; quite opposite to Church 
methods. She descends from tlie revela
tion of the universal to the knowledge 
of the particular. The method is dis
closed in the first history of tlie Church 
and through all the .Chronicles and 
Annals of the monasteries in the Mid
dle Age.

“The Church from the first stood op
posed to the world—to -Its politics, its 
art, its literature. The enemies of the 
Church do not seem to recognize tlie 
fact that the intelligence of the Church 
and the intelligence of the world are 
irreconcilable.”

These detached and broken extracts, 
reunited, are very suggestive, but they 
are followed by what seems to us a 
key which possibly will unlock the se
crets of all church history if thought
fully and learnedly used. We have 
never met it before. Father Optate 
says: '

The Corner Stone of the Church.
Christianity has been made tlie great 

power it is by preaching the doctrine of 
an endless hell. Belief in a fiery prison 
foi-immortal souls was the corner stone 
of Catholicism, and nearly all .the 
Protestant sects until within a few 
years. As faith in that damnable 
teaching waned, so waned the church.

Under tlie head of "Glad Tidings” 
the Truth Seeker compiles a few choice 
extracts from tlie expressions of lead
ing orthodox clergymen, which should 
be kept'prominently before the people.

“Lest they forget, lest they forget.”
We quote:

' “Husbands shall see their wives, pa- 
reais shall si“e their children tormented 
before their very eyes—Jeremy Taylor.

“The view of the misery of the 
damned will double the ardor of the 
love and gratitude of the sajnts in 
heaven. The sight of bell torments will 
exalt the happiness of the saints for
ever.—Jonathan Edwards.

“The happiness.of the elect in heaven 
will in part consist in witnessing the 
torments of .the damned in bell; and 
among these it may be their own chil
dren, parents, husbands, wives and 
friends on earth.—Nathaniel Emmons;

“In fire exactly like that we have on 
earth thy body will Ue forever un
consumed, all thy veins roads for the 
feet of pain to travel on, every nerve 
a string on which the Devil shall for
ever play his diabolical tune of ‘Hell’s 
Lament.’—Charles Spurgeon.
. “Is it really a kettle boiling? No. 
Then what is it? Hear what it is: The 
blood is itoiling in the scalded veins of 
that boy; the brain is boiling and bub
bling in liis head; the marrow is boiling 
in his bones. The fifth dungeon is a 
hed-hot oven, in which is a little'child. 
Hear how it screams to come out! See 
how it turns and twists, etc.—Rev. J. 
Furniss, Roman Catholic.”

■ Such damnable teaching forced upon 
a barbarous people, then instilled Into 
the minds of their youth and extended 
on from generation to generation 
through say 1500 years, the people all 
the time kept in grossest ignorance, 
while priests lose no opportunity to re
hearse their wicked creed, is it not a 
wonder we'have so far escaped from

The Church Militant.
Under the above caption the Journal, 

one of the oldest an least sentimental 
of the Chicago Republican dallies, dis
courses in a leading editorial on the 
shameful uttcrdncetj of Blahop Crans
ton at Denver, on June 17, in regard to 
Chinese matters. The editor of The 
Progressive Thinker urgently requests 
each reader to give the article special 
consideration. While it was only a 
Methodist Bishop who would “cut all 
the red tape in the world, and break all 
the treaties ever made,” to advance the 
interests of Ills church, he voices very 
generally the position of the great 
Christian sect he so prominently repre
sents. Read and ponder:

“Quite the most surprising1 deliver
ance upon the Chinese question comes 
from Bishop Earl Cranston, who de
clared, in a sermon at Denver, on Sun
day, that it is worth any cost In money 
or bloodshed if we can make the mil
lions of Chinese true and intelligent 
Christians. ‘I would,' he continued, 
‘cut all the red-tape in the world, and 
break all the treaties ever made, to 
place the armies of tlie United States 
in the fore next to Great Britain. We 
must not be the tail end of everything.’

“Bishop Cranston was, we believe, 
elected to his present position at the 
Cleveland [Methodist] Conference of 
'96, and is now stationed nt Portland, 
Ore. During the past three or four 
years be has traveled abroad, and 
travel seems to have enlarged—or per
haps ‘expanded’ is the better word—bls 
views. .

“The moral obloquy discovered by 
many men of many minds in discussing 
the Chinese is one of the most astonish
ing phenomena of a turbulent and 
strenuous age. Commerce, imperial
ism, and the followers of Christ, widely 
apart on many other questions, have 
been singularly unanimous in denying 
to the Chinese the common attributes 
of humanity, white, black, or yellow. 
Hath not a Chinaman eyes? Hath not 
a Chinaman handsj organs, dimensions, 
senses,-affections, passions? Evidently 
not. 'Commerce would force trade upon 
him, even though the trade pe opium; 
imperialism would cut up his empire, 
upon this or that pretext; and the fol
lowers of Christ—the Christ that stands

* ' Feast of Blood. ’
Under tfji^hea<| of “The Church Mili

tant," is given in another column the 
comments.^ tl^p Chicago Journal on 
the bloofiy utterances of the Methodist 
Bishops,. The cllurcli Bishop Cranston 
represented, seems the most fanatical 
of all Christian-''sects, and the most 
ready to-ejay to shed blood in the pro
pagation pf, its fqitli. Rev. Dr. Win. J. 
Libberton,; of the Ingleside Avenue 
Methodlstcchurch, of this city, is re
ported as ' saying in his Sunday dis
course of June 17,;

“For a nptloni, that we know to be 
5,000 years old—according to its own 
traditions, 20,00Q—and which has ad
vanced np Jarthçr in civilization than 
China, no' measures are too strenuous. 
I believe in its forcible seizure and dis
memberment among the civilized na
tions. Civilization first; Christianity 
will follow.”-

That is the kind of feast we are in
vited to in the year 1900. The oldest 
nation on the globe, and many times 
the most populous, a nation which 
adopted the instruction of Confucius 
500 years before the Christian- era, and 
which has observed it: “Do not to 
others what you-would not have others 
do to you,” must be wiped from the 
map of the. world, and be divided 
among Christian nations. Missionaries 
have gone to China ' in advance of 
armies, acted the part of spies, learned 
the country and its vulnerable points, 
and now they are ready to strike their 
crushing blows. Father Frin, of the 
Catholic mission- at Kiang-Nau, tells 
how the missionaries protect thein-

BE CHARITABLE. TO 6/VMP-MEETING GOERS
By the Editor of the New 

York Herald.

“History is for us the view of what 
the course of events must have been in 
accordance with the designs of Provi
dence. To give an example: In the first 
Ecclesiastical History the Roman em
peror Philip was the first Christian em
peror. There are old Roman monu
ments which refer to Philip, inscrip
tions give him the designation “Theos’' 
—god. They, know nothing of his 
Christianity. But another Church his
torian explains tlie discrepancy by 
pointing out that Philip reigned in the 
thousandth year of tlie city of Rome. 
He was a Christian in order that that 
year might be dedicated to the Church 
imd not to ‘idols.’ Facts must bend to 
the theories of the Church, and to the 
‘a priori's [.from cause to effect] of 
Providence.”

Without further extracts we will 
merely add: This key Father Optate 
furnishes, accurately fits all the wards 
of the lock which conceals the secret 
history of the beginnings of Chris
tianity. There are many keys that lit 
the same opening, and slide the same 
bolt1 which points to about the year 
A. D. 2j3 or 247, when Roman Pagan
ism began to reform its system of 
worship, and merge its multitude of 
gods into the Father, Son and Holy 
Ghost, changing the lesser gods Into 
saints, all of whom survive, with 
amended names, in the nc-W system. 
The system was not fully perfected 
until nearly a hundred years later un
der Constantine. Protestants have in
sisted for centuries that the Roman 
Catholics engrafted on Christianity Ro
man Paganism. They attempted to 
prove tills ity showing that almost 
every feature of the mother church was 
identical with the old Pagan worship. 
It is the scholarship of these wiser 
times which finds the rise of Chris
tianity commencing much later than 
was formerly supposed, and tliat what 
was supposed to be early history is 
nothing but simulated fabrications, 
gotten up by monks to delude and de
ceive biter generations.

visible
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• A Feathered Snake,
A farmer in Veflango county, l’a., is 

reported to have found a snake three 
feet in length, and one a nd, one-half 
inches in diameter, while tearing down 
an old stone fence. Says the Evening 
News, published at Franklin:

“The head of the snake is exactly the 
same as a chicken.' Wlysn crawling 
along the ground it holds its head about 
three inches from tlie earth, while its 
entire body is covered with a fine coat 
of feathers. One of the feathers pulled 
from the reptile measured two inches 
in length, and was of very fine quality. 
They are evenly placed all over except 
the part on which the reptile crawls, 
where they are somewhat worn off. 
When aggravated the snake ruffles its 
feathers like a chicken, and makes a 
noise something like that of a bluejay, 
but more sharp and piercing. It will 
not bite, but strikes wickedly at any
thing placed in its reach with its strong 
beak, over an inch in length and very

for peace on earth, good will toward 
men—would make the Asiatic empire 
run red with blood, transform Its rice 
fields into shambles, ensanguine every 
river and tributary, if thereby, as 
Bishop Cranston says, ‘we can make 
the millions of Chinese true and intelli
gent Christians.' For the Denver ex
ponent of the church militant does not 
stand alone in his views' He perhaps 
stands alone in audacity and blood
thirstiness; but others secretly believe 
what he has the shamelessness to 
avow.

“The missionary question Is a ques
tion upon which we hesitate to pro
nounce opinion. Much may be, much 
has been, said upon all its sides. It Is 
not a question upon which an opinion 
can be passed at once sweeping, intelli
gent, and final. Yet one can, with a 
clear conscience and a conviction of 
right, protest against any such mon
strous, Immoral declaration as that 
credited to Bishop Cranston. It is un
speakably odious.

“Nor is it necessary that one should 
havi? any genuine sympathy with the 
Chinese to appreciate the shameful 
bullyragging that that peaceful people 
has put up with for more than half a 
century. The powers, one and all, but 
England in especial—the England that 
Bishop Cranston would like to see, with 
drawn sword, inarching side by side 
with the United States—have outraged, 
abused, and robbed China systemati
cally. Every concession of importance 
obtained from China has been such a 
concession as the victim of a highway
man yields at the point of a pistol. 
When Europe has advanced another 
foot on Chinese soil the foot has been 
set down in blood.

“And we, the lovers of Liberty, the 
writers about Liberty, tlie orators on 
the subject of Liberty, and her sister, 
Justice—what have we done to help the 
cause along? We have denied the Chi
nese entrance to this country, and de
manded entrance to theirs. At the same 
time we have opened our gates to tlie 
riff-raff of Europe, anil for fear that 
this might be contaminated by contact 
with the Chinese population already in
side the country, we have, in one way 
or another, done our best to kill off the 
‘pigtails.’ Wo have been as unjust and 
cruel to China as almost any other 
power has been, but we have done it In 
another way, and have ireen a shade 
more gentlemanly in the doing.

“It has been bad enough to watch 
commerce and Imperialism holding up 
and slashing at the Chinaman; but now 
that Religion frets for the highway, the 
mask, add the blunderbuss, it is rather 
time to call a halt. What lias come over 
tlie church lately? Sword and fire flash 
and curl around half the pulpits In the 
land. Here's the New York Indepen
dent. which has long been suspected of 
religious leanings, clamoring for an
other Egypt under a joint protectorate 
of seven powers, including your UucTe 
Sam. of no-entangling-alliance fame. 
Verily, brethren, as the rural editor

selves:
“In the center of the village stands 

the residence of the commander, who is 
none other than the missionary. This 
residence is a regular citadel, sur
rounded by high walls and flanked at 
its corners by four towers, well forti
fied also. There are no doors. The go
ing in and out is effected by means of 
ladders, which are each time drawn 
back (Within. At the first cry of alarm 
the men are up in arms and the father 
directs the defense.”

This is the statement from a mission
ary to the Chinese, and shows these 
peaceful emissaries of the cross are 
building in the very heart of China for
tresses, to defend themselves against 
the people they would Christianize.

China may be bombarded and dra
gooned Into submission to the demands 
of the Christian powers; they may be 
compelled, as were some of the natives 
of Europe, to accept the conqueror’s 
religion; but will the world, or the peo
ple in it be bettered because of such 
submission? We think not

CLUBS!

Let all your things be done with char
ity.—I. Corinthians, xvl., 14.

We ought to exercise a larger hospi
tality toward those who differ with us 
in religious opinion. Thy rivalry of 
sects is- an Injury to true religion. 
Whatever prevents us from co-opera
tion with others for the reformation of 
mankind should be classed as heresy, 
and must be eliminated before we can 
become genuine Christians. The sec
tarian spirit puts us at odds with each 
other, and is an Injury to every one con
cerned. We are to love our neighbor 
even though his convictions are not in 
sympathy with ours. If the Almighty 
tolerates all sorts of opinions, provided 
they are honestly held, the least we can 
do is to follow the example.

When a man believes he has a monop
oly of the truth he Is mentally de
formed. The absolute truth has not 
yet been discovered, and until it is we 
must occupy different standpoints and 
see things in different ways. It is pure 
arrogance to assume that you are right 
and those who disagree with you are 
In the wrong.

If the truths of religion were 
like tlie facts of science, and you could 
prove your faith as you can prove a 
problem of algebra, or as yoti can prove 
that two and two make four, you might 
be excused for your intolerance, but 
where we are all seekers, using equal 
intellects, working with equal desire, It 
is worse than folly for one man or body 
of men to denounce another because 
your conclusions are not accepted as 
final,

While there are so many wrongs to 
lie righted It is a pity to insist on the
ological uniformity as a matter of 
prime Importance. The man who spends 
his life in doing simple acts of goodness 
is worth more on earth and In heaven 
than he who thinks we cannot be saved 
unless we believe just as he does. 
There is very little variety of opinion as 
to what we ought to do, but a large va
riety as to what we ougiit to think. No 
one can fail to receive the approval of 
the Lord who does what Is right be
cause It is right and hates the wrong 
because it Is wrong. He must needs go 
to heaven at last, since there is no other 
place in the universe for him.

An orchestra Is composed of various 
instruments all tuned to the same pitch. 
It would be absurd to declare that one 
set of these instruments is more im
portant thnn another, for they are all 
component parts of a perfect whole. If 
you were ti> Introduce Into an orchestra 
the some spirit of rivalry which exists 
In the religious world, and the Instru
ments, Instead of occupying their 
proper places and contributing to the 
general effect, should each claim the 
right of way for itself, there would be 
such dire confusion that the purpose 
of the author would be defeated. Ilar-

And Spiritualists Generally Who Take nd Spiritual 
1st Papers, Greeting i

If you are a Spiritualist and read no Spirit
ualist paper, then, of course, you cannot know 
what is going on in our movement. To you it 
is midnight darkness in that one respect, how
ever wise you may be in other directions. The 
Progressive Thinker, being the largest Spiritual
ist paper published, combining cheapness and 
excellence, it will be a splendid agent to keep

Spiritualistic Çaüse. Thousands of Spiritualists 
who attend our camp meetings, take no Spirit
ualist paper. They will go there to have a spir
itual feast, and then return home to remain in 
utter darkness and ignorance as to what is going 
on in our ranks throughout the world. We ask 
this class particularly to subscribe for The Pro
gressive Thinker, aijìl thus-have their homes il
luminated throughout the year.

We don’t believe that more than one Spirit
ualist in ten who visits the camp-meetings takes 
a Spiritualist paper. We greatly desire to reach 
this class. We are sure The Progressive Think
er will be a benefit to them while they will be a 
benefitto us. The benefit derived will‘be re
ciprocal. '

HOW S6IEN6È AIDS IHSriWION

loves to inquire, ‘Whither are 
drifting?’”

we

We want ten thousand clubs 
fqrnied in every part of the I 
Unltpd States, for which we I 
present inducements nev- I 
er fiefore .offered by any I 
Splrifuallst paper. These 1 
clubs must consist of ten 
subscribers, and each one ■ ■ 
will get Vofinne 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death; or if 
they, would prefer it, they 
can have thq Next World In
terviewed. .They can have 
their, choice of the two. 
Each subscriber In order to _ 
avail himself of this offer

China, Alio was located for seven years 
_• among the Boxers, has published in the 
./ Nevy York Journal an account of his 
...' adventures among them. He says their 

hatred was first directed against the 
Catholic missionaries, but it soon ex
tended to all foreigners. A boat flying 
the Catholic flag—that is, a flag with a 

. cross on it—was seen on the river just 
outside the bity. In a few days it dis
appeared, giving rise to the rumor that 
the Catholics had fled. Then camo the 
story "tliat the Catholics were in the 
Cathedral, all armed to the teeth. ♦ * 
.The action against the Catholic mis
sionaries became general. After a time 
it included all Christians; the native 
Christians were blackmailed and 
threatened with torture. .

After detailing his own adventures 
Rev, Royall concludes: “All foreigners 
would be glad to see China dismem
bered, as it can never be properly gov
erned by Chinese.” That is what the 
missionaries Said in Hawaii, qo they 
usurped the government, and trans

: ferred the Islands to a foreign power.
And so they will do in Ghina if per
mitted, to dictate the policy to foreign 

■powers.

“Discovery of a LpstTrail.” \ By Tlhas.
B. 'Newcomb., Excellent in spiritual 

. snggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50. For sale
at this office,

pointed. It eats nothing but grain, and 
drinks an abundance of water." .

The flying serpents, in Bible story, 
the commentators tell us, were wing
less, but darting and throwing them
selves from limb to limb of trees gave 
them their name.

Naturalists tell us the bird is a 
higher development of the serpent

To date only those suffering with de
lirium tremens and sacred historians 
have come in contact with talking ser
pents. The kind that used to walk on 
their tails in the Garden of Eden have 
become extinct. It is’not probable any 
of their fossils will be found. This is 
the lament of the scientists. /

GOod. ,
At the Philadelphia nominating con

vention, just in sion, Rev. Boswell, 
the officiatingcj/aplain, was so exube
rant in la cm of the party in whose 
interest he prayed at the opening of the 
second day’s session; the report says 
“the delegates applauded the divine 
invocation with hand and voice." That 
act showed appreciation on the part of 
those who listened, whose ears the 
nicely chosen words were specially de
signed to tickle. We apprehend God 
played no Important part in the affair, 
no more than, he does when army chap
lains ask filth to aid in slaughtering 
enemies. True, we have an account 
that he held up the sun on one occasion 
at "the instance of one of his pets, but 
no fellow. has Sufficient Influence to 
bring about such 'a result since.

In this age of scientific discovery, of 
readjustment of old faiths in new 
lights, the clergy should defend the 
Bible in a very different way than of 
old. The warfare between science and 
theology has usually resulted in the de
feat of theology, writes John Brooks 
Leavitt, LL. D„ in the New York Jour
nal. It is to science that we must here
after look for the real defence of the 
Bible. Theologians will continue to do, 
what they have been forced to do for 
centuries, give up untenable conceits.

If the doctrine of the inspiration of 
Holy Scripture admits of nothing bet
ter in its defense than the answers of 
the candid priest apd the broadside of 
the fulminating bishop, we laymen will 
have to give it up entirely.

The true way to defend inspiration is 
by means of analogies drawn from sci
ence rather than by prommciamentos 
drawn .from divines.

Such propositions are no doubt dis
tasteful to those elderly and revered 
priests who ding to the past, and to our 
young prlestlets who are so little in 
touch with the present that they take 
pride in obtaining truth by authority 
rather than by study; but they must 
commend themselves to men who be
lieve that theology is not one of the ex
act sciences, and who hold that the 
power of the Holy Ghost as a revealer 
did not cease with 'the Apostles and Is 
not to be deemed limited by their inter
pretations.

There is no statement to be found in 
the Bible, from cover to cover, that ev
erything in it is inspired. Not a single 
passage. I have made diligent exam
ination, especially of the texts which 
the compilers of the Westminster Con
fession of Faith cited in support of 
their propositions in respect of inspira
tion. It is to be presumed that those di
vines gave the most relevant ones.

You will find them printed with the 
Confession to this day as “proof texts,” 
and can judge for yourselves as to the 
truth of the following criticism upon 
their use by theologians. If any law
yer In our law courts were to cite on 
his brief as supporting his argument 
cases as little in point to prove his po
sitions as are these texts to support the 
Inerrancy of tlie Bible, that lawyer 
would be reprimanded for wasting time, 
and If he persisted in the practice would 
be liable to discipline for trying to mls-

the light of discoveries in science, and 
shall have to express its propositions in 
their terms. It will be one of the 
death-bed messages of the nineteenth 
century to the twentieth, to restate Its 
theology in terms of science.

We often hear it asked, Why do not 
more men go to chureh- Here is a rea
son. Thinking men cannot and will not 
listen to absurdities preached In the 
name of religion. It Is true that many 
good men refuse to think. A great law
yer who was, a Roman Catholic, when 
asked what he thought alxiut the infal
libility of the I’ope, replied that on 
sueli subjects he never allowed himself 
to think. So must answer any’ Protest
ant lawman who acknowledges the In
fallibility of the Bible.

Any attempt to excommunicate a man 
for heresy in respect of anything else, 
could be enjoined by a court of equity 
us being against the principles of nat
ural justice. It would be contrary to 
natural justice to allow those who 
would narrow the walls of the 
room to expel him because he refused 
to' think as they do on anything not ex
pressly laid down or impliedly wrapped 
up in tlie Apostle’s Creed; and, thank 
God, their construction of what Is so 
laid down or wrapped up Is not bind
ing on any but themselves. They may 
not thunder forth Into timid cars, “thus 
saith the Lord." So far as our i-hurch 
is concerned, this is the whole law of 
heresy In a nutshell. Any occupant of 
our room Is free to stand in a corner 
and hug the walls on either hand. He 
may select any’ corner he likes, “High 
Chureh” corner, "Low Church” corner, 
"No Chureh” corner, “Advanced Cath
olic” corner. He may try to persuade 
others to come into his corner; but he 
may not dart out from his corner and 
pounce witli ejecting hand upon ono 
who prefers another, or the free and 
open middle. Nor may he expel one for 
trying to get a breath of air. or a 
glimpse of heaven from a window.

The search for spiritual gold in the 
Scriptures may’ well be likemal to the 
quest for physical gold In the earth. 
The simile will grow upon tlie reflecting 
mind; the same differences in habitat, 
here in nuggets lying in the open, there 
in particles hidden in worthless quartz, 
now in shifting sands of ocean, again 
under the waters of running brook; 
the same differences in efforts to get it, 
here by casual straying and easy grasp
ing, there by protracted prospecting 
and laborious toiling; tlie same differ
ences in tlie subjective part of the pur
suit. knowledge, experience, resolution, 
persistence, spirit, all necessary to 
mine spiritual as well as material gold.

mony of action is the only condition of 
success.

If sects would lay aside their differ
ences of theological opinion and shoul
der to shoulder make a good day’s work 
their sole alm the religion of Christ 
would become simply irresistible. Their 
trouble Is that they are an orclitstru In 
which the instruments are so Wlf-cou- 
celted that they want themselves alone 
to be heard, and so redeeming music Is 
Impossible. There is no imu£ room for 
discord in the church of Christ than 
there is in symphony. If the church 
could get rid of the foolish idea of its 
own importance and fall back on the 
importance of universal brotherhood 
and helpfulness it would reduce the 
prevalence “of evil to a nfinimum. 
One-half of the Infidelity which exists 
has its origin in the uncharlty which is 
misnamed religion.

Go to what church you please. Your 
decision is the result of temperament, 
of education, of climate, of surround
ings. Let your neighbor exercise the 
same privilege. There is no reason 
'why you should not both be Christians, 
though one is a devout Catholic and the 
other is a Quaker. You will never be 
saved if you count on forms and cere
monies alone, neither can you be 
saved by the absence of form and cere
mony. These things are the merest in
cidents of worship. They are matters 
of personal preference and convenience. 
All churches are yours, for God is in 
all, and you are a poor sort of Christian 
if you cannot find your Master and 
Lord in any church whose doors are 
open to you.

I have no interest whatever in your 
belief, but great interest in your life. 
The only creed I care for is the creed 
of the Good Samaritaif. He was on his 
way to Jericho, and he discovered that 
it was the way to heaven. He found 
God when he found the wounded man 
to whom he could render a service. He 
did Christ's work in Christ's way. He 
had more inward satisfaction than all 
the dogmas ever formulated could fur
nish.

Show me a man who loves his fellows 
and whose dally life makes the world 
richer by good deeds and generous 
thought, and I will show you a man 
who walks in the clear sunshine toward 
a glorious immortality. Believe what 
you will, but as to your doing, let It be 
God's work. Make some one’s dark
ness bright with the light of your pres
ence; cheer the comfortless"with words 
of encouragement; then there will be 
tears of grateful sorrow when you go, 
and a warm welcome when you reach 
the other shore.

GEORGE H. HEPWORTH.

lùust pay $1.15. The fifteen 
cents Is to pay expense of 
postage and mailing, and the 
books sent out are practical
ly a gift. They are not 
cheap affairs; they are nicely 
and substantially bound in 
cloth, neatly printed in clear 
type and are ornaments to 
any center table. The con
tents tire indeed valuable, 
such as every Spiritualist 
family should have. The ag
gregate price of these two 
books to the trade Is $2.75. 
To each of our club sub: 
scribers one of these books 
is a gift, and when they re
ceive the one of their choice 
they will be delighted with 
it, and will wonder how wo 

can afford to do so much for Uiern. 
The one who gets up the club will be 
entitled to The Progressive Thinker for 
one year, and Vol, 3 of the Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
Spirit World, and also the Next World 
Interviewed. He will not only get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year, but 
both books. He gets what is equiva
lent to $3.75 for ills trou'ble. There 
should be no difficulty'whatever in get
ting up hundreds of clubs.

Volume 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World 
will not only interest Spiritualists, but 
church members will be attracted to it. 
The Rev. M. J. Savage, a leading lib
eral divine of New York! leads off with 
several of his masjerly productions, 
treating Deatli from an advanced 
standpoint. He Is followed by leading 
Spiritualists who treat of Death in a 
philosophical and fascinating manner.

The Next World Interviewed is also a 
very excellent work. The plates of 
this book were donated to the office of 
The Progressive Thinker by Henry J. 
Horn. It consists of communications 
from the spirit side of life from leading 
minds there. Fifty-five communica
tions are given by prominent person
ages, among them Prince Albert, Har
riet Martineau. Judge Edmonds, Horace 
Greeley, Lord Lytton, Fanny Fern, Dr, 
Livingstone and the Czar of Russia.

Now Is the time to get up ■

CLUBS.
-i ■ i n ■ ’ . . ■

lead the court.

The Dog Knew His Business.
It was doubtless in the interest of the 

church, and at its suggestion, that an 
enumeration of the churches, preachers 
and communicants were omitted in 
taking the recent census. Public statis
tics, officially taken, could not be 
exaggerated without ..exposure and 
prejudice. But it seems an unofficial 
count has been going on, in- some lo
calities, at least, by the Bible Society 
and In its interest

At Derby, Del:, on the 20th ult, Rev. 
H. L. Hutchins set out to learn what 
proportion of the population attends 
church. On reaching Walnut Tree Hill, 
roll under his arm, he attempted to 
enter the dooryard of Mrs. Hurd, Says 
the news dispatch:
• “I know you! You can’t question.me!; 
You’re a public nuisance,“ came a voice 
from a window. There was a, rattling 
of chains behind the house and a large 
bulldog dashed out at him. Rev. Mr. 
Hutchins, though G7 years old, was. on 
the fence in a bound. Perched on the 
top, with his feet jammed between 
pickets, he beseeched the woman tb call 
off her dog. The latter was leaping up 
against the fence to reach the clergy
man’s trousers.

Mrs. Hurd’s daughter, Miss Lydia, 
appeared. She seized the dog’s chain 
and tried to lead the animal away, but 
it refused to budge. Then Rev. Mr. 
Hutchins Calmly drew forth his port
folio and plied Miss Lydia with his list 
of questions, which sho- willingly an
swered, the dog all the while ■ tugging 
at, its chain. . ,

The questions completed, the clergy
man suggested that the chain be fast
ened to. the fence. The dog was thus 
held, and Rev. Mr. Hutchins lost no 
time in entering his carriage and 
driving off. . . . '
. Bulldogs would be mighty convenient 
animals to hnverarpund oh such occa-
slons. For the first timo we ■ have 
learned their usa, ■' • \ » ... ' •'

E are trying our best to estab
lish'-libraries in every. Spirit
ual^ family of the United 
Staled, hence we are offering 
Sevèri valuable books as a 
ppeiiiium. "lUhpse seven books 
have 'beenT-sold for $10.75.. A

single one ha'é' sold hs high as $25. The 
first edition ¿f Art Magiusold for $5 per 
copy. As higii as $15 has been paid for 
a single copy'of Ghost Land; yet we 
furnish thesenseveh' books to our sub
scribers for $2135, when ordered in con
nection with a year’s subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker. Read pur 
premium announcement carefully.

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
Of thought in poetic diction In this 
handsome volume, wherewith to sweet
en hours of leisure and enjoyment 
Price $L For sale at this office.

“Poems of Progress,” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her, 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to. severe.!’ It Is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
Jove genulne poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1. - ,

A NationalDisgrace. '
It. is down there in the Christian city 

of St Louis, where they denude women 
in the public streets, and paint their 
persons green for riding on the street 
cars. Some measure should be devised 
to suppress the information so it shall 
not Teach the Boxers of China, other
wise they may construct a rallying cry 
of it, and use it In a war against the 
Wèstern Devils, as well as against the 
civilizing influence of Christianity,

Geologic Periods Made Plain*
An ingenious method, says the New 

York Press, has been suggested by the 
German geologist, Heinrich Schmidt, of 
Jena, for making it easier for the ordi
nary .mind to grasp the comparative 
times of geologic periods. He has 
figured out the various periods of mil
lions of years, which convey no mean
ing to most mlnjls, in parts correspond
ing to parts of a day. This gives him 
these results. The first age of the 
world, the. archaic or eozolc, occupied 
the same period toward the. whole age 
of the world as do 12 hours 28 minutes 

'and' 48 seconds toward a day. The 
palaeozoic age was the equivalent of 8 
hours 9 minutes and 30 seconds. The 
mesozoic age equaled 2 hours 23 min
utes and 36 seconds. The quartenary 
equaled 2 to 3 minutes, and finally what 
we are accustomed to call the history 
of the world (the history of-the last 
6,000 years) amounts to only 5 seconds.

"Death Defeated; Or the Psychic ..Se
cret of How.to.Keep Voting.”- By. J. M. 
Peebles, M. D„ M. A., Ph. D. Price $1. 
For sale at this office, ; i.

JsfeS

At this point some^roubled soul may 
ask, Is not all this destructive of the 
faith? Far from it It makes in Its 
favor by brushing away obstacles.

What, then, Is inspiration? It has 
been well said that it is no more defin
able than life. It may also be said that 
it is like that other force, electricity, 
only definable in terms expressive of its 
results. God is the creator of the mind 
as well as of the body. Christ calls us 
sons of God. St. Paul tells us that we 
are joint heirs with Christ. We, there
fore, partake of His divinity, even as 
He partakes of our humanity. Our 
minds, even though it may be in an in
finitely small degree, are emanations of 
the divine mind. Our thoughts spring
from Him. Like a prism, we may re
fract them. Like a mirror we may dis
tort them. Like a window-pane we 
may darken them. In the human cru
cible they may become evil. But re
member that it is Christ Himself who 
approves, of that statement of the 
Scriptures as one that cannot be 
broken, "I said ye are gods.” We can
not explain how His electricity comes 
Into our bodies. Neither can we tell 
how His inspiration comes into our 
our minds. We should open the win
dows of our souls to His inspiration as- 
we open the windows of our homes to 
His light

... “Be not afraid 
To thrust aside half-truths and grasp 

the whole.”
The mechanical theory of inspiration 

which has served the world heretofore 
Ib only a half-truth. The time has 
come to grasp the whole truth.

We can recognize electricity In phys
ics, why should we refuse to believe in 
inspiration in metaphysics? A few 
years ago-wireless telegraphy would 
have- been regarded- as Impossible. 
Telepathy was scouted as nonsense. 
Now, the one is actually, and the other 
nearly proved. We speak of the natu
ral and the supernatural. The latter is 
a term Invented -by the theologian. 
How much better would it be if we 
were to recognize that there is no dis
tinction between the two except in our 
apprehension of them. Everything 
that exists is natural, because whether 
material or spiritual it is from God. It 
is hard to express the thoughts back of 
these words because words have tech
nical meanings, which have to be en
larged before they pan be used as ve
hicles for ideas begotten of later knowl
edge;.. , ■.. • ■ ■

We are learning to judge theology In

The Lily Dale Training School.
In reply to the question “What of tbo 

Training School?” I say: Moses Hull 
has the Bible class; he is up-to-date and 
ready to digest all questions from Gen
esis to Revelations. He raises the cur
tain on the spectacular stage of 
events.

Mrs. Jahnke is' a natural teacher of 
oratory. She has a very pleasing and' 
çffectlve way of imparting what she 
teaches, and the drudgery of study and 
drill becomes a pleasant pastime. Her 
recitations are well rendered, and real
Ity holds you spellbound. , The thor
oughness of her work this year will rec
ommend her for next year.

Mr. A. J. Weaver, the superintendent, ' 
Is a central and important figure that 
poses in the foreground. He instructs 
the class in logic, rhetoric, and ad
vanced grammar. The writers, speak- ' 
ers, actors, and would-be-preachers are 
materializing and dematerializing opln- 
Ions, vivisecting sentences, cremating 
provincialisms and digesting syllo- ■. 
gi$ms. Mr. Weaver is doing a good 
work and the weaver of thought vibra- 
tiens with high toned colors blends bar- - 
mony’s rhythms in beautiful exprès- ; 
SlonS.

Mrs. Mattie Hull presides over the 
psychic class which is a kind of expe
rience class, educational as the ex
change of thought and opinions opens 
up a new field of thought and the 
search light reveals many facts to the 
undeveloped.

Mrs‘. Hull has charge of the primary : 
grammar. We are pleased to have the 
school at -Lily Dale. Future events 
will reveal the. benefit and the power .
behind the throne. M. 8. S.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.”- Told by , Paul Carus, ’ 
This book is heartily, commended to Stu- ■ 
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In its spirit and living prlncl- • 
pies. ' Spiritualist or Christian can • 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

i“Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. J 
D. For sale at this office. Price, $1.
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During the fall of 1882 I was engaged 
in an exciting political campaign in 
Florida. In the very midst of it, Judge 
John B. Whitney, then the attorney for 
the United States for the Northern Dis
trict of Florida, who was an active co
laborer on tlie stump, was unexpectedly 

. summoned to Washington. A very 
Close and warm friendship existed be
tween the judge and myself, aud we 
had about concluded arrangements for 
tlie formation of a business partner
ship. My family was then located'on 
Massachusetts avenue, in this city.

When I parted from Whitney, on Bay 
street, in Jacksonville, I gave him my 
house number, aud received his prom
ise at all hazards to call upon my fam
ily and let them know that I was well. 
The poor fellow had scarcely reached 
Washington when he was stricken 
down with bfain fever and conveyed to 
Providence Hospital. On the,Sunday 
following his departure we were over
whelmed with horror by the receipt of 
a telegram announclngjiis death.

On the night previous a number of us 
had gathered in for a rest until Mon
day, and we were all billeted at the 
house of our friend, Ed Higgins, then 
collector if customs. As is most natu
ral on such occasions, a feeling of the 
utmost fellowshij) prevailed, only 
tinged with regret for Whitney's ab
sence. A game of poker was in full 
progress, aud there was no lack of stim- 

.. dialing nourishment. But, for . some 
reason, inexplicable to me at the time, 
I felt no relish for the hilarity of the oc

casion. Profound depression over
powered me, which intensified every 
hour, and at last became the subject of 
reujark and inquiry. I was sensitive, 
and shrank from tlie ‘thought of being 
laughed at, and ashamed to avow my 
real feelings, lest I shpuld be deemed 
weak and childish. But upon beiug 
pressed closely, I frankly said: “There 
is no slavish superstition in my nature, 
nor can I very well tolerate such a 
thing. Yet, if I must be candid, I can’t 
disabuse my mind of the belief that 
Whitney Is here. I feel his personality, 
and I can't shake the feeling off."

All agreed that I was suffering from 
nervous prostration from excessive and 
exhausting campaigning, and all said 
I needed rest and quiet. But I could 
not shake off that haunted feeling, and 
my rest was broken and unrefreshing.

The next day we received a telegram 
which said: “Whitney died last night at 
12 o'clock."

The campaign came to an end, and I 
returned to Washington. My wife said 
to me: “Willie (my little three-year-old 
boy) gave me quite a fright on Satur
day night, three weeks ago."

In response to my questions, she said: 
“Willie woke me up. He was sitting up 
in bed, with his eyes wide open and 
shining. He said: ‘Mamma, who Is that 
man sitting by the table, In the middle 
of the room?’ I thought he was but 
half awake and under the spell of a 
dream. I told him several times there 
was no one there, but he persisted in 
declaring that he saw a man sitting 
there.

“‘Who is he?’ he luqulred. ‘He's too 
large for Wlm (her brother), and he’s 
got whiskers over his mouth, and his 
hair 1h short, and he’s got buttons up to 
his throat, a black coat ou, and he’s got 
something in his hand; it looks like 
Wiin's fiddle, but it's not a fiddle, and 
•—there, now—he's gone!”

“‘Where did he go to?' I said.
" ‘Right up through the celling,' he 

answered.
. “I couldn’t help being worried,” said 
my wife, “for the child was earnest and 
wide awake, and I hadn't heard from 
you for several days, and was afraid 

. something had befallen you.”
While site was telling me the little 

boy glided in, and before I knew it was 
between my knees, and, looking into my 
face, said: “Yes, papa, I saw him." I 
asked him what tlie man looked like, 
and In a childish way he gave a fairly 
good description of Whitney. The 
judge never wore other whiskers than 
a moustache, aud on the day he left 
Jacksonville he had his hair cut close to 
the scalp. Besides, It was a peculiarity 
of his that he always wore his coat 
buttoned to the top. At all events, the 
likeness painted by the child was exact 
enough to cause a strange feeling to 
permeate my being like a sudden chill.

On tlie following morning I called at 
the house of a friend, who was then, 
and is now, an honored member of the 
Washington bar. In the course of our 
conversation, I told him of the occur
rence in my bedchamber. He looked at 
me gravely, and said: “You may be able

unutterably mournful look. He seems 
to want to say something to you.”

“What does this rude stranger appear 
like?" I asked. “Describe him."

And she did!! From the Oxford ties, 
with their broad laces, to the crown of 
his head; iris trousers, his close-but
toned coat, the black string cravat, his 
moustache, the color of his eyes—even a 
livid scar across his face, -

To say that I was petrified with as
tonishment mildly expresses my sur
prise.

“Ask him to write his name upon the 
paper,” I said, and tlie pencil scratched 
upon the <iite page, and then fell from 
her-fingers. We turned up the gas, and 
on Hie sheet was written ,ln a peculiar 
but firm masculine hand, • “John B. 
Whitney."

‘I have long ago learned what it was 
that he so vainly then sought to im
part to me. It was true, indeed, that, 
as my friend’s wife said: “He wanted 
to say something to me.” What it was 
is not pertinent to this occasion; but he 
wqs my friend, as I was bls, and in the 
end I came to understand what he 
would have told me if he could.

In 1887, while in the Providence Hos
pital, I inquired of a sweet-faced Sis
ter if she remembered him. “Yes, in
deed,” she said. “Sister -— nursed 
him; but he died, though.”

I visited the room in which hq died, 
and spoke to the Sister who was his 
faithful attendant. “I remember him 
well,” she said. “He was delirious from 
the tlie time of his coming. He died 
about midnight one Saturday night. He 
grew very violent, so that he had to be 
held. He Insisted that we should let 
him go. ‘I tell you I must go, and I 
will go! I promised Mr. Perkins that I 
would go to No •—• Massachusetts 
aveuue and see his wife, and I will 
keep my word!" They restrained him by 
force, but his strength was gone, and in 
a short time he passed away.”

Tears sprang to my eyes. It was like 
the dear, old, loyal fellow.

"I knew him well,” I said; “he was 
my friend!”

The Sister looked at me, and then 
she said: “Are.you Mr. Perkins?” I an
swered, “Yes.”

“I thought so.” she said geutly, and 
then Iturned and went away.

Cipher it out if you can. The hos
pital, the battle with death to redeem a 
promise; the sight that my little boy 
saw on that Saturday night, in the bed
chamber; the presence just at my back 
that looked, upon me with niute agony 
and vain attempt at speech; the portrait
ure that my friend's wife drew of one 
she had never seen, and the undefined 
sensation of his presence that Saturday 
night In Jacksonville. Put it together. 
Was it a ghostly presence—a .shadow 
from the land of the departed? Let 
psychologists argue. To me, the an
swer Is simple and real—it was Whit
ney.—W. T. Pierson in Washington 
Post. ,

MATERIALIZATIONS..
Hudson's “Laws of Psychic 

Phenomena.”

COMMON SENSE
In the Considération of Va' 

rious S'úbjepjts.

T
EDUCATION!

The Business of Life Hefe 
and Hereafter.

Thoughts on the Cause and 
Cure of Disease.

to communicate with your friend." 
“What do you menu?" I asked. 
“Your boy may be a medium,'

said.
he

I must confess that it angered me to 
think of connecting my artless little 
child with what I regarded as gross 
charlatanism. But later he explained 
that, during my absence, accident had 
revealed a strange faculty In his wife, 
by means of which she was enabled, 
through the unassisted use of a pencil 
and paper, to communicate witji those 
Who have passed away from among us.

I politely concealed my surprise at 
bls credulity, and'ln a little while his 
wife came In to greet us. She was a 
beautiful woman, of most engaging 
manners, and possessed of an extraordi
nary degree of magnetic force. Leav
ing aside all details, suffice It td" say 
that I requested her to favor me with 
an exhibition of her newly developed 
powers. She most graciously assented, 
and in a short time we were in position 
at a table.

The light was almost entirely extin
guished. There were four .of us in the 
circle—herself and husband, myself, 
and for the fourth; a gentleman who Is 
to-day one of the leading real estate 
operators of Washington. We were ar
ranged in such a way that the left hand 
of each rested lightly upon the wrist of 
the one next to the left. I sat to the 
right of my friend’s wife, and my left 
hand rested upon the white and shape
ly wrist of her right hand. A small 
piece of pencil lay upon her right hand, 
between the thumb and forefinger. On 
the table before her lay a sheet of 
White paper. This lady had never 
seen Judge Whitney, had never heard 
his name before that night, and had 
not the faintest conception: of his ap
pearance. .

After what seemed a considerable 
time, during which the pencil made no 
motion to write, I exclaimed, with 
Irony In my: tone: “Why does not the 
pencil write?” -

She looked me full in the eyes, and 
said, "I cannot write.”

“Why not?" ’ I asked, somewhat 
brusquely. , . ■ :

“Because.1 am controlled by a man,” 
she answered. ; •;! ■■■

“Where is he?" I inquired.
“He is behind my chair," she said. 

“Now. he has moved, and is standing 
behind you. He. regards you with an

Photograph of a Ghost
Thornton, Iowa—Editor Blade—I 

send you a photograph of a ghost seen 
several times about two miles from 
this town, and whieh has been drawing 
quite a lot of people away from tlielr 
homes during tho twilight hour for the 
past two weeks. Many testify t<^ hav
ing seen the strange visitor, which gen
erally appears between 7 and 8 o’clock 
in the evening. *

The apparition, or ghost, or whatever 
one may call it, looks taller than a six- 
foot man and It Is always clad iu a sort 
of grayish garb. It carries a carbine or 
shot gun and always appears on the 
same spot, close to a great rock, or 
boulder, by the roadside at the top of a 
hill. With tlie assistance of John Sny
der, I, Saturday evening, succeeded in' 
getting a rather poor snap shot picture 
of his ghostship, and a copy of the 
same is herewith enclosed. You will 
notice a peculiar vaporish halo com
pletely encircling the figure of the 
ghost, and, what is more amazing, you 
will plense observe that the figure is 
perfectly transparent, the rocks beiug 
plainly visible through the lower ex
tremities of the mystical personage.

Tlie picture I send you is not as good 
as it might be, as it was getting dark 
when we took it and both Snyder and 
myself were in “somewhat of a hurry,” 
I assure you. It being my first picture 
of a genuine ghost I confess I was 
more than a little uervous. No one here 
can explain the mystifying circum
stances. A man disappeared here a 
few years ago and foul play was at the 
time suspected. A hat known to have 
been worn by the man on the day he 
disappeared was found beneath the big 
rock where the ghost now appears.—C. 
W. Hansen in Chicago Saturday Blade.

I wish to add a word about frauds of 
all kinds. As I understand thp word it 
means intentional misrepresentation
inducing or alldwlng persons to believe 
what is not true. Now there is some of 
this in your ranks as well as iu pulpits, 
but in neither case is there any such a 
per cent as many persons will tell you 
there Is, and where it does exist there 
will exist so much of it that it can and 
will be known by a clear-headed Inves
tigator.

In this city some months ago a num
ber of gentlemen and ladies, few of 
whom were Spiritualists, knowing that 
a medium—Mrs. Maggie Thedford, of 
excellent reputation for being an hon
est medium or nothing—was coming, 
prepared a room with a few yards of 
black calico, according to her plans, at 
the residence of Capt Ben C. Cooley, 
one of our oldest and most respected 
citizens and whom everybody knows to 
be a man of the most sterling integrity, 
and that Mrs, Cooley is not one whit 
behind him in those excellent,qualifica
tions.

When all was ready and time drew 
near a carriage was sent for the me-, 
dium, who was carefully examined and 
known to be not possessed of devices of 
any kind, nor of a confederate to help 
her. We each agreed to obey such rules 
of conduct as she requested and as any, 
gtntleman will keep even if not re
quested. She went In, took her seat in 
a simple chair behind the black calico 
curtain. Our circle ot twenty vias 
made up of bankers, lawyers, news-pa
per editors, professional and business 
men of our city, and about one-half 
dozen ladles, mostly our wives and 
daughters, and one strictly orthodox 
minister of the Episcopal church of 
this city. All of us save a few were ag
nostic as to the subject at hand, but we 
thought we were willing to know the 
truth when proven, and we demanded 
proof. - We saw nothing wrong in the 
dollar which we dropped in the hat, be
ing reasonable folks.

We were all seated and in dim light 
repeated together the Lord's prayer, 
and then sang in low tone “Nearer, My 
God, to Thee," etc. Wb were soon 
greeted by those who came out in 
white that had not been seen by our 
mortal eyes before. The.control came 
out and sat in my lap (she ttas a sweet 
little girl), told us all who she was, who 
her parents were and where they lived, 
and when she died, etc. I introduced 
her to the minister and to several oth
ers, and she received their acquaint
ance in a becoming manner and talked 
to all in audible tones and a sensible 
way about spirit life and the beyond, 
and the way to be happy.

Brother Jones, the minister, tried the 
spirits as Paul directs, and they stood 
tho test well and approved of it. Oth
ers came whom we had known in the 
flesh, in one ease I held the hand, saw 
tho form and face and heard the words 
simultaneously of the dearest friend 
anil perhaps the best man my life bath 
known—see! all my senses testifying 
saye taste and smell, and they were not 
sworn in. Now the point I want to 
make is clearly this: There was no 
fraud in the whole performance—by all 
the Gods there was not. No oue of the 
several very Intelligent persons thought 
there was, nor could they be persuaded 
even now that there was the slightest 
bit of fraud, but then they could not all 
believe in spirits being alive and intel
ligent, so they by .chance got Mr. Hud
son's book, “Law of Psyclilc Phenom
ena," and it went the rounds nud to 
many it explained away the utter real
ity and Identity of the spirits we saw 
and felt and heard and Indeed con
vinced us that we were at best only 
honest fools, and that the medium was 
too fast asleep to explain matters to us. 
So we know what many a mortal never 
knew—that we are fools!

Now In candor I will say that the ap
paritions iu touch, sight and hearing, 
also in intelligence-were genuine, and 1 
know that they were genuine, but I do 
not know that perhaps the extraordi
nary conditions might create for the in
stant things real to us, even reviving 
old memories long since forgotten. 
While I do not know contrary to such 
a possibility, yet I do not believe that 
any Such a thing is true.

Now, I do not call myself a Spiritual
ist, certainly not an orthodox one, yet 
the above are things verily believed 
among us.

Now a word about the Rev. Grum- 
blne’s statement that nine-tenths of the 
mediums are frauds, etc. Why did he 
say this? It Is not true, beside being 
false It is malicious, as every Intelli
gent investigator in all America and 
Europe knows. If the phenomena be 
not what it appears, certainly it Is not 
fraud, for the psychic does not know it 
as a rule. In far the greater majority 
of cases they have proven themselves 
genuinely honest, but having some hu
man faults and weaknesses linked to 
their characters. Now let us be honest 
aud givfe the hated medium and the 
Devil their dues. L. H. H.

Marshall, Texas.

I know of nothing more valuable to 
humanity than common sense. It will 
Sourish every nerve"; tissue aud fibre of 
our being. There is nothing so re
freshing to an earnest soul seeking 
light ou the great problems of duty and 
destiny as common sense.; It opens up 
a realm of reality where the soul cau 
hold swe’&t communion with nature's 
verities and thus come in' touch with 
the heart of tlie universe. 'I know of uo 
safer guide to lead men out of the bogs 
of blind superstition and ¿titling mias
ma of credal belief than common sense.

Common sense and reason are twin 
sisters, and reason is the voice of truth 
in humai consciousness. A substitu
tion of belief for reason is suicidal. 
What the world needs to-day is knowl
edge in every department that affects 
human welfare and destiny.

The human soul seeks for light, it de
mands tlie trutlr; it lougs to be free 
from environments that-hinder its de
velopment and progress in line with 
natural tendencies. No creed is broad 
enough to compass the whole of truth. 
Absolute truth lies beyond human com
prehension, the human mind cannot 
grasp it in its fullness.

Truth is the exact statement of facts 
in their true relation to which they re
fer. ■

Truth requires us to treat things -as 
they are, and not as they are not. This 
is the voice of nature as well as the de- 
qaand of reason. To do otherwise is to- 
falsify. We have no right to ascribe 
worth to an object in which no worth 
exists.

To set up claims that have no founda
tion in fact is a libel on truth.

The tvorld bas been cursed by flctl-
Hous claims purporting to 
from the soul of the universe,

emanate 
when iu

fact they had their home in the bosom 
of hades, and their odor was strongly 
tinctured with the fumes of brimstone.

The race all through the ages has 
been cursed by dogmatic creeds de
manding our allegiance on penalty of an 
eternal home in hades if we refused to 
comply. Assumption is not a natural 
basis upon which knowledge is to be 
predicated. The thinker demands facts 
In harmony with the eternal verities,
and when these facts are clearly per
ceived he stands upon a basis that is in
vulnerable. All Ute divine forces (n na
ture are at bls command and will ren-

i
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Education is the true business of life, 
“hero and hereafter."

Brother Jesus Is reported to have 
said, “Be ye perfect, as your li'ather in 
hea^eu,” etc. ,

“Seek and ye shall find.”
“Knock aud it shall be opened.” 
“As ye sow, so shall ye reap," etc.
Each one must be his own savior and 

must work out his own salvation, by 
doing his duty to others.

Each one is held responsible, under 
the natural law, according to his, or her 
capacity—according to his “talents.”

A dear friend sends me word from 
spirit life that her occupation now is 
universal education,, from the kinder
garten up—this is reasonable.

The pulpit should be the common 
school, the rostrum the atheneum, The 
clergy should teach Instead of preach. 
The life of Brother Jesus has been mis
understood from the beginning, aud is 
misrepresented to-day, on false and per
sonal selfish principles that have pro
duced .-discord, hate, poverty, war and 
suffering—all the world is making war 
on each other on so-called Christian 
principles. Every regiment has-u chap
lain on a salary, for tax-payers to pay. 
This instead of “Peace on earth and 
good will to man”—a better social sys
tem to secure liberty, equality and fra
ternity to all people, by his command
ment, to “love each other as I have 
loved you”—the eleventh and best com
mandment. He did not come to die for 
the world, but to live for it. He 
brought nothing new Into tlie world, 
but a better life, of love to the neigh
bor. His precepts are the natural law, 
as old as the world—inherent in every 
man’s conscience—the God within—the
judge of all humanity—regardless of re
ligion, sects, creeds, dogmas.

Under the present religious and polit-
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OUR PREMIUMS.
There are many Spiritualists who 

know a good thing when they see it 
There are others, however, who do not 
seem to realize what is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding, Vol. 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
should be in every family in the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death in Its 
multifarious phases; in fact you can 
not find in all the libraries of the world 
as valuable information in .regard- to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you in these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, jmd are an ornament to any 
library. Volume, 3 is furnishéd at 25 
cents, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes,, when or
dered in connection with a yearly sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. The aggregate cost of 
the three books to the trade is $4.50. 
At this price, these three books ought to 
be in every Spiritualist family.

The-Progressive Thinker fs the first 
Spiritualist paper to inaugurate the Di
vine, Plan—a portion of the profits of 
thexofllce returning to subscribers In 
valuable books. '■■ ■' .

“Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? HoW? Is If Infallible? A 
Voice from The Higher ‘Criticism. A 
few thoughts on other Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull.' Of especial value and In
terest to Spiritualists.. For sale at this 
office. Price ?L -

"A Few Words About the Devil, and 
Other Essays." By Charles Bradlaugh. 
Paper, 50 cents. For sale at this office.

.a&M.

A »USER'S PRAYER.

If I should die before I wake— 
Stop! Let me think awhile;.

There's not a cent that I could take 
Of all my splendid pile!

If I should die before—oh, dear, 
I wonder why 'Us so?

Hdw can I leave my money here 
When I am forced to go?

If I should die before I —Lord
, Have mercy on me, pray!
Thou knowest well that I have stored 

A noble pile away!
If I should—oh, why may I not 

Take in each hand some gold
To cling to while I Ue and rot 

And mingle with the mold?
If I should die before I wake— 

0 woeful thought—I pray .
The Lord of Hosts, since I may take 

No part of it away. '
That here it may forever be, 

Piled in a heap where I, _.
Dumb to-the glories there, may see 

It glitter from the sky! ;Amen.
—Chicago Times-Herald.

; Toledo (Ohio) Spiritualists.
The Independent Association of Spir

itualists, which was organized the 21st" 
of last December, closed a vr y success
ful series of meetings the last Sunday 
in May, with a good balance in the. 
treasury. At the semi-annual meeting ■ 
the .following officers were elected: 
President, H..E. Dowd; vice-president, 

■Mrs. Dr. M. E. Jameson; secretary, W. 
M. Smith; treasurer, Mrs/W. Hemmig; 
financial secretary, H. Hoffman. Trus
tees—W. Heinmig, J. Newton, Mr. 
Trüedell, Mrs. Travis and Mrs. New
ton, The society will open meetings in 
September and would like to hear from 
all first-class Speakers and Rest medi
ums having open time for the season of 
1900 and 1901, giving dates and terms. 
Address all communications to W. M. 
Smith secretary, 1105 So. 15th street, 
Toledo, Ohio. " W. M. SMITH.

The Commandments Analysed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, : cloth 50 
CentS. ...

der him tlielr active co-operation. Is 
not this attainment worthy of our life's 
best efforts?

To unfold the inherent possibilities of 
a human organism is tlie greatest 
achievement of whieh we can form a 
conception. The true goal of a human 
being is angelhood; :and this goal can 
only bo attained by ,Jlvlng Jn harmoni
ous relations with universal tendencies. 
We can neither modify nor annul an 
established fact in nature; all attempts 
tn that direction will prove abortive.

So common sense, teaehqs that it is 
the part of wisdom to live a true life, to 
develop all the powers we possess, and 
thus familiarize ourselves with the 
principles upon wlilch wb are con
structed. These laws become luminous 
to tho earnest thinker and point the 
way to the haven of eterua! repose, not 
in idleness, but in service to humanljy. 
Success In this life br the life to come 
is only attainable by obedlbuce to their 
demands. There is no escape for the 
evil doer, only by adjusting himself to 
tho demands of rectitude. Nature 
holds every man to the strictest account 
for his life character nnd history. She 
provides no scape-goat for his conscious 
or unconscious violations of law—he 
must reap what he sows, and from this 
result there is no appeal.

What a magnlficcent world this would 
be if common sense dominated hu
manity. Then each member would 
subserve the best interest of his fel
low-man. If utilitarianism was the 
controlling motive of the race, the gar
den of Eden would be a present reality, 
and-Paradise a substantial fact. All so
cial and political institutions would 
blend harmoniously. Discord nnd dis- 
senslon would be unknown, and wars 
between nations would be relegated to 
the silent tomb of oblivion. Will this 
concept ever be realized, or Is evil or 
undevelopment necessary to the un- 
foldment of the psychic forces Inherent 
In man. Evolution Implies imperfec
tion. The thing evolved has not at
tained its full growth.

Is not evolution nature’s process of 
attaining higher and better results. If 
so, then conflict of thought is desirable, 
Its tendency is,to uplift and build on a 
more solid-foundation; lienee out of ap
parent discord and inharmony a grand- 
br life is attained.

Perfection precludes growth; it im
plies aud in. elves stagnation and, 
death. Constant motion and change is 
a primary law in nature. There is noth
ing in the infinite realms of space that 
Is at rest. Common sense teaches that 
everything is correlated; that humanity 
Is'a unity; that we cannot build up an 
individual or a nation at the expense 
ot another. It rbaches down to the 
deepest depths of human -degradation 
aud rises to the highest realm of angel
hood. It touches every key that affects 
human welfare and sends forth a. song 
of eternal gladness that reverberates 
through the infinite realms of space.

Under the law of progress, what is ef
fete must die;, you can't depend upon a 
shadow for growth or inspiration. Ab
surdity and inconsistency Is not a solid 
basis upon which to build a sound char
acter. The life forces Inherent in man 
must be In touch with what is vital in 
nature, and in-no other way Is progress 
attainable.- No one can enjoy the sun
light who shuts his eyes and dwells in 
a cavern. We must scan the universe 
from the mountain peaks of reason and 
common sense to catch the vibrations 
of truth that inspire And quicken. In 
so doing, life will be rounded out in 
beauty and symmetsy—ouei mental vis
ion clarified and our entire nature Il
luminated with a divine radiance. We 
will then realize oun kinship with uni
versal life and become corworkers with 
all that can elevate’.humanity, and be 
the recipients of the richest boon that 
nature can confer unoi l|ey children—a 
true type bf manhood, S|;mmetrlcally 
develbped, and in harmony. with all the 
divine forces in the. universe. That 
this consummation ijnay lig realized is. 
the supreine effort natyj-e and ot all 
loyal souls; and failure- to rpach this re
sult as an ultimate is inconceivable.

DAVID.-WILLI AMS.
. Utica, N. Y. R

“Human Culture and Cure. Pari 
'First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
eluding Methods and Instruments).' 
By E. D. • Babbitt,'-M. D,, LL. D. A 
very Instructive nnd Valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation,las it 
well fulfills the promise of its title. 
For :sale at this office.: Price 75 cents, 

. "Spiritual Songs for the Use of .Cir
cles, Camp-meetings afid Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings.” By- Mattie E. 
Hull. For sale at this office. Price 10 
cents. ‘

“Mind and .Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied in- Medicine nnd 
Education.” By A. C. Halpbide. ■ Pres
ident Chicago Society of Anthropology; 
For sale at this office. Price $1. -

leal systems now controlling the 
world, it is growing worse Instead of 
better. There is more -crime of all 
kinds than was ever known before— 
more poverty and suffering, with great
er wealth for the few. Some one said 
that God could not be happy while one 
of bls children was suffering in hell— 
neither can an earthly parent.

Lord Tennyson said, God damn the 
God who Invented everlasting punish
ment. Nothing but a self-conscious 
knowledge of our responsibility for our 
every thought, word and deed ean save 
humanity from suffering here and 
hereafter.

Earth life is a comparative failure for 
the great majority of humanity, be
cause they make no suitable prepara
tion for a progressive life beyond so- 
called death, which is only a birth.

Intellectual, industrial and spiritual 
education—Integral education—as prac
ticed in well managed co-operative colo
nies, as experienced by the writer, 
seems to him td be the best Institution 
of learning for both children and 
adults, known at the present time, for 
progress toward a higher life here and 
in the beyond.

B. FRANKLIN CLARK, M. D.
Belvidere Seminary, N. J.

A fubject with which our American 
Spiritualist papers have been dealing 
periodically during the past four years 
is beginning to be discussed among our 
British cousins, namely, the baneful ef
fect of evil thoughts or unspirltual emo
tions on the health of the oue so indulg
ing.

Prof. Elmer Gates, of Washington, D. 
C., is credited with being the discoverer 
of this fact through a series of experi
ments thus giving it a scientific basis as 
a working hypothesis. •

As a theory, however, if intuitively- 
felt truths can be so-called, it has been 
known to many of our mediums ere 
this. It was a generally accepted fact 
that self-love, (a universal term for 
envy, hatred, vindictiveness, conceit, 
etc.) or selfishness was the cause of all 
disease among mankind.

Orthodoxy said disease was God’s 
punishment for wrong-doing. Spirit
ualism said it was an effect of wrong
doing per se—a? natural consequence of 
disharmony with laws; that love was 
law, and opposing this law devitalized 
the doer and generated a disease com
porting with the specific negative or un
spirltual . development. Furthermore, 
that certain habits (becoming passions 
when uncontrolled) affected the nerves, 
while others affected the blood, thus 
the nervous and blood disorders, 
named by the medical science neural
gia, dyspepsia, liver complaint, Bright's 
disease, etc. And furthermore that ev
ery such disease betrays the Inherited 
or developed passion of the individual, 
and which disease is only absolutely 
curable by an opposing virtue.

But self-study is the first essential, 
self-control or self-culture the next, 
“Overcome” is the religious applica
tion, but few understand it practically. 
Christian Science puts it in the form of 
faith-cure, but burns the bridge of rea
son behind the convert. Faith without
reason is negative, 
curing properties.

Civil Marriage Ceremony.
Married on the ninth day of June,- 

1900, Phillip H. Hibner and Florence V.
Jean, both of Seattle, 
Esther Thomas, Spiritual 
flclatlng.

We have gathered here 
pose of celebrating what

Washington, 
minister, of-

for the pur
ls called a

“civil marriage.” The contracting par
ties are l'hlll;> D. Hibner and Florence 
V. Jean, who have decided, according 
to the laws of our state, to come before 
the world as husband and wife; and 
deemlug it best at all times to conform 
to those laws which man has made, and 
which he considers best for mankind's 
good, they as law-abiding citizens agree 
to conform thereto. Therefore, by the 
authority vested iu me I do pronounce 
them husband and wife; but when 
those few words 'are said only the tiny 
rap is heard at the great door of all 
mysteries, and only then, when before 
the world they acknowledge them
selves as holding that relation, have 
they begun to read the great Book of 
Life. . -

There is a law which transcends and 
Is above all human law, and only by 
obeying can we truly understand the 
great mystery of husband and wife. It 
was Intended at all times that man and 
woman should stand side by side, equal 
helpmates one unto the other; and ac
cording to' the old allegory, when God 
gave to man from his side a helpmate, 
it was not intended that woman at any 
time should be subject uuto him, but 
that symbol (for the world Is written in 
symbols) portrays the fact that from 
his side she came, aud by his side she 
stands, equal and co-equal at all times. 
The Idea has been so long accepted that 
map is the head, aud well may it be. 
But going back to the old symbol, wo
man came from the side nearest the 
heart—man is the head and woman the
heart, and no man has attained 
true manhood until he finds that 
who truly is the one, according to 
old symbol, who was taken from

his 
oue 
the 
his

side or heart. And when he finds that 
one, whether by any law of the land, 
or whether Jt be not according to the 
accepted precepts of the laws of the 
land, they then are man and wife.

Do you with these thoughts, Philip 
Hibner, agree? “I do.”

Do you with these thoughts, Florence 
Jean, agrée? “I do.”

If so, then hand in hand (placing 
their hands together), it is best for man 
and wbman ever to travel, one being, a 
helpmate unto the other.

Here In my hand I hold a tiny band, a 
symbol in ages past of bondage, but he 
who now has taken her by the hand, if 
agreeing to the above thoughts, must 
never look at it in the old light, but 
take it .as a beautiful symbol, as a 
covenant between “me and thee,” be
tween “us two.” Philip D. Hibner: “I 
will place this upon - your finger that 
the world may know that our happiness 
is united.” , . .

According to the right vested in me as 
a mediator between, thé higher forces 
which may ever guard and (guide you 
both and enable you to smooth down 
the rugged rocks that may, for a mo
ment, press’ your feet, and make your 
pathway like unto one .of these flowers, 
(scattering petals)-so that eack-one 
may feel that although under, the pet
als the thorn: inay'be, still our mutual 
love will so cover it, will so hide it and 
deeply imbed it from our sight,'that we 
will tread only on the solf yielding sub
stance of the fallen flower,: so, by the 
authority vested in me by the higher 
spirit world, I say, “Ye are husband 
and wife, and what God hath joined 
together, no’man can put asunder.”

After the ceremony and*  congratula
tions, ' which includes saluting the 
groom, which Is never omitted by the 
minister, dainty refreshments were 
served. The bride and groom took the 
evening train for the quaint old English 
town, Victoria, and will be at home the 
15111. ESTHEIl THOMAS.

“Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
knowm author.. Price 15 cents. For 
gale at this office. -

MORALITY A SCIENCE

tra

FREE ASTHMA REMEDY.

«nrruSeV”’’’ J??™»“ In the U. B. Buffering with 
kPILhl SY or Fits to Bend tor one of my larve- 
sized bottle (Id lull ounces) Fit EE, 1 guarantee to

wU1

DR. F. E. GRANT, 
î)ept. 33, Kansas City, Mo,

Free Trial Bottle to Everyone Who 
Suffers from Asthma.

A physician who suffered many years from violent 
attacks of asthma, has discovered a sure cure for the 
disease, and la now entirely recovered. Ho has writ» 
ten letter« to tho leading new,papers of the country, 
requesting that their readers be informed of till« new 
remedy, aud that he will mall, free, a trial bottl« to 
anyone who write« for IL It has cured aulte a numbst- 
oj people who obtained the free trial: is an absolute 
cure, perfectly aaleaud harmless, aud se lortldea tbQ ■. 
syatem that the euro Is permanent. Write to W. K, 
Walrath, Box 613, Adams, N.Y., aud be will forward 
et once by mail, prepaid, a trial bottle, so that yoi) - 
can test It and see what It will do ln y«ur case. Ail 
offer like this ought to be taken advantage of by every • 
reader. Write to day without fall. Don't watt.

therefore has no
Reason applies

either will-power or facts to faith and 
it becomes effective. The poor laborer, 
who has no time to be 111, cures himself 
by overcoming the disease or willing it 
away. An expert In the use of drugs, 
knows how to remove the poisons 
which the disease generates, gud so 
holds himself above it, until one of the 
organs breaks down, when death en
sues. But a double application of self
knowledge and drugs of tell give a new 
lease of life to a very sick man.

Magnetic healing is a form of vltal- 
izatlon, but not a positive cure, unless 
the patient so wills it by self-culture.

Now Elmer Gates has added a bit of 
very practical knowledge to the whole, 
which shows why selfishness or hatred 
diseases the flesh. He claims that It 
generates or extracts from the blood 
poisonous elements or acids that cre
ate the various diseases the human 
flesh is heir to. The philosophy Is the 
same as ours. Certain negative indul
gences result In certain diseases. Cer
tain emotions or passions extract cer
tain poisonous elements from the blood 
(or generate them) and vitiates the flesh 
or breaks down one of the organs.

Knowing this, it should make man 
guard against hfs emotions—of which 
the thought is the father—or guard 
against his evil thoughts—bad thoughts 
—unspirltual thoughts, or such that are 
In discord with the spiritual or positive 
side of nature—with spirit, and not with 
matter. Tho antithesis of all this is, of 
course, benevolence, charity, Jove, tem
perance, humility, etc., and constitutes 
the emotions or feelings, which create 
health or lead to it, when In ill health— 
the real and only absolute self-cure. 
The observation and practice of all this 
makes morality a veritable science.

ARTHUR F, MILTON.
Charleston, S. C.

The above is the number of tho pres*  
ent iMue of The Progressive Thlfilre;, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number tftri 
responds with tne figures on your wrap
per. then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to reneWi 
your subscription. This number at ttjo 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing tne number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number pm 
the tag of your wrapper, ।

ATT.ANT^FTQ The Antediluvian World. By 
¿a-i- JJzl-li -LXkJ Ignatius Donnelly. An attempt 
U*  demonstrate by authentic data the existence lh|nd 
Atlantic Ocean of & continent known to the 
world as Atlantis. Price, /:;L For sale at this Office*  

Works of Thomas Paine 
A new edition in paper covers with largo clear typo, 

comprising;
Age of Reason, 
Rights of Man. 
Crisis..............
Common Sense.

.25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cts.
16 cts.

Vbts 1b a splendid opportunity to secure these stand, 
»rd works, as the price Is within the roach of all. for 
sale al this office.

Who Wrote the New Teatamejit? 
The uutbora discovered. Tlje writings of Damle used 
u a basis. Aatonkldnjr coflfeftdons of Euscblns and 
Athanasius, and of the fopOB. Leo 1., Hllarlue and Ur*  
ban VI, Transcribed by M. Faraday*  Price 10c. For 
sale at thia office. 1

Health and Power,
A handbook or Cure and Human Upbulldlne by th« 

«td or new, relined and fowertul method» ot nature; 
By D: Babbitt, M. p., author or "Principle of 
Light and Color, "Phllosonhy of Cure," oto. Price, 
cloth 2S cent». For «ale nt thle office.

History of Atharael.
Life tnltbe Stone Age. The History of Atharael, 

Chief Prlcat of a baud of Aryan». This pamphlet 
containing 91 pages, was written through the me- 
(Humablp of U. G. Figlcy. and h intensely Interest 
lug. Price 80 cent.«. For «ale at tiila office.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
A real visit with friends on tho other aide of life, 

and a familiar talk. By dpjrlt Bamuel Bowles: Car*  
rte E. 6. Twlug,.Medium, price 90 cents, For sale at 
this office.

OR a moment stop and consider. 
The Progressive Thinker Is the one 
original dollar Spiritualist paper. 
It Introduced a uew era In the 
ranks of Spiritualism. Its success 
financially has been all that could 
be desired. Notwithstanding the

rise in the price of print paper, It has 
still maintained its status as the only 
ono dollar Spiritualist paper. Not only 
that, but It introduced the Divine Plan 
in Its business with Its subscribers—a 
portion of tho profits of the oflica re
turning to them. Just think of the 
Seven Premium Books beiug sent out to 
our subscribers ior $2.35. After paying 
the postage of these seven books, aud 
the expense of mailing them, all that 
wo have left is $1.50. You can readily 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less, by far, than the actual cost to us. 
We do this work in accordance 
with The Divine Finn, In order to assist 
in forming the nucleus of a library in 
every Spiritualist home. Read carefully 
our premium list, and you will certainly 
want to become a subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker, if not so already, 
and obtain the books we announce.

Tftilmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
peWltt Talmage’s oft-repeated, attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Mos'és Hull 
For sale at this office. Price ten cents.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstiatiag a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Frico, 25 cents.

"Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the us? 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For Bale at this, office.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting! It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of 
“double consciousness,” namely Mary 
Lurancy Vennum of Watsqjja, Ill., and 
Mary Reynolds of Venango county, Pa. 
For sale at this office. Price 15 cents.

“The Mysteries of the Formation ol 
the Earth, the Rising and Sinking ol 
Continents, the Introduction of Man, 
and His Destiny Revealed in God’s Own 
Way and Time.” A work of deep inter
est, given through the mediumship of 
Mrs. M. T. Longley, by an advanced 
band of ancient spirits. Price $1. For 
sale at this office. ' ,

“Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual Life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, caf- 
rylng the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth, $2. For salo at -this 
office. _ ‘

“Origin of Life, or Where Mau Comes 
From.” ■ “The Evolution of tho Spirit 
from Matter Through Organlu Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office. ■

HELEN HARLOWS VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

Br Lois Waiabrooker. Many havfi read thia book, 
many havo re-read it, and many othe?a out to read 1 
It should bo read by. every iuan and woman In tf 
land. It abowe the falsities rampant In eockfy I 
matters of moral aijd Social Import, and the wropf 
that flow therefrom to innocent rtotiEBB of edcli 
ostracism. It contains a tine llkeneao (tfibo author. 
Fine cloth« 380 pages. Price 41.00

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Tortura implements employed In the XVtb apd 

XVUh ci Hurle» tor the promulgation of Christianity, 
with plclorlftl illustrations. By Geo. E. Macdobald. 
Price 10 untâ.

HYBRÜ1I5BÜÎ
Its Facts, Theories and Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
largely a rocora of the fads and demonstrationa 

which tbe author has eeeu, beard of or presented la 
his own experimenta. The filatory of the various 
pbaac8 of the science Is succinctly presented, and thé 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the expert*  
tnents described occdrred In Chicago. The pictorial 
illustrations add tnhch to Uiq interest and value of tb 9 
book, which will be found very Interesting to the gon*  
eral reader, as well as helpful nnd Instructivo to the 
student. The work is a handsome volume of 80ft 
pages, bound In cloth. lárice, $2.00, sale at 
the ofilco of Tbb Peogbeebive Thintzb»

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity.

Reader, tn bringing to your notice "Antiquity Un*  
veiled,” It Is with the sincere hope that you are earn 
estly looking for the truth, regardless of any other 
consideration. If stfeb is the case, this advertisement 
will deeply Interest you, and after reading thia brief 
description you will doubtless wish to give the work a 
careful perusal. Price 11.50.

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

An entertaining manual of hypooUsa, nsoPnl to 
students of the subject In the form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents very successfully a con« 
denied account of hypnotism, iu theory and praotlM 
up to date. Price, paper, 25 cU. Sold at this office.

HellOGcntrlG flstroioou, - - OR- -
Essentials of Astronomy and Solar 

Mentality,
With Tables of Ephemeris to 1910. By Tarmo Vedrò. 
With 64 illustrations, thirty-five of which are original 
drawings by Holmes W. Merton, author of "Doacrfp*  
tive Mentality." A new system of personally, deter
mining the primary fund of Mental and Physical forc
es and their results in mental aptitudes that domin
ole the nature of tho Individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price, cloth, 11,50. For sale at this office.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY tOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable vork consisti of three pamphlet« 
embodied In one volume, In wbloh questions ot greak 
importance to tbe race are discussed from tbe stand*  
point otan advanced social reformer. Price 60 cenUk 
ForaueMtWoasL

Mahortiet, tlie lllustrigus.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

This work Is one of the Library of Liberal Classic«. 
Ko author was hotter qualified to write an Impartial 
and honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgini, 
and this volume It Intensely Intoresttatt. It should ba 
read In conjunction Kith Gibbon's wots» It*  
tills Office. Price. 25 cents.
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GENERAL SURVEY.
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER,

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each, contributor 
Is aloue responsible for auy assertions! 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving thut the’cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is inade-' 
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much.we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents thatTlie Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of tbe paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to. 
know the source of every item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Tlie Globe of Atchison, Kans., says: 
“A ghost has been causing some ex
citement in North Atchison. If you 
have been thinking that ghosts were no 
longer believed in, you are mistaken. 
This ghost Is that of a colored man, and 
it carries a sword."

Dr. IV. O. Knowles writes that he has 
the entire month of July open dates, 
and can give also one week in August 
to any societies, camps or grove meet
ings who may wish ills services. Lee- 
tures and tests at reasonable terms can 
be made by addressing him at 247 
Coade avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich.

In answer to “A Subscriber” we will 
State that the eamp-meeting advertised 
to be held at Deep Lake is not under the 
auspices of the Illinois State Spiritual
ists Association.

The Southern California Camp-Meet
ing Association is pushing the caihp 
work, and all tilings appear favorable 

.to a successful meeting. Sycamore 
Grove has again beeu-secured and dur
ing the month of September a number 
of good speakers have been engaged. 
Allen Franklin Brown is with us and 
arrangements have been made by the 
camp association to have him conduct 
a series of missionary meetings through 
Southern California, and we wish those 
who desire him to visit their locality to 
correspond with the secretary at once, 
tljnt we may arrange bls itinerary. 
Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie In her usual sat
isfactory maimer is filling a three 
months’ engagement for the Harmonlal 
Society. For Information as to tho 
camp-meeting, address Elton T. Brown, 
secretary, 341% 8. Spring street, Los 
Angeles, Cal.

The Decatur (Ind.) Journal says: 
“Bluffton Is In the midst of a harrowing 
sensation. Yesterday just a few min
utes past noon, the bell in tlie Christian 
church suddenly began ringing. It gave 

• two short, quick taps and then tolled 
several times. The eager populace in 
that part of the city rushed in, but all 
was quiet as a mute asylum. What 
rang the bell is a mystery which no
body seems able to explain.

Mrs. S. Walnrlght writes: “I really 
feel I canitot do without The Progress
ive Thinker. It certainly Is one of the 
best papers I read, without exception, 
and I am sincerely glad It does not up
hold frauds—with all due respect to 
honest mediums.”

A. Katzenberg writes from Fort 
Wayne, Ind.: “Mr. Frank T. Ripley has 
been giving lectures and tests during 
the months of May and June, with 
large audiences. Tbe ladies of tbe 
First Spiritual Society, In order to show 
appreciation for his services during his 
stay here, surprised him with a fine 
gold locket, set with diamonds, rubies 
and turquoise. The surprise was so 
perfect and unexpected that Brother 
Ripley could hardly find words to ex
press his feelings.”

Correspondent writes from Flint, 
Ind.: “Mrs. Squire, of Chicago, has 

. been here. She gave very fine tests. 
She gave good lectures and woke up the 
ideas of some of the skeptics. She had 
circles at her boarding place, and they 
were good.”

E. W. Baldwin writes from Verona, 
Wls.: “Will C. Hodge has been speaking 
for our society here, and I say without 
hesitation that he bas grown to be sim
ply immense. I have heard a good 
many of our so-called best speakers, at 
different camp-meetings, in Chicago, 
and elsewhere, and I have not heard 
bls superior.”

Virginie Barrett writes: “I want to 
answer the many letters that have

Take due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
full name and address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

William E. Bonney will attend the 
Franklin, Neb., Camp as one of the 
speakers. Camp commences July 20. 
Would like to make a few stops en 
route from Blair, Neb. Any one who 
can arrange a meeting, in open air or 
otherwise, please correspond at once.

C. II. Dennis, secretary writes from 
Seattle, Wash.: “The Spiritual Associa
tion of Seattle, Wash., meets every 
Sunday in Masonic Temple, R. F. Lit
tle president. Children’s lyceum at 
10:45. A very interesting mediums’ 
meeting is well attended at 2 p. m. 
Lena I. Gifford has served as pastor for 
thé last six months, giving able lec
tures of a high spiritual order. Spir
itual interest Is growing rapidly with 
large and appreciative audiences. Mrs. 
Dr. Swan gives psychometric readings. 
Dr. W. T. Parker of Chicago,: assists 
with tests and treatments. Mrs. Lottie 
Lovejoy, a good test medium is doing 
a good work. Worthy traveling medi
ums are always invited to ,occupy the 
platform to get acquainted, for our 
platform is a broad one. On the even
ing of June 21, Dr. Olivia was ordained 
by the pastor at her residence," 400 
Denny Way.”

Monroe Sage‘writes: “God bless The 
Progressive Thinker. ■ Although its 
pages are always filled with rich 
thoughts from its many contributors, 
the letters from Spirit Franz Peteysllea 
alone to me are worth many times its 
price. They portray the most reason
able and natural solution of thé spirit 
life beyond this earth’s existence. I 
wish also to add my testimony to tbe 
magnificent Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia 
of Death, and Life in the Spirit World. 
I read its contents over and over and 
grow each time happier In the reading. 
Had it not been for The Progressive 
Thinker, I presume I should not have 
gained possession of this wonderful 
book. ' So I am led to exclaim, God 
bless The Progressive Thinker.'”

gentleness and true Spiritualism of 
Uncle Isaac, sympathize in the afflic
tionsand rejoice in the spiritual victory 
of the glorified instrument Lisbeth. 
Our sister has been touched with the 
heavenly fires of exaltation in thus 
teaching life’s lessons. M/own reading 
was eager and intense—my family 
fairly devoured the book and vied with 
each other for its possession; my 
neighbors are enjoying it, and It will 
find (by request) a place in our village 
public library, where it will ‘abound’ in 
the hearts of our people I trust. I hope 
our good sister will not cease from her 
labors in this Une, but that she will 
continue to break to the hungry in-, 
quirlng souls the bread of Spiritualistic 
truth, with her inspired pen, as she has 
always by her speech.”

MENTAL MESSAGES THE GOLDEN GATE. BOOK REVIEWS PUBLICATIONS

FROM THE N. S. A.
The Mayer Fund for N. S. A. 

Home.
Kindly allow me to state in your val

uable columns, that as the Mayer fund 
still needs from'fifteen hundred to two 
thousand dollars to complete it, in or
der to secure the home, Mr. Mayer onqe 
more agrees to extend the time ninety 
days, or to October 1. We trust by 
that time to see the fund filled, and a 
National Home owned by tlie Spiritual
ists, with a working fund for its good 
objects. Mr. Mayer will not get a dol
lar for the property as he gives that 
free of charge—the fund is for the treas
ury of the N. S. A. It seems as if this 
latter explanation should be unneces
sary, as it has been made so often, but 
I am still receiving letters asking me if 
we have enough to buy the hoine, and 
if the seller will not take less for the 
same. , 

. If all who can spare a dollar or less, 
who have given nothing to this fund, 
will but-donate what they can well 
spare, tve shall have the fund filled in 
less than a month, and' we trust they 
will arouse to their, duty in this line,- 
and at once forward me the donation 
they will some time be very glad they 
made to the cause. . .

Several large pledges have been can-

reached me from those who donated to 
the Mayer Fund in the past, requesting 
a painting for same as I offered, that 
my offer holds good for those who have 
donated since my offer and in the fu
ture. However, those who have do- 
mated in past, can renew donation. 
Friends will see that it would be impos
sible for me to paint pictures for past 
donation.”

G. F. Dougherty, M. D., writes from 
Neoga, Ill.; “I am fast building a good 
Spiritual library. I am almost alone.

’ Please say to the people I am. working 
hard to plant Spiritualism at this place. 
I am furnishing a ball for the work, and, 

'■ to all good mediums say that this hall 
. is for -them. I can raise $15 or $20 any 

time in three hours, if a good medium 
will come this way. I must have help, 
and we can make the work go and it 
will be a success.” ’

- Mattie M. Eldridge writs from Sag
inaw, Mich.: “The Court Street Spirit
ualist Society held their last meeting 
for the season, Sunday, the 24th. \The 

. meetings have been quite as successful 
as we had anticipated, and also the cir
cles each week at tbe home of the pas
tor, Dr. W. S. Eldridge. We will con
tinue the circles for a time. The sub
jects for the last lecture were taken 
from the audience, and handled in a 
highly satisfactory manner, and the 
readings and descriptions were all pro
nounced correct.”

G. F. Perkins writes: "Mrs. Perkins 
has been conducting the meetings at 
Chicago while I (am firing Into the 

, thickets in Milwaukee. Had a very 
interesting meeting June 24. Every
body Is psvchologlzed with the Carnival 
this’ week and the city is in her best bib 
and tucker. I am meeting friends that 
were made dear to us five years ago, 
and am receiving a hearty welbome.”

Mrs. P. A. Cleveland writes: “Trinity , 
Spiritual Society, Chicago, held their 
regular meeting at Van Buren Hall, on 
Wednesday, June 27, and had a really 
spiritual time. While many members ; 
were absent, Mrs. Ruth Squire was es- , 
peclally missed as she has always re
sponded to the roll call. But our loss is 
the gain of others, she having been 
called to spread spiritual truth In east- , 
ern Indiana. Charlie Allen gate an ex
cellent address under control, his 
maiden effort. Mrs. Briggs and others 
spoke, and Mr. Brooks, a visiting medi
um, gave many excellent tests. At our 
next meeting July 11, we are promised 
slate-writing. Visitors are always wel
come. No charge at door.” '

Mrs. Jennie Gardner, 05 Fourth street, 
N., Fargo, N. Dak., writes that a good 
medium would do well In that city of 
over 15,000 inhabitants. She writes 
that there are quite a good many Spir
itualists there, but no mediums.-

P. J. Culhane, Hamilton, Canada, 
writes: “Mrs. Bartholemew, of Buffalo, 
gave meetings here June 19, 20, 21, 22 
and 23, and satisfied all who attended 
that the light of Spiritualism is Indeed 
a comforting angel to those who em
brace it. Your premium books arrived 
O. K. I ant more than pleased at the 
inexhaustible mine of mental wealth 
contained in them.”

Dr. T. Wilkins says he lias decided to 
devote all his spare time to the publica
tion, of music for awhile, and has a 
song in press now, entitled, “We Miss 
Their Sweet Faces To-day.” Words by 
himself and the music by B. J. Bechtel, 
of Chicago.

“I am very mntffi Interested,” writes 
L J. Potter, from 11C Huntington, ave
nue, Boston, “In the contents of The 
Progressive Thinker. It is always full 
of food for thought. I am an old pub
lisher myself, though not an old man, 
and know some of the problems of the 
business which have to be met and 
solved. I have recently begun conduct
ing Oahspe services at the above ad
dress, assisted by Mrs. H. D. Kimball, 
an author and lecturer of some repute. 
Oahspe is, ns you know, a complete re
ligious philosophy, given through the 
late J. S. New brough, with which every 
Spiritualist ought to be familiar. It Is 
in fact, a new Bible, which reconciles 
all the seeming discrepancies and con
tradictions of the old. Either of ns are 
prepared to go any reasonable distance 
from Boston to speak upon this sub
ject”

E. W. Sprague and wife, speakers and 
platform test mediums, are filling a 
two months’ camp-meeting engagement 
at Lake Brady, Ohio. They have Sep
tember and October- open for engage
ments; also some time later In the sea
son. Address until September 1, Brady 
Lake, Ohio, via Kent. Home address, 
618 Newland avenue, Jamestown, N.Y.

Louis Lyons writes from Los Angeles. 
Cal.: “Mrs. Anna L. RoblnsonGillespie 
is now acting as pastor of the Har- 
monlal Society, and will continue In 
that capacity until next September, in 
which month she will be with the 
Southern California Camp-Meeting As
sociation that will hold forth In Syca
more Grove, a delightful place within 
the city limits.”

J. W. Briggs writes from Island Lake 
.Camp, Brighton, Mich.: “Here we are 
at beautiful Island Lake, where the 
first week has been a great benefit to 
us In health. Fishing is good, the àir 
bracing, the scenery magnificent and 
everything which leads to the physical 
is as good as could be, and .1 see no 

' reason why the’ eamp-meeting should 
not be thé best ever held here. Great 
improvements have been made. Here 
is the best and most commodious hotel, 
with bath rooms and every accommoda
tion necessary in a first-class hotel; the 
best I ever saw at a Spiritualist camp.”

We were pleased to receive a calllast 
week from Geo. A. Letford,.the drùm- 
met medium. - .

Geo. F. Perkins writes: "I have read 
the third volume of the Encyclopedia 
and some articles several tlmés. I pro
nounce the'book of Incalculable value 

■ to every thinker along our lines. It is 
. the best of the three volumes, and 
. ought to bring S3 each.”
। Andrew C." Dunn wrltès concerning 
■ “Lisbeth”: “This work by Mrs.. Carrie

E. S. Twing. our ‘spiritual evangelist,’ 
i Is worthy a place in the library of every 
: Spiritualist, Liberal and true Christian 
• in tlie land. Its characters are life-like, 
- its lessons are wholesome, its moral is 
■ uplifting, and as a bearer of spiritual 
I truth it has few equals. One cannot 
> help pitying tbe dark conditions of the 
; Rev. Daniel Doolittle, admire th"e 
, sturdy heroism and true self-sacrifice

of the 'enlightened’ Aunt Betsy, and

celed, either because those .who made 
them cannot meet the obligation, dr be
cause they were made by irresponsible 
persons in the name of societies that 
know nothing of them and that cannot 
pay, we are trying to see where we ■ 
stand financially, and If those who 
have pledged, will send the money to 
this office, we will be grateful. The 
fund will be filled and the home se
cured, we know the spirit world does 
not prophesy this in vain, but, if by 
any chance it should not be a success, 
the money will be returned to those 
who ask It, and there will be no risk in 
their sending It here at once.

With sincere gratitude to all who are 
In sympathy with this work, and espe
cially for the courtesy of the editors of 
the spiritual papers, cordially,

. MARY T. LONGLEY, 
Secretary N. S. A.

600 Penna Ave. S. E., Washington, D. C.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. - 
Mrs. Richmond filled her engagement 

at Brodhead, Wis., June 10, to a large 
and appreciative audience. A much 
needed rain, however, prevented 
friends In the adjacent country from at
tending, but the meeting was an excel
lent one.

On the Sundays of June 17 and 24 
she filled her engagement at Waterloo, 
Iowa. A park and pavilion had been 
secured three miles from the town, 
where the meetings were held. A small 
but earnest band of workers here have 
lately organized a society comprising 
some of tbe most intellectual people of 
the city. These gathered around to 
hear Mrs. Richmond's guides, and 
seemed to listen breathlessly to every 
word that fell from her lips, 
' During the week various receptions 
were tendered to Mr. and Mrs. Rich
mond at private residences, and the an- 
swtr sought to questions and name
poems given by Oulna were most eager
ly sought for—this being an entirely 
new experience to the Spiritualists of 
Waterloo. The pleasant and fraternal 
relations established between the 
friends in Waterloo and Mr. and Mrs. 
Richmond promise to bear rich fruitage 
for spiritual work in that portion of 
Iowa.

While at Waterloo Mrs. Richmond en
gaged to go to Reinbeck, 18 miles dis
tant, where she spoke twice on the 25th. 
Passing through Chicago, on their way 
east, they were sorry not to be able to 
attend a socjal meeting under the aus
pices of the-Band of Harmony, held at 
the residence of Mrs. Peet She and 
Mr. Richmond have gone first to Cleve
land, Ohio; then her route will be as 
'outllned-in a previous number of this

Has Telepathic Word from 
; ■ China.

- - - -
Mental telepathic messages, says Mrs. 

Cecile Payed,J 244’Farwell avenue, Mil
waukee, Wis?, lurve come to her from 
her daughter Cecile, who is, with Mrfi, 
M. 8. Woodward and daughter, lone, of 
Evanston, i” guest’ with Minister Con
ger of the Uni ted'States Legation at 
Pekin. The telepathic messages bear 
news that the whole party is safe, tlitit 
the legation has been neither burned 
nor sacked..

The messages, says Mrs. Payen, ar
rive in the form of impressions that 
she bears her daughter’s voice speaking 
to her, A few days ago, Mrs. Payen re
lates, she received a message that aU 
were safe, and that Minister Conger 
was in conference with a high Chinese 
official, who was giving assurances that 
the members of the different embassies 
were in no danger from the insurrec
tionists and would receive proper and 
sufficient protection from Chinese 
forces. j

So strong was the impression received 
by Mrs.- Payen that she insists she 
heard her daughter’s voice speaking to 
her, that she is convinced in her own 
mind that the situation in Pekin is as 
presented by the mental, telepathic 
messages, and lias rested easy, al
though before that time the alarming 
news of the danger in which the lega
tion was placed by the reported upris
ings had almost caused her nervous, 
prostration. .. .

Mrs. Payen’s mentally received mes
sages have received the fullest cre
dence in a wide circle of her friends. 
Mrs, Payen is a woman of strong mind 
and individuality, and asserts she is not 
a believe)' in humbug of any »descrip
tion. She has not been a student or fo) 
Hower of mental telepathy, believers, 
and has not embraced the teachings of 
the cult. Her daughter Cecile is a 
young woman of accomplishments, and 
Is said to be a miniature painter of 
ability, having devoted five years to 
study In the best studios of Paris. ■

Mrs. Payen numbers among her 
friends Mr. Morgan S. Woodward and 
wife of Evanston, Mr. and Mrs. E. P. 
McConnell. 4359 Lake avenue, and Mrs. 
A. W. Becker, 4829 Oakenwald avenue, 
Chicago. Mrs. E. P. McConnell is a sis
ter of Minister Conger’s wife, Miss 
Payen accompanied Mrs. 8. M. Wood
ward, her daughter, and Mrs. Conger 
on. their trip to join Minister Conger at 
Pekin. With the, exception of. Mr. 
Woodward, who has small hope for the 
safety of the party, all regard the im
pressions received by Mrs. Payen as re
liable.
^The first of tlie messages from her 
daughter came to Mrs. Payen June 17, 
it having been reported on the 15th that 
Chinese troops bad attacked the for
eign forces j)i)d that a mbb had burned 
the Japanese legation. The reports im
bued Mrs. Payen , with the greatest 
alarm for (he safety of her daughter. 
Harassed by the thought of the danger 
of Miss Cecile, she was sitting alone In 
her home ar a late hour when suddenly 
she seemed to heaii her daughter’s voice 
calling her by her pet natpe, “Maman," 
and saying, “It is all right maman, I am 
in no danger.” '

Half frightened Mrs. Payen sat as If 
transfixed in her chair, hurrying when 
she had recovered1 to a friend, to whom 
shd related tbe Incident. So strong had 
been her impression that she heard the 
beloved tonfes of her daughter’s voice 
that she corild nob believe that she bad 
been the victim of ’a delusion.

When' motnlng came? however, and 
the lapse of hours had half effaced the 
impression Mrs. Payen came to think 
her imagination bad played upon her. 
Half hoping and trying to believe in the 
fact that she had actually heard Ce
cile’s voice Mrs. Payen read eagerly all 
the reports from Tien Tsln and Pekin, 
becoming more and more unstrung at 
the alarming situation. Later came tbe 
report that the legation had been at
tacked and burned, and fast upon, tlie 
heels of the news flashed a telepa'thic 
message of denial that brought solace 
to the aching heart of the mother hop
ing for the safety of her daughter. This 
time the message came to Mrs. Payen 
In midday. At the first sound of the 
voice of her daughter Mrs. Payen stood 
in listening attitude. “Do not worry, 
mamma," she heard. “We are all well.” 
So plainly she heard it, says Mrs. 
Payen, that she could not believe but 
what her daughter had stood beside her 
and spoke.

On Friday June 22, while visiting at 
the home of a friend, she was left alone 
for a moment when again her daugh
ter's voice came to her, saying: "A Chi
nese official is conferring with Minister 
Conger. We are all protected. All are 
safe.”—Chicago Tribune.

choes of a Voice from Cal 
ifornla.

journal. X.

News from Kansas City, Mo.
It is with much pleasure we report a 

recent visit of Maud Lord Drake to our 
city. Her stay with us for two Sundays 
was the occasion of much rejoicing 
among the old Spiritualists, many of 
whom were made to know the truth by 
her mediumship. Barring her trouble 
with her eyes she Is no.less a power in 
the hands of the spirit world to open 
tbe eyes of those who have groped in 
darkness all their lives. Her spiritual 
vjslon Is keenz and her devoted hus
band, who walks in the light of- her 
inner sight, has come to be a power in 
his business affairs, and he declares he 
never makes a mistake if he follows 
the dictates of her guidés. Mrs. Drake 

■ conducted three public seances' while 
here, greatly to the delight of the many 
who heard her. The. music for these 
services was rendered in a most de
lightful manner by the two’Misses 
■White and Mrs.. G. W. Langdon, who 
sang with charming effect' the poem 
lately written by Mrs. Payne, of 
Topeka, Kan.,; and published in- The 
Progressive Thinker a few .weeks since,, 
beginning “I am told of à country just 
over the sea.” I was so charmed with 
the poem that I cut it from the paper 
and met Mrs. Langdon on the street 
and asked her if her guides would give 
her some music to it. She sat down 
to the piano and obtained. thé music 
before having seen the poem. No 
changes have beéh made in the music 
since, and all who hear her sing this 

j>oem wlth her own inspired music pro
nounce it-not excelled by any who do 
this kind of work. She has a large va
riety of pieces ready for the press that 
came.to-her under.the Influence of her 
musical guides. She is a-sister of the 
celebrated, medium Mrs. Steelmair

■Mitchell. .
We are glad also to report the excel

lent work being done here by Mrs. 
Bean knd her daughter, Miss Evyland 
Edwards, both of Lincoln, Neb. They 
are charming ladies and have few 
.equals in their work.

Kansas City. Mo. 8. D. BOWKER.

Evidence of Man’s Love.
Prdf. Christman’s attention should be 

called to the case of August Craft and 
Katie Putnam, of Bucyrus, Ohio. It is 
an answer to his assertion that .man 
does not love. August has loved and 
courted Katie for 71 years. Unfortu
nately, both were too poor to marry. 
But August was faithful. At last a 
legacy coming to him enabled him to 
marry. And np happier couple were 
ever “seen than the bride and bride
groom who have been true to each other 
as lovers for so long, ,

Now, if August’s love had been mere
ly ordinary passion, could he have 
waited for Katie for so. many years? 
Would hp not have .'deserted "her long 
ago and tried to win some young 
woman with enough of" this world’s 
goods to enable him to marry her? As 
everybody knows, It would' not have 
been difficult for him to find and win 
such a woman. There are many of the 
fair sex who are (eagerand willing to 
take a man, no matter If he be poor, so 
long as he Is-In the mental at titude of 
the famous Barkis .'

The love‘of an old man for an old 
woman is a,beautiful thing in- nature. 
It should niake optimists of us all. It 
is one of the saving traits of our poor, 
humanity.—St: Louis Post-Dispatch.. .
PEACE THAir FOLDS THE DEAD.

To thé Editor:—I presume that you 
would like to hear- and know what is 
being done for the Spiritual Philosophy 
here In this far away land. Well, we 
are trudging along slowly but sure, for 
tho grandest cause on earth, a cause 
that teaches us how to live right and to 
do right by our fellow man and 
woman—that cause is Spiritualism.

There Is an organization here that 
has nobly held together this last ten 
years, and has not -.missed one single 
meeting. This organization is known 
and titled, The Independent Free- 
Thought Bible. Spiritualistic Society of 
San Francisco, Cal. It is and has been 
located at 909 Market street

Dr. 0. H. Rin-es Is the founder and 
president of this society, and will be 
until be is called to the bright Summer
land. We all hope that he will stay a 
long time with us yet. He is a real 
genuine consistent and true Spiritual
ist, one who dares and does speak and 
tell the truth wherever he may be; he 
says that as long as he may be per
mitted to remain on the earth plane, 
this society shall live, and hold its reg
ular meetings. Superstition has to give 
way before his sledge-hammer blows 
for our beautiful philosophy. ..

This society was incorporated April 
■23, 1892, under the laws of the State of 
California. The Doctor, by authority 
of law vested in him by the State of 
California and the society as its presi
dent, has ordained 183 ministers of the 
gospel of Spiritualism, who are doing a 
good work. Their ordinption and pa
pers will stand the severest test of the 
law throughout the United States. 
These ministers are authorized by law 
and this soplety, to perform the rite or 
ceremony of marriage, officiate at fu
nerals, and do whatever any other 
clergyman doefl, .

We have grand and noble mediums, 
who grace our rostrum every Sunday. 
They are all ordained ministers of the 
gospel of Spiritualism, who deal out 
large doses of the beautiful truth of 
spirit return to the thirsty and hungry 
souls that come to our meeting, who are 
eager to reçoive what ft given them 
from the spirit world, and always ask 
for more. Our meetings are well at
tended, by a good class of people, who 
want thé truth and are tired of shams. 
I will now mention by name some of 
tlie ministers who occupy our rostrum, 
and are doing a grand work. First is 
Sister E. Seeley, the vice-president. She 
deals out such solid facts that It stag
gers the people tvho listen to her; she 
sets them to thinking. Sister E. H. 
Vigors Is not Blow. She clinches tbe 
nails that she drives into the coffins of 
myths, and clinches them solid, so that 
they can’t be pulled out by. the claws of 
superstition. Bros. John Wilson, J. 
Arnold, Fischer and Hanson are very 
convincing, so much so that the skep
tics can’t budge them in any way. We 
have Sister Katie Heussmann. It would 
do your heart good to see how she sails 
into the ranks of superstition. It is not 
but a little while after she goes into ac
tion when the black clouds drift away, 
and the sunlight of truth comes stream
ing into the hearts of her auditors. 
There are some more noble and true 
mediums. Sisters Lester, Bailey, Lap
worth, Kotter, itarrison, and Bister M. 
M. Maxwell, and a host of others that 
I can't call to mind at present.

I must testify to the great worth to 
this society of Sister Ida F. Green, who 
makes everÿ one feel that they are qt 
home when they enter our meetings; 
dlso her genial husband, who is ever 
ready to extend the right hand of wel
come to all. We truly have a har
monious band of workers that are do
ing all that is possible for them to do 
for Spiritualism. They are heart and 
soul In this work, spreading the spirit 
light of true knowledge.

I Can’t give all of the names of the 
members of this society. They are all 
good, consistent Spiritualists, ever 
ready to put their shoulder to tbe wheel 
of progress and help it along.

I almost forgot Bro. W. Phelps. I did 
not mean to do it, for he is a splendid 
fellow. I don’t know what we woujd 
do without him, for he Is a good singer 
and creates lots of harmony. That is 
what is most needed everywhere. It 
makes good conditions, then the best 
results are obtained.

Here are the names of the board of 
directors of this society: Mr. R. Young, 
Mrs. E. Young, James R. Little, Wm. 
Lovejoy, W. Phelps, H. A. Dunham, 
Mrs. Ida F. Green, M. J. Rin-es,' and Dr. 
Rin-es, the president; James R. Little, 
secretary.

This society has chartered about 
eight - other societies (or branches). 
Three of these are located at the fol
lowing numbers In this city: No 2, 605 
McAllister street; No. .3, 335 McAllister 
street; No. 4, 3250 Twenty-second 
street; and every one of them is In a 
flourishing condition.

One more word, about our worthy 
president, the Doctor. He Is a fine 
transmitter for the spirit world, and is 
the last one to take the rostrum, after 
the other mediums get through their
work.

“The Great Roman Anaconda," z By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of tbe diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It Is good reading, and should .be Widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the. ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15 
cents. For sale at-this office. - , .

i

One folds tli’fc llttie whltd hands and 
lays a flower between,, '

And sees deli’s HJies pale, where life’s 
sweet rose hath been, —;

And aches through all her heart, be
sides tlie baby face’serene. ■ —

One smiles la1 brave good-morrow and 
.. walks with even tread, •

The while bears the burden of a 
great and nameless dread; :

God wot—a living, grief is worse than 
. the peace that folds the dead. :

•  —Collier’s Weekly.
“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 

Sexual Developmeijt, and Social Up
building.” -By B. 4?. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most, excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes7 on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75 
cents. For sale at-this office. ■

"The Commandments Analyzed.” ■ By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed; but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great In
congruities,. Price 25j cents. For sale 
at this office. ‘

Autobiography of Emma Hardinge 
Britten. Edited and published by 
Mrs. Margaret Wilkinson (her sister 
and sole surviving relative), Winfield 
Terrace, Old Trafford, Manchester, 
England. , . ■

Tills comely volume will be welcomed 
by the many friends of the lamented 
and talented medium, speaker and 
writer.

Emma Hardinge Britten’s career was 
of great note and wide service, in the 
cause of Spiritualism, both In this coun
try and in England. She was a unique 
personage, and her work was dramatic 
In the intensity of its earnestness and 
devotion. •

This volume Is especially Instructive 
to mediums and speakers, by the nar
ration of her striking experiences.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE. '

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at tbe rate 
of fifteen cents per Une. About seven 
words constitute one Une.]

Passed to the higher life, Mrs. Doro
thea Miller, wife of H. Miller, who pre
ceded her ten months before. She was 
an ardent Spiritualist, and was waiting 
for the summons to go home where she 
knew her beloved companion and 
seven children were waiting for her. A 
very large concourse of friends was in 
attendance to pay the last tribute of 
love and respect. Services conducted 
by the writer.

MRS. MARIAN CARPENTER.

Passed to the Invisible world, June 
21, 1900, at 3503 North Oakley avenue, 
Chicago, Mrs. Lena Vallet, nearly 24 
years old, a sincere investigator of Spir
itualism, leaving a husband, mother, a 
sister and two brothers. She died of 
consumption. She bad had one child, 
which preceded her to the other world.

8.

I still have another one in view that 
I wish to speak about. That one is the 
Doctor’s good little wife, who Is a real 
helpmate, to her husband. She plays 
the violinjmd is natural musician, 
and cheers us up with her sweet music.

We have just organized an auxiliary 
society, to be known as the Spiritual 
Aid Society. Its objects are to help 
needy members of the parent society 
when they are in distress. It is com
posed of real good, true-hearted, sym
pathetic Spiritualists. The president of 
this society is Mr. Collins; viee-presi- 
dent, Mrs. M. M. Maxwell; secretary, 
W. Phelps; treasurer, Dr. C. H. Rin-es.

-CAPT. A. A. STOUT.
San Francisco^ Cal. • . -

- OF -

HUDSON TUTTLE,1
■■ - ------------0-------------

A LIBKAKY OF SPIRITUAL !
SCIENCE.

Passed to spirit life, at Utica, N. Y., 
June 10, lyilllam D. Doyle, aged 80 
years. A life-long Spiritualist, and a 
physical medium, ever true to his con
victions of duty, and welcoming the 
change that would release him from his 
infirmities. Services conducted by 
David Williams. W.

Passed to the Higher life, from her 
late' residence, Detroit, Mich., Mrs. 
Mary Brown, aged 59 years. She leaves 
a husband, five children and many 
friends, who realize that their loss is 
her spiritual gain. Services conducted

------------ o------------ .

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 01
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work eosoyi to utlilro and explain tbe vast an 
ray ot facts la Its field ot research by referring tbem 
to a common cause, and from them arise to the laws 
and conditions of Man's spiritual being. Third cd), 
tion. Price, 75 cents. ,
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SC|.

ENCEi
Not servile trust to tho Gods, but knowledge of the 

laws of the world, belief In the divinity of man and 
his eternal progress toward perfection Is the founds, 
tion of this book. Price. SI.
' LIFE IN TWO SPHERES. -
Id this story tbe acenes are Util on earth, and in tha 

rplrlt-world presenting the eplrllual philoaophjrand 
the reul life ot spiritual beluga. AU questions wblcU 
Bike on that subject are answered. Price 50cento«

ARCANA Gr NATURE. •
The History and Lawa of Cr< •| ’n. Rcvieed and 

annotated English edition. •Th'. .nogouy of Bpir*  
itualtbm." Price, 11, ■
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE 

SPIRIT-WORLD.
English edition. Price, 11.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAPA
Containing the latest iorciillgattouB and discoveries 

and a thorough presentation ot Ul8 intorastlng tub*  
Jccu English edition. Price, |l.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and has been 

pronounced equal In Ha exposure of tbe diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin. 
Price, 25 cents. . -

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological story of evangellaatloQ 

and free thought. It Is to Proteataatism what '’The 
Secrets of the Convent" is U) Catholicism. Price. 81 
cento. '

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How ta form circles, and de« 

velop autl cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
Spirituallbts. Their testimony. Eight-page tract fo> 
mission work. Single copies, 6 oeobsj JUO for S1.2S.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL. ’
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains thé 

best poems of the author, and some of tbe mostpopu*  
lar songs with tbe music by eminent composera. Tht 
poems are admirably ad&pted for rocHailon^ 220 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, |1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE,
For the homo, tbe lyceum and societies. A manual 

of physical, intellectual and spiritual culture. By 
Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by the aid of wbEhâ 
progressive iyccuiij, a spiritual or liberal socletv taaÿ 
be organized and conducted without other aaelstano& 
Price, 60 cents j by the dozen, 40 cents, Exprcfl 
charges unpaid. *
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS,

For humane Education, with plan of tbe Angel 
Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma Rood Tuttlft 
Price, 25 cents.
All Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights, Ohio,

!

íj

t
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by Nellie 8. Baade. B.

Passed to spirit life, June 11, 1900, 
Charles A. Haskell, in the (i9th year of 
his life. Mr. H. was a firm believer in 
spirit progression, and he lived a true, 
upright life, honored by all who came 
in contact with him. He welcomed 
tbe change and did not fear to go. He 
was a true friend, a devoted husband 
and father. He leaves a widow and 
one son, Edson.'

MRS. C. A. HASKELL.

Passed to the higher life, from his 
late residence, Rose Center, Mieli., Sol
omon C. Skidmore, aged 83 years. His 
four sons acted as pall bearers, while 
the remaining members of the family 
with kindest words and sweetest flow
ers showed their appreciation of a lov
ing father. Services éòndueted by
Nellie 8. Baade. COR.

Passed to spirit life, from her home, 
Matherton, Mich., June 10, 1900, Mrs. 
Ada Nowland, aged 81 years. She has 
been a Spiritualist for 25 years and a 
firm advocate of the truth in all its 
phases. She has been a reader and sub
scriber of The Progressive Thinker for 
qbout ten years.

VINA NEWLAND.

Passed to spirit life, Juno 27, 1000. 
Harry R. Smith, aged 21, at Richard
son’s Landing, Mich., by drowning. 
The remains were brought to Chicago 
for Interment. For some time he had 
resided at the residence of Mrs. G.
Partridge. W.

OU, as a progressive mind, should 
know something of the phenom
ena of that magnificent change 
called Death. On that subject 
you will find valuable Information 
in the three volumes of The En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life In

the Spirit World Those three volumes 
contain more valuable information on 
that subject than all the libraries of the 
world. They are furnished to the sub
scribers of The Progressive Thinker at 
a nominal cost. Read carefully our 
premium list.

NEW EDITION.

THE LYGEUM GUIDE
Doric ant to organize a society, for ¿A4 

social, intellectual and spiritual advance*  
ment of the children and adults?

THE PROGRESSIVE IÏCÏÜM
furalthea all you dtalre.

Do vou want a self-sustaining society, founded oa 
tbe basic principles of tbe spiritual philosophy» 
You have It In THE PROQRE681V7 LYCEUM.

It furnishes a sysiem of evolution oy Inbarhal 
growthj not the old cup and pitcher Sunday-school, 

It bas something to interest and advance every inemt 
ber. and those who are most active In teaching are 
the ones who learn most ,

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.'
the LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organteation, and for conducting thg 
society when established. - r

It bas Golden Chain Recitations, tho prettiest songl 
and music; choral responses; a service for a Band 
of Mercy; calisthenics; now to make tbe badgeSi 
flags and banners; marchlbg exercise»; full fal 
structlons In conducting the exercises, with pfr 
llameniarv rules, etc.

Many Spiritualists living In Isolation, have formed 
lyceums In their own families; others have banded, 
two or three famlies together, while large societies 
have organized on tbe lyceum platform, and found 
great Interest In this selMnstoucttve method.

Do not wait for a ‘.'missionary” to come to your a4*  
slstance. but take hold of the matter yourself, pro« 
cure copies of the GUIDE, and commence with thg 
few or many you find Interested.

Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Height®) 
Ohio) will answer all questions pertaining bo ly 
ceum work.

The price of THE LYCEUM GU1DB Is 50 cents, postl 
paid, or by the dozen, 40 cento each, by express 
charges paid by receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
.____ BERLIN HEIGHTS. O.'

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

&

f ;

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases.

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

■ MY LOVE AND I. .

How fondlj*  we watched, you and I, 
While silently: the pageant passed by, 
Lingering in the wake of spring, 
With tenderness on everything. '.
How winsome fair seemed the world, 
When morn with dewy lips empearled, 
And "earth In all her tuneful, bliss, 
Gave to the aun a lover’s'kiss.
How linger here beneath-the skies, ' 
And read her .silent prophecies,.
That smoulder in my soul’s desire 
The sad notes of my untuned lyre.
How longer linger here alone, ' 
'Away from thee and the unknown, 
When thou who gave this life its bliss, 
On all I see so"sadly miss.

BISHOP A. BEALS.
Summerland, Cal.
“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 

Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at tills office. - ■■■ .

“Woman, Church and State.”. A his
torical account of the status of woman 
through-the Christian ages; with remin
iscences of the Matrlafchate. By Ma
tilda Joslyn Gage. An Important work 
for all women, students of history, etc. 
Paper, 75 centsi. Cloth, gilt, $1.50. -For 
«ale at this office. ~ '

A CARD.
The prlnclpals'of Belvidere Seminary 

would respectfully inform their friends 
and the public generally that this In
stitution will be open during the sum
mer and early autumn for the accom
modation of children and adults who 
seek freedom from business cares or the 
excitement of social and fashionable 
life. Its location is healthy and beau
tiful, its grounds ample and well 
shaded, drainage and water excellent.

Belvidere, as its name Indicates, Is a 
beautiful inland town, in Northern New 
Jersey, 700 feet above the sea, and sur
rounded on all sides by fdrest-covered 
hills, at the base of which flow the 
Pequest and Delaware rivers, along 
whose banks are many places of special 
interest to artists and all lovers ot the 
picturesque in nature.

Its streets are well shaded and lighted 
with electricity. In its near vicinity are 
well cultivated farms, from which a 
fresh supply of milk, eggs, butter, fresh 
fruits and vegetables can bp had daily. 
It is only twelve miles , from Easton, 
Pa., and ten miles from tbe Delaware 
Water Gap. It is easy of access from 
New York find Philadelphia by the 
Pennsylvania and Delaware, . Lacka
wanna ■& Western railroads, with six 
trains running dally each way. Its 
walks and drives are exceptionally fine, 
presenting an ever pleasing variety of 
river and mountain scenery. Here is 
just the place for the weary to find re
pose and the recreation that Invigorates 
Without fatiguing. For further partic
ulars, address A. C. BUSH,

. .- Belvidere, Warren Co., N. J.

Lyceum, and Societies that wish to set up eli- 
rating, lutero.tlng and paying entertainment, cant 
not do better than to hare a Price Cobteat. Tho w 
tire plan, with full directions, la In the book, and 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindle, enthustara; 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Notn> 
Ing Is needed more. Any Individual mar organ!,, 
one In hla own town and leap a financial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Tterllr) fletrrhls. Ohio,

THE SUNDAY QUESTION
Historical and critical review, with replies to an ob

jection. By G. W. Brown, M. D. Price 16c. For U19 
at this office»____________

Life Work of

GORA L V. RICHMOND,

The hew song-book, The Golden 
Echoes, by ,8. W. Tucker, has found its 
way Into many homes, and Its beauti
ful songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should be heard 
In every home in the land. For sale at 
this office. Price, 15 cents; $1.50 per 
dozen. |

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
Ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 1 
Passages of tho Old and_ New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 1 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his-. 
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible." Bv 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
tbe results of his many years’study 
of the Bible in Its relations to Spiritual
ism. As-its title denotes, It Is a verb 
table encyclopedia of information on 
the subject Price $1.. For sale at this 
office. ■ ■ ■■ . .

Compiled and Edited by 
HAKKISON^^BAKRETT.

OUTLINE OF CONTENTS: . .
ImeDrcnoN.
ChiftkbL Parentage—Place of Birth—Childhood-

School Experiences—First Medlumtotic Work, eto,
Chapter II. Hopedale—Mr. Scott in Massachusetts-*  

Remora] to Wisconsin—Tbe Ballon Family—Adin . 
Ballou’s Work—Work of Spirit Adin Augustus ■ - 
Ballou. . '

Cbaptxb III. Oulna— Her Earthly Life and Tragfo ’ . 
Death—Her Mission In Splrlt-Llfo. • • • •• •

Chapter IV. "’Other Controls—The Guides. ■
Chapter V. Work in Cuba, N. Y.—Buffalo pastorttu • . ’ 

—Workers In Buffalo—Thomas Gales Forster—Saran..
Brooks—Horace H. Day—Removal to Naw Yorii 
City, 1S56—Philadelphia—Boston—Baltimore. . /' ;

Chapter VI. Work in New York City.
Chapter VIL New York City (continued). Prof. J. - 

J. Mapes—Hon. J. W. Edmonds—Dr. Gray—Ngw 
York Editors and Clergy—Other Places in tbcEUl' -• 
—Meadville, Pa., 1864—Hon. A. B. Richmond, : 2

Chapter VIII. Washington, D. C.—Reconstruction-^
Senator J. M. Howard—George J. W. Julien—Gen' - \ - J 
N. P. Banks—Nettle Colbern Maynard—StatemBij - ■
of Geo. A. Bacon. .

Chapter IX. England-Robert Dale Owen—Georgi •••••. 
Thompson— Countess of Caithness —Mrs. Straw s 
bridge—Mr. and Mra. Tebb—Mrs. Nosworthy—J. Q -»

_ Ward.—Mrs, Slater—Andrew Cross, . . • ■
Chapter X. Work in England (Continued tn Thret • \
• Subsequent Visits.) . . <• •
Chapter XI. California Work, 1875—Other Visit»— ' 

Letter pf C. AI. Plumb—Letter of Mrs. John - • 
Wilson. ;

Chapter XII. Chicago Work. 1876 to 1855—First -
Society Chartered. 1869—Complete Account of WorK ’ ■.

-■■In Letters and Statements of Members of th) ■ - 
. -Society; s ■ • • •
Chapter 'Xin. Camp Meeting Work-Cassadaga^-

Lake Pleasant—Onset. Bay—Lake P^ady—Lookout -
Mountain, etc. ' .

Chapter XTV. Literary Work—nwi Tria—Volume»'' .
of -Dlscounei and .Lectures-Psycnopathyi Sod. > 
Teaching»—Poems—Other Literary Work.

Chapter XV. literary Work (continued)—Lcrtura 
on Gyroscope, 185B—“Tho Shadow of a Great Rock - 
Ina Weary Land,” 188?—Poems—Choice Selection! • ' 
InProie and Verse-Work of William Richmond.

Chapter XVI. Letters from Personal Friends, from
■. Ornha E, Touseys from Lady Caithness, and others 

—Appreciation of tho Work from Those Beet Qua? .
: Ifled to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell u*  . . 

Warner—Dra. Emmett and Helen Dinsmore.
Chapter XVIL Mrs RichmondtoKxpcrloncca WhDa V 

In the Trance State, Written by Hersolf. , >

Price $2, Postpaid., For Sale at 
thisofflea.



Wl, 1000.

The harsh tarletan enveloping the

thethe “painti'ilg medium,” made
‘“test” unsatisfactory, and we wonder

This department is under the man
agement of

Hudson Tuttle. ’ '
Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

NOTE.-The Questions, and Answers 
have called forth such a most of re
spondents, that to give all equal heap
ing compels the answers to bo 
the most condensed form, aud °‘«cn 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
lorced brevity. Proofs have to bo omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as- 

.rtlve, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting for the appearance 0 
their questious and write lettere of 1 • 
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
aud hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time aud 
place, and ail are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anouymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be glVen, or the letters will 
Hot be rcaji. If the request be made, 
Ilie name will not bo published. The 
Correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while 1 freely give wUnl
ever iuforpintlon I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

i

THE FROBRBSBIVB^THINKBR
yet having of itself no organs, we ap
proach the threshold of the origin of 
life and lie individualization in the 
countless types of the living world.

The microscope can only reveal phys
ical forms, and spirits are invisible not 
because of their size, but because of 
their substance. The spiritual vision of 
the clairvoyant is the only instrument 
by which they are made visible.

“Fleas have little fleas,
And these have tleas to bite ’em, 

And these again have little fleas, 
And so on infinitum.”

J, H, V.: Q. A spirit communicates 
that after having two wives here on 
earth, lie has taken a third in spirit
world! What is the difference between 
this and bigamy, and is not the influ
ence of such teachings immoral?

A. The perplexing question in almost 
Identical form is reported to have been 
given to Christ. The answer is clear. 
“For in the resurrection they neither 
marry nor are given in marriage, but 
are as the angels of God in heaven.”

The purely materialistic, and gross 
ideas, too prevalent of spiritual beings 
is responsible for a great deal of the 
crass and reprehensible theories, be
liefs and fancies. We know our good 
orthodox brethren will be sadly disap
pointed when they reach the spirit 
world, and may be assured that many 
Spiritualists who claim to know so 
much about it, will be even more wo- 
fully disappointed. Marriage, in its re
lations to a home and offspring, is of 
this life, and all Inferences drawn from 
the desires and appetites here, cannot 
be otherwise than erroneous. The 
spirit may for a time feel the reflection 
of Its earthly life, especially if that life 
lias been gross in its tendencies, but 
this will be outgrown.

The fancy that there are two halves 
made for each other and their union is 
perfect; the doctrines of matehpod and 
“affinity” which have grown there
from, cannot be affirmed as having a 
moral tendency, on the contrary as di
rectly • sustaining immorality, and dis
content. For if a husband and wife 
And that they disagree and antagonize, 
however slightly, if they accept this 
doctrine of matehood, then they at once 
say they are not the right halves, and 
the laws of man are not to be consid
ered against the laws of God written in 
their hearts. They increase the antag
onism, drift apart and constantly seek 
mid expect the other half, their true 
affinity.

This perfdet harmony is rarely, if 
ever formed. It ought not to be, for It 
is impossible for two Individuals to see 
things alike, and nature has wisely, 
provided that conjugal attractions in
voluntarily shall bo for opposite quali
ties, for the balance of the opposing 
qualities in either mate, that the off
spring may partake of the excellencies 
of both. Not the stagnation of same
ness, but the control of reason, is 
wanted. The lustful man, “cribbed, 
cabined and confined” by law, is in
formed that his true mate is in the 
spirit world waiting for him. The 
dreams of Moslems of black-eyed 
liquids, are not more debauching than 
his fancies. I have seen in a “materi
alizing” circle, one of these “halves” 
come out brazenly and embrace her 
“dear” to the disgust of all right- 
minded persons, and induce the said 
“dear” to pay a good price for a por
trait of herself, painted under “test” 
conditions by another “medium.”

Dr. A. N. D.: Q. (1) What proof is 
there extant,-by contemporaneous writ
ers, as to the life and doings of Jesus, 
at the beginning of this era, as related 
in the four narratives, by the so-called 
evangelists, in the New Testaments? /

(2) If there is any direct allusion to 
the life and acts of Jesus, in contem
porary Roman history, can you cite me 
to it, so that I may obtain it?

A. These questions were answered at 
length some time ago. The informa
tion the correspondent desires is con
tained in Dr. J. M. Peebles’ “The 
Christ Question Settled.” All historic 
evidence that can be produced Is there 
presented. In thus recommending the 
book we by no means endorse the evi
dence. Dr. Peebles has made the 
strongest plea that can be made for the 
affirmative. He has gathered all the 
historic and mythic material, and. yet 
the question is not "settled.” 'It can
not be, because the witnesses' are one 
and all, untrustworthy. Not a word or 
line that is quoted from ancient pagan 
writers, but has been condemned as 
spurious by critics time and again, and 
revived as though no criticism had 
been made. -The best scholars in the 
world stand on the firm ground that 
there is not a paragraph, or even a 
word about the Christian religion or its 
founder in any contemporary writer, 
that is not a bare-faced fraud and. in
terpolation. The hand-of the insidious 
priest is plainly seen in every attempt 
made to foist such evidence on the 
credulity of believers.

All the evidence that now exists Is in 
the so-called evangelists, written no one 
ean determine when or by whom.

A. B. S.: Q. What is Love?
A. The translators of the Bible made 

charity and love almost identical. No 
word has a wider range of meaning or is 
used more ambiguously. It represents 
the sum of all that is adorable in the 
most exalted mind, and on the other ex
treme stands for the most selfish pas
sion. So diverse ard the many mean
ings that it is essential for correct un
derstanding to use qualifying terms; as 
conjugal, fraternal, parental, sexual, 
spiritual. •

The diverse meanings become appar
ent vyheu contrasted. Passional love Is 
the most cruel and selfish, seeking only 
Its own gratification. While love in its 
highest sense is self-devotion for the 
good of others, absolute unselfishness, 
Infinite charity, nnd its emblem is the 
sun which forever sheds Its warmth 
and light, giving always and receiving 
nothing. One is the love of man, the 
animal, the other of man the spirit. 
One calls out and allies itself with the 
most brutal passions of Jealousy, hate, 
revenge, the other idealizes and aspires 
for all that is noble, magnanimous and 
desirable In an Immortal spirit.

The often quoted phrase, God Is Love, 
neither defines God, or love, and it Is 
one of those high-sounding sentences 
which have no meaning. He is no more 
love than he Is truth or justice. It 
would be parallel to define the sun as 
light.

“spirit” in a. nondescript way, and col
' luBlon evi^e.pt between the “half” and

why such abominations afe tolerated. 
The “dear’s” old wife was at home, 
probably an important factor in the ex
planation. If such “tests,” and such 
theories are wanted, they will be given 
and the baser element responded to.

There is no difference between having 
a spirit affinity to Inflame the fancy and 
one in flesh, in the moral effect.

The higher courts of the spirit 
world affirm a different doctrine. The 
spirit escapes from the bondage of its 
life here. It has affections, Intense as 
no mortal man ever dreamed of, but 
they are like itself pure and spiritual. 
Souls joined by this pure love, nnd 
while here oh earth will not be parted. 
They have no reason for or cause to be 
united except as drawn together by this 
uniting power; because helpful to each 
other; because in perfect sympathy 
they find joy.

Instead of materializing the spirit 
world and spirits, would it not be more 
in accord with the new philosophy of 
life, to spiritualize oprselves?

H. Auglr: Q. xWe are told by some 
authors that a common flea holds a 
middle rank among animals; that th.ere 
are sentient beings as much smaller 
than fleas, as fleas are smaller than ele
phants. Is this correct and. if so why 
does not the microscope reveal the per
sons of spiritual beings?

A. It is true that there are beings as 
much smaller than a flea, as a flea is 
smaller tlian an elephant The bacteria 
and bacilli, that are supposed to be the 
cause of various diseases are immeas
urably small. A million of these united 
would scarcely make a point visible to 
the unassisted eye. It seems that the 
limit of minuteness of these micro
scopic forms is measured by the power 
of the instrument employed, and with 
each increase of magnifying power a 
new revelation is made of those yet 
smaller. It Is impossible with the pres
ent form of the microscope to reach -the 
limit, and before the eye of the ob
server glimpses appear to tantalize him 
with anticipations of what might be 
seen If the glass bad double power.
• -These minute forms have no organs. 
They are incomprehensibly small por
tions of protoplasm, a name given to 
matter in that-physical . condition in 
which although living, and capable of 
increasing, and propagating by division, 
It cannot be said to be a living being in 
t!he sense the term Is applied to ani
mals and plants. > '

In these swarming myriads of por- 
dpm oi matter capable of organic life,

THE CAMP-MEETINGS.

B. K., Milwaukee, and many others: 
The only way to determine mediumship 
and the form it will assume in ' any 
given case is trial by sitting in a circle, 
or alone. The latter method Is not ns 
well as the-former, because the circle 
forms a helpful element. Its members 
act as a whole the part of a magnetlzer 
on bls subject

Cremate the Body.
It seems the most awful thing in the 

world the way people aiwbelng buried 
alive! Any kind of death would be 
preferable to me. Your paper too is 
telling of many narrow escapes, and 
such cases are to be happily congratu
lated. Even the thought of having our 
dead bodies put six feet under ground, 
there to be devoured by slimy worms, 
Is horrible beyond description, much 
more while still living! I believe it is 
wicked to bury the body, any way; and 
it should never be disposed of In any 
form until actually known to be lifeless 
beyond all restoration. I shall leave It 
as my last earthly wish to have the 
body burned, with no foolish preserva
tion of the little handful of dust which 
will remain—either bury er put it out of 
sight in some other respectful way.

Another thing I would mention: Why 
do people, with a 'belief in the immortal 
life, follow the fashion of mourning
draping the dead form in black, hang
ing crape about the bouse, and even 
garbing themselves in the same sombre 
hue? There ought to be whiteness and 
brightness all about.

In all jny years of Shaker life I have 
never known a dead body buried in 
black—nor a bit of black worn by the 
living, In consequence of the spirit's 
departure for the better country. As 
much as we might miss the visible 
form In our midst and mourn its ab
sence, we rejoiced with the spirit, at its
happy transition to the beautiful ever-

«Ashley Camp. O,
This camp begins July 29, and ends 

August 19, 1900. For programmes ad
dress H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

Maple Dell Camp, 0.
The National Spiritual'and Religious 

Camp Association will hold Its twelfth 
annual session, commencing July 22, 
ending September, For full particulars 
and programme, enclose stamp and ad
dress Lucy King, corresponding'secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio.

Arkansas Valley Camp.
The Arkansas Valley Spiritual Asso

ciation will hold its 7th annual camp
meeting in Island Park, at Winfield, 
Kansas, commencing July 7, and ending 
July 17, 1900. For full particulars ad
dress Chas. O. Bethel, Winfield, Kans.

Lake Pleasant Canip, Mass.
This camp opens July 29. The circu

lars pre now ready and can be; had upon 
appi.hation. In writing for them please 
enclose stamp for return postage. Ad
dress Albert P. Blinn, Clerk, 603 Tre
mont street, Boston, Mass.

Columbus Camp, O.
This camp will open July 1, and close

green shores of life immortal. TJie body 
is draped in white, the funeral cere
monies simple and rational, and no one 
thinks of death only as a happy change 
to a much better and brighter life be
yond the grave. •

CREMATE THE BODY.
When my mortal race is ended, 
■ Do not haste to say good bye; 
Give the spirit time to sever

From its flesh the “silver tie.”
Drape the form In robe of whiteness, 

Waste on It no Idle tears; , \
It has rendered faithful .service, 

More than man’s allotted years.
Wreathe it with the sweetest flowers—.

Roses white, with evergreen;
Have no priestly prayer or sermon. 

Nor a scrap of mourning seen.’ ■
Sing a song of joy and gladness, 

That the soul is free from earth,
And will rise to realms of glory 

Through its new and second birth.
Do not have the body buried 1 _

In a narrow bed of clay; ,
Better far is clean cremation, ‘ 

Than earth-worms and slow decay.
Gather up the useless ashes, 

Sink them in the ocean deep;
Better so, than for remembrance 

Such a deadly dust to keep. •
For the summons I am waiting, 

Which will take me to my home;
Not a wish have I to linger . 

On the earth to further roam.
Would that now the bars were broken, 

And no time to intervene,
,Ere the ’beautiful transition

To those^ “Isles of evergreen.”
. JULIA ft JOHNSON.

Los Angeles, Cal. . - ■ ■

August 27. Send for programmes 
Dr. W. D. Noyes, secretary, 189, 
Cleveland avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Pon-she-wa-ing, Mick

to».

Spiritualist camp-ffieeting will be held 
at Pon-she-wa-ing, Mich., commencing 
June 15 and'closing July 9. For full 
particulars address N. M. Kellam, man
ager, Oden, Mich.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
The camp-meeting of the Indiana As

sociation of Spiritualists will open at 
Chesterfield, Ind., July 19, and close 
August 26, 1900. For programmes and 
further information address Flora Har
din, secretary, Anderson, Indiana.

New Era Camp, Oregon.
Its next annual gathering will be held 

beginning Juue 23 and ending July 10, 
thus including four Sundays. Full par
ticulars may be had by addressing ,E. 
W. Penman, secretary, Canby, Oregon, 
or Mrs. Kate Obrock, vice-president, 309 
Shaver street, Portland, Oregon.

Delphos Camp.
The twenty-second annual camp

meeting of the First Society of State-. 
Spiritualists and Liberals will be held 
at Delphos, Kans., from August 10 to 
August 26 Inclusive. For further par
ticulars or information write to Presi
dent J. N. Blanchard, Delphos, Kansas; 
M. J. Main, vice-president,. Simpson, 
Kansas, or E. S. Bishop, secretary, 
Glasco, Kansas.

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort offers an 

attractive programme the coming sea
son. The camp opens July 13 and 
closes August 26. Write to the secre
tary, A. E. Gaston, Meadville, Pa., for 
programmes.

Onset Camp-Meeting.
Commences July 15, and closes Au

gust 26, 1900. For further particulars 
address Secretary, Onset, Mass.

Vicksburg Camp.
The seventeenth annual camp-meet

ing pt Vicksburg, Mich., will be held in 
Fraser’s Grove, commencing August 3, 
and closing August 26,' 1900. For fur
ther information address Jeannette 
Fraser, Manager, Vicksburg, Kalama
zoo county, Mich. •

Lake Brady.
The camp grounds will be open for 

picnics June 1, extending through the 
summer. The camp-meeting opens July 
1, closing September 1. Anyone wish
ing a Lake Brady program will please 
write Geo. N. Abbott, Lake Brady, -via 
Kent, Ohio, or E. R. Kidd, 'Canton, Ohio.

Mount Pleasant Park, la.
The eighteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association will be held at Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa, from July 29 to 
August 26, 1900. All wishing circulars 
should write to the secretary, Stella A. 
Fisk, 18 N. 11th street, Keokuk;- Iowa. 
Those wishing to rent tents, etc., should 
write to John Nelson, Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa. ’ ' " .

The Ottawa Camp., . i

The Ottawa, Kansas, Spiritualist 
camp-meeting, from August S to August 
13 inclusive. H. W. Henderson, pres
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Ezra Carpen
ter, secretaryTW ells villa, Kans. ’•'

Freeville Camp. N. Y. .
Opens July 29 and closes August 12. 

B. L. Robinson, president, Freeville, 
N. Y. . ■ • .

Lake HelCRj Fla.
The Southern Oassudpga Camp, Lake 

Helen, Florida, will ofAm ttíé first Sun
day, In February, lUOlf: Emma J. Huff, 
corresponding secretary. ■

Niantic (-Jamp?
The Connecticut Sj^irltua^ist Camp

Meeting .Association, Nitptle camp
grounds, Niantic, Con^ sejl^pn of 1909, 
commencing June 25 aijd coujlnulng un
til September 8, inclusive, 5 For pro
grammes address MurkA. H.jitcb, sec-ie- 
tary, South Windham^Coiijjf 
- Franklin (Neb.) Camp.
The Northwest Kaphas .,,il.nd South

west Nebraska Splritiijilist Association 
will hold their fifth annual’ camp-meet.- 
ing at Franklin, Neb., from July 20 to 
August 6 inclusive.' No pains will be 
spared to make it a success. For an
nouncement, circulars and other infor
mation, address the secretary, O. H. 
Simpson, Franklin, Neb. ,

Colorado Camp.
Canyon Camp, opens in South Boulder 

Canyon, July 1, and continues/through 
July,. August, and possibly September. 
Any information desired in regard to 
this new and interesting movement 
may be obtained by writing May Taylor, 
Box 780, Denver, Colo,

Lake Sunapee, N. H.
The twenty-third annual Lake Suna

pee Spiritualist Campuneetlng will be 
held at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., for 
four weeks, commencing Sunday, July 
29, and closing Sunday, August 26,1900. 
For programmes address the secretary, 
W. H. Wilkins, Clarepont, N. H. '

Los Angeles, Cal., Camp.
Arrangements have been made to 

hold a cainp-njeetlng at Sycamore 
Grove, Los Angeles, Cali, September 2 
to 20, inclusive. Address Elton T. 
Brown, secretary, 341% So. Spring 
street, Los Angeles, Cal.

Marshalltown, Iowa.
The Central Iowa Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold its annual camp at 
Marshalltown, Iowa, September 2 to 
September 16 inclusive. Grounds open 
to campers after August 27. Leading 
speakers, Mrs. Marlafi Carpenter, of 
Detroit, Mich., and D. P. Dewey, of 
Grand Blane, Mich. Other phases of 
mediumship will also be ably repre
sented. For information or programs 
address W. H. Wilson, 301 N. Center 
street, Marshalltown, Iowa. .

Haslett Park, Mich.
Eighteenth annual assembly of Spir

itualists at Haslett Park, Mleh, August 
2 to September i, 1900, inclusive. For 
programmes address J. D. Richmond, 
secretary, St. Johns, Mich., or G. F. 
Ottmar, Riley, Mich.

Grand Ledge, Mich.
Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp-Meet

ing commences July 29 and closes Au
gust 26. For further particulars and 
full programmes, write to.M. F. Phares 
or Geo. H. Sheets, Grand Ledge, Mich. ■ ?

Briggs Park, Mich.
Briggs Park Camp opens July .1 and 

closes August 19, 1900, at Grand Rap
ids, Mich. Program cheerfully mailed 
to any address received on postal card 
to Thos J. Haynes, secretary,'389 West
ern avenue, Muskegon, Mich. - ’

Camp-Meeting at Deep Lake.
The Illinois State Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens its seednd season .at 
Deep Lake, 1% miles from Lake' Vfila,- 
Ill., on Wisconsin Central railroad, com
mencing July 10 and closing September 
1. Those who intend to camp with us 
please let us know in time so that we 
can make preparations for you. Ad
dress G. V. Cordingley, President, 3300 
Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill. '

Island Lake. Midi.
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, Mich-i-

'igan, commences Thursday, July 19, and 
closes September 3. For further Infor
mation addicss the secretary, Ella B.
Brown, 266 Twenty-first street,
troit, Mich.

De
<

Verona Park Camp,'

WASHINGTON, D. G. Great Work by a Great /Y lit hot,

“The Spiritualism of Nature.” By 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. - -

Haslett Park, Mich.
A few days ago my wife and I, 

assisted by a few kintj frienjls, went to 
Haslett Park with a^arge pumber 
well-rooted flowering,, plapls. These, 
as well as those that the, friends

of

brought with them, oyer l.QOOln num
ber, were set out In well-prepared beds 
throughout the park|t This will be a 
start to make our grounds a beautiful 
spot and an enjoymefit to a|l who will 
attend our meetings, Tl\f grounds 
never looked so nice before.,.

C. O. Dent wishes if. announced that 
ffie Mediums’ Protective Union will 
meet at Haslett Parkj for tpelr annual 
meeting, August 20, 1900, yt the Me
diums’ Home. Any one desiring to do
nate anything to help, furnish the Home 
and make it comfortable. ;for the me
diums who desire to occupy it, it would 
be gladly received qt this meeting. 
Write to C. 0. Dent, Vicksburg, or Julia 
M. Walton, Jackson, Mich.

We are preparing for a large camp
meetlug. No pains will be spared to 
make it pleasant for those who will 
come. A fine array of talent has been 
engaged. Others have been added to 
the list since the publication of the pro
gram. Annual announcements fur
nished. on application.

G. F. OTTMAR, Manager.
Riley, Mich. '

The Religious and Educa
tional Society.

The last meeting of the Religious and 
Educational Society of Spiritualists of 
the District of Columbia (incotporated 
under tlie laws of the District of Colum
bia, and chartered by the N. S. A.) was 
held at their hall »uuday evening, Juue 
24. The hall was profusely decorated 
with palms and flowers, kindly fur
nished by Mr. Win. Gude of the firm of 
Gude & Brother. The national emblem 
was also conspicuously displayed. The 
hall was tilled to overflowing, tlie audi
ence was composed of the best and 
most intelligent people of the city. The' 
meeting was opened with tlie hymn, 
“Nearer, My God, to Thee,” followed by 
prayer. Mrs. A. M. Jacques then de
livered a grand invocation followed by 
seasonable talks upon Spirltualisjn by, 
Dr. R. R. Roberts and Gov. Isaac 
Sharp. Mr. and Mrs. Frears, well- 
known workers in the field, then ren
dered a duet, followed by Mrs. Freder
ick and Miss Petersen, who are ex
perts on the-piano. The audience was 
vastly entertained by the singing of the 
Misses Burnham, Waineka and Miss 
Slade. Mr. Hall rendered a poem en
titled Poe’s Raven Paraphrased.

Mrs. Julia Warneka then gave some 
very wonderful tests. The crowning 
event of the evening being the presenta
tion to Mrs. Warneka by Mrs. Jacques 
on behalf of the society of a beautiful 
five-pointed star pin, set with diamonds 
and opals as a token of appreciation for 
the grand work donh in behalf of 
truth by this medium. The society then 
adjourned to meet again on the first 
day in October.

It may not be amiss to give a short 
history of this society. ' ’

Prior to October, 1889, there exist
ed in the District ot Columbia no or
ganized method for the defense and 
protection against persecution, either 
by individuals, the press, or the au
thorities, of the mediums of this city.

The Evening Star, one of the daily 
papers, saw fit to attack three of the rec
ognized media of this city—Mrs. Julia 
Warneka and Mr. and Mrs. Emmner. A 
committee consisting of some of the 
most reputable citizens called upon this 
paper for redress, which was refused, 
upon the ground that the article was 
merely a matter of news, and that no 
Injury had been done either the cause 
or the mediums. These mediums, who 
were members in good standing in one 
of the older associations, then through 
a committee called upon that source as 
a means of obtaining justice. This was 
also refused upon the ground that they 
could not afford to antagonize the all
powerful press. It was then decided by 
the friends to organize for tlie future 
protection of Washington mediums, and 
the result we now find in this society. 
Its growth has been phenomenal. 
The hall is packed to overflowing every 
Sunday. It numbers among its mem
bers the very best citizens of the Dis
trict of Columbia, among every profes
sion and calling, aud has every facility 
for defending pot only the cause but 
also its phenomena both upon the ros
trum and before the courts. It has no 
fear, and asks no favors from the ene
mies of Spiritualism, no matter from 
what source they may emanate.

Through the efforts of its mediums 
over five hundred converts have been
added to the cause of Spiritualism 
within five months.7 These actuallywithin five months.7
profess Hie faith.

The officers for the ensuing year are: 
Gov,.Isaac Sharp, president; William 
Glenn, vice-president; Dr. John Walter, 
treasurer; J. Emmner, Jr., secretary. 
Board of Trustees, Dr. R. R. Roberts, 
Wm. Knobloch, Wilson Gregory, Dr. J. 
Walter, J. Emmner, I. Sharp, William 
Glenn. Mrs. Wm. Glenn, Mrs. Fowler, 
Mrs. Roberts, Miss -Anthony and Miss 
Brinkman are a committee to the La
dies Aid, who will have charge of the 
work during the vacation.

J. EMMNER, Jr.
Secretary.

FRUITION.

“Faith shall be lost in sight” 
have heard the voice of a word 

. sjioke,
I have felt the touch of a hand 

seen,

not

not

’Twas my spirit child that the silence 
broke . •

And lifted the curtain that lies be
tween. ■ .

How I bless the power of the spirit 
band

Who have made the rift where the 
hand has passed;

And, oh, what a comfort at our com
mand

When the unseen palms of our loved 
are clasped!

When the dust of death has our souls 
made sad, ;

And the hehrt bleeds free, being rent 
in twain,

How our hopes rejoice in the message 
glad . ,

That binds up the wound and unites 
again. .

When the broken thread has been 
spliced once more ' .

That had cut the tie of a friendship 
dear,

And back to'our bosom our friends re
store, : •

The heart knoweth not to express its 
cheer. ‘ “ -r \

Aye, come as ye may with the tiny 
. “rap,” 1. ■ -

Or come with the iform congealed 
from the air, , ip

Ye silence the pain ofr a sbie mishap, 
And bring us a truth thaftis rich and

Emma Rood Tuttle—Her New Vol
ume of Poems.

Since thp publication of “From Soul 
to Soul,” by Emma Rood Tuttle, there 
has been constant Inquiry for another 
volume of her poems which was prom
ised. When the prospectus of that vol
ume was issued, requesting the names 
of those who wished to subscribe, near
ly 1,000 .were at once received and three 
editions have been called for. This 
plan proved so satisfactory that 
this new volume will be issued in the 
same manner.’ By it the cost of publi
cation is guaranteed, and at the same 
time to those desiring the book it is fur
nished at much less cost.

The new volume will be in the same 
style as “From’ Soul to Soul,” will con
tain over 300 pages, beautifully bound, 
with embossed cover, will contain en
graved portrait of the author, and sub
scribers copies will have her autograph.

EmmaRoodTuttleiswell known to the 
readers of The Progressive-Thinker and 
the spiritual press by the many poems 
she has contributed, and her spiritual 
songs. The present volume will con
tain the best of these, and many not be
fore published. The price will be $1; to 
subscribers, 75 cents. It will be pub
lished, as soon as the number of sub
scribers warrant. <■

Please send names at once—money 
not desired. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

rare! io
From our souls yè lifl3 theiàread of the 

. tomb ”
And pave with the,jdiamqnds bf life 

the way' ’ , 2" '
That leads from thecearth'.to a better 

doom " _ .
■ Than the bibles of ,çjan ^ere wont to 

,8ay- ' ■ :;/ i Oli '
How grand are the ifessohS that ye 

■ have taught, ’ « «<?■> -
That each is the jud^e aiftP.the builder 

true, ? v - Aif ■'
Constructing, himself In tjie. realm of . 

thought . ' -¡J.' rf ¡. -- \
The mansion, that.¿usti^q proclaims 

his due. '* -.4
With a bold amen mày Wé hall again .

The comforting “voice’ of an era
■ -, new! '. .. . ■ 1 ■’. -,
That silences doubt. ^1- the héarts of 

.--men .. . ., •’ :. •■ ■ W ‘ . 1 ' ' ■
And that opens to life à broader view.

. , . .... B€ F. SLITER.'
Grand Rapids, Mich. ,-j

“Longley’s Beautiful. Songs.” Four-
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring .-songs, 
with music, by-O. Payson Longley. 
Price by mall, 15 cents. For sale at 
this offlee. • .

“Social Upbuilding, Including Oo-op*  
eratlve Systems and the-Happlneas and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By B. D.
Babbitt, LL. D., M D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture andOpens June ligand doses Àugust 26. ______ _______________ ____________

For programmes address Albert F. I Gore; Paper cover, 15: cents; Tor $$]• 
Bffilth, president, Bangor, Main«. at this office. >_ . > v

“THE UNKNOWN”
-BY-----

GftMILLE FLAMMARION
The Unknown” created a marked 

sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scarcely fall, to arouse 
the greatest interest in this country. It 
is an eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated instances, and 
chapters of his book are as weirdly fas-

clnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe’S 
tales. It treats on Incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychic 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and divina
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth' 
bound. Price $2.00.

For Sale at the Oíüce of The Progressive Thinker.

DE/VTft DEFEATED
OR

The Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
BY J. M. PEEBLES. M. D., M. A., Ph. D,

It certainly Is just what Is needed as 
a book of good suggestions and instruc
tions along the line of health. He 
treats the subject in bls'own matter-of- 
fact style. The book comprises a prac
tical subject handled in a practical 
manner by a practical man. Even if 
people do not Wish or expect to live

here always, they should know how to 
live right and enjoy the life that be
longs to them. This is undoubtedly the 
most useful book for the masses the 
Doctor has ever published, for it strikes 
at the root or cause of disease, and tells 
how to avoid it. 212 pages, cloth 
bound. Price, $1. For sale at this office.

Three Remarkable Books !
“The Divine Pödigree of Man.”
“The Law of Psychic Phenomena.”
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future.”

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the 
Testimony of Evolution and Psychology 
to the Fatherhood of God. By Thom
son Jay Hudson, LL. D. This is a most 
remarkable work, demonstrating the 
existence of the Soul and Future Life.

It is scientific throughout. Price $1 50; 
Dr. Hudson’s work on “The Law of 
Psychic Phenomena,” is also valuable. 
I lice, $1.l>0. His “Scientific Demon
stration of the Future Life” should be 
read by all. Price $1.50. For sale at 
this office.

UFF BEYOND DE/YTHt
( Being a Review of ’

The World's Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
tion nt Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Wliich Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo, Cloth, 343 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held in 
the past concerning life beyond death,
Dr. Savage takes tip the present condi
tions ot belief and considers the agnos-

i-
i-

tic reaction from the extreme “other- 
'worldliness” which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of Immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and tho loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence is demonstrated; 
aud that there have been at least some 
well authenticated communications 
ii-om persons In the other life. The 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Beliefs—The 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 

- - - Beyond—The Agnostic Reaetion-The
considers the probabilities of a future Spiritualistic Reaction—The Worlds 
.............................................................. Condition and Needs r.s to Belief In Im-life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume includes a Consideration of the 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences In this line. Dr. Savage

mortality-probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Lire—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions.

For Sale at this Office. Price $1.60. Postage 10c.

OUR BIBLE:
WHO WKOTB IT? WHEN? NHERE.VHOW?

Is It Infallible?
A Voice from the Higher Criticism.

A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.
BY MOSES HULL

Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis of 
the Bible from that standpoint. Of special value and interest to Spirit- • 
ualists, For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

mHE DIVINE PLAN has been car
ried out successfully by The Pro
gressive Thinker, one continual cur
rent of the profits returning to our 
subscribers. Volume 3 of the Ep- 
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Splrjt World only costs our sub? 

scribers 25 cents—far less than its act-’ 
ual cost to us. Its regular price to the 
trade is $1.50. This work should be in 

■every family in the United States. It 
Is elegantly and substantially bound, 
neatly printed and 1b an ornament to- 
any library One million coples of this 
work should be distributed throughout 
the. country. *Tho  Progressive Thinker 
one year and this book will be sent 
for $1.25. ’

; Rending the Vail: This volume Is a. 
compilation by J. W. Nixon, of psychic 
literature, most’ given by. spirits 
through and by means of full form vis
ible materializations, at seances of. a 
certain Psychic Research Society, 
known as the Aber Intellectual Circle, 
the medium being William W. Aber. 
507 pp. octavo. For sale at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker. Price $2.

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa O. • Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50 and $2. ,

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. ■ No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, lead
ing the mind onward into the purer at
mosphere of exalted spiritual ¡truth.1 A 
book for the higher.life. For salo at 
this office.- Price, cloth, $1. ■ ■

. “Th« Truth -Seeker Collection 'of

ORMSBY’S SIMPLE SYSTEM
OF THE

PLANETS and the ZODIAC

A New Book with the Places of the Planets—the Chart that Makes It
Easy to Study the Stars—Sth Edition—Just-Out— 

Greatly Improved—Price, §2.00 *

ASTROLOGY SIMPLIFIED-SPECIAL OFFER.'
Any-person having one of these charts of any former edition may exchan g > 

the same for one of the latest with new book, on payment of $1.00. .
This is by far the best system, for new beginners to take up, as hundreds of 

persons have become’proflclent'in the science of the planets in a short time by. 
starting With this Simple System. The new books give the corrections covering 
one hundred years, all’of the 19th century. ■■ ■

> Corrections for the 20th century, 100 years in advance, are now ready, which 
makes the chart good for 200 years. Price for the 20th century tables, $2.00. 
For sale at this office. .

Bible and Church Degrade Woman
By Elizabeth Cady -Stanton. Comprlie« three eMiya 
on The Effect or Woman Suffrage on Quciuone ot 
Morals and BeUgtou. Price 10 cents. FOr sale at this 
office. - .

The Law of Correspondence Ap
. plied to Healing. . . 

' A coareo ot «ven practical loitoui. By W. J. 
ColrlUo. Limp cloth, 50c.

FORCE AND MATTER.
By Ludvig Baedmer. A cilebnted book. CloULt

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, 
Or Tie Three-toli Power ot Bex, By Loll Welebrook- 
•n Price, Wcenu. Fomle at thli offlee. .

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By'AIwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
in story form; alm« to give a better underetandlni ot 
macle, black and white. 830 large psges. Cloth, H 23.

Forms and Ceremonie« for the Use of 
Liberals.” : : For sale at this office;

’ ' j «e A*«-* ’ M lafrïu****  1 1 ÎÙ ” i vAtj/ ’’If.*?  Ü>^4^ J. J

MYTH AND MIRACLE.
Oa. of Coi. noia. G.intttioir« bet Gettarci. Fries 

«e. itaMtMtUíeAm '

PROGRESSION,
Or Ho*  * Spirit Advance» lx Splrlt-Llto. The troll, 
lion of .min.- By MIChMl FindlV. fri«, Ws. 1st 
Mie tt tw»offlee. j

ftp://ftP.the


8. Lher,

Ayer, Mass.

Durer, N.

kindly,

No. 
No. 
No. 
No,
No. 10.
No. 18.
NO. S3.
No. 44.
NO. 55.
No. 60.

■ ter eatlng.old..........
Ko. 6. Catarrh.....................
No. 8. Headache.................
No. 18. Nervous Debility,.. 
No. H. Painful Menses......
No. 16. Suppressed Menses,

Pile Ointment,... 
Nervous Debility,, 
luvigorator,.........
Vital Tablet........ .
Vigor Tableta,..,.. 
Tablet of Youth,..

FOR MEN.
1. Constipation,...............J.
2 Dyepepstu....................

*-*?-

Special Prepared Remedies Made According Io 
Dr. Walkins’ Psychical Prescription.

these prices for a short time only.
AWHBLM OUR MOTTO

To Do All the Good We Can,

FOR LADIES.
No. 1; Tablets for Consumption,....60c, now only 25c.
No. 2. Tablets for Dyspepsia,........... 50o, now only 25c.
No. S. Tablets for Liver,........ .60c, now oniy 25a.
No. 4.Tablets for Female Weakness, 6oc, now only 25c.
No. 5. Tablets for Stomach, acidity, 

. flatulency, gas, and distress af- '
.price Mo. now only25c. 
........50c, now only 230. 
......50c, now only 25o. 
........50c. now only 25c. 
...... 50c. now only 25c. 
....;.50c, now only 25c.

Woman's Friend cure« Leucorrbca, usually called 
• Whites, ||.W. . .

5. Stomach, acidity, gas,'etc,

.250, 

.25ö. 

.250. 

.250. 

.250. 

.250. 

.25o. 

.250. 

.25 c. 

.250.

Our Rheumatic Liniment
CONCENTRATED.

Nothing better to take out soreness and 
relieve pain. $1.00 a bottle for 60c.

La OrlDDG Tablets.
A sure cure and preventative. 60o.

Trial Box, 25c.

Don’t Forget.
You will never regret ordering . 

these Remedies.
All of the above Remedies sent for $4, or any Ten for $2. Express Prepaid.

That we are very anxious to place these remedies in every house in the United 
States. We believe is our duty that we owe to humanity to try to lei all know 
of the great valued these proscriptions, and we therefore will, till further notice, 
sell at above prices. Don’t put off ordering these remedies but order to-day. We 
will diagnose disease free. Send sex, age and leading symptoms. ,

DR. O, E. WATKINS.

TRUTH*
The-only way to find out who Is the 

"Greatest Psychic Physician living” is 
to read what their patients say.

DR. C. E. WATKINS
never claims that he is the greatest phy
sician living, or that he Is the

GREATEST PSYCHIC.
He believes that there are hundreds of 
healers who are just as successful as 
he Is, nnd he never yet has claimed that 
he is or was the best psychic, although 
twenty years before the public as the 
independent slate-writer with the rec
ord of not one person who ever accused 
him of fraud, ought to make the public 
THINK when they compare his claims 
to other so-called psychics. -

DR. C. E. WATKINS
only desires those who are sick to 
member that for over twenty years

re
lie

has been before the public as a psychic, 
and over twelve years as a physician, 
aud he never claims greater powers 
than others; but we. believe he has a 
right to think be has as great gifts as 
those who claim so much.

Kindly read the following t 
TESTIMONIALS:

■Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear Doctor:—I 
am well satisfied with the results of 
your treatmeut, and if you desire to 
print as testimonials any of my.letters, 
you have my full consent to do so, as I 
hope they may be the means of bring
ing back to health aud happiness those 
who, like myself have endured many 
years of suffering and spent large sums 
of money in their endeavor to find that 
greatest- of all human blessings, good 
health. Wishing you every success, I 
remain, very respectfully, your patient, 

CLARENCE A. JOL1FF. ■
East Germantown, lud.,

Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I will 
say that I am -still Improving every 
day. I am much better 1n every way 
since 1 have been under your treat
ment. Yours truly, '

11. MISS L. E. DORE.

My Dear 
ever ready

Friend and Doctor:—I am 
to thank you again and

again for your kindness In restoring mo 
to my present condition of health, as I 
have felt better this winter than for 
years before. My deafness resulted in 
a permanent cure, aud words cannot ex
press my happiness at having my bear
ing fully restored to me, and I do not 
hesitate in telling it to all my friends. 
Even the doctors here think It wonder
ful. Hoping to bear from you again, I 
remain ever your friend,

MRS. FLORENCE NICKERSON.
Amesbury, Mass.

Dear Doctor:—I do not have any 
more stomach trouble, and my appe
tite is good. My friends and ndghbofs 
all around here know how well and 
quick I got over my pain and distress, 
after taking your medicine, and 1 shall 
do all I can for you. I remain, as ever, 
your friend,

MRS. WILLARD STORMS.
' Holley, N. Y.

Dr. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I am feeling 
much better than when I last wrote 
you, and am able to walk quite a dis
tance, witltout giving out, something I 
could not do when I began treating 
with you. Respectfully,

MARY E. WALKER.
Maple Ave., Los Angeles, Gall.

■ Brother Watkins:—I received your 
letter, wherein j-ou ask me if-1 would 
like to join your Psychic circle. My 
dear friend, not only would I like to 
join it, but esteem Jt a great privilege 
granted me, which privilege I shall 
highly appreciate. Yours honestly and

F. D. WARNER.
2110 Wall St., Dos Angeles, Call.

KINGDOM OF HEAVEN.
A Prophecy and Fulfillment 

in the Present Age.

Dr. Peebles*  Wonderful Cures Have 
Made His Name Famous the 

World Over.
Read His Generous Offer to 

the Sick.

rfiHERE Is probably no physician or healer living who Ib 
x curing move cases of Chronic and obstinate disuuve . 
than is Dr, Peebles. During au experience of over fifty 
years this TRUU AND GREAT IIHALJEK has * 
cured thousands of those who had been pronounced “in: 
curable" by tho best local physicians. Mrs, Alfonso Buck, 
of Mechanicsville, O., says: “It is now about three 
months sliico I began your treatment and I am happy to 
say that lam free from those dreadful pains and have 
gained 15 pounds aud am still gaining rapidly. My doc
tor hud given me up as-’‘incurable." Being sure .that 1 
owe my life to your skill I most cheerfully and heartily 
recommend you to all those in search of health." Miss

. Maggie Polson, of Guthrie, Oklahoma, says: “Six mouthi 
ago I suffered with tcralble headaches, heart trouble aud 
female weakness. My friends despaired of my life and I 
was so weak I could do nothing, Now lam well, strong 
and hearty. lean never forget the good you have done 
me." •

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Who is 60 widely known as one of the
, many

SPIRITUAL ItEALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
. ' And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Cage

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE.
BY LILIAN WHITING,

Three choice volume,, each complete In itself, In 
Which spirituality is related to everyday life in such 
a way as to make the world beautiful. Price 11 each. 
For sale at this offlee.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
A Treatise on

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Borricr, Anthropologist and Author. A 
very suggestive aud Instructive book. Price. «1.00. 
> or sale at this office. *

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on th. relations ot the spirit to 

Its own organism, aud the Inter-relation ot human 
beings with reference to health, disease cud healing. 
By the spirit ot Dr. Bonjsintn Bush, through the me
diumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. lltchmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price 11.50. For sale at this ohlce. '

• Dear Doctor:—Received your medi
cine yesterday all right, and began tak
ing .it this morning, and I honestly be
lieve if I can be cured you will' do It. 
I-generally, follow my impressions, and 
I-am always led right. I think your 
diagnose was Very correct, and thank 
you for same. Yours respectfully, 
• - MRS. BELLE FERRIS.

No. McGregor, Iowa, . •

OLUMES 1, 2 and 3. of the Encye 
pedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, Art. Magic, Ghost 
Land, The Next World Inter
viewed, and the Occult Life of 
Jesus (including the Hull-Covert 
Debate) constitute our premium 

list. Those seven books have been on 
sale, costing the buyer in the aggregate, 
310.75. We, after paying the postage 
and'expense of mailing, realize only 
'$1.50 for the seven—far less than cost 
to us. We desire to form the nucleus 
of a library in every Spiritualist home, 
lienee this remarkable offer. By sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
you then have the privilege of purchas
ing these books nt the premium price's. 
See terins on another page. ■

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” <This book, by the well 
known Father Uhinlquy, reveals the de-

In the Apocryphal book of Second 
Clement, chapter 5, we have the follow
ing:

"For the Lord himself, being asked 
by a certain person when His kingdom 
should come, answered: When two shall 
be one, and that which is without as 
that which is within; and- the male 
with the female, neither male nor fe
male.”

It is only through a long and thought
ful observation of dally life viewed In 
a great city, coupled with illumination 
from a spiritual source, that one could 
hope to unravel the mystery of this 
prophecy; and it is in this light that I 
make the effort.

We have come to understand that 
there are two great forces in Nature 
that we are, pleased to term variously, 
electricity and magnetism, positive and 
negative, masculine and feminine; and 
that they, In the gradual evolution of 
the animal kingdom, become finally in
dividualized In mon and woman as in
telligence and love, either sex manifest
ing but the one dominating force or 
principle. .

From this time on the great effort of 
progressive unfoldment Is to gradually 
embody these two forces in the one in
dividual of either sex; to balance or 
bring to an equilibrium, the masculine 
and feminine, positive and negative, 
reasoning aud loving forces In the great 
body of humanity; so that “two shall be 
us one.” ’

That this has been effected through 
the principle of magnetic exchange be
tween the sexes, both in the ordinary 
social contact of every-day Ufa as well*  
as -the closer relations of the married 
state, can hardly be denied; as well 
also, that each successive generation 
naturally partook more of a proper bal
ance of the two forces In the one indi
vidual than their parents.

From being merely selfish animals in 
human form, men have becomo soft
ened with the love principle that has 
become a part of their being; while wo
man from being a weak and loving 
creature ruled by Impulse alone, Is now 
self-controlling through the balance of 
power given per by the blending of the 
reason principle with her bask lovo na
ture.

Victoria Woodhnll and Tennie C. 
Claflin 1641 off as he-Bfae women—radi
cally so—and today, the women gener
ally are wearing mannish taltor-madu 
suits and engaging in occupations that 
have all along been monopolised by the 
sterner sex. Here again the two have 
become ope, and mingle together In 
business relations without those sharp, 
strong and overpowering attractions 
that only tend to make-the Irregulari
ties of life, stir up trouble, and make 
conditions that savor more of bell than 
heaven both In the family and out of it.

Thus the wisdom of the late arrival of 
the type-writer becomes apparent, for 
had it eome to maturity sooner there 
would have been neither the mentality 
nor balance in the feminine young nec
essary to make their employment safe' 
and Wise in its manipulation.

From this view It is also not difficult 
to realize what is meant by “the mâle 
with the female, neither mate nor fe
male.” ,

The sharp distinctions of sex are a 
thing of the past, very largely-, to what 
they were . The two have eome grad
ually nearer and nearer to each other 
nearer and nearer to a balance of the 
“two-ln-one”—the masculine and fem
inine forces In the one individual; so 
life is calmer, more with poise, mote 
with reason as the dominant factor of 
rulership; and thus heaven as a condi
tion of being flraweth nigh, if not al
ready here in fullness.

It only remains In this short article 
to call attention to one more statement 
in the selected passage, viz., that that 
which is without shall be as that whkh 
Is within. This can only, reasonably 
mean that the material nature, bn the 
one hand, becomes so softened and re
fined, and 'the spiritual nature be
comes so unfolded, on the other, that2 
the two become as one. -

As the race reaches this goal, and 
upon this attainment the crown of spir
itual knowledge is added thereto with 
■all it means-tn making man’“one with 
God,” then verily have male and female 
alike become the sons and daughters of 
God, and angels in human fortn walk 
the earth, God is with man, and'heaven 
on earth. .W. J. CUSHING.

Brooklyn; N. Y:- , '

“Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, -for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and thé home; compiled by L'K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It- tomprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and musle,-. embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, nnd free 
from all sectarlMtcm. Price. 50 cents. 
For sale at this office. ~ •

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical.bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to'eome into closer connection 
with the.purer.realms of. the spirit 
world. It is written in the sweet spirit-grading. .Impure influences and results . ----- ------ ----------------- --

6£ the Romish confessional, as proved I ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
by the sad experience of many wrecked Judson’s literary works: Priee. cloth- 
fives. Price, by mall,. $1. For sale at $1: paper, 75 cents. -Por sale at thia 
this office. _ ..- ^ffiec. ~ 7 : : - \

^4^* *“'* k

. ; . M. PEEBLES, A. M., M. D„ PH.D.
Remember that Dr. Peebles does, not heal by Christian Science, Hypnotism, 

or any other “ism” but employs MILD and POTENT medicines, combined with 
his PSYCHIC POWERS, These Psychic treatments are the-greatest power 
known for,relieving pain and suffering and curing diaease. One of his patients 
recently said, “these treatments seem as a breath of higher life. It seems as if 
they alone would almost raise the dead.” Besides being the greatest Psychic 
1 bysician living he is an authority in Europe and America on Psychic Phenome
na and the Psychic Science, Ha has written an essay “The Psychic Scienqe in 
the Cure of Disease,” which he will send free to any sufferer asking for It. The 
Doctor’s diagnoses are equa’ly as astonishing as his cures. His Psychic Gifts en
able him to accurately locate the diseased and weakened tissues, thus he never 
has to experiment for weeks to discover the real trouble. No disease Is really 
incurable if perfectly understood, for every effect or diseased condition has Its 
cause, and if this is seen and removed by the aid of natural forces, health *will  be 
restored. What is your condition and its cause? It is within your power to know. 
No two cases are exactly alike-so do notspend precious time in taking patent 
medicines which are prepared a “text-book” case, or risk your life in the hands 
ora physician who does not understand your condition. Write to-day. for a PR MP, 
DIAGNOSIS and special advice in your case. This will cost you nothing. The 
Doctor will also send you his essay on this wonderful science and other valuable 
literature FREE. Thousands of. so-called “incurable” cases are cured by this 
method. So do not dbspair, if your physician has failed to cure you. Just write 
the doctor a plain, truthful letter, giving him your name, age, sex and leading 
symptom, in your own handwriting and receive a complete diagnosis of your case 
by return mail.

G« D. Younge, of Wimer, Ore., who la a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, soys:—"I consider It 
my sacred duty to extend to you my heartiest thanks for the perfect cure your medicines and advice have 
effected in niy case. 1 was very skeptical when-I began the use of your medicines aud treotment, but 1 am 
free to say that I now hove a confirmed belief in their almost miraculous emoooy, -Three months ago I bore 
about my body the hideous spectacle of my disease. Now 1 am a mentally and physically robust man."

Mrs. Lydia Mason, of Boyd, Oregon*  who had not walked without crutches for a long time, after a few 
weeks of our treatment says:—“I can now walk without tny crutches for almost half a day, I am gaining 
rapidly and expect to soon be in perfect health again.” “

Mabel Keyes, of Iron Creek, 6. D., who had suffered for a*  long time from eczema, says:—“Tho rough- 
nesa of the skin has entirely disappeared, I am very thankful Indeed for the great good you have done me, 
1 talked with our family pbyBician aud bethinks my cure is remarkable. I doctored with him before I 
called on you and he said he ¿Ud not think there was any help for me and he Is ona of tho best doctors around here."

Address Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Greek, Mich.
Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 

Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins’ spiritual meet

ings, 40 E. Randolph street, Handel 
Hall, Fourth floor, Sunday evening, 
7:45. Wednesday evening,-675 Larra
bee street, corner Garfield avenue.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Oordlngley, pastor, room 408 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street.' Services at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m,

Band of. Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday, of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three 
o’clock. The ladles bring refreshments; 
supper served at six o’clock. Evening 
session commences' at, a quarter to 
eight. Questions invited froni the au
dience, and answered by lho guides of 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton. Always an Interest
ing programme. All are welcome.

Church of the Spirit Communion 
will hold meetings in Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Bun
day. 3 p. m., conference ‘ and tests; 
8 p. m., lecture by J. K. HaUowqll; tests 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are In
vited. Good musle and seats free.

There will be a Spiritual meeting at 
2:80 each Sunday, at Smith Hall, Wis
consin and' Lambee streets. German 
and English speaking by Mrs. W. Hil
bert and Mr. Berntiart.

Spiritualistic services wijl be held ev
ery Sunday afternoon at 2:45 p. m., 
1453 N. Springfield avenue. Tests at 
4 o’clock prompt. Wa, Fitch Ruffle, 
medium.

Garden City Spiritual,Alliance bolds 
regular meetings at Mapkinaw Hall, 
No. 294 nnd 290 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock, Spirit 
messages, Tests in telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor. '

The Gross Park Spiritual Society 
meets at 1785 N. Hoyne avenue, every 
Sunday evenipg at 8 o’clock.

Tl>e South Chicago True Spiritualist
Society meets every.Sunday evening at 
7:30 at 8927 Exchange avenue, instead 
of Eigenman’s Hall.

The Christian Spiritual Society hold 
meetings in Hygela Hall, 404 Ogden ave
nue, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah 
Thomas conducts. . -

TESTIMONIAL.

B. F. Poole:—
43 Evanston Ave., Chicago, Illu

Your melted pdbble spectacles are 
wonderful, I can» see to thread a finq 
needle and can read with comfort, Atfd 
my ayefc are i getting stronger. Y*our  
clairvoyant system-.'of fitting iS'perfOe- 
tlon. I am, your friend,

' MRS, L. E. MARTIN.
Blairsville, Pa. ’> ,

For ten cents we will send by mall, a 
4-os package of my Magnetized Com
pound. for 6<yre o& Wbak eyes. • Oace 
used -you WUl.hot.f be without it. * Ad- 
4resqi i;> /t* -IB/r. POOLE & CO.,

43 Evanston arenue, Chicago, 111, -
"Principles of Light and Color.” By 

E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A' truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
Whom Spiritualists should delight t0 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient tefiArch into Na
ture’s finer forties nre here gatheiitfd 
and made amenable to tho Vfoll-beibg of 
humanity. Medical men ¿specially, and 
scientists, general raaders and students 
of OOcult foree? will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest, a large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates.’ 
For sale at thfe office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It Is a wonderful Wor]t and 
will be delighted with Jt.

‘'M&nslirs Almanac of Planetary 
teorology." almanac makers’ 
weather foreasters' gpide and new
tern of scienee for 1000 is now for

you

Me
ant! 
sys-

—.. sate 
at this office; prtee-25 cents. This is 
the 25th annual almanac issued by R. 
Manslll, Rock Island, Ill. It is one of 
the most InterestiM and Instructive an
nual publications along the lino of tho 
planetar^ science pow published; and is 
far more explicit In relation to the 
movements of the heavenly Bodies and 
the effect produced bpon our earth. 
You need this Book.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. JB. RICHMOND, 

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago.
E>0Um> IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 

t0?**. “1.11» S?0 P®^- ™> splendid 
_________  book lust Issued, contains nineteen fall Temple loo- 
The Englewood Spiritual Union So- cr^oCvS^

' " - ’ at Forbes’। jeork-It contain« all th. old TempleToctures ls«u»d
- in 1892, end three others on tho Humax Born, which

eto alone worth the pile, of the book. This wonder- 
I-“1 HLS" Svangollst of Science awl

to any address. For sal, <t this (mdml ' . ,

clety meets every Sunday at Forbes’ .> 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought nnd medi
ums of note iri charge.

Church of the JStar of ‘Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m.-, ■ conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Truth Seekers meet át the Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon, at-3 
o’clock. : . . .

The Chicago Liberal Society is a non
sectarian association for the encourage
ment of morality, thé-promótion of edu
cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and the inculcation 
of truth in the plaee and stead of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 

; of. thé society are held every Sunday 
morning at 11 o’clock in Corinthian 
Hall, Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
áre in charge of Thomas ' B.' Gregory. 

-You are cordially invited to attend the
‘.same.. • -- :: ' :? • •' _ ’ -

The Avenue Spiritualists Society will 
meet at 29T9 WabaSh avenue, corner 
80th street, every Sunday, afternoon at 
2:45 o’clock, parry J. Moore, pastor.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public hails,.

Bear in mind that only meetings held 
in public halls will be announced under 
the above head. We have -i rt space to 
keep standing notices of meetings held 
at private residences.

. '“Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon:

. -TN THE- - ,

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
.. A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF 

Basultb of reoent scientific research regarding 
' origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From the German of • -

DB. LUDWIG BUCHNER,

tbo

Author of "Force and Vatter," Essays on Nature hod - 
Sctensc," ‘Thjffolortcal Pktures," "Six Lee

' tores onDarwin".Eto. •

‘.‘The great mystery of cxistcneo eonslrta in perpet- 
ualand uninferrepted cbtage./Evcrythingls Immor
tal and Indestructible—thtt smallest worm as well as 
the most enormotB-of the- celestial bodies,—the sand 
grata .er tho water drop is well as the highest being In 
treation, man and.'.hli thoughts. Only the forms in 
which being manifests iteflf arc changing; but Being 
rtGvlf remains eternally the nmc and rmptrisbablo 
when we die wo doiiot lose ourselves, but only out 
pe?*onal  senBctaWhe».*  ift’eltvo ontn nature, fnont 
taeo, incur children, in onr deeds, In our thoughts— 
In rtort. Iff the entire mlterlnl and physical contribu
tion which, dnrifigiour short personal existence, wo' 
L'^refurnished tothesulhiEtonceof mankind and of 
’‘rtureingtaeraJ.T^-BtM'chner.

jne vol., post sroi*  about 350 pages, vcllcna cloth, ai.

<> S’i’S’THE

Worilri’s ^Sixteen Saviors,
- 1- -OR- '

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY CRAVES.

REQUIREMENTS*.
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading' 

symptom, fun name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
Box 133. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
PftychometrlBt aad Healer. Headtega by band-writing 
or Pbotp 41,00. Three reasonable questions answered 
fur25ols. Address54 H. 62ndave., Chicago, 111.

NEW DREAM BOOK.
By DB. R. OBEER, 63 Dearborn at., Ohloaco, III. 26 
oenU . . ■ • sliI,

OHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy Astrologer and Clairvoyant. 

..fiend >g6, color of eyes and hair, in own handwriting. 
Address GEO. WELLES, Box Ifo, Newark, N. J, 551

YOUR FUTURE
87Cperq House Block, Denver, Col. From #1,00.

WM. W. ABER.
Readings by mall, ,1.06. Advlee on all aSnlra oflltc.
Spring HUI, Kana. 335
———i—r—— ----------------- —.. .—... .. . --------

Geo. F. Perkins, Emaline Perkins, 
Platform and Private Test Medium«, 8358 Cottagft 
Grove ove., flat 14,Chicago. Circles Friday. Reading! 
daily. v 589tf

lfR8. B. J. HANSON, TRANCE MEDIUM, 76
J1L Bingham St., near Milwaukee tv, car barns. 655

FOR RENT.—Desirable rooms fronting the lake, 
near Grand Hotel. Terms reaeonabie, Address

Abbie E. Olmstead, Lily Dale, N. Y. 556

rpEST READINGS. 15 eta. for 80 days. Mrs.‘Eliza- 
X beth E. Barney, No, 85 Quimby at., Grand Ruplds, 
Mich. . 554.

FOCO-MAGNET "o^'ult.'” 
FocalizattoD and Concentration neoesAary to develop
ment. Tfils pew invention makes this possible In 
light or dark sittings, fient with full mitructious for 
50 cents. In stamps, portal order or other suitable way. 
Addreh DR. T, WILKINB, 54 N. 62nd av.,Chicago. Ill,

FRED P. EVANS,

The Well-Known Psychic
For Slate-Writing, Etc.,

Give« spancea dally at bla office. The Occult Book 
fltoro. 108 W. 42ud bl, M Y. City. Send etamp for 
clrtular on medlumahlp. and catalogue ol book,.

$2—TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two and three sec

tion, 95 In, high—magnetized when desired—12 on re- 
celffi Of prlfiO. Address WM. A. MURRAY, 503 E. 2nd 
FJb. Newport, Ky. • til

Myiclieurcd, I will gladly Inform Any one addicted tS 

Morphine;. Opium, Laudanum, 
OV Cocaine, 9*  a never-lfiling harm lea. Home Cure. 
Mus. M. E. Baldwin. P. O. Box 1212, Chicago, Ill.

MRS,MTOGI§WftlT&
Reading bymall. «1.06. Business advice especially. 

904b. Crousoave., Syracuse,N. Y. 556

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, tbo only pe'ychlo wonder living, 

that ures the spiritual X-ray without any leading 
symptom to Aad locates all Internal diseases 
A trial 'will convince you. Nervous exhaustion ana 
lost vigor of bush «Ques «uecessfally tirratea, ai hun
dreds cap testify.' Bind name, age, «ex, complexion 
|nd ten cents 1n stamps, and ricelve a correct dlagao- 
Hi of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Loch Box 7. Stoneham. Mass.

TALMAGEAN INANITIES.
Ineonffruitles, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies. (
A review ot Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank Dc< 

Witt Talmage’S oft-repeated attacks upon Spiritual- 
tsm. By Moses Hull, For sale at this office. Price 
W cents;

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
Au institute of refined Therapeutics, inclndlogthc 

Bun Cure, VIUI Magnctirtn, -Electricity, Hind Cure, 
an4 * higher sole»«« of life. Chamlcal affinity aud 
basic principles developed with their marvelous ap
plications. Student« in four continents have taken the 
course. Tho college la chartered and confen the de
gree of D.M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
Printed auctions students tan take the courae and 
receive tho diplomas at their own home«. Institution 
removed to 68 N. 3rd ban Jose, Cal. Diplomas of 
uiftOrpajxM beauty ¿ranted. Send stamp for cat»- 
6gue to E. D. BABBITT. M. D„ LL. D., Dean. 441tf

DR. J, S. LOUCKS
For thirty year« baa treated and cured the rick in all 
parts of the United-State« and Canada Thousands 
bare bion cured .after belnfc given up to die. HI« 
psychic powewaro unequaled, as bl« cures prove. 
Talkdoean’t proye anything; Facta aroaroof. He 
also cureM dlseai«« of meivauchaa Jos« of manhood, 
debilitating lowee eaustng wtoiu exhaustion, Send 
name, age, sex, lock of hair,-fl eta in for a di
agnosis. Address, ,

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, Mb D., ,
85 Warren st.. Stoneham. Maas.\

Card from Ann ie Lord Chamber- 
• lain, ■-■

Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for my 
blind sister. Jennie L. 'Wcbb.QDe of the earliest me
diums now intbe form, by writing a letter to. a spirit 
friend. Send R to me with 11, and I will try anaget 
reply by Independent writing-or whisper«. Address 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford, Masa. . S31tf

I • • ~ . X.
New and FtarfHnp revelations !n religions history 

which dipclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 1 
principles precepts and mltaclcaof-the Christian Now 
Testament, and furnishing akey for unlocking many ' nf Its OflArt'rt mvefnrlM bn-t.lnB .u_ nr:

The author shows à wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with ------------------- ------------ -----
many brief narratives and/anecdotes oi Iu Sa£!cd mysteries, boiWcs-comprising the His 
which render the book more ihfnroctincr toryof fiisteto-Oricntal-Cnjclfiod Guds.’ This won-’ wuiLU rcuuei tue wuk more interesting dcrfuland exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
ana more easily comprehended. It is takehigh rank as a book-of-reference.in the field 
especially adapted tor use in Children’s
Lyceum, in tne bands of mothers and varied information contained In it must hare been Be- 
teachers It may be màde verv useful ■'vere andMduona lnd(wd,ah(l now that It is In tuck. Vnnnff nrid nl/wlll hn U . ÇanvenjehUhapc, the swdeht of tree tbemght will not
xoung ana_oia win De oenented by it iyiiitojiy anowit to-ge out of print, - Dot the book is 
Cloth $L For sale at this office. W »Jeansa mere collation of news or statistics;

* y‘Hnlliw»pnTrI(> ARtrnlnav nr yuaonriH«!« taronpont Its.entire conno tbc anthor—as wlUbe neiioceuinc Astrology or Essentials pen hi, tiuo-PKe.oM oUpter-h.uJF-tono». » 
of Astronomy and Solar Mentality, aaflnitellneof research and argument lo the dote, 
with Tabïes of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
WiV.” By Yawno Vedrà.- For sale at >vviMa«4eorrect*d.TStiiportrSW«8sar.
'is office. Price, SL50, futa*«  m wnta. Areals ai

TRUTH AND DESTINY 
Deals with thé bidden forcer of mind and tbo in- 
Jhrcnes of environment upon human life. Gives > 
contrast of thé destiny of one who oiled out intbe 
darkness for the light be vainly sought, and the desti
ny of anotDer who found tie radiance within. It re
veals the laws and conditions which create happiness 
and indicates the path which leads to the attainment 
of Self-Mnirtcry and Power. Price 25 cents,

. URIEL BUCHANAN,
• Dept. P. T., Box 210, Clilcgo, 111. . 544«

Children’s Progressive Lyoeom.
A manual, with direction« for tho trganizatlon and 

management of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Darla, . Somcthtne indispensable, rr.ee 50 cents.

THE RELATION ~
Of ‘hoCPlritEal to tbo Material Universe; and tfag 
Law ôf Gonttcû. New edition, enlarged aoa revteod. VM.FsradQ. -Price 15 cents. e. .

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays. -

By Charles Bradlengh. With the story of bls life 
as told by himself, and tbo history of his parliamen
tary struggle. With portrait, paper, 50c. •

WOMAN: FOUR CENTUh’IES OF 
' PROGRESS. '

. A Lecture delivered at tho Freethinker « Inter» 
national C'iDprcss, Chicago, HL,-OcvoBtr. 18DX By 
Sushn H. Wixon. Price, 10c. •

THE GOD IDEA
, OF THE ANCIENTS, 

Or Sex In.BclIglon. By Elisa Burt G.mbt.i. '*it  Is a 
aenalble, qulat. .logical statement ot oplhlon, deduced 
at.time, curiously from statist lea which mlahtbo. 

,open.to doubi; and never tor a moment aenaatiouaiur 
revolutionary.—Chicago Herald..- SW pages, large 
type, cloth bound. Price »246. For tale at thisotBco

^4T2Wn*ic Tw-.tfZ nwiwuOn lââSèêiÎïâSifiE

PSYCHE
Is the invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
Sulduncc, aud Is designed to develop mediumship, 

itruy, by Ju use, have received long communion*  
Wqus from spirit friends, and express great satlsfac*  
tiOn. Price. «1, and 20 cents extra for expreisaga. 
For «ale at the office of Tub PnouBEaBiVETiiiNKKB^.

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. CsrrloE. S. Twlng, medium. 
This ha very interesting little book, and will heap*  
prfeejated from start to tlnlih by all Who wish to gain 
spiritual Information. Price 23 eta. For sale at this 
office.

OUTSIDE THE CATES 
and other tales and »ketches. By a baud ol spirit In
telligences, through the mediumship otMary Theresh 
Bhelhamcr. An excellent work. Price, ,1.00. For 
sale at tbla omce.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

By Dr. Paul Carns. A translation made from Japan» 
ese, under tb§ auspices of tho Rev. filisku fioyer,dele» 
rate to tho Payllafoauttf Religions. Wde published 
luJftjrkp. Price,IJ.OQ. For stilb at this office,

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davfo. A highly interesting 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage Q cents. For sale at 
this office.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Bev. Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Bavlor. 
»grand and noble men. Price ,1.00.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something you should 
read. Price 60 cents. For sale at this offico.

TWO IN ONF
A COMBINATION OF 

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL,

This highly instructive and Interesting work Is a 
Combjmdion Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull's 
Slendli works. By this arrangement the cost is suck 

at tho reader Is enabled to secure the two books 
comh'.'itri at tho Jame price as was formerly asked 
for ttonn separately. Thia volume contains 462 pages 
and Is hsndsomely bound in cloth, and contain/, an ex
cellent |K)«jalt of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a caitifu!comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit 
ualiem. No book of the century has made so many 
convernto Modern Spiritualism as this. The authors 
atm, ftUhfully to compare the Bible with modern 
phenopiana and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of numsn- 
Units moral tendency: the Bible Doctrine of afijel 
mmlstiu; the-spirltual nature of man, and the objec
tions of larodto Spiritualism, are ail considered in the 
light ol the Bible, nature, history, reason aud common 
senso, Hid expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It is a moat able production, and 
1» a Perfect storehouse of facts for those who with 
todefeod Spiritualism, or find argument*  against th*»  
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE SL FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

man’themlcrocosm .’
m. Intillite anj UIvlM Relation., Intuition—The 

light Within. By Giles B. Subbtns. Price, 10c.

KftREZZfl.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAGE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D;
Karexta makes a plea for a better birthright ft» 

children, and alms BJead Individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through most eacrea re
lations. It la pure In tone and olQ.aad should ba 
widely cLvculated. Price. clo»h. .

ASTRAL WORSHIP.
By J. H. H11L M. D. A valuable contribution to tba 

current discussion of religious problems. The author 
by illustrations and aplantsphere (a representation of 
tno celcatfin sphere upon o plane with adjustable cir
cles), traces most of the myths which ilo at the base 
of Christianity id tbelrorlgln in sun and rtar worship. 
The astronomical facts given possess great value, tho 
Illustrations rare and curious. The book Is bound In 
only one style—heavy boards. Price el. Forsa'eat 
this office.

Superstition In all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
ARoman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years in France, wholly abjured religious 

.dogmas, and asked God's pardon for having taught tho 
Christian religion. Ho left this volume as nil last 
will and testament to his parishioners and to the 
World. Translated from the French original by MIm 
Anna Knoop,
'Post 8vo., 889 page®, with portrait Cloth, il.00| 

postage, K oanU. ■

“The work of tho honest pastor is the most curious 
^nd the most powerful thing of the kind that tbc last 
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire bad re« 
serves, but Jeon Mssller had none. He keeps nothing 
back; and ;et, after ail. the wonder is not that there 
should have been ono priest who left that testimony at 
bls death» hut that all nrtasts do dol”—Junes Parton

EVOLUTIONISM^
A Series of Illustrated, Lectures 

i Upon the ■
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS

IN THE UNIVERSE.
BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND,

Prie«, cloth. 11.25. For sale al thia office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

. Bow to reach that altitude where spirit Is supreme 
and all things are subject io It. By Moaes Hull. ¡*rico  
in cloth. 40 cents: paper 25 ets. For Bale at this office. 

Apocryphal New Testament 
Being all tbc Gospels, Epktles, and other pieces 

now extant, attributed Id the first four centuries to 
Jesus Christ, his apostles and their companions, and 
not included In the New Testament by its compilers. 
Cloth, 81.50. For sale at this office. .

VOLTAIRE’yOMANCES.
A New Edition, Profusely lUusfraleA

,lI choose that a story should bo founded on' prob
ability, and not always resemble a dream.. I desire to 
find nothing In It trivial or extravagant; and I dealro 
above all, thatnndor tho appearances ot fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to tho discern
Ing oyc, tbbugh 2 escape the observation ot the 
vulgar."—Voltaire. .

654

(Tpiy T, 1000. \

dlunniioIlB, Ind.

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
, AND

Obsession Cured.
Special Attention Given to

Nervous Ailments.
Astonishing Cures of Disease, 

Physical and Mental, 
Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science

Readings find business advice, by mail, 
61.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-oent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.
.*£2,  Ml’ nev.c,r taown » more competent, rellebl*  end truthful medium for the Spirit world thou Chu. 
Wxller Lynu. Jo,. Kodb. Bi/ouLxK.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
___________ Oakland, Cali.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. Ono and Two 
Cures all forme ot stomach, liver aad kidney diseasei 
also constipation. A sure cure for that tired, worn-oui 
feeling. Guareuteed toannlsi your ay-stem to health 
mohth 5erutfoMi.00° BU“C"Ul ,1U‘ullty fOr on’ 

Ope package of our Magnetized Compound for eora 
eyas pr poor eyesight. Has baeii used and praised by 
CbonaanUs In all parts of the world. Sent fo> 60 ctntA 
of a|l three sent postpaid tn ei.oo, with Yarma’i 
pnoto aud instructions bow Lo live jin years.

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Return lost virion. Write ior Illustrated Circular» 

show ug stylo»« atjd prices and photo of Spirit Vanna. 
Who tieieloped tbi« clairvoyant pdwer In fite. I emj 
adjust my Mrlted Pebble Hpectaclos »» perfectly to 
your eyes lu your own boine as If you were lumy 
office, af thousands can testify, fiend EUiinpfor photo. 
B. F. POULB (c CO.. 48 Evanston av.. Chicago, 111^

Reed City Sanitarium and Private 
Hospital, A. B. Spinney, M. D.,Prop.

S
t eight oonsuitlns physicians md surgeons; pro» 
ia! nurnefi, ateam nout, electric light. Obeapeat 
rium for the Bceofomodations in tho world, 
, medical attendabco, ouraisg, baths, maasaga 
electrical treatment all for tip A WEEK. OmM 

diagnosed free and treated at a distance by correanon*  
denoa, Prlue*  reiuouable. fiend roar name aud ad- 
drew with stamp to REED CITY bANITARTUM, ,

Heed City, MLuhlgan. *

SPECIAL OFFER.
Free Diagnosis by Psychic Power.
We cure diseases that are called incurable, by ou 

new and .original Method, of personal and absen 
treatment. Write for our ten day special oiler. Fre 
diagnosis in every'ca^c. Uurfacnlty consists of the 
best healers in the country, Our cures are qnkk aud 
permanent. Agents wanted k) leprcaent our school 
of Science, for our practical mail i-ennses on Hypno*  
tUm. Clairvoyance. Magnetic Healing, etc, Tbe&o 
are easy lesson courses ano hUI deve)o|»t you.

tipeciul Offer:-To Introduce our easy lesson 
codrsea, we will bv way of advertisement, send our 
regular ten dollar (flO.OUi Course for two dollars i<2.00^ 
embracing auy one of the at>ovu ||ran<*hes  of aelenco. 
Courses beautifully typewritten, and a diploma will 
be granted to kll Mho pan our cxunilnallon afle> 
taking our lessons. Wc guarantee satisfaction. He 
member tbc S2 price Is limited w a short time only. 
Wu want agents everywiere. write for terms.

REV. CHAR1.ES L. AINSWORTH, Pres.
CHARLES A. MITCHELL. fiec‘y.

Cuntral School of Science, 34. 35, 35 Talbott Blk., In*

CONVENT CRUELTIES
Is (be title of a 32 page pamplikt by B*  nry A.Sullivan, 
ex-monk, which Is a sori of pros]M><*tu«.  or advanco 
portion of a larger work to )>e puhlMied under the 
same title as soon as the sale of the smaller work 
provides the funds therefor. Bohldue the hUroduc- 
tlon tbc pnmpblet dlscuBscr "How GIrk Become the 
Brides ot Christ—A peep Into the Convent." "Tbo 
Convent Horror—A Sworn Statement,” ’Taking tho 
Veil.” etc. Its tales are thrilling. Send IOC In silver 
fo Henry A. Sullivan; 1178 W. Adama at. Chicago, for 
sample copy. 554

Lolley’s Beautiful Songs 
For Public Meetings and 

the Home.
VOLUME ONE

Contains the following spngt with music:
I m tblaklng, dear mother, of you. We miM our 

boys at borne. The land of the bye and bye. The 
?>od times yet to be. The land beyond the star«.

bey are waiting at the portal. When the dear ones 
gather at heme. Resting und«r the daisies. The 
grand jubilee. My mother's tender eyes. Dear heart 
dome home. Come In some beautiful dream. Where 
the roBBt never fade. In heaven we'll know our own.

VOLUME TWO ■’
Contains 15 mw and. beautiful songs, suited to the*  
homo circle, seances, local meetings. masB-meetiag*,  
conventions, anniversaries and jubilees. They eomd 
prise an excellent variety of poems set to easy har
mony and ought to «ell readily. These books are 15cti.
•ach; the two for 80eu. For sale at this office.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All’s Right with the World." Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct succesi with 
“All's Right with tho World," which continues in tbc ' 

. front rank of the Metaphysical books that are noi^ so 
popular. Theg’-eat number who bare jeen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by th.fl wise teacher whose words of help arc doing so 
much k> nake the world better by making men and * 
women MUer able to understand and enjoy It.

, “Discovery of a Lost Trail”
Ina simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be in demand by many .who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price tI-50. For s&lo at 
this office. - •

The Soul of Things
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By 
Wm, and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A marvelous 
work. Though conciso as a text book Kis as fascin
ating bb a work of fiction. The reader will be amazed 
to see the curious facts here combined in-support of 
thia power of the human mind, which will resolve a- 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
as day, and throw light oh all subjects now obscured 
by time. Price (1.50. For sale at this office.

In three volumes, cloth bound, <1.50 each. '

..ia.'frE:rr8: "Tl10 White Bull,” a Satirical Bomanee, 
“Zadlg, or Fate," an Oriental History! "The Sage ana 
the.Atheist-," "The Princes, ot Babylon-," “The Man 
ot Forty Crowns;” "Tho Huron, Or Pupil of Nature;” i 
"Mlcromcgas," a Satire on Mankind; "Tbo World m 
it Goes;" "The Black and tho Whites” “Momnon, the 
Philosopher;" “Andre Des Touches at Slam;" "Bab- । 
&bcc; ‘ The Study of-'Nature;” *‘A Conversation 
withaXhlnesc;" "Plato’s Drcam;” "A Pleasure In 
Having no Pleasure:" "An Adventure ta India;” 
‘‘Jeannot and Colin;1' "Travels of Scarmcntado;” 
The Good Brahmin;" “The Ttvo Comforters;" "An» t 

, clent Faith and Fable.”. . . J
1 »..One rolume, post Bvo, 480 pages, trlth portnit and 82 

iHuatrationo. Extra, vellom cloth, 11.50; postage, 
IScente. . .. .

i

J *Volta!r6's  satire was keen and Une-Minted as a 
, rapier."—Maga,Inc of Am. History.

. - -A <IoHghttnl reproduction, unlue aaliefteshlng." 
|—Borton commeawoanb. -

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
1 . Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve,

By Lola -Watabwker. Tbla la » ncrel written with a 
purpoeo to improve the hitman nee: to mold the tn- 

1 gg»»®

TU6 GRffitS^e*  
Question W. Coleman, yj. Spf 11 pri -S. Loveland,Hudson ubuluU Tuttle, Moses Hull,
J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill,‘Rabbi I. M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir< 
its say about it. By

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Whether this book mUIb« the question or not, ij 

Will be found eminently entertaining, end brings ta. 
(ether b mass of evideneo to establish the hlrtcrlcal 
character of Jesus. A large volume, cloth, »1.25. For 
tale at this office. .

“—TALLEYRAND'S '
LETTER TO THE POPE.

Th!« work will bo found especially interesting to «11 
who would desire to make a study ot Bomanlrtnaaa. 
the Bible. The historic facta .UM, andtheke 
scathing review of .Hornish Ideas and rr~~tlMHho 
ottetdayan. Price, sc. BoldUtblaotm,

Î1
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children in spirit life.
TUB Condition in Spirit Lile oí Little GlUldrcn, SAD BEFLEGTIONS.

and TH61r Growth to Maturity

I have quoted you can find in the

A. H. NICHOLAS.of it. ■

this dying out of hun-

?

call special attention to The

Arena, Vol. 14, No. 71, page 228. I have 
quoted and condensed about one-fourth

communicants, 
creasing faster 
population.

“What means

starve and die, and the higher state 
which will teach the children of earth 
the true language of the skies and the 
parents of earth the true ministration 
of heaven.

Crime goes on in- 
than the Increase of

Spiritualists are charged with false
hood and unfair dealing against the 
churches, which qeeds proof to make 
it good. The truth is worse than we

have sought to perpetuate the individ
ual human existence upon the earth.

“In my Father’s house there are many 
mansions; I go to prepare a place for 
you.” . ■ • •

“See that you harm not one of these 
little ones, for their angels do always 
behold the face of the Father which is 
in heaven." .

"Suffer little children to come unto 
me and forbid them not, fbr of such is 
the kingdom of heaven."

It is estimated that scarcely one-fifth 
of the human family reach maturity, 
perhaps the real percentage is even 
less. Most of these pass away either in 
Infancy or childhood. We know that 
when the apple-orchards are all adrift 
with bloom not one per cent pf those 
blossoms probably will ever reach frui
tion. Still nature is prodigal of her 
blossoming and gives abundant fruit
age for the season. We know that of 
all the buds that come forth in nature 
there are only à. certain number des
tined to reach perfect growth, The 
floriculturist prunes his rose-trees that 
there may not be over-blossoming; and 
all the fruitage of the earth, in its high
est cultivation, is produced under sim- 
liar processes of pruning.
■ Nature is prodigal, but is also kind, 
and while a nation like the Chinese is 
liable to become over-crowded for a 
while in being separated from the rest 
of mankind the majority of the human 
race need not fear over-population, al

. though it has .been a serious subject of 
’discussion. There are natural cata
clysms that sweep away the super
abundance of the human race, aud, un
til human beings are better trained and 
more generous, there will be pestijencè, 
famine and floods and every kind of 
seeming disasters to take away the 

. surplus population. It Is beneficent 
that It should be so. Still at the pres
ent time the earth probably could sup
port a very much larger number of 
people. But the impetus to life must 
be accounted as having an ultimate 
purpose and, if it is true, as we main
tain, that only a certain number of 
souls can find ex-presslqn on a given 
planet, then of course everything must 
be arranged with the view to the ulti
mate as well as to the Intermediate con
ditions.
.■ As you find yourselves, however, in 
human life, these little ones are loaned 
to the household and many of them 
pass out in infancy, or in early cblld- 

- hood, or before they reach youth or, 
maidenhood, or before they reach ma
turity. So it has been the great study» 
•of many scientists, how to prevent 
children from dying. Just as' it has 
been the-great study with a great many 
people, who ought to have done some
thing better, to prevent grown-up peo- 
pie from dying. You are aware that 
the “elixir of life,” the “fountain of 
perpetual youth," which was the dream 
of Americus Vespucius and many oth
ers, has, in a measure, been in the 
minds of nearly every great philosopher 
and every great sect for all ages, who

The Condition of Orthodox 
Churches in America.

have expressed It. Some of their own 
great leaders paint the churches in 
stronger colors than Spiritualists have 
done. Let them tell their own tale, 
and we will hear It. I will quote from 
one of their own fraternity and give the 
following brief extract from an essay 
by Rev. W. A. Evans, of Malden, Mass. 
This we regard as high authority, 
which shows the status of orthodox 
churches iir America and makes pages 
of true history. The essay from which

&
S A

The majority of people say: "Oh, we 
do not mind when those who are aged 
pass on; it seems most suitable that' 
they should pass on with their ripened 
years and earthly experience; or even 
In middle age. but it seems cruel and 
unkind that little children should pass 
on, should suffer and die.” Some peo
ple find great rebellion rising up In 
their hearts when their children pass 
away. They consider it an especial act 
of cruelty that their children should 
pass on. Of course these are all condi
tions of imperfect growth.

We consider that the great supera
bundance of family life under certain 
Conditions and the fact that the per
centage is so small of those who reach 
maturity are, not only Synonymous 

.with similar conditions in nature, 

.which analogy holds good, but that 
there is specific intention and purpose. 
In certain states of human existence 
procreation Is, of course, abundant; In 
other states, where the mental aud oth
er faculties are more employed there is 
not so great a tendency to genesis. But 
in all instances the lives that come into 
existence have especial places. When 
they cease to exist upon the earth do 
you think they have no place In the be
yond? . . -

Spirit existence being true, and spirit 
preceding matter makes all the differ-, 
cnee in the world in the view of this' 
question.' If these “little ones" have 
no spirits, then, of course, they pass 
back to the dust; and the. materialist 
might complain that they do not grow 
up," because all the materialist knows 

. of life Is that which is manifest in one 
" human existence here. But If it is true,- 

• that spirit precedes the body, as it must
In order that there shall be a body; If 
it Is true, that every little life, even ev
ery life that does not see the’light .of 
day reaps a.spirit‘existence, then much 
of the grief,' much of the deep sorrow 
passes with reference to children going 
on to spirit life. With all their usual 
terror of death It Is a remarkable-fact, 
that In the Romish church the children, 
If properly baptised, are considered bet- 
te.roff in the other world than here be

.....cause they are safe, they are not sub-'
. ject to temptation.

There is a story prevalent about the 
Hindoo woman who plunges her babe 
into the Ganges, which Is that Its life, 
may be saved unto Brahma. But the. 
true story Is this: It Is not the living 
babe the mother so sacrifices, but you 
are aware, that there Is in that coun
try no Interment, but there is crema- 
tlon, which. of course, is perfectly 
proper as a sanitary measure. . The 
poor, however, are not always able to 
afford the price and the expense of the 

• necessary accompaniments of this -kind 
of disposition of the dead; so sometimes

mingling of the two states, and their in the family, “We are seven, live on and harmony with the great universal 
similarity spiritually, makes it quite earth and two in heaven." In that purpose that that life shall be there In
as necessary that there shall be chll- household the .links had not been sev- stead of having more growth in the hu- 
dren in spirit life as here. ered; in that household there was uni- I man form; having work to do there,

If you retained all of your children, If I ty; and the religion that Could exalt having ministrations to perform, hav- 
there were not oue vacant chair, if all them beyond the deserted clay into the ing something to fulfill not Included, 
the clothes and playthings had been companionship of the skies was a sue- possibly, in-your present knowledge, • 

’ I used up and broken, if you did not put cess. ¿ . Now, this being true, the fruition of
I them away carefully in memory of More than thirty years ago your pres- I life comes there as here, though not in 

some little life that was taken out of ent speaker knew- a little girl whose the same way. This bud, that would
I your midst, if all your children grew up mother was very orthodox, a strict con- have been under other circumstances

'' in the usual routine of your home ex- ‘formlst to all the' ceremonials of the more perfect, becomes unfolded there
A I An+nro RAllvArpri thrnticrh the Mediumshio’ of Mrs. «stehce, how much thought would you church. The little girt visited a friend in ^perfection. Those blossoms thatA Lecture ueiivereq llirougll. UIU ivicuiuinonip mi iviio. . t0 the next gtep o£ ]jfe, -t0 this where your speaker was staying and pass from earthly Ufe seemingly before

Oam I V Rtrhmnnri world of which we are talking? Of they became very much attached to each expansion find.^xpression in the spirit
void u> ». lAiviiuiMiiu. : : . course when the aged went on you other. Nothing was ever said about states, and possibly more congenial

----------  • ’ ; would think of them in their new- spirits or spirit life, hut the love of the surroundings than here. You cannot 
a native woman makes a light'raft or found conditions, but you would say: child and the oiie standing before you hypothecate what the life would have 
ark of rushes, reeds or ■ canes . and I "Qfi, they have arrived at the age when ,for each other was marvelous. The lit- I been had it stayed here; but you can 
twines It around with flowprs for the ;t is suitable to pass on," and the grow- tie girl saw spirit?, ¿nd she would say know, that having passed, that life is 
needed decoration,, then puts ,the little I ;ng children would occupy all your I to-her mother: “Mamma,-I saw my lit- not a failure, not abortive, has not been 
body upon this and allows it to float time, thought and attention. But like tie brother last night, and he told me a in vain and finds ample expansion and 
out on thè river to the sea to be cared the minor notes in music, that one great niany things, The mother was exercise for Its powers.
for by the gods. It is a most pathetic pause in life when the' little form is displeased, and instead of encouraging _ “Do they have to learn," you ask, 
and interesting scene. A soft chant ac- hushed to rest and'when, like a waxen I these gifts she spoke harshly to the earthly things, as they do here 
companies this kind of burial, when or marble imageit Is laid away in the child. But the visions went on, and through coming in contact with earthly 
unto the river-god the mother bestows casket, when the children come ..in every time she would tel her-mother existence?” We answer: They do not 
the child that cannot be given the too bringing flowers, when you are obliged that she had seen her little brother the have to learn of earthly things in that 
expensive rites and ceremonies of the to explain to them, and to know some- mother would punish her. She was a state; they learn of spiritual things. 
Brahmin or Buddhistic sepulture, thing to tell the other children, when fair, delicate, fragi e child,- endowed The r purpose and mission is to learn 
This Is, in fact, what she belles: That nature opens a new chapter to you and with the gift of seeing, still the mother spiritual things and impart it to those 
the kind river god and the spirits of the you are obliged to say, either that that would apt permit her to speak of the who have not the knowledge that they 
waters will take care of her darling ¿bild is blotted out of existence or that visions she saw, telling her. that she have. There is necessarily some con- 
just as well as the Brahmin, who gives It is In another and higher state; It would punish, her.until she.ceased to tact with the human state to know your 
incantations and sacrifices in the usual opens up a great chapter of human ex- see the v's1oba Of course, out of mer- requirements. A child can read your 
flames. Perhaps something Of this lstence that never would be learned, ey to the child the visions had to be thoughts quite readily, even here, and 
kind is true ot .every mother heart; she that never ean be learned In any other taken away, and the sepses over a d discern what Is passing beneath the 
trusts her darling, wherever it has wfly, unless it is the child life that goes hem with that which--was permissible surface and when the body Is removed 
gone, to Infinite love. She knows that dut of your midst, out of your hearts. In the mother’s religion, Of course the the child can-understand your needs, 
somehow and somewhere if she loves oh! there Is great Instruction in an mother was sincere; he mother heart You may take an intuitive child In 
her child it will be hers. - empty cradle, great instruction in the could not have pqssibly brought Itself earth-life and however much the

But you must think of the great num- toys and playthings that will not play to pun sh the chib? if sbeibad not been, mamma may hide her ears and turn
ber of loveless lives, of the great num- themselves, and great instruction in But when the Great ^wakener comes, away when she Is in grief his child un-
ber of children who are not the ac- that mother-love that crowds back her when the fin“! rev,eplmwn .shows to her demands that something Is the ma ter
knowledged children of any one, of the I own grief in order that she may teach I Bttle boy wgsfvjsitlng bls sis- with mamma. If not yeiy intuitive,
great number of those who would be these other little darlings whatever has ter dally and tryit)^ tp-.make her, ako, the child speaks about it, if very intul- 
orphaued.if they stood upon the earth, I come to her of knowledge concerning understand his presence, how great will five the child tries silently to comfort 
of the Ilves of those In penury, want, the other life. If there has nothing he the remorse; v (h„t I the mamma in every possible way. Re-
crlme and misery in the crowded cities. I come to her, God pity her and them. If e on'y *el1 you.-.J?“* el'nnf tlme seu®e
You take uj> any paper at this time of tlie gap closes with a heavy thud, like „SJeJL»?UI a1?*  c? 1, 8111 ?,eaSer ¡2
the year and you will read of benevo- the sound of the earth on the coffin lid, I entered into, how these vacant Places I put bglm into-the mothei s heart, to
lent societies and institutions, of those and there is always an ache in her have been filled, how your Ilves have comfort his mind when papa is won led 
who nre eneaced in works of charity heart and the little children do not un- expanded to Include another realm, and about business and comes home wearywho feed aid dotte antgive derstand“ when "he si to o? brother™ t° know that the^ children are eared and careworn. Is not the child’s spirit
dinners to thousands aud thousands of snnken of whv thev are hushed why for and trained according to their spit- just the same as when in .the earthly Xrtmwho ZTo? oawned or chtlmed ^wme musine^- blVentSd^ ^ds in the reato ^y have en- form with all the rest.of the children? 
hv nnv bodv on ênrth In order to Wp know one ladv whose little trlrl nt I that yoji need, not feel tnnt Is not tbnt child climbing .upon his
ease the human conscience and in or- the age of nine was a beautiful and they are lonely and tumecompanicd. All knee and patting his head and givingder to elvJ^vert on fill oXtunlty I nrlmlMnc ehi d- sto had her to vs. I this should be a; gréât'comfort to your him comfort? Oh, In this expansion of
tô'èxpress their thought of charity, be- dolls «nd playthings, and companions ttoy^fofge“1 UBnti?fatters^as you togerhmìm°11ìnlnthl1s Vdmittíng of tto
^tod“or|to|UtasnySlumr TheV to re ^Md toUdrap&n^%“ Sd no^tdto your-^rthly diughU d^UgMof ¿p'lrlt existence eoldescend
Ire^theInsütutonl of ebaritv and I ta?and ktad Tto ml her was a com-1 to evel'y W* that you visit, as you I so much as to think, what will be done
every church society luis its especial Une municant- in the church, we think the ttoGioughts’tUai^ou have It'^l/d^to you' to uplift and strength-
nf Yvnrlr In thia dii'ppiínn Tn fact the I YTnltmnnnl /»hiirnTi hili nwlnff tn fi dlf- I Dl fl.ll iHC tUOuglltS. lUQ-T yQU **‘*Yc» |.|t Will Up Í0 yQU tO Upillt ,fln(L-SllCugtD

nre maimed, these who ere Ulud or nflturally wlahed her own mloleter to
crippled in any way are in excess of all speak at the funeral services.. To her «' «g«® of something mito and’ that whleh^thel need there I
other works put together. That which great horror and amazement, the mlns- ™, ha™J3““ a[¿as°n¡ta » ««J® ‘
should be done by the state is left to the ter east a shadow of doubt on the salva- L1R ma to it nos- ton» nnd fr tondii aionrdtor to tto> kw
charity of Individuals, because Individ- tlon of the little girl because she had not bftoatoattofiNot as ttore ari telcto
uals have the privilege of amassing been baptised in the church; With her “®whatever ers tore wto understand one child 
y^oÆTnM^îLl^ions'^nl Sethtoki^f; andìf Sey ari .^"but toes ^““stn^othlm
fa\or of chailtable Institutions, a d I with her idea of that little child she felt | nSpRSGUtfovs or made mes” I no croni mill of human Icnrninc inthere is much that can be said, we say the indignation of the mother heart gained as; nlessengms, or^ad^ I no gtoat mill of human Jaea™nSja

• ff°n tt3intsnh-HOlVhnmnPn[tv 'thnt'1^ '!S6 t0 tontotoch^Rto saSe of ,lfe and lovc to othel‘ clllldren hopper and expected to be ground out
of the tiue spirit of humanity, that in- gfoe walked out of that church she _ nnrth who nre less fortunate than in the same wav Because with all thestitutlonal eharity is a compromise; I waikcd out never to return. Since,, if ?“evïtis^toh a comfort: to“know that I free sehoMs whichare“a great bene
that institutional charity is a subst u e I her child, never having done'anything t) ¡ ; ilumfm parent^ think of them In I faction, in the human state there is
for the real love and beneficence of the wrong could not be In heaven, sto d d thelr worR $ ?theIr knowledÇe. I Btm tiJe especial need of every child 
htnnan lace. not )v,s11.t0 })e DeatlJ "J1.8/11? For the knowledgé gained in spirit is to which cannot be considered In the great

You leave money to de. that which great instructor in that case; for it took mlnister t0 thosc ^-jjeed; to give, of bustle and whirl of this human world, 
you should do from affection, and inter- her out of her bondage of form and what )g recelved; aHa lf there is a ten- The mother knows the difference be- 
est in the wdfaro of earhs children, ceremony into the light of the religion a ln • alrectl<ip, in science or art, tween her children; she knows the dlf- 
many noble Ives are Imbued with th s of affection. She knew that -if that t0 a/sist thoge wh0 ¿rç engaged m that I ference ln temperament and the dlffer- 
klnd of work, and they curry it foi child lived, and she believed that it wor]l As tl)e young, man who spoke ent requirements; though she loves 
ward from love of the jvoik and of dia, she would meet her In the next th h th|g ol.gaj)lsta One Sunday them all alike she understands that 
course in suchJnstances it s product- I life. It was the first step in that open evcn¿g> he fopnd.hls mission was they are different. The wise teacher 
Ive of the flowering out of the k'ghcst doorway of future life. That night she t h j those young men who were en- aiso understands It. But In the earth's 
human philanthropy. But as a rule. the was rewarded with a lovely vision Her where * th £ - aiffleultles were states and in the spirit states there is a 
endowment is simply certain conscience nttle girl came to her pressed her brow their ledgers, and who might be I yast difference; in the latter every 
money g yen out of the surplus wealth and lips and said, “Mamma l am with t¿ ted in so¿é way, so these children child has teaching according to the

In spirit sta es it is not so However grandpa and^grandma and all our flndFnmple occupation,in ministering-to need, according ^adaptation; but in
new the life, however small the begin friends, and this is such a beautiful p waifs' in the crowded cities and the competitive systems of earth the
ning, that wk ch the life was intended world into which I have entered ” See- Jn mln|sterjng to' their little brothers strongest Is foremost, wins the prizes
to express will be expressed. If the what an open doorway came to that and s|stefs when they would be tempt- and the'praises, and those who are less
babe passes out before the eart ly state woman first through grief and then d t unkind ’ word or deed of favored are left behind. The human
has even been seen there is st 11 a spir- through the shock given her by that w another; or>.ln. ministering to carrying out the false idea of what is 
itua existence, and although that spirit Lminlster s words at the funeral services I their fath'ets or mothers, or some oth- called “natural, selection;”, while In the 
existence is not fruitful In. the direc- I of her child. Had that child been bap- I er fatbers or mothers .who are lonely, spiritual selection there is what you 
tlon of earthly experience it bears its I tlsed in the usual way she would prob- who do not understand, and In helping I denominate moral hospitals for the 
blessing to the household as a spiritual ably have walked out of that church to tal[e darliugs ie?tf where they, weak, asylums for those who need 
benefaction. Many human parents with consciousness that somewhere, can mlnìè'tér also?' For this great other thenv raised letters for the blind, the 
many human mothers, and we must away off in some distant, ranknown llfe |mlf|nges upoh tliis human state all application of superficial and artificial 
say it here and now, will find their un- piace she would meet her child, but the the tlnJe. ; meang of hearIng foj. the deaf, every
born babes as ready to meet them as chfld would not have beeh here. These children' are not satisfied to go method by which you can assist the
those that have had material breath; We knew another mothef-whatever awa .nio thelr ^aiitlful homes, and weak in all directions excepting busi- 
even although the r own lives were the fathers’ experience perhaps thelr surround themselves’with the joys and ness. In business'and In work of your 
such as is the result of the Ignorance of feelings are more controlled—whose, blossomings of splijt life unless' they world the weak are trodden under foot, 
natural law and of higher ethics of life, beautiful daughter, her only child, njlnlster to those who have . not such Theology .has a good degl to dp with 
Do not believe your physician when he I passed away. She, also, had the faith I blossomings.- So when thé ' burdens of I this.. The great mordi revolution of 
tells you that there is no life in the un- of the church, we think the Presby e- llfe in. ,onr dany 'toil are suddenly this age is to assist those who are not 
born babe. ^Every beginning of life has I rian, or. the Congregationalist.. She I ufted and you say,-“I feel better now able to help themselves; if' they are 
a spirit and those spirits are yours to just as much believed that her faith than I did yesterday," over some trial I weak physically supplement their 
meet you and to minister to you when I would sustain tor in such an hour as I you ]j'aye j¿ad tátjjear: dr when sudden-1 weakness. In your system' of training, 
the time shall come. Meanwhile the she believed the sun shone, but when ln the midst of the .clouds there of competitive examination the weak 
darlings of your household, those whom the time came and her child was dead -geenls a ray df ' suhshlnb to pierce are left behind. '
you could not spare when they nursed and the body beside her she felt, the through,' no doubt It'is your darlings When the genius F-roebel by the in-
and drew tto breath of life from you, faith leaving her; just as,you have felt or somebody's darlings come, to minis- splration of the skies thought to estgb- 

. those who were with you an hour, or a the sand, on the re-action of the Incom- ter unto -you. There are kind mother- lish the wonderful “Kindergarten”
day; or a month, or ~a year, or five jng tldejJf the sea, leave -, your ‘feet. gp[rtts in these splrttdal spheres who. in-, plan, hé catee en rapport with the.
years, or ten years, or sixteen years, I She was bewildered, she was-shocked.' struct these, yôuf children, lit the ways I spirit spheres. Every child according 
these also a wait your coming. | With..all the effort ot her nature she of mfaistèrlng, and make .them messen- to the individual ; needs; every human

In spirit states such mothers as have strove to rally. She appealed to her gers Of light'unto your earth. And they being'according to tlie law of adápta
le« their darlings, here on earth care clergyman, who; preached the usual wish that yoú who have no.earthly chil- tidn. When at last your colleges and
for those who corne out of the earthly kind of sermon and gayé such comfort ¿ren ieft would, also, take charge of ’universities shall become real Institu-
state leaving their mothers here, min- l fls clergymen do' give; but it all seemed some of the little ones here who have f tions. of learning, on the plan of the
ister to them and teach them to minis- to convey no meaning to her. She was ao earthly' marents, thelr parents in spirit and the skies, there will be adap
ter to ¿their parents. What a beautiful : well nigh on the verge of insanity, al- spirit life may-be ministering to your tation. according to the needs of the stu-
thing It would be, as said In a previous though of unusually strong mind. She spirit children, and that you, also, as- dent, arid no ‘‘B. As." or “A; Ms,"
discourse, and as Is often’ .Bald -by would not accept any such result, she S|St those.who,bave nò homes to find ground out of the same treadmill, but
Ouina, if you could care for the.children hafl fully believed that her faith and homes with those who have no darlings such.knowledge as each is adapted to
here whose parents are not-In human, ’confidence in . the Savior would'be am- of ttolr own. ' ‘   learn, receiving such assistance as is re
life, or who do not recognize thelr. du- pie to take her,through any trial, but I We kno:w of those on earth who qulred. A sensitive child, that just be-
ties as your chlldren'-are cared for In she found it not so, that she could not bave no cliildren'wh'ó, nevertheless, áre I cause of the competitive examination.'
spirit life. There would be no orphans be satisfied under those circumstances. I more true parents than those lwho are cannot say the lesson, -which it knows
and no need for orphan asylums. Ey- Her physician was called,' for her parents in thé mortal form, because perfectlyiwfell while some inore self-
ery home would have its percentage of I health had failed. He was a Spiritual-1 they minister to, tëùcb .and fill their I confident child presses forward and
children and there would be joy and I ¡st; he-carefully commenced to talk to houses with'clllldren. ’ ' wins the prize, Is crushed; and thè drill 
gladness In every household. I her about the other world, about her I q»]10 spirit states 'contain every pro-, child that needs some especial attention

Of course these children cannot take spirit daughter, about the possibility of vision for such as go there in early age. and eare is not helped, but if endowed 
up the thread and burden of human having a communication frote her.. you spy, “What a pity that this.young with genius is helped from within and 
life as they might have done here, but One.of our popular test mediums, ,we | ¡nan or young woman should go who is like Daniel Webster- comes out above 
they take, up the thread of life that is think , Mr. Emerson, was passing jUSf entering- upon human .life." Ah! all systems. . ¡
assigned them—one equally valuable, thrpugh the city at that time; she went ¡f the veil could, be thrown aside; we This knowledge, this higher training 
Do not think because they pass away to.see him and she received a message I think you would tli'ep say,, "how won- is percolating through the; minds of 
before they can go to human schools, from her child. It was as though sh,e.. derful that that young life was taken I teachers of public schools and institu- 
before these boys can learn to toss and had been instantly restored; her feet .t0 a greater and .higher work, to ful, I tions are becoming pervaded by It. , 

" ’■ • ' ............... ....... ......... ....................i-*- u.. flu a‘loftier nndimore perfect, mission.”, In onc of those-wonderful congresses
wa — — • .V V —  V V — — — — — — V — — •   . V —  — - . _

tumble one another about, and'thesellt- were upon solid ground; she knew her 
tie girls can. learn to weave daisy I child lived from that - time forward, 
chains and read - story- books, that,; Without denying any of .the gracious 
therefore, they are not taught In useful acts and.gifts that bad come to her.ln 
ways. It is a great mistake to suppose the past,..she felt certain of the com- 
that children are not wanted In the panionship of her child. .,
spirit world just 'as much as here Child Now even in. the- homes where this- 
life is valuable.life, and that state of knowledge does not come wlth_ such 
existence is a state, where the-.child'llfe positive splendor therfe Is . the hope, 
Is needed; lt Is the'.fiext step, and it is there is still the’thought of the one dar-» 
presumptuous to suppose.- that all chll- ling that .is there.,-It ift.a sweet little 
dren are needed here and all people I poem that you all remember, where the 
who’ have reached old age arc needed, little child-answers the stranger when 
there more- The-truth' is; that: the l-hfi’asks-how many Children there arc

'■-rv

fittest for membership in the church 
are the least fitted for the kingdom of 
heaven, How long will the people’s 
faith in the church and whaf it should 
stand for endure the strain? One can
not single out any one denomination as 
being especially guilty. The same con
ditions widely prevail and one is prob
ably as bad as another—if not worse. 
The plutocracy of the local church may, 
and frequently does, represent the very

“Evangelical Christianity, born in the 
German Reformation, has already so 
far apostatized that another reforma
tion ¡8 needed to fit the church for the 
work of the present century. Cold for
malism, ornate with pomp and cere
mony, makes the church of the present 
day, to a very large degree, a valley of 
dry bones greater than that which 
Ezekiel saw, and as sorely In need of a 
divine afflatus to give it life. Social 
discontent, born of pinching poverty on 
the one hand, riotous riches on the 
other, gambling, Intemperance, com
mercial dishonor, political corruption, 
and the whole pestiferous brood of evils 
which prey upon the nation and 
threaten its peace, if not its perpetuity 
as a free republic—they all find their 
coveted opportunity In the worldly 
Ideals, the grasping covetousness, the 
denominational pride, the sectarian 
selfishness, the moral cowardice and 
the spiritual apathy of the. church.

“The only power in the church that is 
worthy ot the name is spiritual power— 
the power that comes of being right 
and doing right. The church has waxed, 
religion has waned; quantity has been 
attaliied, but quality lost.
. “No careful observer; of men and 
events, as reflected In the religious 
press, can fall to see that the relative 
pohvertof thn-church oyor-.the masses 
for public and personal righteousness in 
this nation, has most signally and sadly 
failed to keep pace with the increase of

dreds of country churches on the one 
hand, so that many districts once the 
radiating centers of Christianizing In
fluences have become the fields for mis
sionary operations; and on the other, 
the notorious corruptions of our cities 
and their equally notorious paucity of 
church-goers? The city churches 
wither, the country people have gone. 
What means this ‘secularization of life' 
against, which the religious press so 
vehemently Inveighs? Why is it that 
there are so many lodges to every 
church, and that so large a part of the 
humanitarian and reformatory forces 
that make for human weal in this life, 

.are concentrating outside the church? 
Why is it that, as every minister of the 
gospel knows, so many honorable, no
ble and high-minded men and women 
are standing studiously aloof from the 
church?

“It Is evident that ‘There Is some
thing rotten In file state of Denmark.’

“Instead of ‘one chasing a thousand 
and two putting ten thousand to flight,’ 
It takes a thousand church members to 
chase one evil, and then they don’t 
cateb it—unless ‘there Is something

worst. element in it, as judged by the 
highest moral aud spiritual standard; 
it may be well known to "the world’s 
people” as abominably corrupt. ’

So far has degradation gone that the 
young minister, with however high 
ideals he has set out, soon learns that 
the favoring nod of the plutocrat is the 
“open sesame” to “good standing” and 
promotion in the church. Now min
isters are but human. Put them where 
they must choose between slow mar
tyrdom and mlnlstei-ial mugwumpery, 
aud what is the result? Martyrs there 
will be; martyrs there are, who with 
both eyes open walk Into the fire for 
the sake of being true. They suffer 
shameful abuse by those whose sins 
they have rebuked. This they do for 
Christ’s sake, to keep a clear conscience 
and preserve their self-respect. But 
the majority will not be martyrs. No 
man naturally likes to be voted a fail
ure. Therefore make “success" synony
mous with gathering “a wealthy and 
fashionable congregation,” instead of a 
congregation of Christians; and need 
we be surprised if the preaching con- 
suits the convenience of the plutocrat ■. 
rather than the needs of the parish? 
Need sensible people be disappointed 
under these circumstances if they hear 
sermons which aim at nobody and 
nothing—and hit their mark? Is it any 
wonder if the preacher "gives it to the :■ 
Pharisees” who crucified Christ, and, 
somehow, falls to note the Pharisees of 
the present day who have a weakness 
for “the uppermost seats in the syna
gogue?” .

The minister knows that if he ignores 
the distinctions of caste and class and 
honestly tries to reach the masses, put 
moral cleanliness and spiritual power 
above all personal and worldly con
siderations in the church, he is likely 
to pay for the privilege ■ with bls 
ecclesiastical bead, at the beck of plu
tocracy whose piety would not sell in 
any market for fifty cents on the dollar. 
The reins are laid on the neck of the. 
downhill steed in the church that is 
galloping faster and faster along the 
road of looseness in doctrine, and world-- . 
llhess in life. The church is but a1- ' 
painted ship upon a painted ocean, 
freighted with no cargo, bound for no 
port. Spiritual power is an Impossibility 
in the church that has set its heart 
upon that worldly equipage and favor 
which jn order to obtain It must grovel 
before wrong clad in rich livery and 
kiss the feet of the golden calf.

Finally, what is the effect of all this 
on the people? Read the answer in the 
empty pews of the average ehurch; In L 
the meager returns for the enormous ' ‘ 
outlay of money and effort; in the 
widespread skepticism that prevails; in 
the phenomenal success of the Salva- . 
tion Army, which studiously avoids 
every semblance to a church; in the 
hiss that greets the mention of church 
In representative gatherings of laboring 
men. The people are not fools; they 
are not to be caught with chaff! They 
know the difference between hollow 
shams and Christian sincerity. The 
average man Infers that he will suffer 
no inconsiderable loss it he lives^and 
dies outside the church. /

The writer does not wish to be mis- ..? 
understood. He is neither a skeptic nor 
a cynic. He is an orthodox clergyman 

; who loves the church and writes from 
a heart that is sad at a contemplation 
of these things. He bemoans the evils 
herein set forth. He longs to see the 

1 ehurch awaken to her danger and be- 
• hold the coming social battle, and bring ... 
, forth fruit meet for repentance.

“This young man just entering into the I that assembled during the world's ex
prime of "his'bariy youth,” you say, position, a great church.philanthropist 
"what a ¿tty, all life -hopes, in life cut I said: “We-are beginning to have our 
off." Do .not believe ’ It . When the doubts • cdjjtorhlng Institutional char
great ’Master of ! tilings , promotes a ity.”' -Thltjt. of: this,- from -a- .ehurch 
youth,' or maiden, ?of-. child to the next light, from, one'who had graduated in 
state’ of e'xisteiice'bcfore the full fru- the schools of charitable institutions: 
ition of three ifcofc years and ten,-' or “We are beginning to.have our doubts.” 
four score-years, Ifls because that par- -..Lct.U8j.earn these lesson? of.the skies: 
tjculnr life ¿has, spij'jethlilg to-do there. The, mother’s Is.the idegl state of. love; 
We do not say,'tbit yep, or another, or 1 Institutions never foster love,.'they, are 
this 'yfytng man. or’that young -woman :but:the.transition, state :.betjveen'. the- 
has,’ but» that life Iras,: If is in keeping l-barbarlsm of lettlng» the unfortunate

in it.' ” - ■ . '
The trouble is, a profession of re

ligion, in many Instances, is made to be 
a very lucrative one, a commodity of 
trade. The church^ having become nu
merous and eminently respectable, the 

marne “Christian” has become a mighty 
one to conjure with. Membership in 
the church is used as floating capital 
and available assets. The. church is 
made the decoy of thousands o^ for
tunes, utilized as a,screen of scoundrels, 
and, like charity, is made to» “cover a 
multitude on sins.” Legal, robbers and 
pious frauds lodge under the. shade of 
if.- Many,of the most cunning knaves, 
the sl.eek rascals, the most adept prac
titioners of “man’s inhumanity to man,” 
also belong to it, and use it as a cloak 
for their crooked.ways. Such are they 
who”,bull or bear the market on boards 
Of trade six days in the week and then 
go to church and look pious on Sun
day; who in order to get surplus wealth 
corner the necessaries of life by which 
millions are filched—legally of course— 
from the’ common people; who wreck 
railway systems for private .greed or 
personal spite; who crush thousands to 
death beneath monster monopolies, or 
use the same unprincipled methods on 
a smaller scale; who,¿by evasion and 

' bribery dodge thè tax-gatherer that the. 
poor man out of his penury may sup
port thè government under the protec
tion of which they live to get and grab; 
and then, to hood'wlnk the people and 
.keep up a respectable exterior, they 
contribute to some church enterprise, 
endow a college, qr rent .the best pews, 
or become “liberal givers” to : the 
church. ■

And what is the church doing to rid 
herself of-these weights and cleanse 
that cesspool? Little or-nothing. On 
the contrary, the church puts the stamp 
of her tacit approval on Such religious 
-acrobatics and calls it Christianity. 
She too often -shares In the profits of 
the sinner and then'demands that the 
pulpit keep mum about the sin. She 
muzzles the preachers and puts herself 
In.bondage to ungodly-men of wealth, 
and plays Into their hands-'the tre
mendous power of., ecclesiastical ma
chinery. Thus,' the functionaries' that 

- were created'to conserve ..the purity of 
; .the, church'.are turned over, to those- 
• -who. use them' fbt. thè. opposite effect. •

r.-.-We.-.atetboiindfto''<»ticède'.-*luit  the

Southwestern Michigan.
That pioneer Spiritualist society, the 

Southwestern Michigan, held its yearly 
meeting at Lake Cora, June 24, and the 
occasion proved to be a genuine revival.. 
For seven years Mrs, Sheehan-Horman 
has spoken for this society at their an
nual' summer convocation, and.never 
has she done better work than this 
year, when her audience of more than ■ 
a thousand people listened with rapt' 
attention while her forcible utterances - 
gave a-yet deeper significance to the 
terms Spiritualism and Spiritualist. ,

Mrs. Woodruff, of South Haven, who ■ ./ 
has for so long been a familiar presence-, j 
at these gatherings, gave the earnest - 
message that Is always eagerly waited . 
for, and other speakers—Sirs. Williams, 
qf Paw Paw, and Mrs. Lucetta Curtis, 
of South Bend, Ind., deserve more than 
mere honorable mention. .''. :

Mrs. Coffman, of Grand Rapids, gave ■ 
'from the platform words of. affection L 
and remembrance from many relatives, , 
friends and neighbors who had passed . 
beyond the veil, to those still In the ■ 
mortal, in 'almost every case giving , 
names which were quickly recognized.

Mn Chapman, of Marcellus, Impro- ■; 
vised a fine poem from a subject pre-' 
seated by the'audience. Mr. Chapman ¿ . 
is comparatively new In this line' of 
work, but' Is evidently destined to be ’ 
very successful.- SECRETARY. • :

Next World Interviewed, one 
of our special premiums. We 
are enabled to furnish it to our- 
readers at the price announced 
in our premium list, from the 
simple fact that Sir. Horn' do

nated the plates of the book to us. We 
have sent out thousands of copies of 
this book, and it has been well received, 
everywhere. -It should he circulated by 
tbemilllons among all classes of Spirit
ualists. The sevEn books that -we are’ 
offering to Spiritualists as premiums 
■contain a large storehouse of useful 
knowledge on Spiritual and Occult sub
jects. You should have them >■ on the

V .

j

shelves. of- your library. where you can <■ 
have access to them at any time. Read 
carefully our premium announcement ,

-“A ¿tew Words About the DeviL-ant 
Other-Essays;" By Charles BradlarigK 
J’aper.'GO cents. For sale at thlsoffic<.

<-,v
*
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FEANO EXPERIENCE INSPIRIT UND

LETTER NUMBER THIRTY.

A Series of Letters from Spirit Franz Petersilea 
to His Son, Carlyle Petersilea.

I
In our last letter we described a Temple of Wisdom 

within the celestial spheres. The temple which we de
scribed is in the fourth sphere, and there are temples, 
halls, and schools without number; yet no two are alike; 
still, a similitude runs through them all. They are of aU 
grades and sizes, from the merest infant kindergarten to 
the most lofty and sublime. There are also grand con- 
servatones of music, there are lofty edifices in winch ar
chitectural designing is taught; there are thousands of 
thousands of chemical laboratories; there are brilliant 
buildings for the inventive faculties to grow and expand, 
especially those appertaining to electrical appliances, to
gether with the study and uses of electricity—and, let us 
here say, that the knowledge of the electrical power, on 
earth, is yet in its infancy. We would like, also, to state 
how it will be on your earth a century or more from the
present time. •

All steam and horse power willbe entirely obsolete. 
Electricity will supersede all other motive power, what
ever. No other- kind of fight will be used. New inven-: ever. r>o oilier Kina oi ngnt win oe usea. new inven-

i tions wiR rapidly appear for the generation of heat as well 
* I «c! lizrki nil linnlinn nnrl rmAlrinrr will Ka nnnrvm'nlicnrinas light, and all heating and cooking will be accomplished 

by its aid. Another element will be joined to the elec
trical, which will give a pure white heat, that will melt 
rock and iron, and all smelting will be done with it. The 
day is not far distant when great palaces will be erected, 
built from vast blocks of crystal, in aU the beautiful 
shades and colors found in prismatic states. Many of 
these buildings will be patterned after the brilliantly 
stained glass, now only used in windows, but as soon as

-

'I-

the great white heat is discovered, sand will be more pre
cious than gold, and wifi be used for thousands of pur
poses never thought of before—it will be smelted into 
glass, most elegantly colored, and pressed into great thick 
slabs and tiles; also beautiful pillars, domes, and ara
besques. Great glass manufactories will line the sea
shores, ocean beaches and inland, wherever sand may be 
found. Houses will be built entirely of glass, requiring 
no inside work except doors, and these also will be made of 
pressed glass, after the most beautiful patterns. The 
glass for building will not be transparent but opaque, yet 
light will be seen glittering through all the lovely color
ing. Sidewalks and flaggings will be laid in ground 
glass.

Now, how do we know all this? Because it already ex
ists, as a great scientific truth, here in the spheres, as soon 
as possible, to be given to earth. We withhold nothing 
from earth that the people are capable of receiving. The 
waters of the ocean, and the air, will be made to generate 
as much heat and electricity as your whole world will need 
for all purposes to which it may be put—even your cars 
and vehicles »fill be made of glass. There will shortly 
come a time which might be properly called the “Glass 
Age.” There has been a “Stone Age,” an “Iron Age,” 
and so forth, and one might say there had been, or is, a 
“Wooden Age” and “Brick Age”—although wood, brick, 
and stone, have been used in nearly every age—but there 
never yet has been, on earth, a glass age. That will soon 
appear. Nothing now seems so utterly worthless and bar
ren as a great sand desert, but when the glass age comes, 
nothing will be more precious or useful; in fact, together 
will), electricity and white heat, it will make a new and 
most brilliant age and, really, little else mil be needed ex
cept food and clothing; but there will also be new inven-

progressed up to that point, it will be as it has been, and 
was, on the earth.

Now when some read this they will at once say: “Oh, 
that is all speculation. One can imagine almost any
thing.”

Now, kind friends, let us beg to differ, for we know 
whereof we speak. Just this that we have written has al
ready been taught us in the Temple of Wisdom that we 
told you of in our last letter. '

What good will it do you, or the world, at the present 
time, to know what jnay be a hundred years or more from 
now? _

Well, it will do you the same amount of good that it 
does us here. Do you say: “I shall be dead a hundred 
years from now. All that you have said, that will come 
to pass, will not benefit me any.” But, my friend, you 
will be just as much interested in the welfare of the earth 
and its inhabitants as you are at the present moment; aye, 
a thousand times more so, for your understanding will be 
immensely enlarged. You will be as eager for wisdom 
then as you are now, and will be as impatient to give it to 
the earth and all spirits who have it not, as we are. The 
grand-children of those who inhabit the earth to-day will 
be in the heyday of their earthly lives—middle-aged, act
ive men and women. Will you not feel interested in 
your grand-children? Your own children will be in the 
spheres with you, but their children will be upon the 
earth, and surely' your children will be deeply interested 
in the children left below, as we are. now in those we have 
left there, and you will desire to benefit your children the 
same as you do now, and you will love their children, left 
on earth, nearly or quite as much as you do them, in a 
hundred years from now, which is but a moment to 
Eternity. -

There will be no mail service, and you will signal and 
talk freely with the inhabitants of Mars.

“No mail service? How is that?”
Well, my friend, the fad will be wireless telegraphy; 

and there will be a receiver in every house, and a little 
bell in every room.' When friends who are divided by 
distance desire to talk to each other they will simply 
touch a little electric button, to call the attention of the 
distant friend; then they Will talk with their friends as 
long as they please, back and forth, and not an electric 
wire will be used on the earth—not an iron railroad will 
be in existence.

“Not a railroad? What then, pray? You are grow
ing wild, we think.’” -

Oh, no, no, my friends. We are as level-headed and

IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
I 1 OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.
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tions to supply these wants. There will come a time 
when woven cloth will be out of Jute and clothing will all 
be made from pressed material, much of it brilliant and 
shining in the extreme. Sea-weed and kelp will be used 
extensively iu its manufacture, yet a great many other 
things besides. '

Washing and laundry business will be entirely done 
away with/ Exceedingly soft, warm, pliable material will 
be pressed into suitable underclothing that will not cost 
as much as the washing of a garment does now, and when 
soiled, can be burned instead of being washed. All man
ner of ordinary, as well as beautiful and brilliant dresses, 
cloaks, and so forth, will also be manufactured. The 
i'lresent fashions will have changed, and the attire of men 
ess irksome and more suitable and durable.

But the ladies—bless their souls—they will revel in 
beauty to their heart’s content. The most beautiful flow-, 
ers will be made of thin flexible glass—for a method will 
be discovered whereby glass can be made as flexible and 
soft as any velvet or silk—and these flowers will be colored 
to imitate the natural ones which they will fairly rival, 
and subtile odors will be introduced that will be endur
ing. And now about food.

The diet of mankind will also change, and flesh will be 
eaten no more, neither of beast, fish nor fowl. That age 
will entirely pass away, and the glass age will rapidly has

- ten its decline. When all motive power is electrical, as it 
then will be, vast fields can be easily and rapidly culti
vated. Men will set in glass cabooses, or little cabins, 
when worldng their electrical machines, which will plow, 
harrow and sow, all combined in one machine; then an
other will reap and rake, while yet another will thresh and 
bag the grain, together with an appliance that will hoist 
and throw ar place it into a great receiver or car, which 
will straightway carry it to be cooked and flaked, then 

•packed into glass jars. Thus much for grain.
The bakeries on earth will all disappear—and it is 

• about time they should, for as it is at present they turn 
out very little that is not slow poison—and the cooking 
and flaking of grain, of all kinds, will leave little to be 
done except to stir it together with water, or some other 
refined liquid—probably the extracted juice of fruit— 
into pudding or small cakes which will be both delicious 
and nutritious. ’

Fruit of all kinds will be cultivated extensively, for 
there will be a combination cultivator and pruning ma
chine, run by electrical motive power, and a man, neatly 
attired, sitting in a glass caboose, will run and work the 
machine.' Fruit in immense quantities will be sent to 
great glass canning factories, and all not eaten in its nat
ural state will thus be preserved. Glass cans, or jars will 
he much.better and cheaper than tin, and exceedingly 
more healthful. Olive and.nuts will take the place of 
meat, vegetable oils will be extracted, condensed into small 
cakes or preserved as oil in glass casks and bottles to be 
used in broths and soups. ,

Vegetables of all kinds will be cooked, mashed and 
mixed with a suitable amount of the aforesaid oils, 
packed in air-tight glass receivers, ready for consump
tion. People can have beautiful homes wherein very lit; 
tie labor will be needed. All manner of dishes and house
hold utensils will b? made of glass, easily kept clean. Beds 
and pillows will be made of air cushions, as will all 
couches, sofas and all sorts of upholstery, Carpets will 
be entirely out of fashion—all floors will be laid in beau
tiful glass tiles—mosaic floors will be all the rage with oc
casionally a rug here and there. ’ ' z

All slaughter-houses will be abolished, as well as the 
raising of animals for the purpose of murdering them 
and eating their flesh. • .

Animal life will gradually becomq extinct upon the 
earth, as it has become extinct on many of the planets.

■ So you perceive by this, dear friends, those who think 
there would not be room enough in Eternity for so much 
animal life, that animal life exists only for a time on any 

, planet—for a time surely comes when it ceases to be—and 
I that time is when the glass and electrical age .takes the 
fe' place of wood, stone andiron, and electrical motive power 
¿ .. takes the place oi steam and animal power—-and as soon as 

men cease io be cannibals, animal life will fade away, that 
ia to eay/from your earth; but upon the earths not yet

sane as possible. Pneumatic tires will be exceedingly 
fashionable, a hundred years from now, and asphaltum 
grooves will take the place of iron rails. We. know it is 
not all clear to you now, but it will be then, and you will 
be the very ones, after you have been taught these things 
here, to push them forward to your grand-children,.

“Well, how about accidents?”
There will be very few, or no accidents, for when your 

ears are all run by electrical power, there will be no long 
trains, as at present. Each car will generate its own elec
tricity at a trifling expense, and each can be stopped at a 
moment’s warning. Most families will have a car of their 
own—they will keep a car as they, keep carriages now— 
and grooved roads will take the place of highways—all 
persons paying a small road tax. Horses will be entirely 
out of date, but when the glass and electric age comes, 
people will not be in such a dreadful hurry as they are 
now, men will not be in such fearful haste to get rich, the 
'railroad companies will have all gone to smash—not a 
railroad company on the earth, a hundred years from now. 
Just think of it friends, and “Uncle Huntington” will be 
us eager for the new state of things as he has been for the 
interests of the railroad companies he has managed on 
earth. '

“Well, how about the great heavy lines of freight 
trains? They cannot be run with pneumatic tires and 
grooves.” - . ’

No, they cannot, and will not, for there will be none to 
run.”

MAZZINI AS 4 SPIRITUALIST.
Il Vessllp iSplritlsta remarks that not 

only was pluseppe Mazzini a Spiritual
ist in the noblest sense of the word, but 
that he was also ihe precursor of that 
higher form of It—the*  Intuitional and 
Inspirational—which is now supersed
ing the phpnomenpl. In proof of which 
Signor Cavalli quotes the following, let
ter addressed by the Italian patriot to 
his friend,1'F. dall’ Ongaro, in the year 
1849. Having spoken of perennial pro
gress as the law of human life, both 
here and hereafter, Mazzini proceeds to 
give a rapid sketch of his rellgio-phll- 
osophical system, which substitutes a 
temporary purgatory for an eternal 
hell; and comprehends “a series of ex
istences—successive gad progressive pe
riods of life; re-appearance on the 
earth, so long as we have not fulfilled 
the moral law given to humanity; our 
transformation into superior beings 
scarcely satisfying that law; the hier
archy (of spiritual beings) ascending to
wards supreme perfection, or God. ♦ ’♦ 
Hence the bond of union between the 
stage of life and that of continuous ex
istence; and hence also the power given 
to help in the perfecting of the creat
ures who. are beloved by us upon the 
earth, which is the recompense of the 
soul lifted up into angelhood; and this 
power is manifested by what we call 
intuition, inspiration, faith, ete.; and is 
the influence exercised by our dear ones 
who have passed over; hence, too, the 
memory of the past achieved by the be
Ing, |n proportion as he advances, just 
as in ascending an eminence, we obtain 
a continually widening view of the 
landscape that lies beneath us, until the 
completed memory constituting some 
day the intelligence of the,entire past, 
with all its joys and sorrows, etc., will 
meet with Its supreme recompense.
HIGHLY IMPRES£IONAL MEDIUM.

In a late number of his Archivlo di 
Psichlatrla, Antrepotogla e Crlinlnolo- 
gla, Professor Lombroso speaks of the 
remarkable sensitiveness to spiritual 
impresslo'n of Dr. Celesta, whom he de
scribes as “one of the most distin
guished of our young scientists.” This 
gentleman, writing to the Professor, 
says: “In spite of my disbelief in Spirit
ualism, it is my duty to verify the ac
curacy of my presentiments." And then 
he goes on to relate how when passing 
the Exhibition Building at Como, about 
8 o’clock In tlie afternoon of the 4th of 
February, 1899, and observing a plate 
upon it indicating that it was insured 
In the Compagnia Anonima di Assleura- 
zione, of Milan, he observed to Sig. 
Luigi Balli, a barrister, who was with 
him at the Jlme, “We must sell out our 
shares in that company, for I have a 
most vivid presage that the Exhibition 
well be destroyed'by fire.” As many 
remarkable presentiments of a similar 
kind had been previously verified, his 
mother sold out the shares she had held 
in the Company for about nine years, 
and representing a value of nearly 
10,000 sterling, between the 20th of

Tempesta; and the upper story by the 
family of a gentleman named Magli. 
The premises, which have been newly 
erected, have been vigilantly watched 
and carefully examined by the police 
and the municipal authorities, without 
discovering anything to explain the 
cause of the “infernal din,” and 
although the house has been solemnly 
blessed by the priests,’ under the im
pression that the phenomena must have 
a diabolical origin, the unearthly dis
turbances continue unabated. But the 
popular instinct has possibly divined 
the real origin of .these abnormal oc
currences; for people’ have called to 
mind the fact that the site of the pal
ace was formerly occupied by some old 
shanties, very much dilapidated, and 
by a baker’s shop, and that in years 
past it was the scene of two murders. 
Hence it is concluded that the place is 
haunted by the restless spirits of the 
assassins.

SPIRITUALISM IN GENOA.
Professor Falcomer’s lectures upon 

telepathy between the living, and telep
athy between the living and the dead, 
delivered to large and intellectual au
diences, seem to have produced a strong 
impression on his auditory, because the 
lecturer was enabled to treat the sub
ject In a thoroughly scientific spirit, and 
therefore he succeeded in securing the 
attention of the medical men and the 
materialists who constituted a not un
important section of his hearers. The 
fact that one of his addresses was lis
tened to with interest for nearly two 
hours and a half, was certainly com
plimentary to himself, as,well as a 
pretty good Judication of the interest 
felt in those psychic problems whleh 
are agitating men’s minds at the pres
ent time. The Caffaor of Genoa, pub
lishes a very good digest of the second 
lecture, in which Professor Falcomer 
entered very fully into the nature and 
functions of the ethereal or astral body, 
variously known as the aura, the peri
spirit, and the “double" of the physical 
body; the existence of which, may be 
regarded as scientifically proved by the 
experiments of Col. de Rochas and 
others; the final conclusion arrived at 
by tlie lecturer being that the soul and 
spirit pre-exist In union (using the word 
“soul” as the synonym of the ethereal 
body) and continue their united exist
ence, after the change called death. It 
Is amusing to read in the Vesslllo 
Spiritists, that three medical men in 
Genoa, Drs. De Paoli, Crotto and Add! 
have denounced Spiritualism to the 
“competent authorities," and invoke the 
intervention of the law, for the purpose 
of arresting the movement! They might 
just as well endeavor to suspend the 
motion of the earth around the sun; 
that is to say, assuming that they be
lieve that our planet is not stationary.

YOÜR

ON 
OURMAINPREMIUMS.

■ Tlie Progressive Thinker one year 
ana Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life In the Spirit World, an 
Intensely interesting, instructive and 
fascinating work, $1.25. The twenty- 
five cents only pays a little more than 
the postage and the expense of mailing. 
The price of this work to the trade is 
$1.50. This book will constitute our 
main premium for the remainder of 
1900, and up to May 30,1901. It is very 
valuable. It will hold your attention 
throughout, and will teach you a much 
needed lesson. The postage on the 
above book, which we prepay, is 
ten cents, hence it is almost a gift to 
our subscribers. It is furnished at con
siderable less, than actual cost to us.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lecture« by tbe Swami Vlrekaïundi, ou Raj» Yogi j 

or Conquering tbe Internal Nature, and other »ub« 
jecta; also, Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisme, with coxa« 
meutarles and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms« 
Revised and enlarged, 12ino., Cloth, $1,W. Itala Yoga 
is -an ancient eystem of Indian Philosophy, and one ot 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami Viv« 
ekouauda became a familiar fifrure Insérerai Am eri« 
can cities during the three years following tho Par« 
¡lament of Religions at Chicago: he was cordially re« 
celved in America, where the breadth and depth of 
his teachings were soon recognized. His teachings 
are universal in their application. The book is cheap 
at 11.50. For sale at this odea. .

Woman, Church and Slate,
A Historical Account of the Statm 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE
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“Oh, you are talking folly.” •
No, my friend, we are telling the truth. First of all, no 

cattle cars will be needed, for no cattle or animals of any- 
kind will be raised or slaughtered. Next, all arable lands 
will be tilled as we have previously stated, and any very 
great amount of transportation will not be necessary, and 
great flaking mills will exist everywhere, as will, also, can
ning factories and merchants or families—there will be 
comparatively few merchants—will run their own private 
car to the mills and back, as people drive their carriages 
now, and the mills will also run their own cars through all 
the streets of a town or city for the purpose of supplying 
families with cooked and flaked cereals or other produce, 
such as we. have previously described. The transporta
tion of wood, lumber, brick, stone, lime, coal, oil, and all 
corresponding things, will have ceased. There will be no 
further use for them. Joining or cementing will be done, 
mostly, by fusion and all your great iron foundries will be 
no more. Of course, these things will decline gradually, 
as they cease to be needed. When manufactories can all 
be run by electricity, generated on the spot, they will start 
up everywhere, wherever needed, which will do away with 
an immense amount of transportation; in fact, every home 
will have its own generating appliances, and there will be 
so many new inventions for the use of electricity, that 
each house or family will manufacture much of that 
which they require. It may take something over a hun
dred years to bring all this to pass, but very much that we 
have said will be brought about in a hundred years, for 
the inventions are even now already started, or are being 
worked out in the minds of men. They think they are 
doing it all themselves. How surprised they will be when 
they find that it was not themselves, alone, hut that they 
were working out that which we had impressed upon 
their plastic brains, just as we are impressing this brain,, 
at this writing, to tell these inventors these things.

“Well, what good can ’be accomplished by telling us 
what will be, so far in the future?” .

We will tell you, friends. Thousands will read this, 
among them many inventors. Many minds will-receive 
an impetus from what we have written. It all goes to
ward helping the time to come. If no one ever thought 
ahead of the times, there would never be any progress. 
Looking ahead is the cause of all progress. Ifiis looking 
ahead and thinking of the good time coming that makes 
that good, time come.
• Can anyone gainsay this? ' ' We are helping to bring 
about that good time in the future at this moment, and 
this medium is helping to bring it about by writing for us 
and listening to that which we have to say.

Suppose when a grand Wisdom Spirit stands by the side 
of Thomas Edison and impresses upon his brain great in
ventions, he should say, “Oh, I will not give thought or 
time to anything so visionary—so speculative. What we 
have now is quite good enough for me. What do I care 
about a hundred years hence?” He well understands that 
he is only sowing,the seeds for something great and grand 
in the future, long after he has joined us here. If, we 
say, great sensitive minds like his should say this, the 
world might, be to-day where it was twb hundred or a 
thousand years ago..

“Well, can’t you tell us something about the churches; 
creeds, and so forth?’’ and when we coinè to these, friend 
Robert steps forward. “I would like to take a hand, fiere,” 
he says, and we gracefully and gratefully step one side 
that he may have his say— and he says:

(To be continued.)

Religious despotism binds him who exercises it no less 
than him who is its victim.—Sentinel of Liberty.

The river of printer’s ink is a black and muddy stream; 
but it has clarified the human mind and washed the. soul 
clean oi many superstitions.—Unity. ?

The credit given to popular traditions, and the fiction« 
substituted .for truth, and these, two errors being accred
ited in ensuing ages—thesè arp the cause of that obscurity 
in which the most important facts are veiled.—Tacitus. -1

February and the ¡28th of March; and 
the sale w^a effected through Sig. Au
gusto Cavlglia.'A sharebroker of Milan. 
On the 8th‘of July,' the Exhibition was 
burnt to the ground; and every time Dr. 
Oelesla visited the. building! during the 
few days preceding; the disaster, he was 
observed by his friend, Cattaneo Ernes
to, to be weighted down by melancholy, 
as If Impressed by some impending ca
lamity. The facts,, as related by Pro
fessor Lombroso, are corroborated by 
letters from Dr. Celesta's mother, from 
the stock broker, and from his two 
friends Halil and Erndsto. The Pro
fessor regards It as a case of telepathy; 
but granting that Dr. Celesta is the re
cipient of the telepathic message, who 
is the sender of it? There must be an 
operator at the other end of the wire. 
The operator is obviously an Intelligent 
being; and what other hypothesis Is ad
equate to cover the facts of the case 
than this, that the Intelligent operator, 
or impressor, Is a friendly spirit, in
terested in, and watching over, the 
welfare of the Celesta family?

BY DIRECT VOICE.
Among the officers of the Royal Dub

lin Fuslleers, who fell in the engage
ment which Involved such a severe loss 
of life on the part of that splendid regi
ment, was Captain Weldon; and the 
London Dally Mail of the d20th of No
vember last contains the following 
statement of how that gallant soldier's 
death became known to,fils family: 
“His mother .had felt very uneasy for 
several days, and declined to go to a 
ball given by her daughter, under the 
impression that something painful was 
weighing on her mlncl That same night 
she heard some one say “Mother, 
mother.” She got up and went into; the 

, room of another of her sons, but found 
he was fast asleep. Next day, about 
tea-time, a blue official letter was 
brought to her, and on opening it she 
read that Messrs. Cox (well-known 
army agents) had learned the death of 
her son, and inquired what would he 
done with his effects. This was the 
first news of the grievous loss she was 
called upon to sustain.”

THE LOGIC OF FACTS. .
Signor Ernesto ■ Bpzzano, of- Genoa, 

concludes a lengthy, and able article 
upon Spiritualism" and Scientific Criti
cism, In the last .number of the Rlvista 
di Studl Pslchlcl (which is now pub
lished at No. 27 Rue di Collsee, Paris, 
instead of in Turin, as heretofore), by 
asking the opponents, of Spiritualism 
whether they are 'prepared to accept 
our arguments, ap. unassailable, pro
vided the facts upon which they , are 
based can ¿^clearly verified?” “Facts 
are' facts,” he observes, “and precisely 
because they are so,’.(hey will gradually 
command attention,,,in spite of every
thing and .eyprybody. This is Inevita
ble; so that we need scarcely take the 
trouble to Jajjprlousbp demonstrate the 
truth to any one. Wp vrould rather say 
to’ them: ‘Read, study, prove; we have 
no other adyjce to .give you, nor can 
there be any -stronger arguments on pur 
side than this,’ As.jfo the facts them
selves, we repeat, they will make their 
own way. Upon thls polnt Spiritualists 
may rest perfectly secure and tranquil.”

A HAtTNTED HOUSE.

SPIRITUALISM IN SWITZERLAND.
The Society for Psychic Studies In 

Geneva continues its praiseworthy prac
tice of issuing its annual Rapports pour 
1’Exerclse of the year, prepared by Its 
president, M. D. Metzger, Its treasurer, 
M. Gardy, and its librarian, M. Perrot. 
In the first of these documents, a com
prehensive survey Is taken of the pro
ceedings of the society, and it serves to 
show the spiritual and intellectual ac
tivity of its members, who are evidently 
working in a very earnest and, nt the 
same time, a thoroughly scientific spirit, 
under the guidance of their president, 
whose valuable Essal <le Splrltlsme 
Sclentlflque was reviewed in the Har
binger at the time of Its first appear
ance. The society appears to number 
eighty subscribers, who hold monthly 
meetings at which lectures are de
livered, papers read, and psychic sub
jects are discussed, while its usefulness 
has been extended by the action of its 
lady members who have formed an 
auxlUary association, in connection ap
parently, with the “Swiss Union of 
Liberal Christlanlsm.” Our cordial sal
utations to M. M. Metzger and Gardy.

A gTRAW ON THE SURFACE.
As suqh we may regard the publica

tion in Le Pelerin (The Pilgrim) a 
French Roman Catholic magazine, of 
a report of a spirit which appeared on 
All Souls Day to a barrister who Was 
taking a holiday in a rural village, ttnd 
who recognized, in the apparition, the 
form and features of a young gardner, 
named Theophile, who had lived with 
him for seven years, and had died about 
twb years previously to the incident. 
In the course of conversation, the spirit 
told his late employer that his body had 
been burled In the cemetery at Amiens, 
where the barrister subsequently found 
it, with a little woden cross at the head 
of the grave. l‘he facts are clrcuin-

Offei' Number Two.
Vol. 1, Vol. 2 and Vol. 3 of the Ency

clopedia of Death, and Life In the Spir- 
“ World, will be sent out when accom- 

a year’s subscription for 
Ine Progressive Thinker, for $1.10. 
The paper one year, and the three vol
umes, $2.10. „You can add to this order 
any of the other books, at 40 cents 
each. You can make only one order for 
three books for $1.10.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
Panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Three.
Any three ot the books In our prem

ium list that you may select will be sent 
to you for $1.10, You are at liberty to 
select any other books In the list that 
you desire in connection with this or
der, at 40 cents each. You can only 
make one order for three books at $1.10.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Four.
Our regular premium, The Encyclo

pedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World, Vol. 8, is only 25 cents. If you 
wish to add thereto one of the other 
premium books only, the same will cost 
you 50 cents. If you wish two addi
tional books, the cost of the three will 
be $1.10. You can add thereto any 
other books you desire at 40 cents each.

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book in 

connection with a year’s subscription, 
and that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price will be 50 cents.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

OFFER NUMBER SIX.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
Price.......................................... $

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price....................................... . .$

The Encyclopedia of Death, and
Life in the Spirit World, Vol 8, 
Price............................................. $

Art’Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price............................. $

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult-
ism. Price.................. _............ ;

The Next World Interviewed.
Price............................................ ;

The Occult Life of Jesus (Includ
ing the Hull-Covert Debate). 
Price........................................ |

$ 

'$

We are , to onr esteemed
friend, Professor Falcomer, of Alessan
dria, for a copy of,rfthe Gazette del 
Popolo (Turin", of the 27th. of February 
last, containing an account of some 
mysterious noises which have occurred 
night after night, In the ground floor of 
a place occupied by the Cavalier Tlz- 
zanl, in the Via Guglielmo Paladin!, one 
of the .principal thoroughfares of the 
city of Lecce, the capital of .the prov
ince of that name, situated about 24 
-miles to-the south of grindislP From 
the hont of midnight "or “twenty-four 
o’clock,” as the Italians, call it, to three 
in the morning, there fe a continuous 
rumbling, such as might be produced by 
a heavy cannonade, and rendering 
sleep Impossible. The ground floor of 

.the"palace is Inhabited by the owngr 
and his family; the flat above by a dis
tinguished artist -nam'ed Francesco

1.50

1.50

1.50

stantlally narrated in Le Pelerln, with
out so much as an Insinuation that the

i- Total price to the trade

“Devil" has had anything to do with 
them; and this is far more remarkable

the apparition itself.than

OLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life In the Spirit 
World treats of the “Mythical Ori
gin of'Death;” “A Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” “Impress
ive Communications from the
Spirit Side of Life;" “Death Con-

sidered by the Spirit Lucretius;’ 
itles in Reference to the Dead;”

I
l-‘Odd-

‘Death
from a Vibratory Force;” “The . Day 
After Death Beautifully Illustrated;” 
“Senkatlons of the Dying;” “A Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;" “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious. Man;” “A 
Special Visit to the Spirit World;” 
“Fragrance at a Child’s Death Bea;”
“The Varied Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;” “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;” “Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;” “The Id-

1- 
l
l-

losyncrasies of Death;” “Life andDeath 
Thoughtfully Analyzed;” “Sign? In the 
Process of Dying,” etc., etc. In, fact 
this volume is a miné of valuable infor
mation, and every person should have 
access to It. It should be In every home. 
Read, the premium terms carefully, and 
then send for the Three Volumes of the 
Encyclopedia of Death.

' “Religion as Revealed by the Material 
and Spiritual Universe.” By. H. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A compact and 
comprehensive view. of tho subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical and crit
ical; facts and data needed by every 
student and especially by every Spir
itualist. One of the very best books on 
the subject Price, reduced to $1, 
cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale at this 
office. ..

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on thè finer and 
ethereal, phases of Spiritualism,, lead
ing the mind onward'into the purer at
mosphere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For Sale at

i-

this office. Price; cloth, $1. ?
■ The new ’ song-book,: The Golden 

Echoes, by S. W. Tucker, has.found its 
way Into many-homes, and its.beauti
ful songs have ..cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard end sung. They should be heard

AMO UNT OF VAL UABLE /AT.
x formation succinctly and clearly stated in IbU 

volume of 4M pages is amazing. Tbe title, as above 
given, falls to convey an idea of tbe fulness and com« 
ileteniao with which the subjects are treated. The 

iatrlarohate, or Mother-rule, h the theme of the first 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curl« 
ous. is brought to view in elucidation of the subject. 
Thisla followed by chapters ou Celibacy, Canon Law’. 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and * 
Work. Tbe Church of To-day, Past, Present, Future: 
and there Is not a chapter In tbe book that la not 
bandied in a masterly munuer, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, Is uot worth the full price 
of tbe volume. It is packed with knowledge well« 
arranged, and Intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buylnglt; It is a val
uable addition to tbe library of auy free and truth-lov« 
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

AUTOMATIC WRITING 
[so-called] with other 

PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES 
-BY- ’

BARA. A. UNDERWOOD, 
With Half-tone Portrait and SpecV 

men Pages ot the Writing.

Handsomely bound in cloth. Price 81,' 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

Tbe Spiritual Idea of Death. Heaven and Hell. By 
Moisa Hulu TUli pamphlet beildei giving the Spir*  
lluallatlc interpretation of many thing! in tbe Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explalm tbe 
beavena and belli believed In by SplritatUlta. Frloeb 
lOcent^. For Bale at this office.

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Mosbs Hull. A compound of the two pimph» 

leti, “The Irrepressible Conflict," and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;" with Important additions, making a 
book of 140 pages all for ‘¿5 cents. This book concalu 
statistics, facts and documents, on tbe tendencies ot 
tbe times, that every one ahould have. For aale al 
this office.

God in the Constitution.
By Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colo 
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, w)tb like*  
nets of Ue author. Price 10 cenu. For sale at Ude 
office.

ORIGIN OF LIFE
end How the Spirit Body Grows. By M. Faradays 
Price, 10c. For sale at this office.
The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By M. Faraday. Transcribed at 
tbe request of a band of ancient philosophers. Price 
10 cents. Por sale at this office.

The Spiritual Body Real.
Views of Paul, Wesley and others. Valuable tftfr 

tlmonlea of modern clairvoyants. Witnesses of th*  
separation of tbe spiritual body from the dying 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price. 10c.

Heal Life in the Spirit-Land.
Glren inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. Prlct 
76 cents. For sale at tbiB office.

CHURCH AND STATE
The Bible in tbe Publio Schools; tbe New "Atnerf« 

can" Party. By “Jefferson." Third edition. 28 pages. 
Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. A aolentiflc rehearsal that is 
truly Interesting. Price ID cents. For sale at this 
office.

Seers oi mo floes, 
XMBXAOIMÖ 

Spiritualism, Past and Present.

1.50

1.50

1.25

$ 2.00

$10.75
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 2.35 

The Progressive Thinker one year
and the seven premium books. .$ 3.35
These seven books, substantially and 

elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to onr subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear in mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade Is $10.75. In order 

. to assist In forming a Spiritual and de
cult Library in every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which is less by far than their 
actual, cost. The authors make no 
charge for the vast amount of 
labor bestowed on these Works, 
and which extended over many 
years. The publisher receives not a 
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in putting them in type, and electro
typing-the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting these Intensely Interesting 
books for almost nothing. . We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, Inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
■who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
Inducement Is offered, In order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep in line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about -85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift .

By taking 85 cents from $2.85, yon- 
will find that all we have left us for 
those seven books is only $1.50. .

Postmasters.
We have been swindled out of a large 

amount of money by postmasters, who 
knowing a person desires The Pro
gressive Thinker, sends his money, de
ducting a large commission. The Pro- 
gresslve Thinker is one dollar per year. 
The-great rise in print paper renders it 
utterly. Impossible for us t<r give any 

■ commission to news agents or’post- 
masters. . Any person »with ordinary 
common sense can see that it is impos
sible for us at present to furnish the
paper at 75 cents per year." Our- 
patrons are requested to always deal 
directly with this office. Any subscrip- 

Itlon received from whatever source will
only ba entered on our list for the 
amount sent. Efoue take notice of this 
.fact..-'

.V
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IOCTRINES STATED AND MORAL TEND« 
ENCIES DEFINED.

BY J. M. PEBBLES, M. D.
An exceedingly Interesting and Instructive book.

Cloth. 11.25. For sale at this office.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to tbe atuA 
af Aatrology and lu l&wi. price.25c.

Appeals to Methodists.
A short discourse by spirit Blahop Haven, given an 
tomatlcally through the hand of Carrie E. 8. Twlng 
Price 20c. For sale at this office«

RIGHT LIVING
- BY -

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of -Apple« of Gold." "AU In * Lttellm^ 

“The Story Hour,” -‘Bummer D»r» at Onaet," 
«Bunday Obaeri ance," etc., etc.

“Living tn an art, a method of expneiilng great ’ . 
conception»! tn fact, the highest method, the nobleat 
ot the art*. —Thomas Staer Kiso.

Thli book gives an admirable coune of study tt 
ethics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to the comprehension of 
children, as well ai older persons whom it la wisely 
and appropriately designed to Interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lesumi. '

Tbe author shows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching the principles of eLhfcs. She illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec« 
dotes, which render the book more IntereitlnAand 
more easily comprehended, n |$ especially adapted 
for use in children's lyceums. In tbe hands of moth
ers and teachers it may be made very useful, roung 
snd old will bo benefited by IL It Is a most excellent 
book and should be widely circulated.

CONTENTS: ,
Right Living. Wbst Is Morality? What is Ignoi- 

ance? Knowledge tbe Great Treasure, Concerning 
Education. Conduct; .or Right Doing. Virtue, ths 
.ninmlnatorof Life. Prudence, an Economy of Life. 
WbatKnowYoof JnsUcc? Fortitude a Noble Fos» 
session. Temperance and Intemperance. Is the Uss 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Loss, industry, the Staff of T.ffw. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What la anOafti?or 
the Worthof a Promise. Fraud a Crime. The Potion 
of Slander. What Is Hypocrisy? Conscience- or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Menace of Society.“ 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower ot Life. Is Reverenci 
• Duty? Self-Reliance. Self-Control. BeM-Respeot. 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
torter. The Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
great Faculty. Perseverance, tbe Friend of Man. 
Factuality, a Promoter of Success. The Difficulties 
of Life. Temptation, tho Demon on the Highway. ’ 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Wilt Courage, s 
Necessity to Right Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vico. Beautiful Charttv. Fidelity, the Giver oi 
Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
aMeaxuto Life's Best-End. Good Nature, One’ot 
Life« Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry. 
Free Speech. A Free Press. Rights of Animals. 
Rights of Children. Human Rights;, or tho Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—The-Gentle*  
man. Politeness—Continued—Tbe Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment, Wisdom.
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at thia Office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY S. WEIL.

' Cloth, tl.K. . . . PVtt, B0cnUa
Thl. I. * vork ot great nine, wrtttM tn ene of th« 

kMaeat, molt powerful and mon tnuy reUgtooi 
mind, ot the day. It la particularly a work which 
ttioald be put In to the hand« of there who bar*  treed 
themaelrea from the dogmas of orthodoxy aad from 
Ue dogmaa of materlalliUo aclence, for ft will 
ItraagUen the conviction of the trie bm that mind 
and aeaM.aranoltti. wbola of uf.

The chapura reveal a new meUM h MycMo and 
(plrltaal iwearch. They ihow vtvM |CeHe< of a 
atupendoui moral coamoa that vol aai>«aaia aural ■ 
eonfuloai i*u  oaly vert Sable UnaM aet (VTtva, am 
ne eMNbM miM ot f rttaeadtlMI
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£bc Influence of Cbrístíanítv, In the first Ubvee Centuries.
J. $. Uovelanb, Summerland, Gal

With such a picture of the character of the Christian 
Church of the first three centuries as has been drawn by 
the New Testament and reliable church history, it may 
be asked how such mistaken opinions came to be formed 
and entertained. One main reason has been that the 
priesthood have continually asserted it. And, as they 
have almost exclusively possessed the means of informa
tion, the people have accepted their assertions as tlie truth. 
But the main reason has been the unquestioning faith that 
miracles distinguished the three first centuries. This is 
the uniform testimony of Christian writers. And, of 
course, if God was working miracles through the members 
of that church, and thus the world was.being converted, 
it must have been a holy church. The argument is this: 
God will not, cannot work miracles through bad men. 
But God did work miracles through the primitive church, 
therefore that church was holy. " .

The conquests and spread of Christianity is declared to 
he largely due to the miracles wrought by the primitive 
church; and the earliest records, .which have come down 
to us, are largely, accounts of the most absurd miracles. 
Of course, we know that all this pretense of miracles is an 
utter falsehood; that such a thing as miracles is an im
possibility, And that the claim of miracle is made either 
by ignorance or fraud. But we will admit the plea of 
ignorance, and that the pretended miracles of early Chris
tianity were on a par with the mediumistic manifestations 
of to-day. Just as great—just as wonderful miracles have 
distinguished the la'st fifty years as they did the first three 
centuries. The character of the two sets of miracles is 
precisely the same. The conditions and mode of working 
them are .also substantially the same. Now, the same 
causes always produce the same effects. Hence, by care
fully observing the effects of modern wonder-working, we 
can readily estimate the result in other periods of history. 
It is perfectly safe to say that the effect of mediumistic 
miraeulism has not been the moral development of the 
actors. On the contrary, the wide-spread influence of 
intemperance, to speak of nothing else, has filled with 
shame and sorrow the earnest, order-loving Spiritualists. 
And so wide-spread were the facts that years ago, it was 
almost or quite universally conceded that the moral char

> aeter had nothing whatever to do with the possession of 
I mediumistic powers; and especially those of the miracu- 
I lous kind.
■ ■ A partial knowledge of the philosophy of the case 

settles the matter at once. The special physical, nervous 
and mental physiology, which produces the most powerful 
mediumship, is the one most liable to moral aberrations of 
a particular character. Vanity, jealousy, intemperance 
and deception are the most common defects. The primi- 
live church and modern Spiritualism have both been 
tainted in the same manner. And- this will forever be the 
case with all who put their trust in the so-called spiritual 
gifts and powers, whether from God, angels or spirits; in
stead of rigid, altruistic discipline and culture. '

The Corinthian church meetings, as depicted by Paul, 
arc an admirable picture of not a few gatherings of Spirit
ualists. He writes: “When ye come together, every one 
of you hath a psalm, hath a doctrine, hath a tongue, hath 
a revelation, hath an interpretation.” With such a 
heterogeneous condition there would of course be “envy- 
ings, strifes, tumults, suspicions, and backbitings.” We 
have had, and continue to have our share of the same con
ditions. And they are the natural results óf unregulated 
mediumship.

Human nature is such that, in the majority of cases, 
■mediums cannot escape the feeling of superiority over 
others. It must be, tfiey reason, that I am superior to 
others, else God,' or the spirits, would not have conferred 
tills wonderful gift. For, not only do mediums, but many 
others, indulge the false and superstitious notion that 
mediumship is a gift.bestowed by some person or persona 
outside of themselves. This was pre-eminently the case 
with the primitive church. It was the Holy Ghost 
“poure.d out” lipón them. They were simply receivers, in 
the superstitious phraseology of to-day, “instruments” oi 
a higher power. Hence, if they uttered a mass of gibber
ish, it was 'an unknown tongue, and the imagination of 
some one else was the interpretation, but it was all from 
the Holy Ghost, or, as wC call it, from the spirits. And 
the tendency has been to relieve the medium actors from 
all the responsibility. Even in the murder of Ananias 
and his wife, it was the Holy Ghost, and not Peter who 
•killed him. And when some wonder-working medium'is 

. picked up dead drunk on the sidewalk, why, it is some old

drunken spirit which had influenced him. But I will not 
extend this parallel, though it might be continued indefi
nitely, and it would confirm more strongly the fact that 
surrender or abeyance of our'selfhood to any super
mundane person or influence is essentially demoralizing. 
That’was the condition of the primitive church, and this, 
with the general ignorance of the people, was-the grand 
cause of the spread of Christianity in the early ages. But 
as there are very many Spiritualists who are not carried 
away into surrendering their selfhood to outside influ
ences, but regard true Spiritualism as intelligent co-opera
tion of the spiritual and natural spheres of being for the 
purpose of social and altruistic growth; so also the primi
tive church, no doubt, had many earnest, noble souls, 
though largely, tinctured with the grovelling superstitions 
continually taught them. '

But another, and one of the most potent influences for 
the demoralizing of the early church, was the universal 
belief in devils. The devils were the ever present and 
ever active agency in all the untoward events of individual 
life, and the experience of the church as a body. The 
heathen Gods were all devils. The Emperors and civil 
rulers were all inspired with the Devil. So also the Jews, 
as well as all the so-called heretics. And a large percent
age of all physical and mental disease was possession by 
the devils. The New Testament is largely a recital of the 
war against possessing devils. This faith in devils inverts 
and perverts the whole of human life and action. When 
every motion of the animal-passions and selfish propensi
ties is attributed to devils, and no help can be found ex
cept in miraculous assistance from God, society is in the 
most deplorable condition. That was the condition of 
the Christum church in the first three centuries. A true 
etliical life is impossible where.all our moral defects are 
laid upon the Devil; and self help is utterly repudiated, 
and deliverance is sought only through the capricious 
favor of someone else. This poison stream has flowed 
down through all the ages, and its pestiferous power is 
felt more or less in the Spiritualistic movement. And we 
have the idiotic exhortation urged on us to humble our
selves and pray to the Spirits to aid us in undoing our own 
follies and moral delinquencies! ~

But we, must go one step further and ascertain what 
were the moral teachings of the reputed author of Chris
tianity, for it will be insisteddhat his teachings were per
fect, and, therefore, all the moral delinquencies of the 
church are chargeable to its members and not to any de
fect in the teachings of their Lord and Master. We shall 
see. Of course, we know nothing what those teachings 
were except what we find in the Gospels.

I have already discussed the belief in devils, and its in
fluence. That was one of the special teachings of the 
Gospel Jesus. Through his whole ministry, he is set be
fore us as in constant collision with devils, and the most 
of his public work was “casting out devils.” For nearly 
two thousand years, the church has grovelled under the 
influence of this immoral falsehood taught by its founder. 
Inseparably connected with this superstition was the doc
trine of eternal hell-fire, ’'prepared for the Devil and his 
angels,” but to which all, who did not believe in him, 
were doomed.

Among the positively immoral teachings, we must 
reckon disregard of the ordinary maxims of common sense 
and prudence. In that much eulogized Sermon on the 
Mount he said: “Take no thought for your life, what ye 
shall eat, or what ye shall drink; nor yet for your body, 
what ye shall put on.” Much effort has been expended to 
show that this language means something different from 
what the words imply, but the attempt is useless. He 
repeats it three times and illustrates his meaning by very 
forcible comparisons. He points to the fowls of the air, 
to the lilies of the field, and as God feeds the birds and 
beautifies the lilies, will he not feed and clothe you? • Tlie 
same teaching crops out when he sent his disciples to 
preach. They were forbidden to take purse or scrip or 
change’of garments. They were worse off than pur 
tramps, for they usually have a blanket. And the test 
made to some who were disposed to follow him was to sell 
all they had and give the proceeds to the poor. The 
Jerusalem church is represented to have obeyed this com
mand; All such teaching is essentially demoralizing. 
Any community attempting its practice would rapidly de
teriorate. It laid the foundation for the monkey and 
beggar which has so largely characterized and cursed 
Christianity through all the ages. So also it has cultivated 
that indiscriminate alms-giving which has been misnamed 
charity; for, in connection with this, he said, “Give to him 
that asketh thee, and from him that would borrow turn

thou not away.” Anrf, to chip the climax of imniorabsm, 
he commands “resist not evil/’ If one smites thee on one 
cheek turn the other; If he forcibly takes your cloak, 
give him your coat also. Foftunately even Christians are 
not fools and insane enough <to obey these teachings, thus 
practically affirming'their''immoral churaicter. One of 
two positions must be’irue: {Either Christians aré immoral 
sinners in not obeying these non-resistant teachings, or 
the teacliings themselves aroimmoral.

Another most object iontiblb teaching is that of physical 
mutilation to secure spiritua;Vblessing. “If thy right hand 
offend thee- cut it off and cast it from thee; it is better to 
enter life maimed than having two hands to be cast into 
hell fire.” Such doctrine is monstrous, and has had its 
baneful effect. Origen, the first great scholar of the 
church, emasculated himself, and later the Flagellants 
sought to whip sin and the devil out of themselves. But 
the principle was applied'iri another form, Paul directed 
the Corinthian church to deliver over an offending mem
ber to Satan for the destruction or torture' of the flesh, 
that the Spirit might be-saved in the day of the Lord. 
This monstrous notion that physical torture can promote 
spiritual welfare has stimulated the untold torments 
which the church lias inflicted upon its victims through 
all its history. This doctrine of flesh mutilation has pro
duced all the sects of the Flagellants, all the vast system 
of fasting and penances which have tormented the people 
and given power to' th'e priestly confessors over their 
dupes. *•  ; ■ ■

But of all the obnoxious teachings of Christianity, the 
doctrine of Grace, which is based upon vicarious atone
ment, is the very essence of immoralism. Pure, unmerited 
favor, entirely disassociated from all excellence of merit, 
is the reason for albthe benefits conferred upon man. The 
good shepherd gives his life for the sheep—the Son of 
God gives his flesh and blood for the life of the world— 
by the grace of God he tastes death for every man, and 
there is no salvation unless man “eats the flesh and drinks 
the blood” of this Son. Through the entire New Testa
ment nothing is demanded for salvation but faith in 
Jesus. By that faith man partakes of the body of Christ 
and all his sins are remitted. Without that faith, how
ever spotless his life, he is damned. Now, what is the 
essence of the doctrine of grace, or atonement? It is this: 
Something for nothing. Mankind owe what they can 
never pay. They deserve damnation, but God, for Christ’s 
sake, saves a part of them. They are not only destitute of 
any merit, but are deserving of wrath and punishment. 
Justice is. thus trodden under foot, and proclamation is 
made that God deals with man, not on the principles of 
justice, but of favoritism, and that those who have sinned 
the most will love the most, consequently the vilest of the 
race will be the highest in the kingdom of heaven, for they 
will love the most. But it is assumed that by virtue of 
the vicarious atonement “God can be just and the justifier 
of them who believe in Jesus.” That is, that justice can 
be suplanted, transformed by favoritism. In other 
words; that the acquisition pf something for nothing can 
be established as a moral principle. It is impossible to 
estimate the demoralizing influence of this false teaching. 
The sale of indulgences, the privilege to commit sin, by 
the Catholic Church, is only one of the forms of its 
manifestations. The’ confessions to the priests, and their 
granting forgiveness to those confessing, is another. But 
both Catholic and Protestant say to all men, by this doc
trine, “live in sin,’gorge yourselves with pleasure, dis
regardright througlï'life, bbt at the last moment believe 
in Christ and you shall be saved, and the worse you have 
been the higher youriseat imheaven, for you will have the 
most forgiven and, therefore, will love the most. Your 
sins will all be washed awà'f by the “blood of the lamb,” 
and his merit will accepted on your behalf as ample 
satisfaction to God.-,. But fundamental principles usually 
have very wide application,'and this one of something for 
nothing has'had ahnoát universal application. Reason 
would say that if a principle was true in the highest de
partment of life and action, it certainly must be so in the 
lowest. If it is right for God to set aside the principles of 
absolute? justice, it, cannot be wrong for man to do the 
same thing. Hence we have the entire business of the 
.world based upon the principle that something for noth
ing is pre-eminently right. What is termed “business” 
means that and nothing else. “Profit,” “interest,” 
“making money,” are simply forms for acquiring some
thing for nothing. They are the practical workings of 
the' doctrinal and moral teachings of the Gospel of Christ. 
And if you reproach the teaching and practice as dis
honest, the answer is at hand: “For if the truth of God

hath more abounded through my lie unto his glory; why 
yet ain I also judged as a sinner?” The robbing, stealing, 
cheating and all forms of dishonest getting are so many 
ways of carrying out the Christian doctrine of something 
for nothing, or the doctrine that “By grace are ye saved,- 
through faith, and that not of yourselves, it is the gift 
of God.” . '

Among the ainnioral teachings of Jesus, we rqust place 
the doctrine of his second coming in that generation, and 
the final wind-up of all terrestrial things. .It embodied 
not only the falsehood as to time and circumstance, but 
also of his own character. “All power in heaven and 
earth” was his, and hence he was the supreme judge of all 
mankind. No doubt the neglect of common duties and 
the adoption of the tramp life was wonderfully strength
ened by this notion. But lack of right teaching is often 
the most immoral kind of teaching. The gospel Jesus 
was distinguished in this respect. There is not a sentence 
in his reported teachings directing his disciples to aim at 
the acquisition of knowledge. He chose his twelve 
Apostles from the ignorant. His own education appa
rently embraced' only the ability to read the Jewish scrip
tures. And he gives no hint of anything more than that 
being at all necessary. He organized no school, nor did 
his apostles. Ignorance is the prolific parent of im
morality. The Christian church was extremely ignorant 
during the three first centuries, and therefore the fair in
ference would be that it could not be distinguished for 
any extraordinary etliical excellence.

There is one more most important fact bearing upon 
the influence of Christianity in the three first centuries. 
Early in the fourth century, Christianity obtained control 
of the Roman government. Constantine became a Chris
tian, and Christianity had now the opportunity to show 
just what it was. Its first use of power was persecuting 
to the deaths And all through the ages the soil of the 
earth has been reddened with the blood, and the air rent 
with the shrieks and groans of the victims of Christian 
persecution. Prior to Constantine they could only per
secute by expulsion arid anathema, but once the sword was 
in their hands the hated heretics must submit or perish. 
Even in their own meetings the bishops and elders would 
get into fistic tights, such as only the lowest groggeries of 
the present day ever witness. Now, the simple conversion 
of Constantine could not at once so change the character 
of the universal church. Indeed, all accounts agree in 
stating that the Emperor made great efforts to reconcile 
the warring clergy and factions, but without success. 
They wanted vengeance on each other, and forced the 
hand of the civil power in persecuting those whom they 
hated. The influence of Christianity in the first three 
centuries created a body of people which has had no 
parallel in human history for cruelty, perfidy, blood
thirstiness and remorseless butchery of innocent persons.

I have, as far as possible, sought to find the “divine 
power of Christianity in the non-manipulated gospels and 
epistles,” and also in the life and teachings of Jesus as 
given in the gospels, and to “the Christian faith and prac
tice in the first three centuries,” and the result is that the 
church of to-day is far in advance of that of those early 
centuries in everything pertaining to an ethical and up
right life; and immensely superior so far as faith is con
cerned. Indeed, the whole claim of superiority of the 
primitive church is destitute of any historic proof. And 
the assumed excellence of the teachings of Jesus rests en
tirely upon the fact that he repeated, if we take the gospel 
stories for anything, the common sayings of the Jewish 
teachers of his time. But, as I have shown, whenever we 
come to any original teacliings they are decidedly of an 
immoral influence. The repetition of a few of the com
mon ethical maxims of the limes is no palliation for the 
monstrous immoralisms of his constant teachings. His 
teaching of Miracles, Blasphemous Claims to Divinity, 
Needless Poverty and Trainpism, Non-Resistance, Physi
cal Mutilation, Possessing Devils, and Eternal Damnation 
constitute an array of immoralisms that no people would 
tolerate at the present time. That they are tolerated, as 
having been taught, is due to the false glamor with which 
his real character has been concealed. But we are out
growing the delusion, and are finding out that the “Divine 
power of Christianity” consists in the hypnotic spell 
which has enslaved us. J. S. LOVELAND.

We believe in telling the truth even to the young.— 
Unity.

Erroneous zeal will make you do evil with double vio
lence.—R. Baxter.

RELIGION,
A Necessity of the Human 

• Soul.
Religion is a necessity of the human 

soul. A germ of religion is born with 
every babe. From this germ is evolved 
or developed all the forms of religion 
that ever existed; each according to the 
environment or surrounding influences 
of the individual, sect, tribe or nation. 
As a rule, when a form of religion be
comes well established, It adopts creeds 
and fixed ideas, rules, rites and cer
emonies, apparently under the belief it 
has reached perfection. This condition 
is a bar to further progress, and lias In 
many cases been a great hindrance to 
the advancement of the human race. 
Old forms of religion have resisted 
every evolution of new ideas, broader 
thought or new scientific knowledge. 
Evolution and progression are fixed 
laws of the universe. We have reached 
our present condition under those laws. 
In accordance therewith we have out
grown many crude ideas that formerly 
prevailed. But many others, originating 
In pagan ages, still influence and shape 
our conceptions of religious duties. An 
Idea, no matter how erroneous or ab
surd it may be, that is thoroughly im-, 
pressed in a young child’s mind by the: 
teaching of a pious mother becomes so 
near indelible, in most cases, as to re-, 
slst, In after life,, every assault of rea
son-on that subject. As a result of this 
early influence we find many highly 
gifted people still believing religious: 
dogmas that are too absurd to talk 
about. I have seen pictures in school 
books representing a Hindoo mother 
casting her babe into the mouth, of a 
hideous Crocodile, to appease tlie wrath 
of her God. This seems to be the height 
of absurdity. But is \ it? Let us see.. 
Can we not find its counterpart in the 
most highly, educated and intelligent: 
Christian nations? We are taught, in 
substance, that God, the great supreme 
creator and ruler.of the universe, sent 
his only son, who was equal with the 
Father, to the earth for the purpose of 
being murdered to appease the wrath 
of the Father God towards his earthly 
children. Were It possible to raise 
1,000 men of common sense to the age 
of maturity without hearing of this re
puted act Of God and then Inform them 
of it, the last one of them would laugh 
you to scorn, and tell you that the act 
of the Hindoo mother was no mote, ab
surd than this reputed act of God. This 
idea of atonement of sins by the. shed
ding of blood is purely Pagan, coming 
down lo us from ancient times of ignor
ance and superstition, when the people 
were taught they could appease the 
wrath of God by Shedding the blood of 
entile, sheep and goats and sprinkling

it on the door posts and altars of their 
temples. Is it not time the world was 
outgrowing such heathen ideas? Is it 
not time for us to learn something of 
the real grandeur, power, glory, char
acter and goodness of God? The Chris
tian world does a cruel injustice to God 
in representing him as the author of all 
the horrible crimes committed In his 
name by tile old Jewish nation. He 
never did it. He is a far grander, 
greater God titan you give him credit 
for. Go look at the sun, moon, and 
millions of stars, planets,and worlds in 
the blue vault of heaven, and then ask 
yourself if the creator and ruler of all 
the vast universe is not a greater being 
than he Is represented to be in the 
Jewish records. Thank God and the 
holy angels for the fact that the rays of 
divine light are breaking the clouds of 
ignorance, superstition and intolerance. 
The world dees move—human intelli
gence is progressing. The gateways 
between the two worlds swing gently 
open at the touch of angel lingers, and 
the pathway to the spirit land is 
illumined by their presence. For 
thirteen years I have held sweet com
munion with friends on the other shore. 
They have come to me in every phase
in materialized form, face to face, as 
natural as life. Sometimes they give 
me slate-written messages, talk to me 
through clairvoyants and clalraudlents. 
by rappings and by telegraph and by. 
impressions. The Jast mentioned force 
impels me to write these lines. 1 have, 
learned .more from them about life on 
the other side than can be learned from 
all the theologies on earth:. I learn from; 
them that there' is no hell, except that 
which we create by our .own acts on 
earth. I learn from them there is no 
death, only a change for the better. I 
learn from them that we cannot depend 
upon any other person to beat our sins, 
but that each,one .of us must stand on 
bur own merits; that as-we sow so shall 
we reap; that the better we live here 
the better it will be for us over there; 
that when we leave this life we enter 
the next with precisely the amount of 
goodness or'badness we possessed at 
the moment of death of the body, and 
then take our place where we belong. 
All are more or less; imperfect when 
they enter tlie spirit life. When they 
arrive there the folds of memory are 
lifted. and they see every act of their 
lives . clearly depicted before them. 
They are riot judged by the great God, 
but by. themselves, and they are com
pelled to judge correctly. There is. no 
escape' from this. The torture of re
morse of the wicked and vicious-of 
earth- life are,,in some cases, for the 
time being, almost equivalent to the 
orthodox hell; bnt after atonement for 
their sins, each, in just proportion to 
their deserts, enter the line-of pro
gression and go onward and upward 
through all tire cycles of endless eterni
ty. The good and pure in life have but

little to answer for and soon enter 
upon the line of progression, but pro
gression can only be attained' over 
there by doing good to others, which is 
the highest and best form of religion 
known to men or angels. Life in the 
spirit world is not idle repose, 1rs some 
imagine, but it is one of activity in do
ing good and acquiring knowledge. 
They say they are not infallible, and 
do not know it all. I am almost as well 
acquainted with the spirit of a Greek 
maiden who departed tills life In the 
year 430 B. C., as I am with my own 
family. I have seen and talked with 
lier often, and learned thé fact of her 
earth life from others; she is so modest 
that she will say but little about her
self. She tells me, however, that Cleon,, 
the Greek leader, was-a friend of her 
family. She spent her earth life In do
ing good In the' city of Athens, wbe?e 
she lived. She, on one of her missions 
of mercy, went to see a poor woman 
and child that were sick with the 
plague, which was then raging in 
Athens. She contracted the disease and 
soon passed to spirit life, aged about - 
twenty-four years. And how, after the 
lapse of 2,330 years she is still cqn- 
tinually doing good to others. She tells 
me that activity is rest oyer there. She 
is strewing the pathway of my life with 
the golden flowers of buoyant happi
ness. Being filled, with the beautiful 
facts that I have so-Imperfectly out-' 
lined, can you wonder that the ordinary 
funeral sermon over one who has died 
In his sins grates sadly upon my soul?. 
I pity the poor preacher who has to 
officiate on such occasion's. He knows 
nothing of the condition of the soul of 
the departed, and don't know what' to 
say that would be. applicable to the 
case. For his benefit, and for others I 
will give the substance of a> message 
from Robert G. Ingersoll, which I re
cel vèd about a month. ago. The con
ditions were unusually favorable arid 
the spirit forces very strong. Mr. In
gersoll said: “I want to. apologize to the 
world for- my-' mistakes. I want 
especially to recant and recall èvery 
word I spoke in my last lecture in Bos
ton against the idea of a future exist
ence, and my views on that line de-' 
llvered at all other places. Thousands 
of people have been misled by my 
teachings, and J nowregret it and feel 
badly about it. I want you to write 
what I tell you and have it published to 
the world for the purpose of correcting, 
as far as. possible, the wrong I have 
done. The true knowledge was within 
my reach. I -ought to-have availed my
self of it, but I got started wrong, and 
pride of consistency and force of habit 
kept me in that channel of; thought. 
This is a burden upon me here, and re
tards and hinders ray progress, and I 
am anxious to do all in my power to 
give the true knowledge to the world. 
One or two mediums seem to think they, 
oyfn me. They are mistaken. ..-I belong

to no one, am free'to commune with 
the world through apy; means within 
my reach?’ ‘ S. H. WEST

Arrowsmith, Ill.

ANSWERS
To “Questions: fdf Bible. Ex

parts.”
Â writer in The Progressive Thinker 

of June 30 propounds questions for 
Bible experts. He himself, is evidently 
not a Bible expert, or he would would 
not propound such questions. We think 
Spiritualism would be much the gainer 
if its votaries were only careful to learn 
one thing at a time. If they spent their 
time in proving the facts of Spiritual
ism, rather than in assailing Scripture 
or theology Jthlngs they know little 
about and where they only see “men as 
trees walking”), they would probably 
find one day that thé'Bible rightly un
derstood is not at war with Spiritualism 
rightly understood.

The writer asks: “If the church is the 
conservator of morals as well as relig
ion, kindly state which, of the patri
archs from Noah to Sçlqmon would you’ 
have us take for a guide? ■ ;
’ A.—Well, dear’frlèridj none of them. 
Who-said we should? ’ Not the -Bible; 
not Christians; for Tiey offer Jesus 
Christ as the bnly guide. Arid Solomon, 
dear sir, was not a patriarch1 fit all. •’ The 
Bible Itself finds f aüït jlvltlf Noah ; finds 
fault with Mdses;’ finds 'fault with Solo
mon. Does it finfi fault wftn you also? 
Is this the grouhd dfvybur ¿imposition?

Q.—“Where is you< ÏJibïé' authority 
for preaehérs to rndtly peï/frle, and ex
act a big fee for it?’”3 J“’ ;■

A.—Neither thé prêacher’nfir the mag
istrate gets his autflbrity fo solemnize 
matrimony from tlie Bible, but'froiri 
the civil government“' If yofi do not like 
to have the préachei^ffi'afrÿ’people, you 
should tackle the civil government, and 
not the Bible. As tgj.the ‘jyig fee” you 
speak of, the preacher exacts no fee, 

. but leaves it. to thelirldeffropm to pay 
what he pleases. ïr you od not know 
these things, you should ÎSi.rn; and’if 
you do know them,9 you Mould speak 
according to the facts. 'Atany rate the 
Bible has nothing to do with your 
grievances in this matter. ’

Q.—“Of what did.Riosejawfril sins 
consist that caused tfié flood? ’ ■ These 
were neither laws of Moses nor the 
gospel of Christ. They; neither- had to 
get circumcised nor talfe no thought 
for the morrow.” 1 }

A.—The Bible will-tell you what the 
sins were; read it, or. hold your peace. 
The. sins-of that age. ôt every age, are 
violations of moral law. Mdses did not 
enact a moral law, tièifher did Christ 
Moral law7 is basbd in the relations of 

' moral beings. -Give.nifsiielvarid such

rlú

1,-

have read in the books of Spiritualism.

Ie in
!S I

have left out some of th 
whale stories?'

snake andbeings in such and such relations, and 
moral law exists, as light exists if there 
be a sun. It is foolish to talk about 
Christ or Moses or anybody else mak
ing a moral law. If such a thing was 
sinful after they spoke, it was sinful be
fore they spoke, our moral transgres
sion is against the law of nature, and, 
Christ or no Christ, you will reap what 
you sow. As for circumcision, it is not 
a moral law, but a sign of covenant and 
relationship, as a grip and a pass-word 
are among the Masons. ”

Q.— “Is it not evident that the real 
God of Nature never stops work on 
Sunday; for I have watched the pump
kin vines, and found • he made them 
grow several Inches while he should 
have been ‘helping to pass the hat?’ ’’

A.—That pumpkin, vines can grow 
seven days in the week without stop
ping to rest is no proof that man can do 
as much without recreation or repose. 
You surely do not wish us to class you 
with pumpkin vines. As to God's rest
ing on the Sabbath, it is plainly meta
phorical-legendary, If you prefer the 
word—but you are as averse to work
ing incessantly like pumpkin vines, as 
G<?d is to having you do it. Your allu
sion to “passing the hat’’ is suggestive. 
Until Spiritualists are less afraid of 
this, their own cause will not prosper 
greatly. Wee to Spiritualism when its 
defenders are men who fight the Bible 
and run from the “hat.” . .

Q.—Kindly tell us how many of his 
commands he kept himself?” •

A.—The (jorliss engine in the power
house lays Its commands on the trolley 
Uries of a whole city; obey them, and 
you will go somewhere, easily and 
agreeably; disregard them, and you will 
not go;, or go with difficulty; or break 
your neck;' How many of Its commands 
does the engine Itself obey? Will yon- 
find fault with it on this score and.then 
defy its power? Similarly, God is the 
basis of the universe, no matter if there 
had never been aMoses or a Christ, God 
is that rock on which If a man fall, he 
shall be broken, but if it fall upon him 
it will grind him to powder. Note the 
goings forth of the power,, my friend, 
and; keep out of the,way by living ac
cording to immutable and eternal moral 
laws. .‘ "

Q.—“Is it not more than probable that 
ancient writings of the Jews were lost 
In the destruction of Jerusalem and the 
Babylonian captivity?”

A.—Possibly; yet more’ remain than 
you have probably read with care, arid 
quite enough for the mnln purpose. Re
member that light-forjhe head and mo
tive for the heart are all that man 
needs to lead him to his highest possi
bilities. . Show the Bible deficient here, 
and you will attack it at the center; 
otherwise, you will waste your breath.

Q.—“And If Ezra re-wrote them frdm 
memory, and guess-work under a con
tract with the king of Babylon, as re
corded In the: Apocrypha, might he not

A.—Not a whit more imrfr 
themselves than hundreds óf^t

And yet, if vou--wjsh, you c 
them out for/ourselfXvithout/mpalrlng 

 

the integrity of Blblelteachjiig and in

 

centive—all/ that concerns' you. Ezra 
did not rewrite the Scriptures from

leave

memory, nor under a contract with 
the king of Babylon, and you ought not 
to say so before you are prepared to 
produce some evidence.

Q.—“If the priests of the 4th century 
compiled the Bible by ballot, then may 
not balloting be inspired as much as 
writing?”

Possibly. According to Spiritualism 
lots of things are put into people’s 
heads by spirits; what if they impressed 
these fathers how to vote? On Spirit
ualist grounds you are not in a very 
good fix to fight. It is not a matter of 
much concern to me whether the books 
which they voted are inspired, provided 
they are true In respect of moral teach
ing and moral prompting.
Seize upon truth wher’er 'tis found, 

Among your friends, among your foes;
On Christian or on heathen ground, 

The flower’s divine where’er it blows;
Neglect the prickles, and assume the 

rose. •
J. YOUNG M’FARLAND.

Chicago, Ill. .

THE MAN WHO PREACHED.

“Pm an easy-going person, to' most 
little troubles dumb, ,

And my motto is to simply smile and 
take things as they come;

I remember God’s above us when mis
fortunes fall on me—”

Then he rose and ripped and tore 
because a fly fell in his tea- .

'T believe tiie things that happen must 
be always for. the best,

And I try to keep a buoyant and a 
brave heart in my breast;

God, I know, still guides our footsteps 
on the smooth ways and the rough-” 

Then he swore because he got a dab 
. of butter on his cuff. —S.E. Kiser.

E are trying our best to estab
’ Usb libraries in every Spirit 
uallst family of the United 

’ States, heiice we are offering 
Seven valuable books as a 
premium. Those seven books 
have; been sold for $10.15. A

single one has sold as high as $25. The 
first edition of Art Magic sold for $5 per 
copy.- As high as $15 has been paid for 
a single coçy of Ghost, Land; yet we 
furnish these seven books to our sub
scribers ter $2.$5, .when ordered in con
nection with a year’s subscription' to 
The. Progressive, Thinker. Rend our 
premium announcement, carefully. 1
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The Diakka and Their Earthly VIctimB.bv Pq*’;
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Three Journeys
Around the World,
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Ceylon, India,
And other Oriental countries. J. M. Feeble», A. 
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BY ABBY A. JUDSON.

With partr&lt of the author. Deeply spiritual and 
instructive. An excellent work. Price, doth, ll.OOs 
paper. 75 cents. For sale at thio office.

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The 
origin of religions, and their Influence upon ths 
mental development of the human race. Transcribed 
At the request of a baud of ancient philosophers. 
Price, 10 cents. For eale at thio office.

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventlot attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 

Moses Hull. Price 10 cent«. For sale at thio office. ;

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
. 1 SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, tell ef practical lastructlo« 
In mntlera pertaining to physical, mental andenlrltuiS 
•healths .Worth many time. Itacoit. Price 10 cent* >

CH1US1TAN1TY A FICTION.
The utronomlcal and attrologlcal origin. <tf all re

ligion,, A podm by Dr, J. Hl llemlcniiaK, - ftlok S* 
cent». ■ •

BLINDNESS:
: PREVENTED AND CUBED. J
:THE 
¡BLIND 
’SEE...

fcHE :
DEAF : 
HEAR.

;; BY THE GREAT EYE RESTORER 
; AND ONLY CATARRH CURE

! I A ATIM A is a marvel of the nine-'1 
► I I Pi tceiith century, for by 4 11
J its use the Blind See, the Deaf Hear and Ca-4 f. 
> tarrh is impossible. Actina is au absolute 1 { 
’ certainty in the cure of Cataracts, Pterygiums, ‘ ’

' ’ Granulated Dids,Glaucoma, Amaurosis, Myo-4 1 
' [ pla, Presbyopia, Common Sore Eyes or Weak-1 *1  
' J ened Vision from any cause. No animal1 J 

J except man wears spectacles. There need not ’
, J beaspectacl« used on the streets of the world ’ 
x and rarely to read with. Street glasses aban*  
T doned. Actiua also cures Neuralgia, Head- ’ 
T ache, Colds, Sore Throat, Brochitis and Weak ’ 
T Dungs. Actiua is not a enuff or lotion, but a 
x Perfect Electric Pocket Battery, usable at all 
x times and in all places by young or old. The 
x one instrument will cure a whole family of 
x any of the above forms of disease.
I PBOF.WaSON’SMAGNETO.CQNSEIlVATIVB £ 
( ........APPLIANCES.......  ,

I
 Cure Paralysis, Rheumatism and all Chronic • 
Forms of Disease. These appliances are as < 
puzzling to the physicians as is the wonder < 
working Actina. <

A Valuable Book Free Contains treat- J 
ise on the human system, its diseases and J 
cure and hundreds of references and testi
monials. '

a AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS*
j New York and London Electric Ass’n,

JHE PSYCHOGRfkPHl 
-OR- • 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Tbli Instrument is substantially the same m that 

employed by Prof. Hare In tits early investigation». 
In lu Improved form it has been before the public fotf 
mure than »even years, and In tbe bands of thouiaudi 
of persons has proved Ra superiority over the plan« 
chette, and all other instruments which have been 
brought out In imitation, both in regard to certainty 
and correcness of the communications received by 
Its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualising 
Do you wish to develop Sledlumship^ 
Do you desire to receive Communications^

Tbe Psychograpb la an Invaluable acalstant A 
pamphlet with full directions for the 

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship i

with every Instrument. Many who were cot awareol 
their inediumlatic gift, have, after & few elctlng»« 
been able to receive delightful messages Avolum» 
might be filled with commendatory lectors. Many 
who began with it as an amusing tcy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling It knew more than them*  
lelvea. and became convert« to Spiritualism.

Cape. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: *'I  bad 
communications (by the Psychograpb) from many 
other friends, even from old settler« whose grave*  
■tones are moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to fne that Spir
itualism Is Indeed true, and the communications have 
given toy heart tbo greatest comfort In tbe »overeat 
1°®® 1 hfrd of son, daughter, and their mother.’’

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made hl» 
name familiar to those Interested in psychic matter», 
wrltesas follows: "I am much pleased with the Psy- 
cbograph. It Is very simple In principle and construe» 
lion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now lu use. 1 bellave it will 
generally supersede the latter when its »uperior 
merits become known." '

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1.00, Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
____Berlin <0b!o.
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CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ab there are thoueaudB who will at first venture 

ttUy Iweiily'five cents for TiiK BuooBESsivii Tuinkeb 
thirteen wcuki, we would auggent to those who receive 
aaauipte copy, to solicit severui others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from «1 to 119. or even 
inittt than the latter sum A large number of little 
amounts will ¡nuke a Urge sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor ana usefulness. The same sug- 
{estlon will apply in all cases of renewal of eubscrlp*  

Ions—solicit others to aid In the good work. Tou will 
experience uo difficulty whatever iu inducing Spnltu*  
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Do you want u more bountiful harvest than we can 
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eRBsaivy Tbinkeb thirteen weeks la only twenty-five 
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Question of the Hour.
Methodists have 142 American mis

sionaries in China, Presbyterians 209, 
and the American .Board of Commis
sioners for Foreign Missions 110.— 
News Item.

Because of these missionaries the 
United States has formed an “entang
ling alliance” with foreign powers, just 
what Washington, in his farewell ad
dress, urged us to shun, and we are now 
at war with the oldest, most populous 
and most peaceful nation on the globe.

Was the American government estab- 
llshed as a propaganda of Christianity, 
or any other system of religion? If so, 
in what state paper is that fact set 
forth? That great charter of our liber
ties, the Constitution of the United 
States, says in its preamble:

“We, the people of the United States, 
In order to form a more perfect union, 
establish justice, Insure domestic tran
quillity, provide for the common de
fence, promote the general welfare, and 
secure the blessiugs of liberty to our
selves and our posterity, do ordain aud 
establish this Constitution.”

Not a word is said in that Instrument 
about the “blessings of Christianity,” or 
the purpose to extend Methodism, or 
Presbyterianism, or Foreign Boards of 
Missions Into any country. Such a 
thing was never contemplated by a sin
gle member of the delegation which 
framed that Constitution. So ambitious 
were they to make this ».purely secular 
government they purposely excluded all 
reference to God, or other supernatural 
parties, from the instrument.

Religious cranks have labored zeal
ously for years to amend the Constitu
tion, and convert the government into 
an engine for sectarian purposes; but 
they have failed thus far.

Intolerance Exemplified.
Three Mormon missionaries 

whipped by a Christian mob, at 
cord, N. C., the other day, then

Education the Savior of the 'World
Ignorance is the parent or super

stition. Science, another name tor 
knowledge, is the parent of skepticism. 
In those countries where the people are 
mostly uneducated, there the church 
rules and there the priest is held in 
highest esteem. ' Of such European 
countries are Spain and Italy. In 
France, in Germany and in Great 
Britain knowledge is more widely dif
fused, and in those countries church
men have been gradually discarding 
their Inherited errors until with the ed
ucated only few of the ancient dogmas 
remain.

In our own country, doubtless the 
New England States are most advanced 
in knowledge. There the gross barbar
ism prevalent in the church three hun
dred years ago has been very generally 
discarded. Unitarians and Universal- 
ists are most numerous In-those States, 
and their philosophy has almost Imper
ceptibly crept into all the orthodox 
churches, and modulated their faith, 
now forcibly shown in the great desire 
to get away from tlieir old creeds.

• The South, with its millions of un
educated negroes, only one generation 
removed from slavery, leads this coun
try in illiteracy. It also leads in faith 
in the old creeds. There an orthodox 
hell and the Devil are in their glory. 
And there, among the devotees of the 
church, science is little known.

In Europe late statistics show that 79 
per cent of the soldiers of Russia and 
Servia can neither read nor write. A 
little more than one-half of Italian and 
Hungarian soldiers can read; while up 
there in half-skeptical Great Britain 97 
per cent of her soldiery .can read and 
write, and 30 per cent are credited with 
a liberal education.

They who never think, without re
gard to location, believe as they were 
taught in infancy. Mumbo Jumbo 
reigns supreme among the savage tribes 
of Africa. And a great big exaggerated 
man, with all tlie passions, hates and 
loves of a barbarian people is wor
shiped among the thoughtless and un
educated classes in nil Christian coun
tries, Worse still, many do so who 
know better, that they may not be 
maligned and ostracised by the 
“faithful.”

When the Tartar hordes overran 
China, overthrew the ancient dynasty, 
and set up their own rule in the coun
try, as evidence of loyalty to the new 
dynasty, the head of every Chinaman 
was shaved save a scalp-lock—known 
to us as a pig-tall—which was retained, 
symbolic of their servitude to the Tar
tars. In time the reason for wearing 
this uncouth appendage was forgotten. 
The descendants of those who first 
wore this mark of vassalage forgot Its 
origin, so now a Chinaman knows no 
greater grief than the loss of that lock 
which demonstrates bis slavery.

So tlie cross was used as n symbol of 
subordination wherever the Roman Su
preme Pontiff planted it as bls stand
ard. The people were crushed aud 
overborne, and this hateful instrument 
of torture was ever before them evi
dencing their servility. In time the 
acts of the oppressors were forgotten, 
until now it is the most sacred object to 
which tlie eye turns.

It is education, with a history of the 
past, that arouses hate, and invites to 
the abandonment of the cruelties and 
creeds of tyrannous usurpers. When It 
shall become universal the remaining 
Christian dogmas will take their place 
with the discarded myths of older re-
llglons, then will begin a new 
when Spiritualism will come to 
front and peacefully reign forever, 
pray the good spirits to hasten 
dawning of that brighter day.

day, 
the 
We 
the

Cause of the Chinese Rebellion.
There are said to be three times as 

many Catholic missionaries in China as
there are of 
Protestants.

In a treaty 
China, made

all denominations of

between France' and 
some two years ago,

were 
Cou
th ey

were conducted to the county line, and 
instructed not to return under penalty 
of death. .

But that was done in the barbarous 
South..

About the same time two Mormon 
elders in Rockford, Ill., while quietly 
visiting from house to house, merely 

■ asking the privilege of correcting false 
.reports against their sect, were ar
rested by the police and ordered to 
leave the city, which they did to avoid 
direful consequences.

That was in the free and Christian 
North.

. The Mormons are a Christian sect, 
claiming to follow in the footsteps of

’ “Our Lord,” but they profess to have a 
later and more clearly expressed Gospel 
than has the older churches, hence their 
unpopularity.

Over there in China the people place 
as low an estimate on all Christian 
sects as do American Christians on 
their Mormon brothers, so they want 
the whole caboodle of them to leave the 
Flowery Kingdom. For this the West
ern powers are angry, and are threaten
ing to disrupt the Chinese empire.

■ Have the Mormons cause, for war 
against the United States because their 
missionaries are very generally out
raged wherever they attempt to tell the 
■story of "The Latter Day Saints of 
Jesus Christ?”

special privileges were- conferred on 
Catholics, which were not extended to 
Protestants. The Boxeis Interpreted 
that treaty as placing Christians out
side of Chinese authority, exempting 
them from punishments to which 
Chinamen were subject It Is reported 
(Catholic missionaries cited this privil
ege extended to them, and not to 
Protestants, as an Inducement to em
brace their faith. •

If these statements are correct, and 
were similar privileges extended to 
Buddhists In America, there would be 
a rebellion against the constituted 
authorities of which the troubles in 
China are only child's play.

Under threats of division of the em
pire among the great Christian powers, 
Chinese authorities have made conces
sions which the people will not allow 
foreigners to exercise.

Yea, Times Have Changed. .
La,tely said the Rutherford News, of 

New Jersey: ■
“Less than ten years ago it was con

fidently believed that war, of any con
siderable magnitude, was well nigh Im
possible; that mankind, had so de
veloped In the higher civilization that 
all differences between nations could be 
readilj*  settled,'by arbitration, and that 
the enormous destructiveness of mod
ern implerpents of warfare would deter 
all nations from yielding to the aggres
sive Instinct. To-day we find the whole 
world more or less convulsed with the 
war fever and ready to plunge Into the 
destruction of human llfp on a compara
tively slight provocation. Verily the 
times have changed.” .

Religious demagogues saw tlieir glory 
was departing. In every country where 
education is generally diffused the 
power of the church is declining. When 
it lost the whip and spur of hell, chang
ing that fiery domain into the Greek 
hades, “a place for the dead in general, 
without regard to their goodness or 
badness, their joys or their sorrows,” as 
Rev. George Campbell, in his “New 
Translation of the Gospels; with 
Notes,” defined the word 125 years ago, 
and this word was restored untrans
lated to the sacred text by the late re
visers, with it went all the flight the 
Christian pulpit had taught for the last 
500 years. The Devil, whom Milton 
made but a little inferior to God, took 
his departure with his bottomless do
main, so it has become necessary to 
gain control over the barbarous races 
to retain even a remnant of its power. 
In all civilized countries the Indications 
are, the church dogmas wlH be rele
gated to the Past within the next hun
dred years. ,

The revelations of the spirit world 
have been wonderful aids to the great 
revolution. Each new convert augments 
the opposition to the old creeds, while 
the united forces are quite irresistible 
The next grand effort should be to de
throne the usurper, human-born, whom 
priests have delighted to make, first 
co-equal with the Father, then that 
Father himself. They who wish to con
vert him into a real character, or a me
dium between the two worlds, are at 
liberty, so far as we are concerned, to 
do so; but It is blasphemy to clothe him 
with the attributes of divinity. Intelli
gence repudiates the claim, and the un
cultured races are sought for as recruits 
by churchmen driven to desperation.

The Japanese repulsed a religion 
greatly Inferior to their own, so Chris
tianity could gain no footing among 
those islanders. Mahomet made all 
his conquests In suppressing idolatry, 
so no progress can be made In gaining 
votaries to a triple-headed God among 
that_people. The last hope for future 
conquests by Christian missionaries is 
China. That people, the oldest nation 
on the globe, with an unbroken history 
of 5,000 years, and ostensibly of 20,000 
years, has a system of religion well 
adapted to their needs. They can see 
no good reason why they should change 
their faith at the caprice of “Foreign 
Devils,” who, unasked, have Intruded 
themselves into Chinese homes, and 
labor to destroy the common worship 
for what they conceive a very inferior 
system, and no way adapted to their 
condition.

Sectarians took advantage of com
mercial treaties. They entered the 
country through the open ports In the 
guise of traders. As such they built up 
places of business, secured the services 
of a few dependent natives, from whom 
they learned the Chinese language; 
then they commenced peddling their 
dogmas, and threatening with hell those 
who would not receive them. And 
that, really, is what has brought on the 
present troubles.

The Chinese are as devoted to their 
God—Joss, in their vernacular—as are 
Christians to their Deity, whose name 
the English borrowed from the Dutch.

The Peace Congress, last year at The 
Hague, was supposed to be a peaceful 
movement looking to the adjustment of 
national disputes by arbitration Instead 
of “trial by battle.” But It was an 
assemblage of the Christian powers. 
The members of that Congress were se
lected by the executives of Christian 
governments. It resulted like an as
semblage of priests intent on benefiting 
themselves and the countrles-dhey rep
resented, with seemingly little care for 
the outside world.

Are Horses to Disappear ?
Having some business that called

In a Rapid Decline.
Now the information comes that the

Methodist press is in a languishing con
dition. It is asserted all their church 
papers are published at a loss; are sus
tained by outside contributions. Only 
two, It is said, have made money. 
Thirteen others have received $64,000 
in subsidies and have sunk $100,000.

The whole system on which the 
church of all denominations is built is 
going to the demnltion bow wows. Its 
foundation restS~on sand, and its fall 
is as certain as is the death of the old 
religions out of which the new. was 
ronstructed. .

Justly Indignant.
The Galesburg Mall gives this as a 

fact: ’ > .
A young man who Uaibeen converted 

-at a camp-meeting declared that all the 
pride- and self-conceit had been taken 
out of his heart. To prove it he said 
he would go down in the audience and 
kiss an old colored woman." As he went 
down the aisle the old negress rose to 
her feet and said: “Look heah, white 
man, you may not hnve no pride, but I 
-has. I ain't gwine to let.no man Hob- 
sonlze me heah before all dcse white 
folks.” -

“Spiritual Songs tor the Use of Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings.” By Mattle B. 
Hull. 'For sale at this office. Price 10

■ tenta. • • ■ ; 1 .

Confessed Cannibals.
Confraternity of the Blessed Sacra

ment is the name of a society of 
priests of the Protestant Episcopal 
church, who aim to restore the mass, 
practiced by Roman Catholics, to their 
church. At a late session held In New 
York, the “Eucharistic Sacrifice” 
played an Important part. One speaker 
said: “The church is spiritually nur
tured and kept alive by the holy 
eucharlst,” that is feasting on the body 
and blood of a crucified God. That 
“body and blood” represent the human 
nature of Jesus, hence the eating of 
them by mortals is cannibalism, and 
nothing else. Another priest, Rev. 
Watson, sai<: “The constant preaching 
of the real presence of the body of 
Jesus in celebration of the encharlst Is 
necessary, because it is the unques
tioned doctrine of the church.” If the 
bread and wine is metamorphosed into 
the real body and blood of Jesus, then 
every participant in the sacrament Is a 
cannibal. ' ’

A Boy Has Visions.
A correspondent of the Chicago Blade 

living at Flemingsburg, Ky., gives an 
extrao^d/uary^story of spirit power. As 
set forth, in the last few day's visions of 
tragedflind ghosts have been troubling 
this community, caused by a piysterlous 
and greyysome. find of human bones un
der theiliouseuknown as the “old Au
gustus Sanford residence," located 
about four miles from Flemingsburg, 
and occupied'1 at present by William 
Black and funnily, consisting of father, 
mother,‘gad thplr boy. .

Therdare many mysteries associated 
witli this old house, which was once 
occuple^ by a'pian, now deceased, who 
was a j.quaint and peculiar kind of a 
being, one having few qualities calcu
lated to make him desirable as one’s 
neighbor. After his death it was 
learned that there was a trap door un
der his bed leading to the cellar. The 
door was so arranged that it could be 
opened from the bed, by merely pulling 
a sort of trigger attached to the bed.

It is said that seven 
appeared at this house 
twenty-one years. The 
traveling dentist known

us

THE OPINIONS
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A SPIRIT’S EDITORIAL I-

we are happy. If we give, we are hap-I-

not

‘If we wanted your railways, andI-
buy

NEARING THE BEAUTIFUL RIVER

our

By

The 
have

good, and Spiritualism no harm, 
statements made by this divine 
been refuted a thousand times.

same level, uniform spirit of content.
“You may think we live lives of Igno-

abiding happiness. Nothing else abides. 
All else Is vainglory and death. • With-

cent benisons of our world.—Light of 
Truth.

vlduals. No wonder that we will 
tolerate them.

theses and a general discussion was in
dulged in as the reader proceeded.

l
l-

machines, we could, of course.

workers on these and all the other pa
pers struggling to interpret the munifl-

py. Happiness.is service, sacrifice, de
votion, the amplitude of the virtues of 
soul life. Bestow the best you have 
upon others and in the giving you find

INTELLIGENCE.Spiritualism as Witchcraft.
The Milwaukee Sentinel says that the 

subject of Spiritualism was considered 
at the session of the Wisconsin synod 
at St. Marcus church in a paper that 
Md. read by thu RvV. A. Pmpe-r, of St. 
Marcus' church. Mr. Pieper only partly 
completed his paper, which consists of 
six theses, but he will take the staud- 
that Spiritualism is “the work of the 
devil,” and should be combatted by the 
Christian church. He holds that it is 
neither a religion nor a science, but a 
piece of witchcraft. He takes the 
stand that the Bible recognizes witch
craft as a reality and that Spiritualism 
conies under that heading.

Mr. Pieper read only two of the six

Of a Distinguished China' 
man.

Some Interesting Examples 
Noted.

persons dis
io the last 

first was a 
to be worth

considerable money. He stopped at 
the house one night after selling a num
ber of race horses, and had the money 
derived from the sale on his person. He 
was never heard of afterward, but at 
the time of his disappearance it was not 
known that he stopped with the eccen
tric occupant of the house.

Thursday, May 15, Willie Black, aged 
10 years, son of Mr- and Mrs. Black, the 
present occupants of the house, had a 
vision, or claims he did, in which a 
ghost told him to dig in the cellar and 
he would find a skeleton, that of a man 
named Bradshaw, the spirit said, who 
was murdered'just north of the house, 
in the orchard, twenty-one years ago,

When the boy made this known sev
eral men, your correspondent ijicluded, 
proceeded to verify what had been com
municated to the boy in the strange 
manner alleged. After digging about 
three feet we came upon a human 
skeleton, with old-style clothing still 
upon the remains. We also unearthed 
about $3,000 in counterfeit money.

Next day the boy claimed to have had 
another vision. He said if we would 
dig In the opposite corner from where 
we had dug before we would find three 
more skeletons. We dug as directed, 
and when, about three feet down we 
came upon three more skeletons, just as 
the boy had predicted.

The four skeletons have been viewed 
by several doctors, including Drs. Akin, 
Garr, Kehoe and Brace, and all pro
nounce the bones as human. About 500 
people also saw the remains in one day, 
saying nothing about the reporters, who 
are as thick as flies, all after photo
graphs, ete. !

The boy appears to take very little 
interest In what is going on around him.

The .College of Fine Forces.
Dr. Bdljbltt has now two courses of 

study, tiie Academic Course and the 
College Course., The Academic is sim
pler and/ very much cheaper than the 
other and glv'ris neyr and powerful 
.methods of curi which will save great 
suffering, and bfg doctor’s blUs.

AN UNSHAKEN BELIEVER.

east on a flying trip, we took the oppor
tunity to stop at Tarrytown, N. Y., for 
a couple of days, to witness the remark
able production of mechanical skill, a 
horseless carriage, or “Mobile,” as it is 
called. The Mobile Company of Amer
ica has purchased a large tract of land 
near Tarrytown, and erected thereon 
an extensive plant, where about 500 
.skilled mechanics are employedjn turn
ing out the wonderful Mobile. It cer
tainly Is a most ingeniously constructed 
machine, and Is probably the best for 
general use In the market to-day. 
When once ready for operation it can 
be easily managed. We saw men, wo
men, and even boys, running it, when 
once put in operation, and outstripping 
any horse, going up hill and down as if 
moved with animal life. The officers 
and employes of the firm are exceeding
ly courteous and obliging to vlsltdrs, 
there being several present Sfom va
rious parts of the United Stares, some 
of whom returned to their homes with 
a Mobile. It Is evident the horse in a 
great measure is to disappear as a fac
tor in the industries of our country. 
Those contemplating buying a Mobile 
would do well to correspond with the 
Mobile Company of America, located at 
Tarrytown, N.. Y.

The Two Historians in Contrast,
The first page of Chinese history, 

says the Encyclopedia Britannica, be
gins by describing the nucleus of the 
nation as a little horde of wanderers, 
roving among the forests of fitian-se, 
without houses, without clothing, with
out fire to dress their victuals, and sub
sisting on the spoils of the chase, eked 
out with roots and Inserts.

The reader will contrast this history 
with divine revelation, and determine 
for himself which narrative Is the most 
probable. Because of eating, a for
bidden fruit the eyes of the-first pair 
were opened, and God, humiliated lie- 
cause-they had discovered they were 
naked, turned tailor and made them 
clothing of skins, which he probably 
tore from the bodies of living animals, 
for-human genius bad not yet Invented 
the-knife. ■

It may be proper to mention that the 
Chinese story did not originate with 
God. This may be the reason of Its 
greater probability, ■ ■

Level-headed.
• Prof., Goldwln Smith, of Toronto, is 
reposted as saying of the troubles in 
China: .

“One thing Is dear: AR the mission
aries should be compelled at once to 
withdraw to places of security; or, If 
they choose heroically to remain'In 
posts of danger, should he warned that 
they do this, as did the early mission
aries, at their own risk. It is monstrous 
that a religion of peace and good-will 
should be made, as too often it has been 
in the hands of Its Indiscreet apostles, a 
brand for kindling the flames of inur- 
derous war.” '

" -■ Abuse of Authority.
It Is stated that-in Art. 29 of onr 

treaty with China In 1858, provision Is 
made that Chinese converts to Chris
tianity who peacefully teach and prac
tice the Christian religion, “shall In no 
case be interfered with or molested.” 
Is it possible that the treaty-making 
power of -this nation has , ever been 
guilty of thus Intermeddling with for
eign * powers in thb Interest of sec
tarianism? .

"Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M.
D. For sale at this office. Price, $1.

The first thesis treated the history of. 
Spiritualism, Mr. Pieper holding that 
it was not a discovery of the modern 
times, but traces of it were found in the 
Old Testament and In ancient Egypt, 
Assyrlen, Babylon, China arid other 
Eastern countries. The speaker then 
traced it up to the present day. In his 
second thesis he took the stand that the 
supernatural phenomena believed Jn by 
Spiritualists are not altogether frauds, 
but that some phases' of it are real, 
such as the trance, though he did not 
believe that such a condition was pro
duced by spirits, but rather by a condi
tion of the body, such as disease.

The third thesis will treat the subject 
from the view that science is unable to 
explain many Spiritualistic phenomena. 
The fourth thesis will be the teachings 
of Spiritualism. In the synopsis that 
he has furnished, he holds that accord
ing to the Scripture the supernatural 
phenomena in Spiritualism are not the 
work of departed souls, but the work of 
the devil, and the teachings of Spirit
ualism are the teachings of demons.

The fifth thesis will hold that Spirit
ualism is neither a science nor a relig
ion, but a piece of witchcraft. This will 
be an acknowledgment that witchcraft 
exists, Mr. Pieper taking the stand that 
in the Bible it is acknowledged as a re
ality and arguing from that point of 
view. The concluding thesis will be on 
the dangers of Spiritualism. He will 
hold that the Christian church has ev
ery reason' to combat Spiritualism and 
will assert that the word of God is tlie 
only effective means to combat it with.

Mr. Pieper is a Lutheran, and, like the 
Catholics, is violently opposed to Splr- 
itliallsm. He certainly has an exceed
ingly narrow mind, or he would, not re
gard Spiritualism in the light he does. 
He is at least fifty years behjnd the 
times. Spiritualism, with its millions 
of adherents, has no fear 'of these as
saults from the pulpits. They are per
fectly harmless, doing the church no

They’re tearlng'down the castles we’ve 
erected in the air—

They claim tliat Brother Damon never 
flourished ' anywhere.

They tell us that the story of his friend
ship was a myth; •

But I believe In Damon, and I’ve faith 
in Brother Pyth.

They cite us facts and figures, claiming 
it’s a fairy tale,

Of the residence of Jonah In the inside 
of the whale,

And they say that Billy Tell did not 
take snapshots at his son—

But I believe the stories—I believe ’em 
every one. .

They state that, our immortal George 
not only lied but he

Was not the lad who hatcheted his 
papa’s cherry tree;

But I believe that Washington was a 
most honest youth— .

If that tree was an orchard, I’d declare 
it was the truth.

They try to shatter my belief in Bar- 
b’ra Frletchie’s flag,

But still my faith is steadfast, and it Is 
not’prone to sag.

I’d swear the tale was truthful if it said 
she waved a gun—

Fot>I believe the stories—I believe ’em 
every one.

They try to prove that Sheridan could 
not have “saved the day,”

They slay he-didn’t ride like mad from 
“twenty miles away,”

But I put my trust in It—I’m content to 
go it blind—

I’ve just as firm belief in It as if I rode 
behind.

I pin-my faith to every one of all the 
good old talés;

I’ve confidence In all the men, the 
horses and thé whales.

They cannot break my idols—they can
not spoil my fun,

For I believe the stories—I believe ’em 
evèry one.

—Baltimore American.

BOOK REVIEWS
Words That ,Burn. $ Romance. By 

Mrs. Lida Briggs Browne.
Weare glad to welcome this, another 

literary effort, ^hlch in qualify and 
tone is adapted1 to interest, instruct, 
and leave ah impress for good on the 
mind of anyone that reads. Like the 
recently issued .book, “Lisbeth,” by 
Mrs. Twin'g; this^Volume of “Words 
That. Burri”’ is worthy of hearty com
mendation. ’i No'' Spiritualist, or- others, 
can read fl?.'with' out being spiritually 
richer for ft. It is replete with the New 
Thought of 'fo-dayy ' ■' '

We sliait-irpt attempt to analyze the 
work. Mrfc Browtte is not unknown to 
readers of'this journal, as in thne past 
she has enflbhed brir columns by the ef
fusions of'her brifth and pen. We con
gratulate Her on tHis literary effort, and 
hope it may prove, as It deserves, a siib- 
stantlal fitfahclal tericcess. It is well 
bound In flbth. Price, $1.50, For sale 
at this officii. • 1,1 : '

. ""-Ân ' Y- ’ . : .
Y*OU,  às a progressive mind, should 

know^omethlrig of the phenom
ena of that magnificent change 
called Death. On that , subject 
you will fin (Evaluable Inforination 
in the thred volumes of The En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life In

the Spirit World Those three volumes 
contain more valuable Information on 
that subject than all the libraries of the 
world.- They are furnished to the sub
scribers of The: Progressive Thinker at
a nominal cost. Read carefully 
premium list. : ;

"The Spiritualism of Nature.’ _ 
Prof. W. M. Locktvood. Price 15 cents.
For sale at thls office.

Peace on Earth, Good Will 
to Men.

There is living in London, Eng.,—in 
fact, he holds a high position in a firm 
of eastern merchants—a Chinese gen
tleman who has for many years . be
longed to the Boxers’ secret society in 
China, and witli whom u'representative 
of the Buffalo Express has had a most 
Interesting interview.

“You English,” he observed, speaking 
our language with remarkable fluency, 
“only look at Chinese matters from 
your own point of view. Ah! If you 
could only look at them from ours!

“Western civilization is to us a mere 
mushroom. It is a tiling of yesterday. 
Chinese civilization is unnumbered 
thousands of years old. We consider 
ourselves at least 2,000 years ahead of

“There was a time when we had, like 
you, our ‘struggle for life,’ our race for 
wealth,-our ambition for power, our 
.haste and hurry and worry, We, too, 
had your clever Inventions—gunpowder, 
printing and the. rest—but we have 
lived long enough to find out how essen
tially unnecessary all these things are,

“We have also had our periods of 
doubt, fanaticism, and dissension in 
matters of religion. We have had our 
martyrs, our reformations, our noncon
formists, our Intolerance, and finally, 
our toleration. Yes, thousands of years 
ago. .
WISDOM FROM THB CENTURIES.

“But, as I say, we have outgrown it 
all. From the experience of past cen
turies we have learned wisdom; from 
the mistakes and disasters of our ances
tors we have learned that none of the 
things for which we strove were really 
worth striving for.

“Our passions and ambitions have 
settled down into a ealm desire for hap
piness in this world; our religion is re
duced to a philosophy of life which the 
test of the last 2,000 years has proved 
to be absolutely sound.

“We believe that the best thing to 
pursue in this life is happiness, and we 
teach our children that their happiness 
can only be secured by the perform
ance of duty, by the observance of 
moral and business obligations, and by 
surrounding one’s self with a circle of 
equally happy-frleuds and relatives.

If a Chinaman prospers beyond the 
lot which falls to his kindred, he finds 
ills greatest happiness In sharing his 
good fortune with them. And In China 
we never cease to work. There is no 
such thing as ‘retiring from business.' 
Work is part of our pleasure, because it 
is part of our duty.
A COMFORTABLE PHILOSOPHY.

“We believe in making the best of 
tills life, which Is the only one we know 
anything about for certain. That is the 
Be All and End All of Chinese philos
ophy.

“AU through China you will find the

To the Editor:—Kindly permit me to 
say a few words in regard to that 
“Infinite Intelligence” that has been so 
much written about and talked of, fully 
realizing my finite mind cannot grasp 
the Infinite.

It seems to me there must be an In- l 
telligeuce running through all matter, 
through all things, animate and in
animate. The other morning as I was 
taking my deep breathing exercises out 
on the piazza, with face toward the 
rising sun, in true •oriental fashion, I 
espied between me and that glorious 
orb, a gossamer spider’s web, wet with 
pearly, shining dew. It was a marvel 
of perfection as to fineness, form and 
skill In Its workmanship.

I called Jay to admire and help me 
gush over it; he put his finger too near, 
tlie web being viscid from Its newness 
and the dew, clung to the finger and 
was torn. The spider was a little grey 
Insect not over the eighth of an Inch 
long, with five tiny, red horns protrud
ing from the upper surface of its body. 
It remained quiet at the center of its 
wonderful piece of mechanism all that 
day. Next morning the web was most 
skilfully repaired and several strands, 
added to its circumference; I am sure 
it had been all done in the darkness of 
night or the dim dawn of the early 
morning. '

No delicate, fairy, human fingers 
could have wrought the marvel. It was 
cabled to a tree limb on one side five 
feet distant, on another side to a twine 
I had stretched near by, on the third 
side to an oleander bush a yard away. 
These cables were lovely In execution 
as I could see through my magnifying 
glass; divided into regular spaces of 
plain gossamer and fuzzy white links. 
No man living has the ability or Intelli
gence to build such a wonder as this 
modest insect had done; the day was 
windy, the delicate fabric swung to 
and fro for many hours. The next 
morning found It several strands larger, 
broken places mended in an astonish
ingly Ingenious manner; the center 
nearly closed up and made stronger by 
the linked cables. Day after day we 
watched the wondrous building and re
pairing till a violent storm obliterated 
it, and perhaps, in the seeming cruelty, 
of nature, destroyed the gifted archi
tect. Intelligence! Who can deny it to 
this little spider?

The other week I went into a friend’s 
store; be sat at bis desk behind a screen

There is joy in heaven over every ef
fort that makes for peace and concord 
on earth. I come to you with charity 
and devoutness of soul.

Words can not tell of the glory felt 
here when our praytrs had been an
swered by the deep burial of all strife 
and contention between our three great 
papers, The Banner of Light, The Pro
gressive Thinker and The Light of 
Truth.

In beautiful symbol let us put a period 
on this consummation of our efforts, 
and as you read these poor words of 
mine try to feel what they cannot ex
press, the soul exultation, the grati
tude to the Divine Giver of all good, in 
that now and henceforth these great in
struments of good may do our work on 
earth as it is done In heaven, thereby 
bringing out and into your lives the 
fruit of the great prayer of the ages, 
“Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done, 
on earth as It is In heaven.”

The Banner of Light as the oldest 
now of all our periodical publications, 
withstanding many tempests and rising 
grandly above many vicissitudes, is like 
the giant-oak around whose trunk wind 
vine-like and in harmonious concord 
The Progressive Thinker and The 
Light of Truth, the younger, vigorous 
champions of liberty of thought and 
our common immortality. While 
streaming from them all are the sprigs 
of olive, bearing peace and love to all 
the world.

Dear mortals, happiness consists alto
gether of kindness and love. If wé love

rance and squalor and Idleness, but I 
assure you it is not so. We are as well 
off as we want to be, and no man can 
Improve on that

“Now, these being our circumstances, 
you of the western world come to us 
with what you call your new ideas. 
You bring us your religion, an Infant of 
1900 years. You invite us to build rail
ways so that we may fly from place to 
place at a speed which for us has 
neither necessity nor charm. You want 
to build mills and factories so as to de
base our beautiful arts And crafts, and 
produce tawdry finery In place of the 
beautiful textures and hues which we 
have evolved after ages of experiment.

“Against all this we protest. We 
want to be let alone. We want to be 
free to enjoy our beautiful country, and 
the fruits of our centuries of experi
ence. When we ask you to go away 
you refuse, and you even threaten us 
if we do not give you our harbors, our 
land, our towns.

“And now, having carefully consid
ered the matter, we of the so-called 
Boxers’ society, have decided that the 
only way to get rid of you is to kill you. 
We are not naturally bloodthirsty. We 
certainly are not thieves. But when 
persuasion and argument and appeals 
to your sense of justice are of no avail, 
wb find ourselves face to face with the 
fact that the only resource is to put you 
out of existence.

THE MISSIONARY QUESTION.
"Consider your missionaries. They 

come, as I have said, witli a new relig
ion, upon the main principles of which 
they are bitterly divided among them
selves. They tell us that unless we ac
cept their doctrines we shall suffer eter
nal punishment. They frighten our 
children and the more weak-minded of 
our older people, and create all kinds of 
dissensions between families and Indl-

out charity we are nothing. Wisdom is 
in contriteness, benevolence, simplicity. 
O that this work may go on!

Be sure that In giving this testimonial 
of the watchers in spirit life over the 
turmoils now allayed, we reap our 
abundant rewards In true happiness. 
May peace and love abide with yon, the

I am nearing the beautiful river, 
It’s silvery ripples I hear;

How I long to-glide over Its waters 
• To that home of love so dèar.
Bright faces Of loved ones are waiting 
. To welcome me over there;
They beckon to me o’er the waters, 

Their joy and their love to share.
Chorus— ’ .

I am nearing the beautiful river, ■ 
Its silvery ripples I hear;

Soon I’ll glide o’er Its soft waters, 
To that hómé of love-so dear.

Hark! music like a sweet-voiced bell, 
Farewell! dear friends of earth, fare- 
■ well. . " ■ .
I am nearing the beautiful river, 

That flows thro’ the shadowy vale;
On its borders ate daintiest flowers 

Byer seen In earth’s meadow or dale.
Sweet perfume_and music ideal - 

Greet my spirit with’rapture sweet, 
As I eagerly strain at the fetters 

That are binding my weary feet.
Oh! I long to cross over the river, 

Thè’ leaving some loved ones behind;
But they know I’ll watch over their 

footsteps -
When the path into heaven I find.

Ah! the silver-robed angels are coming, 
With a promise of peace and rest;

Oh! at last has my soul found the 
sunshine \

In the home of the loved and blest.
—Exchange,

•‘Religious and Theological Works of 
Tnomas Paine." Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,? and a number of let*  
ters and discourses on religious and the- 
eloglcai subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $L For sale nt this office.

them; but we do not. Wo have no use 
for them. We have learned to do with
out them. Y<ft you say you will force 
us to buy them, whether we will or not. 
Is that just? I say It Is an Imperti
nence—an outrage.

“A good deal is made of the fact that 
we are not soldiers. Well,- we have 
ceased to be soldiers, because we have 
become civilized. War Is a barbarism. 
The effect of our having arrived at our 
present stage of civilization Is that we 
have Increased and multiplied beyond 
every other race on the face of the 
earth. In spite of our great mortality 
(which seems to be very shocking to 
you, although we recognize in it only a 
wise provision of nature), the Chinese 
race Is increasing at a greater pace 
than any other people in the world.

“We could If we chose overwhelm the 
rest of mankind. That we do not do so 
is due to the petfection of onr civiliza
tion, our philosophy, and our morals. 
"We number 400,000,000 human beings, 
and who could withstand us if we chose 
tb assert our.power? Do you think we 
are unconscious of it? On the contrary, 
we understand It only too well. Let the 
white races of the earth appreciate the 
fact that we and not they are' its mas
ters.
WHAT HAPPENS TO INVADERS.

“There hnve been twenty so-called 
successful invasions of China. But 
what has happened?-Have the invaders 
dominated the Chinese? No. The con
quered have absorbed their conquerors. 
AU have became Chinese. The very 
Jews who have come among us have 
been absorbed by our race—a thing 
which has never happened elsewhere.

“Det me repeat that all the forces 
which divide men In the west hnve_ 
practically no existence in China. Pol-' 
itics, religion, private ambitions, the" 
necessity for expansion, land-hunger, 
gold-hunger—all these have no exist
ence in Chinn. You think that because 
the Chinaman is Inert, careless and 
simple, lie is a child. There never was 
a greater mistake. .

“He has learned the secret of being 
happy. His life is placid, and. nothing 
troubles him so long as his conscience 
is clear.

“There you have, our character in a 
sentence. Let us alone, and we will 
let you alone.-'

of lattice w.ork; In and out of the dia
mond shaped Interstices, through and 
through, ran a sweet potato vine, so 
royal in appearance, that for some little 
time I did not recognize the plebeian 
origin of the careening, emerald beauty. 
My friend looked up and said, "Don’t 
you want one?” “What is it?” I in
quired. “Walt a minute,” he replied. 
He went to a back room and brought 
me a large, sprouted tuber. I brought 
it home, placed it In a small bucket with 
the sprouts up, filled the vessel with 
tepid water so half of the potato was 
covered, then hung the pail near a 
sunny window, taking care to add a 
little water every day or two to make 
up for evaporation. In a few days the 
vine was rampant. I watched It In its 
search for support. On one side of tho 
large window was a bracket to which 
an empty bird cage was attached. It 
soon ran up to this, twined about the 
cage, in and out, between the wires, 
making it a bower of verdure. In the 
meantime two tender branelilets had 
been dropped and were seeking a sup
port below. I drove a nail still lower, 
tied a twine to it, fastening the same 
to another nail higher up on the oppo
site side; in a week one braneblet ran 
down, wound round the nail and then 
kept on towards the floor, while the 
other sought the twiue and ran across 
the window. Here I drove another 
nail in the wall away from the casings, 
and still another on tlie side of tho 
cage a foot and a half above it. At first 
the vine seemed to hesitate as if it were 
pondering, “Now what shall I do, run 
out on this dark wall or across the 
sunny window?” I was from home a 
few days. What was my surprise on 
returning to find my little traveler had 
put out two more branelilets, one of 
which was running along the wall, the 
other across the window. What can all 
this be but Intelligence? So human as 
to almost seem wise.

I make a saturated solution of sodium 
chloride; in this, for a patient’s special 
use, 1 place a Russian towel, then 
wring it loosely out, hanging it in an 
airy place for the water to evaporate, 
leaving the salt to crystallize on every 
little loop and thread. In a short time 
there is a perfect forest of lovely, 
fragile, needle crystals of many sizes, 
making for the inactive skin of the 
ailing person one of the finest flesh 
brushes ever Invented.

Later I looked at the solution remain
ing In the bowl after wringing out the 
towel; having set it aside in a quiet 
place where no agitation could disturb 
it. The liquid has disappeared, while 
the mineral has built itself Into a heap 
of beautiful, equal sized cubes! Who 
can say there has been no Intelligence 
In this mysterious work?

Thus' I could go on jnultlplying ex
amples ad Infinitum. Has any reason
ing mortal the least idea that all this 
Occult Knowing How, sits on the out
side of these operations, In the form of 
a man, with a crown on his head, a 
sceptre in hand, while any number of 
"Elders” stand curtsying before him by 
throwing down and picking up their 
crowns?

It seems Impossible: yet can one deny 
this universal Intelligence? Call it 
Law; but can we say It Is an un
intelligent Law?

MRS. H. H. CHAAPEL, M. D. 
Palmetto, Fla.

“The Mysteries of the Formation of. 
the Earth, the Rising and Sinking oi 
Continents, the Introduction of Man,' 
and His Destiny Revealed In God’s Own 
Way and Time.” A work of deep inter
est, given through the mediumship of 
Mrs. M. T. Longley, by an advanced 
band of ancient spirits. Price $1. For 
sale at this office. . ■ -

“Poems of Progress,” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
llyely to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by, 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
prlnted-and bound. Price $1.' '

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carua 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in Its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Human culture and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
eluding Methods and Instruments).' 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very Instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fulfills the promise of Its title. 
For sale at this office. Price 75 cento.

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth 50 
cents.



GYPSY’S STRANGE PROPHECY WAS FULFILLED

SPIRITUALISM!
Will It Ever Become Pop 

ular?

?A

KI

i

TWO AWFUL MURDERS FORE- , 
- TOLD BY PALMISTRY—LAUGH- !

ING GIRLS ’ WARNED THAT ' 
THEY WERE TO MEET TRAGIC I 
FATES—YEARS AFTER WORDS j 
CAME TRUE
Do the lines which cross one another, j 

cut strange little channels, die out or 
stretch and stretch themselves oyer . 
one’s hand tell the story of a person’s • 
life?. Is the future of a man or of a ■ 
woman mapped out and then dla- ' 
grnmiued upon that individual’s hund : 
so that all who see it and may read, : 
will know? Or is it mere coincidence : 
which makes the prophecies of those • 
who give dire warnings or tell of joyous ' 
futures sometimes come strictly true?

This*  is a story of romance and of ■ 
tragedy—a tale all the more wonderful 
for its being true. It is a relation of 
facts which prove that the mysteries of : 
Scheherezade linger with us still. It 
expands from the fertile fields of Penn
sylvania to the wealth of Washington, 
r/jid through it runs the hand of human ■ 
fate.

Potter county has never produced two 
handsomer girls than Grace Richardson ' 
and Effie Copley. Cousins they were ' 
and of an age. Chums almost insep
arable. Miss Richardson lived with her ; 
-parents in Middlebury township. They 
were not extremely wealthy persons, ; 
but they were well to do, A better farm 

■ than theirs was not to be found, for 
twenty miles about. Hundreds of sheep 
gamboled in their pasture fields and 
their cattle were famed at the county 
fair. So Grace Richardson always went 
well gowned, and she knew how best : 
to bring golden hair and azure eyes 
into delightful contrast with the gown 
she wore,

Ellie Copley was the antithesis of her 
charming cousin. She was tall and 
dark. Hur hair was as glossy as a 
black bird’s breast, and her dark eyes 
danced and sparkled. Her parents, too, 
Were well to do, but their acres were 
not so numerous nor their herds so 
many as those of the Richardsons, 
whose farm land theirs adjoined. They 
were content with lesser things.

Girls develop young In Potter county. 
The rich country air makes the red 
blood tingle In their veins and they 
grow strong and hearty. So it was that 
at 14 years of age Grace Richardson 
and Effie Copley were very near ma
tured. Company they had in plenty 
and both could scarcely wait for later 
years to come. .

VISITED THE GYPSY CAMP.
At this time there passed through 

Potter county a wealthy band of gyp
sies. All the way from Texas they had 
come journeying toward New York. 
Not ordinary nomads were these per
sons. From their beautifully con
structed wagons dozens of thorough- , 
bred horses trailed far behind. Prone 
to trade, they were as honest as any 
horse traders could well be and word of 
their good faith went on before them.

To a vast concourse was the party 
going as n n escort to their queen. This 
woman traveled In a carriage all her 
own. She was arrayed as was the 

■ Queen of Sheba, and at night she slept
In a tent of many gorgeous colors.

The gypsies camped for three days in 
a bit of woods on the outskirts of Cross 
Forks, and there the people gathered 
from all the region round about and 
Lad their fortunes told. Seated upon a 
glided throne and bedecked with forest 
flowers, the Queen gazed into the palms 
of her visitors and revealed their for
tunes to them. It was noted that the 
Queen was not an optimist. Quite fre
quently would she refuse to talk with 
some of those who called. To others 
she gave gloomy forebodings of the 
dark days to come. “The world Is full 
of sorrows” she would explain, “but 
there are many joys. You will find 
them out together.”

To the grove in which the gypsies had 
encamped Grace Richardson and Effie 
Copley went They saw the gorgeous 
tent which enclosed the Queen, and the 
dozens who entered there and then 
'came out again made them very 
curious. So they took their place in line 
and waited to see what the future had 
in store for them. So Inseparable were 
the girls that they determined, that 
each- should hear what was told the 
other.

Together the girls marched in before 
the Queen. She took a hand of each, 
and looking at them sharply, simply 
said:

“I do not want to tell your fortunes.” 
This seemed so strange to the cousins 

that they Insisted, and giving way to 
their importunities the gypsy, taking 
their hands in hers again, began slowly, 
as she traced the lines, to read:

DREADFUL PROPHECY.
“I see before both of you," she said, 

as if reciting a story well known to her, 
“a few years of happiness. Then will 
come days of sorrow. You will both 
die quite young, and your ends will be 
too dreadful to contemplate. Both will 
go to the grave by violence and after 
the same fashion. I did not want to 
tell you, but you Insisted. It is written 
on your hands, and what is traced there 
comes true.” Then the Queen dis
missed them with a sorrowful smile of 
sympathy.

Now all this seemed but a huge joke 
to Grace Richardson and Effio Copley. 
Laughingly they rejoined their friends 
and told them of their fortunes. Then 
they departed for- their homes. The 
gypsies moved on and were forgotten, 
so were their prophecies. One year fol
lowed close upon the heels of another 
until four had been passed. The girls 
had beaux in plenty, but of all those 
Who visited the Copley house the most 
favored was Walter E- Goodwin. An 
Industrious young man was Goodwin, 
and,he was well to do. 'He had a store 
of his own and a little farm and seemed 
to be gaining a fortune. It was to her 
cousin Grace that Miss Copley blush- 
ingly first broke the news that soon she 
was to be married.

The Goodwin-Copley wedding Is re
membered by all who live at Cross 
Forks. It was the most promising in 
many years, and all the neighbors 
gathered to Wish the happy couple well. 
Grace Richardson was a bridesmaid.

But this little country town quickly 
became too small for Goodwin and.hls 
aspirations. He and his charming little 
wife moved to Mansfield, in Tioga 
county, and everything seemed to pros
per for awhile. Mansfield is. an ed- 
ucntional center as well as one of busi
ness. It lias a normal school, big stores 
and temptations. Of the latter the Cop
leys did not know until their daughter 
appeared at their door and announced 
that she had come to stay. All of this 
occurred so sudden that it took the peo
ple's breath away.
MURDERED BY HER HUSBAND.

> Mrs. Goodwin said never a word 
About her troubles, but It was not long

before it was learned that Goodwill's 
love had been won away from his coun
try help-mate. One day Mrs. Goodwin 
returned to Mansfield. The next morn
ing her mutilated corpse was found 
lying in an alley in the principal part of 
the town. A deep bruise on the head 
and a bullet hole told the tale of 
murder.

For a quarter of a century Mansfield 
had been free from serious crime. From 
mansion and tenement the people gath
ered for but a single purpose, the pun
ishment of the destroyer of their peace. 
Foremost among them was Goodwin. 
His had been the loss, he said, and his 
must the vengeance be. But as startled 
as the town had been upon the discov
ery of the murder, no less startled was 
it to learn the very next day that Good
win had been arrested and taken to 
Wellsboro. For so sincere had his grief 
appeared to be that few were willing to 
believe that he was the slayer of bis 
wife. .

Tire trial of Goodwin -will remain long 
in the minds of the residents of Tioga 
county. It was fraught with sensation. 
None knew what evidence there was 
against the prisoner; the defense was 
coolly confident. Goodwin appeared in 
court attended ' by some of the best 
attorneys of the northern tier of coun
ties. He smiled upon his friends, shook 
hands and reassured them he quickly 
would be free. Then the blow came.

As a mist rolls away and discloses a 
mountain, so did the prosecution’s mys
tery disappear with the opening of the 
trial. The first witness was the person 
to whom of all others Goodwin had 
looked for aid. She was his guilty part
ner in the murder—tlie woman for 
whose sake Mrs. Goodwin had been 
slain. Calmly she told the gory tale- 
each detail she painted in the most 
grewsome hue. There was little de
fense. And at the hanging, which oc
curred in June, 1898, Goodwin told his 
story just before the black cap was ad
justed.

MAN’S DIRE THREAT.
Mrs. Goodwin's tragic death recalled 

with startling vividness to Grace Rich
ardson the prophecy so earnestly made 
by the Gypsy Queen so many years be-
fore. Her parents pooh-poohed it, 
friends smiled at the recollection, 
the young woman, still unmarried 
unloving, believed that some day

her 
but 
and 
the

prophecy would come true. Miss Rich
ardson grew thin and wan. She wanted 
to go away, she cared not in what direc
tion; some place where the scenes of 
her childhood would no longer haunt 
her troubled brain; some place where 
she was not known.

After weeks and months of pleading, 
Mr. and Mrs. Richardson consented to 
this plan. Joyously did the victim of 
the strange hallucination pack her 
trunk and hie herself away to Galeton. 
There in the midst of the lumber region, 
where things were fresh and new, she 
would find peace.

At Galeton resided Frank Sprague. A 
lumber king was Sprague. His acres 
reekecTwlth virgin timber, and his em
ployes were numbered by the score. He 
was big and commanding, and into his 
coffers gold was flowing fast. About 
this time Mrs. Sprague became ill and 
Miss Riehtirdson, moved by pity, went 
to nurse her back to health. So woman
ly was Miss Richardson and so dainty 
that not’only did she win her way into 
the heart of the invalid, but into the 
soul of the husband as well. Earnestly 
he pleaded with her. If she would but 
run away with him, he said, they would 
go to the other end of the world; he 
would cover her with riches and with 
happiness as well.

Contemplation of Sprague's proposi
tion frightened Miss Richardson far 
more than the gypsy's proposition. She 
quietly left the house. Sprague fol
lowed and promised, that should she 
ever wed her life would pay the price. 
Galeton had quite lost its charm by 
this time. Miss Richardson, still bro
ken in health and on the brink of 
nervous prostration, returned to the 
home of her parents in search of the 
peace which was not there. Day by 
day the specter of death followed hard 
behind .her. It crept into the room by 
night and laughed at her derisively in 
the morning. Then to save her mlud, 
to make one last dash for preservation, 
this woman determined to flee far 
away.

PROPHECY FULFILLED.
A party of friends was going to Cali

fornia at this period. Miss Richardson 
became a member of it. At last, distant 
from the shadow of her youth, amid the 
tall trees of Yosemite and the vineyards 
on the hillside she bloomed as in the 
years gone by. It was there in the land 
of the smiling days that the Pennsylva
nia girl met the man she was fated to 
wed. Guy T. Hale was his name, and, 
strangely enough, he, too, was a lumber 
man. In far-off Washington Hale’s 
possessions struck deep into the forest. 
There he took his bride and they were 
happy far beyond their dreams.

A dispatch from Tacoma tells the rest 
of this strange story. -

“Frank F. Sprague, a Pennsylvania 
lumberman," it says, “arrived in this 
city from his home in Potter county, 
that State, a few days ago. He pro
ceeded to the home of Guy T. Hale, 
seven miles from town, without delay. 
Sprague found Mrs. Hale, a.former ac
quaintance of his, at home.’ Her hus
band was away.

“When Mr. Hale arrived home he was 
met at the door by his wife, who told 
him that Sprague was withln. Scarcely 
had she spoken than Sprague, who had 
followeu close behind her, shot Mrs. 
Hale through the heart, and she fell 
dead Into the- arms of her husband. 
Retreating into the house, Sprague then 
committed suicide by shooting him
self. Hale, who is nearly wild with 
grief, states that his wife had told him 
Sprague once threatened to take her 
life if she ever married. He had come 
all the way from Pennsylvania to take 
his vengeance.” ,

A short time ago the remains of 
Sprague arrived home from Washing
ton. The casket was opened at the sta- 
tlon, and there hundreds of the dead 
man’s former friends gathered to do 
last obeisance to the body. Dr; Cum
mings and Druggist Hayman made an 
examination of the corpse and found 
that Sprague had placed, a revolver 
muzzle between his teeth and pulled 
the trigger. So the tragedy -of • the' 
gypsy’s prophecy was ended.—Philadel
phia Inquirer. . .

Do I hear the question asked, if 
Spiritualism will ever become a popular 
religion? My friends, Spiritualism Is 
to-day the most popular religion in the 
world. It Is a religion that if rightly 
understood by the people, would be 
wished to be believed by nearly every
one. It is embraced by hundreds every 
year, and they are becoming Spiritual
ists in every church oil over our land. 
Some do not know It, and some have 
had enough of Spiritualism to know to 
what society they belong.

The very discords arising in the other 
churches, the lukewarmness expressed 
by so many on the subject of religion, 
is the Spiritualism in their natures 
working in its own good way to 
counterbalance the evils they have been 
taught through the past generations. 
They have come to the conclusion their 
own belief is not right,"and have heard 
tlie scriptures expounded in various 
ways, until becomiug tired of the many 
version^ of it, some sit down quietly, 
discouraged at the conflicting opinions, 
while others go on investigating on 
their own account until they become 
convinced that hell is not one-half as 
hot as painted by the old divines. If 
any come to stumbling blocks in their 
path that seem insurmountable, they 
always take the easier way, the pleas
anter path, where the foothold is clear 
and the way so bright, that everyone 
Will be enabled to see the glory and the 
light of the new life, that happy land 
that lies at our door and where the 
doors are ever ajar and angel hands are 
waiting to welcome their friends to the 
beauties of the higher sphere.

Is Spiritualism popular? I ask. Did 
you ever tell an unbeliever, one that 
knew nothing of our faith or Ila. what 
it consists, that that person did not ex
press a wish that he or she had the 
faith to believe the beautiful theory, 
beautiful in living and more beautiful 
in dying? How many times in telling 
my friends of my belief, I have hud the 
same thing said to me, and no doubt 
you have had tlie same, “Oh, If I only 
had the faith to believe your beautiful 
religion.”

Now, my friends, did you ever hear a 
person say he wished he had the faith 
to become a Methodist, a Presbyterian, 
a Baptist, or a Catholic? Is it anything 
to be wjshed for? Did you ever in your 
lives hear the wish expressed that any
one had faith to believe one of their 
doctrines? And why not? Because 
every teaching of Nature is in direct 
opposition to them. Every soul shrinks 
from the horror of such a faith itnd 
turns to something more bdautlful, 
more tangible to get hold of, and where 
it is all light instead of darkness. 
Nothing but fear taught by other than 
angel teachers has instilled Into the 
minds of the young the feeling that 
they must follow In the footsteps of 
their forefathers and belong to some 
church in order to be saved. It is 
nothing beautiful in the religion itself, 
but 'a fear born of something dreadful 
to comer if not lived in the only manner 
they know anything about and have 
been taught from their earliest in
fancy. Now is not a religion popular 
that everyone would like to have faith 
to possess? or have I misunderstood the 
meaning of the term popularity?

No one can doubt for one moment 
that we are sincere and earnest lu our 
work, and mean wbat we say, and the 
churches believe it too, and they are 
becomiug awakened to the knowledge 
of the fnct that their religion is a fraud 
in a degree; although it has done its 
work well, it must now make way for 
more advanced thought and higher 
feeling of good will to all men, making 
no exceptions between the good and the 
bad, tlie high and the low, -but giving 
each and everyone a fair chance and 
able angel teachers to teach the new 
truths to be learned to enable us to be 
advanced on the tree of life as far ns 
we are capable of climbing with the 
powers wc possess here and the help 
we are given.

Shall we attain a higher degree of 
Spirituality? It is impossible ,to tell of 
the vast possibilities for the attainment 
of Spirituality. It is without limit. 
Although we may not satisfy ourselves 
in this life, believe me everything is 
sent to us to help us to become some
thing higher, something better. We 
may not see the whys and wherefores, 
but the divine presence is over all, in
spiring us with higher hopes and 
mightier ambitions, and our lives are 
growing nearer the divine plan Nature 
Intended us to fill in this great universe 
of life.

The very discords in the churches are 
purifying them. They are cleansing 
tlie impure and making them examine 
their own hearts and minds and leading 
them to look further for something 
better and more elevating than they 
have ever enjoyed, and they are sure to 
come into a more liberal atmosphere, 
where tlie treasures of the storehouse 
of Nature are poured upon them until 
they see the errors of their former be
lief, and enjoy the'blessing so richly 
earned and so dearly boughL

My friends, be not discouraged that 
everyone is not a Spiritualist It could 
not be. It is an impossibility. Our na
tures are not alike, but the spirituality 
within is constantly working and strug
gling with the coarser part of our na
tures, and is sure to triumph in the end. 
Look at the many good things that have 
come with Spiritualism. You can count 
the blessings by thousands. Is this 
nothing to be thankful for? Believe 
me, it is flourishing like the green bay 
tree, and before we know it light will 
enter the doors of the most careless ob
servers and they will become imbued 
with the spirit of progress, until it will 
not be asked in whispers if he or she is 
a Spiritualist, but thousands will come 
to the front and shout the truth in no 
mild tones, without a tremble in the 
voice or a quiver of the nerves for fear 
someone will say he is a Spiritualist, 
but all will rejoice with joy unspeaka
ble that they have been enabled to see 
the light with so much force that they 
fear to tell no man their convictions, 
and know they are truths eent from 
the other side of. life to cheer and con
sole those whom misfortune and trouble 
have overtaken until they are nearly 
fainting by the wayside and have been 
picked up by their angel, friends and 
made to see the beauties of our religión.

\MRS. D. E. PAINE.
Canton, N. Y; ■
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Little did the Chinese statesmen 
dream when they construeted the great 
wall around their empire to obviate 
against tlie invuslonjof the. ¡Tartar, that 
tills same wall would be uu obstacle in 
the way of civilization aud that (he 
statesmen of our day or 'possibly of 
fifty years hence would order its demo
lition at certain periodic distances so 
that intercourse with civilization will 
be accelerated. This wall . was built 
when a fixed state of thought existed in 
the ranks of that government and 
when it was thought that’the Tartar 
hordes would always be a menace. 
Little did they dream that civilization 
would threaten the Empire of China as 
did the Tartar, aud that this same wall 
would serve as an obstacle lu the way 
of both extremes. _

The thought realm' of a man is like 
an empire, each trend of thought is as a 
citizen and accordingto its degree of im
portance is el tiler noble or plebeian- 
graded in this realm according to the 
law of fancy in one individual, and ac
cording to tlie law of utility in another, 
or a combination of both. In this 
thought realm each individual has 
rules of government, and a thought that 
applies for citizenship must stand the 
test of these rules and is accordingly 
accepted or rejected. But the individ
ual whose thought realm has become 
like an ancient Chinese empire |s the 
one who has reached a fixed state of 
thought which acts as a wall around 
his mental state—where one thinks he 
repels tlie invasion of Tartars, when 
In fact he rejects the fruit of civiliza
tion. .,

The history of religion of science 
teaches us to beware of a fixed state 
of thought, but to cultivate a flexible 
conviction whose radius of expansion 
is graduated by common sense—the 
product of civilization.

'Ilie great problems of science are not 
conclusively analyzed In one lifetime, 
but generations can only pass final 
judgment. The minor problems ean be 
passed upon after a brief time of trial. 
The fundamental laws of nature are 
vast problems and those that were ap
parently solved nnd given us a century 
ago as being facts are now found to be 
untenable, and were it not for the flex
ible conviction of the civilized mind 
this cliange of opinion would still be 
Impossible.

The liner forces with which science is 
now dealing forces even the conserva
tive minds beyond the possibility of, 
conservatism, which is only another 
name for a 'fixed state of thought Ge
nius has never knocked at the door of 
conservatism but what it was branded 
a Tartar and rejected, But there is a 
vast difference between a genuine 
scholar aud thinker whose cautiousness 
is tlie stamp of his .sincerity, and the 
rigid conservative thinker who ap
points himself as a guardian against a 
Tartar Invasion into the realm of sci
ence and who, wheniapproauhed, mere
ly knits his brow as if it wpre possible 
for him to concentrate intensely, then 
looks as wise as a tree-full bf owls and 
finally drawls out the faet rtiat “this Is 
not exactly iu accordance with the au
thorities on the subject.”; But such 
words were never jittered by Goethe 
when lie found •the j’oung harum-scar
um Selillier, nor by ’the practical Liszt 
when lie found tlie esoteric Wagner, nor 
by the flexible-minded coAvorkers of 
Darwin when he dared to lay his views 
at the feet of conservatism twhere they 
were both kicked a;;d puuyiieled.

The electrical science hap revealed 
some of those finer Joyces and with 
such rapidity has one. marvel come 
upon another tliat the pseudo-guardians 
of science have fled In dismay. The 
owls have deserted thp tree of knowl
edge.

Nothing has so much changed the 
fundamentals of science as did the rela
tion of vibrations to the electrical sci
ence. As electricians became more and 
more familiar with the fluid with which 
they were dealing, so did these find it 
necessary to consider the laws and phe
nomenon of vibrations. And much of 
these results are due to tlie peculiar re
searches of Tesla, who finally discov
ered the secret of lighting by high al
ternations or by vibrating a small vol
ume of electricity at the rate of hun
dreds of thousands times a second. 
Electricity sufficient only to ring a tel
ephone or operate a telegraph Instru
ment when lashed into a high degree of 
agitation becomes the lighting power of 
an alternating current, aud so does 
water become foam by the same pro
cess.

Vibratory energy when not operating 
under stress or resistance imparts a 
sensation of cold, but the same rate of 
vibrations when operating uuder a 
stress of resistance manifests as heat, 
consequently heat is a vibratory energy 
and only manifests as heat so long as 
the stress is maintained. A heated 
molecule is one overburdened with a 
vibrant energy and this relieved makes 
a cool molecule. To resolve the phe
nomenon of beat or. of cold to merely 
conditions under which the vibrant en
ergy operates, is simplifying the 
causes of one-half of natural phenom
ena with one sweep. It is said that 
friction causes molecular heat. What 
is friction but a vibration. Prove it? 
Certainly! A vibration is a rapid and 
rhythmic motion. When two_ bodies 
that revolve with the same velocity 
come In contact with each other they 
smoothly roll upon reach' other, but 
when two bodies revolve with different 
velocities and come In contact with 
each these will only touch each other 
periodically In about the same way as 
when you moisten yoùr finger then run 
It over the surface of a varnished table, 
it periodically touches,the table. When 
this rhythmic contact is exceedingly 
rapid then It . is -tp vibration. ¿Thus 
when molecules come together under 
pressure and these ^evolving at various 
velocities, will alternately touch one 
another, and this at an intensely rapid 
rate' becomes a vibration, ¡^his vibrant 
energy crowding ujion tlip molecules 
faster than these can dissipate the 
same, results in ai i^eated’sjate of mat
ter which will be bji'alntained as long 
as the pressure or insistance is main
tained. In this manner heijt is a vibra
tion operating upontaatfet.pnder stress 
or resistance. Friction,is not a contin
uous, contact between twjo revolving 
molecules, hut is àirhytïjmic contact, 
and if the contact alternates at the rate 
of eighty thousand times'à second or 
more, It is decidedly a'vibration.

The stupendous '.mass of the sun 
whose molecular particles'are all rotat
ing under great strfes one against the 
other, has made the suit a vibrating 
mask of Incandescent matter, the radia
tions of vibrant waves of energy form 
heat near the sun and’these heat waves 
when dissipated out into the ether agi- 
fates this subtle substance Into lights, 
this light vibration becomes mere 
wave'motion through . dissipation and 
which reverberates to the planets 
whose atmospheres collect the same, 
and this solar energy when thus re-in
tensified by ntmospherlc stratus nnd di
rected to the surface of the earth, be
comes the earth's heat, and light. Be
yond the earth’s atmosphere this vi
brant energy Is merely motion and a

state of darkness exists, but when in
tensified by the atmosphere it becomes 
heat aud light. Again the source of all 
light on this planet is probably re
solvable to vibrations. The sun is a vi
brating body and it is likewise vibrat
ing the vast field of ether lu which it is 
immersed. The stars in absorbing these 
vibrations by their atmospheres become 
luminous bodies and these scintillate 
tbelr light to us. Tlie whole universe is 
a vibrant structure and this state of vi
bration makes the vibratory law oue of 
the dominant laws of the universe. The 
relation of vibrations to the creation 
can be carried into the realm of tlie 
causes of forms and designs of life— 
both animate and inanimate.

The moisture on the window-pane in 
the winter time will assume a beautiful 
flora because the glass on the inside of 
the room is warmer than on the outside, 
thus tlie molecules forming the two sur
faces conflict in tlielr expansion and 
their, contraction which results in the 
wiudow-paue setting up a high rate of 
vibrations. The path of this vibration 
is in tlie form of floral designs? The 
molecules of moisture follow in the 
wake of this path of motion, the tem
perature of the window-pane is gradu
ally lowered on the inside to a freezing 
point, when the moisture freezes and 
the flowers on the window-pane result 
by the moisture hnving outlined the 
path of the vibratory waves or the path 
of motion, these ,become fixed by the ■ 
frost. The different flowers or designs 
are caused by the different rates of vi
brations, the thickness of the glass, the 
rapidity in the fall of temperature, etc.

Another experiment In sound waves 
or a study in vibratory physics is made 
by taking a tin can three Inches in di
ameter and in depth, one end open; 
place a hole in the lower part of the 
can about one inch in diameter, take a 
tin speaking trumpet and place it in this 
hole when making the experiment. 
Next take a piece of tambourine head, 
wet It and stretch it tightly over the 
open end of the can, tie it firmly, and 
then leave it dry. When dry take fine 
pumice stone and rub tlie membrane 
down to a thin film. To make sound 
waves'visible place upon tills mem
brane a little lycopodium powder upon 
the film about the size of a quarter, in
sert the speaking trumpet into the hole 
and In a loud and steady voice Bing a 
certain tone into the same and the pow
der will dance into the path of the 
sound waves. Sing another tone and 
it will form another design. In this 
way one is able to make the designs of 
ferns, daisies, lilies, stur-flshes, ; flams, 
miniature trees, etc. All of these are 
sound waves or paths of motion. The 
form changes with each chaage of tone. 
Now suppose that In the early history 
of the Earth's formative epoch the ex
hausted heat waves as they came up 
through tlie stratitled earth, became re
duced in intensity so that by the time 
thgy reached the water these became 
inodes of motion whose vibrations 
equaled those of sound waves, and 
these playing up through the water in 
which was held in solution the sub
stances that form gelatinous com
pounds these were drawn into the wake 
of the path of motion, there aggregating 
this substance which finally encom
passed the wave, and thus fixed a phys
ical outline to the dynamic entity—the 
sound wave—after a long period of con
stant action, resulting in an undevel
oped specie of flora. Therafter the 
limes, carbons, phosphorus, etc., are ab
sorbed In this process of evolution and 
the flora formation hardens until the 
zoophiles are the result.

Tliis is my theory of the cause of de
signs aud forms in life. Mun, as well 
as all forms of life, is an embodied en
tity-each specie a path of intensely vi
brant energy embodied in matter, and 
this dynamic entity is perpetuated by 
a combination of laws governing mat
ter and energy in its combined state so 
that there is an acceleration of this en
ergy during the life of a-being (the ns- 
simllatfon of food Is one), rather than a 
dissipation of the same or the hnnihlla- 
tion of the creature. Each specie was 
so formed in the beginning and as such 
evolves its potentialities, and does not 
evolve into a higher manifestation of 
life—each specie is a distinct form of 
life and remains such.

The cause of sex is explained by me 
in this way: A sound wave has two 
manners of pulsation, the one from th# 
center outward, the other from outward 
to the center. The excentrlc is mascu
line, the concentric, the feminine wave. 
The action and recoil occurs in all 
modes of motion. Dynamic entities pul
sated Inverse or excentrlc, and this, In 
the end, resulted In-the inversion of the 
muscular structure and the sex organs, 
and the other in the excentrlc state of 
the same.

In au article of this kind it is, of 
course, Impossible to attempt more than 
to give a mere stimulus of thought to 
the reader, but the philosophy and a 
cosmology based upon the vibratory 
laws lias been completed, in which sci
ence is reconstructed in about ten of 
its branches and will soon be compiled 
into book form.

In one hundred octaves, seven tones 
in each octave, it is possible to form 
chords, minor and major, to the number 
of over one million five hundred thou
sand (1,500,000) and since each has a 
distinct path of motion, each path 
forming the basis of a specie of life, 
the entire classification of species and 
their forms can thus be accounted for 
by the laws of vibration. Environment 
was not the dominant cause of-forms 
In life, but the conditions under which 
the path of dynamic force operated in 
the beginning, had -an influence as to 
the form of the wave which would be in 
accordance with the environment in 
which the wave radiated.

The universe is not a complex me
chanical structure when properly un
derstood. The entire present cosmology 
Is too complex to be true, the laws of 
nature are based upon too complex a 
hypothesis and lack harmonious suc
cession. .

A natural law is the result of condl- 
tions—the natural sequence of devel
oped potencies of matter, the dynamic 
manifestation of aggregate matter re
suits In a law which becomes operative 
on the next new condition, and this 
again results In another law and so on, 
until all laws of nature are resolvable 

. to one unitary law, and that Is vlbra-. 
■ tion. This will make the structural uni

verse the result of almost infinite paths 
. of motion, where stars outline the 
. waves and encompass the stupendous 
। “sound waves,” or constellations the 
: same as the molecules which encom- 
. pass the zoophite wave in ' the water. 
। The law of the star is the law. of the 
i molecule—one immersed in ether, the' 
. other in water—a. more dense sub

stance; the one attracted by stupendous 
> waves of dynamic force, the other by 
[ infinitesimal volumes. The stars im
i mersed in the ether form constellations 
; in the heavens under the Influence of 
. vibratory paths, the molecules Im
. mersed in the liquid deep form In flora 
. under the influence, of lesser intensities 
■ and volumes of the same vibrant 
; energy. .
. The Creator only created two objects

—atoms and souls. He was able to ma
nipulate the potencies of the two by 
utilizing the laws as they developed, uu' 
til the mechanical universe was formed 
and until the Intelligent, expression of 
the Concrete Mind was manifested in 
the human form.

Some years ago I was inclined to pan
theistic atheism, but subsequent discov
eries have led me to believe lu God as a 
unity—a Creator Infinite, whose will, 
when concentrated lor the purpose ot 
spiritual guidance of the human souls 
upon the earth, or during the early his
tory of man in the physical develop
ment of his body by giving forth from 
the Almighty Presence a series of sani
tary, dietetic and social laws for man’s 
physical development, such an occur
rence was a manifestation of God upon 
the earth and when thl? occurred 
through human agencies, such a parson 
was called a prophet. In this way the 
concentration of tue Will of God, gave 
him an apparent personality:

The soul of man Is an intelligent en
tity whose faculties are the reflection 
of the powers of the Concrete Mind, 
and in this way is the soul limited 
while Its Creator Is unlimited.

I mention these points so as to ob
viate against the readers’ utilizing any 
of my views in reinforcing their athe
istical tendencies, should there be such.

The soul Is a dynamic entity possess
ing nine attributes or faculties, these 
when uniting and blending with the 
dynamic entity known as the power of 
life, or that wave , which caused the 
form, these two upon combining form 
an intelligent life, possessing powers of 
discrimination, voluntary application of 
will, Intelligent direction, application, 
and execution of its powers. Many an
imals have souls, but none have nine 
■attributes. The dynamic entity or the 
power of life, and the intelligent enti
ty or the soul, having lived in a blend
ed state within the enclosure known as 
the body, after death or dissolution 
(this intelligent entity or the soul loses 
Its form by blending with the dynam
ical entity of human, and since this lat
ter form existed as a dynamic entity In 
the beginning of creation before matter 
encompassed It, hence will remain such 
after being stripped of the physical out
line), enters a dynamic world and there 
exists under new conditions, where nat
ural laws still govern. Its condition 
must of necessity be subject to the 
dominant and universal law of vibra
tion, and by the law of correspondence 
levitates to a plane that corresponds 
to the manner ef life of the individual, 
which in turn gives the soul Its “pitch 
and octave.” '

In-so-much as the electrical science 
has undermined the materialistic foun
dation of science, so has the modern 
science of psychology undermined the 
materialistic philosophy of life, and if 
the views here presented seem to be 
radical, the maxim that “coming 
events east their shadows before” will 
tend to modify the impudence of my in
trusion.—Medical Times of New York.

AFTER HER DEATH,
SHE STORY OF A SUMAÍEB*  

BY LILIAN WHITINQ,

Pervaded with pure and beautiful
J^^uctlve and helpful to all who 155*3  

l}lfikeraud finer ways oi iplrRual exportent}*«  
Price, <1.00. For aale at this office. ***•«»*»••

WfiOJVIGT, 

His Birth, Character and Doctrinç.

BY EDWABD GIBBON.

Thia Is Nc. 6 ol the library ot liberal Oloutca. It 
U conceded to be hlatorlcelly correct, antteo exact eud 
perfect In every detail an to be practically beyond the 
teaohof adverse criticism. Thia work will be found 
intensely Interesting. Price, 23c. Sold at thU office.

The New and the Old, 
Or the World’« Progress In Thought. By Moses HiffiL 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and thinisa*  - 
Price 10 cunt«. .

Qrigin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher. 1

OoxTurre: Tho Beginning»; Fundamental Frtnct- 
JI*«;  Formation of CoiiBlenatlonB, Byitenu, Bun*

'tenets and BatelHtai, The Origin of Meteor*  uni 
OometajTue GrganU Kingdom; Th«Origin of Mo*:  
Man-Hte Attribute« tmdPowwi; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; Bow the Soul Re*  
celvee I*  Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate tho Sixth 
flense; Ibe Finer or Spiritual Body: Growth and De« 
generation) Morally, Spiritualism Proved by th*  
Bible; The Bible and Christ: The Summary: 4Whft8 
Mult We Do to Be Saved' For eale at this office«

'Price, clotty $1.00. Paper 60a

MOLLIE FANCHER,
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An Authentic Statement of Facts in 
the Life of Mary J. Fancber, 

The Psychological Marvel of 
the Nineteenth Century.

Unimpeachable testimony of many wit*  
nesses.

BY ABBAM B. DAILEY.
With illustration«. Price, cloth, 11.50» For «ale M 
this office.

A Conspiracy Against the Republio 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of “History of 
the Christian Religion to the Year 200," etc. A con« 
denied statement of the facts concerning the effort*  
of the church leaden to get control of the govern*  
meat. An important work. Price, paper, 25 cent*«  
For sale at this office.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiiituallun 

and other Great Reforms come from Bls Setani*  
Majesty and bls subordinate*  In the Kingdom of * 
Darkness. 60 pages. ByMoMlHulL Price, 15 cent». 
For sale as this office.

ANCIENT INDIA:
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. H. Oldenberg» 
Raper, 25 cents. For sale at this office.
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OUR PREMIUMS.
There are many Spiritualists who

know a good thing when they see it. 
There are others, however, who do not 
seem to realize what is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding. Vol. 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World Is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
should be in every family in the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not. 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death In its 
multifarious phases; in fact you can 
not find in all the libraries of the world 
as valuable Information in regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you in these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and are an ornament to any 
library. Volume 3 is furnished at 25 
cents, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes, when or
dered in connection with a yearly sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. The aggregate cost of 
the three books to the trade is $4.50. 
At this price, these three books ought to 
be in every Spiritualist family.

The Progressive Thinker Is the first 
Spiritualist paper to Inaugurate the Dl-

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful communication, explaining bow hl*  
life and teacblngi were utilized to formulate Chris« 
tianlty. Price IS cent». For sale at this office.

IMMORTALITY,
...OR...

FUTUEE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
Thu admirable work contain» what a hundred 

iplrlu, good and eril. «ay of tbelr dwelling-placet. 
Give ui detail»—detail» and accurate delineation» of 
life in tbe Spirit-world !—h the conatant appeal of 
thoughtful mind». Death 1« approaching. Whltber— 
oh. whither! Shall I know my friends beyond th*  
tomb? Will they know me? wbatls tbelr present 
condition, and wbat their occupation«? In this vol
ume the spirit», differing as they .'nay. are allowed to 
^eak for themselvei. No man ta better qualified 

an Dr. Feeble« to place a work of this kina'before 
the people. He treats of tho Myaterlea oi Life; 
Doubt« and Hopes; The Bridging of the River; Fore*  
gleams of the Future; Testimony of Salute; Tho 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Is it 
the Soul or Bodytbat Bina?; Clothing 1*  the Spirit*  
world; Our Little Ones In Heaven; The Personal Ex*  
perlences of Aaron Knight; The Bed Man*»  Testi*  
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians inspirit*  
Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers In Spirit-Life; Spirit Home« of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from tho Spirit
Land, Many other matters are treated« too numer
ous to mention. Price, cloth. «1; paper 50 cents. Post 
age 12 cents. For «ale at this office.

vine Plan—a portion of the profits 
the office returning to subscribers 
valuable books.

■ "WOR a moment stop and 
i|The Progressive Thinker

of 
in

OH a moment stop and consider.
Is the one

1 original dollar Spiritualist paper. 
I It introduced a new era In the 
• ranks of Spiritualism. Its success 

■ financially has been all that could
be desired. Notwithstanding the 

rise in the price of print paper, it has 
still maintained its status as the only 
one dollar Spiritualist paper. Not only 
that, but it introduced the Divine Plan 
in its business with its subscribers—a 
portion of the profits of the office re
turning to them. Just think of the 
Seven Premium Books being sent'out to 
our subscribers for $2.35. After pajing 
the P9Stage of these seven books, and 
the expense of mailing them, all that 
we have left is $1.50. You can readily 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less,T>y far, than the actual cost to us. 
We do this work in accordance I 
with The Divine Plan, in order to assist i 
In forming the nucleus of a library in 
every Spiritualist home. Read carefully 
our premium list, and you will certainly 
want to become a subscriber tb The 
Progressive Thinker, if not so already, 
and obtain the books we announce.

In Tone with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within yourself Ues the cause of whatever enters 
Into your life. To come into the full realization of 
your own awakened Interior powers, is to be able to 
condition your life in exact accord with what you 
would have it.—From Title-Page.

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; 11. The Supreme Fact of 
the Universe; III. The Supremo Fact of Human Life; 
IV. Fullness of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor: V» 
Tho Secret, Power and Effect of Love; VI. Wisdom 
and Interior Illumination; VII. The Realization of 
PerfectPeace; VIII. Coming into fullness of power; 
IX. Plenty of Al! Things—The Law of Prosperity; 
X. How Men Have Become Prophets, Scars, Sages, 
and Saviors; XI. The Basic Principle of All Religions ’ 
—The Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now into 
the Realization of the Highest Riches. Tor sale at 
this office. Price, postpaid, *1.25.  ,

What All the World’s a-Seeking.
RALPH WALDO TRINE.

Each!» building bis world from within; thought it 
the builder; for thoughts are forces,—subtle, 
Irresistible, omnipotent,—and according os used do 
they bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, »ucces» 
or failure.—From Title-page.

The above book*  are beautifully bound In gray-green 
raised cloth, stamped in deep old-green and gold, with 
gilt top. Price, «1.25. For sale at this office.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from tho Highway», By-waya and Hedge« 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hunt. Thia la a marvelously 
neat book of »election» from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
aerraons and etoaya, and contain» a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moaoo Hull. Price, 
neatly brand In English cloth, U. fgr aalaat thia

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
The above is the numberj>t tb» pres

ent IMO« of The Progressive Thinker, 
•s printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per. then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
yenr subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 

• date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

“Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses, Hull 
For sale at this office. Price ten cents.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. ‘ M. Lockwood 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; nnd presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price, 25 cents, '

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organ!«-Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price ,10 pents. 
For sale at this office. - -

—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thl» ii * moat Ttlnible book. It eome« from an Ex« 
PriMt, whose character 1« above reproach, and wb*  
knows what be la talking about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, «14)0. It contain» tho following chap
ter»:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self*  

respect la the Confessional.
' . CHAPTER II.
Auricular Confession a Deep Fit of Perdition for thl 

Prieat.
CHAPTER HI.

The Confeaalonal ia the Modern Sodom.
CHAPTER IV.

How the Vow of Celibacy of tho Priests to made easy 
by Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER V.
The hlgbly-euaeated and refined Woman in the Con*  

feislonal—Wbat becomes of her after uncondlUe» 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Buln.

CHAPTEB VI. '
Auricular Confession destroy» all the Sacred Tlei <4 

Marriage and Human Society. "
CHAPTEB Vn.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Clrfr 
teed Nation»? ____ .

»CHAPTER Vin.
Does Auricular Cdhtualon bring Peace to the floulr 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegioui 

Imposture. '
CHAPTER X. . ■ . ..

God compete the Church of Rotne to confeu thl 
Abomination* of Auricular Confession. .

' CHAPTER XL . \
Auricular Confession lu Australia, America, thfl

France. . . -
. CHAPTER XII. . ■

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hu»*  
bands and Fathers—Some of th« matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question hte Penitent*

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.OO.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
The Effacement of ChriitteultyT By George Jacob 
Holyoake. This te a taost valuable contribution t*  
Frccthooght literature. Bound Id paper with good 
llkcneu ot.Mttm Prtoa, W oeUBl MMW OOpIe*
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Js alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many ot the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that- is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet wo- wish It distlnctl) 
.understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents thatTho Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper,

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every Item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Geo. Raley, known in Sioux City, la., 
as Geo. Zelnwr, is still at his old work 
of deceiving the people. If Is strange 
how Spiritualists have been deceived 
by this trickster.

M. A. England writes: “The books re
ceived all right, and please let me 
thank you for them, for I look upon 
them as a present, and like many oth
ers I don’t know how you do it. Be
side being so beautiful to look at, what 
a feast Inside!”

Prof. J. Madison Allen has made a 
flying trip to Northern Texas to deliver 
a Fourth of July oration, and will visit 
a number of places for spiritual work. 
For engagements address him at Fort 
Worth, Texas. —

G. M. Dent writes from Vicksburg, 
Midi.: “I expect to attend the camps as 
follows: .Will be nt Briggs Park camp, 
Grand Rapids, Mich., August 12, 13 and 
14; August 5 to 11 at Vicksburg, Mich.; 
nt Haslett Park, August 19 to stay, a 
few days. May take in some of the 
other camps a few days. I will take 
subscriptions for The Progressive 
Thinker whenever I have an opportun
ity. I hold myself in readiness to con
duct funerals or solemnize marriages, 
or work lu tlie missionary work when 
called on. Address, Vicksburg, Mich.”

Farmer Riley, the well-known mate
rializing medium ,1s now in the city, 
and is open for engagements to hold se- 
nnces here whenever desired. Mr. 
Riley has an excellent reputation as a 
materializing medium. He has been 
sick for several liibnths unable to do 
anything. He has now recovered, and 
possesses greater powers than ever as 
a medium, and his manifestations can 
not fall to be satisfactory. A letter will 
reach him if addressed to 16 Pacific av
enue, Room 27. Those who desire to 
see him personally can do so by con
sulting Policeman Bland, of the Open 
Board of Trade. •

Mrs. Sue Gary writes from Rockport, 
Ky.: “I would like to make Inquiry 

, through your paper for the where
abouts of Charles Gratz (Sphinx). 

. .Some that met him in Kentucky last 
■ year are very anxious to communicate 

with him.”
Mrs. R. V. Ferris sends the following 

from Walton, Mich., sworn to by nine 
persons before a notary: “We the uuder- 

. signed wish to certify to the following 
test put upon Miss Dolly Williams (a 
medium,) in a circle held for that pur
pose June 28, 1900: First, 'we put a pair 

. of black mittens on her hands, sewed 
them to her dress sleeve with white 
thread, sewed her dress up in front, put 
her into the cabinet, sewed her hands 

. down to her lap, sewed her fast to the 
cabinet, and closed it up. There was 
talking Independently, and through the 
trumpet; hands appeared from the top 
and bottom of the cabinet. She was in 

. this trance for about one hour, and 

.. when we opened the cabinet we found 
the mittens on her hands, the same as 
we left them; everything the same ex
cept that she was tied hand and foot, 
head and neck, and wound up in a 
regular network of black thread, and 
thero was no black thread in the room 

■ when we put her in the cabinet."
J. H. Moon writes from Little Rock, 

Ark.: “A good test medium would do 
well here. I would be glad to cor
respond with some good lecturer and 
test medium who would like to come to 
our city.”

Columbus Wells writes: “Why is it 
vegetarians cannot offer the first 
effectual remedy for the discontinuance 

. of meat eating? It is very foolish for 
' them to say It is wrong to eat meat, for 

it has been used for millions of years. 
If they think it Ik not good for anyone 
to eat meat, let them bring out a rem
edy. Do they think the Working people 
can live on nothing?"

- Mrs. M. E. 8. writes from Fort Dodge, 
Iowa: “I believe Mrs. Hooker McEvoy, 
In her article ‘An Earnest Appeal for

. Honesty,'’ voices the sentiment of every 
honest investigator of Spiritualism. 
Any so-called medium that cannot 

' stand an honest test condition, has,no 
right to be a medium, and should un-

< ■ der.no conditions be allowed to practice 
their sleight-of-hand or legerdemain art 
on any public, faithful or skeptical. It 

i? is a fact well known to all kinds of 
i.tricksters, that it is an easy matter to 
>,' . delude the faithful Spiritualist If ever 
i? any non-Spirltuallsts happen to be pres“
¡ ent at such seances they are as a rule
L ; ' relegated to the' very rear seats, no 
i; matter how honest may be their motive 
I for being present, and the faithful 

never protest at such apparent injus
' tfee. The least bit of a trick proves 
! the phenomena to them without a 

■ - ; question. If said Spiritualists could just 
I • .' reason a little coolly on-the subject they 
* . so love, they would be able to see many 
■f:: a thin fraud as keen as they now see all 
| ' < the fallacies in the orthodox church, 
f; Another detriment to the cause is the 

$1 rate seance, which you are-expected 
R?.; to pay whether anything is proven td 
-' ■' you'dr not, and helps in almost every 

[ . case sustain a fraud. If the medium 
I ■: be honest; no such price is necessary,; 
fei? any hall would be crowded by people 
pi: eager and anxious to hear the truth 
fe -were a price set in the reach.of all, and 
L such action would soon crowd out tlie 
t’ -/ tricksters, and they would not be able 
Fi'u - to deceive a large mixed audience very 
p-'- long,-and could be-prosecuted- for ob- 
t;,. talnlng money under false pretense.”

lake due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
lull name and address of the writer. It 
" ill nol do to say that Secretary or Cor- 
lespoudent writes so and so, without 
ghmg the full mime and address ot the 
"liter. 'Ihe items of those jvho do not 
comply with tins request will be cast 
Into the waste basket.

Wilmer Holmes writes from Brain
erd. Mmn.: ‘ Those sterling workers, G. 
W. Kates and wife, stopped here one 
night, June 13, and lectured and gave 
tests to a small but appreciative audi
ence. Hope they will come again and 
stay longer.”

Correspondent writes: “The Progress
ive Lyceum of Galveston, Texas, held 
their third annual sunflower party June 
17, the theme for discussion being 
‘Love lightens labor,’ and the empha
sized thought ‘As the sunflower turns 
its face to the light of the sun so Spirit
ualism turns tlie face of humanity to 
the light of Truth.’ July 4 the children 
and a number of adult friends met at 
the residence of tlie conductor, which 
was prettily decorated with flags and 
bunting, and appropriately cominemo
rated the nation’s birthday with recita
tions, songs, etc.”

Mary A. Ingalls, of Philadelphia, Pa., 
writes: "Since I became a believer in 
Spiritualism, nearly six -years ago, I 
have heard what I believe to be spirit 
voices, which guide me, I have had im
pressions which, when followed, always 
leads me to success. I am acquainted 
with a true medium, unknown to the 
public, except in a small way, and while 
entranced she has told me of events 
which would come into my life months 
ahead, and the events have taken place 
just ns predicted. I have supposed that 
I was being directed by invisible spirits. 
Within the past two yènrs I have read 
a few of Helen Wllmnn’s books, and at 
present I am taking lessons in Mental 
Science of an Institute in Canada. My 
teacher tells me that all power is within 
myself. He gives me no thought that 
spirit friends are my helpers.” Of 
course tlie voices you hear emanate 
from spirits. Any person who teaches 
you that all power Js within yourself, 
certainly lacks common sense. All 
power is equivalent to Infinite power, 
and no human being possesses that.

Viola writes from Syracuse, N. Y.: 
“The First Spiritualists’ Church closed 
its meetings In Clinton Hall, Sunday, 
June 27. Mrs. Mary C. Von Kanzler, 
their speaker and medium for the past 
month, has been requested to return to 
them after the heated season has 
passed. In her private work she bas 
made many friends. She visited Au
burn, N. Y., and in the future, with 
other interested minds, will do some 
work there. ‘The society has not held 
any meetings for more than a year,’ 
was the words of their then secretary’, 
Frank Mohr. The societies in Oswego 
and Hannibal have not held any meet
ings for almost a year. The president 
of the State Association reports a need 
of missionaries for the work. What we 
most need at present is financial aid. 
It would prove the greatest missionary 
of to-day, with our already developed 
speakers and mediums put into the 

. field under right generalship, so as not 
to give all the money that the people 
can raise into the hands -of railroad 
magnates. There could also be brought 
into use much undeveloped home tai
ent, that would uufold into great good, 
that could liplp to hold the scattered 
forces, and with the hope of a visit 
from a speaker once or twice a month, 
there would be kindled a flame of in
terest.”

Mrs. Minnie G. Van Tyne writes from 
East Syracuse, N. Y.: "I have been a 
reader of The Progressive Thinker 
since February last, taking advantage 
of your generous offer of premiums, 
the Occult Life of Jesus of Nazareth 
and The Next World Interviewed, 
which I prize very highly. Grand 
nieetlngs have been held in our com
munity by’ Mrs. Mary C. Von Kanzler, 
whom we secured about three months 
ago to give lectures and tests. There is 
no one more pleased than I nm to re
ceive spirit messages, but it is not 
wholly spiritual tests that tend to up
build the cause of Spiritualism. I agree 
with Brother J. M. Humphrey that our 
cause should be called ‘Modern Educa- 
tionallsm.’ ”

Miss Thomas’s meetings in Hygela 
Hall have been closed for rhe summer. 
This has been a year of excellent suc
cess. At the request of many friends, 
Miss Thomas gave a picnic on Sunday, 
July 1. Mrs. Townes kindly gave the 
use of her beautiful grove, also her 
house, at East Grossdale, for tbe pur
pose. The day was beautiful, and over 
200 people were in attendance and a 
most enjoyable time -was had. All went 
home delighted and with loud praise for 
Miss Thomas’s ability as an entertainer.

Mrs« Eliza Smith writes: “Since read
ing the first two or three letters from 
the pen of Carlyle Petersllea I look for 
his offering each week, and even long 
for the paper to reach me. They an
swer so many questions that we all 
want to know about, of which we have 
been so Ignorant, and their helpful, 
straightforward way of dealing with 
matters spiritual makes me feel that I 
am Indeed listening to that master 
mind, Franz Petersllea. To me, they 
alone are worth the price of the paper, 
and I sincerely hope that they may 
continue for a long time to come, as 1 
believe that worlds of good may be ac
complished thereby. Often have I been 
tempted to write direct to Carlyle 
Petersllea, thanking him for thé privi
lege of reading those grand thoughts, so 
masterfully expressed,' and assuring 
him of the great good to be derived 
from them, but I have not yet ventured 
to assume that liberty. I am getting 
together a library of spiritual books, 
having already a. good nucleus upon 
which to build, and I now wish you to 
send me the Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit World—Vols, 1, 2, 
and 3, and -The Next World Inter
viewed, for which J enclose you $2.50. 
The Progressive Thinker is a rare gem, 
with its liberal, unselfish policy, and I 
do wish it.could flndjts way into every 
home In the land.” ’ ■

“I am not prepared to state that the 
dead can come. to life,” said H. R. 
Peters, “but the experience of a friend 
of mine In ' a Pennsylvania German 
town recently would seem to incline 
one that way. In the town where he 
was visiting he beeame acquainted with 
the local’undertaker, and in that way 
was enabled to. be present at the 
funeral of à young woman who had ex
pired from a shock at seeing her hus
band fall from a load of hay, according 
to the Chicago Record. . He was not 
hurt at all, but she was to all intents 
and purposes, as dead as the proverbial 
door nail. The body wak laid .out In 
the parlor and all the.' relatives and 
friends had assembled to pay their last 
respects to the dead. As is customary 
in that locality, a big funeral- dinner 
was served. In the rnfftef of the meal

the parlor door opened and In walked, 
the corpse. It didn’t take a. minute to 
clean.the room,-leaving, the Intruder 
from the spirit world in sole possession. 
The undertaker finally plucked up 
courage enough to return to the dining
room, and found ills subject enjoying a 
hearty meal after her enforced fast. 
Her first question was: ‘Was Jake hurt 
much?’ ’’

Charles Helsen writes from Balti
more. Md.: “Quite an awakening in the 
interest of our glorious cause lias taken 
place in .this city during tbe past few. 
weeks, through the mediumship ot Miss' 
Alice M. Cary. Miss Carj’ is one of tliq 
finest instruments the spirit world has, 
being finely educated, ami a gifted mu
sician and composer. Possessing these 
valuable qualifications normally, and 
being of an exceedingly refined and sen
sitive nature, it will be ibus seen that 
the spirit rarely bas so line an instru
ment for its use. Miss Cary is occu
pying Benson’s Hall three nights a 
week, to highly delighted audiences, 
last Sunday being especially so. After 
a poem read in tbe opening exercises, 
she was controlled by Colonel Inger
soll, who gave one of his grand and elo
quent addresses for which be is so 
famous. After tlie lecture Miss Cary 
gave upwards of thirty tests, nearly all 
of which were recognized.”

Word comes from Toledo, Ohio, that 
Mrs. Laura Webb, the Southern editor, 
author, poet, and elocutionist, is report
ed'to have attempted to end her life 
there recently by taking a dose of chlo
roform. She has been in Toledo severed 
months, giving entertainments, and 
while there attended several Spiritual
istic meetings. Site took such an inter
est in Spiritualism, it is said, that she 
became deranged and very violent. She 
tried to throw; herself from a window 
Saturday night, and was locked up in a 
police station. For a number of years 
Mrs. Webb edited a Southern news
paper, and enjoys a wide acquaintance 
witli literary men and women. Her 
husband was a general in the Confeder
ate army. It has been correctly esti-
mated that where one becomes insane
in consequence of investigating Splrlt-
ualism, one hundred become 
through religious excitement.

insane

• Mr. and Mrs. John Lindsay, of’ 
Grand Rapids, Mich., will be absent 
from their home for several weeks. 
They -will leave for Milwaukee, Wis., on 
July 9, and Intend doing a missionary 
work along the line of travel. They 
will visit several places before going to 
camp at Clinton, Iowa. Communica
tions sent by mall to us will be forward
ed to them from time to time as- they 
change place. They write: “We had 
the pleasure of attending Briggs Park 
camp-meeting last ' Sunday. The 
weather was fine, and in the afternoon 
quite a large audience listened to the 
lecture of Dr. Peebles. The opening of 
camp Indicates a prosperous season.”

The citizens on Church street, South 
Charleston, Ohio, are much alarmed, it 
is claimed, over a haunted house in .the 
neighborhood. The house is occupied 
by C. F. Diffendal, a prominent livery 
man. For some time the family on 
arising in the morning would find the 
furniture changed about and upset. It 
was thought some members of the fam
ily were doing it, but this was found to 
be Incorrect. On Sunday night Mr. Dif
fendal sat up, hoping to find the In
truder, but failed, although the furni
ture was changed and more havoc than 
ever prevailed. Last night Mr. Diffen
dal had Mr. Drake, the marshal, and 
Ralph Harrold, editor of the Sentinel, 
to stay at the house. With all the lights 
extinguished the men kept watch, but 
nothing was seen or heard. However, 
next morning revealed the fact that 
“spooks” had visited the house, as the 
furniture was changed from room to 
room and tables In the room wliei-e they 
sat were upside down. All this oc
curred with three men sitting in the 
room in the darkness. The house is 
owned by Mrs. Graham, of Springfield. 
The whole affair is a mystery, and will 
be sifted to the bottom, if possible.

Mrs. M. J. Carter writes: “Our Spirit
ual (4th of July) celebration at Jones
boro, Ind., was a complete success. Dr. 
H. 0. Andrews was here and gave two 
of his characteristic patriotic speeches, 
which were a blaze of eloquence from 
start to finish, under influence of Mrs. 
Colby Luther and Mrs. Alice Marsh.”

Santa Teresa Urreak, the woman 
healer (notices of whom have often ap
peared in The Progressive Thinker), on 
whose head Mexico has placed a- price 
and who is accused of having twice in
cited the Ynqui Indians of Sonora to 
rebel against the established Govern
ment, Is now In Arizona, and a few 
days since she was married at Clifton, 
to one Juan Rodriguez. The couple 
went to Metcalf to spend their honey
moon and the next dav word was 
brought to Clifton that the bridegroom 
had attempted to murder the alleged 
saint. Two sheriffs chartered an en
gine and hastened to Metcalf. They 
found the village in an uproar. After 
trying to kll his wife, Rodriguez had 
shut up the town and disappeared. He 
was subsequently run down by the of
ficers and arrested. Some years ago, 
while Santa Teresa was In El Paso en
gaged in healing the sick, a well- 
dressed stranger from Mexico sought 
to make her his wife and proposed that 
they spend their honeymoon in Mexico. 
Santa Teresa was at the time a fugitive 
from her native land for political rea
sons and her father refused to sanc
tion the match, fearing that the Mexi
can government had devised the scheme 
to decoy her back across'the border and 
thus effect her capture.

Clara P. Johnson writes from Canon 
City, Col.: “Reports from the Spiritual
istic field in this section of our country 
seem to' be scarce, and therefore would 
give the impression that the laborers In 
the Spiritual work here are asleep. 
This is not the case, however. We hold 
meetings and seances here in our little 
city quite' often, and they are always' 
well attended. We have a young lec
turer here, Harry A. Davis, who gives 
splendid promise of becoming one of 
our leading speakers. He is liberal in 
belief, and as a speaker he is earnest 
and impressional, which together with 
a splendid flow of language makes him 
an interesting and entertaining speaker. 
Mr. Davis, working with his father, a 
splendid medium, Charles H. Davis, of 
Frankfort, Neb., together, with a few 
other self-sacrificing souls, have aroused 
much enthusiasm in the noble work in 
this vicinity. With such earnest work
ers as these and such progressive jour
nals as The Progressive Thinker, the 
cause is sure to gain ground.”

The Denver (Col.) Post says: “Spirit
ualism and how far its influence may. 
be permissible before fraud is declared 
Is the vital point In the trial to recover 
$700 damages in the case of Lucinda 
Rounsevell and H. L. Blackman vs. W. 
C. Marshall and Jeannette A. Marshall, 
his wife. Miss Blackman and' Mrs. 
Rounsevell conducted a restaurant in 
1897 and Mr. Marshall ate at their place 
for a year. During that time, the plain
tiffs allege; he ingratiated himself in 
their good graces, finally telling, them 
that he was a clairvoyant and occult 
scientist; that he was not as other men 
are, but that he had spiritual guides, 
who. instructed him to befriend the two 
lonely, hard-working women by. giving 
them an opportunity to purchase a half 
interest in a mine owned by his wife at 
Empire, for $400; that dt was purely- 
friendship that prompted such a sac-

rlfice of valuable property, but Jfls 
.guides bad gfem Idin messages from 
departed splr||£, relieve? of the sisters, 
and these messages yged the women to 
place their sqiall sayings of $400 into 
the mine and gbon they would become 
very wealtliy.^.Many were the conver
sations held jn regard to-Spiritualism, 
aud many messages .were received by 
tlie women (yoin tjieir dead friends, 
until Mr. Marshall i^ione with a spirit
ual halo to the women, who believed 
linn wealthy, Jipnestjmd a friend raised 
up by then- <|e;id friends to help -them 
In their struggle .for a living. This in
tense belief lasted Jjintil a short time 
ago, when assays revealed the worth
lessness of the mining property, and 
now the sultreomesSis a result, and a 
jury will decide whether Mrs. Rounse
vell and Miss Blaek'nian were sort of 
criminally ignorant“and trustful and 
whether or not Mr. Marshall was wrong 
m claiming this occult power and thus 
influencing tlie unwary. The case is 
being tried In the county’court.”

Lyman C. Howe is at Lake Brady 
this week.

The Salt Lake City News says: “The 
question whether there is a life after 
this, and if so, whether the fact can be 
demonstrated, has lately occupied the 
minds of some scientists. Professor 
Flournoy, of tlie University of Geneva, 
is just out witli a book dealing with 
this subject. The author lias for a 
heroine a young woman who on week
days earns a living as an employe of a 
dry goods shop, but on Sunday acts as 
tho ‘medium’ of a Spiritualist circle, 
which Invited Professor~Flournoy to ex
amine her. " In these trances this young 
Woman becomes the wife of a rajah of 
South Kanara, who lived in the 
fifteenth century, and while so ‘con
trolled’ she converses fluently in a mys
terious- Oriental tongue, But she is not 
confined to this role by any means, She 
essays; others, and with as remarkable 
success. Ail the tests that scientific 
men could suggest to M. Flournoy to 
apply to this remarkable young woman 
when in a trance he has adopted, but 
by none of them lias it been proved that 
the elements of fraud is ‘Mlle. Smith’s’ 
controlling force. On this side profes
sor Hyslop has lately conducted certain 
psychical researches in the same line. 
These have been made through the me
dium of- Mrs. Piper, who, while in a 
state of ‘trance,’ has recorded with pen
cil on paper, in reply to questions 
asked, certain communications or mes
sages from deceased friends and rela
tives of Dr. Hyslop, the inquiries hav
ing been carried on under conditions in
tended to preclude tlie possibility of de
ception, and to be;’ at the same time, 
free from telepathic Influences. The 
inference which Dr; Hyslop conveys in 
his discussion, as the result of these re
peated inquires apd’ the verification of 
their details, is that it is easier to be
lieve that the information received 
came from dlscarnate spirits than from 

■any other source.” •
G. H. Brewster writes: “The Sun

flower Social Club; of which Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley is president, met 
Thursday evening, June 28, at the resi
dence of Brother J. W. Bowen, north
east corner 3.1st and Dearborn streets. 
Mrs. O. B. Wilson, vice-president, pre
sided. The meetlng"Was an enthusias
tic one, and pspeciaijy so when Sister 
Cooley’s letter'to the club was read by 
Dr. H. A. CroSs, and'the secretary was 
instructed to 'reply, l-equestlng another 
for our next'meetirifc, which will be 
held at SisteF Alllsdn’s on Thursday 
evening, July'26, So. 2521 Michigan 
avenue. The'old officers were re-elected 
with the exception of the Secretary, W. 
FltzHugh Smith, wbo resigned; Bro. 
G. H. Brewster'wai-chosen to fill his 
place.1 Some ¡of the members of the 
club thougliftlfat the handsome dia
mond sumbu^t pin!' given to Sister 
Cooley at her ‘fnreWell reception, was 
not enough for their president and pas
tor, so they had a handsome engraved 
souvenir programme of her reception, 
which was decorated witli beautiful 
floral designs by Mrs. Dr. H. A. Cross. 
It was a spontaneous outburst of feel
ing on the part of her followers, am) no 
doubt will be warmly cherished and 
come to tlie front wherever Mrs. Cooley 
may be. The club had n picnic Sunday 
afternoon, July 8, at Washington Park.”

Mrs. F. Otto informs us- that resolu
tions were passed fit Syracuse, N. Y„ 
endorsing Mrs. Mary C. Von Kanzler 
for the good work she did there as
speaker and test medium.

Carrie Swenson writes: “A grove 
meeting was held bn Mr. T. Ryan’s 
farm, four miles east of Pine City, 
Minn., from June 30 to July 5. As it 
rained most of this time the roads were
muddy and prevented many from at
tending but those that could be present 
seemed vety interested. Mrs. S. M. 
Lowell was the speaker and test me
dium, the writer assisting a little at 
times. Mr. A. Moe, from Grantsburg, 
Wis., spoke in the forenoon on the 4th 
of July. The Woodside Society at this 
place is chartered by the State Associa
tion, and its members art very earnest 
workers in tlie spreading of our philoso
phy. Mrs. Lowell is willing to attend 
such grove meetings wherever her pres
ence is desired. Her address is 1203 
Aldrich avenue, North Minneapolis. 
Minn., or Anokat Minn.”

Mrs. S. Snyder of Philadelphia, writes 
that she has the. three volumes of the 
Encyclopedia of Death and Life in the 
Spirit World, Art Magic ahd Ghost 
Land. Of course she is delighted with 
them. ■'

Mrs. Wm. H. Lyon writes from 
Maine: "I wish to extend thanks to you 
for the four premium books received, 
consisting of the three volumes of the 
Encyclopedia of D6ath, and Life in the 
Spirit World, and the Next World Inter
viewed. I consldbr them almost a gift, 
and very interesting. I wish every 
Spiritualist and! Investigator could 
have'them in their Homes.”

Allie Lindsay Lynch writes: "I have 
removed from Chiqjgo, and will make 

' my home at Metia, ‘Arkansas. As soon 
as I ain settled' In the quiet little home 
I am about tq .build, my labors in the 
Spiritualistic jiplds ]ylll be carried for
ward. Healtiji'.^of Oj loved companion, 
quiet at hom^v and to reside near an- 
only brother ^'e . the? motives which 
lead to my removal from the great 
noisy city on,n|he lake. Friends will 
please write me at a.Mena, Arkansas, 
Box 176.” ?c

B. R. Anderson writes: “As the horror 
of being burleqi alive’'seems to prevail, I 
will state whM has Jhtlrely quieted my 
agitated mlnifftn thiSsubject. My only 
fear now is, that as l'am living entirely 
alone," my request mfcht net be carried 
out. When tht? decision to bury has be
come final, I have requested that a 
sponge, thoroughly saturated with chlo
roform may bdiplacdi beside me In the 
casket It shHuld W sufficient to pre
sent the possibility d'f wakirig. To me 
an assurance of this kind-entirely robs' 
premature burial of all its horror.” '

Mrs. Latham writes: “The Spiritual 
people of Leonidas,'Mich., held a picnic 
on the lawn of Mr. S. Kinrile, on July 
4. There was a large attendance, and 
a general good time. After a very 
bountiful dinner ' Served': under the 
beautiful shade trees, the people were 
called to order, Mrs. Culbertson acting 
as cliairman on., the occasion.- They 
were then pleasantly entertained by 
several fine recitations and songs by .the 
little ones as well as : the. elder ones. 
Mrs. Culbertson, delivered, a. very able 
and patriotic addfegs; Mr? Carpenter
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also gave a sport address, subject, 
(Training Our Children. to be Patriots.’ 
The entertainment .wag interspersed 
with several hue luuslllal selections by 
Mr. Geo. Milliard and ||ls graphophone. 
In the evening a seance was held by 
Mr. Riley Loutber (transfiguration me
dium), with very satisfactory results.’’

New Camp at Columbus, 0.
On the “Glorious Fourth” I closed my 

first engagement with tills camp asso
ciation. The intense heat is against us, 
but the situation bas many promising 
features. Tlie grounds are dry and 
spacious, wit 11 chance to cover two 
acreajor so with a lake of spring water, 
and the approaches are easy and pleas
ant. Considering the various disadvan
tages attending a new camp, the at
tendance the first Sunday was very 
good aud a marked interest manifested. 
Mrs. Cora Noyes followed each lecture 
with platform tests, and those who 
were personally concerned seemed to 
accept them as genuine and satisfac
tory. On the Fourth, particularly, 
there were several that were quite 
striking, and she impresses one as sin
cere—not loaded with “stock tests.” 
At the flag-raising, Rev. Mr. Parsons of 
tlie G. A. R., made a pertinent and in
teresting speech. He is a Methodist di
vine, aud was a chaplain in the U. S. 
army during the Civil war, and a man 
of tine abilities. He sat upon the plat
form during the afternoon lecture, and 
cordially endorsed the address. It was 
his first experience in a spiritual meet
ing. The music was excellent, both the 
instrumental and vocal, The band 
boys seemed interested in the meetings 
and their music was" choice. Miss or 
Mrs. Black from Columbus sang a 
charming solo in a charming manner, 
and a male quartette from New York 
delighted all and were vigorously en
cored. ,

A new trolley line is in prospect for 
next year which will connect the camp' 
with outlying towns and cities, and 
make access cheap and convenient. On 
Sunday morning, Mr. Marshall, of Co
lumbus, gave an address of welcome, in 
behalf of the mayor of the city, breath
ing a cordial spirit and fraternal inter
est in the objects and aims of the 
camp association. If the people appre
ciate the opportunities this camp offers 
them, they will fill up the room with 
tents and cottages, and make this a 
great eenter of attraction aud a power 
for good. Mr. Dennis, the president, 
aud Dr. Noyes are active and hopeful, 
and I trust this will be a leading camp 
In the state in the near future. May 
prosperity attend it.

LYMAN C. HOWE.

Lily Dale Camp.
Letters denouncing, and letters sup

porting materializing mediums who are 
now located at Lily Dale, are sent me 
almost dally. This question of the re
liability of this phase of mediumship 
cannot easily be settled. As long as 
people demand and will run after this 
kind of manifestation they must take 
their chances as to its genuineness. To 
say materialization is all humbug ,1s 
carrying the matter too far; to accept 
all as genuine is equally a mistake, as 
I honestly believe from my own experi
ence 1Û investigation, however, there 
are other ways by which communica
tion can be held with the spirit side of 
life, and ways by which useful instruc
tion can be given, and through this we 
can gain all that we seek without cheat
ing ourselves or being cheated. The 
only way to get rid of fraud is to let it 
die a natural death; that is, give it 
nothing to feed upon. If you have been 
cheated once, and you .know you have, 
keep away from the flame that burned 
you and do not, moth-like, go flutter
ing back to have your wings singed 
again. When people get awakened to 
the full meaning of tho message 
brought to earth through the inter-com- 
munlon of the two worlds, they will see 
more clearly the heights from which 
their spirit friends are watching, and 
will look higher than the seance room 
for that .which will feed their hungry 
souls, and bring to them the deeper 
meaning of life, and the truer revela
tions of the' spirit world.

We are pleased to know that Mrs. 
Thankful Gaston, wife of our honored 
president, A. Gastou, is again to 
spend the season at Lily Dale.

Those who are attending Olegg 
Wright’s classes speak of them in the 
highest terms. We are glad they con
tinue through the month. ■

Rev. Moses Hull has purchased a 
home at Lily Dale. We understand 
-Rev. A. J. Weaver also contemplates 
the purchase of a cottage here.

Mrs. Greenameyer is again located at 
Lily Dale.

The camp is already well filled, and 
there is every Indication of a large at
tendance during the entire session. 
Hotel accommodations are good, and all 
who come can be well served.

- MARY WEBB BAKER.

Lake Brady, 0.
The encampment here is now fairly 

started with enough genuine mediums 
on the grounds to convince all the skep
tics in the Western Rese.rve if they 
would only come here to be convinced.

Willard Hull and E. W. Sprague were 
respectively speaker, and test medium 
at the opening session, with D. A. Her
rick as chairman. Many leading Splrit- 
uallsts occupied the platform and made 
short speeches. Mr. Hull gave one of 
the finest addresses we have ever had 
the pleasure of hearing. Said he: 
“Love is life and God is love, therefore 
Love cannot die. But the man who 
loves nobody must covet death. Yet 
death is only transformation. The 
dead are more alive than ‘we are who 
live on the wrong side, the seamy side 
of life. It is " time Spiritualists were 
converted. Representing as they do a 
tremendous fact in nature; they ghould 
•learn to appreciate it more and apply it 
to the needs of life. Thé beautiful ship 
of earth is floating through space with 
a noise, so loud you can’t hear it. One 
man has control of the hold. Though 
the ship is freighted with all the needs 
of life, every passenger must pay trib
ute to him for thé privilege of pulling 
out a few things. Our economic: sys
tem makes it impossible to do business 
honestly. Any one who tries it will be 
bankrupt in a year. This is the verdict 
of business men. Opportunities for 
young men are growing narrower and 
narrower under this struggle of individ
ual interest .Abd what is individual
ity? A mop-rag pn the wheel of God’s 
eternal decrees because in doing for 
others wé do for ourselves. Of all sa
cred things the most sacred thing is a 
platform such as this where we dare 

•tell the truth. Even the truth regard
ing this grand, glorious, yet besotted 
country, based upon a bung-hole econ
omy; cutting bung-holes as it were out 
of the air and building barrels around 
them. An angel with a spy-glass may
find a soul away down in the dark cav
ern of the dead millionaire, who has al
lowed others to starve around him, but 
it will take an. angel todo it. But the 
higher powers are controlling all this, 
and giving us an object lesson in the 
struggle for. life down here in its clay
pits that will eventually bring out the'
angel In the human.” . - ,

The management of Lake’Bracly is al
most ‘completely changed from that of 
Ifist yciir,’ but everyth! runs smoothly
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/+o\V People /Vie Influenced

Startling Words From the Committee Appointed to

notism for the Benefit of World Readers

From New York World.

Investigate Personal Magnetism and

F. H. STOUFER Secretary and Treasurer 
of Railway Conductors, Pueblo. Col.

STRANGE MENTAL

HENRY’ MOREHEAD, M. D., Campbell, Mo. JACOB RODRAIN, Ja.. Frackville, Pa.

Hypnotism Is no longer a myth, a fanciful creation of the mind, but a reality, a most potent power, capable 
ot producing Inlfulle good. For tlie purpose of ascertaining tbe exact value ot this much talked-oftpower * 
committee, composed of a prominent minister, a well-known physician, a practical busiuesa man and a 
leading railroad man, was appointed to Investigate Personal Magnetism and Hypnotism.

Tbe committee carried on a series of Investigations In regard to the power of Hypnotism to influence 
¿he actions aud deeds of people in the everyday walks of lite.

. The flrat steps taken by tbe members of the committee was to master the science in every detail so 
that they might Hate from personal experience the good or evil this strange power might produce They 
wrote tho New York Institute of Hclence. of Rochester, N. Y., the greatest school of Hj pnodsin and Occult 
sciences in tbe world, and received full and complete instructions In regard to how HypnotUm may be used 
to Influence people iu business, how to usalt in treating diseases, etc., etc. In a few days they mastered 
these Instructions and were fulLtlcdged hypnotists.

It was clearly demonstrated that hypnotism may bo employed so that the person operated upon la 
entirely unconscious of tbe fact that he is being influenced; and, all things cumddered, the committee 
regards It as tbe most valuable discovery of modern times. A. knowledge of it Is essential to oue’s success in 
life and well-being In society.

Mr. Btoufer performed tho astonishing feat of hypnotizing Mr. Cutinlnglmm, of Pueblo Col at * 
distance of several blocks. He also hypnotized an aged gentleman and bad him run thruiigh the street 
shouting “Red-hot peanuts for sale." Mr. 8loufer says it Is Indispensable to one's business success that 
It gives a man a wonderful power and advantage over bls associates.

Rev. Mr. Quinn says that every minister and every mother should understand personal magnetism and 
hypnotism for tbe benefit they can be to those with whom they are brought lu dully contact.

Dr. hiorehead says, after a thorough Investigation, that be considers it the most marvelous therapeutic 
or curative agent of modern times.

Jacob Rodrain, Jr., says: “I believe one may. through the agency of hypnotism, develop a force of 
character, a magnetic power that will make him practically Irresistible. I never bcl'vre understood tbe 
■ecret of tbe influence which some men exercise over audiences aud large bodies of people. 1 was com
pletely astounded at the extent to which people can be Influenced without their knowledge,’’

In speaking of this marvelous power. President Eliot, of Harvard College, said to the graduates: "Young 
gentlemen, there Is a subtle power lying latent in each 6f you, which few of you have developed but which 
when developed might make u man irresistible. It Is called Personal Magnetism or Hypnotism. 1 advise 
you to master it.’1

Tbe Now York Institute of Science has just Issued 10.000 copies of a bock which fully explains all the 
secrets of this marvelous power,aud gives explicit directions for becoming apractical hypnotist, so that 
you can employ the force without tho knowledge of any one. Anybody can learu. Success guaranteed.

Tbo bobk also contains a full report of the members of the committee. It will be sent ubscluiely free to 
any one who is Interested. A postal card will bring it. Write to-day. '

Address NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, 
Dept. NB 17, Rochester, N. Y. .

BEV. J. C. QUINN, D.D., Pu. I)., PItufleld, Ill

with bright prospects for a successful 
season. .

The various phases of mediumship on 
the grounds are as follows: Full form 
materialization, manifestations in the 
light, independent slate-writing and in
dependent voices, Mr. and Mrs. G. L. 
Brown and Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ren
ner, the former of Cleveland and the 
latter of Pittsburg. Trance and test 
mediums, Mrs. H. C. Ebertshauser of 
Sandusky, Mrs. Cooper, of Akron, and 
Geo. W. Way of Wheeling Island, W. 
Va. Trumpet mediums, C. J. Barnes, 
D. A. Herrick. Inspirational and busi
ness mediums, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague of Jamestown, N. Y. There 
are other mediums that have not yet 
reported, expected on tlie grounds. 
Mr. and Mrs. Sprague are organizing a 
school for psychic development.

The Womans’ Lake Brady Associa
tion has been re-organized for the sea
son. ,

The Fourth of July here was duly ob
served with a splendid patriotic oration 
by Mr. E. W. Sprague, a display of fire
works and dance in the evening.

Thé Haines’ Orchestra, of Detroit, 
has been engaged for the season and 
we are safe in saying, now discourses 
some of the sweetest music ever -heard, 
at Lake Brady. Mrs. Flora Russell, as
sisted by Mrs. Sadie Herrick, with Miss 
Fannie Russell as accompanist, render 
beautiful selections in vocal music.

MRS. M. M’CASLIN.

"Woman, Church and State." A his
torical account of the status of woman 
through the Christian ages; with remin
iscences of the Matriarchate. By Ma
tilda Joslyn Gage. An Important work 
for all women, students of history, etc. 
Paper, 75 cents. Cloth, gilt„$1.50. For 
sale at this office. A ’

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa O. Conger.: Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50 and $2.
:“The Truth Seeker Collection of 

Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” For' sale at this office/ 
Price 25 cents. . ■

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building." By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75 
cents. For. sale at this office. . . •

“The Commandments Analyzed.” By. 
W. H-. Bach. The Commandments are I 
not only analyzed, but contrasted vkith 
other Bible passages, showing great in
congruities. Price 25 cents. For sale 
at this office. ’ :

A CARD.
The principals of Belvidere Seminary 

would respectfully Inform their friends' 
and the public generally that this In
stitution will be open during the sum
mer and early autumn for the accom
modation of children and adults who 
seek freedom from business cares or the 
excitement of social and fashionable 
life. Its location is healthy and beau
tiful, its grounds ample and well 
shaded, drainage and water excellent

Belvidere, as its name Indicates, is a 
beautiful Inland town, in Northern New 
Jersey, 700 feet above the sea, and sur
rounded on all sides by forest-covered 
hills, at the base of which flow the 
Request and Delaware rivers, along 
whose banks are many places of special 
interest to artists and all lovers of the 
picturesque in nature.

Its streets are well shaded and lighted 
with electricity. In its near vicinity are 
well cultivated farms, from which a 
fresh supply of milk, eggs, butter, fresh 
fruits and vegetables can be had daily. 
It is only twelve miles from Easton, 
Pa., and ten miles from the Delaware 
Water Gap. It Is easy of access from 
New York and Philadelphia by the 
Pennsylvania and Delaware, Lacka
wanna & Western railroads, with six 
trains running daily each way. Its 
walks and drives are exceptionally fine*  
presenting an ever pleasing variety of 
river and mountain scenery. Here la 
just the place for the weary to find re
pose and the recreation that invigorates 
without fatiguing. For further partic
ulars, address A. C. BUSH,

Belvidere, Warren Co., N. J.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of .the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of ■ the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ study 
of the Bible in its relations to Spiritual-' 
Ism. As its title denotes, it is a vcrl- 
table encyclopedia of Information on 
the subject. Price^l. For sale at this 
office.

"The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 8, each complete In It
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office.
•. “Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.’« 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhismrcompact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25, - 
For Sale at this office. .

i.
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This department Is under the man
agement of ’

Hudson Tuttle.
'Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

®)I5
AND

NOTE,-The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
toreed brevity. Proofs have to be omit

"" ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for tbe appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the requestbe made, 
tbe name will not be published. 'I’ue 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the' ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE,

have not these tangles. They are 
found on those neglected, and the shed
ding of a part of the mane, which be
comes enmeshed In that which remains. 
It requires some time for the tangles to 
form which shows that they are caused 
by the tossing of the mane by the wind 
and the motion of the animal's head in 
feeding or moving.

The specimen accompanying the ques
tion is Indeed marvelous, and might 
well have been braided by the witches 
who purused Tam-o-Shanter’s good 
mare Meg.

In the times when witchcraft was be
lieved as implicitly as any other Bible 
teaching, these uncanny recipients of 
demoniac favor, were not content to 
tangle the manes of the horses they 
rode at night, but twisted Into snarls 
my lady’s hair, and when the comb 
pulled, the ugly witch received the pet
ulant blame. -

THE CAMP-MEETINGS.

F. W. P.: Q. (1) We constantly bear 
rappings on the doors and furniture, 
yet when w6 sit in circle we receive 
nothing. Why?

(2) What gases are there that will ig
nite when suddenly compressed?

A. (1) It is much easier for a spirit 
to1 give a single rap, than to time re
sponses to questions. A well-organized 
circle, with patience, will reach the de
sired result.

(2) Hydrogen and oxygen, when sud
denly compressed, unite with explosive 
energy and produce water.

Querist, Marcellus, N. Y.; Q. What 
is the origin of the saying, “He won't 
set the North River afire.”

A. In pursuing this phrase to its 
source, we become aware of the won
derful permanence of a thought chang
ing its garb to suit the locality and com
prehension of thos.e who receive It. It 
Illustrates the modifications of folk-lore 
myths, and thé handing down of wise 
sayings, often remarkable for their ex
act preservation, and again changée} 
in verbal clothing almost past recogni
tion.

In England, the phrase is, “He will 
not set the Thames afire.” When the 
pioneer American used It, he was loyal 
to his own river. In either case the 
saying Is meaningless, for no one ever 
did or can work so fast as to set a river 
on fire, and the phrase is always applied 
to a lazy worker. In the olden times 
the millers used à sieve to separate the 
flour from the brail, which had to be 
shaken by hand. Sometimes a rapid 
workmen would set the wooden rim on 
fire, which a lazy man would not do. 
As this sieve was called a temse, the 
saying arose, “He never'll set the temse 
afire." As the names of the river 
Thames was pronounced exactly the 
same, those who knew nothing of the 
sieve or Its name, mistook the saying as 
applying to the river.

Ashley Camp. 0.
This camp begins July 29, and ends 

August 19, 1900. For programmes ad
dress H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

Maple Dell Camp, O.
The National Spiritual and Religious 

Camp Association will hold its twelfth 
annual session, commencing July 22, 
ending September. For full particulars 
and programme, enclose stamp and ad
dress Lucy King, corresponding secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio.

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
This camp opens July 29. The circu

lars are now ready and can be had upon 
application. In writing for them please 
enclose stamp for return postage. Ad
dress Albert P. Blinn, Clerk, 603 Tre
mont street, Boston, Mass.

Columbus Camp, O.
This camp will open July 1, and close

Franklin (Neb.) Camp.
The Northwest Kansas and South

west Nebraska Spiritualist Association 
will hold their fifth annual camp-meet
ing at Franklin, Neb., from July 20 to 
August 6. inclusive. No pains wlU be 
spared to make it a ÍBueeéSs. For an
nouncement, circulars,'and other infor
mation, address the fjecretiiiy, O. H. 
Simpson, Franklin, Neb. ‘ - '

Colorado Camp;
Canyon Camp, opens'ln Squib Boulder 

Canyon,| July 1, and continues through 
July, August, and possibly Jjeptember. 
Any information desired in,"regard to. 
this new and interesting ’' movement 
may be obtained by wilting May Taylor, 
Box 780, Denver, Cote’. ’

Lake Sunapee, N. H.
The twenty-third annual Lake Suna

pee Spiritualist Camp-meeting will be 
held at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., for 
four weeks, commencing Sunday, July 
29, and closing Sunday, August 26,1900. 
For programmes address the secretary, 
W. H. Wilkins, Claremont, N. H.

Marshalltown, Iowa.
The Central Iowa Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold its annual camp at 
Marshalltown, Iowa, September 2 to 
September 16 Inclusive. Grounds open 
to campers after August 27, Leading 
speakers, Mrs. Marian Carpenter, oT 
Detroit, Mich., and D. P. Dewey, of 
Grand Blanc, Mleh. Other phases of 
mediumship will also be ably repre
sented. For information or programs 
address W. H. Wilson, 301 N. Center 
street, Marshalltown, Iowa.

Haslett Park, Mich.
Eighteenth annual assembly of Spir

itualists at Haslett Park, Mich, August 
2 to September 4, 1900, inclusive. For 
programmes address J. D, Richmond,
secretary, St. Johns, Mich., or G. 
Ottmar, Biley, Mich.

Briggs Park, Mich.
Briggs Park Camp opened July

F.

1,

BACKBONE WANTED.
A Worker Again Replies to 

Dr. Conger.

Great Work by a Great /Ylithor.

“THE UNKNOWN

“Hope” Q. How can the physical 
life be prolonged? ' _

A. It is a sifigular paradox of human 
nature, this want to live on earth as 
long as possible, even If that life has be
come n burden for its suffering and de
privations. The tramp who sleeps un
der n bav stack and begs his cold lunch 
desires to live with the tenacity of the 
millionaire surrounded by every lux
ury heart may wish. Scientists specu
late on the/possibilities of prolonging 
life Indefinitely, and theorize how by 
balancing tbe processes of renovation 
and decay, the vital forces may be con
served to a century or more. There are 
endless receipts for preserving health 
mid life beyond the three score years 
and ten, allotted as tbe life of man, so 
diverse that they become amusing. 
'Die witty Dr. Holmes had rules by 
which he expected to reach an age 
which would go on record. He worked 
by rule, ate by rule, slept by rule, rested 
by' rule, and came to a sudden end. 
Dr, Fiske, the distinguished histprian, 
claims he is sound as a nut, yet works 
tile largest part of the twenty-four 
hours, eats what he likes, drinks two or 
three quarts of beer, never gets out of a 
draught: prefers to sit in one; in short 
takes no thought of his health, and has 
tile best iu the market.

Dr, Pearson says his rule is: “Keep 
cool, don't overload the stomach, 
breathe pure air and lots of it, eat a 
vegetable diet, don’t eat late suppers, 
go to bed early, don’t fret, don’t go 
where you'll get excited, and don’t for
get to take a nap after dinner.” That 
is good for a millionaire, but how is 
John Smith to follow, who has to work 
ten hours a day to support his family? 
Yet a great many John Smiths, with 
hard work and coarse fare, rough It to 
a good old age, and many a millionaire 
living by this rule dies young!

One old gentleman has been a vege
tarian, drank nothing but water, In
dulged In no excesses, and claims his 
ninety years is due thereto. Another at 
almost a hundred has indulged in stim
ulants now and then, chewed and 
smoked tobacco, and thinks his years 
are mainly due to the narcotics.

What are we to Infer from such di
verse facts? Surely tliat there is no 
straight and narrow way to longevity.

J. M. Peebles has written a large book 
on the subject, and although his own 
life Is prolonged beyond the average, 
probably not one of his readers will live 
a day longer for the reading. The fact 
is that human nature is endowed with 
marvelous persistency. There is in 
many a hereditary toughness of consti
tution. bj’Tvhieh theyhre adapted to a 
great variety of circumstances, and 
able to bear heavy drains on their vi
tality. With healthy digestion, all 
kinds of food are digested and convert
ed Into strength. They can sleep 
soundly for half the day, or go without 
for days together; they can labor at the 
most exhausting tasks for more than 
Iinlf the hours, or not work at all; they 
can drink water, or beer, or whisky, 
and yet retain the power of recupera
tion.

Yetlt does not follow that it is use
less to observe the laws of health. The 
strong may not become prostrated by 
overtax, or strain, mental or physical, 
that would destroy tbe weaker, but 
they suffer therefrom, and the very 
consciousness of their strength may 
lead to their overthrow, as they lose 
that cautiousness those less robust are 
constrained to exercise, and they sud
denly find themselves bankrupt Yet 
it must be admitted that the first and 
most essential element ot prolonged 
physical life, is a sound constitution, in
herited from long-lived ancestors. To 
this must be added, for the best result 
plain food, freedom from overburdening 
cares and labor, and confidence in the 
laws of hygiene and not In drugs.

Constant Reader: Q. What is the 
story of Frankenstein?

A. A German medical student con
structed from the material furnished 
by the dissecting ¡able and church yard 
bones a being, which he endowed with 
life. It was a human, yet a monster, 
and like a remorseless demon pursued 
its unfortunate creator, wrecking all his 
plpus of life, murdering bls sweet
heart, and finishing by causing liis 
death. It Is one of the few romances 
which have a meaning far beyond the 
written word, and are new and fresh to 
every succeeding generation of read- 
ery. Every individual creates a good or 
evil Influence, which may be person!-, 
fled as an angel to guide and guard, or 
a monster to relentlessly pursue even to 
the grave, and beyond.

Burns and His Highland Mary.
To the Editor:—I see In a recent num-I-

her of your paper a request is made to 
have the poem reprinted that came 
from the spirit of Robert Burns through 
tlie medium of Sirs. Hyzer. I happened 
to have it in a scrap book, so I enclose 
it and send it to you. I think it has 
been somewhere near forty years since 
it was first printed. I have taken your 
paper- nearly ever since It has been 
printed. I would be lonely without it 
I have been a staunch Spiritualist for 
fifty years. What a comfort and satis
faction it has been to me..

MRS. LUCY SMITH.
Chicago, Ill.

The circumstances of the production 
of the following lines are these: Mrs. 
Francis 0. Hyzer, pf'Montpeller, Vt., Is 
sometimes influenced to write both po
etry and prose purporting to emanate 
from departed spirits. She had one 
day been reading some of these produc
tions to a indy visitor, who asked her if 
ifobert Burns (the lady's favorite 
poet) had ever communicated to her. 
She replied that she had never been 
conscious of his presence, nor was she 
familiar with his writings. The lady 
remarked that she hoped he would 
some time make known his presence, 
and answer a question she had In her 
mind, which question she did not ex
press. A few days subsequently, Mrs. 
Hyzer felt impelled by spirit influence 
to pen the following, which on being 
shown to the lady, was found to be an 
appropriate reply to the query she had 
In her mind: ,
Fair lady, that I come to you .

A stranger-bard, fu’ weel 1 ken, 
For ye’ve known naught of me, save 

through •
The lays I’ve poured through Scotia’s 

glen;
But when I speak o’ gliding Ayr, .

O’ hawthorn shades and fragrant 
ferns,

O' Doon, and Highland Mary fair, 
Mayhap ye’ll think o' Robert Burns.

I am the lad—and why I’m here,
I heard the gudedame when she said 

She'd know, In joyous spirit-spheres,
If Burns was wi’ his Mary wed. 

I sought to tell her o’ our joy—
Na muckle impress could I make— 

And lady I have flown to see
If ye’d my message to her take.

Tell her that when I pass’d from earth 
My angel-lassie crown’d wF flowers,

Met me wF glowing love-lit torch, , 
And led me to the nuptial bowers;

That all we'd dreamed o’ wedded bliss, 
And more, was meted to us there—

And sweeter was my dearie's kiss 
Than on the flow’ry banks o' Ayr.

Where Love’s celestial fountains play'd, 
And rose-buds burst and seraphs 

sang. ,
And myrtle twin’d, our couch to shade. 

I clasp’d the love I’d mourn’d ‘sa 
lang,

And while by angel-harps were played 
The bonnie “bridal serenade,” •

Though na gown'd priest the kirk-rite 
said, -

Burns was wl’ Highland Mary wad!

August 27. Send for programmes 
Dr. W. D. Noyes, secretary, 180, 
Cleveland avenue. Columbus, Ohio.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.

to 
N.

The camp.-meetlng of tho Indiana As* I-
sociation of Spiritualists will open at 
Chesterfield, Ind., July 10, and close 
August 2(1, 1000. For programmes and 
further information address Flora ,Har- 
difl, secretary, Anderson, Indiana.

Delphos Camp.
The twenty-second annual camp-

meeting of the First Society of State 
Spiritualists and Liberals will be held 
at Delphos, Kans., from August 10 to 
August 26 inclusive. For further par
ticulars or Information write to Presi
dent J. N. Blanchard, Delphos, Kansas; 
M. J. Main, vice-president, Simpson, 
Kansas, or E. S. Bishop, secretary, 
Glasco, Kansas.

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort offers an 

attractive programme the coming sea
son. The 'camp opens July 13 and 
closes August 26. Write to the secre
tary, A. E. Gaston, Meadville, Pa., for 
programmes.

Onset Camp-Meeting.
Commences July 15, and eloses Au

gust 26, 1900. For further particulars 
address Secretary, Onset, Mass.

Vicksburg Camp.
The seventeenth annual camp-meet

ing of Vicksburg, Mich., will be held In 
Fraser’s Grove.„commenclng August 3, 
and closing August 26, 1000. For fur-' 
ther Information address Jeannette 
Fraser, Manager, Vicksburg, Kalama
zoo county, Mich.

Lake Brady.
The camp grounds will be open for 

picnics June 1, extending through the 
summer. The camp-meeting opens July 
1, closing Sepieinber 1. Anyone wish
ing a Lake Brady program will please 
write Geo. N. Abbott, Lake Brady, via 
Kent, Ohio, or E. R. Kidd, Canton, Ohio.

Mount Pleasant Park, la.
The eighteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association will be held at Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa, from July 29 to 
August 26, 1900. All wishing circulars 
should write to the secretary, Stella A. 
Fisk, 18 N. 11th street, Keokuk, Iowa. 
Those wishing to rent tents, etc., should 
write to John Nelson, Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa.

The Ottawa Camp.
The Ottawa, Kansas, Spiritualist 

camp-meeting, from August 8 to August 
13 inclusive. H. W. Henderson, pres
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Ezra Carpen
ter, secretary, Wellsville, Kans.

Freevüle Camp. N. Y.
Opens July 20 and closes August 12. 

B. L. Robinson, president, Freeville,

under the' most favorable circum
stances. The day was perfect. Dr. J. 
M. Peebles was the speaker of the day. 
He was followed in the morning by 
Mrs."Blake and In the aftertioon by 
Mrs. Ferris with descriptions. They 
were all enthusiastically received and 
recognized. Dr. W. 0. Knowles, who 
was to speak In the evening, was called 
upon to officiate at a funeral In the 
country and could not be present. A 
pleasant surprise awaited the people. 
Frank T. Ripley, of Boston, was pres
ent and filled his place. After his lec
ture, delivered in an able manner, he 
and Mrs. Blake gave some descrip
tions which were absolutely correct 
Our attendance was large and everyone 
seemed happy. Rockford society will 
be represented as a society on the 
grounds. Their tent will be In charge 
of Samuel Smith, of Fruitport. Frank 
N. Foster arrived to-day, Mrs. Carpen
ter Is expected to-morpw to, visit with 
us until after her engagement doses,
July 19. Our.attendance Inet year was 
20,000. This year we,expect to double 
' " THOS. J. EfAYN’E^, Sec’y.if.

Missionarywork.
The work of G. W. Kates a,nd wife In 

Minnesota continues fo be active, and 
attracts large audiences. They held 
large meetings In Rendrujn, Minn., 
June 26 and 27. The society of 
“Mystic Seekers," at .this place, char
tered with the State ¡Association, pro
vided q good hajl elegantly, decorated 
and a splendid quartette' of singers, 
with three children musicians upon 
violins and the organ. The meetings 
were very interesting, ¿ The lectures 
were eloquent and forcible, while the 
spirit messages and descriptions by 
Mrs. Kates aroused great enthusiasm 
by their accuracy so forcibly presented.

The meetings at Grand Forks, N. D., 
June 28 to July 2, are attracting much 
attention as witnessed by the following 
item In .the Dally Herald:

“A large, auulence greeted the second 
appearance of Mr. and Mrs. G. W. 
Kates at Hall’s Academy last evening, 
when Mrs. Kates gave an inspirational 
lecture on evolution, a subject sug
gested by one of those present, fol
lowed by a number of very satisfactory 
tests. To say that the lecture was good 
would convey no adequate Idea of Its 
excellence. Mrs. Kates’ control has cer
tainly a wonderful command of lan
guage, which is used with force to 
elucidate some equally wonderful ideas 
relative to the influence and power of 
spirit control and the philosophy of 
Spiritualism. '

“The local society is to be congratu
lated on securing eyen the temporary 
services of such able exponents of their 
belief. On Sunday evening Mrs. Kates 
will devote her time to tests and 
readings.”

J. A. Horn: Bolling water frees It 
from nearly aU its mineral impurities, 
such as lime, magnesia and iron, and If 
continued for at least half an hour, aU 
germs. It does not free it from soluble 
salts.

Reliance should not be placed on the 
testimony of spirits, locating mineral 
veins, etc., as infallible.

Tobacco is a poison, and the habitual 
use of a poison cannot be a benefit 
When tbe habit has been formed and 
age advances it may be tolerated, and 
the harm it does, when the system be
comes accustomed and thé use moder
ate. may be at a minimum. ’

.1. J. Lake: Q. It Is an old story that 
witches tie knots In the manes of 
horses that they ride. I do not believe 
in witches, but thb knots are there; and 
how do you explain the curious man
ner in which they are tied? ' •

A.- The folk-lore story of witches rid
ing at night, and the . owners finding 
their horses jaded in the morning, led 
to taking the knotted manes as evi
dence, and conclusive it appeared to the 
superstition». Well groomed horses

Ther’s na destroying. death-frost 
To nip the Hope-buds ere 

bloom—
The “bridal tour” is through 

spheres—

here 
they

the

Eternity the “honey-moon.” 
And now, my lady, If ye'll bear ■

These words unto the anxious dame, 
I think I can ye so reward,

Ye’ll ne’er be sorry that I came.

mHE DIVINE PLAN has been car
ried out successfully by The Pro- 
gresslve Thinker, one continual enr- 

■ rent of the profits returning to our 
subscribers. Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life In 
the Spirit World only costs oui_sub- 

scribers 25 cents—far less than its act
ual cost to ns. Its regular price to the 
trade Is $1.50. This work should "be in 
every family in tbe United States. It 
is elegantly and- substantially bound,' 
neatly printed and is an ornament to 
any library One million copies of this 
work should be distributed throughout 
the country. The Progressive Thinker 
one year and this book will be sent 
for $1.25. »

Grand Ledge, Mich.
' Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp-Meet
ing commences July 29 and closes Au
gust 26. For further particulars and 
full programmes, write to M. F. Phares 
or Geo. H. Sheets, Grand Ledge, Mich. ■

Briggs Park, Mich.
Briggs Park Camp opens July 1 and 

closes August 19, 1900, at Grand Rap
ids, Mich. Program cheerfully mailed 
to any address received on postal card 
to Thos J. Haynes, secretary, 389 West
ern avenue, Muskegon, Mich.

Camp-Meeting at Deep Lake.
The Illinois State Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens its second season at 
Deep Lake, 1% miles from Lake Villa, 
Ill., on Wisconsin Central railroad, com
mencing July 10 and closing September 
1. Those who intend to camp with us 
please let us know In time sb that we 
can make preparations for you. Ad
dress G. V. Cordlngley, President, 3300 
Wabash avenue, Chicago, III.

Island Lake. Mich.
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, Mich

igan, commences Thursday, July 19, and 
closes September 3. For further Infor-, 
mation address the secretary, Ella B. 
Brown, 266 Twenty-first street, De
troit, Mich. ” :

Verona Park Camp. ’
Opens June 15 and closes August 26. 

For programmes address Albert F. 
Smith, president, Bangor, Maine.
. Lake Helen, Fla.

The Southern Cassadaga Camp, Lake 
Helen, Florida, will open the first aun" 
day, In'February,1901. Emma J. Huff, 
corresponding secretary.

Niantic Camp.
The ' Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

Meeting Association', at Niantic camp
grounds, Niantic, Conn; season of 1900, 
commencing June 25 and continuing un
til September 8, inclusive. For pro
grammes address .Mary A. Hatch; secre-: 
tary, South Windham, Conn. • '

Los Angeles, Cal., Camp.
Arrangements have been made to 

hold a .eamp-meetlng at . Sycamore 
Grove, Los Angele», Call, September 2 
to 20, Inclusive. : Address Elton T. 
Brown, secretary, 841& So. Spring 
street, Los Angeles, Cal,

Emma RoodTnttle—Her New Vol- 
•* ” ume of Poems.

Since the publication of “From Soul 
to Soul,” by Emma Rood Tuttle, there 
has been constant inquiry for another 
volume of her poems which was prom
ised. When the prospectus of that vol
ume was issued, requesting tbe naines 
of those who wished to subscribe, near
ly l,»00 were at «nee received and three 
editions have been called for. This 
plan pro’ved so satisfactory that 
this new volume will be issued in" the 
same manner. By it the cost of publi
cation Is guaranteed, and at the same 
time to those desiring tho book it is fur
nished at much less cost '

The new volume will be in the same 
style as “From Soul to Soul,” will con
tain over 300 pages, beautifully bound, 
with embossed, cover, will contain en
graved portrait of tbej^uthor, and sub

, scribers copies will havç lier autograph.
EmmaRoodTuttielswcll known to the 

readers of The Progressive Thinker and 
the spiritual press by'the many poems 
she has contributed, ¿nd héi- spiritual 
songs. Thé present volume «will con
tain the best of these,-find many not be
fore published. The price will be $1; to 
subscribers, 75 cents. It wftl be pub
lished as soon as the,lnumlftr of sub
scribers warrant , ’

Please send namesB'at Cnee—money 
not desired. HUDSON ’PUTTLE.

Berlin Heights, Ohio. ' 
' . -ti ■' 08 ~ b.

“Historical, Logical "and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogjnas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodlpent^'j By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. Aileen apd master
ly treatise.' Paper, 25 cents,, For sale 
at this office. , n, ,

“The Heresy Trial qf Rey.-B. F. Aus
tin, M. A., D. D. Giving, ¿.sketch of 
Dr. Austin’s life, story of ¡the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, the heresy 
sermon, the scene at conference, and 
Dr. Austin’s full address defendlng hls 
views on Spiritualism; at the Loudon 

-Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.,” 
etc. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. . •
“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op

erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D.,. M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
(Jure. Paper, coyer, 15 cents. For sale 
at tills office.' , ‘

“A Plea for the New WoiBhn.’,’ By 
May Collin». An address delivered be
fore tbe Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents. ,

To the Editor:—Dr. M. E. Conger 
writes in your issue of June 9 in reply 
to an article of mine criticising a pre
vious article from his pen on the sub
ject of "Free Camps.”

I have been away from home for a 
month and have only just read his re
ply, so could not answer It before. I 
wish now to offer a few suggestions. 1 
understood his first article to demand 
free work from mediums and speakers. 
Now he calls for camps “free to camp
ers.” I don’t understand his position. 
If he will make his demands clear then 
we can perhaps answer him in an In
telligent manner. In' reply, however, 
we will say that as far as our ex
perience goes, camps cannot be run 
without exj)ense, and some one must 
■pay the bill. Who has any more right 
to foot the bill than the visitors who 
partake of the mental and spiritual 
feast in-pvlded at our annual camps? 
Workers like Dr. Conger, who have 
other sources of revenue, can go and 
work for their health or for their love 
of the cause, but those who devote their 
entire time and energies to this work 
cannot flo so. '

In regard to “fooling away money 
paying car fare to hunt up heathen on 
the Western prairies, I for one would 
just .as soon give a little time and 
money (if I had it) to educate prairie 
people as to pay it out to rapacious city 
landlords for hall rent in a vain attempt 
to spiritualize and humanize city folks, 
who would rather spend their money at 
the saloons, theaters, etc., than help 
along a missionary worker in Spirit
ualism.

I consider the work of a lecturer on 
spiritual topics just as much necessary 
on the “Western prairies” (where I live) 
as that of the school teacher, and 
furthermore, I consider my work as im
portant as any school teacher or other 
educator, and as worthy of recompense. 
The platform speaker ou Spiritualism 
and kindred subjects is an educator and 
as snob his or her work is as necessary 
in the sod schoolhouse as in the city 
temples.

I don't believe Spiritualists, as a class, 
have built a great many temples, 
churches and halls as Dr. Conger says. 
At least I have only seen a very few 
myself.

I would like to ask Dr. Conger a plain 
question and would like him to meet it 
squarely. If a camp-meeting is a good 
tiling, and of course he believes It is, 
then why should we not carry the same 
Une of work Into every schoolhouse In 
the land? We all have to pay taxes to 
help build and maintain schoolhouses, 
why not demand an opportunity to use 
them for educational purposes along 
spiritual and reform Unes.

I maintain that if the Spiritual phil
osophy is a good thing, we can't teach 
it too much or too often. We ought to 
keep every man and woman constantly 
employed at a reasonable salary. But 
do we keep our workers employed?

In the majority of instances I am 
compelled to say most emphatically, No. 
I'll tell Dr. Conger why we don't. 
Some ot our speakers and mediums are 
very independent thinkers, some have 
very high progressive spirits to back 
them. They say things about the labor 
question, the war craze, tlie marriage 
muddle, and many other things which 
are too radical for tender-feet people to 
listen to. They say these things be
cause they are true and need to be said. 
The consequence is, their services ore 
no longer required.

Spiritualists as a class need bracing 
up, a stiffening of the back-bone; they 
need to take a firm stand upon all the 
great and vital questions of the age, 
and not be afraid to call a spade a 
spade. Speakers must smooth over all 
tbe rough places In order to secure en
gagements, and then the independent, 
fearless few who. dsed to uphold our 
Spiritualistic meetings, drop out in dis
gust and join the ranks of the Free
thinkers. We have lost many of our 
old-time wheel-horses in this way. Per
sonally I have some serious thoughts of 
doing the same thing myself.

If there is anything on earth I de
spise it is cant and hypocrisy. I believe 
in calling things by their right names 
and proclaiming from every house-roof 
and tree-top, if necessary, the truth as 
we understand It.

Dr. Conger says “it is generation, not 
regeneration, that should be considered 
by ambitious missionaries.” We agree 
with Dr. Conger again, but we contend 
that agitation always comes before 
reformation, and those who have made 
any study of the laws of right genera
tion should use every opportunity to 
enlighten the masses,- otherwise the 
light they have received is a hidden 
talent. Personally we would gladly 
hail the day when it would be possible 
to advocate the most advanced ideas on 
the generation, of human beings not 
only at our camps but in every district 
schoolhouse. • '

Dr. Conger again writes: “Some prac
tical foundation work must be done if 
we expect to command the attention 
and respect of the public. To this we 
say Amen, right from our heart. That 
Is just why Î want more local societies, 
more organization, more agitation, more 
reformation of the individual. Organ
ization is necessary for educational 
work, educational work Is necessary to 
bring about individual reformation; in
dividual reformation must come before 
we can have “right generation.”

In conclusion I would say, if Dr. 
Conger wants Spiritualism “to come to 
the front” let him respect the “tramp 
brigade” as he calls the hard-working 
itinerant missionaries who are break
ing new ground under hard conditions, 
turning over the hard-pan of priest
craft and superstition with the sod
plow of humanitarian love and good
will to men. Let him see to it that the 
laborers are backed up with bls best 
wishes and good thoughts, instead t>f 
telling them that the Salvation Army 
missionary is the only one “worthy of 
notice."

Spiritualism can never prosper as it 
should till we have back-bone enough 
among our folks to stand up for the ad
vanced Ideas given through inspiration
al mediumship, not only about the truth

BY—

GflMILLE FLAMMARION
“The Unknown" created a marked 

sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scarecly fail to arouse 
the greatest interest in this country. It 
Is an eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upqn the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated instances, and 
chapters of Ills book are as weirdly fas-

cinating as tho most fantastic of Poe’» 
tales. It treats on incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of on» 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychio 
dreams, distinct sight In dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and divlnS 
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 
bound. Price $2.00.

For Bale at tbe Office of The Progressive Thinker.

DEftTtt DEFEATED
OR

The Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
BY J. M, PEEBLES. M. D., M. A., Ph. D,

It certainly is just what is needed as 
a book of good suggestions and instruc
tions along the line of health. He 
treats the subject in his own matter-of- 
fact style. The book comprises a prac
tical subject handled In a practical 
manner by a practical man. Even if 
people do not wish or expect to live

here always, they should know how to 
live right and enjoy the life thaj be
longs to them. This is undoubtedly tbe 
most useful book for the masses the 
Doctor has ever published, for It strikes 
at the root or cause of disease, and tells 
how to avoid it. 212 pages, cloth 
bound. Price, $1. For sale at this office.

Three ReniarRable Books !
“The Divine Pedigree of Man.”
“The Law of Psychic Phenomena.”
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future.”

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the It is scientific throughout. Price $1.50. 
Testimony of Evolution and Psychology "" -.......—'-----— - -
to the Fatherhood of God. By Thom
son Jay Hudson, LL. D. This IS-a most 
remarkable work, demonstrating the 
existence of the Soul and Future Life.

Dr. Hudson’s work on “The Law of 
Psychic Phenomena,” is also valuable. 
Price, $1.50. His "Scientific Demon
stration of the Future Life” should be 
read by all. Price $1.50. For sale at 
this office.

LIFE. BEYOND DEATH*
Being a Review ot

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
tion of Present Conditions nf Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo, Cloth, 842 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held In 
the past concerning life beyond death, 
Dr. Savage takes, up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme "other
worldliness" Which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the/Splrltual- 
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out tbe doubts concerning the 
doctrine of Immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume Includes a consideration of tho 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences In this Une. 0r. Savage

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence Is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least some 

au^entieated communications 
from persons in the other life. The 
chief iontents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Beliefs—The 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction—The 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The World s 
Condition and Needs os to Belief in Im
mortality-Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society, 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some'Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions.

For Sale at this Office. Price $1.50. Postage 10c.

OÜR BIBLE:
WHO MOTE IT! WHEN? WHERE? HOW?

Is It Infallible?
A Voice from the Higher Criticism,

A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.
X BY MOSES HULL.

Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis ol 
the Bible from that standpoint Of Special value and interest to Spirit
ualists. For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

ORMSBY’S SIMPLE SYSTEM
OF THE

PLANETS and the Z0DIA6

A New Book with the Places of the Planets—the Chart that Makes It

of spirit return but every other subject - ~ 
of interest to human Hvfis on earth. :

Easy to Study the Stars—Sth Edition—Just Out— 
.', Greatly Improved—Price, $2.00 

ASTROLOGY SIMPLIFIED-SPECIAL OFFER,

b

Blair, Neb.
WILLIAM E. BONNEY.

(A Worker.;

Rending the Vail: This volume Is a 
compilation by J. JW. Nixon, of psychic 
literature, most given by spirits 
through and by means of full form vis
ible materializations, at seances of a 
certain Psychic Research Society, 
known as the Aber Intellectual Circle, 
the mèdium being William W.-Aber. 
507 pp. octavo. For sale at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker.Price $2.

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, 
with. music, by C. Payson Longley. 
Price- by. ■ mall, • 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. -

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2. 
Sweet songs and music-for home and 
social meetings. For sale at this office 
Price 15 cents. . ;

“Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. 
A Treitlee on Human Culture.’’ By 
Leroy iBerrier. For sale at this office. 
Price «1.

Any person Laving one of these charts of any former edition may exchan g 
the same for one of the latest with new book,- on payment of «1.00.

This is by far the best system for new beginners to take up, as hundreds of 
persons have become proficient^ in the science of the planets in a.short time by 
starting with this Simple System. The new books give the corrections covering 
One hundred years, all of the 19th century.
, Corrections for’ the 20th century, 100 years in advance, are now ready, which 
makes the chart good for 200 years. Price for the 20th century tables, $2.00. 
For sale dt. this office. .

Bible anil Church Degrade Woman The Law or Correspondence Ap«
_____ . °__ -______________ nltad tÀ Raallnw.
By EUiabctb Cady Stuten. Comprise» three eaays 
on Tbe Effect ox Woman Suffrage on Questions of 
Morals and Religion. Brice 10 cents. For »»Ie at this
Office.

FORCE AND MATTER.
By Lndwlg-Bqecbper. A celebrated boot. Clou, <

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
Or Tho Three-fold Power of Bex. By Lot» Wallbrook«
•n Price» 50 cents. Portale at this office.. .

MYTH AND MIRACLE.
One ot Col. Itobt. O. InrerwlTi ben Icçturei. fric*  Ji, For »liit tu» onci.

plied to Healing.
A com« of «¡yen pnctlcul leuoul. By VT. J, 

Colrltle. Ubp cloth, eoe. , :

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult phtlowphy elothed 
Innoryform; elmi to five »better under, tudiecot 
mitic. black and white. 830 larte P**e..  Cloth, I1.M.

PROGRESSION, 
Or How a Spirit Advance» la 8plrit»Lffe. Theeroln» ’ 
Ml »* Uui office» - ~ U
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FOR LADIES.
Ko. 1: Tablets for Consumption...... 50c, now only 25c.
Ko. 2. Tablets for Dyspepsia,........50c, now only 25c. 
Ko. 8. Tablets for Liver,...............,50c, now only 25c.
No. 4. Tablets for Female Weakness, Ooc, now only 25c. 
No. 5. Tablets for Stomach, acidity, 

flatulency, gas, and distress uf* ’ j 
ter eating, old,.......price 50c, now only25o.

No. C. Catarrh. .................... . 50c,now only 25c.
No. 8. Headache................. . . ........... 50c, now only 25o.
No. IJ. Nervous Debility,....... . . ...  ,..50c. now only 250.
No. 14. Pcilaful Menses,.. ................... aio. now only 25c.
No. 18. Suppressed flenses,.........50o, now only 25c. 
Woman’s Friend cures Leuconhea, usually culled

Whites, <1.00. . ’ '

Special Propared Remedies Made According to 
Dr. Watkins’ Psychical Prescriplion,

THESE PRICES FOR A SHORT TIME ONLY,

Our Rheumatic Liniment
CONCENTRATED.

Nothing better to take out soreness and 
relieve pain. $1.00 a' bottle for 60c.

Dr, Pee Dies’. Wonderful Cures Have

i

No. 
Nò. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No.

8.
5.

16.
13.
83.
44.
55.
66.

' , FOR MEN.
Constipation.......................
Dyjpopsla,..........................
Liver....................................
Stomach, acidity, gas, etc,, 
Pile Ointment,.......... .
Nervous Debility,............ .
Invigorator,...................... .
Vital Tablet«,....................
Vigor Tablets........... ...........
Tablet of Youth..............

, .

• .

.250. 

.250. 

.250. 

.250. 

.250.

.25c. 

.250. 

.250. 
>25o. 
.250.

r.

£

£

OUR MOTTO
To Do All the Good We Can.

La Grume Tablets.
A Bure cure and preventative;. 50c.

Trial Box, 25c.

Don’t Forget
Yrou will never regret ordering 

these Remedies.
All of the above Remedies sent for. $4, or any Ten for $2. Express Prepaid,

That we are very anxious to place these remedies in every house in the United 
States. We believe is our duty that We owe to humanity to try to let all know 
of the great value of these prescriptions, and we therefore will, till further notice, 
sell at above prices. Don’t put off ordering these remedies but order to-day. We 
will diagnose disease free, Sepd sex, age and leading symptoms.

Ayer, Mass, DR. C, E. WATKINS,

TRÜTfV GALVESTON, TEXAS,ft *

Maile His Name Famous the 
:■ World Over.

Read His Generous Offer to 
the Sick.

fpHERE la;probably no physician or healer living who Is 
X curing more cates of Chronic and obstinate dUcasc 
than Is Dr. Peebles. During an experience of over fifty 
yearn this AND G»EAT has .
cured thousands of ibote who had been pronouncud “in- J 
curable” by the best local physicians. Mrs. Alfouso Uuok.fi 
of Mechanicsville, 0., says: “It Is now about three« 
mouths since I began your treatment and I am happy to 1 
say that I am free from those dreadful pains and have, 
gained 15 pounds and am still gaining rapidly. Mydou-J 
tor bud given me up a« “Incurable." Being sure thalli 
owe my life to your skill I most cheerfully and heartily I 
recommend you to all those In search of health.” Miss I 
Maggio Polaou, of Guthrie, Oklahoma, says: ‘ Six months t 
ago I buffered with (eratblc headaches, heart trouble aud 1 
fcniale weakness. - Mv friends despaired of my Hie aud I 
waBppwcukl could do nothing, Now Iain well, strong J 
and hearty. I cau never forget the good you have done 1 

'me." fi

Mrs. Ur, Dobson-Barker, 
Who is so widely known as one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL DEALERS,
SHE HAS ।

Successfully Treated
And Cured 

Thousands of Patients. 
Will Diagnose Your Case

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE. 
BY I4LIAN WHITING,

Three choice volumes, each complete In Itself. In 
wh.ch spirituality Is related to everyday life In such 
f”Kira.”““besuuitti'priee« muu-

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism 
A Treatise on 

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Berrlor, Anthropologist and Author. A 
very suggestive and instructive book. Price, »1.00. 
For salo at thU office.

_/

n

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on the relations of tho spirit to 

Its own organism, uud tbo inter-relation of human 
Mag« with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By tbe spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the me
diumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, phyntclau and Spiritualist shouldrcai 
Pries <1.50. For sale at this office. •'

The ouly way to find out who 1$ the 
•'Greatest Psychic Physician living” is 
to read what their patients say. •

DR. C. E. WATKINS
never claims that be is the greatest phy
sician living, or that he is the

GREATEST PSYCHIC.
He believes that there are hundreds of 
healers who are just as successful as 
he is, and he never yet has claimed that 
he is or was the best psychic, although 
twenty years before the public as the 
Independent slate-writer with the rec
ord of not one person who ever accused 
hjm of fraud, ought to make the public 
THINK when they compare his claims 
to other so-called psychics.

Q. A. R- Memorial Day, Etc

DR. C. E. WATKINS 
only desires those who are sick to 
member that for over twenty years

re
lie

has been before the public as a psychic, 
and over twelve years as a physician, 
and he never claims.- greater powers 
than others; but we believe he has a 
right to think he has as great gifts as
"those who claim so much.

Kindly read the following 
TESTIMONIALS:

'Dear Sir —Yours of recent date at
hand. I am so much better than when 
I wrote last. Am gaining all the time. 
I am carrying out every Instruction as 
close as possible. I have gained eight 
pounds since treating with you. Ever
your friend, MRS. N. REID.

Schoolcraft, Mich.

‘Dp. 'Watkins:—I am in receipt of your 
prompt message of recent date, and am 
taking the medicine as directed; am 
some Improved In strength already; if 
your medicine falls, there is no need of 
trying anything else, for I am w’ell con
vinced In my mind that your medicines 
are par excellence. I am pleased with 
your treatment and prompt reply, and 
cheap price. 1 am as ever, yours truly, 

, J. S. ENGLEOTH.

My Dear Sir:—Regarding my stom
ach and bowels, 1 feel very much im
proved, and think I will not need any 
more medicine. Fraternally yours, 

‘Medford, Mass. JOHN N. EAMES.

Dear Sir:—I am still' feeling very 
good; think I am still on the gain. I 
commenced sitting for my psychic 
treatments last night, and expect they 
will do me a great deal of good. Yours 
gratefully, 
’ MRS. S. D. FOWLER.

Wolcott, N. Y.

Kind Doctor:—Your medlclnereceived, 
and thank you for your prompt attend
ance. I feel sure you will help me. In
closed find money order for the first 
month’s treatment.. Yours,

■ MRS. KATE MEAD.
Chatsworth Park, Call. "

•• Dear Doctor:—I am happy to say that 
xl am feeling much better than when I 
last wrote. My limbs, 1 think are near
ly well. I am feeling first-class now, 
and do hope it will be lasting. I never 
saw such a change In a person in so 
short a time as there has been In Mr.
Tarleton. His 
him now, and 
hé seems like

food does not distress 
be sleeps well. In fact 
a new man every way. 

MRS. TARLETON.Yotn^ kindly, 
Grand street, Lowell, Mass.

Tear Sir:—I have not bad the asthma 
scarcely any the past week, and I think 
I,shall not need any more medicine. 
Thanking you for what you have done 
for me, I remain, Yours respectfully, 
", - EFFIE CARVI LL.

Farmington, Me.

Kind Friend:—Well, I am feeling 
Borne better; dbn’t have near as much 
pain; and the stiffness, is better in my 
heck; am sleeping better and hope I 
shall be able to leave my chair by the

>■ time you return east. : V-cry truly, 
MRS. S. K. SYMONDS.

.... 24 Tremont street, Chelsea, Mass.

The Galveston News of May 31 says 
in reporting the exercises of G. A. R. 
memorial day; "Mr, ^ohn W. Ring, 
pastor of the Spiritualist Society, spoke 
ili glowing terms of the dead soldiers 
who have gone on to their eternal 
homes, saying in part: ‘How beautiful 
the thought that life Is everlasting. 
The flowers and all the creatures of na
ture remind us of it. So it is with the 
principles for which the heroes whose 
graves we are to-day decorating, 
fought, the principles of freedom, lib
erty and justice; the principles that will 
live so long as the moon continues to 
reflect its somber light upon the earth, 
so long as the sun continues to cast its 
beams of light forth on the many bodies 
that continue to move on their orbits 
around it. Everywhere over this coun
try are graves of men who fought for 
these principles, and we are to-day 
assembled to commemorate their lives. 
Ah yes, look at this fair land to-day. 
If these principles of liberty, justice 
and freedom still live, If memories are 
still sweet, where then are tbe lives of 
these dead comrades? They have not 
gone out. We who stand here in full 
knowledge of life immortal are happy 
to think that just beyond the'veil, there 
stand the comrades gone before. Let 
us cherish these principles and we may 
feel assured that we are inspired by 
those' who save their mortal life in de
fense of them.
How thin tbe veil that hangs between 
Thè tangible and the great unseen. 
Could we list or see with ear or eye 
The tramp' of comrades passing by, , 
Would greet our anxious gaze 
And Inspire our hearts for coming days.

Under date of June 25 the same paper 
says: "The-schoolhouse at League City 
yesterday morning would remind one of 
fairy land, It having been so beautifully 
decorated with white bunting, ever
greens’and flowers, the occasion being 
a Spiritualist christening ceremony. 
The Infant son (Floyd Oscar) of Mr. and 
Mrs-. F. A. Williams was the recipient. 
Mr. John W. Ring, pastor of the Spirit
ualist Society of Galveston, assisted by 
their quartette choir, conducted the cer
emony. A large, attentive and appre
ciative audience witnessed the.very im
pressive and beautiful ceremony, after 
which they were conveyed to Dickin
son, where they were met by other 
Galvestonians and enjoyed a basket 
plsnlc.” ,

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per Une. ' About seven 
words constitute one line.] '

Resumed Business. .
The fire which destroyed the Immense 

Swamp Root medicine plant of Dr. Kil- 
nier & Co., July 1, was , the most disas
trous which has ever occurred in Bing
hamton. However, the Kilmers • re
sumed business next morning, though 
not at the old stand, which Isa heap of 
smouldered ashes. While the firemen 
were yet pouring water on the burning 
Chenango street establishment, the Kil
mers were arranging. to do business 
sofnewhere else. . . ’

That this great industry might not be 
crippled for a moment, through the 
courtesy of other prominent firms and 

•citizens, the large factory and adjoining 
buildings on South street .were vacated, 
for the benefit of the Swamp Root peo- 
pie, and possession was taken immedi
ately, and here, by Monday, July 8, this 
new, temporary factory will be turning 
otit Swamp-Root, the great Kidney 
Remedy, in' quantities! of about 60,000 
bottles per day, and in two or three 
weeks’ tlmfe the full capacity of more, 
than four times that amount will be 
produced. The immense demand for 
Swamp Root will thus in no way be in- 

xlerfered with. ■ ...
On the old site, with adjoining prop

erty which has just been purchased, 
Will be erected Immediately an abso-

Abram Baldwin died suddenly of 
heart failure, on May 19, 1900, at his 
home near Freeport Long Island, N. Y. 
His wife had been away from home, in 
Chicago, and' only got home a few 
hours before his death. He was aged 
62. M. E. B.

Frank Merrlott, of Brainerd, Minn., 
passed to spirit life. June 14, of con
sumption. aged 40 years. 0 months and 
9 days. He leaves a wife and brother
to mourn ills loss. He has been a Spir
itualist from '............. ~ '
conducted by 
order he was

childhood. Funeral was 
the Red Men, of which 
a worthy member.

WILMER HOLMES.

Franklin C.
Mich., passed _ _
June 13. He.served his country in the
Fourth Michigan cavalry. He was 07

Stone, of Cedar Springs, 
to spirit life, Sunday,

years old. He was a patient sufferer 
for two years, and was confined to his 
bed for six months. Those who knew 
him most loved him best.

MARY H. STONE.

. Passed to spirit life, June 25, 1900, at 
her residence, in Russellville, Pope 
county, Ark., Mrs. Harriet May Par-' 
sons. She was 63 years of age, and had 
been a Spiritualist for many years.

■ ■*  . COR*

f TESTIMONIAL.

B. F. Poole:— ' i
43 Evanston Ave., Chicago, Ill.:

Your melted pebble spectacles are 
wonderful. I can see to thread a fine 
needle and can read-with comfort, and 
my eyes are getting stronger. Your 
clairvoyant system of fitting Is perfec
tion. I am, your friend; '

MRS, L. E. MARTIN.
Blairsville, Pa. * .' . .. . ■ •

For ten cents we will send by mall, a 
4-oz package of my Magnetized Com
pound, for .sore or weak eyes, Onee -
used you will not be without It. Ad
dress B. F. POOLE & CO., 

. 43 Evanston avenue,’ Chicago, 111.

“The Priest, the Woman and thé Con
fessional.’’ This book, by the well 
known Father Chinlquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure influences afld-results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved' 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall,, $L For sale at 
this office. ' . '

. "Heliocentric Astrology or Essentials
. . of Astronomy and Solar Mentality,

lately .fire-proof six-story structure;1 with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
plans for which have been early com*  ibio.” By Yarthq, Vedrà. For gale at 
pleted; ........... -this-office. . Price, $1.50. ■ ... •. •

J. M. PEEBLES, A. M., M. D„ PH.D.
-Remember that Dr. Peebles does not heal by Christian Science, Hypnotism, 

POTENT me(Ji0ineS1 combined with 
fits ESYCHIC POWERS, these Psychic treatments are the greatest power 
known for relieving pain and suffering and curing diaease, One of bis patients 
recently said, these treatments seem as a breath of higher life. It seems as if 
they alone would almost raise the dead.” Besides being the greatest Psychic 
Physician living ne Is an authority in Europe and America on Psychic Phenome
na and the Psychic Science, He has written an essay “The Psychic Science in 
the Cure of Disease, which he will send free to any sufferer asking for it. The 
Doctor s diagnoses are equa'ly as astonishing as his cures. His Psychic Gifts en
able him to accurately locate the diseased and weakened tissues, thus honever 
has to experiment for weeks to discover the real.trouble; No disease is really 
incurableiif perfectly understood, for every effect or diseased condition has its 
cause, anaif this is seen and removed by the aid of natural forces, health will be 
restored. What is your condition and its cause? It is within your power to know. 
No two cases are exactly alike so do not spend precious time in taking patent 
medicines which are prepared a “text-book” case, or risk your life in the hands 

w“° does notunderstand your condition. Write to-day for a FREE 
DlAGNO'SIb and special advice in your case. This will cost you nothing. The 
Doctor will also send you his essay on this wonderful science - and other valuable 
literature FREE. Thousands of so-called “incurable” cases are. cured by this 
method. So do not despair, if your physician has failed to cure you. Just write 
the doctor a plain, truthful letter, giving him your name, age, sex and leading 
symptom, in your own handwriting and receive a complete diagnosis of your case

mv °^,WI1,ner’ Ore., who la a Fallow ot the Royal College ot Fliyetctan«, say«:—“I consider It
10 )roui?)r Ijeartteil thanke for tho perfect cure your medicine« aud adrlcu have 

rrlV.n Llv H. ? ,™I.w,B'ery!kept c,“l,!v^n V’?8811 Ike uce of your medicine« aud treatment, hut 1 am 
'itauM.UUrtt thi *“ thelr mlraculou« efflcacy. Throe month« ago 1 bore
about my body the hideous spectacle of my disease. Now I am a mentally and physically robust m«u.” 
«rfl^51'/LydIa.Ma?0D’°/ Oregon, who bad not walked without crutcheafor a long time, after a few 

our treatment says:—"I van now walk without my crutches for almost half a day, i inn gaining rapidly and expect to soon be lu perfect' health axaln.” y gaming
tX08i oi ^r.°,u ?re®X. D., who ha l suiYered for a long time from eczema, says:—“Tbe rough- 

viHkln entire!*  disappeared. 1 am very thankful Indeed tor the great guod you have done me. 
LnLd nn my cure Is remarkable. 1 doctored with him before I
here " D y°U Bnd ** d 10 dld BOt tb-Uk tbere w*8 auy Ue p for 1110 aad he la one of the bcit doclorfl around

Address Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich.
Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 

Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins’ spiritual meet

ings, 40 E. Randolph street, Handel 
Hall, Fourth floor, Sunday evening,
7:45. '■Veduesday evening, 675 Larra-
bee street, corner Garfield avenue.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G, 
V. Cordlrgley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. tn.

Band or Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Hlindel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the. 
¡mouth, beginning afternoons at three 
o’clock. TheUadies-'liriné refreshments; 
supper served at six o'clock. .'Evening 
session commences at a qharter .to 
eight Questions Invited from' the 'au
dience, and answered by the guides of 
Mi'S. S. J. Ashton. Always, an interest
ing programme. All are welcome.

Church of the Spirit Communion 
will hold meetings in. Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. in,,, conference and tests; 
8 p. m„ lecture by J. K. Hallowell; tests 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are In
vited. Good music and seats free.

There will be a Spiritila! meeting at 
2:30 each Sunday, at Smith Hall, Wis
consin and Larrabee streets. German 
and English speaking by Mrs, W. Hil
bert and Mr. Bernhart.

Spiritualistic services will be held ev
ery Sunday afternoon at 2:45 p. m., 
1453 N. Springfield avenue. Tests at 
4 o'clock prompt. Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
medium. , . ' .

Garden City Spiritual Alliance bolds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 and- 280 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o'clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests in telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor. .

The Gross Park Spiritual Society 
meets at 1785 N. Hoyne avenue, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock.

The South Chicago True Spiritualist 
Society meets every Sunday evening at- 
7:30 at 8927 Exchange avenue, instead 
of Eigenman's Hall.

The Englewood • Spiritual Union So
ciety meets every Sunday at Forbes’ 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought and medi
ums of note in charge.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hail, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7;45 p. ni, conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey. ,

Truth Seekers meet at thè Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock. •

The Chicago Liberal Society is a non
sectarian association for the encourage
ment of morality, the promotion of edu
cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and the inculcation 
of truth In the place and stead of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 
of the society are held, every Sunday 
morning at 11 o’clock jn Corinthian 
Hall. Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
are in charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
Yóù are cordially invited tó attend the 
same. ■ . ■ ’ .

The Avenue Spiritualists Society will 
meet at 2979 Wabash avenue,. corner 
30th street, every Sunday afternoon at 
2:45 o’clock. Harry-J, Moore, pastor!

Send Im notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls. ' ’

Bear In mind that only meetings held 
in public halls will be announced under 
the above, head. We have not spade to 
keep standing notices of meetings held 
at private residences. .

j*OLUMES  1, 2 and 8 of the Ency- 
pedia of Death, and Life In the 
Spirit World, Art Magic, Ghost 
Land, The Next World Inter
viewed, and the Occult Life bf 
Jesus (including the Hull-Covert 
Debate) constitute our premium

list. Those seven books have been on 
sale, costing the buyer in the aggregate, 
$10.75. We, after paying the postage 
and expense of mailing, realize onlv 
$1.50 for the seven—far less than cost 
to us. We desire to form the nucleus
of a library in every Spiritualist home, 
hence this remarkable offer. By sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
you then ¡have.the privilege of purchas
ing these;
Bee termi

¡ books at the premium prices, 
on another page. . ■ ..

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

PSYCHE
la the invention of ^practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, aud 1« designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by Ite use, have received long communica
tions from spirit friend«, and express groat satlifac- 
tion. Price, <1, and 20 cents extra for expressage. 
For sale at the office of Thk PaoGBKBSiVKTHUitKK«

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twing, medium. 
This is a very Interesting little book, and will be ap
preciated from start to finish by all who wish to gala 
spiritual Information. Price 25 cts. For sale at this 
office.

G. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

«►

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
Ihe students of this College represent four con

tinents, aud uiany of them ure physicians, medical 
profeasors, or clergymen. Hudson Tuttle, the well- 
Kuowu author, calls this college “An Institute uf 
refined therapeutics, which is fast becoming of world
wide fame, and attracting students from mauy coun
tries. It build« on exact science, aud. Includes the 
magnetic, electric, chemical, solar, .and spiritual 
forces which underlie everything, its course can be 
taken at bomc, and a diploma conferring th« title of 
D. M. (Doctor of Magnetics) granted.” Bend stamp 
for catalogue. .

A cheaper and simpler ACADEMIC . COURSE has 
been established for those who do not wish to take 
the more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 
hew and beautiful methods of Nature, which are

,t0 lleo1 and upbuild. Address E. D. BAB
BITT, M. D„ LL. D.. Deau, 68 North Third St., San 
Jose, California, 555

NEW DREAM BOOK.
By DR. R.1 GREER, 52 Dearborn st., Chicago, III. 25 
cents 51eti

OUTSIDE THE GATES 
and other tales and sketches. By a Lend of spirit in
telligences, through tho mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Bhelhamer. Au excellent work. Price, <1.00. For 
sale at this office.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

By Dr, Paul Carua. A translation made from Japan, 
eae, under the auspices of tbe Bev. Bbaku Boyer,dele
gate to tbe Parliament of Bollglon». Was publlabed 
In Japan. Price,,1.00. For Bale at tbts office.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackaon Davis. A highly Interesting 

work. Price 55 cents. Postage 5 ccnta. For sale at 
this office.

The Beligion of Spiritualism,
Ita Phenomena and Philosophy. By Bev. Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
.grand aod noble man. Price ,1.00.

CHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypay Astrologer aud Clairvoyant, 

bend aee, color of eyes aud balr.ln owu handwriting 
Address GEO. WELLES, Bos 130, Newark, N. J.» 551

YOUB, FUTURE AÍtrotog7rCWALRONÍÍ
87 Opera House Block, Denver, Col. From <1.00.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something you should 
read. Price 60 cents. For sale at this office. • 

WO IN ONF.
WM, W. ABER.

Readings by mall, <1.06. Advice on nil affairs oflife.
Spring Hill, Kaus. 555

Geot F. Perkins, Emaline Perkins, 
Ratfphp and Private. Test Mediums. 3558 Cottage 
Grove ave., flat U.Chlcsgo. Circle« Friday. Readlncs

.dally. M9tf

A COMBINATION OF t 

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HÜLL.

Gifted Psychic.
Obsession Cored.

Special Attention Given to
Nervous Ailments.

Astonishing Cures of Disease, 
Physical and Mental, 

Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
$1.60 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
Bex and own bandwriting.

b®/®, never known a more competent, reliable 
and truthful medium for tbe Spirit world chan Chao. 
Walter Lynn. Jo«. Rods« Buohamam.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
__  Oakland, Calk

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all forms of stomach, liver and klduey dtseaie: 
also constipation. A sure cure for that tired, worn-out 
feriing. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
month sentfor <1.00. '

One package of our Magnetized Compound for «ore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Ha« been tued aud praised by 
thuusnuds In ail parts of the world. Bent for W centi 
or all three «ent. postpaid for ti.00, with Yaruia’a 
phuto aud instructions how to live luo year«.

t

-m

“Tbe Bridge Between Two Worlds" 
By Abby A. Judsoh. This book Is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come into eloser connection 
with the purer realms of the spirit 
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judsdn’s literary works. Price, cloth 
$1; paper, 7fi ceifls. For sale at this 
office. .

•'Principles,of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. ID., LL. D. A truly 
great-work of, a minster mind, And one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honon The result) of years of deep 
thought andipatlept research' Into- Na
ture's •,finer., forces! are: herd gathered 
and made amehbbte to the well-being'ot 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining benutlful Illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it.

IfltS. E. J. HANSON. TRANCE MEDIUM, 76
JU. Blugbam St., near Milwaukee av. car barns. 555

FOR RENT.—Desirable rooms fronting tbe lake, 
near Grand Hotel. Terms reasonable. Address

Abbie E. Olmstead, Lily Dale, N. Y. 556

$2-TRUMPETS-$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS in two and three sec- 

tlonsSC in. high—magnetized when desired—<2 on re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A. MURRAY, 508 E 2nd 
BL, Newport, Ky.. 584

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum,
- or Cocaine, o! » never-tailing harmless Home Cure.

Mas. M. E. Baldwin, P, 0. Box 1212, Chicago, UL

MRS.MflGGI&WftlTE,
goading by math 11.06. Beatrici advlc. a apaotalty.

•SO, S. Crouac avc., Syracuse, N. Y. 656

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, tbe only psychic woudcr living, 

that uses the spiritual X-ray without any leading 
symptom to direct, and locates all internal diseases 
A trial will convince yoli. Nervous exhaustion and 
Jost vigor 6t both sexes successfully treated, as hun
dreds can testify. Bend name, age, sex, complexion 
and ten cents In stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES Ij, LOUCKS,
Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Mass.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work Is a 
tombiatxlcn into one volume of two of Mr. Hull’s 
Slsndk. works. By this arrangement the cost is sueb.

at tho reader is enabled to secure tbe two books 
coisj.ntd at tbe jume price as was formerly asked 
for tlrsin separately. This volume coutalns 462 pages 
and is tundiomely bound In cloth, and contains an ex
cellent jioriralt of tbe author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
18 a caiiffu1 comparison of Biblical and Modem Spirit- 
ualiBm, No book of the century has mode so -many 
convert» to Modem Spiritualism as this. Tbe author’s 
alm, fritbfully to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
Tbe adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human
ity; Ite moral tendency; tbe Bible Doctrine of angel 
minhtnr; the spiritual nature of man, and tbe objec- 
tionsoHered to Spiritualism, are all considered In the 
light ol Ute Bible, nsture, history, reason and common 
sense, Hid expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST}
consists of a critical oomparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, and 
t« a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
UdefeodSptrltuallsm. or find arguments against tL? 
uaumptlons ot Orthodoxy.
PRICE SL FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
Bli Infinite and Divine Routton«. Intuition—Tit» 

tlglit Witbin. By Gllen B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular» 

show ug styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yarrna, 
wuu developed tbia clairvoyant power in me, Jean 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacle« as perfectly to 
your eyes lu your owu home as If you were in my 
office, as thousand* can testify. Send stamp for photo. 
B. F. POOLE & CO.. 48 Evanston av,. Chicago, Ill.

Reed City Sanitarium and Private 
Hospital, A. B. Spinney, M. D., Prop. 
Staff of eight consulting physicians and surgeons; pro

' fesaional nursw., «toam heat, electric light. OiiMpert 
sanitarium for the ucooininodations in the world. 
Board, medical attendance, nursing, baths, massage 
electrical treatment all for <10 A WEEK. Oases 
diagnosed free and treated at a distance bj correspon
dence. Price*  reasonable. Send your name ana ad
dress with stamp to 1LEEDC1TY SANITARIUM.

Reed C'ltj, Michigan.

CLUBS! DR. J. S, LQUCKS
For thirty years baa treated and cured tbe rick in alt 
pans of the United States and Canada. Thousands 
have been cured after being given up to die. Ill« 
psychic powers are uuequaled, aa bls cures prove. 
Talk doesn’t prove anything. Facta arc proof. Ho 
also cures diseases of men, such as loss of manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion, Send 
name, age, sex. lock of hair, 8 cts In stamps, for a di
agnosis. Address,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.,
65 Warren «L. Stoneham. Man.

KftREZZfl.
ETHICS OF_MAF!RIAQE.

By Alice B. Stocbham, M. D.
Ksrezza makes a plea for a betta' birthright for 

children, and alms to lead Individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through mott eacreare« 
Udons. It Is puro in tone and aln.aad afroM M 
widely chrnletod. Price, cloth. *L

ASTRAL WORSHIP,

SPECIAL OFFER.
Free Diagnosis by Psychic Power.
We cure dlneabea that are called Incurable, by our 

new and original Method, of personal aud absent 
treatment. Write for uur ten-day «pedal offer. Free 
diagnosis In every case. Our faculty consist« of the 
beat healers In the country. Our cures are quick and 
permanent. Agents wanted to represent our school 
of Science, for our practical mull courses on Hypno
tism. Clairvoyance. Magnetic Healing, etc. These 
tire easy lessou courses and will dcvelope you.

Special Offer:— To Introduce our easy lesson 
courses, we will bv way of advertisement, send our 

I regular ten dollar (ilO.OU) Course for two dollars (42.00) 
' embracing any one of the above branches of science. 
' Courses beautifully typewritten, and a diploma will 
i be granted to all who pass our examination after 
I taking our lessons. We guarantee satisfaction. Re 
! member tbe 12 price Is limited to a short time only.

By J. n. H11L M. D. A valuable contribution to ths ' 
current discussion of religious problems. The author 
by illustrations and a planisphere (a representation of 
the celestial sphere upon a plane with adjustable cir
cles), traces most of the myths which lie at the base 
of Christianity to thelrorlgln in sun and star worship. 
The astronomical facts given possess great value, the 
Illustrations rare and curious. The book Is bound in

We want agents everywhere. Write for terms. 
REV. CHARLES L. AINSWORTH, Pres. 

CHARLES A. MITCHELL. Sec’y.
Central School of Science, 34.85, SG Talbott Blk., In»

dlanapulls, Ind. 554

V We want ten thousand clubs'
J formed 1n every part of the I 

United States, for which we I 
_ present- inducements nev- I 
I er before offered 'by any I 
J Spiritualist paper. These I 

clubs must consist of ten 
» subscribe!«, and each one tor 

will get Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death; or if 
they would prefer It, thgy 

Jean have the Next World In
terviewed. They'can have 
their choice of the- two. 
Each subscriber in order to
avail himself of this offer TT 
must pay $1.15. The fifteen 
cents is to pay expense of 
postage and mailing, and the 
books sent out are practlcal- 
ly a gift They are not 

, cheap affairs; they ate nicely 
and substantially bound in 
cloth, neatly-printed In clear 
type and are. ornaments'to 
any center table. The con
tents are indeed valuable, 
such as - every Spiritualist 
family should have; The ag
gregate price of these two 
books'to the trade is $2.75. 
To each of our club sub-' 
scribers one .of these books „ 
is a gift, and. when, they re
ceive the one of their choice 1 1 

lwr they will: be delighted with I/ 
- it, and will wonder how we — 

can afford to do so much for them. 
The one who gets up the dub will be 
entitled to The Progressive Thinker for 
one year, and Vol. 8 of the Encyclope
dia; of Death, and..Life in the'Spirit 
Spirit Worldfiand also the Next World 
Intervlewed.ivHe will not only get The 
Progressive Thinkd.-. for one year, but 
both books..tHe gets w-hat is equiva
lent to $3.75ilfor his trouble. There, 
should be no.Idlfficòlty whatever in get
ting.up hundreds off clubs.

■Volume 3:inf the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and iLife Hi the Spirit World 
will not uuly'Interest Spiritualists, but 
church memhfers will be attracted to it. 
The Rev. -MV-’J, Savage, a leading lib
eral divine of New York, leads off with 
several of his masterly productions! 
treating Death Croni an ..advanced 
standpoint. He is If olio wed by leading' 
Spiritualists rtvho treat of Death in a 
philosophical) and fascinating manner.

The Next World Interviewed is also a 
very excellent work. The plates of 
this book were donated to the'office of 
The Progressive Thinker by Henry, J. 
Horn.. It consists of communicatibns 
froiii the spirit side of life from leading 
minds there. Fifty-five communica
tions are given by prominent person
ages; among them Prince Albert. Har
riet Martineau. Judge Edmonds, Horace 
Greeley, Lord Lytton. Fanny Fern, Dr. 
Livingstone and the Czar-of Russia.;

Now is the tirte to get tip - -

CLUBS.

/ z

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
lain.

Dear friends. you can greatly help me care tor my 
ollna sister. Jennie L. Webb, one of tbo earliest me
diumsnow In the form. by writing a letter to a spirit 
frjend. Send it to me with 11, and 1 will try and get 
reply by Independent writing or whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford, Mass. 53itf

only one style—heavy boards. Price «1. Tor sale at 
this office.

TRUTH AND DESTINY
Deals with the bidden forces of mtad and the in
fluence of-environment upon human life. Gives a 
con riBtof the destiny of one who cried out in the 
darkness for cliff light he vainly sought, and the dc»ll- 
,ny of another who found the radiance within. It re
veals the laws and conditions which create happiness 
and Indicate« the path which leads to the attainment 
of Self.Maatery and Power. Price 25 cents,

URIEL BUCHANAN,
Dept. P. T„ Box 210, Chicago, III. 544tf

TALMAGEAN INANITIES.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies. -
Aroviowof Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank De

Witt Talmage’«'oft-repeated attacks upon Spiritual
ism. By Moses Hull. For sale at this office. Price 
10 cents.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions tot tho <rg»ntz*Uon  and 

management ot Bunday school«. By Andrew Jackson 
Dam, Something Indlaocnaable. Pr.ce w cent«.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTUh'IES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecturedelivered attheFreet tinker's 'Inter
national Congress. Chicago, DL, October, 1893, By 
Busan H. TVUon. Price, 10c.

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS, 

Or Sex In Religion. By Eliza Burt Gamble. "Itlia 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at tlmea curiously from statistic, which miihtbo 
open to doubt; and never for a moment sensational or 

^evolutionary.—Chicago Herald. 329 pagea, largo 
type, cloth bound. PrlceK.25. For sale atthKoffleo

MEDIUMSHIP,
Achapter of experiences, .by Mr®. Maria M. King» 

Price 10c. For b&Io at this office. .

- -IN THE- ■ ‘

PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
'a popular account of r 

Raiults of recent scientific research regarding the 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

: From the German of •

DR, LUDWIG BUCHNBR, 
Author of “Force and Matter,” Essays oa'Naturo and

Science,” "Physiological Pictures," “SlzLee- 
. tures on Darwin," Eto.

"The great mystery of existence consists In perpet
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything Is Immor
tal and indestructible—tbo smallOit worm as well as 
tbo most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 

'grain or the water drop as well as the highest being in 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only tbe forms io 
which belngmanifeetaitsclf arc changing;, but Being 
ftsalf remains eternally the same and imperishable 
When we file we do not lose ourselves, but only offi 
personal eonMlousness. Wo live omln. nature, in out 
race, In onr children. In our deeds, In our thought»— 
In short, In the entire material and physical contribu
tion which, during our short personal existence, we 
have furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
nature la geaetaL"—Buechner.

„ O»e TOL. Mt tvo.. tboat m Mm, ntfia «leib. 11.

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
ARoman Catholic prleat, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God’s psrdon for having taught the 
Christian religion. He loft this volume a« his last 
Will and tcBtament to hl« parishioners and to the 
World, Translated from tbe French original by Miss 
Anna Knoop,

Post Bro.. 839 pages, with portrait Cloth, »1.00; 
postage, 14 oantt.

“Tbe work of the honest pastor Is the most curious 
and the most powerful thing of tho kind that the last 
century produced. . . . Palno and Voltaire had re
serves, but Jean Mealier had none. He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after ail. the wonder la not that there 
should have been one priest who left that testimony at 
m. fcnt that all Driest« do not.”—James Parton.

EVOLUTIONISM.
A Series of Illustrated Lectures 

Upon the
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE.
BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 

Price, cloth. 81J25. For salé at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How AVe Ascend Them.

How to reach that altitude where spirit Is supreme 
and all things arc subject to it. By Moses Hull. Price 
tn cloth. 40 cents; paper 25 cts. For sale at this office. 

Apocryphal New"Testament
Being all tbo Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 

now extant, attributed In tbe first four centuries to 
Jesus Christ, his apostles and their companions, and 
not Included in tho New Testament by its compilers. 
Cloth; 81.50. For sale at this office.

VOLTAIRE’SROMANCES.
A New Edition, Profusely Illustrated*

“Ichooiethata story should bo founded on prob
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to 
find nothing in It trivial or extravagant; and I desire 
above au, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the discern
ing eye. though 15 escape the observation of tht 
Tuigar.’1—Voltiibk. t ■-

CONVENT CRUELTIES
Is tbe title of a 82 page pamphlet by Henry A.SulMvan. 
ex-monk, which is a sort of prospectus, or advance 
portion of a larger work to be published under tbe 
same title a« suun as tbe sale of the smaller work 
provides the funds therefor. Besides tbe Introduc
tion the pamphlet discusses “How Girls Become tbo 
Brides ot Christ—A peep into tho Convent,” “The 
Convent Horror—A Sworn Statement,” “Taking tbe 
Veil,” etc. Its talcX&re thrilling. Send 10c in sliver 
to Henry A. Sullivan. 1178 W. Adams st. Chicago, for
sample copy. 654

Longley’s Beautiful Songs 
For Public Meetings and 

the Home.
VOLUME'ONE

Contain« tbe following song« with music:
I’m tblaklng, dear mother, of you. We mini our 

boys at home. The land of the byo and byo. The 
good times yet to be. The land beyond tbe stars. 
They are waiting at tbo portal. When the dear one» 
gather at home. Resting under tbe daisies. Tbe 
grand jubilee. My mothers tender eyes. Dear heart 
come home. Come In some beautiful dream. Where 
tbe roses neverfade. In heaven we'll know our owo.

VOLUME TWO
Contains 15 new and beautiful songs, suited to tho 
home circle, seances, local meetings, mass-meetlngt, 
conventions, anniversaries and Jubilees. They come 
prise an excellent variety of poems set to easy har
mony and ought to sell readily. These books are 15ct8< 
each: tbe two for SOcu. For sale at this office.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All’s Right with tho World.” Cloth 27& 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success with 
*‘All’a Right with the World,” which continues In tho 
front rank of tbe Metaphysical books that are now so 
popular. Tbe great number who have ¿een cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by th.e wise teacher whose words of help are doing so 
much to nake tbe world better by maklngmenand 
women better able to understand and enjoy IL

’‘Discovery of a Lost Trail* ’
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called lite, but grand In its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be In demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price IL50. For sale at 
this office.

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By 
Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A marvelous 
work. Though concise as a text book It is as fascin
ating as a work of fiction. The reader will be amazed, 
to see the curious facta here combined In support of 
this power of tho x human mtnd, which win resolve*  
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
as day» and throw light on all subjects now obscured 
by time. Price 11.50. For salcat this office. •>

In three volumes, cloth bound,fl.50 each.

■ Costektb: ’‘The White Boll,” » Satirical Bornene», 
“Zadlg, or Fate,!’ on Oriental Iintory; “The Ban and 
the Atheltt;” “Tho Prince«« of Babyloni’’ “The Mon 
91 Jorty crowne;" “The Huron, or PtmU of Nature;" 
“Mlcromegas," a Satire on Mankind ¡'Tho World M 
itSoMi" "TheBtaokandthe Whltoi" “Momnon,tha , ,
Philosopher:" “Andre De« Touches nt Blom;” “bah- LiP jf* ’ - yuwiiuui, «1.

SWL®» Nature;” “A Conversation Cpttlpfl S. Love land,Hud BOO
Wltha Chinese;” ‘‘Plato’« Drcam;” "A Pleasure la «^hhhirill Tuttle Moses HulLHaring no Pleasure:” “An Adventure in India;" : tJUUUlUU AUIUB, -Moses Iiuu,

of soarmentado;" ' J. R.. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M.
JcntFMthaShm?o." TOoTwo Con'fortcr’1" ,■ Wise, Col. Ingersoll-and what the spin

------------- -----------—— ------ its Bay about it By

The 61irl§tillu®Ä 
Question . VL E^COIanian,?J. 

Settled ‘ "
reOnS.T2Inme‘ 5?8t 8t0> 490 vdth portrait and Bi 
illustrations. Extra vellnm cloth. 11,60: postage, 
15 cents» •

■ •'Voltaire’s satire was keen and Ann-pointed as a 
roJ?‘.cr:Maffattooof Am. History. .

A^eUehtnil reproduction, unhme «airtfreshlnK.*  
—Boston Commonwealth.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD,
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve,

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
• Whether this book eetlloB the question or not. H 
W1U be found eminently entertaining, and brings to 
pettier amass of evidence to establish the historical 
character of Jesus. A largo volume, cloth, 81.35. For 
sale at this office. .

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

Sy Lola Walabrokpr. . This la * novel wrltte» with a ‘ Thia work win be found especially Intereettn*  to al 
purpowtolmprorttbetivnin noei tomold theta- ’ who would desire to make a study or Bomulam eat 
tun offspring with reason, beettb and lasplratlon.i thoBible. The historic tacts staled, and the keen. 
Not» need WdMMditHihMlt. mgM.MMMI*.'  brr.tb.ee reviewof Romish lieu and rtactfcNahOUd nraaleM : k—.¿^ail. Prloo.Bc. sold kt this ofii*.

Uuok.fi
brr.tb.ee
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Then Are Brilliant and Glowing with Divino Spirituality.
Spiritualists Can Gather Pearls of Wisdom Therefrom, and Extract Lessons Laden with 
, That Which Enriches the Soul. ,

SOML EXCELLENT THOUGHTS.
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is, according to Mulford, to go ipto a better physical en
vironment. “You may have noticed ” he says, “how 
much of inordinate desire you are freed from on getting 
in the open country, far. beyond the city limits. Moun
tains are more free from this thought. It is an element 
which conforms to the law of gravitation. Low thought 
runs to the lowest places, as does anything heavy, crude 
and coarse.- Trade, commerce and manufacture un
fortunately demand cities to be built.on low levels, either 
at the seaside or river bank. In the coming higher civil
izations the making of the most perfect men and women 
and the discovery and making of real and permanent 
pleasure will be the chief pursuit Cities will then be 
built on hills and mountains, so that all the cruder ema
nations, seen and unseen, girali readily drain away.”

. But while the world is waiting for cities buildéd on 
hills much can be accomplished by forming superior 
thought currents, and the way to form these is to organize 
men and women with high ideals in groups and clubs. 
With so much of this injurious, unseen element about us, 
he says, there is an additional necessity for this. A quo
tation will make his reasons plain.

“There is necessity for forming groups of people who 
are naturally aspiring and more pure, who shall fre
quently come together and by conversation and silent 
communion generate a current of pure thought. The 
more of this they make through such co-operation, the 
power is given each individual of the group to keep him
self, whether in the body by day out of it by night from 
being unfavorably affected and perhaps overwhelmed by 
these prevailing destructive tides. You are then forming 
a chain of connection with the higher, purer and rn'ore 
powerful region of thought. The more you earnestly 
seek to form such connection the stronger will be the 
chain. You do not realize the strength of these powers 
of darkness all about you ór the odds against you in trying 
to stem this dark tide alone.

WILL LEAD TO BETTER-LIFE.
“The thought brought to and made by a few persons 

who so meet in concert and who are so alive to its benefits 
It is the more powerful thought. It is part the thought 
and with the thought the force of wise, powerful and 
beneficent spirits who will be attached to your group and 
who come with every desire to aid you. It will clear your 
brain, make stronger your body, drive out disease and 
give you new ideas and plans for every kind of legitimate 
business. You do not realize how much you are kept 
from success and on a lower level of life through uncon
sciously absorbing and being swayed or partly blinded or 
confused by the low thought current about you. You 
accept false views of life. You may absorb timidity from 
others. You may so absorb inertia and lack of courage. 
Your periods of lack of confidence and indecision may ne 
results of absorption of this lower element. You may 
not know how blind you are and what a different man or 
woman you might be did you see more clearly what could 
injure and what could benefit you. Your generation of 
the more powerful thought, though meeting in a concert 
of pure motive, inquiry for truth and desire to benefit 
others as well as yourselves would clear your intellect, in
crease your energy, lead you away from errors and stum
bling blocks, improve your health and build you up in a 
force which would bring to you every material good thing. 
It is a way for ‘seeking first the kingdom of God, when all 
these things shall be added unto you.’ They are added 
because the force you .create in yourself through these 
meetings as a family and fraternity will be as an actual 
magnet, attracting all things which your wisdom says will 
benefit you.”

Thus did Prentice Mulford outline a scheme for form
ing his followers into groups or clubs, but though this 
outline has been before the world now for twenty years, 
no such club or group was formed until last month, when 
John Walgren and associates, being provided with a char
ter from the State, organized the Auto Club in this city.

SAYS THOUGHTS ARE THINGS.
A very great man, Cardinal Newman, has in one of-his 

books a wonderful passage, in which he declares that 
musical notes are living things.. Mr. Mulford' in one of 
his most ingenious essays says something similar to this. 
Thoughts are things, he declares. “Every thought, 
spoken or unspoken, is a thing, a substance, as real, 
though visible, as water or metal; every thought, though 
unspoken, which goes to that person, thing, or locality on 
which it is. placed.” Agàin : “Thought is a substance as 
much as air Or any other unseen element of which chem
istry makes us aware. It is of many and varying degrees 
of .strength.” It is the spirit, he says, that thinks and it 
is thè spirit and not the body-that overexertion makes 
tired. So many thoughts which are things go out of the 
spirit in a single busy day that the spirit is tired at night.

“The spirit is weak at night, because its forces have in 
thought been sent in so many different directions during 
the day that it cannot call them together. Every thought 
is one of these forces and a part of your spirit. ' Your 
spirit has during'the day been sent in 1,000, perhaps 
Ì0,000 different directions. When you think, you work. 
Every thought represents an outlay of force, rio sending 
out. force for sixteen or eighteen hours, there is not at 
night sufficient left in or near the body to use it. The 
body therefore falls into the condition, of insensibility we 
call sleep. The spirit collects its-’scattered, forces, its 
thoughts, which have been sent- out far and wide; it re
turns, with its powers so contracted, to the'body and again 
possesses it with its full strength. It is when scattered as 
so many scattered rills of water trickling in many direc
tions. Put alb these things together in a single volume 
and you have the power that turns the mill wheel. Could 
you call all your spirit at once to ite center and so collect 
its.widely scattered forces, you could be fresh and strong 
in as many minutes as it now takes hours to rest you.” . ■ 

‘ . One duty, therefore of the Auto Club will be "to culti
vate in its.members the faculty for taking rest. This will 
be done by readings from Mulford’s works. He says tljat 
the power to take perfect rest can be acquired by all 
through a certain training. ' - m

Tit is done by; first placing the body in a state of as

FOLLOWERS OF PRENTICE MULFORD FORM A 
•SOCIETY—CHICAGO LEÁDS THE NEW MOVE
MENT WITH 200 MEMBERS—BELIEVE IN 

' SUPREMACY OF MIND OVER MATERIAL 
THINGS OF LIFE—BELIEVE PURE THOUGHT

’LEADS TO BETTER THINGS, HEALTH AND- 
HAPPINESS,, • . ’ , ' .

v As set forth in an admirable manner by the Chicago 
Chronicle, hardly a shorter, and certainly no better name 
than Auto could have been found for the clubs which are 
in process of formation in this city by some followers of 
Prentice Mulford, for their" master’s doctrine was. that 
self is capable of ruling absolutely the body and spirit— 
that self is the spirit, and may of itself shape its own 
career—that the body is fair or ugly, well or sick accord
ing as the spirit is pure or impure. This, of course, 
makes the body a mere instrument, which in Mulford’s 
contention is not more the man than the hammer is the 
smith or the carpenter. Self-power, if this doctrine be 
true, is all sufficient to both the bodily, and the spiritual 
well being of every man and woman who embraces it. 
The Greek prefix “auto,” which the English language has 
borrowed and made extensive use of, .in its new uaage 
meang just that; the Auto Club has for its members men 
and women who believe in educating the temperament, 
and by so doing overcome the evil and correct the non
success of each individual life.

• The new movement starts in Chicago. So far there is 
but one Auto Club, but it is an incorporated body, with 
the principle of expansion in its constitution and by-laws. 
The one existing—the mother club—already has 200 
members, who are mostly young men, but there are also 
young women among them. It has not yet a fixed place 
of meeting, but meets around in the different offices and 
stored or houses of individual members. But they have 
a location somewhere in the central part of the town. 
Then it is expected there will be formed one or more 
auxiliary clubs in each of the three divisions of the city, 
and their members will be extended tire privilege of visit
ing daily, if they so choose, the central or mother club. 
There is to be a kitchen set up and a competent chef em
ployed, who has been specially educated and will be re
quired to produce meals composed of the best and fresh
est materials that can be found in the market. Inciden
tally it-is one of the teachings of Mulford that purity of 
food is a prime help in the work of fashioning beautifully 
the human spirit. But it would be a mistake to impute 
to the Mulfordites the doctrines of the pure food ad
vocates, who are otherwise known as vegetarians. The 
leaders in the new movement say and insist that they'are 
not in any sense visionaries or cranks, but, on the con
trary, claim to be quite level and practical. Certainly 
spine among them are practical enough. John Walgren, 
a young attorney, who has the reputation of being devoted 
to Ids profession, is one of the leaders, and others are 
earnest and successful in various commercial pursuits. 
They think that by accepting the teachings of Prentice 
Mulford, and by conforming their lives to those teach
ings, they may become better and stronger men and 
women in whatever is lovely and of good report.

They hold, too, that it is only by associating together in 
• clubs that the full benefit of the new doctrines can be 
appropriated by the individuals respectively. Hence a 
great and persistent effort will be made to organize nu
merous Auto Clubs in this city for the purpose mainly of 

■: bringing about good fellowship of all such as are like 
minded with Prentice Mulford. And if the projectors of 
these clubs in this city are overconfident the movement is 
destined to spread until the whole country is covered by 
similar clubs. '

SUGGESTED BY MULFORD’S WRITINGS.
There are many parte in Mulford’s teachings—in one 

place he seems to be a Christian Scientist, in another a 
quietist, in still another a Spiritualist, and now and then 
he almost declares himself a Theosophist. He evidently 
believes in spirit walking and thought transference. But 
he avoids committing himself wholly to any one of these 
doctrines. He was an honest thinker, though many will 
call him. a self-deluded man, and no doubt he sought to 
create a new philosophy of life out of materials old and 
new, though-some will think the newness in this, case 

• is only a new statement of things that are as old as 
imagination in the human race.

. But, whatever his doctrines are or howsoever valuable 
or the reverse they may be, no doubt he entertained, the 
hope that posterity would regard him as the founder of a 
sect. To this end he suggested the policy of association 
for his followers and indicated what he considered a true 

- way to escape from social and spiritual ills. The thing to 
do is to get out of and forever keep distant from “the 
inferior thought current.” It becomes important, then, 
to know-where this inferior (bought current most ob-. 
tains. This he indicates as follows:. . .
. “Every, low place of resort, every saloon, filled with 
hangers-on more or less under the influence of-stimulant, 
every and any place of deceit, of trickery in trade, is an 
actual spring of low thought. This, thought flows; from 
it, as real, though unseen, as water from a spring, in- any 
great city all these are as so many .thousimds of springs-of 
filthy thought—elements-near together: It is not-alive, 
rapid current. It is more like a slowly moving, bed of 
filthy ooze, in which you are mixed and slowly-borne 
along. Every tattling, gossiping, scandal-mongering 
group of people is an additional, spring ..ofsuch thought.- 
So is every family where disorder, sour looks, cross words 
and peevishness and petulance reign. Good society, as 
well as that called inferior in the social scale, can con
tribute this inferior thought current-xThe purest spirit 
cannot live in this’ thought current without being uh- 
favorably affected by it. It requires continual outlay of 
force to resist it. You become mixed and intangled in it, 
blinded by its obscurity, weighed dtRin by the burden it
brings?

ONE WAY OF ESCAPE.
One way. of escaping from this inferior thought current 

as to love to meet is of a valueyou cannot overestimate.

road to cure disease.” He was a Christian Scientist, but 
did not object to the employment of material remedies. 
He says: “That is a spiritual gift which finds out healing 
properties in plants, roots and herbs. All nature ex
pressed in substance, seen by the physical eye, is an ex
pression also of mind or force; and every plant has its 
peculiar kind of quality of that force, and this, when 
applied, can help the individual spirit to drive out disease. 
But all seen things are expressions of the lower or rela
tively cruder form of mind or spirit, and therefore have a 
limited power; and, when anyjnaterial remedy is applied, 
the main dependence should not be on the remedy, but 
on the power of mind, and, above all things, one’s own 
mind or force, to put the body above the reach of disease. 
I apply clothing to my body as an external application of 
wool or cotton to protect that body from cold. But I be
lieve in the power of mind to resist cold and be com
fortable, with much less clothing than the average wearer. 
Your spirit can by degrees attain such power. That is no 
reason why I should lessen the amount of clothing in cold 
weather before’' I have grown to or gathered that amount 
of force which shall so resist cold. If I think-a medicine 
will aid what force I have to cure the body, or, in other 
words, to add to its peculiar spiritual strength my own 
spiritual strength, to act on -the body, I think it better to 
take it. But for that reason I should not fly to a pill or 
a stimulant at the first sign of pain or weakness, but turn 
on my first spiritual or mental force, and in any case rely 
first and last on that.

“The gift of thought healing is a spiritual gift. It 
belongs to all in proportion as their permanent flow of 
thought is pure, cheerful, determined, vigorous, decided 
and abounding in good will to others. * * Your own 
healthy thought, aided by the healthy thought of others, 
is real substance, and has the power to build up any organ 
which is sore or inflamed, and wasting away through lack 
of some element necessary to it.”

Now it is seen how the Auto Clubs are to be of benefit 
to the health of their members. A better kind of sym
pathy is to exist between the members. There is to be 
■nothing but good will in those clubs. The rule there will 
be that of spirit, and what lovely spirits will there not be 
among the Autos in time if Mr. Mulford’s doctrines prove 
in practice what they are in theory.

DON’T TAKE TO SPECTACLES.
If there is an oculist in the Auto Club he will not like 

one thing in Mulford’s teaching. The oculist will say 
every time, “Let me prescribe spectacles for you.” But 
Mulford Bays if your eyesight is weak make up your mind 
firmly that it must be as good as ever it was. “In taking 
.immediately to spectacles,” he says, “thousands uncon
sciously make up theii mind that because the natural 
sight has failed it has failed for the remainder of their 
lives. When you take to glasses you take to crutches for 
the eye. Then of course you use eye crutches for the rest 
of your life. You do not reason or act in this way with 
a strained leg or foot. If you do seek the help of a crutch 
or cane you are continually in mind wishing to do with
out that cane and trying from time to time to walk with
out crutch or cane. The eye can be made weak by some 
weakness of the body, and this weakness of the body was 
caused by some kind of trouble of the mind—either grief 
or worry or anxiety—about something, for all these states 
of the mind exhaust the force of the body. Rest enables 
an overtaxed stomach to recuperate itself. Rest enables 
an overtaxed muscle or limb to’ become as strong as ever. 
Why should not rest restore an overtaxed eye? It is the 
same unseen force that gives strength to all tin? body 
organs. You do not rest the eye in wearing glasses. You 
do overstimulate ft through putting on artificial lenses for 
concentrating the light to make you see, which the nat
ural lens has failed to do.”

The ear doctor also gets a scoring. “If you have a 
slight deafness, keep your thought always against deaf
ness. Can your mind, you ask, throw out an obstruction 
in the ear, an accumulation of the secretion peculiar to 
the ear? Your force or spirit throws off in time the 
outer covering or scab of a sore. It throws off continually 
the dead outer skin. When the mind can no longer use 
the body, or the body, as we say, dies, there is no longer 
such casting off of dead matter from different portions 
and organs. If you are educated to think a disease must 
increase it will increase, because then your mind is work
ing its force not to help its body, but to encourage the 
idea that the body is falling to pieces. Your mind then 
feeds the disease.” '

AUTO CLUB A CONFESSIONAL.
The Auto Club a kind of confessional, is it? Prentice 

Mulford in one place says: “It is very injurious both to 
mind and body to live with the knowledge of our sins, or 
rather our immature tendencies, confided to no one and 
locked up in our own breasts. These thoughts (or things) 
if not talked out to some trusted friend, in full sympathy 
with us and in our vein of thought, will remain and gen
erate more evil. The mind then fastens itself steadily 
upon them. We might say that it endeavors to draw 
nutriment from a food which it has eaten over and over 
again. This"will eventually bring soine form of disease.

“The real food for both spirit and body is new ideas, 
new and newer conceptions of life, new and newer inter
pretations andimeanings for all material things about us. 
We shall see, things with a new eye every day. The 
thbught, the plan, the opinion, the view we had yesterday 
are to be . succeeded the next by newer thought, plan, 
opinion. When the mind grows to this state it is receiv
ing its ‘daily bread’ of life, and this is new life for the 
body also. This constantly changing mental condition is 
constantly changing for the better the character and 
quality of the elements composing the body, and will pro
long indefinitely the life of the .body.” ,

New ideas are to be found by associating with genial 
and sympathetic spirits. Such person^ are to tell the 
mental and heart experiences to one another—they are to 
confess. This is for the groups and clubs, for Mr. Mul
ford says: “The only persons who can talk safely with 
each other and serve-as mutual confessors each to the 
other must be in the same current of thought. They: must 
see things with the same eye. They must understand, 
each other: They must divine or interpret each other’s, 
motives and character through that intuition or unspoken 
communion which-always exists between kindred minds 
and by which a fdw words tell more than can be explained 
in an hour of spoken conversation.” ' ,

' PRENTICE MULFORD’S CAREER. '
It wiU be'seen from the foregoing that Prentice 

Mulford had a singular turn of mind for- things both 
philosophical and practical? Besides, he was something 
of a mystic. He had little in his thought that was new, 
but he combined a number of mental and spiritual things

complete rest as possible; stopping all involuntary physi
calmotions, such as the swinging of limbs, tapping with 
the foot or drumming with, the fingers. All such in
voluntary-movements waste your force, and, worse, train 
you unconsciously to a habit hard to break, of wasting 
force. The involuntary working of the mind, the stray
ing of thought in every direction—toward persons, 
things, plans, project^tbe useles's^frettings over cares 
great and small—must be similarly stopped and the mind 
for a few minutes made as near a blank as possible. Con
centration of though twin the word ‘indrawing;’ or ‘draw
ing into self,’ or the itíad picture of your spirit with its 
fine electric filament^ reaching to persons, places and 
things far from you,.being all drawn back and massed in 
a focus, is a help to do this; because whatso you imagine 
in your mind is a spiritual reality. That is, what you 
image you are actually jh spirit and by spirit doing.” ,

The argument from this is that we should think only 
good and pure thought, and this he enforces on his fol
lowers in a dozen different and striking ways. If, he in 
one place says, one think hateful thoughts and fall asleep 
thinking them, no; rest is had. . .

WHAT. HAPPENS IN SLEEP.
Mr. Mulford’s views of sleep and of what the spirit 

does during sleep correspond very nearly to some of the 
views of the Spiritualista. '“You travel when your body 
is in the state called sleep, The real ‘you’ is not your 
body; it is an unseen organization—your spirit. It has 
senses like those of thè body, but far superior. It can 
see forms. and hear' voices miles away from the body. 
Your spirit is not in ypiir body. It is never wholly in it; 
it- acts on it and uses it as an instrument. It is a power 
which makes itself felt’ miles froifeyour body.” 

, In this way he aecoiftts for telepathy, transference of 
thought, and apparitii^ii/ He says: “Your spirit can, 
and does frequently, g'o-.from your body to other places 
during sleep. It-is then. still connected with it by a 
thread of exceedingly fine element. This can be drawn 
out to a great distance. It is an expanding or contracting 
Wire, connecting your spirit with the instrument it 
operates, your body. This power of the spirit so to leave 
the body accounts, for the phenomenon of persons being 
seen in two places at the sànie time. It is the spirit that 
is seen by the clairvoyant eye. It is the ‘double,’ the 
‘doppel.. ganger1 of ; the Germans, the ‘wraith’ of the 
Scotch. The spirit iñay even be far from the body just 
previous to the body’s death. It is only the feeble sup
ply of life sent to it through the connecting thread which 
causes the invohinfajiy flpfoes. (so-called) of dissolution. 
These are not as painful as.they seem. The real self, the 
spirit, even then maÿ;bèjniaware of. the death-bed teehe. 
It may go to some pefsbn, possibly at a. distance, to whom 
it may be attracted, and thereby, is solved the mystery of 
the apparitions, seen by^distant friends, of persons whose 
deaths at or about the time of Buch appearances were not 
heard of until months after.” - ,

The Auto Clubs have a wide field of study before them. 
They will not only inquire into the problems of work-a- 
day existence, but will'discuss the things of the spirit, 
present or temporarily absent, and the profound mystery 
of sleep. The members of Auto Clubs should have 
always refreshing sleep, if they obey their master. But 
their clubs will be much too lively to be mere sleeping 
stations. -

SLEEPLESSNESS AND.ITS CURE.
Mr. Mulford says the spirit may remain scattered all 

■night and may never.be ablè to bring its forces together at 
any time. But it is,often o.ut on frivolous or harmful 
errands. The spiritiÿdjen it frets sends out force to the 
things fretted abojjfih.; These states of mind, acts of 
thought, and useless waste of force become at last so con
firmed a habit that thj: spirit may lose all power of bring
ing all its strength together; In this state it gathers no 
strength by night or day. This, lie says, is sleeplessness. 
He enlarges on the; definition: “Sleeplessness comes of 
the difficulty of the .spirit to-bring itself to a center and 
coUect its forces. Insanity comes of the total inability 
of the spirit to focus jts thoughts. The permanent cure 
for sleeplessness must commence in the daytime. You 
must drill your mind io put its whole thought on the act 
you are now doing. ' If you tie your shoe, think shoe and 
nothing else. Theh you bring yourself to a center and 
collect your forceg/ you tie your shoe and think of 
what you are going.to buy, the next hour you are sending 
needlessly half, of ypite force from yourself. You are in 
reality trying to do. two things at once. You do neither 
well. You are scattennggmrr spirit on as many things as 
you think .of whileJ^mK^hoe. You; ate cultivating, 
thé bad habit of ,scàt^i)Æ^ur forceatótil such habit be
comes invóíunteiy.'j|^ra»e makingrtt more and more 
difficult for your sp^iid-collect itself together. . By so 
doing you-make itjíforé'difficult for the spirit to return 
with strength to its;15ody in’the morning; or to leave it at 
night. .‘You can get mo healthy sleep at night unless your 
spirit does withdrawi-from its body., •
' “Sleeplessness nieáns simply that your spirit' cannot 
leave its body? If'yplu fall into the dangerous habit of 
fretting, yourispirif)ìnày'-fret as much on going from its 
body at night as when usirfg it in the daytime.” 
' This is good doctrine,; but it is not new. Something 
like it is in the Biídci inlthe injunction“let not the sun 
go down on your wfath.”- As Mr. Mulford interprets this 
injunctibn, it is having irimind just before the body’s eyes 
close in sleep, the'rtcollèction of. the persons you dislike, 
and be then engaged in sending hating thought to them. 
The spirit will kefip up:the process after it leaves the 
body: To hate is simply to expend forces in tearing yoùr- 
self, your spirit, tó-piedes? Hate is a destructive force. 
Good will to all is constructive—it builds you up stronger 
and stronger.. Hate tears you down. Good will to all 
draws to you healthy and’constructive elements from all 
with whom: you e'ófié iri Contact. As he prettily puts it: 
“Could you' see the actual elements as they flow from 
them to you, in^tfreii’ liking for -you, .you would see 
them as fiiiè rill.S'gi'JÏfè feeding.you. Could you see the 
contrary elements ' of hatred which you may excite in 
others, you. would see them flowing toward you as dark 
rills of dangerÒM,^poisonous. substance. '♦ ,7 Self
interest should’pibntpt people to hate none. It weakens 
the body andtpauseAligcase. You never saw a healthy 
.cynic,' growler, .orv’grdmbler. Their soured thought 
poisons them.' Their bodily disease originates in ¡their 
minds. Their spiritò are sick. That makes,the body 

-sidy.” ■ . ' ;> ■ ; ; ■ ■ y .
- DISÈA6E AND ITS CURE. - ?
Next corne a few Sentences that make one think Mr. 

Mulford was a Christian Scientist. “All disease originates 
in this way. . Cure-thd spirit, change the state of the 
mind, replace the desire to'make others feél disagreeably 
by that of making them-feel agreeably; and you are oiuthe 

in a manner that gave newness of effect 
to them. The body of his writings is 
not large-the “White Cross Library” is 
one of the smallest of libraries. It con
sists of twenty-five essays. To name a 
few of the titles is to indicate the na
ture of these essays. “You Travel 
When You Sleep," “How Thoughts Are 
Born,” “The Law of Success,” “The 
Slavery of Fear," “Profit and Loss in 
Associates," “What Are Spiritual 
Gffts,” “Mental Medicine,” "Cultivate 
Repose,” “The Power of Honesty," 
“Woman’s Real Power,” etc., etc. All 
of Mr. Mulford’s writing is good, His 
doctrines cannot possibly harm and bls 
literary style many find admirable 
He began writing on a newspaper pub
lished near a great mining camp in Cal
ifornia, and when he had had enough o.f 
both gold mining and a country news
paper he went to San Francisco and 
took a position on the leading literary 
weekly paper there. It was many 
years ago, ¿when the present San Fran
cisco Chronicle was called the Deme- 
eratlc Chronicle, and when Bret Harte, 
Mark Twain, Charles Warren Stoddard, 
Ralph Keeler and other men who later 
became famous were making copy for 
any who would buy, and found it hard 
enough to live. Mr,-Mulford, in a way, 
held his own with them. But after a 
time he removed to Stockton and ed
ited a paper there. Next he was sent 
by some rich men of San Francisco to 
England “to advocate by writing and 
talking the'good and glory of Califor
nia." While abroad he served also as 
correspondent for a number of papers 
in the United States. He returned in 
1873 and became connected editorially 
with the New York Graphic. In another 
year or two he was back again on the 
other side of the Atlantic, and after re

. porting the Paris Fair of 1878 for the 
San Francisco Bulletin, he tired of for- 
elgn civilization and decided to try that 
of New York once more. “I again took 
a position on the Graphic,” be has writ
ten, "as head boiler down and con
denser of news. I filled that position 
for six years and left it in 1883 because 
of being thoroughly tired and slek of 
chronicling In short meter day after day 
the eternal round of murders, scandals, 
burglaries, fires, accidents and other 
events which people deem It Indispens
able to know and swallow after break
fast.' I became so thoroughly saturated 
with the horrors consequent on civiliza
tion as to feel some mornings after I 
had stewed the preceding day’s miser
ies down into a small mess that I want
ed to go for a dose of arsenic or parjs 
green myself.” Soon he retired from 
that- position and built with his own 
hands a ramshackle shanty In a New 
Jersey wilderness, seventeen miles 
from New York, “It cost $40,” he told 
a friend, “and was not an elegant piece 
of architecture. But it filled the bill, i 
There I commenced writing my ’White 
Cross Library’ Series.’!

He Jived seven years after that and 
continued to write and lecture. In 1891 
he died. One who knew him well has 
said of the event: “If Prentice Mulford 
could have chosen the manner of his 
own death I think he would have elect-^ 
ed to go as he did go; he died alone in’y- 
hls boat on a Long Island bay, wafted 
back to the Infinite on the bosom of the 
sweet, green, restful sea.” '

THE LAND OF SILENCE.-' 
_______  - 71 ' t

There’s a restful land called Silence, । 
Where our souls for peace may go, 

Where the faces that meet us and 
glance ।

Are bright, unshadowed by woe.
* jfilt

And the valleys and bills are cradled 
In images of beauty and love, 

That the Gods of our fathers have 
fabled .. |

And pictured In visions above. I
Sweet are the dreams that there gather, 

As the taper of day burns low,
And breaths of beauty and pleasure. । 

Unmingled with sorrow and woe."$U;
There the domes and pilasters ^aro 

glinted -"6?-
In rays of the brightness of gold-, 

And the star-beams of heaven imprinted
In beautifubcolors untold.

And there are the loved ones of days, 
The playmates of youth’s brief hour;

They meet us with the same glad ways 
Awakened from death’s grim power,

They glide to our side with caresses 
As fond and gentle as of old, , 

Vvith the incense of their love that 
blesses, . .

And warm arms our spirits infold. •
And the sad days of our loss and sot 

row, "
With its sombre pall and death, 

Is rich in the light that we borrow
Of God’s soul-kindling breath. '

BISHOP A. BEALS.
Summerland, Cal. .

Bankson Lake, Mich.
Bankson Lake Camp commenced ' ‘ 

June 8 and closed June 17, Mrs. Jennie ' 
Hagan-Brown, of Fort Worth, Texas, 
being the first speaker after the ad
dress of welcome by the Chair, Mrs. 
Lucy J. Williams, of Paw Paw. Mrs. . 
Brown's lectures Were good and poems 
expressive. She stayed with us-until 
Friday, the Sth, Mrs. Amanda Cott
man, of Grand Rapids, then occupied 
the rostrum, and in her sweet way lec
tured, and gave descriptions after each 
lecture. Mrs. Marlon Carpenter came 
June 12, and' remained until the close 
of camp. In her usual interesting way 
she held the audience spellbound, and 
with the . aid of her genial husband 
many descriptions were given which 
were recognized. Mrs. Klnny of Grand 
Rapids,, and Mrs. Worthington of 
Texas, Hiss O’Dell of-Paw Paw, and 
Miss Bernice Quick of—Paw Paw, as- 
slsted In tne way of music. Our earn- 
esj and much loved Sister Mattle Wood
bury, of Lansing, was there during, tha 
entire camp, and many availed them
selves of her clear-cut mediumship, / 
Bro, Chapman, of Marcellus, gave us 
many of his inspirational poems. It Is 
hoped much good was accomplished. 
Certainly all.enjoyed the spiritual feasts^ 
and also the shady grove and the lake( 
with hopes to meet there'again.

MBS. LUCY J. WILLIAMS, j
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UJrE AND EXPERIENCE IN SPIRIT UND

■ LETTER NUMBER THIRTY-ONE.

il

OI I

Series of Letters from Spirit Franz Petersilea 
to His Son, Carlyle Petersilea.

Talmage! Talmage! Brother Talmage! Will you put 
the gloves, my gentle brother, arid take a friendly bout 

¡th me? and if we get too furious, Herr Franz here will 
throw up the sponge. | . •

“Brother, u told your congregation, some time ago,' 
at when you became a spirit, you would visit them, 
pu.said: ‘When I get to heaven—as by the grace of God 

I pm destined to go to that place—I will come and see you 
al||. Yes, I will come to all the people to whom I have 
administered the gospel, and to millions of souls io whom 
through the kindness of the printing press, I am permit- 
tell to preach every week to the uttermost parts of the 
earth. I will visit them all. -1 give you fair notice. 
Ojir departed friends of the ministry are now engaged in 
tli.at delectable entertainment and. undertaking.’ .

“There, I believe I have fairly quoted your words. You 
wjll come to them all, my brother, all those to whom you 
have preached the gospel, either by word of mouth or
through the printing press? . _

“When you made the foregoing remarks, did you ask 
the people how they would receive you? Did you. tell 
them in what manner you would come? I think you inti
mated that you would come as one of God’s soldiers. I 
suppose you forgot all about that ‘still small voice.’ Did 
you mean one of God’s soldiers, or one of.Christ’s sol
diers? But as you believe God and Christ are one and 
the same, and as you pretend to be a follower of the meek 
and lowly Jesus, I take it that you meant a .soldier be
longing to liis regiment—or, did you mean to imply that 
God was the general of the armies in-.heaven, said armies 
being reviewed by the Holy Ghost, while Jesus was, or. 
would be, the captain of your particular company? You 
did not inform your hearers, if I make no mistake, 
whether you were to be a private, sergeant, or lieutenant, 
but as you are supposed to feed the people, I think that 
you really, cannot rightfully take the place of a fighting 
soldier. I greatly fear, my brother, that you are placing 
yourself a little too high in the list. You cannot be a 
fighting soldier in the ranks and feed the army at the 
same time. I have been a soldier and know whereof I 
speak. I have been a soldier, and they called me Colonel, 

• Colonel Bob, Colonel Robert, Colonel Ingersoll, and so 
forth, and the regulations do not admit the one who feeds 
the army, or a regiment, into the ranks as a fighting sol
dier. _

“If you claim Jesus as your captain, he said, ‘feed my 
lambs.’ What áre you giving them, my brother? How 
are you feeding them? Are you giving them , good, 
wholeéome food, or embalmed beef?

“You say you have administered unto the people the 
gospel. You feed them upon gospel according to your 
own words, and you will come as a spirit to those whom 
you have fed upon the gospel.

“Well, now we really ought to analyze gospel and find 
out what it is—whether it is good for the people or not. 
The regulations for the army say, that the men shall be 
fed on good, nourishing food. Now, as you feed the mind 
instead of the body—that is, we will’say that you feed the 
spirit, mind, and soul, instead of the body, you certainly 

. are expected to furnish good, wholesome, nourishing food 
to the spirit, mind and soul of man. You feed them gos- 
pel—the gospel of Christ Jesus. You feed the people 
gospel. .

“Gospel is good news; consequently you feed the good 
news. Now instead of a fighting soldier, you are the 
bearer of good news—the messenger bringing good news.

“Gospel is not bad news, but good news. ’ Nothing in 
the gospel has any. reference to bad hews. You are to 
feed your people on good news, and I take it that good 
news is of the kind which makes everybody happy, other
wise it would bo bad news, not good -for the mind, spirit, 
and soul of man.

“Good news, good news! I fear, Brother Talmage, you 
are making a greater mistake than I did. I was mistaken, 
I admit. Are you sure that you are quite right?

. “Brother, be sure that your news is all correct. Don’t 
lot any blunders or mistakes creep in. The gospel food 
must be as pure and unadulterated as truth can possibly 
make it; then, as I understand it, the gospel means good 
news, pure and truthful, not a single l^e or misrepresen
tation must be in it—pure as clear,, spring water, Brother 
Talmage.

“The gospel of Jesus the Christ, or anointed one, that is, 
the good news, the truthful news that Christ gave to the- 
people. Well, what was the news that Christ had for the 
people?

“ ‘Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.’ 
Gf thy brother offend thee forgive him seventy times 
seven times. ‘Bear not false witness against thy neigh
bor.’ ‘Bless them that curse you.’ Now this is just a 
little bit of the good news that Jesus had to bring to the 
world, and you are one supposed to be called by the meek 

' and lowly Jesus to give of his good news to the people.
“I suppose, Brother Talmage, you admit, as Jesus did, 

that all men are brothers and consequently even a spirit
ual man is your brother—or rather a man who believes he 
has a spirit—and a man who believes he has a spirit is a 
Spiritualist, otherwise a Spiritualist is one who belieVes 
he has an immortal soul. ■

can give them better news than you can, for the gospel is 
good news, not bad......; ■ . ■. ‘ /. •• -
. ‘“If I go to my father—or to the place where the spir
its of men dwell—I will come again.’ He was going to 
the father’s house, or to the place where the spirits of 
men dwell—to the place where they had a great many 
mansions—he was going as a spirit freed from Iris body 
and he would come again.

‘‘Did lie. keep his word, Brothèr Talmage? You be
lieve that he did. He first appeared to Mary Magdalene 
and she ran directly and told the good news toj others. 

’ “What a crazy, debauched Spiritualist she must have 
been. You also think she was an immoral woman. I 
don’t know that we can settle that question now, and 
really it may be quite unimportant whether she was a 
perfectly pure woman or not, but your captain thought 
her good enough to give the good news to the people,’ and 
if he thought so, what right have you to differ from him?

“We have no record that Christ said to her, ‘Mary, you 
are a magdalen, consequently I forbid you to tell the pèo- 
ple, and my disciples, that you have seen me. No; you 
must keep perfectly silent about having seen me, while I 
will go and find a pure, moral, upright, wise and good 
man—like Brother Talmage, of course—who will tell 
the people that I have kept my word and have come 
again.’ No; he didn’t say anything of the kind that we 
know about, but he said, ‘Mary, it is I. Be not afraid. 
Go and tell the people, and my disciples, that you have 
seen me.’ . .

“Now, Brother Talmage, you have, dwelt largely on 
that seance that King Saul had with the woman of. Endor 
—a seance which took place, probably, thousands of years 
before Christ, your Captain, lived in the lower world. 
Your captain never had a word to say about that seance, 
that I know of. What right have you to talk of that 
which your captain ignored? Why don’t you tell us 
about that seance in that upper chamber, where the 
doors were all shut and.the spirit of Jesus stood in their

“Anything wrong about that, Brother Talipage? and 
the man who thus believes—the Spiritualist—is your 
brother. Now all Spiritualists believe they have an im
mortal, spirit, consequently all Spiritualists are your 
brothers. Have you been careful in your bearing of the 
good news, to do unto the Spiritualist as you would have 
the Spiritualist do unto you? Have you forgiven what 
you suppose to be his mistakes ‘seventy times seven 
times,?’. Have you been-.exceedingly careful not to bear 
false witness against your brothers? Have you blessed 
and not cursed them? I ask these pertinent questions, 

'that you may reflect whether or no you have not been 
malting a few mistakes—that the good, news you bring 
from Christ is purely that which he commanded you to 
give? Are you bringing the good news directly from- 
God or Christ? If you say from God direct, I reply, that 
God, as you believe, never commanded any man to give 
gospel direct from him except his only begotten sori, 
Jesus, the Christ. You must fight me on that ground or 
none. . It is Christ or nothing. If, as you say, Christ is 

' the. only begotten son of God, then you are not the son of
God and can only know or see God through Christ So 
it is with Christ and Christ only you have to deal, and it 
is his commands, and his only, that you are expected to 

' obey. , \ . ■ \ .’
, “Did Christ say anything about such a heaven as you 

talk of? He is supposed to have said, Tri my father’s 
house are many mansions. If it were not éo, I would 
have told you. I go to préparé a place for you, that 
where I am, there ye may be also;’ and he is supposed to 

" have said to the thief on the cross, ‘This day shalt thou 
he with-me in paradise.’ He never said a word about an 
army, never mentioned the name of a general, captain or 
colonel, but he said, ‘In my father’s house are many man
sions.. If it were not so I would have told you.’ Man
sions! very many mansions—and the fathers house must 
he the place where the spirits of men dwell

i “Brother Talmage, where do the spirits of men dwell? 
Where: are the many mansions that Christ spoke of? Do 
you know? Can you tell me? If you cannot and your 
Spiritualist brother can, why he must be nearer to Christ 
than you are. Why, you must be a very poor commissa- 
jjiat, to allow your Spiritualist brother to take your busi

- i|ess out of your hands on account of your incoriipetence.
You are engaged to feed the people with good news, true 
news, unadulterated food, direct from the fountain head, 
Christ; and you can’t even tell them'where the father’s 

: llousé'is situated. - Do not hate your brother because he

army ?l mot. .

IM WANT MAHER FROM
* OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

midst. ' ' ’ . .
: “Now this seance had nothing so awful about it. 

Why don’t you give good, pleasant news to the people? 
‘and the doors being shut, Jesus stood in their midst,’ 
Were these men nice, rich, fashionable? Tell us, broth
er, were they? No; they were poor, common, illiterate 
fishermen, not altogether good either, for Judas betrayed 
his master, Simon Peter denied that hé knew him, and 
Thomas doubted that it was he. So we have among the 
disciples a betrayer who sold his master for silver. Do. 
you ever £ell the truth for silver, Brother Talmage?. If 
you do not, then the Rev. Mr. —« , of Hornsy Rise, 
London, must bear false witness against you, for he said 
that you would not even enter a pulpit to give the hun
gering, poor people of a parish, the good news until, you 
had rbeeived five hundred dollars in advance. .

“That was really more than Judas received for betray
ing his master, and that master distinctly commanded, 
‘Go, give the gospel—or the good news—to. the people, 
without money and without price.’

“You ought to be court-martialed for disobedience and 
insubordination! But to return to that seance in that 
upper chamber, with those closed doors—and the book 
says that Jesus appeared to the eleven. Simon Peter had 
already denied his master, being ashamed to own him; 
probably he thought he might be laughed at; and Thomas 
would not believe that it was Jesus. He, no doubt, 
thought it a fraudulent materialization, and so he had to 
take hold of Jesus and feel the wounds in his hands, feet, 
and side, before he would believe his own eyes. '

“Now Jesus did not stop to ask whether they had all 
been good boys or not; fact is, he knew very well that 
they were not all good, but, he commanded: ‘Go, preach 
to the world the glad tidings of great joy, that you have 
seen me—that I still live and have kept my word and 
come again. Although you thought me dead, Lo, I still 
live !’ (ind many believed and were glad.

“Now at this seance nothing was said about Jesus com
ing up through the floor; but, ‘the doors being shirt he ap
peared in their midst.’ We are not even told that they 
were immoral; insane, cadaverous, nervous, clammy, ex
hausted, sepulchral, weak, epileptic or cataleptic; but, 
simply, that ‘Jesus stood in their midst,’ and that it was an 
incident to inspire joy and gladness, and they were to pub
lish it to the world as such. “Gospel! Good news! 
Jesus still lives; and if Jesus still lives, we also shall five. 
This is evidence to our material senses. It is positive evi
dence, for we have seen him, had hold of him, and heard 
him talk. Now he is in that place where spirits dwell, 
and there are many mansions there. If he can come 
again, we also’ can come again. Go, tell the good news— 
the good news!

“Brother Talmage, why didn’t you tell the people 
about that seance instead of the other? Or, if you must 
tell about the other, tell about both of them. '

“Now you say that you are coming back from that 
'place where the spirits dwell—you call it heaven—your 
captain called it the father’s house—you have faith to 
believe that you can come .back—you say you will visit 
miltions of people. Now, just here is the rub. Are you 
the only spirit who will be permitted?

“You have told your hearers and readers that the se
ance room is the door of hell, or of all that is vile, de
bauched, immoral*licentious,  cadaveroùs, nervous, weak, 
sepulchral; you have warned them away from it as from 
a horrible pit of darkness and depravity, and held up 
the mediums or sensitives, as abhorrent wretches. I.am 
really anxious about you, my brother, for I sincerely hope 
you will be able to visit those millions of people«-

“Brother, having shut all the doors against yourself, 
and thrown the keys into the abyss, will you climb up 
some other way—some way especially designed for Tal
mage? Even your master must use the medium, Mary 
Magdalene, and that upper chamber, with the closed 
doors, for a seance room, and a circle composed of . the 
apostles or believers. '

“Your captain can’t speak a word to the world to-day 
without mouth-pieces, or mediums. Yoii pretend to be 
a mouth-piece, Dr medium, for Christ to manifest through 
to-day; in fact, you say that you are a medium for God 
himself to manifest through, you’ do not even stop at 
Christ Then you are a sorcerer of all sorcerers, and a 
few hundred years back would have been burned at the 
stake. Are you insane, immoral, licentious, weak,' nerv
ous, cadaverous, epileptic, cataleptic,1 and a. moral leper 
generally?

“Fie, fie! my brother. Aren’t you ashamed of your
self? Your captain commanded you to love your broth
er, bless him and forgive him seventy times seven times, 
l am a spirit here in thé father’s house, or. thé placq,whére 
spirits dwell, and I have reported you to your captain. 
We have talked about your disobedience and insubordi
nation together—yet he knew of it all along. Have you 
forgotten the Golden Rule—Do unto others as you would 
have others do unto you?. Thou shalt not bear false wit
ness. Now this command interests me fully as much, or 
:more, than any other, for the simple reason that when 
with you in the form otperishable substance, Î was much 
engaged in the courts of so-called Justice, and had much 
to do with witnesses; and I love the old calling still; and 
intend to engage in it whenever I .find an opportunity. 
You, also, hope to be engaged in the delectable entertain
ment and undertaking of carrying good news to the peo
ple; but, if you bear false witness, I will subpoena you td 
appear before the courts of heaven to answer to the 
charges of defamation of character, public slanderous ut-. 
terances, and malicious falsehoods; and, if you cannot 
prove your innocence, you will certainly be obliged to suf
fer the penalty for such crimes. • ’

(To be continued.)
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SPIRÏÏJJALJSM- OATHOIjICISM. 
Tiie “âevue Au. Monde Invisible” Is

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

one ! of 0|he Roman Catholic organs 
which Iqjs theqemerlty to publlsli and 
discuss Spiritualistic phenomena. It 
has interiited yp to, note the attitude it 
takes with regard to these facts, and we 
think ('(mders'bf : “Light” will be simi
larly interested if from time to time we 
insert a brief .notice of anything in the 
journal worth recording. ' '

It goes without saying that the editor 
is opposed to Spiritualism; he could not 
be otherwise apd yet hold the position 
of a Roman'Catholic bishop. He is, 
however, an opponent, who deserves re
spect, and moreover, he affords an in
teresting psychological'study. We find 
in his expressions of opinion the result 
of a cross between two opposite ten
dencies. His personal tendency seems 
to be that of.a candid and bold inquirer,- 
inclined to investigate strange facts, 
and to acknowledge them frankly when 
faced; but he is also under the bias of 
another teiidency, one which must 
strongly affect’ all minds brought up 
from earliest days with the firm belief 
that all facts ought to be under the lock 
and key of an autocratic authority, and 
can only be interpreted by its infallible 
dictum.

It is extremely interesting to see how 
this subject, of Spiritualism, with all 
the facts’and ‘ conclusions to which it 
leads, acts upon all sorts and conditions 
of minds. It .reminds one of nothing so 
much as the chemical test of a labora
tory. When minds first come into con
tact with this subject a mental precipi
tate Is at once formed, and with ex
perience it wpuld soon be almost as 
possible to know what precipitate to ex
pect in a. given case as it is for a 
chemical student; the mental precipi
tate is a vivid manifestation of the 
composition of the personality, not only 
mentally but morally also, and that In 
very various1 ways. .

There are two articles in the April 
number of this Review of particular in
terest. One is the confession of a peni
tent sent with the permission of his 
priest. The word “confession” led us' 
to suppose that the narrator had been in 
communication with some spirit whose 
messages lint) been either unorthodox 
or morally bad; but we found nothing 
to indicate this. He had been discussing 
with a Roman Catholic professor- the 
subject of magnetism, and had main
tained that there was hardly a case of 
phenomena which lie did not think 
would be explained by the science of 
the twentieth -Tentury. He had then 
carried out sticebssfully an experiment 
in mental*  suggestion with which he in
tended to "confront the professor as an 
Instance in prdif of his contention. 
That nlght'he wtis awakened by violent 
raps, which continued, for days when
ever he Wanted Ro rest; and at last he 
was compelled th ask himself: “Was it 
a spirit?’!'«' Y

“I flnd'-lt so humiliating,” he writes, 
“to be iif connection with the wicked 
euemy oiMiod slid of my soul, that I 
did not Mite to tlsk the question till I 

• was compelled tb.
"Not tilt the 'third night did I ask 

aloud: ‘Ifsyou lire a soul in trouble, 
knock three times.’ ' No response.

“ ‘If - yfiii arc’ba demon; knock three 
times.’ .‘Arj-second’s sllohce, then a 
shower'ofrraps; ifThat was too many; I 
had only Asked for three.

“ Tell me’ my -age, Ay giving as many 
raps asThave years.' No response.

“At last on the seventh day, after a 
mass had been offered that I might ob
tain on answer which would determine 
the nature of this noise, I repeated ffiy 
two questions. At the first, no result 
After the second: 'If you are a spirit, 
in the name of Jesus Christ and of the 
Holy Mother rap three times.’ I heard 
distinctly and forcibly the three raps I 
had required.”
-Tills statement is followed by the fer

vently expressed hope that others will 
learn from his experience to avoid a 
position so humiliating and distressing; 
though where the humiliation comes in 
It is difficult to see.

The editor subjoins a note to the 
effect that some theologians have held 
that souls in purgatory do sometimes 
make known their desire for the pray
ers of the living by raps.

The other article is one published 
originally in “La Lumiere," from which 
journal M. Elle Meric says that he has 
borrowed it, adding of course that he 
does not share the views of the writer, 
who is evidently a convinced Spirituifl- 
1st. The - latter, . who signs himself 
“Rouxel,” states that the Royal Acade
my of Moral and Political Science at 
Naples has agreed to allow one of its 
members’, M. Pasquale Turlello, to de
liver an address on the subject of 
“Italian Spiritism and Science,” and 
that the Academy has decided to in
corporate it in its memoirs.

In this address M. Turlello reviews 
the past history of Spiritism, the low 
estimation in which It was held by sci
entists and religious teachers, and the 
later experiences «and 'changed attitude 
of investigators. He then touches upon 
the various theories by which it is 
attempted to explain the facts. With 
reference to the hypothesis that the 
phenomena are ■. due to the evil one 
(which is seemingly that which the ed
itor of tne “Revue” favors), M. Turlello 
points out that .the spirits constantly 
urge the love of God and man, prayer, 
and the pardon of: injuries, and that 
many atheists have been brought back 
to faith and goq4; works, though.not to 
faith in the Roman religion.
■ All the scientific theories are touched 
upon, andjiiM- Tfirlello concludes by 
stating tlui(t Jn hisropinlon the Spiritists 
are on the£ road-hghlch leads’to the ad
vancement of physical science. And he 
quotes a saying of Kant, to-the effect 
that the human ^oul is, even in .this 
life, indissqlybly g^soclated with all the 
beings of (be spiritual World, and that 
they mutqajly -impress one another, 
although n?qp' in,Jis normal health is 
not ordinarily conscious of the fact

MAN IS A SPIRIT.
It is one of the fundamental affirma

tions of Spiritualism thaj man is a 
spirit, the physical body being the in
strument through which he cognizes 
and operates upon the condition of mat
ter by which he is environed. The ma
jority of mankind, however, do not 
realize this fact, but look upon the 
physical body as the man himself. 
They have some justification for doing 
so in the fact that the actions of the 
external man denote to a great extent 
the character of the Internal one; but a 
more thorough realization of the su
premacy of spirit and the influence of 
the mind over matter would materially 
enhance the soul powers, bringing the 
functions of the body under the control 
of the spirit, and thus ensuring har- 
monlous action, and maintaining the 
healthy condition essential to the de
velopment of the indwelling spirit, by 
which it is brought into harmony with 
nature, and mediately with nature's 
God.

That the Divine mind must be the 
source of all vitality, energy and evolu
tion will be. apparent to all spiritual 
thinkers; and in the ratio in which we 
approach liarmonial conditions do we 
realize our kinship to the divinity and 
our- power to do the Father’s will. But 
harmonlal conditions are not to be at
tained at a bound; the primary essen
tial is the realization of the Inherent 
supremacy of spirit before alluded to, 
and tne localization of the will (which 
is the executive of the spirit) to the 
subjection of all discords in the body or 
mind; to the control of all selfish pro
pensities, and (he practical expression 
of brotherly love in daily life. The 
mere affirmative—I am all spirit, I am 
all good, I am God! which some of our 
well-meaning metaphysical writers give 
us as a formula for the attainment of 
harmony and spiritual power, may tem
porarily exalt the individual and lift 
him off his feet for awhile, but cannot 
permanently sustain him; nothing of 
any real value is to be obtained without 
persistent effort, and we cannot all get 
to the top of the mountain In a balloon— 
the wind does not blow .that way. 
Mental science and metaphysical teach
ings, which are attracting considerable 
attention just now, are hopeful signs of 
spiritual awakening. They appeal to 
the spiritual side of. man and Impress 
him with the idea of the supremacy of 
the mind, 'or spirit; but the tendency of 
many of the writers is to affirm, or 
promise, too mu^Jj; to make the road 
appear too easy, and thus dishearten 
those who fall to reach the goal by 
leaps and bounds.

The seeker after Divine wisdom 
should always remember that he Is a 
terrestrial as well as a spiritual being, 
and whilst climbing heavenward never 
lose touch of the earth, but preserve 
both his physical and mental equilib
rium. His position will then be stable, 
and his influence on his fellow mortals 
far more definite than that of those who. 
live and move and have their being in 
the Ideal. The ideal will be our reality 
by and by, when we reach the spiritual 
plane, but meantime mundane things 
Impress their reality upon us, and the 
true philosppher will endeavor to 
realize both, and preserve the equilib
rium between them,

THE DAWN, CALCUTTA, INDIA
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¡for Sale at the Office of The Pro*  
. gressive Thinker.-

Waytläi Jolling»; ) ” I /
Gathered from the Hichwaye, By-ways nr a ofUfe. E.riluLi.. lihlaa

neat Look of BBlectlous from Mre. Hulls bcS domS? 
Bormom and essays, and contains a splendid bortratfl 
of tho author, also a portrait ol Moses Hnii. 
neatly bound In English cloth, |i.

Spiritual Alps
andSoiu We Ascend Them,

Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altituda 
Where spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to 
It. With portrait. By Moses Hüll. Just the booh 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you how-to educate your spiritual faculties, 
Price, bound in doth, 40 cenwj In paper cover.*  SI 

i cents- '
I 2fcw Thought,

The Progressive Thinker one year 
and Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
peath, and Life iu the Spirit World/an . T ,
intensely interesting, Instructive knd | 1
fascinating work, $1.25.. The twenty- -------------------- --------

-five cents only pays a little more than 
the postage and the expense of mailing. 
The price of this work to the trade is 
$1.50. This book will constitute our 
main premium for the remainder of 
1000, and up to May 30,1001. It is very 
valuable. It will hold your attention 
throughout, and will teach you a much 
needed lesson. The. postage on the 
above book, which we prepay, is 
ten cents, hence it is almost a gift to 

~our subscribers. It is furnished at con
siderable less than actual cost to us.

Volume I. Ntcelybouud lu cloth, 579 lug«, be»uU< 
-o’.lrrrlutelyoaei. Perirono of fceveral of tho bul 
speaker« and medium«. Tbo matter all original an*  
aoienttng In an attractive form the blgheit phut at 
tho Spiritual PhUoiopby. Price, only »lj(i . ~
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There are two times in a man’s life when he should 
not speculate—when he can’t afford it, and when he. can. 
—MarkTwain. ' • '• ‘ ?

Hato not each other because you differ in opinion— 
rather love each other; for it is impossible that in such a 
variety of sentiment» there should not be some fixed point 
on which all men ought to unite.—Zoroaster.

GLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of 
Deatii,“'and^Life in. the Spirit 
WorldJreat^Eof.the “Mythical Ori
gin at Deaili;” "A Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;" “Impress
ive Commijnications from the 
Spirit Side' qf;Life;” “Death Oon-

;sldered by tile Spirit Lucretius;” “Odd
ities In Reference to the Dead;” “Death 
front a Vibratory Force;" “The Day 
Afjer Death Beautifully Illustrated;'’ 
“Sensations of the Dying;” “A Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;” “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” “A 
Special Visit. to the Spirit World;” 
“Fragrance at ta. Child’s Death Bed;”; 
“The Varied Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;” d'The Impressive Testi
mony of an. Exalted Spirit;” “Indlca- 
tlons of the Process of Dying;” “The Id-: 
iosyncrasles of Death;” "Life andDeath. 
Thoughtfully Afifilyzed;” “Signs in the 
Process of Dylijg,’’ été., etc. In fact 
this volume iàa‘,mlne of valuable Infor
mation, and every person should have’ 
access to It. It shoula be In every home. 
Read the premium terms carefully, and 
then send for the- Three Volumes of the 
Encyclopedia of Death. . .

1 <

Offer Number Two.
Vol. 1, Vol. 2 and Vol. 3 of the Ency- 

cj^^dia of Death, and Life in the Spir
it World, will be sent out'when accom
panied with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker, for $1.10. 
The paper one year, and the three vol
umes, $2.10. You can add to this order 
any of the other books; at 40 cents 
each. You can make only one order for 
three books for $1,10.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panied with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Three.
Any three of the books in our prem

ium list that you may select will be sent 
to you for $1.10. You are at liberty to 
Seleet any other books in the list that 
you desire in connection with this or
der, at 40 cents each. You can only 
make one order for three books at $1.10.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panied with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Four,
Our regular premium, The Encyclo

pedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World, Vol. 3, is only 25 cents. If you 
wish to add thereto one of the other 
premium books only, the same will cost 
you 50 cents. If you wish two addi
tional books, the cost of the three will 
be $1.10. You can add thereto any 
other books you desire at 40 cents each.

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book In 

connection with a year’s subscription, 
and that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price will be 50 cents.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Weu> Thought. ■
Volume II. 881 page«, beautifully printed m* 

Cicely bound. Original melter, Six portrait«. Clotll 
lound, 7b cents. • •
•Joan, the ilcdium.

Or. the Inspired Heroine of Orleans, fiplrftualhm 
•ba Loader of Armies. Br Moses Hull. Thia 1b al 
cnce the moat truthful biatory of Joan of Arc, ail 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel waa evermore thrllllngly IB 
terefillngi no history more true. Price in cloth. 48 
cental paper cover, 25 ceate.
The Seal Issue,

By Mobii Hull. A compound of thG two Damnh*  
lets. “The Irrepressible Conflict,” and wYour Anawer 
or Your Life;" with Important additions, making • 
book of 160 pages all for 23 cents. This book contain« 
•tatlstlcs, facta and documenta, on the tendencies^ 
tho times, that every one should have.
All About Devils.
' Or, an Inquiry u to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from His Satanic 
Mojesty and Hh Subordinates in the Kingdom ot 
Darkness. 60 pages. ByMosEeHULL. Price, 15 centa.
Jesus and the mediums,

or Christ and Mediumship,
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Bible with Ibat of to-day. B/ 
Moens Hull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all the condb 
tions of modern mediumship. It also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa« 
dent were under the same conditions that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ 1b the re*  
turn of if‘**’ttuublp to the world. 48 paires. Prica 
10 cents.
Tiie Spiritual Birth, ’

or Death and Its To-Morrow,
. The Spiritual Idea of Death. Heaven end Hell. By 
Hobbs Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spit» / 
Itualistlc Interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
interpretations never before given, explains th*  
heavens and hells believed In by Spiritualists. Filter 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Raised.

Or the Twenty Years Battle Against a Workof 
Ended. Price 10 cents.
SpiritualoBongster.

By Mattix E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’s 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the usa 
of congregations, circles and families, price, 10 eta« 
or 46 per hundred.

OLD MD NEW
ESYGHOLOGY.

BY W. J. COLVILLE,

I
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ASTROLOGY.
No one needs to be told that astrology 

is an ancient system. Originally.lt in
cluded what is now called astronomy, 
but so vital a subject as the influence 
of the planets upon mundane affairs 
was bound to receive separate con
sideration. India boasts of a large num
ber of astrological works by the ancient 
Rishis or sages; but honest professors 
of the science are in modern days few 
and far between, since astrology has 
been degraded into a profession in In
dia. Charlatans have abounded and no 
steps have been deylsed for protecting 
reputable astrologers and preventing 
pseudo-astrologers from palming off 
their worthless predictions upon a guile
less public. The most recent astrologi
cal work in India is Hora VIjnana 
Rahasyam (or the Secrets of the Starry 
Science) in Bengali by Pandit Nara- 
yanachandra Jyotlrbhushan. It is really 
a great and useful work, although it is 
not original, being a most elaborate and 
systematic compilation from some 
thirty original and authoritative works. 
From India to Chaldea, we find the 
Chaldeans were the most advanced 
astruogers.of the day. But during the 
Middle Ages, the pagan characteristics 
of the science disappeared and the good 
churchmen did not hesitate to patronize 
its professors. Cicero was a skeptic in 
his day and would not believe in the 
deities of the sky; but that pious mon
arch, Louis XI. of France, who went to 
mass as readily as to murder, had tiie 
celebrated astrologer Galeottl in his 
train.. Indeed, astrology flourished 
about as freely just before the Refor
mation as it had done centuries before 
in Babylon, although perhaps its pre
dictions ’«(ere not always fulfilled so 
conspicuously as in Belshazzar’s case. 
The Reformation helped tar destroy 
faith in this, science as in some other 
things; yet there remained believers 
eVen among Protestants—Melancthon, 
for example. Dryden had his children’s 
nativities reckoned. Fludd and Lilly 
published "Almanacks” that foretold 
the plague, the fire of London, and the 
execution of Charles I.

The hieroglyphic of the great plague 
in 1665 was published by W. Lilly in 
the year 165L and that of the great fire 
of London, which occurred in 1666, was 
similarly foretold by William Lilly 
fourteen years before it happened. 
After the fire was over, Lilly’s predic
tion (in hieroglyphic) was. thought of 
such sufficient interest and importance 
by the House of Commons itself, that 
he was invited by that body by sum
mons to help the “Committee appointed 
to inquire after the cases of the late 
fire."- ' .

, “Religion as Revealed by the Materia! 
and Spiritual Universe.” By. B. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A compact apd 
comprehensive view of the subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical and crlt- 
leal; facts and data needed by every 
student and especially by every Spir
itualist. One of the very best books on 
the subject. Price, reduced to $1, 
cloth; paper'50 cents. For sale at this 
office. .

“After Her Death. The Story of a : 
Summer.”, By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that 'loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced idea£ on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, lead
Ing the mind onward into-the-purer at
mosphere of exalted spiritual truth. A' 
book for the^ higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth. $1.

»'Buddhism and its Christian Grilles.’ 
By Dr. Pau! Caras. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprebsn- 
•Ive. Paper. CO cents,. Cloth. S1J& 
Vor sale *t  thia office, . ,

-OFFER NUMBER SIX.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.85,
Offered at Far Less Than

Actual Cost
The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
Price......................................... .

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price.......................................... <

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3, 
Price.......................................... i

Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price............................. !

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price............. ................ i

The Next World Interviewed.
Price............................................i

$

$

.$

$

4
$

The Occult Life of Jesus (includ
ing the Hull-Covert Debate).
Price........................................... I¥

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.25

2.00

Total price to the trade $10.75
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 2.35 

The Progressive Thinker one year
and the seven premium books. .$ 3.35
These seven books, substantially and 

elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer’s art win be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear in mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade Is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library in every Spiritualist’s 

'home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2!35, 
which is less by far than their 
actual cost The authors make no 

-charge for the vast amount of 
Ufbor bestowed on these works, 
and which extended over many 
years. The publisher receives not a 
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out-in putting them In type, and electro
typing the pages, and maklùg them 
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting these intensely interesting 

, books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
Inducement is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at ones a 
Spiritual and Occul( Library, and .thus 
keep In line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence yon are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift.

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that all we have left us for 
those seven books is only $1.50. '

Postmasters.
We have been swindled out of a large 

amount of money by postmasters, who 
knowing a person desires The Pro
gressive Thinker, serids his money, de
ducting a large commission. The Pro
gressive .Thinker Is one dollar per year.’ 
The great rise in print paper renders it 
uttetly impossible for us to give any 
commission to news agents or post
masters. Any person i with ordinary 
common sense can see that It is impos
sible for us at present to furnish the 
paper at 75 cents per year Gur 
patrons are requested to always deal 
directly with this office. ..Any subscrip
tion received from whatever source will 
only be entered on our list for the 
amount seat; Please take notice of this 
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Report« of twenty-four distinct lecture«, recently 
delivered In New York. Brooklyn, Borton, ¡'blinder- 
pbta and other prominent cities of the Unite*  
States, have contributed Ihe basis of this volume.

Tho chief alm throughout the volume has been to 
arouse Increased Interest lu the workable possibili
ties of a theory of human nature, thoroughly optim
istic and at tho same time, profoundly ethical. Al 
several chapters are devoted to Improved methods of 
education, the writer conddeutly expects that many 
parents, teacher« and others who have charge of th*  
young, or who aro called upou to exercise supervision 
over the inorallv weak and mentally adlkted, will de
rive some help from the doctrines herewith promul
gated.

CONTENTS.
What Is Psychology? Tbo True Basts of the Science. 
Rational Psychology as presented by Arls'.otle ana

Swedenborg, with Reflections thereon.
Relation of Psychology to Practical Education. 
A Study of the Human Will.
Imagination; Its Practical Value. 
Memory: Have wo Two Memories ? 
Instinct, Beason and Intuition. -
Psychology and Psycurgy.
Mental and Moral Healing in the Light of Certain Ke*

Aspects of Psychology.
Music: Its Moral and Therapeutic Value.
Tbo Power of Thought: How to Develop and L crease 

II.
Concentration of Thought, and whan van Accom

plish.
A Study of Hypnotism.
Ths New Psychology as Applied to Education eh*  

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Transference of Thought, or Mental 

Tolegrspby.
Mediumship, Its Nature and Uses.
Habits, How Acquired and how Mastered: with some 

Comments on Obsession and iu Hembay.
Beersblp and Prophecy.
Dreams and,Vision«.
Tbo Scientific Ghost and the Problem of the Huma*  

Double.
Tbo Human Aura.
Heredity and-EnvIronmont. . _
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; their BeanCfl 

on Psychology.
Individuality vs. Eccentricity

Price |L For sale at thia office.

FSYGHOGRflFHy
Marvelous Manifestations of P

Power Given Through th 
Mediumship of

FRED. P. EVANS.
*A book you ought to read. Absorbingly tntereib 

mg, amt anouid be tn the banda of every thougbtftu 
man and woman. No one can read tta pages witnoul 
being convinced of the existence of • future Ufe. TM 
book Is of great value, not only to Spfritualtsu, put to 
those iBtereeted la the problem of mah'Hptare ltffc 
as well as to those interested in phenomenal r*  
•eareh.”-J. J. Owen. . ■

This volume is Bupecroyal octavo to sIzB.beauUiunj 
bound in cloth end gold, and profusely Illustrated»

Price & postpaid. For sale at this office._________

A. Schopenhauer Essays.
Translated by T. B. Saunders. Cloth, 75c.

CONTENTS.—The Wisdom of Life; Counsels and 
Maxims;; Religion and other Essays; Tho Art of 
Literature; Studies In Pessimism.

»‘Schopenhauer Is one of tne few philosophers who 
can bo generally understood without a commentary. 
Alibis theories claim to be drawn direct from facte, 
to be suggested by observation, and to interpret the 
world as it la; and whatever view be takes, he Ib con*  
otantln his appeal to the experience":« common life. 
Thl. choraelerlttlo endow, bl« atjlo with a trejhneu 
»wdvigor which would be difficult to match inthe 
philosophical writing of any country, and impossible 
fa that of Germany. —Translate-.

For sale at this office.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasiicism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. W. Ma 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatise. 
Price 25 cents.

A. P. A. MANUEL.
A Complete expose of the principles and objects of 

tbe American Protective Association. A book for *11  
patriotic American citizens, Pflce 15c, or two for 
25 cents. For sale at thia office.

THE PE0PHET8 OF ISKAEE 
By Prof. C.F. Corani. Consisting of popnlarsketchei 
from Old Testament History. Price 25c. For sale al 
this office.

The Everlasting Gospel.
This volume ecnutiti of a serlM of lectures, mat*  

•ages and poems written and delivered In publift 
through the mental organlam of Mrs. Magdalena 
Kline, a trance, clairvoyant and Inspirational me- 
dtum. Th« book contains 489 large pages, and wfllh*  
•ent postpaid for |L50. For sale at this office.

Grimes o! rreachers.
An Intereittng book along It, Un» and naerul t*  

BplrltnaUiU attacked br tbe clergy an*  tbelr follow- 
era. Price 35 cantal foraale at tail office. -

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deale with th« liner 

mental and apirltaal force! «■ applied to healing. 
Price. 50c.. 1 

bible marvel worker^
AND THE WONDROUS POWER 

jfl which holp.d or mode them perform tnlghQ 
tnrrk» and utter laiptrod word», together with oonH 
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The Myth of the Great Deluge.'
By Jamei K. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

tng retutattoa st the Bible story of th» Dalnga. Prtot 
U cents. . • ■ .

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BT LOIS WAIBBBOOKKB»

Author of I'M«!« iBsflov’a Vo*,"  "Jta OoMK 
forces of Sex," "Perfftt Motherhood," »M Baa*  
Mharwotb. Price »«ata.
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NOT MATERIALIZED.
The Sole Cause of All Wars, 

Crimes, Etc.
Orthodoxy of Churches and 

. Spiritualists.
And the Failure of Its Ful 

fillment.
Views Concerning th^ True 

and the False.
The Spirit Left; Wig and 

Sheet.

A SERIOUMUESTION
What Has Become of Hell?

To the Editor:—It Is my purpose In 
writing tills article to prove by holy 
writ, and other historical accounts, that 
religion has ,beeu and Is now tlie whole 
cause of all the wars, all the bloodshed, 
all the crimes, 'all the Buffering, and 
nearly all the insanity that humanity 
is heir to.

“And they warred against the Mldian- 
1*  - ' he Lord commanded Moses;

-.-‘4SS Ilew all the males.”
■‘Now4 therefore kill every male

among the little ones, and kill every 
woman that hath known man.”

And Moses and Eleazar the priest did 
as the Lord commanded Moses. And 
the children of Israel, took by the direct 
command of their God all the women of 
Midlan captives, and their little ones, 
and took the spoils of all their cattle, 
and all their flocks, and all their goods.

According to tlie Jewish history it 
was one continuous warfare from the 
beginning of time up to the end of their 
rule as a nation. The Romans broke 
them up as a nation and they have scat
tered to all parts of the earth. By hold
ing tenaciously to their religion, the 
Jews fought themselves out of power, 
and for nearly two thousand years are 
lost to the world as a nation.

The Romans started out to conquer 
the world, and to pubdue them In the 
Interest of thelt-rellglon. After many 
years of continuous warfare, one 
Egyptian queen came to the rescue, and 
through her beauty and the charms she 
possessed, was the main cause of the 

' downfall of the Roman Empire. For 
more than one hundred years' the .Bo
mans fought the Carthagenlans before 
they subdued them in the interest of 
their religion. _

i\ When Jesus was born a new religion
came into existence. It was an lnnova- 

5! ’’ tlon and took the world by surprise.
I;i / That surprise has not yet ended, and

f
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judging from present appearances tvlll 
not end for many generations to conie. 
They have carried the war into East 
India, into Africa, and into China. The 
whole of Europe and America is in
volved in the crushing events of this 
Christian missionary controversy.

Oh religion- (Christian religion) to 
what extent will you not go to conquer 
tlie world in the Interest of your God 
and tlie many dogmatic creeds that you 
possess. It is not enough for you to 
disturb tlie Western World with your 
dogmatic creeds, but you must' build 
large ships and load them down with 
war material and send them to the 
farthest ends of the earth to compel its 
inhabitants to become Christians. In
dia, Africa’ and China, if left to them- 
sejves, would work out a plan of re
ligion best suited to their present con
ditions, which the outside world has no 

.. business to interfere with. It will be 
time enough for the Christians of 
Europe ana America to send their mlg- 
slonarles abroad into the Oriental klng- 
doms, to Instruct them in the different 
creeds, after they have Instructed 
themselves which among the different 
church denominations is the real church 
of God. When this is accomplished, 
we will have a heaven right here among 
ourselves.

The brotherhood of man with all the 
Gods left out would be a far better re
ligion for the world to enjoy, than any 
we know of thqt the orthodox Chris
tians are engaged in at the présent 
time. Let us have more and greater 
light upon this all-important subject of 
religion before we go abroad to teach 
others that have had more experience 
in religious matters than we have. A 
religion enforced by gunpowder and 
Other explosives. If the Christians 
would live up to the teachings of Jesus 
and tlie examples he gave them, they 
would be better prepared to teach -the 
people of the old world how to live In 
this In order to enjoy the greatest hap
piness In the next life. To those who 
have learned that life Is immortal, and 
to those that believe In eternal pro
gress, to them the Christian religion is 
a back number that they have Iain 
aside as being no longer of any use to 
them.

Evolution evolves a principle of 
higher life that is not really compre
hended in the earth time of our exist
ence. It takes all eternity to fill up the 
measure of individual progress that 
will never come to an ending. It be
hooves humanity to make the most of 
life while they have the opportunity to 
do so.’ A well spent life in the interest 

vof humanity removes that selfish desire 
: to grab all that comes within our reach 
and prepares us for the grand entrance 
Into that world of cause of which this 
earthis only its effects. The soul of man 
is a part of the soul of God, and it be
hooves every human being to be as 
Godlike as it is possible for him to be.

Christian warfare should hâve beep 
outgrown a thousand years ago. Had 
the Pope of Rome known that the world 
evolved and that he was not God’s vice
gerent on tlie earth, humanity would 
have been farther advanced in morals 
and religious principles.

Modern science has advanced a part 
of the human family into the knowl
edge of eternal life, and the people of 
the. upper world are doing all in their 
power to Instruct the othér part .that 
the real life of every human being 
commences as soon as the breath leaves 
the human form. '

If every Christian could realize the 
fact that lie or she must atone for all 
the sins they commit and that they 
must atone to those they have wronged, 
whether they live on the earth or in the 
spirit world it makes no difference; 
happiness must be deferred until the 
pardon is obtained. Jesus taught this 
principle, and why do not the Christians 
do the same? Surely Jesus made it 
plain enough, when he said, do as you 
would like to be done by. To do as one 
would like to be done by, is religion 
enough to make every man, woman and 
child co-equal with the angels apd 
dearly beloved by the father of all life. ; 
Truth muBt.prevall though tlie heavens 
fall. There Is no changé to’be made 
after we have entered the spirit world. 
Better take the chançes of right llvjiig 
while weare in the body.

The decrees of. hçaven are surround
ing us on 'all sides. Do as you would 
like to.be done by. 7

: DR. WM. CLEVELAND. '
Minneapolis, Minn.

History truly repeats Itself. Every 
religious sect in existence or that ever 
had existence originated in a protest 
against tlie orthodoxy of Its predeces
sors and straightway constructed an or
thodoxy of its own. Spirltuullsiu is no 
exception.

There are some points of difference, 
however. Tlie churches have, usually 
after some bitter contention among 
themselves, agreed upon an orthodoxy 
which should be binding upon all their 
members. They have each adopted a 
creed or profession of faith. He who 
should refuse to accept any article of 
this was to be regarded as heterodox. 
Each new creed discarded something 
belonging to those of more ancient date. 
But so fur as it went it was mainly pos
itive. Its essential character was ex
pressed in the words “I believe.”

Orthodox Spiritualism is the ortho
doxy of the individual. There Is as yet 
no.common agreement as to what con
stitutes it, nor does any such ' agree
ment appear to be in sight.' Each Spir
itualist makes a definition of Spiritual
ism for himself. Having made it to his 
own taste lie considers those who agree 
witli him to be of tlie right brand and 
would exclude all others regardless of 
what claim they may make for them
selves. .

And orthodox Spiritualism is chiefly 
negative. Its profession Is not so much 
conveyed in the declaration “I believe” 
as in “I know it is not so."

Admitting these differences It is still 
orthodoxy of the true blue kind. For 
orthodoxy is nothing else than refusing 
to examine a new thought because: it 
does not tally with the ideas on which 
we have already‘taken our stand. This 
orthodoxy we have right in our own 
ranks. It would be weir if we looked 
after it a little, instead of wasting all 
our ammunition on the orthodoxy of our 
neighbors.

There was a time when Christian or
thodoxy presented some front to our at
tacks. Except in the Catholic church 
it has shrunk fo a very small mote. We 
need a powerful microscope to find It 
in almost anyone’s eye, Better pluck 
out the beam In our own.

We have been too long satisfied with 
observing phenomena and talking of a 
philosophy which has had no existence. 
Let any one attempt to penetrate into 
the causes of the phenomena and the 
question arises, “Is this Spiritualism?" 
“Is he a Spiritualist?” These are ques
tions which should never be asked. If 
he has discovered a truth we want it 
hnd we want him. If by searching he 
has struck a new line of thought and so 
opened the way for the discovery of 
truth in the future, we need to investi
gate along that line and we need him 
to aid us in the investigation.

Perhaps some one has proved to his 
own satisfaction that ■ some teaching 
given outside the close communion of 
Spiritualism is true. Then »there is a 
cry, “This is Theosophy, or Christian 
Science or some other heresy. We will 
have none of it.” ';

We started out, as others before us, 
to claim liberty of thought. Let us con
tinue to claim it for ourselves, and un
like others before us, be free to give it. 
If any other class of thinkers discover 
a truth let ub not reject it because they 
found it first. If the discovery is made 
in our own ranks let ub rejoice that we 
are not all turned into pillars of salt for 
looking back to the days of '48. And 
if some philosophical theory of to-day 
does not altogether harmonize with the 
ideas We have previously entertained: 
let us frankly admit that while what is 
new to us 1b not necessarily right, it is 
just possible that some Ideas we have 
long entertained may happen to be 
wrong. . , .

Let us pluck this beam out of our own 
eye and leave the mote In the Christian 
eye to work Itself out In due season.

E. J. BOWTELL.

William Miller, a preacher, and a 
close student of Bible prophecies, pre
dicted the second coming ot Christ, the 
efld of tlie world, and a general judg- 
liieut, which was all to occur in the 
year 1844. I was at that time a boy at
tending school, and well remember that 
the day was set for tills wonderful 
event to take place. However I was 
not much alarmed, and went to school 
as usual, for my mother was a Method
ist, and we failed to take stock in Mr. 
Miller's prophecy; but his followers as 
the time drew near made due prepara
tion to receive the king of glory, and 
to receive places of honor in his king
dom which he was about to establish 
upon the earth; for which they were 
worthy because of their faithfulness in 
waiting for his coming, and the part 
tiiey had taken in helping to carry on 
Ills work during his absence.

Many of them had rid themselves of 
their earthly possessions, having no 
more use for this world In its present 
condition, but would again take an In
terest In its aliairs after tlie sinners 
were burned up, and it was purified 
with fire. But their hopes were'doomed 
to disappointment; for the predicted 
day came and went, and their expected 
king failed to materialize.

It was discovered later on by Mr. Mil
ler that he was mistaken In his calcu
lation in regard to the time required 
for the cleansing of (he sanctuary (see 
the book of Daniel, 8th chapter, 14th 
verse). So he figured again, corrected 
the mistake, and set another day. But 
again there was a disappointment, for 
we have arrived at the year 1900 and 
the end Is not yet. Although the proph
ecies of Mr. Miller failed of fulfillment, 
he did not fail to form a Beet, and this 
is the rise of the Millerites or Advent
ists, -And strange as it may appear, 
these people are still, looking for the 
coming of Christ and the end of the 
world. . .

I want to say right here that when 
people take the Scriptures literally; and 
also when they make predictions and 
found them on the visions of the proph
et Daniel, and John the revelator, they 
are liable to make mistakes. The Ad
ventists are no more mistaken In re
gard to the second coming of Christ 
than was the Apostolic church. This 
event is plainly foretold In the 24th 
chapter of Matthew, by Paul In his let
ters to the Thessalonians, and also by 
Peter in his epistles. I am of the opin
ion that there is no doctrine of the 
church that is better substantiated by 
scripture, than is this. The Advent
ists are yet expecting this great event 
to occur, and why should' they not? 
Are we not to hear of wars, and rumors 
of wars? Are not the nations at war? 
Then if all these Scripture prophecies 
are correct, what Is to prevent his com
ing at any moment? It is wonderful 
how the old dogmas of the church are 
adhered to. It Is encouraging, how
ever, that tlie day is beginning to break; 
some are totally blind, others begin to 
“see men as trees walking,” and some 
are enjoying the fuller light.

T. H, SKETCHLEY. 
Seattle, Wash.

THE HOME CIRCLE
Practical Exemplificatipn of 

Its Uses.

“Arcana of Spiritualism: A Manual of 
Spiritual Science and Philosophy.” By. 
Hudson Tuttle. A spiritual text-book 
of rich and inspired thought 'An ex
cellent work. Finely, bound In.searlet 
and gold. Price $1.50. For sale af this 
office.' \ ’. .. ■ . ’ ’.... ’

. “Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen. beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, 
with music, by C. Payson Longley. 
Price by mail, 15 cents. For sale’at 
this qfflee. ■ .

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2. 
Sweet Bongs and music for home and 
social meetings. For sale at this office. 
Price 15 cents.

“The World Beautiful." By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office. ■ .

I will give some of my own ex
periences in the Home Circle. It is 
with the greatest of pleasure that I do 
bo In the Interest of communion with 
our departed friends. About four years 
ago we commenced holding family cir- 
•cles for manifestations from the spirit 
Bide of life. I have spirit controls that 
have told me many wonderful things, 
and showed me beautiful spirit scenes. 
I seem to be carried along by the spirit 
guide through the air above the house 
taps, over villages and cities, above 
everything. As we glide along quietly 
and gently, my guide will show me 
beautiful scenes on the spirit side of 
life. Language cannot express their 
beauty.- I feel happy and secure in my 
guide’s presence. I can see spirits, and 
they send sweet messages of. love to 
their earth friends. I have been shown 
sonje of the dark spheres of spirit life, 
and periflit me to say that it is a dread- 
fui darkness: I mqan anguish of soul
soul torment! Oh! what- sorrow is writ
ten upon the countenances of some of 
those poor unfortunates who were 
steeped ii) crime in their earth lives. 
They must stay in darkness until they 
can progress out of that condition. 
They must all answer for what .they 
have done. I have seen spirits come 
into our circle on their hands and 
knees, and ask for help from ub, that, 
they may be able to get out of those 
conditions. How dreadful to pass ìnto 
thè spirit life with such a state of the 
soul. l am impressed to speak of these 
things for tlie sake of suffering hu- 
inanity, that some one may profit.there- ' 
by and seek, tlie true way while fhey 
are in .the mortal Jife. .

When I receive these ■truths, I must 
become very-passive and open .wide the 
doorway for spirits to enter. They are
more willing to give to iis than we pre 
to receive. -,
‘ I have seen many of my spirit friends,- 
and those of-others. We have had Some 
very devoted Spiritualists, sit in our cir
cle, and that lias,made good conditions.' 
Spirit: friends have shown us beautiful 
wreaths of flowers, and the little spirit 
children come to us> They. seem, happy 
and free. . • , ■ ■■■'. .

, Erlends, I know there is life beyond 
the so-called dea th—death of the-body, 
and freedom for the spirit ■ ;

My only Bister was taken'to spirit life 
laSt August. I informed -her 'of; the 
spirit life as.lt was revealed to me. She 
did not ; believe me; she believed in 
faith to carry her safely onr She was 
a church-member, strong in her belief. 
She came back a short time ago. She 
looked sad. I gijess she did; not find it 
as she expected. Had she heeded the 
message, while here In the earth »life, 
then she would have known something' 
of the beyond. Her coinpanion passed 
from earth scenes a few days ago, and 
they are reunited' again in the spirit 
world, and-they must .Journey along 
together and gain spiritimi knowledge. 
How much better to prepare for the 
change.here: then will we go on pro
gressing.. • mrs; Hattie gates. .

Cortland, N. Y. - .

Columbus Camp, 0.
After a great deal of work in prepar

ing the ground for our camp, we at last 
have the meeting started in good shape. 
Our camp is situated just east of the 
village of Worthington, Franklin coun
ty, Ohio, at the junction of the Big Four 
and 0. S. & H. Railroads, thus making 
it accessible to all points in the State 
and United States.

Sunday, July 1, the camp was dedi
cated to the cause of Spiritualism, in a 
manner very suitable to the occasion.

At 10:30 the meeting began In tho 
large tent-covered auditorium, with an 
address of welcome on behalf of thq 
citizens of Columbus, by Assistant 
Director of Law Marshall, who repre
sented Mayor Schwartz of that city. 
Justice Pluuey represented the Mayor 
of Worthington in the address of wel
come for that village.

Lyman C. Howe then lectured, and 
to hear him’ was a treat we were not 
expecting. We were amply repaid for 
our trouble in getting the camp started, 
by the eloquent talk he gave us, which 
was a masterpiece in oratory, depth of 
thought and logical reasoning. ■

The afternoon meeting was much the 
same as the forenoon. Mrs. Cora B. 
Noyes, at the close of this meeting gave 
some fine spirit tests, music being fur
nished for these meetings by. the Co
lumbus City Band, Mr. Sands, leader.

Wednesday, July 4, was' flag-raising 
day, and Chaplain W. F. Parsons, late 
of the United States Army, delivered 
the flag address. We then adjourned to 
the auditorium, where Lyman C. Howe 
delivered the Fourth of July oration, 
which excelled anything we have ever 
heard in that line. In the evening the 
benches were removed from the au
ditorium and dancing was indulged in 
until a late hour.

On Sunday, July 8, Dr. W. D. Noyes, 
of Columbus, lecturer, and Mrs. Maggie 
Stewart, of Piqua, medium, were the 
entertainers. Th ' '
creates a desire 
Mrs. ShauSs, of 
short talk.

Our camp is

hear them once only 
to hear them again. 
Toledo, also gave a 

rapidly filling with
friends anxious to have an outing in 
such a beautiful grove, ’free from the 
heat of the City. There are mediums 
upon the ground; and all kinds of re
freshments, making It a lovely spot to 
spend the sultry days. - ,. '

Conference meetings are held every 
afternoon, and Wednesday evenings 
musical and literary programs will be 
rendered. Friday , evenings there will 
be dancing. ■ ;.. ; . .

All are cordially invited to attend 
these meetings and .entertainments, 
and if convenient to spend a few weeks 
with us. ; ASSISTANT SEC'Y.:.. -

• HOPE'S FRUITION.

Mankind Is waiting up, methinks, 
On better things to dare and do ■ :

Than shaping Superstition’s links 
To bind our weary limbs anew.

Henceforth the anvil.and tlie steel, > 
That welded fetters ta the past,

■Will ring a. world-redeeming peal 
Upon th e broken gyves at last ■ ’

The' brawny arm no longer strains . v 
! Its muscle making claymore blades— 
Submissive now to better brains,.

It'hammers out good garden spades.
Too long we plodded on content f ■ 

To live’for,ancient prayer and praise;
A better faith lias Heaven sent—.
; A truer faith for future days. ’'

“No mote we turn our longing eyes - 
To temples dim with hoary age— 

But all around' the star-gemmefl skies
We learn to read Great Nature’s page.

We need no Bible, priest or rod
To make the new religion clear;

For Nature tenches-us that God -, 
Is just the slime from year-towear.

His word we relid in Nature's mws— 
Truth grand, eternal and 'sublime—

Effects following their cause;
. Throughout all space, throughout all 

, . time. J. MARiON GALE.

There are mauy'phaseB of medium
ship, and many mediums who are 
adapted to the work, jind among so 
many claiming tlie power it’would be 
very strange if there were not a few 
counterfeits. Sensitives are seldom ap
preciated to tlie extent that they should 
be by those with whom they'come in. 
contact. They are supposed to be able 
tojiold converse with those who have 
passed over the mystic river, and are 
held accountable for the messages re
ceived, Wbich if they do Dot sutisty 
fully the recipient are locked upon with 
suspicion as to their genuineness. We 
mortals are too apt to think that be
cause our friends have passed to the 
great beyond they are of necessity far 
in*advance  of those they have left be
hind them, and we consequently expect 
that whatever purports to come from 
them must be truthful, and we even ex
pect to find them vastly Improved in all 
things, and are disposed to believe all 
they tell us, whether consistent with 
reason or not. There are many medi
ums who are, or at least who think they 
are, bearers of messages from our spirit 
friends, and yet how few can really 
give us satisfactory proof of the genu
ineness of the messages pp received.

I have attended a great many seances 
and have had many very satisfactory 
tests. I may say that they always 
were unexpected, so much so that I can 
say positively that I know that we do 
have communication with our departed 
friends. ' . '

But are we not expecting too much 
from our sensitives? Tlie most of them 
are very negative and áre easily con
trolled, and the more, negative they are 
the more easily they ‘are influenced. 
We expect that our dear ones will come 
to us If the conditions art' right, and 
give us proof of their neal'ness to us, 
but we &fe often sadjy pained at the 
frivolous communications we get. Now 
we want to bear in mind that not all our 
loved ones were saints while in the 
earthly form, and they are . just the 
saipe there that they were here; If hon
est and truthful while here they will be 
the same over there, and Jf dishonest 
and untruthful while here we may look 
for a continuance on the other side, at 
least until they have progressed beyond 
their earthly habits. Now let ub under
stand that our mediums try to be strict
ly honest and truthful and believe that 
all they receive while under control 
comes by and through the spirit who is 
controlling the medium. Now why are 
there so many different phases of me
diumship? And why ore mediums act
ed on so differently? Is it not a fact 
that the organism of the medium has 
much to do with the result? And is it 
not likely that the brain of the me
dium being in an active state and not 
entirely controlled may add.,,Its own 
quota to that received through the con
trolling influence and thereby,seriously 
affect the communication so received, 
and so raise the question ofjts being 
genuine, while the medium may be and 
1b generally perfectly । innocent of any 
wrong doing? I am impressed: with the 
truth of this theory from an incident 
that happened in my , own experience 
about twenty-live or more years ago. I 
had a slttlpg with Dr. Slade injthis city, 
and among other very remarkable 
manifestations,' he took an a^ccordeon, 
holding if by the bellows end in his 
right hand with his left hand-on. the 
table he sitting at We .end of, the table 
on my left, the accondeon being be
tween us, both my hands being on the 
table, and the keys of the accordeon be
ing In plain sight, the time 10 a. in., of 
a sun-shiny day; the keys of the In
strument were Manipulated and sev
eral tunes were played. I asked him If 
they would play if I held the Instru
ment? He Bald they sometimes, did bo. 
I took thq, instrument in my right 
hand and held it by the bellows end as 
he had done, the keys were opened and 
closed and the bellows was worked 
smartly but not a note of music could 
I get. I asked him the reason; He 
said he could not tell. I told him I 
thought' I could tell, and that the 
reason was that the control got no 
musle from' me as I could not whistle 
or sing a tune, while the medium was 
an adept in music. You will Bee that 
all the mechanical moves were as well 
performed while the Instrument was In 
my hands as in those of Dr. Slade, 
showing me that the brain of each me
dium must be attuned' to its proper 
work in order to obtain its best re
sults.

Is it not also a fact that little or no 
care is taken In the proper development- 
of mediums? After a few sittings in a 
circle and.some Blight indications of .an 
attempt at control, especially if they 
should get an acknowledged test, they 
seem to think that they know all that 
is worth knowing and they start out as 
full-fledged mediums and require noth
ing more, while they have not yet ac
quired the a b c of mediumship, with 
little or no experience, but taking for 
granted all t-hey get through their In
dian or other controls Is gospel truth.

W. W. PARSELLS.
Rochester, N. Y.

I am a firm believer lu materializa
tion; but I also believe ufteria long and 
varied investigation, tliut at least nine- 
tenths of the preBent-day materializa
tions are the rankest fraud. If you 
grab the spirit, you will generally not*  
only have the medium, but the wigB 
and other paraphernalia of modern 
make, used to carry on tlie deception. 
Those attending such Beanees, as a rule, 
are not honest with themselves, or they 
would thoroughly investigate the garb 
of the spirit. It is well known that a 
genuine spirit materialization dissolves 
at once under a strong light, excitement 
or great agitation. If the dress is a 
materialization, any small piece you cut 
off will dissolve when brought to the 
light, like a snowflake before the 
scorching sun. Be honest with your
selves, investigators, under whatever 
test conditions are presented, or under 
whatever test may be given you. I am 
led to these remarks by an article taken 
from the Pittsburg Dispatch, as follows:

“The faith of local Spiritualists has 
been badly shaken by an expose which 
occurred at a seance given in Avalon by 
an Allegheny medium. Avalon has long 
been a center for Spiritualists and fre
quent seances have been held in the 
borough attended by many believers 
from the North Side and Pittsburg.

“One of the principal figures in Spirit
ualist circles in the two cities Is an 
Allegheny woman who claims to pos
sess remarkable powers of healing. She 
has Impressed the belief upon the minds 
of the credulous, mostly of her own sex, 
that she was able to make the lame 
walk and the blind see.

“A child of Harry Taylor, a-well- 
known Avalon blacksmith, is crippled, 
and after considerable persuasion rela
tives agreed to permit the medium to 
use her healing power upon the child. 
A seance was arranged at the Taylor 
home, and at the appointed time a large 
crowd of Spiritualists were gathered to 
witness the performance ot the miracle.

‘The spectators were seated in a cir
cle in a large sitting room that con
nects with a bedroom. The father of 
the little cripple, Incredulous and dis
believing, was present, awaiting de
velopments.

“The room was darkened and the me
dium announced that she would ma
terialize a spirit which would appear 
before the audience in visible form and 
perform the miracle by washing and 
rubbing the crippled limbs of the child. 
When all was in readiness the circle 
was formed and someone struck up a 
hymn. Then the medium disappeared 
into the adjoining bedroom. Several 
mluntes elapsed, and the bedroom door 
noiselessly opened and the ‘spirit’ made 
its appearance. It was enveloped in 
white drapery, and a shiver ran 
through the audiepce aa the ghostly 
figure stepped Jnto the middle of the 
room. Taylor had been watching the 
movements nf the ‘spirit’ closely, and 
suddenly , startled the spectators by 
taking a sudden leap toward the ‘spirit’ 
and embracing it in his arms.

“The ‘spirit’ mad«-a desperate strug
gle to escape, but Taylor held fast. 
When he loosened his hold he held a 
wig and a long sheet In his hand. The 
medium ran buck into the bedroom, 
grabbed her valise and made a hurried 
exit from the house. This ended the 
seance and the audience dispersed.”

I will say, however, that I am not in
clined in any way whatever to Interfere 
with those'who believe in the “genuine
ness” of such manifestations that oc
curred at Avalon. They seem to de
rive great consolation from these fraud
ulent materializing circles, atttl~deslre 
to be protected In the privilege of pa
tronizing them. Let the people have 
their fill of fraud, and sometime they 
will learn an important lesson, and then 
they will pity their lack of common 
sense. They will not accept of good 
advice or an admonition, but will go It 
“blind.” SPIRITUALIST.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Why, if tlie soul can fling the dust aside, 
And naked on the air of heaven ride, 
Wer't not u shame—wer’t not a shame 

lor him
In this clay carcass crippled to abide?

—Omar Khayyam.
"In iho well-born soul
Intelligence ne'er lingers till due sea-
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nous roll,” —Corneille.

Briggs Park, Mich.
' it takes more than a damp day to
scare a Grand Rapids audience; Al
though yesterday was a' rainy, disa
greeable day, more than 500 persons 
turned out to greet Dr. Spinney, Mrs. 
Ferris and Mrs. Barton at Briggs Park. 
They were well paid for their trouble. 
I don’t think the lectures of the Doctor 
could be Improved, and I am sure the 
descriptive work could not .

In the morning Frank T Ripley was 
the instrument, at 3:30, Mrs. Ferris, 
while in the evening, -‘Mrs. Barton fol
lowed herself with: descriptions.

Our music is of the*"  highest ' order. 
Our chairman, Mr. Carpenter, Is all we 
could desire, and har&ony’ : reigns su
preme. :

Thé mother of MrsJ’Blakéjtene of'our 
valued workers, passed td:the higher 
life last week. The Servlets were,con
ducted by Mr. Ripley*  and Mrs. Carpen
ter of Detroit The Simp fâèd campers 
remembered her in tÉe fofin'of a beau
tiful spray of roses tfti a ftken of their 
esteem, both fpr Mrsr- Blake and her
mother. .. 3 ÍTÍ

The mediums on the grounds at pres
ent are Frank N. Foster, Frank T. Rip
ley, Mrs. Carpen ter,?SIrs. Barton; Mrs. 
C. H. Mullins, Mrs. Sears,. Mrs. Coff
man, Mrs. Payne, Mrs. ."ipirris, Mrs. 
Horton, Mr. Horton,¡’¿amitef Smith, Ed 
Caln, Meredith, the ,‘boy medium, and 
Mrs. Scliumn. . Mr. ¿t’lsdiil'e arrives to; 
morrow to be with us tlie'coming week. 
Next Sunday we have' Mrs. Carpenter.

’ THUS J. HAYNES.
• . - _I T \ •-.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the; Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By-E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M; D, >Thls comprises 
the last part bf Human Culture and 
Gure. Paper cover, 1& cents. For sale 
atthlsofflce. ; . . ■.

“Histoflcai, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections, to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment” By Prof, 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For ule 
at this office. ' ' 1

Mrs. Armstrong Among tlie Old 
Soldiers.

In this place has been organized and 
established "The First National Home 
Spiritual Church,” with Mrs. S. Au
gusta Armstrong as pastor, who holds 
regular services in assembly hall, every 
first day of the week, Hnd often at 
other times, giving interesting lectures 
and spiritual phenomena. Her lectures 
are always appropriate and well appre
ciated; they come from a ¿thoughtful 
brain.
..In this place all these old men had 
mothers, wives and sisters, but here 
they are walking in the lonely path 
leads to life’s west window. Uncle 
Sam has been a “Lord” to them all. 
He has taken them up, clothed them, 
fed them and set them down to rest, 
and Mrs. Armstrong kindly tells them 
she-knows that just over the hill aU 
those dear friends are -waiting to re
receive them; that the tents arq. all up 
and peace is declared.

The old soldiers have built a little 
home In Sawtell and donated it to this 
good woman, who would gather us old 
chickens all under her spiritual wibg.

I am very favorably impressed with 
this new society. There is no hell in 

■it. There is no cross in the church and 
the pastor is not cross. She says: “Be
lieve what you please, and do right.” 
There is no better temperance lecturer 
than this lady. She tells, the boys not 
to take too much intoxicating drink for 
their mother is watching them. The old 
soldiers from every nation and state 
have donated this little home to their 
“mother," as they call" Mrs. Armstrong. 
Here they meet in a circle of love; 
They dream they see their loved ones 
and hear them talk. It is a nice exer
cise, and it does them good whether it 
be real or imaginary, and is a pleasant 
pastime for the old soldier whose bat
tle of life is nearly ended, .

It is generally believed that a soldier 
has a spirit, and chaplains have been 
paid by the government to look alter 
them. One minister is supposed to look 
after a thousand souls, and find his own 
clothes. Mrs. Armstrong boards her
self, finds her own clothes, and lectures 
every Sunday, and gets the best of help 
from Los Angeles, San Francisco and 
the spirit land, for twenty-five cents a 
month from all who wish to help. She 
is a great worker; a mother to us all, 
and says she is proud of her children. 
To do good is her motto. This noble, 
self-sacrificing little woman in Sawtell 
is the materialization of 1,400 mothers 
In 32 states of this union. God bless

As civilization progressed slowly with 
the barbarian, so it is again with the 
effort to educate the human social civil
ization iuto the higher development of 
the divine attributes lying dormant, un
explored, unused in the consciousness 
of mankind.

About every so often a wail is heard 
for the ministers of the gospel to settle 
the question as to the trutli of the doc
trine of a hell in which to punish 
wicked people’s souls; and also that the 
doctrine of sueli a place was necessary 
to—scare-crow fashion—drive the hu
man masses into churches, into good 
behavior generally.

“Come, let us reason together; though 
your sins (mistakes) be as scarlet they 
shall be made as white as snow." Has 
the fear of an abyss of burning ever 
made a noble, a loving shepherd for the 
manifold flocks of Christian denomina
tion! Find one, search bls record from 
childhood; tell us if he was drawn by 
hands of fear or love. Did he search 
the inspired word through fear or be
cause that magnetic chord of love to 
God and man drew him? Has the sense 
of fear driven men to become great law
yers, great statesmen (great in the 
sense of benefiting all mankind)?

Did fear have anything to exercise 
itself with in the life of Abraham Lin
coln? We shall have more Abraham 
Lincolns when men are drawn by the 
Invisible chord of man’s humanity to 
man. Did the giant Fear have aught 
to immortalize itself with in the lives 
and fruits of the lives of Raphael, Da 
Vinci, Murillo, Bach, Beethoven, and 
many unnamed ones? Is there one 
child living to-day that is a success as a 
dutiful child because it was forced 
through fear to be dutiful? If “the 
kingdom of heaven cometh not by ob
servation, for verily it is within you,” 
then why not look for heaven’s great 
opposite, hell, within you also? It has 
been proved by many (to self-satisfac- 
tlon) that the law of God cannot be 
changed. The law that tells us through 
the prophet that, “I make peace and I 
create evil.” Certainly enlightened man 
ought to know that if he makes a hen 
for himself he may enjoy it or change 
it into a heaven for himself, and not be 
continually trying to cram other people 
into his mental abode.

Why not change the point of view 
and in the language of Omar Khayyam 
“fling such dust aside?” And naked of 
charging God with making hell to burn 
his own beloved sons in. On the air of 
a heaven ride, that owns not to the 
abiding in a crippled cai'ass; crippled 
by searching for hells when heavens Ue 
so near.

If there is a decline of keen interest 
In the church, might there not be a finer 
reason than the absence of fear? Per
haps it is on account of tlie absence of 
love—pure, Christly love. The love the 
world deals In largely is not that deep 
diapason of love—warming heart fire— 
that vibrates when Jesus Cnrlst rules 
the man from center to circumference. 
Love Is the born fruit of the spirit—holy 
spirit of Christ, of God—and worketh 
no evil. Paul says, "If ye be led of the 
spirit ye are not under the law.” Christ 
came to save us, not by bodily force, 
not by dire threatenings of suffering, 
not by philosophical reasonings, but by 
and through his great love, bis great 
wisdom—not man made, but God' in
spired—his free-will offering of himself 
as God in man. This is the fire that 
shall never be quenched. It Is the fire 
of God’s love—God’s love In man—God 
once, God forever. Jesus Christ comes 
to win through love, and if the soul of 
man once has Its prison doors unbarred 
such floods of light, such leadings of 
love, will be revealed that the church 
ifeed never more grasp to regain the 
weapon of fear to brandish over the 
heads of the masses in order to force 
them into confessions of faith, to com
pel them to keener interest in the 
church, or press them into the ranks of
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DR. F. E. GRANT,
Dept. 33, Kansas City, Mo,

FREE ASTHMA REMEDY.
Free Trial Bottle to Everyone Who 

Suffers from Asthma.
■ A physician who suffered many year, from violent 
attack, ot asthma, has discovered a aure cure for th, 
dlaeue, and la now entirely recovered. He has writ
ten letter. to the leading newspapers of the country; 
requesting that their readera be Informed of thia new 
remedy, and that Ue will malt free, a trial bottle W' 
anyone who writes for IL It ba, cured quite a number 
Of People who obtained the free trial: Is an absolute 
cure, perfectly Bale and harmless, and eo fortifies the 
system that the cure la permanent. Write to W. K, 
Walratb, Box eij, Adama N. Y., and be will forward 
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can teatit and tee what it will do in your esse, An 
offer like this ought to betaken advantage of by every 
reader. Write to-day without fall. Don't wait.
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A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE.

her.
Soldiers Home, Cal.

S. NIXON.

Rending the Vali: This volume Is a 
compilation by J. W. Nixon, of psychic 
literature, most, given by spirits 
through and by means of full form vis
ible materializations, at seances of a 
certain' Pay chic Research Society, 
known as the Aber intellectual Circle, 
the medium being William W. Aber. 
50T pp..octavo. For sale at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker. Price $2.

."The Spiritualism of Nature." By 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. : - ■

"Gleanings from the Rostrum.” By- 
A. B; French. /Cloth, $1;. For sale at 
this office.. • -, • ... .■

the lovers of Jehovah.
Chicago, Ill.

R. R.

OUR PREMIUMS.
There are many Spiritualists who

know a good thing when they see it. 
There are others, however, who do not 
seem to realize what is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and-en- 
large their understanding. Vol. 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
should be in every family in the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not. 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death in Its 
multifarious phases; in fact you can 
not find in all the libraries of the world 
as valuable information in regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you In these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and are an ornament to any 
library. Volume 3 is furnished at 25 
cents, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes, when or
dered In connection with a yearly sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. The aggregate cost of 
the three books to the trade is $4.50. 
At this price, these three books ought to 
be in every Spiritualist family.

The Progressive Thinker is the first 
Spiritualist paper to Inaugurate the Di
vine Plan—a portion of the profits of 
the office returning to subscribers . in 
valuable books.

• ^|OR a moment stop and consider. 
||The Progressive Thinker Is the one 
J original dollar Spiritualist paper. 
1 It Introduced a new era In the 
■ ranks' of Spiritualism. Its success 

financially has been all that could 
be desired. Notwithstanding the 

rise in the price of print paper, It has 
still maintained its status as the only 
one dollar Spiritualist paper. Not only 
that, but it introduced the Divine Plan 
in its business with Its subscrlbers-a 
portion of the profits of the office re
turning to them.. Just think of the 
Seven Premium Books being sent out to 
our subscribers for $2.35. After paying 
the postage of these seven books, and 
the expense of mailing them, all that 
we have left Is $1.50. You can readily 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less, by far, than the actual cost to us. 
We do this work in accordance 
with The Divine Plan, in order to assist 
In forming the nucleus of a library in 
every Spiritualist home. Read carefully 
our premium list, and you will certainly 
want to become a subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker, if not so already, 
and obtain the books we announce.

---------- o----------

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OP
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work eisays to utilize and explain the vast ar
ray of facts in Its field of research by referring tuenj 
to a common cause, and from them arise to the laws 
aud condition« of M&n's spiritual being. Third edl*  t 
tlon. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI- -

ENCE. . - .
Not servile trust to the Gods, but knowledge of the 

laws of the world, belief in the divinity of man and 
bls eternal progress toward perfection is the founda
tion of this book. Price, 11.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on earth, and In the 

frplrli-world presenting the spiritual philosophy and 
the real life of spiritual beings. All questions which 
arise on that subject are answered. Price Bloenu.

ARCANA OF NATURE.
' The History and Laws of Creation. Revlied and 
annotated English edition. "The Cosmogony of Bpfr 
Ituallsm." Price, >1,
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE

SPIRIT-WORLD.
English edition. Price, 11.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest investigations and discoveries, 

and a thorough presentation of this Interesting sub*  
jeci. English edition. Price, fl.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and has been 

pronounced equal In Its exposure of the diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to “Uncle Tom's Cabin." 
Price, 25 cent«.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT«
A thrilling psychological story of evangelization 

and free thought. It Is to Protestantism what “The 
Secret! of the Convent" Is to Catholicism. Price. 8*  
cents,

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How ta form circles, and d» 

velon and cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
SpIrituallBU. Their testimony. Eight page tract for 
mlsilon work. Single copies, 5 centos 100 for 11.25. I

FROM SOUL TO SOUL. .
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains thk 

ben poems of the author, and some of the most popn*  I 
lar longs with the muiio by eminent composers. The 
poemi are admirably adapted for recitations. 22S 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, |1,

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
Tor the home, tho lyooum and sooietiei. A manual 

of physical. Intellectual and spiritual culture. ' By 
Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by the aid ot whkha 
Drogreailve lyceum, a spiritual or liberal locletv may 
oe organized and conducted without other assistance. 
iMrCe, W cento j by tho dozen, 4U cents. Express 
charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS.

For humane Education, with plan of the Angel’ 
Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma Rood Tuttle. 
Price, 2S cento. - -
AU Books Sent Postpaid. Address '

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NEW EDITION.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE
Bo t/c- ^ant to organise a society, for ths 

social, intellectual and spiritual advance» 
ment of th« children and adults?

JUmUhee all you detire.

Do too want a Belf-iustatnlng society, founded os 
the bulo prlnclplei of the aplritaal nhiiosoDhyr 
You bare it ta THE PROGRE88IT”’ LYCEUM.

XI furulihei a eyiiem of evolution oy Internal 
growth! not the old cup and pitcher Sunday-acboo!«

Ifrhaa fcometlilng to taterestand advance every mem*  
her. and those who are most active tateachlnffara 
the ones who learn most.

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conducting tha 
society when established.

It has Golden Chain Recitations; the prettiest eongi 
and music; choral responses; a service for a Band 
of Mercy; calisthenics; how to make the badges» 
flags and banners; marching exercises; full la
structions tn conducting the exercises, with par*  
liamentary rules, etc.

Many Spiritualists living In isolation, have formed 
lyceums in their own families; others have banded, 
two or three famllcs together, while largo societies 
have organized on the lyceum platform, and found 
great Interest ta this BclfrlOFtrucdve method.

Do not watt for a "missionary" to come to your a*»  
slstance, but take hold of the matter yourself, pro*  
cure copies of the GUIDE, end commence with the 
few or manyyou find Interested.

Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Bertin Heights; 
Ohio) win answer all questions pertaining to 17« 
ceum work.

The price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE Is 50 cents, posfr 
paid, or by the dozen, 40 cento each, by express, 
charges paid by receiver. Address '

HUDSON TUTTLE,
 BERLIN HEIGHTS, O.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
; in All Its Phases.

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Lyceums nod Societies that wish to get op el» 
vettng, Interesting nod paying entertainment» cu> 
Hot do better than to have a Prize Contest. The en> 
tire plan, with fall directions, la in the book, and 
may be cully managed. Nothing kindles enthusfasu - 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Conteitl Noth*  
tag Lb needed more. Any individual may organize 
one in hla own town and reap a finaocial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,
. Berlin Heights, Ohio, •

THE SUNDAY QUESTION
Historical and critical review, with replies to ah ob

jection. By G. W. Brown, M. D. Price 15c. For sa)e 
atlhlsoffice. - • .

Seal Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given taiplratlonsliy by Mrs Marls N. King, Fried 
75 cenia. For Mie at tbli offltc,
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knowledge to those now Ignorant of it? 
All accounts agree that China Is am
bitious to become acquainted with the 
Western civilization, but they do not 
want its religion. They are naturally 
too learned to believe in human-born 
Gods. , :

to many: but, like a careless romancer, 
the historian neglected to tell whether 
they went back to their deserted graves, 
or sojourned forty days in the city, then 
escorted the crucified and lately dead 
God In his heavenly flight. A very un
fortunate omission,' for all want to 
know what became of those who par
ticipated in that corporeal resurrection.

HlJplftlt KIÑDÑESS. 
It 'ifenflsi to SDiritualitu, 

ftND'l URL1FT8 MANKIND.

“A Hell of a Fellow."
The political papers of fifty years ago 

related in substance tbe following story 
of Henry Clay: .

The Kentucky Senator, famed for his 
eloquence, had just concluded one of 
his great speeches on the state of the 
country. An Alabamian, standing over 
six feet in bls boots, clothed In a suit of 
butternut-colored jeans, and wearing a 
broad-brimmed slouch hat, had listened 
to Mr. Clay’s oratory from the gallery, 
and was charmed with it. Meeting the 
great statesman with extended palm, 
hat in hand, as he emerged from the 
Senate chamber,he addressed him with:

“How do you do, Hank, bow do you 
do?" He then introduced himself and 
Bald: “Down there in Alabama I am 
known by everybody. I always attend 
horse races, bet largely on results and 
very generally win. A horse race not 
patronized by me is always a failure. 
You, Hank, are a statesman, and a 
leading politician. All the country 
listens to your nicely rounded periods, 
and cheer them to <be echo. On the 
hustings ydu have no equal. Greatness 
belongs to you and to me; to you as a 
statesman, a brave defender of the 
right, the champion of universal liberty; 
I am distinguished in my State as you 
-are in the Nation. I as a jockey, a 
horse jockey, Hank, winning laurels, 
and applause, and wealth at every race. 
I love great men, and I always liked 
you, Hank, and I voted for you several 
times and am d—d sorry we did not 
succeed in making you President.

“Now, Hank, what Is the use in being

There are only 2,335 Americans in 
China. This includes missionaries and 
merchants. It is to be hoped that they 
can be got out in safety and will not 
serve as a reason for sending in four or 
five times their number In soldiers to 
effect their rescue.

This Chinese affair will bring up the 
question of how far a secular govern
ment is responsible for missionaries In 
a country where their presence is un
welcome, They do not go as a repre
sentative of their government. The 
civil authorities in this country are not 
very ready to interfere to protect either 
side to a religious controversy. Sup
pose that Mormon missionaries should 
go to China, or elsewhere abroad, and 
get treated as they are down South, 
where they are unwelcome? What 
would the other religious denominations 
say if this government should inter
fere? Such ah issue would test the 
question. The Mormons have as much 
right to send missionaries as any other 
denomination, and as much right to pro- 
tectlon. But all missionaries go abroad 
on their own responsibility. Their 
errand is of necessity in opposition to 
the government to which they go. Their 
proselyting Is, in a large measure, a 
process of turning the people against 
their own civil and political instltu- 
tions. This feature of the missionary 
situation seems but,little understood- 
Still It/seems that in China it is the 
cause of all the trouble. The German 
missionaries there exasperated and pro
voked the natives until they attacked 
the missionary compound. The attack 
served the Kaiser as a pretext for the 
seizure of Klaochau and the planting of 
the imperial eagles on Chinese soil. For 
years exasperation of that sort has gone 
on, and no reasonable person can ex
pect anything but that which has hap
pened. The foreigners are not always 
wise nor respectful of the rights of the 
natives, nor good judges of human na
ture. They appear without invitation 
and remain often regardless of any real 
good they do. We are firm In the belief 
that it will be better for the morals and 
peace of the world when secular gov
ernments have it understood as a prin
ciple that missionaries Who go abroad 
on their own responsibility need expect 
nothing from their government The 
history of Hawaii and the Philippines 
has given a sordid cast to the whole 
missionary business. In both archipela
goes the mission parties have issued 
from their soul-saving adventure own
ers of the land and property, and the 
natives find themselves excluded and 
aliens in their own country. Mission

carles should let politics alone, and if 
they cannot outwardly respect the civil 
institutions of a country they should

Colorado, to an assemblage of some 800 
Methodist preachers In general Confer- 
encel the purpose of the orator to prove 
the' Bible and science barthonize. The 
six days of Creation he magnified into 
six periods of Indefinite duration, each 
of probably millions of years. He ex
hibited a wonderful aptitude for dis
torting facts, and making the worse 
appear the better argument; and he 
knew all about tbe designs of God in 
his formation of the world. Many 
scraps of forged literature bearing upon 
the supposed beginning of Christianity 
were cited and received with applause 
by the clerical audience. Each point 
was punctuated and made emphatic by 
the speaker raising his right foot as 
high as he was capable, then bringing 
it down with terrible force like a cata
pult on the rostrum, jarring the whole 
church structure, bringing forth hand 
clappings, loud applause, and knowing 
looks at the writer, as much as to say: 
‘We’ve got you now.’ As we watched 
his monkey shines, and listened to bls 
false renderings of geology, and even 
ecclesiastical history, we could not 
avoid the mental exclamation borrowed 
from the Alabamian: “What is the use 
in being a fellow If you are not a hell 
of a fellow?”

Is not the self-imagined great Rev. 
De Witt Talmage governed in his ac
tion by Old Russell’s Interrogatory? 
And the Rev. Sam Jones: Does not the 
same inspiring question give shape and 
force to his drollery? We think so.

A Friend to Humanity.
The Ntw York Sun shows that one 

exists even in that eity:
Standihg on!' the platform by the 

driver ot' a Third avenue car. New York 
City, one day, was a middle-aged, be
nevolent‘lookiilg fat man. The fat man

ftlflR OH CRUELTY.
Spiritualists Should Enlist.

IT TENDS TO SPIRITUALIZATION
------ po:-.----- ■

The annual meeting of the Illinois 
Humane Society ^i-as held lately al the 
society building, 5G0 Wabash avenue.

In his annual address President 
Shortall laid particular emphasis on the 
determination of the society to push

Rico, and the Philippine Islands, and was plainly dressed, but there was an 
their people, as also of the Transvaal unmistakable qir of prosperity aud In- 
and Orange Free States, than would dependence of ‘the world floating about 
have been acquired in a century of him. He talked pleasantly with the 
peaceful times. ' driver, laughed at the driver’s jokes,

It is possible the curtain that has and treated him generally with a gen- 
always shut China from sight of West- erous and familiar recognition that 
ern nations, is about to be lifted. If seemed odd in a man of bls evident 
the great war still in embryo shall be- superiority and importance. In front 
come general, and shall be prolonged, of a well-known financial institution in 
every page of her past history will be the Bowery the driver stopped the car. 
scrutinized with zealous care. The ac- The fat man slipped a coin into the 
counts of travelers, few as^they are, driver’s hand, gaye him a cheery “good 
will be searched; her own voluminous day,” and alighted. As the driver put 
records, concealed in strange charac- the coin into his pocket the reporter 
ters, will be deciphered, and their most noticed that it was a silver dollar.

facts following will not be overlooked the driver, as the car started. .
in writing up a popular history for “Bet!” replied the driver. “Whitest 
Christian readers. . ma“ in this tow“- n® ha® r°de wlth

„„„„ icon *i, a «mo m for years, and never got off my car So late, as the year 16-0, the Mana- witllout slippjn. me'all the way from a 
choo Tartars invaded China from the quarter to a dollar. He’s the president 
north. They triumphed over all oppo- 0’ that bank where he got off, back 
sltion, and In three years their leader there, and you can bet der won’t never 
gained the Chinese throne. This mon- be no fly duck goin’ to Canady wid a 
arch had a very remarkable ™ta^ ^‘egQ^“n ^“ute j^Ty*  
in some respects almost Identical^with an, makes it wut the while of evry 
that of “our Lord.” Says the account,1 feller dat’s lucky enough to handle his

be left to take the consequences. We 
are far from unmindful that these 
views will be Intensely unpopular 
among those who have ideas about the 
evangelizing of the world. But our 
reason for this position is found in sueh 
results as are now visible in China, and 
in the further fact that every country 
that sends out missionaries needs them 
far more at home than they are needed 
abroad. In every city in this country 
are thousands of people as pagan as 
any that burn punk before a joss in far 
Cathay. There are thousands as need
ful of medicine, letters, light aud lead
ing as any that can be found in the 
Dark Continent. When all of these 
thousands are taught to turn their faces 
to the stars, and keep their faces clean, 
and when mercy and pity have gone 
among them to soothe sorrows, nurse in 
sickness and comfort in death, and 
have let shine into their darkened Ilves 
the spirit of that message, “He who 
hath done it unto the least of these 
hath done It unto me/’ It will be time 
to go abroad with the Pentecost.

Tbe above from the San Francisco 
Call expresses a grand truth. The 
hundreds of conflicting sects—each one 
giving the lie to all the rest—trying to 
“evangelize" China, presents one of 
tlie sorriest spectacles of the 20th cen
tury. The whole thing Is ludicrous In 
the extreme.

. The Chinese at School.
- There is a school in New York, with 
Borne 600 children, made up of 15 differ
ent nationalities. Among this polyglot 
of kids, nil wishing to learn the English 
language, are several Chinese boys and 
girls. At one time there were 21. Rev. 
A: K. Sanford, tbe assistant superinten
dent of the school,'in a late report; said:

“The Chinese pupils speak English 
without a foreign accent and as fluently 
as do the American children. Their 
English vocabulary Is not quite as large 
.as thnt of the American pupils, but as 
they speak Chinese also, their vocabu
lary in the two languages Is considera
bly huger than that of the white chil
dren of the same age. They seem to be 
equally good in all their English studies 
and never fail to pass their written ex
aminations. Three of the Chinese boys 
are in tbe highest clues in the school, 
and study\ English grammar, geog
raphy, arithmetic, reading, spelling, 
and writing. They are as quick of per
ception and as Intelligent as the other 
pupils, and far more patient and plod
ding. They study tirelessly till they 
learn the lesson In hand, and learn It 
thoroughly. On the playground they 
show their high spirits and a frolic
some disposition; but they never make 
any mischief in tbe school. They are 
mo're obedient tnan the other pupils.' 
This Is perhaps due to the fact that re
spect for elders is ingrained In the Chi
nese people. From their cradles the 
Chinese children are taught reverence 
for their parents and implicit obedience.

What nobler task than teaching youth 
ignorant of our language, literature 
and science, enabling them to return to 
their own country and leach;true

What, Became of Jesus’ Body?
Advices from Germany show the 

great religious questions which are con
vulsing the churches of America are 
agitating those where the Protestant 
reformation had root. A Rev. Weln- 
gart, In his Easter sermon, discoursing 
on the resurrection of Jesus, said:

“The tired body of Christ remained in 
the tomb, dust to dust.”

Tbe Reverend conceded the spirit had 
ascended, but the body was mortal, and 
Its fate was that of all the dead. Such 
teaching does not harmonize with- the 
old Egyptian doctrine, the resurrection 
of the body, because in case of “our 
Savior” It" was claimed the Egyptian 
suspension of life of 3,000 years was 
abridged to three days. -

Rev. Weingart, for this unorthodox 
teaching was expelled from the min
istry, and now abldeth in outer dark
ness-.

This expulsion of the offending cleric, 
because he could not believe in an ulti
mate réanimation of dead and decayed 
matter, .either in the person of Jesus, or 
anyone else, aroused a very animated 
discussion among Germans. One of 
them maintained:
“Such a thing as is described in the 

account of the resurrection of Jesus 
never really took place as an objective 
reality. This must be claimed not be
cause' the reports of the affair are con
tradictory to the experience of man
kind and to the scientific teachings of 
the day. It is the product of the won
der and miracle-loving world of the 
ancients. Neither as one really arisen, 
nor as a body of light did Christ nppear 
to his disciples, but, as in the case with 
all mortals, his body returned to dust. 
Christians have been accustomed to lay 
too much stress on the resurrection.”

Another German scholar says:
“The belief In the bodily resurrection 

of Jesus Christ, in violation of all the 
laws of the physical world, is an insult 
to the scientific spirit and scholarship 
of the age, and an Insult to all true re
ligionists.”

They who deified Jesus were not con
tent to let their hero rest in his grave 
until the end of all things, and the gen
eral resurrection, so they brought him 
forth on the morning of the third day, 
afterhe had toured through hades, and 
preached to the spirits In prison, as set 
forth in the Apostle's creed. To make 
Jesus’ death noteworthy, Matthew 
27:52, 53, made the graves open and 
many bodies of the saints who slept, 
come forth and go up to the holy city at 
the time of the crucifixion and appear
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shebn, a name meaning, when rendered The one who is a friend of humanity, 
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Spirit Life Illustrated. .than self, no progress whatever can be
_  „ . — . ,,T made in advancing to a higher plane. The Boston Post says: “I never sa1^ I '

three children in all my life that were! ' ' • '
happier or played so nicely together as IMDADTAKiT QTIIDV
did my three darlings. And yet neither ||flr UII I All I U I UU 11
of them were really mine, for I was I Everyone should read the first p.ige 
just a lonely old maid who had been oi T]16 progr<jSSive Thinker this week; 
“aunty” to them all their lives. Cyril Qot onjy reaj carefully study It 
Blake was the oldest of the three, a It aione jg worth a year’s subscription 
tall, blue-eyed, brown-haired lad, who tQ The Progresslve Thinker, to say 
had never In ail his life done a mean nofhing of the many other equaHy im- 
act He was the son of my old school I por{ant Bveryonei after read-
friemh Marcia Holmes, whq had ™ar‘ | this week’s 'paper, should go to 
tied Lawyer Blake and been left a , . . - . -, . ■ ,. __ . ° ...widow .when her boy was still very | work and try to induce others to sub
young. My other boy was Gordon Gray. I scribe, and thus .hid in the good work. 
He was the hipdsomest boy I ever saw. I Nora- Batchelor,, prominent as a con- 
He had deep, blue eyes, and his head I tributor to various Spiritualist journals, 
was covered with a perfect mass of tiny gayg. »The Progressive Thinker Is far 
golden curls, and it was just the same . .
when he grew up.. No.barber had ever ' 
been able to spoil ‘that handsome head. I —-----

“Gorddn was the child ofI wealthy pa- . The Star.of the Magi.
rents. His father, Colonel Gray, had / emarried" late in life, a lovely English Starxif the “kSh published at 617 
girl, who died when Gordon was a tiny LaSalle avenue, Chicago, III., is a 
little fellow. I had'been his governess monthly jdhrnal ($1 per year) of Occult 
until he Was old enough to go to school. I Science, edjtpd and published by Dr. N.

“Then I had taken a position as B Wood. ,/Ehoseowho are specially in
teacher in a young ladies’ finishing t„r„tpd hr. occult'sublets will find in school which my other child attended. \erestea lny occn11':,w“1

“This one was little Elsie Bainford, R® column^ much Jhat will interest and 
the village doctor’s daughter. She was instruct them, tyillis F. Whitehead,

of- 
tlio 
the 
be-

tween feeding of live stock in transit 
from twenty-eight to forty hours. .

“Awaken the country to this bill,” he 
said, “and there would be one common 
protest from the people that would put 
this amendment to shame.” •

The president expressed satisfaction 
with the results of a case where a spe
cial agent at Kankakee had a man ar
rested and fined for “docking” a horse. 
He announced that the society would 
present a bill to the next Legislature 
asking that the owner of a mutilated 
horse be put under the burden of proof 
in-case of a society investigation.

Inculcating humane principles in chil
dren was urged as a necessity of the 
times, and a committee was suggested 
to present some method of extending 
teachings to the schools. As to chil
dren as a society care, the speaker re-> 
ferred to the .new juvenile court as re
lieving the society of nearly all that 
burden.

Especially did the speaker dwell on 
the dispersing of the child beggars, who 
bad given the society so much trouble 
before the founding of the juvenile 
court. The child-saving conference of 
last winter was congratulated on its 
work, and it was urged that these con
ferences be continued.

The President referred to the conduct 
of the dog pounds for 1 1899, and an
nounced that tbe society would conduct 
it again thls-year if proper premises 
and machinery are supplied by the city. 
Of last year’s work the president said:

“Strict orders were given that only 
dogs running at large and without tags 
Should be impounded. The conse
quence was tbat in no instance was it 
shown that any dog was captured ex
cept those that were legally entitled to
be taken. During 8899 41,000 dog li
censes were issued, as compared to 39,
500 the previous year. '

i-

“Experiments in tbe use of coal and 
illuminating gas to kill dogs have been 
made with satisfactory results, and 
should no better means be found this 
agent may be tried this year. A new 
building for the purpose is about’to be 
erected in Twenty-sixth street, on bride
well land, but will not be finished until 
August 1."

There Is nothing that tends to a
greater extent In elevating and spirit
ualizing mankind than extreme kind-i-
ness. It should become an integral part 
part of human nature. From earliest 
childhood it should be taught to chil
dren while awake and asleep. While a 
boy is asleep wonderful impressions 
can be made on tlie plastic brain by the 
parent tenderly talking to him. Try it, 
fathers; try it, mothers, on your sons 
and daughters.

YOU (MILL do it.
Make Your Own Heaven or Hell.

YOU ARE DOING IT NOW. ’ . - - - - :o:- - - -
An author has well said that “man

kind see the future life through their : 
habits aud likes of this life. The 
Eskimo pictures heaven as a place of 
eternal warmth; the inhabitant of the 
torrid zone thinks it a place of coolness, 
where everlasting shade abounds; the 
American Indian sees it as a happy 
hunting ground. The ancient Jews, ab
sorbed in acquiring wealth, described 
the New Jerusalem as paved with gold. 
A German beer drinker probably 
dreams of heaven as a vast beer garden « 
with angels In the shape of fat waiters 
forever bringing him mugs of beer, the 
floor paved with sawdust, and tbe 
aroma, not of Araby the blest, but of 
Limburger cheese, bologna sausage and 
sauer kraut. A man's heaven will be 
very much what he is himself. A man 
of impure thoughts and foul words 
would certainly be unfitted for the so
ciety of the-pure and holy. He would 
be in hell though put In the nicest place 
in heaven. There are people who talk 
about God sending people to hell or 
taking them to heaven. If he does this 
directly it Is because they are best fitted 
for the place. Is ft too strong an ex
pression to say that God will not make" 
a man wicked or Impure, or that he 
cannot make a man pure and save him, 
unless the man himself is willing? God 
is almighty, and so is man, as far as his 
salvation or damnation is concerned. 
‘As a man thinketh in his heart, so is 
he,' and we might add ‘now and for
ever.’ Every man is the architect of 
his own fortune, and also of his heaven 
and his hell.”

Why not? The law, what you sow, 
that alone you shall reap, Is one of the 
fairest expressions of justice in any 
ordinance of Divine Providence. It is a 
simple as well as comprehensive ar
rangement, aqd dispenses with a judge, 
jury or officers of any kind whatever. 
No trial is required to find your exact 
status, whether a philosopher, scient
ist, orthodox Christian, Catholic or 
Spiritualist. If you are gross, licen
tious, a liar, backbiter, or thief, etc., 
they alone determine yohr exact status, 
when the final transition comes. If, 
however, you are good in the most com
prehensive meaning of that term, that, 
too, establishes your status in the 
higher spheres of spirit life, and a 
grand career opens up before you.’ We 
are glad that each one makes his own 
heaven and hell. If somebody else did 
that, mistakes would be mado and jus
tice would in many respects prove 
a dismal failure. All should thank 
“Divine Providence” for this grand 
arrangement, for no one eon misjudge 
himself; by no mistake can the wicked 
ascend to the high heavens or the right
eous descend into the regions of the 
lowest hell when life on earth ends.

Home Circle Extension.
In our present issue will be found 

some brief notes of experiences in a 
home circle. There are widely varied 
results in home circles, including many 
distinct phases of mediumistic gifts and 
spirit power. The manifestations range 
from tbe simple raps and other physical 
manifestations, to the finer degrees of 
spiritual Illumination, Including in
spiration and clairvoyance.

' We would be pleased to have others 
of our friends and readers write us of 
their experience. There can be no 
doubt that many of them can thus con
vey rich lessons which others may read 
and be profited thereby.'

Such experiences will encourage 
others to Institute circles -within their 
own homes, and thus shall new ave
nues of communication between the 
spheres be developed and made to 
serve beneficial purposes In the hands 
of the spirit world.

It would be a most excellent and ben
eficial service to our cause and to hu
manity, were thousands ot home circles 
to be formed In the homes of Spiritual
ist families. The multiplication of evi
dences of spirit continuity and return, 
thus Induced, in manner free from all 
mercenary incentives to fraud and de
ception, would assuredly strengthen 
and firmly establish Spiritualism In a 
multitude of minds, and in outward re
sults of accession to' our ranks, as well 
as In inner spiritual growth of in
dividual souls, the consequence would 
be to impart numerical strength and 
spirituality to a degree unknown be
fore in the history of our Cause.

For the good of our Cause, let there 
be a strong movement for home circle 
extension.

a dark little thing, with-big, brown who is constantly delving deeply into 
eyes, and dark brown hair. She bad I occult lore; Jendsathe brilliancy of his 
tiny hands and feet, and was a. dainty 1 thoughts ocdaslorially to enrich its col- 
little lady, but she was only moderately 6 -J •
pretty, and I often wondered why both mnns.
my boys and I loved her so, and when ------ -
they all grew up, and Elsie was 19, and “Who Ate These Spiritualists and 
Gordon 22, and Cyril 23, I wondered I What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
which it would be which my girlie 40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well-

“The day Elsie graduated she got |flowers from both. Gordon sent hot-1 D/ Babbitt? M: ,d 7lU D: A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, ns it 
well fulfills the promise of its title. 
For sale*  at this office. Price 75 centi, 

“Spiritual Songs for the Use’of Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings.” By Mattle E. 
Hull. For sale at this office. ■ Prlc| 10 
cent«. ' 1 '■■■ ■. ■ ■. '•

house roses, as he could afford to, while 
Cyril sent lilies of the valley from his 
mother’s garden. Apd which did Elsie 
wear? Both—on her breast lay Gordon’s 
roses, In her hand Cyril’s lilies.”

Here- was a lovely old maid with all 
the love In her soul for children that Is 
manifested In spirit life, Love, pure 
and simple, is what can finally redeem 
the world. . ' . . ■

A

Muscular Christianity.
“By their fruits ye shall know them,” 

said the Master. Using this touchstone 
as a sure guide to knowledge, here Is an 
Interesting artlcle_ bearing upon the 
subject,'in a press telegram of the 3rd 
Inst., from Port Jervis, N. Y., near the 
scene of the incident:

Henry Gotte, a farmer, living near 
Greeley, Fike county, Pa., wished to 
pray, and, being balked, stabbed his 
wife and daughter because they object
ed to his saying grace before meat. He 
Is in the Milford jail. “
‘Gotte, wife and daughter seated them
selves at the ■ dinner-table a few days 
ago. .

“We will now return thanks for all 
the good things we are about to re
ceive,” said Gotte, devoutly.

“Oh, what's the use of praying?” in
terrupted Miss Gotte, who is 17 years 
old. “You’ll be. only quarreling and 
fighting and cursing afterward.”

Her prayerful father threw a plate at 
her. ■

“I say we will pray,” he insisted. 
“You’re a thankless—

“The child IS right,’ broke in Mrs. 
Gotte, jumping up and striking her 
busband on the nose. ‘!We want peace 
and-quiet here, not prayers.”

Gotte stabbed bls wife in the arm 
with the carving-fork.

“We’ll pray,” he yelled, “or there'll

“Let mother alone,” screamed the 
< "daughter, springing at her father. .

Gotte, the devout, stabbed his daugh- 
: ter with the fork; too. Mother and 
- daughter ran shrieking to a neighbor’s 

house, Gotte pursued, crying at every. 
. jump: ,
; “You won’t pray, eh?. Just let me 
: catch you 1" 
> JThe neighbor sheltered Mrs. and Miss 
। Gotte, who went to Milford next day 

and swore out a warrant for the truly
: good Gotte's arrest

Erroneous fceal will make you do evil 
with double violence—R. Baxter.

plEK OVER FORTY.
Shall They Ba Rsohuxiated ?

THE SPIRITUAL STANDPOINT.
------ :o:------ ■

Another great railway corporation 
has pronounced against old men—not 
such very old men, either, for the in- 
hibitlon extends to men over 40. The 
man who has reached that age may not 
be newly employed In any capacity. The 
company will not, however, discharge 
him if he is already in its employ. 
Thus much concession to old and faith
ful servants. '

But other corporations and firms aré 
not so considerate. Instances are nu- 

»merous and well known of wholesale 
discharges of old men, The employer 
is usually frank about.it. He declares 
that he can get more and better work 
out of young men than from old men. 
He is in business to make money and 
not from philanthropic motives. Hence 
he purposes to get the most work for 
the least money whenever he can. 
That is the business view of it. He 
does not desire to mix charity with 
business.

The trouble is that if the prejudice 
against old mep continues to grow—if 
the matter continues to be regarded 
purely from a business standpoint—the 
demands of charity will become so ex
acting that there may be doubts as to 
the business value of the proposition to 
eliminate old men. For old men like 
young men must live, and if they have 
no work they will become dependent 
upon charity, and thus It may event
ually happen that the strictly business 
man may find it cheaper to keep tho 
old men at work rather than maintain 
them in idleness In tbe poorhouse. Thia 
supposing we are still to have poor
houses.

It is a singular business altogether— 
this end of the century depredation of 
men no longer In the vigor of early 
manhood. It is a complete reversal of 
time-honored traditions, and It extends 
not only to men engaged in occupations 
requiring manual dexterity and bodily 
strength, but to the learned professions 
as well.

It used to be conceded that years im
plied wisdom, and the deduction seemed 
warranted, for wisdom is the result of 
experience, and the oldest man Is likely 
to have the most experience. But that 
conclusion Is no longer accepted.

Nowadays It Is the young lawyer who 
is sought for by the big corporation. 
The young doctor Is sent for because he

A Missionary’s Statement.
Christian missionary who visited

China, to redeem that people from 
heathenism, made in substance the fol
lowing statement on his return to civili
zation. To gain admission inland he 
disguised himself as a trader, carrying 
with him, for purpose of deception, a 
small stock of Western goods. Beach
ing his destination, the field for future 
operations, he employed several ser
vants to aid him in business, and to 
teach him the native language. He 
assumed the costume of the country, 
and shaved his head, retaining tho 
usual scalp lock. Thus disguised, he 
practically entered on his mission. He 
was repulsed at every point. The peo
ple had no need of a secondary God. 
They repudiated his teaching that the 
Creator of worlds had demeaned him
self and seduced a Jewish maiden, and 
had a son by her. They had their Con
fucius and tljeir Buddha, whom they 
did noi claim to be other than men. He 
labored zealously to make converts; but 
save those In his employ, none of them 
wanted his religion. He became satis
fied these professed converts adopted 
it merely to hold their positions, not be
cause of conviction or sympathy for tbe 
faith.

Those our trader-missionary prose
lyted plied him with questions he could 
not answer. They laughed hilariously 
at his Bible stories. They said Catholics 
and Protestants each claimed to have 
the true religion; but they were always 
quarreling and trying to destroy the op
posite party. Even tbe various Protest
ant sects did not agree In their religious 
views. They advised him to go back 
to his own country, harmonize the 
divisions among Christians, then he 
could return to them. If on comparing 
the harmonized faith with their own, 
and if they shall find it a more peaceful 
religion, with less vice among its mem
bers, and better adapted to make men 
good, and faithful to each other, then, 
possibly, they will adopt it in place of 
the one they now have. They said they 
wanted no religion that leads to wars 
and conquests, and gave evidence that 
their religion was specially adapted to 
their needs. Tliey declared with great 
emphasis, *

“Whilst your religion desolated all the 
regions in which it originated, leaving 
great cities destitute of inhabitants, 
and nothing but ruins to mark their 
site,—not in Palestine only but through
out Asia Minor, Egypt, Greece, and the 
islands of the Great Sea,—China, with 
its Paganism, as you call it, has the 
most dense population on the globe, 
and the antiquity of our great cities 
ante-date your boasted civilization. 
Seldom was there strife among us until 
your missionaries, with their deceptive 
claim of peace, entered our country; 
then came war and the vices of the 
West”

With these terrible truths ringing in 
his ears the poor man struggled on for 
a'time, fate ever seeming against him. 
His disguise did not change his com
plexion, oblique his eyes, nor blacken

is supposed to be up in all the new
fangled medical ologles. Tbe old preaclu 
er Is looked upon as a fogy because 
he preaches doctrinal sermons Instead 
of essays upon Shakespeare and the 
musical glasses. It Is not so very long 
since Mr. John Watson, better known 
as “Ian Maclaren”—and himself a cler
gyman—seriously proposed that all 
preachers should be “turned out to 
grass,” as he expressed it, upon reach
ing the age of 60 years.

One would almost be tempted to 
think that tbe inspired psalmist made a 
mistake in allotting to man a span of 
threescore years and ten. According to 
the modern idea it is at least thirty 
years longer than nature Intended.

A Chicago philosopher of some repu
tation once declared, after profound re
flection, that every man who reaches 
the age of 40 should be taken out and 
killed, but he based his conclusion not 
upon the uselessness of such men, but 
upon the theory that at the age of two-1 
score “men become satisfied with the 
status quo and are consequently clogs 
upon the chariot wheels of progress.”

But whether the philosopher was 
right or wrong there Is some reason to 
anticipate that we may eventually have 
to adopt his programme. It would be 
ci-uel to allow the veterans of 40 and 
over to starve to death and it is likely, 
to be a heavy charge to feed them. 
Tbe obvious expedient is to put them 
out of tho way as dogs are dispatched 
by the poundkeeper.

For business is business. The sur
vival of tho fittest means the fittest up 
to 39 years old. Tbe others are out of It.

The above from the Chicago Chronicle 
illustrates the status of certain affairs 
from a worldly, selfish standpoint, and 
is calculated to petrify every exalted 
Spiritual Impulse. The selfish tendency 
of tbe present time is to look upon the 
man who is over 40 as useless rubbish 
in the world of activity, whereas be 
may be just entering on a field of 
greater usefulness. With age often 
comes greater wisdom, providing the 
physical organism is not impaired with 
disease. Everyone—from the helpless 
infant to extreme old age—is entitled to 
a great degree of tender care and con
sideration, and to treat them otherwise 
would finally result In the human race 
relapsing into barbarism again. ,

his hair. His walk, his every move-
ment, his voice, betrayed a Foreign 
Devil? Children laughed at him and 
made mirth of his virgin-born God. His 
stock of goods depleted, the prospects 
of building up a trade by exchanging 
his wares for native products, gone, all
his visions of wealth and fame van-i-
isbed, each day growing less in favor 
with tho populace, and hated by the 
mandarin for his gross Ignorance, he 
thought it advisable to return to his 
own country, and abandon the mission
ary business forever. Because of bis 
wise action in this regard he escaped 
the general slaughter and he Is glad of 
it, and so are we. ■

“Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence." By i Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cent«,

“Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. For sale at this office.
Price, 25 cents. . ’

Art Magic—Spiritism.
Willis F. Whitehead, who is connect

ed with that excellent occult monthly. 
Star of the Magi, writes of Art Magid 
as follows:

“This truly remarkable volume is the 
most notable occult work ever issued 
from the Spiritualist press. Spiritual
ism has given the world a voluminous 
and varied literature, but among them 
all Art Magic stands unapproachable 
and supreme. At a time when Davis, 
Denton, Randolph, Owen and others 
are ail but forgotten, this cap-sheaf of 
spiritual and recondite thought still 
presents its assuring motto—“God Un
derstands”—to every seeker of the 
“Mysteries" and all who have traced 
the steps of Isis among the sand-cov
ered civilizations of antiquity. Such a 
reputation among mystics and occult
ists everywhere has Art Magic made 
for Itself that it would be idle to at
tempt any review of its contents. It 
deals with the various branches of the 
occult from the standpoint of the “Spir
itual Philosophy,” and, on that account, 
Is a representative work, and one, 
therefore, that cannot be overlooked, by 
the student, who desires an impartial 
view of the occult field. The author’s 
name is unknown, we believe, but that 
he was an Indefatigable student and 
was exceedingly well informed on many 
of the most abstruse and arcane points 
of occult research is beyond dispute. 
One citation alone will show this: “The 
day will come when the Magic of the • 
ancients will be thescence of the mod
erns, and in that morning light the 
Great Pyramid of Cheops will be 
known for what It really is—the alpha
bet which spells out the signification of 
the divine Drama of Existence." (Page 
207.) This work was first Issued by 
Emma Hardinge Britten, and later by 
John R. Francis, as a premium to his 
paper, and from whom it can still be ob
tained. Copies of the first edition are 
very rare and difficult to procure, but 
this latter edition of over 350 paged, 
tastefully and- substantially bound Id 
cloth, can be procured for $1.50, which 
price includes a year’s subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker, the represen
tative Spiritualist paper of tbe world, 
edited and published weekly by John 
R. Francis, at 40 Loomis street, Chi
cago, Hl.”

“Cultivation of Personal Magnetism, 
A Treatise on Human Culture." By 
Leroy Berrler. For sale at this office. 
Price $1. • '
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THE EVIL HEli DO. 
Harm Done bu the tail People 
(EXCELLENT ILLUSTRATIONS.

| ■ ■■ :o*.
■Has it occurred to you that about all 

(the serious harm ever done m this cool 
world has been done by the Good 
'People? It is the historic fact, as set 
forth by Charles F. Lummls In Laud of 
Sunshine.
»Not the little, ephemeral personali
ties like sneak-thieving, murder and the 
benevolent assimilation of a neighbor’s 
wife. Acts harm the actors. These 
poor fools harm society no more than 
a madman klUs it when he cuts his own 
throat. The criminal is absolutely 
powerless as a factor in evolution. We 
know him, if only late; and he knows 
himself. Whether we ever catch him 
and hang him, counts little. His pun
ishment and his futility, are in him and 
on him, anyhow.

But all the great long, deep, generic 
wrongs; all the Ignorance and bigotry 
and oppression In human history—all 
these have been committed by the 
Good People. •

Who blocked the new message of 
the Nazarene? The rabble? No, the 
orthodox. Whom does Christ curse— 
the brute Roman soldiery? Nay, the 
Good People. Rabbles do not adjudi
cate systems of religion—such things 
are approved or rejected by the re
ligious.

Who stood In the path of Luther's 
Reformation—the slums? No, tho 
Church. Who silenced Galileo—the 
dunces? Nq, the scientists, Who made 
the Spanish Inquisition a byword for 
cruelty—the bad people? Oh, no! The 
most pious, orthodox, God-fearing peo
ple In Spain. Who hanged witches and 
flogged Quakers in New England—the 
riffraff? Not at all; the most virtuous 
of our Puritan forefathers. The un
regeneratfl do not care enough what 
another man believes to roast or rack 
him into orthodoxy; to be so cruel needs 
men who would die for the faith them
selves. Even In our modern version of 
the Inquisition—church heresy trials—it 
Is not the backsliders who play in- 
quisltor.

Who kept pegro slavery alive in this 
country? Not the Legrees (who were 
few) but the ministers of the gospel 
who preached and prayed for the 
“divine Institution" of slavery, and 
proved by the Bible the righteousness 
of slave-holding; and the orthodox con
gregations- which kept that kind of min
isters to do their conscience. Who 
maintained the War of the Rebellion 
foiu- years and more? The camp fol
lowers and “hard cases?” Never! 
Scoundrels and scrubs are as small n 
drop In the bucket below Mason and 
Dixon’s line as above it—and it is an 
Abolition Yankee who admits this. 
That war lived because the sober, 
■home-loving, law-abiding, God-fearlug 
people of the South believed in it. They 
fought ns scrubs never will fight—and 
they made the scrubs fight, who would 
have run away as soon as the brute ex
citement wore off. Only, all these Good 
People were mistaken.

It lif needless to continue the parallel. 
All history runs the same way. It 
means something. And the first thing 
it means is that men can’t wholesale 
their duty. It is a retail business. It 
means that it majority- of the people In 
any country “mean well;" that they 
generally start wrong and wind up 
about right. And their Itinerary is so 
Invariably of one method that the stu
dent of history knows what to expect. 
When you see a stolid multitude of 
Good People; and here and there 

•among them a Good Man arising, with 
brains in the upper end of him and dis
agreeing with the crowd nt his proper 
cost; and the Word spreads, and per
secution spreads with it—why, then you 
may reasonably figure that in a year or 
five years or a generation the crowd will 
agree witli the man who wouldn’t agree 
with the crowd. It works that way— 
whether it be one golden-rule carpenter 
against Mosaic Palestine; or one pro
testing monk against Catholic Europe; 
or one Puritan against a United States 
■half slave-holding and half consenting 
to slavery. It doesn’t mean that every 
man who protests Is right, any more 
than that every crowd is right by con
forming. But when men with heads 
and hearts begin to break out for con
science sake; when they brave their 
own party, their own social peers— 
why, then the crowd that thinks by 
platoons might as well make up its 
•mind to right-about face. For it is go
ing to have to.
“John Brown's body lies a-moulderlng 

in the grave, .
But his soul goes marching on.”

Who was John Brown? Why, he was 
a- fool! Also a rude, half-educated 
backwoods “copperhead” and “traitor.” 
He. was against the government of the 
United States—which then officially 
sanctioned and protected human 
slavery. He was so blasphemous as to 
think God as big as the President. He 
was against the State governments 
which desired to extend slavery. He 
was an Impolite person. He did not ask 
anybody if he please might think. The 
Implied permission God gave him, by 
giving him a brain to think with, was 
warrant enough for John Brown.

Do you chance to remember the name 
,of anyone of the eminently respectable 
persons—bankers, ministers, professors, 
deacons, merchants; who were scandal
ized by John Brown, and balked his 
crusade so that he died a martyr with
out seeing the dawn? Remember who 
the Governor was that hung John 
Brown? Know the. name or rank of 
the patriotic regular army officer who 
conquered him? Ever hear any songs 
about them? Or about the President of 
the United States that year—if you 
should chance to remember who he 
was? '

But maybe you have heard ten thou-, 
sand men, in a roar that shook high 
hfeaven, sing about the man -of Ossa- 
wottamle. And felt It, as I have, In 
your feet; and opened your lungs with 
it, and felt something crinkle in your 
blood.

Why?

THE REfLLpIOF flUSIC
Music, Medicine, Inspiration,
INTERESTING INCIDENTS.

—'—:o:------
From the time when medical knowl

edge was first embodied hi rules of 
practice, says the Loudon Lancet, and 
probably from a much earlier period, 
music held a recognized place1 In the 
treatment of disease. In no class of dis
ease, however, are we likely to derive 
so much benefit from the use of so 
pleasant a remedy as in those affecting 
the mind itself. In melancholia and 
allied states of depression its value is 
generally admitted in our own day. 
Ancient practitioners were also cogni
zant of its usefulness in this respect. 
We must have all felt how suitable is 
its infinite variety and facility of ex
pression to the changing moods of the 
same, and it Is therefore the less diffi
cult to understand how straying minds 
are pleased and settled by Its charm. 
Certain it Is that its beneficial effect1 is 
in this case considerable, and our read
ers, though possibly unable to acquire 
a knowledge of the art, should at least 
possess, and if needful assert in prac
tice, a sense of its therapeutic value.

That music is often beneficial in cases 
of sickness, no one at the present time, 
in this progressive age, can consistently 
deny. The idea is generally entertained 
that all objects, great or small, have 
what is called a fundamental note, and 
when with a violin, piano, harp or 
trumpet that note is struck, there must 
from some 'source be’ a response. _Jf 
the fundamental note of your physical 
organization is struck, there will occur 
therein rhythmic vibrations that are 
often attended with most excellent re
sults. If the fundamental note of your 
physical organization is interfered with 
by asthmatic, feverish or painful .vibra
tions, the tendency is when that note is 
sounded to restore the body to its nor
mal state. The statement "That the 
morning stars sang together,” is only a’ 
simple allusion to the rhythmic motion 
throughout all parts of God’s vast unl- 
verse. Says the poet:
All matter is God’s tongue, 

And from its motions
God’s thought are sung. ,

The realms of space are the octave 
bars, •

And the musical notes
The suns and stars.
The Popular Science Monthly says 

that animals of the same speeles vary 
in their musical gift, as they do In other 
points. Some animals are very fond of 
music and greatly affected by it,.while 
others are insensible or quite averse to 
it; of tlie former the horse has already 
In remote antiquity been mentioned for 
its joy at the sound of the trumpet, as 
we read in the book of Job (xxxix, 25). 
Shakespeare also says In his “Merchant 
of Venice:’’ "
“For do but note a wild and wanton 

herd,
Or race of youthful and unbundled 

colts,
Fetching mad bounds, bellowing, and 

neighing loud.
Which is the hot condition of their 

blood; .
If they but hear perchance a trumpet 

sound,
Or any air of music touch their ears, 
You shall perceive them make a mutual 

stand,
.Their savage eyes turned to a modest’ 
* gaze, '
By the sweet power of music.” ’

A touching proof of this old truth was 
given in the late Franco-German war, 
when, in the evening after the battle of 
Gravelotte, on the trumpet signal for 
the roll call of the Life Guards, more 
than three hundred riderless horses, 
some of them wounded and hobbling on 
three legs, answered the well-known 
sounds and mustered with the:remnant 
of their regiment. Of the nightingale 
it is said that in spring the males perch 
on the tree opposite the hens and sing 
their best one after another; whereupon 
the hens select their mates and fly off 
with them.

The New York Mail and Express re
lates a curious incident in connection 
with Sullivan’s "Lost Chord.”

Though Sir Arthur Sullivan's long 
compositions have won for him a more 
ample fame, it is bls short piece, “The 
Lost Chord,” which has done more than 
anything else to augment his popularity. 
The circumstances of the writing of 
this famous composition were as fol
lows:

For the Norwich musicale of 1866 Sir 
Arthur Sullivan had been asked to 
write an overture. He had accepted the 
commission, but falling to hit upon an 
appropriate idea, he neglected the work 
until the date had approached danger
ously near.

At length he decided to give up his 
commission. His father, however, per
suaded him not to relinquish it. “Some
thing is sure to occur to you,” he Urged, 
“even at the last moment.” Three days 
after this Sullivan’s beloved father 
died. The blow fell upon the young 
musician with terrible effect. He sat 
for hours as one dazed. '

Finally, on the night of the funeral, 
he seized a pen and began writing. By 
the next morning the score for the Nor
wich festival had been finished. In pro
ducing this work Sullivan seemed to act 
almost wltnout his own volition, and 
yet the Norwich score is considered one 
of the finest he has ever produced. It 
led almost directly tb the production of 
“The Lost Chord.”

The death of his father, to whom he 
was passionately attached, filled the 
composer with a profound melancholy, 
which was intensified a few weeks 
afterward by the desperate Illness of 
his brother. For weeks Sullivan sat at 
the bedside, while the life of another 
whom he loved trembled In the balance. 
"/)ne night, as the invalid passed off 
into a quiet sleep, and a respite seemed 
to have occurred in the brittle between 
life and death. Sullivan quietly, almost 
stealthily, took a piece of paper from 
the table in front of him and, In a burst 
of divine inspiration, began writing 
music to the words which had been 
running so long in his head. When he 
had completed his work “The -Lost 
Chord” had sprung into harmonious 
being.

As stated by the London Leader, the 
story of Miss Susan Strong, the Ameri
can singer who is now appearing at 
CoVefit Garden, is most remarkable; 
more fortunate than that of Cornelia 
Falcon, a distinguished singer in the 
early years of the century, whose fasci
nating voice suddenly left her never to 
return. In the present instance Miss 
Strong was suffering from an illness 
some years ago, and her voice was en
tirely gone,-greatly to her sorrow, for 
she expected never to regain It. A con
siderable length of time elapsed, when 
a bird singing In the garden acted as an 
inspiration upon her, nnd induced her to 
try to imitate his trills, and much to 
her wonder and delight she succeeded, 
and the long-lost voice reasserted itself;

Loss of the singing voice appears to
be a form of restriction of the vocal 
chords; the ordinary limits of the voice 
comprehend about two octaves of the

“Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated, attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull 
For sale at this office. Price ten cents.

“Tne Moleeblar Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Rockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. • In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonsttoii.ig n scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who L'jve to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price, 25 cents.

•‘Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organlir Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.

GOOD SUGGESTIONS.
By Professor Herbert W. Hart.

BRAIN STARVATION.
—:o:------

Taking into consideration, says the 
Chicago Tribune, the .great number of 
suicides that are taking place of persons 
of all ages and in all positions of life, 
in some cases mere children some of 
which suicides It Jias been found impos
sible to trace to a cause, and consider
ing that insanity is greatly on the in
crease, according to the statistics of a 
most reliable authority, it being shown 
that “while the population of America 
has Increased 100 per cent, insanity has 
increased 600 per cent.” This being the 
case there must be a large percentage of 
those who are on the verge of insanity, 
another larger percentage still nearer 
tlie verge, and yet a larger percentage 
undergoing that state of transition 
from sanity to the first stage of incipi
ent insanity. If this be so, then there 
must be some cause, and this cause can 
,be traced immediately to a lack of brain 
nutrition, and primarily to the system
atic extraction of brain sustaining 
phosphates from the flour of which the 
dally bread in fashionable use is made, 
irrespective of tlie removal by sifting 
and dressing of other most valuable nu
tritious properties which reduce what 
was once the original “staff of life,” tlie 
mainstay of man for over 5,000 years, 
before the Christian era and since, to 
little better than starch, a carbonaceous 
compound or heat producer, , containing 
“not a trace of phosphate,” as proved 
by Dr. Grace Calvert, the eminent an
alytical chemist

This being so, I consider the press 
cannot do a greater servlve to human-, 
ity than by making these facts known, 
as It can be further proved beyond all 
doubt that the condition of mentality 
that leads to insanity is not only cur
able by partaking of such foods as are 
capable of, being elaborated Into nor
mally constituted blood, but prevent
able by abstaining from sueh innutri
tions starch and other carbonaceous so- 
called foods as do not contain the nec
essary brain nutrition, such as rice, 
macaroni, tapioca, and the starch of po
tatoes when eaten without the skiri. 
The reason why asparagus, cabbage, 
string beans, lettuce, spinnach, and 
other green vegetables are so whole
some Is that the skins are not rejected:

It has been proved by chemical analy
sis and demonstrated by microscopic ex
periments made by myself that the 
most valuable brain-sustaining proper
ties are resident In all skins of cereals, 
fruits and vegetables, and as an In
stance of the great difference to the 
health resultant from partaking or re
jecting the skins, I will give here an in
cident that occurred in India as told by 
an Indian officer.

A regiment was stationed In a part of 
the country where grapes were the 
chief article of food. The officers, one 
after another, became so sick as to be 
invalided as unfit for service, but it be
ing considered remarkable that the 
troops were all well, a commission of in
quiry was instituted, when It was found 
that while every trooper in eating the 
grapes swallowed the skins, the officers 
followed the fashionable habit of re
jecting them. It was then ordered that 
the officers should also swallow the 
skins, which was done, with the result 
that they Immediately recovered.

The building up of a strong physical 
and mental organism Is within the pow-' 
er of all who will conform to the natu
ral, fundamental laws of life.

A reform school of cooking on a scien
tific basis Is one of the first essential 
steps to Increased brain nutrition. Sev
eral prominent men in New York have 
recently expressed their opinion that all 
suicides are insane. Of this there can 
be no question. No sane, properly nour-. 
ished person could be capable of so 
rash an act.

I am of the opinion that nothing tends 
more to weaken the brain and render 
it liable to become unbalanced than 
lack of suitable nourishment. The 
brain can no more act with vigor with
out suitable nourishment than can a 
watch keep time Without being wound 
up, and if properly wound up it re
quires no further stimulant to make It 
go correctly. If, as Savarln says, “the 
destiny of nations depends on their 
food,” then the destiny, whether a 
healthy, long life, or insanity or sui
cide, of every unit of the United States 
depends on how he or she is fed. -

If the breed so, much depends upon 
food, why should not every person ca
pable of normal thought seek to pro
cure such food as best sustains his or 
her normality. Brain starvation, 
through the lack of suitable brain and 
nerve nourishment in our dally food, is 
the sole cause of the craving for stim
ulants to supply, as they do, artificially 
and Improperly, what nature has pro
vided in a natural form, in the skin of 
the grape, which contains the best part 
of the wine, in the skins of all fruits 
and vegetables, and If not In the skins 
of cereals, how comes it that stimulat
ing properties are extracted from them 
—as the inner kernel, the starch, is de
void of anything other than a heat
giver? . -

It is generally admitted that preven
tion is better' than cure, but unfortu
nately the human family of the present 
day lacks that sense which was once so 
prevalent among our ancestors (thanks 
to the normal food they partook of), as 
to be called common, so that hundreds 
of millions of dollars are spent for cura
tives, correctives, . and ameliorative 
agencies, Including the useless endeav
ors to arrest intemperance, while so- 
called food, such a.s bread, crackers, 
and pie, is provided wholesale, regard
less of its lack of real nutrition.

musical scale, easily Increased to two 
and a half; but it sometimes reaches 
the exceptional range of three or three 
and a half, and when the voice Is “lost” 
it is frequently confined to one.

Thus, at the commencement, of the 
century Catalani’s wonderful range 
astonished everyone who heard her, 
and she was. regarded as a sort of 
prodigy. Suppleness and intensity may’ 
be acquired by practice, as has been 
proved in the case.of many singers; the 
volce.of Marie Garcia was harsh, but it 
became at last the delicious one of 
Mme. Malibran. Jn general the natural 
gilt is'manifested without culture; the 
child endowed with this charm warbles 
like a bird for amusement; a. lover of 
art passes by, and promises glory and 
fortune to the lark to whom he has lis
tened in surprise. Rubini’s triumph is 
a case in point.

The potency of music Is bcgliming to 
be understood. There seems to be no 
limit to its wonderful efficacy. As a 
reformatory agent it cannot be excelled.

■ ‘'Our Bible: Who„Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
■Voice from The Higher Criticism. A 
few thoughts on 'other Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and in
terest to Spiritualists., For sale at this 
office. Price $1.

hum ifHwuie.
She Writes trom Won. Eno.,

GIVING THINGS SR1R1TUAL.
---- —:o:------

Wilberforce (Rejects the Idea of Hell.
Lilian Whiting Is jn England, and she 

writes from London to the Inter Ocean 
giving many incidents of great interest 
Speaking of a meeting she attended, 
she says: ,(

Wilberforce took for hi§ theme two 
texts—that. “Dives Iff ted ,\rp bis eyes in 
torment," and “God ,1s love.” These two 
texts said Canon Wjilberfpfce, might at 
first seem incompatible, but, on the con
trary, they are mutually supporting. 
Dives lifted uj> bls eyes In torment be
cause God is love. Because when a 
man has lived the life of’selfishness and 
of materiality, God’s love gives him a 
great remedial school, a spiritual hos
pital, where great forces are at work 
to purify his soul. The preacher went 
ou to assert that man is “surrounded, 
enwrapped, ensphered” by God’s love. 
It is a characteristic of Canon Wilber
force to emphasize his meaning by this 
multiplication of words. He spoke 
scathingly of the unspeakable falsity of 
holding that God would punish any 
man eternally. “Such a doctrine would 
make God a failure,” he said, and added 
that such a horrible misinterpretation 
of the scriptures was responsible for 
great wrong and wickedness. “A mis
directed theology baa taught the world 
how to swear,” he said, But so long as 
sin lasts, so. long must punishment last. 
It Is the: remedial power. The canon 
spoke .earnestly of the continuity of 
character. The event of death has no 
miraculous power to change. As a man 
leaves this world so does he enter the 
next. But he comes then Into a fuller 
awakening. He sees where lie has 
erred; he comes into the larger intuitive 
grasp of realities. The sermon was one 
of tlie utmost power and fervor and of 
the highest spirituality. Canon Wilber
force is preaching the gospel of Christ 
In its highest and noblest application to 
dally life. He sees life In Its wholeness, 
death as merely an event in It, and he 
teaches the truth that we are surround
ed by spiritual forcés companioned by 
spiritual friends. ,

The Rev. H. R. Hawels, who is thfl 
rector of St. James’, Martlebone, and a 
special preacher at Westminster Abbey, 
recently delivered an address on Spirit
ualism and Christianity, in which he 
said that he could not conceive how any 
Christian could object to call himself a 
Spiritualist. He remembered some 
years ago, when he was In Boston, a 
reception which was given to himself 
and to Dean Farrar—a joint reception 
at a big hotel. His friend, Oliver Wen
dell Holmes, the author o£ “The Auto
erat of the Breakfast Table,” was pres
ent, and during the evening he had said 
to Mr. Hawels, “Do you see that man 
there? Well, he is a.bishopj and a very 
good fellow, too—for a bishop.” So he 
(the speaker) thought the value of his 
utterances would not, perijaps, be on 
account of their intrinsic.', merits, but 
because they might, bo considered as 
good enough for a,, clergyman of the 
Church of England/

Tho indebtedness 'of tl^e clergy—if 
they knew their business—to Spiritual
ism was really very, great.In the first 
place Spiritualism had rehabilitated the 
Bible. People now believed Jn the Bible 
because of Spiritualism; they, did not 
believe in Spiritualism -because of the 
Bible. Many years ago, when hé began 
his ministry, he had been extremely 
sanguine about getting rid of the mira
cles out of the Bible. Ho thought it 
could be done, although it would require 
great ingenuity, a little shiftiness, some 
inventiveness, and some new views of 
historical criticism. Still he thought it 
could be done, and whenever he found 
a miracle that could be explained away 
it made him quite happy. But now he 
did not want to explain them away, be
cause he found that they bung together 
with the experiences of human nature 
running through all history. You gained 
nothing by getting rid of the Bible 
miracles when you could not get rid of 
Sir William Crookes, Flammarion, or 
Alfred Russel Wallace. The miraculous 
element ran through the records of the 
past; the literature of Egypt, Syria, and 
India abounded with it. So there w'as 
no object in getting rid of it out of the 
Bible, because you had to grapple with 
it everywhere else. He did not say they 
should believe in all the miracles re
corded In the Bible or elsewhere, Every
thing had to be judged on its merits. 
But if they could not explain the mira
cles naturally, he did not want explana
tions that made even greater demands 
on his credulity. The astonishing ex
planations of miracles, sometimes of
fered, were far harder to accept than 
the miracles themselves.

It was needless in that assembly to 
go through all the examples of miracles 
in the Bible which were paralleled by 
similar phenomena in latter times; to 
consider whether the visions of Jacob 
were like the dreams and visions of 
many saints; whether the voices that 
the prophets heard were like those 
which came to Joan of Arc or Sweden
borg; whether the levitations of St 
Philip or Elijah, or even Jesus, were 
like the levitations of Home, Stainton 
Moses, or of Francis d’Asslssl.,

Mr. Haweis continued: “We have had 
a new philosophical basis for immor
tality after that shock Of atoms we call 
death. We find Spiritualism is not op
posed to the atonement not opposed to 
the doctrine of the dead, not opposed to 
the communion of saints. ‘Are they 
not all ministering spirits, sent forth 
to minister unto such'as shall be heirs 
of. salvation?’ I say'that Spiritualism 
has'finally'taken away, from us the 
capricious, fanciful, jlrratlonal kind of 
God who is supposed to judge his crea
tures in a way thaT would be a dis
grace to a common magistrate, without 
intelligence, pity, sympathy, or knowl
edge; such a God as has .revolted so 
many sensible religious people, and 
Spiritualism has doué away with him. 
Spiritualism has pointed US'to one who 
judges righteously, one Who does not 
change, who is the sqme yesterday, to
day, and forever, loying man through 
all, bringing him back by slow degrees, 
back to the diviner life, toJthe realisa
tion of his diviner7self;' 'one whose 
policy can never alter, 'because he can 
neveryaltcr. - Spiritualismshns told us of 
this remedial world beyond. It points 
us to life, not death,,_îor _
“ ’Tis life, not death, for which we pant; 
'Tis life of which our nerves are scant, 
More life and fuller that we want

“Yes, it leads us to the center and 
source of life; it reveals to us the bright 
galaxy of ministering spirits, the 
Jacob’s ladder which, reaches from 
earth to heaven and upon Which the 
angels of God are ascending and de
scending. Spiritualism has given us 
back our immortality and given us 
back our God." t -

The address has been'discussed wide
ly and has increased the general inter
est in the subject. »

LILIAN WHITING.

“Astral Worship.”. By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. For sale at this office. Price, ?L

FORBID TO MflRRY.
Spiritual Aspect of the Case.

DR. HARRY CAMPBELL'S VIEWS.
——:o:------

Ab a physician I am seeing every day 
of my life people, whom I am compelled 
to class among nature’s failures—peo
ple who fall short of the standard which 
makes life worth living, people who in 
virtue of their unfitness suffer more 
than they enjoy. When, therefore, I 
see and share in the vain struggle to 
patch up such failures, and when I read 
elaborate systems on treatment, I ask 
myself: Why not look facts sternly in 
the face and strike at the root of the 
evil by conforming to the supreme and 
Inexorable law? I Inn convinced that 
some day this will be done, and that the 
wilful begetting of inefficient humans 
will be looked upon as scarcely less se
rious than the destruction of those 
already launched into being,

I make these observations because it 
is needful for my argument to insist 
upon .the Importance of this factor of 
elimination in keeping down the ten
dency to disease. In my work on “The 
Causation of Disease" I lay it down as 
an axiom that ail non-accldental deaths 
occurring before the end of reproduc
tive life are, racially considered, deaths 
of the unfit, such deaths acting benefi
cially on the race, by limiting the pro
duction of unfit offspring. If the unfit 
individual dies before the productive 
period he ean leave no offspring what
ever to inherit his unfitness; if be dies 
during this period he has an opportu
nity, increasing with every year of sur
vival, of leaving unfit offspring; while 
if he dies after the procreative period 
he has had the opportunity of leaving 
his full complement of such offspring. 
Hence, so far as the racial effect of 
death from unfitness Is concerned, it Is 
greatest when it occurs before the re
productive period, becomes less and less 
as it occurs later and later In this pe
riod, and ceases altogether when It 
takes place after it. The purifying ac
tion of elimination varying thus at dif
ferent ages, we find the tendency to 
grave disorder is least before pro
creative life, steadily Increases during 
it, and rises enormously at its termina
tion. Inasmuch as post-procreative life 
comes not at all under the corrective in
fluence of elimination, I should expect 
to flud the organism manifesting many 
defects directly this period is entered 
upon. I should, indeed, be prepared to 
find, not only au enormous increase in 
the tendency to disease at this time, but 
a tendency for all organisms, vegetable 
as well as animal, to die soon after the 
cessation of reproductive life. How far 
this conclusion Is borne out by observa
tion I know not, but I believe it is true 
of man.

This Une of thought renders it im
portant to determine the average limit 
of the procreative period in man. The 
most vigorous specimens of the human 
male certainly retain procreative power 
beyond the allotted age of the Psalm
ist; and we owe It, I believe, to this 
very circumstance that many of us are 
able to reach or even to live beyond this 
limit. Had no man during the last 
100,000 years got offspring after the age 
of fifty, we should all probably tend to 
die of old age about that time. There 
has, however, been no such limit to re
production. In primitive communities, 
e. g., the man who by his great physical 
superiority becomes the warrior chief 
or king may continue to get children 
until well bn iq years, and may thus 
leave many more children than the 
average man. Now children thus got, 
female as well as male, tend by the law 
of heredity, to live as long as their 
father, to resist deadly disease as long 
as he. It is true that children got by 
fathers who procreate into old age 
must have always formed a small pro
portion of the total number of children 
born. Nevertheless» they have, I con
tend, exercised a leavening Influence on 
the ruee, au influence which has been 
at work from the time of the ape-like 
man. The ability to live into the sixties 
and seventies, or even longer, we owe 
to the vigorous man of fine physique 
who retains his procreative power into 
advanced life. The woman, on the 
other haud, has played no part in the 
evolution of this power; her ability to 
live beyond 40 or 45 has no racial influ
ence, since it does not Increase her op
portunity of leaving offspring to in
herit it.

Now in civilized communities the ten
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dency, observed in the more primitive 
ones, for the man who Ilves to a vigor
ous old age to leave more children than 
the average man is not great. The ma
jority of men among the civilized have 
children by one wife only, and she Is 
generally about the snme age as the 
husband. The effect of this is to reduce 
the age limit of reproduction In the man 
to that ofthe woman. A man, therefore, 
marrying a woman about his own age, 
and possessing the power of propaga
tion Into advanced life, leaves no more 
children to Inherit his superior death
resisting powers than the inferior man 
who dies at 45. Monogamy in such a 
case reduces the superior man to the 
reproductive level of the inferior man, 
and robs the race of a number of in
dividuals whose birth Would diminish 
the racial tendency to disease in the 
later years and increase the racial span 
of life. The effect of monogamy, in 
fact, is to Increase the racial tendency 
to disease after middle life and to 
shorten the vital span.

Among the diseases one would expect 
to be Increased by the monogamous lim
itation of procreative life is cancer. 
Reckoning for the. sake of argument 40 
years (which is Indeed below the mark) 
as the average age limit to procreation 
among monogamous people, we must' 
regard cancer as especially a disease of 
post-procreative life and one on which 
elimination has little or no racial effect 
Before the individual with a tendency 
to this dlseasa-develops it he has had 
abundant opportunity of leaving chil
dren to Inherit the morbid tendency. 
Nothing hinders his contribution to the 
species being as great as that of the in
dividual possessing the minimum ten
dency to malignant disease. Thus 
monogamy tends to increase the per
centage of cancerously disposed in
dividuals.

While, however, monogamy. Is thus 
exercising an Injurious Influence oir our 
race, polygamy is a sociological Impossi
bility, and happily we have at our dis
posal a much more efficacious means 
than is afforded by it of securing to the 
fittest the largest number of offspring— 
of giving full play to that searching 
process of elimination which alone can 
sustain a high level of racial fitness. 
Nature’s method of elimination is a 
merciless one; she unceremoniously sac
rifices the individual for the benefit of 
the race—so careful of the type, is she, 
so careless of the single life. The sole 
object of individual elimination,racially 
considered, is to prevent the unfit in
dividual from leaving offspring to in
herit his unfitness, and Nature in her 
rough-and-ready way achieves this ob
ject by simply wiping him out of ex
istence. The same end can be attained.

JESUIT THEOLOGY, ]
Its Immoral Tendencu (jiven. 
THE FACTS OF HISTORY.

I ------ :o:-------
As set forth by the Citizen, of Boston, 

Mass., a Jesuit priest named Gasson, 
of Boston College (Jesuit), was reported 
in the Boston Globe a tew days ago as 
saying in a lecture that there was noth
ing in Jesuit theology subversive of 
good morals or out of harmony with a 
pure Christianity. He was “talking to 
the galleries,” without doubt, for every 
well-informed reader knows that the 
standard books of Jesuit theology are 
so vile that it is a crime against the 
United States laws to print and circu
late them In English. In fact, men 
have been imprisoned in this country 
and in England for circulating “Jesuit 
morals.” v- .

That great book of Theodor Grel- 
slnger, the German scholar, (“History 
of the Jesuits”) says (pages 479-482):

“The dangerous tendency of the 
Order of Jesus was proved, in as far as 
it affected the whole society of man
kind, the Jesuit writings cjme to be 
zealously looked into, and in them was 
now discovered what had previously 
been held to be quite impossible—-a 
moral doctrine was taught that was 
purely Immoral. Indeed, on this ac
count the Parliament of Paris caused a 
number of the most prominent Jesuiti
cal writings to be officially Investigated, 
and-the result was a unanimous resolu
tion that the moral writings of the 
Jesuits Emanuel Sa, Martin Anton 
Delrio, Robert Person, S. Bridgavater, 
Robert Bellarmin, Ludvig Molina, Al
phonso Salmeron, Gregor de Valentia, 
Clarus Bonarscius, Johann Lorin, Leon
ard Less, Francis Tolet, Adam Tanner, 
Martin Becan, Edmund Pirot,- Anton de 
Escobar, Jacob Tirln, Jacob Gretser, 
and Hermann Busenbaum, should be 
torn up and burnt by the public execu
tioner at the foot of the great staircase 
of the Palace of Parliament, on account 
of their highly pernicious tendency and 
their horrible contents, which were en
tirely subversive of Christian morality.

lu order to give the reader a more 
exact Idea of what the Sons of Loyola 
taught lu their writings and colleges, I 
will serve up a little specimen of their 
doctrines. I will not, however, confine 
myself to the so-called head matadors 
of the order, but quote more modern 

• authors, as herein Ues the proof that 
the principles alluded to belong not to 
an individual merely, but to the whole 
society as such, not being altered by 
the lapse of time. Let us see, first of 
all, how the Sons of Loyola give their 
judgment as to the crime of unchastlty 
and adultery. “He," says Father Fran
cis Zaver Fegell (in bls Practical Ques
tions regarding the Functions of Father 
Confessor, Augsburg, 1750, p. 248), 
“who leads astray a young maiden with 
her own consent, is not guilty of sin, 
because she Is mistress of her own per
son, and can dispense her favors ac
cording as she wishes.” Father Esco
bar affirms precisely the same In his 
Moral Theology, which he caused to be 
printed in Lyons, in folio, in the year 
1655, nnd also Father Moullet expressed 
himself in a similar manner in his Com
pendium of Morals. “But,” the latter 
adds, further on, "whoever through 
force, threats, or cunning, causes a girl 
to leave the path of virtue, without 
having promised her ' marriage, is 
bound to compensate the young maiden 
and her relatives for all damage which 
has been occasioned to her, giving her, 
when he cannot otherwise compensate 
her, a dowry in order that she may And 
one who may marry her if he does not 
himself espouse her. If, nevertheless, 
his transgression should remain com
pletely secret, she is not, accordlug to 
the inward laws of conscience, entitled 
to any compensation.” This Father 
Moullet further teaches: "If anyone en
ters into a guilty relationship with a 
woman, not on account of her being 
married, but 'on account of her being 
beautiful, the sin of adultery is not 
chargeable in such a case, even 
although she may be married, but sim
ply that of impropriety.” 

however, by the unfit abstaining from 
getting unfit offspring and choosing to 
join the ever-increasing army of the 
non-marrying. Elimination from the 
racial standpoint means not having off
spring, and all who do not leave off
spring are racially eliminated—unrepre
sented In posterity.

The best way, therefore—indeed, the 
only way—effectually to raise the 
racial standard is for the unfit to sub
mit to voluntary elimination and to ab
stain from getting unfit variations. Not 
only would it be possible in this,way to 
diminish the tendency to cancer and a 
host of other fell diseasesfbut it would 
also be possible, though some may 
think It undesirable, to extend the span 
of life almost Indefinitely. I have else
where shown that a man does not grow 
old, as Is so often assumed, by wearing 
out, like his boots. If such were the 
case he would begin to wear out from 
the very beginning of his existence, 
whereas it is precisely in the years of 
developmental life when most energy Is 
expended that there Is least evidence of 
wearing out, the organism, on the con
trary, steadily advancing in efficiency. 
The period of senility is as much a part 
of the physiological vital cycle as that 
of development itself.

The spiritual aspect of the case is 
this: Everyone is entitled to have the 
right conditions for healthy, vigorous 
mental and physical qualities when first 
ushered into, the world. Humanity, 
however, can only approximately reach 
that point, as perfection does not enter 
into any of the details of mortal life. 
We believe that every child, if rightly 
tutored up to the age of seven, will 
lead a strictly honest, moral life there
after. Much, can be accomplished 
through suggestion while a child Is 
asleep. A mother had tried in vain to 
prevent her little girl from sucking her 
thumb. She-then tried “suggestion.” 
While her little girl was sound asleep, 
she sat quietly beside her, and gently 
reproached her for the disagreeable 
practice. In three nights she com
pletely eradicated the habit If children 
are not born right, the principle of 
“suggestion” should be brought into 
requisition. It is' wonderfully potent

The above is the number of the pres
ent iatue of The Progressive Thinker, 
«■printed at the ton of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then tho time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper. •

“Mind and Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied in Medicine and 
Education.” By A. 0. Halphide. Pres
ident Chicago Society of Anthropology. 
For sale .at this office. Price $1,
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VIEWS ON THE SUBJECT.
------ :o:------ -

The world is getting slowly wiser in 
many ways, says Ella Wheeler Wilcox 
in the New York Journal.

Funeials are no longer the barbarous 
exhibitions of death and sorrow to a 
gaping public which they were a. de
cade or two ago. ■

Yet they are still capable of further 
improvement along the Unes of delicacy, 
and common decency.

The apparel of the bereaved is op
pressive and depressing. Yet it can be ' 
pardoned when the loss,ls one which 
has stricken the light out of life for its 
wearer.

It is a protection against thoughtless 
inquiries and jarring levity.

But what is more inconsistent than 
the sight of a laughing, merry face 
swathed in the deepest folds of inky 
crepe? It is Inconceivable to me—the 
attitude taken In these matters by 
sensible people, who ¿¡aim a deeply re- 
liglous belief. .

A young woman of my acquaintance 
passed through the awful tragedy of 
having her father confined In an asy
lum during several years, hopelessly, 
insane. His insanity was at times a 
raging, murderous mania, and always 
melancholy. He was never blessed 
with any happy delusions to temper the 
horror of his situation. His life was a 
tragedy, and the family purse was de
pleted to pay for his physical care.

Shortly after he passed out of his liv
ing tomb into the spiritual life, I met 
the young woman, and said to hey: “I 
am so glad for your poor father and 
for you that he has been called home. 
What a relief it must be to you!” ■

She gazed at me reproachfully from 
her crepe, and said: . I feel terribly, 
over the loss of my father; he was very 
dear to me.”

I may be lacking In the finer senti
ments of affection, but I cannot under
stand a grief of this kind. It it is gen- 
ulue, it strikes me as unutterably sense
less and selfish.

It is absolutely inconsistent with real 
religion.

No one who believes in a life beyond 
the grave can mourn the passing away 
of a soul from an Insane body.

I can understand how a mother who 
has the care of a crippled or diseased 
child, or a wife of a husband, may feel 
the loneliness of the empty room and 
bed, even while thanking God the suf
ferer is out of misery; yet to shadow 
the lives of those about us with crepe 
and gloom because fashion demands it 
—and for fear people will "talk” if we 
do not—actuates many of us to do what 
common sense tells us is not necessary.

When a human being in the full pow
er of life, and with ambitions ungrati
fied and dreams unfulfilled, passes out 
of the world, it is always sad. When 
the useful, the happy, the loving and 
the loved go away from us, it requires 
all of a deep religious faith to support 
the loss; but when the diseased, tho In
sane, the unhappy, the imbecile pass on ■ 
to the freedom they long for—and to the 
health, happiness and sanity—we be
lieve in waiting for them. Why should 
we go about in mourning garments or 
with mourning faces? Why should we 
change our methods of life, or deprive 
ourselves or our families of any pleas
ure or distraction which we Indulged In 
while these unfortunate beings were 
suffering on earth?

THE BEYOND.
Among the floral offerings at the 

funeral of the late Mrs. William H 
Gladstone was a wreath from the Prin
cess of Wales with a card containing 
the fourth verse of the following poem. 
The London newspapers credited Her 
Royal Highness with the authorship of 
the lines. The poem, however, was 
written more than ten years ago by 
Mrs. Ella Wheeler Wilcox and was re
printed for the first time in the Chicago 
American.
It seemeth such a little way to me, 

Across trf that strange country, the 
beyond.

And yet not strange, for it has grown to 
be

The home of those of whom I am so 
fond.

It makes it seem familiar and most 
dear,

As journeying friends bring distant re
gions near.

So close It Ues that when my sight Is 
clear .

I think I almost see the gleaming 
strand.

I know I feel those who have gone from 
here

Come close enough sometimes to 
touch my. hand.

I often think but for our veiled eyes 
We should find heaven right round 

about us here.
I cannot make It seem a day to dread 

When from this dear earth I shall 
journey out

To that still dearer country of the 
dead

And join the lost ones for long 
dreams about

I love this world, yet I shall love to go 
To meet the friends who wait for me I 

know.
I never stand above a bier and see

The seal of death set on some well be
loved face

But that I think one more to welcome 
me .

When I shall cross the intervening 
space

Between this land and that one over 
there,

One more to make the strange “Be
yond” seem fair.

And so for me there is no sting to death. 
And so the grave has lost its victory.

It is but crossing with abated breath, 
And with set face a little strip of sea 

To find, the loved ones waiting on the 
shore,

More beautiful, more precious than be
' fore. .

E call special attention to The 
Next World Interviewed, one 
of our special premiums. Wo 
are enabled to furnish It to our 
readers at the price announced 
in our premium list, from the 
simple fact that Mr. Horn do

nated the plates of the book to us. We 
have sent out thousands of copies of 
this book, and It has been well received 
everywhere. It should be circulated by' 
the millions among all classes of Spirit
ualists. The seven books that we are 
offering to Spiritualists as premiums 
contain a large storehouse of useful 
knowledge on Spiritual and-Occult sub
jects. You should have them on the 
shelves of your library where you can 
have access to them at any time. Read 
cafcfully our premium announcement

“From Soul to Soul,” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought In poetic diction In this 
handsome volume, wherewith to sweet
en hours of leisure and enjoyment, 
Price For sale at this office. -
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CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 

Ib alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
io impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will all eases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to. ■

The Milwaukee Sentinel says: "The 
moon still shines if the dogs do bark,” 
said the Rev. George B. Hopkins, of 
Chicago, who lectured before Milwau
kee Spiritualists at Fraternity hall last 
night. “The fact that Lutherans said 
that Spiritualism was witchcraft does 
not affect us at all aud we never reply 
to such attacks in our meetings. No 
one that knows anything about Spirit
ualism will say such.,things, for the 
world knows that there is truth In the 
doctrine. If any of these people chal
lenge us to a public debate we accept, 
but we never take up any such action 
in our meetings, for the truth will 
progress.”

.. The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Herald 
speaks of the evening service nt the 
camp as follows: “The evening service 
was, however, the most enlightening 
and Interesting. Frank T. Ripley, of 
Boston, a«well-known medium, arrived 
unexpectedly on the scene and spoke, 
and Mrs. Blake again acted as the inter
mediary between tire material and the 
spiritual. Some of her revelations 
which followed Mr. Ripley’s talk were 
remarkable, viewed even from a Spirit
ualistic standpoint.”

A Spiritualistic camp-meeting and 
Chautauqua has opened In "Canon 
camp” in South Boulder canon, Colo. 
All the Spiritualists of the middle West 
will be represented or there in person 
and between the lectures by noted 
speakers, the seances and various other 
Spiritualistic manifestations, the ses- 
slon will be a very interesting one. It 
will conform In general to the one held 
at the same place last year, when some
thing like 300 people attended every 
day. Mrs. May Taylor, president of the 
association, arid Secretary George Tay
lor will be in charge of the camp-meet
ing, which' will continue for three 
months. The site of the meeting is 
twenty-seven miles from Denver, near 
the mouth of South Boulder canon. It 
is a tract of eighty acres, belonging to 
the association and is in one of the 
most beautiful spots In the Rockies. The 
fertile valley, with green fields and in
viting scenery, is- just within the 
mouth of the canon. A fine little 
stream flows down, dropping 364 feet 
in a few miles and having six water
falls of. great beauty to the eye. The 
place Is Ideally situated for camping. 
Every-facility desired is at hand and 
the surroundings and atmosphere con
duce to high thinking and pleasnnt liv
ing.

Joseph Mathis writes from Los An
geles, Cal.: “I wish that every Spiritual
ist would send The Progressive Thinker 
to a brother or sister.”^ This Is what 
Mr. Mathis has doni' and what he 
wishes others to do. The suggestion is 
a good one. ’

Mrs. S. Snyder thanks us for Vol. 3 
of the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life 
in the Spirit World. She says: “I have 
tlie three volumes; also Ghost Land 
and Art Magic.”

, T. S. Russell writes: “Sunday, July 15, 
Rev. Harry J. Moore conducted services 
for the Englewood Spiritual Union, 
with Mrs. Alice Gehring as test me
dium.”

President Barrett says: “In the tran
sition of Dr. Glbler, Spiritualism has 
lost one of its truest friends—in fact, 
one of Its main props. Science loses one 
of Its leading lights, and the literary 
world one of its brightest minds. He 
has done a noble work during his 49 
years of earth-life, and has left a 
•shining mark upon the pages of history.

That animals are entitled to their 
rights is tlie theme of an article by H. 
S. Salt in the International Journal of 
Ethics. He contends that all talk about 
the difference between men and ani
mals as if between persons and mere 
things is thoroughly wrong and mis
taken, whether in ethics or in science. 
Even the expression, “man and anl- 
mals,”. Is an-absurdity, and “man and 
the other animals" would be better.

■Darwin says the senses and intuitions 
are found among animals. The trend, of 
investigation shows at least the germ 
of every human faculty does exist in 
some species. Evidence of reasoning 
power is overwhelming for the upper 
ranks of the animal- kingdom, and 
yearly ’ are extended downwards as 
knowledge of the hablts-of the animal?. 
increases. Spiritualists, above- all oth
ers, should take a kindly Interest in 
animals.’ ’. ; . .

Mrs. IzoraC. Chandler, painter of 
dogs’ pictures, author of s,torles about 
dogs, and lover of these intelligent ani
mals, is a firm believer in the theory 
that they have souls}-, says the New 
York Mall and Express. “Yes, that is 
my conception,” said- Mrs. Chandler. 
“If dogs live up to the best canine eth
ics they will go to lieaven just as we, if 
we live up to human ethics, will go to 
heaven. And I think that their heaven 
and our heaven are the same. ■ Dogs 
and human beings are too close friends 
here to be separated hereafter.” Mrs. 
Chandler-had a pet St Bernard named' 

Jlex that died a few years ago and left 
a void In the world for her. "Heaven is 
a state in which we shall all be con-' 
tent,” continued Mrs. Chandler, “and 
I should never be satisfied unless I met 
Rex there, and I know-he would not be 
content to follow another angel around. 
The Indian Is sure that the first object 
he win see when he goes to the happy 
hunting ground will be. his dog. And 
why should lie not. It he was a good dog 
that lived according.to hl«: light?”

Take due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
full name and address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket. ’ . ’

G, W. Kates and wife will serve dur
ing August at the Mantua, Ohio, Grand 
Ledge, Haslett Park and Island Lake, 
Mich., camps. Address them at 560 
Seventh avenue, North, Minneapolis, 
Minu. ■

Mr. Henry Frank, of the Independent 
Thinker,says: “There is doubtless much 
truth in Spiritualism, and I am inclined 
to believe that, after all the chaff aud 
dirt are winnowed out of it, it will pre
sent the data for the science of the 
future.” '

What town in Michigan wants a 
speaker and psychometric test medium 
to locate In their midst to do a home 
work? interested persons are requested 
to correspond with Mrs. Jennie Martin, 
116 Kerr street S., Lansing, Mich.

Chester H. Parker writes from Ashe
ville, N. 0.: ‘Twant to state to you and 
the readers of your paper,' that I never 
visited a medium in my life who gave 
me the satisfaction that I derived from 
a sitting with this gifted man, Ernest 
Orvis. I consider him all a medium 
sijould be—honest, pure in thought and 
unassuming lii appearance. In my sit
tings with him,'I simply sat before him 
while he told me all I wanted to know. 
It wa? no guess work, but genuine me
diumship. I told him he would make 
his fortune in larger cities. His reply 
was characteristic of the man. He 
passed to a window, and calling me to 
his side, asked, pointing to the moun
tains in the distance: ‘Could any inan 
who loved Nature and her handiwork 
leave this expression of Infinite Intelli
gence for the strife, dust and turmoil of 
a large city, where vice and Immorality 
of all sorts and conditions run riot? 
No, I shall remain here.' Then smiling 
contentedly he resumed his seat and be
gan telling of other things. I can safely 
recoriimerid him to all Investigators of 
truth as a medium worthy of one's con
fidence.”

The Indianapolis (Ind.)" News says: 
“Tlie directory of the State Spiritualist 
Association instructed A. D. Kock and 
wife, mediums, to vacate, and refrain 
from giving seances in tbe camp ’at 
Chesterfield, Ind. Mr. Kock- holds a 
ninety-nine-year lease, which places no 
restrictions on his profession, and he 
has informed the association that he 
can only be removed by legal process. 
As a number of mediums own camp 
leases, they will resist any attempt at 
dispossession on the part of tbe direc
tory. It is thought that the new order, 
regulating mediums, will be Inopera
tive as applied to leases, and that It 
cannot be enforced.”

0. M. Ambler, of Vermont, writes: 
"You may set me down as a life-long 
subscriber to The Progressive Thinker, 
the best Spiritual paper published in 
the United States. Long may you be 
spared to show.up the immoralities and 
helllshness of the Christian Bible and 
Christian teachings and the pretensions 
of Christians in general—the most dam
nable of all the great religions of the 
world. In this week’s Progresslnve 
Thinker (July 7) was a communication 
from Julia H. Johnson in regard to cre
mation, which is all very sensible. 
Among other things, she says: ‘Why do 
people with a belief In the Immortal life 
follow the fashion of mourning-drap
ing the dead form in black, banging 
crape about the house, and even garb
ing themselves in the same sombre hue? 
There ought to Be^vblteness and bright
ness all about.’ I subscribe to that In 
every particular. The couch of death 
should be surrounded by all that is 
cheerful, pleasant and beautiful—noth
ing to suggest death and decay.”

Will C. Hodge paid The Progressive 
Thinker office a call while on his way to 
the Columbus, Ohio, Camp. He reports 
excellent meetings at Brodhead, Brook
lyn and Bellville, Wis., and a fine social 
time with the friends in these respec
tive localities ns well as at Rockford, 
Ill. From Columbus he goes to Lake 
Brady for one week, and thence to Del
phos, Kan., for the camping season. He 
is open for engagements in any locality 
after September. For terms and dates 
address 40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill.

At a recent dinner given to Professor 
Hudson at St. Andrew's Hotel, N. Y., 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood was Invited to 
reply to him upon his theories of 
“objective and subjective mind” In hyp
nosis. The Professor’s reply elicited 
considerable comment, and several of 
the prominent physicians who were 
present said he had annihilated the 
physiological basis upon which Prof. H. 
builds bls pet theories. Prof. Lockwood 
Is now at Lily Dale. .

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kenyon are hold
ing meetings In Phillis Hall, Onset, 
Mass. Sirs. Kenyon’s tests have at
tracted many to attend who do not 
usually do so. At a late evening meet
ing a large number of tests were given. 
For over an hour she held the au
dience’s closest attention, calling people 
by name and giving names of spirit 
friends and a great variety of other 
facts that carry conviction of truth to 
her hearers. Mrs. Kenyon can. be ad
dressed for dates as.speaker and test 
medium, at Onset, Mass., Box 166.

Farney S. Hendricks writes: “If at 
any time the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker should be in need of musie for 
any occasion, such as socials, concerts, 
balls, parties or weddings, I would be 
pleased to render?my services. I. can 
furnish an orchestra of two musicians- 
to as many as desired, at- moderate 
terms. Address me at 5441 Fifth ave
nue, Chicago, 111.” . • ' .

Mrs. Bettie Fleming writes from 
Louisville, Ky.: “As I am so deeply In
terested and so dearly-love the beauti
ful truth of Spiritualism, I wish to let 
the outside world know how we are 
progressing in this, ‘Sleepy Hollow’ of 
purs. Mrs. Mary Ganett Shearon has 
.just eclosed ?a .very successful engager 
'•ment of seven weeks at the Church of 
Spirit Communion, and . the people 
■would gladly have retained her for even 
seven months, but her previous engage
ments would- riot permit She made 
many converts in her untiring energy. 
Being a lady of an extremely charitable 
and pleasing disposition, she” will 
always have crowded houses to witness 
and encourage her noble work.”

•Commenting . on the recently .ex
pressed determination of the Knights 
of Honor, to admit; to mernbersbip no 
“Chrlstitin Scientists” or other “faith 
cure’.’ votaries, the. Philadelphia Medi
cal Journal says: “We are glad to'see 
that at last.the Insurance societies are 
beginning to realize the evident fact of 
the heightening of the risk of applicants 
who crazily ignore the work of scientific 
medicine In saving.and-longthenlng life. 
We would:suggest that the list be ex
tended to, osteopathists and all the’

horde of anti-medical cranks, and that 
all-jil'e-lnsurance companies draw-the 
Une as has the Knights of Honor. It 
is unjbst that sane people who use com
mon pense in the care of their lives 
shouhj have their premiunjs raised be- 
causai the companies are compelled to 
pay tpe inevitable losses accruing from 
the unnecessary deaths of the foolish 
and sfimi-insané.” The NeW York Times 
says:1' “Thé point here made illustrates 
anew-the fact which we have so often 
stated—that belief in one of the many 
false philosophies of healing is not a 
private and personal matter, concerning 
the believer alone, and therefore be
yond i.the interference of non-believers 
and the law. On the contrary, each of 
the silly cults is a direct and serious 
danger to us all, because it manufac
tures persistently, and distributes in
dustriously, infection of many kinds, 
and jp more than a few ways besides 
raising the cost of life insurance do tlie 
faddists drain the pockets of those 
whom the Medical Journal calls sane 
people.”

C. A. Wickland writes: “The Spirit
ualist Fraternal Society will hold a 
picnic Sunday afternoon, July 22, at the 
grove near Irving Park boulevard, on 
the east side of Chicago River. Take 
Lincoln avenue car to Irving Park boul
evard and then walk west to near the 
river, but don’t cross it. Grove on right 
hand side. Admission free. Mediums 
and friends cordially invited to be 
present.”

The New York Times says: “In dis
cussing Christian Science as a ‘psycho
pathic epidemic,’ Dr. J. B. Huber 
showed all of the real scientist's mod
eration of language, and yet he demon
strated clearly the identity of this new 
delusion with a dozen more that had 
their brief day in the past and are now 
almost forgotten. A striking passage in 
his address, perhaps the most striking, 
to the Doctor’s lay hearers, was that in 
which be called attention to the fact 
that every one of the so-called churches 
of the secj In this city is situated among 
the residences of the well-to-do. There 
were, he said quietly, no missions by 
which the vaunted blessings of Eddy- 
ism could be disseminated among the 
poor. This is, the case everywhere^ 
Question a Christian Scientist on the 
subject, and the reply will be that pov
erty, like disease, is a ‘mortal thought,’ 
the very existence of which is to be 
strenuously denied. The self-styled 
healers never heal except for hire. 
They are cynically frank in placing a 
money value on their services, and they 
waste no time in preaching their doc
trines among people whose conversion 
does not mean an increment of revenue. 
Money, it - seems, Is not a ‘mortal 
thought.’ ‘Christian Science’ books are 
expensive, and .so are ‘Christian Sci
ence’ ministrations. They are not for 
the poor.”

Geo. Hanson writes: “G, N. Kiukead, 
the trumpet medium, Is dangerously ill 
at his home.'Ànyone knowing the ad
dress of Flora Kinkend, his wife, who 
is a public medium, will confer a favor 
by writing or telegraphing me imme
diately. Direct to me at No. 2112 State 
street, Chicago, Ill." ”

Mrs. E. Senauss writes: “Or Sunday, 
July 11, a beautiful park situated eight 
miles north of Columbus, Ohio, was for
mally opened and dedicated to the 
cause of Spiritualism. Several hundred 
people from various parts of the State 
enjoyed a rare treat in the beautiful 
dedicatory sermon delivered by Lyman 
C. Howe, of Fredonia, N. Y., after 
which Mrs. Noyes gave spirit messages 
and phrenological readings, and once 
more gave proof and testimony of the 
accomplishments of Spiritual unfold- 
ment Altogether the day was a most 
enjoyable as well as instructive one, 
and the- camp blds fair to become one 
of the most popular in this part of the 
State.’ The Fourth of July oration was 
delivered by Brother Howe. A flag 
raising with speech by Rev. Parsons, of 
Worthington, and national hymps beau

. tlfully sung by the choir, made the day 
most profitable. Sunday, July 8, lecture 
by Mr. Noves, of Columbus, and tests 
by Mrs. Stewart, of Piqua, constituted 
the afternoon service. In the evening 
Mrs. Noyes assisted by giving tests 
from the sound of the voice, and nil 
were recognized. Mrs. Schnuss' - de
livered a short but soul-inspiring lec
ture, and another good day was passed. 
The mediums on the ground are: Mrs. 
Groves, of Columbus; Mr. and Mrs. 
Noyes, of Columbus; Mr. Ketenhauser, 
of Grogan; Mrs. Stewart, of Piqua, and 
Mrs. E. Schauss, of Toledo. More are 
expected dally. Will C. Hodge, of Chi
cago, will be here and deliver the lec
tures at the services on Sunday, July 
15, and Dr. Nellie Mosier will give the 
spirit messages and tests. Every Spirit
ualist should give the camps hearty sup
port in word" and deed and thus help 
to promote the purity of purpose con
tained in the beautiful teachings of 
Spiritualism, which eventully will make 
us~a free people.”

DeLoss Wood, journalist and lecturer, 
is making engagements with Spiritual
ist societies. Mr. Wood follows his lec
ture with phrenological life readings, 
These readings are really complete life 
readings, and are much appreciated by 
the public. At the close of each lecture 
he is kept busy giving readings, which 
are free to all. The readings also in
clude phase of mediumship,, and how 
best to develop it Mr. Wood is said to 
be a hypnotist of unusual power and 
large experience. He is the son of the 
late Mary Macomber Wood, one of the 
pioneer trance lecturers, who will be 
remembered by old time Spiritualists 
all over the Union as one of the best 
lecturers the Spiritualists have ever 
had. Societies desiring the services of 
Mr. Wood should address all letters to 
DeLoss Wood, Box 199, Danielson, Ct.

T. S. Russell writes: “Last Sunday 
Mrs. Clamau closed her engagement 
with the Englewood Spiritual Union for 
the present, arid departs for the camps. 
We can say fpr this lady that our very 
best thought-goes with her, and we only 
wish our work was always as fully, 
freely, and intelligently presented as 
her guides have done for us.”

The Boston Transcript says that the 
Society for the Study of Inebriety has 
been considering the treatment of dip
somania by ; hypnotism. Dr. J. Milne 
Bramwell furnishes a learned and care
ful paper on this subject, and abides by. 
the theory of which Frederick Myers is 
the exponent, that neither mental con
centration nor Suggestion can explain 
all the phenomena of hypnosis, which 
in his estimation are more largely due 
to the action of an intelligent secondary, 
self which he terms the subliminal con
sciousness. Dr. Bramwell has found 
that in all cases where hypnotism has 
been used successfully in the cure of 
dipsomania that thé first and strongest 
element must be the patient’s willing
ness to be cured. From the time the 
hypnotic treatment begins Dr. Bram
well has. some trustworthy person-in 
constant attendance on the patient to 
whom he can confide his temptations 
and turn for aid In overcoming them. 
-Perhaps it would lessen the number of 
cases of dipsomania if those afflicted by: 
it purliuéd this course with members of 
their families—telling them of the first 
Intimation that the appetite was to 
assert-itself, calling In a second will to 
combat the desire or to attract the mind 
of the dipsomaniac from his cravings. 
But it,, is a well-known fact that these 
sufferers will rarely communicate to 
anyonb, unless It be a medical, adviser.

drlak ls shWing^itBBlf. More than 
once, Dr. Bra»welfe6ayB, patients who 
ultimately do well relapse during treat
ment, and ' vjjjh tjja understood the 
necessity for(,an attendant who is pa
tient and not easily discouraged is clear. 
The account Dr. Bramwell gives of 
his experiences, with , treating dipso
maniacs wllLpe'wpJth studying by all 
who give any' thou^ht to the power of 
suggestion and a thousand times more 
so to any wijp havg a personal knowl
edge of cases similar to them.

G. W. Kates and wife dedicated a 
Spiritual Tetpple jn Wheaton, Minn., 
Sunday afternoon, July 8. This temple 
is the first ona'ln tl<^ State, amongst the 
auxiliaries of tjie State Association, aud 
we believe tl)g only one specially dedi
cated to Spiritualism and owned by 
a local society of Spiritualists. The 
Wheaton friends, last fall, could not ob
tain a satisfactory hall to hold meetings 
for Mr. aud Mre. Kates to tell the good 
news. They resolved at once to obtain 
their own meeting-place. They sue- 
ceeded in purchasing one of the large 
frame school buildings, which had been 
supplanted by a brick edifice. This they 
removed to a lot donated by Miss 
Leaser and converfed.it into a Spiritual 
temple. It is a two-story building—the 
lower room is the liall for meetings, 
whilst the upper one Is to be used for 
lyceum, library and social purposes. 
The friends have cheerfully met the re
sponsibility’ and are enthused with the 
knowledge of possessing a home. Mr. 
Kates spoke upon “The Use of a Tem
ple,” after reading the Beatitudes as 
recorded in Matthew, as a portion of ’ 
the Sermon on the Mount. He also read 
Lizzie Doten’s poem on “Guardian 
Angels” and “Jubilate.” He spoke 
earnestly to the members and showed 
them the duties and needs of fellow
ship anu zeal. Mrs. Kates, under spirit 
control, named the edifice “The Temple,, 
of Truth,” and dedicated it to “The God ’ 
of Truth, the God of Knowledge, and 
the God of Peace." She sprinkled 
flower leaves as’ the synibol of purity, 
joy and immortality. Then followed an 
address upon Spiritualism as the true 
religion of life. There were excellent 
flower decorations, and the choir ren

,, -dered songs of good cheer and angel 
blessings. After the benediction the 
members and speakers gave each an 
expression of fellowship by mutual 
hand-shakes and words of congratula
tion, The night, meeting was made In
teresting by short addresses by Mr, 
and Mrs. Kates, w|th spirit descriptions • • 
and messages liberally given by the 
latter. ’ ', : -

The Westminster Review says: 
“There Ib no doubt that a person may 
apparently see objects and hear words 
which another person close by cannot 
see and hear. Such impressions are to 
be referred not to actual existing ob
jects, but to the action of the subject's 
mind. Dr. Abercromby tells us of one 
patient who could; .by directing bls at
tention to an idea, call up to sight the 
appropriate image,or scene, -though the 
thing called nip were an object lie had 
never seen but had merely imagined. 
When meeting a friend in the street he 
could not be sure whether the appear
ance was his friend or a spectral Illu
sion till he had tried to touch it and had 
heard the voice. Gbethe saw an exact 
counterpart of himself advancing to
ward him, an experience repeated by 
Wilkie Collins. Sir Walter Scott relates 
that soon after the death of Lord Byron 
he read an account of tbe deceased 
poet On stepping Jnto the hall imme
diately afteiphe saw right before him, 
In a standing posture, the exact repre-
sentation of bls departed friend, whose 
recollection had -been bo strongly 
brought to this imagination. After 
stopping a foment: to note; the extra
ordinary resemblance hé advanced to
ward it and the figure gradually dis
appeared."

Mrs. Henrietta Straub writes: ‘‘This 
morning I heard my spirit son say to 
me: 'Mother, I go for a trip to Africa 
and China.’ Toward noon he an
nounced. Ills return, and taking ‘Psycho’ 
this message was spelled out--to me: 
Tn South Africa I saw -heaps of 
wounded and dying, not distinguishable 
as to nationality, the uniforms being so 
much alike, on account of the climate. 
Ab to China, there Is sure Information 
that most of the United States soldiers, 
gs well as ministers, etc., etc., have 
been slain. This will precipitate the 
war, that is unavoidable anyhow, as old 
rotten China is a blot on creation and 
must be wiped out as a nation. It was 
bent on mischief, and so perishes by its 
own fault.' ”__ • ...

The Ohio State Journal, Columbus, 
Ohio, says: “The camp of the Associa
tion of Spiritualists at Worthington is 
proving very successful and many from 
the city are in attendance. The camp 
Is located just east of the town, in a 
beautiful grove, and the army of white 
tents, with the auditorium in the cen
ter, makes quite an imposing appear
ance. The meetings' are held In the 
auditorium, and consist of addresses, 
music, spirit tests, etc.”

E. F. Butterfield writes from Syra
cuse, N. Y.: “I wish you could have at
tended our. May convention. I think 
there was more real vital life than any 
we have ever had. Spiritualism is get
ting down to bottom facts, and is be
ginning to want the practical knowl
edge'from the spirits of how to.make 
the best use of the wisdom they are 
teaching-us. Brother Willard Hull, of 
thé Light of Truth, has few equals as 
an orator and a, logical reasoner. He 
hits from the shoulder and annihilates 
frauds with, telling blows for truth. 
Townsend and Barrett, of the Barnier, 
gave us wonderful; discourses from the 
splrltual and physical side of life.”

The Indianapolis (Ind.) News has the 
following: “The Supreme-Court to-day 
affirmed the judgment setting aside a 
series of conveyances and assignments 
by which Amelia ,H. Luther, of Mun
cie, gave all her" property to Lydia 
Mark, just before .Her death, in the fall 
of 1897. The^eomplalnt in the case 
alleged that .(Mrs. Liither had been an 
ardent believer- In Spiritualism for 
twenty-five ^ehrs, ..during which time 
she traveled„pyer tlje country lecturing 
and giving eijljbitlqns of her power and 
skill as a medium. ^After her mind had 
become enfeebjed ^y age and sickness, 
it was.allegea, Mrs. Marks represented 
to her that .a spirit whom she .called 
Naomi had revealed the faét that Mrs. 
Luther was.$i|]ijectto bad influences’at 
the home of jmr granddaughter, where 
she was livlimj-anff.ought to remove to 
Mrs. Mark’s hoirie fer safety. After she 
had taken .this advice, it is further 
stated, she began lo report the advice 
of Naomi as to what should be done by 
Sirs. Luther with lier property, and by 
this means she induced the old woman 
to transfer it-ftll to'her. The appeal was 
chiefly devotëd to1 ah attack on the com
plaint, but the Supreme Court held It to 
be sufficient.” ■ •

The Denver (Col.) Post .has the fol
lowing: “Prominent among the leaders 
of the Spiritualistic religion at Canon 
Camp, will be the Rev. WrE. Mansfield, 
of Denver,, who; was interested in .the 
meeting last year. Mr. Mansfield is 
young.; He was- born In 1871, on No
vember 21, but he is Interesting and has 
a history. His ancestors, too, have a 
history. His father, was one of Colo
rado’s first settlers, and old scout and 
Indian fighter. The elder Mansfield saw 
service on the plains with Kit Carson. 
Buffalo. Bill and Texas Charley. The

a minister. The Bev. John Coates and 
Dr. M. J, Scott, of Denver, 'were pas
toral tutors of the young, man. Mr. 
Mansfield was first an evangelist He 
worked in Chicago with John Bilhorn, 
a brother of P. P. Bilhorn, the famous 
singer. During the World’s Fair the 
two held very successful revival meet
ings. It was soon-after the great Chi
cago exposition tnat the young evange
list begari to study the doctrines of the 
Spiritualists. Its philosophy and truths 
appealed to him and he renounced ills 
former faith to beconje a Spiritualist. 
Jie has held meetings in Denver for thq 
past three years. Mr. Mansfield, as a 
young and aggressive worker will be 
intimately associated in the camp 
meeting work in South Boulder Canon. 
Among the prominent lecturers and me- 
dlums who will be present are D. W. 
Hull, Norton, Kan.; R. 0. Mason, of 
Oinaha; E. L. Dohoney, Paris, Texas; 
Velina MacManus, Chicago; Mrs. Go- 
nise Jeffries, Topeka, Kan., and Mrs. 
S. Karali, Mrs. K. B. Kevan, Mrs. Mor
ris Rubicon and Mrs. Elleu Shustruin 
of Denver.” -

Alfred Kitson, of England, writes: “I 
am happy to inform you that the prem
ium volumes of The Progressive Think
er have duly arrived. Accept my most 
grateful thanks for such a set of splen
did books, all full of deeply interesting 
matter. I feel I owe a. deep debt of 
gratitude to you for this most excellent 
gift.’ I am sure the Spiritualists of 
America would overwhelm you with 
subscriptions for. The Progressive 
Thinker could they but realize the 

’worth of your premiums. I am also 
happy to sny that the premiums have 
duly reached my two friends whose sub
scriptions I enclosed witl) mine. They 
are as delighted as - myself with the 
same.” ■ •. ,

Mrs. 0. H. Mullins writes from Reed 
City, Mich.: “The- Spiritualist Freedom 

'Society held its last meeting for the 
present in Chicago, June 27. Mrs. Hat
tie B. Sears and the writer left the city 
July 4, via lake, for Grand Rapids, 
where we spent a very pleasant time at 
Briggs Park, coming here Monday 
evening to Dr. Spinney’s Home for the 
Friendless, as he calls it, and indeed It 
is true. The Doctor has a noble heart, 
and Is working night and day to care 
for suffering humanity, and I’m sure 
many will arise and call him blessed. 
We held our Freedom meeting here in 
our rooms yesterday, twenty of tbe pa-, 
tients attending, some of whom had 
-never heard of ,our 'truth, and others 
were hungry therefor. There has been 
no Spiritualist society here, but Sunday 
we hold forth in a hall. Dr. Spinney 
has arranged for meetings. He will 
open Saturday night, and we will fol
low Sunoay at 3 p. m. The guides have 
found the way, and we are willing 
workers in the cause. We send kindly 
greetings to the Chicago friends.”

Frank T. Ripley is at Briggs Park 
Spiritual camp-meeting, Grand Rapids, 
and he Ims the Sundays and week days 
of Auguit open for lectures and plat
form tests. Address all letters to 
Briggs Park Spiritual Camp-meeting, 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

A. Crocker writes: "I have been read
ing the Arcana of Spiritualism, and find 
it up to date, just the kind of a book 
that I want for my neighbors to read, 
for it is clean-cut and sharp, and I think 
will take tbe attention of new recruits 
In the cause of Spiritualism.”

The psychological journals are now 
occupying themselves with a curious 
phenomenon, which ; for some years 
past has happened at Berbenno, an Ital
ian village. Nearly every night Is seen 
in a certain locality a little wandering 
flame, usually white, sometimes col
ored. The flame is first perceived at a 
certain place on the road. It moves to 
a spot where two roads cross, and there 
seems to foe transformed Into a sort of 
pale cloud, perfectly visible even by 
moonlight. This cloud penetrates into 
a vineyard before the parsonage of the 
village,' where It rests some time in ob
scurity, afterwards retaking the road. 
As it issues from the vines, it assumes a 
remarkable size, sometimes to the 
height of three feet, and resembles a 
magnesium light of light blue color. 
The flame continues its march along the 
road, frequently changing Its color, un
til It is finally lost In another vineyard. 
Occasionally are seen three flames, rls-
ing from different directions, which 
meet among the vines, and form a large 
luminous globe. This flame flies from 
man. It suffices to approach it to sc it 
fly rapidly away. Its movements are 
erratic. Sometimes It scrapes along the 
ground with a mad rush, then it will 
Stop suddenly. Again it will hide be
hind the trunk of a tree. Winds have 
no effect upon it. It marches against 
the wind to follow Its particular course, 
and no gale is sufficient to extinguish 
Its light or to diminish its brightness. 
It only makes one course a night, which 
lasts several hours.

We are inclined to believe that the 
figures were much more accurate than 
Is generally supposed. There are now 
only 650 Spiritualistic meetings held 
every Sunday in the United States and 
Canada, and less than one half of them 
are regularly organized societies. Even 
If they were all duly organized bodies, 
there would be very little difference. 
The attendance at these meetings 
ranges from twenty-five to four hun
dred persons. A generous average 
would be two hundred each. Of these 
two hundred, hrilf of them may be 
avowed Spiritualists, but no well in
formed person would declare that such 

. was the case. This estimate would 
make the number of avowed Spiritual
ists in America only 65,000. We have 
frequently asserted that we believe 
there are 150,000 persons in America 
who are brave enough to say they are 
Spiritualists—Banner of Light

Julia Purucker, the -foreign corre
spondent of the Chicago Tribune, writes 
from Geneva: “There has come to light 
a remarkable case of what the-doctors 
call ’automatic ambulation.’ The name 
of the victim is Louis Durand.' An ex
cellent member of society until a few 
years ago, M. Durand suddenly devel
oped symptoms of a nervous disease, 
taking a form of mania. Without warn
ing he would be impelled to leave his 
occupation and start off on intermina
ble walks. He would tramp aimlessly 
about the streets or wander miles into 
the country until exhausted. He seemed 
quite unconscious during these move-, 
ments. Several specialists treated him 
unsuccessfully for nervous diseases. 
Finally he went to Berlin and sought 
the aid.of a nerve specialist and believ
er in hypnotism. The doctor, after get-_ 
■ting the patient - under the influence, 
‘suggested’ to him that henceforth his 
wanderings must-cease. Durand went 
home and for months . seemed quite 
cured. But after a time his roaming 
tendency re-asserted Itself and he re
sumed his ambulatory practices. His 
friends notified the doctor of hjs. re
lapse. The physician, at once sent him 
a post card ordering him to fall asleep 
as soon as he read it. Durand, still un
der the influence,: obeyed., .After that 
Whenever he: felt the spirit of wander^ 
Ing coming over him he had only to 
read the post card to. nip the. attack in 
the bud. . On one occasion, however, he 
unluckily left this safeguard at home, 
and after having placed a sum ofmoney 
In his pocket belonging to his employer,' 
an irrepressible roving fit overtook him, 
and his wanderings took him further

the I flformation that the desire for
afield than usual. The police; traced 
him and lodged hlfn In prlson for theftyounger Mansfield,- began pr en chi ng at ____ „

"■= TT-n was almost forenr^^n'“! m be I At his examination the coimsèl, at his

wlta’ end to persuade the magistrate of 
bls client’s irresponsibility, bethought 
him of the magic post card. It was 
brought and given to the prisoner to 
read, who immediately fell asleep. Ex
perts were called, who declared that 
Durand was not shamming, and the as
tonished magistrate was obliged to ad
mit that the man was a genuine auto
matic ambulator. Naturally, he was 
given his freedom, and the money, still 
intact, restored to his employer.”

The eighth Annual National Spiritual
ists’ Convention will be held in the 
Chamber of Commerce Hall, Cleveland} 
Ohio, October 16, 17, 18, aud 19 prox. 
Rediiced rates on all railroads through
out the country upon the certificate 
plan (one and one-third fare for the 
round trip); will without doubt be se
cured, hence there Is no reason why 
there should not be a large attendance 
upon this occasion. Business of great 
Importance will occupy the attention of 
the delegates from the opening until the 
.closing session. It Is expected that sev
eral amendments to the Constitution 
will be brought forward from last 
year’s Convention, and that a number 
of new ones will also be offered. As 
these may change the working ma
chinery of the National Spiritualist 
Association to some extent, it is import
ant that every State and local society 
connected with the N. S. A. should be 
represented by a full quota of dele
gates. A full board of officers for the 
year next ensuing will also be chosen at 
this gathering. This and all other items 
of business should receive the thought
ful attention of all Spiritualists who be
lieve in co-operation from this time 
until the opening of the Convention. 
Tlie low rates of travel, the work of the 
Convention, and the exceptionally fine 
evening programs, should attract the 
Spiritualists in large numbers to the 
“Forest CJty” In October—Banner of 
Light. . (

The Denver Republican says: “There 
was something uncanny in the story 
that Albert Davis told at the Union 
Depot. Albert Davis is a Blue Moun
tain prospector, bound for bls old home 
in the village of Arkwright; N. Y. Not 
far from his home Is Cassadaga Lake, 
the assembly grounds of the Spiritual
ist cult, and from association with the 
Spiritualists, Mr. Davis became in time 
a sort of lukewarm believer In their 
teachings. He returns, he says, a true 
believer. He also returns with wealth 
in prospect. Mr. Davis told his story in 
the presence of several fellow passen
gers at the depot. It. was in substance 
this: Three years ago his only son died. 
The father was all but heartbroken; he 
would not be comforted by the promises 
of his Spiritualist friends .that the 
young man would come back to him. 
But one night the boy did come, and 
again and again. After several of these 
nocturnal visits, tbe son to]d of ac
quaintances he had made in the spirit 
world, among them, be said, being one 
whose name was John Fremont. This 
spirit told of his wonderful Ute in tbe 
West, and among other tales, one of a 
rich mine that he had discovered, but 
which never had been found by others. 
On subsequent visits the son told more 
particularly of the mine and gave de
tailed descriptions of Its situation, until 
Mr. Davis became so deeply interested 
that he resolved to go in search of it. 
Two years ago he earne to Colorado, 
and after a long search found the range 
of mountains that’had been described 
to him. They were the Blue Mountains, 
near the Utah line, but his search was 
not completed. Weeks and months 
were spent In prospecting and bunting 
for the marks on the surface that would 
disclose the hiding place of tbe treas
ure. He was on the point of giving up, 
and also of losing faith in the spirits, 
when one evening he came onto the 
very spot that ‘he was searching for. 
He knew it, fie said, as well as if he had 
been there before. Mr. Davis lost no

EYESIGHT
RESTORED

Falling Eyesight, Cataracts or 
Blindness Cured without the ■ 

, use jot tho knife,
Dr. W. 0. Coffee, the noted eye specialist o! Des 

Moines, Iowa, has perfected a mild treatment by 
which anyone suffering iro» 
failing eyesight, cataracts*  ■ 
blindness or any disease of 
the eyes can cure them
selves at home. 18,000 suf*
ferers in all parts of the 
country were cured last 
year by his wonderful ab
sorption method. Judge 
George Edmunds, a leading 
attorney oi Carthage, Ills.. 
79 years old, was cured of 

_______ _ ~ cataractsoil both eyes. 
W. O. Coffee, M. D. jjr8< Lucinda Hypmond, 

Aurora. Neb» 77 years old, had cataracts on both 
eyes and Dr. Coffee’s remedies restored her to per
fect eyesight. If you are afflicted with any eye 
trouble write to Dr. Coffee and tell him all about 
it. He will then tell you just what he can do. He . 
will also send you Free of charge his 80 page book, 
“ The New System of Treating Diseases of the 
Eye.” It Is full of interesting and valuable in
formation. All cures are permanent. Write 
to-day for yourself or friend to 1 »
W. 0. OOFFEE, M. D,, 818Good Block,Des Koines,la,]

Daniel K. Tenney’s

BOOKS
The Earth Not Created.

Fallacy of All Cosmic Theories *. .Price, iff eta*  
An able argument to show that the world bM 
always existed.

Never-Ending Life,
Assured by Science....... Prie», 6 cto.’

The Vest scientific argument in favor of ^1a*  
k ture life that has ever before been made.'

Jehovah Interviewed,
Or Orthodoxy from Headquarters...Price, 6 Cts*  

A newspaper reporter goes up to heaven and 
terviews Jehovah,

Theology,
hs.Urif In, Career and Destiny.... Price, to cto/ 

One of the best and mofet comprehensive sum*  
ming up of tbe absurdities of the Christian 
Theology that has ever before appeared.

Holy Smoke in the Holy Land.
Price, to ctj/

Susan H. Wixon says: “I have read, first and 
last, many accounts of Palestine, or 'the Holy 
Land,' but have never seen anything In (hat line 
that pleased me so well as this description by 
Daniel Tenney."

The Plan of Salvation, phc«, wet».'
In this paraphlet'Mr. Tenney shows the absurd*  
ity of the Christian “Plan of Salvation" in so 
clear and plain a manner that any Christian who 
has a spark of reason left cannot fail to see it

"Owed” to the Clergy. Price. 6 cts.
An address read before the Free Thought Con*  
gress held in Paine Hall, Boston, Nov. 17th, 1899.

The Master's Masterpiece,
Or the Sermon on the Mount.........Price, 10 ctfe

This is the most thorough exposition of tbe fal
lacies of this noted “sermon" that was ever be
fore published.

Modern Theology and Its Ideal Jesus
Price, 10 ct».

Tbe absurdities ol tbe reputed teachings ot Jesua 
are here shown up as no other writer has ever 
Eresented them before, which will convince any 

onest re&der that the most of them are cotx-
•ummate nonsense.

The Hon. Daniel K. Tenney, the author ot these 
books, has been tor many years tbe leading law
yer In one ot the most distinguiabed law firms in 
Chicago, and there is not a more able writer in the 
Liberal ranks.

Harmonics of Evolution
The Philosophy of Individual Life, 

Based Upon Natural Science
Ab taught br modern masters of law. Br Florents 
Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting end distinctly 
valuable contribution to the literature of evolution*

time In making a mineral location and unfolding Ila laws from tbe deeper and clearer «plrit- 
<c n/xwr mtiwnin« vt„ -i/i > ual aspect, and Indicating the defectsot the Darwin*Is HOW returning to his old home to get jan theory. Spiritualists and Materialists alike can
money, when he will return to Colorado
to develop the mine to which the spirit 
directed him. He has not yet found ore.

galo much from !U perusal, ■ Price, fliely bound In 
cloth, 12. For sale at this office.

but he expressed-a firm belief that 
was there." ■

FROM THE N. S. A.
It ATHbAMTIW Tbe AnieuiiuvittD World. By 

xXXJUALT X JLD Ignatius Dunuelly. An attempt 
todemooBtrate by authentic data tbe eiUlcnce In the 
Atlantic Ocean of a continent known to the ancient 
world as Atlantis. Price, 12. For aale at ibis office*
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Again I have good news to report of 
the Mayer fund, as I have just received 
an additional check for eight hundred 
dollars from the same generous and 
venerable Spiritualist of Massachusetts, 
who gave the former one thousand. 
With tbe money comes good and highly 
prized words, and we feel that they em
anate from a soul that Is ripe for the 
highest kingdom of happiness and light.

It is indeed refreshing to find one, 
who, having saved his little fortune by 
labor and frugality, is now ready anil 
willing to share It with a worthy cause, 
for the dissemination of truth and spir
itual light. „Would that we had more of 
such in our ranks, they are surely on 
the road to the regions of the blest. No 
one can fall to admire such characters, 
though few will look upon the accept
ance of his generosity as one of our pub
lic workers has done, expressing the 
thought that it is almost a crime to take 
the money thus earned; rather de we 
feel as many another has expressed, 
that such a gift brings a holy blessing, 
that sanctifies the work it will per
form, and that the giver as well as the 
recipient is spiritually enriched a thou
sand fold. .

We have now to secure a thousand 
dollars—twelve hundred will cover any 
possible loss In the failure to receive the 
payment of pledges. There seems to be 
no reason why this sum should not be 
gained in a few weeks; those who have 
as yet given nothing—waiting to see If 
the fund Is to be a success, can safely 
send their donations now, and if they 
be dimes or dollars they will be wel
come and gratefully acknowledged. 
We hope that we will not have to make 
another call, but the public knows tlwt 
I gave warning some months ago, that 
I should continue to beg, in spite of my 
dislike to it, till theYund is filled.

With love and goo's wishes for ail, 
' Cordially; "
. MARY T. LONGLEY, 

- Secretary N. S. A.
600 Penna Ave. S. E.; Washington, D. C.

1E are trying our best to estab
lish libraries in every Splrit- 

ualist famUy of the United 
States, hence xye are offering 
Seven valuable books as a 
premium. Those seven books 
have been sold for 810.75.' A

single one has sold as high as $25. The 
first edition of Art Magic sold for $5 per 
copy. As high as $15 has been paid for 
a single copy of Ghost'Land; yet we 
furnish these seven books to our sub
scribers for $2.35, when ordered In con
nection with a year’s subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker. Read our 
premium announcement carefully.

"The Heresy Trial of Rev. B. F. Aus
tin, M. A., D. D. Giving a sketch of 
Dr. Austin’s life, story of the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, the heresy 
sermon, the scene at conference, and 
Dr. Austin’s full address defending his 
views on Spiritualism at the London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.,” 
etc. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office.

“The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberal».” . For i Bale at this office. 
Price 25 cents. •

Works of Thomas Paine
A new edition in paper covers with large clear type, 

comprising;
Age of Reason, 
Rights of Man. 
Crisis..............
Common Sense.

.25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cts.
15 cts.

This Is a spieudtd opportunity to secure these stand*  
ard works, as the price La within the reach of all. For 
sale at this office.

Who Wrote the New Testament?
The authors discovered. Tbe writings of Datnl» used 
as a basis. Astonishing confessions of Eusebius and 
Athanasius, aud of tbe Popes. Leo I.. Hilarlus end Ur
ban VI. Transcribed by M. Faraday. Price 10c. For 
sale at this office. *

Health and Power.
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by the 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
Bv E. D. Babbitt, M. D.. author of ‘•Principles of 
Light and Color," "Philosophy of Cure," etc. Prices 
cloth 25 cents. For sale at thia office.

History of Atharael.
Life InUhe Stone Age. Tbe Hlatory of Athar&eL 

Chief Priest of a band of Aryans. ThispampbleL 
containing »1 pages, was written- through tbe me< 
diumshlp of U. G. Flgley, and is intensely interest*  
ing. Price 80 cents. For sale at this office.

Wekviews wrrii spirits,
A real visit with friends on tbe other side of life, 

and a familiar talk. By spirit Samuel Bowleat Car*  
rie E. 8. Twtng, Medium. Price 80 centa, For aale at 
this office.

Thumbscrew and Rack. ’
Torture Implements employed In the XVth and 

XVItb c nturles for the promulgation of jChrlitlanlty*  
wlcli pictorial llluatratlon*.  By Geo. E. Macdonald. 
Price 10 : mta. __ _________

Tim Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

Thti admirable work conileta of three pamphlet» 
smhodled la one volume, ta »filch qaWtotu of greto 
Importance to tfie race »rodi jeuned from theataad*-  
notât of aaadvaaeed «octal reformar. Frloa SO cento. 
ÎoraUBMttHCasï.

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

This work tiona of the Library of Liberal Classic». 
No author was better qualified to write an Impartial 
end honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely Interesting, It should be 
read in conjunction with Gibbon's won*  ibr sale at 
this office. Price. 25 cents. -

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin : 
of Christianity. ’

’■ Beider, In bringing'to your notice “Antiquity Va» 
veiled«" it ii with the sincere hope that you are earn ■ 
estiy looking for the truth, regardless of any other - 
consideration. If such Is the case, this adrertisemen]. 
will deeMy interest you, and after reding this briel? 
description you will doubtless wish togne tbe work a1, 
careful perusal. Price «.50, . .. .

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

■ An entertaining manual of hrpDnflnn useful t> 
ttndent, ol the subject. In the iorrn oi-dtatagnoMi 
■torr, tbe author presenta Tory Buoowefully a 0« 
-J—-rTTirfl ïiqttlto - 
aptoAeto. Trice, vapor, U cu. SridtoUüeaM*,  4

li
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BOOK REVIEWS

seats the best support that book 
give of spirit existence.

This department Is under the man’
Bgement of <

Hudson Tuttle. .
Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

NOTE.—The Questions and' Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear- 
lug compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and °,,.n 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and tbe style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance or 
their questions and write letters’ot in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead o£ the space givep, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time ana 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. '

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters win 
not bo read. If the request be wade, 
tbe name will not be published- -Ine 
correspondence of this department lias 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give 
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

mother! the first martyr to science! 
Truly the object and the results were 
worth the sacrifice, for after all,- what 
a life it would have been to have passed 
eternally in that garden, eating fruit 
and lying in tlje shade, with po aspira
tion except to gaze on the glowing ap
ples on the tree of life, and wonder 
what the result would be if one was 
eaten! True to the brutal instinct with 
which his descendants have ever treat
ed the subservient woman, instead of 
defending her, Adam sought his peace 
with God, by despicable cowardice, be
traying her.

That theology has made a thorny path 
for woman for two thousand years, but 
now with the breaking of the light of 
knowledge, the acceptance of true 
views of nature, the purposes of life, 
and destinies of man, she is escaping;, 
from the bondage of religion which has 
held her as its slave, and by her degra
dation brutalized man. -

Noble men are not born of slave
mothers, and the development of a na
tion, the perfection and success of civil
ization, depends on the intellectual and 
moral attainments of its women.

THE CAMP-MEETINGS.

I

&

; f «

Dr. G. F; Dougherty: Q. How can 
spirits manifest to us in our normal

A, The mediumlstic or sensitive 
state, Is strictly normal, and Is pos
sessed because man is a spiritual being, 
clad in a physical body, and is not 
changed by severance therefrom. The 
same, fundamental spiritual laws com 
trol him In one sphere and the other.

Back of this question, however, is 
the belief that the reception of spirit 
communications depends on an abnor
mal state in the recipient. If this corre
spondent takes that view, then com
munion with spirits in the normal state 
would be impossible, for there must 
be conditions of receptivity or medium
ship. As all possess this In greater or 
less degree, It is very difficult to draw 
the line between what would be consid
ered the normal and the abnormal 
state. Trance, clairvoyance, Impressi
bility, depend on the Independence of 
the spirit of physical life, and are as 
normal as seeing or hearing through 
the eye and ear.

J. H. Lucas: Q, What is meant by 
eternal life?

A. In a theological sense eternal life 
Is a gift from God to those who accept 
the Christian scheme of salvation. It 
means one-ness with God. Primarily 
the word eternity and its derivatives 
imply infinite duration in the past as 
well as future, but in the common use 
of the word it relates only to the fu
ture. The word when used by Spirit
ualists has no such signification. It 
simply means the spirit life, which is 
regarded as everlasting. It must be 
ever held in' mind that ail words which 
attempt to express eternity of time, in
finitude of space, are limited by the nar
row bounds of human understanding. 
If life or time is prolonged beyond our 
horizon we say it is eternal. If space 
extends beyond our conception of dis
tance we say it is infinite. We might 
as correctly say that a bird that files 
into the horizon beyond our sight has 
started on an eternal flight. ''

Yet there are evidences beyond that 
of the senses,, that of the life of a spirit, 
conclusions are not to be drawn from 
the limitations of the human mind. 
Thus if two lines extend into space at 
converging angles at however slight de
gree, we know that they somewhere 
mpet, but if they go’ out diverging, 
then is it demonstratedly impossible. 
The spirit is evolved and goes forward 
In increasing individuality and energy 
corresponding to the diverging lines, 
and hence more than a comparative 
eternity may be predicated for its du
ration.

FairPlay: Q. In your charges against 
Christianity you must admit that it has 
elevated the condition of woman from 
that of a slave and made her the equal 
of man.

A. Most decidedly I do not admit 
this statement. The direct contrary Is 
the truth. Before Christianity strangled 
the glorious civilization of tbe Augustan 
Age, woman was man's equal and help
er. The women’ of Greece modeled 
their lives after that of Ceres, the 
Mother Goddess, who was the highest 
ideal of excellence. "Women of Rome 
sat In the portico of philosophy, minis
tered in the sacred precincts of the 
temple, and sat on the throne of the 
empire. "

It Was the myth of the creation; the 
fall of man and bringing thereby sin 
Into the world by her temptation, that 
became -the prolific cause of woman's 
degradation. From her high place 
where she received the reverence and 
respect of man, she became the hated 
paramour of the serpent-devil and as 
such received the abuse heaped upon 
her as just punishment.

The earliest church writers began this 
despicable tirade, which only brutes 
crazed by religion would have Indulged 
In, and woman has ever since, until the 
dawn of modern liberal thought, been 
a helpless martyr. ,

Tlie sanctified St. Bernard wrote: 
‘•‘Woman is the organ ofthe devil,” and 

„the oft-quoted..Father Tertullian: “Wo
. man the devil’s gateway, the unsealer 

< of tho forbidden tree, the first deserter 
of divine law, and destroyer of God’s 
image in man." St. Chrysostom wrote: 
“Woman is a necessary evil, a natural 
temptation, a desirable calamity, a do- 
mestlc peril of dreadfully fascinating 
character and a painted mischief.” 
But St. John of Damascus is most se

* - vere. He says: “Woman is the daugh
ter Of falsehood, a sentinel of hell, the 
enemy of peace and through her Adam 
lost Paradise.”

Any number of quotations of like 
character might be made, all showing 
the hatred the Christian theology fos- 

: tered against woman. The dreadful
myth dame from the Jews and it had 
so perverted their minds, that woman, 
the most of her life was, so unclean 

■ that man was defiled by her touch. 
•: Some zealous theologians denied that 

. she had a soul. During the sixth cen
tury, fifty-six bishops met in France to 
decide this question, whether she had 
or had not a soul. They admitted that 

• the evidence was against, but they re
; tained, amid the blighting clouds of 

their superstition enough manliness to 
refrain from voting. .

• - Under the rule of the church, she was
■ a slave owned by her husband, who had 

• a legal right to chastise her with horse
whip or ox-goad if he so pleased.

When chloroform was first Intro
duced, and it was stated in its favor, 
that it would be a blessing to woman, 

' ’ relieving her of the dreaded pains of 
■ z-the curse of motherhood, to such a 
■s. depth of unfeeling and shameless de-

¡S*r  pravlty had the church doctrines re
” duced Its preachers, that they stood up 
’ in their pulpits and denounced the 

blessed anesthetic as of .the devil. Wo
- man’s pain was the just punishment in

. fileted by God for her tempting Adam, 
abd it was opposing God’s will to seek 

■ to avert his vengeance. '
The equal! -After a long and perslst- 

ent struggle, the Methodists, most lil> 
eral of the sects, only at their last con
ference, voted for woman’s equality!

■ How many times the saying of Paul 
has been quoted, and thrown as a club 

' at ever? woman who cherished a 
thought beyond and above' her seyen- 
by-nlne husband! '

Yet Paul's command is the same, the 
Bible the same, the creeds the same as 

■ they were fifty years ago. What has 
■ . wrought the mighty change in Ideas 

and sentiments, made it a crime for a 
-• "husband even to abuse, not to- mention 

horsewhipping his wife, opened' the'col- 
leges, the professions, and all avenues 
of preferment to women? Not Chris- 
tianlty. It has been In the face of 

. Christianity; In direct-opposition- and 
with constant battle. It is the result 

• of the propagation of liberal thought, of 
the scientific methods of thought'as.op- 

. posed to the theological. Eve in the 
myth,'was the first illustration of that 

' spirit’She did not accept by faith. 
She must be convinced by actual ex
periment She must know and -by 
knowing ttought light' knowledge Into 
the world. Had we not ought to jo bless Jier for it? Great and glorious

“Subscriber": Q. Can you inform 
me where I ean procure a book entitled 

/“Our Eternal Homes,“ by a Bible Stu- 
d.ent? and what is its character?
' ’A. This book is not catalogued, and 
we presume is out of print. It was 
written and published in London, Eng., 
and republished by Carter & Son, Bos
ton, in 1807, Although a Spiritualist 

- can read between the lines that the au
thor was of that belief, the book draws 
its evidences from the Bible, and pre-

can

Arcana of Spiritualism: A Manual of 
Spiritual Science and Philosophy. By 
Hudson Tuttle.

This volume, of which a beautiful 
edition has recently been published, 
will take rank as a classic Of Spiritual
ism. It is a thorough text-book per
taining to the ’underlying philosophy 
and the basic facts of the great Spirit
ualist movement ’ It is fairly encyclo- 
pedlc in the amount of information con
cerning Important questions of decided 
Interest to Spiritualists and honest in
vestigators. It answers a thousand- 
and-one queries that arise in the minds 
of thoughtful students of the phe
nomena and philosophy of Spiritualism. 
One who thoroughly studies this book 
will be well equipped in spiritual lore 
and so well grounded In the knowledge 
of spiritual facts and principles that 
he will be largely prepared to Instruct 
others in the truth. '

The subjects treated In this book in
clude: Evidences of Spiritualism; 
Matter and Force: Their Relation to 
Spirit; Spiritual Atmosphere of the 
Universe; Animal Magnetism, Hypno
tism, Mesmerism: Spirit—Its Phenom
ena and Laws; Philosophy of Death; 
Mediumship—Its Phenomena, Laws and 
Cultivation; Mediumship During Sleep; 
Heaven and Hell, the Supposed Abodes 
of the Departed; The Spirit’s Home; A 
General Survey of Spiritualism; The 
Old Religion of Pain; Spiritualism the 
Religion of Joy. ■

The student of this rich work of in
spired thought, will find answers to a 
multitude of the ever-recurring ques
tions that arise in a thoughtful, careful 
Investigator’s mind during his re
searches. The reader will not find it 
tiresome or tedious; it is written in en
tertaining style, eminently readable 
even in Its most abstruse discussions. 
As a spiritual vade mecum, a manual of 
reference, for the convenience of tbe in
quirer and student who wishes light on 
any point pertaining to the philosophy 
of Spiritualism or its data, the work" Is 
invaluable, and every one who desires 
to be well instructed in these matters 
should possess It, because of its full and 
rich fund of information.

Tbe book contains 320 pages, is hand
somely bound in scarlet and gold. 
Price $1.50. For sale at the office of 
The Progressive'Thinker.

Ashley Camp. 0.
This camp begins July 29, and ends 

August 19, 1900. For programmes ad
dress H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

Maple Dell Camp, 0.
The National Spiritual and Religious 

Camp Association will hold its twelfth 
annual session, commencing July 22, 
ending September. For full particulars 
and programme, enclose stamp and ad
dress Lucy King, corresponding secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio. .

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
This camp opens July 29. Tbe circu

lars are now ready and can l>e had upon 
application. In writing for them please 
enclose stamp for return postage. Ad
dress Albert P. Blinn, Clerk, 603 Tre
mont street, Boston, Mass,

Columbus Camp, 0.
This camp will open July 1, and close 

August 27. Send for programmes to 
Dr. W. D. Noyes, secretary, ,'189, N. 
Cleveland avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind. -
The canip-meetlng of the Indiana As

sociation of Spiritualists will open at 
Chesterfield, Ini, July 19, and close 
August 26, 1900. For programmes and 
further information address Flora Har
din, secretary, Anderson, Indiana.

Delphos Camp.
The twenty-second annual camp

meeting of the First Society of State 
Spiritualists and Liberals will be held 
at Delphos, Kans,, from August 10 to 
August 26 inclusive, For further par
ticulars or Information write to Presi
dent J. N, Blanchard, Delphos, Kansas; 
M. J. Main, vice-president, Simpson, 
Kansas, or E. S. Bishop, secretary, 
Glasco. Kansas. -

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort Offers an 

attractive programme the coming sea
son. The camp opens July 13 and 
closes August 26. Write to the secre
tary, A. E. Gaston, Meadville, Pa., for 
programmes.

... Onset Camp-Meeting. "
Commences July 15, and closes Au

gust 26, 1900. For further particulars 
address Secretary, Onset, Mass.

Vicksburg Camp, .
The seventeenth annual' camp-meet

ing of Vicksburg, Mich., will bo held In 
Fraser’s Grove, commencing August 8, 
and closing August 26, 1900. For fur
ther information address Jeannette 
Fraser, Manager, Vicksburg, Kalama
zoo county, Mich.

Lake Brady.
The camp grounds will be open for 

picnics June 1, extending through the 
summer. The camp-meeting opens July 
1, closing September 1. Anyone wish
ing a Lake Brady program will please 
write Geo. N. Abbott. Lake Brady, via 
Kent, Ohio, or E. R. Kidd, Canton, Ohio.

Mount Pleasant Park, la. •
Tho eighteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists! 
Association will be held at Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa, from July 29 to 
August 26, 1900. AH wishing circulars 
should write to the secretary, Stella A. 
Fisk, 18 N. 11th street, Keokuk, Iowa. 
Those wishing to rent tents, etc., should 
write to John Nelson, Mt Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa.

The Ottawa Camp.
The Ottawa, Kansas, Spiritualist 

camp-meeting, from August 8 to August 
13 inclusive. H. W. Henderson, pres
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Ezra Carpen
ter, secretary, Wellsville, Kans.

Freeville Camp. N. Y.
Opens July 29 and closes August 12. 

B. L. Robinson, "president, Freeville, 
N. Y.

. 91 'i I
Franklin (Net».) Gamp.

The Northwest Kailsus%n<l South
west Nebraska Spiritualist'^Association 
will hold their fltth annual camp-meet
ing at Franklliii Neb'l from July 20 to 
August 6 inclusive, njlo piuns will be 
spared to make it a'iucc^s. For an
nouncement, circular^ and' other infor
mation, address the seeretpry, 0. H. 
Simpson, Franklin, NjSb. '. .

Colorado iCarnp/’
Canyon Camp, openl/lp Spilth Boulder 

Canyon, July 1, and contiq'fies through 
July, August, and po,ssib’ly September. 
Any information desij’ed lit regard to 
this new and interesting, movement 
may be obtained by writing May Taylor, 
Box 780, Denver, Colo. ' .

Lake Bunapee, N. H.
The twenty-third annual Lake Suna- 

pee Spiritualist Camp-meeting will be 
held at Blodgett’s Lariding, N. H., for 
four weeks, commencing Sunday, July 
29, and closing Sunday, August 26,1900. 
For programmes address' the secretary, 
W. H. Wilkins, Claremont, N. H.

Marshalltown, Iowa.
The Central Iowa Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold its annual camp at 
Marshalltown, Iowa, September 2 to 
September 16 inclusive. Grounds open 
to campers after August 27. For in
formation or programs address W. H. 
Wilson, 301 N. Center street, Marshall
town, Iowa. ."

Haslett Park, Mich.
Eighteenth annual assembly of Spir

itualists at Haslett Park, Mich, August 
2 to September 4, 1900, .inclusive. For 
programmes address J. D. Richmond, 
secretary, St, Johns,. Mich., or G. F. 
Ojttmar, Riley, Mich. ' '

Durrant Was Innocent.
One of the saddest pnd most atro

cious legal murders so far recorded is 
that of Theodore Durrant, who was 
hanged in California a few years since, 
for the murder of Blanche Lamont and 
Minnie Williams, a most diabolical 
crime, its very fiendishness hardly hav
ing a parallel in the annals of vice, and 
its perpetrator was sought high and 
low for several days, the whole world 
wishing for his capture and punish
ment, In the meantime the so-called 
astute detectives -and police authorities 
concluded a victim was needed, and 
after fastening thelr clutches on young 
Durrant proceeded to -.collect what they 
termed evidence, the whole mass of 
stuff in all probability being manufac
tured for the purpose of conviction, and 
all of a/circumstantial nature. Dur
rant stoutly maintained from his arrest 
up to tho mojnent of his execution that 
he was innocent Of the horrible charge, 
but forsooth because ho could not ex
plain every moment of his presence at 
certain times he was conviqted and 
hanged, and once more the! majesty of 
law, alojig with the<¡thick-skulled the
ory of these police wiseacres, was duly 
vindicated. Now tbe true sequel. A 
few days ago, on hib death-bed, Bev. 
Gibson, who at the time was pastor of 
Emanuel, church whose one- of the mur
ders was committed,'confessedthat he 
killed both of the victims. ,riHe was an 
active and important^ witness at tho 
trial of poor Durrant) the- reason of 
which is now quite plain, .and also in 
view of the fact that suspicion was 
strongly directed to felm ate the time.— 
Salt Lake Tribune. ’.I

NEW YORK NOTES.
A Prominent Hindoo and an 

Ex-Roman Catholic;**

The above has appeared in some of 
the Spiritualist-' papists.The -.whole 
statement is undoubtedly»-false. Dr. 
John A. Miller, 1018’<' Valencla street, 
San Franelsco, Gal., wrjtes:

“They [the Spiritualist papers] stated 
that Rev. Geo. J. Gibson, had died and 
confessed that he was tbe murderer of 
Blanche Lamont and Minnie Williams. 
Tne'truth is that Mr. Gibson Is -very 
much alive and respected In this com
munity, and resides at 43 Hill street 
There Is no excuse for.publlshlng to tbe 
world such dastardlyifalsehoods. The 
Examiner, Chronicle or Call each pub
lish the names' and subjects of the 
preachers, and any one having the least 
respect for fair play would carefully in
vestigate such on important matter as 
a man's death-bed confession (declara
tion) even if he had made one.”

Maple Dell Camp and School.
The outlook at Maple, Dell Is so en

couraging that I would like to have 
your readers know: something of it 
Our new school building is about com
pleted, and the prospect for a goodly 
number of students Is very encourag
ing. The corps of teachers will consist 
of the ablest and best*  and the scientific 
apparatus at hand will assist the In
quiring students to better understand 
the subjects they are trying to master.
We are pretty well up to date In the art 
of object teaching. Our science labora-L-

THE MAN ON THE SEAT.

“The rich," he cried, “are heaping on 
The loads we have to bear;

We starve—our fairest hopes are gone, 
But, curse them! They don’t care!”

And'then he climbed upon his load 
His poor old horses drew; .

The long lash of his ugly goad
' Out at their bruised ears flew. . .

They struggled onward, weary-eyed, 
O’erloaded, galled and spare— .

He sat up on his seat and plied.
. The lash, and didn’t care.

THE DIVINE PLAN has been car
ried out successfully by The Pro
gressive Thinker, one continual cur
rent of the profits returning to our 
subscribers. Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death, and: Life in 
the Spirlt'World only costs our sub

scribers 25 cents—far less than Its act-, 
ual cost to us. Its regular price to the 
trade is $1.50. This work should be in 
every family in the United States. It 
is elegantly and substantially bound, 
neatly printed'and Is an ornament to 
any library One million copies of this 
work .should be distributed throughout' 
the country. The Progressive Thinker 
one year and this book will • be sent 
for $1.25. . . •

Great Work by a Great /Vütlioi.

“THE UNKNOWN

J

.“Woman, Church and State.” A his
torical account of the status of woman 
through the Christian ages; with remin
iscences of the Matrlarchate. By1 Ma
tilda Joslyn Gage. An important work 
for all women, students of history, etc. 
Paper, 75 cents., Cloth, gilt IL50. For 
gale at this office. ■

Grand Ledge, Mich.
Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp-Meet

ing commences July 20 and closes Au
gust 26. For further particulars and’ 
full programmes, write to M. F. Phares 
or Geo. H. Sheets, Grand Ledge, Mich.

Briggs Park, Mich.
Briggs Park Camp opens July 1 and 

closes August 19, 1900, at Grand Rap
ids, Mich. Program cheerfully mailed 
to any address received on postal card 
to Thos J. Haynes, secretary, 380 West
ern avenue, Muskegon, Mich.

Camp-Meeting at Deep Lake.
The JUlnols State Spiritualist' Camp

meeting opens its second season at 
Deep Lake, 1% miles from Lake Villa, 
HL, on Wisconsin Central railroad,*  com
mencing July 10 andfloslng September 
1. Those who Ibtend to camp with us 
please let us know in time so that we 
can make preparations for you. Ad
dress G. V. Gordingley, President, 3300 
Wabash avenue, Chicago, UI.

Island Lake, Mich.
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, Mich

igan, commences Thursday, July 19, and 
closes September 3. For further infor
mation address -the secretary, Ella B. 
Brown, 266 . Twenty-first street, De
troit,-Mich.,?

Verona Park Camp. .
Opens June 15 and closes August 26.. 

For programmes address Albert F. 
Smith, president, Bangor, Maine.

Lake Helen, Ela. ,
Tbe Southern Cassadaga Camp, Lake 

Helen, Florida,, will open the first Sun
day, in February, 1901. Emma J. Huff, 
corresponding secretary. . ..

Niantic Camp.
The, Connecticut Spiritualist' Camp

Meeting Association, at Niantic camp
grounds, Niantic, Conn; season of I960, 
commencing June 2J and continuing un
til September 8, inclusive., For pro
grammes address Mary A. Hatch, secre
tary, South Windham, Conn. •

Los Angeles, Cal., Canip.<
Arrangements • have been made to 

hold a camp-meeting at Sycamore 
Grove, Los Angeles, Call, September 2 
to 20, inclusive. Address Elton T. 
Brown, secretary, 341% So. Sprlpg 
street, Los Angeles, Cal.

torles are furnished with fine micro
scopes and a powerful telescope, and 
the most perfect and powerful project
ing microscope In this country, also the 
best of calcium light dissolving stereop
ticons, thus affording our students ah 
extra opportunity in the fields of mod
ern research. ‘
/The Maple Dell summer school will 

begin July 15 and continue during the 
camp session. The dedicatory services 
of the new school building will take 
place on" ttils day, alsoi there will be an 
interesting literary "programme pre
sented. The enjoyment of the day will 
be greatly enhanced ; j>y the. excellent 
music of the Troy Cbrnpt Band, which 
wlll.glve an out-door concert from 12:15 
to 1:30 p. m. The entire satisfaction 
given by this company Of musicians is 
guarantee’enough for.’'the quality ot 
their music for this session.

The regular camp session opens July 
22 and closes on-the 3rd of September. 
The programme which wtipbe present
ed by the able teachers, professors, me
diums, psychics, etc.,11 wilt ‘ '-be of the 
highest order and eieellenie. The tal
ent engaged for tiilfsba&bn is of the 
ablest, and most expfiilenHefi character. 
The variety of intorm^tibn’and amuse
ment presented duri&. tm'B session is 
incomparable. . .
■ The school and chimp ¿re; mutual 
They are both under the? management 
of the association, and ¡since we now 
have the pew, commoidlou^scbool build
ing, there will be no cbnflletioh between 
these two departments. , 1 .

WM. J.^E^SJTETTER.

THEY MAKE SOME INTERESTING 
REMARKS TOUCHING THE PRES
ENT SITUATION.
I think it a great mistake that all lib

eral meetings and churches have their 
doors closed . during the summer 
months, so that in this large metropolis 
of New York City, <here is no liberal 
service where the stay-at-homes and 
those whose business compels them to । 
remain in the city can go. How much ■ 
better to have a union service during . 
the hot months where spiritual lecturers 
and liberal clergymen would be delight- i 
ed to take part

■ Several Sundays back I had the great 
pleasure of hearing Bahr Protap Chun- 
der Mozoomdar, a priest of the Brahma 
Somaj of India, who occupied Dr. Sav
age’s pulpit at the Church of the Mes
siah. To say I was delighted at his 
discourse would be placing It very mild, 
and after hearing him I could not help 
saying to myself, do these (so-called) 
Christians send misionarles to the coun
try this gentleman comes from, when 
he can teach us more of the real truth 
in fifteen minutes than these mission
aries could in years, of what I call of 
tho real true religion. I will quoté a 
few remarks of Mr. Mozoomdar for the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker, as 
follows: .

“I do not call myself a Christian, nor 
am I ¡¿"Unitarian. I told them in Bos
ton the other day that if Christ were 
alive to-day I did not believe that he 
would be a Christian. Christianity is 
all right, but the Son of God came to es
tablish freedom, though at the same 
time submission, and to make a balance 
among mind, motion and conscience. 
Man’s mind was not capable of judging 
the Infinity of the mind and purpose of 
God. I do not believe that when Christ 
declared that he and the Father were 
one that this was meant for himself 
alone, but that every man was included.

"If Christ and God are one, and we 
are alien, it would avail us nothing that 
he came into the world, but he and the 
Father are one in order that we and 
the Father may be one also.

“Every religion puts forth some meth
od for bridging the immeasurable gulf 
between God and man. I came from a 
land where there are many gods, many 
creeds and many scriptures, and I can 
assure you that every one of these pro
fesses to establish a oneness between 
God and man, a oneness of spirit or a 
oneness of the soul, or a oneness of 
emotion. ' All have the same aim. Emo
tions lead some astray, but this is'nat
ural for man. It Is of the utmost ne
cessity that God should point our path. 
Hindoo sacred books say that the son 
Is nothing more than the son re-born. 
He has the father's flesh and the fath
er’s form. This is what you call he
redity. '

“Jf you say that a man or woman is 
God re-born I do not think that you 
could better define the religion of 
Christ. But nature Is often degenerate 
and-the spirit of God re-born in man 
becomes debased. The truth of the 
theory of the transmigration of souls is 
often substantiated by the serpents 
found in men. The question is to know 
how to cultivate tbe spirit of God in 
man." .

I considered this address one of the 
best I have, heard from one of our 
Brahma visitors.

The other evening I had the great 
pleasure of hearing a priest that has 
just forsaken the. Roman Cajholic 
church. He is a young man of 27 years, 
of fine personal appearance; his name Is 
Anthony Hanberlch. Born in . Hesse- 
Nassau, Germany, known to tho Catho
lic church os Father Alphonsus, he has 
now severed his connection with the 
priesthood and the Franciscan Order, 
and has withdrawn from his work at 
St Anthony’s church, at Butler, N. J. 
He gave his discourse at Christ’s Mis
sion, 142 West Twenty-first street this' 
city. I would like to give bls address 
in full, but I know the editor of The 
Progressive Thinker has not the space 
to spare, but will give just a few quota
tions, and if some followers of the Ro
man Catholic faith had only heard it. It 
would have opened their eyes. Father 
Alphonsus discussed freely his change- 
of faith, and while acknowledging that 
his step is the result of a general disbe
lief in the doctrines of the Roman Cath
olic church as a whole, lays particular 
stress on his objection to the practice 
of the confessional.

“My reason for rejecting It,” he said, 
“is that it seems ridiculous to me that 
one sinful man should have the power 
tt> forgive the sins of others. I believe 
in confessing mJ sins to my God and to 
God alone, and not to man.” ’

In his letter to his Father Superior Ui 
Rome, Father Alphonsus said: “There 
is much that I could say regarding the 
policy and administration of. the 
church in general, and in particular 
cases, but I will not enter upon details 
such as came firithin my. personal 
knowledge In connection with the scan
dal of the ‘Shrine of St. Anthony’ jn 
the church at Butler. The payment 
of money for. masses for the living and 
the dead, and for the administration of 
sacraments, the traffic in jubilees, pil
grimages, shrines and relics were a 
scandal to me.”
I met Father Alphonsus personally 

after his lecture and shook hands with 
him, and I told him I was so glad he 
had discovered the beacon light ahead. 
His English was the most, perfect I 
have heard from a platform for some 
time. He told me it was his-intention 
to ultimately enter the Protestant min
istry. He also stated that fils relatives 
were greatly incensed, at his change of 
faith, but I am glad that so young a 
man can stand so nobly by his convic
tions, and I shake-his hand with frlend-

-BY

CAMILLE FLAMMARION
The Unknown” created a marked 

sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scarcely fail to arouse 
the greatest interest in this country. It 
is an eminent scientist's study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated instances, and 
chapters of his book are as weirdly fas-

. A mLi%
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• . • . 1 sZ • « ' • .
The azure of the benfiing Hkles; .
„The earth, the sea and wondrous air, 

And every ray of light that dyes,
And glorifies this world so fair; ' .

And all of nature’s wondrous ways 
Inspires the themes o^'poets’jays.
Life has been likened to a stream.

Swift is the stream of human time, 
Although we- fain would float and 

dream -
' And harmonize the world by rhyme 
'Tls full of breakers; full of woes 
And is portrayed the best in prose;

, LOUISA B. REED.
' Garfield, Kans. ' ; ' ■

"Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and. 
Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50 abd $2; -

“A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Golllns. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
atthlsoffice. Price 10cents. _

*5

J

clnating as the most fantastic of Poe’s 
tales. It treats on incredulity, credub 
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, .transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of ‘ 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychic 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and divina
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 
bound. Price $2.00.

For Sale at the Office of The Progressive Thinker.

DE/YT/t DEFEATED
-OR-

The Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
BY J. M. PEEBLES. M. D., M, A., Ph. D,

It certainly is just what Is needed as here always, they should know bow to 
q book of good suggestions and instruc- live right and enjoy the life that be
tions along the line of health. He longs to them. This is undoubtedly the 
treats the subject in his own matter-of- most useful book for the massed the 
fact style. The book comprises a prac- Doctor has ever published, for it strikes 
tlcal subject handled in a practical at the root or cause of disease, and tells 
manner by a practical - man. Even If how to avoid it. 212 pages cloth 
people do not wish or expect to live bound. Price, $1. For sale at this office;

Three FJeniarkable Books !
“The Divine Pedigree of Man.”
‘The Law of Psychic Phenomena.”
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future.”

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the 
Testimony of Evolution and Psychology 
to the Fatherhood of God. By Thom
son Jay Hudson, LL. D. This is a most 
remarkable work, demonstrating the 
existence of the Soul and Future Life.

It is scientific throughout. Price $1.5(1 
Dr. Hudson’s work on “The Law oi 
Psychic Phenomena," is also valuable. 
Price, $1.50. His “Scientific Demon, 
stration of the Future Life" should ba 
read by all. Price $1.50. For sale at 
this office. .

LIFE. BEYOND DE/VTrt
Being a Review of

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
tion of Present Conditions nf Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

. Fact—To Which Is Addled an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
* 8vo, Cloth, 842 Pages.
After a review of the beliefs held in bolds, as a provisional hypothesis that 

--------------------------- ........ continued existence is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least some 
well authenticated communication! 
from persons in the other life. Thè 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

--— —-- ’-J aavAo
the past concerning life beyond death,
Dr; Savage ,takes up the present condi
tions of b<def and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme ‘‘other
worldliness" which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the Splrltual- 
Istlo reaction against agnosticism. Ho
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short ot demonstration. Tho vol
ume includes a consideration of tho 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences in this line. Dr. Savage

Primitive Ideas-Ethnic Bellefs-Thd 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’! 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life—. 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
World and the Middle Ages-Protestan» 
Belief Concerning Death and the Lift 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction—Thu 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The World s 
Condition and Needs as to Belief In Im. 
mortality—Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and the ImmoN 
tai Life-Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as .to Personal Ex» 
periences and Opinions.

For Sale at this Office. Price $1,50. Postage 10c.

OCR BIBLE:
WHO WROTE IT? WHEN? WHERE? HOW?

Is It Infallible? " •
A Voice from the Higher Criticism.

~ A FeW Thoughts on Other Biblea
. BY MOSES HULL.

Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis d 
the Bible from-that standpoint Of special value and interest to Spirit 
ualists, For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

ORMSBY’S SIMPLE SYSTEM
OF THE

1

lì1

ship.
New York.

J. OSBORNE LUNT.

«■Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent afid very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75 
cents. For sale at this office. . .

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wadding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etd., With choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For sale at this office.

“Discovery of a. Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50. For sale 
at this office.

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young." By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price $1. 
For sale at this office. -.. .

“A Few Words About the DeVlfiand 
Other Essays.” By Charles Bradlaugh. 
Paper, 50 Cents. For sale at this office.

“The Infidelity of Eccleslastlcism. 
A Menace, to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and pay
chic science*  Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, master!?, trenchant 
Erice 25 cents. For sale at this office

PL/VNETS and the ZODÍ/YC,

A New Book with the Places ofthe Planets—the Chart that Makes I
Easy to Study the Stars—5th Edition—Just Out— *

Greatly Improved—Price, $2.00

ASTROLOGY SIMPLIFIED-SPECIAL OFFER.
Any person having one of these ch arts of any former edition may exchan d 

the same for one of tho latest with new book, on payment of 81.00.
This is by far the best system for new beginners to take up, as .hundreds d 

persons have become proficient in the science of the planets in a short time H " 
starting with this Simple System. The new books give the corrections coverinl 
one hundred years, all of tbe ll.th century. ••

Corrections for the 20th century, p.u years in advance, are now ready, whicl 
makes the chart good for 200 years. Price for tho 2Cth century tables, 32.00. 
For sale at this office. ■

Bibleand Church Degrade Woman TlieT<aw of correspondence Ap
By BUteboth Cady Stanton. Comprise! three cesayi ! . plied tP Healing’» . _ ■
on The ESect of Woman Suffrage on Questions of 
Morale and Bellglaii. Fries 10 cents; For Bale at thia
office.

A conree of veten practical leMonl. By W. 1
Colville.. Limp ciotti, soci ” • - ‘ ' -•

FOBCE AND MATTER.
By Buechner. Acelebretoaboot. ciota «

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
Or The Three-foM Power ot Sex. By Iola Wabhrook- 
«. Prioe<'S)«eau. Fumiomthiaofflee.. -

Zelma the Myatii^or White Magi 

Versus Black.
By Alwyn M. Thurber, Occult pblloicphy cloth« 

In tuny form; Mma to giro a belter nnaerttinaing « 
mtglc. bitch anti white. 890 large pkgoe. Cloth, ll.fi

MYTH AND MIRACLE.
0» of Cot. Bobt.0. tscenoin bfgt kçtusi. Çrtç» 

Ip. rwHUStWlottOfc : “ ■

t

. PROGRESSION, 
Or How * Spirit Adnseei tn Sptrit-Ltt*. tin «mis
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AN INQUIRY
Regarding Certain “Wan

dering Mediums?' AGMATHBALÏK ÓJJR MOTTO
To Dò All the Good We Can.

DR. G. E. WATKINS,
. THE

NATURAL PHYSICIAN.

. ’ The Physician ean only be the servant 
or handmaid of Nature in the cure of

Disease.
In reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the oilending cause while 

Nature
Performs the cure, and therefore we 
lay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
.medicine that all a Physician cando 
is to act as a L

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment is true, and believe thatthis meth
od is the right one, then write to-day to 

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
Sending age, sex and leading symptom. 
DK. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

TRUTH1
The only way to find out who Is the 

"Greatest Psychic Physician living” Is 
to read what their patients say.

DR. C. E. WATKINS
never claims that be is the greatest phy- 

• sician living, or that he is tbe
GREATEST PSYCHIC.

lie believes that there are hundreds of 
healers who are just as successful as 
he |s, and he never yet has claimed that 
he Is or was the best psychic, although 
twenty years before the public as the 
Independent slate-writer with tbe rec
ord of not one person who ever accused 
'him of fraud, ought to make the public 
THINK when they compare bls claims 
to other so-called psychics.

DR. C. E. WATKINS
only desires those who are sick to re
member that for over twenty years he 
has been before the public as a psychic, 
and over twelve years as a physlclan, 
and ho never claims . greater powers 
than others; but wo believe he has a 
right to think he has as great gifts as 
those who claim so much. . . ,

Kindly rend the following . -
, TESTIMONIALS! '

Dear Dr. Watkins:—I received your 
diagnose, and consider It a very good 
description of my case. I appreciate 
and thank you for the attention you 
have given my case. Yours very truly, 

Rutland, Pa. MRS. IDA FROST.

, My Dear Friend:—Your welcome let
ter of recent date is received, and would 
.like,very much to join your Psychic 
Circle; am sure it will benefit my 
health greatly and be a great comfort 
to me. Kindly yours, 

LOUISA SMITH.
Day street, Providence, R. I.

Dear Doctor:—I have to report prog
ress and Improvement. The catarrhal 
condition seems to be greatly mitigated; 
as far as tbe piles are concerned, there 
Is a marked Improvement. My appe
tite is good, and my general health ex
cellent. Very respectfully yours,

W. P. WILLIAMS.
Salem, Oregon.

Dear Doctor:—Inclosed find money 
order for another month’s treatment. 
Am feeling very good. I know your 
medicine Is helping me, and expect to 

■■see more Improvement this month.
Yours respectfully,
' ’ - GEORGIA MERRIFIELD, 

Willimantic, Conn.

> Dear Dr. Watkins:—Medicine just re
ceived. Thanks for same. Doctor, I 
think your healing Influences came with 
the diagnose, for I have been improv
ing ever since; and I would nlso like to 
have the psychic treatments. Yours 
truly, MRS. N. REID.

Schoolcraft, Mich.

Dear Doctor:—Yours of recent date Is 
received, and I think your diagnose was 
correct, and I should like very much to 
take your treatment. Truly yours, 
’ DAVID WINKLER.

Burlingame, Kans.

Dear Doctoral received your letter 
Saturday evening, and you described 
my feelings better than I could myself; 

. I will send tli© money with this letter, 
because.1 Xvant your-mediclne soon as 
possible. Well, I will close, hoping to 
hear from you soon. •

‘ < Avilla, Ind. MRS. ALMA FISK.

During the early part of March there 
arrived , in Galveston, Texas, a trio of 
“wandeying mediums” from Montreal, 
Canada, by way of New York—Messrs. 
Geo, W. Banner and Frederick 0. Brim- 
dan and Mrs. Emma Banner, wife of 
the former and sister of the latter (so 
they said). G. W. B. is a nice-looking, 
smobtli-faced man, weighing about 200 
pounds, a soft innocent voice, blue eyes 
and a frank, hearty manner. He gives 
light cabinet seances (materialization of 
hands, writing on sealed slates, pic
tures, etc., on dampened handker
chiefs) which gave strong evidence of 
psychic manifestations. . .

F. C. B. is a tall, sandy complexioned 
young man, weighing about 187 pounds. 
He gives readings private and public. In 
Galveston he offered magnetized belts 
for-sale to develop mediumship and in 
some instances in publie. The tests (?) 
were known to have been prearranged. 
Sirs. E. B. is a gulte nice-looking, plump 
woman of refined manners. She gave 
full-form materialization with her cab
inet in one room and the sitters In an
other, with folding doors between. 
This was far from satisfactory.

Now to the point of inquiry: They 
claimed to know nearly all of the 
prominent workers of the north and 
east, having worked nearly every
where (Lily Dale and Northwestern 
camps, New York, Brooklyn, Boston, 
etc.), but when these workers of the 
north and east were communicated 
with not a single one had ’ ever heard 
the names and failed to recognize the 
“wandering mediums.” They jour
neyed from Galveston to Houston; 
thence to El Paso, Texas, saying that 
they Intended to continue to California.

Spiritualism is beautiful; its philos
ophy soul-inspiring; its phenomena com
forting, but the impostors who infest its 
phenomenal field, making merchandise 
of the most hallowed communication 
with our departed loved ones, are a 
menace to pur growth and must be up
rooted by educating the investigators, 
(and Spiritualists, too,) in the law of 
spirit communication, that ; the de
mand of the public, will be niore req- 
sopable on the medium then. . The 
temptation to “fake" will be less; and 
then put ihe lash to' those who depart 
from legitimate work. We need not 
wopder that laws are ehacted to repulse 
elalrvoyauce apd kipdred psychological 
work when the Spiritualists Jn a great 
many Instances say: “Oh, let them 
alone; it Is a free country,” So it is, 
but It will not be long if “wandering 
mediums” are permitted unmolested to 
commit..such sacrilege as claiming to 
communicate with departed souls, sell 
belts so saturated with magnetism-as 
to develope mediumship. The phenom
ena of Spiritualism substantiates the 
grandest philosophy the world has 
ever known; and. Is far too sacred to 
deal out promiscuously by the dollar’s 
woith as the merchant does sugar. 
Galveston, Tex, COR.

Dr. Peebfes’ Wonäerfui Cures Have 
Made ‘His Name famous the 

World Over.
Read Hie Generous Offer to 

the Sick.

THKKB Is proliably no physician or hcalor living who Is 
curing more cubcs Q,f Chronic and obstinate diheaso 

than is Dr. Peebles. During'an experience of orer fifty 
years tills AND GKKAT HEALEH ha«
cured thousands of those who had Loen pronounced‘‘Id- 
curable’’ by the be&tlocal physicians. Mrs. Alfonso Buck, 
of Mechanicsville, 0., says: “It Is now about three 
month« «luce I begun your treatment and I am happy to 
say that Iain free from those dreadful pains and have 
gained 15 pounds# and am still gaining rapidly. My doc
tor bud given me up as’'Incurable." Being sure that 1 
owe my life to your «kill I most cheerfully and heartily 
recommend you to all those in search of health." Mia's 
Maggie Polson, of Gujbrle, Oklahoma, «ays:'* ’Slx months 
ago I hu tered with' teraiblc headache«, heart trouble and 
female weakness. Mv friends despaired of my life and I 
wsBsoweakl cuuld do nothing, Now I am. well, strong 
and bearly. I can norer forget the good you have done me."

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, 
Whois bo widely known as'one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL H-EALERS,
SHE HAS '

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.] •

Entered the higher Ute, June 18,1000, 
from Waterbury Vt., Mrs. Helen Eddy 
Ambler, aged 67 years nnd-9 months. 

■ To pleasing mfiiiners, personal beauty- 
jnd high jporaLand Intellectual attain-" 
went were' added spiritual gifts. She 
was an earnest and devoted Spiritualist 
and an excellent medium;, delicate 
health prevented her public espousal of 
the cause she so dearly loved, but in her 
own home and among her nearest rela
tives and friends,, she has for many 
years.been a ministering spirit, and to 
many honest seekers she has brought 
unmistakable proof of spirit com
munion. She leaves a husband who 
loved and reverenced her to an unusual 
degree, and dear .relatives and numer
ous friends to regret her departure, but 
their bereaved hearts are solaced by the 
memory of her pure life ¿nd the blessed 
assurance of lier_angelic ministrations. 
Services were conducted by, the writer.

MRS. EMMA L. PAUL.

Passed to spirit life, our dear sister, 
Sarah M. Sanford, at the age of 58. 
She was the wife of James R. Sanford 
and the mother of Mabel and Emma- 
lissc Blake, the platform test medium 
of 364 South Division street, Grand 
Rapids, Mich. Mrs. Marian Carpenter, 
Frank T. Ripley and the writer offici
ated at their home on Saturday, July 7, 
1900. The home was beautifully deco
rated with costly flowers brought by 
lodges of which she was a member. The 
home was packed, and the ground ad
joining, by members of four different 
orders of which she was an honored 
member. She was a devout Spiritualist, 
and was contemplating a good time at 
Briggs Park camp, just opened.

DR. W. O. KNOWLES.
Grand Rapids, Mich. '

Departed to a higher life, from his 
home in Berlin, O., Mr. Joel Fox in the 
8Gthtyear of His age. He was born and 
always remained at the homestead, and 
was among the earllest’ploneers in the 
wilderness of the Western Reserve. 
He lived a quiet, honest life, and was 
thoroughly respected by all In the com
munity, although he was outspoken in 
his absolute freedom from superstition 
of any kind. The funeral held July 1. 
was largely attended, Hudson Tuttle 
delivering the discourse by special re
quest of the deceased. . »*»

Dr. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I received 
your diagnosis of my case; the explana
tion is correct in every particular, and 
it agrees with the one I received recent
ly from a medium in this state. Thank
ing you very kindly for your Informa
tion. nnd wishing you success, I remain
yours,/

Boston, Mass.
CHARLES DUNTON.

TESTIMONIAL.

B. F. Poole:— :
43 Evanston Ave., Chicago, Ill.:

Your melted pebble spectacles are 
wonderful. I can see to thread a fine

Mrs. M. J. Bundy passed to the spirit 
side of life, June 21, 1000. She was 
born September O;. 1813, in the state of 
Vermont. At an early age she came to 
California where she has since resided. 
During the last few years she has been 
a resident of the Old Ladies’ Home at1 
Times, Cat,-where-she was dearly be
loved by all connected with the'institu
tion, As a Spiritualist'she was one of 
the brightest and best I -ever saw. 
Her influence was so pure and good it 
left its impress on every ohe with whom 
she came in contact. ’. . .

.. . A VAN HANN.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by. Paul Carus. 
This book.ls heartily commended to stu
dents of thé science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in Its spirit and living prlnci-

. „ , , ; , . , ples. . Spiritualist . or Christian can
needle and can read with comfort, and. scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
my eyes are getting stronger. Your price $1. For sale at this office. '
clairvoyant system of fitting is perfec
tion.. I am, your friend, 

’ • ’ MRS. L. E. MARTIN.
Blairsville, Pa. ; •

- For ten cents we will send by mall, a 
4-oz package of my Magnetized Com
pound, for sore or weak eyes. Once 

■ used you will not be without it. A.d-
dress B. F. POOLE & CO.,• . _ - ■ ■

43 Evanston avenue, -Chicago. Ill.

Price $1. For sale at this office.
“The Priest, the Woman and the Con

fessional." This book, by- the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience,of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at 
this office. .

■•Harmonics of-Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual Life,' Based Upon 
Natural Science., as.Taught .by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence- "Heliocentric Astrology or Essential#

of Astronomy and Solar Mentality, duuucj. .u. n«.. v. utup il,vuSu,, val. 
With Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to tying the principles of evolution Into 
JktO;"-"By rYarmo Vedrà.' Forcale at new fields..'Ciòtti, «2. Tof sfilo fit this 
till#office.,.Price,$1.50. ■ • ’ ’ office. . .1i ’ . .

Huntley. A work of deep thought, car-

J. M. PEEBLES, A; M.( M. D., PH.D.
Remember that Dr, Peebles does not heal bv Christian Science. Hypnotism, 

WILD and POTENT medicines, combined with 
nisi SYCH1C POvA ERS. Ihese Psychic treatments are the greatest power 
known for relieving pain and suffering and curing diaease. One of his patients 
recently said, these treatments seem as a breath of higher life. It seems as If 
they alone would almost raise the dead,” Besides being the greatest Psychic 
Physician living he is an authority in Europe and America on Psychic Phenome
na and the Psychic Science. He has written an essay "The Psychic Science in 
tlie Cure of Disease, which he will send free to any sufferer asking for it. The 

i 8 ^la”nose8 arfi equa’ly as astonishing as his cures. His Psychic Gifts en
able him to accurately locate the diseased and weakened tissued, thus he never 
has to experiment for weeks to discover the real trouble. No disease is really 
incurable if perfectly understood, for every effect or diseased condition has its 
cause, and if this is seen and removed by the aid of natural forces, health will be 
restored. 1 What is your condition and its cause? It is within your power to know. 
No two cases are exactly alike so do not spend precious time in taking patent 
medicines which are prepared a "text-book” case, or risk your lifean the hands

Wl10 • notundel'.stand y°ur condition. Write to-day for a FREE 
DIAGNOSIb and special advice in your case. This will cost you nothing. The 
Doctor will also send you his essay on this wonderful soience- and other valuable 
literature FREE. Thousands of so-called “incurable” cases are cured by this 
method. So do not despair, if your physician has failed to cure you. Just write 
the doctor a plain, , truthful letter, giving him your name, age, sex and leading 
symptom, in your own handwriting and receive a complete diagnosis of your case 
by return mail. ‘

__ Wmer, Ore., who is a Fellow of theRoyal College of Pbyalclana, «ay«:-"! consider It 
my sacred duty to extend to you my heartiest thanks for the psrfeot cure yourmediclues and advice have

• .. .C?RO- very skeptical when I began the qse of your medicines and treatment, but 1 am 
free to say that I now have a confirmed belief in their almost iblraculous efficacy. Three month« ago 1 bore 
about my body tbe hideous spectacle of my disease. Now 1 am a mentally and physically robust man.”

Mrs. Lydia blason, of Boyd, Oregon, who had not walked without crutches for a long time, after a few 
wem of our treatment says:—“I can now walk without my crutches for almost half a day. I am gaining 
rapidly and expect to Boon be in perfect health again," . -

Mabel Kcyc«. of Troti Creek, 6.1)., who hiid suffered for a long time from eczema, says:—"Tbo rough
nest of the «kin has entirely disappeared, I am very thankful Indeed for the great good you .have done me. 
1 talked with our family physician and he thinks my cure Is remarkable. I doctored with- him before I 
called on you and he said he did not .thlnk there was any help for me and belsono of the best doctors around hero." :

Address Dr. J. M, Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich
Sunday Spiritualist Meetings In 

‘ Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins’ spiritual meet

ings, ” ’* ..........................  ' 1
t-

40 E. Randolph street, Handel
Hall, Fourth floor, Sunday evening, 
7:45. Wednesday evening, 675 Larra
bee street, corner Garfield avenue.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. in. . .

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of tbe Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every-first and third Thursday of the. 
month, beginning afternoons at three 

-O’clock. The ladles bring-refreshments; 
supper served at six o’clock. Evening 

•session commences at ’ a quarter to 
eight.’ Questions invited from the au
dience, and answered by tbe guides of 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton. Always an Interest-’ 

'ing programme. ■ All are welcome.
Church of the Spirit Communion 

will hold meetings in Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. m., conference and tests; 
8 p. m., lecture by J. K. Hallowell; tests 
by H. F. Coates and others. AU are In
vited. Good-music and seats free.

There will be a Spiritual meeting at 
2:30 each Sunday, at Smith Hall, Wis
consin and Larrabee streets. German 
and English speaking by Mrs. W. Hil
bert and Mr. Bernhart. '

Spiritualistic services will be held ev
ery Sunday afternoon at 2:45 p. m., 
1453 N. Springfield avenue. Tests at 
4 o'clock prompt. Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
medium.

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw ■ Hall, 
No. 294 and 296 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o'clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests in telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor.

The Gross Park Spiritual Society 
meets at 1785 N. Hoyne avenue, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o'clock.

The South Chicago True Spiritualist 
Society meets every Sunday evening at 
7:30 at 8927 Exchange avenue, Instead 
of Eigenman's Hall.

Tbe Englewood Spiritual Union So
ciety meets every. Sunday at Forbes' 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought and medi- . 
ums of note in charge. ■ .

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No.. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m„ conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs.-William Lindsey. : ■

Truth Seekers meet at tlie Teutoila 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every-Sunday, afternoon at 3 
o’clock. ' ,

The Chicago Liberal Society is a non
sectarian association for the encourage-' 
meat of morality, the promotion of edu
cation,, ¡the acquisition- and dlssemlna-1 
tlon of knowledge, and. the Inculcation 
of truth in tbe place and stead of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 
of the society are held- eVery Sunday 

.morning at 11 o'clock in - Corinthian 
Hall, Masonic .Temple, 17th floor, and 
are in charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
You are cordially invited to attend the 
same. ■ , ■' ■ ■ ■. : ■./ ■; .
. The. Avenue Spiritualist? Society will 
meet at 2979 Wabash avenue, corner 
30th street, every Sunday afternoon at 
2:45 o’clock. Harry'.J. -Moore, pastor.;

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A Juflson. This book Is ded
icated to all ¡earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing! their physical and their 
psychical bodies frith universal nature 
and their souls With tbe higher intelli
gences, to eome into closer connection 
with tbe purer realms of the spirit 
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that chataeterlzes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary ¡works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 
office. ■ .

"Prineipl«4>f Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt,,Mu,D^ LL, D. A truly 
great.work of a master. mlnd, and one 
whom . BpiriidliiistB should 'delight to 
honor, ■ The h-esult of years of deep 
thought and-patleiit research into Na
ture’s finer forces are' here gathered 
and madoamenable.to''the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it.

CLUBS!
We,want tenthousand'dubs 
formed In every part of the i 
United States, for which we I 
present inducements nev- | 
er before offered by any I 
Spiritualist paper. These 1 
clubs must, consist of ten 
subscribers, and each .one • • 
will get Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death; or if
they would prefer It, they 
can have the Next World In-I can nave tue Next

I terviewed. They 
. «I their choice of

can
choice of the

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Bunday at public hall«.
•• Bear in. mind that only meetings held 
in public halls will be announced under 
the above head. We have not space to 
keep standing notices of meetings held 
at private residences. . '

T VOLUMES 1, 2 and 3 of the Ency- 
pedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, Art Magic, Ghost 
Land, The Next ■ World Inter
viewed, and the Occult Life of 
Jesus OncWdihg ‘the Hull-Covert 

• Debate) constitute - our premium 
list Those sevep. books, have been on 
sale, costing the buyer In the aggregate, 
$10.75. We, after paying the postage 
and expense of mailing,, realize only 
$1.50 for the seven—far. less than cost 
to us. We desire to form the nucleus 
of a library In every. Spiritualist home, 
hence this remarkable offer. By sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
you1 then’ have .the privilege of' purchas
ing these books.at the premium prices. 
Bee terms on another page. j

_ Each subscriber in order to 
avail- himself of this offer' 
'must pay $1.15. The fifteen 
cents Is to pay expense of 
postage and mailing, and-the 
books sent out are practical-

• J ly a gift They .are not 
— cheap affairs; they are nicely B and substantially bound in 

cloth,, neatly printed In clear 
type and are ornaments to 
any center table. The con-; 

..tents are indeed valuable, 
such as every Spiritualist 
family7should have. The ag

. gregate price of these two 
. books to the trade is $2.75. /N 

L I To each of our club sub- 1 I '.V. scribers'one of these books \ .V is a gift, and when they re; \ 
11 celve the one of their choice |- Y 

they will be delighted with U> 
it, and. will/wonder how we

can afford to dov so much forthem 
The one whongcts; up the club will'be 
entitled to The Progressive Thinker for 
one year, and! Vol! 3 of the Encyclope
dia of Death,'lancL Life In the Spirit 
Spirit World; and also the Next World 
Interviewed, v He will not only get The 
Progressive Thinltfer for one year, but 
both books. .He (gets .what is equiva
lent to $3.75 for his trouble. There 
should be no diffi&ilty whatever in get
ting up'humiredsiiof clubs.. ' .

Volume 3 (i>f the Encyclopedia- of 
Death, and Llfe.'Hn the Spirit World 
Will not onlyiinterest Spiritualists,' but 
church members will be attracted to It. 
The Rev. MjST. Savage, a leading lib
era! divine OfvNewi York, leads off with 
several of his masterly productions, 
treating Dehth trfrom an advanced 
standpoint. 'He ¡S’ followed, by leading 
Spiritualists who - treat of Death in a 
philosophical and fascinating manner.

The Next World. Interviewed Is'also a 
very excellent work.. The plates of 
this book were donated to the office of 
The Progressive Thinker by Henry Ji 
Horn. It tionslsts of communications 
from the'Spirit side of life from leading 
minds there. Fifty-five communica
tions Ure given'by prominent person
ages, among them Prince Albert; Har
riet Martineau, Judge Edmonds, Horace 
Greeley, Lord Lytton. Fanny Fern, Dr. 
Llvlvgstone and the Czar of Russia.

Now-Is tha tline to get,up . .

CLUBS.
4

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cejit 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO ,

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

COLLEGE OF FINEFORCES
Tbo student« of title College represent four con

tinents, and many of them arc pbyslelans, medical 
professors, or clergymen. Hudson Tuttle, the well- 
known author, calls this college “An institute of 
refined therapautlca, which la fust becoming of world
wide fame, and attracting students from many coun
tries. It builds on exact science, and Includes tbe 
magnetic, electric, chenilcal, solar, and spiritual 
forces which underlie everything. Its course can be 
taken at Home, and a diploma conferring the title of 
D. M. (Doctor of Magnetic«) granted.” Send «tamp 
for catalogue.

A cheaper and simpler ACADEMIC COURSE ha« 
boon established for those who do not wfoli to take 
tbe more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 
new -and beautiful methods of Nature, which are 
powerful to heal and upbuild. Addre««E.D.BAB- 
BITT. M.D„ LL.D.. Dean, 68 North Third St., San 
Jose, California. 655

Y0UB, FUTURE AauologerWALRONiJ
37 Opera Homo Block, Denver, Col. From »1.00.

Geo. F. Perkins, Emaline Perkins, 
Platform and Private Test Mediums, 3503 Cottage 
Grove ave., flat 14,Chicago. Circles Friday. Reading*  
dally. sssit

TpOR RENT»—Desirable room« fronting tbe lake, 
X' near Grand Hotel. Term« reasonable. Address 
Abbie E. Olmstead, Lily Dale, N. Y. 556

$2—TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS in two and three «ec- 

tlon« 8ti In. high—magnetised when desired—<2 on re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A. M URRAY. 508 E. 2nd 
St,, Newport. Ky. 584

Myscli cured, I will gladly inform any ope addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
or Cocaine, of ■ never-failing harmless Home Cure.
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin. P. O. Box 1212, Chicago, ILL

MRS. MAGGIE WflITÊ
Reading by mall. 11.06. Busiuoss advice a specialty. 

804 S. Crouse ave., Syracuse, N, Y. 556

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, tbe only psychic wonder living, 

that uses tbe spiritual X-ray without any leading 
symptom to direct, and locate« all Internal diseases 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated; as hun
dreds can testify,. Send name, age, «oxt complexion 
and ton cents In stamps, and receive a.correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES Ii. LOUCKS, 
’ ' ’ ’ Lock Box 7, Stoneham. Mais.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty years has treated and cured tbo «lek In all 
parti of tbe United States and Canada. Thousand« 
nave been cured after being given np to die. Hla 
psychic powers are uncqualed, as his cures prove, 
Talk doesn’t prove anything. Facto aro proof. He 
also cures diseases of men, such as loss of manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion, fiend 
name, age. sex, lock of hair, 6 cts In stamps, for a di
agnosis. Address,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren «L, Stoneham, Mass.

See the unsolicited testimonial« of cures that tell a 
true .story that need« no more proof. Judge a physi
cian only by what cures be makes, not by what be 
may say.

Riverhead, N. Y.—Dr. J. 8. Loucks-Dear Sir: 
After ten months of severe suffering from excessive 
Irritation of tbo stomach, bowels and bladder, and 
other complications, unable to eat except a raw egg, 
followed by great distress. In the last stage of dys
pepsia. I was advised to try a clairvoyant and sent to 
you a lock of hair. You described the case perfectly. 
On taking the pleasant remedies I began Immediately 
to pick up and can now cat a hearty meal and attend 
to business. It is considered a wonderful cure.

Yours very sincerely, James B. Blade.

Kind Dr. Loucks:—Mr«. Eckhart wtobed me to 
write you that she was gaining In strength rapidly. 
She grew better immediately after receiving your 
remedies. Asformysclf, I think I am getting along 

-well. 1 expect to grow strong mentally aa well as 
physically, as time goes on,—-When I first wrote you 
I was a physical wreck, and Buffering the most in
tense pain« from various chronic diseases of many 
years' standing, I was so bad that Ute had become a 
burden tome; but your magnetic remedies did good 
work, and I grew better from the first application, 
and after oue month's treatment from you. 1 bad 
gained ten pounds more in flesh, and the change In 
my general appearance was so great that It was a 
matter of remark among my friend«. And I will «ay 
that I bud employed tbe best medical aid I could get 
here, but they gave me no relief whatever, and 1 
was growing worse under their treatment, and I have 
no doubt that If 1 could not have received your aid 
I would’not to-day be in tbe land of mortals. I con
sider your magnetic remedies a dead shot You can 
make such nae of this letter as you choose. It may 
bo of benefit to «ome suffering mortal. Most sin
cerely yours,' ’ ’ John TV. Lrox.

Decatur, 111., Lock Box 226. •

Dr.’J, 8. Loucks—Dear Sir:—T feel cncduraged to 
send for treatment for my daughter, as 1 met a Mrs. 
Allen W. Lamb, of Garland, N. C. She told me that 
you cured her after five other' doctor« tried and 
failed, and gave up her case a« Incurable.

Dunn, N, C. J. B. Farrar.

NEW DREAM BOOK.
1,000 Dreams and their interpretation; price. 25 

cents; sent by mall on receipt of price, In coin or 
stamps. Address DR. R.GBEER, Maywood, III. 554

Challoner Worm Powders
Effectually destroy any living thing tn the human 
alimentary c&nal and stomach. 624 Sedgwick st.,
Chicago, III. 557

A JANE, PSYOHOLOGIBT AND ASTROLOGER. 
• Trial reading, 10 cents and stamp. By mail only.

52 Sb. Broadway, Aurora, III. 559

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
’. ■ ■’ ’ ; lain. ' ' . . ■

Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for my 
blind sister. Jennie L. Webb, one of the earliest me» 
dlumsnow in the form, by writing .a letter to a spirit 
friend. Send It to me with 41, and I will try and get 
reply by independent writing or whispers. Address 

. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford. Mass. 531tf .

TRUTH AND DESTINY
Deals wlth.tho bidden force« of mind and tbo in
fluence of environment upon human Ilf«. Give« a 
contrast of the .destiny of one who cried out in the 
darkness for tbo light hovalnly sought, and the desti
ny of another who found the radiance within. It re
veals the law«'and conditions which create happiness" 
and Indicate.' the path which lead« to the attainment 
of Self-Mastery nnd Power. Price 25 cent«,
... URIEL BUCHANAN,

Dept. P. T.'.Box 210, Chicago, II!. 5i4tf

TALMAGEAN INANITIES.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies.
A review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank De

Witt Talmage’« oft-repented attack« upon Spiritual
-Ism. By Moses Hull. For sale at this office. Price 

10 cents. - . . , r<

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for .the ( vg&nlxation and 

tnanagemontof Sunday schools. Bÿ Andrew Jackson 
Davi«, SàmetKlnt Indispensable, rr.ee 50 cento.

THE GOD IDEA
; ; > OF THE ANCIENTS.

Or Serin Religion. By Bliss Burt Gamble. “11 Is a 
( sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
■ at times curiously-from stall.tlcs which mkbtbe

Song Books.

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection of new and beautiful wags, with 

music and chorus, iu book form. By C.P. Longley. 
Price 11.25, Postage 15 cents.

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Songs Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxbam. 

Thirty-two page« of sweet songs and music. Th« 
author end compiler 1« well known as a Spiritual 
singer and composer. Price, 25c. .

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Hattie E. Hull. Tblrty-clgbt of Mra. Ilull’i 

Bwecteat «ones, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles nnd families. Price 10 QSaZa 
W |7 per hundred* Fur eulo nt thU office.

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of words and music for the choir, con> 

grcgatlon and «octal circle. By S. W. Tucker. Com
prises sixty or more gome of soug. Price, 20c.

GOSMIAN HYMN HOOK.
A COLLECTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns 
ftor IÀbtra.1 and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and the Borneo

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vocal Muslo for the 

Choir, Congregation and Social 
Circles,

By J. M. Peebles and J. 0. Barrett; B. H. Bailey, 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wide 
?cld of literature with tbe most critical care, free 

rom all theological bias, throbbing with the «oul of 
inspiration, embodying tbe principle« and virtue« of 
the spiritual philosophy, set to the moat cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to UI 
occasion«, It Is doubtless the moat attractive work of 
the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, “duett 
end quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accom
paniment, adapted both to pjibllc meetings and ths 
social circles. Cloth 11.25j postage 3 canto. For Bale 
at this office.

This volume meett a public want. It comprises 
158 choice oelectioD« of poetry end music» embody
ing the highest moral tentiment and free from all 
tectarlanlBm. Price 50 ceuta. Sold at this office.*

Longley’s Beautiful Songs 
For Public Meetings and 

the Home.

THE GOLDEN ECHOES: 
A New Book of Inspirational* 

Words and Music,
For the u«o of meetings, lyceuma and home, by 0. TV. 
Tucker. These beautiful «ongs have already com
forted many broken heart«, and It is hoped that they 
may be heard lu every land. Price 15c; 11.50 per doz
en. For sale at this office.

VOLUME ONE
Contain« the following song« witbmniic:
Pm thisking, dear mother, of you. Wo miss our 

boy« at borne. The land of tbe bye and bye. Tbe 
good times yet to be. The land beyond the atara. 
They art waiting at the portal. When the dear one« 
gather at home. Resting under tbo daisies. The 
grand jubilee. My mother's tender eyes. Dear heart 
come home. Come tn some beautiful dream. Where 
tbe roars neverfade. In heaven we’ll know our own.

VOLUME TWO
Contains 15 new and beautiful songs, suited to the 
home circle, seances, local meetiugs. mass-meeting«, 
convention«, anniversaries and jubilees. They come 
prise an excellent variety of poems set to easy har
mony and ought to «ell readily. These books are 15cto. 
each; the two for 80cta. For sale at this office.

From Sou! to Soni.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

ZWS VOLUME CONTAINS THE
best Poem« of the author, and some of .her most 

popular songs, with tbs music by eminent comportrs. 
Among tba Poems which have attracted wide notice 
arc: "Budding Rosa," “Incident*  of Life Under tbo 
Blue Law«,” “Parson Smith's Prophecy," “From the 
Highland« ot Heaves," "Tbe City of Sorrow." "Solllo. 
quy of FulYla at Blcyoa," “ Tbe Holy Maid of Kent. * 
etc.

Tbe Muslo include« ."Tbe Un«cen City;” "Clarf- 
hel," a June Song: "We Shall Meet our Friend« In the 
Morning" •, Meet Ue at tbe Crystal Gates."

Mar*  of tbe Poems are admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were used by the anther In her public read 
^«Ui Nottox«.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle Is matter
ful in her prolific poetical genius.—Tbe Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gap 
ftcld'a brightest scholars.—Chanianlng i./gu». U 
S'Ccd poet, whose writings are familiar to many.—

•trolt Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle 1« well known ai 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—SaL 
Evo. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like a 
banner on our walls to recall u« dally to our oettej 
solves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with ran 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of LifchL She 9 
!no of nature's poeu.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 

alnttly refined, sotting Itself to music.—Progrcsalvs 
1'hlnkqr. Strong, truo and beautiful.—Mrs. Sara A- 
Underwood. Clarlbsl is exquisitely beautiful,—D. D. 
Home.

Tbe volume contains 225 pages, is beautifully printed 
wd hound, and furnishes a fine Holiday Gift. Price 
11.50, post-paid.

For sale at tb!« office.

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
A&rolume of Poem«. By Lilian Wbltlny. Clotty

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WITHIN.

Voices from many land« and centuries, saying, “Man, 
thou «halt never die." An excellent selection. ed> 
ited and compiled bv Giles B. Stebbln«. Cloth, <1.

Poems From the Inner Life.
By Lizzie Doten. These poems are as staple as 

sugar. Price 11.00. For sale at thia office.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By Llztie Doten. They are realta valoabiu 

Price ai4n.

THE VOICES.
. By Warren Bumner Barlow. Tbo Votes, contain 
poems of remarkable beauty and faro*.  They arc 
most excellent. Price 11.00.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

' By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable as n history of tho begin- 

niag of Modern Spiritualism, by one of the Fox Sis
ters. 478 Pages, 16 Illustrations, including portraits of 
the Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rappings, 
as related by eye-witnesses: remarkable and well-at
tested manifestations; the “exposures.” etc. Hand
somely bound iu cloth, But few copies remaining. 
Publishers’ price, 11.50. We will sen£ the book post
paid for 11.40. '

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin of 
Religioiir,.

By Sarah E. Titcomb. "With an introduction by 
Charles Morris, author of “The Aryan Race-” PriMb 
•loth, *i.  , , .

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

Th!« work contain« an account of the very wooden 
ful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dn 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and «Imilor cases In al 
parts of the country, This volume Is the first fro« 
the author directly upon the subject of “Spiritualism? 
and has fi$x»d tbo test of many yean. 8LM 
.Voetagelv coats. Bte cate fit ttisoScfc

Mediumship and Its Development, 
And How to Mcsmerlio to Aaslat Devel Spirent. By 
W. H. Bach. Paper, Si cent*;  cloth, ® Chut*.  For 
tale at thl*  office. _ • •

Memorial Oration by Col. IngersoH 
On Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before the New 
York Legislature, May 9,1B88. Price, 4 ccntt. For 
sale at this office. • • • ■ ■ ' . , ,

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

Gifted Psychic.
Obsesiion Cured.

-• • Special Attention Given to
Nervous Ailments 

Astonishing Cures of Disease 
Physical and Mental,

Through

Magnetized Remedies
Readings and business advice, by mail,' 

$1.00 and two stamps.
For correct diagnosis of disease 

send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own bandwriting.

IF'T have never known a more competent. reliable 
and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than Chau 
Walter Lynn. Jos. Boi)U buchajtail

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
Oakland, Cali.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all fonn. of itomacb. liver and kidney dtseaiei 
alsoconttlputlon. A sure cure for that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
month soutfor41.00.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sora 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been uaed and praised by 
thousands in ail parts of the world, bent fur W cental 
or all three sent postpaid for ei.oo, with Yarma'a 
photo and Instructions bow to Uvu iou yean.

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for illustrated Circulara 

«howiug Btyioi and prices and photo of Spirit YarmaJ . 
who developed ibis clairvoyant, power In me. 1 cad 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly tai 
your eyes lu your own borne as If you were Inm/ 
office, as lliousands can testify. Beud stamp for photo# 
B. F. POOLE 4 CO.. 43 Evanston av.. Chicago, Ill.

Reed City Sanitarium and Private 
Hospital, A. B.Spinney, M. D., Prop.
Staff of eight consulting physicians and Burgeons; pro. 
fadional nurncti, «team heat, eleclr’o light. Cheapest 
sanitarium far the accommodations in the world, < 
Board, medical attendance, nursing, baths, massage : 
electrical treatment all for *10  A WEEK. Oases 
diagnosed free «nd treated at a distance by correspond 
deuce. Price# reasonable. Bend your name and ad*,  
dress with stamp to BEEDO!TYBANlTAHlUMt .

Reed City, Michigan. I

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All'« Right with the World.” Cloth 270 
page«. Mr. Newcomb made e distinct succees with 
“AH'« Right with the World,” which continue« tn tha 
front rank of tbe Metaphysical books that are now «0 
popular. The g^cai number who have jeencheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another bool^ 
by tb.e wiao teacher whose words of help are doing so 
much to nake tbe world better by making men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
la a simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand in Its scholarly simplicity. I& 
will be In demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writing«. Price sl.50. For sale at 
thia office.

The Soul of Things; I
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By 
Win. and Elisabeth M. F. Denton. A marveloui 
work. Though concise as a text book It is as fascin
ating as a work of fiction. Tbo reader will be amazed 
to see the curious facta hero combined in support of 
this power of the human mind, which will resolve a 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
as day, and throw light on all subjects now obscured 
by time. Price 11.50. For sale at this office.

In three volumes, cloth bound, tl.50 each.

TH6 GMS« 
Quest on A Symposium by < 

W. E. Coleman, J. 
S. Loveland,Hudson 
Tuttle, Moses Hull,Senicd

J. B. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Babbi I. M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir- ( 
Its say about it. By .

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Whether th!« book «etiles tbe question or not, fl 

Will be found eminently entertaining, and bring« 1» 
getber a.main of evidence to establish bfBtcnOM t 
character of J-:su«. A large volume, cloth, tl.25. For I
tale at this office. J

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.1

Thl# work will be found e.peclolly Intereetlng to d 
who would desire to make a study of Bomonlam afl|' 
tbo Bible. Tbe historic facta itatad. and the keen; 
acathtns review of Bomteh Idea end tfectloctebcMld 
«road kyoll. Price, 25c. Bold lit tbuoffloa.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker’« Tatar» 
national Congress, Chicago, III., October, 1893. By 
Susan H.WIxon. Price, 10c. - 

STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Davis. A rosary of pearls, culled 

trom tbe works of Andrew Jackson Davis. Intended 
for th« tight and solace of every sorrowing and 

i stricken heart. Price 50 cento. For sale at this cfficc.

STRIKE OF A SEX.
By George N. Miller. Dealing with the population 
question. Paper, 25 cents. For «ale at this office. .

A Few Words About the Devil,' 
And Other Essays. .

By Charles Bradlaugh. With the story of hl« lift 
•a told by himself, and the history of hl« parltemen« 
Ury struggle. With portrait. Paper, 50c. .

- Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature;

The Beiatlon of It« Principle# to Continued Ex 
l«tence and to the Philosophy of 8plritu&li«m. By 
Prof. W, M. Lockwood. Paper, .25 cento. For tale M 
th!«office. . ■■ . ’ • ' .

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS

open to doubt; and never fork moment sensational or
revolutionary.—Chicago Herald." 8» png«», - urge I Price 6 cento; tt&owtos, 
type, doth bound. Price 92.25. For sale at thia office *

Before the New York Unitarian Club. The first time 
In the bl.tory of the world that a Chrlitlan Aisoclatloii 
ever Invited a noted InOdel to lecture before them. 
The lecture 1» » grand one, and wu received by the 
Olah.with contlnuouB epplauie from beglnalng to end. 
The pamphlet contain» 12 page*.  kMMM*  Muted. 
Price»cautai uuoapiee, tOceat# '

MEDIUMSHIP, .
- A chapter of «nwleawa, tty-irretitala M. Kin», 
frie» toe.- Tor we atta» pace; ■

I ' THE SQUL
JtaNstnre. BtltHana.Md -Etnreralm tnBretUn Bn

- feditami*.  Gire» through mt». Core K g. BlebSend, by her Guides. A book tbit erery arei who 41 
: .gutÙMIa rwttcsmuousboniare*».  Wai fM.

\ ; . -IN THE- '• ■ ■ ' '

PASI, PBESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Runlti nt recent icIentICc research regarding Ure 
origin, position and prospects ot mankind.

. > From tho German of .

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of "Force and Matter,” Eesays on Nature ui 

Science,” “Physiological Plctwca,” “SU Lee*  .
tores on JDarwin," Eto.

'The great mystery of existence consist« ia’pcTpe^ 
arl and uninterrupted change. Everything 1« fmmoi» . 
tai and IndettrucUbleMbe smallest worm as. well u 

, tbq most enormous of the celcitlal bodle«,—the sand 
p *.tn  or tbe water drop ai well aa the highest being la 
creation, man and bl« thought«. Only the form« 1b 
vttich being manifesto Itself are changing; but Being 
t.dt remains eternally the same and Imperiihnblfe 
' l:cn we die we do not 1dm ounelYca, but only osffi 
.-^onai consciousness. -'Wo llteonln nature? tn out 
. • , tn our children. In our deed«? la our thought»—

■: rL in the entire tnatcrla! and phyBletlcontrlb**  . 
. I'Gh.’ivring-our abort persbnal^exIfttBcfc,

r - . «’HliiM ti'tiK1 subdttence of mtaklnd and ut
-I. • :igeneral.’'—Buechner*
.• .^L, poat9vo.;Wurfi9Mt«-.<MMl«tottin
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VlTftL QUESTIONS DISCUSSED

Spiritual FropaoanMan Spirits Leave Their Mortal Bodies Tern 
porariiuV-Tlie BHne-WnaUon and Its EBts-Maltlms 

and Small Faiiilii(!S--Marriao6 and Divorce. ■
Dr. J. M. Peebles Forcibly Presents His VIews, for the Consideration of the Readers of 

The Progressive Thinker.

While Spiritualism in its broadest and 
deepest sense is a fact, and a philoso- 
phy-eucouragiug religion, still It is ques
tionable if it contains all the lore, and 

’all the virtue and all the concentrated 
wisdom of the ages. Spiritualists write 
themselves down as numbering all the 
way from nine to 20,000,000. But are 
they really Spiritualists? Are they any 
better than their orthodox neighbors? 
Where are tlieir homes for the aged, 
their schools for orphans, their resorts 
for sick, worn-out mediums, their halls 
of learning, thgir liberally endowed 
seminaries, their, free libraries for the 
poor, and their flery-souled mission
aries tolling in both this and foreign 
lands?
“0 wad some power the giftie gle us 
To see ourselves as others see us!
It wail free monle a blunder free us, 

And foolish notion."
The Rev. A. B. Simpson, standing a 
few months ago in the American The
ater, New York, before an immense au
dience,. so aroused their enthusiasm for 
Christianity In the line of foreign mis
sions that $78,000 was subscribed be
fore the service closed. One man gave 
nearly all his farm, women gave their 
jewelry, several gave parts of tlieir 
libraries, one man subscribed $10,000, 
fully two-thirds of what he was findn- 
daily worth. Anil all this was to go to 
foreign lands to convert.the heathen to 
Christianity. Whatever we may think 
of the wisdom of sueh conversions; 
such gifts bespeak the deepest sin
cerity—also a liberality and self-sac- 
rlflce that ought to put to shame the 
niggardliness of many calling them? 
selves Spiritualists. '

Recently, also, a Seventh-Day Ad
ventist, deceased, left this religious de
nomination $400,000 to be used in pro
paganda work. If some of our rich 
Spiritualists would do something of this 
character while vestured In mortality, 
say in tlie line of education, the sup
porting of the Belvidere Seminary, the 
organization of Lyceums, and for send
ing lecturers over this country, through 
India and Ceylon, with their hearts 
afire with trulli, and their hands full of 
Spiritualist literature, It would add 
mueb to their happiness when looking 
down from the highlands of immor
tality—looking and seeing the golden 
harvest gathered from the good they 
bad done. Tlie spirit says—“Thus sow, 
and thou shalt reap an hundred fold.” 
Brother. Is your lamp trimmed and 
burning? Brother, are you sowing the 
good seed? Brother, are you doing the 
work assigned you? Brother, do you 
really intend to do anything of conse
quence for the cause you profess, be
fore your body dies? Answer from the 
depth of your conscience. Remember 
that while you may be good at dodging, 
you cannot dodge death—and remember 
further, that just as this life leaves you 
the future life, leaden or golden, will 
find you.

IS IT—OR IS IT NOT TRUE?
That spirits while dwelling In mortal 
bodies have the power to, and do tem
porarily leave them (except by a silvery 

. electrical cord), and meanwhile travel 
througlTthe Interstellar spaces, guided 
by their spirit friends?
'This question has often been dis

cussed, and it seems to be with some a 
question still. Permit us to give two or 
three illustrations in the line of sub
stantiating the affirmative:

John Brown, Sr., the late “Medium of 
the Rockies,” as he was called, recently 
passed to the higher realms of Immor
tality. I never met him In the. flesh, 
but a few months previous to his de
parture, I said to myself, I will send 
him a copy of my pamphlet entitled— 
"Who Are These Spiritualists?”—we 

' will exchange pamphlets. During the 
night succeeding the day that I made 
the resolution, himself and wife, at 
midnight, were quietly asleep, when 
heavy spirit raps awoke Mrs. Brown; 
These sounds continuing she awoke her 
husband, and he hearing the raps and 
becoming clairvoyant, said:“Why, here 
comes Dr. Peebles! I never met him 
In the mortal, but it is surely him. My 
spirit friends knew him and he .has 
■something for me, but I cannot clearly 
see just what it Is, but I certainly see 
him, and he has a printed' message 
for me."’ ’

Jolin Brown, in writing me of this 
phenomena, said: “I will give you the 
words that my spirit guide gave to me. 
He said: ‘John, tell’Bro. Peebles that 
he is on the threshing-floor, and for the 
good of humanity. We want him to 
continue writing fop- us the burning 
words that from tithe to time will be 
impressed upon his mind, ¿words such 
as will burn up the chaff rind leave the 
pure truth of Spiritualism. The bar
nacles must be knocked off from the 
ship. The tares must-be separated from 
the wheat. They have all too long 
grown together. Tell him to continue 
standing firmly upon the rqck of truth; 
Fear must be removed. Stony creeds 
that crush must be rejected, and á 
trembling, half-doubting belief In a 
spirit world rriust give place to knowl- 

. edge. This knowledge will dry. the 
mourner's tears, and comfort the sick 

'on earth. Tell him, furthermore, that 
bis chapters are like bugle peals, sound
ing along the line of battle that is now 
savagely raging between truth and 
error. These chapters, with those of 
others,, will ere long be compiled Into a 

; new Bible—the 20th Century Bible of

reason, of science and Immortality; and 
he will shine like a star among the 
million stars in the higher heavens on 
the day—the not far distant day when 
we shall meet in the worlds of spirits.’ 
Thus, my Brother," wrote John Brown, 
"have I related as best I could what the 
spirits said, and It was all as vividly 
real as my own life:” Now the question 
is, did I leave my body and go to John 
Brown’s home? If so, I was hot on the 
next morning conscious of it In meiriory.

A few months since I received a 
charming letter from Mrs. Georgie 
Gladys Cooley, of Chicago, a most ex
cellent woman as well as fine medium 
and lecturer. In this letter ¿he says: 
“Last Sunday while I was speaking 
upon the platform you walked into the 
hall during the afternoon service, and 
stood upon .the platform to my right, 
while Mayflower was giving messages. 
She also saw you and spoke of the fact. 
It was just after four o'clock In the 
afternoon. It was positively real. I 
certainly saw you on the platform, as 
did my spirit friends. Were you con
scious of the visit and have you any 
memory of It at the present time?” The 
question again Is, bad I really left my 
body and traveled to. Chicago or not? 
If, so, I was not externally conscious of 
it then or afterwards.'

Another fact: Dr. E. C. Dunn was for 
years a splendid unconscious trance 
medium. He had his eccentricities, as 
most mediums or all have In some way. 
Often he left his body—so he said, and 
so his spirit teachers affirmed—and 
traveled afar off into different spirit 
spheres, aided by his guides. At tjiese 
times he was more like a corpse than a 
living human being. His body would 
become partially cold ' and as rigid 
almost as a bar of iron. The pulse, bo 
far as I could discover, would entirely 
for a time disappear. His. breathing 
would become very, very slow, hardly 
discernible. I have, known these phe
nomena to last nearly an hour at a time. 
They generally occurred just after we 
retired. At first they alarmed me, but 
the spirit guides would say, “Have no 
fear, we understand the science of 
these phenomena. We perform them 
as a matter of education to the medium 
and to thousands of attending spirits as 
witnesses.” Returning to his body 
often exhausted, he would give the 
most beautiful descriptions of what he 
had seen in the spirit spheres, such as 
fields, forests, fountains, landscapes, 
temples, people strangely clothed, some 
fiappy even to ecstasy, and others In 
lower spheres restless, dreamy, sor
rowing and wandering in search of 
light. Upon the matter of these phe
nomena I do not dogmatize, but men
tion.—specify them as belonging to the 
category of other and many similar phe
nomena that I could enumerate, hoping 
thereby to arouse thought, inspire 
spiritual study, deeper psychic research, 
and thus so far as possible settle the 
interesting question. In a multitude of 
counsellors there Is wisdom.

THE BIBLE .
Recent controversies in the Spiritual

ist journals upon the Bible, if neither, 
very instructive nor ornamental, largely 
revealed the tastes and characters of 
those engaged in the contest. Human 
beings naturally find what they ’hunt 
for, and quite generally they find re
flected what is the most piominent In 
themselves. Like attracts like. To 
those pfeering through green lenses, 

■everything is emerald. To seek and dil
igently search for imperfect apples only 
in an orchard laden with golden fruit
age, is not very commendable. I never 
knew a person attain perfection by 
pointing out and magnifying- the im
perfections of others, or belittling tlieir 
inspired utterances.

The Bible is a collection of ancient 
tracts, pamphlets, and epistles, written 
some thousands of years ago, and 
bound together. The writers repre
sented different nationalities, the Se
mitic predominating oyer the Aryan. 
The most of the authors were mediums, 
occupying different planes of unfold- 
ment, and as in Spiritualism, we should 
naturally have different theories and 
some downright contradictions. The 
true and the good therein is to be con
served. Let us, though critics, be rea
sonable. Apples are excellent for food, 
but it is not necessary to eat the stems, 
skins, seeds and cores. Some are so 
constituted that they see nothing but 
cores and worm-eaten fruit Ifi the best 
of orchards, and. little save briars and 
bugs in the.most inviting berry;fields 
and gardens. .: People must not. be 
harshly blamed for having, hare-lips, ibr 
flat, irreligious topheads. ■

Conscientiously I believe, the Bible— 
believe it all, believe its history to be 
history, its - visions to be visions. Its 
psalms to be psalms, its proverbs to be 
proverbs, its abounding errors .to be 
errors, Its falsehoods to be falsehoods, 
its inspired. truths to be truths—and I 
can scarcely understand what all-this 
“fuss,” this snarling and growling and 
semi-criminations concerning the old 
book has been about. The controversy 
perhaps was all well enough, tiut how 
much wiser is the world? Such Biblical 
growllngs do not feed the hungry, 
clothe the naked, build educational in
stitutions, nor disseminate the glorious 
principles of Spiritualism. ■

Let us for a moment bring to,view 
a few of the gems that make raditint 
those old Blblleal pages that- some so

delight to bespatter with their uncorked 
vials of indignation:

"The heaven of heavens cannot con
tain thee." "The Lord is my shepherd, 
I .shall not want.” "Comfort ye, com
fort ye, my people." “Hate the evil and 
love the good." “Now abideth faith, 
hope, charity, these three, but the great
est of tlwe is'charity.” “And God shall 
wipe awayzall tears from their eyes.” 
“In my father’s house are many man
sions." “Come unto me all ye that 
labor and are heavily laden, and I will 
give you rest.” “Blessed are the pure 
in heart.” “If this house were dis
solved we have ri building of God, a 
house not made with hands, eternal in 
the heavens,” “Father, forgive them, 
for they know not what they do.” 
"What doth the Lord thy God require 
of thee but that thou shalt deal justly, 
love mercy, and walk humbly with thy 
God." "We are all the offspring of 
God.” “We are all brethren.” “Let 
love be without dissimulation.” “Cease 
to do evil and learn to do well." “For 
all the law is fulfilled in one word, even 
in this, thou shalt love thy neighbor as 
thyself.” "Thou shalt not hate thy 
brother in thy heart, * ♦ but thou 
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." 
“Clean yourselves from all unclean
ness. ♦ * Sanctify yourselves, there
fore, and be ye holy." “Thou shalt not 
oppress an hired servant that is poor 
and needy, whether he be of thy breth
ren, or of tho strangers that are in thy 
land within thy gates.” "Therefore, I 
command thee, saying, Thou shalt open 
thy hand wide unto thy brother, to thy 
poor, and to thy needy in the land.” 
“But the stranger that dwelleth with 
you shall be unto you as one born 
among you, and thou shalt love him as 
thyself, for ye were strangers in tlie 
land of Egypt.” “Thou shalt not go up 
and down as a tale-bearer among the 
people.” “Thou shalt not avenge, nor 
bear any grudge against thy neighbor, 
or the strangers that dwell among you.” 
“Thou shalt rise up before the hoary 
head, and honor the face of the old 
man. ♦ * Thou shalt honor thy father 
and thy mother.” “Even though I walk 
through the valley of the shadow of- 
death, I will fear no evil, for thou art 
with me." “God is no respecter of per
sons." “He that doeth wrong shall re
ceive for the wrong which he hath 
done.” “Whatsoever a man soweth 
that shall he also reap.” “The Lord 
will not cast off forever.” “The Lord is 
good unto all and his tender mercies
are over nil his works.’
affectionate

‘Be kindly
one to . another with

brotherly love.” "Rejoicing in hope, 
patient in tribulation; given to hos
pitality.” “Bless them that persecute 
you, bless and curse riot.” “Recom
pense no man evil for evil. * » Live 
peaceably with all men.” “Overcome 
evil with .good.” “This I say then, 
walk with the spirit, * ♦ but the 
fruit of the spirit is love, joy, peace, 
long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, 
faith, meekness, temperance.” “The 
spirit Is life, because of righteousness, 
and to be spiritually-minded is life and 
peace.” “Whatsoever thirigs are just, 
whatsoever things are honest, what
soever things are pure, whatsoever 
things are lovely, whatsoever things are 
of good report, if there be any virtue, 
if there be any praise, think of these 
things." .

Surely the above Bible ten ch Ings 
quoted from memory will harm no one. 
Beloved, take down from the shelf that 
old‘moth-sullied Bible that so cheered 
and comforted your mother, and blow
ing and wiping-the dust off from the 
covers, read It just as you reaiTbther 
books, exercising your reason and sound 
higher judgment—read the there re
corded visions, trances, healings, 
exhortations, prophesyings, gifts' of 
tongues, materializations, transfigura
tions and uplifting inspirations—read 
and quiet your coarse, gruffy growllngs 
—read it and forever, quit hunting in its 
old back-.chapter pages for fllthi and 
piles of compost just to so gladly, 
glaringly and rellshingly put ’ on ex
hibition! Further, ask yourself if all of 
dur to-day. mediums are saints, and if 
you—even you yourself are perfect, ab
solutely perfect? If not,- retire self- 
corifessed, oh hypocrite, .for meditation, 
repentance and resolutions to hence
forth live the good, the true and the' 
beautiful. .. . - .. ~
VACCINATION AND ITS EFFECTS.

Can flowers bloom ori mountain gla
ciers? Can death produce life? Cam 
poison protect against poison? Is it 
right to project, into the human system 
a'virus to prevent,- if not a kindred, (a 
more malignant disease? Is lit a pre
ventative? The . most distinguished 
medical men of the world admit—show 
conclusively to the '■ contrary. The 
Registrar-General of the London SmalF 
pox: Hospital Informs us that nearly 
four-fifths of the smalkpox patients: 
had been vaccinated. The Vaccinated 
are, in fact, more liable to take the 
small-pox than the uri vaccina ted,- be
cause of vaccine-virus-depleted organ
izations. i

A venerable medical gentleman of 
Liverpool, England,- Dr. Mitchell, writes 
in this strong manner:' ' :

- "Thousands of infant lives have been 
sacrificed at the-altar of this modern. 
Moloch, . and infanticide-'-has thereby, 
been legalized atnong us. If-vacclna- 
tlon were abolished to-morrow, it would' 
.tike generations.to eradicate.the1n!s4'

chlef it has caused iu thé physical de
terioration of the health of the nation. 
Where Isiour boasted freedom, where 
the liberty of-. the subject, when pa
rents, at the instigation, of paid and 
hireling informers, are reluctantly and 
with sorrowing hearts compelled to sub
mit their children to the poisoned lan
cet, and to haye inserted In the pure 
fountain of life the disgusting and im
pure products of a disease of the brute 
creation?” ' ’

Jacob Bright, M.P. from Manchester-, 
brother of the greXt Commoner, John 
Bright, not approving of the late Jaw of 
vaccination iu England, proposed years 
ago this amendment:

"Your committee cannot recommend 
that vaccination should continue to be 
made compulsory by act of Parliament, 
for-the following reasons: That the 
health and lives of some children are— 
though It may be Jn rare cases—un
doubtedly sacrificed by It; that syphilis 
can be, and is, transmitted by vaccina
tion; and that children from whom the 
vaccine lymph is taken may be syph- 
ill tic, the doctor at the same time hav
ing no means of:(Jisc<)verlng the fact.";

Is It not a reckless presumptlon to 
Insert into the pure blood of human be
ings, especially sensitive children, cor
rupt matter thrown out from the 
sores—the diseased parts of the beast? 
And what adds to the malignancy of 
the presumption is the fact that this 
cow-pox virus qiay have, unknown to 
the purchasing doctor, passed through 
the veins of those tainted with erysipe
las, scrofula, cancer, syphilis, arid va
rious skin diseases;

As sphere touching sphere, atom in
fringing upon atom, as in the case of a 
grain of musk appreciably scenting a 
room for a, century—So a particle of 
vaccine virus, infuseti Into " the blood, 
affects the whole physical-organization, 
producing physical changes and men
tal disturbances; thus more or less in
juring the spiritual structure, which In 
turn corrodes and» tarnishes the moral 
nature. Vaccination has not a redeem
ing trait. It is the total.'depravity of 
medical science and ethics.

Every atom, every-partjcle of blood 
or nerve aura, contains the essential 
nature of the poison to.whom It be
longs. The poison: from the bite of a 
rattlesnake Induces - hissing. Persons 
mad with hydrophobia often bowl. And 
so the aural, poison from a tobacco
smoking, beer-guzzling psychic is worse 
than a nuisaucp; jfeis a disease-breeding 
stench. The curés; •pr-apparent erires, 
wrought by sueh, ylll prove later to be 
curses. Liars hoastirig i)t success' rilong 
tfiis, line are moral failures.' They 
collapse and thinkers drop them. ' '

Interjecting animal blood—calf-lymph 
virus, Into the human skin, and thus by 
absorption Info th? "Teins, Induces in
dividuals to feel, to act animal-Uke. So 
great Is the disparity in the degrees of 
life that such inoculation can only be 
most disgustingly, degrading. The Old 
Testament law refused the Israelites 
gratifying their thirst by drinking bul
lock's blood, and Imposed severe pen
alties upon persons}, guilty of commerce 
with animals; for tlie reason that such 
an inoculating intimacy Induced psycho
logically a “descent^ of the species.”

It is apparent then, to the most super
ficial student, that prie of; the chief mis
chiefs in vaccination arises from the 
promiscuous inlxlpjj of natures, the 
brute and the hdllian—amounting, in 
fact, to an artifl¿¡al|.'adiiltery of com
pulsory blood-poisijiilrig. There is, how
ever, an inoculation worthy of our con
fidence, and tnat is, the' healthy mag
netisms from refilled unadulterated 
sources, beautifully designated in the 
Scriptures, thé bapllsm of the Holy 
Spirit—that is, the' influx of sweet 
spiritual arid heavenly influences. Sit
ting many times ili agone years by the 
side of the sainted '■ Lucretia Mott, I 
uniformly received a calm, peaceful 
baptism of the Holy Spirit. Regenerate 
and exalted spirits, understanding the 
psychic law, understanding this spirit
ual engraftmentpfi tile forces connected 
with the finer auri|s ;¿f the concrete de
grees, are ever Jnriinuatlng their etbe-_ 
realized effluences; celestial sunbeams, 
into our braids, working psycho
chemical changes arid building up more 
jtherealized, frill-qfbed characters.
MALTHUS AN D'SMALL FAMILIES.

If memory serves ine it wris Mary F. 
Davis more than jl generation ago who 
said, “Fewer children and better ones.” 
It is an indisputable fact that the lower 
down in the moral scale the more nu
merous the offspring. A pair of spiders, 
they and their broods, will produce 
iriillioris in a single 'season. The queen , 
bee, so it is said; lays about 50,000,eggs 
in thè course, of- a year; while the ele
phant brings into the world but one of 
her offspring at a .tline. The world's 
greatest'men arid, most highly, unfolded 
women of culture have’ had few or no 
children. It,is riot to.be inferred from 
this, however, tfiat large families are 
not desirably.whgrè parimts are healthy, 
hrirmonially- maijüèd ring have both the 
capacity, ■ the jmgrals >apd the finances 
to properly educate them. There is no 
music like the pattering of children’s 
feet in the family Jigme. But, con
sidering the indiscreet! marriages, in
sinuating diseases, heredities and other 
environments, tfiere rirè. altogether too 
many children born into the world. ,'■

And this reminds me; that when lec
turing several years ago in Honesdale, 
Pa., a good-hcarted, copscicntlous : Ger
man farmer in .binubie circumstances 
camé to me and (¿aid ¿with a sort of tear 
In his toner “Debtor, I,am a poor man 
With a familyrif: thirteen, the eldest a 
daughter of tjvçritÿ-ônë, all unmarried, 
and we do 'riot ‘Want: any Increase at 
present in out family." : .

Thoughtfully,^ .meekly, , In subdued 
tones of teriddinfe, I responde*  “No. 
I should think noth How is your wife’s 
health?” . ..Á- .

“It is poor; vetyi poor; I tell her she 
nurses each babyrfoó long." .

“Quite likely,”.-kas my gentle, pa
thetic reply. ? t [ :

“Well! doctor,ÍL came to see if there’s 
any legitimate .wtjy to prevent having 
large ianHfiçè;. ani,' will tlie remedies 
you prescrihè, ' |C you do so, be .in-
jurious to US?”,' T I . : •
..“Not in . the least,” was my enthu
siastic response. /. ? ...
;"W-hnt Will; be-trie, expense, doctor?” 
.'¡Nothing,riotifirig, air.” _ . .
“I h'ad*-lfeaifij ifltftftor,_tlint yob'were

kind-hearted and very benevolent. 
Thanking you in advance, will you 
kindly Inform me?” .

"Certainly—and that without the least 
hesitancy! Labor hard, sir, during the 
day, use a diet of fruits, grains and 
vegetables, take a cold water bgth each 
night before retiring, keep your mind on 
intellectual and spiritual affairs, and 
have a cool, well-aired sleeping apart
ment in your house especially for your
self—yourself only—remember that! In 
tha higher circles of Germany and 
France, and I may add England and 
America, each person of the household 
has a room by himself and herself. 

..This is not only a wise but a healthy 
arrangement," .

Listening to me seriously, arid sadly 
too, this poor, unsophisticated farmer 
went away exceedingly sorrowful. It 
may be added that though quite poor 
and a large family on his hands, this 
German farmer had money enough to 
furnish board for several cats and dogs, 
and enough also to purchase plenty of 
coffee, tobacco, lager beer and other 
nonessentials to health and happiness. 
There’s iio poverty so morally pinching 
as the poverty of Intelligence.
' Nature’s laws are just and inexora
ble. The least infringement has its 
penalty. Purposed abortions are mur
ders. Many physicians walk the streets 
of our cities with the blood of unborn 
Innocents upon their hands. Nature 
never ruthlessly tears the bud from the 
bough, nor permits the peach to fall 
before fully ripe. It was the stern old 
psalmist who so bluntly said, “Fools 
because of their transgressions are 
afflicted.”

MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE.
Child-marriage prevails extensively 

in India. Even babies are betrothed. 
Parents being wiser and older con
scientiously believe themselves more 
competent, knowing the ancestral line, 
to select marriage-mates than the 
young themselves would be. And con
sidering family broils and divorces this 
method of mating has been encourag
ingly broached in America.

Divorces, sad to say, are growing 
more numerous each year. During one 
week last year In Los Angeles, Cal., 
there,were nine divorces greeted by 
the courts and there were issued eleven 
marriage licenses. What’s the matter? 
Where’s the remedy? Marriage on the 
multiplying plane for propagation is 
assuredly right and honorable. What 
is the. cause then of the unhappiness In . 
wedlock leading to so many divorces?1 
In a word it is. ignorance—gross ignor
ance of each other’s' ancestry, tempera
ments, tempers and off concealed ten' 
dencles. The syphilitic,- the epileptic, 
the drunkard, the consumptive, the 
nervously jealpus and suspicious, the 
sickly, have no moral right to marry, to 
breed, and to perpetuate by the law of 
transmission their physical and mental 
diseases.

Passion—selfishly inflamed passion— 
should have no voice In the sacredness 
of marriage. The majority take this 
step in life too young. From twenty- 
three to twenty-eight is the proper time 
for the young matt and from twenty- 
two to twenty-six, tlie young woman. 
Previous to these periods they are not 
formatively firm and Inature. Woman 
should never part with the ownership 
of lier own ,lfody.

The young before entering wedlock 
should be examined physiologically, 
pathologically, temperamentally, phre- 
nologically, physiognomically, and sar- 
cognomically by competent committees 
of medical men and women. These 
committees should.be appointed by the 
State and amply paid for their services.

Marriage for position, for wealth, for 
convenience, for policy, for gratifica
tion, or ally other motive unhallowed by 
purest love will prove to be a broken 
reed—a vanishing band. .

Life, manifest, in and-all around us, 
proceeds from and depends upon ante
cedent life. Living souls are not arti
ficial products. Chemistry does not 
create. Spontaneous generation died in 
being born. Human babies are -not 
shaken out of chemical test-tubes. 
They are Innocent entitles plus moral 
consciousness and the possibilities of 
seraphic unfiildment. That souls eter
nally pre-existed is true. Entitles and 
atoms are equally conscious on their 
respective planés. The latter attract, 
approach, marry, separate, because of 
some stronger electro-attraction. But 
thinking men and women standlng upon 
the very apex of earth's organic pyra
mid, are rational and morally responsi
ble. .Better things, therefore, are ex
pected of them.

Divorces, uncommon in the orient, 
pertain to the deceptions and imperfec
tions of civilized life. If inspired by 
bodily passion they are unpardonably 
demoralizing. The serpent first charms, 
then stings. Divorces are the canker
worms of the social fabric. If they do 
not ■ undermine they at ' least’ jar the 
basic foundation of society. The fam
ily, sacred in its best estate, Is the unit 
of national strength and permanency;. 
But there is no marriage where there is 
not confidence, mutual help and the 
broôdlag lóvé of truth, sincerity and 
purity. When these are wanting mar
riage is a mockery; and the marital re
lation prostitution.' .-'

Much of pronounced incompatibility 
is Imaginary. Suspicions scorch the 
soul. Fears and jealousies wrinkle the 
face. Storms sometimes, purify the air, 
at other times they demolish and de
stroy. Palliate as-the’ theorists may, it 
is unendurable for love to. be crushed 
by passion, or burned in the fiery fur
nace of sensuous lust. It is unendurable 
for enthusiasm and progress, to be 
yoked4to a inoping drag, or for an able, 
genial, aspiring nature to be almost 
continually taunted by the tongue-' 
thrusts of ill-tempered Xantlppes. Sui
cide 1s no escape, It does not kill. 
Under the-shield of any combination of 
circninstancès it is an unwise, cowardly 
act. ■ : ■ ' ..' ... . ' . .

God never , united as one, oil . and 
water.. Though' both are liquids and 
may' be temporarily mixed, they rire 
chemically, fixedly incompatible.: If the 
inaiTled-yet renlly unuulted In soul—In 
their youthful innocence or through de
ception,' or hypnotic Suggestion, un
wisely joined themselves In wedlock,
maklrig - ji; mistake—n. most - palpable, 

■ palntul-mlstnke;- no statute law, nor 
-cojggrfsjlonnl. legislature hasjperlgbt

» SUHENE POWER, HIT NO SUPREME BEINS.
We must bear in mind that the majority of 

men are imperfectly educated, and hence .we 
must not needlessly offend the religious ideas or 
our age. It fs enough for us ourselves to know 
that, though there is a Supreme Power, there is 
no Supreme Being. There is an Invisible Prin
ciple, but not a Personal God, to whom it would 
be not so much blasphemy as absurdity to im
pute the form, the sentiments, the passions of 
men. All Revelation is necessarily a mere fic
tion. That which men call chance is only the 
effect of an unknown cause, even of chance there 
is a law, there is no such thing as Providence, 
for Nature proceeds under irresistible laws, and 
in this respect the Universe is only a vast Auto
matic Engine. The vital force which pervades 
the world is what the illiterate call God, the 
modification through which all things are run
ning takes place in an irresistible way, and hence 
it may be said that the progress of the world js, 
under Destiny, like a seed, it can evolve only in 
a pre-determined mode.—Draper.

to enforce— to rigorously compel the 
continuance of this distressing mistake 
through an unhappy half-dying life
time. Freedom is the soul’s inalienable 
birthright, and in the enjoyment and 
practical pursuance of this God-given 
right it should feel no icy shackles, be 
saddled with no unnecessary burdens, 
press no crimsoned thorn-paths, drink 
no wormwood draughts, nor breathe the 
socially-poisoned, pestilential air of 
dark, dismal dungeons. ♦ ♦

Whatever said to the contrary, mar
riage on the material plane ,of belpg is 
both desirable and honorable. It Is the 
preliminary step towards co-operatlou. 
The family forms the soul’s first altar. 
Here the fires of sympathy and self
sacrifice and abiding trust should per
petually burn. Here should center the 
heart’s warmest and tenderest attrac
tions—a symbol of that higher regene
rate family—home—home of equality 
and purity, where kindness Is law, self
sacrifice is worship, and love is as pure, 
tender and abiding as it Is universal.

Jessie Avord raised her eyes, and 
saw—Edward Avord’s eager, startled face. .

“At last! 0 at last!" he said as bo 
stepped quickly to her side.

Tlie crowd parted to let a lady pass, 
who had almost falnted-no doubt from 
the over-heated air, it wgs said. JSi 
gentleman supported her and led bv the 
hand a little child.

Calling a carriage, Edward Avord 
and Jessie and Margery were soon lost 
to the outer world.

Qnly a few words and mistakes were 
made clear, and loving hearts were 
joined once more.

Awed by the.— tender caresses 
showered upon her Mamma and her
self, little Margery looked up With 
wondering eyes Into her father's rap
turous face, saying, “Then you really 
are my ‘sure-enough’ Papa, aren’t you? 
And you’ve come to take Mamma ami 
me both up to heaven, haven’t you?" 

"Heaven has come to mo, my little 
Margery,” her father said, "and to-

FULFILLED.
Margery Avord’s Beautiful 

Dream.
It was a beautiful Sunday morning In 

June. The earth, and air, and sky were 
redolent with the spirit of the summer
time. The breeze from the lake made 
its way through an open window In one 
of the large apartment buildings on 
Calumet avenue, and touched with its

morrow we will take tlie train for our 
own dear home once more,” and Jessie 
answered back, with beaming smiles, 
that told of peace and sweet Content.

Was the child's dream a mere coinci
dence, or was It the fulfillment of that 
higher law of thought-vibration whoso 
Infinite currents sweep through the 
speechless ether? ELLA DARE.

Austin Sta., Chicago. ।

freshness the face of a child just awak
ing from slumber. ■

"0, Mamma,” exclaimed little Mar-•-
gery Avord, “I have -had such a beauti
ful dream. I thought Papa eame, and 
he was a big, strong mall, with eyes 
and hair, almost like mine, and he took 
me in his arms and kissed me, and you 
and he and I all went off in the ears, 
ever and ever so far away! Do you 
think, Mamina, that we are going to 
die, and that Papa will take us both 
away to heaven with him? Papa is 
really dead, isn’t he, Mamma?”

Mrs. Avord’s slender form quivered 
and her dark eyes filled with tears as 
she looked at the eager child. “Yes, 
Margery dear, your Papa is dead—to 
us,” she slowly added, and then, with 
an effort of self-control, she said In a 
voice of tender cheer; "Now my little
girl must be washed and dressed and
mad.e ready for breakfast, for it is
getting late.” 

It was five years since a cruel mis
understanding bad come into the lives 
of Edward and Jessie Avord. Too 
proud to ask for an explanation, and 
almost heart-broken with the grief that 
had come to her, the young wife dis
appeared from her Eastern home, 
taking with her little Margery,-then but 
two years old.

Mrs. Avord bad often delighted her 
many friends ' with gifts wrought by 
her own hands, and her artistic skill 
had been the pride of her husband.
.. To Chicago, the great Western me
tropolis, she went, determined to win 
for herself and child an independent 
support.

There had been struggles and failures 
arid disappointments through the long 
years—shadows and heartaches, almost 
too hard to bear had kept her close 
company, but the strong, invincible 
spirit of motherhood had inspired her 
with its conquering force, until now.she 
had, she said to herself, “entered Into a 
sustaining peace.” . .

Many Sunday afternoons Margery 
and her mother spent In the Art In
stitute, finding in' these visits almost 
their only recreation. ‘

There was. to be a' special'exhibition 
of pictures on this particular Sunday, 
and Jessie Avord and Margery went 
earlier than usual.

They were standing before a picture 
of home life iri Holland. .

The wonderful shades and colorings, 
the quaintness and simplicity of the 
scene, crowned by that indescribable 
charm that Speaks to the soul of home's 
sacred love-world appealed to Jessie 
Alvord with the strong sense of her 
great loss, and she stood entranced and 
motionless, when suddenly little Mar
gery pulled her dress, exclaiming as she 
did so in a loud whisper, "O Mamma, 
see! seel - There's a gentleman who 
looks Just like Papa did In my dream!”.

Staffing Kings.
Hie editor of the London Spectator 

says that though there are few kings 
who are pious, there are fewer who are 
scoffers at religion, and he can recall' 
but one of the latter kind, namely, 
Frederick the Great, 1740-1786. •

Frederick I., Emperor of Germany, 
surnamed Barbarossa, reigned from 
1152 to 1190. Much of the time he was 
at war with the Pope. He is credited 
with saying: “Three prestidigitators, 
Moses, Christ and Mahomet, that they 
might rulp the world, seduced all the 
people oft their time.” The author of 
“Anatomf- of Melancholy” gives the 
sentence In Latin and says that Henry 
of Landgrave heard him speak it

la the year 1451 Albrecht Achilles, 
Elector of Brandenbourg, in order to 
settle the question of burial In conse
crated ground, Issued the following 
edict: .

“Let the corpses be taken to the 
house of the priest, who must see to 
their interment at once. Let us fight 
the Devil with the Holy Ghost.”

This historical fact Is brought to light 
by Prof. Tbudlchum, of Tubingen 
University, in an essay on Cemeteries.

King Ludwig (Lewis Charles? of Ba- 
varla, was a Catholic and his wife a 
Protestant. This royal equation of re- 
liglous profession was necessary to tho ' 
maintenance of the equilibrium of the 
kingdom. The king persuaded his 
special favorite, Moritz Saphir, a dis- • 
tinguished Jew, to become a Catholic. '• 
By and by the queen induced the Cath- ' 
olic Jew to embrace Protestantism. 
His conversloh In both cases was easy, 
but on a festive occasion, while in a 
convivial mood, he amused the king 
and his parasites by saying: "When I 
was a Jew, my God saw “me, but I 
didn’t see him; when I became a Cath
olic, I saw my God (pointing to Christ 
on a cross), but he didn’t see me; when 
I became a Protestant, my God didn’t- - 
see me, and I didn’t see him.”

• King Ludwig abdicated tlie throne in 
consequence of an unholy alliance with 
Lola Montes, whom Mme. Diss-Debar 
affirms to be her mother by the afore
said royal sire. W. H. BURR.

E call special attention to The-' 
Next World Interviewed, one 
of our special, premiums. We 
are enabled to furnish.it to our 
readers at the price announced 
in our premium list, from the 

" simple fact that Mr. Horn do- . . 
nated the plates'of the book to us. We 
have sent out thousands of copies of1 
this book, and it has'been well received 
everywhere. It should .be circulated by 
the millions among all classes of Spirit- 
uallsts. Tlie seven books that we are '■ 
offering to Spiritualists as premiums 
contain a.large storehouse of useful' 
knowledge on Spiritual and Occult sub- ' 
jects. You should have them on th« 
shelves of your library where you cab 
have access to them at any time. Head 
carefully, our premium announcement.
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LETTER NUMBER THIRTY-ONE—Continued.

E AND EXPERIENCE IN SPIRIT LAND
A Series of Letters from Spirit Franz Petersilea 

to His Son, Carlyle Petersilea.

EL’- “First, defamation of character. You have, with 
Eg.' malice aforethought, defamed all those persons whom you 
IP'- .call Spiritualists, although yourself a Spiritualist, as has 
Bs been amply proved by your own concessions. You have

■< publicly defamed them by the most base and false accusa
tions. You have accused them of about every crime the 

r. world knows anything about; and when a supposed fol- 
sj lower of the meek and lowly Jesus so far forgets himself, 

, and the express commands of his master, it should^be 
• taken up on the plea of justice to the world at large. \ou 

■; have made a public statement to the effect that the insane 
asylums of the world are filled with those whom you call 

il Spiritualists. This is utterly false, as has-been proved
again and again. You have borne false witness against 

E- your brothers, and your master said: ‘He that loveth and
j maketh a lie shall have his part in the lake of fire and
h brimstone, where the worm dieth not and the fire js not 
U quenched.’ If he did ■ not say so, you believe he did, 
9 which amounts to the same thing to you. • . '

“Then, Brother Talmage, as you are proven guilty, 
«• your sentence has already been pronounced by your cap- 
1 tain*  Your sentence is just.' You are to have your part 

in the lake of fire and brimstone, where the worm dieth

THÈ FRO@RBSSIVB Jifly 28, IMO.

nearly every word, you told them was false, utterly false. 
Don’t call other men sinners until you cleanse your own 
soul. 1

“You may reply: ‘Well, I believe all that I say to be 
true.’ In an earthly court of Justice it counts for noth
ing that you are ignorant of the law and through that 
ignorance transgressed it. The court exacts the penalty 
just the same, holding you responsible for your ignorance, 
saying you should have informed yourself; and we now 
say to you: Natural Law requires you to.'pay the penalty 
of transgressed law, whether it be transgressed ignorantly 
or otherwise, thereby compelling one in a measure to in
form oneself, .

“From the spirit of „
. .«ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.”

’ LETTER NUMBER THIRTY-TWO.

MFÓiftt MATTER FRO^
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES KEEP WORKS OF THOS. PAINE

: not and the fire.is not quenched. • ,,
“Why, Brother Talmage, even1*!,  the Infidel, the 

’Atheist,’ the ‘Great Agnostic’—Bob Ingersoll—have es
' caned that hell.'' I really can’t help laughing to think 

that the ‘Great Preacher’ of the ‘Divine Gospel’ or ‘Good 
■ .News,’ should get into that dreadful place with his eyes

' wide open, while poor, foolish Bob, with shut eyes, has 
actually escaped. ■ „

' “How do-you feel down there, Brother Talmage? that 
■ is what I shall ask you. .

“Give me your hand, my poor fellow, and I will try to 
i: lift you out. You may refuse, and not care to associate, 

or receive help from a ‘Vile Infidel.’ In that case you 
must remain until someone else offers you a helping hand.

“Now all the various counts, or accusations, that you 
i have brought against Spiritualists, are, in the main, false 

and untrue. You have, with malice aforethought, pre- 
varijeated the truth, and wilfully borne false witness, 

’ knowing it to be so; and you stand accused before the all
. ■ seeing eye—and the all-seeing eye is the all-seeing Spirit

ual World—those who dwell in the father’s house, or that 
*■ place where the emancipated spirits of men dwell. In
: three or four years, you, also, will be here, for age is al

ready upon you, and I want to tell you, now, before you 
come, precisely how it will be with you. >

“You now expect that God himself will stand ready to 
' receive one of his great vicegerents—DeWitt Talmage— 

and you will be crowned by him, in person,.to the sound 
' of martial music—for you are a soldier, you say—with 

■’ , great honor and glory. Well, that is all in your imagina
, ' tion, my dear brother. Yrou are being tricked by it. It 

’• j tricks you worse than any fraudulent medium ever tricked 
' ' at a seance. Oh, I know whereof I speak! You are, 

really, more gullible than any Spiritualist that ever lived, 
and are doomed to suffer far greater disappointment than 

‘ a Spiritualist who lias grasped and holds in his hands the 
, medium instead of the spirit of his friend.

“Well, you will come here. After a little while you 
will be conscious that you have departed the earth life, 

'■ then, presently, you will be very eager to see God. But 
1 > - no God will appear. Then you will ask to be taken di

rectly to him; but there will be none to respond. Then 
" . probably, you will try to get somewhere yourself—you 

won’t have any clear idea where, but you will cry out for 
God and heaven, for you have told the people, that by the 

< grace of God you are destined to go to Heaven. The spir
its won’t hurry at all, and you will actually get into a 

r white heat of exasperation at their delay. Perhaps you’ll' 
shout a little and pound an imaginary pulpit with your 

j fists in a commanding and authoritative sort of way, but 
. the spirits will only smile and say: ‘That’s Talmage!

Wait till be gets over some of that earthly bluff. It is 
useless to say very much to him at present. Let him

tr
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We have a friend, still remaining on earth, "in whom 
we are deeply interested. ' _

This friend is worthy'of all honor and esteem, and is 
greatly beloved and revered, as he should be. We visit 
him often, put ourselves en rapport with him, when his 
mind becomes to us like a page from an open book, to be 
read and understood. This friend is called a Spiritualist 
and believes himself to be one. He is also somewhat me- 
diumistic, but as we in spirit read his mind, we hud that 
he is really more of an evolutionist than a Spiritualist. 
He accepts evolution without demur or question, but 
casts aside involution; which reminds us of a man with 
only one arm, having lost the other, and it being so long 
gone from his memory, he either thinks he never had an
other, or, if once he had, he believes it was useless, of no 
account whatever, and that he is better off without it; 
this strong right arm of evolution is all he needs, or all 
that anyone needs or ought to have—it is enough for all 
humanity, ^nd here he rests, placid and secure, believ
ing he has the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the 
truth; and yet this dear friend believes in eternal pro
gression. ....

As we have said before, we often visit this friend, in 
spirit, put ourselves en rapport with him, thereby agitat
ing the calm surface of his mind.

Friends, do not allow your minds to become fixed on 
any one point and think you have the truth, the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth, for, like the friend 
above mentioned, you may have only a part of the truth. 
We have purposely caused this friend a good deal of agi
tation of mind, for if the mind is not agitated it becomes 
like a calm and placid pool and stagnation is the result. 
We beg of you, each and all, do not stagnate. Do not al
low any idea to become unalterably fixed within the mind, 
for in that case progression is impossible. The meaning 
of the word progression is, that the mind receives new 
truths which it had not previously understood or con
ceived to be true, and when the mind becomes so fixed, it 
becomes blind, to the truth, consequently cannot see it; 
although it may be very plain to many others.

We-agitate the waters of this friend’s mind, that we 
may benefit him—keep him from becoming fixed, stag
nant and blind to that which lie ought to comprehend, in 
other words we desire him to progress.

Personalities should be hidden behind truthful prin
ciples. Persons are, after all, but like grains of sand on 
the sea-shore of life, all necessary, yet each separate grain 
is of little value.

shout and pound until he wearies of it.’
“And now, brother, I will tell you what I mean to do. 

I mean to go right up to you and offer you my hand. I 
expect that you will look at me in the most scornful way 
imaginable, and say, ‘Can it be possible that my God has 
consigned me to the same place with infidels and scoff
ers?’ Then I shall make reply:

“Brother Talmage, I simply heard the rustle of a wing 
, and caught a glimpse of the beaming star of hope, and it 

has really done as much, for me and perhaps more than 
your God and heaven have done for you. And if you 
read this you will remember these words. Come, brother! 
I hear the rustling wings now, and the star of hope still 
leads onward; Come!

“Come where? Do you still tell me there is no God, no 
heaven, and that I cannot wear a crown and don heavenly 
regimentals? -

“Not yet—not yet. Oh, my brother! But I will tell 
you something very sweet. If you desire, I will take you 
to your captain, Jesus, whom men have called the Christ. 

■ Perhaps you will say, ‘But it is through Jesus that I sliall 
see God.’ '

“But Jesus himself has never seen God—not God as 
’ you understand him. We may and can have an inter

view with Jesus, and when you look into his sweet eyes 
. all your past follies will rush over you like a whirlwind, 

yet no word of his will accuse you, still, the sweét truth 
will strike you like an electric stroke: ‘Neither do I ac
cuse you. Go and sin no more.’ But the sweet soul will 

- not be able to remain in our atmosphere long and we shall 
presently find ourselves standing alone; then, all the 
abusive slanders, falsehoods, and insults you have heaped 
upon those whom you sneeringly call Spiritualists, will, 
like chickens—the brood hatched by yourself—come 
home to roost and your soul will be shaken by remorffi as 
by a whirlwind—aye, you will cower and hide your face, 
but you can’t hide yourself from yourself and the brood 
will refuse to budge. '

“Now, what’s to be done? Reparation, Talmage, Rep
aration. Pay all that thou owest. Repair the wrongs 
you have committed as quickly as possible, and let me 

' just whisper it now: The sooner you commence the bet
ter. There is no need of waiting until you get here. Bet

' ter leave a.portion of the vile brood behind. Take back 
your insults, falsehoods and abusive slanders, and give the 
Spiritualists'due credit for what rightly belongs to them, 
as good and pure as you are, perhaps, more so. They are, 
as a rule, far more.modest; and no medium living on your 
earth to-day, has even received one-half the money—or as 
you have often called it,/filthy lucre—that you have; and 

■ now I shall hip you a Jittie here. You have cajoled the 
people into paying you what to a medium would be an 
enormous salary each year, and nearly every word you 
have Uttered, in all these years on the subject of religion, 
is utterly false—has no foundation in truth whatever. 
You are, and have been, a blind-leader of the blind. Who 
is the greater fraud; you or the .Spiritualist medium? 

< Who has robbed the public most, you or the Spiritualist 
. medium? As a rule the Spiritualist medium is as sincere 

as you are and far nearer the truth. He gives his time 
and services as you give yours. He receives, perhaps, an 
eighth part of what you do, and many, very many give 
their time and services free. I do not believe there is a 
medium in-the United States who would have refused to 
give of his gospel,' or goods news, to’the hungry people of 
London, Eng., until ne had at first received five hundred 
dollars in his hand, or a hundred pounds. :

“The people of some if those churches were poor, very 
poor, indeedj could scarcely provide themselves food, 

‘ shelter and clothing, but they were eager to hear the gos
pel and so managed to scrape together tbe money, and

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL- 1 
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

SOMlJjoF1 THE STEPS.

I will now endeavor to outline some 
of the steps up which the student must 
climb. ColvBle > Iliÿi down: two great 
proposltlons:JCI’'ii^t; every human-being 
is capable or iiriitliig blmself with the 
spiritual realjp pr ynseen Universe by 
means of desire qqiited with expecta
tion, by steadily concentrating upon 
that particular spiritual reality with 
which he desires to ally himself most 
completely. Second, by following out 
any Une of action (even the humblest), 
it is possible to'meptally advance In the 
direction Inwardly desired, while the 
hands are occupied in performing tasks 
of d totally different character. Con
centration Is always easy In proportion 
to the amount pf affectionate interest 
felt In the object upon whlph the men
tal gaze is rlvetfed. To steadily con
centrate the mental gaze upon an ob
ject or to hold persistently to the in
ward pronunciation of a forceful word 
Is to invoke association of the most in
timate kind with the reality which lies 
behind the chosen symbol: “Call upon 
me and I will answer,” is a sentence 
which philosophers may well attribute 
to every plane of . consciousness in the 
universe. Thus when we are informed 
in the Scriptures that whatever we seek 
with our whole JieM’tn we shall surely 
find, we are but reqilnded In the tersest 
language that whole hearted, that is, 
undivided devotion, to any object se
cures our unipn with it, With concen
tration and expectation must be com
bined desire or love. We do not desire 
a thing unless we like it. Love is the 
impeliing force everywhere. Love is 
the infinite creative agent by means of 
which all things are fashioned, for out 
of love springs desire, aspiration, cour
age, determinate resolve—in a word, all 
that Can enable ub tp carry projects 
Into effect. There Is, a .wealth of 
meaning in Swedenborg’s utterance: 
“Thought gives presence; love gives 
conjunction.” We bring into our pres
ence, or we go into the presence of 
whatever we fix our thoughts upon; but 
what we love we become, for the act of 
loving is tbe cause of becoming. Silent 
meditation -

INDUCES SELF-KNOWLEDGE; 
introspection and ‘ self examination 
show us where we stand inwardly, and 
in no Way can we get.our bearings more 
perfectly than by thinking over a list of 
subjects on which we could concentrate 
our attention and then pick out the one 
above all others On which we desire to 
concentrate. But ’It may be asked, 
“How can people edneeutrate their at
tention on spiritual Subjects when ma
terial cares apd duties demand their 
constant attention?” The reply" is,

THE DAWN, CALCUTTA, INDIA

ASTROLOGY.
The celebrated Nostradamus had also 

predicted the same lire In London in 
that year, aljout eleven years previous
ly, as follows:
“Le sang du juste a Londres fera faute 
Bruslez par feu, de vlngt et trols les six.

[The blood of the just which has been 
spilt in Loudon requires it to be burned 
with fire in ’60.] He states that he had 
made this prediction by ‘-‘Astronomical 
Affections." There is a book In the 
library of the British Museum by a 
Frenchman, Le Sieur de Pavilion, in 
which an attack was made by him on 
his contemporary Nostradamus, and in 
which he ridiculed the latter’s predic
tion exactly dated, of the French Rev
olution in 1789 and its duration to 1815. 
Nostradamus had, it is important to re
mark, made a public declaration of the 
fact that the astonishing prediction of 
what would happen In 1789 was the 
common property of the mediaeval 
astrologers, and was first made by the 
Arab astronomer Albuinazar (776—885

YOlM THQMAS PAINE’S 
Examination of the Prophecies.

A consideration of the passages Ini the New Testa*  
ment, quoted frota the Old and callcdPropbeclefl Co*»  
cerning Jesus Christ, Price 15 cte. For sale at thU 
office.

Sarcasm never yet convinced any man of truth, and 
calling names is rather undignified and childish and is 
calculated to weaken the position taken by the person who 
indulges in the, to him, pleasing pastime—that is, it is 
supposed to be pleasing to the one who indulges in that 
delectable entertainment; but, to come back to our friend.

This friend is<somewhat mediumistic and clairvoyant, 
but his clairvoyant sight is not always, as clbar as it might 
be. He sees things, as it were, afar off, and you are all 
aware that things look somewhat different off than they 
do near by.

This friend, who believes in evolution and discards in
volution, says that he discerns, or sees with the clairvoy
ant vision, a “Shining City,” within the spiritual spheres, 
where those who pass out of earth life will meet—friend 
with friend, husband with wife and children—where all 
husbands and wives, brothers and sisters, children and 
friends will be re-united and happy together.

Now this is all true, looking at it from a distance, but 
rather vague and uncertain. The point that we wish 
particularly tp make, is this: This friend believes and 
teaches that only man, or the human race, exists after the 
death of the body—only man is immortal. This has be
come a fixed or stagnant idea with him, which is muchfo 
be deplored, for his mind is grand and noble and should 
not become permanently or immovably fixed, consequent
ly unprogressive. No one pan go on and remain station
ary at the same time. -

Now as we are spirits within the spiritual spheres, we 
have a right to assert that which is. • We may not, and do 
not, know all there is to know, but there are manj’ things 
that we do know positively—many things that we are not 
and cannot be mistaken in, no more than those on earth 
are and and can be mistaken in much that’they know. 
They know that they are surrounded by a multitude of 
other living creatures besides man. They cannot be mis
taken in it. We here also know that we are, and cannot 
be mistaken in it. In former letters we have asserted this 
fact again and again. We also tried to prove it to the 
earthly world; but, like a sum in arithmetic, we have 
proved it one way, that is we have proved it by the great 
truth or rule of Involution; we will now try th pro’ve it in 
another way, and if it stands the test both ways, we think 
our esteemed friend ought to accept the great fact, and 
thereby hasten his progress.

Now this time we intend to prove it—unmistakably 
prove it—through the very words that he has uttered and 
written himself. He first tells us that he sees—with the 
eye of the spirit, or clairvoyantly—a shining city within 
the spiritual spheres; which is as true as truth can be. 
He speaks of but one city, but no doubt he believes—as is 
the fact—that there are millions upon millions of shining 
cities here; but we will simply examine the one city that 
he speaks of. By examining one city we can, usually, 
comprehend, more or less, that which appertains to 
other cities, for cities are all much alike, both here and on 
the earth; enough alike to give a true and comprehensive 
idea of them all. 1 . z

- (To be continued.) ! .

always remember there are .two requi
sites to splrildhl growth: first, the de
sire for it; ailff second, the expectation 
of it. Humbtlj'manual work Is not de
basing, and ] honest: duties faithfully 
performed cau never hinder spiritual 
development.' ! ”,

To use an drihilt tgrm, the “Guardian 
of the Threshold” always confronts you 
with the fallacy whlih you must stead
ily combat, that yoftr present engage
ments are so unfavorable to your in
ward growth that Jfou must abandon 
either It or Jffieni,,/Inward repose Is 
even more ne&ss'rirj1'than periodic re
tirement front the butei' world. Always 
bear In mind’ /’ ’

ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS'S
“Magic Staff," “In all conditions keep 
an even mind.” It Is only through self- 
dlsclpllne, only through determined, 
resolute, persistent effort to keep your 
thought centered on a selected subject 
that victory can be won over the dis
tracting forces of the earth’s chaotic 
atmosphere. The student in his dally 
life must gradually train his mind in 
thinking consecutively and thinking 
definitely, and he will not perlnlt him
self to be led astray by all the manifold 
temptations to the scattering of 
thought in every direction. He will 
read sustained arguments, long lines of

A. D.) In his De Magnis Conjunction- 
ibus" (a copy of which is preserved 
among the archives of the British Mu
seum), nearly a thousand years before 
the event

Coming down to more recent times, 
the testimony of two great men, one, 
the late R. A. Proctor, the brilliant 
popularizer of astronomical knowledge, 
and the other, Sir Edwin Arnold, the 
singer of Eastern lore and a whilom 
educationist- in India, would be of 
special interest. That of the astrono
mer, however, is of an indirect kind, 
whose value gains by what it opposes 
or leaves unsaid. The astronomer ac
knowledged that astrology had a per- 
feqtly^reasonable basis in theory, but 
added that “this fascinating theory 
which has in every age attracted the 
greatest minds, does not work out in 
practice and hard fact.” And he threw 
out a challenge in. an article entitled 
“The Planet of Mars,” appearing lu the 
Cornhill Magazine for July 1877. The 
challenge was in these words:

“But if Mars were in truth the planet 
of war, if his influence poured from 
near at hand (in. perigee) upon the na
tions of this earth, excited them to war 
and bloodshed, we might well fear that 
the coming months would bring des
olation in many fair terrestrial fields. 
For Mars has not blazed so fiercely in 
our skies since 1845, nor will he so 
shine again for forty-seven years as 
during the last days of August and the 
opening days of September. Moreover, 
Aurlce during his period of greatest 
splendor, his days will be closely con
joined with those of the malign planet 
Saturn, the greater Infortune, as Mars 
himself is the lesser Infortune of astro
logic systems.”

The challenge thrown out by the 
astronomer, however, recoiled against 
him; for the Russo-Turk(sh war which 
was at the time when the above-men
tioned article appeared regarded by 
European diplomacy as a mere walk
over for the Russians, soon assumed 
portentious dimensions; and on the 10th 
of December “in which," In the lan
guage of the Sphinx, “Mars entered’his 
domal dignity, the fiery Arles,” Plevna 
was carried by storm with a carnage 
unsurpassed In history. In the edition 
however, of collected papers, “Poetry 
of Astronomy, 1881," by R. A. Proctor, 
the challenge thrown out by the author 
does not find a place, for obvious rea
sons. Again, in the current number of 
the Sphinx, there is an article entitled 
“The Engine of Fate,” over the signa
ture of Sir Edwin Arnold, in which he 
gives a graphic account of a certain 
disastrous verification of a certain 
astrological prediction about “Mr. Ed
ward Howard, the Director of Public 
Instruction in the Presidency of Bom
bay, under tbe government of Lord 

. Elphinstone, and immediate chief of 
, the Educational Department," his ofli-
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argument, which train the mind in go
ing along one definite line for a con-

Search for Happiness.
If you are looking for perfect happiness the sooner you 

give up the search the better. The world*  isworn'by 
■countless paths that seek in vain for perfect happiness. 
And yet each generation begins anew the fruitless search. 
The rainbow of perfect joy arches our life, but never quite 
touches it. The path that leads, nearest is pure unselfish 
work for others. ;

Some one has truly said: “My own happiness is some
thing to désire; and yet, I know that I must win it by for
getting it in ministry to others. HI make my happiness 
the motive of my work, I spoil it by the taint of selfish
ness.” ■' . . ■ \-s ■ .. "...i
- Peace, contentment and a Certain amount of happiness 
may be found, but perfect, lasting happiness is not for 
.earth. Life is not alone for pleasure, but for experience, 
too.' Some wise one has said: “The attainment of happi
ness is a disappointment, but the pursuit of happiness is 
happiness itself.” Another has said: “All is well that 
ends well, and all that is_ not well is not yet ended.”

We may write like saints and sages on the vanity of 
.seeking earthly happiness and yet ere our ink be dry the 
most of us will be seeking and believing with' the children, 
“there is golden treasure buried where the rainbow 
touches earth.” : GALLA HARCOURT..

. Chesnut, 111. J '

We believe in telling the truth even to the young—Ex.

)'
L-

siderable period, and he will not permit 
it to leap from one thing to another 
rapidly, thus intensifying the restless
ness which Is an obstacle in the path 
and' which will block him utterly until 
it is overcome. He will learn to choose 
that of which he thinks; he will no 
longer allow his thoughts to come and 
go; he will no longer let a thought come 
into the mind and fix itself there and 
decline to be evicted: he will be master 
in his own house.

If there are any here who regard the 
scheme of psychic development that I 
have endeavored to outline as one that 
is impossible or impracticable, the vain 
dream of visionaries and mystics, to 
such I would say: “In the world of 
spirit all things are possible.” Does not 
every fresh advance of scientific dis
covery establish the truth that spirit is 
the real and permanent, and matter but 
its transitory and changing expression. 
Do we not find the same truths taught 
by the inspired teachers of all religions? 
When Jesus Christ said, “As thy faith 
is, so shall It be glveji unto you.” “If 
ye have faith even as a grain of mus
tard seed ye could remove mountains.” 
“Taking the Kingdom of Heaven by 
force.” What could" he mean but that 
the dominating power of man’s spiritual 
forces (when properly concentrated and 
directed) over all things material and 

-spiritual.. As a clever writer has said, 
“The curse of the present age is the 
belief of limitations?*  This is one of 
the fetters that blnd'/he'human spirit, 

'forged by the materialistic spirit of our 
age, and wlilch’Spirit'uallsls should cer
tainly be the first td!.: shake off. The 
methods of •'■'/I “ ’

I’SYCIfi’p CULTURE " 
that I have outlined dh -this paper are 
condensed in the following law formu
lated by Coiville’.nnd>nvhich will bring 
this paper to anclose:li-“There is a law 
regulating human welfare absolutely 
plain and straightforyigird, and that law 
can be summarily! staff'd in the follow
ingprecept: Whatever.state you wish 
to attain, that state image forth as a 
mental picture.! See yourself mentally 
In the present hctutil possession of 
whatever you wish possess; then 
through the operation; of the law of 
universal attraction you will, through 

■being a magnet]to douso, draw to you 
and find yourself drawn toward ex
actly that which is the goal of your de
sire and the crown of your most fervent 
aspiration.”

■■ •----------- - . » ■ '
“Religion as Revealed by the Material 

and Spiritual Universe.” By. B. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A compact.and 
comprehensive ’ view of: .the subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical aTid crit
ical; facts and data needed by every 
student and especially by every- Spir
itualist. One of the .very best books on 
the subject. Price,, reduced to $1, 
cloth; paper 50 cents» For sale at tjils 
office. b ,. ■ .

"Who Are, These ■ 'Spiritualists • and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 

*40. pages by Dt;. J.‘ M. Peebles, the well-
taown author. Price 15 cents. For 
•ale at this office, <

clal supervisor, and directing genius of 
the Bombay University, and of the 
Deccan College, ot which Sir Edwin 
was, at the time, the president. Mr. 
Edward Howard was traveling down 
by the night express from Poona on Im
portant official business, and met his 
death (at a particular point on the rail
way previously calculated for him by a 
Joshi or Astrologer who had cast his 
horoscope) by the express colliding with 
a “furious runnaway engine." Not a 
very long time before the event actually 
came to pass, the Principal and his 
Chief had been conversing about Indian 
astrology, “which is entirely believed 
by the people of Hindustan, and indeed 
reduced to an exact system.” “Idle as 
It appears to the Western mind,” Sir 
Edwin goes on to add, “the respect paid 
to the papers of the ‘Joshi’ is very 
deep in India, and over and over again, 
astounding instances have occurred of 
correct predictions and timely warn
ings resulting from them." And then 
he refers to his Chief having cSused his 
boroscope to be -cast, “which was not 
altogether to fils satisfaction.” Says Sir 
Edwin: “Edward Howard fiad been go
ing Into the subject a little, and had 
caused fils own horoscope to be drawn, 
not altogether to his satisfaction, as he 
laughingly said, since the old ‘Joshi’ 
had told him to be careful about a cer
tain daté and locality, with other par
ticulars which now escape my mem
ory.” The prediction came out true to 
the letter, for the actual collision took 
place “at the point that had been calcu
lated.” ,

The moral of all this, however, seems 
to u.s to be that the true scientific in
quirer, while not bound to accept astrol
ogy as a verified science, should yet be 
wofully in error if he persists in ignor
ing facts, is In the spirit of the old 
Adam In us, he falls .back upon the a 
priori fallacies of- the Pre-Baconian 
days and takes, facts or phenomena for 
fictions, assuming that his present veri
fied knowledge of a particular order of 
phenomena is the measure of all possi
ble knowledge of all other phenomena. 
The refusal to recognize or investigate 
things or events which for the moment 
is inconsistent with a particular sci
entific philosophy, is the very antithesis 
of the scientific spirit; and the sllut- 
your-eyes policy In the scientific domain 
only finds its parallel Jn tne more pro
nounced bigotry of theological creeds.

mHE DIVINE PLAN has been car
ried but successfully by The Pro-
grossi vo Thinker, one continual cur-
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A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author ot “The World Beautiful,” “Kate Field,**  
’After Her Death,” “From Dreamland Bent,” etc, 
With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Price 11.29. Tbe 
writer of this “.Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning” 
has thrown tbe book into five chapters, with sub-titles 
as follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. “Summer finow of Apple 

Blossoms;” Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends in tbe 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. Tbe Prefigured Friend; 
Vita Nouva; “One Day, My Siren.,r

IN THAT NEW WOULD. Pisa and Poetry; In Casa 
Gulol; Florentine Days; Walter Savage Landor.

ABT AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 
Clasped Hands; Kate Field's Records; Mrs. 
Browning’s Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Lawu; Modern Scientific Thought; Tbe Consider
ation of Genius.

For Salo at this office.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING,
Including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL. D„ M. D. This comprises tbe last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover, iSc. For sale at 
this office. .

The To-Morrow of Death,
...OR THE---

Future Life According to Science, 
BY LOUIS FIGUIEB.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book In 

connection with a year’s subscription, 
and that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price will be 50 cents.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be aceompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No. other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

OFFER NUMBER SIX.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOB $2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
Price.......................................... $

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, VoL 2, 
Price.......................................... $

The Encyclopedia of Death, and
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3, 
Price............................... ............. i

Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun
dane and Super-M andane Spir
itism. Price............................. 1

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price................................. 1

The Next World Interviewed.
Price............................................1

The Occult Life of Jesus (Includ
ing the Hull-Oovert Debate).
Price......................  1

S

1.50

1.50

1.50

$ 1.50

$

$

Í

1.50

1.25

2.00

Total price to the trade $10.75
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 2.35 

The Progressive Thinker one year
and the seven premium books. .$ 3.35
These seven books, substantially and 

elegantly bound, and printed in 'the 
neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear in mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.85, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive -Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and Oc- 
eult Library In every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which Is less by far than their
actual cost, 
charge for
labor 
and

The authors make no
the

bestowed
vast amount of 

on these works.
which extended over many

A VERY FASCINATING WORK«
This fine volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is written 
In that peculiar interesting st/le In which French 
writers excel when they would popularise scientific 
subjects In adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. Tbe author Is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super
stition,” etc., etc., In which he manifests the usual 
animus of tbe “scientific class,” yet be says again: 
“There Isa true and respectable Idea in Spiritualism,” 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superhuman» and tbe inhabitants of Earth;'1 
and he goes on to relate luutancos of fact In evidence« 
Tbero is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy ih 
the authors's ideas, but tbe well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. Tbe autMr bolds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price FOtf bale at 
this office.

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TOMOBBOW OF DEATH was wrlten to 

develop the Idea ol the principle of the permanence 
Of the human soul after death, and its reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled In tbe bosom of etberlal space. “Bktond 
ths Threshold" continues on the same Unes, en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and phtlosopby.clalm*  
tng that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is tbe best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In tbe presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end It Is interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepte It all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed tn its perusal. Price $ 1.29 : 
For sale at this office.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
AND““

THE LAW OF NATURE,
.'. TO WHIOK IB XDDKO

Volne/a Anrwer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notlo» 
by Count Dani, and the Zodiacal Signa and 

Constellation, by the Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens a 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, In large 
clear type, with portrait and illustrations. One voL, 
post8vo, 248 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This Is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
beet interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources of human ignorance and misery. The author 
1b supposed to meet in the ruins of Palmyra an appari« 
tlon or phantom, which explains tbe true principles of 
society, and the causes of both tbe prosperity and tbe 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of the 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern' 
ment, and of laws discussed, and the Law of Nature-" 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
lo an expectant world.

rent of the profits returning to our 
subscribers. Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in 

* the Spirit World only costs our sub
scribers 215 cents—far less than its act-- 
ual cost to us.- Its regular price to the 
trade is $1.50. This work should be In 
every family In the United States. It 
is elegantly and substantially bound,- 
neatly printed and is an ornament to 
any library One million copies of this, 
work should be distributed throughout 
the country. .The Progressive. Thinker 
one venr and this book will be' sent 
for $1.25. I: . .. .. .
- "Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.’: 
By. Dr. Paul.Oartis.:. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. < Cloth, $1.25.

sale witkla office.

■years. The publisher receives not a 
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out In putting them in type, and electro
typing the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting these intensely interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
Inducement is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, hnd thus 
keep in line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense' of mailing Is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift. • '

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that all we have left us for 
those seven books is only $1.50.

Postmasters.
We have been swindled out of a large 

amount, of money by postmasters, who 
knowing a person desires The Pro
gressive Thinker; sends his money, de
ducting à large commission. The Pro
gressive Thinker is one dollar per year. 
The great rise in print paper renders it 
utterly impossible for us to give any 
commission to news agents or post
masters. Any person with ordinary 
common sense can see that it is impos
sible for us at present tor furnish the 
paper at 75 cents per year. Our 
patrons are requested to always deal 
directly with this effice. Any subscrip
tion received from whatever source will 
only be entered on our list for the 
amount sent Please take notice of this

QRIQIN of species,
By means of natural selection, or the preservation of 
a favored race in tbe struggle for life. By Charles 
Darwin. Gilt top, cloth bound. This book is tbe 
grandest achievement" of modem Bdeailflc thought 
and research. It has passed through many editions 
tn English, has been translated Into almost all tbe 
languages of Europe, and has been tbe subject of 
more reviews, pamphlets and separate books than any 
other volume of tbe age. Most of the great scientists 
of the age fully support bls position. Tbe thought of 
this book has become a part of tbe common inherit
ance of the race. For sale at this office. Price 75 eta.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A Faicinatlng Romance o4 Two Worlds. By Florence 
Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cente. Books like “The 
Dream Child” spur humanity on to make more and 
more demands of this nature, and will open up ne w 
heights and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Ella 
Wheeler.WHcox. Win, I believe, take Ite place be
side Bnlwer’e “Zanoni” and the “Serapblta’ of 
Balzac.—Dally Capital, Topeka, Kansas. Although 
simple and unvarnished with any Inflammable de
scriptions, enthralls the mind to the exclusion of 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader closes 
the last page.—Minneapolis Sunday Times. For sale 
at this office.

Conflict Between Religion and
Science.

Just the book for progressive thinkers. By John 
W. Draper. Cloth. 11.75. For sale at this office.

Father Tom and the Pope,
Or a Night at the Vatican.

Written probably' by Sir Samuel Ferguson. From 
Blackwood’s Edinburg Magazine. Thiols a tumorous 
account ot a rolicksome Visit to the Pope of Borne by 
Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed with a super» 
abundance of Irish wit, two Imperial quart bottles of 
Irish “putteen,” and an Irish recipe for "conwound- 
Ing” the same. “What’s that?” says the Pope. “Put . 
in tho sperlte first,” says hie Blv’rence: ’'and then 
pat In tho sugar; and remember, every dhrop of wa- 
ther you put in either that, «polls the punch.“ “Glory 
be to Goa,” says the Pope, not minding a word Fath-, 
er Tom was saying. “Glory be to ..God!" says he, 
smacking bls Ups, “1 never known what dhrlnk was 
afore. ” says he. “Itbates tbeLacbymalcbryitalont 
ovthe face.” says he—Hi's Necthar Itself, It Is, so It 
Is!” says ho, wiping bls eptitolleal mouth wtdtho cuff 
of his coat. Paper, 25cte.; cloth, 50 cents. For sals - 
at this office. . . .

: .............. ..

THE TALMUD. '
Selections from the contest, ot tbit ancient book, ’

Its commentaries, tc.chtnRa poetry, and lewnia 
Al«o brief iketcbei of th.‘men who made and cos> 
nented upon lu By H. Polas». BS® pp, . Price, dolts .M.oo. ForuieatthUoSoe. ^^ -
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Elder H. W. B. Murick Defines His Position in 

a Lucid Manner.

Let Him That Is Without Sin 
Cast the First Stone.

!

He Likes the Theory and Philosophy of Spiritualism.

The Progressive Thinker is evidently 
a very widely read and circulated Jour
nal. For artistic arrangement and 
dainty display of contents it Is- simply 
Bui generis. Believing a worthy effort 
should receive the word of encourage*  
inent I frankly express my delight and 
profit in Jts generous pages of new, 
helpful and entertaining articles upon 
such a variety of living Issues.

I remark upon its circulation because 
letters have come to me from New York 
to California, from Canada to Texas, 
elicited by my little rencounter with 
Mr. Burr Chaapel. Some have ap
plauded to the echo and some have 
“skinned” me to their entire satisfac
tion in whole p:fges of bad -grammar 
and indecipherable adjectives. One en
thusiastic Hoosier (I, too, am one) is 
troubled about my veracity. I said iu 
one of my articles that Mr. Ingersoll 
made certain statements Regarding 
Jesus in his last lecture published iu 
The Progressive Thinker. My Indiana 
friend thereupon, and moved by the 
spirit of the antiquarian, delves into a 
file of the papers and triumphantly re
surrects from its paper tomb a copy of 
our well beloved Progressive Thinker 
containing tiie last, the very last, lec
ture of Mr. Ingersoll, and lo! there Is no 
such statement therein as I have at- 
trlbuted to the great and lamented 
Agnostic. Hence he falls a-foul of me 
as at least inexcusably ignorant If not 
actually a liar. ''

, All of which is very disconcerting to 
a timid man like myself. However, on 
closer Inspection, I discover that the 
gentleman from the historic Wabash Is 
referring to a lecture given by Mrs, 
Richmond,- In the city of Chicago, and 
which she, or they, or somebody, 
"whether In the body or out of the 
body, God wot," attributed to the shade 
of the mighty Ingersoll. So I found a 
way of escape. When I said last lec
ture I meant the one about the Devil, 
delivered by Col. Ingersoll himself, in 
the flesh, very much alive. I do not 
recognize the speech made by . Mrs. 
Richmond as an Ingersoll lecture at all. 
I have a collection of the peerless Free
Thinker’s speeches, embracing nearly 
if not’ quite all of them, and this 
mediumlstle effort is not included.

Understand. I do not say Mrs. Rich
mond’s address was not Interesting, 
even valuable. I make no Invidious 
comparisons between her alleged Inger
soll speech and others which we know 
to be his. I simply announce that I do 
not accept it as a lecture Inspired by 
Mr. Ingersoll. - .

The same gentleman demanded that 
I should define my position. He wanted 
to know if I was a Christian or a Spirit
ualist? Whether I believed in the phe
nomena of Spiritualism or not, etc.? 
Perhaps I should tell “where l am at.”

I have seen but little of the physical 
manifestations—a table tipped a few' 
times. Have heard the raps frequently. 
Witnessed a planchette move once, but 
at? random and unlntelligently. That is 
all. Perhaps it is enough. I am frank 
to say that physical manifestations do 
not especially appeal to me. . I believe 
many of them to be genuine evidences 
of spirit existence and power and hence 
important and even necessary. But. if 
I had my choice, to-night, of attending 
a notable materialization seance or of 
listening to an address by Prof. Lock
wood, Moses Hull or Mr. F. E. Titus, I 
would unhesitatingly choose the lecture. 
And, moreover, If the choice was be
tween the most noted “Inspirational” 
lecturer and some sturdy thinker and 
brain worker, who would give us the 
results of his own thought and research 
rather than the (alleged) utterances of 
a disembodied spirit, I will take the 
latter every time. You may say my 
faith is weak. I would say that my 
“bump of credulity” is not abnormally 
large. With me philosophy takes prece
dence of phenomena, and brain motion 
affects me much more favorably than 
table motion. To my mind Spiritualism 
should be spiritual. The sensuous show, 
the glittering spectacle, the tricks of 
the wizard, the vending of that which 
arouses the curious, these seem very 
far from the ideal. Oh! that we all 
could drop forms and material allure
ments and “worship in spirit and 
truth.”

Now a word about the inspirational 
lecture. I have a friend, a fine, sensi
tive woman, and she Is a medium. She 
“is a dlscerner of .spirits.” She is also 
clairaudient. She describes a spirit who 
always accompanies me and she tells 
me what he says' For all I know to the 
contrary she may actually see ’my 
uncle In spirit by my side, and she may 

- hear what he says and correctly repeat 
it to me. How am I to know? I do 
not wish to question her honesty—will 
not in fact

But here Is my difficulty. My friend 
is a cultured woman. She Is a promi
nent worker In the M. E. Church. She 
Is district president of the W. C. T. U. 
She can offer a fine prayer or make us 
a splendid speech. And when, with 
closed eyes, she rattles off to me a nice 
little speech, full of trite and common
place remarks, announcing that these 
things are delivered to her for me by 
the spirit of my Uncle Jackson, “I am 
In a strait betwixt two." For I know 
-that she Is 'abundantly able to make 
that speech herself. So, no doubt, is 
Mrs. Richmond equal to the task of 
making even an Ingersoll speech. And 
I do not know if the spirits of the de- 
•parted really said these things or not. 
- I know this seems an ungracious 
thing to say. I wish that I could state 
It otherwise blit it is quite impossible^ 
I do not wish to question the integrity 

■ of these Indies. For all I know or can 
prove to the contrary, they .are really 
only the mediums through whom de
parted spirits actually address us out 
of the “pale realm of shades.” -But I 
know of no expedient which will banish' 
from my consciousness the fact that 
these good women are able, without 
any spiritual prompting, to deliver Just 
such discourses. And as long as this 

■ stern fact is in the way I may be par
doned a little Incredulity. Somebody, 
even these mediums themselves, may 
be deceived. ’

In fact there Is no adage we need to 
treasure more than this: "Be not de
ceived.” I had a good friend, a teacher, 
some' years ago, a strong Spiritualist’, 
and-often after hearing me. preach he 
would say: “You are an inspirational 
speaker. Some of the spirit friends are 
impressing their, thought and influence 
upon you,” I would feel flattered. And 
tiie lady of whom I speak tells me that 
my spirit uncle—who was a Christian 
preacher In earth life—is my control; 
and that, unknown to myself, he has 
often controlled in the.delivery of my 
most suepessful sermons. Add to this 
the fact that I often do feel an uplift in 
speaking, a sublime ease of speech, a 
peculiar Inflow of beautiful thoughts 
entirely unpremeditated, and you have 
the foundation for a nice little case of 
»elf-deception. L could no doubt easily

have persuaded myself, with a little 
help from others, that I was controlled 
by the spirit of a dead .orator, and, de- 

'ceived myself, have deceived otliers.
But here again my natural element of 

skepticism saved me a mistake so pre
posterous. I took myself by the collar, 
so to speak, and sat myself down hard. 
With close analysis I sifted my claims 
to inspiration. I had a shorthand re
port made of some of the most eloquent 
and effectual sernions I delivered. Then, 
calmly, unmoved by the magnetic sur
roundings or the flattery of friends, I 
dissected those precious specimens oi 
oratory. I found they did not contain a 
fact which was not already a portion 
of my mental hoard; not an apt quota
tion or poetic pearl which had not 
already been stored up iu memory for 
such an occasion. In short, the speeches 
were simply on the level of njy own 
attainments. My- work in school, my 
library, my papers and magazines, my 
contact" with lecturers at various 
gather—all these explained my very 
best efforts without the necessity of 
summoning back the departed shade of 
my inspected uncle. So my only claim 
to spiritual gifts passed away at a very 
early stage—it died a bornln'.

For the rest, I am simply an investi
gator. I like the theory, or, if you pre
fer, the philosophy of Spiritualism. 
This teaching of the life here and its 
relation to that which Is hereafter is 
not only beautiful but It is reasonable. 
Instead of -airarbitrary system forced 
upon the belief, it is a rational scheme 
of things which enlists In its support 
the love of the heart and the thought 
of the brain. I am Impressed with the 
thought that It is true. And the va
rious kinds of phenomena may all be 
genuine so far as I know.

I began the Investigation of Spiritual
ism by reading Samuel Watson’s book, 
“The Clock Struck One.” I have just 
finished “The Seers of-the Ages,” by 
Dr, Peebles. In between I have read 
Owen, Davis, Denton, Epes Sargent, 
and others, a goodly array. And during 
all these years 1 have preached, In the 
name of Jesus, mercy, truth, love, kind
ness, the hope of immortality and the 
unending Life Beautiful. Looking back, 
dispassionately, at those years of 
preaching, I . find but little to.regret. I 
honestly, believe that my work, as ■ a 
whole, lias made for the extension of 
Righteousness. In accepting Spiritual
ism I am under no painful necessity of 
retracting a great deal that I have here
tofore said and done.

So to my friend—all my friends—I 
would say: Taking the best there Is in 
Christianity, I am a Christian. Taking 
the lx?st there Is In Spiritualism, I am 
a Spiritualist. Much that passes and Is 
preached as Christianity I reject; and 
much that seems, at least, to pass mus
ter as Spiritualism is to me absurd and 
even vicious. But I Judge no man. I 
am among you for good—especially to 
get good. If any, like my Hoosier 
friend, want to know who and whaKI 
am, this is my reply. I am sincerely'
yours,

Gentryville, Mo.
H. W. B. MYRICK.

. Briggs Park, Mich.
Sunday was an Ideal day at camp. 

We had the pleasure of listening to Mr. 
A. E. Tisdale in the forenoon, while at 
the afternoon and evening, meetings 
Mrs. Carpenter, assisted by her hus
band, were the workers. More than 
1,400 persons turned out to greet them. 
It was the closing lecture for Mr. Tis
dale and the beginning of Mrs. Car
penter’s engagement. Mr. Tisdale de
livered a fine lecture. It was full of in
struction and good advice.

Mrs. Carpenter’s lectures were also 
good. At the close of each lecture Mr. 
and Mrs. Carpenter gave descriptions 
and spirit messages. They were all 
recognized. “Snowdrop,” Mrs. Carpen
ter’s control, was as good as she could 
be. She is and has always been a great 
favorite with Grand Rapids people. It 
was due to Her work more than any
thing else that this camp was organized. 
Mrs. Blake was ordained by F. T. Rip
ley at the afternoon meeting. On ac-‘ 
count of the great number of campers 
and visitors present all the time, it has 
been decided to hold our conference 
meetings In the forenoon and have a 
lecture and test meeting in the after
noon.

Mrs. Merrill was with us on Sunday 
with her autoharp and favored us with 
some very nice songs in her own way, 
which is entirely her own. The singing 
of Mrs. Claman, Mrs. Wagner and Mrs. 
Haynes was also well appreciated. At 
the evening service Prof. Harris and 
Mrs. Merrill sang with much expression 
that incomparable piece of Mr. Longley, 
“When I Go Home.” Altogether our 
camp Is progressing nicely despite the 
wet weather. Everyone seems to be 
having a good time.

T. J. HAYNES, Secretary.

Swensonia Ranch, Texas.
On July 4 and 5, 1900, we celebrated 

with a grove meeting and basket picnic 
the. 124th Anniversary of American In
dependence, on the Swensonia Ranch, 
near Caddo, Texas. The celebration was 
well attended and all seemed to enjoy 
themselves well. .The morning cere
monies consisted In Prof. N. N. Rosen- 
quist delivering the address of welcome 
and' Prof. T. W. Brown, of Brecken
ridge. reading the Declaration of In
dependence, followed by song and mu
sic, when the noted Inspirational speak
er, James Madison Allen; of Springfield, 
Mo., arose and delivered an address on 
Independent thought and action in1 all 
of our undertakings, which remarks 
were very appropriate for the occasion.

The time. hating arrived for our. 
physical bodies to be sustained, all en
joyed themselves from the contents of 
their baskets. After . dinner we hud 
more niuslc and song, after which, Bro. 
Allen again arose and delivered an ad
dress about “Spiritually uplifting of 
humanity and' the fatherhood of God 
and the brotherhood of man.” This 
ended the first day.

On the 5th we bad selected music on 
organ and violin with song, and Bro. 
Allen spoke on the text, “A True Life.” 
wjilch was very much appreciated.- The. 
balance of the day was spent In mutual 
and friendly conversation,'and thus 
ended our first gathering of reformatory 
work. We congratulate the managers 
of the celebration'for their noble efforts 
on their side to make the gathering a 
success, as well as the people In general 
for their courteous manner and gopd 
behavior when we consider the many 
different minds gathered together. 
Their actions were kindly and peaceful, 
and we extend hearty thanks to ail.

Bro. Allen made many warm friends 
while here who will long remember 
bim for his kind and gentle words that 
made a deep Impression upon all, >

PETER SWENSON. ■ 
. Caddo, Texas, . .

Many accusations are hurled at Spir
itualists and Spiritualism by those who 
imagine they have all the truth bound 
in their little bundles, not being overly 
burdened with toleration, but absolutely 
fettered with fanaticism. They seem 
unwilling that we shall have the priv- 
lege of “sifting the wheat from the 

.chaff,” or of “working out our own sal
vation.” Not being able to meet us in 
argument, many will fling out accusa
tions, forgetting that when Jesus in
vited those without sin to cast the first 
stone, the battle terminated, because 
tiie accusers were self-condemned, and 
they wrapped their robes of self-right
eousness about them and departed, so 
that there were none left to witness 
against the poor woman, who was one 
of God’s family,^though a sinner like 
unto her accusers.

No doubt there are some who call 
themselves Spiritualists, who may have 
unsavory reputations—black sheep in 
the flock—who are not true to Spiritual
ism, and cannot claim what does not 
belong to them, any more than can a 
member of any other religious denomi
nation, whose life casts a shadow upon 
everything about them.

We often read of ministers of the gos
pel proving recreant to their trusts, and 
actually becoming the very chief of sin
ners, but'such unworthy members can
not be cited as an argument against 
Christianity. If we listen, we can hear 
that same voice coming down to us 
from the hills of Palestine, saying, “Go, 
and sin no more.” “Neither do I con
demn thee.” How strangely In con
trast is the conduct of some of these 
hot-headed churchites, to the teachings 
of the Man of Sorrows, who was will
ing to forgive.. These would-be follow
ers of the Master desire swift and ter
rible punishment to be meted out to 
those who do not think and act in ac
cord with their contracted vision. 
Some of the most frightful and bloody 
wars have been waged because of this 
kind of fanaticism. This Idea of co
ercing or shooting religious beliefs into 
people who desire to exercise the lib
erty that God has given them, should 
be relegated to the shades of the bar
barous past.

The marvelous number of beliefs that 
humanity promulgates, and then nurse 
until they actually believe that God In
spired every word verbally, is very be
wildering to those who allow others to 
do thejr own thinking.

The man has not yet been born who 
can tell us all about the attributes of 
the Creator, and yet some of the small 
electric lights, of one-candle-power, 
who claim to have been called to 
preach, can inform us exactly along 
lines pertaining to our duties here and 
beyond, and measure with great pre
cision tiie mysteries that confound 
greater intellects. When these men 
study’with greater care the real life of 
him who said, “Suffer little children to 
come unto me, for of such Is the king
dom,” they must see how wide apart 
they are from bls well-rounded charac
ter; see how deficient they are in toler
ation and in love for humanity.

Surely we must soon witness great 
changes toward a more perfect brother
hood. We cannot afford to go back to 
the ages of superstition and bigotry. 
Let us bear in mind that the humblest 
member of God’s family Is entitled to 
an honorable place In the great vine
yard, without money and without 
price, character being the only pass
port. The rich men in this world may 
be beggars In the next. Kings and 
queens cannot take their earthly 
crowns beyond the terminal of their 
physical existence. There they will 
have to be side-tracked as being classed 
among the things that perish with the 
using- ANNEX.
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THE LAND OF MAGIC.

3
taln Thornas acted strangely. He was 
a very secretive pan and- objected to 
anyone questioning him about his finan
cial affairs. . ■ ■ , ■

For the past month a search has been 
under way in quest of this wealth. The 
servants of the house were not. told 
about the search and everything possi
ble was done to keep the work secret.— 
The Examiner, San Francisco, Cai.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE.1 
BY LILIAN WHITING,

Three choke volume,, each complete tn Itaoir, In 
wh.ch spirituality la related to everyday life Inauch 
a way as to make the world beautiful. Price ,1 each, 
.«or sale at this office.

“Death Defeated ”
The literary activity of Dr. Peebles 

at his advanced age is remarkable, and 
Is Itself a signal illustration of the effi
cacy and potency of the hygienic rules 
not only taught but practically exempli
fied by him. If anything the Doctor 
writes with greater force and vigor than 
in his earlier years. We may not al
ways agree with all that he says, but 
we cannot gainsay the fact that he has 
the courage of his convictions, that he 
is Intensely In earnest, and that his ut
terances and his writings voice no un
certain sound,

I am under obligations to the Doctor 
for a copy of his recent book on “Death 
Defeated.” I have carefully read it, 
and I find In’lt much, very much, of 
sound, practical instruction, sugges
tion and advice. One of the most Im
portant things in this world Is to under
stand the laws of right living and to 
live in accordance therewith; and Dr. 
Peebles’ “Death Defeated” Is an inval
uable .aid in thi.g.direction. It is chock
full of excellent matter, clearly and 
plainly presented.. Nature Intends that 
each one of us should live In this world 
as long as possible and In as good 
health as possible; and this book tells 
us how to accomplish it.

In an article In The Progressive 
Thinker of June 23, Mr. Hudson Tuttle, 
in an extended review of this work, said 
of it much that Is in consonance with 
my own views anent it—said it, too, 
better than I could have said it This 
relieves me of the necessity of making 
a detailed or long review of It at this 
time, which I could hardly have done, 
in any event,'owing to my state of 
health. . .

The great press of work devolving 
upon me, In connection with my duties 
In the War Department, .since the be
ginning of the War wlth Spaln,. and 
continuance to the present, consequent 
upon the military operations In the Phil
ippines, has aided in Impairing my 
health, and for the Iasi year or two my 
health has been such that I have been 
unable to dp any literary work or men
tal labor pf any consequent outside of 
that which I.havp to do dally in the 
office of the chief quartermaster, U. S. 
Army, in San Francisco. I dp’not 
know when I shall be able to engage 
again in literary work. My inability to 
do any important literary work was 
one reason why I made no reply at the1 
time to( the various unjust'attacks of 
certain , writers in The Progressive 
Thinker upon my ar tide on Dr. Peebles’ 
“Christ Question Settled.” Perforce, I 
had to leave unnoticed their misstate
ments about me and what I have pub-*  
lished in that work. And now I can 
only say that I have stated therein noth
ing but indubitable facts—facts histor
ical, archaeological, linguistic, etc.. I- 
ever strive to present the exact truth; 
and the exact truth, so far as known or 
ascertainable at the time, is found in 
my contributions to the composition’of- 
the “Christ Question Settled.” This 
every competent, unbiased- scholar 
knows to be true. .. :

; WM. EMMETTE COLEMAN. 
San . Francisco, Gal. . .

"Wedding Chimes.” By Delphit Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, ninrriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For sale at,thisoffice.

Modern Miracles and fi/lira- 
cle Workers of Thibet.

MARVELOUS SIGHTS WITNESSED 
BY TRAVELERS IN THAT PRAC
TICALLY UNKNOWN LAND-A 
WONDERFUL BABY, ' .
The country known to English-speak

ing folk as Thibet bears a very differ
ent name among its own-people. It is 
called Bod, or Bod-yul, “the country of 
Bod.” The name, Bod probably refers 
to Buddha, Thibet beiug the head
quarters of what, is termed Northern 
Buddhism, iu contradistinction to the 
Buddhism of Ceylon, which is spoken of 
as Southern Buddhism. In India proper 
Buddhism is no longer a dominant cult.

Though'ostensibly Buddhists, the peo- 
ule of Bod are iu reality slaves to La
maism; a system of theology which has 
been defined as “Buddhism corrupted 
by Sivaism and by Shamanism or spirit 
worship,” Shamanism is the dominant 
cult of Mongolia, and is a system of 
demon worship rather than spirit 
worship.

Thibet is regarded by students of the 
occult as the home of’‘magic, and 
whether or no there be “Mahatmas” In 
that wild and weird land, In which the 
late Mme. Blavatsky, the high priestess 
of theosophy, it Is claimed, served a 
seven-year apprenticeship’ In the magic 
art, we have it on the most respectable 
testimony that the lamas of Bod-yul 
can and do perform feats which have 
not yet been explained in terms of sci
ence and which can only be classed as 
magical. ' ’

The performance of the Bokts, or 
wonder-working lamas, are quite as 
astonishing in their way as those of the 
Indian fakirs, who are Mohjimmedans, 
or of the Sanyahis or Yogis, who are 
Brahmins, but they are usually terrible 
and revolting. A Thibetan Bokt, who 
had wandered from his native land and 
penetrated qs far as Benares, gave an 
exhibition of his wonderful powers In 
one of the vast temples of the holy city 
a few years ago. He was accompanied 
and assisted by a mongrel crowd of 
half-huipan compatriots. The exhibi
tion promised by the wonderful ma
gician was truly an astonishing one. 
He proposed, in view of #11 beholders, 
to rip up his abdomeq, remove a hand
ful of Intestines, display them to the 
spectators and then replqqe them again 
and heal up the wound by a (aw mag
ical passes, leaving no .vestige), of the 
damage inflicted. , .

Needless to say such exhibitions are 
not every-day occurrence, and.,the or
dinary globe trotter mlg|}t traverse In
dia from Cape Comorin, to Nepal and 
not be fortunate enough,,to witpess so 
marvelous, If revolting, a spectacle as 
that in question. , ' .

When the hour of noon arrived the 
lama appeared and took fils seat before 
the raised altar, on whl^-canfljes had 
been lighted. Before hlipiWasa^afllant 
image of the sun, and op eltheg.slde of 
the altar were grim Idpls which had 
been placed there by th# attendants.

The lama was In person'n small, spare 
man, with fixed, glittering "eyes, ‘ an 
emaciated frame and anJmmenpe mass 
pf long black hair, which floated over 
his shoulders. He appeared altogether 
like a-walking corpse, in whose hgad 
two blazing fires had been lighted, 
which’ gleamed in unnatural luster 
through his long, almond-shaped eyes. 
He was about forty years of age, and 
report alleged that he had already some 
four times previously performed the 
great sacrificial act he was now about 
to repeat,

From the moment this skeleton figure 
had taken his seat the seventy fakirs 
who surrounded him in a semi-cirole be
gan to sway their bodies back and 
forth, singing meanwhile a loud, mo
notonous chant In rhythm with their 
movements. In a few minutes the ges
ticulations of the fakirs Increased 
almost to frenzy. They tossed their 
arms on high, bent .their bodies to earth, 
now forward, now backward, now 
swung them arpund as, if thrown by 
the hands of others. Meantime their 
monotonous chant rose into shrieks and 
yells so frightful that the ears of the 
listeners were deafened and their 
senses distracted by the clamor. On 
every side of the auditorium braziers of 
incense were burning. Six fakirs 
swung pots of frankincense, filling the 
air with intoxicating vapors, while six 
ouiers stood behind, beating metal 
drums or clashing cymbals, which they 
tossed on high with gestures of frantic 
exultation.’ For some time the howls, 
shrieks and distracting actions of this 
maniac crew produced no effect on the 
immovable lama. .

SAT LIKE ONE DEAD.
He sat like one dead, his fixed and 

glassy eyes-seeming to stare into llllmit- 
able distance, without heeding the pan
demonium that was raging around him. 
“Can-he be really living?”-whispered 

"one of the awestruck Englishmen to his 
neighbor; but this question was speedily 
answered bv the series, of convulsive 
shudderings which at length shook the 
lama’s frame. His dark eyes rolled 
wildly, and finally nothing but their, 
whites were to be seen, spasm after 
spasm threatening to shiver the frail 
tenement and expel Its. .quivering life. 
The teeth were set, apd the features 
■distorted as in the worst phases of epi
lepsy, when suddenly, ^nd just as the 
tempest of horrible cries . .qpd distor
tions was at its’ height(’.ihe Jama seized 
the long, glittering kplfe/which lay 
across his knee, drew it rapidly, up the 
length of the abdomen apdpthen dis
played, in all. their revbltlhg'ndrror, the 
proofs of the sacrifice in the protruding 
intestines. - • vc *.  t—r ■

The crowd of awestruck asefetlcs bent 
their’heads to the earth in!'mute 'wor- 

, ship. -Not a sound broke aim stillness 
but the deep breathing- ofiithe specta
tors. At length one oft them/ who had 
witnessed such scenes befoufejaddressed 
the living creature—for living he still 
was, though. he uttered n& sound nor 

..raised his drooping Ifltead from his 
breast—and said: “Mrtn, aian you tell 
us by what power thisideeri of blood is 
performed without destruction of life?”

A dead slletice ensued.o The living 
corpse moves. It raises, its''quivering 
hands and scoops up the blood from the 
wound, bears It jto ■ the lips, which 
breathe upon it. They then return to 
the wound, begin to press, the severed 
parts together and remake the muti
lated body. The’ fakirs -shout and send 
tip praises to Brahma; tfie drums beat; 
the cymbals clash; shrieks, prayers, in
vocations resound on all sides. The 
fragrant incense ascends; the flute play
ers planted on the outskirts of the 
estate pour forth their ’shrill cadence; 
the harps of some European servants 
stationed In a distant apartment and 
previously Instructed, send forth strains 
of sweet melody, amid the frantic 
clamor. .■ . ■t j

, The ecstatic makes.» few mbre pass-

es, and after wrapping a scarf previous
ly prepared over the body as If to 
cleanse it from the gore in which it was 
steeped, suddenly he stands upright, 
casts all his upper garments from him 
and displays a body unmarked by a 
single scar. Gesticulations, cries, shouts 
subside; low murmurs of admiration 
and worship pass through the breath
less assembly, and then the Bokt, clasp
ing his thin hands and elevating his 
glistening eyes to heaven, utters, in a 
deep, low tone, far different from the 
shrill wail of the half-dead sacrifice, a 
short but fervent prayer of thankful
ness, and all is finished.

A Florentine traveler succeeded in 
penetrating in disguise to Potala short
ly after tfle death of a Dalal lama, auil 
describes what he saw in connection 
with the reincarnation of the Buddha’ 
who had taken up Ijls abode in the body 
of a young child,

“An altar is ready in the temple to 
receive the resuscitated Buddha found 
by the Initiated priesthood, and recog- 
nlzed by certain secret signs to have re
incarnated himself in a new-born in
fant. Tiie baby, but a few days old, is 
brought Into the presence of the people 
and reverentially placed upon the altar. 
Suddenly rising to a sitting posture the 
child begins to utter in a loud, manly 
voice the following sentences: T am 
Buddha; I am his spirit, and I, Buddha, 
your Dalal Lama, have left my old de
crepit body at the temple of * ♦ and 
selected the body of this young babe as 
my earthly dwelling.’’’
. The Florentine says he was permitted 
by the priests to take the baby in bis 
arms and carry it off some distance, so 
as to satisfy himself that it was no 
trick of the ventriloquist. The infant 
opened his eyes and gave him such a 
look that It made bis flesh creep, and 
then repeated the same words, so there 
could be no mistake about it. This ac
count is confirmed by Abbe Hue, who 
states that the child answers questions 
and tells those who knew him in his 
past life the most exact details of his 
anterior earthly existence.

This incident is inexplicable, but it is
not without collateral support from In
dependent sources.—Home Magazine.

A STRANGE TALE.
I-

Catholic Before Anything Else.
A few days ago the New York Sun 

had an editorial on Bishop McFaul’s 
declaration that it was time for Roman 
Catholics to make themselves felt politi
cally. The Sun cdltor professed to be 
unable to explain why the Catholic 
church sticks so close to the Democratic 
party. A correspondent enlightens the 
Sun in a letter which that paper prints, 
as follows:

“Your editorial on Bishop McFaul’s 
proposition hardly does Justice to the 
intelligence of your readers, the ma
jority of whom know by observation 
why the Roman Catholics vote the 
Democratic ticket. .

“The bishop says there are twelve 
million Catholics out of a total popula
tion of seventy million. The absurdity 
of running a Catholic political party 
while in this minority Is plain on its 
face—more ice can be cut, more benefit 
to the church received by allying them
selves with the party which offers them 
the largest inducements.

“An examination of the payroll of 
Greater New York, Including the em
ployees of the city works, police, fire, 
charities, and correction—all the city 
departments without exception, will 
show that a majority of the employees 
and heads of departments are Roman 
Catholics and out of proportion to the 
numbers in the population. The city 
works department and charities depart
ment are notoriously so.

“If you will step across the park from 
the Sun office into the City Hall you 
can readily convince yourself of the 
facts.”

Catholics are Democrats wherever 
Democrats have the patronage to dis
pense, and they are Republicans where 
that party governs. New York Cath
olics are Tammany men at present, be
cause Tammany Is In the saddle, but 
apparently they were Republicans in 
1890, when New York went for McKin
ley. In his own vicinage the Catholic 
prelate Is a Democrat or a Republican, 
according to prevailing sentiment. If 
If he takes a hand nowadays in na
tional polities he is an administration 
Republican, like Archbishop Ireland. 
Everywhere be Is a Catholic before he 
Is anything else—even a man—Truth 
Seeker.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
A Treatlie on

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Berrler, Anthropologist and Author. A 
very suggestive and Instructivo book. Price, »1.00. 
For sale at this office.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
À series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to 

te own orgaukm, and the Inter-relation of human 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the me- 
dlumshlp of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price tl.50. For sale nt tills office.

PSYCHE
li the invention of & practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by It« use, have received long communica
tion! from spirit friends, and express great satlsfao- 
Uon. Price, 41, and 20 cents extra for expressage. 
Forialo at tho office of Thk PnoGBEistVsTwiNiiKB,

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
By Samuel Bowles; Mr«. CarrieE. S. Twlng, medium. 
This is a very Interesting little book, and will be ap
preciated from start to UdIbU by all who w!t>b to gain 
spiritual information. Price 25 cis. For sale at this 
office.

OUTSIDE THE OATES 
and other talca and sketches. By a band of spirit In- 
teuigencea, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Bhelhamer. Au excellent work. Brice, 51.00- For 
sale at thia office.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

By Dr. Paul Carus. A tran.latlon made from Japan*  
eec, under the auspice, of the Rev. Shaku Boyer,dele
gate to the Parliament of Religion.. Was published 
InJapan. Price,«1.00. For sale at this office,

Views of Our Heavenly Home,
By Andrew Jackson Davi,. A highly Interesting 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cents, For sale at 
this office.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work wae written by a modern Savior, 
»grand and noble man. Price 11.00.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something you should 
read. Price 60 cents. For salo at this office. .

TWO IN ONF.

Led by the Ghost of Former 
faster.

THE SERVANT SAYS HE WAS DI-
RECTED TO WHERE 
TUNE WAS BURIED.
There is a ghostly phase 

ing of the burled treasure

HIS FOR-

in the flnd- 
of the late

Captain Richard P. Thomas beneath 
the old Jog cabin which the aged cap
italist built with his own hands Just be
yond La Loma, bls suburban home in 
the Berkeley hills. John Dowuey, a 
workman employed by Mrs. Thomas, is 
authority for the ghost story. It was 
Downey who discovered the corpse of 
the capitalist on the day of his depth 
lying across the steps of the cabin. 
This Is quite close to the log structure 
beneath wliich the treasure was buried.

According to Downey, ever since the 
death of the. capitalist, a month ago, 
strange noises have been nightly heard 
in the vicinity of the spot where the 
gold and bonds were conceale'd. These 
noises were generally confined to the 
midnight hours, which is supposed to 
be the popular time for ghosts to prom
enade. On several occasions Mr. Dow
ney, on being awakened from his sleep 
by the noise, peered out into the night, 
but he never was able to catch a 
glimpse of the shade of his former em
ployer. '

The sounds which emerged from un
der the log house, he says, were strange 
and uncanny. He never heard the Jan
gle of chains, which up-to-date spooks 
are supposed to carry around with 
them, but he is positive he heard noises 
that were anything but earthly. He 
told a number of his fellow workmen of 
his experience and admitted that he 
was afraid to leave his house after 
dark.

It may be g coincidence, but many 
people regard It as marvelously strange 
that the gold apd ponds were found 
where the shade of Captain Thomas is 
supposed to have lingered.

“No,” said Downey yesterday; “I 
never saw bis ghost, but I hear him. 
The noise which always accompanied 
his presence came from beneath the log 
cabin Just where the gold and bonds 
were discovered. I found the corpse of 
the captain lying across the entrance to 
my cabin on the day of his death. I 
don't know much about ghosts and I 
am not superstitious, but I must con
fess that the sounds which came from 
under the log house scared me. I told 
some of thé workmen about it, and they 
tried to make me think I was the vic
tim of imagination, but I wasn’t.

In a large stone Jar discovered under 
the log house by the searchers for the 
wealth of Captain Thomas, $8,100 in 
$2O-gold pieces was found. In a niche 
of the chimney of this structure was 
$100 in gold and seven empty purses, 
ïn addition to the cash, $10,000 In gov
ernment bonds was In the stone jar. 
The sum total of the find was $18,200. 
Mrs. T-homas admitted this yesterday.

The story of the finding of the burled 
treasure published in yesterday’s “Ex
aminer” created much comment among 
the friends and former business asso
ciates of the eccentric old soldier on 
both sides of the bay. And now the 
wise mgn who were interested in the 
failure of the California National Bank 
In 1888 aré wagging their heads and 
stroking their, beards as they swap the 
stories that were going the rounds at 
the time of the bank's collapse.

Twelve years ago Captain Thomas 
was the subject of genera! condemna
tion, when the California National 
Bank, of which' he -was president, 
closed Its doors and posted a notice that’ 
.business,. was suspended. There were 
many who believed President Thomas 
had retained a fortune. '

An Investigation followed. There 
were no end of sensational rumors re
garding .the developments that would 
accompany the findings of the men con
ducting the investigation. But when 
the work -was completed Mr. Thomas 
was’exonorated from all blame.

This whitewashing, however, could 
not convince the associates of the pres
ident that the bank had been properly 
conducted, and to the time of his death 
there were many who believed he had 
buried the treasures which he was sup
posed, to have, taken from the bank. 
The discovery óf the gold and the bonds
has led to a revival of these tales.

But the chances are that the gold was 
the money belonging to the'Standard 
Soap Company, of which the . captain 
was president at .the time of his death. 
A few days before his passing away he 
drew $8,000 of thlsmoney from an Oak
land bank. His, widow believes that 
this was the money found under, the 
log cabin. . . ■ ■ •

OUR PREMIUMS.
There are many Spiritualists who 

know a good thing when they see it. 
There are others, however, who do not 
seem to realize what is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding. Vol. 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
should be in every family in the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not. 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death In its 
multifarious phases; in fact you can 
not find in all the libraries of the world 
as valuable information in regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you In these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and are an ornament to any 
library. Volume 3 is furnished at 25 
cents, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes, when or
dered in connection with a yearly sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. The aggregate cost of 
the three books to the trade is $4.50. 
At this price, these three books ought to 
be in every Spiritualist family. .

The Progressive Thinker is the first 
Spiritualist paper to inaugurate the Di-

A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly instructive and Interesting work Is • 
ComblanUon into one volume of two of Mr. Hull't 
tnlend ii works. By this arrangement the cost is such 
that thu reader Is enabled to secure the two books 
comi.Kid at the Jame price as was formerly asked 
tor thjm ocparatelv. This volume contains 462 pages 
and la liiudsoinely bound ip cloth, and contains an ex*  
celled jiortralt of the antoor. ,

TRE QUESTION SETTLED
I Is a caiGMcomparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit 
। ualiana. No book of the century has made so many 
, convert)! to Modern Spiritualism as thia. The author's 

alm, ftithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human
ity; Its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
mlnistipi the spiritual nature of man, and the object 
•lonsollered to Spiritualism, are all considered In thi 
light oi the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
sense, Hid expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consist» of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It la a most able production, and 
I*  a perfect storehouse of facte for those who wish 
wdefeodSpIrituailam. or find argument# against tL? 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE SL FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
. HI« Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—Tha 
Light Within. By Giles B. Btebblna. Price, ¡0c.

KflRBZffl.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAQE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karerza makes a plea for a better birthright tot 

Children, and aims to lead individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through most tacrod re*  
lationa. It is pure to tone and ala »and should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. IL

vine Plan—a portion of the profits 
the office returning to subscribers 
valuable books.

■ "^OR a moment stop and 
||The Progressive Thinker

of 
in

[OR a moment stop and consider.
Is the one

original dollar Spiritualist paper. 
It Introduced a new era in the

ASTRAL WORSHIP,
By J. H. Hill. M. D. A valuable contribution to the 

current discussion of religious problems. The author 
by llluetratlons and a planisphere (a representation of 
the celestial sphere upon a plane with adjustable cir*  
elea), traces most of the myths which Ite at the baso 
of Christianity to their origin In sun and star worship. 
The astronomical facts given possess great value, the 
Illustrations rare and curious. The book Is bound in 
only one style—heavy boards. Price tl. For sale at 
this office.

1 ranks of Spiritualism. Its success 
financially has been all that could 
be desired. Notwithstanding the 

rise In the price of print paper, it has 
still maintained its status as the only 
one dollar Spiritualist paper. Not only 
that, but it introduced the Divine Plan 
in its business with its subscribers—a 
portion of the profits of the office re
turning to them. Just think of the 
•Seven Premium Books being sent out to 
our subscribers for $2.35. After paying 
the postage of these seven books, and 
the expense of mailing them, all that 
we have left is $1.50. You can readily 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less, by far, than the actual cost to us. 
We do this work In accordance 
with The Divine Plan, in order to assist 
In forming the nucleus of a library in 
every Spiritualist home. Read carefully 
our premium list, and you will certainly 
want to become a subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker, if not so already, 
and obtain the books we announce.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social Un
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes-on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, doth, 75 
cents. For sale at this office.

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism,, lead
ing the'jnlnd onward into the purer at
mosphere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price,-cloth, $1.

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
A Boman Catbollo prleat, wbo, after a pastoral servlco 
of thirty yean in France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God's pardon for having taught the 
Christian religion. He left this volume as hts Isst 
will and testament to his parishioners and to tho 
world. Translated from the French or.glnal by Miss 

■Anna Knoop.
Bost 8vo., 399 pages, with portrait. Cloth, 51.00; 

postage, 15 osats.

"The work of the honest psstor Is the most curious 
snd the most powerful thing of tho kind that tho lust 
century produced. . . . Balue and Voltaire had re*  
serves, but Jean Mealier had none. He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all. the wonder IS not that there 
should bars been one priest who left tbattssttmony at 
hla death, hut that all nrleats do not”—Jmaas Barton

EVOLUTIONISM.
A Series of Illustrated Lecture! 

Upon the 
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE.
BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 

Brice, cloth, 51.25. For Mie at tbli office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS ’
And How We Ascend Them.

How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme 
and all things are subject to IL By Moses Hull. Price 
In cloth. 40 cents: paper 23 cts. For sale at this office.

Apocryphal New Testament
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 

now extant, attributed In the first four centuries to 
Jesus Christ, his apostles and their companions, and 
not Included in the New Testament by Ite compilers. 
Cloth, tl.50. For sale at this office.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.
A. Hew Edition, Profusely Illustrated.

MI choose that a story should be founded on prob*  
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to 
find nothing In It trivial or extravagant; and I desire . 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appeawome latent truth, obvious to the discern*  
Ing eye. thoughft escape the observation of the 
vulgar.' Vomaibb.

“Arcana of Spiritualism: A Manual of 
Spiritual Science and Philosophy.” By 
Hudson Tuttle.. A spiritual text-book 
of rich and inspired thought An ex
cellent work. Finely bound In scarlet , - ____
and gold, Price $1.50. For sale at this I . Coxtctts: 'Tha Whlto Bull,” a Satirical Romance, 
office. ■ "Zadlg, or Fate," an Oriental History; ''Tha Sage ana

_ ... . ■ the Atheist;" “The Prlnccsa of Babylon;” “The Man
“Longley s Beautiful Songs.” Four- Crowns;" "The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;" teen beautiful snul-Inunlrlno. •Tdtcromegas," a Satire on Mankind; 'The World oa

IZun inspiring songs, ft Goes;” “nia Black and tho Whltoj" “Memnon, thswith music, by O. Payson Lonelev Philosopher;" "Andra Dea Touches at Slam;" "Bsb*  
mnl1,15 cents- For-Sttle ai ■F’»

tnls Office. - : .. Bating DO PlcMure:" “An Adventure In India*, ”
• ’ Jeannot and Conn;* ’ “Travel! of Bcarmentado;”

’The Good Brahmin;” “The Two Comforter1»:'' “An*  
dent Faith and Fable.“ . •

1 e TOiwnet post Bvo, 480 page!, with portrait and St 
। junstratlone. Extra vellum cloth, ai.501 postage,

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2. 
Sweet songs and music for home and 
social meetings. For sale at'this office. 
Price 15 cents.

- ' “Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
suggestiveneSB. Cloth, $1.50. For sale 
at this office.'

"The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in thtlr high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1,.2, and 8, each complete in it-

s,. .... .... . c. , ,. ?elf. Prlqe, doth, $1 per Volume. For
For,some time before his death, Cap- Bale at this office,

15 cents.

Voltaire'a satire rrns keen end ane-potated as a 
rapier.”—Magazine ot Am. History.
. “A delightful reproduction, unions aadrefiteshtng.*  

—Boston Commonwealth. ■ 

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve,

By Lois Wstsbroksr. Th!» is a aorsl written with a 
purpose to improvs tba hsmen moei 1« mold theta*  
tore -offspring 'rat nassn; ksalth »nd tasptrstiqn. 
Ko one need toiHHMstttto hMK> 
fOtieleMtkkqflSa • ‘
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OEUBSf IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
’ Ab there are thousands who will at first venture 
opiy twentv-flyo ceiita iurTiiE Pbcgressivk Thinees 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
t lAinpiaccpy, to solicit several otbera to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from 11 to <¡0, or even 
wore than tbe latter sum A large number of little 
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will furnish you. Tbe subscription price of Tub Pro 
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Who Will Answer Prayer?
The inquiry heading this article was 

the subject of the morning discourse 
lately preached by Rev. Wm. T. Brown, 
in the Plymouth Congregational 
Church. The Progressive Thinker has 
maintained for years that prayers are 
but idle'wishes, to which no response 
comes outside of himself or his fel
lows. It did not hesitate to ridicule the 
claim of Evangelist Moody that the 
winds and waves wire arrested in their 
movements, and that the great ship in 
which he was crossing the ocean was 
saved, with all its cargo of humanity, in 
obedience to his agonizing request. But 
extreme as were and are our views on 
this subject, we own .to delight while 
reading this discourse. That our read
ers may share with us in this joy and 
know how the world of thought moves 
we extract some of the preacher’s 
strongest points. Quoting:

■ “This is a world of prayer. Our 
hymns are all prayer. Our Sundays are 
days of prayer. At least once every 
seven days millions of voices are 
mingled together in prayer for almost 
every conceivable thing. •

“♦ * At this very moment, while we 
are under tills roof where hundreds of 
prayers have been uttered, all over our 
world are men and women of all races 
and religions pouring out their souls in 
an agony of prayer; the millions of 
starving people in India praying for 
food; tbe Boers praying for their inde
pendence; the Filipinos praying for de
liverance from what they regard as 
oppression; fathers and mothers with 
streaming eyes and breaking hearts be
seeching God to spare the lives of their 
dying loved ones. * * Prayer rests, 
as we all know, upon a pure super-

Í.

0

Mohammodlsm as a Civilizer.
As the mind is enlarged by a wider 

knowledge of the world, and of the per
sons in it, the early conceptions of 
childhood disappear, and we grov\more 
tolerant of opposing thought. The more 
we know, the less selfish we are—the 
more ready we are to concede others 
have rights which must be respected, 
If we do not wish ours to be Infringed 
upon. _

At tlie time of the: Protestant revolt 
from Romanism there was but oue 
Christian church, and that church was 
supreme. Governments and peoples 
were its vassals, and prelates and 
priests, professing to be vicegerents of 
heaven, lorded it over everything. The 
masses accepted, the priestly claim as 
law, taught It to their children, and the 
whole Christian world was virtually 
enslaved.

Outside the church all was evil. 
There was no good. It was Christian 
on the one hand, and heathen on the 
other. Every other system of religion 
was of the devil, and was to -be de
stroyed, and God, it was claimed, had 
commissioned his ministers to bend all 
their energies for the complete destruc
tion of those who denied the church 
authority.

The African slave trade was specially 
sanctioned by the Pope, because the In
habitants were heathen, and he cited 
Bible authority as justifying the act 
And the texts were conclusive In the 
premises. No attempt was made to

Tpe world’s fiorçoseope
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The Missionary, Then War.
Lord Salisbury is'reported to have 

lately said: “Too often the army fol-
lows the missionary."

The Chinese have a 
.comes the missionary, 
and then the general.”

proverb: “First 
then the consul, 
They could have

added with truth: “And in the trail of 
the general comes all the munitions of 
war, with destruction of cities, des- 
olnted homes and a slaughtered people.”

The New York Times says: “The mls- 
sionary is disliked, especially in China, 
not as a Christian, but as a ‘drummer,’ 
as an advance agent of a Manchester 
firm, to force goods at • the cannon’s 
mouth, if need be, on the native popula- 
tlon.”

1 It is in the disguise of “traders” the 
missionary gained access under the 

_ treaty to China. It was that fraud 
practiced on the Chinese authorities 
which made tbeir presence so very ob
noxious. Then they gained by later 
treaties favors which the native pop
ulation did not share, and this inspired 
the formation of secret societies, known 
to us as Boxers, which are threatening 
the overthrow of the Chinese empire, 
first shown in a racial war on all for- 
elgners.

The Indiscriminate slaughter of for
eign legations to China, and possibly of 
all foreigners, if true, is a terrible 
calamity which shocks all of us, but If 
present advices can be trusted, it was 
not the work of the Chinese govern
ment as such, but that of an organized 
mob, otherwise a revolt, threatening the 
overthrow of the constituted govern
ment. It was an event which Is liable 
to occur, in any country during periods 
of great excitement.

When we see the violence our own 
labor strikers exhibit on some occa
sions we dare not write that the United 
States Is not in danger of being subject 

: for a time to mob rule.
■ A whole people may become tem
porarily Insane, as do Individuals, un
der grievous afflictions, as has been 

. shown repeatedly in the acts of South- 
■ ern mobs, liable to duplication at any 

moment in our own North under like 
provocation.

. Then let us moderate our hatred of 
the Chinese mob, however numerous it

stition. No amount of prayer will make 
the (Slightest difference in the lot of the 
starving people in India. There is no 
judge of all the earth to do justice for 
them. They will echo this cry In vain. 
Millions of them are dying, and many 
millions more in the years to come are 
going to die of famine, and their pray
ers are no more effective than the blow
ing of the wind. No God can do any
thing for them. If they are ever to find 
relief, if they are ever to find the fulfill
ment of their hopes and prayers that 
fulfillment must come by human hands. 
To many millions of them such fulfill
ment can never come. No God has so 
far put in an appearance who can hear 
the cry of starving India. No God ex
ists who can do anthlng for them.

“The prayers of the Boers are also 
vain. Had they not perfected them
selves in the use of the rifle, they would 
have been reduced to subjugation long 
ago. All their praying is of no avail. 
Their nationality is a thing of the past. 
No such thing as a Boer republic will 
ever again be heard of. A-few years 
hence not a hundred men will be found 
outside the survivors of tbe two African 
republics to regret their extinction. The 
faith of those men is a delusion. No 
one questions its sincerity. No one will 
dispute the depth and earnestness of 
their religion. But it has no foundation 
laid deep in eternal truth. The God 
to whom they have prayed does not 
exist.

“Here are men and women praying 
fOr rain, beseeching- the Almighty to 
save them from drought! And they still 
remain outside our asylums for the ul- 
sane! Does anyone believe tlielr pray
ers will have the slightest effect on the 
weather? Certainly not. And yet,’ it 
lies within the power of the nation, in 
the power of organized society and 
nowhere else, to determine that ques
tion, to answer those prayers. We are 
only reaping what we have sown. In 
pursuit of gain we have not hesitated 
to denude our land of its great forests, 
and we are slowly coming to see that 
by that process we are making dis
astrous changes In the distribution of 
moisture over this continent. So have 
flood and drought and cyclone followed 
in the footsteps of our national avarice, 
until we find ourselves face to face 
with many grave problems. But we 
are also discovering that it is perfectly 
possible for us to remedy this condition 
of things and solve our problems. ’

“We are discovering slowly, and It Is 
entirely probable that we shall in the 
future make far greater progress in 
that respect, that man is the real mas
ter of nature, that Nature has been 
waiting for man to assume his rightful 
place before responding with her great
est resources. No sensible person be
lieves that we have gone beyond the 
kindergarten stage in the discovery of 
the forces of this world and in the

Christianize the negro; but Protestants, 
when they sprang qp, accepted the 
Pope’s opinion, and all joined in con
verting the.black man into brutes, and 
compelling him to toll as such.

Fifty years ago the press, not under 
eliurch control, showed up with all its 
horrors the African slave trade, as it 
formerly existed. ‘

Until prohibited by law ships were 
fitted out in open port with rum, and 
manacles, and Christian officers, and 
Christian seamen, and under direction 
of a Christian trader they steered for 
tbe western coast of Africa. Arriving 
at their destination they would Incite 
native chieftains to war on neighboring 
tribes. The captives taken by either 
party, without regard to age or sex, 
were bought for a trifle, and shipped to 
the American colonies. Here they were 
bought by Christian planters and con
verted Into slaves, they and their pos
terity, for all time.

In a late issue of Aihslee’s Magazine, 
there was an interesting article which 
recalled with great force this Christian 
method of Christianizing “Darkest 
Africa.” In the course of It, reference 
was made to the brutalizing part rum 
and gin played In the slave trade as 
practiced by professedly Christian 
traders, and then:

“It is pleasing to turn from the re
volting spectacle of some of the West 
African tribes who had been bestlal- 
Ized by their devotion to trade gin, to 
the picture which travelers draw of the 
great Hausa states of the Soudan [em
bracing some 15,000,000 of people] un
der Mohammedan dominion for a cen-

Thomas ^ake Harris, poet aud Beer, - 
during bls« active life, wrote many i 
startling tilings, ¿'he following, said to j 
have been pemnft by him over forty i 
years ago, will be read with deep in- ] 
terest: .it <

Tlie reappearance of spiritual man- ; 
ifestationsi,i,after1.uu obscuration and ■ 
seeming recession of centuries, has pro- . 
duccd thro'dghoutJ'the world a,mingled । 
feeling bf astonishment, delight, terror, 
and incredulity. r No branch of the 
Christian church is now exempt from 
such visitations. 71'110 two extremes of 
Evangelical and Unitarian Protestant
ism alike Are influenced, and Rome is 
shaken in the midst of her compact, 
well-guarded citadels. ■

But while the footsteps of spirits thus 
reappear, not alone upon the fossil beds 
of history, but in the luminous ether of 
the tliought-wprld of to-day, the church, 
through Its accredited ministers, with 
few exceptions, scoffs at the doctrines 
presumptuous, or repels the approach 
of the Immortals as an impious intru
sion. The buccaneers and the fillibus- 
ters of the Spanish Main, tlie forces of 
Morgan, and the brigantines of Drake, 
sacking wealthy cities and plundering 
the galleys of the plate fleet, could not 
have excited a more bitter hate among 
the Spaniards of Panama and Lima, 
than is aroused by the approximation 
of spiritual phenomena to most of the 
religious organizations of the age.

While we have the confessions of 
eminent divines, that all religious par
ties, except the party of Spiritualism, 
are numerically either on the wane or 
stationary, the afflux of numbers to the 
standard , of ij. faith in spiritual com
munication, is unparalleled. In spite of 
the cavils of the secular press against 
the intellectual value of., literary pro
ductions emanating- from spirits, some 
mediums who suppress the origin of the 
writings which they receive from 
spirits, and care to use them as their 
own, find a ready market among the 
venders of literary wares. Sermons are 
preached in the most aristocratic 
churches which are actually written 
out from the dictation of spirits, and 
prayers, which have the same origin, 
are memorized, and spoken by clergy
men of the first distinction. It is true 
that the eminent divines to whom we 
refer conceal from tlielr audiences the 
true sources of their efforts, but their 
ability remains unquestioned, and their 
popularity suffers no diminution. 
Spiritual visitations take place in the 
library of the clergyman no less than in 
the parlor of the parishioner. The 
church of the day is like a Swiss village 
shaken by the tremor which announces 
the first tremor of the avalanche.

A hundred years ago the most emi
nent European thinker of that day, one 
of tbe most calm, temperate, cool- 
blooded and best balanced In the 
world's list of heroes of the pen, withal 
a devout, conscientious, thoroughly just 
man, beheld in a-'spiritual vision what 
he styled “the jast judgment.”

He saw Christ Encompassed by an in
numerable’ multitude of angels, making 
his appearance lJn the midst of the 
spiritual world inhabited by the de-

will have become so inter-united that 
instead of seeking greatness through 
the destruction of life and property, the 
rulers of the world, In self-defense, will 
be forced to change the entire system 
of foreign policy. The railroad is a 
great civilizer. Children are now born 
who will live to see, in all probability, 
Asia intersected by railroads, and the- 
standard of civilization carried back to 
the primeval garden of the race.

During the century which has passed, 
the civil institutions of the world, 
broken up in their old forms, have been 
undergoing universal transformation. 
Our own Republic is a monument 
which rises like ancient Ararat, above 
the subsiding waters of despotism. The 
new air of liberty fills the lungs of the 
world. Already the federation of all 
the people in one cosmopolitan republic, 
looms up gradually among the possi
bilities of the 'future. Already it is 
firmly believed that vice and want, 
moral and intellectual depravity, have 
no permanent foothold upon tbe planet. 
And again, sweetly as dawns the May 
morning after a night of storms, amidst 
the singing of birds and the blossoming 
of orchards, a Spiritual Spring breathes 
rejuvenating breath, upon the human 
soul. The spiritual laws, hidden from 
tlie wisest of uninspired men, are re
discovered and legitimatize the -wildest 
hope of the idealist. The heavens and 
the earth commune together. The spirit 
world is bared for human Introspection. 
Tbe law of the elimination of the divine 
truth of the Scriptures from its spirit
ual sense, has been made known. Chris
tianity henceforth is made the crown
ing science. Regeneration is brought 
within the domain of accredited and 
established principles. The faith of the 
Christian, and the truth of tbe philoso
pher are one. With what wonder we 
behold the world returning to sanity". 
It shall awake in the coming future, 
and discover Itself sitting clothed and 
in its right mind, at the feet of Christ, 
the Lord.

A spiritual crisis evidently has taken 
place in the Interior world of the planet, 
the ultlmatlons of which are fast merg
ing into light. The vision of the seer 
was not hallucination but a sublime 
reality. The old Heavens and the old 
Earth have passed away, and we look 
for a new Heaven and a new Earth 
where dwelleth righteousness.

Valuable Information About Chin*.
The probabilities arg a long contest of 

arms between the Western nations and 
China has commenced. It may last for 
years, and ultimate in changing the 
boundaries of a great empire, pernaps 
cause its destruction. As this war has 
its foundation in an attempt to Chris
tianize China, it is well for all our 
readers to understand the situation, 
that they may not be misled by any 
faction, whether, religious or political.

Gen. Julius’Stahl was for ten years 
officially connected with China. He 
visited that country in the capacity of 
American Consul-General for China and 
Japan. In a letter over his own signa
ture, published in a late Issue of the 
Washington Post, he makes the follow
ing statement, which we copy to the 
exclusion of less Important matter, 
omitting his introductory:

“The young emperor and ills tutor are 
in sympathy with -the reform move
ment; in fact, they might be said to 
lead it. The better element stands for 
reform and progress, and I found 
among the merchants of Shanghai and 
other places I visited a full spirit of 
sympathy in this effort. The other ele
ment is headed by Tuan and tils son; 
with them, I see, are the Boxers and a 
strong following of the lower element 
The dowager empress has been an anti
reformer, and, while I do not think, she 
would have been willing to go as far as 
Tuan, she has contributed by her influ
ence to the present situation. Should 
anything have happened to the present 
emperor, she would, I think, have been 
perfectly willing to see Tuan’s son on 
the throne. Li Hung Chang and at 
least one other of the viceroys are with 
the reformers, but I am unable to say 
how, many, with their armies, are to be 
found on either side.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
Dr. Geo. A. Bacon Answers 

the Question.

may be, until we learn the extent 
tlielr grievances, real or Imagined.

Of

• Churches Draw Lightning.
So many church buildings have been 

. struck by lightning during tbe last few 
months the wiseacres ministering in 
them have set out to ascertain the 
cause. They have finally come to the 
conclusion that “churches draw light
ning;,” probably because of the sacred
ness of the structure, and the great 
moral worth of those who worshiped in 
them. It was only a few days ago a 
bolt of Jove crushed through the walls 
of a church, entered the heatj of the 
preacher as he had just engaged In 
prayer, and left him a blackened corse, 
the spirit fled.

Tlie old theology maintained that God 
employed the elements as the messen
gers of bls will, and executors of his 
judgments. The priest killed at his de
votions, in the presence of his awe
stricken parishioners, in their philoso
phy, had' been guilty of some secret sin 
which deserved public punishment, as 
an awful example to other offenders. 

:. It Is hoped the lesson will have a salu
tary influence in the direction sug
gested.

As drinking saloons rarely suffer by 
cyclones, or electric storms, on the 
hypothesis that churches attract these 
messengers of evil, because of their 
virtues, so we suppose the saloons re
pulse them because of their vices.

Were we to advise in the premises, 
botli church and saloon-are good places 
to shun in a storm; and the greatest 
safety will be found In keeping outside 
of them on all occasions. .

Made a. God by Royal Decree.
In Hungary, so early as 1598, Uni- 

tarianism—the worship of one God 
only—was legalized In'the province of 
Transylvania as one of the four great 
religions. Trinltarlnnlsm was estab
lished by vote, according to generally 
received history, at the Council of 
Nicea in 325, when Jesus was deified 
and declared equal in power and glory 
with the Father, yea, that Father him
self. The Emperor Constantine, Su
preme Pontiff of Roman Paganism, by 
royal decree, confirmed this action of, 
the overseers of heathen temples, 
known incur vernacular as Bishops, 
and there lias been no sovereign with 
power or Inclination since that date to 
undo the great wrong, so all the self
styled civilized races now worship the 
son of a Jewish maiden, save the few 
people who have intelligence and in
dependence to discard such silly 
idolatry. ■

mastery of those forces. The coming 
centuries are no doubt to witness the 
operation of a vaster chemistry than 
any that has so far been dreamed of. 
It is a mistake to say that wO’ are the 
servants of Nature. Such a position is 
contrary to all reason. And we shall 
sometime know that it is truer that 
men make climate than that climate 
makes men. The science of forestry Is 
in the near future to answer our pray
ers for protection against at least two 
great calamities. A knowledge of the 
laws of health and of the laws of san
itation and the establishment of normal 
and just conditions of labor and recrea
tion and leisure will, beyond all ques
tion, solve many another problem over 
which men and. women in other days 
were accustomed to pray.

“What this world needs to-day, and 
what each individual in it needs, is san
ity and light. We need to put it far 
from our minds that we are violating 
some divine law when we affirm the 
supremacy of man. We are simply 
asserting the diviuest law the human 
mind can conceive of. We men and 
women can make the sovereignty of 
love and the reign of justice a reality. 
Within ourselves and not elsewhere 
does that sublimest possibility lie. Not 
in the skies, nor in the life tp come, not 
in any deputed representative of 
Jehovah, for no such representative ex
ists or ever did exist, but’in humanity. 
We men 'and women bqve It in our 
power to determine and establish what 
is right. We men and women are 
clothed with the only divine attributes 
that-exist or ever can exist. ..We meh 
and women are in our corporate ca
pacity as the people, as humanity, as a 
nation, as society, the manifestation in 
time and on the earth of Omnipotence 
and infinite benevolence. In our hands, 
on our souls, rests all that tremendous 
responsibility which we .have been wont 
to invest tbe being of a God with. To 
hufnan association, and to that alone, 
are we to look for the accomplishment 
of any just or loving purpose in this 
world.”

tury, where such a thing as a bottle of 
spirits Is never seen. For 100 years the 
Mohammedans of North Africa have 
been pushing across the Sahara and the 
Soudan, bringing all the barbarous peo
ples they have met under the Influence 
of Islam. Mohammedanism has thus 
far more profoundly affected the lives 
of many millions of black Africans than 
the Christian influences, which are only 
just beginning to make large headway. 
It cannot be said that this influence of 
Islam Is wholly salutary, though many 
observers, like the learned Dr. Blyden, 
of Liberia, regard Islam as the greatest 
civilizing agency yet introduced into 
Africa; but these Moslem proselytes 
have made the natives better than they 
found them, and have stimulated for
eign trade with ‘Darkest Africa’ to a 
remarkable extent.”

Dr. Blyden, of Liberia, In a position 
and location to have full information on 
the subject, thus recognizes Moham- 
medlsm as “the greatest civilizing 
agent yet introduced into Africa.”

Think of It, good reader. There went 
the slave trader, Intriguing with the 
barbarous kings for captives, and there 
went the Christian missionary, with 
TUtfl and gin and the slave driver’s lash 
in his trail, and here comes a regular 
Doctor of Divinity, a Christian teacher, 
resident in the American colony of 
Liberia, on the coast of Africa, recog
nizing Islam as “the greatest, best, 
civilizing agent yet Introduced into 
Africa.”

With such facts respect increases for 
the cannibals, provided they will limit 
their meat diet to roasted missionary.

Seeming Truth from China. .
If what seems authentic advices as 

we write from China can be trusted, 
the foreign legations nt Pekin were 
unharmed so late as July 1; possibly so 
late as July 0. When Information 
reached the Boxers, who were In revolt 
against the established government, 
that the allied powers had bombarded 
Taku, destroyed the fortress, and killed 
hundreds of natives, the anger of the 
mob was aroused, then tbe terrible 
slaughter followed. ,

Suppose the Condition had been-re
versed, and the great war ships of 
China had bombarded an American 
port, with results similar to those ac
companying the bombarding of Taku; 
is it possible a single Chinaman, in any 
part of the country, even those so 
humble as laundrymen, would have 
escaped with his life? We think not 
Admiral Kempff, of tntr American navy, 
wisely abstained from participating In 
the war on China, hence Chinese blood 
Is not on our hands. But It is probable 
the American minister to China suf
fered a common fate with the other 
allied powers, simply because he was 
found in bad company. .

It seems, and we hope it is true, the 
slaughter of missionaries.was not so' 
general as was apprehended, but they 
have had a big scare and would show, 
good sense—a thing many of them do 
not possess—If they would withdraw 
from the disturbed country.- . .

parted nations of-Christendom. Minds 
but partially free from the superstitious 
fancies with1 which tlie middle ages had 
overlaid the essential truth of Chris
tianity. priests aiql congregations of all 
sects of Ch^stendbm, living in that par
tial twilight, of'the spirit life, beheld 
the long-expected reappearance of the 
Son of Man. Marshalled in societies, 
according to the predominance of good 
affections (Og impure lusts, they were 
divided into two. great, yet opposite 
congregations, the; wheat being win
nowed from the chaff, and the sheep 
separated from the goals.

Wrapped together as a fiery scroll, the 
broad realm of the apparent but ficti
tious heaven of spirits, who, without 
the Christian element, usurped the 
Christian name, the evil doers of every 
grade and caste of crime were drawn 
Into one association and assigned tq a 
locality in the world of shadows cor
responding to tlielr own insanity. 
There was heal'd a sound of universal 
thanksgiving from all men of good 
affections. There was a descent of 
spiritual spheres to purity and peace 
and deliverance. The world was open 
in its interior significance, and Chris
tians, who on earth had been divided 
through the varied interpretations of 
the letter, were united In the recon
ciling truth of the divine spirit This 
was just a century ago. Now it is a 
remarkable fact that ever since, a cor-, 
responding change has been taking 
place in the natural world, as if tbe 
evenft beheld by the seer were throw
ing out their waves of Influence, and 
reproducing among us the same phe
nomena. As when a man’s soul is de
livered from avarice and bate, and lust, 
and all the- deadly passions, the body 
feels it, and changes to a new expres
sion, so the advent of a new life into 
the great spiritual family or collective 
soul, .made up of the separate souls of 
Christendom, has signalized its incom
ing by throwing out to the surfaces of 
our terrestrial human brotherhood a 
correspondentlal myriad of thoughts 
and facts. As'the obtuse boulder may 
be uplifted by the tidal-wave, so the 
most sensual intellect, however fixed in 
old superstitions, Is rolled up gradually 
to a new level by this great ocean of 
incoming light.

Within that hundred years, cotton 
has entered to clothe the world, and 
steam and its giant successors to lift 
the Atlas burden-from the shoulders of 
the giant Industry. As the sculptor of 
old proposed to- Alexander to carve 
Mount Athos into a statue with a city 
in its plain,- so Christ has come to shape 
the rocky den, the bleak summit, tbe 
desert solitude of earth into a glorious

Is He a Prophet?
A gentleman of large observation and 

experience, for many years a represent
ative of the American government in 
the extreme East, wrote us soon after 
the destruction of the Maine, in Ha
vana, that that event marked the be
ginning of a long series of disturbances 
which would follow, and result in 
changing national boundaries, and the 
formation of new social conditions all 
over the world. The same writer has 
just called our attention to that letter, 
and now adds:

“The present disturbance in China 
will lead to national complications 
which will astonish those who have 
been hugging the delusion that religious 
tolerance is one of the most firmly fixed 
features of the Occidental social sys
tem. An issue will arise between the 
professed Christian and non-Chrlstlan 
nations growing out of the present 
turbulence,. which will result In the 
fiercest war the world has ever known. 
The aggressions of Christian mission
aries, leading to the revolt of the 
Boxers, are but straws showing which 
way the wind blows in the East. The 
fires of righteous indignation, long 
smouldering, will burst into flame when 
patience ceases to be a virtue.”

We hope our friend will prove a false 
prophet, but we place him on record, 
and shall watch with great earnestness 
the general trend of events. The whole 
Christian world united against China 
will give rise to insurrections at home 
which will- be difficult to suppress. 
And then strifes and heart burnings, 
with conflicting nations temporarily 
united in a common cause, will in
evitably lead to discord instead of har
mony. We tremble for the outcome.

Living Without Nourishment.
Nikola Tesla, the great inventor and 

rival of Edison in electrical discoveries, 
in a late article in the Century Maga
zine, gives Indication that he is in sym
pathy with Spiritualism. We quote:

“There seems to be no philosophical 
necessity for food. We can conceive of 
organized beings living without nour
ishment and deriving all the energy 
they need for the performance of their 
life functions from the amblçnt medi
um. In a crystal we have the clear 
evidence of tbe existence of a formative 
life principle, and, though we cannot 
understand the life of a crystal, It is 
none the less a living being. There may 
be, besides crystals, other such individ
ualized, material systems of beings, 
perhaps of gaseous constitution or 
composed of substance still more tenu
ous. In view of this possibility—nay, 
probability—we cannot apodictically 
deny the existence of organized beings 
on a planet merely because the condi
tions on the same are unsuitable for the 
existence of life as we conceive it. We 
cannot even with positive assurance as
sert that some of them might not be 
present here, in this our world, in the 
very midst of us, for their constitution 
and life manifestation may be such 
that we are unable to perceive them.”

“With*  these differences inside the im
perial family, it was an easy matter for 
Tuan to take advantage of tbe feeling 
existing against the missionaries. I do 
not mean that this feeling is against the 
individuals, but among every people In
terference with religion is a sore point, 
and the people of China do not like the 
effort to convert the people. A Buddhist 
Is particularly sensitive on this point.

“I am, therefore, distinctly of the 
opinion that this religious Interference 
is the chief contributing cause to the 
uneasiness, and the organization of the 
secret society known as the ‘Boxers.’ 
Tuan is the head of the organization. 
He has used the influence of the re
ligious feeling with great effect, be
cause by this means he brought to his 
side and his ambitions a tremendous in
fluence, both in point of numbers and 
sentiment, in this way increasing his 
own power, by which he hoped to gain 
his own ends in the administration of 
the affaire of the government.

“When this ‘Boxer’ society had 
spread, without the knowledge of any
one, except the promoters of the organ
ization, until It involved, let us say, 
millions of people, it was impossible to 
prevent outbreaks. Mobs are disorderly 
things, and the people had been pur
posely inflamed against the religious in
fluence working in the country from the 
outside—against the foreigners.

“Then came tbe next terrible mistake, 
the bombardment of the forts at Taku. 
It was a fatal error. Admiral Kempff 
showed wisdom and good judgment in 
not taking part in that bombardment. 
It was a mistake, because tbe forts of 
Taku were not in the hands of the 
Boxers, but of the government of tbe 
country, an'd what greater lever could 
Tuan and his leaders have than to point 
out that these foreigners had not only 
interfered with their religion and trie! 
to control their country, but bad ac
tually commenced the war themselves 
by' open hostility against tbe govern
ment of their country. You can readily 
understand, then, how these smoulder
ing embers of revolution suddenly burst 
into a flame.

“I cannot speak authoritatively as to 
tbe strength of the two forces. The 
federal army Is comparatively small. I 
do not know Its numbers. Each viceroy 
has his ‘6Wfi army, and I do not think 
anyone can tell the number of soldiers 
in any or all of these.

“I do not know bow many of these 
viceroys stand with the reformers as 
against Tuan, the ‘Boxers,’ and the dis
affected troops. No one knows. China 
is a sealed book to everyone. Every
thing now depends upon the strength 
of these two factions. Everything In 
Peking depends upon what force has 
stood for the protection of the foreign
ers and what is opposed to them.

“When the relief comes to these peo
ple In Peking, I do hope with all my 
heart the cry for vengeance will not

A clever correspondent in the issue of 
May 12, asks “What is Spiritualism!’’ 
though evidently with no intention of 
answering bls own query.

He makes use of it, in the first place, 
to exploit his orthodoxy with reference 
to the Bible; and in the second place, to 
exploit bls heterodoxy as to Spirit
ualism.

In the latter case, however, he simply 
displays such a lack of any real knowl
edge of the subject as to render what 
he says wholly ineffective. '.

Every intelligent observer knows that 
the majority of Bible believers are so 
because of the bias given to their early 
Instruction in Biblical teachings, and 
not from personal or independent ex
amination. The impressions made on 
the mind In childhood or in early youth, 
because of the impressibility of the 
child nature, are most enduring and . 
difficult to efface. Hence their hold, 
even while the very teachings are seen 
and felt and known to be apocryphal.

The correspondent evidently belongs 
to that large and respectable class who 
take their theology with a, spoon. To 
digest it requires such.extreme doses of ' 
pepslnolds, in the form of superstition, 
as to destroy the power of assimilation.

Instead of doing a little original in
vestigation and thinking for himself, he 
has accepted indiscriminately the offer
ings of interested parties.

To traverse his opening sentence, it is 
known that men and women who are 
too skeptical to accept the evidence of 
their own senses, in matters occurring 
in the sanctity of their own homes, 
through members of their own family 
and under circumstances fatal to de
ception even if such a motive existed— 
often exhibit the greatest credulity in a 
wholesale acceptance of analagous 
events, alleged to have occurred nobody 
knows when, recorded or witnessed by

ii!

The War Spirit Rampant.
An Arkansas.paper before us men-' 

tlons the enlistment Into the United 
States army of two braves from that 
region, whose ambition and hope 
prompted the act, ¡'because they were 
sure they would be sent to China.” 
Their greatest desire Is “to wipe out the 
heathen Chinee,” as one of them ex
pressed it. '

Great wars are the .agencies the Fool 
killer employs to keep bls subjects in 
subordination, and prevent their multi
plication so peaceful people can. occupy 
this earth. Given complete control, and 
power equal to their will, no person 
would be allowed to think, act or de
mean himself other than as the Boss 
Fool demands. ; " -

New Fields for the Missionary?
Advices from Victoria, British Colum? 

bla, tell of the action of a body of can
nibals on the coast of New Britain—two 
mountainous islands in the Pacific— 
who captured and dragged alive to the 
scene of the feast a boat’s crew who 
visited the shore for trading purposes. 
They were ¿lubbed into insensibility, 
then'baked or roasted and eaten. There, 
certainly, is a fine field for missionary 
effort, and there would be no danger of 
national complications, however nu
merous the missionaries or multitudin
ous the converts.

Explanation Satisfactory.
It has been discovered that the reason 

there are no marriages in heaven is lie
cause there are no priests in that lo
cality, to perform the-ceremony. They 
have all gone to the othpr place. ■

Image of a Maternal State, holding in 
her right hand the New Jerusalem. 
Similes apart, the epoch of the-Cor
onation of Labor’has broken upon the 
world. God1 himself has come to every 
hut in Chri&tenddin in the guise of a 
beneficent material providence. There 
is more brÈaìl, fflòre clothing, more 
fuel, more ÿliysiçdl comfort of every 
sort, than thè1 wolùd has known since 
Eden fadedj fyomp-lts traditions. Men 
live longer; hygiene laws, of which the 
best men of the past century did not 
dream, are ipt, only discovered, but be
gin, through, the. ¿fess, to 'instruct a«id 
save the mffijpns. pf the lowly. The 
physical renqvjitloipof the race has evi
dently began;’for,atruth comes as the 
herald of reform; ànd there is a ma
terial John 'the Baptist, who baptizes 
the outward, and announces the. coming 
of the Spiritati! Christ. '

! ’ There is , n ' richer- moral vegetation,- 
an outgrowth-òf bdmane ideas covering 
the heartsoil rnf Christendom, so long 
Ice-bound is bigotry, as with a sweet 
perennial verdure of charity. War is 
less barbaric. Ancient battles were 
sanguinary from the inflamed passions 
of the individual.' It was a .scene of 
conflict between men fighting from the 
love of blood, and delighting in ripping 
up the bowels of old men, and cutting 
off the breasts of women, and dashing 
out the brains of " Infants upon the 
hearthstones. Now mark the contrast, 
During the récent" wars jnen have 
fought from public direction, and, as in 
the Crimea, have improved the hours of 
truce to interchange humane personal 
courtesies. - The soldier Is outgrowing 
his trade. Before many years have 

j elapsed, the material interests of men

They Multiply,
A new Christian sect, with the Bible 

for its guide, has sprung up in Georgia. 
It Is known as the Fire Baptized Asso
ciation. Its object, of course, Is to es
cape the flames of hell, a good thing to 
do. H. L Irwin, of Lincoln, Neb., is the 
reported progenitor of this latest candi
date for Immortal glory. The organiza
tionclaims jive distinct and essential 
works of Grace, first, Conversion; sec
ond, Santlflcation; third, Baptism Jwlth 
the Holy Ghost; fourth, Baptism by 
fire; fifth, The heavenly Dynamite, 
whatevefthat may be. The sect is also 
known as the "Holy Roller Dancers.”

Sects come as the waves come ’ 
When navies are stranded; - 
They'll go as the tides go 
When their mission Is ended— 
The gaining of pelf for their founder.

•' . Located at Last.
A Rev. John Gibson, down there in 

Memphis, has now located hell for sure. 
It Ues just two miles below the surface 
of the earth, occupying'all the inter
mediate space to the other side of the 
globe. The divine says ‘‘the gospel and 
g’romotry” confirms him in his loca
tion, and that “there Is no foolishln’ 
about It.” -

Hell being so near it is hoped the 
clergy will be on the constant lookout 
for danger and es'gape the eternal roast

"Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev, T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull 
E\>r sale at this office. Price ten cents.
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prevail. Why wreak vengeance upon 
an ignorant mass of people, misled and 
influenced by unwise leaders?

“It is a mistake to say that tire Chi
nese will not fight. They are brave 
soldiers when they are well led. They 
are intensely imbued with a love of 
country and their religious rites. The 
armies of the viceroys are well armed. 
Many guns have been manufactured in 
China and immense numbers have been 
Imported. Plenty of the people are well 
armed and know how to use their 
weapons. It is a mistake to underesti
mate that fact

“I do not think there is any serious 
idea on the part of the powers to dis
rupt China. Why should they do so? 
Disrupt a nation and you ruin It Let 
us of the United States leave Russia 
out of the question as an ally. In what 
regard would the civilized world be 
benefited by the acquisition by Russia 
of territory in China? Why, Russia her
self Is not civilized, and In what regard 
would she advance these people? It Is 
a question of the Slav against the 
Anglo-Saxon, and the latter must 
control.-'

“It would be impossible to make an 
effectual and wise partition of China. 
You cannot make a Chinaman anything 
but a Chinaman. After a lifetime spent 
In this country—he may have been born 
here—a Chinaman is a Chinaman still. 
Part the country and you will have 
nothing but 400,000,000 Chinamen. 
They will hold to their religion, of 
course, and I doubt if any country or 
any people have the right to Interfere 
with their religion.”

“ Launched in Life."
Many readers of this paper will be 

pleased to learn that Mr. Victor Vogel, 
who Is well known among the Spirit
ualists of Chicago, has been devoting a 
part of his time to the publication of 
his musical compositions. We have 
now before us a copy of his latest com
position, a wedding march entitled 
“Launched In Life.” The music as" 
well as thé title page is very unique in 
character. The title page is very hand
somely engraved and printed In three 
colors, representing the most important 
event of one’s life in three scenes: The 
central figures representing a courtship 
scene, and the others the "wedding cere
mony and the happy home. The music 
is very pleasing and attractive. Mr. 
Vogel has kindly dedicated this com
position to the officers and members of 
tlie “League of Eligibles” of Chicago. 
Copies for sale at Lyon & Healy’s.

•'Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
i, For sale at this office. Price, $1. .

nobody knows who, under circum
stances totally unknown, with each and 
every step incapable of verification.

One who “strains at a gnat and swal
lows a camel,” becomes dignified by 
comparison.

He is indeed a bold contestant who in 
the light of to-day, having “all eyes 
and no sight,” seeks to defend the Bib
lical account of creation; the origin and 
destiny of man; who upholds Its astron
omy and geology of the cosmos; or Its 
horology, necrology, chronology and the 
theology of the scriptures. Science has 
shown these to be but religious fables, 
the conceptions of primitive men in the 
infancy of the race.

While the Bible is freely acknowl
edged to be a wonderful compilation of 
religious writings, it was never in
tended to be wuat some are disposed to 
make It, an object of fetich worship.

When ecclesiastically representative 
men throughout the world both in Cath
olic and Protestant churches; men like 
Prof. St. George Mivart, the eminent 
Roman Catholic scientist, Prof. Briggs, 
Prof. Phelps, Dr. Lyman Abbott, Rev. 
Doctors Smith and McGiffert, Rabbi 
Fleischer of Boston, Rabbi Wise of Cin
cinnati, Rev. Dr. Hillis, Dr. Parkburst 
and many another—whose utterances 
to-day are as essentially radical' as 
were those of Paine a hundred years 
ago; when good men and religious men, 
yet in tlie churches, publicly assail cer
tain portions of tho Bible and deny the 
authenticity and Inspiration of other 
parts; when a prominent pastor of the ' 
great Methodist Church, Rev. Dr. Cad
man, before an assembly of 400 clergy
men, including bishops of that body, 
can assert that “The inerrancy and in
fallibility of the Bible are no longer 
possible of belief among reasoning 
men,” and be applauded for it—ordinary 
laymen may be pardoned if they ques
tion the verity of not a few Biblical 
statements.

If as Milton says:
“Creation feels through each minutest 

pore ■
The genial influence of the season”— 
so similarly do leading minds In all the 
churches respond to the progressive 
spirit of the age; to the demands of the 
Higher Criticism; to the spirit of truth; 
to the knowledge which science reveals.

The term “Infidel,” which our friend 
uses so contemptuously, has long since 
lost its power to frighten Intelligent 
men and women Into believing or claim
ing to believe, any story Inconsistent 
and improbable—however contrary to 
every principle of natural reason and 
justice! When in the mouth of any 
half-informed, narrow-minded person it 
is applied to those who refuse, at the 
dictation of every bigoted churchman, 
to believe that the moon is made of 
green cheese—It becomes a badge of 
honor.

When In the sacred name of religion, 
self-respecting men and women refuse 
to accept fancies for facts, or ecclesiasti
cal assumption, childish conception and 
unreasonable speculation, for the dem
onstrations of exact and verified knowl
edge—the term stands for loyalty to 
truth.

But answering his enquiry, “What Is 
Spiritualism?” we respond that it is 
demonstration to-day, under circum
stances that can be easily established, 
of tho truth of Angel Ministration, a 
doctrine clearly taught in the Bible and 
accepted by the Church for centuries.

Irideed, the belief in immortality, in 
the nearness of the spirit world, and in 
some form of ‘conscious intercom
munion between the two worlds or 
states of existence—are beliefs as old 
as man. Modern Spiritualism gives 
proof of these realities through its vari
ous phenomena. The manifestations » 
occurring in the past, not being now 
subject to verification, have to be ac
cepted, if at all, solely upon faith. To
day, however, tens of thousands upon 
thousands of honest investigators, of 
every shade of religious belief, and 
many of no belief, are glad witnesses of 
the glorious fact of a present demon
strated immortality.

These include many of the most re- . 
nowned and scientific men known to 
tbe world. Space alone forbids their 
enumeration here.

' Recently, the Psychical Research So
ciety of England and America, com
posed of eminent clergymen, and’ scl- - 
entists, and independent investigators, 
have published some of the results of 
their work. Despite the prejudice of 
these-men, such was tbe overwhelming , 
evidence, presented in numberless In
stances, that original opponents like

; Prof. Hodgson and Prof. Hyslop, tho 
latter of Columbia College, and others

। like unto these, have publicly ac
knowledged their conversion. .

When the highest scientific authority 
in England, and in’ tbe world for that 
matter, declares that the facts of Spirit- 

1 ualism are as clearly established as are , 
; the facts of any science—he who seeks. 
: to deny or decry these facts, only shows 
; his own failure to enter into a com
, prehension of their stupendous signifi

cance. ■
; Apart from tbe evidence furnished 
' through spiritual phenomena,, what 
’ solid and accepted proof have we of a 
; continued life beyond the grave?
‘ Washington. D. C.

“Cultivation of Personal Magnetism.
A Treatise on Human Culture." By, 

. Leroy Berrler. For sale at this office. 
• Price ?L N . , ,j
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There are attempted changes in the meaning of words 
that grieve the soul of an old-fashioned thinker, like my
self. 1 had always supposed that an “atom” was matter 
divided innumerable times till it could not, even in 
thought be divided any more. That, to me, was the ulti
mate of matter. And it made no difference whether this 
speck was a whirl of ether having a good time all to him
self, or just a chip of the old block in which life around 
me is everywhere embedded. Now I find certain scien
tists of to-day talking about splitting and splintering 
atoms and calling the new fragment “corpuscle.” ‘ So I 
want it distinctly understood that when these mind-dis
turbers get all through, and have chipped their last cor
puscle io its ultimate, that is what I mean, every time and 
everywhere, by the word “atom.” They may bore holes 
through their atoms, and smash them into smithereens to 
their hearts’ content, but my atoms won’t stand any such 
usage. They cannot be tampered with. They are the 

' foundation fact of creation, and always a compound of in
telligence, energy and what we call “matter.” I have 
never calculated how many such atoms could dance on 
the point of a needle, for my atom stands on. the very 
verge of the unthinkable, albeit it is the foundation fact 
of existence, on which the student reader and I will now 
take our stand, regardless, of size.

The atom has a most remarkable and inherent quality. 
It delights in addition, subtraction, multiplication and di
vision, thus infusing itself into every problem of the uni
verse. As I have said, the atom itself is all but unthink
able, but the moment it clasps hands with another atom 
we have “form.” It is a ease of matrimony. The twain 
have become one molecule. Of course this is followed by 
bigamy innumerable. In fact molecular existence is a se
ries of domestic rows, frequent separations, and renewed 
loving embraces pervaded by a flavor as of first love. As 
“form” it becomes quite thinkable, and not much more 
mysterious than poor "human nature itself. We can dis
cern the intense individuality of the atom. It is perpetu
ally trying experiments. It thinks it is in love with an
other atom, and it forthwith blends into form. More 
and more loving atoms join the group, till the scientist 
becomes intensely interested, and grows learned in what 
he calls biolog)'.

We have seen In our last article something of the pro
cess out of which the genus and the species are born, for 
the monerula of humanity was only a type of the monad 
that is the ultimate of every living being. But the stu
dent reader will find herein a key to some of the so-called 
'problems of life. They are problems only because the 
scientist is so terribly afraid of getting'too close to First 
Cause. He knows that Infinite Energy may destroy form 
in an instant. The lightning’s bolt tliat springs from 
earth, or flashes from heaven,-has taught him that. But 
blending liis own intelligence with that of the electric 
mass, he gathers and subdues to his will and his need, fac
ing the risk with a courage born of experience. He has 
crept as close to First Cause as the nursing child to its 
mother’s breast, every time he compels infinite energy to 

, his service. As he grows he toddles into a selfhood that 
can do much more than harness lightning and compel 
electricity. But he must keep close to First Cause. 
Herein is the fundamental thought on which our suc
cess as explorers depends. Every atom is an Ego. The 
total aggregation of atoms is First Cause, or if you please, 
God Senior. There is nothing more, and no less is pos
sible to Deity than the whole of intelligence, energy and 
matter. If we keep this in mind we break ever)' theo- 
-logieal fetter, and stand absolutely free to explore 
through all eternity.

We now, once again, repeat the thought already ex
pressed, and declare that every atom is an Ego, divinely 

. gifted because himself a fragment of the divine, but with 
personal limitations because he is only a finite fragment 
of the.whole. As Ego he is not only an atom but re
mains absolutely without form or size that mortal mind 
can grasp. He has, however, an individuality that can 
compel heaven and earth to his service. Some of my 
readers may have seen a steam hammer deliver a blow of a 

_ thousand Ions, and the next moment gently crack the 
shell of an egg. So man may spend his whole career as a 
race in cracking egg shells, if he so choose, but the poten
tiality of the mightiest power is always present.

We must now make a little study of the powers of Ego 
in this realm which we call “below man.” It is a ques
tion of form, We have said that an atom knows nothing 
either of size or of form, and that it is absolutely inde
structible. It is Ego, always and everywhere. Ego is 
thus a formless, sizeless entity, containing in his own 
right matter, energy and intelligence. Energy in ac
tivity is vibration, so Ego’s field of action has no Emit 
save the utmost outreach of his own vibratory force. We 
are not now concerned with what may be his highest 
limit, but propose to descend into the lowest depths at 

' which life becomes conceivable to scientific imagination,

and there watch some of Ego’s experiences in Nature’s I individuality of its own, proclaiming its freedom to come 
vast kindergarten. . ' and go.

It is a feature of Ego’s life history that while standing- The later evidences;of life beyond death have been 
alone he makes no record of which mortal man can con- framed in this same ignorance of this fact in natural law. 
ceive. He must mate, and thus assume “form” by blend-1 The mortal has loved farm. It is form he worships, and 
: , ’ - ■ ■ • • ; his whole fear has beenrthat death took the loved forming with another atom, before we can even picture him as 
an entity. Yet it is Ego, who, as a solitary individual 
atom, is really God Junior. All that is outwrought by 
form is the result of individual atoms combining their 
forces to produce effects impossible to one alone. Sci
ence deals only with forms. It can usually tear them 
apart. When it fails it calls the form an element. But
all life history, from our side of life, is a struggle with 
form. If w,e keep in mind the indestructibility and un- 
ehangeableness of the atom we will perceive some of the 
illusion which halos earth history. '

Life appears to us to have lived upon life from the very 
beginning. But if we can imagine a realm where atoms 
rule in unblended individuality we can see them smiling 
at our pictures of life. All that takes place is that one 
form unblends another form. The atomic form that has 
conquered and swallowed another form attracts to itself 
certain of the atoms by a process which we call nutritive 
assimilation. The rest of the atoms fled away1 absolutely 
unharmed. Everything in life of which we can con
ceive is an output of the growth or destruction of form. 
Love is a blending, and hate an unblending of form. 
Cruelty and suffering can only unblend form. Love and 
wisdom magnify form. We only perceive mind at work 
in form. Whether Ego acts by intuition or reason he is 
alike manifesting in and through form. And liis mani
festation is the united will power of a number of Egos 
acting together through forms we call bodies and organs.' 
Whatever tears apart and destroys form is simply an epi
sode for Ego, who has'thereby harvested an experience, 
but is just the same eternal, indestructible atom he was 
when flashed into intelligent individuality.

In that Ego realm of which we have spoken, what pitying 
smiles, and hearty but unparticled laughter there must be 
among its citizens as they discern mortal attempts to save 
forms from eternal destruction by theological dogmas and 
faith. The orthodox God and the savage’s fetish, are 
founded on fear of form. The miser’s greed, the politi
cian’s lust are expressions of form impossible to Ego as a 
divine atom. Man’s sorrow, joy, remorse are nothing but 
form experiences. Unblend form and they are gone. 
Nothing remains save Ego the atom, whose divinity is un
tainted and untouched by such experiences. The reader 
must remember it is no part of our task to hunt for mo
tives or object in the existence of Ego. The theological 
dream that a form man was created for the glory of af orm 
God is a large-sized sample of the nonsense that would 
befog us if we made such an attempt. .The one fact that 
Ego exists, and is necessarily an individual atom is our 
fundamental point, and, so far as we may, we will try to 
discover what Ego may have to gain or to lose by his ad
ventures in form life. But at every step we must keep 
hand in hand with science, which is realty the orderly ar
rangement, and common sense use of accumulated facts.'

Ego while alone is unthinkable and unwatchable by 
mortal eye. So is his father God Senior. We are forms, 
and can only think of forms. God Junior wields the 
creative power in finite degree. He wills, and his poten
tial energy becomes kinetic or active. To use an every
day word he “vibrates,” and instantly attracts or repels 
according to the rate of Ids vibration, and liis own posi
tive and negative will. A moment before he was just a 
cosmic speck—a homeless old bachelor. He had no 
wants, no desires, neither likes nor dislikes, but just idled 
in the unparticled mass we are taught to call “ether.” ■

God Senior himself has vibrated. It was then that a 
speck came out from the ether, and Ego was bom. The 
point I want to emphasize is that the only children of the 
Infinite are these speck atoms. Everything else in the 
universe, of which we can conceive, is in form, and there
fore nothing but a gathering of speck atoms into mole
cule and mass. I know this is sadly untheological, for in
spiration, working through Holy Writ and ordained 
Sriest, has been saving and damning form. And form 
as seemed to ignorant man as the ultimate of soul life. 

And why not? If God created man—who is formj and if, 
to save ttyat form from hell, a divine form died on the 
cross, then form is the all important fact in human exist
ence. But the reader must remember we are walking 
hand in hand with science—together exploring new fields 
and science asserts and proves that form tumbles into 
pieces. Nothing remains but indestructible atoms. 
Those atoms are united exactly as couples mate into mar
ried life. Two human beings are said to become one, 
and sometimes a dozen, but, all the same, the forms re
main absolutely distinct, and are separable by legal pro
cess and death. There is not a form in the whole uni
verse which is not composed of speck atoms, each with an

from him fprever;. . Arid when form has actually reap
peared this man 0/ ignorance immediately bubbled into a 
form of ecstasy called Modern Spiritualism. The mortal 
looks at himself (or herself) in mirror or photograph, and 
thinking of himself as form watches anxiously the 
changes that mark the passing years. At last he (or she) 
evolves a system, called New Thought, which is really di
rected-at, and confined to form. It consists of añ effort 
to compel, or induce, Ego to keep form in repair without 
drugs, or even hygiene. .

The one biological record that must ever remain un
studied is the life history of Ego and his father First 
Cause. Our studies must begin and end with the atom 
blended into form. But since tliat atom is always an Ego 
therein is the truth we are'seeking, and the key to many 
of life’s mysteries. Surety the student reader will now 
realize that he has a solid foothold for his climb to a 
higher manhood.

Ego is a reflection of First Cause. The student is a 
reflection of Ego. Or we may put it another way. God 
Senior, being all theye is, is too large for human compre
hension. Ego , being an atom of the. divine, and there
fore, God Junior, is too small, and is beyond our powers 
in the other direction. So we must, perforce, leave the 
unblended Ego and his sire and direct our thoughts and 
.investigations to the-multiples of Ego we have been 
taught to call “form.”

• When intelligence becomes active something happens. 
The unparticled ether becomes particled. How many, or 
how few of these particled Egos are individualized at any 
one timéis beyond our arithmetic. If we call ether “sub
stance" then each of these particles is an expression of in
telligence and energy in that substance, and science tells 
us that energy is showing itself in the form of motion. 
This motion is believed by leading scientists to manifest 
itself fis a hollow whirling ring, and so small that millions 
must blend before the human mind can grasp the fact and 
call it “matter.” No cutting, splitting or smashing is 
possible to that whirling speck. It is the first manifesta
tion of movement in the otherwise immovable ether, and 
is born without surgeon or midwife. Nay so far as mor
tal intellect can grasp su$h a fact, we may assume, if we 
choose, that it has been ah eternal and particled express
ion of tire Infinite' Whole. Ór we may logically go yet 
further, and picture to ourselves, without scientific pro
test, the universal ether as itself composed of these mi
nute whirls, each aliv^ with intelligence and energy, and 
each with a separate individuality. So much being as
sumed we now iind'.ourselves in the midst of a universe of 
Egos, each a fragment onfraction of. the Infinite Ego.

At th^ very flrsFglatice we perceive a marvelous exhi
bition of intelligeppe. ..It is life itself, varying only m de
gree from atom Ego up, to First Cause. We must not, 
however, think of Égo as a speck who is to grow in size 
and power, all by himself, as he gathers experience. For 
as we pass outwar^.fromphe atom we find intelligence se
lecting companions from the crowd around him, and 
driving off unacceptable company. In these humble be
ginnings this faculty of‘selection is called “negative or 
positive,” or the pijnciplp of attraction and.rcpuleion out 

-of which form is born.,. The astronomer tells us he is 
watching in yondqr nebulae the birth of a universe. That 
means that Egos innumerable are there in active associa
tion, and with theit .untyrid intelligence all directed to. one 
end. In tljat associatio.n is what we call “life,” for life is 
the expression of intelligence amid the conditions of 
Ego’s surroundings.

If matter be the result of the gathering of Ego atoms 
into th^ groups galled molecules then “dead mattér” is an 
impossibility. Ewery dtom being alive every molecule is 
necessarily jxJrmjqted by that life. The molecule being 
composed of individual atoms becomes itself an express
ion of individual attraction and repulsion. It has likes 
and dislikes, the same as the Ego atom, for they are the 
expression of its intelligence. And this intelligence hav
ing, in untold eons, passed through the conditions of cre
ative process the scientist finds it now manifesting as gas, 
liquid and solid. . ,

Attraction and repulsion are themselves evidence of 
life, manifesting as conditions may permit. Molecules 
are only combinations of Ego atoms, with intelligence al
ways present; because .intelligence inheres to every separ
ate Ego. In the rock Ego has ^elected his companions, 
and to each grouping the scientist gives a name. This 
choice of associates may at fltst only manifest as “attrac
tion of cohesion,” btit it is life.’ It is the life of God 
Senior and God Junior expressing itself just as conditions

demand and compel. When the crystal has been born 
there is an outlet for a further display of intelligence. 
Form now sparkles with beauty, while intelligence is also 
manifesting law, order, and a creative power which can 
even repair injury to form. Life is present, because life 
is the essence of divinity, of which every single atom is a 
fractional manifestation. Ego is always himself. He has 
neither brain nor any other organ. They are as unneces
sary to Ego as they are to God Senior. Presently, by as
sociation with others lie achieves form. He has discov
ered that by association with others he can do things im
posible to him wliile alone, He was alive and had power 
as an atom. As a molecule he shares in. the united life 
and the combined power. There is, as we now discover, 
no step in üie process of world creation at which life ap
pears. It was always present; and the scientific hunt for 
the.beginnifig of life on our planet has thus been ever a 
ludicrous attempt to discover the impossible. This dis
covery that every form contains life, and is the expression 
of living Egos, will presently be found to give us a foot
hold by which to reach other truths in the manifestations 
of life out of which manhood has been evolved.

We want to keep in mind that the live atom, being 
ultra microscopic, that is to say, far beyond mortal ken or 
instrument, will never become an object for study, Yet 
it remains as an eternal fact. It is life, always and every
where, and always ready with its creative power to mul
tiply when conditions will permit. It is perpetually 
ready to attract or repel, and conditions will determine 
the form its intelligence must assume. If crystal be the 
highest possible at one era then crystal will be the then 
ultimate of intelligence and life. The planet itself is 
but a molecule of the universe, and, in its turn, dominat
ing by its conditions its own little groups of atoms. So 
the time comes when these conditions permit some mole
cule to exhibit a new form, which at once becomes a fact 
in nature. It may be, yes must be, microscopic, but the 
hie Ego is almost infinitely smaller. But Ego is its cre
ative lather all the same. Or rather a group of Egos com
bined their intelligence and power into the new form. It 
is born with and from intelligence, matter and energy, 
and brings with it the all essential feature of life which is 
the power to attract to itself other Egos, and thus repro
duce the new born form.

Just here comes in the essence of this special study of 
Ego in kindergarten life. We see that life not only does 
but must multiply its forms according to prevailing con
ditions. And the life so born will be in harmony or dis
cord with other life forms according to those conditions, 
and must take new shape when conditions demand. 
Herein is certainty the key to the mysterious forms our 
scientists are chasing with their microscopes, declaring 
they are deadly foes of humanity. The microbe and ba
cillus are certainty facts, and may be identified among 
their fellows by an individuality as marked as that of any 
other form life. But such microbe is only a half-way 
house between IJgo and poor Homo dying of plague or 
cholera. That form is as much the child of Ego as every 
other form of life. Of course it propagates its own, as 
does every other living thing bom of Ego .and blended 
into form. It may have been centuries or ages before it 
reached even microscopic size, arid it will die away as 
surely as mammoth or cave hyena when conditions 
change, and not before. Homo is waking to his power. 
He has discovered that amongst other wonderful faculties 
he can change conditions within his own organism.

I am not proposing to discuss what is called “treat-, 
ment” whether by drugs, hygiene or active mental energy. 
The point I want to emphasize is that Ego in his degree, 
and Homo in his degree, are each wielders of creative 
force. Their emanations which we call “thoughts” are 
alive, and take form as ultra microscopic specks like Ego 
himself. Such specks are qf little might for good or ill 
until they have blended like to like. There was a time 
when the planet’s whole expression of life was that of 
monsters whose fossil forms noiydecorate our museums. 
Life was fed by life into such forms under the then ex
isting conditions. And so life must be fed by life till it 
has evolved from the atom into these microscopic foes be
fore the form of Homo can be made to writhe amid 
plague fury, and presently dissolve into its unharmed 
Egos.

Let your Ego and mine, reader, think thoughts of love, 
peace, justice, truth, each and all become form specks 
amid which an inharmonious microbe could find no mates 
out of which to develop that tiny form. There will al
ways be microscopic life seeking mates and finding them, 
but most of them become creations that not merely har
monize earth life but presently evolve into forms too re
fined and spiritual to express pain, suffering and death. 
The effect of this change we must trace or our study of 
Ego’s experiences will remain imperfect, and of very little 
real value. . J

GHOST DANCING.
Coming of the Messiah—Its 

Underlying Idea.

Vl'
¡OIROUMSTANOES THAT LED THE 

NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN TO 
ADOPT THIS CURIOUS CUSTOM. 
Ghost dancing among the Sioux In

dians is a thing of the past The Mes
siah craze, which led to fierce battlings 
•with the whites in the years gone by, 
has died out Such was the unanimous 
opinion of the ranchmen and former In
dian fighters who were among the dele
gates to the recent Nebraska Repub
lican State Convention. Among these 
delegates was one who was neither a 
ranchman nor an old Indian fighter, 
and yet he knows more perhaps of the 
'history of the senseless craze that lured 
to death many of the braves of the 
Northwest tribes than does any of the 
ranchmen. This man is Gen. L. W. 
Colby, for five years Brigadier General 
of the Nebraska mlljtla, but now a law
yer of Beatrice. It was Colby who led 
the State militia to the frontier in the 
winter of 1890-91, when ghost dancing 
was at its worst, and his connection 
.with that campaign prompted him to 
investigate the reason for the Indian 
outbreak and the basis of the queer 
illusions that prevailed In. the tribes.

Ghost dancing, according, to Gen. 
Colby, was nothing more nor less than 
an adaptation of the frenzy dunces of 
the whirling dervishes of Turkey and 
Egypt, an exercise undertaken for the 
purpose of placing the physical being in 
a state of exaltation wherein the spirit 
gains intimate communion with the 
dead and with the Messiah. It is a 
curious fact, attested by the better edu
cated Indians, that this idea of; an In
dian Messiah was an adoption ¿Í the 
Christian idea of the Savibr, doubtless 
traceable to the teachings of the early 
missionaries. The expected advent of 
an Indian Messiah has been among the 
traditions of the Indians of North 
America almost from the beginning of 
their contact with the whites, and when 
the failure of crops in 1889 and 1890 
left the Indians without the subsistence 
upon which they depended—the govern
ment failing to furnish all of the sup
plies demanded—their minds naturally 
turned to thoughts of the Messiah's ad
vent In the summer of 1890 the idea 
became widespread and was followed 
soon after by the announcement that 
the Messiah had actually come. Medl-

clne men from the Shoshones, the 
Sioux, principally Brules, the Chey
ennes and the Arapahoes journeyed 
into the desert of Nevada and there 
claimed to have seen the Indian Christ. 
When they returned they told to great 
tribal meetings what they had seen—a 
man with head bowed in sorrow and 
with scars on wrists, feet and face. He 
told them of his coming to redeem the 
whiter race from sin and suffering, of 
the cruelty that race had practiced 
Upon him, of his crucifixion, suffering 
and death. He Instructed them in 
morality and taught them certain re
ligious dances and songs, the ghost 
dance among them. The medicine man 
told them that they «had been punished 
by the white races for evil deeds done 
by their forbears, but that their time 
of travail was about ended. They said 
that he had told them that all the dead 
Indians should return to life; that the 
great herds of buffalo, antelope, elk and 
wild horses were to be reincarnated; 
that thereafter the white man would 
be unable to manufacture gunpowder 
or bullets that would penetrate the 
dress they were to assume; that he 
would cover the earth with thirty feet 
of additional soil, well sodded and tim
bered, under which the whites would 
be suffocated, and that any white man 
who escaped would be turned Into small 
fishes in the rivers of the land. All that 
was asked of the Indians was that they 
believe and organize.

These medicine men described the 
Christ as a man of forty years of age. 
They said he gave them certain signs 
wherewith to work miracles and these 
they had tested and found effective. 
One chief professed to have seen and 
talked with his son, killed years before 
In war. .

The men and wotnen began to make
holy shirts and dresses. White muslin

fraln was at times a wall, which, once 
heard, the old-timers say, Was never 
forgotten. At times the Song Wotna be 
an incoherent, disconnected conversa1 
tion between the Great Spirit and the 
ghost dancer, supposed to take place 
after the latter, having fainted from 
exhaustion and mental excitement, had 
mounted upon wings and entered, into 
the realms of the sun.

Twenty miles from the Pine Ridge 
agency about 2,000 Indians gathered, 
many of them belonging to the band of 
the famous old medicine man, Sitting 
Bull. They believed the Indian millen
nium would come with the next spying 
when the new grass appeared. Soldiers 
were hurried from all parts of thè coun
try. They herded the Indians Into the 
agencies, and pursued the wandering 
bands of fanatics into the Bad Lands, 
and there proved to them ' that their 
ghost shirt was only painted muslin 
and incapable of turning the bullet of 
the white man. The-ghost dance was 
held for six days and nights .at the be
ginning of every new moon, by com
mand of the Messiah. Month after 
month in 1890 the dance was kept up.

By the Influence of the agents and the 
Indian police, backed by the soldiers, 
all of the Indians except the Sioux were 
brought unde? control. The Sioux were 
numerous and defiant. They refused to 
quit dancing and treated the agents' or
ders with contempt. The collision came 
at Wounded Knee Creek, on December 
29. Several companies of soldiers had 
surprised and . captured Big Foot's 
band, the leaders In the deviltry of thè 
times. They were lined up while a 
search of their tepees was made for 
arms.. This proved fruitless and a per
sonal search was ordered. The first de
tachment of searchers was shot down 
by the Indians, Who Tad their guns 
concealed-beneath their blankets and

did the Messiah idea present the future 
to the simple-minded braves that they 
wefe loth to give it up. The following 
year ghost dancing was again started, 
but was soon stopped by the Indian po
lice. Periodically since then have the 
followers of the craze sought to revive 
this dance, but each time it was sternly 
repressed. The end came last year'when 
only a score of believers in all the Sioux 
could be got'together. Then, and. then 
only, was it finally abandoned.—New 
York Sun.

KINDLY CRITICISM.
Loveland on the Influence of 

Christianity.
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VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectures by the Bwarnl Vlvekaoanda, on Raja Yoga: 

or Conquering the Internal Nature, and other aub’ 
Jects; also, Patanjali’# Yoga Aphorisms, with com*  
meutarles and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged, 12mo„ Cloth, 11,60. Raja Yoga 
Ie an ancient system of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that tbo Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami VR- 
ekananda became a familiar figure in several Ameri
can cities daring the three years following tbe Par
liament of Religions at Chicago; he was cordially re
ceived in America, where cho breadth and depth ot 
his teachings were soon recognized. His teachings 
are universal in their application. The book is cheap 
attl.&o. For sale at this office. r

Woman, Church and Siate,
A. Historical Accountof the Statiy 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Berninis*  

cences of the Matri*  
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

Z'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
formation BQcdnctl; and clearly stated la tbli 

volume of 654 pages Is ainasiag. Tbe title, bb above 
given, falls to convey an idea of the fulness aud com« 
pleteneso with which tbe subjects are treated. The 
Matrlarchate. or Mother-rule, is cho theme of (be first 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curt« 
ous, Is brought to view In elucidation of tho subject. 
Thia is followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canun Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft. Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work. The Church of To-day, Past, Present, Future; 
and there is not a chapter Ju the book that is not 
bandied tn a luuBterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, ta not worth the full price 
of the volume. It te packed with knowledge well« 
arranged, and intensely interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buy log it; It 1b a val
uable addition to tbe library ot auy free and truth-lov*  
Ing mind.

Price, $Srtk1. For sale at this 
»fllU'i'.

AUTOMATIC WRITING
[SO-CALLED] WITH OTHER

PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES
■ —BY—

SABA A. UNDEIiWOOD,
With Half-tone Portrait and SpcoL’ 

men Paces ot the Writing.

Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $L’ 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Mobks Hull. Thia pamphlet besides giving the Spir« 
ituallstic interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and halls believed In by Splritnalbta. Price. 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Mosbs Hulu A compound of the two paraph« 

lots, “Tbe Irrepressible Conflict,“ and “Your Answer 
or Your Lift;“ with Important additions, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 25 ceuia. Thia book contains 
statistics, facts and documents, on tbe tendencies ot 
the times, that every one auould iuvo. For sale at 
this office.

Cod in the Constitution.
By Robert G. Ingersoll. One of tbe beat papers Colo
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like*  
nees of the author. Price 10 cents. For sale at tblfl 
office.

ORIGIN OF LIFE
and How tbe Spirit Body Grows. By M, Faradar. 
Price, 10c. For sale at this office.
The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By b}. Faraday. Transcribed at 
tbe request Of a band of ancient philosophers. Price 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Spiritual Body Real.
View, ot Paul, Wesley and oilier,. Valuable to*  

ttmontes ot modern clairvoyante. Wltneasea ot ths 
aexaration ot the spiritual body iron the dying 
physical 1orm. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10o.

CHURCH AND STATE
TbeBlbleln the Public Schoolss the New “Amerf« 

can” Party. By ".Jefferson.” Third edition. 28pagei. 
Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbiro. A scientific rehearsal that II 
truly Interesting. Price 10 cents. For sale at thU 
office.

was used. Blue and yellow stripes were
placed on the back and front. Ou many .. _____ _______________ ___
were rude pictures, some of eagles and band. The signal for hostilities was 
some of buffalo. Eagle feathers were — *— ----- ---------- - — •
worn on the shoulders, sleeves and 
head. Nothing made of metal was per
mitted exqept.guns. First a mau Stood

ghost shirts. There were 140 bucks, 
and 250 women and children in the

given by the medicine man grabbing a 
bandfur of Barth and flinging It above 
his head. The soldiers were of Custer's

In the circle of dancers, then a woman, 
until a large circle was formed. They 
danced round and. round till, one by one, 
the dancers grew tired and dizzy. They 
fell to the ground and foamed at the 
mouth, then lay as dead. When they 
returned to consciousness they told of 
wonderful things they had seen and 
heard. The song they sang while danc
ing was in the nature of a chant, with 
some variations from a monotone. 
Emphasis was given nt about every 
second beat of common time. The re-

old command and soon rallied. The In
dians retreated to their tepees after 
they had lost- fifty-two men. Before the 
battle ended 110 Indians, Including; Big 
Foot and sixty or . seventy women hud 
children, hiding in the tepees, were 
killed. The soldiers had twenty-five 
killed. . . .

This demonstration of the worthless
ness of the ghost shirt as armor had a 
powerful effect upon the other dancing 
Indians, and tboy sullenly. submitted, 
after weeks of protest.. The ghost dance 
belief died hard, however. So alluringly

A snow-white rose upon a grave—
■Long may its blossoms bow!

The sweetest flower God ever gave 
To deck a saintly brow.

Its purity Is like your face, 
Its golden heart your hair;

And in its perfume I can trace
A symbol of ybur prayer. .

Dear friend, count every leaf that grows 
A loving thought qf you;

And every snowy bud that blows
A memory wet wjtthfqew;

And; every root thai.re^ta in gloom
A heart-string twiping, gust; • 

But all the rising qjveek perfume
As higher hope apjj trusp. . .

I'd envy this fair plant'1 its place '
So near your folded h'hhds, 

Did I not feel yourilingiei face 
1 Looks down and tiiideifefands.
Each time you seek'thes^ri-een retreats, 

O count my spirit near?
For in a rose’s heaft there beats " 

The heart that placed If here.
Fair rose,--thro’■ spammer's drouth be 

brave, • ’ .ui' ar ; ; -
. And through the;winters strife;
The dearest dust sleeps in this grave—

6 garland It with life.! . ' \
Make fragrant all Hie summer air,

And with , your dying breath :. -
A message unto heaven bear,

Of love that knows no death. .
.CALLA HARCOURT.

Chesnut, III. '
“From Soul to Soul.". By Emma Rood 

Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will And gems 
of thought; in poetic diction lu fflla 
handsome volume, Wherewith to sweet
en hours of leisure-and enjoyment 
Price $L For sale at this officei, ' -

“Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
Voice from The. Higher Criticism. A 
few thoughts on other1 Bibles.” By 
Moses Ihill. I Of especial- value find in
terest to Spiritualists, ■ For sale at this 
office.. Price $1, . . . '

To the Editor:—After five months of 
illness caused by a serious accident, I 
am again able to read and write a little. 
To-day when The Progressive Thinker 
was handed to me, I read it with great 
interest until I camp to J. S. Loveland's 
article on “The Influence of Chrlstlani- 

■ ty,” the perusal of which pained me. I 
fail to see the use or good to any cause 
or individual, In continuously trying to 
berate and belittle the works and 
workers of other spiritual eras or of our 
own. Sensitive as I am, I felt the Pro
fessor’s bitterness, especially toward 
Jesus of Nazareth^ etc., and that he 
wished for yet stronger language, if it 
were possible, with which to express 
himself. ■

I remember to have read a similar 
article from bls pen, in the Banner of 
Light, some time ago. I mused over 
this id” this wise: “Why does .a man 
who claims to be Intelligent, put his in
telligence to such ill use?” when sud
denly one of my spirit teachers became 
visible to me and said: "Why marvelest 
thou concerning the expressions of this 
man? His language demonstrates his 
status in progression. He has been a 
student on many lines of thought and 
has mounted some summits, but lacks 
true spiritual unfoldment and growth 
to give him the necessary counterpoise, 

. true light and understanding of things 
spiritual. However, he fills a niche in 
God’s plan with man. His point of 
view for some time past and at present 
is egotistical, and rendered oblique 
through the selfish shades of which his 
personal aura is composed. However 
it will soon be disturbed aud changed, 
then he will see the same things of 

•whfch ha now speaks so ill, from 
another point of view and behold of a 
truth what his part of service in the 
past and present should have been to 
the progress of the Wofld and the weal 
of the people. He is gif ted with talents 
for the use of Which he must give an 
account."

Then, a sad expression came over the 
face of the angel, tmd ha continued: "It 
were wejl If all mortals did consider 
more seriously their own duties as fac
tors of the whole human family and 
expected, contributors to the progress of 
the world arid ths weal of all Its people. 
Alas! toe many dog the wheels of Pro-

gress,Ion's car and are dead weights

disappeared, and again I mused 
like this; What have I been contribut
ing and what am I now, to the pro
gression of the world and the weal of 
the people? True, I have always done 
everything I could In my humble way 
to comfort those In distress, and aid 
those In need whom I could reach—to 
the limit of my strength and means. 
Still perhaps more could have been 
done sometimes, yet I see not bow. 
When we send out none but good 
thoughts and wishes and do in word 
and deed what our strength and means 
permit, we certainly contribute our 
share to the great cause of humanity.

I have long since learned under the 
tutorship of angels, that our dlvinitv 
must prove Itself by our humanity, anil 
too often my ardent desires and efforts 
to do good and help others have brought 
me very sorrowful experiences, which 
have taught me that services of love 
for the weal of others, unselfishly 'be
stowed, are, as a rule, not appreciated 
at the time by those so aided, .which 
condition then makes it hard for the 
benefactor, whoever he may be, for the 
reason that there are no reciprocal cur
rents established to bring back ex
pended energy. It is a give all and re
ceive nothing service; but I have also 
learned by observation and experience 
that all comes right in time.

We pass through afflictions to 
triumphs, we journey through the 
shadows to the light. Our spiritual 
sight and discerning powers are quick
ened to behold and to gather treasures 
of great price in places that seem bar
ren to the physical, sight.

In contemplating what we owe to the 
world, we should place before us this 
motto, viz.: "The worW'ls my home; to 
do good my religion,’"and in the effort 
to live that religion we will have no 
chance to go wrong, for we will be too 
busy to search for the faults of others 
while looking only for the good in all 
and striving to promote it.

. . MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio. .

“Mind and Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied in. Medicine and 
Education." By A. C.,Halphldc, Pres
ident Chicago Society of Anthropology 
For sale at this office.. Price $1.

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From." "The Evolution of tho ¡Spirit 
from Matter Through Orgaulct Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows ” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
Far Mie at this office.

:

Seers ol the floes, XMB2AOIXQ
Spiritualism, Past and Present*

IOCTRINES STATED AND MORAL TEND
ENCIES DEFINED.

BY J. M. PEEBLES. M. D.
An exceedingly Interesting and Instructive book 

Cloth. 11.29, For tale at this office.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the stud» 
af Astrology and its laws, price, 25c.

Appeals to Methodists.
A short discourse by spirit Bishop Haven, given au
tomatically through tho hand of Carrie E. S. Twtng. 
Price 20c. For sale at this office.

RIGf+T LIVING 
— BY — 

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of “Apple» ot Gold,“ ••All fa & LlfeUmo," 

“The Story Hoar," “Summer Dey. at Onset,” 
“Sunday Obiervance," etc., ate.

“Living tn an art, a method ot expressing crest 
conception«: In tact, the highest method, the noWert 
ot the area. —Tnonxs Stabs Kiso. ■

This book gives an admirable course of study ía 
ethics, and supplies a long-felt want ot an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to tbo comprehension of 
children, as well as older persons whom it la wisely 
Mid appropriately designed to interest while teachln« 
them valuable ethical lessons. ~

The author shows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching tho principles of ethics. Sha illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more interesting and 
moro easily comprehended. It Is especially adapted 
for use In children’8 lyceums. In tho hands of moth
ers and teachers it may bo made very useful. Young 
and old wllibe benefited by it. It is a most excellent 
book and should be widely circulated.

CONTENTS: •
Right Living. TFbat Is Morality? What Is Tenor*  

once? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Rtgbt Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Life. Prudencetan Economy of Life. 
WhatKnow Yoof Justice? Fortitude a Noblo Fos- 
swston. Temperance and Intemperance. Is the Usd 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality.' 
•Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Loss, industry, tho Staff of Life. 
Value of oTradé. Recreation a Necessity. Gamcsof 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. Whnt la anOaftj?or 
the worth of a Premiso. Fraud a Crime. Tho Polson

Slander. TYhst Is Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, tho Monaco of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Eovctence 
¿Duty? Self-Reliance. Self-Control. BcK-RcspecL 
Foolish Pride And Billy Prejudice. Anger, the Dis- 
wrtcr. Tho Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, tho Friend of Mam 
Punctuality, a Promotor ot Success. The Dlfflcnlttex 
of Lito. Temptation, tho Demon on tbo Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power, of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Right Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, tho Giver of 
Strength and Honor, Valuó of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
a Mcans to Life’s Best End. Good Nature, Ono of 
Life s Best Blossoms. Beason and Freo Inquiry. 
Free Speech. A Free Pres. Rights of Animals. 
Rights of Children*  Human Rights; or tho Equality 
or Man,--Moral Cleanliness. Ponteocao-Tho Gentle
man. Politeness—Continued — 1 ho Gentlewoman. 
Boat Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Clotb. Sl. Bold at this Office,
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CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is aloue responsible for any'assertlons 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be- 
llevlng -that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Mirny of the 
sentiments uttered in an article-may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is Inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however mueb we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents thatThe Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. '

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space.we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have 'to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would.be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us tot publl- 

' eatlon, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Ferdinand Fox Jencken writes from 
New York: “Will you kindly grant me 
space to thank the friends of the Ad
vanced Spiritual Conference of Brook
lyn, especially Mrs. M. Robinson and 
her little baud of 'Willing Worker«,’ 
for their kind assistance to my family 
during my recent Illness in Seney Hos
pital. To each and all we are. truly 
grateful.”

Vlrgliile Barrett writes: "I am at 
Lake Brady for a few weeks of rest. I 
have open dates for winter and camps 
on reasonable terms. Please address all 

"letters to Lake Brady, Ohio,-by way of
Kent, care of hotel.”

J. Martin writes: “I have just com
pleted reading that wonderful work, 
‘The Arcana of Spiritualism,’ and it has 
been nothing short of a revelation to 
me, and a source of Information little 
dreamed of. It is truly a marvelous 
rendition, and bespeaks its angelic au
thority In every line." ’

Cornelius Van Buren writes: “I wish 
to correspond with some good, honest 
psychometric reader or test medium, 
who has at heart the work of an evan- 
gellstic nature, and who can give read- ' 
Ings or tests in public after lectures. I 
wish to have such .a person accompany 
me In a new evangelistic work in the 
■Western states. Steady employment. 
Address at Waterloo, Iowa.”

Harry Moore writes from 2879 Wa
bash avenue, Chicago, Ill.: "As my wife 
Will take charge of the Avenue Spirit
ualist Society the ensuing fall and win
ter, I will be open for engagements with 

• societies after the month of August, 
and anyone addressing me at the above 
address will find out my terms and the 
nature of my work.”

The New York Press says: “A man 
and his wife, Christian Scientists, have 
been arrested in West Virginia on a 
charge of murder. The Humane So- 
clety ordered them to provide medical 
attention for their sick child. They re
fused tó do so. The child died. This 
capital charge is the logical outcome of 
these conditions, and the trial will be 
interesting as defining the point to 
which the law will redress wrongs com
mitted under the stress of religious 
mania. The parents did not intend to 
kill their child. There Is, however, such 
a thing as accessory to a crime after 
the fact, where the criminality is not 
direct, but is limited to mere conceal
ment. In this ease there was an actual 
command which was disobeyed. The 
strangeness and unreasonableness of 
such cases He in the fact that the use 
of medicines under pressure is not in
compatible with a belief ih the non
entity of disease. Faith might be sup
posed to exist and be supreme and a 
physician’s treatment taken also. But 
never do you find a Christian Scientist 
who Is willing to take a soupcon of 
medicine with his overmastering faith. 
And the pity of it is that be is not con
tent with enforcing bis theories when 
he is sick himself, but his helpless chil
dren must suffer for his error.”

The New York Times says: “Christian 
Science was arraigned in strong terms 
yesterday by William A. Purrington in 
a lecture delivered before the class for 
the.dlscrisslon of present day problenjs 
at the Broadway Tabernacle. Speaking 
on ‘The Sophistries and Dangers of 
Christian Science,’ he characterized the 
so-called faith as a product ‘of ignor
ance, irreverence, vanity, vulgarity, In
consequence, incoherence, and greed,’ 
pud charged that its" textbook, ‘Science 
and Health, With a Key to the Scrip
tures,’ was written in a jargon at once 
irritating and comical in the eyes of in
telligent and educated persons not un
der the spelt of the delusion.”

E. W. Church writes from Harvey
ville, Kasl: ‘‘Having a small inheritance 
in land, and feeling the need as a work
er for the public, of some retreat for 
quiet rest; I decided to found such for 
all who should prove congenial to my
self and to each other. My desire is to 
hold public meetings where addresses 
upon advanced Unes of thought will be 
presented free to the people. We began 
with Spiritualist meetings. One such 
meeting was arranged last fall, and the 
Town Hall engaged, but the directors 
learning the purpose of its use, utterly 
refused to allow the exercises to take 
place there, as they declared them unfit 
for a place which was sometimes used 
as a church. Application was then 
made "for the M. E. Church without 
success. There have been thus far two 
meetings held this summer with fair 
attendance, Our next meeting will be 
Saturday, July 28, and the subject 
‘Good Roads.’ These have been grove 
meetings', and the others have been 
held on Sunday. The desire Is tb estaba 
llsh Sunday grove meetings during the. 
warm months. The effort might well 
bo copied elsewhere, since the .‘groves 
were God’s first temples,’ ” . r

S. H. West writes: “On the 21st ult.,"í 
was In Chicago, and went to see the 
Bangs Sisters, and had a reading. I
wrote questions to four friends in spirit 
life, folded them, with four sheets of 
blank paper, in a plain envelope, sealed 
it up and placed it between two slates, 
holding them in my hands while the 
nwdlum.sat away. In due time she re
moved the slates, and I opened the en-. 
velope and found the four sheets of 
blank paper were covered with seven 
pages of Closely written answers, In 
ipk, to iny. questions,”.. .

Take due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
full name and address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

Occult Temple, Detroit, Michigan: 
Speakers—Rev. B. F. Austin, of To
ronto, July 23; Lyman C. Howe, August 
2. August 21 and 22, dedication of 
newly rebuilt temple, by Rev. Moses 
Hull, of Buffalo.”- '

A Bund of Harmony benefit will be 
given at the home of Mrs. Slossou, No. 
19 Elizabeth street, Thursday, July 26, 
afternoon and evening. The ladles are 
requested to bring lunch, and Mrs. Slos- 
son will serve tea and coffee at six 
o'clock. Social in the afternoon, and a 
progressive euchre party in the evening. 
A- cordlal invitation is extended to all 
their friends. •

A late dispatch from Baltimore, Md., 
says: “A score or more women of this 
city are now mourning the Joss of gold 
watches, diamond rings, and other val
uables which they handed over to Spir
itualistic sharps to have their troubles 
removed. Detectives are looking for 
the two ‘mediums’ or 'professors,' who 
went by the names of Milton Ellis and 
Harry Leroy. They are charged with 
obtaining moneyunder false pretenses.” 
We advise Spiritualists everywhere to 
look out for Spiritualistic “sharps.” 
They can be found in all our large 
cities, and they are well patronized, 
showing how easy it is to deceive a cer
tain class.

Mrs. LeSieur writes: “The Band of 
Harmony holds its sessions every first 
and third Thursday of the months the 
whole year around. We are not having 
vacation as mauy suppose, because Mrs. 
Richmond is away for the summer. 
We are having very pleasant meetings 
and the good work is going on. Out
place of meeting is No. 40 Randolph 
street, room 608, Handel Hall Building. 
We begin at 3:30 o’clock for afternoon 
session. The ladies bring refresh
ments, and we serve tea and coffee at 
six o’clock, "Evening session begins at 
eight o’clock.’’

The following is going the rounds of. 
the press: "A movement against Spirit
ualism has been started In Germany by 
the court preacher, Stoecker, the great 
Christian social reformer. It is said 
there are no less than six hundred me
diums in Berlin, the most of whom are 
bodily defective. They carry on frauds 
and humbugs in the name of ghosts. 
They are reported to have 60,000 fol
lowers In that city, who show' great va
riety of character. Some are serious; 
some seek spirits for sport; some let 
weak nerves lead them to seances and 
visions; while most regard Spiritualism 
as a new way of calling up the dead to 
teach the living.”

Mr?. Hamilton Gill, the well-known 
test medium, will visit the following 
Michigan camp-meetings: Island Lake, 
Briggs Park and Vicksburg. She will 
also attend Clinton and Marshalltown 
camps, Iowa. The friends will please 
note that the usual Thursday evening 
circles have been discontinued, ns Mrs. 
Gill will not be in Chicago until after 
September 15.

The Muncie (Ind.) Herald says: “The 
Mediums’ Protective Association of In
diana 1ms been organized wit a mem
bership of over 100. The purpose is for 
mutual protection against so-called un
just discrimination by the directory of 
the Indiana Association of Spiritualists, 
who have issued an order timi no medi
um will be permitted to do business In 
the Chesterfield camp unless Invited by 
the board. Heretofore the mediums 
were wholly unrestrained.” We can 
not see wherein honest mediumship is 
injured in any way by the Chesterfield 
ca'inp board. Tbe speakers are Invited, 
and why not extend the same privilege 
to mediums? True mediumship never 
suffers in such a case as this.

Wm. Schetb writes from Kansas: 
“Brother Mathis’ suggestion In the-last 
Progressive Thinker Is a very good one, 
and I hope thnt every subscriber to The 
Progressive T hlnker will take notice 
and carry out his plan. I have been 
practicing Brother Mathis’ suggestion 
ever since I was a subscriber to The 
Progressive Tninker. I never allow 
one to go to waste with me, but I send 
them all out to do missionary work 
wherever I think they will do the most 
good with people who are as hungry 
for truth and knowledge as I am, but 
less able to pay for the same. By prac
ticing this method we are enabled to 
bring light and knowledge (at very little 
cost) to a large number of people who 
would other wise remain in darkness. 
Let us put aside selfishness, and be lib
eral with òur papers when we are 
through with them."

Joseph E. Benjamin writes from Ben
nington, Vt. : "The books and papers re
ceived, wltli many thanks and much 
gratlficallon. They constitute an im
mense amount of good reading matter 
for the sum Invested. Of course it is 
surprising until one stops and thinks 
and sees that you are doing it on the 
Divine Plan with the help of kindred 
spirits, all for the betterment of hu
manity. May the strength of all good 
and true spiritual power abide with you 
forever. I am something of a Panthe
ist; I fall to find any God but man. 
The more I read and think and reason, 
the more I find out that I don’t know, 
and I know that I don’t know. Self
creation and self-destruction is what I 
find uppermost.”

Prof." J. Madison Allen is at Mineral 
Wells, Texas, a famous watering place 
and health resort. He was the princi
pal speaker at the grove meeting at 
Caddo, Tex., held on the 4th and 5th of 
July, in celebration of American inde
pendence and in behalf of universal 
mental liberty find true civilization. 
His next points will be Fort Worth and 
Dallas, Dennison, and Indian Territory;

The Westminster Review says: 
“There is no doubt that a person may 
apparently see-objects and hear words 
which another person close by cannot 
see and hear. Such impressions are to 
be referred not to actually existing ob
jects, bnt to the action of the subject’s 
mind. Dr. Abercromby tells us of one 
patient who could,, by directing his at
tention to an Idea, call up to sight the 
appropriate image or scene, though the 
thing called up were an object he had 
never seen, but had merely imagined. 
When meeting a friend in the street h’e 
could not be sure whether the .appear-' 
ance was his friend, or a spectral lllu- 
sion till he hod tried to touch it and 
heard the voice. Goethe saw an exact 
counterpart of himself advancing to
ward him, an experience repeated by 
Wilkie Collins. Sir Walter Scott re
lates that soon after the death of Lord 

■ Byron he read an account of the de
ceased .poet On stepping Into the hall 
Immediately after he saw right before 
him in a standing posture the exact 
representation of his departed friend,.

whose recollection had been so strongly 
brought to his imagination. After stop
ping a moment to note*  the extraordi
nary resemblance, he advanced toward 
it and the figure gradually disap
peared." - •

M. E. Kelley writes from Williams
port, Pa.: “The-First Church of Spirit
ualism has for its pastor, Mrs.' Helen 
Taylor, of Philadelphia. Mrs. Taylor 
has served tire society tor nearly two 
months, and has been successful in 
proving her worth. Her lectures are in
teresting and instructive, and her test 
work is very fine.”

Mrs, L. N. Claman writes from Shel
by', Mich.: “1 have completed a very 
successful seven weeks’ engagement 
with the the Englewood Spiritual 
Union, 63rd street, Chicago. My stay 
among the dear old friends was a pleas
ure. Our audiences were large and ap
preciative. The lectures and messages 
were very kindly received, and it is my 
desire to express her good speed in all 
tbeir work in the Union. I was at the 
camp meeting at Grand Rapids yester
day, July 15, and In the morning I lis
tened to one of the most scientific lec
tures I ever heard delivered, by A. E. 
Tisdale, the blind medium. In the af
ternoon Frank T. Ripley ordained our 
sister, and -co-worker, Mrs. Emma 
Blake. Following this Mr. and Mrs. 
Carpenter took the meeting in charge, 
and that great audience of hundreds of 
people sang, and dear Mrs. Carpenter’s 
guides did the rest. Oh! it was a glori- 
o.us day, full of love and spirituality. 
Much harmony is exercised on the 
ground among mediums, and all seem io 
be glad of this camp, and we are sure . 
of success in every particular. I have 
National day- in charge, aside from my 
week’s engagement. We from - Grand 
Rapids send greeting to all other camps, 
and hope you are getting along as well 
as we are in Grand Rapids.”

Londoners (England) fought their 
way to Christ church, Westminster, 
lately, to hear the Rev. Charles M. Shel
don, of Topeka, Kans., but only three 
thousand persons were able to wedge 
themselves In, and so the preaeher-ed- 
itor was compelled to address an over
flow 'ineetlng in the adjoining hall, and 
still another that congregated In the 
the streets. The vast audience forgot 
the sacred surroundings and burst into 
frequent applause at his arraignment 
of the liquor traffic and the trusts and 
bls optimistic prophecy' for the world’s 
religious future. Mr. Sheldon startled 
his hearers by the statement that he 
had seen more drunken men and women 
in England and »Scotland in a month 
than in Topeka in twelve years. He 
followed his home thrust with an ex
pression of horror at his discovery that 
many ministers of the Gospel and 
church dignitaries In Great Britain 
were stockholders in British breweries,» 
Speaking of the dawn of religious 
brotherhood, Mr. Sheldon announced 
that a great evangelistic propaganda
would soon be undertaken in the
United States by Dr. Newell Dwight 
Hillis, of Brooklyn, and other promi
nent American divines. To the Chris
tian Endeavorers of the world, whose 
convention Mr. Sheldon had come to at
tend, he suggested that polities was one 
of the most Inviting fields of. activity 
that lay open. He said that the present 
mayor of Topeka was elected by the 
Christian Endeavor vote, and declared 
that organization was all that was 
needed to make the society a political 
power.

Henrietta Straub writes: “The follow
ing message and prophecy by spirit 
Fred Straub may seem preposterous, 
but I promised to send off what X re
ceived, to be recorded, if possible, in 
The Progressive Thinker, even should 
it all be erroneous. It was received 
July 7, 1900: “Dear mother, onee more 
I was in China, to make sure that I was 
not mistaken in my yesterday's obser
vations. Alas! It is the clear truth, 
and not one of our poor boys left to tell 
the sad news or bury Ills comrades. It 
is a weird, it is an ominous sight. War 
will now be precipitated. China will 
succumb and be divided, and our 
States will be a prominent factor in 
these events. It will receive a large 
share and become one of the foremost 
powers in the affairs of the world and 
stay so until defeated In a war with 
Russia. Then the United States will be 
wiped out in her turn, as she wiped out 
China, but the climax will be put upon 
her fate by Japan, who, after defeating 
Russia with the help of the English, 
will make the best of what she finds in 
the United States. Japan will carry 
commerce and culture much' farther 
than the United States, and her empire 
will even last longer than China’s. 
Those future wars will be less bloody 
than the present one, as Japanese are 
milder and not ns cruel as the Chinese. 
Average people will then become better 
and also more friendly to the higher 
world. They will then listen to our ad
vice and Information, and the two 
worlds will draw nearer together and 
work In unison to the common benefit 
of the human race. And so, good will 
conre out of evil, and this present 
cruel war will after all be the first step 
towards a final blessing to all human
ity.’” It is, exceedingly easy to “pre
dict;” and some spirits seem to indulge 
in it freely—too freely, perhaps. Amid 
these innumerable prophecies some can 
not fall of hitting the mark, just as or
dinary guessing on a horse race—some 
one is bound to predict correctly. '

Mary C. Von Kanzler writes: “To the 
friends who read ‘The Progressive 
Thinker and have been writing me to 
learn which of our state camp-meetings 
I will visit, I desire to inform them 
through the columns of The Progressive 
Thinker that I now intend to be in 
Freeville (N. Y.) as long as that camp is 
open; after that go immediately to Lily 
Dale. I will be at my country residence 
near Fulton, N." Y., during the interme
diate time, where all correspondents de
siring to engage my services either for 
platform work as speaker and test me
dium, or to officiate at funerals can ad
dress me.” ,

“Minister Conger, his family, and 
lady guests are safe. They are confined 
with other foreigners in a subterranean 
passage between the imperial palace 
and the British legation. They are suf
fering somewhat from lack of food, but 
mo bodily harm has come to any of 
them.” This is the communication Sent 
to, the President’s mansion, Washing
ton,.D. C., by Dr. J. 0. Ellis, a physician 
In good standing, and claimed to have 
been received by him direct from Pekin 
through a. secret but entirely authentic 
source. “I am riot-yet prepared to an
nounce the source of my news,” said 
Dr. Ellis at his residence in K 'street 

’"but it can be depended upon as entire
ly trustworthy. I expect another mes
sage sbon, and will take pains' to In
form the authorities" and the public.” 
When asked how it was that he could 
receive messages from Pekin when the 
government could not succeed in re
ceiving official communications, Dr. El
lis replied: "That will be explained in 
time. My Informant Is' an American 
lady residing in Peking.” According to 
Dr. Ellis, the present is the third rues-
sage received by him from his inform
ant. He said he knew positively that 
Minister Conger and his family were 
absolutely safe up to 6 o’clock July 21, 
and were under the protection of the 
dowager empress. The latter, the doc
tor. says, desires .it to be known that, 
though she is powerless to prevent the 
revolution in the capital, she will pro
tect the foreigners at all hazards.

Geo. W. MffffiewiFwritej from Van
couver, B.‘O.u^l amr.pleased to inform 
you that on tne 22<l of Jxine, George 
Campbell, of Nanlunio, B. 0., organized 
a society In this plate to be known as 
the Vancouver'Psychical Research So
ciety. We now'-have-twenty-two Mem
bers on the roll,"and'ixpect to double In 
the next six weeks.' We are going to 
try and get lMr. Hull to speak here 
when he comes'to Nanlamo in Septem
ber, if he can find the time. We expect 
tp have Mrs. Reese,, of Nanlamo with 
us next Sunday.” J ,

The Rellgfo-Philosophical Journal 
says: "The liljeral pjjess of this country ' 
moralizes over', the' death-bed confession 
of Rev. Geo. Gibapn.'of San Francisco, 
Who, they say, wasjgullty of the mur
der of the two' girls in Emmanuel 
Church of this city, for which crimes 
Theodore Durrant was hanged. Save 
your . energy and your ink, friends. 
Mr. Gibson is alive and well, and is still 
the respected pasto}; of the Bartlett 
Street church, where the crimes were 
committed. ‘Be sure you're right; then 
go ahead.’ ”

J. K. Bubb writes: “I need The Pro
gressive Thinker in my business. In its 
columns I find facts explained. I find 
truths therein, grand and sublime, 
which children and older ones should 
know.” '

An exchange says: “A remarkable at
tribute of the psychologically-developed 
soul is the art of acquiring knowledge 
by what might be termed interior pene
tration; that is, the nature of the thing 
resolves Itself into ¡one’s inner con
sciousness without any apparent effort 
of the mind. Thus a letter may be' held 

' unopened in the hand or laid on the 
breast and yet rehd with perfect clear
ness by the mental vision of an adept. 
Even more strange is the art of trans
ferring the body, yet It "Is asserted that 
those who have-delved.deeply into the 
secrefs of nature can and do project 
their astral bodies to any point thpy 
wish. A person in Madrid wishing to 
communicate In New York can thus 
throw out not only mind, but his astral 
body, which can be seen as one would 
perceive a magnetic aura. This, it is 
said, Is done by the adepts of the East 
at any time, and from the Interior of 
Thibet—a land fri which no white man 
has penetrated—there conies wonderful 
stories of the science of the Mahatmas, 
or men learned In Brahmlnlcal lore.”

■Willard J. Hull Will open the Clinton 
Camp with a stirring address.

Mrs. S. Augusta Armstrong writes 
from Lake Villa, III.: "I left my Cali
fornia home with its sunshine and flow
ers, and my dear spldier boys, for my 
eastern home, two weeks ago and a in 
stopping off en route to fill an engage
ment at Deep Lake camp. This Is a 
most delightful site for a camp-meeting. 
Nature has been bountiful In her gifts, 
and with the will ppwer and the deter
mination to succeed of our co-worker, 
Mr. G. V. Coj'/Ungl’ey, the other cauips 
about the country—tyorth, east south 
and west—wijl , have to look to tlieir 
laurels. I lectured to an appreciative 
audience last .Sunday afternoon, and 
slinllagninoccupy the rostrum, Sunday, 
July 22. Mrs. R. Dpwning’s home tent 
seems to be tfle magpetlc center of the 
camp ground., SJie welcomes all with a 
sweet smile apd a cqrdlal grasp of the 
baud. Her stfong hpaling powers have 
already been felt here and the wonder
ful water tuat| her guides prepare is a 
balm for suffering humanity. I shall 
be at Central fs'ew York Camp, the first 
of August. I ^rlngjgreetlng from the 
golden state tp pH epstern friends.”

S. M. Tucket writes: “The Arkansas 
Valley Spiritual: Association held Its 
annual camp-meeting in Island Park, 
Winfield, Kansas, commencing July 7, 
and closing July 16,1900. While the at
tendance was not as large as It might 
have been, we had a good time and paid 
all expenses. Our speakers were Mrs. 
Hinsdale, of Fort Worth, Texas; Mrs. 
Mabee, of Topeka, Kans.; Mrs. Bessie 
Bellman, of Howard, Kans, and S. M. 
Tucker, of Wichita, Kans. Their lec
tures were well • revived. Our plat
form test mediums were Mrs. Steward, 
of Kansas City, Mo.; and Mrs. W. W. 
Aber, of Spring Hill, Kansas. AV. W. 
Aber, materializing medium, held sev
eral seances. All manifestations were 
well received. Ai the election of offi
cers for the ensuing year, the follow
ing were elected: President, S. M. 
Tucker, Wfchltn. Kans.; vice-president, 
Mrs. Bessie Bellman, Howard, Kansas; 
secretary. Chas. 0. Bethel, Winfield, 
Kans.; treasurer, Mrs. Harriet East
man, Winfield, Kans.; trustee, Dr. A. S. 
Martin, Cedar Vale, Kans. The associ
ation Is In a prosperous condition and
determined to continue in the 
work.” .

Pon-she-wa-ins:, Mich.

good

A QUESTION.
Is Man Mortal, or Immor 

tai?
Hope of Immortality is not a concep

tion of race infancy. The idea is an 
after thought of his more adult age. 
’ Aeons of ages, rolled away during 
which abnormal man frisked from bush 
to tree, disporting and utilizing his 
caudal appendage, giving no thought of 
immortality.

Primitive man believed that the visi
ble body constituted the man; and see
ing the body become lifeless, decay and 
ultimately vanish, he logically con
cluded that extinction was the finality 
of all animates.

But there came a time when appa
ritions were seen and recognized as old 
acquaintances who had formerly lived 
in flesh oodles, whereupon man jumped 
to the conclusion that he was immortal. 
This original idea was not a case 
wherein the wish was parent to the 
thought. The idea was wholly suggested 
by apparitions; by the reappearance of 
those supposed to be .extinct.

In discussing any controverted ques
tion, the essential.factors leading to re
liable conclusions; are sound premises, 
otherwise false conclusions are inevita
ble. In this practical age of analytic 
and sympathetic methods of procedure 
the true scientist first makes sure of his 
premises, after which, if he is careful 
of the logic of bls premises and doesn’t 
use ambiguous terms and ambiguous 
forms of speech, his deductions and con
clusions ¡nay equal demonstration. 
Hence, in discussing the mooted ques
tion of .man’s 'immortality, the para
mount factor is to ascertain exactly 
what constitutes man? What, If any, 
are the peculiar traits of character that 
distinguish him from other animates?

Now, in viewing animates collectively 
we fail to find in man one trait hot 
possessed by others. Man excels In 
some traits and is excelled in others. 
Man, however, possesses a greater 
number in a higher degree than any 
other animated being but his excel
lence is wholly a result of fortuitous 
environments whereby greater evolu
tion is obtained; not from any original 
design or impress. ■

Fossil thinkers claim that man alone 
is endowed with -reason, and yet it is 
well known that many species of ani
mates forecast, and store food for fu
ture use, thus clearly evidencing a high 
standard of reason, implying memory, 
sensation, consciousness and delibera
tion.

Instinct is not applicable in such 
cases, inasmuch as animates accus
tomed to store food for future use 
where nature fails, as in frigid and 
temperate zones, if removed to the 
tropics cease to store food after a short 
experience.

Again, it is claimed that man alone 
has hope of immortality. Titis, too, is 
wholly conjectural. We have seen that 
immortality is wholly a suggestion of 
apparitions. It is well known that the 
dog, horse and donkey recognize appa
ritions. Each of these animates have 
long memories. Hence it is highly 
probable that in apparitions they recog
nize old friends, suggesting continued 
existence. The fear they often manifest 
on sueh occasions is evidence that they 
discern apparitions to be different from 
ordinary animates.

Tims we learn that the difference in 
the higher species of animates is so 
little that It is safe to assume that if 
any are immortal, all are.

It is an axiom conceded by all, that 
any phenomenou that had a beginning 
must have an ending; that all animates 
have been and are being evolved from 
primal elements of crass matter, by the 
reciprocal and antagonistic action of 
cosmic forces; that the primal condition 
and primal form of matter is gaseous, 
consisting of hydrogen, oxygen, nitro
gen and carbon. These are the poten-

Sunday, July 8, was elosing day 
Pon-nhe-wa-ing Camp-meeting. ' The

of

tlal elements 
gases—argon, 
considered In

The cosmic 
are gravity,

of matter. Subordinate 
for example—may not be 
this connection.
forces Inherent in matter 
beat, electricity, rnag-

from nothing, it follows that mind 
must inhere in matter even when not 
capable of expression, but when the 
essential forces (heat and life) are no 
longer co-related with matter in the 
requisite combinations wherein man is 
involved and whereby man is evolved 
and finally resolved, each and all again 
becomes subject to evolution. But as 
dissolution of phenomena extinguishes 
every trait of individuality, subsequent 
evolution is in no logical sense a re
incarnation. '

Prayers and tears, my dears, will not
change it.

Washington, Pa.
GEO. M. RAMSEY.

IN EVIDENCE
Reasonableness of Immortal 

Life.

day being cold find rainy, the audience 
was not so large as on former Sundays, 
but those who were in attendance en
joyed two grand and soul-inspiring lec
tures. The addrestiby Mr. Q. A. Edger- 
ly in the forenoon was highly appreci
ated by all present, and in the after
noon Mr. A. E. Tisdale held the audi
ence spellbound with his profound lee-, 
ture. Miss Giada Kellam sang in a 
pleasing manner “Whatever is is Best.” 
a poem by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, with 
music by Mr. Maxham, and with' her 
permission, dedicated to Mr. Tisdale. '

Owing to the illness of .Mrs. Martha 
Root she could not. be with us on Wo
man’s Day. Dr. Rosamond Conger, of 
Chicago, addressed the meeting in the 
afternoon. Dr. Conger’s talk was very 
impressive and shows to us that she 
has worked and thought on this subject 
for many years. Drs. M. E. and Rosa
mond Conger were with us two weeks, 
delivering lectures apd teaching a class 
In practical medicine. They are genial 
and pleasing people qnd were greatly 
missed by all §fter tbeir departure. All 
regret very much’the absence’of Mrs. 
Root and hope¿flt sqpe future time to 
have her wltlhris.- p - •

, u,r t£0RAFULLER.
g . m'I, i—.— ■ - ■ ■

HéJînOibiEàrtli.
It has been said that “whom the gods 

wisli to destrrfy'khey-first make mad.” 
I was remlndfed’iof this while; reading' 
“The Opinion of'a Distinguished China
man,” on paige 4 OT The Progressive 
Thinker, July 146 4i ‘

Are the so-called '[Christian nations 
mad and likelyrtW have their religion de
stroyed by.the'Chlnesè for trying to kill 
some of them to matie others pretend to' 
believe what theÿ kriow by many thou
sand years experlenbe before Christian
ity was born, Is a false religion, not in 
harmony with the Golden Rule.

Is-John Bull'mad in. trying to kill the 
Boers, Chinese, Hindoos, Egyptians, 
Irish and others? ’is Unple Sam mad 
in killing Philippines and Chinese?
. William Penn hid great success with 
savages without afi army, or forcé. Hé 
only used commori sense, as Mr. Glad
stone said. Géneràl Sherman said that 
wards hell—he knew It by experience to 
be a fact. General Grant said, “Let us 
have peace"—whidh is pure Christian
ity.- ;. . . ■ •

The authors of war make hell on 
earth, and purgatory far themselves in 
spirit life, if there*  is any truth in the 
New Testament. •— ’

B. FRANKLIN CLARK, M. D.
I Belvidere Seminary; N.-J. .

netism and life.
These premises are so absolutely 

sound, they may not be controverted. 
However, as electricity, magnetism and 
life never manifest except when heat 
is present, It Is possible that each are 
only differentiated forms or properties 
of heat, thence it would follow that 
gravity and heat are the dominant fac
tors by which all phenomena are 
evolved. Heat and gravity are antago
nistic forces, originate and perpetuate 
nil motion, without ¿which all motion 
would cease. Motion from gravitation 
Is always centripetal; motion from heat 
Is never centripetal. Vital motion 
(from heat and life combined) may be 
In any direction. Sensation is present 
only in vital motion; all others are in
sensate, without design or purpose, 
hence disastrous, destructive phenome
na equal the beneficial productive. De
struction and production go hand in 
hand adown the eternal ages. There
fore as crass matter alone—including its 
cosmic forces—is eternal, it follows that 
all evolved phenomena, differentiated, 
must ultimately be resolved back to 
primal elements, whereby extinction of 
distinct phenomena becomes absolute. 
No other conclusion Is possible.

In a previous paper it was shown that 
mind, in which Individuality )s mani
fested, could only evolve from its la
tent, quiescent state when matter was 
undergoing evolution; that when matter 
was undergoing dissolution back to 
primal conditions, all special phenome
na previously evolved therefrom must 
also be disintegrated, whereby individ
uality is extinguished; that any number 
of apparitions and communications, 
however obtained from those invisibles 
who have obtained the second birth is

To the Editor:—With this I send you 
a copy of a communication I received 
through the agency of some occult in
telligence. The original was found 
among my private papers where, to me. 
it seems it could not be placed by hu
man hands. Therefore to me Is in evi
dence of immortal life, To others I 
think the reasoning and sense to be of 
value. Respectfully your,

Topeka, Kan. , - J.-N.'ADAMS.

One of the strongest arguments for a 
future life’ls a necessity for it, to sup
plement the imperfections of this one. 
We see the wicked flourish and the 
good languish in poverty; the selfish 
win success, riches, honor, and the lead
ership among men; while the generous 
altruist fails in business and is univer
sally execrated; the useless and vicious 
vagabond who cumbers the earth, and 
whose only possible claim to filling a 
useful purpose is that he may serve as 
a frightful example, lives to a green old 
age; while the widow’s son, the only 
support of a family, dies; or the woman 
who walks the earth a being too noble 
to be classed among her kin, is cut 
down in the flower of her days, her 
career of usefulness cut short. If there 
were no hereafter we must needs create 
one, to even matters up and make of 
such things a harmonious comprehen
sion.

The economy of nature teaches the 
same lesson, nothing is wasted; every 
dead leaf, every surplus seed, the de
caying bodies of plants and animals are 
utilized, to the ultimate particle.

Nothing rests; but?from the moment 
when death occurs the process begins 
by which the dead material is worked 
up into new forms of life. But would 
it not be an anomaly If everything is 
preserved and utilized and the spirit 
wasted? The noble qualities, the pos
sibilities for usefulness, developed in 
man or woman by education or thought, 
are these los.t when the owner dies? 
What is there in the universe of so 
much value as moral worth combined 
with mental strength? In all ages this' 
has been admitted by all men of all re- 
liglons. The stars swerve from their 
course; the sun stands still; yes, even 
the Son of God comes down from 
heaven and dies to teach men the way 
to moral rectitude. Admitting the 
eternity, the Indestructibility of matter, 
we must admit no less for that which 
alone renders matter valuable, “the 
spirit.”

Here as elsewhere, the soul which de
serts its material domicile, continues its 
conscious individual existeuce; else the 
cosmos is chaos and blind, chance use
lessly rules a purposeless aggregation 
of matters and forces. In the Garri
sonian philosophy death is but an acci
dent, and not a very momentous one. 
Every action in life has its influence 
necessarily upon the future. There is 
no heaven and no hell in the sense that 
the “saved” are indiscriminately sent to 
swim in never-ending bliss, and the 
“damned” are plunged into eternal tor
ment. For “there is no God dares 
wrong a worm.” Justice demands what 
observation teaches, that every good or 
bad deed must receive its due recom
pense, must ue followed by its inevita
ble consequences. This Is the Inexora
ble decree of the “Father," whom even 
the gods themselves could not Influence.

And so by pure reasons, apart from 
the authority of revelation or inspira
tion, we are led to the conclusion that 
the being who inhabits the body of 
every man or woman, is eternal and 
must continue to live after separation 
from the material envelope, and to live 
as an Individual; for life without con
sciousness is nothing but annihilation.

But this compels still further adnils., 
sions, for sueh a life would be of little 
value were the associations formed In 
this world not continuous in the next. 
The faith that sees in death the way to 
rejoin the loved ones gone before, is too 
beautiful, too precious a-thing to be 
baseless. What would Paradise be 
worth without It? Nothing in the 
imagination of man is worth as much. 
No scheme of happiness can be con
ceived that would not be valueless If 
this feature were omitted; this thought 
alone soothes the grief of the mourner 
and robs the grave of its terrors. What 
are all your golden crowns and harps, 
your houris and happy hunting grounds, 
your elyslan fields and your Valhalla, 
beside the privilege of once more clasp
ing the hands of her who for a quarter 
century walked the earth by your side?

‘ '' 'fr«
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REV. PAUL WELLER.

MAN’S INFLUENCE
OVER MAN.

Remarkable Words on Personal 

Magnetism From An 
Eminent Divine.

No subject has excited so much inter« 
est or awakened -so much discussion 
among thinking people of late as that of 
Personal Magnetism, It. is worthy of 
note that clergymen, doctors, college 
presidents and men of science every» 
where are giving it deep thought. Many 
of them have openly certified to its won
derful powers. The outspoken words of 
the Rev. Paul Weller, of Gorham, N. Y., 
in this connection will call forth po 
little additional comment.

In answer to a personal letter from an 
intimate friend, asking if It was true 
that he (Rev. Weller) had become a firm 
believer in Personal Magnetism and 
Hypnotism, Rev. Weller wrote:

"The facts are: The subject of Personal Magnetism
or Hypuotlmn, to which 1 have devoted many years ' 
of study, was recently more forcibly than ever 
called to iny attention through reading a acieutifld 
work on the ¿abject, now being clruulaled by the 
New lork institute of Science, Rochester, N, Y.

"I am a minister of the gospel, but Ido not heel*  
tale to say chat the reading of that bjok and the 
subae-iueut study of Its contents have worked an 
all-powerful, Important and good Influence over me. 
My recoininvudutlon of Personal Magnetism, a sub
ject which everyman and woman may study with 
proilt, is made after thorough investigation and with 
complete knowledge of its great value, 1 make this 
statement deliberately. The study of Personal Mag
netism, us bet forth in the udiiilruble books I hava 
mentioned above, should bo Deal to the study of the 
Huly Bible.

‘‘Personal Magnetism embodies ail the laws gov
erning man’» influence over man. It is the powet 
that nukes men mold the minds of men. It turns 
life's failures into successes. it develops the latent 
powers of the will and makes one capable of the ac
complishment of great deeds. 1 have received many 
letters on the subject, and to all writers I have an
swered: ‘Write to the New York Institute of Science, 
Rochester, N. Y.t asking for their scientific work on 
Personal Magnetism and Hypuut’sm, It will be sent 
to you free of charge. If its perusal does aa much 
for you as it did for me, you will thank me the long*  
est day you Hyo for having called ybur attention to 
the book.’ Yours truly,

(REV.) “PAUL WELLER.”

It will only be necessary for you to 
send your request to the New York 
Institute of Science, Dept. N. B. 18', 
Rochester, N. Y., and you will receive 
the volume Rev. Paul Weller recom
mends by return mail. IT IS FREE. 
A postal card will bring it.

THE FSYCHOaRflPHi
-OR-

DIAL PLANCHETTE,

no evidence of immortality. Th’e sec
ond birth Is wondrously mysterious, 
still apparitions and communications 
prove that they remain in the earth’s 
material sphere of cosmic forces and 
are subject thereto, consequently pos
sess fnateria] bodies, without which no 
individual manifestation could ever oc
cur. Now, as mind was evolved into 
action by cosmic forces, it'follows that 
a reaction "of these forces would cause 
dissolution. Worlds evolve and: dis
solve with the same certainty as the 
frailest flower. Surely puny man may. 
not hope to escape. "

When speaking of man, mind is . 
always Included as one attribute of his 
evolution and constitution. Prior to 
which mind had no recognition. Mind 
is an expression of life through evolv
ing matter. When evolution ceases,: 
mental expression ceases.

If mind was not thus subordinate our 
Intefise love of abode In flesh would 
never submit to eviction. If matter was 
subordinate to mind immortality would 
be assured. All nature, however, shows 
that mind Is the toy of insensate forces, 
otherwise everything would be'lovely 
arid lightning would kill (evict) nobody.

Now then, if it is true(?) that Prof,. 
Loeb has produced animates from un
fertilized eggs; also twins and triplets 
from the single egg at will, by varied 
proportions of various sallnous solu
tions, it must be conceded that mani
festations of life, Including mind, re
sult from chemical action of cosmic 
forces and virtually exist only in chemi
cal combinations that are evanescent.

However, in conclusion, we may not 
forget that as something pever comes*.

OLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World treats of the “Mythical Ori
gin of Death";” “A Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” "Impress
ive Communications from the 
Spirit Side of Life;” “Death Con

sidered by the Spirit Lucretius;’’ “Odd
ities In Reference to the Dead;" “Death 
from a Vibratory Force;" “The Day 
After Death Beautifully Illustrated;” 
“Sensations of the Dying;" “A Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;” “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;" “A 
Special Visit to the Spirit World;” 
"Fragrance at a Child’s Death Beu;” 
“The Varied Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;” “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;” “Indica
tions of the Process of Dylng;” ‘‘The Id
iosyncrasies of Death;” “Life and Death 
Thoughtfully Analyzed;" “Signs in the 
Process of Dying»" etc., etc. ,In fact 
this volume is a mine of valuable infor
mation, arid every person should have 
access to it It should be in every home. 
Read the'premium terms carefully, and 
then send for the-Three Volumes of the 
Encyclopedia of Death. -

’ "Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Sappiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity^ By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
kt this office.
. “The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civlllzatiofa.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“A Few Words About the Devil, and 
Other Essays.” By Charles Bradlauch. 
Paper, 50 cents. For sale at this office.

“A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For -salt 
at this office. Price 10 cents.

Tbit Instrument 1« Bubetantltlly tbe lame u that 
employed by Prof. Hare in hie early Investigation*.  
In ita improved form H has been before the public for 
more than «even years, and In tbe bande of tboaaanda 
of persons has proved lu superiority over the Flan« 
chatte, and all other Instrumente which have 
brought out In Imitation, both In regard to ce; Axty 
and correcCeee of tbe communications rcceh " by 
Us aid. and as a means or developing œcdlumihlp.

l>o you wish to invMtiffa-tc Spiritualism?
J>o you wish to dovelop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications? .

The Psychograph is an invaluable assistant A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation
, of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were cot awureof 
their meuiumlstlc gift, bare, after & few elftlnga, 
been able to receive delightful messages A voluma 
might be Ailed with commendatory lertera. Many 
who began with It as an amusing toy, found that tbe 

. Intelligence controlling it knew more than them*  
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism. -

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I aad 
communications (by tbe Psychogrsph) from many 
ether friends, even from old settlers whose grave*  
•tones are moss-grown in thé old yard. They hare 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spin*  
Realism la Indeed true, and tbe communications here 
given my heart tbe greatest comfort In tbe severest 
»osa I bare had of son, daughter, and their mother.'’

Dr, Eugene Crowell, whose writings haye made hta 
name familiar to those Interested in psychic matters, 
writes as follows: "I am much pleased with tbe Psy*  
cnograph. It Is very simple tn principle and construc
tion, and! am sure must bo far more sensitive to spir- 
ituai power than the one now tn use. I beligve it will 
generally supersede the latter when Ito superior 
merits become known.” •

Securely packet^ and sent postage paid front 
' the nUMttfactursr, for $1,00, Adtovsu.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
_______Berlin Heirf^fc ©hto.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science,

To which If aided Spiritual Phenomena: How tola*  
vestlgato their various phases; how to form tirclei 
amf develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuina 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle. *

Aitojt excellent work. Every Spiritualist sbonll
Mare IL Price, cloth, 75c. ■*  4

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
»FHT SHE BECAME A SPIIÏITtrALIST.

264 pages. Ose copy, lit bIx copies, W.

FBOM EIGHT TO MOBÄ)
Or, An Appeal to Uw Baptist CAurvlh | 

89 pBgts. One copy, IS centi] tea coplea, IL

XHEBBD>GEBETIFEE?mFO1FOB£»S> I
9Wp<<«k One copy, bennata doch, Ai MAI 

MStl» .. . . ■ • - ■•.

ArMI«lAi*Q0iMç«O  ZtwMMN*  •'

»

would.be
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;

This department is under the mau- 
ngement of

Hudson Tuttle.
'Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

I

i
i
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NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omlt- 
ted, and the style becomes thereby ftB- 
Bertlve, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance or 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter Is always 
several weeks ahead of the space glyco, 
and hence there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time ana 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let- 
tors of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely givo 
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. . HUDSON TUTTLE.
------- „4?-------————

Mrs. C, G.: Q. Can a person by con- 
r centrating the mind on others, influence 

them—as to be well nr ill, or act as they 
desire? -

■ A. As a general expression the an
swer is No. That it is possible has been 
widely taught by those who pretend to 
teach the art "and these claim to give 
ibis' occult means whereby anyone can 
hypnotize whomsoever they please. It 
Is utterly false, and they who pay for 
such lessons are defrauded of their 
money and doomed to disappointment. 
It is true that certain ones can luflu- 
once certain others who are in accord 
with them. There is just this moiety of 

' truth in the so-called “absent treat- 
• ineut,” which in the main, benefits by 

suggestion. It is possible for a person 
who is harmoniously related to an
other, by concentration ot mind to 
transfer not only ideas, but strength 
and life, As such intimate connection 
cannot exist where the thoughts and 
purposes are evil, the tremendous 
power which might be placed with Irre
sponsible persona, is confined to ex- 
ceedlngly narrow limits.

The “evil eye," and the Influence of 
incantations, charms, and the dreaded 
“hoodoo,” which like a spiritual vam- 

• plre absorbs life at its source, are from 
suggestion, and self-hypnotism. ' 

- In tile few eases which may be 
classed as genuine, direct contact be
tween the operator and recipient exists 
or has existed in the past.

8. A. Aykroyd, D. D. 8„ Kingston: 
Q. A warm friend who has given a 
great deal of attention to the study of 
Spiritualism, became insane, and was 
removed -to an asylum about 'two miles 
from us. My wife, writing automat
ically received this message from him: 
"Oh,-God I what an experience I am go
ing through, partly In the body and 
partly out. Oh, if the physical body 
could only die and let me loose-; what a 
a relief it would be. What would, you 
think of me if I should, do something 
desperate? Not much! I will not I 
have strength to control myself.

“Go to my wife. Help her if.she will 
accept it. If she will not take from 
you, send it unknown, and. I will return 
It to you ten fold. POOR JACK.”

How can such phenomena be account
ed for? Does the spirit actually leave 
the body, or is it by telepathy.

Can the spirit leave the body and 
appear at a distance?

A. The great number of Instances of 
“double appearance” which have been 
recorded, leave no doubt that the spirit 
can leave the body, and appear at a 
distance. •

With all the conditions favorable, and 
an Intense desire to communicate, It 
would appear the most plausible and 
reasonable explanation of the method 
by which the foregoing message was re
ceived, to accept it just as it purports; 
although the walls of the asylum con
fined the tortured body, the spirit went 
out to communicate With those to whom 
he was .most strongly drawn.

R. R. C. Mack: Q. In case of a per
son buried alive, and signs of great 
struggle are apparent when the casket 
is opened,’can you say as a medium 
that the persons thus burled revived 
sufficiently to realize their condition; 
or was it the final death struggle?

A. While there are many cases of 
premature interment, the displacement 
of the body often taken as evidence 
that the coffined dead had revived to 
life is not trustworthy. The escape of 
gases by the decomposition, may throw 
the head aside and change the position 
of the body. Hence conclusions should 
be carefully reached from such evi
dence. ‘

A person in the stupor or trance which 
simulates death, does not require an 
appreciable quantity of air for the oxy
genatiOn of- the blood, for all processes 
are at a stand-still. Even a hermetic
ally sealed casket contains sufficient 
air to preserve life. But when the 
awakening comes, there Is instant call 
for air, as all processes in the body are 
resumed, and life cannot be sustained 
beyond a few minutes.

As those who have passed through, 
the dreadful ordeal of having been sup
posed to be dead by their friends, al
most Invariably say that they were 
fully conscious of everything occurring 
around them, should they fail to aronse 
before being consigned to the grave, 
they would be still conscious, and if 
they awoke they would know exactly 
where they were and their awful fate. 
Yet the torture could only endure for a 
brief moment ■

M. C. G-, Hartford,.Mich.: Growth in 
mediumship may be assisted by sitting 
in a carefully selected circle, or sitting 
apart an hour for commnnion, by one’s 
self. • - '

Í'' Mrs. M. A S.: The “explosion of tt 
’ bull” in your circle is not a rare occur
rence. Similar phenomena have been 
presented..in a great mahy Circles. It 
is imply one form of manifestation, and 
a very convincing - one. It: would be 
much better for you if you could Induce 
one or two others to join you in your 
seances.

G. W. Post: Q. What became of the 
body of Christ after it was burled in 
the sepulchre?

A. If.tbe.strict meaning and Interpre
tation of the text of the New Testa
ment- ns: It is given us be taken, then 

. the body of Christ was resurrected. He
AfcBlmply caiheltoUfe, and he Is said to 

L:£^Iulv6 showed his wounds to prove his

identity. In fact the literal resurrection 
of his physical body Is considered au as
tounding miracle, the purpose of which 
is to prove the resurrection of all be- 
lieversl Until the story of-the sepulchre 
Is proved to have historic authenticity, 
speculation as to the body placed there
in Is not demanded.

Subscriber! Q. I wish you to an
swer first In regard to my family; 
How many of us are dead? Am I mai- 
rled or single; how many brothers and 
sisters have I? How many dead, how 
many living. How about my health? 
What is the matter with me, and what 
will cure me? I loaned some money to 
a medium, and F don'.t know where this 
medium now is. Can you tell me how I 
can get the money? If you ean I will 
divide with you.

A. This is an example of a very great 
number of letters received, differing 
only in. the fact that it contained 12 
two-cent stamps, and the promise of a 
division of the spoils. Should all these 
questions of family be answered it 
would be no test beyond mind-reading, 
at least it might plausibly be so-called, 
and as for the process of getting his 
honest pay from------ 5 this department
has had many difficult questions, but 
none as inexplicable. It is better for 
“Subscriber” not to know where this 
“medium” is, for It saves him the worry 
of the attempt “to get blood out of a 
turnip.”

To all these letters, of Interest only to 
their writers, we have given as far as 
possible personal reply as a matter of 
courtesy, as only questions having a 
general Interest are admissible to the 
columns of The Progressive Thinker.

Mrs. M. D. Peterson: Q. Why do 
my spirit friends appear in different 
ways; sometimes luminous, at others 
just as they did while in earth-life?

A. A spirit by the well-known laws 
of magnetic control can appear in any 
form it desires. Such appearance is 
subjective, depending on mental im
pressions so vivid that they are received 
by the mind as objective. Surely such 
unexpected and characteristic appear
ances, are valuable in evidence of the 
genuineness of their source.

Nora Batchelor: Q. Will you kindly 
suggest some book, or books, containing 
short essays or articles on the philoso
phy of Spiritualism, which would be 
suitable to read at the meetings of a 
small society which is not able to em
ploy a lecturer? The Spiritualist jour
nals are taken and read by most of the 
members, hence articles in these cannot 
be used with profit.

A. One of the best books for your 
purpose is A. B.'Freneh’s Lectures and 
Addresses. Write him at Clyde, Ohio. 
Price $1. If you wish something to 
read and discuss, you will find Religion 
of Man and Ethics of Science valuable. 
The Arcana of Spiritualism may possi
bly fill both places.

No Creedium for Me.
“When Freedom from her mountain 

height
Unfurled her standard to the air, 

She tore the azure robes of night,
And set the stars of glory there.”
Let us be free, rightfully, religiously, 

altogether gloriously free, bound only to 
the truth that maketh free. I believe in 
a free, changing, progressive religion, 
just as I believe in a free, progressive 
man. I disbelieve la creedism, just as 
I disbelieve in slavery. 1 cannot con
cede the right of any former age to 
make a religion for this. I prefer a 
meal cooked to-day, rather than one 
prepared four thousand, or two thou
sand years ago. My appetite affects 
me how, and calls for the truth and 
best thoughts of our time, dished up in 
Improved vessels, all burnished and 
bright with the light of the present.

I believe that every- one should think 
and live their own free thought, inde
pendent of any creed or set religion. 
The advancing mind must of necessity 
change in its conceptions and belief; 
otherwise there could be no progress, 
and life would be without advantage or 
purpose. So surely as life is a school 
we must change as fast as we learn; 
and perfect liberty to think Is essential 
to the best activity and development of 
mind. Hard and fast creeds are chains 
to the wheels of progress, and hold 
them down in the time-worn ruts of un
reasoning superstition. It is our priv
ilege to be free, easy, and happy in con
versational exchange of thought, and so 
entertain and profit one another; but 
sectarianism Is a hindrance In the way 
of free communion, and can find no 
place in the great true heart of Liberty. 
Why restrain and fear to give me your 
religious thought? And why must I be 
guarded lest I offend ? Whence the dis
cordant vibrations that disturb the love, 
joy, and peace of the soul? It Is creed
ism, my friends, not truth, that hinders 
reciprocation and cramps expression. 
Let us be free in the truth, and then 
we may grow and be happy; Inviting 
the sunshine, while sowing flowers for 
ourselves and others, in the great free 
garden of the world:—
Be free and progressive, in the light of 

to-day;
In the shine of the present, Is the time 

to make bay.
WILLIAM J. HILL, M. D.

Petoskey, Mich.

sour. QUESTIONS.

Oh, my friends in earthly temples, 
Can you hear what spirits say, 

From the realms of life eternal. 
From their homes in endless day?

Can you catch the gleam of sunlight 
As our thought-waves outward roll?

Can you grasp the thoughts, the bless
ings,

As they flash from soul to soul?
Can you read by Intuition

That grand truth from heaven above, 
Teaching mortals that ’tid given

For each other here to love?
Can you search the endless record 

Of the light and love divine, - 
As throughout the rhythms of nature 

It, from sun to sun, doth shine?
Can you bring to mortal dwellers 

On this earth, that truth sublime, 
Teaching that the souls of mortals 

Will exist through endless time?
Oh, ye noblest ones of earth life, 

Oh, ye true and kind of heart, 
Teach all mortals here and with you, 

From the truth ne’er to depart
Guide the erring, bring.this blessing 

To all others, to' each youth, .
Let them know that justice, honor, ' 
- Are but records of the truth. , 
Help them gain the blessed knowledge 

That by pure platonic love,
They will gain the best reward ■ 

In the summer. land above. .
And, oh, let all earthly mortals .

Read and learn the lesson grand: -,: 
Earthly purity and kindness

Bring true joy in summer land.
May the blessings ottlie angels 

Now fall fast on every head;
Let not one in nil creation

Think a single soul is dead.
. ' H. L. CHAPMAN.

Marcellus, Mich. ■

“The Spiritualism ,of. Nature.” „By 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 centi 
For salb at this office. ; \

THE CAMP-MEETINGS.

Gl,

.Ashley Camp. 0.
This camp begins July 29, and ends 

August 19, 1900,. For programmes' ad
dress H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

Maple DeU Camp, 0.
The National Spiritual and Religious 

Camp Association will hold its twelfth 
annual session, commencing July 22, 
ending September. For full particulars 
and programme, enclose Stamp and ad
dress Lucy King, corresponding secret 
tary, Mantua, Ohio. ’ ।

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
' This camp opens July 29. The circu
lars are now ready and can be had upon 
application. In writing for them please 
encloso stamp for return postage. Ad
dress Albert P. Blinn, Clerk, 603 Tre
mont street, Boston, Mass.

Columbus Camp, 0. '
This camp will open July 1, and close 

August 27. Send for programmes to 
Dr. W. D. Noyes, secretary, 189, N. 
Cleveland avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind. .
The camp-meeting of the Indiana As

sociation of Spiritualists will open at 
Chesterfield, Ind., July 19, and close 
August 26, 1900. For programmes and 
further Information address Flora Har
din, secretary, Anderson, Indiana.

Delphos Camp.
The twenty-second annual camp- 

meetlng of the First Society of State 
Spiritualists and Liberals' will be held 
at Delphos, Kans., from August 10 to 
August 26 Inclusive. For further par
ticulars or Information write to Presi
dent J. N. Blanchard, Delphos, Kansas; 

*M. J. Main, vice-president, Simpson, 
Kansas, or E. S. Bishop, secretary, 
Glasco. Kansas.
G Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.

This favorite place of resort offers an 
attractive programme the coming sea
son. The camp opens July 13 and 
closes August 26. Write to the secre
tary, A. E. Gaston, Meadville, Pa., for 
programmes.

Onset Camp-Meeting.
Commences July 15, aud closes Au

gust 26, 1900. For further particulars 
address Secretary, Onset, Mass.

Vicksburg Camp.
. The seventeenth annuql camp-meet
ing ot Vicksburg, Mich., will be held In 
Fraser's Grove, commencing August 3, 
and closing August 26, 1900. For fur
ther Information address Jeannette 
Fraser, Manager, Vicksburg, Kalama
zoo county, Mich.

Lake Brady.

Franklin (Nelj.) C^inp,
The Northwest KqRsaSuvmfl South

west Nebraska Sph'lfjiaUsjiiAssoclatlon 
will hold their fifth qpuual -¿amp-meet- 
lug at Franklin, Neb.« iron;, July 20 to 
August 0 inclusive. Jio p^jus will be 
spared to make It a suecas. - For an
nouncement, elrculargiandjpther infor
mation, address the gpcretgry, C. H. 
Simpson, Frañkllñ, Nqb. jff ' ¡ .

Colorado Cam^f ■
Canyon Camp, opens in South Boulder 

Canyon, July 1, and çiiitinues through 
July, August, and pQSslbly’september. 
Any information desired in; regard to 
this new and interesting' ^movement 
may be obtained by wi,j,tlug May Taylor, 
Box 780, Denver, Colo. '

Lake Sunapee, N. H.
The twenty-third annual Lake Suna

pee Spiritualist Camp-meeting will be 
held at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., for 
four weeks, eommeuei'fig Sunday, July 
29, and closing Sunday, August 26,1900. 
.For programmes address the secretary, 
W.-H. Wilkins, Claremont, N. H.

Marshalltown, Iowa.
, The Central Iowa Spiritualist Asso
ciation will hold Its annual camp at 
Marshalltown, Iowa, September 2 to 
September 16 Inclusive. Grounds open 
to campers after August 27. For In
formation or programs address W. H, 
Wilson, 301 N, Center street, Marshall
town, Iowa. , . '

Haslett Park, Midi.
Eighteenth annual assembly of Spir

itualists at Haslett Pack, Mich, August 
2 to September 4, 19ÓÓ, Inclusive. For 
programmes address J. p. ’Richmond, 
secretary, St- Johns, ; Mich., or G. F. 
Ottmar, Riley, Mich. ; •

THE THOUGHT GARDEN.
The Promotion of the Weal 

of Humanity.

Great Work by a Great /VlithoL

The camp grounds will be open 
picnics June 1, extending through__
summer. The camp-meeting opens July 
1, closing September 1. Anyone wish
ing a Lake Brady program will please 
wrlfe Geo. N. Abbott, Lake Brady, via 
Kent, Ohio, or E. R. Kidd, Canton, Ohio.

for 
the

Mount Pleasant Park, la.
The eighteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association will be held at lit. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa, from July 29 to 
August 26, 1900. All wishing circulars 
should write to the secretary, Stella A. 
Fisk, 18 N. 11th street, Keokuk, Iowa. 
Those wishing to rent tents, etc., should 
write to John Nelson, Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa.

The Ottawa Camp.
The Ottawa, Kansas, Spiritualist 

camp-meeting, from Augmft 8 to August 
13 inclusive. H. W. Henderson, pres
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Ezra Carpen-' 
ter, secretary, Wellsville, Kans.

Freeville Camp. N. Y.
Opens July 29 and closes August 12. 

B. L. Robinson, president, Freeville,

Grand Ledge, Mich.
Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp-Meet

ing commences July 29 and closes Au
gust 26. For further particulars and 
full programmes, write to M. F. Phares 
of Geo. H. Sheets, Grand Ledge, Mich,

Briggs PaYk, Mich.
Briggs Park Camp opens July 1 and 

closes August 19, 1900, at Grand Rap
ids, Mich. Program cheerfully mailed 
to aay address received on postal card 
to Thos J. Haynes, secretary, 389 West
ern avenue, Muskegon, Mich.

Camp-Meeting at Deep Lake.
The Illinois State Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens its second season at 
Deep Lake, iy2 miles from . Lake Villa, 
III., on Wisconsin Central railroad, com
mencing July 10 and closing September 
1. Those who intend to camp with us 
please let us know In time so that we 
can make preparations for you. Ad
dress G. V, Cordlngley, President, 3300 
Wabash avenue, Chicago. Ill,

Island Lake. Mich. - '
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, Mich

igan, commences Thursday, July 19, and 
closes September 3. For further Infor-' 
mation address the secretary, Ella B. 
Brown, 266 Twenty-first street, De
troit, Mich. - •

Verona Park Camp.
Opens June 15 and closes August 2G. 

For programmes address Albert F. 
Smith, president, Bangor, Maine.

■ Lake Helen, Fia.
. The Southern Cassadaga Camp, Lake 
Helen, Florida, will open the first Sun
day, In February, 1901. Emma J. Huff, 
corresponding secretary. " ,

: Niantic Camp.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

Meeting- Association,; at Niantic camp-' 
grounds, Niantic, Conn;-season of 1900, 
commencing June 25 and continuing un
til September .8, inclusive.. For pro
grammes address.Mary A..Hatch, secre-

Lake Brady, 0.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W, Renner, material

izing mediums here from Pittsburg, 
have given several interesting seances 
on the grounds, lu one just witnessed, 
the. writer was permitted to examine 
the cabinet and every article of cloth
ing worn by the medium. Not a slirqd 
of white could be detected anywhere. 
The cabinet was merely a curtain hung 
across one corner of the room. Mr. 
Renner, who was managing the seance, 
did not reach the cabinet until three 
white forms had appeared. Then “Fly,” 
the Indian cabinet control, announced 
himself. He claimed the name of Fly 
had been given to him by bis tribe be
cause he was their swift-footed medi
cine man. He called etreh person in the 
circle some appropriate fanciful name, 
such as “Black Locks,” “Bright Eyes,” 
and even "Pumpkin Skin,” to one of 
sallow complexion. :

Another grotesque cabinet spirit was 
"Bowery Bob,” who graphically de
scribed his earthly life ‘ill which he had 
supported bis widowed“mother and lit
tle sister by selling papers.111

French, German and’Spanlih were nil 
spoken by the ethereal1 visIthVs, A gen
tleman in the circle (if tlilr spirits’ re
quest sung a German'11 soiig' and she 
danced the accompanflneilt. Another 
gave a Spanish skirt ahd sldeve dance, 
the long, wide “nngel'sleeves” of her 
white robe in the semffditrlnless resem
bling wings ns she Wiived' 'them over 
and around her head. 'Part <Jf the time 
the room was eompiwafivei'y fjght, when 
the color of eyes and ‘.hair1 could be 
easily distinguished, ’' and several 
claimed to recognize familiar faces In 
the cabinet visitor and' exchlinged lov
ing kisses with them. »One. lady recog
nized “Mother Sadie,’’of theiSun Order 
Angels of Light. 'lUia .imrlter was 
greeted with one who claimed to be a 
former pupil. When the lights were 
lowered the spirit robes sent forth a 
soft Illumination that made them very 
plainly seen.- One form coming out, 
passed all In the circle, asking one 
after another, "Where Ih my baby? Oh, 
give me my baby,” stretching her arms 
out to each. She then stooped beneath 
the writer's chnlr. There was a sound 
as though a child suddenly cried out, 
and she retreated into the cabinet, bug
ging something to her bosom.

Mr. Renner explained that this was 
an earth-bound spirit who had once 
been the nurse of a little child which 
she killed by letting it fall accidentally. 
From this she became Insane and had 
died in that condition.

Spirit lace was produced in the fol
lowing manner. A white Illuminated 
figure came out and stooping, appeared 
to pull something from the shoe of a' 
young lady In the clrclb, saying, “What 
makes you keep lace In your shoe?” 
This she pulled and tossed about and It 
seemed to grow in size under her ma
nipulations until the size of a lace win
dow curtain. She then” called a lady 
and gentleman forward arid throwing it 
over their heads, coveringThem almost 
completely, declared tbev were “bride 
and groom." MRS. M’CASLIN.

Lily Dale Camp.
The Session of 1900 was opened by 

President Gaston, in a few well-chosqji 
remarks, at the close (ff which he 
turned the meeting over to the chair
man, Mr. Brooks,-who 1ft his happy 
manner assumed the duties of his posi
tion. Carrie Twing was the first, 
speaker on the programme, and gave a 
racy talk on “Temperance In all. 
Things." ‘

The usual camp routine has begun, 
consisting of conferences, lectures, 
.thought exchange in the evening, 
dances Wednesday and' Saturday even
ings, and last • but not least, the 
classes par excellence cohducted by J. 
Clegg Wright .

The Hull training school has closed, 
and we hear much praise of the work 
done, and talk of-its ^Continuance an
other year. Too much dSnnot be said In 
support 0/ such school ahd Classes as 
an adjunct to the usiihl '’rfiutine ' of 
camp work. -tf Io f •

The lyceum starts oiiFurfaft' the aus
pices of Miss Austin, of Gi’hrfd Rapids, 
Mich., and Miss Peterson. Miss Austin 
has been engaged here-in this work be-
fore, and her coming .this season be
speaks for the lyceum, bfeforefiand, sue--

tary, South Windham, Conn.
■ Los Angeles, Cal., Camp.

. Arrangements have beeil nade to
hold a . camp-meeting at*  Sycamore 
Grove, Los.Angeles, Cali, September 2 
to 20, inclusive. Address ■ Elton T. 
Brown, secretary, 341% So, Spring 
■treett Los Angeles, Cal. >

cess«- ar' - ji
There are excellent; bathrooms under 

the management, of Mq and‘Mrs. Win- 
Chester,.now ready. These'rooms are 
neat and clean, and eygry oway condu
cive to the comfort of the public.

The bowling alley uijdef.ihe manage
ment of Mr. Reed is awattractlon to 
young and old, and helps > develop the 
muscles while resting liberi brain. The 
management at Lily Dale deserve great 
credit for their painstaking (efforts to' 
secure comfort and pleasure for their 
gttests. ■ ■

The Marian . Skidmore Library under 
the care of Mrs. Cowanjs another feat
ure not to be overlooked. ' ‘

The Northwestern orchestra comes 
back with even greater pojver of attrac
tion thati heretofore; and all In all, this 
camp never opened with. larger httend- 
ance or greater attractions—on the ros
trum and off—than it has to offer this 
year. There are mediums of every 
phase, and to many no doubt, this is the 
chief attraction; but there is food for 
all given here in abundance, and no one 
need turn away hungry. , ■

MARY WEBB-BAKER.

The promotion of the weal of hu
manity at large, Is a theme which has 
heretofore been relegated to the philan
thropist," whose quiet work was placed 
lu the form of a quiet book and quietly 
laid away, where as a rule it was sure 
to do the least possible harm to the 
enemy whose power we are seklng to 
overthrow; to wit, the wrongs which 
ure now so rapidly. Increasing the woes 
of mankind. The time has now come 
when each one concerned must be his 
own .philanthropist. If the essence of 
philanthropy consists in seeking to pro
mote the weal of the race at large, then 
to become a philanthropist on general 
principles, is but to carry out the most 
primitive dictates of ‘common sense, 
That is tp say, since the wrongs we are 
seekiug to right, affect the great mass 
of humanity in the same way and 
almost in the same degree, it is neces
sary ‘ in correcting these wrongs, that 
the suffering masses shall see the exact 
character of the evils that are to be 
dealt with; to see that the removal of 
these wrongs means the relief, not of 
one nor of a few of the sufferers, but of 
all of them.

What has heretofore been • merely 
dreamed of as a beautiful theory, en
forces Itself upon our common sense as 
the most practical of all practical prob
lems in this practical age in which we 
live: namely, that each individual of 
the suffering masses—the great body of 
humanity—must know that to make it 
the supreme object of life to throw off 
the great burden of Injustice from his 
neighbor, is the only possible salvation 
for himself; that the external conditions 
of life throughout the civilized world 
tb-day are such that the same process iu 
general which tends to the relief of one, 
tends in like manner to the relief of alb 

The principle of self-protection is 
brought to bear. The necessity for the 
speedy relief of the race at large, in
stead of being merely the utterance of 
an occasional dreamer yclept philan
thropist (as in the past), becomes the 
demand of every man and woman iu 
this vast army of suffering ones. We 
seek the good of. all, in order to our own 
individual seif. Thus as it were per 
force we become philanthropists, 
whether we are aware of it or not.

We reason the case with our neigh
bors. We conclude that it is time for 
this frightful injustice to step down and 
out. We become philosophers, without 
suspecting the fact. We are gradually 
approximating that degree of develop
ment in character that is sure to 
triumph in the end.'

WHAT LACK WE YET?
Let me whisper in your ear, my good 

. brother, my gentle sister. The habit of 
lazy indifference inthe realm of thought 
bas been the great curse of the world 
throughout the past. The convenience 
of paying some one to do our thinking 
for us, has been the bane of civilization 
In all ages until now. One of the first 
things for each one to do, therefore, is 
to wake up and be sure we are awake 
to the exigencies of the case in which 
the welfare of so many millions is in
volved. Reform, which was once the 
uncertain tnsk of an occasional en
thusiast, lias now become the business 
of the hour, in which every thinking 
man and woman is concerned. This In
cludes the uncounted millions of suffer
ers In general; it Inelltdes you and me 
as Spiritualists, iu particular. If In
difference heretofore lias been a crime, 
it isjiencefortli the bloody dagger with 
poisoned edges, which is to cut short 
our career in speedy self-destruction. ■

Let me whisper in your ear again.. 
Let me say to you that there yet re
mains

ANOTHER FOE, 
which menaces our individual peace, as 
well as our fraternal welfare, both pres
ent and prospective. That foe Is jeal
ousy. We must learn to size up this 
foe, which with skulking step has trod 
the earth both night aud day, and when 
least suspected, has done his most 
deadly work. Life Is too short to per
mit this monster to longer lord it over 
the peace of so many millions un
resisted. Jealousy in the heart of man, 
Is as the worm at the apple’s core. 
However fair and smooth may be that 
apple on the exterior, it is yet being 
Constantly destroyed by the devouring 
ravages of that malignant canker worm 
at the core. Jealousy demands a thou
sand times more of serious attention 
from earnest thinking men and women 
than it has ever received. Jealousy 1s 
as universal as life itself upon this 
planet. It did not originate with the 
dawn of written history, but millions of 
years previous to that time. Jealousy 
has for Its causes, all the springs of ac
tion that the human Imagination can 
conceive of. Jealousy has been the oc
casion of more mischief, inharmony, un
happiness, war, bloodshed, and pande
monium generally, than all other causes 
combined since time began. The most 
important thing yet remains to be said 
about jealousy. The real victim of this 
destructive passion is ever the individ
ual who exercises it It crushes the 
.çâul: squeezes it into a compass, as it 
'were, as small as a grain of wheat; de
stroys its happiness for this life, and 
unfits it for the enjoyment of that home 
.of the soul in the sweet by and by, the 
elyslan dream of every genuine Spirit
ualist, and of every so-called Spirit
ualist as well.
- THESE TWO
mortal foes of the human race—Indif
ference and Jealousy—must be weeded 
out of the garden of our future pros
perity: not merely crippled with the 
scythe of organic regulation in the en
forcement of constitutional power. Or
ganization, however, in its place, is the 
great essential factor which is to win 
for us material success, and place us 
ultimately on a basis of financial In
dependence of our present masters, the 
great monopolies, which to-day' are 
robbing us at will. But the two foes I 
bave named must be dug put, root and 
branch, from the constitution of each 
individual,.by the.power of self-discl- 
pllne.. Each one must do it for himself. 
Another cannot do It for him. , 

“Greater is he that ruleth his own 
spirit, than he that taketh a city.” Pût 
this proverb in one end of the scales of 
thought value, and all other proverbs 
combined (bearing upon development of 
character) in the other, end of the saihe 
scales, and this one will outweigh them 
all. Herein lies the foundation upon 
which alone the superstructure of per
fect character can ever be built

Yours forAhe speedy triumph of right.
. THOMAS H. B. COTTON.

• San Francisco, Cal. .

“THE UNKNOWN”
BY &

GftMtLLE FLAMMARION,
„¿Th9.JJn.UnoJvn” seated a marked 
sensation in France when first pub
I shed and can scarcely fail to arouse 
the greatest interest in this country. It 
Is anemlnenLscleutlst’s study of the 
phenomena ot the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical

cites many riiviB, premonitory areanis and dlvina- 
chauter« nMUithhntu“tei1 lnsta?c®8' andjjon of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 
cbapteis of his book are as weirdly fas-Abound. Price $2.0.0. 1 e “

For Sale at the Office of The Progressive Thinker. ’

elnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe’« 
tales. It treats on Incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of' 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychic 
lre?ms' d!st,n# sight in dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and dlvina-

ÌK
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DE/VTft DEFEATED
OR—

Tie Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
By J. M. PEEBLES. M. D., M. A., Ph. D,

It certainly is just what is needed as here alwnvs Hiav i. . a book of good suggestions and lastruc Hve .TgbJ^d enjoy°ue 
tipns a long the Une of health. He longs to them This is undnntAai! %e' 
treats the subject in his own matter-of- most useful hnnk- ‘J19
fact style. The book comprises a prac- Doctoi“ha eve? nubUshPde»8 . 
tlcal subject handled In*  a practical at the rao or rau^eTdlLse‘an^ 
manner by a practical man. Even If hew to avoid it pip ™’ “d ielAs 
people do not wish or expect to live bound. Price, $1. For sale at this office

Three Remarkable Books !
“The Divine Pedigree of Man.”
“The Law of Psychic Phenomena.”
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future.”

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the 
Testimony of Evolution and Psychology 
to the Fatherhood of God. By Thom
son Jay Hudson, LL. D. This is a most 
remarkable "work, demonstrating the 
existence of the Soul and Future Life.

It is sclentiflc throughout. Price $150 
Dr. Hudson’s work on “The Law of 
Psychic Phenomena,” Is also valuable. 
1 rice, $1.50. His "Sclentiflc Demon
stration of the Future Life" should be 
read by all. Price $1.50. For sale at 
this office.

LIFE. BEYOND DE/VTH-
Being a Review of

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
. tion of Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact'.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo, Cloth, »42 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held in 
the past concerning life beyond death, 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other
worldliness” which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume Includes a consideration of the 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences in this line. Dr. 'Savage

bolds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least some 
well authenticated communications 
from persons In the other life. The 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas-Ethnlc Bellefs-The 
Old 1 estament and Immortallty-Paul’s 
Doctrine ot Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortallty-The Other 
5 '?!’'? Lnd tho Ulddle Ages-Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reactlon-Tha 
Spiritualistic Reactlon-The Worlds 
Condition and Needs as to Belief In Im
mortality-Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions.

For Sale at this Office. Price 81.50. Postag-e 10c.

OUR BIBLE:
WHO WROTE IT? WHEN? WHERE? HOW?

Is It Infallible?
A Voice from the Higher Criticism.

A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.
BY MOSES HULL.

4. M,a“ of the Higher Criticism and an analysis of
the Bible from that standpoint. Of special value and interest to Spirit
ualiste. For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

"THE LANGUAGE OF THE STARS.’
A Primary Course of Lessons in Celestial Dynamics.

BY THE AUTHOR OF «»THIS LIGHT OF EGYPT.

, This important primaiy work is the first practical exposition of the 
Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in their relation to man—that has yet been 
issued by the American press.*  It contains fourteen special lessons em
bracing each department of human life, in such plain, simple language that a- 
child can understand the elementary principles laid down. And in addition 
to these lessons is an Appendix, containing a full explanation of all technical! 
and sdentific terms in general use upon the subject, thus forming a brief ye« 
practical Astro Dictionary. This Work is illustrated with special plates. ’ ’’

For Sale at This Office. Price. Fifty Cents.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART II. Wnimn; a Lecture Delivered to 
/□dsM. KInn.'Propluu ,na Aportle». Comment» A M«UVerea 10.

onthsOldanaNeirTeiwnenta, front Jo»hn*toBer-  
el»tlqn. The comment» we keen, bright, cplcr. fun 
ot vrIt, the work ot radical thinkers, who are not 
Ignorant of the higher critic!»». Thereto sot*  duU gage. Paper, 50e. - . ~

; ladies Only. ,
By Mr». Dr. .Hraburt Ön tita preient »tata» of 

wpmanjliyBlMUy. taentany, morally and »ptrltually. 
Th» dima lair ot tn» hatwonlal marrlazo, etc. ítíC#| IOC» ... . • ■ .

“Death Defeated; or thd.-Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.!’ By J. M, 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. Dr Price »1. 
For sale at this office. -

E are trying our best to estab
lish libraries In every Spirit
ualist. family of the United 
States, hence we arè offering 
Seven valuable “ books as a 
premium. Those seven books 
have been sold- for $10.75. A

single one has sold as high as $25. The 
first edition of Art Magic sold for $5 per 
copy. As lilgh as $15 has been paid for 
a single copy of Ghost Land; yet we 
furnish these seven books to our sub
scribers for $2.35, when ordered in con
nection with a year’s subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker. Bead our 
eremlum annouuceaeni cftwtullt« b\ ;

Bibleand Church Degrade Woman 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprise» tbreO csiaya 
©a The Effect of Woman Suffrage on QoeatloM ot 
uoralaandBellgton. Prlco 10cent». ForaaloaCthb office. ; •

The Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing. >

A course of »even practical lessons. By W*  J, 
ColrlUo. Limp cloth, bqc. *

FORCE AND MATTER.
Ludwig Batchaer. Aotlebrateaboofc Cinta.«

THE FOUNTAIN OF/LIFE
Or Th« Three-fold Tower of Sex. By ibis WdsbrooV. ar. Price, Keanu. ForiifoactMgcKty,

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
• Versus Black. '

By Alwyn M. Thurber, Occult pbtloiopby clothed 
ta »tory form; *1m»  to give a better undor»t»n41ug ot 
magic, black and white. 8S0 largo page». Cloth, 11.35.

MYTH AND MIRACLE. PROGRESSION,
OrHow a Spirit Adrano*»  ta Bplrttllts. Th« «rol»
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TO C/VMP-MEETING GOERS

MRS. FOX.Hartford, Conn.

CLUBS

, PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

TALMÄGEÄN INANITIES. I ' IBustrated.
of Butler,. Mich. M. D. KING.

The Other World and This.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.

B. F. POOLE & CO.dress

THE RELATION
the M«terUl.U»W»m¡-—ffttro

a-

only desires those who are sick to 
member that for over twenty years

ie
lle

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per Une. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Myself cured, I will gladly Inform any one addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
OT Cocaine, of a never-failing harmless Home Cure. 
Mas. M. E. Baldwin. P. O. Box 1212, Chicago, I1L,

Sequel to The Strike of a Sex. ByGeorfo N. Millar. 
Paper, 25 centi. For aale at this office.

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

MRS. MAGGIE WHITE
Reading by mall. 41.06. Business advice a specialty. 

804 8. Crouse avc., Syracuse, N. Y. • 556tf

Incongruities, Inconsistencies 
and Blasphemies. .

A review of Rev. T. DeWitt anil Rev. Frank De
Witt Talmage', oft-repeated attacks upon Spiritual- 
l,m. By Mobc, Hull. For aale at thia office. Price 
lOccnts. . ’ ' ' -

. '.-I

- In tbt« volume the author, In the thirty-nine 
chapters, dlieueeee a wide variety of ..object, per. 
talntng to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stu>& 
point. Site evinces the powers of a trained thinker,, 
both In matter of thought and One literary style, ahd 
capability °t thought erpresilon. ' The mbjccu are 
well-handled wlth'conolsencsaand yet with .cleameia. 
It will prore a H»« addition to any eplrltnaltit’s 
library, and a most excellent book for Shy one seek* 
Ing Information concerning Bplttta&Uan sad Ite Mds. 
*”«*• . —

Mrs. E. Casper, 215 University ave
nue S. E., Minneapolis, Minn, writes: 
“I-rCcelved your ever kind and welcome 
letter, aud think your diagnose was 
.very correct.”

Reed City .anltarium and Private 
Hospital. A. B.Spinney, M. D., Prop. 
Staff of eight consulting physicians and surgeons] pro- 
toBriobmnurses,steainlieat, electric light, CUeupest 
sanltarluua for the accommodations in the world. 
Board, medical attendance, nursing, baths, massage 
electrical treatment all tor $10 A WEEK, Cases 
diagnosed free and treated nt a distance by correspon* 
denue. Prices reasonable. Send your name and ad
dress with stamp to BEkD CITY SANITARIUM, 
_ Reed City» Michigan.

A Few Words About the Devil,' 
. And Other Essays.

By CbtrleB Brtdltugh. With the story of hit life 
as told byhlmielf, ana the history of hli parliamea* 
tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, 50c. .

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. 'Loucka, the only psychic wander living, 

that UEas the aplrltuul X-ray without any lendldk 
symptom to direct, and locates all Internal dlieaiea 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lott vigor ot both aexes aucccaalully treated, aa hun
dreds can teatlfy. Send name, age, aex, complexion 
and ten centa In stumps, and receive a correct diagno
sis ot your case tree, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L, LOUCKS,
Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Masa,

Clialloner Worm Powders
Effectually destroy any living thine In the human 
alimentary canal and stomach. 624 Sedgwick st., 
Chicago, III. 557

OR. J. S, LOKS
For thirty year« lias treated and cured the Fick la all 
parts of the United States and Canada. Thousands 
nave been cured after being given up to die. Ills 
psychic powers arc unequuled, as his cures prove. 
Talk doesn’t prove anything. Facts are proof. He 
also cures disease! of men, such as loss of manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous eabaustlos, -%e!id 
name, age, sex,.lock of hair, G cts in stamps, for a ill- 
agnosia. Address,, . - .

-DB. J® S. LOUCKS, M, D.,
85'Warren st, Stoneham, Mass.

See the unsolicited testimonials of cures that tell a 
true story that needs no inure proof. Judge n physi
cian only by what curcb ho makes, not by what he 
may say» . ‘

IUveiihead, H. Y.—Dr. j. s. Loucks-Dear Sir:* 
After ten months of severe suffering from excessive 
irritation of the stomach, bowels and bladder, and 
other complications, unable to eat except a raw egg, 
followed by great distress. In the last stage of dys
pepsia, I was'advised to try a clairvoyant and sent to 
you a lock of hair. You described the case perfectly. 
On taking the pleasant remedies I began immediately 
to pick up and can now eat a hearty meal and attend 
to bubluess. It Is considered a wonderful cure.

A cheaper aud simpler ACADEMIC COURSE has 
been established fur those who do not wish to take 
the more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 
new aud IcnuUiul methods of Nature, which are 
powerful to heal and upbuild. Address E. D. BAB
BITT, M.D„LL.D.. Deau, 58 North Third Bt-.Ban 
Jose, California. ■ 555

G. D. YouDge, of Whnor, Ore., who Is a Fellow of the Royal College of Fbyilclans, says:—“I consider it 
my sacred duty to extend to you my heartiest thanks for the perfect cure yaur-medlclnes and advice have 
effected in my case. I was very skeptical when I began the use of. your medicines .and treatment, but I am 
free tx>-say that I now have a confirmed belief In thely almost miraculous efficacy.' Three months ago I bore 
about iny body the hideous spectacle of my disease. Now I am a mentally and. physically robust man." '

Mrs, Lydia Mason, of Boyd, Oregon, who bad not walked without crutches for a long time, after a few 
weeks of eur treatment says:—“I can now walk without my crutches for ilmost half a day, I am gaining 
rapidly and expect joapon be In perfect bcaltti again.” <

Mabe) Keyes, of* jfpQ. Creek, S, D., who bad suffered for a long time fromeexema, says:—“The rough- 
nesi of the skin has ¡entirely disappeared. I am very thankful Indeed tor the great good you have done me. 
I talked with our family physician ami he thinks mycure Is remarkable.. I doctored wltb hlni before I 
cajled on you and he said uo did not think there was any help for me and he Is one of the best doctors around 
here.” , , r

Address Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich MAGNETISM.
Diseases cured by Magnetism, without use of medi

cines. at patient's homes. Bundays aud eyeuliiL's. 
MT. H. BATES. 8724 Lake ave. 557

NEW DREAM BOOK.
4,000 Dream, aid their Interpretation-, price.- 25 

cents; sent by mall on receipt of price. In coin or 
sump». Addreea DR. R. GKRER, Maywood, 111, 550

Dear Sir:—Am getting very negligent 
about writing, but I expect it is because 
I am feeling so much better. Kindly 
yours. -T. F. CARTER.

Newport, R. I.

AN I NTEREST- 
lug (reudbe on

The H i a den 
Force» of

Blind and Life

« Price 25 cents. Clr- 
. eiUars free. URIEL 
। BUCHANAN, Dept.

P. T. Box 21u, Chi
cago. III. 557

YOl'B L-IFli AND DiiSTI^Y KEVEALED 
BY TRE STABS,

. F. F. NEITZEL,
“Prophetic Seer,” Scientific and 

Psychic Astrologer.
Bead 30. cents (three dimes) and Dale of your Dlr h, 
for a abort reading, with prospects of the coming 
year. Full readings il.oo Address
F. F. NEITZJUL, llox t>MS, Spokane, Wa.H-

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
lain. -

. De.«r friends, yoa can greatly help me care for my 
blind aUter, Jennie L. Webb, one ot the earliest me
diums now in.the form, by writing a letter to a spirit 
friend. Bend it to me wlthgl, and I will try and get 
reply by independent writing or whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford, Mass. 531tf

A JANE, PSYCHOLOGIST AND ASTROLOGER.
• Trial reading, 10 cents and stamp. By mail only. 

Give date of birth. 52 So. Broadway, Aurora, III. 659

1 By Wation Heston. Trice» boards, fl; cloth, ÚSk 
Heston is Inimitable. ■ . .

Children’s Progressive Lyceum. 
- Amanùal, with dlrectibne for the- crginUatlon and 
management of Sunday ichooU. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Somethlnt indispensable. Pr. ce 50 centa.

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS,

Or Sox tn Religion, By Elba Burt Gamble. “It Is a 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at times curiously from statistics which might bo 
open to doubt; and never for a moment sensationaiur 
revolutionary.—Chicago Herald. 829 pages, largo 

- type, cloth bound. Price 12.25. For sale nt this office

’mediumship,
A chapter of, experiences, by « Mrs. Maria M. King. 

Price 10c.. Fdr sale at this office. ' .

HELIGION OF THE FUTUEET
BY S. WEIL. •

< Crate, M.B. Pap», »cent»,' . 1^,..
Alt (TlABt AAA ■ lARBt' . Moe. $1.50keenait, most powerful ana moit truly relurtoui • < •

Blade of the day. .It 1! particularly a work.which rrrm a orYVTwWrw» 1 T»TOHr»Trrflntf
should be put loco the Mu£b of thoeewho have freed | ZlUliASSENTS DISCOVERY.,
tbemielve! from the doftDM of orthodoxy tad from 
tho dogma»' of motemllitlo science, for It will 
Otreacthen the conviction of the free mud that mind 
and »on»«» ore not the whole of Ilf »

The chapter»reveal« new inetBM ii Myotic and 
Slritnai'iemrch. • They »how vivid tffamea of a 

spendow MtfeoaBoe that wtn M *

DR. 6. E. WATKINS, 
THE 

; NATURAL PHYSICIAN.
‘ The Physician can only be the servant 

pr handmaid of Nature in the cure of

Disease.
In reality we can dp nothing; we can 
only remove the offending cause while 

Nature
Performs the cure, and therefore we 
lay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician can do 
is to act as a .

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment is true, and believe that this meth
od is the right one, then write to-day to 

DR. 6. E. WATKINS. 
Sending age, sex and leading symptom. 
DR. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

The only way to find out who is the 
"Greatest Psychic Physician living’’ Is 
to read what their patients say.

DR. C. E. WATKINS.
never claim? that be is the greatest phy
sician living, or that he is the

GREATEST PSYCHIC.
He believes that there are hundreds of 
healers who are just as successful as 
he'is, and lie never yet has claimed that 

’ he is or was the best psychic, although 
twenty years before the public as the 
independent slate-writer with the rec
old of not one person who ever accused 
him of fraud, ought to make the public 
THINK when they compare bls claims 

■ to other so-called psychics.

DR. C. E. WATKINS

has been before the public as a psychic, 
-.and over twelve years as a physician, 

and'he never claims greater powers 
than others; but we believe he has a 
right to think lip has as grpat gifts as 
those, who claim so much. ''

. Kludly read the following '
TESTIMONIALS:

Dear Sir:—You diagnosed my case 
correctly, and I thank you for your kind 
attention. Yours respectfully,

Dear Doctor:—I am feeling so much 
better now that I do not think I need 
any more medicine. I feel very grate
ful to*  you for the benefit I have re
ceived from your treatment after suf
fering as much as I did from my com
plaints. I have recommended you to all 
who need medical assistance. Wishing 
you success, I remain, yours truly,

■ SIMON GELIS.
Torrington, Conn.

Dear Doctor Watkins:—Your very 
kind favor of the 6th is received. I 
-feel that the diagnose is very correct, 
and promise you right here and now 
that you shall treat my case as soon as 
I can remit you the money, which will 

' be in the near future. Earnestly thank
ing you for so much kind attention and 
pleasantly anticipating your profes
sional services, I am, yours fraternally, 

WALLACE MERRILL.
Acampo, Cal.

Dear Sir:—Your letter, also the tab
lets for my cold came all right. The 
medicine was very good, and within 
two days stopped my coughing, which 
had been very bad. I think you have 
done more for me than any doctor. I 
have bad, and hope you may continue 
to help me, so I may soon be able to go 
without taking medicine. Respectfully, 

BELLE SMITH.
No. Prospect St., Grand Rapids, Mich.

' Dear Doctor:—Inclosed you will find 
$5 in payment for the third month’s 

' treatment; I *am  much better, in fact 
. am getting along nicely now. With 

my best wishes I remain, respectfully, 
. . MRS. R: L. WOOD.
310 N. Bellinger St.,. Herkimer, N. Y.

Dear Sir:—Yours of the 7th inst re
, celved and I consider your diagnose of 

-v my.case exceedingly correct.- Yours, 
< truly. HENRY A SKINNER.

' College Place, Wash.

Book of the New Moral 
World."

i ‘ (Continued from No. 554.)
“After man shall have attained all the 

requisites to ensure the health, unity, 
knowledge, charity, kindness, and gen
eral prosperity of bls race, seeing or 
knowing that all that man can do for 
man has been done over the extent of 
the globe, his mind will be expanded, 
his sympathies will be increased, his 
knowledge of nature will be enlarged, 
and his desire to promote happiness will 
be unlimited as long as means shall of
fer to add to it all that have life or con
scious sensation.
. “Man will not then wantonly destroy 
the life of any animal, or give unneces
sary pain to any conscious being that 
nature has produced by her, at present, 
mysterious means, and for her, at pres, 
ent, mysterious purposes.

“By the previous appliances explained 
in this book, man must become intelli
gent, charitable, and kind to man; and 
when lie shall have been made intelli
gent, charitable and kind to all of Ills 
own species, he will become truly good, 
and he will not merely ardently desire 
to remove pain and suffering from all 
that have life, but he will earnestly ex
ert himself to secure for alb animal cre
ation as much enjoyment as his exist
ence and this will at the same time ad
mit.
. “Man does not . yet know how much 
his ill-formed habits contribute to cre
ate animal misery and produce suffer
ings to beings as sensitive to pain as 
himself, or in some cases, perhaps, 
more so, while In others it may be less. 
He-’has been trained In principles and 
practices which have made him cruel to 
his own species and to the animal cre
ation generally. To be made rational 
he will be trained in principles and 
practices so different that he will be al
ways kind and charitable to his own 
species, and, so far as is consistent with 
the progress and well-being of the hu
man race, to all that has conscious ex
istence. His desire will be made to be 
to withdraw the causes of misery from 
all that is conscious of pain, and to be 
an active agent upon earth to produce 
the most happlnes to all that have life.

“A rational being can neyer have 
pleasure in seeing or knowing that any 
other being is unhappy, and much less 
can such a being be a willing agent to 
eijuse the misery. Nor can man, wblie 
he knows there is pain experienced 
which he can remove or assist In re
moving, or pleasure unenjoyed which 
he cun give or assist in giving, ever en
joy the full extent of the pleasureable 
sensations which he is capable of re
ceiving. Man has been expeelnlly 
formed with powers, when he sjuill be 
made rational, capable of giving and re
ceiving, on a most extended scale, com
pared with his present position and 
proceedings, a high degree of happiness 
and enjoyment to his own and to other 
species; as in lils irrational state of ex
istence he has been equally well adapt
ed to create and inflict misery on his 
own and other species.

“The difference between man being 
an active agent to produce misery oi‘ to 
produce happiness, is the difference be
tween a most inferior and a most supe
rior being, or, In the language of super
stition, between a terrestrial demon 
and pn angel.

* “As soon as man shall be made ration-, 
al, lils pleasures, his happiness, bls 
highest and most exquisite enjoyments, 
will arise from his active agency to pro
duce, happiness upon earth, not only 
without considering' of what class, sect, 
or party, country,' or color, his own spe
cies may be, but without considering of 
what species the living existences may 
be, so that the greatest amount of 
earthly enjoyment may be obtained for 
all that have life,

"To effect this result, high intelli
gence and sound judgment will be re
quired, as well as a spirit of universal 
benevolence. But the training and edu
cation to accomplish all that can be ex
pected upon our globe will be secured to 
all by the superior acquirements and 
rational minds that will be given to ev
ery infant from birth. ‘There shall be 
none to hurt or destroy throughout the 
whole earth.’

“And assuredly man cannot enjoy the 
full extent of the happiness of which 
human nature is susceptible, until he 
shall be so trained, educated, and 
placed, that he shall both beslre, and be 
actively engaged In promoting the hap: 
piness of all that have life.”

(To be continued.)
C. H. MATHEWS.

New Philadelphia, O. '

Note.—To those persons who have ex
pressed a desire to obtain a copy of this 
book, I will remark, that it was printed 
55 years ago and given to. an unappre
ciative world; and, so far as I know, 
not another copy is in existence.

C. H. M.

Passed to higher life, from her home 
at Matteson, Mich., Feb, 3, 1900, Mrs. 
'Cellnda Cushman, aged 85 years. The 
funeral services were conducted by the 
Congregational minister of Matteson, 
and Mrs. Emily D. King, of Butler. 
Mrs. Cushman has. been a Spiritualist 
for many years. She was a. medium,: 
and has written many beautiful poems.

. . MYRTLE D. KINO..

Passed to higher life, from her .home 
at Jonesville, Mich., June 19, 1900, Mrs. 
Electa Culver, aged 76 years. The de
ceased hns been,an avowed Spiritualist, 
for many years, . The funeral 'services 
were conducted by Mrs. Emily D. King,

Dr. Peebles' Wonderful Cures Haue 
Made His Name Famous the 

■ ■ World Over.
Read >1 is Generous Offer to 

the Sick. ■

fTUlERE Ib probably no phyatclau or bcaler llviug who is
J. curing more caeeo of Chronic aud obstinate dlaeusa-' 
than Ut Dr. Peeblei. During an experience of over fifty . 
years this Tit UH AND GREAT HEALER ?ba9 ' 
cured tliouaanda of those who bad been pronounced "ln: 
curable" by the beat local physicians. Mrs. AlfonioBuck, 
ot Mechanicsville, 0.,'says: "It is now about three 
months since 1 began your treatment aud I am happy to 
say that I am. free from those dreadful pains auautvvo 
irained 15 pounds ami am still gaining rapidly. My doc-' 
tor had given me up us ‘incurable?1 Being sure ttiat I 
owe my life to your skill I most cheerfully aud heartily 
recommend you to all those In search of health.'’ Mha 
Maggie Polson, of Guthrie, Oklahoma, says: ' Dlx mouths 
ago I suffered wltb tcralUlc headaches, heart trouble and ' 
female weakness. My friends despaired of my lire and I 
was so weak I could do nothing, Now Inin well, strong 
and hearty, lean never forget the good you have done 
me." ■ . -

Erofesaors, x>r clergymen. Hudson.Tuttle.the well- 
uown author.-calls this college "Au Institute-of 
refined therapeutics, which Is fast becoming of world’-' 

-Ide fame, and attracting students from many conn*  
.Jos. It builds on es;act science, aud Includes the 
magnetic, electric, chemical, solar, and spiritual 
forces which underlie everything. Its course dan be 
taken at.Uome, and a diploma conferring ths title of 
D. M. (Doctor, of Magnetics) grunted.” Bend stamp 
for catalogue. - •

Who is so widely known as one of the 
many

SPIRITUAL H-EALERS,
. SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
■ Will Diagnose Your Case

; REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, .full name, ■ three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address. ■

SEND TO

Mrs, Dr, Dohson-Barker,
Box 132. BAN JOSE, CAL.

n

. TESTIMONIAL. •

B. F. Poole:— "
43 Evanston Ave., Chicago,. Hl.:

Your melted pebble spectacles ' are 
wpndèrful I can see'to thread a fine 
needle and can read with comfort, and 
my eyes are getting stronger. Your 
clairvoyant system of- fitting' is perfec- 

■ tlon. I am, your friend, ■ ■
. .MRS. L. E. MARTIN.

Blairsville, Pii. ■ ; . .

For tèli cents wé will send by malli'n 
\ 4-oz package of my Magnetlzed Com
; poim'di,-''fbr‘sote òr -weàk èy'ég. Oncé 

used you will not be without It, Ad-

43- Evanston a venue,. Chicago, 111,?.
"Human Culture arid Cure. ; Part 

- First The- Philosophy of Cure. (lA-“ 
eluding Methods and Instruments).' 

-. By E.- D. ' Babbitt, M.-D..-LL. D. A 
very Instructive arid valuable work. It 

. should have a wide ciiCulatlori, as It 
: well fulfill» the promise of- its • title. 

“ dfflbe.;. Price 75-, cent*.

On thé 14th Inst., the infant. child. 
. Emma, daughter, of Dr. E. I. Jacobson, 
2G54 Eberly avenue, Chicago, passed to 
spirit life, ■whither her mother had gone 
only three months previously.- As on 
the previous “occasion,Mrs. M. Sum
mers conducted the public services. 
Many children present.tenderlÿ strewed 
evergreens upoh thé casket,. In token of 
their sorrow. Tlieiemalhs were laid.at 
rest in Forest Home cemetery.

. .. . . . . ,E. SUMMERS.
“The Gospel"of Buddha, According to 

Old ■ Records." Told by Paul Carns. 
This book ls heartily commended to stu- 

•dents of the science of religions, and to 
all Who would gain a ¡fair conception of 
Buddhism In Its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist 'or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price ,$T. For sale at this office.’

’’■The Priest, the Woman-and the Con
fessional.”' This book,' by the well 
known Father Chinlquy, reveals the dé-

- , J. M. PEEBLES, A. M., M. D„ PH.D:
Remember that Dr. Peebles does not heal by Christian Science, Hypnotism 

or any other “ism” but employs MILD and POTENT medicines, combined with 
his PSYCHIC POWERS. These Psychic treatments are the greatest power 
known for relieving pain and suffering and curing, disease. One of his patients 
recently said, ‘these treatments seem as a breath of higher life. ¡It seems as if 
they alone would altrost raise the dead.” Besides being the greatest Psychic 
Physician livingjie is an authority in Europe and America on Psychic Phenome« 
na and the Psychic Science, He has written an essay “The Psychic Science in 
the Cure of Disease,” which he will send free to any. sufferer asking for it. The 
Doctor’s diagnoses are equa’ly. as astonishing as his cures. His Psychic Gifts en*  
able him to accurately locate the diseased and weakened tissues, thus he never 
has to experiment for weeks to discover the real trouble. No disease is really 
incurable if perfectly understood, for every effect or diseased condition has its 
cause, and if this,is seen and removed by the aid of natural forces, health will be 
restored. What is your condition and its cause? It is within your power to knowi 
No two cases are exactly alike so do not spend precious time in taking patent 
medicines which are prepared a 1‘text-book” case, or risk your life in the hands 
of a physician who does not understand your condition. Write to-day for a FREE 
DIAGNOSIS and special advice In your case., This will cost you nothing. The 
Doctor will also send you his essay on this wonderful science and other valuable 
literature FREE. Thousands of so-eaned* “incurable” cases are cured by this 
method. So do not-despalr, if your physician has failed to cure you. Just write 
the doctor a plain, truthful letter, giving him your name, age, sex and leading 
symptom, in your own handwriting and receive a complete diagnosis of your case 
by return mail. - r

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings In 
Chicago.

Mr. and Mrs. Perkins’ spiritual meet
ings, 40 E. Randolph street, Handel 
Hall, Fourth .floor, Sunday evening, 
7:45. Wednesday evening, 075 Larra
bee street, corner Garfield avenue.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V, Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 -Randolph street. Services at 
2:80 and 7:30 d. m.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the . 
month, beginning’ afternoons at, three 
o'clock. The ladies bring refreshments; 
supper served at six o'clock. Evening 
jsession commences at a quarter to 
eight Questions invited from the au
dience, and answered by the guides of 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton. Always an interest
ing programme. All are welcome.

Church of the Spirit Communion 
will hold meetings In Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. m., conference and tests; 
8 p. m.,lecture by J. K. Hallowell; tests' 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are in
vited. Good music and seats free,

There will be a Spiritual meeting at 
2:30 each Sunday, at Smith Hall, Wis
consin and Larrabee streets. German 
and English speaking by Mrs. W. Hil
bert and Mr. Bernhart.

Spiritualistic services will be held ev
ery Sunday afternoon at 2:45 p. m., 
1453 N. Springfield avenue. Tests at 
4 o'clock prompt. Win. Fitch Ruffle,- 
medium. ’ :

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holQs 
regular meetings at . Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 and 296 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests in telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor.

The Gross Park Spiritual Society 
meets at 1785 N. Hoyne avenue, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock.

The South Chicago True Spiritualist 
Society meets^very Sunday evening at 
7:30 at 8927 Exchange avenue, instead 
of Eigenman’s Hall.

The Englewood Spiritual Union So
ciety meets every‘Sunday at Forbes’ 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought and medi
ums of note in charge. •

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey. .

Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Bunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock. -,

The Chicago Liberal Society is a noh- 
sectarian association for the encourage
ment of morality, the promotion of edu
cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and the inculcation 
of truth in the place and stead of error 
and superstition.. The Temple services 
of the society are held every Sunday 
morning at 11 o'clock in- Corinthian 
Hall,; Masonic Temple, 17th; floor, and 
are in charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
Y ou are cordially invlted: to attend the 
■same.'; ,■• ■ . '■ ; ", ’ • —- '

The Avenue Spiritualists Society wllL 
meet at 2979 Wabash -avenue, corner 
30th street, every Sunday äfternoon at 
2:45 o’clock. Harry J. Moore', pastor.

"The Bridge Btgween Two Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judsbn. This book is ded
icated t(> ijll. earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing, their physical and their 
psychical bodies ita’lth universal nature 
and their souls vtdtb the higher intelli
gences, to come Into closer connection 
with the purer «ealms of the spirit 
world. It is written In the sweet spirit
ual tone thatichuracterlzes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary .¡works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper,*  75 cants. For sale at this 
office.

"Prlnelplesiof Light and Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt] Ml D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a toaster mind, and one 
whom ■ Spiritualists, should delight to 
honor. > The jfesutt of years of dedp 
thought andupaRent research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale at thia office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with It.

Bend in notice of meetings „held on 
Sunday at public hall*.  y .

Bear in mind that only meetings held 
in public halls will be announced'under 
the above head. We have not space to 
keep standing' notices of meetlngsrheld 
at private residences. ; i "

GLUMES I, 2 and 3 of the Ency-. 
pedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, -Art Magic, Ghost 
Land, The ; Next World Inter
viewed, and the Occult- Life of 

1. Jesus. (including, the .'Hull-Covert 
1 Debate) -.constitute- our-, premium 

list. Those seven, books have been ou

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

Kind Dr. Loucks:—Mrs. Eckhart wished me to 
write you that she was gaining lb strength rapidly. 
She grew better immediately after receiving your 
remedies. As for myself, I think I am getting along 
well.' 1 expect to grow strong mentally as well as 
physically, as time goes on. When I first wrote you 
I Was a physical wreck, aud suffering the most’In
tense pains frum various chronic diseases of many 
years’ standing, I was so bad that Ilfajiad become a 
burden to me; but your magnetic remedies did good 
work, and I grew better from the first application, 
aud after one month's treatment from you, 1 bad 
gained ten pdunds more in flesh, aud the change In 
my general appearance was so great that It was a 
matter of remark among iny friends. And I will say 
that I had employed the best medical aid I could get 
here, but they gave mo no relief whatever, ana I 
was growing worse under their treatment, and 1 have, 
no doubt that It I could .not have received your aid 
I would not to-day be In the Iqpd of mortals. I con
sider your magnetic remedies a dead shot. Toucan 
make such use of this letter as you choose. It may 
be of benefit to some suffering mortal. Most sin
cerely yours, John W. Lyon.

Decatur, 111., Lock Box *226.

Dr. J. 8. Loucks—Dear Sir;— I feel encouraged to 
send for treatment fur my daughter- as 1 met a Mrs. 
Allen W. Lamb, of (garland, N. 0. She told me that 
you cured her after five other doctors tried and 
failed, and gave u p her .case as I ncurablc.

Obsession Cured.
Special Attention Given to

Nervous Ailments.
Astonishing Cures of Disease, 

Physical and Mental, 
Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice, by mall, 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.
firi have never known a more oompetent, reliable 

and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than Ohu. 
waiter Lynn. Job. Rooks BuchanaH.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
Oakland, Call.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cure» all form» of stomach, liver and kidney disease; 
alsocoiiMlpaiion. Aaurecure for that tired, wurn-out 
feeling. GuuiHiitced to ut»>i»t h oar ostein to LealtU 
with pui'p, rich blood. Sufficient tiuuutlly for ond 
month »ent for ei.OD.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for eora 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been Used aud praised by 
thousands lu all ¡.arla ut the world. Sent for 60 cent», 
or all three sent postpaid fur ei.iKi, wit*.  Yarma'l 
photo and Instructions huw to live 10J years.

Melted Tebble Spectacles
Restore lost virion. Write for II lust rated Circular! 

showing styles mid prices ami phuio of Spirit Varma, 
Who developed this dalrvuyaul power in me. I CAM 
adjust iny Melted Pebble Spectacles aa perfectly td 
your eyes In your own home at- It you were in m/ 
office, as thousandi can testify. Scutl Kiiiiupfor photo. 
B. F. POOLE & CO., 43 Evanston ar., Chicago, II).

YOUB. FUTURE AHrotigcr'wALBpKK
87 Opera House Block, Denver, Col. From 11.00.

&

And Spiritualists Generally Who Take no Spiritual 
ist Papers, Greeting:

$2— TRUMPETS-$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS tn two and three sec 

tionsSO In. high—magnetized when desired—Vi on rat 
celpt of price. Address WM. A. MURRAY, 508 E. 2nd
ßt„ Nçwport, Ky. 584

Geo. F. Perkins, Emaline Perkins, 
Platform and Private Tent Mediums, 8358 Cottage 
Grove avt-, flat 14,Chicago. Circles Friday. Reading!
daily. 539tf ■

sale, costing the buyer in the aggregate, 
$10.75. We, after paying the. postage 
and expense, of mailing, realize only 
$1.50 for the seven—far less than cost 
to us. We desire to form the nucleus 
Of a library in every ■Spiritualist home, 
hence ibis remarkable offer. By suit 
scribing for -The Progressive Thinker, 
you thenTiave the privilege of purchas-

grading; impure influences and results 
of .the Romish confessional, as proved, 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
rives. Price, by mail, $1.- For sale at 
thisofflee. ■ : •; ' -

’'Spiritual Songs for the Use-of Cir
cles, Canip-meenriga'arid Other Spirit
ualistic Gatheflngs." ■’By Mettle E. . , ________-7®^^ *-—~~>-
Huir*  For Bale:at;thlB’6|leei =®S4e Id Ling these hooks at, the prririiitiiri prices.' 
cents. _ * | See terms on another page,

I -We want ten thousand clubs 
I formed in every parf'of the 

United States, for which We 
present Inducements nev

I er before offered by any 
f Spiritualist paper. These 

clubs must consist of ten 
subscribers, and . each one 
will get Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death; or if 
they would prefer It, they 
can have the Next World In
terviewed. They can have 
their choice of the two. 
Each subscriber In order to
avail himself of this "offer TT 
must pay $1.15. The fifteen 
cents Is to pay expense of 
postage and mailing, and the 
books sent out are practical
ly a gift . They are not 
cheap affairs; they are nicely v 
and substantially bound jn 
cloth, neatly printed In elear 1 
type and are ornaments to f 
any center table. The con- < 
tents are indeed valuable, 1 
such as every .Spiritualist I - 
family should have. The ng- 
gregate prlee of these two 
books to the trade is $2.75.
To each of our club sub- I I 

0 scribers one of these books V
is a gift, and when they re- A 
celve the one of their choice, I 1 
they will be delighted with kJ- 
it, and will .wonder how we - ' 

can afford -t® d® so . much for them. 
The one whoj®ets up the club will be' 
entitled to The Progressive Thinker for 
one year, and-tVoL 3 of the Encyclope
dia of DeatUnand Life in, the Spirit 
Spirit World, find also the Next World 
Interviewed. ■ He will not only get The 
Progressive ?Dhliffier. for one year, but 
both books. ¡Helgets what is equiva
lent to $3.75, -ior .his trouble. There 
should be no diffisnlty whatever in get
ting up hundreds-iof clubs.

•. Volume 3 rot atlie Encyclopedia of 
Death, and. LdfaBn' the Spirit World 
Will not orilyi'interesLSplrituallsts, but 
church members avlll be attracted to it. 
The -Rev., M.&l. Savage, a leading lib
eral divine ofrfNqW York, leads off-with 
several of his Easterly productions, 
treating Death irfrom an advanced 
standpoint. He.8 followed by leading 
Spiritualists who- treat of Death in a 
philosophical and fascinating manner, 

The-Next World Interviewed Is also a 
very excellent work,. The plates of 
this book were donated to the office of 
The Progressive Thinker by Henry J. 
Horn. • It consists of; communications 
from the spirit Bide of. life from leading 
minds there"? Fifty-five communica
tions, are given by prominent person
ages, among them .Prince- Albert, Har
riet Martlheau, Judge Edmonds, Horace 
Greeley, Lord Lytton,. Fanny Fern, Dr. 
Livingstone and the Czar of Russia.

Now is the time to get up '

CLUBS.

If you are a. Spiritualist and read no Spirit
ualist .paper, then, of course, you cannot know 
what is going on in our movement. To you it 
is midnight darkness in that one respect, how
ever wise you may be in other directions. The 
Progressive Thinker, being, the largest Spiritual
ist paper published, combining cheapness and 
excellence, it will' be a splendid agent to keep 
you apprised of what is transpiring in the great 
Spiritualistic Cause. Thousands of Spiritualists 
who attend our camp meetings, take no Spirit
ualist paper. They will go there to have a spir
itual feast, and then return home to remain in 
utter- darkness and ignorance as to what is going 
on ’ i our ranks throughout the world. We ask 
this class particularly to subscribe for The Pro
gressive Thinker, and thus have their homes il
luminated throughout the year. .

We don’t believe that more than one Spirit
ualist in ten who visits the camp-meetings takes 
a: Spiritualist paper. We greatly desire to reach 
this class. We âre~sure The Progressive Think
er will be a benefit to them while they will be a 
benefit to us. The benefit derived will be re
ciprocal.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B, NEWCOMB,

Author of "AH'! Right with the World." Cloth 270- 
piges. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct siicccsawlth 
“Alfa Right with the World," which continue! in the 
front rank of the Metaphysical books th it are now so 
popular. The great number who have occn cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by th.a wise teacher whose words of help are doing bo 
much to cake the world better by making men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail“
lea simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called Ute. but grand In its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be In demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price 41.50. For sale al 
this office.

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. B] 
5Vm. and Elisabeth M. F. Denton. A marveloul 
work. Though concise as a text book ft is as fascia 
atlng as a work of fiction. The reader will be amazed 
to see the curious facta here combined In support oi 
this power of ths human mind, which will resolve ■ 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
as day. and throw light on all subjects now obscured 
by time. Price S1.50. Forsalcat this office.

In three volumes, cloth bound,tl.50 each.

The GhrlsiiS’^.' 
Question W. E^ (51eman,yj. 
Cpf f Iori 8. Love land, Hua son 
¿JubbluU Tuttle, Moses Hull, 
J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir
its say about It. By

J, M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Whether UI» book setllcs the question or not,U 

will be found eminently entertaining, and brings tej 
gather a mass of evidence to establish the historical 
character of Joins. A large volume, cloth, 11.25, Fai 
•ale at this office.

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will be found especially intereiting to 
who would desire to make a study of Rotaaninn and 
the Bible. The blatorlc facte itaUd, and Che keen, 
scathing review of Romiih ideas and jtacttoessboHia 
^readkyall Price,25c. Sold«thisoffiofr

WOMAN: FOUK OENTUEIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker’s-Inter» 
national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 1883. By 
Susan H. Wlxon. Price, Wo,

STARNOS.
' By Dr. Dell*  E. Ctrl,. A rosary of pearls, culled 
from the works of Andrew Jackson Darla. Intended 
tor the light and solace of every sorrowing and 
Itrlcken heart. Price SO cente. For sale at thia office.

STRIKE OF A SEX, .
By George N. Miller, Peeling with the popnltUoi 
quciUoQ, Paper, 23 cents. For sale et this office. -

-IN THE-

PAST, PHESENT, AND FUTURE;
¿. POPULAR ACCOUNT Of

R&iulU of recent scientific rentreh regarding the 
origin, position and prospects of mankind. s

. From, tho German of . • -
DR. LUDWIG BÜCHNER,

Author of "Force and Vatter,“ Essay« on Nature anl 
Science»” •'Physiological Pictures," "BlxLeo- 
_ . tone onDarwln»”Kto.

‘The great myitcry of existence conrftu In perptfr 
al and uninterrupted change. Everything la fmmor*  

and tndcitrdctlble—the fmaliestworm as well m 
the mpit enormous of the celestial bodies,—the muA

■I

1;

grain or the water drop as well as the highest being tn 
creation, man and bl? thoughts. Ohly the forms In 
which being manifests lUelf are chaaglngi but Being 
itself remalnb eternally the same and imperishable 
When we die wo do not lose oureeires, but (mix otf 
personal consciousness. Ke lire on In Batura, .fn out 
rac\ In our-children, In pur deeds, in onr thought*-*«  
K »borL In the entire material and physical contrtbu- 
tb.. which, during our short personal existence, wt 
* furnlRhcd tnthc FubriBlenceOT mAAMnd abd ofLJSÍP,sShSP lari*  tarnished tn the suhaistence^fmaamdand ct 

-¿ature In general."—Buechner. . . .. j
~ , - • •■r:erol..i>oitBvp,*boiitBSOBatecW>h««l«tk,  »1.1

?■
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THE. RESÜRRE6TI0N In Darkest England
Illustrating the Grandeur of Philanthropic Work.CANADA..

BY GENERAL WILLIAM BOOTH.

of the sorrows and loneliness and mls-

■ night 
findingber of homeless women,

by 
an 
or-

It was pretty well known that there 
was a ‘‘Darkest England," the helpless 
and miserable condition of which made

a tem-

.............      - v or tue sorrows ano loneliness______  
It almost, if not altogether, ps deserv- cl.y wlileli these efforts have at least 
Ing of benevolent consideration as the SOft’ened, If they have not healed. In a 
"Darkest Africa," about which there London shelter the other night a num-

ft letto Do 6. w. Kates, Ghino a Spirit 
ual View ol tlie Subject.

Text: “God is not the God of the dead, 
but of the living.”—Matt. xxii:32. >

1 use tlie Gospels to-day in order to 
show that they teach much that is con
trary to the accepted Ideas regarding 
the resurrection of the dead. .

It is necessary to the people to-day 
that light be thrown upon the Scrip
tures for so many accept them without 
thinking, or accept the Interpretations 

- - of their ministers. ■ All interpretation 
of the Testaments is human—lienee ev
ery intelligent person has as much right 
to decide upon tlie meaning, as have the 
clergy. Scholars are learning what the 
theologians have covered and thus new 
truth is dawning. You may say that 
the Spiritualists do not care whether 
the ancient record is true or false; but 
I say we need to prove that the spirits’ 
teaching is sustained by the Bible, in 
order to reach the minds of them who 

. are controlled by the book. You may 
not accept What the Bible says, in or
der to believe that the dead are.resur
rected unto life, but many others do so 
believe and would accept the facts in 
proof if reconciled by the apostolic his
tory. To reach Bible worshipers, and 
thus liberate them from faith by add- 
jng knowledge is truly a necessary 
word. We must try to unfold humanity 

■ from the plane where we find it, _ln- 
- stead of upon the highest possible un- 

■ foldment. We teach progression in life 
as the mode of nature—nothing goes 

: quickly from the lower to the higher; 
all growth is accomplished by slow 
processes. We cannot force people 

. from ignorance, bigotry and intoler- 
■ ance Into knowledge, reason nnd liberal- 

jty. We should not hold meetings for 
Spiritualists alone, but for air possible 

■ people to hear what the spirits and rea
son have taught. We owe a duty to the 
public. If we have a truth it belongs 

’ not to us alone, but to the world. Let 
us meet people upon their planes of 
thought and endeavor to lead them to 
the higher truths, which are always 
provable and not the result of dogmatic 

- .teaching.
The Bible is not an infallible book so 

fnr as I can determine—it is to me only 
. u history written by men who could 

not possibly have, literally recorded, 
much has been interpolated and is In- 
Accurate—but, whether false or true, It 
stands as record Influencing human life 
and accepted by many millions of peo

- plc. We cannot pass it by With the as
. sertlon that it is not true, or is ineom- 
petent. It is not possible to prove it all 
erroneous—but parts in error destroy 
the value of the whole. I am criticised 
for using the Bible critically, and ac
cepting only what proves our claim for 
spirit life and communion. If it will 
not stand critical analysis, then it is far 
from infallible.
■ Every creed or sect based upon the 
Bible is sustained only by parts of the 
record—and contradicted in other.parts. 
Every theologian quotes what sustains 
the subject being considered. Most 
anything can be proven by the Bible. 
We do not accept Spiritualism because 
the Messianic and apostolic records sus
tain It—but we nre glad to have it so 
sustained. We do not misquote the 
Bible like many devotees do, nor 

. stretch a scene by the power of Ima
atlon, as Talmage lately did in de^drib- 
ing the appearance of Samuel, materlal- 
ized before Saul through the inedlum- 
ship of the woman of Endor. Literal 
quotation is good enough for us, be
cause it serves us so well. The Bible is 
full of Spiritualism—and the balance is 
a horrible history.

Being so recorded and accepted, let 
us take whatever comfort and help we 
can from its pages; and let us reject 

• what is bad or erroneous.
- To'-Bny Is the beginning of the week 
that commemorates the anniversary of 

-■■ scenes preceding the crucifixion. It is 
one week early to preach the annual 
sermon about “The Resurrection,” but 
1 want lo get ahead of the rest and to 
prepare you for the sermons of Easter 
Sunday. Talmage is likely to again 
tell of the day of judgment to come,

contemporaneous with him. Possibly he 
now lacks the earthly force to do so, 
having progressed into the higher spir
itual spheres after this long lapse of 
time. What folly, then, to look for the 
Lord’s coming! Without doubt Jesus 
taught a spiritual resurrection-: as he 
proclaimed bis mission to be to develop 
a spiritual kingdom. The ideas of 
death were with reference to a spiritual 
and not physical death—they were com
parative and not literal. The state
ment, “For as. in Adam all die, even so 
in Christ shall all be, made alive,” L 
Cor. 15:22, was probably Intended to 
convey a spiritual death by sin and re
newal of life by repentance and good 
works. ’ It certainly does not warrant 
the Idea of salvation-only by the vica
rious atonOment through .Jesus; for, 
Adam lived to develop and become wise 
and useful. Thus Adamic Ignorance 
dies and the Chrlst-llfe (light, truth and 
purity) Is ushered in. They are typical 
because they Illustrate the. jame plan 
and process for unfoldment. The state
ment evidently means the similarity 
and direct relationship of Adamic 
death and the Christ life. Remember 
that Christ is a condition and not a per
son. It is applied to Jesus as an attri
bute and title instead of as a proper 
name. It Is an attribute possible for 
all people. Thus we are beginning to 
see meanings that hitherto were not 
conveyed to our dull understanding. 
"And to them which sat in the region 
and shadow of death, light is sprung 
up,” (Matt. 4:16) applies to us to-day as 
well they of the olden time. They re
joiced In the “light" of truth with re
gard to death and the resurrection. The 
age was materialistic, and the Idea of 
heavenly bliss in the after-life came as 
joyful news to a people heavily bur
dened with earthly trials and miseries. 
The teaching of “that- wonderful elty” 
was specially inviting to the multitudes 
of over-burdened people. No wonder 
they gave life as a sacrifice to such ex
pectancy! But many would not then 
accept the truth even when demon
strated, as now in this materialistic era, 
they are like the Athenians: “And when 
they heard of the resurrection of the 
dead, some nfocked.” (Acts 17:32.)

We are told much about the impossi
bility of a personal resurrection in a 
spiritual embodiment. “Why should it 
be thought a thing incredible with you, 
that God should raise the dead?" 
(Paul to Agrippa, Acts 26:8). This ap
plies to-day as'well as then. We are 
considered by some to be.“fanatics” be
cause we teach, and, we think, prove an 
immediate resurrection. There Is no 
lying in the grave waiting for the 
Lord's coming. Nature knows no vac
uum, and never stops her work waiting 
for a future epoch; but always goes for
ward to achieve the best she can. 
There is never an absolute rest period 
for nature. She Is tireless! Progress
ive life Is the condition of futurity, and 
the predicate of all the primordial past

The day of resurrection is the day of 
physical death (dissolution only). How 
do we know} Be akyoyanee has

I would be called a blasphemer; but 
Paul said it, hence it is a gospel truth. 
It Is souSewhat opposed to the idea that 
through Jesus the Christ, there was 
brought to humanity the power of the 
resurrection.

Again: "Roi> if the dead rise not, then 
is not Christ raised; aud if Christ be not 
raised, your faith is vain.” That Jesus 
was raised from the dead was accepted 
by the people who believed the apos
tle’s say so; but Paul could not recon
cile |t unless all of the dead should rise.

“If in this life only we have hope 
in Christ,'we are of all men most mis
erable.” The comma after the word 
life is not in the book and it makes a 
vastly different reading. Who author
ized the punctuation? It makes a great 
difference in the rendering. With the 
comma there it makes a bad case for us 
if we have hope only in Ghrlst, May it 
not have been the apostle’s idea thatwe 
have also added evidence by spirit com
munion and by a knowledge of natural 
law? Who knows with what accent 
and punctuation the apostle uttered

the spirits of once mortal man we shall 
realize the spring solstice is .-indeed the 
fructifying season,' for -there was 
brought to us at this time,1 fifty-two 
years ago, the true knowledge with re
gard' to life, death and the resurrection.

on her, mad with rage at being mas
tered by these limbs of the law, and 
having no other way to manifest hey 
frenzy, she took the rags off her bafe 
bones, tore them in pieces and scattered 
them over the floor. Poor Betsy, for 
that was her name, however did sfie

Rev. Dr. Austin's Work for 
the Cause. ,

His Religious Belief All Wrong; but His Humanitarian' 
lam All Right.

jtroven IR ern mediums. (perhaps
hundreds of them) have seen ic birth

e spirit. The testimony of many 
is collateral and convincing; and they 
are present day witnesses.,. We do not 
need to be sure that some one or more 
long ago saw Jesus ascend into heaven. 
There are living witnesses of spirit
birth. A. J. Davis records such evi-

these remarkable words? If there were 
a comma after “only," the meaning 
would be vastly different; but would 
then only express Ignorance of the truth 
and not a positive affirmation of an idea 
or fact. Without the comma the sen
tence means about as I quote it with 
the above punctuation point. So It be
comes startlingly convincing that Paul 
had other proof than the resurrection of 
Jesus, aud it seems that bls sentiments 
prove he possessed evidence positive of 
spirit-life. He. further adds: "Fop since 
by man came death, by man came also 
the resurrection of the dead.” This 
clinches the argument and proves his 
meaning of the statement regarding- 
misery by hope in Christ only.

“The last enemy that shall be de
stroyed is death.” This seems to apply 
now, for death is yet held as an enemy. 
Our spirit friends are constantly try
ing to destroy our fear of death, and 
are telling of Its joys, beauty and be
neficence. “I protest ♦ ♦ ♦ Ldle dally." 
So do we. This is decidedly the evi
dence of matter—and the means of all 
growth from the molecule to the human 
ego.

“That which thou" sowest is not 
quickened, except it die.” This is sci
entifically, proven to be true. “There , is 
a natural body and there Is a spiritual 
body.” The spirit body is not “to be," 
but “is.” Upon that Spiritualism 
throws much light. We have discov
ered that spirit is the reality and mat
ter the expression. Thus our ‘ spirit 
bodies are in process of development. 
Our duality is well proven. And the 
self-hood is continually evolving a bet
ter body. We will not obtain a spirit
ual body ns a “gift," but by inheritance. 
Wo are creating it. We now have a 
spirit body.

“Wc are confident, I say. and. willing 
rather to be absent from the body, and 
to be present with the Lord,” (II. Cor. 
5:8). That shows how Paul knew the 
possibility of spirit projection, or leav
ing the body temporarily. We have 
considerable evidence of this fact occur
ring in our day and time. Hence it 
shows the dual self is true, and that the 
spirit self is a reality. “For we must 
all appear before the judgment sent of 
Christ; (not necessarily of Jesus, but of 
your own Chrlst-self) that every one 
may receive the things done in bis 
body, according to that he hath done, 
whether It be good or bad.” (II. Cor. 
5:10). . -

And that is Spiritualism as the spirits 
teach ft. It is the result of that resur
rection which all shall know. Be then 
careful to do such things as shall sure
ly bring good results to your souls. .

It Is commonly supposed that Jesus 
ascended bodily into heaven. The 
proof Is not to be found. The gospels 
do not supply positive information 
upon this subject. Two of the gospels,

You will be pleasecj to ]earn that dur
ing the past few months the cause of 
Spiritualism in Toronto, Can., and I 
might add all over the Province, has re
ceived such an Impetus that it will be 
difficult for those who are opposed to 
the movement to stem the rising tide 
that has set in its favor. Continuous 
meetings which have beep fairly well 
attended throughout have been kept up 
In two large halls, In 'different parts of 
the city. One of these, seating about 
four hundred people, has. been well 
filled nearly every Sunday .evening with 
earnest listeners, into whose minds 
seeds have been sown which will cause 
them, to think and eventually bear 
fruit for the cause of Spiritualism, if it 
is not apparent now, the Rev, Dr. Aus
tin having been instrumental in doing 
good work on that’line. . •

I presume the old tlffie Methodists lit
tle thought of the gobfl they were doing 
to the cause of Spiritualism when by 
their action in conference, about a year 
ago, they expelled from that body one 
of their ablest teachers tind professors, 
for preaching what ought to be con
sidered one of the most sublime truths 
that can be uttered, but- which they 
deemed to be “heresy.” Those creed
bound sectarians probably? had no'idea 
that by expelling Dr. Austin they were, 
aiding the cause of Spititualism by 
adding to its ranks such a scholarly and 
earnest worker as ho has proved to be; 
and the supporters of the movement 
must feel highly gratified with, the re
sult of his labors during the short time 
he lias been spreading the truth abroad 
among the people. Nor will the frantic 
efforts of the editor of thé "Christian 
Guardian,” the organ <?f Methodism in 
Canada, avail to prevent a spread of 
the knowledge of a life beyond the 
grave;' such as Spiritualism affords—by 
allowing the columns of thé Guardian 
to be used by a fakir medltim to expose 
Spiritualism with his. “experiences,” 
which was done reeqpüÿ in twx> Issues 
of that journal, and paid fof'.at.the rate 
of two dollars nnd a. half per column, 
wherein the writer altempted’td prove 
by Implication; If not jsxilllcitly stated, 
that all mediums were frauds, for he 
asserted that after ten years of in
vestigation he has yet. to meet with a 
genuine medium. Had the editor of thé 
Guardian taken the prefcaution he ought 
to have done to find out who the" cor

WHATEVER THE RELIGION PHI
LANTHROPIC ACTS ALWAYS 
STAND FOREMOST WITH THE 
ANGEL WORLD—A DIVINE LES
SON FOB SPIRITUALISTS TO 
CONSIDER.
When first announced, “The Darkest 

England Scheme” certainly made a 
mild sensation, says the Chicago Times- 

• Herald. It had not only the recommen
dation of being a somewhat novel de
parture from the prevailing methods of 
dealing with some of our social prob
lems, but jt promised some Utile relief 
to the conscience of the community on 
a subject which could not fall to trouble 
it whenever its attention was turned in 
that direction.

times, and proving that many of the 
helpless loafers of the great Cities can 
be made useful producers on the soil.

Over the gates of eVery one of these 
homes, elevators, labor factories and 
colonies, there might be written: “No 
man or woman need starve or beg, pau
perize or steal, or commit suicide. If 
willing to work, apply within. Here 
there is hope for all.”

APPRECIATED BY THE POOR.
It is all but impossible to estimate the 

extent to which this network of benevo
lent agencies, controlled by Godly and 
unselfish men and women, Is, day after 
da^ and night after night, alleviating 
the miseries of the poor. There are 
few, If any, reflections more calculated 
to give real consolation or afford me 
truer joys ns I turn my eyes to the ap
proaching horizon than the recollection

was a considerable amount of talk at 
the time. Such unfortunates as pau
pers, criminals, drunkards and other 
helpless slaves of vice were known to 
exist, but the announcement that some
thing like 8,000,000 of men and women 
were down in this horrible pit or were 
on the way thither created a genuine 
commotion in the public mind. And 
when in addition It was boldly affirmed 
that many of these "mlserables" might 
be assisted', nay, delivered from their 
wretched condition, and that without 
any great trouble or ruinous expense, 
the announcement was very agreeably 
received. Some who had hitherto hard
ly ever raised a han^ to help these per
ishing multitudes gave my proposals a 
hearty welcome and breathed a little 
more freely in consequence.
-. What then has been tho outcome of 
the experiment? How far has it realized 
my-own anticipations?-Hxiw .do we 
stand In the matter of practical applica
tion to the actual needs of .the chse?

FORTRESSES OF HOPE AND

I-
dence of personal sight.. Mrs. Kates is 
on this platform to-day and will verify 
my saying that she has seen the birth 
of a spirit man Immediately at the time 
of dissolution, or death. This flower is 
to have a birth in spirit realms. How 
do I know? By evidence of the fact. 
Proof can be brought, but I produce only 
one witness: Mrs. Kates is controlled 
by a certain spirit frequently who loves 
flowers; and "whenever the medium 
wears one when this spirit controls, the 
flower immediately withers. Is that 
only the result of magnetic contact with
the medium? I think not; because I

when the graves will give up the dead, 
and parts of bodies will, float through 
the air to join their natural parts, 
whilst the spirits flutter on Immortal 
wings ready to-pop into their old bod
ies, then to be rehabilitated. Out upon 
such ideas’of the cbild-life of humanity! 
A- physical resurrection is impossible, 
and every force and form in nature 
proves it so. Matter is indestructible. 
Earthly forms are destroyed, but spirit
ual forms are evolved. All matter pos
sesses spirit, hence such elements are 
liberated by the destroying processes of 
fire or decay, or any possible' mode.

Dogmatism buijds upon, assertions 
and not from facts.

Jesus said: “I am the resurrection and- 
the life.” (John 11:25) Does his saying 
po make jt so? Perhaps; he meant dif
ferently than the words In English con
vey to our understanding. Possibly in 
bis intent he used the personal pro
noun as many speakers do, in order to 
convey a universal -trutht. Thus he 
may haVé intended to say we are all 
the resurrection and the life.' At least, 
we think this to be a truth. Every per
son partakes of the life and the Resur
rection. Because of similar dogmatic 
statements, preached by Jesus, the 
apostles preached of a resurrection 
through him. • “

The apostles preached a physical-res
urrection of the faithful at their Lord’s 
coming, which they expected in their- 
time. See I. Thess, 4:14-18 and 5:23. 
Read also verses 15 to 22 in the. latter 
chapter and see What good acts are nec
essary for the expectant of the Lord's, 
coming. They are worthy of our ac
ceptance, and would likely help our 
spiritual growth. The appearance of 
Jesus was fulfilled, as be materialized 
unto his disciples,*according  to the rec
ord. No further Oomlng Is ‘necessary, 
nor probable. He demonstrated his 
claim of ability to reappear; and It was 
In the timé' and-ilfe-of those who were

value.
“But if there be no resurrection of the 

dead, then is Christ not risen." '
If I rise to-say that In myown words,

am sure the spirit controls her, and she 
says that she “takes the spirit flower.” 
This is evidence to me. And it'shows 
to my convlncement that the material 
planes of the spirit world are builded 
from the spiritual elements of this and 
other crude material worlds. It is ma
teriality in evolution, and is the predi
cate for human continuity in a positive 
and natural sphere or habitat beyond - 
the period of deaths There, cannot be 
continuity for some, unless it is so for’ 
all. Paul said, “And have hope that 
there shall be a resurrection of the 
dead, both of the just and unjust.” 
(Acts 24:15). That is good Spirltualisni: 
:It is-exactly as the spirits teach to-day, 
except to hope they add evidence. But 
every one, the just and. unjust; rich or 
poor, are resurrected into the spirit life.

“For he that is dead is freed from 
sin,” (Romans 0:7) is a statement, born 
out of the apostolic idea of supreme 
bliss and positive salvation for the res
urrected. We have learned its error; 
for sin entails its positive consequences. 
There is no escape from the natural re
sults of our thoughts and acts. We 
must pay our debts to the uttermost.- 
Law Is eternal aud ever potent1’ Nature 
works from cause to effect. We have 
heard much about “natural law in the 
spiritual world,”’ and there is much 
truth In it'; but there is also “spiritual 
law in the natural world.”.. The latter 
we should try to discover first, and then 
the former will need no argument....

I-will quote a few passages from the 
15th chapter of I. Corinthians, for your 
consideration. They are startling state
ments! Paul certainly bad ideas of his 
own, or else was controlled by-spirits; 
and If the latter, then the evidence is of 
great importance. As Paul is the ac
knowledged high authority-of the Chris
tian churches, his words nre of great

only, refler to it. The other two are si
lent. Surely such an Important thing 
should have been witnessed by those 
who relate the life incidents of their 
Master. Who wrote the Gospels will 
likely always be a mystery—but thé 
fourth gospel is in dispute as authentic 
—even by the theologians. They find 
it is impossible to be reconciled with .the 
others, and may become very necessary 
to be eliminated before long. Theology 
stretches only as knowledge and truth 
elongates. Mark records with regard 
to the ascension of Jesus: “He was re
ceived up Into heaven.” Luke: “He 
was parted from them, and carried up 
into heaven.” This is not convincing. 
They do not say “we saw him go,” but 
he was “received” and “carried.” They 
could not see him received in heaven— 
nor possibly çould they see him carried 
very-far toward sucia, a. destiny. We 
speak thus of our spirit frlend& leaving 
our circle, and particularly of the mate- 
rlallzed spirit. They often, say: “Now I 
must-go to heaven.” Jesus did . not; 
then, bring immortality to light by his 
pbysic.il ascension into heaven; nor do 
we suppose he did so go. We think it 
to have then been, as it now is, a physi
cal impossibility for flesh and blood to 
enter thé kingdom of heaven,” or in 
other words the spirit spheres or hab
itat. We are no longer left with the
hope born of this unsatisfactory reve
lation of spirit power or Messianic pow-

!-
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respondent was, that had such, ready 
access to his columns, he might have 
saved himself the humiliation of being 
the accomplice and the dupe of one of 
those “frauds” he was so. anxious ap
parently to warn bls readers against. 
Had he done this he might have also 
discovered that this same Mr. Scott, 
whose portrait the Guardian published, 
was the very man who three years ago 
was advertising himself under an as
sumed name as a Spiritualistic medium 
and professing to do whàt he says in 
the Guardian was only fraud and trick
ery, and because he practiced it wants 
the people to take his word and believe 
all mediums do the satjïé. thing.

I mention this to show théfairness oil 
rather unfairness of the àttrtiidq òf the 
editor of the Guardian on this subject, 
in accepting the “experiences” of this 
man whom In justice;to the,editor we 
must assume he could nòt UavA'Òriown 
bls real, character, though he would 
prefer and pay for bls communications, 
and reject the experiences of one who 
presents another side of the question, 
though this writer has Mad continuous 
business relations for the p’ast ten years 
with the Methodist ..publishing book 
room where the GUiirdlpn is Issued. 
And still those experienced which was 
the simple triith, and.’ like the Gospel 
which 'the Guardian is supposed to be 
thé exponent of, though Offered without 
money and without .price, Is refused 
with the explanation that it was not 
available for their columns. But it was 
always thus— : -
“Truth forever on the, scaffold, wrong 

forever on the throne,
Yet that scaffold sway'd thè future, and 

behind tUe-dlm unknown,
Standeth God within the .shadow, keep

ing watch above his; own.” i
Toronto, Cinada.- : W. H. EVANS.

er. We need better evidence than the 
record furnishes, and it Is forthcoming 
from the spirit realm by positive com
munication , and 'revelation. We are 
proving the continuity of life and the 
power of nature to resurrect us into a 
grander existence than the earth gives 
us. Why do the churches of to-day 
refuse what Paul was surprised that 
the-churches and nations’derided and 
deemed incredible in his time? It is 
history repeating Itself. It is a non- 
Chrlstian church that does not "do the 
works” that Jesus did. They lack 
faith. They who believe not the truth 
and have "not the love of truth,” ■'ire 
they who'“for this cause God shall send 
them strong delusion, that they should 
believe a lie.” The anti-Christ.are they 
who refuse to do.‘.'the works” of Christ.' 
Thus we are beginning to see the needs, 
of the eliurch. We hope to press for
ward in bringing “immortality to light," 
so that alf peoples shall have positive
knowledge. Then only will faith pass 
away—for “to know” is our birthright

Then. Easter will not only typify the 
resurrecting; power; of'nature and we 
cclebiatejts life-giving.and life-proving 
forces, but .from .revelations : made; <by.
- , - • - ' V

MERCY.
First, let us |ook at the outcome 

way of established Institutions. By 
Institution I mean efforts regularly
ganlzed at some given center for (he 
accomplishment of one of the objects 
contemplated by the scheme. Such in
stitutions are usually situated in the 
very haunt of destitution and vice; they 
are, in fact, fortresses of hope and 
mercy planted in the devil’s darkest do
minions. When the plan was first pub
lished my eyes’ were fixed all but exclu
sively on the United Kingdom. But a 
closer examination of the social con
ditions prevailing In other, parts of the 
world, made during my more extended 
travels, revealed the painful fact that 
there was no nation under the sun, 
whether Christian or heathen, to which 
the principles, and in a large measure 
the methods, devised for this country, 
would not apply, although.no "Darkest 
England’’ funds were sent from Eng
land. a

Taught, therefore, by the early de
scription of the scheme, and encouraged 
by the first stages of the experiment in 
the home country, the leaders of the 
Salvation Army set themselves, with 
my approval and under my direction, to 
work in other lands for the attainment, 
as far as possible, of the merciful ob
jects we are aiming at and accomplish
ing at Rome. The whole of the opera
tions realized up and down the world, 
growing and expanding as they are 
every day, are thus the outcome of the 
original conception. To convey an ade
quate .idea of the results as a whole by 
any statistics is, I fear, impossible, still 
some approximate notion may perhaps 
be gained from the following summary:

We have now 158 shelters and food

porary covering from the blast and a 
bit of warmth and pleasant association 
and some kind words,.sent me a touch
ing message of gratitude, accompanied 
by a small collectionSiLfarthings and 
half-pennies to aid in providing another 
like harbor of refuge for their less fa
vored sisters. Ah, believe me, gratitude 
has often her home in the midst of the 
deepest penury. And when a very little 
effort will go so far—will produce and 
reproduce so much in the way of com
forting the despairing and the outcast— 
it is a sad, sad pity, that so few embark 
upon the business.

In our rescue homes there are always 
about 2,000 women. Instead of Idleness 
an<l drinking and blasphemy and im
prisonment and unnamable impurities 
an(l passions, there is the sound of song, 
of prayer, of wholesome labor, of in
dustry-above all, there are the marks 
of confidence and love. If there was 
nothing but this in their lives It would 
be something to rejoice over—just that 
six months' vacation from wretched
ness and vice.

Take the shelters. Think of the tor
ture that must be endured by any poor, 
creature driven to sleep in the open air 
in this climate for half, you might say 
three-quarters, of the year, and yet ten 
years ago, in this city alone, there were 
many hundreds of men and women, and 
alas, not a few children, who were con
demned to this fate. This terrible state 
of things has been considerably alle
viated.
RESCUE WORK HIGHLY PRIZED.

But what I prize most highly of the 
Darkest England scheme Is the actual 
benefit it has bestowed lip the way of 
rescue. To mitigate the suffering and 
Improve the general tone of the sick 
man is good, but to cure bls disease aud 
send him home “every whit made 
whole,” must be more desirable still. 
That is, of course, the highest alm of 
the Darkest England scheme. Our deal
ing with the submerged has all been 
directed to the end of making him will
ing and able to relieve himself, and so 
render future relief unnecessary. In-

come to this pass? Well, her father was 
twenty-nine times in prison; her mother 
was a drunkard, and died when drunk; 
at 16 Betsy was introduced by her elder 
sister to a life of sharps as an easy 
means of earning a livelihood,

In their despair the policy tinned to 
the Salvation Army, the superintendent 
sending for an officer, and asking hlnj 
if he would undertake the ci;se. Of 
course he would. To deal with such 
eases was his delight. Accordingly his 
wife hastened to the prison, entered the 
cell with a bundle of clothes, put her 
arms around popr Betsy’s naked shoul
ders, and with Ups of love assured her 
that she had come to be her friend. 
Betsy was speechless with astonish
ment. But the first battle was won and 
she surrendered unconditionally. The 
next morning the magistrate handed 
her over to the Salvation Army, aud the 
officers marched off with her as though 
they had found some great treasure. 
They took her In hand. They told her 
of One who could forgive the black past 
and change the habits of a lifetime, and 
help her to live a good, sober and virtu
ous life. Betsy believed the good news 
and east herself on the mercy of God, 
and he who 2,000 years ago cast out the 
devils from the soul of the Magdaleno 
did the same for her. Since then, which 
was several years ago, Betsy has been 
living an industrious and godly life. 
IMPORTANCE OF WORK HABIT.

The Darkest England scheme has also 
proved the-genuineness of the principles 
on which we affirmed at the outset that 
work for the outcast poor should be 
carried on. lam not sure that tills Is 
not after all the most valuable result of 
the experiment. What are these prin
ciples? .

Character must be changed in order 
to assure a change of conduct. It is 
folly to expect that any alterations lu 
the environment of the Individual will 
affect any abiding Improvement In bls 
moral conoitlon. It is the man you want 
to alter.

Every man must work ouj his own 
salvation, or It will not be worked out 
at all. The drunkard, the loafer, the 
unfortunate, must be a co-worker In 
effecting the deliverance desired.

Industry is necessary to reformation. 
Where there has been the ability we 
have acted op the apostolic Injunction, 
“If p man will not work neither shall he 
eat.” "Nothing for nothing” Is the rule 
vigorously carried opt through every 
branch of our operations. Where idle
ness has been the cause of their misery 
industry is the cure.

Then, also, without discipline little 
. can be done with these classes. To 

take hold of men and women who have 
from their childhood been Ishmaelltes, 
whose very ruin has come about be-

E call special attention to The 
Next World Interviewed, one 
of our spcciül premlums. We. 

; are'enabled to furnish it to our 
readers nt the -price announced 

■in our premium list,,from the
' simple fact that Mr.. Hörn do

nated the plates of;therbook'to us. We 
have sent out thousands of , copies of 
this book, and it has bgen well.received 
everywhere. - It sbould be circulated by 
the millions among all classes of Spirit
ualists. . The seven books that we are 
offering to Spiritualists as- premiums 
contain a large storehouse -of useful 
knowledge on Spiritual a r'd.QbcuIt sub
jects. You should haye' Them on the 
shelves of your library ¿Where you can 
have access to them at any time. Read 
carefully our premium Announcement.

“Harmonics of) Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual Life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as ÎÇànght-by Modéra 
Masters of. the Law.” : By Florence 
Huntley. 'AAwork'bll'dèep thought, car
rying thé principles' of evolution into 
new fields; Cloth, S2, For sale at this 
■office. ■' . . : ; .

“Tne. Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Pro fiWm.-Ml. Lock wood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the Spiritual ros
trum. In this little voliimeme presents 
In succinct forin the substance of his
lectures on the Molecular. Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presenti his, views as 
demonsh atlMg 'n ecíentlfB-basls of Splr-

depots for homeless men and women, 
121 slum posts, each with its own slum 
sisters; thirty-seven labor bureaus,, 
sixty labor 'factories for, the un
employed, eleven land colonies, ninety- 
one rescue homes for women, eleven 
labor homes for ex-criminals, several 
nursing institutions, two maternity hos
pitals for deserted women, an institu
tion with branches in forty-five coun
tries and colonies for finding, lost and 
missing persons, together with'a host of 
allied and minor agencies, which ! am 
not able here to enumerate.

The total number' of institutions 
named above is now 545 under the care 
of more than 2,000 trained officers, and 
others wholly employed, all working in 
harmony with the principles I have laid 
down for helping the poorest and most 
unfortunate of their fellows; and all 
more or less experts at their work.

Nearly 20,000 destitute men .and 
women are in some way or other 
touched by the operations of the scheme 
every day. - .

No less than 15,000 wretched and 
otherwise homeless people are housed 
under our roofs every night, having 
their needs met, at least in part, with 
sympathy and prayer, and the oppor
tunity for friendly counsel. -

More than 300 ex-criminals are to-day 
in our homes ffi! reformation, having be
fore them another chance for this life, 
and in many cases the first they have 
ever had for preparing for the life, to 
come. ,. ■ ■. ■ ■

More than 5,000 women taken from 
lives of shame and darkness are safely 
sheltered in our homes each year, on 
the way—as we • ¿have abundantly 
proved In the case of others: in respect 
of a large proportion of them—to a. fu
ture of virtue, goodness and religion. -

. Over 1,000 men ate employed on the 
land colonies. Many■ of■ them are .work-

ituallsm. The book lls’ eommended to I ing out their j>wn deliverance, and at 
til-Nvlitf tavs' to Bttffifcfcnd Wok. i’oi‘1 the. same time helping io-solve ¿one of 
sale at thttofflee. - IWfe'*  ceata, ’ the jpost difficult- problems of modern

deed, some of our plans of alleviation 
are, so to speak, only a kind of ruse to 
catch the unwary sufferer, affording us 
the opportunity to open his eyes to see 
better things, to draw out his desire 
after them, and so familiarize him with 
some one of our methods of escape that 
he shall embrace it and .find deliver
ance. This is how it works:

A few months ago one of my officers 
was accosted in the street, some 200 
yards from the mansion house, by a 
well-dressed man, who raised his hat 
and said: “Mr. —, I believe?” “Yes,” 
was the reply. “You don’t know me, 
but I occupy such and such a posi
tion”—mentioning a post of trust In a 
commercial house in the city. "I had 
fallen," he went on to explain, “through 
misfortune and my own misconduct, to 
the very lowest depths of penury and 
want. In my extremity—I had never 
heard of the Salvation Army before—I 
went into one of your shelters; I had 
only 2 pence in the world, -which I paid 
for that night’s lodging, and while I 
was'preparing myself for rest one of 
your officers came up and put his hand 
on my. shoulder'and spoke to me. He 
drew from me my story, told me there 
was-hope forme, and next morning ob
tained employment for me temporarily, 
and although I have never been in the 
Salvation Army building since, and I 
only went to the shelter one night, it 
was my golden chancfc. I took it and 
have been climbing up the ladder ever 
since.” ' ■'

But ■ many who are down in- these 
depths need no coaxing. Show them 
the ghost of a hope of deliverance and 
they spring at it with an energy that Is 
delightful to behold: To such In thou- 
sands’the scheme has already proved.a, 
way of salvation.. Up this stairway’ 
they can climb not-only to good citizen
ship but higher still—to the, golden 
pavement of the celestial city. .,

PATHETIC STORY OF BETSY. .
-In a certain city in, this country, 

highly respectable and crowded with 
churches, was a woman who was a 
horror to the inhabitants and a terror to 
the police. Justice, so-called, had-done 
for her all that lay! within its * ability. 
Forty-nine times she had been in prlson, 
and forty-nine times she had-come out 
a little worse than'she went In. On.the 
fiftieth occasion, to which my story re
fers, it required the services of ffix stal
wart policemen.to take her into cus
tody,- and they only accomplished the 
work by strapping her onto a stretcher 
and carrying her off like, some wild 
animal. -

Deposited in her ¿ell, as-the door shut

cause they would not be subject to any 
decent rules of living or working, and 
make them not only willing but cheer
fully obedient to orders and regulations, 
has been one of our most difficult tasks. 
But it was a necessity and we have ac
complished it with multitudes.
UNDER GENERAL BOOTH'S WING. ’

Hope must be restored. "I wish I was 
dead,” comes with dismal frequency to 
the hearts and lips in those moments of 
reflection that intrude themselves un
asked in the Intervals of their dreary 
lives.

Instances by the thousand have come 
under our notice in-whlch the tidings of 
what had been done for others bad re- 
vlved the dying hope of better things in 
the hearts of the lost. The subject of 
the following little story Is now in a 
position of trust in the world.

A man comfortably brought up, de
cently educated, happily married, and 
blessed with several children, fell In 
trouble. I don’t know what it was, but 
it drove him to drink for consolation, 
and be gradually became a drunkard. 
By degrees business, friends, home, and 
everything worth having were sac- 
rifleed; last-of dll, his wife left him and 
he went down as low as human nature ,. 
can fall this side of the grave.

He wandered about the country pick
ing up a coin hefe and there, existing on 
charity and his wits in the most mis
erable fashion.

In this condition and clothed in rags, 
he happened one day, in the north of 
England, to hear a man tell how he, : 
too, had been down. In these depths, 
and how, through General Booth’s so- 
clal wing, he had been rescued and... 
made a man once more, . ■

Stimulated by what he heard, the 
man started to walk to London, 300 
miles, without a penny in his pocket. 
Begging his way up,'sleeping In stables, 
outhouses or on the shady side of hay- . 
stacks and the like, he was three times 
arrested and taken before the magis
trates charged with being a vagrant, - 
and on each occasion, when asked what 
he was doing and whither he was 
bound, he answered that he was “going 
to London to get under General Booth’s * 
wing.” He finished the journey, found , 
the ’ shelter, was taken In, bathed, 
clothed, taught a business, reunited to 
his family, and is now doing well. - He 
has got under General Booth's wing.

ENLISTED IN A NOBLE WORK.
That over 2,000 men and women have 

already consecrated themselves to this 
humane and Gbrlstllke business, ac
tuated by that tender pity and burning 
enthusiasm which keeps them going 
amid all discouragement, is, taken 
alone, worthy the great example they 
seek to follow, and calls for our deep
est gratitude. Most of them are chil
dren of the poor. Some have themselves 
been restored by the work they now 
engage in, while many are the sons and 
daughters of good families, born 'and. 
bred in ease, if not In luxury, who have 
exchanged the pleasant surroundings of- 
abundance for the service of the low
est, and for association with the vilest 
of the vile. ; All alike live the life of the 
crucified Son; of Man for the sake ol' 
the unwashed, unblessed, unloved for •7 
.whom he died. . .
.. .With my closing words I want to Sgy 
how deeply grateful I am'for the prac-^ 
tieal sympathy shown me in connection 
with the origination and working ont of

• the scheme. ; _
I

,J.A
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Now, what we want to know first is, what is a city? 
And w-e do not think that any will disagree with us when 
we say that a city is an extremely large collection of 
buildings, and you are all well aware what kind of build- 

■ ings make up an earthly city. But our friend saw a spir
itual city, if he saw a city—which he certainly did, for we 
have taken great pains to inform ourselves correctly on 
tliis important subject—he saw a large collection of 
buildings, he does not say what kind of buildings they 
were, he-merely tells us that'they were shining—shining 
buildings or a shining city of buildings. Now we all 
know that a city is made up of houses or homes, public 
buildings and schools, institutions of learning, and so 
forth; halls, temples, in fact, everything that is needed for 
the welfare of its inhabitants, consequently, this shining 
city seen by our friend, must be made up by all that we 
have mentioned; and we do not believe that he can deny 
this great truth himself. . '

■ He says it was a shining city, and he certainly tells the 
truth as we can vouch, for all our cities here are shining 
and very splendid indeed, much more so than those of 
earth. ; Now, in order to be shining, nearly all the build
ings must be constructed from precious and shining ma- 
terials—there must be something to shine, you know, else 
it would not shine—so our friend is all right there.; We 
all know that a shining city, or extremely large collection 
of buildings, must .necessarily baye something to stand 
.upon, else it would be an extremely shaky shining city, or, 
perhaps, a,mirage of the imagination.,

Our friend did not say what it stood" upon, but we all 
know that a large city cannot, in the nature of things, 
stand on ether, it must have something a little more sub
stantial than ether, it must and does necessarily have spir
itual earth or ground to stand upon, and that spiritual 
earth or ground must be as substantial, correspondingly, 
to the shining spiritual city as the material city, which 
does not always shine. We don’t believe our friend can 
gainsay this point. _

Now if the city stands on spiritual ground—as it cer
tainly does and must—no oue can think for a moment 
that the ground does not extend beyond tire city limits. 
We don’t believe even our friend could cherish that 
thought for any length of time. ' It certainly would be a 
very peculiar-looking city, perched up in ether, on à plat 
of ground just large enough to hold jt. Qh, no. There 
must be in the very nature of things an extensive sur
rounding country, and this is true. Of course we have 
all heard about spheres upon spheres—spiritual spheres 
surrounding your globe—and this also is true, but we will 
try to confine ourselves to tire shining city of which our 
friend-speaks, and the surrounding country. Now, if our 
friend were in that city and looking out over the sur
rounding country, he would not expect to see the end of 
it. he really would expect that it would extend as far as 
the spiritual eye could reach and he would not think it 
ended there, either. We have now got a great extent of 

. country, together with the sinning city, spread out before 
us, of firm, spiritual ground, on which stands a large and 
shining city unshaken. Now our friend certainly does 
not mean that tliis is all in his imagination, or that he 
sees and enjoys it as crazj' or insane people of earth do, 
simply in the imagination; no, oh, no. These are real 

. spiritimi things. We can vouch for it. Friends, it is as 
.true as heaven is true. '

! Now we want to know something about this large ex
tent of country, firm and substantial enough to hold a 
large and shiining city. Is it a barren plain without 
trees; shrubs or flowers—a dreary, pndless nothingness? 

. Tell us, my evolutionist friend. You believe heaven to 
■ be lar more beautiful than earth. Would a barren noth- 

inghess be more beautiful than earth? Or even if—as is 
the ease—this extensive surrounding country, .or spiritual 
ground, was dottçd over with little villages and seques
tered homes, you would not like to see them standing 
upon a barren desert, without a tree, vine, flower, or 
shrub anywhere throughout thé whole expanse? No, 
your eye would grow sick and weary of such a sight—and 
this throughout eternity! Oh, how you would long for 
the green old earth. You would be, methinks, like a nun 
who had been confined in a dungeon for twenty years or 
more, on escaping she threw herself down on the grass, 
kissing it again and again, hugging the ground and bath
ing it with her tears; but, my friend, although you did not 
say so, this vast extent of country, dotted over with vil
lages and lovely sequestered homes, is as green and beau
tiful as possible, covered with trees, shrubs, flowers, 
groves and forests, as much more beautiful'than earth as 
the shining city is'than a city of earth. It is all subli

. . 'mated and spiritual, to be sure^and therein lies its beauty.
It has left all coarseness, disorder and grossness behind.

Nowyour shining city has led us directly into this most 
beautiful surrounding country, and from your own lips 
we have proved every word as we went. In order to give 
this tip, you must necessarily give up the shining city, and 
call yourself a falsifier, and that you are not, as we shall 
still continue to prove. Now we have grass, trees, vines, 
and flowers, a shining city, villages and sequestered 
homes, for without them you. can have no shining city.

Now over this endless expanse of country, is there not 
a drop of water? Can a green and beautiful country ex
ist without a drop of water? Oh! my friend, how you 
would long to quaff a little of the sparkling nectar—how 

. you would long to bathe your face in its cool limpidness. 
;. Why, we think that to be without water would make ub 

. quite insane, indeed. Our imagination would become so 
heated we fear that we should see fire instead of tire truth 
as it is, pure, spariding, clear, cool, limpid water. Well, 
now, nature is ever bountiful and we are not confined to 

: . a few drops, but this vast extent of country is intersected 
with pools, ponds, rivulets, rivers, and far out there in the 
distance a large lake, and farther on still rolls a restless 
ocean. The water is ethereal and spiritual, correspond
ing to the spiritual earth, grass, flowers, villages, homes 
and shining-cities. See where your shining city leads, 
and. you cannot gainsay it without giving up the city? 
You said the city was in the spiritual spheres, or one of 
them, and the surrounding country is a little part of one 
of them. . . - .

- You told us that within the city dwelt man the immor- 
. tai, and that he came from the earth, or that his spirit 

rose up from the earth. You did not say that the subii
- . mated spiritual spheres also róse up from the eartli, and 

: you did not tell us who büilded the shilling city, or how it 
was built. There are only two ways that a city can be 

: ' built; either God.must build it with his own hapds, alone, 
or it must be built by those who inhabit it. You, my 
friend, will surely repudiate the idea that God builded the 
shining city with his own hands, personally, for you do 

. not believe in a personal God; and herein you are right.
We have'been here twenty years or more and we are 

as far away from a personal God as ever we were, and we 
have never- met an angel who knows anything about a 
personal God. Then this city was builded by those who 

- inhabit it, and the villages arid sequestered homes were 
builded by those who inhabit them; otherwise, the angels 
and spirits built their own homes arid houses, schools, col
leges, halls, and temples of learning, arid being a shining 
city, they builded them of beautiful and shining material 
—so we will pass on. .

’ We have also told how by the great law, of involution, 
ail things were evolved—the involuting of spiritual germa 
of that which was to be evolved. , . . . . .

Now, man was involved as the germ of a man, and then 
evolved as a man—the germ developed and perfected 
withiri matter—from thence evolved into the qelestial 
spheres. The shining city, the villages and sequestered 
hornet fire works of art, existing within man, which he

clothes with sublimated or spiritual matter, but not tho 
spiritual ground, nor the grass, the trees, the flowers, the 
water; these were evolved from the earth as was man, first 
by involution and then by evolution. _

Now we are here in this vast expanse of country which 
has been evolved from the earth, together with man. 
Did nature, when she evoluted these forests, trees, shrubs, 
flowers, grass—and man evoluted cities, towns, villages, 
sequestered .homes, and so forth—did nature, we ask, 
make such a sad blunder as to leave out all other living 
creatures except man? Did she strike out the intermedi
ate link between the vegetable and floral kingdoms and 
man? Yoii say distinctly and emphatically, that, she did. 
If so, it is the first and most awful blunder she ever made. 
The vegetable, floral and grassy kingdoms are, as.yau well 
know, below the living and breathing animal kingdoms. 
How did it happen that the lower was brought up and 
the higher left? That, surely, was the strangest freak 
that nature ever performed.

Look over the yast expanse of country; according to 
what you say, there is not a living or breathing thing in 
all this enormous expanse but man; and this is only the 
smallest little portion of one of the spiritual spheres, 
holding only one city and a few villages and homes; and' 
throughout the spheres are millions upon millions of sim
ilar cities, tojvns and villages, and they are but dots iu the 
limitless expanse of the spheres, mere, simple dots, Ac
cording to you, not a bird sings, not an insect chirps; not 
a particle of life anywhere, for bacillus and scarlet fever
germs might exist if anything were to be admitted here 
in the form of an insect or animal. The carnivorous 
would feed upon the herbivorous, and yet it is well under
stood that spirits do no gross feeding. If that were the 
case the spirit of man when he had no animal here to kill 
and feed upon might be obliged to eat grass, for he is ex-, 
ceedingly carnivorous as well as herbivorous. If no life 
can be taken within the spiritual spheres*  no animal cap 
take life any more than man. If man cannot slay his 
brother heré, he cannot slay an animal. Life is lifq, 
whether in man or animal, and if man cannot slay an ani
mal, animals cannot slay each other, neither do they de
sire to. It is simply hunger that causes them to slay each 
other on earth, and, yet, even there, they slay nothing but 
the gross body, the sublimated spirit lives as does man’s— 
the fife, the form.

1 But, my friend, ^though you have made a great mis
take, nature has not. Thanks to the grand old dame, she 
has brought them all here without a single break. Bless 
her dear old soul!’- She never forgot one, but gathered 
them all up like a wise and bountiful mother. She knew 
beforehand that to leave out a vast link would spoil the 
whole chain. '

As for the bacillus and scarlet fever germs, given a 
chance and they would be as active as ever, but having no 
longer matter to feed upon, and being too minute to 
think about, they do no harm whatever. As for fleas; 
they can be found here, as upon earth—but the dogs are 
not troubled, and their feeding days are over. We have 
not the slightest objection t-o anything that nature has 
seen fit to involve and evolve, and if we had, nature would 
certainly overrule our objections. You seem to get along 
very well on earth without the insect and animal life be
ing.left out, and as you come up higher they can do you- 
no harm whatever. .

Nature loves a toad just as well as she loves a man. 
She does not stop to ask whether one has a little more in
telligence than another. She loves intelligence, but she 
loves form and beauty and life, whether in man or ani
mal, flower or tree. She never stops to ask the tree 
whether it is intelligent or not, or the flower, or the shrub, 
or man; but she makes the best use possible of them all. 
The smallest thing that lives has a certain amount of 'rea
son. There never lived an animal that had not its share 
of reason—not a bird that flies nor an insect that chirps.

Man is the crown, you say, but nature does not think so. 
Man thinks that of himself. But whether he is the crown 
or not, he is no more immortal than the rest of living and 
created things. Nature is as careful of her lowest treas
ures as she is of man. . ..."

And now, my friends—together with my particular 
friend, who by telling us of the shining city, without 
knowing-it, admitted all the rest—cast your eyes over the 
large expanse of spiritual territory and let us see what we 
see: Singing birds are flying about among the trees—beau
tiful, exquisitely beautiful! Their songs are far sweeter 
than they were on the earth. Look at those homes. Do 
you not perceive that there is, as usual about such homes 
of earth, cats and dogs, rabbits, poultry, horses, cows and 
so forth? But these are all pets, and they are not numer
ous. The spiritual realms are exceedingly spacious, not 
cramped for room at all. Now glance into those waters 
—fish? Yes, fish. Now let us enter the forest—wild 
animals? Yes, wild animals. Not wild now, however, 
but exceedingly beautiful. As nothing propagates within 
all the great realm of spirit, the earths can give no more 
than is_needed to give life and beauty to its great fields, 
forests, oceans, seas, rivers, and so on—to give life and 
beauty, pets and living companionship to men, women 
and children.

Old Mother Nature is far wiser than man, and knew 
best what was for his good, better far than he knows him
self. ■ ’
.. Now we hope th&t we have amply proved, from the very 

utterances of one who does not believe in the immortality 
of anything but man, that he has made a mistake, as all 
men are liable to; for if there were no mistakes or errors 
there could be no progress. The very fact that man is a 
progressiva being, is evidence within itself, that there is 
something to progress toward, that truth is veiled like a 
coy maiden or a modest woman, likewise that she forever 
flies onward leading the way to higher ground; man fol
lows after but never quité overtakes her. She often turns 
her radiant face and form toward him, presses a few 
jewels into his hands, then flies onward with beckoning 
hand. Don’t stop, 0 man! but follow her as closely as 
possible.

Nature has never asked man whether he would have 
serpents, .reptiles, 'noxious weeds, bacillus, scarlet fever 
germs, yellow fever germs, smafi-pox germs, carnivorous 
animals, birds of prey, sharks,, whales, sea-serpents, croco
diles, asps, cobras, or anything else which he considers ob
noxious. She never consulted him about it but placed his 
life in the midst of all other teeming lives. -Their fives 
are just as sweet to them as his life is to him. Their lives 
are juet as necessary in the great ocean of life as his is. 
The animals that man slays and feeds upon, object strong
ly to being murdered and eaten by him, as he objects 
strongly to being eaten by some of them. Man objects to 
being stung by a cobra. The cobra objects to the man’s 
crushing heel and has nothing but a poisonous fang to 
protect herself with, together with her young.. The cobra 
and the man are antagonistic, that is all. Mother Nature 
sees to it that her most helpless ones shall have some 

. meansof defending themselves. . . ..
J Man talks of wild animals while he goes to- war with 
cannon, shell and gatling-guns, slaying his fellow-men by 
the thousands. He talks of himself as being the only 

, creature worthy immortality, while he invents the most 
horrible tortures, such as no animal ever did or could in

. flict upon him. ’ ' \ .
, Ah! the egotism of it! - -

People wish to be settled. Only as far as they are un
settled is there any hope for them.—Emerson.

Natural religion today means what the most enlight
ened reason reads in nature.—E. P. Pqwell. <

I know of no great men but those who have rendered 
great Services to humanity.—Voltaire.

It is well to consider a little whether.'in our zeal to sup
press one.form:of immorality we may not be forging 
chains which may in time be fastened upon the neck a: 
some great but unpopular truth.—Loring Moody. "

The order and energy of the universe I hold to be in
herent, and not imposed from without; the expression of 
fixed laws, and hot of arbitrary will exercised by what Car
lyle would call an almighty clock-maker.—John Tynd$U.
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THE SyOLUftTON OF THE SPIRIT.

The fefiecial 41eed of the hour is clear 
thinking concerning the genesis of the 
human^splrlt/and in the light of the 
fundamental iact that Evolution- has 
produced mind as well as body by a pro
cess oHmodificatlon through experience 
and environment. " This alone will en
able ito-to esedpe the grip of Material
ism amt to thread bur way amid the en- 
tangleinèntg ■ Of Theosophy. Science, 
we are'fold, IS the handmaid of Relig
ion; and Science may be and one day 
will be the best friend of the Spiritual
ist. Through a right understanding of 
the doctrine of Evolution, we shall ar
rive at on understanding of the way in 
which God is creating man a living 
soul.

Now there are, of course, various 
planes or stages of mind—from the 
stage occupied by the sensitive plant to 
the stage occupied by a Plato, a Mozart 
or a Tennyson. Man has been rather 
egotistical- and arbitrary as to mind. 
The human animal has long hesitated 
to grant the possession of mind to his 
poor relations, “the lower animals,” as 
he Is fond of calling them. He has con
sented to attribute to them “instinct”; 
and, because- he could never attach any 
particular meaning to the word, he 
made a present of it to these “lower 

. animals.” But does he know what rea
son is, or mind, or spirit, or soul? dur 
wisest and most logical course might be 
to make these words very flexible, and, 
for instance, to recognize mind wher
ever we perceive receptivity and re
sponsiveness.' - From the insectivorous 
plants which seem to display many of 
the characteristics of mind, and of a 
curiously subtile mind, up and on 
through countless grades to our great 
philosophers, musicians and poets, we 
may trace the marvelous unfoldtogs of 
this mystic power. Who or what it Is 
that starts the process we do not know. 
We call Him or It, “God," or “Nature,” 
or “Father," or “The Power, not our
selves.” What does It matter? What 
matters Is that, behind all this seeming 
tangle of antagonistic forces and seml- 
traglc. experiences, there la a seeming 
Purpose and a Will—and a Purpose and 
a Will which seem to be quite adequate 
for all that “Evolution’! means.

The soul has hot pre-existed, but all 
the powers it possesses, and all the vi
tal experiences of which" it is the em
bodiment, have. If anyone chooses to 
say that the'soul proceeds from God, no 
fault can be found with that so long 
as God is identified with that infinite 
ocean of life-forces from which all 
modes of manifestation of life proceed. 
.“The soul, as’-Ruch,” says a modern 
thinker, “does Truly arise for the first 
time In'tnan. 'But its elements have 
pre-exiSted, originally as simple mind
stuff, and at a later stage as lower 
tnind-striictured: and finally, so long as 
we bear in nilritl the material character 
of nrindPstuJL We may in this sense cor
rectly Steals of'dhe soul as a product of 
unlverslil spirit.” In that sense, God 
is a necessary inference; but Evolution 
Is his Iflstrumcht, and the unbroken 
earthly brder Indicates his method; and 
reincarnation Ils only the return of, or 
the persistence of, fresh complexities of 
charuct'w, acqtflred by heredity, by 
means of which- God slowly secures the 
creatlomand education Of thé race.

This view wÿô most significantly set 
forth s6ine time ago at the University 
of Gljisgdw byf'Dr. John Cleland, Pro
fessor df'Andtomy, as' the following 
very original passage will show:

“The largest feature in the evolution 
of both plants and animals consisted in 
that which was simple passing into the 
manifold, and the manifold being com
pacted together in a higher unity. And, 
however Imperfectly zoologists might 
yet agree as to the evolutions in detail 
in different parts of the animal king
dom, it is plain that in the human form 
an organisin' has at last appeared .con
stituting an abode of intelligence such 
as existed in no other, and that in man 
alone intelligence reached the capability 
of ascending beyond the wants of the 
physical organism In the contemplation 
of abstract truth. That organism has 
not Improved with the progress of dis
covery in modern science, but is at 
least os complete in the heroes of antiq
uity as in those of recent times. It is 
surely, then, an assumption to. suppose 
that evolution as distinguished from va
riation In animal forms must go on un
checked till astronomie change shall 
have ended the capability of this world 
to support life. It is far more prob
able' that thé evolutions of the future 
are to be sought in realms with which 
the zoologist acknowledges that he has 
nothing to do,” .

But this notable passage takes us at 
once farther" afield, for It pictures not 
only the emergence of the soul on the 
earth-plane but its evolution out of and 
beyond the body into a more congenial 
sphere. And IS not this eminently, rea
sonable? On any theory of Nature or 
God, the laws of Evolution and Conti
nuity come out os the certainties of the 
Universe;’and these, anyway, arë un
speakably grand, as unfolding the suc
cessive acts of a stupendous progressive 
Drama. But what a ridiculous absurd
ity the whole fizzles into when we con
clude that as the whole began without 
plan so the whole will end without 
purpose—alike beginning and ending 

in mindlessness! It has been well said:
“In Schopenhauer’s quasl-Buddhlstlc 

philosophy wé find an apparent breach 
of continuity iff the chain which begins 
with the unconscious, and which goes 
on, evolvlngly, until quite suddenly the 
flash of conscious .Intellect lights up the 
universe. ■ Schopenhauer's ethics are 
sublime aind pui-e, but dogmatically his 
system is like riiost forms of Buddhistic 
philosopliÿ, not.ionly atheistic, but also 
akosmlcTIf the unconscious is the be
ginning, And the nirvanlc unconscious
ness the’¿id, what is the use of going 
through {He farce" of this evolutionary 
waltz, which ends where it began, and 
which ought riot to have begun at all, 
and which can only be pardoned In con- 
slderatiorilof the'. unconscious not being 
accountable for fis primordial fidgets?

Surely tne °nly rational conclusion 
one. can ¿bme to*is  that'human eon- 
sclousnesk’is anrunfoldlng In response 
to a brooding consciousness higher than 
itself, and.” créative, towards which it 
ever tends,, and up to which It is des
tined to climb. ■ . '

So then; <he whole of the intéllectual, 
ethical abfi spiritual self has been 
evolved, End the..Immortal spirit is as 
much a p'i-bduct Of evolution as the mor
tai eye. But, just as the evolving of 
the eye came as the result of stimulus 
from without—ti, world of wonder ap
pealing to be s&ri—so" the evolving of 
the spirit came as the result of stimulus 
from without arid from within—the 
heaven of God appealing to be desired 
and loved. And just ris the eye, Iri be
ing evolved, .arid in tryiug.to see,, was a 
constant prophecy of the world await
ing it, so the. spirit, in being evolved, 
and in trying., to aspire, is a constant 
prophecy of the God and heaven await
ing it. TEIS ia not poetry and rhapsody; 
it Is science and cqmmon sense. -

Heaven ir never..deaf, but when 
man's heart is dumb.—Quarlea. , .

THE ¡SPIRITUAL REVIEW, 
LONDON, ENG.

Power and authority are
NOT ALWAYS IN THE RIGHT, 

they are often to be found on the side 
of privilege. The strong arm may 
crush the individual, and may suppress 
the truth for a time, but like the fabled 
phoenix it arises from Its own ashes, 
andjiltlaiately forces the world to a d\ie 
recognition of its claims.

Thus the pantheon of the Greeks is 
now resolved into the laws of nature, 
stripped of all personality. The teach
ings of Copernicus and Galileo are 
taught in our day schools, and are gen
erally accepted as true, despite their 
disturbing the old traditions of the 
Bible. The heresies for which Bruno 
and others died are accepted by modern 
thinkers. The discovery of Harvey rev
olutionised the teachings of surgery. 
While the printing press has proved It
self to be the greatest civilizer of man
kind, and the science of geology has 
given us a newer and grander history of 
the earth than dreamed of in the Bible.

These facts should cause the people 
of to-day to pause before condemning 
any discovery of latent forces and low
ers inherent in the physical and psycho
logical constitution of man. Silence on 
the subject of Spiritualism is eloquent 
until they have tested the claims of the 
same. But who should essay its inves
tigation? Those who have already con
demned it as fraud, or of the devil, and 
who shut their eyes and hearts to all 
that does not tend to confirm their pre
conceptions. We have already shown 
that such bigots have strewn the pages 
of history with martyrs. No; the frame 
of mind that is essential to/the attain
ment of truth is the one that has an 
earnest desire to know the truth for its 
own sake and worth,

THE DIVIDING LINE.
The dividing line comes in at the 

point where we must conform in our 
work to the methods proper tG the world 
we live in, when from believers we be
come propagandists, or when we at
tempt to organize our forces for active • 
work, either for ourselves, or to present 
our facts and philosophy to others. If 
we undertake to create a “movement” 
designed to affect our fellows, then we 
must organize, and present some clear 
statements of our aims, and objects, 
and say how we propose to. accomplish 
them. If Spiritualism is not a public 
movement, but merely a private study, 
then organization may be deemed un
necessary, societies, lecturers, a press, 
and a propaganda, can be dispensed 
with. Many say that Spiritualism will 
propagate Itself, but experience contra
dicts the statement, otherwise our pub
lic work will be but wasted effort. Con
certed action on practical Unes, the nec
essary machinery to ensure the proper 
direction of such action, with the rais
ing of the needful financial backing, do 
not imply any sacrifice of spiritual prin
ciples, but, when duly safeguarded, se
cure us a position in the world, compel 
the respect of those outside our work, 
and eventually make for the triumph of 
the cause at large. To ignore tho, need 
of organization is to repudiate the 
teachings of history and experience, for 
no permanent success can be secured 
without it.

A PSYCHIC HOSPITAL.
The disciples of Mental Science will 

assuredly be gladdened if the sugges
tion of “An Anglican Clergyman," as 
made in Light, should become an ac
complished fact. To establish ah insti
tution for tho treatment of disease by 
psychic methods would conceivably be 
a blessing, but at the same time it could 
possibly be turned into something quite 
tire opposite. That there are forms of 
mental and nervous trouble that can be 
successfully treated by psychic pro
cesses no one will deny, but the ques
tion arises what is meant by psychic 
processes? Some letters subsequently 
appeared in our esteemed contemporary 
upon the matter, and to judge by their 
tenor the said processes may Include 
Magnetic healing and mental -science. 
Healing mediumship will also, surely, 
have a place?

N. S. A. CONVENTION.
Eighth Annual Convention of 

National Spiritualists
• Association.

YOÜR

ON
OUR MAINJREMIUMS.

The Progressive Thinker one year 
and Vol, 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life In the Spirit World, an 
Intensely Interesting, instructive and 
fascinating work, $1.25. The twenty- 
five cents only pays a little more than 
the postage and the expense of mailing. 
The price of this work to the trade is 
$1.50. This, book will constitute our 
main premium for the remainder of 
1900, and up to May 30,1901. It is very 
valuable.- It will hold your attention 
throughout, and will teach you a much 
needed lesson. The postage on the 
above book, which we prepay, is 
ten cents, hence it is almost a gift to 
our subscribers. It Is furnished at con
siderable less than actual cost to us.

Offer Number Two.
Vol. 1, Vol. 2 and Vol. 3 of the Ency- 

D&ath, and Life in the Spir
it World, will be sent out when accom- 
panled with a year’s subscription fot 
Ilie Progressive Thinker, for $1.10. 
Ihe paper one year, and the three vol
umes, $2.10. You can add to this order 
any of the other books, at 40 cents 
each. You canjnake only one order for 
three books for $1.10,

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
pariled with a year's subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums,

* Offer. Number Three,
Any three of the books in pur prem

ium list that you may select will be sent 
to you for $1,10. You are at liberty to 

[.select any other books in the list that 
you desire in connection with this or
der, at 40 cents each. You can only 
make one order for three' books at $1.10.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books, must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Four.
Our regular premium, The Encyclo

pedia of Death, and Life In the Spirit 
World, Vol. 3, is only 25 cents. If you 
wish to add thereto one of the other 
premium books only, the same will cost 
you 50 cents. If you wish two addi
tional books, the cost of the three will 
be $1.10. You can add thereto any 
other books you desire at 40 cents each.

The eighth annual convention of the 
National Spiritualists Association of, the 
United States of America and Canada, 
will be held at Cleveland, Ohio—Cham
ber of Commerce Hall. Business ses
sions October 16, 17, 18, 19, 1900, at 10 
a. m. and 2 p. m.

Important business of Interest to ev
ery Spiritualist will be presented for ac
tion before these gatherings.

At 7:30 each evening grand public 
meetings with addresses, spirit com
munications, -music, etc.

A large number of the most gifted lec
turers and-mediums will be present and 
participate in these exercises. Among 
them may be mentioned Dr. Peebles, 
Moses Hull, Prof. W. -F. Peck, Mrs. 
Helen Palmer Ressegue, Carrie E. 8. 
Twlng, May S. Pepper, Mrs. Zalda 
Brown Kates and Maggie Gaule. Other 
mediums and speakers of foremost rank 
are also making arrangements to at
tend and participate in the programme. 
Mrs. Z. L. Else, the talented musician 
will have charge of music. .

Further announcements will be made 
In the Spiritual papers.

Reduced rates on railroads from large 
cities. Ask for certificate tickets to Na
tional Spiritualists Convention. These 
tickets must be endorsed by' the secre
tary at the convention to entitle you to 
one-third fare for return trip. 0

All attending the convention who 
travel to Cleveland by rail are specially 
requested to purchase certificate tick
ets, that we may be sure.of meeting the 
requirements of the roads.

The Forest City House, a large and 
handsome hotel of Cleveland, at which 
-the best of service and attention will be 
secured for our delegates and visitors," 
at two dollars per day each person, spe
cial rate, will be the headquarters of 
the convention. Reception in the parlor 
of the Forest City House to all will he 
held on Monday, October 15, at 8 p. m.

Information of convention.can be ob- 
obtalned of the N. 8. A; secretary, at 
600 Penna avenue 8. E„ Washington, 
D. C. MARY T. LONGLEY,

1 Secretary.
HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres.

“Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.’ 
By Dr. Paul Carus. - An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yeVcomprehen- 
give. Paper, 50 cerfts. Cloth, $1.25. 
Forcale attWa ofiee;

"The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals." For - sale at thia- office.- 
Price25 cents. .. ■
jfNature Core? By Dre. iM. E. ana 
Roea o. Cosier. : Muslim for every 
family. Cloth, *uo  and «2.

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book In 

connection with a year’s subscription, 
and that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price will be 50 cents.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive TJilnker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

OFFER NUMBER SIX.
SEVEN BEMABKABLE BOOKS 

FOB §2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than 

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia ot Death, and

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
Price.............................................$

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price..........................................5

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol 3, 
Price.......................................... $

Art Magic, .or Mundane,Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price............................ $

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price*............................ $

The Next World Interviewed.
Price............. ;.........  $ 1.25

The Occult Life of Jesus (includ
ing the Hull-Covert Debate).
Price ...........................................$ 2.00

$10.75Total price to the trade

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

Total price to our subscribers. .$ 2.85 
The Progressive Thinker one year

and the seven premium books. .$ 3.35 
These seven books, substantially and 

elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer's art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear In mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade Is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult LlBrary in every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which is less by far than their 
actual cost The authors make no 
charge for the vast amount of 
labor bestowed on these works, 
and which extended over many 
years. The publisher receives not a 
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in pbttlng them In type, and electro
typing the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting, these Intensely Interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying but the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
Inducement Is offered, In order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep in line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing Is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift.

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that all we have left us for 
those seven books is only $1.50.

Postmasters.
We have been swindled out of large 

amount of money by postmasters, who 
knowing a person desires The Pro-

Dr. Peebles*  Most
Important Books.

. . ■ J

. Reduced Prices.
Throe Journevs Around the World

A Igrge handsomely bound octav0 
volume, 500 pages, finely Illustrated, de
scribing the Pacific Islands, New Zea*  
land and Australia, India and her mag*  
ic, Egypt and her pyramids, Persia« 
Ceylon, Palestine, etc., with the rella*  
loua manners, customs, laws and ha& 
its of all foreign countries. Price, $1.5(L

Immortality.
And the employments of spirits good 
and evil in the spirit-world. What 4 
hundred spirits say about their dwell*  
tog-places, their locomotion, their social 
relations, infants, idiots, suicides, etc« 
Price reduced from $1.50 to $1. PosB 
age 12 cents. Paper, 50 cents. ,

< Seers of the Ages. ■
This large volume of 400 pages (9tN 

edition;, treats exhaustively of the 
seers, sages, prophets and Inspired men 
of the past, with records of their vis
Ions, trances and intercourse with the 
spirit world. This is considered a 
standard work, treating of God, heaven, 
hell, faith, repentance, .prayer, baptism, 
judgment, demoniac spirits, etc. Price 
reduced from $2 to $1.25. Postage 15 c.

Spiritual Harp.
A book of 800 pages, containing songs, 

hymns and anthems for Spiritualist so- 
rietles and circles. The words are afire 
with progress. It contains the choicest 
songs and music by James G. Clark and 
other reformers. Reduced from $2 to 
■$1.25. .

India and Her Magic.
A lecture delivered by Dr. Peebles be

fore the medical students of the College
Francisco, January, 

1895. Astounding wonders that he wit
nessed during his journeys around the 
world. Price 10 cents.
Who Are These Spiritualists and 

What Is Spiritualism?
This pamphlet of over 40 pagesproves 

that the greatest and brainest men In 
the world to-day,' sneh as Sir Wm. 
Crookes and hundreds of others are 
Spiritualists. Price 15 cents.

Did Jesus Christ I-lxist?
A pamphlet of 65 pages. Did Jesus 

Christ exist? What the spirits say 
about It What the Jews say about It. 
What Thomas Paine said about It 
What Renan said about it. What 
Franklin said about it. What Emerson 
said about it. What Rabbi Wise, A. J. 
Davis, W. E. Coleman and others say 
about it Price 15 cents.
Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Leo 

• tures.
A most elegantly bound pamphlet ot 

122 pages, giving Dr. Peebles’ lectures 
delivered In Hydesville, March 31,1898, 
to Rochester, and later in London at 
the International Congress of Spiritual
ists. These lectures, illustrated, are 
racy, meaty and scholarly, Price 35 
cents.

The Christ Question Settled.
■ A symposium by Hudson Tuttle WL 
E. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col. Ingersoll, 
J. S. Loveland, B. B. Hill, J. R. Buchan
an and Dr. Peebles. This is a hand, 
some volume of nearly 400 pages, and 
treats of Jesus, Mahomet and the gnos
tics. What the Talmud says about 
Jesus. Antiquity unveiled. Child mafr 
rlage in India. Col. Ingersoll’s agnosti
cism. What the spirits through W. J. 
Colville, J. J. Morse, Mrs. ■ Longley, 
Mrs. Everitt, Mrs. Hagan-Jackson and 
other mediums say .about Jesus, etc. 
Price $1.25.
A Critical and Crushing Review.

By Dr. Peebles of the Bev. Dr. Kipp's 
five lectures against Spiritualism. This 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor, 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject, sus
tains Spiritualism, considering It the 
complement of primitive Christianity1. 
Price 25 cents.

^Hell Revised, Modernized.
And made more comfortable. A scath
ing review of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s sal
mon delivered in the Presbyterinn 
church, upon “What Is Hell?” By Dr, 
J. M. Peebles. A pamphlet of 25 paged. 
Price 10 cents.

The Soul—Did It Pre-exist ?
Did it begin to exist with the body! 

Is ft evolved from the body? Did it a^ 
cend up through all the lower orders ot 
creation, or Is it a potentlalized portion 
of God? Has it been re-incarnated, or 
re-embodied? Price 15 cents.

. Pro and Con of Spiritualism.
This pamphlet is a re-print of the es

says in “The Arena” on Spiritualism In 
which Rev. H. A. Hart endeavored to 
prove Spiritualism dangerous and al
lied to witchcraft. The reply printed 
In “The Arena” written by Dr. Peebles 
excited extensive comment, and is ab
solutely crushing. Price reduced to 5 
cents.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 

Spiritualism.
An elegant pampniet containing an ac
count of the exercises at Rochester and 
Hydesville, N. Y., at the celebration of 
the Fiftieth Anniversary of ‘Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 
of some of the most noted speakers 
present It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc., Price 
15 cents. .

DR. PEEBLES'anaXoiS
FOR SALE BY

The Progressive Thinker.
Carlyle Petersilea.

D U V hO Given by automatic writing through 
the author'*  mediumship.

The Discovered Country—$ 1,
A nirrattve of the person*!  experiences in spirit-Hfa 

of the author's father, wbo'had been a natural phOor 
opber and a materialist.

Mary-Anne Carew—Cloth, $1.
Expefiencesof the author’s mother In spirit-life. 

Philip Carlislle—Cloth, $1.
A deepfhOosopUical romance by the band of guides 

the subject of the title being a iclentlfto young phi> 
osopher, who is a medium; nls chief opponents being 
• clergyman and a materialist.

Oceanldee—Paper Cover, 50 cts.
A scientific novel based on the philosophy of lifet». 

aa seen from the spirit side. Foreale at office ot The 
FrogreBslvo Thinker. ___

i ne Influence of the Zodiac
UP0N HUMAN LIFE-

BY ELEANOR KIRK.

gressive Thinker, sends his money, de
ducting a large commission. The Pro-

TMiIs the only book which nuten the «tmplo prta- 
elple« of the Zodiac in almple terms, meting the cntfz*  
Batter dear to the »verge understanding. •

This volume Indicate*  tho location. characterUtloti nu.i«i.A» ic dniinMnc.. ! Aaii volumeinaicMM wo jocauon. cn&rBCceruuov gresslv« Thinter is one aoliar pel year, tfidinfiueaoeoreachtita at tho zoAiac, giving tbt- 
The great rlBe in print paper renders It ««n.v.xai eacii «ign soyuM. rad un grau ra*  
utterly Impossible for ns to give any ,n5S^e^tSb<yr“o^CTT.ttan. radttrt 
commission, to news agents or post- tMlUotcharccMclodMnultotti.dUDraatdoimlM. 
masters.. Any .person ^with ordinary j 
common sense can .see that it is impos* J vtTes be eeiected. * >
olhlo fnr nq «t hreRent to furnish Hip TheehBrtctertoUaiof ebDaentomm differentd*  sinie -tor presen^w ium»n rae mB1 d observed in their aw
paper at 75 cents per year. Our ndelnesuon.
natrons are reauested to always deal The penoaai abfflty and talent or the tndtvldMi 
dhterily with this office. Any subscrip- ¡J“
tlon received from whatever source-will । Thu work t> u>. reran of profound nmreb. udta 

I only be entered on our list for. the «»¿r^juonrao.uiirorhuiweaiBniyMri.^k» 
¡amount sent Please take notice of" this 4X1 ¿oft. - « 9*  "

z For Bale at Thia OOo».

n™ oe KieciM. ___ ‘ . - •
The ehUMterletlai of obturen bon tn «Sénat do-

end the condition» to be obaerrrt in their cen
The penoaal ebfflty and talent or the tndtvtowi 

with referenca to domestic, »octal tndbuilDCM in*MM. ■ •• ■ , s’
ThU work U the reran of profound nMtrcb. ud ta
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A/^nriNA isamarveloftheuine- 
I IHA tcenth century, for by

Chicago, 111. T. A. BLAND, M. D.

To my mind the Inception and pro
gressive development of worlds and

A List of His Noted Woiks.

OUR PREMIUM ROOKS.
The Views of a Denver Lady,

The Spiritualist Training School

J. C. BELL,

behind the chiefest apostle." .He con-OUR DARLINGS. i-

dress

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

blood. Her maker and chief priest en-I-

!

jnanity.
Glenville, Ohio.

MATTIE E. HÜLL.
Secretary S. T. S.

A Menace to American- Civilization. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly tre&Üfiô. 
Price 25 cents.

ïentler 
to the 

irlorjty

ganlzed and so uprespona! 
piethode.' The wind U tei 
shorn lamb. We assert 01

THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL.
By Prof. C.P. CornlH. Consisting ot popular sketches 
from Old Testament History. Price 26c. For sale at 
thia office. . ________

J. T. MACDONALD.
Vancouver, B, 0.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals w|th the finer 

mental and spiritual forces os applied to healing. 
price. 50c.______________ • .

For Sale at the Office of The L. ro« 
gresslve Thinker. ,

By Dr. Paul Carns. A translation nado from Japan
ese, under the auspices of the Bev. SUaku Soy er, dele
gate to the Parliament of Bellglons. Was published 
tn Japan. Price, $1.00, For sale etthu office. *:

The fourth session of the Spiritualist The Infidelity Of ECCleSliiSticiSin, 
Training School, which was conducted ! - - - - - - -

j : BY THE GREAT EYE RESTORER 
' ; AND ONLY CATARRH CURE

I ’ Cure Paralysis, Rheumatism and all Chronic < i 
I > Fona, of Disease. These appliances are as < 1 
1 > puzzling to thè physicians as is the wonder ’1 
1 ’ working Actina. <1
I;A Valuable Book Free
i, Ise on the human system, its diseases and < 
(, cure and hundreds of references and testi*.. 
। k menials. < ,
। » . AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERM8. 4 ।

| New York and London Electric Ass’n, ; 
t b ' ;T” pap Walnut St., Kansas City« Moa ’ i 
Ta A A A. A AAAAAAAAAAAA. A AA. .

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS

OURPERSONALIDENTITYBRIEF NOTES

The Everlasting Gospel.
This volume constats of « eerie!1 of lectures, mo 

sages and poems written and delivered In public 
through tho mental organism of Mrs. Magdalena 
Kline, a trance, clairvoyant and Inspirational me* 
dlum. Th" book contains 488 large pages, and will be 
•ent postpaid for »1.60. For sale at this office.

__ y iv rvau wiui, oirvpi giaas«» numi- .
uunc«l. Actina also cures Neuralgia. Head- ’ 

’ ache,Colds, Sore Throat, BrochitisandWeak ’ 
’ Lungs. Actina la not a snuff or lotion, byt a ’ '

. , Perfect Elictrlo Pocket Battery, usable at ail:

. (times and In all places by young or old. The ’ 
, one instrument will cure a whole family of

! ’ any of tbe above forms of disease. - J 
i > PBOF, WILSON’S MIGNETO-CONSEUVATIVE <)
। ► ....... APPLIANCES........  4

PSYGHOORflFHy.
Marvelous Manifestations of PayoMo 

Power Given Through tbe 
Mediumship of

FRED. P. EVANS.

* * Its use the Blind Bee, the Deaf Hear aud Ca-4 9 
' * tarrb is impossible. Actina is an absolute 1
! ’ certainty in the cure of Cataracts, Pterygiums,1 1 

' Granulated Lids,Glaucoma, Amaurosis, Myo ‘ 
‘ pia, Presbyopia, Common Sore Eyesor Weak- ■<'

। ’ ened Vision from auy cause. No animal ’' 
’ except man wears spectacles. Thire med not < [ 
’ be a spectacle used on th» street» »f the world ’ 

and rarely to road with, Street glaetes aban« ’
. (toned. Actina also cures Neuralgia, Head- ’

From the Pen of Busy Moses 
Hull.

!. it is the same old story. I have had 
too much to do; could not find time to 
write. Even now I probably would not 
write were it not that the following is 
going the rounds of the press; in fact it 
has been sent out ns art associated press 
dispatch. It lias come to me in the last 
twelve hours In something less than a 
dozen papers. Here it is: '

"Harrison D. Barrett, of Boston, 
president of the National Spiritualists’ 
pssoclatlon, lectured yesterday after
noon at the Spiritualist camp at Ches
terfield. He has been president of the 
National Association for nine years, and 
for the past four the editor of the asso
ciation’s paper, the Banner of Light. 
Moses Hull said yesterday that forty- 
nine out of fifty mediums connected 
with Splrfitualism are frauds, but Pres
ident Barrett went even further and 
said that ninety-nine out of every hun
dred are frauds.”

This dispatch goes on to give much 
more of similar stuff to the above. 
Now I am free to admit that there are 
frauds playing mediumship. Perhaps 
one great reason of it is that there is not 
just now room for any more liars in the 
editorial aud répertoriai profession. 
The number of fauds who have found 
their way among mediums compared 
with those connected with daily add 
weekly journals is indeed infinitesimal,

Somehow or other, by some unac
countable mistake the writer of the 
above got two lonesome truths iftixed 
into his article. One is, that Brother 
Barrett had delivered a discourse at 
Chesterfield, Ind. The other is that I 
bad delivered a lecture at the same 
place. That either of us made any 
statements whatever as to the propor- 
tion'trf frauds acting as mediums is ab
solutely false. ■ '

go. I shall, perhaps go'via Chicago and 
St. Poul, and - thence via Canadian Pa
cific railroad, and return by theNorJh- 
ern Paeltlc. I shall pay more {han the 
regular rate of railroad fure, for the ex
press purpose of stopping off at such 
places as may want to hear one or more 
of my lectures, t-

Those who wish my services on the 
way going or coming should let me 
know immediately so that I can ar
range a string of appointments. If the 
discussion comes oil', it is to begin 
about September 14, and there will be 
four nights of it in all. It now seems 
exceedingly doubtful whether there is 
to be any discussion. The man, it ap
pears, has been misrepresenting and 
abusing Spiritualism and Spiritualists 
for something more than a year; though 
he has challenged .. Spiritualists to 
bring on sojneone to debate with him, 
now that they have their man he is dis
posed to throw in so many impossible 
conditions that perhaps the debating 
will all be on one side.

I write my friends to accept none of 
his unfair conditions; we will either 
have a fair and honorable debate or 
none at all. We haß much better put 
the time in in lectures than to give him 
half of our time unless we can have 
something to say as to conditions. Our 
friends have gone to a great expense, 
and our work must be well .managed in 
that part of British Columbia,

On this matter I will post the readers 
of The Progressive Thinker from time 
to time. - , -

Mr. FJguers, a test medium, from 
Cleveland, Ohio, is to officiate in the 
First Spiritual Church In Buffalo In 
September. I resume my work in Oc
tober; thé last half of the month F. 
Qorden White will give messages from 
the spirit world, He remains, I believe, 
through November.

MOSES HULL.

I did not hear Mr. Barrett, but I have 
talked with more than a dozen persons 
-who did hear him, including the presi
dent, secretary and treasurer of the as
sociation; they unite with all the others 
in saying that Mr, Barrett said nothing 
at all about frauds. He urged a higher 
Spiritualism and purer lives, that we 
might have a higher and purer medium
ship. His address was said to have 
been eloquent, rhetorical and logical. It 
contained no denunciation of frauds. 
This is not because Brother Barrett is 
unwilling to tell the truth about frauds, 
but because It did not happen to come 
up in his discourse. It Is, of course, the 
duty of every speaker to lift up his 
voice against the charlatans who are 
trying to run Spiritualism. In doing 
this duty Mr. Barrett is never deficient.

As.for me, my subject was, "Joan of 
Are, the Mediumistic Heroine' of Or
leans." I talked an hour and forty-five 
minutes. Even then I had to greatly 
abridge my discourse or leave it unfin
ished; I had no time to say a*word  
against fraudulent mediums. The tact 
is, the average newspapers are like the 
Yankee peddler’s razors—“they are 
made to.sell.” With many newspaper 
owners the question is not what Is 
truth? but what will sell the news
papers? .

The same Associated Press dispatch 
informs its readers that Mr. Barrett has 
been president of the National Spiritual
ists for nine years; that is three years 
before it existed. It also imparts the 
Information that he is now editor of the 
Association's paper, the Banner of 
Light. Won’t the Association be 
startled to learn that It owns a paper? 
And will not the grand old Banner be 
surprised to learn that it has become an 
organ for any association? The aver- 

■ngo newsmonger not only gathers all 
the news, but when there is n paucity 
of news he actually manufactures the 
article to order. I will conclude on this 
this subject by individually offering a 
chromo to anyone who will find a 
fraud In Spiritualism that will beat the 
editorial or reportorlal fraud who man
ufactured the items of news in the 
above clipping.

The first session of the Spiritualists’ 
Training School at Lily Dale has met 
and done its work, and is numbered 
with things that are past. The school 
was not, in point of numbers, and in 
some other respects, all we could have 
wished, jet it was a comparative suc
cess, In so much that we have decided 
to run It on nearly the same lines at 
least one more year. While the school 
lias paid very small wages to Its teach
ers, each teacher has felt repaid in 
something more valuable than dollars 
and cents. Mrs. Hull and I fell so in 
love with Lily Dale—Its location, sur
roundings and inhabitants that we 
went up on “Mount Pisgah," nearly the 
centre of the grounds, and the highest 
point wc could find and purchased one 
of the neatest cottages on the grounds^ 
Our sou heard of It in Cleveland, and 
came on and dressed It up in two nice 
coats of white paint. Wherever we may 
chance to be, we expect after next May 
to call Lily Dale our borne. We say this 
because It is now our intention as soon 
as camps are over next year to take a 
trip to England. We can store our 
household goods in our cottage and feel 
that we have a place to which to return 
when hard labor has worn us out

Of course I took part in the opening 
of the Cassadaga camp. It never be
fore opened with so many people on the 
grounds as this year; nor was there 
ever more Interest manifested in what 
was going on at the rostrum.

At the present time I am at the camp
meeting of the Indiana State Spiritual
ist Association, at Chesterfield. They 
never before bad half so many people 
on the grounds at the opening of their 
services as this year. The Association 
has made many improvements in the 
shape of new buildings, alterations in 
old ones, etc. The auditorium has been 
greatly Improved and somewhat en
larged. .

This year the Indiana Association 
treats speakers and mediums alike in

A Well Spiced Dish of Sal 
rnagundi.

Men are but children of a larger 
growth, and Professor Loveland re
minds one of the street Arab who 
joined Sunday school. The first day he 
admired a little boy who answered pat 
to every question. On the following 
Sunday he noticed the absence of . this 
good boy. The clergyman looked in 
that day, and attracted to the raga
muffin, asked, “Who made you?”

“I don’t know.”
Rolling his eyes in “a fine frenzy,” 

the D. D. said, “I am astonished that 
such u bright looking youth does not 
know that God made him.” ।

“Say, mister, you think I am some 
one else; the boy God made is not here 
to-day.”

With admiration of much and abhor
rence of much more personified in the 
various gods evolved as man worked 
ids way back to a fearless consideration 
of spiritual problems, I make way for 
the dispensation under which people 
would look within to find the divine law

UNIVERSAL UNITY.
■■ ■ L —.. ■ .. ' ',

The Religion of Humanity.
Were I in position to do so, I would 

devote mj’ time and energy toward 
unionizing mankind in the simple prin
ciples of love, justice and charity, freed 
from superstition and useless and un
natural hopes.

I would use my influence toward 
effacing from the world forever Chris
tianity, Buddhism, Mormonism and all 
other Isms which have a tendency to 
develop prejudice and fanaticism, 
they engender hate and heartlessness, 
and entail woe and misery. In many 
cases when their fiendish claws are ex
tended, they sever cords of love and 
affection, they destroy peace and kill 
happiness, because they are founded on 
falsehood and ignorance.

In their place I would establish the 
religion of Humanity pure and simple, 
unfettered by “faith” or "belief” except 
such as would be the natural outcome 
from a religion based on natural laws 
and common experience.

The religion of Humanity would in
still in-the minds of mankind an' en
suring faith in natural laws, in right 
thinking and rlgl't doing, based upon ■ 
those things which bring the greatest 
amount of peace and happiness to man.

It is the fragments of this humanita
rianism that has kept other religions in 
existence so long as thej’ have been; 
take from them these universal prin
ciples and none of them would have 
anything left worth considering; take 
from all everything except these uni
versal principles and they would grow 
as they have never grown before.

The Church of Humanity would in
vite, and welcome into Its fold all man
kind regardless of what they believed 
or disbelieved, it would worship God, 
whatever God may be, by love and ten
derness one toward'another; it would 
bold in loving remembrance all the 
great teachers by promulgating their 
lofty and humane sentiments.

Hope for happiness bej’ond' the grave 
would be based entirely upon man’s ac
tions on earth. Efforts would be made 
to bring into each individual life more 
knowledge of natural laws, thus en
abling man to be of more use to others 
as well as to himself; this would also 
assist in preventing injurious results 
which nre now caused because of thè 
lack of tills knowledge.

The religion of Humanity would urge 
a higher and nobler development in art, 
literature and scientific knowledge 
based upon humanitarianism; it would 
use all knowledge attained, for good.

All . through the ages it haSs-been a 
noticeable fact that in the search for 
truth—rational truth—there have been 
differences of opinion, but the only 
blood that has been shed was shed by 
the followers of fanaticism and super
stition in fighting against the possible 
discovery of truth which might inter
fere with their illusions — Ignorant 

•'dupes were used as-tools by those who 
feared loss of temporal power.

The religion of Humanity would not 
favor a war of conquest, but would 
urge a peaceful arbitration of all dis
putes. it would advocate absolute per
sonal liberty of each Individual so long 
as the rights of others were respected 
and held sacred; it would defend the 
oppressed. and assist the suffering; it 
would go out of the God-and-Savlor- 
maklng business and devote its entire 
time and attention to the needs of hu-

one respect nt least; that is, they invite 
those they think they need; if others 
come they come on their own hook, and- 

■ the association does nothing for them.
They think that It all-associations 
would do that, no one camp would ever 
be overrun with mediums while others 
would be almost without them. The as- 
sedation secures no- medium that it 

: cannot endorse, and that It thinks the 
people do not need. , ;
-None now deny that there are frauds 

in our ranks- playing' medium * and 
speaker; those known to be.such are not 
among those invited at Chesterfield. By 
this means they hope to decrease the 
number of. unworthy persons, who at
tend camp for what they can make out 
of it. ■ ’ ...: .

From, here I go to assist Willard J. 
Hull and Mattie E. Hull in opening and 
conducting the camp at Ashley, O. It 
opens next Saturday and closes August 
19. .1 am booked for a speech nearly or 
quite every.day during that time.’ After 
that I have two Sundays and the in
terim between them' without appolnt- 

. ments; that is August 26. and Septem
’ her 2. • ■ '

After September 2 I start for Nana
imo, B. 0., for the purpose, .of holding 
a public discussion with a Methodist 
clergyman by the name of Baer. Nana
imo is, as near’as I can figure, about 
three hundred miles north-west of Se
attle, Wash. I had no Idea -of the 
length of-the journey when I agreed .to

aud by right of our advancement de
mam} ajid receive dther treatiugati But 
like au old man of the t>ea on our back, 
these theological Impersonations hold 
us down to an unnatural aud uphappy 
level, awing iis luto a recognition1 of ar
bitrary rules and artificial moral laws. 
They are used to compel the elepiiant to 
race wjitli the deer, to harness the rhi
noceros and the horise in 4 team,; to ob
Spare the fact that the operations of na
ture vary without guilt ou everyuplane, 
and that the requirements of a harmo
nious life are modified by the environ
ment and the peculiar traits ofc every 
individualized being; that the true 
moral law Is no inflexibleLcode engraved 
on tablets of stone, but a, generous one 
written on sensitive human brains, with 
variations for constitution and environ
ment. - .

With ajiologles to all the muses let me 
paraphrase Kipling:
Make ye no truce with Adam Zad 
The Spiritualist that talks like a theo
logian. '

written on their minds aud hearts, and 
should cease to teach every man his 
brother theology. Either logic or the
ology must give way, and we need only 
guess once which it shall be. Perhaps 
It will not be long until some Fennimore 
Cooper shall write a story of “The Last 
of the Theologians.”

I will not debate whether the Inven
tion of the personal localized god was 
a necessity, Crutches are a'necessity 
to the broken-legged, but we rejoice 
when he is able to dispense with them. 
Like every invention It has been used 
to. wise and unwise purpose. The po
tency for evil lies in the ease with’ 
Which we can endow thjs factitious 
character with Inhuman traits, and 
compel liis sanction of our desire to en
slave our fellow man and gratify our 
lust fbr revenge when he asserts a right 
to independent thought or action. .

With fluctuations the general trend 
of all effort is toward the light, and I 
admit a steady Improvement in the 
gods, but. the most significant phase of 
the matter Is that such improvement 
only camo as they were endowed with 
attributes sliupiy human and robbed of 
the melodramatic and unnatural. And 
as man advanced the gods receded until 
of an Immense galaxy there remained 
but one. Now we come to the “jump
Ing-off place" and must cease progress
ing, or dispense with that one. He be
longs to the subjective, or world of 
shadows, and can not exist in the noon
day light. We are at last driven by 
logic and revelation both to acknowl
edge him the persqnificatlon of an ab
straction.

Religions have displaj’ed side by side 
with tile most lovely that which is most 
repulsive. In every creed and ritual we 
find Beauty and the Beast, the vulture 
and the dove, the hyena and the lamb. 
In close association with the most ador
able we find the utterlj' monstrous, and 
seeing that aftdr all the best lu human 
nature comes uppermost it is hard to 
persuade people that advancement Is 
not due as much to the one as the oth
er. The sophist impressively points to 
the tares among the wheat and “dark
ening counsel with words" convinces 
the simple that wheat will not grow un
less supported by tares and that bread 
lacking a mixture of ground tares is un
wholesome.

You can point on every side to rellg-, 
lous people of every sect who exempli
fy the most lovely characters and argiio 
that It springs from the God concept 
they publicly worship. This proves too 
much, as we can select non-worshipers 
and even atheists who compare favor
ably. I was raised in a Calvinlstlc 
community. In my youth they had not 
j'et learned to equivocate, and it was a 
certain fact that my father having 
turned after Campbell and bls children 
not being “sprinkled” In case of dying 
must go with other heathen direct to 
the pit. But if you knew those kind 
people you need not be told that they 
believed*  nothing of the sort and the 
Calvlnlstle god was never enthroned in 
their hearts. Their theology was of 
their life a thing apart, and the dear 
old women when I would go on an er- 
raud In a humane and natural protest 
against the “decrees of God” would put 
more jam on mj’ cake than on that 
given to the children of the elect. The 
“god within” fought against the creedal 
god without; the god of love against the 
god of hate and "there Is no discharge 
in that war.” '

But it would be great error to con
clude that it makes little difference 
what religion or dogma you accept, 
since beautiful flowers grow In every 
bog and the divinity Inherent in human 
nature is too strong to be restrained by 
any Invention. '

“Most subject is the fattest soil to 
weed,” and after paying every honest 
compliment to those good people they 
were saved from much by their dull
ness—by being so well Intrenched be
hind the flesh. It means another thing 
for you a sensitive to take the viper 
into your bosom. You cannot, because 
of that sensitiveness, make of your re
ligion a thing apart. The serpent’s egg 
that remained dormant in the colder at
mosphere and which the sophist de
clared the egg of a bird of paradise, 
will hatch, in the warmer brain. I recall 
that when quite young I once cornered 
one of these amiable people “not a whit

Oh, I feel their angel presence, 
And I hear their voices too, 

Like the purest spirit essence 
From the land beyond the blue;

And I stand and watch the doggy 
And the dollies and the drum, 

And my eyes grow wet and foggy 
As those blessed angels come.

As I gaze upon the dishes 
And the little stove and things, 

I can hear them lisp their wishes, ” 
And their lisping pleasure brings;

For I know their darling fâces 
. Are about us, though unseen, . ■ 
And their playthings In their places 

Brush away the clouds between.
Sweetest treasures, sweetest flowers 

Shall adorn your playthings her, 
And will shorten weary hours . -

When your faces shall appear;
Weary, waiting in oiir sadness ' 
• Just to feel again, yonr hands ’ ' 
JVe will try to sense your gladness 

Where your cabinet here stands.
You may have a home up yonder 

That is fairer far than this, 
Where your little feet pft wander, 

But you’ll come for mothér’s kiss.
Yes, our darlings, come quite often 

To the home.you held so dear,, .
And your mother’s anguish soften . • 

With your presence and good cheer. 
. • DR. T. WILKINS.

"Arcana of Spiritualismi A-Manual of 
Spiritual Science and Philosophy.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A spiritual text-book 
of rich and Inspired thought. An ex
cellent work. Finely bound in scarlet 
and gold. Price $1.50. For sale at this 
office,. .

"The World .Beautiful,” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each-complete In It
self.- Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
•ale at this office. - .

fessed that according to the one and 
only “word of God” most of his friends, 
some of his'own children, and probably 
his wife, would suffer through all eter
nity such pain as nd mortal could'con
ceive.' Yet in five minutes ■ after he 
burst into a joyful song as free frdm 
anxiety as that of a bob o’ link. Can 
you do this? If so you are not spiritual, 
no matter how you boast of your vir
tues. ' . ' ’ • ’' . ■
: It is a great temptation for Spiritual
ists, seeing that it is so easy to Invent a’ 
god, to fall back into the bld habit. If 
this were only from a desire of one to 
lean upon tile strong, in his distress, I 
would be silent, but often it arises frdm 
another cause. We aspire to control the 
life of our brother. ¿We are -ambitious 
to run the universe’and cannot do it 
Without dazzling tbe eyes of the simple. 
Tp them it, seems far more impressive 
to write “Infinite Intelligence” or- 
“Mother Nature” says so, than to 
state>the simple fact that Bill Smith 
says so, but it, means the same thing, 
for-tbis new god personified nature be
ing an artificial creature pompously re
peats such words as her creator and 
worshiper Bill Smi.th puts in her mouth. 
. But the worst .of It is that personified 
nature is generally represented • as a 
cold and heartless schemer who in pur
suit of an. assumed purpose modified by. 
the imagination of Smith or Jones, jug
gernaut-like swerves' not an inch from 
her course though she break the heart 
of the last of her own children, and has 
no bowels of compassion though all the 
worlds be wet with tears and rfed with

Views of a Prominent Phy. 
siclan.

To the Editor:—In the Medical Brief 
for July I find an article with the abote 
heading which Is at once so able, scien
tific, phlloso'phlcal and spiritual that I 
am strongly impressed that your read
ers would enjoy and be instructed by it. 
The author, J. L. Wolfe, M. D„ of 
Cedar Falls, Iowa, is a prominent physi
cian and medical writer, and the fact of 
such a paper appearing in the most pop
ular medical journal in the world, is a 
significant fact, indicating the progress 
of Spiritualistic thought among scien
tists. Fraternally,

Spiritualism and the Lutherans. ।
To the Editor of the Sentinel:—I no- 1 

tieed in several recent issues of your 1 
fair, impartial and instructive paper 
that the Lutheran synod very recently ' 
held a meeting in your city, and that 
one Mr, Pieper, at that gathering, took 
upon himself the task to confront Spirit- : 
ism, while from his compilation of au- ' 
thors on that subject, he agrees in a 
measure with the advanced scientists 
and scholars that their phenomena can
not be explained in any, other logical 
way than by occult science. He then 
goes further and from bls Biblical,de
ductions attributes it to witchcraft and 
claims it all to be the work of demons. 
It is a sad thing, indeed, that we find 
in this advanced stage of civilization 
and enlightenment, individuals who at
tribute to demons more power than 
they allow the Almighty Supreme Ruler 
of the universe In Spiritualistic philoso
phy. It appears to me such a weak and 
superficial argument that any thinking 
man could only look upon It with de
rision and sccirn. I am, I must cop
fess, amazed to find it budding forth in 
an Institution that has given the world 
so many progressive thoughts in the 
past, and will, I doubt not, continue to 
do so in the future, as the great Luther
an Church, and I no doubt would con
tinue to be puzzled and surprised at the 
conclusion drawn by ope. of its mem
bers, were it not for the knowledge I 
possess regarding spirit return; but 
know,Ing as I do, that spirits that pass 
out in Ignorance and vice do not make 
rapid progression and are in an earth
bound condition (some for generations), 
I naturally conclude, that one of those 
spirits (perhaps one who assisted at 
burning some poor mortal at the stake 
la ages gone, for witchcraft) is uow 
exercising such influences over my 
Brother Pieper that hashed him to his 
erroneous deductions. „

I have wished while writing this com
munication that I possessed ocqult sci
ence and Its phenomena sufficiently 
strong to materialize Martin Lpther in 
their midst, so that he might speak to 
them from his intellectual Heights and 
advanced educational attainments and 
describe to them the eyer grand and 
glorious precepts of continued progres
sion beyond the grave; In tire land 
where each and . all must talje their 
place from actual merit; but ¡could I 
only accomplish this fea^ I feel, certain 
there would be many doubting Thdmqs- 
es that .would still lnq|st jt was the 
work of the devil, and even , Martin 
Luther thus materialized, was li|s latest 
production. . '

I am very corry that superstition has 
so far.permeated the human race and 
will be exceedingly happy whim the 
time arrives (as It must arrive) when 
dogmas and superstition will be thiiigs 
of the past; w|ien reason asserts Its 
throne and mankind does its own ip- 
dividual thinking. The writer of this 
article must confess that not very long 
ago, he was bigoted as the blackest and 
souglif by every honest means to suc- 
cessfullj' confute their phllosophj', even 
thinking it might be the work of de
mons, before he let bls reason get the 
better of his superstition; and might 
even now believe this nonsense had he 
not derived so many benefits from the 
sainted Instructors from the higher 
realms and received so many evidences 
of their noble characters, and he now 
asks their forgiveness and makes this 
public apology before the reading world, 
lu the hdpe that others may Investigate 
and become familiar with this beautiful 
philosophy.

Now, Mr. Editor, I would suggest that 
my Brother Pieper take a peep out from 
under his canopy of superstition into' 
the clear sky of honest, impartial in
vestigation, so that he may become con
scious of continued existence, receiving 
absolute ^knowledge of mankind’s en
vironments beyond the grave. Let him 
attract to himself as teachers some of 
the eminent scholars and professors 
that have passed beyond earthly con
ditions, who would be only too anxious 
to assist him to lead a, life of eharlty 
and brotherly love. Let him look higher 
Into the mysterious developments of 
human progression and assist the saint
ed eminent scientists in giving to the 
world a fuller knowledge, of' Spiritual
ism. It is an old adage and a true one 
“that a stream can never rise higher 
than Its source,” and it is plainly evi
dent that the fount from which my 
Brother Pieper derive’s his knowledge is 
not located upon an eminence; indeed,'

organisms is absolutely upon the same 
general plan. It is the blending of 
atoms of the different polarities, thus 
forming a nucleus with power to attract 
single atoms, and grow and increase. 
In the beginning the central attraction 
is always greater than the repulsion, 
and will continue until these forces are 
equal, when Increase will necessarily 
stop. In the inception of organisms, 
vegetable,or animal, this plan is appar
ent. A germinal atom òf thè male posi
tive blends with one of the female neg
ative; thus they form a nucleus, with 
power to attract single atoms from their 
concomitants or their environments, and 
grow and .continue to grow until at
traction and repulsion are equal, when 
the maturity for the organism is at
tained, of -whatever kind it may be.

Every adult person requires, on an 
average, about six hundred and fifty 
pounds of semi-solid, and the same 
amount of fluid matter, and about 
seven hundred pounds of oxygen annu
ally,-to maintain the organism In a nor
mal state, while the annual waste of, 
seml-solld and fluid matter is only about 
six hundred and fifty pounds; but all of 
the two thousand .pounds consumed by 
the Individual is thrown in a chem
ically changed state by being different
ly. compounded—the elements that 
form never lose their peculiar charac
teristics, their properties only change, 
as above stated.

It will be noticed that the thirteen - 
hundred and fifty of the two thousand 
pounds annually consumed of semi
solid fluids and gaseous matter, is ip an 
extremely attenuated form. That 
which is applied to mental operations is 
In an etherealized state, and may be 
called thought matter, by way of dis
tinction. That thoughts are composed 
of the material consumed, is a fact 
made manifest in persons who live in 
localities where the elements that are 
known to be necessary to true intellec
tion are wanting, as in some of the val
leys of the Alps where cretinism pre
vails. Scientists have proven tljat io
dine and phosphorus are wanting in 
these loCQlltlcs. ']'he brain of the idiot 
contains only one and a half per cent 
of phosphorus, while that of some per
sons contain two arid à half, and in de
cidedly eccentric persons, It is often 
tfireè per cent.

Ordinary adult persons do not gain in 
weight, notwithstanding they consume 
two thousand pounds of matter annu
ally; it is thrown off after having sup
plied the wants of the organism, whose 
cjiemlstry has changed six hundred 
and fifty of the thirteen hundred 
pounds of visible Into invisible matter. 
That this fine matter is constantly 
thrown off, and that it retains its dis
tinct personality, is well demonstrated 
by the acute qlfaction of the dog, en
abling film to follow his master hours 
after he has left a certain place for an
other.

Now, as tbqre are annually taken into 
the adult organism two thousand 
pounds of matter, which amount Is nec
essary to maintain it in normal work- 
ni? order, oj course tbe same afiiount 

is thrown off in various forms, as 
stated. Here the question that pre
sents itself to the inquiring mind is this: 
lias this vast amount of matter that 

. has passed through each of us been 
part of our identity? If we answer 
this question affirmatively, then at six
ty we would have our Identity Im
pressed upon sixty tons of matter, be
cause that amount has passed through 
our organisms in the time mentioned; 
but if this amount is only necessary to 
represent our Identity in our present en
vironments, then the withdrawal of it 
would not; destroy our identity, but 
would simply put us in different envir
onments, which would require different 
means to sustain our identity. It is a 
well-known fact that anesthetics and 
hypnotism will, for the time being, an
nihilate all the developed phenomena of 
the nerves of sensation and of volun
tary motion; only the organic nervous 
system remains uninfluenced and pre
vents the organism from reverting to Its 
cosmic origin. Yet while In the hyp
notic state, when all the ordinary senses 
are in absolute abeyance, there ‘ is a 
train of mental manifestations often 
appearing which seems to be latent In 
Individuals, and only becomes manifest

Lake Brady, 0.
Will 0. Hodge, of Chicago, has been 

the platform speaker here for several 
days. One of bls best discourses was 
given in answer to questions propound
ed by the audience. In answer to the 
question, “Will we recognize our 
friends in the spirit world?" he said: 
“Yes, surely. Heaven would not be 
heaven to me without my dear mother. 
I would rather see her face than that of 
the Gods. They can take care of them
selves but I want my own.”

Question.—Do ancient spirits come 
back to earth? •

Not always when mediums see them. 
The guides frequently make a picture 
of the spirit which may be now in a 
higher sphere.

Are mediums ever controlled by the 
higher spirits?

Granted that Jesus Christ ever had an 
earthly existence,, ho matter what me
diums may claim, I do not believe he 
has ever controlled one of them; for 
with his exalted life, he Is now too far 
away. ’

Do spirits ever He? ■
Yes, spirits are like mortals; they do 

not always tell the truth,
How can we produce harmony at 

Lake Brady? :
By harmonizing yourselves. How

ever, there is never complete harmony, 
except in a graveyard, p

What is the judgment day?
Every day, and each is his own judge, 

for we cannot judge another unless we 
are sinless. I want everyone who has 
committed no sin, to hold up the hand. 
(No hands!)

Is there punlshmeiw aftur dea.n?
Yes, reformatory. No man would pun

ish unnecessarily, and no decent God 
would, either.

Mr. E. W. Sprague, who Is emiiloyed 
here for the season, has made a number 
of eloquent appeals from tue platform 
in behalf of Lake Brady, that has re
sulted in adding considerable to the 
treasury for the running expenses and 

.also for the purchase of the grounds to 
be used wholly as a spiritual encamp
ment.. Several hundred dollar^ are 
pledged and the management feel 
greatly encouraged.

To-day between thirty-five and forty 
young people took advantage of the ly- 
Cerna's free bathing school. Mr. Eberts- 
liauser, of Sandusky, a scientific, expe
rienced swimmer, has charge of the 
bath-house and is an apt teacher. Mrs. 
and Miss McCaslin give personal In
structions and other good swimmers 
are always ready to assist. Yesterday 
thè whole school, pupils and teachers, 
were photographed In various graceful 
attitudes in the limpid waters.

The best entertainment of the season 
was one just witnessed under the man
agement of Chairman D. A. Herrick 
and Mrs. Genevera Haines, manager of 
the Hairies orchestra. The readings of

BLINDNESS
: PREVENTED AND CURED. i

THE 
BUND DEAF 

HEAR.

James McFadden and the violin solo by 
Prof. Frederick Fabricand were botfi. 
repeatedly encored.

Pretty things are in process of con
struction for the Woman’s Fair which 
takes place on Thursday and promises 
an elaborate entertainment with a 
dance in the evening.

The various phenomenal mediums on 
the grounds report good business and 
everybody is happy.

Mrs. Virginie Barrett, psychometric 
reader and inspirational painter, is now 
on the grounds,

MRS. M. M’CASLIN.

To the Editor:—The Progressive 
Thinker and three volumes of the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life In the 
Spirit World arrived some time ago, 
and they are more than satisfactory in 
every waj-. I expected something 
cheap, but was more than surprised 
when I received them. I have partly 
read Vol. 3, and I am more than pleased 
with it. It contains some grand and no
ble thoughts. The three volumes 
should be in the home of every progress
ive mind. MRS. MATTIE SMITH.

Defiver, Colo.
The above is only one of hundreds of 

letters being constantly received. We 
wish we could Impress upon the mind of 
every Spiritualist the necessity of hav
ing these three books in (he family 
circle. Thej' contain more information 
in regard to Death probably than all the 
libraries of the world combined, inas
much as a great deal of the informa
tion imparted has been obtained from 
sources Independent of theih. The ag
gregate price of these three books to the 
trade is $4.50. They are furnished to 
our subscribers for $1.10, far below 
cost. Remember, please, that your 
order for any of the premium books 
must be accompanied with a year's sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

Wayside Jottings.
Gathered from tie Highway«, By-way» antf BedsM of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. Th!« Isa marvelouiS 

neat book of «elections from Mn. Hull, best boema 
sermon, and essays, and contain! a splendid Dortrall 
ot the author also a portrait cl Moses EuU. phi«/ 
neatly bound In English cloth, 11. ,
Hie Spiritual Alps

and How We Ascend Tketn, 
Ora few ihoughu on how to reach that altitud! 

where spirit is supreme aad all things are subject to 
1< With portrait. By Moans Hull. Just the book 
to tfaoh you that you are a ffrlntual being, and to 
show you how to educate your ipirltual faculties 
Price, bound in doth, 40 cent«) in pópbr cover, 
cents
Hew Thought,

Volume I. Nkelybound in cloth, 670 large, beauti
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the best 
speakers and mediums. The mMter all original and 
presenting in an attractive form the highest phase of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Prlco, only gl¿0.
Hew Thought,

Volume II. 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter, filx portraits. Cloth 
bound, 7b cents.
Joan, the JUcdiutn,

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
ab a Loader of Armies. Bv Moses Hull. This Is 
once the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on BplrltuallAh 
eyerwrltton. No novel was ever more tbrillingly In- 
iercBtihg; no history more true. Price In cloth, 44 
ccata; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Real Issue, •

By Mosss Hull. A compound of th*?  two pamph« 
lets. “The Irrepressible Conflict," and **Your  Answer 
or Your Life;" with linporiant adcUtioae, making a 
book of 160 pages allYor 25 cents. This book contains 
statistics, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should have.
XII About Devils.

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualiaai 
and other Great Reforms came iron. His SatanH 
Majesty and His Subordinates tn the Kingdom él 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 16 cents.
Jesus and the Mediums,

■ or Christ and Mediumship, 
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Bible with 'hat of to-day. By 
Moses Hull. An invincible ardmoent proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, sub'jéct to all the condl- 
tlons of modern mediumship. It also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout the Ola and New Testa1 
Went wore under the samo conditions that mediums 
require to-dfty.; and that the coming of Christ is the re*  
turn of if *l"°uiRhjp tho world. 48 pages. Price,
10 cento.
The Spiritual Birth,

¡ or .Death and Its To-Morrow,
’ The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Hoses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic interpretation of many things In the Bible-*  
Interpretations never before given, explains tho 
heavens apd hells believed in by spirltuaUsta. Price, 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Raised.

’ Or tbe Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Price 10 cents.
SplrltualOSongster,

■ By Mattie E. Hull. Th|rty elght of Mrs. Hull’f 
sweetest aonn, adapted to popular music, for tbe Ol( 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, 10cta< 
or tfl per hundred._____________________________

••A book you ought to road. Absorbing/ Interest*  
mg. ana should be in the hands of every thoughtful 
tnan and woman. Ko one can read Ite pages without 
being convinced of the existence of n future life. The' 
book !b of great value, not only to Splrituallats, but to 
those Interested In the problem of man's future life« 
M well aa to tboso Interested In phenomenal re« 
search."—J. J. Owen. „

This volume Is superroyal octavo In lira.beautifully 
bound in cloth and gold, and profusely Illustrated. ..

Price <2, postpaid. For Bale at this office. . >

dows her with an intellect but without 
emotion, with infinite craft and 
strength but without sympathy/ and 
tenderness, and any personification of 
this sort, must be a demon. It is an
other thing viewing nature in the Im
personal or scientific sense to discover 
coarseness find violence, for there we 
find..beings who are mot. yet finely or-

fur, far below tbe source from which 
Martin Luther’s spirit derived its in-, 
spiratipn. Now therefore let him Seek' 
by his own enlightenment: again to raise 
it out of the marshes,'bogs and quag
mires of superstition an’d ignorance to 
a‘ higher standard, eo that it may flow 
-serenely on through ferule fields of un
biased investigation,, on through lands 
productive of higher civilization and en
lightenment, on and pp through bean- 
iiful cultivated fields, ever golden with 
the ripened fruitage ot.‘absoli}te knowl
edge, In the border lancFof etprnity, that 
the stream may be worthy of Rs source. 
Let? him come out -¿rom . "Under the 
shadow of Ignorance,¿Superstition and 
bigotry, into the sun-kissgd ¿ky of uni
versal intellectual.religious liberty and 
breathe the pure ntmospheresp produc
tive of Inspirationar growUj and de
velopment, so that in eomin&wears not 
only himself but the people who look to 
him to-day for. their fliidancK may be 
properly led to the goal of'-'continued 
existence, fully educated in Spiritual
istic philosophy, andj.vhey ftfid future 
generations will have’Jevery Reason to 
praise and bless him 'for hayjjig grown 
out of the narrow, contracted channel 
of creedal prejudices and entered the 
broad fields of 'progressive scholarly 
manhood all embodied In the simple 
precept, “the Fatherh'opd of God and 
the Brotlierhood-of Man,” all guided by 
the Golden Rule. HIGHER LIGHT.

Fond du Lac. Wis, , ' . • '

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social . Up
building:” '■ By E. L\ Babbitt, MJ D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean bf the,College 
of Fine Forces, tmd author of other Im
portant volumes on Health. Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc;- Price, cloth, 73 
cent«. For-sale at-thia office. • : -'

in extraordinary states of the organ
isms; but-they exist and rntfst be In
tended for use somewhere and at some 
time. ’

I have seen persons In the hypnotic 
state who could not hear a loud report 
close to the ears, but would readily an
swer mental questions proposed by any 
one present, and always give a correct 
answer. Others who could not see with 
their eyes in the usual way, but could 
read a book or write correctly in abso
lute darkness, with their eyes bandaged 
in addition, neither could they feel. I 
once had a dentist extract- a decayed 
and aching tooth for a person while 
hypnotized; the operation was entirely 
painless. These are the most puzzling 
phenomena that confront the stu
dent of living organism. Is there a- 
finer-organism in this that will, survive 
the wreck of this through which we 
nbw manifest our identity ? Thin is, at 
least, r. philosophic and scientific possi
bility, if not yet a proved certainty. I 
have endeavored, in this to demonstrate 
that this refining process of-matter is 
constantly going on through the various 
organisms, and in whatever state we 
may find it, It Is simply cosmic matter 
progressed, refined, and more ethereal- 
ized. . •

on the grounds at Lily Dale, N. Y., ter- i 
mlnated on the 13th ult., after a success
ful term of eight weeks.

The election of officers took place at 
the annual business meeting as fol
lows: President, Moses Hull; vice-presi
dent, Mrs. S«rah Comstock Ellis; sec- 
retarj’’, Mattle E. Hull; treasurer, A. J. 
Weaver. The board of directors is as 
follows: E. W. Sprague was elected for 
two years; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng, for 
two years; Mrs. Elizabeth. Aiken, one 
year.

It was decided that the school term 
open early in May, 1901, and hold a ses
sion of eight weeks. Particulars will be 
published later. For Information ad-

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.’’ By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, ■ 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

THE DIVINE PLAN has.been car
ried out successfully by The Pro
gressive Thinker, one continual cur
rent of the profits returning to our 
subscribers. Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World only costs our sub

scribers 25 cents—far less than its act
ual cost to -us. Its regular, price to the 
trade is $1.50. This wqrk should be in 
every family in the United: States. It 
is’ elegantly and. substantially bound, 
neatly printed and Is an ornament to 
any library One million copies of this 
work -should be distributed throughout 
the country. The Progressive Thinker 
one year and this book will be sent 
for Ç1.25. . '

“The Spiritualism of Nature.” - By 
Prof. W. M, Lockwood. Price 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. ,

“Death Defeated; or the'Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, :AI. D.,,M. A., Ph. D. Price $1. 
For sale at this office. .

500,000 Casesof TYPHOID, MALARIA FEVERS, »nd y.ndrcd, br drinkingRaw Water from Hvdrauts,AV ells, Cisterns and 
Streams -which ore polluted by Sewerage, City Slops, Cesspools, Eotten Animal and Vegetable Matter, etc- 

LOOK IN YOUR TEA-KETTLE S, 
FoUivroffw, Mictolbeg, Filters ar© dangerous, simply germ breeders— 
we'll prove it. Boiled Water is flat, insipid, full of dead jjerma, 
cooked corruption« Simply a graveyard. EDEF

Bond your address for valuable booklet JTilEt 
_ PURE DISTILLED WATER AT YOUR HOME WITHOUT COST. 

n.iMMia a. «EW PROCESS—SAH1TARY—AUTOMATIC puritan pwe water-still 
\ Make« the foulest water pure.—A. Mew TVondcrfkl Invent, on.
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, Who Are the Barbarians?
A mob rises in New Orleans, and un

der • the excitement of the moment 
slaughters a dozen, more or less, of 
Italians. The civil authorities gain the 
ascendency, suppress the disorder, and 
the general government does all It can 
to quiet the distant nation of which the 
murdered people were subjects, 

■■ Another mob gains control and shoots 
down a large number of Chinese in the 
Rocky mountain region. Their offence: 
They cheapened labor, by working for 
smaller wages than Americans. China 
complains of the, outrage, and In due 
time we atone as far as possible, by 
paying in dollars and cents for the un
fortunate victims of mob violence and 
tllirlstian hate.

Behold the contrast:
The Western nations sent a body of 

men to China to underline and sup
plant the established religion. They 
plant colonies all over the empire, and 
erect fortresses In which they entrench 
themselves for fear of violence from the- 
people whos<r-“souls” they are anxious 
to save.

Those people feel outraged. When 
they can endure the Insult no longer 
they organize and determine to abate 
the nuisance. The foreign representa
tives attempt to protect the mission
aries, and draw upon themselves the 
hate -which, originally, was Incited 
against those who would destroy their 
religion. The end is havoc and blood
shed. The mob, too powerful to be 
suppressed by“ the civil authorities, 
finally determine to overthrow the gov
ernment, and It becomes a rebellion.

Now Christian civilization:
The emperor of Germany declares the 

German flag shall wave over the Chi
nese capital, and dispatches his fleets 
and soldiers to make good tlie threat

The Cologne Gazette urges a war of 
vengeance, and the razing of Pekin to 
the ground. .

A Paris journalist asks the powers to 
rush on the Chinese capital, hang the 
dowager, and destroy the graves of the 
ruling classes of China.

And right here in Chicago, an influ
ential public journal borrows from the 
Bible the language of barbarism: “Ven
geance is mine; I will repay saith the 
Lord,” and quotes It as authority, and 
wants the Western nations to become 
the scourge of God to the great Chinese 
empire, with its vast domain, its dense 
population, its older, and so far as its 
Influence is reflected on the people, a 
better religion.

Let the Church Push.
The New York Observer, Presbyte

rian, an organ of the church militant, 
voices the war spirit In a late Issue, 
from which we extract the following:

“The world will only believe in an ag- 
gresslve type of Christianity. If the 
churches desire to win respect for them
selves and so for the cause of their 
founder and Master, they must evince a 
vital Interest in the extension of the 

. kingdom which he came to establish. 
Men are apt to believe in the things 

.•which hare go in them. This is a push
ing age, therefore let the church push, 
too, if It would obtain custom for its 
spiritual wares.'

The church has been “pushing” its 
spiritual wares on China, and exhibiting 
its “aggressive" character for a series 
of years. Since the late disturbances, 
resulting In great-loss of life, it is stated 
the Presbyterian Missionary Board, in
stead of relaxing the “push” forwarded 
eighteen additional missionaries to take 
up the work their late associates have 
laid down.

:■ If persons wish to become martyrs to 
a cause, and go out to gain a martyr’s 

~ crown, we have no right to interfere. If 
they fall, like the fellow who places his 

• head in a lion’s mouth, be takes the 
risk; and If found a little later minus 
that useful appendage, It is his misfor
tune, and we shall not weep on that ac
count We did not Invite him. to put his 
head in danger. Let. those shed tears 
who did.

It has been knotyn for years that 
there was great hostility in China 
against the missionaries. That hostility 
has been gaining in intensity, and 
threats of a general rupture have fol
lowed. Under the protection of the 
great powers, their minister?-and con
suls, they made Pekin the center of 
their movement, and there were congre
gated the heads and . teachers of the 

. Christian propaganda for the empire. 
The list of those from Chicago alone 
was reckoned by hundreds. Scarcely an 
American city but was represented at 
this Chinese capital.

Were they nil slaughtered? If so, 
who are responsible after eliminating 
the instruments of that slaughter?

Harmony To-day, Discord To-morrow,
Moat of us have witnessed union 

movements of the churches to gain re
cruits for heaven. While bound to
gether by u common purpose, aud in
spired by hope of gaining the principal 
share-of new converts they work in 
harmony, and frequently with great 
success. Their protracted proselyting 
labors ended, then comes the strife in 
dividing the spoils. Each leader is in
tent on swelling his own church list of 
newly made saints at the expense of 
rival claimants. Then comes rhe cater
wauling and the acrimonious bitterness 
of rivals whose own church doors open 
heavenward. These things—divisions 
and discords—are incidents almost uni
versal to the dividing of the trophies 
won in “contests with the devil," as the 
godly designate revival services.

And discord among criminals In the 
division of plunder frequently leads to 
exposure with conviction and punish
ment as the outcome.4 In this honest 
men frequently get justice, and crime 
is punished. '

For a long time the press has been 
telling its readers that there is a de
termination among the Christian pow
ers of the West to subdue and divide 
between themselves the great Chinese 
empire, with nearly a third of-the pop
ulation of the entire globe, alleging in 
substance that they are heathen, with 
no rights Christians should respect. 
Each power has indicated the share de
sired in the grand division. Russia Is 
ambitious to possess Mauchiira on the 
north; for that will open to them a 
highway to the ocean, with open ports 
for winter commerce. Great Britain, 
having already a footing at Hong Kong, 
would like more northerly ports, so as 
to extend her railway system through 
Farther India to the Pacific, and com
plete her mastery of Southern Asia^ 
Germany, Austria and Italy' are of 
course ambitious to share in the dlvls- 
Ion. While Japan and the United 
States, more modest, silently look on, 
each sure of a lion’s share.

Parties are said to make strange bed
fellows. Discordant nations, united for 
public plunder, present the same 
anomaly. • .

With the exception of Japan there 
seems at first glance a common bond to 
hold, the aggressive nations together, 
and that bond the Christian religion, all 
desirous to extend that faith as widely 
as possible. But this element Is a sure 
harbinger of contention and strife. 
Russia and the Greek church eannot 
fellowship Latin Christianity. And 
Great Britain has no fellowship for 
either. _

Should the Western nations succeed 
in a war of conquest against China, a 
war in which millions of lives will be 
sacrificed, and the wealth of the world 
will be wasted, the contest, like the 
wrangle of the churches to gain con
verts, will then commence, and the end 
will come when the people, weary of 
the strife, abandon their ambition for 
conquest, change their policy and their 
rulers, allow,China to regulate her own 
institutions, Including her religion, In 
her own way, and eaeb usurping nation 
shall set Itself to the task of rebuilding 
her own dilapidated ruins; just as 
Spain Is now attempting for herself 
after four hundred-years of folly, In 
trying to make her empire coextensive 
with the globe; an experience Great 
Britain will soon shnre; as will Russia 
in due time; and every other country 
that attempts to galu empire by the 
usurpation of another.

As a Heathen Sees It.
The Chinese Minister to the United 

States, Wu Ting-Fang, has lately con
tributed to the press of England his 
views of Christianity, The Western 
World has been flooded for centuries 
with the opinion Christians held of the 
heathen, Now for the other side. He 
wrote:

“It Is difficult for a man of education 
and reflection to give credence to all the 
Bible stories. The account of the cre
ation of the world and. the story of 
Adam and Eve and the Garden of 
Eden seem to me funny. I ace, too, that 
In these days of enlightenment many 
thinkers In Europe and America take a 
similar view. I must acknowledge that 
the teachings of Jesus Christ seem' to 
establish 'a standard of conduct as 
highly ethical as that established by 
Confucius. Jesus Christ, In fact, goes a 
little farther than Confuelus. If your 
enemy smites you on one'cheek, he bids 
you to turn the other also. Confucius 
Is more practical. Ha says: “Requite 
justice with justice, favors with fa
vors.” If we requite our enemy with 
kindness, how, indeed, can we reward 
our friend...

“I have no quarrel with any religion 
(hat m based ou a foundation of virtue. 
If they all bld one to do good and deter 
one from doing evil, I say let them all 
go on. If there is a reward in some fu
ture life for the good deeds done on 
earth, if there is a heaven for the right
eous, there surely must be many lad
ders leading up to it, just as there may 
be many staircases in a house. To say 
there is only one ladder Is too narrow 
for me. If there is reword for any, I 
believe It will be for all good people. 
Some Christians say, unless you believe 
In Christ you cannot be saved. I am 
broader than that doctrine. My religion 
comprehends all.

“I have read the history of Europe 
during the Middle Ages, and the 
account there given of persecutions 
caused by difference of belief fills me 
with horror. We have no such records 
in China. Jews, Mohammedans, Budd
hists have lived there peaceably side by 
side.. It is only when Indiscreet Chris
tian missionaries go to extremes and 
excite the people that they have any 
trouble. Christianity owes most of its 
converts in China to the fact that it is 
more alluring than any religion we have 
there. The idea of a future life and 
rewards for the righteous is tempting 
to many. Confucius taught no such doc
trine. He was once asked if he believed 
in a future life, and he answered: “If I 
don’t khow what will take place to-, 
morrow how can I know anything about 
a more remote future.” Confucius ex
horted men to do their best to-day with 
no thought of,reward. That„seems to 
me the higher view."

Such is the heathen side of the story, 
and it doesn’t sound very bad.

Tho True Source of Help.
For the spectacle of a people, entire

ly able to help themselves, appealing to 
the Almighty for assistance, is one 
step removed from the sublime; and 
we know where that one step leads to. 
—Chicago Journal.

The spectacle of a people appealing 
to God for anything, whether they can 
help themselves or not, Is only a “su
perstition,” according to the Plymouth 
church orator, and all experience 
shows Jie is correct “Jupiter helps 
those who help themselves,” said the 
Roman maxim, and that, is the only 
way ho was ever known to help. 
Sambo was right His prayers to 
God brought him no chickens; but 
when life went for them himself he al
ways had them1 for breakfast .

Where Are We Drifting? Inesegentlemanismlstakenlnhlaprem- 
A Republic Is » government'of the I that Christ came not to bring 

’ ‘ ' 1 peace, but a sword, as Is set down In
Holy Writ. the Orient’s editor, how
ever, has diligently searched the Scrip
tures, and l^s found' therein many 
Ideas of peace and good wlU, he will be

people, by the people and for the people.
A Hierarchy, as defined by Webster, 

is “A government administered by the 
priesthood and the clergy.”

The Progressive Thinker had inno
cently supposed the United States a 
Republic; that sovereignty is iln the 
people; and that we are subordinate to 
no king or potentate. Such, certainly, 
was the kind of government the fathers 
of the Revolution designed to frame, as 
has been repeatedly shown in these 
columns, and is confirmed by all the 
state papers wtyich have descended to 
us. The national flag we all love so
well, was designed to emphasize our in
dependence of church rule, and self
reliance in periods of peril.

i-

The Union Signal, an organ of the 
Woman’s Temperance Publishing Asso
ciation, in a late issue with the head of
‘■Under Two Flags,” mates the follow
ing statement: ' ’

“It may not be generally known that 
on Sunday morning on our ships of war, 
as the hour of worship approaches, the 
national flag is lowered from its place 
at the top of (he mast and the church 
pennant—a blue cross on white ground— 
is raised to the peak, remaining there 
until the close of the service, when ’Old 
Glory’ is again hoisted to the top. Thus 
Is proclaimed in the language of flags 
the subordination of our nation to the 
king of kings.”

Is this statement true? If so by what 
authority is our national emblem low
ered, and a church pennant raised In Its 
place? When and where was this gov
ernment first diverted from its purpose 
of protecting the people to the upbuild
ing of the church. .

Are the mls-representatlves of this 
government attempting to do in detail 
what they eannot do as a whole? On 
our national coin was inscribed the 
false legend, “In God we Trust,” with
out authority of law. Invasion after in
vasion of our chartered rights has 
been made from time to time, and those 
guilty of such trespasses have not been 
rebuked. The first false step was the 
pensioning of an army of chaplains. 
With really nothing else to do they have 
joined with their fellows 'outside, 'to 
subject the government, and convert it 
into a kingdom subordinate 'do a 
supernatural myth.

The editor of the Union Signal, In the 
article from which we quote, says: -

“We are imperialists working for a 
federation of nations under the flag of 
the cross.”

That cross was originally an Instru
ment of torture. After Alexander had 
battered at the walls of Tyre for seven 
weary months, and finally gained con
trol over the city, he selected 2,000 of 
her leading citizens, who bad resisted 
his authority, and hung them on 
crosses. Since that event, 332 years be
fore our era, the cross hnd been an em
blem of authority. It has virtually de
noted that death on its extended arms 
await' those who resist Its rule. In all 
the Middle Ages It was faithful to its 
mission, and now it rises above the 
Stars and Stripes on our national holi
day and on Sundays, if tho paper from 
which we quote can be credited, and It 
is to float until “all the world becomes 
a kingdom of our Lord and his Christ, 
and he shall reign forever.”

Is this the feast to which we are in
vited? Instead of continuing to make 
America the home of a great, prosper
ous, contented, happy and free people, 
leading all others in the pursuit of 
peace, are we to change front, belie our 
entire past, and become willing tools of 
an ambitious priesthood whose motto is 
“Rule or ruin?"

Worthy Enterprise.
A grand project to preserve the lan

guages of the world, and perpetuate the 
voices of statesmen, philosophers and 
scientists, is now being agitated by the 
Academy of Sciences at Vienna, by 
means of the phonograph. A com- 
.mittee of scientists has been engaged 
for some time In elaborating details, the 
design being to make the phonograph 
tablets, which can be preserved for all 
time, a record of life at the close of the 
19th century for the benefit of coming 
generations.

The world has lost much, everything, 
for the want of such a record. Just 
Imagine the seductive language of the 
serpent to Eve, preserved by the phono
graph to the present time; the inquiry 
of the Lord God to Adam, “Where art 
thou?" the wheedling words, of the 
faithful Jacob, begging a blessing from 
his father which was designed for his 
brother; Moses’ father-in-law, Jethro, 
the priest of Midian,.instructing the de
liverer of Israel how to'play boss, 
while the Lord himself told him to be 
to Aaron as God. Several tablets would 
be required to preserve the story of our 
Savior, commencing with the address 
of the angel of the Lord to Joseph to 
quiet his jealousy. It is regretable the 
words of that “mighty angel who came 
down from heaven” in the vision of the 
revelator, who, with uplifted hhnd, 
swore, “Time shall be no longer," can
not figure in the tablets.

Defective as these tablets may be in 
past history, we do hope the words of 
Rev. Hillis will be preserved, in which 
he threatened to “shake his fist in the 
face of the Eternal, and fling every vile 
epithet toward the stainless throne,” 
before Indorsing the Presbyterian creed 
With Its damnation of infants.

A Puzzled Jap.
The editor of the, Tokyo Orient has 

been posting up on Christianity, says 
the Chicago Journal, Japan doesn’t go 
in for much of that sort of thing, yet 
Japan finds herself an active member of 
the , International Dismemberment 
league, which is composed of Christian 
nations. The Tokyo editor Is quite sure 
that the respect accorded to his coum- 
try is not shown ’ because Japan has 
made wonderful progress in the arts.of 
peace, but because of the achievements, 
not long ago, of the Japanese army and 
navy. ‘ ,

What puzzles the ingenious Tokyo 
gentleman is this: Why should non
Christian Japan receive the respect of 
Christian nations because of her mili
tary prowess, when the New Testa
ment, the basis-of,the Christian relig
ion, contains precepts against war, and 
‘against according honor to any nation 
or man on thq mere grounds of suc
cess in the exercise of brute force, much 
less of success in slaughtering ene
mies.” “We can,” he says, “very well 
understand the old Hebrews respecting 
us for success in war, for the old He
brew god was a god of battles.” But he 
confesses himself puzzled that Chris
tians should respect the benighted 
heathen of Japan, who have earned that 
respect by success In slaughtering ene
mies, and by that alone.

The Tokyo” editor. would like Chris
tians to explain the puzzle, and there 
are many of them that can explain it in 
a jiffy. They will say that the Japa-

more puzzled than ever by the explana
tion. -We of the west have become so 
accustomed to reconciling black with 
white Jliat we-can easily explain things 
that bring the simple and logical ori
ental mind up standing.

Mrs. Freitag in Iowa.
The Ottuniwa (Iowa) Courier says: 
“Spiritualism though advanced to 

pronounced stages of success has al
ways been received with more or less 
skepticism, due, perhaps to the fact 
that frequent eisposals of the schemes 
of so-called inedluiiis, have established 
a well-founded precedence that there is 
much fraud in the practice of a great 
many persons who claim to possess su
perhuman ability la that direction.

“Conversing with spirits and the va
rious seances in which so-called spirits 
are made to appear either in person or 
by rappings, to a great many are taken 
as being what the medium claims for 
them, reality. Spiritualism is a religion 
adopted by many, and to those the mys
terious performances of mediums is 
considered us a direct relation with the 
spirits that are supposed to inhabit the 
other world.

"During the past few weeks the citi
zens of Ottumwa have been entertained 
from time to time by the remarkably 
clever . work of Mrs. Von Freitag, of 
Los Angeles, Cal. Mrs. von Freitag has 
lectured to crowded houses every night 
she has announced her seances. Fol
lowing her lecture each evening she has 
given what she terms an exhibition of 
her ability to call up and converse with 
the spirits of departed persons, the 
spirits replying by rappings, just where 
or in what manner, has not been fully 
explained. Mrs. von Freitag has, on 
every Occasion on which she has given 
such exhibitions, requested anyone in 
the audience to take a position on the 
platform where she stands, and to skep
tics or unbelievers was this invitation 
especially extended.

“Last Sunday evening it is claimed 
that she was detected in her method of 
so-called communion with the spirits, 
and the pgrsons who have interested 
themselves In what they term an expo
sition of the same, are willing, to pro
ceed with the same if Mrs. von Freitag 
will consent. The • persons above re
ferred to believe that the deception as 
they term it has been practiced on the 
people of Ottumwa long enough, and 
publicly challenge Mrs. von Freitag to 
prove that they are not correct in their 
theory of the solution of her methods 
of operation. .

“At the beginning of each seance Mrs. 
von Freitag requests anyone in the au
dience to write upon a> piece of paper 
the name of some departed friend with 
whom they desire to- communicate. 
The little slips of paper are carefully 

and placed on a stand on the 
platform, and from them she ■ is sup
posed to extract a particiilar name, 
and deliver a message from tho person 
supposed to inhabit the spirit world, be
ing directed In all her movements by 
tlie mysterious' rappings. ’

“These notes sometimes contain only 
a name aud in. others questions are 
asked. । The fact that Mrs. von Freitag 
repeats word for word what is written 
on these notes ■without opening them is'^ 
what niakes het doings seem wonderful. 
That Is she makes a solemn vow that 
she Is feonest and does not open the 
notes. ),

“This fact, the committee asserts, 
can and will be proved false. They say 
she does open dpd read the notes on the 
table by extracting one at a time from 
the table and when read replaces the 
note and then proceeds to tell her au
dience that she has a spirit present by 
name as appears In the note.

“This committee states that it 'will 
put up a forfeit of $25 to be donated to 
the Ottumwa hospital If they fall to ex
pose the deception practiced by the 
supposed medium. An answer to this 
office will receive attention by the com
mittee.” -.

While we have ¡hfljpunded faith In 
the genuineness of Mrs. Freitag’s me
diumship, we hope she will take special 
pains to convince these skeptics that 
she is honest throughout. She has been 
long before the public and is highly es
teemed as a lady.

Denies the Statement.
The Pittsburg Dispatch lately pub

lished a statement that an exposure of 
a medium lately occurred at Avalon, 
Pa. A letter from there states the ac
count is false throughout—a base fabri
cation. As no name was mentioned by 
the Dispatch no particular harm has 
been done. The secular papers would 
do well to confine themselves to the 
truth when, reporting a seance.

WOULD YOU? WOULD I?

When we are full of ignorance, 
And time’s occasions misapply, 

Can we expect to learn by chance— 
Would you? Would I?

If we are full of slander's bane, 
And speed the wrong of every lie, 

Should we expect unsullied name? - 
Would you? Would I?

When we are full of spite and hate, 
And pass our brothers frowning by, 

May we expect a peaceful fate?
Would you? Would I? .

When we are full of selfishness, 
And others’ efforts fain decry,

Can we expect the world to bless? 
Would you? Would I?

If we are full-of worldly greed 
And clutch at all that cometh nifch, 

Should we retain’-the toller’s meed?
Wouldj.you? Would I? ? ''

When wg’are tempted sore with gold, 
.. And worship pt in song and sigh, 
May weywlthhold from proor arid old?

Would'you? Would I?. • ' [Zt le •
If we are. lull of vice and sin,

-; When comes the time for us to die, 
May-we expect a heaven to win?

Wouldayou? Would I?
If we ha% UveS a life of shaine, 

And. sptened tlie good, and truth deny, 
Could WA'ask Christ to bear the blame?

Would‘you? JVouId I?
zn ZU , ¿B. F. StlTER.

:- Grand R;aplds„ Mich. ; . .. .
i>lf J’J*  w *■ . . . . • ' ■ ■ .

GUARDIAN ANGELS.
' V>T ■' . • ■ \ .

With ufe’ln our wanderings; .
With us when we rest; . < 

Ever waking thought most holy, .
Purified and best A

Roaming where’er we may, 
O’er the sea or land; . ,

Ever strengthened,, led. and guided 
By a helping hand.

Ministering, angels now : ’
.'. Are the glorified;

Heavenly comforters are those
Whom we say have died. '

Watchful care they give us now,
. . Tender love bestow, - 

Drawing nearer, nearer heaven, 
Helping us to go. . —Selected.

. ht"’iiii '.i I - - -
A Fruitful Field of Work. I violence? Going beneath the Bin-face 

-that our SplrltuaUetB should awake I aud taking into account all the wrongs, 
- -- ■ are the Chinese altogether to blame

for the affairs in China? Would you 
submit to the wrongs and Injustice 
heaped upon them? Is the gratification 
of greed and fanaticism of more Im-

and work Is one of the things no 
thoughtful, observant mind will deny. 
There is at hand a work that should be
done, done with alert, active, persistent 
energy and tactful “push," aud firm en
deavor to effect noble and generous re
sults. It is a work in which all Splrit- 
ualists should feel ardently interested. 
Lack of Interest therein must aud will 
prove a hurtful source of spiritual lan- 
gulshment and retardation, in any lo
cality. ■

Our cause cannot grow and prosper as 
it might and should unless our people 
take hold of the lyceum, our Spiritualist 
Sunday-school, and “work" the same 
to purposeful result.

The orthodox Sunday-schools are the 
fruitful nurseries of the orthodox 
churches. Without these active nur
series, constantly molding plastic minds 
to the orthodox pattern and standard, 
the churches would soon dwindle and 
mostly disappear. Within the lapse of 
one generation, with the passing away 
of their present membership, the 
churches, but for their Sunday-schools, 
would lapse into nonentity. The train
ing and culture received in the Sunday
schools mold the minds of the young 
into orthodox grooves of thought and 
very naturally as a result they “join the 
church.”

In these Sunday-schools, top, it is too 
often the ease that children of Spiritual
ists learn to despise and contemn Spir
itualism, and they, too, drift into..the 
church on the orthodox tide that bears 
thenj along. They become infected 
'with the prejudices engendered by their 
orthodox surroundings, their minds be- 
eome steeled against the proofs and 
reasons, in favor of the spiritual philos
ophy, and they are lost to our cause, In 
the foggy miasm of orthodoxy.

What the Sunday-schools are to the 
orthodox churches, the lyceum should 
be, and may be made to be, to Spiritual
ist societies. They may be made suc
cessful recruiting stations and training 
schools to Indiict the young into the 
knowledge of the facts and the philos
ophy of Spiritualism. By proper in
struction along the lines marked out 
and exemplified in Tuttle’s Lyceum 
Guide, which is full and comprehensive 
In its elucidations and instructions to 
teachers, the children may be thorough
ly imbued with Spiritualism as other 
children are imbued with orthodox no
tions and beliefs in the Sunday-school. 
And the work may be as lasting and 
permanent along Spiritualistic Unes, as 
In the other, and even more so, as being 
more consonant with mature reason and 
judgment.

As the facts and philosophy of Spirit
ualism are more reasonable and more in 
concord with enlightened common 
sense and ethical principles, more in 
harmonious accord with pure and natu
ral human affection and love—so will In
struction In these things that distin
guish Spiritualism from orthodox teach-' 
Ings and beliefs, be more lasting, more 
fixed and permanent in the mentality 
of those blessed witli lyceum privileges 
and training. Not many children 
trained in Spiritualistic thought In the 
progressive lyceum will ever become 
perverts to the horrible, unnatural dog
mas of orthodoxy.

To become thoroughly orthodox, one 
must traverse human nature and" hu
manitarian sentiment, must dehuman
ize his thought and bls belief, and set 
aside that knowledge of truth that may 
be gained by careful experiment and 
honest investigation.

The work of the progressive lyceum 
directly tends to cultivate humanitarian 
sentiment and strengthen thoughts and 
feelings in accord therewith; it trains 
the moral sense to keener perceptions 
and conceptions of right; and it en
larges rather than smothers the natural 
human scope and fullness of the affec- 
tlons planted by Nature In the consti
tution and being of huamnlty. Spirit
ualism does not ask of human beings 
that they be willing to consent, either in 
this world or the next, to the damnation 
In endless hell misery, of parents, chil
dren or friends, who may chance not to 
have been "converted” and “saved” be
fore passing into the Beyond. Nor does 
It require that we become so dehuman
ized as to forget the "lost” ones, or have
no unhappy thought or feeling for them 
—which we must do in order to be 
happy in “heaven.”

The spiritual philosophy accords with 
nature, with reason, with highest, 
purest and noblest human thought and 
hope and aspiration.

Herein Ues. the scope of the work of 
the progressive lyceum-to inculcate the 
spirit of our philosophy In its purity and 
beneficent potency, - thus molding the 
minds of the young and fixing in them 
the pure.saving ideals that shall fit 
them for pure and noble lives here and 
in the hereafter. Are not these things 
sufficient reason for Spiritualists to 
awake and work?

What Is the Trouble in China?
Doesn’t she have enough religion? 

Are not her maxims and philosophy 
equal to the best? Out of some three 
dozen saviors, sixteen of whom were 

• crucified, she had in Buddha a savior 
£.Llr?in some slx hundred years 

before Christ; one who-, in his life and 
teachings, .was the equal of any.- 
Hrth.™?8»“EeJolce at the glad tldiiy-s! Buddha, our Lord, has found 
tfie toot of all evil. Efe has shown us 
the way of salvation. Buddha dispels 
the illusions Of our minds and redeems 
us froiil the terrors of death. Buddha, 
our Lord, brings comfort to the weary 
and sorrow laden; he restores peace to 
those who are broken down under the 
burden of Ilfe. He gives courage to the 
weak when they would fain give fin 
ail™reJian^i,a?d,1110p6‘ that suffer 
from the tribulations of life, ye that 

■ V9 atrusgle and endure, ye that LeW& a-,irfe of truth, rejoice at the 
glad tldltigS! .There Is balm for the 
wounded, and there is bread for the 
hungryi there is water for the thfrsty, 
??a hope for the despairing
there is light for those in darkness, and 
there is hftxhaustible blessings for the 
upright” • •

Stop and. think! What, more could a 
savior promise, or In what way could 
he bring greater comfort to his follow
ers? Buddha himself said: "Ignorance 
only can make men prepare festivals 
and vast meetings for sacrifices Far 
better to revere the truth than try to an- 
pe-.xLe by 4116 bedding of blood. 
„ "hat RWb can a man possess who be
lieves that the destruction of life will 
atone for evil deeds ? Can a new wrong 
explate old wrongs? And’ can the 
slaughter of an innocent victim take 
Ethe sins of mankind? Purify your 

s and cease to kill; that is the true 
religion. * * * But to abandon cov
etousness and lust, to become free 
from evil passions, and to give up all 
hatred and Ill-will, that is the right sac
rifice and true worship.” i

Why force Upon the Chinese a rellg-. 
ion of doubtful origin and more doubt
ful quality, taken as'a whole? Why 
force upon them, 'a civilization - that 
makes- mankind greedy and heartless? 
Why. goad them on to a state or frenzy, 
which urges them Into doing acts of

Aug. 4,1900.

THE CAUSE OF WARS.
portance than life and happiness? 
Think a moment! Are you a Christian? 
Read your Bible: “Vengeance is mine; 
I will repay, saitb the Lord.”—Romans 
12:19. (See Matt. .10:23, Mark xvi:15- 
18); also, “forgive thine enemies.” 
This ought to be doubly true, where by 
our greed, our injustice, our folly and 
our fanaticism, wo have made them en
emies, preparing conditions for what is 
tjiklng place in China. '

No one regrets more than the writer 
the suffering and the death of the in
nocent. It is because nations are not 
civilized that a great wrong has Ueen 
done.

“Man’s inhumanity to man
Makes countless millions mourn.”

Cleveland, Ohio. FAIR PLAY.

From the Standpoint of Eld
er Myrick.

HE PRESENTS SOME IMPRESSIVE
FACTS TO 
TION.

SUSTAIN HIS POSt

Occasionally a writer is moved tp 
arise, “with r'-'“-----

CHESTERFIELD CAMP.
Explanation of Some Diffi- 

cutties,
The Chesterfield camp-meeting cf the 

Indiana Association of Spiritualists be
gan its annual session on July 10. The 
attendance and general interests thus 
far exceeded that of any camp-meeting 
held here since the birth of Its organiza
tion, and the prospects for a highly suc
cessful meeting financially and other
wise are promising.

' President Barrett of the N. S. A., who 
had been called to Anderson, Ind., to 
conduct the funeral services of Mrs. Dr. 
G. N. Hilllgoss, was here on the opening 
day of the camp, and by request deliv
ered the opening address for the asso
ciation.

As will be seen from the associated 
press reports, all has not been sunshine 
In Ctasterfleld camp, but now that the 
executive-board has assumed to manage 
the camp in a way it deems necessary to 
secure the best results to the associa
tion and to the general public as well, it 
will be in order to explain the origin of 
the difficulty which lias given rise to a 
number of sensational reports published 
in the papers concerning the action of 
the executive board during the past 
few days.

In the first place there has never been 
any restriction placed upon persons 
who come here to practice mediumship

The result was that at some of the 
camp-meetings in the past, many per
sons claiming to be mediums put in an 
appearance, and attempted to give se
ances. Some came under assumed

. ----- righteous indignation
filled, . and say to us that “religion has 
been, and is now, the cause of all the 
wars, bloodshed, etc., that humanity is 
heir to.” See, as an example of this 
kind of writing, au article by Dr. Will
iam Cleveland in The Progressive 
Ihluker, No. 556. I supposed, the first 
time I read this charge, that some per- ' 
son of limited attainments, with a very 
meagre, knowledge of history, had 
slipped into public print through some 
strange oversight of the editor. But a< ■ 
the assertion has been so. often repeated 
1 conclude there are people actually pos- 
sesslng a fair degree of Intelligence who 
belleye it. Let us kindly lessen the ten
sion upon their susceptible nerves and 
sympathetic hearts.

names, others who had never been 
heard of by any of the Spiritualists in 
tills section called themselves mediums 
The result was that fraud was prac
ticed. The people were swindled out of- 
thelr money. In one instance the con
duct of one or two of these scamps was 
such that it became necessary to drive 
them out of the camp. ‘

Now to regulate the practice of medi
umship upon these grounds, and to pro
tect the public against these frauds and 
other disreputable persons, and at the 
same time to limit the number of me
diums to the requirements of the camp, 
the executive board adopted a rule to 
accomplish this end. The sum and sub
stance of this rule Is that no medium 
shall be permitted to practice bls or her" 
mediumship upon these grounds with
out the consent of the executive board 
Accordingly Invitations were sent out 
to such mediums as the board deemed 
proper to present the phenomena at the 
session of the Chesterfield camp-meet
ing. Now It appears that the board did 
not Invite certain mediums who had 
previously practiced on these camp 
grounds. Some of them were regarded 
as honest mediums, but it was deemed 
best to limit the number, and hence 
they were not Invited. The board de
sired It to be distinctly understood that 
because a medium did not receive an in- 
vitatlon that he or she should not feel 
that, they had been branded as dishon
est. But it appears that a good many 
mediums took the other view of the 
case. There were two of whom special 
note will be taken. They are Austin D. 
Koch and bls wife, Mrs. Lizzie Koch. 
The latter is a trumpet medium. The 
former has recently engaged in the 
practice of magnetic healing. They 
were here last season, and were voted 
a few days ago members of this asso- 
clatioil At the opening of the meeting, 
Mrs. Koch opened a seance room upon 
the camp-grounds and engaged in the 
practice of mediumship. This was in 
Violation of the rule above named. She 
was notified to desist, but paid no at
tention to the request of the board. At 
length charges were preferred against 
both Mr. and Mrs. Koch, and they were 
accordingly expelled from membership 
in the association without a dissenting 
voice of the members of the board. 
Now, this is the whole matter in a nut
shell. /

The board desired it to be understood 
that it will enforce all of-its rules and 
regulations—in a word, It proposes to 
supervise its own affairs-that physical 
mediums are to be under Its supervision 
the some as lecturers or other persons 
who-may be employed in any capacity, 
ihe State Association is not at war 
with the National Association of Me
diums or any other organization. In 
fact a number of mediums belonging to 
the association were invited to attend 
the camp-meeting. But there is one 
thing that may be counted upon, and 
tnat is that the Indiana Association of 
¡spiritualists will manage its affairs In 
a way which It believes will be for Its 
e ^¿nt?rests’ for thG be«t Interests of 
sP* r™allsts, and for the best interests 
of the public in general.

att^ance last Sunday exceeded 
3,000, which marks the highest figures 
ever known here on the first Sunday of 
a camp-meeting. The electric cars are 
running from Anderson direct to thé 
grounds.

Moses Hull has just closed his engage
ment, and goes to Onset Bay. E. A. 
Tisdale begins his engagement Satur
day, and Swami Abhedenanda is the 
next on the program, and begins bls en
gagement Sunday, August 6. Ignatius 
Donnelly speaks Sunday, August 12.

Chesterfield, Ind.. J. A. WERTZ.

E are trying our best to estab- 
.Ush libraries in every Spirit
ualist family of the. United 
States, hence wé are offering 
Seven valuable books as a 
premium. Those seven books 

. have been sold for 510.75 a 
single one has sold as high as $25. The 
first edition of Art Magic sold for $5 per 
copy. As high as $15 has been paid for 
a single copy of Ghost Land; yet we 
furnish these seven books to our sub
scribers for $2.35, when ordered In con
nection with a year’s, subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker. Read our 
premium announcement carefully.

“Òur Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
Voice from The Higher Criticism. A 
few thoughts on, other Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and In
terest to Spiritualists. For sale at this 
office. Price $1. ■
; 'IS k»IM ’oaiuo siqnu ejBs Jtoj[ -<j 
K 'RIH "H T ¿2 ■ «’diqsaoM iB-qsy,,

„The Revolutionary War. What about 
that event, brother? Try to imagine 
(and you evidently have a very robust 
Imagination^—try to imagine Fiske or 
Bancroft in their Immortal historical 
works gravely asserting that the 
mighty struggle which established the 
republic of the United States was a re
ligious war (?) Most everybody has 
been led to believe that our respected 
forefgthqrs found the casus belli in 
taxation without representation," the 
Stamp Act,” or some other worldly 

consideration. We have heretofore held 
it to be a fact that the patriots of 1776 
were striving to achieve national inde
pendence and political liberty. I have 
carefully re-read the Declaration of In
dependence and by some inexplicable 
9versig1Jt those sages failed to set 
forth the fact that ‘religion” was caus
ing all the trouble. They talked of “life, 
liberty and pursuit of happiness,” but 
said not a word about foreordination or 
the inspiration of the Bible.

And when the war was ended those 
same fighters, statesmen all, fell to 
work and made a constitution. Strange 
to relate, they “left God out” of that 
immortal document, aud all the inge
nu ty of Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts and his 
puissant hordes of pious sectaries has 
been unable to get him in. They never 
said one word about religlon-not one. 
Worse still, the very first amendment to 
the Constitution forbids congress to “es
tab ish” religion or have anything to do 
with it. A curious war caused by relic- 
lon. The “Declaration" that produced 
it aud the Constitution that embalms Its 
Jesuits both silent as the grave concern

. Somebody owes the shades 
ot Washington, Jefferson, Putnam and 
1 atrlck Henry an apology 
Thomas Paine, arch-infidel, with his 

Crisis” and "Rights of Man,” who 
played so great a part in the llevolu- 
t on. bay, brother, the greatest wars of 
the world, those that have elevated the 
race and made freedom possible, have 
not been “religious” wars at all. Hon- 

would you blot out the record? 
Did Washington fight in vain? Was 
anything secured for humanity at 
Bunker Hill, Trenton and Yorktown? 
Is there an eye so full of the film of 
prejudice, so bleared with antl-rellglous 
sentiments, ns not to see In the great 
historic struggles of the world some
thing greater than mere religious Im- ■ ■ 
brogllos? Freedom, love of home, edu
cation and commerce, these are the 
magic words that lead men to war, and 
the extension and establishment of ‘ , 
these things have followed and justified 
the wars, bloodshed,” etc of which we 
hear such a wall. Aud a man who can*-'  
gaze upon the battle-fields of the 
world and read no greater message In. 
their gory workings than "religious 
wars and bloodshed" is an object of 
commiseration.

And

And our tilt with Spain. War de
clared because of the divinity of Christ 
I suppose? The destruction of Cer- 
vera’s fleet an Incident in the develop
ment of Infant baptism! Roosevelt’s 
charge up San Juan hill a piece of 
“higher criticism!” Dewey’s triumph 
at Manila established the Mosaic au
thorship of the Pentateuch?

For shame! Let those who say relig
ion Christianity—causes the wars hide 
their diminutive beads in the presence 
of a nation’s glory. Let them seek in 
humility for the spirit of human liberty 
for the sense of justice, for the feeling 
of resentment against wrong, for the 
glorious Ideals which have carried for
ward the race to present civilization. 
In these things, or rather the opposition 
to these things, may be found the roots 
of the world’s greatest wars.

„ H. W. B. MYRICK.
Gentryville, Mo.

THE BEAUTIFUL GARDEN.

(With apologies to the author of the 
song with that title.)
They lived in the beautiful garden, 

The children of high degree;
The one was the wife of the other.

The "she" was a rib of the “he.” 
Up above, with his face at the window, 

Was their heavenly father, J.;
He wanted to catch them tripping, 

So be watched them day by day.
He’d planted some trees In the garden, 

And loaded the boughs with fruit, 
And said: “You can gather from that 

one
Aud that one, and that one, to boot; 

But the tree that you see over yonder
I shouldn’t advise you to climb; 

It is bearing some capital apples, 
But to eat them's a capital crime.” 

“Old Harry” came Into the garden, 
In the form of an upright snake;

He’d instructions to try and induce 
them

To pluck of the fruit and partake. 
He offered them some, and they took it, 

And the Lord at his window spied, 
For the ways of the Lord are "narrow ” 

And his range of vision wide. ’
As soon as they’d eaten the appje 

It opened the eyes of the pair;
Each one of them looked at the other 

And they saw that they both were 
bare.

“The voice of the Lord they heard 
walking ' .

In the cool of the day”—so they 
. "guyed”;

For those that he loveth be spnnketh, • 
And the palm of bls hand Is wide.

They were ‘-‘chucked” from that beau
tiful garden, ■

And the gate of the garden was 
. slammed; , -
And you’re all well aware of the se

quel-7- ■ ’
Weare most of us doomed to ba 

damned. < . ■
A few will be “crowned” and "feath- 

cred,”
But the rest, will all bo “fried”;

For the gates of heaven are narrow, 
And the nlouth of hell is. wide! ■'

—Ess Jay Bee, In London Freethinker.

"Talmngean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.’’ By Moses Hull 
Fpr sale at this office. Price tea centft
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Spiritualism anb Science
To the Editor:—It is some iime since The Progressive 

Thinker has liad anything from the subscriber, for one 
reason at least—thei£ being no need for addition fo its 
many-sided contents. Nor is there now, but habit some
times asserts itself regardless of necessity or fitness.

. But'being all the time a close reader the fact induces 
compliment so far as to say that The Progressive Thinker 
is distinctively the one Spiritualist newspaper, with em
phasis on the fust syllable. In this line it has no rival 
and cannot have until others get new editors. There.is 
of course a personality about a book, a magazine or a 
newspaper, but one trouble is, there is often too much of 
it. It requires a more tlum average amount of egotism 
for a person to put forth individual opinions as guides for 
others equally intelligent, hence as a rule we find authors 
and literary folk tinged with vanity. But when one 
learns the printer’s trade as a means to a living by labor
ing at it, publishing a newspaper is relieved from this dis
ability—and he may be as hard-headed as a rock-crusher, 
and yet make a readable paper by judiciously printing the 
productions of the self-inspired writing guild. Begging 
pardon for the liberty of speech involved, this may ac
count for the excellence of The Progressive Thinker—in 
part. - ■

But though each of the many has its. excellence, The 
Thinker has many> each number being a symposium of 
opinion, thought and all good tilings. Its chief merit in 
a representative sense is its freedom from dogmatism, 
fault-finding, scolding and pessiiftistic utterance as to the 
future of “the cause.” Neither does it indulge in parti
san politics as do some of its contemporaries. ■ Above all 
its editor does not seem fo disagree with Iris hatter.

It is amusing to see so many of these writers alarmed 
over the decay and downfall of Spiritualism. One class 
says it is doomed “because of the tendency to make a sect 
of the movement. Another bemoans its decline from the 
fact that the mass does not rally around a formulated 
preed—or to declare “what we stand for.” Next the ten
dency to make and run organization and levy tithes is re
garded as signs of degeneracy, while on the other hand 
we are scolded because funds are not supplied to secure 
real estate, and to furnish, after ecclesiastical methods, a 
fund for the propaganda of our truths. And just by way 
of parenthesis: Every time these scoldings appear offi
cially, there comes up before the memory the picture of a 
noble edifice at the corner of Exeter and Newberry, cost
ing in the coin of the realm ten times the sum for whicli 
these objurgations are given, dedicated to “the cause,” 
and maintained by personal liberality—yet its open doors 
are never alluded to, and these scolders of their fellows 
never darken them. The fact is there and that is all that 
need be said. Has it never occurred to some people that 
tilings open to observation can be seen even if they do 
ignore them?

Yet despite all these prognostics as to the moribund 
condition of the good cause, on both sides, the fact exists 
that never has Spiritualism

SPREAD ABROAD .
among the people more than it is doing to-day. Only 
twenty years ago there was but one camp in America— 
Lake Pleasant. In The Progressive Thinker before me 
are notices of twenty-seven, and a dozen more not no
ticed occurs to the memory. And it may be pleasant to 
these despondent mourners to be assured that never be
fore has it been so favorably regarded by “respectable” 
people—of all shades of opinion.

Again, has it never occurred to one class of these augurs 
of ill-omen that the decline of the churches about which 
so much is said, has been from thjs very “money” policy 
and greed that has taken possession of them to the dete
rioration of what they call the evangelist spirit that in the 
beginning built them up. To-day the converts made by. 
this so persistently quoted liberality of the churches to 
their cause are being killed by the zealous adherents of 
another religion—another sect. It is the universal fact 
jn all human history, that a propaganda of religion, 
backed by the .

POWER OF MONEY
has resulted in disaster, decay and ultimate collapse. If

Spiritualism has an apparent mission, so far as the civic 
or temporal conditions of the race are involved, it is to 
demonstrate - that a propaganda of beliefs, doctrines or 
dogmas pertaining to a future life, is hindered, retarded, 
or destroyed by such methods as have been employed by 
most of the religious organizations of mankind—from the 
very beginnings of history until now.

Christianity began as a protest against organized relig
ion and flourished until it became itself an organization. 
Protestantism was so until it too became a thing of en
forced authority, and then its sects were protests until 
strong enough to collect revenue. And to-day the effort 
that hujlt them.up has degenerated into w.ays and means 
for the support of a

- TOP-HEAVY STRUCTURE
by an idle priesthood. The old time Methodist camp
meeting is a tradition and the itinerancy, a feature that 
encircled the world with its zeal, has given way to the 
size of the purse that can command the best pulpit orator, 
and the love-feast is fast being superseded bj' the innova
tions of religious club life. And, too, baptism by immer
sion, instead of being performed before witnessing thou
sands in the Jordans of every neighborhood is now seen 
in the retired aquariums under the pulpits of palatial 
churches, while the dove of consecration is symbolized by 
the image on stained glass windows. How long, Mr. Ed
itor, would it be before Spiritualist .organization would 
follow in the wake of these did it prefer fat contributions, 
a “permanent pastorship” and official conferences to de
clare “where we stand” on—what?

Aye, there is the rub: On what? On an Infinite Intel
ligence on the one side,-or on a Know Nothingism on the 
other? To the clear progressive thinker one is as much 
a thing as another. What is the difference, practically, 
between the infinite and the unknowable? Yet the 
world has been cutting each other’s throats over this im
practical thing for ages-r-collecting money to keep it up.

Now, Mr. Editor, do not put all this down to the credit 
of fault-finding, for at bottom it is only philosophic. It 
is not from a God, Jr., nor from a devotee of San Leandro 
vibrations, only an effort to look at two sides of the situ
ation. There is no alarm for tire outcome of “the cause,” 
as these things under consideration are all matters of per
sonal idiosyncrasy and previous education. For ages we 
have seen people malting their bread and butter out of 
their beliefs, or out of other people’s beliefs. Theology 
has grown into the largest

* SINGLE INDUSTRY .

in our civilization—neither railrpads, steamships or hanks 
can overmatch its aggregated wealth. The Roman Cath
olic church once dominated the revenues of the Western 
world. As soon as Luther, Henry VIIL, Calvin, Knox, 
Wesley or Joseph Smith succeeded in getting enough fol
lowers, they began to organize and collect revenue, and 
there they are—at it yet.

Now the ranks of Spiritualism have been arid are being 
partly recruited from the church educated people, and 
with most of them the force of tradition and habit im
pels them to attempt its cultivation by familiar methods 
—with some to make a living from it. Hence all this 
friction, this levying of contributions and this scolding at 
the stinginess of us folks who earn the means to contrib
ute by planting corn, or some other pursuit that brings in 
marketable tilings. It is all right for us to quit the 
churches but wrong to quit the church habit of paying 
people for telling us what we know, or talking about what 
they do not understand. If our “leaders” who fret the 
quiet of our mental waters with their arguments-and dis
putations about creeds, vibrations, organization, money, 
real estate, frauds and half-fares, would take a vacation 
and rumover the doings of the common world and people 
with the spirit world, they might get an inkling of the 
wonderful field before them. In the season of quiet re
ferred to in the opening of this screed the reading has ex
tended over both the spiritual and material fields, and the 
impression more than ever grows as to the coming to
gether of spirit prediction or forecast and scientific dem
onstration.

For example: In chemistry the close of the century

WOMAN’S ABILITY.
A Woman’s Keen Reply to 

Hon. J. W. Bailey.
“Women fall as parliamentarians be

cause they have no legislative business 
of sufficient Importance to compel them 
to master the methods of parliamentary 
procedure.

“Women fall as parliamentarians be
cause, generally, speaking, they lack 
the mental calibre necessary to per
fectly comprehend the technicalities of 
parliamentary law.

“Women fail as parliamentarians be
cause, assuming their knowledge of ab
stract parliamentary law, they have not 
the opportunity to acquire the skill only 
to be had from much experience In par
liamentary practice.

“Women fall as parliamentarians be
cause the feminine temperament 1b con
stitutionally opposed to the perfect 
mental poise absolutely indispensable to 
succeed in governing a deliberate body.

“Finally, women fall as parliamenta
rians because parliamentary practice Is 
wholly outside of woman’s sphere." 
—J. W. Bailey in Harpers’ Bazar of 

x February 24,190Q.

We do not deny the truth of the gen
tleman’s first statement, at least as re
gards the past history of woman, but It 
Is only a matter of time when such an 
assertion will stand without a founda
tion and for the very reason that pro
claims the falsity of his second state
ment, that the Recognition of her own 
mental power or compass has more 
than any one'thlng pushed her out Into 
the world as a champion of the rights 
of humanity; and while his third state
ment is true of women as a class it is 
not true in many Individual cases, and 
the same charge may be laid to men as 
a class, though in a less degree of 
course, remembering, as we do, that 
men have had centuries of study and 
practical application, while It is only 
the present generation of women who 
have attempted to become parllamen- > 
tarlans. In-answering the fourth prop
osition I say decidedly It is untrue, for 
very many women have clearly proven 
their “mental poise” to be equal to that 
of their fellow-men under many other 
conditions as severely trying as govern
ing a deliberative body, His" fifth 
proposition prompts me to? read from 
the pen of Dr. Anna EL Shaw: >

. WOMAN’S SPHERE.
“There is nothing,” said Rev. Anna 

Howard Shaw a few evenings before 
she left to attend the council meeting in 
Washington, “which I like so much as 
the phrase ‘woman’s sphere’ when ap
plied to intellectual women by the 
average man, but I cannot understand 
why he does not endeavor to protect 
that sphere-. Thirty years ago thou-, 
sands of poor women made a good liv
ing by ‘day’s washing.’ It is a very 
humble work and requires but little in
telligence. Yet to-day we find the busi
ness monopolized by men. They haVe 
even organized a national association 
of American lanndrymen, not male 
washer-women,’ mark you, and glory In

their success at driving women, out of 
the field. •

“Dressmakers and seamstresses were 
formerly all women, but now a man 
does the sewing in a filthy tenement, a 
man takes your measure and a man 
sells wear and underwear to you across 
the counter. To cap the climax, If you 
want to be stylish you must patronize 
some man tailor. In fashionable so
ciety not a pretty maid, but a coarse, 
ignorant man opens the door to you and 
serves you at dinner. In the kitchen a 
masculine chef replaces the good old 
woman cook. Men make mittens, socks, 
and comforters on tne knitting machine, 
and have driven the old lady and her 
needles out of the market In flats and 
apartments the male janitor brings up 
your coa“l and wood, scrubs your balls 
and windows, feeds the dog, and does 
two-thirds of the menial work.

“Everywhere men are usurping the 
place of the waitress, the chambermaid, 
the scrub woman, the shop girl, the 
dairy maid, the-governess, the music 
teacher, the singing teacher, the ladies’ 
hair dresser, the dishwasher, the pre
serve maker, and the maker of home
made bread. It really requires a mag
nifying glass to find a part of woman's 
sphere which is not occupied by a lot of 
superior male beings. The average man 
Is certainly a co,ward, as well as a sim
pleton, to glibly descant upon our 
sphere and deprecate our leaving it for 
a second, while at the same time he 
calmly permits it to be parceled out and 
appropriated by bls own sex.”

Evidently the ^Constitution of the 
United States is open to variableness of 
construction or Interpretation, since 
the suffragists claim a right and the 
anti-suffragists deny a right under the 
same Instrument And the charge he 
brings of an “illogical mind,” because 
woman accepts and uses for the better
ment of the race the rights granted by 
some of the states In their statutes, Is 
untenable for the very reason that she 
sees that all evolution comes step by 
step. And while she feels the Injustice 
of the lack of general recognition of her 
rights, unlike man she is willing ,to la
bor and patiently wait for complete re
sults. Perhaps the gentleman does hot, 
know that woman is not working for- 
her “glory,” but for her just rights, and 
she does not exhibit any signs of em
barrassment where she does exercise 
those rights, but a womanliness, and 
dignity In discharging them that 
proves her loyalty to her country and 
the human race. . When he speaks of 
woman as “losing her character as wife 
or mother in primaries, at the polls, sit
ting in common , councils and in con
gress, becoming thus mere sexless po
litical factors,” etc,, the gentleman for
gets that we cannot bA women and be 
sexless. We may be genderless, on the 
Creative physical plane, in that the en
larged minds and intellects of women 
who work for all of humanity may 
cease to create physical bodies for 
babes and create mind products that 
will become monuments in. the history 
of the race that' shall reflect more 
glory upon their creator than badly 
fathered children ever can. '<•

There Is no case known of any. wo
man who has purified or elevated any 
man or condition being thereby 
coarsened or degraded in jmy degree.

.Ißv Sar’gis
witnesses almost a new-.■science and the laboratory is on 
the eve of a forward step that bids fair to recognize the 
equivalent at least- of what we avow as spirit in the evo
lution of life fonn^. Tfie

DOCTRINE OF “VALENCE,” 
or equivalence, has revolutionized the science of chemis
try and brought it to the borders of spirit. In common 
parlance i| is the .discovery that substance, atoms, mole
cules or plements, as you caii best grasp the idea, when 
they meet in proper proportions instantly unite in the 
new or different form. In this way all substances, and 
forms of the planet in all its so-called kingdoms are “cre
ated”—even atoms are the results of tliis law of equiva
lence. It is a tremendous step in advance when the in
tensely materialistic concept of the atom as the primal 
form has to.be abandoned by physical science. Yot it is 
no longer the gate keeper at the door of our laboratories. 
The laboratory is creative when this “valence” can be 
commanded. ;.

Apply this “law” as the chemists call it to the material
ization of spirit forms, faces, hands, etc. AH that is re
quired is that the spirit chemist understands this

LAW OF EQUIVALENCE
and give it conditions and Instantly the form is presejit. 
That this is the process painstaking students have wit
nessed in the rapid spiral movement of the column of 
smoke-like substance, as if the laboratory power was in 
action, followed by its instant transposition into a form. 
Those who have not witnessed this phenomenon should 
refrain from urging opinions on materialization. If our 
primary predicate i;s true—that the spirit state is per se 
superior to ours, and their knowledge of forces beyond 
what we can attain, why not know how to so manipulate 
the elements as to produce these equivalents, that with 
our crud,e acids, alkalies, blow-pipe and electro-magnet
ism we have found to be the conditions precedent in the 
realm of form production? Is there anything unreason
able in this proposition?

In a masterly review of the progress of biologic science 
a disciple of the great Haeckel, who declares the missing 
link in the evolution of man has been found, closes his 
paper with a remarkable declaration, which as an admis
sion of science at the close of this wonderful century, 
ought to challenge the attention of all thoughtful Spirit
ualists. Speaking of the great achievments of the emi
nent German, he says: “But may there not be other fac
tors; as yet unrecognized, that supplement the Lamarck
ian and Darwinian principles in bringing about this mar
velous evolution of beings. That, it would seem, is the 
most vital question that the philosophical zoology of our 
generation must hand on to the twentieth eeqtury. For 
to-day not even Professor Haeckel himself can give it an
swer.” . ’

Thus we see how the latest discoveries of the great mas
ters and students of physical science are nearing the bor
der where by the logical demand of their own conditions, 
aJoree, a power, a constructive intelligence must answer 
the'question asked by their own instruments. And there 
is only one force recognizable by human intelligence that 
responds to that demand^—spirit. So much for the po
sition of science at this writing. And it really seems to 
be that while our Jeremiahs are crying out for a Spirit
ualism made respectable by scientific recognition, the real 
science of the closing century is reaching out spiritward 
for its help in the solutiop of its problems as to perfected 
systems of cosmic conditipns. It has exhausted the 
knowledge of its earth professors and hands over to the 
near-by century to arrange the coming together of the 
professors of the two schools.

Among the reading in the interval of writing has been 
the new work published-in England, “The Arcana of 
Spiritualism,”- by our own countryman, Hudson Tuttle. 
It is a book an intelligent, thinking Spiritualist cannot 
afford to be without. One great excellence of Hudson 
Tuttle as a writer is his human common sense. Possess
ing the immense advantage over the mass of us of per
sonal mediumship, he doesn’t assume the role of the oracle 
but keeps closely in touch with every-day thought and’ 
people. He seems to realize that while there is a spirit

world, yet we must accept that knowledge and utilize it 
under tlie conditions of the life we ure here living. That 
though we may talk with Moses and Elias, yet must have 
our supper before we go to bed. I shall not here attempt 
a review of this standard work, only to note one or two 
things: One is to ask the student to read carefully chap
ters VI and XIII. If the author had i^.ever written any
thing else this would have justified his reputation as a 
thinking Spiritualist—living on the earth. :

But what was in mind in referring to the bookin tliis 
connection is the suggestion of the meeting ground be
tween the physical and spiritual scientist, and where the 
want of one is to be met by the other. As long as we 
deal with angels and in the rhapsody of the emotional, so 
long will theTOld, cynical man of the laboratory give us 
a wide berth—and so long will we be at sixes and sevens 
over the Limitations of mediumship and the mixed meth
ods of intercommunication and imperfections of tire mes
sages given. All this comes from the traditions of tlieol- 
ogy—th^t we came from somewhere and lit here from our 
“eternal home” or some other body’s home.

But when we can realize that we are the children of the 
EJanet we are on, that mother earth is not a poetic fancy, 
ut a fact, the primal fact; then we are at the starting 

point for physical science to seek us out, or rather the 
meeting ground for the two schools of thought, out of 
which some new Darwin will be-enabled to evolve a true 
story of life, here and hereafter—or at least a worlting hy
pothesis that will answer all questions we are capable of 
asking. As has been more than once said in these 
screeds: This material planet had to be from which spirits 
could go, before it could have a spirit world to send them 
to. And a well authenticated immigrant from any spirit 
world than the one inhabited by human beings from tliis 
earth has never yet been presented for naturalization.

Two quotations from the book is all that will now be 
given: “If man exists fo^he purpose of the evolution of 
the immortal spirit, the contemporary birth and develop
ment of body and-spiritis a self-evident trutli. * * The 
physical body evolves the spiritual being. In in .ividual- 
ized spirit, creative nature culminates. Individualization 
of spirit can take place in no other manner. tJlie most 
exalted angel was once clothed in flesh; and through the 
flesh only can such existence be obtained.”—pp 102 and 
106.

Again: “The ideal of creative energy through all the 
vicissitudes of the past from the chaos of the beginning 
has been the evolujop of the perfect man; that through 
him in a direct line nught be evolved an immortal spirit. 
Evolved from and by the forces of nature, being their con
centration, or rather centrestantiation, man is an integral 
part of the universe. In liim the history of the past is 
written. He is capable of comprehending all, because a 
part of all. In Iris mind are laid the orbits of solar sys
tems and galvetic universes.”—p 288.

But tliis talk is long enough—only this suggestion will 
not down: Would it not be well for those who are day in 
and day out—research societies included—exhorting for 
a scientific Spiritualism, to turn their faces toward real 
science and meet its masters on their own ground—na
ture? All this wrist and ankle shackling, eye bandaging, 
ear and nose stuffing, mask-wearing and giving false 
names to mediums, and hearing about little brown knives 
and initialed canes, is thé very tragedy of the farcical. 
And to call it scientific Spiritualism is to invite the tears 

■of both mirth and sadness. Science is really knocking at 
the door of Spiritualism for light on its ultimate prob
lems, and arc we to offer it these? No, no, real spiritual 
science is not there, but it will answer for us in good time 
—it is already responding. SAR’GIS.

Cruelty, like every other vice, requires no motive out
side of itself; it requires only opportunity.—George Eliot.

Our lives are universally shortened by our ignorance. 
In attaining complete knowledge of our own natures and 
of the natures of surrounding things—in ascertaining the 
conditions of existence to which we must conform, and in 
discovering the means of conforming to them under all 
variations of seasons and circumstances—we have abund
ant scope for intellectual progress—Herbert Spencer.

It Is a well-known fact that she has character they become more honest 
never fallen without a masculine com- with themselves and with her; and 
panion In guilt The prime motive that when /voman sees that man has found 
guides the noble women who lead In a lever wherewith to lift hlmsslf, she 
this movement is not a desire for a “po-~gIS<lly stands ready to place block or 
litical preferment and squabbling for stone to prevent a slipping back till he 
spoils of office,” and if the Creator did finds other vantage ground at a still 
not create them for such Ignoble strife, higher point on which to rest the lever 
did He create men for It either? And again.
If parliamentary privileges can be dis- ; The gentleman’s attempt at face- 
torted Into a travesty upon one sex2 tiousness In referring to the lack of se

riousness, or viciousness, in the organ-then why n'dt upon the other also? 
“Broad charity” bids woman ‘show 
man where his error lies, and many 
strong-souled women are bending all 
the energies of their being to the task. 
They perceive the great needs of hu
manity, the gross injustice under exist
ing laws that have oppressed woman 
and enslaved her for ages, the dreadful 
results to the children they have borne, 
both male and female, by this “traves
ty” on manhood that has enacted laws 
that militate against the one and pro
mote and cultivate brutality and crim
inality in the other.

ized proceedings of wqmen, and the sub
stitution of the club for the “qulltlng- 
bee and tea-party,” and the “wielding 
of a pretty gavel" and “administering 
parliamentary law,” etc., shows that he 
has not his fingers upon the mental 
pulse of American women. He but 
proves his utter inability to perceive 
that this outer movement on the part of 

r the women of the nation and race is 
but the surface ripple of a deep under- 

‘ current of unrest that Is the result of
the accumulated forces generated by a 

' lofty altruism, that is but another name 
for the maternal Instinct of woman.It has been my pleasure to note in my ... ______ __ ______

observation of the discussion ot this ' He shows clearly that he is incapable of 
subject, that the man who id fair and sensing the mental hunger of, women, 
just to woman, who sees her rights and and the deep-seated desire to bring bet-
grants them as such, is the son of a de
termined, independent, self-respecting 
mother, who truckled neither to hus
band nor any other authority; a mother 
who demanded her rights as far as she 
saw them because her inherent princi
ples commanded them. Thank God for 
every such mother. It is usually the 
narrow, Ignorant mind that opposes 
equal suffrage. The apathy of the 
American women themselves has been 
one of the potent factors, that have hin
dered the movement; and I am glad to 
have such a benefactor as Mr. Bailey, 
and a few more well directed blows like 
this will will at least awaken many of 
our sleeping Southern women! This has 
siting them to the quick, but they, as
sume the pedestal of womanly dignity 
and say nothing, because they have no 
recognized rights which such as he 
must respect When the women of 
Texas become a plfrt of Mr. Bailey’s 
constituency, then his tune will change, 
and where he dares to criticise and In
sult now, he will be cringing and serv
ile and his acrimonious tongue will be
come smooth and oily. _

I am glad he is a’young man. The 
time will come when woman’s ability to 
“comprehend the technicalities of parli
amentary law” will remind him of this 
article, but it will be too late then for 
him to try the chivalry dodge. There 
has been so much prating about the de
cline of man’s chivalry to woman that I 
cannot refrain from mentioning it fight 
here. It is a pretty word, but it means 
very little-to a thinker. Taken literal
ly, it simply refers to deeds of valor that 
belonged to the days of knight-errant
ry; courtesy and empty . homage that 
mean absolutely nothing tq thoughtful 
women. There are many men who are 
chivalrous In public to women who are 
their abject slaves in- private. It Is a 
notable fact that with the decline of 
chivalry man’s respect for woman has 
gained steadily. Why has chivalry de
creased? Simply because men of sense 
perceive that women of brains see 
through the shallow pretense, and in 
proportion as their perceptions grow to 
wider range in contemplating woman’s

b^B B , ^B^B ^B^b^B b^B .
and the deep-seated desire to bring bet-
ter conditions for all of humanity that 
is rooted within the heart of every true 
woman. Women have at last awak
ened to the fact that while they have 
frittered away their valuable time in 
“tea-parties and quilting-bees” the ship 
of state has been manned by incompe
tent men who: have cared little for the 
precious freight with which she has 
been burdened.

In referring to the experience of a 
man who becomes a member of a legis
lative body and the practical needs 
“that compel him to master not alone 
the theory of parliamentary law,-but 
the history and ruleb’-of the particular 
body,” etc., and his reference to “rock
ing cradles and reading Ibsen,” and wo
man’s “losing her temper, find her head," 
all tend to show li^s yejy limited ac
quaintance with thqreal women of real 
life. History and the experience of 
many Intelligent people lit private life 
are replete with n'oble ‘examples of 
grand women who have throughout a 
lifetime exhibited Tar greater general
ship extending over, a much broader 
area than that of a.' legislative body, 
and that, too, without .losing either 
temper, or head. Women,/far more than 
men, have trained ih the School of self
repression and control of.Jhe belittling 
destructive emotions^ What of some of 
the women of the early days of Amer
ica? What of noblq Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Frances Willard, Susan B. 
Anthony, and many .of their earnest cd- 
workers In a field that had not even 
one furrow ploughed until they with 
their strong, brave hearts—with all the 
world against them^-dared to prepare 
the way for the coming of woman. 
Dared to plough and harrow and" sow 
that all of humanity/might reap—for 
the interests of' both men. and women 
are Inextricably the same.

There.are many excellent parliament
arians among women to-day; notably, 
Mrs. Zara A. Wilson, of Nebraska; 
Mrs. Stoddard, of Texas; Mrs, Ellen 
Ferguson, of Salt Lake City; Helen 
Gougar, Lillian Cole Bethel, Mrs. A. S. 
Benjamin, Mrs. Lillian Hollister, Mary 
E. Lease, Anna L. Diggs, and many

others who might be named, but space 
forbids. .

As to what woman's club work leads 
to, the records of dur country are be
ginning; to show in better conditions al
ready wherever they have Insisted on 
being recognized in municipal affairs.

When it comes to the practical bread 
and butter question, the last census 
shows that there are 2,(>47,157 wage
earning women In the United States, 
and there are in New York City alone 
50,000 women who support their hus
bands! Think of Chicago, who never 
allows New York to excel her In any
thing; she must have at least 50,000 
more.

Then all the other cities will contrib
ute their quota, and this man of limited 
vision, who is too short-sighted even to 
perceive that.possibly he has laid the 
ax at the root of his own political ca
reer by this act, dares to Insult the wo
men of this state and nation.

I dare appeal to the women of Texas. 
Though you have not the privilege of 
voting, you can, by united effort, 
through your federation of clubs, open 
Mr. Bailey’s eyes to the fact that, while 
there is no “viciousness,” there is seri
ousness, and power too, behind your 
play at administering parliamentary 
law, and that though you may be 
strongly stirred by a just indignation at 
such unwarranted and unmerited insult 
from a man who molds public opinion, 
you will retain such control over your 
heads that he shall feel the seriousness 
and power when election day arrives.

To the women of the United States at 
large; every woman who is laboring for 
better conditions for all humanity; I 
say, make It your business to defeat 
Mr. Bailey. You can do it He is un
worthy to represent the interests of the 
wives and mothers of Texas, for our in
terests are Identical with the interests 
of sons and .husbands. Make him feel 
the weight of a “woman’s dub,” the in
strument which he so derides and be
littles. ' ■ T, ..

VIRGINIA F. H. PHELPS.
Houston, Texas. •

GLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World treats of the “Mythical Ori
gin, of Death;” “A Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” “Impress
ive Communications from the 
Spirit Side of Life;” “Death Con-

sldered by the Spirit Lucretius;” “Odd
ities in Reference to the Dead;” “Death 
from a Vibratory Force;'! “The Day 
After Death Beautifully Illustrated;'” 
“Sensations of the /Dying;” “A Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;” “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” “A 
Special Visit to the Spirit World;” 
“Fragrance at a Child’s Death Bed;” 
“The Varied Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;” “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;” “Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;” “Thè Id
iosyncrasies of Death;” “Life andDeath 
Thoughtfully Analyzed;” “Signs in the 
Process of Dying,” etc., etc. In fact 
this volume Is a mine of valuable infor
mation, and every person should have 
access to it It should be in every home. 
Read the-premium terms carefully, and 
then send for the Three Volumes of the 
Encyclopedia of Death. . —
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«it Iwue of The Progressive Thinker, 
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your subscription. This number at the 
right hand córner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbea 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the .number oa 
the tag of your wrapper. rf
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EPliffi
JPerBOa the U. S. suffering with 

EPILEPSY or FITS to aend for ono of iuy Urge« 
sized bottle (16 full ounces) FREE. Iguarantecto 
jjerm&nontly cure every case that will take my treat*  
ment- 'Where other« fail I cure.

DR. F. E. GRANT,
Dept. 33, Kansas City, Bio.

FREE ASTHMA REMEDY.
Free Trial Bottle to Everyone Who 

Suffers from Asthma. *
A physician who «uffored many years from violent 

attack« of asthma, has discovered a sure cure for the 
disease, and is now entirely recovered, no has writ» 
ten letters to the leading newspapers of the country/ 
requesting that their readers be informed of this new 
remedy, and that he will mall, free, a trial bottle to 
anyone who writes for It. It has cured quite a numbar 
oj people who obtained tho free trial: Is an absertuta 
cure, perfectly safe and harmless, and so fortlfies’tho 
system that the cure la permanent. Write to W. K, 
Walrath, box Bis, Adame, N.Y,, and he will forward 
it once by mail, prepaid, a trial bottle, so that you 
can test it and see what It will do In your case, Ab 
offer like this ought to betaken advantage of by every 
reader. Write to-day without fall. Don’t wait.

EYESIGHT
RESTORED

Falling Eyesight, Cataracts or 
Blindness Cured without the 

use of the knife.
Dr. W. O. Coffee, the noted eye specialist of Deg 

Moines, Iowa, hae perfected a mild treatment by 
which anyone Buffering tram 
falling eyesight, cataracts, 
blindness or any disease of 
the eyes can cure them
selves at home. 13,000 suf
ferers in all parts of the 
country were cured last 
year by his wonderful ab
sorption method. Judge 
George Edmunds, a leading 
attorney of Carthage, Ills.. 
79 years old, was cured of 

... « « « cataractson both eyes,
W. 0. Coffee, M. D. Nirs. Lucinda Hammond, 

Aurora, Neb., 77 years old, had cataracts on both 
eyes and Dr. Coffee’s remedies restored her to per
fect eyesight. 11 you are afflicted with any eye 
trouble write to Dr. Coffee and tell him all about 
it. He will then tell you just, what be can do. He 
will also send you Free ol charge bls 80 page book, 
“The New System ol Treating Diseases of the 
Eye.” It is full ot interesting and valuable in
formation. ’ AD cures are permanent. Write 
to-day for yourself or friend to
W.O. COFFEE, M. D., 812 Good Block, Dea Koine*,It,

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
11 i BY 111 

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

Wales’ Faith in Science.
One of the most honored and conspic

uous figures in the public life of Great 
Britain during the lost half-century 
was Lord Playfair, of whom a sketch 
appears In the North American Review. 
The vast sanitary Improvements which 
have taken place in England within 30 
years and the evolution of the whole 
sytem of scientific and technical in
struction qre due to Playfair more than 
to any other man. He originally sug
gested the adoption of open half-penny 
letters, now known as “post cards,” 
and be was largely Instrumental in 
suggesting the basis of an equitable 
agreement between Great Britain and 
America when President Cleveland’s 
Venezuelan message had brought the 
two countries into dangerous antago
nism. Among Playfair's students at 
the university of Edinburgh was the 
prince of Wales, of whom a curious an
ecdote Is told:

“It was while the Prince of Wales 
was living In Edinburgh, as Playfair’s 
pupil in the application of science to in
dustry, that an interesting Incident oc
curred. The two were standing near a 
cauldron containing lead, which was 
boiling at white beat.

“ ‘Has your royal highness,” asked 
Playfair, “any faith In science?”

“ ‘Certainly,’ was the reply.
“Playfair then carefully washed the 

prince’s hands with ammonia to get rid 
of any grease that might be on them.

“ 'Will you now place your hand in 
this boiling metal and ladle out a por
tion of it?’ said Playfair.

“ ‘Do you tell me to do this?’ asked 
the prince. . ■-

“ 'No,' was the answer. >
“The prince instantly put his hand 

into the cauldron and ladled out some 
of the boiling lead without sustaining 
any injury. It is a well-known scien
tific fact that the human hand, if per- > 
fectly dean, may be- placed uninjured 1 
in lead boiling at a white heat, the 
moisture of the skin protecting it, under 
these condlt’ons, from any injury. 
Should the lead be’ at a temperature 
perceptibly lower the effect would be, 
of course, very different.” ,

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book Is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to, 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In Its spirit and living princi
ples; Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit 
Price $L For sale at this office.

“The Priest the Woman and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy. reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of tdany wrecked 
rives. Price, by mall, $1. For sale at 
this office.

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings.” By Mattie B 
Hulk For sale at this office. Price 10 
cents. ,

“Never-Ending Life" Assured by Sci
ence." By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents. ■ _

/

Beta forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Cliristians and Spiritualist! 
alike, as It demonstrates the truth of the spirit maul*  
testations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian 
religion Is based, as well as the actuality of modem 
Etrit manifestations. Its title page claims that the • 

ok le ’ o
A SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION '

of the

Existence of the soul of man at hit cone, 
tciout individuality independently 

of the physical organism/ 
of the 

CONTINUITY OF LIFE 

and the
MTUAUTY Of SPIRIT RETURN. I

Tho Ant eleven chapter« aro devoted entirely to 
nuxlfoBtaUonB of the aoul incarnate, with a clear ex» 
position of the psychic philosophy.

The succeeding four chapters Bet forth the phlloso*  
phy of the Infinite.

The last twenty chapters are devoted to an exposl» 
tlon of spiritual philosophy, with evidence In detail, 
nnoh of it being personal experiences of the author.

The price of the book <s $1*  For sale 
at the office of The Progressive Thinlicr» 

BIBLEOFBIBL&S?
—OR—

TWENTY-SEVEN

“DIVINE REVELATIONS”
BY KERSEY GRAVES.

Containing a description of twenty-eeven bibles, and 
an exposition of two thousand biblical errors la 
science, history, moral«, religion, etc. Frlce, cloth. 
11.75. For sale at thia office.

■t <>4><&THE$* o

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
OR

C^tigTIANlTY BEFORE CHRIST.

* BY KERSEY CRAVES,

New and startling revelations in religious history 
which disclose tho Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian New . 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking- many 
of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His, 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This won< 
derfuland exhaustive volume will, wo are certain, ; 
take high rank as a book of reference in tho field 
which ths author has chosen for it. Tho amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile the 
varied information contained In It must have been sc*  
vere and arduous Indeed, and now that it 1b in such 
convenient shape,1 the student of free thought will not 
wlllfaigiy allow it to go out of print. But tho book is 
by nomeans a mere collation of views or statistics; 
throughout Its entire course the author—as will be 
seen by hlB title-page and chapter-heads—follows a 
deflnttoltneof research and argument to tho close, 
and bis conclusions go, like enie arrows to the mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 830 pages. NOW edition« 
revised end corrected, with portrait cf catisr.
Price 01.60. Postage 10 oeitttb Ifaf 80l& al 

this office»

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By 0. B. RICHMOND,

G. M.of thoOrderofthe Magi,Chicago»
DOWD ZV CL07& WITH GOLD 

ID , side, and containing 320 pages. This splendid 
book, Just tamed, contains nineteen full Temple leo> 
turcB upon occult subjects, together with other utl< 
cles from various newspapers, relating to tho great 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures issued 
tn 1892, and three others on tbe Human Soul, which 
are alone worth tho price of the book. This wonder» 
ful book Is unique as an Evangelist of Science anil 
•truth. Prico ti.25, postpaid, to any address. For sals 
nt this offloa. .

THREE SEVENS, 
▲ Story of Ancient Initiated. By tho Pheloni. 
HluBtrating the Hermetic Philosophy Price, cloth, 
•1.25. . . .■

The Blue Laws of Connecticut
Taken from the Code of 1850, and tho public records 

ot the colony of Connecticut previous to 1655, as print ed in a compilation of the earliest laws and orders of 
tbe general court of Connecticut) also an account of 
tbo persecution ot witches and Quakers in New EnW ' 
land. Some extracts from the Bluo Laws of Vlrgtgfl ■ 
Price as ci*.  For Mio at thia office. r

.1
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GENERAL SURVEY
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS.

DOINGS. ETO.. THE WORLD OVER.

t CONTRIBUTORS—Each contributor
. is alone responsible for any assertions 
' or statements he may make. The editor 
'• allows this freedom of expression, be

lieving that the cause of truth can be 
; - best subserved thereby. Many of the 

, sentiments uttered'ln an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 

‘ ; -suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
. understood that our space Is inade

quate to publish everything that comes 
; to hand, however much we might desire 

to do so. That must account for the
, non-appearance of YOUR article.

’ WRITE PLAINLY.-We would like 
• to impress upon the minds of our corre-.

spondents tbatThe Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re

. qulrements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 

- paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 

■ adjusted tn the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 

. generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 

x lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi- 
cailon, should contain the. full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to, .

The Progressive Thinker goes to press 
early’ Monday7 morning of each week, 
(lamp-meeting reports should always 

. reach the office on the previous Friday 
or Saturday at the very latest. Bear 
that in mind. .

J. W. Dennis, of Buffalo, N. Y., is en
gaged atthe Freeville camp for the 

- season.
Dr. Charles7 Butt of 43 Bryan place, 

Chicago, attempted to commit suiplde 
lately by taking four ounces of lauda
num In Batteyy Park, New York.- He was 
taken to the Hudson . street hospital, 
where he died. Dr. Butt gave bls age 

■ as 80 years. The only reason that could 
be found for desiring to take his own 

: life was that lie was discouraged. Dr.
Butt was a well-known Spiritualist In 

- this city, and at one time an excellent 
healer. Probably extreme poverty 

. drove him to the rash act.
The Messenger of St. Albans, Vt., 

■ says:“The ghost still walks at the round 
house of the Montpelier & Wells River 
railroad In Barre. Night Watchman' 
Sicard saw the dim outline of a spirit 

.form there one night last- week, .fired 
■. three revolver shots nt the phantom and 

then ran for bls life.”
W. H. Apperly writes the following to 

Bishop A Beals: “I thank you for the 
• many beautiful and soul-inspiring 
' poems with which you have delighted 

the readers of The Progressive Thinker 
— so long. It would give me much pleas^ 

. ure to subscribe In advance for your 
poems if you could publish them in 
book form. I thank you again for the 
beautiful gems of thought you are glv; 
Ing to the world. May your days be 
filled with happy thoughts, and the sl- 

• lent hours of the night bring you the 
sweetest repose.”

J. W. Dennis writes from Buffalo, N. 
< Y.: “The Buffalo Spiritual Church so

; clety holding meetings at corner Mo- 
•. Jiawk and Main streets, Buffalo, N. Y., 

. are having good attendance at all their 
; meetings. E. J. Chase president; J. W. 
■ Dennis, speaker; Mrs. Catherine Chase, 

test medium. Mrs. Chase deserves 
; more than a passing notice, for she is 
■ an excellent platform test medium, and 

■ crowds come to bear her give the truest 
of tests of spirit presence.”

• Dr. J. M. Peebles writes under date of 
; July 26: “I leave to-day to attend the 

camp-meeting nt Island Lake, Mich.;
'then to Freeville, Camp, N. Y.; then to 

...1 Maple Dell Camp, Ohio. These will oc
... cupy nearly three weeks, but I return a

'tìttttttìtittt't«44*
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day or two at a time to consult and pre
scribe for the most complex diseases.”

. Mamie Selleck writes from Santa 
Ana, Cql.: “We were entertained by 
two lectures this week from the guides 
of "Allen Franklin Brown, who is to be 
chairman of our camp at Los Angeles, 
in September. The people were well 
pleased both with his lectures and psy
chometric work.”

The Democrat of Alderson,Ind., says: 
“Spiritual mediums are beginning to 
roll Into Anderson with gripsacks and 
other paraphernalia peculiar to their 
calling. They are the advance guard of 
the crowd which is coming to attend 
the annual meeting of the State Spirit
ual Association. The camp ground is 
filling up at a lively rate, many cottages 
being occupied by Spiritualists from all 
parts of the state. President Mills- 
paugh has gone to the grounds to take 
up his residence during the meeting.”

Mattle E. pull is engaged for the en
tire session of the Ashley, Ohio, camp. 
In connection with her lecture work, she 
has been engaged to take charge of the 
lyceum. If; desired, she will form 
classes for psychic study, also for in
struction and drill in physical culture. 
She will resume the lyceum work in the 
Spiritual Temple, Buffalo, N. Y., the 
first Sunday of October. She is at lib
erty to make engagements either for ly- 
ceuin work or lectures during the month . 
of September. .

_ J. S. Harrington •writes^ “The Church' 
of the Spirit Communion, 4308 Cottage 
Grove avenue, will continue to hold ser
vices through the summer. The confer
ence meetings at 3 p. m. are very inter
esting. Professor Halliwell gives a 
very alile scientific and. interesting lec
ture every second week, in the eveni:f;, 
and each alternate Sunday faff answers 
all questions on Spiritual subjects. .The 
services are followed by spirit messages 
through Hi F. Coates and others, which 
are so convincing as to leave no ground 
for the skeptic to stand on.' The picnic 
held July 21, in Jackson Park, was a 
very enjoyable affair. The Ladies' Aux
iliary will give an ice cream social on 
the evening of August 4, at thè home .óf 
Mrs. La Mont, 233 Thirty-second street. 
Admission 15 cents. AU are invited.”

Lillie A. Keepers writes from New 
Mexico: “I took The Progressive Think
er for six months on trial, and like it so 
well that I want to continue taking it. 
My mother and I have just returned 
from-Spring Hill,. Kansas, where we 
went to attend the Aber Intellectual 
Circle, after reading the book, ‘Rending 
the Vail.’ The manifestations which we 
Witnessed there were wonderful. Wo 
went there perfect strangers. A num
ber of our dear ones in spirit life ma
terialized. I received a beautiful crayon 
picture of a sister on the other side, 
Which I saw-the spirit artist draw with 
both bauds, he having called me up to 
Where he. was standing.”

Take due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
full name and address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The Items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

Mrs. G. H. Morris writes: “I so dearly 
love the beautiful truth of Spiritualism 
I wish to let the outside world know 
how I became a Spiritualist; it was 
through a magnetic healer, A. L. 
Drumn; I was healed by him and I 
then saw the light; my eyes were 
opened with spiritual truth.”

J. Osborne Lunt writes: “Will you 
please mail me ten copies of. The Pro
gressive Thinker of July 21. The first 
page of that issue is a wonder. That 
article, ‘Some Excellent Thoughts,’ is 
worthy of being published in a pamph
let for circulation.” .

The following is worthy of note: “The 
unfortunates who suffer from hay fever 
will soon be dragging out a wretched 
existence at their homes or ■ flying to 
places where they can find immunity 
from this annoying ailment. All such 
will find a gleam of hope in the an
nouncement hade by Dr, H. H. Curtis 
in the Medlcal.News. Dr. Curtis found 
that t\yo girls employed in a drug store, 
handling ipecac, were rendered immune 
from ‘ipecac cold’ by taking dosés of 
the tincture. This led him to try the 
effect of hypodermic injections of the 
extract of roses upon st*  lady who could 
not even pass' a florist's, shop without 
taking ‘rose cold,’ with the- resj^'!of 
effecting a permanent cure. Ile thén 
experimented in a similar manner upon 
patients.sufferlng from ragweed, golden 
rod, and lily of the valey, with like suc
cess. This ‘like cures ,l!ke' remedy is a 
simple one and worth a trial,”

The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Herald says 
that July 22 was the largest day in the 
history of the Briggs Park Spiritualist 
camp-meeting since the presence last 
year of Mrs. Isa Wilson Kaynor. Over 
2,000 persons paid admittance to the 
grounds during the day, and the attend
ance at the evening meeting taxed the 
capacity of the great tent to its utmost. 
The sensational feature of the day was 
the sudden collapse of Oscar A. Edgerly, 
the afternoon lecturer, who, In the mid
dle of his address was taken with a case 
of heart failure. He was revived and 
his place on the programme taken by 
Mrs. Marlon Carpenter. George Holmes, 
of Grund Rapids, held the stage at the 
morning meeting and Dr. Knowles, also 
a local medium, gave the descriptions. 
In the afternoon and evening Oscar A. 
Edgerly and Frank T. Ripley furnished 
the entertainment. The music was In 
charge of Mrs. Haynes. Sir. Ripley, in 
one of his descriptions, created a sen
sation by delivering a message from 
Detective Powers, who was shot several 
years ago while attempting an arrest at 
the Detroit & Slllwaukee junction. Mr. 
Powers was happy in the spirit land 
and set at rest in the minds of the faith
ful all doubt as to the Identity of his 
assassin. .

H. A. Coffeen writes: “I am glad to 
see a Spiritualist paper going ahead 
with the best thought of the age. Too 
many of them fall to catch the tfieo- 
sophic and true idea- of the continuity 
of life In the future as In the past, and 
In the past as in the future cycles of the 
soul's progress. The law of soul prog
ress In the future Is and must be the 
same law that has brought the soul to 
Its present stage of evolution. Mr. 
Titus seems to be an able writer, and 
also others you are utilizing in The Pro
gressive Thinker."

A. F. M. writes: “The society cvolut- 
Ing out of Prentice Mulford’s philoso
phy is quite in accord with existing 
things. The alm of life is to know self, 
and self-knowledge makes God a sci
entific problem, solvable according to 
Individual aspiration (purification). It 
also demonstrates that morality is a- 
science.”

The Boston Times says: “James Snee, 
of Haverhill, lost bis life at a railroad 
crossing in that city a week ago last 
night. In the household of Mr. and Mrs. 
George Jennings, on Temple street, the 
15-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Jennings had been seriously 111 for some 
time, requiring constant care from her 
parents and the attending physician. 
Saturday evening, shortly after 10 
o'clock, while the young girl was rest
ing in her room under the care of her 
mother, she suddenly appeared to lose 
consciousness to such an extent as to 
cause alarm and the sending for the 
physician, Dr. George E. Goodwin. 
Suddenly she seemed to be aroused 
from her unconsciousness and cried out, 
‘Papa, do not cross the tracks. One Is 
enough. You will be killed.’ She re
peated the warning cries in various 
forms several times, and then subsided. 
Mr. Jennings was away at the time, 
having been absent on a fishing trip, 
but.returned a few minutes later, and 
when he was told of the strange occur
rence, offered an explanation which In 
part solved thé mystery. He had just 
come through the street and was at the 
railroad crossing when James Snee at
tempted to cross the tracks and was 
killed. At the time hé was about to at
tempt the crossing also, but somehow 
or other he was restrained. Hé’was a 
witness of the terrible accident, but 
himself escaped.” '

The noted California medium, Mrs. 
Freitag, Is In Iowa. The Review, of 
Sigourney; says: “The meeting on Fri
day was not very well attended, owing 
to the threatenedstorm. The lecture was 
full of interest to those present, how
ever. Mrs,, Freitag referred in the’ 
course of her talk to«the criticism in the 
Review of her ‘fierce attacks On; otheb 
beliefs,’ and said she was sorry for that, 
as she knows there are just as good, up-: 
right and conscientious people in the 
churches of all-denominations as there 
are who call themselves • Spiritualists. 
And there are some of truth in each de
nomination, else it would not exist at 
alk The giving of names and answer
ing of questions from the tightly folded 
billets then followed, raps designating’ 
the proper billet in each case correctly. 
Everyone seemed satisfied with the an
swers. On Saturday evening the house 
was well filled and the lecture was even 
more Interesting than on the formel- 
evening. At the beginning of the se
ance, after the slips of paper had been 
collected and before Mrs. von Freitag 
had touched them, she asked some skep
tic or skcptics-to come forward and ex
amine them to see if all were tightly 
folded. Two men went up, and after 
examining them nt some length, an
nounced to the house that they were 
satisfied that no one could read the 
papers as they were folded. The lady 
then requested the two gentlemen to re
main on the rostrum a little while, as 
her guides told her there was a question 
not properly addressed. According to 
her. instructions they divided the papers 
into piles, and guided by raps soon se
lected. the proper, paper. This was

s........... ............. ’ 1---- V y-L-VA’r '
opened «nd read by the committee.of 
examiners, after Mrs. Freitag had 
given the substance of the writing; It 
was. found to be something like this:' 
‘Let me hear from all my relations and 
some of my friends.’ The absurdity of 
the question was made plain by the 
speaker, who said all the relatives of a 
given individual would mean the family 
ties for generation after’ generation, un
told ages Uaek. Several very Interest
Ing incidents occurred during the even
Ing which would take up too much space 
to tell. But suffice It to say, expressions 
Of satisfaction and wonder were heard 
on all sides. It Is hoped that ,the lady 
will return at no distant day and give 
several more meetings.”

The Beacon Light Spiritual Church 
has adjourned until September. Mr. 
and Mrs. Perkins having engagements 
in Milwaukee Sundays, they will not 
hold any other hall meetings during 
August except the Wednesday evening 
at Larrabee and Garfield, which will be 
continued; also Friday evening circle at 
their residence, 3558 Cottage Grove ave
nue, Chicago.

The Chicago Chronicle says:- “Im
bedded in the slimy bottom of the Jack
son Park lagoon, weather-beaten and 
not looking as proud as they did one 
sqnny day In the summer of 1893 when 
the revenue cutter Andy Johnson and 
the ancient battle-ship Michigan went 
up to Milwaukee to escort them to Chi
cago, the Columbus caravels Santa 
Maria, Pinta and Nina are now the 
abiding places of ghosts, tramps and 
whistling winds. Late strollers In Jack
son Park who haunt the place where 
stood the peristyle at the east end of 
the Court of Honor have'been giving 
the relics of Columbus’ day a wide 
berth. They have shuddered as they 
counted ghosts skipping up and down 
or dropping from the fast rotting rope 
ladders of the quaint sailing trio. Walls, 
too, they heard, and with the appear
ance of the ghosts of supposed Spanish 
sailors there was enough to send chills 
traveling up and down the spines of the 
affrighted beholders."

J. H. White writes: “I attended the 
first Sunday meeting of the Island Lake 
Camp. I found the buildings and 
grounds much improved, making it one 
of the pleasantest camps In the State. 
It is well located In a pleàsant shady 
grove, surrounded by beautiful lakes of 
clear water and pure £^r. As a health 
locality it cannot be surpassed. The 
rostrum is presided over by Mrs.. Nellie 
S. Baade. Prof. P. O. Hudson is mu
sical director. The auditorium was 
handsomely docorated, and a profusion 
of flowers. Meeting opened by Mrs, 
Baade. The president welcomed the 
campers with a few remarks. The Rev. 
B. F, Austin, of Toronto, gave two lec
tures, morning and afternoon, ably de
fending the truth of Spiritualism In an 
educational' and scientific m.aunèr. He 
is a master of the situation. The cause 
has gained by the action of the Metho
dist Conference. He is an educated 
gentleman, and good-thinker, speaks 
earnestly and well. The audience wai 
not large, but a good, intelligent class 
of women and mbn who listened atten
tively. The music was excellent' and 
the meeting a success, thanks to the 
earnest effort of Manager Brown and 
others. Mr. J. D. Boyd between meet
ings gave descriptions and prophecies to 
a large number, some of them surprises 
yet to be realized. He is a- gifted and 
honest man—plain and slmple.Everyone 
was pleased. The camp made a good 
strut.”

E. M. Voorhees writes: “Uscar A. 
Edgerly lectured at Traverse City, 
Mich., recently two evenings to full 
houses. His lectures were well re
ceived, particularly the last one, at 
which he gave tests, most of which 
were recognized. Traverse City, a fine 
young city of 10,900 or 12,000 inhabi
tants, had never before listened to a 
trance lecturer. Mr. Edgerly comes 
from camps at Oden and Bellealre, 
Where he has been fulfilling engage
ments with marked ability.”

The Herald, of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
says that the Spiritualists of the Briggs 
Park Camp-meeting are busy in prepar
ing for the State Convention, which will 
be held August 12 to 19. This is the 
greatest gathering of Spiritualists 
booked for this part of the country this 
year. The officers of the State organiza
tion will be elected and a gathering of 
mediums and lecturers from all over 
the United States will be an attraction, 
which is hoped to be the magnet to 
draw the campers in crowds. So far 
this Beason the stockholders of the 
Briggs Park Association have had no 
reason to think that their efforts in pro
viding the attractions have been unap
preciated. This year, as last, Mrs. 
Marlon Carpenter, the inspirational 
and descriptive lecturer, has been and 
still is the leading speaker. She Is un
doubtedly the leader in her specialty in 
Spiritualism in the Eastern States. Mrs. 
Ferris, the trumpet medium, and Mrs. 
Emma Blake, Mrs. Barton and Frank T. 
Ripley, descriptive mediums, are all of 
unusual power. The present officers of 
the association are: President, Roselle 
Rose; secretary, Thomas Haynes, and 
treasurer, Frank A. Baldwin. The offi
cers have arranged for other attractions 
as the season progresses, among the 
mediums who have promised to be 
present being Mrs. Sheets of Grand 
Ledge, Mrs. Barton' of Minneapolis, 
Mrs. Claman of Chicago, Harry Warner 
of Chicago, Mrs. Burland of Muskegon, 
May Cedi Lincoln of Buffalo, D. P. 
Dewey of' Grand Rapids, and many 
others. It has been the intention of the 
management this year to avoid as far 
as possible the sensational features and 
to raise Spiritualism to a standard 
where it will be respected and consid
ered a philosophy worthy the considera
tion of all thinking men and women,

S. R. Spates writes: “Since the China' 
war and our subjugation of the Phill- 
plnos and . Our glorious duty, of giving 
them the Improved code of Christianity, 
and making of them a great and mighty 
nation according to the orthodox stand
ing, tlïère has been much: controversy 
about the religions, philosophy, etc., of 
these Orientar nations. I take the 
ground that India, China, etc., were; the. 
birthplace of religious Ideas, and that 
Christ was a reformer- versed in the 
philosophy of those countries and-teach
ing along thé same line, bringing in love 
and brotherhood of man as taught by 
Buddha and others, of course adding his 
own.inspired thoùghts-and his grand 
personality into his teachings. Our 
Bible is made; up of matter the sub
stance of which had been taught ages 
before. Of course I. have stirred up a 
hornets’ nest by making these state-, 
ments. Did not Christ, study in Egypt, 
also in India,'and become familiar with 
the occult sciences of hls dayî I. say It 
is slmon pure egotism in us as an in
fant nation to take our réligion to those 
countries as something direct from God, 
when In .the main it is almost entirely 
absorbed from the rellglo-phllosophlcal 
works of so-called heathens.”

The Tribune of Tipton, Ind;,/ says:' 
“Thursday night there was an interest
ing meeting at the Spiritualist temple 
In this city, and the reports that come 
from the meeting are such as to arouse 
the greatest curiosity. At the temple 
on West street the followers of the 
faith have the ■■ room fitted up-in the 
most approved manner- and the medium 
of the meeting Thursday night was Mrs. 
Thomas, of Ohio. She Is a trumpet as 
well as a- materializing medium and her 
friends say the results of her meetings

tjere haVe been of the most iatlsfactory 
nature. At the meeting there were half ■ 
a dozen well-knownu gefitten'en from 
Kempton present; Tney have been In- 

.vestlgatlng tlrfc 'phenomena and ..they 
were more thatA‘ mystified by what they 
saw. The mawiiallzfatlons were numer-
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;Mke tq correspond with gome mediums 
& the United States with a view of get-, 
ting them over here." ;

ous and forms1 flitteù about in great 
number. Soudé who were present 
claimed to have recognized departed 
friends and relatives'; They were able 
to converse With th^jn and assert that 
they were given other proofs of the gen
uineness of tl^ affalj’. These meetings 
are held at regular intervals and some 
very prominent mediums have visited 
Tipton." j,;

Mrs. Hart dpslres fo start a Christian 
circle for deyelopnjent. Our object, 
spiritual- knowledge and upllftinent. 
Thursday nights. (Free. No. 3436, 
Rhodes avenue. ,

The Chicago Chronicle says: “By a co
incidence two sailors, George E. Eyre 
and William Spottiswoode, who former
ly sailed on the Canada, were found in 
Young’s boarding-house at 89 Roosevelt 
street, New York. They say that when 
they sailed on the Canada-they could 
hear three men singing in the mizzen 
upper topsail yard, but that they never 
could see them nor could others ef the 
crew, who also heard songs. When the 
mysterious trio talked in the dark, as 
they sometimes did, it was impossible 
to distinguish what they said. Three 
men were once lost from the Canada, 
these sailors say, and .their ghosts have 
haunted and hoodooed the ship."

G. W. Kates and wife closed their 
first year of service in Minnesota, with 
the month of July, and. will spend the 
month of August at the camps. They 
are engaged for another year in the 
above named state and will resume the 
missionary work Septembei’ 1. They 
organized a local auxiliary society in 
Fergus Falls, Minn., July 20; held meet
ings in Verndale, 21 and 22; Cokato, 26 
and 27, aud at Bëdorwood, the 28th. 
The State Association of Minnesota is 
in a flourishing condition, with much 
promise for the future. The state is 
yet young in the cause of Spiritualism, 
but is showing the good results of sys
tematic effort. The annual convention 
will be held in Minneapolis, September 
7, 8 and 9, in the elegant Unitarian 
church, for which some noted talent hqs 
been engaged. .

The Chicago Journal says: “The 
ghosts which are said to frequent the 
preçlncts of Hampton Court palace are 
more or less known by reputation, but 
their ramblings have been promiscu
ous and uncertain. Great interest in 
their movements has. however, been 
newly aroused by the strange experl- 
ence undergone by an artist who, dur
ing the past few weeks, has been visit
ing certain rooms of the palace for the 
purpose of sketching the old Flemish 
tapestry on the -walls. While engaged 
in the guard watching chamber in 
broad daylight this gentleman, Mr. 
Haynes of Surbiton, positively asserts 
that a specter hand, white and delicate 
and richly jeweled,.has persistently in
truded betweçp kirn and the tapestry. 
At .first he imagined .the disturbing ele-- 
ment must be pne of the many hands so 
beautifully inscribed ,on the tapestry, 
but the limb, he sayg, moved slowly 
from one stagq to another, and pointed 
downward. Mr. Ilaypes was much agi
tated, and told several friends of this 
curious visitation. They, not unnatu
rally, perliapsi advised him to dismiss 
the subject fijom his. mind and return 
to the chamber and bis work. But the 
hand reappeared before his startled 
eyes; and on th? last appearance of the 
phantom the artist ipiade a hurried 
sketch of the . outstretched hand, the 
rough outline ¡of which depicts a brill
iant marquise! ring o# the forefinger. 
The effect of ¡these continued, visits of 
the supernatural on Mr. Haynes Is very 
visible; he is unnerved, and he has sus
pended his sketching. These are the 
pjain facts, but there is, it wouid seem, 
A weird and historic connection be
tween thjs hand and the hand of the 
Queen Catherine Howard, one of the 
wives of King Henry VIII.”

Frank T. Ripley writes: “I have the 
last two weeks in August and Septem
ber open for engagements. Address all 
mall in care of Briggs Park Camp, Sol
dier's Home, Mich. .

A. S. Houck writes: “The absence of 
truth Is darkness; it is the stamping
grounds of the Agnostic, where he 
waits for the light of a more glorious 
day; the dawning light, another resur
rection morn when the soul shall receive 
thé light of nature’s illumination; but 
the Ignorance, the cunning, the duplic
ity and the downright dishonesty that 
seeks to give false colors to truth' they 
cannot hide,, is deplorable. The mind of 
man, when left true to nature, has a 
natural affinity for truth, without the 
shading of dismal creeds or those re
ligious follies that blight humanity with 
the mildew of spiritual stagnation. I 
have practiced medicine for forty years, 
seen people die from almost every 
cause; but in that time, I have never 
seen a ghost or a spirit return, or had 
the slightest evidence of such a fact.' I 
cannot see how it occurs at the death of 
the body, that the subtile powers of na
ture, in natural law, brings together the 
sepses and inner consciousness and all 
the faculties of soul life.”

Geo. M. Ramsey writes: “I wish you 
would call attention to a bad slip of the 
type in the article you kindly pub
lished, viz., ‘Is Man Immortal?’ Read 
‘arborlal’ man, not ‘abnormal’ man, and 
‘synthetic methods’- not ‘sympathetic 
methods.’ " •

Mrs. Lettie G. ¡Keller writes: “The 
premium books you sent are grand, and 
so says my frlénd, Mrs’. Stout. She has 
loaned her books to others and they are 
delighted with them) and I art very 
glad I sent for them, for she takes solid 
comfort reading them.” ’

D. D. Duncan writes from Kansas: "I 
can do without a great many things bet
ter than I can without The Progressed 
Thinker, for It has tufned darkness into 
light for me. It is almost like living in 
another world r|o mi<£” :

W. E. Bonney7wrItep:.“We have Just 
concluded arrangements for a ten days’ 
camp-meeting ^p. Be .field at thé Crete 
Chautauqua grppnds,„Crete, Neb., com? 
menclng.August, 16 apd closing August 
26 .inclusive. (( AVe will have good 
speakers and mediums. The grounds 
are eminently, adapted for the purpose, 
and we hope. nfor a grand success. 
James Campbejlj prévient; W. E. Bon
ney, Vice-presl<Jept.” ¡. - ' .

H. C. Borde^ch whites frtom Chris
tiania, Norwny),<Box 460): "Quite an-in
terest seems tqjie awakening in spirit
ual matters jus^Ow.,¿While there Is no 
apparent boom(lthe growth is steady 
and sure, and I gin aware of a number 
of circles .that£re being held, not only 
in this city but ip several smaller towns 
in the country,7f0f wiedlums we have 
several under development; one Mr. G., 
who is controlled to speak in foreign 
tongiies which none can interpret; sev
eral professors of- psychology, history, 
language and philosophy, at the~ChrlS- 
tiania University,. have many times 
been present at ourf circles, but they are' 
at a loss to find out which the lan-: 
guages are; they are quite puzzled. One 
Miss 8. Is a fine trance medium; some
times she also gives good tests, and an
other one, Mrs. C., is a wonderful me
dium for automatic writing, etc. The 
most beautiful, poetry and messages 
from the departed ones are . given

G. W. Flavell writes from Pennsyl
vania:’’‘In renewing my subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker, I desire to ex
press the earnestness of my spirit in. be
ing perfectly satisfied with the contents 
of each number. I have learned many 
truths therefrom to meditate and pon
der over the past year. lu fact I have 
been illuminated in the cause of Spir
itualism in its true Interpretation.” 1

J. W. 'B. writes from Island Lake 
Camp, Mich.: “A new medium will be 
Introduced here on the 11th of August 
by the name .of Madame de Leamout, 
of Detroit, a native of France. She will 
deliver an original poem, given by her 
guides, historic of Joan of Arc. Dr. J. 
M. Peebles is now on the grounds and 
will speak on the 28th and 29th. Lyman 
O. Howe, Carrie E. Twing, Rev. St. 
Omer Briggs and Mré. Baade are among 
the talent to follow."

Mrs. Le Sieur writes: “The second 
benefit for the Board of Harmony took 
place at the home of Mrs. Slossou, No. 
19 Elizabeth street. We had a full at
tendance, and the exercises in the after
noon were deeply interesting and in
structive, inday long to be remembered 
by all who attended. In the evening 
eight tables for progressive euchre were 
occupied by (flayers and everything 
passed off very pleasantly.. The supper 
was ample and' a real feast. Further 
notice will be given, when the next ben
efit band will be held.”

Mrs. Bachham writes from Allegheny 
City, Pa.: “I received the seven pre
mium books all right, find was very 
much surprised to think you could send 
so much for so little money. I have 
paid as much for one book alone as you 
ask for tjie whole seven.” ~

R. M. Jones writes: “I have all of 
your splendid volumes of premium 
books, except volume three of the En
cyclopedia of Death. I have read them 
through and re-read them, find am proud 
to have'them in iny library, as I con
sider them all excellent. I consider 
them a gift, for The Progressive Think
er lias beenwvorth vastly more than Its 
cost to me.”

D. G. White writes from Watertown, 
N. Y.: “I have read so much lately of 
Infinite Intelligence and Divine things, 
that the question has frequently come 
to me as to the propriety of you using 
the ‘Divine -Plan' in the very laudable 
project of furnishing your subscribers 
so much valuable reading for so little 
money. I,really think the project is 
entitled to a far better title; It would 
please me and thousands of others to 
‘Christen' it the ‘Humanitarian Plan.’ 
How does that strike you?” ■ .

E. W. Sprague writes from Lake 
Brady, Ohio: “Everything is working 
nicely here and we have aigood pros
pect of the Spiritualists buying and 
owning Brady Camp. Harmony pre
vails and we are happy. Oscar Edgerly 
just arrived this morning. Will C. 
Hodge left yesterday for Clinton (Iowa) 
Camp. We are engaged for the season. 

■ Our psychic class Is well attended, and 
much interest is manifested In its work. 
The Progressive Thinker Interests are 
attende^ to by Mrs. McCaslin, and its 
good work is appreciated by the camp
ers as they who take It' testify. May 
your good work go on forever.”

John W. Wray, a leading lawyer of 
Fort Worth, Texas, writes: “I enclose 
you a one-dollar bill to cover a subscrip
tion to The Progressive Thinker, which 
please send to Samuel Stewart, Medi
cine Lodge, Kansas. This subscription 
has a history. Before leaving home in 
June, I was trying an important case in 
thè Federal Court at Dallas, made an 
argument, and after concluding It, on 
my return to the hotel, I was greeted 
by the above named gentleman, and the 
speech very kindly spoken of. He was 
down from fits home awaiting the dis
position of another ease, in which at the 
time I had just been engaged by his 
adversary, but without his knowledge 
.that I was of counsel. The case was 
disposed of, and on my stepping Into 
the sleeping car to come North, I was 
greeted by my street acquaintance 
kindly, and_he expressed pleasure that 
he should have me as a traveling com
panion. It Is my usual practice to en
deavor to be silent as much as possible 
In traveling, and I was not quite pleased 
to think that this strong, active, vigor
ous man should be wanting to talk to 
me when I desired silence, but I recog
nized the rights of civility and sat down 
with him. I soon found him a vigorous 
thinker, and the conversation developed 
the fact that he had a favorite daughter, 
whose little history he gave me, In
dicating that she was a girl of fine 
mentality,, good judgment, and pos
sessed of fine elocutionary powers. He 
regretted to me that she was not a boy. 
I said to him: “You should be satisfied. 
Had she been a boy, in all probability 
he would have been very mediocre. 
You ought to be. content with the good 
things that the Gods give you.” He 
further said that with her mentality 
apd her splendid elocutionary powers, 
were she a boy, she could make her way 
in the world so much better. I said I 
doubted that; that the field for intelli
gent women with splendid capacities 
was perhaps greater than the field for 
young men, and spoke to him of our 
mutual friend, Mrs. Brown, whose ex
cellent capacities as an oratress gave 
her a successful way wherever she 
went. I had In my valise at the time a 
carbon copy of the lecture that I sent 
to you for publication. I read him the 
invocation, which as you will perhaps 
remember, is one of particular strength 
and great beauty, and I may say, ora
torical poWer. He was charmed and 
delighted with it, wanted to know the 
history, of the woman, the history of the 
cause she represented, and the philoso
phy Which she undertook to inculcate. 
This, of course, was a. pleasing thing to 
me, and I enteréd upon it gladly. He 
thèn . asked me what would I take for 
the lecture and invocation. He said, 
“My daughter must see that.” I told 
him he could not buy It with all the 
wealth in the universe, but he could 
have a copy of it. ' I said, “It will be 
published in a paper, and you can be
come a subscriber to it find get it.” He 
wanted to know the price and I told 
him. He handed me a dollar.” The 
lecture to. which Mr. .Wray alludes wifi 
bé published In The Progressive Thinker 
next week. . . ■

Helen Berry writes: ’‘The South Chi
cago True Spiritual Society will hold a 
picnic at Pullman, August 5, to which 
all are cordially invited tò attend, 
bring luncheon and have a spiritual re
vival in- real earnest. Get off at 119 
street and Portland avenue.”

B. B, Hill, of Philadelphia, is now 
haying a good time at Lily Dale, .N'T.

G. V. Cordingley writes of Deep Lake 
Spiritualist Camp: “We are . having 
great success here, at the present time 
owning all our property, such as tents 
and auditorium, dining-room, etc., and 
the prospects are. that we will own the 
grounds in a very short time, as we 
have formed a syndicate which is to 
number 140 people at 5100 each, as 
Btock-holders. Each stock-holder is en
titled to a lot 25 x 50 feet, which is to 
be deeded to.them; the balance of the 
ground is always -to belong to the syndi
cate. This consists of 125 acres. One 
member of the association has donated 
one thousand dollars. -To-day we took

Charles Brockway is on the Pacific 
Coast again. He is now stopping at 
Los Angeles, Cal., 828% S. Spring street. 
He.will attend the Spiritualist camp at 
Sycamore Grove during September.

A grand excursion will be given by 
Chicago Liberal Society, George B. 
Wheeler, Chairman, Sunday, August 12, 
1900, on the new steel steamer America, 
to Michigan City and Alaska Beach. 
Steamer leaves State street bridge at 
9:30 a. m. Fine bathing, boating and 
fishing. Three hours at the beach. All 
are invited. Bring your family and 
have a good time. Tickets may be ob
tained from members of the organiza
tion. Tickets 75 cents. Children, 40 
cents.

MARRIED.—At the home of the 
bride’s brother, In Akron, Ohio, on July 
10, 1900, Mr. Charles W. Lentz and Miss 
Mertle Morgan, both of Columbus, 
Ohio. The service was performed by 
E. W. Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y., 
assisted by Mrs. Sprague, and was very 
beautiful, being a truly Spiritualistic 
service in every particular. Mr. and 
Mrs. Lentz will malte their future home 
In Columbus, Ohio, WILMOT.

Lily Dale Gamp.
The week has been crowded full of in

teresting events. Monday evening there 
was a reception tendered to Mr. and 
Mrs. J. Clegg Wright, at the Audito
rium, Ju which there was some interest
ing speech-making by Prof. Lockwood, 
Mrs. Mattle Hull, Mr, Grimshaw and 
others. Tills is the last week of Mr. 
Wright’s work here this season, and he 
will be followed by the regrets of the 
thinking minds of the camp that he 
could not have remained the entire sea
son. Tuesday and Wednesday evenings 
were held the usual thought exchange, 
where the question of woman's progress 
—socially and politically—was discussed 
pro and con, mostly “pro” however, as 
far as her .right to vote Is concerned. 
When education is made the standard 
of eligibility for voters, woman suffrage 
will be made easy; until then it Is ques
tionable, I think, whether enfranchise
ment would be wise. '

Wednesday Mr. Wilde gave a lecture’ 
on “dreams” which was well received, 
followed by Miss Gaule as test medium. 
Miss Gaule is giving excellent satisfac
tion in her descriptive clairvoyance.

We hear gratifying reports of mani
festations given at Mrs. Wreldt’s trum
pet seances, also good reports from Mrs. 
Bartholomew and Mrs. Moss. There 
are visitors from the South, the East, 
Canada and the far West; and all who 
come express delight In finding such a 
lovely camp. The greatest harmony 
and good order prevails, and every
thing Is running smoothly.

Thursday afternoon Clegg Wright 
gave a masterly lecture in answer to 
one delivered at Chautauqua by Prof. 
Coe!, on “Hallucinations." A synopsis 
of Sir. Wright’s lecture was published 
in the Buffalo Express, but the entire 
lecture was taken by a stenographer, 
and could be printed in pamphlet form.

Friday afternoon Lyman C. Howe 
gave one of his exceeding fine lectures, 
the subject being Mind and Its Rotation 
to Matter. Those who have listened to 
Mr. Howe can Imagine the feast he 
spread before his atidience. At the 
close of the lecture. Sjr. Macdonald, of 
London, Ont., rendered! a fine musical 
selection which was heartily encored, 
Mrs. Connor assisting as pianist. The 
lyceum gave a fine entertainment 
which was highly appreciated. Miss 
Austin reports over sixty little ones in 
attendance and she Is admirably fitted 
to train them, assisted by Miss Peter
son.

Thus far the meeting has been a suc
cess In every way, and the management 
may properly congratulate themselves 
on having one of the best camps on 
record. The masterly lectures which 
have been given on this rostrum every 
year is a fair index of the high ideals 
which actuate the minds of those hav
ing control of the programmes which 
have so long been set before the public

■ at Lily Dale camp.“
MARY WEBB-BAKER. 

Lily Dale, N. Y„ July 26, 1900.
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HUDSON TUTTLE.
A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 

SCIENCE
- , . --------,--0----------- . , •

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE« '

Thle wurk essays to utilize and explain the vast a» 
ray of facts In its field of research Dy referring them 
to a common cause, and from thorn arise to the Uwl 
and conditions ot Man's spiritual holng. Third edi*  
tlon. Price, 75 ceots. -
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE.
Not servile trust totbo Gods., out knowledge of the 

laws of the world. Dfcllef in the dlrluity of man and 
hh eternal progress toward perfection is the found**  
lion of thia book. Price, <1. '

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES. ’
In this story the scenes are laid on earth, and In tb*  

iulrit-world presenting the spiritual philosophy and 
the real life of spiritual Delugs. All questions which 
arise on that subject are answered Price 5|cents, ‘

' ARCANA OF NATURE,
The History and Laws of Creation. Revised and 

annotated English edition. “The Cosmogony of Splfr 
Ituallsm.” Price, »1, • * r .
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND: THE 

SPIRIT-WQRLD.
E«gll,h edition. Price, tl.- - '

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN,
Containing the latest Investigations and discovert«*,  

and a thorough presentation of this Interesting sub*  
ject. English edition. Price, ll. ■
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and has been 

pronounced equal In Its exposure of the diabolical 
Prices?cen2atllOllciflm 10 **Uucle Tom’s Cabin/

HERESY, OR led TO THE LIGHT. ' 
.„A P^ycl,101?Eleal «W of ev«tnrelli«l<m 
god free thought. It 1*  to Protestantism what “Tift 
flccretsof the Convent” b to Catholicism. Price, i*  
cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How ta form circles, and da*  

“^dlumshlp. Names of eminent Bpiritualisu. Their testimony. Eight-page tract fox 
mission work, (single copies, 5 cents; 100 for (1.25,

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
T«» volume contain, th, 

pest poems,of the author, and eoino of the ihost popm 
lar songs with the music by. eminent composers, Tha 
poems are admirably adapted for recitation*  ¿6 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, 41.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and societies. A manual

chlrte“nipMd.' b? th° a°Ie“‘ 40 E,preM

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS. 
n?q.rSum6u.0 Education, with Plan ot the Angel 
Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma Rood Tuttle. 
Price, 25 cents.
AH Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Height«, Ohla

NEW EDITION.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE
Doyc.. .^ant to organize a society,, for tte 

social, intellectual and spiritual advance
ment of tlie children and adults?

THE PROGRESSIVE MM
furnishes all you desire.

fl
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RECITATIONS.

To

BY EJD1A ROOD TUTTLE.

through her, and often.; splendid tests
are given, that aie recognized. I would ““th of August'

in twelve signers at $100. each, and 
many more are expected during the 
mAn4-V» nf Anonaf .

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

fug refutation of the Bible dory of tho Deluge. Price 
15 cents.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION
, Historical and critical review, with replies to an ob
jection. By G. W>Brown, M. D. Price 15c. For salo 
at this office.

Battle Creek, Mich.; T. Grimshaw, St. 
Louis, Mo., and other noted speakers 
and mediums will be present during the

. MAN THE MICROCOSM.
Hlulnûulto «nd Divino Relations. Intuition—Th« 

tight Within. By Gllw B. StebblM. Price, 10c.

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER. ; <

Author ct “Helen HirloW, Vow," “Ita Oocnlt .
Force, ot Sex," “Perfect Motherhood." udmup .
Mbirworki. Price as eent«, ror meat tide c*c«> -i- • L

A. P. A. MANUEL.
A Complete expose of the principles and objects of 

the American Protective Association. A book for SU 
patriotic American citizens. Price 15c, or two fofc 

- 25 cents. For sale at ibis office.

"A Plea for the New . Woman.” By 
May Collins. An. address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal .Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents. .

bible marvel worker®
AND THE WONDROUS ROWER 

fl which helped or mule them perform mighty 
work* «nd utter taiptred -words, together with tom« ' 
Porten« Train and Chtr«ct«rlitloe ot Prophet« Apo«; 
tier, «ndJetut, orNewReadings ot l‘_Tho Wraelet. Li»j.w i pmum. Price to orata. Portola u tüt.

Beal Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally Dy Mra. Marla M. King. Price 
75 cents. For sale at this office.

Grimes ot Preachers’
An interesting took along its Une and useful to 

Spiritualist« attacked by the clergy and their follow* 
en. Price 25 cents; for sale at this office.

Freeville Camp, N. Y.

Do you wont a leir austalnlng society, rounded 01 
the basic nrtneli.lei ot the spiritual phllosonbrl 
You have It lu THE PHOGRKSSIVV LYC'Elni.

It furnishes a system of evolution py Internal 
grow tn i not the old oup and pitcher Sunday-school

It has something w Interest and advance every mens 
bor, and those who are most active lu teaching art 
the ones who learn most.

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
THE LYOEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conduottoa the 
society when eatabllBbed. 0

It hu Golden Chain Recitations; the prettiest songs 
andmubtci choral responses! a service for * Band 
of Mercy; caHatbenlc«; how to make the'hadgML 
flags and barniers; marching exercises;, full In*  
ftractions in conducting the exercises, with oar«' 
lamentary rules, etc.

Many Spiritualists living in isolation, have formed 
lyceums in tbolr own families: others have banded» 
twoortbreofainiles together, while large societies 
have organized on the lyceum platform, and found 
great Interest in this selMuetructlve method.

Do not wait fora ••missionary” to come to your a» 
slstance, but take bold of the matter yourself, pro
cure copies of the GUIDE, and commence with the 
few or many you find Interested.

Mrs, Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio) will answer all questions pertaining to ly
ceum work. .

The price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE 18 50 centt, post* 
paid, or by the dozen, 40 cents each, by express^ 
chargoB paid by receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
._____________ BERLIN HEIGHTS, O.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
The Central New York Spiritualist 

Association, Freeville, N. Y„ fifth an
nual camp, opens Saturday, July 28, 
closes Sunday, August 12. J. C. F. 
Grumbine, Syracuse, N. Y.; J. W. Den
nis, Buffalo, N. Y.: Dr. J. M. Peebles. 
Battle Creek, Mich.; T. *

camp. -
Mrs. Brewer, of Belmont, N. Y„ will 

act as test and platform medium.
This flourishing camp now owns ten 

acres of a good location for a camp a 
few rods east of the Lehigh Valley rail
road station. It has a nice auditorium 
built within an area of 70 x 90 feet, ca
pable of seating about 1,000 people. J. 
C. F. Grumbine of Syracuse, Is the 
speaker for Sunday, July 29. Dr. J. M. 
Peebles comes the Sunday following.

B. L. Robinson is president, and J. W. 
Dennis and the president will act as 
chairman and conduct the meetings as 
the occasion may require. We invite 
the attention of all central New York 
people to this camp where all are free 
to express their views in a liberal man
ner without hindrance or restraint.

J. W. DENNIS.

Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases.

1 Lyceums and Societies that wish to get up e!O 
rating, interesting aftd paying entertainments cat> 
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. The eft 
tire plan, with full directions, Is In the book, and 
may do easily managed. Nothing kindles entliutfasfll 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Nott» 
Ing is needed more. Any Individual may orgaalzg 
one in his own town and reap a financial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 80 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights. Ohio.

Deep Lake, Ill.
Since the 10th of July, (the opening 

day of our camp)-we have been enjoy
ing'the pleasures, both spiritually and 
materially, that a camp can afford 
Our beautiful situation which nature 
has so bountifully designed seems to be 
one of the main attractions. During the 
first week the Inclement weather some
what retarded our programme; also the 
attendance, but during the last ten days 
there has been a splendid increase of 
arrivals and the programme has been 
filled without any hindrances. During 
the past week we have had the pleasure 
of listening to several lectures delivered 
by Mrs. Augusta Armstrong, -of . Buf
falo, N. Y. Her lectures were not only 
instructive but sublime. This lady 
has made many warm friends among 
the Spiritualists and others of our 
camp. One important feature of our 
.success is the dancing parties "held 
Wednesday and Saturday evenings In 
our spacious and beautiful pavilion. 
These «all many from the neighboring 
towns and awakens their interest for 
investigating our thought

; ' ■■ H. W. MILLER, :
; . . । . Cor. Sec.

OU, as a progressive mind, should 
know something of the phenom
ena of that magnificent change 
called Death. On that subject 
you will find valuable information 
In the three volumes of The En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in

the Spirit World . Those three volumes 
contain more valuable Information on 
that subject than all the Ubraries of'the 
world. They are furnished to the'sub
scribers of The Progressive Thinker at 
a nominal cost. Bead carefully our 
premium list

A. Schopenhauer Essays.
Translated by T. B. Saunders. Cloth, 75c.

CONTENTS.—The Wisdom of Life; Counsels ant 
Maxims;; Religion and other Essays; The Art ot 
Literature; Studies tn Pessimism.

“Schopenhauer Is one of tn< few philosopher« who 
can bo generally understood without a commentary. 
All his theories claim to be drawn direct from facts, 
to be suggested by obrorvatfon/and to interpret the 
world as It Is; and whatever view betakes, hetsepn*  
stantin bis appeal to the experience Of commonilfA 
This characteristic endows bls stylo with a freahnen 
and vigor which would be difficult to match In tilt 
philosophical writing of any country, and impossible 
tn that of Germany.’*—Translate’.

For sale at this office. . .
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This department Is under the man
agement of

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth-such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance or 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. 'The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space 
and hence there is unavoidable delajw- 
livery one has to wait Ills time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be rend. It the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
bepome excessively large, especially let
ters ot inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while 1 freely give what
ever lutormation I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

R, R. C. Mack: Q. What is the con
dition of a suicide, who as a medium 
became under evil control and unbal
anced mentally at pines?

A. It depends entirely on the men
tal condition of the suicide. There 
may be qlrimmstances which make this 
life such a torture that It is a pleasure 
to escape and enter a new existence. 
There may be no causes for regret. 
Yet in the great majority. of cases, 
there will surely be regrets, so Intense 
that the spirit In its attempt to escape 
the Uis of earth-life finds itself over
taken by greater pain. Thejnind un
balanced by physical,causes, will be
come chaos, and the tact that It is sen
sitive to evil contr'ol, is mot a factor to 
be considered. Exceptions are so few 
that it may be stated as a rale, that to 
cut short the thread of earthly life is 
loss to the spirit. To bravely and cour
ageously meet the affairs of life, bear 
one’s burdens, fulfill obligations, and 
preserve over all a serene mind above 
temporal failures, and chaffing cares, is 
the law of our existence.

“Student": Q. Can one who often 
has prophetic dreams, which Invariably 
are fulfilled, cultivate this talent?

A. The more attention one gives to 
such dreams, the more vividly they will 
be-presented. Such dreams are im
pressions from spirit friends, who find 
the recipient more sensitive during 
sleep than while awakef

R. R. 0. Mack: Q. In the apparent 
struggles and pain sometimes accom
panying death, is the spirit conscious of 
pain?

A. However painful the approach to 
death ¡may be, the final passage is free 
from pain. The spasms which some
times are observed, are caused by the 
disturbed balance of nervous energy, In 
the motor tract, and are not felt by the 
sensory nerves. The spirit has fallen 
into an unconscious iftate—like trance, 
from which it awakens freed from the 
physical body. ,

T. A. Mervin: Q. Mr. Darwin 
claims that soul-germs are distinct enti
ties, and never tevolve one into another; 
that the negro race can never be 
evolved into a white race. Now what 
cross of a soul-germ Is that, that from 
involution produces the mulatto, and 
why no soul-germ can be found to con
tinue the evolution? Are the Negro and 
Indian races cut off from progression? 
Or is their spiritual birth necessary to 
it? Have the spiritual realms higher 
and lower spheres of soul-germs, or 
does the germ have to depend upon, the 
conditions of the matter from which it 
evolves in its process of involution?

A. This correspondent has an erro
neous understanding of Darwin's the
ory of evolution. That theory has no 
place for "soul-germs,” and hence all 
speculations or questions taking that 
view are irrelevant. Evolution recog
nizes no foreign Influence acting on 
matter. It simply follows the lines of 
growth In the world of living beings. 
The physical germ and “soul germ” are 
one, and neither existed, or could have 
existed until generated by a parent, or
ganic being. The theory of evolution 
has no place for this Incarnation of In
dependent “soul-germs,” or for their 
reincarnation. Such views of nature 
are the outgrowth of the superstitious 
ignorance of the past, when as there 
was no accurate Itnowledge, Imagina
tion was allowed free rein. It Is easy 
to .accept fancies for data and draw 
conclusion therefrom, but such castles 
from foundation to dome are" as value
less as nightmare dreams.

What are the facts of individual life 
from germs! Not “soul-germs," for 
they exist only in the imagination. 
There are two germs, neither of which 
is capable of more than an ephemeral 
existence. They are produced in count
less millions and countless millions per
ish leaving no trace. Perhaps one In a 
hundred millions comes in contact with- 
a germ thrown of from the opposite, 
and uniting, growth along the lines of 
the species of plant or animal. - to 
which they belong, at once begins, and 
if favorably fostered an adult individ
ual after its kind is the result Every 
grain of pollen is a male germ, and na
ture is so prodigal of that they furnish 
food for innumerable Insects, and seeds! 
which are united germs, are the food 
supply of the human race.

If man require a “soul-germ” so 
would of wheat, for the vital inception, 
the starting point of both, is in tlie 
union of two germs. If these germs do 
not unite, they perish, and -after union 
and- commencement;of growth, they 
may, if conditions are not favorable, 
blight, and have no trace. .

Columbus Camp, 0. .
Worthington Park Spiritual Associa

tion wishes to state to the public that 
there is a change in the management. It 
lb now running under entire new man
agement, only retaining A. W. Dennis 
as president There Is every prospect 
here for a progressive camp, and nnder 
the right management we fed sure of 
success In this beautiful park. Will all 
of the talent that has been employed 
from Augusti, kindly write to mo, stat
ing the terms on which they were to 
come, at once? This camp will con
tinue until August 27. Address all com
munications to A. W. Dennis,¿Worth
ington Park Box, Worthington, 0.

A. W. DENNIS.

k FARM HOUSE. THE CAMP-MEETINGS.
4

It Is Certainly Haunted.
The “truly" ghost Is still at large and 

may be met occasionally, sometimes in
deed helping tp form another of the 
many attractions of this most attractive 
state. ■ , '

There Is nothing particularly roman
tic or pleasing, however, in the tale of 
this ghost to be chronicled for the first 
time. It has existed for several years, 
a nameless horror in an otherwise 
peaceful neighborhood, and the house 
Itself, the haunted house, has peen as 
long a time tenantless, save for Its un
earthly Inhabitant.

The story was told your correspondent 
by a most reliable young man, and Is as 
follows:

In the northern part of Franklin coun
ty, the name of the town is not neces
sary, there stands a farm-house, rather 
remote from its neighbors, empty and 
deserted; with broken doors and shut
ters swinging in the wind. The owner 
of this farm lives in a distant village 
and one summer not long ago a young 
Irishman and myself hired to cut hay 
for him. He .advised us to board with 
one of the farmers in the place, rather 
than attempting to stay in the house, 
and finally after a little hesitation, in
formed us that the house was haunted, 
no person having been able to sleep 
there over night since the former owner- 
had been killed during a neighborhood 
dispute In bis dooryard, by being 
stabbed in the abdomen by a dull knife, 
his wife being present during the strug
gle of the two men.

We were not superstitious, however, 
and insisted upon spending our nights 
in the ghost’s company, and when our 
first day’s work was ended, we sat in 
what had been the family sitting room 
and enjoyed a peaceful smoke, laughing 
at superstition and explaining away all 
the absurd notions and supernatural 
theories of the too credulous people.

When our pipes were out we decided 
■ to “turn in," Our bed was a sort of 
straw bunk in the corner of the room, 
no doubt made by former haying crews 
and into this, we threw ourselves after 
carefully extinguishing the lantern and 
kerosene stove. '

Pat was soon asleep and, though his 
snoring was anything but ghostly, I felt 
uneasy and lay on my back wide-awake 
and staring straight into the darkness. 
However, I must have dropped asleep 
after a time for I was suddenly 
aroused by a sound as of someone un
loading boards in the yard, and a thrill 
of horror run over me as I remembered 
that the murdered man had been un
loading boards at the time of his diffi
culty. But by the time I was fully ’ 
awake the sound had ceased and Pat 
lay sleeping peacefully, so, deciding 
that I had been awakened by a hanging 
shutter, I turned over and composed 
myself for the night. But just as I was 
beginning to enter the borders of 
dreamland, a shriek—if shriek it could 
be called—rang out, that brought me 
onto my feet In an Instant. And simul
taneous with my own spring to the 
floor came Patrick,

“Mother of God, preserve us! What 
was that?” he exclaimed in a shaking 
voice. And’ while I lighted the lantern 
with trembling hands, the wild despair
ing moans and sobs of a woman could 
be plainly heard from the yard. But. 
that scream of mortal agony! May I 
never hear another like It! .

Well, we Inspected the yard, the 
house, barns, sheds, everything, and 
found all peaceful and quiet, and a 
half hour later were In bed again.

Near ,the foot of pur hnprovised couch 
was a door leading int&Xa large old- 
fashioned kitchen and in the center of 
this floor was a trap whereby the cellar 
was reached. After a time I heard this 
trap door open, not cautiously, not 
noisily, but in an ordinary manner and 
then the footsteps or someone passing 
to and fro in the room. We hastily 
lighted matches and as the light 
flamed up the sounds ceased, commenc
ing again as soon as we were in dark
ness. .

Well, we lighted the lantern, explored 
the kitchen and cellar and at last thor
oughly tired out, flung ourselves down 
again, the moment we werqrin darkness 
being obliged to listen to the opening 
and closing of that door and the easy 
step,- step, step of the invisible guest 
At last the oil in both lantern and stove 
was exhausted and it was nearly morn
ing, I was awakened from a troubled 
doze by Pat who was setting fire to the 
straw on which we slept, saying that 
we must have light and our matches 
were, nearly gone. But Immediately 
the first rays of dawn crept through the 
window and our visitor left us in peace 
for that time. ’

“Now,” said the young man, as he fin
ished his story, “I did not believe in 
ghosts then and I don’t believe in them 
now. But I can’t explain the occur
rences of that night. Neither can I
credit an explanation from any person 
Who has never spent a night in that hor
rible house.”—Lillian A. Jardine
Lewiston (Me.) Journal.-

in

ends
Ashley Camp. 0.

This camp begins July 29, and 
August 19, 1900. For programmes ad-
dress H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

Maple Dell Camp, 0.
The National Spiritual and Religious 

Camp Association will hold its twelfth 
annual session, commencing July 22,’ 
ending September. For full particulars 
and programme, enclose stamp and ad
dress Lucy King, corresponding secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio.

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
This camp opens July 29. The circu

lars- are now ready and can be had upon 
application, In writing for them please 
enclose stamp for return postage. 'Ad
dress Albert P. Blinn, Clerk, 603 Tre
mont street, Boston, Mass.

Columbus Camp, 0.
This camp will open July 1, and close

Briggs Park, Mich.
The camp was well attended yester

day, and all who came were well repaid.’
At the morning meeting Mr. Holmes 

of this city delivered the lecture, and 
Dr. W. 0. Knowles gave messages and 
descriptions. The work of both was ex
cellent and was well received by the 
large audience that greeted them. At 
the, afternoon meeting Mr. Edgerly, of 
Lynn, Mass, was the speaker, but was 
unable to conclude his lecture on ac
count of the heat Mrs. Carpenter who 
was on. the rostrum at' the time, con
cluded the lecture.

At the close of the lecture Mrs. Ferris 
gave descriptions and messages. At the 
evening service Mr. Edgerly was able to 
talk to us. His lecture was grand; Mr. 
Ripley then entertained tfle people for 
more than thirty minutes with mes-' 
sages from loved ones to persons in. .the 
audience, all of which were recognized.

This was the most enthusiastic meet
ing we have yet had, although not more 
interesting than many of our previous 
ones. In making comment of any meet
ings I intend to be fair and impartial to 
all workers who come to us to labor 
with us in the case of truth. So if I 
ever chance to say anything which may 
seem Impartial, it is not Intended to re
flect in any way either directly or indi
rectly upon any one who has been with 
us. We appreciate them all, they are 
all good in their line, and have all been 
appreciated. In selecting our workers 
we were careful to select such available 
talent as would instruct the people In 
our beautiful philosophy. . .

Mr. Foster Is still with us anfl is do
ing a thriving business. Mr. Ripley re
mains until Wednesday. Mrs. Carpen-' 
ter Is still with us and will stay till 
August 4. We shall be sorry to lose 
them both, for they have endeared 
themselves to us by their many acts of 
love and kindness during their stay' 
with .us. Our afternoon meetings were' 
so well attended that It was decided to' 
keep them.up, so we now have- three 
services daily. :

The weather is now Ideal for camp
Ing, and all seem happy and contented.

... ■ .. . ■ ; HAYNES.
“Gleanings i from the Rostrum.” By 

A. B. French. Cloth, $L For Mie at 
this office, . - /. ■ <

August 27. Send for programmes 
Dr. W. D. Noyes, secretary, 189, 
Cleveland avenue. Columbus, Ohio.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.

to 
N.

The camp-meeting of the Indiana As
sociation of Spiritualists will open at 
Chesterfield, Ind., July 19, and close 
August 20, 1900. For programmes and 
further information address Flora Har
din, secretary, Anderson, Indiana.

7 Delphos Camp.
The twenty-second annual camp

meeting of the First Society of State 
Spiritualists and Liberals will be held 
at Delphos, Kans., from August 10 to 
August120 Inclusive, For further par
ticulars or information write to Presi
dent J. N. Blanchard, Delphos, Kansas; 
M. J. Main, vice-president, Simpson, 
Kansas,’ or E. S. Bishop, secretary, 
Glasco, Kansas.

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort offers an 

attractive programme the coming sea
son. The camp opens July 13 and 
closes August 20. Write to the secre
tary, A. E. Gaston, Meadville, Pa., for 
programmes.

Onset Camp-Meeting.
Commences July 15, and closes Au

gust 20, 1900. For further particulars 
address Secretary, Onset, Mass.

Vicksburg Camp.
The seventeenth annual camp-meet

ing of Vicksburg, Mich., will be held in 
Fraser’s Grove, commencing August 3, 
amPcldsing August 26, 1900, For fdr-' 
tber information address Jeannette 
Fraser,. Manager, Vicksburg, Ktfiaina- 
zoo county, Mich. ’

Lake Brady.
The camp grounds will be open for 

picnics June 1, extending through the 
summer. The camp-meeting opens July 
1, closing September 1. Anyone wish
ing a Lake Brady program will please 
write Geo. N. Abbott, Lake Brady, via 
Kent, Ohio, or E. R. Kidd, Canton, Ohio.

Mount Pleasant Park, la.
The eighteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists' 
Association will be held at Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa, from July 29 to 
August 26, 1900. All wishing circulars 
should write to the secretary, Stella A. 
Fisk, '18 N. 11th street, Keokuk, Iowa. 
Those wishing to rent tents, etc., should 
write to John Nelson, Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa.

The Ottawa Camp.
The Ottawa, Kansas, Spiritualist 

camp-meeting, from August 8 to August 
13 Inclusive. H. W. Henderson, pres
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Ezra Carpen
ter, secretary, Wellsville, Kans.

Freeville Camp. N. Y.
Opens July 29 and closes August 12. 

B. L. Robinson, president, Freeville, 
N, Y. s ■

Grand Ledge, Mich.
Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp-Meet

ing commences July 29 and closes Au
gust 26. For further particulars and 
full programmes, write to M.F. Phares 
or Geo. H. Sheets, Grand Ledge, Mich.

Briggs Park, Mich.
' Briggs Park Camp opens-July 1 and 
closes August 19,1900, .at Grand Rap
ids, Mich. Program cheerfully mailed 
to any address received on postal card 
to Thos J. Haynes, secretary, 389 West
ern avenue*  Muskegon, Mich.

Camp-Meeting at Deep Lake.
The Illinois State Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens its second season at 
Deep Lake, 1ft miles from Lake Villa, 
Ill., on Wisconsin Central railroad, com
mencing July 10 and closing September 
1. Those who intend to camp with us 
please let us know In time so that we 
can’ make preparations for you. Ad
dress G. V. Cordingley, President, 3300 
Wabash avenue, Chicago, Hl.

- Island Lake. Mich.
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, Mich

igan, commences Thursday, July 19, and 
closes September 3. For further infor
mation address the secretary, Ella B. 
Brown, 266 Twenty-first street, De
troit, Mich. ■ '

Verona Park Camp.
Opens June 15 and closes August 26." 

For programmes addres's Albert F. 
Smith, president, Bangor, Maine.

, Lake Helen, Fla.
The Southern Cassadaga Camp, Lake 

Helen, Florida, will open the first Sum 
day, in February, 1901. Emma J. Huff, 
corresponding secretary. :

Niantic Camp.
The.'Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

Meeting Association, at Niantic camp
grounds, Nlqntfc, Conn; season of 1900, 
commencing June 25 and continuing un
til September 8, inclusive. • For pro
grammes address Mary A. Hatch, secre
tary,. South Windham, Conn. . ,

Los Angele^Cal., Camp. z 
Arrangements 'iaro been made to;

Colora^p
Canyon Camp, opjgis In ¿South Boulder 

Canyon, July 1, aq< conj^uues through 
July, August, andijiossJbJy September. 
Any Information jjgsiredJu regard to 
this new and Interesting movement" 
may be obtained bj^wrltyig MayTaylor, 
Box 780, Denver, ¿¿>lo. .pj

Lake Sunlij)eejItN.-H. .
•The twenty-thlrdJaqnuA| Lake- Suna.- 

pee Spiritualist Oamp-mebting will be 
held at Blodgett’s jLanding, N. H., for 
four weeks, commencing‘Sunday, Juljf 
29, and closing Sunday, August 26,1900. 
For programmes ailtlress'1'the secretary, 
W. H. wilkihs, Clatfemoift! N. H.

f ■ 7/i .

, Marshalltown,! Iowa.
The Central Iowa. Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold its annual camp at 
Marshalltown, Iowa, September 2 to 
September 16 Inclusive. Grounds open» 
to campers after August 27. For in
formation or programs address W. H. 
Wilson, 801 N. Center street, Marshall
town, Iowa. -

Haslett Park, Mich.
Eighteenth annual assembly of Spir

itualists at Haslett Park, Mich, August 
2 to September 4, 1900, Inclusive. For 
programmes address J. D. Richmond, 
secretary, St. Johns, Mich., or G. F, 
Ottmar, Riley, Mich.

Nebraska State Camp.
The Nebraska State Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold its ■ second annual 
camp at the Crete Chautauqua Grounds, 
Crete, Neb., from August 16 till August 
26 inclusive. Crete is about 20 miles 
from Lincoln. The grounds are very 
conveniently and pleasantly situated 
and every effort will be put forth to 
make the meeting a success. Further 
particulars may be obtained of James 
Campbell, president, Havelock, Neb. :

Maple Dell Camp, Ohio. '
The opening of this eanip took place 

on' Sunday, July 22. The speakers pres
ent who took part In the exercises were 
F, D, Dunakin, Mrs. Carrie Firth Cur
ran and A, J. Weaver. D. M. King, 
president of the association, made an 
address of welcome and Introduced M. 
0. Danforth as permanent' chairman 
during the camp season, who mqde ap
propriate remarks.

Mr. Weaver,opened the regular ad- 
presses of the morning, not by formal 
prayer to God, but by expressing in fit
ting words the love and reverence we 
feel for the living principles of truth 
and goodness and the joy and gratitude 
brought to us by the fact of spirit Inter
course. ‘ ■

Mr. Dunakin paid a warm tribute to 
the valuable revelations'which nature 
Is ever making to the receptive spirit of 
man, and Mrs. Curran gave her testi
mony to the Importance of the truths 
brought to the front by the great Spirit
ualist movement of:the age.

A good audience -yas In attendance. 
Excellent music was'nirtflshed by the 
Troy Cornet Baud. > The strains of har
mony from its Instruments, added to 
the beauties of nature, made the morn
ing one of the most delightful ever 
known at Maple -Dl'U. I1 understand 
that the services of Uhls flhe band have 
been secured for thd seasoi.

Maple Dell has been in existence for 
eleven years, an(I. never Was stronger 
and better equipped for effective work 
than It is to-day. At its Head is the in
defatigable worker Di M.1 King. It is 
not a large camp, but ln; ’’harmony of 
thought and action,’In moral tone and in 
intellectual alms, I do not know a single 
camp which surpasses it. I hardly 
know of one whlcliequals it; The ob
jectionable features' which are'generally 
found at larger camps <J6’ ndt obtain 
here.

On this account it has won the confi
dence of the people in ' the neighbor
hood who are not Spiritualists and they 
speak of It and of its officers jvith re
spect. Those who desire to spend the 
season at a Spiritualist camp where 
both nature and Spiritualism are clean 
and pure and at their best, can do no 
better than to come to Maple Dell.

The desire exists here, which is fast 
growing up in other camps to make 
camp work educational. During the 
past year a school building fifty feet 
by twenty-five feet in size, and two 
stories high has been erected and Is be
ing finished off into recitation and lec-. 
ture rooms. The auditorium has re
ceived a new coat of paint and the 
grounds show that the spirit of Im
provement dominates at Maple DM 
So the good work goes on.
z ' ■ A, J. WEAVER.

hold a camp-meeting at Sycamore 
Grove, Loa Apgeles, Cali, September £ 
to 20, ,inclusive. Address : Elton T.

Lily Dale Camp.
One week of the. assembly at this 

camp has passed, and,in every way has 
fully realized th\ anticipations of'the 
management and guests. Carrie Twing 
has given her . pleasing addresses and 
gone. Moses Hull also has completed 
his work-here for the summer, to be fol
lowed by J. Clegg Wright

We have now at Lily. Dale such lights 
as J. Clegg Wright Lyman C. Howe, 
Moses Hull, Thomas Grimshaw, Mrs. 0. 
D. Greenamèyer, Prof.,Lockwood,"and 
many others who are doing good work 
for- the cause. The Campbell. Brothers, 
F. Corden White, Keeler, Mrs. Wreldfi 
Mrs. Bartholomew, ;Mrs. Moss, Miss 
Gaule, Mrs. Waite, and so many others 
space forbids mention.

Among the healers, are Dr. Dake, the 
Australian -healer, Freedman, the 
Thompsons, from Texas, and some 
whose names I have not learned. Alto
gether the seeker can find anything ifcre 
he may be looking for in the line of ffie- 
dlumshlp. ’ ,, , . . :

■ At this early date the attendance is In 
excess of.former years, with new arriv
als on every train. "

Sunday, Mr. Wriglit gave his last lec
ture and it>wtis a inasterly address. 
Lyman C. Howe also.feave one ot his ad
mirable lectures, on the subject, “By 
their fruits ye shalPknou^ them.” Mr. 
Howe has lost -non? of "flis eloquence 
and old-time fire wlien utfder the spell 
of Invisible inspirers. Thlis far the 
talent displayed froln the''rostrum has 
been exceeding fine, and that which is 
to follow promises fhucllfVb those who 
come later. “ Jil... •

In my letter whlclj appears in July 14 
issue of The Progressive Thinker, I said 
something In regard to materialization' 
which seemed to arouse tìfèìre of some 
of the so-called mediums for that phase 
of phenomena. I said nothing I wish to 
recall. I would rather emphasize than 
recall, .because therd’was'not a word in 
that article which Would 1 disturb, or 
should disturb an. trinesVhiedlum. We 
have them, many oFtliefd, who realize 
the sacredness of their power too much 
to prostitute it by substituting the false 
for the real. If these mediums some
times suffer unjust reproach, it is 
through1 the dishonesty of those who 
are only tricksters, e

The management of Lily Dale have 
always welcomed those whose work 
was reliable, realizing the great Import
ance attaching to the ' phenomena as 
well as the philosophy of Spiritualism, 
at the;same time.discountenancing all 
pretenders, and have sometimes put 
such as-these off the grounds. -, ■

Let us have the truthor nothing.
. MARY WEBB-BAKER.

■ ■. --- -------- ;-------. ...» . I---------------- ----------- ■ -

“Discovery of n Lost Trail.” By ChM,
„ _ _______ ... . ___ _____ B. -Newcomb. ExceUent In spiritual
Brown, : secretary, 841ft 8a. BpriHg I suggestiveness. Cloth, «L50. For sale 
street, Los Angeles, CaL 1 at thia office.

ISLAND LAKE, MICH.
Rev. B. F. Austin Answers 

Questions.
The camp was formally opened on the 

July 19, with Mrs. Baade as president. 
Mrs. Sheets delivered the opening; ad
dress, which was well received, her re
murks being of a general nature; fol
lowed by M. St. Omer Briggs, who gave 
a review of the early movement of the 
organization and the formation of the 
Ladles’ Auxiliary which did so much to 
furnish the hotel with the requisite 
linen, ete. At the close she was loudly 
cheered.

The musical programme is In charge 
of Prof. Hudson, who is equal to the oc
casion, -

President J. H. White arrived Friday 
evening with his family, from Port Hu
ron, and has been hustling to put every
thing In good shape and In harmonious 
conditions.

Friday was pioneer day. The opening 
address was made by Dr. Briggs, who 
drew a comparison of the landing of the 
Pilgrim Fathers, at Plymouth, Mass., 
and the landing of the first boat at the 
now Island Lake camp grounds.

Sunday, the 22d, Rev. B. F. Austin 
delivered his first address from thqlext, 
“What must I do to be sa^ed?” which 
was listened to with rapt attention, and 
often applauded, cutting like a two- 
edged sword at the old bulk of ortho
doxy and the decaying creeds, and ad
vocated a life of good deeds more than 
a life of creeds. He said in part:

This question has been a text of or
thodoxy through the ages. The question 
and the answer, supposed to be plena- 
rlly inspired, had been used to establish 
the doctrine of man’s hereditary sin 
and guilt and spiritual depravity 
through Adam’s transgression, and the 
necessity of an atonement to win back 
for the race the forfeited favor of God, 
and also to show the necessity of that 
mysterious change by which the sinner 
becomes a saint. This was a most 
damnable doctrine—one of the most de
grading ever taught by and to man.

Man was Indeed under the law of he
redity, he was badly born, badly reared, 
he was undeveloped, and largely under 
the sway of the material and earthly 
conditions, yet to say that his spiritual 
(divine) nature was spiritually de
praved, was a libel on humanity, and 
a scandal on the Infinite spirit which 
rules the universe. No min was a sin
ner by virtue of Adam’s transgression; 
not a saint'by virtue of Christ’s passion. 
There was not, and could not be any vi
carious sin or virtue. This doctrine of 
hereditary sin and depravity, though 
taught through the ages, preached by 
theologians, sanctioned by scripture, 
etc., was melting away In the increasing 
light of this age.

Investigation had proved there were 
races of people before the time fixed by 
Old Testament teachings for Adam and 
Eve, and these could not have shared 
In the fruit of his apple stealing. An
thropology showed there had been no 
fall in man, but a constant rise in phys
ical structure, mental power and spir
ituality from the first. This fact har
monized with the current evolution 
philosophy, but squarely contradicted 
orthodoxy. ....

Again, the doctrine of hereditary 
guilt through Adam and of a spiritual 
regeneration necessitated thereby, was 
no part of the teachings of Jesus, and 
could not be inferred from his words— 
granting he said everything attributed 
to him in the New Testament. When 
the question, “What must I do to be 
saved?” and similar questions were pro
pounded In the New Testament to 
Paul, Peter and Jesus, three different 
answers were given. Paul said faith 
and baptism were necessary to salva
tion; Peter said repentance and baptism 
wefe necessary; Jesus said, “Bring forth 
fruits worthy of repentance”—In short 
amend your lives, live justly and lov
ingly, and not a word about faith, re
pentance, baptism, or conversion. True, 
Jesus taught the spiritual birth In John 
111., but that Is a vastly different thing 
from orthodox regeneration. It was a 
birth out of the material and earthly 
conditions into the spiritual, but that 
took place naturally In the progress of 
man’s development, and In most cases 
at death only.

Man needed salvation from Ignorance, 
passion, habit, bad environment, wrong 
social conditions, and mostly from or
thodoxy. -

“What must we do?" 1. Recognize 
that we have a special work to do, a 
mission to the age and race. 2. Recog
nize the call of humanity for help, and 
the angel world for co-operation. 8. In
culcate our beautiful philosophy In our 
lifeliy the eloquence of true living. 4. 
We must rescue religion from the hands 
of priests and creedallsm, and place It 
In the hands of a common people. Re
ligion was of the people,'by the people, 
and for the people, and not In the hands 
of a monopoly of a priestly syndicate. 
5. We must simplify religion, purify It 
of its contradictory theology, and make 
It as Jesus did, simply love ‘to God and 
Man. 6. We must resurrect the man, 
Jesus the medium, healer, sympathizing 
friend of the people, the social reformer, 
and again present him to the world as 
the greatest spiritualizing force of the 
age.

Mr. Austin’s afternoon lecture, the 
subject by request, “How and Why I 
Became a Spiritualist,” waa very inter
esting and.lnstructlve. J. W. B.

T^|0R a moment stop and consider. 
. i|The Progressive Thinker is the one

1 original dollar Spiritualist paper. 
Kit introduced a new era in the 

' * ranks of Spiritualism. Its success 
financially has been all that could 
be desired. Notwithstanding the 

rise in the price of print paper, it has 
still maintained its status as the only 
one dollar Spiritualist paper. Not only 

.that, but it Introduced the Divine Plan 
in its business with its subscribers-a 
portion of the profits of the office re
turning to them. Just think of the 
Seven Premium Books being sent out to 
our subscribers for $2.35. After paying 
the postage of these seven books, and 
the expense of mailing them, all that 
we have left is $1:50. You can readily 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less, by far, than the actual cost to us. 
We do this work in accordance 
with The Divine Plan, in order to assist 
in forming the nucleus of a library in 
every Spiritualist home. Read carefully 
our premium list, and you will certainly 
want «to become a subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker, if not so already, 
and obtain the books we announce.

“After HcrjPeath. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, lead
ing the mind onward into the purer at
mosphere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book,for the higher life. For Bale at 
this office. Price, cloth/$L ... .
"Longley’s Beautiful Bongs.” ’ Four

teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, 
with music, by C, Payson Longley. 
Price by mail, 15 cents. For -sale at' 
this office. . -
“Longley’s Beantlfui Sonys.” Vo). 1 
Sweet songs and music for home ud' 
social meetings! For Mis at tiUKOffito, • 
trice 15 cents. ~
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MOST WONDERFUL BOOKS.

The Warfare of Science 
With Theology.

A History'of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom, 
By ANDREW I). WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professoi 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. Svo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office.

In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 
could not find in the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the con, 
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensibla. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
community. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new-and advanced ideas in 
Science, . _

“The magnum opus of the eminent ex-Pi'esident of Cornell plants a new 
and notable milestone along the highway of ever-advancing human thought 
The work is the masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as ol 
moral cowardice. It is a definite statement of where the best thinkers of ths 
world now stand in the religio-scientiflo conflict It is clear, honest, brave, 
and must be given a place among the great books of the year."—Chicago 
Tribune, . • ‘

“The most valuable contribution that has yet been made to the history 
of the conflict between, the theologians and the scientists; struggles that havi 
alarmed thnid Christians, but, as Mr. White shows, there was no occasion fol 
alarm. Tjie several chapters are extremely interesting, and while President . 
White never flinches in telling the whole truth, as he thinks science has ‘ 
ascertained it, he is nowhpre irreverent. He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldly wherever truth bids him come."—Buffalo Commercial.

“The book is written almost colloquially, and so interestingly as t« 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise as a history 
of the universe could be made, tabulated so that instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable as 
a lexicon relating to religious controversy. It is crammed with information, 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it is of 
an absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments.< 
Chicago Times-Herald.

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written on 
this subject. It is able, scholarly, critical, and impartial in tone. ’’—Boston 
Daily Advertiser.

“A literary event of prime importance is the appearance of ‘A History of 
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom. ’"—Philadelphia Press,

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent tA 
any address on the receipt of the price, Five Dollars.

..RELIGION..
As I^e^ealed lyy tfye jyiaterial ai)d 

Spiritual Ui)rOerse,
Including the Wonders and Beauties of the Diviner Life.

By E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D., Author if Principles of Light an^ 
Color, Human Culture and Cure, etc,, and Dean of the

Chapter 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

• 10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

FINAL

College of Fine Forces. 
Existence and General Character of God. 
God as a Spirit.
The Deiflo Location and Mode of Working. 
The Nature of God.
The Deiflo Greatness and Glory. 
Moral Evil and Deiflo Perfection. 
Deiflo Law and Human Intercession/ 
How Man Helps Govern the Universe- 
Creeds'and Practices of Christianity. 
The Dangers of Infallible Standards. 
The Christian Bible Tested 
Religions Tested by Their Fruits. 
The Ethics and Religion of Nature/ 
Life under the Old Religions. 
Life under a Spiritual Religion. 
Death under the Old Religions. 
Death under a Spiritual Religion. 
The Future Life. .
REMARKS—The Basic Principles of Universal Philosophy ant 

a Universal Religion.
It is scholarly, philosophic,' humanitarian and permeated with htgi 

spirituality in tone and teachings. A most excellent work on the subject-« 
the work of a deep thinking and truth-loving mind.

SECOND EDITION, elegantly illustrated, containing 378 pp., 12mo.. 
English muslin, stamped in black and gold; price reduced to $1.00, or. n 
postpaid, $1.11; price in paper covers, 50c., or 60c. if postpaid.

For sale at this office. '

«THE LANGUAGE OF THE STARS
A Primary Course of Lessons in Celestial Dynamics.

BY THE AUTHOR OF «THE LIGHT- OF EGYPT.”

This important primary work is the first practical exposition of tU 
Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature-^-in their relation to man—that has yet beri 
issued by the American press. It contains fourteen special lessons, ens 
bracing each department of human life, in such plain, simple language that« 
child can understand the elementary principles laid down. And in additim 
to these lessons is an Appendix, containing a full explanation of all technics 
and scientific terms in general use upon the subject, thus forming a brief, 
practical Astro Dictionary. This work is illustrated with special plates.

For Sale at This Office. Price, Fifty Cento.

OUR PREMIUMS.
There are many Spiritualists who 

know a good thing when they see if 
There are others, however, who do not 
seen! to realize what is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding. Vol. 8 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Lif6 in 
the Spirit World is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
should be in every family In the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death in its 
multifarious phases; Ln fact you can 
not find in all the libraries of the world 
as valuable, information in. regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you in these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and are an ornament to any 
library. ' Volume 8 Is furnished at 25 
cents, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes,?.when or
dered in connection with a yearly sub
scription tb The Progressive Thinkri, 
only cost $1,10. The aggregate cost of 
the1 three books to the trade Is $4J5O. 
At this prlce, these three books ought to 

.be In every Spiritualist family.
The Progressive Thinker is the first

Spiritualist paper toli|augurate the Dl- 
M the. profits ofvine Plan—a .portion 

the office returning to 
valuable book»«

■ubscribers in

I

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PAET K
Judge», Ktnn. Prophet» and ApoiUea Comment) 

on the Old and He*  Tenement», from Joihsa to Be« 
elation. The comment» are keen, bright, »pier. IuH 
of *lt,  the *ork  of radical thinker», who are not 
lenorant of the higher crlticUm. There 1» not a dull 
page. Paper, Wo. '

Bibleand Church Degrade Woman
By Ellrabeth Cady Stanton. Comprise« three euan 
on The Effect of Woman Suffrage oa Question« o] 
Moral« and Bcllglon, Price 10 cenu. Foraalouthli office. ' .

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, 
Or The Three-fold Power of Bex. By Lola Waiabroai 
•r. Price, 50 cent*.  Percale at thii office.

MYTH AND MIRACLE.
One of CoL Hobt. o. IngenoU’» beat lecturer Frio 

6c. For aalo at thia ollies. .

Woman: A Lecture Delivered ti 
Ladies Only.

By Mr*.  Dr. Hulburt. On the weaent itatui c
•plrltwlly

The (Urine law of true haraonUl inirrU<o, eu 
rrtoOilOc. .

The Law of Correspondence Aw« 
plied to Healing. '

A conn» of »even praottcal lenoni. By W. J
Coimie. • Limp cloth, kb. . . .

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magii 
Versus Black. .

Bf Alwyn It. Thurber. Occult phlleeophr cIMM 
inttoryfonn; ata« to giro a better tmdentandlw 3 
magic, black end white. KO large page». doth, ILK

PROGRESSION, 
Or Ho*  « Spirit Advance» I» BpIrttXtfe. Tbai 
H.ÏÏ .‘’.'."“•-BrMicbia Caroto, Price Us 
toil at tut OOM. ——

¿Sä
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BOOK REVIEW.

r.
DR. G E. WATKINS,

THE
’ NATURAL PHYSICIAN.

The Physician can only be the servant 
or handmaid of Nature in the cure of

Disease.
In reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the offending cause while 

Nature
Performs the eure, and, therefore we 
lay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician can do 
is to act as a ■ . ■ ■

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment is true, and believe that this taatb- 
od is the rig-lit one, then write to-day to 

DR. 6. E. WATKINS, 
Bending age, sex and leading symptom. 
DR. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Maas.

The Pantheism of Modern Science. 
3y F. E. Titus, Barrister,

A brilliant-summary of recent inves
tigations into Lite, Force and Substance, 
md the opinions based by scientists 
thereon, leading up to the conclusion 
that there is in Nature a universal mind 
controlling and permeating Nature’s 
manifestations. It Is for sale at the 
office of The Progressive Thinker. 
Paper, 25 cents. - - '

Some Birthday Thoughts and Reflec
tions. .

Being some speeches made at the din- 
uef celebrating the eighty-second birth
day of Colonel J. Clement Smith, To
peka, Kansas. The venerable Colonel’s 
speech is eminently readable and en
tertaining, showing that lie still retains 
the sprightly vivacity of youth.-

Preacliers and Creeds. Comprising 
an essay on “The Predestination of 
Preachers," by D. K. Tenney, and one 
on "The Passing pf the Creeds,” by 
David B. Page. Published by II. L. 
Green, 213 East Indiana street,Chicago; 
price 10 cents. '
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AGKEATHULES
Dr. Peeöfes’_Wonäerfüi Cure& Have 

. Made His Name famous tfie ' 
World Over.

Read His Generous Offer to 
the Sick.

OUR MOTTO
To Do All the Good We Can,

The Spiritual Review. Edited ‘ by J. 
J. Morse, 26 Osmrburgh street, London, 
N, W,, England. A handsome and well 
edited little Spiritual monthly maga
zine^ Trice fourpence per number.

Practical Psychology. A quarterly, of 
interest to teachers, mothers, ministers, 
physicians and others vitally interested 
lu the cultivation and practical applica
tion of psychological principles in the 
highest , and best sense to’their dally 
life. Published by Wm. A. Barnes, 505 
Mass, avenue, coi-ner Tremont street, 
Boston, Mass., at §1 a year.

Euripides and the Gods. By T. Bush. 
An essay republished from the Inde
pendent Pulpit. Free-thought Ideas.

Positive Prevention and Cure of'Tu
berculosis by the Nature Cure Process. 
For_both the Profession and the Laity. 
Illustrated. By. Aug. F. Reinhold, Ph, 
D., M. D. Part 3. Diagnosis. Pub
lished by A. F. Reinhold, 823 Lexington 
avenue, New York City; and Nichols & 
Co., 23 Oxford street, London England.

rpiIERE is probably no physician or healer living who 1» 
-L curing more cubes of Chronic anil obHtuatc dUeaeo 
than is Dr. Peebles. During an experience of over fifty' 
years this THUJE ANII GiiEA'A*  hu» .
cured thousand! of those who Lad been pronounced 1 
curable"by tbobostloculpbyslcluu». Mrs. AifousuBuek, 
of - Mechanicsville, O., says: “it Is now about -three 
months since I began your treatment and I am happy to 
say tltat 1 am free from those dreadful pains uud have 
gained 15 pounds and am still gaining rapidly. My doc
tor,had given me up us •'incurable.” Being sure that 1! 
owe my life to your skill I most cheerfully and heartily 
recommend you to all those lu search of health.”' Miss 
Maggie Polson, of Guthrie, Oklahoma, says: ‘'¿lx months 
ago 18u Teied with teralblo headaches, heart trouble aud 
female weakness. My iricuds debpalrcd of my ike and I 
wa# »0 weak I could do nothing, Now I am well, strong 
and hearty. I cau never forget the good you have done 
me.”

Mrs, Or, Dobson-Barker,
Who is so widely known as one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL H-EALERS,
. SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
The students of this College represent four con

tinents. and many of them are physicians, medical 
prpfessors, or ffiergymem Hudson Tuttle, the well- 
known author, calls this college "An Institute of 
refined therapeutics, which Is fast becoming of world- 
w de fstne, and-attracting students froin many coun
tries. It builds on exact science, aud includes the 
magnetic, electric, chemical, solar, and spiritual 
forces which underlie everything. Its course can be 
taken at home, and a diploma conferring tho title of 
D. M. (Doctor of Magnetics) granted." Bend stamp 
for catalogue.

A cheaper and simpler ACADEMIC COURSE has 
been established for those who do not wish to take 
the moro elaborate COLLEGE COURSE, It covers 
new and beautiful methods of Nature, which are 
powerful to heal and upbuild. Address E. D. BAB
BITT. M. D,. LL. D.. Dean, 58 North Third St., Ban 
Jose, California. 555

Its system of prevention and eure 
according to hygienic principles.

are

J. M. PEEBLES, A. M., M. p.,'PH.D, 
Remember that Dr. Peebles does not heal by Christwn Science, Hypnotism 

MILD and POTENT medicines, combined with 
nibl SYCH1C POWERS. Ihese Psychic treatments are the greatest power 
kii.own for relieving pain and Buffering and curing-.diaease, One of his patients 
recently sa’d, these treatments seem as a breath of higher life. It seems as if 
they alone would almost raise the dead.” Besides being the greatest Psychic 
1 nysician living he is an authority in Europe and- America on Psychic Phenome
na and the Psychic Science. He has written an essay “The Psychic Science in 
the Cure of Disease, which he will send free to any sufferer asking for it. The 

■ Doctorsdiagnoses are ©qua ly as astonishing as his cures. His Psychic Gifts en
able him to accurately locate the diseased and weakened tissues, thus he never 
has to experiment for weeks to discover the real trouble. No disease is really 
incurable if perfectly understood, for every effect or diseased condition has its 
cause, and if this is seen and removed by the aid of natural forces, health will be 
restored. What is your condition and its cause?. It is. within your power to know. 
No two cases are exactly alike so do not spend precious time In taking patent 
medicines which are prepared a “text-book” case, or risk your life in the hands 
Sir^ who d<?68 not' understand your condition*.  Write to-day for a FREE
DIAGNOSIb and special advice in your case. This will cost,you nothing. The 
Doctor will also send you his essay on this wonderful science and other valuable 
literature FREE» Thousands of so-called “incurable” cases are cured by this 
method. - So do pot despair, if your'physician has failed to cure you.. Just write 
the doctor a plain; truthful letter, giving him your name, age, sex and leading 
symptom/ln your own handwriting and receive a complete diagnosis of your case 
by return mail. ■

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO -

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. BAN JOSE, CAL.

TROTH1 THE RELICS.

The only way to And out who is the 
“Greatest Psychic Physician lljing” Is 
to read what their patients say.

DR. C. E. WATKINS 
never claims that he is the greatest pby- 
siclnnlivlng, or that he Is the

GREATEST PSYCHIC.
He .believes that there are hundreds of 
healers who are just as successful as 
lie Is, rind he never yet has claimed that 
he is or was the best psychic, although 
twenty years before the public as the 
Independent slnte-wrltcr with the rec
ord of not one person who ever accused 
him of fraud, ought to make the public 
THINK when they compare his claims 
to other so-called psychics.

DR. 0. E. WATKINS
ouly desires those who are sick to re
member that for over twenty years he 
has been before the public as a psychic, 
and over twelve years ns a physician, 
and he never claims greater- [lowers 
than others; but we believe he has a 
right to think be has as great gifts as 
those who claim so much.

Kindly read the following 
TESTIMONIALS:

.Dear Friend:—It gives me great 
pleasure to have such good news to tell 
you or perhaps I should say such a good 
report to make, for Doctor, your medi
cine commenced its good work as soon 
as I began taking it. Only let me as
sure you that I shall continue having 
your treatment. Respectfully,

FANNIE ELDREDGE.
Bangor, Maine.

My Dear Doctor:—I know you can see 
the good the medicine is doing me. I 
truly thank the noble guides for their 
treatment they give me at the circle; 
they treat my back every night. Kind
ly your patient, 

MRS MARY SULTON.
• 1332 Vermont street, Lawrence, Kans.

Dear Sir:—I received your diagnosis, 
and it was all exceedingly correct, and 
X thank you for your kindness.

ETHELYN D. DEIBLER.
Olean, N. Y.

, Dear Sir:—I seem to be gaining right 
along undarn feeling fine. ■ Please find 
inclosed the remittance for the remain
der of my psychic treatment I sit 
regularly every Tuesday and Saturday 
evenings at the stated hour, and enjoy 
the psychic circle greatly. -It Is doing 
me lots of good. Very gratefully yours, 

MRS. S. D. FOWLER.
Wolcott, N. Y. ,

My Dear Sir:—I am In receipt of your 
diagnose of my case, which I consider 
is correct in every particular, wonder
fully so. I am very, very thankful for 
it As soon as possible shall begin 
treatment with you. Very truly yours, 

Burr Oak, Mich. CHAS. BETTS.

Dear Dr. Watkins:—The diagnosis of 
' my case Is all true, and I would.like to 

begin treatment of you at once. Re
spectfully, MRS. J. E. WILBUR.

HazClton, Kans. ’

Dear Sir:—I am very much pleased 
'with the good results from your psychic 
circle. - On April 7, at the; sitting, I felt 
a slight cobllireeze oyer the right hand; 
cough;pretty near gone. April 10, 'a 
Blight breeze, cough all gone. On April 
14, a breeze, and cough all gone; and so 
on at all sittings. I am free, of ail 
cough and feel as well as I ever did. 
Am very thankful for your assistance, 
and hope you will meet with much suc
cess in your practice. Yours, ’

A. ZIMMERMAN.
Bay Ridge, Fla.

Dear Doctor Watkins:—I received the 
medicine two weeks ago; my head feels 
much better than It has for a long time.*  

<’ Hoping to hear from you soon, I re
main, yours truly, ' •

Milo. Me. NANCY 8. MITCHELL.

His musket hangs above the floor,"
And rust apd dust have clogged the 

lock; ’ . ’ -
The ramrod shall be drawn no more,

Decay Is eating at the stock!
The hands are pulseless now that bore 

This auclent weapon In the fray—
He fought against his country’s foes—

He played p hero's part! To-day 
He sleeps and is enrolled with those 

Who bivouac on the silent shore.
That weapon it was his to bear, 

I glory in his noble- part!
But I’ve a treasure far more fair, 

And nearer, dearer to my heart! 
It Is a lock of mother's hair

That he through all the dangers bore— 
The lock she gave to him the day r 

He kissed her, standing in the door— 
The lock of mother’s hair that they

Took from his breast, who found it
there! —S. E. Kiser.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of tep.Unes will be charged at the rate 
pf fifteen cpptsjiei Une. About seven! 
words constitute one line.] ।

Passed to spirit life, In Ashland, Wls., 
June 17, Lucy E„ wife of Capt, I. H. 
Maxim, aged 41 years. She leaves a 
husband and one son and daughter to 
mourn her loss. Her casket was cov
ered with a profusion of flowers, and 
the room filled with beautiful floral de
signs; from her children a large sur
mounted pillow with the word ‘Mother.’ 
Her life was as pure and sweet as the 
flowers that covered her Inanimate
form. S. J. MAXIM.

Passed to spirit life, from Lodi, Cal., 
July 14, Mr. William King, aged 83 
years. He went to sleep without a 
struggle, knowing us to the last.

MRS. S. S. KING.

Mrs. Sylvia Coschelle, the well-known 
New York medium, died of .typhoid 
fever at the age of 56 years, at Cape 
Nome, Alaska. She went, to Alaska in 
April in company with her son and Dr. 
Julius Stowe, a noted materializing me
dium. Dr. Stowe lays sick with the
fever also. COR.

Once more has our membership suf
fered depletion by the demise of one of 
its esteemed members, In the person of 
Mrs. Elmer Guiger, the loved wife of 
the trumpet medium of this place, who 
was a member of this society and a con
stant partaker of the consolations 
afforded by our beautiful philosophy, 
which assured her that all things would 
be well with those who, like herself, 
were earnest workers for the elevation 
spiritually - of others, and which is 
taught so eloquently by the self culture 
class of -which she was also a member. 
While-we miss her in this expression, 
we are already assured that all things 
are well with her. Dr. Hllllgos, of An
derson, Ind., and her many relatives 
and friends consigned her physical re
mains to the tomb on July 24th Instant 
Fraternally yours for the N. S. A. So
ciety by W. W. HANKENS.

Lima, Ohio. ■

TESTIMONIAL.

B. F. Poole:—
43 Evanston Ave., Chicago, Ill.:

Your melted pebble, spectacles are 
wonderful. I can see -to thread a fine 
needle and can read with comfort and 
my. eyes are _ getting. .stronger. _ Your 
clairvoyant systein of fitting is perfec
tion. I am, your friend, ■ ■’

• ■’ 5 ■ ■ • MRS. L. E. MARTIN. . 
.Blairsville, Pa. . . ...

• For ten cents we wlU send by mall, a 
i-oz package of myr Magnetized Com
pound, for sore or weak eyes. Once 
used you- will not be without ■ It Ad-
dress B. F. POOLE & GO.,

r 43 Evanston avenue, Chicago, 111. ’
“Love—Sex—ImmortalityBy Dr. 

W. B. Fhelon. For sale at this- office. 
Price, 25 cents. - . -

“Mind and Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied In Medicine and 
Education.” By A. C. Halphide. Pres
ident Chicago Society of. Anthropology 
For sale at this, office. Price $1. ~

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From." “The Evolution of. tho. Spirit 
from Matter .Through Organirt- Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows ” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cento 
For-eale at this office. ' ■

I’Human Culture' and Cure, Part 
First: The Philosophy of -Cure? (Tq. 
eluding Methods and Instruments).’ 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very Instructive and Valuable work. It 
should 'have a wide circulation,’ as It 
well fulfills the promise of Its title. 
For sale at this office. Price 75 cento.

“Poems of- Progress,” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poetof Spiritualism may. be read In her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to .severe." ; It is a book to tie 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The. volume is tastily 
printed and bound; Price $1. ‘

“The’Mysteries of the Formation ol 
the Earth, the Rising and Sinking q1 
Continents, the Introduction ’ of Man, 
and His Destiny Revealed in God’s Own 
Way and Time." A work of deep inter
est, given through the mediumship of 
Mrs. M. T. Longley, by an advanced 
band of ancient spirits. Price §1. For 
sale at this office. . . . .

“Heliocentric Astrology or Essentials 
of Astronomy and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
Huo.”-By-Tarmo Vedriu- For aala-at 
tide office. Price, ILCdi. . . • •

G-D. Younge, of Wimer, Ore., who Ie aFellowot tbo Royal College of PhfBlcIane. eaye:—“I consider it 
my sacred duty to extend to you my heartiest thank! for the perfect cure your medicines and advice have 
effected in my case. I was very skeptical when I began the use of your medicines and treatment, but 1 am 
free to say jhatlnowjiaveaoonflrnied belief In their almost miraculous efficacy- Three months ago 1 bore 
about my body the hideous spectacle of iny disease, Now I am a mentally and physically robust man,”

Mrs. Lydia Mason, of Boyd. Oregon,, who had not walked without crntchesTor a long time, after a few 
weeks of our treatment says:—“I can now walk without iny crutches tor almost half a day. lamgalnlng 

.rapidly,and expect to soon be in perfect health again.’' . .
Mabel Keyes, of Iron Creek, 8. D., who bad suffered for a long time from eczema, says:—“The rough

ness of the akin has entirely disappeared,. I am very thankful indeed for the great good you have done me. 
I talked with our family physician and he thinks ray cure Is remarkable, 1 doctored with him before I 
called on you and he said he did not think there was any help tor me and he la one of tho best doctors around here.”

Address Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich

MRS. MNGGIE WRITE
Reading by mall. 61.06 Business advice a apeclalty. 

804 B, Crouse ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 656tf

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Louckfl, the only psychic wonder living, 

that uses the spiritual X-ray without any leading 
symptom to direct, aud locates <ul Internal diseases 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustioii aud 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, as hun
dreds can testify. Spnd name, age, sex, complexion 
and ten cents in stamps, and receive a correct dlaguo-

of your case-free, worth dollars to you. Address,
FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Mass.

NEW DREAM BOOK.
1,000 Dreams and their interpretation; price. 25 

cents; sent by mall on receipt of price, In coin or 
ataraps. Address DR. R. GREER, Maywood, 111. 555tf

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
lain..

u,Pe/r.frle“d.8' you can greatly help me care for my 
blind staler. Jennie L. Webb, one of the earliest me- 
Jlumjnowln the form, by writing a letUr to o spirit’ 
friend. Bond 11 to me with 11, and I will try and get 
reply by Independent writing or whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Chemberlaln, Milford, Mass. fiSltf

A'PSYCHOLOGIST and astrologer, 
ax. Trial reading, 10 cents and stamp. By mall only. 
Give date of birth. 52 So. Broadway, Aurora, Ill. 559

MAGNETISM.
Diseases cured by Magnetism, without use of medb 

w iS’ ftJpW»Thotinw' Sundays and evenings. 
W.H. BATES. 8i2< Lake ave. . 555

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty year» bus treated and cured the tick In all 
parti of the United States and Canada. Thousands 
have been cured after being given up to die. Hh 
psychic power! are uuequulcd, a» bls cures^piove. 
Talkdoeau't prove anything. Fact! are proof. Ho 
also cures diseases of men, such as loss or manhood, 
debilitating lotsea causing nervous exhaustion, Send 
name, age, sex, lock of balr, 6 cts in clamps, for a di
agnosis. Address,

Dll. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.f
85 Warren bl, Stoneham. Mae,.

Seo tho unsolicited testimonial, of cure, that tell a 
true story that needs no more proof. Judge n physi
cian ouly by what cures he makes, not by what ho 
may say. .

IltvimBaAD, N. Y-Dr. J. S. Loucks-Dear Str: 
After ten months of severe suffering from excessive 
Irritation of the stomach, bowels and blndder, and 
other complications, unable to oat except a raw ogg, 
followed by greet distress. ,jri the last stage of dys
pepsia. I was advised to try u clairvoyant aud sent to 
you a lock of Jialr. You described the case perfectly. 
On taking the pleasant remedies I began Immediately 
to pick up and can now cat a hearty meal and attend 
to hupluess. It Ie considered u wonderful cure.

Yours very sincerely, ' Jauns B. Slad».

Kind Dr. Loucks:—Mrs. Eckhart wished me to 
write you that she was gaining In strength rapidly. 
She grew better immediately after receiving your 
remedies. .As for myself. I think I am getting along 
well; I expect to grow strong mentally as well as 
physically, as limo goes on. When 1 Hist wrote you 
I was a physical wreck, aud suffering the most in
tense pains from various chronic diseases of many 
years’ standing. I was ,o bud that Uto had become a 
burden to me; but your magnetic remedies did good 
work, and I grew bettor from tho first application, 
aud after one month's treatment from you, I bad 
gained ten pounds moro lu flesh, and the change lu 
my general appearance was so great that It was a 
matter of remark among my friends. Aud I will say 
that I bad employed the best medical aid I could get 
hero, but they gave me uo relief whatever, ana I 
was growing worse under their treatment, and I have 
no doubt that If I could not have received your aid 
I would not to-day be In the land of mortals. I con
sider your magnetic remedies a dead shot. You can 
make such use of this letter as you choose. It may 
be of benefit to some suffering mortal. Most sin
cerely yours, John W. Lyon.

Decatur, UI., Look Box 226,

Dr. J. B. Loucks—Door Sir:—I feel eucouraged to 
send for treatment for my daughter, as I met a Mrs. 
Allen W. Lamb, of Gnrlaud, N. C. Bhe told me that 
you cured her after flyp other doctors tried and 
failed, and gave up her case as 1 ncurable.

Dunn, N, c. J. B. Fanias.

N INTEREST
lug treatise on

lie Hidden 
Forces of 

Mind and Life

I Price 25 cents. Clr- 
1 -ulorsfroe. URIEL 

lUCIIANAN. Dept. 
P. T. Box 210, Chi
cago. 111. 557

MBS- SUO1LB DE I.DI'X. TRANCE MEDIUM.
Bitting» dally. Sealed letters answered. 2022

Cottage Grove »ve„ Flat 7, Chicago, Ill. 6CB

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
$1.00 and two stamps. .

Obsession Cored.
Special Attention Glyeu to

Nervous Ailments.
Astonishing Cures of Disease, 

Physical and Mental, 
Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-oent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own bandwriting.
^“1 have never known a more competent, reliable 

and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than OhaK 
Walter Lynn. Joe. Ronua Buohiwan

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
Oakland, Call.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all form» at stomach, liver and kidney dlseasoi 
also consthation. A ¿lire cure tor that tired; worn-out 
reeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sutiicieut Quantity for one 
month sent for ei.oo.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for eoro 
eye» or poor eyesight. Ila» butin used and praieed by 
tbouBiinds in all parte of the world. Bent for 6) cent! 
or all three sent postpaid for ei.iX), with Varma'* 
photo and instructions how to live ioj years.

6. WHITER LYNN
THE EMINENT

-Mental Physician
AND

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
. ' Chicago,

Ruud of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hull Building, 40 Randolph tit., 
every firsthand third Thursday of the

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded
icated to all 'earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing tliejr physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come into closer connectionmonth, beginning afternoons at three witHhe purer rMlms of the snliu o’clock. The ladles bring refreshments; it toZltt “ In We'sweet s 3 

supper served at six o’clock. Evening ual tone, that) charscterlzes all of Mis« 
session commences gt a quarter to Judson’s llterarv work« Pri™ „uJi. eight. Questions Invited from the au- Jr Tplr A“ cente For sale at 
sllcnnn nnd nn«wi>iwi hv tbo ffllldo« of ’L’CeUIB’ 1 Or 8ale nt thI8

Reed City sanitarium and Private 
Hospital A. B. Spinney, M. D., Prop. 
Staff of eight oonaulUnR physicians and surgeons: pro
fessional nurses, steep, heat, electro llnht. Cheapest 
Bonitarlum for the accommodations In the world. 
Board, medical attendance, nursing, baths, run ¿Ra»*  
electrical treatment all for *10  A WEElt. Oaaes 
dtagooeed f pe end treated ut a distance by correspon- 
deuoe. - Price« reasonable. Rond your name and ad« 
dress with »tamp to REED CITY SANITARIUM, 

Reed City, Michigan.

CLAIRVOYANT AND CLAIRAUDIENT ME
V dlum. Three queatlona nirawered and trial read- 
!u£lor.69c’_ lock of Mr. name, age and sex to 
MR8. M. E. COMNELL. 193 Duluth av., St. Paul, 
Minn. •

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
or Cocaine*  of a never-failing harmless Home Cure. 
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin. P. O. Box 1212, Chicago, HL

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for illustrated Circular! 

sliowlug styles and prices and photo of Spirit Varma, 
who developed thia clairvoyant power in me. Ioan 
adjust niv Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly td 
your eyes In your own home as if you were in my 
otlicc, us thousand! can testify. Bend stamp for photo. 
B. F. POOLE & CO., 43 Evanston av.. Chicago, 111.

dlence, and answered by the guides of
Mrs. S. J. Ashton. Always an interest
ing programme. All are welcome.

Church pf the Spirit Communion 
will hold 'meetings In Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day.. 3 p, m„ conference and tests; 
8 p. tn., lecture by J. K..Hallowell; tests 
by H. F. Coates and others; Aliaré In
vited. Good music and seats free. '

Spiritualistic services will be held ev
ery Sunday afternoon at 2:45 p. m., 
1453 N. Springfield avenue. Tests at 
4 o'clock prompt Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
medium. ,

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 and 296 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o'clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests in telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor. .

The Gross Park Spiritual Society 
meets at 1785 N. Hoyne avenue, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock.

The South Chicago True Spiritualist 
Society meets every Sunday evening at 
7:30 at 8927 Exchange avenue, Instead 
of Elgenman's Hall.

The Englewood Spiritual Union So
ciety meets every Sunday at Forbes’ 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought and medi
ums of note in charge.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia 
Hall, corner'of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 8 
o’clock.

The Chicago Liberal Society is a non- 
sectarlan association for the encourage
ment of morality, the promotion of edu
cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and the Inculcation 
of truth in the place and stead of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 
of the society are held.^very Sunday 
morning at 11 o'clock in Corinthian 
Hall, Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
are in charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
You are cordially invited to attend the 
same. .

The Avenue Spiritualists Society, will 
.meet at 2979 Wabash avenue, corner 

• 30th Street; every Sunday rifternoori at 
2i45 o’clock. Harry J. Moore, pastor. .

Harmony Society services Sundays 
and Thursdays at 7:30 p. m. Class for 
soul culture, Wednesdays at 2:30 p. m. 
Teacher Lydia Sholdice.
- vThe Progressive Spiritual Society will 
hold a meeting each Sunday at North 
avenue and Burling street, at 3 p. m. 
German, and English speaking, ,Mrs. 
Hilbert assisted by. Mr. Bernhart.

Send tn notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public hall«.

Bear in mind that only meetings held 
Tn public halls, will be announced under 
the above head. We have hot space to 
keep standing notices, of meetings held 
at private residences. ■

world. It Is written in the sweet spirit- The. Religion of Spiritualism,
It! Phenomena nnd Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. Thia wtfrjs was written by a modern Sartor 
»grand and noble mnm Price »1.00.

A TT. A NFTTfi The Antediluvian World. By ■ilAJJxi.li AAkj Igiifttlu» Donnelly. Anattempt 
to demónstrate by authentic data the existence in the 
Atlantic Ocean of a continent known to the ancient 
world ae Atlantia. Price, 12. For eale at this office

office.
"Principles of Light and Color.” By 

E. D. Babbitt, M. I)., LL. D. A truly 
great work of- a mtister mind, and one 
whom Spiritualista' should delight to 
honor. The resultvof years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na-' 
ture’s. finer: ioi-ees'-tae here gathered 
and made amenrtble-to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of- occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound yook, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with It.

CLUBS!

TO camp-meeting goers
And Spiritualists Generally Who Take no Spiritual

" ¡st Papers, Greeting :

YOUB: FUTURE Kg
37 Opera Houie Block, Denver, Col. From *1.00.

$2—TRUMPETS —$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two and three seo 

tlons361n. high—magnetized when desired—$2 on re 
cefpt of price. Address WM. A. M DRRAY. 508 R. 2nd - 
St., Newport, Ky. 584

Geo. F. Perkins, Emaline Perkins, 
Platform and Private Test Mediums. 8558 Cottage 
Grove ave., fiat 14,Chicago^. Circles, Friday. ReadfoM. 
daily. ' 530tf

If you áre a Spiritualist and read no Spirit
ualist paper, then, of course, you cannot know 
what is going on in our movement. To you it 
is midnight darkness in that one respect, how
ever wise you- may be in other directions. The 
Progressive Thinker, being the largest Spiritual
ist paper published, combining cneapness and 
excellence, it will be a splendid agent to keep 
you apprised of what is transpiring in the great 
Spiritualistic Cause. Thqusands of Spiritualists 
wno attend our camp meetings, take no Spirit
ualist paper. They will go there to have a spir
itualfeast, and then return home to remain in 
utter darkness and ignorance as to what is going 
on in Our ranks throughout the world. We ask 
this class particularly to subscribe for The Pro
gressive Thinker, and thus have their homes il
luminated throughout tho year.

We don’t believe that more than one Spirit
ualist in ten who visits the camp-meetings takes 
a Spiritualist paper. We greatly desire to reach 
this class. We are sure Tne Progressive Think
er wilbfee a benefit to them while they will be a 
benefrrta us. The benefit derived will be re
ciprocal. -

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES Bi NEWGOMB,

Author of “All's Right with tho World.” GlotiTZffi 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success with 
“All's Right with tbo World,” which coctlnues io the 
front rank of the Metaphysical book» that are now so 
popular. Thog^ai number who have Jeon cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by th.8 wise teacher whose words of help arO doing so 
much to naka the world better by making men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy it.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. It 
will bo in demand by many who have not previouil/ 
read metaphysical writings. Price 11.50. > For sale at 
this office. . —

We want ten thousand clubs 
formed in every part of the / I 
United States, for which we A*  
present inducements nev- I 
er before offered by any I I 
Spiritualist paper. These II 
clubs must consist of ten w 
subscribers, and each one * 
will get Volume 3 of the En- I 
cyclopedia of Death; or if I 
they would prefer It, they I 
can have the Next World In- I > 
tervlcwed. They can have I I 
their choice of the two. AJ 
Each subscriber in order to 
avail himself of this offer TT 
must pay §1,15. The fifteen 
cents is to pay expense of 
postage and mailing, and the 
books sent out are practical
ly a gift. They are not 

• cheap affairs; they are nicely v*  
Band substantially bound In 

cloth, neatly printed in clear 1 
type and are ornaments .to I 
any center table. The con- « 
tents are Indeed valuable, 1 
such as every Spiritualist. I 
fanflly should have. The ag- AJ 
gregate price of these two 

fl , books to the trade is §2.75. ft 
I I To each of our club sub- I I 
V scribers one of these books
N is a gift, and when they re- \ 

1,1 ceive the one of their choice I 1 
they will be delighted with 1/ 
it, and will wonder how we 

can afford to do so much for them 
The one who gets up the club will be 
entitled to The Progressive Thinker for 
one year, and Vol. 3 of the Encyclope
dia of Death; and Life In the Spirit 
Spirit Worldjand also the Next World 
Interviewed, ! He Will not only get The 
Progressive Thinkflf for one year, but 
both books. He grits what is equiva
lent to §3.75'dfor ids -trouble. There 
should he no ‘difficulty whatever tn get
ting up hundreds of clubs. : 
/ Volume 3 x>f the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life ill the Spirit World 
will not onlylintertst Spiritualists, biit 
church members will be attracted to it. 
The Rev. M,.'J. Savage, a leading lib
eral divine oFNew^York, leads off with 
several of his mariterly productions, 
treating Death from an advanced 
standpoint. 3Ie is'followed by leading 
Spiritualists who treat of Death in a 
philosophical land fascinating manner.

The Next Wbrld Interviewed is also a 
'very excellent work. The plates of 
this book were donated to the office of 
The Progressive Thinker by Henry J. 
Horn. It consists of communications 
from the spirit side of life from leading 
minds there. Fifty-five communica
tions are: given by prominent person
ages,-among them Prince Albert, Har
riet- Martineau, Judge Edmonds, Horace 
Greeley,. Lord Lytton, Fanny .Fern, Dr. 
LIvlugstone and. the Czar of ¡Russia. 
. Now is the time to get up '

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By 
Wm. and Elliabeth M. F. Denton. A marvelous 
work. Though concise as a text book It Isas fascin
ating aa a work of fiction. The reader will be amazed 
to see the curious facts hero combined in support of 
this power of the human mind, which will resolve a 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 

As day, and throw light on all subjects now obscured
by time. Price si .SO. For sale at this office. » 

In three volumes, cloth bound, >1.50 each.

Thft f>fct^SUS, MAN, 
1 UU Vlll It)U Medium, Martyr. 

Question W. E^ Coleman, ?J.
Qpf tbii ’ 8- Love land,Hudson
tJObulOU Tuttle, Moses Hull,
J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M. 
Wise’, Col. Ingersoll—and wbat the spir
its say about it. By

J. M. PEEBLES, M.D.
Whether this book setlles the question or not,I| 

will be found eminently entertaining, and brings to» 
gather a mau of evidence to establiab the historical 
character of J’lius. A large volume, cloth, *1.25.  For 
tale at this office.

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work win be found espiclally Interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. The historic facto stated*  and the keen*  
scathing review of Romish ideas and practice*  *hc*id  
DtreadiyalL Price, 25c. Sold st this office.

TALMAGEAN INANITIESI ■' ' Blnstratei Ca^
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies.
A review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Bev. Frnnk Do- 

Witt Talmage's oft-repeated attacka upon Spiritual- 
lam. By Moses Hull. ^For sale at this office. Price 
lOctmts. • . . .

Childrfen’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions foi the crganteatlon and 

management of Sunday school!. By Jndr*w  Jackson 
Davis, Something InilsDcniablc. Pr.ce 50 cents.

THE GOD IDEA ..
OF THE ANCIENTS.

Or Bex In Religion. By Eliza Burt Gamble. “It is a 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at times curiously from statistics ’which- might be 
opfen to doubt; and never fora moment sensational or 
revolutionary .—Chicago Herald. 329 pages, large 
type, cloth bound. Price 12.25. For sale at this office

By Wataon Heston. Price, boards, «I ; cloth, <1.50. 
Heaton Is Inimitable. ■

WOMAN: FOUR CENTUt IES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker’s Inter
national Congress, Chicago, ZU., October, 1893. By 
Susan H. WIxon. Price, 10c.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

ByChartei Bradlanzb. With the atorrof Mb Ufa 
uteld by hlmaelf, ana tbehliteryof his parliamen
tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, GOc.

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.

No. 1, New White Cross 
t Literature.

STARNOS.
By Dr. Delia E. Davis. A rotary of pearls, culled 

from the works of Andrew Jackson Davis. Intended 
for the light and solace of every aonowlhg and 
stricken heart. Trice 50 cents. For sale at this office.

STRIKE OF A SEX.
By George N. Miller. Dealing with the populatloi 
ftncsUon. Paper, 25 cents. Tor Selo at this office.

Craibi MÁ. Piper, SOeenU

CLUBS

MAM
-IN THE-

PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

BoruIU- fit recent Bclcntlfic research regarding th( 
origin« position and prospecta of mankind.

. - From the Germán of

DR. LUDWIG BÜCHNER,
Author of •‘Force and VatterZ* Sasaya on Nature an< 

Science,” "Fhyriologtcftl Pictures,” "Six Lee* 
tures on Darwin,” Eto.

MEDIUMSHIP,
• A chapter of experiences*, by Mrs. Marla M. King. 
Price 10c.-For sale at this office.

JBELIGION OF . THE FUTURE.'
\ BY & WEIL.

BY AUGÜSTA.W. FLETCHER, M. B.

OLUMES 1, 2 and 8 of the Ency- 
pedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, Art Magic, Ghost 
Land, -The Next World Inter
viewed, and the Occult Life of 
Jesus' (including the Hull-Covert 
Debate) constitute our premium

list Those seven books have been on 
sale, costing the buyer In the aggregate, 
§10.75. We, after paying the postage 
and expense of mailing, realize only 
§1.50 for the seven—far less than cost 
to us. We desire to form the nucleus 
of a library in every Spiritualist home, 
hence this remarkable offer. By sub
scribing for-The Progressive -Thinker, 
yoifthen’ have the privilege of purchas
ing these books at the premium prices. 
See terms on another page.'

“Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. 
A Treatise on Human Culture." By 
.Leroy Berrien For sale at this otfica. 
Price JL ; , .- , r ,

In this volume the author, tn the thlrty-nln*  ? 
chapters, discusses :a wide variety of subjects per» 
talnlng to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand
point. Bhe evinces the powers of a trained thinker. - 
both in matter of thought and fine literary style, and | 
capability of thought expression. ■ The subjects aro 
welUhandledwlthcanclaenéM and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to anjr Spiritualist’*,  
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek*  
Ing information concerning SpiritaàUon nd Its teach» - _

__ ; ’up 1 onà'unlnterràptedchange. Everythin
^or Sale at this OffiMb FnOe*91<oO UI and indestructible—tho smallest worm_ l_j_ LJ_____ ____ _ . • ._ L fhn tnnof »nnrwnn# nf fh« oaltiiHal hAflliii

-JThe great mystery of existence consist! in perpet» 
‘il ja / ------"... “•r- .. •• a-—• u(M nnaunlnterrupted change. Everything la fxnmO^MOO» tai and indestructible—tho smallest worm aa .Wfcll a*

SSPHiJ10?* “S ’W ’i -------------------------------------------------------1 tho most enormous of the celestial bodlca,-tho Band
ti?t A A TbTQnn'VTM? V I grMn or the water drop as well as the highest being IffthOnld be pnt into theBhands of Jhoee vrbo have freed £lUvAkJOJciPl A O 1/XmVV.YIIiLVX» j r.r&A±inn, mnn find hl» thanght«. Onl? the form» Iff

•£ *2©  . Beauel to The Strike of a Bex. By Georffa N Millet which being manifests itself arc changing? - but- Being 
r^jacihX ^rtoloaUhlBdffice ",Mluer* itcelf refnaRiseternally the same and TmpcrlsbfcblS 

nlnd «orwMewMwwwe. ________ . . nvbcnwedlcwedoDOt lose ouraelvoB. but only out
and senses are not the whole of Itf. .............. • • - . •. . - । personal consciousness. Wo live on In natwe*in  onf

DPI ATItflM riace. Incur children. In our deeds, in oar thought*»
. i m short. Id the entire material and physical contrlbn« 

tior. which, during our short personal exUtence*/we  
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ft PLEft TO ftLL SPIRITÜftLiSTSHIGHER FACULTIES.MISSIONARIES.

Mrs,

DR. WM. CLEVELAND.Minneapolis, Minn.

GOD-CONSTITUTION

AN ASSURANCE.

A

I-

ROseburgh, Mich,

L- under the name of the National Reform carefully our premium announcement ■

- S'I

parfment of matter, I have found that 
no force or action of any kind is possi-

- The Rev. James M. Boddy- evidently 
does not know the history-of the activ
ity of the God-ln-the Constitution party,'spect to their personal dignity. The un

trained heathen do not distinguish be-

Aland JL. Freitag’s Vigor- 
„ ous Response.

SPIRITUAL SEANCE.THOUGHTS ARE THINGS.

pardon is given to the soni who re
pents; .

SPIRITUALISM—Progress, il)e Universal LavP oí p atóre z.-.Tboûg'bt Ibe Sol\>er)t of fier Problems

The Baneful Work of Rome 
in China.

Power of Seeing Spiritual 
Things.

And Thoughts About Some 
Other Things.

'The evidence continues to accumulate 
that Rome is largely responsible for the . 
troubles in China, though of course the ■ 
daily press dilates upon Russian aggres
Sion, German aggression, etc., etc. The : 

" Citizen has given, in its issues of the 
past/two weeks, sufficiently conclusive 
evidence to satisfy any fair-minded per- 
spu that the arrogance and avarice of 
the papal priests in China—as in the 
Philippines, Cuba, and everywhere else, ! 

'has roused the resentment of the peo- 1 
pie; but the Chinese have not submitted 
patiently, as did the Filipinos and other 1 
benighted peoples. The result is, the 
innocent suffer with the guilty—the 
Protestants with the Romanists- 
although the uprising was at first 
directed against the papal priests only.

A letter from the Rey. Horace T. Pit
kins, stationed at Pao Ting Fu, where 
the Boxer troubles began, has been re
ceived by the American board through 
Mr. Pitkins’ wife, who is at present at 
Troy, Ohio. The letter was dated May 
28, and in it Mr. Pitkins tells of a fight 
in à near-by village on March 16. He 
says:

.. “It seems that in the moonlight of 
Saturday night the Boxers came down 
to the village, surrounded the houses of 
the Catholics as they were pointed out 
to them, and then robbed them, allow
ing no one to escape. Finally, they fired 
the houses, a'nd as the people rushed out 
of. the flames they were killed and 
thrown baek into the flre. Only one man 
escaped, and they pursued him. He 
jumped -into a well, and so they fired 
their guns into the well and threw down 
bricks until, thinking him dead, they 
left. He managed to get out, and 
started for Pao Ting Fu, told the Cath
olics, and they waited all day for other 
survivors to come. As none came on 
Monday they saw the provincial judge, 
and he sent soldiers, but they could 
find nothing.

“The Catholics were absolutely wiped 
out, thirty or more. Everywhere we 
know that they are not Interfering with 
the Protestants. It is paying off old 

. scores against the Catholics.”
Evidence such as the above comes' 

from all sources. In the Northwestern 
Christian Advocate last week there was 
printed a letter from Bishop 8. M. Mer
rill, one of the ablest ad well as most 
conservative of the Methodist bishops. 
Bishop Merrill is regarded as having 
“the judicial mind,” par excellence. He 
says:

“In connection with the sad condition 
of things in China the remark has-been 
made that the missionaries are largely 
responsible for the hatred the Chinese 
feel toward foreigners. It is not worth 
Willie to reply to this, so far as those 
are concerned who make the statement, 
as they evidently feel toward the mis
sionaries very much as do the natives of 
that dark land, and stand in need of 
missionary labor about as much as do 
the heathen.

“Thère Is, however, a serious side to 
this matter, and there is reason to fear 
that substantial ground exists for the 
belief tliat the condu£t_of some mis
sionaries has been veryhbjectlouable 
and well calculated to arouse the en
mity and the patriotic hostility of the 
people Against them» There are mis
sionaries and missionaries. The mis
sionaries who represent the evangelical 
churches, preach the simple gospel of 
salvation through the sacrifice of the 
incarnate Savior, and teach the people 
the way of life, do not by such methods 
excite the wrath of those with whom 
they labor, nor the opposition of the 
rulers who learn of their methods and 
their teaching. But there are others 
Who make a widely different impres
sion. They represent a great church, 
With imposing ceremonies, with distinc
tive dress, with high ideas of official 
dignity and authority, and make de
mauds for such honors and reverence 
and obedience as become those who are 
entitled to rule. In many instances 
their arrogance and assumptions are 
such as to arouse the suspicion that 
they aim at nothing less than the estab- 
llshment of a foreign government over 
their followers, if not over the entire 
community where they sej. themselves 
up as lords and princes. '

“It is well-known that where tbe Ro
man Catholic bishop fixes his residence 

. in heathen lands he gathers around him 
a retinue of servants, sets up a little 
throne, puts on the toggery of a prince, 
appears in public with such pretentious 
displays of authority and receives from 
subordinates such marks of reverence 
and submission, as to create the 1m- 
pression that he is In fact a prince, ruler 
or king. It is also» known that In con
nection with these assumptions of great
ness, the Romanists make such repre
sentations of the authority of the Pope 
as to lead the simple-minded observers 
to think that he is a temporal ruler, dl- 
vinely commissioned to govern princes,1 
kings and emperors, so that they nat
urally conceive the idea that these.for- 
eigners Intend in time to overturn their 

■government and subject'the nation to 
the power, they represent as ordained of 
heaven to rule the world, _ - 1

"It is worth while in tne present crisis 
to look into these methods of the 
Romish Church, and to study the im
pressions they must make on the minds 
of Chinamen, who know so little of the 
actual state of the world without, and 
who are so jealous of their own institu
tions aud of the divine right of their 
own- rulers. It is difficult for us to 
Imagine the pretentiousness of these 
foreign bishops; and yet, a little reflec
tion on what we see in our own country, 
where the display only excites our pity 
or disgust, knowing, as we do, its harm
lessness and emptiness; will satisfy us 
that where the people do riot see 
through it the Idea must comedo them, 
that it means the displacement of their 
laws and । customs. This impression Is 
strengthened, and must be when these 

( 'lord bishops’ actually sit as judges and 
determine causes of a civil kind, and 
impose fines, panaceas, and other tem
poral penalties for disobedience to their 
orders and failures to pay proper re-

The Rev. C. N. Moller, rector of St. 
John’s Episcopal Church, preached in 
St, Louis lately on “Mau’s Spiritual 
Power." He took for his text I. Cor. 
11., 9, 10; “But as it is written, eye hath 
not seen nor ear heard, neither have en
tered into the heart of man the things 
which.God hath prepared for them that 
love him. But God hath revealed them 
unto us by his spirit, for the spirit 
searcheth all things, yea the deep things 
of God.” In part he said:

“St. Paul is writing about his expert- 
ence as; a preacher of the gospel of 
Jesus Christ ainong the cultivated peo
ple of the city of Corinth. He is'also in 
our text declaring a great truth,

“When he made his entrance Into Cor
inth it was in weakness and fear and 
trembling, showing the sense of his re
sponsibility and the difficulties of his 
mission. With no commanding pres
ence or eloquence or power of convinc
ing logic or attending miracle he de
livers his message.

“St. Paul declares that he does not 
depend on the enticing words of man’s 
wisdom, but in the demonstration of'the 
spirit and'of power. That faith does 
not stand in the wisdom o£ men, but in 
the power of God. .Timt the revelation 
of the Holy Spirit of the great unseen 
realities of the, Christian faith is not 
dependent on the senses, which he sums 
up as tlie eye, the ear aud the heart. 
He protests that men are not merely 
sensual, but have receptive spiritual 
powers, that ‘they might know the 
things that are freely given to them of 
God.’ He tears away the veil and 
shows to men the higher vision of them
selves and the glorious possibilities to 
the cultivation of higher faculties.

"The people of Corinth were not gen
erally moved by this strange messenger 
or his message. They were devoted to 
the beauty of art and nature; they were 
absorbed in various schools of philoso
phy that did not dream of deflnite spirit
ual power. It seems wonderful that un
der the circumstances St. Paul should 
have made any Impression at all, but 
the results of his life work are an evi
dence of the truth of his statement ‘that 
faith does not stand in the wisdom of 
men, but in the power of God.’

“The preacher of the higher—the spir
itual-life of man is confronted to-day 
with tlie same disposition that St. Paul 
faced In the early days of Christianity 
in Corinth. We are Hying in days that 
have many claims to■distinction, with 
breadth of knowledge and power of 
progress that former ages could not 
have dreampt of. And yet it is de
velopment of what St. Paul calls the 
eye and ear and heart. When men 
speak of useful knowledge they mean 
generally such knowledge as is con
cerned only with this world of sense 
and time. Practical education does not 
usually include the thought of the train
ing of children for a future as well as a 
present state of existence.

“Tlie French eclectic, Cousin, once 
asked a friend what he considered the 
most serious symptom of the day in the 
world of thought. The friend made sev
eral suggestions, and at length Cousin 
Said: ‘Nothing seems to me to compare 
in seriousness to this, that God is ap
parently disappearing from the minds 
of men.’ This is apparent in the 
thought-life of the people of this day as 
in France of thirty years ago. Its truth 
can be realized by conversation with 
educated men or by reading thq so-. 
called theological novels of the day. 
One of the most recent of these novels 
shows how men can shut out of their 
thoughts their higher faculties, their 
powers of communing with God, and 
limit themselves to the eye, the ear and 
the heart.

"God has made us in his image, be
ings' of inexhaustible capacity, of 
boundless possibility. God made us not 
merely for the changing world, but with 
powers to apprehend the things unseen 
he hath prepared for those who love 
him. When Jesus answered St. Peter’s 
confession of faith he said unto him: 
‘Blessed art thou Sinton Bar-jona, fori 
flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto 
thee, but my Father which is in heaven.'

“We have the power of recelvlng'the 
direct influence of the guiding, teach
ing, loving Spirit of God. The develop
ment of the higher nature, the power to 
receive a revelation1 In this present 
world, is measured by our love for God. 
And love fpr God implies a striving to 
be pure and true and obedient to' his 
commandments and calls for adoration, 
thanksgiving and prayer and an earnest 
seeking after all other means of grace 
or strength for the spiritual life. ’

“We thankfully recognize the marvel
ous capacity which is Inherent in the 
ear and eye and heart. They are evi
dences of divine wisdom and goodness, 
hut they' point to a seeing and hearing 
power, to an Imagination and affection 
that Is an everlasting gift, for we can 
but believe that after the .fleshly eye 
and the ear and the heart have turned 
to dust, we shall: forever enjoy the 
beauty, the harmony, the love, ^of 
eternity.”

■ By saying thoughts and other things 
is as much as to say that thoughts 
themselves are things, and that is just 
what I mean. When Lord Byron says;
“Thoughts are things, and a small drop 

of ink, . ... . '
Falling like dew upon a thought, pro

duces •
That which makes thousands,-perhaps 

. millions think,”
he is evidently referring to the old-fash
ioned metaphysical conceptions, ac
cording to which, there are no things oi 
substances except thoughts or mental 
images. But all thinking is impossible 
without including a material as well as 
a spiritual side. _A clear-minded person 
can project by means of thought, sub
stances which can be caught on sensi
tive paper in the forms of triangles, 
squares, houses, etc., just as he may 
choose to have them. .Some time ago 
the New York Journal photo-engraved 
a number of these thought-forms and 
placing them by their real subjective 
forms as given by a draughtsman, 
found they were nearly correct. In the 
same way the spiritual and phrenal 
forces formulate the images of the 
outer world as well as of'.all thoughts 
and sensations and impress them on 
that picture-plate, the sensorium. This 
wonderful sensorium covers the front 
and upper-front region of the brain 
both parts of which are called the Sin
ciput, and although using to a certain 
extent the outer brain while we dwell 
in our earthly bodies, we may know 
that these amazing subtleties must find 
their principal home in the psychic 
brain. This idea of the sensorium, 
shows it to be the real book of life, the 
picture store-house of memory for this 
world and especially for the world to 
come.

If thought can thus send out a stream 
of substances which can be collected on 
sen'sltlzed paper, It Is very easy to un
derstand how a magnetic mental healer 
by getting into rapport with a patient 
at a distance can project a force which 
will cure disease. If the patient in this 
ease however, does not possess more or 
less of a psychic or sensitive nature, the 
healer’s force-will strike on a rock and 
some othqr .process w’ill prove more ef
fective. Some powerfully magnetic 
healer who Is able to - practice absent 
healing with much success, will adver
tise to teach others to do the same' 
thing. This is on a par with the course 
which Hutchings took, when he pro
posed to teach other people to become 
lightning calculators like himself. After 
the students had paid their money and 
tried their best to equal their master, 
they found that Mr. Hutchings could 
add an example live times quicker than 
they could even see the figures, for to 
tell the truth he was a psychozolst and 
they were. not. '

I have received Vol. 3 of the Encyclo
pedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World, issupd by The Progressive 
Thinker Publishing House. I have 
been surprised and delighted to find so 
much that Is beautiful, cheering and 
exalting in one book. This is a book 
for making Spiritualists still more spir
itual and a book also for our church 
people who are generally so much In 
the dark about the whole destiny of 
man as he passes Into the higher life. 
It includes articles from the Rev. M. J. 
Savage, W. P. Phelon, M. D., Jas, C. 
Underhill, J. 0. Barrett, G. W. Hates, 
my former student, William Emmette 
Coleman, J. M. Peebles, M. D., Dr. 
Dean Clarke, Chas Dawbarn, Cora L. 
V. Richmond, Hudson Tuttle, Dr. Fred 
L. H. Willis,- Moses Hull, Dr. C. W. 
Hidden, Carlyle Petersllea and various 
other excellent writers. H. V. Sw6r- 
Ingen, A. M., M. D.. has quoted a large 
number of beautiful passages, from 
eminent authors, which Is a department 
of the book of great value.

In the same book there is one position 
taken by an able writer which does not 
seem to be properly analytical, and ns 
some others are using the same terms 

“as expressing the foundation of all life, 
a few -words would be appropriate. 
Speaking of the formation of a universe 
the writer snys: “There -were just three 
facts in nature, with which the Great 
Experimenter must work as his raw 
material. They were matter, force and 
Intelligence.” In another place he calls 
these “distinct entities.” According- to 
this, force must be distinct from mat
ter. But in the whole known world
forces are exhibited In currents of- 
waves of water, in the sweep of winds 
or gases or steam, and these are all de
partments of matter. Why speak of 
force then as something distinct, an en-. 
tity by itself? ' Reasoning from the 
known to the unknown, we must. In
clude some: grade of matter, 'for the 
universe is In harmony with Itself. 
Within this matter, we perceive that 
there is some all-penetrating and almost 

■ infinitely refined substance which we 
call spirit. In working out the problem 
of atoms which constitute the true de-

To the Spiritualists of the United States I send my 
greetings and best wishes. We are all engaged in the 
cause of truth for the purpose of enlightening the.people 
and demonstrating to them that we are immortal beings 
and are in direct communb atiori with the world of spirits. 
In no better way can we produce the evidence of our be
lief and knowledge than by assisting the spiritual press in 
its efforts to accumulate a? the facts than can be had in 
this grand work of spirit, ommunion. When the editor 
of The Progressive Thinker first contemplated tlie com
mencement of this formidable work, his dream was to give 
to the world a large weekly paper at a less price than had 
ever before been believei! could be accomplished. He 
went about his work with the deternjination to make a 
success of it. He piit the price at one dollar a year, and 
has kept on improving the paper np to the present time, 
and n.ow behold it! Lobk at the vast army of correspond
ents he has from all parts of the world, lien and women 
vie with each other in striving to do the most good in sat
isfying the people that they have all the evidence at their 
command to prove that all human life is immortal and 
also progressive. ' ,

But the dream of the editor did not end by giving to the 
world the best weekly paper at the smallest -possible price, 
but now he is adding' folt thousands of books written ex
pressly for the cause of’Spiritualism. These books con
tain miich valuable infprijiation. A list of these books 
can be found in each number of The Progressive Thinker;.

I write this open letter to the readers of The Progress
ive Thinker wholly without the knowledge or consent of

the editor, and I do truly hope he will not fail to give a 
place in his paper. .

Now, my dear friends, both men and women, let us all 
unite in one grand effort to bring the weekly circulation 
of The Progressive Thinker up to at least one hundred 
thousand subscribers!, Remember that our friends in the 
spirit world are more interested in this work than we are 
and every dollar that .we invest will be returned with in
terest when we enter the spirit world where we will all as
semble sooner or later. Death of the body is just as inev
itable as life is essential to our greater happiness in the 
future. Much of our happiness in the upper world de
pends on the amount of good we do in this world. .

If God has any respect of persons it will be manifested 
towards those that have accomplished the most good in 
this world. When we realize that we have all the facts at 
hand that will demonstrate the truth of immortal life, 
what more can we do than to assist and instruct others in 
the same glorious truths.

Go opt, my dear brothers and sisters, each one of you 
and get all the- subscribers you can for The Progressive 
Thinker. I am not engaged in any begging scheme for I. 
am doing all that I ask you to do, and if we do not suc
ceed in extending the list to one hundred thousand for a 
Christmas presentation to the editor of the best and 
cheapest Spiritualist paper, to say nothing about the 
value of the premium books we get, which are more val
uable than the dollar we send.

Messages Delivered from the 
Living.

tween ecclesiastical and civil rule when 
the outward appearances and - results 
are not distinguishable. Verily, there is 
n sense in which some missionaries in
tensify in the Chinese mind their nat
ural hatred to-foreigners.” ■

After reading the above,, no ohe will 
question the statements of those who 
put upon Rome the fearful responsibili
ty for the massacres in Chiffa. Has she 
not done in other lands just what she is 
doing there?—Citizen, Boston. .

. "Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual Life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law." By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth, ?2. For sale at this 
office. ■ - ■ .

"Mind and Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied in .Medicine and 
Education.’! By A. O. Halphide. Pres
ident Chicago Society of Anthropology. 
Fob sale at this office. Price fl. -„

things, but he will set multitudes of 
people to thinking and making observa
tions on themselves. If' seems Dr. 
Peebles can't find out that Ito Is get
ting old and nobody will .tell him, so he 
keeps on rolling out books every year, 
making speeches in alf quarters and 
managing a large business. “Having 
passed," he says, “far beyond the sev
enties, onto the very -verge of the 
eighties, and yet hale and vigorous, 
why should I not live 0- .century? Why 
die at all, as my forefathers did? Why 
not live in this body immortal on 
earth?” Tut, tut, dear Doctor. Are 
you about surrendering^to this theory of 
earthly Immortality?. Really, I would 
like to kéep you out,,of ’heaven as long 
as possible, ahd‘' -huye you ' 'grinding 
away at these ruder earthly duties, for 
the world needs your trill» ’but If.’I was 
a betting man I would bet that'you will 
not reach one hundred y ears';-especially 
if you keep on. driving tilings the’way 
you are doing at presept.' Now it is 
very easy to replace the waste of the 
fleshy part of our bodies, but what 
about the bones? Thé'cancellous part 
of the bones Is almost devoid of blood 
vessels, and how are you going to sup
ply the waste of this part without a 
plenty of blood vessels? The bones al
ways become brittle with age and grad
ually become a dead weight to absorb 
the vital magnetisms Of the restât the 
system. Finally, the power of resist
ance becomes less and Tess, until the 
weary body that has been so long a part 
of the earthly ego is laid aside and the 
higher man, freed from its depressing 
weight, rises triumphant' Into more 
beautiful climes. Blessings on these 
bones, then, dear Doctor, that can thus 
open the gates of .. Paradise. Anyone 
who has looked tlirougb> the veil and 
seen the glories of thé Beyond should 
not be anxious to Uve r fpreyer among 
these grosser earthly scenes.

E. D. BABBITT, M. D.
San Jose, Cal. -

ble without the co-operation of spirit; 
In other words that the union of spirit 
and matter is absolutely necessary in 
all- things. Force then includes matter 
and spirit and judging from all exam
pies In nature, goes forth in fluid form. 
Intelligence results from a physical 
brain kindled by mental and spiritual 
ethers, these .very ethers themselves 
being composed .of both matter and 
spirit. The universe then consists of 
these two great divisions of matter and 
spirit, differentiated into all their 
boundless forms of manifestation.

Death Defeated, or,the Psychic Se
cret of How to’Keep Ydung.,By J. M; 
Peebles, M. D. /

This is a book witty and racy like all 
of Dr. Peebles’ writings and containing 
thousands of facts drawn from various 
parts of the world and multitudes of 
historical points and opinions against 
flesh-eating and wrong methods of life. 
Thete Ib an Immense array of points 
that file people are in dying need of un
derstanding. Occasionally some will 
consider, him a' little extreme in send
Ing but his edicts agalyst bo many

Christian Against Heatlien.
The Christian nations are horrified at 

tlie atrocities in China, j The Emperor 
of Germany said: “I shall not rest till 
China is subdued and all bloody deeds 
avenged," and the cry,.for vengeance 
and the. destruction of China is going 
up . from all '“Christian nations." 
Christians shoulu notforget that recent 
bloodshed In China was, not caused by 
the government but by tbe Boxers who 
are in rebellion against the government. 
We should not forgot that-for several 
years there has been a .great deal.of talk 
in Europe about slicing up China and 
parceling out her ¿.territory among 
Christian nations. The Christian mis
sionaries have for years'advocated that 
policy. The proposed, method of "Chris
tianizing China” has pxcited the people 
of that country and they, are now trying 
to eject the foreigners from the coun
try. Christian nations' should not for
get that they sometimes have'rebellions 
-and atrocities at home. The German 
'nation shed rlvers.of Jewish blood; Rus
sia horrified the world because of. the 
■atrocities perpetrated bn the Hebrews; 
the streets of Paris a generation ago, 
.were glutted with blood she'd by mobs 
and the guillotine;. Christian England 
has spilled rivers of blood ‘afld ■ she is 
now engaged in-wholesale killing of the 
Christian Boers for territory and gold 
mines. In the United States we mob 
Chinamen, and burn“.negroes at the 
stake, and in New Orleans a few years 
ago, lawlessly shot to death' a lot of 
Italians. At Hazelton. Pa., at Home
stead, at Buffalo In Idaho-and at other 
places working men'- ■Were ’shot down 
like dogs for striking for better wages. 
Confucius, the great! Chinese prophet, 
said: “Do not unto others' ’what you 
you would not have them do unto you,’’ 
and Jesus said: “Loyfc qn&another, re^ 
turn good for evil,” hilt neither the Chi
nese heathen nor the-'.professed Chris
tian obey the commands''bf Their great 
religious teachers. China Invented the 
compass and printing', and gave the 
world many inventions. If she were to 

.send her misslpnariisito the Christian 
countries and threaten to slice up their 
territory and destroy ijieir Institutions, 
and plant Confucianism, where Chrls- 
tianity nowtexists, 'Stotild expect to 
see “Christian Boxbrj» hustle John 
Chinaman out of the country with neat
ness and dispatch a^j kill'him if he 
hesitated long as to to the order of his 
going. It would hoi Tie a bad idea for 
“Christian nations” to J firet cast the 
beam out1 of their qwq eyes and then 
they, might see more ttyudy.how to ex-. 
tract It from' the eiea-of the“heathen 
Chinee.” - -R, A. DAGUE.-

Important Thoughts on the 
Subject.

DENUNCIATION OF THE ATTEMPT 
TO INTRODUCE RELIGIOUS BE
LIEF INTO THE CONSTITUTION
LETTERS TO THE NEW YORK 
SUN. -
The Rev. James M. Boddy says in his 

letter in the Sun to-day on “God and 
the Constitution:”

“Now, unless a man has mental my
opia, he should know that a Constltu- 
tlonal, récognition-pf Deity does not 
necessarily imply tlie recognition of the 
church, Nor does the récognition of the 
Deity imply a recognition of the creeds 
of the Christian ehurcb.”

I presume tlie reverend gentleman 
cannot imagine .himself, as suffering 
from “mental myopia” in the sllghest 
degree, and his line of reasoning might 
“deceive even the very elect,” providing 
they were as Ill-Informed as he seems to 
be concerning the actual words these 
Constitution tinkers1 wish to Insert 
therein, which are bracketed ones:

“We, the people of the United States 
[acknowledging Almighty God as the 
source of all power and authority in 
civil government, the Lord Jesus Christ 
as the ruler of nations, and His re
vealed will as of supreme authority in 
civil affairs] etc.”

Now, right here in these last words is 
“the nigger in the woodpile” concealed. 
A constitutional adoption of them 
would have precisely the effect of “the 
recognition of the creeds of the Chris
tian church” and the destruction of re
ligious liberty in our land. Every intel
ligent and impartial thinker will read
ily perceive this fact ata. glance. It is 
only the sufferers from “mental my
opia,” whether ministers or laymen, 
who are so blind that they can’t see or 
won’t see the point .

Those who claim to be the authorized 
interpreters of “His revealed will,” are, 
and.have been in all past generations, 
the makers of the creeds, whether Cath
olic or Protestant, and the statements of 
dogmatic theology contained in the 
“Westminster Confession” or in the 
creed of the Catholic church would be
come the standard by which to judge 
the “civil affairs” of our country and its 
people. Just think of it—if it is possi
ble to think of an impossible thing. 
Here would be a union of church and 
state with a vengeance; and, therefore, 
all the millions of Hebrews, Shakers, 
Quakers, Unitarians, Universallsts, 
Spiritualists, Liberal Religionists of va
rious cults, Freethinkers, etc., would be 
classed as “disbelievers” or “heretics.” 
Everyone of these millions, because of 
his “heterodoxy,” .would become liable 
to arrest, fine and Imprisonment, if 
such a fanatical law should be estab
lished by constitutional amendment; 
and thus they would be deprived of 
both civil and religious liberty at one 
fell swoop. . .

Singularly enough, tie “mental my
opia” that afflicts these misguided relig
ious fanatics prevents their perceiving 
the force of that clause of the Constitu
tion of the United States which is as 
follows: “Congress shall make no law 
respecting an establishment of religion, 
or prohibiting an establishment thereof, 
or abridging freedom of speech, or of 
the press.” ' '

Ye men and women of America who 
are patriotic and liberty loving—ye who 
are intelligent and progressive enough 
to believe that every one should, possess 
the Inalienable right to worship God ac
cording to the dictates of his or her own 
conscience—rise up, I pray you, in 
earnest protest against this reactionary 
movement on the part of religions intol
érants. Let us all take our firm stand 
upon the high and broad platform of 
universal justice and perfect religious 
freedom, so wisely established by the 
noble, self-sacrificing, God-inspired men 
and women who founded our nation and 
its government. Thus shall we prove 
ourselves worthy of the blessed herit
age of civil and religious liberty which 
they bequeathed to us, and under 
which we have so abundantly prospered 
for more than oneTiundred years. .

Brooklyn, July 24. PATRIOT.

Assoelatlon, to put the church into the 
Constitution, by making national recog
nition of the basis of the church; that 
is, Jesus Christ and the Bible. Senator 
Frye and Representative Morse, to 
their respective chambers, were the rep
resentatives.

On March 11, 1890, a hearing was had 
before, the Judiciary Committee of the 
House on this subject. The proposed 
amendment acknowledged Almighty 
God as the source of all power and au
thority in civil government, the Lord 
Jesus Christ as tbe ruler of nations, and 
His revealed will as supreme authority 
in civil affairs. One of its advocates 
made what he called a clear statement 
of a clear question, thus:

“The parties to this debate agree sub
stantially in thgse two things: First, 
that the Constitution is a secular docu
ment; and, second, tliat the facts in our 
life are Christian; but the one party 
claims that a secular Constitution la 
right, and that it Ought to remain so, 
and that all the facts In our national 
life should be brought down to It, viz., 
abolish Government chaplaincies, pray
ers in Congress, Bible in the schools, 
etc. The other party contend that ev
ery Christian feature shall be main
tained, and ask that the Constitution be 
amended so as to secure all such feat
ures.”

The chairman of the committee 
brought this out even plainer by asking 
one of the Christian speakers what he 
meant by the revealed will of Jesus 
Christ. Tbe speaker answered: “The 
Bible.” Then this colloquy occurred:

The Chairman—“Then you wish the 
Constitution to recognize the Bible as 
supreme authority in civil affairs, do 
you not”?

Dr. McAllister—“Yes, sir.”
The amendment was opposed by tbe 

president of the American Secular 
Union and Freethought Federation, 
some individual Freethinkers and by 
Spiritualists, the Seventh Day Advent
ists and a Jewish rabbi and a Unitarian 
preacher. It was their common agree
ment that tbe amendment not only put 
religion as a universal matter In the 
Constitution, but It also put in a definite 
religion—the Christianity of Jesus 
Christ. By acknowledging Christ as 
the supreme ruler of nations It threw 
out of court entirely the Jews and the 
Freethinkers.

That the Rev. Mr. Boddy Is very ill 
Informed in this matter is not surpris
ing, for very few newspapers have re
ported these hearings or printed the 
prpposed amendments.

E. M. MACDONALD.
New York, July 24.

The return of his children God never re
sents,

But beckons them to Him, to share In 
His love, >

And dwell safe from harm, In the man
sions above, ,

He never will send from his care for a 
day, • • .

His children, whose .weakness has led 
them astray;

He will gather them home from the nt 
. termost parts ' ' .

Of the world, to bind up their poor, 
broken hearts!

He will show them new ways to atone 
. for the past, . ■ . ..
That they may rejoice In His kingdom 

at last! ;
But thrice blest aré they who live" for 

Right’s sake, • ■
So that they shall have no atonement to 

make. - HELEN M. SWAN.

E call special attention to The 
Next World Interviewed, one 
of our special premiums. We 
are enabled to furnish It to our 
readers at the price announced 
in our premium list, from the 
simple fact that Mr. Horn do

nated the plates of the book to us. We 
have sent out thousands of copies of 
this book, and it has been well received 
everywhere. It should be circulated by 
the millions among all classes of Spirit
ualists. The seven books that we are 
offering to Spiritualists as premiums 
contain a large storehouse of useful 
knowledge. on.Splrltual and Occult sub
jects;..You should have, them on the 
shelves of, your library where you can 
have access to them at.any’time.'Read

It is said that Mrs. Maud von Freitag, ■ 
tne Spiritualist medium who has been 
giving public seances in this city for the 
past few w.eeks, delivered messages 
Loin hctiuous persons and persons who 
are living to those who sent up names 
of that character last Sunday evening, 
Mrs. von Freitag’s method is to cause 
persons to the audience to write mimes 
of deceased persons on slips of paper, 
have them collected others and 
brought to her. AfterV< ¿.re on Spir
itualism she gives a seance In which slie 
delivers messages from the departed 
ones to the writers of the notes. Last 
Sunday, Clarence Porter, of the flrm of 
Porter Bros. & Hackworth, sent up six 
names which he says were all fictitious 
and all of the given names were “Lewis 
G.” For Instance, Mr. Porter savs he 
sent up the name of “Lewis IL Fin
ney,” "Lewis G. Hill” and four others, 
all of which were fictitious. Mr. Porter 
was seen this morning and said that 
Mrs. Freitag called the name of Lewis 
G. Hill, which Mr. Porter had written, 
and asked who recognized the mime. 
Mr. Porter says he arose and Mrs. von 
Freitag said she saw a spirit just in tha 
rear of Mr. Porter. Mr. Porter says 
that Mrs. von Freitag delivered a mes. 
sage from the mythical Lewis G. Hill, 
stating that he was a thousand times 
happier than when he was on earth in 
Ottumwa and more to the same effect. 
She then asked Mr. Porter if he desired 
his message returned, and upon his sig
nifying in the affirmative, sent a note - 
back to him with a name totally differ
ent from that of Lewis G. Hill, so Mr. 
Porter says. Mrs. von Freitag asked 
Mr. Porter to read the name aloud, 
which he did, and it being the wrong 
name she asked a bystander to rend it. 
The name was read and Mrs. von Frol 
tag asked that the note be returned, 
which was done. After a time she 
picked out the right note containing tho 
nnme of Lewis G. Hill and gave it to 
Mr. Porter, who emphatically says that 
he never knew Lewis G. Hill nor even 
heard of anybody by that name, that , 
he remembers. ~

Emmet Work sent up a unmo of a 
young man who now resides In Keo
sauqua by the nnme of Blackford. Mrs. 
von Freitag, it is said, also read n mes
sage from him sent from the spirit 
world, whereupon Mr. Work proclaimed 
that Mr. Blackford was very much 
alive. It is said that Mrs. von Freitag 
In scathing terms denounced the impo
sition that had been practiced upon 
her.—Ottumwa (la.) Courier.

MRS. FREITAG’S REPLY.
The following is the letter in which 

Mrs. Freitag presents her side of tha 
case:

"An article appeared to Tuesday’s 
Courier in regard to the messages de
livered at one of my seances from per
sons who are living and responses be
ing given to fictitious names. Now, 
aby one of tho four hundred peoplfl 
within sound of my voice Sunday night 
will remember that after tbe lecture 
and before the ballots or folded slips ol 
paper were collected and placed upon 
the table, I made a clear statement in 
regard to the law governing this phase 
of the phenomena of Spiritualism by 
saying the process of death does not 
change character; the stoner does not 
become a saint in the twinkling of an 
eye simply because he dies, but retains 
many of his characteristics for a time 
after passing to the other world. Only 
through progression can he become per
fected. Consequently there are a great 
many spirits who exist in a state of Ig
norance and comparative darkness 
some time after leaving the body. 
These we call “personating spirits.” 
They can not manifest to a person who 
is absolutely and positively honest in 
bls investigations and who understands 
the law of spirit return but if the door 
is opened by a dishonest thought, If fic
titious names are written, or names of 
living persons are given, it sometimes 
occurs that a personating spirit will as
sume the name written upon the slip of 
paper, announce himself to the medi
um’s guides as an honest spirit, present 
himself to the medium, demand atten
tion, and thus give to the seeker what 
he is searching for—dishonesty. I have 
reliable information that Sunday night 
there were at least forty fictitious bal
lots upon the table, some person show
ing their high order of intelligence, 
even called upon a do_g. In such an at
mosphere, under such conditions, what 
can one expect save that lower forces.« 
will manifest to them. A number of 
fictitious ballots were rapidly selected 
after the two personating spirit^ had 
responded, as any number of people can 
testify. The forces concentrated every ■ 
energy to have them laid aside that in
telligent and loving spirits, who were 
anxiously awaiting, an opportunity to 
communicate, might be allowed to do 
so. Let the person who wishes to hon
estly investigate prepare himself for 
this Investigation by endeavoring to 
learn something about the law that gov
erns spirit return. This he may do by 
a study of the philosophy. I am more 
than, sorry that I can not at this time 

-hold another meeting, but on account of 
sickness in my home, must return at 
once. Will, however, be back to Ot
tumwa in all probability, one year from 
date.. Spiritualism is to toe a science, a 
truth-, a religion. Though I have to 
fight every inch of the way, I shall re
main in the work, because I know it is 
knowledge beyond all price, and I want 
others to share this knowledge with me.

"MRS. MAUD L. FREITAG.”

"Human Culture and Cure, Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure, (In
cluding Methods and InstfumentB).” 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A 
very Instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fulfills the promise of Its title. 
For sale at this office. Price 76 centi, 
■ "Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. For sale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents.
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Your correspondent is addressing you 
from what is undoubtedly the strangest 
city and the most peculiar community 
in the United States, if not in the world. 
Sbalam is its name, and it represents 
the latest word in . Utopias. A town 
with a new civilization, a new bible, 
and a new religion and the strangest 
combination of laws and customs which 

-ever perplexed the student of sociology 
or delighted the radical and impractical 
reformer. It Is situated on a tract of 
laud nearly 1,000 acres in extent, about 
six miles north of Las Cruces, and 
about 50 miles north of El Paso, iu 
Mexico. Its present population com
prises about 3,000 souls, but it is con
stantly growing, and the indications are 
that within tlie next decade the 10,000 
mark should be reached. _

In recent years there has been a 
marked tendency to inaugurate these 
strange settlements, having for their 
purpose the exploitation and deulonstra- 
tion of various socialistic theories, says 
a writer in tlie Philadelphia Times. 
The vogue of Bellamy's “Looking Back
ward^ gave a decided impetus to the 
movement, and many experiments pre
destined to failure were attempted.

It is doubtful If any of these can 
equal Shalain for the practice of extra
ordinary principles. It Is an odd com
bination of ancient religious supersti
tion and the most advanced and radical 
socialism. Nevertheless, in spite of the 
faet that the living conditions« are en
tirely opposed to the generally accepted 
modern Ideas, the inhabitants are hap
py, contented and prosperous, and be
lieve that they are the saving remnant 
which will bring forth a purified race 
to regenerate mankind and effect the 
salvation of the earth. “ ■ -

The adults composing this community 
are Spiritualists and vegetarians, but 
the children reared under this strange 
system are tlie chief hope of the believ
ers. It is they, and not the grown men 
and women, who live In Sbalam, who 
are to demonstrate to the world the pos- 
sibillty of a new economic 'and social 
fraternity. Through them earth is to 
be regenerated and man led out of the 
darkness of the competitive system into 
one where private property, if not whol
ly abolished, -Is made subject to a sort 
of communism with which writers of 
the order of Bellamy have made us fa-

offspring of the settlement • The great
er part are waifs and outcasts who are 
collected from the various parts of the 
country and arè adopted by the philan
thropic “faithists,” as the rulers of 
Shalum call themselves. .

At a suitable age the children are 
taught “spirit communion” and many 
other mysteries of the strange faith. 
There is so much, however, that is rea
sonable and practical in their regime, 
and the affectionate solicitude for the 
welfare of the children Is so genuine, 
that even the scoffer can pardon much 
of the extravagance. The children are 
taught by the kindergarten methods, 
and tlie older ones are Instructed In 
such trades as they show a liking for. 
Throughout the settlement the pater
nal Idea prevails. ‘

FOOLISH DOCTRINE
Spiritualism or Christianity, 

Which?
Rev. Walter Lypn, of Stockbridge, 

N. Y., said recently in conversation with 
Mr. D.: “O, you are not a believer in 
that foolish doctrine, are you?” refer- 
ing to Spiritualism. Rev. James En
sign, the great evangelist of Central 
New York, being present, replied: “Just 
see the families it has wrecked.”
I have heard Bro. Ensign spdken of as 

a sound reasoner, and I was greatly 
astounded to be told of his remark. He 
very well knows there lire as many 
black sheep hiding under the cloak of 
Christianity as elsewhere, but this 
should not injure true Christianity; so 
with Spiritualism.

Angels come holding but a shining 
crown« set with gems of living light, to 
be worn in place of the old one of faith 
and hope. You spurn it beneath your 
feet. My brothers, it is because you do 
not understand. You close your eyes 
and ears, so fall to see or hear the 
angels God hath sent to bring truth 

•■unto the world.
Rev. Talmage, in the New York Chris

tian Herald, In answer to a question 
concerning the Godhead, replies: “It Is 
a mystery whlch’ we cannot solve. But 
we should not hesitate to believe, as we
believe many things we do not under
stand.’

Now, Bro. Lyon, If the Christians be-

••

I.

Young People, Franklin, Neb.
We feel sq,proud of the success which 

attended bur efforts on Young People’s ’ 
Day that we wish to report it to your 
papep. Harry A. Davis was appointed 
to make up the programme for the day, 
and he together with the hearty co-op
eration of the young people of the camp 
succeeded In making the day a success
ful one in all particulars.

Franklin’s pioneer medium, Chas H. 
Davis, was invited to conduct the 
Young People’s Circle, which was held 
at 10:30 a. m. Thd attendance was good 
and the clairvoyant tests were excel
lent.

At 2:30 p. m., Mrs. Laura B. Payne, of 
Topeka, Kans., delivered an address to 
the young people. Mrs. Payne was at 
her best, and the inspiring sentences 
with which she encouraged all noble 
nnd praiseworthy ambitions which are 
embodied within the individuality of 
each of us, carried to all who listened 
the realization of the grave duties of 
life which are resting upon each of us 
even now, “while the shadows of life 
are sloping to the west.” Mrs. Payne 
has by her honest labors and her up
right and exemplary life become the fa
vorite of the camp.

In tlie evening we had the pleasure of 
listening to a short address by Mr. Otho 
Shelburn of Holdridge, Neb., who spoke 
upon the subject, “Individuality and 
Force of Character vs. Imitation, as' 
Factors in the Advancement of tlie Hu
man race.” Mr. Shelburn is a young 
man of moral courage and stamina such 
as make up the character of those who 
are born to rule.

Our young orator, Harry A. Davis, 
gave a fine lecture on the subject “Ret
rospection and Reminiscences.” Harry 
is a citizen of Franklin, and a young 
man of whom any community may well 
feel prpud. He is a thinker and has the 
moral courage to stand by bls convic
tions, such as characterized tlie great 
and good of all, ages. His address is 
good, his logic excellent and he gives 
promise of becoming, one of the fore
most orators of the day.

Each of the programmes was inter
spersed with music by the Reeves baud. 
Declamations were given by Misses 
Alice Simpson, Lillie Muxlow and Al
tha Reeves. Mrs. Payne also favored 
us with several songs of her own com
position. '

Altogether the Young People's Day 
was a great success. The meetings were 
well attended and much enthusiasm 
was manifest. — C. H. SIMPSON.

IMrQRW MATTER FROM
” OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

THE’SPIRITUAL REVIEW, 
)fJ1 LONDON, ENG.
■•ui in ------- .

The phonograph is a materialization 
of the ,‘«r - '

LAW OF PSYCHOMETRY.
Every $pjuid qnij every scene leaves an 
endurim; impression upon everything 
around Jf, and jie highly sensitive psy- 
chometr|st Js .ijble to see or feel with 
more op ¡less accuracy the repetition of 
these scenes .t)iat have passed or re- 
awake^ ¡the long silent sounds upon 
touching tho article that bears their 
record, though unperceived to ordinary 
mortals. Thus to the born psychome- 
trlst the past is ever present, but not so 
with the future.

Here Is .the ¡difference between psy- 
chometry and astrology. The future 
has left no record in the rocks or other 
articles, as its vibrations are not yet put 
In action, hence the psychometrist may 
rend (he past but the future to him is a 
blank.

The astrologer reads past events from 
aspects formed by the planets at va
rious times, and as he can calculate to 
a day when those aspects will again oc
cur at any future time, the future Is as 
plain to him In the life of an Individual 
as is the past, and If he Is correct in the 
past It necessarily follows that he will 
be in the future, unless by due warn
ing the individual avoids some of the 
evils that are threatened. But this he 
cannot always do,, try as he will, and 
the astrologer's predictions are gener
ally fulfilled, ।

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG.

f.

miliar.
TOWN’S POUNDER A 

DOCTOR.
Appropriately enough, 

supernatural origin. Its

NEW YORK

Shalain is of 
founder was

Dr. Newbrough, a New York dentist and 
Spiritualist who died in 1890. It was he 
who wrote the new bible, which is the 
daily guide and religious mentor of this 
queer community. His name is held in 
deepest reverence and the believers re
gard him as the sacred apostle of tho 
divine and accord his memory much the 
same veneration which the Mormons 
bestow on Brigham Young and Smith. 
The Bible which Dr. Newbrough wrote 
is a .mammoth work and is called 
“Oahspe,” a word meaning earth, air 
and sky in a language spoken before the 
flood. It Is said to have been written 
on tlie typewriter by Dr. Newbrough, 
his hands lielng guided by supernatural 
beings, and was printed without being 
read by the Doctor.

. : It is certainly a work without n eoun- 
. terpart, filled with extraordinary 
. phrases nnd with more peculiar illus- 
tratlons, but it is the sacred book of a 
unique community, which was founded 
to establish the religion it teaches, and 
out of the spiritual and economic doe- 
trines set forth therein, to found a new 
race. The story of the writing of this 
Vlble is very remarkable and is related 

. with bated, reverent breath by the 
. faithful members of the sect.

According to popular tradition, before 
.commencing the inspired writing Dr. 
Newbrough found himself unaccount
ably affected with the well-known in
voluntary twitching of the hands, so 
common to Spiritualists. Against his 
will whenever he placed his hands on 
paper with pen in handJhey immedlate- 
ly wrote strange religious messages. 
Dr. Newbrough then conceived tlie idea 

. that lie had been selected for some 
strange spiritual mission and immedi
ately began to purify his llfe in order to 
be better suited to receive the celestial 
message. He then gave up eating flesh 
and fish, milk and butter, and took to 
rising before daylight, bathing twice a 
day, and occupying a small room alone, 
where he sat eveiy morning half an 
hour before sunrise recounting daily to 
the Creator Ills shortcomings in govern
ing himself In thought and deed. In six 
years’ training he reduced himself from 
250 to 180 pounds. Bodily ills were 
gone. He became limber aud sprightly 
and had a new lease of life.

■' Then came the spiritual revelations. 
He was 6ne morning strangely impelled 
to go to the typewriter. He was en
tirely unskilled in the use of the instru- 
meut, having always employed a sten
ographer for his correspondence. He 
was therefore filled with amazement, 
even awe, to find bis fingers involunta- 
rlly manipulating the keys at a speed 
Which no human operator could hope to 
duplicate. He received n strange in

junction not to read what was printed, 
' and having worked himself into a re

ligious fear of losing this new power he 
Obeyed reverently. The next morning, 
also before sunrise, the same power 
tame and wrote (or printed, rather) 
again. Again the matter was laid away 
very religiously, fee saying little about it 
to anybody.

For 50 weeks this continued every 
morning, half an hour or so before sun
rise, and then it ceased, and he wns told 
to read nnd publish the book Oahspe. 

■- The peculiar drawings in Oahspe were 
made with pencil In the same way. A 
few of the drawings he was told to copy 

■ from other books, such as Saturn,’the 
Egyptian ceremonies, etc. This was the 
miraculous manner in which the new 
bible was derived.-Those who consti
tuted the fraternity not only follow Its 
economic doctrines and refrain from 
considering anything that is theirs— 
they call themselves “Kosmo’ns," which 
is said to~signify, in the language - of 
their sacred scriptures, non-owners of 
any and everything^ but the children 
are taught to revere the book as the in
spired, dogma of their religion.
CHILDREN WORSHIPED BY THEIR 

■ ELDERS.
Probably the most remarkable feat

ure of this strange religion is the at
tention which Is bestowed upon the chil
dren; indeed, it might well be called a 
sort of juvenile paradise. The young
sters have the finest and largest build
ings in town, they receive the choicest 
food, are carefully clothed, and so edu
cated as to become regenerate and fitted 
to promulgate the holy religion. Fur
ther, the children actually own the set
tlement, and the name Sbalam signifies 
"Children’s Land.” This land, with all 
the improvements thereon,, has been 
deeded to trustees and their successors 
forever, for the use and benefit of the 
children now, in Sbalam and those who 
may come after them, nnd can never be 
incumbered by mortgage, nor sold to de
prive them of a home and an Inherit
ance. More remarkable still is the fact 
that only a few of these children are the

lleve many things they cannot under
stand, I say the Christian religion is 
foolish doctrine. Rev. Charles Sheldon, 
in a late story, says: “Were Christ here 
to-day, the pastor of any wealthy con
gregation, they would crucify hint 
again, even after the lapse of 2,0Q0 
years of historical Christianity."

Is not this true? “If ye are my fol
lowers ye will do the works that I do. 
Even greater works shall ye do.” 
Churches, are you Christ’s followers? 
No, no, a thousand times no. You do 
not believe in tlie teachings of Jesus. 
You cannot do his works. The bread of 
life which you will find in the Bible, 
you reject with contempt, with scorn.

I. Cor. xli.—Concerning spiritual gifts 
brethren I would not have you Ignorant. 
Healing, prophecy, discerning of spirits.

I. John iv.—Beloved, believe not every 
spirit, but try the spirits whether they 
are of God.

Acts 2:17—1 will pour forth of my 
spirit upon all flesh. Your sons and 
daughters shall prophesy; your young 
men shall see visions, old men shall 
dream dreams.

Ps. 91:11—We shall give his angels 
charge over thee to keep thee in all thy 
ways.

Hebrews 2:24—Are they not all min
istering spirits sent forth to minister 
unto those who shall be heirs of salva
tion? .

Rev. 22:6—Got! sent his ángel to show 
unto his servants the things which must 
shortly he done.

Bro, Lyon, do you believe God sent his 
angels with messages in those days? 
If so, he .has the power to do so again. 
How dare you deny that power. Why 
should God remain silent to-day and 
speak In the past? Will you tell me. 
How do you know Spiritualism, which 
you call foolish doctrine, may not be 
true? Have you ever investigated? 
No. Then it is your duty to do so. You, 
a teacher of the people, should teach 
the truth, the truth which Jesus taught, 
but which is rejected to-day by all 
churches. One thousand sects all differ
ing and failing to agree. O, it is time 
you ceased trying to convert the world 
to your dead creeds. Look for the liv
ing truth which angel messengers bring 
to man to-day. It Is most precious and 
will live long after the creeds are for
gotten. The creeds' which Jtísus never 
taught. Were Jesus here to-day he 
could not join the churches. O Rev. 
Brothers, strive to make your churches 
truly spiritual, teaching the truths 
which the apostles taught. Pray that 
you may receive a true understanding 
of the Bible teachings, and help to lift 
mankind from the darkness and horror 
of a belief in an angry God. Learn that 
God is love and saveth to the uttermost.

EMMA DUELL. '

THE DEPTH OF SACRIFICE.

The deepest depth of sacrifice were 
this: " ’

To enter heaven and taste each cup of 
bliss,

Meet friends whose love had but di-
viner grown «*■

Beneath the Central Sun.tbat o'er them 
shone;

Then hear, above the songs of love and 
praise,

The awful shrieks that know no end of 
days,

And see, beyond the faces lit with 
prayer,

The hopelss eyes grown wild with their
despalr,

And bear, above the harps’ 
strains,

The harsh, discordant sound 
Ing chains.

To gaze until the eyes with 
blurred, .

And all the mighty depths 
stirred

celestial

of clank-

tears are

of pity

Grand Ledge, MIcIl
The sixfh annual meeting of the 

Grand Ledge Spiritualists Camp Asso
ciation was opened at their beautiful 
summer home, Grand Ledge Camp, 
Mich., July 29, 1900.

The grounds, always beautiful, have 
been made more attractive this last 
year by substantial improvements. 
After the National hymn, rendered by 
the choir, and an invocation by Mrs. 
Loe F. Prior, the assembly was formal
ly opened by Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of 
Grand Ledge, who has been chairwo
man of this organization for four rears. 
With a beautiful tribute to Mother Na
ture, she lovingly alluded to the red 
men of the forest who once had a home 
on this lovely spot, and welcomed their 
return to us through the media present, 
exhorting them to be true’ to their me
diumship, to the cause, and the spirit 
world. Each member present of the 
state association,, vice-president, secre
tary, treasurer and trustee, as well as 
the representatives of the lopal socie
ties, officers of the camp, members of 
the choir,, pianist, campers and visitors, 
were each welcomed In turn. We feel 
that we are especially blessed In hav
ing this loving, large-hearted woman at 
the helm of our craft’ Although Mrs. 
Prior had heen programmed for the 
afternoon service, Mrs. Sheets prevailed 
upon her to give a short talk in the 
morning. As Mrs. Prior has just re
turned from the South, having labored 
there. In the spiritual field for four 
years, she Is Identified with their Inter
ests, and-for fifteen minutes gave us 
an impassioned appeal to send to them 
our best spiritual thought. ’.’ . ;■ '

Several good mediums are on thé 
ground, among them Mrs. Francis Rod
dick for Independent slate- writing and 
trumpet work, who has just arrived. 
Other good mediums are expected daily.

The management have also secured 
Mrs. E. S. Parker to give a course of 
physiological lectures..

Thimble parties, social hops, boating 
and fishing for recreation for every idle 
hour.

Mrs. Prior’s lecture In the afternoon 
was a fine effort, and proves that her 
engagement will be a success.

• mbs. e. s. Parker.
“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se

cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price $1. 
For sale at this office. • ?

Until the loving heart can bear no more, 
Aud, rushing back, tells all the horrors 

. o’er; ,
Begs Him who called these sinners Into 

life , .
To save them all nnd end the awful 

strife;
To prove his love—rend prison walls In 

twain—
Put out the flames and break each cruel 

clp'iin-
Blot out forevermore all pain and sin— 
Throw wide the gates and let His chil

dren in.
To plead with tears of sympathetic 

pain;
Then hear the words, “Your prayers are 

all in vain. •
’Tis written down, one way alone can 

save
The flame-tossed souls from their eter

nal grave;
But dreadful is the cost! The way is 

this: —
If one among the blest resign her bliss 
And rake upon herself the sin and pain 
Of all the tortured souls that sigh in 

vain, .
I pledge my word to set the captives 

free,
And bless them all throughout eternity.”
To hear these fatefu; words, and feel 

the face '
Grow white with fear, or soft with 

pity's grace;
To feel the scales of thought now rise, 

now fall, ' ■ ~ ’
’Twixt love of self and sympathy for 

all. .
Until at length the fearful strife - be 

passed, _
And pity’s tears press down the scales 

at last;
And having conquered self, to rise and 

say: . .
“The sacrifice Is made—I go to-day!”
Then bld farewell to friends, to joy to 

all, .
And, like a loosened star, from heaven 

fall. ।
This were Indeed the depth of sacrifice.
No soul could lower sink nor higher 

rise. i
Yet what were Hades' depths to one 

whose love . .
Had led the lost to happiness above!
The very thought would make their 

•joys her own— . -
Their very songs seem hers, but sweeter 

grown.' -
The loving heart that could so nobly 

dare ' .
Would scorn the flames and build a 
. heaven there - .' . .
To prove what seems but sacrifice, to 

sense, . .
Is but the height of spirit recompense. 

Chesnut, Ill. ' , .
CALLA HARCOURT.

■ nOR a moment stop and consider. 
. 11 The progressive Thinker Is the one

original dollar Spiritualist paper. 
It introduced a new -era in the

■ ranks of Spiritualism. Its success 
1 financially has been all that could

be .desired. Notwithstanding the 
rise In the price of print paper, it has 
still maintained Its status as the only 
■one dollar Spiritualist paper. Not only 
that, but it introduced the Divine Plan 
in its business with its subscribers—a 
portion of the profits of the office re
turning to them. Just think of the 
Seven-Premium Books being sent out to 
our subscribers for $2.35., After paying 
the postage of these seven books, and 
the expense of mailing them, all that 
we have left is $1.50. , You can readily 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less, by far, than the actual' cost to us. 
We do this work in accordance' 
with The Divine Plan, In order to assist 
in forming the nucleus of a library in 
every Spiritualist home. Read carefully 
our premium list, and you will certainly 
want.to become.a subscriber ..to.. The 
Progressive Thinker, If not so already, 
and obtain the books we announce. «

• We seo clearly what physiological 
phenomena

ACCOMPANY SLEEP, 
but what of1 sleep Itself, what of the 
human soul'lately so active, now buried 
in a repose as still as death? Does the 
soul itself sleep? Does It, like the body, 
need repose? What happens to the 
mental and moral powers of the man 
when overcome by slumber? Is the 
mind liberated from the bonds of time 
and place, and can It visit then “worlds 
not realized?” What of the strange 
phenomena of our dreams, wherein or
dinary and familiar secular events con
nected palpably with some of our daily 
experience are’ either blended with oth
ers not so connected or are turned up
side down, and presented In an unmean
ing fantasy Avhich, nevertheless, seems 
at the time natural? Is our full normal 
consciousness there? Hardly, or the 
dream could not be so Incongruous and 
Impossible, yef a partial consciousness 
there must lid; or we would not recall 
the dreilfn in the morning.

And what of those strangest, but well- 
attested,'of alt dreams, In which the 
dreamer'feees With vivid intensity an 
event in "the fiiU'i’e? If the sleeping 
form held'the complete and normal con
sciousness with the brain functioning 
In the ustinl way, one would suppose the 
activity or the connected brain cells to 
be more than usually vigorous in the 
light of ,such an! astounding expedience; 
yet the very sWep in which the dream 
occurs depends* we are told, on the qui
escence Of thesis cells. Can it be possi
ble, then, that ip sleep whatever the- 
physical dccomjinnlnifpts, the soiil does 
become at leasCpartly liberated, finding 
the cells'¡for tire time useless as func- 
tlopln#’ofgank?, In a trance Js the lib
eration still more completely effected? 
And lii death Is’the liberation final and 
complete? We know nothing, perhaps 
We never shall know, but to us the 
problem of sleep can never be solved on 
any more material ground. All the sci
entific problems lead up to the myste
rious problems of spirit. ' .

A GHASTLY EXPERIMENT.
The New Yoi'k correspondent of the 

Loqdon Evening News telegraphs: The 
people of Lexington,, Kentucky, are 
greatly excited over a remarkable hyp
notic experiment which has just been 
performed there. The subject was 
Maud Matthews, a girl of 14, who was 
hypnotized by a local physician last 
Jfonday. She was then placed In an or
dinary coffin and taken to Wood Lawn 
Park. The eoflln was deposlled in a 
grave previously prepared, three feet 
deep. The grave was filled in, and in 
order to make the affair realistic a 
grassy mound and gravestone were 
placed over it. The gtrl was yesterday 
dlsjuterred in the presence of a laffee 
crowd, the coffin lifted out, the lid un
screwed, arid the girl found in the same 
position as when she was burled, ap
parently sleeplug. The physician 
stepped forward, spoke a few words In 
her ear, and She'instantly awoke and 
greeted him with a cheery “Hello!” 
She rose from the coffin, joined her 
friends, and walked home.

the consideration of Its power in the 
hands of more perfected control up to 
the omnipotence of Divinity itself. 
Now comes, to my mind, the answer to 
the question of “H. A. D.”

All matter Is subject to laws apper
taining to the plane of physical exist
ence; therefore, under those laws; min
erals would be disintegrated and re
solved to| their original element by the 
action of oxygen; and all vegetable and 
animal tissues, after what is called 
“death,” are resolved by the action of 
yeast germs, producing first, fermenta
tion; secondly, acidification; and finally, 
decomposition. '

Tlie power of “thought,” however, is 
the universal law which is above and 
has control over physical laws; and In 
so far as man learns to live in accord
ance with that universal law, which is

THE LAW OF LOYE 
and not “bloodshed and slaughter,” will 
the omnipotent power of thought-con
trol be gradually manifested. As the 
writer, “H. A. D.,” instances, Jesus and 
many others, from time to time, have 
possessed and demonstrated its powers.

Again, under the severest test condi
tions at various manifesting seances, 
the application of the power has been, 
over and over again demonstrated by 
matter having been passed through 
matter; to do which it was necessary to 
temporarily dissolve the “vibrations” 
whlcl) composed the physical sub
stances In question. Another instance 
Is afforded by the experiments of Colo
nel de Rochas, as. shown by the repro
duction of the photographs issued some 
time since as a supplement to Light. 
The last illustration is that of the girl 
whilst in a deep mesmeric trance and 
under the influence of music. The head, 
hands, and part of the arms

HAD DISSOLVED 
and resolved into vivid bands of light; 
which* means that her vibrations, be
ing no Ipnger tinder her own thought 
control, were subject to the temporarily 
dominating power exercised upon her 
by the mésmerizer and combined in a 
wonderful manner with the effect of 
music. As soon, however, as that pow
er and Influence were removed, did her 
original vibrations, or in other words, 
normal appearances, re-establish them
selves.

How to gain perfect thought-control 
should be the alm and religion of every 
human being; but it must never be for
gotten that it is only possible ip so far 
as the law of universal Love Is abso
lutely obeyed. We, therefore, can form 
a tolerably fair ijleiuof how near, or 
rather, how far we'are from the enjoy
ment of such power, which is ours by 
Inherent right, when we for a moment 
glance around upon the so-called civil
ized and religious portion of mankind 
of the present day.

One word further. It must not be im
agined that the possesion of this power 
of perfect "thought-control” will or can 
subvert physical laws. Man must first 
learn to obey the laws of his physical 
being in their entirety, which of a ne
cessity, include the moral laws, before 
he will gain any degree of ' it much 
above the automatic power possessed, 
as before stated, by all sentient life.

Ashley Camp, 0.
Ashley camp was opened Sunday, 

July 10, 1900, by the well-beloved 
speaker, Mattle E. Hull. A large 
Crowd greeted her, and her remarks 
were appropriate and were appreciated 
•by friends who had gathered from 
Cleveland, Columbus, Akron, Kenton, 
Aghley, Delaware, Gallon and all near
by towns.

Moses Hull spoke to a large audience 
in the afternoon. He delivered one ot
Ills masterpices—subject,
Me'dlum.1

‘Joan, the
A heavy rainfall just at the

LIGHT, L0ND0Nr ENG.

conclusion of his address; threw every
thing into confusion and interrupted the 
services, and the tests were delayed, 
but when Mr. C. H. Figuers was pre
sented to tho audience he gave many 
tests which were all fully recognized.

Moses Hull snoke again in the even
ing, and in spite of the rain a large au
dience gathered in the commodious au
ditorium. Mr. Figuers followed with 
tests which were all recognized.'

Mrs. Hull has organized a lyceum 
which Is very large for this camp and 
which would be a credit to a larger 
capip. Sho also has a large class in 
vo'tce culture.

There are more campers here than has 
been for a few years past. There Is a 
project on foot which will lead to the 
erection of n new hotel and by next 
season we hope to have a good, roomy 
hotel,where visitors can be entertained.

The following mediums are present: 
Mr. and Mrs. Folsom, trumpet and ma
terializing mediums; Mr. Chase, spirit 
photographer; Mrs. McCoy, materializ
ing medium; Mr. D. Reynolds and C. H. 
Figuers, healers, and other mediums 
are expected. Mrs. C. H. Figuers of 
Cleveland, was prevented by sickness 
from attending. Everything points to 
a highly prosperous season.

• C. H. FIGUERS.
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thiaoffice, Price, postpaid, $1.25.
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In answer to “A Question and a Hy
pothesis,” by-“H. A. D„” I should like 
to be permitted to say a few words. 
Physical scientists have practically 
been-brought 'to the conclusion that 
matter is not what It ■

APPEALS TO OUR SENSES;
that no particle of matter has been 
found so small that It might not be fur
ther sub-divided; ’that all matter, how
soever ponderous and solid it may ap
pear, is constantly in a state of motion 
as regards its own atoms; that the 
Roentgen or X-Ray has demonstrated 
all this in a remarkable manner, caus
ing, in its more perfected application 
through photography, animal tissue, for 
Instance, to almost entirely disappear 
from vlew^and leaving the appearance 
of the bone^ as Merely more or less 
dense shadows. What does all this evi
dence te^fo prpve other than that all 
physical manifestation Is nothing but 
the eternal,; and., universal substance 
called . '•' '

• “ETHER” INJARIOUS RATES” 
of vibration? “Thought” is the power 
which manipulates and controls this 
ether; and no physical condition exists 
but which is the result of “Thought?1 
In a modipgd and automatic manner 
this power is exercised by all sentient 
life; for example, animal and insect life, 
in cases tbo nun^rous and well known 
to need m&itionihg, demonstrate its 
power. The instinctive thought of the 
insect or animar’tb hide itself from Its 
natural enemies, causes Its shape or col
or to change with its changing habitat. 
The hare of the northern regions, for In
stance, the moment the ground is cdy- 
ered with its twinter mantle of snow, 
feels itself a too palpable object of at
traction to all its foes; and forthwith 
the power of thought commences .to 
demonstrate itself by the changing of 
its fur .

TO THE SNOWY WHITENESS 
of its surroundings. ,And, as. regards 
man, we all know,: and too well some
times, what “thought” can do for us; 
how instantly.. the entire body is 
changed or Injured.by a thought of in
tense fear or anger. All this is what 

t jnay be.termed the automatic power of 
* thought; and we are hereby brought to

Freevffie, N, Y.
The second tveek of this camp has 

nearly passed, and the management are 
more tlmn pleased with the attendance 
at all the meetings: The force of me
diums and speakers are Mrs. Von Kanz
ler, of Syracuse, who has proved her
self a grand, good nnd true test •medium 
from tlie platform. Mrs. Brewer Is yet 
here; her forte is trance speaking and 
psychometric reading. Dr. J. M. 
Peebles will appear on Saturday, and 
we are nil waiting for him, for we an
ticipate a feast of good things when he 
takes the platform..

The trastees'are about forming a 
stock company and getting into shape 
to hold their property and improve it. .

J. W. Dennis is here yet, and will 
abide here till the close, acting as chair
man or lecturing nnd filling in as the 
occasion may require. - A handy man to 
have around a camp. cOR.

■ "Arcana of Spiritualism: A Manual of 
Spiritual Science and Philosophy.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A spiritual text-book 
of rich and inspired thought An ex
cellent work. Finely bound in scarlet 
and gold. Price $1.50. For sale at this 
office.

“Wedding Chimes.’’ By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For sale at this office,

“Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.’ 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. ■ Cloth, $125. 
For sale at this office.
. “Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment” By Prof. 
W\M. Lockwood: A.keen and master
ly. treatise. Paper, 25 cents.1 For sale 
at this office. . .

"From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gem* 
of thought in '•■jetlc diction in th]* 
handsome volume, wherewith to iweet-

neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear ip mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.85, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The. Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books. 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist In forming h Spiritual and Oc
cult Library in every Spiritualist’s 

. home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which is less by Jar than their 
actual cost. The authors make no 
charge for the vast amount of 
labor bestowed on these works, 
and which extended over many 
years. The publisher receives not a 
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in putting them in type, and electro
typing tûe pages,' and making them' 
ready for the printer. That Is why you 
are getting these intensely Interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take ho Spiritualist paper, and this 
Inducement. Is offered, in order that 
they may. commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep In line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on’the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them ns nn absolute gift. ? .

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that nil to have left us for 
those seven books isYmly $1.50. .

Postmasters. •
We have been swindled out of a large 

amount, of money by postmasters,'who 
knowing a person desires The Pro
gressive Thinker, sends his money, de
ducting a large commission. The Pro
gressive Thinker Is one dollar per year. 
The great rise in print paper renders it 
utterly impossible for us to give any 
commission to news agents or post-' 
masters, j . ’ • . ‘

What AH the World’s a-Seekuig.
RALPH WALDO TRINE.

Each Is building his world from within; thought 11 
the builder; for thoughts are forces.—subtle, vital, 
irresistible, omnipotent,—and according an used do 
they bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, success 
or ndlure.—From Title page.

The above books are beautifully bound In gray-green 
raised cloth, stamped in deep old-green and gold, with 
gilt top. Price, 81.25. Fur «ale at this office.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedge« 

of Life. By Mattle E. Hull. This la a marvelously 
neat book of «elections from Mn. Hulls best pocmi 
sermon* and essay«, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moaao Hull. Price, 
neatly bound in English doth, 11 ffor saleat this

THE PRIESTJHE WOMAN
~~ A.ND^~ *

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER, CHINIQUY. -

This Is a most vttaable book. It comes from an Ei* 
PfIcbC, whose character 1« above reproach, and wbA 
khotf« what be is talking about. SVeryUody should 
read it. Price, 11.00. It contains tho following jchip*

CHAPTER I.
The Straggle before the Surrender of Womanly SeW 

respect in the Confessional.
CHAPTER H.

Auricular Confession a Deep PH of PcfQltlon for th« 
Priest.

CHAPTER in.
The Confessional Is the Modem Sodom. ,

CHAPTER IV. ' < '
How the Vow cf Celibacy of the Priests Is made easj 

by Auricular Confession.
. CHAPTER V.
The highly -educated and refined Woman in the Con- 

fesalonal—What becomes ot her after tmcondtüo» 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin. .

• : CHAPTER VL ■
Auricular Confession destroys ell the Sacred Ties ol 

Marriage and Human Society,
CHAPTER VII.

. Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among ClrQ* 
Ued Nations? " • .

CHAPTERwVin.
Does Auricular Confession hrihg Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture. ' ;
CHAPTER X.

God compelí tho Church of Romo to confosi thl 
Abomination« of Auricular Confession.

. CHAPTER XI. ;
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and 

France. •
1 • • ■ - CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the Consideration ef Legislators, Hui* 

bands «ndFather«—Somcoftbe matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent.

Sent Post-said, Price, $1.00.
~WHATWOULDFOLLOW
The ESecement ot CbrUUultj! Br Geoeee Jtoife

ea hours of leisure and enjoyment. 
Price «1. For Bate at tUa ©Het. ' I one. *riU» _

Bear in mind when making a Re
mittance, that only one book, the En- 
cyclepedla mt Death, and Life In the 
Spirit World, Vol. 3, is furnished for 25 
cents. Yoti must not substitute ,any 
other ot thb premium books for that



THE OCCULT POWER.

A STRANGE STORY.

of the

Those

V

Manifestations of O.ccultism 
Are of Ancient Origin.

, VIEWS OF TESLA, THE SCIENTIST 
—MODERN SPIRITUALISM AND 
SOME OF ITS INTERESTING 
PHASES — MATERIALIZATIONS, 
THEOSOPHY, MIND READING 
AND -HYPNOTISM.
Early settlers of the Eastern Ameri

can shores were impressed with what 
seemed to them tlie extraordinary per
formances of Indian wizards and con
jurers. Cotton Mather and his cotem
poraries were believers in witches, and 
interdicted intercourse with them; they 
were therefore quite ready to believe
that the Indian Shamans were on 
iamlliar terms with tlie devil. Good 
Father DeSmet In one of his published 
letters writes of the “Religious Opin
ions of the Assinibolus,” under date of 
Julv 28, 1854, in which he says: “The 
belief in ghosts Is very profound and 
common in all these Western tribes, 
Indians have often told me, seriously, 
that ihey had met, seen and conversed 
with them, and that they may be heard 
almost every night in the place where 
the dead are buried. They say they 
spoke in a klud of whistling tone,” In 
this connection it is important to note 
that In the materializing seances of 
Spiritualists (so-called) the apparitions 
that are moved to speak, converse In 
a whistling tone; here is an analogy 
that does not seem merely accidental, 
and it may apply a great deal. Adepts 
in Spiritualism also aver that during 
their seances they are warned of the 
approach of mysterious power by the 
passing of what -seems to be a cold 
current of air over their hands. Those 
Who have mingled and -associated 
closely with Indians and have at
tended their secret pow-wows, say that 
a like experience attends tljem on such 
occasions; there is first a cold air cur
rent passes over their hands and 'face, 
aud soon afterward the demonstrations

the audiences that attend these lectures 
or seances. , '

We understand that the medium con
ducts the performances as a form of 
religiqus exercise, and this is a right 
guaranteed by the laws of the land. 
This, however, pre-supposes that those 
who exercise the right are earnest and 
holiest and do not attempt to deceive 
the public—Ottumwa (Iowa) Democrat.

A Will Brought to Light by 
a Spirit. '

of an unseen power are observed. i
It has not been beneath the dignity । 

of scientists of acknowledged reputa- 1 
tlon to Investigate the phenomena of i 
so-called Spiritualism and these inves- : 
tlgators, such as Crookes, have eneoun- 1 
tered such experiences as to almost, if । 
not quite, stagger belief and confuse l 
them with tlie performances of alleged i 
spirits. The testimony of so many ' 
thousands of individuals whose evl- 
dence, if given upon any other Subject, i 
would be accepted without question, ' 
cannot lightly be thrown aside; nor is 
Stieh evidence ignored by the best think
ers of tlie present day. Forms rep
resenting human beings have apparent
ly been born in tlie air, as it were, J 
within a narrow cabinet, in tbe presence 
of numerous and critical observers and j 
there dissolved in air. One may view 
these extraordinary scenes and be Arm- 
Jy convinced that they have been pro
duced without the aid of any of the ; 
methods known to science or art, and 
yet disbelieve that they are representa- 
tlons of disembodied spirits. On the 
co'frarv, one may conjecture or sus- 
peet tlie affliction of a hitherto un- 1 
known law of nature and experience a 
desire to Investigate.

A startling theory has been pro- ' 
■claimed that tbe occult manifestations ■ 
are due to the presence of organized be
Ings that are invisible and who yet 
have the power to manifest themselves 

,and assmne to be disembodied spirits.
There is n belief in'East India among 

Theosopliists that the performances are 
to be attributed to Diakka, or the spirits 
of vicious men and women who have 
been unable to free themselves from 
earthly Influences and linger within the 
earth’s sphere apd amuse themselves by 
confusing and misleading those who 
give themselves up to Spiritualism. In 
connection with the theory of invisible 
organized beings, a recent statement 
made bv an eminent scientist, Nikola 
Tesla, will be read with Interest. In tlie 
June number of the “Century” is an 
article emHilcd “The Problem of In
creasing Human Energy," Mr. Tesla 
contributes this paragraph: “We can 
conceive of organized beings living 
without nourishment, and deriving all 
the energv they need for the perform
ance of their life functions from the 
ambient medium. In the crystal we 
have the clear evidence of tlie existence 
of a formative life principle, and though 
we cannot understand the life of a 
crystal, it is none the less a living be
ing. There mny be besides crystals 

-other such individualized material sys
tems of beings, perhaps of gaseous con
stitution, or composed-of substance still 
more tenuous. In view of this possi
bility—we cannot apodlctically deny the 
existence of organized beings on a 
planet merely because the conditions of 
the same are unsuitable for the exist
ence of life as we conceive it. We ean- 
not even with positive assurance, assert 
that some of them might not be present 
here, in this our world, in the very 
midst of us. for their constitution and 
life manifestation may be such that we 
are unable to perceive them.” ■

Granted tbe probability suggested by 
the great scientist, and many of the 
occult manifestations of so-called Spirit
ualism might be readily explained. 
There are other ways in which .these 
manifestations have already been ac
counted for. Spiritualists themselves 
l?Sve been Imposed upon by "bqgus so- 
called mediums. There have been many 
instances in the city of Ottumwa where 
the tricks of charlatans have been ex
posed, some of them by believers In 
Spiritualism. There have, however, 
been professors who have appeared and 
went away with all the honor that could 
attach to a genuine medium. There 
have been those among us as citizens 
whose- honest lives and characters were 
above the suspicion of fraud.

:: Recently there have been demonstra- 
lions of a hidden power that have cre- 
nted considerable inquiry and some in
vestigation. It has been said of the me
dium that she can read messages with
out looking at them and that she identi
fies spirits and describes them to their 
friends in the audience. There are 
those, however, who were in the au
dience and ’witnessed the manifesta
tions who claim that everything can be 
explained by the-word “trickery,” that 
tlie medium invariably follows a certain 

- track or program,: and that she insists 
on her own conditions in case of an 
Investigation.: - ■ ;

It is to be said that grave reasons for 
doubt arise when an invariable program 
is adhered to in occult manifestations; 
that is to say, w’hen the medium seems 
to direct all the operations and controls 
the will of the audience in the way In 
Which the exercises shall be conducted.

The Observations in this article are 
not intended to endorse or disprove of 
any of the proceedings, nor do we pre
tend to offer a criticism on perform
ances that seem to satisfy a majority of

A CASE OF ABSORBING INTEREST 
APPEALED FROM CLINTON CIR
CUIT COURT TO THE SUPREME 
TRIBUNAL. _
Spiritualism is derided by most peo

ple and there are many who will scarce
ly listen to a discussion of its preten
sions. Yet tills belief, religion, cult, or 
whatever one may see fit to term it, de
spite the obloquj' and abuse which have 
been heaped upon it, figures very large
ly in a case which will be tried within 
a few days in the State’s most august 
and dignified tribunal—the . Supreme 
Court of Indiana.

The case referred to originated in the 
Circuit Court at Frankfort, and was 
brought by the Frankfort Commandery, 
Knights Templars, against Mrs. Isaac 
Millev, for the purpose of recovering a 
portion of her first husband’s'large es
tate, alleged to have been bequeathed to 
tlie commandery by the decedent, in a 
will which was not brought to light 
until long after his death. Tlie story of 
the lost will is as unique and entertain
ing as any to be found jn the realnls of 
fiction, yet its truth is established by 
the fact that It Is glegned from the cold, 
matter-of-fact pages of a legal tran
script.

One of the early residents of the city 
of Frankfort, Ind., was Hiram M. Brad
ley, who possessed such business sa
gacity that he succeeded In amassing a 
fortune of something like $40,000. His 
family consisted of two boys, one girl 
and his wife, the latter dying of con
sumption some years before her liege 
lord. The children died before their 
mother. A woman was brought from 
Lafayette to nurse Mrs. Bradley during; 
her last illness, and, as many such cases 
eventuate, Mr. Bradley was fatally 
smitten with the nurse’s charms and 
married her, after having mourned his 
wife’s death a becoming length of time, 
Bradley and his new life partner re
sided lu Frapkfort until the former’s 
death. -

HIS ABSORBING PASSION..
H. H. Bradley’s absorbing passion In 

life was-the study and practice of Free
masonry. He frequently declared to 
friends that lle intended to leave a 
goodly portion of bls fortune to (he Ma
sonic lodge of the city of his residence. 
In due time Mr. Bradley was “gathered 
to his fathers,” and his widow paid to 
his memory tlie perfunctory show of 
respect which he/ had bestowed upon 
that of his former spouse. Like her de
ceased lord, Mrs. Bradley seemed 
afflicted with the “matrimonial mania,” 
and, within a few months, w’as joined in 
tlie holy bonds of wedlock to a young 
man named Miller, also a resident of 
Frankfort. Availing themselves of the 
golden store so kindly left by Mr. Brad
ley, the pair betook themselves to Cal
ifornia on a honeymoon tour. On their 
return to Frankfort they built a sub
stantial residence in the very heart of 
the district which Is held sacred to 
Frankfort’s “four hundred.” Life went 
witli them as merrily as a marriage bell. 
Now comes the .“rift in the lute” of 
their unalloyed happiness.

A little less than n year ago there ap
peared in the beautiful little city of 
Frankfort two members of the despised

spit Jmmcfllatdy to bare it
declares genuine and pl full force atfd 
effect After a lengthy ¿nd very ex
citing trial, Special Judge Rabb decided 
the 111 to be genuine. Upon that finding 
the widow of Mr. Bradley—now Mrs. 
Isaac. Miller—gave the necessary bond 
and sued out an appeal from Judge 
Rabb”s decision to the Supreme Court 
of the State.

MUCH SPECULATION.
Naturally, a great deal of speculation 

upon this remarkable and puzzling case 
has been indulged in by citizens of 
Frankfort, and, although the mediums 
and their trumpet have been indus
triously trained upon the spirit world, 
uo answer has as yet been received to 
the all-important question, “Why did 
Judge Sult, who was at the head of the 
commandery, Knights Templars, when 
he drew up that will, aud who was the 
attorney for Mrs. Bradley in settling up 
her deceased husband's estate, fail, dur
ing his lifetime, to make known the 
contents of this lust testament of Mi> 
Bradley?” What reason-could have in
fluenced him more powerfully to sup
press his knowledge of the instrument 
than his affection for his brother 
Knights and the cherished order of Ma
sonry should prompt him to reveal it?

Since the appeal has been prosecuted 
from tlie judgment of the lower court, 
an effort has been made to compromise 
with tlie commandery by turning over 
to It a certain portion of the property of 
Mr. Bjadley, but thus far the “pound of 
flesh” has been strictly demanded, and 
the outcome, of this most remarkable 
and mysterious case is awaited with a 
very great deal of auxlety by Mr, and 
Mrs. Miller and the special beneficiaries 
named In the will recovered in such an 
uncanny manner, to say pothing of the 
citizens of Frankfort in general, who 
take a keen interest in the case.—In
dianapolis (IndJ Journal. '

■

ERROR ANO REASON.
Warfare of Philbso|j1iy and 

Sophistry.

Spiritualism and Christianity.,
Non-Chrlstlan and philosophical Spir

itists must necessarily have strongly 
disapproved of all the stir and fuss that 
has recently been made about Mr. Ha- 
wels. An Anglican priest has admitted 
the facts of Spiritualism and endeav
ored to show they are quite in accord
ance with orthodox Christianity, no 
doubt just as much so as astronomy, 
geology, paleontology, anthropology, 
and evolution. . "

Well, If Christian apologists choose to 
reconcile their theories to our facts, 
they are quite at liberty to do so.

Let Jt, however,, be distinctly under
stood there can be no meeting half-way, 
no compromising wltlrtrutli, no mixing 
of facts and fancies, no trimming on 
our side to please the parsons.

The suggestion has been made in 
Light, London, that fifty pounds should 
be thrown,aivay on the thankless, use
less task of convincing the clerics of 
what they ought to know already. Such 
a proposition should not be seriously en
tertained "for a moment, unless we are 
prepared to continue the . undertaking 
and establish forthwith a fund for the 
conversion of the clergy, in which ease 
it might be fouud that each convert 
would be an expensive luxury, and cost 
about as much as is required by the so
ciety for tlie conversion of the Jews be
fore one proselyte Is obtained—say, two 
or three thousand pounds.

It would be a disastrous mistake to 
endeavor to make Spiritism subservient 
to the powers that be, lay or ecclesias- 
tlckal, and would result In the with
drawal of the more rational, thoughtful 
and enlightened believers In spirit re
turn, from the cause. Such people 
would certainly refuse altogether to 
have their names publicly associated 
with the movement. Spiritualism must 
not be converted into a religion, for it 
simply means the scientific investiga
tion of psychical phenomena generally, 
and also the endeavor to obtain com
munications from those who are 
passed beyond this physical plane of 
being. In carrying out these experi
ments, we require no assistance from 
parson, priest, or initiate. In is not for 
Spiritualists to humbly sue,cap in hand, 
for recognition by the clerical party.

To act thus wodld be to deserve all 
the opprobrium and contempt in the 
future, that has been heaped upon us in 
the past. We who have left the 
ehurehes are not to be lured back by 
clerical artifice. “Surely in vain the 
net Is spread in the sight of any bird.” 
We no longerexist merely upon suf
ferance. All our facts have been ad
mitted by independent Investigators. 
Psychic research is recognized as a sci
ence. SpliAtuallsm—that once despised, 
neglected; ugly duckling—has grown 
to be n veritable swan, far above the 
cackling geese who nbw would seek to 
claim relationship.

W. H. SIMPSON.
Grahamstown, S. Africa. -

Error of opinion may be tolerated 
where reason is left fre$ to combat it.— 
Thomas Jefferson. . 7 ' ”

It seems to be a serious question in 
these days of fads, strange theories and 
delusive doctrines, whether ¡or not it 
were better to encourage or repress the 
promulgation of indiscriminate opin
ions, now that printing and postage are 
so eheap and Intercourse between indi
viduals so general. Hhd we tin Infalli
ble censor no doubt much tliiit is writ
ten should be “blue penciled/’ but the 
censor is liable to err its Is tile writer, 
and there is nothing le'ft but for us to 
permit each one to say and wi-ite what 
lie or she pleases, leaving the task of 
sifting out the grain from the-chaff to 
the dlscrlmlnatiag judgment of man
kind.

But tills method has its serious draw
backs because of the difficulty of dis
criminating the intolerable charlatans 
who insist on being-heard and promi
nent in season and out of season. No 
diagnosis of this class of self-deluded 
victims within the power of those who 
have not graduated as experts can sep
arate the one from the other, as the 
symptoms are not dissimilar, each ap
pears to be earnest and honest, and anx
ious to bestow a benefit on mankind, 
the Christian zealot no more than the 
bigoted theorist who palms his specious 
theories as facts, posing as leaders and 
evangelists, and tú the exclusion of rea
son and common sense. ‘

Yet this Is supposed to be a land where 
every individual enjoys the broadest 
liberty! The present growth of mind 
towards the dawn of light and liberal, 
opinions Is still shadowed’ by tbe Insuf
ferable religious faddists, and like nox
ious weeds overgrow and crowd out the 
flowers of reason and better judgment, 
The faddists, those who fancy them-, 
selves priestesses and hierophants, di
vine. healers and God-appointed lead
ers, who set at naught reason, are intol
erant of contradiction and prepared to 
vanquish both logic and reason. These 
propagandists-who set at naught all 
jaws of nature and established facts 
and attempt to force their peculiar be
liefs and theories on others, have sel
dom more than very little religion of 
their own. They have a vague and 
shadowy conception of the duty they 
owe their fellow man, of justice, of 
charity, of benevolence, but a robust ap
prehension of the devil, who to them is 
a pulsing potential personality, full of 
flesh and blood, and fire of hate and 
malevolence. These blind leaders of 
the blind are tbe upas trees that blight 
and kill the flowers of love and happi
ness and make desolate our common 
world. Their songs ate weird walls of 
discordant sounds and leave a chill and 
shadow on the sweet springs of human 
life. They are sincere , and ignorantly 
self-assertive, and thlsj makes it the 
more difficult to deal with them. The 
doctrines of the church that teaches the 
dogma of vicarious atqnemejty and Infi
nite punishment as necessary|for finite 
sins, are ^till the coriier-ston^ of their 
religion, but is fast fading iiwpy before 
the light of reason and modern research 
and leaving In its stead agnosticism and 
the brighter fays of Spiritualism. The 
controversy going on'in the churches 
must lead to a better understanding of 
true religion, for grain? of truth are 
sometimes found mixed up, with the 
chaff in all controversies, bpt are not 
numerous enough to pay for tbe win*- 
nowlng. . ,, d

Science and reason, coupled ¡with that 
twin sister intuition, Are fast renovat-

'ÚL »' vacilli JI'I r.'j ■

GOOD MEDICINE
The Humor of Spiritualism,

"A merry heart docth good like a med
icine.—Solomon.

Foolish jesting which is not conven
ient—Paul.

Life is a solemn thing—to an ass.— 
Bill Nye.

A merry heart goes ull the day
A sad tires in a mile.—Slmkspeare.

Blessed are those'who weep now; for 
they shall laugh.—Anon.

Where I was raised the lusty high
landers In the days of their strength 
were fond of dancing. When the 
youthful vigor departed and they could 
uo longer “shake de hoof” with distinc
tion, some of them were easily persuad
ed that dancing was a sin. Religion be
came associated in tlie juvenile miiid 
with intolerance and few children loved 
to see the minister or a very zealous 
church-member approach. Deacon Mc
Tavish had a son who “was little bet
ter than one of the wicked,” and who 
would be very sleepy on the night when 
there was a dance in the community. 
He would retire early, jump’out of the 
window and away to the dance. Like 
all Intelligent beings protesting against 
unnatural restraint, he was tempted to 
excess in asserting his rights and would 
show you “dancing as was dancing.” 
It came to the deacon’s knowledge. 
One morning: lie came in with a birch 
rod. 1 "

“So y<?u went to the frolic last night. 
Haven’t I told you dancing was a sip?1’

“But, father, the Bible says there is 
a time to dance,”

“Yes, my boy, but you took the wrong 
time. Now Is the time for you to 
dance," and he proceeded to apply the 
birch. ’ .

There is no better Indication of ad
vanced mentality than appreciation of 
that venomless humor that announces 
the absence of both hate and fear. The 
Bible accords ‘with all human experl- 
ence In saying there is a time to laugh, 
and It is largely a questlop of selecting 
the proper time. Subject to minor qual
ifications the right time is when you 
feel that way. Discretion is the better 
part of valor, and it is not always safe, 
but to judge of this -Is the prerogative 
of each.

Again tlie subject matter of the laugh 
Is to be considered. There is no Inflex
ible dividing line between the laugh 
which doeth good like a medicine and 
the foolish jesting which is not con
venient. I remember a "fearful” laugh 
convulsing a Sunday school by good 
Deacon McQunrric asking an over
grown boy who was not too bright, a 
leading question. It was very like this 
one: “Why would not Joseph sleep with 
Potiphar’s wife?”

“Because he was not sleepy.”
I once induced a man to investigate 

spiritual phenomena. He was easily 
convinced, but when I alluded to some 
innocent pleasantries the orthodox 
element in his blood, took fire and he 
never had the same regard for me after
wards. He thought It flippant and 
spoke of there being no buffoonery in 
the Spiritualism of -Jesus. I pointed 
out that the great objection of tlie 
“unco guid" to Jesus in his day was be
cause of undignified behavior, and that 
the sense of humor was not developed 
In that day or in his biographers.

Splrltsjixplaln how this sanctlmonl-

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY, 
lectures by tbe Swam! Vivekanando, on Raia Yoga; 

or Conquering the Internal Nature, and other sub* 
jects; also. Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms, with com
mentaries and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged, 12mo., Cloth) fl ,50. Raja Yoga 
isanauvlent system of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami Vlv 
ckauunt’a became n familiar figure lu several’ Ameri
can cities during the three years following the Par
liament of Religious at Chicago; he was cordially re* 
ceh ed In America, where the breadth and depth of 
Uis teachings were soon recognized. Uis teachings 
are universal lu their application. The book Is cheap 
at 81.50. For sale at this office.

Woman, Church and Stale,
A Historical Accountof'the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Remiuis- 

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

Z'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
formation succinctly and clearly stated In thl* 

volume of 654 pages Is amazing. The title, as above 
given, fall* to convey an Idea of tbe fulness and coni* 
pletenesE with ¡which the subjects^are treated. The 
MGtrlarchate, or Motherrulc, Is the theme of the first' 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, la brought to view lu elucidation of the subject. 
Thl* t* followed by chapters ou Celibacy. Canon Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft. Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day, Past, Present, Future: 
and there is not a chapter lu tbe book that Is not 
handled In a masterly manner, end that for quantity 
and quality of Information, Is not worth the full price 
of the volume. Jt is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and liitei)8ciy Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buying It; it Is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind. • '

Price, $&:OO. For sale at this 
ofiiee.

ADTOMATICWIg’llG
[SO-OALLED] WITH OTHEB "

PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES
-BY

SARA A. UNDERWOOD, 
With Half-tone Portrait and Speci

men Pages ot the Writing.

Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $L 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

i

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OB DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Moans Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and hells believed In by BpiriliUniat*. Price, 
10 cents. For sole at thia office.

THE REAL ISSUE

ousuess is one lie most repelling

Soné Books
THE GOLDEN ECHOESi

A New Book of Inspirational 
Words and Music,

For the use of meetings, lyccums and home, by 6. W, 
Tucker. These beautiful songs have already coxa* 
iorted many broken hearts, audit Ie hoped that Uiey 
may be hpard in every land. Price 15cj 11.50 per aw 
en. For sale at this office. ।

Echoes From the World of .Song.
A collection of new uad । be&utlful BongB, with 

musk aud chorus, in bouk form. By C« F-Lonzley 
Price 11.23. Po&tafie 15 cdnti. '

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER, i
By Ha'itiyE. Hull. Tblrly-clfbt of Mr«. Hull’« 

,weetest aouga, adapted to popular mualc, for the usa 
of cougreuatfou!. circle« and/-'cllles. Price 10 oeua. 
«I 17 per hundred, l'ortulòy office. —

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH. ’
A collection of words and music for the choir, con

gregation and social circle. By 8. W. Tucker. Com* 
prises sixty or more gema of song. Price, 20c.

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Songs Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxham. 

Thirty-two pages of sweet songi and mudc. Th* 
author and compiler h well known As a Spiritual 
alngbr and composer. Price, 25c.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Oolleotion of Vocal Muslp ibr the 

Choir, Congregation and Social
Circles,

By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; B. H. Baller, 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wide 
field of literature with the most critical care, frefe 
from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul of 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of 
the spiritual philosophy, set to thn most cheerful sdA 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to in 
occasion*, It 1* doubtless the moat attractive work of 
the kind ever published. Its beautiful eongs, duq» 
*nd quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accW 
paulment, adapted both to public meetinga and the 
social circles. Cloth «1.25; postage 14 cante. For sale 
at this office. ■

GOSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns 
far Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and the Hoin^ .

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

This volume meet* a public want. It comprliej 
258 choice selections of poetry and mule, embody 
lug the highest moral sentiment, and free from aS 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents. Bold at thl* office.

Longley’s Beautiful Songs 
For Public Meetings and 

the Home.

’ By Mose* Hull. A compound of the two pamph* 
lets, “The Irrepressible Conflict,” and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;“ with Important addition*, making a 
book of 150 page* alt for 25 cents. This book contain* 
statistics, facts and document*, on the tendencies of 
tbe times, that every one should have. For sale at 
thl* office.

God in the Constitution.
By Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colo* 
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like
ness of the author. Price 10 cents. For sale at this 
office.

VOLUME ONE .
Contains the following songa with music: /
I'm chinking, dear mother, o! you. Wo miss our

' boy« at boinh. The land of tbe bye add bye. Ttji 
¥oo(l times yet to be. The laud beyond the 8t*r|z 

hey are waiting at the portal. When the dear onei 
gather at home. Resting under the daisies. The " 
grand jubilee. My mother’s tender eyes. Dcarheiyi 
come home. Come lu some beautiful dream. Where .-« 
tbe roses neverfade. In heaven we’ll know our own*

VOLUME TWO -■
Contains 15 new and beautiful songs, suited to the 
borne circle, seances, local meetlugs, mass-meetingt. . 
conventions, anniversaries and jubilees. They com* 
prise an excellent variety or poems set to easy bar* 
mony and ought to <ell readily. These books are 15ctl. *• 
eacbx Che two for 80cu. For sale at thia office.

cult of Spiritualism. They were me
diums, whose method of communica
tion with departed spirits was through 
a trumpet. So thoroughly was their 
telephonic line with the underworld 
established that the tones of spirit 
voices traveling over it could be readily 
distinguished one from another, and 
friends above could not merely know 
they were talking to friends below, but 
they were also perfectly certain to 
whom they were talking, Tlie mediums 
made a tremendous “hit” in Clinton 
county’s capital. Two members of the 
legal profession—which Is notoriously 
skeptical—became Infatuated with the 
apparent reality of these conversations 
which were being daily carried on be
tween the two worlds. These men, J. T. 
Hockman and Asa H. Bolden, took up 
with the new fad and were soon enjoy
ing the pleasure of conversing with 
absent friends and relatives. Among 
others they talked with Mr. H. H. 
Bradley and his legal adviser, Judge 
Joseph C. Sult. -

LEARNED OF THE WILL.
In a conversation with the spirit of 

Judge Sulf, the supposed fact that his 
former client, Bradley, had died without 
leaving a will was touched upon. Im
mediately the ethereal jurist entered a 
positive denial'of the statement. He 
said he had made a will for Sir. Bradley 
and that the document was duly attest
ed by the signatures of John A. Petty 
and T. C. Parrish, well-knqwn residents 
of Frankfort. The judge further de
clared that the missing document ought 
to be easily found among his papers, in 
his offee safe. .

Little time was lost in prosecuting a 
vigorous search among the papers and 
effects of the late Judge Suit. Remark
able to relate the will was ..found, and it 
had been signed by Messrs. Petty and 
Parrish, just as detailed in the spirit 
conversation carried on through tbe 
mediumlstlc trumpet. Mr. Petty, one 
of the witnesses to the will, had died in 
the meantime, but his signature was 
pronounced genuine by a large number; 
of Frankfort citizens who had. known" 
him intimately during his lifetime. Mr. 
Parrish is still living and at once cor
roborated the terms of the document, at 
the same tlmé.tlïrowing a great deal of 
light upoji the will itself and upon the' 
circumstances • under which he was 
called upon to act as a witness. The 
Will disposed of Mr; Bradley’s estate In 
entire consonanee wlth his oft-repeated 
determination while: In the flesh. A 
widow’s'portion was left to Mrs. Brad
ley, $1,600 each to two of the decedent’s 
brothers, while . the balance was de
vised to the Frankfort Commandery, 
Knights Templar. Alexander Given and 
Col. David A. Coulter, thé latter a me'm- 
ber of the State Board of Monument 
Regents, were named as executors of 
the Instrument. '

The. Knights Templars had^ their at
tention called to this miraculously re
stored will by Messrs Hockman and 
Bolden, who entered into, a contract 
providing that they were to receive for 
their legal services one-half of what
ever sum they might succeed in recover^ 
Ing for the commandery by a suit at law 
based upon : the discovered will. The 
document was filed for probate and a

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
As our meetings have been ably writ

ten about, I thought I would send a,few 
words concerning the social side of 
Island Lake eamp life. Every cottage 
on or close by Is occupied this year, and 
if we had more we could have let them: 
This gives the camp’the benefit of a 
good attendance, mostly young people.

Mrs. Agnes Tuttle has a class for 
dancing, which meets twice a week, and 
is a decided success, as our estemed 
friend, Dr. Peebles, call attest, he lead
ing the grand march, aud being one of 
(he leaders in a quadrille. -

Yesterday, August 1, , being pro
grammed children's day, tbe little ones 
were given the preference, winding up 
in the evening with the one act playlet, 
“Little. Red Riding Hood." Consider
ing that only"five days were given to 
prepare this, play, it certainly speaks 
well of the aptness of the little ones and 
patience of their instructor.; Mrs. Tut
tle's next effort with thé little ones will’ 
be a one-act cantata entitled “A Gypsy's 
Luck.” . . - : ■

To-day Is Woman’s Day, and Mrs. 
Goss, of Detroit, gives a "novelty .party”' 
to the ladies, of which I will write 
later, as it is, a novelty to me yet, not 
knowing anything further than that the 
ladles are invited to bring “thimble and 
scissors,’! and refreshments served.

Mrs. É. C. Goss, the. genial,;: light
hearted manager, of the the hotel, paid 
a short visit to Detroit, returning to the 
lake Monday evening, when a delega
tion of ladles met her at the depot, 
headed by the “Ladles’ Band,”-who es
corted her td the steamer S. V. Hallock, 
all took passage to-the opposite shore, 
the band playing several selections dur
ing the trip. •

Our orchestra gives us. many an 
hour's pleasure outside of duties at the 
auditorium, by singing and use of 
musical Instruments In reception room 
at the hotel. ;. : \ .

; ELLA B. BROWN. Sec'y.

“The Heresy Trial of Rev. B. F. Aus
tin,-M-, A., D. D. Giving a sketch bf 
Dr. Austin’s life, story of the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, thé . heresy 
sermon, the scene at conference, and 
Dr. Austin’s full address defending his 
views’ on Spiritualism at thé London 
'Annual Conference at Windsor, Can ,” 
etc.. Price 15. cents. For sale at this 
office. L - . ■

“Who • Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?’ A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. ,M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cent». For 
tale at this office. ■ ■ ■■

ing the world of thought and.removlng 
the stumbling blocks to a clearer, and 
better civilization, and the eye of faith 
sees no limit to progress or the revela- 
lons in nature’s infinite storehouse. Tbe 
one-tl,me belief that the earth was flnt, 
because the Christian theologian 
thought so, and those who dared to 
think otherwise aroused the ire and 
hatred of the self-contented conserva
tism, even to tlie rack aild torture, has 
happily passed away-and never to be re
vived again. The scientific discoveries 
to-day in the solar system and spectrum 
has played havoc with many precon
ceived ideas. Through its instrumental
ities we can weigh the sun, the moon, 
the stars, and tell of what they are 
made. The spiritual matter, or rather 
spiritual attributes—motion or electric
ity-flung out of the sun is converted 
into light and heat of friction with our 
atmosphere, is now believed by many. 
Tlie law of change is the law of growth 
and the obscure problems of nature will 
be gradually solved in the crucible of 
reason, and man come under the regi
men and order of nature with a rhyth
mic harmony-each in his own, as the 
growth of flowers. ;

When Spiritualists become more pro
gressive and less aggressive, more 
practical and less speculative, more hu
manitarian and less sectarian, more 
philosophical and less theosophical, they 
will rise to the distinction of reformers, 
of which the world-never saw, and be
come a moral power they have yet 
never reached, and the cause receive an 
impetus far growth and progress never 
dreamed of,. We need a .more humane 
policy, more charity and less conceit, an
open confession that the wisest is grop
ing towards the lights uncertain ofthe 
message received. A conforming to the 
principles of justice and right, and a 
warmer sympathy binding all together 
by the solvent of loye.

BISHOP A. BEALS.
Summerland, Cal.

traits in a sensitive. So long as famil
iarity does not degenerate Into con- 
teihifHt is the right because the natural 
way for one brother to receive or ap
proach a bro tlier or even the father. 
Any being that demands a forfeiture of 
natural manhood on entering his pres
ence after invitation, or who is gratified 
with that reverence which is equivalent 
to self-abasement or groveling servility, 
is one whose honof rests on quicksands 
and who feels the tremors that foretell 
his own humiliation.
-There was no man objected to on the 

ground of clownishness and buffoonery, 
like Lincoln. But his name and per
sonality survives In the hearts of man
kind and the years add lustre to liis 
fame and fresh laurels to his character. 
But where are the people who despised 
this down. Echo answers where.

There is an objectionable wit which 
is distinguished by ill nature and lack 
of sympathy. Without this it is solely 
a question of expediency whether to be 
serious or humorous—or mixed: In any 
case you cannot attack error without In
curring the charge of wantonly offend
ing the finer instincts of those who 
champion that error. As the French 
say, “You can have no omelette without 
breaking eggs.” I have no doubt Bill 
Nye's sermon on the text from Old 
Mother Hubbard has been Influential in 
making preacliers adopt a style which 
calls for some rational thought, Instead 
of the “hand^me-down” sermon of old.

.J. T. MACDONALD.

ORIGIN OF LIFE
' and flow the Spirit Body Grows. By M. Faraday. 

Price, 10c. For sale at this office.
The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By M. Faraday. Transcribed at 
the request of a band of ancient philosophers. Price 
10 cunts. Por sale at this office.

N. S. A. CONVENTION.
Eighth Annual Convention of 

National Spiritualists 
Association.

COMPENSATION.

Weary toller, all your life time slaving 
^/Without - rest; for bread,, . bent, 

wrinkled, old, ; , • ;
Yet you smile. “Why,, sir, I’m . proper 

happy, • ' ; .
Irve a, cabin home,¡ and wife as good' 

■ as gold.",. . fa,.: ■
Poor/ frail, shut-in,.'iuff!rli&..mortal,

■- Why within- your Hollow, eyes that 
light? ■ ■ - ■

“Thoughts so beautiful" and truths so
--glOriOUS -.¡¡A .

' God gives me unto the'1 world to 
write.” • ■ ■■ ; , ", : :

. yf-’' *
Dirty, beggar, ragged. ignOrunt and- 

homeless ;'I' ' . /‘ V . .
Who sees In a dime A mlfiA of wealth, 

Why do you look cheerful? ‘“Sure, now, 
Mister, • '■ ■ » . 1 < ' , ■■

I’ve no care or worfy, afiil'tbe best of 
health.” O. ; ; ' .

Lonely, childless, helpless.!*flged widow?
..Death has taken ç^ youi;,:know ; and

•:. love, •'■•;■ •- . '. , o - : '■'•. :
Yet you seem content.fu“J am,. for

■ .. ■. knowing ... j. •. ■;■ .
I -shall soon meet all my dear ones up 

above.” ' '
Thus the kindly law of compensation ■ 

Balances the sum of human joys and 
. •- . woes, - 1 •'- - ■ .. .
Giving to the poorest a contentment 

Fortune's pampered fav.orite never
• knows. ’ . ■■1 ■ - •: .

GENA FAIRFIELD GRANT.
Rockland, Me. ■

The eighth annual convention of the 
National Spiritualists Association of the 
United States of America and Canada, 
will be held at Cleveland, Ohio—Cham
ber of Commerce Hall. Business sês- 
sions October. 16, 17, 18, 19, 1900, at 10 
a. m. and 2 p. m. ■ . .

Important business of Interest to ev
ery Spiritualist will be presented for ac
tion before these gatherings.

-At 7:30 each Evening grand public 
meetings with' addresses, spirit com- 
munlcatlons, music, etc.

A large number of the most gifted lec
turers and mediums will be present and 
participate in these exercises. Among 
them may be mentioned Dr. Peebles, 
Moses Hull, Prof,. W. F. Peck, Mrs. 
Helen Palmer Ressegue, Carrie E. S. 
Twlng, May S. Pepper,; Mrs. Zaida 
Brown Kates and Màggie Gaule. -Other 
mediums and speakers of foremost rank 

‘are also making arrangements to at
tend and participate in the programme. 
Mrs. Z. L. Else, the talented musician 
will have charge of music.. / < • "

Further announcements will be made 
in the Spiritual papers. ' _ /

Reduced rates on railroads fromdarge 
cities. Ask for certificate tickets to Na
tional Spiritualists Convention. 'These 
tickets must be endorsed by the secre
tary at the convention to entitle you to 
one-third fare for return trip. . ’

All attending the convention who 
travel to Cleveland by rail are specially 
requested to purchase certificate tick
ets, that we may be sure of meeting the 

•.requirements of the roads. 7
The Forest City House, a large and 

handsome hotel of Cleveland, at which 
the best of service aiid attention will be 
secured for our-delegates and visitors, 
at two dollars per, day ehch person, spe
cial rate, will be the headquarters of 
the convention. Reception in the parlor 
of the Forest. City House to all will be 
held on Monday, October 15, at 8 p. m.

Information of convention can be ob- 
obtalned of the N, S. A. secretary, at 
600 Penna avenue 8. E.. Washington, 
D. O. MARY T. LONGLEY, 

; . ■ -• '■■• ■’ ■ >■ Secretary.
HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres. / "

'The Spiritual Body Real.
View* of Paul. Wesley and other*. Valuable tet* 

tlxnonies of modern clairvoyants. Wltneesei of the 
separation of the spiritual body from the dying 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

CHURCH AND STATE
The Bible in tbe Public Schools; tbe New "Amerl- 

ran" Party. By ••Jefferson.” Third edition. 28 pages. 
Price JU cents. For »ale uL thia office.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. A ficlentlûo rehearsal that Is 
truly interesting. Price 10 cents. For sale at this 
office.

Seers ot the floes. 
BUBLACINO 

Spiritualism, Past and Present.

lOCTRIhftiS STATED AND MORAL TEND
ENCIES DEFINED.

BY J. M. PEEBLES, M. D. 
An exceedingly Interesting and Instructive book. 

Cloth. 11.25. For sale at this office.

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

/WZS VOLUME CONTAINS TUB
beat Poem* of tbe author, a&d sopie of her moot 

popular songs, with the imubIc by eminent cdmpoi.tr*, 
Among tbe roams which hare attracted wide noUca 
ire: “Budding Xoao," “Incidenta of Life Under tkl 
Biqe Law*,“ "Parson Sailtb’s Prophtay," “From the 
Highlands of Heaven,’ "The Cie? W Sorrow," "SoHhh 
quy of Fulvla at Slcyon," “ The Holy Maid of KfniJ* 
etc.

The Music includes “The Unseen City;" "Clarb 
hel," a June Bong: “We Shall Meet our Friends In th* 
Morning”; Meet U* at the Crystal Gate*."

Mary of tbe Poems ere tidinirably adapted for recita
tion, aud were used by th* author In her public read» 
^KMI Notioks.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle 1b roaster 
Cui In her prolific poetical genius.—The Two World* 
(Bog.) A talented writer, and one of President Gms 
field'* brightest scholars.—Chaasuilng v/gus. K 
jCTnd poet, whoso writing* are familiar to miny.-* 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle Is well known *< 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite sougs.-nSat. 
Eve. Spectator. Her povins are worthy to h’aug like * 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our betlej 
•elves.-Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rar* 
podilc talent.—Warren Tdbuue. A poet with abupr 
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light. She & 
one of nature’s poeta.—American. IntuitlYd, spiritual 
•daintily refined, setting .‘»self to niusle.-^Prorrentvi 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mis. Bara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbul Is exquisitely beautiful.—D. D, 
Home. 1

The volume contain? 225 pagoa, is beautifully printed 
itd bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday G1IL Prlefi 
UAt), post-paid.

'«r sale at thl< office. .

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
volume or Poems. By Lilian Whiting. Clotll,

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the study 
af Astrology and it* laws Price. 25c.

Appeals to Methodists.
A short discourse by spirit Bishop Haven, given au
tomatically through the hand of Carrie E. 8. Twlng. 
Price 20c. For sale at this office.

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYQND 
AND WITHIN.

Voices from mdny lands and centurie*, saying. “Mau. 
thon shait nover die." An excellent selection, ed- 
Itedand compiled bv Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth. <1.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
Areal visit with frlendi on the other side of life 

•nd a familiar talk. By spirit Samuel Bowie*! Car
rie E. 6. Twlng, Medium. Price 30 cento, For »ale at 
thia office.

Poems From the Inner Life.
By Llyle Doten. These poems sro os staple as 

sugar. Mice SI.00. For sale at this office. _

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
Doun- w “e

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implements employed In tbe XVtb and 

XVltb c nturles for tbe promulgation of Cbrtitlanlty. 
with pl< torlal lUurtratloni. By Geo. E. Macdonald. 
Price 10 : inta.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBKOOKER.

This admirable irork consists of tfiree pamphlets 
embodied in one volume, in which qutttlons of great 
Importance to the race are dlscussra* from the stand* 
point of an advanced social reformer. Price 60 acate 
Foraueutaaofiei.

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

Tbli work I, one of the Library of Liberal Clune, 
Ko xutbor th better quillbed to write an Imputiti 
and bone,t life ot Mahomet thin Godfrey Huralna 
andthl, volume Ii Inteniely Intereithm. Itahould be 
read In conjunction-with Gibbon’s WWX. iWuloar 
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, About the Size of It.
A Presbyterian organ-lias made a 

grand discovery, and if It would act in 
harmony therewith good would follow. 
It says:

"The chief reason why people do not 
' go to church Is because they have no in
terest in Christ or the life to come. Peo
ple would rather go to see Jesus per
form one miracle than to save ten thou
sand souls. Not only did the contem
poraries of Paul's day fall to attract 
toward him, but they drove him out of 
their cities. Dress ft in whatever robes 
you will, religion has no attractions for 
tlie irrellglotis. There have been times 
when, and there are yet places where 
the pressure of public opinion forces 
uusplrltual persons to attend church, 
but there never was a time when, and 
there will never be a place where, such 
persons may be expected to attend of 
their own will.”

Jesus taught his followers to take no 
thought for the morrow. The conse
quence wns, his disciples were beggars 
and subsisted on the toil of others. 
Tramps are not popular In this age, so 
the boss tramp has fallen Into disfavor. 
And “the life to come," consisting of 
eternally glorifying the occupant of a 
throne, with no Intellectual employ
ment, is not very attractive to the 
educated.

The feats of the prestidigitator are 
miracles to the Ignorant; but they cease 
to be such to those who know Nature 
never changes its course at the caprice 
of any man. Romancers lie, true scl- 
ence never.

Yes, there were persons too Intellec
tual In Paul's day to welcome his Insane 
visions following a sunstroke as gospel 
truths, and as they saw him leading the 
rabble away from productive labor Into 
mendicancy, so they treated him as the 
police in prosperous cities of to.-day are 
in the habit of doing to Mormon elders, 

• and drove him out of town. -
True, religion has no attraction for 

those who know the falsity of its teach
ers. People may attend church under 
the pressure of public opinion, but they 
have no respect for its foibles. Though 
dragooned to listen to diatribes against 
the Devil and his cheerless abode, with 
plaudits for an earth-born God, in pri
vate they ridicule the dream and the 
dreamers, and have no respect for their 
shallow faith.

L

' Getting at the Facta.
It Is very just to mention the fact that 

the Baptists, as a denomination, have 
always favored the divorce of church 
and state. They experienced the per
secuting spirit of the other evangelical 
churches In the early settlement of New 
England, and from this fact, perhaps, 
they have been more tolerant of others 
than any other orthodox denomination. 
Adonlram Judson, their first missionary 
to Burmafi, throughout his long service, 
so conducted, himself as to gain the 
confidence and esteem of those among 
whom he labored,

Rev. It. 8. McArthur, In the Calvary 
pulpit of Chicago, on the 22d ult., with 
the text, “Why do the Heathen Rage?” 
was so just in regard to our Chinese
troubles, we are anxious to place him 
on record by copying a few extracts 
from that discourse. He said, after de
claring those who confine themselves to 
preaching the gospel, and stand aloof 
from civil functions as in no way re
sponsible for these revolts, but—

“Those missionaries tyho combine 
civil authority with their religious in
struction are partly responsible for the 
condition of things In China. More than 
300 years ago in Japan the Roman 
church persecuted the Japanese who re
fused to accept their doctrine. At this 
moment similar things are at work in 
China. Bishops of theirs have titles 
which excite the jealousy of the 
Chinese.

“Some missionaries actually sit as 
justices in civil cases and Impose fines 
and other temporal penalties. They sur
round themselves with all the dignity 
of kingly rulers, and the native heathen 
do not distinguish between the ecclesi
astical and civil rule.

“The result is an anti-foreign feeling. 
AH' antl-forelgn spirit has been de
veloped,’ and no one can help but see 
that the first attack Is made upon the 
missionaries who have assumed to ex
ercise elvll power.

“I was in China five years ago this 
month, and many of the conditions I 
examined on the spot. I also have the 
testimony of missionaries on the ground 
at this moment. They declare the 
bishops secure the release of their con
verts when brought' before the courts, 
and that the authority of the French 
consul Is often Invoked to emphasize 
the demands of the priests and bishops.

“The same thing is going on in the 
Philippines at the present time. These 
things lead to uprisings. The war with 
Japan put an end, for the time being, to 
a contemplated uprising of Boxers. 
Only missionaries who confine them
selves strictly to their religious duties 
can do any good. Those who do not so 
confine themselves only provoke up
risings on the part of the jealous 
Asiatic."

Agreeing with this position of Rev. 
McArthur is a statement of Rev. Dr. 
Halsey, secretary of the Presbyterian 
Board of Foreign Missions, who on the 
same day declared:

"The missionary has had his share In 
fomenting this trouble and must bear 
his share of the blame. Some of the 
missionaries have been politicians as 
well as Christians, and their grasping, 
selfish attitude lias helped to bring 
about the_present condition.

“Tlie whole Román Catholic propa
ganda is political as well us religious. 
Tills has been prominently exemplified 
ouly recently in tlie Philippines, where 
all the Influence of that great church of 
ages was used for self-aggrandizement. 
So it is in Peru, Chile, and Brazil. 
There missions are simply'monasteries 
of the middle ages over again.

“In China the Boman Catholics have 
suffered first because they meddled 
with Chinese politics. Minister Wu 
said: ‘You woukLnot tolerate a band of 
Chinese missionaries coming to New 
York and preaching Confucianism and 
meddling with the government.’ ’’

Bounteous Enrtb. .
How is this, from that old Pagan, 

Pliny, the Naturalist, who was a very 
voluminous author near 1900 years ago, 
and perished In the volcanic eruption of 
Vesuvius, in the year 70 when-Pompell 
was burled In ashes. He knew nothing 

-about the Christian religion; but he
thought and wrote like a modern phil
osopher, though he was clearly agnos
tic:

-
-

-■ Tears for tbs Man.
- Humanity justly weeps as it reads of 
the barbarities cruelly inflicted on the 
objects of Chinese hate who unwisely 
intruded themselves on a people who 
had no sympathy for their teaching. 
The tear is for the man or the womah, 
not for the propagandist of a creed or a 
system of religion which of Itself Is 
only the reflection of an Ignorant and 
rugged age, no way advanced beyond 
that of the China of to-day.

We shudder at the thought of mis
sionaries being stripped of their cloth
ing, chained to stakes, jabbed by sharp- 
pointed sticks, slowly strangled, melted 
lead poured down their throats, the 
body writhing in agony, then cut to 
pieces with knives, tlie parts consigned 
to the flames. We are half incliuetT to 
deny relationship as human beings with 
such brutal. assassins. But we must 
not forget this action is the product of a 
species of insanity paralleled by burn
ing the negro on a Southern plantation 
for some real or imagined wrong.

The Chinese savageism is no greater 
than that practiced by Christians on 
other Christians with slightly varied 
views during the latter part of the Mid
dle Ages whose Innumerable instru
ments of torture are still preserved in 
the great museums.

The unfortunate and learned Hypatia, 
a philosopher and a teacher of mathe
matics, torn from her chariot on the 
way to her academy In which she 
taught, stripped of her clothing, 
pounded by clubs, murdered, the flesh 
scraped from her. bones by Christian 
monks, acting under direction of Bishop 
Cyril, now canonized a saint, always 
rises before us as we think of the orgies 
of human devils on their defenceless 
victims. . '

~We have no apology for Chinese luna
tics any more than for Christians act
ing under similar impulse. Our hatred 
Is for the act and the low grade of civil
ization which will tolerate such aggres; 
slons. We find the germ of such crimes 
against the race- in all the prevailing 
religions, liable to ; lead to scenes of 
slaughter at any moment. While they 
exist violence and bloodshed will con
tinue daily occurrences. .

Savage man Invented bls gods, and 
fashioned them In wood and stone. 
He clothed them with the attributes of 
the tyrant and the oppressor. These 
were changed in process of ages to a 
huge man, inhabitant of a great city 
just above the clouds; but he» is still 
governed by the same passions, the 
same loves and hates and cruelties 
which characterized the earliest concep
tions of a god.

When Pagan and Christian shall rise 
abpve the childhood notions of a mon
ster being, representing the vices and 
passions of his race, and shall formu
late a creed in strict harmony with’’the 
inculcations of Nature, then wars, and 
violence, and bloodshed will cease..- The 
Gods are only the reflection of the peo
ple who worship them, jealous, revenge
ful, cruel, tyrannical, repentant, as are 
their makers; merciful, kind and loving 
as civilization advances. Civilize the 
world and a barbarian God will give 
place to a civilized one. Then wars will 
cease and the nations of the earth can 
thereafter dwell together In peace and

An Angel of Light—Dire Predictions.
The death of Charlotte Mulligan, a

philanthi 
the Obici

roman of Buffalo, says 
mine, tyas recently an-

harmony. <

Hypothetical.
Suppose, If such a preposterous Idea 

is supposable, that instead of phrlstian 
• missionaries to China it had been Splrlt- 

uailsts, or Agnostics, or in fact any 
faith other ¡than Christian, as Jew or 
Mohammedan, is any one so foolish as 
to believe the American government, as 
now administered, would trouble Itself 
to send its fleets, its armies, and its 
munitions of war for the protection of 
its heretical subjects? Would not the 

• powers that be declare in a moment: “If 
the propagandists of such sentiments 

’ engage in the task of trying to convert 
• distant people- to their views they must

do so at their own peril? This govern
. ment was not founded in the Interest of 
- . any religion, but to advance the mate

rial prosperity of tlie entire population.”
But this self-evident postulate does 

not seem to apply wheu the dominant 
religion is antagonized.

A-few years ago we were threatened 
with a Turkish'war. In a revolt of 
Christians against the constituted au

. thorlty some missionary property was

“The waters deluge man with rain, 
oppress him with hall and drown him 
with inundations; the air rusflies in 
storms, prepares the tempest and lights 
up the volcano, but 'the Earth, gentle 
and Indulgent, ever subservient to tlie 
wants of man, spreads his walk with 
flowers and his table with plenty, re
turns with Interest every’ good commit
ted to her care, and although she pro
duces the poison she still supplies the 
antidote; though constantly teased 
more to furnish the luxuries of man 
than his necessities, yet, even to the 
last, she continues her kind indulgence^ 
and when life is over she piously’ cov
ers his remains in her bosom.” ,.

Pliny's idea of God fits Into present 
thought. He said:

“God is what Nature is. .-God cannot 
do what Nature cannot do. He cannot 
kill himself, nor make mortals immor
tal, nor raise the dead to life, nor cause 
one who has lived never to have lived 
at all, or tnake twice ten anything else 
than twenty.”

Had Pliny lived to-day, and been in 
possession of modern facts, he would 
have been a very zealous Spiritualist

, Danger from Priests.
From this until November the party 

press will limit its labors to the su
preme task of convincing the dear peo
ple that on the election of Its candidate 
for the Presidency depends the safety 
of. the Republic; that all other questions 
"Should be subordinated to assuring the 
defeat of the opposition candidate, and 
the elevation of Its own. An old fel
low at our elbow’, very zealous In 1840 
for the election of “Tippecanoe and Ty
ler, too,” was told by his employer:

“Young man, you have a greater in
terest in, and may be more affected by 
the election of a constable than In the 
election of a President.”

Sixty years of subsequent observation 
has convinced him his then aged friend 
was correct. Parties come and go, each 
In turn playing its part In the drama of 
life, each zealous to convince the voter 
that his party is right, and all other 
parties are wrong; but the government 
continues to move forward and will re
gardless of the party in power. Dan
ger comes from the Intriguing, hypocrit
ical and demagogical clergy, ever cun
ningly striving to undermine the foun
dations of a free government,- by sub
stituting a theocracy, with themselves 
as special agents, in place of that estab
lished by the people.

destroyed belonging to foreigners. Im
’ ‘ ’ ’ Christian worldmediately the whole 

was in a tumult, and 
spectiye governments 
Turk and wipe his 
map of nations. The

wanted their ve
to suppress the. 
country. off the 
clergy were the

loudest in condemning officials, some 
even demanding the Impeachment of 

■ the national executive for not block
ading Turkish ports and making re
prisals. .

Well, It does make a difference whose 
. ox is gored, as we see in many relations 
of life, but eternal justice may not 
make' the same distinction as does the 

• sectarian who fancies all the world was 
. made for his special pleasure.

Woman Is Victor There.
There are regions, says an exchange, 

- where women rule and they seem to do 
so very satisfactorily.. Among the Na- 
lars, on the Malabar coast of Indlar wo

: .man’s power is autocratic and absolute. 
There husbands are indeed “of no 1m- 
portance," being mere incidents in the 
social organization, and are won and dl- 
vorced at will. Woman frames and ad

. . ministers the laws under which man 
' ' lives, and through her Is the descent of 

property, which he may earn, but not 
: • own. The rice field is the scene of his 

- activity, and if he shows himself to be 
industrious and frugal and capable of 

si maintaining a family some Nalar maid 
. will ask him to become her husband.

Whp Ie the Barbarian?
Said Emperor William on the 28th 

ult., addressing a body of his troops 
just starting fpr China:

“If you close with the enemy, remem
ber this: Spare nobody. Make no pris
oners. Use your weapons so that for a 
thousand years hence no. Chinaman will 
dare look askance at any German. 
Open-the way for civilization once for 
all.” ’ -

That may be the Christian way of 
acting, but, verily. It has the ring of the 
savage, as related in Numbers 31:17,18, 
who credits the direction to “the Lord”:

“Now therefore kill every male among 
the little ones, and kill every woman 
that hath known man by lying with 
him; but all the women children that 
have not known man keep alive for 
yourselves.” '

A little later came the command, 
which-was fully executed according to 
the divine word:

“So Joshua smote all the country of 
the hills, and of the south, and of the 
vale, and of the springs, and all their 
kings; he left none remaining, but ut
terly destroyed all that breathed, as the 
Lord God commanded.”—Josh. 10:40.

It was from such passages In the 
“blessed Bible" Kaiser William drew 
his Inspiration to “spare nobody.” .

By Letter from India,
In a private letter from J. A. Balfour, 

Esq., Bombay, India, of date June 23, 
he writes:

“We are having a very hot time here 
during the last few days. The long ex
pected monsoons were much delayed. 
We generally have the first burst of the 
rain for the season from the 10th to the 
12th of June; but have had nothing to 
date. It is hoped next month will make 
up for the want of rain this month, else 
what a fearful time we shall have.

“As you know, the famine is simply 
terrible throughout India. Thousands 
are dying. About 80 per cent of the 
cattle have been destroyed for want of 
food and water—simply died.- It will 
take years to repair the damage al
ready done by the pestilence.

“And as usual cholera has been get
ting in its deadly work. Its ravages are 
horrible among the famine-stricken 
men, women and children—poor, emaci
ated, tottering skeletons, dropping and 
dying along tHe roadsides, in spite of all 
the efforts of the government to help 
them. Their corpses are frequently 
eaten by wild beasts. ■ '

“The mortality at Godbra (?) when 
the cholera was at Its height, was ter-' 

. rlble—1,500 bodies were burned on one 
“work " in four days! Think of that, at 
one station, alone!

“I do hope we shall have a good, 
rainy season this year. It will mean 
life to millions of poor humanity."

Later advices by cablegram show 
6,281,000 sufferers are now on the relief 
list, and that rain has fallen in some 
districts, but is greatly needed In oth
ers.—Editor.* —

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J'. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 
cents. For sale at the. office of The 
Progressive .Thinker.

It Is the Old Method Revived.
. Rev. O. H. Parkhurst, in A late 
pamphlet entitled “Guarding the Cross 
With Krupp Guns,” Is very severe 
against what he claims Is a new policy 
for spreading Christianity. In this the 
Elder is mistaken. It Is the old. policy 
revived. All the countrles of Europe 
outside of Rome were subordinate! to 
the dictation of the Pope by warlike 
methods. Medieval history takes us 
behind the scenes and presents a fright
ful view of the triumphs of the cross In 
Its armed; aggressions on older’relig
ions which It designated as Pagan.

" ’Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds.” 
By Carrie E. S. Twlng. Richly imbued 
with the philosophy of Spiritualism, 
price ?1. For sale at this office.

nounced. •’Thoufeh comparatively un
known to public fame her death will lie 
mourned ;by thousands whom she had 
helped. For miqiy years Miss Mulligan 
had worked quiong criminals, dis
charged çvpvictq, tramps, and disrepu
table men of various kinds with extra
ordinary euecess. She was a/woman of 
rare executive ability and possessed re
markable1 eapaeiiy for controlling and 
governing1 persons belonging to these 
classes. 'She began her philanthropic 
career in‘her seventeenth year by con
ducting o' Sunday school for boys, but 
of late years demoted her time to men of 
the class above described, for whom 
she founded a home, at first upon a 
small scale, but gradually enlarging It 
until It became one of the largest char
itable Institutions in Buffalo, and 
known all over the country among “the 
submerged tenth." It Is said that she 
has helped over 109,000 homeless and 
disreputable men, reforming many of 
them and helping to give them a start 
in the world. They are known as 
“Miss Mulligan’s men,” and are proud 
of the appellation. Her work has not 
been limited to charity. For twenty 
years she had been the musical critic of 
the Buffalo Courier and exercised a 
wide influence upon art as well as 
music. She also took a strong interest 
in the advancement of woman and 
founded the Twentieth Century Chib In 
her city. But the work of her life in 
which she was-most interested was the 
rescue of the unfortunates and crimi
nals amoug men, and in this noble 
work she was wonderfully successful, 
while shrinking from publicity and dep
recating the world’s applause. 'Death 
lias ended her philanthropie work and 
her plate will be hard.to fill, for the 
combination of - qualities which she 
brought to that work is. rare. Surely 
upon her gravestone should be in
scribed, “She hath done. what she 
could.” -

We have always claimed that it is 
only by humanitarian work that one 
can approach closely to the angel world. 
Belief In this or that eult or sect sinks 
into utter Insignificance when compared 
with the noble work of Charlotte Mulli
gan. It seems pitiable to see so much 
preaching, so'much forensic effort, and 
so much expenditure of capital to pro
mote this or that cult or sect, while 
there Is so little effort in the direction 
of humanitarian work. It is far better 
to raise one sinful soul into the light 
than it is to give birth to a new sect, a 
“new God,” or a “new savior." Only by 
this way can the world be redeemed 
and the masses . placed on a higher 
plane. There is jwork to do In order to 
save our country from the ruinous 
prophecy made by Lord Macaulay in 
1857. When writing to Henry S. Ran
dall he said:

“You are surprised to learn that I 
have not à; high .opinion of Mr. Jeffer
son, and I am sufjirlsed at ■ your sur
prise. I npi certain that I never wrote 
a Une, arn| .that I never in Parliament, 
in conversation or even on the hustings 
—a place where it Is the fashion to 
court the populace—uttered a word in
dicating ap opinion that the supreme 
authority jn.a stji|te ought to be in
trusted to the majority of citizens told 
by the head; in other words, to the 
poorest anA. mo,ignorant, part of so
ciety. I hflve long been convinced that 
institutions purely democratic must 
sooner! oi- later, destroy liberty or civil
ization or both, i ♦ ♦

“You may think that your country en
joys an exemption from these evils. , I 
will frankly own to you that I am of a 
very different opinion. Your fate I be
lieve to be settled, though it is deferred 
by a physical cause. As long ns you 
have a bpundless extent of fertile and 
unoccupied land your laboring popula
tion will be far more at ease than the 
laboring population of the Old World, 
and while that Is the case, the Jefferson 
politics may continue to exist without 
causing any fatal calamity. But the 
time will come when New England will 
be as thickly populated as old England. 
Wages will be as low and will fluctuate 
as much with you as with us. You will 
have your Manchesters and Blrming- 
hnms, and in those Manchesters and 
Blrminghams hundreds of thousands of 
artisans will assuredly be sometimes 
out of work. Then your Institutions 
will be fairly brought to the test. Dis
tress everywhere makes the laborer 
mutinous and discontented, and inclines 
him to listen with eagerness to agitators 
who tell him th®, it Is a monstrous iniq
uity that one man should have a million 
while another cannot get a full meal. 
In bad years there Is plenty of grum
bling here, and sometimes a little riot
ing. But ft matters little. For here the 
sufferers are not-the rulers. The su
preme power is in the hands of a class, 
numerous indeed, but select; of an edu
cated class which is and knows itself 
to be deeply Interested In the security 
of property and maintenance of or
der. Accordingly the malcontents are 
firmly yet gently restrained. The bad
time is not over without robbing the 
wealthy to relieve the Indigent The 
springs of national prosperity soon be
gin to flow again;,work is plenty, wages 
rise^ and all is tranquillity and cheerful
ness.

“I have seen England pass three or 
four times through such critical seasons 
as I have described. Through such sea
sons the United States will have to pass 
in the course of the next century, if not 
in this. How will you pass through 
them? I heartily wish you a good de
liverance. But toy reason and my 
wishes, are at wat, and I cannot help 
foreboding the worst ■

“It Is quite plain that your Govern, 
ment will never bé able to restrain a 
distressed and discontented majority. 
For. with yitt the 'majorlty is the Gov
ernment, and has the rich, who are al-' 
ways a minority, ’absolutely at Its 
mercy. The.day will come when, in the 
state of Neÿ.’York, a multitude of peo
ple, none of Whom’ has had more than 
half a breaKfdst, dr expects to have 
more than Half a Sinner, will choose a 

‘legislature.- ’Is it possible to doubt what 
sort of a legislature will be chosen? On 
one side Is à' ‘ statesman teaching pa
tience, respect for.’vested rights, strict 
observance K<ff public faith. On the 
other Is a demagogue ranting about tyr. 
anny of capRalista’and usurists, and 
asking why ‘ahybopy should be permit
ted to drink eHampagne and to ride in a 
carriage wh'ilé - thousands of honest 
folks are dft' wàht ‘ of necessaries. 
Which of thfe tWo chndidates is likely to 
be preferred by . a workingman who 
hears his children cry for more bread?

“I seriously apprehend that you will 
in some such season of adversity as J 
have described do‘ things which will 
prevent prosperity from returning; that 
you will act like people who should in a 
year of scarcity devour all the seed 
corn, and thus makè thé next a year 
not of scarcity, but of absolute famine. 
There will be, I fear, spoliation. The 
spoliation will increase . the distress. 
The distress will produce fresh spolia
tion. There is nothing to stop you. 
Your Constitution Is all sail and no 
anchor.

"As I said before, when a society has

Auf. 11, IfKKF.

BOOK REVIEW.

Startling phenomena
(ibusic Without Instruments, anb Inbepenbent Messages 

(Biven^Œbe Wawn of a IRew iSta.

To the Editor:—Enclosed you will find a copy of one of 
the many messages given independently through the me
diumship of Mr. Oscar Ward, the young man mentioned 
in my former letterfwho gave his .consent very reluetant- 
ly, he does not care to be brought into notice. But as I 
am aware that lie is one of the finest mediums in the 
country, I and a few others are urging him to make a 
practice of his gift. These messages are wholly the work 
of the spirits and are dropped in his presence. Music 
without instruments that can be heard as far as a piano, 
and voices that talk from one to two hours; in fact every 
known phase of mediumship has been improved upon in 
this young man. Spiritualists should investigate this me
dium’s rare power, as I predict his time will be in demand 
ere long. He depends upon his labor for a living, and is 
not master of his own time, and can rarely be induced to 
hold a seance. Thé voices have been heard in the light 
with the medium in full view, and the seances for music 
take place ima perfectly bare room with sealed doors and 
windows locked. There is not the slightest chance for 
fraud, and messages are given in the departed one’s fa
miliar hand-writing. . Sealed questions are also answered 
with seals unbroken, answers being inside the sealed en
velope. Some of these men of science might do well to 
look into these manifestations. The guides say there is 
no limit to the manifestations that will occur when the 
development is where they desire to bring it. At times 
several voices speak at once. Music, voices, raps, bell
ringing and table-moving have all occurred' at the same 
time. People here are not aware of the wonderful things 
that are occurring in their midst. A message on the’ 
spirit body is very instructive and places the description 
in such plain terms that all may understand who read. 
Poems of a beautiful nature are also among the messages. 
We few Spiritualists here are satisfied that we have the 
straightest way of communing with the other world that 
has yet been found. MRS. A. M. PENNEFEATHER.

New Canton, Ill.

THE BEAUTY OF SPIRIT RELIGION.
Spiritualism is so many-sided in its nature as to make 

the most attractive and truly beautiful religion that ever 
was vouchsafed to man. It stands for everything that is 
pure, good, and true in life; and emphasizes in particular 
the necessity of self-improvement in all departments of 
man’s nature. Its teachings may be misapplied by the 
thoughtless, while the evil-minded may debase the liberty 
it gives them to license for tlieir acts, yet in itself its in
herent principles of right, of justice, of integrity, of 
purity and nobility of purpose, make it stand forth aa pre
eminently the most beautiful religious truth the world 
has ever known. It has always been a factor in the re
ligious experiences of the race, and its plienomena have 
been at the root of every expression of religion’the world 
has ever known. Only fifty-two years in its modern ex
pression, yet”it has signally blessed humanity among all 
nations of the earth.

It has proved that death is but change, and that con
scious life goes on and on in the world of souls, unfolding 
as does the leaf from the bud, until it is face to face with 
truth and ready to do its prefect work. It has dried the 
tears of tlie mourners and soothed the pain of the afflicted. 
It has opened the gates of light and love that sorrowing 
mortals may behold the glories of the life elysian into 
which their dear ones have graduated. It has given the 
balm of healing to those who were without hope, and has 
taught mankind that the ills of the body can be con
quered by the power of the soul. It has verily given all

mankind joy for sprrow, pleasure for pain, life for death’. 
It has made even the heaviest burdens of earth-life en
durable under the revelations it lias brought of that life in 
spirit spheres. It has taught the children of men that 
earth-life is a part of eternity, and that they should do 
tlieir best here in order to fit themselves for progression’s 
pathway after crossing the divide that man calls death. 
It also shows that the Eternal Now is of equal value with 
the Eternal Hereafter, for unless the former is properly 
lived, man’s condition in the latter becomes most pitiable.' 

Spiritualism lays great.emphasis upon the laws of con
sequences. It says gently yet firmly that there is no for
giveness for sin, save such as is worked out by each indi
vidual in-the bitterness of mental anguish and despairing 
grief. Its all-compelling must forever admonish its ad
herents to be on their guard to find every avenue of im
provement, and to avoid every pathway of error. It says 
also that “under each rank wrong lies the root of right ” 
which it is man’s duty to find, to carefully cherish in the 
name of truth, and develop to full fruition, in order that 
“all evil may be overcome of good.” It is the religion of 
“human kindness among the sons of men,” and gives a 
tender word to even the least' in the household of man
kind, that grief may be swallowed up of joy, and that hun
ger and cold supplanted by food, raiment and all the nec
essary comforts for body and soul. It is the religion of 
universal peace, and the light of its ideal is so dazzling iii 
that respect as to cast a halo of glory over the entire 
globe. It has breathed its messages of love and good will 
into the ears of receptive mortals, until they have taken 
outward form in an attempt to secure the disarmament of 
all nations of the earth. Truly it is the religion of hu
manity that aims for the civilization of the race.

Spiritualism blesses all who apply its divine truths to 
their daily lives. It helps to make men and women more 
considerate of one another’s feelings. It leads them to 
find their own in their neighbor’s good, and proves the 
brotherhood of the race. It leads mankind away from 
error and temptation, and places idols of a sublime order 
before the minds of all thinking people. It stands for 
morality, sobriety, justice, equality, fraternity and uni
versal good will among men. It is devotion to principle, 
adherence to duty, and loyalty to truth. In fine it is the 
religion of the soul, based upon the immutability of natu
ral law, as set forth by Infinite love. It is the religion of 
humanity and for humanity, a “thing of beauty and joy 
forever” to all who live up to its precepts and exemplify, 
its principles. It is probable through demonstrations, 
logical sequences, and intuitional perceptions. It is a 
loyal friend, a safe leader and an ever-present staff of sup
port. As such it embodies the highest and stands before 
the world as the religion of beauty, as well as a beautiful 
religion.
We live behind a veil. Reality
Lies out beyond this veil. We see it not 
Except by glimpses. When we leave this dream. 
This hollow, mocking dream, that men call life, 
The veil’s withdrawn; we look upon the truth 
Naked and beautiful; all harmony
Thrills into one sweet song—Intelligence; ’
And we go onward to the goal of dream. _ 
Welcome the hour that such shall come to you; 
Welcome the. hour you pass beyond this veil. CLAY.

The foregoing is a copy of one of many original mes
sages that come independently of the medium, Oscar 
Ward, being printed on various kinds of paper.

MRS. PENNEFEATHER.

entered on this downward progress, 
either civilization or liberty must per
ish. Either some Caesar or Napoleon 
wlll-selze the reins of government with 
a strong hand or your Republic will be 
as fearfully plundered and laid waste 
by barbarians in the twentieth century 
as the Roman Empire was in the fifth, 
with this difference, that the Huns and 
Vandals who ravaged the Roman Em
pire came from without, and that your 
Huns and Vandals will have engen
dered within your own country by your 
own institutions.”

This direful prophecy can only be 
prevented of fulfillment by raising the 
masses to a higher plane, while each 
one blessed with a goodly share of this 
world's goods engages In humanitarian 
work, to the full extent of his means.

California a Graveyard of Spiritual 
Papers.

The Medium, of Los Angeles, In the 
Issue of June 15, announces its suspen
sion for an indefinite period, to enahle 
the editors, Mr. and Mrs. Carlson, to re
cuperate their health. They are suffer
ing from nervous prostration, conse
quent upon over-exertion and Insuffi- 
clent material support. This is the case 
with too many who are laboring for the 
good of humanity. We hope that our 
neighbors will resume the publication 
of their excellent periodical In. the near 
future, under more favorable circum
stances.—Religlo Philosophical Journal.

We deeply regret that the Medium 
has been compelled to suspend publica
tion; but as we have said before,-Cali
fornia has proved a veritable graveyard 
for Spiritualist papers. The list of 
those which have expired in that state 

.is far too long to be enumerated In our 
columns. -There have been several first- 
class papers devoted to Spiritualism 
started in California, notably the Car
rier Dove and Golden Gate. They 
could not be sustained, and went calmly 
down to the graveyard where many 
other like enterprises had preceded 
them. Ernest S. Green widely an
nounced his effort In the realm of the 
occult and spiritual, yet his paper 
passed away prematurely, proving a 
dismal failure. : . , t

All these multifarious efforts were 
commendable in so far as an ardent de
sire existed to promote the^ cause of 
Spiritualism; but that alone Is insuffi
cient to sustain a Spiritualist paper. 
The angels, advanced spirits, can do but 
little to sustain an enterprise of any 
kind on the material side of life; yet we 
venture to say that spirit messages 
have had. much to do in starting so 
many papers in California, which have 
met with an untimely death. It is a 
fact patent to every dose observer, that 

-it is difficult to sustain first-class re
. formatory papers in California. The 
Rocky mountains seem to shut them 
out from the East, and there they can
not get any foothold. While these bar
riers yield to Eastern publications 
which flood the Pacific coast,'there is 
absolutely but a very little returning 
current. However good an occult or 
Spiritualistic publication In California 
may be It can get no foothold in the 
East, hence its support must be mea
ger.. It is needless to conceal facts that 
experience has taught’ Spiritualists In 
California. No Spiritualist paper can 
be a success there financially.

Misled by a False Faith.
A late writer, of course bearing a 

large old-time orthodox stripe, hearing 
so much about a played-out hell, thus 
inquires, and remarks:

“What has become of the diabolical, 
characters recently deceased if hell has 
been, as It is asserted, abolished? 
Nowhere in gospel or epistle is there 
such crime laid to Satan himself as the 
dally paper publishes every morning. 
A man was recently executed in one of 
our states who had committed more 
cruelties against women and children in 
one year than all the like wrongs told 
of the devll ln the whole Bible. ‘If hell 
has been closed,’ the writer says, ‘we 
would like to ask where that man went, 
so that we can go somewhere else.' ”

That writer is laboring under the 
grand mistake taught by the church, 
that wrong is eternal, and as such de
serves eternal torture. Were he to look 
upon vice as an outgrowth of the mortal 
condition only, ending with the physical 
body of whlcfi .it Is a constituent, the 
disrobed spirit entering its new sphere 
of being and of action, dislncumbered 
of all the Incentives to lie; steal or mur
der to gratify the needs or the passions 
of mortality, he would take a different 
view of the subject than that indicated 
by the extract As we understand it 
death is a birth into a new life. When 
freed from the body the disenthralled 
spirit does not rest in the tomb, but is 
Welcomed Into what with us Is an in
visible world, by a multitude of those 
who have entered the new life In ad
vance of Him, who take the new arrival 
Jn charge and lead him forward to 
higher and still higher planes of being, 
ever advancing, never retrograding, 
with worthy examples and beneficent, 
enticements all around him. Thus cir
cumstanced we apprehend the writer, 
so anxious for a hell to punish wrong, 
will be content to dwell with the late 
reprobate who swung from the scaffold 
to glory, now filled with remorse be
cause he had been falsely taught that 
“belief” was the key which unlocked 
the heavenly portals, while doubt and 
unbelief were the broad roads to end
less woe and undying pains. . ’

. To Write a Bible.
Rev. A M. Rlhbany has startled Mo

renci, Mich., by announcing that he will 
withdraw from the Congregational 
church and write a Bible to suit him
self.—News I tert .

The word Bible is the Latin for book. 
Its sacredness and its inspiration are 
fanciful. God inspires every author as 
much as he did those who wrote the 
Gospels, or the Prophets; or-the Pen
tateuch. If Rev. Rihbany is educated, 
as his ambition to write a book would 
suggest, he has as as good a right to as
sume to be inspired of God as had 
Moses or any other man. Living in a 
later age, better educated, with the ac
cumulated wisdom of possibly a thou
sand years, certainly not three thousand 
and^tnore years, as claimed by church
men, we may expect a pretty good pro
duction at his hands, unless he Has the 
swell bead, like a Justice of the Peace 
we knew in the long ago, in which he 
insisted he could write in one day a 
code of laws for the guidance of courts 
superior to all the compilations then ex-, 
tant. '

The Progressive Thinker and 
Its Premiums.

To the Editor:—I notice .that my time 
is most out, and I inclose the money for 
another year. You are making a splen
did spiritual paper and publishing 
house, and I am glad to give you credit 
for all. I am glad, too, of the harmony 
among our spiritual editors, and I hope 
and think it will continue. It Is wrong 
for some to say that our Cause Is 
growing dark, for the private circle and 
the general activity of our angel friends 
are making the beams bright, and all 
the earth, too.

You are making such a splendid offer 
In premiums that 1 must Improve this 
chance, with thanks. 1 not only send 
my spiritual papers to various parties 
(and I take several of them), but I want 
to circulate as many books as possible, 
and give books to some. “Cheap books” 
for “the million!’’ is my desire. The 
papers and books are the right hands of 
angel friends to enlighten this world!

Enclosed I send you the three dollars 
and thirty-five cents ($3.35) for your 
seven premium books and for your pa
per another year. A HAMMOND.

Hot Springs, Ark.

ONE OF THE ' GRANDEST BEN
EFITS. ■

To the Editor:—Enclosed you will find 
money order for $1.25 for The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Vol. 3 of the 
Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World. This will make three 
volumes of that work, which I consider 
worth ten times the price. If you are 
not giving your readers one of the 
grandest benefits, I don’t know who is. 
Every Spiritualist should take so grand 
a paper, let him be ever so poor.

Lexington, Wash. F. W. SCOTT.

Echoes from Shadow-Land. Agnes 
Proctor. The Alliance Publishing Co., 
New York. 75 cents.

The author received these really po
etic effusions clalrapdiently, from one 
claiming to be the spirit of Adah Isaac« 
Menken, known as the author of “In
felicia.” These poems are certainly 
strikingly characteristic of that author^ 
style and peculiarities of thought, h 
poetic diction and quality.

E are trying our best to estab
lish libraries in every Spirit
ualist family of the United 

’ States, hence we are offering 
Seven valuable books as a 
premium. Those seven books 
have been sbld for $10.75. A

single one has sold as high as $25. The 
first edition of Art Magic sold for $5 per 
copy. As high as $15 has been paid for 
a single copy of Ghost Land; yet we 
furnish these seven books to our sub
scribers for $2.35, when ordered in con
nection With a year’s subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker. Read our 
premium announcement carefully.

“Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
Voice from The Higher Criticism. A 
few thoughts on other Bibles.” By 
Moses HulL Of especial value and in
terest to Spiritualists. For sale at thlfl 
office. Price $1.
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। INVOCATION.
Our infinite Father and Mother in all love and sweet

ness filling the world with its varied blessings, giving us 
light and shadow, the glory of the morning and the peace 
of the twilight, the solemn and sacred rest of night, we 
turn our faces toward the morning’s gladness and lift our 
hearts in thanksgiving. We turn them toward the peace 
that cometh in the twilight, and feel that goodness fills 
our lives. We stand beneath the solemn arch of night 
and lift our faces heavenward with the sense that Thou 
art everlasting in thy love and that beyond the shadows of 
our world and its strange changes, its light, its glory, its 
darkness and its drear, the worlds of thy magnificence and 
truth stand in the light that hath not shone upon the land 
or sea; that there in the Eternal City waiting for the souls 
of men is that sweet radiance that'comes from perfect love 
and from the' law that lifts the soul upon its journey 
thither.

We ask to-night that we who watch in the by-paths may 
sense the liills, the foothills that are near; and we who 
climb the foothills toward thé level plain may sense the 
mountains that are just a bit afar; and we who have 
gained the rugged cliffs and stand halfway amid' the 
mountain heights may sense the peaks and have the 
strength and courage left to climb, knowing that when we 
reach the top we still shall see the everlasting hills of God 
above our happy eyes,-and all the pasture lands of peace 
and all the meadows, all the plains of love. Oh, make our 
hearts courageous and our spirits brave until their 
muffled beat shall be to us the sound of courage, and the 
shadows that are on our paths tire banners floating in the 
land of truth. And make us all to feel that life in its vi
cissitudes and joy is but the school wherein we learn, is 
but the school wherein, as athletes grow, we learn the 
skill of strength and. brawn and power, and when we dare 
to climb and rise above the level of to-day we can ascend 
to higher, holier things.

Fill every heart with courage and with peace, and give 
us those examples of great love, of sacrifice of self, of gen 
erous deeds, of noble lives of holy one’s e’en as the Christ’s 
hath been; and lead us through the plains and valleys 
across the bridges that are set for us until at last we stand 
within the City Beautiful, everlasting in the heavens and 
not made with hands! Amen.

'I

I

The subject of my evening lecture is, “He That Loseth 
His Life Shall Find It Again.”

There are two mysteries that confront the world. One 
is the strange mystery of life and the other the strange 
mystery of death. And what is death, and what is life?

Some one will tell you that life is the active vital ex
pression of existence, the partaking of the world’s activi
ties, the by-path in all this central existence; and they will 
tell you with equal, brevity that death is the end of this 
active life, that when we die we eease to act and we are 
placed in the earth and that is the end; that is death, and 
they are satisfied with the answer. They have told it all 
to you according to their opinion. But find the student 
and ask of him the meaning of those words.' He stands 
before you with the deepest perplexity in his heart when 
he holds a flower, as I hold these roses to-night in my 
hand. He looks into the petals, he finds the wonderful 
fragrance, the light and the color, and he says, “This is 
life, but what is it?” It is the painted glory of the sun
light; it is the kiss of the breeze; it is the whisper of he 
wind; it is the tears of the tempest; it is the light of the 
day and the shadows of the night; it is all of these blended 
into color and fragrance. And as he looks at them he 
asks the question, “Why is the one the blending of all 
colors into the purity of whiteness and the other the sug-

gestion of the red rose of June?” Each is a part of life. 
Each of these flowers is a scientific problem. They are in 
existence and they are life. They are something more, 
they are’the strange mystery of death, for their stems have 
been severed from the nourishing roots that lifted them 
above the earth, and they arq dying now. But they will 
never cease; they will always have their place in nature, 
in life and in death.

We may turn anywhere, it is the same story. You and 
I are living and dying every moment; each inhalation of 
our breath gives us life and each exhalation carries out 
something that has been ours never to bejong to us again. 
Each day we have a ijew beginning and a new ending of 
life. Tlie sun has never set upon the same life twice. 
We are living more each hour and we are dying more. 
Tliis is a part of the great solemn story of the endless 
waves of the sea of life that forever kiss the sandy shores 
of death.

And is life to be especially asked for, and is death to be 
especially shunned? Do you feel that the ocean witli its 
active crest rising and falling under the skies to-night, far 
on the Pacific coast is more than the great shining rocks 
that are there under the moonlight? No. And is life 
more than death, and is death more than life?Let us fol
low the question a little way and let us take it with its 
broader, sweeter spiritual sense.

There are men and women who move among us in their 
daily walks who have died, who have passed through the 
shadows of the agonies of great griefs, who have passed 
them without a sign, without a word and who, through 
the ashes of buried hopes and buried loves, have risen tri
umphant into, that higher existence which makes them in
vulnerable to the narrow shafts of sin. There are brave 
hearts that sing the song of courage into our weaker ones 
and make us hear the notes of hope. It brings a picture 
to us of one who journeys out into the wide world with the 
purposp-gf aiding himself. He begins his life by looking 
about liee \ hat he may do to benefit his own, personal 
exi(s je He does .jrot stop to think of others but he 
toilBf jr self, to gain this to-day, to gather more to-mor
row. He steps upon the lives of his fellow-men; he 
crushes the bleeding hearts of women; he reaches over a 
trembling child to seize something, in what he calls his 
splendid strength of life; he goes on and the world says, 
“See him, how successful he is, how much he has gained. 
That man is living, I am proud to see him succeed so. 
He is winning fame, the world will know him. He is a 
great light. How much he is doing.” And he runs on 
scarcely looking to the right or left. His strong eager 
hands grasp whatever they will; they hold it in such a grip 
that it is his. The weak perish in his path, and the 
strong who meet him wrestle with him, and with panting 
breath of success he hurries on to see what next shall be 
his. He gathers glory, shining, bright. He winsjame 
and renown. Look about you, these are his large build
ings, yonder are his warehouses, and listen to the whirr of 
machinery that tells you of-his triumphant march through 
the land.

Another man stands out on fancy’s magic screen. He 
sees a weary girl who is breasting hard against the tide of 
adversity. He knows that if he stops to help, his own 
success will be delayed; but he cannot pass her by and so 
he puts into the frail little hands that which means so 
much to himiind gives her hope and courage. He speeds 
along hearing only the echo of her whispered words of 
thanks. The world says he has begun with a mistake; he 
is full of sentiment and folly and he will be sure to run 
astray. -

Again he stops; old age comes in his way. He cannot 
leave it; he knows that he,' too, will one day be old and

feeble, so he waits td give a word of encouragement and 
of cheer, while the world laughs at his philosophy. He 
journeys on. Once 'more he is confronted by the great 
heart -hunger of humanity, and from what he has he 
ptops to give to others less fortunate than himself; and 
while he is giving to others and they are forgetting his 
name, the sounds coipe wafted back to him, the echoes ot 
the great man’s life^ andflje looks with admiration and 
with calm eyes upon |he prosperity of his neighbor, His 
prayer is for strength and his word is for courage, and by 
and by there comes.(i time when right stands upon one 
side with folded hands and, a great temptation with out
stretched arms upon the other. She looks upon him with 
her wanton face. She whispers to him the words of her 
endearment. He stops, he trembles, he sways, when all 
at once the thought of the real meaning of life comes to 
him and lie says: No, he.who giveih his life shall find it 
again, and I shall find mine in that path of rectitude and 
virtue which leads down through the shadows of Geth
semane and up upon the hills where trembling, bleeding 
feet have trod. ..

Time passes and the gliding years cover the history of 
our two travelers, and when one day they meet, age has 
placed his hand upon the man of Success; his 
brow is marked with deep wrinkles; the clear shrewdness 
of his eyes is still there, and passing back and forth lie 
watches what belongs to him. The other man whose 
brow is placid with' the consciousness of efforts in behalf 
of others, with the power that comes from the vanquish
ing of his own temptations, with the knowledge that death 
has been conquered, that greed and hate are forever slain, 
slowly approaches the great man of the world and taking 
his hand would give him congratulation. But the other 
bids him stop, and says to him: “You have lived a life of 
simple, holy deeds. You have sought, through the paths 
of unselfishness, through the death of your own ambi
tions, the path to eternal life. Fliave been selfish and 
held my place in the world. Take my hahd and walk with 
me through the tomb that I have found!”

And lo, the man that the .world has called a king of life 
leads his brother into the dark vaults where the tombs of 
a soul’s mistakes are, He points to this one where gen
erosity was buried; to that one where morality faded and 
sank into the arms of death; to this one where truth was 
laid aside; and among these funeral piles and with these 
tombs around him, with the piocking faces of the skele
tons of memory, the mistakes of past experience floating 
by him, he stands naked and unfolded before this one who 
would be his friend. The world calls his life successful 
and grand; it is filled with dead men’s bones; it has the 
smell of the tomb and the mquldery dust and decay of 
avarice. He who seeks too much of life finds death. The 
Dead Sea fruit that his eager boats had brought back 
from the blackened, stagnant pool of time was about him, 
bitter and full of slime. The heights of his own ambi
tion have been rather the roads leading downward; and 
the man whom the world calls living sleeps in the depths 
of, his own follies. Jie wjio finds his life through ave
nues of this kind takes the straight road to death. For it 
has been truly said, ‘fit is'not all of life to live, nor all of 
death to die.” . . . '

A man who forget^ his jnpral obligations is dead; a man 
who forgets the purity of the soul he has in charge is 
dead; a man who fofgets to reverence the high and holy 
things is dead. For him niust be in the long line of fu
turity a resurrection and a birth, for God is good and his 
children who die in the darkness and shadow of their en
vironment must be reborn through the pain of their own 
consciousness, unfolded froin the womb of agony and re

arse into life’s higher an^ better comprehensions; and

the man who forsakes jealousy and hate, who sacrifices his 
own seeming interests for the good of others, lives. He 
cannot die. He who loves Ins brother so well that he 
would give his life for him, finds rather than loses it, and 
his failures are the arteries of triumph through which his 
white soul walks unto the avenues of God’s reward.

Seek not in tliis world to gain all its glitter and its 
glory, but rather seek with patience, tender-souls to cheer, 
broken hearts to comfort, some life to uplift, some 
trembling hand to place in your strong one, some one that 
you can point to the stars above and whisper in their de
spairing ears the words of hope and benediction.

Life is a never-ending mystery; death is as great, but I 
never confound that silent change from this physical in
heritance to that life beyond as death. We are given the 
key to immortality when we are given existence, and we 
bear it with us safely in our hands through this world and 
into worlds beyond. The only death that can possibly 
come to us is the death of error and of sin, and the resur
rection from this must be in God’s good time. If not in 
tliis world, then in those other worlds that wgij; for us.

After the man who had been the world’s life had passed 
through .the long vaults and amidst the gleaming skele
tons of his life, he turned to his friend and said: “This is 
my empty cellar of despair. This is my grave, yet where
in the world thinks me living, What have you to show?” 

< The other answered: “Very little indeed. I have only 
the white hands of a neighbor that are lifted in prayer. I 
have only the blessings of an old man that fall from 
trembling lips. I have only the kind words of the poor 
and simple, and these I prize,”

The men stood looking at each other, when suddenly a 
light illumined all the place and the glory of God seemed 
upon them, and the man found by his side instead of the 
hand of a feeble girl the strong arm of an angel of light; 
and instead of the trembling words of an old man a cho
rus of voices singing “Peace on earth, good will to men;” 
and instead of the prayers and thanksgiving of old and 
feeble women the symphony of the choir invisible saying, 
“Greater is he who giveth his life for his friend than all 
others; and he who gives his life gains it, and he who loses 
finds, and he who places his hopes in the hands of others 
and trusts in the infinite Lord, walks calmly through the 
shadows into the light that fadeth not.”

And lo! where he thought the dark stream rolled be
tween him and his soul’s desire the bridge of gold was 
builded, set with tlie sacred gems that glisten forever on 
the'finger of time/and his trembling feet walked across it 
into the garden of Paradise, into the Eden of Peace. 
For unselfishness is the world’s redemption, and love is 
the crown that shall lift the souls from out the shadow 
into the light; and though the thorns may pierce, its eter
nal glory is set with the white light of tenderness of 
purity. God is good and loves his children who under
stand him and who are near do him.

My brothers and my sisters, forget to be selfish and 
learn to be generous. Know that when your hearts have 
reached that place where you can stand at the white altar 
and lay them tenderly upon it, surrendering into that in
finite hand what you love most, you gain it and you can
not lose. Eternal light shines through the gates of the 
City Beautiful and it touches the brow of the unselfish 
and the brave, and God’s children are known by the two 
marks on the forehead.

The above is the number of the pres* 
eat Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of tho first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor* 
responds with the figures on your wrap* 
per. then the time you have'paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper. ।

OLD AND NEW
PSYCHOLOGY

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Reports of tweoty-four dtstluct lectire«, recently 
iellveredln Now York, Brooklyn, Boston, Pblladel* 
plila and other prominent cltjex of the United 
Btates, Uavo contributed the ba&ls of this volume.

Tbe chief aim throughout the volume has been to 
arouse Increased intereet in tho workable pocslblll* 
ties of a theory of human nature, thoroughly optlm* 
fstlcand nt the same time, profoundly ethical. As 
several chapters are devoted to Improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expects that many 
parents, teacher« and others who have charge of Ue 
young, or who are called upon to exorcise supervision 
over the morally weak ana mentally afilictea, will de
rive some help from the doctrines herewith promul
gated« .

CONTENTS.
What Is Psychology? Tho True Basis of theSelencfc 
Rational Psychology as presented by Aristotle and 

Swedenborg, with Reflection« thereon.
Relation of Psychology to Practical Education, 
A Study of the Human Will*
Imaginations Ite Practical Value. 
Memory; HaveueTwo Memories? 
Instinct, Reason and Intuition. 
Psychology and Psycurgy. - 
Mental ana Moral Healing In the Light ci Certain Hew 

Aspects of Psychology.
Mualc: ]ta Moral and Therapeutic Value. - 
The Power of Thought; How to Develop and Lcseaa$

0

Concentration of Thought, and whav van Acconi* 
pllflb.

A Study of Hypnotism.
The New Psychology as Applied to Education and 

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Truaferonco of Thought, or Mental
MedluWli Nature and Uses.

Hablu, How Acquired and how Mastered ; with soma 
Comments on Obsession and Its Remedy.

Seership and Prophecy. .
Dreams and Visions. .
The Scientific Ghost and the Problem of the Human 

Double.
The Human Aura. .
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; their Bearfcl 

on Psychology.
Individuality vs. Eccentricity

Price st For sale at ¿his office.

Heliocentric flstroloou,
Essentials of Astronomy and Solar 

Mentality,
With Tables of Ephemeris to 1910, By Yarmo Vedra. 
With 64 Illustrations, thlrty-flve of which are original 
drawings by Holmes W, Merton. author of “Deicrlp* 
tire M er unity." A new system of petsunaily deter* 
minimi the primary fund of Mental and Physical ford* 
es and their results In mental aptitudes tliatdomw* 
ate the nature of the Individual a's based upon dattt 
of birth. Price, cloth, 11,50. For sale at this office.
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The man of pleasure should more properly he termed 
the man of pain.—Colton.

True happiness consists not in the multitude of friends, 
but in the worth and choice.—Ben Jonson.

"HYPNOTISM; ,
Its Facts, Theories and Related1 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Remlnts- 
cencee.

VYCARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
jD largely a record of the fact« and demonstrations 
Which the author has seen, heard of dr presented in 
bl« awn experiment«, fhe history of the various 
phase« of the science Is succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the expert* 
meats des ¿ribed occurred iu Chicago. The pictorial 
lllustraUons add much to the interest and value of ths 
book, which will be fouad very interesting to tbe gen* . 
oral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to aid 
student. The work is a handsome volume of 8M 
naffoa bound In olotb. Price, $19.00» Pur «¿«at 
the ollce o! Tub Pboobuuvb THurrxB.

WORDS OF PRAISE.
‘The Arcana of Spiritual 

ism.”
The volume bearing the above title is 

a rich store of spiritual treasure.
From its opening sentence, to Its clos

ing paragraph, It is tilled with bright 
and sparkling thought.

Its tone Is clear, harmonious and free 
from the jar and jolt of personal preju
dice. Its logic is sound, its reasoning 
forceful and comprehensive, its diction 
lofty, pure and sublime. A broad, deep 
vein of spirituality shines on every 
page.

It Is a spiritual chart with every 
shoal and reef constructed by false re
ligions laid bare to the mental eyes of 
the readers.

It sheds unerring light upon material
istic science, and weighs its unyielding 
dogmas by the just balance of natural 
laws, and exposes the pitfalls In all 

' man-made creeds.
It conducts the young and inexperi

enced student in safety through the 
narrow defiles of the dark mountains of 
false theology. Its ever-increasing light 
dispels the mist and clouds of doubt and 
fear which hang In dark folds along the 
path from the cradle to the grave.

Its comprehensive and clearly defined 
philosophy embraces all the vital prin- 
efoles, the potent energies and spiritual 
forces which have evolved the race of 
immortal man from the lower levels of 
the pre-sllurlan age, conducting it 
through the Intervening stages of devel
opment, till crowned with immortal life.

.“The Arcana of Spiritualism” Is like a 
silver cord bedecked with rubies and 
sapphires—it stretches across the vast 
continent of - human experiences, and 
unites in bonds of fraternal relation all 
the family of mankind.

It presents a well-founded hope, based 
upon the immutable laws of the uni
verse, ultimating in the complete eman; 
cipatlon of a soul and spirit from all the 
evil effects of the misapplication of the 
laws of mortal existence and spiritual 
development

Its recorded facts disarm cruel or
thodoxy of Its oft-repeated boast, “The 
soul that sinneth, it shall die,” and ex
tends the scepter of clemency and jus
tice to every erring son and daughter 
of suffering mankind who will turn to 
the light, and walk in the path of purity 
and peace.

Its radiant light dispels the awful- 
gloom of the solitary grave, which has 
been made dense and gruesome by the 
founders, and advocates of a false re- 
llglon. Like a herald of spiritual . life 
and liberty, it stands between the two 
worlds proclaiming eternal progress, 
and ultimate emancipation to all.

It sets forth in clearly defined out
lines the exalted intelligences., in the 
planes of immortal life, who are pro
jecting their pure and noble impulses 
upon the thought centers of deluded 
mortals, who are blihdly led by spirit
ually blind guides, whose teaching of 
time-honored errors is inducing the 
people to still reject the only true light 
which shines in the mental and moral 
darkness of the present hour. ,

The subject matter of “The Arcana of 
Spiritualism” is as fascinating as the 
purest and most exalted romance In the 
broad field of literature. Yet the the-
sis and the theme Is fraught with the 
most serious and weighty subjects per-.

ant pen of the venerable sage of Berlin 
Heights.

“The Arcana of Spiritualism” in its 
vast scope and compass, is an encyclo
pedia of reliable information, of great 
value to all who desire to know their 
true relation to the realm of spirit.

It begins to unfold its treasures by 
presenting the “Evidences of Spiritual
ism," which are not the mere opinions 
of men, but the testimony of demon
strated facts.

“Matter and Force. Their Relation to 
Spirit." This Is not an essay, written 
to support some sect, or to sustain a cer
tain class of individuals who like para
sites feed upon fhe flock—but reason, 
logic and fact fully demonstrated, Is the 
trinity that presides over this depart
ment. .

“Spiritual atmosphere of the Uni
verse” is not the dream of an erratic 
writer, who revolves around one idea, 
with mental vision bounded by mate
rialistic prejudice, nor one who views 
all things through the obscure medium 
of ancient manuscripts, bearing the 
trade-mark Sinai and Patmos, but a 
grand display of spirit power, manifest
ed through the mentality of an ardent 
student In the spirit plane of pure 
thought

“Animal Magnetism, Hypnotism
Mesmerism.” These mysterious sub
jects are stripped of their confusing ele
ments, and presented to the sage or the 
toller for daily bread in such clear-cut 
terms, ns to be of practical value to all.

“Spirit. Its Phenomena and Its 
Laws” equips the philosopher or the 
rustic with ample means to meet ail 
carping objectors with a full, and fair 
answer for the hope that Is in the soul 
of the Spiritualist.

"Philosophy of Death,” more beauti
ful in its relation to mortal existence, 
and Immortal destiny, than the loftiest 
flight of Inspired thought written by 
seer or apostle within the scope of the 
“infallible (?) word.”

“Mediumship, Its Laws, Phenomena 
and Cultivation. This is a valuable de
partment in the book, and of greater 
benefit to benighted and oppressed hu
manity than all the written disserta
tions of the “Fathers” who claimed im
mediate association with the “Divine 
Mind,” who planned, and executed the 
“scheme of salvation by faith.” •

"Heaven and Hell, the Supposed 
Abodes of the Departed.” Let the stu
dent of orthodox theology gather all the 
infallible (?) promises, commands, aids 
and props scattered through the Bible 
from Genesis to Revelation, and view 
them from the- standpoint of spiritual 
truth—the eternal principle which un
derlies this valuable • work, and they 

'pale and shrink Into idle tales when com
pared with the natural legitimate 
abiding place of those who have passed 
from the mortal to the spiritual plane of 
existence. . . '

“The Spirit’s Home.” This portion of 
the book is pregnant with the springs of 
life. It is the "earnest of the spirit” 
A glimpse of real life in the future. A 
prospectus of a never-ending, and ever
unfolding, source of peace, joy and spir
itual progression! where the famishing 
souls of men and women may bask in 
the sunlight of wisdom, love and power; 
where the effects of error and thelde- 

. formities of a lifeless system of vain re- 
Ugious efforts are putgrown; where 1g- 

। noranee and sin are eradicated from the 
। soul and spirit,, where, in the oncoming 
■ ages humanity, will be Clothed in the 

beautiful garments of righteousness,

the Egypt of orthodoxy, where “bricks 
are made without straw,” takes them 
from under the rod of the oppressor, 
who “adds to the dally task" greater 
burdens; it brings them Into the light, 
liberties and blessings of the spiritual 
home, abounding In eternal actualities. 
More real than our most valued interest 
here.

This book should be read with care, 
and digested by the mental powers, Its 
spirit absorbed by the burdened soul, 
and acted upon In the dally life of all 
Who read its glowing pages.

The neophyte will find rich and 
wholesome food that will strengthen ev
ery fibre of his yearning soul.

The sage and philosopher can ponder 
its weighty principles, and rejoice In the 
rich heritage of his heirship to immor
tality. The bereaved and stricken souls 
can be assured, that “the broken strands 
of earth-life will be united there, and 
that loved ones await their home-com
ing.”

With sincere desire that this valuable 
work may shed its radiance within the 
home of every Spiritualist in the land, 
we bld It good-speed upon Its sacred 
mission, as the harbinger of wisdom,-
love and power. 

Dowagiac, Mich.
C. F. COLE.

Tlils beautiful and most excellent 
book, “The Arcana of Spiritualism,” 
may be procured of Hudson Tuttle, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio. Price ?1.50.

most serious and weighty subjects per-- peace and good will to all the vast fam- 
‘ —’■ lly of mankind. 'taining to our eternal interests.

• A volume complete, unique, and high
ly instructive, written in such style that 
the tolling millions -who have not the
advantage of literary .culture, can trace 
with pleasure and profit the inspired____
thoughts as they flow from, the trench- read!

"The Old Religion of Pain; Spiritual
ism the Religion of Joy.” A grand, con
cise, and harmonious summing up of 
this most comprehensive theme—“The

Briggs Park, Mich.
We had an enthusiastic crowd again 

to-day. Mrs. R. W. Barton, of Roches
ter, was the speaker of the morning. 
The subject of her discourse was “The 
Class-rooms of Eternity.” The ques
tion was ably handled and all who 
heard her were instructed. At the 
close of her lecture, she gave a numbei' 
of spirit ’ messages and. descriptions 
which were all recognized.

At the afternoon service, Mrs. Lee 
Norle Claman, of Chicago, began her. 
engagement with the camp. She con
ducts her services In a different manner 
from what the majority of the mediums 
do. She gives her descriptions before 
her lecture. This is out of the ordinary, 
as the rest of our workers usually give 
the lecture first. She won her way Into 
the hearts of her audience—with little 
trouble. Her descriptions were all good 
and were recognized.' In answering the 
questions by raps on the table on the 
rostrum, they were given so loud and 
distinctly that they could be easily 
heard at a distance of thirty feet

The evening service consisted of de
scriptions and messages entirely. This 
meeting was the best attended of any 
meeting of the day. In fact they al
ways are at our camp. The mediums 
who took part in the service were Mrs. 
Blake, Mrs. Claman, Mrs. Payne, Dr. 
Knowles, Mrs. Coffman, Mrs. Fritz, 
Mrs. Barton, Mr. Ripley, Mrs. Carpen
ter, Mrs. Ferris, and Mr. Carpenter.

This.portion of our science is what 
proves our position and gives us the 
right to say “We know.” Others say 
that they “believe,” but we say ' we 
know!”- .

Mr. Mitchell arrived on the grounds, 
and will remain with us for a while. 
He Is of too great renown to need com
ment, as a materializing medium.

Mr. King is also here from Benton 
Harbor, and Mr. Caln, of our own city.

THOS. J. HAYNES, Sec’y.

.‘.‘The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records." Told by Paul Carns, 
This book Is heartily, commended to stu
dents of ithe science of religions, and to

Win C. Hodge,at Lake Brady, 0.
Mr. Hodge opened frith a poem, the 

idea of which was that the most beau
tiful story for mortals to read Is found 
in the blush of roses, and other phenom
ena of nature. Holy Scripture is traced 
in the rocks as well as in tho suns and 
planetary systems.

Mr. Hodge said In part: “Heaven will 
be no heaven unless I meet my mother 
there. In 1848 certain sounds were 
heard in Hydesville, N. Y., called the 
Rochester knockings. The discovery 
was afterwards made that they were 
the result of an intelligence, and those 
spirits said that they once had mortal 
bodies, and although dead they were 
never more alive. Immortality then be
came a proven fact, and although perse
cution followed, Spiritualism persisted 
and we now have phenomena enough to 
fill a hundred bibles. ■

“In my thirty-two years’ experience, 
I have never seen an honest person in- 
vestlgifte Spiritualism without becom
ing a convert Spiritualism was not of 
the world’s seeking, but came to us 
from the invisible side of life, as soon 
as the world was ready to receive It. 
The Salem witchcraft was a Spiritual
istic manifestation. Spiritualism is 
the basis of every religion in the world. 
The Bible is filled with it. I want to 
say to my hearers that you are going 
to see your departed friends in the 
light. I have already had these mani
festations. The genius of Modern Spir
itualism is its cosmopolitanism. There 
is no good thing that Modern Spiritual
ism destroys, and truth will always re
main truth. Anything that will not 
stand investigation will have to fall; 
We teach that the best thing any hu
man being can do is to think.

“Is it reasonable that' people who 
lived 2,000 years ago should form a code 
of ethics and morals that would answer 
for all time? We do not say, believe or 
be damned; but think and accept, If it 
agrees with your sense of right and jus
tice. We have no particular hell to put 
you in if you reject oiir theories. We 
never persecute any human being. I 
heard a man say that he had investi
gated Spiritualism and was convinced 
that there was nothing jn it I found 
that he had attended just three seances. 
Think of one getting full knowledge 
of chemistry or astronomy In just three 
sessions! i

“Spiritualism Is theihlMSophy of life 
in its entirety here'and beyond. It Is 
philosophy. It Is fact It,M here to 
stay in spite of all that njay. be said 
against it It is based'on aqtual knowl
edge! We know there are frauds. 
There are black sheep among our peo
ple as well as among otb'efs, but our 
people are just as good as- any on the 
globe. The tendency oriSpIrltuallsm, 
when understood, is” to miike people 
better. Spiritualism .IS flip „.best thing 
that ever came to thiwwork-a-day world 
of ours. The knowledge'that comes of 
qur continuance beyonjl the, grave is 
worth more than all the creeds. God is 
beneficent and good. 'NVe pave not fall
en from Eden, but ar^on 'ihe up-grade. 
If we have a creed it,Is tljat of Inger
soll: ‘The place to be Sappy Is here, the 
time to be happy is now, and the way to 
be happy is to make others happy?

“Modem Spiritualism allows you to 
lead just such a life as you choose, 
either good! or bad, but you yourself 
must pay the bill, and you will reap 
whatever you sow. ' Heaven is a condi
tion and not a place. We are going to 
the' one we make ourselves, and each 
one must work out the problem. Walt 
before passing your judgment on Spir
itualism, until the blossoming ’ time 
comes. The beautiful water lily must 
come'up through the mud and slime.”

Mount Pleasant Park, .la.
Will send a brief review of opening 

work at Mt. Pleapant Park, Sunday 
last. The following clipping embodies 
the main features:

The eighteenth annual encampment 
of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualist's 
Association opened Sunday morning at 
Mt. Pleasant Park, a large crowd being 
present at the opening ceremonies, con
sisting of flag-raising at 9 o’clock, and 
at 10:30 the annual address of welcome 
by the president of the organization, W. 
F. Peck, of St. Louis. , ,

The day was an Ideal one for the cer
emonies, and a large crowd attended, 
about five hundred people passing 
through the gates, In addition to the 
large number who are in camp for the 
season, on the ground. President Peck’s 
address was a masterly one. For two 
hours he held the closest attention of 
tbe auditors, who gathered In the spa
cious auditorium at the park, to listen 
to the address. The subject was “The 
Spiritual World." President Peck Is a 
talented orator, and his hearers were 
delighted with thé interesting and in
structive'discourse. 1

At 2 o’clock in the afternoon the plat
form was occupied by Willard J. Hull, 
the editor of the Light of Truth. Mr. 
Hull Is one of the most effective and Im
pressive speakers on the Spiritualist 
platfornj, and his lecture on "Natural 
Law” pleased all the hearers. He will 
remain at the park until August 2, lec
turing each afternoon. A test seance 
at 4 o’clock by -Dr. H. M. Temple closed 
the day's programme. ,

Brother-Will - C. Hodge, our old co
worker, was present and took part in 
the opening exercises.

DR. J. C. PHILLIPS.

Maple Bell Camp, Ohio-
Yesterday was a very Interesting day 

on these grounds. All things conspired 
to make the meetings a success. .The 
day was delightful,. The grounds were 
attractive. The band was in tune. The 
speaking was excellent Mrs. Curran, 
who gave proofs of spirit presence, was 
at her best. Mr. Weaver made an parn
est plea for Spiritualism and for Maple 
Dell, and Mr. Dunakln gave an able ad
dress. It was pleasant to notice that 
nearly all who were on the grounds as
sembled in the auditorium to hear the 
speaking. ,

The Interest was greatly increased by 
the attendance in a body of the First 
Society of Spiritualists . of ' Cleveland. 
They came unexpectedly, but were re
ceived with warm hearts and open 
hands. At their head were the officers 
of the society, Mr. Barker, president;

Island Lake, Mich.
Wondering why you do not (or rather 

wishing that you would) attend our 
camp-meeting, the thought struck me to 
say through your widely-circulated 
journal that we are having a great spir
itual refreshing at our Island Lake 
camp, through the Inspirations of our 
speakers, and the beautiful messages 
from our mediums. >

It is the combined testimony not only 
of the campers but of all the visitors, 
that our grounds, copslderlng the beau
tiful lake, tbe grove, the pure water, the 
capacious hotel, the magnificent audito
rium, dally trimmed and festooned with 
flowers and twining vines, and our or
chestra conducted by Prof. Hudson, of 
Bay City, if equalled, are not surpassed.

Mrs. Sheets, one of our best speakers, 
and president of the Grand Ledge camp
meeting, was with us the first Sunday, 
and her Inspired messages were well re
ceived. The Rev. B. F. Austin, the ex
Methodist preacher and late college pro
fessor, and Giles B. Stebbins, the pio
neer, the following Sunday. Last Sun
day, the old traveler, pilgrim and pa
triarch, Dr. Peebles, addressed us 
twice, with all the stirring vigor and 
eloquence of his younger days.

Our president James H. White, of 
Port Huron, entertained the Doctor, he 
informs us, 48 years ago, while he was 
delivering a course of lectures in the 
above-named city; and a page and a 
half of the reports of his lectures were 
shown us to-day, printed at that time in 
the old Port Huron Commercial. These 
lectures bore a stirring testimony 
against slavery which had not then 
been abolished, and orthodox creeds, as 
well- as giving the proofs of the spirit
ual philosophy. Brother White said 
that these lectures would read well if 
republished, though delivered nearly 50 
years ago.

Sister Baade, of Detroit, makes an ex
cellent presiding officer. She is to ad
dress the camp next Sunday. Then 
comes another of the old pioneers, Ly
man O. Howe, a worker who has a gold
en record both on earth and In the high
er spheres above us. Other speakers 
of national fame are to follow. We 
earnestly hope that the editor of The 
Progressive Thinker will some day visit 
our camp and take a vacation rest He 
will be more than welcome.

ELLA B. BROWN, Sec’y.

"THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the True 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown, 
M. D. Price, 15 cent«. For eale at this office.

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
111 BY 111 -

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

Beta forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christiana and Spiritualist» 
alike, aa it demonstrates the truth of the spirit manl* 
testations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian 
religion is baaed, aa well as the actuality of modern 
^itjQanlfesuticmB. Its title page claims that the

A SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION 

of tho
Existence of the soul of man as his cone 

scious individuality independently 

of the physical organtemj 

of the 
CONTINUITY OF LIFB 

and the 

ACTUAIITY Off SPIRIT RETURN»

Tho first eleven chapter« are devoted entirely to 
manifestations of the bou! Incarnate, with a clear ex* 
position of the piychlc philosophy.

The succeeding four chapters Mt forth the philoso
phy of the Infinite.

The last twenty chapters are devoted to an exposi
tion of spiritual philosophy, with evidence In detail, 
much of it being personal experiences of the author.

The price of the book is $t. For sale 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker.

"BIBLE OF BIBLES,
-OR-

TWENTY-SEVEN '

“DIVINE REVELATIONS’’
BY KERSEY BRAVES.

Containing a description of twenty-seven bibles, and 
an exposition of two thousand biblical errors in 
science, history, morals, religion, etc. Price, cloth, 
11.75. For «ale at this office.

♦♦♦THE***

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
— OR —

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY CRAVES. r ;

Arcana 
readers

of Spiritualism.” It takes the 
from their round, of drudgery In

all who wculd gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or , Christian- can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit. _
Price $L For sale at this office. . D, For sale at this offlee, Price, JL

"Astral Worship.” By J, H. Hill,- M.

OLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World treats of the “Mythical Orl-
gin of Death;” “A Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” “Impress
ive Communications from the 
Spirit Side of Life;” “Death Con-Mr. Kerr, secretary, and Mr. Eberhard, ,, o i I.—:treasurer. ! sidered by the Spirit Lucretius;

Duringjhls week there will be public ,HpR in Bcfcrpnce tn tho n«nd-” 
lectures every /afternoon, at 1:30 in the
auditorium, by Mrs. Curran and Mr. 
Weaver.

On Friday Mr.-and Mrs. Kates will 
commence their work. They will have 
full charge of the meetings on next Sun-, 
day, which will be the “yearly meeting 
day.”

The Maple Dell Summer School has 
opened with upwards of twenty in at
tendance. It has four departments: 
The Psychic,, under Dr. D. M.’ King; 
Oratory, under Miss Inez May Hill; the 
Scientific, under Prof. Kerstetter, and 
Lessons in English Language, by A. J. 
Weaver. The new school building is 
not yet completed, but it is a fine struct
ure and is more In the direction of a 
permanent institution of learning on 
these grourfds. Interest in school .work 
Is growing everywhere among Spirit-
ualists. AJ. WEAVER.

"The Spiritualism o£ Nature.” By 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 cents. 
For sale at this office.

. . . ;” “Odd
ities in Reference to the Dead;” “Death 
from a Vibratory Force;” “The Day 
After Death Beautifully Illustrated;" 
“Sensations of the Dying;” “A Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;” “After Death
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” “A 
Special Visit to the . Spirit World;” 
“Fragrance at a Child’s Death Bed;" 
“The Varied Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;" “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;" “Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;” “The Id
iosyncrasies of Death;" “Life and Death 
Thoughtfully Analyzed;" “Signs In the 
Process of Dying,” etc., etc. In- fact 
this volume Is a mine of valuable infor-

New and »tattling revelations In relMons history 
Which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
■rtnciples precepts and miracles of the Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His t 
lory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This won* ' 
derfuland exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
taka high rank as a book of reference in the field 
which the author has chosen for IL The amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile the 
varied information contained in It must hare been so* - 
vere and arduous indeed, and now that it is In such- " 
convenient shape, tho student of free thought will not 
willingly allowit to gooul of print But the book is 
by no means a mere collation of views or statistics; 
throughout its entire course the author—as will ba 
seen by his tltlo-pago and chapter-heads—follofra a . 
definite Une of research and argument to the cloee, 
and his conclusions go, like sure arrows to the marie. 
Printed on fine white paper, 880 pages. New edition« 
revised aad corrected, with portrait of ontiBCC« \
Price 111.50, Postage 10 £& Mid aS'

_____________________________ .■

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By 0. H. RICHMOND, -

G. M. of the Order of tho Magi,Chicago* '
POUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 
£j lid*. and containing 390 page«. Thia pplendld 
book, lust Isaned, contain, nineteen fall Temple leo- 
tnroa upon occult subjects, together with other art!* 
cles from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contains all tho old Temple lectures Issued 
In 1BS2, and three others on the Humas Bora, whlci 
are alone worth tho price of the book. This wonder 
fulbookls unique as an Evangelist of Science sal 

-froth. Price 11.25, postpaid, to any address. For sail 
attttlBOOaa.

“Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence." By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science.. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents. •

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Olr-
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings.” By Mattie' E, 
Hull. For sale at this office. Price 10
cents.

«¿a-

THREE SEVENS,
A* Story of Ancient Inltlalonx, By the Phtlont,- 
Dlnitmtlng the Hermetic Philosophy Price, cloth, .

The Blue Laws of. Connecticut. ;
TNren from the Code of 1650, and the public record» 

of the colony of Connecticut prevlou« to 1655, ob print* 
ed In a compilation of tbe earliest lewd und ordersc< 
tbe general court of Connecticut; also an account of ' 
the persoculion-of wltcbe« and Quaker» la New Eng* 
land. Some extract« from tho Blue Law» of Virginia« 

cu. For sale at thia office.



GENERAL SURVEY
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, |;

DOINGS. ETO., THE WORLD OVER. Il

J- Id . ,-J«1.1
Would that ,3» taken in exchange M 
books and subscriptions? The'fact Is, 
|n this world'of ours a man of.necessity 
must never be blind to that which is un
true, unreal and deceptive, Supposing 
our police officers adopted Brother New
man's tactics, how long would it be be
fore our city would be completely 
ruined.” •

Cale Williams, of Richmond, Ind., 
formerly a resident of Economy, has re-

blrtory connected with it. MreAKerr1 
says sfce js not afraid of tbe epodk, but 
she insists .that her .-premises must not 
be dug up In the figure, It Is said that 
In the earlyjgpysf.of the house a man 
and woman^topped over night in the 
place, and tfi^t in .uie morning the man 
could not bepfounq,"

R. A. O. Mack writes extolling the 
late article by Dr..Peebles. He doesn’t

, i . CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
i. Is alone responsible for any assertions 

J pr statements he may make. The editor 
a allows this freedom of expression, be
I, lieving that the cause of truth can be 

best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to baud, however much we might desire

' 8

Ì

to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article,

WRITE PLAINLY.-We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre- 
spbndents thatThe Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 

- must make speed equal to about four 
compositors, That means rapid work, 
and It is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the’ paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space, we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many Items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ton Unes, and ton 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain'the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every Item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Tlie Progressive Thinker goes to press 
early Monday morning of each week. 
Camp-meeting reports should always 
reach the office on the previous Friday 
or Saturday, at the very latest. Bear 
that'in mind.

. . “L.” writes: “Mrs. Cora L. V. Rieh- 
mond, of Chicago, Ill., addressed a large 
and appreciative audience at Corry, Pa., 
Sunday, July 29. ‘The Question of the 
Hour’ was the subject for the discourse, 
aid was handled in a masterly manner,

* and to the great satisfaction of all 
present. This address has been re
ported expressly for Tlie Progressive 
Thinker. Mrs. Richmond has made an
nual visits to Corry for several years, 
speaking each time, and a great inter
est has been awakened in her, and in 
the grand' teachings by her guides.” 
Tlie lecture alluded to in the above will 
be published shortly.

Mrs. S. Augusta Armstrong has been 
In Chicago for a few days. She came 
direct from California 'where she has 
been doing an excellent work. She goes 
from here to Grand Ledge Camp, then 
to Buffalo, and the Freeville Camp.

TheLogansport (Ind.) Reporter speaks 
as follows of the Chesterfield Camp: 
"The officers of the Indiana association 
are fully determined to protect their 
member's and the public against false 
claims of pretenders, and have taken 
every precaution to rid their camp of all 
but those regarded genuine by the 
state association.”

The Chicago Chronicle says: “Eugene 
Blanc, who has been persistently 
clalming'that the spirit of his dead 
wife has been haunting him, cut his 
throat with a razor at Perryville, Mo., 
and will die. Mr. Blanc did not get 
along with his wife very well and they 
separated. Mrs. Blanc frequently 
threatened that If she died first she 
would come back and haunt her hus
band and make life miserable for film. 
Shortly after the separation the woman 

. died. Since her death Blanc has fre
quently declared that Mrs. Blanc’s spirit 
has appeared at intervals in his affairs 
find has so annoyed him that life was 
not worth living. He has threatened to 
commit suicide on several occasions.”

Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey write from 
Mukwonago, Wls.: “Myself and wife, of 
Grand Rapids, Mich., are doing the

Take due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
full name aud address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into, the waste basket.

The Chicago Daily News of July 20 
says; “According to a letter written to 
the police by Miss Lizzie Gasser of 
Skaneateles Village, N. Y., she was 
made the dupe and then swindled out 
of $11,000 by two spirit mediums, moth
er and son, wfio she now supposes are in 
Chicago. Chief of Detectives Colleran 
lias been requested to find them.”

The Indianapolis (Ind.) News says: 
■ “A crowd of 8,000 or 10,000 people were 
at the eifmp of the Association of Indi
ana Spiritualists, July 27. It was the 
largest number of visitors the camp lias 
everjtnown on the first Sunday. Mrs. 
Carrie Twlng, of Boston, lectured at 10 
a. m., on ‘Visions.’ She lias caused 
something of il sensation by her declar
ation that any person could be ills own 
medium. She said she would be glad 
when tlie dollar and tlie medium is di
vorced. The Rev. Moses Hull, of Buf
falo, lectured in tlie afternoon, mid 
there were numerous platform tests. 
The names of mediums who have been 
authorized by the directors to hold 
forth at the camp have been lUinounced, 
and includes about fifteen men'and wo-

I

: ■

work assigned us by the spiritual intel
' Ugenees. We are holding spiritual se

ances at the Unlversallst church on 
Sundays, to large and Interested audi
ences. During the week our sister, Mrs. 
S. J. Andrews, opens the doors of her 
magnificent mansion add invites the 
people of Mukwonago in, and we have 
enjoyed several very interesting and so
cial greetings from both sides of life. 
This place is quite new as regards the 
spiritual work. We expect to remain 
here a few days longer, and will then 
go to Waukesha, and fill engagement”

The Chicago Journal says: “It took a 
patrol-wagon full of police to prevent a 
score or more of Catholics from forcibly 

• compelling a preacher to cease his ti
rade against their faith. The preacher 
was Henry A. Sullivan, who says he 
was a Catholic priest, now ex-communi
cated, and the church was the Onward 
Presbyterian church, North Leavitt and 

■ West Ohio streets. The announcement 
of a sermon containing many exposures 
of the Catholic church drew a large con
gregation to the church. Before the 
preacher had proceeded far a woman in 

. the center of the church arose from her 
- pew and exclaimed: 'You are a liar, and 

you know it!’ The whole assemblage 
was in great commotlan and the police 
who had been stationed at the door 

: were called upon to remove the disturb
ers. A wagon-load of police arrived, 

. but could not pacify the audience.
When the service was over the preacher 
left under the guardianship of the po
lice. His exit was greeted by cat calls, 
eggs and stones. Several windows in 
the church were ’ also broken.” No 
doubt every word uttered by Mr. Sulli
van against the Catholic church was 
true. The savage Catholics • present 
would undoubtedly have killed him, had 
it not been for the timely arrival of the 
police. .

W. H. Simpson writes from Graham- 
town, South Africa: “Wo who have 

. ■ thought our way out of dogmatic Chrls- 
. tianity have no wish to be regathered 
- Into the fold by some shepherd on the 

look-out for sheep. In. fact we have, 
no desire to be regarded- as sheep or

meii.” .
According to information obtained in 

Loudon, some friction has arisen be
tween the Vatican and the Washington 
Government, respecting the rights, priv
ileges and property of the church In the 
Philippines. ■,There is a suspicion ip 
Cardinal Rampolla’s mind that negotia
tions are proceeding secretly between 
the American authorities in Manila and 
the insurgent chiefs, in tlie course of 
which a demand of the latter that the 
present Spanish clergy should be ex
pelled from the Philippines and their 
property confiscated has not been re
jected with indignation. The Cardinal 
and ambassador Draper have had sev
eral unofficial talks and the Pope is said 
to be keenly interested.

Arnold Stulting writes from Kalama
zoo, Mich,, of a very satisfactory se
ance with Mrs. Amy Buchanan, of 
Jacksonville, Fla., at the residence of 
Elijah F. Rice. While her hands were 
held on either side voices spoke through 
the trumpet. Correct answers were 
given to mental questions. A question 
was written in Hie Holland language 
on a slate and correctly answered in 
English. Slates were written on when 
held by a person ten feet away from the 
medium, one message being written in 
Holland. '

The Indianapolis Sentinpl says: “The 
first lecture at tlie Chesterfield eamp by 
Moses Hull will be heard Friday after
noon. The third Sunday will be the 
banner day of the six weeks’ session. 
Ooe of the chief attractions will be 
Swami Abhedananda, the Hindoo, a re
cent convert, who will in his peculiar 
style demonstrate the benefits and his 
knowledge of tlie religion. On Sunday, 
Aug. 12, Ignatius Donnelly, of Minne
sota, pop.ullst candidate for president, 
will speak. Others with national rec
ords will be J. Clegg Wright, George P. 
Colby and Oscar Edgerly. The inter
urban line between Chesterfiled and An
derson was thrown open to-day and 
hundreds of visitors will patronize this 
mode of reaching the grounds forom the 
west."

T. È. Skelchley writes from Seattle, 
Washington: “A medium in Webster 
City, Iowa, wrote me a few days ago 
that she was not taking a Spiritualist 
paper at present. I told her she was 
not consistent, and for myself I would' 
rather do without a coat than The Pro
gressive Thinker.” What Is true of the 
medium at Webster City, Iowa, is true 
of hundreds of others scattered through 
thé country—they take no Spiritualist 
paper. Whenever a medium, however, 
gets into trouble in consequence of 
some odious law on our statute books, 
then they want the assistance of a Spir
itual paper, and of course get it at 
once. '

The Democrat of Canton, O., says: 
“In conversation with one of the bright 
lights of Spiritualism who is located 
near the auditorium, Lake Brady, the 
writer was Informed that Spiritualism 
Is not a religion, but is considered sim
ply in the light of scientific investiga
tion. It does not pretend even to sup
ply a code of ethics or morals, and ev
ery individual Is free to do as he or she 
pleases.”

T. H. Sketchley writes from Seattle, 
Washington: “I enclose to you a clip
ping from the Post-Intelligencer, a 
dally paper published in the City of Se
attle. The religious crank, like the ‘star 
of empire,’ has ‘westward made his 
way,’ and has arrived safe and sound 
upon the Pacific Coast. All vocations 
are represented here, and I suppose it 
is only fair to let the crank have a 
show. This D. L. Fordney is a ‘defunct’ 
preacher, but it seems that he still re
gards it as duty to warn sinners of the 
wrath to come.” .

The Indianapolis (Ind.) Dally News 
says under date of July 26: “The saloons 
near the grounds of the Chesterfield 
Camp were wide open last Sunday, but 
a demand will be made on them to

formerly a resident of Economy, has re- like tlie harsh views of Mr. Loveland 
called a dregm he had sixteen years when speaking of'liie Savior and the 
ago. lie declares that he related the Bible. Nor does ho like the views ex- 
dieam to ninny persons at the time and pressed on pi'ayerJHHe says: “God does 
lie denies that he invented it to prevent answer prayto, but not in accordance 
piesent circumstances. He dreamed with its quantity, but according to its 
“ a‘be saw a ra Iroad train i-ushlpg I sincerity antUqualtty. If most of men’s 
tlnougli a corn-field adjacent to the vil- prayers were grantfed as tliey request, it 
n fAm-=J3fi?.n0"1‘yiAlindi^u«ly follo"Tug would put them im the Insane asylum, 
n/iim8« S nC? 'ald °ut b|J' the suryeyors because a nation’s ignorance or selfish-, 
of the line of tlie O., R. & M. railroad, ness, like that of lidla, or the Boers of

I16 facl Africa, is so. great and widespread that
Williams related the dream at the time, the spirit of God cannot permeate and 

1 ?? hl win-10“8 1110 line coptro1 tbe masses to know what is for 
nn.nJ1 A?nacfd.1)y W1 liams as the their good-and best interest, aud lead 

n Of he tia “ seen iu h 8 dl’eam-' them to act accordingly, aud they be
D. R, Higble, M. D., writes: “The come the victims of famine and sub

premium books, Vols. 1, 2, and 3 of the jects of a stronger power.” 
Mnb-uelvvedm of Dea!h’ ,aud,1 Tf<r in tli0 A special dispatch to the Inter Ocean 
on. ,n d cniue, t0 haud 1111 rlBht' from Washington, D. C„ says: “A fraud 
fam vSin th ° n? uS V k? t b° J“ 'e<Vely order was lssued to’duy aSalust Francis 
mnel vVlnJiult(;d.Stlltes’ *here is so Truth and the Francis Truth Institute
much of value to all in regard to coudl- I of Divine Healing, of Boston, Mass., by 
S1 sp 1 1 fe’ nnd 80 obcfiP, 80 the Postoffice Department. Francis 

n,,1’:,. Truth advertised himself as a divine
mat there are more cnmp-meetlngs in healer, capable of successfully treating 

Oliio than can be sustained, seems ap- nny .disease that flesh is heir to, the 
I’ni'cnt from the following taken from I only requirement being that the suffer- 
C? ,?ol“Inbus Post of July 22: “The Ing patient place his faith aud a fee at 
Spiritualist camp-meeting, near Worth- the disposal of the healer. It was not 
nigton, was slightly Intcrferred with necessary that tlie patient be in tlie 
Saturday evening, by Constable A. E. presence of the healer to obtain the 
J homes, of Andrews’ court, serving treatment, as the divine power was sup
replevin papers upon Amos Davis, pres- posed to flow free and unobstructed for 
ideiit; W. D. Noyes, secretary, and Cora uuy distance, provided that it’ was the 
B. Noyes, treasurer of the Columbus, will of the healer that it should do so. 
Ohio, Liberal Spiritualist Camp Assocl- In fact patients from a distance were 
? fPr large WxflO and the two more desired than those wiio could ob- 
14x24 tents occupied by® them. Tlie serve the actions of the healer. In a 
s«lt was hronght hy Gee W. Sellars, Jr., criminal trial held in Boston recently 
of tho flrm of McAulley & Sellars, tent Truth pleaded guilty to the charge of 
and awning manufacturers, to collect a obtaining money through the malls un
claim of $260, alleged to be a balance.on der false pretenses, and the mail coming 
the tents, and which amount was se- to his address, which has been held at 
cured by a mortgage on the same. Mr. the postofliee at Boston since his arrest, 
Sellars stated to the Press-Post that_he I is now being returned to tlie writers ” 
learned tirnt a receiver Is to be appoint- A Grand Rapids (Mleh.) paper savs: 
m. £ori/bie a^so®*aUon> and to protect “Even the spirits of tlie upper world 
himself, he desired to get in on the can’t get news from Pekin, According 
tn'kon »ft bef°re (SUCn ^actlon was t0 Frank Ripley, one of the mediums 

13 Property tied up. Con- now in attendance at the Briggs Park 
U°Wte th® t0 Camp-meeting, the condition of affairs

2«; ?d ¿b WJ.11 Proceed, in China is such that the inhabitants of
piobably to. the end of the time which the ethereal world cannot penetrate to enU'to S.11L!tbe 8®e“61108™“®a or gate a knoiA“ 
draws’court on the 20th ” * “ “ A“‘ °lge Oi the happenlngs here 

' le 2«th. who are anxiously awaiting it there.
E. S. Bishop, secretary, writes from He says the whole world will war with 

Glasco, Kans,: W. W. Aber, of Spring China; Russia first, because -she will 
Hill, Kansas, will be at the Delphos never forgive China for the wrongs 
camp-meeting.” ........ done to her diplomats, and the other na-

E..T, Dickinson writes: “Elder My- tlt)n3 quickly after. America will hold 
rick seems quite proud of the fact that off as l°n8 as possible, however, on ac
he is a ‘doubting Thomas' regarding count of her varied interests in that 
spirit inspiration, aud seems to think country and because of her phllan- 
Mrs. Richmond equid have given that thropy." •
masterly Ingersoll’ lecture herself just F. H. Coggeshall writes from Lowell, 
ns well as not. Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich- I Mass.: “There have been a few changes 
mond has been in the spiritual lecture la our executive board, among them is 
field at least forty yehrs, and been more I the retirement.of Mr. J. Banks, our see- 
constantly employed in the arduous retary. Mr..’Jbs. J.' Devine has been 
labors of spreading tlie spiritual philos- I elected to fllrthe vacancy. We are hav- 
ophy than any other medium that could ing excellent, results at our grove meet- 
be mentioned. Let anyone who is not I Ings, the attepdance running between 
laboring, under prejudice, read her lee- 150 and 200, and much interest is being 
tures on ‘Life, Its Origin, and Its Mys- I manifested. I am -also pleased to In- 
terles;’ or the lecture On ‘Spiritual form you that youriefforts through the 
Chemistry, inspired by the late Prof, columns of The Progressive Thinker 

•James J, Mapes, and then to say the are reaching quite a number here, and 
medium herself is equal to all this, un- Ltrust ere long that ire shall feel obliged 
aided, is indeed most preposterous. The | to Increase our order.” -
great Ingersoll lecture is certainly one I The Banner, of Light well says: “It 

remarka.ble P.r°duetions that will be seen-from the letter of Lyman 
could be given to show the personality I O. Howe, on our sixth page that our 

the silver-tongued orator. Let the I esteemed friend and co-worker, W. H. 
^!ilelAfSm-SenU!iUe>teStS mOm Hi6 Bach., the lylde-awake.. editor of The 
Bide of life, and he will without a Sunflower, is,seriously ill at bisJiome in 
doubt become a changed man. As it is, Lily Dale, Nt Y, i Mr. Bach has been an 
he might as well contend that A. J. indefatigable worker for- Spiritualism 
Da-vis and Hudson Tuttle wrote two or ever since, the'.knowledge of spirit com- 
tl ree dozen sturdy volumes on the spir- munion was vouchsafed to him. When- 
tlint- Xflcc T tovla +1.« । . Clime 110 was ready to re-
TnnlJVteJ'lz^*eD°tens poems from the spond; wind and rain eould not stop 
Inner Life, and Poems of Progress, took him, and he never failed to appear at

J““ PaBtl“e °£ “Itlle post of duty according to promise, 
few moonlight nights. jje ijfts ever qeen i£een]y a||ve t0 tllG

A two-story cottage at the Chester- needs of our beloved cause, and has 
field Camp, Ind., belonging to the late freely given of his best to make Spirit- ■ 
Mrs. Colby Luther, has been dedicated ualisin represent the best and truest 
to tbe use of speakers. thought of the age. He has worked

The State Spiritualists’ Association of with might and main to sustain the
Minnesota will hold their annual con- Idea of practical co-operation, and has 
vention in the Unitarian Church, Min- verily turned night into day to accom- 
neapolis, September 7, 8 and 9. Special PHsh the purposes for which he labored 
railroad rates to the State Fair, held As a natural result, he has overworked, 
that week, jean be obtained. Amongst I and ls now suffering from the conse
the talent engaged are G. W. Kates, Quences of the same. He seemed a tire- 
Mrs. Zaida Brown Kates, Dr. J. M. Iess worker, but nature has at last re
Peebles, Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng, Max belled, and demanded a respite. W. H. 
Hoffman, Mrs. C. D. Pruden, and the Bach cannot be spared at the present 
excellent local workers of the State. A time; his services to the cause, and bls 
large convention is expected. I worth as a man, are too valuable to be

She had keen wrestling with a new I dlsPenso<1 with now. He must get well; 
cook in the kitchen and she had found therefore, we second Brother Howe’s 
her to bejjadly deficient in the needed su,fi.gcsilon that the thoughts freighted 
art. For two weeks she had been ex- I,, tke balm of healing be wafted to 
pecting company before whom she “Im on his siok bed, coupled with the 
wished to show’herself in the light of ,avlB°ratlng mental suggestion that he 
an excellent housekeeper. The guests I ®U8t. at_ oace begin to get well, 
were some relatives of her husband Br°tlier Bach, the best wishes of thou- 
whom she had never seen." She. was a 8anc's are with you in your hour of suf
young wife, noted widely for her out- ferlnB> as well as their sincere sympa- 
spoken ways and her native wit. The “V,,.»11 say witb us’ 'You mU8t get 
day came and the hour and she realized wel11 .

—goats, and strongly object to being 
driven into the fold to be periodically ■ 
fleeced. There can be no reasonable 
objection raised to Christians endeavor
ing to revivify into some semblance of' 
Ufa their dead dogmas and dying beliefs 
by means of qur living facts. Let theo
logians spiritualize Christianity if they 
cpn. But we for our parts should reso
lutely resist all attempts to .Chrlstlan- 
ize Spiritualism or convert into a form
ulated religion what should simply-be a 
scientific investigation of occult phe
nomena. It can no more be considered 
a religious exercise to talk with a friend 
out of his body than if he were in it.”

H. L. 'Bigelow writes from San Jose, 
Cal.: "The First Spiritual Union of this 
place is waking preparations for and- 
anticipating a good time when the; 
State Convention of Spiritualists holds 
Its meeting here in* September. Henry 
H. Brown has been’our speaker for the. 
present, month, and has also had a 
class in psychometry, which was a suc
cess? He has many wahm friends In 
San Jose.”

that not in one particular but in many Th6 Chicago Tribune of August 4, 
the dinner fell short of her expectations. Buys: “Mrs. Elizabeth Fitzgerald, a me-
Tliey had sat down at the table, which, <Bum, who, it is said, is wanted In al-
she thanked her stars, looked pretty raost every largp city in the United
enough for a better meat than was to States on charges of swindling, has
follow. Turning to her young and proud been arrested. She is now bn her way 
husband, who was at the head, she said to New York in custody of Detective 
in tones of deep conviction: “Now, Sergeant Murphy, of that city, where 
Frank, ask a good blessing, for we have she ls wanted on a charge of extortion, 
a devil of a cook.”. . On this charge Mrs. Fitzgerald was.ar-

C. W. fiurrows, M. D., pastor of the reste^ in Chicago four months ago, but 
Spiritual Union, sends the following: wa.s released through habeas corpus 
“The fifth In the Union course of sum- I Proceedings. She eluded the police un- 
mer lectures at the Occult Temple, 132 tfi'Tuesday night, .when . she was ar- 
Miehlgan avenue, Detroit,. Mich., will I Ji8 - , °n street, near
be delivered by Lyman C.’ Howe, the I Stony Island ayenue. Detective Ser. 
noted trance -speaker, August 2. The geant Murphy came to Chicago to take 
sixth and seventh lectures by Rev. ba£k J0 New York John Clark, deputy 
Moses Hull, on August 21-22. ’ On the I colIector of the municipal revenues in 
21st Mr. Hull will deliver his famous I N®™ Yo*k City; When he^rrived here 
lecture on ‘Joan of Arc,’the medium- , found two prisoners to go back in- 
istlc heroine of Orleans,- for the first stead ®f one.”- '
time in this city. On the 22d Mr. Hull Mrs- O. H. Mullins writes from 
will deliver the dedicatory address of Owosso, Mich.< "Mrs. Hattie B. Sears 
the newly re-built Occult Temple. The I and I left R?§i City, July 31, having 
dedicating to the cause of Spiritualism spent three wfcgks.qf Dr. Spinney’s san- 
of a place sacred to spirit comniunion I itarium. Flip; or .pore attended the 
marks an epoch in the history of our Freedom meeting; last Wednesday, 
cause in the city.” ' which was IpTc). in the sanitarium hall.

The -Philadelphia Item says:- “For' Many were.p/esen^who had never at- 
some time each morning Mrs. Amanda tentJc<i a Spiritualist meeting before. 
Kerr, of Connelsville, Pa;, has noticed I ^-fler being aftihe Sanitarium, and see- 
that the board walk in her yard has ng and knoiy(iig hqw Dr. Spinney Is 
been displaced or overturned, the sod struggling, to.jxeach.jout to the needy 
dug up and the flowers uprooted. When ones>1 feel that every Spiritualist ought 
Mrs. Kerr, a boarder named John Grin- to help him i^.ffiis npble work. Kind 
deU and several other people were sit- thoughts and;fcjieer)pg words are help- 
ting on the poarch, a figure of a woman ful‘ but they "TH not buy bread and 
approached and said: ‘Will no person butter. Dr. Splnney..needs financial aid, 
here help me find my husband? I mur- Lfeel he desepyes It. We found Reed 
dered him somewhere about this place ’ Clt-V ready to, Accept our truth. We 
years ago and I cannot find his body, started the ball, to rolling, and I know 
although I have been digging up the I no better way to keep it rolling than to 
yard here and all around for many bave everyone to read The Progressive 
nights.’ The spook seemed to address I Thinker. I herewith send names and 
her queries especially to Grindell. bopeere longthatmanymore wUlsub- 
‘You,’she said,'are old and'must have seribe.” ; , .
known something of the deed- at the I Sam A. Foss, physical and business 
time I killed my husband.’ ‘But I have medium, has removed to 592 W. Van 
no.shoes or Socks on,’ answered Grin- Buren street. Flat C. ; .
dell. 'Wait till I put them on and I will Thos J. Haynes writes from Grand 
help you find your husband’s body.’ I Rapids, Alich.: “A pleasant affair was 
No, come-at once, or it is in vain,’ was I the surprise on our chairman, Mr. Oar- 
the answer. And while Grlndell went I penter, on last Tuesday evening. Mr. 
In to get his shoes the spook, to the and Mrs; Carpenter were the workers 
wonder of all the people on the porch, I for the society, in the city . when the 
suddenly melted into the air and dis- I camp, was started, and ■ their efforts 
appeared- Mrs. Kerr s house was for- were a great help-to us at that tlnte.

, r : meuj. qnc of the best boarding houses As -an-expression of our annreclationceptive, about conaterftlt money ? | in Connelsville, and has ah Interesting I we presented’to ;Mrs. - Carpenter' last

close, and an officer will see that the 
order Is enforced. The directors of the 
association have decided to expel Au
gust Koch and wife, after ’ a Trial In 
which there was a good deal of bitter
ness. They have been forbidden to 
hold seances on the grounds of the 
state organization, but insisted on do
ing so. They have a cottage at the 
camp, and say they will go Into court 
to establish their rights to occupy it” 
Spiritualists generally have great faith 
in the Anderson camp, and believe its 
success in the future will be great.

Critic writes: “The following is from 
the Rellglo-Phllosophical Journal: ‘A 
certain class of people, small in num
ber, but loud and continuoiis of voice, 
aptly designated as ‘Calamity Howlers,’ 
Infest the world to-day. The intelligent 
man and the good citizen, If he secs a 
possible evil or pending danger, feels 
impelled to seek or Invent a method to 
overcome or obviate itrbut the calam
ity, howler only howls. He is never an 
Instrument of good, but sometimes does 
evil because his baneful noise frightens 
the timid or grates the nerves of those 
within' its Influence. There arc ¡many 
of such in the ranks of Spiritualism, as 
well as in other avenues. We are opti
mistic; we look’on the bright side; we 
try to see the good, the pure, the true, 
and desire to be blind to all that is un
true, unreal and deceptive. If we are 
doing our duty, trying to overcome evil 
with good; to build up Instead’of tear
ing down, we shall have no use for pes
simistic ideas, or calamity howling.’ 
As a Critic I desire to say that the pes
simist has a niche, to occupy just as 
much as the optimist.- If Brother. New
man desires to be blind to all thafis de-

year » diamond ring. In order that the 
public might know that Mr. Carpenter’s 
wink was appreciated equally with that 
of his excellent wife,’the friends of our 
chairman among whom we-wlsh as offi
cers to be classed, got together and pur
chased him a ring. While it was not a 
diamond, it was an emerald of purity 
and great value, the purchase price be
ing $40. It was presented to him by our 
treasurer, Mr. Baldtyln. He was great
ly surprised and I think pleased as well. 
He will take with him from us our kind
est love and best wishes when lie 
leaves us.”

Columbus Wells writes: “Did it ever 
occur to the re-Jncarnatlonlsts that tlieir 
theory of re-lncarnatlon has never been 
proved? Scientific facts always carry 
with them the proof of their truthful
ness, therefore re-incarnation must fall 
to the ground; for the want of proof it 
must remain a theory and a belief.”

Dr. A. B. Spinney writes from Reed 
City, Mich.: “Mrs. C. H. Mullins and 
Mrs. Hattie Sears, of Chicago, have 
been visiting at my sanitarium the past 
three weeks, and doing . some good 
work for .the cause. Mrs. Sears gave a 
fine intellectual spiritual address in 
Sanitarium Hall, each Sunday at 3 p. 
m., followed by Mrs. Mullins with tests. 
They gave a satisfactory seance, de
lighting and Instructing the Spiritual
ists of Owosso, Mich., on August 1, at 
the home of Mrs. John Steggall. Sun
day, August 5, they will be at Haslett 
Park, later at Grand Ledge and other 
camps. They are workers who are un
selfishly giving their lives and gifts to 
tlie cause of Spiritualism of the good of 
humanity. They did not forget' The 
Progressive Thinker, but spoke of its 
noble Mission, and were actively en
gaged in obtaining subscribers for it.”

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
After such lectures given by Bev. Dr. 

Austin, with his eloquence and logic, 
next in order came the veteran Dr. 
Peebles, who spoke of the creeds and 
orthodoxy, us back chapters and dead 
Issues the preachers were afraid to de
fend. Tlie Doctor’s lectures have been 
historical, inspiring and constructive. 
Spiritualism has become an established 
fact. It has its millions of devotees. 
How are We applying its truth and 
principles?- It is not enough to know 
we exist, but how we do exist, and un
der what conditions. The Doctor an- 
sweied the question of what became of 
idiots, murderers and suicides after 
death. His illustrations were apt, and 
some of them very pathetic, that many 
wept for the ‘poor in spirit,’ and some 
in joy. His lecture on India was great
ly' enjoyed. It was said by some who 
heard him forty years ago that he 
speaks now witli more eloquence and 
vim than he did in his younger days, al
though he is now almost eighty. The 
31st was ills day to bld us adieu, 
which was done with all the pathos of a 
man who never expected to see us 
again, although he is preparing for an
other tour around the world.

The camp is progressing nicely, with 
new campers.

Socials, dances, circles, etc., with con
ferences, ill] up all our spare time.

•Tlie Ladies’ Auxiliary elected new 
officers. J. W. BRIGGS.

' <«i* m i

. D. E. Griffith writes from St. Paul, 
i Minn.: “The third annual convention of 

the State Spiritualists' Association of 
Minnesota will be held in Minneapolis, 
Sept. 7, 8 and 9, at the Unitarian 

' church, 8th and Mary Place. Mrs. Car-
fie E. S, Twlng, president of the New 
York State Spiritualists' Association, 
Dr. J. M. Peebles, of Battle Creek, 
Mich., Max Hoffman, the celebrated 
slate writer and test medium, of Chi
cago, G. W. Kates and wife, and other 
promising workers will take part in the 
convention. Our State Association has 
made a splendid record for the year. 
Through the excellent work of Brother 
G. W. Kates and wife, who have been 
doing missionary work throughout the 
state, we now boast of seventeen char

- tered societies.” ‘
Ben'F. and Mattle E. Hayden write 

from Hickman, Neb.: “We passed 
through Town, stopping at Webster 
City, Fort Dodge, Atlantic, Avoca and 
Council Bluffs; then to Omaha, Lin
coln and Beatrice, Neb, At each of 
these places we find quite a number of 
honest and sincere Spiritualists; but in 
every place we have to confront the 
same general condition, the same com
plaint, viz., ‘We have been duped and 
swindled so often by wolves in sheep’s 
clothing that we are compelled to hold 
all at arm's length for fear of again be
ing duped.’ Everywhere we hear the 
same general remark: ‘If a good, hon
est medium would locate here, and 
prove their work by close acquaintance, 
they would have all the work they 
could possibly do, but our folks are 
afraid of strangers, and are slow to ex
tend fellowship to such for fear they 
may have reason to regret having done 
so.’ The limited time we had to spend 
in each locality we visited, prevented 
our coming in contact with all who are 
quietly interested in our caui?e; but wg 
feel that we have sown seed in each 
place that will finally ripen Into a har
vest, and we are proud to say we have 
made many warm friends, who in
creased in numbers daily With our stay, 
and always many regrets were ex
pressed at our not remaining longer. 
For the past two weeks we have been 
visiting among relatives, but the com
ing week we will again take up the 
work at the camp at Ottawa, Kansas, 
where we aro engaged for the entire 
meeting; after which we will be glad to 
serve societies anywhere at a reason
able compensation. Our guides have 
dedicated anew our lives to this grand 
ihllosophy of uplifting humanity, and 
helping man to understand hl? nature, 
usefulness and destiny as an immortal 
entity in the realm of nature.”

James Beyd writes from Riverside, 
Cal.: “Allen Franklin BroWn, a well- 
known eastern lecturer, psychometrist 
and missionary worker, recently from 
Texas, has been holding meetings in 
Riverside and San Bernardino with 
much acceptance. He is also in the in
terests of thé Southern California 
Camp-meeting Association, of which he 
has been chosen presiding officer and 
conductor for the coming meeting in 
September. HIS wqrk hgre Was much 
appreciated by those Who heard him, 
and the camp-meeting association ap
pears to have selected the right man 
for. the work.”

Dr. Peebles, after having a sitting 
with Mrs. M. St. Omer ^riggs, at Island 
Lake Camp, states that the reading was 
not only excellent and spiritual in qual
ity, but was convincing and uplifting. 
Such messages as come through her 
inspired lips are freighted with the very 
breath of heaven. •

Stephen R. Allen writes from Alle
gheny, Pa.: “There recently appeared 
in our midst a young man who called 
himself King Turner, and who posed as 
a trance medium. He had a suite of 
room at the Victoria Hotel (our leading 
hotel) and advertised extensively, and 
did a large business. Not until he left 
did any of us know he - was a fake. 
After lie had humbugged the community 
to his hearts desire, he left, leaving be
hind his ‘test book,’ it containing the 
names of some of our leading citizens, 
and also the names of those who were 
in spirit life. So you see ail he had to 
do was to.look over his book and then 
go. into a ‘trance’ and tell you some 
startling, things. There aré several 
people whom he humbugged and who 
are desirous of loca ting hlm. I have In
vestigated the case fully and now be
lieve he is Lionel J. Hartwell, who has 
until a short time ago been associated 
with the notorious Jules Wallace. 
They had trouble in New.Haven, Conn,, 
where Wallace was arrested for prac
ticing fraud under the name of Prof. 
Warde, and they dissolved partnership, 
and 1Æ is now working the gullible as 
easily as the malodorous Jules has 
done. I hope you will publish this and 
do all you can to help locate this 
smooth-tongued fakç. He is about 6 
feet 2 inches, weighs about 175, black 
hair, gray eyes, and about 25 years of 
age. He is a handsome fellow, and 
while here had several of our. best- 
known young ladies out riding and to 
places of amusement, and no doubt 
some of their well-filled purses are 
missing along with him. If this -suc
ceeds in locating him, telegraph at my 
expense, at the following address and I 
will be very thankful. 1118 Washing
ton street, Allegheny, Pa.” , .

“Social Upbuilding, Including Oo-op- 
erativé Systems and the Happiness and' 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” ; By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D„ M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Gure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. ,

_ “A Few Words About the Devil, and 
Other Essays.” By Charles Bradlaugh. 
Paper, 50 cents. For sale at this office.

"Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa O. Conger. Excellent. for every 
family. Cloth, $L50 and $2..

Lily Dale Camp.
The speaker for Grand Army Day. 

was Rev. Morgan Wood, whose unique 
style and vigorous handling of his sub
ject was greeted with much applause. 
Mr. Wood is a careful man, and pru
dently stays within the pale of the 
church while preaching the essence of 
Spiritualism. We hope he is as free as 
he tbjjiks he is—and possesses for l;lm- 
self the strict. adherence to principle 
which he so much admires In others. 
The broadness of the platform at Lily 
Dale is an indication of the broadness 
of the principles of Spiritualism; and no 
matter whether in the -church or out, 
there is room for all liberal-minded 
thinkers. But a‘Lily Dale audience is 
quick to detect the ring of genuineness, 
and is critical while It Is tolerant.

President Gaston assumed the duties 
of chairman for the afternoon, while 
Bro. Brooks took a half holiday.

Prof. Lockwood has followed Mr. 
Wright with a series of private classes 
which are well attended. These elgssqs 
along scientific lines are doing much to 
instruct, and lead the investigator into 
broader fields of thought and places 
them upon a solid foundation whence 
the different phases of phenomena can 
be more accurately Judged.

Hon. A. B. Richmond occupied the 
rostrum Tuesday afternoon, Methodism 
versus Spiritualism being the subject of 
his address, and it was an able effort 
which was well received.

A pleasant feature of the camp are 
the Forest Temple meetings held even
ings and mornings In the wood.

We have with us this week Cora L. V. 
Richmond, Pr6f. Lockwood, Mr. Wilde 
and Mr. Grimshaw, beside many other 
prominent workers whose names I can
not mention.

There are many Canadian visitors and 
we qi-e told there are more coming. The I 
attendance increases a£d the interest 
unflagging—and more strangers than 
ever before.

So the good yoik goes on while the 
field of Spiritualism bfoadeps, and the 
seed gathered here will find soil in 
every State in the Union.

MARY WEBB-BAKER.

THE PSYGHOGRflPH
’ -OR- s

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Id Ito improved form it baa been before the public for 
more than seven years, and in the handa at thousandi 
of peraona has proved its superiority over the rlan? 
chette, and all other Inatrumenu which have fieft 
brought out la Imitation, both in regard to certaiuw 
and correcfieBfl of the communication« received hr 
Ito aid. and aa a means or developing mediumship. ■ 

■ Da you with ta investigate Spiritualising
Do you wish to develop jUediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communioalionsf !

The Psycbograpb ia an Invaluable aaalatant 
pamphlet with full direction« for the 

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship t

with ©very in«trument» Many who wero cot awareflf' 
their jnedlumlitlo gift, have, after c few clctiuet 
iXhfhS ¡° ««Ive dQHglitfijl ttie.BBie# AvolufiW 
mklit be ailed with commendaldry letter». Ilin» ‘ 

with It as »u ainiulD, toy, found that tbb 
Intelligence controlling It knew more than dtetn- 
ielre«, and became converts to Spiritualism

b'B-Edwards, Orient, N. Y„ writes: “1 hid ‘ 
J?®“1 ““¡cation» (by tie Psycbograpb) from maW 

lrlantls. oveh from old settlers whose grave- 
»tone» are moss-grown In the old yard. They biVb ' tau™’S11*?.0100'' »“dpi-ondtome that 8pl*. 
1-tv.n Sv tr“s' “d the “ommunlcatrons bare 1 
Kl.?i?4SWt5,>Ere?lM‘ comf»“ 1“ the »ever<4'l 
“S? ».rj? daughter, and their mother.’,’ 5 ‘
nsm»,.U£n1eO.roile1’ Y110"8 writlng8 have idadohli 
wrUas ..“/ifr S?10 lutureBted in psychic matterR 
ohoKlhl'dlJow»! “1 am much pleased with the Pifl

18 very al,PPleprinciple »nd constr®' 
ituai nowl“« “ur.e, “Uft “ef»r mere sensitive tb»ilff 
ionerinv [,!ban 01ie uow ln u,e- 1 beU»« it wifi 
imriffKco'Kowu.“116 Whe“ 1U

Securely packed,and sent postage paid from 
the munufaeturor, for $1.00. Adireesi

HUDSON TUTTLE,
------ - . Berlin Heighu, ©bio- ■

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

1fi^deil Phenomena: How to In-
their various phases; how to form clrclas 

^»d develop mediumship • ah absol ute test of genuine I 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle. genuine]
utonr^eC:!aWO,S: BpirnuulUt .boulil

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS,
IfltF SHE BECAME A SPIRITUAZI8T,

ÌM pages. Òlio copy, *1 ; six copie», M. “ ‘

BROM ¡TIGHT TO MOHIT)
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church. 

82 pages. One copy, 15 cents ; tei coplea, O.

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO Tmrirna. , 

cents.1**“' Oae CQ1’Ï' boun<l 111 4*1 W* 9
For Bah at this onichia ZomutaSine!,

«

Anniversary of the Wiffwam, On
set, Mass. '

On Monday, July 30, there was 
gathered together a large company of 
frionds to re-dedlcate the Wigwam 
which was erected to commemorate the 
memory of the ReH Men, and to the 
credit of its president and co-workers is 
now free of debt—something tp be 
proud of, for the fact of thefli giving 
free meetings and to aid in the develop
ment of spiritual gifts which constitute 
every form ot manifestations of spirit. 
It was not a gathering as some would 

‘A®.W »der of inte Ugenees, 
but of bright-looking men and women 
if we are to judge by what is expressed 
in thought. Then Onset and her judges 
need not be ashamed of the patrons of 
the Wigwam, and I predict, gifted with 
prophecy, that in years to cofue some of 
the crude talent or infantile medium
ship will be shining lights in the future 
of Spiritualism, for Spiritualists must 
go back to tlieir first principles. That 
is to say, as the churches have cornered 
God, so have they cornered medium
ship. They have catered to a few know- 
alls, have selected a few to voice the 
truths of Spiritualism regardless of 
many essentials, have voiced hone prac
tical, and Ignored tips plain, practical, 
everyday facte of life given to the few, 
the higher ethical presentation of Spir
itualism, while there are thousands 
starving as infants of the larger growth, 
seeking the a b c of Spiritualism.

I have been a worker for ten years, 
have witnessed many manifestations of 
spirit power, but never in all my ex
perience have I ever seen such demon-
strations of spirit as I did on Monday, 
July 30. It was the experience of tlie 
mediums and those that have been ben
efited by practical Spiritualism.

The Wigwam is a place of liberty and 
freedom, of expression that I have 
failed to find in other organizations. 
Seated in the heart of nature and her 
glorious surroundings, its walls dec
orated with the beautiful, cleanliness 
and order, inspiration and power must 
come to those that sit within, and I 
must confess that I can breathe in my 
soul the spirit of truth and indepen
dence. I have never felt this in the 
selfish organizations I have mingled 
with in my many years of toil for the 
spirit world. . .

When we affiliate with nature and 
natural law, practical barmony, so little 
understood,. then Indeed, will be the 
dawn of the new dispensation. May 
God and the angel world sustain'all 
those who are sacrificing their lives for 
the sake of humanity, and while thej' 
are sb little appreciated here, there is 
a life where compensation is their in- 
herltance.. May the noble women who 
has worked as an officer in the Wigwam 
since its erection find compensation in 
the angel world. . _

MARY E. MCDONALD.
Onset, Mass. • ' ’ .

OU, as a progressive mind, should 
know something of the phenom
ena of that magnificent change 
called Death. On that subject 

/ you will find valuable information 
in the three volumes of The En
cyclopedia of Death, and .Life in

the Spirit World Those three volumes 
contain more valuable information on 
that subject than all the libraries nf the 
world. They are fiirnlshed to the sub
scribers of The Progressive Thinker at 
a nominal cost. Read Carefully our 
premium list. .

“A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore tho Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at tills office. Price 10 cents.

“The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals." For sale.’at this office. 
Price 25 cents. ■ ; ' ’ . ■. ~.

E. 0. BABBITT'S WORKS,
Human Culture and Cure.
Mem"''1 The Philosophy of Cure. Paper coven

Human Culture and Cure.
SoI;?a%XfdiugMTlX758eXe“J.DeVetopment !

Social Upbuilding, 
a Co-operative Systems and the nannlnatf
and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 centa. 
Health and Power.
85ygl"'OO1£OfCurc’Eto- Cloth, 23cent»; Leatten , 

Religion.
"Pffilual and excellent Cloth. 

•1} paper, 60 cento.
Principles of Light and Color.
S20c”nlitCxt1'rlere"to‘booksof theaie’ Ml bj'mal

The Bridge Between Two Worlds, 
BY ABBY A. JUDSON.

With partrait of the author. Deeply »plritual and 
Inatruotlve. An excellent work. Price, cloth. 11.001 
paper, 75 cent». For sale at thia office.

Tlie Development of the Spirit
After Transition. By the late U. Faraday. The 
origin of religions, and their Influence upon the 
tpental development of the human race. Transcribed 
at the request of a band of ancient philosophers. 
Price, 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 

Moses Hull. Price 10 cento. For sale at tula office.

THE DIAKKA.
The Dlakka and Their Earthly Vlctlms.bv »-h* fl*»». 

A. J. Davis, It a very Interestin;
work. It is an explanation of much that ia false and 
repulsive In Spiritualism, embodying a moat im
portant recent interview with James Victor Wilson, a 
resident of the Summer Land. Price 50 cento. For 
■ale at this office.

Three Journeys
Around the World,

Or Trave ls in the Pacific Islands, 
' 'New Zealand, Australia, ' 

Ceylon, India,
And other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, A. 
M..M. D.( Ph. D. In this splendid large book Dr. 
Peebles has concentrated a vast amount of valuable 
Information. It to exceedingly entertaining and read* 
able, and Spiritualism as ho found It everywhere 
In his travels receives due attention, making the’ 
book of special value and interest to Spiritualists, 45U 
large pages, finely bound, at the low price of 11.50. For 
■ale at thia office.

Harmonics of Evolution.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, 

Based Upon Natural Science
Aa taught by modern masters of law. Br Florence f 
Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting and distinctly 
valuable contribution to the literature of evolution, . 
unfolding its laws from the deeper and clearer spirit* , 
ual aspect, and indicating the.defects of the Darwin* 
lan theory. Spiritualist! and Materialists alike can , 

- gain much from Ito pemsal, ■ Price, finely bound in
cloth, 12. For sale at this office. '

Works of Thomas Paine
A new edition In paper covers with large clear type«

comprising;
Age of Reason.... 
Rights of Man.... 

' Crisis...........
Common Sense,...

.25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cts.

--------------------- - ...15cts.
FhlH, b «plendtd opportunity to Bocurettese stand- 
u-a works, as the price Is within the reach of all. For 
sale at thia office. ' '

Health arid Power,
A handbook of Cureand Human UpbuUdlngbr th* 

w? » J'S?.6.? Jjowerrul method» ot nature.
By B. D. Babbitt, M. D„ author of ‘Trinclplos o! light and Color,” "Philosophy ot Cure," etc. PFrIce, 
cloth S5 cents. For »ale St this office. ... •

History of Atharael.
Life ¿Ithe Stone Age. The History of Atharael, '.

Chief Priest of a band of Aryan». This pamphlet, . ■ 
containing »1 page»,-ra written through the me- ’ 
olumshlp of u. G. Flgley, and to intensely Interest’ 
lug. Price *0 cent*. For »ale at thl« office. . .

Who Wrote the New Testament?-
The authors diecovered. The writings of Dnmls use4 
aa a basis. Astonishing confessions of Eusebios and ,' 
Athanasius, and of the Popes. Leo I., Hilarlus and.Ur* 
ban VI, Transcribed by Si. Faraday. PrltelOc. For' 
sale at this office. ‘ ■ ■ • . ; . ..

£
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The Delpit Outrage.
That marriage-annulment ease

This department Is under tho man
agement of

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

ií’TTW

/y

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give nil equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, aud °“e“ 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, wlileh of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with-waitmg lor the appeuiaiice or 
their questions and write letters or in
quiry. The supply of matter Is always 
several weeks ahead of the space gtveu, 
and hence there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one lias to wait ills time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
iuvor.

NOTICE-No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read, it the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department flas 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while 1 freely, give V'l*nJ- 
ever Informntlon I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of cori'espondeiits is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

The Arcana of Spiritualism.
• Now that all subscribers to the Ar
cana of Spiritualism have at test re
ceived tlie boqk, I ask their pardon for 
Hie delay which has been as'annoying 
to me as possibly to them. The publl- 
ciitlou was entirely in the hands of the 
English house, and farther than for
warding subscriptions I had no voice. 
The book was larger than at first antic
ipated, and hence the cost greater. 
Subscriber!» received their books at the 
stated price, but the orders cannot now 
lie filled for less than $1.5(1 postpaid, 
for tlie muslin bound, or $2.50 for full 
morhceo, gilt. A small consignment has 
been imported, to avoid too long delay

&

»
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While the necessity for the destrucr 
tlon of animals exists, that mail may 
have a place, there should be no cruelty, 
and as little pain as possible., Man’s 
supremacy does not Imply the right to 
inflict unnecessary pain. The best in
terests of all are subserved by humane 
treatment.

When man becomes spiritualized, ho 
wlllfshrlnk from flesh as food, with 
more and' more aversion, but this does 
not enter into this question.

Mrs. Mary Brewerton: Such auto
matic movements when sitting in a cir
cle are of common occurrence, and 
cease to be incongruous when there is 
perfect yielding to the control.

Student: Q. Why is the term “Mod
ern Spiritualism” used in distinction 
from Spiritualism?

A. Spiritualism is as old as mankind, 
but there is a marked distinction in 
what is known as “modern.”

“In the olden times a spirit appeared 
us a ghost, an Intangible being that 
came uncalled and left the affrighted 
spectator a subject of ridicule. Spirits 
were lawless and came as warnings or 
without purpose. ■

“Modern Spiritualism came as a reac
tion against materialism, and the single 
idea which gave it birth was that 
ghosts or spirits were individualized 
entities subject to law. It is distin
guished from tlie ancient by Its sweep
ing claim that all spiritual phenomena 
and tlie evolution and existence of spir
its is by the operation of fixed and as
certainable laws. Scientific men have 
investigated spirit phenomena in all Its 
phases and have become satisfied that 
behind all the mystery there is the fact 
of spirit being and return.

“When tlie new Spiritualism was In
stituted fifty years ago, on March 31, 
intelligent answers were first received 
from ghosts or spirits. That day we 
celebrate as tlie advent of the new 
conception of the spirit world and spir
itual existence, We have the means to 
communicate with the spirits at will by 
methods conforming to well fixed laws. 
We claim that the spirit is evolved as 
the last term, of a long Une of beings, 
the protoplasmic monad being the first.' 
Death is only a transition to a higher 
plane. We are able to comply with the 
conditions which allow the spiritual be
ings to communicate with us in an or
derly and legitimate manner. There 
are demands made by all religions of 
to-day or the past to have faith, to be
lieve. 'j'he demand made by Spiritual
ism is to know.”

in forwarding orders.
I take this opportunity to thank the , 

many friends who not only sent their ; 
subscriptions, but have since the reeep
tion of the book, sent what is more val- 
liable, words of their appreciation of Its 
pages, and fraternal greeting. It Is 
quite impossible for me to write, as my 
heart desires, personally to each and 
every one. HUDSON TUTTLE.

A. II. Frank: Q. In a recent publi
cation on vegetarianism Is the follow
ing, and It has been puzzling me wry 
jBiucli:

“Do animals have rights? If no, what 
is the excuse for the existence of our 
humane societies? Why prevent pound
ing, beating, laceration or mutilation of 
lower animal life? Why call flagella
tion and persecution of our brother 
creatures inhuman? On the other hand, 
if they do have rights, by wlrat law? 
Is there any standard of right to living 
beings other than the law of justice?

' Not that is known to ethics. Then must 
we not inevitably come to the conclu- 
slow that all animals have equal rights 
•to life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap
piness, aud that ultimately man will 

' recognize that his more lowly brother
animals must be his companions in life 
and not his clothing aud fodder?"

A. To admit that all animals have 
equal rights with man to life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness, commits 
to the most absurd conclusions. The 
microbe which breeds fever In the veins, 
or destroys the tissue of the lungs, 
must not be destroyed, but go on in 
"life, liberty and pursuit of happiness." ’ 
The wild animals that destroy the 
products of cultivation, the insect pests 
against which perpetual warfare must 
be waged to save the fruits and grains, 
all have a right to live as they please! 
Man must not resent the attack of the 
mosquito, who has a right to its natu

: ral diet of blood! The writer in his 
sympathy for lower beings, forgets the 
fundamental law which overrides all 
palliative conceptions of morality. The 
highest law known In the realm of llv- 
Ing beings is that those who make the 
best use of their environments have the 
right of existence over those who do

• not. This is true of the races of man- 
kind—the race making the best use of 
the earth, has the title deed against all 
inferior races. The Indian had no right 
to hold 3,000 acres, for his miserable

’ support by the chase, against theAnglo- 
Saxon, who for all the advantages of 
hts superior cultivation requires not 
half a score. The race that uses the 
land to best advantage has the right to 
tlie land. .

If this be true of the races of man
kind, it has far greater force applied to 

; the supremacy of man over the lower 
animals. If the doctrines quoted were 
practiced, the multiplication of animals 
would extinguish the human race. 
Mankind in its infancy had a desperate 

. struggle against the animals of the 
wild. Armed only with a club or stone, 
he fought for existence against the huge 
bear, the terrible lion, and smote the 
huge mastodon. He was . physically 
Weakest of all, but more ctafty than the 

. wolf, or the tiger, and his art out
witted the strength of the lion. He 
fought his way to supremacy. He had 
no choice. He must kill or be killed, 
feed,or be fed upon. ■

His diet was mixed; wild fruits, 
grains he learned to cultivate, and the 
products of the chase. ,

Briefly, such was his early estate. 
. With the Increase of knowledge, and 

growing density of population, the 
' products! of agriculture more and more 

< supplied the demands for food; and do
mestic animals the place of those of the 
chase.

These domestic "animals are truly 
creatures of his creation, and are not 

/ found in the wild state. He "has through 
ages cultivated the wild stock until he 
has modified it to suit bls purposes.

Now, aside from all questions of 
justice, right, morals or sentiment, 
man, to exist, must tie lord of the world. 
The condition of-Indla shows the result

lu

THE CARP-MEETINGS. Colorado Camp.
Canyon Camp, ojlëus m (South Boulder 

Canyon, July 1, aid continues through 
July, August, andÿôssfbly September. 
Anv. information Hésite® in regard to 

. this new and interesting movement 
L I may be obtained by writing May Taylor, 
* Box 780, Denver, (L'olo. X1 

|ll| ■ Lake Suiiapee,nN. H.
. ... . The twenty-third; annual Lake Suua- 
A pee Spiritualist Gamp-meeting will be 
A • I held at Blodgett’sjLandlug, N. H., for 

four weeks, commencing।Sunday, July 
29, and closing Sunday, Ajngust 26,1900. 
For programmes address-the secretary, 
W. H. Wilkins, Claremont, N. H.

Mai'shalltp  wii„ ,‘Iowa.
The Central Iowa SjUrituallbt AbbO- 

fcX elation will hold its . annual camp at 
> I Marshalltown, Iowa. September 2 to

I September 16 Inclusive. Grounds open 
Hz to campers after August 27. For iu- 

*’ I formation or programs address W. H.
Wilson, 301 N. Center street, Marshall
town, Iowa. u

JIaslett Park, Mich.
Eighteenth annual assembly of Spir

itualists at Haslett Park, Midi, August 
2 to September 4, 1900, inclusive. For 

„„ , , 7 . n„ „„a- I programmes address J. I). Richmond,• This camp begins July 20; and ends secl.otur st JolnlSj Mlch>> 01. G. 
August 19, 1900. For programmes ad- ot R Mlch 
dress H; Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

Maple Dell Camp, 0. I Nebraska State Camp.
Thp Nniimini Snirifh'ii nnd Rpliclous The Nebraska State Spiritualist Asso- 

Hnmn A^nohrilnn will hnld Hs twelfth flatlOU Will hold its second annual VJillliP AbbUtlUllUU will LiUlU Xlo IttEUiM ...annual session commehrtn" July 22, camp at the Crete Chautauqua Grounds, 
endiug September. For full particulars Crete, Neb., from August 10 till Aufeust 
aud programme* enclose stamp and ad* 2b inclusive. Grete is about *.0 miles 
dress Lucy King, corresponding secre- from Lincoln, the grounds ate 
tary, Mafltua, Ohio. • conveniently and P easantly sItuated

’ n ,r and every effort will be put forth to
Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass. make the meeting a success. " ’

This camp opens July 20. The circu- particulars may be obtained of James 
lars are now ready and can be had upon Campbell, president, Havelock, Neb. 
application, in writing for them please Fropvilto Cnnin N Venclose stamp for return postage. Ad- mi V“1® „
dress Albert P. Blinn, Clerk, 603 Tre- The Central New York Spiritualist 
mont street, Boston, Mass. _ Association, Freeville, N. Y., fifth an

. . , „ r. n«al camp, opens Saturday, July 28,
Columbus Camp, v. I closes Sunday, August 12. B. L. Rob-

Ashley Camp. 0.

Further

HOME CIRCLE.
Striking Experiences of 

I Attorney-at-Law.
I . I

To the Editor:—I occasionally 
mention made in your paper of

an

Bee 
the

MOST WONDERFUL BOOKS.

The Warfare of Science

Quebec—the annulment by the ecclesi
astical court of the marriage of one 
Delpit to Miss Cote—which marriage 
the priests now declare is null (after (he 
wife has borne Delpit three children) 
because the couple were not married by 
a priest—should not be forgotten, be
cause Home boasts that she alone 
“keeps the marriage tie sacred.” A 
writer in the Montreal Witness says:

“I always supposed that the civil code 
of this province expressed the laws re? 
lating to marriages performed w(tl)ln 
the province, but the Delpit case ap
parently ignores that code as If it never 
existed. Clause 128 orders ’that mar- 
rla’ge must be solemnized openly by‘a 
competent officer recognized by law;’ 
clause 129 states that ‘all priests, rec
tors, ministers and other officers author
ized by law to keep registers of acts of 
civil status are competent to solemnize 
marriage;’ nnd clause 134 recognizes the 
validity of marriage licenses where 
bans are not called. So far, the Delpit 
marriage was no doubt in full accord 
with the code, for the Rev. Mr. Barnes 
is a competent officer, and hejnarrled 
tlie parlies without any opposition, pre
sumably under authority- of a license 
granted by one commissioner to issue 
sucli documents. After living with his 
wife for a suflicient length of time to 
become the father of three children, 
Delpit seeks to have his marriage an
nulled on the plea that both himself and 
his wife were Roman Catholics when 
Mr. Barnes, a Protestant minister, mar
ried them, and consequently no real 
marriage was solemnized.

“One cannot understand In a free 
British country the Church of Rome 
saying to one of its members, and that 
a woman, ‘Even though you are legally 
married In accordance with the laws of 
the country, even though you 'have 

•borne three children to your husband, 
even though to annul your marriage Is 
to degrade you to the lowest depths of 
a woman’s degradation, we annul your 
marriage as If It never existed; we 
brand your children as Illegitimate, and 
we brand you as an unmarried mother.’ 
Under what laws of God or man has the 
Roman Catholic Church In the Province 
of Quebec received power to issue such 
a cruel, audacious, and I, according to 
my light, would say, disloyal judgment? 
And under what law has any Canadian 
judge the liberty of passing on a case 
justly brought before him to the bar
baric cruelty of such a court? It such 
laws exist, let them be made known in 
the cause of humanity, to say nothing 
of religion, in order that members of the 
Roman Catholic Church may avoid mar
riages celebrated by Protestant clergy, 
and that such clergy may be saved the 
shame of being unconscious partici
pators In acts of ultimate cruelty to
wards innocent people, that In the na
ture of things, as meq, their souls would 
revolt from.

“Is there any act, law or agreement 
which places the Church of Rome in the 
Province of Quebec outside of and 
above the law of the province, and, if 
so, why? The various Protestant 
Churches are given power bylaw to 
regulate their own discipline‘of mem
bers, to appoint, depose and deprive 
officers, but they are giv<ta these powers 
on two distinct provisos—first, that they 
shall not Interfere with the rights, etc., 
of other religious communities, and, 
second, that nothing they shall do shall 
be contrary to any law or statute, now 
or hereafter in force in this province; 
in other'words, they are righteously 
and wisely bound, by the laws of the 
province. If the Church of Rome is not 
so bound the sooner it is bound the bet
ter. if only, as this Delpit case demands, 
in the interests of - conjugal morality 
and common humanity.—Citizen, Boston.'

where, by superstition, this law Is 1g- 
noted. These animals are sacred be
cause the'doctrine-of reincarnation de
clares that these animals are embodied 

- spirits—perhaps relatives and friends—
and thus at least 23,000 people a year 
perish by bite of poisonous serpents, or 

- feed beasts of prey, .
. -The wild animals, when they inter

. fere with man must be destroyed. The 
domestic animals are well fed and cared 
for during their lives and perhaps the 
sum of enjoyment is greater for them 

. than for the wild races.
In this discussion all turns on the 

meaning of Right. That which 'must 
be; which Is of the order of the world, 
must be right, whatever be our concep- 
Hons of its morality. ' '
' That which gives thé best results, find 
for generations has -been observed to be 

-of greater benefit to all, has been 
. called right. : . "■

This camp will open July 1, and «lose Inson, president.
August 27. Send for programmes to - -Hnmmftrlfliiil Gal 
Dr W. D. Noyes, secretary, 189, N. I . bUIBBieiiaiia, tftl.
Cleveland avenue. Columbus, Ohio. The tenth annual camp-meeting of 

m x a i j n I the Spiritualists of Summerland, Cal.,Lliestei’neld Camp, IDd. I conducted by the Summerland Splrlt-
The camp-meeting of the Indiana As- I uallst Association, will commence 

sociation of Spiritualists will open at August 26, 1900. M. A. Spring, presl- 
Chesterfleld, Ind., July 19, and close I dent; W. P. Allen, secretary.
August 26, 1900. For programmes and I « ------------------- ----------
further Information address Flora Har- I Lake Brady? O.
din, secretary, Anderson,'Indiana. I , _ _ 11„• _ ’ • Lake Brady still continues to be the

DelpllOS Cainp. v I center of attraction for all interested In 
The twenty-second annual camp- spirit communion throughout the West

meeting of the First Society of State ®rn Reserve,. <• HoweYer, we hear good 
Spiritualists and Liberals will be held Reports from our sister camp, Maple 
at Delphos, Kans., from August 10 to IT ell, situated at Mantua, O.
August 26 Inclusive, For further par- I , Tfie social features of Lake Brady 
tlculars or Information write to Pregl- durihff toe season so fqr have been 
dent J. N. Blanchard, Delphos, Kansas; above the average. A literary or mu
M. J. Main, vice-president, Simpson, steal entertainment and tWo public 
Kansas, or E. S. Bishop, secretary, I dances each week besides an occasional 
Glasco, Kansas. , ■c . . .~ xt tt The delightful open air Concerts given

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y. each evening by ‘the orchestra add 
This favorite place of resort offers an greatly to the general enjoyment. The 

attractive programme the coming sea- orchestra Is under 'the management of 
son. The camp opens July 13 and the famous HalnesJfam)h’, the present 
closes August 20- Write to the seere- leader being Miss Lillie Haines, who Is 
tary, A. E. Gaston, Meadville, Pa., for only fifteen years of age. She Is a beau
programmes. tlful, splrituelle-lqpking child, and

n_________ ________ while playing seems ■inspired. Indeed,
Onset Camp-Meeting. I <]le phenomenal rapidity with which

Commences July 15, and closes Au- she has mastered tne violin would jndl- 
gust 26, 1900. For further particulars cate assistance froin the Higher powers, 
address Secretary, Onset, Mass. Tlie Mothers’ Meeting' address by

Violrchnro- Cnmn I Mrs- McCaslin waif .highly appreciatedVitnSDUig camp. an(| mai)y wish a repetition of it.
The seventeenth annual camp-meet- Lake Brady is well • supplied with 

ing of Vicksburg, Mich., will be held in musical talent this •Seasotf. Prof. Hans 
Fraser’s Grove, commencing August 3, I Metke and Frederlck Fqbrlcan are both 
and closing August 2(1, 1900, For fpr-1 exquisite performed,' the former on the 
ther Information address. Jeannette piano! ana cello; and the ‘Idtfet on the 
Fraser, Manager, Vicksburg, Kalama- violin, and Mrs. Florence Russell, of Al- 
zoo county, Mich. Hance, and Miss’Fadny her daughter,

r,nirn Rvnrlv respectively vocalist and accompanist,
iiaar uinuy. prepare the way for each lecture with

The camp grounds will be open for their sweet In’spirlpK songs. Mrs. Sadie 
picnics June 1, extending through the Herrick, also a sweet singer, sometimes 
summer. The camp-meeting opens July assists.

“Home Circle,” with encouraging edi
torials for their extension and inviting 
statements of the experiences of others, 
and herewith avail myself of that in
vitation to give you some of the ex
periences we have enjoyed in our home 
circle in this city. ,

Until very recently we have been 
meeting weekly at the beautiful home 
of Brother Markley, where six or eight, 
and not to exceed ten congenial friends 
form our circle, with the assistance of 
our little medium friend, Mrs. Inez 
Wagner, of this city, whose control Is 
“Blossom,” and whose revelations and 
phenomena are something wonderful. 
She generally gives full names, aud her 
descriptions of spirit friends are so ex
act and minute m detail that we rarely 
ever fail to recognize them, aud we feel 
very fortunate Indeed, and greatly fa
vored In having her most valuable as
sistance. She is certainly rapidly de
veloping Into one of the finest mediums 
in the West, and gives promise of - a 
great future.

At our sittings we have raps in abund
ance, table tippings, and table raising 
clear of the floor, and messages ana 
communications from the spirit friends 
of nearly every member of the circle, 
some of which I will give here.

A few years ago there was committed 
in this city one of the most bloody and 
atrocious murders that history has ever 
recorded. An old lady by the name of 
Matson, living alone, w1113 brutally and 
foully murdered In he»' home, in a most 
cruel manner, by sofne unknown per
son. Shortly thereafter a young mu
latto by the name of Frank Nevils was 
arrested charged with the crime. In 
connection with other attorneys I de
fended him, and the first trial resulted 
in a hung jury, but at his second trial 
he was convicted, and shortly there
after committed suicide in jail,

To the time of sitting in this circle I 
had always believed in, and stoutly 
maintained his innocence, believing he 
was the victim of a conspiracy and was 
offered up as a sacrifice to appease the 
clamoring of an outraged community, 
that must needs have a victim.

On the evening I speak of, however, 
"Blossom,” tne medium's control, turn-I-

With Theology
A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.

By ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Oflice.

In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 
could not find in the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To tlie Student it is indispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
community. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas ia 
Science.

“The magnum opus of the eminent ex-President of Cornell plants a new 
and notable milestone along the highway of ever-advancing human thought 
The work is the masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral cowardice. It is a definite statement of where the best thinkers of tip 
world now stand in the religio-scientific conflict. It is clear, honest, brave, 
and must be given a place among the great books of the year,”—Chisago 
Tribune.

“The most valuable contribution that has yet been made to Ijb history 
of the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that have 
alarmed timid Christians, but, os Mr. White shows, there was no occasion for 
alarm. The several chapters are extremely interesting, and vyhile^’b/, "sident 
White never flinches in telling the whole tenth, as he thinks science has 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldly wherever truth bids.bim come.”—Buii'alo Commercial.

“The book is written almost colloquially, and so Interestingly as to 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise us a history 
of the universe could be made, tabulated so that instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable as 
a lexicon relating to religious Controversy. It is crammed with information, 
sorted, sifted, windowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it is of 
an absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments, 
Chicago Times-Herald.

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written on 
this subject. It is able, scholarly, critical, and impartial in tone."—Boston

a

1, closing September 1. Anyone wjsh- Oscar A. Edgerly gave us four exert
ing a Lake Brady program will please ient addresses during his engagement 
write Geo. N. Abbott, Lake Brady, via I He claims no education, no knowledge 
Kept, Ohio, jot E. R. Kidd, Canton, Ohio. I even of fjie utterances ¿jfosslng his lips,

Mnnnt Plonsnnt Park Tn nnd yet ln grammar, rhetoric and ail.MOURI rieasaui rant, ia. that goes to make up a pleasing Address
The eighteenth annual camp-meeting he has few superiors. The most ro

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ markable discourses he gave were two, 
Association will be held at Mt. Pleasant one immediately following tho other, in 
Park, Clinton, Iowa, from July 29 to which a decease^ clergyman and a pro
August 26, 1900. All wishing circulars found and scholarly atheist expressed 
should write to the secretary, Stella-A. I his own peculiar views. Though both 
Fisk, 18 N. 11th street, Keokuk, Iowa, admitted they had been much modified 
Those wishing to rent tents, etc., should BmCe passing from earth life, they were 
write to John Nelson, Mt. Pleasant I still distinctly.characteristic.
Park, Clinton, Iowa. Lake Brady Is still well supplied with

The Ottawa Camp. medlumlstlc talent, two materializing 
. and two trumpet mediums; Mrs. E. W.

The Ottawa, Kansas, Spiritualist Sprague and Mrs. Ebertshauscr, both 
camp-meeting, from August 8 to August, excellent healing and business medl- 
13 Inclusive. H. W. Henderson, pres- urns, besides the famous Shepherd 
Ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Ezra Carpen- Brothers, magnetic healers, who have 
ter, secretary, Wellsville, Kans. qveraged from forty to fifty treatments

Fvoovillo Cnmn NV a day. Then we have Madam Virginie ni eu vine uauip. xv. 1. Barrett, a French psychometrlst and In
Opens July 29 and closes August 12. splratlonal artist and others.

B. L. Robinson, president, Freeville, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague are still 
N. Y. _ with us doing excellent work as speak-

ftranfl T.^/too Minh ers and test mediums.wiaud veage, Mien. | - mrs. m. m’caslin.
Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp-Meet

ing commences Julÿ 29 and closes Au
gust 26. For further particulars and 
full programmes, write to M. F. Phares 
or Geo. H. Sheets, Grand Ledge, Mich.

Belvidere Seminary.
The fall term of this Home School for 

Youths of both sexes will begin Septem
ber 24. Location healthy and beautiful. 
Adults prepared for college Or business 
by experienced and liberal teachers. Its 
art departments include music, paint
ing, mechanical drawing and-Uterature. 
Its government is based on the Golden 
Rule; its coercive force is, therefore, the, 
law of love; its motto “He that ruleth 
his own spirit is greater than he that 
taketh a city”; hence, in principle, Its 
management is opposed to. war, capital 
punishment and ¡¿justice in all the re
lations of life. Spiritualists and all 
progressive people are cordially invited 
to co-operate with its principals in their 
efforts to sustain a liberal and harmo
nious institution for the intellectual, 
moral and spiritual education of their 
children. Terms moderate. For circu
lars address Seminary, Belvidere, N. J.

5592t

"Dlscoveryof a Lost Trail.” ByOhas. 
B.' ' Newcomb.’ Excellent . In spiritual 
suggest! venosa. Cloth, $1.50. For sale 
at this office. ■ ... •

Onset, Mftss.:
I just thought we . would waft a 

breeze from Onset to our friends in Chl- 
„ . , I cage, and say to them that Onset is de
BriggS Parli, Mien. I lightful, that the weather is perfect, 

Brigs» Park Camp opens July 1 and 1111®1 the nights are cool, and the days 
closes August 19, 1900, at Grand Rap- lust right to make It .ail ideal place to 
ids, Mich. Program cheerfully mailed spend your vacation. The management 
to any address received on postal card I are doing ail In their power to present 
to Thos J. Haynes, secretary, 389 West- I the best philosophy add phenomena to 
ern avenue, Muskegon, Mich. - the public, and it is appreciated by 

- ' . those attending the meetings. We have
Camp-Meeting at Deep Lake. I had lectures by Dr.’ G. A. Fuller, Prof. 

Tho Illinois State Spiritualist Camp- ;F Peck Mrs. Henrietta KimbaU, 
rnoptiTii? nn'piiR if'? sppond Rpnnnn I Sarali-A. Byrnes, ^iis« Carrie E. 8. WLcLlUg upcilb 1LB DLLUUU btfUoOU« al l _ , _
Deen Lake* IV, miles from * Lnkn Villa I Twinge Dr. N. F. Ravliii» Prof. ETTL ■ Wvp xauikc» ixiiico uunC villa. I _ , w - __ . n 4 ttt! txi 1
Ill., on Wisconsin Central railroad, com- 9,rifFs an<^ W c^*
menclng July 10land closing September I Mediums so far Dr. /Louis Schlesinger 
1. Those who intend to camp with ug i and Mrs. Effie L Webster.- All have 
please let us know in time so that we do“e » grand °“° ha?,a R®'
can-make preparations for you. Ad- £,ulIa!’lty unt0 Dr-, N: ,
dress G. V. Cordingley, President, 3300 Ravlin has nwakeriM thd people; he is 
Wabash avenue. Chicago, Ill. so earnest and .his Refute upoh. how he

t , t v >.• 1 became a Spiritualist was one thatIsland Lalie. M1C1J.- . touched the hearts qf all' who heard
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, Mich- him. Prof. Griggs’1 Jecttie whs an in- 

ignn, commences Thursday, July 19, and I tellectual feast, and one'could well.af- 
closes September 3. For further Infor- ford’to sit long at ¡the We. We have 
mation address the secretary,-Ella B. many noted ones To tome, and the 
Brown,' 268 Twenty-first street, De- month of August WllU'bb enjoyed by 
trol.ti Mich. ■ • those having the privilege of attending

’ vt... _ r» ’i’ n__ _ the meetings. •”1 , 1
Verona Park Camp. I Hr.A. J.MaxhaiipsfhB singer of the 

Opens June 15 and closes August 26. I camp and he is enjpyed-by all who Us- 
For programmes address Albert F. ten to him. . .
Smith, president, Bangdr, Maine. I The large steamci' colilcs In every 

t T n 1 - m Sunday and brings” largb’ crowds andLake Helen, ma. there are excursion^' every day
The Sduthern Cassadaga Camp, Lake I upon the water ih^the'steamer Gene- 

Helen, Florida, will open the first Sun- vieve. । >
day, In February, 1901. Emma J. Huff, Our conference meetings are quite a 
corresponding secretary. success, an<J are of profit, to all..

. There are many mediums upon the
NiantlC Camp. grounds—Mrs. O. B. Bliss, Mrs. All-

The Connecticut Spiritualist Cainp- bright, Mrs. Ritchie,¿Mrs. E. I. Webster 
Meeting Association, at Niantic camp- I and so many that it Is a very easy mat
grounds, Niantic, Conn; season of 1900, _ter for one t° have an opportunity to 
commencing June 25 and continuing,un- learn as to the continuity of life, 
til September 8, inclusive. For pro- The wigwam under the wise direction 
grammes address Mary A. Hatch, secre- of Mrs. M. A. Weston is doing good 
tarv South Windham, Conn. \ . They hold two meetings a day, one)for

t » n 1 n__ ■ healing In the morning, and the nfter-: LOS Angeles, Lal., .Lamp. . noon for whatever the spirit moves.
. Arrangements .have been made to The bookstore is open, and anyone 
hold a camp-meeting at Sycamore I wishing to procure g copy of or sub
Grove, Los Angeles; Call, September 2 scribe for a year for The Progressive 
to 20, inclusive. Address Elton T. Thinker can have this, opportunity at 
Brown,: secretary, 841% Si). Spring I the .camp. We hope the friends wlllre- 
Btrvet, Los Angeles, Cal ■ "y • ’spond, A.'..: . . HATCH. :

ing to me said: “Judge, here comes a 
colored man to you who is in great dis
tress. His head is bowed so low I can’t 1 
see his eyes.” I told her to get his 
name, and she replied: “He says his 
name is Nevils, Frank Nevils.” I then 
said: “Frank, I always believed, and 
do yet, that you were innocent of the 
crime with which you were charged, 
but I want to ask you tills straight
forward question, “Did you kill Mrs. 
Watson?” And much to my surprise 
and consternation, and against my own 
belief, his answer was “Yes.” I then 
said, “What did you'kill her for?”

He replied, “Money.”
I again asked, “Did you get any 

money?” and he said, “Not very much.” 
But I further insisted, asking him 
“How much? Was It as much as ten 
dollars?" .

To which he replied, “No, I only got' 
five dollars.”
I respectfully refer this Instance to 

Dr. Hudson, who claims in his “Law of 
Psychic Phenomena” that clalrvoyancy 
is nothing more than telepathy, or 
mind-reading. Yet these disclosures 
were the exact reverse of my mind, I 
believing all the time that he was inno
cent. There certainly could be no mind
reading about that, for had it been, the 
disclosures would have been the oppo
site of what they were. Remember that 
the medium through whom this was 
gotten, was not a resident of this coun
try when the crime was committed and 
knew nothing of it.

Ope more instance I desire to give 
you. with which I will close.

On the 28tb dpy of October, 1899, I 
lost by death one of the dearest little 
wives God ever gave to man. Her 
taking off wag rather sudden. I w4s 
then an Infidel, a believer In nothing 
supernatural or hereafter. I stood at 
her bedside as she breathed her last, 
the doctor on one side of me and the 
purse on the opposite side of the bed. 
She had been unconscious for more 
than a day and her eyes were closed, 
but just as site was gasping her last
breath, a most wondertul expression 
came over her features as of wonder or 
surprise. I caljed the doctor’s attention 
to it at the time and said: “Doctor, 
what doe? she see? What does she see? 
Look at that expression.”

But the doctor shook his bead, saying, 
“I don’t know.”

At one of our circles the spirit of my 
mother cqme to nie through “Blossom,” 
of course, and I asked her, "Mother, 
have you met Emma, my wife, in the 
spirit land?” and she replied, “Yes, we 
are constantly together. I stood at her 
bedside when she passed out. My arms 
were laden witli, flowers, and when she 
looked up and saw me, she looked sur
prised. Do you remember that look?”

No one present in that circle knew 
anything about that occurrence. -

To an investigator as I am, such evi
dences are simply paralyzing, and par
ticularly so when unaccompanied with 
any mercenary motives, as money 
formed no part of the consideration, and 
was no feature of the circle, only a 
small home gathering of friends, 
earnestly seeking the truth.

Topeka, Kan. J. S. ENSMINGER.

Daily Advertiser.
“A literary event of prime importance is the appearance of ‘A History of 

the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.’”—Philadelphia Press.
These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 

any address on the receipt of the price, Five Dollars. .

RELIGION
As Incaled Tjy tfye Raterial and

Spiritual UprOerse,
Including the Wonders and Beauties of the Diviner Life<

By E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D., Author if Principles of Light and 
Color, Human Culture and Cure, etc., and Dean of the

Chapteh 1, 
2, 
3. 
4.

' t
7.
8. 
9.

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14.
15. 
16.
17.
18.

FINAL

College of Fine Forces.
Existence and General Character of God. 
God as a Spirit.
The Deiflc Location and Mode of Working. 
The Nature of God.
The Deiflc Greatness and Glory.
Moral Evil and Deiflc Perfection.
Deiflc Law and Efuinan Intercession. 
How Man Helps Govern the Universe 
Creeds and Practices of Christianity. 
The Dangers of Infallible Standards. 
The Christian Bible Tested.
Religions tested by Their Fruits.
The Ethics and Religion of Nature; 
Life under the Old Religions.
Life under a Spiritual Religion. 
Death under the Old Religions. 
Death under a Spiritual Religion. 
The «Future Life.
REMARKS—The Basic Principles of Universal Philosophy and 

a Universal Religion. <
It is scholarly, philosophic, humanitarian and permeated with high 

spirituality in tone and teachings. A most excellent work on the subject— 
the work of a deep thinking and truth-loving mind. .

SEÔOND EDITION, elegantly illustrated, containing 378 pp., 12mo., 
English muslin, stamped in black and gold; price reduced to $1.00, or. if 
postpaid, $1.11; price in paper covers, 50c., or 60c. if postpaid.
. For sale at this office.

“After Her Death, The Story of a 
Summer.”. By Liliau Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and. delighted iHth this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced Ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, lead
ing the mind onward into the purer at
mosphere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
-this onlce. Price, cloth, $1.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” ‘By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc.—Price, cloth, 75 
cents. For sale at this office. ,

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, 
with music^ by C. Payson Longley. 
Price by mall, 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. -

. “Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2. 
Sweet-^ongs and music for home and 
social meetings. For sale at this office. 
Price 15 cents. . ,

"Religion as Revealed by the Material 
and Spiritual Universe.” By. H), d. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL. D« A 'compact and 
comprehensive view of the subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical aud-crlt- 
ical; facts and data needed by every 
student and especially' by every Spir
itualist. One of the very best books on 
the subject Price, reduced to $1, 
cldth; paper 50, cents. For sale at this 
office,
:"The World. Beautiful." By Lilian 

.Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Berles 1, 2, and 8, each complete in it- 
aelt Price, doth, fl per volume. For 
gale at this office. ■

« THE LflNßUflGE OF THE STARS."
A Primary Course of Lessons in Celestial Dynamics,

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT.”

' This important primary work is the first practical exposition of tbB < 
Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in their relation to man—that has yet beeij 
issued by the American press. It contains fourteen special lessons, erii. 
bracing each department of human life, in such plain, simple language that & 
child can understand the elementary principles laid dowh. And in addition 
to these lessons is an Appendix, containing a full explanation of all technical 
and scientific terms in general use upon the subject, thus forming a brief, yet z 
practical Astro Dictionary. This work is illustrated v^ith special plates. •

For Sale at This Office. Price, Fifty Cents.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
...OF...

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR...

- A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and Sew

Testament Scriptures which procs 
or imply Spiritualism/

Together with a brief hlitory of the origin of many ol 
the Important book* ot tne Bible.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART H.
Judges, Klugs. Prophets and Apostles. Comments 

on the Old ana Kew Testamints, from Joshua to Bev* 
elation. Tho comments are keen, bright spicy, full, 
of wit tho work of radical thinkers, who arc not 
ignorant of the higher criticism. Thcro is not a dull 
page. Paper, 50c. . ■ •

BY MOSES HULL.

Bible and Church Degrade Woman
By Elizabeth Cady Blanton. Comprises three ess&yf 
on The Effect of Woman Suffrage on Qucatlona or . 
Morals and Bollglon. Price Hi cents. For sale at thli 

j office. ’ _

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, J
Or The Three-fold Power of Sex. Bj* T.o!a Walsbrook» 
er. Price, 50 cents. For talc at thia office. . - »•

Much that Is in this book appeared tn an abridged 
fbrmlhaserics of nine full pages of The Proqrksb* 
its Tstskxb. These articles were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the no id of 
some kind of document for ready- reference. They 
onlr icemed to whet tho appetite for more; hcacetb» 
publication of this work.

MYTH AND MIRACLE.
One of Col. Iloht. G. Ingersoll's best lectures. Pr!c® 

5c. For talc at this officv. ' ■ .. .

publication of this work. ’ . '. । Womiaii: A Lecture Delivered to
Theauthor, Moses Hull, has written manyTolomei TnrKnn Anlw’-' : -

■ on fiplrituaUsüstlc and other themes and each one is ‘ JuattlCS vuiy» .
full Of careful Study on the subject Chosen.' Mr. ‘ Dr Mrs Dr HnlhnrL Onthii '-nmimf ntatn« Af finit in Ma Introduction ’ P? .Prc8e°\ W'o,..orHull. In Ms Introduction of this work says:

‘■Hoping that this book will icrvo to leal the people 
ontof the wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its‘sanctified’ enemies. It win not *eplke* It, but will 
use It to batter down tho walls of Christian superstl* 
tlon and ignorance. I send It out on Its ■errand of en* 
Ugbtenment with the humble prayer that it will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.”

Titk Encyclopedia of Biblical fiprarrnALisu
contains 885 napes,'beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the-author and 1* 
handsomely boundin cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work. ,
PRICE SI. POR SALE AT THIS OFFICE
PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN«

SURE SUCCESS.

..... .... ----------- — the present status oi
vornan. nhyslcaUy. mentally, morally and spiritually. 
The divine law of true hannonlal marriage, etc. 
Price, 10o. '

The Law of Correspondence Ap« 
, piled to Healing.

A course of seven practical. lessons. By W. J. 
Colville. Limp cloth, 50c. * -, .

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magio
Versus Black. l•   - — — .   —- - - — ' — — , — -

’ I By Alwyn it. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothe! 
rin story form; alms to tire a better understandinr of;

magic, buck ana white. »80 large pages. Cloth, »1.M, ~

PROGRESSION,
Or How a Spirit Advance» In Splrit-Ltte. fbo evolu
tion of nan. By Michael Faraday. Frico Wc. Foi
aale »I thia office, J ' ' "

Aralnable little work, toll of pncttctl tnitructlo» 
tn mtutereperudnliig to phyiical, mental udeplritm 
he»Uh. Worth many time« lucott. Price 10 cent*.

THE KORAN.
Commonly catted the “Alkoranof Mohammed." Th 
ttaMard Arabias or Mobammcdu Bible. Clothe 
price,»!. Tor .aleat tht. oilice. /



ROBERT OWEN,

DR. G. E, WATKINS, 
THE 

natural physician.
' The Physician can only be the servant 

or handmaid of Nature in the cure of

Disease.
In reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the offendipg causa while 

Natlii'e
Performs the cure, and therefore we 
lay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician can do 
is to act as a

- Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment is true, and believe that this meth
od is the right one, then write to-day to 

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
Sending age, sex and leading symptom. 
DR. C. 13, WATKINS, Ayer. Mass.

“Book of the New Mora 
, World.”

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE 
OF THE RATIONAL RELIGION.

(Continued from No. 557.)
“1. That all facts yet known to man 

indicate that there is an external or an 
internal cause of all existences, hy the 
fact of their existence; that this all per
vading cause of motion and change In- 
the universe, Is that Incomprehensible 
Power, which the nations of the world 
have called God, Jehovah, Lord, etc.; 
but that the facts are yet unknown to 
man winch define what that hitherto In
comprehensible Power is.

‘2. That it Is a law of Nature obvious 
to oiii beuses, that the internal and ex
ternal character of all that have life 
upon the euilh, is formed for them and 
not, by them; that in accordance with 
tills law, the internal and external char
acter of man is formed for him and not 
by him; and that the knowledge of this 
fact, with Its all-important conse
quences, will necessarily create in every 
one a new, sublime, and pure spirit of 
charity lor the convictions^ feelings and 
conduct of the human race, and dispose 
them to be kind to all that have life- 
seeing that tills varied life is formed by 
the same Incomprehensible Power that 
has created humair nature and given 
man his peculiar faculties. .

“3. That it is man’s highest interest 
to acquire an accurate knowledge of 
those cifcumstanees which produce evil 
to the human race; and of those which 
produce good; and to exert all his pow- 
eis to remove the former from society, 
and to create around it the latter only.

“4. 'i’hat this Invaluable practical 
knowledge can be acquired solely 

-through an extensive search after, truth, 
by an accurate, patient and unpreju
diced inquiry into facts as developed by 
Nature.
. "5. That man can never attain to a 
state of supertór and permanent happi
ness until he shall be surrounded by 

' those external circumstances which will 
train him, from birth, to feel pure char
ity and sincere affection toward the 
whole of his species—to speak the truth 
only, on nil occasions—and to regard 

. with a merciful and kind disposition all 
that has life. .

“6. That such superior knowledge 
. and feelings can never be given to man 

under those institutions of society 
which have been founded on the mis,v 
taken supposition that man forms his 

. feelings and convictions by his will, and 
. therefore, lias merit or demerit, or de

serves praise or blame; or reward or 
, punishment for them.

“7. That under institutions formed in 
accordance with the Rational System of 
Society, this superior knowledge, and 
.these superior dispositions, may be 

. given to the whole human race, without 
chance of failure except in case of or- 
ganie disease.

“8. That in consequence of this supe
rlor knowledge, and these superior dls- 
positions, the contemplation of Nature 

. will create in every mind feelings of 
high adoration, too sublime and pure to 

. be expressed In forms or words, for that 
Incomprehensible Power which acts in 
and through all Nature, everlastingly 

. composing, decomposing, and recompos
ing tlie material of the universe, pro- 
during the endless variety of life, of 
mind, and of organized form-

"9. That the Practice of the Rational 
: Religion 'will therefore consist in pro

moting to the utmost of our power, the 
well-being and happiness of every man, 
woman and child, without regard to 
their.class, sect, party, country, or col
or; and its worship, in those inexpress
ible feelings of wonder, admiration and 
delight, which, when man is surround
ed by superior circumstances only, will 
naturally arise from the contemplation 

.of the infinity of space, of the eternity 
< of duration, of .thei order of the ufii- 

verse and of that. Incomprehensible 
-.Power by which the atom is moved, and 

... the aggregate of Nature is governed.” 
. < (To be continued.)
iC. H. MATHEWS. 

.New Philadelphia, Ohio. . .

TESTIMONIAL.

B. F. Poole:—
, • 43 Evanston Ave., Chicago, Ill.:.

Your, melted ' pebble spectacles are 
wonderful. Lean see to thread a fine 
needle and can read with comfort, and 
my eyes are - getting stronger. Your 
clairvoyant system of fitting Is perfec
tion.. I am, your frlend,

' MRS. L. E. MARTIN.
. Blairsville, Pa. ‘ . . , .

. For ten cents we will send by mall, a 
4-oz package , of my Magnetized Com
pound, for sore or weak eyes. Once 
need you will not be without It. Ad
dress B. F. POOLE & CO.,

43 Evanston avenue, Chicago, lllf

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted free. All In excess 
of ten Hues will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per Une. About seven 
words constitute one Une.] .

Passed to the higher life frojn his 
home in Lynn, Mass., July 23,1900, Mr. 
M. V. B. Stevens. He was a charter 
member of the Lynn Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation, and Its vice-president. Funeral 
services were conducted by Miss Lizzie 
Harlow. He leaves a widow who fully 
realizes the comfort and consolation to 
be found in the spiritual belief.

; A. A. AVERILL.

Passed to spirit life, at opr home, near 
Evansville, Ind., July 20, 1900, Cora 
Ellenora, infant daughter of George and 
Louisa Schmitt,.at the tender age of 4 
months and 10 days. Though it is sad 
to part with the mortal, yet we know 
that it is only temporary, and our loss 
is the spirits gain. •

FRANK L. SCHMITT.
Evansville, Ind. .

Passed to the higher life, from her 
home in Ottawa county, Mich., July 19, 
Marla C. Fellows, wife of J. M. Fellows, 
aged 74 years. Mrs. Fellows was a pio
neer in the cause of Spiritualism, hav
ing embracejl it forty-three years ago. 
Her fidelity to her religion, her kindly 
charity to any one in need, and her un
faltering trust in the highest meaning 
of Spiritualism, were well known, and 
with this knowledge of the beyond she 
welcomed death, and passed on with
out a struggle. 'Mid a profusion of 
flowers we laid her body away as she- 
would have wished. She leaves a de
voted husband and six children to 
mourn her physical absence. Her four 
sons acted as pall bearers. Mrs. Aman
da Coffman, of Grand Rapids, ofliclated. 
She paid a tender tribute to the de
ceased and In a touching manner gave 
consolation to the mourners, teaching 
that death was but a birth into a higher 
Ml’e. . . A. L. O.

Again, on the 26th ujt., at the family 
residence, No. 2817 Columbus avenue, 
Minneapolis, the medium family of Mr. 
P. J. Dempsey, has been called to 
mourn the passing away of another, In 
the person of the lovely daughter, Miss 
Marie, aged 22 years (the third within 
one year and four months; consisting 
.of the .mother and two daughters; all of 
Wftom .were mediums). By request of 
the deceased, ber remains were cre
mated at Forest Crematory, on Satur
day, July 28. Many friends were In at
tendance. Services were conducted by 
Mrs. Whitwell and Mrs. Sauer, and 
while standing by the remains at the 
crematory, the spirit of the deceased 
controlled the latter lady, and spoke 
words of cheer and comfort to~the fam
ily and friends. Having known de
ceased from her childhood days, I ean 
speak from personal knowledge of her 
great worth to the -Cause, and that the 
many who through her mediumship 
have been led to embrace the grand' 
truths of the spiritual philosophy, will 
greatly miss the genlgl companionship 
of this faithful sister.

St. Paul, Minn.
M. T. C. FLOWER.

Another one of our members has 
gone on to spirit life, In the person of 
Mr. Jonathan S. Rubicam, of Denver, 
Col. He passed over on May 24, of 
Bright’s disease, aged 89 years In 1894 
Mr. Rubicam was largely instrumental 
In forming the present society known as 
the Liberal Spiritual Society, and has 
boen a trustee ever since. The society 
feels his loss, as be was such a great 
help every way to. the society., The 
members all turned out in a body, with 
emblems, in appreciation of his noble 
deeds In behalf of humanity. The tem
ple was filled with sympathetic friends' 
who listened to the consoling words as 
given by the guide of Rev. W. E. 
Mansfield. xy.

Denver, Colo. ' '

,Passed to the higher life, from his 
home near Sunfield, Mich., July 25, Dr. 
George W. Lusk, aged 70 years. He was 
one of the old ploneenj.ln the spiritual 
field; a good lecturer and a grand 
healer; a kind and sympathetic friend; 
a loving husband and father. He left 
the world better for his having lived in 
ft. He was a member of the G. A. R., 
also the Odd Fellows. Both societies 
attended the funeral in a body. He 
leaves a faithful wife and loving 
daughter to'mourn his loss.

MRS. HATTIE REEDER.

OUR PREMIUMS.
There are many Spiritualists who

know a good thing when they see It. 
There are others, however, who do not 
seem to realize what is going on 
around them, and therefore miss m,any 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding. Vol. 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life In 
the Spirit World is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
Should be! In every family In the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not. 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death In Its 
multifarious phases; in fact you can
not find in all the libraries of the world 
as valuable information in regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you In these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and are an ornament to any 
library. Volume 3 Is furnished at 25 
cents, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes, when or
dered In connection with a yearly sub
scription to The Progressive .Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. The aggregate' cost of 
the three books to jhe trade Is $4.50, 
Xt this price, these, three books ought to 
be "In every Spiritualist family.-

The Progressive Thinker Is the first 
Spiritualist paper to inaugurate the Di
vine Plan—a portion of the profits of 
the office returning to subscribers . In 
valuable books. . . . .

“Orlg[n of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the ,'Spirit 
from’ Matter Through ’ Orgauij pro. 
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows ” 
By Michael Faraday,. Price 10 cents 
For sale at this office. '

“Poems of Progress," By Lizzie 
Doten. In/thls volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively-to severe.” It Is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

. "Heliocentric Astrology or Essentials 
of Astronomy and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables’of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1910.” By Yarmo Vedrà, For sale at 
this office. Price, $1.50.
"The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic, science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis orna
ture.- Scholarly, masterly, ‘trenchant. 

"Price 25’cents. For sale at this office.

WSfflS ffl®
Marvelous Has Been the 

Success of This Well
Known Healer in Cur 
ing Chronic and 
Obstinate Cases.

If Sick Read His Liberal Offer,

Then Consult Him and 

Be Healed. J. M. PEEBLES, A/M., M. D„ PH.D.

tUouelnd“ onioVe w'lwm n “ha“ cured”i'/tef’ tlio^Se.c'loSlfi pby“Sbud“ r“n 8?llolt?d ‘«‘ImoiiUls from 

uate of th“lKtmJd“j«TcXg1e« of“tlde CTUuwy.’butÄus^ounrel'd H "T "uly,a gr“d’

bl. advice and counsel Is sought uftor uo only !K? cbroniJSvLi tlra,U8 “r0,u',1' tl,e world- “nd “>-d«ytroubles, but also by many physicians us well. lrultl“v“lldh’ who have learned his ability to cure these 
on Jof 1thorgr“a“ätaid iS wSflul ’of all ±1'57 W*.°' ‘I10 Sc,lJnr<!'
and euflerlng than any other aueuev ever «ikcnvAVAri11 n« lin 0Be wLt.vh 1b destined iodo inure for the elck century, and Is ro day“¿ouslder “d by tte Ä “'.L1'18 eubJm,,or >“lf »
You should read bls late essay on this subject entitled “rhe e“fe !?° 1’Whlc living,
h. will scud you free of cost with tliu dSsls If vou deslrot1. 5 Ä?1;1““’ Iu ‘ 1° Arl ot Heiillug,” which 

.which niuy be developed by all. Tho learned ohvsd<-llinÄ V.aiv6,8,^ 10,ur,iclf of tills wonderful power 
the J.umai body UkS au Aspeu boik-.’l'i ur.‘dlÄh dX‘Äo ro8d
All that 1b uecesBujy for you to do to receive a conwlefe aiui«S. t« ?il u y «° ?Id of thl8 0CeuH science.

«^»/„“e'tlr 11,6 01 «ostrmoSi?Ä«

U tPobffilnoSnWtbbOe dr?g»WS?^FtYb[1ra.,1b(i,8e8| of trouWo
relief, the patient gradually grows worse and tlie case becomes as’thev reJ.u? Y1',lh“t, *“‘t<lad of getting 

. poor epiferer receives that awful sentence, "Your ease Is hoi £s“? win n!1o” u!ld 8t 188t tbo 
KUs*^.»?u»^
reM^d.’sLVLI''’'-111 W8w“d88i“>8bb>b88Ä

»•ÄÄei»

of his pMleuta, "seem as If tb.y would almost ralsu the dead •> , fi'“.1,11“ tre«tments.” says ono
ÄÄÄ ‘ein

a cure. This he can do, and II win cost you nit o"e ceu’to test’lt“f and *ltllou< doubt who have been given up beyond hope, ho will d’egnosi ill ?..es free if r?> 0“““"enee In those
you to write the Doctor au honest Jotter, giving ffi ywr owrnirillnu ¿E11 “““ ‘“J,»Wired Is for
tom. If you Win do this, he will re uru you'dlagnos’ilat“iuc e andwilliis,> i S,?’.?,.’’iVllilc.*dl"e 8yDlp’ log your case. A letter ot advlee from tblii great aud t?ueYnhva rfli? w ;n.^ffe1cl“1I“dvleli oouo?ru- 
rellevlugtho sulTorlng of Ills fenow-iiiemdrlves back the <5öSdor iö >!',88 bcen devoted to
into the chronic Invalid’« darkened iky ‘ tÜ° clouü oi <‘ebPa,r snd cornea like a ray of euüBhlne

Address Dr. J. M. Peebles, Rattle Creek, Mich.
Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 

Chicago.
Baud of Harmony, auxiliary to the 

Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel.Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three 
o’clock. The ladles bring refreshments; 
supper served at six o'clock. Evening 
session commences at a quarter to 
eight Questions Invited from the au
dience, and answered by the guides of 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton. Always an interest
ing programme. All are welcome.

Church of the Spirit Communion 
will hold meetings In Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. m., conference and tests; 
8 p. m„ lecture by J. K. Hallowell; tests 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are In-

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds ” 
By Abby A. Judson,, This book la ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bogles with universal nature 
aud their soffls. with the higher Intelli
gences, to cqnie Into closer connection 
with thejpuj-er realms of the spirit 
world. It Is written In the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 

I Judson's literary works. Price, cloth 
¡$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 
1 office.

vited, Good'music and seats IJree.
Spiritualistic services will be’held ev

ery Sunday afternoon at 2:45 p. m.( 
1453, N. Springfield avenue. Tests at 

.4 o’clock prompt. Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
medium.

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 and 296 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests In telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor.

The Gross Park Spiritual Society 
meets at 1785 N. Hoyne avenue, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock.

The South Chicago True Spiritualist 
Society meets every Sunday evening at 
7:30 at 8927 Exchange avenue, instead 
of Eigenman’s Hall.

The, Englewood Spiritual Union So
ciety meets every Sunday at Forbes’ 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought and medi- 1 
urns of note in charge.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. ■ 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. ■William Lindsey.
' Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave- 
■nue, every Sunday afternoon at 8 
o’clock. ■

The Chicago Liberal Society Is a non- ' 
sectarian association for the encourage
ment of morality, the promotion of edu
cation, the acquisition and dlssemina- 
tlon of knowledge, and the Inculcation 
of truth in the place and stead of error 
and superstition. 'The Temple services ' 
of the society are held every Sunday . 
morning at 11 o’clock In Corinthian
Hall, Masonic Temple, 17th- floor, and 
are in charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
You are cordially invited to attend the 
same. ' .

The Avenue Spiritualists Society will 
meet at 2979 Wabash avenue, corner 
30th street, every Supday afternoon at 
2:45 o'clock. Harry J. Moore, pastor.

Harmony Society services Sundays 
and Thursdays at 7:3O p. m. Class for 
soul culture, Wednesdays at-2:30 p. m. 
Teacher Lydia Sholdlce.

The Progressive Spiritual Society will 
■hold a meeting each Sunday at North 
avenue and Burling street, at 3 p. m. 
German and English speaking. Mrs. 
Hilbert assisted by Mr; Bej-nbart.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public balla. '

.Bear In iuind that only meetings held 
in public halls will be announced under 
the above head. We have not space to 
keep standing notices of meetings held 
at private residences. :

•GLUMES 1, 2 and 8 of the Ency- 
pedia of Death, and Life In the 
Spirit World, Art Magic, Ghost 
Land, The. Next World Inter
viewed, and the Occult. Life of 

Jesus . (Including,the Hull-Covert 
Debate) constitute' our premium

list. Those seven books have been on 
sale, costing the buyer in the aggregate 
$10.75; We, after paying the' postage 
and expense of mailing, realize only 
$1.50 for the seven—far less than cost 
to.uB, We desire to form the nucleus 
of a library in every Spiritualist, home, 
hence this remarkable offer. By sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
you then have the privilege of purchas
ing these books at the premium prices. 
See terms on another page.

“Talmagean Innjutles, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies, asy Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DhWltt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’sWt-repeated 'attacks 
upotr .Spiritualism.” By Moses - Hull 

. For sale at this; office. Price ten cents.

OUR MOTTO
To Do All the Good We Can,

Mis. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Who is so widely known as one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL HfALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case

REQUIREMENTS:-
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address. 4

SEND TO

Mrs, Dr. Oobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. MAGGIE WfllTE
ky mall. «LOG. Business advice a specialty,

804 S. Crouse aye., Syracuse, N. Y. 55btf

DON’T READ THIS.
bVinptom to direct, mid locates all Internal diseases 
los vino. M"“ iOU' Ner'ou‘ cxbaustlon and lost Iigors.f botb.sexes successfully treated, as bun- 
Smidr8«n“u tc.8 i,y'. 6end uunie> aSa, sex, complexion 
ZteS1?. " a'!d receive a correct diagno
sis of, our cnse free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L LOUCKS, 
Dock Box 7, Btoncham, Maas.

NEW DREAM BOOK.
1,000 Dreams and their interpretation: nrlco 25 

cents: sent by mail on receipt of' price. In coin or 
atainpB. AddrcBaDR, H. GREER, Maywood, III, 556tf

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
lain. -

KiR^Qr<irlendvB’ y?u can greatly help me care for my 
at ^®.aDte Webb, one ofthoearliestme- 
fHcnd ¿»id <?? iorm’ Writing a letter to a finirit 

S<e 1110 wIttl •h' aud I will try and get 
independent writing or whispers. Address 

Annie Lord Ohamberltln, Milford, Mass. 531tf

A . W2’ PSYCHOLOGIST AND ASTROLOGER. mt-A1 r#ftu< D£’ 1° ceuli oud stamp. By mall only 
Ghe date of birth. 62 So. Broadway, Aurora, III. 55a

Geo. F. Pei'kinstEmaline Perkins, 
Platform and Private Test Mediums, 8558 Cottacc 
Grove ave.. flat 14,Chicago. Circles Friday. Readings 
Q81iy'________ ______________ M9tf

JjiUTSPiNNEF 
.r?r^nb-exSln^ft^0118 un^ iree diagnosis of all who 
are sick. Send name, p. 0, address, age and leadimra?d 1 ?.,n «lve y^acVrefuloUTift

»u.tvJeiOf yo/r d!,eufle and ibe chances tdr a cure 
been forty-three years lu practice. I nuw 

£7ioiliie Kee<! c,»y bRu1iarluni. with a staff of eight 
i?»nnhitti8* ? 80 have a Lying-in-Hospital. Send for 
piNh '■ y m qnebfi<I“! .*•!; Ai1,111;““011 ran|1 w a b. oi IN ALY, M. D., Reed City, Mich, 559tf

The Religion of Spii'ituaUsm7~

«gr«na and noble man. Price »1.00. '

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES 
# Tlie studenta-of-this College represent four com 
tlnents, and many of them are physicians, medical 
professprb, or clergyinen. irudaon Tuttle, the well- 
relink W8, fP“»« “Au In.tltuto 01relined therapeutics, which is fast becoming of worlds

fW0»’ ftn < attruct,u* «tudents from many coun 
EJA e?act. fiClcnoe, aud includes the

?*• , chemical, dolar, aud spiritual
forces which underlie everything. Its course can be 
taken at home, dud a diploma conferring the title of 
D. M. (Doctor of Magnetics) granted.*' Send stamp 
for catalogue. •-/

A cheaper audshnplq? ACADEMIC COURSE has 
been established for those who do not wish to take 
the more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 
new- and beautiful methods of Nature, which are 
Ju™.rrHl ural and uPi»ulld. AddressE.D.BAB- 
Tn£J,nM«P”I/L'1)-I)cuu* 08 NoHU Third St., San 
Jose, California. 555

OR. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty year« hot treated and cured the rick In all 
parts of the United State« aud Canada. Thousand« 
nave been cured after being given up to die. Hl« 
psychic power« are uuequuled, as his cures prove. 
Talk doesu c prove anything. Facts are proof. He 

d!.6CBae« °f men, such a« loss of manhood, 
debilitating losaea causing nervous exhaustion, Send 
name, age, sex, lock of hair, 6 cts lu stamps, for a di
agnosis. Address,

DB. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D„
85 Warren sL, Stoneham. Musi.

An1hterest- 
lus treatlsd on

KfiM^’The Hlaaett 
i Forces of 

, Mimi and Life
JK Prlce 25 centi. Clr-, 

i.uhiri freo. URIEL 
BUCHANAN, Dept.
P. T. Box 21(1, Chi- 
caco. 111. 657

M1m’mnUC1iLii D o LOPX> TRANCE MEDIUM. 
“H- ^lttlnga dally. Sealed. letter« answered 2822 Cottage Gj-ovo ave„ Flat 7, Chicago, in Cr° Mg a 

jpLAJRVOYANT AND 0LAIRAUD1ENT m» 
< UIm Three question« answered and trial read- 
Ml8°rM0,E bCOMNVTi ia!rSU“iWC1’ 8ge 8Ud 6ejc to wiJ COMhELL, 703 Duluth ar., fit. Paul. 
juiun’__________________________ 569
Myself cured, I will gladly inform any ope addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
or Cocaine, of a never-failing harmless Home Cure. 
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin. R Q. Box 1812. Chicago, Ill,

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
?iT8„&11£)n!l80,8.t0m“c11' Hver and kidney diseaset 
alio constipation. Asure cure for that tired, wwn-oul 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist yoursyetem to health 
L?thP^tiroirnb00OOd- Sufflcl0“t qu*nUt)r iorjlne

Compound for sore eyes or poor eyoiight. Has been need and praised by thousands In all parts of the world. Sent for 6) ceuti 
or all three sent postpaid tor »1.00, with Yarma's 
photo and Instructions how to live 100 years.

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lostvlslon. Write for Illustrated Circulars 

•bowlug styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yarma 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes In your own home as If you ware In my 

'»«*'>’. Send stamp for photo.B. F. POOLE & CO., 48 Evanston av.. Chicago, Ill.

MBS- HART DESIRES TO START A CHRISTIAN 
JU. Circle for development. Our object .plrltual 

aad “Pllltmeut, Thursday nights IreeiNo, 8186 Rhodes av. 559

$2-TRUMPETS-$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two and three Bec- 

tloubSb tn, high—magnetized when deslred-tt on re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A. M URRAY, 5& E. 2nd 
St., Newport, Ky. 554

"Principles of Light and Color." Bv 
E. D. Babblt[,iM. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result ¡uf years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture's finer forpesnare here gathered 
and made amenibletto the well-being of 
human}ty..'i‘kjedicabmen especially, and 
scientists, geperal-readers and students 
of occult -forcdS .will find instruction of 
great value and’inttrest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates 
Jjor sale at this office. Price, postpaid 
$5. It Is a wonderful work and vou 
will be delighted with It.

ATfiANTTfil The Antediluvian World. By 
xX AXJZXXIAAD Ignatius Donnelly. An attempt 
te demonstrate by authentic data the existence Iq the 
Atlantic Ocean of a continent known to tne ancient 
world as Atlautii. Price, «2. For «Me at this office-

TO 6/VMP-MEETING GOERS

And Spiritualists Generally Who Take nu Spiritual 
1st Papers, Greeting:

CLUBS!
We want ten.thousaud clubs 
formed In every part of the I 
United States, for which we I 
present Inducements nev- I 
er before offered by any I 
Spiritualist paper. These I 
clubs must consist of ten V 
subscribers, and each one >«■ 
will get Volume 3 of the En-' 
cyclopedia of Death; or If 
they would prefer it, they 
can have the Next World In
terviewed. They can have 
their choice of the two. 
Each subscriber In order to 
avail himself of this offer 
must pay $1.15. The fifteen 
cents, is to pay expense of 
postage and mailing, and the 
books sent out are practical
ly a gift. They are not 
cheap affairs; they are nicely 
and substantially bound In 
cloth, neatly printed In clear 
type and are ornaments to

< any center table. The con- < 
I tents are Indeed valuable, 1 
I such as every Spiritualist I 

family should have. The ag-J«/ S gregate price of these two ■
books to the trade is $2.75. Al 
To each.of-our club sub- I I 
scribers one of these books' V1 
is a gift, and when they re- X 
ceive the one of their choice I 1 

- they will be delighted with I J 
and will wonder iKnvwe 

can afford to do- so much for them 
The one who gets up the club will be 
entitled to The Progressive Thinker for 
-one year, an<i;VoM3 of the Encyclope
dia of Death,rands Life in the Spirit 
Spirit World, hnd tflso the Next World 
Interviewed. He iSill not only get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year, blit 
both books. He ghts what is equiva
lent to $3.75 for his trouble. There 
should be noÆfficffity whatever in get
ting up hundyfeds of clubs.

Volume 3 .of tlie Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World 
will not only interest Spiritualists, but 
church members will be attracted to it. 
The Rev. M. Jt Savage, a leading lib
eral divine of NewÉYork, leads off with 
several of hiss, masterly productions, 
treating Death from an advanced 
standpoint. Hte is ¡followed by leading 
Spiritualists who ¡treat of Death In a 
philosophical find [fascinating manner.

The Next Wdrld interviewed is also a 
very excellent work. The . plates of 
this book were donated to the office of 
The Progressive Thinker by Henry J. 
Horn; It consists of communications 
from the spirit side of life from leading 
minds there. Fifty_-fivc communica
tions are given by prominent person
ages, among them Prince Albert, Har
riet Martineau. Judge Edmonds. Horace' 
Greeley,-Lord Lytton. Fannv Fern. Dr 
Livingstone and the Czar of Russia.

Now is the. time to get up

LIBS.

Äug. H, 1004

G. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

Gifted Psychic.
Obsession Cured.

Special Attention Given to

Nervous Ailments.
Astonishing Cures of Disease, 

Physical and Mental, 
Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
•$1.00 and two stamps.

For correot diagnosis of disease 
send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

never known a more competent, reliable wJitlSff« medium for the Spirit-world than Onil! 
waller Lynn. Jog, Rodes BuuhanaN.

- Address, 1017 Castro st., 
' Oakland, Call.

YOUB.FUTURE SSli'er^ililON  ̂
87 Opera Houie Block, Denver, CoL S From |1 $0. ’

INFINITE INTELLIGENCE;
OR THE GOD QUESTION, 

BY H. L. CHAPMAN.
Thin highly valuable work contains the Declaration 

of Principles as adopted at Chicago.
Tbrr. articles that have appeared la the liberal 

LJ request PaMr8’ ‘“‘,1 ure>,laMd lu U>l. pamphlet
The Argument of Design lu Nature.
The God of Genesis, or Infinite Intelligence.
Soliloquy by the Innulie.
It will pay every Spiritualist to have one. Price 

lb cents each, or 12 for M cents, by mall post paid. 
Ready for delivery about August 15, Order now, ~

Address H, L. C11APM AN, Marcellus, MI9I1. 560

Discovery uf a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWQOMB, 

Author of “All’s Right with the World.’’ Cloth 27 
P®.!»®1, Newcojfib made a distinti success wit 

AH • Right with the World," which continues in tn 
front rank of tbo Metaphysical books that are now i 
popular. Thereat ndmberwho bave jeéncbeerd 
and strengthened by him will welcome another qm 
by th.s wise teacher whose tfords of help are doing! 
much to nake the world bettir by making meli affi 
women better able to understand and enjoy 1L

‘‘Discovery of a Lost Tfcail”
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
ealledllfe. hdY grand In its scholarly simplicity. If 
will be In demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price «1.50. Forsaléàt 
this office. ‘

If you are a Spiritualist and read no Spirit
ualist paper, then, of course, you cannot know 
what is going on in our movement. To you it 
is midnight darkness in that one respect, how
ever wise you may be in other directions. The 
Progressive Thinker, being the largest Spiritual
ist paper published, combining cheapness and 
excellence, it will be a splendid agent to keep1 ...........
you apprised of what is transpiring in the great 
Spiritualistic Danse. - Thousands of Spiritualists Ilt8 7 “peee 
who attend our camp meetings, take no Spirit-
w I w A ______ fill _ *11 I 1 . .

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Reiearobos and Discoveries. Bj 
Win. and Elizabeth M. F. Deuton. A marvelous 
work. Though concise asateiit book It Is as faiclffi 
a ting as a work of notion. The reader will bo amfiliq 
to see the curious facts here combinedin suftWtoi 
this power of the human mind, which will risoWci 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
as day, and throw light on all subjects now obscured 
by time. Price II .50. For srIo at this office.

In three volumes, cloth bound, g 1.50 each.

JESUS, MAN,
Medium, Martyt.

y rapii
£. Loveland.Huasop

<JVl)l)ll)u Tuttle, Moses Bull, 
L R. Buqhanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M, 

ili—and wbat thè spiri
'y

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.

Ä’
Mi.'

■$.

ualist paper. They will go there to have a spir
itual feast, and then return home to remain in 
utter darkness and ignorance as to what is going 
on in our ranks throughout the world. We ask 
this classjai-ticularly to subscribe for The Pro
gressive Thinker, and thus have their homes il
luminated throughout the year.

We.don’t believe that more than one Spirit-

a Spiritualist paper. We greatly desire to reach 
this class. We are sure'The Progressive Think
er will be a benefit to them while they will be a 
benefitto us.~ The benefit derived will be re
ciprocal. . - -

TÄLMAGEAN INANITIES.014 ;Te8t"ÄS Comically
Incongruities, Inconsistencies

and Blasphemies.
A review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank De

Witt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks upon Spiritual
Ism. By Moses Hull. For sale at this office. Price 
10 cents.

atett wce-boir41'Mi cioti*’

do book settles the questMh or not, II 
--------------- 1 eminently entertaining, kna brlnHttf 
gotber a mass of evidence to establish the nlsunicu 
character of J ‘sub. a large volume, cloth. tltCh. rot 
tale at this office.

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

Thll work will be found csp ¡dally Interesting to eg 
who would desire to make a study of Bomahlfm sad 
the Bible. The historic faotu stawi, and the keen, 
loathing review of Romish Ideas and pgaotdoMahouid «readxy alt Price, 25c. Sold at tbu ^oe.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker's Inter, 
national Congress. Chicago, HL, October, 1893. By 
Bosau H. Wlxon. Price, 10c.

STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Davis, A rosary of pearls, culled 

rr?m the works of Andrew Jackson Davis. Intended 
Tor the light and solace of every sorrowing vid 
stricken heart. Price SO cents. For «ale at tbU ofleo»

STRIKE OF A SEX.
By George N. Miller. Dealing with the populado, 
qnestìon. Paper, 25 centi. For sale at this office.

Cliildren’s Progressive Lycenm.
A manuel, wlth direction, for the trganlxatlon and 

management of Sunday achoola. Byindrew Jackson 
Daria. Bomethlnu IndlspcniaMè. Pr.cc 50 ccnta. •

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS, 

Or Sex In Religion. By Eliza Burt Gamble. 'Till a 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduces 
at. times curiously from statistics which might be 
open to donbi; and never tor a moment scnsatloualur 
revolutionary.—Chicago Herald. 829 pages, large 
type, cloth bound,. Price 12.25. For sale at this office

MEDIUMSHIP,-
_ A chapter of experiences, by Mrs. Marla M. King. 
.Price 10c. For sale at this office. . -

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BYS. WEIL,

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays. ’

Br*dWIi. the .terror hlallf. H t°14 hy himself, and the history or bls parliament 
tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, We. p*ru“roett

The Ollier World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.

No. 1, New White Cross 
- Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In this vol time the author, tn the thirty-nine 

chapters, dlicusm a wide variety of «ubjecte per. 
taming to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic standi 
point. Sne evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and fine literary stria, and

-IN THE—

PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

ReaulU of recent scientific research regarding th( 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From the German of '

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNliR, 
Author ot •'Force and Vatter," Essays on Nature ud 

Bcience," "Physlojoglcal Pictures,” "BULeo-
। tares on Darwin,” Eto.

‘The great mystery of existence consists In perpet* 
utl and uninterrupted change. Everything is fmmof* 
tai and Indestructible—tho smallest worm as well al 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grata or the water drop a« well as the highest being tn 
creation, man and bls thought«. Only the fotffia in 
which being manifests itself uro changing; but Belmt 
itself remains eternally tbo same and -imperiihablfc 
when wo die we do not lose ourselves, but only out 
Personal consciousness. We live on In nature, ui otif 
raci% in our children, In our deeds, in our thoughts— 
in short, In the entire material and physical contribu* 
’f in which, duringour i.hort personal existence, we 
l'*ve furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
GHure In general.”—Buechner.

One vol., jkist 8vo.. about S&Opaffeft doth, |1.

A. Schopenhauer Essays.
• Translated by T.B. Saunders. Cloth, 75c. .

-■ moth, u.iL' • :• Paper. 50 cent».
t.’P“'8 P11 WOT.k of K«« value, written by one of the 
keenest, most powerful .end most truly rellrloui 
x¥nflA°.f the particularly a work which
•bould bo pnt Into the hands of those who have freed 
-themselves from the dogmas of orthodoxy, and from

■ • V ■ __ ' ■ * ■ 1 ' ' ■ ■
^ZUGASSENTS DI8CQYEBY. -

“ _ nnf *4 lia .. . * • .... .

poinu one evince« tne powers or a trained thinker. CONTENTS—The Wisdom of UM- (tawii «nA site «¡saiaa“«» si SKS"5™ 

wen-handled wlthconcIsoncM and yet ■with clearness I i°no.8J'“.
I t win prove a rich addition to any Bptotnallst'e !
H5W.“*» mo.t excellent book tor eny.one seek-;
tngtoformatlontoneerntngSpMttaUm«adit.teach. ■

For Sale at thh Offioe. -  - - _ — . '

“Schopenhauer 1b one of tne few philosopher« who ' 
can be generally understood without a commentary.
Alibis tbcopies claim to bo.drawn direct from i.ctb, ,
to be suggested by observation, and to interpret th© .
worldai It 16; and whatever vldwhe takes, helicon» '

«treagthen tue con,lotion of th« ft»«
•nd len.la are not tbo whole of Ilf

The chapter« reveal a new metUi ta
iplrltgai-raaearcli. They ahow vtvM Ie and oft

« th,
THE RELATION 
SS*

étant tn- his appeal to the experience of common life. 
This characteristic endows hit style with a freshneli 
and vigor which would be alffcult to match In the 
phUoiophlcO writing of any country, and Im^oBiIblà 
in that of Germany.—Translate*. .

For sale at this office.

A. P. A. MANUEL.
A Complete expos« of the principles and objects of 

the American Protective Auociatfbn. A book for an 
patriotic American dtiiena. Price 150, or two for 
26 cents. For sale at this effloe. - ■'••-.'(
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The scientist distinguishes “live” mat
ter from what he calls .“dead" matter. 
So long as atoms and molecules have 
not found the mates with whom they 
can settle down permanently, and go to 
housekeeping, they contain a certain
amount of unexpended energy which is 
at tlie service of Homo as soon as he has 
learned how to utilize it, This Is called 
“live'’ matter to distinguish It from 
molecules that have blended into pri
mary rocks, etc., and in a myriad com
binations have squandered their energy, 
usually in the form of heat, eons before 
map and beast struggled for life on our 
little planet. As such combinations 
have nothing left of their original cap
ital, they can yield no more energy than 
is newly imparted to them by Nature 
or man. Such matter is therefore 
counted as “dead” matter.

As the writer has Insisted that there 
can be no such thing as “dead” matter, 
It is well for the student reader to stop 
for a moment at this point, and assure 
himself of the truth of such an asser
tion. It is not quite enough to fall back 
on Ego, and say that as he is alive, and 
himself an atom, blending intelligence, 
energy and matter into his oneness, 
therefore every gathering of atoms 
must Itself-surely contain and express 
life. The shrewd scientist will reply 
that all he means by “dead" matter is 
the blending of molecules Into a form 
which yields him no energy he does not 
himself first put into it. Such molecules 
have used up their surplus energy In 
the process of mutual attraction, and 
are, therefore, dead to him. He is quite 
willing to concede and believe that the 
atoms in that molecule are still in mo
tion, and that they are moving freely in 
apace, no matter how solid the molecu
lar gathering may seem; but they ex
hibit no energy he can control or com
pel to bis service. So they are really 
“dead” to him. and have usually been 
cremated long before'he was ready to 
attend the funeral. ■

Tills has.therefore become a question 
of fact. The writer accepts the issue 
ns such, and now_proposes to prove 
that a molecule is no more dead than 
the atoms of which It is composed. It 
may have to appeal to a different fac
ulty of Homo, but that Is all the change 
possible to intelligent atoms,' eternal in 
active existence, because Children of 
'the divine.

There Is a point In vibratory action up 
to which' 'Ego appeals only to the sense 
of hearing. When Ego becomes silent 
to that organ the scientist does not call 
the human form dead, because he 
knows that at a certain point of in
creased movement the vibrating atom 
will be recognized by another faculty 
called “sight.” But when sight be
comes blind, and the machine that 
grasps vibrations beyond sight has also 
lost Its power, It Is then that the scient
ist scratches a boundary line, and says 
“thus far,'"and no further.” He thus 
marks the line at which physics is seen 
gasping for breath. Here, for a brief 
hour, we must leave the belated phys- 
iclst, and enquire If Homo has a faculty 
that can recognize movements In mat
ter which are beyond the limit of his 
live senses. This, as we have said, is a 
simple question of fact. If matter offers 
intelligence to the investigator outside 
and beyond the limit of the physicist 
then it. is without warrant that he calls 
It “dead.”

Here is a speck of lava composed of 
molecules that have done their work 
for the physicist, and have been ere
mated by their own fierce energy, trans
muted into heat. For the. scientist that 
speck is dead. He declares it contains 
no lesson for him other than the wasted 
expenditure of its energy that has left 

. it lifeless. But other students of nature 
have discovered that the speck of lava 
has kept a faithful, record of its own 
experiences, and will tell its tale to the 
proper mortal sense, through mortal 
faculty, if one be unprejudiced enough 
to listen. Intensely Interesting were! 
those experiments described by the tal
ented Denton In his work entitled Soul 
of Things. They were records of 
little journeys beyond the boundary 
scratched by, the College physicist, and 
thus it Happens that Homo’s possession 
of a sixth sense remains even »yet-un
known to the great world of science. 
The point for us herein Is, that we have 
a proof, lying to hand of every un
prejudiced seeker,’ that Ego is not silent 
at the so-called “boundary,’’.but is alive 
and active, working inside the “awful 
gap” which we tpok for our text when 
recently exploiting The Size of Man. We 
therein claimed that Ego is ever alive, 
and active within the entire limit of his 
vibrations, although broken into various 
personalities by the narrowness of mor
tal sense. And here, at our very first 
step across that Imaginary boundary 
mafked “dead line” we find Ego; and 
every student can find Ego alive and 
ready to talk with Homo through a 
sense faculty Homo did’hot know he 
possessed. ’ ’ '

It Is a wonderful discovery that Ego 
. Is alive in that so-called “dead" matter, 
just as he is alive in mortal brain, and 
in every other molecular gathering in 
the universe. We have seen In a recent 
article that brain and human reason 
have been locally evolved by Ego’s ne
cessity in certain limited conditions. 
At the same time we noted that intelli
gence was just as active without brain. 
We saw that If to KNOW tie knowl
edge, then Ego as God Junior was not 
dependent on mortal brain, for even in 
earth life he withholds all Important 
processes of Homo's, organism from 
Interference by the newly evolved brain 
and human self conceit.

We have tried to watch Ego while 
posing as on inhabitant of Earth, but 
we. must explore Cosmos if we would 
hope to learn his real size. And a" most 

¡Important lesson is that mortal brain,

however needed in earth life, becomes 
Itself a barrier and a limitation when it 
would grasp details of Ego’s higher and 
fuller life history. The work before the 
student reader and the writer Is to fol
low Ego Into vibrations beyond school- 
taught mortal sense and evolved instru
ment of skilled inventor. And our task 
Is to gather facts for the trained scient
ists, many óf whom are to-day over
stepping their own boundary.

The 19th Century may wear a shroud 
woven by science, and wireless telegra
phy may echo the glory of the departed 
from shore to shore, yet intelligence can 
talk only to intelligence trained and 
disciplined to listen and Interpret. 
There must be trained intelligence at 
both ends or even wireless telegraphy 
is an unprofitable fact in nature. And 
the communications we are seeking 
with Intelligences outside and beyond" 
even the dead matter of the scientist 
necessarily demand yet more sensitive 
Instruments and specially trained Intel
ligence than the wireless telegraphy of 
earth life. The discovery that every 
atom is an Intelligent Ego Is a solid 
foundation fact for the explorer. But 
although German and English and 
French manhood, and that: of every 
other nationality is permeated with in
telligence, their citizens must learn mu
tual expression before they can ex
change thought. This is granted as a 
matter of course. But we must keep it 
In mind as a factor in our exploration 
beyond present boundaries. And as 
still more important we must draw a 
line between molecular Intelligence 
and that of the unblended Ego atom. 
As mortals we have never sought, or 
even deemed it possible that we might 
cpmmunicate with Ego In his own atom 
l^fe. We have dealt only with mole
cules, and, with the absurdity of Ig
norance, have always dealt with these 
molecular gatherings as if they were 
sipgle Individualities. We have loved, 
hated, punished and rewarded these 
molecular gatherings as if they were 
eternal individualities. The universe is 
Itself but a gathering of molecules, 
with different Individualities of attrac
tion and repulsion, blending into infinite 
variety of manifested selfhood.

Each system of suns and planets Is 
composed of Egos necessarily gathering 
experiences. The individual freedom 
of every Ego la warped, twisted and 
confined to the necessities and some
times the whims of the majority. Man 
himself recognizes an individual life 
outside himself in the gatherings he 
calls nations, cities, and every partner
ship down to the modern trust-company 
of to-day. A nation is recognized as 
cruel and blood-thirsty, or occasionally 
exhibiting an unselfish philanthropy, as 
much as the smaller blending we call 
Homo. The Individuality of cities Is 
just as marked as that of man. Lom 
don, Paris, Berlin, New York, Chicago 
maintain a distinct individuality, no 
matter how many single citizens come 
and go. And we may, If we will, note 
the resemblance In their life history. 
Every city the world has known expe
riences youth, maturity, old age, and 
then death. It dlslntegrateq.Into its re
maining particles when its time comes. 
Such is the fate of all molecular life. 
Nothing in nature-is, or can be inde
structible save the eternal and indi
vidual atom. From speck monad to 
the whole universe every form Is a 
blending, and therefore sooner or later 
falls apart.

The student must here keep In mind 
the Size of Man, and recognize that Ego 
being right royal by divine right with
in his own limitations, all the disturb
ance we have been noting Is but the 
dissolution of his partnerships, which 
were always temporary, no matter 
whether science called them live or 
dead. And yet further, to mortal sense 
every manifestation of Ego will always 
be molecular. That is to say Homo 
cannot sense either God Senior or God 
Junior save as molecular expressions.. ' 
He has therefore built up his thought 
creations (molecular blendings) into 
gods, angels, devils, and, last but not 
least, into molecular men and women 
he has called spirits. -? .

The student must further - remember 
that the creations of God Senior are 
very different from those of God 
Junior, although the difference is only a 
question of degree. And in pur ex
ploring expedition the student will find 
it useless to hunt for the unpartlcled 
atom or unblended Ego. We have been 
tracing Ego as in form life from the vi
brating atoms of Cosmos up to Homo in 
earth life. - Everywhere Ego was mani
festing a blended sovereignty, with in
telligence always manifesting itself ac
cording to conditions. The power of 
Ego has thus been dominant ih all be
low man, and now we have to explore 
regions where science itself gasps for 
breath and see If Ego is at home there . 

■ also. ' 4- ' ' • : .
Psychometric sensitiveness, the ¡pet- 

hobby of J. Rodes’ Buchanan, its dis-- 
cbverer, and scientifically demon
strated by. William-Dentón, as recorded’ 
in The Soul of Things, has proved that' 
normal manhood Is endowed with a fac
ulty that KNOWS without any exer
cise of reason. We all recognize the' ex
istence of an intelligence in Homo that 
directs and controls many of his or
gans, and most of the movements in ev
ery mortal form, besidé,healing wouiids 
and injuries. We have thus a demon
stration of a power that is, as it were, 
interior to reason, and occupying a terri
tory where reason cannot' follow. But 
psychometry shows us that in the other 
direction, that is to say, traveling out
ward, intelligence again leaves reason 
behind, and exhibits a power apparent
ly almost unlimited. ■ .
I am not belittling human reason, 

within its own limits. But I am assert
ing that It is a product of earth life,

. where a brain has been evolved as a ne
cessity of existing conditions. And It 
does not follow that brain as an organ, 
and the consequent reasoning faculty, 
are needed in other worlds, or amid 
other vibrations of Ego’s own individ
uality. And here, to-day, In our present 
earth life, we have but to watch such 
mortal? as have, however imperfectly, 
learned to so concentrate as to silence 
reason for a brief hour, and we soon 
find evidence that this Ego life and in
telligence not merely jnreaches to a con
trol of form, but outreaches, and 
KNOWS facts impossible to reason.

The student reader will here take 
note that we are not now discussing or 
examining Ego apart from earth life, 
but noting and recording that his pow
ers as a mortal are not limited by rea
son. Denton found a speck of lava, 

■ though secreted from even his own 
Identification, told Its tale to sensitives 
the world over. The language differed 
with age, sex gnd education of the sen
sitive, but the historj' was always there 
In vivid reality. This is the record of 
Intelligence in form that we call below 
man, and which the scientist calls dead 
matter. It can easily be tested, as the 
writer has tested it, by every patient 
and unprejudiced Investigator! The 
point here specially noteworthy is that 
Homo can thus hear the tale and make 
the record for himself If he will but cul
tivate his own faculty. k

It is when we have reached the level 
of manhood In our investigations, and 
would outreach beyond the lordly mor
tal brain, that we begin to discover that 
Ego's powers are not limited by human 
form. This faculty outreaches to every 
molecular organization. The planet Is 
but a molecule of Cosmos, and Homo 
himself a molecule of the planet. The 
planet is a sensitive, and records the 
happenings to her solar mother in mag
netic pulsations, that science Is striving 
to read by the eandle-llght of reason. 
It Is when Homo drops reason, and uses 
the inner light of Ego, that he discovers 
and manifests a power which to reason 
is impossible. Let the mortal try the 
experiment. Here, for instance, is a 
photograph, never seen or touched by 
the one it represents. The parent sun 
has, as we all know, Imprinted features 
and form, but the universal intelligence 
has flashed In that ray of light a biog
raphy of that form, perfect in every de
tail, to be read only so far as reason is 
for the time silent. The writer has seen 
this demonstrated again and again 
through man, woman and child sensi
tive, sometimes with startling clear
ness, and again partial and incomplete, 
because, at best, the faculty is barely 
alive in the human form of to-day. 
Give It a few generations of exercise 
and intelligence will voice truths that 
science cannot deny.

The point we want to note In this ex
periment Is that reason must be asleep 
before this faculty wakes at any given 
hour. The mortal using this sixth 
sense has no reason to' offer for details 
in health, character, and conduct which 
flash through his brain. They come as 
from one who KNOWS, and afford a 
glimpse of the outworking of the won
drous power whose Inner life we have 
noticed as manifested in every organ
ism. The faculty Itself has, so far, 
been little but a child’s plaything to the 
investigator. It cannot be analyzed any 
more than the Intelligence that holds 
the heart to its rhythmic beat. And, as 
in that case, a very little interference 
will silence it forever, so far as that 
form is concerned. Its discoverer un
fortunately never learned to distinguish 
the “still, small voice” of this power- 
from the utterances of auto-suggestion 
and unavowed spirit control. Yet ' the 
name of J. Rodes Buchanan, and that 
of his co-worker, William Denton, will 
be reverenced by all future* workers in 
this untilled field.

This sense, being shared by lower, 
and indeed In measure Jby all. forms not 
dominated by reason, is worthy of care
ful study. Unfortunately we have but 
little data from other than human lives. 
We have seen Ego manifesting every
where in form, from ultra microscopic

■speck , to parent sun.. We discern him 
in the molecular groupings of. town, 
city, -nation and world, as much as in 
Homo. Each has its own marked indi
viduality, diverse as that of- Chicago 
and New York, or the United' States' 
from that of England. Egos come and 
go for, sometimes, thousands of years 
in city or nation, but tlie general char
acter of that form is practically unaf
fected save perhaps for a brief hour in 
its history. At times there may be a 
frenzy of excitement, if the form have 
such a tendency, or if conditions com
pel. But as-we look back through à 
long series of years we always discov
er that something molded and shaped 
its destiny Which was not cool reason, 
but a. tendency born of the faculty or 
sense which acts without calculation. 
In the life* below man, such,-for in
stance, as that of the ant, it is specially 
interesting 'to find densely populated 
cities deserted because something or 
somebody'KNEW that a mighty flood 
was coming within a few ' weeks or 
months. And we may depend upon it 
that every forni composed ! of Intelligent 
units could offer abundant evidence, 
from its own experience, of collective 
action that has'not been.the result of 
scientific forecast,or collection.of sta
tistics to determine the immediate fu
ture. At this point thè student'reader 
faces the most startling discovery that 
has yet' greeted him as an explorer in 
this outside realm of space. ■

Ave have noted that every form is 
composed of units that come and go. 
There is no one dominating, age-last
ing. Ego to any form. The Individual 
life from the first molecular blending 
up to that Of city or nation, is very 
brief, although,the form always goes on

to its own maturity, old age and death. 
The.one history may be of but a few 
seconds, and the other may comprise 

■ thousands of years. The result Is pre
cisely the same. As .this is a fact in 
form life that cannot be disputed, it ap
plies as much to Homo as to any other 
form. This startling fact seems to have 
escaped human attention because It has 
been befogged by theological concep
tions of the special creation of man, as 
quite distinct from that of other forms. 
Such an idea will-not bear examination 
by the explorer. Man is only a con
glomeration of Egos, like every other 
form. His form has its civic history 
and experience as much as the city and 
thè nation. Ego comes and goes. I be
lieve science has now counted the stay 
or visit of a new comer as limited to 
some six or eight -weeks. At best the 
atom gathers in but the experience of a 
few months, whilst the form life may 
continue three or four score years. But 
in every-form life where intelligence 
has become active there seems to be an 
Ego, who at the particular moment is a 
dominating factor In its every day ex
perience. Presently that Ego departs, 
and his place Is perforce taken by an
other and another, to the very end. 
The civic records which we call mem
ory are not plaqeddn safeguard of rea
son, but are left- under absolute con
trol of the Intelligence which KNOWS. 
This is, as we all know, the rule of form 
life with Homo. ' Startling as it may 
seem, we find, by comparing him with 
the larger form-life discerned In city 
and nation, that one Ego can only dom
inate for a time, .whereas the activity 
and the experiences of the form will 
continue to its last hour. So you and I, 
reader, being forms, are necessarily 
dominated by different Egos. Each of 
us has a collective history and collect
ive tendencies which we have called in- 

"dlvlduallty, and' have theologically 
marked for eternal weal or woe.

This in Indeed startling, because it 
shows us tlie extraordinary limitations 
under which we have been educated as 
forms; and trained to our present be
liefs. The Ego of boyhood is surely not 
the Ego of manhood; and whether Ego 
shall play rascal or benefactor to other 
Egos is a questlón of form, tendencies, 
and compulsion. It' is form which is 
subject to hereditary Influences, and 
whose conduct we watch. The mother 
loves her form child, but a's we have 
seen, hot the same Ego from year* to 
year. The lover is, perhaps for a whole 
life, a worshiper of many different 
Egos who have, one- by one, .dominated 
the same loved fonn. Parents and chil
dren can have nò permanent relation as 
Egos, but only so long as form life may 
continue. And the world goes on in its 
yet broader relations towards form,with 
the Egos of its nations coming and go-, 
Ing, month by month, in a universal 
brotherhood that remains . silent be
cause form life is still, exhibiting its Ig
norant prejudices, with mutual jealousy 
and hatred.

Such discoveries should make us very 
cautious as we continue our explora
tions. For we discern that we who ex
plore are only forms, and that Ego him
self eludes us. We have discovered
him aggregated into molecules, but 
never In naked Individuality. It now 
becomes important, and deeply Interest
ing that we seek what we may dis
cover of Ego’s experiences In form out
side the coflreer aggregations we “ 
material life. ■ ’

San Leandro, Oal. -

SUMMER BELLS.

i£j*

call

Sifting through'tl^ spaces.
Come transcendent sounds of sweet

ness, '4 ,
Nature In all places, •

Fills the sum of her completeness.
From the far and nearest

Realms, where she Is ruling ever, 
Ring in tones the clearest— " 

Bells that time can ne'er dissever.
Chiming bells, that thrill us, 

Sending out, Inwaves of beauty,-
Flower-truths thai-flll us, .

’ With the force .of life and duty.
Bells of color, singing,

Flood the earth '.with tones of bright
ness, [

Rhythmic tints, tip-springing, - 
With the falrydouch of lightness.

Meadow-grasses; bending, 
Trembling leases' bn trees o’er arch-

■. -Ing,.- ■ - -
Chant their songs .unending—

Ring their bells io Nature’s marching.
Birds with tones of sweetness, 

Thrill the-airwith raptprous forces, 
Fairy notOs -bt-fleetness,. ■ .

Mark the songsters in their courses.
Bells of summer. rlbglng, 

Bidding air tpi^atdre’s graces,
■Merrily they’re Swinging, 

In their God-appointed places.
; : I - ELLA DARE.

■ ■ QUEEN* I^MMER. * .

In wood and . field, the: sunlit green .
Smiles to the 8ky;aliovft her; .

The sky- adqrned in' azuré sheen,. - 
Bends o’er, ;a Happy lover. / ;

Within the branchés overhead
I hear the wind’s low moaning; : 

And.’mongst,thé^flame-tlpt clover’s bed, 
The bumble-bees’ lone droning.

The hummiugdflrd: darts in and out, 
Exploring Nathte’s’ bow’ers,

Nor questions' With delicious doubt, " 
To.kiss Earth's-fairest flowers.

In.mystic njuipcfof the breeze, 
' I hear Quéén Summer singing;. 
She's hung her hammock ’heath the
: . trees, _ . ' . ';
L And-1 am'in it, swinging. " •
In undulations gently slow, ' . ’ /

I fe.el the tree.-iops'swaying. v 
While Suriinier breathes in music low

The love-thought? she Is saying. .
In lazy listles§ness I lie, 

Nor thought nor care oppresses—
In heaven of dreamy ecstasy, .
■ With Summer’s sweet caresses.

• . JAS. 0. UNDERHILL.
■Hammond,-Ind. ( ' ■

"Gle'anlngs 'from the Rostrum.”. By
A.B French.: Cloth, :?1. For sale- at 
tida office., -

Science, Philosophy and Re 
ligion.

And the Method of Its At
tainment.

It is at least questionable whether 
we, Spiritualists, have as a body any
thing we may justly claim as a science, 
a philosophy or a religion.

For more than half a century we have 
been busily engaged in collecting what 
we have been pleased to call facts. 
Some of these have been genuine. More 
probably have been otherwise. Even 
so far our work has been, almost en
tirely, individualistic. It could not well 
have been anything else, from our to
tal lack of system in observing and ar-
ranging our facts. Every man has had 
his own personal experiences. It has 
been generally taught that only that 
is of value to the individual which 
comes to himself. The experiences of 
others are of no account to him.

Well, they may be of no account since 
there Is no arranged plan for observing, 
testing or recording them. But in this 
manner it will ever be impossible to 
construct a science, a philosophy or a 
religion which will be anything else 
than a one man’s opinion which no 
other man will, or ought to accept.

Perhaps it may be said that this is ex
actly what we want. Perfect liberty of 
thought. Entire freedom for every hu
man being to build his own edifice, 
have his own ideas and know what he 
knows Independently of every one else. 
True, but If every one has to begin with 
the first crude experiments, which have 
been made thousands of times before 
he was born and must draw no conclu
sions from these experiments but those 
he can arrive at by the use of bls own 
unaided brains or the assistance of such 
Intelligence, little or much, which his 
particular spirit guides may afford him, 
we have' small chance of making much 
progression. Not by any such method 
have we arrived at pur present knowl
edge of astronomy, chemistry or any 
other branch of learning. If we all 
had to commence by gazing at the sky 
in the search for stars and were for
bidden to learn anything about those 
shining orbs except what we could find 
out by watching them and guessing at 
their orbits and distances from the 
earth, and from each other, the Informa
tion most of us would possess in that 
direction would be exceedingly limited. 
Even if we made a few accurate 
guesses and proved their accuracy to 
our own satisfaction It would be of lit
tle use. The first man to whom we en
deavored to Impart our Intellectual ac
quisitions would say, “I have eyes ns 
well as you and can see the stars as 
well and perhaps better. I can guess as 
well as you and I guess your guessing 
is all wrong.” Very absurd, certainly, 
when we think about it in connection 
with, astronomy. Yet this Is precisely 
the way we all or nearly all, act with 
regard to Spiritualistic phenomena.

We pretty generally admit that some 
of these phenomena are genuine and_ 
more of them, as said above, otherwise/ 

Practically the position most Spirit
ualists take is something like this: “My 
powers of observation are so much 
keener and my critical judgment so 
much more accurate than other peo
ples’ that I know what I have seen and 
judged to be true, is true. As for what 
others have seen and- what they think 
about it, it may be correct enough, but 
personally I know what I have myself 
witnessed and I know no more.”

The result of this Is that the average 
Spiritualist employs his time (as much 
as he devotes to the subject anyway) 
in taking mental notes of phenomena 
and storing his memory with facts. As 
for the causes of these; they are spirit 
work, of course, produced by departed 
human spirits.’ By what other agency 
could they be produced $ Ask him how 
they are produced and he will confess 
his ignorance. Enquire why departed 
human spirits produce these phenomena 
and he will say, “to prove that they 
still live.” Possibly he'may make a 
bolder assertion and declare it to be an 
evidence of immortality. ' - 

■ Now there is no great fault to find 
with1 aH’.thls as far as It goes. The fault 
Is* that it does not go far enough to 
make a satisfactory showing for fifty 
and odd years of work.

The consequence is that what Spirit
ualists will not do or have neglected to 
do with their own materials others are 
doing and will continue to do Instead of 
them.

It matters not whp brings truth to the 
world provided it is brought. If Spir
itualists are content to carry the- hod 
and-let. the man at the top of the ladder 
do all the work they must not grumble 
because they obtain no credit for 
building a house. The hod carrier of 
facts Is just as necessary in his way as 
the hod carrier of bricks and mortar In‘ 
his.- But he Is . not the, bricklayer, the 
builder nor the architect If Spiritual
ism Is to erect its own temple of sci
ence,-philosophy and religion, other 
work must be -done in its own ranks 
than; carrying materials to the builders. 
The materials, as fat as they are of 
value, "will never go to waste. If we do 
not, other hands will separate that 
which is good and useful from the rub
bish. If we do not form some design 
•for a temple (or many temples) grand 
and, useful to mankind and build after 
our own plan or plans, others will after, 
their plans and with the bricks and 
mortar which we carry to them.

If we choose to let It be so, so It must 
be. .But wq should not afterwards 
complain If the buildings are not to our 
taste. If we elect to be hod,carriers, 
let us stick to the hod and the ladder 
and'leave those who will dare to i ild 
unmolested by criticism after they hare 
completed their work which we might 
have done but did not. ' ,

. r E. J. BOWTELL.
■ Providence, R. I. . , .

“Human culture and Cure. Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and - Social Up
building.” By B. D.. Babbitt; M. D.( 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of-the College 

■of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumesmn Health. Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, TO 
cent». Por sale at this office. ' .
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In answer to this question, it'is nec
essary to know what knowledge is. 
We often use words without attaching 
to them a clear and definite meaning, 
because our ideas , are not clear and 
definite. Ambiguity of language has 
its rise In ambiguity of ideas. The 
word knowledge is the symbol of a 
vague and indefinite idea when we 
come to its final analysis; so It must be 
clearly defined.

Knowledge is the clear and actual rec
ognition of facts and events, and the 
clear comprehension of principles and 
their logical significance. But to know, 
there must be something to be known 
which must have existed prior to the 
knowing; therefore, the question at the 
head of this article presupposes that 
something previously existed to be 
known. That something is the essen
tial thing to consider.

Education is a great and popular idea. 
But what is education, really? This 
word presupposes something to be edu
cated; that is, to be led out, from “e,” 
out, and “ducere,” to lead. The etymol
ogy of the word is true to the Idea; but 
we have associated it with a false Idea, 
and in this lies the difficulty. The 
meaning we attach to the word Is in
struction—acquiring knowledge.

Education proper has its basis on the 
fact that man is endowed with the 
germs of faculties, (feelings, desires, 
passions, appetites and other sensa
tions) which are the primary source of 
all his activities; and with intellect to 
devise the ways and means for their 
gratification. To develop and unfold 
these faculties in their full, complete 
and harmonious order, Is education in 
its true sense. But when we attach a 
false meaning to the word, that is, the 
acquisition of knowledge, without de
termining what knowledge is, we find 
ourselves In a wilderness of doubt and 
uncertainties; hence, the question: 
WhaCknowledge is of the most worth?

We exist; this fact Involves the con
siderations of How? What? Whence? 
Whither? The brief span of earth life 
is but a link in the endless chain of hu
man existence; and considered by itself, 
It has neither meaning nor significance. 
As to Che How?, we must pass it by, for 
it belongs to another inquiry. The 
What? we must briefly consider, leav
ing the Whence, and the Whither? for 
future consideration. What is life? 
What is Its meaning? The answer to 
this question will determine our in
quiry.

We seek in vain for this knowledge In 
our so-called educational institutions. 
Knowledge? Certainly; but knowledge 
of what? Surely, but not of that which 
is of the most worth; for it is a fact of 
dally experience that many men pos
sessing much knowledge are the mean
est and most dangerous men in the 
community. It is well known that 
knowledge is employed as readily and 
effectively In schemes of villainy and 
rascality, as in those of just and noble 
enterprises. And yet the clamor Is for 
knowledge, more knowledge that the 
schools and universities afford. How 
inconsistent! How absurd!

Knowledge is instrumental, and not 
initiative and directive. If we do- not 
have the right kind of Instrument, we 
can not work to advantage; If we do 
not have the light, must grope in dark
ness. The first and most Important 
knowledge is to understand the mean
ing of life. No one can use an instru
ment unless he knows what it is for; 
and the serious misuse of life proves 
the sad want of this knowledge. Men 
spend thousands of dollars and yearkvqf 
untiring effort in the acquisition of 
knowledge that proves useless and 
worthless, while the most reliable 
knowledge is either ignorance or re
garded as valueless—knowledge that 
would cost but a trifle in comparison 
with that which he values so much and 
acquired at such great cost.

The meaning of life carries with it the 
fact of Immortal existence. The con-

patriot and philanthropist, and Proft 
Faraday, an eminent English scientist, 
together with many American selene 
tists, clergymen and scholars, was de
puted by the Star Circle, one of the 
strongest and best known organizations 
in the spirit world, to give to earth’s In
habitants such knowledge ot the future 
life as was most needful, and to prove 
the same by the mostrinfallfble tests.

The first of the seances Was held in 
May, 1890, and they were continued 
with some unavoidable interruptions, 
for a number ot years. The result of 
these seanees was the production of a 
most unique, remarkable and valuable 
book ever presented to the world, of 
over 500 pages, entitled “Rending the 
Vail.” The messages given were en
tirely free from human agency; the me
dium lying unconscious, serving as a 
connecting link, as it were, between thè - 
physical and spiritual states of exist
ence; affording an open door for the 
transmission of intelligence by any, 
spirit who desires to communicate. The 
method of materialization, so-called, la 
by drawing aural and magnetic emana-' 
tions from the memflèrs of the circle 
(ten or twelve in number) and by some 
process of spiritual chemistry made 
visible to mortal sight. With this prep
aration the attending spirits are 
clothed, thus rendering them visible to 
the circle and visitors.

These seances afford the acquisition ofi 
the knowledge we seek—knowledge in
finitely of more value than all the 
schools and universities can afford.

The same band of spirits, the same 
medium and character of seances, 
the same house and supported ln\, \, ■' 
same manner, are now engaged, anil 
have been since last December (1899), 
In the production of another book. The 
former work has rent the vail; this one 
will lead the searcher after knowledge 
Into the inner temple where he may; 
find the knowledge so valuable to him.

I have been a member of the circle 
since the first of last April, and will 
continue one until the work is com-- 
pleted. I am well acquainted with the 
medium and all the members of -the 
circle, and reside with Mr. Pratt, at : 
whose house the seances are held, 
“Rending the Vail” is a scientific expo- _ 
sltlon of spiritual philosophy. Its 
teachings are too well authenticated to 
admit of doubt. Mr. Pratt will fill all 
orders for it; so’will The Progressive 
Thinker. Price $2, postpaid.

E. J. SCHELLHOUS. j ■ .

Spirit Slate-Writings.
The enclosed historical facts regard

ing messages received from the next 
world, between sealed slates, as In the 
so-called seances for slate-wrltlng, at 
Hon. Willard L Lothrop’s, 90 Berkley, 
street, Boston, Mass., are submitted for 
explanation by those who ought to 
know. First, the man says he re
ceived on one slate 11 Independent 
slate-written spirit messages, one of 
which was 56 lines long, finely en
graved, as if cut into the slates, which 
were six by nine inches in size. On one 
side were four sky-blue golden center 
forget-me-nots with stem and green - 
leaves, all oll-palnted, although slates 
were clean when sealed. Indian Bright 
Feather (spirit) wrote six lines in bright 
yellow crayon and “Sida” had two Hues 
in brick red (none furnished). Tlie other 
side, companion slate, bad eight mes- . 
sages; three engraved, ohe ' in purple 
color, one in green, brown, -gray and 
drab; also oll-palnted Easter Illy, with 
bud, stem and leaves; four purple for-- 
get-me-nots, with green stems. No

dltlon of the future life is largely de
termined by our conduct in the present 
life. When that fact is known, due 
preparation will be made for entrance 
into the future life. Knowledge of im
mortality can be acquired only by 
statements of those who -are known to 
us, and have returned from that life; 
and these statements could not be 
made without a knowledge of such life. 
Simple faitli or belief in such existence 
will not suffice. Real, living, inspiring 
knowledge of its existence and its rela
tion to this life, and how our eondqct 
here affects our conditions there, is 
knowledge of the most worth. But the 
general- sentiment of mankind is such 
that we neither desire nor appreciate 
that knowledge. ■

But there are some who desire such 
knowledge; and it is to them this ar
ticle is addressed. Among the many 
sources of such knowledge, I shall de
scribe only one, because with that one 
I am acquainted; otherwise I would not 
be able.to speak accurately of it It is 
the knowledge I have of it that enables 
me to say'what I intend on the subject.

There lives in Spring Hill, Kansas, an 
elderly gentleman, a retired farmer, by 
the.name of J. H. Pratt widely known 
and respected in all the community, 
who for many years has been deeply in
terested in Spiritualism. Learning of a 
medium for materializations, he wrote 
to him in effect: “If you are an honest 
medium, I want you -to come, to my 
house and give a number of seanees.” 
This was in 1890. Mr. Aber (the me
dium) came accordingly, and as Mr. 
•Pratt.was satisfied of the medium’s 
honesty and the genuineness of the 
manifestations, he employed him for an 
indefinite time for the purpose of ac
complishing a great work as it had 
been stated to him sometime before by 
another, medium that a great and Im
portantwork was to be accomplished at 
his house, and he was desirous of its ac
complishment. ■

Accordingly arrangements were made 
to |bat end. A band of spirits; among 

.the most prominent ore Dr. Reed, who' 
on earth was ad eminent chemist,Prof. 
Denton, Who for many , years was a 
writer and lecturer,^Thomas Paine, the 

. s • A > ‘

crayons furnished, but eight messages 
looked as If written by crayon methods. 
At another seance 1949 words were 
given in finely engraved letters on one 
side of a 6x9 slate, all of which could j. 
be read in a good light. On companion 
slate were nine messages (all recog
nized in colors, green, yellow, yellow. 
red, silver white, bright red, drab, dark 
purple, light purple and silver gray. 
Also oil-painted flowers of three kinds 
with green leaves and stems. Again, on 
a 6xfl-lneh slate, 94 lines of 2374 words 
were received from spirits, engraved, 
so as not to rub out, etc. Moses got his 
commandments engraved on stone, and 
this medium gets his messages the 
same way. He does not want any 
newspaper notoriety. He does not want 
his name published. He charges 25 
cents a seance, is well known in Bos
ton, does not care a cent for the press, 
and has refused to accept their repre
sentatives, to my knowledge. New, 
York has a similar medium. Fred B. 
Evans, (103 West Forty-second street, 
New York City, and they say Bev. Hil
lis has a wife who is a medium and 
aroused his bold, pulpit statements' 
about God, etc., which caused his res- , 
Ignat ion, lately, from his creed. • 
These facts are authentic and can be 
verified, therefore it is folly to ignore 
them. GEO. E. L0THR0P.

Boston, Mass. ■ ■

OLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World treats of the “Mythical OH- 
gin of- Death;” “A Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” “Impress
ive Communications from the 
Spirit Side of Life;” “Death Con

sidered by the Spirit Lucretius;” “Odd
ities in"Reference to the Dead;” “Death 
from a Vibratory Force;’’ “The Day 
After Death Beautifully Illustrated;”' 
“Sensations of the Dying;” “A Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;” “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” “A 
Special Visit to the Spirit World;’’ 
‘.‘Fragrance • at a Child’s Death Bed;” 
“The Varied Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;” “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;” “Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;” “The Id
iosyncrasies of Death;” “Life and Death 
Thoughtfully Analyzed;” “Signs in tho 
Process of Dying,” etc., etc. In fact 
this volume Is a mine of valuable Infor-

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” • By J. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 
cents. For sale nt the office of The 
Progressive Thinker. ■ .

«TlïVfT,
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“Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence.” By ■ Daniel Kent Tenney. A1 
strong and conclusive argument. from' 
tlie. basis of science. For sale at 
office. Price (J cent», - —
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'Remarkable Statement oí a Prominent Roehesterlan.

The To-Morrow of Death.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY S. R. CROCKEE.
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SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-operative Syiteina and the Happlneoi 
and Ennoblement of Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover, ISO. For sale at 
this office.

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad. 

dresied to the Inhabitants of America In 1776, with 
explanatory notice by an English author. Panel. 
15 cents.

“I have had a.ciual communication 
With the besieged legations at Pekin, 
and can state that with the exception 
of Baron Von Ketteler, all tlie ministers 
are alive, though they are ■ very hard 

. pressed.” This statement was made 
yesterday by a prominent Roehesterlan 
who has a made a very exhaustive and 
careful study of telepathy, or rathe}.-of 
spiritual communication, which science 
he claims to have used in getting in 
touch with Pekin. The man who makes 
this assertion is a professional man in 
this city whose name would be instant
ly recognized in almost any part of this 
state. It is withheld at his own re
quest for personal reasons. When 

. urged, he consented to make a full 
statement, explaining his position and 
tlie method by which he communicated 
with tlie foreigners imprisoned in the 
Forbidden City. The statement fol
lows: ’ .

. “My attention has just been called to 
an editorial in the columns of the Dem
ocrat and Chronicle of July 30, on ‘A 
Chance for/Telepathy.’ I am not spon
sor for any of the dogmas mentioned in 
the first paragraph of the editorial re
ferred to, not even for telepathy, that 
indescribable somethiBg to. which th? 
skeptic In other - matters is sure to 
ascribe phenomena that puzzle him and 
for which he has no explanation. The 
world, or at least; a large part of it, is 
marvelously afraid of coming in contact 
with anything that is denominated 
‘Spiritualism,’ and so the world, or that 
part of it referred to, when it discovers 
something that it cannot promptly or 
easily comprehend or explain, at once

. alleges that it is due to telepathy. Of 
course that satisfies so much of the 

. world as is fearful that something will 
be demonstrated that will prove the ex
istence of a future life, but it leaves 
quite unexplained the theory or the phi
losophy of the very intricate phenom- 
euon that it pleases to designate telep- 

, athy. At least Its explanations do not 
explain, and the other part of the world

■ still asks ‘What is telepathy?'
“I have been greatly interested In in

vestigations that have been going on, 
both in the United States and in Great 
Britain, of the occult sciences, and I 

. have read with exceeding care and un
. concealed interest the articles that 
i have appeared In Harper's Monthly 
Magazine on ‘Results of Psychical Re
search’ and ‘Life After Death,’ written 
by Professor Hyslop, of Columbia Unl- 
versify. 'These point to one especially 

•'Important fact, and that is that the 
■world has commenced to think on this 
subject, and when the world gets to 
thinking carefully and deliberately 

. upon a matter worthy of investigation 

..the end is certain—enlightenment will 
follow and we shall know what now 
we do not know pertaining to these hid
den mysteries. It is worthy of note, I 

. think, in this connection that those 
who have entered into these investiga
tions that are referred to by Professor 
Hyslop and others, as they have pro

. ceeded in them, have become con
. .vinced of the existence of a future life, 

and of the good faith and honesty of 
certain manifestations that go to prove 
that those who have individual exlst- 

. cnees here retain their individualities in 
,u future life and are able to make 
-those individualities felt or known to 
those they have left behind them in the 
physical existence

“Possibly I ought, before going fur- 
‘ther, to identify ■ myself so that there 
will be no mistake as to my own indl- 
Vlduallty in the physical world. The 

• readers of your paper may recall that, a 
-little more than a year ago, a citizen of 
Rochester held communication with the 
alleged spirit of the then recently trans
lated personality of Robert G. Ingersoll, 

• who passed out of this and Into the fu
ture lite at Dobbs Ferry on the after
noon of July 21, 1899. It was I who, 
unexpectedly, investigated the phenom
ena at Troy In communication with a 
lady then on her way to Saratoga. An 
account of this circumstance was pub
lished in the Democrat and Chronicle 
on the morning of July 25, 1899, and I 
therein stated that my Investigations in 
.this direction had not caused me to 
change my religious opinions in the 
slightest degree.

“I may, therefore, add to what I then 
said that I have been pursuing these In- 
■vestlgations during the year that has 
intervened under circumstances that 
have given me opportunity to secure 
manifestations and results altogether 
beyond my most sanguine expectations. 
These Investigations have led me to 
what I claim to be the incontrovertible 
conclusion that what is often denoml- 
nated telepathy, that one phenomenon 
that is so little understood by the world 
at large, is in fact and In truth, very 
many times at leash manifestations of 
the spirits of those who have left us in 
the physical life. My investigations 

. have been pursued with care and delib
eration during tlie year. It is not my 
intention at this time to go into any de
tails In regard to them. I have taken 
data and it is my purpose later to pub- 
llsh In such form as may be most satis
factory to myself and to the reading 
public an account of- such investlga- 
tlons. For the present, however, I de
sire only to refer to so much of the in
vestigations as may be pertinent to the 
inquiry made in tho editorial referred 
to. .
. “In the first place, I desire to say 
that, in my opinion,, we have barely 
commenced investigations that will 
eventually lead to a perfect understand
ing of the phenomenon known to the 

• world as ‘Spiritualism.’ There Is much 
yet to be Investigated, many truths con
nected with this philosophy to be dem

- oust rated, and the world Is yet to be 
taught what there is In this science of 
communication between the seen and 
unseen. I will say simply that iny In

. vestigations have -gone far enough to 
convince me that communication may 
be established between the two worlds, 
one the physical, the other the spiritual. 
If this be a fact—as I claim it to be— 
theiPthere is no reason why commnnl- 
cation may not be established between 
widely separated sections of the globe. 
• “The .writer of the editorial in ques
tion suggests that here Is an opportu
nity for telepathy to demonstrate what 
there is in it and to communicate to the 
people outside of the capital of China 
what is going on within It If telepathy 

. be what its definition indicates, name
ly, the communication from one mind to 
another of what Is contained in the 
mind’of the first'person, or the. reading 
by one mind bf- the contents or the 
thoughts of another, mind, and that Is 
all there is of telepathy, how can there 

_il be any opportunity in this case to 
/• serve, the world by the application of 

this principle? The mind of Minister 
Conger, ,who is some thousands of miles 
away from his own seat of government, 
can hardly be guessed at or read by one 

_ at tho seat of government of the United
States.

“It seems to me to be the height of 
SMIT t<» suggest that by the simple pro-

cess, if it be a simple process, of mind
reading a person on one sido of the 
globe can determine vyhat is In the 
mind, or what is occurring to the per
son and the surroundings, of one who 
is on the other side of the globe. If 
such a fact can be in any way estab
lished it occurs to me that it is far more 
reasonable to assume that there is a 
greater and more intricate power called 
into activity than the power of one 
brain over another in reaching such re
sults. I choose, without regard to the 
opinions and sneers of those who kno.w 
nothing of this subject, to believe that 
if such communication can be secured, 
it is by the unseen forces that surround 
us and not by the power of brain over 
brain as they exist in living beings.

“Now I make bold to say that in the 
Investigations that I have been quietly 
carrying on during the twelve months 
past I have come a little nearer to the 
solution of this problem than has been 
attained by others in their Investiga- 
tlons, at least, as far as others’ Inves- 
tigatlons have been communicated to 
the public, In fact, I am prepared to 
say that with the help of these occult 
forces I have secured such communica
tions from tlie imprisoned representa
tives of tlie nations at Pekin as has 
convinced me that we are making prog
ress in the rjght direction and that after 
moré study and Investigation we may 
yét establish such coinmulcatlon as will 
baffle prison bars and set the spirit of 
the living free to communicate with 
kindred spirits In distant parts of the 
world. True, I am quite ready to con
cede that the investigations I have thus 
far been able to make have been as yet' 
very imperfect, but they have been 
such as to convince me personally of 
the truth of the claims that I am mak
ing and of the certainty of future dem
onstrations.

“The lady to whom I have already re
ferred as the medium Is one who has an 
excessively sensitive temperament, and 
this fact prompts her to avoid publicity 
and to shrink from contact with 
strangers. Because of these conditions 
I purposely avoid identifying her to the 
readers. The time may come by and 
by when this condition can no longer be 
maintained. It is sufficient, however, 
in- this connection to say that the edit
orial referred to alone has prompted me 
to make some statements which are in 
advance of a more extended discussion 
of the whole subject.

“This lady has been for some weeks 
where I have been able to conduct these 
investigations without very much diffi
culty. I regard her as the most perfect 
‘sensitive’ —if I may be permitted to 
use the term applied in tlie Democrat 
and Chronicle editorial—that I have 
ever known, and she Is probably the 
most perfect ‘sensitive’ at the present 
time living anywhere In the world. 
The reader must take my statement for 
this, for I shall not attempt to give Il
lustrations to prove what I now say, 
at least, not at the present time. The 
only way, In my opinion, that perfect 
communication may be established be
tween one section of the world and an
other is to have ‘sensitives' in both sec
tions. For example, assum? that this 
lady readily passes under thè control of 
a disembodied spirit and that this spirit 
when not thus controlling the ‘sensi
tive is able to travel speedily to any 
part of the world. ,

“Now while under the control of the 
spirit assume that I request that com
munication be established with some 
occult force in the city of Pekin, it must 
must at once be observed that when the 
spirit leaves the ‘sensitive’- here it can
not well establish communication in 
Pekin, whither it may go at once, with
out being put in touch with a ‘sensi
tive’ also at Pekin. True it may make 
the journey to Pekin, and, If able to 
find the location in that city where 
there are imprisoned representatives of 
foreign nations, it may see and return 
whence it came and through the same 
‘sensitive’ communicate what It has 
seen In the distant capital.

“Some days ago while this lady, 
whom I have designated the ‘sensitive,’ 
was Under the control of an alleged dis
embodied spirit, I requested the spirit 
to visit Pekin. This was a request that 
I found not so easily complied with, be
cause the spirit at once said that she 
had-never been in China but that she 
would endeavor to get someone who 
had been there to go and investigate at 
my request. The next day she re
turned and stated that she had been to 
Pekin;-Riat she went with another per
son and found great distress, but was 
unable to give the definite information 
I sought. I then gave Into the hands of 
the ‘sensitive’ a slip of paper carefully- 
folded and contents concealed. The 
medium very soon afterwards stated 
that she felt the Influence of someone 
who was not living. I did not commu
nicate the name of the person written 
on the paper, neither did she then give 
It I destroyed the paper. I knotv no 
one ever saw the contents of it .

“The next day, while again under the 
Influence of the same person, she gave 
me the name of the person written on 
the slip of paper, and said that It was 
that of Baron Von Ketteler; that she 
had .found him and he had gone with 
her to Pekin; that he was familiar with 
conditions there and had taken her, the 
spirit, to the British legation, where 
he had pointed out the members of the 
different legations; that she had been 
misled in her first visit and had gone, 
she thought, to a cathedral where there 
was great suffering due to the Chinese 
mob besieging these people shut up in 
the cathedral. She then stated the con. 
ditlon of those confined at the British 
legation. She also stated that the for
eign ministers were all alive! that 
there was much suffering and the ladles 
belonging to the legations were greatly 
alarmed and some of them were sick. 
She stated further that the ladles had 
shown great, bravery and were encour
aging in every manner .possible the de
fense of the legation.

“All of this was prior to the receipt of 
news from the legations at Pekin. I 
am conscious that I am asking belief in 
matters that some people will question, 
but this does not matter,. I have not 
yet sought to make public any of these 
manifestations. The question may be 
asked why I have not made these an
nouncements before. I reply simply 
that I have no desire or time to go into 
controversies or to publish matters per
taining to these investigations in ad
vance of the time when I can give them 
more fully and perfectly to the public. 
I need only add that every day I have 
received information through this ‘sen
sitive’ of conditions now existing at the 
capital of the Chinese empire.

“The last information I have is that a 
mob surrounds the British legation 
building; that this mob is frequently 
firing on the legations, but that the con
ditions have materially improved with
in a few days past Just what the out
come Is to be, whether the advance of 
the allied forcea upon the Chinese cap-

Itai will result disastrously to the im
prisoned legations, I have not attempt
ed to divine. My purpose now is only 
to point to the fact that there is room 
for much future investigation that may 
lead to many valuable discoveries. I 
should say that this disembodied spirit 
thus communicating tells me that the 
German ambassador comes for her 
every night and accompanies her to the 
Chinese capital, where she can ob
serve the conditions that there exist. 
She goes, as she explains, at night, be
cause it is then daytime at Pekin, and 
returns here iu time to give her com
munication the following day.

“Possibly the critics may ascribe all 
these communications, admitting what 
I have said to be true, to telepathy, 
but I choose to believe that these mani
festations hnd exhibitions have been 
such as to establish, at least to my 
mind, the truth of the claim that the 
spirit of one who once moved iu and 
out with us iu the physical life Is still 
interested in us and is prepared and 
anxious to serve us in the spiritual ex
istence.

“I will give one other Illustration that 
I believe fully answers in the negative 
the claim that telepathy is responsible 
for the communications that are made 
under such conditions as I have re
cited. One evening recently, while this 
‘sensitive’ was under the control of an 
alleged spirit,she told me where I had 
been during the day. She said that she 
had been with me, had heard conversa
tions that I had held and told the sub
stance of these conversations. I knew 
that no one else could possibly have 
heard conversations and that there was 
something very remarkable in thus be
ing able to communicate them to me.

“Telepathy, pf course, will easily ex
plain this circumstance because I knew 
what she was then telling me; but she 
went further and said that after leav
ing me at a certain office she went to 
the office of another person, who Is a 
friend of the medium. This was some
thing that I knew nothing of. I had 
never been in the office of this friend, 
and while I had casually met him I 
had no further acquaintance with him. 
She stated that while she was at the 
office he was engaged in writing a let
ter to the medium. Of this I had ab
solutely no knowledge, neither had the 
medium, for while in this condition she 
did not know what was transpiring. 
The follqwlng morning the letter that 
was written, as stated by the medium 
while In this condition, or by the spirit 
while In control of her, was delivered. 
Many such Instances have been demon
strated In my Investigations and they 
lead me, naturally, to the conclusion 
that telepathy—if I know what telepa
thy means or signifies—can have noth
ing to do with them.

“I do not abandon my faith in thè 
omnipresence and. omniscience of an all
wise and over-ruling Providence in ac
cepting the belief that in carrying out 
His plans He is privileged to employ 
such agencies as are at His disposal 
and thus to confound the wisdom of the 
learned and ¡even of the devout of the 
closing year of the nineteenth century. 
I am at a loss to understand why the 
disembodied spirits of those who loved 
and cared for us when they were In 
physical touch and communion with us, 
may not with perfect propriety—and in 
furtherance of His great purposes— 
watch over and care for us while in the 
spiritual existence and respond to our 
desires and petitions sent to the throne 
of ‘Him who doeth all things well.’

“Why may not the disembodied spirit 
of my mother, whose tender solicitude 
for my welfare can be no less than it 
was when she folded me close to her 
bosom In my Infancy, bowing before 
His throne around which sit cherublms 
and seraphlms, when my cry goes up 
to Him for comfort and consolation, be 
sent on his mission to answer my sup
plication? I believe that It Is not His 
purpose to deceive me, and when, in the 
soft tones I remember in my childhood 
that mother speaks—using simply the 
vocal organs she finds passive and at 
her service In the physical structure of 
a pure and sensitive living being—and 
calls me by endearing titles known only 
to her and to me, shall I strive still to 
grieve her by doubts and misgivings 
and in an insistent determination to ac
count for her presence and solicitude 
for me by ascribing these manifesta
tions to forces I can neither compre
hend nor explain?

“I am still pursuing these investiga
tions and trust that I am doing so with 
a »perfectly unbiased mind. I am not 
disposed to give credit to any investiga
tion that Is not free from criticism and 
certainly remote from anything in the 
nature of fraud or deception. When a 
proper time shall arrive, and I am fully 
prepared to do so, I shall give to the 
public my careful statement of the In
vestigations that I am making.”— 
Rochester (N. Y.) Democrat and Chron
icle, August 0.

Southern California Camp.
The programs of the Southern Cali

fornia Camp, at Sycamore Grove, Los 
Angelei, are ready for distribution, and 
the camp has secured the following 
workers: Anna L. Gillespie, AUen F. 
Brown, Maud L von Freitag, Edith 
Nickless, Ella Wilson Marchant and W. 
C. Bowman as speakers, and the Brock
way family, Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Arnold, 
Mrs. Emma Hunt and George Brower 
for phenomenal demonstrations. Farm
er Riley is also expected. All arrange^ 
ments are completed and a good pro
gram and good attendance assured. 
For programs and information address

' ELTON T. BROWN, Sec’y.
341% So. Spring St; Los Angeles, CaL

■ "WOE a moment stop and consider. 
i|The Progressive Thinker is the one 
J original dollar Spiritualist paper. 
1 It introduced a new era In the 
■ ranks of Spiritualism. Its success 

, financially has been all that, could
be desired. Notwithstanding the 

rise in the price of >?rint paper, It' has 
still maintained its status as the only 
one dollar Spiritualist paper. Not only 
that, but it introduced the Divine Plan 
in its business with its subscribers—a 
portion of the profits of the office re
turning to them. Just think of the' 
Seven Premium Books being sent out to 
our subscribers for $2.35. After paying 
the postage of these seven books, and 
the expense of mailing them, all that 
we have left is $1.50. You can readily 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less, by far, than the actual cost to us. 
We do this work In accordance 
with The Divine Plan, In order to assist 
in forming the nucleus of a library In 
every Spiritualist home. Read carefully 
our premium list, and you will certainly 
want to become a subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker, if not so already, 
and obtain the books we announce.

"Astral Worship." By J. H. Hill, M. 
P. For sale at this office. Price, $1,

1,

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.or

LELF DEVELOPMENT. '
The paper on Self Development read 

at the last discussion meeting of the 
Victorian Association of Spiritualists, 
and publfshed iii another column, led to 
a consideration of the whole aspect of 
mediumship, and particularly of the at
tainment of its higher phases; the con
sensus of oplulon being favorable to Mr. 
Waschatz’s thesis, that self develop
ment is the primary essential to high 
and widely useful mediumship. The 
bald affirmation frequently made that 
“everyone is a medium,” though true In 
a sense, is somewhat misleading; it 
would better express what is meaut to 
be conveyed to say “everyone may de
velop by application some form o£ me
diumship.” This would naturally sug
gest to any aspirant for the possession 
of mediumistic powers, inquiry as to 
the nature and extent of the application 
requisite In his case to evolve the essen
tial condition, the result of which would 
test the strength of his aspiration and 
probably deter a large proportion from 
attempting the task. This would be no 
disadvantage to them, It would save 
them much unprofitable work and clear 
the road for those who cry, and mean, 
“Excelsior.” "

Some people are born with an
EXCESS OF .PSYCHIC AURA 

either inherited from their progenitors 
or imparted during the period of gesta
tion through favorable mental and spir
itual conditions of the mother. But, as 
a rule, the environment during youth 
does not favor the development and ex
pression of the power this confers. 
Such-persous by coming in contact with 
a developed medium, or being intro
duced Into a harmonious circle of inves
tigators, have their hitherto latent pow- 
era quickened into manifestations, they 
were already budding, and only wanted 
the stimulus of genial magnetism to 
bring them into bloom. This is the only 
use of a developing circle, to give an 
Impetus to the expression of powers 
that are ready for efflorescence. To 
place a person whose latent medium
ship is deep set and Immature, in a 
mixed circle, Is like placing a weak and 
sickly plant in a hotbed and forcing it 
into flower before it has developed the 
necessary stamina, the result is a weak 
and Imperfect blossoming. Natural de
velopment is attained by pure living, 
THE PRACTICE OF THE VIRTUES, 
the cultivation of the Intellect, self-con
trol, and high aspiration, all these tend 
to the harmonization of the individual, 
and harmony Is the one essential for 
communion with th# denizens of the 
higher or wisdom spheres, whence re
liable teachings come, It Is necessary 
that the intellect be cultivated and the 
mind familiar with the full range of the 
language the individual is accustomed 
to use. Ideas are expressed in words; 
our vocabulary at Its best Is Inadequate 
to express many things which the spirit 
world desires to transmit, and for an 
advanced spirit Intelligence to commun
icate through an uneducated person on 
high themes, Is like a maestro having 
to perform a complicated composition 
on a piano of two dr three octaves. 
Thore are instances of. Illiterate persons 
under spirit influence using words out
side their vocabulary and uutterlng 
matter far beyond their normal powers, 
but these are exceptions where, for a 
special purpose, power is brought to 
bear -to control the vocal organs to ar
ticulate what the controlling Intelli
gence wishes to convey, and good 
as this may be of its kind, it falls short 
of that which could be given through a 
cultured medium attuned to the requi
site pitch for accord with the communi
cating intelligence. As Mr. Waschatz 
Indicates in his essay, these qualifica
tions will not come without effort, noth-

and one long established and influential 
Spiritualist organ has for Its title Light, 
Its object and raison d'etre being from 
its special (centre, to radiate light upon 
every conceivable subject, and particu
larly upon those questions which relate 
to man’s higher nature and Immortal 
well being. It is of course possible that 
as we are yet only In the very early 
morning of the New Dispensation, It 
may not be our lot to behold on this 
earth its noon-tide splendor; or more 
probably, the term “noontide” can only 
be appropriately applied as relating to 
personal spiritual development. Thus 
it may even now be the mere glimmer 
of dawn with some, whilst others are 
basking lu the radiance of noon-day. 
Let us apply the expressive simile of 
sunrise to the .

INFLUENCE. OF SPIRITUALISM 
upon the Bible, and upon human life 
generally. Of course, even at night you 
can to some extent distinguish objects, 
and see your way about. The intermit
tent light of the moon, and of the 
twinkling stars is helpful; and so like
wise apart from Spiritualism, the 
grand' moral and spiritual truths of the 
Bible including all that is necessary im
practical conduct, are discernable, pro
vided that these great truths are kept 
clearly and distinctly in view and 
acted upon; For instance, scarcely 
anyone can mistake the purpose of that 
super-excellent piece of literature, the 
Sermon on the Mount. But how are 
human beings to perceive what course 
to take, when the light of those moral 
and spiritual truths becomes obscured 
by the murky clouds of a priest-invent
ed theology; and what will be the fate 
of earth’s travellers, who under the 
guidance of an Ignorant and self-inter
ested priesthood, forsake the paths of 
practical obedience, and go astray Into 
the fogs and morasses of theological 
creeds. In the darkness everything is 
distorted, exaggerated, obscured and 
seen in disproportion. In proof of this 
look at the groping and floundering, the 
uncertain, hesitating, and coptradictory 
utterances of the teachers of orthodoxy. 
After nineteen centuries of preaching, 
no two of the conventionally recog
nized religious teachers agree as to the 
meaning of the great questions of 
atonement, inspiration, future state, 
etc. They themselves are f</r the most 
part lost Iu a maze of theological dia
lectics, and metaphysical subtlltles, 
and being blind leaders of the blind, 
how can the Inevitable fate of such be 
avoided?

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG.

VIEWS OF J. J. MORSE. '
Could It be possible to aggregate the 

past and present Intellect of the world 
into one huge metarama, and to be able 
to consciously relate ourselves thereto, 
so that It should occupy the same posi
tion towards us that our minds do, 
some would say it.would be possible for 
us to revive- the thoughts, actions, and 
phenomena of the individual histories 
of the world. Such supposition is with
in the bounds of reason, strange as it 
may seem. The aggregate of human 
consciousness Is the measure of the un- 
foldment of the translation of the

CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD 
into the consciousness of man, and just 
In proportion as we realize the fact that 
the barriers between individualities 
grow more and more attenuated as 
they approach the spiritual, so shall we 
understand that a community of men
tality is just as possible as a commun
ity of sentiment or emotion, and that 
this colossal metarama is actually in 
existence, and constitutes a sphere of 
Inspiration that contains within Itself 
the essence of the accumulated expe
riences of all preceding times, and will

___ continue to Incorporate within itself the 
ing of real value can be obtained with- continued experiences of all future
out this, or costly sacrifice. But is not
the attainment of communion with 
glorified spirits an adequate Inducement 
to devote a lifetime (if necessary) to? 
apart from the pleasure incidental to 
the progressive harmonization of both 
mind and body.

We are asked very frequently what is 
the best way to develop mediumship, 
meaning, as a rule, “what is the most 
direct way to open communication with 
tlie spirit world.” It is easy to point 
this out to a person having -

A MEDIUMISTIO AURA, 
though when they connect the line be
tween the two states, the communica
tions are often Indistinct, yet even 
when they are so, whilst they give sat
isfaction for the time, they lose their 
zest and pall upon the mind unless pro
gressive, In the pursuit of Spiritual
ism, we must progress or stagnate, and 
so (as a rule) with mediums; the excep
tion being with those who are used by 
the spirit world as test mediums to prove 
the reality of the other life, and the 
nearness of the spirit world; they are 
often kept to the work on the ^same 
plane In the interest of humantty, but 
they have their reward when tuey come 
to realize the use tbey' have been to 
their fellows.

Except where bands of teaching spir
its operate to communicate truth to 
man, the communications come from 
planes -of development approximating, 
to those of the investigators, hence the 
one who is pursuing natural develop
ment is gradually bringing himself Into 
rapport with higher intelligences and 
reaping the reward of his self-sacrifice, 
and forbearance from indulgence in the 
more carnal pleasûrés°of life; he finds 
in a higher npprechitliiii of nature and 
the Influx of spirffbal 'ideas a greater 
joyzthan they can1 glib, whilst on the 
other hand the uncertainties of artifi
cial development ate ''&ften productive 
of mental sufferlnÿand,disappointment. 
Hence it is apparent tiiat whatever the 
latent mediumistic capacities may be, 
there Is no better or safer road than 
self harmonization aid development, 
even if your mediumistic gifts are few, 
you will reach ' a-1 higher ■ plané of 
thought and action,' aïid thus realize 
that your efforts hâve fiot been in vain.

■ : ~~~ : ' ' if ' ’ ■
THE SPIRITUAL' REVIEW, 

LONDON, ENG.

ages. It may be that In the distant and 
remote periods of the future, when the 
possibilities of that being which we are 
now commencing have been consum
mated, when, In a word, perception and 
reflection have accomplished all that 
can be done, that assimilation shall 
then assert itself, and the soul will then 
absorb the very essence of the laws, 
principles, and purposes pertaining to 
our present careers, and a new order of 
being shall spring from the central 
fountain, and we, then being better 
equipped than now, shall enter into a
career of such ineffable 
brightness and possibility, 
worus can describe to-day.
it may be tjiat the mind, as

splendor, 
that no 

And then 
we call it 
garment,to-day, shall become as a _ 

clothing us each aright, and making us 
in our degree and order even as is God.
I' or the present we must be content to 
accept mind as a vehicle for the mani
festation of consciousness, carrying 
with it a forceful power that floats for
ward thought upon its waters until it 
becomes action, and realizing its po
tency in these regards, knowing by ex
perience wlFat a mighty and powerful 
engine It is, let our conscious effort be 
to direct it for the benefit of ourselves, 
the good of our fellows, the penetration 
of the forms ofbelng, and the relating 
of our own natures- to that divine na-
ture beyond us all,-yet from which 
sprang and to which we sustain 
eternal relation.

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG.

we 
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DO ANIMALS SEE SPIRITS? .
I have frequently felt that I should 

like to ask some of your learned con
tributors to eXpress their opinion <re- 
gardlhg the Immortality of animals, 
and seeing the article in Light for July 
7, upon that subject, I take the oppor
tunity to do so. IJiad a faithful bull
terrier which I have no doubt could 
plainly see spirits. Having been given 
to understand by mediums, that some 
animals are clairvoyant, but that It is 
Impossible to see spirits with our physi
cal organs of vision—that only spirit 
can see spirit—what is it that enables 
dogs to see, if they have not a spirit 
body and are not spiritual entitles? I
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The Progressive Thinker one year 
runp ■ A .tho Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World, an 
Intensely interesting, instructive and 
fascinating work, $1.25. The twenty- 
five cents only pays a little more than 
uie postage and the expense of mailing.

Work to the trade Is 
$1.50. This book will constitute our 
inn,? Premium for the remainder of 
1J00, and up to May 80,1001. It is very 
valuable. It will hold your attention 
throughout, and will teach you a much 
needed lesson. The postage on the 
above book, which we prepay, is 
ten cents, hence it Is almost a gift to 
°?>1' su?scrlbers. It is furnished at con
siderable less than actual cost to us.

Offer Number Two.
Vol. 1, Vol. 2 and Vol. 3 of the Ency- 

ciopedia of Death, and Life in the Spir
it World, will be sent out when accom
panied with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker, for $1.10. 
ine paper one year, and the three vol
umes, $2.10. You can add to this order 
any of the other books, at 40 cents 
each, You can make only one order for 
three books for $1.10.

An order for one or more of the pre- 
™lum books must always be accompa- 
Ponied with a year's subscription for 
ine Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
nero, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Three.
ot the bookB ln our prem

ium list that you may select will be sent 
to you for $1.10, You are at liberty -to 
select any other books in the list that 
you desire in connection with this or
der, at 40 cents each. You can only 
make one order for three books at $1110. 

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Four.
Our regular premium, The Encyclo

pedia of Death, and Life In the Spirit 
World, Vol. 3, is only 25 cents. If you 
wish to add thereto one of the other 
premium books only, the same will cost 
you 50 cents. If you wish two addi
tional books, the cost of the three will 
be $1.10. You can add thereto any 
other books you desire at 40 cents each.

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book in 

connection with a year’s subscription, 
and that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price' will be 50 cents.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be aceompa- 
panled with a year's subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.
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SEVE$ REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR 82.85.
Offered at Far Less Than 

Actual Cost.
Tho Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
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The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, VoL 2, 
Price............................................

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3, 
Price.......................................... $

Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price.............................$

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
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The Next World Interviewed. 
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The Occult Life of Jesus (Includ
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1.50
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The Progressive Thinker one year
and the seven premium books. .$ 3.35
These seven books, substantially and 

'elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear in mind that In order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library In every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable hooka are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which is less by far than their 
fwtual cost. The authors make no 
ciiarge for the vast amount of 
labor bestowed on these works, 
and which extended over many 

■years. The publisher receives not a 
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out iu putting them in type, and electro-

. typing me pages, and making, them 
ready for the printer. That Is why you 
are getting these Intensely Interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 

« who take no Spiritualist paper, rind this 
inducement is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 

j keep in line with the advancing proces-

WORKS OF THOS. PAINE
THOMAS PAINE’S 

Examination of the Prophecies. 
A consideration of the passages lu the New TesU- 
moot, quoted from the Old ana called Prophecies Con- 
cerultig Jeans Christ. Price'15 cts. For sale st thia 
office. .

■ --------- ■ . - /

Paine’s Political Works Complete - 
Two volumes. Theological Works; Poetical and Mis
cellaneous Works; Life. This set of live volumes all 
boxed ready for shipping, »5.00 This Is thebestand 
Cheapest edition and should boon the shelves of er- 
cry student of liberal thought. For Bale at this office

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine, Being an investigation of Trut 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete ed> 
lion, frem now plates and new type: IBS nagea. noti 
•vfc riper, 25 cents; cloth, bo captfr

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
BrEditor of the National with Preface and Note! 

by Peter Eckior, Illustrated with views of tho old 
Paine Homeatfad and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, alao,- portraits of Thomas Clio Blcl-mai Joe Bsnow, Mary Wollstonecraft, MaSSe BoSS 

.Condorcet, Brlsaot, and the most prominent of Pained 
friends la Europe and America. Cloth. 75 cents,

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of “The World Beautiful,” “Kate Field,’’ 
¿Atter Her Death," “From Dreamland Sent,’’ etc. 
With portrait. Iflmo. Cloth, gilt. Price tl.25. TM 
writer of this “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning'' 
hat thrown the book into five chapters, with aub-titlei 
as follows: , ’
LIVING WITH VISIONS. "Summer Snow of Apple 

Blossoms;” Musio-Flow of Pindar; Friends In tho 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Friend: 
VitaNouYa; “One Day, My Siren.

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; In Caeg
Waller Savage London 

ART AND ItALY. Individuality of Character; The
Clasped Hands; Kate Field’s Records; Mrs. 
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Lawu; Modern Scientific Thought; The Consider
ation ofGeniue.

For Sale at this office. .

-■-OR THE---
Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER,

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
TM> fine TOluine might well have been entltW 

Spiritualism Demonstrated hr Science. It la writtea 
tn that peculiar interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
sublecu tn adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super
stition,” etc., etc., in which he manifests the usual 
animus of the “scientific class," yet he says again: 
‘•There isa true and respectable idea in Bplrltualfom,1' 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superhumans and the inhabitants of Earth;" 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact in evidence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a inaulfest discrepancy m 
the authors’s Ideas, but the well-read mlud will roadlly 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will fin! not only good mental cnHure. but 
much valuable information. The auttM. bolds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price |LM &W aale at 
this office.

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THB TO-MORROW OF DEATH was wrlten to 

develop the idea 0» the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and Its reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled In the bosom of etberlal space. “Beyond 
THB Thbbshold“ continues on the same lines, en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and philosophy;claim
ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to tb&t 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end it 1b interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not. much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed lu Its perusal Price 11,23. 
For sale at this office.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE,
to wnren ib added .•.

Volney4» Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signs and 

Constellation» by tbo Editor;
Also, a Map of tho Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from new platea. tn larg& 
clear type, with portrait and niURtrations. One voL 
post8yo, 248 pageb; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cento.

Thia la undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates tho 
beet Interests of mankind, and clearly point# out tbs 
sources of human Ignorance and misery. The author 
is eupposed to moet In tbo ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains tho true principles of 
society, and the cauees of both the prosperity and tho 
ruin of ancient slates. A general assembly of tbo 
nations la at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern
ment, and of laws discussed, and tho Law of Nature- 
founded on Justice and equity—is finally proclaimed 
to an cxnocUnt world.

ORIGIN OF SPECIES,
By means of natural selection, or the preservation of 
a favored race In the struggle for life. By Charles 
Darwin. GUt top, cloth bound. This book is the 
grandest achievement of modern scientific thought 
and research. It has peered tbreugii many editions 
In English, has been translated into almost all the 
languages of Europe, and has been the subject of 
more reviews, pamphlets and separate books than any 
other volume of the age. Most of the great scientists 
of the age fully support his position. The thought of 
this book has beepme a part of the common inherit
ance of the race. For sale at this office. Price 75 eta.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A Fascinating Romince’oi Two Worlds. By Florence 
Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. Books like "The 
Dream Child” spur humanity on to make more and 
more demands of this nature, and will open up new 
heights and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Bill 
Wheeler Wilcox. Will, I believe, take its place bo 
aide Bulwer’s “Zanonl" and the "Serapnlta” o! 
Balzac.—Daily Capital. Topeka, Kansas. Although 
simple and unvarnished with any inflammable de
scriptions, enthralls the mind to the exclusion o! 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader closes 
the last page.—Minneapolis Sunday Times. For salt 
at this office.

What a magician is the sun, what a 
transformation is effected when its glo
rious light is poured upon the earth! 

'Personally I know of no analogy or 
comparison that will adequately de
scribe the influence of ,

MODERN SPIRITUALISM. ' 
other than which is represented by the 
rising of the god of day, with the 
mighty, the inevitable, the incalculable 
transformation and effect of that famil
iarphenomenon. How welcome are the 
first streaks of dawn, and Iio w welcome 
were those first , gentle-. rappings at 
Hydesville, “Whose vibrations,” in the 
words of Mrs. Richmond; “have reached 
the uttermost parts of the earth, whose
gentle tintlnabulatlons like a beirstrik
ing upon the atmosphere, have rever
berated to every land beneath the sun.” 
Familiar Uruur literature have been the

t0. a,veiy CleVer 1 e •“ uuvuucmg proce»-
medlum, but he could not give me a. sat- ' slon. The postage on the above book's 
isfactory answer. . • ; an$ expense of mailing Is about 85

। cents, hence you are almost receiving 
‘ them as an absolute glft. .

I By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that all we have left ua for

“Social Upbuilding, Including Oo-op- 
eratlve Systems .and the Happiness and ' 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 

(Babbltt, LL. D.,.M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and '
Gure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. . .

“Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr, J. M. Peebles,' the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. Foe 
sale at this office.

“After Her_peath. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases, of Spiritualism/ lead-
Ing the mind onward into the purer at
mosphere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher Ute. For sale, at

significant terms Dawn, Daybreak, etaj, jhi*^bfllce. Price, doth, $L

those seven books is only $1.50. ;
Postmasters.

We have been swindled out of a large 
amount of money by postmasters, who 
knowing a person desires The Pro
gressive Thinker, sends his money, de
ducting a large commission. The Pro.- 
gresslve Thinker Is one dollar per year. 
The great rise in print paper renders It 
utterly impossible for us to give any 
commission to news agents of - post
masters. .... ..

Bear in mind when making a re
mittance, that only one book, the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life In - the 
Spirit World, Vol. 3, Ib furnished for 25 
cents. You must not substitute any 
other of the premium books for that 
one. . ,

¿a

Conflict Between Religion and 
Science.

Just the book for progressive thinker«. By John 
W. Draper. Cloth. $t.75. For sole at this office. -

THE TALMUD.
Selection» from the contents of that ancient book, 

it» commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legend». 
Also brief sketches of the men who made and com- 
nented upon IL By H. PoUng. 859 pp. Price, cloth. ' 

For »»Ie at this office. .

BIBLE OFBIBLESJ
. - -OR-

TWENTY-SEVEN ■

“DIVINE REVELATIONS'*
BY KERSEY GRAVES.

Containing a description of twenty-aevea bible», anj 
an exposition of two thousand biblical error» 11 
•clence, history, morals, religion, etc. Price, cloth- 
11.75. For aale at this office. '

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
Uot Adapted to Motlera/ Civilization, with the Tnf 
Cktrsckir of Mary Magdalene. By GK W: Bmvb 
M. D. Price, 15 cent*. For eale st Util Office, »
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Some Remarkable Incidents.

CHILDLESS MOTHER’S LULLABY.

IN THE OCCULT LINE.

IS THERE A FUTURE LIFE?

Oh, many's the time in the evening, 
When the light has fled over the sea, 

That I dream alone In the gloaming ’

•Hope .writes the poetry of the boy, 
but memory that of the man.—Emerson.

HE SOUL IN DREAMS
‘The trail I should follow in order to 

apprehend a noted criminal was once 
clearly outlined to me in a dream,” said 
Captain E. Halls recently. “It was on 
my first visit to Indianapolis and I had 
readied the depot late at night, almost 
worn out. I jumped into a cab, direct
ing the driver to take me to the Spencer 
House, of which I had often heard. To 
my great surprise; he went across the 
street, turned around and opening the 
door said, ‘Here you are, boss.’ I paid 
him his fee without a murmur, thinking 
the joke was worth it. Entering the 
hotel I. secured the key to my room as 
quickly as possible and went upstairs 
to retire for a night’s good sleep. In 
pulling off my boots (they wore boots 
more then than they do nowadays) I 
noticed that the morocco tongue which 
reached down over the instep was in 
such a position that it caused my foot 
to chafe and gave me a great deal of 
pain. However, I continued undressing 
and at last tumbled into bed with a 
slgli of supreme satisfaction. Then 
came the dream. First, I was limping 
slowly downstairs into the hotel office. 
It seemed to be early in the morning. 
Nobody but the clerk was in the lobby, 
I felt like a good drink of something 
bracing would very materially aid me 
in digesting the meal which I was Soon 
to order. Not wishing to drink alone, 
I invited the clerk to accompany me to 
'the bar, which invitation he accepted 
with alacrity. When we reached the 
‘prescription counter,’ the clerk ordered 
a cocktail and I nodded my approval.' 
After we finished the beverage I re
paired to the breakfast room, where I 
ordered steak and bacon. To this day 
I can recall the exquisite flavor of that 
bacon. I thought I had never eaten any 
like it before. After eating my simple 
meal I passed through the hotel office 
to the street, lighted a cigar and started 
leisurely north on Illinois street. When 
I reached the Bates House corner I 
turned west and continued my walk. I 
remember passing the old Metropolitan 
•Opera House and the State Capitol. I 
kept on walking until I came to the 
canal and the bridge which crosses it. 
Attracted by the appearance of ttye 
water, I turned south on to the street 
which skirts the canal. I noticed the 
tumbledown appearance of the houses 
on the strpet.

ATTRACTED BY A HOUSE.
"My attention was particularly caught 

by a house standing near an alley. It 
seemed to be built of boards running up 
nnd down, with narrow strips running 
through the cracks between the boards, 
and the gable end towards the street. 
Just as I came opposite this peculiar 
house (In my dream, of course), I- was 
greatly surprised to see Mrs. Carr, 
mother of the man I was hunting for, 
come to the door. I placed my hand on 
the gate and was in the act of opening 
it when I woke up. So vivid was the 
dream that my hand stung from con
tact with that decayed old gate, with 
its sharp edges sticking up. Of course, 
you will say that I had lain on that 
hand and it ‘went to sleep,’ causing the 
prickling sensation of numbness. Well, 
bo that as it may, the dream seemed so 
real that I shook myself thoroughly be
fore I could convince myself that I was 
in bed at the Spencer House Instead of 
in front of old Mrs. Carr’s ramshackle 
frame dwelling on the canal 'bank. 
Looking out of the window I saw It was 
full daylight and decided I would dress 
nnd go down to breakfast. In order to 
test the dream—just for fun, of course, 
since I do not believe in such things—I 
invited the clerk to take a drink with 
me. Contrary to the habit of hotel 
clerks, he took up willingly with my 
offer. My interest Jregan to Increase 
when he ordered a cocktail. Naturally, 
I took the same. At breakfast, soon 
after, I ordered steak and bacon, but 
there the dream failed to ‘hold good.’ 
The bacon was not a bit better than I 
had been accustomed to eating. The 
fact Is I was so intent on that dream 
that I had no appetite. It really seemed 
as If I had just partaken of a full meal. 
Well, after I had ‘minced among the 
dishes’ a little, I sauntered out to the 
sidewalk, lighting a cigar as I went. I 
proceeded on up the street to tbe Bates 
House corner, where I turned west as 
I did in my dream. When I reached 
the old Metropolltan'my nose went up 
in the air, after the fashion of a good 
bunting dog when he Is on a keen scent 
Then came the State House, and by 
that time I was walking pretty fast,’I 
can tell you. When I reached the canal 
bridge I turned south and walked along 
in the certain expectation of coming to 
my ‘dream house.’ I found the corner 
all Tight, but the house which actually 
stood there did not quite tally with the 
one which I had seen in my vision.

MET A FRIEND.
“I passed and repassed the place, be, 

coming more and more puzzled all the 
time. As I was about to turn and go 
back to the hotel I noticed that a man 
was coming from the house next to the 
one situated on the alley. I timed my 
steps so as to permit him to catch up 
with me, intending to make some in
quiries of him. To my surprise it proved 
to be a man whom I had known very 
well In the town In which I formerly re
sided. ‘Who are you after in this 
neighborhood?’ were his first words. 
‘Oh, nobody,’ I said. ‘Can’t a fellow 
take a walk along the canal without be
ing suspected of wanting to make an 
arrest?' ‘There are some people in that 
house next to mine whom you ought to 
know,’ he.said. ‘Who are they?’ I asked 
ns carelessly as possible. ‘Why, old 
lady Garr lives there,' he replied. ’‘Who 
has she got with her?’ I inquired. ‘Only 
a couple of girls,’ he answered. ‘Oh, 
yes, there has been a strange young
fellow hanging around there for the 
last week. He doesn’t show himself 
outside of the house, but I have seen 
him a few times from my kitchen win
dow.’ I could have fairly danced for 
joy. Of course, I knew who the 
stranger was, and within a few min- 
utes.had my man safely handcuffed and 
on his way to jail. . . .

“A dream figured interestingly in 
another of my cases,” continued Cap
rain Halls, “but this time ! did not do 

' the dreaming. Some years after the 
occurrence of the Incidents in my first 
story, a murder was committed in the 
little town of Oakwood, on the Indian
apolis, Bloomington & Western Rail
way, and I was sent for to assist in the 

. detection of the murderer, who had suc
cessfully made his escape. I succeeded 
in locating him after a couple of weeks’ 

• search in a house down, in the Wabash 
‘bottoms.’ I managed to secure en

. trance to the house in which he .was 
concealed and came upon him in a bed
room, apparently sound s sleep, with the 
covers pulled up over his face. I sup
posed he was shamming, and, with a 
quick movement, jerked the covers

away from him. Still he lay there mo
tionless, blinking his eyes like a man 
who Is just coming out of a deep slum
ber. I seized him by the shoulder and 
gave him a vigorous shake, exclaiming," 
‘WeH, get up, Bill, I want you.! He did 
not move, but lay as one in a trance. I 
then took hold of his arm, gave It a 
violent pull and said, ‘Why don’t you 
get up? What’s the matter with you, 
anyway?’ At this he rose slowly, rub
bing bls eyes and saying. ‘Tom, I was 
just dreaming of you.’ ‘Well,’ I re
torted, 'this is not part of the dream. 
You are now awake, of which fact I 
will convince you in a very few min
utes.’ He dressed slowly, just as a man 
would who was in a partly dazed con
dition,, and allowed himself to be hand
cuffed without the slightest opposition. 
As we were riding back to the railway 
station I asked him about bls dream. 
‘I was just dreaming you had come 
after me,’ he replied, ‘and that you 
were right there in the room, when I 
was awakened by a shock.’ I was 
utterly unable to Imagine why this man 
should have dreamed about me Instead 
of the sheriff of the county, or chief of 
police of the city where Ids crime was 
committed. Of course, he was ac
quainted with pie—in a purely business 
way—but had no reason to suppose I 
would be detailed on the case.

A DREAM VERIFIED.
“In still one other instance coming 

under my notice was a dream verified,’ 
continued the detective. "It happened 
while I was stopping with a brother 
officer at the Planters’ Hotel, In St. 
Louis. A bellboy came up to our room 
with information that a lady was wait
ing" in the parlor to have a few words 
with me. Going to the parlor I found 
that the young woman was the sister 
of one of the most troublesome crimi
nals this country has ever known. His 
first name was .Robert, and he belonged 
to one of the foremost families in the 
land, I would scarcely dare to give you 
his name on account of the sensation it 
would create, to say nothing of tbe 
suffering it would cause prominent peo- 
pie. She plunged into her business 
without wasting time in preliminaries. 
‘Oh, Captain,’ she exclaimed, ‘do you 
know where Robert is and will you tell 
me?’ I assured her that I hadn’t the 
slightest idea, of his whereabouts. She 
exhibited signs of the greatest mental 
distress, pacing across the floor several 
times in her agitation and wringing her 
hands nervously. Finally she evidently 
came to some decision and broke out 
with ‘I guess I will have to tell you the 
cause of my trouble, after all. I had 
a dream about Robert last night. I 
saw him and a young man, whom I did 
not recognize, on the inside of a little 
grocery in a small country town. It 
was in the night. They had a wagon 
which resembled those used by grocers 
to deliver goods. This was stationed at 
the back door. ' Pretty soon they came 
out, carrying a'Jarge^quantlty of stuff, 
which they deposited in the wagon. 
The last bundle they brought out was 
a lot of silverware In a couple of coffee 
sacks. This was placed in the back of 
the wagon. Then they drove away at 
a rapid gait. I saw them go quite a 
distance through the open country and 
they were about to enter a strip of 
woods, when two men, one of whom 
looked like you, sprang out on each side 
of tbe wagon, grasped tbe reins of the 
horse, and cried out, 'Bob, we want you.- 
again.'. Then I woke up. And now, for 
heaven’s sake tell me, have you got 
him?’ I again assured the young 
woman that I knew nothing about her 
brother’s location at the time, but I 
promised to look him up and let her 
know what I might discover. In a few 
days afterward I found that Robert 
had, as a matter of fact, Been arrested 
in identically the manner she had wit
nessed In a vision aud for an exactly 
similar crime. I tell you these things 
without offering or attempting to offer 
any explanation of them. I know of 
none. I regard them as-coincidences, 
but even at that they are very remark
able.”—Indianapolis (Ind.) Journal.

1U a flsrtheaster two days out, and all 
hands with her. ' ‘ : .

“Now, a man ot sense and with the 
fear o' God'In him will get clear of a 
good deal of hard luck and Btay on top 
of water longer than some of these 
smart Johnnies'.’ There was Ned Heng- 
ler, who had shipped in the brig Bain
bow, a gay old West India molasses 
and rum hooker. Ned he lived right 
here in Bangor, and he had good folks. 
The day before the brig was to sail Ned 
acted kind of dumpish, and he couldn't 
tell why. ’Long towards night he shook 
the feeling off and started down over 
the hill from the Hampden road to the 
river, with his bag on his back. It was 
a still moonlight night; and the tide 
would serve In a hour from the time 
Ned started from home. He got halt 
way down the hill, aud could hear the 
tug coming for the brig’s hawser, so’s 
to make her up with the rest of the tow. 
Just then he felt a soft touch on his 
arm, aud turned ’round. There in the 
moonlight stood his own old mother— 
as had been in her grave eight years, 
and she looked just as natural, Ned 
said, as when she used to stand in the 
door bidding him goodbye when he was 
a young fellow going off to sea. She 
looked kind of sad and coaxing at him, 
and led him back over the hill, just as 
softly as a shudder, and pointed toward 
home. Then shejvent out of sight like 
a puff of smoke. Ned stood there a 
minute or two, not able to move, and 
his bag dropped off his shoulder. When 
he corno to himself lie felt cold, though 
it was August. He started for home 
and when lie got there the first thing 
he did was to qay his prayers. The 
Bainbow sailed without him, and she 
was never heard from.

“I remember Tom Scott, as others 
here remember him, and no one can say 
but what Jie was a man of sense, He 
was the best man that ever sailed out 
of this place, and he could lick any two 
men in Bangor in a fair figtit. He was 
hard headed as they make ’em, but he 
wouldn’t sail in the old schooner Har
vest Home after he had got his dun
nage aboard and stowed away and was 
turned in for the night. „Why? Well, 
he dreamt that it was low water
chuck low water, and that’s about the 
worst thing a sailor man can dream of, 
and he woke up, Then, as he laid there, 
thinking it over, he felt a hand passed 
•across his face. First he thought it 
was a rat's tall, for she was full of rats, 
but the hand came again, soft as a 
feather—kind of smoothing him, like, 
and. it felt like the hand ot Death. 
That was enough. Tom turned out, got 
his duds and went ashore quick, while 
all the rest of them were snoring. She 
sailed in the morning, and the old man 
raved like Bedlam when he missed 
.Tom—tlie best hand he had. Tom 
stayed to home that trip, and well it 
was for h|m. They got a stinger from 
the southeast just after the Harvest 
Home sailed, and all that was ever 
found of her was some of her deck
load of pine boards and one of her 
quarter boards, with her name on it. 
I don’t believe In being too fussy, but 
It pays a man to take a hint once in a 
while.”—Bangor (Maine) News.

A Message Given by a Spirit 
Visitant.

ally reaching out for the beautiful, 
gradually growing out of the animal, 
gradually growing nearer the celestial 
home of the soul, in the great hereafter 
in the realm of eternal life." „

Buffalo, N. Y. J. W. DENNIS.
BLINDNESS

: PREVENTED AND CURED» ::

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
' SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE.

BY LILIAN WHITING,

Ghostly Warnings that Sail 
ors Get.

■QUEER SIGNS WHICH TELL POOR 
JACK WHEN TO SHAKE A SHIP 
AND STAY ASHORE—DREAM OF 
LOW WATER—THE SPIRIT HAND 
THE SAILOR WHOSE MOTHER’S 
SPECTRE LED HIM HOME.
Two sailors with their dunnage bags 

slung over their shoulders followed a 
shipping agent down a Bangor wharf 
the other day to go on board an old 
lumber hooker that lay waiting for her 
stores and crew. Just as the party 
reached the edge o.f the wharf a great 
grey rat was seen to cautiously and 
skillfully make his way along tbe taut 
bow hawser from the vessel to the 
wharf. The first sailor, seeing the rat 
leave the vessel and scuttle away up 
the wharf, stopped short in his tracks, 
drop'ped his bag and declared:

“That settles it—you don’t get me 
aboard that hooker!” <

The sailor's mate, a stupid-looking 
Swede, coaxed, and the shipping agent 
argued and swore and threatened, but 
all to no effect The superstitious tar 
wouldn't join the vessel. “She’s as 
good as gone,” he declared—“they’re 
all done for when the rats leave ’em.” 
And he shipped In another vessel. The 
Swede went along In, the. rat-deserted 
schooner, with what ’luck is not yet 
known, and ever since then the-ship
ping agent has been cursing the Jacks 
who go by signs and telling stories of 
vessels that have survived all sorts of 
ill omens. * ’

While the shipping agent was talking 
away on this subject an old time sailor 
dropped in and took the opposite side of 
the argument, telling some stories that 
made all the Jacks in the place feel the 
need of something warming. "There,” 
said the old man, "there was the case 
of the brig Starlight, that lost her sec
ond mate. The second mate dreamt 
the night'before she sailed that he saw 
himself In his coffin, and when,he came 
into Gillogly’s place to take a parting 
drink with us he told of it, and we ad
vised him to get another berth. He 
said he guessed it would be all right, 
but It wasn’t) While helping the watch 
to reef her mainsail the footrope parted 
under him and that was the last of 
Jimmy.

“There was the bark Solferlno, as 
pretty a little vessel as ever left this 
port. She sailed on Friday, drawing 13 
feet and the cook killed a black cat the 
night .before’ she got’ away. Some of 
the men got nervous over all this, and 
said , so, but the mate took a handspike 
to them and, being anchored, off, with 
all the boats up and lashed, and the 
harbor full of ice, there was no chance 
then to leave, her. They, never got a 
chance ttf leave her, for she went down-

Of the joys that are not for me; 
And oft in my sorrowful bosom

Swells up tlje mother-love flame, 
And I clasp with arms that 

trembling
My child that never came.

are

Singing, “Hush thee, hush thee; hush-a- 
by, darling;

Nestle thee deeper In mother’s breast. 
Ob, hush thee, hush thee; husfi-a-by 

doj-ling;
Tenderest angels will guard thy rest."

The candles far down in the city 
Shine out thro’ the purplish gray, 

And the stars come Out in the heavens
And glimmer across the bay;

The murmuring waves steal homeward 
From the ocean’s larger blue,

As I dream alone In the gloaming
Of the child ! never knew; '

Singing, “Hush thee, hush thee; hush-a- 
by, darling;

Nestle thee deeper Tn mother’s breast. 
Oh, hush thee, hush thee; hush-a-by 

darling;
Tenderest angels will guard thy rest”

Oh, the little warm cheek in my bosom;
Oh, the little wet lips at my breast 

Oh, the clinging, wee, satiny Angers 
to my longing lips that are pressed! 

There was never a song that was 
sweeter, ' ■

Tho’ its singer be laureled with fame, 
Than the song that I sing in the gloam

ing
To the child that never came.

“Oh, hush thee, hush thee; hush-a-by, 
darling;

Nestle thee deeper in mother’s breast, 
Oh, husli thee, hush thee; hush-a-by, 

darling;
Tenderest angels will guard thy rest.”

The hours swim on to the midnight;
The moon looks over the hill, 

And the u-lu-lu of the night owl
Sinks mournfully and shrill.

The solitude aches with rapture,
And my heart with the mother-love 

flame,
As I sing alone In the gloaming

To the child that never came. "
"Oh, hush thee, hush thee; hush-a-by, 

darling;
Nestle thee deeper In mother’s breast, 

Oh, hush thee, hush thee; hush-a-by, 
darling;

Tenderest angels will guard thy rest.”
—Ella Higginson.

Oh, where can I find rest?
Oh, bow can I find pehce? (

How can I know I still shall livo.
When life on earth' shall cease?

Oh, ever-present doubt, '
Oh, all-consuming fear, .

Shall !,• as I, be blotted out . ■
, When life shall fail me here? • .
In never-ending space,

Is there no space for me,. . .. ..
Where-I, still I, may flnda.place .

My dwelling-place to be? ‘
Oh, God, if God there be, ' :

Who gave this mortal .breath,.
Wilt thou again bring me to naught, '

And blot me out at death?
O Nature limitless, ; •

Is this your stern decree? 1 :,
Will you, who me to this have .brought, 

Now bld me cease to be? -:'■ •;<■
O brother gone before, : , ’

Do you, my brother, live? '.<•■ .
Oh, come and bid me doubt no more—

The blest assurance give. ■ <
Oh, rapture who can tell! : ' ’

I hear my brother's voice—
That voice long known &nd loved .so 

well—
It makes my heart rejoice.

“I am your brother still, x
Your brother as before; • . ,

Fear not, fear not, there is no death, 
But life for evermore.”' : • 

THEODORE SIMPSON.
Vancouver, B. C. - • ; ■

Again I fine! WJ'solf in seclusion with 
my spirit frlenus, Ind as usual I am 
commanded t$ “tvjjte.” I ask what 
shall I wrlte^ And the answer Is 
“Write,” so I liave written what I hear 
in a soul sense'! 1

“I am a spirltwhoidwells In spirit life, 
or what is kuqwu ag the realm of soul 
life, and I knew of this land of soul life 
long before I entered it, long before I 
left the earth plane, and I knew full 
well that as I should sow In earth life 
so should I reap a thousand fold over in 
this realm of spirit. And what heavenly 
conditions I have found here. I can 
safely say that the seed was sown or 
planted while I dwelt upou tbe earth 
plane here below, so wheu tbe hour of 
my departure came, when my spirit 
was to leave the mortal form, I was sur
rounded by a host of angel guides, and 
I slept the sweet sleep of earthly death, 
and my contented aud willing soul was 
wafted to a realm of peace and quiet 
rest and joy In thlg laud of beauty in 
soul existence. . -

“Blessed, tbrlce blessed is the mortal 
that has a knowledge of spirit life be
fore he enters it. Thrlcè happy is the 
mortal that knows of the step he is tak
ing’, and thriee happy is he who can 
take this step with his soul unstained 
with the contact with the temptations 
that, beset his every path in earth life. 
I made a. heaven of my earth existence. 
I found a heaven here. Father and 
mother met me at the great gate that 
swings so lightly between this earth 
and spirit life—swings so lightly that 
the breath of the tiniest infant that 
ever left the lower plane can open it. 
Brother and sisters met me there at this 
new birth; wife and children with lov
ing hearts and welcome embrace 
crowded around me, just at this gate 
between the two worlds, this gate which 
is but a thin veil, a soul shadow as it 
seems to us in mortal life, which van
ishes us soon as the soul is freed from 
earth environments, and the glories of 
that higher life breaks upon the senses 
like a vision of glory, and you can 
through the gates ajar see rising 
through the radiant air the shining hills 
of a new Paradiso. A host always sur
rounds me there, and I dwell in bliss. 
Oh, ’tls my fervent wish that every 
mortal that ever dwelt upon earth In its 
shadow-land might experience the glo
rious awakening; and all can do so, If 
they all could realize the faet, the very 
natural fact, that there Is a life just 
beyond the coffin and the shroud, that is 
a grand and beautiful reality. Then 
none would come unprepared, no soul 
would then enter that beautiful gate 
stalnèd with blood, none would come 
with a blackened soul, but all would 
come filled with (he joys that belong to 
all mankind. . j

“No angry and frowning God met me 
at the awakening, and no grinning 
Devil beckoned me away to untold tor
ture; but harmonious peace was mine.

“You may say that 1 overdraw this 
picture, or rather: to me this reality, but 
no, I could not if I would convey to you 
the joy unspeakable that came to me at 
this second birth, and my awakening 
into a realm of eternili joy and peace, 
all in accord with the natural law of a 
Spiritual heaven. So cun a soul in ac
cord with the same natural law bring 
with him a hell from earth If he has 
sown of utter damnation while in earth, 
existence. "As ye sow, so shall ye 
reap,” and the harvest of good or evil 
Is garnered in the. realm of the great 
hereafter, the eternal forever.

“Your lecture last Sunday was upon 
“Heaven,” and all your lecture was 
right, for I aided you from my stand
point In spirit life. For heaven is but a 
condition, and not a place. 'Tls a con
dition where man’s soul is lifted from 
the depths of earthly despair to the pin
nacled heights of spiritual glory, where 
the roseate hues surround us, and 
where we live and move and have our 
being In the sweet tender tones wafted 
to us from love-tuned voices, where we 
dwell amid the delightful odors coming 
from flowers that bloom in the gardens 
of loving souls' truest and best affec
tions, where we meet with our loved 
ones in the supernal light of the life 
eternal.

“Yet even from this exalted height 
we drop at times, from our ecstatic and 
exalted state, down from this zenith 
point of joy, to the very nadir of de
spair, where the remembrance and 
sight of some misdeed of our earth life 
makes our spirit life a veritable hell. 
But we have taken so many steps and 
gained so much along the upward road 
of eternal progrosslon that our return to 
these remembrances and misdeeds 
grows less day by day, as we strive to 
reach the glorious heights beyond, and 
none can dwell In this our heaven with
out being lifted up beyond our sorrows 
until the very hills of our Paradise are 
glowing and glittering with the glory 
of h.eavenly joy. ,

“My soul expands and beats with a 
quicker, newer vigor as I mount day by 
day higher and higher up the ladder of 
progression; step by step I go up and 
new heavens open up before me, and" 
brighter and brighter grow the visions 
of glorious beauty that my soul views 
in the near-by summerland. I strive to 
go up higher and am rewarded by tak
ing a step" upward, a step higher. Oh, 
that I had striven In earth life to lift 
myself up, and to lift my fellow mortal 
up, as I have striven here, then I could 
have taken these upward steps long, 
long ago. .

.“Do I-go alone In this upward march 
of the soul? Oh, no; beside me and 
around me. are the friends of my 
youthful, days in earth ‘life, and near 
me is the guardian angel of my living 
soul, an ever present monitor, who 
points’out ^o.’me the path that I must 
tread to reagii ite eternal life, and the 
beauteous glorie^ beyond. •

“Joy .Is mine in this progression and 
mÿ constant-wish is that I might yet in 
the âgés beyontj, be able to reach the 
infinite, ÿet I ask can man’s soul ever 
reach that lills^ful state, that state of 
perfection tHat "befits the gods? Who 
knows? ? '. ' ; .

’"The glory, of/brighter and higher 
spheres entices me on, and good deeds 
are rewarded by a step ahead, a step 
nearèr the gelestial joys of the future. 
’ “Do I leave the dear ones, the loved 
ones behind me in this .advancement? 
Not at ail, CloGds of them dwell with 
me in this broad way of eternal good; 
myriads drift with me to higher homes, 
and millions hope for the higher-and 
more beautiful homes beyond. . 
' “Earth life is beautiful to tbe Inhab
itants of earth, but oh, how beautiful to 
the spirit of man is this glorious spirit 
life.. How grand to the soul is this 
home of the soul;’in this region of soul 
rest. ; ■

“Amid all this joy, amid all this 
glory, we do' not forget the toiling mill
ions of earth, for from our sphere is 
wafted hope for the weak and weary of 
earth realm, and tlw best Wishes to all 
mankind in their strugglejor progress
ion. But what a wall of superstition, 
of Ignorance, of bigotry, there is placed 
between spirit life and the , life on 
earth—making spirit life and earth life 
so very far apart, when they are so very 
near together. •• ■•-: ! : . ■ 
. But the -day ds breaking and man is 
gradually nearing the spiritual,- gradu-

Who Killed Humbert?
Every intelligent person knows that 

the bitterest hatred has existed many 
years in the Vatican for the Italian gov
ernment—especially for King Humbert 
and his leading supporters. A thousand 
times have the passions of papal fanat
ics been inflamed by appeals from the 
Pope to such an extent that the king’s 
life has been threatened—and on sev
eral occasipns his assassination has 
been attempted.

Now comes the dreadful news that 
Humbert has perished—at the hand of— 
what?—who?—an anarchist! There can 
be little doubt but that this anarchist 
is the tool of the papal party.

F. C. Conybeare, the well-known 
author, in an article in the National Re
view for July, uses these words (see 
page 728): '

“In Italy It is the cue of the Vatican 
to hold aloof, at least in appearance, 
from politics, and In view of the gen
eral election at the beginning of this 
month of June, the usual ‘fiat’ went 
forth to all the faithful ‘ni eletti ni elet
tori.’ The object of Pio Nono in Im
posing this rule was to boycott the Ital
ian government, which he regarded, 
and wished others to regard, as one of 
usurpation and sacrilege. The result 
has been to prevent the formation in 
the Italian chamber of a Catholic party, 
though it has not hindered the priests 
from intriguing with the Anarchists 
and fomenting discontent and a spirit 
of riot in the large industrial centers.”

The Citizen.has been accused at 
times of being an “alarmist”—of mak
ing statements without sufficient evi
dence. If readers will turn back over 
our flies they will discover that every 
important statement about Rome made 
in our columns is based upon'authority, 
and the authority Is always given. 
When we made the statement, two 
years ago, that the friars were respon
sible for the troubles in the Philip
pines, we were accused of “unreasoning 
bigotry.” When we said, some weeks 
since, that Home was largely responsi
ble for the troubles In China, the same 
cry was raised. But now that the Citi
zen is found to be correct, these same 
objectors are crying out: “We told you 

-so! we said that Rome was behind it!" 
—taking credit to themselves for facts 
which they denied.

Now note the trend of events in It
aly and see If our statement that Rome 
Is behind the assassination is not cor
rect. •

In the Boston Transcript Monday 
evening appeared this dispatch:

“London, July 30.—Some of the even
ing papers here attempt to trace a con
nection between the assassination of 
King Humbert and the rancorous prop
aganda that the Vatican is alleged to 
have conducted against the supremacy 
of the sovereign. These journals point 
out that theassussinntion occurred In the 
vicinity of Milan, .where, it is alleged, 
the recent insurrection was largely fo
mented by the Roman curia. The Globe 
editorializes as follows: ‘As long as the 
Vatican persists in Its anti-national atti
tude, It will be in vain to hope for re
establishing the temporal power of the 
Pope, and so long will fools and fanat
ics be provided with a fearfully potent 
reason for sedition or worse.’ ’’—The 
Citizen, Boston, Mass.

N. S. A. CONVENTION.
Eighth Annual Convention of 

National Spiritualists 
Association',

The eighth annual convention of the 
National Spiritualists Association of the 
United States of America and Canada, 
will be held at Cleveland, Ohio—Cham
ber of. Commerce Hall. Business ses
sions October 16, 17, 18, 19, 1900, at 10 
a. m. and 2 p. m.

Important business of interest to ev
ery Spiritualist will be presented for ac
tion before these gatherings.

At 7:30 each evening grand public 
meetings with addresses, .spirit com
munications, music, etc.

A large number of the most gifted lec
turers and mediums will be present and 
participate in these exercises. Among 
them may be mentioned Dr. Peebles, 
Moses Hull, Prof. W. F. Peck, Mrs. 
Helen Palmer Ressegue, Carrie E. S. 
Twiug, May 8. Pepper, Mrs. Zaida 
Brown Kates and Maggie Gaule. Other 
mediums and speakers of foremost rank 
are also making- arrangements to at
tend and participate In the programme. 
Mrs. Z. Li. Else, the talented musician 
will have charge of music.

Further announcements will be-made 
In the Spiritual papers.

Reduced rates on railroads from large 
cities. Ask for certificate tickets to Na
tional Spiritualists Convention. These 
tickets must be endorsed by the secre
tary at the convention to entitle you to 
one-third fare for return trip.

All attending the convention who 
travel to Cleveland by rail are specially 
requested to purchase pertlficate tick
ets, that we may be sure of meeting the 
requirements of the roads.

The Forest City House, a large and 
handsome hotel of Cleveland, at which 
thejjest of service and attention will be 
secured for our delegates and visitors, 
at two dollars per day each person, spe
cial rate, will be the headquarters of 
the convention. Reception in the parlor 
of the Forest City House to aU will be 
held on Monday, October 15, at 8 p. m.

Information of convention can be ob- 
obtalned of the N. 8. A. secretary, at 
600 Penna avenue S. E., Washington, 
D. Ç. MARY T. LONGLEY, 

r Secretary.
HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres.

E call special attention to The 
Next World Interviewed, one 
of our special premiums. We 
are enabled to furnish it to our 
readers at the price announced 
in our premium, list, from the 
simple fact that Mr. Horn do

nated the plates of the book to us. We 
have sent out thousands of copies of 
this book, and it has been well received 
everywhere. It should be circulated by 
the millions among all classes of Spirit
ualists. The seven books that we are 
offering to Spiritualists as premiums 
contalp a large storehouse of useful 
knowledge on Spiritual and Occult sub
jects. You should have them on the 
shelves of your library where you can 
have access to them at any time.' Read 
carefully our premium announcement

The above is the number of the pres
ent larae ot The Progressive Thinker, 
M‘printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner, if this number cor
responds with tne figures on your wrap
per. thenthe time you have paid for has. 
expired, and you are requested to renew' 
yonr subscription. This number at the. 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number oa 
tbe tag of your wrapper .
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THf 
BLIND

:SEE.

THE r 
DEAF 
HEAR. ::

Three choice volumes, each complete In itself, tn 
which spirituality la related to everyday lite Imucl 
a way as to make the world beautiful. Price |1 eaeK, 
For Bole at this office. 'h

; BY THE GREAT EYE RESTORER ;; 
J AND ONLY CATARRH CURE
‘ A « AW A is a marvel of the sine- ’ 1 ’ ÄW I law A teenth century, for by ' ' 
’ its use the Blind See, the Deaf Hear aud Ca- ' ' 
’ tarrh is impossible. Adina is an absolute ' 'tarrh is impossible. Actina is an absolute 4 ' 
f certainty in the cure of Cataracts, Pterygiums, ’ 1 

'' Granulated I.ids.Glaucoma, Amaurosis, Myo* t 
j * pla, Presbyopia, Common Sore Byesor Weak- t 
' > eued Vision from any cause. No animal J 
'' except man wears spectacles. There need not T 
' ’ beaspectacle used on the streets of the world J 

’ and rarely to read with. Street glasses eban« i 
. ’ doned. Actina also cures Neuralgia, Head- I 

J ache,Colds, Sore Throat, BrochitlsaudWeak Y 
’ Lungs. Actiua is not a snuff or lotion, but a x 

.. Perfect Electric Pocket Battery, usable at all T
times and in all places by young or old. The x 

[ one instrument will cure a whole family of J 
([ any of the above forms of disease. • Y 
। f PB0F, WILSON’S HAGNETO-CONSEBYATIVB X
i ► ........APPLIANCES,......
1 ’ Cure Paralysis, Rheumatism and all Chronic 
1 ’ Forms of Disease. These appliances are as 
1 ’ puzzling to the physicians as is the wonder j * working Actina.

¡•A Valoable Book Free M». 
।, Ise on the human system, its diseases and 
।, cure and hundreds of references and test!« 
., menials.

► AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS.

’ Now Yoii and London Electric Ass’«,
► 'lTn pap Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo;

EPI®

I with every person la the U. 8. suffering with 
EPILEPSY or FITS to «end for one of my large
sized bottle (16 full ounce«) FREE. I guarantee to 
permanently cure every case that will take iny treat
ment* Where others fail I cure.

DR. F. E. GRANT,
Dept. 33, Kansas City, Mo.

FREE ASTHMA REMEDY.
Free Trial Bottle to Everyone Who 

Buffers from Asthma.
A physician who suffered many years from violent 

attacks of asthma, has discovered a sure cure for the 
disease, and la now entirely recovered. Be has writ
ten letters to the leading newspapers of the country, 
requesting that their readers he Informed of this new 
remedy, and that he will mall, free, a trial bottle to 
anyone who writes for II It has cured quite a number 
o; people who obtained the free trial: is an absolute 
cure, perfectly safe and harmless, aud so fortifies the 
system that the cure Is permanent. Write to W. K. 
Walratb, Box 618, Adams, N. Y-, and be will forward 
vl once by mail, prepaid, a trial bottle, so that yuu 
can test it aud see what it will do in your case, An 
offer like this ought to be taken advantage of by every 
reader. Write to-day without fall. Don't wait.

EYESIGHT 
RESTORED

Falling Eyesight, Cataracts or 
Blindness Cured without the 

use of the knife.
Dr. W. O. Coffee, the noted eye specialist of Des 

Moines, Iowa, has perfected a mild treatment by 
which anyonesufiering from

«
failing eyesight, cataracts, 
blindness or any disease of 
the eyes can cure them* 
selves at home. 18,000 suf-

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
A Treatise on

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Berrler, Anthropologist aud Author. A 
very suggestive and Instructive book. Price, ll.OIL 
For sale at thia office.

Psychopathy,- or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on the relation« of tbe spirit to 

Its own organUm, and the inter-reUtlou of human 
beluga with reference to health, dUeaso and healing. 
By tho spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the m6* 
dIumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, pbyalclau aud Spiritualist should read. 
FrieeSl.50. For sale at Uxb office.

PSYCHE
Is tho Invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to develop mediumship, 
Many, Uy its use, have received long oommuulci* 
lion« from spirit friend«, and express great «atisfac* 
tlou. Price, 81, and 20 cents extra for expressage* 
Fur «ale at the office of The PkocieebbiveThinseb«

Ont of-the Depths Into the Light. 
By Samuel Bowie«; Mr«. CarrieE. 8. Twing, medium» 
This is a very Interesting little book, aud will be ap
preciated from start to Qulsb by all who wish to gain 
spiritual information. Price 25 cts. For sale at thto 
office.

OUTSIDE THE GATES 
and other tale« and sketches. By a band of spirit In« 
lelllgences, through tbe mediumship of Mary There«« 
Shelhainer. Au excellent work. Price, «1.00- For 
«ale at tbt« office.

Views of Our Heavenly Home, ' 
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly IntereBlInf 

work. Price 76 cento. Postage 6 cento. For saleit 
th!« office. - ’> ■ '

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something you should 
read. Price 60 cunts. For sale at this office,

TWO IN ONF,
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly instructive and interesting work to a 
Combination into uno volume of two of Mr. HuU’g 
Iplend Is. works. By this arrangement the coat 1« such 
that the reader to enabled to secure the two bookfl 
comJJiud at tho Jame price as was formerly aeked 
for then) ocparatelv. This volume contains 463 Daget 
aud is hindtomely bound tn cloth, and contains an ex» 
celieiijt jioriralt of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
to a caiiiful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit» 
uallsm. No book of tbe century has made so man* 
convert to Modern Spiritualism a« th!«. The authopfl 
alm, £t»thfully to compare the Bible with moderd 
iaenonienaand philosophy, has been accomplished.

ne adaptation of Spiritualism to tbe wants of human
ity! iu moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
minietiP; the spiritual nature of man, and the objec
tions altered to Spiritualism, are all considered in tho 
light oi tho Bible, nature, history, reason aud commo» 
«ease, ti)d expreased clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consist» of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a moat able production, and 

a perfect «torehouse of fact« for those who wi«n 
to deread Spiritualism, or find arguments against ttfl 
assumption« of Orthodoxy. ■
PRICE SL FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

ferers In all parts ot the 
country were cured last 
year by his wonderful ab
sorption method. Judge 
George Edmunds, a leading 
attorney of Carthage, Ills..

years old, was cured of 
-2*1 cataractfion both eyes.
W.O.Ooms.M.D. Mrs. Lucinda Hammond, 

Aurora. Neb., 77 years old, had cataracts on both 
eyes and Dr. Coffee’s remedies restored her to per
fect eyesight. If you are afflicted with any eye 
trouble write to Dr. Coffee and tell him all about . 
It. He wiU then tell you just what he can do. He 
will also send you Free of charge bis 80 page book, 
M The New System of Treating Diseases of the 
Eye.” It is full of interesting and valuable in
formation. All cures are permanent. Write 
to-day for yourself or friend to
W.0.COFFEE,K.D. t BGood Block,Dei Moines,la.

KftRBZZflL
ETHICS OF_MAFIRIACE»

By Alice B. Stockham; M. D.
Kareira makes a plea for a better Mittataht for 

children, and alm« to lead Individuate to seek ¿higher 
development of themselves through most «acred re
lations. it is pure in tone and aut.aad fihMldba 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. IL

ASTRAL WORSHIP. ’
By J. H. HDL M. D. A valuable contribution to tho 

current discussion of religion« problems. The author 
by Illustrations and a planisphere (a representation of 
the celestial sphere upon a plane with adjustable clr- 
clei), traces most of tho myths which Me at thebasa 
of Christianity to their origin In tun and star worship» 
The astronomical facta given possess great value, tho 
illuBtratlons rare and curlou«. The book Is bound la 
only one style—heavy boards. Price «1. For sale aft- 
this office.

JR??AnAYFAQYroHALLwiLLiNaTowoRK 
vv H Un 1 LAO I Gold, surer, Nickel, Meta]

Plating. Al bme or traveling, uxinj order«, uring and felling ProC Gray'« 
Machlaea. Plata« Watches, Jewelry, Tableware, Bieyelea and all metal good«. 
No experience» Heavy plate. Modern method«. We da plating, minufMture outfits, alt eixet. Guaranteed. Only out* fits complete, ell tools, lathe«, materials, 
'to., ready for work. We teach you the art, furnish secrets and formula«

F1UUC. Write today. Pamobltt. utoplu. etc., FREE. 
». fiBAY A CO- PUUns Worlu, OÍNOIHNATI. O.

Life Work of

CURA L V. RICHMOND.
Compiled and Edited by

HARBISONJD^BARRETT.
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. Supposing Again.
?. This Is a Christian nation. Proof:

/-‘Escanaba, Mich., July 23.—Wah Kee, 
: a Chinese laundryman, was beaten so 
?;.serldusly yesterday he Is In a precarious 
® condition. One arm is broken in two 
¿- places, and it is believed his skull is 
¿' fractured. The assault was made in his 
£ laundry by Frank O'Donnell and Cole
Si man Joyce, who used their clubs on him 

‘because of the Chinese situation.’”
: . Now this was a humble laundryman 
/ washing dirty linen . for Christians. 
¿ ¿Suppose he had been a Buddhist mls
- Blonary, laboring to supplant the Chris- 
• 'tian religion, all the timd ridiculing the 

Jdea'of a virgin-born God, his worship, 
v prayers offered to him,,and he, tbe son 
: of a Jewish maiden, made to appear as 
' the Father of himself, not only equal In 

■ power and glory with the Father, but 
the identical Creator of the universe. 
Why, there would not have been a 
greffse spot left of that “heathen 
Chinee." - ’ -

Cheering Words.
; That distinguished scholar, author, 

late a Christian preacher, but now one 
•¿of the heretics, so common in these last 
’’ days, Moncure D. Conway, says:
< “Onward, ye children of the new 

‘ jfalth! The sun of Christendom hastes 
to Its setting, but the hope never sets of 
those who know that the sunset here Is 
a sunrise there." . .
<■ Spiritualists, take cheer from these 
Words. _ -

Things We Want to Know*
We read and hear so much about the 

civilizing influences of’Christlanity, It 
would be very desirable to have some 
information which has been withheld 
from the world quite too long:

If Christianity was, and is In fact, the 
world's civilizer, why did the Roman 
empire relapse into barbarism so soon 
as if came under Christian influence?

Why was the civilization of Egypt 
abandoned, its prosperity obliterated, 
its architecture destroyed, and nothing 
left of her former glory but desolation, 
so soon as the cross took the place of 
the Roman eagle?

Why did Greece, with such a inem- 
orable record and' brilliant achieve
ments, whose literature is still the de
light of the world; and whose former 
magnificence, like Egypt, is shown in 
her ruins—the admiration of all arch
aeologists, fall into decay when the 
cross gained tbe mastery, the site of 
some of her great cities a mutter of 
doubt among the learned?

Christianity a civilizer! Why perished 
Jerusalem, Gaza, Tyre, Sidon, Antioch. 
Damascus, and why does nothing re
main of the greatness and prosperity of 
Palestine and the fame of her cities 
under Grecian and Roman rule, all end
ing soon after the alleged birth of this 
regenerator of the race? "

Why did the Roman toleration of all 
religions and of no religions, common 
to all countries subject to the Roman 
eagle, come to a speedy end so soon aS 
the cross was substituted as the em
blem of government?
' Finally, if the cross is a civilizer, Why 
did every government in Europe, Asia 
or Africa, fall away into barbarism, so 
soon as It came under Christian control 
and so remain until other influences 
gained’tlie mastery?

As Christian power declined, and hu
manity gained supremacy, commerce, 
agriculture, the arts and sciences, and a 
broadened literature, have come to the 
front/ Each advancing year notes the 

'decline of Faith and the advance of 
Knowledge, indicating a time. will 
come—it is not distant—when the latter 
will gain supreme ascendancy, and the 
whole world will become subordinate to 
its benign influence, then true Wisdom 
will be master over all. This is the 
hope and the earnest belief of all true 
philanthropists.

An Indignant Inquiry.
The Atlanta

wanted to know
Constitution . lately 

“What has úecome of
hell?” The editor then deplores its loss, 
and, probably, with great big tears as 
they furrowed deep channels down his 
cheeks, inquired:

“Who of us nowadays ever hears ser
mons in which the words ‘fire and brim
stone' occur, or sermons like those John 
the Baptist preached when he stood on 
tile banks of the Jordan, and warned 
sinners to flee from tbe wrath to come?”

Our contemporary has read his New 
-Testament to little purpose if he sup
poses John, “crying in the wilderness,” 
preached of “the wrath to come.” On 
the contrary the burden of John's 
plaint; as told by Matthew, was: “Re
pent ye for the kingdom of heaven is 
at hand.” Instead of preaching, as the 
Constitution seems to suppose, he in
dignantly Inquires: “0 generation of 
vipers, who hath warned you to flee 
from the wrath to come?” He was 
anxious to know who had taught such 
a God-dishonoring sentiment, and he 
appealed to the “vipers” for tbe requi
site information. The “fire and brim
stone” was the production of John's 
cousin, Jesus, a little later, but he un
questionably borrowed the Idea from 
the old Pagan mythology current when 
he is represented to have been acting 
the part of an anarchist, was laboring 
In a very humble way to overthrow the 
constituted authorities, and was trying 
to set himself up ns king.

John did say, if we credit the record, 
that another would come after him who 
would purge the chaff with fire, and It 
was the latter’s followers who erected 
the stake, tied those they designated 
heretics to it, piled fagots around, set 
fire to them, and, with seeming glee; 
burned them with “unquenchable lire.” 
From the continuous burning, carried 
on for centuries by Pagan Devil- 
wotshlpers, calling themselves Chris
tians, the fire was correctly named un
quenchable; but it was not John the 
Baptist, who may have been a very 
creditable person, If not a myth, who 
taught such a horrible doctrine, lately 
so common In every orthodox pulpit.

A General Wail.
“The heathen are perishing for want 

of the bread of life, and you refuse to 
come down with the needed money to 
pay the expense of sending missionaries 
to them,” is tbe regular vi'ail of the 
clergy whose own needs are abundantly 
supplied.

With less than one-third of our entire 
population Christian, there comes a cry 
from the home missionary: ‘“There are 
millions of homes in our own blessed 
America where the name of the dear 
Jesus is never heard except profanely. 
We must have money to send colpor
teurs into courts, and lanes, and by 
places to save these poor lost souls from 
a burning hell.”

While we listen a wall comes from 
India from millions of poor starving 
wretches: “‘We are perishing in vast 
numbers day by day for want of food. 
God withheld his rains. Though we 
toiled and planted we had no harvest 
Even the cattle all around us are starv-- 
ing, and Want is in every home, and 
presides at every hearth. Send ns food 
to relieve our present necessities. Soon 
Nature will give us bounteous harvests, 
while at tbe same time you may be de
prived, then we will return your favors 
with compound interest.”

The missionary carries war and des
olation in, his trait Humanity, relieved 
in distress, awakens kindly sympathies 
in turn. Let us remember the trite old 
maxim: “They who serve humanity 
best serve God most” '

And they who are 'so ambitious, to 
convert the “heathen” to their views 
will do well to turn their attention to 
China, and see the bloody trail'along 
the paths of the missionary.

John Wesley.
Subscribers have often made in

quiries in regard to wiiere they could 
find an account of the spirit manifesta
tions that occurred in the Wesley fam
ily. Hon. A. B. Richmond, widely 
known as the Sage of Cassadaga, goes - 
Into the subject exhaustively, and all of 
t>ur readers will return especial thanks 
to him for-thc-valuable information Im-
parted. This number öfsThe Progress
ive Thinker will be found especially in- 

;-
i-

terestlng throughout, commencing with 
the leading article on the first page, by 
the California philosopher, Charles 
Dawbarn,

I»

A CMHUu Teat.
“Go thy way, sell whatever thou hast, 

and give to the poor?”-r-Mat. 10:21. .
Jesus had been asked by one who 

kneeled before him: “What can I do to 
inherit eternal life?" The suppliant in
formed the Master that he had kept all 
the commandments from his youth; but 
he was told In reply he lacked one thing 
yet, and that was his failure to give all 
he had to the poor—virtually to those 
who had acted on his advice, given on a 
former occasion, to “Take no thought 
of the morrow, for he who cares for the 
birds will care for you."

Either the gospel writers'were not 
accurate in their records, else to be a 
faithful follower of Jesus one must 
abandon home, and friends, and cher
ished loved ones, and become a mendi
cant if he desires eternal life.

Applying this one test there are very 
few Christians to-day, and they are 
popularly known as hoboes —they 
neither toil nor spin, but subsist by 
beggary.

What about the clergy, they who are 
accumulating vast estates, as many of 
them do; who are paid princely salaries 
for preaching; who retain all their 
wealth through life, and pass it on to 
prosperous heirs at death—what claims 
have they on eternal life? And though 
a Rockefeller does give seven millions 
of dollars to a rich University to qualify 
young num to become propagandists of 
the faith, gaining great honors thereby, 
does It meet the requirements of Jesus 
to “give all to the poor?" And still re
taining wealth does he not fail to conn 
ply with tho demand, as did the un
fortunate Judas who withheld a part 
of the proceeds of the field apd met a 
calamitous death in consequence?

~ The Bible in China.
The Boxers, in their war on mission

aries, took their cue from the Bible fur
nished them in great abundance in their 
own tongue by these same Christian 
missionaries. Turn to Joshua 10:28 to 
close of ehnpter, and note how Joshua, 
at the command of the “Lord God of 
Israel,” took Makkedah, and Llbnah, 
and Lachisli, and Gezer, and Egloh, and 
Hebron, and Debir, and all the country 
of the hills, and of the south, and of the 
vale, and of the springs, and all their 
kings: he left none remaining, but 
utterly destroyed all that breathed.

The Chinese are said to be the most 
Imitative people in the world, and' as 
the Christian's Lord God had instructed 
his favorites under Gen. Joshua how to 
act against enemies, they—the Chinese- 
borrowed the Idea and acted upon it to 
the letter against those they considered 
their enemies. '

If The Progressive Thinker was to 
advise in the premises it would be: 
Civilize the Bible before you place it in 
the hands of heathen, unless you desire 
it to become a boomerang, to minister to 
your own destruction. At home tbe 
book Is not read, at least not under
standing!)', so Its wickedness is really 
little known to those in the faith. The 
preachers always skip its obnoxious 
teaching, and only cite passages to 
meet their approbation. It is from these 
selections, not vicious of themselves, 
that the masses form their opinion of 
the book, a compilation of immoralities, 
with an occasional streak of unobjec- 
tlomil mutter.

Violence a Poor Argument.
The Tribune well says that it Is hard 

to see how tbe persons who attacked 
the two preachers of Koreshan doc
trines in this city the other day can jus
tify their acllons in their own minds. 
The men sq attacked were making 
open-air addresses, as they had a right 
to do. They were teaching the creed 
that mankind lives on tho Inside in
stead of the outside of the earth, 
which is nonsensical and amusing 
but which they had a perfect right to 
maintain. Preaching this or any other 
theory of cosmogony bn the streets Is 
no excuse for attacking them with eggs 
or vegetables or violence of any kind. 
If.any man were to devote his time to a 
solemn crusnde in the interest of the 
time honored belief that the moon is 
made of green cheese that would be no 
reason why those who stopped to listen 
should disturb the peace by attacking 
him.

There is entirely too much of this sort 
of Intolerance at the present time. It 
is an Inexcusable violation of the right 
of free speech. A few days ago the 
lawless’element in an Ohio city at
tacked a couple of elders of Dowie's esv 
tabllsbment, daubed them with paint, 
and otherwise maltreated them, and 
then drove them out of the town. By 
so doing the perpetrators accomplished 
nothing more than to give proof of their 
own Ignorant Intolerance and to afford 
tbe abused elders a chance to pose as 
martyrs. Not long ago an alleged ex
Catholic priest in Chicago tried to ex
press his opinions at a meeting in a hall 
on the West Side, and was Interrupted 
by indignant hearers. Proceedings of 
this sort are not In harmony with the 
genuine spirit of American liberty. 
•They may be the proper thing in China, 
but they should not be tolerated in the 
United States.

If people do not like the doctrines of 
a street preacher they can pass on and 
not waste their time listening. If a 
man’ sees an announcement that a 
meeting is to be held at which the re
ligion he professes is to be "exposed” he 
is not obliged to attend that meeting. 
If he does go he should be quiet, no 
matter how unpleasant the statements 
that may be made. One can have no' 
sympathy with the men who go to such 
places to have their feelings wrought' 
upon, and who then create a disturb
ance. Only the ignorant are guilty of 
that sort of Intolerance. They stand In 
need of the wholesome correction of the 
law, whether they are in Ohio. or • in 
Illinois.

Stingy Churchmen.
“If the contributions to the church 

made by some people who expect a 
starry crown in the next world were 
added together it wouldn't buy à last 
season’s straw hat” ./•

Thé above quotation from a religious 
paper shows the churches have their 
trouble in gaining the sinews of war as 
well as Spiritualists. But this should 
not be. An open hell yawns in front of 
them; the -Devil with his cloven foot 
barbed «tail and trident is behind goad
Ing them to destruction; 'whilst the 
priest promises exemption from all 
danger if the sinner will believe in a 
virgin-born God; but he is sure to keep 
an eye for earthly blessings on the coin 
of the realm, as the gentle hint In the 
quoted item proves.

Good Points.
Men who are good .from compulsion 

are not good at all. The fellow to tie 
to is the one who knows just where to 
draw the line between ascetlsm and 
excess.—Ex.

The Moat OomuuuMtoAgaoraaoeaudl 
Superstition.

This is supposed to be a “Christian” 
nation, yet how far. advanced aro seg
ments of it above the ordinary ignorant 
and superstitious ^hlngse? Take, for 
example, the account given of the 
“Holy” relic at St. Anne, Ill. Fifteen 
hundred people • crowded the church 
there lately and, k'neeliiig in turn in 
front of the sanctuary, reverently 
kissed tbe little glfcss c&se which con
tained a bone from thé wrist of St. 
Anne, the mother/of ithe, Virgin, ex
pecting thereby notibulyt to Insure their 
soul’s welfare butjto obtain freedom 
from physical ills, -for.Apne is the pa
tron saint of the sick and the dis

L-
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tressed.
Eight hundred of those who crowded 

before the altar of the saint were from 
Chicago. Four hundred of these were 
French Canadians from the Church of 
Notre Damo de Chicago, at Vernon 
Park place and Sibley streets, and the 
rest of the pilgrims included small dele
gations from every Catholic church in 
Chicago, religionists from all the vil
lages and communities in the neighbor
hood of4 St. Anne, and many from 
almost all the larger cities of the State.

The occasion was the feast of St. 
Anne, the day on which communicants 
gather before/the shrine of the saint 
and pay their devotions. The relics of 
St. Anne are supposed by many to pos
sess curative virtues, and among the 
hundreds that go annually on« each re
curring feast day to press their lips 
against the glass case containing the bit 
of bone from the saint's wrist are 
always many who are afflicted with 
some bodily ailment'.

In tlie great crowd that overflowed 
the little country town wherein the 
church stands were many sorely dis
tressed by mental or physical illness 
which they hoped tlie good St. Anne 
would heal. ¡There were several half
paralyzed, who dragged their crippled 
limbs down the street to the church, 
flrm in the belief of the efficacy of the 
saered relle. Several feeble-minded 
children were brought by their parents 
to be healed by the saint, and older 
people, long sufferers from some painful 
sickness, murmured their prayers with 
trembling Ups as they eagerly awaited 
their turn, when they might hold, for a 
short time, the precious relic In their 
hands.

The great majority of the pilgrims to 
St. Anne were women. In one ear sat 
thirty Sisters of Mercy, engaged most 
of tlie time in prayer. One told how 
she was healed several years ago by the 
holy relic, saying that she had knelt be
fore the shrine qll night, praying with
out ceasing to the saint to cure her 
bodily infirmity. When she arose from 
her knees in the morning she was 
healed. Father Gelinas, of Notre Dame, 
vouched for the truth of the story told 
by the sister. '

Father Gelinas told of another inci
dent that came under his notice. Dur
ing the feast of St. Anne in 1897, a 
young woman, who said she was almost 
blind, knelt before the altar, and after 
kissing the relic of the saint arose and, 
throwing away her glasses, declared 
that her sight had been completely re
stored. Many were present who said 
that they went honip free from the 
pains that had vexed them in the morn
ing when they started on the pilgrimage.

Father Achille L. Bergeron, pastor of 
Notre Dame, Is conservative in his 
statements In regard to the temporal 
benefits derived from the shrine of St. 
Anne, but declared nh soul knelt in 
vain before the shrine.

The tradition of tbe feast celebrated 
Is that during the twelfth century a 
poor peasant of the Province of Bre
tagne, in France, saw In a vision St. 
Anne, who asked him to erect a shrine 
In her honor. Accordingly a church 
was erected to the saint at Saint Anne 
d’Auray, in Bretagne.

The services at St. Anne began with 
low mass at half-past eight, followed by 
high mass at half-past ten o’clock. Then 
the pilgrims, all of whom had fasted be
fore going on the journey to the shrine 
of the saint, gathered outside the walls 
of the convent, under the big shade 
trees, and broke their fasts, eating 
luncheon out of the baskets and boxes 
of food they had carried with them. In 
the afternoon Father Dugast, of St. 
Mary's, preached In French, and Father 
Bergeron In English, and then the cere
mony of kissing the relic occurred.

The relic was brought to the town by 
a priest who. procured It In Rome in 
1892.

Here we have an example of ignor
ance and superstition so dense that one 
can seemingly cut it with a knife. To 
ascribe healing properties to an old 
bone Is the highest of folly, and a dis
grace to the intelligence of the 20th cen
tury. That some who have visited the 
shrine have recovered from bodily in
firmities, we have no doubt, as Catholic 
spirits sent down upon them their heal
ing Influence with excellent results, 
thus aiding and fostering the Catholic 
Church. Spirit manifestations ore com
mon -to every class or sort of people, and 
they are often utilized to cultivate the 
grossest of superstitions, as manifested 
by those who think an old bone has 
healing properties.

Anarohism and Catholicism.
Italy is Catholic to the core. Nearly 

her entire population are Catholics, and 
there anarchism has its capital,-and at
tempts to rule the world by assassina
tion of the heads of governments. The 
great crimes of the last century in this 
direction are mostly traceable to Italian 
assassins. Santo, who stabbed Presi
dent Carnot of France to death, was an 
Italian. It was an Italian, anarchist 
who shot Senor Canovjs. (A French- 
Italian, Laochlnl, murdered the most es
timable-empress of Austria; And an 
Italian from America a! few days ago 
killed the very worthy tGUg Humbert

Most all of the assasslns jif rulers in 
recent'times, have been either Catho
lics, or sympathizers with fliat churCh. 
The question naturally, arises: 'Does 
Catholicism invite to crime?' Statistics 
seem to answer this question in the af- 
flrmative.. ; ; !r ■ •,!<

An Honest Matt Gohe.
Died, In Burritt, near!Rockford, Ill., 

about August 2, George Tullock, Esq., 
agedi upwards of 80 years- by , .

When the great Baptist revivalist, 
Elder Knapp, Of two generations ago, 
was making his will the notary in
quired: “Who shall I name asexecu- 
tor?” “George Tullock.” “But George 
Tullock is an Infidel.” "George Tullock 
is an honest man, and I want an honest 
man to administer on my estate.”

Though Elder Knapp’s estate was a 
very large" one, accumulated while in 
the soul-saving business, and held in 
disregard of the direction of the Master 
to “sell all and give to the poor," George 
Tullock administered on that estate, to 
the entire satisfaction of the numerous 
heirs; and though throughout his life 
warmly antagonizing pagan theology, 
as taught by the church, he died full of 
honors and universally respected.

OMM In a Tranes Went to Heaven.
It appears from the New York Daily 

Journal that Little Sophie Fowler, of 
Milford, Ct., went Into a strange trance 
for five days, and on awaking from It 
declares that slie had been taken by the 
angels to the spirit la.ud. Her condi
tion, physicians declare, was most re
markable, and the account she gave of 
her spirit travels was coherent.'

Sophie is the twelve-year-old daugh
ter of Mark Fowler, of Milford. She is 
a pretty, spiritual looking child, but not 
at all precocious. Hei- brain is per- 
perfectly normal and sound. This state
ment Is made because so many trance 
patients are in some stage of insanity.

On Monday morning when the Fowler 
family was around the breakfast table 
Sophie's chair was empty. A younger 
child was sent to her room to call her. 
The little one came running to the head 
of the stairs.

“Oh, mamma,” she called In tones of 
mingled awe and terror, “come quick! 
Sophie's all dead!”

The frightened family rushed to 
Sophie's room. They found her lying 
in bed unconscious. Tbe body was 
cold, but there was nothing that 
mother considered a sign of life.

Dr. A. L. Tuttle was sent for.

not 
her

He
said that the girl was not dead, but In a 
comatose condition. He used every 
known method to restore hey to life, but 
without result -

“She must bewatched day and night,” 
he said. “At the first sign of life send 
for me.”

All Monday the mother sat by her bed 
eagerly looking for some movement. 
She feared the little life might flicker 
out. Tuesday, the next day and Thurs
day nothing occurred to show that the 
child was not dead. A few more days 
of suspense and the family would have 
been crazed.

On Friday morning the condition of 
the girl, It was seen, was changing. 
She was breathing. An eyelid fluttered 
and dropped again, Her nostrils dilated 
a bit and finally toward noon she 
opened her eyes to look at the happy 
face of her mother.

For five days she had eaten nothing 
and had not drunk a drop of water.' 
Food was given to her and she soon re
covered sufficiently to be able to talk.

“I have been In heaven all tho time,” 
she ?aid, “and, oh! mamma, it’s such a 
pretty place*; I hated to leave It. They 
have music there and gold stars and 
people fly about. There Isn’t any nasty 
rain there and you don’t have to walk 
about, but just float in the air.

“There is no dirt in heaven at all. 
Everything Is made of gold and sliver 
qnd diamonds. I played all the time I 
was in heaven. There are a lot of little 
girls there. I didn’t see any of the 
Bible people. I guess I’m so little they 
didn’t want to be bothered with me.

“I don’t know how it is I’m back here 
in Milford. I didn’t know that people 
died and went to heaven and came back 
again. I guess I died by mistake, didn’t 
I, and then when God found it out He 
thought He’d better send me back.

“This wasn’t one of those dreanis. 
When you stick your head In the pillow 
you see stars and gold and silver shiny 
things, but this wasn't that. It was 
really heaven, because I walked about 
for a week.

“And, mamma,” said Sophie, “I guess 
I'll be a better girl than I was before I 
went to heaven. I want to go there 
again and I want to be sure they’ll let 
me in. I always thought heaven was a 
place where you had a lot of cross 
teachers to make you mind, but it isn't. 
They just let you do whatever you like 
just as long as you're good.”

The little girl has recovered her health 
completely. Dr. Tuttle said that she 
was in a normal condition. Her heart 
was full and regular. She was slightly 
exhausted after her five days’ trance, 
but that was all. The child is the mar
vel of Milford.

Visited by a Ghost.
The ghost of a boy who died from

smallpox makes Its appearance nightly 
at Winstanley Park, East St. Louis, 
III., and has terrorized the neighbor
hood. The ghost Is that of Albert New
man, 16 years of age. In his Illness he 
was nursed by John Miller and Mrs. 
Williams. To them he appears almost 
nightly, as also to Mr. Newman, the 
boy's father; to Mrs. Anderson, a neigh
bor of the Newmans, and to Henry 
Drummond, who Insisted that his grave 
be dug deep and caused a high mound 
to be placed over the body.

Mrs. Williams says the ghost first ap
peared wrapped in the sheet in which 
young Newman had been shrouded. 
Since then she has seen him four or five 
times, sometimes at nlght, but oftener 
at dusk, at which latter time the burial 
had taken place. He had come Into the 
house and upset things on the table and 
on the floor. She also says that the last 
time she saw him his face was brighter. 
The sheet In which he was wrapped 
seem to be as white as snow. Miller 
had seen him but once. He and Mrs. 
Miller were sitting in the little lean-to 
at the back of the house. His figure 
was plainly outlined against the wall. 
It was quite dark, but the figure seemed 
to be lighted up by a sort of a halo, and 
Miller says be saw him plainly.

Albert’s father said he had seen the 
spirit of his son on two or three occa
sions, but hardly knew what to think 
about it, nor why Albert should thus 
revisit tbe scenes of his earthly career. 
His visitations had mostly been made 
at night or In the dim light of early 
morning. H6 bad always done the best 
he could for him, but had had troubles 
of his own, which he related at some 
considerable length. Miller tlien guided 
the way to Mrs. Anderson’s about 200 
yards from Newman's. Mrs. Anderson 
is an old woman, and she declared that 
she had not only seen the spirit, but had 
talked with It, and it had answered 
her. Albert played with her boys a 
great deal, and she recognized his 
voice. He was wrapped in the same 
white robe he had worn in his visits to 
the Newman house. She was as posi
tive of this as she would have been of 
the ideiitlty of one of her own children. 

'She had seen the ghost three times.—
Chicago Inter Ocean, .

Belvidere Seminary.
The fall term of this Home School for 

Youths of both sexes will begin Septem
ber^!. Location healthy and beautiful. 
Adults prepared for college or business 
by experienced and liberal teachers.,- Its 
art departments include music, paint
ing, mechanical drawing find literature. 
Its government is based on the Golden 
Rule; Its coercive force Is, therefore, the 
law of love; its motto “He that ruleth 
his own spirit is greater than he that 
taketh a city”; hence, in principle, its 
management is opposed to war, capital 
punishment and injustice in.all the re
lations of life. Spiritualists and all 
progressive people are cordially invited 
to co-operate with its principals in their 
efforts to sustain a liberal and harmo
nious institution for tha intellectual, 
moral and spiritual education of their 
children. Terms moderate. For circu
lars address Seminary, Belvidere, N. J.
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MISLEADING.
Amendment to the Oonstitu 

tion of the N. S. A.

. To the Editor:—I crave permission to 
reply to an editorial on “The Eighth Na
tional Convention” In the August 4th is
sue of the Banner of Light. I have no 
complaint to make of the article in the 
main, but as that paragraph which re
fers to the proposed amendment of the 
Constitution to make the convention bi
ennial instead of annual, is misleading,. 
I-must ask your indulgence, and space 
in your valuable paper, to correct the 
same.

The paragraph to which I refer reads 
as follows: “One of the proposed 
changes of the Constitution of the N. S. 
A. will make the conventions biennial, 
instead of annual, as heretofore. This 
is an important step, aud certainly has 
some strong arguments in its favor. 
The opposition rests largely upon the 
danger of getting non-representatlve 
persons into office for an indefinite pe
riod. Thlg danger can be obviated by 
exercising great care in the election of 
officers, and by an amendment that will 
provide for the removal of any seditious 
person who deliberately sought to vlo- 
late the Constitution and rules of the 
Association. On the other hand, if the 
change is made, it will certainly save 
the expense of one convention in every 
two years. Each annual meeting, in
cluding rent of hall, music, railroad 
fares, and hotel expenses costs from 
seven thousand, five hundred to ten 
thousand dollars.. This estimate is 
based upon an average expense of fifty 
dollars each to every delegate in at
tendance. This sum is worth saving,’ 
and can be utilized in other directions 
for the good of the cause.”

With all due deference to tbe edit
orial brain that penned tbe above, Mr. 
Editor, I feel that it will not be wise to 
allow it to go unnoticed. As far as the 
danger of electing non-representatlve 
persons for an indefinite period, is con
cerned, I doubt if it exists, as I have 
confidence in the integrity of our dele
gates, and in their ability to choose offi
cers of the N. S. A., who will be repre
sentative Spiritualists, and who will 
serve the cause worthily; but, as the 
writer says, any possible danger In this 
line can be easily obviated. My point 
In this letter is, from a perusal of the 
article in the Banner, many may be led 
to infer that it costs the N. S. A. from 
seventy-five hundred to ten thousand 
dollars for each annual convention. 
. The expenses of delegates, Including 
railroad fares, hotel bills, etc., are never 
paid by the N. S. A., but either by the 
societies which they represent, or by 
themselves personally. Estimating that 
the average cost to each person attend
ing iiie convention Is fifty dollars, what 
assurance have we, that If this is saved, 
It will in any instance be actually de
voted to the good of the cause? If a 
man wishes to spend fifty dollars to at
tend a great convention, he considers he 
will not only do good to the cause it rep
resents, but also, that he will get some 
satisfaction and blessing from it. Com
ing in contact with men and women of 
enlarged views, and of spiritual culture, 
as he must do at these conventions, 
does him good, he is better mentally 
and physically for the exchange of 
thought, and for the participation in 
the deliberations of a representative 
body of Spiritualists. His society, If he 
Is a delegate, receives a blessing from 
bis presence at the assembly, he car
ries an influence to it, that cannot be 
estimated In value by dollars and 
cents. I consider the money spent by 
Individuals or societies, in attendance 
at these great convocations, to be well 
spent, and that it is a credit to the 
cause, and to the societies of the N. S. 
A. I know of persons who Intend to be 
at the next convention In Cleveland, 
who have not taken any other vacation 
this summer, intending to save their 
time and"money for the trip to this 
great meeting, and at the same time see 
something of the country, while adding 
their Influence and assistance, in mak
ing the N. S. A. stronger and better as 
a grand representative organization of 
the cause of Spiritualism. These indi
viduals are not spending money foolish
ly In this trip, nor are they using that 
which belongs to the cause at large, 
probably not one of them would use 
any-portion of the money for other than 
personal uses, yet the cause Is bene
fited by Its expenditure for the conven
tion, as it helps to bring about a union- 
of forces, and an exchange of thought 
and sentiment that cannot fall to do 
good to all concerned.

Therefore, Mr. Editor, I feel that the 
article from which the foregoing para
graph Is quoted, Is misleading, If it be 
not modified. I want the public to un
derstand, first, that the N. S. A. Is not 
put to any such enormous expense at 
each convention, as a casual reader 
might suppose, and second, that even If 
each delegate and visitor to the annual 
convocation does—on an average—ex
pend fifty dollars thereby, it is not 
money wasted or misspent, but that It 
Is actually well invested for the good of 
the payee, and for that of the spiritual 
cause. So far from hearing any com- 
paint from those who attend the con
ventions, that they have misspent their 
means, I have always beard many ex
pressions of pleasure from' delegates 
that they were privileged to be present, 
and It is also a fact that these and oth
ers, have contributed to the N. S. A. 
treasury in liberal measure, because 
the convention has done them good, and 
led them to see the importance of or
ganization, and of tile N. S. A. Further 
than this the conventions do great good 
in the cities where they are held, they 
call attention to Spiritualism, and at
tract large assemblies of thoughtful 
people who come to learn of our work 
and to listen to the philosophy and 
demonstration of Spiritualism from our 
speakers and mediums, and it seems to 
me, that the conventions are a means of 
great enlightenment.

Personally, I have no objection to the 
change of the convention to biennial— 
instead of anual dates, if the majority 
of the delegates vote for such a change. 
I . only wish to place the matter In the 
right light before the people. The 
amendment to be acted upon in this 
connection reads literally as follows: 
Article IX, ,'by substituting “Biennial” 
In place of. “Annual Conventions,” thus 
making the Convention meet every two 
years Instead of annually. .

Fraterially and sincerely yours, 
THEODORE J. MAYER.

T E are trying our best to estab; 
' llsh libraries in every Splrit- 
tialist family of the- United 
States, hence we afe offering 
Seven valuable books as a 

• premium. Those seven books 
have been sold for. ?10.75. A 

single one has sold as high as $25. The 
first edition of Art Magic'sold for $5 per 
copy. As high as $15 has been paid for 
a single copy of Ghost Land; yet we 
furnish these seven books to our sub
scribers for $2.35, when ordered in con
nection, with a year’s subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker., Read bur- 
premium announcement carefully.

"Mind and Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied In Medicine and 
Education.” By A. 0. Halphide. Pres
ident Chicago Society of Anthropology. 
For sale at this office. Price $1.

Opening Day at Lake Pleasant.
The subject of the discourse given by 

Judge A. P. Dalley was the mission of 
Jesus and the reign of law, founded 
upon the following words ¿f Jesus: 
“Think not that I am come to destroy ’ 
the law or the prophets; Lam not come 
to destroy, but to fulfill. l'or verily I 
say unto you, till heaven and earth * 1 ii * * * 
pass, one jot or tittle shall in nowise 
pass from the law till all.be fulfilled.’1 
—Matthew v:18-19. He said that un
questionably the doctrines and teach
ings of Jesús, also called Christ, were 
the foundation of that great aggrega
tion of denominations of religious peo
ple, making as a whole the Christian 
church. Much that he taught and said 
was not new, and it is probably unfor
tunate for the world that so little that 
he did say and do has come down to 
us. It is claimed in behalf of the gos
pels that the writers, Matthew, Mark, 
Luke and John were inspired to correct
ly repeat what the great teacher said 
and did; yet there is the evidence in the 
gospels themselves of the imperfection 
of their work, and Luke, who wrote 
many years after the crucifixion, plain- 
Jy tells us that his mission Is to collate 
and record such as was repeated to 
him, that he deemed authentic, so it 
could be transmitted to those who 
should come after. Had not the hand 
and craft of the priest, so early ln-the 
Christian era, throttled the mediums of 
inspiration and stifled the utterances of 
the spirit there would have been little 
dissension among the followers of 
Jesus, and the appalling persecutions 
which have stained the cause of Christ 
and drenched the land with human 
blood would have been prevented.

’ A Gloomy Outlook, and a Hopeful
1 Remedy. ,

The New York Sun, in a late issue, 
¿¿' made the following statemelt:
¿ “‘There has been a very noticeable
X decline in the sales of religious books,’
ii said a publisher who once printed many 
A of them, ‘and I don’t know how to ac- 

’• count for it. The churches are growing 
in wealth and numbers all the time, ac- 

■J, cording to their own figures; but the in
terest ln religious books has declined to 

■ such an extent we now publish very 
■ few of them. Old publishing houses 

;J that years ago relied on such works for 
I’ their profit have turned their attention 

. to fiction in response to the public de
; mand. That has been my experience, 
¿ and I give It to you without comment.’ ”

The religious journals non-supporting, 
¿ preachers unemployed, pulpits empty, 

church buildings falling Into decay, else 
! converted into school houses, factories, 

■< or warehouses, and the membership If 
¿¿ not absolutely decreasing, not keeping 

up with the advance of population, the 
¿ future, to churchmen, must be one of 
•fe gloom. "

Amend your creeds; dismiss your bar- 
■ ¿barian God borrowed from the Jews, 

w- and construct a new one along scientific 
' lines; give your devil the grand bounce; 
¿ turn your hell over to the Catholics who 
'¿need It badly; get rid of the flummery 

’ you borrowed from the parent church;
¿ send your Bibles and missionaries to the 

¿ cannibal islanders; tench natural law 
‘ in place of a "Thus saith the Lord,” and 

when you get rid of all your rot em- 
J brace Spiritualism and live moral lives 

. thereafter; then you may hope for a 
.glorious immortality which awaits all 
of us wlien the fever of life is over.

Inciting Cause of War.
A writer who is content to limit his 

’.¿ investigation to the inciting cause of 
5?. the American Revolution, and ascribes 

it to the Stamp Act of that period, may 
fall very far short of the real truth. 
The casuist will inquire into the mo

': fives of that act, and learn what lies 
; beneath; There was a deficit of revenue 

j to carry on the expenses of the British 
government, and It was expected that 
act would supply the deficiency, and it 

¿ was enacted In consequence.
¿ At the period under consideration tbe 

tithing System was In full force In 
' Great Britain in the interest of the 
? church, by which her flocks and herds 
¿ and fields were annually robbed of one- 
i tenth their products for ecclesiastical 
'- purposes. This burden was so severe 
. on the producer It was impractical to 
. add‘additional taxes, hence the resort 
• to the tax on trade and commerce.
¿'¿; During our War of the Rebellion a 
i;■ stamp act was resorted to as a source
¿ of revenue, and the same method was 
¿ employed and is still in force, to in- 
Z ¿crease the revenue on account of the 
¿¿late Spanish war, and for the subjection 
s of the Filipinos; but we must go deeper 
• ■ than these revenue acts to find the 
W cause of their enactment. Were a true 

inquiry made into the causes of the 
> ' American rebellion we apprehend it 
. would find fts root in a bull of the Pope 
•permitting the enslavement of heathen 
” who had. nd rights Christians were 

‘¿ bound to respect, whilst the Supreme 
¿ Pontiff found his authority for action 

■ in a “Thus saith the Lord” promulgated 
by Moses.

The relations of Spiritualism to the 
Christian churches, is one of growing 
importance. There are Spiritists and 
Spiritualists; the former are simply 
those who limit their knowledge to the 
facts by which the existence of spirit la 
demonstrated while the latter not only 
embrace a knowledge of the phenom
ena, but aspire to comprehend all spir
itual truth from whatever sources at
tainable to the end that they may con
form their lives and actions thereto. 
They early discovered the divinity of 
truth. They were taught through their 
inspired teachers that nature's laws 
are God's laws, and that morality and 
religion to be true—by which I mean, to 
result in the greatest good to man as a 
mortal here, and as a spirit In the world 
to come, must be In perfect harmony. 
Therefore, as Jesus was inspired, and 
possessed a knowledge of the potency 
of the law, It is clear that he referred 
to something beyond the law of Moses 
when lie said he did not eome to de
stroy the law and that the law was as 
fixed and eternal as are heaven and 
earth. A religion cannot be built upon 
theories and endure. Like the house 
built upon sands, the hiroads of truth 
like a torrent of waters will destroy its 
foundations. But there is sufficient of 
the bed-rock of truth In the Christian 
churches to stay them from utter de
struction. Tlie fact is, the church is 
better than its creeds. A uoble frame
work, an imperial structure, may weak
en and fall from defective timber, or 
overweighting its floors. The human 
stomach struggles with and attempts to 
assimilate what Is put into it for the 
nourishment and support of the body 
and soul; but It may be overloaded, anil 
food that cannot be digested must be 
rejected or death will follow. So of the 
churches. They are suffering from 
moral Indigestion and chronic dyspepsia 
from persistent efforts to assimilate 
that which morality, justice and rea
son repel. When they conform their 
creeds to the cardinal principles of thé 
golden rule, and as expounded by Jesus 
and In harmony with the principles of 
justice, there will be a coalescing such 
as the world has never seen, and that 
which shall bring people and churches 
in fraternal relations, will also bring 
the nations of the world Into compacts 
of peace. China, India and-Arabla will 
cease to hate the Christian, and the 
Christian ere then will learn that he 
must educate qnd enlighten before he 
can safely deal with those vast multi
tudes In the East whose greatest mis
fortune is that of ignorance, which is 
fast Impelling them to learn, at fearful 
cost, the great truth that “knowledge is 
power.”

Venerable Spiritualist Passed On.
William Case, one of the oldest resi

dents of Lafayette, passed to spirit life, 
July 20, at tbe home of his old friend, 
Andrew J. Dreyer, near Dayton, this 
county, from the infirmities incident to 
his advanced years. He was one ot the 
leading musicians of the city years ago, 
and his violin and flute were given a 
place In a number of orchestras.

William Case was born in Little Falls, 
Herkimer county, N. Y., March 1, 1818, 
living there until the spring of 1829, 
when we went to Lockport, Niagara 
county, and resided for a year, at the 
close of which time he returned to 
Little Falls and attended school until 
the spring of 1834. He then started out 
with a band of musicians and traveled 
three and a half years with caravans 
and circuses. In tlie latter part of 1837 
he went to Xenia, 0., and spent the win
ter there, after which be went to Lock
port, N Y„ where he remained until 
early In 1853, coming at that time to 
Lafayette, where he had since contin
uously resided, with tbe exception' of 
tbe winter of 1874-75, when be traveled ■ 
through the southern states as flutist 
with Katie Putnam's Dramatic com
pany. Later Mr. Case worked for a 
number of years as a harness maker. 
For the past 30 years be had lived 
alone in a little room on the third floor 
of the building occupied by Abe Eck
haus, on Columbia street, remaining 
there until a few months ago. When 
his Illness compelled him to remain In 
bed he was removed to St. Elizabeth 
hospital by Dr. R. B. Wetherlli, but re
mained there only a little over an hour. 
He told the sisters that he liked the 
place, that It was clean and pleasant, 
but said he was homesick and would 
go back to the room In which he bad 
lived for thirty years. After thanking 
them for the trouble he caused them, he 
returned to his room on Columbia 
street,. He was too weak to care for 
himself and was later removed to the 
home of Mr. Dryer, his old friend.

Mr. Case was a free thinker. He left 
Instructions, for his body to be cre
mated and his ashes “thrown broad
cast on Mother Earth.” If he had any 
religion it was a firm belief In Spiritual
ism.

His only relative known to be living 
In this city Is Albert G. Case, a brother, 
residing at No. 1008 Elizabeth street, 
and who is at present very ill.

The remains of the deceased .will be 
brought to this city to-morrow morning 
and taken to the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles A. Baldwin, No 1902 Kossuth 
street, where friends may view the 
body to-morrow. Acting under instruc
tions given in a letter left by the de
ceased, Messrs A. W. and J. L- Cald
well, executors of the dead man’s will, 
on Weddnesday morning, will accom
pany the remains to Cincinnati, where 
the body will be incinerated, and the 
ashes scattered broadcast

Lafayette, Ind.

V
1'

'i

“Humanity, Its Nature, Powers and 
Possibilities." A concise, masterly, 
presentation of tho facts and philoso
phy of Spiritualism. For sale at thia 
office. Price 25 cents.
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INTRODUCTION OR PREFACE.
“Was John Wesley a Spiritualist?” is the subject of my 

lecture; and I propose to try this question just as I would 
any issue of fact in a court of justice, and have my audi- 
enqp as a jury decide the question from the evidence pro
duced, and to return their verdict uninfluenced by fear, 
favor or affection and that as they shall answer to their 
consciences in the future. .

J »sk no special consideration or favor in the trial of this 
issu-;)but only a candid attention to the evidence I shall 
produce, and an honest verdict thereon. This is neither 
the time, place nor subject for the display of oratorical 
painted phrase or hyperbole. There is no pretended inspi
ration, or aid of any spirit influence in this lecture, save 
that of truth’s unerring tongue and historians impartial 
narrations. We depend on the written pages of the histo
rian for a true account of long past events, and the inci
dents of phenomena therein narrated. The wars of a 
distant period, the plagues, pestilence, floods and famines 
of the past are only known to-day because history has re
corded them. The volcanic eruptions, earthquakes and 
destructive tidal waves of centuries ago can only be 
proven to-day by the testimony of reliable historians of 
the past, while more recent events are only known to have 
happened because published accounts are generally re
ceived as truthful narrations. Therefore in this lecture 
I shall call as evidence the unadorned statements of wit
nesses who lived when Wesley did, saw and heard what he 
did, who had no motive to falsify in the narrations of 
facts, no interest to conceal them or to color them with 
t]ie variegated hues of fiction. This with the testimony of

JOHN WESLEY HIMSELF, 
which as lawyers would.say, make out a case that no jury 
can doubt, or court discredit.

John Wesley was truly a great man, one who com
menced his childhood under the influence of the spirit 
world, and whose success in after life was due to the con
trolling sway of unseen .spirit power and phenomena.

The startling events of his early life have been recorded 
by Ins own father, who was pastor of Epworth parsonage 
in Lincolnshire England, as also contemporary biogra
phers whose narrations of the so-called Wesleyan phe
nomena were a portion of the literature of the eighteenth 
and nineteenth century, from which I shall quote as con
clusive evidence in the issue discussed in this lecture. 
The great Francis Bacon said that— '

‘‘No pleasure is comparable to the standing upon the 
vantage ground of truth.” This is my text.
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JOHN WESLEY A SPIRITUALIST AND HIS 
MOTHER A MEDIUM.I

“Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings hast thou 
ordained strength.” —Psalms viii:2.

Jolin Wesley was born at Epworth, June 17, 1703. He 
was educated at Christ Church College, Oxford. In 1724 
he was elected fellow of Lincoln College and in 1726 grad
uated as Master of Arts, where he was distinguished for 
his classical attainments. From his early boyhood, he 
was surrounded by certain occult phenomena that at
tracted the attention of many learned prelates and savants 
of that day. The strange occurrences that attended his 
childhood so impressed his Christian mother, that she 
seemed to have a prophetic vision qf his future greatness, 
and she said with emphasis: “I do intend to be more par
ticularly cireful of the soul of this child.”

At this time the mother was an unconscious medium, 
through whose influence and in whose presence much of 
the strange phenomena that attended Iris childhood oc
curred, an account of which was afterwards written by 
his father, the rector of Epworth parsonage, and is now 
preserved in the British library at London. This so- 
called Wesleyan phenomena was for a long time the sub
ject of the current literature of the day; both scientifio 

• and secular journals published long accounts of the mys
terious happenings at Epworth parsonage during the 
childhood and early youth of John Wesley. The theolog
ical creeds of that day sought strenuously to deny and 
ridicule their spiritual origin, .while learned investiga
tors sought in vain to account for them on many scientific 
theories, and yet to this day, there is no rational or logical 
theory of explanation except that of
- SPIRIT LIFE AND VISITATION.
And as years have passed on with Time's ceaseless tread, 
science and theological dogmas are more and more con
founded by the frequent occurrence of so-called spirit 
manifestations, and the positive demonstrative evidence of 
a life beyond death, and an immortality for the human 
soul. ' .

All the biographers of Joljn Wesley speak of the 
strange occurrences that happened at Epworth parsonage 
as undeniable facts, while no one has attempted to ex
plain them on any other theory than that of Wesley him
self, who was fully convinced of their spiritual origin.

Robert Southey, in his Life of Wesley, in speaking of 
these manifestations, says that they continued in .the 
Wesley family in England, commencing in 1716, for over 
thirty years. Priestley refers to the Wesleyan phenomena 
as among the most striking on record. Samuel Babcock, 
in a letter inserted in the Bibliotheca Topographica Brit
annica, No. XX, says:

“There were some strange phenomena perceived at the 
parsonage at Epworth, and some uncommon noises heard 
there from time to time, which he was very curious in ex
amining into, and very particular in relating. I have a 
little doubt that he considered himself the chief object of 
their wonderful visitations. Indeed,’ his father’s credul
ity was in some degree affected by it; since he collected all 
the evidences that tended to confirm the story, and ar
ranged them with scrupulous exactness, in a manuscript 
consisting of several sheets, which is still in being. I 
know not what became of the ghost of Epworth; unless 
considered as a prelude to the noise Mr. John Wesley 
made on a more ample stage, it ceased to speak when he 
began to act.” . "

Chambers’ Encyclopedia, in its article on John Wesley) 
relates how the paternal house was haunted by a ghost, 
but Goerres, in his Die Christliche Mystik, has given the 
best account of the disturbance,, which Remains unex
plained to this day.

In The Story of Methodism, a late and most interesting 
book, written by A. B. Hyde, D. D., professor of Greek in 
the University of Denver, late professor of Biblical Lit
erature in Allegheny College, Pa., on page 40, in speaking 
of the childhood and youth of John Wesley, the author 
says: ...

“During these years strange noises were heard at the 
Epworth parsonage. They were first heard in the whist
ling of the wind outside. Latches were lifted; windows 
rattled, and all metallic substances rang tunefully. In a 
room where persons talked, sang, or made any noise, its 
hollow tones gave aU the louder accompaniment. There 
was a sound of doors slamming, of curtains drawing, of 
shoes dancing without a wearer. When any one wished 
to pass a door, its latch was politely lifted for them before 
they touched it. A trencher, untouched upon the table, 
danced to unheard music. The RSuse-dog, with furious 
barking, met the unseen intruder the first day in brave 
mastiff style, but thereafter he sneaked, cowed and whin
ing, behind some human friend. At family prayers the 
goblin gave thundering knocks at the Amen, and when 
Mr. Wesley prayed for the king, the disloyal being pushed 
him violently in anger. The stout rector shamed it for 
annoying children, and dared it to meet him alone in his 
study, and pick up the gauntlet there. It obeyed Mrs. 
Wesley. If she stamped on the floor, and hade it answer, 
its response was instant If one said, ‘It is only a rat,’ 
the noise was more fast and furious. At last the family

seemed to enjoy their lively and harmless unseen guest, 
and when after two months he left them, they lost an 
amusement. Many, then and since, have tried to explain 
the cause, It was thought to be a spirit strayed1 beyond 
its home and clime,, as an Arabian locust has been found 
in Hyde Park. Of such things this writer has no theory. 
There are more things in heaven and earth than his 
knowledge or philosophy can compass. Only he is sure 
that outside of this world lies a spiritual domain, and it 
is not strange that there should be intercommunication.”

Now this is the opinion of a prominent learned Meth
odist divine, and he admits the fact of the phenomena 
that occurred at Epworth parsonage, and the probability 
of there being spirit communications.

Eugene Lawrence, a prominent author in Volume 45 
of Harper’s Magazine, makes the following statement in 
relation to the Wesleyan phenomena:

“Another remarkable story is connected with the par
sonage at Epworth, and with the early years of John 
Wesley’s life—the continued disturbance of the family 
throughout a considerable time, by loud knockings and 
other noises, which could not be accounted for, and which 
therefore were regarded as-preternatural, although Mr. 
Wesley and his household were less affected by the strange 
visitation than perhaps its authors expected them to be, 
and persisted in residing in the parsonage, even making 
sport of ‘Old Jeffrey,’ their unseen visitant, who ‘was 
plainly a Jacobite goblin,’ and seldom suffered Mr. Wes
ley to pray for the King and the Prince of .Wales without 
disturbing the family prayers.”
/■Nearly every life of Wesley, no matter.who is the au

thor, narrates these mysterious phenomena. The ency
clopedias of to-day refer to them as undeniable and inex
plicable facts. In Vol. XV of the Library of Universal 
Knowledge, page 357, the author makes the following 
statement:

“In. January, 1717, to his surprise, Samuel Wesley re
ceiVed er letter from his mother, in which she wrote that 
the parsonage had been visited by a long

SERIES OF SPIRITUAL ASSAULTS 
and Satanic annoyances, which Susannah Wesley feared 
indicated death or misfortune to her absent sons. Nor 
have any events of an extraordinary nature proved less 
explicable by rational theories, dr produced a stronger 
impression on minds not commonly superstitious, than 
those that now agitated the family in the lonely rectory. 
The calm Southey and the philosophic Taylor are in
clined to attribute them to occult if not spiritual causes. 
Coleridge suggests animal magnetism; to John Wesley 
they seemed a plain proof of an unseen world; and the 
neighboring clergy urged the rector to remove his family 
from the haunted house, which, they suggested, must have 
fallen under the immediate dominion of Satan. With 
i^iore courage, if less prudence, the brave rector, ...........
resolved not to shrink from the combat with his old ene
my, pursued his literary labors in the midst of startling 
interruptions, and cheered his wife and daughters with 
the assurance that one Christian was a match for a legion 
of devils. Not one of his family shrank from his side. 
They came at last to laugh over their terrors. The 
groans and outcries, the heavy . .

TRAMP OF SPECTRAL VISITANTS, 
and the rapid knockings that at times shook the house, 
grew so familiar as scarcely to be observe«!.

“The manifestations began with the maid-servant, who 
heard loud groans as of a dying man outside the kitchen 
door, and ran in wild affright to her companions; fre
quent knocks and terrible noises next alarmed several of 
the daughters of Wesley; but when they told their ter
rors to their father he smiled and sent them earlier to bed. 
Within a few days he was himself convinced that they had 
told him no idle story. He was pursued by incessant 
knockings; sharp rappings interrupted him at family 
prayers. The noises grew so violent that it was useless to 
titink of sleep at night; he went through the house with 
his wife to discover the mystery; the noises followed them; 
the sound of a man’s footsteps was heard rushing up and 
down the stairs and back again when no one was visible, 
and the whole house shook under his tread. Thrice the 
rector was pushed violently by unseen hands; as he sat at 
table his trencher stood up and danced before his eyes; the 
noises rattled and thundered in every room, shook the bed 
on which the children slept, and played upon the foot
board; spiritual forms were heard to glide through the 
rooms with a rustling sounl; and once Mrs. Wesley saw 
something run from under a bed in the form of a 
badger. A mastiff they had brought into the house at 
the sound of the mysterious knocks was cowed, terrified, 
and ran for protection to his master. By day as well as 
night, in the very presence of the assembled family, the 
strange din was often kept up, until, after lasting for 
more than two months, with various intensity, it gradu
ally passed away with a series of loud parting blows on the 
outside of the rectory.

“Seldom was a supernatural story better attested. The 
sounds and disorders were not concealed. They were de
scribed in letters to. the absent sons by each member of 
the family, who all agree in their narrative. The father, 
who first heard of them with a smile, wrote without a 
trace of doubt of their spiritual origin; and upon the sen
sitive nature of John Wesley they produced a lasting ef
fect that was not without useful results. The spiritual 
world became to him more real; the sensual seemed only 
a barrier between the present and something better. 
Whether a direct interference of superhuman agency, or a 
trick of servants, neighbors, or children, the cause of the 
Epworth rappings was never discovered.”

The evidence of the happening of the Wesleyan phe
nomena is as eMar and conclusive as that of any other fact 
proven by history, and nothing but unreasoning bigotry 
will deny it. John Wesley himself was a firm believer in 
the Spiritual nature of phenomena, and that belief influ
enced his whole life and religious teachings.

The great founder of Methodism in relating his expe
rience and convictions on the subject of the evidence of 
spirit manifestations says:

“What pretense have I to deny well-attested facts be
cause I cannot comprehend them? It is true that most of 
the men of learning in Europe have given up all accounts 
of apparitions as mere old wives’ fables. I am sorry for 
it, and I willingly take this opportunity of entering my. 
solemn protest against this violent compliment which so 
many that believe the Bible pay. to those who do not be
lieve it I owe them no such service. They well know 
(whether Christians know it or not) that the giving up 
these apparitions is in effect

GIVING UP THE BIBLE; ' 
anfl they know on the other hand that if but one account 
of the intercourse of men with spirits is admitted, their 
whole castle in the air (Deism, Atheism, and Materialism) 
falls to the ground......... ' ;

“One of the capital objections to all these accounts 
which I have known urged over and over, is this: Did you 
ever see an apparition yourself ?- No; nór did I ever see 
a murder, yet I believe there is such a thing—.—Yet the 
testimony of unexceptional witnesses fully convinces me 
of both the one and the other.. .With my last breath 
will I heap testimony against giving up to infidels one of 
the greatest proofs of the invisible world—I mean that 
of apparitions confirmed by the testimony of all ages.”

Now, this is the testimony of one o'f the world’s greatest 
and best men; the founder of a church that qlaims a pop
ulation of 16,000,000, with 4,000,000 communinanfa, and 
yet the Christian Advocates and other publications of 
this great denomination, deride the belief of their pioneer 
and apostle; deny his testimony, ignore his evidence and 
that of his father, mother, and brothers; proclaim Spirit
ualism a fraud, its manifestations feats of jugglery, its

. ro . -
hopes and promises inception, and its believers lunatics. 
It is Jolin Wesleys qyidence against that of his church; 
the testimony of1pne1great and good man as to what he 
saw and heard against that of 16,000,000 apostates who 
did not see or hear; ,tl. > ■;

To-day Spiritualism has no more vindictive and abusive 
enemy than the Methodist church and its ministers; re
gardless of truths ignoring the historic evidences of the 
past, from press and pulpit,they pour forth torrents of

VULGAR ABUSE AND FALSEHOOD.
against those who believe and advocate the belief of their 
founder and teach as he did, that spirit communications, 
now, as during all time past, are undeniable and visible 
foot-prints on the boundaries of a future world.

Ibón. a. B. Wcbmonb, the Sage of
Cassabaga, at the Utl? Sale Camp. '

The Methodists of to-day should not forget that in the 
infancy of their church they had to pass through a mar
tyrdom as cruel arid vindictive as that which now assails 
the religion of Spiritualism.

As recently as in 1817, the Round Table, a prominent 
English publication, contained an article from the pen of 
a noted English scholar, on Methodism, which I will read 
to you, as an illustration in point, to show that ‘often the 
stone which the builder rejected becomes the head of the 
corner.” Mr. Hazlitt wrote as follows:

“The principles of Methodism are nearly allied to hy
pocrisy, and almost unavoidably slide into it. They may 
be considered as a collection of religious invalids—the re
fuse of all that is .weak and unsound in body and mind. 
Methodism may Jje defined to be a religion with its slob
bering bib and go-cart. It is a bastard kind of papacy, 
stripped of its painted pomp and outward ornaments, and 
reduced to a state’of pauperism... .It does not impose a 
tax upon the understanding. Its essence is to be unintel
ligible. It is carte blanche for ignorance and folly.......
One of its favorite places of worship combines the tur
bulence and noise of a drunken brawl at an ale-house with 
the indecencies of a bagnio... .They... .revel in a sea of 
boundless nonsense.”

Now I do not believe that the great theological acrobat 
and gymnast, DeWitt Talmage, with all his Yahoo-like 
ability to secrete and discharge filth, could say anything 
meaner about Spiritualism than that. ;

Remember, brother and sister Methodists, that this 
coarse and vulgar attack was published as late as 1817, in 
a prominent periodical, against a church that numbers 
among its clergy many of the ablest divines that ever 
lived; a church that has signalized itself by its good 
works and the power it has exercised in propagating 
creedal enlightenment over the world, and that is to-day 
as prominent in the intelligence of its members and.its 
deeds of true Christian philanthropy as any church organ
ization on earth; remember this, and find in this illustra
tive fact a reason why you should not be influenced by 
prejudice or swayed by popular clamor.

Not only in the historical evidence of the past, but to
day do we find many eminent Methodist divines testify
ing to all the important
. ■ ASSERTED TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM.
Although when they approach the subject of our beauti
ful religion, they tread as cautiously as an inexperienced 
skater moves over the surface of uncertain ice. They are 
afraid of thinly-covered air-holés into which they may in
advertently plunge and drown their Modern Theology. 
Or they are more tike the hunter, who with_a companion, 
was hunting for deer, when he saw among the bushes a 
calf belonging to a neighbor. He raised his rifle and was 
about to shoot, when he was cautioned by Iris companion 
to be careful, that it might be a calf. He replied, “Well, 
Sam, I’ll aim so qs to hit it if it is a deer, and miss it if it 
is a calf.” This is the style of many ministers to-day, 
whose sermons are intended to hit the object aimed at if 
it is Spiritualism, and miss it if it is historical truth.

The president of Allegheny College, and one of the 
most learned and eloquent of the Christian divines of the 
Methodist church, on Sunday, June 23, preached a ser
mon to the College Y. M. C. A., at Meadville, Pa., from 
which, among the many excellent things he said, I quote 
the following. His text was: “We wrestle not against 
flesh and blood.”—Ephesians 6:12.

, “The opposition which Paul saw fronting his army, 
which seemed to be beating the air, consisted of forces un
seen. There was no weapon there to break down city 
walls, crack good stout shield or cause blood to flow from 
gaping wounds. The forces of that unseen army are 
stronger than any physical weapons. ‘Principalities’ are 
there, ‘unholy adversaries,’ ‘powers’ beyond the power of 
man, ‘cosmocrats’ of darkness, the ‘spiritual forces of evil.’ 
These are the unseen armies which he must face and with 
which he must come into close encounter and overcome 
who would be victor in the moral and spiritual battles of 
life.

“There seems to be a plain reference here to spiritual 
presences and persohalities, not human-spiritual presences 
and personalities which we cannot see. As there are 
angels of tight so also are there angels of darkness. There

ARE POWERS OF GOOD,
there are also powers of evil. This reference to ‘cosmo- 
crats’ and world rulers was one that the Christians of 
Ephesus could easily understand. They knew the story 
of Nebuchadnezzar and Cyrus the Great and Augustus. 
These were all cosmocrats. They ruled the world. 
Just as these men brought nations under their control and 
were themselves centers of political life, so there are 
above us in another world, a spiritual world, cosmocrats. 
Their rule is the rule of darkness. In Paul’s thought 
thej’ were .real personalities. The personality of Cyrus 
Or Augustus might as well be questioned as the personality 
of these cosmocrats of darkness. Back of all the mani
festations of evil which men see there is a personality of 
evil, a spiritual something from which wickedness comes. 
I am reminded that many of us do not believe in this doc
trine. Our age is materialistic. We do not believe in an
gels or devils. The mother still hushes her baby to sleep 
at night by singing ‘Holy angels guard thy bed,’ but for 
many among us it is only a lingering relic of an age that 
haagone. Perhaps.one reason why so many have strayed 
from the earlier doctrine of the church is becausemf the 
fact that during nianjf centuries men were inclined to see 
angels everywhere ang devils everywhere. They were 
realities. Peter the Hermit, who roused Europe to en
gage in the Crusade ffir the rescue of the Holy Sepulchre, 

SAW Tifas ANGEL OF THE LORD
face to face, and a^geh in the night time encouraged him 
hi his undertaking; -Francis, of Assisi, saw the face and 
form of Jesus as plainly as he ever saw the face and form 
:of any man. He-saw-the wounds of cruel nails in hands 
and feet; saw the fresh blood issuing from the wounds for 
his sin; lookgd upon the holy form until the wounds en- 
tered_his own hands.- Bernard of Clairvaux, greatest 
.preacher the church knew for a thousand years, had many 
ari encounter with bad spirits and did much heroic work 
for the church, led on by good angels, and the spirits of 
departed saints. Savonarola, in his ceR in San Maren 
saw a-drawn sword, held by an angel’s hand, hovering over 
the city of Florence. He saw swords, arrows and fla-mn 
raining down upon the city; heard frightful thunder
claps; saw Florence the prey of war, famine and pestilence. 
Martin Luther, in Wertburg Castle, . ’

„ SAW THE DEVIL HIMSELF
right there in the room; saw him so plainly that he 
hurled his ink bottle, at him to strike him to the wall If 
men of marked piety and intelligence, strong natures, 
such as these, could have such experiences, what must we 
think of the thousands who in their ignoraiice and under 
the influences of medieval Christianity, created for them
selves angels and demons. During almost a thousand 
yeaisit was considered by most people a crime to question

anytlring.' The centuries since the reformation have 
bejjn a constant protest against this credulous spirit, and 
it is not strange that many of us have gone too far. It is 
time for us to read the Gospels over again, and the Epis
tles. In protesting against the errors and credulities of 
the middle ages we ought not to be found protesting 
against truth. The plain teaching of the New Testament 
is that there are powers of evil, principalities unseen, cos
mocrats of darkness. Perhaps many of us will come to a 
clearer understanding of the truth if we are content to de
scribe these unseen powers as forces rather than personal
ities. Are there unseen and spiritual forces which he 
must face and overcome who would truly win in the battle 
of life? Paid declares that there are. More than that, 
human experience makes the same declaration. The fact 
that these are forces unseen ought not to lead us to be
lieve that they are unreal. We are coming to understand 
in these later days more fully than ever before that the 
unseen forces are the strong forces.” ■ .

When I first read this most excellent sermon I was 
somewhat surprised, yet when I recollected that John 
Wesley, the founder of the Methodist church, was a Spir
itualist and his mother a medium, my surprise vanished 
and I only wondered that so many ignorant members of 
that church should so persistently deny the existence of 
the phenomena that for a number of years attended the 
Wesley family at Epworth parsonage.

It will be observed in reading the extracts from the 
sermon of the eminent divine that he believes that we are 
SURROUNDED WITH UNSEEN SPIRIT FORCES 
that not only influence human actions, but also that 
there is an intercommunion between the spirits of the liv
ing and the so-called, dead. This is the foundation of our 
beautiful religion. He also believes in the influence of 
evil spirits. So do we. This we call “obsession,” which 
Worcester defines to be: ’

“The state of a person vexed or besieged by an evil 
spirit, differing from demoniacal possession in the pa
tient’s being attacked from without and not from within.”

In other words he believes in both good and evil spirits 
that communicate with and influence mankind. This is 
also our belief; this was demonstrated by our phenomena. 
The fact is that Spiritualism is permeating all of the or
thodox churches, soiled and sometimes poisoned it i^ true 
by the media through which it passes, yet like the paters 
of the earth the pure oxygen and hydrogen is there, yet 
sometimes polluted with the carbonic acid and mephitic 
gases they absorb from the bigotry and ignorance of fhe 
creedal cess-pool of orthodoxy.

Here , then, i$ -the “Alpha and Omega.” The opinion 
of the first Methdtiist and founder of the creed, and the 
latest opinion of the church as given by one of its most 
learned and eminent divines. And yet there is an inter
mediate number of “small-fry” who denounce Spiritual
ism without investigating and condemn it without knowl
edge of its phenomena, all of whom, in the' language of 
the proverb, are “Wiser In their own conceit than seven 
men that can render a reason.”

If the laws of nature that govern the realm of both 
mind and matter are unchangeable; if the God of the or
thodox religion is an immutable being; if as Ecclesiastes, 
the preacher, says in chapter 3,14th and 15th verses:

“I know that whatsoever God doeth, it shall be forever; 
nothing can be put to it, nor anything taken from it.”

“That which hath been is now; and that which is to be, 
hath already been, and God requireth that which is past.”

If all these asserted facts of both science and scripture 
are true, then is the

PHENOMENA OF SPIRIT LIFE 
and communication an incontrovertible fact that nought 
but ignorance and bigotry will deny. The testimony of 
intelligent minds of all historic periods assert the truth of 
the basis facts of the beautiful philosophy and phenomena 
of the religion of Spiritualism. Our belief contradicts no 
law of nature; asserts no improbable or impossible facts. 
It appeals to the better nature of men in its government 
of human action, and its ultimate result will be a uni
versal brotherhood, culminating in the realization of the 
glorious vision of Luke: “On earth peace and good will 
toward men.” ■

Yet it is a singular fact that this now eminently re
spectable Christian church, which in its infancy was ridi
culed and despised for the supposed folly of its creed, and 
the absurdity of the spiritual mariifestationsincident to its 
revivals, should now be most intolerant in its denuncia
tions of the conscientious belief of the Spiritualists. Its 
publications and printed Advocates are teeming with ar
ticles from ministerial pens, as falsely libelous and vulgar 
as that of Mr. Hazlitt; and yet, if its own church histories 
are truthful, its founder, the great and good John Wes
ley, was a Spiritualist, Iris Christian mother a medium, his 
reverend father a believer in its phenomena, and a histo
rian of the manifestations that attended the Wesley fam
ily for many years.

It is certain that the Methodist chupch of to-day has 
abandoned one of the

CARDINAL ARTICLES OF FAITH
of their founder. Yet they cling with tenacity to the 
doctrine of “sanctification through faith,” and the salva
tion of mankind only through divine grace. They rely 
upon the grace of a loving God to save mankind from the 
never-ending torments of endless punishment in the fu
ture world. And the theory enunciated in most of the 
orthodox sermons to-day is the “grace of God,” by which 
alone man, depraved by nature, can escape the torments 
of the doomed and damned in an everlasting hell, and that 
the only evidence of immortality consists of the hope and 
faith of a true believer. This was not the doctrine or belief 
of John Wesley. He leaned on no such slender support. 
He had demonstrative evidence. He both saw’ and heard 
disembodied spirit life, and the question of “Grace” did 
not enter into the logic of his Christian faith. He be
lieved because he knew from the evidence of his senses; 
he avowed the fact to the world, and yet his degenerate 
church of to-day denies the testimony of their Christian 
fathers and cling to Divine Grace for their future safety, 
as the shipwrecked mariner clings to the plank on which 
he floats amid the waves of a storm-beaten ocean.

Miss Lizzie Doten, the celebrated medium, in her vol
ume of Poems of Progress, gives a most beautiful illus
tration of the nature of grace, which I quote in conclu
sion of this lecture.

PETER M’GUIRE; OR, NATURE AND GRACE.
It has always been thought a most critical case, 
When a; man was possessed of more Nature than Grace; 
For Theology teaches, that man from the first 
Was a sinner by Nature, and justly accurst;
And. “Salvation by Grace” was the wonderful plan, 
Which.God had invented to save erring man. * 
’Twas the only atonement he knew how. to make, 
To annul the effects of his own sad mistake. ,
Now this was the doctrine of good Parson Brown, 
Who preached, not long since, in a small country town. 
He was zealous, and earnest, and could so excel 
hi describing the tortures’ of .sinners in hell, 
That a Methodist revival commenced in the place, 
And hundreds of souls found “Salvation by Grace;” 
But he felt that he had not attained his desire, 
TiR he had converted one Peter McGuire.
This man was a blacksmith, frank, truthful and bold, 
With great brawny sinews, like Vulcan of old; y 
He had tittle respect for what ministers preach, 
And sometimes was very profane in his speech. ' 
His opinions were founded in clear common sense, 
And he spoke as he thought, though he oft gave offense; 
But however wanting, in whole or in part,
He was souhd, and all right, when you came to his heart.

One day the good! parson, with pious in
tent, ' ,

To the smithy of Peter most hopefully ! 
went; ■

And there, while the hammer Indus- ” 
trlously swung, ■

He preached, and he prayed, and ex- ' : 
horted, and sung, ■

And warned, and' entreated poor Peter , 
to fly :

From the pit of destruction before ho 
should die; ■

And to wash himself clean from ths • 
world's sinful strife, ■

In the Blood of the Lamb, and tha 
River of Life.

Well, and what would you now be in- 
cllned to expect

Was the probable Issue and likely ef- ' 
feet?

Why, he swore “like a pirate," and, 
what do you think? .

From a little black bottle took some
thing to drink!

And he said, “I’ll not mention the Blood 
. of the Lamb, 
But as for that River it aren’t worth • 

a---- ;” ' . .
Then pausing—as if to restrain his rude 

force---- . ,
He quietly added, “as a mill-dam. of 

course.”
Quick out of the smithy the minister 

fled, ' .
As if a big bomb-shell had burst near 

his head;
And as he continued to haste on his 

way,
He was too much excited to sing or to 

Piay;
But he thought how that some were 

elected by Grace, ’
As heirs of the kingdom—made sure of 

their place— -
While others were doomed to the pains • 

of hell-tire, .
And if e’er there was one such, ’twas 

Peter McGuire.
That night, when the Storm King was * 

riding on high, , .
And the red shafts of lightning gleamed 

bright through the sky,
The church of the village, “the Temple > 

of God,” '
Was struck, for the want of a good ■ 

lightning rod,
And swiftly descending, the element - 

dire 1
Set the minister’s house, close beside , 

entire, ■ ' - ‘
While he peacefully slumbered, with 

never a fear ‘
Of the terrible work of destruction so — 

near. .
There were Mary, and Hannah, and; A 

Tommy, and Joe, . <’•
All sweetly asleep in the bedroom be-< ' > 

low,
While their father was near, with their \ 

mother at rest, i
(Like the wife of John Rogers with, ;. ' 

"one at the breast.") ■ ■
But Allee, the eldest, a gentle young '.I

dove,
Was asleep all alone, In the room jqsi _ 1 I •above;
And when the wild cry ot the rescues 

camo, .
She only was loft to the pitilessflame.
The fond mother counted her treasures 

of love.
When lo! one was missing—“O Father! 

above!"
How madly she shrieked In her agony; 

wild—
‘‘My Alice! my Alice! 0, save my dean 

child!”
Then down on bis knees fell the parson 

and prayed
That the terrible wrath of the Lord 
r might be stayed.
'Said Peter McGuire, ‘‘Prayer is good 

in its place,
But then it don’t suit this partículas 

case."
He turned down the sleeves of his red 

flannel shirt,
To shield his great arms all besmutted 

with dirt;
Then Into the billows of smoke and o£ 

lire.
Not pausing an instant, dashed Peter 

McGuire.
0, that terrible moment of anxious sus

pense!
How breathless their watching! their 

fear how Intense!
And then their great joy, which was 

freely expressed
When Peter appeared with the child on 

his breast. • -
A shout rent the air when the darling 

he laid
In the arms of her mother, so pale and 

dismayed;
And as Alice looked up and most grate

fully smiled, ,
He bowed down his head and he wept 

like a child.
Oh, those tears of brave manhood that 

rained o’er his face,
Showed the true Grace of Nature, and 

the Nature of Grace;
'Twas a manifest token, a visible sign, 
Of the indwelling life of the Spirit Di

vine.
Consider such natures, and then, if you 

can,
Preach of “total depravity” innate in 

man.
Talk of blasphemy! why, 'tis profanity, 

wild!
To say that the Father thus cursed his 

own child.
Go learn of the stars, and the dew*- 

spangled sod,
That all things rejoice In the goodness 

of God—
That each thing created is good In its 

place,
And nature is but the expression ot 

Grace.

“ 'Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds,”' 
By Carrie E. S. Twing. Blchly imbued 
with the philosophy of Spiritualism. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Words that Burn.” A Romance; 
By Lida Briggs Browne. Spiritually 
uplifting and instructive. Price $1.50. 
For sale at this office.

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Fonts 
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, 
with music, by 0. Payson Longley. 
Price by mail, 15 cents. For sale at 
this office, ..

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2. 
Sweet songs and music for home and 
social meetings. For sale at this office. 
Price 15 cents. (

“Religion as Revealed by the Material 
and Spiritual Universe.” By. H, J>. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A compact and 
comprehensive view of the subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical and crlt- 
leal; facts and data needed by every, 
student and especially by every Spir
itualist. One of the very best books on ■ 
the subject Price, reduced to $1, 
cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale at this 
office.

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whlflng. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete In It 
self. Price, doth, $1 per volume. For 
■ale at this office. .

“Arcana orSplrituglism: A Manual of 
Spiritual Science and Philosophy." By 
Hudson Tuttle. A spiritual text-book 
of rich and inspired thought An ex
cellent work. Finely bound in scarlet 
and gold. Price $1.50. For sale at, thia ' 
office. I
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER.

. LUN newbwKb.—Each couiributui 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom ol expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
■best subserved (hereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that conies 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so; That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents thatTlie Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors, That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to In
sure insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 

•written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper,

. ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted io the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know tiie source of every Item that ap
pears. This rule w'ill be strictly ad
hered to.

The Progressive Thinker goes to press 
early Monday morning of each week. 
Camp-meeting reports should always 
reach the office on the previous Friday 
or Saturday at the very latest. Bear 
that In mind.

Tlios. Harding writes from Sturgis, 
Mich.: “The members of the Harmonlal 
Society of Sturgis, Mich., (incorporated), 
are hereby summoned to attend at the 
Free Church in that city, on the first 
Monday in September, at 2 o’clock p. 
m., for the purpose of electing officers 
to serve during the ensuing year, as re
quired by law of the state of Michigan.”

Samuel Foss is no longer the acting 
manager of May Goodrich, Dr. W. J. 
Elmo having taken his place. Commu
nications will reach him at 4255 Cottage 
Grove avenue, Chicago.

A special telegram under date of 
'August -5 says: “The seventeenth an
nual camp-meeting of the- National 
Association of Spiritualists was for
mally opened to-day at Fraser’s grove. 
Five thousand persons from Indiana, 
Illinois, Michigan and Ohio points are
In attendance. The programme was
opened by 0. A. Edgerly, of Lynn,
Mass. Seances
mediums.”

Speaking 
Camp, the 
o’clock the

will be given by noted

of the opening of Clinton 
Advertiser says: “At 10:30 
opening address was dellv-

ered by President W. F. Peck. It was 
a masterly effort, couched In language 
both entertaining and instructive. It is 
needless to say the large audience in at
tendance thoroughly appreciated the 
address. Editor Hull delivered a lec
ture nt 2 o’clock in the afternoon that 
proved very interesting, and. at 4 
o’clock Dr. J. M. Temple conducted a 
seance that was well attended. All in 
all the opening day's program was in
teresting, and if the day’s doings and 
the crowds in attendance both 
morning and afternoon are any crite
rion by which to judge, this year's 
meeting-of tlie Mississippi Valley Spir
itualist Association will be a great suc
cess.”

The Sherman Democrat, of Sherman, 
Texas, says: “Last evening at the home' 
pf Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hogue, East 
Cherry street, Mr. J. Madison Allen, of 
Springfield, Mo., one of the best known 
Spiritualist lecturers in America, 
pleased quite a select and intelligent 
gathering. He Is a scholarly, affable 
gentleman, attracting and holding 
friends among all he meets. He will 
be in our city for several days, the 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hogue."

Mrs. Seth T. Davenport writes from 
Hopedale, Mass.: "I received the paper 
and also the premium, which is very 
interesting. Now I have quite a Supply 
of very good books. The paper is the 
best spiritual paper printed. Many 
thanks to you for favors received.”

Dr. C. W. Hidden, of Newburyport, 
Mass., supplied the pulpit of the Unita
rian church at Hampton Falls, N. H., 
Sunday, August 5, and has been en
gaged for several Sundays following 
the vacation season.

Correspondent writes: “The Spiritual
ist Society of Galveston, Texas, cele
brated the third anniversary of Mr. 
John W. Ring’s (their speaker) ordina
tion. Palms, ferns and a profusion of 
cut flowers beautified the rostrum. Mr. 
Ring’s Inspirational discourse reviewed 
thè three years past of Spiritualism in 
general and of the society in particular, 
closing with a most impressive im
provisation in loving memory of those 
who had arisen to higher life, beau
tifully comparing their memory to the 
flower’s perfume. The musical pro
gramme was an especially pleasing fea
ture, the numbers being carefully se
lected and creditably rendered. Among 
them was C. P. Longley’s ‘Bright Star 
of Hope,’ which was sung three years 
ago at the ordination.”

• The Dunkirk (N. Y.) Journal of Au
' gust 1 has the following: “Since his re
turn from Buffalo, Mr. Concannon has 
been doing a quiet business and only 
personal friends were admitted beyond 
the portals of his seance room. How

. ever, on Monday evening, Mrs. Georgia 
Oakes, of Bradford, Pa., and Miss Por- 

■ ter, of Buffalo, attended the seance.
Miss Porter took a' seat at one side of 
the cabinet and Mrs. Oakes at the other.

■1 Pretty soon a spirit In full materialized 
; form came out swinging a drapery of 

lace. ■’ Both ladles had scissors . and 
■ slashed off a -few. yards of. the lace.

They.have the lace now. and are show
. Ing it to their friends as a sample pf 

fake work, as the lace was supposed to 
vanish, It being made by spirits. Mrs. 
Oakes- was bold.as a tigress and de
nounced Mr. Concannon before leaving 
the seance room. She told Concannon 
to dematerialize the lace if he were a 
medium. Up to the present he has 
failed to do this. A spirit, claiming to 
be Prof. Denton, materialized for Mrs. 
Oakes. But this she doubts very much 
as she saw him make a lightning 

< change.pf whiskers. An alleged priest 
■ - came to Miss Porter. When she kicked 

. bim he cornplained of the abuse heaped 
upon him by the naughty skeptic.”

' Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, pastor 
' - ' of the First Church, returned to the city

last week, In' thè best, of health and 
..spirits, from Portland, Orégon, where 

she and her husband were on a visit to 
their relatives. Mrs. Cooley left again

L .<m Friday, the 3d Inst., to fill engage- 
‘ xpents at Haslett Path, Mich.; Lake 
V Brady, Ohio, arid Vicksburg, Mich« '

'■■.;. .( ■ ■ "C'?7:. ■■ : :■.

¡¿as.

Take due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
full name and address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
Into the waste basket. •

Jessee Greenwood, writing from Ash
leigh, England, says: “I have received 
all ol’ the seven premium volumes you 
have so generously forwarded. They 
are handsomely bound and quite a little 
library. I anticiplate the pleasure of 
their perusal. The Progressive Thinker 
also has come very regularly. I have 
been a reader for a long time. One 
thing I may say to you is, that we have 
no English papers that can in any way 
compare with The Progressive Thinker. 
I wish you success and wish to express 
my gratitude for the books."

Does the present war in China signify 
the beginning of the end of the world? 
Prophets are springing up all over the 
country to declare that it does. They 
base their claims on the scriptures. In 
Philadelphia Adventist Fathers are an
nouncing that the outbreak in the far 
East is the blowing of the seventh 
trumpet mentioned in the book of Rev
elation, at the sound of which the great 
dragon rose up out of the sea and nil 
the nations of the world fought to
gether. _ Out on the Pacific coast a 
prophet'named Jones has arisen, who- 
devotes an entire book to proving how 
in the Bible are accurately prophesied 
all the important events in human his
tory which have occurred since the 
■Book of Books was written, (and how in 
the same way and with the same cer
tainty the awakening of the Yellow 
Terror of Asia marks the final war 
among all tlie nations of' the earth, In 
the midst of which "time shall cease to 
be and the struggling .hosts shall be 
stricken dumb In a moment.”

The Dally News of August 8 says: “It 
may soon eost a clairvoyant just $800 
a year to have the privilege of going 
into a trance and then waking up and 
telling a superstitious maiden -whether 
her fiance is to be a blond or a brunette. 
That will be the license fee to be paid 
into the municipal treasury if an ordi
nance which has been framed and 
which is ready for presentation Is ac
cepted by the Council. Clairvoyants 
themselves are responsible for urging 
the measure and they have projected it, 
according to information gained to-day 
from one of them, in order tq drive out 
of business the: small fry and alleged 
fake mediums. The scheme has been 
on foot for several days, and yesterday, 
It Is understood, the consent of an alder
man was secured to put the measure 
before the Council as soon as possible 
and urge the passage of it. Clalrvoy- 
ants visited to-day threw up their hands 
in a frenzy when they were told that it 
would likely be a case of quitting town 
or digging up the necessary $800. Chi
cago has always been a profitable field 
for the man of the wavy hair, the plerc- 
Ing glance and the affable manner. It 
has been said that no other city has so 
many superstitious inhabitants. For 
this reason the cheap clairvoyants face 
the necessity of going to cities where 
superstition holds a more limited sway. 
Jealousy among the mysterious men of 
the faraway look is at the bottom.of the 
new movement. It is understood that 
four city fathers, whose names are kept 
secret carefully, are so superstitious 
that they are in the habit of paying 
weekly visits to a North Side trance 
doctor to be advised in municipal 
problems." .

Rev. Allie Buhland writes from New' 
Carlisle, Ind.: “In the. early part of 
April I came to tills beautiful little vil
lage from Springfield, Mo., to endeavor 
to place my husband (who had been se
riously 111 for five months) In competent 
medical hands, and while we knew it 
was a strictly orthodox town, we began 
talking for the cause of Spiritualism to 
all who called upon us, and we so 
stirred the hearts of some of our ac
quaintances that we were urged to 
give public addresses. Finding it Im
possible to secure a church or a public 
hall, one lady and gentleman Insisted 
that we use their parlors. We did so to 
the extent of three lectures, when my 
husband became so much worse that 
we could spare no time from his bed
side, he just escaping transition through 
the means of a surgical operation. 
Although we knew our talks had to a 
great extent jarred the enervated ortho
dox souls of the Inhabitants, we were 
surprised on our return from the hos
pital to find the pastors in their pulpits 
were fighting the truth of our utter
ances with all the force of their now 
skylighted mentality. My dear spirit 
teachers inform me that enough spirit
ual seed had been sown to yield for the 
spirit world an abundant harvest. I am 
pleased to state 'that my husband has 
so completely recovered that I am now 
open to engagements, and would be 
pleased to correspond with any society 
which is In need of an inspirational and 
trance medium as well as a good organ
izer. My address for the present is box 
434 New Carlisle, Ind.”

The Chicago Post of a late date says: 
“Robert Clark, said to be the con
federate of Mrs. Elizabeth Fitzgerald, 
the Spiritualist medium arrested yes
terday On a charge of extortion, was 
taken Into custody early to-day by De
tectives Halpin and Hogan, of Chief of 
Detectives Colleran’s office.?, Clark was 
arrested in the home of his mother, 6336 
Cottage Grove avenue, and will be re
turned to ■ Grand Rqplds, where It is 
said he Is wanted on a charge of grand 
larceny. The capture was due to the 
shrewd work of.the officers, arid Clark 
was located ,on information secured 
from Mrs. Fitzgerald. According to the 
police they secured information from 
Mrs. Fitzgerald that during her trips to 
various cities Clark had accompanied 
her, and under the name of Professor 
Williams and Professor Preston , had 
been. instrumental in securing money 
from victims. When Mrs. Fitzgerald 
was arrested - by the officers she re
quested to know howthey had learned 
her whereabouts. ‘Oh, we secured in
formation from your Conf ederate,’ re
plied Detective Halpin as though he 
knew the full history of both persons. 
Mrs. Fitzgerald, laboring-under the im
pression that: Clark had betrayed her, 
then gave the police Information result
ing in his arrest. She also told where 
he could be found and said that in cer
tain parts of the house property sup
posed to have been secured in Grand 
Rapids could be found. Acting upon 
her advice the. detectives visited the 
Cottage .Grove avenue bouse, arrested 
Clark and recovered a lady’s gold 
■watch, a bolt of silk cloth and a dia
mond pin, which It is supposed were 
stolen. After the arrest Superintendent 
Harvey 0. Carr, of the Grand Rapids 
police, was notified; and an officer will 
be sent to Chicago for " the prisoner. 
The fact that Clark was known under

plication in obtaining, trie $11,090 from 
Miss Lizzie Gasser, of Skaneateles, 
N. Y. Later In the day Clark was taken 
before Justice Martin, in’the Harrison 
Street Polled Court, on a fugitive 
warrant.” •

Justice! writes from Island Lake 
Camp: “In the absence of the president 
yesterday, the chair was occupied by 
our esteemed Bister, Agnes Tuttle, of 
Berlin Heights, Ohio. Mrs. Tuttle filled 
that position with great credit to her
self; In fact she seems to.be admirably 
fitted for public work. She is the life 
of the camp. She has a dancing class, 
well patronized, and is manager of the 
entertainments, which are highly appre
ciated and well attended. She is a de
cided success. Being an elocutionist 
and splendid musician, she has greatly 
endeared herself to all."

“There Is a neglected house on Mount 
Auburn street, Cambridge, Mass., op-' 
poslte Mount Auburn Ceinetry, that 
without doubt is indebted for much of 
its ill-repute to Its late owner and occu
pant, John Hyde,” writes Samuel S. 
Kingdom of “The Haunted Houses of 
New England,” in the August Ladies’ 
Home Journal. “It was long known as 
a haunted house, and avoided as such 
by the superstitious. Its sole earthly 
tenant frequently threw out mysterious 
hints of strange visits he received from 
materialized spirits who favored him 
with messages from the other world. 
He took so much pleasure in their so
ciety that he was not disposed to culti
vate the acquaintance of earthly visi
tors, and few cared to cross the thresh- 
hold, for lie was not averse to telling 
them they would not be acceptable to 
his relatives. There is one man who is 
confirmed in the belief that he, at least, 
was not wanted. One dark and stormy 
night he sought shelter on the piazza 
of the house, and hearing noises within 
he tried th discover whence they pro
ceeded by peering through a broken 
pane of glass. The room was dimly 
lighted, and he says he saw Mr. Hyde 
In close communion with two sheeted 
figures. At the same instant the in
truder was blinded by a flash of light
ning followed by a crash of thunder 
and thrown Into the middle of the 
street. He never repeated the experi
ment of eavesdropping on ghosts,”— 
News-Leader, Spring^eld, Mass.

It is said that fifteen times a day, as 
trains pull into the station at Metuchen, 
N. J., “Aunt Hetty," more than 80 years 
old, is there to ask of each conductor if 
he has seen her little girl. “She has 
golden hair and blue eyes,” explains 
Aunt Hetty, wistfully. But each time 
the conductor says, hopefully: “No, she 
didn't come to-day, but we expect he» 
to-morrow." And each time Atint Hetty 
turns and goes back to the Old Ladles’ 
Home, half a mile away, bugging the 
delusion that to-morrow her little girl 
will come to her again. But for seven 
years Aunt Hetty has been dis
appointed. Her memories do not extend 
beyond the time when, as a young 
mother, her little girl went away from 
her, and her disappointments of one day 
are not remembered the next day. So, 
fifteen times a day she goes down to the 
station to ask if her baby has tome. 
Before going, she asks the matron to, 
make ready for the little one, and she 
always carries an umbrella, remember
ing that one time a rain drenched the 
little girl and gave her a bad cold. Aunt 
Hetty makes two trips before break- 
•fast, the first at 6 o’clock; between 
breakfast and noon there are seven 
trips, and in the afternoon six trips. In 
this way, the old lady travels fifteen 
miles a day, rain or shine. One of these 
days, when she doesn’t come any more, 
the conductors will know that she has 
found her little girl.

Secretary writes from Grand Ledge, 
Mich.: ‘‘The cornerstone of the new 
and commodious dining hall was laid 
by the ladles of the camp August 1, 
under most auspicious influences. A 
handsome sum towards its completion 
was donated op the spot. The veteran 
worker, Lyman 0. Howe, of whom it 
is said, ‘None Know him but to love 

-him,’ joined us yesterday; and Mrs. 
A. L. Coffman; of Grand Rapids, to-day. 
To-morrow we shall have their united 
services, which none can afford to miss. 
Mrs. Loe F. Prior finished her engage
ment at this camp yesterday and left 
for Toronto, Canada.”

A. Hammond writes from Hot 
Springs, Ark.: “Your seven books are 
all at hand, in good condition. Many 
thanks to you, for this is a prize Indeed. 
I notice your object which is a good one. 
for the paper is doing a great work, but 
it has always been my object to awaken 
all the interest I could in our cause 
without regard to money or ‘Mrs. 
Grundy.’ I have given the best of my 
life for the last forty years,-without 
money or price, (I can whisper), but 
‘have got' a great deal of Mrs. Grundy 
and all her family, and all Spiritualists 
know her well, too; but like ‘ants’ they 
can bite and hunt for sugar while the 
bears hunt for them; so I’m not 
troubled at the end! Many Intelligent 
people who control this world, are now 
our friends arising from the papers I 
have sent them, and as fast as they 
break away from Mrs. Grundy they 
look for our literature, and take it into 
their homes and stay by us. Our cause 
is as certain of victory as the sun is to 
rise on any day; but the early workers 
had a rough time, as I can tell, and the 
end is not yet; but, oh! the difference, 
rihw, arid who have" made it but the 
angels and our hard work? The vic
tory pays all the the workers In both 
worlds.”
. J. W. Briggs writes from Island Lake 
Camp, Mich.: “The Eadies’ Auxiliary 
elected the following officers at their 
last meeting, re-electing their first hon
ored founder and president, Marguerite 
St. Omer Briggs; vice-president, Mrs. 
Rose Ferris, of Detroit; secretary, Mrs, 
E. 0. Goss, of Detroit; treasurer, Mrs. J.

Dr. J. 0, PhUJlpSj. the ppychometrlst 
and healer, Isresident of Mt. 
Pleasant-Park Qanwr. He has become a 
permanent fixture there. He has many 
warm friends IfrOliftago, where he once 
resided- I, -

W. E. Bonne« wqtes: “Since leaving 
the Franklin gamm myself and wife, 
assisted by MC^ara Ferris, of Lin
coln, Neb., bavjj.bee'u holding meetings 
at Oxford, Stamford and at the home 
of Mr. Ferrin,niifes from Stamford, 
Neb. We haveihad. growded houses and 
a great InteresjL We expect to get 
around to Crete, Neb-, la time for the 
opening of the-gamp there'next Thurs
day, August J6z” Mr. Bonney sends us 
a largo list of subscribers, for which he 
has our thanks. •

Will C. Hodge will be at the Delphos 
Camp meeting during the entire session. 
Mr. Hodge is capable of doing a good 
work wherever employed.

A young woman who lives on the 
South Side, Chicago, had a premonition 
of the Dearborn street explosion and 
fire week before last. She is unwilling 
to have her name used in print, but fol
lowing is the story as told to a reporter 
for the Sunday inter Ocean: Miss 
Barnes, as she may be called, works in 
a building almost opposite the Speed & 
Henning building, and from her office 
windows may look out on that struct
ure. Two nights before the fire she 
dreamed tliat as she sat at her desk 
tlie air became black with smoke and 
flying cinders. It seemed in her dream, 
too, that a heavy storm was coming up, 
and the wind began to blow furiously. 
Suddenly there came a terrific explo
sion. She looked out and flames were 
darting from the top windows of the 
Speed & Henning building. “My God1” 
she exclaimed, covering her face with 
her hands and running Into the next 
room. She woke up, considerably im
pressed with the vividness of the 
dream. The strong exclamation was 
one she never used, and that fixed the 
circumstances in her mind. On the 
next evening she dreamed substantially 
the same thing, and. in the forenoon 
after that the fire occurred. She sat at 
the window In her office, looking out, 
The explosion resounded like n cannon 
shot, the air filled with smoke, and In
stantly flames licked the sides of the 
windows In the buildings across the 
street “My God!” exclaimed the girt 
Involuntarily, covering her face with 
her hands and running to the next

Letter from Lyman 0, Howe.
I close my work here at Grand Ledge, 

Mich., the 8th, and go to Island Lake 
for" the lltb, 12 th and 14th, and Grand 
Rapids, Briggs Park, 16th 18th and 
19th; then back to Lily Dale for the 
25th. G. W. Kates and wife begin their 
work here the 11th. Mrs, Kpffman 
closes to-day, the- 10th. She has done 
good work and made friends and ,ad- 
mlrers'here. Loe F. Pryor preceded me 
and left a good impression. Good me
diums are. here, such as Winans, MrS. 
Russell, Mrs. Ruddick, and Mr, Maybee, 
and all seem to be in demand. It is 
four years since I spoke here .last, be
fore this year, and the camp has grown 
healthfully. A well of pure soft water 
is a great blessing, and the water is said 
to be medicinal, and as soft as rain
water. A new dining-room annex has 
just been finished and occupied and is a 
great improvement, being 22 by 32 on 
tlie ground, ami very pleasant. A new 
coat of paint adorns the hotel and cot
tages, and thrift and attractiveness 
marks all.

Mrs. A. E. Sheets Is chairwoman, and 
beautifully fitted for the place. Her in
fluence counts much for harmony, earn
estness and success. Miss Laura Mat
lock, of Owosso, is secretary, and ex
cellent help in all she engages In. She 
Is a typical Spiritualist In the best 
sense. Mrs. Parker, of Owosso, gives 
special lectures on health to women; 
and, as I am not a woman, I cannot re
port them. But they are reported 
interesting and instructive. She is 
another noble example and representa
tive of slmon pure Spiritualism. '

Prof. Daniels, the astrologer, is here 
and has made friends and created a 
lively Interest in his specialty.

After camp season closes I am free to 
answer calls for lectures for fall and 
winter.

The heat and musquitoes are the only 
obstacles to happiness on these en
chanted grounds. Mrs. Dr. Augusta 
Armstrong lit here on her Way home 
from California, and stayed five days. 
She left on (he 8th for Buffalo and the 
Freeville Camp.

Yours for the cause. '
LYMAN 0. HOWE.

LILY DALE CAMP.
Its’Attractions and the Do

Ings.

PUBLICATIONS
-OF-

HUDSON TUTTLE

C. Goss, of Detroit” — .

The Rev. Miss Arina Brennen, pastor 
.of the Unlversallst church of Muncie, 
Ind., the largest of the denomination in 
that state, is disposed to lay blame for 
thè present condition of affairs in China 
on the missionaries to a great extent 
For the last two Sundays she has de
voted one sermon each day-to the Chi
nese ¿question, and in her remarks re
ferred to the kind of persons sent to the 
celestial kingdom to convert the 
heathen to Christianity. Miss Brennen 
said from observation personally and 
from reading and conversation she is in
clined to believe that a great many mis
sionaries are “sticks,” who, if they 
would stay at home, would not ' be 
counted among the progressive and lib
eral-minded people of their community. 
She Is of the opinion that these mission
aries have been unable to work, them
selves into the good graces of tlie Chi
nese, but rather have aroused their ire 
and indignation by opposing their idols 
and customs in à manner that was far 
from shrewd and far-speing; Miss 
Brennen said the Chinese must hot be 
blamed for many things that have been 
heaped upon them as crimes. The 
Chinese see the foreigners spatting over 
their religions, quarreling over the dl-

the name of Williams, the police say,
gives strength to the theory of his Im- persotialgaln'only.

vision of land and trade, and in fact do
ing everything but acting with a Chris
tian spirit one toward another. Hence 
John Chinaman concludes, she said, 
that the ‘.‘white devils” are impostors, 
mere shammers and land grabberwwho 
are artful and cunning with a view of

room. Then she remembered 
dream. .

her

Edgar W. Emerson will be at Mt. 
Pleasant Park Camp, Clinton, Iowa, 
from August 17 to 27. Would be 
pleased to fill engagements in the West 
through the month, of September. Ad
dress care of Mr. J. B. McCarroll, Ot
tumwa, Iowa..

The .Chicago Tribune says: "Peculiar 
views of the hereafter and the con
dition of humanity after death and in 
eternity are expressed by the Rev. R. 
Heber Newton in.- an article entitled 
‘The New Thought of Immortality,’ 
published In the August number of the 
magazine Mind. Dr. Newton Is rector 
of All Souls’ Protestant Episcopal 
Church on Madison avenue and Sixty
sixth street, one of the most fashion
able places of worship in the city. His 
position among the clergy of New York 
is one of great prominence. He has 
ranked among the advanced thinkers of 
the divines and his opinions upon re
ligious matters have carried weight. 
In dealing with the problem pf im
mortality he stamps'as untrue the or
thodox conception of after life, declar
ing there will be no general day of 
judgment, no resurrection of the body. 
In his opening "paragraph Dr. Newton 
says that; from tho time of Jesus to our 
own day, there has been little or no de
velopment In man's faith concerning 
immortality. He credits Swedenborg 
with evolving the first really new con
ception of immortality'and the Spirit
ualists with keeping it alive. He de
scribes the orthodox conception of Im
mortality, and declares the language of 
this traditional conception still drawls 
in our hymns, still drones from our pul
pits, still whines in our prayers. In. 
presenting his convictions on the here
after he says Immortal life must be 
conceived in accordance with the doc
trines of evolution.”

Corresponding secretary writes: "We 
have had the hottest week on record at 
Grand Ledge camp. Mr. Lyman C. 
Howe finished his engagement with us 
Wednesday. His tribute to the soldier 
was listened to by a large and appre- 
clative.audlence despite the beat. Mrs. 
Coffman will close her work here to
day. Mrs. Parker’s lectures to the la
dies are attracting many visitors to the 
camp. Mr. and Mrs. Winans have ar
rived; also Mr. Maybee. Mrs.'Russell 
is still with us, and Mrs. Ruddick and 
Martin.”

Dr. H. A. Cross writes: “Mrs, Georgia 
Gladys Cooley will return to Chicago 
and resume her labors here the first 
Sunday In October.- The church of 
which she is pastor, to be known here
after as The First Spiritual Church of 
Chicago, has secured a new place for 
holding Its meetings, known as Oakland 
Club Hall, northeast corner of Oakwood 
and Ellis avenues, one block south of 
39th street, and one block east of Cot
tage Grove avenue. The hall will be 
opened by the church on the last Sun
day In September, on which occasion 
the Rev. Dr. Green, pastor of the For
estville Congregational Church, will de
liver his celebrated lecture entitled 
'Gettysburg, the Sixteenth Decisive 
Battle of the World.’ This lecture Is of 
thrilling interest and will be delivered 
under the auspices of The First Spirit
ual Church.. TheDoctor was presefit 
as an officer at the battle of Gettysburg 
and knows whereof he speaks. The old 
war songs wlll-be sung, and it Is expect
ed that Judge Longenecker will preside 
on this occasion. Don’t miss it."

Frank T. Ripley has closed his en
gagement at Briggs Park Spiritualist 
Camp-meeting. IHe '" goes to Harlan, 
Ind., for Sunday,- ’August 19. He has 
the two last Sundays in August and all 
of the Sundays'in September open for 
engagements. 'He'ls engaged for the 
Grand Rapids (Mich.) Society for. the 
Sundays of October. He can be en
gaged for the Sundays of November 
and December. ,

" Mrs. E. J. Demorest, speaker and plat
form test mediuih. 'ttm be addressed at 
the Hotel Ormond, Third and' Ann 
streets, Parkersburg, W. Va., for two 
months. She'is doing missionary- work 
in Parkersburg ;7 arid Marietta, Ohio, 
where the people receive her teachings 
gladly, and the '¿joo.d work goes on."

Lake Brady, 0.
An event a little out of the ordinary, 

occurred at Lake Brady last evening—a 
Spiritualist wedding, the contracting 
parties being Charles H. Dunakin, of 
Cecil, O„ and Miss Muriel Darrell, of 
Milan, 0., Rev. F. D. Dunakin, the 
groom’B father, performing the cere
mony. The bridal party, which con
sisted of the bride and groom, the 
bridesmaid and groomsman, Miss Mabel 
and Mr. Clyde McCaslin, and their 
nearest friends, gathered at the hotel. 
The other guests were at the cottage of 
Mr. Russell, which was beautifully 
decorated with ferns and flowers. Im
mediately upon the arrival of-the 
bridal party at the cottage, the cere
mony was'performed, which is a beau
tiful service peculiar to Spiritualism. 
The congratulations were not over be
fore two pleasure clubs of serenaders 
had taken possession of the lawn in 
front of the cottage—the "Kenodlator 
Club,” of Cleveland, and the "Young 
People’s Pleasure Club,” of Lake Brady. 
A programme of appropriate songs was 
rendered and then all ceremonies ended 
in a general good time throughout the 
grounds. ,

The McCaslin family gave an excep
tionally good entertainment for the 
benefit of the association. Their clos
ing sketch (original) entitled “A Pleas
ant Prescription,” was pronounced one 
of the best things ever produced at 
Lake Brady..The Haines orchestra fur
nished the musical programme. Miss 
Ila Haines’ cornet solo and Prof. Fred
erick Fabrlcan’s violin solo, were both 
repeatedly encored.

A materializing seance was given 
Monday evening by Mr and Mrs. G. W. 
Hepner for the benefit of the associa
tion. Twenty-two people made up the 
circle, twenty-one of whom were called 
up to the cabinet to receive the greet
ings of deceased friends. Most of these 
people claimed to recognize the forms 
and features of their departed friends.

Charlie Barnes, a trumpet medium, 
who has come regularly to Lake Brady 
during the nine seasons of its existence, 
has just left for his home at Anderson, 
Ind. His farewell seance was one of 
the best we ever attended of fhe many 
he has given upon the grounds.

MRS. M. M’CASLIN.

Variety is the spice of life, and va
riety seems to be the order of things in 
camp this week. To begin with, Sun
day there was a lecture from Ingersoll, 
delivered through the inspiration of 
Mrs. Richmond. Of course there are 
many pros and cons in regard to It, as 
there are in everything else.

Another variation is the sensation 
caused by the management’s attitude 
toward one of the so-called materializ
ing mediums, whose trap-door and other 
“traps” were discovered and reported to 
the officers of the association, who 
promptly ordered the discontinuance of 
the seances, and notified the public of 
the same. .

This medium, Schultz, has been be
fore the public before in this character, 
and still people follow these false 
lights.

A serious change in the vibrations oc
curred on Monday when it was discov
ered that our worthy grocer had, by 
mistake, been selling gasoline in place 
of kerosene to his customers. There 
were several small blazes in conse
quence, but fortunately no serious dam
age done, and probably the result will 
be to make the cottagers even more 
careful than heretofore in the use of 
either of these explosives. In the twen
ty years of camp life here at Cassadaga 
camp there has never yet been a fire to 
do damage to the amount of twenty 
dollars, which seems almost remark
able, considering the number of cot
tages inhabited on the grounds.

The heat of the past few days has 
sent many to Indulge In the refreshing 
coolness of the -lake and the exhilarat
ing excitement of the toboggan. These 
are cheap luxuries, and the supply is so 
abundant as to be within the reach of 
all.

People jjre coming and going; many 
who came early have departed for their 
homes, carrying with them happier 
faces and lighter hearts than with 
which they came, milch of this being 
due to the work done by Miss Gaule in 
her platform work, as well as private 
sittings.

There are good words spoken In favor 
of many of our mediums, and the great 
satisfaction they are giving; and it is a 
pleasing contrast to the doubtful prac
tices of others. The pictures produced 
by the Bangs Sisters, In full light, have 
created much favorable comment, and 
to many Is the most pleasing as well as
remarkable phase of phenomena.

Mr. Lociiwood’s classes are well at-
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A LIBRARY OF SPIBITUAI 
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STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE. •

This work essays to utilize and explain the vast IF 
ray of facts In Its field of research by referring them 
to a common cause, and from them arise to the laws 
aud conditions of Man’s spiritual being. Third edl* 
tlou. Price, 75 cents. '
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE.
Hot servile trust to the Gods, but knowledge of the 

laws of the world, belief lu therdlvlnlty of man and 
hts eternal progress toward perfection 1« the founds 
lion of this book. Price! 11.

• LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In thl« «lory the Beenes are laid on earth, and In th« 

rnlrlt-world preBouttng the spiritual philosophy and 
the real Ufa of spiritual beluga. All Question« which 
arise on that aubject are answered. Price 51 cents.

ARCANA OF NATURE.
The Hlstoty and Laws of Creation. Eevfaed and 

annotated English edition. “Tho Cosmogony of Spir
itualism." Price, |1, r“
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE

SPIRIT-WOHLD.
English edition. Price, 11. -

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest Investigations and discoveries, 

and a thorough presentation or this interesting subject. English edition. Price, si. 8 “

THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF
THE SACRED HEART.

This book was written for an object, and ha« been 
pronounced equal In 1U expoauro of the diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to "Uncle Toa’a Cabin.“ 
Price, 25 cents.

HERESY» OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological story of evangelization 

and free thought. It is to Protestantism what “The 
Becrotaof the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price; St 
cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How ta form circles, and do» 

▼elop and cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
fipirltugllsta. Their testimony. ElgBt*page tract for 
mission work. Single copies, 5 cento; 100 for 11.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL,'
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Thia volume contain, the 

peat poems of the author, and some of the moatpopu* ..— 
lar songs with the music by eminent composers. Th* 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. 225 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, *1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lycoum and societies. A manual 

of physical. Intellectual and spiritual culture. By 
Emma Rood luttlc. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyoeum, a spiritual or liberal Bocietv may 
be organized and conducted without other assistance. 
cbiigeiU^.1 d°“n’ 40 Ceat'' ElPre" 

ANGELL PRIZE CONTESTRECITATIONS.
For humane Education, with plan of the Angel 

Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma Rood Tuttle. 
Price, 25 cents.
All Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights, Ohio*

Mount Pleasant Park, la.
History states that the “.Tah” of 

Old Testament was a “God of
the 
the

"A Few Words Atjout the Devil, and 
Other Essays.” By Charles Bradlaugb. 
Paper, 50 cents. ,For sale at this office.

“From Soul to Soul,” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of .poetry (Will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this 
handsome volume, wherewith to.sweet
en hours of leisure and enjoyment 
Price $L —For sale at this office.

"Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep’Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price. $1. 
For sale at this office.

"Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation arid Re-Embomment.” By trof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
atthte office. / ■ , ■ ,

"Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. . For sale at thls office. 
Price,'25 cents. . .... ?■'-

Hills.” However much we may depre
cate bls methods in other respects, one 
who has recently exchanged the tor- 
ridity of Chicago for the trees, grasses 
and hills of Mount Pleasant Park, can 
at least admire his taste in the selection 
of a dwelling place.

It is true the heat wave has reached 
us here, but we are placidly floating on 
its crest, as it were, Instead of being 
burled, in the swirl of Its vortex, as, ac
cording to reports many of the great 
centres of population now seem to be.

Ten years have intervened since we 
last yielded to the varied inspiration 
this delightful place has to offer, and 
we find them increased rather than di
minished. Many of the familiar voices 
and faces that used to greet us are still 
here; many are absent, however, but 
the kindly smiles and warm welcome of 
those who have taken their places, as
sure us they are nobly represented, f

President W. F. Peck possesses all 
the earnestness and" logic that'distln- 
gulshed Prof. Loveland in the years 
that are gone, to which are added social 
qualities and a graciousness of manner 
peculiarly his own. His managerial 
ability, together with the enthusiastic 
efforts of the efficient secretary, Mrs. 
Stella A. Fisk, and the general fitness 
of'all other officers and trustees, prom
ises for this camp continued success.

We arrived in time to hear only the 
last lecture delivered by Willard J. 
Hull, whlchdlclted continued applause, 
and together with the influence of the 
preceding ones, called forth many ex
pressions of regret at the departure, 
both of himself and his amiable wife.

Julia Steelman Nichols, who visits 
this; camp for the first time, followed 
Mr. Hull. Her first lecture was at
tended by a large and appreciative au
dience. The spirit messages following, 
all given to entire strangers, were each 
promptly recognized as correct, as were 
also the fifty others, given at her first 
public test seance, establishing with the 
friends here her well known reputation 
for inspiring addresses and excellent 
test work.- Following Mrs. Nichols, we 
for' fhe first time had the pleasure of Ils-. 
tening to the eloquent and logical Rev. 
B. F- Austin, whose earnestness of 
thought and engaging manners imme-

tended, as well as others that are con
ducted here at the present time, show
ing the interest felt in tine Intellectual 
teachings and instruction which bring 
us in closer relation to the spiritual In 
its various forms of manifestations. 
Mr. Lockwood’s rostrum work here be
gins Thursday, the 9th, to be followed 
by Mrs. Anna Shaw. Mr. Lockwood’s 
lecture Thursday, reviewing some of 
our critics, was a masterly effort. It Is 
to be regretted that it was not a Chau
tauqua audience to hear It.

As never before the days seem flying 
by at this lovely camp; there Is so much 
crowded into each day there is never an 
idle hour. There has been some mis
carrying In the programme in regard to 
speakers, owing to sickness in some 
cases, and misunderstanding aS to 
dates in another. However, there has 
been no lack of talent to supply the va
cancies and the work has gone smooth
ly on.

Many practical questions are dis
cussed at the conferences, and thought 
exchange; and the listener has abund
ant opportunity to judge of the varie
ties and vagaries of the human mind. 
Every known “ism" has come in for a 
share of these talks, from vegetarian
ism down—or up—as the scale may run. 
There is one Important subject, how
ever, that has yet to be fully aired, and 
that is tobacco; It has been pretty well 
“aired” as a weed, but not as a topic of 
discussion. And wffile we are about it 
—“weeding out,” why not touch upon 
the effect of tobacco upon the human 
system, as well as diet or anything else 
which vitiates the body? Is it because 
we love it so that no one wishes to lay 
a correcting hand upon It?

Mediums of every phase almost have 
been criticised in one way or another, I 
am going to say something about the 
healers who claim to do such wonderful 
work, and do.not hesitate to approach a 
sensitive patient, fresh from the fumes 
of a nauseating cigar; what kind of 
magnetism Is it, you who are steeped in 
tobacco, that you transmit to your pa
tients? It must be a powerful control 
that can work through such an organ
ism. It Is simply disgusting, and the 
nuisance does not stop here; It is safe 
to say there is not a public resort in the 
land where we are not obliged to swal
low the fumes of tobacco If one ven
tures to seek enjoyment at such places. 
Even here at Lily Dale, where better 
things should be expected of gentlemen, 
one cannot enter the post-office or gro
cery, or take a stroll across the park, 
without dodging a cigar, or being 
choked and made sick from the fumes 
of them. Why is it? Do they love the 
weed so weir that It makes men, young 
and old, forget to be gentlemen? Wo
man has protested against this nuisance 
always, but our “lords and masters” en
tirely Ignore the fact.

Friday afternoon Mr. Lockwood gave 
another strong lecture^- and the ap
plause which greeted his utterances at
tested to the appreciation and intelli
gence of the audience.

Mr. Lockwood thinks there is as much 
need of whitewash and fumigators in 
the orthodox pulpit as on a Spiritualist 
camp-ground, and ariy minister know
ing the falsity of the teachings he is 
promulgating, is as. big a fake as are 
any to be found among mediums.

The attendance is good at every ses
sion, though the heat of the past few 

. days makes the lake look very inviting, 
and many are luxuriating In its cooling 
embrace, while others are drinking In 
the waters of spiritual enlightenment 
found In the instructive lectures given 
every day from the rostrum; No camp 
gives a greater variety of entertainment 
to its guests than Lily Dale, and it is 
every' year becoming more popular. 
Some who came have purchased homes 
here, to make, an all-the-year-around 
abiding place. -It is well, for summer or 
winter, there is always an attraction at 
Lily Dale. MARY WEBB-BAKER.

NEW EDITION.

THE LYGEUM GUIDE
Do .want to organise a society, for thi 

social, intellectual and spiritual advance* 
tnent of the children and adults^

THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM
/UrnüAe« all you desire.

Do you want a self-sustaining society, founded oa 
the bulo principles of the spiritual philosophy! 
You have it In THE PRUGRESBI’’^ LYCEUM.

It furnlahes a ayaiem uf evolutiou oy Internal 
-growth; not the old cup and pitcher Sunday-school.

It hag aomething to interest and advance every mem» 
per. end those who are most active in leading are 
the ones who learn most.

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective orgimtzatlon, and for conducting the 
society when established. ’

It has Golden Cbulu Recitations; the prettiest song* 
andmuslo; choral responses; a service for a Band 
of Mercy; oallsthenlcs; how to make ths badges, 
flags and banners; marching exercises; full In
structions In conducting the exercises, with par
liamentary rules, etc.

Many Spiritualists living In Isolation, have formed 
lyceums in their own families; others have banded, 
twoortAireefamlles together, while large societies 
have organized on the lyctum platform, and found 
great interest tn this self-instructive method.

Do not wait for a •‘missionary'’to come to your aa» 
slslance, but take hold of the matter yourself, pro
cure copies of the GUIDE, and commence with the 
few or many you And Interested.

Mw. Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio) will answer all questions pertaining to ly» 
ceum work.

The price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE Is 50 cento, post
paid, or by the dozen, 40 cents each, by express, 
charges paid by receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
. _ BERLIN HEIGHTS. O.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS,

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases.

BY EMMA BOOB TUTTLE.

Lvcenmi and Societies that wish to get up elO 
rating, interesting and paying entertainments cat! 
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. The en 
Ure plan, with full directions, la in the book, ant 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiast! 
moro quickly than an Angell Prise Contest! Nott* 
ing la needed more. Any Individual may organist 
one in his own town and reap a financial reward

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Barlin Ohio.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION
Hlttorlcal and critical review, with replies to an ob

jection. By g. W. Brown, M. D. Price 15c. For sale 
at this office.

Real Life' in the Spirit-Land.
Given inipirntlonally by Mrs. Marla M. King. Price n centi. For sale at this office.

Grimes ol Freacners.
Au interesting book along its line and useful to 

Spiritualists attacked by tbc clergy and their follow
ers. Price 25 cents; for sale at this office.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS, 
/IND THE WONDROUS POWER 

Pi Mhtch helped or made them perform might] 
work« end otter Inspired words, together with «omt 
Peraonu Trett« and Characterlattcs of Prophet«, Apo* 
Ue«, uddMU, or Now Beading« of “Ths MlrM«.* 
toAumPoTSMi. PriceWosata. Itrnto M thh

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
.By James M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

Ing refutation of the Bible story of the Delage. Price 
15 cents. .

MAN THE MICROCOSM- .
HIb Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—Th* 

LlfhŒJ.tbin. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, lite.

diately won for him-a warm pirn 
hearts of all the people here. / 

Since writing the foregoing’

in the
the

.hot

■ OU, as a progressive mind, should 
know something of the phenom
ena of that magnificent change 
called Death. On that subject 
you will find valuable Information 

; in the three volumes -of-The Em 
cyclopedia of Death, and Life In 

Spirit World Those three volumes

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Harlow’« Vow," •‘The Occult 
Force, of Sex," “Perfect Motherhood," and mans, 
KhuWOTlU. Price 35 cenu. Vor Mie U th!« office. 1

wave, with Its depressing effects, has 
invaded our camp. The one thing now 
most needed is rain, which for the sake 
of the workers and camperà alike it is 
tb be hoped we may have in a-few days, 
and must have ere Clinton can smile 
again. ■■■■.■
. Upon its-appearance on the grounds 
The Progressive Thinker is eagerly 
read. DR. W. T. NICHOLS.

contain more, valuable information on 
that subject than all the libraries of the 
world. They are furnished to the sub
scribers of The Progressive Thinker at 
a nominal cost. Read carefully our 
premium list t

‘•Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. B. and 
Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, «1.50 and $2. .

"A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May'Collins. An address delivered be
fore tho Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. PrlcedO cents. . ■

“The Truth Seeker Collection- of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the. Use of 
Liberals.”; For sale at this office, 
price 25 cento. ■ i "

(Bigin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher. 7 

Coimutnt The Begimilnfi; Fundamental Prind»
Ntfi Formation of ConiteuatioM. Bntema, gun* ; 
Planeto and SatellltM. The Oritin of Meteor* ait 
Opmeto;TheOnjanl3 Ktatdom; TheOrtetn of M«bi 
Man-~Hls Attribntea androwera; The Boni—How ll <
Beoelree and Impaito Knowledge; Hoir the Boni Be« 
celrea Ite Highest Imprewlona; The Record Book, or 
The Hum» Ether; How to Cultivate tho sixth 
Ime; lite Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De» 
feneration; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by th* Bible; The Bible andChrUt: The Snmmam *Wha| . 
Mult w* Do to Be Saved.*' For aale at thlsofic> '

(Price, doth, SLOfti .. ■ / ^
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This department Is under the man
agement of •

Hudson Tuttle.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, aud often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
foiccd brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, aud the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with wAlting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters'of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and lienee there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time aud 
place, aud all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full nume and a'd- 
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while 1 freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

hi

j

Miss E. S.: The directness of pur
pose, and decision of character; and 
precision of .thought with which you 
are distinctly endowed, would make 
your success certain in any business re
quiring these qualities, Especially are 
you adapted to places of trust, where 
integrity and faithfulness In details are 
requisite. You would take a keen de
light in responsibilities that would 
crush others. -

to delighted audiences in almost every 
state in the Union and his listeners 
never wearied.

Many of these songs . became as 
household words, and were sung In cot
tage aud palace. They are pervaded 
with a shadow of sadness, yet always 
through the shadow shines the bright
ness of hope; a great purpose, an as
surance that happiness will be gained 
by true, unswerving adhesion to right 
and duty. There is more in these songs 
than the words express. There ts a 
subtle influence like the perfume of 
flowers, which exalts aud exhilarates.

Who has not feft the yearnings ex
pressed in these magnificent Hues ad
dressed to the poet's mother?
“Is there no grand, immortal sphere

Beyond this realm of broken ties, 
To fill the wants that mock us here,

Aud dry the tears from weeping eyes? 
When Winter melts in endless Spring, 

And June stands near with deathless
Howers, ■

When we may hear the dear ones^slng 
Who loved us in this world of ours?

I ask, aud io! my cheeks are wet .
For tears for one I cannot see: 

O Mother, art thou living yet,
And dost thou still remember me?”

J. McKinstry: Q. Do you believe 
that spirits are able to pass solid sub
stances, as an article of furniture, 
through other solid substances, as the 
door of a room?

(2) Have you had such demonstra
tions as to be convincing to every un
prejudiced mlud?

A. (1) It yet remains to be demon
strated that a material object Can be 
passed through another material object. 
To account for this phenomenon, which 
he accepted, Prof. Zollner introduced 
the “fourth dimension of space," which 
is-itself an unsupported fancy. .

(2) I have had a series of facts and 
inspirations which have convinced me 
of the continuance of life, but this when 
repeated may not convince even an "un
prejudiced mind.” Every one must 
have evidence for themselves, arid to 
supply this demand is the mission of 
the phenomena. Until I was convinced 
I did not advocate the spiritual philos
ophy, and did I doubt, I should, even 
now, pause until my doubts were re
moved.

THE CAMP-MEETINGS.

Ashley Camp. O.
This’camp begins Jyly 29, tind ends 

August 19, 1000. For programmes ad
dress IL Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

Maple Dell Camp, 0. ■
The National Spiritual and Religious 

Camp Association will hold its twelfth 
annual session, commencing July 22, 
ending September, For full particulars 
and programme, enclose stamp and ad
dress Lucy King, corresponding secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio. .

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
This camp opens July 29. The circu

lars are now ready and can be had upon 
applIcatlon/ Tri writing for them please 
enclose stamp for return postage. Ad
dress Albert P, Blinn, Clerk, 603 Tre
mont street, Boston, Mass.

Columbus Camp, 0.
This camp will open July 1, and close

T-- .1 " 1 F '• 1
Coloi^ddOamp.

Canyon Camp,.pj>eng In South Boulder. 
Canyon, July 1, and continues through 
July, August, and possibly September. 
Any information ‘desflred in regard to 
this new and Interesting movement 
may be obtalned By writing May Taylor, 
Box 780, Denve^'Colb. .

Lake Sunapee, N. H.
The twenty-third arinual Lake Suna- 

pee Spiritualist Camp-meeting will bo 
held at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H„ for 
four weeks, commencing-Sunday, July 
20, aud closing SÛndaÿ, August 26,1900. 
For programmes'1 address the secretary, 
W. H. Wilkins, Claremont, N. H.

Marshalltown, Iowa.
The Central Iowa Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold its annual camp at 
Marshalltown, Iowa, September 2 to 
September 16 Inclusive. Grounds open 
to campers after August 27. For in
formation or programs address W. H. 
Wilson, 301 N, Center street, Marshall
town, Iowa.

Haslett Park, Mich.
Eighteenth annual assembly of Spir

itualists at Haslett Park, Mich, August 
2 to September 4, 1900, inclusive. For 
programmes address J. D. Richmond, 
secretary, St. Johns, Mich., or G. F. 
Ottmar, Riley, Mich.

Summerland, Cal.
The tenth annual camp-meeting of 

the Spiritualists pf Summerland, Cal., 
conducted by the Summerland Spirit
ualist Association, will commence 
August 26, I960., M. A. Spring, presi
dent; W. P, Alien, secretary.

WINFIELD CAMP, KAN.
A Worker and Medium Has 

Somewhat to Say.

Danie! K* Tenney’s 

BOOKS

A.

/ >

u.

A. IL NiehoMb: Q. The planet Sat
urn was formerly described apd pic
tured as having three rings. I remem. 
ber reading an account to the effect’ 
that the inner ring had fallen, which 
obscured the surface of the planet in a 
cloud that lasted several months. This 
occurred some time between 1850 aud 
1860. What are the facts in the case?

A. The facts are that this corre
spondent has been mlslnfotjned. The 
system of Saturn is the most complex 
of any planet belonging to the solar 
system, and presents to the telescope 
the grandest scene in all the starry 
heavens. Aside from its eight satel
lites, one of which is almost as large as 
the planet Mercury, It has two bright 
rings or zones, the outermost 10,000 
miles in width, and the innermost 17,
500 miles. There is a space of 1.500 
miles between them. Inside of these, 
having a breadth of about 9,000 miles, 
is a dark ring. This ring surrounds the 
planet at a distance of 10,000 miles, 
These rings were at-one time regard
ed as solid, but it has been demon- 
Btrated that it would be Impossible for 

' them, if rigid, to withstand the tremen
’ does attraction of the central body. 
■ They must be In an exceedlngl}’ yield
ing state. From glimpses gained, and 
the necessity of the case, it is presumed 
that each ring is composed of several, 
mid that these are formed of distinct 
bodies, of greater or less size, mingled, 
with dust or vapor, and all rotating In 
nearly the same orbits. Placed so 
very near the planet the rings are sub
ject to tremendous attraction, to coun
terbalance which the bodies of which 

’ they are composed must revolve with 
exceeding velocity.

Since this sublime spectacle was first 
presented through the telescope there 
has been no change of moment ob
served. New features are brought to 
view by higher powers of flie recently 
Constructed instruments, but the wreck 
and ruin of one of the zones exists only 
In the minds of the penny-a-liner, who 
cares as little for the truth as he knows 
of astronomy. The rings represent an 
arrested stage in world formation from 
the zones thrown off from the revolu
tion of the vortex out of which the solar 
system was evolved.

By some chance the equilibrium of 
revolution and attraction in them has 
become balanced, nnd hence they re
main, iustcad of gathering into satel
lites.

Maple Dell Camp, O.
Sunday, August 5, was- a red-letter 

day at this Metca of Spiritualism. 
From Cleveland and the surrounding 
country, In cars, in carriages and on 
“wheels” people gathered on this beau
tiful spot not only to enjqy visible na
ture, but to learn something of that in
visible realm to prepare for which is 
one of the chief objects of existence. 
The largest gathering of the season was 
on the grounds. A. J. Weaver opened 
the exercises in the auditorium by ex
pressing the gratitude and joy and as
piration awakened by the occasion, In 
a few earnest and prayeful words.

Mrs. Kates followed with an address 
replete with spiritual truth and rhetor
ical beauty and force. She dwelt on 
Spiritualism as a factor In the world’s 
progress which history will not ignore. 
Vigorous applause followed when she 
emphatically condemned the Injustice 
and avarice of the European allied pow
ers In their long-talked-of scheme todls- 
member the Chinese empire by force In 
order to enlarge their boundaries and 
increase their wealth and power which 
are already immense.

Xn the afternoon there was a still 
larger audience. Mr. Kates delivered a 
fine address on tho need of enlightening 
spiritually aud elevating morally the 
human race. He emphasized the need 
of children being born right and then 
rightly trained, aud spoke a good word 
for the lyceum as a factor in the work. 
He was cheered when he said “we need 
to grow Spiritualists instead of making 
them.”

At the close of the address Mrs. Kates 
came to the front and used her clair
voyant power in demonstrating the fact 
of spirit presence. The excellent work 
done by Mrs. Curran and Mr. Dunakln 
Is being successfully carried on by Mr. 
and Mrs. -Kates, who will remain till., 
tho close of the week, when Dr. Peebles 
is expected.

The seboeV work is meeting with un
expected success in each of its four de
partments: Psychic work, Oratory, Sci
ence illustrated and Language Lessons, 
by Mr. King, Miss Hill, Mr. Kerstetter 
and Mr. Weaver respectively. For all 
the good work done at Maple Dell Spir
itualism Is indebted to the National 
Spiritual and Religious Association.

The management of the hotel under 
Mr. and Mrs. Cole deserves praise.

A. J. WEAVER.

ft
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' Q. Is It prophetic? A delegate to the 
Silver Republican convention which 
was to be held in harmony with the Na
tional Democratic convention at Kansas 
City, July 4, gives an Interesting epi
sode which occurred during the ses
sions.

' After the nomination of Bryan was 
announced they unfurled a large ban
ner, about 30 x 40 feet, and when fully 
up it became entangled. Did the un
seen forces behind the affairs of men, 
thus prophesy of the future? In the 
hall of the silver convention the picture 
of Lincoln was everywhere conspicu
ous, and a large one leaned against the 
speaker’s desk, trimmed with flags 
which projected from the corners. 
This picture fell, breaking the glass 
covering, presumably touched by the 
speaker’s hand or sleeve.

Judge Phillips, of California, a dele
gate, was called to give an address, 
and made this statement: “A very 
Strange circumstance occurred yester
day when our worthy chairman was 
making bls address.. When he alluded 
to Abraham Lincoln his picture was 
overturned and broken.” He said: “It 
is enough to make, and would not be 
strange for Lincoln to turn over In his 
grave when viewing the condition of 
our country to-day. I. hope materializa
tion may be true and that Abraham 
Lincoln would come back and stand on 
this platform and tell us what to do to 
save our country,”.

A. From the earliest historic times 
it has been'firmly believed that the un
seen forces behind the movements of 
events, on great and momentous occa
sions, gave intimation of their purpose 
in signs and omens. The entangling of 
the flag; the falling of the picture may 

-be explained by purely physical causes, 
yet may not these very causes been In-
duced by these superior forces 
phetic? Let them be recorded 
pbetlc.

as pro
as pro-

. An Admirer, Syracuse, N.
Can you tell me when and where James

t Y: Q.

G. Clark passed from this life?
A Nearly two years ago, .at Passa- 

dena, Cal. He overtaxed himself in his 
favorite profession; and his strong con
stitution could ' not rally from the 
shock. I take this occasion to speak of 
the noble character of this prince of 
balladlsts. His poems and Bongs have 
been gathered in a volume, the harvest 
of a life devoted to song. He wrote his 
inspirations as they came fresh, strong, 
and with a rhythm expressive of the 
sphere of purity and ennobling love, and 
with such exquisite melody that they 
set themselves to. music. He sang them

Briggs Park, Mich.
Yesterday’s meetings were up to the 

average both in interest and numbers. 
At the forenoon meeting, Mrs. Burland, 
of Muskegon, delivered a very interest
ing lecture on “The Eternal Now.” At 
the close of her lecture she gave some 
descriptions, all of them being recog
nized. At the message service in the 
afternoon all the mediums present took 
part and there was a most interesting 
meeting.

In the evening, Mr. Henry Warner, of 
Chicago, gave a lecture on the subject 
of “Mediumship as a Science.” He took 
the position that all phenomena (so- 
called) of any nature could be done by 
a spirit in the body as well as one out 
of the body. He referred to the sen
tence so often used, “calling up the 
spirit” He claimed that the medium 
was not the one that did the calling. 
That it was the persons themselves that 
did the Inviting. That a person who 
was not all that could be desired as an 
individual, might be a strong medium, 
but the quality of mediumship depend
ed largely on the character of the me
dium. Hence the importance of a me- 
dlum living a pure life. In referring to 
“conditions,” he said that persons who 
attended seances would eat a great 
amount of almost Indigestible food and 
then expect spiritual demonstrations. It 
was as necessary fpr a person desiring 
good results, to make good conditions 
for the medium as for a carpenter to 
have his saw or plane sharp and in 
good condition If he wanted to do a 
good job in his line. -

On Tuesday and Wednesday evenings 
Mrs. Burlani will speak. •. : -

Beginning on Thursday and continu” 
Ing over Sunday, Mrs. Sheets, of 
Grand Ledge, will be. the worker. Mrs. 
Sheets is of national renown, and we 
bespeak for her a good audience and 
her hearers will be well repaid. To-l 
morrow, afternoon, • Dr. Knowles; 
Wednesday,' Mrs. Coffman; Thursday, 
Geo. B. Holmes; Friday, Mr. Ripley. 
Next Sunday evening there will be an
other message service.

The'funeral of Mr. Walker’s child will 
be held on the grounds at 11 a.m. to
morrow, by Mrs. Claman, who will re-.
turn for that purpose. XX.

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For sale at this office. 
. “Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.’- 
By Dr. Paul Oar us.. An excellent study), 
of Buddhism; compact'yet comprehen-, 
Eire. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25. 
For sale at thi, office

August 27. Send for programmes 
Dr. W. D. Noyes, secretary, 189, 
Cleveland avenue. Columbus, Ohio.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.

to
N.

The camp-meeting of the Indiana As
sociation of Spiritualists will open at 
Chesterfield, Ind., July 19, and close 
August 26, 1900. For programmes and 
further Information address Flora Har
din, secretary, Anderson, Indiana.

Delphos Camp.
The twenty-second annual camp

meeting of the First Society of State 
Spiritualists and Liberals will be held 
at Delphos, Kans., from August 10 to 
August 20 Inclusive. For further par
ticulars or Information write to Presi
dent J. N. Blanchard, Delphos, Kansas; 
M. J. Main, vice-president, Simpson, 
Kansas, or E. S. Bishop, secretary, 
Glasco. Kansas.

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort offers an 

attractive programme the coming sear 
son. Tho camp opens July 13 and 
closes August 26. Write to the secre
tary, A. E. Gaston, Meadville, Pa., for 
programmes.

Onset Camp-Meeting. '
Commences July 15, and closes Au

gust 26, 1900. For further particulars 
address Secretary, Onset, Mass.

Vicksburg Camp.
The seventeenth: annual camp-meet

ing of Vicksburg, Mich., will bo held in 
Fraser’s Grove, commencing August 3, 
and closing August 26, 1900. For fur
ther Information address Jeannette 
Fraser, Manager, Vicksburg, Kalama
zoo county, Mich.

■> Lake Brady,
The camp grounds will be open for 

picnics June 1, extending through the 
summer. The camp-meeting opens July 
1, closing September 1. Anyone wish
ing a Lake Brady program will please 
write Geo. N. Abbott, Lake Brady, via 
Kent, Ohio, or E. R. Kidd, Canton, Ohio.

Mount Pleasant Park, la.
The eighteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association will be held at Mt Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa, from July 29 to 
August 26, 1906. All wishing circulars 
should write to the secretary, Stella A. 
Fisk, 18 N. 11th.street, Keokuk, Iowa. 
Those wishing to rent tents, etc., should 
write to John Nelson, Mt Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa.

Grand Ledge, Mich.
Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp-Meet

ing commences July 29 and closes Au
gust 26. For further particulars and 
full programmes, write to M. F. Phares 
or Geo. H. Sheets.-Grand Ledge, Mich.

Briggs Parle, Mich.
Briggs Park Camp opens July 1 and 

closes August 19, 1900, at Grand Rap
ids, Mich. Program cheerfully mailed 
to any address received on postal card 
to Tlios J. Haynes, secretary, 389 West
ern avenue, Muskegon, Mich.

Camp-Meeting at Deep Lake.
The Illinois State Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens its second season at 
Deep Lake, miles from Lake Villa, 
Ill., on Wisconsin Central railroad, com
mencing July 10 and closing September 
1. Those who intend to camp with us 
please let us know in time so that we 
can make preparations fqr you. Ad
dress G. V. Cordingley, President, 3300 
Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill. .

Island Lake. Mich.-”
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, Mich

igan, commences Thursday, July 19, and 
closes September 3. For further Infor
mation address- the secretary, Ella B. 
Brown, .266 Twenty-first street, De
troit, -Mich. . ■ •

- Verona Park Camp. . 
; Opens June 15 and closes August 26. 
For programmes address Albert F. 
Smith, president, Bangor, Maine. .

Lake Helen, Fla.
The Southern Cassadaga Camp, take 

Helen, Florida, will open the first Sun
day, in February, 190L Emma J. Huff, 
corresponding secretary. -

Niantic Camp.
The Connecticut. Spiritualist Camp

Meeting Association, at Niantic camp- 
.'grounds, Niantic, Conn; season of 1900, 
commencing June 25 and continuing un
til September 8, inclusive. For pro
grammes address Mary A. Hatch, secre
tary, South Windham, Conn.

Los Angeles, Cal., Camp.
Arrangements have been made to 

hold a camp-meeting at Sycamore 
Grove, Los Angeles, Cali, September 2 
to 30, inclusive. Address Elton T. 
Brown, secretary, 341% So. Spring 
street, Los Angeles, Cal.

Nebraska State Camp.
The Nebraska State Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold Its second annual 
camp at the Crete Chautauqua Grounds, 
Crete, Neb., from August 16 till August 
26 Inclusive. Crete Is about 20 miles 
from Lincoln. The grounds are very 
conveniently and pleasantly situated 
and every effort will be put forth to 
make the meeting a success. Further 
particulars may be obtained of James 
Campbell, president, Havelock, Neb.

Vicksburg’ Camp, Mich.
The camp at Vicksburg, Mich., opened 

Sunday, the Sth lust., with Mr. Oscar 
A. Edgerly In the chair, who also gave 
an eloquent opening address at 10:30 
a. m.t asking the assistance of the 
whole camp to make this Its most suc
cessful and enjoyable season, and 
showing that the basis of success must 
be harmony, and an earnest wish to be 
good and do good. This lecture was fol
lowed by readings and descriptions by 
Mr. Edgerly and Mrs, Barton, of Roch
ester, N. Y., which were fine and well 
received. At 2:30 Mrs. Marion Carpen
ter, of Detroit gave us a fine lecture, 
followed by a full hour- given to those 
sweet soul communions, from spirit to 
earth plane, that seemed to lift the 
whole audience to' higher conditions, 
aud hold them spellbound.

In the evening the blind orator, Mr. 
A. E. Tisdale, gave one of his masterly 
and forceful scientific addresses, con
cerning and covering that space be
tween agonostlc materialism and the 
spirit, or soul entity, and closing with a 
grand inspirational poem, thus conclud
ing the first and one of the grandest 
day's meeting it has ever been my lot 
to attend; but the1 list of speakers still 
to follow at this damp bespeaks for us 
many more feasts for the soul, ere the 
fourth Sunday clo’ses the camp.

H. L. CHAPMAN.

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.
A large and appreciative audience 

greeted the speakers: upon Siinday, Au
gust 5, Oscar A. >Edgerly, chairman of 
the camp for the third year, gave the 
opening address. It was from my point 
of view an able, appropriate address, It 
was broad and comprehensive.

At two o’clock Mrs. Carpenter from 
Detroit, lectured- and gave tests for 
two hours, holdlns-.ber audience speU- 
bound. She Is » remarkable medium, 
has a melodious voice, sings sweetly 
and is by experience and inspiration 
qualified to do a good work upon the 
spiritual rostrum.

A. E. Tisdale, the blind teacher and 
singer, was present, and sang some of 
his harmonizing melodious songs, and 
on .Sunday evening gave us one of his 
Interesting, far-reaching and philosoph
ical discourses. The day was one of 
the hot ones, but there was no suffering 
on the camp grounds.

There have been some great changes 
made upon tho grounds. Several new 
cottages erected, the old buildings 
moved, repaired and artistically paint
ed, the grounds broadened and beauti
fied, The prevailing sentiment—which 
Is strong—Is that this camp this year is 
to do a good work, more" far-reaching 
and satisfactory than ever before. If 
I should express myself just as I feel, I 
should say that the Vicksburg camp
meeting has reached front rank as a 
Spiritual camp, and Its growing and 
continued success is the result of the 
wisdom and devotion of the clear
headed, honest little woman who man
ages, and blesses every effort and sug
gestion that tends to the uplifting of 
humanity. DR. M. E. CONGER.

Island Lake, Midi.
Island Lake camp is in a prosperous 

condition. The management are doing 
all in their power for the advancement 
of Spiritualism, and comfort of their 
guests. '

Many Improvements have been made 
during the past year and more are con
stantly added. With such pioneers at 
the helm as Mr. James H. White, Mr. 
Asa Smith and the other able workers, 
we feel safe in predicting a giorlous fu
ture for Island Lake. Mrs. Ella B. 
Brown, the secretary, is the right wo
man in the right place, loved and re
spected by all.

Dr. J. M. Peebles was with us the 
week of July 26. ' His presence and 
able lectures gave, 9."life to the camp 
that was felt by nl! and a sadness came 
over the entire camp when he de
parted. . .. . .

Mrs. Nellie S. Baade, the popular 
chairwoman, who has-been an untiring 
worker-here for fopr, seasons, deserves 
the highest praise., (She has, a host of 
friends, and theAveedlct seems to be 
that she muM retUfniOnother year. 
. Tuesday Mrs. Baade »yas the speaker 
and test medium) of;Jhe day. Subjects 
submitted to the guides were handledin 
a masterly manned'. Jn fact she is con- 
sldered one of the.ibrightest lights upon 
the rostrum.

Prof. P. O. Hudson^with his able as
sistants furnish beai^ifu! music for all 
occasions. . . , ,. w ■:

Next Sunday, this jpjunp will have the 
pleasure of listeping to the able lec
turer, Lyman C. gqwe, at 10”a. in, and 
.2 p. m. Sunday evening Mrs. Baade 
will give a brief raddress on “Our Re
public,” followed by “The American 
Flag” musical recltatlori rendered by 
Agnes Tuttle, accompanied by the or
chestra. Mr. S. A- Davenport will sing, 
and the program bids fair to be a de
cided-success. " :

AGNES TUTTLE.

I would, like to ask Mr. Tucker, who 
reported the Winfield camp through 
your columns, if he believes in render
ing uuto Caesar that which is due to 
Caesar? If so, then'why did he not 
give credit to the workers who, unpaid, 
yet so generously and largely contrib
uted to the work of the camp to make 
It a success? It was a much-observed 
aud very visible fact, that the test me- 
dlums he named, aud who were hired 
by the society, did not give their mes
sages or tests to skeptics, but confined 
themselves to a favored few of the old
time Spiritualists they had known for 
years. Perhaps the society is not aware 
that the so-called tests did more harm 
than good in the observing ranks of 
skeptics. Oue of the so-called tests was 
pumped from a child and . afterward 
liassed by these two mediums onto the 
parent as genuine. Will that kind of 
Spiritualism convert the skeptic? I 
wonder that justice did not remind Mr. 
Tucker of the .evening of the 10th, 
when there was a circle of more than 
one hundred, with about the same, 
number staudlug ou the outside, all 
waiting aud waiting for the society’s 
test mediums to arise and go forth 
among the skeptics and demonstrate 
the claims of their Spiritualism, the me
diumship of communicating with their 
dead, giving proof of clairvoyant power 
to read the past and foretell the fu
ture; but alas! their mediums were not 
there, and the people were growing Im-, 
patient, threatening a stampede for 
town, when I arose, resolved in my 
mind that I would serve the demands of 
the skeptics and be loyal to spiritual 
truth regardless of the slight I had pre
viously received from the society. 
’Twas then I called for skeptics and 
many responded. My husband joined 
me and we gave tests of telling force to 
skeptics, some of whom had been com
ing to that camp for several seasons, 
but had never been told anything they 
could or would recognize, until that 
night. The next day we served again 
the 2 p. m. circle; also one evening in 
the auditorium we served the society, 
besides at every morning circle we con
tributed our mite, which was always 
given to the skeptics, as we have no 
time to convert old fossilized Spiritual
ists, who want to be converted every 
seven days of the week, by tests.

Justice was slow, or else Mr. Tucker 
would have spoken of Mrs. Lovett, of 
Madison, Kansas, who so generously 
gave her mediumship service to the 
public. Many were the skeptics she 
reached through spirit impersonation, 
thus acting as a beacon light to both 
mortal aud immortal minds. She no 
doubt is the guiding star of a vast army 
of progressive minds, who received 
their first light of Spiritualism through 
her willingness to lay down, her life for 
the education of another. “He that 
layeth down his life for another, shall 
take it up again. He that would lose 
his life for another, shall find it again.” 
Thus Jesus spake of impersonating me
diumship.

Last but not least, we ask, was jus
tice asleep when Mr. Tucker’s memory 
forgot to mention old Father Eastman, 
the old veteran spirit Impersonator and 
spirit communicator, who has ever met 
each season of the camp’s life. He has 
been thoroughly shaken down, well 
pressed on all sides, and as yet, has 
never been found wanting. He was al
lotted the privilege (?) of being the all- 
around roustabout boy of the camp, 
bringing up the head and rear of the 
hard work of the camp. In years he 
numbers more than 80, yet his activity 
excels that of many of 50. But for the 
hard work of Mr. Eastman, the camp 
would have been, a complete failure, 
and but for him the camp would go the 
way of the wicked.

There were other mediums who were 
there and who did good service, whose 
names I do not remember, but they 
wefe loyal to the cause of Spiritualism 
and the interest of the society.

’Tis good that the society paid the ex
pense of camp, but the question of in
terest is: What did the society or its 
mediums do to convince the skeptics of 
the truth of spirit return?

Yours for justice and truth, 
MRS. HOOKER M’EVOY. 

Fame, Kansas.

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
Sunday morning, August 5, our meet

ing opened with the remarks from our 
president Mrs. Haslett, wishing each 
and every one on our grounds a hearty 
welcome as they will come and go dur
ing our camp; after which the chair
man announced the song by choir, fol
lowed with an invocation by our 
speaker, Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley. 
Solo by Mrs. Shlrie, entitled “Some
time.” Mrs. Cooley Gien took the ros
trum and read a poem entitled “What 
the Dead Man Left for His Loved One,” 
after which she took up the facts of 
Spirltualisni and the blessings the light 
has given to the world at large. She 
gave us some grand new thoughts on 
our religion with its higher lights, also 
spoke of the condition of the human 
family, closing with the remark that 
nothing was free to all but the sun
shine and pure air that could not be 
bottled up and sold by a trust She 
then introduced to the friends, Mrs. 
Mullins and Mrs. Sears, ■ of Chicago, 
who made a few remarks.

Afternoon was opened with an invo
cation by Mrs. Sears. Dr. A B. Spin
ney then gave one of his fine discourses 
on the works and light of the cause 
given to people as they seek for the 
light. As Spiritualism grows the world 
grows better and its truths advance. 
The Doctor spoke in the most favorable 
terms of mediums and their works, and 
of their true development Our meet 
Ing Was weir attended. 7

, MRS. O. H. SOULE.

Maple Dell Camp, Ohio-

EarthNot Created.
Fallacy of All Cosmic Theories... .Price, 15 eta. 

An able argument to shoy/ that the world has 
always existed. .

Never-Ending Life,
Assured by Science..... Prie», 6 et«.
The best scientific argument in favor of a fu
ture life that has ever before been made.

Jehovah Interviewed,
Or Orthodoxy from Headquarters...Prlce,6cta.

A newspaper reporter goes up to heaven and in- 
। terviews Jehovan.

Theology,
Its, Origin, Career and Destiny. • • • Price, io eta» 

One of the best and most comprehensive sum
ming up of the absurdities of the Christian 
Theology that has ever before appeared,

Holy Smoke in the Holy Land.
- Price, ip eta.

Susan H. Wixon saya: “I have read, first and 
last, many accounts of Palestine, or *the Holy 
Land,' but have never seen anything in that line 
that pleased me so well as this description by 
Daniel K. Tenney.”

The Plan of Salvation, Price, io ct«.
In this pamphlet Mr. Tenney shows the absurd
ity of the Christian “Plan of Salvation” In so 
clear and plain a manner that any Christian who 
has a spark of reason left cannot fail to see it,

"Owed” to the Clergy. pb<»- <>cta-
An address read before the Free Thought Con
gress held in Paine Hall, Boston, Nov. 17th, 1899.

The Master's Masterpiece,
Or the Sermon oq the Mount......... Price, 10 cts.

/''’’This is the most thorough exposition of the fai
.. lacle» of this opted “sermon” that was ever be

fore published,

Modem Theology and Its Ideal Jesus
Price, io cU.

The absurdities of the reputed teachings of Jesus 
aré here shown up as no other writer has ever 
presented them before, which will convince any 
honest reader that the most of them are con

summate nonsense.

The Hon. Daniel K. Tenney, the author of these 
books, has been for many years the leading law
yer In one of the most distinguished law firms in 
Chicago, and there is not a more able writer in the 
Libqr.al ranks.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
• i•OF « « s

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR ...

z A CONCORDANCE
Zb the principal passages of the Old and Heu 

leetament Seripturee which prove 
or imply SpMtualUin/

Together with a brief history of the origin of many ol 
the Important hooka of the Bible.

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that la In this book appeared In an abridged 

form In a aeries of nine full pages of Tnx Fbogbkss- 
ivi Thinkbb. These articles were prepared U the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the nesdof 
some kind of document for ready referencS. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for morfc: hence the 
pubHcatlon of this work.

Theautbor, Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on Splrltuallitlstlo and other themes and each • one li 
full of careful study ou the subject chosen. Mr. 
Hulk 1q his introduction of tb|s work says:

“Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out of the wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
its ‘sanctified’ enemies, it will not ‘spike' it, but will 
use It to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and ignorance, I send It out on 1 ta errand of en
lightenment with tbo humble prayer that It will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.”

Thk Enotolopbdia. of Biblioal Spiritualisu 
contains 885 pogos, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and Is 
handsomely bound in cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICF

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE?PART IL
Judge», Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Comments 

on the Old and New Testaments, from Joshua to Rev
elation. The comments are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit, the work of radical thinkers, who are not 
Ignorant of the higher criticism. There is not a dull 
page. Paper, 50c.

THE KORAN.
Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohammed.” Th 
standard Arabian or Mohammedan Bible. Clothe 
price, fl. For sale at this office.

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

mHE DIVINE PLAN has been car
ried out successfully by The Pro- 
■ gresslve Thinker, one continual cur
rent of the profits returning to our 
subscribers. Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in 

" the Spirit Worid only costs our sub
scribers 25 cents—far less than its act
ual cost to us. Its regular price to the 
trade is $1.50. This work should be In 
every family In the United States. It 
Is elegantly and substantially bound, 
neatly printed and is an ornament to 
any library One million copies of this 
work should be distributed throughout 
the country. The Progressive Thinker 
one year and this book will be sent 
for $1.25. ...

. The campers and workers of Maple 
Dell Park were pleasantly surprised to
day by the arrival of about twenty vis
itors from Lake Brady camp, who 
drove in with song and happy fades 
about 11 o’clock à. m. Among them 
were D. À. Herrick and wife, E. W. 
Sprague arid wife. After a chicken-pie 
dinner, which was bounteously served 
by our host J. Cole' and wife, the 
school building and other points of in
terest were visited. After a pleasant 
visit under thè maples, all repaired to 
the Auditorium. Short speeches were 
made by E. W. Sprague, D. A. Herrick, 
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kates, 'D; M. King 
and others upon the best plan of unify
ing the work and workers. Most of the 
speakers were in favor of . an alliance 
under some plan that would leave the 
local societies free from the per capita 
demands of expensive central associa
tions.' This would leave funds In' the 
treasuries of local and state societies to 
pay thè expense of delegates chosen to 
attend' state and national, conventions, 
and to build up their, respective so-
cleti'es, M. C. DANFORTH, 

Chairman.
“Discovery of a LostTrall.” By Chas. 

B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
spygestlveness, Cloth, *1.60. For sale

1 at this officS '

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL :
111 BY 111

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

Sets forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detallei ■■ 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualist® • 
alike, as it demonstrates the truth of the spirit maul- 
Xeatatlons of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian 
religion Is based» as well as the actuality of modern 
Spirit manifestations. Its title page claims that tho 
ookis ”• .

4 SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION 
of tho .

Existence of tho soul of man as Ms cone 

solous individuality independently 
- of tho physical organism! 

of tho 
CONTINUITY OF LIFE 

and tho
ACTUALITY OF SPIRIT RETURN,

Th» first eleven chapters arc devoted entirely to 
manifestations of the soul incarnate, with a clear ex
position of the psychic philosophy.

The succeeding four chapters set forth the pblloso» 
pby of the Infinite.

Tho last twenty chapters are devoted to on exposi
tion of spiritual philosophy, with evidence lu detail» 
much of it being personal experiences of the author.

Tho pries of tho book io $1* For sale 
at tho office of Tho Progressive Thiulwr, 

VEDANTFPUOPHY?
Lectures by the Swami Vivekaiianda, on Raja Yoga; 

or Conquering tho Internal Nature, aud other sub
jects; also, Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisms, with com- 
montaries and a copious glossary of Sanskrit tortus. 
Revised and enlarged, 12iuo„ Cloth, SI,50. Raja Yoga 
1s an ancient system of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methods (hat tho Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom aud perfection. Swami Viv- 
ekananda became a familiar figure tn several Ameri
can cities during the three years following tho Par
liament of Religious at Chicago: he was cordially re
ceived tn America, where the breadth aud depth of 
his teachings were soon recognized. His teachings 
are universal !u their application! Tho book Is cheap 
at 11.50. For sale at this office. -

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Accountof the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris-* 
tian Ages, with Reminis« 

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

'T'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN 
JL formation succinctly and clearly stated In tbli 

volume of 5M pages Is amazing. The title, as above 
given, falls to convey an idea of the fulness and com- 
Sleteneoo with which the subjects are treated. The 

latriarchate. or Mother-rule. Is the theme of the first, 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, la brought to view in elucidation of tbo subject. 
This Is followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canon Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman ana 
WorlLTbe Church of To-day, Past, Present, Future: 
and there Is not a chapter In the book that Is not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, Is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It‘is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buylngit; ft is a val* 
uable addition to the library of any free aud trutb-lov* 
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

AUTOMATIC WRITING 
[SO-CALLED] WITH OTHER 

PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES 
,^-BY-

SABA A. UNDEEWOOD, 
With Half-tone Portrait and Speoi* 

men Pages of the Writing. v
Handsomely bound In cloth. PrlcoSL 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORKOW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Moisa Hull. Tbli pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic interpretation of many things in tbo Bible-? 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and hells believed In by BplritUOliata. Brlco, 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Moans Hull. A compound of tho two namnli*' 

lets. “The Irrepressible Conflict,” and “Your Answer 
or I our Life;” with important additions, making a 
book of 150 pages all for '¿5 cents. This book contains 
statistics, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should have. For sale at 
this office. ■

¡p.» A
L

Reports of twenty-four distinct lectures, recently 
•ellveredln New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Phlladef- 
pbln and other prominent cities of the United 
States, have contributed the basis of this volume.

Tho chief atm throughout the volume has been ta 
arouse Increased interest In the workable possibili
ties of a theory of human nature, thoroughly optim
istic and at the same time, profoundly ctblcah As 
several chapters are devoted to Improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of the 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, win de
rive some help from the doctrines herewith promul
gated.

CONTENTS.
What la Psychology? The True Basts of the Science, 
Rational Psychology as presented by Aristotle and

Swedenborg, with Reflections thereon.
Relation of Psychology to Practical Education.
A Study of tho Human Will.
Imagination! Its Practical Value. 
Memory: Have wo Two Memories? 
Instinct, Reason and intuition. 
Psychology and Paycurgy.
Mental and Moral Healing In the Light of Certain New 

Aspects of Psychology.
Music: Its Moral and Therapeutic Value.
The Power of Thought; How to Develop and It.crease 

It.
Concentration of Thoughf, and what van Accom

plish.
A Study of Hypnotism.
Tho New Psychology as Applied to Education and.

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Transference of Thought, or Mental 

Telegraphy.
Mediumship, Its Nature and Uses,
Habits, How Acquired and how Mastered; with some 

Comments on Obsession and Its Remedy.
Seersblp and Prophecy.
Dreams and Visions,
The Scientific Ghost and tho Problem of tho Human 

Double.
The Human Aura.
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; their BeariES 

on psychology. ,.
Individuality vs. Eccentricity

Price SU For sale at Uhls office.

UGllOGBlttftStrOlODU,
Essentials of Astronomy and Solar 

Mentality,
With Table» of Ephemeris to 1810. * By Tarmo Yedra. 
With 64 HluBtratloDB, tbirty-fivo of which ore orjglfial 
drawings by Holmes W. Merton, author of “Descrip
tivo Mentality.” A new system of personally detef* 
mining the primary fund of Mental and Fbrtl&l 
M and their results in mental aptitude» thatdomln« 
ate the nature of tho Individual as baaed upon dat9 
of birth. Price, cloth, 11,50. For »ale at this office.

HYPNOTISM;
ife Facts, Theoi^es and Belated 

Phenomena, with Explana
’ tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Berninis-
1 cences.
BY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK- IS 

JD largely a record of the facta and demonstration» 
which the author has scon, beard of or presented In 
Mi own experiments. The history of the various 
phases of the science ti succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experi
ment» described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations addmuch to tho interest and value of tho 
book, wMch will be fouad very interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and instructive to the 
student. The work is a handsome volume of 803 

.pages, bound In cloth. Pricey for sale at
the office of The Pbogesesivb Traxm.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago.
BOUND IN. CLOTH WITH GOLD 

JD aid., .nd containing S20 page.' Thia aplcngtd 
book, In.t leaned, oontalna nineteen full Temple too- 
tnrei upon occult enbjecte, together with other ml- 
tiee from ruioue newepapen, relating to the great 
work. It coattlne all the old Temple lectnrea loaned 
taieetaadthreeothereon the HuxurBotm, which 
are alone wertt the price of the book. Thio wonder 
tultwokla unique an aa Braogallat of Bclence u> 
•froth. Frlct el.», poetpaM, it ur »Mme. For cal.

God In the Constitution.
By Robert Q. Ingersoll. One of the beet papers Colo« 
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like
ness of the author. Price 10 cents. For sale at this 
office. ’

ORIGIN OF LIFE
and How the Spirit Body Grows. By IL Faraday, 
Price, 10c. Foreale at tine offled. ' . z
The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By M. Faraday. Transcribed at 
the request of a band of ancient philosophers« Price 
10 cents. Por sale st this office.

The Spiritual Body Real.
Views of Paul, Wesley and others. Valuable tes

timonies of modern clairvoyants. Witnesses of tho 
separation of the spiritual body from the dying 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c,

CHURCH AND STATE
The Bible in the Public Schools; the New "Ameri

can” Party. By‘‘Jefferson.” Third edition. 23 page». 
Price 10 cents. For aale Bt this office.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehearsal that is 
truly interesting. Price 10 cents. For ealo at tlxll 
office.

Seers oí Hie floes,
XMBRAOIXG

Spiritualism, Past and Present».

OCTRINES STATED AND MORAL TEND. 
ENCIES DEFINED.

BY J. M. PEEBLES. M. D.
An exceedingly Interesting end Instructive book.

Cloth. 11.25. For sale nt this office.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered ' 
by Astrology. ■:

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted, to thoitadj 
at Astrology and Its laws. Price, 25c.

Appeals to Methodists. >
A «hort dlBconrao by spirit Bishop Haven, given an- 
tomatlcaUy through the hand of Carrie E. S. Twins. 
Price 20c. For sale at this office. ■

INTERV1EWS WITH SPIRITS.
Areal visit with friend» on the other aldo of life, 

anda fajnniir talk. By Epint Samuel Bowles! Cor
rie E. B. Twlng, Medium. Price 80 cents, For sale at 
this office.

Thumbscrew and Rack. -
Torturo Implement« employes In tire XVth ini 

XVIlh e uturlet lor the prpmulsntlon of Christianity, 
with pit torlarillurrratlons. By Geo. £. .'.tacilonald. 
Price 10 renta.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consists of three pamphlet* 
embodied In one volume, In which questions of pre el 
Importance to the race are discuued from tho stand-: 
point of an «¿vanced social reformer. Price WcenU

Mahomet, the Illustrious,
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ. i.

Thia work Is one of the Library of Liberal ClaMTca. 
bo author was better qualified to writs an Impartial 
and honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Hinted 
and this volume is intensely tnterertta& ItfXWd
lUaOffiM. PHM.KCUU.
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DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
' THE 

NATURAL PHYSICIÀN.

The Physician can only be the servant 
or handmaid of Nature in thè cure of

Disease.
In reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the offending cause while

tell his etoj-y; that he is not given to 
bragging and threatening. ’

When Jehovah could not drive those 
Philistines out of a valley “because 
they had chariots of iron,” I think 
Satan could have done better. Read up, 
and you will see that Jehovah was not 
in fighting.trim, for he had “thirty-two 
virgins” turned over to him as his share 
of the. spoils of war. You speak of my 
"not attacking the Bible In the center.” 
Well, I turned to. the center, Solomon’s 
Song, and found it too soft to make a 
landing; so I concluded to use good gen
eralship and’ strike at the wings first.

But time and space forbid to go fur
ther, but if you will give me your street 
and number, I will send one of my new 
books called “Spiritual Fire Crackers, 
Bible Chestnuts, and Political Pin 
Points,” and it will do you more good 
than a term at a Divinity College.

J. 8. HARRINGTON. 
5477 Ridgewood Court, Chicago, Ill.

. PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE..

Nature
Performs the cure, and therefore we 
lay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician can do 
is to act as a ■ ' . , ’

Servant to Nature.
•If you believe that the above state
ment is true, and believe that this meth
od is the rjght one, then write to-day to 

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
Sending age, sex and leading symptom. 
Bit. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted- free. AU in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per Une. About seven 
words constitpte one Une.]

For the second time within a few 
weeks tho Spiritualists of Toledo, Ohio, 
are called upon to perform the last ser
vice that can be rendered the physical 
form. This time it is Sister Mary 
Eschenroder, of 24 Tenth street, who 
has been called at the age of 60, to the 

’life beyond. She was one of the vet
eran Spiritualists, and has always been 
highly esteemed. Being clairvoyant 
and a first-class trance medium, she 
did much in her own quiet way to con
vert and bring into the ranks of Spirit
ualism many people, and now she will 
be sadly'missed. In spirit we. know 
she will ever be near afid w’lll work in
cessantly for the growth and promo
tion of the cause she so dearly loved. 
May the knowledge of this also consti
tute the comfort find'consolation of her 
companion and climlren who remain to 
mourn the loss of the physical form.

, ' E. S,

BIBLE PROBLEMS
Reply to J. Young McFar 

land.

Mrs. Urenla 0. Racklyeft, wife of 
John R. Racklyeft, passed to the higher 
life at her home, South Waverly, Pa., 
August2. She had been a patient suf
ferer with dropsy for some time. She 
was born at Enfield,' N.Y., June 24,1827. 
She’was twice married, but leaves no 
children, but an aged husband who will 
miss her kind face and helpful hands. 
The funeral was conducted by Mrs. 
Perrine, of Elmira. Mrg, R. was a me
dium and a healer, and was beloved by 
everybody. MRS. E. P. FRALICK.

THOUSANDS CORED!
Marvelous Has Been the 
, Success of This Well- 

Known Healer in Cur
ing Chronic and 
Obstinate Cases.

If Sick Read His Liberal Offer, 

Then Consult Him and 

Be Healed. ' - . M. PEEBLES, A. M„ M. D., PH.D.

On June 30, I hastily propounded a 
few questions to Bible experts as a bait 
to catch one of them for the purpose of 
vivisection. And the ruse succeeded, as 
readers will note by reading an article 
in 'The Progressive Thinker of July 14, 
signed as above.

Now, Brother McFarland, if you will 
only stick to your job of defending the 
Bible, I will keep you at it with more 
agility than a somersault clown at a 
circus.

You say that I am “evidently not a 
Bible expert.” You are correct, and the 
referee will credit you with the first 
blood; for here is my record:

At the age of 5 years I could read the 
Bible without assistance, so you see I 
started right. I had little else but the 
Bible and hymn-book to read till the 
age of 16. I then went) to work on a 
farm fora deacon who was continually 
preaching and saying “the Bible had 
been his whole study for 20 years.”

After working a while I caught him 
lying, and would not listen to his pray
ers any longer. He had read too much 
about Abraham's wife lying in the pres
ence of angels; Jacob and his mother 
deceiving Isaac; also, Jehovah wanting 
some one to be a “lying spirit in the 
mouth of his prophets.” So I dropped 
the study of the Old Testament 42 
years ago, and have to quote from mem
ory. I carried a New Testament 
through the Civil war, to stop bullets; 
but I might have carried a rabbit’s foot 
just as well, for I got hit in the left 
wrist just the same. I did not get civ
ilized until the age of 42, when I read 
the works of Ingersoll, Paine, Denton 
and others. Then I rejoiced In mental 
freedom, but did not get enlightened 
till one year ago, when the spirit of my 
son succeeded after seven years’ effort, 
in establishing a wireless telegraph 
from “over there.” -

The next thing I notice in your an
swer is that you think I see “men as 
trees walking,” You are mistaken, sir, 
for I never use any of the liquid that 
has that effect; neither as drink, medi
cine nor at the communion table where 
the Devil slips in bls kindling wood.

■ You ask if the Bible finds fault with 
me? Yes, worse than it did with Adam 
and Eve; for they only got one little 
Windfall from the “tree of knowledge,” 
while I am climbing the tree for all I 
can reach; and then I will shake off the 
rest for those who need clvlllzing’and 
enlightening out of orthodoxy.

You say “one' thing at a time.” Then 
let us first clear the track of Bible rub
bish that has barred the way for thou
sands of years. Then the spiritual 
trains will soon take every one on the 
road to endless progression, without 
stopping at frog ponds for baptism, or 
.1867 year-old grave yards for cannibal
izing the remains.

You say, “woe to Spiritualism when 
its defenders are men who fight the 
Bible.” I reply, woe to religion when 
men stop probing around an old cess
pool. and commence climbing the “tree 
of knowledge,” and get their tips from 
the better spirits that have been there.

Among my spirit guides is my oldest 
brother who was called the most hum
ble and devout Christian in Manchester, 
N. II. When he passed out he started 
for “Abraham’s bosom,” but found it 
so full of “concubines,” that he came 
back in disgust with the outfit of idiots, 
thieves and murderers that have been 
“jerked to Jesus” with ropes, and he is 
notv helping me write.

In fact he had better success than the 
“rich man” for he got a ticket of leave 
and came back to notify his “five 
brethren” to keep away from an ortho
dox heaven.
■ The trouble with you Christians is 
this, you began wrong, for there is no 
doubt that Jehovah and Satan were two 
brothers when they started into market 
gardening. Satan was the most truth
ful, as the garden story shows. -He 
was also much the sharpest in a trade. 
For while1 they were dickering about 
Job, Satan through his assistants got 
away with “five hundred'yoke of oxen, 
7,000 sheep, 3,000 camels and 500 she 
asses.” ' : ■ >

That gave him a good start in farm
ing, so that about 1,900 years ago he 
owned “all the kingdoms of the world 
and-the glory of them.” ;

No doubt he was much annoyed by 
“drouths,” ‘^pestilences. and famines” 
that Jehovah sent around- Jerusalem. 
-But Satan knew alb the tlme that the 
world was not flat, four-cornered” and 
“standing on pillars,” and he was then 
doing a thriving business “out west,” 
and in Central America, as the rums 
show for themselves. But Jehovah and 
his boy thought that the next county, 
where the "Queen of Sheba came from 
the uttermost part of Ilie earth to hear 
the wisdom of Solomon,” was the jump
ing-off-place. ■ ■ .

But let us give the Devil his due, and 
Xemember that he has had ne chance to

Passed to spirit life in San Jose, Cal., 
August 8, 1900, J. R. W. Taylor. Mrs. 
Cowell officiated as speakei’^at the 
funeral on the 5th,. after which the re
mains were taken to San Francisco, to 
be cremated. He was an ardent Spirit
ualist, also a member of the A. O. U.
W. lodge. H. L. B. “

Albert Jones, of Leighton, Mich., 
joined hands with the angels, July 19, 
1900, at the age of 67. He had been a 
Spiritualist and medium for forty years. 
Services were held at the house on the 
1st by the writer^ His many friends 
made a large audience who listened to 
a service in consonance with bls honest
convictions. C. A. ANDRUS.

TESTIMONIAL.

B. F. Poole:—
43 Evanston Ave., Chicago, Ill.:

Your melted pebble spectacles are 
wonderful. 1 can see to thread a fine 
needle and can read with comfort, and 
my eyes are getting stronger. Your 
clairvoyant system of fitting is perfec
tion. I am, your friend,

MRS. L. E. MARTIN.
Blairsville, Pa. •

For ten cents we will send by mall, a 
4-oz package of my Magnetized Com
pound, for sore or weak eyes. Once 
used you will not be without It. Ad-
dress B. F. POOLE & CO.,

43 Evanston avenue, Chicago, III.

OUR PREMIUMS.
There are many Spiritualists who

know a good thing when they see It. 
There are others, however, who do not 
seem to realize what Is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding. Vol. 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
should be in every family in the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not. 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death in its 
multifarious phases; in fact you can 
not find in all the libraries of the world 
as valuable information In regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you In these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and are an ornament to any 
library! Volume 3 is furnished at 25 
cents, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes, when or
dered in connection with a yearly sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. The aggregate cost of 
the three books to the trade Is $4.50. 
At this pricej these three books ought to 
be in every Spiritualist family.

The Progressive Thinker, is the first 
Spiritualist paper to Inaugurate the-Dl- 
vine Plan—a portion of the profits of 
the office returning to subscribers in 
valuable books.

“Origin of Life, or. Where Maa Comes 
From?' “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows." 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
Fer sale at this office. .

“Poems of Progress,” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this, volume, this peerless 
poet of . Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
printed-and-bound. Price $1. • ■ -

“Heliocentric Astrology or. Essentials 
of Astronomy and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1910.” By Yarmo Vedra. For sale at 
tills office. Price, $1.50.

“The Infidelity of Eccleslasticlsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science.' Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

"Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
Voice from The Higher Criticism. A 
few thoughts on other Bibles." By 
Moses Hull? Of especial value and in
terest to Spiritualists. For sale at this 
office. Price $1. .

. “The spiritualism Of Nature." By 
Prof- W. M/Lockwood. Price 15 centi 
For sale at this office. . ? , . . ; - ‘

ßucccfcuful practitioner and healer in AMÜICICA ° exteuds from ocean to ocean, as tho most 

uud »ulterlUK tb.u any other ageuey over discovered, lit! has made a study o‘ mis suldcct for o\-er halt a 
ia’d eousldered by the advanced students of this grand selouco the greatest Payolilo living 

You Should read his late essay on this subject, entitled, -rhe Psychic Science In the Ari of Ih-HIne ” wldel'i he Win send you free of cost, with the diagnosis If you desire It.lion¡forymi" eir of tld. wonfel nower 
the 'hu'niau body' UKo “in’* o!en book “aii m* Pa‘h““ uh0 ' “!'y u“*|er‘i <>» the Psych Ie Science1 can read 
aiiS
Doctor a plain honest lettm.lu your own handwriting. If you will do this he will send von a 'diagnosis free

{ÄrÄTssrMiim
tf* *3/ pat enl Fra‘,M.°Kiovve worse and tho case becomes, as they term It “chronic ’’ and at -last the 

poor sufferer receives that awful senteuce. “Your case Is hopeless.’' With Dr. Peebles there are no hnnplois
J devöted conquering disease, and the tens of thousands of lives ho has saved the

thousands of so-called Inval.ds he has made healthy men ohd women, and the countless number of homes in 
of chronictduedBea.WOrW h ’ WWh]erful skill has brightened, are testimonies of his ability to treat allklnds 

Remember that Dr. Peebles does not cure by Christian Science, Mesmerism, or any other “ism i’ but nsas 
mil 1 magnetised remedies In connection with bls Psychic treatment. “These Psychic treatmerff5’ anva^i!! 
of his patients, “seem as if they would almost raise the dead.” Every effect has Hs®causV^ndTf theanwe 
Is seen and removed tho effect will cease-health will ensue. What Is your condition? It 1* within 5 m?

CUI3 fell you tho exact cause of your trouble, he can bring relk^
® F i4"* pl* l,e *}nd It will cost you not one cent to test It. In order to inspire confidence in those who have been given up beyond hope, he will diagnose all cases free of charge AP1 that h reuulred 1Ä 
you to write the Doctor a? lwn08t leUcr, g(vlug ln yuur own wriUug yourc“^«®'
tom. If you will do this, he will return your diagnosis at once and will also give you special advice concern* 

/ eiuf .°! “d.ylc° fr”“ «*'• “">1 truc.pbyhieUu.wuo/e°"lffb00uXvoled w
TS«|VCB back the cloud'i;f<k“I'“lr“doouleBllk0‘ w“f eu“6htae 

Remember that it costs you nothing to write the Doctor and learn your true condition Wrltato dav 
dSrdfu*l mc\hyo°dQif“SälfiCÄ flUd “18° “Bk f°r HteratUre lhat wU1 ß,V0 you u iul1

Address Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich.

OUR MOTTO 
To Do All the Good We Can, 

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, 
Who is so wldelj' known as one of the 

many •

SPIRITUAL H-EALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case

FREE
REQUIREMENTS:

Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 
symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 133. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. MNGGIEfflITE
Reading by mall. 11.06. Bualncse advice a specialty, 

W4 6. Crouse ave., Syracuse, N. Y. esotf

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, the only psychic wonder living 

that us©« the spiritual X-ray without any leading 
symptom to direct, and locates all Internal diseases 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, ns hun
dreds can testify. Send name, age, sox, complexion 
and ten cents In stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FKANOES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 7t Btoncham, Mass.

NEW DREAM BOOK.
1,000 Dream» and their Interpretationt price. 25 

cent»; sent by mall on receipt of price, In coin or 
Btampa, Addret» DIL B. GHEEB, May wood, 111. 656tf

Card from Annie Lord Chamber-
lain.

, .peerirteude, you cen greatly help me cere for my 
blind sister. Jennie L. Ivebb, one or the earliest me
diums now In the form, by writing a letter to a spirit 
friend. Send it to me wlthfl, and I will try and get 
reply by Independent writing or whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford, Mass. 53itf

Geo. F. Perkins, Emaline. Perkins, 
Platform and Private Test Mediums, 8558 Cottage 
Grove ave., flat IL-CMoago. Circles Friday. Beading, 
Sally- 6S9tr

GOLLEGEOFFINEFORGES 
i lhe students of this College represent four con

tinents, and many of them are physicians, medical 
Profeasors, or clergymen. Hudson Tuttle, thu well- 
Known author, culls this college “An institute of 
refined therapeutics, which is fast becoming of world- 
w de fame, and attracting students from many coun
tries. It builds on exact science, and Includes the 
magnetic, electric, chemical, solar, and spiritual 
forces which underlie everything. Its course van be 
tpken nt home, and a diploma conferring the title of 
D. M. (Doctor of Magnetics) granted.” Bend atauip 
for catalogue.

A cheaper and simpler ACADEMIC COURSE has 
been established for those who do not wish to take 
the more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 
new and beautiful methods of Nature, which are 
uowerful to heal and upbuild. AddmsE.D.BAB- 
BITT, M.D., LL.D., Dean, 58 North Third Bt.. San 
Jose, California. 555

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
For-thirty years Lae treated and cured the sick In all 
Parts of tho United States aud Canada. Thousands 
nave been cured after being given up to die. His 
psychic powers are uucqualed, a» his cures prove. 
Talk doesn’t prove anything. Facts are proof. He 
also cures diseases of men, such as loss of manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion, Send 
name, age. sex, lock of hair, G cts In stamps, for a di
agnosis. Address,

Dfi. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. £>.,
85 Warren st.. Stoneham. Masi.

AN INTERESTa. Ing treatise on
^The Hidden 

; Forces of
Mind and Life
Price 23 cents. Cir
cular, free. URIEL 
BUCHANAN, Dept, 
P. T. Box 310, Chi
cure. Ill. ' 657

THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

MR8. LUCILE DE LOUX. TItANCE MEDIUM.
Sittings Belly. Sealed letter, answered. 2922 

cottage Grove eve., Flat 7, Chicago, Ill. 668

PILAIHVOYANT AND CLAIRAUDIENT ME-- 
V dlum. Three que.tloni answered and trial read- 

^'--keod lock of hair, nemo, age and aex to
MliS. M. E. COMNELL, 728 Duluth av., St. Paul, 
Minn. .

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any ne addicted to

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
or Cocaine, of a never-failing harmless Home Cure. 
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin. P. O. Box 1212, Cfccago, HL

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One aud Two
Cures all forms of Btouiach, liver and kidney disease; 
also constipation. A euro cure for that tired, wormout 
feeling. Guaranteed to aeelet your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
month sentfor si.oo.

One paekage of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used aud praised by 
thousands In all parts of the world. Sent for (JJ cents 
or aii three sent postpaid for «1.00, with Yanna’s 
photo and Instructions bow to live 100 yean.

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circulars 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yarma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. loan 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes in your own home as if you were in my 
office, as thousands can testify. Bend stamp fur photo. 
B. F. POOLE & CO., 4tl Evanston av.. Chicago, 111.

Gifted Psychic.
Obsession Cored.

Special Attention Given to
Nervous Ailments.

Astonishing Cures of Disease.
Physical and. Mental, 

Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
$1.00 aud two stamps.

“For oorreot diagnosis of disease 
send fivetwo-oent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own bandwriting.

BF’I bare never known a more competent, reliable 
and truthful medium tor the Spirit-world than Chu. 
Walter Lynn. Job. Ho du Buchanan.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
Oakland, Call.

YOUR FUTURE AfiUologwWALRONK
87 Opera House Block, Denver, Col. From *1.00.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

Baud of Hariuouy, auxiliary to; Hie 
Church of the Soul, meets at Iloom 608 
Haudel Hall Building, 40 Randolph-St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
mouth, beginning afternoons at three 
o’clock. The ladies bring refreshments; 
supper served at six o’clock. Evening 
session commences at a quarter to 
eight. Questions invited from the iau- 
dience, and answered by the guides of 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton. Always an interest
ing programme. All are welcome.

Church of the Spirit Communion 
Will-hold meetings in Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grovp avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. in., conference and tests; 
8 p. m., lecture by J. K. Hallowell; tests 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are In
vited. Good music and seats free.

Spiritualistic servlçes will’be held ev
ery Sunday afternoon at 2:45 p. m., 
1453 N. Springfield avenue. Tests at 
4 o’clock .prompt. Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
medium. , ' ’
' garden City Spiritual Alliance holds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 and 296 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests In telepathy or thought 
transference, good mimic. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor.

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judsom This book la ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and thdlr souls with the higher Intelli
gences, to come into closer connection 
with the purer realms of the spirit 
world. It is -written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 

• office.

“Principles of Light and Color.” Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, Mi D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a.master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists.-should delight to 
honor. The result'of years of -deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are hero gathered 

.and made-amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
,pound- book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It Is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it ’

The Gross Park Spiritual Society 
meets at 1785 N. Hoyne avenue, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o'clock.

The South Chicago True Spiritualist 
Society meets every Sunday evening at 
7:30 at 8927 Exchange avenue, Instead 
of Elgenman’s Hall.

The Englewood Spiritual Union So
ciety meets every Sunday at Forbes’ 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought and medi
ums of note in charge. .

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park ball, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock. ,

The Chicago Liberal Society is a non- 
sectarlan -association for the encourage
ment of morality, the promotion of edu
cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and the inculcation 
of truth in the place and stead of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 
of the society are held every Sunday 
morning at 11 o'clock in Corinthian 
Hall, Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
are In charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
You are cordially invited to-attend the 
same. ■

The Avenue Spiritualists Society will 
meet at 2979 Wabash avenue, corner 
30th street, every Sunday afternoon at 
2:45 o’clock. Harry J. Moore, pastor.

Harmony Society services Sundays 
and Thursdays at 7:30 p. m. Class lor 
soul culture, Wednesdays at 2:30 p. m. 
Teacher Lydia Sholdlce,

The Progressive Spiritual Society will 
hold a meeting each Sunday at North 
avenue and Burling street, at 3- p. m.' 
German and .English- speaking. Mrs. 
Hilbert assisted by Mr. Bernhart...

•Bend in notice of-meeting* held on 
Sunday at public hall*., ,

Bear in mind that only meetings held 
in public halls will be announced under 
the above head. We have not space to 
keep standing notices of' meetings held 
at private residences.

OLUMES 1, 2 and 3 of the Ency- 
pedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, Art Magic, Gliost 
Land, The Next World Inter
viewed, sand the Occult Life of 
Jesus (including the Hull-Covert 
Debate)’ constitute our premium

list. Those seven books have been on 
sale, costing the buyer in the aggregate, 
$10.75. We, after paying the postage 
and expense of mailing, realize only 
$1.50 for the seven—far less than cost 
to us. We desire to’ form the nucleus 
of a library in every Spiritualist home, 
hence this remarkable offer. By sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
you then have the privilege’of purchas
ing these books at the premium prices. 
See terms on another page.

“Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies jand Blasphemies; a Re
view ot Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev, Frfink 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism/' By -Moses Hull 
For sale at this office.. Price ten.cents.

ÜtVíT.-J

CLUBS!
We want ten thousand clubs 
formed In every part of tfie 
United States, for which we 
present inducements nev
er before, offered by any 

, Spiritualist paper. These 
dubs must consist of teu 
subscribers, and each one 
will get'Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death;, or if 
they would prefer it, they

■ can have the Next t
! terviewed. They <

. >1 tlieir choice of t

can have the Next World In-I-
can have

tlieir choice of the two.
_ Each subscriber In order to 

avail himself of this offer
r must pay $1.15. The fifteen 

cents is to pay expense of 
postage and mailing, and the 
books sent out are practlcal- 
ly a gift. They are not 
cheap affairs; they are nicely 

y and substantially bound In 
I cloth, neatly printed in clear 
f type and are ornaments to 
< any center table. The con- ' 
1 tents are indeed valuable, 
I such as every Spiritualist-' 

Z family should have. The ag- , 
gregate price of these two 
books to the trade Is $2.75. 
To' each of our club sub- I 1 
scribers one of these books V 
is’a gift, and when they re- 

• celve the one of their choice II 
they will be delighted with U 

■it, and wllluwonder how we 
can afford to do- so much for them . 
The one . who gets up the club will be 
entitled to-The Progressive’Thlnker for 
one year, and Vol 3 -of the Encyclone- 
dia of Death, anfl Life In the Spirit 
Spirit World, and! alfeo the Next’World 
Interviewed. -.He¿will not only get The 
Progressive Thinker; for one year, but 
both books. He ¡gets what is equiva
lent to $3.75. fori his trouble. -There 
should be no difficulty whatever in get
ting up hundreds'of clubs.

Volume 3 of the Encyclopedia, of 
Death, and Llfeiln tho Spirit World 
will not only Interest Spiritualists, but 
church members will be attracted to it. 
The Rev. M. J. Savage, a leading lib
eral divine of New .York, leads off with 
several of his masterly productions, 
treating Death from an advanced 
standpoint He is Yellowed by leading 
Spiritualists, who treat of Death in a 
philosophical and fascinating manner.

The Next World Interviewed is also a 
very excellent work. The plates ' of 
this book were donated to the office of 
The Progressive Thinker by Henry J. 
Horn. It consists of communications 
from the spirit side of life from leading 
minds there. -Fifty-five communica
tions are given by prominent person
ages, among them Prince Albert, Har
riet Martineau, Judge Edmonds, Horace 
Greeley, Lord Lytton, Fanny Fern, Dr. 
Livingstone and the Czar of Russia.

Now is the time to get up

CLUBS

DR. A. B. SPINNEY.
Free examinations and free diagnosis of all who 

are sick. Send name, p. o. address, age ami leading 
symptoms, and 1 will give you a careful opinion of 
the nature of your disease and the chances for a cure.

I have been forty-three years in practice. 1 now 
own the Reed City Sanitarium, with o staff of eight 
physicians; also havpa Lylng-lu-HospItai. Send for 
pamphlet and question list. Address all mail to A B 
bPlhBEY, M. D., Reed City, Mich. Myif ‘

WEDDINGFLOWERS
CnrefuPy pruservea. Address MISS E, A-SCHOTT 
DW U. \un Buren st., Boom 15, Chicago J|J.

The Religion of Spiritualism, ~
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
•grand and iwWe man. Piriceil.ro. .

$2-TRUMPETS —$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two and three sec

tion» 36 In. high—magnetized when desired—e2 on re
ceipt of prh e. Address WM. A. MURRAY, 5UB E 2nd 
St., Newport. Ky. mm

PROFESSOR JAMES HILLING, CLAIRVOYANT 
and Curd Reader. Mull address, general delivery, 
Boptoi.. Maas. Heading by letter irt-oi daw ot birth, 

25c. htuinp by mull. Personal rt iv' Jig l-y nppuint 
incut. 1 answer calls. Reside at *1 Shawmut uv. blio

ATT.AKJTTQ The Antediluvian World. Uy zx ± Uzlli Ignatius Donnelly. An attempt 
to demonstrate by authentic data the existence In the 
Atlantic Ocean of a continent known to the nncleut 
world as Atlantis, Price, 82. For sale at this oitlca-

INFINITE INTELLIGENCE,
OR THE GOD QUESTION.

BY H. L. CHAPMAN.
This highly valuable work conialua the Declaration 

of Principles as adopted at Chicago.
Three nrtlehb that have appt-ured In the liberal 

irogreulve papers, and are placed in thh pamphlet 
iy request.

The Argument t»f Dralgu In Nature.
The Gud of Geuc.tib, or Infinite Intelligence.
8oillui(uy by the Infinite.
It will pay every Spiritualist to have one. Price 

lOccnia each, or 12 for yfi cents, by mall post paid. 
Ready for delivery about August 15, Order now;

Addruhf H. L. CHAPMAN, Marcellus, Mich. 560

TO GftMP-MEETlNG GOERS

And Spiritualists Generally Who Take no Spiritual
ist Papers, Greeting i

If you are a Spiritualist and read no Spirit
ualist paper, then, of, course, you cannot know 
what is going on in our movement. To you it 
is midnight darkness in that one respect, how
ever wise you may be in other directions. The 
Progressive Thinker, being the largest Spiritual
ist-paper published, combining cheapness and 
excellence; it will be a splendid agent to keep 
you apprised of what is transpiring in the great 
Spiritualistic Cause. Thousands of Spiritualists 
wno attend our camp meetings, take no Spirit
ualist paper. They will go there to have a spir
itual feast, and then return home to remain in 
utter darkness and ignorance as to what is going 
on in our ranks throughout the world. We ask 
this class particularly to subscribe for The Pro
gressive Thinker, and thus have their homes il
luminated throughout the year.

We don’t believe that more than one Spirit
ualist in ten who visits the camp-meetings takes 
a Spiritualist paper. We greatly desire to reach 
this class. We are sure The Progressive Think
er will be a benefit to them while they will be a 
benefit to us. The benefit derived will be re
ciprocal. "

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of ‘'All’s Right with the World.’’ Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success with 
"All's Right with the World,” which continues In the 
front rank uf thu Metaphysical books that are now so 
popular. The gpeat number who have jeen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by tins wise teacher whose words of help arc doing so 
much to nake the world better by making men and 
women better able to understand and eiijoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail**
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand in Its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be in demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price *1.50. For sale a( 
this office.

The Soul of Things
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By 
Wm. aud Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A marvelous 
work. Though concise as a text book it Is as fascin
ating or a work of fiction. The reader will be amazed 
to see tho curious facts here combinedin support of 
this power of the human mind, which will resolve a 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
asd&y.and throw light on all subjects now obscured 
by time. Price *1.50. For sulo at this office.

In three volumes, cloth bound, *1.50 each.

The GhrlstS’Z^: 
Question wt Eyncoieman,byj.
CPttlDli S. Loveland,HudsonwObblull Tuttle, Moses Hull,
J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir
its say about it By

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Whether this book settles the question or not, It 

will be found eminently entertaining, and brings to* 
getber a mas» of evidence to establish the historical 
character ut .Hsus. A largo volume, clotb, *1-25. For 
•ale at this office.

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will be found especially Interesting to aH 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. The historic factti stated, and the keen, 
scathing review of Romish Ideas and practicesshcmld 
otreadkyaiL Price, 25c. Sold U tbls office

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A-Loctur.o delivered at the Freethinker's Inter
national Congres*. Chicago, Ill., October, 18*8. By 
Bussn H. Wlvon. Price, loc.

STARNOS.
By Dr. Deila E. Davis. A rosary of pearls, culled 

from the works of Andrew Jackson Davis, intended 
for the light and solace of every Borrowing and 
stricken heart. I’rice 50 cents. For sale at this office.

STRIKE OF A SEX<
By George N. Miller. Dealing with the population 
question. Paper, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

TALMAGEAN INANITIES. j Illustrated. ?
Incongruities,. Inconsistencies-

and Blasphemies.
A review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rer. Frank De

Witt Talmage’* oft-repeated attack* upon Spiritual
ism. By Mose* Hull. For sale at this office. Price 
lOcents. . - - - ■

Children's Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for the (Tganlzatton and 

tnanag^ffient of Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
DaylSf Somethin« Indispcjuable. Pr.ce 50 cents.

THE GOD IDEA ; ~

OF THE ANCIENTS,
Or. Sex in Religion. By.Ellxa Bnrt Gamble. “ItIs a 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at times curiously from statistic^ which might be 
opon to doubt; and never for a moment sensatlouttiur 
revolutlonary.-Chlcago Herald. 829 pages, large 
type, clotb bound. Price 12.25. For sale al this office

Br Watson Heiton. Price, board», 11} cloth. UÆ0. 
Heston Is Inimitable.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

BrCbtrle« Bradlaugb. With the »terror hl»Ute 
M told byhlmielt, >sd the hlttory or hi» »arllamon- 
Ury ttrugile. With portrait. Paper, 50c. .

The Ollier World and This.
Â Compendium of Spiritual Laws.

No. 1, NewTViiite Cross
' Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.

mam
-IN THE-

PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
, ' A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF
Result! of recent scientific research regarding the 
_ , origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From the German of ,

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of "Force and Matter,” Essay* on Nature and 

Science,*’ "Physiological Picture*," "Six Lee
. .. tores on Darwin," Eto.

"The great mystery of existence conrist* In perpet
ual end uninterrupted change. 'Everything is tmmoi- 
t*l and Indestructible—the smallest worm «* wel 1 ai 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or tho wfiter drop as well a* the highest being In 
creation, man end his thoughts. Only the form* la 
which being manifest* itself are changing; but Being 
itself remains eternally tho seme and imperisbabl*. 
When wo die we do not lose ourselves, but only offi 
personal consciousness. We live on In nature, in out 
raoMn our children. In our deeds, in our thoughts— 
In short. In the entire material and physical contribu
tion which. during dur short personal existence, we 
bare furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
isturc In general.”—Buechner.

One Tol., post 8to., about 850Cloth. <1.

MEDIUMSHIP,
. A chapter of experiences, by Mrs. Marla M. King.
•Price 10c. ’For salcat|hlsoffice. • ।

Ieligionof the FUTUHE.
BY S. WEIL.

In this volume the author, tn the thirty-nine 
chapters, discusses a wldo variety of subjects per* 
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand« । 
point. Sb* evinces lh> powers of a trained thinker, 
both in matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The subjects are 
well-bandied with conciseness and yet with clearness.

- ciotb, u.a. Paper, 50 certa

It win prore & ricù addition to «ny Spiritualist's 
library, adì a most excellent book for any one seek* 
Ing information ¿oboernlng Splrituûüaa àad its teach* 
Ings. . .1
For Sale at thia Offioa WoCbSLSO J • ■' 1 ‘ ' I 11 ■ —

ZUGASSENT’S DISCOVERY.
Sequel to The Strike of a Sex. By Georfo N. Miller. 
Paper, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

Th!» Is B worn of great value, written by one of th« 
keenest, most powerful and most truly religion* 
mind* of tho day. It is particularly a work which 
tbould be put Into tho hands of those who have freed 
tbemselres from tho dogma* of orthodoxy and from 
the dogma* of •-materialistic science, for ft will 
■trengtben the conviction of tba free wad that mind 
and aenifls arc not the whole of Ilf'. .

The chapter* reveal * new mottM tlWyehle and 
•pfritna) research. They-«how vtvM tfnoi of a 
•inpendou moral Cosmos that moral
-conturioat that only verifiable *,*m . __ x.w„ .

«Votet* 3E by ÎL fintar' rrte» ifcïïS.'

A. Schopenhauer Essays.
Translated by T. B. Saunders. Cloth, 75c.

CONTENTS.—Tho Wisdom of Life; Counsel! and 
Maxims;; Religion and other Essays; The Art of 
Literature; Studies InPessimlBin. - ■

. "Schopenhauer Is one oftnc few philosophers who 
can be generally understood without a commentary. 
All his theories claim to be drawn direct from facta, 
tobesuggested by observation, and' to interpret tho 
world as it Is; and whatever view ho takes, he Is ton- 
rtantln bls appeal to the experience of common life. 
This characteristic endows bls style with a freshnow 
and vigor which would be difficult to match In tho 
philosophical writing of any country, and impossible 
in that of Germany. ’—Translate-. ' .

For sale nt this office. ( -

i

- ■ I
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THE RELATION
■7 thoffirtrlMl to the Material UahretUt: sal th« 

domroî. -New eàltioa eatagM (M NTkea

A.P. A. MANUEL.
A Complete expose of the principles and objecta of 

the American Protective Association. Abookfor all 
nttriotlc American citizens. Price 15c, or two for 
g5 cents. For sale at this office. -, .

Piriceil.ro
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MRS. PIPER’S SEANCES
Talks with Kate Field through 

Boston’s Famous Medium.
OCCUPATIONS OF SPIRIT WORLD 

NOT UNLIKE EARTHLY PUR- 
SUITS—TENDENCY OF LATE SCI

. ’ENTIFIO DISCOVERIES TO OB
I LITERATE THE LINE BETWEEN 
I THE SEEN AND THE UNSEEN.

Some months ago an eminent clergy
man wrote me, saying: “In your Inter
views with your friend, Miss Kate 
Field, do you get light on such things 
as, first, her occupation; second, her 
body—has she one?—what kind?— 
third, method of locomotion; fourth, 
food, rest, sleep?—(The Inter Ocean.)

The questions are vitally suggestive, 
and represent Inquiries of general in
terest. Thè dawn of the twentieth cen
tury finds the world in a new relation 
to the divine laws that govern the uni
verse, and in a closer receptivity to 
divine truth than was ever before ex
perienced. The “supernatural” of the 
past is the natural of to-day; the 
miracle of a preceding age is the simple 
occurrence of thè next one, because the 
laws on which its action is based are 
understood. The discussion as to 
whether communication may exist be- 

1 twèen those in the Seen and in the Un
seen has concerned itself too largely 
w|th but one detail of the philosophy. 
The real question is as to the true na
ture of man—bls powers, his possibili
ties of development, and his evolution
ary progress.

The physical body corresponds with 
the physical plane of life. It is man
ageable on that plane alone. The astral 
or ethereal body corresponds with the 
ethereal or the astral plane, and may 
be controlled—that is, held manage
able—on that plane. And what Is that 
plane? It Is the plane of all the mental 
and moral life; of the spiritual life— 
which is, of course, the real, the essen
tial life-of the individual as seen apart 
from physical functions. A man may 
eat and sleep well, and yet be hardly 
alive in the true sense. He does not 
live—In the true significance of the 
term—only just in proportion in which 
he lives In. thought. Now thought not 
only controls the ethereal or astral 
body; It creates it. The quality of that 
body* whether fine or coarse, corre- 
spends to the quality of thought. A 
life lived in pure purpose and noble 
aspiration creates a refined and beau
tiful astral body.

CONTROL OF ASTRAL BODY.
A life lived in noble aspiration enables 

the mental power to so dominate the 
- astral body that It becomes upon its 

own plane, manageable and perfect in 
its service to the real being who dwells 
in it. Now, when one realizes himself 

- as a spiritual being dwelling In his 
astral or spiritual body, which Is en- 

• cased» but not necessarily wholly 1m- 
prisoned, by bls physical body, he Is 

• already a conscious Inhabitant of the 
world of spirits. He can hold converse 
with those in the ethereal world, spirit 
to spirit, just as perfectly as with those 
in the physical life, to whom he speaks 

. viva voce and whose response he hears. 
Sight and hearing and response of 
thought and feeling are faculties of the 
spirit. To a far less degree—far less 
keen and line, and far less swift in 
recognition and response—they are also 
organs of the physical body, but only 
In a dim and muffled and Imperfect way 
compared to their greater perfection in 
the ethereal organism. ’

Between the seen and the unseen 
forces science has now established three 
remarkable links: that of the Roentgen

Spiritualism and Science.
In the April number of Harper’s 

Magazine” there is a long article en
titled “The Results of Psychic Re
search," by Dr,- James Henry Hyslop, 
professor of Mental and Moral Philos
ophy at Columbia University, New 
York. “Harper’s Magazine” is one of 
the leading monthlies—perhaps the best 
illustrated of them all—and has a very 
extensive circulation throughout the 
world. It is noteworthy, that such a 
periodical should have ventured to pub
lish an essay on the once universally de
spised subject of psychic phenomena, 
an essay, too, in which the writer dis
tinctly avows his belief in spirit return. 
This indicates how great a change has 
taken place in public opinion, since 
Thackeray nearly ruined the ‘‘Cornhill 
Magazine,” financially by printing in 
its pages an account of-a seance with 
the well-known medium', the late Dan
iel Home. Yet, it cannot be denied, that 
Spiritualism Is viewed with great dis
favor in ' many quarters, Nineteenth 
century civilization . has not entirely 
eradicated the desire to persecute. At 
one time those who differed from the 
ruling powers in matters of opinion, 
were made to suffer—fine, imprison
ment, or death—butin these enlightened 
days, the penalty is merely loss of live
lihood and.social ostracism. The New 
York World says: "It is the opinion that 
Professor James II.' Hyslop has endan
gered his .position as a member of the 
faculty of Columblà University, by his 
recent utterances oh the subject of Spir
itualism. His endot-sement of Mrs. 
Piper, the medium,, his created- consid
erable adverse criticism at'the Univer
sity.” It is wéll there are-some people 
in this commercial, selfish money-grub
bing age, who have the courage of their 
opinions, qnd are not afraid to proclaim 
the truth undeterred, by consequences. 
Such men as Alfrefi Russell Wallace, 
Prof. Sir William Çrookes, F. W. H. 
Myers, Alexander Aksakof, Camille 
Flammarion, Dr. Hÿslop, and numerous 
others that might he mentioned, have 
been convinced by the Irresistible force 
of facts that Spiritualistic phenomena 
do actually take place. '

But the public áre hot convinced of 
anything by facts, being guided rather 
by custom and convenience, and are 
mostly/qulfe unable jo rightly estimate 
the importance of psychic research, 
which Is striving id obtain scientific 
proof of the existence of. tlie soul. All 
rational investigators will at once ad-, 
mit that a great hmouiit..ot -chicanery 
and trickery has been mixed up—not 
only with Spirltuttlisiii—buf also with 
hypnotism as well; still no one would, 
attempt to deny thé reality of the phe
nomena Induced by hypnosis, although 
It has taken official Science one. hun
dred years to discover that there is any
thing worthy of investigation in hypno
tism. Fifty years ago Dt'. Elllotson, the 
celebrated surgeon, was ejected from 
his professorship at University College, 
London, for believing In—and practic
ing—such folly as mesmerism was then 
considered to be, so that psychic re
searchers need feel no discouragement 
nt being looked upon with contemptu
ous distrust by those who are ever will
ing to make tlielr own ' ignorance the 
measure of other, people’s knowledge- 
perverse beyond all 'reason—“too blind 
to have desire to see.” , '

. W. H. SIMPSON.
Grabamstown, South Africa.

RIPPLES WHAT CLAY SAYS.are propelled by the cargoes of coal 
they lay in, which, at a fearful cost of 
human energy is fed day and night to 
the remorseless engine, the very water 
over which the ship is sailing offers her 
freely an infinitely greater force of mo
tive power, did she only know how to 
harness it to her use. That this will be 
done is only a question of time.

OCCUPATIONS OF SPIRITS.
What are the occupations of the life 

beyond? Perhaps the first condition for 
entering on this quest is to realize that 
the physical body is but a transient 
phenomenon, and has little determining 
power over the spiritual being, who is 
thereby related by it for a season to the 
physical world. The scholar, the think
er, the statesman, the inventor, the dis
coverer, the teacher, the poet, the man 
of affairs—or the ignorant, the vicious— 
what and where are each and all when 
they vanish from human sight? Is it 
not according to the law of spiritual 
evolution that each advances along the 
Une of the forces he inaugurated here— 
his faculties unfolding and achieving 
constantly higher planes of action?

It is an open secret thatthe friend re
ferred to in all the data that I have 
gathered is Kate Field. Two sittings 
with Mrs. Piper, held under the aus
pices of the Society for Psychic Re
search, were arranged for me by Dr. 
Hodgson for two consecutlv^days, and 
on the second of these I asked the spirit 
to tell me—as typical of life in the un
seen-just what she had been doing 
from the hour I left her the day before 
until I was again at Mrs. Piper’s. Sho 
wrote:

“I was rather tired after talking to 
you so long, and I walked into the gar
den awhile to refresh myself, and then 
we all went to the temple and heard, a 
great lecture by a very brilliant man on 
‘Light.’ He discussed its composition 
and Its relation to color. A great many 
scientific people were there, and dis
cussed the subject after the close of the 
lecture, Then we came home, and I sat 
down, talking to my father and mother, 
and then I said: T must look into earth
life and see what—mentioning my own 
name— is about.’ "

“And did you see me?” I asked.
"Yes; you were sitting by the window 

with your lap full of my letters.”
As only one night had elapsed, this 

period was fresh in my memory, and 
her reply described perfectly my occu
pation nt the time. I was then engaged 
in the writing of her biography, and In 
connection with the work I had been 
examining packages of her letters writ
ten to me over a period of fifteen years.

ROSA BONHEUR PRESENT.
My friend In the museum continued: 
“And I said to you: ‘Dear, I do not 

come alone, but I bring a friend with 
me.' ”

“Whom did you bring?” I questioned.
“Rosa Bonheur,” she replied. “She 

was attracted by you? writing about 
her." . .

It has been my privilege to meet Mlle. 
Bonheur at her home in France; and on 
her death, which occurred about this 
time, I had been engaged In writing an 
article on her life and work.

"And after you and Mlle. Bonheur 
bad .left my room, what did you do 
then?” I questloned^further.

"I had a period of repose,” she replied, 
“and this morning I have been at a 
musical conventlofi with Addle'Philllps. 
We are ' composing some music to
gether.” •

Adelaide Phillips, the great singer, 
bad been an intimate friend of my 
friend, and they were always much to
gether up to the time of the death of 
Miss Phillips. .........................

Now here was a perfectly rational 
and natural account.of .the 
of twenty-four hours, indicating .. the 
same life of intellectual activity and 
artistic purpose that she lived while on 
earth.

When at almost every seance with 
Mrs. Piper I have asked her the ques
tion: “What are you doing now?’ and 
the reply has always indicated the nat
ural continuity of progress. At one time 
she replied: “I have been writing the 
history of my experiences since coming 
here, for distribution among the denser 
spirits.” .

“There is a natural body and there is 
a spiritual body,” says St. Paul. Not 
that there will be, or may be, but that 
there is. This simple assertion offers 
the key. The spiritual body, .which is 
the real and the substantial one, is in
terpenetrated with the physical body,- 
and it is entirely, possible to so live that 
the psychic body shall take command, 
as it were; shall live its own free, out
giving life In its infinite energy. By 
auto-suggestion one may transfer all 
the consciousness of effort to the psy
chic body, where effort becomes—not 
fatigue, as with the physical body, but 
expression and achievement, which is 
a joy and not an exertion. The secret 
«f being always in good health, always 
full of exhilaration and energy, is to 
live in the psychic, rather than In the 
physical body. The former has. its in
finite store of energy which can be 
drawn upon 'in proportion as the physi
cal body is kept subordinated by the 
minimum of food and by exercise and 
air, and by demanding constantly the 
supply of spiritual strength.
EFFECT OF MATERIAL THINGS.

At a seance with Mrs. Piper, I asked 
Miss Field: <

“What.do you see in my room?” I one 
day asked her. . - ■■ ■ ■ • .

“Well, dear, when I am actually- in. 
your room, I see your spiritual body 
and the material body also, yet the ma
terial is much the darker of, the two; 
arid yet I see them both; and tlie ma
terial'-looks like the outline-"of- a 
portrait."
.“Can you see my gown, f<fr instance,, 

its color, or gênerai effect?” ~
. “Yes, at times, but not at all times.”
“Would it depend on my state of mind 

whether you • saw it more. or less 
clearly?”- • •
. “Not specially that, dear; but on-all 
other conditions." ■

“Is there anything-I can do to make 
the conditions better ■ for you to be 
near me?” • ' 1

.’ “Yes, when your thoughts are wjth or 
upon.me, so to speak, and when you are 
In specially rested condition, -I come 
more easily.”. : :

•; The body is the temple of the indwell-.

DANGER SIGNALS.Ing spirit, and it has laws which must 
be obeyed. The body Is the result of its 
range of attraction. It is constantly 
changing, old atoms being thrown off 
and new ones attracted, and because of 
this, one can make his body what he 
will. It may be gross and heavy, or it 
may be made light and subtle. As its 
only use is as the vehicle of spirit, the 
more light, and agile and subtle it can 
be made, the better it fulfills that pur
pose. The factors in making it light 
and subtle are air, water, exercise, food, 
and thought. Fresh, pure air Is one of 
heaven’s best gifts, and no one is less 
appreciated. Not merely is it enjoyed 
by going out of doors, but by keeping 
every room constantly supplied with 
pure, fresh, life-giving air. The cold 
bath bn rising in the morning is—in its 
effects, at least—almost as much a con
dition of spiritual as it is physical vigor. 
It may be made far more efficacious by 
impressing upon the subtle body the 
thought of the spiritual cleansing and 
renewal that is typified by the physical 
cleanliness. , .

EFFECT OF SYMBOLISM.
To direct the thought thus upon the 

purification of the spirit is to invest the 
bath with an Intense current of mag
netic power. The day is past when it 
could be considered an absurdity to 
stamp the impress of thought upon an 
external act. Let one plead, as~he 
plunges into the cold, sparkling, in
vigorating water, “Cleanse thou me 
from secret faults." Let him assert 
himself as he emerges: “I will arise in 
newness of life." The bath may- thus 
be Invested with fairly magic proper
ties, and one is made anew and made 
alive, and every nerve responds to a 
higher range of vibration. It is not 
necessary to be an athlete in order to 
take sufficient exercise for the attain
ment of the finer state of life. The 
spirit in- which one takes bis walks in 
the open air Is far more important than 
is their length, their frequency, or their 
duration.

The question of food is always Im
portant, and the eating or abstaining 
from meat is not a merely arbitrary dis
tinction, but is based on laws as exact 
as those of mathematics. Every sub
stance has Its own rate of vibration. 
The vibration of animal life is on a far 
lower scale than that of human life. It 
Is instinct with crude passions, fears, 
desires, all relating themselves to a 
lower plane of existence. When this 
food, then, Is taken Into the human 
body, it sets up Its own range of cor
respondence, and it builds up—not the 
finer, the subtle and the ethereal body, 
but the coarser one. Food should really 
be taken for the subtle rather than for 
the physical body; It Should be of such 
a quality that the subtle-body can ap
propriate the finer aroma. Food that 
is pure, light, whplesome, fits 'the body 
to respond, like a fine-tuned instrument, 
to the higher vibrations of spiritual en
ergy. Food that.is heavy and coarse 
unfits It to respond to this range, and 
this clogs and Imprisons the indwelling 
spirit.

FOOD AND ITS EFFECTS.
Onee realizing this principle, man can 

determine-for himself the quality and 
quantity of the foods that best fit him 
to express his higher life. There can be 
no arbitrary rules. Needs and powers 
vary with the Individual, and each 
must, by test and experiment, de
termine for himself. The human organ
ism Is a chemical laboratory of the 
most complex variety, and the action 
and reaction of food depends upon a 
thousand things, inclusive of both phys
ical and mental, which cannot be de
cided, in any authoritative way, by one 
for another. More potent, however, 
than any one of these, and more potent 
than all combined, If multiplied a thou
sandfold, is the factor of thought. “As 
a man thinketh, so Is he.” It is literally 
true. Thought shall determine his form, 
his bearing, his presence, his atmos
phere. Thought shall also determine 
his power of commanding his life, 
rather than to-accept it at the mere 
drift and mercy of circumstances.

- LILIAN WHITING.

From “The Golden Gate.” MOod in the Constitution.”There Are No Disembodied 
Spirits,To the Editor:—By experience has 

come knowledge of one summer in this 
wonderful state, with garments of fer
tility, golden-fringed, lying so calmly 
and eozily on the Ocean of Peace. Al
though having resided here almost a 
year in the total, the true points of the 
compass and my previously fixed idea 
of latitude and longitude, have not 
equated. It seems as if my face was 
set to the West when in reality I am 
moving East, all my fault of course. 
Notwithstanding this aberration, I have 
learned which way to inove to find the 
golden gate, through which is easy pas
sage to that vast wilderness of waters 
even in billowy tumult. Local points 
are also becoming familiar.

From my window l ean see mountiln- 
tops stretching up and up, not quite to 
the snow-line. The view has lessened 
in its breadth, for man has stuck in 
some of his houses quite carelessly; nor 
is it as gorgeous in all its purple lavish
ness as the one from Prof. Dawbarn’s 
study window. I can assure your read
ers, with that outlook it would be Im
possible for his sensitive soul to refrain 
from giving put those magnificent “Ego 
ideas," with which he has recently fa
vored The Progressive Thinker family. 
The clearness of the beautiful blue sky, 
the whiteness of the sunshine, the 
blue-purple haze of the far-off mount
ains, with all the appropriate filling in, 
make a. picture that must be seen to be 
understood or appreciated.

If I stay out here long, there is dan
ger of my perperating another book, 
ger of my perpetrating another book, 
myself. All that prevents immediate 
activity is the’Tallure to be wound up 
to the sticking point of asking Prof. 

"Dawbarn for the loan of that view for 
thirty days, or such a matter. The 
seeming Impossible sometimes does hap
pen.

While people In other parts of the 
country have been toasted way up into 
tho hundreds, we have never reached 
“enduring point” this summer. I like 
San Francisco climate. .

With the constant stream of men and 
supplies pouring from the East, into the 
bottomless abyss of China, and the 
islands of the sea, war’s alarms are ever 
before us. We feel as if we were sim
ply on the outposts. There is a contln- 

' ual service of transportation machinery, 
and other Unes that might Indicate 
prosperity, If some other fellow paid 
the bill; but when Uncle Samuel simply 
puts his hand Inta one pocket for funds 
to put into another, there is no balance 
of trade in our favor.

There is a great deal of Chicago vim 
here, although difference of situation 
has produced marked variations. More 
than any other city in the world is San 
Francisco unde the sway of psychic 
power.

First and last, many of the pres
ent residents started from the Gar
den City of Lake Michigan. I am writ
ing In the studio of one such, an artist, 
C. A. Rogers, who still remembers Chi
cago affectionately, but has wholly 
given his allegiance to California. The 
walls of his studio are crowded with 
both studies and finished pictures of 
mountain, valley, stream and ocean. 
They are life-like and true to the high 
color of which I have spoken. Anyone 
seeking a choice bit of California scen
ery for a spare wall-space or a souvenir, 
could not fall to be suited here. Brother 
Rogers is an ardent Spiritualist. His 
work Is inspired art with all that is 
meant thereby.

Mrs. R. 8. Lillie, of Boston, opened 
the season’s work, in a large hall, the 
5th Inst. Rev. Benjamin Fay Mills is 
still talking weekly. The; Hermetic 
Brotherhood follow the tenet of their 
Order, working in love, harmony and 
silence, wherever they can place a help
ing hand. The spread of their numbers 
and influence is something astonishing.

W. P. PHELON, M. D.

• I borrowed a Progressive Thinker of 
Dr. O’Dell, and do not intend to return 
it! "The first article that engaged my 
attention was the “God-Constitution," 
by "Patriot” and E. M. Macdonald. 
Everybody should read it, and re-read 
it, and study the lessons it presents un
til enthusiasm is at white heat to meet 
^nd vanquish this fanatical folly, be
fore it is too late. -

“Oh, ffiere is no danger. No sectarian ■ 
God can ever be foisted ip the Federal 
Constitution, with all the intelligence, ’ 
and free discussion, and progressive lib- 
erallsm that abounds in our land." 
This is the gist of the general expres- 
slon wherever an “Alarmist” signals 
danger. I hope it is sound reasoning. 
It looks that way from a surface view. 
But no one is qualified to dispute the 
strong tendency that way, or to show 
by infallible proofs that It is impossi
ble. The movement may rest for 
awhile, but it is not dead. It has 
many able and determined advocates, 
who doubtless see nothing but promise 
and blessings in the movement. They ' 
are urged on by a fanatical zeal, which 
unfortunately does not inspire its oppo
nents. Apathy loses many worthy' en
terprises; and zeal and persistence win 
many unworthy victories. There is a 
strong undercurrent working for the 
amendment, and the great body of 
American patriots have the myopy of 
Brother Boddy." It Is not probable that 
one in ten sees the point as it is shown ' 
in the quoted words of the advocates, • ■ 
and Dr. McAllister's reply to the chair
man of the committee. But thousands 
will not see the danger even in that; ■ 
and it is necessary to keep it before the 
people.

EXPOSE THE PIOUS FRAUD 
this revolutionary effort is trying to per
petrate against the government and the 
liberties of the people. Not even tho 
most pronounced orthodox sect is safe, 
if this nefarious scheme should snpceed; 
for the Bible is to be taken as the su
preme authority in civil affairs. Each 
contending sect finds a dlflerent mean
ing for the Bible. By It one sect ren
ders murder for murder—capital pun
ishment. Another would “resist not 
evil.” One would compel all to worship 
the first day of the week. Another the 
seventh. One would Insist that "{he 
word of God” inhibits woman from any 
part in church government, or in tlie di
rection of civil affairs; while another 
finds warrant In scripture for a measr 
ure of freedom in both. One sect would 
allow no divorces, and but one marriage 
for a life time; another, from the same 
Bible, justifies plurality of wives. The 
Mormons predicate authority for polyg
amy on the Bible, and are abundantly, 
justified by both precept and example.

It Is evident that such a recognition 
carried to its legitimate ultimatum 
would Involve all religions in a Kilken
ny cat tangle and tight, and religious 
and civil liberty would dlf together; or 
rise to a rational acceptanve of a secu
lar government, perhaps after drench
ing the soil in blood.

It is not the Freethinkers, Spiritual- ' 
ists, Jews, Quakers, Adventists and 
iThltarlans alone that would suffer from 
the effects of such stupid enactment; 
but everybody who lives under this gov
ernment, which without a recognized 
God in Its Magna Charta, or the Bible 
as the supreme law, or a Pope as the 
vicegerent of God on earth, has arisen 
to the most exalted, and commanding 
position ever held by any nation of the . 
earth.

THERE MAY BE DANGER,
Surely there is if we Ignore the secret 

scheming of these wily fanatics and 
fall to counteract their plots by vigor
ous protests and thorough exposure of _ 
their plans. "

’ “Eternal vigilance is the price of lib
erty.” Let us not forget the lessons of 
history. LYMAN 0. HOWE.

A COMMUNICATION WRITTEN IN
DEPENDENTLY IN THE PRES
ENCE OF OSCAR WARD, THE ME
DIUM, AT NEW CANTON, ILL.
That Is, -all spirits have bodiesi all 

spirits are material; for I hold that 
what is not matter, nor a property of 
matter is not anything. A spirit is not 
a nonentity; and that it has a real body, 
though not of the flesh and blood sort, 
has been the constantly iterated and 
reiterated teaching of spirits. When
ever spirits have appeared in any age 
of the world, they have always ap
peared in bodies; but does it nqf follow 
that spirits are matter, and that all 
bodies are material? That depends en
tirely upon the definition given to the 
terms matter and material. I give you 
one definition of matter: That which is 
visible and tangible. This is doubtless 
the common or ordinary conception of 
matter, namely, that which can be 
seen and felt by the external senses of 
sight and touch. According to this lim
ited definition spirits are not matter, 
neither are spiritual bodies, nor any of 
the invisible and intangible elements 
and forces of the universe which are 
known to exist all about us. In fact ev
ery form of matter known, may, by 
chemical and mechanical processes, be 
made invisible and Intangible, and in 
that sense to become no matter—that is, 
Immaterial; yet by no means does it be
come annihilated by any such process. 
I also give the definition, elementary 
substances, perceptible by any of the 
senses. This enlarges the conception 
somewhat, but yet if merely the exter
nal senses of -sight, hearing, touch, 
and smell are meant, the term matter 
would still not include either spiritual 
bodies, or even many of the impalpable 
forms into which matter may be con
verted, and which are not perceptible to 
these senses. I add this comprehensive 
definition of matter, in a more general 
and philosophic sense: The substance of 
which all bodies are composed; the sub
stratum -of sensible qualities, though 
thè parts composing the substratum 
may not be visible or tangible. This 
conception of matter which is that now 
becoming prevalent among scientific 
and philosophic minds, takes it out of 
the exclusive realm of the external 
senses, and makes it Jhe substance of 
which all bodies are constituted. Sub
stance (from sub, under, and stans, 
standing) is that external reality wltleb 
stands under the visible and tangible 
forms of things, and in its infinite mod
ifications, changes and activities, pro
duces the endless variety of those forms 
which are their qualities. (Substratum 
is that which lies or spreads under, and 
means substantially the same as sub
stance.) This larger definition of mat
ter, as every one can see, makes it an 
altogether different tiling from the 
former crude and limited notion; and 
we add to it the conception as some do, 
and as seems unavoidable, that all the 
intelligence which we see active in the 
universe are inherent in this “sub
stance,” but manifested in different de
grees in its varied forms, then we have 
the Idea of spirit, which 1b the underly
ing, all-pervading source or cause of all 
the phenomena of the visible world. Ac
cording to this definition matter and 
spirit ate from and of the one universal 
and external substance or rather, as 
matter in its ephemeral forms,. Is but a 
modification of spirit," which is the one 
eternal reality. In Its crude and more 
inert state, It has less of activity, life, 
intelligence of spirit; in its finer, more 
spiritualized condition, it has more and 
more of the qualities as it approximates 
to pure spirit. Whether matter ever ex
isted or can exist wholly apart from 
spirit, or spirit wholly free from 
matter, in any degree of refinement, it 
may not be safe to affirm, since we 
know of them only as conjoined. We 
can separate them only in thought, not 
in reality. To say, then, that spirit is 
matérial, and that when it is not matter 
'it is not anything, is evidently a mis
take if by matter is meant that only 
which Is perceptible by the (external) 
sense. But if the meaning of the word 
matter be enlarged to Include the un
derlying substance of all things, then 
It Is equivalent to spirit. By a spirit is 
of course ordinarily meant an Individ
ualized, finite intelligent being, not 
robed in flesh. If this has once been 
clothed in a body of flesh and has laid 
this aside, it is correct in one sense to 
call him a disembodied spirit, but yet 
the term is Inexact; since It may be 
taken to imply that he is without a 
body of any sort. ' This no spirit has

Ripples from Thought Realm.
Through reading ‘good books our 

minds become filled with good thoughts, 
and good thoughts leid.to good actions.

Remember that Method, Punctuality, 
and Perseverancé áre the three essen
tials to success in any "Une of action.

• Never abandon h task at first sight as 
being too. difficult'to i he. undertaken; 
make a start, and the chances are that 
you will not find. it half so'dlfficult as 
you had imagined.. ■. . . -

Flowers: Stars of' tlife earth. .
A silent , look of. pain on the face of 

one we love, if it hits', been caused by 
us, wounds far deeper th“n a dagger 
thrust from a str,ingerí

“Fine feathers make fine birds,” but 
never yet did fine'clothes niaké a lady 
or gentleman.' ' r ti-'

The way,tó. shoot.the many rapids 
which are to be encountered during the 
course.of a-llfetlme, is to man your 
barque with Truth, Honesty, Courage, 
and Energy,, and to have Hope at the 
rudder. ■ ' "ji b-;; •

■ Death: The turnstile to a higher life.
Music: The lever by means of which 

multitudes aré raised to the highest pin
nacles of love, devotion, enthusiasm 
iqnd'valbr. . .. ,: > .
• A'very large proportion of the unhap
piness in this word Js; caus’ed by antici- 
patlng casualties which never take 
take place. '• . ; .’

Patience Is the keynote of many a 
chord In which success Is struck.

What different notions-many people 
would have, .who, -if' instpad of stand
ing; on the edge of the .boisterous pool 
shouting advice to-the swimmer with
in, were to find themselves in liis place!

A man wtyo is not master of himself 
is totally unfit for a post of authority 
over others. : .:

Remembrances of happy, days gone by 
are unfading -flowers pressed in the 
book of Memory. ' ...... -

; The merits of a;book are seen In due 
proportion to the; mind ¿of the person 
reading.. “It is Impossible to fathom 
deep waters with a ha'porth of string.”

When, giving alms; to a poor unfortu
nate fellow-creature, never neglect the 
.opportunity to ’accompany your gift 
with a kind word.of two. They may do 
more good really.itiian your money, for 
many a one’s heart-ls illgli breaking for 
n word’of sympatíiy-ór pity.

, : HARRY 8. COLLINS.

ray, by means of which man sees 
through solid substances, that of wire
less telegraphy and of the telectroscope,' 
the- great new Invention of the day, 
which was one of the signal attractions 
of the great exposition In Paris this, 
summer. By means of the telectroscope 
man distinctly sees what is passing 
hundreds of miles away. Combining 

■ the two powers of the long-distance 
i. telephone and the telectroscope, man 
I finds that, even here and now, there/ is 
■ nothing hidden that shall not be re
i venled. These three great discoveries— 
I for they are all insights into existing 
I laws of nature, combined with the 
I knowledge as to the manner in which 
1 these laws may be utilized, rather that 
! inventions—these three great dlscove- 
1 ties will, during the coming century, 
■ entirely revolutionize the conditions of

life. '
' SIGNIFICANCE OF SCIENCE.

These new discoveries indicate some
thing of the conquest of man over un
seen forces of nature. The degree of 
enlightenment which the advanced na
tions of the world have now reached 
calls for this swift, this Instantaneous 
means of communication in the twofold 
degree of hearlng and sight whiclp the 
telectroscope offers. Is it not then, evi
dent that humanity is absolutely ad
vancing into the real, spiritual world; 
that man is acquiring the control and 
the Intelligent direction of those hither
to unknown forces which have been re
garded as mysterious, which have been 
called supernatural, which have been 
relegated as entirely belonging to an 
unseen universe, only to be explored by 

- man after death had released him from 
the physical world? Truly “the end of 
the nineteenth century leaves man face 
to face with God. * » The spiritual 
universe is fast giving up its.secrets 
hidden to all. save a few, since the 
world began.” The same conditions 
which, heretofore,- man has entered 
upon only after the change called death, 
pre becoming our conditions now and 
here.

Sir William-Crookes stated in a scl- 
entific address recently that “it has 
been computed that in a single foot of 
the ether which fills all space'there are 
locked up ten thousand tons of energy 

• which has hot yet been brought to no- 
1 tlce.” Now here Is a vast storehouse of 
1 infinite force; it is at the service of him 
. who shall learn, bow. to use It. At pres
' ent its resources are as unknown as 
| were those of electricity when Franklin 
' first struck a spark of electricity from 
I the key when he sent up his kite. There 
i /jB in the ocean a boundless store of 
‘ _stectricity. While our ocean steamers

I

j

BE BUOYANT.

If you wish to satisfy, • 
Be buoyant. , 

Do not look “prepared to die,” ■
Be buoyant. • 

Be equipped to nobly live; • \
Have a hopeful-word to give;
Smile,'and laugh where’er you can; 
Vitalize the'weak and wan; . .

■ ■■ : Be buoyant. . . . ■
People do no£ fancy weights;

Be buoyant. ,
Better that which elevates; \

Be buoyaat • •
Hanglng rlders are not sought, 
Twiners choke 'out healthy thought, 
Modest weakness Is passe; ■ ,
Help illuminate life’s way 

■ . Be buoyant .
Don’t be sinkers on some life

' Be buoyant.
Rather float It high o’er strife;

Be buoyant .
Self-sustaining try to be, ■ ; • .
Never clinging,.aimlessly, . ‘ ■- ■
Unto others dear to thee.
Stand self-centered, loving, free;

Be buoyant .
If you would attractive be, ’ 

• Be buoyant.
Let your spirit sparkle Dee;

_ .. Be buoyant. ■ 
Jewels brilliant aidsmay be;- - . , 
Silks, and velvet drapery, . . 
Robe you.rich as royalty; ■ 
Soul has greater potency; /

. Be buoyant . .
Don’t be wading in the slime; 

Be buoyant.: ■:.....
Don’t be always telling crime, 

Be buoyant. ;
All the angels are not.dead; : 
Earth is whirling on ahead;—

V

Not as straight as. one would wish— 
Have a bon-bon from my dish?

Be buoyant! ■
. EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

"The World Beautiful.", By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in. their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, ll per volume. For 
sale at this office. _ .

/“Human Culturefcnd Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By. E!; ft. Babbitt, M. D„ 
LL.D. A most eXcelfent and very valu
able work-, by th* Dpan of the College 
of Fine Forces, and: Author of other Im
portant volumes on-Health. Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. । Price, cloth, 75 
cents. . For sale at this office. - ■ • 

“The Spiritualism! of . Nature.” By 
Prof. W. M.DoekWoid.-¿Brich 15 cents. 
For sale at thia office ■.
‘ "Nature Cure.” By :Drs. M.- E.- and 

Rosa 0. Ccnger. MxceJlent for every 
family.. Cloth,

AFRAID TO DIE?
Afraid to die? Ob, no, not I.

The crawling worm in law sublime 
Must lay his worthless body by

And make a change to wings In time; 
’Tis Nature’s way. I, too, will change .

This form and pass, as with a breath, 
To higher spheres. ’Tis not, so strange, 

And when he comes I’ll welcome 
Death. ; ; i

Chorus:— .
Do what you will around my grave, 
Or burn my form the dust to save, 
But, oh, weep not nor mourn me there; 
Nor give for me an empty prayer,- 
But say that I fought for the high 
And the good, arid feared not to die.
Afraid to die?' Afraid to die? :

The birds that sing from leafy bough, 
Or sail faf up against the sky, . -

Teach me to call this' fleeting now ' 
A moment’s or a second’s time

In'this eternal whirl of things, . 
And I will, seek another clime, '

When I can sail on spirit .wings.
Chorus:—
Ah, me; I do not care to live ; . 
Forever where I cannot give - i 
This soul its highest liberty .; 
To all I am and aim to be. .
I know that some day I must go;
When that times comes—ah, be it so. •
Why should I dread to close my eyes 

In sleep hud dream myself awake 
On fairer shore, where I can rise 

And from my very spirit shake
The load that all past years held down 

The angel part, the spirit I,
When I would rise and gain the crown 

Of right? Oh, this is not to die!
Chorus:—...................... - - -•
It is to live, to rise and be
Whate’er is waiting there for me;
To spread-my soul beyond confine,, 
And claim and own whate’er is mine.- 
I would not die before my time • 
But Death to the is so sublime.' - '

. . ■ ; DR. T. WILKINS.
“Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 

Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
Voice • from The. Higher Criticism. ' A 
few thoughts- on other Bibles.!’- By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and In
terest to-Spiritualists. For sale at this 
office. Price JL - -

ever claimed. CLAY.

y GLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of 
I Death, and Life in the -Spirit 

I f World treats of the "Mythical Orl- 
gin of Death;" “A "Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” “Impress
ive Communications from the 
Spirit Side of Life;” "Death Con

sidered by the Spirit Lucretius;” “Odd
ities in Reference to the Dead;” “Death 
from a Vibratory Force;” “The Day 
After Death Beautifully Illustrated;” 
“Sensations of the Dying;” “A Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;” “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” “A 
Special Visit to the Spirit World;” 
“Fragrance at a Child’s Death Bed;” 
‘.‘The Varied Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;” “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;” "Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;” "The Id
iosyncrasies of Death;” “Life and Death 
Thoughtfully Analyzed;” “Signs in the 
Process of Dying," etc., etc. In fact 
this volume is a mine of valuable Infor-

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages.of racy reading. Price' 25 
cents. For sale at. the office of The 
Progressive Thinker. .
1 “Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence.’’. By. Daniel- Kent ■ Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sate at this 
office. Price6cents. •

WHAT LOVE IS.

Love Is the center and circumference;
The cause and alm of all things—’tis 

the key ■
To joy and sorrow, and the recompense

For all the ills that have been, or 
may be.

Love is as bitter as the dregs of sin, 
As sweet as clover-honey in its cell;

Love Is the password whereby s&uls 
get In

To heaven—the gate that leads, some
times, to hell.

Love Is the crown that glorifies;
, curse
That brands and burdens; it is 

' and death; ~
It is the great law of the universe;

And nothing can exist without 
. breath. _
Love is the impulse which directs

the

Ufo

ita

the
world,

And all things know It and obey its 
power. ■ .■

Man, In the maelstrom of his passions 
whirled; .

The bee that takes the pollen to the 
. flower. ’ . ' .

The earth, uplifting her bare, pulsing 
breast ' ■ •

To fervent kisses of the amorous 
sun—

Each bui obeys creative Love's behest 
. Which everywhere Instinctively is 

done.
Love ls\he only thing that pays for 

birth,
Or make death welcome. Oh, dear 

God above , ■
This beautiful but sad, perplexing 

earth, •............ .
Pity the hearts that know—or know; 

. ■ not—Love! • .
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox in the Chicago

American. . :

. “Gleanings from the Rostrum.” By 
A. B. French. Cloth, $1. For sale at ■ 
this office.

“Cultivation of Personal Magnetlsttu 
A Treatise on Human» Culture.” Bj| • 
Leroy Berrler. For sale at this office < 
Price W. _ ~ -
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ETERNAL REL/YFIONSftlPS
Not One Only, blit Many Mates In the Grand

Cycles of Eternity

' Over and over again, in.Spiritualistic literature, we find 
Cropping out the assertion that every soul born into physi
cal existence has somewhere a “counterpart”1 or “soul
mate,” and that, although the two may never meet in 
earth life, somewhere iu spirit life they will be united, 
and that this union will continue through all eternity.

When or where this doctrine originated I do not know, 
but it seems to have found in Spiritualism a congenial 
soil, to have struck its roots deep, and to flourish apace.

Although a question of no vast importance, and so far 
as the phase relative-to eternal life is concerned, one of 
which we know and can know nothing of a surety, still I 
should like tó say something on the other side, and to pre
sent some thoughts from Emerson, who has, in my opin
ion, a wider conception of spiritual and eternal relation
ships than the average writer or thinker.

In the first place, where is the warrant for the assertion 
that every soul has somewhere a “mate” or “eternal coun
terpart,” aud must be united with this other half before 
it can attain perfection? The soul is a unit. It is not 
the half of anything, but a whole in and of itself, and 

, capable of attaining its own perfection. “The soul was 
not twin born,” says Emerson, “but the only begotten.”

Our Spiritualist friends scoff at thè orthodox doctrine 
of the trinity, of the three in one and one in three, and 
have themselves brought forward a similar doctrine, a 
doctrine of duality, of two in one and one in two. Oh 
consistency, thou art a jewel!

Again, this doctrine of soul-mates implies deliberate 
design, special intention on the part of a creating power. 
Trace this theory down, and at the bottom of it you will 
find “special providence.” You cannot find anything 
else. Nothing else is capable of thus providing a particu
lar mate for each particular soul. Natural law will never 
do it. You will have to go behind that for such results as 
these, the special fitting and preparation of each and every 
soul to become the mate of some other, of that particular 
one and none other.

That special form of love which unites man and woman 
in the marriage relation has its place and does its work 
ou ihe earth plane. It is right and proper in its place, 
and without doubt plays a necessary part in the grand 
work of evolution, but when it is asserted that this essen
tially narrow and exclusive sentiment is to be perpetuated 
through all eternity, I cannot resist the impulse to send 

■ in a protest.
Sex is a characteristic of physical life. The spirit 

knows it not. We have been told again and again, by 
some of ihe highest intelligences that have been able to 
communicate with us from beyond the veil, that in the 

; higher spheres of spirit life, sex lias no existence. Why 
| should it have? Already, jn the highest types of men 
I and women, the attribute of sex begins to fade out. 
j Think of the loftiest soul you know, and you will find 
| upon analysis that you do not think of it as a num òr a 

woman, as the case may be, but only as a soul, a mind, a 
spirit. But the man or woman who can produce such an 
impression as this must be of the highest type, and pos
sessed of spiritual attributes that overshadow mere per
sonality.

All òf this mating and pairing belongs to the earth 
plane, and must inevitably be left behind in the process 
of higher unfoldment. In the lower sphere^ of spirit fife 
there may be something analogous to the marriage re- 
lat ion here, and those who have missed that experience on 
earth» and cannot progress until they have had it, may 
find it there. But this is not saying that they will not 
eventually outgrow it and pass on to something higher.

The fatal element in this one to one relation is its ex-

I

k

chisiveness. It is doomed to perish by reason of this very 
fact. “What is excellent, as God lives, is permanent.” 
Whatever is truly of the soul will endure, but the limita
tions that are not of the soul must fall away. All things 
tend toward the universal, and love is no exception to the 
rule. The sense of exclusive possession and ownership, 
the desire to appropriate and monopolize, these are no 
part of real love. They belong to the lower, selfish, 
animal love from which the higher has been evolved, and 
which in some measure still clings to it. This ex
clusiveness is a necessity here; there could be no family 
life without it. On this point I wish to be understood. 
But it is a mistake to suppose that limitations which the 
present life requires are to be perpetuated throughout 
eternity.

Always we are mistaking the transient and the temporal 
for the unchangeable and the eternal. In our theoiy of 
things we fail to take into consideration one mighty fac
tor, namely, soul growth. “Evermore it is the order of 
nature to grow, and every soul is by this intrinsic neces
sity, quitting its whole system of things, its friends and 
home and laws and faith, as the shellfish crawls out of its 
beautiful but stony ease, because it no longer admits of 
its growth, and slowly forms a new house.” “The things 
we now esteem fixed shall one; by one detach themselves 
like ripe fruit, from our experience and fall. Nothing 
is secure but life, transition, the emerging spirit. No 
love can be bound by oath or covenant to secure it against 
a higher love. No truth so sublime that it may not be 
trivial to-morrow in the light of new thoughts.” And 
again.the same author says: “By the necessity of our con
stitution, things are ever grouping themselves according 
to higher and more interior laws. Neighborhood, size, 
numbers, habits, persons, lose by degrees their power over 
us. Cause and effect, real affinities, the longing for har
mony between the soul and the circumstance, the high, 
progressive, idealizing instinct, these predominate later, 
and ever the step backward from the higher to the lower 
relations is impossible.”

After much thinking, I have come to the conclusion 
that nothing in all this universe will prove of permanent 
value and lasting benefit to us, save those tilings which 
can be shared one with another. Those things, whatever 
they may be, upon which we put the stamp of “my” and 
“mine,” are transient in their influence and effect upon 
us, temporarj’ in the benefits which they confer. They 
have their place and do their work in the soul’s-unfold-

incut, then pass forever away. Truth, Beauty, Love— 
these are the private property of none, and subject to uo 
monopoly. They are universal in their nature and must 
be universally owned and shared. They become of last
ing value only when so recognized. Forever they slip 
from the grasp of him who seeks to appropriate aud 
monopolize. ’ ...

And not dpty does the universal demand recognition by 
the soul, but the soul itself demands the universal. “The 
universe is the bride of the soul,” says Emerson. The 
soul will never remain satisfied with a part; it seeks the 
whole. It demands perfection, and will never rest sat
isfied with anything less nor anything else. It is foolish 
to think we can find in one human soul that which will 
forever satisfy all demands of the spirit. Perfection, the 
rounded and full development of all lofty and beautiful 
attributes, is not to be found in any one soul. In many 
souls we find the attributes which we look for in vain in 
one. No one soul, however highly developed, can stand; 
to us as the embodiment of all spiritual beauty and perfec
tion. Always there are limitations. Always we are con
scions of more or less of disappointment.

I venture the assertion that whoever finds in one hu
man sopl that degree of perfection which enables it to 
stand to liiin for the whole world, which absorbs him and 
blinds him to the existence of others, is himself in am 
undeveloped condition, and one from which he will sooner 
or later evolve. " '
. AH this is not saying that there are no near and dear 
companionships, no strong and deep attaelunents, in the 
higher spirit realm. I believe there are, but they are not 
of the narrow, exclusive, one-to-one variety. Like Em
erson, “I please my imagination more with a circle of 
godlike men and women, variously related to each other, 
and between whom subsists a lofty intelligence.”

We can have but little conception of what love means 
to these highly unfolded souls, love that is higher, purer, 
less selfish, broader in its range and sympathies than any
thing we here may know. Nature is not so poor that in 
all the realm of spirit, each soul can find but one other 
soul which it can love or by which it can be fully recog
nized and appreciated. If it is so sweet and blessed a 
thing to be recognized and appreciated by one soul, why 
not equally so by another and another, and still another? 
Why set any limits? Love, understanding, appreciation, 
are not rendered greater, nor productive of more of hap
piness when given or received by one alone.

Let it not be thought that I am here advocating the 
abominable doctrine known as “free love.” Anything 
but that! I am speaking only of that love which exists 
beyond the confines of this life, where selfishness is un
known, and where the last trace of animalism has been 
refined away. It does not belong to this life, and if it 
makes its appearance here, must oftentimes be denied 
expression. The world would never understand it.

Nothing will be lost in tliis transformation of the lower 
into the higher. Whatever is truly of the soul, whatever 
is purely spiritual, will endure; whatever is not must pass 
away. All selfishness, all jealousy, all fear of rivalry, all 
desire of exclusive possession and ownership, must pass. 
The love that can stand this test will endure. All else 
must perish. These other things are no part of real love, 
but the necessary attendants of an undeveloped state. 
They will drop away in the-course of the soul’s higher 
unfoldment.

You cannot bear that thought, you who rejoice in the 
thought that another heart is all yours, your very own, 
for time and eternity. But Tear not. The change will 
come so gradually that you will not realize there is a 
change. Slowly but surely the lower, selfish, earthly 
passion will become transformed into the higher, purer, 
diviner love—the love that gives all and asks nothing; 
that seeks no one-to-one relationship; that dreads no rival; 
that claims no proprietary right; that seeks neither to 
possess nor monopolize; that is glad if some return be 
given, but happy too without it—-the lope that is the sign 
manual of angelhood; that finds its highest happiness in 
helpfulness, in service; that can live on, if need be, with
out recognition and without appreciation, through time 
and separation, through absence and forgetfulness, 
through forty years of death.

And the soul capable of such love as this is not to be 
narrowed and restricted. It has grown too great for 
that. That which was once lavished upon a single object 
will now go out to many, must go out to all of its own 
spiritual kindred who are sufficiently developed per
fectionward to call it forth. Love in its lushest form is 
closely akin to worship, and can be stirred into life only 
by high and noble attributes in other souls.

The soul has not one mate, but many, a band of com
panions, a circle of friends that must ever grow wider as 
its capacity for loving increases, as it becomes more and 
more open to the perception of lofty attributes in other 
minds and characters. We in our present state cannot 
predict the “grandeurs possible to the soul” in its higher 
unfoldment. We are like the sheathed insect, still in its 
narrow, chrysalis shell, striving to picture to itself the 
life of the emancipated butterfly.

The above quotations are all from Emerson, find he 
now has the last word for us on tliis subject:

‘‘Thus are we put in training for a love that knows 
neither age nor sex, nor person, nor partiality, but which 
seeketh virtue and wisdom everywhere to the end of in
creasing virtue and wisdom. There are moments when 
the affections rule and absorb the man, and make liis hap
piness dependent upon a person or persons. But in 
health the mind is presently seen again—its overarching 
vault bright with galaxies of immutable lights, and the 
warm loves and fears that swept over us as clouds, must
lose their finite character and blend with God, to attain 
their own perfection. But we need not fear that we can 
lose anything by the progress of the soul.. The soul may . 
be trusted to the end. That which is so beautiful and 
attractive as these relations, must be succeeded and sup-' - 
planted only by that which is more beautiful, and so on 
forever.” . NORA BATCHELOR.

Ashland, Ore.
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MODERN SPIRITUALISM 

is the new twine which will be more 
sought after When-it has become older 
and bus acquired something of the old 
flavor. As al/rophed is thought nothing 
■of in his own! day,i even so may it be 
said of Modern Spiritualism. A. little 
over half a century has passed, and It 
has already become almost, if not quite, 
respectable. Tt is the little leaven that 
is leavening the lump; It has converts 
In all classes of society, from the prince 
to the peasant; It has devoted support
ers amongst every sect and denomina
tion. Thfere are even those in the 
churches who would gladly take it apd 
label It “divine," rather than ‘diabol- 
cal.’ Its numbers are legion, and must 
not be gauged by the number of la
belled societies, which are but as rip
ples on the surface. It is, in fact, an 
army of stragglers' without organiza
tion. -Behind it, however, there is the 
great cloud of witnesses, a well organ
ized and invincible army, whose num
bers are as the sand on the seashore.

Self-deluded enthusiasts in the past, 
possibly sincere, but, nevertheless, 
grossly mistaken, without perhaps 
knowing it, and therefore grossly ig
norant, took it for granted that that 
fragment of religious literature called 
the Bible, was the last will and testa
ment of a departed God. Though a 
universal experience corroborates and 
confirms the indubitable fact that books 
are the productions of mortals, yet it 
sufficed for those fanatics to find a pas
sage in the Jewish records condemning 
what they thought to be witchcraft. 
Let us hope they were as sincere as they 
were earnest in their devilish and dia
bolical efforts to quench the spirit 
which still manifests its presence and 
power in this age.

To quench the spirit it would be nec
essary to wipe out the whole, human 
race, because, if the fact of spirit com
munion proves anything, it proves that 
man is now, while in the flesh, a spirit
ual being; and, therefore, spirit com
munion is dally and hourly carried on 
between spirits in the body.

Spiritualism, therefore, to begin with, 
is only an extension of what is perfect
ly natural there under present condi
tions. Spiritualism proves that it - Is 
quite possible for man here, according 
to laws little understood at present, to 
converse with man after he has 
“shuffled off the mortal coiL” The mi
raculous and supernatural are wholly 
dispensed with, and thus Is all in na
ture and in harmony therewith. To talk 
of anything outside nature is as puerile 
as to talk of something existing outside 
the boundless universe. God, and man, 
aud all thlnggithat are, or can be, must 
be In nature. -To assume the (unthink
able) otherwise is to live Immured with
in a concentric circle, or a series of 
such circles, and deciare there is noth
ing beyond. This is‘kmly to limit God 
and nature; it is, lit fact, something 
like placing one’s selfi In the position of 
the snail curlfed up Within Its shell, the 
interior dome o£ which, It might be sup
posed to believe, surrounded all crea
tion. ‘

y>

A Drunkard and Hifl Child.
■: “Suffer little children to come unto
- Me, and forbid them not, for of such is 

the kingdom of heaven.” '
• There was one “little child” whose 

soul passed out from, under the Twenty- 
third street viaduct last Friday, here in 
Denver, writes Hal Reid in the Denver 
Times, who was suffered to come unto 
Him, the gentle, loving Savior. 'You 
who sit in your luxurious homes may 

' wonder how wedearn of these things, 
. and the answer is, by searching among 

the lowly, where squalor is and the 
wolf is constantly at the door.

. “Maggie” was her name; I’ll not tell 
you the other one, for the father prom- 

\ ised me to reform, and! am waiting to 
Bee If he means it ' ’

He lias becn a drunkard , for thirty
, years, and this story is from his own, 

: Ups. He had neglected his wife, beaten 
■ her. abused her, starved Her and the 

¿“little one,” and one day she was so 
tired of life, so weary of “hoping

: against hope” that she folded her hands 
'; «nd "went ever.” Maggie was left to

him, but after he had seen his wife 
burled in the plain pine box, he 're
membered the days when he had court
ed her and his conscience would not let 
him alone; her thin dead face kept com
ing up before him, and he drank worse 
than ever to drown it all out

Last Thursday he came home to the 
barren room, where little Maggie lay 
sick unto death, and without a crust of 
bread—drunk, mean, nasty drunk, with
out pity, without mercy, without one 
lota of humanity within his besodden 
being. Mafegle pleaded:

"Don’t drink any more, papa; don’t 
please; for your own sake,, for poor 
dead mother’s sake—for God’s sake.”

He did not notice the flush on her 
cheek) he did not notice the thin blue 
lines around the childish mouth; he did 
not know that the dread reaper was 
standing at the side of the neglected 
bed. He was too drunk. The devil was 
In him. He felt in his pocket for a piece 
of chalk, "billiard cue” chalk Which he 
had picked up in the last saloon. She 
had mentioned God. How dared she do 
that—the one and only being he was ■

afraid of; the one he must one day an
swer to. So he went to the blackened 
wall at the side of her bed and wrote:

“God is nowlffire.”
And, pointing to it with" a coarSe" 

laugh,' he walked out of the room and 
into the nearest saloon.

It was Friday morning when he re
turned, and. Maggie lay there dead, the 
piece of chalk in her hand. He turned 
to the wall and could see where the 
fever-stricken little hand had rubbed 
out the “w" of where and had moved it 
over so that his scrawl now read:

“God is now here.”
He could have heard the gentle whirr 

of angels’ wings if he had but listened 
then, .

He has said he will reform. I am go
ing to try to help him, and I hope God 
will, too. -

light’ LONDON, ENG.
1 ’ • J?'- •

DR. JIENRY SLADE.. if: I ' *’ 4 ' ■'
Slade took an aceoj'dlon, and, opening 

It to show mq that it was an ordinary 
instrument, helji It down In one hand by 
the bellows efid, his left arm resting on 
the table, when the Instrument began to 
sound, and an exquisite melody was 
played in very artistic style. I had 
hitherto regarded an accordion as a 
musical toy, but I found there was mu
sic to be got out of this humble instru
ment after all. Mr. Slade then stood up, 
and, holding the instrument as before, 
by the bellows end, stretche*. out his 
arm, and Io! the same melody was 
heard and the instrument was seen go
ing to and fro In a horizontal direction. 
The accordion was then given to me to 
hold. Seated in my chair, I held it by 
the bellows end In my right hand, the 
farthest from Slade, and I soon found It 
being pulled, and heard sounds. It was 
then pulled so forcibly that I got up and 
held it by both hands in order to retain 
it Louder sounds w.ere then heard, 
but no tune was played. I never 
touched the keys.

But now came tlip most wonderful 
of these extraordinary proceedings. I 
was sitting quietly in my seat by the 
table when I noticed touches on my 
feet, then on my knees, and then my 
coat became unbuttoned. I was on the 
point of looking down to see what was 
doing it, when up came a hand, right in 
front of my face. It was a middle-sized 
hand with rather fat fingers and of 
pinkish hue. Dr. A. R. Wallace testifies 
to a similar experience with Slade in 
London. I may further add, in con
firmation of my own statement, that 
four first-class German scientists tes
tify to similar experiences at Leipzig 
University, which are recorded in 
“Transcendental Physics,’ by' one of 
them, Professor Zollner, and when 
Slade was in Berlin, at the request of 
his influential patrons, Bellachinl, the 
court conjurer, was requested to inves
tigate the matter. He did so, and said 
he could not explain it—it was “beyond 
tpe resources of his art”

ANIMISM—OR SPIRITISM? -
After many years of patient investi

gation, and witnessing phenpmena of 
nearly every kind, materialism includ
ed, I am so confirmed in my belief In 
Spiritualism that • nothing will ever 
move my confidence in its general the
ories. Yet I have recently come to a 
knowledge of experiments which go to 
show that muclii we ¿hove attributed to 
•the agency of disembodied human splr- 
its would more correctly' be referable to 
living human poxtfer. To save space, I 
Will leave your treaders to draw their 
own conclusion^ from ia statement of 
facts. i :1 ,

A. man whom I ¡have ¿known for some 
months, whois fiaturally skeptical, was 
drawfi within the-rango. of Spiritual
istic influences, f[apd finding the theo
logical views tmiS brought under his 
notice to be con^^hlal, hb sought an op
portunity of joffiipg a private circle. In 
connection therewith clairvoyance was 
apparently developed Iirthree or four of 
the sitters, moro'bspecliily so/.as re
garded two youn^'chlldfen whose pa
tents occupy the'l'buse Where the week
ly sittings are hift. Mr'friend, earlier 
in life, had studied and successfully 
practiced “electro-biology’—or, as we 
now call it, hypnotism—and he very 
quickly'decided in his own mind that 
the supposed clairvoyance was the re
sult of conscious or unconscious sug
gestion on the part of the sitters. The 
major portion of the circle were anxious 
to establish themselves In their Spirit
ualistic belief, and they “with one ac
cord scouted the Idea that any but un
seen spirits were responsible for what

"Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By.ProL 
W. M, Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise.- Taper. 25 cents. For sal« 
at this office. _ >-*- ■

was seen and described. By and bye 
the new-comer tried his own power 
over tho mediums, and found, as he ex
pected, that he. could' make them see 
any Image or vision he chose to conjure 
up. When be stated the result of fils

Hit experiments, there was tt good deal of 
¿2 J indignation, and It was Intfmated

he was “unspiritual,” and had better 
withdraw from the circle. He of 
course withdrew, aud kept away. On 
the night of fthe following weekly sit
ting, being at home—some half-a-mile 
away—he secluded himself, drew a 
rough outline of the conventional devil, 
with horns mid tail, etc., placed It in his 
waistcoat pocket, aud set himself to 
concentrate his mind and transfer the 
picture to the circle from which he had 
been excluded. At that very time (as it 
was afterwards acknowledged), one of 
the child clairvoyants cried out, ‘Dada, 
there’s the devil on the table!’ The 
father was much shocked, and tried to 
drive out the notion, but both children 
persisted in declaring that Satan was 
outlined before them, and another of 
the mediums, not a child, confirmed 
what they said. The consternation oc
casioned by this experiment may be 
guessed.

On tho night of the' sitting in the 
next week my friend went in for fur
ther test work. At the time wlienUhe 
sitting began, he established himself 
upon a hill near bls residence, and 
when he judged that the opening 
prayer would have ended, he caused a 
vision of a terrible nature to fall upon 
the circle. It was seen by all, and so 
frightened them that they rushed from 
the house in a body, overturning chairs, 
etc., in their haste to get away. Four 
fleree-looking beings iiad apparently de
scended from the celling, bearing naked 
swords in their hands, and their aspect 
was so frightful and malignant that all 
the sitters, having lost their self-con
trol, and for the nonce their “wits,” got 
away; and this took place while they 
were singing, to solemn strains, “Holy! 
holy! holy!"

Now, I do not approve of what my 
friend did; it was unwarranted. But, 
does it not suggest that we Spiritualists 
may often unknowingly confound the 
results of Animism and Spiritism? .

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL 
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

I-

TELEPATHY OR APPARITION.
In the Annales des Sciences Psy

chiques (Paris) it is stated that a cer
tain M. Lacoste, while suffering from a 
very severe attack of typhoid fever, 
complicated with delirium, manifested 
on different occasions, some curious 
phenomena of telepathy (so-called) and 
lucidity; predicting or perceiving, clalr- 
voyantly, various facts concerning his 
friends or acquaintances, which were 
Invariably verified. We will mention 
in detail a single fact in relation to a 
young nurse girl who had been in his 
service and had been attacked with ty
phoid fever four days before himself; 
namely, on the 14th of December, 1898. 
They had her removed to the hospital in 
Toulon, where M. Lacoste resided, dur
ing the night of the 4th of January, 
1899. In his delirium, M. Lacoste was 
constantly interested In that young 
person, and when he inquired about her 
of his wife, who was the only one he 
recognized, she said that she was going 
on well. On the morning of the 6th of 
January, he cried out, on waking 
abruptly, and still somewhat disordered 
In mind, "They have deceived me. I 
know that Katie is dead. I have seen 
her/clothed in white and he described 
the' garments she was burled in. I 
asked her how she died, and she replied 
that at present she was quite well; and 
that I should presently recover. Then 
she leaned over me and kissed my fore
head.” When M. Lacoste became con
valescent, they concealed from him the 
death of Katie, so as to spare his emo
tions; and it was not until the 10th of 
April that he learned what had actually 
happened. ■ -

In a case of this kind, as it appears to 
us, telepathy offers no rational explana
tion of the phenomenon. Katie's spirit 
presented herself to M. Lacoste, at the 
moment of her departure, and was Im
mediately recognized by his inner vis
ion. Voila tout! .

A TRAGIC DREAM.
Our correspondent In Hungary, writes 

the editor of the Echo du Mervellleux 
(Paris) Informs us that a considerable 
sensation has been excited at Groswar
dein, by a mysterious fact, of which the 
details are these. A few days ago, a 
traveling hawker, named Marcus Ro
senberg, set out to visit the various vil
lages in the neighborhood. The night 
following his departure, his wife had a 
strange dream. She saw her husband 
attacked in a forest near Groswardeln, ’ 
clubbed and stripped of his valuables. 
After he had been put to death, she saw 
him burnt by the malefactors. Terrified 
by her dream, she awoke, sprang out of 
bed, called up her children, and told 
them of the calamity which had befall
en their father.

On the morrow she set out for the 
forest, and was not long before she 
found her husband’s walking stick, as 
also some bones almost completely cal
cined. She is therefore convinced that 
her dream is true. The gendarmle, ap
prised of the fact, have scoured the 
wood, and organized a search through
out the district, but they have nowhere 
found any trace of the missing man.

In Uiis case, also, the enfranchised 
spirit of Marcus Rosenberg, hastened to 
his wife apd succeeded in Impressing 
her mind with the circumstances. Some
thing similar happened' in England 
about 70 or 80 years ago, when “the 
tragedy of the Red Barn" was the 
theme of universal conversation and 
was dramatised on the London stage. 
The facts were these: A farmer’s wife 
in Suffolk, dreamt one night that her 
daughter Marla, Who was missing, 
came to her and informed her that she 
had been murdered, and that her body 
would be found burled under the floor 
of what was locally known as the Red 
Barn, The dream was so vivid, that 
Mrs. Martin could not rest until she had 
prevailed upon her husband to take up 
the flooring at the spot Indicated by her 
daughter’s spirit. The corpse was 
found there; and If I remember rightly, 
tho crime was confessed by a man 
named Corder, who had been the girl’s 
sweetheart, and he was hanged for the 
murder. ■
" ^OR a moment stop' and consider. 

i|The Progressive Thinker is the one
original dollar Spiritualist paper. 
It introduced a new era in the

• ranks of- Spiritualism. Its success 
financially ..has been alPthat could 
be'desired. Notwithstanding the 

rise in the. price of print paper, it has 
still maintained its status as the only 
one dollar Spiritualist paper.: Not only 
that, but It introduced the Divine Plan 
in its business with its subscribers—a 
portion of the profits of the office re
turning to them. Just think of the 
Seven Premium Books being sent out to 
our subscribers for $2.35. After paying 
the .postage of these seven books, and 
the expense of mailing them, all that 
we have left Is $1.50. You can readily 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less, by far, than the actual cost to us. 
,Wfi do this work in accordance 
with The Divine Plan, in ordtr to assist 
In forming the nucleus of a library In 
every Spiritualist home.. Read carefully 
our premium list, and you will certainly 
want to become a subscriber to The 
Progressive pinker, if. not «0 already, 
and ofltaln the books we announce.

KEEP
Your

ON
OUR MAIN-PREMIUMS. 
„^h%rP,ro?.ressive h'hinker one year 

tbe Encyclopedia of Kr’pI J*? ^f6 019 Splrit World” an
fn!n?SelZ lnteresting, instructive and 
Av« I “B iVOrk’ 1'ke twent?- 
five cents only pays a little more than 
the postage and the expense of mailing, 
si anPr^u,of.thl? work t0 the Is 

Ths, book wlH constitute our 
ionn Premium for the remainder of 
1900, and up to May 30,1901. It is very 
thrnuil9' P 'V11 hold your attention 
throughout, and will teach you a much 
needed lesson. The postage on the 
above book, which we prepay, is 
ten cents, hence it Is almost a gift to 
our subscribers. It Is furnished at con
siderable less than actual cost to us.

Offer Number Two. ' 
2 and Vol. 8 of the Ency- 

it Wnrirt°Lme?th’ and Llfe in tke ®P*r- 
nanlM1 wih1U be Bent out when accoai- 
Th« a. year s subscription for hhe Progressive Thinker, for $1.10. 
i±Pa^r year- and the three vol- 
ZVa,10, Jou can “dd to this order 
aayk f Jlle other books> at 40 cents 

J°.U c?a make on*y one order for 
three books for $1.10.

°r more of the prebook® must atways be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
Ihe Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
Here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Three.
«5! °f tbe books ,n our Prem- 

1““ * ®4that you may select will be sent 
ior ?k10' You are at liberty to 

tnnCa a?y ?ther books ln tbo list that 
you desire in connection with this or- 
dei, at 40 coats each. You can only 
make one order for three books at $1.10. 

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accomna- 
panied-wlth a year’s subscription for 
Ihe Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
heie, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Four.
Our regular premium, The Eneyclo- 

and Llfe ln tUe sP*rlt Wotld, Vol. 8, is only 25 cents. If you 
wish to add thereto one of the other 
premium books only, the same will cost 
you 50 cents. If you wish two addi
tional books, the cost of the three will 
be $1.10, You can add thereto any 
other books you desire at 40 cents each.

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book In 

connection with a year's subscription, 
and that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price will be 50 cents.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panied with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

OFFER NUMBER SIX.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
Price.......................................... $

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, VoL 2, 
Price.......................................... $

Tho Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, VoL 3, 
Price.......................................... $

Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun-

1.50

1.50

1.50
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price................................ 5 1-50

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price.............................. $ L5o

The Next World Interviewed.
Price....... ....................................$ 1.25

The Occult Life of Jesus (includ
ing the Hull-Covert Debate).
-Price...................    $ 2.00

Total price to the trade.............$10.75
Total price to our subscribers. .$ ¿35 

The Progressive Thinker one year
and the seven premium books. .$ 8 35 
These seven books, substantially and 

elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear In mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the ordef must be 
accompanied with a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books. 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library In every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.85, 
which is less by far than their 
actual cost The authors make no 
charge for the vast amount of 
labor bestowed on these works, 
and which extended over many 
years. The publisher receives not a 
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being-paid 
out inputting them in type, and electro
typing the pages, and making them 

' ready for the printer. That is why you' 
are .getting these intensely interesting 

.books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine-Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who"take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
Inducement Is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep in line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift.

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, yon 
will find that all we have left us foe 
those seven books is only $1.50.

Postmasters.
We have been swindled out of a large 

amount of money by postmasters, who 
knowing a person desires The Pro
gressive Thinker, sends his money, de
ducting a large commission. The Pro
gressive Thinker Is one dollar per year. 
The great rise in print paper renders it 
utterly impossible for us to give any 
commission to hews agents or post
masters. , ,

Bear in mind when making a re
mittance,-that only one book, the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Lifo in the 
Spirit World, Vol. 3, is furnished for 25 
cents. You must not substitute any 
dther of the premium books for that 
one. ' ,

Dr. PeeblBs’ Most
c Important Rooks.
« -------- - ■ :

Reduced Prices.
Three J our ne vs Around the World

A large handsomely hound octath 
volume, 500 pages, finely Illustrated, de« 
scribing the Pacific Islands, New 
“nd and Australia, India and her ma{j» 
lc, Egypt and her pyramids, Fessiti 
Ceylon, Palestine, etc., with tho rfin» 
ions manners, customs, laws and haS 
Ite of all foreign countries. Price, $1.501

Immortality,
And the employments of spirits good 
and evil in the spirit-world. What a 
hundred spirits say about their dwell« 
rug-places, their locomotion, their social 
relations. Infants, idiots, suicides, eto» 
Price reduced from $1,50 to $1. Post« ' 
age 1- cents. Paper, 50 cents.

Seers of the Ages.
,lai?e V01u“B of 400 pages (9th ' 

edition;, treats exhaustively of th« 
seers, sages, prophets and inspired men 
Inna t„pabt’ -witk l'ecords of their vis« 
èn?,-btranc?j and latercourse with th« 
«Fónl ™011d- Th*s is considered a

tr,eatlnff of God- beayen< 
ml’ ~tb) repentance, prayer, baptism, 
Judgment, delnonlao spirits, etc. PÌlce 
reduced from $2 to $1.25. Postage 15 c,

SpjJritual Harp.
8p0 Pages, containing songs, eintus?aan¥ ant,hems f°r Spiritualist L 

cleties and circles. The words are afir« 
^naaPr°fIess',11 conlalns the choicest 
Songs and music by James G. Clark and 
oth^r reformers. Reduced from $2 to

India and Her Magic.
fore1thlUi,ea,ellTered by Dr' PeeWes b* 
fpre the medical students of the College

In Sab Francisco, January, 
’n»==od^ t0.undl,“s 'V0Ilders that he wit
nessed during his journeys around the 
world. Price 10 cents.
Who 4re These Spiritualists and 

What Is Spiritualism?
fhT?lHPampblet of over 40 pages proves 
that the greatest and bralnest men in 
rh-Anv°rld 4o'day’ sucli as Sir Wm. 
R^kes and hundreds of others are 
Spiritualists. Price 15 cents.

Hid Jesus Christ Exist?
A pamphlet of 65 pages. Did Tes..« 

about iteXfri? ?Hhat the spirfts sa7- 
wi?Uf " lat tbe Jews say about it. Wbni nh0“as Pa*ne said about it 
What Renan said about It. What 
Plank in said about it. What Emerson 
said about it. What Rabbi Wise A T 
Davis, W. E. Coleman and others say 
about it. Price 15 cents. X
Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lee- 

tures.
A most elegantly bound pamphlet of 

122 pages, giving Dr. Peebtes' lectiires 
delivered in Hydesville, March 31, 1888, 
in Rochester, and later In London at 
f«ia lD, ‘'rnntlo,ual Congress of Spiritual
ists. Ihese lectures, illustrated, ara 
racy, meaty and scholarly. Price 35 
cents.

The Christ Question Settled.
A symposium by Hudson Tuttle Wi 

E. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col. IngeréoH 
J. S. Loveland, B. B. Hill, J. R, Buchan! 
an and Dr. Peebles. This is a haul 
some volume of nearly 400 pages adii rents of Jesus, Mahoniet andP the gnos- 
Ucs. What the Talmud says ° about 
Jesus. Antiquity unveiled. Child mar- 
Hage in India. -Col. Ingersoll’s agnostl« 
clsm. Mhat the spirits through-W. J. 
Colville, J. J. Morse, Mrs. Longley 
Mrs. Everitt, Mrs. Hagan-Jackson and 
mSH"' ■b"“ I“'“- •«=-

A Critical and Crushing Review.
By Dr. Peebles of tho Rev. Dr Klnn’s 

five lectures against Spiritualism. This 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor, 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject, sus
tains Spiritualism, considering it th« 
complement of primitive Christianity 
Price 25 cents.

Heil Revised, Modernized.
And made more comfortable. A scath
ing review of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s ser
mon delivered in the Presbyterian 
church, upon “What Is Hell?” By Dr 
J. M. Peebles. A pamphlet of 25 paces' 
Price 10 cents. b '

The Soul—Did ft Pre-exist ?
Did it begin to exist with the body? 

Is it evolved frpm the bodv? Did it as
cend up through all the lower orders of 
creation, or is it a potentialized portion 
of God? Has It been re-incarnated, of ' 
re-embodied? Price 15 cents.

Pro and Con of Spiritualism.
This pamphlet Is a re-print of the es

says In “The Arena” on Spiritualism in 
which Rev. H. A. Hart endeavored to 
prove Spiritualism dangerous and al
lied to witchcraft. The reply printed 
In “The Arena” written by Dr. Peebles 
excited extensive comment, and Is ab
solutely crushing. Price reduced to 5 
cents.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 

Spiritualism.
An elegant pampnlet containing an ac
count of the exercises at Rochester and 
Hydesville, N. Y„ nt the celebration of 
the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 
of some of the most noted speakers 
present. It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc., Price 
15 cents. -

DR.' PEEBLES' »6
FOR SALE BY

The Progressive Thinker.
Carlyle Petersilea.

DUUnU Given by automatic writing through 
the author'» medlanuhtp. •

The Discovered Country—$1.
A narraUre of tbeper«onal experience» In »ptrlt-llfe 

* or ths authors rather, who bad beea a natural phlloa* opherandamaterlaltit. F
M«ry Anne Carew—Cloth, $1.

ExperienccBOf the author'» mother In Bplrlt-llfo.
Philip Carlislie—Cloth, $1.

A deep pbllMophlcal romance by the band of guide», 
the »object or the title being a »olenUflo young phU- 
oiopber, who la a medium; nia chief opponenti oda« 
a clergyman nuda matcrtallBt .

Oceanides—Paper Cover, BO cts.
A aclentlfle novel based on the philosophy of life, 

OB Been from tho spirit aldo. Foresto aiofllceofThe 
Progressive Thinker.

ThelnfiuenceoftbeZodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE?

BY ELEANOR KIRK.
is tho only book which otate» the elmplo nrln. 

CIpieB of the Zodiac In simple terms! making the entire ■
matter dear to tho ererge understanding. • -

This volume Indicates the location, characteristics 
and Influence of each sign of the Zodiac, giving the 
daps T&oh each dgn governs, and the g^n« «nd 
astrej odors associated witlwjacn.
¿Tta diseases of the bodr. how to cure them, and the 1

tsgtts of character incidental to the diflarsnt domains« 
. JJemethodsofgcowthforCBchhumanbolng.
'ThaiomatMtrom which companions» husbands and 
Wi'Fes be selected« .

The characteristics of chfldrenborntn different do* 
mains, and the Conditions to be observed tn their care " 
end education.

The personal ability and talent of the Individual 
with reference to domestic» social tod business sno* 
eess, •

This wm* to the result of profound research, and In 
wsasf*0? «’»uuior hu been lujety iMleteA bf J. 0« Street, A» .
Bmmd tn tpeeM Gcth, • . Mn» «1.
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LIGHT ON THEOSOPHY.

THE GHOST.
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Ancient Wisdom Religion 
Discussed.

AIMS TO BE TOLERANT-CLAIMS 
TO EXPLAIN MOST OF THE MYS
TERIES OF LIFE-FINDS SPIRXT- 
UALITY IN ALL KINDS OF WOR
SHIP-EXPOSITION OF ITS TEN
ETS BY O. C. SPEER.
If anything could seem absurd to the 

wise man, the ancient wisdom religion 
would suffer in the hands of the 
thoughtful after perusing an article en
titled “Theosophy, Old and New,” by 
Professor Washburn Hopkins of Yale 
college. In a recent number of the Naw 
York Independent.

Nothing that engages the attention of 
even a few earnest people can be amus
ing to the student of science, however 
far as lie may be removed from a con
dition of familiarity with it. The fund
amental tenet of literary criticism, that 
every writing shall be interpreted in the 
spirit in which it is written, is too well 
known to need repetition. The same 
rule applies primarily to the opinions of 
others in science, religion, or whatever 
may be the topic under discussion, The
osophy can be amusing only to the su
perficial; for, back of every man’s con
science, stands the Almighty, and from 
the conception of God in the universe 
held by the Hottentot of mid-Afrlca to 
the most exalted conception experienced 
in tlie sanctuary or the cloister, it is 
God that speaks through a man’s rgllg- 
iop, however thick the veil thrown over 
bls expression of it.

Theosophy teaches us to be tolerant 
even of intolerance, and to respect the 
state ofprogress at which the intoler
ant man, as well as he who ridicules, 
has arrived. Theosophy, as a science, 
asks only as much respectful attention 
as the student in the laboratory would.

law. To some the truth Will be a 
“stumbling block,” to some “foolish
ness,” and some may “turn and rend” 
the giver, but a-few will recognize in it 
the “power and wisdom of God.” They 
are far enough along on the journey to 
interpret it. Whenever you find a re
ligion tliat has no heights or depths to 
which the carnal mind cannot reach, I 
will show you a religion that is only a 
shell in which the spirit of life has died 
and which is described so aptly in 
that message to the church of the 
Laodlceans, “I would thou wert either 
cold or hot. So then because thou art 
lukewarm, and neither cold not hot, I 
will spew thee out of iny mouth.”

And this is the goal—divine union. 
“To him that oyercometh will I grant 
to sit witli me in my throne, even as I 
also overcame and am set down with 
my Father in his throne.”—Oliver C. 
Speer in Chicago Inter Ocean.

Some Remarkable Manifest
,. ations.

give to the enunciation of a well-known 
chemical law—1, e., just enough gentle
manly courtesy to come and make the 
experiment.

EXPLAINS LIFE'S MYSTERIES.
Theosophy, as a religion, claims to ex

plain more of the mysteries of’life than 
any other belief presented so far to the 
human race. Theosophy is not psy
chism, nor is it the peculiar form of 
yoga with which Professor Hopkins 
seemed to be familiar. Theosophy is 
not an attempt to destroy any religion 
tliat a man already has, so that no timid 
soul need cry out, “They have taken 
away my Lord and I know not where 
they have laid him.” But theosophy is 
an attempt to find the spirituality in 
every form of religion, and to eradicate 
the materialism or explain the spirit
uality buck of the materialism that lias 
crept Into them through the too close 
following of the letter of the law.

Christ came for the very purpose of 
interpreting the spirit of the older law, 
“that all might be fulfilled." Moses 
said, “Thou shalt not kill." Christ said, 
“Forgive your enemies, bless them that 
curse you, and pray for them that de- 
spltefully use you.” Also, “Neither 
do I condemn thee; go and sin no more.” 
The Elder Brother could not condemn 
the erring sister. The One who had 
reached the perfection of the Father 
could not condemn the child at the 
other end of the journey.

PERFECTION IS THE GOAL.
Theosophy says, Practice the truth 

that thy brother is thyself. ■ Theosophy 
says, Christ was born in the manger to 
show tliat he must be bom in the 
hearts of even the least of us, just as he 
was born in the heart of the Father, 
and he said: “Be ye, therefore, perfect, 
even as my Father is perfect,” and the 
teaching is not that the Christ is an 
ideal, a Savior without us, but an ideal 
that we must become—the Savior with
in—the mystery of God in the flesh.

It takes up such problems as why one^ 
is born in the palace and another in the 
hovel, and explains them by Karina, 

- which is. briefly, the law of cause and 
effect. Karma shows how we have free 
will under the law to choose to do well 
or ill, and the law is, that “as a man

the tlildg said, M'we reached the comer 
of the yard, Where the ground was dug 
up more than anywhere else.. But be: 
fore we could scarcely realize the mean
ing of the words, there was a sound >8 
of the splashing of water—just like as 
if some person had tumbled into a pool 
—and tho thing was gone.

"I’m a woman that never believed In 
ghosts, and I’m not afraid of them. We 
will not leave the house, nor fear the re
turn of the thing, nor will the other 
family, because we don't think any 
harm can come to us. I joined the 
church many years ago, and I fear the 
Lord and him only, and I believe that it 
is not in the power of any spirit to do 
bodily harm to me or my children.”

A crowd of people have visited the 
house since the appearance of the ghost, 
Ims been so widely heralded by the 
families in the house and through the 
press, and old residenters are called 
upon to tell tales which their grand
fathers told about the house in its 
early days. Main street was at that 
time known as Spring street—St, Louis 
Post-Dispatch.

VISIT PUGILISTS.
And Why Not? We Ask.
SPIRITS ' COMMUNICATE WITH

JOHN L. SULLIVAN, THE PUGIL-

STRANGE STORY THAT COMES 
FROM PENNSYLVANIA WITH 
THE INDORSEMENT OF NUMER
OUS WITNESSES. ' . '

. ■ Connellsville, Pa.
This town has no congregation of 

Spiritualists. There does not flourish 
here any coterie of palm readers, se
ance enthusiasts or miracle manufac
turers. ■ ■. . — :

But just now the whole town has a de
cided interest in a real, live spook 
story. The ghostly visitor has come not 
only once, but several times, and unlike 
most ghosts it has come when not only 
one man or woman was present, but has 
come when no less than eight people 
have seen it, touched it and talked to It.

The scene of the ghostly visit is in one 
of the oldest houses In Fayette county, 
and one of,the most noted. -On Main 
street, this place, Is what was for a cen
tury the Page House. It is a primitive
looking stone mansion house, with cu
rious pyramidal chimneys. When the ' 
house was erected Counelsvllle was 
only an eight-year-old infant in the 
heart of the Allegheny Mountains. 
There are many tales of adventure and 
romance coupled with the old hostelry.

»Some old ciitizens state that'' the 
guests in those days here did not regis
ter, and this removes one of the con
necting links between the ghost and the 
cause of the ghost's return to the prem
ises. For one night, when a fierce 
mountain storm was raging, to the ho
tel eame a man and a woman, drenched 
with rain, seeking lodging for the night. 
At this time Samuel Page, the original 
proprietor of the house, was the land
lord, The weary comers were shel
tered. In the morning there was a rev
elation.

The woman and man had disappeared 
In the night!

In their room they had left not a sign 
of their going. Nothing was ever 
heard again of the woman.

Out in the rear court of the hotel was 
found the dead body of the man, 
stabbed. All evidences of Identity had 
been removed from the pockets of the 
dead man, and nothing had been left to 
give a clew to the guilt of the woman.

For several weeks buck the old 
house has been strangely disturbed. 
The house is occupied by two families 
and both have been startled by the 
strange sounds heard at night. In one 
side of the house Ilves Mrs. Amanda 
Kerr and In the other side lives William 
Rowen, ins wife and children. With 
Mrs. Kerr lives her brother, John Grln-
dell, and with Mrs. Kowen* lives 
brother-in-law, Bert Rowen. 
Kerr’s daughter, Miss Hannah, 
lives in the house with her mother.

Boweth, so shall he reap." God does 
not put him in the hovel, or make him 
to be born blind, or lame, or a thief, but 
in other lives he has pursued such a 
course that only by the life of the blind 
or the cripple or tbe thief can give ex
pression to bis activities and give him. 
the chance of further unfoldment and 
the working out of the law of his des
tiny. ■

Every man is destined to a union with 
the Father such as Christ prayed for. 
Science says: All nature is for the per
fecting of a type. Drummond said that 
perfect type was tlie “mother.” Christ 
said: “Be ye therefore perfect, even as 

• my Father in heaven is perfect.” The
osophy climbs the whole ladder, and 
says: The life which is veiled in the 
atom of the mineral evolves by experi- 
once through the various stages of the 
plant and the animal till, being a result
ant of all these experiences, no form is 
complete enough to express It but the 
human form.

If the perfection of the type is to be 
the end of it all, shall a Shakspeare, a 
Spenser, a Bunyan, or a Whitfield be 

• the goal? Theosophy comes to the res
cue and holds that God, nature, and 

- man are not separate, but are so Inter
related that by the power of God that 
worketh within man “to will and to do,” 
man unites with Himself and recog- 
nlzes himself as a center of conscious
ness within the absolute.

MYSTERY IN ALL RELIGIONS.
Do not fear that because the vocabu

lary of a religion differs on account of 
language that religion is a stranger to 
any people. There is no unknown God 
except to the .man, and he may be 
found under many skies, who denies 
the God in his own heart.

In Theosophy there is not the peculiar 
anomaly of Godjjnd a power preyail- 
Ing against him,working not for right

. eousness but against it, but it says 
1 there is always harmony within the 

law. AlLare going forward to the ultl- 
mate goal, liowevar slight their experi
ence" may be and however far they may 
choose to wander, and how many fitter 
lessons they may have to learn ere they 
will learn the difference between-being 
in the Image and being the likeness of 
the Father. .

■ In spite of the learning of the doctors, 
‘ there has never yet been a religion pro

mulgated upon the earth which did not 
have an esoteric side. Buddha’s teach
ings included. One need ohly to refer 
to the familiar example of Jesus and 
the parables with which he taught the 
multitudes and his teachings to his dis
ciples. A subject is esoteric to those 
who cannot understand it In all its 
bearings. Proclaim a great truth as 
Moses did when he said, “Thou shalt 
not kill.” No one interpreted it beyond 
the letter till Christ came and said, 
‘ILove thy neighbor as thyself.”

For hundreds of years the esoteric 
truth was covered by the letter of the

1ST, ILLUSTRATING THE SUB
LIME FACT THAT~SP1RIT COM-

i-
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one ot yon can stand qMihe frame and 
the message will be wrftéñ k crayons 
In all the colors that are In tnatmg." ■

The slate was placed on the rug and 
Adams put his feet on the frame. Two 
minutes later, when the slate was 
picked up, the following message was 
found written in blue, ¿ray, refl, white, 
yellow, pink and green colors,, the same 
as in the rug: *1'

“I am pleased to greet you here to
night. I hope your, stay ou earth will 
prove as happy as miné is in spirit.

“May God bless and help you both.
,t‘J. ADAMS.”

“J. Adams,” said Adams, “was the 
name of my grandfather. The old man 
lias been dead I don’t know how 
long. . ..

“We asked that Spiritualist who was 
going to win the light and lie‘said Fitz
simmons. Of course, any one could 
have made a lucky guess, but John and 
the rest of us can’t get away from those 
letters.”

"It’s too deep for me!” grunted Sulli
van. “i'o think of Mike; who has been 
in his grave your years, writing me a 
letter on a Uve-cent slate.”—New York 
World. 1

MUNION IS COMMON TO ALL 
CLASSES, AND NO ONE PERSON 
HAS A PATENT RIGHT ON IT.
John L. Sullivan has not exactly be

come a Spiritualist but he has had a 
bout with the occult science and, in bis 
words: “It was the worst knock-out I 
ever got."

Carefully stored away in the room 
back of Sullivan’s new cafe'on Forty- 
second street, near Sixth avenue is a 
stack of nine slates. They appear to 
be of the kind schoolboys buy for a 
nickel each. . Since Wednesday night 
the chief occupation of the oldtime 
pugilist has been to examine these 
slates. •

Brooklyn Jimmie Carroll, John L,’s 
partner in the cafe, wishes he had had 
nothing to do with John L.’s investiga
tion of Spiritualism. On one of the 
slates is a message signed with the 
name of a relative of Brooklyn Jim
mie’s who died nine years ago, and, it is 
said, in his very handwriting. This 
dead relative Brooklyn Jimmie had act
ually forgotten until he got the slate 
covered with the ghostly writing. .

Bob Adams, a sporting man, Is also 
mystified, as he got messages from his 
dead grandfather and cousin.

NOT A DROP IN FOUR WEEKS.
Sullivan had been looking at life from 

a strangely serious viewpoint and had 
not touched a drop of liquor In four 
weeks. Two doors from-the cafe, on 
Forty-second street, lives Frederick 
Evqns, a slate-writing medium. Adams 
suggested that Sullivan and Carroll go 
with him to test the powers of the me-

her 
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sounds were not so bothersome as the 
material evidences of the visits of the 
spook. Mrs. Kerr and Mrs. William 
Rowen in the morning, for. almost a 
week, noticed that the flowers in the 
rear court would be uprooted in their 
beds, the soli was dug up around a 
conlshed, and a board walk through the 
court leading to this seemed to be an es
pecial attraction to the spook, who In
variably overturned It each night.

Then came the climax. Mr. Grindell 
was lying upon a couclf on the rear 
porch. In the doorway sat Bert Rowen 
and Miss Kerr, and on the porch were 
Mrs. William Rowen and a few of the 
children. The story is best told by Mr. 
Grindell, who said:

“I was lying on the couch, not asleep. 
I beard steps down the' little board 
walk, and then whines as of a dog—a 
strangling dog. Sometimes the whines 
were broken by rack coughs. I raised 
myself 0B*fhe couch and sat up. Just 
then Miss Kerr uttered a shriek, crying, 
‘Look! Look! Bert!’ Up the board walk 
came the ghost, or this thing, whatever 
it was. It was white, a part of the 
snowy shroud , being doubled up over 
the head. All the time the thing kept 
up the interest in the ground, and poked 
about, with Its foot, sometimes stooping 
and clawing at the dirt.

“Right up to the porch the thing 
enme. Miss Kerr fled, but others came 
out of the house at the shrieks and the 
utterance of the thing. It came to the 
porch. I said, ‘What do you want here?’ 
But the thing could riot say any
thing, but stood, struggling and trying 
to get.something out of its lips. All it 
could do was whine. Then it turned 
and went down the board walk, and 
pointed along the way, as if trying to 
show something. Again it returned. 
In the meantime I had collected my
self a little, and the others in the 
house had gathered out on the porch.' I 
said then, Tn the name of God, speak 
and tell me what you want.'

“At once the ghost could talk.- Wifh 
hurried words it wailed and said plead
ingly: ‘0, do help me to . find , my hus
band's body. Many years ago I killed 
him, and hi&body was down at that 
corner somewhere. I have been hunt- 
irig here for many nights. Will nobody 
go .with me and seek him?’ "■ • ’
• “I got up. I put my hand on the 
thing to move it back from the porch; 
and it fell like a real person. Some 
people say that when you put your 
hand on a ghost it goes right through 
the thing like a cloud of air. It seemed 
so real that I started With the thing, 
but the women yelled at rite ‘Where are 
you going! Be careful," man!’ , :

“‘Wait till-I get my shoes,’ I said to 
the thing. ‘No, at once, or it is in vain,’ 
the thing pleaded, but I returned to 
get my shoes.”

Then the story is taken up by Mrs. 
William Rowen, who was interviewed 
this morning, also. She said: “I have 
never believed in ghosts, and it seems 
foolish to talk about this, but I'saw this 
one and so did everybody on the porch’. 
So many of us saw it that we could not 
all have been mistaken or duped. Well, 
when Mr. Grindell turned to go, I said, 
‘Will any two of you go with me and 
help the poor xthlng?’ Bert Rowen 

! started and so did Grindell. We went 
i down the board walk. ‘Here, look here,'

dium. They agreed. Evans wanted to 
give separate seances.

“Not on your life,” roared Sullivan. 
"If there is any fake we want to know 
it. You might fool me, but you can't 
fool three of us,”

“All right,” said Evans. “Sit down,” 
John sat on one side of a little plain 

deal table. On bls left sat Carroll, and 
on his right Adams. On the other side 
sat Evans. The room was brilliantly 
lighted.

Evans bad a stack of new slates and 
told each to pick out two. They did so, 
examined them carefully and cleaned 
them. '

“We won’t take any chances," said 
Sullivan as he rubbed the slates. “The 
gazaboo can’t fool us.”

Then the three put rubber bands 
about the slates and held them between 
their knees. Evnns told Sullivan to put 
his slate tint down on the table and hold 
it there with his fingers so he would 
know it was not touched by the me
dium. Carroll and Adams put their 
fingers also on the frame.

"In a minute,” said Adams yesterday 
to a World reporter, “my finger began to 
hop up and down on the slate as If I 
were a telegraph operator sending a 
message. I tried hard to hold it still, 
but couldn't. Carroll's finger was also" 
moving up and down but not as much as 
mine. John's.didn't move at all. He 
pressed down so hard on his finger4hat 
I thought he'd break the table. But he 
said that all the time he had his finger 
on the slate it felt as if some one were 
sticking a needle into the end of it.”

When the slate was lifted off the table 
and the other side examined Sullivan 
nearly rolled off his chair.

“It's from my brother Mike,” he bel
lowed, “and Mike's been dead four 
years. Who wrote that?” he yelled to 
Evans,

The medium started to explain the 
Spiritualistic theory of slate-writing.

“Shake a day-day to that!” said Sul-

Freeville, N. Y.
Freeville camp lias had its two weeks 

of eamp-meeting, and it has been a suc
cess in every respect. The principal 
speakers were J. C. F. Grumblne, of 
Syracuse, N. Y.; J. W. Dennis, of Buf
falo, N. Y.; Dr. J. M. Peebles, of Battle 
Creek, Mich., T, Grimshaw, of St. 
Louis, Mo.; Mrs. Mary Von.Kanzler, of 
Fulton, N. Y.; Mrs. Lizzie Brewer, of 
Belmont, N, Y., and others of n local 
reputation; Mr. George Green, of Dry
den, N. Y,, musical director; B. L. Rob
inson, president, who can be addressed 
at McLean, Tompkins county, N. Y.

Mrs. Mary Von Kanzler proved to be 
the test medium of this cainp, and her 
platform tests each day were fir above 
the average. Any camp or society will 
make no mistake in engaging her for a 
test medium, or a lecturer, ancLa plat
form worked, as she can take part in 
the musical portion of any entertain
ment. We could not have gotten along 
very well without her.

Mrs. Lizzie Brewer is also a good and 
quite an entertaining lady at camp, and 
is an extremely hard worker.

The greatest feature about the Free
ville camp grounds Is a splendid flowing 
well of very cold water that is of a me
dicinal nature and as clear as crystal. 
I for one can testify of Its medicinal 
qualities, Tor it completely cured me of 
a catarrhal inflammation of.the inner 
or mucus surfaces, and very many oth
ers can testify to the fact' that this 
water is a benefit to any one that Is 
troubled with any inflammatory condb 
tlon of the human system. A sanita
rium built at this place would be a ben
eficial thing for humanity. One feature 
of thls’water is that it ean be drank in 
large quantities without any inconvem 
lence to the partaker thereof, even if be 
drinks two or three glasses of it at a 
time. Tlje Inflammatory symptoms of 
rheumatism give way . in cases where 
the water is freely partaken of. And a 
line addressed to Dr.. B. L. ¡Robinson, 
McLean, N. Y., will bring you a ten-gal
lon keg of it. if you will pay for the keg 
and the freight, which will be only a 
few cents by any railroad. .

Buffalo, N. Y. J. W. DENNIS.

Maple Dell Qamp, Ohio- - I' 
The speaker for Bunday, August 12, 

was Dr, J. M. Peebles. He is well- - 
known as.a man of elgtity years of age, 
tall, straight, and as strong and active 
as a man of forty. H*« first lecture was 
on Saturday, and he prefaced It with > 
the following incident: !

When Spiritualism began to attract . 
attention he went to a Dr. Dunn who । 
was a medium, through whom came a 
message from a spirit who gave ids 
name as Aaron Knight, and said he 
lived in Yorkshire, Eng., about three 
hundred years ago. He said lie hud a 
brother, Rev. James Knight, who was 
ordained a uuluister in the Church ot 
England, and he spoke of other items 
ot interest.

In the year I860, Dr. Peebles was ap
pointed United States Consul to Asiatic 
Turney and on ms way to ms appoint
ment he stopped In Englund to find out 
if possible whether there was any truth 
In the message. He obtained the aid of 
the city clerk, who began a thorough 
search of the records, and to the utter 
astonishment of Dr. Peebles, he found 
the name of Rev. James Knight, the 
date of ids ordination as minister, and 
the old church in which he preached, and 
many other objects and events exactly 
as had been given through Dr. Dunn.

On Sunday there was a large gather
ing In the auditorium in spite of the 
rain.

He illustrated how Spiritualism had 
helped him as a spiritual teacher by re
lating an incident which took place at a 
funeral when he was a Christian minis
ter, A heart-broken . mother, leaning 
over the casket and gazing upon the 
lifeless form of her only son, said to 
him, “What you have said about faith 
in God is well enough ordinarily, but 
what I want now is some knowledge-, 
about my boy, I do not want guesses. 
Do you know anything about my^son?” 
“And I stood silent as a post,” said Dr. 
Peebles. “In after years I met her and 
I said to her, “Now I can answer that 
question which you asked me at your 
son’s funeral." y

“I do not need your answer,” was her 
reply, “for my boy has been to me and 
answered it himself.”

Jennie Hagan Jackson is to be the 
speaker for the next two weeks.

A. J. WEAVER.

Grand Ledge, Mich.
The Grand Ledge, Mich., camp is hav

ing good success. The attendance is 
larger than last year. 1G. W. Kates and 
wife commenced a week of service there 
on Saturday, August 11. Tl;e Sunday 
meetings were large, although the 
weather was rainy. Mrs. Kates gave 
a splendid address nt the morning ses
sion upon “Let there be light.” Mr. 
Kates spoke upou “Mistakes" in the af
ternoon, and held his large audience 
well entertained and Instructed. “Mar
garet” controlled Mrs. Kates for tests 
and gave a number of most remarkable 
ones. She captured the camp.

We bad a joyful home-coming of our 
loved president, Mrs. A. E. Sheets, on 
Monday, August 13. She had served 
the Grand Rapids camp for a few days 
and we had missed her. She was met 
at the gate and escorted through a 
double row of campers waving flags 
and singing “Home, Sweet Home,” and 
at the hotel was seated In her favorite 
chair handsomely decorated with flow
ers and ferns. Then four men bore her 
In the chair to her cottage through the 
double ranks of campers, with the lat
ter singing “Happy Greeting.” Mrs. 
Sheets was much affected, but made a 
splendid address of thanks, and then 
three hearty cheers were given to signal 
the campers’ esteem of their genial and
worthy president. Sueh episodes bind 

In love. ’ SCRIBE.US

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE. 
BY LILIAN WHITING,

Three choice volumes, each complete in Iteclf, in 
wh.ch spirituality 1» related to everyday life In such 
a way ai to make the world beautiful. Price 91 each. 
For ufa at thin office.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
A Treatise on

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Berrler, Anthropologist and Author. A 
very suggestive and instructive book. Price, 91.00. 
For sale at this office.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
Aierie»oi Icbboqbou th» relations of the spirit to 

Ite own organism, cud the inter-relation of humau 
boinge with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By tbesplrit of Dr. Benjamin Bush, through the me
diumship of Mis. Cora L. V■ Itlctiiuond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritualist Bbould read, 
Prieell.50. For sale at this office.

PSYCHE
1b the Invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and la deaigued to develop mediumabip. 
Many, by Its use, have received long communica
tions from spirit friends, and express great satisfac
tion. Price, 91, and 20 coots extra for expreasage. 
For ealo at the officeof The PaouuEiSiVETuiNKEB,

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. CarrieE. S.Twlug, medium. 
This ha very Interesting little book, and will be ap
preciated from start to flnlsb by all who wish to gain 
spiritual information. Price 25 eta. For sale at this 
office. '

OUTSIDE THE GATES, 
and other talcs and sketches. By a band of spirit In* 
telllgences, through tho mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Sheihamer. An excellent work. Price, 91.00« For 
sale at thia office. ?

—Viewsof Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting 

work. Price 75 centi. Postage 6 cents. For sale at 
this office.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something you Bbould 
read, Price GO cents. For Bale at this office.

AFTER HER DEATH.
THE STORY OF A 8UMMEB» 

BY LILIAN WHITING,

Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality at 
thought. Instructive and helpful to all who love and 
Beek the higher and duer ways of spiritual experience* 
price, 91.00. For Bale at thio office. -

jyiAfiopzieT,
Dis Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

Tilt» 1» He. 6 of tbo Library of Liberal Clasalc». It 
1» conceded to be historically correct, andeo exact and 
perfect In every detull a» to be practically beyond the 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will be found 
Intensely Interesting. Price, 25c. Sold at tble office.

The New and the Old, 
Or the World’s Progress tn Thought. By Moses HuQ. 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and thlnlwt 
Price 10 cents. .

Father Tom and the Pope,
Or a Night at the Vatican.

Written probably by Sir Samuel Ferguson. From 
Blackwood’s Edinburg Magazine. Thlsls a humorous 
account of a rollcksome visit to the Popo of Rome by 
Father Tom, au IrUh prlcbt, armed with u super* 
abundance of Irish wit, two imperial quart bottles of 
Irish “putteen,” and an Irish recipe for “conwound* 
Ing” the same. “What’s that?” says the Pone. “Put 
In tho sperits first," says his Rlv’rence; ,fand then 
put in the sugar; and remember, every dhropofwa* 
theryou put in afther that, spoils the punch.*' “Glory 
be to God.” says the Pope, not minding a word Fata* 
er Tom was saying. “Glory bo to God I" says he, 
smacking bls lipa. “I never kuewn what dbrlnk was 
afore« ” eays he. “Itbates theLacbymalchrystal out 
ov the face,” says be—“It's Necthar Itself, it Is, so It 
Is!” says he, wiping bls ephtollcal mouth wld the ‘cuff 
of his coat. Paper, 25cts.; cloth. 50 cents. For Balo 
at this office.

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.
Our camp-meeting at Vicksburg, 

Mich., had a most auspicious opening 
on Sunday, August 5. The opening ad
dress was given by the chairman", Os
car A. Edgerly; it was enthusiastically 
received by tlie large audience present. 
The afternoon lecture of the opening 
day was given by Mrs. Marion Carpen
ter. Her lecture was followed by many 
convincing tests. The evening dis
course was given by Mr. A. E. Tisdale, 
the blind medium. Mr. Tlsdale’s'lec- 
ture for eloquence and logic, has never 
been surpassed at Vicksburg.

August 7, 8, 9. 10 our rostrum was oc
cupied by Mrs. Marlon Carpenter. Both 
her lectures and tests gave the very 
best satisfaction.

Saturday, August 11, was designated 
on pur programme as "Soldiers' Day.” 
The address was delivered by Mr. A. E. 
Tisdale, and was Indeed a masterly ef
fort, one well calculated to stir tlie 
blood of patriots. Sunday, August 12, 
our rostrum was occupied in tlie morn
ing by Mr. A. E. Tisdale, and in the 
afternoon by Airs. Carrie E. S. Twing. 
Mrs. Twing gave us a most beautiful 
discourse from the subject, “Be True to 
the Heavenly Vision." Mrs. Twing 
will remain with us until August 18, 
consequently we arc expecting to re
ceive many . more beautiful thoughts 
from her inspired teachings.

Friday, August TO, was observed as 
Children’s Day. Dr. Rosa Conger, of 
Chicago, gave a very nice talk to the

KflR&ZZfl.
ETHICS OFJVIARRIAQE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Rarezzamakea a plea for a betta* birthright for 

children, and aims to lead Individuala to Beek a higher 
development of themselves through pao«t sacred ro* 
letlODB. It 1B pure tn tone and ala«fiDd should bo 
Widely circulated. Price, cloth, IL

ASTRAL WORSHIP,
By J. H. Hill. M. D. A valuable contribution to the 

current diicusiion of religious problems. Th» author 
by Illustrations and aplanlspbero (a representation of 
the celestial sphere upou a plane with adjustable cir
cles), traces most of the myths which Ue at the base 
of Christianity to their origin in sun and star worship. 
The astronomical facts glynn possess great value, the 
Illustrations rare and curious. The book Is bound In 
only one style—heavy boards. Price 91. For sale at 
this office.

children. At the conclusion 
erclses the children enjoyed 
Owing to the Indefatigable 
Miss Jeanette Fraser, there 
many improvements made

of the ex
ice cream, 
efforts of 
have been

on the
grounds this year. Next year we ex-
peel to have a new hotel.

Dis. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger, are 
having splendid success in their classes 
and the management of the camp con
sider that they are doing a good work 
here.

Mrs. R. W. Barton, of Minneapolis, 
Minn., is present at our camp, and has 
done.some excellent work in our con
ferences.

Our chairman, Mr. O. A. Edgórly, 
leaves here Tuesday to go to Chester
field, Ind., to fill a week’s engagement, 
but will return here before the close of
our camp. REPORTER.

N. S. A. CONVENTION.

MOLLIE fflNGHER,
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An Authentic Statement of Facts in 
the Life of Mary J. Fancher,

The Psychological Marvel of f 
the Nineteenth Century.

tJmmpeachable"testimony of many wit» 
nesses.

BY ABRAM H. DAILEY.
With UluBtratlons. Frlce. doth, «1.50. For »ale U 
tills office.

A Conspiracy Against the Republic 
By Charles B. Waite, A.. M.. author of “History of 
the Christian Religion to the Year 200," etc. A con* 
denacd statement of the facta concerning the efforts 
of the church leaders to get control of tho govern
ment. An Important work, price, paper* 25 cents« 
For sale at thia office.

Superstition in all Ages 
Or “Le Bon Sens,” । 

By JEAN MESLIER,
ARoman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
ot thirty years In France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God's pardon for having taught tbo 
Christian religion. He left thia volume as biilast ■ 
Will and testament to bls parishioners and to tbe 
world. Translated from ibo French original by Mias 
Anna Knoop.

Rost Bvo., 839 pages, with portrait Cloth, 91.00; 
postage, 14 cents.

“Tbe work of tbe honest pastor Is the moat curious 
and tbe moat powerful thing of tbe kind that tbe last 
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire had re* I 
serves, but-Jean Mealier had none. He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all, tbe wonder Is not that there | 
should have been one priest who left that testimony at I 
hla death, hot that oil nrleau do noL”-Jam«B Parton

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or an Inquiry as . to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms come from His Batanlo 
Majesty and . bis subordinate! tn the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. ByMoeeiHoll. Price, 15 cents. 
For sale as this office.

ANCIENT INDIA:
It» Language and Religion». By I’rol. H. Oldenberg, 
Paper, 25 cents, for sale at this office.

APOLLONIUS OF TYAN A. ,
Identified as the Christian Jesus.'

A wonderful communication, explaining how big 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate Chris« 
tlanlty. Price 15 cenu. For tale at thia office.

IMMORTALITY,
EVOLUTIONISM. -

A Series of Illustrated Lectures 
Upon the 

EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 
IN THE UNIVERSE.

BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 
Price, cloth, ,1.25. For tile it thi. office.

...OR . ..

FUTUBE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

Row to reach that altitude where spirit li supreme 
and all things are subject to It. By Moses Hull. Price 
In cloth. 40 cents; paper 25 cis. For sale at this office.

Apocryphal New Testament
Belug all tho Gospels. Epktles, and other pieces , 

now cxtaul, attributed In the lirst four eeuturlci to 
jeeus Christ, bls apostles and their companion*, and ' 
not included In tbe New Testament by iu compilers. 
Cloth, 91.50. For sale at Ibis office.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.
-----------#

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
Tlus admirable work contains what a hundred 

BDirlta, good and evil, say of their dwelling-places. 
Give Ui details—details and accurate delineations of 
life in tbe Spirit-world!—is the constant appeal of 
thoughtful minds. Death Is approaching. Whither-, 
oh, whither! Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb? Will they know me? What Ie their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In thia vdb 
ume the spirits, differing as they may, are allowed to 
speak for themselves. No man is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kiud before 
the people. He treats of tbe Mysteries oi Life; 
Doubts and Hopes; Tbe Bridging of the River; Fora* 
gleam» of the Future-, Testimony of _6ffint»i TH. 
Growth and Perfection of tbe Spiritual Body; Is It 
the Soul or Body that Sine?; Clothing In the Spirit* 
world; Our Little Ones In Heaven; Tbe Personal Ex« 
perlences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s Testi* 
mony; Evil Spirits: Testimony of Physicians in Spirit« 
Life; Tbo Homes of Apostle» and Divines; IhO 
Friends and Shakers In Bplrlt-Llfe; Spirit Home» of 
Bruno and Other*; Many Voices from the Spirit* 
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer» 
0U8 to mention. Price, cloth, 91; paper 50 cents. Post 
age 12 cunts. For sale at this office.

A New Edition, Profusely Illustrated.

"I choose that a story should bo founded on prob
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to 
And nothing In It trivial or extravagant; and I do.lro 
abovo all, that under the appearances of fable, Ibero 
may appear some latent truth, obvloua to tbo dlaccrn- 
Ing eye, though't escape tho observation of the 
vulgar."—VOLTainS.

llvan. You're out of my stride. Come 
back on earth and tell mb who wrote 
that. If it was the spirit of my brother 
Mike, all right. We’ll let It go at that.”

This was the message on the slate 
that so startled the big pugilist:

“God bless you, John. I am more 
than glad to meet you here to-night in- 
vestlgatlnglhis grand truth of spirit re
turn. I am glad to be able to come back 
from the so-called dead nnd give you 
this convincing evidence that I still live.

“I am glad to see, John, that the com
ing years will bring you more happiness 
and prosperity than you have enjoyed 
in the past, and as you have learned the 
lessons of life,bitterly you will be Able 
to profit by past experiences and take 
advantage of the opportunities that are 
coming to you. -,

“Cheer up; the dark clouds of your 
life are dispersing and thé sunshine and 
happiness and prosperity will soon shine 
upon you. Your brother,

“MICHAEL SULLIVAN.”
“Mother Catharine sends love.” ..
“Catherine was my mother’s name,” 

said Sullivan. “Did you know,” ad
dressing Evans, “that I had a dead 
brother, Mike,-and,that my mother’s 
name was Catherine?"

Evans declared that he did not. -
ON A. FIVE-CENT SLATE. „

‘.‘There must be some trick in this,” 
said Sullivan. “ ' '
/’The idea of a dead man writing on a_ 

five-cent slate is too much to swallow” 
right off the reel. I’m knocked out 
That’s right.” ; •

Carroll and Adams in turn got a mes
sage from a dead relative. - ' .

“This is what knocks me," said Ad
ams. “I got a message from my cousin, 
Billy O’Brien, who has been dead twen
ty years, and written in his own hand
writing, too. I had forgotten all about 
him for riiany years.’’- _

This Is the message from O’Brien:
“God bless you Adams, old man. 

Glad to see you. Hope you will be as 
happy as your old friend,

“BILLY O’BRIEN.”
Sullivan whispered to his friends. 

He thought the slates might have been 
prepared.- He picked up one and wrote, 
bls name “Sullivan,” in big letters dear 
across it. On the other side Adams 
wrote his name. .

“Now if the writing comes up under
neath what we have written we'll know 
it’s a fake,” said John.

“I’ll tell you what I’ll do,” said Evans.
“you can put tbat-slate on. the floor, and

Briggs Bark, Mich.
Although it rained" almost the entire 

day last Sunday more than 500 persons 
were on the grounds. Mrs. Sheets was 
the speaker at the forenoon and after
noon services. Her lectures were 
grand. We feel rather as if we had a 
claim on her, for she was here a great 
deal of the time when she began her 
public career. Her subject was “What 
Does Spiritualism Stand For?” She 
handled It in a masterly manner. The 
thought brought forth in regard to the 
“confessional” was a beautiful one. 
She spoke of it in the light of being 
such a relief to the sincere penitent who 
conscientiously unburdened her soul 
rind formed new resolutions, and while 
she did not endorse it nor in any way 
encourage it, she was able to see that 
much good in It, which the writer is 
free to confes^that he had never before 
seen. :

At the message service the mediums 
whe took part in it were the means of 
bringing solace and comfort to some 
liehrtB that were wounded and sore.

This week promises: to be one of 
great Interest to all who may attend on 
account of the State Association meet-. 
Ing. This week is under: the manage
ment of the state Ward; <. -The election 
of .officers is of vitat importance to all 
Spiritualists, whethef public workers in 
the field or “privates innthe ranks.”. 
We feel.that our camp has done a great 
deal of good, and that repays for our 
labors. THUS. J. HAYNES, 
. ¡Secretary.

• • ■ ' . - ■~i .1 * wfi'iI '"J*"

■ Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
. The twenty-seventh session of this 
camp-meeting Is now in YijU progress. 
The . fine lectures of J. Clegg Wright, 
Mrs. Carrie Twing, Miss Lizzie Harlow, 
and Prof. Lockwooi are .drawing Intel
ligent audiences. The eburse of lessons 
by J. Clegg Wright and Prof. Lockwood 
have been of great , benefit to their 
classes. " . '.,'r •

The Schubert Quartette Is popular as 
ever. They gave a' splendid concert 
August 9, in the Temple.

The dances are well patronized, Mil
ligan's orchestra furnishing, excellent 
music. ■
' The hotel, under the management of 
Pendergrast and Holmes, is-giving gen
eral satisfaction. .

Lectures, conferences, dramatic and 
musical entertainments give the people 
here plenty of attractions. '

The weather has been pleasant, the 
healthful grove, Jacob's "Well, etc., all 
contribute to make Lake Pleasant a joy 
these summer days. ,,

The meeting closes August 26. Mrs. 
Lease and Mrs. Pepper will be here the 
last week. . <B.

Eighth Annual Convention of 
National Spiritualists 

Association.

The eighth annual convention of the 
National Splrituallsts Association of the 
United States of America and Canada, 
will be held at Cleveland,5 Ohio—Cham
ber of Commerce Hall. Business ses
sions October 16,. 17, 18, 10, 1000, at 10 
a. m. and 2 p. m.

Important business of Interest to ev
ery Spiritualist will be presented for ac
tion before these gatherings.

At 7:30 each evening grand publie 
meetings with addresses, spirit com
munications, music, etc.

A large number of the most gifted lec
turers and mediums will be present and 
participate In these exercises. Among 
them may be mentioned Dr. Peebles, 
Moses Hull, Prof. W. F. Peck, Mrs. 
Helen Palmer Resseguei-Carrie E. S. 
Twing, May S. Pepper, Mrs. Zaida 
Brown Kates and Maggie Gaule. Other 
mediums and speakers of foremost rank 
are also making arrangements to at
tend and participate.in the programme. 

. Mrs. Z. L. Else, the talented musician 
will have charge of music. •

Furthér announcements will be made 
in the Spiritual papers. .

Reduced rates oh railroads from large 
cities. Ask for certificate tickets to Na
tional Spiritualists Convention. These 
tickets must be endorsed by the secre
tary at the convention to entitle you tp 
one-third fare for return trip.

AU. attending the convention who 
travel to Cleveland by rail are specially 
requested to purchase certificate tick
ets, that we may be sure of meeting the 
requirements of the roads. •

The Forest City House, a large and 
handsome hotel of Cleveland, at which 
the best of service and attention will be 
secured for our delegates and visitors, 
at two dollars per day each person, spe
cial rate, will be the headquarters of 
the convention. Reception in the parlor 
of the Forest City House to al! will be 
held on Monday, October 15, at 8 pj m. 

■ Information of convention can be ob- 
obtained of the N. S. A. secretary, at 
600 Penna avenue S. E„ Washington, 
D. C. MARY T. LONGLEY,

Secretary.
HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres.
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In Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within yourself Ilea tho cause of whatever entcri 
Into your life. To com« into the full realization of 
your own awakened interior powers, 1$ to be tiblo to 
condition your life In exact accord with what you 
would have it.—From Title-Page.

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; 11. The Supremo Fact ot 
the Universe; HI. The Supreme Fact of Human Life; 
IV. Fullncs» of Life—Bodily Health aud Vigor: V. 
Tbo Secret, Power and Effect of Love; VI. Wisdom 
and Interior Illumination; VIL The Realization of 
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—The Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now Into 
the Realization of the Highest Riches. For sale at 
thia office, Price, postpaid, 91.25.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS. I

A valuable little work, lull of practical Instructloa I 
Inmattenpertaliilngtophj»lcal,mental andsolrftMi : 
health. Worth many time» It« cost Price 10 cents. |

What All the World’s a-Seeking, ,
RALPH WALDO TRINE. -

Each Is building hit world from within; thought la 
the builder; for thoughts arc forces,—subtle, vital, 
Irresistible, omnlputeut.—and according as used do 
they bring power or impôt eucc, peace or paln.Buccees 
or failure.—From Title-page.

The above Uuoks are beautifully bound in gray-green 
raised cloth, stamped lu deep old-green and gold, with 
gilt top. Price, 91.23. For sale at this office. 0

Zelma the-Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
In story form; aims to give a better understanding of 
magic, black and White. 880 large pages. Cloth, 91.25.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highway., By-way. and Hedge, 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. Tbt. 1. a marvelou.l. 
neat book of .election, from Mr». Hull, be« poem., 
•ermons and essays, and contain, a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moau Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, «J. for ealrotthl.

PROGRESSION,
Or How a Spirit Advances in Spirit-Life. The evolu
tion of man. By Michael Faraday. Price 15c. For 
Bale st this office. •

Bible and Church Degrade Woman
By Elizabeth Cody Stanton. ComprkeB three euays 
on The Effect of Woman Suffrage.on Questions of 
Morals and Religion. Price 10 cents. For sale at this 
office. < '■

“Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.’ 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25/ 
For sale at this office.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas, 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1,50, . For sale 
at-this office. .

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL

Woman, Gliurcli and State.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminls* 

oences of the Matrl* 
archate.

BY- MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE,

AMOUNT OF VALUABLE LN 
formation succinctly and clearly stated In this 

volume of SMpagci is amazing. Tho title, as above 
given, falls to convey an idea of the fulness end com« 
ileteneso with which the subjects are treated. The 

(alriarcbatc. or Motherrule, la the theme of the first 
• chapter, in which much lore, quaint, qtuer aud curl« 
ons, is brought to view 1n elucidation of the subject. 
Thia Is followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette,Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman ana 
Work, The Church of To-day,- Past, Present, Future; 
and there la not a chapter. In the book that Is not 
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and quality of information, la not worth the full prico 
of the volume. It-Is packed with knowledge well* 
arranged, and Intenselylnlcrcitinp from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buylnglt; It Is aval* 
nable addition to the library of any free and truth-lor« 
Ingmlnd.- , . . .

Price, $2.00. Por sale at this 
office.
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CHAPTER II. •

Auricular Confession a Deep PH of Perdition for tb< 
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CHAPTER V.
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- CHAPTER VI. :
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' CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil* 
«■ Ized Nations?

CHAPTER Vni. . .
Does Auricula? Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrllcgl&ui 

Imposture. • •
CHAPTERS.

God compels the Church of Rome to confess th< 
Abominations of Auricular Confession. .

CHAPTER XI. -
Auricular Confession In Australia; America, and 

France. .
• CHAPTER XIT.

A Chapteb for the Consideration of Legislators, Has« 
. bands and Fathers—Some of the matters oh which 

- the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent- -
. Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.
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Take Your Choice.
Behold thy gods, 0 Israel, which 

brought thee qp out of the land of 
Egypt.—King Rehoboam—I Kings 12:28.

These gods which the king of Israel 
thus; glorified and set up for worship, 
were two calves made of gold, repre- 
sentatlves of the Egyptian bull Apis.

Aaron, the high priest, while Moses 
was in the mount, and God was playing 
sculptor in writing the commandments 
on plates of stone, to pass down 
through a rift in the eloud to his deputy, 
made a golden calf of the ear-rings of 
the people, and employed precisely the 
same language as did Rehoboam sev
eral centuries later. See Exodus 32:4— 
“These be thy gods, 0 Israel, which 
brought thee up out of the land of 
Egypt.” ■

True, Moses was mad about that calf, 
and “brake the tablets” of stone in his 
wrath because of that calf business; 

। but unless the high priest and the king 
both lied, and/he Psalmist, 106:10, and 

i Acts 7:41, misrepresent, the pets of God 
' absolutely sacrificed to a calf and 

worshiped it. Though an Idolatrous 
act, was not the worship of that hand
made and extemporized golden god 
more creditable to the wandering tribes 
of Israel than was their worship of the 
“Lord God.” whfcver that functionary 
may have been, who instructed them to 
“Smite with the edge of the sword, and 
utterly destroy all the cities of the 
plain and leave nothing alive that 
breathed?”

Reader, take your choice between 
these gods. The golden calf, if con
verted into coin of the realm would 
have some redeeming qualities, and 
may be preferred by some to the God 
of slaughter, for neither of whom has 
The Progressive Thinker any regard.

< .. -
“War is hell." Miff the l*me*ted In

gersoll, but of all the ware which baye 
cursed the world, those waged by Chris
tians iu promulgation of their faith, or 
to punish those who opposed its exten- 
slon, have been the most unrelenting 
and cruel. Sometime ago we referred 
to the barbarism of the Crusaders, but 
withheld an account of the worst cru
elties, to avoid shocking the sensibil
ities of our readers.' Neither age, sex 
nor condition were spared, but aU op
position was crushed by indiscriminate 
slaughter. If a God of justice ever in
terfered in the affairs of men, then was 
a fit occasion to interpose his mercy; 
but the slaughter went on until the 
streets of Antioch and of Jerusalem 
were blocked by dead bodies and flowed 
with gore.

Mrs. E. B. Drew,'wife of the British 
Commissioner of Customs at Tien Tsin, 
lately arrived at Sau Francisco, from 
tlie Orient, on the transport Logan. 
She reports:

“During the bombardment we lived 
most of the time in the collar of our 
house. . Our house was partially 
wrecked by big shells. Sleep was out of 
tlie question most of the time, and so, 
unstrung were we that little food sat
isfied us. There was ever present the 
haunting fear of "the Chinese triumph
ing and slaughtering every foreigner 
and convert'.

“Some, probably all, of the women 
were prepared to act in case the Chi
nese effected an entrance. But, aside 
frq^j the unpleasant recollection, it ap
pears tlie allied officers were prepared . 
to act, I did not know it at the time, 
but I understood that 10 or 20 men had 
been detailed to kill all the foreign wo
men in case the. Chinese were victors.”

Mrs. Drew, with much indignation, 
then spoke of atrocities committed by 
Russian troops, saying: '

“They pillaged, looted, tortured, and 
murdered right and left, There were 
many infants and children killed by 
bayonet ^thrusts. .And many were 
tossed from bayonet points only to be 
caught and again tossed time and again. 
There 1b ample evidence of these un- 
unspeakabie occurrences.

“And about Chinese women. They 
were mistreated and murdered in house 
after house. It seemed as if nothing 
could stay the mad frenzy of these 
Russians.

“Out from Tien Tsin, along the Pel- 
Ho and Yellow rivers, are numerous 
little villages. The Russians swept ■ 
through the villages, destroying life 
and property. In these places t hey also 
tossed infants and other children' in the 
air from bayonets. And everytime this 
child-tossing tragedy was indulged in 
the dead body of a mother, father, or 
both would be hard by. The Russians 
also drove women and children into the 
Pci-IIo’ and Yellow rivers, where they 
were drowned.

“After shooting and murdering to 
their hearts' content the Russians 
would pillage, loot, and burn every । 
house that caught their eyes. There

A Dictatorial Priesthood.
Years ago the absorbing question 

with the press was, “Does the dog wag 
the tail, or is it the tail that wags the 
dog?” From the earnestness shown in 
the discussions it would be supposed 
the fate of empires was contingent on 

■ the issue.
। A more vital question to-day: "Is the 
, government run by the clergy, and in 
; their Interest; or by the people to ad- 

vauce human happiness,?"
From the meddlesome interference of 

the priest in everything pertaining to 
the well-bplng of the race, the super

... ficlal observer would suppose be alone 
controlled all legislation, and that It 
was carried on solely at his dictation.

: Now is it not merely possible he is 
overdoing the dictation business? It 
will be remembered the clergy at
tempted to suppress the use of the 
bicycle by ladies. They assumed It was 
immoral, and destructive to the souls 
of those who rode on them. Instead of 
lessening them they were multiplied by 
millions. The last dodge of the priest 
is a proposition to prohibit long and 
fast riding. It is killing the dear crca- 
tures, and adverse legislation must be 

” employed to prevent “scorching!" Can 
. any one tell why a preacher never asks 

for the Sunday laws to be enforced 
upon those dear sisters who get up 
choice dinners for the pulpiteer on Sun
day? Fancy cooking on Sunday is very 
exhaust.ng. and for the sake of the 
dear sisters' immortal souls the practice 
should be abandoned.

was no attempt at concealing all of the 
remarkably barbarous conduct.

“1 do not pretend to say how,many 
women and children were butchered by 
the Russians. I never heard the num
ber estimated, save that a great many 
had been bayoneted and some shot.

“In view of what they had been guilty 
of in and around Tien Tsin, none of us 
was surprised to hear of a murderous 
act by the Russians at Taku. It is 
generally accepted as true that the Chi
nese commander of the Taku forts was 
murdered by the Russians when be was 
in the act of surrendering bls sword.”

Reports from numerous other refu
gees from Tien Tsin all concur In their 
statements. Prof. 0. D. Clifford of the 
Imperial University of Tien Tsin. who 
was one of the last to leave the be
sieged city, says: ■

“Looting by the allied forces began as 
soon as they got the upperhand. The 
Russians led in tills and went to ex
tremes. They are naturally cruel, and, 
expecting no mercy, they showed none, 
I was an eye witness to eight cold
blooded murders by them. The victims 
were old and infirm Chinese. The Rus
sians stole everything in sight, looting 
the houses in the settlement, as the 
Chinese would have done.”

Crimes arc incidental to war, and 
are incidental to war everywhere, and 
should be reported to excite hatred of 
wholesale bloodshed as practiced on op
posing bellgerent nations; but the Rus
sians In China, pressed on by priests, 
have excelled In acts of horror, for 
which they deserve universal execra
tion. '

Ou Mt th* caidiul nUKtoû teach
ings of Confucius, and whleh is still 
held in reverence by every Chinaman, 
is adoration of ancestral spirits, who 
they believe watch over human affairs, 
and direct In all the concerns of, life. 
Because of this belief In the spiritual 
existence of those they call dead, and 
of their ultimate réanimation, whose re
mains are preserved with sacred care. 
Christians have designated them as 
“Ancestor Worshipers.” Probably no 
people of the present age bestow 
greater care on the deserted earthly 
body than do Chinamen.

In every home in China, whether rich 
or poor, it Is said the joss sticks and jar 
of food is placed before the Image of 
the ancestor, where they are left until 
the unseen loved one has feasted on the 
spirit of the food, then the remainder is 
removed,'to be consumed by the family,

As a means of humiliation and pun
ishment for the late outrage bn Chris
tians and aggressions on the foreign 
legations it has been proposed the allied 
armies, now marching to the relief of 
their national representatives, destroy 
the ancestral graves and temples 
■wherever located, and particularly 
those of the royal family.

If the object is to intensify the hate 
of those people against Western civil
ization, and make them still more 
bitter against the Christians, then the 
carrying into effect of this novel p'rop- 
osltion wlU certainly accomplish its 
purpose.

Among every people the remains of 
the worthy dead have been held sa
cred. Imagine an army sweeping over 
this country, entering the -cemeteries, 
demolishing statuary, monuments, and 
tombs, and desecrating the dead! It is 
too sacrilegious to think of. Savages 
would not descend to such shameful 
acts. And yet the Christian clergy are 
said to favor such ghoulish procedure 
to revenge the Chinese for their cruelty.

If It is necessary to make a striking 
example of the Chinese, to prevent a 
repetition of their outrages, destroy the 
entire royal family, behead a million or 
so of mandarins, if so many can be 
found, demolish all the castles and 
fortresses, waste the resources of the 
country so that famine and pestilence 
shaU foUow, but don't make war on the 
dead!

True, the Christian powers have a 
distinguished precedent, in the case of 
Origen, one of the early Fathers of the 
church, for violating graves. According 
to received history he was born at 
Alexandria In A. D. 185, and was the 
most learned and influenUal of all the 
churchmen of the period. Because of 
Ills teaching of the final restoration of 
the wicked to divine favor, aud the 
plurality of worlds, he incurred the 
hatred of the monks, who made open 
war upon him, caused him to be ar
rested and tortured, hoping thereby to 
make him subscribe to their errors, 
which subsequently became funda
mental In the Christian system. His 
father was persecuted to martyrdom, 
and the family were deprived of all 
means for support. Synods denounced 
Origen, and after his death he was for
mally excommunicated. Some years 
later his bones were exhumed and dis
honored, but the name is still the 
brightest in the galaxy of the church.

Pray, Brothers, Pray.
The American missionaries have 

sued tlie following call:
Is-

wns

Condolence.
“God bless ’em, let ’em go, 
I plays de banjo still,”
the refrain of Sambo as he sang

aud recalled the loss of friends and the 
desolation which followed. He was a 
philosopher, and had learned no tears 
can restore the past, or give back de
parted friends. Churchmen may with 
propriety take a lesson from the poor 
African, and be content with their lot, 
however severe the affliction. But with 
their most Intellectual leaders retiring 
and teaching Liberalism, members 
withdrawing, pulpits vacated, church 
structures decaying, and public journals 
suspending, they cannot even gain con
solation from the soft strains of music 
which under other circumstances would 
bo soul-Insplrlng. Well, “what can’t be 
cured must be endured.”

“To the Christian people of the 
United States: The missionaries in 
China ask a special prayer from every 
pulpit for the guidance of the govern
ment and the speedy succor of Ameri
cans and native converts In extreme 
peril.”

Governments may be guided by 
prayer, but God never, unless be Is as 
vacillating in his actions as the Bible 
and Churchmen represent him.

If the missionaries in China will 
quietly withdraw from that country, 
and cease their meddlesome attempt to 
fasten their creed on an unwilling peo
ple, all will sympathize with that move
ment. But as we write, the churches 
are still plotting to send a new army of 
missionaries there; and the Methodists 
have absolutely sent forward a Bishop 
to take general charge of the work so 
soon as the loud-mouthed cannon en
gaged in destroying Chinese cities shall 
cease Its roar. With this fact, and the 
experience of the wise old fox, in the 
fable of the fox and files, “If you drive 
away these files a more hungry swarm 
will come to take their place.” So the 
dictatorial “I am more holy than thou” 
missionary, augmented in numbers and 
strengthened by national combinations 
and arms, will put on new airs, and 
become so intolerant and overbearing 
they will soon Incite . new disorders. 
That being the case it may be as well 
to let those now experiencing Chinese 
hate have their fill, for- we are told: 
“Fools only learn by experience.”

Treaties with China.
As showing how privileges were 

gained from China In the Interest of 
missionaries, it is related that In draw
ing up the supplementary treaty be
tween France and China in i860, a 
French missionary, who was employed
as an interpreter, slipped into the 
the following clause:

text

Gl)LTiy/FÏX GftlLDFlEN’S SPIRITUALITY

Correct Their Bad HaDIts While Theo Arc Asleep,
An A(jjcle*That Should Receive the Careful Attention of Every Thoughtful Mind

If your little child has a bad habit, says the New York 
Herald, don’t scold it—don’t even reprove it. If you do 
you are liable to, make matters worse. Besides, it is a 
crime to scold children for doing things which to them 
there is no logical reason for not doing. Let the naughty 
darling be happy the livelong day. Take a mental note 
of the habits and conduct which you think should be cor
rected. and then when night comes, and the little prayer 
has been lisped, and the tired baby lost in Dreamland, talk 
to it and reason with it to your heart’s content.

This is the gentle discipline which scientists have 
planned for the training of the twentieth century baby, 
aud by this method little Katherine Kerr, of Chicago, HL, 
has been trained since babyhood, and is . still being 
trained. Never in all her life, which now extends over a 
period of six years, has tills little girl been scolded or even 
reproved for ,a_childish offense, but she has nevertheless 
received a training as rigid in its requirements, as broad 
in scope, and as beneficial in its results as the most severe 
pud exacting mother could desire.

The fortunate little girl is the daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles H-. Kerr, of Glen Ellyn, and the grand
daughter of Dr. Kerr, professor of Greek in the Univer
sity of Wisconsin. Mrs. Kerr, or May Walden Kerr, to 
use the name by which she is best known, is one of the 
most advanced women in the West, and much of her time 
and thought in the last few years have been devoted to 
the study of child culture, her . own little girl being, the 
subject of her experiments.

The methods followed by Mrs. Kerr are extremely 
simple, and are capable of being repeated by any mother, 
with the result that nail biting, thumb sucking, round 
shoulders, pigeon toes, bowlegs, etc., may be quickly and 
completely-overcome. Mrs. Walden Kerr has written the 
following:

While my little girl Katherine was still a tiny baby my 
attention was called to tlie fact that children could be 
cured of bad habits by talking to them while they were 
asleep, and I resolved at that time to test the accuracy of 
.the statement as soon as she displayed the slightest ten
dency toward the formation of any of the unpleasant and 
very often injurious habits to which all children are more 
or less prone.

Of course, needless to say, I did not have to wait long, 
as any mother will readily understand. Despite the most 
careful watching, before the little mite of humanity was 
six months old she had formed a most irresistible desire to 
suck her thumbs.' It was then that I began my experi
ments in training by suggestion, but with absolutely no 
success. I liien came to the conclusion that the sugges
tion theory liras entirely theory, and not capable of actual 
practice, and I contented myself by talking to her while 
she was awtfke aud keeping little gloves on her thumbs, 
which I had made Put of old kid ones. At night she had 
mittens which were made a part of the nightgown 
sleeves. '

But all these safeguards were futile, and the thumb
sucking habit grew so bad that I feared the delicate ex-

month I had the satisfaction of seeing her completely 
cured. I think this could have been accomplished sooner 
had I given her the suggestions regularly, which unfor
tunately, I was unable to do. . •

If you can interest your child in the methods you pur
sue, so much the better. Then you will have its co-oper
ation, and results will come much more rapidly. Do not 
think because your little one is only three years old that 
it will not understand much of the proceedings. That 
my little girl was interested and understood the methods 
was proved by the following incident:'

A young lady friend who was ill was staying at our 
home, and every evening Katherine undertook to alleviate, 
her suffering and put her to sleep by the following rigma
role, repeated while stroking her forehead with her little 
hands: “You haven’t any nose, and you haven’t any eyes, 
and you haven’t any stomach; and you will be sound 
asleep when I count ten. One, two, three, four, five, six, 
seven, eight, nine, ten!”

The next bad habit which I conquered by the same 
method was that of talking in a high key. Like many 
other children of a highly nervous temperament, when
ever she was excited she would raise her voice to an in-

Thought« Av gpiritM&c* to Pondtat
We think no Spiritualist will ad«J4

New Field for Scholarship.
The learned F. F. Arbuthnot, in a re

, cent work published In London, en
titled “The Mysteries of Chronology,” 
says:

“It will be news to many that the in
troduction of Arabic numerals into 
Europe must be placed at so late a date 
as the 14th century.”

He tells us further:
“The dates of the births, accessions, 

and deaths of the English sovereigns, 
are also in many cases uncertain, the 
official records having been very loose
ly kept until the reign of Henry VIII. 
Considerable doubt as to facts and 
dates likewise attaches to the work of 
tlie earlier chroniclers who attempted 
to write the early history of this coun
try.?

That period known as the “Dark 
Ages,” covering a thousand years, and 
ending when priestcraft began.tó wane, 
and learning began to revive, about the 
beginning of the 16th century, is one in 
which little trust can be placed on any 
date. The few records extant come to 
us from the hands of priests, guilty of 
falsification on whatever subject they 
wrote. They labored to enlarge the 
dates, and make everything appear 
more ancient than they really were. 
Perhaps it is not true that the thousand 
years commencing with the 5th century, 
and finding with the 15th, do not em
brace more than 500 years, but we aré 
fully satisfied the period has been 
largely exaggerated to give an an
tiquity to Christianity to wihehit is not 
entitled.

A Worthy Example.
Wm. Case, who died at Lafayette, 

Ind., on the 23rd of July, aged 82 years, 
said of himself in a paper recounting a 
sketch of his life work:

“If I have any religion, it is a firm 
belief in Spiritualism. When I die my 
body is to be cremated, and my ashes 
thrown broadcast on Mother Earth. It 
is all the return I can make for the sus
tenance I have received from her. 
There is to be no priestly attendance on 
me while sick, and no funeral ceremony 
over my dead body."

Mr. Case’s wishes were executed to 
the letter, and a good man, born at 
Little Falls, N. Y., is at rest, while his 
worthy example wlU remain to encour
age others in good works.

Painfully Correct.
"Are you in pain?” inquired a sympa

thetic old gentleman of a boy writhing 
in a^Ony. “No, the pala is in me," was 
the prompt reply.

: Wonder if our Christian brothers, 
whose misery Is so Intense because of 
the decline of faith, are not in a similar 
predicament with the tortured juvenile?

“It is, in addition, permitted the 
French missionaries to rent and pur
chase land in all the provinces and to 
erect buildings thereon at pleasure.”

When the Chinese discovered this 
trick practiced on them it was too late 
to repair the mischief; and later, under 
pressure, acknowledged the right of 
all missionaries to reside inland. In the 
amended treaty of 1858, between the 
United States and China, occurs— .

“Art. XXIX.—The principles of the 
Christian religion as professed by 
the Protestant and Roman Catholic 
churches are recognized as teaching 
men to do good and to do to others as 
they would have others do to them. 
Hereafter those who quietly profess 
and teach these doctrines shall not be 
harassed or persecuted on account of 
their faith. Any person, whether citi
zen of the United States or Chinese con
vert, who according to these tenets 
peaceably teaches and practices the 
principles of Christianity, shall in no 
case be interfered with or molested.”

Ten years later another treaty «as
sured the citizens of-the United States 
in China and to Chinese in the United 
States entire liberty of conscience and 
exemption from disability or persecu
tion on account of their religious faith 
or worship in either country.

A FightinR Preacher..
Rev. Pettlnger, a new arrival 

Bowden, North Dakota, undertook
In 
to

J

Played Out. ;
The Occident, a Presbyterian organ 

at San Francisco for the last twenty- 
five years, has ceased to exist. It 
failed to be profitable to Its owners, and 
now is a thing of the past. Others of 
the same ilk can be spared without any 
loss to the world.

teach the .mayor how to run the town. 
They did not agree In methods, so a 
rough-and-tumble fight followed, the 
parson coming off victor. Now each 
participant wants the other to leave 
town. The fighting preacher drew his 
inspiration from the words of the 
Master: “I came not to send peace, but 
a sword." ' . ' "

pression of the mobth would be completely destroyed and 
the contour of the .lips made irregular and unsightly. I 
was then to|d tha|;my experiments had been useless be
cause my child wap at that time too young to have de
veloped a mpral sepse. I was advised to renew attempts 
when she rqaehed .tlie age of three years, at wlrich time 
the mind is supposed to experience its first perceptions of 
right and wrong.

So on the third anniversary of little Katherine’s birth 
I said to her: “Now, to-night after you are asleep mamma 
is going fo come to you and tell you that you are not going 
to suck your thumbs any more. You don’t want to suck 
your thumbs. You want them to be little helpers and do 
many things for you when you grow up. You will want 
to teach them to sew and to-cook and to play the piano, 
and they cannot grow and be little helpers if you suck 
them all the time. You will remember and answer 
mamma, won’t you?”

She would promise, and when she was sound asleep I 
would go to her and say: “Mamma has come to talk to you 
about sucking your thumbs. You will hear what I say 
and answer me, but you will not wake up.”
, Then I would take her hands and, rubbing the thumbs 
gently, repeat over and over, in a low, firm tone: “You are 
not going to such your thumbs any more. You never 
will suck your thumbs again, will you? You will not put 
your thumbs into your Utile mouth again. You will re
member what I say to you. Now you are all right. You 
are sound asleep. You will wake up in the morning well 
and happy, and you will Hot suck your thumbs.”

I kept this up night after night. Sometimes she would 
answer me, but oftener she would not, though she would 
turn over and murmur inarticulately. The habit was not 
broken at pnee, but gradually, and at the end of one

credibly high, ..shrill pitch, and talk very fast.. I would 
correct her by repeating slowly, in a low tone, the words 
she. had used. Then she would repeat them properly. 
At night I gave her suggestions in the same way I had 
given them for the thumb-sucking. Before this habit was 
cured she contracted another and equally bad one. This 
was the practice of turning her toes in. So for some time 
I had to give her double suggestions each night.

Along with my suggestion for the inturning toes, I gave 
her feet and legs a gentle rubbing and pressed the toes 
outward, while in her waking hours I had her run bare
footed as much as possible. It was a comparatively short 
time before this peculiarity had entirely disappeared.

Biting the nails and allowing the shoulders to fall for
ward are two bad habits which my litt le girl did not form, 
but had she done so I am positive I could have easily over
come them in the samejnanner. As biting the nails is en
tirely a nervous affection, and can be checked by a little 
exertion of the will power, there is no excuse for any 
mother’s allowing her child to mar the beauty and useful
ness of its little hands, and nail-biting, if checked early 
in life, is not likely to recur.

The value of suggestion as a factor in child culture is 
really unlimited. A few months ago I discovered a tiny 
decayed tooth in one of the little girl’s teeth, and I told 
her that we would go to Dr. II.----- , whom she knew well,
and he would put something in to stop the hole up. She 
never had visited a dentist, and never had any one talk 
about painful operations,‘and I did not want her to con
nect the idea of pain with dentistry, so I told her it would 
not hurt her. She talked about it very gleefully to vis
itors who came in and looking forward to going to see

When we arrived at the dentist’s office she saw' a lady 
come out of the operating room and lie down on a couch. 
She was curious to know what the matter was with her. 
I explained that she was not feeling well, but did not tell 
her the cause. Katherine’s turn came next, and with no 
thought of anything except eagerness for the new ex
perience she went through the operation without a quiver. 
When it was over I said, “It didn’t hurt you, did it?” 
She said, “No,” and at once attacked the luncheon I had 
provided for her.

People ask me “What is suggestion? How do you do 
it? Don’t you think it injurious to disturb a child in 
its sleep?” ’ .

To the first question I answer: Suggestion is an im
pression which you make upon the mind of another 
through the medium of one of the senses. Our whole 
system of education is carried on by suggestion. When 
used intelligently suggestion becomes an invaluable aid to 
the parent, teacher and physician. When I say, “You 
will be a good little girl, because you love mamma and 
want to please her,” I give a positive suggestion which 
will nine times out of ten be accepted and do good. x If I 
say, “You naughty boy, you bother the life out of me!” I 
give a negative suggestion, which will be accepted as 
readily, and which does more toward making a bad man 
than any parent realizes.

The second question is sufficiently answered in the ex
ample given, and to the third question I reply that it does 
no more harm to disturb a child’s sleep in order to give 
suggestions to him than it does to take him up in the 
ilight before he has learned to control the sphincter 
muscles. In each case you are trying to get rid of a bad 
habit by forming a good one.

Much remains to be said upon this important method 
of child training which cannot come within the scope of 

.a newspaper article. •

The Bible Teachings and Crime.
The promoters of God-ln-the-Consti- 

tutlon would have the Bible the su
preme authority In law, beyond which 
there should be no appeal. The Pro
gressive Thinker has from first to last 

t been opposed to every such movement, 
and emphatically expressed its opin
ion. To show .what the Bible teaches 
and the actions which logically flow 
from Its lessons, the following historical 
resume Is here presented in evidence. 
It was published In a leading journal 
without comment. We call attention to 
the fact that however wild and fanat- 
leal the crimes committed they were 
suggested by. and. were committed in 
supposed obedience th the commands of 
that book: . -

“The results'of an analysis of a series 
of legal action^ Involving prosecution 
for crime siipptìsedlyjeommltted under 
the spell of i.' natical' religious beliefs 
serve to illustrile this, point Thus the 
Convulsionistsia sect existing in Paris 
about 1760, werè won’t to crucify mem
bers of their order, iff emulation of the 
crucifixion of ffysus, in thé belief that 
the souls of thè surviving menlbers 
would be savêd by the sacrifice of 
their fellows. -.In 1817, the “Pascheli- 
ans,” an Austrian sent murdered a 
man, his wife and their daughter, under 
the delusion that thettrio, who refused 
to go with the ifanatlas; were possessed 
of the devil. On .the following day they 
crucified one pfi thelrtown number, a 
girl of 18 years, who bad offered herself 
for the death, in-imitation of the death 
of Jesus, in order to save the souls of, 
her fellow-believers. In 1823 the leader 
of a Pietlstlc circle in,Switzerland, after 
having dispatched her sister, who gave 
her life as a means of saving the souls 
of her relatives, was crucified by her 
followers at her own command, in order 
that she might die, rise Again after 
there days, and restore to life the sister 
whom she had slain. In 1865 two 
mothers, adherents of the “Holy Men,” 
slew their sick children, believing them 
to be victims of demoniacal possession. 
In 1875 a Hungarian Miller, belonging 
to the_“Nazarenes,” killed his son as an 
offering for his own sins, after the 
fashion of Abraham. In'1870, in Ir- 
kutsch, Russia, one of the “Schismat-

ics" convinced himself by prayer and 
fasting and much Scripture reading 
that to save his soul he must be cru
cified. Accordingly he attempted self
crucifixion, and succeeded so far as the 
circumstances of the case would per
mit. In 1830, in the government of Pa- 
rem, Russia, a peasant killed his child 
as an offering for sin, and' burled the 
body In an ant1 hill.

“Likewise, in the government of 
Vladimir, another peasant killed both of 
his children In due Abrahamlc form, 
and while the babies bled under the 
father’s knife the devout mother cele
brated the service by reading aloud se
lected portions of the twenty-second 
chapter of Genesis. In 1854, in the 
government of Tamboff, Russia, a peas
ant, convinced that to save his soul a 
man must have a sin. to repent of, killed 
a neighbor with an ax In order to sat
isfy this highly Imperative condition.

“It Is a part of the creed of the “Wan
derers,” a Russian sect, that Antichrist 
rules in' hlghplaces there, and that, ac
cordingly, good men must have naught 
to do with' governmental affairs of any 
sort, continues this writer in the Amer
ican Journal of Sociology. In conform
ity with this belief a man murdered, in 
various ingenious ways, 25 men, wo
men and children, including his own 
wife and babies, In order to free them 
from the danger of losing their souls by 
suffering the contaminating contact of 
the government census taker. This oc
curred in 1897. The “Deniers,” another 

• quite interesting Russian sect, bfilleve 
that evil taints all earthly good, and 
that the only escape is death. In 1825 
sixty of these men, strong in the faith, 
after having murdered their wives and 
children, permitted themselves to be 
put to death, one by one, by their lead
er. The “Scourgers,” who also form a 
widespread and Influential sect in Rus
sia, in obedience to the behesis of their 
“saviors,” are in the habit of indulging 
in human sacrifice, cannibalistic'feasts, 
erotic dances and other lewd proced
ures, as an extremely efficacious meth
od of keeping the hand of evil from off 
their immortal souls.”

Christian Savagery.
Louisville, Ky„ Aug. 15.-“I thank 

God that Allen and Lambeth, over 
there, and the Methodists In this coun
try are responsible for the present 
trouble lit China. With bowed head I 
thank God that In some small way I am 
to blame for the unrest In China to-day. 
I thank'God that each and every one of 
you and all the Methodists In the coun
try are to blame. It is the Itinerary of 
Methodism."

So spoke Bishop H. C. Morrison at tlie 
laying of the corner-stone of the Fourth 
Avenue Methodist church, corner of 
Fourth avenue and St Catherine street, 
to-day. He continued, saying it was 
that pushing spirit that outstretching 
for the beyond that had sent the Meth
odist missionaries into the far East.

Bishop Morrison blessed God that thé 
present unrest, as he termed It, had 
come about. It was just a foreshadow
ing of the time soon approaching when 
China would be cut from end to end by 
the armies of the cross, carrying the 
gospel to the heathen.

The bishop displays the genuine spirit 
of savagery that characterized the Jew
ish Jehovah of the Old Testament when 
he commanded "his chosen people” to 
slay and exterminate with ruthless bar
barity the “heathen” tribes. It is the 
spirit that inspired the “Inquisition,” 
the Crusades and numberless “religious 
wars'”that blacken the pages of history.

These religious zealots should be dis-, 
tinctly given to understand that our 
government'is iurno^sense responsible 
for their missionary'enterprises and is 
under no obligation to protect and de
fend them therein; that if they choose 
to go forth as missionaries among a 
people that does not want them, they do 
so at their own personal risk entirely. 
The people of this country are under no 
obligation to spend money and the 
blood and lives, of our soldiers, to assist 
in Christianizing the Chinese or any 
other people. '

“Words that Burn.” A Romance.“’Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds." “Words that Burn.” A Romance. 
By Carrie E. S. Twlng. Richly ilnbucd By Lida Briggs Browne. Spiritually 
with the philosophy of Spiritualism.' uplifting and instructive. Price $1.50. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.......... For sale at this office.

thing that makes them superior ta ' 
Spiritualism. Comparing the church 
teachings with Spiritualism as best wS 
may, we find that Spiritualism pos» 
sesses definite excellences that dlstffi- ' 
guish and stamp it above the churches— 
we meau more particularly the self* 
styled orthodox churches—as entitled to 
credit for vital principles that accord 
in the highest degree with pure common 
sense, pure morality, pure reason, the 
higher and nobler instincts of enlight- 
eued, moralized and spiritualized hu
manity, and the humane impulses, emo
tions and feelings of humane human 
nature.

These distinguishing features give 
Spiritualism a-high and strong vantage 
ground over orthodoxy. Spiritualists 
are not called upon to advocate and de
fend principles and doctrines contrary 
to morality, to common sense, or the 
high and humane instincts of noblest, 
purest and best developed human na
ture. Spiritualism is in every way con
sonant with highest and purest ethics. 
It has no angry tyrant God to worship, 
adore and defend at the expense of 
stifling and ignoring the noblest attrl- 
butes and sentiments of manhood.

The moral Instincts of humanity, tlia 
seeds of which are Implanted by Nature, 
and the cultivation and growth of whleh 
mark the ennoblement and spiritual 
progress of man, are In accord with the 
teachings of Spiritualism.

In this respect the Spiritualist differs 
from the orthodox believer; the heart 
and finer feelings of humanity In every/ 
thoughtful orthodox believer rise in 
smothered protest against some of the 
doctrines taught in his creed and In his 
Bible. When he allows himself to think 
In accord with his natural sense of jus
tice and right, his inner bouI protests 
against such doctrines, and to maintain 
bls orthodoxy, he Is compelled to stifle 
his highest thoughts und his truest con
ceptions of right and justice. How 
many poor orthodox souls thus stifle 
and smother the thoughts of their 
higher mitures, and make themselves 
believe all such thoughts are of “the 
Devil." .

It is truly pitiful to contemplate— 
moral sense stultified and mentality 
throttled and bound in self-forged 
chains of crecdal slavery. Poor men
tally and morally stunted specimens of 
this sort may be seen on every band, 
made so by the doctrines they are 
taught to believe under penalties of boll 
torments If they disbelieve or reject 
them.

We have written these things with a' 
definite purpose. We want Spiritual
ists to take cognizance of these facts 
and ponder their purport; study their 
significance, and what they mean to us 
as Spiritualists.

And now, by way of application, a 
question: Is It wise, Is It just to our
selves or to others, that the children of 
Spiritualists shall have their plastic 
minds indoctrinated In the teachings of 
orthodoxy, with the consequent mental 
and moral stultification which are
among its natural results?

Not only looking to the welfare of the 
Cause of Spiritualism, but as well to 
the mental and moral freedom and ex
pansion of the youug minds coming on 
to the stage of action In life, as citizens 
and as factors in social and religious 
affairs, what should be the instruction 
and education of the children of Spirit
ualists?

Surely not that quality found In ortho
dox Sunday-Schools. Surely their young 
minds should not be imbued with tho 
doctrines of .orthodoxy—doctrines .that 
tend to mental and moral stultification.

Surely, again, they should be in
structed and educated in the larger and 
far better ethical principles dominating 
the Spiritualist cult.

In the Lyceum they will be taught 
truths that will expand, enlarge, en
noble their mental and moral natures; 
tilings that will not shackle mentality 
and cause moral stultification, but help 
to strength and freedom of thought and 
moral growth.

Surely they should be taught what, in 
the course of true spiritual growth, they 
will not have to unlearn, and at the 
cost, perhaps, of much pain and mental 
strain, free themselves from bondage 
to false religious Ideas.

For Instance, how Immeasurably bet
ter it were, Instead of stuffing young 
minds with the morally hideous mon
strosities of the Westminster Catec- 
chfsm, or the teachings of any orthodox 
sect, to take the course of lessons 
found In Tuttle’s Lyceum Guide. Just 
as to Inhale pure, sweet, fresh air, is 
better than to breathe into one's lungs 
the foul miasm of a stagnant swamp; 
or as It is better to live in the pure air 
and sunlight, than to dwell in dark, 
dank and noisome underground cav
erns.

Spiritualists should take hold of this 
matter and act from a feeling of love 
for Spiritualism and from a sense of 
duty to their children. The children of 
Spiritualists should never be left to be 
gathered in by other hands to be offered 
up as whole burnt offerings on the 
altars of the Moloch of orthodoxy.

The mental, moral and spiritual in
terests of the children demand that they 
shall be Instructed, trained and edu
cated In the beautiful phllosophv of 
Spiritualism, and the facts and proofs 
of spirit continuity and return. For 
these purposes there are no means so 
simple and so effectual as the Pro
gressive Lyceum and Ute Home Circle.

E are trying our best to estab
lish libraries in every Spirit
ualist family of the United 
States, hence we are offering 
Seven valuable books as a 
premium. Those seven books 
have been sold for $10.75. A

single one has sold as high ns $25. The 
first edition of Art Magic sold for $5 per 
copy. As high as $15 has been paid for 
a single copy .of Ghost Land; yet wo 
furnish these seven books to onr sub
scribers .for $2.35, when ordered in con
nection with a year’s subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker. Read our 
premium announcement carefully.

“Humanity, Its Nature, Powers aud 
Possibilities." A concise, masterly, 
presentation of the facts and philoso
phy of Spiritualism. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

"Arcana of Spiritualism : A Manual of 
Spiritual Science and Philosophy.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A spiritual text-book 
of rich and inspired thought. An ex
cellent work. Finely bound in scarlet 
and gold. Price $L50. For sale at this 
office.

“Religion as Revealed by the Material 
and Spiritual Universe.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt, M. D„ LI*. D. A, compact and 
comprehensive view of the subject) 
philosophic, historic, analytical and crit
ical; facts and data needed by . every 
student and especially by every Spir
itualist. One of the very best books on 
tho subject. Price, reduced to $1, 
cloth; .paper 50 cents. For sale at thia 
office.h ■ -
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Civilizatiou, as it is called; Christian civilization, as 
Christians desire to call it, perhaps influences one-third of 
tho population of the earth. That is a very large esti
mate; we should say it influences less than one-fifth, one- 

< third less than that arc professing Christians. We will 
not say how much smaller the number of real Christians 
lest it should humiliate you. ■

One-third of the population of the world lias been 
folded and wrapped iu long silence and seeming sleep, 
and that sleep, until lately had never been disturbed; yet 
it was a sleep that held the mighty records of Confucius; 
it was a sleep that held the civilizations of thousands of 
years. For Chinese philosophers and historians declare, 
that for more than two hundred thousand years they have 
a distinct record, and the claim is even made for a much 
greater period of time. There is no book outside of 
China that tells when the Chinese Empire began. There 
is no record outside of China tliat tolls when that nation’s 
civilization was in its infancy. At the door of China no 
ruler would hare ever been admitted, even if he had dared 
to ask for admission. The great conqueror, Napoleon, 
paused only there, not daring to set liis ambitious foot or 
liis ambitious mind to invading that ancient citadel of 
civilization. We say civilization, because wherever there 
are books, wherever there is intelligence, wherever there 
is mathematics, wherever there is skilled workmanship, 
wherever there is knowledge'.of’material law, and a re
ligion, i ■ ’ '

THERE IS CIVILIZATION.
You call them “heathen” because their civilization is not 
Christian, because it is not modem, because it does mot 
conform with Christian ideas and Christian rule. You 
declare these people, of whom you know very little, and 
who but lately set foot upon your soil in-large numbers 

■pnly to be restrained by the proverbiaUy hqspitable(?) 
'American legislation, to be heathens.

What is heathenism? It is barbarity; it is cruelty; it, 
sometimes, is the sacrifice of friends as well as enemies; it 
is ignorance; it is superstition: Yet the works of Con- 
fueius and of the philosophers of China contain the cen- 
iral ideas of all the ethics of the world; they bear the rec
ord of a mighty past of learning; they had knowledge of 
mathematics, and intricate mechanical revealments, and 

. declared the splendors of that astronomy, which in an
cient Egypt first came from China, and then disappeared 
to return again to China. India has arisen and fallen 
with her knowledge of her sacred Vedas, her knowledge 
of the Brahmin religion, and the reformation of Buddha, 
and China has accepted and adopted whatever was best in 
her civilization, many of the Chinese being Buddhists. 
But she has not perished with all the other nations of tlie 
earth claiming great antiquity. The Chinese civilization 
and empire is the only one of which you have no record 
of its having risen and fallen. To-day all Christian na
tions stand

AT THE DOORWAY OF CHINA, ’

and abetted her until England, busy in South Africa, busy 
elsewhere and having enough to do without this conflict, 
slowly and surely as^the eye of fate Russia has been en
croaching upon the boundaries of the East, striving to 
open the “eye of tne Orient” to her commerce, striving to 
find an outlet for her wares and to receive in return that 
which the East can give? If you wiU trace the lines of 
railways that point directly to the border that is occupied 
by the British in Afghanistan, and following the line of 
the possession of Russia in Siberia toward the East, you 
will see that the time is coming when she will hold as a 
cordon all these outposts of the civilized nations near the 
Chinese empire. China will not dread Russia as much 
as Germany and England, and—God forbid—America! 
But America will be drawn into the toils. America has 
ceased io regard her ancient prowess; has ceased to stand 
aloof from the monareliies of the earth; has ceased to re
fuse to allow them to interfere upon this continent with 
other countries and people seeking for self-government. 
But people say, “China is behind the age; China will not 
allow commerce to proceed; China will not yield to civil
ization.” Nevertheless, you know not what you do when 
you insist upon China’s being “civilized.” She has no 
ships with which to come over here to invade your coun
try; she has no navy that is disciplined. ■ But all Europe 
lias been putting guns into her hands ever since her fail
ure to defeat little Japan, and teaching her the “Chris
tian” art of using those guns, as Germany has, and even 
tjie United States. Now she is turning the weapons upon 
her instructors. Do you suppose the Sermon on the 
Mount prompted this? Do you suppose the great teacher 
taught this when he said: “Go and preach the Gospel unto 
all the nations of the earth.” Did he mean that the mis
sionaries

demanding admittance. For what? “For civilization,” 
they say; “for enlightenment,” they say.

Was it for civilization and enlightenment tliat England 
•—knowing her limited empire—started out in her com
mercial career to conquer the world, slaying those whq 
could not otherwise be conquered, and extending her em- ' 
pire at the point of the bayonet and the mouth of the can
non for the sake of the Sermon on the Mount? Was it 
for Christian civilization that the Puritan Fathers and the 
colonies of Virginia landed upon the American soil? “To 
worship God,” they said, “according to the dictates of 
conscience.” When Roger Sherman, William Penn and 
Daniel Boone illustrated that the North American Indian 
could be treated with and could be influenced by the 
higher, more potent message of love, was it Christian civ
ilization that caused the Virginia and New England colo
nies to wage war upon the Indians, deceiving them, be
traying them, setting them the example of treachery and 
finally slaying them? Was it
s ~ CHRISTIAN CIVILIZATION
that made every mile of the territory of the United States 
a battle ground against these people, instead of enfolding, 
including and teaching them the higher arts of self-gov
ernment? Was it Christian civilization that pointed to 

-Great Britain the vast treasure there was in India, and as 
the defender of the East India Company—now fashioned 
for more than a hundred years—England waged the war 
of conquest, and she called it of civilization? To what 
end? To benefit the East India Company, to raise the 
standard of her increased exchequer, and to allow the na
tives to starve by the millions, as they are doing to-day. 
Was it for Christian civilization that England, under 
King George III. made war upon the colonies that had 
sought religion^ freedom? and failing, the welkin rung 
with their thought of freedom, and the whole earth was 
thrilled with what America might be. Sullenly with
drawing, England again in 1812 tried to “civilize” her 
colonies at the

POINT OF THE BAYONET. .
They repelled her then, and ever after those colonies es
tablished the standard of freedom for themselves and non
interference on the American continent with the rights of 
any nation seeking for freedom.

Now, because a few missionaries have gone from every 
Christian nation beneath the sun into China, where they 
were not wanted, and because they have appealed to the 
ministers of their different nations to protect them, the 
civilized world has a war upon its hands, the parallel of 
which has never been witnessed.

There are between three and five hundred millions of 
Chinese. There are fewer white men upon the face of the 
earth. Do you suppose the long-sleeping energies, the 
discipline in industry and physical endurance and cus- 

■ tomary privations are going to wait until the civilized 
world ^’kes possession? Do you not suppose in the com- 
plical-..,s arising with Russia, circumstances have aided

SHOULD BE AGGRESSIVE, 
and then call upon diplomats, and finally upon armies to 
enforce their demands? “Go without scrip or staff.” 
Did he not know that love would win where hatred and 
scorning would fail? Did He notjmow that one mission
ary clothed in the light of God’s love and of the spirit of 
the Christ could do more than all the cannons in the 
world toward converting people to Christianity?

But this is not the whole solution. In everything that 
relates to manual labor; skilled labor of the hand, dis
ciplined labor of the mind, the Chinese are superior to any 
European or American. Let them open up China to civ
ilization, and the factories, mills and all kinds of manu
factories will be theirs. China will sell her wares here 
for she will be able to produce them one-third, if not one- 
half, cheaper than you can. Thei) who will protect your 
labor, your industry; then what will become of your tariff 
laws that have been indulged to foster the exclusiveness of 
manufacturers? There are millions upon millions who 
want something more to do. They will find that Russia 
will help them to it; Germany will help them to it; France 
will help them to it; England will help them to it; Amer
ica will help them to it, and your manufacturers, com
merce, will be in the bauds of millions of Chinese, who 
will know how to use it and the

’ EARTH WILL BE THEIRS. .

While the Chinese ary hedged in by the walls of China 
'they are powerless, they are slowly declining, their race 
deteriorates, tljey have been sustained upon a small 
amount until they require less to maintain a vigorous ex
istence. But once let loose the shuttles and spindles, the 
steam engine and the electric force, and lo! all these peo
ple will compete with yours. Their hands have been 
trained for centuries to skillful toil; they are clear and 
exact mathematicians; they understand the logical force 
of necessity. They’ can five upon one-tenth of what the 
European laborer can; they can live upon one-twentieth 
of what the American laborer can; aud they can in the 
supply for their daily wants reach the minimum and

GAIN THE, MAXIMUM
in labor. We do not say this war can be stopped. But 
we say, for the conqueror there is conquest; for him who 
uses arms to force others, there is a force that will return, 
aud if you shut the Chinese out of America he will still 
compel you to come to his door, and to his terms.

Two must always play at any game, and the game of 
“civilization” has never.been one-sided. Just as soon as 
it was Egypt fell, and Rome, becoming corrupt, was de
stroyed. Great Britain, reaching her height of imperial 
power by the conquests of ancient nations and distant col
onies, tremble'? now in the balance, waging war against a 
seemingly helpless Christian republic. The Boers have 
as much right to their government as the Americans had 
to theirs. The diamond fields of South Africa, the rich 
mineral treasures there tempted the cupidity of adven
turers, until at last England is called upon to defend and 
sustain them. Who are these people who want another 
kind of self-government in South Africa? Those who 
have followed what is called civilization have plunged 
after those who seek wealth in the diamond fields; then 
they have quarrels and cannot stay there and defend 
them, but ask the government to do so, and the whole 
Christian world looks on and cries—most of them— 
“Shame!” .

America cries “shame!” to that. We speak freely, we 
are above human praise and human blame. But who 
cries “shame!” when America wages open war upon the

prairies raise enough grain to feed the whole world. 
What does she want in China? What does she desire in 
Asiatic waters? Aid sjie i^ not an individual, like-Napo
leon, whose “vaulting' ambition overleaped itself” and 
ended in St. Helena. But let her beware. The moment 
she takes on the spirit of the Pharoahs, the moment she 
carves a way Klee the Uaesaik; the moment she seeks for 
empire, like the Alexanders^ the moment slie betrays her 
ancient spirit, that moment ।

HER DOOM IS SEALED! •
We do not say that she will at once perish, but that ideal 
Columbia, that nation of George Washington, who re
fused the crown of a king because they had fled from the 
bondage of a kingdom, that spirit will have taken its flight 
from the 'fields and valleys, the beautiful villages and 
large cities where you love to have your standard waving. 
There will he no longer the symbol of that nation that re
fuses any complications with the monareliies of the earth.

Let England be an empire, if she will. Let Russia go 
on with her imperial dynasty. / Let France turn republic 
or monarchy by turns, as suits her best. Let Italy cry 
out for the perfect standard of freedom to be there. 
But where is the ideal land? Where the dream of the 
poet and philosopher? Where the great hospitable, all
sheltering land? Where the dear Republic whose petals, 
like flowers of light, lifted themselves unto the skies? 
Where the land of religipus freedom in which all people 
had “the right to worship God according to the dictates 
of conscience,” Mongolian, Parsee, Brahmin, Jew, Chris
tian, any and all,

WHERE IS THAT LAND?
’ You refuse to have the Chinese at your door. If they 
are good enough for you to associate with in China, they 
are good enough hefe.

What is the civilization of the edict of the Christian, 
German Emperor, to “spare no one, to take no prisoners?” 
Then he asks God to bless the soldiers.

Christ upon Olivet and upon Calvary, suffering long 
the maledictions and persecutions of the Jews, taught not 
this. George Washington, the Adamses, Madison, 
Thomas Jefferson, and th^t infidel, so-called, Thomas 
Paine, taught not such a religion. “My country is the 
world, my countrymen all mankind,” repeated by that 
noble, patriotic life, Abraham Lincoln, “My country is the 
world, and to do good my religion.” What is doing good? 
Slaying people? What is doing good? Persecuting 
them? When a Christian, in close fellowship with the 
church, said to your speaker the other day, that this gov
ernment should take from the Chinese life for life, was 
that a representation of the true spirit? Are you not 
living in the Mosaic Dispensation? Is not this “an eye 
for an eye, a tooth for a tooth?” Do you suppose all this 
warfare is the flowering out of the highest civilization? 
Do you understand it to be the best and noblest thing you 
can do with your sous to send them to battle, especially 
when your homes are not invaded, and your territory is 
not in danger? Do yqu think it most honorable to send 
them out to gain conquest over people tliat are not as in
telligent, you say, that pre not capable of self-government, 
therefore, you will kill them ?

We speak plainly, but yd^y not? The heart of the 
American people is right. It is the

AMERICAN HEAD THAT IS WRONG;
and it is-because of the leaders, the party leaders, and 
those who seek for political place and power. They do 
not appeal to the American'heart, but they stultify the 
reason, tliey obscurq the judgment, they turn the heart 
away so that the people do not know what they are doing. 
Is it civilization? '

Over there in India the best and most enlightened peo-

-Filipinos? Who cries “shame!’f when having driven off 
the old-time aggressor of the wbrld, ambitious, vaunting 
Spain, she does not withdraw her armies, warning all na
tions to keep away, but stays to subjugate the people, who 
do not understand the use of her weapons; who do not 
know the meaning of her civilization and who do not 
want it? What is she doing with Cuba? What is all 
this thirst for empire ? Why this aggressiveness to add to 
her dominion? ■ Why spread out over the whole world, 
when she has. enough for a thousand years to feed all that 
will come here and much of the-rest of mankind? The 
granaries of the Northwest, the vast fields and fertile

pie learned the lesson of peace, of not taking human life, 
of going about doing good. Buddha wore his yellow robe 
and liis sandals upon his feet, and ministered unto the 
lowly and downtrodden. Not an insect was harmed, not 
a bird of the air, no life was destroyed, and 'every human 
being that came that way was held to be a brother and a 
friend. Does that kind of people need “civilizing?” The 
Vedic came up to the “Parliament of Religions” with the 
old-time philosophy, telling that the law of brotherhood 
is inviolate, that the great Infinite Ruler is over all, and 
he showed you the example and precepts for daily guid
ance, and he said, “we are all brothers.” The Buddhist 
cqme from India and showed you the life of the man who 
left the princely palace, all the conquests that his father 
attained, only to go out and preach to the lowly, giving 
them the lesson or philosophy of life. This spread over 
into China; it went beyond. Its encircling light is re
vealed in Edwin Arnold’s “Light of Asia,” showing the 
truth of the Reformer’s teaching. Now in the two thou
sandth year of the Christian era we reveal no mild man
nered Christians, or but few, who raise up and say, this 
war is not in accord with

THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT.
There are very few who will say, the Christians teach 

these people the law of loving kindness, to do right as far 
as they desire it, inspired with our love of liberty.

In fact, in this clamoring at the gateway of the com
merce of China the nations of the earth seek for gold and 
the power of empire.

While in the streets of New York, Chicago and Lon
don children are starving, and squalor, poverty, wrong 
and sin abound, let us keep our missionaries at home. 
Keep them here, until there is not a child that does not 
know the name of love; keep them here until there is not 
an outcast in our cities; keep them here until, like the 
Salvation Army, those true home missionaries; they go 
down into the slums of the great cities and teach people 
to sing songs of praise.. Let us have an army like that. 
It is a greater civilizer than Gatling guns, bayonets and 
rifles. '

The world, has been- on the verge of this great crisis. 
Year by year that which is coining has been predictec

through this instrument; and you have been told that this 
is not the way of the highest light and truth; that ¿own 
from their blessed heights, ever present in their ministry 
of light, the counselors of the nation warn you against 
this step. Those-who presided over the first councils of 
this government turn aside in sadness to see that Mam
mon usurps the name of Freedom; that men would serve 
Mammon more than they would the Goddess of Liberty.

Over there, in the name of Christ, the Germans, French, 
English and Russians, all with separate aims and opposite 
intentions, seek to gain admission to this empire of the 
heathens. What will you do with the Chinese? You 
will establish schools. You will teach them how to be 
educated in different ways. Germany sent her guns and 
instructors. They are now profiting by that instruction. 
They are ready pupils; their imitation is great; they will 
understand what you mean by civilization; they will be 
civilized to your heart’s content before you know it. Bear 
that in mind. The great light of the world is not all in 
the Anglo-Saxon race; the learning is not all here. '

You are young. You are arrogant, yet the philosophy 
of the older schools is still in the world, as is the Sermon 
on the Mount, and that race which will best and most 
swiftly unfold to. its highest precepts will be the chosen 
race. Day by day, week by week, year by year the

GOLDEN HARVESTS RIPEN 
to the sun and the earth yields her products unto the toil 
of manfe hands. But thousands and thousands of acres 
are untilled, and the time will come when you cannot 
compete with the swift hands, ready brains, disciplined 
patience and "endurance of this mighty horde that you 
are setting free upon the civilized world. Albeit you 
shut thé Eastern and Western gates of America, but if 
you go to China she will not have any need to come here.

So the world is in the great swirl and whirlwind of war, 
and there will be a new call for the “flower of the land” 
of Europe and America.< Soon no young men will be 
left, only the feeble and infirm men, the women and chil
dren. Where will your counting-rooms be. Where your 
workshops, your factories and railways that need hands to 
toil? Lo! the old world minions will come to answer your 
petition. Then who will be the tillers of the soil, the, 
the workers in the factories and other fields of labor? 
Those whom you call heathens.

Look what the Irish have done in this country! They 
were oppressed, downtrodden and outcast; they looked to 
this land for freedom. They could not.gain it at home; 
they could not gain it in England. What would they 
have done if it had not been for this land of freedom? 
They found here work; they found here education and 
opportunity and have grown to be a part of the governing 
intelligence of this country. Look at the Poles, the 
Scandinavians, the oppressed of all nations; by and by 
these will grow up; these will be educated; these will be 
part of the governing powers. Look at the Jews, the 
outcasts fropi all the nations of earth, and now winning 
by industry, and by the peculiar faculty which they know, 
the wealth of the earth; the Rothschilds in Europe and 
a large Jewish population in America, all are becoming 
American citizens. We say, that it was

AMERICA’S PROUD HERITAGE
to mould all these nations into citizenship here. To teach 
them freedom in the culture of the soil, free education, 
“equal rights for all and privileges for none.” Now she 
joins with empires, with monarchies, with armies and 
navies of the world to conquer.

Alas! alas! The civilization of the Sermon on the 
Mount, it was known would not prevail. When Jesus 
said; “I come not to bring peace, but the sword,” he knew 
that truth and righteousness would not then win the 
day. Neither will they now, that stand upon any height 
and say: “Woe unto ye, scribes, pharisees and hypo
crites.” The scribes, pharisees and hypocrites turn, and 
the words of Olivet are betrayed, and the voice of truth 
again is not heard in your midst, and the sweet lives of 
your children are not heeded; your names are not revered 
and respected; your women will not be clothed, your men 
will fade and fall at the head of landing armies, aud lo! 
poverty like that which reigns on the bare, barren and 
desolate moors of Ireland will be here; and lo! old people 
will mourn for the young Ilves that have gone out aud 
left the home nest desolate. By and by nowhere over all 
the plains and prairies will the land be free, but all will 
be held in entail, and rentals will be exacted. The New 

' England, Middle States and Western farmer will be no 
: more. The boys that desert the plowshare and seek the 
' life of commerce have gone out to war and perished by 

fever or battle. Where then, where, is the boasted civ
: ilization of the world? Up from the great shadow comes 

only one light, the light of a perfect and divine future 
■ that shall find the race and the people that love Freedom 
i for its own sake, truth for its own sake, liberty for its 

own sake, education for its own sake, and the spirit of 
civilization—which is the spirit of gentleness—for its own 
sake; and upon some other Olivet, fair and bright, this 

‘ truth will shine and. gleam and glow. You who teach 
' your sons the use of fire-arms before you teach them the 

meaning of liberty and love, will have to pass away, and 
• a new race will appear, born of all the nations of the 
! earth. They will come up gladlyr to the house of praise 

and the house of rejoicing. There will not be one, even 
. the least of these nations of the earth, that will not be re
; spected and loved and taught the way of peace.
. Civilization is a circle, it moves in vast cycles. People 
; lapse into barbarism by corruption; Egypt is not. An
: cient Rome is not. India will rise as a new giant in her 
î strength; and this China, shut out from the rest of tbe 
> world, will show you where she stands.
i Bending above all the nations, and above your own at 
. tins hour is a mighty congress of patriots, and the fathers 
I of your country, the leaders to freedom, seek to guide the 

people. Will you be led? Or, falling into the pitfalls of 
Mammon, will the nation go down in ignominy and shame 
like the nations of the past?
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WAR--CHRISTIANITY.
A Freethinker Gives His 

Views.
Bishop Whipple, of Minnesota, said 

the Dakota Indians once had a war 
dance near a mission house. He went 
to Wabaska, the chief, and said: “Wa
basha, you asked me to send you a 
missionary and I sent him, and.now 
you are having a scalp dance. You 
killed an enemy, and the Great Spirit 
is angry with you and will send you to 
a bad place.” The old chief drew his 
pipe from his mouth and replied: 
“White man goes to war with his own 
brother and kill more men than Wa
baska can count all liis life. Great 
Spirit smiles and says: ‘Good white 
man; he heap good; be has my book; I 
have good place for him by and by.' 
The Indian is a wild man, he'hns no 
big spirit book; he kills one bad Indian 
enefny, and has scalp dance; Great 
Spirit heap mad, and says bad Indian; 
he put Indian in bad place and burn 
him heap much. by and by. Ugh! 
Wabaska don’t believe what white man
eays.1 i

For good reasons the American In
dian has lost faith in the professions of 
Christians. He knows they preach 
peace and kindness, but practice war 
aud have shed rivers of blood. The 
‘‘jieathen Chinee” is finding out what

the . Indian learned many years ago. 
Buddha taught a gospel of kindness 
and peace; so did Confucius long before 
flic Christian Era began, and billions of 
their followers practiced their precepts. 
Jesus also said: “Love one another; 
resist not evil; if thy enemy smites thee 
on one cheek turn to him the other.” 
Are Christian nations following the 
teachings of Christ more closely than 
“the heathen” obeyed the commands of 
their great teachers? For eighteen hun
dred years Christians!?) have perse
cuted Jews unto death, and deluged the; 
earth with Hebrew blood. They have’ 
kidnaped and enslaved millions of ne
groes, and they are now armed to the 
teeth ready to tear each other to pieces 
for territory and trade. Like Moham
med they proselyte with the sword. 
To-day Christian England, is ■ over
running the Transvaal, laying it waste 
and killing the-Christian Boers. What 
for? India was conquered and Great 
Britain’s excuse was that the gospel 
must be spread in that heathen land. 
To-day eleven millions of those sub
jugated and peaceful people are starv
ing and dying because they have been 
robbed of their lands and of their sub
stance. Christian America is slaying 
the Filipinos and calling it "benevolent 
assimilation in the interest of Christian 

K civilization.” Several years ago Chris
tian England forced the “heathen 
Chinee”'to open her markets to the 
opium trade; the Emperor pleaded on 
bls knees that bls peopie.be spared and 
that opium be kept out of China.

England replied with cannon and grape the world. The so-eallgd Christian 
shot and the awful opium curse was tions are puffed up, byqprldghand s 
fastened on. that country. Christian righteousness and bigotry,’any, they
Europe sent missionaries to the heathen 
with Bibles, but also provided them 
with guns and powder. China was com
pelled to make one concession after 
another In which much territory was 
surrendered and harbors and ports and 
“open door privileges” were turned over 
to the Christian countries.

The gentle Nazareno said: “Take no 
thotight for the morrow what yé shall 
eat or what ye shall drink or where
withal ye shall be clothed,” but his pro
fessed followers regard those teachings 

ms theoretical only, and not content 
with the concessions of China, set about 
planning how they would carve up that 
country and parcel It out among them
selves. The heathen revered the graves 
of his ancestors and was satisfied with 
the teachings of Confucius and Buddha, 
and was not ready to be “sliced up.” 
So he began to eject the Christians and 
now war rages and blood Is flowing.

Gen. W. T. Sherman said: “War Is 
hell.” If he was correct, then Chrls- 
tlan(?) nations have been industriously 
engaged in raising it for centuries and 
are still In the same line of business. 
The writer cannot conceive that Jesus 
camé to nurture the war spirit and to 
thus establish the kingdom of Satan on 
earth instead of the kingdom of God 
and peace. His gospel was a gospel of 
peace on earth, good will to men. It 
looks very much like we still have a 
great deal of spurious Christianity In

na-
self*
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ready to kill their enemies eleven their 
friends, for revenge, or^to plupder them 
for gain. Recently tne Emperor of 
Germany is reported p.s saying in his 
parting address to his spldier^: “I send 
you to China to wreak out ..vengeance. 
Take no prisoners, but ^illl allj”

It is quite possible thpt we are preju-
diced against China ahd aide judging 
her 400,000,000 people from thfe few who 
have come to this cobntry. J America 
would not like to be judged by some of 
Its adventurer representatives who go 
abroad. China Invented printing and 
the compass. Her laws requite children 
of any age to honor and obey and ten
derly care for parents. 'There'are thou
sands of hospitals for the homeless and 
unfortunate. Even public hospitals are 
maintained where old wornout horses 
and other animals are cared for. That 
country has been at peace with the 
world for centuries. They are peaceful, 
Industrious, frugal, hospitable, and had 
but little drunkenness before England 
flooded them with opium and whiskey. 
They have great libraries, universities, 
and art galleries, and they are skilled 
In manufacturing chlna-warq and. beau
tiful textile fabrics. They have but 
few paupers and but little crime. They 
are "heathens” from the European and 
American standpoint, but how do we 
know but that they are working out 
the problem of life according to the 
divine plan. Certainly they are our

brothers and we have no right to mur
der them and rob them.

So far, “Christian countries” have not 
yet brought heaven down to .earth. We 
have our enormously rich and our poor 
Tn squalor and crime; we have our. un
just laws; opr corrupt congresses and 
courts; our murders and cruelties; here 
crime is increasing every year. Drunk
enness curses Europe and America like 
a scourge; speculation, gambling and 
prostitution reign with a high hand in 
our every town and city; prize fighting 
is becoming a popular national amuse
ment. It Illy becomes us to boast of 
our great superiority over our fellow 
men of other lands.

In every church in Europe and Ameri
ca the Lord’s prayer is repeated every 
Sunday: “May thy kingdom come on 
earth and thy will be done as In 
heaven,” but are Christian nations try
ing to'llve that prayer? Will the king
dom of heaven be ushered in With can
non, and swords, and bayonets? Will 
the will of God be done on earth os it is 
In heaven by adopting the advice given 
By tho Emperor of Germany to his 
troops? While “Christian nations” are 
boasting of their superiority and are 
strutting up and down tho earth claim
ing to be the only Christian peoples and 
all others are heathens, are they quite 
sure they, ore true Christians them
selves? " - B. A. DAGUE.

Alameda, CaL

“Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
I>. For sale at this office. Price, $L

uá«i

ACROSTIC.

Preeious Is the dream of sages. 
Reaching down the fleeting ages— 
Over death to be victorious, 
Gaining life eternal, glorious: 
Reach at last Hope’s full fruition, 
Escaping every vile condition. 
Soul! Serene, triumphant, move 
SteadfasVtoward thy goal above. 
In thy short span of -nfe on earth, 
Value that alone which hath true worth, 
Enjoying thus the true New Birth.
That which makes “our lives sublime," 
Holding sway throughout all time, 
Is the spirit, soul, or mmd.
Not to perish when this mortal
Kneels and passes' through Death’s 

portal,
Entering but Life’s wider sphere, 
Released from lowly bondage here.

ELD. H. W.B. MYRICK. . 
Gentryville, Mo.

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen beautiful, soul-lnsplrlng songs, 
with music, by C. Payson Longley. 
Price by mall, 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. .

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2. 
Sweet songs and music for home and 
social meetings. For sale at this office. 
Price 15 cents.

"Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings.” By Mattie E. 
Hull For sale at this office. Price 10 
cents. _ •

BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

This work Is one of tbe Library of Liberal Classics, 
No author was better qualified to write an Impartial 
and honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume Is Intensely Interesting. Itshonldba 
read in conjunction with Gibbon’* WO& ¡tor Mie M 
this office. Price. 25 cents. 

The Blue La ws oi Connecticut.
Taken from the code of 1650. and the public records 

of the colony of Connecticut previous to ¡655, as print
ed In a compilation of tbe earliest laws and orders of 
the general court of Connecticut; also an account of 
tbe persecution of witches and Quakers In New Eng
land. Some extracts from tbe Blue Laws of Virginia. 
Price 25 cts. For sale at this office.

E call special attention to The 
Next World Interviewed, one 
of our special premiums. Wo 
are enabled to furnish It to our 
readers at the price announced 
in our premium list, from the 
simple fact that Mr. Horn do

nated the plates of the book to us. We 
have sent out thousands of copies of 
this book, and it has been well received 
everywhere. It should be circulated by 
the millions among all classes of Spirit
ualists. The seven books that we are 
offering to Spiritualists as premiums 
contain a large storehouse of useful 
knowledge on Spiritual and Occult sub
jects. You should have them on - the 
shelves of your library where you can 
have access to them at any time. Read 
carefully our premium announcement.

The above Is the number ór tbe pres, 
eat iMse of The Progressive Thinker, 
M-printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner, if this number cor
responds with tne figures on your wrap
per. then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of tho first pago is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch or the number ea 
the tag of j-our wrapper. ,.a
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% GENERAL SURVEY
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS

DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER.

■ CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be
diametrically opposed to bis belief, yet , 
that is no reason why they should be j 

. suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that comes ' 
to hand, however much we might desire I 
to do so. That must account for the ! 
non-appearance of YOUR aidicle. I

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like ' 
to impress upon the minds of our corre- 1 
spdndents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that ' 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, ' 
and it is essential that all copy, to in- ; 
Blire insertion In the paper, all other re- ’ 
qulrements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on ; 
one side of the paper. i

ITEMS.-Bear in mind that items for 1 
the General Survey will'all cases be ' 
adjusted to the space we have to occu- 1 
py, and in order to do that they will ' 
generally have to be abridged more or : 
less; otherwise many items would be ■ 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re- ] 
quire. Every Item sent to us for publi- . 
cation, should contain the full name and i 
address of the writer. We desire to ’ 
know the source of every item that ap- ' 
pears. This rule will be strictly ad- j 
bored to. '

Tlie Progressive Thinker goes to press , 
early Monday morning of each week. 
Camp-meeting reports should always ( 
reach the offlee on the previous Friday 
or .Saturday at the very latest. Bear 
that in mind. .

The Chicago Chronicle says: “The ' 
people of Salem, Mass., are flocking to 

‘ see a young woman-who declares that 
slie Is bewitched. Her name is Carrie 
Peabody Bly. She lives part of the 
time in an ancient house built more 
than 100 years ago, an addition to the 
famous house at North and Essex 
streets. The greater part of the day, 
however, Miss Bly spends In the witch
house itself, either in the upper cham
ber or in the garret beneath the roof. 
There Miss Bly says she holds com
munion with their spirits, goes into 
trances and flies off into space and does 
numerous other tilings which have 
startled her townfolk. She is controlled, 
she says, by tlie spirit of Nathaniel 
Hawthorne and the spirits of Betsy 
Williams, and other noted personages 
hover about her. 'Die day before Gluts. 
H. Hoyt received his freedom from tlie 
insane asylum in which he had been 
placed In’ Connecticut, Miss Bly says 
slie saw tlie spirit of his dead wife, 
Caroline MJskel Hoyt, and she gave her 
a message to send to her husband. ‘I 
liitfl never heard of the name of Hoyt,’ 
said Miss Bly, ‘but the name came to 
me as distinctly as-could be. She said 
Hint she would not be happy until the 
judge had released her husband, who, 
she said, was not insane.’ "

Mrs. L. J. Lewis writes: “When I 
take up a secular paper all 1 see of im
portance is China, its wars and massa
cres; but why send our missionaries to 
foreign ports and sacrifice blood, when 
we have bo much missionary work to do 
nt home. Before the gift of second 
sight, or clairvoyant sight as some call 
it, I was persuaded, at one of the 
Chinese Sunday-Schools of Chicago, to 
take a pufiil. As I neither belong to any 
denomination nor profess to know 
much about tbe Bible, I hesitated; but 
I realized after a little while that all 
they wanted to be American citizens, 
was their freedom and the first rudi
ments of the English language—A, B, C, 
how to put them together to write and 
spell. One of my Chinese pupils, not of 
the acute kind, camo to see me before 
tlie World’s Fair, and said he knew the 
Bible all through, and wanted to be my 
Interpreter when 1 went to China. But 
the one thing that Beemed to impress 
me very much, was that they were 
more polite and appreciated what was 
done for them, more than our own 
American children. It seems hard to 
say so, but we have to acknowledge 
truths sometimes. I find my best 
thoughts come when I take time to rest 
my brain nnd give my departed friends 
who were independent in tills life, time 
to come tp me and enlighten me as to 
mysteries of the past, present or fu
ture, as far as necessary for me to 
know.”

The Chicago Dispatch says: “Bearing 
the appearance of a haunted man and 
Staggering from the lack of food and 
rest, which he had not had for nearly 
five days, Frank Smith, wanted by the 
Chicago police for the murder of John 
Barnum, Sunday night, July 15, entered 
the central police station in Milwau
kee, Wis., the following Friday after
noon and gave himself up. The story 
of Smith’s flight from Chicago, penni
less and ghost-ridden, came out in the 
Desplalnes street police court, where he 
was arraigned. He confessed his crime 
mid a continuance was granted him. 
The belief that the wraith of Barnum 
was. pursuing him and haunting him 
wherever he wandered, caused the fugl- 
tlve to pass sleepless nights, pulling his 
hair and gnashing his teeth while 
tramping through the woods along the 
shore of Lake Michigan toward Milwau
kee. When Smith entered the police 
station in Milwaukee he asked for 
something to eat, which was given him. 
When he had finished the meal he 
asked for Detectives Broderick and 
Switzer, of tbe Milwaukee police force. 
Detective Broderick is a brother of 
Senator Broderick of the.. West Side in 
Chicago. When Smith was ushered be
fore the detectives he said: ‘Broderick,' 
I know your brother In Chicago. I have 
been mixed up in a shooting affray 
there, and the reason I asked for you is 
that I may give myself up, as the police 
are after me now. I cannot stand It 
any more,’ continued-Smith; ‘his face 
Is in front of me wherever I go and it 
will drive me mad? ” •
-Martha A. Brown writes from Sheri

dan Park, Ill.: “The three premium 
books came duly to hand and for which 
please accept my thanks. I shall only 
be repeating what every one has.Bald, 
who has, like myself, received the 
premiums which you so liberally give to 
ail the subscribers to your valuable 
paper, how can you afford to give so 
much for such a small sum, for I think 

_the paper alone is worth the price, and 
~I Would not be without it if I had to 

make a great sacrifice. In reading the 
experience of Rufus W. Peckham, in 
Vol. 1, who was lost In the ville du 
Havre, and who was a .friend of my 
husband, I was reminded of the de
scription given at my own house of the 
loss of the steamer Arctic, by a medium 
who gave In pantomime the full ac
count, all of which was verified by my
self, on telling to a friend at whose 
House I dined the day before the Arctic 
tailed on her last trip.”

Take due notice, that all Items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
full name and address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving tile full name and address of the 
writer. The items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

D. A. Richardson, of Paulding, Ohio, 
writes: “The Progressive Spiritualist 
Society of Payn will hold a grove meet
ing in Barnes’ grove, east of Payn, on 
September 2. Mrs. Marion Carpenter 
will have tlie meeting in charge. Her 
husband is expected to be present.”

On July 25, Samuel Blodget, of Graf
ton, N. D., and Mrs. N. Reid, of Vicks
burg, Mich., were united in marriage at 
the Palace Hotei, in Colgary, on their 
journey to Alberta, N. W- T., where 
they expect to make their future home.

The Indianai/olls (Ind.) News says of 
the report of Chesterfield camp: “The 
report of the treasurer shows the re
ceipts were $4,000 and the. expenses 
$3,900. P. B. Milspaugh has been 
chosen president again, his election be
ing a victory for those in control of the 
camp this year. Miss Flora Hardin, of 
Anderson, was elected secretary, and 
F. J. MeComber, of Anderson, treas
urer,”

In discussing the responsibility for 
the present situation in China, Sydney 
Brooks, an English traveler, the son of 
a member of Parliament and an au
thority on far Eastern affairs, said: 
“One of the first and most noticeable 
problems confronting the powers when 
they set about the work of reconstruc
tion in China will be the missionary 
difficulty. Perhaps it would be going 
too far tq say that tlie present crisis is 
solely due to a revolt from the evangeli
cal propaganda we have forced China 
to license. Missionaries may plead with 
sòme force that the political pressure of 
the West upon the East, the seizure of 
Kiao-Chou, the alienation of Port Ar
thur, Manchuria, Wei-Hai-Wei, and the 
endless demands for ‘concessions’ are 
the real occasion of this semi-national 
rising. But we have to get down be
neath the superficial .and transitory 
causes into the permanent reasons for 
the Chinese hatred of foreigners. And 
that missionaries have a great deal to 
do with that is shown by the unanimity 
with which they and their converts are 
singled out for the first violence of at
tack. To the Chinaman the missionary 
is at once a mystery and a menace. His 
presence is a mystery; what he can pos
sibly want in the country is a mystery; 
ills preachings seem aimed at the foun
dations of all Chinese morality and so
cial organization, of all that has made 
and kept the empire a whole. He is 
obviously supported and protected by 
foreign arms. A being therefore at once 
unaccountable, inexplicable, formida
ble, and aggressive, he attracts not only 
tlie instinctive antipathy of one race for 
another race, but whatever more can be 
engendered by fear, and Ignorance, and 
superstition, and ceaseless suspicion on 
the one part and blundering provocation 
on the other.”

Hon. F. P. Baker, of Topeka, .Kan
sas, writes: “You are doing a noble 
work. I trust that you will be able to 
hold it up indefinitely. I don’t see how 
you can succeed financially, but it 
seems you do.”

“What was known as the Shepard 
house, on the old bay road, near Easton, 
Mass., was for many years reputed to 
be haunted by the ghost of a former oc
cupant of the house who had hanged 
himself,” writes Samuel S. Kingdon of 
"The Haunted Houses of New Eng
land,” in the August Ladles’ Home 
Journal. "Strange stories are told of 
the annoyances experienced by various 
tenant at all hours of the night, but 
they were never favored with a sight 
of the intruder. In one of the cham
bers was an old-fashioned corded bed
stead, and on several occasions its oc
cupant was awakened suddenly by find
ing himself on the floor, the cords 
which sustained the bed having been 
removed by unseen hands without 
breaking or cutting. Many times the 
whole family were alarmed by what 
sounded like a wagon load of stones 
falling from a great height on to the 
roof, threatening to crust it. These dis
turbances became so frequent that it 
was with difficulty that tenants could 
be found for the house, so much dread 
did people have of ghostly intruders.”— 
Columbus (Ohio) Journal.

Maria Buchanan writes from New 
Zealand: “I acknowledge the receipt of 
your premium books, which came to 
hand all right last month, and for which 
I thank you very much. We are often 
pleased that The Progressive Thinker 
came under our nbtice to become sub
scribers to so instructive and grand a 
paper in every sense. There are only 
a few ‘of us'Jn this district as yet, but 
we are in hopes of the beautiful truth 
spreading in time. It is very hard to 
disabuse people’s minds of superstition. 
I am also pleased to tell you that Mrs. 
Burgess’ books came all right and she 
is very thankful for them.”

Is it tempting Providence? President 
Kruger’s Volksraad once discussed tlie 
wickedness of firing cannon to bring 
down fain, though what has struck 
most scientific observers is the useless
ness rather than the wickedness of this, 
proceeding. In Italy, however, cannon 
have Been used during the last month 
for an exactly contrary purpose, and 
with good results. At Rogeno (Como), 
where much damage has been done to 
the vines in previous years, fourteen 
cannon opened fire on some clouds that 
were gathering for ball, with the result 
that nothing fell but a little sleet here 
and there. In several districts where 
cannon were fired for dispersing the 
hall the results exceeded all expecta- 

• tion, whereas round Alessandria, where 
this precaution was not taken, the vine
yards were completely destroyed.

by Swami Abhedaoanda, the-celebrated 
Hindoo philosopher; - It has been' an
nounced for ; Wednesday afternoon. 
Ignatus R. Donnelly, of Minnesota,-will 
also deliver a Berles of lectures. Tests 
by 'C. L. Ainsworth are attracting wide 
attention.”

Mrs. Olive Whitney writes from Oak-/ 
land, Cal.: “The three volumes of the 
Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World to hand all right Al
though I have not bad time to more 
than glance through them, I know they 
contain a world of knowledge.”

Herbert H. Patrick writes: “I have 
read the premium books, Encyclopedia 
of Death, Kand Life in the Spirit World. 
I think they are the most interesting 
books which you have sent out as pre
miums, and they should be in every per
son’s library in the land, as they clear 
away the mist and superstition which 
has so long blinded the minds of the 
people. They reveal the beautiful 
truths of Spiritualism, and guide the 
people how to lead a good and har
monious life on earth, and when they 
reach the spirit world to have a grand 
start to search the unlimited realms of 
knowledge. I would not be without 
Tfle Progressive Thinker for any. price. 
It is the best paper to furnish a starv
ing mind with food that was ever pub
lished. All Spiritualists should be as 
proud of the grand work you are doing 
as I am; clearing away ignorance and 
superstition, and furnishing in its i>lace 
truth and wisdom.” ■

L. H. Henley writes from Marshall, 
Texas: “They are a live set, these in
vestigator# of Spiritualistic phenomena, 
and to prove this I want to state a few 
facts. Some time ago I wrote an ac
count of a ^eanee held here which I 
attended. I did not embellish, I only 
stated facts in connection therewith, 
and I dared to mention a certain min
ister of this city who had the nerve to 
attend, and to state facts without 
apology to anyone. What I wrote was 
true. Now from every state and terri
tory nearly come letters to this preach
er, to the postmaster, a'nd to the county 
officers, asking about my sanity and my 
reputation for veracity. Now, the 
pointer is clear, and a kind wqrd to all. 
When you write to The Progressive 
Thinker, don’t you for a moment expect 
gratifications by delivering yourselves 
of a big story, thinking it will never be 
read In your section, and that the soul- 
hungry folks in other sections and 
states will not do their best to get at 
the fountain whence came the state
ments. I’ve tried-’em, and they have 
fished in every nook. I do think, how
ever, such matters of interest should be 
reported, but let us prepare to face our 
statements made at home and abroad 
when we are making them, just as I 
have done and am willing again to do."

Geo. F. Perkins, speaker and test me
dium, writes: “We have discontinued 
our meetings at Milwaukee for the pres
ent. Our audiences have been as large 
a# anyone could expect through the 
summer. We have many friends in that 
city, and The Progressive Thinker has 
visited many families through our dls-

cheer« by=ap B»tener«, being pointed - 
and convln(dpg.RThe Ottawa Spiritual
ist camp sibretra succew in every re
spect. - LeHturerft mediums and the 
people wertl’all Satisfied With their out
ing, and will cJme again next year. 
The progi’amme'-for literary entertain
ment was'well tendered, consisting of 
instrumental and vocal music, dancing, 
comic lectures by Elder Black. All 
were admonished to take The Progress
ive Thinker anfl’hurrah for J. R. Fran
cis. Officers eleiit, H. W. Henderson, 
president;?Oyrus,liBeard, vice-president; 
Jacob Hey, secretary, R. N. Kur, treas
urer; B. A.'Cai'ppiiter, superintendent of 
grounds.”^ '

Annie Easton wrltes: “Tlie four books 
for which I wrote you, arrived yester
day, for vflleii accept my most heart
felt thanks. They abound In truths 
that should elevate and bless all who 
read them. I am proud and overjoyed 
to possess them along with your yalua- 
ble paper.”

A dispatch ffpin Vienna says: “The 
Vaterland, which is a journal usually 
well informed on all Catholic church 
matters, claims to have received from 
reliable sources In Rome Information 
which justifies it in publishing a state
ment containing the following six dec
larations: 1. The Holy Father held no 
sacred mass for King Humbert. 2. 
The Holy Father neither authorized 
Cardinal Ferrari to offer condolence in 
his name nor sent a telegram himself. 
3. When he heard that it was said that 
the King had not been excommuni
cated, he was indignant, and referred to 
the constitution of the Holy See. 4. As 
the King had not been personally ex
communicated a church burial was per
mitted, owing to important reasons, 
among which was the pressure exerted 
by the Italian government 5. Tlie arch
bishop of Genoa, whom the govern
ment had asked to officiate when he ap
plied to the Cardinal Vicar, received no 
refusal, but also no permission, and his 
officiating simply was not opposed. 6. 
The peculiar prayer of Queen jtagber- 
ita was not approved by the Holy See, 
but by the Bishop of Cremona, who is 
an intimate friend of the, royal family, 
and Jn this matter the last word has 
possibly not been spoken yet." Now it 
does not matter what the miserable old 
Pope does-rhe cannot injure the spirit 
of Humbert in tbe realms above. The
Pope Is only a very small specimen 
humanity—exceedingly small.

Lily Dale Camp.
Sun, moon and stars seem to have

of

en-

Several leading Spiritualists of Bel-i-

tribution. Our 
notice is 3558 
Chicago, Ill.”

Mrs. Izora 0.

address until further 
Cottage Grove avenue,

Chandler says: “We
claim to be the superiors of animals. In 
some respects we are, but we can learn 
much from dogs. They serve us faith
fully, they show their gratitude for the 
smallest kindness and their faith 4n us 
is sublime. Dogs feel love and hatred. 
They experience despair, they have-pa
tience that is angelic, they know the 
pangs of jealousy, and they show a de
sire to help and comfort that is more 
than human. Man has a will. So have 
they. They are capable of obedience, 
whether present or absent from the one 
giving the command. They endure self
denial for the object of their affection. 
I believe that the possession of all these 
indicates a soul and that all souls have 
a future state."

W. W. Aber writes from Delphos, 
Kansas: “I will resume my work • in 
Spring Hill, Kansas, the first week in 
September. I have so many letters of 
inquiry that I think people must be in
terested in the work.”

Mrs. M. W. Ingraham, of Manhattan, 
Kansas, Box 945, wishes to correspond 
with mediums and Spiritualists who in
tend sending their children to the Kan
sas State Agricultural College. -Will 
furnish board and rooms, and also the 
privilege of sitting in developing circles 
once a week.

Dr. L. H. Stansbury writes: “I wish 
to ask some information of the me
diums who read your paper. About one 
year ago we formed a circle of seven 
•members here for ’the purpose of ma
terializations. We progressed finely; 
we could see ethereallzed spirits 
moving about the room and in the cabi- 

' net. We could see them plain enough 
to be able to recognize some of them, 
but of late, notwithstanding we have 
-met regularly and had the same mem
bers present, wo have gradually de
clined In spirit phenomena until we 
have finally got to where we hardly 
have any manifestations whatever. I 
also developed a high state of telepathy 
until I could actually distinguish the 
voice of certain departed friends. That 
also has aearly entirely failed. My 
sister had a peculiar gift of seeing

mont, N. V., are engaged In securing 
leases of land on the east side of the 
river road between Belmont and . Scio, 
for the purpose of drilling for oil. The 
first weil Is to be located on the Ingra
ham farm higher up than any have yet 
been located. It is stated that Homer 
Elliott, an experienced driller from 
Wellsville, will have charge of the busi- 
hess. The Spiritualists, It is alleged, 
state that the spirits of departed people 
who were'acquainted in the vicinity 
where the well is to be located before 
they left this terrestrial sphere have 
assisted in designating the place where 
there are the most favorable Indications

The Indianapolis Sentinel speaks of 
the Chesterfield Camp: “To-day was the 
largest week day since the opening of 
the Indiana Association of Spiritualists’ 
camp-meeting. A large per cent of the' 
8,000 present Sunday remained, and 
every available space is filled. The at
tendance increases as the meetings pro
gress, and the executive committee has. 
been forced to plan extra accommoda
tions. The addresses of to-day were by 
Mrs. Cahill. Mobile, • Ala., and J. Clegg 
Wright There will be another lecture

spirits in daylight, so plain as 
able to recognize a number of 
that has also nearly played out.

to be 
them; 
What

is the matter with us? I do hope that 
some one will be able to tell us where 
our trouble Is. I also wish some good 
medium and lecturer would visit our 
town, which has a population of about 
5,000, and help our little band. Address 
me at Longview, Texas.” “

A more contemptible .man never lived 
than Dowie. The Chicago Tribune of 
August 20, says of him: As a result of a 
sensational address denouncing all 
Christian religions made by Elder Vol
via of the Dowie Church, Cincinnati, O., 
one of the most prominent members of 
the local branch publicly .announced 
that he had withdrawn from the body, 
and delivered a scathing denunciation 
of Dowie himself. Mr, Davidson, the 
bolter, said he had been identified with 
the church for years, but after Elder 
Volvia’s tirade he was done with the 
Dowieites. Continuing he said: ‘They 
preach against worldliness, yet there is 
more worldliness displayed among them 
than in any other church I know of. I 
recently went to Chicago and found 
there that Dowie was building a city, 
the splendor of which will surpass an
cient Babylon; also that he Is living in a' 
■condition of luxury- not enjoyed by 
Kings and other .potentates. He de
clares himself to be the reincarnation of 
John .the Baptist, but, unlike the fa
mous evangelist, he Is laying his hands 
on everything within reach, Recently 
he departed for Europe in a ' private' 
train and engaged staterooms on board 
a steamer at the enormous cost of 
$1,500. The mflney all comes from the 
pockets of the poor, and'yet he says he 
is carrying a glorious work and Is fol
lowing in the footsteps of the lowly 
Nazarene. I am done with them for all 
time.’ ” '

H. W. H. writes of the Ottawa (Kans.) 
Camp: “Attendance extra good, and the 
last three days were crowded.' D. W. 
Hull was at his best, on the subject of 
‘Bible Spiritualism? Mrs. A, L. Lull's 
lectures and tests were fine. Mrs. E. 
E. Hammond and Mrs. Wagner held a 
test-circle, and were liked very much. 
Mr. B. F. Hayden, trance ledturcr, was 
well received. Mrs. Hayden’s: tests 
were good and often received with

tered into a combination with the earth 
sphere at the present writing, to make 
the closing weeks of Cassadaga camp 
even more beautiful than the preceding 
ones have been.- This morning, Aug. 
14, Is as near perfect as a morning in 
summer can be, and this is as near a 
perfect place to enjoy such a morning, 
as one could find. Not alone the place, 
but the people, seem to be approaching 
perfection as fast as it Is desirable to 
do.

This week closed Prof. Lockwood's 
work here for this season. Mr. Lock
wood has always been popular at this 
camp, and this year has added even 
greater laurels to his already magnifi
cent wreath.

The board of directors decided to con
tinue the classes, another year which 
were conducted by J. Clegg Wright 
here this season, also Prof. Lockwood's 
services have been secured to help on 
the educational movement, and 
pledges have been made to secure the 
required aid for such schools to be es
tablished permanently. Judge Osmer, 
of Franklin, Pa.,i pledges twenty-five 
dollars a year as- a starter. Doubtless 
others will follow, and Cassadaga Camp 
will soon be as renowned for Its educa
tional advantages, as it has heretofore 
been as a Spiritualistic center.

Moses Hull’s school will also be con
tinued here, and it is safe to say no 
other camp in the Union will have the 
advantages to offer to the public that 
Gamp Cassadaga will offer in the year 
1901.

Wednesday was Woman's day, or 
better called, political equality day, 
Rev. Anna Shaw being the star speaker 
of the day. In the morning there was a 
symposium in which Miss Shaw, Mrs. 
Clara Watson, Mrs. McDonald, Mrs. 
Brewer, and Mrs. Mary Webb Baker 
took part. Miss Kate O. Peate presided 
as chairwoman, at both sessions, very 
gracefully performing her duties. Miss 
Shaw is too well known to need any 
eulogy of ours. Sounds of applause at
tested the appreciation of a large audi
ence. This closes her work for this 
season.

The dance In the evening, under the 
management of. the ladles, was a de
cided success. Taking all in all, perfect 
weather, large attendance, and the ex
cellence of the program, this day has 
excelled any of the equality days of pre
vious years.

Hon. Dr. Montague and Thos. Grim
shaw occupy the rostrum for the bal
ance of the week.

Marlon Carpenter, Mr. Grumblne, 
Francis Edgar Mason and Lyman C. 
Howe are the speakers for the last 
week, making a strong array of talent 
from beginning tojmd. _

There has been some failure on the 
part of some of the speakers engaged to 
meet their engagement, causing some 
disappointment, and some unjust criti
cism of the management, but in justice 
to all I will state that the board of di
rectors have done all in their power to. 
have the programme carried out as ad
vertised and are no way blamable for 
unavoidable failures. There has been 
superior talent, to draw from to fill va
cancies, and none need complain.

MARY WEBB-BAKER.

- Viekrinifg Camp, Mich.
"Before the days of camps Spiritualists 
took to the woods and held three-day 
grove meetings; those early out-dool' 
gatherings were well attended, they 
were free and harmonious, as social as 
a family gathering: The beautiful 
grove that surrounds us, reminds me of 
a grove meeting, the first that I ever at
tended, near Beloit, Wis. The Vicks
burg camp grove responds quickly to 
every touch of Improvement, and many 
substantial additions, have been made 
this season, which give to the grounds 
and camp, character and permanency.

The seven days of extreme heat have 
passed, a shower has cooled and puri
fied the breath of life, no extra sickness 
on account of the heat, the dust is laid 
for a time, and all the campers are 
thankful..

The speakers upon the camp program, 
Mrs. Carpenter and Mr. Tisdale, filled 
their appointments to the gratification 
and satisfaction of the campers, during 
the noted hot week. Because of the 
heat the arrivals upon Saturday and 
Sunday were cut short for the morning 
meeting, but the attendance was much 
increased in the afternoon, filling the 
large auditorium to overflowing; this 
was pleasant for Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
Twlng, of New York, as it was her first 
appearance in her week’s engagement 
at the Vicksburg camp.

In addition to the lectures, Children’s 
Day and four regular health lessons, we 
have had public and private tests, mu
sic, dancing and, the usual social har
monious gatherings that are the joy and 
life of this'camp.

The N. S. A. was introduced as a sub
ject of much Importance and was dis
cussed without fear or favor; there 
were no muzzles, no fear by tliose who 
took part that they would lose a job if 
they dared to freely express their opin
ions; the laity were quite unanimous in 
their expressions of opposition to the 
present management. _

The home in Washington, D. O., the 
missionary work, and the ten thousand 
dollar annual meeting of the association 
is not vvanted and will not be sustained 
by one in ten of the intelligent Spirit
ualists of America; not one in twenty at 
this writing, endorse the creed, or dog
mas of the leaders. Spiritualists should 
see and recognize that we are in a crisis, 
the revolution is on, not coming on, 
action is demanded, morally, physically, 
and Spiritually. Something more than 
theories, speculation and "selfishness is 
the demand at this date. Politics and 
religions of every brand and label are 
on trial—“where are we Spiritualists 
at?” Where do we stand? Does par
tisanship hold and control us? Are we 
free, or are we subjugated? These 
questions must be answered; Spiritual
ists ought to be free and clear-headed 
on these subjects.

DR. M. E. CONGER.

Lake Brady, 0.
Woman's Day Is now upon us with its 

beautiful' decorations of yellow, its sun
flowers nodding at us in the fresh 
morning breeze. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley is the speaker and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague presides, but all the bright wo
men in camp have rallied around them 
and unanimously passed a resolution at 
their preliminary meeting, the first one 
offered, to invite the men to co-operate 
in making Woman’s Day a success. \

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague are fair 
samples of this masculine and feminine 
co-operation. It is refreshing to wit
ness their devotion to each other and 
their co-operation ip bringing before the 
world through their lectures and tests;, 
the grand truths of immortality. Our 
genial chairman, D. A. Herrick, filled 
the rostrum the other day, or rather, his 
body did as speaker, for his own person
ality was entirely absent, for he de
scribed scenes in the spirit world show
ing a knowledge of occult laws with 
which Brother Herrick in his every
day life has no dealing. In voice, ges
ture and form of expression, he was 
another individual.

The phenomena and philosophy at 
Lake Brady has thus far been about 
equally balanced through representa
tives of bpth, and in last Interviews 
with people leaving the grounds who 
came here as Investigating skeptics, 
they have expressed themselves as con
vinced of the truth of spirit return.

G. W. Renner and D. A. Herrick gave 
a joint trumpet seance at the Woman’s 
building last evening, in which three 
trumpets were used. Voltes frequently 
sounded from all three of them at the 
same time. Each trumpet would be 
placefl bo close to the individual receiv
ing the message that it wofild not in
terfere with others doing the same.

MRS. M’OASLIN.

1.0VE MUST BE WON.

Love is not free to take, like sun -and 
air, ,7

Nor given away for naught to any
' one, Li.i. i’ " '• ■ ■

It is no compion>-right for. men to 
sharew -rt ■ .' ■■■

Like all yjihgsjflireclous it. is sought 
. and won., -n< • . . - ,

So if another is mòre loved than you, 
Say hot, “It is Tin just,”, but say,.-“if- 

she a“. * '
Has earned'more’Iove than I, it is her 

due,- ',c ' :
When-I deserve more it will come to

rae-” ?.Ui . ' '. ’ ■ v
■ . Cb ■.<’ .B . • ' • : . ; _ :

But If your longlflj be for love indeed, 
Til teach l'yen iww to win it, .a sure 

. . way; ,ii : ■ ui • •
Love and bbfloveiy, that is all you need 

And What you wish for will be yours
' some dà£.' 3 —Susan Coolidge.

“Wedding’Ohlmfls.” By Deipba Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate .wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, .marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 

■prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. FOr.sale at this office,

The new- song-book, The Golden 
Echoes, by S. W. Tucker, has found its 
way into, many, homes, and its beautl-. 
ful songs have cheered' many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. Thqy should be heard 
In every.home in the land. For sale at’ 
this office. Price, 15 cents; $1.50 per 
dozen. .

“A Few Words About the Devil, and 
Other Essays.” By Charles' Bradlaugh. 
Paper, 50 cents. For sale at this, office.

Book of the New Moral 
World.”

A Churchman’s Errors.
One correspondent in your valuable 

paper asserts Christianity has raised 
woman from her condition of servitude, 
and placed her on an equality with 
man. How long since the Christian 
world made this move, please? When 
and where did they invite woman to sit 
in our legislative assemblies, help to 
make and execute the laws which were 
to govern the children she whs deemed 
capable of ushering into this world. 
She Is considered advanced enough to 
pay taxes on whatever property she 
chances to possess, but who,ever saw a 
church member introduce a bill into 
Congress granting suffrage to woman? 
Why, my good friend, even your good 
Saint Paul would not approve of such 
an innovation.

Men who are clear-headed in all other 
directions seem to become suddenly su
pine when the subject of woman’s free
dom Is agitated. Is it a pleasure to 
have your dear mother, wife, or sister 
“hedged in” by the narrow conditions 
which poor benighted Christianity has 
handed down to us from the ages re
mote? Does it increase your importance 
to have these beautiful children who 
come to bless your home, born of a slave 
mother? Self reliance should be one of 
the angels who sit by each fireside of 
btir land, but she never will clasp hands 
with poor shrinking slavery.

. One of the great railway systems of 
Chicago is busy weeding from the ranks 
of its employes, all women. What Is 
the matter? Are they incompetent,, or 
negligent? Oh, no, but the policy of 
this company is promotion for its em
ployes, and the women considered of 
sufficient mental status for mothers of 
a nation, are deemed unfitted to make 
out a way bill or sell tickets, so she is 
to be relegated back to her original con
dition, if the example of this railway 
company is followed, and our world will 
be handicapped by another generation, 
who will be born so blinded that they 
are unable to see.what a heritage they 
have entailed on posterity; unless wo
man rebels, and seeks a wider field of 
action, which she certainly will.

Yes, Christianity has certainly up- 
lifted.wdman, but in a different way 
from what our brother ,conveys. She 
was crushed down till the better, nobler 
nature in. her rebelled, and she dared 
open doors that had been shut in her 
face for centuries, Gentlemen, she will 
never go back to her old condition, and 
no efforts of, yours can hamper the on
ward inarch of progress; nor deprive her 
of laurels which she has nobly won. 
The doors of one puny corporation may 
be closed to her, but a thousand shall 
spring open in their place, not at the 
dictate of Christianity, but at the earn
est wish of angeT hosts, and.progress
ive minds on earth. - : ■

. FRED L. HILDRETH.

(Continued from No. 559-t
“The religions, so-called, of the world 

have divided nation from nation, and 
man from man, from the earliest known 
period of history to the present. True 
religion must, on the contrary, unite 
man to man, and nation to nation, until 
the human rttce shall become as one 
family, united in feeling and Interest, 
equal in education and condition ac
cording to age, and governed solely by 
charity and love, based on a knowledge 
of the sciences of human nature and of 
society, as explained in the first' and 
second parts of this book.”

“It may be here stated, as the subject 
is so important to all who are interested 
in the permanent happiness of thp hu
man race, that hitherto, the subject of 
which man knows the least, and which 
remains beyond the comprehension of 
his faculties, has been made, through 
Ignorance, the chief study and business 
of his existence. In consequence, he has 
ever been in the path of gross error, 
and has gone astray from the beginning, 
consuming his time in doing that which 
he ought not to have done for his 
health, wealth, peace, and a continued 
advance in knowledge and rational en
joyment. The religions of the world 
have confused the mind, destroyed the 
understanding, and given a false direc
tion to the feelings of the human race. 
They have taught men tó call good evil, 
and evil good; changed the natural 
healthy propensities of humanity into 
vile and ferocious passions, and mis
directed all the faculties of man, 
making him’ an enemy to himself and to 
his race. Until the eyes of the world 
can be opened to enable men to see the 
errors, adsurdities, and follies of all 
these religions, so-called, It will be vain 
to expect any rational conduct frpm any 
pyjple or government, or that either of 
tZem can become wise, good and happy.

“When once thè public mind of the 
world can be disabused on this subject, 
so as to enable It to reason calmly and 
justly respecting the past and the 
present, and to see facts as they exist 
in nature, and not distorted by the mis
directed imaginations of any of the 
vafled and opposing religions of the 
world; there will be no yeal difficulty in 
introducing truth,^knowledge, charity, 
kindness, among all ranks and descrip
tions of men. These religions stand in 
the way of making one step toward 
truth, knowledge, superior conduct, and 
happiness. They guard the road to 
these virtues, armed with the weapons 
of ignorance and superstition, and 
threaten vengeance to all who attempt 
to enter upon it. In fact, they ever have 
been, now are, and while they shall be 
allowed to Influence and direct human 
affairs, they ever will be, engines of 
power to make men fools or hypocrites, 
and will remain the bane and curse of 
humanity.

“But how are these hydras of mis
chief to be destroyed without a renewal 
of all the crimes aud sufferings pro
duced 1# the cruelties of one system of 
madness to oppose another; by which ' 
hosts of human beings have slaughtered I 
each other and inflicted all tlie crimes 

-and miseries of the most ferocious war
fare, in order that the superstitions of 
tho cross or the crescent might be vic
torious over all tbe rational faculties of 
humanity? And all this rancor of the 
most fiendish vengeance, created and 
maintained by myriads to the death, for 
the honor and glory of a Being said to 
be a God of love, of justice, of charity, 
and of mercy, and the essence of all 
wisdom, power, and goodness!!! And 
yet this Being, Power, Essence, or 
whatever name may be given to the 
cause of all that has been, Is, or may be 
caused—remains to this day as incom
prehensible to man as when the first 
man was murdered, with the impious 
imagination that the deed was done to 
support the honor aud add to the glory 
of that Power which no man possessing 
the slightest approach to common sense 
will now say he can comprehend.

“While man shall have his faculties 
so destroyed as to be made con
scientiously to believe that by anything 
he can do, be can honor or glorify a 
Power unknown and incomprehensible 
to him, or by leaving anything undone 
he can anger or in any manner affect 
such Power, it Is proof to demonstra
tion that he has not been made a 
rational creature, and that he has yet 
to acquire the rudiments of the knowl
edge of his own nature, before he can 
learn what manner of being he is, or 
what is the true character of all 
humanity.”

(To be continued.)

ROBERT OWEN

of Mediumship Ç

This instrument Is substantially the same as that 
employed by Prof. Haro in his early investigation,. 
In Its Improved form It has been before tha public for 
moro than seven years, and In the hands of thousand« 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the Plan
chette, and all other Instruments which have nee. 
brought out In Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communication, received by 
Its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to inveatigate Spirltualiemr 
Do you with to develop HediuuuMp?
Do you duire to receive Communioationtf , -

The Psychograph la an invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation

THE FSYCHObftÿFHI
-OR— •

DIAL PLANCHETTE. ‘

with every Instrument. Many who were not awareot' 
their medlumlitlo alft, have, alter a few clUluge, 
been able to receive delightful meatagea A velum« 
might be filled with commendatory latten. ManFf. 
who began with it aa an amualug toy, found that the 
lutelllgeuce controlling' It kuew more than them* 
eelvea, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D.B. Edwards, Orleut, N. Y., writes: "I had 
communications (by the Peychograph) from many 
other friends, even from old Bottlers whose grave, 
atones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly aatlstactory, and proved to me that Bplr- 
Ituallsm Is Indeed true, and tho communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severest 
loss I bare had of sou, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene CroweU, whose writings have made htg 
name familiar to those Interested in psychic matter« 
writes as follows: "I am much pleased with the Fay
allograph. Ills very simple in prlnclplaand construm . 
tlou. and 1 am sura must be far more sensitive to «pin 
itual power than the one now in use. I believe it will 
generally supersede the latter when Ite superior 
merits become known."

Securely packed, and sent pottage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,OO, Addrsset

HUDSON TUTTLE,
• . .. ^- Berlin Heights Ohio- •

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To which 1« added Spiritual Phenomena: How to in
vestigate their various phase»; how to form circlet 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuine 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist should 
have It. Price, cloth. 75c. ,

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
WHY SHE BECAME A SRIRITUAUST, 

264 pages. One copy, 91; six copies, is.

FROM NIGHT TO MORN}
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church j, 

82 pages. One copy, IS cenisi Un coplee, IL

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS. ’■ 
tenu.1’**6*' b°un<1 41* MM W

Ror Sate at thia Wee, M tMmliSIreei

E. 0. BABBITT’S WORKS.
Human Culture and Cure.

Part First The Philosophy of Cure. Paper coven. 
50 cents.

Human Culture and Cure. •
Part Second. Marriage, Sexual Development and.

Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cents. |
Social Upbuilding,

Including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness 
and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 cents.
Health and Power.

A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Cloth, 25 cents: Leaflet 
85 cents.
Religion«

Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Ciottk 
11; paper, 50 cents.
Principles of Light and Color»

One of the greatest books of the age, 15) by mall 
82 cents extra.

The Bridge Between Two Worlds. 
BY ABBY A. JUDSON.

With portrait of the author. Deeply spiritual and 
instructive. An excellent work. Price, cloth, 81.00; 
paper, 75 cents. For sale at this office.

The Development of the Spirit
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The 
origin of religions, and tbefr Influence upon th» 
mental development of the human race. Transcribed 
at the request of a band of ancient phllosopberi. 
Price, 10 cents. For sale at thia office.

«

N. B.—I may add, in passing, that 
when Robert Owen published his book 
(1845), his son, Hon. Robert Dale Owen, 
was representing a district in Congress, 
from Indiana, and had few.superlors in 
breadth of intellect, as I remember. I 
notice now, in the dispatch to the 
associated press, of August 2, that the 
Democrats of the First Congressional 
District of Indiana have nominated 
Alfred Dale Owen for Congress, who is 
the present mayor of Mt. Vernon, Ind. 
It is altogether probable that he is the 
grandson, or great-grandson of the 
author of the “Book of the New Moral 
World.” There is great need of broad
minded men in the national legislature

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventiit attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 

Mose» Hull. Price 10 cents. For sale at thhi office.

THE DIAKKA.
The Dtakka and Their Earthly Victlmi.bT

A. J. Davla, la a very IntcrcstlZp -Ld 
work. It la an explanation of much that la false and 
repulsive In Splrltuallam. embodying a most im
portant recent interview with James Victor Wilson, a 
resident of the Bummer Land. Price 50 cents. For 
■ale at this office.

now-a-days.
New Philadelphia, Ohio.

C. H. MATHEWS.

mHE DIVINE PLAN has been car
ried out successfully by The Pro-
gresslve Thinker, one continual cur-

. rent of the profits returning to our 
subscribers. Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in 

“ the Spirit World only costs our sub
scribers 25 cents—far less than its act
ual cost to us. Its regular price to the 
trade is $1.50. This work should be in 
every family in the United States. It 
Is elegantly and substantially bound, 
neatly printed and Is an ornament to 
any library One million copies of this, 
work should be distributed throughout 
the country. The Progressive Thinker 
one year and this book will be sent 
for $1.25.

Three Journeys
Around the World,

Or Travels in the Pacific Islands, 
New Zealand, Australia, 

Ceylon, India,
Aad other Orieital countries. By J. M. Peebles, A. 
M.. M. D., Ph. D. In this splendid large book Dr. 
Peebles has concentrated a r&st amount of valuable 
information. It 1» exceedingly entertaining and read* 
able, and Spiritualism as bo found it everywhere 
tn bls travels receives due attention, making the 
book of special value and interest to Spiritualists, 45A 
large page», finely bound, al the low price of S1A0. For; 
sale at this office. .

Harmonics of Evolution.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, 

. Based Upon Natural Science
Al taught hv modern masters of law. Hr Fiorane. 
Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting and distinctly 
valuable contribution to the literature of evolution, 
unfolding Its laws from the deeper and clearer spirit
ual aspect, and Indicating the defects ot the Darwin
ian theory. Spiritualista and Materialists alike can 
gain much from Its perusal, ■ Price, finely bound in 
cloth, 83. Tor sale at this office.

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D.- Price $1. 
For sale at this office.

“The Heresy Trial of Rev. B. F. Aus
tin, M. A., D. D. Giving a sketch of 
Dr. Austin’s life, story of- the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, the heresy 
sermon, the scene-at conference, and 
Dr. Austin’s full address defending his' 
views on Spiritualism at the London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.,” 
etc. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office.

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chinlquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
iittito Price, by mail, $1. For sale at 
this office.

"Woman, Church and State.” A his-I 
torlcal account of the status of woman : 
through the Christian ages; with remlm 
iscences of the Matriarchate. By Ma
tilda Joslyn Gage. An Important work 
for all women, students of history, etc. 
Paper, 75 cents. Cloth, gilt, 51.50. . For 
sale at this office.

Works of Thomas Paine
Anew edition in paper covers with large clear typo, 

comprising; -
Age of Reason, 
Rights of Man. 
Crisis..............
Common Sense.

.25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cts.
,16 cts.

This Is a splendid opportunity to secure these stand
ard work», a» the price Is within the reach of all. For 
sale at this office.

Health and Power,
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by tht 

aid of new, refined and powerful method» of n&turo. 
Bv E. D. Babbitt, M.D., author of •’Principle» o? 
Light and Color/' “Philoeophy of Cure," etc. Fried •loth 95 cent». For sale at this office. *

History of Atharael.
life InTtbo Stone Age. The History ot Atberael, 

Chlet Prfelt ot a bend ot Aryan«. This pamphlet 
containing SI page«, was written through the me
diumship of U. G. Flgley, end la Intensely Interest
ing, Price 80 cents. For sale et thia offlee.

Who Wrote the New Testament?
The authors discovered. The writings of Dam!» used 
sa a basis.. Aetonlsbios contestions of Eusobltia and ■ 
Athanasius, and uf the Popes. Leo I., Ellarlas andUr- > 
ban VL Transcribed by M. Farads}^- Price 10c. For '■ 
Mie avthlB offlep. - - ••
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make the meeting a success. Further
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i for 
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Char
acter,

main at Babylon until her health is 
stored.

secretary, St. Johns, Mich., or G, 
Ottmar, Riley, Mich. •

Chesteiiield Camp, Ind.
The camp-meeting of the Indiana As-

summer. The camp-meeting opens
1, closing September 1. Anyone wish
ing a Lake Brady program will please 
write Geo. N. Abbott, Lake Brady, via 
Kent, Ohio, or E. R. Kidd, Canton, Ohio.

Onset Camp-Meeting. . 
Commences July 15, and closes Au-

Lake Brady.
Tho camp grounds will be open 

picnics June 1, extending through

Hauti writ
ing, i 

t

This department Is under the man
agement of

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Au. 25,1000

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed'form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and tho style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things 1b to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with eqriul 
favor.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

H. L. JB.: Q. Four years dgo I 
stepped out of the church and followed 
the light of Spiritualism, but It has gone 
on glimmering. Opportunities to com- 
inumcaie have been given to those who 
are supposed to exist on tbeTither side, 
but not a whisper has ever come to me, 
and when those around you are skep- 
tlcal and unsympathetic, is it not dls- 
cotiraglng? I am tempted sometimes 
to believe death ends all.

A. The condition of this correspond
ent is like that of a multitude of others 
who are constantly writing to this de
partment, asking for explanations or 
words of comfort. To leave the church 
and Its assurance of certainty, aud find 
tlie light guiding thence, wavering aud 
uncertain, is indeed deplorable, aud 
the weary minds, turn back to tlie old 
paths. It requires strength of charac
ter, mid determined will to clear the 
way for feet already weary. So many 
discouragements are met,, the heart 
grows faint and the repose of the old 
faith is more inviting.

There are reasons, for these failures 
of earnest souls to receive messages 
from tlie departed. In some cases, 
theip psychic or bodily condition pre
vents by some subtle cause scarcely un
derstandable. Thus a bar of Iron may 
be magnetically inert, and again with
out the least visible change become a 
powerful magnet. There is a condition 
of personal organization, that is not 
only inert to spirit influence, but op
posed to its manifestation in others. 
This condition may be, and often is, 
suddenly changed to a high degree of 
impressibility to these influences. This 

’ may occur, involuntarily, but more usu
ally Is the result of becoming a member 
of a circle.

Again, the desire of spirit friends has 
far more Influence than Is usually as-' 
signed to them. When there are those 
very dear, aud recently departed, they 

: have even stronger desire to communl- 
I cate, than their friends have to re- 
5 celve, and they avail themselves of ev- 
| ery opportunity to do so. If they fail, 
I it Is because they can not.

They may not know how to control 
। tbe subtile forces with which they have 

to deni. 'They may fail in the attempt 
1 to express their thoughts, and be 

charged with falsehood. Fearing such 
> failure they may shrink from making 
any attempt.

To all the great class of those who de
sire to believe and yet falter on the bor
ders, wo urge the plan which has been 
persistently advocated by The Pro
gressive Thinker, of the home circle. 
Delightful messages may be obtained 
through public mediums, but such can 
only come on rare occasions, for such 
sources are not readily available. The 
home circle is like the old prayer meet
ing, and the spirit friends will come to 
the sacred altar of the table around 
which they once sat, tbe hearth never 
forgotten, and their Influence is 
stronger there than anywhere else. 
There they may be constantly consulted 
and bellet becomes an abiding knowl
edge Hint the home and our lives are 
overshadowed by their sacred presence.

for as there is an ether of extrem'e 
tenuity for tho explauation of the phe
nomena of the physical forces of light, 
heat, and electricity, there is a still 
more refined ether which is the medium 
of psychic vibrations.

Thin principle, ns simple and sublime 
as that of gravitation, was first an
nounced in the “Philosophy of Spirit 
and the Spirit World, published In 1860. 
The spirit authors for the first time ex
plicitly stated the theory of thought vi
brations, with diagrams, as the funda
mental explanation of all the marvel
ous class of phenomena now known as 
thought transference, telepathy, spirit 
communion, etc. It is to the spiritual 
what gravitation is to the physical 
world. Tlie changes rung on the “vi
bratory theory," all have their begin
ning with this statement, and most of 
their exponents, with only superficial 
knowledge of the profound subject, 
have given rein to their fancy, and put 
forth their wild dreams for knowledge.

With this principle we have tlie key 
to the complex and interblended phe
nomena of spirit; the taliBmanlc sesame 
which opens the door of its inner mys
teries. _

The application: These vibrations go 
out into the spirit ether, and wherever 
they meet a spirit, in harmony, they are 
received and transmuted into thoughts, 
the same as set them in motion, precise
ly as the recplver of a telephone 
changes the electric waves to waves of 
sound,

The letter remains vibrant with the 
thoughts of its author and the psychom- 
etrist reads therefrom.

The sensitive receives the waves, apd 
recognizing their meaning Is able to 
read the thought, or is a mind-reader. A 
medium receives impressions from 
spirits, in the same manner. Every 
manifestation and psychic phenomenon 
is explainable by this theory and the 
seemingly conflicting medley unitized.

J. H. McEllroy: Q. । Faraday as a 
spirit claims that the material universe 
existed before the spiritual. Other spir
its have told me that the spiritual ex
isted before the material. Which is 
true?

A. Matter without its spiritual es
sence-force or properties—could not 
exist—would be nothing. The spiritual 
forces could not be recognizable by hu
man senses or understanding except 
through matter.

All knowledge starts with the funda
mental proposition: Matter and force 
(spirit) ane eternal. There Is no crea
tion—there is evolution. There Is con
tinuous change of form and condition, 
and ascension to higher planes, but ever 
and forever the spiritual and material 
are blended, as energy aud Its external 
expression.

Lake Helen, Fla.
The Southern Cassadaga Camp, Lake 

Helen, Florida, will operi the first Sun
day, in February, 1901. Emma J. Huff, 
corresponding secretary.

Maple DeH Camp, 0.
The National Spiritual and Religious 

Cami» Association will hold its twelfth 
annual session, commencing July 22, 
ending September. For full particulars 
and programme, enclose stamp and ad
dress Lucy King, corresponding secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio.

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
This camp opens July 29, The circu

lars are now ready and ean be had upon 
application. In writing for them please 
enclose stamp for return postage. Ad
dress Albert P. BiInn, Clerk, 603 Tre
mont street, Boston, Mass.

Colorado Ça^pi”
Canyon Camp, opens In SojUh Boulder 

Canyon, July 1, aud CQBtlnugg through 
July, August, and posaiblyigeptember. 
Any Information desired, ip regard to 
this new and Interesting „ movement 
may be obtained by writing Muy Taylor, 
Box 780, Denver, Colo.j ,,-j

Lake Sunape^ N. H.
The twenty-third annyal Ljike Suna- 

pee Spiritualist Camp-meeting will be 
held at Blodgett’s LamJJiig,' If. H., for 
four weeks, commencing gùjiday, July 
29, and closing Sunday, Allgust 26,1900. 
For programmes address the secretary, 
W. H. Wilkins, Claremont, N- H.

Marshalltown; Iowa.
The Central Iowa Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold Its annual camp at 
Marshalltown, Iowa, September 2 to 
September 1G inclusive. Grounds open 
to campers after August 27. For in
formation or programs iiddress W. H. 
Wilson, 301 N. Center street, Marshall
town, Iowa, '

Haslett Park, Mich.
Eighteenth annual assembly of Spir

itualists at Haslett Park, Mich, August 
2 to September 4, 1900, inclusive. For 
programmes address J. D. Richmond,

Prof. Hopkins Criticised by 
Mary Weeks Burnett.

Horrible Religion and 
Horrible Life.

sociation of Spiritualists will open at 
Chesterfield, Ind., July 19, and close 
August 26, 1900. For programmes and 
further information address Flora Har
din, secretary, Anderson, Indiana.

Delphos Camp. ‘
The twenty-second annual camp

meeting of the First Society of State 
Spiritualists and Liberals will be held 
at Delphos, Kans., from August 10 to 
August 2G inclusive. For further par
ticulars or information write to Presi
dent-J. N. Blanchard, Delphos, Kansas; 
M. J. Main, vice-president, Simpson, 
Kansas, or E. S. Bishop, secretary, 
Glasco. Kansas.

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort offers an 

attractive programme the coming sea
son. The camp opens July 13 and 
closes August 26. Write to the secre
tary, A. E. Gaston, Meadville, Pa., for 
programmes.

Psyche. New York: Q. What do you 
consider the fundamental principle of 
spirit communion, and how can It be ex
plained?

A. The stars as glowing suns, send 
off waves of light which break on 
coasts at inconceivable distances. Tbe 
Light of 61 Cygnet, one of the nearest, at 
the velocity of 192,000 miles in a sec
ond. is twelve years passing the dis
tance from that star to the earth, and 

; how much farther It reaches Is beyond 
: understanding. Its light is thrown out 
i in everv direction, so that In every part 
: of that vast sphere It is visible. A 
i - luminous body is one which throwsDff. 
■ light waves in tbe same manner a heat

ed body throws off vibrations of differ
ent length and velocity, which aré rec
ognized heat. An electrically excited 
bodv. that is one thrown into intense vi
brations. sends off waves known as 
electricity. These waves go out in ev
ery direction as radii from a centre to 
the circumference of its sphere, and 
when unimpeded in perfect spheres, 
The wire being a better conductor, 
more readily transmits these waves.

When such a vibrating body is ele
vated to some height in the air and 
charged, It throws off these waves and 
at all points in the sphere of its waves 
they can be received by a proper In
strument. It is thus seen that wireless 
telegraphy does not differ from tele
graph by wire In principle. This is, 
Iio we ver. at once observed: As these 
■waves go out the súrface they' cover 
rapidly Increases and their Intensity 
must decrease in the sqme ratio.' This 

. is found to be as the square of the dis
tance. Thus if the energy of a light, 
heat, or electric vibrant body, at a cer
tain distance be represented,by a unit, 

• at twice the distance, the energy will be 
four times less; at four times the dls- 
tance sixteen times less. While .this 
does not hold good on a conducting 
wire, it will be found to limit the dis
tance to which wireless telegraphy can 
be employed.- ■

With these physical facts clearly , im
pressed on our minds, we are prepared 
for the reception of thè grand princi
ples on which the superstructure of the 
spiritual philosophy is founded. It ls( 
this: '

As the radiant star is a centre of 
light, so the brain is a centre of radiant 
thought. The spirit.using that-brain as 

I its installment Is the source and vortex 
of that energy, sending out vibrations 
in every direction. . Tlie parallel is 
fljajle complete "by the analogous ethers,

NUN FROM THE DARK, DREARY 
WALLS OF A CONVENT AFTER 
FORTY-FIVE LONG YEARS.
I was surprised to find that on one 

day the past week, after forty-five 
years spent as a cloistered nun in the 
Ursuline convent at Bedford Park, in 
the Bronx, New York, that Cecelia 
Lawrence, known In the sisterhood as 
Mother Cecelia, passed for the first time 
since she entered, beyond the convent 
walls, and for the first time in her life 
rode on a railroad train.

Mother Cecelia is a daughter of a 
prominent New Yorker, Bryan Law
rence, and at his death left $100,000 to 
the Ursuline convent and a like sum to 
bls daughter. She assumed the white 
veil when she was a girl graduate, only 
seventeen years old.

On taking the final vows Miss Law
rence devoted her whole fortune to the 
convent, of which she has now been an 
Inmate nearly half a century. Permis
sion to leave the convent for a brief pe
riod was obtained by a special dispensa
tion from Archbishop Corrigan, on ac
count of Mother Cecelia’s failing 
health, and she has now gone to Baby
lon, L. I., where she will be nursed by 
the Bisters of the Convent of St. 
Joseph.

It is stated that It was with the ut
most reluctance that the venerable nun 
was persuaded to leave her life-long 
retreat, but the question now Is, wiU 
she after seeing the beauties of the out
side worlds want to return to those 
dreary walls, or will she not have some 
regrets?

I am told she was like a being sud
denly translated from another world as 
she passed out of the convent doors the 
first time in forty-five years. She was 
stunned by the rush and roar of the 
trains, by'the speed of the electric cars, 
by the noise aud bustle of the big city, 
by the Immensity of the crowds, the 
towering mass of the buildings. 
Throughout the long journey she sat 
outwardly Impassive and almost silent, 
only opening her lips to murmur, 
“Wonderful. ■ Wonderful!" She was 
like one in a dream. The trains she said 
frightened her at first, but she soon be
came reassured and positively enjoyed 
the rapid motion. The electric cars she 
thought even more wonderful. She 
said what impressed her more than any
thing else was the mighty tide of hu
manity flowing along the streets 
through which she passed. In the af
ternoon she was able to make a visit to 
Oak Island, and only think, there she 
had her first view of the ocean, and she 
sal£ that it was the most glorious of all 
the sights she had seen. She will re-

An elderly lady friend, of mine, In
forms me that she remembers the time 
that Miss Lawrence entered the con
vent and that it made considerable talk 
at that time, for Miss Lawrence only 
being seventeen years old and with such 
a fortune, .and think what good she 
could have done with her money in the 
outside world among the sick and poor, 
instead of shutting herself up behind 
dark and dreary walls.

What a horrible religion this Is to 
take these inmates in behind these walls 
away from these grand beauties that 
God has given us, such as the flowers, 
trees and all the beauties of nattire. 
Do they think It a crime to look on these 
things?

I have asked the question many, 
times, and have never received an an
swer; that is, whit is the fascination, 
what the transformation behind those 
dreary, dark stone walls, where, so 
many young women give up all that Is. 
dear to them in this world—Wealth, 
mother, all, to take that white velVand 
never to come out? This Is surely one 
of the mysteries that Is very hard to 
solve. J.'OSBORNE LUNT.

New York. .

OU, as a progressive mind, should 
know something of the phenom

' ena of that magnificent change 
called Death. On that subject 
you will find valuable information 
in the three volumes of The En
cyclopedia of Death, and' Life in

the Spirit World Those three volumes 
contain more valuable information on 
that subject than all the libraries of the 
world. They tire furnished to the sub
scribers of -The Progressive Thinker at 
a nominal cost. Read carefully our 
premium list • L

gust 26, 1900. For further particulars 
address Secretary, Onset, Mass.

Vicksburg Camp.
The seventeenth annual camp-meet

ing of Vicksburg, Mich., will be held In 
Fraser’s Grove, commencing August 3, 
and closing August 26, 1900. For fur
ther Information address Jeannette 
Fraser, Manager, Vicksburg, Kalama
zoo county, Mich. • 1 •

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
Tuesday morning, conference, which 

opened up with thoughts rather spicy, 
in which all took an active part. Our 
subject was: “Are we not two bodies, 
and cannot the inner spirit control the 
outer or earthly body? ;

Afternoon brought the friends to
gether to listen to a discourse from Mrs. 
Cooley, on the different modes of wor
ship. She gave a brief history, of wor
ship, from the tree down to the present 
time, which was very fine and interest
ing; It gave some new light and 
thoughts to the workings of Spiritual
ism.

Thursday morning conference still 
held to the same subject, which brought 
out diverse opinions with hew thought 
for study.

In the afternoon she took some of the 
points to speak from; she also gaye a 
brief sketch of her mediumship and 
speakership, and as to the dwelling of 
the spirit within and the going out at 
the time of separation.

On Friday afternoon she gave us a 
practical discourse on Spiritualism, and 
the mode of living thereby, after which 
she gave the friends a final good-bye, 
which all regretted, but she is to be 
with us the coming year.

Thursday evening we were greeted 
with the faces of Mr. and lilrs. Dr. 
Warne, of Chicago, who tarried over 
night with us and gave some beautiful 
thoughts on the forces of development. 
Mrs. Warne Is one of our pld campers, 
and received a hearty welcome from all 
old campers.

Saturday afternoon brought us to
gether to listen to Mrs. Weatherford 
and daughter, who gave some of their 
improvised songs, while Mrs. W. gave 
a fine opening address on Spiritualism.

Sunday morning we werd greeted 
witli a fine shower which ’refreshed 
both soul and body, as the weather had 
been to extreme heat, but the people 
came in and the house: was' well filled 
with eager listeners when our speaker, 
Mrs. Weatherford, came to the front 
and opened her lectureion “The Truths 
of Nature, aud How to-Learn Ho Inven
tory Our Own Selves.” u f

Afternoon, her subject was i'Brother- 
hood of Humanity."' She . handled it 

’with'masterly care. " o' ■
The mediums and speakers have done 

a good work since the -camp opened, 
and many a heart has been made glad 
by hearing from their, departed friends. 
Spiritualism is growing. The young 
will not be held down to the old creeds 
and dogmas.

We have got the best talent to come, 
and we are looking forward for a big

Mount Pleasant Park, la.
The eighteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association will be held at Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa, from July 20 to 
August 2G, 1900. All wishing circulars 
should write to the secretary, Stella A. 
Fisk, 18 N. 11th street, Keokuk, Iowa. 
Those wishing to rent tents, etc., should 
write to John Nelson, Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Clinton, Iowa. _

Grand Ledge, Mich.
Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp-Meet

ing commences July 29 and closes Au
gust 2G. For further particulars and 
full programmes, write to M. F. Phares 
or Geo. H. Sheets. Grand Ledge,-Mich.

Camp-Meeting at Deep Lake.
The Illinois State Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens its second season at 
Deep Lake, miles from Lake Villa, 
Ill., on Wisconsin Central railroad, com
mencing July 10 and closing September 
1. Those who intend to camp with us 
please let us know in time so that we 
can make preparations for you. Ad
dress G. V. Cordingley, President, 3300 
tVabasb avenue, Chicago, Ill. .

Island Lake. Mich.
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, Mich

igan, commences Thursday, July 19, and 
closes September 3. For further Infor
mation address tl^e secretary, Ella B. 
Brown, 266 Twenty-first street, De
troit, Mich.

Verona Park Camp.
Opens June 15 and closps August 26. 

For programmes address Albert F. 
Smith, président, Bangor, Maine.

- Summerland, Cal.
The tenth annual camp-meeting of 

the Spiritualists of Summerland, Cal., 
conducted by the ’ Summerland Spirit
ualist Association, will commence 
August 26, 1800. M. A. Spring, presi
dent; W. P. Allen, secretary.

Niantic Camp.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

Meeting Association, at Niantic camp
grounds, Niantic, Corin; season of 1900, 
commencing June 25 and gontinuing un
til September 8, inclusive. .For pro
grammes address Mary A. Hatch, secre-- 
tary, South Windham, Corin.

Los Angeles, CaL, Camp. -
: Arrangements have been . made to 

hold a camp-meeting at Sycamore 
Grove, Los Angeles, Call, September 2 
to 30, inclusive. Address Elton T. 
Brown, secretary, 341% So. Spring 
street, Los Angeles  ̂Cal. '

Nebraska State Camp.
The Nebraska State Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold its second annual 
camp at the Crete Chautauqua Grounds, 
Crete, Neb., from August 16 till August 
26 Inclusive. Crete is about 20 miles 
from Lincoln. The grounds are very 
conveniently and pleasantly situated 
and every effort will be put forth to

Ottawa Camp, Kansas.
The Ottawa camp-meeting opened on 

the 8th of August as advertised, con
tinuing until the 13th. It was held in 
the beautiful grounds of Forrest Park, 
aniLa more perfect and lovely place for 
such a purpose can not well be imag
ined. It Is the Ideal place for holding 
meetings of this nature. Its beautiful 
grounds are interspersed with broad 
graveled avenues, lined with comfort
able benches, shaded by grand old trees 
whose Invitiug shade is' most sublime 
and refreshing. The green sward is 
broken here with a fountain, nnd there 
with a pond whose waters are alive 
with gold-fish and the surface covered 
with lovely pond lilies in full bloom. 
The Marais des Oygnes river threads its 
silvery course through its entire length. 
Many buildings of various sizes are 
scattered throughout the grounds, some 
of the rustic, others of tbe cottage style, 
aud taken as a whole, It is a most en
chanting spot and as “Blossom,” (Mrs. 
Wagner’s control) expressed It, “It 
looked somewhat like one of their parks 
in the spirit world.

Here the Spiritualists of this section 
of the state gathered and celebrated tbe 
fourth anniversary of this association, 
and all had a very happy and enjoy
able time. The rostrum was occupied 
by Mr. Ben F. Hayden as an Inspira
tional speaker, D. W. Hull, Mrs. L. Ma- 
bee and Mrs. A. L. Lull as speakers, 
and Mrs. Hayden, Mrs. Lull, Mrs. Ham
mond and Mrs. Inez Wagner as test 
mediums, all of whom acquitted them
selves most excellently, arid gave trig 
best of satisfaction. Everybody seemed 
pleased and highly gratified, and de
parted with the full determination to 
come next season. ’ .

A- matter of some interest occurred 
there, that is worthy of mention. Three 
young preachers of diffiftnt orthodox 
denominations had private sittings with 
one of the mediums, Mrs. Infez’ Wagner. 
They seemed to be perfectly honest In
vestigators and got w&ndeffill results 
from “Blossom.” her control,In,who ac
quitted herself most n^ybly. - .They ex
pressed themselves as .perfeptiy dum- 
founded at the phenomena, and one of 
them was so Impressed that hejreturned 
the very next day for another sitting, 
and told Mrs. Wagner, that .qn his re
turn home after his first sitting, he saw 
things clairvoyantly, that he saw whom 
lie thought was Jesus Ghristl ■

Saturday evening’s exercises closed 
with a literary entertainment conclud
ing With a dance at which fill enjoyed 
themselves immensely.iy y :

J. S. ENSStINGER.

particulars may be obtained of Jatnes 
Campbell, president. Havelock. Neb.

Summerland Beach Camp, 0.
The spiritual camp-meeting at Sum

merland Beach, 6., will commence Sun
day, Aug. 2G aud continue two weeks, 
including Sunday September 9. Tlie 
best talent of the country, both medi
ums and speakers, will be here.- Every 
night is given to médiums. For pro
gramme and information address S. : J. 
Woolley, MUo, Ohl<\ x . .

Rending the Vail: This Vhiutne Is a 
compilation by J. W. Nixon, of psychic 
literature, most given' .■ by spirits 
through and by means of full form vis
ible materializations, at seances of a 
certain Psychic Research Society, 
known as the Aber Intellectual-¿Circle, 
the medium being William W. Aber. 
507 pp. octavo. For sale at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker. Price $2.

“The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
5V. H. .Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great in
congruities. Price 25 cents. For; sale 
at this office, ■ .
. “Mind and Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied in Medicine and 
Education.” By A. C. Halphtde. Pres
ident Chicago Society of Anthropolbgy. 
For sale at this office. Rrlce $L ■ .

A recent editorial in the Inter Ocean 
refers to an article by Washburn Hop
kins, professor of Sanskrit in Yale, pub
lished in a current magazine. The com
ments of the Inter Ocean upon the ar
ticle are v^ry interesting and seem 
worthy of notice. Leaving on one side 
for the moment the statement (quoted) 
that theosophy is the teaching of the 
masters of yoga, let us suggest that a 
professor of so pronounced and refined 
a language as Sanskrit (which is called 
the language of the Gods) should 
always endeavor to enlighten—not con
fuse—the public mind. He should makp 
a very clear differentiation in his inter
pretation of single and root words.

Sanskrit is essentially a language 
which contains within itself Its own 
roots, thus differing from any western
world language. Each letter of the 
Sanskrit alphabet has a definite mean
ing. Each root word is used generically 
and has many applications. Just as in 
English, the word man (which, by the 
way, is from a Sanskrit root.) includes 
in the generic sense the professor of 
science and theology as well as the un
educated tramp and the savage, so in 
Sanskrit the word yogi includes those 
who' through spiritual evolution have 
become Christs, as well as those who 
have devoted themselves wholly to the 
practice of physical torture in order to 
develop In thepiselves will power and 
an indifference to bodily demands.

Any one at all conversant with San
skrit has abundant opportunity to find 
In the Sanskrit scriptures the two great 
divisions of yoga practice distinctly set 
forth. They are called Raja Yoga, 
which includes preliminary control (not 
suppression) of the mind, in order that 
supreme conscious spiritual union with 
the divine may be attained, and, Hatha 
Yoga, that which brings tbe physical 
body and the desire body under control 
of the will, and yet leaves the mind un
controlled and the spiritual nature un
evolved. The Raja Yoga leads to Christ- 
hood, the Hatha Yoga, if joined to any 
thought of selfishness, leads to black 
magic. Western-world scriptures make 
the same distinction between those who 
seek the purity and truth of life eternal 
and those who, professing to do the 
same, follow the outward practices and 
leave the mind “full of ravening and 
wickedness.” 'These two methods of 
yoga are called In India the true and 
tlie false yoga. ”

Simply “releasing the soul from the 
body” does not constitute true yoga. 
Some forms of release are; however, 
brought about by the Hatha (false) 
Yoga practices, as auy insane asylum 
will demonstrate. What is a more 
patent fact in many insane cases than 
that the soul has been released from 
the body? And the cure of such cases 
will depend upon the reuniting the 
souls with the bodies again. But the 
release by true yoga means au expan
sion of consciousness, which, while not 
losing possession of the physical, 
widens into greater possibilities fur the 
uplifting of humanity.

It Is true that the higher conscious
ness becomes active, as instanced by St. 
Paul, Plotluus, Thomas a’ Kempis, and 
many others, but such results as those 
great souls attained are not secured by 
tlie long “fasts” and “pafuful postures” 
of the false yogi. The Sanskrit scrip
tures say that “yoga is not for him who 
eateth too inr'di, nor who abstalneth to 
excess,” but for him who has acquired 
“fearlessness, purity of heart, stead
fastness In the yoga of wisdom, self
restraint, truth, absence of wrath, com
passion to living beings, uncovetous
ness, forgiveness, absence of pride, sac- 
rillce, and the study of the shastaas.” 
Note that the last qualification, that of 
study, refers to definite training of the 
mind. .

The object of yoga is not to suppress 
aud thus eventually destroy the mind. 
The student knows that “to think of 
absolutely nothing” would lead In time 
to the utter deformation of the intellec
tual principle, and that is not what he 
seeks, but his effort is to gradually 
bring the mind into subjection to the 
real I, who is to bo its master. The 
mind has to be made an obedient ser
vant, so that ft shall think purely, clear
ly, one-polntedly, for so long a time as Its 
muster, the real I directs. This mastery 
of tlie mind, united with a highly 
evolved or unfolded spiritual nature, 
constitutes a "Mahatma, or a master 
soul.”

Mahatma Is also a word much used 
and little understood In this country. 
It Is a Sanskrit root compound, which 
includes, according to Its relation to 
other words, all grades of true and 
false, from simple student to master 
all knowledge.

A true mahntma is one who has defi
nitely, consciously, trained all his sub
liminal consciousness, all his subtle fac
ulties of soul and of mind, and of sense, 
uutll he has become not only master of 
them all, but has made them responsive 
to every cry of pain and suffering in the 
world, and all his energies continually 
go forth for the teaching, the helping, 
and the uplifting of the minds nnd 
souls of men. He has become only a 
force for good in the world. Would 
that there were more of these. And as 
man evolves, unfolds his higher facul
ties, there will be more, for these great 
souls have become such through long 
evolution, and others will do the same.

In regard to the teachings of theoso
phy as given out to the world through 
these divine' teachers, I cannot more 
clearly state what theosophy is and 
does than to quote Mrs. Besant’s words 
In the June humber, 1900, of the Theo
sophical Review (American edition) 
upon “The Nature of Theosophical 
Proofs:”

“Now, theosophy is an exposition of 
life, Including in one vast sweep all its 
actualities and possibilities. It can only 
be grasped even to a very limited ex
tent by prolonged and patient study. 
» » Theosophy brings to light proofs 
of the existence of-a prlineval wisdom, 
proofs of spiritual realities, proofs of 
the One existence, and of the human 
spirit as Issuing from the div.lne, proof 
of the evolution of the soul, and the.law 
of sequence guiding evolution, proof „of 
the existence of divine teachers who 
promulgated these ideas. ♦ * * The 
proofs of separate facts contained in 
theosophical teachings are in some 
cases indirect and depending on study;: 
in others direct and readily available.”

Theosophy is, therefore, not exclu
sive,” but it is inclusive, and meets tie 
needs of the greatest minds .as well as 
of those less evolved.

MARY WEEKS BURNETT, M. D.

Höchster, N. Y.col, 
KifiE

HUMAN NATURE 
IS AN OPEN ï. 

BOOK ~
No longer Is It possible'to 

shroud our lives with the veil 
ot mystery und dec,' 
Leading specialists oi tl, 
world have reduced 
Character Bead- 
lu.U to an exact 
science, so that any 
one may from the 
Hand. Ifuce 
Hoad

Abili* 
.ties, 

Tale n ts* 
Wcaknes* 

ses and 
Vices of

every human 
being. You 

may know others 
■etter than they 
ow ' themselves; 

can pry into 
heir past, mid divine 

much of their future. Wo
guarantee you success or 

forfeit $1,000 in gold. If in
terested, write to-day for our 

elei*otly LluJlraU J Uok. IT'S FREE. It tells you all; It has brought succujs, bappluoM and wealth to tUouwnib—why Jtyou? AddrvM, 
V YORK INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE.

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS
A List of His Noted Works,

For Sale at the Office of The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Song Books
THE GOLDEN ECHOESi

A New Book of Inspirational t 
Words and Music, '

For the uso of meetings, lyccums and home, by 8. W, 
Tucker. These beautiful songs have already com« 
forted many broken hearts, undlt is hoped that they 
may be beard In every land. Price 15c; 11.50 per don* 
eu. For sule at this office. ।

WayMe JoUinys, "
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and npdoM of LUo. BykUTTM TiirK Slv?® 

neat book ot selection, from Mra. Hull« beat DoemZ 
lermoM end essay«, and conlalas a splsndld Bortraft 
of tbe eutbor, also a portrait ol Moses Hull.
neatly bound in English cloth, <1. *rice*
Xhe Spiritual Jlpa

and How IFe Ascend Them,
Or a few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 

where spirit is supreme and aU thing» are subject to 
ft. WlLh portrait. By Hosks Hull. Just tho book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
Bhow you how to educate your BplrltuaH’acultles. 
PHce, bound in cloth. 40 cents; in paper wver. 25

Jfcw Thought, \
Volume I. Nicely bound in cloth, 579 large, beauti

fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the best 
speakers and mediums. Tbo matter all original and 
presenting In mi attractive funu the bigheat phase of 
tho Spiritual Pbiloaopby. Price, only tl,50.
New Thought,

Volume JL 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, 75 cents.
,Joant the Medium,

Or, tbe Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
as a Leader of Armies. By Moass Hull. This is at 
unce the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
cae of tbe moat convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrillingly in
teresting; no history more true. Price in cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cente.
The Real Issue,

By Mossa Hull. A compound of thd two pamph
lets, "The Irrepressible Conflict," and »Tour Answer 
or Your Life;" with important additions, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cents. This book contains 
statistics, facta and documents, on tbe tendencies ot 
the times, that every one should have.
AU About Devils,

Or, an Inquiry aa to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from Hie Satanic 
Majesty .and His Subordinates in the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. Dy Moses Hull. Price, 15 cents.
Jesus and the Mediums, 

or Christ and Medittmship,
Careful comparison of some of tbe Spiritualism 

and Mediumship uf the Blblo with »hat of to-day. By 
Moses Hull. An invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all tho condi
tions of modern mediumship. It also shows that all 
tbe manifestations throughout tbe Old and New Testa
ment were under tbe same conditions that mediums 
require to-day; and tb&t tbe coming of Christ is the re
turn of if **V1UDililp to the world. 48 pages. Price* 
10 cents. .
The Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Its To-Morrow,
Tbe Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 

Mosat Hull. This pamphlet besides giving tbt Spir« 
, ituallstlc interpretation of many things in tbo Binle— 

Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and bells believed in by Spiritualists. Prioe, 
10 ceuta.
The Quarantine Raised,

Or the Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Price 10 cents.
SjtiritualoSongster,

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull's 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for tbo use 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, IQctA* 
or 66 per hundred. ______

FSy6H0GWHY.~
Marvelous Manifestations of Psychic 

Power Given Through the
Mediumship of

FRED. P. EVANS.
••A book you ought to read. Absorbingly Interest« 

(ng, ana mould be In tho bands of every thoughtful 
man OQd woman. Ko one can read iU pages without 
being convinced of tbo existence of a future life. Tbe 
book la of great value, not only to Spiritualists, but to 
those interested In tbo problem of man's future life, 
ai well as to those Interested in phenomenal re« 
search."—J. J. Owen.

Tbla volume is superroy&i ootavo tn size,beautifully 
bound in cloth and gold, and profusely illustrated.

Price 12, postpaid. For sale at this office.

The infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatise. 
Price 25 cents.

THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL.
By Prof. C.F. CornlH. Consisting of popular sketches 
from Old Testament History. Price ¿be. For sale ut 
this office.

The Everlasting Gospel.
This volume consists of a series of lectures, met* 

sages and poems written and delivered In public 
through tbe mental organism of Mra. Magdalena 
Kline, a trance, clairvoyant and inspirational roe« 
dlum. Th« book contains 488 large pages, and will bo 
lent postpaid for IL&O. For sale at this office.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By W. P. Pbelon, M. D. Deals with the finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to healing. 
Price. 50c. .

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

By Dr. Paul Carus. A translatlou made from Japan
ese, under the auspice« of the Her. Shaku Soyer.de le
gate to the Parliament of Religions. Was published 
In Japan. Price,11.00. For sale at this office.

THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of tbe National with Preface and Notes 

6y Peter Eckler. Illuitrated with views of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and tho most promtnentof Palno's 
friends lii Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents.
The Age of Reason;

Being an Investigation of True and Fabulous The
ology. A new and complete edition, from new plates 
end new type? 186 pages, post Svo, Paper, T» cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. *
Common Sense.

A Revo', utionary pamphlet, addressed to thelnhah 
îtantsof Américain 1776, with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The Rights of Man.

Parts I and IL Being an answer to Mr. Burke's 
tttack upon tbo French Revolution. Post 8vo., 279 
pages, pnper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents,
Paine’ti Complete

Theological Works.
Agopf Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Post 8vo., 482 pages. Cloth, 11.00
Paine’ei Political Wopks.

Common Benso, The,Crisis, Rights of Man, etc. 
DlQStrateciedition. Post 8vo,, 650 pages» Cloth* 11.00: 
postage, 20 cent*.

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection of new und beautiful songs, with 

music and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley 
Price 11.25. Fostugo 15 cents. '

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.}
By HxttikE. Hurx. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hall’, 

sweetest song,, adapted to popular music, for tbe use 
of congregations, circles and famine.. Price 10 ooala. 
sr« per hundred. For Bale at tbla office. ’

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of words aud music for the choir, con

gregation and social circle. By 6. W. Tucker. Com« 
prises sixty «r more gems of song. Price, 20c.

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Bongs Sacred and Secular. By'A. J. Maxbam. 

Thirty-two pages of sweet songs and music. The 
author and compiler is well known as a Spiritual 
elnger and composer. Price, 25c.

A
SPIRITUAL HARP.

Collection of Vocal Muslo for the 
Choir, Congregation and Social 

Circles.
, By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrettt IS. H. Bailey, 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wide 
field of literature with tbe moat critical care, free 
from all theological bias, throbbing with the aoul of 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of 
tbe spiritual philosophy, set to tbo moat cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), find adapted to MI 
occasions, It Is doubtless the most attractive work of 
the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, duets 
and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accbm< 
pdnlmout, adapted both to ppbllc meetings and th* 
eoclal circles. Cloth el.25; postage U cuiu. 'for cola 
at this office.

COSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
Jfor Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schooll 

and the Home,

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

Thia volume meets a public want. It comprise! 
255 choice selections or poetry and mule, embody 
lug the highest morel sentiment, aud tree from all 
sectarianism. Brice 50 ceuta. Sold at this office. ,

Longley’s Beautiful Songs
For Public Meetings and 

tlie Home.
VOLUME ONE

Contains the following songs with music: . ..,
1’mtbiBking, dear mother, of you. We miss our 

boya at home. Tbo laud of the bye and bye. The 
good times yet to be. The land beyond the stars. 
They are waiting at tbe portal. When tbe dear oneb 
gather at borne. Resting under tho daisies. The 
grand jubilee. My mothers tender eyes. Dear heart 
come borne. Come In some beautiful dreatn. Where 
tbe rows never fade, in bciy en we'll know our owm

VOLUME TWO
Contains 15 new aud beautiful Bongs, suited to the 
homo circle, tcuiiri’B, local meetings, mass-mcetingt, 
cubrentioiib, anniversaries and jubilees. They come 
prise an excellent variety of poems set to easy bar- 
rnouy and ought to sell readily. Tlieec books are 15cU. 
each; tbe two for ttOcta. Por b&U ut this office.

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

'THIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE. 
J. best Poems of the author, and some of her xnosl 

popular sunga, with Lbe rouble by eminent compoitrs. 
Amoug the Poems which have attracted wide notice 
are: “Buddluc Hose,” “IneidonU of Life Under the 
Blue Lawe,” “Person Smith's Prophecy," “From the 
Highlands of Heaven." “ Tbe City of Borrow." " Bolilo 
quy of Fulviaat Bicyon," “Tbe Holy Maid of Kent.'» 
•to.

Tbe Music lucludes “Tbe Unseen City;" "CTarb 
bcl," a June Songt “We Shall Meat our Friends In the 
Morning"; Meet Us at the CrjTtal Gates."

Mary of tho Poems ere admirably adapted for recita
tion, and wore used by the author In bor public read* 
^resb Nottobs.—Mrs. Emma Hood Tuttle Is master
ful hi her prolific poetical genius.—Tbe Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gaj* 
field's brightest scholars.—Chanatnlng j.rgua, L. 
yi^cJ poot» whoso writings ore familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle is well known ai 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Bet. 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to bang like a 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our better 
selves.—Heater M. Poole. A gifted lady, with ratfc 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. /I poet with abun
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light. She U 
one of nature's poets.—Ameriu&n. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting itjfif to music.—Progressiva 
Thinker. Strong, true aud beautiful.—Mrs. Bara A. 
Underwood. Claribol Is exquisitely beautiful.—D. D. 
Home. ~

rhe volume contains 225 pages, in beautifully printed 
tnd bound, aud furnishes a hue Holiday Gift. Price 
11 50, post-paid.

For sale at tbla office.

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
|]^5V“lumo Qt Poe®«- By Lilian Whiting. Clots,

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WITHIN.

I Voices from many lands and centuries, isylnu. “Man.
I & “e.rei *•" selection, eï 

Ited and compiled lit- Giles II. Stebbins. Cloth, «i. ,

Poems From the Inner Life.
By Lizzie Doten. These poem* are as staple as 

sugar. Price <1.00. Fur sale at this office.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
Pr’cUlS.10

THE VOICE&
r By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Volsai contain 
poemi of remarkable beauty and roreo. They are 
mostexceUcnt. Priced,!».

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of tbe Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable ns a history of tba begin, 

nlng of Modern Spiritualism, by one of tbe Fox Sla
ters. 478 16 Illustrations, Including portraits ol
the Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rapplnga. 
aa related by cyo-wKneasea; remarkable and welbafc 
tested manifestations; the'‘exposures," etc. Hand* 
jomely bound, in cloth, But few copies remaining, 
Publishers' price, 11.50. Ke will send the book post« 
paid for 81.40.

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin 01 
Religion

By Sarah E. T'tcomb. With an Introduction M 
Charles Morris, author of “The Aryan Baca " Prloa. 
cloth, 11. -

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

Tbl» work contalm an account or the very wonder, 
fnl spiritual developments at the house ot Bov. De 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases In ol 
Earts of tbe country, This volume Is the lint fro* 
le author directly upon tho «object ot "Spiritualism? 

mid has «toed tho test of many yean. Qctt. am, 
foetag* lu costa. For sale attSsoKoe.

Mediumship and Its Development, 
And How to Mesmerize to Assist Deveiapc-cnt. By 
W. H. Bach. Paper, 25 cents; doth, Ctf&ntB. For 
Bale at this office.

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
—OR— -

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

Memorial Oration by Col. Ingersoll 
On Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before the New 
Jork Legislature, May 9,1B3S. Price, 4 cenU. For 
Balo at this office.

‘ "From-Soul to,Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this 
handsome volume, wherewith to sweet
en hours of leisure and enjoyment 
Price SI. For sale at this office.

“Social Upbuilding, -Including Oo-op- 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By ®. ,D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this, office. . -

“A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore tho Ohio Liberal Society. For Ula 
Mt this office. fclCfilQfteftts.^ -

; BY KERSEY CRAVES.

New and (tartllng revelations In rellgloua history 
which dlacloso tho Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principle» precepts and miracles of tbo Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the HIsl 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucltled Goda. This won- 
dorfuland exhaustive volume will, wo are certain, 
take high rank as a book of reference In the field 
which tbe author has chosen for lu Tho amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate andL compile the. 
varied Information contained In it must have been se
vere and arduous indeed, and naw that it Is In such

Molecular Hypothesis of
‘ . Nature;

The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex 
1 stance and to tbe Philosophy of Spiritualism. Bl 
Prof. W, M. Lockwood. Paper» 25 cents. For Mie al 
this office. .

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club, Tho first ttms 
In tho history gf tbo world that a Christian Association 
ever Invited h noted Infidel to lecture before them 
The lecture is a grand one, and.wM received by the 
Club with continuous applause from berinaiw to end,convenient shape, thcstudentoffreethouglitwlllhot : ^*UD Y“'f»5Slunu?u.B *p,?ianso irt; 

willingly allow it to go out-of print, feut tbebook la
by nomeanaa mere collation of views or statistics'; Pnccocuitfl; tanoopLsSf Wcents.
throuxiiQut Its entire course tbo autlior—Q4-«> ni be 

by his title-page and. chaptcr-hcadi—follows a 
definite Mneof research and argument to the close, 
and hleconclnslonsEo, like sure arrows to the mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 3^0 pages. Nfiw edition« 
reTitedtadoonwcud,witUportrs!iflC atshcr.

THE SOUL,
It" Nature, Helntlon. and Expression taflHMa (M< 

a i _ 'bodlmcnts. Uivcn through filrg. Cor» L, v, Bleb«Fjjoj 9»••iecfi । mon.l. uy tier Quides. A book tliatenrëj Mi*l» to4M---------------ZZI- ' totUMiedxurerncwaau«.boutarvM.' ÍWI Mt;
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i. Benefits of Elevated Ideals..

seemeth good? The time never will be 
when this work of showing the way to 
a faltering brother will not be needed.

Take with you the angel guides, and 
gird your brow with the gems of' con
sistency, seelipig $yer tp uplift, unfold, 
and bleU the Kumari family, and thy 
own life shall be Illumined with heav
en’s own radiance.

MRS. F. A. PROSSER.
Olean N. Y:

m OUSANDS CURED!
■-r V*

L/VRGEST CIRCULATION

lì

I >•

DR. 6. E. WATKINS, 
THE 

NATURAL PHYSICIAN.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be Inserted free. All In excess 
of ten Hues will be'charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one- line.]

The Physician can only be the servant 
or handmaid of Nature in the cure of

Disease.
In reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the offending cause while 

Nature
Performs the cure, and therefore we 

- lay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
Medicine that all a Physician can do 
Is to act as a ,

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment is true, and believe that this meth
od is the right one, then write to-day to 

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
Bending age, sex and leading symptom. 
DR, C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

J. B. Wilson passed to spirit life, Au- 
3, aged 82 years. About twenty-five 
years ago he investigated Spiritualism, 
since which time he has been an ardent 
advocate, ever,, ready to express his 
views at favorable opportunities. We 
already have had a comforting message 
from him, in which he tells of the beau
ties of the other side; He received great 
pleasure In reading - The Progressive 
Thinker and Light of Truth. . -

Joliet, Ill. RALPH WILSON.

Luther C. Keeler passed to spirit life, 
at his country home, near Winnetka, 
Ill., July 22, aged 68 years. Mr. Keeler 
was an active business man for many 
years in Chicago, and won and held the 
contideuce and respect of all with whom 
he came in contact (socially or in busi
ness relations) by his honorable deal
ings with his fellow man. His kind and 
courteous manner towards the aged, 
the young and those beneath him (so
cially), ever marked him wherever he 
chanced to be, the true gentleman. He 
leaves the priceless legacy to his chil
dren of $n unsullied name, and a life
record, pure and clean, and one whose 
memory will ever be 'cherished with es
teem-, respect and love, by all whose 
privilege it was to know him. His fam
ily have the sweet consolation of know
ing, .“there.ls no dejith, only transition.”

W K.

CONSISTENCY.

TESTIMONIAL.
B, F. Poole:— r .

43 Evanston Ave., Chicago, Hl.:
. Your melted pebble spectacles are 
wonderful. I can see to thread a fine 
needle and can read with comfort; and 
my eyes are getting stronger. Your 
clairvoyant system of Atting is perfec
tion, I am, your friend,

MRS. L. E. MARTIN. 
Blairsville, Pa.

Marvelous Has Been the

Be Healed J. M. PEEBLES, A. M., M. D„ PH.D.

Success of This Well 
Known Healer in Cur
Ing Chronic and 
Obstinate Cases.

If Sick Read His Liberal Offer, 

Then Consult Him and

I iind The Progressive Thinker more gener 
aim read on this Goast than aim other Spiritual
paper.

Oakland, Cal
E. W. GOULD

OUR MOTTO
To Do All the Good We Can,

“Oh,'Consistency! thou art a jewel 
rare indeed."

■ Did the human family realize the 
qualities of this rare gem; did many seek 
to know of its beauty, and make it one 
Df their treasures, the eondltlons/of the 
inhabitants of earth would be so much 
Improved that life in this mundane 
sphere would be-like unto a mid-sum- 

.mer dream in comparison to that of the 
present time.

The qunlltles of this gem were long 
ngo fully delineated.

Why, then, all the Inconsistencies that 
.He so thickly in the pathway of prog
ress? Why do ye all fetter your own 
lives and that of others, by these weeds 
that choke out the good things that 
might bring you a bountiful harvest of 
that which would enrich your souls, for 
all time to come?

We of ttye higher realms do desire you 
to learn of all these inconsistencies, so 
that ye may weed them out of your 
lives, and in their stead, reap a harvest 
of the good that will surely come to you 
through the persistent effort for justice, 
consistency and truth.

So many go through life, hugging unto 
themselves their own idiosyncrasies and 
seeing"'not how persistently they 
crowd out consistency. They have 
never stopped to question themselves, 
that they might understand the path
way wherein they were straying.

Ah, friends, many of you think your 
feet are surely treading the broad and 
beautiful pathway unto the perfect day, 
illumined all the way by the light of 
Divine truth, as revealed unto you 
through God’s messengers, namely, the 
loved ones gone before. Shall I tell you 
that many of you are mistaken?

Shall I tell you that many of you are 
wandering so far away, in the by
paths, that the main thoroughfare is 
long since gone by, and daily you are 
creating new stumbling-blocks, over 
which you must return, ere you gain 
the desired'goal.

Ob, pshaw! Is the thought of these 
self-satisfied ones, as they read these 
warning words.

But, friends, will you tell me how 
many of you stop to dally inquire of 

• your soul, Am I In the right?
Am I doing my life work properly?
Am I fulfilling my duty unto the hu

man family?
Am I giving of my knowledge unto 

others, that they, too, may profit by the 
instructions that have been given to 
me?

Have you lifted your spiritual being 
■toward the fountain of light in true 
soul prayer? . '

These are pertinent questions, and 
still, very many more of like nature 
could be enumerated ere the half was 
told of all the things you should dally 
search your soul for understanding of.

Too many of you console yourselves 
by thinking that your guides, or spirit 
friends know of your needs, and will at
tend to them; and (in partjthis may be 
true.

■ But if you do not reach out after a 
more exalted knowledge of life and Its 
laws, if you do not ask for. the bless- 

-ings, if you do not make conditions 
right by throwing out your heart’s de
sire, in soul thought, or prayer, how 
shall ye expect them to build the line, 

•’twlxt them and you?
The little child may toddle by your 

’feet, and you see and perhaps give it
..some attention, even though it pays no 

attention to you. '
But If that child reaches out Its little 

arms for your caress, and lisps its 
pleasure at your presence, how much 
more of your love and thought and 
care you lavish upon it. A lesson is 
here for you, though many, grown wise 
in their own estimation, may like it hot, 
to be compared to a little child. - . .

. I must not pause until I speak to you 
of the inconsistencies that have arisen 
among those of you who. should have 
been more wise concerning spiritual 
things. ' ;' . .

- The bickering and haggling, and 
abuse even, that has been thought, and 
many times written out, concerning the 
great spirit of the universe.

Friends, place your Ideals higher than 
the utmost bounds of man’s reason, arid 
build with your life work the ladder 
thereto. And- when that pinnacle shall 
have been reached, create with your 
ideals yet a greater and grander pin
nacle to strive after. And, if perchance 
some other fail to climb side by side 
with you up the gleaming heights, 

■reach "down and help him up, putting 
beneath his feet whatever to him seems 

7 .sure to hold him up. until he shall have 
learned to help himself.

’ But do not. I pray-you, place stum
bling-blocks In bis way. nor knock from 

; underneath him that which will help 
• film on to a better life.

That which is food for him. may be as 
chaff-to-you,, but if bls food is suitable 

- fof him, "and be can grow thereon, why 
*eek to rob him of that which to him

For ten cents we will send by mall, a 
4-oz package of my Magnetized Com
pound, for sore or weak eyes. Once 
used you will not be without it. Ad
dress B. F. POOLE & CO.,

43 Evanston avenue, Chicago, 111,

OUR PREMIUMS.
There are many Spiritualists who

know a good thing when they see It. 
There are others, however, who do not 
seem to realize what is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding, Vol. 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
should be in every family In the United 
States, .whether Spiritualists or not. 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death in its 
multifarious phases; in fact you can 
not find In all the libraries of the world 
as valuable information In regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you In these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and are an ornament to any 
library. Volume 3 Is furnished at 25 
cents, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes, when or
dered in connection with a yearly sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. The aggregate cost of 
the three books to the trade Is $4.50. 
At this price, these three books ought to 
be in every Spiritualist family.

The Progressive Thinker is the first 
Spiritualist paper to Inaugurate the Di
vine Plan—a portion of the profits of 
the office returning to subscribers in 
valuable books. ' ■

“Origin df Life, or Where Man Comes 
From." “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organ!« Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows ” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cento 
Fer sale at this office. '

“Poems of Progress,” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe." It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

“Heliocentric Astrology or Essentials 
of Astronomy and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
19x0.” By Yarmo Vedra. For sale at 
this office. Price, $1.50.

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and -psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture.' Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

"Talmageau inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T.-DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull 
For sale at this office. Price ten cento. 
. “Tne Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” . By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. -In-this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the ’ substance of hfs 
lectures oh the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and. presents his'views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
Itualism. The book is commended to 
all who tovfr to study and think.' For 
sale at this office. Price, 25 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure, (in
cluding Methods and Instruments). ’ 
By E. D. Babbitt', M. D., LL. D. A 
very Instructive’arid valuable work. .It 
should have a wide circulation.' as it 
well fulfills the promise of Ito. title. 
For sale at this office. Price 75 cents. 
. '"Harmonies o’f Evolution. The Phil
osophy ot Individual Life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters ’of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley.- A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution Into 
new fields.. Cloth, $2. ’ For sale at this 
office. . "• ■
“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 

Old Record-.’ Told by Paul" Carus 
This book Is leartlly commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who w-. uld gain a fair conception of 

.Buddhism In Its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcelyread.it without spiritual profit 
Price $1. For sale at this office. -'

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents, Big Bible Stories, cloth 50 
cents. - .-■ -.. *■-

tboSa’ids onbo“?whom b^‘"cu?< pScluns bBdhefaU|?6?1tIClif11 tc8tltnonl“1“ !rom
have gained tor DU. J. 31. PtEBMS a ri>nutat?nn J,.. ialle1110 k’1'’“ TUnuaneut relief,
BUCccB.ful practitioner and healer In AUEKICA. f om ocean to ocean, aS tho most

country on the globe, and bls study and roseaii’hb0Bt medical men in every 
around him who arc suffering from chronic diseases has^akeindm tiirPHtik»‘f“ldfteilabw»1Iua thP50
his advice and counsel Is sought after not only by chroui^ fovalIda 1 Tnu01,1?’ autl to.’day
troubles, but also by many physicians' as well. 3 rou 0 lBVUUdB WB0 bate learned bis ability to cure these 
pno'ofttVtDt arnd° wonderful of ‘itl? ‘j10 Slclen,c°i;

XeuUr»W
You should read his late e$8ny on this subject entitled ••The Psvchh*RHmi eu?° greatest Psychic living, be will send you free of cost with the diagnosis 11“vmi dJi?« <7 yv 6t;Ieuco lu 1 >e -}ri of Healing," which 
which may be developed by all. Tbeleaffl ^ryoursclf of this wonderful power
the human body like au open book. All Dr Peebles’ dlaffnosliipV^dnm^w fi^0 ^y»h e.8cleuce CBn read 
All that Is necessary for you to do to receive a eomnietfldliK ?Id of th,B °P0Ult B°Ionce.
Doctor a plain honest letter In your own bandwriting If you wlll^do «?»{ JKY cft6° u 0 write the 
of all coet and special advice concerning your case aisnhtR tJUs.be will send you a diagnosis free s&p» i:,b mctMe 01

relief, the patient gradually grows worse and the1 case becomeVas they term 11 1 •
poor sufferer receives that awful sentence, "Your case is boneless*’ win n? c' and ot»aBt A11®

n wm

IntndrlVC‘ b“cli ofSl“n

Address Dr, J. M. Peebles, Rattle Creek, Mich.
Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 

Chicago.
Beacon Light Church, 675 Larrabee 

street, near Garfield. Services every 
Wednesday at 8 p. m, G. F. Perkins 
and Mrs. E. Perkins, lecturers. Tests 
and messages at every session. Other 
mediums invited. All are welcome.

Band or Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds" 
By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded
icated tq all. earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing; their physical and their 
psychicaLbodUs with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come into closer connection 
with the -purer realms of the spirit 
world, it is written In the sweet spirit
ual tone that Characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth

Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 1 $i: pnper, 75 cento. For sale’at this everv first nnrt third ThnrarlnV nf t-h« office. I uusevery first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three
o'clock. The ladles bring refreshments; 
supper served at six o’clock. Evening 
session commences at a quarter to 
eight. Questions invited from the au
dience, and answered by the guides of 
Mrs. 8. J. Ashton. Always an interest
ing programme. All’hre welcome. , .

Church of the Spirit Communion 
will hold meetings in Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. m., conference and tests;
8 p. m., lecture by J. K. Hallowell; tests 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are In
vited. Good music and seats free.

Spiritualistic services will be held ev
ery Sunday afternoon at 2:45 p. m., 
14§3 N. Springfield avenue. Tests at 
4 o'clock prompt. Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
medium. •

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 and 296 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o'clock. Spirit 
messages. Tests in telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor.

The Gross Park Spiritual Society 
meets at 1785 N. Hoyne avenue, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock.

The South Chicago True Spiritualist 
Society meets every Sunday evening at j 
7:30 at 8927 Exchange avenue, instead 
of Elgenmau’s Hall. ,

The Englewood Spiritual Union So
ciety meets every Sunday at Forbes' ] 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought and medi
ums of note in charge.

Church of the Star ol Truth; Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m„ conducted by I 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 3

"Principles of- Light and Color." Bv 
E. D. Babbitt,!>M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of uh master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. • The result of years of deep 
thought and totient/research Into Na- 
ttires finer fauces are.here gathered 
and madeiamenable to the well-being of 
humaqlty.b Medical men especially, and 
scientists; general readers and students 
of occult forces Will find instruction of 
great value and.interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful .work and you 
will be delighted with it. .

CLUBS!
^1 We want ten thousand clubs 
| formed In every part of the 

United States, for which we 
. present inducements -nev
I er before offered by any 

J Spiritualist paper. These 
. clubs must consist of ten 
■_ subscribers, and each one 

will got Volume 3 of the En-
cyclopedia of Death; or If 
they would prefer It, they 
can have the Next World In-■ can have the Next

I terviewed. They
JLJ their choice.of-

can have
choice . of ■ the two.

o’clock. «
The Chicago Liberal Society is a non- 

sectarlan association for the encourage
ment of morality, the promotion ot edu
cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and the inculcation 
of truth in the place and stead of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 
of the society are held every Sunday 
morning at 11 o’clock in Corinthian 
Hall, Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
are in charge of Thomas B. Gregory, 
leu are cordially Invited to attend the 
same.

The Avenue Spiritualists Society will 
meet at 2979 Wabash avenue,, corner 
30th street, every Sunday afternoon at, 
2:45 o’clock. Harry J. Moore, pastor.

Harmony Society 'services Sundays 
and Thursdays at 7:30 p. m. Class for 
sour culture, Wednesdays at 2:30 p. m. 
Teacher Lydia Sholdice. • . .

The Progressive Spiritual Society will 
hold a. meeting .each Sunday at North 
avenue and Burling street, at 3 p. m. 
German and , English speaking. Mrs. 
Hilbert assisted by Mr.' Bernhart. '

Send In notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

Bear In mind that only meetings held 
in: public halls will be announced undOr 
the above head. We have not space to 
keep standing notices of meetings held 
at private residences. ...

("GLUMES 1, 2 and 3 of the Ency- 
peilia of Death, arid Life in the

Each subscriber in.order to____
’ avail himself of this offer TT 

must pay $1.15. The fifteen 
cents is to pay expense of 
postage and mailing, and the- ' 
books sent out are practical
ly a gift. They are not 
cheap affairs; they are nicely v 

B and substantially bound in -b-k 
cloth, neatly printed In clear |

type and are ornaments to I
any center table. The con- <
tents nre indeed valuable, Y
such as ev«ry Spiritualist I
family should have. The ag- A/ 
gregate price of these two 
books to the trade Is $2.75.

H To each of our club sub- I l 
V scribers one of these books V1 
.X is a gift, and when they re- \ 
1 1 celve the-one of their choice 1 1 

they will be delighted with LJ 
*1’ andiwiu wonder bow we 

can afford to do so much for them 
The one who gets up the club will be 
entitled td .The Progressive Thinker-for 
one year, And ¡Vol. 3 of the Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life In the Spirit 
Spirit World; and also the Next World 
Interviewed. Be will not only get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year, but 
both books. He gets what is equiva
lent to $8:75 f6r his trouble. There 
should beliho difficulty whatever in get
ting up hundreds of clubs.

Volume. 13 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World 
will not only interest Spiritualists, but 
church members will be attracted to It. 
The Rer. Mi L Savage, a leading lib
eral dlvirie’of New York, leads off wlth- 
several of his . masterly productions, 
treating (Death from an advanced
standpoints Het is followed by leading 

. . _ — Spiritualists wbo treat of Death In a-
Splrit World, Art Magic, Ghost; philosophical and fascinating manner. 
Land, The Next-World Inter-1 \ The Next World Interviewed is also a 
viewed, and the Occult Life of very excellent work. The plates of 
Jesus (including the Hull-Covert this book were donated to the office of 
Debate)- constitute our premium The Progressive Thinker by Henrv X 

list. Those seyep-books.have.been on Horn., It consists of communications 
sale, costing the buyer in.the aggregate, from the spirit side of life from leading 
$10.75.’”.W«. after paying, the postage minds .’there. Fifty-five conunuulca- 
and expense of-mailing,. realize , only, tlons are given by prominent person- 
$1.50 for the seven—far less than cost ........ " " • — 1 :
to us. We desire'to form the nucleus
of a library in every- Spiritualist home, 
■hence this remarkable offer. By. sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
yon then have the privilege of purchas
ing these books -at the premium prices. 
See terms on another page.
’ “Love-Sex—Immortality? By -Dr. 
W. Pi Phelon. ;For sale at thia office. 
Price, 25 cento. .. v

ages, among; them Prince Albert, Har
riet Martineau, Judge Edmonds, Horace 
Greeley,- Lord Lytton., Fanny Fern. Dr. 
Livingstone and the Czar of Russia.

. Now Is the- time to get up

LUBS.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Rarker, 
Who is so widely known as one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL H-EALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case

REQUIREMENTS:
Dock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps arid plain full address,

SEND TO

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Rarker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. MAGGIE BITE
Reading by mall. 11.06. Business advice a specialty. 

804 8. Crouse'ave., Syracuse, N, Y. 556tf

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, the only psychic wonder living, 

that uses the spiritual X-ray without any leading 
symptom to direct, and locates all Internal diseases 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vjgor of both sexes successfully treated, as bun-

®d® oan testify. Send name, age, sex, complexion 
and ten cents in stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Mass.

NEW DREAM BOOK.
1,000 Dreams aud their •Interpretation; price. 25 

cents; sent by mail on receipt of price, In coin or 
stamps. Address DR. R. GREER, Maywood, 111. 556tf

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
lain.

*9“ can greatly help mo care for my 
blind sister, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earliest me- 
alums now In the form, by writing a letter to a spirit 
friend. Send it to me with SI. and I will try and get 
reply by Independent writing whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Chamberlain., Milford, Mass. 58itf 

Geo. F. Perkins, Emaline Perkins, 
Platform and Private Test Mediums. 3558 Cottage 
Groveave., flat 14,Chicago. Circles Friday. Reading, 
““Uy. . 5S9tf

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
'Ibe students of tills College represent four con

tinent», aud many of them are physicians, medical 
profcssori, or clergymen. Hudson Tuttle, the well- 
known author, calls this college "Au luititute of 
refined therapeutics, which is fast becoming of world
wide fame, aud attracting student» from.many coun
tries. It builds on exact science, and Includes the 
magnetic, electric, chemical, solar, and spiritual 
forces which underlie everything. It# course can bo 
taken at home, and a diploma conferring the title of 
D. M. (Doctor of Magnetics) granted." flend etamp 
for catalogue.’

A cheaper andfiinpler ACADEMIC COURSE has 
been established for those who do not wish to take 
the more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 
new aud beautiful methods of Nature, which are 
powerful to heal and upbuild. AddressE.D.BAB- 
BITT, M.D.. LL.D.. Dean, 58 North Third St., San 
Jose, California. v 555

DR. J, S. LOUCKS
For thirty years has treated and cured the rick In all 
Earls of the United States and Canada. Thousands 

avebceu cured after being given up to die. His 
psychic powers arc unequalcd, as bls cures prove. 
Talk doesn't prove anything. Facts are proof. Ho 
also cures diseases of men, such as loss of manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion, Bend 
name, age, sox, lock of hair, 6 cts in stamps, for a di
agnosis. Address, '

DR, J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D., 
85 Warren st., Stoneham. Mass.

An interest
lug treatise on

' The Hidden
, Forces of
Mind and Life
Price 25 cents; Clr- 
culurB tree. URIEL 
BUCHANAN. Dept. 
P. T. Box 21V, Chi
cago, Ill. 657

M’S- LUCILE DE LOUX, TRANCE MEDIUM.
Sittings dally. Sealed letters answered. 2922 

cottage Grove ave., Elat 7, Chicago, 111. 568

nLAIIiVOYANT AND CLAIRAUD1ENT ME
V illnm. Three queatlona anawered and trial read- 
liKo' Send lock of bnlr, name, age and sex to 
Mlifl. M. E. COMNELL, 793 Dulutb av., St. Paul 
M|ua- , 560

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cure, nil forms of stomach, liver and kidney disease: 
also constipation. A sure euro ror that tired, worn-out 
feellug. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
month sentforsl.OO. '

One paokage of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used aud praised bv 
thousands in all parts of the world. Sent for ft) cents 
or all three sent postpaid for 81.00. with Yarmu's 
photo and instructions how to live loo years.

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for 111uatrutod Circulars 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yanua, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. Jean 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes in your own home as if you were In my 
office, as thousands can testify. Bend stamp for photo. 
B. r. POOLE & CO., 43 Evanston av.. Chicago, III.

DR. L B. SPINNEY.
Free examinations and free diagnosis of all who 

are sick. Send name, p. o, address, age and leading 
symptoms, aud I will give you a careful opinion of 
the nature of your disease and the chances for a cure.

I have been forty-three years in practice.- I now 
own the Reed city Baultarium, with a staff of eight 
physicians; also hate a Lyiog-In-Hospltal. bend fur ' 

0“esUon list. Address all mall to A B.
bPINNEY, M. D., Reed City, Mich. 559tf

WEDDING FLOWERS'
Carcfullv preserved. Address M168 E. A. SCHOTT. 
509 VV.^nn Buren st., Room 15, Chicago. III. 562

The Religion of Spiritualism,
It. Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel ■ 

Watson. Till, work wa. written by a modern Savior, 
»grand and noble man. Price ei.OO.

$2—TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two and three sec- 

tlonsSi In. high—magnetized when desired— ,2 on re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A. MUKRAT, 508 E 2nd 
St,, Newport, Ky. ssi

pILAIItVOYANCB AND CLAIHAUD1ENCE. SEND 
V lock ot hair and ,1. Will reveal Hie Present 
and Future. MISS E. A. SCHOTT, WJ W. Van 

Jlureu St., Room 15, Chicago, Ill. suj

WANTED.
To bear of a small, growing town tn tho West 

whore a painter can put In a stock of will paper, etc 
A. CRAMER, Coopersville, Mlcb. ,%2

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum,
0F Cocaine, of a never-failing harmless Home Cure.
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin. P. 0. Box 1212, Chicago, III

Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. Bp 
Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A marvelous 
work. Though concise as a text book it Is as fascin
ating aa a work of fiction. The reader win be amazed 
to see the curious facts here combined In supportof 
this power of the human mind, which will resolve a 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
as day, and throw light on aHsubjec'.s now obscured 
by time. Price 81.50. For sulcal (his office.

In three volumes, cloth bound, $1.50 each.

The Soul of Things

YOUR FUTURE
ST Oper« Homo Block, Denver, Col. From «1.00.

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND .

Gifted Psychic.
Obsession Cured. .

Special Attention Given to
, Nervous Ailments. 

Astonisbing Cures of Disease, 
Physical and Mental, 

Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own band writing.

nri bare never known a more competent, reliably 
and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than Chrt* 
Walter Lynn. Jos. Rodes Buohanai/.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
Oakland, Cali.

Mrs. Stoddard Gray & Son,
DeWITT C. HOUGH,

Materializing and Test Mediums, bold eeaucci Sun« 
day and Wednesday evenings and Saturdays at H 
o’clock, at their residence, 831 West 57th street, New 
York. Sittings for communications dully 10 to 8. 
Transients accominoduted with rooms. 5$i

Turkish Headache Powders
Cure in 10 minutes. Never affect the heart. Th® 
TURKISH MEDICINE CO., Chicago, HL 564

Astrological reading, rules for me. 
dlutnablp. Short Hletory of Iluiuan Race, S dimes 

and stamp. Givo dateof birth. A. JANE, 52South 
Broadway, Aurora, 111.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of "All's Right with tho World.* Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success witfi 
"All's Right with the World," which continues tn tbj 
front rank of the Metaphysical books that are now gd 
popular. The great number who have jeen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by th.s wise teacher whose words of help are doing so 
much to Dake the world better by making men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
culled life, but grand In its scholarly simplicity. 18 
will be in demaud by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price 11.50. For sale at 
this office.

TALMAGEAN INANITIES, 
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies.
-A review of Rev. T. DeWitt hnd Rev. Frank De

Witt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks upon Spiritual- 
Ibid. By Muses Hull. For Bale at this office. Price 
10 cents.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for the trganlzatlon and 

nanagement of Sunday schools. Byindrew Jackson 
Davis, Somethin« Indispensable. Free 50 cents.

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS, 

Or Sex In Religion. By Eliza Burt Gamble. MIt is a 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at times curiouBly-from statistics which miubt bo 
open to doubt; and never for a moment sensatiouui or 
revolutionary.—Chicago Herald. 829 pages, large 
type, cloth bound.. Prlcei2.25. For sole at this office

MEDIUMSHIP,
A chapter of experiences, by Mm. Marla M. King, 

i-Prico 10c. For sale at this office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
.BY S. WEIL.

Cloth, 31.25. ■ • • • Paper, 60 cents.
This li a work of great value, written by one of the 

Keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. It Is particularly a work which 
should be put Into tho bands of those who have freed 
themselves from tho dogmoa of orthodoxy and from 
tbe' dogmu of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of the frac mud that mind 
and senses are not the whole of lit1.

The chapters reveal a new meUM tB psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid atfmnan» of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will enSroede moral 
confusion j that only verifiable tenetsOMlsarvive. sum 
the childhood period of faith andfnci wfll be raper 

• 'edsd by knowledge and facia. Forsftt at thia office,

Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.

_By Watson Heston. Price, boards, ,1: cloth. 11 AO.Heston Is Inimitable. 1 ’ ™

A Few Words About the Devil,!
And Other Essays. i

By Charles Bradlangh. With the story of his life 
as told by himself, and the history of his parllamen- 
Ury struggle. With portrait. Paper, 50c.

The Other World and This.

The GhrlstS’Ä 
Question 
Settled

A Symposium by 'I 
W. E. Coleman, J. 
S. Loveland,Hudson 
Tuttle, Moses Hull,

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir
its say about it. By

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Whether this book sellles the question or not, II 

will be found eminently entertalnlug, and brings to
gether a mass of evidence to establish the historical 
character of J 28U8. A large volume, cloth, 11,25. FoT 
•ale at this office.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In this volume tho author, In the thirty-nine 

chapters, dlscusies a wide variety of subjects per* 
tainlng to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand« 
point. 6be evinces tho powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and fine literary stylo, and 

’ capability of thought expression. The subjects are 
* well-baualed with conciseness and yet with clearness. ■ 
, It will prove a riuu addition to any BplrituaHst’8 
I library, and a most excellent book for any one seek* ' 
* Ing information concerning BpiritoaUan and Ite taacb« 
। Ings. j
For Sale at this Office, Price, $1-50

ZUGAS8ENTS DISCOVERY.
Sequel to The Strike of a Sex. By Georgs N. Miller. 
Paper, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

TALLEYRAND’S 
LETTER TO THE POPEJ 

This work will be found espsclally Interesting to al 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism aM 
the Bible. The historic facts stated, and the keen, 
scathing review of Romish Ideas and ptacttoegIhoxda 
^reodtyalL Price, 25c. Sold at tbit offioe»

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF
PROGRESS. .

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker's InteA 
national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 1893« By 
Busan H. Wlxoo. Price, 10c.

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF * 

“The Question Settled” and “The 
' Contrast”. Into one Volume. •

BY MOSES HULL.

Thia highly instructive and interesting work (a a 
: Combinntioh Into one-vblume of two of Mr. Hnll’i 
Slendli works. By this arrangement the cost Is such 

at tho reader It enabled to secure the two books 
comXKti at the Jamo price as was formerly asked 
for thorn neparately.- Thia volume contains 462 pages 
and Is tundaomely bound In cloth, and contains an ex« 
cellent |>oriralt of the author. i
• THE QUESTION SETTLED • I
il a esilia! comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirto 
ualism. No book of tho century’ has made bo many

THE RELATION
Ct "'.o Jnlrttnal to the Material Unlvene; and tha 
Law ot Control New edition, enlarged OM revised, 
by M. Fanäg- ftloe 15 cents. »7

STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Davie. A roeary of poarla. culled 

from the vorka of Andrew Jackaon Dans. Intended 
for the light and solace of every sorrowing and 
stricken heart. Price60 cents. For sale at this office.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity.

Reader, In bringing to your notice “Antiquity Un
veiled,” It Is with the sincere hope that you are earn 
estly looking for the truth, regardless ot any other 
consideration. It such Is the case, thia advertisement 
will deeply interest yon, and after reding this brief 
description you will doubtless wish togue the woika 
careful perusal. Price si. 50.

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

uausm. KODOOk of tho century has made aomany in anifirtaînintr manual of hraanttam. ta 

!S.lh“ Bible with modéra etorr, tho author preecnte very .uceewfuily a con
u oeaoiiptation or Splrttuall.m to the want, of human-itr; Ite moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel Ui’WdiW’ r«ce,P*pen *».«•»>,»old atthUo&oO.
mmlBtiy; the spiritual nature of man, and the objec- ' —
tionsotierodtoSpiritnaMim. areal! considered In the •—. • m

. light ol. the Bible, nature, history, reason and common T lift llftAlIlT LftFAftft fli Vaw 
Mai,’indcxprcE^™i:;cl,j'r- 1118 UCCUIÎ rOrCGS Oî 06X

—.w w »uo nnu jUv.v.u
pbenomeuaand philosophy, has been accomplished. 
Theadiiptatlon of Spiritualism to the wants of nr"”"'

consistí of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism: \ 1 ' '' .
and Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, and I nv T.GTH WATSRROOKFR<« a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish ; Juvlo VvaiBIllXUVlXlUS,
u defend Spiritualism, Or find arguments against th*’! ---------------- ■'
a»umi uon._of Orthodoxy. . . . . This admirable work consist, « three
FRiCh «L FORSALE AT THIS -OFFICE. --------- ---------  ' " ’—"

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD,
Or Mabel Raymond's Resolve,

By Dol. Wali'inoker. Thii tia novel written with • 
purpoeo to Improv« tkehamtn-nc«-, to mold theft
fare offspring 'rttk naM. knltb «ad iwplntltc. 
No one needRlM(l,>a«t$«M.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION.
njojb“ ApoSn^ "VuL

STRIKE OF A SEX.
By George N. Miller. Dealing with the population 
question. Paper, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

• v

-in THE-

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE»
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Basultx of recent scientific research regarding th» 
origin, position and prospects of mapkind.

• From the German of

DRto LUO VVAG BUCm^EiR, 
Author of “Force and Matter?* Essays on Nature

Science.’’ “Physiological Pictures," "SU Leo* 
tures on Darwin," Etc. -

°The great mystery of existence consists In perpefc 
nal and uninterrupted change. Everything is immor
tal and Indestructible—the smallest worm as veil an 
the most enormous of tho celestial bodies,—the saol 
grain or the water drop as well as tho highest being la 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only the forma la 
which being manifests Itself are changing; but Being 
itself remains eternally the same and imperishable 
When we die wo do not lose ounelres, but only out 
personal consciousness. We Ure on In nature, in out 
race. Incur children, In our deeds, in our thoughts— 
In short, in the entire material and physical contrlbu* 

which.•during our short personal existence, wo
•r.’ furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 

nre In general.”—Buechner.
' n roL. I>ost 8vo., about Knpaawvartinelotii. n.

A. Schopenhauer Essays.
Tranflatefl by T. B. Saondcrs. Cloth, 75c.

. _..v • CONTENTS.—The Wisdom of Lite; Counsel» Bai
mSm. ■ Maxims;;- Religion and other Essays! The Art of

a race are disenMO^fram-ths atand* LIteraiurc; Studies .— —a»embodied in ons>v»tAAu^ *u <«*»*«»«* ^uvnavusvi 
Importance to the race are diBCuwed from' tie stand« 
point of an advanced social reformer, Fried 60 conta 
ForaM«UttiGfl& . . - .

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION.
Founded upon the life of Apollonius of Tyan*. 

Tho Pagan priests of Rome originated Christianity. 
New and startling disclosures, by its founders, and 
full explanations by ancient ip!rit< ,Price, paper,-30c.-

Salf-Contr&dictions of the BiFile.
One hnndredMd tarty-four propoeltfom, tbtoloilcil, 

moral, blatortcl and »pecnlatlre ¡ each proved affirm- 
•lively ant Begatlveiy by ouotaUoti» tna tcrlpturo. 
witboutconuBenk Priceu«aU . .

“Schopenhauer Is one ot tne tew philosophers wna 
can Tip generally underBtood without s commentary. 
Alibis theories claim to be drawn direct from fati^ 
to bo suggested by observation, and to Interpret tho 
world as it Is; and whatever view ho takes, he is con« 
stantln his appeal to the experience of common llfet 
This characteristic endows bls style with a f feshnett 
and vigor which’ would bo difficult to match tn tha 
philosophical writing of any country, and Impossibly 
in that of Germany.’ ‘—Translate. .

r'or sale st this office. * '

A. P. A. MANUEL.
A Complete expose of the principles and objects of 

the American Protective) Association. AbookforalJ 
patriotic American citizens. Price 15c, or two tot 
23 cents. For sale at this office. . ....... -

i
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CONSOLATION.THE RELIGION OF CHINA AT ITS BEST.THE WAR IN CHINA.COSMOCRATS

A. LOWER.Griffin, Ga.

a

A PARALLEL— POSSIBLY.

MESSAGE FROM CHARLIE.
Dear Mamma and Papa:—This is

Keep’Vour word with your child tho 
same as you would .wi th your banker,-« 
Ingersoll. . । .

Of Darkness, and Spiritual 
Forces of Evil.

To the Editor:—Your issue of August 
18 is full of good things. The lecture 
by the Hon. A. B. Richmond, gives val
uable information concerning; the 
founder of Methodism, The quotations 
from a sermon by the president of Alle
gheny College, especially the phrases 
"Cosmocrats of darkness” and “the 
spiritual forces of evil,” together with 
the citing of Nebuchadnezzar, Cyrus 
the Great and Augustus as Cosmocrats 
who ruled the nations and were them
selves “centers of political. life," are

Hood, interesting, giving the reader a 
jpetter understanding of those terms, To 
me they are significant, because they 
fill a prediction made to me by my spirit 
friends about thirty years ago. At that 
time they talked to me face to face and 
told me I had a work to do that would 
be difficult to accomplish, for the reason 
that I would encounter the forces of 
some of the spiritual “cosmocrats of 
darkness who wielded a strong power 
over and through mortals, especially 
selfish mortals, whom they use In maqy 
ways to carry out their will and work 
In a measure, ete., and that these would 
have to be conquered, which victory 
would then result in blessings for all 
humanity. They further stated, that 
when the time for their strongest action

It Illustrates Modern Chris' 
tianity.

The news came from China early In 
August that the powers had seriously 
conisdered a proposition for peace, by 
which it was proposed to remove from 
China all the missionaries and foreign
ers apd also withdraw the armies. The 
missionaries and churches became 
alarmed—almost dismayed, and kicked 
against it powerfully, This would up
set their calculations and schemes of 
christianizing China by war, even 
though it takes years to accomplish it. 
They said China must be adequately 
punished; even if the military forebs be 
withdrawn, they should, at least, de
stroy the city of Pekin as an object les
son. Their war spirit is fully aroused. 
But the question arises, why should 
they have any war spirit? Their claim 
to moral principle Is base hypocrisy. 
The war spirit is a part of their religion.

I suppose the world at large outside 
of Christendom, would be glad to hear 
the cheering news of peace in China. 
But there will be no peace—the war will 
go on. The churches have something to 
say in this matter; they have a controll
ing influence over the Christian na
tions who “are as clay In the hands of 
the potter." It is like a bold, bad, big

came to be realized on earth, I would 1 
then see a statement in print similar in 1 
words and meaning to what thev were 1 
then telling me, to bear witness' to the l 
truth thereof, and that then I would ' 
better understand, because it would be i 
realized by all world powers and peo- 
pie; that these cosmocrats of darkness 

■ -Wielding the so-called spiritual forces of 
' evil, were exerting their full power in 

various conflicts upon and through the 
people, but that the higher Powers in : 
unison with all good and true mortals 
would conquer after a time, and then 
peace and prosperity would reign upon 
earth.

Now, seeing this prediction fulfilled 
after so many years, pleases me great
ly, and too, that some of the identical 
words are used and spoken by,.a Meth
odist divine. This, too, Is significant, 
for It proves plainly that all receptive 
brains are infilledWith-the inspiration 
that is in thèse latter days poured out 
upon all flesh. •

In connection with the above, permit 
me to relate a vision I experienced two 
years later. At that time I had some 
unpleasant experiences and being very 
clairvoyant then, I saw the joint ma
neuvering of such spirits of darkness 
and mortals of the same kind. I grieved 
over a wrong done to us and was tlilnk- 
Ing it over, when I sensed before I saw, 
spiritual presences. They came closer 

■ apd said to me: “We will try to take 
you in spirit to meet the co.smocrat Cy
rus on bis own plane aKd place. He is 
the one who can give’aid and rectify 
such wrongs, for there all is on record
causes and consequences and how ac- 
compllshed." Immediately I was out
side of my body going with my spirit 
guide over great space until we reached 
an Immense plane. Far across it rose 

‘ an imposing city. He pointed out a 
very large and prominent building and 
said: “Go to that building.” You must 
go alone and will at this time find Cyrus 
himself there.” I started—fairly flew 
through space and soon stood before the 
building which I entered. It was some
thing on the plan of a large court-house, 
great halls with rooms on either side 
Into which I looked and saw men work
ing with books and figures. I knew ex
actly where he whom 1 came to see was 
to be found, and went to the door of a 
large room. It was full of men and 
women, too, all having grievances, of 
their own to relate, for I stood and lis
tened to make sure of it. At the large 
table sat a man—spirit, of course—but 
not In the least different from g mortal 
man. ~

He was very busy looking through 
great books. Presently he arose, came 

. to me and said very courteously, “What 
can I do for you?” I stated ivhy I came, 
and he went to a shelf, took down a 
large book, ran bls finger over a few 
pages, then came to me and said, as he 
smiled sadly: “It Is as you have stated; 
you have been wronged instead of 
wronging some one. ’Tls better for you, 
but I cannot give you any Immediate 
help—these things all run their courses; 
I will give this matter iny personal at
tention henceforth.” I felt better then, 
and started to go, he going to the outer 
door with me and politely offering bim
self as escort to return me to my body. 
I thanked him, saying that I was safe 
alone. I knew my guide was not far 
away. This vision was repeated again 
to me after reading the statements re
ferred to in Hon. A. B. Richmond's lec
ture. I can now understand better 
some things that had a hidden meaning 
to me.

I learned by this last visit and vision 
that this presiding spirit at. 
tills force centre is unhappy, and not 
filling this place from choice, but work-

Sermon by Rev. G. R. Dodson, at the Uni 
tarian Church, Alameda, Cal<

boy who gets control of a small boy and 
teaches him misehievotfs tricks and foul 
language. The nations are easily led in 
the ways of war—they have the sol
diers with nothing for them to do but to 
go in and devastate China; conquer 
that weak nation; christianize them; 
and make them take our mixed religion. 
And, oh!—just to think of it—after the 
war Is over what great glory and 
honor tho surviving generals will get 
for themselves! They will travel tri
umphantly over the world on free 
passes and be feasted, praised, honored, 
worshiped, and receive presents and do
nations in cash capital, like Dewey and 
Grant. Won’t that be glorious! Who, 
then, will dare say war is wrong?

The war now lias a clear demonstra
tion of the true Inwardness of popular 
religion, and we can freely express the 
opinion that the world can get along 
fairly well without it.

“If you take away religion, what 
have you to-put in its place-?"

Nothing. The religion of the churches 
is worse than nothing. No emancipated 
man feels the need of aught to replace 
it. The world will find great relief 
when It is gone. The grounds of true 
morality remain wholly unaffected.

As long as the church holds control of 
the nations, wars will continue. Is It 
any better than it was a hundred years 
ago? If so, how much? For many 
years we have maintained that Chris
tianity is responsible for a large share 
of evil in the world and has been a 
dreadful curse to humanity, as is 
abundantly proven from the pages of 
history. Any fair-minded reader and 
thinker can be convinced of this by ob
serving how the churches figure in the 
war In China.

We do not see how a preacher can 
reasonably preach peace, love and fra
ternity and at the same time express 
his approval of war; nor how any intel
ligent church member can approve of 
and argue for war/with its devastation 
and destruction of life, and at the same 
time lay claim to moral principle or sen
timents of "love, peace and good-will to 
men.” 'This is entirely incompatible 
with reason, justice and logic. Yet it 
is the legitimate fruits of their religion. 
The attributes of goodness, morality 
and ethics, per se, are all right and true, 
but they hold no rightful claim to 
these. The war in China may serve one 
good purpose if it shows to the modern 
world the deformity, hypocrisy and 
hollow mockery of modern Christianity. 
These things bring religion more and 
more into contempt and dishonor and 
make tlie world know what a dreadful 
thing it is to be christianized and for 
Christians to rule mankind.

A. H. NICHOLAS.
Summerland, Cal. .

ing out his own salvation and by dili
gent service earning a promotion to a 
less trying and laborious position. It 
further taught me that the iriiperfect 
thoughts and deeds of mortals are kept 
on record arid that these so-called cos
mocrats of darkness wielding the spir
itual forces of evil, may be, yea, are, 
doing useful and necessary service, 
also that these things need study -to 
learn them as they are. ~

The Use of terms is ambiguous in 
this connection and needs qualification, 
for the reason that spiritual forces of 
evil arc those in conflict for the separ
ation of tlie pure from the dross, and 
the assimilations.

Those in charge of sucli works fill no 
easy places. MRS. M. KLEIN.

Van Wert, 0. .
. "Our BRile: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
Voice from The Higher Criticism. A 
few thoughts on other Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and in
terest to Spiritualists. For sale at this 
office. Price $1. .

"The Spiritualism of Nature." By 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood; Price .15 cent». 
For sale at this office. . . ..

RELIGIONS COMPARED—CHINESE FAITHS AND 
THOSE OF THE. CHRISTIAN WORLD—GOOD 
POINTS IN ALL WHEN THEY ARE TAKEN AT 
THEIR BEST.
The attention of the civilized world is now directed 

toward the Chinese—that people so strange to us in lan
guage, dress, social costumes, political organization and 
religion. They seem to us queer, conceited and super
stitious. Yet one of the most interesting and profitable 
things we can do is to try to understand them. It is 
always better to endeavor to know people than to con
demn, abuse or even try to convert them. It is the testi
mony of those who know the Chinese well that "their 
prejudice against us is no greater than is our prejudice 
against them.- Our mutual ignorance of each other is 
colossal. . , ':

It is better to promote travel and international inter
course and acquaintance than to preach the gospel, for 
nothing so imperils the peace of the world as racial and 
national contempt due to fantastic misconceptions which 
are the inevitable result of ignorance. The traveler learns 
that people may differ from him in language, dress, cus
toms and religion and yet be worthy of respect. To the 
provincial mind of many Christians the Chinese are 
heathen, their religion is false and they have everything 
to learn from us, while we can of course learn nothing 
from them. Missionaries are therefore sent to give them 
light, while the recent establishment of a Buddhist mis
sion in SanFrancisco is considered a piece of presumption.

I wish to speak to you about one of the religions of 
China. There is not time to speak of Taoism, a lofty 
philosophy as given by its founder but now a degenerate 
superstition; nor of Buddhism, which is as far from being 
the religion of Gautama as modern Christianity is from 
being the personal religion of Jesus of Nazareth. Con
fucianism is, as all scholars agree, an ethical system rather 
than a religion. This is not to' its discredit, for the only 
part of Christianity Which the modern world cares for is 
its ethical principles and spirit.. _ .

I have entitled my sermon “The Religion bf China at 
Its Best,” because the ethics of Confucius may be as 
shgrply distinguished from Chinese superstitions as the 
ethical elements of Judaism and' Christianity from the 
supernaturalism of the Bible. The study of other re
ligions helps to the understanding of our own. Confucius 
said: “My teaching is simple and easy to understand. It 
consists in having the heart right and in loving one's 
neighbor as one’s self. The good man loves all men. 
All within the four seas are his brothers.” It is easy to
see that such teaching is the pure gold of the religion, 

-wliile the beliefs in the Feng Shui, or spirits, in the 
magical powers of the priests to give protection against 
them, arc the dross.

Flow, if we have a clearer vision of the good-Jife than 
the Chinese we may be justified in seeking to teach them 
by our life the better way. But if our aim is to have 
them exchange their superstitions for ours, it would be 
better to keep our missionaries at home. A belief in a 
dragon is about as respectable as a belief in a devil. It is 
very important that we should recognize that our religion, 
like that of China, is composed of two parts—a theory of 
the world and of history, and an ethical system. The 
latter constituent is exalted in character while the former

He was averse to all mysticism and taught that the duty 
of man was to his fellow man, not to unknown spirits. 
To the suggestion that prayers be offered for his recovery 
from sickness he replied, “My prayer is constant.” Did 
this mean that he regarded a life of devotion to virtue as 
a prayer, and that man should not presume to advise the 
gods? Toward the close of his life he declared that he 
had not prayed for many years. There is no supernatural
ism in his teaching. To be his disciple is to trust for this 
life and the unknown future; not to forms, and cere
monies, sacrifices and beliefs, but to truth and righteous
ness.' Some of his maxims were: “Be rigid to yourself 
and gentle to others.” “Do not to others what you do 
pot wish done to yourself.” “I love life and I love jus
tice, blit if I cannot have both I would give up life.” The 
Chinese are great believers in luck and in omens. His 
counsel in this regard wag eminently sensible. “The wise 
man:does not fear omens; to abstain from wrong-doing 
and live virtuously are the best omens for prince and 
peppi§.” . , ,

Cbijfijcius was a great ethical teacher, singularly free 
from Superstition and illusions and of exalted character. 
Lika Gautama and Jesus, he has become a god in spite of 
himself. The personal religion of Gautama was atheism 
cpmbined with noble ethical principles; that of Jesus was 
faith in God and love for man, while that of Confucius 
was agnosticism combined with devotion to the ideally 
nqble life. Jesus, who thought that the world would come 
to an end in his day, never dreamed of later ages which 
would reverence him as a god. Growing reverence in all 
three cases ended in deification. Within three' centuries 
after the death of Confucius honor grew into worship. 
.Toiji'ples have been erected to him in every city of the 
einpirc; he is worshiped by students, literary graduates 
aiicf officials, and venerated by all classes. His word is 
law. 'However queer the Chinese may be, the reverence 
they pay to one of the greatest moral teachers in history, 
though excessive, is to their credit. To their credit also 
is the fact that while the lines of nobility in Christendom 
generally run back to some great slaughterer, or killer of 
his fellow men, the only hereditary nobility in China is 
the posterity of this great teacher of men. They number 
mqny thoiusands, and it has been truly said that theirs is 
“the oldest and most honorable title to nobility on the 
glpbe.” ’

' Were there time I should like to speak of the teaching 
of' Laotze, which is so sadly Travestied and distorted by 
his professed disciples. Some idea of bis mental and 
nigral elevation may be obtained from a few precepts. 
He -said:' “Resent it not when ye are reviled. He who 

! oyercoiriee others is strong:, he who overcomes himself is 
1 When punishment is overdone, malefactors in-
। crease,”- He taught that “Injury should be recompensed 
; With kindness.” .Confucius, being asked about this, did 
i not agree, but said, “Recompense kindness with kindness, 
, and injury with justice.” One of Laotze’s followers said: 
। “Wlmrever one’s treasures are, thither will the heart of 
, man follow it,” and likened a sanguine man who jumps 
i at conclusions to one who expects to hear an egg crow at

Two Sons Send Loving Mee- 
sages.

To the Editor:—Our only two sons, 
aged 82 and 30, passed to spirit life in 
January and July, 1900, Last April, 
1900, we received the enclosed commu
nications from them through Mrs. 
Smallwood, of Lansing, Mich. They 
were unsolicited and unexpected. We, 
the parents, are 70 years of age, and 
what a comfort to us to feel that we 
are not alone. Before our" affliction 
came upon us we read such communl- 
catiohs with great interest. If you can 
use these to be a comfort to others in 
like affliction, you can do so.

IMMORTALITY.
: ■ ■ ■ . —— ■ ■ ■ ..

Has It Absolute Evidence In 
Nature.

And he went up from thence unto 
Bethel; and as he was going up by the 
way, there came forth little children 
out of the city, and mocked him, and 
said unto him, Go up, thou bald-head, 
go up, thou bald-head.

And be turned buck,' and looked on 
them, and cursed them in the name of 
the Lord, and there came forth two 
she-bears out of the wood, and tare 
fortv and two children of them.—II. 
Kings, 2:23-24. ,

A man of God, with high commission 
armed, ■ ..."

To save a world by Satan led astray, 
Went forth In strength, by holy Impulse 

charmed, . -
To turn and lead it in the godly way; 
Along that line lay bis imperial sway, 
With yearning for the Children of the.

Sun—
So meekly qulet they would but obey, 
Yet mutinied ere plans were welfbegnn. 
Take hence your naked pate! acclaimed 

they all as one. ' ,
In northern wood resides a monstrous 

bear . .■■■■.,. . . .
That has been summoned by this man 

- of God, ■ ■' „
These graceless children with his fangs 

■ ' to tear. -. r . ' iJ-
Till taught to tremble at his every nod— 
Plainly they need a more than gentle 
' prod ’ ■. •
To make them sense their base, perfldi- 

. ous wrong— < .
And bears may prove no mean avenging 

. rod, ■ •
To make one's guilt remembered well, 

and long—
E'en now Is heard his : growl, four 

hundred thousand strong. *
♦ The papers recently announced the 

contemplated arming of 400,000 Rus
sians for service in Obhnn- A popular 
interpretation of this is that It means, 
eventually, Muscovite domination in 
that Flowery Empire, j . O. A. A.

is being discredited by the growing knowledge and intelli
gence of the time. The point of view of the Bible is 
supernaturalism. The universe was made only a few 
thousand years ago and finished in six days. The human 
race descended from a single pair. The new enterprise 
was wrecked at the beginning by the devil, and human 
history is simply an extension of a sentence of death. A 
few shall be saved, but the many go down the broad way 
to their eternal prison house. He that believeth not shall 
be damned. The book is full of stories of angels and 
devils, of miracles and of.,pretended revelations from the 
infinite God to nomad chiefs and barbaric warriors of the 
ancient time. Now, this part of the Bible stands as to 
credibility and value in the same class with “Arabian. 
Nights” and “Grimm’s Fairy’ Tales.”

Happily for us we can distinguish between these ele
ments of our sacred books and the moral earnestness and 
lofty ethical ideals of the Jewish prophets and teachers of 
righteousness. Upon this, if we would take our religion 
at its best, we must concentrate our attention, and with 
it may fairly compared that which is best in Chinese 
religion, namely, the ethics of Confucius.

This philosopher did not aim to establish a religion, 
and professed to know little or nothing of the higher pow
ers and so omitted the subject altogether. He disliked 
to talk on religious subjects. He was not an innovator, 
hut taught in a clear and simple way as had never, been 
done before the theory of government and morals which 
forms the basis of Chinese life. Having collected and 
edited the books which have ever since been Ihe studypf 
the ruling classes-in China he..came naturally to be re
garded as the author and finisher of tlieif faith. A China
man of Chinamen, the type of all that is best in his peo
ple, his teachings fit their cast of mind and fixed modes 
of thought. To him the universe was an order both in 
nature and man, arid man’s .supreme duty was to be 
virtuous—that is, to be a good relative, neighbor, citizen 
andfriend. , '

daybreak or thinks he can shoot a bird by looking at a 
crossbow. •

“But,” it may be said, “this is admitted to be all very 
fine, ¡but it has not prevented the Chinese froin being 
cruel) They are far from being saints.” In this respect, 
alas;; they are like jis. For centuries we have worshiped 
our.4eapher, and have’ tortured and killed millions for 
differences of opinion about his religion, all the while 
ign^ing his principles in our political, commercial and 
international life. Indeed, in 1900 years we have made 
so'iRtle headway that, according to reports, the head of 
onfrof the foremost Christian nations, himself a worshiper 
of Die- teacher who commanded his disciples to resist not 
evil and to bless their persecutors, ordered his departing 
troofis to spare not and take no prisoners. And since 
mem of university training, acquainted with science and 
art'Ss well as the Christian religion, are so little prone to 
forgiveness, it is no objection to the teaching and influ- 
encc'of Confucius that the ignorant and superstitious 
muratudes of his countrymen are led to excess in their 
not entirely unnatural effort to resist the alienation of 
their-territory and the exploitation of their people. Un
fortunately it is easy to reverence ethical principles, but 
difficult to put them into practice. Were it otherwise the 
liutoim race would long ago have become a happy family, 
foriall great religions teach righteousness.

H is obviously unfair to compare what is worst in the 
religions of other people with what is best in our own. 
If we are fair we must say that the Chinese religion, taken 
at its best, compares very favorably with our own, the 
ethics of Confucius with those of Jesus. It does not 
matter much if the Chinese philosophers did anticipate 
Jpius in the giving of the golden rule. The really im
portant thing is, not who said it first but that we practice 
Ft, arid that both white men and yellow act in a brotherly

great treat and privilege to be able to 
communicate to you in this manner, I 
come on the current of sympathy that 
seems to exist between you and Mrs. 
Smallwood, and I begged the privilege 
to write to you. I am Charlie, but Ern
est is with me. Dear mamma, I often 
come to you and stay about you, and at 
night in the twilight I love to come 
while you sit and think of your two 
boys, and wonder why we were taken 
and you left; but, mamma, I was a 
total wreck. While I was not infirm 
with age, I never saw a well moment. I 
am glad it is over. I can come to you 
free from aches and pains, and that 
short breathing that Was so hard to 
bear. I come to you with stronger love 
and tenderness than ever before.

I am in a skilled work-shop studying 
“mental telegraphy,” and if I cannot 
make you see me, I can impress you 
with my presence. Tell Mrs. S. (Old 
Miss) I will come to her and tench her 
how It is done, and tell her also her 
guide is going to take her out of her 
own body, and she will travel through 
space and see the astral world. She 
must not be afraid, but to think of it, 
and make that desire so strong that she 
can take the flight. It will strengthen 
her In every way and change the tvhole 
current of her life. When she has 
learned to cfo that a few times she will 
get so she cah go alone, for she is just 
as much a spirit now asshe ever will 
be, and. she can demand anything that 
comes within the law, and it will come 
to her, I feel very grateful to her for 
what she has done for me and mamma. 
And-taainma, dear, brother and I will 
try and surround you with our great 
love and make life’s journey as good as 
possible. ‘

And, papa, when alone In your work
shop, we come there and bring you good 
thoughts and try to make you feel as I 
do a great many times,

I will now make way for brother. 
Hoping this message of our great love 
will comfort you. Your boy,

CHARLIE.

The importance of the subject is my, 
justification for this article. First, I’ 
wish to notice a few of the assertions 
made by Geo, M. Ramsey, in No. 557 of 
The Progressive Thinker. He dogma- ’ 
tizes too much. He says: “Hope of im- . 
mortality is not a conception of race in- . 
fancy." In making this statement, and 
more in a similar vein he assumes what 
be does not know. It seems to me that 
such assumptions are more strictly in 
their place among the literary prodigies 
of orthodoxy.

There are three kinds of evidence: Im
aginary, approximate and absolute. 
Some of the evidence that our friend 
has adduced is imaginary, a very little 
may be approximate, but none of it is 
absolute.

Mr. Ramsey says: “Now, in viewing 
animates collectively we fail to find in 
man one trait not possessed by others." 
Imaginary evidence! With all the elab
orate researches of science no man has 
yet been able to discover the slightest 
sign among the movements of the lower 
animals that they contemplated any fu
ture state of existence that reaches be
yond the "peaceful shades of oblivion." 
The attempt to substitute reason for in
stinct is another failure. Pope's coup
let is pertinent here:
“And reason raise o’er instinct as you 

can,
In this ’tls God directs, In that 'tls 

man.”
The Instinct of the animal will adapt 

itself to the climate.
Our friend says: “We have seen that 

immortality is wholly a suggestion -of 
apparitions." This also is imaginary 
evidence. We have not seen that im
mortality Is wholly a suggestion of ap
paritions. Apparitions, indeed, (or spirit 
communion) may establish the postu
late’ of life’s continuity, but no more. 
The clairvoyance of the lower animals 
is an undoubted help in establishing the 
fact of spirit life. He says: "It is safe 
to assume that if any are immortal, all 
are.” It seems to me that an unbiased 
investigation would convince ‘bur

Way; So far as they taught truth both Christ and Con
fucius taught the' same thing and the teaching of both is 
farmhead of our practice. If we send missionaries.to the 
Chinese, let them go to encourage them to live by the 
principles.of Confucius, in the name of Confucius. And 
happy would we be if we could be induced to accept, 
titheriin the name of Christ or Confucius (it matters not, 
"gojveRve by them) the following principles from one of 
ijieif sacred,books:, “There is nothing that will enable you 
fp/pursue ypur course in greater peace .than the patient 
bearing of insult. There is no deeper source of joy than 
riiQ l(ive. of- goodness; nothing will give you profounder 
insight into the hidden things than perfect sincerity in 
word .and in'..deeds, but nothing is .more certain to bring 
rujji upon you than partiality of injustice.” .

< A Great Prayer. ■
One of the evidences of the narrow

ness ■ and ' uncharitableness prevalent 
among a'certain claps of sectarians is. 
th©Ir disregard of that courtesy .which 
clmracterizes. well-bred persons. In al
most everv instance where a minister of 
the traditionalist order makes a prayer 
he appeals to a certain Jewish prophet 
to aid —"through him." - If sueh ap
peals were confined to audiences of that 
particular sect it would not be so olh 
jectionable, but when an audience Is 
composed of Jews, Quakers, Unitarians, 
Spiritualists, and others who take the 
Nazftrene at his own estimate and re
gard him as a prophet, the case is dif
ferent; It is not only an. instance of ig
norance but discourtesy. As an in
stance of a true and inspiring appeal to 
the Great Spirit, the great prayer of 
Theodore Parker is an instance from 
which we make a few extracts:

“Our Father; we thank thee for this 
world'thou hast .placed us in,'. We.

bless thee for the heavens over our 
heads,-burning, all .night with such va
ried fire, and : all day > pouring do wn 
their glad effulgence • ou. Itlie ground. 
Wé thank thee for tjjp‘SCarf of green 
beauty with whiclritliou i mantlest the 
shoulders of the tétripèràte world, and 
for ali the hopes tbSt are in this foodful 
earth, and for the rieri promise of the 
season on every side of us.

“We are conscious o? our. follies, our 
transgressions, our .stumblings . by the 
wayside, and wanderings-from the 
paths of pleasantncSrland peace. We 
know how often bur hands have 
wrought Iniquity, anil we-have been 
mean and cowardly at hearririot daring 
to do the right which opr own souls told, 
ris of ; and; we pray thee That we may 
suffer from' these, things, ¿until, greatly 
ashamed thereof, we iturn from them 
and lead glorious and noble lives.

“Then When our work on earth is fin
ished, and- the clods ¿of the valley -are - 
sweet to our weary franti«,' àay tré

MESSAGE FROM ERNEST.
Dear Mamma:—How glad I am to say 

to you and dear papa that I still live 
and can come to see you, love you and 
care for you. I am all right now, and 
in a work-shop, trying to help earth 
mortals on the right road and Instruct 
as well as being instructed. I have met 
Franklin, Faraday and Hame, ail on 
the same plane of action, and what a 
grand study.

I hope to tell you more when I have 
learned more; I have seen Myrtle and 
her baby. There is a move on in the 
spirit world to bring a more positive 
element to the mediums, to make them 
more positive and self-reliant,, better 
able to cope with the rude elements that 
go to weaken and undermine. You 
know a medium is a magnet for all 
classes, the same as a depot. The test 
mediums seem to go down under the in
fluence of so many spirits, while the 
speakers that have their guides that in
spire them, grow strong in their work.

I used to criticise the mediums, but I 
have learned to pity them Instead. I 
mean to try to bring all the electrical 
force to bear on them that Is possible. 
The electrical waves bring the thought 
waves.

Papa, did you ever stop to think what 
a difference there has been ever since 
the crude oil was utilized as a process 
of light; the vibrations were so much 
greater than the tallow dip. Then came 
the gas, then electricity. Do you know 
It quickened the vibrations a million 
fold and brought forth a spiritual wave 
that has penetrated the-whole globe, 
and yet it is only in its infancy. There 
are still greater discoveries to be made, 
and then you will see a greater blending 
of the two worlds. Spirit and Mortal 
will travel on this vibratory wave that, 
brings all things in quicker action.

. When the world was in a stage of 
darkness it was a hard matter for an 
advanced spirit to penetrate 1t suffi
ciently to give evidence and advice. It 
was like the fish in dark pools being 
born blind; had no need of eyes, but 
when the search light is turned on, 
earth’s children all see—no need to walk 
in darkness now. I have written you a 
long letter through the kindness of this 
lady, and let me say the Same current7 
T have spoken of travels between her 
home arid yours; no need of any wires. 
: Now I will say good-bye, not farewell.

Your-dear boy that loves you, - ■ 
ERNEST LOWER.

spend, eternity in the progressive wel
fare of thy children. And here on earth 
may the gleams of that future glory 
come upon us in our mortal life, clear
ing up the difficult paths, arid strength
ening, our hearts. So may thy will be 
done, on earth and in heaven."

There is no' insult to Deity in this' 
appeal and the true sons of Nature will 
commend this prayer. QUAKER.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development,, and . Social Up-' 
building.” By E< D. Babbitt, M-. D.,' 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75 
cents. For sale at this office. . . . . :

i “Gleanings from the Rostrum.” , By 
A. B. French. Cloth, $1.- For sale nt 
this office. : .

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. ana 
Rosa 0. .Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, 5L5O and $2.

YflHE DIVINE PLAN has been Car
li tried out successfully by The Pro-
I gressive Thinker, one continual cur

, | rent of the profit? returning to our 
: | ; subscribers. Volume 3 of the En
I cyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
- the Spirit World only costs our sub

scribers'25 cents—far less than its act
ual cost to us. Its regular price to the 
trade is $1.50. This work should be In 
every family in the United States. It 
is elegantly and substantially bound, 
meatl.v. printed, and is an ornament to 
anv library One million copies-of Ijiis 
work should be distributed throughout 
the country. The Progressive Thinker 
one year and this book will be seat 
for 11.25...............................................

friend that the difference between man 
and any other species of animal is not 
littie. It Is so vast that In the very 
highest order of the lower animals we 
cannot find any absolute evidence of 
immortality, while in man we can find 
suiffi evidence if we will seek it without 
the aid of colored glasses, and in a 
spirit of candor.

The axiom that what lias a beginning 
must have an ending has a degree of 
plausibility; but it is so far from being 
a foregone conclusion that it is not an 
axiom. It Is one of the speculative 
questions, with which our fatalistic and .. 
pessimistic friends are persistently 
stimulating the spirit of investigation, 
while exhaling a mist of doubt over tho 
struggling hopes of a progressive hu
manity. I have formulated an absolute 
demonstration of Immortality in a doc
ument that Is not at present offered for 
publication; but a hint of its tenor may 
be given here. It may be called an elu- . 
cldatlon of the principle of design in tlTe 
law of adaptation. I will quote briefly 
from “Fowler on Religion,” page 47, 
printed nearly fifty years ago:

"Throughout all nature, whenever and 
wherever anything exists, and is adapt
ed to a second, the existence of the sec
ond is sure, else nature would be at 
fault. An anomaly like the existence of 
any one thing in nature adapted to that 
which never existed can nowhere be 
found.” Before the fishes existed there 
was water to swim in; before the birds 
there was air to fly in; before man 
there was air to breathe, water to 
drink, food to eat and land for a dwell
ing-place. The fledgling bird does not 
spread its newly gotten wings to the 
ambient air unwarrantably. It was 
made to soar aloft with Impunity. Its 
wings are a palpable proof of the exist
ence of the ethereal pathway that 
awaits its flight. As considered from 
our standpoint man has gifts of Inex
pressibly greater value than wings, In 
the Innate hope which gives him a fore- - 
taste of the future here, and a definite 
clew to the endless vista of immortal
ity; in the Inherent faith, which gives . 
not only an intuitive perception of spir
itual truth, but trusts the infinitude of 
the Supreme wisdom and goodness and 
power; and In the faculty of veneration, 
which renders homage to the Acme of 
Perfection. These principles are too 
well established as organic principles in 
the human constitution to be set aside 
by the sniffs and sneers of people whose 
self-confidence transcends the value of 
honest investigation. We all believe 
that Nature is consistent with herself . 
and makes no mistakes; and that what 
really ought to be true must be true; 
that the truth is, and ought to be, para
mount. If atheism is true, and this life is 
all; then of course there may be no ad-, 
equate reason why such truths should 
not be disseminated. But what would 
be the advantage? Our atheistic breth
ren will harp on the value of honesty, 
and all the virtues. But if I could hold , 
the extreme and unhappy view that < 
there is no'God and no immortality,-it 
seems to me that the winsome charms 
of this beautiful and progressive, life 
would be hopelessly dissipated, and 
one might adopt the words of a pessl- 
misf of old that “All .is vanity and.vex-; 
ation of spirit,”, and “Man hath no pre- . 
eminence above the beast.”. ■

The remark of a friend that “If Spir- ■ 
itualism is not true, there is not any
thing true,” i.s as good as an axiom to 
me. And I am persuaded that there is 
beauty enough and truth enough in this • 
life to assure the doubting.and comfort ; 
the sorrowing; and that the man. who 
will not, with honest-eye and faithful.. 
heart, look for the truth and beauty 
and do what he. can,to cheer the de
spondent, lift up the fallen, and throw 
the light of heavenly reason and hope 
on the„pathway 'of his fellow-men, is 
not a friend of his kind. . . •

SILAS BOARDMAN, j
La Crosse, Wis- 1

■ “Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. For sale-at this office.,; Price, $1.
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THE SECOND -MOSES. I
Rise of Judaism and of Chris

tianity.
Moses Maimonides is regarded by the 

Jews as tlie second Moses. He । was 
born in Spain aud died in Egypt about 
the year 1205. Speaking of film, Prof. 
Edwin Johnson says: .

“It was only iu his time aud that of 
the Emperor Frederick II. (1194-1250) 
that the learned world became distinct
ly conscious of three rival traditions, 
the Mohammedan, the Jewish and the 
Christian.”

It was Frederick I. (1121-1190) like
wise contemporary with Moses Mai
monides, who said: “Three prestidigita
tors, Moses, Christus and Mahomet,” as 
recorded in “Anatomy of Melancholy.”

Continuing, Prof. Johnson says: .
“The Moslems conquered Spain, 

which they call Andalus, early in the 
eighth century. Our historian is here 
Al Makkari, who is believed to have 
written in the eleventh century. He 
makes one or two references to the peo
ple called Yahud, which can no more be 
understood of the congregations gov
erned by the Rabbins than the similar 
references in the Koran or the .Chron
icle of Tabari can be. He .knows noth
ing of Christians aud their churches, 
although he has some quaint allusions 
to the worship of a virgin, which prob
ably relates to some old Roman god
dess. He says that Karmattah (Gran
ada) was handed over to .Yahud to 
keep. He has an obscure reference to a 
Jewish poet, who was thought to-be an 
Islamite at heart. The indications are 
extremely faint and dubious; nor is 
there a word in this writer, amidst all 
his descriptions of the splendors of Cor
dova and the other cities, which would 
lead us to infer that he knew of flour
ishing synagogues belonging to a'rlval 
sect. The evidence is blankly negative, 
equally with that of the chronicles of 
the Spanish Rabbins. .

“We must assume, then, that in the 
most palmy time of the Western ca
liphate a little later than Al Makkari, the 
people called Jehud began to establish 
themselves as a distinct community, 
ruled over-by men who-wielded the Im
aginary sceptre of Judah, and who per
suaded themselves that they were In the 
line of descent from the famous King 
David, or Daoud, honored alike by them 
and by their Moslem masters.

“Of peculiar Interest is the Jewry of 
Toledo. The older synagogue shows 
horse-shoe arches springing from bas
tard Gothic capitals. The decoration is 
Moorish. The date of Its erection has 
nqt been discovered. Iu 1405 it was 
converted into a church under the per
secuting San Vicente de Ferrer. Its 
celling is said to have been made from 
beams of Lebanon cedars. The other 
synagogue, built in the fourteenth cen
tury shows a mixture of Moorish and 
Gothic with Hebrew. It passed to the 
order of Calatrava In 1494.”

Prof. Johnson adduces cogeut evi
dence that the Hebrew Bible did not ex
ist prior to, the year 1000 and that its 
contents, sb far as they run parallel to 
the great Arabian tradition, are based 
upon the same, or upon some .tradition 
common to both the Arabians and the 
Jews. The evidence of the existence of 
Jews in Asia prior to the first crusade, 
1096, or for quite a long time thereafter 
is extremely faint and dubious. Dis
tinct references appear in the Old Tes
tament to countries In Europe. In 
Obadiah, Sepharad and Zarephath are 
mentioned, which, Jn the holy language 
of Judaism, as used by the Rabblus, 
means Spain and France. The pathetic 
strains of the Hebrew prophet fitly de
scribe tlie terrible sufferings of the 
Jews during the Crusades. .

In regard to Jerusalem, Prof. Johnson 
says:’"The evidence plainly teaches 
that no such city ought to appear on 
any historical map until the twelfth 
century." In the middle of that cen
tury It was still the holy place of the 
Moslems. Who from ancient times 
called it Alila. And to the Romans it 
was Aella Capitolina. '

The place called Salem, mentioned in 
Gen. xlv:18 and Heb. vli: 1,2, has never 
•been satisfactorily located. Jewish 
commentators affirm that Salem was 
Jerusalem. But St. Jerome, living near 
the holy city In the fourth century, tells 
us it was not, and he locates Salem 
eight Roman miles from Scythopolls. 
But Jerome Is himself as much a myth 
as Melchlzedek, king of Salem. Nor Is 
a Jewish commentator any wiser than 
a.Christian one, like Dr. Wolff, who af
firms that Salem was a title and not a 
place. So also was Jerusalem, even as 
used by the Rabbins of Spain. One 
further quotation from Prof. Johnson’s 
“Rise of Christendom”:

,“In the eleventh century ignorance of 
Hebrew reigned in the East, while in 
the West the knowledge of. it was be
ginning. It is only In Spain and during 
the eleventh century that we move out 
of the legendary mist Into historic day
light, and can pass in review a long line 
of scholars whose work is crowned by 
the great Rabbin, the true Moses of the 
synagogue, who fixed its creed and its 
law, Maimonides."

Not until the Bible of the Jews was 
completed could the New Testament 
have been begun. The Moslems had 
their Scriptures containing a history of 
the world from Adam. They traced 
their ancestry from Ibrahim, chiefly 
through his first-born son Ismael, 
whose mother Hagar was an Egyptian 
princess. After Ibrahim their next 
great prophet was Isa, the son of Ma
riam begotten by GabrieL Mother and 
son fled to Egypt escorted by her young 
cousin Yussnf. After thirty years Isa 
and his mothor returned to their native 
country, where he began to work mir
acles, restoring sight to the blind, cur
Ing leprosy, and even raising the dead. 
The first of his disciples was Yahya, 
son of Zachariah the priest, who had 
been executed by King Herod for al
leged adultery with his niece Mariam. 
After a ministry of two or three years 
at Aills and in the adjacent country Isa 
was attacked by a mob Who sought his 
life. King Herod (Archelaus) gave 
them to orders to slay him. He had 
tried to hide himself but one of his dis
ciples, not named, betrayed. him for 
thirty dlhrems. The mob dragged him 
to a place where they had made ready 
a stake on which to bind and hang him. 
But Allah removed Isa from their sight 
and gave the form and aspect of him to 
Isbun, the leader of the mob. There
upon they killed and bound Isoua to the 
stake, as it is written in the Koran: 
“They have not slain and have not 
hanged him, but some one who resem
bled him.” -

Isoua remained on the stake seven 
days. Each night came his .mother to 
the foot thereof and wept until morn
ing. On the eighth day Isa came down 
■from heaven to assure her he was not 
ddad.. The same night he met at his 
mother’s bouse seven or eight of his 

. ■ twelve disciples. The one who had.be- 
frayed him had slain himself, and feim- 
con, who had denied his Master, w«/ 
also absent. . ..

Isfi’Sent forth his disciples to preach. 
• To'Greece and Rome he sent Paul'and 

Peter.-- (This was not Simeon or Si
mon, called Peter, who had denied him, 
And if Paul wrote the epistle Xo the 
Galatians hd could not have been pres
ent at that or*any other meeting of Isa 
and his disciples.) To Babylon Isa sent

Thomas, to Kairouan Philip, to Eph
esus John, and tu the IR-dja Bartholo
mew, James and Yahya were to remain 
at Aillg; (But according to our Gospel 
John the Baptist, who answers to Yah
ya, was killed during the ministry pf 
Jesus). Then Isa prayed Allah to 
raise him to heaven.

King Herod treated James and Yah
ya kindly. The mother of Isa died six 
months after bls ascension. Yahya 
was at last beheaded by the King to 
please his mistress Herodias.'

Isa was called “the Masich,” meaning 
healer by the laying on of hands. From 
this Arabian word evidently comes the 
Hebrew "iuashiach” and the Syriac 
“meshiha.” Hebrew letters cannot be 
traced back of the year 1000. The 
Greek word “chrlstos," the equivalent 
of “mashlach,” is not found on ancient 
monuments, in the. catacombs >or else
where. “Christus" is not a-Btitlu word; 
it is monkish or modern.

W. H. BURR.

Island Lake Camp, Midi.
We were trebly blest last Sunday by 

listening to the eloquence of Mrs. Dr. 
Warne, D. P. Dewey, ami Dr. A. B. 
Spinney. Only those who have heard 
these three can appreciate what I write. 
I will not attempt to try to pen what 
was said; it was simply grand and beau
tiful. ■

This is indeed a splendid camp, and 
well managed, and Hie patronage has 
been beyond all expectations. The ho
tel is good and well kept. -.

The newly elected board of officers 
for 1900 and 1901 are hs follows: Pres
ident James H. White, Port Huron; A. 
B. Smith, Northville; J. Kelley, Bright
on; Wm, Murry, Salem; A. G. Brorim’, 
Detroit; Mrs. M. A. Root, Bay City, 
P. O. Hudson, Bay City. And right 
here let me mention the excellent musle 
which is furnished this camp under the 
proficient leadership of Prof. Hudson; 
and we wish to speak especially of the 
members of the orchestra and choir. 
We could not find In a year's search one 
who is so eminently qualified as pianist 
and contralto as Miss Daisy Dargls, o£> 
Bay City, who is not only an elegant 
musician, but one who comes In con
tact with her is thoroughly impressed 
of her high personality and amiable dis
position and character. She has en
deared herself to the entire camp.

Next I wish to especially mention the 
genial T. A. Davenport, of Bay City, 
the round, full-voiced baritone, also 
elalrlonettist. His music is all of the 
best up-to-date composers. And regard
ing Mr. Hudson, lie is too well known to 
need compliments. Ills own composi
tions carry with them the excellence of 
tne writer, their purity of tone, and up
lifting character.

The mediums on the ground have 
done well. Mrs. St. Omer Briggs Is the 
life Inspiring Influence of the Ladles’ 
Aid Society, which has done much for 
this camp. <

Several new cottages have gone up 
this summer, and “still there’s more to 
follow.” The Progressive Thinker’s in
terests are well looked after by Dr. 
Briggs.

Next week will be the closing and we 
look forward to it as the banner week. 
The services will be conducted by Mr. 
Kates And wife and Carrie E. S. Twlng. 
Closing Sunday, September 2.

■ A CAMPER.

Maple Dell Camp, 0.
The National Spiritual and Religious 

Camp Association was fortunate in 
having Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown, Spir
itualist speaker at Fort Worth, Texas, 
to occupy the rostrum bn Sunday, Aug. 
19. She is accompanied by MJss Lucy 
Ault,;, a young violinist of rare talent, 
who opened the meetings with violin 
solos, to the delight of the large audi
ence.

The subject for the discourse handed 
Mrs. Brown was “The Bible.” There 
were so many Bibles in the world, she 
said, that she did not know what Bible 
was intended by the writer of the ques
tion. The Catholics have the Douay, 
and the Protestants have the St. James. 
The Moslertts have the Koran; the Par
secs have the Zend Avesta and the Hin
doos have the Vedas.

In the Protestant Bible many con
flicting sects find ample proof to sus
tain tlrnir doctrines. The Spiritualist 
finds in it abundant evidence of spirit 
communion. At the same time the ma
terialist finds in it the assertions that 
the “dead know not anything” and 
therefore cannot communicate.

She spoke of meeting a Mormon who 
overwhelmed and silenced her with 
Bible proof of polygamy, while the 
monogamist finds proof that only one 
wife is allowed, and the Catholic finds 
texts in defense of celibacy for all min
isters of Christ.

But there is one Bible, she said, which 
was written by the hand of God and 
which is harmonious and perfect. It Is 
the Bible of the ages. Its pages are 
open before our eyes every day. Its 
words fire Infallible. Its demands are 
God’s commands. All the other Bibles 
piled mountain high are insufficient If 
this Bible of Nature is lett out We 
must go to it with reverent tread and 
study It as a divine record.

Mrs. Brown will speak every afer- 
noon, also next Sunday, both forenoon 
and afternoon.

Lessons In the school department are 
given every morning at 10 o'clock.

A. J. WEAVER.

Grove Meetings, Fame, Kan.
Grove meetings were held at the 

farm of Dr. Richardson, near Fame, 
Kansas, on Sundays, August 5 and 12. 
Everybody had a good time, and many 
freely partook of the generous hospital
ity of the Doctor’s well-spread feast Of 
eatables. The lectures were well re
ceived by an attentive If not an appre
ciative audience. The clairvoyant and 
psychometric tests that were given by 
Mr. and Mrs. McEvoy were eye-open
ers to the orthodox skeptics, and many 
were present. Their minister has since 
warned them against attending our 
meetings, but alas! his warnings will be 
useless, for the Adam and Eve of mor
tal man reasons that he should test the 
knowledge of all forbidden things, and 
prove their good or evil. ’Tis worse 
than folly for the preachers to try to 
hold their flock in their old barren, fields 
of orthodoxy, for they are bound by the 
law of evolution to seek green fields of 
knowledge. The preachers are advo
cating the immortality of man, yet they 
can not prove their assertions without 
the. communication of immortality, 
lienee they* must become Spiritualists to 
prove their preaching. They say that 
spirit communication is of the Devil. If 
it is, and God has caused man to be im
mortal, then it takes the Devil to prove 
the work of God. In that case we say, 
let the Devil go on proving God’s work, 
since God has not given us any other 
way of proving the immortality of man, 
except through the communications of 
the spirits. The orthodox God has ever 
been' Inconsistent, Incompetent, and 
ever finding work for the Devil. The 
good that we Spiritualists find in life, 
that tends to bring us into heaven, they 
say 'tis of the Devil. When all is 
summed up, I believe I like our Devil 
better than I do their God. He Is at 
least serving the demand of man better, 
for man demands the proof of the con
tinuity of life. .......  ■ ■

• MRS. HOOKER M’EVOI.
Fame, Kansas. . .

JÖL

LOVE, OR WISDOM?
Which Is the True Savior of 

Men?
It is somewhat singular that not a 

few Spiritualists have forsakeÜ the 
basic teachings of early Spiritualism, 
and adopted fully the false doctrines of 
the old church. It is very difficult to 
take up a Spiritualist paper without be
ing surfeited with eulogies of love as 
the great savior of men. And we are 
reproved for lack of love, and exhorted 
to love each other, and assured that all 
that is wanting to make tills world a 
heaven, is love. This is simply a repe
tition of what Christianity has been 
uttering for nineteen centuries, de
claring that “God so loved the world 
that he gave his only begotten Sou." 
But preaching love, arguing for love 
does not create, or induce it. You can 
no more argue or exhort love into a 
man than you ean love logic or mathe
matics into- his comprehension. At
tempting to argue or persuade people to 
love you only repels them farther from 
you.

Love is not a savior. It is blind. It is 
impulsive. But It is said, “Love work- 
eth no ill to his neighbor." That is a 
falsehood. Love works the most stu
pendous Ills to the neighbor. Even the 
love of parents for children Is continu
ally working out sorrow and ruin in
stead of good. Love is blind.. It can’t 
see the true course to be followed. It'is 
like the steam in the boiler, which if 
properly directed, will run the engine, 
and propel a vast amount of productive 
machinery, but left to itself will pro
duce wide-spread disaster.

Christianity is the Love Dispensation, 
and it has had about two thousand 
years for experiment, with the result 
that only as mankind become skeptical 
to its teachings do we see any marked 
improvement in the race. Love and 
hate go together. The good lover is al
ways a strong hater, and the Love Dis
pensation has developed more intense 
hatred than any other system of rellg? 
ion. It is an aggressive hatred. It in
vades other systems and seeks to de
stroy them.

Spiritualism, at the very outset, repu
diated the Love Dispensation and In
augurated that of Wisdom as the only 
savior. It assumed that man had love 
enough but lacked the wisdom for its 
proper use. It declared that Ignorance 
was the great fountain and cause of 
evil, and consequently that true knowl
edge was indispensable to human prog
ress. A. J. Davis, the Inspired and in
tuitive thinker of the first decade of the 
movement, made those points so clear 
that farther elaboration seemed super
fluous work. But the Incomparable 
works of Davis seem to be almost for
gotten by spiritualists, and the twaddle 
of those whose eyes are but half open, 
only enough to stare at crude or fraud 
phenomena is proclaimed from plat
form and press as the doctrine of Spir
itualism.

All careful students of history know 
that a short time before the advent of 
Christianity the Greek civilization had 
made most rapid progress In scientific 
discoveries. It Is only necessary to re
peat the names of Euclid, Ptolemy, 
Hipparchus, Hero, Bratosthenes, Ar
chimedes and others, to show the 
mighty development of human thought 
In the line of scientific progress. And 
when we join to them the intellectual 
and ethical thinkers like Socrates, Pla
to, Zeno, Seneca, Aristotle, etc., we have 
before us one of thé most marked eras 
In history. The progress of Roman 
conquest had interferred to some ex
tent with this progress, but had by no 
means destroyed it. In this age the 
Love Dispensation had its advent, and 
at once it began a remorseless warfare 
against all scientific advancement. Ig
norance triumphed. Science was 
crushed. The club, in the hands of the 
reader in St. Cyril's eburefi, riot only 
beat out the life of the beautiful and 
philosophical Hypatia, within the pre
cincts of “God’s House,” but it beat 
out the life of science In the Christian 
movement for a thousand years or 
more. There is a remarkable fitness in 
the murder of Hypatia In the church 
where Archbishop Cyril preached the 
Gospel of Love, for In the larger church 
—the Holy Catholic church—Pope Greg
ory the Great, not long after, set up the 
fitting standard of Christianity: “Ignor
ance is the mother of devotion.”

The maddened zealots of the Love 
Dispensation, when they hatj plunged 
the blazing torch of science and phil
osophy In the gushing blood of the mur
dered Hypatia, exulted In the thought 
that they had quenched It forever. But, 
strange to say, another bigoted religion 
caught up the smoking brand, waved It 
in the air till it blazed again, and in the 
course of centuries forced divided and 
reluctant Ghrlsllanity to again give it 
place. Only the deadly strife between 
Catholicism and Protestantism has ren
dered scientific education possible.

The Spiritualist movement, born in 
the midst of the Love Dispensation, is 
liable to take on more or less of Its Im
perfections and crudities. The love
saving notion is one of them. The com
panion one is Ignorance. Practically 
our movement has been to discount in
telligence and eulogise ignorance. In 
principle there is not one whit differ
ence between the early Christian period 
and the Spiritualist. The ignorant Gal
ilean fisherman was directed to go forth 
and preach. He was to take no 
thought, make no preparation for 
speaking. Why? Because it should be 
given him In that very hour. And they 
spake “as the spirit gave them utter
ance.” They did not speak of them
selves.

Well, taking the meagre stories of the 
New Testament as examples of their 
speeches, what did they amount to any 
way? Simply this, and nothing more, 
they repeated over the common every
day notions of Judlasm asserting that 
the faith and hope of Israel was met in 
Christ.

What do the mediums do, through and 
by whom the spirits (not the spirit) 
speak to-day? As a general rule, they 
repeat the common notions current 
among the general run of Spiritists, arid 
assert that the Bible -is the great re
pository of Spiritualism. The early 
church reasoned in this way: if the 
Lord, by his spirit speaks through the 
ministers, what is the use of educa
tion? It. will destroy spirituality. It 
will create and foster pride, for “knowl
edge puffeth up” but “love edlfieth.” 
So they preferred to listen to. the rant 
of “unknown tongues” and pretended 
interpretations, and to all the attendant 
disorder of “prophesying, hymns 
(poems)”, etc., to the preaching of edu
cated persons; Precisely the same con
ditions and notions obtain amongst the 
great mass of spiritists at the present 
time. ,

Why don’t you have schools arid ed
ucate your speakers? is often asked. 
What is the answer? Oh! the spirits 
will educate them if they need it They 
are only “instruments” used by the 
spirits to teach us the truth. Medium 
speakers often boast that they don't 
read books. And they áre cautioned by 
older speakers of the same class not to 
read, as that might mix the thoughts of 
the author with those coming from the 
spirits. • . -

Such an lnvesügritlowas the Psychlc 
Research Society, U making . .would

never hakQ beetfi undertaken by the 
great SplwtisrlcUwdy. Tuey were op
posed to it at the outset. And if ever 
Spiritualism bewpies the • embodiment 
of scientific knswledge of the great 
prlnclplesyimbodjed therein, it will be 
largely the result of the force exerted 
by outside’scientists who have forced 
such au investigation as that of the Psy
chic Reséüteh -’Society. And this is 
along thd’llnes off demonstrated knowl
edge. Trip। longcontinued and careful 
experlipeuÿ * : of y Hodgson, Myers, 
Crookes, Hyslop .and others, are pushed 
from an rndèn), desire for. knowledge. 
It is neither lovérif God,'of jesus, or of 
spirits which animates such men. It is 
love of 5yi$dom.? . . ■

A very-jftursory knowledge of history 
will show us that human progress has 
not resulted from any manifestation of 
love, but purely as a result of Intellect
ual growth and consequently increase 
of knowledge. Love is supposed to 
prompt .to the performance . of ethical 
duties. To live, as it is commonly said, 
a moral life. Now, so far as moral pre
cept is concerned there has been no im
provement for thousands of' years. 
They are older than history and as 
wide-spread as humanity. But how to 
apply taese precepts to personal and so
cial life has been-the problem which re- 
ligiorilsts, pidlosophers and statesmen 
have been striving to .solve practically 
through all tile centuries of recorded 
time. But confessedly only an approx-, 
imatlon to tl^e. undying ideal of human
ity has been reached. And yet we have 
had the love of a dying God, of a living 
spirit and a militant church for two 
thousand years working for man’s 
progress ,and salvation. It has been a 
failure. Ther§ .has been the preva
lence of Ignorance, ' .Neither the Father, 
nor tlie . Sori, rioy' tlje Holy Ghost, nor 
their church has had sufficient knowl
edge to uplift humanity onto that plane 
of life where all npssèss equal opportu
nities for life arid happiness. If each 
person stood alone, with no vital rela
tions to any one else, possibly the meth
od of the Holy Trinity, as mapped out 
in the Testaments, might answer. But 
we are compelled to regard man as a 
potent factor df thé sbcial unity which 
we call the state. Here are multifari
ous relations, Which Involve the settle
ment of thé questions of rights, duties 
aud institutions. The great subjects of 
Political Economy, Finance, Educa
tion, etc., demand something more than 
a loving nature to expound and apply by 
successful' methods. Something more 
than a lover is heeded to manage the 
finances of a great nation. And thé ig
norant convert to religion, abounding 
In love to God and love to man, would 
cut a sorry figure if placed at the head 
of our state university. And, in spite 
of all the denunciatory criticism of Mr. 
McKinley, we'ai;e'safe In saying that, 
he Is an infinitely; better President than 
one of the most'pious, loving ignoram
uses to be found.' H was long ago con
ceded tha| an intellectual, bad man 
was safer 'aè a ruler than an Ignorant 
good one. ?l. -

Humanity lias Klways had plenty of 
love—has all thar.ls needed at present. 
The manifestation of that love for 
weal or woe pas been determined by the 
development!' of his Intellectual facul
ties. The great work of the Spiritualist 
should bé Incessant effort for a higher, 
a more Intégral education. And, he 
need have.'.no fear of selfishness if he 
can acquit^' knowledge of himself. 
Love and.selfishness are nearer related 
than cousips. buL when" wielded by 
wisdom thév. beccjpie potent factors of 
progress. Sp1 you are not to seek for 
lovri.lrat Lf^,,.jy|sdopi, or knowledge how 
to. direct' ffle love ypu have.. “Gqt wis
dom afijl 'vwtfi alt fiiy,gettlrig get iinder- 
standihg;”J ? . J. S, LOVELAND.

Summerjapd, Cal. .

Some Corrections.
To the Editor:—-While I dislike a con

troversy, especially with a woman, I 
cannot allow a communication in your 
paper of August 18 to pass without re
ply. I made my Report of our camp as 
brief as possible, and only mentioned 
the mediums who did public work on 
the platform.

It now appears that my report did not 
suit Mrs. Hooker McEvoy, and she has 
rushed into print and makes a demand 
that Justico be done.

Neither Mrs. Steward nor Mrs. Aber 
received any pay from the association. 
Mrs. Steward was an entire stranger at 
the camp and only, had her expenses 
paid. She djd. good-work, nearly, every 
test given- being recognized. Mrs. 
Aber on one occasion gave tests from 
the platform, which In every instance 
were recognized,

As to Mrs. Lovett, she appeared to be 
much of a lady and a good medium, but 
as she and several other mediums con
fined their work to their tents, I did not 
mention them in my report.

Father Eastman, as usual, was the 
life of the camp, and needs no eulogy 
from me. Hoping this will meet the 
ends of justice; I am, yours, for the 
truth, • ;S. M. TUCKER,

Wichita, Kan. Pres. A. V. S. A.

MAJJ. AND THE CHURCH.

When preacheirs preached hell fire 
The men would stay away,

For they had no desire 
To wriggle arid perspire

All through the.holy day— 
They didn’t cape to know 
Of horrors down below— 
Such preaching Jeft. .tliem sp

Unstrung, thpy used. to say.
The doctrine efi damnation

Is seldom preached to-day;
A higher revelation
Has brought obliteration

To the devil, so^they.. say—
Yet the meh; decline to go;
What’s the use^ey want to know, 
Since the fir.|s down below

Have beejrjSmothered, anyway? 
jd —S. E. Kiser.

------------------------------ ■
A Card fW$i Mis. F. A. Logan.

Dear friends, ,and’pjpaders of The Pro
gressive Thlqjier (tlm best paper in the 
world), I want)t(> <S““k all who have 
by your kindfefeelijjgs and wishes, ac
companied ljy0 the^-,needful, aided me 
during my ^gfeebjed condition and 
straightened circumstances; the se
quence of wtyleh is that ,my health of 
mind and body is So much improved, 
that the opening heavens and beckoning 
angels are stimulating me to active ser
vice in reachirfg sorrowing hearts and 
enquiring mihds, imprivatc, in public 
meetings, and'dn Cli-clcs of Harmony, 
as well as hedllhg tlie afflicted of what
ever malady, as-in days and years 
agone. Psychometric readings will also 
be given in poetry when desired. I can
not go amiss of those who need, yet it 
will facilitate usefut.effort by receiving 
letters from those who enclose with fuU 
name and whatever they please to give.

MRS. F. A LOGAN.
1218 Railroad Ave.; Alameda, Cal.

Bending, the Vali: This volume is a 
compilation by J. W. Nixon, of psychic 
literature, mostr, given by spirits 
through and by means of full form vis
ible materializations, at seances of a 
certain Psychic Research Society, 
known as the Aber Intellectual Circle, 
the medium^belng WiUlam W. Aber. 
507 pp. octavo., for sale at the office of 
She EwgrewWe Thinker, Erice |2,-' r„

HARMONY. KEEP
An Appeal for Brotherly 

Love.
The world is full of unsolved prob

lems, and as it always has been so, it 
will presumably continue so until the 
end of time.

The greatest problem to me is, why 
should Spiritualists not be harmonious? 
Our philosophy teaches harmony, our 
devotees advocate harmony, and yet, 
there seems so little of this commodity 
that we are almost ashamed to further 
proclaim to the world that we have a 
philosophy so much better than the 
world lias ever before known. While 
this is true to the letter, there is some
thing wrong. Are we too individualized 
to care for and to put forth an effort to 
build up a condition of harmony and 
good will, one to another, that the 
■world may see our claims manifested 
in our actions? We as a religious body 
must give an expression of harmony to 
the world or else be silent on the ques
tion until mankind has a better knowi-i 
edge of self. • I

If each individual Spiritualist would 
constitute himself or herself a commit
tee of one to see that the teachings of 
our beautiful philosophy were carried 
put in the lines of those who claim to 
be Spiritualists, the trouble would be 
eliminated from our ranks.

One of. the most touching-7pledges of 
fraternal brotherly level ever wlt- 
nessed, was at the late convention held 
in the city of Columbus, O., when two 
editors rose on the rostrum and step
ping forward, each with an extended 
hand, and as they stood there with 
clasped hand before that audience they 
pledged themselves forever a unit, in 
brotherly love and affection. If there 
ever had been any differences between 
them, by this act the differences were 
forever set aside. This public act was 
n lesson we snould all profit by.

While our religion is the best the 
world has ever known, human nature 
seems the same. What the race needs 
is to see'themselves as others see them. 
We want a religious mirror that will re
flect us just so we are, or in other 
words, we want to know ourselves bet
ter. In the hurry and rush of human 
life a study of self has been left out of 
the question so that few persons know 
themselves. The farmer knows more 
about his cattle, hogs, and grain than 
he does about himself. The merchant 
knows more about the market price of 
fine fabrics, and the manufacture of for
eign goods than he does of himself. 
The man who dally attends the Board 
of Trade Is not expected to know any
thing about himself, and even If he did, 
each succeeding day is liable to work 
such changes upon him, that Mr. Smith 
of to-day might be Mr. Jones of tomor
row, and so it is the human rape knows 
more about everybody and everything 
else than they do of themselves. Ig
norance Is not blameless, for In . our 
humble opinion ignorance is the parent 
of much, if not all of the troubles in
flicted upon mortals.

Until Spiritualists become one in a 
purpose to build a harmonious whole, 
we will drift into unprofitable channels. 
The fields are ripe for the sickle of 
-harmony, truth and love, but the la
borers are few.

MRS. MAGGIE STEWART.

N. S. A. CONVENTION.
Eighth Annual Convention of 

National Spiritualists 
Association.

The eighth annual convention of the 
National Spiritualists Association of the 
United States of America and Canada, 
will be held at Cleveland, Ohio-Cham
ber of Commerce Hall. Business ses
sions October 18, 17, 18, 19, 1900, at 10 
a. m. and 2 p. m..

Important business of interest to ev
ery Spiritualist will be presented for ac
tion before these gatherings.

At 7:30 each evening grand public 
meetings with addresses, spirit com
munications, music, etc.

A large number of the most gifted lec
turers and mediums will be present and 
participate in these exercises. Among 
them may be mentioned Dr. Peebles, 
Moses Hull, Prof. W. F. Peck, Mrs. 
Helen Palmer Ressegue, Carrie E. S. 
Twlng, May S. Pepper, Mrs. Zaida 
Brown Kates and Maggie Gaule. Other 
mediums and speakers of foremost rank 
are also making arrangements to at
tend and participate In the programme. 
Mrs. Z. L. Else, the talented musician 
will have charge of music.

Further announcements will be made 
in the Spiritual papers.

Reduced rates on railroads from large 
cities. Ask for certificate tickets to Na
tional Spiritualists Convention. These 
tickets must be endorsed by the secre
tary at the convention to entitle you to 
one-third fare for return trip.

All attending the convention who 
travel to Cleveland by rail are specially 
requested to purchase certificate tick
ets, that we may be siire of meeting the 
requirements of the roads.

The Forest City House, a large and 
handsome hotel of Cleveland, at which 
tho best of service and attention will be 
secured for our delegates and visitors, 
at two dollars per day each person, spe
cial rate, will be the headquarters of 
the convention. Reception in the parlor 
of the Forest City House to all will be 
held on. Monday, October 15, at 8 p. m.

Information of convention can be ob- 
obtained Of the N. S. A secretary, at 
600 Penna avenue S. E., Washington. 
D. 0. MARY T. LONGLEY, 

. ’■ Secretary.
HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres.

• ^OR a moment stop and consider. 
||The Progressive Thinker is the one

original dollar Spiritualist paper. 
It introduced a new era in the

• ranks .of Spiritualism. Its success 
financially has been all that could 

“ be desired. Notwithstanding the 
rise in the price of mint paper, it has 
still maintained its status as the only 
one dollar Spiritualist paper. Not only 
that, but it introduced the Divine Plan 
in its business with its subscribers—a 
portion of the profits of the office re
turning to them. Just think of the 
Seven Premium Books being sent out to 
our subscribers for $2.35. After paying 
the postage of these seven books, and 
the expense of mailing them, all that 
we have left is $1.50. You can readily 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less, by far, than the actual cost to us. 
We do this work in accordance 
with The Divine Plan, in order to assist 
in forming the nucleus of a library in 
every Spiritualist home. Read carefully 
bur premium list; and you will certainly 
Want to become a subscriber to The 

• Progressive Thinker, If not so already, 
and obtain the books we announce.

YOUR

ON
OUR MAIN PREMIUMS.

^I/ogiesshe Thinker one year 
and A ol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World, an 
¡“tensely interesting, instructive and 
floleInatius V’011*’ Trig twenty- 
five cents only pays a little more than 
tne postage and the expense of mailing.

KAPr nu.of.thl? wol'k to the trade 18 
$1.00. ihis book will constitute our 
‘ionK pramluin for the remainder of 
WOO, and up to May 30,' 1901. It is very 
valuable. It will hold your attention 
throughout, and will teach you a much 
needed lesson. The postage on the 
above book, which we prepay, is 
ten cents, hence it Is almost a gift to 
our subscribers. It Is furnished at con
siderable less than actual cost to us.

Offer Number Two. ■ 
^Vol. 2 and Vol, 8 of the Ency- 

. °£.i?,eath’ and Llfe in ¡he Spir- 
be sen^ ou* when accom

panied with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker, for $1.10. 
■ine paper one year, and the three vol
umes, $2.10, You ean add to this order 
any of the other books, at 40 cents 
each. You can make only one order for 
three books for $1.10.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
lite Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Three.
o£ tbe books In our prem

ium list that you may select will be sent 
to you for $1.10. You are at liberty to 
select any other books in the list that 
you desire in connection with this or
der, at 40 cents each. You can only 
make one order for three books at $1.10. 

An order for one or more of the pre
m books must always be accompa- 
panied with a year’s subscription for 
Ilie Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
nere, will be sent out as premiums.

Dr. Peebles’ Most
Important Books.

Reduced Prices.
Three J ournevs Around the World 

A large handsomely bound octavo 
volume, 500 pages, finely illustrated, de
scribing the Pacific Islands, New Zea
land and Australia, India and her mag- 
le, Egypt and her pyramids, Persia 
Ceylon, Palestine, etc., with the rellg- 
lous manners, customs, laws and hab
its of all foreign countries. Price, $1.50.

Immortality,
And the employments of spirits good 
and evil In the spirit-world. What a 
hundred spirits say about their dwell
lag-places, their locomotion, their social 
relations, Infants, idiots, suicides, etc. 
Price reduced from $1.50 to $1. Post
age 12 cents. Paper, 50 cents.

Seers of the Ages, 
oJbls ,lar5e volume of 400 pages (9tb 
■edition,), treats exhaustively of tho 
seers, sages, prophets and inspired men 
of the past, with records of their vis
ions, trances and intercourse with the 
spirit world. This is considered a 
hri? faflHhw?rk’ tl:eatlue of Gbd-boaven' 
lieu, faith, repentance, prayer, baptism, 
Judgment, demoniac spirits, etc. Price 
reduced from $2 to $1.25. Postage 15 c.

Spiritual Harp.
A book of 300 pages, containing songs 

hymns and anthems for Spiritualist so 
W?m nro d ClrC“iS- 'J?he WOrda are aflr’ 
with progress. It contains the choicest 
songs and music by James G. Clark and 
other reformers. Reduced from $2 to

■ f

“The Heresy Trial of Rev. B. F. Aus
tin, M. A„ D. D. Giving a sketch of 
Dr. Austin’s life, story of the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, the heresy 
sermon, the, scene at conference, and 
Dr. Austin’s full address defending his 
views on Spiritualism at the London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.,” 
etc. Price 15 cento. , Fer tale at this I flfflck - |

Offer Number Four.
Our regular premium, The Encyclo

pedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World, Vol. 3, is only 25 cents. If you 
wish to add thereto one of the other 
premium books only, the same will cost 
you 50 cents. If you wish two addi
tional books, the cost of tho three will 
be $1.10. You can add thereto any 
other books you desire at 40 cents each.

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book in 

connection with a year’s subscription, 
and that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price will be 50 cents.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

OFFER NUMBER SIX.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

FOB $2.35. -
Offered at Far Cess Than 

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
Price........................................ < $The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price.......................................... <

The Encyclopedia of Death, and
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3, 
Price..............................................

Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir- 
itlsm. Price.............................. <

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult-
ism. Price

1.50

$

$

$

1.50

1.50

1.50

India aud Her Magic. .
A lecture delivered by Dr. Peebles be- 

iore the medical students of the College 
18n?C TT D^?ah I?I'ttuclseo, January, 
181)5. Astounding wonders that he wlt- 
Zw dpIiiDS,nls i°urneys around the 
world. Price 10 cents. .
Who Are Thqse Spiritualists and

What Is Spiritualism?
of over 40 Pagesprovei 

the^orlfTa681 Und brainest meu la 
the world to-day, such as Sir Wm 
sX°i»n8iAnd Jluudreds of others are 
Sphltuallsts. Price 15 cents.

Did Jesus Christ Exist?
A pamphlet of 65 pages. Did Jesus 

Christ exist? What the spirits ear 
What !Tl What ue JewS 8ay about lb 
What nhomas laLne sald about >t.

, Rcniin said about it. What 
I ,'ankbn sald about it. What Emerson 
said about It. What Rabbi Wise, A. J 
about’ltY'pBi C?Leuian and otbers say 
about lt.< Price 15 cents. . '
Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lec

tures.
190 ele.sautlJ’ hound pamphlet ol 
122 pages g ying Dr. Peebles’ lecture! 
dellveied In Hydesville, March 31, 1898, 
In Rochester, and later In London at 
Kt! Iuternat|oual Congress of Spiritual’ 
Ists. These lectures, Illustrated, ara 
racy, meaty and scholarly. Price 85 
cents.

The Christ Question Settled.
A symposium by Hudson Tuttle W 

E. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col. Ingersoll’ 
J. 8. Loveland. B. B. Hill, J. r. Buchan
an and Dr. Peebles. This Is a hand
some volume of nearly 400 pages, and 
treats of Jesus, Mahomet and the gnos
tics. W hat the Talmud says about 
Jesus. Antiquity unveiled. Child mar
riage In India. Col. Ingersoll’s agnosti
cism. What the spirits through W. J 
Colville, J. J. Morse, Mrs. Longley,’ 
Mrs. Everitt, Mrs. Hagan-Jackson and 
other mediums say about Jesus, etc. 
Price $1.25.
A Critical and Crushing Review.'

By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Klnn’a 
five lectures against Spiritualism. This 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor, 
while repudiating spiritism, and al 
frauds connected with the subject, sus
tains Spiritualism, considering It th< 
complement of primitive Christianity 
Price 25 cents. "

Hell Revised, Modernized.
And made more comfortable. A scath 
Ing review of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s sen 
mon delivered in the Presbyterlai 
church, upon “What Is Hell?" ¿By De 
J. M. Peebles. A pamphlet of 25 pages 
Price 10 cents. 6

The Soul—Did It Pre-exist ?
Did it begin to exist with the body! 

Is it evolved from the body? Did It as. 
cend up through all tho lower orders oi 
creation, or is It a potentlallzed portion 
of God? Has it been re-lncarnated, or 
re-embodled? Price 15 cents.

Pro and Con of Spiri tuaiism.
This pamphlet is a re-print of the es

says in "The Arena” on Spiritualism In 
which Rev. H. A. Hart endeavored to 
prove Spiritualism dangerous and al
lied to witchcraft. The reply printed 
In “The Arena" written by Dr. Peebles 
excited extensive comment, and is ab
solutely crushing. Price reduced to 5 
cents. .
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern

Spiritualism.
An elegant pamphlet containing an ac
count of the exercises at Rochester and 
Hydesville, N. Y.. nt the celebration of 
the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 
of some of the most noted speakers 
present. It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc., Price 
15 cents.

DR. PEEBLES’ .p«5'
FOR SALE BY ■

The Progressive Thinker.

j

*

1.50?— — — — ■
The Next World Interviewed.

Price.............................................
The Occult Life of Jesus (Includ

ing the Hull-Covert Debate). 
Trice ........................i

$ L2Ö

$ 2.00

Total price to the trade.............$19.75
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 

The Progressive Thinker one year
2.35

and the seven premium books. .$ 
These seven books, substantially 

elegantly bound, and printed in
3.35 
and 
the

neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear in mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied -with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books.
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library in every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2 35 
which is less by far than their 
actual cost The authors make no 
charge for the vast amount 
‘ ’ bestowed on these 

which extended over
labor 
and

of
works,

- many 
years.. The publisher receives not a
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in putting them in type, and electro
typing the pages, and making them 
ready for the'prlnter. That is why you 
are getting these intensely interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
inducement is offered, in order that 
th’ey may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep in Une with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
Cents,’ hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that all we have left us foa 
those seven books is only $1.50,

Postmasters. .....
We have been swindled out of a large 

amount of money by; postmasters, who 
knowing a person desires The Pro
gressive Thinker, sends his money, de
ducting a large commission. The Pro
gressive Thinker is one dollar per year. I 
The great rise in print paper renders it 
utterly impossible for us to give any 
commission to news agents or post
masters. ' . . ■

Bear in mind when making a re
mittance, that only one book, the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, Vol. 3, la furnished for 25 
cents. ■: You must not substitute any 
other of the premium books for that 
'one. . ■■■: ■ .■ • :■ ■ ■ ‘ ;

by Cai’^'Ie fet&’silea.
U U I\U Given by automatic writing throngB 

, thoauthor’a mcdinmihlp.
Tho Discovered Country—$1. •

A narratlvn of the personal experience« In «pirlt-lffi 
of tbe author'« futlier. who had been a natural phliot* 
opheranda materiallt-t. ’ •

Mary Anno Carew—Cloth, $1.
Experiences of the author’« mother in «plrit-Ufo. 

Philip Carl islie—Cloth, $1.
A deep phlbiMjpbjcfit romance by the band of guide«.1 

tbe subject of the Itle being a scientific young 
osopber, who Is a .ncdlum: his chief opponent« belna 
»clergyman and r material!«u

Ocfeanides—Paper Cover, SOcts.
A scientific novel based on the philosophy of life, 

M seen from the spirit side. For sale at office of Thf 
Progressive Thinker. . .

ine Infiusnce of the Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE.

, BY ELEANOB KIRK.
This Is the only book which states the «taple pru- 

espies of tbe Zodiac In simple terms, making the entire 
matter clear to the «verge understanding.

This volume Indicates the location, char&cterliUflf 
and Influenza of each sign of the Zodiac, giving the 
day« each-sign govLfna. and the genu «nd 
aatryicolora associated with each. >• . • ; ,

Tbsuiteasacoftha body, bow to cure them, andtht 
ftwfltj of chapter incidental to tbe dlffgrentdonufau.

The methods of growth for c&ch human being.
The domain« from which companion«, hUBbandi and 

Wive« be «elected, •
The characteristic? cf children born In different de 

mains, and the conditions to be observed In their cart 
and education.
.The personal ability-and talent of the indlvldu] 

with reference to domentc, social uidhtuiness nfr 
C6M, ; ■ ' ■

This work 1« the result of profound remreh, and la 
Ite^TBparaUon We^author has been largely turned by

cioth, - - nrtNb«fc-v 
jnr ata at Thu Oflee/

j£
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denouement lasted eight

with Mrs. Piper’s nkediumshlp are not

a®

“If the ether fills all space, is 
atomic in its structure, presents co

Mar
aud

mation of the energy it gets from 
ether. ,

tlon to bodies moving through it, and is 
not subject to the law of gravitation, it 
does not seem proper to call it matter.

scene of fatal 
minutes.

“She finally awakens, remembering

medium mnde many sketches of 
tian houses, flowers, animals 
people.

Most Important of all Martian char-

SCIENTISTS BELIEVE SHE HAS VISITED MARS.
SHE IS SAID TO HAVE LEARNED 

THE MARTIAN LANGUAGE AND 
HER SUPPORTERS SAY SHE HAS 

■ LIVED THROUGH TWO PREVI
OUS INCARNATIONS—IN ONE BE
ING MARIE ANTOINETTE.
What marvels does not the science of 

the future reserve for our successors, 
and who Would dare to say that Mar
tian humanity and terrestrial humanity 
will not some day enter into communi
cation with each other'?—Camille Flam
marion. ■

We are so far from knowing ail the 
agents of nature and their divers modes 
of action that it would not be philosoph
ical to deny phenomena solely because 
they are iuexplainable in the actual 
state of our knowledge—LaPlace.

Here for the first time is told by Prof. 
Flournoy of the University of Vienna, 
the astounding story of Mlle Helene 
Smith, of Geneva, Switzerland, whose 
trance feats have agitated the scien
tists and Spiritualists of Europe.

Mlle Smith has visited the planet 
Mars and brought communications 
from its inhabitants—so she and her 
thousands of adherents believe.

Still more remarkable, she has learned 
the Martian language. It hag been 
transcribed and analyzed by experts, 
and she has drawn pictures of Martian 
peoples and things.

In visions she lives again through 
two previous incarnations. In the fif
teenth century she was a Hlndoo 'prln- 
cess who perished on her husband's fu
neral pyre, In the eighteenth century 
she was Marie Antoinette.

While Impersonating the former char
acter she writes and speaks a species of 
Sanscrit—a language of which her 
proper person is Ignorant.

As Marie Antoinette her handwriting 
resembles that of the ill-fated consort 
of Louis XVL, and her girlish person- 
allty takes on a ’ regal dignity and 
grace.

Mlle, Smith makes nothing out of her 
trances. She Is more wonderful than 
Mrs. Piper, but Is not paid for her ser- 
ices as a medium. -

She Is a beautiful, modest girl, of Ir
reproachable family and character and 
fills a responsible position In a com
mercial house.

Even scientists acknowledge that her 
sincerity is beyond question.

M. Flournoy is professor , of psychol
' ogy at the university of Vienna and a 
scientist Of first repute. He made the 

’ acquaintance of Mile Smith through 
Prof. August Lemaltre of the College of 
Geneva.

These were his first Impressions:
“Having gladly accepted the invita

tion of my worthy colleague I found the 
medium In question, Mlle Helene 
Smith, to be a beautiful woman, about 
30 years of age, tall, vigorous, of a 
fresh, healthy complexion, with hair 
and eyes almost black, of on open and 
Intelligent countenance, which at once 
invoked sympathy.

" "She evinced nothing of the emaciated 
or tragic aspect which one habitually 
ascribes to the sibyls of tradition, but 
wore an air of health, of physical and 
mental vigor very pleasant to behold, 
and which, by the way, is not often en
countered in those who are good me
diums.”

Prof. Flournoy watched the develop
' went of Mlle. Smith’s extraordinary 

powers at Spiritistic seances and col
lected a mass of evidence which he is 

’ about to present In book form under the 
title “From India to the Planet Mars.” 

. Through the courtesy of Harper 
Brothers the Sunday Post-Dispatch has 
been supplied with advance sheets of 
this important work, and is thus first to 
lay before the American public the real 
story of Mlle Smith’s journey to Mars 
and her previous Incarnations as SI- 
mandlni and Marie Antoinette.

Throughout her trances Mlle Smith Is 
visited by a spirit named Leopold, of 
whom Prof. Flournoy says:

"The personality of Leopold main
tains very complex relations with the 
preceding creations. On the one hand, 
it is very closely connected with the 
royal cycle, owing to the fact that the 
name of Leopold Is only a pseudonym 
under which is concealed the Illustrious 
Cagliostro, who, It appears, was madly 
infatuated with Queen Marie Antoin
ette, and who now, dlscarnate and 
floating In space, has constituted bim
self the guardian angel In some re
spects of Mlle Smith, in whom after a 
long search he has again found the 
august object of his unhappy passion of 
a century ago.”

"We dare to hope,” says M. Camille 
Flammarlon at the beginning of his 
work on the planet Mars, that the day 
will come when scientific methods yet 
unknown to us will give us direct evi- 
deuce,s of the existence of the inhabit
ants of the other worlds, and at the 
same time also will put us in communl- 
cation with our brothers In space.”

Prof. Flournoy believes that Mlle. 
Smith’s wonderfully complex mind was 
first directed to Mars by a suggestion 
resembling that of Flammarlon—al- 
though she Is not believed to have read 
any astronomical work.

This is how the Martian series of voy
ages began:

At a seance at M. Lemaitre’s house, 
Helene met a widow, Mme. Mlrbel, 
who had been terribly afflicted by the 
loss of her only son, Alexis, 17 years 
old.

Helene had the vision first of a young 
man In the very detailed description of 
whom there was no difficulty in recog- 
nlzlng the deceased Alexis Mlrbel: then 
of an old man whom the table called 

.. Raspail, brought by the young man 
that he might treat his mother’s eyes.

Nothing in that seance recalled in any 
way the planet Mars, and It could not 

-be foreseen from anything that oc
curred there that Alexis Mlrbel, dlscar- 
nated, would return later under the 
name of Esenale as official interpreter 
of the Martian language. .

It was altogether different a month 
later at the second reunion at M. Le- 
maitre's, at which Mme Mlrbel was 
again present On this occasion the as
tronomical dream appeared at once and 
dominated the entire seance. : '

From the beginning, says the report 
of the seance, Mlle. Smith perceived In 

- the distance and at a great height a 
bright light Then she felt a tremor 
which almost caused her heart to cease 
beating, after which it seemed to her 
as though her head were empty and as 
if she were no longer in the body.

Mlle. Smith, who had been 111 at 
ease, finds herself feeling better; she 
distinguishes three enormous globes, 
4>ne of them very beautiful. .

■ “On what am I, walking?” she asks. 
And the table replies:

"On a world—Mars” .
Helene then began a description of all 

the strange things which presented 
themselves to her view and. caused her 
ps much surprise ns amusement Car-

riages without horses or wheels, emit
ting sparks as they glided by; houses 
with fountains on the roof; a cradle 
having for curtains an angel made of 
Iron, with outstretched wings, etc.

What seemed less strange were peo
ple exactly like the inhabitants of our 
earth save that both sexes wore the 
same costume, formed of trousers very 
ample, and a long blouse drawn tight 
about the waist and decorated with va
rious designs. The child in the cradle 
was exactly like our children, accord
ing to tlie sketch which Helene made 
from memory after tbe seance.

Finally she saw upon Mars a sort of 
vast assembly hall, in which was Prof. 
Raspail, having in the first row of his 
hearers the young Alexis Mlrbel, who, 
by a typtologlcal dictation, reproached 
bls mother for not having followed the 
medical prescription which he gave her 
a month previously.

At the following seance the Martian 
language made Its first appearance to 
the delighted spiritists and tbe per
plexed scientists. This is Prof. Flour
noy’s description of what happened:

“Presently Helene begins to recite 
with increasing volubility an incompre
hensible pargon the beginning of which 
is as follows (according to notes taken 
by M. Lemaltre at the time as accurate
ly as possible): '

“ ‘Mitchma mitehmon inimlni tchou- 
alnem mimàtchineg masichinof mezavi 
patelki abresinad navette naven na
vette mitchiehenld naken chinoutou- 
flehe.’

“After a few minutes Helene inter
rupts herself, crying out: ‘Oh, I have 
had enough of it; you say such words to 
me and I will never be able to repeat 
them.’ Then, with some reluctance, 
she consents to follow her Interlocutrix 
Into the car which was to carry her to 
Mars.

“Arrived upon Mars she descends 
from the car and performs a compli
cated pantomime expressing the man
ners of Martian politeness; uncouth’ 
gestures with the hands and fingers, 
slapping of the hands, taps of tbe fin
gers upon the nose, the lips, the chin, 
etc., twisted courtesies, glidings and ro
tation on the floor, etc. It seems that 
Is the way'people approach and salute 
each other up there.

“I command her to speak French to 
me; seems to understand and replies in 
Martian, with an Irltated and imperi
ous tone. I ask her to tell me her 
name; she replied ’Vasiminl Meteche,’

"With tbe idea that perhaps she ‘Is 
incarnating’ the young Alexis, of whom 
she has spoken so much In the preced
ing phase, I urge Mme Mlrbel to ap
proach her, and thereupon begins a 
scene of incarnation really very affect
ing. Mme Mirbel Is on her knees, sob
bing bitterly, In the presence of her re
covered son, who shows her marks of 
the most profound affection and ca
resses her bands ‘exactly as he was ac
customed to do during his last illness,’ 
all thé time carrying on a discourse In 
Martian, which the poor mother cannot 
understand, but to which an accent of 
extreme sweetness and a tender into
nation Impart an evident meaning of 
words of consolation and filial tender
ness. This pathetic duet lasted about 
ten minutes, and was brought to an end 
by a return to lethargic sleep, from 
which Helene awakened at the end of 
a quarter of an hour, pronouncing a 
short Martian word, after which she in
stantly recovered the use of her French 
and her normal waking, state.

"Questioned as to what bad passed, 
Helene, while drinking tea, narrates 
the dream whleh he has had. She has 
a sufficiently clear memory of her Jour
ney and of what she has seen on Mars, 
with the.exception of the young man 
of whom she has retained only a recol
lection of tbe scene of Incarnation."

That was only tbe beginning. With 
the aid of tbe spirit of Alexis Mirbel, 
whose Martian name was Ensenale, the 
language was systematically developed 
and translated Into French—Mlle 
Smith’s mother tongue. Meanwhile tbe

remarkable-product—of her latent con
sciousness. He points out in detail its 
similarity in many respects to French, 
the only earthly language she knows.

Nevertheless thousands of educated 
persons nrmiy believe that Helene 
Smith has been in Mars and learned 
the language of that plauet.

Not less remarkable is the Hindoo ro
mance in which she figures during her 
trances. This is the plot:

“Helene Smith was, at the end of the 
fourteenth century of our era, the 
daughter of an Arab sheikh, possibly 
named Pirux, which she gave up iu or
der to become, under tbe name of Si- 
mandini, the eleventh wife of Prince 
Slvrouka Nuyaka.

“This Slvrouka, who reigned over 
Kanara aud built there iu 1401 the 
fortress of Tchandragulrl, does not 
seem to have been a very accommodat
ing person. Although not bad at heart 
aud quite attached to ills favorite wife, 
he had a wild humor aud very uncouth 
manners. More could not be expected 
of an Asiatic potentate of that epoch. 
Slmandlnl, nevertheless, passionately 
loved him, and at his death she was 
burned alive on his grave after the 
fashion of Malabar.”

Many were the Hindoo visions with 
which Mlle Smith awed aud delighted 
her fellow-spiritists. She imagined that 
Prof. Flournoy himself was Prince Slv
rouka, her husband. Tlie most dra
matic feature of these trances was the 
enactment of the last scene of the trag- 
pdy. Here Is the professor's descrip
tion of her actions:

“She goes slowly around the room, as 
if resisting and carried away in spite 
of herself, by turns supplicating and 
struggling fiercely with these fictitious 
men who are bearing her to her death.

“AU at once, standing on tiptoe, she 
seems to ascend the pile, hides, with af
fright, her face in her bauds, recoils in 
terror, then advances anew as though 
pushed from behind. Finally she falls 
on her knees before a soft couch, In 
which she buries her face covered by 
her clasped hands. She sobs violently.

“It is the moment at whleh she again 
passes through her agony on the fu
neral pile; her cries cease little by little; 
her respiration becomes more and more 
panting, then suddenly stops and re
mains suspended during some seconds, 
which seem interminable.

“It is the end! Her pulse is fortu
nately strong, though a little Irregular. 
While I am feeling it, ner breathing is 
re-established by means of a deep in
spiration. After repeated sobs she be
comes calm and slowly rises and seats 
herself on a neighboring sofa. This

acters was the “great man Astane," re
incarnation on Mars of the Hindoo 
fakir Kanga, who was a devoted com
panion and friend of Slmandlnl. He 
has preserved In his new existence the 
special character of savant or of sor
cerer,. which he formerly possessed In 
India, and he has equally retained all 
his affection for his princess of old, who 
has been restored to him InMlie. Smith; 
he frequently utilizes his magic powers 
to evoke her—that Is to say, to re-enter 
into spiritual communication with her, 
notwithstanding the distance between 
their actual places of habitation. '

The following are some details con
cerning a vision, which occupied the 
greater part of a seance:

"Helene in a vast, red, Initial light, 
sees a Martian street appear, lighted 
neither by lamps nor electricity, but by 
lights shining .through small windows 
in the walls of the houses. Thfe Inte
rior of one of these houses becomes vis- 
ible'to her| a superb square hall, lighted 
at each angle by a kind of lamp formed 
of four superposed globes—two blue 
and two white—not of glass; under each 
lamp a small basin, over which was a 
kind of cornucopia pouring forth water.

“There were many ornamental plants. 
In the middle of the hall a grove, 
around which are placed a number of 
small tables with a polished surface 
like nickel.

“There are young people in Martian 
robes; young girls with long hair hang
ing down their backs, and wearing at 
the back of the head a head-dress of 
roses; colored blue or green butterflies 
attached to the neck.” . ; .

Prof. Flournoy subjects the Martian 
language to a- careful analysis.' He 
says: . ' •

“It is necessary at the start to render 
this justice to the Martian (I continue 
to designate it by that name for the 
sake of convenience), namely, that It Is 
Indeed a language and not a simple jar
gon or gibberish of vocal noises pro
duced at the hazard of the moment 
without any stability.

“I will add that in speaking fluently 
and somewhat quickly, as Helene some
times does in somnambulism, it has an 
acoustic quality, altogether its own, due 
to the predominance of certain sounds, 
and has a peculiar intonation difficult 
to describe. Just as one distinguishes 
by ear foreign languages which one 
does not understand, the whole dialect 
possessing a peculiar accent which 
causes it to be recognized, so in this 
case one perceives from the first sylla
bles uttered, whether Helene Is speak
ing Hindoo or Martian, according to the 
musical consonants and vowels belong
ing to each of the two idioms.” ■

But while he admits that Mlle. Smith 
did not consciously invent the lan
guage, Prof. Flournoy comes to the con
clusion that It is a product—and a very

Lilian Whiting’s Second 
Chapter on Psychic 

Research. '
POWER OF THOUGHT-DIRECT 

COMMUNICATION WITH THE 
SPIRIT OF KATE FIELD-MES
SAGES THAT INTERESTED DR. 
HODGSON, THE PSYCHICAL RE
SEARCH EXPERT, IN MRS. PI
PER’S WORK.
Prof. Dolbeare, of Tufts college, the 

great authority upou the properties of 
the ether, says that in it there is no fric
tion, aud a body will move at a velocity 
exceeding that of light, which itself is 
more than 182,090 miles a second, says 
the Chicago Inter Ocean. Does not this 
explain the-movement of those who 
have gone on into tbe unseen world? 
The manner in which they approach us 
with the swiftness of thought? Of the 
properties of the ether Professor Dol- 
beare says:

"The ether Is a storehouse of unlimit
ed energy of many kinds; So, if every 
particle of matter were instantly anni
hilated, there would still be a universe 
filled with energy, though it might not 
be serviceable, because lacking the con
ditions for transformation into useful 
forms. This may be said to be one of 
tlie functions of matter—the transfor-

the

not 
frie-

to have seen In a dream the dead body 
of a man stretched on a funeral pile and 
a woman whom some men were forcing 
to ascend the pile against her will.”

Tbe most amazing part of tlie story is 
that Prof. Flournoy believed for a long 
time tliat Slvrouka and his wife were 
imaginary characters, because be could 
find no traces of them Jn Hindoo his
tory. But at length he ran across a 
very rare work by De Maries, telling In 
brief form tbe romance that Mlle Smith 
lived through in her trances.

Goven, the skeptical professor, admits 
that It Is almost Impossible for Mlle 
Smith to have read DeMarie’s book.

The fact that she has no conscious 
recollection of it proves nothing against 
such a supposition to any one who Is fa
miliar with the play of our faculties:

There Is much more in Prof. Flour
noy's book that will astound the reader, 
told as it is in a precise, unemotional 
way.—St. Louis Post-Dispatch,

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
Tuesday morning the friends com

bined forces and conference opened 
with these three topics: Love, Wisdom, 
and What Are We Here For?

Iu tbe afternoon, our speaker, Mrs. 
Weatherford, took up the words, The 
Unseen Forces of the Universe, and 
gave a very interesting discourse.

Wednesday was a dreary’day, as the 
rain came falling down and a heavy 
atmosphere seemed to surround us nil, 
yet we had a good meeting. Evening 
was tlie dnnce, and in spite of tbe 
weather there wns a large crowd and 
pleasant time. The Ladies’ Auxiliary 
served ice cream and cake at our din
ing-hall, which netted us a round sum, 
which we nre to present to tbe man
agers of the camp, to help defray the 
expenses of building the new gate and 
office combined, which is one of the 
grandeurs of the grounds. It has a 
covering in case of rain, and our office 
is a blessing to all. •

Thursday morning, sunshine, so that 
all came out refreshed and our confer
ence took on the form of an experience 
day, each and every one giving the 
facts as to why they became Spirit
ualists.

Thursday afternoon Mrs. Weather
ford took up the subject, The Parentage 
of Humanity. She gave a good lesson 
to grow on for the next year to come.

Friday brought tp speaker and friends 
her final address. The address was a 
blessing to us all, as the friends had 
formed an attachment to her never to 
be forgotten. Her improvised singing, 
with subjects taken from the audience, 
such as the Checker Board of Life, Love 
One Another, and other subjects, was a 
masterly piece of work. Mrs. Weather
ford is a grand speaker, deep and full 
of bright teachings, and the campers 
parted with her with the hopes of 
meeting her again the coming year.

Saturday afternoon brought to us Mr. 
and Mrs. Kates. After congratulations, 
Brother Kates opened the meeting, say
ing he came to us as a brother, friend, 
and co-worker with the rest of us, and 
we had all got to work during his stay.

In the evening we all assembled in 
the hall for a social time, with singing, 
recitation, and a happy union of voices.

Sunday morning was bright with the 
sunshine, but rather warm. People 
gathered in full force, and the meeting 
opened up with a full house eager to 
hear from their loved ones gone. 
Brother Kates gave us a lecture on the 
surprises after death. . .
. Mrs. Kates filled us in the afternoon, 
with the words, What is Life, and did 
all know the principle of lite and their 
paths of duty. Take the Illy for In
stance with Its pure whiteness for our 
teachings and from that we would 
learn tne true nature of living. She 
also said that death was the highest ex- 
perience.of life, but life was never more 
potent than when It is so-called death

MRS. O. H. SOULE.

OU, as a progressive mind, should 
know something of the phenom
ena t of that magnificent change 
called Death. On that subject 
you will find valuable information 
in the three volumes of The En-

■ cyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World Those three volumes 
contain more valuable information on 
that subject than all the libraries of the 
world. They are furnished to the sub
scribers of The Progressive Thinker at 
a nominal cost Read carefully our 
premium list

“The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages,-showing great in
congruities. i Price 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“Every physical phenomenon runs at 
last into an Inexplicable, into an ether 
question."

These scientific discoveries regarding 
the ether show that this more subtle 
and rarlfied air holds within it poten- 
cles of whose nature we are only begin
ning to comprehend. It is the storage 
of a tremendous energy; it is magnetic 
with Intelligence; it has the power of 
recording and holding impressions; it 
has the properties through which and 
by pieans of which these ean be com
municated and distributed. This ether
ic atmosphere seems undoubtedly to 
correspond to the needs of an etheric 
world, or a world whose inhabitants are 
in the next state of being above our 
own; and this plane Is apparently the 
normal one; the life whose significance 
and reality are far greater than in tbe 
condition here. .

Evidently a definite change leads from 
the ethereal to the spiritual realm, and 
from the spiritual to (he celestial, as the 
change of death leadà from the physical 
to the ethereal, or thé next immediate 
state of man. The great Sorrow that 
has surrounded deaiu, tlie conscious
ness of loss_.wlth willed It has been in
vested, jvlll all be Changée) with the 
general diffusion of knowledge as to its 
real character. It là slnipiy the with
drawal of the etheric double from the 
denser body. The çtheric" double is a 
fac-simlle of the physical body, and Is 
the vehicle, so to sleali, or the sheath 
of the soul, with all its organs and 
powers, just as the(Lphyslçal body has 
been. This etheric double withdraws 
each night during steep. The phenom
enon óf sleep is very similar to that of 
death, save that the connection is re
tained between the, etherk and the 
physical form. When this connection is 
severed, then It becomes .death, and it 
is then that man enters on bls more sig
nificant life. Kant hotes that while the 
death of the body may be tbe end of the 
sensational use of the brain, it is only 
the beginning of the intellectual use. 
“The body would thus be, not the 
cause of our thinking, but merely a con
dition restrictive thereof, and although 
essential to a sensuous and animal con
sciousness, it may be regarded as an 
impeder of our pure spiritual life,” he 
adds.

THE POWER OF THOUGHT.
One of the modern advertising meth

ods is to flash words on the air, as. If 
written In letters of Are, by means of 
electricity. It may be that thought, as 
the very highest and most intense po
tency known, writes Itself in the ether 
every time we speak, and that those in 
the ethereal world whose minds are in 
sympathetic communion with our own 
thus read the words that we speak.

Professor Benjamin Peirce, the great 
astronomer,defined man as a machine for 
converting material into spiritual force, 
and a truer comprehension of tbe spirit
ual man will reveal more and more 
clearly that the denser body is a deli
cate and wonderful mechanism for the 
transmission of Intelligence, which is 
but another name for the spiritual pow
er that acts with creative energy on the 
world of matter.

Tbe average conception of spiritual
ism, at present, is that it consists of a 
belief In mediumship; and that the Une 
of differentiation between those who 
are and who are not Spiritualists con
sists solely in those who seek the phe
nomena of mediumship and those who 
do not. Nothing could be more rudi
mentary than this conception. The 
philosophy of Spiritualism is the phil
osophy of the nature and destiny of the 
soul. It is the philosophy of eternal 
life. It must be sought’within. There 
are people whç/will ■ assert that they 
have spent large amounts of both 
time and money “going to mediums,” 
over a long period of years, but they 
“’have never gotten anything satisfac
tory." Most certainly not. As well 
might those who are ignorant of the 
rudiments of mathematics consult the 
calculations of an astronomer. The ele
mentary necessity js to’ learn some
thing of the nature-and the. powers of 
the spiritual jind 'ihe. pitychlc nature— 
the spiritual being*1 thè higher principle 
and the psychic nature being its mani- 
festatlpn. ■ Thé theory-of communica
tion between those in tjje seen and in 
the unseen worlds*so profoundly inter
ested Mr. Gladstone thaf-in a conversa
tion with Mr/Myète In’lBSS, the great, 
statesman and premier of'England said:

"It is the most ifhportant work which 
is being done In the world, by far thè 
most important,” ‘he repeated, with a 
grave emphasis. 11 ’>

MRS. PIPER’AS ¿‘ilEDIUM.
The problem of psychlc research is so 

intimately connected with the name of 
Mrs. Piper that a. wonl | regarding the 
phenomena of hçr -mèdiumship may 
contribute to the elucidation of the phe
nomena produced ¡through her organ
ism. She becomes entranced; a little 
table is drawn up at her left side,- with 
cushions on it; on which her head is 
supported. In this perfectly uncon
scious state her right hand Is stretched 
out where a table with writing pad and 
pencils is placed, and her own hand 
writes the messages.'.The theory is that 
her hand is'used asvthe instrument by 
the unseen person present, and this the
ory is one supported by so authoritative 
an array of testlmoily that no attempt 
to reproduce it will be made here. The 
records of the Society for Psychical Re
search offer such overwhelming .evi
dence from representative names all

seekers—nor finders—of any psychical 
phenomena. Her organism is apparent
ly a species of telephonic transmitter, 
and tho communication resolves Itself 
into a conversation of mingled speaking 
and writing—oral on the part of the sit
ter; written through the hand of Mrs. 
Piper on the part of those in the un
seen.

One very marked thing in the series 
of communications given by Miss Field 
through Mrs. Piper’s hand was her own 
evident and constant anxiety to give 
tests of her individuality. This was fa
cilitated greatly by the circumstances 
of the time. Dr. Hodgson gave every 
morning to a seance with Mrs. Piper, 
and she fell in the way of coming to 
him frequently. This enabled him to 
otter almost innumerable proofs that 
she—or some supernormal intelligence 
bearing her characteristics—saw and 
heard much that went on pertaining to 
my own life—conversations in my room, 
my reading, and inner experiences that 
were not recorded in any outward man
ner of writing or conversation. It 
chanced that some months before her 
death she had been intensely interested 
in the establishment of cable communi
cation between the United States and 
Hawaii, and she had urged me, as a 
press writer, to endeavor to assist in 
stirring up the matter; and, as a matter 
of veritable record, I incorporated her 
earnest appeal into a letter to the New 
Orleans Times-Democrat some time In 
the December or January of 1895 or 
1899. Some time after her death she 
was writing to Dr. Hodgson through 
Mrs. Piper's hand—no one else being 
present—and evidently by way of giv
ing him a striking test of her Identity 
she wrote:

"Ask —— if she recalls the fact of my 
wishing her to stir tip the cable question 
in the newspapers before I came here” 
(the "here” referring to the ethereal 
world). “I am sure she must Ujpall this 
expression —‘stir up.’"

MESSAGES FROM KATE FIELD.
‘ When Dr. Hodgson gave to me the 
communication in which she assured 
him that I would recall the expression, 
"Stir up,” I replied by placing the orig
inal letter from her in his hands, in 
wihch occurred this paragraph:

“If the people here do not get cable 
communication with thie United States 
they will eat each other up. Do stir up 
the newspapers on this matter.”

An exceedingly characteristic expres
sion, as all who know her would agree, 
was tlie following, written (through 
Mrs. Piper’s hand) to Dr. Hodgson, in 
reply to some remark of his:

“I tell you, my friend, I am wide 
awake, and,if there is any spirit in our 
world who really knows what Is going 
on in yours, I wo.”

Many years before her death, in her 
“Planchette's Diary,” Miss Field had 
written:

“It seems to me natural, judging by 
my own feelings of what I should be 
Impelled to do, that spirits should de
sire to communicate with their friends 
on earth.”

Apparently this desire continued, and 
a certain little vein of tenacity regard
ing her own work, which characterized 
her in ibis world, persisted, as re
vealed in this sentence, written to Dr. 
Hodgson, in reference to some test of 
her own:

“For my sake, all of my tests I wish 
kept separately. Tis Is a new field of 
work for me, and I am anxious to keep 
it as clear as possible, and do as much 
as I can for yoij.”

On that occasion she assured Dr. 
Hodgson that she could Impress me to 
do a certain tiling, which, for some rea
son or other, I actually did accomplish 
before knowing that any such assertion 
on her part had been made; and later, in 
reference to it, she wrote to Dr. Hodg
son: '

“I am not taking too much credit upon 
myself in saying she has carried out the ' 
expressed wish, as I told you previous
ly. The test is mine, and I claim it.”

The passion for accuracy that distin
guished her in this world was recalled 
by her reply to a remark of Dr. Hodg
son’s to the effect that lie thought she 
was only guessing at a certain thing, 
when, in response, she wrote: •

“You do not seem to understand me 
very well, do you? I was a great trav
eler, and while I knew perfectly well 
where my possessions were when I was 
in the body, it is not to be wondered at 
that after this change I should be un
able to recall everything all at once. I 
think of different things and different 
matters.”

Again, to Dr. Hodgson, in evident and 
very characteristic comprehension of 
his work in psychic investigation, she 
wrote :

“I do not wish to be selfish and take 
up any one’s time, but I like so much to 
come and speak with you, and you 
know I will always watch for any little 
test and come in and give it to you 
whenever the opportunity presents it
self.”

“You are first rate at this,” Dr. Hodg
son replied.

“I was not fishing—”
“Nor was I flattering,” he rejoined.
“Yet,” she continued, “I was only 

trying to make you understand that If I 
were able I would.

“You are happy In your present life?” 
he asked.

“Indeed, I should think I ought to be; 
I never knew what life was at all until 
I came here. It was like climbing up 
some rocky precipice; and when I ex
tricated myself from the partially de
cayed house in whleh I dwelt I realized 
such haplness as no one in the mortal 
life has ever known.”

“And It keeps on Increasing?" he 
questioned.

“Yes, Indeed, I assure you no one 
knows better than I do the delights of 
this world, and I am only too glad to 
have you come So soon.. Now tell— all 
this for me. Give her my warmest love 
and most tender sympathy. Tell her I 
have never known her as I do now.”

Dr. Hodgson found a little difficulty 
in deciphering the last Une or two, and 
mentioning this, she rejoined:

“Yes, it will do very well. I intended 
saying that I understood her love and 
devotion as I never could have done In 
the body.
DEVELOPMENT OF PSYCHIC FAC

' ULTY.
The next phase of communication 

will be the development of man’s psy
chic faculties, enabling each individual 
to enter directly, without benefit of me
dium, into communication with those in 
the unseen by means of the develop
ment of his own spiritual nature. If, 
Indeed, It be true that death Is only “an 
entrancing thing,” as Dr. Drummond 
phrases it, and is not that unspeakable 
grief that it has been regarded; if it be 
true that we may- transfer all our love 
and our reality of recognition from 
the physical form that we do not see; if 
we may comprehend that the reason we 
are unable to see it lies in the scientific 
fact that this subtle body is in a state 
of higher vibration than the physical 
eye can command, but that we may 
know its reality as we know the reality 
of electricity, although unable to see it 
—if all tills, be true, it is of such over
whelming importance as to compel ev
ery one to share whatever experience 
might-be calculated to contribute nny 
light on. the problem. Death has been

over the world that he who runs may 'apart 
read. Those who have experimented: ■iorro

the one irreparable loss: Are we
-’ -“ft to enter on a period in which this
lorrow is to be transfigured ' to a new

joy? Are the spiritual faculties of man

HÎPNOTIC CO moi
.1 have Just prepared a Mall Course of five complete lessons on this subject, and have them bpuud in 

booklet form. The complete Mall Course will bo sent to any one for only 10c sliver. This course of in
structions contains my latest discoveries and methods with which you can hypnotize any subject, no matter 
bow hard. I have written them for tbe benefit of professional hypnotists, and all who wish to greatly 
increase their percentage of success. No matter, student, whoso instructions you have, and no matter 
what your degree of success, if you send me 10c I will seud you this complete course,,which will enable you 
to fasten on to any incomplete instructions and succeed right from tho start. No matter whether you have 
ever studied hypnotism before or not, you will find yourself succeeding at first trial. You can hypnotize 
anyone that complies with these original methods. 1 repeat, that you are just as sure to hypnotize tbe first 
person that complies with'these methods as you are sure that the sun rises and sets.

These complete instructions, mind you, will be sent for only lOo, actually enabling you to thoroughly 
master all herein described, without further charge. Thia book also contains methods for Self-Healing that 
will not fall. I absolutely guarantee that when complied with they cannot fall to cure diseases that 
medicine cannot touch at all. Any one can be a practical operator In the Occult Arts who reads this Mall 
Course. This book Contains my very latest discoveries, which enable all to induce the hypnotic sleep in 
themselves almost instantly, at will, awake at any desired time, and thereby cure all known diseases’aud 
bad habit». Anyone can induce this sleep in himself at first trial, control his dreams, read tbo minds of bls 
friends aud enemies, see absent friends, communicate with disembodied spirits, visit any part of the earth, 
solve hard questions and problems in this sleep, and remember all when awake. This so-called Mental 
Vision Lesson and four others—one In Self-Hypnotic Healing, Control of tbe Sub-Conscious Mind in the 
waking state, and several strong healing methods are all contained in this little book, which will be sent to 
any one for 10c silver, enabling you to bo as good an operator as any one living, Mind you, this can be 
successfully accomplished by the study of this little book, without further charge.

I am so absolutely confident that you will bo ’successful, right from the start, with these Instructions 
that I will even send them SUBJECT TO EXAMINATION, if so desired, Just to prove to the most 
skeptical that they form the best course ever sold for 10c, and to all who send the dime, If they should be 
dissatisfied, money will be cheerfully refunded. But this Mall Course is just as described, for I would not 
dare to use the malls for any fraudulent purpose. This bargain offer is limited, so aend at once to
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so to transcend this change of form as 
to bridge the gulf of separation and 
find, instead, a closer and more satisfy
ing, companionship than is possible to 
the life on earth? Is the world to enter 
on a period of receiving larger knowl
edge from the plane just beyond in a 
manner that shall be consciously and 
Intelligently recognized? The trend of 
actual ■ experiences—of experiences 
which are becoming almost universal
points to this conclusion.

The present life must be recognized 
as merely one of the phases in the evo
lutionary progress of the immortal be
ing, and as offering a vantage ground 
from which we can study the conditions 
of tbe future, which is tbe inevitable 
and the Invariable effect of such causes 
as we ourselves set in motion, produc
ing them by the series, of choices that 
we make, each one of which creates its 
own conditions. Intelligence and mor
ality are thus closely conjoined, and the 
more clearly man realizes bls own na
ture and his relations to the Divine uni
verse, the more nobly may he live and 
tbe more swiftly may he advance to the 
higher conditions of freedom and of 
happiness, in which he shall realize the 
life of tbe spirit, which is joy and 
peace. The first requisite to this hap
pier condition Is In self-control, in its 
larger sense of control of thought, of 
deed—of all that goes to make tbe qual
ity of life. LILIAN WHITING.

WORKS OF TROS. PAINE
THOMAS PAINE’S 

Examination of tlie Prophecies. 
A consideration of the passages in tbe New Testa
ment, quoted from the Old and called Prophecies Con
office 8 JeBUi CbrJlt* Prlce W «•. Fur sale at tbto

I. !.

t

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE. 
BY LILIAN WHITING,

Three choice volume», each complete In Itself, In 
wu»cn spirituality • 1b related to everyday life In flucb 
a way as to make the world beautliul. Price «1 each. 
For sale at thia office.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
A Treatlie on

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Berrler, Anthropologist and Author. A 
very auggeatlve and Instructive hook. Price, (1.00. 
For sale at this office.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on the relatlontfof the spirit to 

Its own organism, and tbe Inter relation of human 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By tbe spirit of Dr, Benjamin Rush, through the me* 
fliumshlp of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond rA book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritual!«« should read. 
Price ai.50. For sale at this office.

PSYCHE
Is the invention of apractical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by its use, have received long oommunica* 
lions from spirit friends, and express great satlstao* 
tion. Price, «I, and 20 cents extra for expressage. 
Fonale at tbe office of Tax PkogbisbivsThibux,

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
Bv Samuel Bowles; Mrs. CarrieE. 8. Twing, medium. 
This is a very Interesting little book, and will be ap* 
predated from start to finish by all who wish to gain 
spiritual information. Price 25 eta. For sale at this 
office.

OUTSIDE THE GATES 
and other tale« and sketches. By a band otspirititi* 
telllgenceB, through tbe mediumship of Mary There«« 
Sheihamer. An excellent work. Price. «1.00- For 
«ale at this office. :

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davie. A highly tntereitlng 

work. Price 75 cente. Pcitage 5 cent». Per »ale at 
thle office.

-----  DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
Paine’s Political Works Complete By Andrew Jacki<>n Davis. Something you should 
Twovolnmea. Theoi<wi.lii read' Price 00 ceuta. For gale at this office.Two volnmea. Theological Works; Poetical and Mis- 
cellancous Works; Life. This set of five volumes all 
boxed ready for shipping, «5.00 This la the best and 
cheapest edition and should boon tbe «helves of ev
ery student of liberal thought. For sale at thlaoffico KñREZZfl

THE AGE OF REASON. ETHI0S OF_MAFIRIAQE.
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, fn«n new plates and new type; 181 mit nuit 8vo^ PAper, ¿cents; cloth, 50 cente. ****

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor ot tbe National with Prefaoo and Not«, 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with view, of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thoma« Clio Rickman. 
Joe Bai low, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland! 
Condorcet, Brissot, and tho most promintmtof Patna's 
friauda in Europe and America. Cloth. U cento.

COMMON SENSE-.
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad* 

dressed to tbe inhabitants of America in 1776, with 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper. 
15 cento.

By Alice B. Stoobham. M. D.
Rarezza makes a plea for a betta* birthright for 

children, and alms to lead Individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through most eacred re* 
latioua. it Is pure in tone and aiu.aDd should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth» «1.

ASTRAL WORSHIP.
By J. H. Hill, M. D. A valuable contribution to ths 

current discussion of religious problems. Tbe author 
by Illustrations and a planisphere (a representation of 
the celestial sphere upon a plane with adjustable dr 

■ cles), traces most of the myths wbtcb Ue at the base 
! of Christianity to tbclrorlgln io sun and star worship. 
Tbe astronomical facts given possess great value, tbd 

I illustrations rare and curious. The book is bound In 
only one style—heavy boards. Price«!. For sale at 
this office.

Paine's Theological Works.
Age of* Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, eta, 

IUub. edition, Post 8v3., 482 ages. Cloth, 114»

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
A Study of

Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
By Lilian Whiting,

ARoman Catholic priest, who. after a pastoral service 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God's pardon for having taught the 
Christian religion. He left this volume aa bls last 
will and testament to his parishioners and to the 
world. Translated from tbe French original by Mbs 
Anna Knoop,
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Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Lawr; Modern Scientific Thought; The Consider 
ation of Genius.

For Sa'.c. at this office.

Conflict Between Religion and 
Science.

Just the book for progressive thinkers. By John 
W. Draper. Cloth. 11.75. For sale at this office.

The To-Morrow of Death.
-•-OR THE--- 

Future Life According to Science, 
BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
Th!» fine volume might veil have been entitled 

•pirituallsm Demonstrated by Science. It to written 
In that peculiar Interesting style In which French 
writer« excel when they would popularise «clentlfio 
subject« tn adaptation to tho needs of the general 
reader. The author is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as "devotees'-of a new super

, stition,’* etc., eta., In which he manifests tbe usual 
animus of the “scientific class/* yet he says again: 
•‘There Isa true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism," 
and regards as proved "the fact of communication 
between superhumans and tbo Inhabitants of Earth;" 
and he goes on to relate instances of fact tn evidence. 
There is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy m 
the authors*« Ideas, but tbe well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. Tho autMtholds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price «IJQl «ale at 
thia office. .

EVOLUTIONISM.
A Series of Illustrated Lectures 

Upon the
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE.
BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 

Price, doth, «1.25. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

tiow to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme 
and all things arc subject to It. By Moses Hull. Price 
tn cloth. 40 cents: paper 25 eta. For sale at this office.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS.

A vain able little work, full of practical ffiitrnctlM 
tn matters pertaining to physical, mental and anlrfCtMt 
health. Worth many tlmea ita coat. Price 10 cents.

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
In story form; alms to give a better understanding of 
magic.,Mack and white. 380 large pages. Cloth. SL25,’

Apocryphal New Testament
Being all tho Gospels, Epktles, end other pieces 

now extant, attributed In the first four centuries to 
Jesus Christ, his apostles Rnd their companions, and 
not Included In the New Testament by Its compilers. 
Cloth, »1.50. For sale at this office.
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Leave China to the Chinese.
The best advice we have seen from 

China conies from Sir Robert Hart, at 
Pekin, to his home government: 

: “The sooner we can be got out of this 
the better, for it is Inconvenient for the 
Chinese government and unsafe for 
ourselves.”
-While the “we” doubtless referred to 

the foreign legations cooped up in the 
capital of a country, against which all 
the civilized world seems warring, it Is 
equally applicable to the Christian mis
sionaries who are at the bottom of all 
the trouble. Their meddlesome Inter
ference with the established religion 
lias aroused hatred no government can 
successfully oppose.

Only a few years ago this whole coun
try was threatened with disruption, be
ginning with a labor strike In this city, 
which required the strong arm of the 
federal government to suppress. A 
religious war has always been more 
bitter and cruel than those growing out., 
of secular affairs, and far more diflieult 

-to control. The people of China are as 
devoted to their faith as are the Chris
tians to theirs, and have as good a 
right to be let alone, and enjoy their 
belief unmolested as have Christians. 
Then why not withdraw those In- 
trudiug disturbers of public tranquility 
from the Celestial empire, and here
after Instruct them to stay at home and 
mind their owu business, and let the 
Chinese people mind theirs. This done 
and no wars and no bloodshed will fol
low. Bible societies may still continue 
to flood the country with bibles If they 
will, and the people may send them 
back to us In retaliation. In the form 
of flre-crackers to disturb our repose, 
put out children’s eyes, and burn our 
cities, as they have been doing tor 
years.

Sam Jones •‘Siam*” the Ohorohes.
The Chautauqua Assembly Is sup

posed to be ultra religious and dignified, 
and the programmes of its conventions 
are usually most attractive. With some 
religion, lu prayers and sermons, there 
is a great deal of instruction In lessons 
and lectures. At a recent assembly 
held at Galesburg, Ill., 8am Jones was 
the chief attraction. This reverend 
mountebank has one characteristic—he 
hits out in all directions like an gritty 
mule, aud Is even more dangerous to 
his friends than his enemies. If the as
sembly engaged him in the service of 
the church, they made a mistake they 
afterwards regretted, for his blows 
were principally aimed at what passes 
for religion. As the “discourse” was 
reported in the dallies and published 
without comment by religious journals, 
we presume our readers will pardon the 
appearance of a few passages in the 
Tlie Progressive Thinker, although we 
admit them with misgiving and a res
ervation as to their brutal coarseness. 
Our excuse must be, to let our readers 
see the stuff which a gathering of 3,000 
representative church-members “laugh 
over until satisfied,” and give unmeas
ured applause. In reading these pas
sages the query arises whether Sam 
Jones IS not really doing the work of an 
Ingersoll, disguised as a preacher! Is 
lie in earnest, for the church, or in op
position?

“The biggest fool in Illinois is the fel
low who will argue against facts. Here 
Is a fellow who argues against a fact 
and if you fill my head with saw-dust, I 
would know more than that man. 
There are two theories about baptism. 
Some put a little water on the kid’s 
head and some wait till be is grown up 
and then they souze him dear under. 
Both are good theories, but the baptism 
does not make the man.

“Society is rotten at the top and at 
tlie bottom, and the only sound streak 
Is In the middle. You town girls cut 
off the top of your dress for the ball, 
and the bottom for the bicycle, and I 
really begin to fear for you. It looks 
like a ret urn to Eden’s state.

“Look at the’society woman. No life 
and no warmth in her, God blessed the 
man who has a wife and ten children, 
but He didn’t bless the man who has a 
little dried-up society woman for a 
wife, with a poodle dog. I tell you that 
when my wife and I can't run our chil
dren, we are going out of the kid busi
ness. Many a kid has been born an or
phan, has no mammle nor daddle. I be
lieve in licking them. You young bucks 
who marry a girl who sasses her moth
er and she will finally do you up. The 
only way to raise a boy 1« to raise him 
often.

“Here is a man who has never been 
500 miles from Galesburg aud he says 
there is no God and he has never read 
500 pages of solid literature and he says 
there is no hell, but he will not be In 
hell one second until he will cringe and 
say: ‘My God! what a mistake I made"

“To-day the Methodist aud Baptist 
churches are the greatest exponents of 
God, and in the last four years they 
have lost numerically. You old sisters, 
you are all right, but you have no 
sense. Don’t worry, for if you should 
get into water over your head, you 
would float for your head wouldn’t 
sink.

“Come here once a year and get some
thing in your noggen. You old dogs 
can’t expect to learn much, but come 
and bring the pups, they will learn. 
Methodists and Presbyterians are about 
the same thing, for the Methodist 
thinks be lias religion, but is afraid he 
will lose it, and the Presbyterian Is 
safe, but he doesn't know he has it.

“You old hypocritical devils, pray to 
God to save our boys and our land from 
rum and then go down and vote the Re
publican or Democratic ticket with the 
lousy devils who want rum licensed. 
Well, if you don’t go to hell, it will be 
because hell has been burned out before 
you get there.”

They All Agree.
All sources of Information agree in 

holding Christian missionaries respon
sible for the trouble In China, end as 
those troubles- may. President David 
Starr Jordan, of Deland Stanford Uni- 
verslty, In a recent letter written from 
Japan, grasps the whole question, and 
toils his conclusions in a few words:

“The first source of trouble, and per
haps the least, Is found In the work of 
Christian missionaries. Wisely or un
wisely, some of.these put themselves In 
direct opposition to time liouored^but 
doubtless very objectionable, Chlfiese 
customs. To overthrow these Is, In the 
minds of the country folk, to destroy 
the worship of ancestors, to sap the 
foundations of Chinese morality and 
generally to wreck both church aud 
state.

“More potent toward Immediate 
trouble has been the invasion of rail
way and mining engineers, who wan
der about the country, often reckless of 

.native customs or prejudices, asking 
nobody’s leave and heeding nobody’s 
objections. The Chinese do not want 
railroads. Still less will they consent 
to have them run through their grand
fathers’ graves, and almost every foot 
of land is somebody's graveyard. They 
do not like mines, least of all those con
ducted by ‘foreign devils' in sacred 
hills, and they are incensed when sam
ples Of ore are knocked off from their 
tombs or their temples.”

The Priest with His Book.
There has been of late a growing 

habit among the dear sisters attending 
church service, to doff their head gear, 
while listening to pious Instructions

Giving Up the Past.
Advices from Constantinople of Au

gust 8, through the London Daily News, 
In regard to late discoveries by the 
University of Pennsylvania Expedition 
to Nippur, are of the most Interesting 
character. The party discovered the 
library of the Great Temple, with over 
17,000 tablets dealing with historical 
and literary matters, not one of them 
of later date than 2280 B. C. ,

“The unexplored remains of the 
library," says the correspondent, “will 
require five years for excavation. If 
those parts prove as rich lu results as 
the portion already found there will be 
no example In the world’s history, not 
even In Egypt, of so complete a recov
ery of the records of ancient civiliza
tion.”

Wondrous, Is It not, that these pro
ductions of such a remote past should 
Ue buried in the éands of the desert, 
concealed alike from the hand of the 
Vandal and of Avarice, until this glo
rious age of real knowledge, when the 
worth of the discoveries are fully ap
preciated, and tlie language In which 
they were written is capable of de
cipherment?

Five loug and laborious years are still 
required to exhume these records that 
carry us back to within 1710 years of 
creation, according to Bible chronology, 
and within 00 years of the mythical 
great deluge.

It Is well for the history of the race 
that priestcraft has so waned It has not 
power to destroy the discoveries of the 
archaeologist, as In former centuries, 
else every vestige of those “finds” 
would quickly disappear, aud a false 
rendering would be given their reveal-, 
ments.

from the pulpit. The idea is a most ex
cellent one lately Introduced into then-i-
ters, and should be adopted everywhere 
in public assemblies; but a preacher 
whose only ambition is to perpetuate 
old customs, originated by monks In 
days of universal ignorance, has found 
a “thus salth the Lord,” which settles 
the question and ends discussion with
all who surrender reason and common 
sense to the dictates of a silly monk 
who has assumed the name of Paul:

“Every woman that prayeth or 
prophcsleth with her head uncovered, 
dlshonoreth her head, for that Is even 
all one as if she were shaven. For If 
the woman be not covered, let her also 
be shorn; but if it be a shame for a wo
man to be shorn or shaven, let her be 
covered.”—I. Cor., 11: 5-G.

We laugh at Mohammedan women 
concealing their faces from the gaze of 
men when they go upon the street with 
uncovered heads; but is not the hideous 
bonnet, adorned with the stuffed skins 
and plumage of slaughtered birds, 
prnny times more repulsive to a cul
tured mind?

“The World Beautiful.” » By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent In their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Berles 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. ■ For 
•ale at this office. , ■ ..

Let Up on the Babies.
The committee appointed by the late 

-Presbyterian General Assembly to re
vise their Confession of Faith are now, 
as we write, in session at Saratoga. 
By terms of the instructions adopted at 
St. Louis they are

“To consider the whole matter of a 
restatement of the doctrines most 
surely believed among us, and which 
substantially are embodied In our Con
fession of Faith.

“That this committee be enjoined dili
gently to pursue the Inquiries, seeking 
light and knowledge from every availa
ble source, and to report to the next 
Assembly what specific action,' if any, 
should be taken by the church.”

It is sincerely hoped they will elimi
nate Infant damnation from their cruel 
creed, even if they do retain a blazing 
bell for the parents; for It is a sadden
ing sight to.see Rev. Hillis “shaking his 
fist In the face of the Eternal” because 
of his abuse of the babies. <

“Arcana of Spiritualism: A Manual of 
Spiritual Science and Philosophy.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A spiritual text-book 
of rich and Inspired thought. An ex
cellent work. Finely bound in scarlet 
and gold. Price $1.50. For sale at this 
office.

The Divine Plan.
From the first, the costliness of spir

itual literature has been a serious mat
ter In the propaganda of the cause. 
There has been good cause fer this, for 
unlike the over-endowed publishing 
houses of the churches, and the large 
donations made for the free distribution 
of their publications, everything has de
pended on Individual effort. The de
mand has been limited, and even at the 
high prices writers and publishers have 
been poorly paid, or sank the capital in
vested.

The Progressive Thinker came to the 
front in an attempt to remedy this state 
of affairs to a certain extent. It came 
to the conclusion that there was await
ing a vast clientage, who would sup
port an honest, earnest effort to supply 
a literature cheap as the cheapest and 
that too without appeal to donations or 
the advantage of an endowment fund. 
It has cost a great sacrifice, but it lias 
triumphed. It lias achieved a circula
tion and commanding position never be
fore attained by any journal in the 
cause of liberal and spiritual thought, 
and placed n whole library of spiritual 
books at scarcely more than the cost of 
the postage.

Wi are glad to see Its example fol
lowed by its honored English contempo
rary, the Two Worlds. It has from 
the beginning placed the price of one 
penny on its valuable paper, and now 
launches into the equally charitable 
publication of'books at low price. Its 
initiative volume is well chosen fqr the 
venture, being The Arcanp of Spiritual
ism, which represents the fruitage of 
nearly thirty years of Inspiration by 
HudsolfTuttle.

The American reader cannot fully 
reap the advantages of tlie publishers’ 
offer to their English subscribers, as the 
duties and other charges enhance the 
cost, but with all these It is offered at 
a comparatively low price.

The purpose of the Two Worlds is set 
forth fully In an editorial in its latest 
issue. We congratulate the publishers 
in thus joining efforts to give the spir
itual public a cheap literature, and the 
best, and this is the more notable be
cause It is brought about entirely by 
new methods. It Is not an old litera
ture forced on the people by its cheap
ness, but a fresh inspiration, made 
available because demanded. The Two 
Worlds says:

The costl.v character of Spiritualistic 
literature lias been frequently re
marked by many who have come fresh 
to the subject, especially those who 
have not been in the habit of reading 
speclallstic literature.

To the general student It is not at all 
surprising that works pertaining to this 
movement should be somewhat expens
ive, for he recognizes at once many 
things which tend to make them so.

We are at present dealing mainly 
with books rather than with the period
ical literature, for there are few who 
will begrudge their twopence for Light, 
or their modest penny for the Two 
Worlds.

It Is, however, when they desire to 
purchase some standard work upon the 
subject they wish to Investigate that 
they are somewhat struck with the 
price askeu for, say “Nineteenth Cen
tury Miracles” as compared with that 
which they were accustomed to pay for 
Bibles and such literature of a more or
thodox stamp.

Now the first reason which presents 
Itself to the student for the apparently 
high rate is that the circulation of a 
book on clairvoyance, appealing as it 
does to a limited audience, must neces
sarily have a limited sale, and there
fore must be produced at a. much 
higher cost prorata than a work which 
claims the attention of a larger constit
uency. Thus, while hundreds of thou
sands of copies of a popular work are 
called for, It is very difficult indeed to 
sell an edition of two thousand of a 
special work on Spiritualism.

Spiritualistic works of any preten
sions are, therefore, on this side the At
lantic at least, generally published by 
subscription, for there are few among 
us who are able to risk a heavy loss by 
publishing a book on their account, for 
books, like some other things, “are kit
tle cattle," and It is never possible to 
prophesy the extent of the demand 
which will be made for It.

We do not recognize, of course, that 
the books of this movement are really 
expensive, when It Is remembered the 
mass of information which Is frequent
ly given upon a little known and gener
ally misunderstood subject.

No book can be called dear which 
gives real knowledge, even though a 
heavy price be charged for it, for the ac
quisition of knowledge cannot be esti
mated In mere gold.

Nevertheless, there may be some who 
are really not able to afford a great 
price, notwithstanding the fact that 
they are prepared to make, a sacrifice, 
thus it is the alm of many Spiritualists, 
and it is also the alm of the Two 
Worlds Publishing Co., Ltd., to meet 
the demands for good literature which 
shall be, as far as price is concerned, 
within reach of all.

A great step in this direction has been 
made by the recent publication from 
the office of this journal of one of the 
finest general works on Spiritualism it 
has ever been our lot to read, and one, 
we venture to say, which will stand the 
test of competition against all other 
works of the sort.

Hudson Tuttle is a man whose name 
is so well known among Spiritualists as 
to be a guarantee for any Work which 
may come from his pen, but when we 
speak of “The Arcana of Spiritualism," 
we speak of one of the finest, if not the 
best work whlgb even this versatile and 
prolific writer has placed before his 
many readers.

The new edition of this, which he does 
not hesitate to claim as bls finest work, 
is the result of years of careful thought, 
not only upon his part, but also upon 
the part of his spirit guides, who have 
constantly assisted him in his literary 
labors, having, in fact, brought to him 
all the powers he has in this direction.

The revised edition contains much 
new matter, and Is really a new book.

Much of the old has been deleted, and 
much new material has been inserted. 
Portions of , trance addresses which he 
has delivered, siftings from the very 
best of his penned articles to the Amer
ican press, all go to make this volume a 
precious storehouse of thought for the 
student and for the Investigator.

He says in fils’preface:
“Mine has been the task of an aman- 

uensls, writing that which has been 
given me. I claim no honor, except 
honestly and faithfully attempting to 
perform my part of the task. I have 
written in hours of pleasure and of 
pain, when life was a joy and when it 
was a weariness; but I have ever been 
cheered and sustained by the conscious
ness of the presence of the inspired 
writers, and though apparently alone, 
have never been coinpanionless."

Thus was “The Arcana” written, and 
those who have read it have come to 
the conclusion that it is indeed worthy

VER* REMARKABLE, EVIDENCE OF SPIRIT POWER.
To thè Editor:—Some few weeks ago, while visiting a 

friend, I read an article in The Progressive Thinker about 
Mr. Ernest Orvw, of Asheville, N, C., and I wrote him for 
a reading.}: I never was more delighted in my life than I 
was witli'the rósults obtained. It is seldom one comes 
across or hears of mediums that can do all they claim.

A number of years ago my father owned a farm not far 
from Coffesus, ¥., a little town with about two hun
dred inhiibitpnfS. My father was a queer sort of a man, 
always regarded' as miserly, and some thought him to be 
quite wealthy; tint when he died, which was rather sud
denly, wé could find no trace of any money nor any papers 
of any kind showing that he possessed any means. It 
soon leaked out that his spirit was “haunting” our place, 
and several declared they hud seen my father’s ghost in 
the old orchard back of tlie house. We searched in vain 
for tlie money we almostdtnew was there, but found noth
ing. Knocks or rappings could be heard all over the 
house; lights, etc., flitted about from place to place; but 
one night when my sister screamed and came running 
into my room declaring she saw not only our father but 
our mother rii) Well, I came to the conclusion I would sell 
the farm and gó West. I did so, and was not molested. 
My sister died in Missouri, and I came to New York to 
reside. '

Now comes tlie queer part of my tale. I sent this Mr. 
Orvis one dollar in the envelope besides three two-cent 
stamps. In about five days an answer came. The first 
part was given to a description of my father, also his name 
in full. Then he described my mother. My father told 
him what to write,_and what do you think it was about? 
A perfect desprjption was given of the old- home and the 
orchard in the year. ' I was told where the money could

be found. He described accurately an old pound apple 
tree that was dead on one side. He said there was a mark 
down close to the ground, and that it was in the shape of 
an X; also that it was covered around about with apple 
shoots or small trees that grew around the trunks of apple 
trees; that was where; the money was bulled, he declared, 
and that I was to go at once and get it. He also told me 
where I could find a ring that I had lost, besides many 
other things appertaining to my life, etc., all very accu
rate. But now here is the strangest part: I started for 
Conesus as soon as possible, and had no difficulty in find
ing things as I was told, even to the “hidden treasure.” 
It was not a large sum; in fact only four hundred and fifty 
dollars. The next day I went to find my ring, and did so. 
I then became interested and had him trace a son of mine 
who left home some few years ago in anger. To-day I 
received word from my son. Last night I saw my father 
and my mother as they were in life and they told me that 
they were at rest, and disappeared. Why should I see my 
departed friends after so many years and did not see them 
while living on the farm nor at any other time?

I am going to Asheville, N. G., to see this man, and 
interview him. Heretofore I was a confirmed skeptic, but 
I am now convinced that there must be something in 
Spiritualism. I had a very, very satisfactory sitting with 
Maggie Gaule last winter, and consider her a wonderful 
woman, and I have her to thank for many things. I 
would like to know her present address. God, or the 
angel world rather, be thanked for this glorious truth. 
May it enlighten the minds of the millions of the civilized 
naiions who are in the darkness—spiritual darkness.

MGS. THERESA MARKHAM.
New York City.

ELDER H. W. B. MYRICK’S VIEWS ON PRESENTIMENTS.
_ That is what the devoutly orthodox call them. Other 
people speak of them mysteriously as warnings. And yet 
another class of persons judicially, and with an air of 
scientific precision, call them premonitions. What are 
they really?

I refer to the incidents which happen occasionally in 
the lives of some people, unexpected tokens or impressions 
made on the mind, which seem to warn them of danger 
or impending evil, and often actually saving such people 
from trouble or disaster. That such things occur re
quires no labored effort to prove. The experience of 
thousands of pious Christians furnishes multitudes of ex
amples of “special providences,” while the testimony of 
other thousands who are not Christians is equally con
clusive as to tlie happening of “premonitions and warn
ings.” These experiences may come in the form of 
dreams or of some mysterious and indefinable impressions, 
but no matter how the warning is conveyed tlie facts are 
beyond ca'vil which establish this form of human ex
perience. Troubles have been averted, calamities pre
vented, lives preserved by reason of these weird im
pressions find warnings.

One cloudless Sunday I was to hold two services in 
Gentry county, Missouri. I preached to a large audience 
at 11 o’clock an& was to address them again at 4 p. m. 
But when! came to make the announcement of the even
ing service I fotmd myself unable to do it. An over
whelming’feeling—J cannot describe it—suddenly took 
possession'of me, and I felt myself compelled to withdraw 
the afternoon appointment. The sun was shining bright
ly, my health ana condition was good, the people expected 
the 4 o’clock sermon and were manifestly disappointed by 
my action, but i arbitrarily left for my home at once. I 
was to have dined that day with our State Senator, who 
lived near by, but after briefly stating to him my feeling 
I listened to his good-natured laugh and then turned 
homeward. At exactly 4 o’clock that evening, the very 
hour when the meeting 'would have called the people 
together, a swift, sudden storm swept by; the dread 
cyclone demolished the church house, literally reducing 
it to kindling wood. How was I warned?

Again: I was in a protracted meeting, having a fine 
interest, baptizing people by the dozens. At last it was 
to close the next night. But that weird feeling came over 
me, overpowering, irresistible. Stop to-night! Stop to
night! Not in words you understand, but I seemed to 
feel it somehow, absolutely forbidding my going on with 
the meeting. I told Bro. Carson I would stop that night 
instead of waiting till the next, and in spite of his protests

of the insplrers who dictated to their 
distinguished “amanuensis." ‘

Now this work has been published at 
a price which Indeed places it within 
the reach of all, and it should become to 
Spiritualists what the Bible is to the 
orthodox, viz., a necessity which shall 
be found in every home.

Its publication marks a new era in 
Spiritualistic publication, and it de
pends largely upon the demand made 
for this work as to whether more of the 
important labors of Spiritualist au
thors shall be published at “popular 
prices."

Spiritualists who wish to put a good 
book upon the subject into the hands of 
enquirers can do no better than pur
chase i. copy of “The Arcana,” and 
make a present of it to those Investi
gating. '

Every society should have at least one 
copy, which should be used for the pur
pose of lending to strangers, and those 
who are new to the subject.

Apart from the interest of the work, 
it is of extreme value, for it deals with 
the subject from every standpoint, and 
contains so many facts, and so many 
wonderful experiences which are fully 
verified that it makes an excellent text 
book for all earnest students, and 
should be of great service to golden 
groups In lyceums,‘

~ The fiegatlgns Are Saib,
Though hi/ndreds of brave men have 

fallen to gain the. result, the foreign 
legations to 'dhlna/so often represented 
as slaughtered, ate now, with their 
families and'attendants, released, and 
under the Infn&diafe protection of their 

l respective governments. Only the Ger
man mlnlstct’lost his life.’

The missliffiafy ^massacre is not so 
general as reported? but bad enough in 
all conscience? Each mail brings ac
counts of halr-brepdth escapes from 
death, There, is a,general lamentation 
that If peaceiwas at once restored it 
would require two years at least to re
establish the missions. _

Would not the world be the gainer If 
a decaying system of religion, whose 
end Is ns certain as are the advances, of 
Time, was never restored in China? It 
is a contest with, fate, the attempt to 
perpetuate an error. .

“Religion as Revealed by the Material 
and Spiritual Universe.” By. 13. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., EL. D. A compact and 
comprehensive view of tho subject; 
philosophic, historic,- analytical aud crit
ical; facts and data needed by every 
student and especially by every Spir
itualist. One of the very best books on 
the subject. Price, reduced to $1? 
cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale at this 
office. ■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■

I closed. Tlie next morning I took the Burlington train 
at dawn of day and sped for home, arbitrarily closing my 
meeting one day sooner than it was intended. Of course 
you guess the rest? Yes; the next morning the early train 
upon which I would have left had I continued the meet
ing, left tlie track west of town. There was a hideous 
wreck, broken bones, loss of life, weeping and death. 
And I escaped through that mysterious warning. How 
explain it?

I might extend this list of warnings or presentiments, 
but to what purpose? These occurrences have become a 
kind of matter-of-faet with me, and simply to relate them 
does not afford an explanation. While I was a firm be
liever in orthodox Christianity I flattered myself that it 
was a “special providence,” God showing a peculiar care 
in thus preserving my life. I even spoke of it in my 
sermons sometimes and some of my good brethren con
gratulated me on the evident “favor of God.”

But if God—a good God—warned me, what about the 
other poor fellows on the wrecked train? I am modest 
enough to think they were just as good as I am, just as 
worthy of God’s care. Why did he not warn them? Why 
indeed? The fact is, if there is a personal God standing 
or sitting around anywhere in this universe, I am not 
going to attribute the thing to him. A father who would 
be guilty of a “special providence” is an unnatural father. 
To warn one child and let the others go serenely to death! 
No: thank you! I have no need of a God who has a 
reputation for indulging in a “special providence” now 
and then.

But somehow I was warned. How? Why? It is most 
singular- I mention one other affair: I was standing in 
a large building that was being constructed. Suddenly 
that warning, mysterious impression came to me hurrying 
me from the'spot almost as surely as if a physical power 
had been exerted upon me. A moment later and a great 
beam, escaping from the workman above, crashed down 
on the spot where I had stood. I was saved by that 
strange warning. But I had a friend, a good boy, a 
splendid young man, the pride of his mother’s heart. He 
stood in the timber, near a dead tree. No warning voice, 
no weird intuition, no providence interposed. Swiftly 
fell the body of the old tree and in a moment the life went 
out of the crushed form of my dear friend, George Sharp, 
Jr. I do not understand it. Why these discriminations? 
Jesus said: “Two shall be grinding: one shall be taken, 
the other left.” And it is so. I do not rebel—I only 
wonder. And I wish I knew what gives us those warning 
impressions. H. W. B. MYRICK.

Gentryville, Mo. - _

Spontaneous Spirit Manifestations.
The Journal, of Lacon ,111., sets forth 

that for over a week most of the people 
have talked of little else but the 
strange story related by Miss Grace 
Defenbaugb. Just now it is the pre
vailing nine days’ wonder that period
ically agitates the small town.

Miss Defenbaugb is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Defenbaugh, who 
have resided in the north ward for sev
eral years and who possess the respect 
and confidence of all their neighbors. 
She is 17 years old, bright, Intelligent 
and pretty, enjoys good health, and her 
parents say she has never been subject 
to fits of hysteria or nightmare. This 
makes the tales she tells all the more 
impossible to understand by those who 
do not believe In the supernatural.

On the night of Saturday, July 28, 
Miss Defenbaugh declares that she was 
suddenly aroused from a sound sleep to 
see a figure, clad in garments of flowing 
white, standing at the foot of her bed. 
Naturally her first Impulse was to 
scream but in an instant the “spirit” 
glided to her side and seized her by the 
wrist This so frightened her that she 
could not move or utter a sound. Al
though there was no light in the room, 
the girl says she could distinguish the 
features of the visitor as plainly as If in 
midday. The face was that of a beau
tiful woman, as pale as death, but the 
white robed form and the strong, harsh 
tone of the voice were those of a man. 
It spoke to her, telling her not to be 
alarmed. Then It related a number of 
Incidents of her young life and prom
ised great joy to Jjer If she placed her 
faith In its reality and honesty of pur
pose. For over a year the young lady 
has worn a plain band gold ring that 
fitted her finger so tightly that she had 
to use soap and water to remove it; yet 
the wraith slipped it off as though it 
were a rubber band, replacing it with 
another, a set ring that sparkled in the 
dim light like a diamond. Soon he 
took this ring also after promising to re
turn the girl her jewelry at their sec
ond meeting, which he said would oc
cur just a month from the date of the 
first one. Then upon leaving he again 
seized the girl's wrist, traced a letter 
on it with his finger, leaned over a 
chair, seeming to mark it and then van
ished like a shadow. Miss Defenbaugh 
claims to have been perfectly conscious 
and in full possession bf her senses dur
ing all this time but after her visitor 
had gone she was too frightened to raise 
an alarm. In the morning she found 
that sure enough her ring had disap
pear, there was the letter “D” on her 
wrist and a Roman cross was discov

ered on the side of the chair that the 
spectre had tampered with. The letter 
on her skin seemed to be scratched into 
the skin as if with a pin. It was a dull 
red color and remained for several days. 
We were shown the cross that the 
“spirit” is said to have marked on the 
chair.

Notwithstanding that his spookshlp 
bad made a date a month later, he ap
peared again the following night He 
returned the girl her ring and among 
other things told her that he would 
cause four more initials to appear upon 
her arm in the course of time. They did 
appear the next day, the young lady 
claims, but were visible only a few sec
onds, not even long enough for her to 
show them to her mother. These ini
tials were J. C. and J. R.

The Sultan's Defence.
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat awhile 

ago gave an account of an interview 
an American held with Abdul Hamid 
in the Turkish capital, which is proba
bly Illustrative of the real condition in 
all countries where church and state 
are centered under one head. Said the 
Sultan:

“I don’t think you Americans appre
ciate the position in which I am placed, 
in relation to the missionaries. In your 
country church and state are entirely 
apart A missionary from my country 
might go to the United States and 
preach the Mohammedan doctrine, and 
it would be all right Your government 
would not be concerned. Here I am 
the head of the church. I am to my 
people the shadow of God.

“The Mohammedan religion Is loyal 
tome. I am the head of the church, as 
well as the head of the state, and the 
two cannot be disassociated. When 
your missionaries come here and preach 
against Mohammedanism, they teach 
disloyalty to the Turkish government 
They encourage sedition. That is what 
makes it so hard. If the Mohammedan 
missionary should go to the United 
States and urge the overthrow of the., 
government he would get into trouble, 
provided -he was taken seriously. He 
would be arrested aud sent out of the 
country for seditious acts, or, if he 
gained sufficient strength, he might be 
hanged for treason. And yet be would 
be doing no more; in effect, than, the 
American missionaries are doing here. 
We are trying to avoid trouble, but you 
can see that the situation is bound to 
be aggravated when our religion and 
politics mean the same thing.”

Good Word« for the Chinese.
It can’t be helped. No two person* 

ever looked at the same subject exactly) 
alike. Education and environment! 
shape our thoughts and our actions,; 
while prejudice does the rest.

It is a pleasure to get the honest! 
views of an educated and thoughtful 
churchman, a high functionary of the 
Episcopal Methodists, at a time Ilk« 
this on Chinese matters. It.is univers« 
ally conceded all these recent troubles 
with that great empire had root in tho 
missionary movement, it being an at« 
tempt to destroy a system of religion 
which has been in force in China for 
more than two thousand five hundred 
years, and which made that nation 
what it is, the oldest, greatest, and most 
populous on the globe; a nation whoso 
Inventive genius has given Western 
civilization many of the arts which! 
have been stepping-stones and largely, 
instrumental in producing our own 
greatness and grandeur, of which the 
mariner’s compass is a worthy example.

. Rev. Wm. Xavier Ninde, a Bishop of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, is a 
learned and venerable gentleman, said 
to be of great personal worth. He vis
ited China in 1894 on church business, 
spending four months in the empire, 
looking after the various missions, and; 
making himself familiar with their 
workings. .

If an intelligent and truthful Idea of 
the present condition of things can bo 
gained from any person we may trust 
Bishop Ninde, if all accounts of bls in« 
tegrity and moral worth gained in 
church circles can be believed. The 
Bishop has just published in the North, 
western Christian Advocate, over bis 
own signature, an account of his jour« 
neylngs in China six years ago, while 
the country was iu a very disturbed 
condition growing out of the war with 
Japan. He was carried by natives in 
a Sedan chair into the interior, and saw, 
the people in their homes while engaged 
In their dally avocations. He visited 
the coast cities, and frequently traveled 
at late hours, with no illumination other 
than the street lamps. He experienced 
no trouble—no ribaldry greeted his ears, 
neither did he see a threatening look. 
He says lie "prowled about the streets 
at very late hours, guided only by the 
light of a lantern to help out the dim 
street lamps.” In company with Rev. 
Dr. Lowry be walked on the top of tho 
city wall of Peking, where soldiers were 
engaged in military duties. Iu all his 
rambles he met with no rudeness. In 
the course of his article the Bishop 
says: ’

1 believe the hatred of the Chinese 
people toward foreigners, taken as a’ 
whole, has been greatly overdrawn. 
* * I never observed any symptoms 
on the streets that indicated unkind 
feelings toward foreigners.”

And again:
“Of course if foreign ladies were in 

the company they would attract curious 
attention, but never annoyance or dis
respect.”

Quoting the Bishop accurately:
“Except In the time of a racial up

heaval like the present, the lives and 
property of foreigners are remarkably, 
safe in China. I believe, as a rule, tho 
magistrates, high and low, honestly try, 
to protect foreigners In their treaty 
rights. Their duties are often very try
ing and difficult. In seeking to protect 
us they are sometimes treated with in
dignity by the rude class. In portions 
of the country where seditious secret 
societies are numerous, a mandarin’s 
life is often endangered who is disposed, 
to be rigorously just.”

Let us not be false to the Chinese, 
even If we do think we have a hlghen 
civilization. Read again:

“The country is infested with outlaws 
who are the enemies alike of native and 
foreigner, and yet the fact remains, to 
the everlasting credit of the Chinese 
race and their loosely jointed govern
ment, that large numbers of mission
aries are scattered ail over this vast 
eniplre, In great cities and small vlL 
lagcs, traveling in Sedan chairs, even 
lone and defenseless women, through’ 
the open country and often after night
fall, their only attendants the fouu 
men—perhaps heathen Chinamen—who 
carry them in their chair over-many a 
weary mile, and yet without conscious 
danger except from the possible attacks 
of professional highwaymen.”

Said a correspondent In one of our 
city dailies, commenting on Bishop 
Nlnde's article, which we commend:

“In a country whose history is dis
graced by the Astor Place riots and the 
many outrages which have been perpe
trated against Italians, such an article 
as Bishop Nlnde's ought to make whole
some reading. A suggestive statement 
along these lines is made lu an articlo 
on the American embassy at Rome, 
which appeared in the last Harpers’ 
Weekly. There it was said that about 
the only business of Importance that 
our ambassadors to Italy was called 
upon to transact was the squaring up of 
assaults perpetrated upon Italian emi
grants by American citizens and tne 
convincing of the Italian government 
that such cases were not governmental 
outrages, but Instances of isolated and 
personal lawlessness.” .

“Humanity, Its Nature, Powers and 
Possibilities.” A concise, masterly, 
presentation of the facts and philoso-.. 
phy of Spiritualism. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

Idol Worship.
A white cross 12 meters in height-« 

nearly 40 feet—has just been erected on 
the summit of Mt. Vesuvius. Why not 
a gallows and other Instruments of pun
ishment and torture to keep It com
pany? It Is an insult to modern intelli
gence to say a God died on a cross; but 
that is what they who adore ctosses 
mean when they erect them.

The gibbet on which an honest man 
dies is as worthy of veneration as is a 
cross on which it is alleged a good man 
died years ago.

Drifting.
The Interior, Presbyterian, of Ohl« 

cago, says:
“There Is no use trying to deny th« 

fact that all denominations are drifting 
away from their theories of dlvlna 
right and drifting toward the common 
results of practical experience. And a* 
a necessary corollary they are coming 
closer together." ’

That is as it should be, so they drift 
away from their errors and towards th« 
truth.

TTT H are trying our best to estaB« 
III lish libraries In every Spirit- 
1 If uallst family of the United 
lf|l States, hence we are offering 

' II II Seven valuable books as a
■ | premium. Those seven books 

■ have been sold for $1O.'75. A’ 
single one has sold1 as high as $25. The 
first edition of Art Magic sold for $5 per 
copy. As high as $15 has been paid for 
a single copy of Ghost Land;- yet we 
furnish these seven books to our sub
scribers for $2.35, when ordered In con
nection with a year’s subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker. Read am 
premium announcement carefully. 4
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. , .. “It will be seen from the letter of Lyman C. Howe, on 
our sixth page, that our esteemed friend and co-worker, 
W. H. Bach, the wide-awake editor of The Sunflower, is 
seriously ill at his home in Lily Dale, N. Y. Mr. Bach 
lias been an indefatigable worker for Spiritualism ever 
since the knowledge of spirit communion was vouchsafed 
to him. Whenever the call came he was ready to re

. spond; wind and rain could not stop him, and he never 
failed to appear at the post of duty according to promise. 
He has ever been keenly alive to the needs of our beloved 
cause, and has freely given of his best to make Spiritual
ism represent the best and truest thought of the age. He 
has worked with might and main to sustain the idea of 
practical co-operation, and has verily turned night into 
day to accomplish the purposes for which he labored. As 
a natural result, he has overworked, and is now suffering 
from the consequences of the same. He seemed a tireless 
worker, but nature has at last rebelled, and demanded a 
respite. W. H. Bach cannot be spared at the present 
time; his services to the cause, and his worth as a man, 
are too valuable to be dispensed with now. He must get 

’ well; therefore, we second Brother Howe’s suggestion that 
that the thoughts freighted with the balm of healing be 
wafted to him on his sick bed, coupled with the invigorat
ing mental suggestion that he must at once begin to get 
well. Brother Bach, the best wishes of thousands are 
with you in your hour of suffering, as well as their sincere 
sympathy. All say with us, ‘You must get well!”’—Ban
ner of Light, Boston.

The spirit which actuated the writing of the above is 
certainly commendable; but if a little genuine philosophy 
had been brought into requisition the trend of the senti- 
nient expressed would have been entirely different. The 
idea entertained that thoughts are things, in a sense that 
they can soar forth like an eagle, and by impinging upon 
a physical organization impart a certain degree of vitality 

r- thereto that will relieve it from weakness or pain, is man- 
L- ifestly absurd. If thoughts are, from an earthly stand

point, things, they must partake somewhat of the physical 
nature of the individual who sends them forth. Brother 
Lyman C. Howe, a giant intellectually, is not strong 
physically, hence his healing thoughts might possibly be 
an absolute detriment to the well being of Mr. Bach. 
Prof. Barrett, one of the ablest among our speakers and 
writers, is troubled seriously with heart disease, hence his 
healing thought might actually give Mr. Bach a serious 

. set back. In fact by the time the heating thoughts of the 
weakling, the stupid, the dyspeptic, the consumptive, 
the rheumatic, the gouty, those weak in limbs and chron
ically disabled, had commenced roosting on Mr. Bach, en
deavoring to get in upon him their health-giving proper
ties, he certainly would have received a terrible set back, 
aud found himself deteriorating, and probably would 
have sounded liis death knell.

The idea that thoughts are things is intrinsically. 
. beautiful, but the idea entertained that they can 

go forth like a bird and roost in the physical organiza
tion of a person miles away, and therein dispense medici- 
Hal properties that will rejuvenate him, is certainly very 
questionable.

When you see a beautiful horse, you should bear in 
mind that no material part of the animal was transmitted 
to your retina to form an image thereon. The image is 
immaterial in all respects, yet the sensation reaches the 
brain center of vision which lies in the occipital lobes, 
botli' on their exterior and mesial surfaces, and it some-

i ■ ■ times extends as far up as the end of the fissure of Syl
vius. The moment the vibrations reach this center of the 

\ brain, caused by an image of a horse on the retina, then 
ir t the consciousness of the existence of the animal is aroused.

But that consciousness or thought of the existence of the 
' horse is in no sense a thing materidl enough to fly off and
I impart its individuality oh some poor mortal whom you
- may specially select. It is ethereal as the image on the
I- retina of the eye which caused it; and is in no sense a
\ . thing as taught by that amiable philosopher, Prentice

.V Mulford.
: ■’JP' Human consciousness, closely allied to thought, if not 

,1 . thought itself, can not in any sense be considered mate-
<• ' rial; it can not be reduced to what may be designated as a 
ty' thing; in fact it belongs to the region of the unknowable,

partation of a like degree of consciousness In two individ
uals simultaneously when the respective brains are per
fectly synchronous iu their vibrations; but very few 
brains indeed are of that character. The following from 
the' New York Herald illustrates very forcibly our po
sition: '

Veridical hallucinations aud telepathy are the explana
tions offered by scientists to account for the strange case 
of “Mikey-Jim” a^d “Jimmy-Mikp.” To Michael James 
Higgins and to James Michael Higgins, and to their hum
ble neighbors and their fellow-workers in the Cooper- 
Hewitt iron mills, at Trenton, however, it is a clear case of 
“spooks, and spooks of the weirdest and uncanniest breed 
at that.” '

“Mikey-Jim” and “Jimmy-Mike,” as they are known to 
every resident of the New Jersey capital, are the twin 
sons of the “Widow” Annie Higgins, of No. 19 Clark 
street. .

Never was there twins that looked so much alike when 
they were babies as did her little “Mikey-Jim” and “Jim
my-Mike,” declares Mrs. Higgins. “Shure, an’ until they 
were old enough to talk and answer back to their names, 
didn’t I have to tie ‘Mikey-Jim’s’ arrum with blue ribbon 
and ‘Jimmy-Mike’s’ with pink, so’s to tell which from 
t’other, and I’ve me doubts yet whether I mightn’t have 
got them mixed after Father Rile^ christened them.”

It was to provide against just such a contingency that 
the twins were named Michael James and James Michael, 
respectively, so in case their identities have in the mean
time become confused the only question to be settled is 
which one of the brothers is entitled to write the Michael 
portion of his name first.

But James and Michael Higgins were twins mentally 
and spiritually as well as-physically. As they grew to 
boyhood the brothers were inseparable. They cared for 
no other society except that of each other. When you 
saw one you were sure to see both. - _

“Mikey-Jim” and “Jimmy-Mike” Higgins were far and 
away the most popular youths in the whole parish. They 
were handsome boys and they were good boys, and Father 
Riley, of the Church of the Sacred Heart, had no more 
dutiful parishioners.

But as they grew to manhood a great crisis came into 
their lives. “Mikey-Jim” fell in love with pretty Mary 
Dunning, of South Trenton, who was also a faithful devo
tee at Father Riley’s church.

With the falling in love and marriage of “Mikey-Jim” 
the bond that had existed between the brothers has 
broken, and not a week after the wedding “Jimmy-Mike” 
became an inveterate drinker.

It was then discovered that “Jimmy-Mike” had an un
controllable telepathic influence over “Mikey-Jim.”

With his pretty bride the young husband set up house
keeping in a cosy little house not far from the old home in 
Clark street. Nothing likely to bring unhappiness could 
be descried in all the bright horizon of their young lives. 
They loved each other with a passion that was sacrificial 
in its intensity. The bridegroom’s family, and this in
cluded “Jimmy-Mike,” were enthusiastic in their praise 
and admiration for “Mikey-Jim’s” wife. Times were 
good and the entire Higgins family was prospering. '

But after he had won the girl of liis choice and should 
have been ready to settle down to the placid enjoyment of 
the dainty and well-ordered home presided over by Mary 
Dunning, “Mikey-Jim” confessed to himself and to his 
family that he was unhappy separated from “Jimmy- 
Mike.” In just one year a son was born—a little man the 
very counterpart of his father and uncle.

The young wife, who by intuition had gradually 
learned the secret of her husband’s all too apparent un
happiness, now thought and hoped that the tiny Michael 
James would fill the void in her husband’s heart. But 
idolizing his child as he did, the baby Michael James was

Higgins, a blue-coate^ messenger boy brought them a 
yellow envelope. The, telegram read:

“What is wrong with ‘Jinpny-Mike?’
“MIKEY-JIM.’”

“Nothing is wrong.., Don’t worry,” was the reply.
But “Mikey-Jim” knew , better. In the glare of the 

furnace he had seen Fbliceip.ap Hartigan lay a heavy hand 
on “Jimmy-Mike’s” shpulder.. So he wired again:

“Is‘Jimmy-Mike’aiyesle^? What is his trouble?” ■
And then the white-hqi.red mother of the telepathic’ 

twins started out to .see what uew calamity had befallen 
one of her unlucky pair. She had not far to go before she 
heard the news, for she met a policeman on Hamilton av
enue who took her to the station house.

When Mrs. Higgins ^returned home she found another 
telegram from “Mikey-Jim” saying he knew liis brother 
was in jail and that he would come home at once and get 
him out. -

The next day “Mikey-Jjm” did come home, but it was 
not the gentle, quiet “Mikey-Jim” they had known ever 
since he was a baby. His hair was unkempt, and ax 
strange, unnatural fire slumbered in the depths of hie 
onCe mild blue eyes. “Mikey-Jim” had gone mad.

Dr. Lyman Leavitt, who ha.d prescribed for the twins 
ever since they were in swaddling clothes, was now called 
in by the terror-stricken little family.

“Your son will be all right, Mrs. Higgins, just as soon 
as ‘Jimmy-Mike’ is out of his difficulty,” whispered the 
old practitioner to the mother after he had prescribed a 
soothing potion to induce sleep.

“In order for ‘Mikey-Jim to be all right in body as well 
as in mind it is absolutely necessary that his twin brother 
be never far away, and in order that ‘Jimmy-Mike’ shall 
beliave himself ‘Mikey-Jim’ must not go away from him 
to any great distance,” ; continued the doctor. “They 
have twin souls as well a^twin bodies, and there is a close 
psychical relation between them.”

As Dr. Leavitt predicted, “Mikey-Jim’s” mind was 
fully restored just as soon as “Jimmy-Mike’s” difficulties 
were adjusted and he was liberated on July 19.

There is no happier family in all New Jersey now than 
that of the widow Higgins, on Clark street. “Mikey- 
Jim,” strong in body and clear in mind, is back to work in 
the Cooper-Hewitt iron mills, which have just opened up 
again. “Jimmy-Mike,” the wayward brother, under the 
influence of “Mikey-Jim,” the gentle, is back again on the 
ice wagon, sober and industrious.

“There’s no use trying to think anything else but that 
“Jimmy-Mike” and I are bewitched,” said Mikey-Jim” in 
concluding a conversation I had with him between turns 
at the mill last Monday night. “Some people call it hal-
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Comparatively recently the Society for Psychical Re
search has investigated the still more interesting phase of 
the subject to' which it has given the name of “veridical 
hallucinations.’”

Veridical hallucinations are applied to the apparitions 
of a person at a distance, as in the case of the Trenton 
twins. It would seem in such cases that persons passing 
through some grave crisis are for some unknown reason 
endowed with peculiar powers to act as agents. They 
seem to be able to project an impression that strikes the 
brain of the percipient with such force as to produce a 
hallucination.

This seems incredible, and yet the evidence of its oc
currence is practically vouched for by the Society for Psy
chical Research, of which the greatest scientists living are 
members. The society investigated a large number of 
instances of this phenomena and discovered that they oc
curred some four hundred odd times oftener than could 
be accounted for by coincidence or chance.

Suggestion has been made to a subject in hypnotic 
trance that a certain time after his awaking he shall see 
some particular person. After he has awakened from the 
trance he will actually have a vision of the designated per
son at the time and in the manner suggested by the agent.

Now, if thia be true, and the evidence seems as firmly 
established by science as anything that science is capable 
of establishing, it has a most important effect in shedding 
light upon the subject of veridical hallucinations. It 
would seem that in the case of the Trenton twins we have 
two persons whose nervous systems and whose mentali
ties are in the closest possible accord. It would seem that 
the percipient brother is only a percipient in relation to 
one particular agent, his twin brother. This has been 
found to be usually the case. Veridical apparitions, so 
far as I am ware, rarely occur to-one person more than 
once,

The phenomena of thought transferrence in any and 
all of its phases are uncommon and rare, so much so that 
the great mass of humanity can have no personal observa
tion of it at all' and receiving all its information second 
hand must necessarily treat it with incredulity.

Veridical hallucinations occurring coincidentally with 
the death of the person who appears are very naturally 
ascribed to supernatural causes, and are most naturally 
accepted by the percipient as a proof of Spiritualistic doc
trines. The most common of all phenomena of thought 
transferrence, and one which I am well aware has been ac
counted for by coincident reasoning along parallel lines, 
is the synchronous occurrence in the minds of two persons 
who are in close daily communication, such as husband 
and wife, of a common idea or thought, or even a train of 
thought. It is an almost daily occurrence in my own 
life that my wife, my children or my intimate friend sud
denly broaches a subject concerning which my own mind 
is occupied. I am inclined to believe that this is often a 
phenomenon of true thought transferrence. Sometimes 
in going back, however, I have discovered the starting 
point from which my mind and that of another started 
on a logical train of thought which led to the expression 
which showed we both traveled mental!}' over the same 
path and reached a common landmark together. Again, 
I have been absolutely unable to trace this logical se
quence. The thoughts have occurred synchronously, and 
the only possible accounting for-them has been on the 
theory of telepathy. -

A long intimacy of any kind between two mentalities 
tends of course to bring these mentalities closer and to 
make them approach each other in character, similarity 
of thought, etc.
x Presupposing the existence of thought transferrence, it 

is most natural to believe that the nearer the blood rela
tionship the closer will be the connection between two 
mentalities. In the case of the Trenton twins we have 
the closest possible relationship that can exist on earth, 
and it is not unreasonable to believe that between such 
mentalities as they possess and exhibit, such phenomena 
as telepathy and veridical hallucinations would exist if 
they exist anywhere between any individuals of the hu
man race.

There is much that is worthy of careful consideration 
in the above by Dr. Edson, and the extract from the New 
York Herald. There should, however, be a readjustment 
of views in reference to what is designated as thought, and 
thought transference. A proper study of the brain and 
its functions and the various brain centers will throw 
much light on the subject, and explode many existing 
theories. LUCRETIUS.
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lucinations and others say it’s telepathy, but,” (and here 
a twinkle crept into Mikey-Jim’s blue eyes), “Jimmy- 
Mike’ and I think it’s nothing but spooks. Anyways, it’s 
something that is very strange and mysterious, aud we 
have agreed never to part again so long as we live, and 1 
somehow have a feeling that ye will both die on the same 
day, because I,am sure one cannot live without the other.”

In reference to thisjrcmarkablc case, the learned Dr. 
Cyrus Edson says: . ,

The case of “Mikey-Jim” gnd “Jimmy-Mike,” the tel
epathic twins, as they bave bpen picturesquely named, is 
most interesting from lypsyclpcal standpoint. The word 
telepathy is derived fripn thç Greek, and means literally 
“far-feeling.” We use, it to mean thought transference. 
That means that the tjiouglijs and consciousness of one 
person are communicated to.the consciousness of another 
without making use of the senses of sight, touch, hearing, 
taste or smell, writing jjr spegking, or of any code of sig
nals of any character wjhatevfr.

Nearly all of the scientific yrtlcfes that have been writ
ten on this subject consider,it as sub-judiciary, and, while 
most observers admit that there is very strong presump
tive evidence that it does exist, they do not accept it as a 
proven scientific fact.

This seems to me rather remarkable, for no one can 
weigh the evidence in favor of thought transference with
out at least admitting to himself that the proof of its ex
istence is well established. Men hesitate to admit a belief 
in a subject of the character of this for fear of being 
classed among the fakirs and charlatans who have so long 
made use of its phenomena.

While evidence of its existence is so interwound with 
the threads of clairvoyancy, falsehood, fallacy or deceit, it 
is difficult to unravel and follow the true strand of 
thought transference.

This line of investigation was first suggested by the 
well known parlor game called “Willing Game.” The 
principle of this game is that one or more persons “will” 
that another person shall find some hidden object, take 
something from one place and put it in another place, or 
designate by touch something in the room. The game 
may be played with or without direct contact by the 
players. While they are in contact it is well known that 
voluntary or involuntary pushing on the part of the“will- 
ers” may be.and usually is an important part of the per
formance, but mftny remarkable, results have been ob
tained when there has been no contact whatever. In
vestigations undertaken do throw-out all possible sources 
of fallacy, and these are many and ingenious; how inge
nious only those who have seen remarkable exhibitions 
of Hermann and Kellar and other magicians, who have 
performed marvelous feats with equally marvelous codes 
of signals, can appreciate.

In its published proceedings, the Society of Psychical 
Research calls the “wilier” the “agent,” and the person 
“willed” the percipient. It found that different agents 
differ widely in their power to transfer their ideas and 
that the different percipients also vary very greatly in 
their power to perceive them. The ideas conveyed were 
various, but simple in their character, such as names of 
fictitious persons, names of places and diagrams and 
drawings. Experiments can be made with this same kind 
of game at any social gathering, and will afford consider
able amusement as well as instruction. Every precaution 
should be taken to prevent fraud. Not a word should be 
spoken except such as may be absolutely necessary for the 
conduct of the game. The percipient should be set with 
his back to the agent or agents and at a little distance. 
Every precaution shoulâ be taken to shut off communica
tion by means of codes. * These may be so subtle as to al
most elude detection. \Oougying, sneezing, deep breath
ing have all been used ’for t.li^s purpose, and one very in
genious code was foung to ■cqnsist in the percipient so 
crossing his knees that.a slight pulsation was given to his 
foot by the beating of „rhe artery in his leg. The agent 
watched the percipient’g foqt-iand taking a faintly audible 
bipath, counted the pulsations.. .

- «At the end of the givten number he gave another faint 
breathing signal. The percipient of course counted the 
beats between the two^igflàïs, and was thus enabled to 
give a number which 'had,1 previously been chosen as a 
test. . . . .

The society obtained^ vast number of results, in which 
the successes were so nfimefous as to absolutely preclude 
the chance of theit being the result of coincident guess
ing. Diagrams were reproduced, pictures described and 
objects of a vast diversity of character, were described by 
different percipients. ‘ "

In all these experiments it has been thought necessàry 
to concentrate the mind by a strong mental effort upon 
some particular object. In studying the phenomena of 
thought transferrence, such as that actually manifested 
and with which we are all more or less familiar, it would 
seem as though this forced mental effort might inhibit the 
reception of the transferred thought. It would seem as 
if it would be best to have the mind in a state or rest and 
quietude, unhampered by intense effort of any character, 
in order that it should be receptive.
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. and can not take wings and fly to a sick person, like a car
rier dove with a message of love. In telepathy there has 
been no thought transmission in the sense that one per
son’s thought took wings and flew tb some person’s mind 
and impressed its individuality thereon. There has been 
undoubtedly an impartation of a like degree of couscious- 
ness in the two individuals simultaneously by some mys
terious process not yet fully understood.

.; The shadow that you see on the wall or on the roadway 
itself as you pass under trees and shrubbery on a moon
light night, are in no sense of the word either spiritual or 

" material, and when they make an impression on the retina 
the forms they produce are equally as mysterious, unde- 
finable and unknowable. Now we will stop the image, 
as it were, on the retina, having cut the nerve that leads 
to the brain center of sight, which is located in the occip
ital lobes of the brain. There is the image on the retina, 
but it cannot be translated into'consciousness; that is 
what the learned physiologist would term sensorial blind
ness. Now we will unite the severed'nerve and the image 
on the retina, as it were, is passed along, and when it 
reaches the proper place in the occipital lobes it is trans
lated by the vibrations imparted into consciousness. In 
no sense of the word is that consciousness a thing or a 
substance, etherealized or otherwise, nor is it polarized 
magnets of force, as suggested by Dr. Peebles. There is 
not only sensorial blindness, but psychic blindness also.

, Psychic blindness is lack of recognition of an object that 
is actually seen.

Halleck says: “In psychic blindness objects are seen but 
not recognized. A Scotchman met with an accident that 
brought on psychic blindness. He saw physically as well 
as ever, but he could not interpret what he saw. He 
Said look at the most familiar objects, and be utterly un

e to recognize them. He would gaze at his-New Tes
tament without knowing what the object was until he 
ran his hand over the smooth cover, when he immediately 
recognized it. When a piece of detached bone, pressing 
on the center of vision in his in his brain, was removed, 

- he.recovered the power of mentally interpreting what 
he saw.”
’ The trouble was the center for sight in the occipital 
lebes was partially paralyzed, and could not translate the 
image into consciousness.

Mr. Bach can congratulate himself that the suggestion 
- that healing thoughts be concentrated on him while lying 

helpless in bed, could never be realized, for those 
thoughts, if possible to transmit to him, would have been 
more or less diseased, and would probably have proved 
fatal to him—death caused by his own friends. .

There is an immense amount of humbuggery being 
practiced under the cloak1” of thought transferrence. 
Prentice Mulford wrote at the time when the world was 
totally ignorant of the wonderful action of the various 
brain centers, wherein, sensations are translated into con
sciousness, bringing each one in touch with the physical 
universe. ■ The position assumed by the Auto Club of this 
ci tj\ published in a late number of The Progressive 
Thinker is exceedingly beautiful-, yet has little basic foun
dation in the statement that thoughts are things. Its 
mepibers should study carefully the structure of the 
brain, and learn the nature of the different centers that 
translate sensations into consciousness, and which is in 
its multitudinous action in no sense a thing as defined by 
Prentice Mulford. Yet we can see great good that can 
arise from the Auto Club, and we sincerely hope it will in
crease in numbers, as it verily will..
■ As we have Said before there can undoubtedly be an im-

not the brother James Michael, and after a long and des
perate attempt at trying to be happy under another roof 
thiim that which sheltered the being who had come into 
the world with him, “Mikey-Jim” and his wife went to 
live in the now very much crowded old home.

“I can never be happy far away from ‘Jimmy-Mike,’ ” 
said “Mikey-Jim,” in explanation. '

“And I never can be good so long as I am very far 
away from ‘Mikey-Jim,’ ” declared “Jimmy-Mike,” hope
fully.

“And knowing that I and my child haye come between 
the happiness of my husband and his brother, I have no 
happiness to hope for in this world,” sighed the heart
broken young wife,

But the removal to the old home and the attempt to 
take up the broken threads of the old life did not bring 
mace of mind to “Mikey-Jim,” nor did it reform “Jimmy- 
Mike,” who went from bad to worse, his wild conduct all 
the while exerting a strange telepathic influence on his 
twin brother, and causing him to be subject to protracted 
periods of mental depression.

“ ‘Mikey-Jim’ should never have married anybody,” 
said the neighbors, and their gossip reached the ears of 
“Mikey-Jim,” and, terrible as the truth was, it was the 
truth, and he could not deny it.

To make the unhappy husband and father still more 
unhappy, if that were possible, little James Michael died. 
The once beautiful'Mary Dunning, now sad-eyed and 
faded, bore four other children, and these were taken one 
by one—all except one baby girl. Last summer Mary 
Dunning died, with a prayer on her Ups that the lives she 
had been the innocent cause of dividing might be again 
reunited.

Nor was the young wife’s body cold in her grave before 
both brothers experienced a return of the same old time 
telepathic relationship. Despite the genuine sorrow of 
both the husband and brother-in-law, they were in a hap
pier frame of mind than either had known since “Mikey- 
Jim’s” marriage, eight long, long years before. The old 
relationship was renewed, and the brothers became insep
arable companions, as in boyhood days.

In order to help him to conquer his drink habit, “Jim
my-Mike” left the iron works where he had been em
ployed for years and went to work for an ice dealer, W. L. 
Phillips. He was the most popular man on the route, his 
handsome face, and winning manners making him a uni
versal favorite among the Trenton housewives.

“Mikey-Jim” kept on with his work at the Cooper- 
Hewitt Mills until they closed down some four weeks ago, 
when he obtained work in the New York Steel Company 
works at Astoria, Long Island.

When “Mikey-Jim” went away to take charge of his 
new duties, it was the first time in all his life that he had 
been more than five miles away from “Jimmy-Mike,”' and 
he had not reached his destination before his absence be
gan to have a terrible' effect on the brother- left behind. 
For the first time since his sister-in-law’s death, more than 
a year ago, “Jimmy-Mike” started out on a drunken spree 
of several days duration, and on the third day he em
bezzled the receipts from the ice wagon and was that night 
thrown into the Second precinct lockup. .

Sixty miles away, up in Astoria, “Mikey-Jim,” work
ing on the might shift, stopped for a moment and leaned 
on his tongs,“waiting his turn at the red hot bars to be 
carried from one annealing pot to another.

As he leaned and waited in the lurid glare of the fur
nace “Mikey-Jim” saw weird visions, and from out of lie 
roaring and clanging of the great mill came to his ears 
the sound of strange voices borne from some incalculable, 
distance. The shouting of the busy workmen about him 
became indistinct, the glaring furnace became dim, and 
out of the shadowy recesses of the great hot inferno came 
apparitions of the night’s events in Trenton.

Within an hour after the cell door had closed on “Jim
my-Mike,” and before his mother and sister had been no
tified of this, the wbrst disgrace that ever happened a

The blushing blooms on the apple tree, 
Are singing their sweetest songs to me, 
And bending boughs, with their freightage fair, 
Keep perfect time to the summer air. '
0, beauteous blooms, with your pink and white, 
That thrill the soul, with a sweet delight, 
Canst tell from whence you have come to view, 
To clothe the tree in its garments new?
A few weeks since, and the branches bare, 
Knew naught of leafage, or flowerage fair, 
Now rhythmic whorls of a polished green, 
With central souls of the blooms are seen, 
Whose circled petals of grace fulfill, 
A wondrous power, and a wondrous skill.
On vintage rare, from thy dainty cups, 
The wild bee feasts, as he gaily sups, 
And turns to honey, thy sweet perfume, 
Distilled from heart, of the sunlit noon.
The bells of silence then rang their chime, 
In mystic tohes of a chord divine— 
I heard the answer that came to me, 
From flowery hosts of the apple-tree.
“We come,” they said, “from life’tflnner source, 
From whence aU nature must run its course, 
To reach at last, to life’s outer rim, 
We come,” they said, “through the will of Him, 
Whose thought, creative, and strong, and true, 
Did give us shape, and did bring to view, 

'. The tree, and leaf, and the blossom fair, 
He feeds us full, on the sun and air, 
And gives us drink of the dew and rain, 
Till hé shall summon us back again.”
0.unseen world, and, 0 world of «ause, 

-We praise thy name and thy wondrous laws— 
The apple-blooms on the apple-tree, 
Have Drought a message to us from thee.

Austin Station, Chicago. . ÉLLA DARE.

There is as yet nd culture, no method of progress 
known to men, that is so rich and complete as that which 
is ministered by a truly great friendship.—Phillips 
Brooks. '

No word is ofteher on the lips of men than “friend
ship,” and, indeed, ho thought is more familiar to their 
aspirations. All men are dreaming of it. It is the secret 
of the universe.—Thoreau.

Friendship must be something else than a society for 
mutual improvement—indeed, it must only be that by the 
way, and to some extent unconsciously.—Stevenson.

. Money and time are the heaviest burdens of life, and 
the unhappiest of all mortals are those who have more of 
either than they know how to use.—Jonson.

Of all wild beasts preserve me from a tyrant; and of all 
tame^ from a flatterer.—Ben Jonson.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to tbe study 
af Astrology and Its laws. Price. 25c.

Appeals to Methodists.
A short discourse by spirit Bishop Haven, given au
tomatically through tbe hand of Carrie E. 6. Twlng. 
Price 20c. For sale at this office.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
A real visit with friends on the other side of life, 

and a familiar talk. By spirit Samael Bowles! Car
rie E. 8. Twlag, Medium. Price 80 cents, For sale at 
thto office.

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implements employed in the XVth and 

XVltb c nturles for the promulgation of Christianity, 
with pictorial Illustrations. By Geo. E. Macdonald. 
Price 10 lints.

The Blue Laws oi Counecucut.
Taken from tbe Code of KtfO. aud the public records 

Of the colony of Connecticut previous to 1655, as print
ed In a compilation of the earliest laws and orders of 
the general court of Connecticut; also an account of 
the persecution of witches and Quakers In New Eng* 
land. Some extracts from the Blue Laws of Virginia. 
Price 25 eta. For sale at this office.

THE REAL ISSUE. ~
By Mosia Hull. A compound of tbe two pamph« 

lets, “The Irrepressible Cqnillct," and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;“ with Important additions, making a 
book ot 160 pages all for 25 cents. Thto book contains 
statistics, facte and documents, on tbe tendencies ot 
the times, that every one ahould have. For sale at 
this office. '

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By M. Faraday. Transcribed at 
the request of a band of ancient philosophers. Price 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

E call special attention to The 
Next World Interviewed, one 
of our special premiums. We 
are enabled to furnish it to our 
readers at the price announced 
In our premium list, from the 
simple fact that Mr. Horn do

nated the plates of the book to us. We 
have sent out thousands of copies of 
this book, and it has been well received 
everywhere. It should be circulated by 
the millions among all classes of Spirit
ualists. The seven books that We are 
offering to Spiritualists as premiums 
contain a large storehouse of useful 
knowledge on Spiritual and Occult sub
jects. You should have them on the 
shelves of your library where you can 
have access to them at any time. Read 
carefully our premium announcement

The above is the number ot the pres, 
ent lame of The Progressive Thinker, 
M printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor- . 
responds with the figures on your wrap- ■ 
per. then the time you have paid for has,, 
expired, and you are requested to renevr 
yonr subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad- 
vanned each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Kct-p watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.
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Take due notice, that all items 
this page must be accompanied by . 
full name and address of the writer. It

GENERA^ SURVEY
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER.

s

CVNTHIBijTUUS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom ot expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everytbing-’tbat comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 

'non-appearance of YOUR article.
WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 

to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and It is essential that all copy, to In
sure insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey vyffi nil cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every Item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

The. Progressive Thinker goes to press 
early Monday morning of each week. 
Camp-meeting reports should always 
reach the office on the previous Friday 
or Saturday at the very latest. Bear 
that in mind.

Rev. J, O. M. Hewitt, quite widely 
known as a Unitarian minister, an able 
Speaker and cultured gentleman, is 
open for engagements by Spiritual so
cieties, or for funeral or other services. 
He may be addressed at 498 West Mad
ison street, Chicago, Ill.

Will C. Hodge, after bis successful la
bors at Delphos, Kansas, and other 
places in the West, will arrive In Chi
cago some time this week. Address 
him for engagements at 40 Loomis 
street, Chicago.

Julia Steelman Nichols closes her en
gagement at Clinton Camp August 10. 
She will be in Moline, Ill., for a few 
weeks. Will give lectures or test se
ances in towns in Illinois or Iowa with
in a few hours’ travel from above place 
khrough September. Has November and 
December as open dates. Address as 
above.

Annie Lord Chamberlain, who has 
bad a heavy burden to bear In taklug 
care of her aged parents, and now her 
blind sister, writes: “Through your val
uable paper I wish to thank the kind 
St. Louis friend who sent me one dollar 
July 21. Also please permit me to call 
attention of friends to my card on the 
8th page of The Progressive Thinker. 
I shall return to 15 Franklin street, 
Milford,. Mass., September 1, and hope 
to find a goodly number of letters 
awaiting to be answered.”

Mrs. Burrows writes from Detroit, 
Mich: “The following names and dates 
have been added to the union course of 
summer lectures at Occult Temple: 
Sept. 2, Mr. aud Mrs. G. W. Kates; 
Sept. 4 aud 5, Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng; 
Sept. 9, Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, of 
Chicago.”

The Chicago Dally News says: “Su
perstition Is as deeply seated in the 
make-up of free-born and freely edu
cated Chicagoans as in that of any peo
ple living within the Influence of pagan
ism or under the magic spell cast by 
“professors” of fetich, if the revenue 
derived from the sale of certain amulets 
by the Hindoo soothsayers Is an indica
tion. Lucky boxes are at present the 
latest novelty offered. They are a small 
circular contrivance with a hollow cut 
out in flic center In which a brass ring 
Is secreted. Tney were brought to Chi
cago from the Interior of India and are 
sold by a native Hindoo with a guar
anty that the possessor will henceforth 
be fortunate. Gamblers are more sus
ceptible to the Influence of meu who lay 
claim to residence In stmie province of 
India than persons of other pursuits, 
though lawyers have been known to 
confide their clients’ Interests to the 
magical powers of a charmed stone or 
bit of bull hide. One woman whose ex
perience covers nearly every depart
ment In which magicians and the pro
fessed professors of potent charms ope
rate, does not hesitate to say that the 
biggest humbug is always the easiest 
to sell.”

Samuel Anderson writes from Mon
tana: “The Progressive Thinker Is the 
greatest educator of the age, a grand 
and noble work that is freeing the fet
tered minds of ignorance and super
stition, and giving back knowledge and 
enlightenment to comfort the weary, 
restless souls. I do so regret that I 
never knew of It earlier in life, that I 
might have had it In my family always. 
It has been Introduced by a neighbor 
with some well-worn copies, and now it 
comes to stay."

lien used to look about in deserts and 
wildernesses for the fountain of youth. 
Latterly they are more sensible, and 
look each man Inside of himself. From 
teaching how to be young at sixty, they 
went on to teach how to be young 
though a nonogenarlan, and then how 
to retain youth’s vigor for a hundred 
years. And now a man has written a 
book—aud a mighty plausible book it 
it—on “The Possibility of Not Dying,” 
says the New York World. Why not 
live forever? the advance school is say
ing. Is not the body renewed through
out, every few years? , Is it not merely 
a machine? Cannot proper care ana in
telligence always replace wornout parts 
with new parts us good as the originals, 
or even better in many cases? Why not 
abandon the whole superstition about 
the necessity of dying? There was an 
account in the news during the past 
week of a youth of upward of eighty 
who was making century runs down in 
Pennsylvania. A wagon run over him 
and broke several of his bones. He was 
in the hospital a few weeks and then 
resumed his century runs, feeling, as 
Teddy Roosevelt would say, ‘dike a bull 
moose.” And Physical Culture gives an 
account of a New Rochelle woman of 
ninety-three who is a great dancer, as 
frisky and limber as a girl at her first' 
ball, and who Is also a daring horse
woman and Is only kept from jumping 
the rope and rolling the hoop by the en
treaties of her great-grandchildren, who 
do not think it dignified. To resolve to 
live forever is a laudable ambition. It 
is a good Idea to hitch your achievement 
wagon to a star. If you don’t attain 
the full measure of your ideal, at least 
you will save yourself from being a 
whining, shrivelled, unsightly wrech of 
a human being at seventy.” ■ ;

will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

The Republican, of Ottawa, Kansas, 
says: “The Spiritualist meetings closed 
with a business session this morning, 
after the most successful session of the 
Association history. It was enthusias
tically decided to return to Ottawa for 
the next meeting, and for a longer time. 
The officers elect are: President, H. W. 
Henderson, Lawrence; secretary, Jacob 
Hey, Overbrook; treasurer, R. N. Kerr, 
Glenlock.” '

The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Democrat 
says: “’The eighth annual meeting of 
the State Spiritualist Association was 
held at the camp grounds at Briggs 
Park. The western part of the State 
was well represented, but very few del
egates from the eastern part were pres
ent. All the officers of the association 
were there, however. There are thirty- 
six charter societies in the State Asso
ciation, but neither the Briggs Park 
Association nor the Grand Rapids Asso
ciation is in the list. President D. P. 
Dewey, of Grand Blanc, presided, and 
the report of Secretary May F. Ayres 
showed that the receipts for the year 
amounted to $1,404.75, and that the 
association was increasing rapidly jn 
membership. In his annual address 
President Dewey said that the members 
of the Spiritualists’ Association felt 
pride In saying that- their affairs were 
on a safe foundation, that what they 
lacked in wealth they made up in love 
for one another. He warmly Indorsed 
the project started by ope of the mem
bers to raise a fund for the establish
ment of a private school for educating 
young men and women of the Spirit
ualist belief.”

The Port Huron (Mich.) Times says; 
“Residents of the vicinity of Sixth and 
Wall streets have been quite aroused 
recently by sundry mysterious noc
turnal appearances In and about the 
brick mansion on the corner formerly 
occupied by the late Dr. P. W. Reed. 

,The house long had the appearance of 
blfing empty even before the doctor 
died, so that the faet of its being un
occupied did not attract any attention 
until several unusual occurrences which 
would indicate that it was not entirely 
uninhabited. But just who the occu
pants are no one seems to know as yet. 
The first Intimation of occupancy, 
ghostly or mortal, which were noticed 
were lights in the office building that 
faces Wall street. Here the old gentle
man during his life-time used to spend 
many evenings with the shades closely 
drawn, around which only the smallest 
cracks of light could be seen. For sev
eral weeks past lights have been again 
observed in the little brick building, 
much the same as before the doctor’s 
death. There were no indications of 
habitation except the light which shone 
through the cracks of the shades, but 
when investigators approach closely 
enough to examine the windows, it is 
said the light entirely disappears. 'The 
light may be seen again, however, when 
one has moved away a few feet. No 
one has yet had the courage to enter 
the building at such a time, but from 
close outside observations no solntion 
has been found to the strange phe
nomenon, except in the minds of some 
who declare that the spirit ot the late 
doctor finds comfort in visiting bls 
earthly abode. Shortly after the mys
terious light was observed In the office, 
passers-by noticed other lights in the 
residence. It was at first thought that 
they might be reflections of the electric 
light on tlie corner, but neighbors who 
watched the house soon became aware 
that the lights were not stationary. 
They were seen to move slowly from 
room to room, increasing and lessening 
In intensity as they did so, now visible 
through one window, now at another. 
One observer declares that a shadowy 
figure has been seen carrying a lighted 
eandie and apparently searching for 
something as it moves about * through 
the house. These strange manifesta
tions have-even been seen in the third 
story and tower of the house, where 
lights werp never seen during the doc
tor’s lifetime. So frequent have these 
shadows and lights appeared and so 
strong an Impression have they made 
upon the residents of that vicinity that 
the bouse is carefully shunned after 
dark and only the more venturesome 
ones approach it.”

Frank Callues writes from Edinboro, 
Pa.: “We are progressing grandly here 
In a quiet way, developing mediums, 
circulating Spiritualistic literature, and 
giving ’life readings’ by impression or 
inspiration ,or both, which is causing 
very many to wonder bow or where I 
get my wisdom.” ■

The Chicago Journal says: “The 
ghost which has been haunting the old 
Paige house at Connellsville, Pa., had 
an encounter with an incredulous 
boarder last week. Thomas McGown, 
who boards at the house, had been 
away both times that the ghost ap
peared before. He laughed at those 
who stiid they had seen it and declared 
that It was someone playing a practical 
joke. McGown was sitting upon the 
porch in the back yard waiting for the 
supposed joker when he heard peculiar 
sounds. He looked out in the yard and 
saw quite plainly a white-robed figure. 
McGown is a powerful man and he 
sprang at the figure, determined that it 
should not escape him. To his utter 
dismay his bands went clear through 
the thing and he shook hands with him
self. McGown turned quickly, but the 
ghost had disappeared. He believes in 
spirits now and Is firm in his conviction 
that It was a genuine spook he saw.”

D. Edson Smith writes: .“I have just 
finished a careful reading of, Hudson 
Tuttle’s new book, ‘The Arcana of 
Spiritualism.’ This manual of spiritual 
science and philosophy should be care
fully read by all seekers after truth, no 
matter what their creed or present be
lief. In this work Jir. .Tuttle has pre
sented his views of man’s nature and 
destiny in a masterly manner—clear, 
comprehensive and logical. This is a. 
good work for Spiritualists to loan to 
their orthodox friends. All thoughtful 
readers will find this work interesting 
and profitable.”! ' ■

John J. Ingalls, for eighteen years 
Senator from ■ Kansas, now passed to 
spirit life, some eleven years ago wrote: 
"Unless we survive, the structure of 
laws’and Customs-upon- which society is 
based are a detected imposture; the 
codes of morality and justice, the senti
ments of gratitude and faith are empty 
formulas,.without force or consecration. 
Why should their inculcations be heed
ed, if in this life only : we have hope 
(and consciousness,)? Our passions and 
our pleasures should .be the guides of 
conduct and virtue is indeed a super
stition and a duty must be a chimera if

life ends at the grave. Unless we aur.- 
vlve -the • ties ’ of birth, affection and 
friendship are a delusive mockery; 
Neither veneration nor reverence is due 
to the dead, if they are but dust; if the 
life of Burnes terminated on this bank 
and shoal of time, If no morning is to 
dawn upon the night In which he sleeps, 
then sorrow has no consolation, and the 
impressive and solemn ceremony which 
we observe to-day has no more signifi
cance than the painted pageant of the 
.stage. If the.existence of Burnes was 
but a troubled dream, why should we 
pause to recount his virtues and that 
his . associates should assemble in 
solemn sorrow around this voiceless 
sepulchre. No cenotaph should be 
reared for posterity, the memory of 
their achievements, if those who come 
after them are to be their only succes
sors in annihilation and extinction. 
Why should their inculcations be 
heeded? Perjury is a (derisive) jest. 
The latest prayer of Burnes’ departing 
spirit has no more sanctity to us, who 
soon or late must follow him, than an 
arrow that is spent, or a taper that is 
burned out. This is the conclusion 
which the philosophy of negation must 
accept at last. If these teachings are 
right, then obedience to law is an in
defensible servitude; rulers and magis
trates are despots, tolerated only by 
popular imbecility. Justice is a denial 
of liberty. Honor and truth are trivial 
rhapsodies; murder and perjury are 
derisive jests, and their harsh defi
nitions are frivolous phrases invented 
by tyrants to impose upon the timidity 
of cowards and the credulity of slaves. 
This is the conclusion which the phil
osophy of negation must accept at last. 
Sueh is the felicity of those degrading 
precepts which make the epitaph the 
end. If these teachers are right, then 
we are atoms in a moral chaos.”

Mrs. M. J. Briggs writes from Arling
ton, N. J.: “I have received my paper 
and book all right and I wish to thank 
you ever so much for the premium. I 
have it partly read through and enjoy
ing it exceedingly. I with a good many 
others do not know how you can give 
so much, for so little money. The Pro
gressive Thinker is a feast of good 
things, the best Spiritualist paper that 
is printed, and I have taken it ever 
since it was first printed.”

Thè Quincy (Ill.) Whig says: “Spirits 
of the dead who haunt the old witch 
house, at North and Essex streets, 
Salem, Mass., Miss Carrie Peabody Bly 
declares, control her actions. Miss Bly 
prefers to he known as Carrie Peabody. 
She lives in an addition to the witch 
house, built more than a century ago. 
But much of her time is spent Jn the 
upper rooms or in the attic under the 
old beams and rafters of the old house. 
Here she holds communion with spirits, 
goes into trances and startles the town’s 
people by her odd actions. Miss Bly 
was born in this town twenty-seven 
years ago. It was only a year ago last 
May that she first felt herself controlled 
by spirits. Before that she was a 
bright, keen-witted shopgirl. Miss Bly 
fell Into a trance after an illness. Doc
tors could not relieve her. James F. 
Lifhtman, a medium of Marblehead, re
stored her to consciousness. She is a 
slight young woman, with a dark com
plexion and brown eyes. In speaking of 

ffier trances she said: ‘My spirit seemed 
to be suspended above my body. I 
could not speak. A llght-a tiny bright 
blue flame—seemed to burn In my 
heart. When a medium breathed in my 
mouth and the flame was about to go 
out, I opened my eyes.’ Miss Bly says 
she is controlled by the spirit of Na
thaniel Hawthorne. ‘One day,’ she says, 
T was in an old chamber. I felt myself 
going into a trance. I saw a fine old 
gentleman in the doorway. When he 
spoke I knew it was Hawthorne. ‘You 
must be patient, my child,’ he said, ‘you 
are to do great things. Perhaps you 
may not wish to do them all, but re
member your duty and you will be re
warded. Do them as Hester Prynne 
wore the scarlet letter upon her bosom.’ 
He has since been with me every day.’ 
Miss Bly also said she spoke with the 
spirit of Caroline Miskel Hoyt on the 
night before Hoyt was sent to the sani
tarium. ‘I will never be happv,’ Miss 
Bly reports Mrs. Hoyt’s spirit as’ saying, 
‘until the judges release my husband. 
He is not insane. Speak to them for 
me.’ Salem folk are flocking to see the 
girl and listen to her experiences."

After the report of the secretary had 
been read at Briggs Park, President 
Dewey read bls annual address. Mr. 
Dewey said in part: "We feel pride in 
saylng>that our affairs are on a safe 
foundation, that where we lack in 
wealth we have those higher riches—a 
love for one another." In speaking of 
the fund which has been started by one 
of the members of the association for a 
private school for the education of 
young men and women of the Spiritual
ist belief, Mr. Dewey said: "The fund 
will in due time establish and maintain 
a school for the development of the 
entire person in spiritual as well as 
physical and mental accomplishment”

Carrie F. Weatherford writes: “After 
a week at Haslett Park, Essie and I 
find ourselves at Louisville, and we 
were met last Sunday evening by a 
large and representative audience, in 
djpite of its being an unusually warm 
evening. The First Spiritualist Church 
has secured our services for the months 
of September and October.”

Clara A. Beck writes from San Diego, 
Cal.: "The First Spiritual Society of 
San Diego, Cal., elected the following 
officers and board of trustees for the 
ensuing year: President, Mrs. Clara A. 
Beck; vice-president, Charles A. Buss; 
secretary, J. H. Hammond; treasurer, 
J. Shaw; board of trustees, Mrs. C. A. 
Beck, Mrs. Shaw, C. A. Buss, L. G. 
Evans and M. P. Burbank.”

■ The Chesterfield camp is prospering 
exceedingly well this year. We are 
glad to know that. The Indianapolis 
Sentinel says: “The large attendance at 
the meetings of the Indiana Associa
tion of Spiritualists at Chesterfield con
tinues and the newcomers are numer
ous. The meetings are proving more at
tractive than was anticipated and the 
leaders claim that they will be product
ive of several hundred additional con
verts to the religion. Stalls have been 
arranged^by the various mediums about 
the grounds and these have been scenes 
of nightly seances, which are creating 
great Interest. An address by Swami 
Abhayananda, the Hindoo philosopher, 
drew an unusually large audience to
day. The Rev. George Colby will de
liver a discourse to-night. The execu
tive committee is preparing for another 
immense crowd Sunday, when it is ex
pected that the attendance of 8,000 last 
Sunday will be exceeded. The program 
will be as follows: Lyceum celebration, 

■10 a. m.; lecture, Swami Abhayananda, 
2 p. m.; tests by C. L. Ainsworth, 4:30 
p. >n-” .

August Englund writes from Craw
ford, South Dakota: “Will you kindly 
allow one of your obscure though great
ly benefited readers to tender his thanks 
for the weekly visits of The Progress
ive Thinker the past seven months. I 
would not do without it. Some of your 
readers estimate Its value at $5 per an
num. I would not miss it for one dollar 
a week. Some of its guardian angels 
may know something of its worth to 
me, but few if any mortals ever will 
know the transformation it has made 
in the life, hopes and aspirations of one. 
of its most humble readers. I wish, 
and many with me, that the Spiritualist ।

I workers and demonstrators of this 
grand scleuce aud philosophy would not 
ask such lirge prices for their labor. 
How much (lid Jfsus ask aud receive as 
compensation for bls untiring work? 
Why not follow bls example as nearly 
as possible? I wish that I were finan
cially able to subscribe for at least 500 
copies of your.valuable paper. I would 
place them where at least fifty good 
honest Spiritualists could be made from 
them, open their blinded eyes and com
fort the doubting, sorrowing hearts of 
that many of my brothers and sisters of 
earth. One year would be enough for 
the same list. - Then I would change to 
others. I feel assured that each of them 
would renew their subscription. Long 
may The Progressive Thinker live, 
flourish and grow until It Is large 
enough to publish all the truths there is 
each week’ and send it to every nook 
and corner aud hamlet of this continent 
and other continents.”

Clara A. Beck writes from San Diego, 
Cui.: “The First Spiritual Society of 
San Diego, Cal., desire donations from 
every Spiritualist ■ or liberally inclined 
persons to aid In buying a lot upon 
which to erect a Spiritual Temple or 
building, for the spread of this grand 
truth. It has had bequeathed to it prop
erty to be used for building purposes 
only; hence this invitation to every 
Spiritualist in the land, to contribute 
only what they feel able to give. You 
will get returns from it doubly greater, 
as we believe, As ye give so shall ye re
ceive, Remittances will be thankfully 
received by John H. Hammond, secre
tary, 1035 15th st, San Diego, Cal.”

The Salt Lake Tribune says: “Canyon 
road aud vicinity has been a lively 
neighborhood for the past two nights, 
numbers of people going there to see 
the ghost, somnambulist, demented per
son, or whatever it may be, which has 
several times been seen promenading 
there at the hour when churchyards 
yawn and graves'give up their dead. 
On Monday night the watchers were 
qule numerous and very persistent, 
numbers of them remaining until day
light warned any troubled spirits that 
the hours they were permitted to leave 
their unhappy places of abode had ex
pired and that they must return. Some 
of the watchers were armed with clubs 
and others ' carried revolvers, and yet 
others of a gentler nature brought mu
sical Instruments on which they dis
coursed sweet music to soothe and en
tice the restless spirit. Altogether, 
however, the scene was too lively for 
any ghost to walk.”

Wm. Ball, secretary, writes: “The 
First Spiritual Society of Payne, O., 
held its third annual reunion In Barnes’ 
Grove, August 12, with Dr. H. V. Swer- 
ingen as speaker. His lecture was 
pronounced by all, simply grand; 
scarcely a move by any; all seemed 
spellbound. Brother Fred Dunikln 
opened the meeting, and all who have 
heard him know how to appreciate 
him. Notwithstanding the rain, nearly 
one thousand people were on hand.”

W. D. Nbyes, of Columbus, O., writes: 
“The First Spiritual Temple opened its 
doors for ¡the first time In Columbus. 
We have a line hall capable of seating 
200. The temple will be used exclusive
ly for spiritual pùrposes. It Is Intended 
as a headquarters for local and visiting 
Spiritualists. Tile temple will be op&n 
every day and Evening as a resort for 
Spiritualists.- A cordial Invitation is ex
tended to all speakers and mediums 
who visit Columlius to call at the Tem
ple, and ail opportunity will be given 
them on the platform to introduce their 
phase of rfiedluffiship. TJie temple can 
be used fot fight1 or dark seances. Our 
permanent address is the same as the 
temple, 282^ Soiith High street, Column- • 
bus, Ohio.” '■ ' ■

• A Detroit (Mich.) paper speaks of the 
dedication of the Ocçult Temple there 
as follows: "There was a Spiritualist 
dedication service last night at the Oc
cult Temple, 132 Michigan avenue. The 
deep red effect of the walls and the 
stage drapery was accentuated by a 
row of red and green lights over the top 
of the stage curtains. The red glow 
cast upon everything and the associa
tion of Spiritualists spread an air of 
mystery. At the rear of the stage there 
was a picture of the late Mrs. C. W. 
Burrows and a mother of Christ forgiv
ing Mary Magdalena. An opening to 
the rear was screened by green-wood 
scenery, people leaving the stage disap
pearing apparently in the trees. The 
procession of dedication was led by Dr. 
Burrows dressed In black. As he 
marched at the head of the procession 
he distributed white carnations, giving 
one to everyone present. Rev. Moses 
Hull of Buffalo, the speaker of the even
ing, marched behind Dr. Burrows. His 
only decoration was a broad white rib
bon drawn over his right shoulder. Be
hind the two men marched a half-dozen 
women and girls, singing to the tune of 
‘America,’ a poem composed for the 
dedication by Adam Scholes, of De
troit. Reaching the rear of the room, 
the dramatic flow of events was un
happily Interrupted by the Inability of 
the column to come to the right about 
in the limited space. Rev. Moses Hull 
in his dedicatory address charged the 
Spiritualists of to-day with being a 
boastful lot who have accomplished lit
tle. After that ice cream and cake were 
served."

Columbus Wells writes: “The older I 
become the more firmly I am in the 
thought that there is no Infinite Intel
ligence, Supreme Power or God outside 
of Nature; Natùre takes in everything. 
Suppose we could start from the earth 
on a straight Une, and could travet at 
the rate of one million miles per min
ute. In every hour—more or less—we 
would come to a planet, or world some
thing like the. earth, If we would 
slacken our.speed enough to take a v.lew 
of it we would find it peopled the same 
as our earth. Then if we could go on, 
we would-soon‘come to another planet 
We eòuld keep/iight on passing world 
after world; and never come to the end. 
The Supreme Power and Nature are 
one and tffe .saure thing, this being the 
case, how’heeled'it is to utter a prayer 
to God foï'help?;for the prayer would 
never be iffiswered. Nature Or God 
does not wÿrk Id that way. We must 
help ourseltÿs. If all on this earth 
would Uverirue tò Nature’s laws and be' 
harmonious with them all thè time, 
there would be no poverty, sickness and 
misery.” ' 1 ■: k

A. F. writes: word about the Oci 
cult Life ór1'Jesus. I read It through? 
carefully, Rnd thought between the 
lines, too. ■ To the scientific man, I 
must say-Irima^ters not whetherit is 
represented'tiB a vision, a dream, ór a 
novel, or esili it ■jvhat you please, it is 

■ more consistent, more logical, more sci
entific, more in harmony with natural 
divine laws than that New Testament 
story. When put on the' balance and 
fairly weighed, It is not wanting In the 
possibilities. To'me it is Interesting 
throughout.” ’ ’

Mrs. Helen Taylor writes from Phila
delphia, Pa.: "I have just concluded a 
successful three months' engagement 
with the First Society of Spiritualists 
of Williamsport, Pa., and although 
much pressuré has been brought to bear 
upon me to still continue with them, I 
feel that theif interests can best be. 
served by the introduction of new 
speakers, at least every three months, 
for while I favor the settlement of 
speakers, In societies that have reached 
a mature age, I feel convinced that 
younger societies can create a greater

Interest In their communities by chang
ing their speakers from time to time in 
order to present Spiritualism in all Its 
many phases, each speaker presenting 
new features, according to his or her 
mental and spiritual unfoklment, 
thereby infusing new life, energy, in
terest on the part of its members. I 
will not accept any engagements for the 
coining fall or winter, but will conduct 
my own meetings in Philadelphia, as 
usual, teaching the higher truths of 
Spiritualism and giving comfort aud 
consolation to the many aching hearts 
through kind and loving messages from 
those just gone before. I would like to 
say in closing that this valley contains 
large deposits of sliver and copper, and 
is rich- in oil and natural gas. I have 
seen all of these in my private work, 
and wish to place this prediction on rec
ord that Williamsport will in a few 
years have many oil and gas wells, and 
they will be the chief products of that 
vicinity. As the lunjber dies out, gas 
and oil will take its place.”

Frank T. Ripley can be engaged for 
the Sundays of September. He has 
been engaged in Grand Rapids, Mich., 
for October; Columbus, Ohio, for De
cember. He can be engaged for No
vember, January, February and March. 
Address all letters to 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, IH.

L. B. Lyman writes from Helena, 
Mont.: "I wish all my investments made 
in business affairs proved as profitable 
as those made to meet your offer for 
progressive reading, not only in your 
cheapest and best of all progressive 
weekly papers, but in the premium 
books you give away with the paper. 
No spiritually inclined progressive 
thinker need pine in solitude for read
ing to his taste. As long as you can af
ford to make such offers of reading, I 
can afford to accept them, and ‘here’s 
your coin.’"

T. W. Woodrow, No. 1115 Garfield av
enue, Kansas City, Mo., writes: "We 
are arranging to purchase a fine resi
dence building and ten acres of land 
two and a half miles west of Topeka, 
Kansas, for a sanitarium. Estimated 
cost of the building, $40,000. By addi
tion of $9,000 to the fund available we 
can buy it. We propose to raise the 
amount in this way: Subscriptions by 
persons who will take the amount of the 
subscription in medical service at the 
sanitarium for any patient or patients 
th(it may be designated. Several have 
subscribed already and others have sig
nified their willingness to subscribe 
with that understanding. It is also in
tended to make it toe centre of a gen
eral spiritual movement. Active can
vassing has not yet begun, but It will 
not be long delayed. In the meantime I 
would like to hear from those that are 
willing to take hold of the project with 
us. I would like to arrange for ap
pointments following the Spiritualist 
camp at Marshalltown, Iowa, Septem
ber 2 to 16, and in places not far remote. 
Those desiring my services as lecturer, 
will confer upon me a favor by letting 
me know.” •

A. F. writes: “The Progressive Think
er comes regularly every Friday, just In 
time to have a good Sunday’s reading, 
and I'read It, and re-read it, and it only 
makes me more anxious to see the next, 
week's issue. I was agreeably disap
pointed when I received the premium 
books two months ago. It seems 1 did 
not understand that I was to get the 
Hull-Covert Debate with the premiums. 
I thought I would have to send for It 
extra. The debate alone is worth all 
the money, Inasmuch as it shows how 
low some ministers of the gospel will 
fall in debate, and how Elder Covert re
flected upon bls own Christian God 
throughout the whole of his argument, 
when he says so often that all mediums 
and Spiritualists are frauds and de
luded, while at the same time he for
gets that they are Images of the God be 
worships, and where Is the wisdom of 
his God when he chooses to create in 
his own image so many ‘fools' as Spir
itualism represents in America alone, 
saying nothing of Europe and other 
countries. Just compare Covert's lan
guage with that of Moses Hull’s schol
arship, his logic, his consistency, bls sci
ence and his gentlemanly conduct 
throughout the debate. If Spiritualism 
is not true, what a farce to preach ever
lasting life .without the knowledge of 
spirit return."

A special dispatch from Paris to the 
Chicago Tribune says: “One of the most 
wonderful stories of the transmigration 
of souls ever told comes from L’Orlent, 
an Eastern seaport, where seven per
sons of good intelligence and a reputa
tion for truth swear upon their honor 
that a dog spoke to them intelligently. 
Ten years ago, according to their testi
mony, a mariner of the name of Ker- 
bee, who bad always been a firm be
liever in the transmigration of the hu
man soul to the body of an Inferior be
ing, told his wife that ’after he died he 
would return to her in the disguise of 
some domestic pet. Four years ago a 
strange dog wandered into the bouse 
and remained, being well taken care of 
by the family. Three days ago Widow ’ 
Kerbec, her three grown children, and 
three neighbors, including a skeptical 
schoolmaster, were spending the even
ing together at the house, chatting 
pleasantly, when suddenly the dog rose 
on his hind legs and spoke distinctly in 
a faraway, unnatural voice, these 
words:"Adieu, wife and children; adieu, 
friends.’ Then the dog fell over stone 
dead.”

Will Mrs. Maude Lord Drake please 
send her postoffice address to The Pro
gressive Thinker, and thus satisfy in
quiring friends?

Miss Rose M. Ruff writes from Corn
ing, Ohio: “Mrs. A. E. Kirby, inspira
tional speaker and test medium, of Cin
cinnati, Ohio, has gone to Summerland 
Beach, toi fill a two weeks engagement, 
after a sojourn of two weeks In Corn
ing on vicinity. Enough cannot be said 
by way of praise, and she will never 
know the extent ot good she did while 
here. Her callers were so numerous for 
private readings and circles, that In 
justice to herself, she was compelled to 
disappoint many, by refusing to further 
tax her strength. The entire commun
ity is enthused as never before, and 
her work is being most highly compli
mented by all who were fortunate 
enough to hear her.”

Alex Levering writes.: “Those prem
ium books should be in every home the 
world over. They are the very books 
that should be on..everybody’s center 
table. As ornaments and spiritual 
teachers the books are worth $25.
' Julia Steelman Nichols, who is now 
lecutring in Moline, Ill., will officiate at 
funerals or hold meetings or test se
ances for Societies or others, within a 
few hours' ride of the above place. 
She has some open dates for fall and 
winter months. Address as above.
. Dr. V. Fell writes from Washington, 
D. 0.: “In laying before your readers in 
your late issue the magnificent address 
of Cora L. V. Richmond, at Corry Pa., 
you have, In my estimation done the 
thinking world a greater service than 
could'at this time have been done in 
any other way. Truly, It was the ‘right 
thing, at the right time.’ It ought to be 
published in pamphlet form and sent 
throughout this country by the million. 
The. masterly way In which it is pre
sented win command for it attention 
everywhere. And this is ‘Christian cly.- 
lllzntlon’ at the beginning of the 20th 
century—a forcing, not only of our rfe-

llglon on a quiet, honest and inoffensive 
people, but an ill-concealed attempt to 
subjugate and make .them vassals of 
the ‘Christian’ nations of Europe. If 
this be ‘Christian civilization,’ let us 
have Mohammedanism, or the religion 
of the North American Indian. In 
square dealing, would it not be an Im
provement?”

Ottawa Camp, Kansas.
The Ottawa, Kansas, camp session of 

1900( like all things earthly has come 
and । gone, and we are quite sure the 
work accomplished will redound to the 
lasting good of the cause of Spiritual
ism, not only in the immediate vicinity 
of Ottawa, but throughout quite a scope 
of country contiguous thereto.

The meeting was well attended, the 
workers and managers In the best of 
condition, the managers wide awake to 
their duties and the needs of a success
ful camp, everybody happy and a grand, 
good time was enjoyed by all.

Forest Park is within two squares of 
the railroad depot, within the limits of 
the city, apd is one of the most beauti
ful natural forests in the west. Art and 
money, with the aid of the flower gar
dener has made it an earthly paradise, 
and we look forward to the not far dis
tant time when Ottawa Camp will be 
the “Cassadaga of the West.”

Four-sessions a day were held, which 
was more perhaps than is advisable, 
yet both workers and audience seemed 
equal to the occasion, and the program 
was carried out in that way.

That, invidious feeling so often mani
fested between mediums and speakers 
was noted for its conspicuous absence 
—not a ripple occurring to mar the per
fect feast of spiritual things that were 
so bounteously supplied.

The philosophy was expounded by 
Brother D. W. Hull, Judge Farley, Ben 
F. Hayden, Mrs. Lull, Mrs. Hammond 
and Mrs. Mabee, while the phenomena 
by way of tests was given by Mrs. 
Hammond, Mrs. Wagner, Mrs. Hayden 
and Mrs. Lull. Other private mediums 
were on the ground, and all were kept 
busy giving out the feast to hungry 
souls. Before the meeting closed ar
rangements were made and expenses 
guaranteed for holding meeting next 
year upon these beautiful grounds.

At the breaking up of camp, Mrs. 
Hayden went directly home to Indian
apolis, where she will be glad to see 
all friends who may desire to call. I 
came here where I am staying for a 
while with dear good Spiritualist 
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Marlon Cum
mings and daughter Kate. After a few 
days rest I will be ready to answer 
calls to lecture anytVhere In the West, 
on terms that will be satisfactory. So
cieties or individuals wanting to ar
range for my services ean address me 
at Gardner, Kansas, P. O. Box 8G.

BEN F. HAYDEN.

Buftalo, N. Y.
To the Editor:—I returned from a

two weeks’ camp-meeting at Freeville, 
N. Y„ to find but one Spiritualistic 
meeting wide open and the bouse full 
from platform to ante-room. This was 
the old original Buffalo Spiritual 
Church Society, E. J. Chase president, 
Mrs. Catherine Chase, pastor and plat
form test medium. Mrs. Chase is the 
drawing card at these meetings. All 
through the Intense heat of August 
these meetings have been kept up, 
while the others have closed and the 
members and workers have enjoyed 
themselves In the cool retreat of Lily 
Dale’s sylvan shades. President Chase 
is now looking for a larger and more 
commodious hall for winter use, for he 
well knows that the present over
crowded one will not hold his audiences 
when cooler weather comes.

Some of our over-nice Spiritualists 
talk about doing away with all phenom
ena, but I claim that phenomena is the 
bed rock upon which we build, must 
build up and build upon forever, or we 
fall just as the churches are failing for 
want of demonstrated proof and dem
onstrated truths. J. W. DENNIS.

LET ME FORGET.

Let me forget that I was wronged, 
That sorrow clouded so my way;

Let me write this across my path, 
"They knew not what they did,’’ and 

say,
Let me forget.

Ldt me forget my own mistakes, 
How oft I’ve failed, yet know 

where
not

The fault had lain, till circumstance 
Showed ’twas in me, by Truth’s 

bright glare.
Let me forget.

Let me forget all bitterness, ' 
All sadness, drooping and despair, 

All weakness of the heart and will, 
For Hope and Love are everywhere. 

Let me forget.
Let me forget and seek to leave 

All that’s behind for that before, 
The greater light has shown the way.

Flashed out from Time’s cerulean 
shore.

Let me forget
Let me forget, and ever seize 

Each chance my enemy to bless, 
Lift high the standard I have won, 

Its legend lightening each distress— • 
Let me forget.

Its legend “Love;” supremest power 
The mightiest wrong to overcome, 

The brilliance of Hope’s gleaming star, 
The glory of Millennium’s sun.

Love is the filling of the law;
Love crowns the Universe in light;

With this about me I’ll forget, 
And live the song of Bethlehem’s night. 

Yea, I’ll forget.
M. A. CONGDON. 

East Orange, N. J.

■ OLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of 
I Death, and Life in the Spirit 

World treats of the "Mythical Ori
gin of Death;” “A Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” “Impress
ive Communications from the 
Spirit Side of Life;” “Death Con

sidered by the Spirit Lucretius;” “Odd
ities in Reference to the Dead;” "Death 
from a Vibratory Force;” “The Day 
After Death Beautifully Illustrated;” 
“Sensations of the Dying;” “A Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;” “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” “A 
Special Visit to the Spirit World;” 
“Fragrance at a Child’s Death Beu;” 
“The Varied Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;” “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;” “Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;” “The Id
iosyncrasies of Death;” “Life and Death 
Thoughtfully Analyzed;” “Signs in the 
Process of Dying,” etc., etc. In fact 
this, volume is a mine of valuable infor-

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction In this 
handsome volume, .wherewith to sweet
en hours of leisure and enjoyment 
Price $L For sale at thia office.

"Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price $L 
For sale at this office.

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.”' By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office. . ;
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HUMAN NATURE 
IS AN OPEN 
BOOK

No longer is it possible to 
shroud our Ilves with the veil . 
of mystery and dec< 
Leading specialists of th 
world have reduced 
Character Read- 
inff to an exact 
science, so that any 
one may from *’• 
Hand, ITac 
Head—— W
Hand writ
ing, ur 
IV? 
Char, 
actor.

Abili
ties. 

Talents, 
Weaknes

ses and 
/ices of

every human 
being. You 

may know others 
etter than they 
ow themselves} 

, — can pry into 
heir past, and divine 

much of their future. We
r guarantee you success or 
forfeit $1,000 in gold. Ifln- 

r texested, write to-day for our elegantly illustrated buck. IT’S FREE. It toils you nil; it Lan brought eucceu, happluyi and wealth to tbouaaud*—why >tyouT Addreie,-- 7 YORK DiSnTUTE OF SCIENCE. Boom, (JOI, Rochester, N. Y.

PUBLICATIONS
-OF-

HUDSON TUTTLE.
-■ 0----------- - ; V

A IdBKABY OF SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE.

-------- a--------
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 

PSYCHIC SCIENCE.
Thia work esaaya to utilize end explain the vast u< 

ray ot facta In Ita field of roaearch by referring tlienl 
to • common ceuae. and from them erlae to the law] 
»nd condltlona ot Man's spiritual being. Third edb 
tlon. Price, K cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI«

ENCE. .
Not servile traat to the Gods, out knowledge of tba 

law« of the world, belief in the divinity of man and 
bls eternal progress toward perfection fs the founds 
lion of this book, price, 11.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes arc laid on earth, and In tba 

Hiirlt-wurld presenting the spiritual philosophy and 
the real life of spiritual beings. All questions which 
arise on that subject are answered. Price filcents.

ARCANA OF NATURE,
The History and Laws of Creation. Revised and 

annotated English edition. “The Cosmogony of Spli» • 
iluallsm.” Price, «1, r
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE

SPIRIT-WORLD.
English edition. Price, «1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest investigations and discoveries, 

and a thorough presentatiou of this interastins sub* JecL English edition. Price,«. sun*
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF

THE SACRED HEART.
This book WM written for »n object, and bM been 

pronounced equal In In exposure of the diabolical 
methods ot Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin." 
Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT. '
RcV010*1«1 6l0r7 of evangelization and free thought. It Is to Protestantism what "Thfi 

Secrets of tho Convent” is to Catholicism. Price, M 
cents. ”

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How ta form circles, and de* 

ve op and cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight-page tract for 
mission work. Single copies, 5 cents; 100 for «1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL,
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains the 

pest poems of the author, and some of the most nopu* 
lar songs with the muelcby eminent composers The 
poems are admirably adapted for rcoitattous. 225 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, «.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
„.FAr..tl)e i01?0.' J.11® lyceum aud sodeilen. A manual 
of physical, intellectual and spiritual culture. By

A »X tho aid of will .h a 
Progressive lyceum, a spiritual or libera) society may 
be organized and conducted without other assistance. 

bi d0”“' 10 cen“'

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS, 
For humane Education, with plan of the Angel

Price a cent»*1 Emma Hood Tuttle.

AU Books Sent Postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.

Berlin Height«, Ohio.

NEW EDITION.

THE LYGEUM GUIDE
Do t/ct, .¿ant to organize a tociety, for th9 

social, intoUoctual and spiritual advance* 
ment of Üie children and adult»?

THE PROGRESSIVE MUM
/Umi.fie» all you desire.

Do yoo want a «elf-8u«Ulnlng society, founded ob 
the bulo principles of the spiritual philosophy» 
You have fl in THE PROGRESS!LYOEUM.7

It furnishes a syitem of evolution oy internal 
_ RTowth । not the old cap and pitcher Sunday-school 
xt um something to interest and advance every mem« 

per. and those who are most active In teaching are 
the one« who learn most. .

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED,
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conducting the 
society when established. B

IthM Golden Chain Recitations; the prettiest ronge 
and music; choral responses ; a service for a Band 
of Mercy; calisthenics; how to make the badges, 
flags and banners; marching exercises; full in* 
«tractions In conducting tho exercises, with par* 
llamentarr rules, etc.

Many Spiritualists ilvlug In Isolation, have formed 
lyceums In their own families; others have banded, 
two or three famlles together, while large societies 
havei organized on tho lyceum platform, and found 
great Interest tn this self-instructive method.

Do not wait for a'‘missionary" to come to your 
slstance, bat take hold of the matter yourself, pro
cure copies of the GUIDE, and commence with tho 
fewer many you find Interested.

Mra. Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio) will answer all questions pertaining to ly* 
ceum work.

The price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE Is 50 cents, post» 
paid, or by the dozen, 40 cents each, by express 
charges paid by receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS, O.

ANGELI PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases,

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTIJS,

Lyceumt and Societies that wish to get up elO„ 
fating, Interesting and paying entertainment« cai>~ 
not do better than to bare a Prize Contest Tba en» 
ure plan, with full directions, is tn the book, anl 
may oe easily managed. Nothing kindles entbwtfasti 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth» 
Ing u needed more. Any Individual may orgjuilz* 
one in his own town and reap a floancla) reward»

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address ’

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,
Berlin Ohio. !

THE SUNDAY QUESTION
Historical and critical review, with replies to an ob

jection. By G. W. Brown, M. D. Price 15c. For aa-o ’ 
at tills office* •

Beal Life in the Spirit-Land.
Giren iniplrationslly by Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 
75 cents. For sale at ibis office. .

A SEX REVOLUTION
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER»

Author of "Helen Harlow’« Vow," "The Occult 
Force« of Bex.” "Perfect Motherhood," end mans, 
BtherWortB. Price25cent*. tforaeieetthUafica» /

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man;

A. Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Coktxst«: . The Boginnlngi! Fundamenui Prlneb 
Nm; Formation ot ConateUatlona, Brrtrai. Bun, 
Huet, and Satellit». The Orito of Meteo~and 
CpmeUiThe Omnli Kingdom-, The Origin of Maa; 
Man—Hla Attributen ud fewer,; The tout—How if 
BecelTea and Imparl. Knowledge; How the Bouille- 
eelveal a Hlxhert Imprertlona; The Beeord Boole, or • 
The KjareatT Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Bente; Iha Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
meratton: Morally, SptrttuaUra Proved by the i 
Bible; The Bible andChrtat; The Summary: -'What Mut We Do to Be Saved.’' For Vale at iMataoü

-Price, cloth, 81.00.
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“TRUTH 1$ MIGHTY AND WILL PREVAIL”
This is aniold adage, and recognized 

as a truism Is long as language has 
been written) '

The ques’ton upon which I propose to 
talk a lypaioments is, What Is Truth 
as Apn)';<^-Modern Spiritualism? It 
Is do?. _/iere is no new truth, and 
yet oi’fen hear Spiritualists and in- 
ytv jgators say they have found a new 
tiylh, or an advanced thought, which 
io their .minds Is.more consistent with 
true Spiritualism, as developed through 
the Fox Sisters, and more modern 
teachings, and they propose to with
draw trom their first love, or their early 
associations iu Spiritualism, and con
nect themselves with some new organi
zation, which has developed, as they 
claim, some new truth or advanced 
thought.

And the first we know-, they have as
sociated themselves with some of the 
new organizations, among which may 
be named Christian science, occult sci
ence, metaphysical science, psychic sci
ence, divine science, psychology, hyp
notism, theosophy, psychopathy, mag
netic healing, etc., and as is usual with 
new converts, they are active and en
thusiastic, and have done much to de
press and draw off from spiritual cir- 
ck--, mose that were In sympathy and 
Investigating spiritual teachings.

liven some of our best and most earn
est thinkers, seeing the falling off in in
terest and jhe lack of fellowship and 
brotherly love, In some communities of 
Spiritualists, and have concluded that 
Spiritualism has done its w°rk as nn 
Independent organization, and has been 
transferred, or has drifted but Into 
churches, or other sects, or. organiza
tions, and will be known no more as an 
Ism, or a special representative of orig
inal Spiritualism. Most of these vari
ous isms nre new, and are emanations 
from Modern Spiritualism.

Every little while a new ism springs 
up, with some new theory, more or less 
possible, and with a new name, enters 
the field for converts.

I have in mind a case in point. In 
the Philosophical Journal, published in 
Sim Franeiseo, August 11, 1899, I read 
the following advertisement.: “Julian- 
ism—The Philosophy of Consciousness— 
School at 519 Golden Gate avenue, San 
Francisco. Julian Mac Rae, Initiate." 
Then follow the terms of Initiation, 
etc. On Sunday evening, August 5, 
1900, at the instance of Dr. Jillian Mac 
Rae (as I understand he claims to be 
an Bi. D. as well as a Spiritualist), there 
ayus held at the Odd Fellows Hall, in 
San Franeiseo, a public meeting, at 
which were seen many prominent Spir
itualists, and literary men and'women. 
After a very splendid discourse by an 
eminent lecturer on the subject of “Tho 
New Race of God-Men," the Doctor 
then proposed to answer philosophical 
questions, and n few were asked. He 
then announced his purpose to continue 
these meetings and his teachings, as ad
vertised, and predicted a “penteeostal” 
commotion, from the Introduction of 
Jullanlsm, the Philosophy of Conscious
ness.

‘(Truth is mighty and will prevail.”
The important question for us to con

sider Is, will anything else prevail? If 
not, It seems as If we are trifling away 
valuable time In visionary speculations. 
Can we afford to do that? Is it neces
sary to determine a simple truth, to 
spend so much time, to go Into so many 
speculations, to tear down one theory 
to bulld another, with no additional au- 
thorlty.

What have .all these new, theories, 
new Isms, that have been Inaugurated 
in tlie liidttflftj’ years done to establish 
the truth, that was not accomplished at 
the Introduction of Modern Spiritual
ism?

Where science has been Introduced to 
conflrm those truths, the cause has 
been advanced undoubtedly. But It 
seems difficult to understand how truth 
has beep promoted.

. Is there not a natural, a legitimate 
cause, for the Introduction of so many 
new isms, and so much speculation? 
Have we ns earnest, sincere Spiritual
ists done all we could to promote the 
cause of true Spiritualism, and protect 
it from abuse, from false representa
tions, from fraud and calumny?

Have we, by precept and example, 
done all wo could to exelude from our 
ranks improper persons and practices?

Have we.made the Golden Rule our 
rule of action? Have we contributed to 
tne extent of our ability, to die support 
of slck and Indigent Spiritualists?

Have we made earnest and active ef-

Ing ourselves from stated meetings and 
spiritual circles, because those from 
whom we differ in some minor respects, 
are expected to be present, and perhaps 
may be leaders, with some pronounced 
new theory. These are meetings often, 
in which new theories, new isms are 
concocted, and eventuate in a new or
ganization.

Most of the iuharmony and dissatis
faction that arises in spiritual circles, is 
from that class ot minds that is specu
lative, never satisfied, always seeking 
for something new, regardless of what 
is true or false.

Henee the dissensions, the new the
ories and the numerous isms, that have 
sprung up in the last few years.

I apprehend the cause of this to be 
largely from the failure of leading 
thinking Spiritualists to stand firmly 
upon what they recognize as truth,.re
gardless of skepticism, criticism or new 
spiritual theories that may be advanced 
by those whose object evidently is to 
tear down, or for notoriety, with no sub
stitute of equal value. "

A firm'adherence to established prin
ciples, a conscientious, upright life, the 
Golden,Rule as their rule of action, in
volves as much truth as is necessary for 
usefulness in this life. And those'who 
are seeking a larger truth, may be as
sured that in the practice of the prin
ciples and tlie virtues contained in 
Modern Spiritualism, as originally Intro
duced they have “a truth that will pre
vail.”' E. W. GOULD.

Oakland, Cal. '

EVOLUTION OF GODS.
A Critical Analysis of the 

Same. ,
Almost everyone who has ever heard 

of a God, has an idea of what a God 
consists of; and these ideas are as many 
and as varied as the people who think 
them.

No doubt a majority of the people of 
the earth have a God, for it is easy to 
own one.

They are cheap and easy to make; 
therefore, everybody who desires, can 
have one of his own.

Some people have no God. They have 
no use for one. There is a God for each 
person who wants one, and' no two 
alike.

Everyone who has a God, takes him 
with him to the grave.

The number of people who have no 
God are ou the increase ;.henee, in a few 
more centuries Gods will be relics of 
tile past, as witches and krakeus are to
day.

Gods, devils, witches, krakens, etc., are 
all made of the same material—super
stition. Just as the world improves 
and progresses, so do the gods, devils, 
etc. Gods are much better than they 
used to be. Some people's gods are 
much better than others.

Every body makes a god to suit them, 
and whenever they change, they change 
their gods also.

Everybody’s god is their reflection 
and likeness, lienee when a person de
scribes his god, he also describes him
self.

When a person tells you that his God 
Is a terrible God, full of jealousy, 
hatred, tyranny, revenge, etc., do not 
trust him wftli the care of your dog, 
horse, eat or child, for ho will abuse it 
just as his God does his beloved ones.

Ingersoll said: “A just God is the no
blest work of man."

Gods, people and theories change, but 
facts never change. Theories founded 
on-error conflict with facts; theories 
founded on facts never conflict with 
facts. For this reason It is easy to tell 
a theory founded 011 facts, from one 
founded on error.

Science Is demonstrated fact?, there
fore science never changes. Astronomy 
Is a science, therefore astronomy is the 
some to-day as in Bruno's time; but 
gods are not.

Did you ever know of a fact that con
tradicted astronomy? “I never did.

Theology Is said to be the science of 
God.

Theology changes and so does its 
gods; but theology changes first. If 

■there was a god, theology would not

PROGRESSIVETHINKER , : ■ ¿   m—-Inr ,   
no further use for gods and will quit 
manufacturing them.

There has been more energy, time and 
lives spent in manufacturing and pro
tecting Gods, than in pursuit of knpwl-

BT7~»bu

A QÜESW
edge. A Must a Spiritualist.Be an

Most of the wars were to protect 
gods. When the world quits manufac
turing gods It will have lots of leisure, 
and save lots of trouble. How was the 
first god made? He was made the 
same as the turtle that used to be under 
the earth. The way it was made was: 
Some one asked what was under the 
earth to hold it up, The one addressed, 
not knowing (In order to answer) made
a big tfirtle and put it under. , 

Then Number One asked what

'Then Number Two made a rock 
the turtle to stand on, and had it 
clear down. ’

Then Number One asked how the 
got through. .

the

for 
go

sun

Then Number Two made a hole in 
the rock large enough for the sun io 
pass through and that completed the 
structure, and it remained unchanged 
for hundreds of years, and never 
would have been changed but for a Go- 
Ipmbus, a Copernicus, a Bruno and a 
Galileo..

They had no farther use for them arid 
so did away with tlieni and made relics, 
of them. '' ' •

So it is with a god.
Some Number One asked, who made 

the world? , ■
Then Number Two who was ad

dressed, not knowing, but in order to 
answer, lie made a god and told Num
ber One that God made all, .

Number One and Number Two have 
existed ever since ar.J will exist.

Number One is Optimist.
Number Two is Pessimist.
Number One is Heterodox. ' 
Number Two is Orthodox.
Number One is Progressive.
Number Two is Conservative.
Number One investigates and substi

tutes knowledge for ignorance.
Number Two substitutes theory and 

dogmatism for ignorance. For what he 
don’t know he makes something to fill 
up. He is not honest. When Number 
One asked him what held the earth in 
•place, I would have respected him more 
if he had been honest and said, “I don’t
know,” and when Number One asked, 
who made the world, if he had
honest he would have said, “I 
know.”

Willi t are gods for?
First, to make all things.
Second, to govern all things.

been 
don’t

Third, to damn nearly all things.
A god who is used for this trio of pur

poses is made up of a mixture of love, 
wisdom and hatred.

When people, who are using this kind 
of a God, advance and learn that noth
ing is damned, they then change their 
god and take away hatred and leave 
only love and wisdom,. Some Chris
tians hgve advanced to that degree al
ready. u

Again they progress and learn that 
nothing was created and they change 
their God again.

Again they progress and learn that 
all Is ruled by fixed laws of cause and 
effect, and no God is needed, and they 
dispose with their god, and the universe 
moves on just the same, and their god 
becomes a relic.

The gods under discussion so far are 
Christian Gods. While there are Chris
tian gods in variety without number, 
there are also other gods as well. While 
each Christian god differs from all oth
ers, yetjliere is a trait of nationality 
common to gll, gmi the same is true of 
the Gods of other religions. . .

The Hindu gods, the Buddha gods, 
and so on each have their characteris
tics in common, so that when one be
comes acquainted with them, they can 
readily recognize them as belonging to 
their respective class by their religious 
traits. ,

As far as'I have read of other classes 
of gods they are all superior to the 
Christian gods.

But It Is only a question of time 
when the Christian gods will be up to 
par with his cousins; and finally they 
will all be substituted with science, phi
losophy and reason and be laid away as 
a relic, like an Egyptian mummy along
side of the turtle, kraken, witch, devil, 
hell fire, etc., etc.

Chadron, Neb. R. M. STANTON.

Infidel?^;
■ ' i'k1

10' 
u

have no reference to Bro. H.; but I 
would like to know where I am at

Perhaps, as Bro. H. and I are both 
young in the cause, it might help us to 
compare notes. If we nre going to 
throw away the Bible, and throw down 
Christianity, and look to the spirits, it 
would be well for us to obey at least 
one precept pf Scripture' and “try the 
spirits,” As Bro. H. gets the light from 
the spirits, I wonder what they can be 
telling him that should make him. so 
hostile to the things that are so re
spected by millions of the wisest and 
best of the present and the past. I am 
ready to join with him in this onslaught 
just as soon as I am convinced that it is 
more my duty to fight the Bible than to 
build up Spiritualism. Really, I would 
like to know what I am here for. The 
Free Thinker advertises the Rev. 
Samuel Watson as “A Modern Savior.” 
Now Rev. Samuel Watson was a 
Methodist preacher and editor during 
almost.the whole of his active life; and 
his book, “The Clock Struck One^1 Is as 
orthodox as the Bible. Which leader 
shall I follow? Bro. Watson or Bro. 
Harrington? The greatest Spiritualist 
that ever trod this continent, Emma 
Hardinge, could deliver lecture after 
lecture, and write book on book, pom 
derous volumes, covering tho whole his
tory of Spiritualism, and not utter a 
word against anybody’s Bible or any
body’s religion. I have read a.wonder
ful book by Florence Marryatt, but she 
sticks to her text, and lets the Bible and 
Christians alone. I have read a book 
by Prof. A. R. Wallace, and another by 
Prof. Zoelluer, but they attack no man’s 
religion. But if I plek up a Spiritualist 
paper, and expect to hear something in
teresting as to its work and Its phe
nomena, too often I meet somebody 
who feels called on to tell me what 
fools my father and mother were; what 
a horrible monster Jehovah was, and 
what a sorry and impracticable fellow 
was Jesus Christ. Well, I am ready to 
go forward In the one path or the other 
just as soon as I know my duty. In the 
meanwhile Bro. H. and I may be useful 
to each other by comparing notes. He 
is getting light from the spirits and so 
am I. Are we talking to the same kind 
of spirits? May be the law of associa
tion between men and spirits Is the 
'well-known oue that “birds of a feather 
flock together.” I have seen something 
to indicate this. Prof. Robert Hare, the 
infidel, doesn’t get the same kind of 
messages as Samuel Watson, the Meth
odist preacher.

Here are some of the messages we 
have received lately In a trumpet circle, 
the guiding spirit being “Dona Men
dota,” a Mexican Spaniard, a lawyer of 
liberal views, who at the age of forty- 
five passed into spirit near the city of 
Mexico—so he tells of himself.

Our circle Is opened and closed with a 
brief petition, not to the spirits but to 
God. Much of the time is spent In 
singing religious songs. We seldom 
meet when Dona does not exhort us to 
a higher life. When a remark was 
dropped in the circle as to the spirit 
world, the serious voice of Dona was 
heard through the trumpet:

"The more beautiful and perfect your 
life Is here, the more beautiful It will 
be there. Every act done here is re
corded In the book. This is Indeed a 
beautiful world, but not for all, only 
for the pure aud good. Be not afraid 
of death, which can only admit you 
here. Some ask what good there can be 
In this communion of spirits, even if It 
be true. Is it uot good to be moved to 
higher and better things? Is It not good 
to. help the poor sinner to come to 
Clmls t?"

When we were singing
“Let the bright angels come In,”

Dona said: “What a beautiful thought 
that angels will come and help you in 
answer to your faith lu God, Therefore 
have faith until death; faith In Jesus 
Christ." As we resumed singing, Dona’s 
voice was heard through the trumpet, 
singing tenor. Again he spoke: "My 
faith looks up to-day—looks up to God. 
The fool hath said in his heart, ’There 
Is no God.’ How can he say that? The 
very flowers proclaim It false.”

“Jesus, lover of my soul,” was now 
sung with much volume and fervor, 
when Dona continued, “You do not 
know how Inspiring this is to me. My 
soul is exalted, and to-night I am in the 
fifth sphere."

A spirit came and was asked: "Is 
Sam happy?” The answer was: “No, 
he isn't; he hasn’t got out of the saloon 
business yet.” He had laid down the 
saw and plane of a carpenter to keep 
a saloon, and was sorry for It, living 
and dying. The medium said: “Tell 
Sam to come, and we will do all we enn 
for him." A little later Sam came, and 
said: “I thank you; I want you to pray 
for me.” Here is another of the sayings 
of Dona: •

“It Is always morning here with the 
beautiful and bright spirits. And beau
tiful flowers are always blooming day 
and night. The light never darkens; 
everything is joyous and bright. In the 
morning little children come to be 
taught, so they can progress better in 
every way. We have teachers here; 
teachers In all lines aud branches; 
teachers that will teach the soul; they 
that will lead it Jo Christ In your 
beautiful world eacn little wave has its 
little story to tell as it dances and 
sparkles In the sunlight Could you but 
know what the Uttie birds are saying 
as they whisper tunes so low, it would 
surely teach you a lesson; for their 
melody is so sweet and strong, and they 
arc saying, ‘God is good.’ 0. dear 
friends, hearken unto me before it is 
too late. Do all the good you possibly 
can. If it be only one soul that you 
save, vou are doing your own good 
work. I say. be not ashamed of this 
glorious truth. Teach it and. proclaim 
it from mountain to mountain and from 
pole to pole, and be able within your 
hearts to say, 1 have done some good 
in this world of ours.’ Dear friends. I 
hope you will listen to this, and take it 
into your hearts. Study it, and it will 
help your onward course, so you can 
pass within the golden gates, and sav: 
‘Father. I have tried to do the best I 
could: receive my soul, that soul thou 
hast given me. Amen/ .

-And now may the divine Father 
watch over you and bless you now and 
forever. Amen.”

I could give you much more from this 
and other sources in our circle. You 
.will plainly, see from these quotations 
that our guide has not yet gotten be- 
.yond Jesus Christ. There is something 
wrong with him or. with some writers 
in The Progressive Thinker. We are 
all Spiritualists, but the question is: 
Has the Devil come to some of us in the 
guise of an angel of light? ,

Come over, Bro. Harrington, and go 
with me to our circle. We will compare 
motes, and if either of us is in the wake 
of a fiend. I am sure that we will alike 
be disposed to give him the bounce.

J. young McFarland. 
Chicago, Ill.

Daniel K, Tenney's 

BOOKS
Song Books

THE GOLDEN ECHOES;
A New Book of Inspirational 

Words and Music..
For the use of meeting«, lyceums and home, by 8. W. 
Tucker. These beautiful aongu have already com
forted many broken hearts, and it is hoped that they 
may be heard !u every land. Price 15c; «1.50 per dw
ell. For sale at this office, s .

The Earth Not Created. ’
Fallacy of All Cosmic Theories....Price, 15 eta.

An able argument to show that the world ba«' 
always existed. . .

I have lately becomia a Spiritualist, 
because facts compelled! me. j I have in
vestigated patiently and udillgeutly, 
reading, seeing, hearing,:-, for several 
mouths. “'Tis past conjeetui'e; all 
things rise in proof;”; Y bawd plways 
sought above all .thingarto keepia can
did mind; to be caret uh not-io let.my 
conclusions be shaped'iby my Wishes 
rather than by my judgment/: Follow
ing stilltithis rule, I And myself.at the 
age of 62 a real believer in that “com
munion of saints” mentioned in the 
Apostles’ creed. When facts compel my 
judgment, I shall not hide it, let it put 
me in whatever company it may. '

I had a Methodist training anil asso
ciations, but I was always liberal. My 
creed has been fully expressed In the 
words of the Apostle Peter; “In every 
nation he that feareth God and worketh 
righteousness is accepted of him." I 
see, therefore, no reason:, why. what 
Christians would call an Infidel dr an 
Atheist should bo lost, provided he :is 
knowing what he can and: doing the 
best he knows. I can have, therefore, 
a fraternal spirit for one with whose 
views I am not at all inr sympathy.

An article In Thd Progressive Thinker 
of August 18, signed “J. 8. Harrington," 
is directed to me. Bro. Harrington has 
read the Bible a little at ’a. very distant 
date, thought about it less; and, like the 
Uian who climbed to tliei, top of bls 
neighbor’s chimney to get warm, has 
only succeeded in getting the smoke in 
bls eyes. It Is not easy to answer a 
sneer or a laugh, and I shall not speak 
in detail to the points he assumes to 
make, because I cannot persuade myself 
that he Is very serious with them. If 
Ills judgment is determined by his will 
It cannot be changed by argument; if it 
follows facts, then I respectfully refer 
him from “Philip drunk to Philip 
sober.” He has a fling at Abraham’s 
marital relations, which, tested by the 
social and moral laws of his time and 
country, and the request.of his own 
wife, were correct enough. No matter 
whether this, or Sarah’s falsehood, or 
the deception practiced by Rebecca and 
Jacob, or any other fault or foible that 
he can hunt up In the lives of Old Tes
tament characters or New—nothing of 
the sort is offered to men for their imi
tation, and my critic knows it. Let him 
say, if he will, that such?nnd such peo
ple, when brought alongside the stand
ard In his own mind, must be pro
nounced less than perfect—it might be 
their fault; It might be tile fault of the 
standard by which they, are judged. 
Let him find spots on vibe Sun—the 
Bible, I mean—if he willt if the Old 
Testament had been perfect tbure never 
would have been a New, Thijs fact is 
implied both in the worqs of. Jpsus and 
of Paul; the very existence of a New 
Testament Is an affirmation,o£ it; and 
all Christians believe it.. So, gillie the 
remarks of my Brother ffxa highly cap- 
tlo.us; so much so as to^glrq q sugges
tion that they are born.pf a ,'fpult-tind- 
ing rather than an inquiring spirit, it 
really matters very littl^' whether they 
are true or false. They,, havp„ no role- 
vancy. Man for his per(pctlqp;in right
eousness needs only two things—light 
for his head, motive |or'i hip heart; 
when the Bible can be s^own, to be sig
nally deficient In either rpspect, It may 
be time to abandon .it.¡oHH ¿.says—, 
said .even so .far .bac^ as,,Sliiajp^'Ihqp . 
shnlt' love the Lofd thy God with all 
thy heart, and thy neighbor as thyself." 
If there Is anything in the lives of any 
Bible characters; If there is anything in 
my friend’s life at war with this pre
cept, it may safely be condemned. I 
want also to notify my friend that ho 
may throw out the Song of Solomon, If 
he likes; he may throw out Balaam and 
the ass, Samson and the jawbone, the 
storm that struck Sodoqj, Jonah and 
the whale, the sun halting In his course, 
and considerably more, If he likes, he 
will not hurt tbe book essentially. The 
book Is still a history amVlllustratlon of 
the development of the God Idea among 
tbe Israelites and down to us, with the 
associated thoughts of duty and des
tiny. Find fault with it if you will; 
you will not find its. pargllel outside 
Judaism and Christendom. It is nt 
least a pure Monotheism, when poly
theism and fctichlsm were everywhere, 
else. Before you find fault with Je
hovah, go study tho gods of tbe Egyp
tians, the Babylonians, tjje pindoos, the 
Gr&ks, and tbe Romans. ‘ Before you 
find fault with the book of. Job, which 
is only a dramatic poem and not a his
tory at all, tell me where bn earth In 
that age could tiave been found such 
lofty ideas of the Divine Being. The 
more my friend studies and under
stands that poem, which even the 
preachers do not understand, the more 
he will be filled with wonder and 
amaze; especially if be is thinking at 
the same time of Zeus, and Hermqs, 
and Pallas, and Aphrodite, and Jupiter, 
and Juno, and Vulcan, and Venus, and 
ten thousand demigods and lesser 
divinities. It is a shame that one should 
speak of “Jehovah and his boy;” of 
“Satan and Jehovah as brothers in 
market gardening;” but 'until he can 
look round as far back as; Job’s time, 
and find a better idea of God In Baal, or 
Ammon, or Ashtoreth, or some other 
contemporary divinity, bls slur will 
only recoil upon himself; .But respect 
for his own father and mother, who 
seem to have tried to teach their child 
something' of the Bibld 'Which they 
probably loved: respect for noble men 
and women living: respect for millions 
of tbe most upright and Illustrious 
dead, should'have held Jlls lips from 
utterances which may hiridCr Spiritual
ism. but which can nev^r hurt Chris
tianity.

Brother H. read the piblCrtyhen he 
was five years old. but sope fpjty years 
afterwards he read Denton, and Inger
soll, and Paine. Well, -¡t Paine 
when I was just grown, aqd^I have 
read Ingersoll again anq agajp. when
ever he came out with one o^jliis char
acteristic hits. Both of tgem Sgid some 
things which the world01the Christian 
wprld, would do well to listen to. But 
although -¿-dogs have barked, at the 
moon, it is a moon yet.” Muim that is 
not quite compllmentaryjnayijustly be 
said of creeds and professorsibut these 
are not the Bible nor Christianity. If 
the lives and teachings ot. certain. Spir
itualists are Spirltuallsrji.J thqp’the less 
sober, right-lntentloncd. people .have to 
do with it the better. } . ,rf

Brother H. got mental freedom after 
he . read Ingersoll and Denton and 
Paine: and seven years later he got the 
light, when his spirit soi^succeeded in 
opening communication with him. So, 
in Spiritualism he seems rather new, 
as I profess myself. .

I get more confused and bewildered. 
I have.seen wonders most, amazing in 
the last eight months: and what I have 
read would make Munchausen and 
Gulliver ashamed. But now. that I am 
in new company I cannot tell whether 
I am expected to build up,iSplrltualism 
or to fight Christianity. I pieet a~man 
who I thought was a Spiritualist, and 
behold be is A crazed Malay running 
amuck at the Bible and Jehovah and 
Jesus Christ I see a spiritual mouse, 
and he Imagines himself a Titan 
making war on the gods. My words

Never-Ending Life.
Assured by Science..... Price, Xi et».
The best scientific argument in favor of afn- 
ture life that has ever before been made.

Jehovah Interviewed,
Or Orthodoxy from Headquarters*..Price. 6cts. 

A newspaper reporter goes up. to heaven and iu* 
terviews Jehovah.

Theology,
Its, Origin, Career »nd Destiny... .Price, 10 cfs.

One of the best and most comprehensive sum* 
ming up of the absurdities of the Christian 

"Theology that has ever before appeared.

Holy Smoke in the Holy Land.
‘ Price, io eta.

Susan H. Wixon says: “I have read, first and 
last, many accounts of Palestine, or 'the Holy 
Land,’but have never seen anything in that line 
that pleased me so well as this description by 
Daniel K. Tonney?'

The Plan of Salvation. Price, met».
In this pamphlet Mr. Tenney shows the absurd* 
ity of tbe Christian “Plan of Salvation’’ in so 
clear and plain a manner that any Christian who 
has a spark of reason left cannot fall to see it.

“Owed” to the Qergy. ph«, « ct».
An address read before the Free Thought Con* 
gress held in Paine Hall, Boston, Nov. lytb, 1899.

The Master’s Masterpiece,
Or the Sermon on the Mount.........Price, 10 eta.

This is the most thorough exposition of the fal* 
lacies of this noted "sermon” that was ever be* 
fore published.

Modern Theology and Its Ideal Jesus
Price, tocts.

The absurdities of the reputed^teachings of Jesus 
are here shown up as no other writer has ever 
presented them before, which will convince any 
honest reader that the most of thorn are con* 
summate nonsense.

The Hon. Daniel K. Tenney, the author of these 
books, has been for many years the leading law* 
yer in one of tbe most distinguished law firms in 
Chicago, and there is not a more able writer in the 
Liberal ranks.

Echoes From the World of Song. 
' A collection of new and beautiful Gangs, with 
music and chorus, lu book form. By C. F- Longley. 
Price J1.25. Postage 15 couU.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.I
By Hattib E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hali’i 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the uaa 
of congregations, circles and families. Price 10 OOaUb 
er »7 per hundred. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of words and music for the choir, con« 

gregatlon and social circle. By 8. W. Tucker. Com* 
prises sixty or more gems of song, price, 2Qc.

MAXHAM’S MELODIES. .
Bongs Bacrcd and Secular. By A. J. Maxharu. 

Thirty-two pages of sweet songs and music. The 
author and compiler is well known as a Spiritual 
singer and composer. Price, 25c.

SPIRITUAL HARP. (
A CoHeotion of Vocal Musio for tho 

Choir, Congregation and Social 
Circles.

By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; B. H. Bailey, 
Musical Editor. Now edition. Culled from a wide 
field of literature with tbe moat critical care, free 
from all theological bias, throbbing with ffiie soul of 
inspiration, embodying tbe principles ana virtues of 
the spiritual philosophy, set to the most cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to ill 
occasions, It la doubtless tbe most attractive work of 
tho kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, dueU 
and quartets, with piano, organ or malodeon accbrn* 
paniment, adapted both to public meetings and tha 
social circles. Cloth «1.25; postage 14 canto. For sola 
at this office.

GOSMIAN HYMN BOOL 
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns
Vor Liberal and Ethical Societiet, forScJioolt 

and the Home»

ENCYCLOPEDIA
COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN,

.>.OF >..

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
This volume meets a public want It coinprleti 

t5S choice selections of poetry and music, embody* 
lug the highest moral sentiment, and free from au 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents. Sold at this office.

.. . OR . .,

A CONCORDANCE
Tothe principal passages of the Old and Arew 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualism/

Together with a brief history of the origin of many of 
the Important books of the Bible.

Longley’s Beautiful Songs
For Public Meetings and 

the Home.

BY MOSES HULL,
Much that 1b tn thia book appeared In an abridged 

form In aserlea of nine full pages of Tub Pboghkss- 
iyb Tbinkbb. These articles were prepared U tbe 
call of hundreds of Spiritualist« who felt tbe nesdof 
somekludof docuineot for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence tbe 
publication of this work.

The author, Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on Spirltuwllatlstic aud other themes aud each oue la 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, in bls Introduction of this work says:

"Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out of tbe wilderness of doubt and despair: and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
its‘sanctified’enemies, It will not'spike* it, but will 
use It to batter down the walls of Chrlsthn supersti
tion and Ignorance. I send It out on Its errand of en- 
llghteument with the bumble prayer that It will prove 
a di vine benediction to every reader.”

Tub Encvulopedia of Biblical Spiritualism 
contains 885pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a rull-pagu portrait of the author ana is 
handsomely bound In cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICF

VOLUME ONE *■
Contains the following songs with music:
I’m thinking, dear mother, of you. We ml.'i our 

boys at home. The land of the bye and bye. The 
good times yet to be. Tbe land beyond the stars. 
They are waiting at tbe portal. When the dear ones 
gather at home. Resting under the daisies. Tho 
grand jubilee. My mother’s tender eyes. Dear heart 
come home. Come In some beautiful dream. Where 
the ro&fis ne ver fade. In heaven we’ll know our own.

VOLUME TWO
Contains 15 new and beautiful songs, suited to tho 
home circle, seances, local meetings, mass-meetlngi, 
conventions, anniversaries and jubilees. They come 
prise un excellent variety of pot-ms set to easy har
mony and ought to Bell readily. These books are 15cU. 
each: tho two for SOcU. For sale at this office.

of the

have no god, for science has no

WHAT THE ANGEL SAID.

HeiioGemriG fistroloau,

zs

shine— z

discovered that con
then theology is

charity 
to the

will 
god. 

In 
fact

change.
When facts are 

tradlct theology,

Who makes quick use of the moment 
ds a genius of prudence.—Lavater. .

the early days of theology when a 
was discovered that contradicts It,

Poems From the Inner Life.
By Lizzie Doten. These poems are as staple as 

sugar. Price (1.00. For sale at this office.

such as are worthy, competent 
Blrous of becoming teachers 
great truths of Spiritualism?

Have, we by our sympathy, 
and devotion to truth, shown

Memorial Oration by Col. Ingersoll 
On Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before the New 
York Legislature, May 9.1888. Price. 4 cents. For 
•ale at this office.

JieuiUllistiip ana lib jJl • eivpuiur . 
And How to Mesmerize to Assist Dovei cot. B/ 
W. H. Bech. Paper. 25 centi : ciotti, (j Cjnts. For 
sale at this office.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By Lizzie Doten. They are reaUf Woablo.

Price it .do. R

forts to provide for the education of 
' ' nud de-

THE VOICES.
' By Warren Snmner Barlow. Tbe Voloee contain 

poems of remarkable beauty and force. They are 
moat excellent. Price ILOO.

THE KORAN.
Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohammed.” Th 
atuudard Arabian or Mohammedan Bible. Clothe 
price, 11. For sale at this office.

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WITH IN.

Voices from many lands and centuries, saying. “Man, 
thou shall never die." An excellent selection, ed
ited and compiled bv Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth. 11.

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
A$ volumo of Poems. By Lilian Whiting, £lptlfc

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin of 
Religion».

By Sarah E. T'Uomb. With an Introduction 
Charlo, Morris, author of'’The Aryan itoc.” Prt- 
doth. II.

OUR RIGHTS.

world we are worthy and entitled to 
their confidence and their co-operation?

Until we can answer these questions 
In tbe affirmative, we need not be sur
prised to find investigators who. have 
sought for truth In the churches and 
among luke-warm Spiritualists, still go
ing forward looking for truth, where 
the evidences of It are more consistent 
with their hopes and anticipations.

If truth only can prevail, it seems a 
vital question to determine which of all 
these numerous Isms, If any one indeed, 
embodies the truth.

Those who have studied and experi
enced the evidences, accepted by many, 
as spirit influences, and spirit confirma
tion, will do well to adhere to the orig
inal teachings as developed through the 
Fox Sisters, and confirmed by their own 
numerous experiences, notwithstanding 
the manv now isms, so ingeniously pla
carded before them in the last few 
years.

Those who have sought diligently and 
' failed to find the truth, as they conceive 
' It, and are now studying new theories, 
| new dogmas, new truths, as they term 
i them, should remember the many le- 

gltlmate causes that have interposed, 
to prevent tbe development of the genu
ine truth, for which they are seeking.

The practical question for that class 
to consider is. can we not bv personal 
effort, precept and example, do more to 
restore pure spirituality, and promote 
the cause of truth, by strictly adhering 
to the original teachings and principles 
involved in Modern Spiritualism, as de
veloped through the early teachings of 
the Fox Sisters? Is it not evident that 
Spiritualists have through their lack of 
zeal, their lack of charity: true benevo
lence. brotherly lore and the principles 
involved in common humanity, done 
more to create dissatisfaction, doubt, in- 
hnrmony and discouragement than any
thing else?

Bv a determined effort to develop and 
practice the spiritual virtues we know 
are of truth, and confirmed by Spirit in
fluences, can we not restore what has 
been sacrificed, by our failure to prac
tice the principles and the virtues we 
realize are embraced In true spintual- 
itv? - ■

If we will do that, and abandon onr 
pursuit after strange gods, and new the
ories. and manifest our change of heart 
and purposes, by pssociatfng ourselves 
with those who are steadfast, sincere, 
active and consistent, we may overcome 
in large part the tendency that now pre
vails. to disintegrate and confound 
manv of the valuable truths we once 
cherished. •— -

• We. as Spiritualists cannot hope for 
■ success and advancement, by absent-

worked over to suit the facts; then 
again some other facfs contradict it.and 
it is worked over again and so on with
out limit, and each time it becomes 
more and more scientific, that is, con
forms more and more with science.

Thus the process will go on and on 
until finally theology will lose Itself by 
merging into, blending with, and be
coming a part with science, and then it

they tried to kill the fact by killing its 
discoverer; but-faffing In this way to 
kill the fact, they worked over their 
theology to suit the fact, and they have 
been working it over ever since, and are 
still at It, and such is the change in 
their God that he would not know him
self if he were to see his former self In 
a mirror. .

They executed Copernicus, burned 
Bruno and imprisoned Galileo. In order 
to kill the facts of astronomy: but they 
fouhd it easier to change their .gods 
than to kill facts, and they have apne 
so. j

Changing gods Is easv and common: 
It Is an everyday occurrence. It Is 
more common to-day than In ancient 
times.

l ew nre the people that do not change 
their gods. Show me a person who 
does not change his God. and I will 
show you a person who does not pro
gress.

It used to take centuries to change 
gods as much as they are changed to
day in a lifetime.

Martin Luther made the first great 
change In gods, recorded in modern his
tory. and yet his improved god was a ty
rant. filled with jealousy, envy, hatred, 
cruelty, etc. Nothing could be portrayed 
in the English language too heinous for 
ills god to do when he got mad.

Luther s God was known as the Prot
estant God.

From time to time the Protestants 
have worked over their Gods and each 
time improved them, till to-dav the av
erage Protestant God is quite humane 
compared wltlTMartln Luther’s God.

There never was a time when Gods 
varied more in type than to-day: and 
never a time when gods were being im
proved faster than.to. day. Every one 
who will observe can see the change 
wrought every year.

Lots of people, if they will be honest, 
can see how much better their god Is 
to-day than a few years ago. For ex
ample I will cite the Christian Science 
God. Their God is quite different from 
the average Christian Godr

Lots of the scientists can. look back 
and see quite a contrast between their 
God of-to-dar and their God of a few 
years ago. They would not trade back.

Devils are reflecti&ns of Gods, hence 
Devils improve as fast as gods.

Some Christians have quit making 
devils because they have no further use 
for them. After awhile they will have

The world hath seen in other days, 
The millions toil, to keep the few;

And minstrels sung for royal praise, 
While millions wept beneath the yew!

“The rights of kings” were well se
cured.

And millions bled, that kings might 
reign;

The world, for kings, earth’s Ills en- 
■ dured,

With stifled sob—with hungry pain.
To-day doth seek the rights of man;

The millions ask release from moil;
Not now for kings should wisdom plan;

Nor for “tbe few” should millions toil.
The ancient “right” is present wrong;

Let Earth begin her life anew;
While peaceful Labor growing strong, 

Secures for man his rightful due!
’Twas thus an angel sung to me, 

In the still voice of angel speech;
As 'lone I sat in reverie.

Did not the angel wisdom teach?
Chicago, Ill. J. 0. M. HEWITT.

An angel stood by my side one night, 
And said, as If to his own:

•Ere the book of the day is closed, 
For one wrong you must atone.

- Through all the hours you have meant 
to be just. •

And give back measure for .measure.
The wealth of your neighbor you have 

coveted not.
Nor have taken from his rich pleasure.

‘•But what have you done to cheer the 
wav

For the weak and sick around you?
What have you given from the brim

ming cup
Of love that so freely found you?

‘■You ve taken the sunshine with selfish 
greed. - •

Nor passed on a gleam to another.
You ve reveled in all the light and joy 

Without a thought of your brother.
‘It is much to be just—more to be kind: 

Justice untempered by lovp is cold, 
Hearts full of hunger and pain around 

you
Lacking a word grow weary and old.

“Just but not kind—this Is your error;
This is the wrong you must make 

right; •
Give of the love which comes as your 

portion.
Banish the darkness—let in the light!

“Souls need love as flowers the sum

Give as the Infinite Father has 
• given—

Filling the days unasked anti unaskmg.
So shall we know the coming of 

"heaven.” .
FLORENCE S. KELLOGG.

Fay, Kansas.

: “Words That Burn.” A Psychic 
Novel, by Lida Briggs Browne. This 
work, progressive, humanitarian, real
istic. Descriptions of .scenery and 
home life in both England and the 
United States. It is a large 12mo. 3G0 
pages, neatly bound in cloth; has por
trait of writer, as frontispiece. Price, 
$1.50. To introduce It will sell from 
this office until further notice for $1.25. 
Postage free. -

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART II.
Judges, Kings. Prophets and Apostles. Comments 

on the Old and New Testaments, from Joshua to Rev
elation. The comments are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit, the work of radical thinkers, who are not 
Ignorant of tbe higher criticism. There is not a dull 
page. Paper, 50c.

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Reports bf twenty-four distinct lectures, recently 
Bellveredln Newùork, Brooklyn, Boston. Pblladel- 
Êhia and other prominent cities of too United 

tales, have contributed the basis of tills volume.
Thé. chief atm throughout tho volume has been to 

arouse Increased Interest in tho workable possiWll- 
tlesof atheoryof human nature, thoroughly optim
istic and at tho same time, profoundly ethical. As 
several chapters are devoted to improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of the 
young, or who are called upon to exorcise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de
rive some help from tbe doctrines herewith promul
gated.

. CONTENTS.
What Is Psychology? Tho True Basts of the Science, 
Rational Psychology as presented by Aristotle and 

Swedenborg, with Reflections thereon.
Relation of Psychology to Practical Education. 
A Study of tho Human Will.
Imagination; Its Practical Value. 
Memory; Have wo Two Memories? 
Instinct, Reason and Intuition. 
Psychology and Psycurgy.
Montai and Mora) Healing In tbe Light cf Certain New 

Aspects of Psychology.
Music: Its Moral and Therapeutic Value.
The Power of Thought; How to Develop and L crease 

It.
Concentration of Thought, and what, .. van Accom

plish.
A Study of Hypnotism.
The New Psychology os Applied to Education and 

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Transference of Thought, or Mental 

Telegraphy.
Mediumship, its Nature and Uses.
Habits, How Acquired and how Mastered ; with some 

Comments on Obsession and Its Remedy.
Seersblp and Prophecy.
Dreamland Visions.
The Scientific Ghost and the Problem of tbe Human

Double.
Tbe Human Aura.
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology. Palmistry and Periodicity: their Bearfcg 

on Psychology.
Individuality vs. Eccentricity

Price 4L For sale at ¿Uis office.

Essentials of Astronomy and Solar 
Mentality,

With Tables of Ephemeris to 1910. By Yarmo Vedra. 
With 64 Illustrations, thirty-five of which arc original 
drawings by Holmes W. Merton, author of "Descrip
tive Meztality." A now ayetem of personally deter
mining tbe primary fund of Mental and Physical forc
es and their results tn mental aptitudes that domin
ate the nature of the individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price, cloth, 41.&0. For sale at this office.

HYPNOTISM:
Its Facts, Theories and Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

nycARL sextus: the book
largely-» record of ibo facts and demonstration« 

which weautborhas seen, heard of or presented In 
his own experiments. Tbe history of tbe various 
phases of the science Is succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of tbe expert* 
menu described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to tho Interest and value of th« 
book, which will be found very interesting to the gen* 
era! reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to tho 
student. The work is a handsome volume of 8M 
pages, bound in cloth. Pricct $#.00» F$ir iffie at 
the office of Ths Pbogbsssivs Tkxxtxb«

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. B. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago
DOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 
IJ ' »M», .nd containing 830 nag«». Till« »51 entld 
book, luat Isanod, contuna nineteen tnll Temple too* 
tore» upon occult subject», together with other arti
cle! from varlona nevapapcra. relating to tbe grea: 
work. It contain» all tbe oil Tempi, lecture» lun«4 
In 1N2, end three other» on the Htrxur Soto, which 
ere elone worth the price ot the book. Thia wonder- 
tnlbookla unique a, an Evangellit of Science eal 
■froth. Fries,1.13, portpald, to any addrwa. for Ml

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

’’['HIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
J. best Poems of the author, and soma of her most 

popular songs, with tbe music by eminent oompoiert. 
Among the Poems which have attracted wide notlca 
are; "Budding Kose," "Incidents ot Life Under tbs 
BlUjp Laws,” "Psraon 6mlth’sttProphecy," "From Uja 
Highlands of Heaven,” "The City of Borrow,” "Bolllo» 
quy of Fulvla at Sicyon,” " The Holy Maid of Kent,'* 
etc.

The Mtulo Includes “The Unseen City;” "Clari- 
¿cl," a June Song: "Wo Shall Meet our Friends In Iha 
Morning"*, Meet Us al the Crystal Gates.”

Mary of the Poems are admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were used by the author In her public read- 
^f’HEas Notices.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle Is master
ful In her prollfio poetical genius.—The Two' Worlds 
iEoff.) A talented writer, and oue of President Gaj* 

cliPs brightest scholars.—Chansuifng ¿.rgus. V.
poet whose writings are familiar to many.— 

Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle is well known at 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Bat 
Kve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like a 
banner on our walla to recall ua daily to our belief 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rar« 
ooe(lo talent.—Warren Tribune. A pott with abunr 
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light. Sbe tf 
one of nature's poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual 
daintily refined, setting Itaslf to music.—Progressive 
Fbiuker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Bara A. 
Underwood. Ciaribcl la exquisitely beautiful.—D. D, 
Home.

The volumo contains 225 pages, Is beautifully printed 
tod bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday Gift. Price 
11-50. post-paid.

For sale at this office.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of tbe Fox Family.
InterMtln« and valuable as n hfitorr of tbo begin* 

nlng of Modern Spiritualism, by one of the Fox Sis 
tors. 4i8PagcB. 16 IlluatratlonB. Including portraits of 
tbe Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rapping« 
as related by ej e wltucMcfl: remarkable and well at 
tested manifestation^: tbe "exposures.” etc. Hand 
Bomely bound In cloth. But few copies remaining 
Publishers price. tl.&O. We will send tho book post* 
paid for «1.10.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contains an account of the very wondt 
tul spiritual developments at the house of Rev: 
Phelps, Stratford. Conn., and similar cases In xj 
parts of the country. This volume is the first fr--a 
the author directly upon the subject of "Spiritualism-” 
and has stood the test of many years. QtotL BLK 
postage iv cents. Fer sale st tote affioo«

- Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature;

The BeUtlon ot Ite Principles to Continued Bz 
tetonoe and to the Philosophy ot Spiritualism. By 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Paper. ¡1 cents. For aale «1 
this office.

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The flnt time 
tn the history of tbe world that a Christian Association 
ever tnrltea a noted InOdel to lecture betoro them 
The lecture la a grand one, and waa received by th« 
Club with continuone applauie from begtnal— 
The pamphlet contains 1! pages, MaaMM 
Price « contai ton ooplee, M cents,

THE SOUL.
It» Natur«, Betatlou «at Exm«ul«a ta Bmia K»b 
bodlmeau. - Given through Mr,. Oon L y, Bid» 
mond. by ber Guide». A book th»t trnj Mm Who la 
tottmtMlan-tncmMlMllWUlimA. RMB KA

Spiritualist.Be
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DR. G. U WATKINS, 
THE 

NATURAL PHYSICIAN.

The Physician can only be the servant 
or handmaid of Nature in the cure of

Disease.
Jn reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the offending cause while 

Nature
Performs the cure, and therefore we 
lay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician can do 
is to act as a

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment is tjjue. aud believe that this meth
od is the right one, then write to-day to 

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
Sending age, sex and leading symptom. 
DR. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

Onset, Mass.
. Once more the friends of Onset send 
greetings to the friends of The Pro
gressive Thinker, and we wish to say 
at the outset that tbls summer has been 
the banner summer for many- years.

: Wo have been blessed with many excel
lent speakers. Our Woman's Congress 
was a great success, and when I tell the 
friends that we had the pleasure of Us- 
tenlug to such speakers as Mrs. Mary 

/ A, Llverm’ore, Rev. Anna L. Shaw, 
Mrs. Ursula N. Gestefeld, Mrs. Cora L.

, V. Richmond, Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn,. 
Miss Susie C. Clark, Mrs. Kate R. 
Stiles and Mrs. Minnie M. Soule, you 
will not wonder that the congress was a 
cussess. We have nlso been privileged 
to listen to two very fine lectures by 
Rev. B. F. Austin, D. D. He aroused 
the friends aud did us all good. Miss 
Susie O. Clark, of Cambridge, gave a 
beautiful lecture on Spiritual Altitude. 
Titis was a very uplifting lecture and 
made us all better for having listened to 
the same.

‘ Mr. Harrison D. Barrett has given us 
two or three grand lectures, and he was 
received with hearty enthusiasm upon 
all occasions. -

... . Mr.,F; A; Wiggin has been doing good 
■ work as a test medium, he has also 

given good lectures. He will be the 
platform worker for the remainder of 
the camp.

The weather all through the season 
has been all that could be desired. The 
"Martha’s Vineyard” has brought large 
excursions every Sunday from New 
Bedford, and excursions have gone out 
from here once a week, upon a long 

. trip; this gives the visitors of Onset an 
^opportunity to.visit the points, of inter
est along the Bay. The “Genevieve” 
takes trips dally, and when the moon is 
full, takes moonlight sails down the 
Bay, and one must take a trip to appre- 
elate. Words cannot express the beauty 

- of the sail.
The associations that have had days 

at the camp have all had successful 
meetings and all feel deeply grateful to 
the Onset Bay Camp-meeting Company 
for the courtesies extended. ’ 
. Well, we all send a breath of our cool 
breeze to the friends at Chicago, and 
hope next year they can and will be 
able to visit Onset and breathe for 
themselves the health-giving air of

_ Onset. HATCH.

w Lake Brady, O.
Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley has been 

the attraction at Lake Brady for sev
eral days. Though a fine, forcible 
speaker, she claims to have had no In
struction but what lias been given to 
her by the spirit world. Her first dls- 
embodied Instructor was an Indian 
chief, who, she said, raised her from a 
bed of sickness where she had lain four
teen months, and having entranced her 
under his hypnotic influence, she 
awoke as from sleep and found herself 
well. But this spirit hypnotist would 
Still continue to exercise his power over 
her until one day she awoke from a 

. somnambulic sleep and found herself 
standing at her own door in her bare 
fec-t with a shoe and stocking under 
each arm. She was told ábe had trav
ersed the streets of the city where she 
then lived, in her bare feet. The object 
of this was to give greater strength and 
power, of endurance, and to bring her 
close to nature. Mrs. Cooley came a 
stranger to the grounds, but during the 

. few days of her stay, gave nearly a 
hundred messages and tests, not one of 
which failed to be either fülly or partly 
recognized. '

A representation of the district school 
In miniature was given last evening by 
the children of the lyceum, under the 
management of Mrs. McCaslin. In cos- 
turne and manners, the children lived 
over again, the characters of their great 
grand parents. There was a large au
dience aud everybody enjoyed the exhi
bition. ....................
_ A preliminary .meeting of the Lake 
Brady Association was held Saturday. 
There was almost a full attendance of 
the membership. A number of the by
laws in the constitution1 were changed 
by vote, and some elections were made 
on the board of trustees.1

The usual excursions from Cleveland, 
Canton and elsewhere came to the camp 
to-day. .

Mrs. M. McCaslin, of Cleveland, and 
E. W. Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y., 
were the speakers. Mrs. McCaslin 
spoke on the Religion of Humanity, 
drawing an analogy between various 
systems of religion of the past and pres
ent, showing them to be based on the 
one principle of truth. *

E. W. Sprague’s address was in an
swer to the questions, Are the dead 

■ alive? Can they return to us, and what 
good will It do? He cited many inci
dents regarding spirit communion and 

.: claimed that the spirit world was 
ready to reveal new truths for the ben- 

refit of humanity. .. . •.
.'. Salem contributed one of the largest 

picnics that Tras'beenat.Lake Brady 
thlsseason. MRS. M’CASLIN, >

BOOK REVIEW
The Singer Complete Mandolin Meth

od is submitted to the musical public 
as a work embodying the following im
portant aud uulque features:

It teaches thé art of mandolin playing.
It Inculcates a high standard of taste 

and execution. -,
Its lessons are perfectly graded, beau

tiful, and of permanent musical worth.
It gives guiding rules for 

nlque of the right as well as 
hand.

The following are some of 
able features of the work:

the tech- 
the left

the valu-

1. All about tuning.
2. About the true tremolo and how to 

obtain it.
8. The meaning of the down and up 

stroke.
4. The art of sight reading and mem

orizing.
5. The scales systematically treated.
6. Syncopation — Grace notes — The 

trill. . .
7. Signs and repeats used in orches

tra music.
8. Lessons In double playing. J .
9. A thorough knowledge of shifting.
It is only necessary to examine the 

book thoroughly In order to verify all 
of the foregoing statements. Sold by 
the Sherman Publishing House, 702 
Washington Boulevard, Chicago. Price 
$1.50 net.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted, free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Passed to spirit life, near Fargo, N. 
D„ on August 12, 1900, William J., son 
of F. and Cornelia Hanson, aged 21 
years, 8 months and 5 days, He was In 
the Philippines during the late war; 
was much beloved by his companions, 
and will be sadly missed. COR.

Passed to spirit' life, August 18, at 
Coon Rapids, Iowa, at the age of 65 
years, Mrs. L. A. Caswel), an old-time 
Spiritualist. She had been a reader of 
The Progressive Thinker for many 
years. She leaves a husband and sev
eral children to mourn her departure, 
some of whom were present. Funeral 
conducted at the home, August 20, by 
Hev. Henry Hepburn. X.

James H. Dennis, a brother of J. W. 
Dennis, of Buffalo, N. Y., passed to 
spirit life, from St. Louis, at the age of 
71 years. He was one of the old-time 
Spiritualists, and a true one. His body 
was cremated in accord with Ids last
request. J. W. DENNIS.

Do You Need Spectacles?
If so, try Poole’s perfected Melted 

Pebble lens, a perfect assistant to the 
eyes for near and far vision. They in
duce a renewed action of the nerves, 
muscles and blood-vessels and a return 
of natural vigor to the eyes.

My method of fitting Is by spirit 
power and clairvoyance. I have fol
lowed this work for fifteen years, fit
ting thousands of people by this method 
in this and foreign countries. I have 
hundreds of letters from my patrons, 
telling me of the benefits received by 
their use. Please write for Illustrated 
circulars explaining my method of 
treatment, also showing styles and 
prices. Address B. F. POOLE, 43 Ev
anston avenue, Chicago, Ill.

A GOOD OFFER 
to anyone that Is sick and will send
their name (and stamps for reply) to 
Dr. J. R. Craig, Sacramento, Cal. He 
will diagnose the most difficult and 
complicated case without asking any 
questions, and will make no charges for 
treatment until you are helped, and 
then only what you are able to pay.
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DDR PREMIUMS.
There are many Spiritualists who

know a good thing when they see it. 
There are others, however, who do not 
seem to realize what is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding. Vol. 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World Is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
should be In every family in the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not. 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death in Its 
multifarious phases; In fact you can 
not find In all the libraries of the world 
as valuable information in regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you In these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and are an ornament to any 
library. Volume 3 Is furnished at 25 
cents, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes, when or
dered in connection with a yearly sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. The aggregate cost of 
the three books to the trade is $4.50. 
At this price, these three books ought to 
be in every Spiritualist family.

The Progressive Thinker is the first 
Spiritualist paper to Inaugurate the Dl-
vine rian—a portion of the profits 
the office returning to subscribers 
valuable books.

of 
In

OLUMES 1, 2 and 3 of the Ency- 
pedla of Death, and Life In the 
Spirit World, Art Magic, Ghost 
Land, The Nest World Inter
viewed, and the Occult Life of 
Jesus (including the Hull-Covert 
Debate) constitute our premium

list Those Seven books have been on 
.sale, costing the buyer in the aggregate, 
$10.75; We, after paying the postage 
and expense of mailing, realize only 
$1.50 for the seven—far less than cost 
to us. We desire to form thé nucleus 
of a library in every Spiritualist home, 
hence this remarkable offer. By sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
you then have the privilege of purchas
ing these -books at the premium prices. 

•See terms on another page. ,

“Love—Sex—Immortality." By -Dr 
W. P. Phelon. For sale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents. ’ ”■

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin-Points.” By J. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 
cents. ForSsale at the office of The 
Progressive Thinker^ • .
. “Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. 
A Treatise on Human Culture." By 
Leroy Berrler. For sale at this office,

■Price $1.
"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Four

teen- beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, 
with music, by C. ’ Payson -Longley. 
Price by mall, 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. .

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs." Vol. 2. 
Sweet songs and music for home and. 
social meetings; For sale at thl». office, 
Price IB cents. ' ' 

THÛUSAHDS BED
Marvelous Has Been the

Success of This Well
Known Healer in Cur
ing Chronic and 
Obstinate Cases.

■X

If Sick Read His Liberal Offer, 

Then Consult Him and

Be Healed J. M. PEEBLES, A. M., M. D., PH.D.

thousands oUhose wfom li^haa cuVeiaie^the^Seiflocal DbvilHaM?? UMMiclted tettlmonlals from 
have gained for DR- J. II. PBBBtES a reDiJtado^tS^ltf»118?^ ialIed 10 glvepermanent relief, 
successful practitioner and healer lu AMERICA ' ' extends from ocean to ocean, as the most

country oh the globe, and bls studvand 1. c.ou.n«J*« with tho-best medical men in everyaround him who nro Buffering irom circuit disease« ha« takenMm enable hip to benellt those
hl. advice and counsel 1. sought afto?^not ouly )bj■ cfironl ijJSlNs atb,e,i.orldl and trouble., but also by many physicians a. well. roulc I“'“11'11 wbo have learned hl. ability to cure these 
ono'ot thergreaU6t and most woMertm or ‘an ‘n?« “h» ln the Bud H» e.UgaUon of the Psychic Science, 
and Buffering than any“the "wenov l?lr d a1“1 ouil ,"'hlch **> to mow for the alcl^
oeutury, aodl«todaynconsldereifbyCibe'advanccd6rtud'enl»0ofltbl.1Sfn0d>'EtU|»)'eul,?Co.tJor “

SKIS bbWTO

poor sufferer receive, that awful sentence, "Your ca.e Is honelc.. " win n'r" Pe.tSJf0.? . “Ud at ,the 
&»S?nv«^^
KyroR10sfe4t8hoeBW<'rt<1 W8 W0“aeri“' “k111 has '’tlgbteuidJreTsU1!:^^

of hl. patients, "seem as If they wouldI almost rata rai deS ” Fv’ervlw.’?, a? ulB «»«““‘ft’ «Oi“ one 
Is seen and removed the effect will cease-health win ensue. %«Isyii?™ndttl2!if0'itV. wifhin'Smw 

o ¿Vd’o, and

K’rn Wr« drlvca b“ck oloud'c/de^'rS’c^ii: ffii^oMllS

Address Dr. J. M, Peebles, Rattle Greek, Mich.
“Human Culture and Cure. Fart I "The Bridge Between Two World» >• 
r®|- -I'1}? Philosophy of Cure. . (In- By Abby A.'Judson. This book Is ded- 

cludlng Methods and Instruments).' | lea ted to all eaUhest souls who desire 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A by harmonizing their physical and thefr 
very instructive and valuable work. It psychical bodlesowith universal nature 
should have a wide circulation, as it and their souls with the higher intel l- 
well fulfills the promise of Its title, geuces, to come Juto closer connection 
For sale at this office. Price 75 cents, with the pureru realms of tho spirit

“Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil-1 tvorld. It is written In the sweet spirlt- 
osophy of Individual Life, Based Upon' ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern •' arson's literary; works. Price, cloth 
Masters of the Law." By Florence I paper, 75 dents. For sale at this 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car- office. .
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth, $2. For sale at thia 
office.

Price, cloth,

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Record;.'' Told by Paul Carus. 
This book Is aeartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and .to 
all who w-.uld gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in Its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, clofh 50 
cents.

“The Infidelity of Bcclesiastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

••Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull 
For sale at this office. Price ten cents.

“Tne Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In tbls little volume be presents ' 
In succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstiatkig a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book Is commended to 
all who Save 1o study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price, 25 cents.

-Origin of Lire, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of tho Spirit 
from Matter Through Organlct Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Poems of Progress,” By Lizzie 
Doten. In tbls volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1. ,

“Heliocentric Astrology or Essentials 
of Astronomy and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1V10.” By Yarmo Vedra. For sale at
this office. Price, $1.50.

"Words that Burn.” A Romance. 
By Lida Briggs Browne. Spiritually 
uplifting and instructive. Price ;$1.50. 
For sale at this office.

“ 'Ljsbeth. A Story of Two Worlds.” 
By Carrie E. S. Twing. Richly imbued 
with the philosophy of Spiritualism. 
Price $1. For sale at this office. '

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings." By Mattie 0. 
Hull. For sale at this office. Price 10

“Principles of (Light and Color.” Bv 
E. D. Bhbbltt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a> master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 

jhonor.¡/The-resulttof ..years pf deep 
thought i and: patient’toscat-eh into Na
ture's ifinor'forces aro here gathered 
and made amenable'to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It Is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it. .

CLUBS!
.We want ten thousand clubs 
formed In every part of the 
United States, for which we 
present Inducements nev
er before offered by any 
Spiritualist paper. These 
clubs must consist of ten 
subscribers, and each one 
will gefVolume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death; or if 
they would prefer It, they 
can have the Next World In
terviewed. They ean have 
their choice of the- two. 
Each subscriber in order to 
avail himself of this offer 
must pay $1.15. The fifteen 
cents is to pay expense of 
postage and mailing, and the 
books sent out are practical
ly a gift. They are not 
cheap affairs; they are nicely 
and substantially bound in 
cloth, neatly printed in clear 
type and are ornaments to 
any center table. . The con-
tents are indeed valuable, 
such as every Spiritualist 
family should have. The ag
gregate price of these two 
books to thè trade Is $2.75.
To each .of our club sub- A I 
scribers one of these books 
Is a gift, and when they rc- 
ceive the onejof their choice I 1 
they will be delighted with KJ 
It, and wiU wondèr how we 

can afford [ito do so much for them 
The one who gets up the club will be 
entitled to The Progressive Thinker for 
one year, and. Vol. 3 of the Encyclope
dia of Death, find Life in the Spirit 
Spirit World, afid also the Next World 
Interviewed; Hé will not only get The 

i Progress!veiThinker for one year, but----- .-.-7, iui uue year, out
.. _■ _ _ I both books-o He gets what is eaulva-“Right Living.” By Susan H. Wlxon. I lent to $3.75 his trouble. There 

The author shows a wise practicality in should be nd difficulty whatever In eet
her method of teaching the principle of ting up hundreds of clubs.
etnics. She illustrates her subject with Volume 3 of lithe Encyclopedia of 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, Death, anffitLlfd in the Spirit World 
which render the book more interesting will not only Interest Spiritualists, but 
and more easily comprehended., It Is church memberfawlll be attracted to it. 
especially adapted for use In Children’s The Rev. M. J.lSavage, a leadin" lib- 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and oral divine of Now York, leads off’wkh

and moré easily comprehended.

teachers It may be'made very useful. 
Young and old will bo benefited by It. 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office.
, "The Mysteries of the Formation bl 
the Earth, the Rising and Sinking ol 
Continents, the Introduction of Man, 
and His Destiny Revealed in God’s Own 
Way and Time." A work of deep inter
est, given through the mediumship of 
Mrs. M. T. Longley, by an advanced 
band of ancient spirits. Price $1. For 
sale at this office.

“Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence.” By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of 
“double .consciousness,” namely Mary 
Lurancy Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and 
Mary Reynolds of Venango county, Pa. 
For sale at tbls office. PrlceJ5 cents.

ting up hundreds of clubs,

Crai divine of Now York, leads off with
several of . : his 4 masterly productions, 
treating Death! from an advanced 
standpoint He is followed by leading 
Spiritualists who treat of Death in a 
philosophical ahd fascinating manner.

The Next World Interviewed Is also a 
very excellent work. The plates of 
this book were donated to the office, of 
The Progressive Thinker by Henry J. 
Horn. It consists of communications 
from the spirit side of life from leading 
minds there. Fifty-five communica
tions are given by prominent person
ages, hmong them Prince Albert, Har
riet Martineau, Judge Edmonds, Horace 
Greeley, Lord Lytton, F^nny Fern, Dr. 
Livingstone and the Czar of Russia.

Now Is the time to get up .

CLUBS

L/VRGEST CIR6ÖL/VTION

E. ML GOULD.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty years bag treated and cured the sick in all 
E&rtg of tho United State* and Canada. Thousand* 

ave been cured after being given up to die. Hie 
Psychic power* are unequuied.aB his cure* prove. 
Talk doean’t prove anything. Facts are proof. He 
also cure* disease* of men, such a* loss or manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous exliauslioa, Bend 
name, age. sex, lock of hair, 6 cts in stomps, for a di
agnosis, Address,

DB. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D„

ANINTEREST- 
lug treatlee on

The Hidden 
Forces of 

(Mind and Life 
; Price 25 cent*. Cir

cular* free. URIEL 
BUCHANAN. Dept. 
P. T. Box 21U, Chi
cago, in. 557

I Ylnfl The Progressive Thinker more (jener- 
aim reap on this Coast than any other Spiritual
paper.

Oakland, Cal.

OUR MOTTO
To Do All the Good We Can.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Who is bo widely known as one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL H-EALERS,
SHE HAS ’

Successfully Treated
And bured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
The fitudents of this College represent four con

tinents, and many of them are physicians, medical 
professora, or clergymen. Hudaon Tuttle, the well- 
known author, culls this college “Au institute of 
reflned therapeutics, which is fast becoming of world
wide fame, and attracting students from many coun
tries, It builds on exact science, and Includes the 
magnetic, electric, chemical, eulur, aud spiritual 
forces which underlie everything. Its course can be 
taken at home, and a diploma conferring the title of 
D. M. (Doctor of Magnetics) granted.” Bend stamp 
for catalogue.

A cheaper anddmpler ACADEMIC COURSE kas 
been established for thoae who do not wish to take 
Iho more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 
new and beautiful methods of Nature, which are 
powerful to heal and upbuild. Address E. D. BAB
BITT. M. D„ LL. D.. Dean, 68 North Third Bt., 8an 
Jose. California. 555

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, Bex, one leading 

symptom, full- name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address,

SEND TO

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE 
GA?aa<yn8’ •1-06* Business advice a specialty. 
804 8. Crouse ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 55Ctf

DON’T-READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, the only psychic wonder living, 

that uge* the spiritual X-ray without any leading 
WlfJFSn? aud locates all internal diseases 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, as hun
dred® can testify. Send name, age, sex, complexion 
and ten neats in stamps, and receive a correct dlaerio- 
*16 of your ease free, worth dollar* to you. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
 Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Mass.

NEW DREAM BOOK.
1,000 Dream* and their interpretation; price. 25 

cents; sent by mail on receipt of price, in coin or 
stamp*. Addrcia DR. R, GREER, May wood, 111. 55fltf

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
lain.

hlEd*.r<fr,e“,i?- r?u r,an,,kr‘'“Ily >‘«1P me care for my 
blind staler. Jenule L. Webb, one of the earliest me- 
friend U°«f ¿“1 iOnu' wrUlng letter t0 a BP|rit 

W 11 me wllh ttnd I »HI try and gel 
reply by independent writing or whispers. # Address 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford, Mase. 631tf

Geo. F. Perkins, Enialine Perkins, 
Platform and Private Teat Medluma, 3558 Cottage 
Grove ave, flat 14,Cblcaso. Circles Friday, Heading. 
“““X- ' Si9„ "

DR. A. B. SPINNEY.
Free examination» and iron diagnosis or all wh 

are sick. Bend name, p. o, address, uge and leading BViflDuHIlfl. H>1 fl 1 ttHH rrlvw v.m a •

S3 Warren st., Stoneham. Mm.

TBAXCE MEDIUM, n .,S tl So.led letters suswered. 2.22
Cottage Grove ave,, Fla; 7, Chicago, Ill, ona

f!LA!.“V0^ANT A1?11 CLAIRAUD1ENT MEV dlurn. Three questions answered and trial read- 
MRR<”'u°’F6^AdKlvvkTV 1“lr’ ““lnC' "t'° “U1) SeX t0 
MRS. M. E. COMRELL, 708 Duluth av., ¿L Paul 
MlaD’  569

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cure« all forms of stomach, liver and kidney disease- 
aisocoubtlpatlon. A sure cure fortbat tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed toasBlst your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
mouth sent for *1.00. '

One paakage of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Hus been used and praised by 
thousand* In all parts of the world. Sent for 69 cents 
or all three sent postpaid for SLOJ, with Yanua'B 
photo aud instructions bow to live 109 year*.

Obsession Cured.
Special Attention Given to. 

Nervous Ailments.
Astonishing Cures of Disease, 

Physical and Mental, 
Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science

Readings and business advice, by mall, 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of diseast 
send five two-oent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

jy-! have never known a more competent, reliabli 
and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than OhU. 
Walter Lynn. Job. Ronns BuomanaN.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
Oakland, Call.

YOW FUTURE AstróÍogevWA%ÍlONS[
87 Opera House Block, Denver, Col. From 11-00.

Melted Pebble Si>ectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circulars 

showlug styles and prices and photo of Spirit Varma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power in me*». lean 
adjust iuv Mslted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes lu your own borne as If you were in my 
office a8 thousands can testify. Send stomp for photo. 
B. P. POOLE & CO.,43 Evanston a»., Chicago, Ill.

$2—TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS in two and three sec

tion! 8C tn. high—magnetized when destred-12 on re- 
ceiptof price. Addresa WM. A.MUBRAY, 508 K. 2nd 
St,, Newport, Ry. 534

— p. v, auuiwo, uge ana leaainu
mnptoms, and I will give you a careful opinion of ‘ 
the nature of your disease and the chances for a cure

I have been forty-three years in practice. | now 
>1® ?ee4. Sanitarium, with a suit of eight 

phjBlcians; also have n LyJng-ln-Hospltal. Send for 
Address al! mail to AB. 

jPINNEY, M. D-, Reed City, Mich. 559tf

CLAIRVOYANCE AND CLA1HAUD1ENCE. SEND 
lock of hair and ,1. Will reveal the Paat. Present 

‘.i’.?,o £'d 1‘"tur£ M1BS E- A- SCHOTT, 502 W. Van 
etehr Buren st., Room 15, Chicago, Ill. 552

WEDDING FLOWERS
Pre8ervef1- Address MISS E. A. SCHOTT. 

oW w. Von Buren st.. Room 15, Chicago. Ill. 553

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
•grand and noble man. Price 11.OO,

WANTED.
To bear of a small, growing town in the West 

where a painter can put In a stuck of wall paper, etc A. CRAMER, Cooperavllle, Mich. P «¡2

Myself cured, I will gladly Inform any one addicted to

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum,
or Cocaine, of a never-failing harmless Home Cure.
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin. P. O. Box 1212, Chicago, lit

TALMAGEAN INANITIES. Illustrateti.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies.
A review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank De

Witt Talmage's oft-repdkted attacks upon Spiritual* 
lam. By Moues Hull. For Bale at tbl* office. Price 
10 cento.

By Watson Heston. Price, boards, «1: cloth, «1.50. 
Heston Is Inimitable.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with direction, for the c rgnnlratlon and 1 

management of Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Something Indispensable. Pr .cc so cents.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

ByCbarlei Bradl.ugh. With the Btorvof hlalire 
a. told by himself, and the hlefory of hl. parllameo. 
tary struggle, with portrait. Paper, 50c.

Turkish Headache Powders
Cure In 10 minutes. Never affect tbe heart- Th*
TURKISH MEDICINE CO., Chicago. Ill- 564

Astrological reading, rules for u£
dlumeblp. Shorl History of Human Race. 3 dime* 

and stamp. Give date of birth. A. JANE, 52 South 
Broadway, Aurora, Ill. 5^4

Mrs. Stoddard Gray & Son,
DeWITT O. HOUGH,

Materializing and Test Mediums, bold seance* Bun
day and Wednesday evenings aud Saturday* at 2 
O'clock, al their' residence, 331 West 57th street, New 
York. Siltings for communication* dully 10 to fl. 
Transients accominudated with rooms. ML

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All’s Right with the World.” Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success with 
“AU’s Right with the World,” which continues In the 
front rank of the Metaphysical books that are now so 
popular. Tbegreat number who have jeon cheered 
and htreugtUened by him will welcome another hook 
by tb.s wise teacher whose words of help are doing so 
much to nafce the world better by making men and 
women better able to uudernlaud aud enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail**
1st simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In Ils scholarly fal¡upllclty. It 
will be In demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price *1.50. For sale al 
this office.

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS, 

Or Sex in Religion. By Eltea Burt Gamble. “I t Is a 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at timea curiously from statistics which might bo 
open to doubt; and never for a moment scnsatioimi or 
revolutionary.—Chicago Herald. 329 pages, large 
type, cloth bound. Price <2.25. For sale at this office

id 1 --------

: The Other World and This*1

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By 
Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A marvelous 
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Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemens—I have no 
human form of my own; I have no lips of earthly life 
with which to address you.' -■

I did not know when I last stood in your midst that I 
would be a living spirit to-day.

... :■ When the change came that set my soul free from the 
thralldom of earth, I had no knowledge of thfit which was 
to come. I say, I had no knowledge. Within every hu
man mind there is born the impulse of hope; in every hu
man mind the aspirations to futurity. I had received no 
evidence, even in your sylvan retreat here, of that which 
would convince me beyond all doubt of a future in
dividual existence.

You will bear me testimony, Mr. Chairman and friends, 
that I never doubted your honesty. I believed that you 
thought that you had evidence. But a mind used to 
much careful analysis; a mind conscious of the fallibility 
of the human senses and human judgment, could but 
think that much of that which was supposed to be evi
dence of a future life was in reality but the happy concep
tion of faith. But l am here to confess my mistakes as a 
spirit who is now aware of living, who is not willing to be 
considered dead, who does not wish to be mentioned in 
the past tense, and who, with your permission, will de
scribe to you where he is.

I am a conscious, living intelligence, a thinking, active 
being, no longer bound by the narrow limitations of time 
and sense, and only tethered by my own lack of knowl
edge.

.. None of my theological friends have-ventured to send 
me to the theological heaven, and 1 am not in the the
ological heaven. No angels, as far as I know, of the the
ological land, received me when I passed from earth; no 
one ushered me into a kingdom of transcendent beauty 
and greatness which was separated from all the rest of the 
realms of space; no walls rose up; no gates opened to re
ceive me guarded by the ancient benefactor of those who 
are saved; Saint Peter has not welcomed me, that I am 
aware of. If he did, he stood among those multitudes of 
spirits that I have-seen, and he wears no label, and he has 
not refused to admit me into the place over which he has 

~ . (it is said) guardianship. -No harp has been presented 
and no crown. I saw no walls that shut out the majority 
of the human race; no alabaster throne, on wliich a fear- 

‘iul, judging God is enthroned, have I seen. I have passed 
through no vast spaces. I have not entered into the the
ological heaven that sliuts you out and the majority of my 
friends. I have not smiled down from parapets and tow
ers' made of precious stones, nor from those streets of 
gold, nor from the midst of those fountains flowing with 
milk and honey, upon souls in torment and torture. I 
have,not been glad that I was one of the saints to be saved 
and that most of my friends were to be lost. No such 
heaven has received me.

Notwithstanding a few of the utterances of my theo
logical friends, that have been wafted.to my consciousness 
in spirit life, I have seen no hell. No yawning abyss 
opens to receive my spirit; no flames of torture dart up 
from an abyss still more terrible to engulf and enfold me. 
No personal Satan, whether described in Milton’s “Para
dise Lost” or in the figurative language of the Bible, has 
come to mock and torment me, nor one among the general 
throng of spirits to remind me of my sorrow, my con
dition, and ready to torment me further on. I entered no 
shadowy, cloudy region of flame and torture. I did not 
see demons lurking everywhere for those who are dis
enthralled for earth, to swallow them up in the shadows 
of eternal torment. ■

Ah, my friends! I have passed the boundary of death, 
and I have tested all that death can do. I was not afraid, 
because the mind becomes, prepared by inward retrospec
tion for the change that must inevitably come. I did not 
have much hope, but I was most intensely anxious until 
the last moment of my mortal life to study the change 

'that was coming to me. I felt that it was coming, 
though I did not tell my family and friends. So when it 
finally came I wished to watch every emotion, every pulsa
tion, every throbbing thought before the mind sunk away 
into that forgetfulness, which I thought might be the 
Lethean stream from which I would never awaken.

To my great surprise, with the shock that carried'me 
off I felt the’ gateways of my being unloosen, and I felt as 
I have sometimes felt when watching the dawn, when 
Aurora, with her attendant beams, glides up the heavens 
and one by one unbars the gateways of the dawn for 
Phoebus, the god of. day. You have seen with what 
splendor these gateways swing open and the rays of light, 
first reluctantly, then more consciously and more aware, 
rush in through all the avenues of existence. You have 
seen the leaves tremble, you have seen the lake grow 
silvery gray, and golden, and crimson beneath the flush of 
dawn, and you have almost heard tlie sliding of the bars 
of light that swing, the gates open to receive the day-god. 
I felt innumerable beings, throngs of messengers, sliding 
back the bolts and bars of my material consciousness, and 
opening up avenues of wliich I was unaware. Almost

instantly it seemed to me millions of fairy fingers touched: 
my recollections and my consciousness in ways thatfliad 
been well nigh forgotten; great and wonderful depths and 
promontories of thoughts and feelings, came throbbing 
through my brain and heart like the tides that ‘well up 
when the ocean yields up its mighty treasures. I felt 
myself growing more and more conscious, more and more 
aware; more and more there were all the recollections and 
memories that had long perished: the ’ imaginations of 
early youth and later manhood. Those wonderful imagin
ings with which our fives are crowded, and that make up 
in reality the immortal things that we are.

Oh, you remember I believed in imagination! I 
thought it lent wings and power to every human faculty. 
I believed that it should be cultivated in the minds of 
children until poetry and philosophy should go hand in 
hand. But I never dreamed that that wonderful gift of 
Imagination lies close to Intuition; that it really opens 
the gateways of immortality to your poets, seers and phil
osophers.

I can understand now how the immortal Shakespeare 
learned the wisdom of life and his hints of that which is to 
come. I can understand now how the poets of antiquity 
reveled in this knowledge of the higher life, through that 
heaven-born gift of imagination. ‘ Then and there, in that 
supreme moment of the mighty change, I was glad that 
my imagination had not been sealed. Glad, Mr. Chair
man, that in the midst of the treadmill of time, of the dull 
realities of human existence, of human law and law
making that ttyere was a realm in my nature that had 
drawn close to the immortal realm and through which I 
had passed with fairies and blessed beings, creatures of 
those thoughts that are set free from the trammels of 
time and of the senses.

Now when the great hand of this added life, with all its 
messengers, had set free the thoughts that were teeming 
and pulsing in my brain, when every attribute seemed to 
kindle a resplendent glow, when near and far trooping 
messengers came born of the higher life, I found that I 
had fashioned them, and instead of being creatures of the 
imagination, poetic images that I had conjured up jn my 
flights of fancy, they were living realities; they were born 
'of the affections of the past, they were those affections 
that had been folded away in the chambers of the spirit, 
whose memories, laden with lavender and with sweetest 
gifts, had been placed among the things that were. All 
these came, as if summoned by the mighty presence of 
this wonderful change, to bid me welcome to myself; 
welcome to every avenue of my being, that until then had 
been closed and fettered; welcome to the great store-house 
of thought and aspiration, that had sometimes been neg
lected; welcome to the hopes and prophecies that—some 
of them—had been abortive on the earth, or fallen, like 
the blossoms, or like seeds, on unfruitful soil.

Oh! I could stand at this hour for many days of mortal 
time and tell you of the infinite rapture of death; of that 
which you and I and all Irtiman beings have dreaded and 
feared the most of all things. I could stand here for 
hours, and days, and weeks, and declare to you that, riot 
human birth, when the babe gazes for the first time into 
the mother’s eyes when she bends with all absorbing and 
grateful love above that little form, when the babe realizes 
for the first time the infinity of the love that is in the 
mother’s eyes, not that compares with the great rapture 
of death; not human love when the heart hath found its 
chosen mate and life opens with all its beauty like a new
born bower of paradise; not human love when two lives 
are linked together in perfect happiness and labor and 
suffer together, can compare with the great rapture of 
being caught into the arms of this eternal mother Death.

Oh! I have stood (as you all have stood) when in human 
life over the remains of the dearest and the best; I have 
seen their silent lips close in the last sleep, their faces and 
forms chiseled and white, as if by some enchanted sculp
tor, and I have yearned; as you have yearned, and I have 
asked; as you have asked, and I have thought; as you 
have thought, and I have sobbed; as you have sobbed over 
the great relentlessness of this seeming foe of human life; 
but I have lately stood in spirit where my own loved ones 
were weeping, where the silence, and the gloom, and the 
stillness shut out all possible communion, where they 
could not follow, where they did not understand, where 
the dear hearts were clutched in the awful agony of this 
separation, and yet in the midst of that I have never ex
perienced so great a rapture as that which came to me 
because of death, the surpassing freedom of the conscious
ness that thought is eternal; that not one of these fairy 
children of the brain would be lost; that not one of these 
hopes and imaginings for human life would be destroyed; 
that not one of all those whom I had loved was missing in 
this goodly company that gathered-to receive me.

Was I dreaming? Was it a delirium-that would soon 
pass? Was tins a great esetasy that preceded the final 
dissolution and end? Nay. For there was my body 
clothed for sepulture, for such disposition as had been my 
wish and theirs who loved me. It was there. But oh!

what these things njeai
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what was that compared to this? ' The eyes could not see; 
the lips could not speak;, tie hands could not move in 
response to all the endearing words that were uttered. 
But I was there; and after the great, first flash of the 
awakening, after the great first consciousness bf being 
free, of this which had come to me, of a new birth, and 
a new awareness of what that birth meant, there came a 
change: Then I, too, was immersed for a time in grief. 
A sudden change came, over me, a sudden recollection 
that they did not know me; a sudden consciousness that 
those whom I had loved could not see me, nor hear me, 
nor speak to me, nor be aware of my existence. I moved 
among them a being unknown. The awful barrier of the 
great human grief, the one inevitable sequence of human 
blindness to spiritual presences, had separated me from 
them and them from me. For the instant I would have 
gone back into that habitation of clay; for the instant I 
would have taken up the breath and burden of 'human 
life again, Oh! there have been those who have come 
back from the border land of the spirit realm and told 
the story of their experiences to their friends, and physi
cians, and men of science, and men of learning have heard 
them. Then I said: “Oh! it is but the imaginings of 
a poor, weak and sickly brain.” I uttered that sentence, 
and bestowed it upon others, as others have bestowed it 
upon you.

At this hour I take upon myself all the blame that I 
deserve for laughing at such as had knowledge of the 
future life; for disputing the evidence that came to minds 
as capable of judging as myself; for helping to seal the 
doorways between human consciousness and that which 
shall come after death. I take back the boasted sentence 
of my proud agnostic mind, “One world at a time is 
enough for me.”

I ask you to forgive me; for there is nothing that can 
come into human life, there is no knowledge of love, of 
poesy or science, nothing that can uplift and strengthen 
the infirm, the weak, the downtrodden, and those who are 
prone to error, like the consciousness of this continued 
life. I may repeat that sentence by and by: “one world at 
a time is enough for me,” but it must mean all the World, 
not a part of it; the entirety of existence, not its mere 
primary department; it must be all of that which is 
within, around, beneath and above as well as that which 
is in the conscious human sentient being and frame that 
you now possess. I would give all the possibilities of 
many, many years and ages of my spirit’s existence if I 
could unsay any words that have influenced any in human 
life to disbelieve in tlie evidence of the future existence.

Take my message for what it is worth, for it comes 
from the great heart-throbs of that recollection that finds 
itself in possession of its life, of its weaknesses, of whatever 
strength it had, of all its faculties, of its great possibilities, 
So if at this hour I could wipe away the doubts and sub
stitute the distinct inquiry that leads to knowledge, I 
would do it. I would not substitute faith, blind faith, 
any more than when I stood here four years ago; I would 
not substitute credulity, blind credulity, any more than 
I would then. But I would, substitute that attitude of 
mind that is willing to receive evidence.

I was offered evidence while here. I would not take it. 
I was met with a fraternal spirit that proposed to lead me 
to a line of investigation that would give me evidence. I 
did not accept it. Let no one say that I stultified my 
convictions; for I did not. But I was afraid to have con
victions. If I had convictions, would I not be obliged 
to speak them? If they came to me as they have come to 
you, and you, and you, where would be the citadel of that 
boasted reason and intelligence which I had set up to dis
tinguish between dark, false superstition, and the reason
ing faculties of the human mind? But, oh! without 
knowing it I did shut but the evidence, I did close my 
mind to the receiving of testimony. I wished to stand 
free and untrammeled before the gateways of human life 
that I -might help to destroy error and superstition. I 
saw those master-minds who had aided in destroying 
superstition, and I did wish to continue the onslaught 
against the theological errors which I believed held the 
world enthralled. .

But oh! I saw not that which had opened to you, that 
vast plain of thought into which I did not enter. With 
all the possibilities of this grand truth, the light, the 
knowledge of life that has come to you (much that you 
accept or that is offered-to you is not true). But rather 
than that your knowledge should be destroyed, I would 
leave it that the healthful growth may take the place of 
that which is unhealthful. I will not tear away the sacred 
vine and the precious fruitage of immortal life, if I must 
do so in order to take away the tares. You are intelligent, 
you understand, you know that there is the shadow as well 
as the light in all human life. But preserve this truth as 
Christians would the Bible; hold high, as they would, the 
sacred truth of Olivet,.for such it is evermore;Accept the 
allegorical language of that which comes to you as man
ifesting the knowledge of spirit existence. .

Now where am I? In a realm so vast that I have seen, 
as yet, no boundary lines; a realm that stretches far and 
far away in all directions, peopled with lives, some of 
whom I have kpown on earth, some of whom J have 
known in dreams arid: visions, some of whom are the 
heroes of my imaginings, some of whom have been my 
familiar companions ¿n the. works of poets, authors and 
dreamers of mankind. • Where am I? No limited space 
enchains me, no waljs 'encompass me around about, no 
dim labyrinths of teyrormipck me, no limit appears be
fore my vision, -I feed) upon the nectar and ambrosia of 
the gods. But theyiarernot gods of the heathen, or of 
Christian theologies;ttliey are the dear ones of my house

hold, the loved companions of my thoughts; those who, 
like me, have passed from the trammels of time and 
sense; and, like unto me, are seeking to tell you and teach 
you of their existence.

Have I visited other worlds? I know not. For the 
present I am here; I bask in the sunshine of that light 
that comes from within and above. I see around me on 
earth-and in spirit thousands of spiritual beings who, like 
myself, are seeking to solve the problems of life. I offer 
you my congratulations that here is an open gateway, 
where there are no powers of fear, superstition and preju
dice to separate you from that realm unseen. See to it 
that there are no barriers erected; see to it that this in
vestigation is pursued in a clear and honorable manner; 
see to it that the pathway which the investigator would 
travel is made clear and plain;, and,- above all things, 
friends, at this hour, in this moment of my great sec
ondary joy, when the first sadness and sorrow for the 
separation because of those I loved has been passed, let 
me enjoin upon you not to build these walls of sorrow be
tween you and your loved ones. Think of it! Out in the 
wcrld they say, “he has gone from human speech.” Often 
prompted by human errors of speech, you say, “he was 
with us four years ago.” How many days, and hours, and 
moments, through how many messages and impressions 
he has been with you since, you-take little note of. Alas! 
too often the dear ones fold the memory away as care
fully and sacredly as a lock of hair, or a keepsake, a 
sacred treasure-trove at the altar of love, and say, “how 
good he was.” There is no “was.” It is: life is eternal, 
it is now, it is endless, it is indestructible, it is continuing 
to unfold/ it will be the bearing of the message unto all 
eternity. 1 that spoke to you then, I that am speaking to 
you now, I that will speak many more times through as 
many human lives as 1 can inspire, and approach as num)' 
brains as are amenable to my influence. I will speak anil 
think thoughts as the product of this realm of intelligence 
forever.

What is the motive power I employ? I have no need 
for the torturous steam engine, or for the swift lightning 
stioke to bear my message. Thought itself is my mes-
sage-bearer.
thought.

I have built my mansions or palaces of
I have made them of such of my deeds as were

worthy to be preserved in the kingdom of life. I make 
no boast of this. They are mine. If they are shadowed 
I am permitted to wipe out the shadow. If I have un
wittingly pained any one I can remedy that by aiding that 
one. If I have done injustice to my fellow-man through 
ignorance, I can gain knowledge and aid him.

In the great interests of human life I take part still; 
but it is the interest that leads thoughtward and soul
ward, not mammon-ward, not even nation-ward. I have 
no nation, I am a spirit, I live with all souls that are like 
unto me, I am fraternal with them. The boundaries or 
limits of human habitations, human races and human 
conditions affect me not, excepting as my loved ones are 
there. I believe in Humanity, in the great dominant, liv
ing, absorbing purpose of human life. I believe in the 
spirit of humanity. I have done with earth and earthly 
measures and devices. I know nothing about-finance or 
war. I see nothing but shadow in the direction where 
the war clouds tend. I plead with you for the higher and 
nobler condition, I plead with you for the light that comes 
from poetry and philosophy and the living message of 
absolute life. Teach the people how to live, teach them 
the great knowledge of life.

May 1 bear my torch as one of the humble instruments 
in this great truth; as one who has seen no God face to 
face, no Satan starting out from any terrible region of 
bendage; but has seen the godlike human souls anef those 
who have passed onward and upward into higher and 
more divine beatitudes. These I have seen and I must 
fellow, and you mustYollow.

Oh, the great, surging, incoming tide of Life! It bears 
you upon mighty billows; it woos and beckons you by its 
crested arms and shining waves; it is the one eternal light 
and truth that must sanctify human love, must upbuild 
human aspiration, that must crown human hopes, that 
must set mankind free from the thralldom of error, and 
from the thralldom of the dust!

Knowledge and truth are offered to me. I stretch out 
my mental pinions for flights. If I falter it is from lack 
of knowledge. I stretch out my heart to include the 
world; if I falter it is from lack of loving kindness.

Oh, ye friends! unto whom this knowledge is given at 
this boqr, I pray you turn with me to these immortal 
heights of light and promise, and thought. No heaven 
of glory, no fair region of pictured saints, no delightful 
paradise appealing to the senses can compare with this 
realm of supernal and perfect thought and truth. We 
are borne on its mighty pinions; we are not afraid of its 
great intuition; we are plumed for the flight into its 
eternal azure spaces of thought and truth. Every word 
that drops from the messengers of spirit life healing the 
broken-hearted, giving balm to the afflicted mind and 
breathing unto the mother and father, the husband and 
child the knowledge of this life, is a word that is sanctified 
and sacred from the altar of heaven.

Talk about sacred altars; there are none, excepting the 
altars of love; human love which uplifts humanity from 
the dull bondage of the senses and makes human lives 
worthy to be lived. Divine love, which cometh from the 
human soul when crowned with immortality, and bathed 
in the living splendor of that morning which shall never 
be shadowed, which shall never go down to the evening 
tide of sorrow, but shall forever and forever bear you on 
and on until the gateways of eternity open more and more 
refulgently, and then on and on and on forevermore!

It is of great significance that we can-, 
not agree regarding the persistence of 
animal life other than human lit the 
spiritual realms. One declares there 
are none there; another affirms that all 
kinds survive, Pure truth is often 
found between extremes and we are not 
compelled to accept, either statement 
I am going to try walking on eggs wlth- 
out breaking any, that is discuss the 
question without committing myself.

One says if tlie horse survives, then 
snakes and tigers, lice and bed-bugs 
must also torment the saints. The sa- 
tlrical or_the reductlo nd absurdum ar
gument is useless in such a case. The 
assumption that If a horse Ilves the 
louse must also be saved, Is Idle., Even 

- in this sphere the-tendency to eliminate

the ugly and' vicious without killing off 
the gentle and beautiful is certain. In 
some communities we find no bedbugs 
nor lice, and hardly enough fleas to-al- 
low one for each inhabitant, while the 
more worthy animals Increase. To be 
a little funny on the other-side of the 
question, one might say if St Patrick 
alone drove the “snakes and. frogs out 
of the bogs," as we read in the book.of 
the Chronicles of Ireland, surely with 
the help of a few more saints he could 
drive the bedbugs out of Paradise with
out disturbing the nightingales, seeing 
that he spared the goats and meadow
larks to our “ancestors.” •

Again, one tells of Mother Nature 
loving all forms and bestowing as much 
care on the fever germ as on the Tibman 
baby. Speaking for myself and the few 
like me, I would say that if Mother Na
ture loves me she will not insist upon 
tormenting me with noxious insects, but 
will extract their stings and evolute 
them into more beautiful forms, or give 
them a reservation of their own. But 
this talk about Mother Nature, while

very beautiful in Its place, like Santa 
Claus, is in the way-regarding the sci
entific solution of any problem, and re
calls the rhyme,
“The wadly-bird sat on the jingo tree, 
A dying bird, ah ipe! ah me! - —
“Ah me! ah mehlt’s so absurd. - 
There’s no such thing as the wadly

bird. . - •'
"It’s so absurd, ah .me! ah me! .
There’s no such thing as the jingo tree.”

Neither is there any such person as 
Mother Nature, and on this plane man 
by virtue of his superior intelligence 
holds the balance of power and decides 
what forms of animal life shall exist 
with him, and there is no sign of re
proach from nature when he deter
mines that the bear and the tiger, so 
well equipped to fight for life, shall be 
eliminated, and the defenseless lamb 
shall survive. .

It cannot be ridiculous to allow ani
mal forms to exist, If we allow vegeta
ble forms to do so, and If there be any

thlng substantial at ¿all. in spiritual 
realms we may be permitted; to assume 
that It will manlfestiinivArjous forms. 
But in any case Weccannot: admit the 
testimony of the delirious. We are told 
that the vision of the.drunkard is real, 
and that he does in fact see the reptiles 
he describes. He also sees with equal 
vividness devils with hoofs and horns 
dance gleefully as they pitchfork babies 
into the brimstone.íúrñáce, and I sub
mit that his evidence be excluded. It 
has been customary for seers to behold 
visions comparable tó those of the 
drunkard, as dragonsi with .seven heads 
and ten horns, but the {competent seer

trolled imagination is that I have no 
fear when a monstrous serpent sinks its 
fangs in my side, being too well under 
control of the warning spirit. The im
agination of the drunkard has broken 
the control of reason and is subject to 
the will of no Intelligent spirit (ordina
rily), and he creates subjective images 
in “astral matter” as a simpleton may 
chalk on a blackboard pictures of what 
is neither in the heavens above, in the 
earth beneath nor in the waters under 
the earth.

In Chicago I visited the panorama of 
Gettysburg. Emerging from a dark 
passage I suddenly beheld the picture so 
pect that I could believe, for a little 
that it was reality. This is a good il
lustration of subjective spirit visions at 
their best. Under ideal conditions the 
spirit control may paint a true reflection 
of his spirit home, but lt is not the Sum
merland, and the conditions and devel
opment of the sensitive and ideal rap
port is rare. So far the conditions have 
been good enough to exclude the devils 
and elementarles that destroyed previ-

ous spiritual movements, but if a belief 
In all these monsters becomes general, 
mediums developing under that faith 
all over the land will begin to see them. 
If we adandon reason so far as to ac
knowledge the dream of'the delirious 
from rum or opium (generally) We open 
the gates to every delusion, and medi
umship is worth less. ■'

J. T. MACDONALD.
Vancouver, B. O. y

"Religion as Revealed by the Material 
and Spiritual Universe.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. . A compact and' 
comprehensive view of the subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical and crit
ical; facts and data needed by every' 
student and especially by every Spir
itualist. One of the very best books on 
the subject. Price, reduced to $1, 
cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale at thia 
office. ■ ■ ’ .

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to. Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M, D„ M. A„ Ph. D, Price $1. 
For sale at this office.
’ / - tJ -

(Continued from No. 561.).
“That all facts yet known to man, In

dicate that there Is an external or an 
Internal cause of all existences, by the 
fact of their existence; that this all
pervading cause of motion and change 
in the Universe, is that Incomprehensi
ble Power which the nations of the 
world have called God, Jehovah, Lord,
etc., etc.; but that the facts are yet un
known to man which define what that 
hitherto Incomprehensible Power is.”

“From facts which no experienced 
and unprejudiced mind will deny, it 
appears to our senses, that there is an 
unceasing composition, decomposition, 
and recomposition, always in progress 
upon the earth; and we naturally Infer, 
without, however, having more than . 
plausible conjecture to guide our sup
position, that a similar process obtains ‘ 
throughout the universe. ,

“This knowledge, limited as it is, has 
been derived by very slow degrees, 
through ages of very wild Imagina
tions, and most random conjectures,

“Upon all subjects connected with 
universal causes, effects and operations, 
the human faculties have been hitherto 
unable to acquire such knowledge of 
facts as can give any satisfactory re
sults to their most extended investiga
tions. Tlie wisest course, therefore, for 
man to adopt, is at once to admit the 
extent of his ignorance as to the cause 
of all things, and its qualities or mo
tives, or intentions; if, Indeed, motives 
and intentions, as they are found to 
exist in human nature, exist in such 
cause. By admitting our ignorance, the . 
ground is cleared from the wild and 
random Imagination of our poor de- - 
hided ancestors, before they had been 
trained to observe and carefully to in- 
vestlgate facts. And if we are now to 
make any progress in real knowledge, 
we must abandon all imaginations un
supported by facts, and especially all 
those which are opposed to ’facts un
known to change during the past his
tory of our race.

“When the wild conjectures and now 
evident prejudices, derived from the 
false education of our more remote as 
well as Immediate ancestors, can be 
abandoned, and the mind left free to 
make the most of the best authenticated 
facts, obtained through the past period 
of human existence, the probability, 
even amounting to the approach of cer
tainty, appears to be:

"1st. That the Universe, the material 
it contains, and the Power, whence pro
ceed motion, life, and knowledge—com
position, decomposition, and recomposi
tion, with all the action within the 
Universe (if the term within can be ap
plied to that which can have no bounds) 
are Eternal, or could not have had a 
commencement, and can have no ter
mination.

“2d. That the Universe, these mate
rials, this Power, how these actions 
arise, are continued, and their future 
results, are all alike hidden from the 
human faculties; and that, until new 
facts shall be discovered, It Is no more 
than an amusing exercise of those fac
ulties to imagine or conjecture, or to 
predicate anything respecting either the 
one or the other.

“3d. That for any human beings to 
pretend to know, correctly, anything 
respecting the Universe, the materials 
in contains, the Power that directs and 
controls them, the will, intention, mo
tives, objects, or qualities of that Pow
er, or why this apparent eternal com
position, decomposition, and recomposi
tion, proceed, Is a proof of their utter 
Ignorance of these matters, respecting 
which they have been made to become 
Insane or hypocrites.

“4th. That this insanity and hypocrisy 
have created miseries to the past gene
rations of men, beyond all human calcu
lation and conception, and that at this 
day they are the only obstacles to the 
progress of knowledge, to the advance 
of all the superior qualities of humani
ty, to the attainment by all individuals ' 
of high virtues, and to the progressive 
happiness of our race. f

“5th. That this gross insanity and 
hypocrisy, which our ancestors have 
unwittingly transmitted to the present 
generation, must, by some means or 
other, be stayed and overcome, or there 
will be no chance for improvement and 
happiness to man.

“Experiencing this misery, and now 
plainly perceiving the Immediate cause 
of it, the question for the consideration 
of all the nations of the world now Is: 
How is this gross insanity and hypoc
risy to be stayed and overcome with the 
least evil to those poor creatures tbps 
made Insane or hypocrites? Or, how 
can the change from Insanity and • 
hypocrisy, which have been made so 
general, be effected in the shortest pc- 
rlod, with the least evil to all nations 
and people?

“Surely, by stating in clear and dis
tinct, yet in mild terms, the whole 
truth, as far as it is known, upon these 
matters; and by avoiding all personal 
blame to the poor deceived Individuals 
who have been, by the laws of their na
tions, compelled to become insane or 
hypocrites upon these subjects—sub- .. 
jects so far beyond their capacity to 
comprehend. •

“It is with this view that we give the 
simple statement which appears at the 
head of this chapter: ‘That all facts yet 
known to man indicate that there is an 
external or an Internal cause for all 
existences, by the fact of their exist- 
once; that this all-pervading cause of 
motion and change in the universe, is 
that Incomprehensible Power which the • 
nations of the world’ call by some name 
which they hold In reverence, and to 
which all the. actions of the universe 
are referred.” ■ - '■

(To be continued.)
C. H. MATHEWS.

New Philadelphia, Ohio. .
"Arcana of Spiritualism: A Manual of .. 

Spiritual Science and Philosophy.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A spiritual text-book 
of rich and inspired thought An ex
cellent work. Finely bound in scarlet . 
and gold. Price $1.50. For sale at this , 
office.
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MT DOES SPIRITUALISM INCLUDE, 
AND WHAT ARE THE DUTIES IT IMPOSES?
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“Ism,” as a suffix to any word, meaus a principle or a 
system of principles, file character of which is indicated 
by the word to which the suffix is attached. Btiddlusm 

-means the principles or doctrines taught by Buddha. 
Methodism signifies the doctrines taught, and the eccle
siastical system carried out by the Methodist church. No 
people are entitled to use the suffix ism unless they have 

, some system of doctrines, or principles distinguishing 
them from other religious or philosophical systems. If 
the term Spiritualism has any meaning it must include 
the principles which pertain to spirit substance and enti
ties, if such exist. And it must include all, not a part of 
those principles. • .. ’ . .
, REASON FOR THE EFFORT,

I propose, in this essay, to give an approximately full 
definition of Spiritualism, and deduce therefrom the du
ties resting upon all who assume the title of Spiritualist. 
The present condition of the Spiritualist movement is a 
sufficient reason for such an effort. In the early days, 
such an exposition might not have been so easily made; 
but fifty years of thought and experience puts us in bet
ter condition to perform the much needed work.

During this time, there has been a strong tendency to 
minimize Spiritualism, and reduce it to the narrow limits 
and work of a mere sect. Many, who have acquired only 
a little smattering of the Spiritualist doctrine, are often 
greatly in earnest to align Spiritualism beside the narrow 
»eetarian churchism of the day. The N. S. A. has unfor
tunately pursued the course of a mere sectarian organize- 
tion. Furtheimore, the intense selfism of our individual
istic, social system has well nigh converted our whole 
movement into a mass of contending antagonisms, desti
tute of all sense of oneness or brotherhood.

The Catholic church stood for unity, but Protestantism 
was the assertion of absolute individualism, and the Abo
litionists carried the Protestant idea to the extreme of an
archical come-outerism. Modern Spiritualism was born 
when abolitionism was most rampant, and not a few of the 
early Spiritualists were Abolitionists and deeply imbued 
with its anarclristic teachings. The Protestant idea was 
carried to its extreme of disorganization, not only as to 
societaiy organization, but also to the presentation of'any 
basic principles of truth and action. The individual was

gest to us the material with which to work, and give us 
some hints of the best methods of using them. Then we 
must dig out the answers by our own energies. Only in. 
this way can we ever be anything but mere parrots, re
peating the sayings of some one else. Hence, in defining 
Spiritualism, I shall not repeat what any spirit has said, 
or is supposed to have said on the question. That is the 
church method—the method of authority. But truth 
needs no authority but its own statement, ’
clearly all balanced minds will perceive and accept it. 
And there will be no dispute or argument in the case. No 
one attempts to prove that twice two are four, or that the 
whole is equal to the sum of all its parts, The mind so 
feeble as not to grasp the truth of these propositions 
would be incapable of comprehending any form of argu
mentation, '

If stated

gupreme authority to himself both as to the perception of 
truth and his personal conduct. “The God within” was 
superior to all outside of one’s own personality. Hence, 

_it was impossible to secure any statement of principles as 
a basis of organization and unitary action. There were 
as many Spiritualisms as there were exponents of tlie 
same. And that is substantially the condition at the 
present time. Every lecturer gives a different definition, 
and nobody has any authority to correct mistakes, or sub
mit with authority the true position. This Babel of con
flicting notions has led to the narrowing down of the pre
tensions of Spiritualism until the bare fact of spirit com
munication is made the whole of it. Nothing but phe
nomena is allowed. This superficial falsehood has been 
most successfully used to stifle all scientific investigation 
of the phenomena, and also prevent any true and tlior- 
ough philosophizing upon the question of unitary action 

• on the part of Spiritualists in the great work of human 
uplifting. Individual Spiritualists have done something, 
but as a body they have done nothing—have taken no act
ive stand in reference to great social and world-move
ments. Hence, Spiritualism is despised as a powerless, or 
hated as a disintegrating influence in social evolution.

The position that the manifestations constitute the es
sence of Spiritualism renders it impossible to secure any- 
tiring like unity of purpose or effort in any tiring beyond 
the mere holding of seances and phenomenal shows. 
There is no intellectual or moral impulsion in this to se
cure consolidated action. And in the popular estimate, 
Spiritualism stands for no great principle of human re
lationship or effort. Spiritualists are looked upon as 
mere believers in ghosts. And until it is conclusively 
shown that there are world-wide principles in, and under
lying this movement, it will fail to modify our social 
structure or benefit our struggling humanity.

It is one of the oft-repeated boasts of the Spiritualist 
writers and speakers that their Spiritualism has revolu
tionized the thought of the church and the wosld during 
the last fifty years. That a wonderful change has been 
wrought during that period'none can deny, but, instead 
of the Spiritual movement being the cause it is very 
largely the effect of tiffs great change. But for the fact 
that the change had commenced in the first half of this 
century, Spiritualism would most likely have been 
crushed in its very beginning. Universalism, Unitarian- 
ism and Abolitionism had permeated the thought of the 
country, and in the evangelical churches there were thou
sands on the very brink of heresy. Thousands had wit
nessed and been staggered by the exhibitions of mesmer
ism. And the extraordinary discoveries in science and 
mechanical inventions in the first and middle of this cen
tury had given a tremendous impetus to the thought of 

. the people. The Spiritualist movement shared the bene
fit of these stupendous changes and was an in strum ent, in 
stimulating still more the newly awakened thoughts, 
though not the primary or sole cause of it. “The Higher 
Criticism” was getting in its work on ancient and Biblical 
literature, and a wide-spread revolt against the old cre
dulity had set in, and has continued down to the present 
time. It would have done its work if Modem Spiritual
ism had remained unknown. It was not the author of 
“The Vestiges of Creation.” Neither did it create 
Comte, Herbert Spencer, Wallace, Lyell, Darwin, Colenso, 
Kuenen, Davidson, and a host of others who have done 
infinitely more in changing the general trend of human 
thought than all the reputed millions of Spiritualists. 
Indeed, the great mass of radical utterances from the spir
itual platform and press were well digested ideas in the 
minds of the early speakers and writers before, the raps at 
Hydesville. Such men as Brittan, Harris, Finney, Fish
bough and A. J. Davis did not learn their lessons in Spir
itualist seances. They had developed them before. 
They had outgrown the doctrines of . the churches to 
which they belonged and were ready for a New De
parture. -

I

I

i

The true position kihis: Humanity had so grown that 
it had reached that mental-status which rendered it pos
sible for a new instauration of philosophic and religious 
thought. Indeed, it was impossible for such an instau
ration not to commence, and the Spiritistic advent took 
advantage of, and accentuated the New Departure. Mod
esty and honesty demand-that we acknowledge the truth 
as it really is, and not assume positions which intelligent 
thinkers know to be destitute of any foundation in fact.

Another reason for writing this essay is because of the 
superstitious notions which prevail so extensively among 
professed' Spiritualists. We have not outgrown the ig
norant ideas of the church, and depend upon the aid and 
teachings from the spirit side of life to tell us what Spir
itualism is, and what the doctrines we should accept, and 
the duties we should perform. But that will not be done. 
Intelligent spirits will neither tell us what we can find 
out ourselves, nor do the work which we ourselves can 
perform. Spirit ignoramuses may attempt to teach us, 
and we shall have as a result all manner of crude and 
monstrous notions, from the primacy of St. Peter down to 
that of Brigham Young or Teed.

. Man must master his science and develop his philosophy 
for himself, or he will never comprehend it or be able to 
practice it.’ It is enough if the spirits manifesting sug-

But I am told that people differ in their opinions. 
They don’t see and think alike. To be sure they do, be
cause an opinion is simply the evidence of ignorance. 
People do not differ in opinion where they possess knowl
edge. It is only of unknown things, and only to' the ex
tent of their ignorance that they disagree. So, in re
gard to Spiritualism, the disagreements are included in 
the realm of ignorance, and the most violent disputers are 
usually the most ignorant, and consider their opinion as 
good, or a great deal better than another’s knowledge. 
Of course, we ought not to be surprised'at this, for cen
turies knowledge has been degraded and faith or opinion 
exalted. Eternal salvation is won by faith, and damna
tion is the penalty for its lack. Hence, it is nothing 
strange that men, with centuries of heredity back of them, 
and the persistent teaching that faith is the only recom
mendation to the Divine favor, and the only door to eter
nal life, should consider opinion as superior to knowledge; 
for they have been taught that knowledge puffeth up and 
contributes nothing to man’s salvation and eternal wel
fare.

The mere acceptance of spirit phenomena does not rec
tify all these old habits of thought and faith. Does not, 
at once, lead us from the old habit of opinion forming to 
the scientific search for positive knowledge. Hence, 
Spiritualism has come to be very largely a mass of dis
jointed, contradictory opinions, instead of a careful 
statement of scientifically demonstrated truths. Even 
the National Spiritualist Association, at its last meeting, 
gave science as square a slap in the face as Christianity 
did in the adoption of the Nicene Creed. Like the Chris
tian church, it proclaimed its belief in an unknowable, 
undemonstrable, imaginary, incomprehensible idealism, 
It is as easy and consistent to accept one as the other. 
Ignorance could go no farther. The retention of that 
creed will send Spiritualism into contending sects just as 
creeds have divided the church. ,

It is, therefore, of the greatest importance that Spirit
ualism should have a full and correct definition. And es
pecially so, as the creed question will undoubtedly be con
sidered at the next meeting in October. If Spiritualism 
is nothing, as the N. S. A. has affirmed, but one among 
the numerous sects, let it be so understood, and then peo
ple can adjust themselves accordingly. But, it must 
clearly state the points of agreement and difference with 
existing sects, in order to show a reasonable ground for 
the creation of another sect. Such an attempt would 
show at once the non-necessity of another sect. When the 
points of contact and agreement with the older sects are 
pointed out, the grand question will be, what reason is 
there for a new sectarian organization? And, so far as 
the creedalists' among the Spiritualists are concerned, 
there is no more disagreement in opinion with the liberal 
sects than they differ in opinion among themselves. The 
creedalists should join the liberal churches instead of 
forming another. They have nothing better in theory, 
and nothing half as good in methods of working for the 
general welfare.

Another reason for writing this essay, is the fact that 
the most advanced intelligence of to-day submits that all 
bases of true organiztion and methods of action must rest 
upon, or be constituted of absolute demonstrations of sci
ence. In other words, the scientific method must under
lie and support all our systems of action, whether per
sonal or social. Even a system of ethics, not grounded 
on science, is worthless as a working force for human up
lifting. The rule of authority is broken forever, so far 
as personal commands are concerned. A reason, found
ed on demonstration, must be given the human mind, in 
the future, instead of a “Thus saith the Ixird,” or thus 
said and did the Fathers. ' Mon arc seeing this clearer and 
clearer every day. The old is passing away, not with a 
great noise, but surely, and to many entirely unobserved. 
. To me, Spiritualism is the latest evolution of science, 
and this culminating fact of the ages must- be compre
hended and incorporated in the consciousness and organi
zation of the Spiritualists, or what is termed Spiritualism 
will in a very short time become a ridiculous fiasco, and 
a lamentable failure as a force for social regeneration. 
Therefore, it is supremely important that we have a true 
and full definition of Spiritualism for our own guidance, 
and for the enlightenment of the general public.

Every thinking being, no matter how limited their field 
of thought, has and must have something as a basic prin
ciple of action. It may be of the vaguest and most flimsy 
character. It may rest upon the wildest speculations, or 
the most superstitious faith, but it exists notwithstanding. 
The various schools of theosophy and mental science are 
probably capturing more Spiritualists than are being 
made by the mediums. They submit principles, true or 
false, and the people are captured. Men will have some
thing more than bare facts. They demand explanation 
of facts. In other words, the law and tendency of facts.

The Spiritualists may bury their heads in phenomena, 
as the ostrich does its head in the sand, and when they 
open their eyes to look around, they will find that the pro
cession of progress has passed on and left them behind. 
A true Spiritualism, not one of superficial pretense, or of 
diluted churchism, but one of principle, of scientific dem
onstration, will take their place .and lead the world to 
victory and harmony. . ’ .

Principles never die. The people, who ought to pro
claim and support them die and pass'on, but others will 
live and embrace the discarded, or neglected truths and 
embody them in human institutions. For these reasons 
the articles which will follow have been written, to set 
before the. world’s thought the real principles of Modern 
Spiritualism, and to call the attention of Spiritualists to 
the duties which are necessarily deducible from the basic 
principles of their profession. Again,-as the N. S. A. 
rolds its annual session this coming fall, I am desirous of 
suggesting the adoption of certain principles of truth and 
action, which will not be the occasion of fruitless discus
sion of incomprehensible creeds, but the uniting bonds of 
a determined and persistent work along the lines of altru
istic brotherhood. Standing near the line which separ
ates the seen from the unseen it would be no little satisfac
tion to think that in fifty years of effort I had done some
thing toward the establishment of the universal principles 
of brotherhood instead of resulting in the organization of 
a puny sect with all the narrowness and contentiousness 
inevitable from all sectarian organization. .

(To be continued.)

It is hard for a naughty man evfir to forgive one who 
has caught him at fault.—Breyere.

Public sentiment powerfully restrains men from doing

A RESUME OF CAMPS
■. ri H—- ■ '

G. WfflKatas Has Pleasant
Words.

Havlng:iJheen jp busy all of August 
that I cop^d uo(i(write about the excel
lent campsÎMrSiiïKates and self have 
visited, luWlH uyw make a brief men
tion. '¡o'; f)

The first jweeta was at Maple Dell 
Gamp, Miftutua, ;0hlo. There we found 
an earnest,coterje of workers led by D. 
M. King..uit ,-lSia pleasant camp, well 
conducted, liinii flping a practical educa
tional wprfc. , .¿'here is never an idle 
hour at t|micamp. Visitors will always 
find somelhlug'4o. interest or instruct. 
This camp is doing a great practical 
work In the development of a school 
system for which purpose they have 
erected an edifice.

At Grand Ledge, Mich., we found a 
welcome that served as a soul-exhilar- 
ant. We had fairly good audiences here 
and a .large ■ Sunday meeting. This 
camp is harmonious and full of good 
cheer. Mrs. .Sheets makes all feel at 
home, and the days glide away in joy
ful fraternity.

Haslett Park put on a beautiful dress 
of flowers this year, and gave us good 
audiences, but like other camps, Sunday 
was the day . for a large crowd. Mrs. 
Haslett is putting forth much energy to 
create success and comfort. There we 
had an effective Memorial Day. But 
Pioneers' Day brought out the old peo
ple with their earnest spirits as an ex
ample of devotion for all of us to copy. 
Good cheer and good results have made 
this camp a success and a promise for 
greater results,

At Island > Lake we made' our Initial 
bow, and found l.t a splendid locality for 
a camp. Detroit Spiritualists should 
take more Interest here, for nature has 
given them a spot of beauty, The Im
provements are excellent—Indeed the 
hotel is the best at any camp east or 
west The lake is the best lijtle sheet 
of water for bathing, boating and fish
ing I have seen in tho west. Island 
Lake has every reason to expect 
support and success. They provide well 
for meetings, and the camp is kept live
ly with social interests. People from all 
the states should visit the Michigan 
camps. Grand Ledge, Haslett Park and 
Island Lake are close together and these 
three camps cap be visited in alterna
tion and afford a summer itinerary and 
healthful resorts that will bring good 
cheer to the soul and body of any or all 
who may visit them. '

When the friends learn the value of 
these canips, they will surely attend and 
enjoy. Here is found rest, health, com
fort and culture. G. W. KATES.

Mount Pleasant Park, la.
The Mississippi Valley Spiritualists 

Association has^ust closed one of the 
most successful « camp-meetings ever 
held in Sift 'Pleasant Park, Clinton, la. 
The utmoM good’feeling prevailed, and 
the Interest kept-hp until the last hour. 
The program as ’published in the Asso
ciation’s annual iihnouncement was car
ried out and some very Interesting ad
ditions we'fe’madb to It by way of en- 
tertainmeifW not’feiven during previous 
camp Beashns.

The lectures afid test seances given 
were nevef bettei1! the speakers and me
diums being PfoÆ W. F. Peek, Willard 
J. Hull, Julià1 .Steelman Nichols, Rev. B. 
F. Austin, Marlati Carpenter, Carrie E. 
S. Twlng -and Edgar W. Emerson, 
Max Hoffman wa,s also here and several 
times delighted'làfige audiences with his 
fine tests. "Good'ffiediums for material
ization, BliltÿÂvHting and other phases 
of manifestation were here in numbers.

The musical part of the program was 
exceptionally fine. The Zumbach Quar
tette, of St. Paul, Minn., sang its way 
Into all hearts, and made our entertain
ments exceedingly Interesting and of an 
unusually high character, while the Co
lumbia Band of Clinton, and the Weise 
Orchestra, both under the able leader
ship of Prof. Adolf Weise, furnished 
out-of-door music'and dance music such 
as has not been heard in Mt. Pleasant 
Park for many years, if ever before.

Miss Flora A. Keyes, of Evanston, Ill., 
a fine dramatic reader, and instructor in 
physical culture and dancing, gave her 
services to make our entertainments in
teresting, and the general camp life en
joyable, and the Ladles' Independent 
Union, auxiliary to the M. V. S. A., out
did all former efforts on “L. L U. Day, 
Woman’s Day, and The Old Maids’ 
Convention.

Brother Will C. Hodge visited camp 
for a few days, and gave us a ringing 
speech on L. I. U Day. It is impossible 
to mention all the good things we en
joyed during the four weeks of camp- 
meetlng. .

At the annual business meeting of the 
Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation the following officers were 
elected for the ensuing year: President, 
Prof. W. F. Peck, St Louis; vice-presi
dent, Mrs. Emma J. Knowles, Clinton; 
secretary, Stella A. Fisk, Keokuk; treas
urer, Isaac Millisack, Ottumwa, la.

The Ladles’ Independent Union offi
cers for the coming year are: President, 
Emma J. Knowles, Clinton, la.; first 
vice-president, Fannie L Glasser, Ma
quoketa, la.; second vice-president, 
Rose A. King, Ida Grove, la.; secretary, 
Mollie B. Anderson, Clarksville, Mo.; 
treasurer, Christine Cooper, Clinton, la.

The old board of trustees was re
elected without change. The outlook 
for next year’s camp-meeting is very 
bright. The M. V. S. A. is In a- more 
prosperous condition than ever before.

Working harmoniously together for 
gether for the glorious cause of Spirit
ualism, and the good of humanity gen
erally, we shall make Mt PleasantPark 
a center from which shall radiate truth 
and love, the drawing power that makes 
success sure and permanent.

EMMA J. KNOWLES. 
,Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa.

' '■ .... - R'r n- • - ~ .

Nature’s ^ok§ Spontaneous.
Not long agpi.a, domestic chanticleer' 

stood Upon the ground near a harvest
ing machine, filhe qhick looked up, saw 
a good place for his two feet to stand. 
He made a Jgap.anfl planted himself 
fairly on the horizontal bar of the 
wheel. Then- ¡Jie gapped his wings, 
stretched his neck and began to crow. 
His weight on theæheel was enough to 
turn it. It did turn and let the rooster 
quietly dowq pn the ground. But the 
motion of the wheel confused the bird 
and .the crowç failed It died in his 
pompous throng Ifeyvas funny to see 
how cheap and wilted the rooster 
looked, puzzletJjAo^now what had hap
pened. ' ' .

Query:—Are ¡then?; .accidents in na
ture? " c AS.H.,JI.D.

“Words That Burn." A Psychic 
Novel, by Lida Briggs Browne, This 
work, progressive, humanitarian, real
istic. Descriptions. of scenery and 
home life in both England and the 
United States. It is a large 12mo, 36G 
pages, neatly bound in cloth; has por
trait of writer as frontispiece. Price, 
$1.50. To Introduce it will sell from 
this office until further notice Tor. $L25. 
Postage free. • 1 ■ ,■

“Nature Cure." By Drg. M. E. and 
Rosa 0. Conger.:! Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50.And $2.... . J.- _ .... ***** VA LltMU 4UVU XI Ulli IJII1I1)' . Ç . . - , ’ ' • •• . - W —•

erfully against them.—Beecher.
I

~ »->• _**.», '-•.Ul.vu WIHU4UUCU,

Paper, 50 cents. For sale at this office.

KEEP
YOUR

beautiful camp called Lily ____ „
deed this is a beautiful place. It seems 
to me the God of nature designed this 
place for the purpose It is used for, and 
as for the weather slucé I came, it is 
perfectly delightful—a nice, cool and re
freshing breeze blowing from the lake 
constantly. Now I want to tell you 
about the wonderful phenomena I have 
investigated since I came here this last
time. This I speak of was done by the 
Bangs Sisters.

I first purchased three slates. Some 
time before I left home I bored holes In 
the four corners of them and tied each 
corner with twine. I wrote seven names 
of spirit friends, put them in an envel
ope, .and put in the same envelope seven 
sheets of blank-tablet paper. I sealed 
it up and tied the sealed envelope up be
tween the slates at my room before go
ing to the Bangs Sisters’ place. I took 
my third slate with me to use after I 
got there. I then put my third slate on 
top of the two sealed or tied slates and 
between this last slate a small piece of 
cloth about qne inch square with a blot 
of ink on it. I also wrote on a piece of 
paper a question which I put with the 
ink pad. I tied the'third slate with a 
strong twine to the other two slates and 
then tied one end of the twine to the 
button hole of iny coat. I then rested 
the slates on a table near which* I was 
sitting.

There was but one of the Bangs Sis
ters in the room at the time and she was 
not within four feet of the table. I dld- 
not wait three minutes before she said: 
“I see such a person near you," and 
gave the name, which was one of the 
names I had in the sealed envelope and 
slates. She mentioned the names one 
after the other till she named all that I 
had sealed up In my envelope, and In
Aide of fifteen minutes three loud raps 
came on the table at which I was sit
ting, to signify they were done writing. 
There was no one near the table but 
myself during ail this time, and she left 
the room while I untied the slates. I 
found the envelope just as I had put it 
and the seal unbroken. I opened the 
envelope and my blank paper was filled 
with ink writing, some' of it written 
across the other writing and answers to 
my questions, and one of the answers 
gave me a very important clue to a busi
ness matter which occurred in Philadel
phia about two years ago. The slip of 
paper I put under the third slate with 
the Ink pad was in the sealed letter 
when'I opened It and answered my 
questions.

Now I want to tell you of another phe
nomenon I witnessed, done by the 
Bangs Sisters, of producing pictures of 
departed friends in the light before 
your eyes, both by photograph or with
out, which you can seal up before going 
there, which- you hold in your hand at 
the time of getting the picture. You 
can pick out your own canvas from a 
large /lumber they have on hand, the 
picture comes on in from 15 to 30 min
utes an exact likeness of the one you 
hold in your hand, life-sized. They 
also make life-sized pictures of departed 
friends who never had a picture taken 
while on earth. I witnessed both since 
I eame up the last time.

The attendance Is much larger than 
last year. 8. J. GIBSON.

Lily Dale, N. Y.

N. S. A. CONVENTION.
Eighth Annual Convention of 

National Spiritualists 
Association.

The eighth annual convention of the 
National Spiritualists Association of the 
United States of America and Canada, 
will be held at Cleveland, Ohio—Cham
ber of Commerce Halt Business ses
sions October 16, 17, 18, 19, 1900, at 10 
a. m. and 2 p. in.

Important business of interest to ev
ery Spiritualist will be presented for ac
tion before these gatherings.

At 7:30 each evening grand public 
meetings with addresses, spirit com
munications, music, etc.

A large number of the most gifted lec
turers and mediums will be present and 
participate In these exercises. Among 
them may be mentioned Dr. Peebles, 
Moses Hull, Prof. W. F. Peck, Mrs. 
Helen Palmer Ressegue, Carrie E, S 
Twlng, May S. Pepper, MrS. Zaida 
Brown Kates and Maggie Gaule. Other 
mediums and speakers of foremost rank 
are also making arrangements to at
tend and participate in the programme. 
Mrs. Z. L. Else, the talented musician 
will have charge of music.

Further announcements will be made 
in the Spiritual papers.

Reduced rates on railroads from large 
cities. Ask for certificate tickets to Na
tional Spiritualists Convention. - These 
tickets must be endorsed by the secre
tary at the convention to entitle you to 
one-third fare for return trip.

All attending tho convention who 
travel to Cleveland by rail are specially 
requested to purchase certificate tick
ets, that we may be sure of meeting the 
requirements of the roads.

The Forest City House, a large and 
handsome hotel of Cleveland, at which 
the best of service and attention will be 
secured for our delegates and visitors, 
at two dollars per day each person, spe
cial rate, will be the headquarters of 
the convention. Reception in the parlor 
of the Forest City House to all will be 
held on Monday, October 15, at 8 p. m

Information of convention can be db- 
obtalnedjof the N;.’S. A.-secretary, at 
600 Penna avenue S; E., Washington 
d. c. ’ : mary t. Longley, ‘
_ Secretary.
HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres.

T^OR a moment stop and consider. 
ijThe'-Prdgressive Thinker is the one 
J original dollar Spiritualist paper. 

, 1 It introduced a new era in the 
I ranks of Spiritualism. Its success 

financially has been all that could 
be desired. Notwithstanding the 

rise in the price of print paper, it has 
still maintained its status as the only 
one dollar Spiritualist paper. Not only 
that, but it Introduced the Divine Plan 
in its business with its subscribers—a 
portion of the profits of the office re
turning to them. Just think of the 
Seven Premium- Books being sent out to 
our subscribers for $2.35. After paying 
the postage-of these seven books, and 
the expense of mailing them, all that 
we have left is $1.50. You can readily 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less, by far, than the actual cost to us. 
We do . this work in accordance 
with The Divine Plan, in order to assist 
in forming the nucleus of a library in 
every Spiritualist home. Read carefully 
our premium list and you will certainly 
want to become a subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker, if not so already, 
and obtain the books we: announce.

“Cultivation of Personal. Magnetism. 
A Treatise on Human Culture." By 
Leroy Berrler. For sale at this office. 
Price $1.

ON
OUR MAINJREMIUMS.
n^hevP.r°Saresi?e one year
nnd.,^° • $ tke Encyclopedia of 
intpn=i.iaU? ?ife *“ tbe Splrlt World, au

J lnterestl“S. instructive and 
fivn «»“. "S York’ S1’25’ 'i'h0 twenty- five cents only pays a little more than 
the postage and the expense of mailing.

work t0 the trade Is
’ ibls kook will constitute our 

main premium for the remainder of 
UP t0 May 30-1901- «is very 

JhrU,a^}e’ * wil k°hi yoar attention 
tntoughout, and will teach you a much 
needed lesson. The postage on the 
above book, which we prepay, is 
ten cents, hence it is almost a gift to 
our subscribers. It Is furnished at con
siderable less than actual cost to us.

Offer Number Two. - 
1VoL..1> Vo1’ 2 and Vo1- 8 of the Ency- 

it10Wndvia°f n.etth' and Llfe ln the Splr- 
1)6 Bent out wben accom- 

ThA1 V th a. year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker, for $1.10. 
umeaPas2eirnOnvyear’ and tba tbree vob 

eV2:10’ Jou can add to this order 
of the other books, at 40 cents 

“• .Yo,u can make only one order for 
three books for $1.10.
n.h^°i.dai for one °r more of the pre- 
™”.ni,ibo0,1"’ must always be accompa- 
panied with a year’s subscription for 
Ihe Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
Here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Three.
fnmnuJ Hee* of tbe books in °ui’ Prem
ium list that you may select will be sent 

You are at liberty to 
tnn ?tber books ln the list that 
you desire in connection with this or
der, at 40 cents each. You can only 
make one order for three books at $1.10.

An order for one or Thore of the pro- 
.ii11?“,1!,3 must always be aeeompa- 
Panled with a year’s subscription for 
Ihe Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except the SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

Offer Number Four.
Our regular premium, The Encyclo- 

^d‘^°lI?eath’ and Llfe ln the Spirit 
World, Vol. 3, is only 25 cents. If you 
wish to add thereto one of the other 
premium books only, the same will cost 
you 50 cents. If you wish two addi
tional books, the cost of tbe three will 
be $1,10. You can add thereto any 
other books you desire at 40 cents each.

Offer Number Five.
If you wish to order only one book in 

connection with a year's subscription, 
and that one not our regular yearly 
premium, the price will be 50 cents.

An order for one or more of the pre
mium books must always be accompa- 
panled with a year's subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. No other 
books except tbe SEVEN mentioned 
here, will be sent out as premiums.

OFFER NUMBER SIX, 
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR §2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1
Price............................................ ’$

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life injhe Spirit World, VoL 2, 
Price........................................ $

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 8, 
Price..........................................$

Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price............................. $

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price.............................. $

The Next World Interviewed. 
Price.........................................$

The Occult Life of Jesus (includ
ing the Hull-Covert Debate). 
Price....................................

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.25

2.00
Total price to the trade.............$10.75
Total price to our subscribers. .$ ‘

The Progressive Thinker one year 
and the seven premium books. .$ 
These seven books, substantially 

elegantly bound, and printed in

2.35

3.35 
and

- . . the
neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear in mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books. 
$2.35. Total, $3.35. ‘

Tbe aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. Tn order 
to assist In forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library in .every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2 35 
which is less by far than their 
actual cost. The authors make no 
charge for the vast amount of 
labor bestowed on these works, 
and which extended over many 
years. The published receives not a

labor

single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out In putting them in type, and electro
typing the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That is why Jou 
are getting these Intensely interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
inducement Is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep in line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above'books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that all. we have left tutor 
those seven books is only $1.50.

Postmasters.
, We have been swindled out of a large 

amount of money by postmasters, who
knowing a person desires The JPro-

Dr, Peebles’Most .
Important Books.

Reduced Prices. ' ----- .
Three Journeys Around the World

A large handsomely bound octavo 
volume, 500 pages, finely illustrated, de« 
scribing the I^cific Islands, New Zea
land and Australia, India and her mag« 
lc, Egypt and her pyramids, Persia, 
ceylon, Palestine, etc., with the relig
ious manners, customs, laws and hab
its of all foreign countries. Price, §1.50.

Immortality.
And the employments of spirits good 
and evil in the spirit-world. What a 
hundred spirits say about their dwell, 
ing-pmces, their locomotion, their social 
re atlons, infants, idiots, suicides, eto.

ca reduced from $1.50 to $1. Post
age 12 cents. Paper, 50 cents. .

Seers of the Ages.
1lar.ga volume Of- 4(W pages (9th 

edition;, treats exhaustively of th« 
“®e™> sages, prophets and Inspired men 
■?nn«h%past’ wltb recons of their vis
ions, trances and intercourse with th«' 
Btinda Vorld’, Thi» *s considered a 
hen df JphWOrk’ traatiaE of God, heaven, 
iudemen?’ Iepentance- Prayer, baptism, 
Judgment, demoniac spirits, etc. Pried ‘educed from $2 to $1.25. Postage 15 *

Spiritual Harp,
800 Paees> containing songs, hymns and anthems fo» Spiritualist sm 

eletles and circles. The words are aflr« 
with progress. It contains the choicest 
Z WUSic by Jamea G Clark and 
$L25. formers' Reduced from $2 fo

India and Her Magic. '
A lecture delivered by Dr. Peebles 

ofFSH e medlcal students of the College 
?S95C 1 à Ct° u..?ub Rranclsco, January, 
iî«kA6t0.undlue "’ouders that he wit
nessed during his journeys around tha 
world. Price 10 cents. 9
Who Are These Spiritualists and

What Is Spiritualism?
,TbI® i)aiI1I)lllet of over 40 pages nrovei 
hetwoerlfr:atae8t aD<J ™ "

Orlnkf. d i°'day’ such as Sir Wm. 
Crookes and hundreds of others ar* 
Spiritualists. Price 15 cents ‘

Did Jesus Christ Exist? “
A pamphlet of 65 pages. Did Jesna 

Christ exist? What the spirits sav What -H W1'at V.1U Jews s“y Xu ft 
wÎ» n UB Palne sald about It 
”’hat Renan said about it. What 
Lmnki “ ?a.ld about u- What Emerson 
said about it.- What Rabbi Wise A T 
Davis, W. E. Coleman and others ¿ay 
about It. Price 15 cents. ” Sa* 
Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lec

tures.
A most elegantly bound pamphlet of 

122 pages, giving Dl, Peebfes, « 
dellveied In Hydesville, March 31 189«. 
n Rochester, and latJr in London 

the International Congress of Spiritual
ists. these lectures, Illustrated, are 
cents. Weaty and scbolurly- Drice 85

The Christ Question Settled
A symposium by Hudson Tuttle. W. 

E. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col. Ingersoll 
J. 8. Loveland, B. B. Hill, J. r. Bucham 
an and Dr. Peebles. This is a hand? 
some volume of nearly 400 pages and 
Beats o Jesus, Mahomet and the gnos
tics. II hat the Talmud says about Jesus. Antiquity unveiled. Child mar* 
riage in India. Col. Ingersoll’s agnostl/ 
cis®. II hat the spirits through W. X 
»r° V J’ Morse- Mrs. Longley 
Mrs. Ever tt, Mrs. Hagan-Jackson and Price $“125UmS 6ay ab°Ut Jesus' ™

A Critical and Crushing Review.
By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Kipn’g 

five lectures against Spiritualism. Thia 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor, 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject sustains Spiritualism, considering it Stha 
compiement of primitive Christianity. 
Price 25 cents.

Hell Revised, Modernized.
And mado more comfortable. A scath
Ing review of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s set- 
mon delivered in the Presbyterian 
church, upon “What Is Heil?’’ By Dr 
J. M. Peebles. A pamphlet of 25 pages’ 
Price 10 cents. 6

The Soul—Did It Pre-exist ?
Did It begin to exist wltb the body? 

Is it evolved from tbe body? Did It as
cend up through all the lower orders of 
creation, or Is It a potentiallzed portion 
of God? Has it been re-lncarnatcd or 
re-embodled? Price 15 cents. '

Pro and Con of Spiritualism.
This pamphlet Is a re-print of the es

says in “The Arena” on Spiritualism in 
which Rev. H. A. Hart endeavored to 
prove Spiritualism dangerous and al
lied to witchcraft Tho reply printed 
in “The Arena” written by Dr. Peebles 
excited extensive comment, and is ab
solutely crushing. Price reduced to 5 
cents.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 

Spiritualism.
An elegant pampnlet containing an ac
count of the exercises at Rochester and 
Hydesville, N. Y., at the celebration of 
the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 
of some of the most noted speakers 
present It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc., Price 
15 cents.

DR. PEEBLES' »P.M
FOR SALE BY

The Progressive Thinker.
RnflK2 Carlyle Petersflea, DUUIlU Given by automatic wrtttag through

. the author', mediumship.
The Discovered Country—$1.

A narrative of thepersonal experiences In splrlt-llfs 
of tho anther's father, who bad been a natural phlloa* 
opher and a materialist.

Mary Anne Carew—Cloth, $1.
Eipertencçs of the anthor'a mother In spirtt-Ufo.

Philip Carlislie—Cloth, $1. /
A de ep philosophical romance by tho band of gnldea 

ue subject of the title belnr asclentlho yonngphU. 
osopher, who la a medium; bls chief opponents belut 
»clergyman end a materialist.

Oceanldes—Paper Cover, BOcts.
A scientific novel based on the philosophy of life, . 

as seen from the spirit side. For sale at offlee of The 
Progressive Thinker.

îilnfliieiirâôfthe Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE.

BY ELEANOB KIRK.

knowlng a person desires The JPro- Thlalj tha only book vMobstatei the «tapis prtn- 
gressive Thinker, sends his money, de- 'c™,.t?«Mngthecnur*
ducting a large commission. The Pro- . Tblirolumaluillcatci tho location, chorMttrliUoa
gressive Thinker is one dollar per year. 
The great rise in print paper renders It 
utterly impossible for us to give any 
commission to netvs agents or post
masters.

« I <1 I • ■■
Bear In mind when making a re

mittance, that only one book, the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life In the 
Spirit World, VoL 3, is furnished for 25 
cents. You must not substitute 'any 
other of the premium books for that 
one. > ■ -■... : : ■. ,

Tbli volume Indicates the location, characteriitlos 
tad Influence of each alga of the Zodiac, giving ths 
<aya r***ch each ilgn governa, and tbs gem* and 
Sitrc.colors t&sodated with each.

Tia t?J8«MeQ of the body, how to cure them, and the 
rittita of chvccwr incidental to the different domainm 

Tbomethoflaofgrovttifor each human being. 
The domalm from which companions huebands and 

Wire* be selected. .
ThechnracterlEtlOof children born tn different do* 

mains, and the condition* to be observed In their care 
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Tbe personal ability tad talent of the Individual 
with reference to domestic, social tadbnslnesi sue. 
ceii, .

This work Is the result of profound research, and la 
ns^regirctton th cutmhor has-been largely assisted by 

Bound 4>nm «mx - • 
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SPIRITUALISM.

THE TESTIMONY Of A GHOST, IN TEXAS.

He was thenlast letter ever received.

was
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this office.

her own. C. B. Y.

THE ANGELS COME,

part, ■ a t
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"Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.’_ . U-, — . ..... -  —
-, may have overtaken her flrstborn. John By Dr. Paul Cants. An excellent study

two, in the present state of our know! 
edge regarding supernormal phenom

of some kind as distinct from any con 
celvable method of extracting Informa

should be put to flight, and forever 
lenced.—Editor.

fact of spirit control, than to suppose 
Mrs. Piper in her trance condition be-

ena.” In other words, Dr. Hyslop con
siders it more reasonable to admit the

For life below soon will pass away,. 
The night of earth will be turned 
- day.
The tears and sighs, the sad toils 

earth, •

scribers of The Progressive Thinker at, 
a nominal cost Bead carefùlly our 
premium list

PROPHETIC DREAM.

comes a goddess. W. H. SIMPSON. 
Grahamstown, South Africa.

Lily Dale Camp.
The season at Camp Cassadaga

“~vt, a uui vdiua, excellent sruuy 
iinmeillnfdy Kent Into his brother’s1 Of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen. 
room, threw open the blinds, and’a flood give. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth; 1125. 
of sunlight dispelled the lurking shad- For «ale at thlg office. •
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In Which She Saw Her 
Brother Dead.

It Was Accepted in tne Settlement of an Estate, and Is 
i a Part of the Public Records.

It is seldom anything occurs in the 
life of the average rural agriculturalist 
(special correspondence from Dallas, 
Texas, to the St. Louis Globe-Democrat) 
to break the routine of bls generally mo
notonous existence, but when such 
event does occur, whether it be of joy or 
sadness, it is apt to be looked upon as 
an epoch in the Ilves of those concerned 
from which to date. So, even unto this 
day, it is a common occurrence among 
the older citizens of the county of Den
ton, Texas, when the subject of spooks 
or other supernatural phenomena are 
under discussion to hear one remark: 
"Well, tliat beats all since Jones 
ghost." And Jones' ghost occupies a 
position considerably above that of the 
average ghost in that it Is doubtless the 
only case on record wherein the testi
mony of his ghostship was accepted in 
the settlement of an estate, and is a 
part of the public records of above 
county. , , ,

As a number of the parties closely 
connected with the following occur
rences are still living, I will substitute 
fictitious names for the real.

In the year 1877 there resided on a 
farm in the county of Denton, Mrs. 
Laura Jones, a widow, with two sons, 
Frank and John, nearly grown, and sev
eral smaller children. William Jones, 
deceased, had been a hard worker and 
successful farmer and stock raiser, and 
af Ills death had bequeathed to the 
widow and her children a model farm, 
well tilled and stocked with the best the 
country at that time afforded, together 
with a valuable tract of land in the 
southern part of the state.

The following spring, after his death 
a considerable number of their horses 
strayed away from their accustomed 
range, and, the country at that time be
ing sparsely settled, were soon lost 
track of, and the usual course of in
quiry served to elicit no information ex
cept that the band had been seen head
ed south.

Early In the fall after the crops had 
been garnered, It was decided that 
Frank, the eldest, should make an ex
tended trip to the southward and en
deavor if possible to locate the truant 
stock, as their entire loss meant a se
rious blow to the family exchequer. On 
a bright September morning, as the ris
ing sun was painting with lavish hand 
the fading green of autumn, Frank 
Jones drew the double cinch to an easy 
notch under bls faithful saddle horse, 
and, bidding Ills mother and John fare
well, sped away to the southward, 
never to return again in the flesh.

There was yet plenty of work to be 
done ou the farm, and time which other
wise might have dragged wearily to the 
lonely widow was filled with labor and 
pleasant anticipation of the absent one’s 
early return. Days passeij in rapid suc
cession, and an occasional letter from 
Frank describing the beauties of the 
country and his own hardship in trav
eling alone through such unsettled re
gions furnished food for discussion in 
the fading twilight. At last a letter 
came Which stated he was on the right 
trail and would soon overtake the 
slowly retreating herd. This was the

ows, but there was no sign of Frank. 
He was becoming seriously alarmed, 
and returning to the kitehen told ids 
mother part of the conversation he had 
had with Frank the night before. His 
mother for a while refused to credit 
such a thing, aud ascribed it to too 
much supper or a slight illness, but 
John’s earnestness in support of his 
statement and his fear that something 
had happened to Frank had its effect, 
and Mrs. Jones began to thiuk that pos
sibly there was something wrong, 
However, as certain supplies for the 
farm were needed in town It was de
cided to hitch up. the wagon, take the 
children and go spend the day with 
Uncle Bob Saunders, who was at that 
time, doing a thriving business in Den. 
ton, the county seat of Denton county. 
Upon arrival there, after the usual 
greetings and common-place talk, in
quiry was made about Frank, and Uncle 
Bob was forthwith enlightened as to 
John’s strange experience and his un
easiness. Mr. Saunders, being a prac
tical man' and a firm disbeliever in 
things supernatural, ridiculed the idea 
and tried his best to cheer them up, but 
John’s countenance quickly disclosed to 
him the fact that he was not making 
much headway, so in deference to their 
wishes he and Jolin started to the tele
graph office to see if they could learn 
something from that source. While 
crossing the corner of the public square, 
around which were grouped the busi
ness houses of the town, they were 
hailed by the sheriff, who approached 
them bearing in his hand a telegraphic 
envelope. He handed the message to 
John, who, hastily unfolding the yellow 
paper, read:

“McDade, Tex., November 8, 1877.— 
To Sheriff of Denton county, Denton, 
Tex.: Man found dead near here last 
night. Papers disclose identity of 
Frank Jones of your county. Notify his 
people. (Signed)

“S. P. WILLIAMS, County Judge.” 
Something more than a year passed

some 200 miles south of the home place, 
and they began to speculate upon the 
day of his probable return. Allowing 
for delay for grazing the stock en route 
homeward, a day was set which it was 
considered, barring unforeseen acci
dents, should give him ample time for 
the return Journey.

The appointed day came, but with It 
came no Frank and no tidings, nor the 
next day nor the next, and as the days 
lengthened into weeks the anxious 
mother, with moistened eyes, daily 
scanned the dusty frail to the south
ward.

The country at this time was none too 
safe from marauding bands of Indians, 
and horse-thieves were more plentiful 
than now and cared little for human life 
when a cavey-yard was at stake. These 
possibilities were anxiously discussed 
by the distressed family and inquiry 
was made by letter at various points 
along the route from which letters had 
been received from Frank. But all 
their inquiries came to naught. They 
did not know whether'he was still go
ing southward on the trail or had over
taken the stock and was even then on 
his return.

On the night of the 7th of November 
there came a sound as of footsteps on 
the front porch. After the usual cus
tom, the family had retired early. The 
fire had been burning in the wide stone 
chimney to dispel the chill November 
winds, and its dying embers were cast
ing fitful shadows on the wall. The 
footsteps ppproached the door, a hand 
turned the knob and some one entered. 
John was a light sleeper and, being 
aroused by the sound and the draft 
through the open doorway, awoke and 
raised himself partially on his elbow. 
He saw the dim outlines of a man and, 
reaching for his revolver, he demanded, 
"Who’s there?” The familiar voice of 
his brother answered him and he came 
and sat down on the foot of John’s bed. 
They conversed together in low tones 
for some time, but, not caring to disturb 
his mother at that hour, John vouch
safed the information that his room 
and bed were ready for him just as he 
had left It, as neither had been occupied 
during his absence. The dim outlines 
and retreating footsteps vanished 
through the opposite doorway, then all 
was still. John wondered a little that 
he heard no further noise from his 
brother’s room, but, thankful for his 
safe return after so many days’ watch
ing, and anticipating her joy when, in 
the glad morning, he would tell bls 
mother the glad news, he soon fell 
asleep.

John was up early, and after kindling 
n fire in the kitchen stove started at 
once for the barn to feed and rub down 
his brother's horse. He looked In the 
stall where Frank was accustomed to 
tie his favorite saddle pony, but it was 
occupied only by a stray calf. Thinking 
possibly he Tied turned him out In the 
pasture he searched it carefully, like
wise the surrounding barnyards, but 
without result. Much puzzled by this 
occurrence he returned to the house. 
His mother greeted him at the-kitchen 
door and inquired: “What were you 
talking about in your sleep last night? I 
heard you muttering something.” 
“Why, I was talking to Frank, mother,” 
he replied; “he came in last night”.

“John, you must have been dreaming. 
I've been in Frank’s room this morning, 
and it’s unoccupied. The bed is-just like 
I made it up the day poor Frank left” 
And the"vldow heaved a sigh in her an
guish at the thought'of the fate which

away when, through divergence of in
terest, It was thought best to dispose of 
all the Jones property so it could more 
easily and equitably be divided among 
the heirs, and with that end in view 
Bob Saunders, who had been appointed 
administrator, rapidly disposed of the 
estate until there was nothing left but 
the one tract of land in the southern 
part of the state. He was about to offer 
this for sale, when John Jones put in an 
appearance and strenuously opposed It. 
Ho refused to give any reason for it, 
but, thinking it could do no harm to hu
mor him, the administrator postponed 
the sale.

After some months the sale was again 
urged by interested parties, but again 
John opposed it. His uncle refused to 
listen to further delay without some 
reason for it, whereupon John, for the 
first time, told in detail bis conversa
tion with the supernatural being which 
made its appearance at bis bedislde the 
night of Frank’s death.

Frank had told him that he had found 
the horses near the town of Stellar. 
Mrs. Mary Williams, a widow living in 
that vicinity, and owning a large cattle 
ranch, had turned the horses into her 
pasture. Upon learning that Frank 
owned the adjoining section of land she 
proposed to purchase it, together with 
the stock, and knowing the danger from 
Indians and horse-thieves in driving the 
stoek home, he decided to sell, and mak
ing Mrs. Williams a bill of sale to the 
stock she paid him over the entire pur
chase money. Not having the necessary 
papers at hand, Frank was to make out 
and send her the deed when be re
turned home. This he instructed bls 
brother to do, but for fear of being 
laughed at he had kept his own counsel 
until such time as it became necessary 
for him to speak. That time had now 
come, and he declared he would contest 
with all bls might any attempt to dis
pose of that tract of land until the mat
ter was thoroughly Investigated. Part 
of Ills statement having already been 
verified, it was decided to make some 
Inquiry relative to this Mrs. Williams. 
With this end in view a letter was sent 
to Mrs. Williams asking her for infor
mation as to the whereabouts of one 
Frank Jones. A short time after this 
she macle her appearance in Denton, 
and, learning who was administrator 
of the Jones estate, presented herself 
before Mr. Bob Saunders and exhibited 
her receipt for the money paid, and also 
the bill of sale to the stock which Frank 
had given her. Her story tallied in ev
ery detail with that of John's ghostly 
visitor. John Jones went before the 
county court, of” Denton county and 
there made affidavit, which is a matter 
of record, that his brother Frank had 
detailed to him his trade with the wid
ow, and that the administrator was in 
justice bound to furnish her a jieed to 
the property. Although he robbed bis 
own pert ket of considerable money, he 
carried out the Instructions of his 
bro’ther’s spirit and the widow received

"Mamma, I dreamed that Frank was 
dead, and that I saw him in his coflin.’’

When 9-year-Md Lena Koehl came to 
the breakfast table with the announce
ment Sunday morning she was chided 
by her parents. Her vivid vision of the 
the early morning had filled her with a 
terror which did not leave her until she 
saw her brother come downstairs, hap
py in the anticipation of a day’s outing. 
Then she forgot her fright and said no 
more of her strange dream.

Less than 24 hours later the body of 
Frank Koehl was lying in a coffin in the 
parlor of his parents’ home at 2716 
North Ninth street. His Bister’s dream 
had come true, and his fishing trip of 
Sunday had proved a fatal one.

It was Michael Koehl, the 14-year-old 
brother of the dead boy, and an eye-wit
ness of his drowning, who reminded the 
family Monday morning of the words 
his sister had spoken the day before. 
All the family, except Frank had heard 
little Lena tell of her dream, and all la- 
meated that more attention had not 
been paid to the child’s warning.

Koehl was in his 18th year, and since 
leaving St. Michael’s Parochial School 
had worked in a factory near his home. 
His opportunities for recreation did not 
come often, and when a party of boys 
from the neighborhood proposed Satur
day afternoon that lie and his younger 
brother should accompany them on a 
fishing trip on the following day he 
readily agreed to the plan.

Three skiffs were occupied by the 
boys, and they started from the foot of 
North Market street about 1 o’clock 
Sunday afternoon. An hour later the 
biggest of the boys, who had gone 
ahead of the rest, had found what 
seemed a cafe and pleasant swimming 
place, and had plunged into the cool 
water without waiting for the rest to 
arrive. The spot where they were bath
ing was on the Illinois side, a few hun
dred feet north of the Merchants’ 
bridge. With young Koehl In the water 
were Will Noon and Snarlle Strab.

When the second skiff, in which Mich
ael Koehl sat, same in sight of the 
swimmers, they saw Noon and Strab 
making the most desperate attempts to 
throw a board or a bough to Frank 
Koehl, who was struggling in the water.

A man on the bank was pulling off bls 
clothing and cutting his shoe strings in 
order to dive after the drowning boy, 
but before he could divest himself of 
his heavy clothes the lad had sunk for 
the last time. The boy in the skiff 
would even then have plunged after his 
oldest brother’s body had not his com
rades held him back from the hopeless 
undertaking.

Young Strab said Monday morning 
that Koehl seemel to have been sucked 
under by a current, and that he rose to 
the surface but once after calling for 
help. The body was recovered late In 
the afternoon.

“We never thought any more about 
what little Lena Koehl said until they 
brought us word about the drowning,” 
said Mrs. Mary Koehl, the dead boy’s 
mother. “The children say so many 
things, and we never thought of paying 
any attention to her dream, except tliat 
we noticed how frightened she seemed 
when she told of it.”

“It seemed to me in my dream that I 
saw a coffin lying on the table in my 
room,” said little Lena in telling of her 
dream Monday. “I got up and looked 
in the coffin, and there was brother 
Frank with a black coat and white 
necktie on, and looking so white and 
still. It has been a long time since I 
saw a person in a coffin, and I don’t' 
know what could have made me have 
sueh a dream. But when mamma told 
me not to talk about it aud I saw that 
Frank was not dead, I fried to forget it. 
I can’t never forget it now.”—St. Louis 
(Mo.) Post-Dispatch.

Ye come, ye come, from your gardens 
fair,

Ye come, ye come, from your home o'er 
there.

I see your forms as you gather near, 
Your thoughts I sense, and your voices 

hear.
From your bright home in the world 

above,
Ye come to me, with your words of 

love;
Ye come with thoughts full of help and 

cheer, -
To lift my soul from earth’s gloom and 

fear.
Ye tell of life in the world unseen,'
Of joy and light, more than mortals 

ween; '
Ye bid my heart sing its ch'eerful song, 
Tho' time be sad and the path, be long.

Will pass away In that peaceful birth.
O„when my time shall have come to go, 
From mortal scenes, and from life be- 

■ low, . . * * ... .
Maj my glad soul, ere' It quits', this 

home, . .
Look up and cry: O, ye come! ye come!

JAS. 0. UNDERHILL.
Hammond, Ind.

3
A CHALL^IG^

Wants Mrs. Maude Freitag 
to Prove Herself 

Genuine.

The Latest Scientific Con* 
vert.

To the Editor:—In your paper of Au
gust 4, I see that an Ottumwa, Iowa 
correspondent accuses Mrs. Maude Frei
tag of practicing sleight-of-haud in her 
ballot-reading tests, and a forfeit of 
twenty-five dollars Is offered Tf Mrs. 
Freitag will read the ballots under test 
conditions. I know that she will not 
consent, and for good reasons. First, 
she cannot read the ballots under such 
conditions; second, because she has 
been repeatedly caught opening ballots 
in this city, and was offered double the 
amount to go under test conditions that 
was tendered her in Ottumwa; third, 
because she left Ottumwa Immediately 
after her methods were detected, and 
arrived lu Los Angeles, July 29, ,a month 
sooner than she was expected. She Is 
protected here by officers of the society, 
who positively know of her sleight-of- 
hand practices. '

Over a year ago I was informed by a 
former president of the Harmonlal So
ciety of this city that Mrs. Freitag’s 
ballot-reading was the result of a trick, 
and was told how she performed it. 
Then at one of her public seances I 
went to the platform to investigate and 
detected her concealing a ballot In her 
hand, and saw her deposit it on the pile 
of ballots which the raps later indi
cated it to be on. Afterwards, on three 
different evenings, by looking through a 
wlndo>v near the platform, I saw her 
opening ballots. On my third visit to 
the window I was accompanied by four 
otuer men, all of us Spiritualists, and_ 
one, Mr, Griffith, was and still is secret 
tary of the society. Mrs. Freitag was 
then seen to open three ballots, one 
after another, upon one of which Mr. 
Griffith read the initials E. G. Each 
ballot was folded by her and dropped 
back upon the pile, then found by raps 
and the names given by lier as if from 
spirits.

A few days later I placed a forfeit of 
fifty dollars in the hands of Dr. K. D. 
Wise, the most prominent Spiritualist in 
the city, to be given to Mrs. Freitag or 
the Harmonlal Society if test conditions 
failed to prove her ballot-reading the re
sult of sleight-of-hand. The offer was 
published In the city papers, but was 
not accepted, and to prevent any fur
ther detection of her methods, a door 
was erected at the head of the stairway 
leading to the porch from which we had 
taken our observations, and the entire 
porch was enclosed with wire netting, 
tuus making It safe for Mrs. Freitag to 
perform her ballot trick without fear of 
further detection.

So far as I know, all efforts to inves
tigate Mrs. Freitag’s methods have de
veloped evidence of trickery. On three 
different occasions ballots were sent to 
the platform containing fictitious names, 
and long communications were received 
in reply from pretended spirits, proving 
that Mrs. Freitag not only reads the bal
lots, but coins the messages as well.

To the amount offered by tjie Ottum
wa committee, I will add fifty dollars, 
the money to go either to Mrs, Freitag 
or the National Spiritualists Associa
tion, if upon her submission to test con
ditions the ballot-reading is not found to 
be the result of sleight-of-hand work; 
and if the Editor of The Progressive 
Thinker will act as stakeholder, I will 
forward the money to liini, to be award
ed according to the terms that may be 
agreed upon. .,

Now, Mr. Editor, hoping that your in
fluence may bring about a test of Mrs. 
Freitag’s honesty and mediuipistic abil
ity, I am, very truly, yours for the 
truth, A. M. BUCK.

Los Angeles, Cal,

full of interest from start to finish. It 
is conceded by all to have been one of 
the most profitable and harmonious'ses
sions ever held at this camp.

Sunday, August 2(1, was the closing 
day. Mr. Grumbine in the morning and 
Mr. Mason In the afternoon spoke to 
large audiences, much to the edification 
of their special admirers.. The people 
who gather to listen to the lectures at 
Lily Dale are thinkers, and it is rather 
dangerous for a speaker to draw too 
largely upon his Imagination, or use un
tenable arguments to bolster up his as
sumptions. “Variety Is the spice of 
life,” and the variety of thought ex
pressed from this platform gives a large 
field for the explorer to Investigate and 
select from.

There have been many fine tilings 
given by some of the phenomenal me
diums who have been located here dur
ing the season. Among the most marked 
are the portraits obtained through spirit 
power at the seances of the Bangs Sis
ters, and the Campbell Brothers. The 
portraits, obtained in the light, on can
vas of your own selection, seem to 
give entire satisfaction to those who 
have sat for this kind of phenomena. 
These mediums are to be here during 
tlie season of 1901, aud are to give a 
public demonstration of this remarkable 
power from the platform.

J. Clegg Wright and Prof. Lockwood 
will be here the entire season of camp, 
and beside their public lectures will 
hold clnsses, and give private lectlires. 

. Moses Hull's school will also be an
other profitable and Instructive feature 
of the camp of 1901. There will be 
changes in other directions, which will 
add to the progressive features'of the 
assembly, and those who come to this 
delightful place another year will find 
their time profitably expended.

The election of officers for the ensuing 
year resulted in retaining the entire 
board, without change, with Horn A 
Gaston as president, Mr. Brooks is re
tained as chairman, A. E. Gaston, sec
retary, and Miss Kate 0. Peate, assist
ant secretary. At this writing, August 
30, there are still a goodly number of 
people remaining to enjoy the quiet and 
rest which follow the busy exciting 
days when the camp is In full activity.

. Moses Hull dropped down foe~a mor
sel of rest before proceeding to the con
flict which lies before him in another 
debate with a minister. But Moses 
seems to grow fat on these debates, and 
always comes off victor. Mrs. Hull re* 
mains awhile In the pleasant cottage 
which they have purchased here, then, 
I believe, she goes to take up. the'work 
In Buffalo.

Quite a number of strangers have 
purchased permanent homes here, and 
Camp Cassadaga seems to have entered: 
upon a season of greater attractiveness 
than ever before.

It is well, under the present manage
ment, no one need hesitate to come tó 
Camp Cassadaga at .any time or at any 
season, for there is always something 
to m¿ke the time pleasant and profit
able. MARY WEBB-BAKER.

“Wedding Chimes.” By.Delpha Fearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, iparrlage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and' 
prose. Specially designed "or the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For sale at this office.

We hope that Mrs. Freitag will 
promptly accept this challenge’and for
ever silence those who think she uses 
sleight-of-hand in giving her tests. We 
believe she is able to do It, Mrs. Ada 
Foye would delight to accept such a 
proposition. These howling skeptics

Professor Hyslop, who occupies the 
chair of logic, ethics, and psychology at 
Columbia University, has recently de
clared bis belief in spirit return. A con
vert of -Buch scholastic learning and 
philosophical eminence will be a valu
able addition to the number of those 
who have accepted the spirit hypothesis. 
Although Dr. Hyslop would very prob
ably object to being called a Spiritual
ist, still he fully admits the central facts 
around which the Spiritualistic belief 
has grown, viz., the survival of man 
beyond the gates of the grave, also that 
the disembodied souls of human beings 
can and do return to earth to communi
cate with us who are still imprisoned In 
the flesh. No doubt to many minds the 
possibility of spirit return is peculiarly 
distasteful. The wish is father to the 
thought, it cannot be true; some people 
are too materialistic even to entertain 
such a conception for a moment; others 
again reject the supposition because it 
is conflict with their own peculiar no
tions of what should be. But how many 
facts have already been proved, which 
were quite at variance with generally 
accepted opinions? Facts are stubborn 
things, not always to be fitted into the
ories. The truth Is still the truth, 
though contradlcted-on all sides. When 
Galileo said the earth revolved around 
the sun, it was disbelieved and denied 
by everyone; yet all the rest of the 
world was wrong, and he alone was 
right. As Daniel Defoe naively re
marks: “He that opposes his own judg
ment against the current of the times 
ought to be backed with unanswerable 
truth; he that has truth on his side is a 
fool as well as a coward If be is afraid 
to own it because of the multitude of 
other men’s opinions. 'Tls hard for a 
man to say all the rest of the world is 
mistaken but himself. But if it be so, 
who can help it?” That people of such 
moral integrity and intellectual capabil
ity as those who are engaged in psychic 
research, could be deceived themselves, 
or intentionally deceive others, Is entire
ly out of the question. In spite of the 
fraud and folly, the Illusion and delu
sion, which has so often been mixed up 
with Spiritualism, beneath all the shift
ing sands of doubt, uncertainty and dis
belief, there must be the bedrock of 
facts, otherwise this quest would have 
been abandoned long ere now by all 
philosophical inquirers. Instead of 
which we find the belief in spirit return 
gradually but steadily gaining ground 
day by day, and winning acceptance 
not only in the ranks of the ignorant 
and credulous, but also among the most 
cultured and critical of the community. 
Mrs. Sidgwick (Principal of Newnham 
College), one of the most capable and 
skeptical inquirers into this subject, has 
recently made the following admis
sion, speaking of telepathy (the com
munication of impressions of any kind 
from one mind to another, independent
ly of the recognized channels of sense), 
"a communication between mind and 
mind in which the physical world is not 
concerned,” which would go to show 
“the existence of mind Apart from body, 
with the further chain of probabilities 
that the mind continues to exist when 
the body is dead, that it continues to 
carry on telepathic communication with 
minds in the body, and, Indeed, that tel
epathy is of the nature of the commu
nication of disembodied spirits with 
each other.” And Professor Oliver 
Oliver Lodge says, alluding to psychic 
phenomena generally, “It rather feels 
as if we were at the beginning of a 
fresh branch of science.”

In the case of Mrs. Piper, the well- 
known American medium, he fully ad
mits tliat something more of a super
normal character was involved in many 
of the Instances than could be ex
plained by thought transference from 
the sitters, and he found himself forced 
to the hypothesis of “telepathy from 
distant persons if that is in any way 
feasible, telepathy from deceased per
sons only as a last resort, but telepathy

The life that I live; O world, const thou 
tell?

The seeing of life; where to thee, hangs 
a veil;

The hearing of words; where silence 
seems crowned;

The speaking, so plain, where to thee is 
no sound?

The guestship of soul—what is it to 
thee?

The appearing of forms;»'the world's 
mystery;

The singing of songs; the writing of 
psalms;

The message of Life, where Death but 
embalms;

The breaking of seals, where the world 
dare not break;

The lifting of curtain, for a suffering 
one’s sake;

Revealing the features, the form of thy 
dead;

The saying of words that an angel hath 
said;

O world, canst thou tell of this life that 
1 live; .

That I Unto thee Love’s message may 
give?

Yet this is my Life; ' surrounded by
Guests,

That come to me now; preferring re
quests;

And holding me back from the things of 
the earth,

That I make reveal of some friend's 
higher birth!

I am taken away from .the work and 
the noise;

Away from earth’s gains, that my soul 
may have poise;. 2

And yet ye would asl4 what need for all 
this? (!

And think it may be .that .such life is 
bliss! r g

But io, I must feel thb sense of a death;
Perchance there will' comerithe stifling 

of breath; 1 >
The fever must burrij thfe ehill over

come, •
E'er I can thee tell bfi’th^bie from thy 

home; •.®J“ ’ :
And oft it must be, t&at my1 soul has its

In the flow of the feifllrig ’that comes 
from the heart «■! '1 ’

The life that I live; 0 wbrlfl canst thou 
- tell, Is-': " '• . .
When unto thy vlslofe is'llfted no veil? 
Then judge me not Harshl^/us I sit here 

alone; * 311 ' .
When ! ask thee for'Jbreadf O give me 

not stone;.
But think of.these tiling that I tell to 

■ thee here, .
Of the things I must'bear, that vision 

appear! J.: O. M. HEWITT.
Chicago, Hl. ■

"From Soul to 8ouh”By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gem« 
of thought in poetic, diction In th!« 
handsome volume, wherewith to sweet* 
en hours of leisure and enjoymeat. 
Price SL For sale at this office.

"Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar- 

• nation and Re-Embodiment” By Prot 
W. M. Lockwood. A-keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 

I at this office.

HÏPÏOTIC cosmi
¡1 have Just prepared a Mall Course of five complete leaaonaoa thia subject,, a^d have them bound la 

booklet form. Thu complete Mall Course will bo scat to auy uno lor only 10c silver. Thia coarae ot In
structions contains my latest discoveries aud methods with which you can hypnotize any aubjeot, no matter 
bow hard. I have written them tor tbo benefit ot professional hypnotists, aud all who wish to greatly 
Increase their percentage ot success. No matter, student, whose Instructions you have, and no matter 
what your degree of success, If you send mo Wo I will send you this complete course, which will enable yon 
to fasten on to any Incomplete Instructions and succeed right from the atari. No matter whether you have 
ever studied bypnotlam before or not, you will had yourself succeeding at drat trial. You can hypnotize 
anyone that complies with these original methods. I repeat, that you are Just as aure to hypnotize the first 
person that compiles with these methode at you arc sure that the suu rises aud sets. .

These complete Instructions, mind you, will bo sent for only 10c, actually enabling you to thoroughly 
master all heroin described, without further charge. Thia book alao contains methods for Self-Healing that 
will not tall. I absolutely guarantee that when complied with they cannot tall to cure diseases that 
medicine cannot touch at all. Auy one can be a practical operator In the Occult Arte who reads thia Mall 
Course, Thia book contain» my very latest discoveries, which enable all to Induce the hypnotic sleep In 
themselves almost Instantly, at will, awoke at any desired time, and thereby cure all known diseases and 
bad habits. Anyone can Induce this sleep In himself at first trial, control hie dreams, read th» minds of his 
friends and enemies, see pbseut friends, communicate with disembodied spirit«, ylstt any part of the earth, 
solvo hard quesilone and problems la this sleep, and remember all when awoke. This so-called Mental 
Vision Lesson and four others—one In Bolt-Hypnotic Healing, Control of the Bub-Conscious Mind la the 
waking »tote, and several strong healing methode are all contained lu this little book, which will be sent to 
auy one for 10c sliver, enabling you to be at good an operator as any one living, Mind you, this can be 
successfully accomplished by the study ot this little book, without further charge.

I am so absolutely confident that you will be successful, right from the start, with these Instructions 
that I will even sand them SUBJECT TO EXAMINATION, if bo desired, Just to prove to the most 
skeptical that they form the best course ever sold for ll)c, and to all who send the dime, If they should be 
dissatisfied, money will be cheerfully refunded. But this Man Course la just as described, for I would not 
dare to use the malls tor any fraudulent purpose. This bargain offer la limited, so send at once to

tion from persons present.” This 
comes very near to accepting spirit re
turn as a fact in nature. Professor 
Hyslop sums up the general results of 
his own Inquiries thus: “Being reduced 
to a choice between an onmisclent tel
epathy and communication with dlscnr- 
nate spirits, I simply prefer the latter 
hypothesis ns the more rational of the

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
Although we have had feasts of fishes, 

and the flow of eloquence at the early 
part of the camp, the genial, honest 
workers, Mf. and Mrs. Kates, have left 
their Impress on the minds of the 
campers (the few that remain), and 
their smiling faces will live in our mem
ories. and their kind words spoken at 
tne proper time, will live after them. 
Mr. Kates’, lectures have been clean, 
clear, and seemingly just what was 
needed. Mrs. Kates, in her pleasing 
manner, captivated her listeners by her 
clear descriptions. Wednesday evening 
was an evening with Ichabod, which 
was enjoyed by all present for his 
quaint saying, and Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
Twlng has already captured those who 
never saw or heard her before by her 
motherly ways and her kind and gentle 
words. In conclusion she asked: What 
have you Spiritualists left in your leg
acy of the past, and what will you 
leave? Will It be that of a life of hon
esty-and true manhood and woman
hood? Are you living the - truth, as 
embodied in our grand philosophy? 
Her appeal for a good, truthful, honest, 
upright humanitarian life was pathetic 
indeed. She remains with us until the 
close of the camp.

Mr. Kates remarked after one of his 
lectures that the best music at any 
camp was at Island Lake. Quite a com
pliment to Prof. Hudson.

J. W. BRIGGS.

OU, as a progressive mind, should 
know something of the phenom
ena of that magnificent change 
called Death. On that subject 
you will find valuable Information 
in the three volumes of The En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life In

the Spirit World Those three volumes 
contain more valuable information on 
that subject than all the libraries of the 
world. They are furnished to the sub-

PROF. R. E. DUTTON, McGOOK, NED., LOCK ROX 441
YOl! MAKE S5“ A DAY EASY 

Gold, Silver, Nickel and Metal Plating Achcmoortratellos, taking ordirt, ualng, «Alias Prof. Gray'« Muhlau. PlaiMWetobM, Jewelry, Tableware, BleyclM, all metal Sood«. K0BXVKKIENCK. Heavy plate, m Modem method«. No toy«. We do plat« ins, make outflu, all alao«. Complete, all tool«, lathee, material«, eta., ready jnrfor work. The Boyai, nev dippin/ prooeas, quick, out. We teach you th* *t, furalih aeoreu, formal«. h«ec. Write today. Paaphlet, aamples, at«., FREE, 
D. GRAY & GO., Plating Workr CINCINNATI. O.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE. 
BY LILIAN WHITING,

Three choice volumes, each complete In itself. Id 
wh.ch spirituality la related to everyday life In such 
a way as to make the world beautiful. Price *1 each. 
For sale at this office.

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS,
A List of His Noted Woi ks

For Sale at the Office of The Pro. 
gressive Thinker.

Wayside Jottings.
Gathered from the Highway«, By-way, and Hedra at Lite. By Matti« E. Hull. Thia 1« a ¿¡Sv?io3J 

neat book of «election« from Mr«. Hull« beat noenlL 
eerinon« and essay«, and comalni a splendid portrait 
ot the aatbor, also a portrait ot Moses Hull. Pri. i neatly bound In English cloth, 11. 1
Ihe Spiritual Alps

> and Sow IFe Ascend Them.
Or a few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 

where spirit Is supreme and all things are aubject to 
h With portrait. By Mose, Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual faculties 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cent,| In paper cover. 25 
cents
New Thought.

Volume I. Nicely bound in cloth, 579 large, bcautl 
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the beat 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting In rd attractive form the highest phase of 
the spiritual Philosophy. Pries, only 11.50.
New Thought.

Volume II. 384 pages, beautifully printed and 
rleely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, 7b cents.
Joan, the Medium.

"Social Upbuilding, Including Oo-op- 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and- 
(Jure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

"The Spiritualism of Nature.” By 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood, Price 15 cent». 
For sale at this office.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to 

Its own organism, and the Inter-relation of human 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the me« 
dluinoblp of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician aud Spiritualist should read. 
Price ei.60. Fur sale at this office.

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and la designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by its use, have received long communion- 
tioos from spirit friends, and express great iatlsfac- 
tion. price, 11, and 20 cent! extra for expressage. 
For sale at tbo officeof Tux PbooexhsivbThinkm,

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. CarrieE. 8. Twlng, medium. 
This Is a very interesting little book, and will bean* 
preeluted from atari lu iiulsh by ail who wish to gain 
spiritual information. Price 25 cis. For sale at thia 
office.

OUTSIDE THE OATES
and other tales and sketches. By a band of spirit In* 
telllgcnces, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Sbelbauier. An excellent work. Price, ll.W- For 
sale at this office.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For sale at 
this office.

i____________________ ________________________ __
Or, me ™ Heron., ol OUeea«. | ^ATH AND THE AFTER LIFE

a. a Loader of Armies. By Uobm Hull. Thl« I, at' By Andrew Jackeon Davi«. Something you «honlil 
once the moil truthful hlitory of Joan of Arc, aud I road. Price 60 ceuu. For sale at thia offlee.
one of the most convincing arguments on Splrltualiim 
over wrF-t-en. No novel was ever more thrilllngly In- 
lereutlng; uo history more true, price la cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. 
The Real Issue. KflREZZfl

By Mosse Hull. A compound of thO two panipb- ETUilf'Q AC IUIACIDIAAI?
lets. "The Irrepressible Conflict," and “Tour Answer •• । nlvw Ur IVI ArarCI AmISjb
or Your Life;’’ with Important additions, making a -------
book of IM pages all for 25 cents. This book contains By Alice B. Stockham. M. D. 
statistics, facts and documents, on the tendencits of ' _____By Alice B. Stockham, JU. D.
the times, that every one should have. Karezza makes a plea for a better birthright ft»
All Jhout Jfevile. children, aud aims to lead individuals to seek a higher

. development of themselves through most taored re* 
Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism Utlons. It Is pure In tone, and aln.and «hftnM ba

and other Great Reforms come from His 6atunlc widely circulated. Price, cloth. SL
Majesty and His Subordinates In the Kingdom of
Darkness. 90 pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 16 cents. .  ----------------—‘  ----------- --------------- ------ - ■

I ASTRAL WORSHIP.
' By J. II. Hill. M. D. A valuable contribution to th# 
current discussion of religious problems. The author 
by Illustrations and a planisphere (h representation of 
the celestial sphere upon o plane with adjustable cir* 
cles). traces most of the myths which lie at the base

Jesus and the Mediutns, 
or Christ and Mediumship.

Careful comparison of some of tlie Spiritualism 
And Medlumejiip of the Bible with ’ bat of to-day. By 
MobhbHull. An Invincible argii’nent proving that 
Jesus vu only a medium, subject to all the condi
tions of modern mediumship. Il also shows that all 
tho manifestations throughout the Old and New *] < Ha
ment were under the same conditions that mediums 
require to-d»r; and that the coming of Qhrtsl ls the re« 
turn of to the world. 48 pages. Price,
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Its To-Morrow.
Tbo Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 

Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving tbo Spir
itualistic Interpretation of many things In the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and hells believed in by Spiritualists. Price, 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Baised.

Or the Twenty Tears Battle Against B Worker 
Ended. Price 10 cents.
Spirl tualoBon gster.

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’i 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular mußte, for the use 
of congregations, circles aud families. Price, 10 cis, 
or |6 per hundred.

PSYGHOORfiFHy.
Marvelous Manifestations of Psychic 

Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED. P. EVANS.

of ChrUt Inultv to their origin In aun and star worship. 
The astronomical facta given possess great value, the 
illustration!» rare and curious. The book la bound in 
only one style—heavy boards. Price $1. For sale at 
this office.

Superstition in oil Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
A Roman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral servlco 
of thirty years tn France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God’s pardon for having taught tho 
Christian religion. He left this volume as his last 
will and testament to bls parishioners and to tho 
World. Translated from the French original by Mill 
Anna Knoop.

Post Svo., 839 pages, with portrait Cloth, |1.00| 
postage, 14 oonU.

’’Tho work of the honest pastor lathe most curious 
and the most powerful thing of the kind that tho last 
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire had re* 
serves, but Jean Meslicr had none. He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all. the wonder is not that there 
should have been one priest who left that testimony at 
bis death, bat that all Driest« do nuC-JamM Parton.

“A book you ought to read. Abaorblngjy Interest
tag, ana anould be In the Landi of every thoughtful 
tnan and woman. No one can read its pagea without 
being convinced of tho existence of a future life. The 
book Is of great value, not only to Spiritualists, but to 
those interested In the problem of man's future life, 
as well as to those Interested tn phenomenal re« 
search."—J. J. Owes.

This volume is superroyal ootavo In size.beautifully 
bound In cloth and gold, and profusely Illustrated.

Price 12, postpaid. For sale at this office.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticisin, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prot. W. M. 
Lockwood. A trenchant and maatoriy treatise. 
Price 25 cent«. ;

EVOLUTIONISM.
A Series of Illustrated Lectures 

Upon the 
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE.
BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 

Price, clotli, »1.25. For tale at this offlee.

THE PROPHETS Of i&KAhiL. '
By Prof. C.F. Cornili. Consisting of popular sketches 
from Old Te«tameut Hlztury. Price 25c. For Mie at

f '

bl
i1! H

I

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Tbem.

now to reach that altitude where spirit I, raprema 
and all thing, are subject to It. By Moto« H ‘ ~ ' 
In cloth. <0 cents: paper 25 els. For sale at t

PRACTICAL METHODS TO 
SURE SUCCESS.Thll hiirhd Off iinanal. I . Av«,0l‘,>’0 uttlework.rnllof practical instruct!®

I IIU laVul IQUlllls, UUuUullJn matters pertaining to pbj-slcal, mental ondBolrftiMt
—. , , . j IHealth. Worth many times lu cost. Price M cento.
Thl» volume consists of a »erle« of lecture«, mwsZ -

sages and poems written and delivered In publlo •
Kline, a trance, clairvoyant and Inspirational tne* Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
dlum. The book contains 488 large pages, and will be
•ent postpaid for 81.50. For sale at thia office. । VcrSuS Jjla-CK.
—1 _——-------- ----------------------—, 1 , By Alwyn M. Thurber, Occult phlloiophy clothed

Hftaline’. Causes and Effects . •» »tory form; .lm»to give a better undemanding ofUUOiuig, vauouB aim ajuuvlb. ’ niaglc. black and white, seo large page«. Cloth, «1.25.
By W. P. Pbelon, M.‘ D. Deals with the Oner ' - -

mental and «plrltual force« u applied to healing. 
Price. 50c.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

Apocryphal New Testament
Being all the Gospels, Epktlea, and other pieces 

now extant, attributed In the first four centuries to 
Jesus Christ, bls apostles and their companions, and 
not Included In the New Testament by its compilers. 
Cloth, 11.50. For sale at this office.

By Dr. Paul Cams. A translation made from Japan
ese, under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku 8oyer.de le
gate to the Parliament of Religions. Kas published 
tn Japan. Price, 11.00. For sale at this office.

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only,

By Mrs. Dr. Hulburt On the present statue of 
woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually. 
The divine law of true harmonlal marriage, etc. 
Price, 10c.Worli's Sixteen Saw. V0LTA|REiS R0HANCES 

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST. ■•«••■r.giwh.vi
BY KERSEY CRAVES.

______ ।
A y«w Edition, Profustdg Illustrated.

"1.choose that a story should he founded on prob
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to 
find nothing In It trivial or extravagant; and I desire 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the discern« 
Afi? eye. though It escape the observation of the 
vulgar."—Voltairb.

New and startling revelations In religious history 
Which disclose the Oriental origin of aUtne doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian New 
Testament andxurnlsblng a key for unlocking many 
of Ito sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His 
torr of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This won« 
derfoland exhaustive volume win, we are certain, 
take high rank as a book of reference In the field 
which the author has chosen for It. The amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile the 
varied Information contained tn it mast have been se* 
vere and arduous Indeed, and now that It la in such 
convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
wllllng'iy allow it to go out of print. But the book Is 
by nomeans a mere collation of views or statistics; -----
throuifaout Its entire coureo the author—as will be J£ec»” “The Study of Nature;’ 
seen by his tlUe-page and chapter-head*—follows a With a Chinese;” "Plato’« Drean 
definite lino of research and argument to the cloee, --------- -- ■•••- * •
and hls conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 380 pages. New edition. 
rovlsodKad corrected, with portrait of

Contottb: "The White Bull,** a Satirical Romaneev 
"Zadlg, or Fate/’ an Oriental History; "The 8age and 
the Atheist;** “The Princess of Babylon;’’ “The Maa 
of Forty Crowns;” “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;" 
"MlcromegaB,” a Satire on Mankind; r‘The World M 
!t Goes;’* nThe Black and the White;" “Memnon, the 
Philosopher;” “Andre Des Touches at Siam;” “Bal> 
abect” “The Study of Nature;” "A ConversatlOQ 
nnuu vumeso; ■ "Plato*« Dream;** “A Pleasure la 
Having no Pleasure:” “An Adventure tn India;" 
..JeRnnot and Colin;’’ “Travels of Scannentado;" 

The Good Brahmin;" **Thc Two Comforter«;” "A^» 
cleat Faith and Fabio.''

Pnoa A1.S0. Postage 10 etoM. Vor Mie at 
this «4lMb

Real Life in the Spirit-Laud, 
Given inspirationally byMra. Maria M. King. Price 
75 cents. For tale at this office,

Xolt&Ire’s satiro wns keen and One-pouted m t . 
rapier.”—Magazine cf Am. Hl«Bory.

“A delightful reproduction, unione ttd refreshing.*
-Botto* QMUNAveal th. *

Totumo, post Bro, ISO page«, with portât .nd a 
Ulustratlona. Extra Vellum cloth, II.5O' posta» 
15 cents.

8oyer.de
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lEjm-TASCES.
Remit by postufflce Money Order, Registered Letter. 

DT draft on Chicago or Now York. It costs from 10 
to 15 cents to get checks cashed ou local bonks, so don’t 
send them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct all lettera to J. R. FruucU fjo.WtoomlsStreet. Ch’cogo. ILL

SIDO
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25 eta 
GOU

Oue veer.......... .
Six mouths.......
Thirteen weeks. 
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XER3IS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Tu» PBoarjfssiTï TinxKEB win be furnUhed until 

further notice, nt the tollowlug tenus, Invariably In 
•draucc: -

I;

CLUBS: IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there are thousands who will at first venture 

only twuuty*dve cents for The PiicoHESsivjiTuiNKBB 
thirteen weeks, wc would suggest to those who receive 
A sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
Uem, and thus be able to remit from Si to <10, or even 
inure than the latter sum A large number of little 
amounts will make a largo sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our lubor and usefulness. The same sug* 
feation will apply iu ail cases of renewal of subscript 

Ions—solicit others to aid in tbe good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever iu inducing Bpiritu» 
»lists to subscribe for The Pbogkessive Tuinkeb, 
for not one of them can afterd to be without the valus* 
ble Information Imparted therein each week, ami at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
< Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 
give you for 23 cents? Just pause and think for a mo* 
meat what an ktellectual fcost that small investment 
w|H furnish you. The subscription price of The 
«rebsive Tuineeh thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cents) For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantia1, Acul*elevatiug and 
mlud-refresbing reading matter, equivalent to a medi« 
um-slied book!

TAKE NOTIOEI
(IT At expiration ef subscription, If not renewed* 

tbe paper h dkcontinued No bills will be sent for ex* 
tra numbers.

fJT If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us, and errors In address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis,
W Whenever you desire tbo address of your paper 

ebuuged, always give |be addrow of tbe place towbloo 
It Is thou sent, or tbe ebunse cannot be made. .

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
Tbe Progressive Thinker la furuisbed Id tbe United 

ßtates ut il.OO per year, the postage thereon being but 
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The Fountain of Error.
Is there any deviltry or crime In 

Christendom, perpetrated by any 
¡wretch however vile, that has not a 
parallel in the Bible, which lawbreakers 
cite ns authority for their damnable 
acts? If so we have yet to find it It 
shocks churchmen to make such an In
quiry; but observation justifies it
Here is 
Kansas 
patron, 
Woman

a late case, clipped from the 
City Star, and sent by some 
with a request to notice, 
is very generally the sufferer.

The shameful wretch thought wife 
beating a duty, and the poor deluded 
victim, gathering Inspiration from the 
"sacred” book, supposed he was right, 
but he had overdone the task.

"Trenton, Mo., Aug. 7.—In a justice 
court here Edward Spencer was 
charged with whipping his wife, and it 
was brought out on the trial that he 
thought it wtts his religious duty to cor
rect her in matters temporal as well as 
spiritual, and that when she disobeyed 
him he should chastise her. He had 
several Bible passages selected, which 
he read to her in defense of his conduct

“She was a timid witness, and ad
mitted she believed according to the 
Bible her husband was in duty bound 
to whip her when she needed it, but she 
felt he had whipped her sometimes 
without cause. One instance she gave 
was when lie whipped her because she 
could not see a squirrel nest In a tree, 
her lord claiming she was merely stub
born. At another time he whipped her 
because she would not drop her baking 
and wash a buggy so they might go to 
church the next day. He was to sing 
In the choir at a church dedication, and 
said it was a shame to go in such a 
buggy. There were several similar 
cases told about in court.

“The jury brought in a verdict of 
guilty, and assessed the punishment at 
a $75 fine and six months in jail. The 
prosecution was forced by the neigh
bors, who assembled in church Sunday 
and decided that if the law did not take 
a hand they would. The court room 
was packed, and two or three times the 
justice had to threaten to clear the 
room because of the applause. Spencer 
said he might have been a little severe 
in his punishment of his wife on a few 
occasions, but that it was a matter out
side of the jurisdiction of the courts.”

Barbarous as it may seem, the whip
ping post Is a deserved penalty in every 
case of u^e whipping, however numer-

Christian Civilization and Barbarism 
Contrasted.

Prof. Judson, of the University of 
Chicago, says:

“Life and property will be as safe in 
China as in the United States niter the 
powers have straightened things.”

That staid old paper, the Journal, the 
oldest of the Chicago dailies, in a recent 
issue told how very safe “life and prop
erty” is in this Christian city, where 
churches, Sunday-schools, aud mission
ary societies greatly abound, and educa
tion is almost universal. Read it, you 
who are so anxious to spread Western 
civilization over the Orient: -

“We nail things down in the United 
States. The Chicago man’s house, 
after the inmates have gone to bed, re
sembles a citadel. Doors are locked and 
chained, windows barred and connected 
with burglar alarms. A revolver is kept 
handy for the persistent gentry that 
saw through bolts and bars. After 
midnight it is dangerous to be abroad. 
Belated ones glance over the shoulder 
every few paces.” '

We cited last week the experience of 
the Methodist bishop, Rev. Nlnde,_who 
traveled all over China a few years ago, 
“prowling about her cities at night with 
a lantern,” and his commendation of 
the morals and good behavior of that 
barbaric people. Contrast the condition 
of things found there “in a disturbed 
condition of the country” with a period 
of general tranquillity in Christian Chi
cago, then call the missionaries home, 
and set them at work in the purlieus 
and resorts of crime In this great city, 
provided their labors are reformatory, 
as they allege; but let us placé on rec
ord alongside of the Chicago Journal’s 
statement, and along with Bishop 
Ninde’s, tttfft of Sir Rutherford Alcock, 
formerly a minister of the British gov
ernment to China. The paper was 
read before the Society of Arts in Lon
don, and was published some years ago 
in the “Nineteenth Century" magazine. 
In the course of that article Sir Ruther
ford said:

“I have lived for the last twelve years 
in this great city of beer and spirit 
drinking people, after more than twenty 
years passed in the midst of a dense 
population of eplum smokers, and I can 
conscientiously aver that I see more 
degradation and brutality in a single 
day In the streets of London—more of 
violence aud misery, with danger to all 
who come in contact with it—than I 
ever saw In twenty years of life in 
China. And I would rather live, so far 
as personal safety and freedom from 
outraged feelings for humanity is con
cerned, in a heathen population of 
opium smokers, than in a Christian com
munity where drunkenness from alco
holic drinks is the prevailing vice 
among the mass, and the working 
class."

Our Christian civilization does not 
seem to civilize worth a cent, therefore 
even if extended to China the country 
will be in a more deplorable condition 
than at present.

Bishop Cranston, of Seattle, for two 
years superintendent of Methodist mis
sions In China, says:

"It is my belief it will take 100 years, 
or two or three generations at least, to 
bring the Chinese people to a status of 
what we call ‘spiritual Christianity.’ "

It is hoped it will take a much longer 
-period than that to bring it up to that 
“spiritual status" Sir Rutherford com
plained of.

ous the Bible texts favoring such 
fernal-acts.

in

■ . An Authoritative Statement.
A special Commissioner of Russia, en 

route to China, to negotiate terms of 
peace with the Celestial Empire, ar
rived In New York on the 26th ult., 
making his trip from St Pttersburg

-. across the continent by rail to San 
Francisco, and the Pacific to Hong 
Kong. If the interview with the Com-

। ■mlssioner, as reported by the Associated 
‘ Press, can be trusted, Russia accuples 

• a very different position than that here
I tofore represented. He says his gov- 
i ernment is not warring on China, but 

against the rebels who are alone respon-
j Bible for the pending troubles. The 
I Czar Is opposed to any division of the 
1 empire. He claims the German ambi- 
j tlon and influence are prejudicial to the 
• Interests of the Western powers, and 

that its unwise action will make a 
( peaceful solution of the question ex- 
j tremely difficult.

"Russia does not seek to annex even 
’ a small bit of Chinese territory, because 
it would be a burden to her • • • The

; Chinese are a very good people, and I 
■, think the danger with them Is more 
■ economic than military. The questions.
at issue cannot be easily settled. There 
are too many powers In it. Why, even 
Austria and Italy are sending a few 
dozens of men over there. The struggle 
will be of endless duration.” .

The Envoy did. not say in so many 
words that the missionary business is 
Nie difficult thing to encounter; but all 
know if that disturbing element was 
eliminated from It the whole matter 
could be disposed of quickly.

The Fate of Creeds.
Said the humorist, Mark Twain, oh 

one occasion: .
“The altar cloths of one age are the 

door mats of the next.”-
Could a philosopher, however pro

found, have written .a greater truth? 
Cast the eye backward over the history 
of the world, and see the realization of 
this statement.. The present faith, oth
erwise “altar cloths,” will be no excep- 

.'tion. It must take Its place with its 
predecessors, and act Its servile part.- 
The sooner it enters on its new mission, 
to remove the filth from dirty feet, the 
sooner the mission, will be consum
mated, and the race*correspondlngly ad- 
yaneffl. ■ ■ .

æîs. ä-'1
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A Bright Outlook, m Viewed by the 
Editor of the New York Herald.
For to be carnally minded is death; 

but to be spiritually minded is life and 
peace—Romans, vlll: 6.

The mind of man is the sentinel on 
guard at headquarters, and its business 
is to allow no thought to pass which can 
prove injurious to body or soul. It Is as 
much our duty to see that this sentinel 
prevents any ill feeling from entering 
the heart as it is for the picket on bls 
station to sound the alarm on the ap
proach of an enemy. Au evil thouglrt'Is 
often worse than the thrust of a bayo
net, and should be challenged as soon 
as its footfall is heard. That challenge 
should be peremptory, and a halt called 
the moment its presence is felt. There 
is not a man in the world who can af
ford to compromise with a bad habit, 
even though it promises a thousand in
nocent pleasures, for if allowed to enter 
the soul it will weaken the will and 
corrupt the better nature. It is neces
sary to keep a careful watch over ohe’s 
self, and to be a loyal soldier when envy 
or avarice or unprincipled greed at
tempts to cajole us into surrender. For 
that matter, it Is more imperative to re
sent and repel such encroachments 
than it is for the picket to keep ears and 
eyes open when danger lurks in the 
darkness. ■

It is a mistake to suppose that we can
not control our thoughts. That is the 
assertion of an obsolete psychology. It 
is one of the old fashioned beliefs which 
we ought to have long since outgrown. 
It has no place in the new philosophy of 
life, which in this better age is coining 
closer and closer to the life of Christ. 
It is not only possible to control our 
thoughts, but It Is the prime condition 
of spiritual success. Your mind—that 
Is to say, your outlook—decides the 
health of your body and the use you 
make of experience, and you, the im
mortal man, can issue Instructions to 
your mind just as a general Issues an 
order to bis staff; and as the staff con
siders sueh orders final, so the mind 
will obey when you give your command 
with Imperative emphasis. You your
self are Independent, you yourself are 
commander in chief, and your thoughts 
are your servants.

Until you realize that fact you are not 
even on the threshold of the divine life. 
So long as you believe your thoughts' 
can run riot, that you cannot restrain 
their excesses and are not responsible 
for them, so long the spiritual victory Is 
jeopardized, just as the issue of a bat
tle is jeopardized when the general loses 
control of his troops. But when you are 
master and know how to enforce discip
line your troops swing into line, face
the foe and win the day,

Your prime duty, therefore, is to 
optimistic; to feel that heaven is 
your side, that earth can do you

An Earnest Inquiry.
In 1884, 24,000 Christians were mur

dered by the Chinese at Kuang Tsi, in 
Annam, and 22,000 were slaughtered In 
Cochin China.

To the large number slaughtered In 
former years on missionary account 
there must now be added the multitude 
who have lately fallen, native and for
eign. And to the list must be further 
added the thousands of all nationalities, 
Chinese and allied foreigners, who fell 
In deadly strife at Taku, Tien Tsln, Pe
kin, and elsewhere incidental to those 
massacres.

May not the inquiry be justly made: 
For whose good this waste of life? 
How Is the world bettered, or civiliza
tion advanced by the blood and treas
ure wasted, the root of which was an 
effort to crush out the religion of China, 
built upon the teachings of Buddha and 
Confucius, and substitute that of 
Christianity, whose whole pathway 
from Its founder down to the present Is 
traced in blood? Is a single person 
made better or more humanitarian, in 
consequence of this barbaric record?

Look again aud see the reDex action 
growing out of this conflict: Morals are 
depraved; vices are engendered; and 
crimes innumerable follow in the trail 
of war. This demoralization extends to 
every' country participating in this 
strife, the end of which Is still invis
ible. ■

The foolish attempt to Christianize 
China is responsible for every life 
wasted, every dollar expended, every 
crime the outgrowth; and they who 1g

. norantly as to the result, contributed of 
their resources to send the missionaries 
abroad, or gave means for their sup
port, are really guilty of a positive 
wrong, for which there is no justifica
tion or excuse.

When the ruler of a great nation like 
Germany, in addressing his troops 
about leaving for China, as ‘the Volks 
Zeitung, of Berlin, reported the Kaiser 
only a few days ago as saying, slightly 
amended from a former charge,

“Spare the population, but do not 
spare those who oppose you In arms. 
Show the Chinese that there is one pow
er which means to punish the crimes 
they have committed irrespective of 
more distant and more practical aims."

The press dispatch In transmitting 
that brief speech adds:

“His majesty is represented as saying 
he feared the troubles In China might 
develop a war between the Orient and 
the Occident”

That danger the Kaiser apprehended 
will very possibly be turned aside by 
the really wise action of our own gov
ernment, in so far withdrawing from all 
alliance as to refuse to continue the war 
after securing the release of the lega
tions. Of course it will require “indem
nity for the past, and security for the 
future,” but It is believed these can be 
attained without further effusion of 
blood. Let the meddlesome' missions-- 
rles retire from China and other mat
ters can be quickly adjusted.

■ The Chinaman's Statement.
The Chinese minister to Russia, Yang 

Yu, lately made the following assertion:
“The majority of the Chinese Chris

tians are dishonest persons, who, under 
the protection of the church, rob and 
otherwise damage their fellow-country
men.” ’ . .

The minister maintains, in explana
tion of this assertion, that no self-re
specting Chinaman would renounce his 
ancient faith for the religion of foreign 
missionaries. The Chinese welcome 
trade, but they abhor proselytism, he 
declares, and until foreign nations have 
learned not to Interfere In religious mat
ters disturbances must continue. '

be 
on 
no

harm, and mat both life and death are 
a ladder up which to climb to the stars. 
That was the attitude of the Christ. 
He trod His sufferings under foot as 
one who seeks the mountain top treads 
the stony path that leads to it. He was 
rich in the thought of God’s presence, 
and throughout the weary day, in spite 
of the tempest of men’s hatred, there 
was sunshine in His heart. If this 
was possible for Him It is equally pos
sible for us. His power is our power 
when we are like minded with Him.

Grumbling at fate results In discon
tent and Inability to make the best of 
circumstance. To look on the dark 
side of an event is to grope in a starless 
night, perhaps to lose one’s way utterly, 
and to invite the very disaster which 
you dread. To feel that you cannot be 
Insecure so long as you and God go to
gether is to lighten your load, to broad
en your shoulders, and to wrest a pos
sible good from the grasp of a seeming 
evil. There is more strength and more 
virtue in a smile than-ln a frown, and a 
heart with the good cheer of faith In it 
is better than a heart of lead. There 
can be no religion unless that kind of 
faith is laid as its chief cornerstone. No 
matter what happens, then, never lose 
either your courage or your belief that 
in the end you will come from the fight 
with your shield, and not on it.

The New Testament doctrine consists 
of courage, to-day, to-nlorrow and al
ways. With a high thought as your 
Viewpoint you can see over the petty 
troubles to which you give so much im
portance; you are above the fog, with 
the clear blue over your head. Even if 
sickness Is your present lot the health 
of the soul is not Impaired. And though 
death be not far away and its so- 
called shadows are on your path God Is 
there. Christ is there, and a better 
world Is there in full sight

Courage, therefore; the courage that 
is founded on an unfaltering faith In 
the omnipotent hand which is leading 
you through the night into the eternal
day. GEORGE H. HEPWORTH.

No Claim on Heaven.
How is it possible to be a Christian 

and disregard the words of the Master? 
We repeat this inquiry, to make it more 
emphatic. Does change of time, loca
tion or customs change a requirement 
that was the very essence of the faith 
nineteen hundred years ago? “Sell all 
thou hast and give It to the poor,” not a 
part but the whole, was demanded as an 
indispensable requisite of a disciple.

Other virtues and qualifications were 
of no account without observance of 
this, the most Important of them all.

Waive the poison test, with the ability 
to cast out devils, speak with new 
tongues, and cure the sick by the laying 
on of hands, Mark 16:17,18; and waiv
ing belief In baptism as requisites, as 
given in verse 16, yet, unless the neo
phyte sold all his possessions and gave 
the entire proceeds.' to the destitute, 
Luke 18: 22, he had ho claim oh the 
treasures of heaven. . ,

Will somebody well versed in the 
Christian faith be so kind as to inform 
an honest inquirer how he can disregard 
all the essentials of that faith, as pro
mulgated by Its reputed founder, and 
still be a faithful Christian, and entitled 
to Christian rewards? Either belief, 
and baptism, and ability to drink un
harmed deadly poisons, accumulation.of 
wealth, and neglect to give all to the 
poor, are not essential Christian graces, 
else- there are mighty few genuine, Si
mon-pure, first-class A-No. 1, 4-X Chris
tians in this age when all these require
ments are purposely Ignored by the 
professed Christian. .

These thoughts took this present form 
after reading a news Item in one of our 
dallies, stating that the late Vicar-Gen
eral of the Roman Catholic arch diocese 
of Chicago, Rev. Dowling, left an estate 
in municipal bonds and realty, valued 
by the Probate court at $75,000. What 
claim has he, or any other person defy
ing the will of the Master, on the re-' 
wards of heaven? .

"Gleanings from the Rostrum." By 
A. B. French. Cloth, $1. For sale at
this office.

“Discovery of a LostTraiL" 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In 
suggestiveness.- Cloth, $1.50. 
at this office. . ;

By Chas, 
spiritual 
For ;sale

®ln Important Query;
(Xlbat Shall HCle ©o with the jftaub anò Jake?

MOSES HÜLL'SOUNDS THE ALARM AGAINST A 
DIRTY GANG THAT INFESTS OUR RANKS, 
SWINDLING PEOPLE RIGHT AND LEFT.
The impostor, the fraud and the fake, like the poor, is 

always with us. There is no age nor nation, no church 
nor society where he is not; it is as impossible to bar 
against him as it would be to fence against the Kansas 
grasshoppers. The churches and other close organiza
tions with all their watchful care are troubled with them. 
However, it must be admitted that they have been able to 
bar against many of them. This is bad for us, when 
scoundrels find themselves shut out of other societies they 
flock in greater numbers to us.

Spiritualism has usually given a carte blanche to every 
charlatan or swindler who has sought admittance in our 
ranks. In fact, in the past we have bid high for them 
and it has not been our fault if he has not been our guest. 
I have more than once been reproved for exposing frauds 
and conscienceless pretenders, because in so doing I was 
injuring Spiritualism and mediumship.

One of these individuals hot long since. wcnt to a city 
and exhibited a certificate with my name to it, recom
mending him as a wonderful medium. I had never seen 
him, much less had I signed his certificate. This man 
made some of the younger and more verdant Spiritualists 
believe that if they would pay him certain sums of money, 
from $5 up, in advance, he could in a very few sittings de
velop them—in short he could fit them to go before the 
world as the expositors, par excellence, of the spiritual 
philosophy; and as for the phenomena, why there was no 
phase of them but were wrapped up in these victims; all 
they needed was for this particular medium to bring it 
out. Some pawned their watches, jewelry, or whatever 
they could spare to raise the money with which to “pur
chase these gifts of the holy ghost.” Jn a few weeks each 
and all of these dupes were to astonish the world.

After the money was all paid in, this wonderful devel
oper mysteriously dematerialized; so did all the money, 
they had handed over to him. He had gone to some 
other fields of labor to, under another name, hold up” an
other batch of fools. .

The “professor” had hardly got out of sight, when an
other, g lady—a perfect lady—came along. She felt ter
ribly when she heard of how these good people had been 
swindled out of their money, not only did she pity them, 
but it was injuring her business; she was a genuine devel
oping medium—no mistake this time. In as much as the 
people had been so awfully deceived she would develop 
them for less than half her regular price; and she did. 
Some of them would not bite; but those least able to af
ford it did, and q. telegram called her away so suddenly 
that she had no'jime to tell her friends, but she would 
surely return as soon as she buried her mother. The old 
lady will perhaps never die, Fools and their money were 
again parted. ,

After people liave been thus fooled a few times, some 
of them measure.,pur religion and our characters by such 
parties, and renounce the whole system as a swindle and a 
fraud. '

I have letters now in my possession from people who 
have been Received in the way herein set forth, and who 
want to knöiy wliat they can do about it. I can give no 
advice but to go to work'and earn more money to hand 
over to the next brace of frauds who may chance to come 
along. ' . .

One who wanted to attend our school, but was per
suaded to try these “developers” instead, writes: “Dear 
Mr. Hull, can you give me any advice?” Yes, I could, 
but the advice would only last until the next swindler 
camo near enough to get her money. Now if we will 
guarantee to make of her such a medium as----------- or
such a speaker as----------- she will pawn something to
attend our school next year, even though the tuition costs 
her the tremendous amount of $6.50, or could I develop 
her quicker and as cheap by mail? -

My answer was, that if this individual wanted to come

A Frank and Truthful Confession.
A London paper reports a discourse 

lately given to men in that city, by Rev^ 
Mark Guy Pearse, entitled “The Spirit
ual Wants of Man.” During its deliv
ery the preacher said:

“We must make the churches more 
like the public bouse, without the drink 
—more cheerful, better lighted, less for
mal, and altogether more free and easy, 
so the working man will voluntarily 
come in and enjoy himself, as he does at 
present at the public house.

“It is often thrown in my face that no 
great reform was ever started, or even 
aided by the church. Unfortunately it 
is only too true. The‘education move
ment owes nothing to the church. The 
emancipation movement owes nothing 
to the church. The temperance move
ment owes nothing to the church. In
deed, lu1$b early days pf that move
ment,, if a man wanted to sign a pledge, 
he was obliged to go to an Infidel hall 
to do so, bo much was the church op
posed to the movement

“I am anxious the church shall do 
something to r .er the present social 
evils and Inequalities, and so prove It is 
really of some use In the world. I am
confident the needed reforms will come 
—In fact the air is/full of them; but I

THE GOLDEN GATE.
Notes and Comments on 

Affairs.

to our school, not for one or two months, but until she 
acquired something of a knowledge of English grammar, 
rhetoric, logic and elocution—all of which could be ac
quired in a few years’ hard study, we could prepare her to 
go before the public. When once before the public, if 
our students continue to apply themselves with diligence 
to the search after knowledge, and if they acquire wisdom 
to know how to use their knowledge, in the course of a 
few years they might fill as important a position as the 
one to whom they referred. This discouraging letter lost 
us a student, as we have lost many before, and as, perhaps, 
we shall lose many more.

The world will perhaps never get done trying to get 
something for nothing. Some things may be inherited, 
or obtained at a very small cost, but if there is any royal 
road to knowledge I have not found it. Ability or devel
opment is not a matter of a week, or even of a year. 
Even three score of years of hard wqrk has not brought 
me all that some expect to get within the waxing and wan
ing of a single moon,

Mr- Wright, Mr. Lockwood, Mr. Weaver, or any other 
of our ripe scholars and able speakers could soon prepare 
a lecture and teach it to a student, and teach that student 
how to deliver it. All this could be done in a few weeks, 
but when that discourse is delivered the student is left 
stranded. That is not what is’ wanted; each student 
wants the ability developed in himself to prepare and de
liver his own discourses. Our school works for notliing 
less than that. Those who are not willing to work for 
that niuch are recommended to go to some of the “devel
opers” for aid. We neither want them nor their money.

I am quite off of my subject. I started to write about 
the vampires who perambulate the country to rob verdant 
Spiritualists. These frauds and fakes have a more thor
ough and effective organization than the Spiritualist^ 
have had up to this point. This organization has not 
only the purpose in view of assisting each other, furnish
ing tests and manifestations for each other, but its work 
is to assassinate such speakers and mediums as see 
through and attempt to expose their plans. I speak by 
the card when I say that this Association has been to the 
managers of at least one camp and told them that they 
would kill that camp if they employed me to come there 
again. This so frightened the committee, that they 
closed all negotiations with me right there.

How many other camps were approached in the same 
way I do not know, but I have reason to believe that at 
least two other camps that same year were approached in 
the same way and by the same parties.

1 know of at least one camp where one of the most pop
ular men in our ranks was boycotted in the same way, and 
for the same reason. I do not tell this because this gen
tlemen or myself has any fear in the matter. We each 
have all the work we cau do; and if we did not, we can 
employ ourselves as advantageously as we can work for 
others. ’

I tell all this simply to let the world know that! these 
frauds have gone to work with the determination of either 
winning, or killing Spiritualism; they are determined that 
Spiritualism shall not live without supporting a gang of 
barnacles who are of as much advantage to it as warts, 
wens and cancers are to those upon whom they fasten 
themselves.

What can we do? I would suggest one thing; that is 
that we greatly strengthen our National Organization and 
that no mediums be recognized as such by the Association 
until they prove themselves to be such, and then that 
where they are not known they be required to produce a 
certificate of recommendation from the Association.

Tliis will not boycott those not recognized; it only 
allows them to work on their own hook, and to get such 
endorsement as they can from those among whom they 
may work. In all cases I think drunkenness or bad con
duct should be a sufficient cause to withdraw all endorse
ments.

Spiritualism must take a high stand if it would win that 
class of people who can do the most for it.

MOSES HULL.

To the Editor:—Singular Indeed, it 
seems, that Chicago, that has so often ' 
and so truly boasted of its completeness 
as a summer resort, should find its ther
mometer climbing into a condition of 
nineties plus, with men and animals 
dropping by scores, under the blaze of 
unmitigated-heat. ' •

Still more strange, I find myself agree
ably disappointed in what I had always 
considered, at least, a semi-tropical cli
mate. The thermometer has held Itself 
at a normal temperature, and often be
low, during the whole season.

The early hours of the day are still, 
and often Old Sol brags of what he Is 
about to do, but doesn’t. At 10 o'clock 
the trade winds of the Pacific begin to 
toy gently with the foliage of our irrl- 
gated lauds, and at times sweep the 
dust in light clouds through our streets, 
growing more demonstrative as the day 
wears on.

Sometimes the early day comes up 
from the east, wearing a dark gray tint 
of fog, thick and heavy enouglj to be 
worn. Whoever trusts to its warmth, 
however, will be wofully misled, for It 
dampens the flesh and chills to the bone. 
This is the peculiar lot of weather- 
which the master and clerk have ar
ranged for San Francisco this season. 
But I understand It is exceptional. The 
mountains and valleys, however, hold 
in some places concealed ingots of heat, 
measuring as much as 110 degrees in 
the shade. Rut these are always ac
companied by cool mornings, and sleep
able nights.

Really, I must say the weather of ths 
current season has been most charm
ing, and I could hardly realize that I 
was outside the usual weather limits of 
Chicago. But this is 1900, the year of 
prophecy and fulfillment. Many 
changes and odd conditions were ex
pected, and our expectations are to be 
largely realized. '

Either I am out of the whirl, or this 
Is an exceedingly off year in politics. 
There is no sense of the usual exciting 
stir of clannish partisanship of “our 
side is all right, and everybody else is 
all wrong.” Those whose business it is 
to manipulate the political cauldron, 
stir It up and scatter within it with due 
care the necessary ingredients for the 
“witches broth” that is expected to 
“bubble and boll,” are the only ones 
who seem to care whether it Is 16 to 1, 
or whether we are all of a oneness or 
not. Perhaps before the ides of No
vember, they will find some means of 
firing the popular heart. We shall see.

The sudden passing of C. P. Hunting
ton, the magnate who has hitherto over
shadowed this fair land, in the opinion 
of Its owners and residents, leaves us an 
open question whether the quality of 
vested luterest, in other words, the pol
icy of the “man in the saddle” can be 
changed to a fair-dealing business pol
icy. Perhaps the multi-millionaire op
erator will soon understand, and he was 
quick to learn, that there are more prof
itable ways for sheep-raising, than to 
skin them alive, In securing the first 
crop of wool. If this be the fact, we 
may expect from that impetuous, per
sistent spirit, such abiding, forceful ac
tion as will change the Southern Pacific 
railway from a ravening animal to a 
helpful co-developer of this wonderful
state.

San Francisco, Cal.
W. P. PHELON, M. D.
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A Desirable Change.
An. earnest movement is on foot to 

change the services on Memorial Day to 
the last Sunday in May, as originally 
contemplated by the projectors, Instead 
of the 30th as now observed. The com- 
mander-ln-phief of the Grand Army of 
the Republic favors the change. He ob
jects to ball games, bicycle racing, and 
general merriment on that day devoted 
to the memory of the dead, and wants it 
exclusively devoted to patriotism and 
recalling to memory the services of 
those who sacrificed everything for the 
republic, and to preserve It one and in
divisible. It was the preachers who 
Set up a terrible howl against the "rob
bing God of one of his sacred days, and 
devoting it to the secular employment 
of decorating graves,” that made the 
change. They triumphed then; but in 
thirty years priestcraft has lost much 
of its power, and we are hopeful before 
these pages shall go to press the Grand 
Encampment,, in session in this city as 
we write, will act favorably in the 
premises, and that the right to honor
the worthy dead on any day shall 
umph over clerical demagogism.

Encourages Criticism.

tri-
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am dreadfully afraid they will come» Said Bishop Fallows in a baccalaure-

An Avenging Nemesis.
The Bible is a sort of fetich sacred to 

all Christians, which it is considered 
blasphemous to ridicule. Indeed, it was 
a criminal offense in the old English 
law, and in most of the American colo
nies, to “speak or write loosely” of that 
book. We are assured that additional 
to the using of Bibles shipped In sueh 
large numbers to China by Bible socie
ties, and used by them as interleaves In 
books of gold leaf sent us from the 
Flowery Kingdom, they are also em
ployed in making the pesky fire-crack
ers, so popular with urchins having a 
superfluity of patriotism on the Fourth 
of July.

If sensitive Christian people in Amer
ica are annoyed by the ceaseless snap
ping of fire-crackers at night when they 
would sleep, made from Bibles sent to 
China, and paid for to a large extent by 
pennies extracted from Sunday-school 
children, how much greater the vexa
tion of Celestials who are teased by 
tales of eternal torture extracted from 
that same Bible before It became an 
avenging Nemesis, for not believing 
the Almighty Ruler of the Universe be
came the father of a' son by a Jewish 
maiden?

. Remarkable Prophecy.
The following remarkable prediction 

was made by Friar Bacon, who was 
born In the year 1214, some 686 years 
ago. “Here,” says a certain writer, “is 
poetry and philosophy wound together, 
forming a wondrous chain of proph
ecy”:

“Bridges, unsupported by arches, will 
be made to span the foaming current 
Man shall descend to the bottom of the 
ocean, safely breathing, and treading 
with a flrm step on the golden sands 
never brightened by the light of day. 
Call but the secret powers of Sol and 
Luna Into action, and behold a. single 
steersman sitting at the helm guiding 
the vessel, which divides the waves 
with greater rapidity than if she bad 
been tilled wlth’a crew of mariners toll
ing at the oars; aud the loaded chariot, 
no longer encumbered by the panting 
steeds, shall dart on its course with re-
slstless force and rapidity. Let 
simple elements, do the labor; bind 
eternal elements, and yoke them to 
same plough.”

tho 
the 
the

One Step Nearer.
The good people of Finland, way up 

there in the extreme north of Europe, 
above the Baltic, and clustering nround 
the Arctic circle, have just set au'ex- 
ample which all the world will copy In 
time, when eternal Right shall triumph 
over cruel Wrong and Oppression. 
They have enfranchised women, and 
made them eligible to all municipal 
offices. This act of justice to an op
pressed sex, -was not asked for, and . 
begged for, aud prayed for, from year 
to year, but was a voluntary act ou the 
part of Finnish men, who have suffered 
sb long under the tyrannical rule of 
despotic Russia.

Keep In mind, every step away from 
the barbarism of the monks, is one step 
nearer the right, without regard to the 
direction, and It will ultimately lead to 
universal emancipation.

from agencies outside the church, and 
the church will be left high and dry. .

“The church has grown selfish, wlthi-
out any vitality, and each member 
thinks only of saving his own.paltry 

.soul, oblivious to ullithe misery and suf
fering aroundJilm. j'A revolution is only 
a Reformation delayed. If the churches 
do not bestir themselves-they will be 
overwhelmednby ai gigantic avalanche 
which will sweep them away.” '

The warning tbmlffi tdo late. A new 
order of religlbus ideas and . forces are 
in embryo, an*d.’only wait Time for de
velopment ' ' .. •

■ -—'—* *1'.
The Gratid'March Goes On.

The Pope atjR&nejls In deep distress. 
He has Iateiy& written a letter to. the 
Cardinal Vlcat, pointing out the danger 
qf free propaganda.of.Protestantism In 
Italy. He urgently tequests hls holiness 
to strengthen tbe'-falfh, and exhorts Ro
man Catholics, toi uiiite in lessening the 
danger caused by sectarianism.

Paul represents the Lord as saying: 
“It is hard to kick against the-pricks,” 
but the Pope does not seem to have 
takep counsel from "tlie Lord.”

The truth is, the thinking1' world is 
ripe for a change from ancient modes of 
thought and worship, Ancient Roman 
paganism was well enough when all the 
world was barbaric.. As knowledge ad
vances superstition, recedes. Protest
antism, which the Pope bo seriously dep
recates, is an. advance towards the 
right. It is the lesser of a great evil. 
But both must give' ‘way while the 
graud march goes on towards universal 
mental emancipation. ■ ' ~

ato address before the graduating class 
at the University of Wisconsin a while 
ago: ■ '

‘“The Bible ought to be thrown into 
the fire of criticism heated seven times 
hotter than for any other book."

Of course it should. If written, or 
even inspired,;by a God, it ought to be 
faultless In every word and expression. 
It should be above criticism. • And they 
who object to that criticism only dis
play zeal for the church, and ignorance 
Of the bonk they wish to hold sacred. 
If a God cannot write a book without 
errors, then that God Is entitled to no 
.more respect than erring man.

We form-our estimate of the ability 
and honesty of an author by the books 
he writes. If God has written or dic
tated a. book we can get a very good 
Idea of his character by the perusal of 
his pages. , .

Didn’t Want the Ponies. ~
The Argonaut tells this story of Capt 

Jack, chief of the Modocs, who treach
erously shot a United States military 
officer, whom he invltedtovlslthis camp. 
Sentenced to death, a. . sky pilot ten
dered him the consolation of the gospel 
on the eve of his execution, and assured 
him that by repentance, even at that 
late hour, there was a chance for salva
tion. Receiving assurance from the 
priest that his own salvation was a 
fixed fact, the Modoc chieftain proposed 
to give him forty ponies if he would 
take the culprit’s place In the little af
fair to come off in the morning. But 
this, as might be expected, the preacher 
declined.

Death Part of the Human Scheme.
Preachers find the religious press have 

exhausted their genius in depicting the 
horrors of death, as if that act of all oth
ers was the most to be avoided, but 
there is another view of the event it 
may be well to consider, which we 
quote with pleasure from the London 
Globe:.

“To die is just' as much a part of the 
human scheme as to be born. One is not 
more solemn or mysterious than the 
other. These two supreme events are 
indissolubly associated.
- “It is not within the power of the hu
man mind to regard death lightly. It is 
Invested with a silent majesty which is 
strangely impressive, but it is not cruel 
or in any sense terrible. It comes to all 
with an impartiality that makes its 
justice beautiful. It-is a false system 
of education which teaches the world 
to put aside the thought of death and to 
avoid its presence. The decree of na
ture which ordains rest for the weary, 
relief for the heavy laden, sleep for the 
tempest-tossed, an anodyne for pain, an 
escape from decrepitude, this can mean 
no misfortune or calamity to mankind.”

"Human Culture and Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social Up*, 
building." By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Healthj Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75 
cents. For sale at this office.

“Humanity, Its Nature; Powers and 
Possibilities.” A concise, masterly, 
presentation of the facts and phlloso- 
phy of Spiritualism. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents. ;■ <

' A Correction,
It is humiliating to be deceived by 

press correspondents; but we don't 
know any way to avoid it. Mrs. Drew, 
who was credited with telling of the 
damnable doings of Russian soldiers at 
Tien Tsln, in tossing babies from one to 
another on the points of their bayonets 
in presence of the murdered mothers, 
says there is not one word of truth in 
the reports; that the Russian soldiery 
deported themselves heroically on the 
occasion, and instead of acting the part 
of cowardly poltroons, wreaking ven
geance on harmless children they were 
instrumental In saving a large number 
of lives, which without their valor, must 
have fallen victims' to the ire ojf the in
furiated Chinese soldiery. We gladly 
make the correction. It confirms our 
general distrust of newspaper .corre
spondents.

E are trying our best to estab- ' 
lish libraries in every Spirit- 
uallst family of the United 
States, hence we are offering 
Seven valuable books as a 
premium. Those seven books 
have been sold for $10.75. A

single one has sold as high as $25. The’ 
first edition of Art Magic sold for $5 per 
copy. As high as $15 has been paid for 
a single copy of Ghost Land; yet we 
furnish these seven books to our sub
scribers for $2.35, when ordered in con-
nection with a year’s subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker. Read
premium announcement carefully.

“Mind and Body: Suggestions 
Hypnotism Applied In Medicine

our

and 
and

Education.” By A. C. Halphlde. Pres
ident Chicago-Society of Anthropology, 
For sale at this office. Price $1.
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. The success of the explorer depends upon his proper 

equipment for the task before him. It is well that the 
student reader should now examine to see what he has 
gathered' as equipment for his proposed investigation of 
Ego in spirit life.

We have asserted and proved that intelligence and en
ergy are associated with the most minute speck of matter 
of which we can conceive. Its selection of certain com- 
yauions and rejection of others would, alone, satisfy every 
independent thinker that intelligence is necessarily active 
hi that little speck, just so far as conditions will permit. 

. And as intelligence, matter and energy are all there is to 
God, atom or man, we recognize Ego as personified in 
every atom. So much is clear and without possibility of 
dispute. But when we have left the single atom far be
hind, and have found it grouped into a one-cell life, there 
is a yet more marvelous, exhibition of this truth. Each 
cell contains “protoplasm," or “first form” as it is called. 
It also contains a nucleus, with marvelous properties of its 
own, marking it as the home of a powerful intelligence. 
That is to say, it exhibits in full force the combined in
telligence of the atoms of which it is composed. The 
scientist tells us a tale of this cell life more interesting 
than the most popular novel, which always uses love as 
its key note to attract the reader. One of these cells is a 
young gentleman. Here is another cell which—by na
ture if not by art—is posing as a young lady. Each cell 
contains protoplasm and a nucleus. It is a case of legal 
Hiatrimony without any church blessing on the ceremony. 
In 1875 Oscar Hertwig watched the honeymoon, and his 
observations are now confirmed and accepted as facts, 
His experiments were made bn the egg of a sea urchin. 
He perceived that a single cell from the father (spermato
zoon) unites with the single coll (the egg) derived from 
the mother, whereupon the male nucleus blends with that 
of the female. The necessary protoplasm is then sup
plied from the egg mother, and we now have a single cell 
endowed with the marvelous property of producing 
another cell. Tlris it does by division, and in 1887 Van 
Benedeu made a most remarkable discovery, also 
abundantly confirmed by subsequent observers. When 
the male and female nuclei are approaching each other 
they resolve themselves into a number of little rods, 
called “chromosomes,” of exactly the same number and 

' shape in each. At first there are thus two independent 
groups of these chromosomes. Presently each chromosome 
splits lengthways down its middle into two equal halves, 
which separates and each mates with one of the other sex. 
They then divide equally into two new cells. There are 
no odd numbers. It is always ten, or twelve, or twenty, 
or seme even number of these blended chromosomes, so 
that eaeh of the cells gets its exact quantity and quality 
for its own coming process of reproduction.

These who want to trace these wooings and family 
commencements yet further are referred to a most inter
esting article in the International Monthly for July, 1900, 
by Prof. B. Wilson, of Columbia University. My object 
in introducing this illustration of microscopic life in its 
beginnings is to enforce my assertion of the dominance 
of individual and collective intelligence at every step of 
Nature’s process. And, yet further, I claim that intelli
gence cannot be active without consciousness, although, 
of course, the particular form of consciousness manifested 
through brain may not be present. But the one who 
KNOWS without brain is, we may be sure, conscious of 
what he knows, also without brain.

- Having thus marked the presence of intelligence and 
consciousness at every step of life’s process we discover a 
most serious fact which must now be taken into considera
tion. We said in “The Size of Man” that Ego’s powers 
necessarily reach from limit to limit’of his possible vibra
tions. ‘ And in our last article we watched him at work 
in life below that of man, with an energy and intelligence 
horn of his divine origin. 1 Ie is the same Ego everywhere 
within his limits, but in tlris life below that of humanity 
he is gathering experiences amid vibrations which Homo 
cannot consciously wield or direct. There is evidently 
no possibility of free mental communication between 
lower forms of life and humanity. We discover that this 
.lower life divides into distinct personalities, each person
ality consisting of experiences unshared by others save as 
united in Ego himself. This is a most important fact to 
be held in remembrance, since if Homo cannot exchange 
thought with those below him, by what natural process 
may we expect him to intelligently communicate with a 
higher life manifesting amid such different vibrations to 
his own that it has become a new personality'? This is a 
serious and important question which the student reader 
must meet and answer.

We have accepted Creation as composed of intelligent 
Egos, blending into the numberless forms that together 
constitute the universe, with its infinite material phe
nomena. We find Homo claiming to be the most ad-

tanced and important unit in this Creation, and we recog
nize that no other form has evolved or is manifesting his 
powers. He has become master of his surroundings to a 
greater extent than any of the other units in earth life. 
His reason, however imperfect, is vastly superior to that 
of any other form; and in these later years he has been 
persistently questioning nature, and discovering forms of 
energy by which he could still further ennoble his man
hood. From the beginning of history Homo has been 
seeking to know something of his own past, and what 
awaits him in the future. At every era such questions 
have been answered by Ignorance, and the answers then 
formulated as theology. This was inevitable. His ig
norance was itself the embodied knowledge of the era in 
which he lived, and therefore, to him, it always appeared 
to be truth. Every step he gained had to be founded on 
liis discovery of facts, which could be verified as truths. 
And at last some of his discoveries actually contradicted 
his old beliefs, and threatened his theology. For a time 
the priesthood always fought the new discoveries, but in
variably ended by embodying them in the old teachings. 
In this manner theology has been gradually advancing to 
a higher level, as fast as Homo himself grew more manly. 
Theology’ was, so to speak, a science of man’s unknown 
past, and equally unknown future. It presented facts 
that it claimed to verify. Creation, it declared, was the 
act of a personal God. All nature proved it. That death 
was the gateway to heaven or hell must be true because 
the same personal God said so. The strength of this the
ological science has always consisted in its claim that it 
was the only reasonable explanation of life’s mysteries. If 
the man who doubted came to grief, that was, of course, 
the act of the same personal God. After ages of religious 
quarrels, of persistent questionings of theology, and anx
ious search for an absolutely true religion a cloud ap
peared upon the horizon. Men were born who did not 
trouble their heads about any form of theology, but com
menced to search the sky, the land, the ocean, and write 
down anything new they discovered. Almost the first 
discovery of these men was that the earth was only a 
planet, and a very small one; in fact hardly a noticeable 
speck in the great universe. So small in fact, that only a 
personal creator with a microscope could be sure it was 
actually in existence. This threw a most serious.doubt on 
the claim that the Creator had actually spent thirty-three 
years on this speck of a planet, trying to save its inhabit
ants from hell, and, for the most part, without appreci
able success. But the sky searcher was only seeking 
truth, and not at all intending to attack theology. It was 
the discovered fact which made the priest uncomfortable. 
And at every step of modern progress it has been discov
ering facts which have exploded old beliefs, -

We have already noted a few of such discoveries relating 
to life below man, and the proved presence of universal 
but individual intelligence grouping itself into form. 
That such facts do not fit into the creative assertions of 
the old theology is not the fault of the facts, but the mis
fortune of the inspired revelation which had denied 
them. There are no intelligent men and women of to
day whose religious belief is as narrow and limited as that 
of their ancestors. The very churches are to-day altering 
or suppressing their old creeds or expressions of belief, to 
harmonize themselves with the newly discovered facts. 
Such has been the result of discoveries that could be veri
fied again and again till it was absurd to deny them. So 
man’s original enquiry as to his own past is at last in a 
fair way of receiving something of an intelligent answer. 
We must remember it is only ignorance which falls back 
upon so-called “revelation." That which a man knows 
he does not need revealed. Man has been asking ques
tions, and by his own discoveries has been answering them 
for himself, therefore he is ceasing to seek, or to ask for 
revealed truth.

So much has science done towards answering man’s 
question concerning his own past, but the spirit of en
quiry which seeks information concerning the future of 
the human race is not so easily answered. The telescope, 
the microscope, even the spectroscope and the X-ray can
not follow a man after he is dead. Science can tell us 
much of manhood before it is born, but after a funeral the 
most learned student can only return to Iris laboratory and 
his chased microbes, without a word of comfort for the 
mourners. Months or years before birth, and during 
mortal life science could more or less shape and ennoble 
manhood, but its knowledge and power' was exhausted at 
the crematory.. The learned brotherhood accepted this as 
a fact without dispute, and therefore roared with derision 
when a whisper ran around the world that the buried man 
was not as'dead as he had been supposed to be. The sci
entist was not disinclined to investigate but he could not 
find an instrument such as he was accustomed to. When 
he has himself made a discovery he hhs called in his 
neighbors and shown them that with a similar instru-

ment, aud in another laboratory, they could each repeat 
the experiment. Riit tjlb only instrument by which this 
asserted new discovery could be authenticated was a hu
man sensitive, who was, by nature, utterly incapable of 
satisfying conditions .demanded by the man who was 
seeking truth in the ol$ approved way. These sensitives 
were themselves untrained in any scientific school, so nat
urally mistook phenomena that belonged to the abnormal 
side of the mortal’ for intercourse with spirits. Clair
voyance, telepathy, and> the psychometric sense were of
fered ae certain proofs of spirit return, and so accepted by 
enthusiastic but equally ignorant crowds. Another 
great obstacle to scientific investigation was that it was al
most impossible to get absolute verification and identifi
cation of any returning spirit. Even granting that it 
might be a case of genuine spirit return, the intelligence 
would make contradictory statements through different 
sensitives, and could rarely exhibit a satisfactory control 
of the human instrument he was using.

In a word, the evidence that satisfied the untrained in
vestigator that his loved one had returned was rejected by 
these adepts in evidence as unsatisfactory. They did 
not necessarily impute fraud to the sensitive but invented 
a new word which left that question open. Evidence 
was said to be “veridical” if it could be proved true, and 
“unveridical” when open to serious doubt.

At last certain students combined. They f ormed them
selves into a society which should receive, gather, and 
weigh all asserted cases of the abnormal immortal life. 
Through their efforts.the Society for Psychical Research 
has done a work worthy of Science, and has already 
proved that the normal mortal has powers and faculties 
practically unknown and unclaimed before. The officers 
of this society have taught their fellow members to dis
tinguish real evidence, and to reject every reported phe
nomena that was not carefully substantiated, and if pos
sible by several witnesses. This society has been wel
comed and aided by men and women of great intellectual 
gifts, but determined to take nothing for granted, nor 
permit an assumption not really warranted by the evi
dence. When facts are reported and found worthy of be
lief the^ociety has dqne its part, and leaves its members 
to believe or reject inferences and conclusions.

So the explorer finds a great work already done in the 
realm he would explore. Just as the sun is now proved to 
be huiding his coronal flashes out into space, so is every 
mortal outstretching his form limit, and wielding facul
ties unknown on mart and exchange. These faculties are 
such as have been rarely recognized as ever belonging to 
mortal man, and have been viewed with suspicion all 
along human history, unless credited to the gods. It has 
been a real advance' when the Society for Psychical Re
search has thus, to a great extent, reduced these faculties 
to the law and order which dominate the common-place 
experiences of every-day life.

The first result to the intelligent believer in spirit re
turn has usually been to share his belief, and make him 
doubtful of the evidence which had converted him. Or 
realizing that the return of his loved ones was doubted by 
others as intelligent and more experienced than himself, 
he has kept silence, and deemed his communion too sacred 
for public discussion. '

All tlris should b‘6 of great interest to the student read
er. The very extension (¡>f mortal faculty so demon
strated invites him to explore and see if it extends up
ward and outward to vibrations amid which immortal man 
may dwell and manifest. I

It is obvious that the intelligent student reader will not 
be satisfied with phenom)ena which cannot be discussed 
and investigated, because sacred to himself alone. It is 
useless for explorers to collect striking but solitary cases 
of phenomena which, not having been verified by ex
perts in evidence, will be viewed with suspicion by every 
trained mind. So, for our present purpose, it will be 
quite sufficient to examine and analyze the experiences re
corded in Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Re-, 
search, of February, 1898, and succeeding numbers, in 
which certain phenomena are accepted as veridical by its 
numerous and influential members.

We are there introduced to a sensitive who has, for 
many years, been guarded, protected, and supported by 
officers of the Society, who have satisfied themselves that 
she has never attempted or practiced any deceit. Her 
Sowers have been exercised under, the most favorable con

itions, but always subjected to every possible scientific 
test. Certain intelligences, speaking or writing through 
this sensitive (Mrs. Piper) have welcomed these condi
tions, and have apparently endeavored to satisfy the scien
tific requirements by acceding to every reasonable re
quest. For the purpose of the present explorer it matters 
not what effect has been produced on the minds of offi
cers or members of the P. R. S., either as denial or belief

in the supra mundane source of the phenomena under in
vestigation. Mrs. Piper’s chief control purported to be 
a Frenchman, who had practiced as a physician in his na
tive country during his earth life. I may say, in passing, 
that Dr. I’lrinuit, as he calls himself, has failed to give 
any satisfactory evidence that he is really a deceased hu
man being., Much less'has he established his claim that 
he was a French physician, unless the first qualification 
of a French doctor be almost total ignorance of the 
French language. He cannot even offer proof that he 
has ever studied anatomy, physiology, or therapeutics. 
Re Jias, however, apparently satisfied the officers of the 
Society that he is an intelligence apart from that of Mrs. 
Piper, but all else remains woefully uncertain. Still for 
several years he has often astonished visitors by giving 
them remarkable tests in the name of some deceased 
friend. .
_ In 1892 a young man, who had been interested in these 
investigations, suddenly passed out by an accident, and 
four weeks later became prominent as an invisible visitor 
at the seances of Mrs. Piper. The sensitive, however, 
continued to be dominated by Phinuit, as a sort of com
mander-in-chief, who still did most of the talking. It 
was not long before Phinuit was startled by discovering 
that the hand of his medium had been writing while he 
himself was using her vocal organs, and talking with his 
customary unlearned pomposity. The writer was, or 
purported to be this young man, now known as George 
Pelham, who it seems had promised Dr. Hodgson, the 
master of ceremonies at these seances, that if he died first, 
and found himself still alive he would “make things live
ly” in proof of that interesting fact. _

There are herein two most important points to be 
noted by the student reader. The first is that Phinuit 
did not at first know that the hand of the sensitive was 
writing while he himself was talking. The second, and 
yet more startling assertion is that George Pelham did 
not himself know he was writing. The exact words of the 
careful and experienced Dr. Hodgson are these: “It would 
seem, moreover, that until instructed in some, way, the 
quasi-personality that guides the writing is unaware that 
he is writing.” The apparent explanation in the mind of 
the doctor is that the intelligence merely THINKS his 
thoughts through the hand of the sensitive.

Messages from others than George Pelham were pres
ently written through this hand; and it was not long be
fore the other hand was also used. There were thus 
three independent intelligences expressing themselves at 
one time through the one mortal organism. There cer
tainly seems no reason, from the standpoint of these ex
periments, why each finger and toe, and down, if you 
please, to each hair on the head, might not thus embody 
the thought of the visitor, however imperfectly it might 
be able to express it.

It is such facts as these, never recorded, and rarely ob
served by the unscientific investigator, that are all im
portant to the equipment of the intelligent explorer, as we 
shall presently discover. But we are not going to ramble 
all over the ground thus chartered by the Society, and 
call ourselves explorers. Those who wish to examine the 
record of the experiences which have gradually convinced 
the skeptical Dr. Hodgson, the clear-headed F. W. Myers, 
the society’s president, and many other members, that 
“spirit return” is the most rational explanation of their 
experiences, can study the published “Proceedings” for 
themselves.

We must remember there are two very distinct ques
tions to which these investigators were seeking replies. 
One was “have we any proof of spirit return?” The sec
ond concerned the identity of the returning spirit visitor. 
To our scientific friends the question of identity seemed 
all-important, as involving a direct answer to their pre
vious doubt of human immortality. Yet to us, as ex
plorers, this question of identity will demand our investi
gation from quite another standpoint. Herein is involved 
the whole question of the existence and permanence of 
spirit memory.

As a most interesting illustration, throwing light on 
this subject, which has aroused so much comment and 
fierce opposition from certain of my critics, the student 
should note the apology by George Pelham as made to a 
sitter. It seems that a gentleman present claimed ac
quaintance with spirit George, but was not recognized. 
He then recalled himself to recollection by some mutual 
experiences. It was then that Mr. Pelham apologized for 
his forgetfulness, giving as his explanation that he would 
have remembered such incidents when he first passed 
over, but was “further away now.”

I will here, for the present, leave the student reader to 
ponder over that apology and explanation that he may re
alize its importance to the explorer.

San Leandro, Cal.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.,
Lectures by tho Swam! Vlvekaaanda, an Bala Yogi' ’ 

or Conquering the Internal Hature, and other sub
jects; alio, Patanjali's Yoga Aphorism*, with com*! 
inentarlos and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms.! 
Revised and enlarged, 12mo., Cloth, 11,50. Raja Yoga 
Is an ancient system of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami Vlv- 
ekananda became a familiar figure In several Amerl 1 
can cities during the throe years following the Par* I 
Moment of Religions at Chicago; he waa cordially re-1 
celved In America, whore the breadth aud depth of 
his teachings were soon recognized. His teaching* 
are universal in their application. The book 1* chean 
at 11.50. For sale at thu ollie*. ■

’LISBETH.
A STORY OF TWO WORLDS.) 

BY CARRIE E. S. TWING. '

A work of unusual merit, full of Interest, au( 
richly linbuud with the philosophy of SplrltualUm.

For sale at this office. Price 11.

WORDS THAT BURN.
A ROMANCE, 

BY UDA BRIGGS BROWNE

A very Interesting and spiritually elevating auk 
instrnotlvo work. It U worthy of a wide circulation,;

For sale at this office. Prko *1.50. ...

The Spiritual Body Real. '
Views of Paul. Wesley and others. Valuable tea* 

tlmonies of modern clairvoyants. Witnesses of the 
separation of tbe spiritual body from the dylmr 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c7

CHURCH AND STATE
The Bible Ln the Public Schools; the New “¿.inert* I 

can" Party. By "Jefferaon.” Third edition, 28 page*. 
Price 10 cents. For Bale at thia office. .

The Science of Spirit Return. , 
By Charles DawL.ru. A acleottllc rehearsal that la 
truly interesting. Price 10 cents. For sale at UiU 
office.

KUBIIÀCIHO
Spiritualism, Past and Present.

IOCTRINES STATED AND MORAL TEND.
ENCIES DEFINED.

BY J. M. PEEBLES, M. D. 
An exceedingly Interesting aud instructive book. 

Cloth. 11.25. For sale at this office.

Your Ruling; Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the stud« 
at Astrology and Its laws. Price. 25c, -

Appeals to Methodists. ! 
A short discourse by spirit Bishop Haven, given au« 
tomatlcally through the band of Carrie E, S.Twlnw. 
Price 20c. For sale at this office. 6,

m’ERVlEWSWITHSIURUK
A real vl.lt with friend, on the other side of Ufa 

and a familiar talk. By spirit Samuel Bowles! Cat» 
rie E. 6. Twlng, Medium.. Price 80 cents, For sale at 
this office.

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implements employed Ie tbe XVth and 

XVltb c nturlee for the promulgation ol Christianity 
with pit turlal Olueiratlons. By Geo. E. Macdonald! 
Prine 10 ttuta.  “““

The Blue Laws of Connecticut. 1
Taken from the Code of 1650, and the public record* 

of the colony of Connecticut previous to 1655, aa prlut* 
ed in a compilation of the earliest laws and ordera of 
the general court of Connecticut; also an account of 
the persecution of witches and Quakers in New Eu^ 
land. Some extracts from the Blue Law* bf Virginia, 
Price 25 cts. For sale at this otlice.

‘ THE REAL ISSUED ’
By Mo8bs Hull. A compound of the two pamnh« * 

lets, "The Irrepressible Conflict,” and “Your Aiswet 
or Your Life;" with Important additions, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cents. This book contain* 
etatiitics, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should have. For sale at 
this office.

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By M. Faraday. Transcribed at 
the request of a band of ancient philosophers. Prlco 
10 cents. For sale at this oilice.

»GE OF THEM
fiiBY 111

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

SoU forth Cho Phllowpby of Krt.tence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeal, to Christiane and Spiritualist, 
■like, aa It demonstrate, the truth of the spirit mant* 
testation, of Jesus Christ, upon which the ChrUtlaa 
reunion Is based, as well as tho actuality of modem 
eplrlt manifestations. Lu Utlo page claims that th» 
bookie

A SOIEJfriiTO DEMONSTRATION 

of tht
Existence of tilt tout of man at hit oont 

sciout individuality independently ■■■ 

of tilt physical oryanismj 
of the

continuitt of life
and tilt

MTUAhUY OF SPIRIT RETURN.

OUR STANDING! OUR STATE! WHICH IS IT?
To the Editor:—The Progressive 

Thinker, like the herald of light, life, 
and liberty, is so fraught with valuable 
Instruction, and basic principles, in® 
tended for the development of human 
character and the unfolding of the la
tent powers of the soul, that this arti
cle, though written with good Intent, 
may to many of your readers seem su
perfluous, and emit only the rays of a 
rush-light when compared with the bril
liant sheen from the mental fires which 
glow and burn upon Its pages. Yet we 
tyope, by the exchange of views, to ad
vance a-Step along the line of spiritual 
progress.
- AH do not view life and its responsi
bilities from the same standpoint. All 
are not impressed with the same 
thoughts, but we are all in the same 
rope, and all hope to arrive at the same 
goal—peace and happiness in the second 
'sphere of existence. -

To acknowledge our “standing“ or 
“relation” to the spirit world as taught 
by spiritual philosophy, and thus at
tract the attention of those who oppose 
our views, and fail to use the means for 
molding our lives info .harmonious con
dition with the spirit forces, places us 

■in a false position. The results will be 
moral weakness and spiritual poverty. 
There are two factors or agents in the 
system of modern Spiritualism, when 
united under the standard of spiritual 
progression, or soul development, are a 
unit of powers exerted by the minister
ing agencies who are present with man
kind to elevate and establish the mental 
and spiritual constitution of man upon 
a basis as firm and enduring as eternal 
truth.

The first for consideration is physical 
phenomena, or the “kindergarten" of 
spiritual knowledge. , .

‘ Doubtless the range or scope of such 
manifestations begins with the light 
and gentle “rap,” and passes through 
all Intervening marvels of astounding 

■manifestations, reaching the climax of 
power in materializing the full forms of 
our so-called dead friends.

To deny these facts would be folly in 
the extreme, seeing that the most illus
trious scholars and thinkers of the pres
ent age declare them to be demon
strated through the natural laws of the 
universe.

With the vast majority of people 
physical phenomena are the pole-star of 
(their hope of Immortality.

Now, it Is evident that the physical 
inanifestatlons during the past fifty-two

years hare laid the foundation of a sys
tem of philosophy which will shed its 
light upon this and. all succeeding gen
erations of men. Still it is and will re
main the “foundation.” It is not the 
beautiful “spiritual building.” It is not 
the temple of souls, in which burns the 
unquenchable sheklnah of spiritual 
truth. While modern science declares 
these manifestations to be probable, 
possible, yea, certain, still In all their 
varied complex operations present one 
general fact, that Is, they reveal to us 
our “standing” or “relation” to Im
mortality.

While it is a truth of great value, that 
many begin to build up spiritual man
hood and womanhood upon this sure 
foundation, still the superstructure Is 
always in accord with the philosophy, 
which has .grown out of the facts em
bodied In the manifestations.
' Physical phenomena to the mortal, is 
the mental seed, the germ of a new life, 
so to speak, while spiritual philosophy 
is the showqr and the sunshine, which 
produces the flower and the fruit of 
spiritual’truth—soul power.

The sublime _and lofty themes of 
spiritual truth which has moved the 
world of thought to determined action, 
did not flow through the channels of 
physical mediumship, and the ex
perience of fifty-two years ought to con
vince the thinking individual that we 
need not now look for the event

Physical manifestations are of. great 
value. Our senses are brought into .im
mediate touch with that which .our 
souls long to realize, viz.: That those 
who have passed into the unseen world 
are still alive and in a “state” of pro. 
gresslon to higher planes of thought and 
activity, and that unspeakable possi
bilities lie in thelf onward and upward 
pathway. / ; '

The ever-increasing light of spiritual 
knowledge which illumines the brain 
and inspires the souls of our wisest 
teachers and authors, has its origin in 
the exalted intelligences of the realms 
of light and life, whose thoughts are 
impressed, or projected, not upon the 
mentality of the physical medium, but 
the brain, heart and soul of the inspired 
worker Is aglow with the quenchless 
tires of life-giving truth. '

As a verification of the spiritual sci
ence wo so highly prize, we cannot dis
pense with physical phenomena. Yet it 
is a sad fact, and a sad hindrance to 
the spiritual growth of our people, that 
many persons of marked, attainment In

their field of labor as physical mediums, 
are so engrossed with the desire to get 
the dollar, that they have little, If any, 
regard as to the means, employed to 
obtain it

While many, very many, are definite 
in their .work relative to our “standing” 
or “relation” to the realm of spirit—but 
are sadly deficient in their instructions 
as to our "state” or spiritual condition. 
And not only so, It does not seem to be 
within the power of returning •spirits, 
through physical mediumship as a rule 
(there ore exceptions) to convey the re
quired information that wilt develop 
the soul and. elevate it in strength and 
vigor, and lift It into the mental and 
moral atmosphere which our spiritual 
“state” requires.

'Tls true our friends bring messages 
of love and consolation to many des
pairing souls. Tlielr words are always 
seasoned with admonitions for our im
provement, but the absence of any defi
nite line of action characterizes nearly 
the whole volume of such communica
tions. '

What seems most prominent in all 
who anxiously seek the service of the 
physical medium Is, to establish, yea, 
re-establish in the mind the fact of their 
“standing” or “relation”’ to immortality.

When doubts assail those-who depend 
upon their senses of sight and hearing, 
the readiest means to allay their fears 
seems to be in an appeal to physical 
manifestations. ; . . . ■

It Is rare that such anxious doubting 
ones turn to the clear and definite prin
ciples as are set forth by our broadest 
and deepest teachers and thinkers,- and 
thus learn the cause and cure of their 
dqnbts and fears. ■• ■

There is now a vast ocean of spiritual 
literature, with broad and deep streams 
of spiritual truth flowing into its 
basins, whose waters are intended by 
the spirit forces, who have unsealed the 
crystal fountain, for the healing of the 
peoples, and preparing them to enter 
more fully into the. blessings of their 
true spiritual “state” as candidates for 
citizenship in the realm of exalted im
mortality.

The near future may reveal the fact 
that physical phenomena will be par
tially if not altogether withdrawn.

This great boon, to humanity has not 
been used with the sacredness it merits. 
It has become too commonplace. It is 
received too lightly by thousands who 
seek after it, a deslre to gain knowledge 
relative to “stock jobbing” or “options” 
on the Board of Trade, of how and 
when to buy goods cheap and sell them 
at great profit, what, horse will win the 
Derby? Anything and everything

which contributes to the depraved appe
tites and sensual desires of erring hu
manity are sought at the private se
ance with the physical medium.

Will not such prodigality in the use 
and waste of spiritual gifts brjng dark
ness, poverty and a dearth in true phys
ical manifestations?

Not that physical phenomena will 
cease—but that which is reliable will 
become rare, as the unreliable 1b en
couraged.

There are millions of undeveloped, 
and hence untruthful spirits who will 
continue tq communicate with mortals 
through selfish and untruthful me
diums. We do not thlnk that those two 
classes will withdraw from the field.

To the Spiritualist who can claim the 
experience of years in spiritual truth, 
the well attested fact'of spirit return 
should be sufficient to Induce the indi
vidual to move along a line of higher 
aspiration in search of truth upon a 
loftier plane, from whence alone flows 
the light required by each and all to 
ascend in safety the rugged steps of the 
“Spiritual Alps," whose-clear and brac
ing atmosphere brings tb the soul har
monious conditions! ? anidr a healthy 
spiritual “state.” ut —

While words of 3 recognition, mes
sages of love and consolntlbn, with the 
endorsement of the spiritual philosophy, 
yet it has not been—jt Ifttnpt now—and 
one Is impressed with, the ¡thought that 
it never will be, the ¿roper channel for 
soul development ~ .

The entire family-of mankind stand 
in the same plane oi-’.’relollon.” to Im
mortality—but all do,not move in the 
same plane of moral arid spiritual ac
tion. So let us endeivo?'to distinguish 
between “standiDg”-<or “relation,” and 
“state" or coniitionNo at r.

Our state or condition depends 
altogether upon the quality-, of the men
tal impressions received' and acted 
upon, because every riiental, moral and 
spiritual Impulse will either mar or 
beautify the soul—our future spirit 
body.

There is no condition or circumstance 
between the cradle and the grave which 
can In the least particular affect our 
“standing” or "relation” to immortal 
life. The true meaning of the term 
“Spiritualist" pertains to any individual 
who is in pursuit of truth which exalts 
the soul and spirit Into the atmosphere 
of spiritual thought and harmony with 
spirit Intelligences Who develop and 
strengthen the forces of Qis SOuL

This- does not imply •'living in tho 
clouds," as some assert, of '•¿ne world 
at a time,”, as many saw

un what

has been demonstrated, we will find 
that there Is but one world within the 
compass of our thoughts or “relation," 
and it is governed by spiritual law, en
forced by spiritual agencies.

We cannot in the nature of our 
“relation" to immortality receive any 
other life than that we now possess! It 
is true that that life can be developed 
upon a higher plane of action, and- the 
crudities of mental and moral environ
ments, which often dwarf and defile the 
latent forces of that life, can be re
moved by the light and power of spirit
ual truth. The life thus purified is 
strengthened and, beautified, but it is 
one and the same life, acting In har
mony with the laws of the one spirit 
world. ...

The second factor or agent of power 
In modern Spiritualism Is worthy of 
careful and earnest consideratiori, and 
lies within the mental grasp of all, both 
rich and poor. It-is the “Philosophy of 
Spiritualism.”

Its. source lies at the fount of man’s 
life. A knowledge of its simple yet 
potent principles opens the rich mines 
of spiritual treasure. To follow its lead 
turns the human soul from the darkness 
of ignorance, and its. light delivers man
kind from the power of sin, and trans
lates them into the light and liberty of 
eternal truth.

Its searching energies penetrates all 
barrens, which entomb and bind the 
soul In superstitious fears, arid mental 
and moral slavery. It is the emanci
pator, the savior of mankind.. It is the 
spiritual “sun of righteousness” with 
healing for body and soul upon its 
white wings. There is nothing myste
rious or superstitious within Its vast 
compass, nothing which causes doubt 
to darken the receptive soul; but if we 
expect to reap the benefit of this thor
oughly reforming and purifying agency, 
we must look well to the interior,self
hood, to our'“state" or spiritual con
dition.

This peerless philosophy has its' deep 
and eternal foundation In demonstrated 
facts. It does not rest upon the dicta 
of councils, manuscripts, nor ancient 
traditions. It treats upon facts per
taining to the development of body, 
soul and spirit—and not only so, but it 
opens the way from the lowest stratum 
of human society, In its sufferings and 
failures in earth life, even to the peace
ful homes, and exalts centers of spirit
ual wisdom, love and power in the 
realm of immortality. The brilliant 
fires of inspiration, which burn and 
glow in the brain and soul of our 

■ worthy and talented teachers and 
.writers, is to-day reflected in the loves

of millions of men, women and children, 
whose interior has been illuminated, 
renovated and beautified, thus bringing 
them Into the atmosphere which pul
sates in harmony with the exalted in
telligences who project their thoughts 
upon them, and aiding them lu mulling 
conditions to improve the spiritual 
“fftate.”

As Spiritualists, the question of im
mortality, or our "standing" or "rela
tion" to the spirit realm should have no 
place in our faith or hope—because It is 
a veritable fact.

But the vital question which enters 
every human soul should be deeply 
pondered, and the house wherein dwells 
the immortal selfhood should be “set 
in order," not that “thou shalt die and 
not live,” but because we shall live and 
not die.

We are moving rapidly onward to a 
country densely populated by billions of 
human souls, who once lived and suf
fered here, some . of them our own 
friends. They are awaiting our ar
rival. Are we in a spiritual “state” in 
which we would feel at home there?

Have we studied the ethics of spirit 
society sufficient to make us presenta
ble? Has the aura emanating from the 
Interior selfhood been sufficiently puri
fied from the dark bands of selfishness, 

■and the red lines of depraved passion, 
to attract the pure, the wise and the 
good who now stand upon the plane of 
spiritual progression?

It will not be a question as to how 
much we know of the complex laws 
which produce physical phenomena. 
But what are we in moral and spiritual 
manhood and womanhood?

Have we, so’far as we had oppor
tunity, sought the truth in its proper 
channel? Have we laid aside the 
“weights” and “besetting sins,’’ and 
dug as deeply into the rich mines of 
spiritual truth which lies open and in
viting in the pages of spiritual books 
and papers? .

Or, are we~ft»atlng along with the 
tide of liberal thought, exulting in the 
fact of our “standing” and neglecting 
our duties and obligations which per
tain to our present moral arid spiritual 
“state?’ O. F. COLE.

Dowagiac, Mich. ,

Th« first eleven chnptcrs arc ¿«voted entirely to 
manifestations of the soul incarnate, with a clear ex« 
position of the psychic philosophy.

The »acceedlng four chapters sei forth the philoso» 
phy of the InQulte.

The last twenty chapters arc devoted to an expos!« 
tion of spiritual philosophy, with evidence In detalL 
much of It bclna personal experiences of the author.

77»e price of the book is For sals
al the o^ice of The Progressive Thinker» I

AUTOMATIC WRITING
[SO-CALLED] WITH OTHER

PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES
-BY

SAKA A. UNDERWOOD, 
With Half-tone Portrait and 8peciJ 

men Pages ot the Writing.
-------------- ?

Handsomely bound in cloth. Price BL’ 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Cod in the Constitution.
By Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colo 
nd Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with llkic- 
ness of the author. Price 10 cents. For sala nt this 
Office.

“MŸTH AND MIRÀCLE. *
One of Col. Robt. G. Ingersoll's best lecture*. Prlcfi 

5c. For sale at this officu. ■

E call special attention to Th® 
Next World Interviewed, ona 
of our special premiums. We 
are enabled to furnish it to our 
readers at the price announced 
in our premium list, from the 
simple fact that Mr. Horn do

nated the plates of the book to us. We ' 
have sent out thousands of copies of 
this book, and it has been well received 
everywhere. It should be circulated by 
the millions among all classes of Splrie« 
uallsts. The seven books that we are ’ 
offering to Spiritualists as premiums 
contain a large storehouse of useful 
knowledge on Spiritual and Occult sub
jects. You should have them on the 
shelves of your library where you can 
have access to them at any time. Read 
carefully our premium announcement

“Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? la It Infallible? A 
Voice from The Higher .Criticism, A 
few thoughts on other Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and in
terest to Spiritualists. For sale at this 
office. Price $1.

‘’Astral Worship.” By J. fl. Hill, M. 
D. For sale at this office, price, |L

i

The above Is the number of the pre», 
«ut leene of The Progressive Thinker, 
aa printed at the top of the first page, 
right band corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap. „■ 
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. TJils number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad- 
tranced each week, showing the numbei • 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up tn .■ 
date. Keep watch of the numbec M 
file tag of Zone xiaam •-

DawL.ru
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GENER/YL SURVEY
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

Í

h

f CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is,no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood tliat our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY,-We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every Item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature holds services every 
Sunday evening at Nathan’s hall, 1565 
Milwaukee avenue, corner Western ave
nue, at 7:30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

Rev. J. O. M. Hewitt, quite widely 
known as a Unitarian minister, an able 
speaker and cultured geutleman, is 
open for engagements by Spiritual so
cieties, or for funeral or other services. 
He may be addressed at 498 West Mad
ison street, Chicago, Ill.

Mr. and Mrs. Jolin Lindsey, of Grand 
Rnpids, Mich., write: "We will be at 51 
Olga street, Chicago, next Friday. We 
have just finished the work we had in 
view, returning here from Waukesha 
last Monday. Our appointments were 
so Interfered with on account of the 
rainy weather that much anticipated 
work for our cause had to be cancelled, 
but taking it all together we can safely 
call our efforts a success.”

The Omaha Dally Bee of August 27 
has the following: "West Point, Neb., 
August 26.—Miss Mattle Hayes of Wis
ner, has been under examination by the 
Board of Insanity this week. Her mal- 
a’dy seems to be hallucinations on the 

' subject of Spiritualism. She is an un
married woman, a school teacher and 
the owner of ¡uvaluable farm. She has 
predicted various fires and other calam
ities, which have taken place precisely 
as she has foretold. Insanity is hered
itary in the family. She is 44 years old. 
She was adjudged insane and will be 
sent to Norfolk on Monday.” It will be 
In order for the Spiritualists of Ne
braska to investigate this case. If act
ually Insane she would not be able to 
make such wonderful prophecies.

Will O. Hodge reports a successful 
season, and-a splendid camp at Del
phos, Kans. He is visiting friends in 
Rockford for a short season, when he

Take due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
full name and address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The Items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

Here is a story from 
seems to be difficult to 
heathenish business: An 
certain Buffalo church is

Buffalo that 
duplicate for 
organist in a 
said to have

will return to Chicago. Can 
dressed for engagements at 40 
street.

H. J. More can be addressed

be ad- 
Loomis

at 2970
Walnut street, Chicago, for engage 
inents, during October, November and 
December. He and Mr. Hilles will 
travel together.

engage-

had a contract with the clpircb trustees 
whereby he gave the congregation the 
benefit of his services for a certain sum. 
When his year was up they owed him 
$37.50. Being unable to collect it in any 
other way he brought suit for the 
amount. The church was defended by 
a lawyer who, among other defenses, 
set up the fact that the alleged work 
was performed on Sunday, that It was 
neither necessary nor charitable, and 
that consequently under the State law 
the plaintiff could not ask for a judg
ment. It would be well for the shep
herd of that estimable flock to collect 
his modest stipend strictly in advance.

E. W. Sprague and wife, speakers, 
platform, message and test mediums, 
are open for engagements for the last 
two Sundays In September and the Sun
days of October and November. Ad
dress them at Lloyd, Ohio, care of Bes
sie Woodward, until September 9; after 
that time, and until September 16, at 
Middlefield, Ohio. Their home address 
is 618 Newland aveune, Jamestown, 
N.Y., from which point mall will always 
be forwarded to them.

T. S. Russell writes: “The meetings 
of the Englewood Spiritual Union, 420 
West Slxty-thlrd street, have continued 
to grow in interest with each succeeding 
meeting, and while many of our people 
have visited the different camps the re
serve force at home have pushed ahead 
in the work. Since last writing you we 
havp had excellent platform work done 
by Harry J. More, S. P. Cady, H. C. 
Andrews and other earnest speakers. 
We are highly pleased to note the recent 
development of one of our own sister 
members, Mrs. Riley. Her tests from 
the platform are equaled by few, and 
the Thursday meetings of the Ladys’ 
Auxiliary under her and Mrs. Harring
ton, are the best weekday meetings we 
have ever attended. We take this op
portunity to advise with all earnestness 
every society to start a weekday meet
ing. You will find that people that go 
to some church on Sunuay will be glad 
to attend these meetings. Many women 
whose husbands are too creed-bound to 
go to hear the truth can find this week
day opportunity a blessing to them 
while their narrow-minded liege lords 
are down town. Try it, and you will be 
surprised at the happy result. Mrs. L. 
N. Claman begins a series of services 
with us again September 2. A lawn 
social will be given at 6^50 Wabash ave
nue, Saturday evening, September 8. 
Admission free. Good music, entertain
ment, refreshments, readings, tests, etc. 
Come and have a good time.”

The Chicago Times-Herald says: "Dr. 
Hoffman, who has been constantly In 
attendance since yesterday morning, 
says that Edward E. Balch, assistant 
cashier of the Omaha National Bank, 
who was so mysteriously assaulted and 
robbed of $50 In money and two drafts 
for a like amount while sleeping in a 
Pullman car en route over the North
western from Chicago to Omaha early 
yesterday morning, will live. The mys
tery surrounding the case has not been 
dispelled. Balch has not been able to 
tell a coherent story of the assault. 
The attending physician will not permit 
him to talk. A remarkable phase of the 
case was disclosed to-day. At the mo
ment when the train was passing Grand 
Junction, a station east of Boone, Mrs. 
Balch awakened with a start from a

Peter Anderson, of Tacoma, JVasb., 
sends us a club of subscribers from that 
elty, and Is thus doing a good work for 
Spiritualism.

Mrs. Amanda Coffman’s engagements 
are as follows: Lake Brady, Aug. 29 to 
Sept. 2;the last four Sundays of Sept
Toledo, Ohio; November and December, 
Watertown, N. Y. Address through 
September, G03 Nebraska avenue, To
ledo, Ohio; permanent address, 173 N. 
Union street, Grand Rapids, Mich. Will 
answer calls to officiate at funerals.

H. L. Chapman writes: “It seems 
strange to me that so few of the Spirit
ualists take any Spiritual papers. I 
find well-to-do people calling themselves 
Spiritualists who do not take any Spir
itualist paper. Why cannot Spiritual
ists interest themselves everywhere in 
securing subscribers. It will surely as
sist the cause and educate the people.” 
Not one Spiritualist out of a dozen pays 
one cent towards supporting a Spiritual
ist paper. Even many mediums t item
selves do not even subscribe for a Spir
itualist paper. Hundreds of them in 
Boston, New York. St. Louis, Clncln- 
naii, nnd other large cities, do not pay a 
single cent to support the Spiritualistic 
press, although they are extremely anx
ious to have their names mentioned in 
the same.

Helen Wllmans appropriates the 
whole of “Size of Man,” for her paper, 
“Freedom,” without giving the author, 
Charles Dawbarn, any credit. No doubt 
it was an oversight.

The annual business meeting of the 
New England Spiritualist camp-meeting 
association was held In the temple. 
Judge Dalley presiding. The reports of 
the clerk and treasurer were read 
and approved. The treasurer’s report 
showed a decrease in the debt of about 
$1,400. Action' was taken to raise 
money to still ’ further reduce the In
debtedness of the association, commit
tees being appointed for that purpose. 
Considerable sums have already been 
subscribed. It is anticipated that there 
will be a substantial reduction of the In
debtedness during tho current year. A 
proposition was made to lease the old 
auditorium for a term of years for the
atrical purposes, but the project did not 
meet with the approval of the associa
tion, leading members being apprehen
sive that it would detract from the at
tendance at the lectures and other en
tertainments of the association, and 
would bring to the grounds an un
desirable element, thus resulting in se-. 
rious Injury to the place. It Was' sug
gested that in the near future the tem
ple be enlarged, whereby a stage with 
necessary conveniences to accommo
date such attractions would be in order, 
under the supervision of the association. 
The following officers were elected for 
the ensuing year: Vice-presidents, H. A. 
Budington, Mrs. A. S. Waterhousé, F. 6. 
Woodbury; treasurer, Byron Loomis; 
clerk. A. P. Blinn; directors, A. H. Dai- 
lev. D. P. Barber, Mrs. A. E. Barnes, 
K* D. Childs, Miss M. A. Westcott, L. F. 
Crafts, W. W. Lee, H. S. Streeter.

Moses Hull passed through the city 
last week to fill engagements at Wheat
on, Minn., Seattle. Wash., and Nanaimo, 
B. C. He will give them a rich intel
lectualfeast. .

hideous nightmare, in which 
dreamed that she saw her 
struggling desperately in the 
armed men. She heard the

she had 
husband 
grasp of 
cries for

help, but was unable to assist him. She 
rubbed her eyes and looked fearfully 
about. Tlie dream had been horribly 
real. Above the roar of the train she 
caught the sound of a groan coming 
from the berth opposite. The frightened 
woman caught the curtains back, and 
the next moment a shrill scream of ter
ror rang through the car, arousing the 
passengers from their slumbers and 
bringing the porter and the conductor 
from the smoking apartment. Miss 
Redington, a passenger, said she was 
awakened by a man thrusting a dark 
lantern into her face as she lay in the 
berth.”

Mrs. Juliet H. Severance, M. D., 
whom the old workers in the spiritual 
cause will remember as a brilliant 
speaker and hard worker for humanity, 
lias been confined to her bed for the last 
two months. She wishes to thank the 
friends who have given her help and 
sympathy at this critical time. Her 
daughter was obliged to give up her 
business in New York to attend her. 
She can be addressed at 6118 Drexel 
avenue, Chicago.

Mary Burrows writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: “A corrected list of the coming 
dates for the balance of the union 
course of summer lectures at Occult 
Temple, is as follows: September 4 and 
5, Carrie E. S. Twing; September 9, W. 
V. Nlcum; September 23 and 25, Georgia 
Gladys Cooley; October 21, Dr. A. B. 
Spinney.”

J. W. Kenyon writes: “Mrs. J. W. 
Kenyon lectured and gave tests at Hop
kinton, Mass., in Claftin's grove, July 
24. She was greeted by large audlepces 
and gave many tests. The audience was 
mostly composed of Christians who, had 
never before been to a spiritualist nieet- 
Ing, and to them the tests were given, 
so that a deep impression was created. 
The management re-engaged her and 
Mr. Kenyon for August 19," on which oc
casion there was a very large increase 
in the numbers present Mr. Kenyon 
lectured for an hour on ‘What Immor
tality Implies' in the forenoon, and 
‘What Good in Spiritualism’ in the 
afternoon. Following each lecture Mrs. 
Kenyon gave tests—all fully recognized. 
In the evening Dr. Monroe's parlors 
were crowded, in Milford, Mass., and 
for two hours tests and messages were 
given that filled all hearts with great 
happiness. Mr. and Mrs. Kenyon serve 
the same society September 2. They 
have had large meetings every evening 
In Phyllis Hall, and nrttny have been 
convinced of the truth of Spiritualism. 
The number of circles held here nightly 
have been legion, but the work of the 
mediums of most of these have not been 
convincing, but puzzling to the seeker 
after spiritual truth. If only good me
diums came before the'people in public 
our cause would spread more rapidly 
and greater happiness result therefrom; 
but there seems no way to control the 
work. Spiritualism is so grand a truth 
that it seems able to maintain itself 
against great odds. Societies can ad
dress Mrs. J. W. Kenyon, a public test 
medium and lecturer, at Onset, Mass.. 
Box 166."

We keep à standing notice on this 
page that every item sent here for pub- 
llcatiou must contain the full name and 
address of the writer, otherwise it will 
not appear. That accounts for “your" 
item not appearing this week.

May F. Ayres, of Lansing , Mich., 
writes: “The eighth annual, convention 
of the Michigan State Spiritualist 
Association convened at Briggs Park 
Camp, August 14, continuing over the 
following, Sunday with a mass conven
tion. Thé prominent speakers present 
who assisted: Dr. A. B. Spinney, Ly
man O. Howe, Mrs. M. 0. Lincoln and 
Mrs. Lee Norle Claman taking charge 
N. S. A. day. Mrs. Jessie Stockton, of 
Lansing, a talented elocutionist, gave a 
tine entertainment. Complimentarles 
were given to two hundred veteran sol
diers from the Soldiers’ Home. Officers 
elected for the ensuing year: President, 
John Hutchinson, Jackson; vice-presi
dent, Martha B. Root, Bay City; sec
retary, May F. Ayres, Lansing; treas
urer, 0. A. Clement, Lansing. Trustees, 
W. R. Alger, Flint; A- E. Steygall, 
Owosso; and Nellie S. Baade, Detroit. 
Delegates to N. S. A., Dr. B. O’Dell, 
Paw Paw; May F. Ayres, Lansing.”

The Democrat, of Muncie, Ind,, says: 
“There is no new State Spiritualist 
Association organized, regardless of the 
newspaper stories to the contrary. Ac
cording to reports that have been filling 
the air, Captain Dave Kilgore was to be 
the head and shoulders of the new asso
ciation and its grounds to be located In 
a grove on his farm. Captain Kilgore 
is In Anderson to-day and was ques
tioned about the matter. He had not 
heard of the proposed new organization 
only in a sort of general way. Captain 
Kilgore said he is a member of the pres
ent association and expects to remain 
with it. He told some people who were 
talking about the needs of a new asso
ciation that he had a splendid grove 
that could be utilized for camp grounds. 
That is as deep into the transaction as 
he has ever delved.”

W. M. Smith writes from Toledo, 
Ohio: “The Independent Association of 
Spiritualists, having procured a charter 
as a religlohs body from the Secretary 
of State, will open the season on the 9th 
of September, with Mrs. Amanda Coff
man, of Grand Rapids, Mich., for Sep
tember, to be followed by Mrs. Julia 
Steelman Nichols for October. Since 
my last communication two of our old 
Spiritualists and workers have passed 
to spirit life, Sisters Eshenroder and 
Jonson, both of whom will be greatly 
missed by the Spiritualists of Toledo. 
We hope to duplicate the success of last 
season, both financially and spiritually.”

The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Press says: 
"The closing exercises of the Spiritual
ists’ camp-meeting were held with an 
audience of about 250 persons present. 
The summer meeting was not success
ful from a financial point of view and 
the management is out something in 
the neighborhood of $900, It Is said. 
The main reason assigned for this loss 
is that the meeting lasted too long to 
hold the interest of the paying public. 
The exercise yesterday morning and 
afternoon consisted of lectures by Ly
man C. Howe, of Fredonia, N. Y., and 
Mrs. Cecil Lincoln, of Buffalo. In the 
evening all the mediums In camp united 
In a grand test seance. The manage
ment states that another camp will be 
held at Briggs Park next year despite 
the poor financial outcome of the camp 
just ended."

J. E. Dura writes from Michigan: 
“The premium books arrived safe and 
in good condition. I feel very proud of 
them, and consider them very valuable 
to any one who Is seeking knowledge of 
a future life. They cover the ground 
completely, and are quite easily under
stood by any one. Spiritualists who do 
not take advantage of securing these 
very valuable books at so low a price, 
are making a great mistake.”

Fred L. Hayden writes from Wash
ington: “A few days ago I received the 
three volumes of the Encyclopedia of 
Death all right and in first-class con
dition. I want, to thank you, but my 
vocabulary is too limited to express in 
words my appreciation, for when looked 
at through physical eyes and from a 
financial standpoint, there is nothing in 
it for- you, and it seems to me you must 
be losing money by it. I am deep In the 
first volume. I expect a spiritual and 
Intellectual treat in those books. The 
spiritual philosophy is comparatively 
new to me, but I think it a natural, 
reasonable and beautiful philosophy.”

Wm. Dorman writes from Caldwell, 
Idaho: “Hon. A. B. Richmond’s lecture 
is a good one to send to my Methodist 
friends. Yoilr Progressive Thinker and 
those wonderful spiritual books that 
you are sending out will do more good 
to Instruct man in the truth than all the 
priests, monks and preachers com
bined. Why is It that Idaho is so 
neglected by our mediums? A good, 
honeét lecturer and test giver could do 
a great deal of good here and make 
more money than In the East.”

Mrs. S. E. Wood writes: “We would 
like the world to know that although 
Spiritualism in this vicinity has for 
years been subjected to the ridicule and 
persecution of its Christian adversaries, 
it still lives andAts prospects were never 
brlghterthan nt present in Northeastern 
Ohio. The Spiritualist Union Society of 
Ashtabula county held a two days’ 
meeting at Luce’s beautiful grove, 
Kingsville, Ohio, August 25 and 26, at 
which they were privileged to listen to 
the profsand logic and matchless ora
tory of that prince of Bilyle^scholars, 
our honored brother Moses Hull. May 
he long be spared to fight in the cause 
of truth. The good he has done shall 
‘live after him.’ His discourses were 
followed by fine psychometric tests and 
character delineations by that refined 
and gentlemanly medium and psychom- 
etrlst, Mr. Victor Wyldes, of England. 
These two gentlemen held the strict at
tention of the large audience, and 
should they ever visit us again we’pre- 
dlct for them a much larger attendance, 
for they have aroused public thought In 
this vicinity."

Dr. B. O’Dell writes: “They had a 
very successful camp at Grand Ledge, 
Mich., with good attendance, with as
surance that they will have a better 
array of talent and a larger attendance 
next year.”

The Boston Herald says: “The Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association held its 
annual meeting at Onset Camp, and it 
was largely devoted to raising cash sub
scriptions for the Mayer fund for a na
tional home. The methods of Dr. Simp
son at Old Orchard Beach were emu
lated In part by EL D. Barrett, the pres
ident of the National Association. There 
was a large audience, as the camp 
ground is full of people, and enthusiasm 
over jhe object to be attained was high. 
Mr. Barrett explained that Mr. Mayer 
had offered to devote a $12,000 lot and 
building for the proposed national 
home for decrepit Spiritualists, with the 
proviso that $10,000 should be sub
scribed In cash by the Spiritualists of 
America for the maintenance of the 
home. He described how $9,000 has 
been raised of the necessary $10,000 
during the past year, and said that it Is 
necessary to raise the balance between 
now and October 1. President Barrett 
announced that the necessary $671 will 
undoubtedly bb raised during the. next 
week, as he expects to visit several 
camp-meetings after leaving Onset Bay, 
and he has great expectations of suc
cess among the Spiritualists of Maine, 

,j whence he will go from here." ,

B. B. HIU/Yrpromintat Spiritualist of 
Phlladelpblaiuyas'Jn tbe city during tbe 
recent G. A.. R, encampment.

Mrs. M. E.J£adwallader, whose influ
ence and personality have been so 
marked In every çpnventlon of the Na
tional Spiritufflist^. Association, was in 
the city last jv.eek pnjoylng the wonder
ful sights of $ crowded city that was 
under the copjrol qf the G. A. R. ,

Emma M. Nutt-Moore, trance speaker 
and medium, js open for engagements 
for the fall ¡and winter months. Ad
dress her at ¡Chesterfield, Ind.

The Bangs Sisters have returned 
home from their summer trip and will 
be pleased to see their friends and pat
rons at their home, 654 West Adams 
street. ■

John W. Wray, a prominent lawyer 
and Spiritualist, ,of Fort Worth, Texas, 
has been in the city on business. He is 
one of the leading lights of our cause in 
Texas.

Mrs. Lilly LeSIeur writes: “The 
euchre party given by the Band of Har
mony, Thursday evening, August 30, at 
their rooms, 608 Handel Hall Building, 
was well attended, but owing to the 
hot weather, our party was not as large 
as usual, but sufficient for eight tables. 
Our next Band of Harmony, Thursday, 
September 6. We havfe an Interesting 
programme, besides a letter from Ouina 
that will be read. Mrs. Richmond will 
be with us the following Band, Septem
ber 20, the third Thursday of the 
month.” '

There have been thousands of proph
ecies from mediums and others that 
President McKinley will be re-elected. 
There has also been the same number* of 
prophecies from a like source that Mr, 
Bryan will be elected. Astrologists 
have predicted the election of both. 
None of these prophecies are worthy of 
mention from whatever source they 
originate. '

Kate Wheeler writes: “I wish to call 
attention to Baryton, Mich., as a good 
field for some good medium or lecturer. 
I am the only one here who takes a 
Spiritualist paper. A year ago a man 
eame here, claiming to be a materializ
ing medium, but he wanted each one Jo 
pay a dollar before lie would do any
thing. He did not give any satisfaction 
to the people.”

Mrs. and Mrs. M. Buchanan send to 
this office under date of September 1, 
the following dispatch from Marshall
town, Iowa: “Good opening for materi
alizing medium here. Can do well. 
None at camp. Deliver this message to 
Mrs. Tripp. Would like her to come at 
ouce." We do not know where Mrs. 
Tripp is located, hence could not deliver 
the message. Will some good material
izing medium respond?

Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Perkins write: 
“The friends and general public will no
tice that we have ehanged our location 
to 884 West Madison street, cor. Leavitt 
street, where we have ample accommo
dations for private readings, developing, 
etc. Test circles Friday evenings. We 
desire to organize a developing class for 
Tuesday evenings, also Thursday after
noons. Our regular Wednesday even
ing meetings, Larrabee and Garfield ave
nue, will continue. Our Sunday even
ing meetings will be during September 
at our residence. Let us hear from ev
ery one desiring our services, at once.”

The indefatigable worker, Will 0. 
Hodge, sent us a large list of subscrib
ers from the Delphos camp.

Mrs. Emmliss Blake writes from 369 
S. Division street, Grand Rapids, Mich.: 
“I am open for engagements for the 
fall and winter months to give platform 
tests. I have jusi closed a successful 
engagement1 at Briggs Park camp."

Mrs. M. A, McHatton writes from 
Texas: “With niiich pleasure I acknowl
edge the receipt of tbe three volumes of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World, you so kindly sent.”

Summerland, California.
The Spiritual Association of this 

place commenced Its yearly assembly 
meetings at Liberty Hall, Sunday, .Aug. 
26, and closed Sunday, Sept. 2. The 
program was well arranged and carried 
out and gave general satisfaction from 
first to last. Mrs. Spring, chairwoman 
of the association, presided aj each of 
the sessions with her usual good judg
ment and grace, aud harmony and good 
feeling prevailed.

The opening discourse was delivered 
by Prof. J. S. Loveland, and his lec
ture was a masterly effort. His lecture 
treated of the present condition of the 
times, and the crisis pending politically 
and religiously, closing with a grand 
peroration, eloquent and sublime. Prof, 
Loveland has no peer in the. spiritual 
ranks as a speaker or writer, as his pub
lished works show, and the societies 
which employ him have reason to con
gratulate themselves as having an able 
advocate for scientific and philosoph
ical Spiritualism. Los Angeles camp
meeting has secured him for its com
ing camp-meeting next September, 
the first Sunday in that month, and this 
shows the good results of his work done 
there last summer, notwithstanding the 
cry from the pseudo Spiritualists there 
that his lectures were too materialistic 
in tone and treatment.

The speakers here during the assem
bly were Allen F. Brown, of Texas; 
Mrs. E. R. Nickless, of Chicago, and 
both did excellent service as speakers 
and psychometrlsts. Mr. Brown is com
paratively new in the work, but if his 
efforts here is a sample he has a great 
field of useful-work before him.

The Children’s Progressive Lyceum 
was one of the leading features of the 
Sunday’s exercises, as conducted by 
John O. Darling, and their well-drilled 
exercises in calisthenics and marching 
with silken banners was a picturesque 
scene never to be forgotten by those 
who for the first time witnessed a Spir
itual Sunday-school. The hall was com
pletely filled with flowers, vines and 
palms, and presented a scene of a wood
land bower. All praise is due to the un
tiring labor and skill of the society la
dies, who seemed never to tire in the 
good work. God bless the ladles.

BISHOP A. BEALS.

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
D. P. Dewey came and greeted us 

with his smiles, poured out to us of his 
eloquence and spiritual thoughts, and 
left behind him many lessons we can 
ponder over long after the camp closes. 
A more practical, spiritual lecturer nev
er came out of the ranks of materialism. 
We are confident that wherever he 
goes, goad practical lessons will be left 
behind him. On the 24th the campers 
gave him a1 god speed.

To-day ushers into our midst those 
magnetic workers, Mr. and Mrs. Kates, 
who commence to-day and give us of 
their best thoughts and spiritual unfold- 
ment until the 30th, when Carrie E. S. 
Twing will be wfth us until the dose of 
the camp on the 3d of September. The 
time between lectures is filled up with 
lively discussion at conferences, circles 
and dances.

The Ladies’ Auxiliary is now putting 
forth Its best efforts, and is weir organ
ized for a good winter’s work, with M. 
St Omer Briggs at their head.

One new cottage has been erected, 
and will be dedicated this evening. 
Others are In embryo awaiting the com
ing of next spring. No cleaner spot with 
its magnificent lake and groves, good 
water and fresh air, can be found for 
thq building of a summer home, where 
the physical can be restored to health, 
and spiritual unfoldment combined.

J. W. BRIGGS.

tft Í.

Amendments and Other Im 
portant Matters.

Letter from Lyman C. Howe.
Camps are closed in these parts, and 

those I have served, six in all, have 
seemed in a healthy, growing condition. 
The Briggs Park meeting can hardly be 
called a camp, for there Is nothing to 
make it permanent. But the people are 
permanent Institutions. Even death 
does not change the great reality. The 
people may select new ground and 
establish a camp that will live and 
grow.

Dr. Spinney made a splendid speech 
the day I arrived, and the mediums 
usually did well. '

Grand Ledge is a model of good work, 
good folks, and good will. It is a grow
ing testimonial for all that is best In 
Spiritualism, and has the sympathy and 
co-operation of the town. A new apart
ment house is planned and $660 were 
pledged to build it when I left. It is to 
have sixteen family aparttnents, where 
the occupants can keep bouse, and a 
whole family be made happy during the 
camp season.

The week preceding August 20 was 
said to be the most prosperous in the 
history of the camp.

At Island Lake also a new deal and 
new awakening are In evidence. Hon. 
J. H. White is now president, and he 
has done much to establish the camp on 
an enduring basis. Cottages Increase 
and are of a creditable character..

Prof. Hudson’s music is a great at
traction. He was a pupil of James G. 
Clark, and a companion with the Hutch
insons, and his music sounds more like 
that of J. G. Clark than any other I 
have heard.

I read with much interest the article 
by Lucretius in the last Progressive 
Thinker and may have something to say 
of the ideas advanced later.

Lilian Whiting's letter is full of inter
est and suggestions. Some themes she 
sets forth strikes me as open to doubt. 
But facts are obstinate. Of course she 
and others :.who have been so favored 
by Mrs. Piper, regard her as about the 
only reliable medium. But we have had 
scores of others as.good, since Spiritual
ism dawned'-.' j'

The Psycnld',, Research Society has 
done much ¿pod, pud I am in full sym
pathy with its'exatit methods.

Truth has’nothing to fear from criti
cal examination ail’d thorough sifting.

Lily Dale closed1 Sunday evening with 
a rousing WvcPfdast. Many got their 
first lesson therel!thls year, and-ivent 
away rejoicing!: a: •

I am open to calls for. society work 
this fall and: winter.

d «■ LYMAN 0. HOWE.
Fredonia, N. Y. ' 

■ .
■OLUM&i of the Encyclopedia of 
Death,’’ aiid^Llfe in the Spirit 
World treats,of the "Mythical Ori-, 
gin ofi fleajh;” “A Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” “Impress
ive . Communications from the 

' Spirit Side of Life;” “Death Con
sidered by the Spirit Lucretius;” “Odd
ities in Reference to. the Dead;”.’"Death 
from a Vibratory Force;" "The Day 
After Death Beautifully Hlustrated;” 
“Sensations of the. Dying;” “A Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;” “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” “A 
Special Visit to the Spirit World;" 
“Fragrance at a -Child’s Death Bed;” 
“The Varied Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;” “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted -Spirit;" “Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;” “The Id
iosyncrasies of Death;” “Life and Death 
Thoughtfully. Analyzed;” “Signs In the 
Process of Dying/’ etc., etc. In, fact 
this volume is a mine of valuable Infor-

Franklin Camp, Neb.
The fifth annual camp of the South

west Nebraska and Northwest Kansas 
Spiritualists Association was attended 
with very great success. From very 
small beginnings this camp has gradu
ally grown Into public favor and con
sidering its remote distance from any 
large city the attendance is remarkably 
good. The few scattered adherents to 
the spiritual philosophy have reason to 
be proud of the result of their strug-. 
gles in endeavoring to plant the seed of 
true Spiritualism upon the western 
prairies. This year’s camp was pro
nounced by all visitors the best in the 
history of the association and the pro
moters are to be congratulated..

The workers present who contributed 
to the success of the meeting were quite 
numerous and as we do not believe in 
singling out any particular ones as 
greater than the rest, we will simply 
give the names and special phases of 
mediumship. Mrs. Laura B. Payne, of 
Topeka, Kans., Inspirational singer, 
musician and speaker. Mrs. Clara Fer
ris, of Lincoln, Mrs. M. J. Bonney, of 
Biair, and Mrs. Annie Gillette, of Oma
ha, all good test mediums In their va
ried forms of giving messages, etc. 
Prof. Dunton, of Lebanon, Kans., a 
veteran speaker and test medium. C. 
H. Moody, of Otego, Kans., James 
Campbell, of Havelock, Neb. Paul S. 
Gillette, of Omaha, D. W. Hull, of Nor
ton, Kans., each one in his own way 
sowing seeds for future growth. Then 
we had a good lecture by the worthy 
secretary of the camp, O. H. Simpson, of 
Franklin. Harry Davis and Mr. Shel
burn, Jr., of Atlanta, gave discourses 
on Young People’s day, which has been 
previously reported. Mr. E. F. Barrows, 
test medium and Mr. Louis Dunton, 
healer, both of Lebanon, Kans., were 
present and did good work. As to my
self, I was called upon to preside on 
several occasions, also gave some lec
tures and a few tests in the morning 
circles which were a feature of the 
camp. Mr. C. H. Davis, of Franklin, 
Neb., gave valuable assistance In some 
of the circles, and took charge of the re
freshment stand. '

The very best if music was furnished 
by the Reeves family, of Asherville, 
Kans. ■

Last, but not least: we must mention 
the genial president, Mr. Shelburn, of 
Atlanta, who was frequently on his 
feet defending the principles of our 
cause. A new feature at the camp this 
year was a medium for materialization 
and slate-writing, W. W. Aber of 
Spring HUI, Kans., who was accompa
nied by his /wlfe, Mrs. Sallie Aber. 
These workers were the first physical 
mediums who have been engaged at 
this.camp-. As far as we were able to 
see every worker present was strictly 
honorable in the practice of their sacred 
trust, and all had the best interests of 
Spiritualism at heart while working in 
their various lines of mediumship. Mr. 
and Mrs. Simpson, of Franklin, had 
charge of the dining tent and catered to

To the Editor:—Fraternal greetlugs to 
you and your constituents from the N. 
S. A. We thank you for your continued 
courtesy to this association, and trust 
that the utmost of recognition of your 
service to humanity in every way will 
be accorded to you at all times.

The forthcoming convention at Cleve
land in October, promises to be a great 
meeting for the Spiritual cause, and we 
assert that all who attend will be 
thankful that they did not remain 
away. I call the attention of those who 
intend to be present to the importance 
of securing railroad tickets on the cer
tificate plan, and urge all to do so, that 
we may satisfy the special agent who 
will be at the convention the 19th, to 
sign the certificates. I also request the 
friends to apply to the stations in their 
localities, in time to give the agents op
portunity to procure the certificates for 
them, if they are not kept on hand.

The headquarters of the convention 
will be at the Forest City House, a 
handsome, and well-kept hotel, where 
every attention will be given the guests.

The special rates of two dollars per 
day, each person, is a concession well 
appreciated.

The Mayer fund is slowly increasing; 
we trust that all who have pledged to it, 
will send in the amounts as soon as pos
sible; we alsojare to raise about a thou
sand dollars to fill the fund, and it is de
sirable that this be done by Oct. 1. All 
donations thankfully received. We have 
on sale several hundred copies of “Vio
lets,” the pretty booklet of poems; they 
are well worth the price of 25 cents per 
copy. Each copy sold aids the Home 
fund. We also have a very few copies 
of a photograph—cabinet size—of Katie 
Fov, and her two little sons. The 
mother and one son have passed from 
earth, the other son still lives; he, too, is 
a fine medium, inheriting the powers of 
his mother and her family. We will 
sell these pictures at 50 cents each.

The letters we receive on the Mayer 
fund are cheering and encouraging. 
One from Comanche, Tex., containing a 
second generous donation, has the fol
lowing. “1 am going to try and contrib^ 
ute as much as ten dollars a year to the 
National Association. It strikes me 
that if we as Spiritualists expect to ac
complish anything, we must have or
ganization. We must begin at the be
ginning and work systematically and 
persistently. The N. S. A. was certain
ly a move in the right direction; it 
meets my hearty support—approval. 
We want to sustain it. and as our cause 
grows, and gains strength and moment
um we cau organize and sustain State 
and camp-meeting associations , send 
out literature and missionaries. Our 
Spiritualist papers, I regard as very im
portant factors, they deserve much bet
ter patronage than they get.”

Before closing, Mr. Editor, kindly al
low me to emphatically state that the 
N. S. A. is the true friend of mediums, 
that it recognizes mediums as the open 
doorways between the two worlds; and 
mediumship as the base of Spiritualism. 
It denounces fraud, of course, but up
holds true mediumship, and respects ev
ery honest worker in the world. The N. 
S. A. does not claim that nlue-nine 
per cent of so-called mediumship is 
false, nor does it presume to say that 
the medium who does not meet the spir
itual need of one or more of its officers, 
is unable to do honest work for others 
and for the cause. While it will not 
shield fraud, neither will it dictate to 
the public what medium is to be consid
ered worthy and which is to be con
demned. We are careful not to recom
mend tricksters who come to the ranks 
for selfish purposes, but we also staud 
by true mediumship at all times.

With greetings of love to all, 
MARY T. LONGLEY, 

Sec’y. N. S. A. 
600 Penna. Ave. S.E., Washlugton, D. C.

Destroy the Germs 
Cure the Disease I

The above IlluBtration shows how theB. Ji 
Worst Scientific Catarrh Inhaler sends the 
medicated air into every air passage of thqi 
head. Nothing but air can penetrate these 
fine air cells and reach the homes of the living 
germa that cause disease.

No snuff powders, douche or spray can 
possibly reach them. Don’t be deceived—make 
no mistake—«apply common sense, and you will 
find that *

E. J. Worst’s Catarrh Inhaler 
is the only instrument that will give you quick 
return for a small outlay, and perfect satisfac
tion as a Cure for Catarrh, Colds, Pains and 
Roaring In the Head, Bronchlfls, Sora Throat* 
Headache, Partial Deafness, and all Diseases ¿I 
the Air Passages.

SPECIAL OFFER
For a short time I will mail to any reader* 

naming this paper, one of my new Scientific 
Catarrh Inhalers, with medicine for one year 
on three days’ trial, free. If it gives satisfac
tion, send me $1.00; if not, return it after three 
days’ trial. Could auy proposition be fairer ? 
E.J.W0RST,«taainStMet)ASHUHD1O. 
Notlold by Druggists. AGENTS WANTED.

THE FSYCHOGRÿPH
-OR-

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

the hungry with general satisfaction.
' Mr. D. L. Haynes and wife were al-I-
ways on the alert looking out for the 
comfort and convenience of the camp
ers.

The dances three times â week were 
the means of bringing numbers of 
young people to the camp who would 
probably have been absent had it not 
been for the amusement provided.

■ W. E. BONNEY.

“The World Beautiful." By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in It
self. Price, cloth,.$1 per volume. For 
tale at this office«, - -

Proposed amendments to the Constl- | 
tutlon and By-laws of the National Spir- , 
Itualists’ Association, to be acted upon , 
at the eighth annual convention, in 
Cleveland, Ohio, October 16-19, in
clusive

Article IX, by substituting “biennial” 
in place of “annual conventions,” thus 
making the convention meet every two 
years Instead of annually.

Amend Constitution by adding:
■ “Any good Spiritualist paying one 

hundred dollars into the treasury of tbe 
National Spiritualists' Association shall 
be entitled to a life membership in the 
association, with a right to vote in all 
of its business transactions.”

Amend Constitution:
“To allow honorary or lay members 

the privileges of delegates; also that 
provisions be made for five-year mem
bers, with convention privileges, for the 
sum of twenty-five dollars.”

Article XI, Section 2, of the By-Laws, 
by Inserting after “local associations” 
the words “holding State charters.”

This Initrument 1b substantially tbe same at that 
employed by Prof. Hare In bit early inveatigatloui. 
In lu improved form it baa been before the public for 
more than seven years, and in tbe bands of thousands 
of persons has proved Its superiority over tbe Plan« 
cbette. and all other instruments which have been 
brought out in Imitation, both in regard to certainty 
and correctieas of tbe communications received bf 
Its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

Tbe Psycbograpb is an invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles aud Oultivatio* 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were EOt aware of 
their mediumlstic gift, have, after a few tic Ungs» 
been able to receive delightful menaces A volume 
might be filled with commendatory loiters. Many 
who began with it as an amusing tcy, found that tba 
intelligence controlling it knew more than them« 
selvei, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: 4‘I bad 
communications (by the Paychograpb) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave« 
atones are moss-grown lu tbe old yard. They havw 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism is indeed true, and tbe communications liava 
{Iven my heart tho greatest comfort in the severest 
oss I have bad of son, daughter, and their mother.'*
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bis 

name familiar to thoso Interested in psychic matters* 
irrites as follows: “I am much pleased with the Pay- 
chograph. It !■ very simple In principle and construc
tion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir« 
itual power than the one now in use. 1 believe it will 
generally supersede the latter when its superior 
merits become known."

Securely packed, and sen r postage paid from 
tAe mmufacfurtr, for $1.00. AOdruu.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
____ Berlin Helgbta, ©W°-

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To which la added Spiritual Phenomena: How to In
vestigate their various phages; bow to form circle* 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuine 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist should 
havelL Price, cloth. 75c.

E. D. BABBITT’S WORKS,

V

WE WILL MEET AGAIN.

Happy thought! again of greeting 
Loved ones of the long ago, 

Who so sad and lonely left me, 
In this darksome vale below.

Happy thought! that we together 
Soon will be united there, 

In the bright and blest forever.
Free from earthly ills and care.

I am weary with the trials 
And the tolls of mortal life;

Weary with its ceaseless struggle— 
With its turmoil and its strife.

And my soul is sorely hungry, 
For the-food of angel love—

Sore athirst for living waters, 
From the holy fount above.

And I’m happy in the dreaming, 
Of that upper-world so fair—

Of the bright and blissful beauty, 
Of the mansions “over there.”

I am happy that the ending 
Of the valley now is near;

And am watching for “the boatman,” 
Who I know will soon be here.

And will pilot me safe over, 
To the green Immortal shore, 

Where all sorrows and affliction, 
Will have ceased forevermore.

He will ope the pearly portals •
To the “many mansions" bright, 

There to meet my loved arisen, 
In the realms of endless light

JULIA H. JOHNSON.
Los Angeles, Oal. ■

Human Culture and Cure.
Part First. Tho Philosophy ot Cure. Paper covte 

60 cent,.

Human Culture and Cure.
Part Second. Marriage, Bernal Development and 

Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cent,.
^Social Upbuilding,

Including Co-operative System, and the Happtneu 
and Ennobling ot Humanity. Paper cover, 15 cents.
Health and Power.

A Handbook ot Cure, Etc. Cloth, 25 cents: Leal'.-«?. 
35 cents.
Religion.

Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Goth, 
,1; paper, SO cent«.
Principles of Light a.td Color.

One of the greate« t books of tho age. «St by mat! 
32 cents extra.

Harmonics of Evolution.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, 

Based Upon Natural Science
Ab taufibt by modem masters of law. Ry Florence 
Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting and distinctly 
valuable contribution to the literature of evolution* 
unfolding Ita laws from the deeper and clearer spirit« 
ual aspect, and Indicating the defects of tbe Darwin« 
Ian theory. Spiritualists and Materialists alike can 
gain much from Its perusal, ■ Price, finely bound la 
cloth, 12. For Bale at this office.

The Development of tho Spirit
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. ThB 
origin ot religions, and their Influence upon tho 
ffiettal development of the human race. Transcribed 
at tbe request of a band of ancient phtloaonhers. 
Price* 10 cents. For sale at this office. ‘

The Devil and the Adventists.
.Aa Adventist Attack on SpHtnallam repulsed. By 
Mote* Boll. Price 10 cents. For Kale at this office."

THE DIAKKA.
The DItkka ud Their Earthly Vlctlmabv the

A. J. Davie, te a very lntere«t:r.: ¿«Mwane
work. Illa an explanation ot much that la tuae uil 
repulitve In Spiritualism, embodying a moat Im
portant recent Interview with James Victor WUaon, a 
reXident ot the Summer Land. Price 50 cento. For 
sale at thia offlee.

Rending the Vail: This volume Is a 
compilation by J. W. Nixon, of psychic 
literature, most given by spirits 
through and by means of full form vis
ible materializations, at seances of a 
certain. Psychic Research Society, 
known as the Aber Intellectual Circle, 
the medium being William W. Aber. 
507 pp. octavo. For sale at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker. Price $2.

The new song-book, The Golden 
Echoes, by S. W. Tucker, has found its 
way into many homes, and its beauti
ful songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should be heard 
In every home in the land. Fdr sale at 
this offlee. Price, 15 cents; $1,50 per 
dozen. i

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
Hi« Innnite nnd Divine Relations. Intuition—Th* 

light Within. By GUea B. Stebbins. Price, 10c. .

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
IFHF 8HE BECAME A BPIRITUAZIST^ 

S&4 pages. Ono copy, 11; six copies. 15,

fBOXATGHT T0M0R&1
Or, An Appeal to ths Baptist Church» <

S2 page«. One copy, 15 cental ten top!«, &

THE BRIDO E BETTFEEir TWO WWHT.na, 
„ MO page* Ose copy, boood In Ootÿ. Us Npn W

Xbr Ml OtflHt Office. 40 Zumi» Am*



DELPHOS CAMP, KAN. VICKSBURG CAMP, MICH. AFTER HER DEATH.

BY EDWARD GIBBON,

IMMORTALITY,

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

street. W. E. BONNEY.

IF DEATH ENDS ALL.

pllshed here. BEFORTER,

this office. <
“Longley’s Beautiful Songs." Vol. 2. 

Sweet songs and music-for home and 
social meetings. For'sale at this office.’ 
Trice 15 cents. ,

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful communication, explaining how hit 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate CUrli- 
tlanlty. Price 15 cents, For aale at thia olficu.

SHE STORY OB’ A SUMMER« 
BY LILIAN WHITING,

! i
ta1 fer«*

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen beautiful, ■ soul-inspiring Bongs, 
With music, by O. Payson-Longley. 
Price by mall, 15 cents. For sale at

A Conspiracy Against tlte Republic 
By Charles B. Waite* A. M..author of “History of 
the Christian Religion to the Year 200," etu. A con
densed statement pf the facta concerning the efforts 
of the church leaders to get control of the govern* 
went. An important «work. Price, paper, 25 cents. 
For sale at this office.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms come from Bls Satanic 
Majesty and his subordinates in the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Moats HulL Price. 15 cents. 
For sale as this office.

of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
iivea. Price, by mail, $L For eale at 
this officer .....

The New and the Old, 
Or the World’s Progress lu Thought. By Moses Hlffl. 
An excellent work by this veteruu writer uxd thlnlS! 

Price 10 coats. ......

ANCIENT INDIA:
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
Paper, 25 cent«. For sale at tbla office.

Tke Efftcsnsnt ot Chrlstiultyr ByAeorn Jutb 
Holyosk«. TM» ta • !-“* 
Tr«¿hon*htMtantan.-BoattaMRrwtah M

What All the World’s a-Seeking.
RALPH TV ALDO TRINE.

Rachis building bls world from within; thought Is 
the builder; for thoughts arc forces,—subtle, vita), 
Irresistible, omnipotent,—and Recording as used do 
they bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, success 
or failure.-Froin Title-page.

The above books are beautifully bound In gray-green 
raised cloth, stamped in deep old-green and gold, with 
gilt top. Price, *1.25. For sale at this office.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highway«, By-vray, and Hedcca Of Lite. By Matti« E. Hcix. Tht« tia marreloiS? 

neat book of «election, from Mn. Huth beat poem,, 
«ormona and eaaaya, and contain« a «plendld portrait 
of the author, alao a portrait of Moses Holl. Price, 
neatly botmd tn Ecgu«h cloth, M. fite aale at thia

Fervaded wish pure and beautiful eplrituaMtrof 
thought. Instructive and helpful to all who tore and 
seek the higher and finerways of spiritual expertenca. 
price. 11.00. For eiile at this office. - .

Thia is Nc. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classic». R 
to conceded to be historically correct and so exact and 
perfect lu every detail as to be practically beyond the 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will be found 
Intensely interest lug. Price, 2jc. bold at this ollie e.

This department Is under the man
agement of

Hudson Tuttle.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear- 
mg compels the answers to be made iu 
the most condensed form, and otten 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents otten weary 
With watting lor the appearance , of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time aud 
place, and all are treated with equal 
iuvor. ■

NOTICE—No attention will be given, 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will pot be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let- 
lets of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while 1 freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON'TUTTLE.

'A Parent, Brockton: Q. How should 
a child like the five-year-old Janies 
Clayton, who delights to torture young
er children »nd animals, and has in 
some instances nearly caused their 
death, be treated?

A. Parents who in their ignorance 
bring such degenerates into the world 
assume a fearful responsibility, and 
yet considering the circumstances bear
ing on the pre-natal child the wonder Is 
why there are not more savages born. 
The persistency of . nature makes con
stant struggle to produce the best, for 
iu most eases the better Influences are 
superior to the degrading. The child 
“conceived in sin and brought forth in 
iniquity,” cannot be otherwise than a 
degenerate. When heedless ignorance 
and selfish passion bring such children 
into being, we may pity and have char
ity, yet we should not forget justice. 
As a beast of prey cannot be allowed its 
liberty, so these reversions to barbar
ism cannot be allowed freedom, which 
to them would mean the privilege of in
juring others. They should be con
fined—not in a dungeon, -but in a com
fortable home where they should be ed- 
cated. All that is possible for their ed
ucation should be done, especially to 
rouse the moral feelings. Corporal 
punishment, exciting only fear and hat
red would intensify the brutality of 
character.

Peter Keller: Q. What is the popula
tion of China?

A. There is nothing more accurate 
than the estimates which have been 
made by various statisticians. The 
value of these is not great, for they 
vary from 200 to 550 millions. The Chi
nese empire contains four - million 
square m|les._A census never wqsfia- 
ourately'. taken even of. China prober, 
and recently efforts have been made to 
greatly reduce the estimates. On the 
Contrary it is probable that the highest 
estimate is too small. More than one- 
third the population of the globe dwells 
Within the limits of this great empire.

Wm. Chippendale: Q. If spirit com
munication be a fact, how do you ac
count for the total absence of any Inti
mation from the world of spirits, of the 
fate of Sir 'John Franklin and his 
crews? He, Ms officers, and several 
hundreds of men were dead in the arc
tic regions, while for years efforts 
were made to ascertain what had be
come of them and where their remains 
were lying.
. A. The foundations of the spiritual 
philosophy are so firmly laid that no 
seemingly conflicting fact can shake Its 
solid walls. To those who have given 
thought and study to its interpretation 
the period of doubt has passed. Not 
flhat such facts are to be Ignored, but 
taet with the certainty of explanation. 
It must be admitted that the foregoing 
question with kindred ones are among 
the most difficult to answer.

Why do not our friends constantly 
come to us? Sir John Franklin was no 
dearer to his wife, than the millions of 
husbands who pass into the shadow of 
death are to their wives. Every day, 
according to human wisdom, for the 
good of the living it is almost impera
tive that the dead return, and yet there 
is silence.

This.question was answered in a past 
number of The Progressive Thinker, in 
Its general bearing. A portion is repro
duced, for in its simple language it 
makes clear the befogged atmosphere.

While enjoying the hospitality of 
Capt. D. B. Edwards, at his home at 
Orient. L. I., he pledged me that after 
his departure he would return to me 
and give positive evidence of his iden
tity. He seemed greatly pleased with 
the Idea and repeatedly spoke of It. He 
was a distant relative, living near the 
premises purchased by John Tuthill 
(Tuttle) from the Indians just ten gen
erations ago. He had been captain of 
sea-going ships until 70 years of age 
•when he retired; He was one of the 
most unselfish, sympathetic and spirit
ual men I ever met 
/Nearly-six months passed after his 
death, and not a sign from him. Con
stantly! thought of him and bls pledge, 
and wondered why he did not fulfill it. 
I cannot say I doubted, but I was per
plexed.

The night after Christmas I sat at my 
table writing after midnight, and al
most overcome with weariness, arose to 
retire. Then suddenly I was conscious 
of the presence of this precious friend, 
and he wrote a lengthy message, the be
ginning of which I here Introduce as 
touching the present subject:

“My Dear Brother:—I atiast am able 
to come to you and express my thoughts 
and wishes, How ardently have I 
longed-for this moment! How anxious
ly! I-thought ! knew'all about spirit 
communion, and when I was ill and 
suffering, I thought when I was free at 
last from my old body, my first effort 
would, be to coine to you and tell you 
bow I found my new life. You: were, 
perplexed that I did not keep my prom
ise and let you know,'ns a test, before 
anyone else could give you -the news. 
You did have a dim intimation, which 
you referred to fancy. Well, I was my
self surprised. I did not for a long time 
awake to the reality; After so much 
pain I felt at once peaceful rest—such 
blessed, peaceful rest. I did not wish to 
wake from it, nor make the least exer
tion for fear the reality would come 
again. I know that dear spirits were 
near me—They would not let me take 
the journey alone. I was so glad it was 
all over-—Now I.have awakened. I am 
■gain myself, though • not: myself, I 

came to you ana again I was surprised 
and disappointed. I expected to come 
at once into your sphere, and I thought, 
‘Why, yes, there will be no trouble or 
difficulty In making you understand, 
just as I did when on the beach or in 
my sail-boat. How strange it was that 
while others came I could not I did 
not know how. I had to wait to learn. 
Those near would have aided, but I 
would not allow them to come between 
you aud me. Time after time I came 
aud always had to remain at a distance, 
I did not know how to approach. By 
this you will understand why it is that 
iOthers you desire to hear from do not 
come in answer to your prayers.”

The number, of spirits who have 
learned the method of correctly commu
nicating is .comparatively small, and 
these, too, often find the obstacles in
terposed on the earth-side insurmount
able. It may be truly said that the vast 
majority of the spirit world do not 
know that communication with earthly 
friends is possible, and if they were in
formed would not know how to trans
mit their thoughts.

II. G. Purlnton: Q. Webster defines 
spirit as the soul of man, and soul as the 
spirit of man. What is soul or spirit, 
and what survives after death?

Man is composed of a physical body 
and a spiritual intelligence or mlud. 
The two latter are inseparable. '1’he 
word soul in the vocabulary of Spirit- 
uailsm as exactly equivalent to spirit, 
and should be discarded as its use leads 
to confusion of ideas.

Tlie spiritual body, or “celestial” as. 
St. Paul terms it, including the intelli
gence, survives the death of the body.

Nebraska State Camp.
' The second annual camp of the Ne
braska State Association was held in the 
Sunday-school assembly grounds at 
Crete, Neb. it commenced on Friday 
evening, August 27, one day later than 
advertised, on account of a heavy rain 
and electrical storm which left the 
grounds in a' very wet condition. The 
camp was carried through under a se
ries of difficulties, the principal one be
ing too short notlco; the next one a prev
alence of heavy storms at frequent In
tervals in many parts of the state which 
deterred many from coming by wagon 
who would otherwise have done so. 
The next unfavorable condition was the 
general make up of the eommupity in 
Crete and surrounding country which is 
largely Bohemian and Catholic. Not- 
wlth standing all these obstacles, how
ever, it was by all odds the most har
monious camp-meeting I ever attended.

A remarkable feature of the camp 
was that every speaker and medium 
present were residents of the state of 
Nebraska. Mrs. Goodwin, of Beatrice, 
and Mrs. Bonney, of Blair, gave lec
tures and tests. Mrs. Goodwin Is a 
trance speaker who promises to become 
a good worker.

Mr. Pethoud, of Beatrloe, a well- 
known trance speaker, also gave one 
good lecture. Mr. Bledsoe and Mrs. 
Etta Seaman Bledsoe, of Lincoln, gave 
some very fine inspirational lectures. 
These workers have lately taken up 
their residence in Lincoln and we wel
come them to Nebraska. Two young 
speakers, Mr. Harry Davis, of Frank
lin, also Mr, Jones, of Exeter, gave us 
some good addresses, and we hope both 
will coirintue in the good work. Mr. C. 
H. Simpson, of Xi'rauklln, gave some 
very thoughtful lectures from a Bib
lical standpoint. Mr. James Campbell, 
the worthy and self-sacrificing presl- 
dpnt, as usual came out with very ad
vanced ideas on spiritual and social 
questions and was always well re
ceived. Mr. Campbell’s Spiritualism is 
of the right kind because It takes hold 
of questions pertaining to every-day life 
as well as looking toward the life of the 
future. '

Miss Myrtle Klock, of Lincoln, pre
sided at the organ throughout tbe meet
ing.

A pleasant feature of tbe meeting was 
the regular morning circle which 
brought out some very beautiful mes
sages, symbolical visions and tests.

The dining hall was under the super
vision of Mr. and Mrs. Stahl, of Crete.

Mr. Stahl gave a few hypnotic experi
ments on the auditorium platform. H. 
B. Austin, of Beatrice, assisted mate
rially In taking care of lights, grounds, 
and speakers’ pavilion. The general 
opinion among the visitors was that ev
erything considered the camp was a 
precursor of better times for Spiritual
ism In Nebraska, and all expressed 
themselves as highly pleased with'the 
Intellectual and spiritual food provided. 
Everybody seemed to be in harmony, 
and went away with a hope of having 
another camp-meeting during the com
ing year.

Mrs. Bonney is rapidly developlng'as 
a test medium and gave many convinc
ing proofs of a continued existence. 
My own work consisted of lectures and 
occasional tests in the shape of full 
names given during the morning circle.

Mrs. Bonney and myself will stay In 
Lincoln for a time and can be ad
dressed for engagements, lectures, cir
cles, furerals, etc., at Room 41, 1416 0

If death ends all, my doubting friend, 
Our rainbow dreams are vain;

To comfort you we must descend 
And meet you on your plane.

Why should the dread of death annoy?
Sweet sleep, what were more blest?

For next to life’s eternal joy 
Were death’s eternal rest

Suppose annihilation true, 
Why should we fear it so?

The same contented rest we knew 
A hundred years ago.

A lotus land, devoid of pain, 
Without a sin or care— -

Why should world-weary souls disdain 
That slumber-laden air?

Dear hands'close folded down in death 
Are free from toll and pain,

And lips devoid of mortal breath 
Will never sigh again.

Those ears grown deaf to words unjust, 
Earth’s discords cease to fret;

The dead weep not—no heart of dust 
Has ever broken yet ■

Why mourn so deeply for the dead ' 
We soon must cease to miss? '

The path they took we soon must tread, 
Join them in rest or bliss.

And if no waking comes at last, 
Why; then we shall not weep, 

Content as in the ages past ”
Of prehistoric sleep. . .
Although I hold the larger hope, 
That death’s a gate that swingg

On fairer lands that upward slope 
To heaven’s diViner things, ’

I am content believing this;..
Whatever is, is best; '

-And next to life’s eternal bliss
Were death’s eternal rest -

CALLA HARCOURT.
Chesnut, Ill.1

“After Her Death, The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian . Whiting. No 
mind that.loves-spiritual-thought can 
fail to be. fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful.spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, lead
ing the.mind onward Into the purer At
mosphere. of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $L i

Will C. Hodge Gives His Im 
pressions.

This camp situated in the Solomon 
Valley, two hundred miles west of 
Kansas City, has had a most successful 
season, closing August 20. While the 
attendance was not greater than on 
some former occasions, yet judged by 
results it has proved one of the best, if 
not the best camping seasons in the his
tory of the association. The weather 
was of the typical Kansas variety, for 
the most part exceedingly hot, but re
lieved occasionally by gentle Kansas 
zephyrs common to that section, caus
ing trees to sway and in sotae instances 
assume a horizontal position and thor
oughly frightening a portion of the 
campers not accustomed to the playful
ness of a genuine Kansas windstorm.

Speakers engaged for the season were 
Will C. Hodge, Chicago; Mrs. Carrie M. 
Hinsdale, Fort Worth, Tex.; Mrs. L. A. 
Mabee, Mrs. E. Ii. Hammon aud Laura 
B. Payne, Topeka; and Mrs.-A. L. Lull, 
of Lawrence, Kansas.

Special days were assigned as Wo
man’s, Young People’s and Temperance 
days on which occasions special pro
grams were arranged. ■ . ■

Exercises on Woman’s Day were un
der the direction of Mrs, Hoffman, of 
Enterprise, Kans., a very earnest work
er in the cause of equal rights, regard
less oT sex, color or nationality, Short 
speeches were made by all the speakers 
above mentioned and by Mrs. Eva Bish
op, of Glasco, and Mrs. L. II. Bellman, 
of Howard ,Kans,, the principal address 
being delivered by Mrs. Anna L. Diggs, 
of Topeka, who has a national reputa
tion as a reformer and worker for equal 
suffrage for the-whole people. '

The Young People presented a credit
able array of talent and judging by 
their initial effort, Young People's Day 
will become a fixture in forthcoming 
programs at Delphos camp. .

The discussion on temperance was a 
lively one, as it embraced temperance 
in every relation of life, and while there 
was decided difference of opinion, espe
cially regarding prohibition, each re
spected the oplnlbit of others and no in- 
harmouy was engendered.

Prof. Hoffman, of Enterprise, was on 
the program for the last Sunday, but 
owing to the number of speakers was 
limited to twenty minutes, to the great 
regret of many who would gladly have 
listened for a whole hour or even long
er. Laura B. Payne added to the in
terest of the camp by her fine rendering 
of songs of her own composition, and 
the instrumental music of the Reeves 
family was- as usual, a feature of the 
camp. They must have been born un
der a musical star as the whole family 
take to music as naturally as a duck 
takes to water.

One funeral was held during the 
camp. Grandma Bishop, who tented on 
the ground last season, passed away at 
the ripe old age of ninety-two years. 
Funeral services were held in the Uni- 
versallst church, which was filled with 
a large concourse of relatives and 
friends of the deceased, the writer offi
ciating.

The mental phases of mediumship 
were well represented by Inez Wagner, 
of Eskridge; Mrs. Hammon, of Topeka; 
Mrs. Lull, of Lawrence; Sirs. E, M. 
Hull, of Ionia, and Sirs. Hinsdale, of Ft. 
Worth, Texas. These ladles were kept 
busy with private readings and all gave 
excellent satisfaction. '

Public tests were also giv$n by Mrs. 
Lull, Mrs. Hammon and Mrs. Wagner, 
with good results,, the only complaint 
expressed was, the audiences being a 
hungry crowd, could not get enough of 
the phenomena. ■

Independent slate-writing was well 
represented by Mrs. Mott-Knlght-Oon- 
nely, of Kansas City. She did most ex
cellent work and was kept busy during 
the entire camp. Her new phase of oil 
painting on canyas Is attracting much 
attention, deservedly so judging by the 
specimens on exhibition which certainly 
were artistic productions.

W. W. Aber, of Spring Hill fame, the 
medium through whose agency was 
written by materialized spirits, that 
wonderful book, “Rending the Vali,” 
represented the phase for form manlfes- 
tatlons and gave a number of very sat
isfactory seances.

I had the good fortune to attend one 
of these seances, and it is my opinion, 
as well as the opinion of all who were 
present, that the manifestations occur
ring In the pretence of Mr. Aber are un
mistakably genuine. The writer took 
pains to interview many who attended 
these seances, comprising old-timers 
and new investigators, and there was 
not a dissenting voice from the above 
opinion.

The complete harmony of the camp 
socially and among the workers as a 
whole was notable, and to this fact Is 
probably due the unqualified success of 
the camp the present season.

The annual election of officers result
ed as follows: President, Jas D. Reeves, 
Asherville; vice-president, I. N. Rich
ardson, Delphos; secretary, E. S. Bish
op, Glasco; treasurer, Miss Rosa 
Blanchard, Delphos. ' -

Eastern camps will have to look to 
their laurels as the Spiritualists of the 
“wild and woolly west” -are progressive 
and up-to-date, and"while they may not 
have the crowds attending some of the 
more noted camps, the attendance is 
uniformly good, while on Sunday, Aug. 
19, the gate receipts' showed an attend
ance of more than two thousand,

I am resting and recuperating for a 
few days with friends In the beautiful 
city of Rockford, Hl., and am open for' 
engagements inany locality and for the 
camping season of 1901. _ Address, 40 
Loomis street, Chicago, Ifi. ' ’

' WILL 0. HODGE.

Summerland Beach Camp, Ô.
Summerland Beach Camp opened 

very promising on Sunday, August 20, 
with very good attendance at all three 
meetings. Mrs. A. E. Kibby/of Cincin
nati, O., gave beautifül lectures-at all 
the services. She was' followed at all 
sessions by Mrs. S. E. DeLbng, bf Co
lumbus, Ohio.; who gave positive proof 
of spirit return by the very convincing 
tests she gave. <

Mrs. Zetta L. Else, of Galion, O., and 
Miss Jennie DeLbng, of Columbus, will 
both'do their part of entertaining the 
visitors at the camp by their beautiful 
music. , - ; - - ' ■'

Mrs. M, E. Clemens, bf Columbus, O., 
was also on the grounds, and gavé some 
beautiful communications.

Mr. McCladé,. bf'Ashley? a trumpet 
médium, is on the ground to give se
ances every evening.

Besides the ones mentioned above we 
expect to have with us Mrs. Kratz, of 
Indiana,-as a speaker, and Mr. Rey
nolds as a healer.

The grounds are beautiful, the weath
er delightful. As amusements between 
the services, there are boating, bathing 
and fishing to be enjoyed every day.

The hotel is all that can be desired, 
the rooms pleasant and the board good.

It Is a good place to come for récréa
tion of body and education of mind.

Come one, come all, : and -help : Mr. 
Woolley to make a .camp, that will bo 
long remembered. The camp extends 
over three Sundays, September. 9. being 
the last SEO’Ï PBO TUM.

Haslett Park Carap; Mich.
Monday evening Jfiie”campers as

sembled at the hall fat the purpose of a 
fact meeting, otherwise air experience 
meeting, and what rnirie thiuu Spiritual
ists; some very Intei^estlfiJJ facts were 
given by mediums aid sji&rkerp.

Tuesday morning,’Conference; with a 
good house and we^i’seniseti “Obses
sion.” Afternoon, lifemorial seiwices. 
The Auxiliary Society ibetieeked the 
house with flowers of every hue, tlie 
pond Illy predominating, tfirotlier Kates 
opened the meeting lwi(h ejjiemorial re
marks. It seemed asi.thcuig’h every one 
could not do otbersiflse fltsrn to be as
sured of the life beaeattorii Such re
marks are a consolation to the most 
broken hearts. Not a moye’in the house 
during his remarks. We then passed a 
few moments in silence, which seemed 
to bring the spiritual, atmosphere 
arouufl us. Mrs. Kates then rendered a 
solo entitled, “Life, ■. Beautiful Life,’’ 
which carried our sofljs to the beyond; 
then came the reading of names of our 
departed ones, by the writer, after 
which resolutions were tendered to Mrs. 
Haslett on the death of her aunt, Mrs. 
'Tirus, who passed out April 19, 1900.

Mrs. Titus was a member of our board 
for four years, when her health failed 
her, we then made her an honorary 
member of the board. . She was one 
whoip all campers will remember.

Mrs. Kates then spoke on life and 
death, and the passing out of the spirit. 
She remarked that as the spirit took on 
its spirit form, then death came as a re
lease for both the spirit and the body, 
and the death to the body was a happy 
repose to both, therefore in the hour of 
death we were in the highest grades of 
life.

Wednesday morning,' conference as 
usual. The people are quite warmed up 
oyer them and take an active part Af
ternoon, Mr. Kates read a poem en
titled, “The Good Time Now." He then 
went on to state, the-purpose of truth. 
We should always give our thoughts to 
the highest things of life. Truth should 
always be the first to enter the mind. 
We should always give bur voice in the 
ethics, of life to the ever- living now.

Thursday was Pioneer Day, and at 
10:30 all gathered at the hall, which we 
found bedecked with bright, blooming 
flowers and the sunflower our motto of 
of life. Our worthy president addressed 
the friends in his mild, congenial way, 
stating what to him would be his life 
In the other world. He described it as 
a beautiful home, and with him he had 
no fears. He was ready and waiting 
for the loved ones to come after him; 
his boat was ready to row bls spirit 
over the river. Brother Kates then gave 
remarks on the works bf a plbneer, and 
their travels the past year, which were 
highly interesting.

At 2:30 we epened with the goad eld 
song, Auld Lang Syne, which all 
joined In singing. Tho time was then 
taken up by different ones, bn the 
cause. Mrs. Kates give ene ef her 
grand lectures, full of loving thoughts, 
highest aspirations and good teachings 
to all, after which hbr control, Marga
ret, gave some of tho-finest .of tests. 
Our president gave.‘-an inspirational 
poem of his own composing;*

Evening, Mrs. Katefe gave>a public se
ance. The house was i well! filled with 
starved people, all asking for a word 
from their loved ones^iShe gave twenty
seven tests, when shciBested for a song, 
and then she arose and gaye more. It 
was wonderful the wqrk shf} did.

Friday morning, again (Conference, 
spicy with different tJiougfits on the 
question of Practical Prayefl.

Afternoon meeting closed the work of 
Brother and Sister Kptes,-. then came 
thq filial iarowell., ^U. w^ras^d at the 
parting,’ yet we hope.fy m^ej again. '.

Saturday, Conference , conducted by 
our brother, Dr. Peebles. The question 
of prayer was again taken up, with the 
same diverse opinions as to what It was. 
Afternoon the Doctor gave a short open
ing address on the meeting of old 
friends.

Sunday morning exercises opened 
with music, a poem by Mrs. Olaman. 
Our speaker then spoke on Trance and 
what It is.

Saturday evening Mrs. Claman gave 
one of her lectures, with stereopticon 
views, which was a fine piece of work.

MRS. O. H. SOULE.

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.
The camp-meeting held at Fraser’s 

Greve, Vlcksbürg, Mich., after a feur 
weeks' sesslcn, clbsed an Sunday, Aug. 
26. We had as speakers during the ses
sion A, E. Tisdale, O. A. Edgerly, Ma
rian Carpenter, Carrie E. S. Twing, Mrs. 
Gecrgia Gladys Cbeley and Mrs. May 
Cecil Lincoln. The Progressive Thinker 
has already published a detailed ac
count of the work "bf our speakers un
til the 15th of August, so I will simply 
report what has taken place since that 
time.

Thursday, Aug. 16, was designated as 
Temperance Day. The discourse was 
delivered by Mrs. Twing, and was 
greatly appreciated by our people. Our 
rostrum was also occupied by Mrs. 
Twing on the 17th and 18th.

.Sunday, August 19, in the forenoon, 
Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley was our 
Speaker. This being Mrs. Cooley's first 
appearance on our rostrum, we can 
truly say that the audience was charmed 
by the sweet eloquence of her discourse, 
and satisfied by the sterling quality of 
her convincing tests. In the afternoon 
the rostrum was occupied by that em
bodiment of eloquence, A. E. Tisdale, 
the blind medium. Mrs. Cooley's en
gagement concluded oh August 22. In 
all she gave four of her masterful dis
courses. '■ -•

On Thursday, August 23, Mrs. May 
Cecil Lincoln, of Buffalo, N. Y., gave 
her first lecture at otiir camp. She re
mained with us until the close of the 
camp, giving the closlng lecturc on Sun
day, August 26. We cMi truly say, judg-. 
ing from Mrs. Lincoln's, w;oiÿ here, that 
we consider her one Of 'tljejnost gifted 
workers on our rostrr^j |o-£ay. ,

The leefure In the ^¿renqon on Sun
day, Aug. 19, was glyje'ntbXi the guides 
of Oscar A. Edgerly^ap^ pvas consid
ered by our people asj.mjnaéterpiece of 
eloquence, logic and jih^trqcüveness.

While the numbers in attendance have 
not beim quite as large as last year, 
still we consider our oàmp à success in 
view of the work thailhas been accom
plished. . < Z

Drs. M. E. and R. CUConger have ac
complished a good. )Wprk in their 
classes, as has also Mrs, ¿Lincoln in her 
classes In occult science. Joseph King, 
the materializing médiîifii, mas done a 
very satisfying work-Sunng the .meet
ing. oi >■ ‘

We owe a word of praise to Mr. J. ML. 
Troxell, the manager of our grounds, for 
the excellent work he has done in keep
ing everything, neat and in order. But 
above all do we credit the success of our 
camp to the tireless efforts of Miss 
Jeannette Fraser, who is really the 
prime mover in every go6d work accom-

W. F. Jamieson Makes It a 
Visit,

On Sunday, August 26, ilailghUT Ag
nes, her husband William Campbell, 
their children, Miss Aby auu Master 
Hugh, took a delightful carriage drive 
of 16 miles to attend the camp-meeting 
of Spiritualists. We passed through 
two towns, Schoolcraft and Vicksburg. 
Close by the latter place was the camp, 
with Its cottages, tents, pavilion and 
glorious woods. “Michigan, my Michi
gan,” abounds in groves and lakes.

Mr, Edgerly, of Boston, was discours
ing to a packed pavilion when we ar
rived, on Evolution, Heredity, and cog
nate themes. If a Scotch Presbyterian 
could believe the statements he would 
drop his Calvin creed like a hot potato 
before he got “over there.” I feel much 
comforted from the fact, if it Is a fact, 
that the scientist and agnostic, who 
died before his pious “brother mine,” 
and supposedly gone to hell, was dis
covered by the Calvin disciple when he, 
too, “passed over,’' in one of the spheres,, 
brightly shining, a star of the first mag
nitude, so to speak; a lustrous spirit, 
whom the misguided Presbyterian mis
took for his Lord and Savior, and before 
whom he prostrate fell.

I want to call Mbses Hull’s attention 
to this: It will be no use for him to 
scare me any more with the notion that 
I will find myself in a dark' sphere on 
account of my “materialism.” I am 
glad we went to Vicksburg.

In the afternoon the speaker was Mrs, 
May Cecil Lincoln, of Buffalo, N. Y., a 
pretty name, and a pretty, graceful, 
sweet-looking woman. She had a crowd
ed auditory, Insomuch that one lady 
fainted and was married out. Mrs. Lin
coln g ve an almost perfect lecture. It 
was compact, finely constructed and 
splendidly delivered. Its logic Avas 
without a flaw as far as I was able to 
discover,

The lecturer took an “occultist” view 
of the universe and things, and by a 
delicately turned period she Impressed 
many of her hearers, especially Spirit
ualists, that she somewhere in her sub
liminal consciousness nurtured, the 
harmless conceit that she is but a little 
lower than the angels. As there Is con
siderable gallantry in my nature I was 
prone to believe it. All would have 
gone as “merry as a marriage bell,” had 
not Mrs. Lincoln deftly given her listen
ers a peek-a-boo glimpse, from an occult 
point of view, of the unsplrltual condi
tion of the rank and file of Spiritualists. 
Indeed, she assured them that phenom
enalists are materialists—"the unkind- 
est cut of all.” One would hardly have 
thought the sweet little woman would 
have done it, but she did—bravely. In 
felicitous phrase she pictured tlie be
numbing influence of prejudice, the 
need of mental breadth, the necessity 
for culture. After adroitly weaving a 
garment of that texture she proceeded 
to skillfully fit It to Spiritualistic 
shoulders, confidentially Imparting the 
unsought thought that they needed to 
grow! that they’are a great deal lower 
than the angels!

It was all done so captivatlngly that I 
was charmed. True, my materialism 
was badly hurt—It often Is—but the 
Spiritualism of fifty years was so much 
worse stabbed in the “house of its 
friends” that I could smile feebly when 
Brother Tisdale, who pleased us with 
his music, arose, under cover of an
nouncement of collection, and pithily 
punctured some portions of the little 
lady’s addresB; that 18, he did not agree 
with It—and if that is not to puncture, 
what is? Johnson says, “A lion may 
may perish by the puncture of an asp,” 
but May Cecil Lincoln is no lion. Mr. 
Tisdale is no asp, but a rather fine-look
ing gentleman; yet, when he, at the 
close of her discourse, announced to a 
waiting world—a small part of It—that 
he denied certain portions, he was clear
ly "out of order." He betrayed his lack 
of confidence in the triumph of truth. 
The time was hers. She had a right to 
Impress her thought upon her listeners, 
to convert every one of them If she 
could. She replied to the gentleman’s 
“coirtlemnation.” "He responded with 
the explanation that he “had a right to 
his opinion." A lady in the audience 
“spoke out in meetin,’ "We don’t want 
to hear It!"

True, Mr. Tisdale has a right to his 
opinion, but not to express it anywhere 
or everywhere, in season and out of 
season. I am fopd of debate; but let It 
be agreed upon If there Is to be one, and 
let the audience assemble for that pur
pose, to listen. Even pugilists agree to 
rules, and would scorn' to “strike below 
the belt” Metaphorically this is what 
Brother Tisdale did. It was not fair. 
Would it not be better, more truth-lov
ing, more manly (and womanly; for 
Spiritualists to seek the open field, chal
lenge the “world, the flesh and the dev
il” to open combat?

But the tactful Mrs. Lincoln’s knock
out blow was a revelation, and amus
ing. How do you suppose she did It? 
She replied to his second speechlet in 
her benediction! She would not have 
been a woman if she had surrendered 
her prerogative, the last word. She 
won It in a benediction that bristled 
with quiet, forceful argument.

Texas, Mich. W. F. JAMIESON.

• Maple Dell Camp, 0.
Jennie Hagan Brown, of Fort Worth, 

Texas, was the chief speaker for Sun
day, August 26. She made an eloquent 
plea that this camp may never become 
a pleasure resort carried'on for com
mercial gain, but that it may ever be 
kept as tho Mecca of Spiritualism for 
educating the world; in spiritual mat
ters. She emphasized the fact that the 
spirit world is the Invisible part of the 
Infinite universe of nature, and that all 
the forces which govern it are natural 
forces. She is to be the speaker next 
Sunday, as well as during the week. 
Her young friend, Miss Ault, received 
the applause of the audience at the 
close of her fine violin solo.'-

Among the medlumistlc attractions of 
the camp, Mr. Monough, a slate-writing 
medium, is conspicuous. His work is" 
praised on every hand. - Other mediums 
are present and doing good work.

A. J..WEAVER.

“The Heresy Trial of Rev. B. F. Aus
tin, M. A., D. D. Giving a sketch of 
Dr. Austin’s life, story of the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, the heresy 
sermon, the scene at conference, and 
Dr. Austin’s full address defending his 
views on Spiritualism at the London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.,” 
etc. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. " ■.

“Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents.

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional” This book, by the well 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results

jyiAUOMeT,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

Father Tom and the Pope,
Ora Night at the Vaticau.

Written probably by Sir Samuel Ferguson. From 
Blucku oud’ti Edinburg Magazine. This 1» a humorous 
account of a rollcksomc visit to tbo Pope of Romo by 
Father Tom, an Iriab priest, armed with a super« 
abundance of Irish wit, two imperial quart bottle» of 
Irish "puttoen," and an Irish recipe for “conwound- 
Ing" the same. "What’s that?" says the Pope. "Put 
In tbo speritfl first,” says his Blv’rence: “and then 
&ut In the sugar; and remember, every dhrop of wa- 

ieryou nut In wither that, spoils tho punch." "Glory 
be to God," says tbo Pope, not minding a word Fath« 
er Toin was saying. "Glory bo to God!" says he, 
smacking bls Ups. ‘‘I never fcnewn what dhrink was 
afore," says he. "Itbate* ibeLaobymuluUrystal out 
ov the face." says he—"it’s Necthor Itself. It fa. so It 
is!” say» he, wiping bls eplstollcal mouth wid the cuff 
of hts coat. Paper, UScts.; cloth, 60 coots. For sale 
at this office.

MOLLIE, FflNGHE,R,
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An Authentic, Statement of Facta in 
the Life of Mary J. Fancher, 

The Psychological Marvel of 
the Nineteenth Century. 

Unimpeachable testimony of many wit
nesses.

BY ABRAM H. DAILEY.
With llluBtratlons. Frio*, cloth, 11 AO. For »ale cl 
this office.

... OR «..
FUTUEE HOMES AND DWELL

ING PLACES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK!
Tbta admirable work contain* what a hundred 

spirit*, good and evil, say of their dwelling-place». 
Give ub detail»—detail# and accurate delineation» oi 
life in the Bplrit-world!—1# the oonstant appeal oi 
thoughtful minds. Death is approaching. Whither^ 
oh. whither! Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb? Will they know me? what!» their present 
condition, and wbat their occupation»? In this vol* 
umo tbe Bpirlts, differing as they may, are allowed to 
speak for tbemselrcs. No man 1# better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
the people. He treats of the Mysteries oi Life! 
Doubt* and Hopes; Tbe Bridging of the River; Fore* 
gleam» of the Future; Testimony of Saints; Tbe 
Growth and Perfection of tbe Spiritual Body: Is it 
tbe Soul or Body that Bine?; Clothing In the spirit* 
World; Our Little Ones in Heaven; Tbe Personal Ex* 
perlences of Aaron Knight; Tbe Red Man's Testi
mony; Evil Spirit»; Testimony of Physicians in Spirit* 
Life; Tbe Homes of Apostles and Divine»; Tbo 
Friends and Shakers in Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bfuno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit* 
Land. Many other matters are treated, too nnmer* 
ous to mention. Price, cloth. 11; paper 50 cents. Post 
ago 12 cents. For sale at this office.

In Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Wltbla yourself llos the cause of whatever enter» 
into your life. To come Into tbo full realization of 
your own awakened interior powers, to to be able to 
condition your life in exact accord with what you 
would have It.—From Title-Page.

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; 11. The Supreme Fact of 
the Universe; Hl. Tbo Supreme Faol or Human Life; 
IV. Fullness of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor: V. 
Tho Secret, Power and Effect of Love; VI. Wisdom 
and Interior illumination; VII. Tbe Realization of 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Coming Into fullncMof power; 
IX. Plenty of All Thing»—The Law of Prosperity; 
X. How Aten Have Become Prophets, Seers, Sages, 
and Saviors; XI. Tho Basle Principle of All Religion» 
—The Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now Into 
the Realization of the Highest Riches. For sale at 
thia office. Price, postpaid, $1.25.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
V-AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This Is a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex« 
Prieit, whose character 1» above reproach, and who 
know» what be I» talking about. Everybody tbould 
read It. Price, *1.00. It' contains tho following chap
ters:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrenderor Womanly Self

respect in the ConfezBlonal. - .
• CHAPTER n.
Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for the 

Priest. .
CHAPTER III. 

Tho ConfeBilonal to the Modern Sodom. .
CHAPTER IV»

How the Vow of Celibacy of the Prlett* to tnado easy 
by Aurlaular Confession. '

CHAPTER V.
The highly-educated and refined Woman In the Con- 

fettional—Wb»t become» of her after oncondltioa- 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VT.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties oi 

Marriage and Human Society. . .
— CHAPTER VH.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil
ized Nation»? _ __

CHAPTER VUL . .
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul ? 

_ CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma ot Auricular Confession a Sacrflegtous 

Imposture. '
. CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confess tbe 
Abominations of Auricular Confession. -

CHAPTER XI. •
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and 

France. •
CHAPTER XH. '

A-Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hu*« 
bands and Father»—Some of the matters on which 
tbe Priest of Rome must Question hto Penitent. ’

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00. .
~WHAT WOULD FOLLOW ~

___ _____ -, -__ _____ T-j in 1892, *ndttree others on the Hukmt Boul, whlêj 
tnort nJuable oostrlbatlñ-to aro alono worth the price of th* book. Thi* woaft«' 
«.Boaria MM* with kmS ful book I» caique as an Evangeli»! of Science aM 
N» » «■KWW*__________________ ,Lia- u «ay stew». p»««a

Daniel K« Tenney's 

BOOKS
The Earth Not Created»

Fallacy of All Cosmic Theories.. ..Price, 15 ct*. 
An able argument to show that the world hat 
always existed.

Never-Ending Life,
Assured by Science....... Prie«, 6 et*.
The best scientific argument in favor of a fa« 
turo life that has ever before been made.

Jehovah Interviewed. ’
Or Orthodoxy from Headquarters*..Price, 6 eta, 

A newspaper reporter goes up to heaven and in« 
terviows Jehovah,

Theology,
Its, Origiu, Career and Destiny..*.Price, locta.

One of the best and most comprehensive sum« 
ming up of the absurdities of the Christian 
Theology that has ever before appeared.

Holy Smoke in the Holy Land.
Price, io da.

Susan H. Wixon says: "I have read, first and 
last, many accounts of Palestiue, or «the Holf 
Land? but have never seen anything in that line 
that pleased me so well as tfiia description by 
Daniel K. Tenney." .

The Plan of Salvation, Price, ioct«.
In this pamphlet Mr. Tenney shows the absurd« 
Ityofthe Christian "Plan of Salvation" in so 
clear and plain a manner that any Christian who 
has a spark of reason left cannot fail to see it.

"Owed" to the Clergy. Price, 6 ct».
An address read before the Free Thought Con« 
gress held iu Paiue Hall, Boston, Nov. x/tii, 1899,

The Master’s Masterpiece,
Or the Sermon ou Hie Mount.........Price, 10 cts.

Thia i& tbe most thorough exposition of the fal
lacies of this noted "sermon" that was ever be« 
fore published,

Modern Theology and Its Ideal Jesus
Price, 10 cts«

The absurdities of the reputed teachings of Jesui 
are here shown up as no other writer has ever 
presented them before, which will convince any 
honey reader that the most of them are coib 
eummate nunsense. '

The Hon. Daniel K. Tenney, the author of these 
books, has been for many years the leading law* 
yer in one of tlie most distinguished law firms in 
Chicago, and there is not a more able writer in th* 
Liberal ranks.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
...OF.,.

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
.« • OR , , I

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and Jiet*

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualism}

Together with a brief history of the origin of many of 
the Important book» of the Bible.

BY MOSES HULL,

Much that la Id this nook appeared in an abridged 
form In a Berles of nine full pages of Tua Pkogkbs»’ 
17K TuiNKKtt. These articles were prepared i*, till 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the ncxdof 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for wore; hence th* publication of thib wurk.

Theauthor, Moses Hull, ba» written many volamu 
on Dpirituallstlstlc aud other themes aud each one I* 
full of careful study ou the subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, in hts Introduction of thi« work says:

’Hoping that this book will serve to lead the peopl* 
out of the wilderness of doubt aud despair: and 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its‘sanctified'enemies, It will not •B|»ike’ it, but wlU 
use It to batter down the walls of Christian superstb 
tlon and Ignorance. I send It out on its errand of eft« 
Hghtonmeut with the humble prayer that it, will prof* 
a divine benediction to every reaier."

Thk Enoyolofedia of Biblical Spiritualism 
contains 885 pages, beautifully prfhted on good paper, 
contain» a full-page jiortralt of the author and u 
handsomely bound lu cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICF

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART if.
Judgefl, Kings. Propbets and Apostles. Comment* 

on the Old and New Testaments, from Joshua to Rev» 
elation. The comments are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit, the work of radical thinkers, who are not 
ignorant of the higher criticism. There is not a doll 
page. Paper, 50c.

THE KORAN.
Commonly called the “Alkorun of Mohammed." Th 
standard Arabian or Mohammedan Bible. Cloth* 
price. |1. For Bale at ibis office.

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY.

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Reports of twenty-four distinct lectures, recently 
flellvered In NewYorlj. Brooklyn. Boston, Philadel
phia and other pronlinrut cities of the United 
Blates, have contributed (he boats of this volume.

Tbo chief alm throughout the volume ha* beent* 
arouse increased interest in the workable possibili
ties of a theory of human nature, thoroughly nplim- 
Istloand attba flame time, profoundly ethical. A* 
several chapters are devoted to Improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of th* 
young, or who are called unon to exercise supervision 
over tho morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de
rive »oinc help from tho doctrines herewith promul
gated.

CONTENTS.
What Is Psychology? The True Bash of the Science 
Rational Psychology as presented by Ari»'.oUo and 

Swedenborg, with Reflections thereon.
Relation of Psychology to Practical Education.
A Study of the llnmau Will.
Imagination; Its Practical Vai ne.
Memory: Have wu Two Memories? 
Instinct, Reason and Intuition. 
Psychology aud Psycurgy.
Mental ana Moral Healing in the Light of Certain New 

Aspects of Psychology.
Music-, its Moral and Therapeutic Value.
Tho Power of Thought; How to Develop and L. ereai* 

It.
Concentration of Thought. and what, .» v&n Accom

plish.
A Study of Hypnotism. '
Tbo New Psychology as Applied to Education and 

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Transference of Thought, or Mont*) 

Telegraphy.
Mediumship, Its Nature and Uses.
Habits, Row Acquired and bow Mastered; with some 

Comments on Obsession and Ito Remedy.
Seerahlp and Prophecy.
Dreams and Visions.
The Scientific Ghost and the Problem of the Hninaa 

Double.
The Human Aura.
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; their Bearing 

on Psychology.
individuality vs. Eccentricity

Price IU For sal* at ¿hi» office.

HBiioGonwiG Astrology,
■ 1 ■ OR- ■' ■ ■

Essentials of Astronomy and Solar
. Mentality,

With Tablet of Ephemeris to 1910. By Tarmo Vednu 
With 64 Illustrations, thirty-five of which are original 
fl rawing! by Holmes W. Merton, author of “DeBcrlp* 
tire Mortality." A new system of personally deter
mining the primary fund of Mental and Physical forc
es and their results In menu! aptitudes that domin
ate the nature of the Individual as based upon data 
of btnh. Price, cloth, 11,50. For sale at this office.

HYPNOTISM;
Its Facts, Theories and Relatodl 

Phenomena« with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip- 

tlons and Remlnis- 
’ cencer.

PYCARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
largely i rocorfi of tbe facte and demonstration! 

Which th* author hu seen, heard of or presented I* 
hla.own experiment*. The history of the variona 

tho science Is succlnctlr presented, and tbe 
arioua theories clearly stated. Many of the expert* 

ment* described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the Interest and value of. th I 
book, which will be found very interesting to the gen« 
eral reader, as well as helpful end Instructive to the 
etudent. The work 1» a .handsome volume of 801 
pigea. bound In cloth. Price, $2,00» j-Or g^e at 
the oilce of Tan Pbogbxiiitx Thin~xb.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. IL RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago.
DOUND IN CL07H WITH GOLD 

JJ tide, and contalnlns 320 page«. Thia «plenUI 
book, jusV iMued, contain* nineteen full Temple !*• 
tures upon occult eubjecta, together vtth other artfr 
clei from various newspaper», relating to th* gml 
wort It contain» al! the old Temple !*ct8rea Imim
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PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

send
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us, and the three volumes, when or
dered in connection with a yearly sub-

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents -per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

osophy of Individual Life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern

A GOOD OFFER 
to anyone that is sick and will

OUR PREMIUMS.
There are many Spiritualists

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
THE 

NATURAL PHYSICIAN.

The Physician can only be the servant 
or handmaid of Nature in the cure of

Disease.
In reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the offending cause while

Nature.
i’erforms the cure, and therefore we 
ay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician can do 

is to act as a .

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above states 
ment is true, and believe that this meth
od is the right one, then write to-day to 

DR. 6. E. WATKINS, 
E.nding age, sex and leading symptom. 
DR. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

I for' it has through mismanagement, 
been lost to them. -

Three sessions were held dally, morn
ing circle, afternoon and evening lec
tures. Managers and workers as well 
as the audience seemed equal to the oc
casion, and the program was fully car
ried, out. And we are happy to say, 
without that disturbing element of jeal
ousy bo aften manifested between 
speakers and mediums. Harmony pre
vailed, and not a ripple marred the per
fect spiritual feast so bountifully sup
plied.

The philosophy of Spiritualism and 
kindred topics were most ably ex
pounded by the following lecturers: 
Father Campbell, president of the As
sociation, Mr. and Mrs. Bonney, Harry 
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Bledsoe, Mr. Jones 
and one or two others whose names I do 
not now recall. Tests were given by 
Mrs. Mary J. Bonney, while some beati- 
tlful visions were seen and described by 
Miss Baldwin, who, for the first time, 
essayed to tell what she saw. Other 
mediums also treated us to a spiritual 
feast long to be remembered.

At the breaking up of camp, plans 
were discussed for the purchase of the 
grounds which are to be brought before 
the State Association at its next con
vention in October. Four hundred lots 
are to be sold at twenty dollars each, 
which will furnish money enough— 
$8,000—to purchase the grounds. The 
grounds contain 110 acres of the finest 
land in the state. The Improvements 
consist of one large hotel, two cottages, 
a pavilion, a large dining-hall, bowling 
alley, shooting gallery, another large 
building, a commodious auditorium and 
outbuilding, bridges across the river 
and board walks leading from the city 
to and through the grounds. There are 
besides ample farm buildings. Three or 
four good wells which . furnish au 
abundance of pure water, and seats 
suflicient-to accommodate at least two 
thousand peojile.. Six thousand dollars 
would not replace the.Improvements.

Ab soon as plans are perfected, Father 
Campbell will begin the work of raising 
the funds for purchase of grounds by 
sale of lots and otherwise. The plan is 
feasible. Tlfe money will be raised. 
The grounds will be purchased, and an
other Cassadaga will be established.
• Franklin, Neb. O. H. SIMPSON.

THOUSANDS CURED!
Marvelous Das Been the

If Sick Read His Liberal Offer,

Then Consult Him and

Be Healed J. M. PEEBLES, AÆ, M. D„ PH.D.

Success of This Well 
Known Healer in Gur
Ing Chronic and 
Obstinate Gases,

thouMud, ot tho« whom ho ho. cured. aAer the Keel phwlcl.i f ? f urioollclted tMtlmoulal. from 
have gained for I»». J. JI. PiiElibts ,, renutatfnn f“nL'd t0 Klve Pirra«ueut relief.
BuccciBtul practitioner and healer In AllKKiCA. uon from ocean to ocean, aa the most
vat^otith™1bmtiuedleaYcol8logeaCorlltWe roun'try^but ho*1hasecoCunseled^wUhilhU|nft?^P’Ju pn”.a 

country on the globe, and Uf study aud reaeiroh oft d h bo«,“epical men lu everyaround him who are suffering from chronic (Ureases has iairenWi,.S?i,t^1 ltrw,>uld «““hlo him to benellt those 
his advice and counsel la sought after notonly byreiS«'3“r0,u"1 •»<*troubles, but also by many physicians as well. ’ cnronle ln'“lldB who ha' o learned his ability to cure these 
one'ot'tbe'greaVest'und most'wondcrfiU of all ‘¡ho aa?,1“' ««¡nM™ Of the Psychic Science,
aud suderlng than anyother agincVorer d e .rererid w! S?'1 one''’l‘toh ladMUned to do .more for (ho rick 
century, anils to-day consideredI by^^ uTadvaub2d students ot re Ot,!hl’ ,ubJeot ’!or over ,ba,i •
You should read his late essay ou till« subject entitled "The pileiS?Rri 1 ?® F° «re»test Psychlo living, 
bo will send you tree of cost with tbo dlagnos'lslt yon derir^ Healing," which
which may be developed Uy all. The learned nhvsfMan ¿.¡J renvi ."? . thlB wonderful power
the human body Uki an open book. AU ifr Peebles' dinea™ii{,“ndO«t““<t»'he Psyehlo Science can read All.that Is necessary for you to do to“ recei ve a co^unleto^ad ar al“ y 110 5 4 uf tbl’ °?cult sole“ce- 
Doctor a plain honest letter In your own Ti'iSf y“U,r t'a,ie, wr te-the
of all cost aud special advloi concerning your case alio hu* J»a»v t, W,11I,B0"11 yo,u “ dlaguoala free£1“ “e“'OdS ol lrcatme"t and ‘»'W- .hoMmM

IIcbJ1 The'?"1rfrirnm'mraweik"tt"rd|^ Kit upb’u’tho rig“‘pota’W ?bo r *?’’ ."‘a1 “J tr0U.b1' 
relief, the patient gradually grow« worse and thePcaie become8Pa8Uthev term it »chmn to“’teaa
poor sufferer receive« that awful sentence, “Your cu»e is honeleRB ’’ with iV? “J?,c- »ud at IftHt the 
tCba?u.«ng.,,o}^i.a1iobd''1Unvd«Cli^bdeth°a»

^Mtd1°.U,.,‘eO.WOrld

ot his patlonts, "seem a. It th.y wouldMahnos raM

fernr^nao“11° ¿e^r" ofW^?Sr?,y°“i1d.1“ii“Okl?at °a““ ‘

Address Dr, J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich.

LARGEST CIRCULATION

I find The Froorcsslve Thinker more oener- 
allu read on this Coast than any other Spiritual
Daoer.

Oakland, Cal

motto COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
To Do All the Good Vv6 Cen. Th. «tadenU of this Collen« ronre.ent four <•«„.

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker, 
Whole so widely known as one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL H-EALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 133. SAN JOSE, CAL.

The students of this College represent four con
tinents, uud nuny of them are phybtetan«, medical 
professors, or clergymen. Hudson Tuttle, tbe well- 
known author, culls this college "Au Institute of 
relined therapeutics, which ic fast becoming of world
wide fame, and attracting students from many coun
tries. It builds on exact science, and Includes the 
magnetic, electric, chemical, solar, and spiritual 
forces which underlie everything. Its course can be 
taken at home, and a diploma conferring th» title of 
I). M. (Doctor of Magnetics) granted." Send »tamp 
for catalogue.

A cheaper and simpler ACADEMIC COURSE has 
been established for those who do not wish to take 
the more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It cover»

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty years has treated and cured the tick tn alt 
parts of tho United States and Canada. Thousands 
have been cured after being given up to die. His 
psychic powers are unequaled, as bls cures prove. 
Talk doesn't prove anything. Facts are proof. Ho 
also cures disease« of men, such as loss of manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion. Send 
name, age. sex, lock ot hair, 6 cts in «tamps, for a di- 
agnoila. Address,

DJR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren st., Stoneham. Mass.

;iew and beautiful methods of Nature, which are 
powerful to heal and upbuild. Address E. D. BAB
BITT. M. D„ LL. D.. Deon, 68 North Third St., San 
Jose, California. 655

E. W. GOULD

AN INTEREST- /I lug treatise on

The Hidden
Forces of

' Mind and Life
, Price 25 cents. Cir- 
k culars free. URIEL 

BUCHANAN..Dept. 
P. T. Box 210, Chi
cago, III. 657

6. WRITER LYNN 
. THE EMINENT 

Mental Physician 
AND

Freeville, N. Y.
I have had a most delightful sum

mer. Since closing a six months’ work 
in Syracuse, N. Y., I visited Freeville 
camp-meeting. I arrived July 28, and 
continued through the season of their 
camp which closed August 13. L. B- 
Robiuson, M. D., is the president of this 
young camp association, and A. C. 
Stone is secretary. The latter can be 
addressed at Freeville, N. Y., the first 
at McLean, N. Y.

We had with us that veteran worker, 
’ J. W. Dennis, who presided as clmlr- 

man in tlie absence of the president. 
His sincerity in the facts of spirit re
turn was an Incentive of great good to 
those who could fully come en rapport 
With the wealth of experience he un
selfishly gives forth to aid all true me
diums.

We also had Dr. Peebles with us, and 
he gave us most soul-stirring lectures 
about his travels, and right living. 
Many a heart beat with gratitude for 
this privilege of hearing and seeing this 
pilgrim through' many lands. As be 
bade us good-bye tears glistened in 
many eyes.

Brother Grumblne gave some very 
beautiful lectures.

Mr. Grimshaw did most excellent 
work, bls discourses were spiritual and 
highly edifying.

Mrs. Lizzie Brewer is a recent con
vert to Spiritualism, and as a medium 
and speaker is fast growing into recog- 
nltion in her good work to advance our 
cause. Her heart is alive with earnest 
zeal for the general welfare of human
ity.

Your correspondent, as usual in all 
her labors for more than a score of 
years, did try to do her very best, as lec
turer and platform test medium, if only 
claiming the approval of her own con
science, always satisfied when on each 
Dighton retiring she can truthfully ren
der up the account, "I have done the 
best 1 could to-day.”

The Music was of a choice character; 
under the supervision of Mr. Green who 
was ably assisted by others, and his 
musicales and literary entertainments 
met with the highest approval.

The camp grounds are well shaded 
with many trees and has a fine and 
commodious auditorium. The artificial 
pond—with a boat upon its waters—Is 
supplied from two flowing fountains of 
living mineral water, sparkling and 
bright. Many’ express the benefits they 
derive from imbibing this cool, thirst
quenching draught, and we learned that 
it was the intention of this association 
to make many needed improvements, 
such as building a sanitarium, rooming
house, boarding-house, cottages and 
hotel.

The residents of homes nt Freevllee 
have kindly opened their accommoda
tions to all who have visited tbls Mecca, 
at most reasonable terms, and ex
pressed satisfaction In looking forward 
to tbe coming of tbe season of 1901, 
when again wc would be welcome 
guests to their hospitalities.

The Ladies' Auxiliary ably assisted in 
the sales at their bazaar this summer. 
Mrs. Aying, of Rochester, N. Y„ is pres
ident. It was the means of putting 
more than one hundred dollars at the 
command of the association, with quite 
a stock left for next season.

Many letters are reaching me from 
secretaries of societies and camp asso
ciations to open engagements for the 
remainder of tbe season of 1901, and for 

. the coming season of 1902, which I will 
reply to as early as I can arrange my 
yearly programme consistently with en
gagements already closed. Address me 
nt my home, Fulton, N. Y., Box 110.

• MRS. MARY G. VON KANZLER.

Nebraska Association.
The Nebraska State Spiritualist Asso- 

elation’s second annual camp-meeting, 
held at Crete, Neb., has, like all things 

■material,'come and gone, and we are 
positively sure that the work accom
plished has done much good, and will re
dound to the lasting benefit of Spiritual
ism through the state, and more espe
cially in the immediate vicinity of 
Crete,

The meeting was fairly well attended, 
all things considered, and the workers 
and managers were in fine condition, 
and fully awake to their duties and re
sponsibilities and to the needs of Jheir 
visitors and the requirements of a suc
cessful camp. Every thing was agree
able, everybody happy and a grand, 
good time was enjoyed by all. The 
Chautauqua Assembly grounds upon 
which the camp was held are said to be 
the finest in the state. It Ues just 
across the river from the residence por
tion of the city, and about three-quar
ters of a mile from the- railroad depot 
and the postofflee. It is a beautiful 
place, with natural forest that gives 
abundant shade, ample boating facili
ties upon a small river picturesque and 
beautiful.- The grounds were formerly 
owned by the State Sunday-school As
sociation, which bylthe unsparing aid 
of art.and-money, made it a veritable 
r-.-adlse, but to them a paradise lost,

Passed to spirit life, near Pennville, 
Ind,, on August 24, 1900, Mrs. Flo 
Brown, wife of L. B. Brown, aged 40 
years. This noble soul was a living ex
ample of tbe pure and exalted teachings 
of Spiritualism, and although she was 
an invalid for many years and knew 
that the transition was liable to come at 
any moment, she never wavered, and 
passed out in the full triumph of spirit
ual victory. Services were conducted 
by the writer at West Grove Chapel, on 
the 26th ult., before a large assembly of 
sympathizing friends.

G. N. HILLIGOSS.
' Anderson, Ind.

Do You Need Spectacles?___
If so, try Poole’s perfected Melted 

Pebble lens, a perfect assistant to the 
eyes for. near and far vision. They in
duce a renewed action of the nerves, 
muscles and blood-vessels and a return 
of natural vigor to the eyes.

My method of fitting is by spirit 
power and clairvoyance. I have fol
lowed .this work for fifteen years, fit
ting thousands of people by this method 
In tbls and foreign countries. I have 
hundreds of letters from my patrons, 
telling me of the benefits received by 
their use. Please write for Illustrated 
circulars explaining my method of 
treatment, also showing styles and 
prices. Address B. F. POOLE, 43 Ev
anston avenue, Chicago, Ill.

their name (and stamps for reply) to 
Dr. J. R. Craig, Sacramento, Cal. He 
will diagnose the most difficult and 
complicated case without asking any 
questions, and will make no charges for 
treatment until you are helped, and 
then only what you are able to pay.
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know a good thing when they see it. 
There are qfbers, however, who do not 
seem to realize what Is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding. Vol. 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
should be in every family in the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not. 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death in its 
multifarious phases; in fact you can 
not find in all the libraries of the world 
as valuable information in regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you in these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and are an ornament to any 
library. Volume 3 Is furnished at 25 
cents, much less than the actual cost to

scription to The Progressive Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. The aggregate cost of 
the three books to the trade Is $4.50. 
At this price, these three books ought to 
be in every Spiritualist family.

The Progressive Thinker is the first 
Spiritualist paper to Inaugurate the Di
vine Plan—a portion of. the profits of 
the office returning to subscribers in 
valuable books. ’

OLUMES 1,~2 and 8 of the Ency- 
pedla of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, Art Magic, Ghost 
Land, The Next World Inter
viewed, and the Occult Life of
Jesus (including the Hull-Oovert 

. Debate) constitute our. premium 
list-those seven books have been on 
sale, costing the buyer In the aggregate, 
$10.75. We, after paying-' the postage, 
and expense of mailing, realize only 
$1.50 for the seven—far less than cost 
to us. We desire to form the nucleus 
of a library in every Spiritualist home, 
.hence this remarkable offer. By sub
scribing for. The Progressive Thinker, 
you then have the privilege of purchas
Ing these books at the premium prices. 
See terms on another page.

"Love—Sex—Immortality." By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. For sale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents.

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 
cents; For sale at the office of The
■Progressive Thinker. ■ ■

"Human Culture and Cure. Parti “The Bridge Between Two Worlds” 
Firs . The Philosophy of Cure, (in- j By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded
eluding Methods and Instruments). ’ leated to all earnest souls who desire 
By L. D. Babbitt, M. D^ LL. D. A by harmonizing their physical and their 
very instructive and valuable work. It1 psychical bodies with universal nature 
8bonw de ,cl‘‘cul?tli’n. as tt and their souls with the higher intelll- 
well fulfills the Promise of Its title. ' gences, to come into closer connection 
For sale at this office.. Price 75 cents, with the purer realms of the spirit

“Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil- world. It is written In the sweet spirit-

Masters of the Law." By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth, $2. For sale at this 
office.

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to' 
Old Records.’ Told by Paul Carns. 
This book la jeartlly commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who wt.uld gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale nt this office, x 

■ The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloUr"'50 
cents.

"The Infidelity of Eccleslasticlsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof, W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull 
For sale at this office. Price ten cents.

“Tne Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is Recognized as one of ■ 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating n scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who Cove to study and think. For 
sale at this office, price, 25 cents.

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of tho Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic) Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows." 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
Fer sale at tbls office. '

“Poems of Progress," By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume la tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

“Heliocentric Astrology or Essentials 
of Astronomy and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1910." By Yarmo Vedra. For sale at 
this office. Price, $1.50. •

“Words that Burn.” A Romance. 
By Lida Briggs Browne. Spiritually 
uplifting and instructive. Price $1.50. 
For sale at this office.

“ ’Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds.” 
By Carrie E. S. Twing. Richly Imbued 
with the philosophy of Spiritualism. 
Price $1. For sale at-this office.

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings." By Mattie E. 
Hull. For Sale at this office. Price 10 
cents.

“Right Living” By Susan H. WIxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She Illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be.benefited by It. 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office.,

"The Mysteries of the Formation of 
the Earth, the Rising and Sinking ol 
Continents, the Introduction of-Man, 
and His Destiny Revealed in God’s Own 
Way and Time.” A work of deep inter
est, given through the mediumship of 
Mrs. M. T. Longley, by an advanced 
band of ancient spirits. Price $1. For 
sale at this office. -

“Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence.” By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis, of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is Intensely interesting. It-gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of 
“double consciousness,” ■ namely Mary 
Lurancy Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and 
Mary Reynolds of Venango county. Pa. 
Far sale at this office.r Price 15 centa,

ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary .works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at thia 
office.

"Principles of Light and Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. Tho result of years of deep 
thought and paUent research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with It.

CLUBS!
We want ten thousand clubs 
formed In every part of the i 
United States, for which we -'I 
present Inducements nev- I 
er before offered by any 1 
Spiritualist paper. These 1 
clubs must consist of ten v 
subscribers, and each one 
will get Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death; or if 
they would prefer It, they 
can have the Next World In
terviewed. They can have 
their choice of the two. 
Each subscriber in order to 
avail himself of this offer 
must pay $1.15. The fifteen 
cents Is to pay expense of 
postage and mailing, and the 
books sent out are practical
ly a gift They are not 
cheap affairs; theyare nicely 
and substantially bound in 
cloth, nea’tly glinted in-clear 
type and are ornaments to 
any center table. The con
tents are Indeed valuable, 
such as every Spiritualist 
family should have. The ag
gregate-price of these two 
books to the trade is $2.75. 
To each of our club sub
scribers one of these books 
is a gift, and when they re- 
.ceive the one of their choice 
they will be delighted with 
it, and will wonder how we 

can afford to do so much. for them 
The one who gets up the club will be 
entitled to TheiProgresslve Thinker for 
one year, and .IVdl. 3 of the Encyclope
dia of Death, land Life in the Spirit 
Spirit World, ahdualso the Next World 
Interviewed. HeSwIli not only get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year, but 
both books. He/Sets what is equiva
lent to $3.75 fort his trouble. There 
should be no difficulty whatever in get
ting up hundredssof clubs. %

Volume 3 of lie Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Llfeilln the Spirit World 
will not only interest Spiritualists, but 
church members will be attracted to it. 
The Rev. SI. Ji Savage, a leading lib
eral divine of Ne« York, leads off with 
several of hist masterly productions, 
treating Death .ffrom an advanced 
standpoint. He is. followed by leading 
Spiritualists wholtreat of Deajh in a 
philosophical abd- fascinating manner.

The Next World Interviewed is also a 
very excellent work. The plates of 
this, book were donated to the office of 
The Progressive Thinker by Henry J. 
Horn. It consists of communications 
from the spirit side of life from leading 
minds there. Fifty-five communica
tions are given by prominent person
ages, among them Prince Albert, Har
riet Martineau, Judge Edmonds, Horace 
Greeley, Lord Lytton, Fanny Fern, Dr. 
Livingstone and the Czar of Russia.

Now is the time to get up

CLUBS

MRS. MAGGIE WRITE
Reading by mall. S1.06. Business advice a specialty. 

804 8. Crouse ave., Syracuse, N. Y. &56tf

DON’T READ THIS. ’
France« L. Loucks, theonly psychic wonder living, 

that use« the spiritual X-ray without auy leading 
symptom to direct, and locate« all Internal diseases 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion aud 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, as hun
dreds can testify. Send name, age, sex, complexion 
and ten cents In stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Ma««.

NEW DREAM BOOK.
1,000 Dream« aud their Inlerpretatlon; price 25 

cent«; «am by mall ou receipt of price, In coluor 
stamp«, Addre«« DR. K. GREEK, Maywood, 111. 556tf

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
lain.

> .P'^r/rtend«, you can greihly help me cure for my 
blind shier. Jennie L. Webb, one of tbe earliest iue- 
«■urn» uow lu the form, by wrllluc > letter to > spirit 
irlentl. Brod It lo,mo with 11, nud I will try «utl eel 
reply by Independent wrltlup or whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Cbumberlulu. Mllfordr Jl^ss. SBltr

DR. A. B, SPINNEY.
Free examinations and free diagnosis of all wh 

are alck. Send name, p. o. address, age and leading 
symptoms, and I will give you a careful opinion of 
tnature of your disease and the chances for a cure.

1 w»V6.!,ee? forty-three years lu practice, 1 now 
own the Heed Chy Sanitarium, with a staff of eight nhvitcinna. olq.rii.vn n i ,.i«.. n__ ... , *--- ----- uuu*iut IUIU, nuu UJIUHUI DlKUl 
physicians; also have a Lying-fn-Hwmltal. Scud for 
KPnK> v.?”.‘¡ n,t- Alldre!» «H mal1 to A B. I
SPINNEY, M. D, Rood City, Mieli. 559«

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins, 
Speaker«. Healer« and Test Mediums, bold test cir
cle« Frlqay evenings at 8 o'clock, and Thursday flftarnnrtn« at in'/ri,reL n.<..in..t_ _.__ >».. . J

DB Loux- TRANCE MEDIUM.
Sittings dally. Sealed letter« aaawered. 2922

Cottage Grove aye., Flat 7, Chicago, ill. 668

CLAIRVOYANT AND CLAIRAUDIENT ME- 
alum. Three queitlon« answered and trial read- 

J™halr’ name’ *8® »nd»ex toMiiS. M. E. COMNELL, 798 Duluth av., St. Paul,
Minn. ’ ’

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cure« all form« of itoinach, liver and kidney disease: 
also constipation. A sure cure for that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient Quantity for one 
month sent for 11.00.

Oue paakagc of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised by 
thousands lu all pans of Che world. Sent for 60 cents 
or all three sent postpaid for 11.00, with Yarina’s 
photo aud Instructions bow to live 100 years

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore loit vlilon. Writ, tor 111 usCrated ClrcuUr, 

•bowingstylos and prices and photo ot Spirit Yanns, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. lean 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes In your own homo as if you were in my 

cau testify. Send stamp for pboto.
B. F. POOLE di CO., 48 Evanston a'., Chicago, Ill.

$2 —TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two and throe «ec

tion« 86 In. high—maguetlzed when de«!red~l2 on re
ceipt of price. Addre«« WM. A. MURRAY. 508 E 2nd 
St,, Newport. Ky. 554

If You Wish to Be Successful
Send date of blrtli. with one dollar, to- >—t uv v voiPta, anti JIIUIBUKY MH.u vi uuui, nuu vuu UUUfcl, III 

afternoons at S o clock, Developing circles Tuesday r> _,
w.‘m^ 884 Dr, Bogart, Cleburne, Tex.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

wauon, This work was written by a modern Savior, 
•grand and noble man. Price 11.00.

Myieif cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
or Cocaine, ot • never-tailing harmleu Home Cure. 
Mas. M. E. Baldwik. P. O. Box 1212, Chicago, HL

TALMAGEAN INANITIES.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies.
A review of Rev. T. DeWitt aud Rev. Frank De

Witt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks upon Spiritual
ism. By Moses Hull. For sale at this office. Price 
10 cents.

Children’s Progressive Lycettm.
Amanual, wlth direction« for thè trganizatlon and 

management ot Bunday «ebool«. fiy Andrew Jackson 
Davi». BQmethlns indlsnenaable. Pr.cc 50 cenu.

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS,

Or Bex lu Religion. By Eliza Burt Oamble. “It I« a 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at time« curiously from statistics which rolxbtba 
open to doubt; and nerer fora moment sensationalor 
revolutlonary.—Chicago Herald. 8S9 pages, large 
type, cloth bound. Price «2.2S. For aale at this offlee

MEDIUMSHIP,
A chapter of experience«, by Mrs. Marla M. King. 

Price 10c. For sale at this office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTLKE.
BY S. WEIL.

Cloth, 31.35. Paper, tn conta.
Thia la a work of great value, written by one of tho 

keenest, most powerful and most truly rellrioua 
mind« of tbe day. It Is particularly a work which 
should be put Into the handB of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogroiw of orthodoxy and from 
tbe dogma» of materialistic science, for it will 
strengthen tbe conviction of tho free mind that mind 
and senses are not tbe whole of Ilf1.■ — — —— •• — —— . —* . ■

Tbe chapter, reveal a new raetlid la 
■plritual reiearch. They .how vlrM a 

. (tupendou morel cosmos. that win oom 
' confu.lon; th.t only verifiable tenets CM 

tbe childhood period ot talth audftMVW 
uedsd by imowiedce and facts. For ave

i

Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.

By Watson He.ton. Price, board«, ,1: cloth, »1JJ0. 
Heiton is Inimitable.

Gifted Psychic.
Obsession Cured.

Special Attention Given to
Nervous Ailments, 

Astonishing Cures of Diseasei 
Physical and Mental, 

Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice, by malif 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

19*1 hive never known a more competent, reliable 
and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than Cha* 
Walter Lynn. Job. Rodk« Bdchawaw,

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
' Oakland, Call.

ARE YOU SICK OR POOR?
If you wish to be cured of either con

dition, send date of birth.

I Do Not Charge for Treatments.

Send one dollar a month to pay ma 
for my time and expenses.

W. F. BOGART, M. D,
CLEBURNE, TEX.

YOUB, FUTUBE
37 Opera Houbo Block, Denver, Ooi. From ii.W,

ASTHOLOG1CAL READING, RULES FOR Miv 
(IlumsUlp. Short History or Human Race. 3 dltael 

and «tamp. Give date of birth. A. JANE. 6S SoUtB 
Broadway, Aurora. 111. 664

THE BANGS SISTERS
Phenomenal Mediums.

Independent Blate and Taper Writlug. Sitting» 
dally.

Spirit Portrait Work a Specialty.
All work done tn the broad daylight. 654 W. Adami 

St., Chicago, 111.

Turkish Headache Powders
Cure Id 10 minutes. Never affect the heart. 10 and 
25c a package. Tbe TURKISH MEDICINE CO,, 220
Clinton St., Chicago, III- 560

WM. W. ABER.
Readings by mail, 11.06. Advice on all affairs of life«

■Lock Box 20, Spring Hill, Kans. 666

%

,T
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A Few Words About the Devil, I 
And Other Essays. । 

By Charles Bradlaugh. With the ,tory ot hl. Ufa 
as told by hlmielf, and the hlriory of hl. parliamen
tary.trugglo. With portrait. Paper, 60c. ‘

The Other World and This.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All's Right with tbe World." Cloth 270 
pager Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success with 
"All’r Right with the World," which continues In tho 
front rank uf tbe Metaphysical books that are now so 
popular. Tbe gpeat number who have Jeen cheered 
nnd strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by th.s wise teacher whose words of help are doing «0 
much to nake the world better by making men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail“
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. IC

■A

___ > * will be In demand by many who Bare not previouslyCompendium or Spiritual Laws« read metaphysical writings. Price 41.50. For sale at 
this office.No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In th!» volume tbo autbor, In the tbtrty-nlne 

chapters, dUcum« a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand
point. She evince« tbe powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. Tbe subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a riOu addition to any Spiritualiet'o 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek* 
Ing Information concerning Spiritualism aud lu teach* 

' Ings.
For Sale at this Office. PB£oe,$l.BO

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By 
Wm. aud Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A marvelous 
work. Though concise as a text book Itlsai faicin* 
atlng sr a wurk of fiction. Tbe reader will be amazed 
io see tbe curious facts here combined in support 6i 
this power of the human mind, which will resolve • 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
asday.and throw light on all subjects now obscured 
by time. Price «1.50. For sale at this office.

lu three volumes, cloth bound, «1.50 each.

ycblc and 
ipse« of « 
»do moral 
rvlve, and

ZUGASSENT’S DISCOVERY.
Sequel to Tbe Strike of a Sex. By Georgs N. Miller. 
Paper, 25 cents. For sale at this office. i

THE RELATION
Of Spiritual to the Material Universe: and tbe 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged &M revlBod. 
by M. Faredag. Price 15 cents.

TWO IN ONE ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
A COMBINATION OF , 

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work 1» a 
•ombliiiiUon into one volume of two of Mr. HulTs 
SlendKworks. By this arrangement the cost Is such 

at th» reader Is enabled to secure the two books 
coaJ.Kd.at the Jame »rice as was formerly asked 
tor th«n »eparately. This volume contains 462 pages 
and Is tundsomely bound In cloth, and contain» an ex« 
callpnt portrait of the author. .

’ . THE QUESTION SETTLED

Tbe Most Important Revelations 
Concerning the True Origin 

of Christianity.
Reader, In bringing to your notice “Antiquity Un

veiled,’’ it 1« with tbe «Incere hope that you arc earn 
estly looking for tbo truth, regardleg« of any other 
consideration. If such 1« the case, this advertisement 
will deeply Interest you, and after rer-’ing this brief 
description you will donbticBS wish to gi» e tbe wotka 
careful perusal. Price «1.-5U. -

Philosophy of Phenomena.
BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D.,

Author of * ‘Cosmology.” 
IN TWO PARTS.

I, METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

CONTENTS.
PART I.—METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

Chap. 1, Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2, Metaphysical 
Philosophy; S, Heat; 4, Functional Phenomena; S, 
Man; 6. Objective and Subjective Phenomena; 7, 
“Who by searching can find God?" 8, Hyperbole Mei* 
»physical; 9, “To the Unknown God. Whom ye Ignoj* 
antly Worhlpf’ 10, “The Father la greater than !?• 
11, True and Spurious God«; 12, “I am tho ReBurroe. 
tlon and theLlfe;" 18. An Imaginary God and soma 
of Hl« Exploits; 14, *-H0 1« Free whom the Truth 
bath made free;*’ 15, All Animates Originate from 
Eresj 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy of 
Healing; 18, Worship of Deity; 19, Sense and Nonsense 
Intermixed; 20, Plurality and Trl-untty of Ged* 21. 
Vagaries; 22, Misapprehension; 23, What Is Bln?24» 
SunB, Planet« and Satellites of the Univer»»; 25, Be» 
ginning without Ending; 28, Design or Accident 
Which? 27, Chance versus Law; 28, Summary, 
t PART II,—PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

1» »caHiftiioomparlion of Biblical and Modern Spirit ' ‘ 1

The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of humin* to d»t& Price. Daner. 25 eta.* finM »»»hisrSiAA*
Itn it» moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel «»co, paper.« on. bom at Utt offlee.
ministry; the spiritual nature of man, and the objec- . .
ttonsolieredtoSpIrituallrm, are all considered In tbe fl II !■ « a
llghtoi theBlblo, nsture, history, reason and common Thfi ilflfllllr tflFAfiO fir vflVI ne uccuii rorces (ir obx
consist! of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism —.
and Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, and : BY LOTS WAISBROOKER.
i- a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish I te defecd Spiritualism, or find arguments against i . ——— • ■ ■
assumptions of Orthodoxy. • . Tbl»admirable work consists of three pamphlet»

embodied tn one volume, in which quostions of great 
Importance to tbe race are discussed from the stand« 
jiofat of an «^apced social reformer. Price 60 cent»

PRICE SL FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD,
Or Mabel Raymond's Resolve,

By Lol. Walibroker. Thla U a norel wrltten wlth a 
»urpo.0 to terrore tae hmu race; to mold the fu
ture ottipriM vna raasan, toaltk and tnolratto.

Glimpses of Heaven.
Through tbe hand of Carrie E. 8. Twlng automatically 
By Gilbert Haven, late Blihop of the Methodlst Epl»« 
copal Church. Tbls 1» tbe second book froth thls.em* 
Incnt divine since he passed to Splrii-llfc. Price20c, 
For sale at tbls office.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. Saif-Contradictious of the Bikie,
Ob« bn&drodud forty-four propoiittans, theolrçleaU 

moral, historical aid ipecniatìv»; etch proved affirm« 
Btivaly bbA Befttirefr by ouotattMi MB Scripture, 
without oorant. Price « onia,

Chap. 29, Nebulre; 80, Air Pressure and Air Motion 
M ft Motor; 81, Air and Orbital Motion«; 82, Water 
Made to Run up H11;; 83 Philosophy of Canyons, When 

How Formed; 81, Glacial Phenomena; 35, Moon» 
wd their Motions; 86, Ethnological Phenomena; 87. 
Iha Colored Man.

APPENDIX-—Problems; Physical and Metapbyr 
leal Phenomena, ad Infinitum.

Tbo topics treated receive a handling that Is dis* 
tlnctly terse, yet popular. The style of the author 
throughout Is epigrammatic—compact with clear 
thought, The book Is a remarkable one In every as
pect. Being compact with thought Itself, It will not 
fall to compel thought In others,

I With a steelplau portrait of the author. C*oth. 
¡ umo, pp, 208, Fhcetl.OO.'For sale at this office.

I “The Watseka Wonder.”
! To the student of psychic phenomena this pamphlet 

Is tnteniely Interesting. It give« detailed accounts ot 
two cases of Udouble consciousness?’ namely, Mary 
Lurancy Veonunit of WaUeka, III., and Mary 
Reynolds, of Venango county. Pa. Prlcb 15 cent». 
For tale at tbls office.

Why I Am a Vegetarian
An iddreu delivered before tho Chicago Vegetarian 

Society. By J. Howard Moore. Trice 25 cents. For 
tale at th!» office.

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Tvelve Lecture« t>y Abliy A. Judion. TbtCbook 

ehoutd be read by every spiritual!««. Price IB») 
¡»■Uga 10 cents. For sale kt this offlee.

THE DESCENT OF MAN.
By Charles Darwin. Cloth, gilt top, 75c. On Itt Bp« 

pearancc it aroused atonco n storm of mingled wrath, 
wonder and admiration. In elegance of »Lyle, charm 
of manner and deep knowledge ot nnturalhlstory.il 
Blands almost wlthcnt a rival among scientific work». 
Female at this office. < - •_ —

•i?

nnturalhlstory.il
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CONSCIOUSNESS!MEDIUM VS. PSYCHIC;ROMANISM.CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.COMING OUR WAY.SUGGESTION CURES.

WHICH SHE MAKES SOMEIN

J

Its Results Are Most Re’ 
markable.

■

TREATS MANY PATIENTS—SOME 
STRANGE EXPERIMENTS IN THE 
PRESENCE OF A COMPANY OF 
BROTHER MINISTERS - HOPES 
FOR THE FUTURE.
The Rev. Howard B. Cutten, a center 

rush on the Yale football team when he 
was a student in college, and now pas
tor of tlie Howard avenue Baptist 
chureh, New Haven, Conn., is obtaining 
some astonishing results in bls hypnotic 
experiments. He has devoted fils ef- 
foits chiefly to victims of the liquor and 
tobacco habits, with signal success, but 
may be induced to widen the scope of 
bls work.

By far the most Interesting of his ex
periences during tlie week were those of 
Wednesday, when two subjects were 
treated for the purpose of curing them 
of the liquor and tobacco habits respect
ively, in the presence of a large com
pany of New Haven ministers who had 
been invited especially for the occasion. 
Tlie usual operating room Is a small, 
cell-like place, fitted with electric lights 
and double padded doors. This room 
was discarded for these experiments in 
favor of tlie large lecture room of Pro
fessor Scripture, head of the department 
of experimental psychology.

MANY VOLUNTEERS ATTEND.
Two subjects had been provided be

fore hand, but even if they had not been 
there’need have been no delay. Several 
times during the morning the demon
strator was interrupted by the arrival 
of persons who besought him to accept 
them as patients. One man who had 
read of Mr. Cutten's wonderful hyp
notic cures had come from Bridgeport, 
hoping that he might induce the cleigy- 
inan to try to cure chronic neuralgia by 
hypnotism.

None of the volunteers, however, was 
accepted, the two subjects selected al
ready being deemed sufficient. Both 
were inebriates, one middle-aged, the 
other somewhat younger. The latter 
had used liquor since he was 14 and 
had chewed and snioked tobacco for 
about tlie same length of time. He was 
hypnotized first on August 19, and now 
is nauseated by tobacco, though he still 
has a slight taste for liquor. . . ..

Both patients looked what they were 
said to, be—physical'wrecks—but each 
declared he felt better than for years.

“You men are warm and perspiring 
from your walk, but after your sleep 
you'll be refreshed. Now J-—, take 
this chair,” said Mr. Cutten.

The elder num, lame and weak, 
mounted the platfomi and seated hlm- 
self in a cushioned chair. The experi-

a number of movements of hands and 
fingers and a variety of other motions.

But the most interesting was the ex- 
hibitien of “post-hypnotic suggestion,” 
in the case of the older patient. Mr. 
Outten said to the spectators:

“You see I am wearing neither coat 
nor waistcoat In this warm roohi. I 
shall tell this man that on the coat 
which I am supposed to wear is a 
great sunflower, covering half my 
shoulder. When he wakens- he’ll see it 
and speak of it.” .

This is what followed: .
“On my coat is a great, bright flower. 

It’s a fine, big sunflower. When I call 
you to awaken tell me what you know 
about such flowers. Come, wake up."

The man stretched out his arms and 
yawned. His eyes were brighter than 
when he came into the room and he 
seemed happier. He glanced at. Mr. 
Cutten as the latter took a chair facing 
him. A smile grew about his lips and 
he walked over to the clergyman.
THINKS HE SJ2ES SUNFLOWER.

“Gee whiz, that’s a whopping sun
flower. Do you like ’em? When I was 
a kid I used to dry ’em, big ones, you 
know, and pull out the seeds to make 
my initials. That’s a flue one you've 
got, sure enough.”

The other patient, who saw no sun
flower, looked at his companion in 
amazement. Leaning over to me he 
asked: "Say, mister, what’s he talking 
about? He’s got no sunflower."

Tlie men were dismissed- with the ad
monition that they were expected to re
turn on Saturday morning. ,

Mr. Cutten was asked by a spectator 
why he used the same method of Indue- 

•Ing the hypnotic spell on both men and 
what were other methods. He replied:

“These men are comparatively easy to 
work with now. It took forty minutes 
with tlie younger man (lie first time and 
briefer periods at each successive trial.

“I try to study the patient’s mental 
and physical makeup at first. Now, 
with you, for instance, 1 should try the 
bright bead methods.”

There Is no end to the application of 
the Rev. Mr. Cutten’s theories If they 
are successful. Though confining his 
attention to inebriates and victims of 
the tobacco habit, the Rev. Mr. Cutten 
admits the possibilities of his treatment 
in athletics.

POSSIBLE USE ON ATHLETES.
“Supposing it was the night before a 

big college athletic event,” he *sald. 
“The athletes are keyed up and perhaps 
overtrained. A hypnotic' sleep would 
do what no power has been able to do 
for them heretofore. But I do not core 
for ifils feature of the work. I want to 
know if hypnotism is a cure for moral 
ailments, evil temper, vicious beliefs. 
Then I can use it as an adjunct to my 
church work. I have.everything to en
courage me. Out of all my cases I have 
lost but one, you might say. He was an
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menter hold a wdteh in one hand and 
With tlie other stroked the eyelids of the 
patient gently.

“Go to sleep; that’s right; you’re pret
ty tired, I guess. One! Two! Three! 
You’re dozing. Now, then, don't wake 
up until you’re called,” was repeated 
several times, and In less than thirty 
seconds the man sat sleeping In the 
chair.

"Move to tills chair by the wall," was 
- the next command,” obeyed as speedily 
as the patient could, Mr. Cutten guld- 
ing him.

SERMON OF THE HYPNOTIST.
The younger man was next sum- 

• moned to the seat where he had seen 
his companion doze off. It took only a 
few more seconds to put him to sleep.

. The sermon began thus:
.“You men have seen the seamy side 

of life. You are tired of the life of sin 
and dissipation.- You want to turn from 
it and be clean men. There must be no 
More drinking, no more using of to
bacco.

“Do you hear that (calling each man 
by name), and do you realize what it 
means? Stop! Stop it! You’re not the 
men I take you for, you’re not men at 
all—unless you cut off the terribly de
structive habit.

“Now, If you stop using it, the fumes 
of whisky and beer will make you ill, 
the smell' of tobacco will cause you 
nausea.

“You are through with whisky and 
rum for good! They’ll make you sick, 
sure." said the athlete preacher, with 
emphasis, repeating and repeating it.

; Addressing the older man, Mr. Cut
' ten asked. ■ *

“How did you get along yesterday? 
Did you take strong drink?” 
. “No, sir; not once.” ’

.. .. “Did you see me?” .
“Once; on the street only.”

> “Did you have any invitation to 
drink?”

' ; “An old tool-maker who used to work 
with me asked me in.”

■ . “Did you drink anything at all yes
terday?” •

• “Yes; I went to the pump on the green 
several times for water."

Tlie responses were given in nearly 
inaudible -whispers. One needed to be 

■ close to the platform'to understand.
The other patient went through a 

course of questioning iAso. He said he 
had no strong craving for liquor to-day, 
and that tobacco nauseated him.

- A photographer touched off a flash
light during the conversation between 

. Mr. Cutten and the sleeping men. The 
flash aroused the younger man, as Mr. 

. Cutten had said it would, but he was 
promptly put to sleep again.
CALLS FLASHLIGHT LIGHTNING.

As neither of the men had seen the 
photographic apparatus, nor had known 
that a photographer was to be present, • 
the experimenter was asked to question: 
the man on what awakened him, to de
term I ne the genuineness of the surprise, 

“A flash of lightning,” was the reply. 
To majie sure that the men would 

not wake up while Mr. Cutten convinced 
the victim of neuralgia, who had come 
from Bridgeport, that he could not treat 
him, Mr. Cutten stroked ty>th men’s 
eyesagain, telling them to ‘.'sleep 
soundly.” The spectators in the room 
were cautioned to keep quiet.

In order to demonstrate how power
fully the men: were under.the hypnotic 
spell, upon his return to the room, Mr. 
Cntten bade them in succession to tun’-'

epileptic.
“All the slaves of liquor and 

I have tried have stopped. I 
yet say they are cured. Ken, 
knowledged authority on the

tobacco 
cannot 
the ac- 
subject,

Rev. R. Heber Newton on 
Immortality.

has made some experiments. ’ He says a 
cure cannot be effected in less than five 
years. I think two years sufficient. 
One of my patients, who smoked tobac
co for twenty-two years, has not used 
the weed since I treated him on August 
10. Before that he would pick up .cigar 
butts in the street and smoke them. 
After I discourse to them in the hyp
notic sleep they are sickened by the use 
of tobacco or liquor on the next trial.”

Asked to analyze the power and how 
It operated to cure, the Rev. Mr. Cutten 
said:

“I cannot. It is by suggestion. When 
hypnotized I tell them not to smoke or 
drink. When the subject returns to the 
normal state the desire is gone. That is 
all I can tell you.

“I have so far treated about twenty 
men, some for the tobacco, others foj; 
the alcohol habit. All have stopped 
their Indulgences. It Is too early yet to 
say that complete cures have been effect
ed'. Authorities say that it takes five 
years to establish a cure.

“One of my patients used tobacco for

Rev. R. Heber Newton is rector of 
All Souls’ Protestant Episcopal Church 
on Madison avenue and Sixty-sixth 
streets, New York, one of the most 
fashionable places of worship in the 
city, and his position-among the clergy 
of New York is one of great promi
nence. Dr. Newton lias been very lib
eral in hfs ideas for some time. Dr. 
Savage and Dr. Newton are great 
friends, as mapy of their theological 
views are the same in common, 
although one preaches from a Unitarian 
pulpit and tlie other an Episcopal pul
pit. Dr. Newton Js ranked among the 
advanced thinkers and Ills opinions 
upon religious matters have.. carried 
weight, but his present article; entitled 
“The New Thought of Immortality," 
published in the August number of the 
magazine “Mind,” has created a sensa
tion in church circles in this city. In 
dealing with the problem of immortali
ty, he stamps as untrue the orthodox 
conception of an after life, declaring 
there will be no general day of judg
ment, no resurrection of the body. In 
his opening paragraphs Dr. Newton 
shys that from the time of Jesus to our 
own day there has been little or no de
velopment In man’s faith concerning 
immortality. He credits Swedenborg 
with evolving the first really new con
ception of Immortality, and the Spirit
ualists with keeping it alive. He de
scribes the orthodox conception of im
mortality, and declares the language of 
this traditional conception still drawls 
in our hymns, still drones from our pul
pits, still whines In our prayers. In pre
senting his convictions on the unseen 
world, he says Immortal life must be 
conceived in accordance with the doc
trine of evolution. He continues: “The 
life that is beyond is one and the same 
life that is here. There are not two 
lives, a present and a future, there are 
not two worlds, seen and unseen, there 
are not two states, a here and a here
after— there is one life, one world, one 
state.” .

“Alas that we conservative church
men, holding our venerable prayer-book 
In our hands, in the last sacred offices 
of the dead, should ever fancy ourselves 
obligated to repeat language that is 
archaic, obsolete and untrue, words 
ringing false upon our consciousness, 
offending our judgment and belying our 
faith. Death is no rear break In life. 
It is a conjunction, not a disjunction, in 
the story of being. It Is a stepping
stone from one ■ stage of existence to 
another. It is a birth into the hereafter. 
Death is not a divorce between the soul 
and the body, needing to be'annulled 
by the soul’s reunion with the body. 
The belief-in tbe d-esurrectlon of the 
physical body as a necessity for the 
clothing of the spirit Is a pagan super- 
slltlon that has lingered too long in 
Christianity. When life sheds one body 
it is but to grow another. The body 
always grows around the life. Each 
cell is an .embodiment of mind, apd is 
grown by that mind. The intelligence 
that grew it can grow' it again in a 
higher form. Death then is the true 
resurrection. No other resurrection is 
conceivable. The. body that we dwell 
In on the earth decomposes, and its ma
terials pass into other structures in
numerable. The archangel's trumpet, 
at the sound of which we are all to be 
changed in a moment, that is the splen
did Imagery of the apostle. He who 
dies awakens into consciousness—the 
same being as of old. He is conscious 
of his continued personal' Identity. He 
knows himself to be himself. The dead 
are therefore recognizable by one 
another and by the living, if ever com
munication is established. This follows

twenty-two years. He was so much a 
victim of the habit that he would pick 
up old cigar stumps and smoke them. 
He has not used tobacco since I first 
hypnotized him, on August 10.

“The boy I took from the Calvary 
Baptist Home has not smoked clgarets 
since March. His reformation seems to 
be complete. The other cases are much 
the same. The treatment acts similarly 
up6n all. They do not care for the to
bacco or liquor, and the sight or smell of 
either makes them sick.

USE BY PHYSICIANS.
“Physicians understand that the ap

plication of the placebo in medicine is 
really a form of hypnotism. Hypnotism 
is really therapeutic suggestion; the in
ducing of a state of hypersensibility. "

“One grave danger of hypnotism In 
the hands of a quack or evil-doer is that 
bad Impressions, frightful, hideous, and 
tormenting ideas, and shocks that do 
damage to the nervous system may be 
given. But chloroform and ether may 
also be abused.”.

Asked to tell how he came to take up 
the Investigations, and particularly to 
choose inebriates as subjects, he said:

“I have been studying' psychology at 
Yale for four years, under Professors 
George T. Ladd, E. Hershey Sneath, 
George M. Duncan, and Edward W. 
Scripture. For my thesis for the degree 
of Doctor of Psychology I chose the 
subject, ‘The Psychology of Inebriates,' 
having become deeply Interested in men 
whom I met in my pastoral work.

Previously, to this I had but infre
quently used hypnotism. The first time 
was to try a classmate who was 111 with 
a ¡peculiar malady? I cannot state fur
ther what that was. Never have! made 
use of hypnotism for any purpose save 
to' benefit.some one physically or as a 
matter of scientific research." ?

■ When a country, is.well-governed, pov-. 
erty and mean conditions are things to 
be ashamed of; . when a country is. Ill- 
governed, riches and.honor are thingsto 
be ashamed of.—Confucius.

The Morning of life is like the dawn 
of the day, full of purity, of Imagery 
and harmony.—Chateaubriand. ■

■ His eyes have all the seeming of a de- 
“'on thn't Is dreaming.—Poe. ■

Is a Remnant of Bar 
barism.

s Not History Repeating 
Itself?

A Startling Prophecy, by 
Mrs. Lincoln.

Physical, Intermediate, and 
Celestial.

The story recently circulating in sev
eral papers, that somebody on bls 
deathbed confessed to the atrocious 
crime for which Th. Dufrant suffered 
the death penalty—though positively 
contradicted—cannot fall to bring back 
to every thoughtful mindithe often dis
cussed question, Is circumstantial evi
dence infallible, and has > the jury a 
right to pronounce upon Its strength a 
sentence of death?

In some parts of Europe an alleged 
criminal can only bo, condemned to 
death after himself confessing bls 
guilt. He is put into prison for. life, and 
it happened again and again; that an 
almost forgotten prisoner , was released, 
the crime tor which he suffered being 
confessed to by some other person. 
Had the victim been executed, it would 
have been “legal murder,’’ and legal 
murders are far from being scarce. 
Any honest man may eventually run the 
risk of being convicted of some crime, 
circumstances coinciding to make the 
apparently impossible■> seem possible. 
And as for witnesses, who can look 
into the heart ot man? The perpetrator 
ot a crime will not hesitate, to add per
jury, if by so dojug he can save his own 
skin.

Suppose that "monster” Durrant was 
Indeed the imiocent man he-claimed to 
be, even at the moment when tlie hang
man's noose already touched his neck! 
Wliat a horrible supposiflpui

Some cold-blooded egotist—styling 
himself pliilosopher-^mlglit(say In the 
vein of Socrates: "Would you rather die 
guilty than innocent?" ' {

"No,” 1 answer, “a thousand times 
no!” But why should anybody be de
liberately sent out of Ulis World before 
his time? Who has a right to spill nu- 
other man’s blood, even though he be a 
criminal? Can murder be atoned for by 
committing another murder?

“Ah,” you say, “this-Is done in the 
name of justice and In -the name of 
God, whose representatives are’ sitting 
on the judge's bench and in the'juror’s 
box.” :
, Alas for crude and savage humanity! 
A man mpy seem excused fpr killing in 
self-defense, for he may indeed have a 
right to tight for his own life;: blit exe
cuting n murderer does not tiring to life 
his victim; it Is "legal iuffider” pnrcand 
simple, based on the saVhfeh instinct of 
revenge. - It is a remuHht of barbaric 
times, stored up in the'Utd .Testament 
among n heap of simllaf remnants. ’

On what else, for instance, can we 
base that wild craze for'Inching, that 
bloody stain on bur much boosted of civ
ilization, if not on man’s.instinct of re-‘ 
vengep-on his lust of selngblopd, firing 
his passions to such a degree, that he 
wrenches the criminal (and often per
haps tho wrong one) from the hands of 
justice that would at least^rant him a 
trial. So-called justice is too 'slow and 
lenient for savage, revengeful man; he 
is In a frepzy to dip his bruMsh hands in 
the blood of some miserable victim.

Ah! Do we march at this head of the 
world’s civilization? Ntmierous other 
practices of wholesale violence might 
be mentioned as belonging unto the 
same category of eruption; of man’s 
brutish nature; but it would carry us

To the Editor:—In the year of “our 
Lord” 1822, Rev. John Brown, of Had
dington, England, published an edition 
of the Holy Bible. His introductory re
marks filled 50 mammoth pages, from 
which I quote a few plain paragraphs:

“In the beginning of the seventh cen
tury, two principal enemies of Jesus 
Christ formally appeared on the earth; 
the Mahometan delusion In the East, 
which has ever since extirpated or op
pressed the Christian religion in a great 
part of the world; and the long-pre
dicted Anti-Christ In the West. The 
imperial seat had been long before re
moved to Constantinople. The western 
empire had been abolished, and ten 
motley kingdoms formed out of its 
ruins. Every shadow of Rome’s ancient 
forms of government by kings, consuls, 
decemvirs, tribunes, dictators, emperors, 
heathen or Christian, was gone; and 
Rome itself, in A. D. 566,‘subjected to 
the exarch ot Ravenna. These things 
had given tlie bishops of Rome an op
portunity to extend their ambitious 
views. The clerical form of church gov
ernment still wanted an imperial Lord 
over all, instead of Jesus Christ; and by 
promoting divisions, by encouraging 
appeals to themselves from the eastern 
and other bishops, by pretended deeds 
of councils in their own favor, and by 
unwearied struggles with the bishops of 
Constantinople, the Romish bishops had 
long and earnestly contended for the 
supremacy.

“About A. D. COO or 608, Phocas, an 
absolute monster of treachery, cruelty, 
and everything horrid, had, by the in
human murder of his worthy master 
Mauritius ami family, become the em
peror of the East. It seems the bishop 
of Constantinople disdained the friend
ship of this Infernal wretch. But (Pope) 
Boniface III. of Rome, by ills fulsome 
flatteries obtained his imperial appoint
ment to be the Universal Bishop of the 
Christian Church. Deputies were im
mediately despatched throughout the 
Western churches to introduce the new 
Gregorian superstition, and to procure 
a formal submission to the Roman pope. 
The missionaries being extremely 
Ignorant [just as they are to-day] of 
everything, or at least incapable of 
officiating In the language of the places 
to .which they were^sent, it is said Pope 
Vltalian, about. A. D. O'BO, appointed 
thelf, public worship to' be everywhere 
performed in the now 'long disused 
•Liitin tongue. Tills at once concealed.

STATEMENTS THAT ARE ABLY 
CRITICISED BY LYMAN 0. HOWE. 
At the Briggs Park Camp, Grand 

Rapids, August 19, Mrs. May Cecil 
Lincoln delivered a brilliant lecture. 
She emphasized the statement that she 
is a Spiritualist, and has always been 
one1; was born a Spiritualist; but she 
charged Spiritualists with being selfish, 
and unprogressive! Why? Because 
they—many of them—were adverse to 
the acceptance of new ideas—such as re
incarnation, and the assumptions of 
Theosophists.

She held that mediumship is an infe
rior attainment, and should be subordi
nated to the higher discipline of the 
“psychic.” She claims to have ad
vanced from medium to psychic, which 
she insists is distinct and superior. She 
narrows the definition of medium down 
to that of an agent or transmitter of 
messages; and this Is probably the 
sense in which the majority use it. But 
my definition of mediumship includes 
all that she claims for psychic, for ev
ery medium Is a psyche, with some 
functions available, which are not yet 
developed In the masses. It is not n 
new idea that mediums may gain much 
by self-culture, and the assertion of In
dividuality, when it does not antagonize 
spiritual help. In tact, self-dependence, 
and the guidance of reason and moral 
sense, rather than abject submission to 
the dictates and control ot any foreign 
agent, has been the pivotal Idea In 
Modern Spiritualism from the first. It 
has been taught and emphasized from 
the platform, In the circle room, In our 
literature for over fitly years, but many 
are slow to heed the lesson. The old 
“rot” of superstition clings to human 
nature long after the new gospel has be
come the professed standard of right
eousness.

Mrs. Lincoln claimed that 99 per cent 
of the lunatics In the asylums are sim
ply victims of obsession! But she neg
lected to Impress her audience, made up 
of a heterogeneous mixture of Spirit
ualists, church people, skeptics, and un
cultured creedlsts of all sorts, who 
have little idea of Spiritualism and its 
teachings, that these lunatics are not, 
and never were Spiritualists, nor ever 
knew anything of mediumship. But 
she did impress them with the notion

too far. We cannot ¿lie foes of

inevltably from the continuation of per
sonal identity. Death ushers us into no 
foreign world. We will be at home in 
the hereafter as we are at home here. 
The activities of our being on earth will 
be the activities of our being in heaven. 
Life's finest joys and highest ecstasies 
would be stolen from us in a heaven 
where there Is no play for these powers. 
The occupations of earth must there
fore shadow and type the occupations 
of hehven. In higher and nobler forms 
we must go on doing there what we are 
doing here. If homes are necessary 
here homes are necessary there—the 
centers of' family life without which 
the truest bonds of man would be 
broken. The associations that group 
themselves naturally ■ here must In 
higher and nobler forms group them
selves in the hereafter. Death makes 
no break-in the continuity of character. 
It -works no miracle. A man- is the 
same here and hereafter. He Is the 
same Intellectually before and after 
death. The thoughtful, studious man 
upon earth will be the thoughtful, stu» 
dious man In the heavens. He that.is 
silly and superficial here will be silly 
add superficial as he starts again in 
life there.' The wise man before death 
will be wise after death. There are 
fools over; there as hefe. The .-fingers 
that have' been busy- handling- - the 
croupier of our American . Monte Carlo 
(Wall street,-Dr. Newton means), which 
faces. Trinity Church, cannot turn at a 
moment’s notice to play harps in the 
New Jerusalem. There must be re
wards and punishments-in the life be
yond If it is a real life. A man carries 
his heaven with him through death into 
the hereafter. A man-carries his own 
hell with him through death Into the 
hereafter. Heaven and hell are not 
located in space, they are located in 
mind. Heaven and hell are not shut off 
from each other as we traditionally con
ceive of' them. Heaven and hell can 
mingle upon earth. Men living in 
heaven and in hell can jostle each other 
along Fifth avenue and crowd one 
another on Broadway. Hell then is ho 
finality In the worlds beyond our earthly 
hells any more than In the world here 
and now. We have not yet learned to 
deal with sin, but we are beginning to 
learn.”

This is only a portion of Dr. Newton’s 
article, and shows how we are progress

civilization at once, but must attack one 
at a time, and the best fib approach first 
will be the one that is shaky already.

Capital punishment batralrgtrdy been 
abolished In different . countries, and 
also in some of :ottr ownfstates; and 
Spiritualism should be ajger for the 
honor to inaugurate a general vigorous 
attack upon the totterlng’rulns of that 
blood saturated law—structure of by
gone primitive ages.' f •

More than one eloquent plea in this 
direction has graced the cbluffins of The 
Progressive Thinker; but Ayhy confine 
ourselves to words? Sucl)' questions de
mand action.

Some months ago, in the <^(y of Syra
cuse, N. Y., one lady tried to interest 
several Influential members of society 
to bring into circulation r epetition for 
the abolition of capital .punishment in 
the state of New York;(but ahe soon 
found out that “society".-pad few-sym- 
pathlzers in that direefioii;' and there
fore contemplated dropplng.the matter, 
when the spirit voice-of [a? well-known 
champion of human rights'and progress 
urged her to appeal ' to- .Spiritualists. 
Just then there happened to be at Syra
cuse the convention of. the - New York 

“State Spiritualists.' Shc hurrledly wrote 
an appeal to that convention, asking ev
ery member to start each" a petition 
against: capital punishm'ent in their re
spective towns of cities.' Thisjpaper she 
timidly presented to the officers of said 
convention, urging them-to have it read; 
but they passed Tt over tin silence.
'And will the timid Tubman be silent 

: also? Not as long'hs slife can wield the 
pen and have,her appeals printed by 
leading papers. She hopes cheerfully, 
that some prominent Spiritualists will 
summon -energy enough; tp start a suc
cessful petition, be it oniy jn one single 
state; every step counts in the march 
of progress. Spiritualist Societies may 
form, the nucleus of theimovement, but 
if directed by the right persons, signa
tures would surely be gathered all over 
the country, as the movement Is dis
tinctly a humanitarian Wair.,

Why not begin at thij different sum
mer camps? i'

Allow- me to wind up with asnmmary 
of unrefutable reasons why capita! pun
ishment ought to be abolished':

• The law of capital-punishment has 
never and nowhere prevented murder.

It is a remnant of'primitive barbaric 
times, based on the savage instinct of 
revenge, and cannot.pjalhl.a place in the 
code ot laws in anyifbgrfepive country.

Criminals are, mostly, [creatures of 
low surroundings, crpqtufti pf existing 
social conditions; aid society owes them 
a chance to improve. Imprisonment for 
Ufe, with air opportunltyvioryno'ral de-: 
velopment, may yet fanto jifetbe weak 
spark'of a human s<ral, sUiffitferlng even

the ignorance of his missionaries, and 
became • a standing badge ■ of the 
church's subjection to Rome.” [Just as 
it Is in the 19th century.]

“Just five' prophetic months, or 150 
years, after the pope had obtained his 
spiritual supremacy, and 606 years after 
John had received his revelations in 
Patmos, Pope Stephen III., assisted by 
Eepln, King of France, who by the help 
of a former pope had treacherously 
usurped his master’s throne, rendered 
himself a Civil .Lord of the states of 
Rome, Ravenna, and Pentapolls; In con
sequence of which his cardinals, or 
privy counsellors, dressed themselves in 
purple and scarlet. [Just as they do 
to-day.] Several of the succeeding 
popes claimed an absolute power to dis
pose of, not only the Christian king
doms and empires, but even of what be
longed to heathens, everywhere in the 
world. [Just as they are doing in 
China, even while I am acting the role 
of a “scribble.”] By deceiving or ter
rifying princes with their excommunica
tions and Interdicts, by decoying fir 
forcing them to the holy war in Canaan, 
and by raising up traitors against them, 
they caused them to submit to their 
slavery.

“The ten kingdoms which bad been 
formed out of the ruins of the Western 
empire, all submitted to the idolatry, 
superstition and clerical tyranny of 
Rome. [What else could they do, we 
ask?] '

The haughty pontiffs even pretended 
to command the angels, whether good 
or bad, to do what they pleased: nay, 
they claimed an authority over Jehovah 
himself; In empowering their priests to 
create or divide the glorified body of his 
Son at their pleasure; in adding to his 
standard of faith and practice apocry
phal tracts, human traditions, and de
crees of popes or their councils; In 
founding the authority of his oracles on 
the will of their church, and contrary to 
his express command, debarring all but 
their clergy from the free perusal of 
them; in altering, reversing, or confirm
ing his laws as they, pleased; in 
making multitudes of persons and 
things his partners in worship, and In 
protection of the world; in appointing 
multitudes of holidays, in opposition to 
his law; and by pardoning men’s sin, or 
indulging them in it, and cancelling the 
obligations of oaths, etc.

“Most dreadful were the scenes of 
wickedness against God and man which 
prevailed in the whole Anti-Christian 
body, but especially among their clergy. 
These, regular and secular, multiplied 
like locusts, till, by their delusions and 
oppressive exactions, they everywhere 
destroyed the souls of the people, en
slaved their bodies, and ruined their, 
estates. Under the different denomina
tions of Augustinians, Benedictines, 
Franciscans, Dominicans, Carmelites, 
Jesuits, etc., huge armies of monks zeal
ously supported the Romish bishop and 
his abominations. In the Benedictine 
order alone, before the Reformation, It 
Is said there' had been above 15,000 
monasteries, 24 popes, 200 cardinals, 
1,000 archbishops, 4,000 bishops, 15,700 
abbots, who had been authors, and 
156, 000 deified saints. While the pope 
and his clergy wallowed in every fleshly 
abomination and everywhere spread the' 
most pernicious errors, gross Idolatry, 
and ■ superstition; by pretences to un-. 
common sanctity, and by magical won
ders and. pretended visions, they made 
their ignorant votaries believe what 
they pleased. By inhumanly excluding 
from trade, or even from their habita
tions, such as dissented from them; and

that mediums are special objects of ob; 
sesslpn, and .that, four-fifths of ail' mfc 
-diurne are in imminent péril, because 
they are mediums, and therefore open 
to obsessing lunatics and excarnate 
scalawags. To escape this horror, she 
would have the world outgrow medlum- 
ship and substitute the “psychic.” But 
what Is a “psychic?” According to the 
latest lexicons, it Is an adjective, and 
means, “of or pertaining to the human 
soul, spirit, or mind; psychological.”

Prof. Win. Crookes in 1871 gave the 
name of “psychic force” to “what he be
lieved to be a certain hitherto unrecog
nized force, which produced the phe
nomena of Spiritualism.” From this, 
probably a medium was called a psy
chic. If the word is to be used as a 
noun, and does not signify mediumship, 
what different Is a "psychic” from any 
and all other persons? Are we not all 
souls? To cultivate the soul is one of 
the important missions of Spiritualism; 
and mediumship Is, and ever must be, 
an indispensable factor In Its evolution. 
But there are many pitfalls for unwary 
feet, whether mediums or not, and the 
probabilities are that if 99 per cent of 
all lunatics are obsessed, It Is because 
they were not disciplined In the lessons 
of mediumship, as .reputable mediums 
are! In fact, well conditioned medi
umship Is a cure for Insanity, as It Is for 
many other evils that afflict humanity.

I do not deny obsession, nor claim that 
all mediums are exempt, but I think, as 
a class, they are much less Hable to In
sanity, and evil obsessions, than others 
are, all other things being equal. I 
have known many hundreds of medi
ums in private life, besides many pro
fessionals occupying public positions, 
and I have have never seen a single 
case of well-defined, unmistakable ob
session. I have heard of a goodly num
ber,’ and I credit the testimony, but 
that mediumship was the real cause of 
the evil Is yet an open question. It may 
furnish conditions for It; but the cause 
(?)—well let facts and reason decide.

THE PROPHECY.

When the seers of many and conflict
ing religious systems agree upon ono 
point it is logical to assume that some 
common experience, even if not sci
entifically valued, finds expression .in 
this unanimous voice. Now, regarding 
the gods for instance, there is only 
unanimity in telling of intercourse with 
beings of extraordinary intelligence. 
Neither about the number nor character 
of the gods do two seers agree, so we 
are justified only in assuming that the 
seers conversed with decarnate beings 
of Intelligence superior to their own. It 
is another point upon which there has 
been practical agreement, that I want 
to discuss—the general division of con
sciousness into three states described as 
definitely by these terms as by any; 
physical, intermediate and celestial. 
We are not warranted in assuming any 
impassable barriers between; neither 
any clear dividing line, or the seer him
self could not become aware of the 
general change in the conditions of ex
istence.

In my early Investigations a spirit de
scribed as my grandmother came to a 
medium bowed with all the Infirmities 
of age. I inquired if tiiat were her con
dition in the spirit world. The answer 
was; “I don’t know, but I think she is 
only taking on the conditions tem
porarily of her late physical life.” I 
asked the medium if she could find out 
the real status of that dear spirit In the 
decarnate world. She could not. I 
could not but reflect that if this were 
her real spiritual condition modern 
Spiritualism forces upon me the most 
lamentable Intelligence possible. We 
are all in spite of every discouragement 
urged by Irrepressible desire, by the 
“god within” to seek the fountain of 
Immortal youth and If there be no re
juvenating forces at work, be it ever so 
slowly, that shall restore to her the 
vivacity, the energy, the capacity of ac
tive enjoyment equivalent to a renewal 
of youth, better a thousand times to 
sink Into dreamless oblivion. After I 
had become somewhat medlumlstlc my
self a spirit materialized in a public se
ance and both by the appearance and 
by private corroborating testimony the 
spirit was very probably that of 
“Granny.” But here also were the same 
disabilities to prohibit much Intelligehce 
dr the greatest satisfaction. I now 
ceased to wonder at the “shell" of the
osophy, although then as now I regard 
the shell theory as a very misleading 
Interpretation of, such, phenomena. But 
here was a spirit in what Is described 
as the Intermediate state or just near 
tlie boundary line between that and the 
physical. It is worthy of consideration 
that while many relatives (presumably) 
materialized with other mediums, she 
never appeared but through this one, 
who being an “old-fashioned” Scotch- 
Irishman would be naturally congenial 
to her nature. At another place where 
I was a stranger a female form gasped 
my first name. I took her trembling 
hand for a moment. She said, “God 
bless you.” 1 asked if she could identify 
herself. She seemed dazed by the con
ditions and only said. “I'm so con
fused.” I am thoroughly satisfied of 
her identity and that she appeared de-
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the standpoint of'. SpUHuqlisin. Each 1 denses and Protestants were slain; they

by murderous Inquisitions, massacres,; 
and wars, In.which millions of-Wal-

Mrs. Lincoln claimed to know, by 
some psychic processes, superior to me
diumsbipf?) that there are yet seven 
years of probation, during which medi
ums may quietly pursue their calling, 
and—if they will—Improve themselves, 
and become “psychics,” occupying a 
table-land of spiritual exaltation that 
will be a protection against all the evils, 
obsessions, insanity, and lower world 
horrors that beset the lives of mediums.

But after 1907 mediums are to pass 
through.(or into) a fiery furnace. They 
are to suffer the most excruciating tor
tures, and soul-harrowing conflicts with 
obsessing demons, and insane maraud
ers from the lower world of spiritual 
darkness and disorder.

Whether this is to be perpetual and 
permanent, or only temporal, I did not 
learn; or whether it is to annihilate me
diumship, and establish a reign of 
“psychics,” or raise Theosophy to the 
throne of spiritual aristocracy, and sub
stitute its metaphysical guesses for the 
demonstrations that have done so much 
to establish a scientific basis for immor
tality, I cannot say. But I can say that 
I have confidence in the sincerity of the 
speaker who made these hair-raising 
predictions. She unquestionably be
lieves what she teaches./She thinks, 
she knows that these things are. true.' 
She says she knows that she has lived 
in a former embodiment, find that rein
carnation is' a fact in nature. .1 feel 
equally, sure that she does not know. 
Psychics are often deceived by their 
own experiences. Even our senses often 
fool us. I have had experiences that 
seemed to point to but one conclusion. 
But- other experiences,- and counter 
facts, with my reason compelled me to

llghtfully strong through another me
dium and another circle where the mag
netic atmosphere was better suited to 
such a character. But In all my Inves
tigations although the Intelligence va
ried with the magnetic conditions and 
sensitiveness of the medium, there has 
ever been what may excuse the shell 
theory and call for the assumption of an 
intermediate or purgatorial state.

With a considerable knowledge of 
Spiritualism as it is filtered through va
rious mediums and private experiences 
that I am sure are uncommon, as the 
saying Is “What I don’t know would 
make a big book.” Let me write a chap
ter of it.

Spirits as they manifest in various 
ways tell sometimes of living over and 
over again for an indefinite time the old 
earth life, and some think this experi
ence a necessary atonement for the er
rors they committed in the flesh. A 
materialized spirit claiming to be Mary 
Stuart, told me of a long experience of 
this kind and being so attracted to the 
scenes of her earth life, but was happy 
in being released from that state and 
finding something better to exercise her 
mind. We may as well call this purga
tory as not. No spirit in free possession 
of his or her powers is going to be thus 
chained to the past They shall when 
fully awake or “resurrected" do as we 
do here, use the objective realities of 
their sphere to break the chain of un
pleasant memories and choose what 
memory shall dwell upon. They' are 
bound by no law of karma or retribu
tion, but by an undeveloped state of the 
spiritual body to live in the past, and 
one of two great reasons why spirits so 
urge us to develop here is that we may 
shorten our stay or avoid altogether 
this intermedlte state where the will is 
nullified because the undeveloped spirit
ual senses cannot appreciate the ob
jective features of a refined etbereaiized 
universe of vibrating matter.

At death the undeveloped spirit be
comes unconscious, relapses into coma. 
From this they pass into the interme
diate state of somnambulism or what Is 
often described now as the subjective 
state. Here they remain for a time 
varying, in length according to the un
developed condition of the spiritual or
ganism, but it is not a permanent state, 
only comparing with that of the liber
ated or resurrected spirit as a picture 
may represent a reality. Gradually 
they emerge from that dream state Into 
a clear consciousness and here is the 
second great reason why they want us 
to develop-rthey develop with us and 
we aid them while they assist us.

Now permanent happiness depends 
upon, the recognition of principles eter
nal and unchangeable, but spirits from 
the intermediate state confuse Us with 
contradictions Regarding the necessary
thing. In tlils subjective state the earth 
life is reflected and: two spirits who 
have lived similar lives contradict each 
other. One does not suffer from the
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WHflT DOES SPIRITUALISM INCLUDE., 

; AND WHAT ARE THE DUTIES IT IMPOSES?
By Prof. J. S. LOVELAND, Summerland, California.

' ' NUMBER TWO
In answer to the first clause of the above question, I 

submit the following concrete statement as'a comprehen-. 
sive definition of Modern Spiritualism, viz: 
SPIRITUALISM IS THE SCIENCE AND PHILOS

: . OPHYOFLIFE.
.With rare, if any exceptions, all intelligent Spiritualists 
will endorse this proposition. But it is one thing to sub
mit positions and another to demonstrate their correct
ness. In making this proof, I will pursue the scientific 
method. ' _

At the outset, Spiritualism meets us with phenomena 
•—with facts, which constitute the bed-rock of science, and 
that is the basis of all true philosophy. , ; .

The spiritistic phenomena are sometimes classified as 
physical and mental. Tliis is not strictly correct, as both 
mental and physical elements are embodied jn all forms of 
the manifestations.' The primary physical phenomena 
were the concussive sounds, termed rappings, the move
ments of tables, chairs, stoves, elevating things and per
sons in the air, and many other uses of physical sub
stances, And all these happenings are produced entirely 
independent of any muscular or mechanical energy. No 
mallet or hammer makes the raps, and no muscular force 
lifts the tables or moves other objects. It is in invisible 
force. The same is true when slates are written on, or 
pictures painted. And when we advance a step farther, 
where flowers, hands, and even some sort of a body is.cre
ated temporarily, we are brought in contact with a force 
using a higher form of chemical combination than we 
have heretofore known. And in the various aspects of 
the so-called mental, embracing psyehometry, clairvoy
ance and telepathy, we have all the weird and wonderful’ 
revelations of the trance state.

THE ONE GRAND FACT.
In carefully examining all these-atrange and varying 

phenomena, we perceive in the foreground of the numer
ous forms of manifestation, one ever-present fact—A Me
dium! Without the medium, none of these manifesta
tions ever do, or can occur. Hence, the first thing which 
science must accomplish is an analysis of mediumship. 
Not a step can be taken toward a comprehension of Spirit
ualism only through the door of inediumship. It is the 
ephynx to be interpreted. Are we equal to the task? I 
think we are, so far as the main features of the case are in
volved. Witnessing the physical phenomena, we are at 
once struck with the self-evident fact that their produc
tion is due to a form of force which we have not hereto
fore comprehended. Careful observation discloses the 
additional fact that this force or energy issues from the or
ganism of the medium. We have found its source, and 
the next step is to ascertain its character. A glance at its 
workings shows it to be one of the imponderable forces; 
but it is neither electricity nor magnetism though some
what analogous to both these agents. It may be a dis
tinctly different agent, or it may be only another instance 
of the transformation of energy. After protracted ex
periment scientists have made the following discoveries:

,1. The human muscles, in violent use, develop a very 
slight electrical current.

2. The nervous organization evolves an agent analogous 
to electricity. It has polarity—attracts and repels.

3. That under certain conditions physical substances 
are moved by it with great force.

4. This agent is evolved not only by the nervous sys
tem but by magnets, crystals, the sun, stars and chemical 
action. ' , . ’

6. It radiates from the human system something as 
rays, of light from a luminous body, and’ has been photo
graphed in several instances. Hence it is an atomic or 
molecular entity and may properly be termed a force-sub
stance. ,

6. Although primarily automatic in its motions, as 
much so as electricity or magnetism, its motions can be 
controlled by thought or will power. I made this dis
covery nearly fifty years ago. I suspend, with a thread, a 
gold watch from the end of my index finger. I hold’it 
over the head of a woman. I am physically and mentally 
quiet. Any disturbance or excitement is fatal to the ex
periment. In a few moments, the watch begins to swing 
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COMING OUR WAY.
(Continued from page 1.)

seems strange to me Is, Why don’t such 
j men as Dr. Newton and Dr. Hillis, of 

-! Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, step down 
and out from their evangelical pulpits 
and form liberal churches of their own. 
There would not be one single doubt 
but they would have enormous follow
ing. There is one class of gentlemen 
that I am sorry for at the present day, 
and they are the orthodox clergymen In 
our little towns and even cities through 
the country that really in their own 
soul and heart believe just as Dr. Sax
age and Dr. Newton, but they do not 
dare express their views because the 
bread and butter of their wives and 
children stand in the way. They have 
my pity. Spiritualists ought to feel 
very glad to see bow things are coming 
our way very fast

New York. J. OSBORNE LUNT.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.
(Continued from page 1.)

criminal we hurl into’eternlty'is" free'to 
come back to earth and Impress his un
mitigated brutish desires upon morally 
weak, defenseless mortal minds. What 
a harvest of crime may follow in the 
wake of just one execution! We speak 
of “epidemics of crime;” how do we ac
count for them? - Where are the bacilli?

En avant, Spiritualists! Let us be 
foremost in the battle! Let us demon
strate to the world our advanced prin
ciples not In speech alone, but in deed.

- HENRIETTA STRAUB.
Zealand, N. Y.

ROMANISM.
v (Continued from page 1.)

terrified others Into a blind submission. 
Dan.'7, £ 20-25; and 11, 36-39; 2 Thes- 
2, 3-12; 1 Tim. 4, 1-3; 2 Tim. 8,1-7, 13; 
and 4, 3, 4; Kev. 9, 1-11; 11, 2; 13, 17, 
1-14,17,18; and 18,12,13.”

The clergyman who drew up this in
dictment against the church, doubtless 
knew what' he was writing about, and 
the scriptural references are Intended, 
I suppose, to substantiate his assertions. 
Little wonder that Martin Luther 
startled the world with the Reforma-' 
tion. Is there not room for another 
step forward at the beginning of the 
20th century now so near at hand? May 
it not usher In a new spiritual èra; and 
is not the1 great American continent, 
with its expanded territorial acquisi
tions, fit soil In which to nurture the 
tree of Civil and Religious Liberty •’“for 
the healing of the nations.”

While the allied armies of Christian 
soldiery were battering down the walls 
of the sacred city of Peking, methinks 
I hear the venerable LI Hung Chang 
defying {he Iconoclasts In smothered 
rage: .

to and from me. When the pendulum motion is well es
tablished, I mentally command the watch to take up a 
transverse swing. At first, the watch seeins confused, but 
presently commences the transverse motion. Then, I or
der it to swing in a circle and it obeys. I am master, to a 
certain extent, of the automatic energies of my organism.

We discover here a force producing motion of physical 
substances without muscular or mechanical agencies. 
History furnishes many instances of this form of motion, 
but they have always been regarded as manifestations of 
supernatural power; or the sleight-of-hand performances 
of the conjurer. We have found them to be neither. 
The producing energy inheres in the human organism. 
Its use, or mental control, we are not now discussing. As 
scientists we are interested in the mode of its evolution in 
the human system. AS one form of its evolution is chem
ical action, we are led to the conclusion that vital chem
istry is the evolving agent. Hence, physiology becomes 
a most important branch of science in this investigation. 
As this energy is, in man, a strictly nervous one, the per
fection of its action being just in proportion to muscular 
quiescence, our attention must be directed especially to 
the nerve systems of man. The vast ramification of 
nerves pertaining to the special senses, and the sensor and 
motor functions of muscular action have nothing to do 
with our search so far as their action is concerned, for 
our phenomena is dependent upon their partial or total 
non-action. These nerves get tired and are compelled to 
rest, requiring iron) six to eight hours each day.

But there is another immense system of nerves, usually 
called the great sympathetic system, but I prefer the term 
organic, because its functiqns pertain specially to the or
ganic life of the human system both physical and mental. 
These nerves never rest—never cease their action till 
death terminates physical life. They are distributed to 
every minute portion of the body. Wherever there is an 
artery an organic nerve is its inseparable attendant.

The efferent nerves of the other system are termed 
motor, as they induce motion of the muscles at command 
of the will. But the nerves 'of organic life produce con
tinuous motion. The heart, liver, stomach, lungs, kid
neys, etc., never rest. Cessation of their motion is death. 
The intellect and will have nothing to do directly with 
those motions. But the organic nerves have everything 
to do with it. The vaso-motor, a branch of the organic 
nerves, keeps all those vital organs in motion. The 
heart is the most powerful muscle in the body, but all the 
willing and thinking in the universe could not produce a 
single pulsation. But the vaso-motor keeps up its tireless 
beating. The action of the heart and arteries, controlled 
by this nerve, keeps up the blood circulation.

There are two main forms of chemical action in the hu
man system. The first commences in the mouth when 
the saliva is mixed with the food. Then the gastric, bile 
and pancreatic secretions complete the process of diges
tion, and the finer portions are absorbed and emptied into 
the blood. The next process is completed in the lungs 
when the dark venous blood yields up a portion of its car
bon, producing carbon dioxide, which is expelled by res
piration, and absorbing oxygen (and perhaps something 
else from the atmosphere, inducing a chemical change, 
which makes the blood a bright, cherry red color, which is 
sent bounding through the arteries to every part of the 
body. But when it has reached the extremities another 
change has occurred. It has lost something. It has 
been robbed in two ways. It has left material for repair
ing the waste in the tissues, and it has had abstracted the 
substance which constitutes the nerve energy. • This 
energy is as real a circulation through the nerves as is that' 
of the blood through the arteries and veins. The nerve 
energy of heart and arteries is from the vaso motor nerves 
and they abstract that energy from the arterial blood, and 
carry it back to the solar plexus, and other centres of the 
organic nerves. They are the storehouses of the energy. 
They supply the entire nerve systems of the body. The 
chemical action of the digestive, and the circulatory sys
tems evolves it, and it supplies the power for its own evo
lution as well as for all the mental and muscular work of 
man.

But the important fact found in this search is, that the 
evolution of nerve energy is one of, indeed we may say is 
the most occult of all the processes of life. It is life sub-

stance and fpergy itself. And,the energy evolved by this’ 
process is the acting power by which all the mysterious 
functions-jjt om^nhysical life are carried on. And that 
same energy, whwh causes the heart to beat, the blood to 
circulate, and lim, stomach and other organs to perform 
their various functions, is what produces raps, tilts the 
tables ancrnerforins all the other motions which make up 
the physical inamfestalions. It may be objected that all 
the actioiiiy thq^iuman organism is purely automatic, 
while in th$ spirit phenomena it is demonstrably con
trolled by-^plitiojii. This is conceded, but I have shown, 
in my experiments, that it is controllable by will. The 
contention Jjetwnen the Spiritist aud the non-Spiritist is 
simply thW? Is tire directing mind, which controls the mo
tions in of but dfm physical body? The determination of 
this point) set ties,|he question. But it is not necessary to 
my argument to settle it now. '

’ ; Mental mediumship.

Passing from the physical to the mental manifestations, 
the question is, are they connected with this nerve sub
stance as palpably as in the material phases? The answer 
is emphatically in the affirmative, and the proof is, jf pos
sible, more demonstrative than in the materialistic phase, 
It is conceded without dispute that the mediumistic 
trance and the mesmeric are identical) so far as the physi
ological condition is concerned. Hypnotism is the term 
now commonly .used instead of mesmerism, and some 
think there is. a wide difference between them. The dif
ference is this; the mesmeric trance is sleep plus rapport 
or sympathy with the mesmerizer; the mediumistic trance 
is sleep phis rappbrt or sympathy with a decamate spirit; 
while the hypnotic .trance is the mesmeric condition plus 
the will power of tlie operator to. control the physical and 
mental functions of the subject. .

Pure mesmerism is always automatic. Wherever will 
is exercised therb is hypnotism, and real or attempted con
trol of one by. another. It is subjugation. Both are le
gitimate and right■ when knowledge and moral upright
ness are possessed'by the operator, and both are wrong 
when used by the bad and ignorant.

But what is sleep? What causes it? I answer, a 
changed nerve circulation. During the day, the special 
senses and their organs absorb and use, in connection with 
mental and muscular action, the larger share of the nerve 
energy. During this period of wakefulness and mental 
and physical effort, there is a constant waste of energy, 
and wearing out of the living tissue of the body. Hence 
when night comes on the outer senses, muscles and men
tal brain are tired. They gradually cease to attract the 
nerve energy which retires into the organic nerves and the 
person is asleep. Repairing the wastes of the day is now 
the natural work of the automatic force of the nerves.

In all conditions of sleep, the nerve energy is mostly 
transferred to the ganglionic plexi; and the nerves of spe
cial sense and of sensation and motion are in a state of 
partial insensibility. In the most profound mesmeric 
sleep they are entirely so. Teeth can be extracted, limbs 
amputated with.no sensation of pain. Dreaming is one of 
the conditions of sleep. And, in many instances, there is 
a peculiar kind' of dreaming. Some persons dream of 
what has happraed, or is about to happen of which they 
have no knowiqpge whatever. ' They see the persons in
volved in-iithe events and their relation thereto. These 
dreamers are thq prophets of their neighborhoods.

But thei’e is ^nother sleep condition more wonderful 
than that^qf prophetic dreaming. It is where the person 
apparently^is bath asleep and awake at the same time. 
We term it somnambulism. Persons perform the most 
wonderfu| ’featsjjwhen in this slate, with no subsequent 
memorywliatevt^. The most intricate and delicate work 
is done incomplete darkness, and the most dangerous 
places areotraversfed in perfect safety. Thereis sightbutnot 
that of thejeyes?1 This phase of sleep approximates very 
nearly tliatiof th|‘,trance. But this sleep, aswell as the clair
voyant apd prophetic dream sleep, has never been ex
plained byaany of the old philosophies. Nor are the 
dreams oMhe;entranced medium explicable by those 
methods? must furnish a new ipejthod, the result 
of new discoveries.. The old philosophy taught us truly 
that there can be no perception, no knowledge without a 
prior sensation! But in the trance sleep the five senses 
are completely dormant, and yet the sleeper perceives, 
acquires and communicates knowledge, of which there 
was total ignorance prior to the trance. Nothing can be 
more perfectly demonstrated than that the trance sleeper 
does not use thq five physical senses. What then? Sim
ply this: We have more than five senses. Part of them 
are in the germ state with most of us, but are partially at 
least developed in the trance and other conditions of sleep, 
and we then have seeing without the use of eyes, hearing 
without ears, and various forms of feeling when all ordi
nary sensation is quiescent. The inner senses do the

work of the outer ones. '/It ie found that the thought of 
the operator is read by the- entranced just as readily as 
the spoken word. But the exercise of the inner senses in 
the trance usually so develops them that eventually the 
sleep is not necessary for their use. A. J. Davis, in giv
ing “Nature’s Divine Revelations," was mesmerized by 
Dr. Lyon, but the Great Ilarmonia and other books were 
written by himself in what he termed the “Superior Con
dition." That is, the condition where the inner senses 
are awake without the outer ones being entirely asleep. 
Hence, we may expect to find persons, like Balaam of old, 
falling into a trance with their eyes open. - And thè num
ber is constantly increasing. .

Our analyses have developed the following proposi
tions: .

1. There is an energy evolved -in the human organism ; 
capable, under certain conditions, of producing motion in 
physical substance.

2. Tliis motion can he controlled by thought or will.
3. It also controls the functions and organs of organic 

life.
4. The mediumistic and mesmeric trance is the result 

of the secession of tliis nerve energy from the motor and 
sensor nerves, and its accumulation in the plexi and gang
lions of the great sympathetic system. .

5. That this reversal of the clay system of nerve action 
to that of night or sleep condition evolves an interior 
form of sensation by which knowledge pan be gained in
dependent of the common method,

6. The thoughts and feelings of one person can be rec
ognized by another without any outer sign.

1. The nerve system radiates an atmosphere of nerve 
aura, which is sensitive and has been photographed show
ing an atomic or molecular constitution.

We have, in these demonstrated propositions, the basis 
for psyehometry, clairvoyance and telepathy. The latter, 
to be sure necessitates the assumption of the great fact 
and law of vibration. But this is so generally admitted 
and understood that I need not repeat the demonstration 
here, but simply present the respective positions of the 
Spiritist and non-Spiritist in the light of the foregoing 
exposition. In the vast mass of phenomena, who or what 
controls the motion of this imponderable energy which is 
liberated in the organism of the medium? A simple il
lustration will place the matter in the clearest possible 
light. The medium is a telegraphic Machine. Who 
fingers the keys at the other end of the line? That is 
the question to be settled. We can’t see the operator of 
the medium battery any more than we can the telegraphic 
one at New York or Boston. We are compelled to reach 
our conclusion from the nature of the message and the 
conditions of its delivery so far as we can understand 
them. Our total ignorance of the power and possible 
uses of electricity would be no evidence pro or con. Nor 
does ignorance of the potencies and laws of the trance 
prove that a message does or does not come from the 
spirit world ‘through the trance. But if, in the case of 
the telegraph, persons and things are described in New 
York, which we know, or ascertain to be correct, and of 
which we know the telegraphic operator here to be en
tirely ignorant; or if things, of which all present are ig
norant, but which are verified afterward, are communi
cated, we are compelled to admit that there is a way of 
communicating with distant places very different from 
the old-fashioned mail coach.

The Spiritist submits his case thusly: In mediumsship, 
we have a telegraphic apparatus, through which we re
ceive communications, of which, at tire time of giving, no 
one had the slightest knowledge.' In some cases no Liv-, 
ing persons had any knowledge. For instance, here is a 
message signed by a person who died before the medium 
was born. It states that the proof of its statements can 
be found in some public records over fifty years old. A 
search among old documents, which had not been dis
turbed for years, brings the proof to light. Who sent 
that message and signed the name thereto, if not the one 
who letter by letter spelled out name and message 
through the rappings? Who controlled and directed the 
nerve energy of the medium, if not the man—the spirit 
who possessed all the facts? Who manipulated the keys? 
The non-Spiritist, so far has been unable to answer the 
question. The argument is in favor of the Spiritist’s con
tention. He admits that there are many psychometric 
and telepathic manifestations which may or may not have 
personal spirit action behind them, but there are so many 
clear-cut manifestations like the one here given that no 
room is left for reasonable doubt in the case.

(To be continued.)

Man hath his daily work of body or mind appointed, 
which declares his dignity and the regard of heaven on all 
his ways.—Milton.
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“Look on yon gloomy towers!
“Resistance now will but ope new 

founts of blood, to-gush In foaming 
(i torrents on our heads! - 
“Look on yon towers! What can men 

do who groan beneath the lash of 
tyranny, and feel the strength of 
madness?

“Have we not swords?
“Are there not myriads of high-hearted 

Mongolians who only need a leader 
to be free? -

“Even now we stand within the shadow 
of the Inquisition and tremble for 
the future of our race!”

Is not history repeating itself in 
China, in South Africa, and In the 
Philippines to-day? Yes.

“Like children In the dark we dare 
not face the shades that gather round 
us In the future.”

In conclusion: If the Christian world, 
so-called, can gather any satisfaction 
from the situation, as It appears to-day, 
after all their “Christian Endeavors” in 
the last 1900 years, I do not envy them. 
Let tbem enjoy it to their heart’s con
tent I cannot, however, submit with
out protesting against such gross In
justice on the part of the “Christian 
world.” c. H. MATHEWS.

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

MEDIUM VS. PSYCHIC.
(Continued from page L)

discount the first conclusion. I have 
never yet heard or read a single evi
dence of reincarnation, that seemed to 
me adequate to justify a conclusion. I 
know of no reason for thinking the 
dogma of reincarnation true. But I 
know very little of all that is, and I 
may yet find evidence to reverse my 
present belief. When I do-lf I do-L 
shall accept the truth, whether agree
able to my predilections or not But I 
hope this fearful prophecy of mediums 
will not fulfill. LYMAN C. HOWE.

CONSCIOUSNESS.
(Continued from page 1.)

“worm” of scripttire, because never 
taught that such a course was evil or 
offensive to God. In a thousand mat
ters their conditions differ, but we will 
Consider the simple act of dancing. 
Both have been dancers. One never 
thought It wrong and in the subjective 
state-derlves pleasure from the memory 
of it Another danced while convinced 
it was .very wicked. In the subjective 
state he suffers the “pangs of hell” until 
he either develops out of that hades or 
sinks again Into coma.

Rising out of that subjective state, 
that is developing an Intelligent con

. sciousness of the objective spirit world, 
they learn that In all.the universe the 
Infinite hath made the good thing pleas
ant and the way to avoid suffering in 
that State, if you must go into It, 1s to

cease here polluting with an evil imag
ination the natural expression of human 
nature. You will surely find that it is 
“evil to him who evil thinks." The fall 
of man Is from the sweet aud pure inno
cence of childhood to the perverted re
ligious condition of Imagining 'every
thing natural to be iniquitous.

But "we shall not nil sleep.” There 
are some developed sufficiently to pass 
Immediately at death to the celestial 
state, and I want to impress the fact 
that Intercourse with those from the 
celestial world is a very different thing 
from those in the subjective or interme
diary world.

A world-famous seer tells of witness
ing at a deathbed the bright and joyous 
spiritual body of a young girl emerge 
from the withered and decrepit physical 
form of an aged woman. I can easily 
believe this possible In a particular 
case. Even these coarse and unwieldly 
physical bodies respond to the will In 
some degree under very unfavorable 
conditions, and reflect the cherished 
ideal of healthy manhood and woman
hood. Much more will the plastic spir
itual body or Instrument respond. As 
two twigs bent and released will spring 
back to the original form with varying 
promptness so will two spiritual bodies 
emancipated from physical restraints 
respond with varying alacrity to the 
common ideal of fresh and vigorous 
youth according as it has been cher
ished in this life.

Continual intercourse with subjected 
spirits tends to establish an idea of the 
unreality df the things of the spirit 
world and make of It little else than a 
boundless lunatic asylum where each 
hugs delusions and yet knows the de
lusions of every other to be what they 
are. You ask an authority are their 
houses real—are the animals, the trees, 
the flowers, the music real? He tells 
you no, they seem to be the'spirit real 
but are only mental pictures that they 
create with intense desire and so im
agine to have substantiality. This 
would be pure lunacy. On this road we 
return to the conception of spirits as in
telligent nothings floating In a vacuum, 
talking without mouths, walking with- 
put feet, playing on golden harps with
out gold or any other substance out of 
which to construct a harp or fingers to 
manipulate them; thinking without 
brains, hearing without ears, etc., until 
all the spiritual realms dissolve “and 
like the baseless fabric of a vision 
leave not a rack behind.”

. J. T. MACDONALD.'
Vancouver, B. C.

Wisconsin Missionary Work.
At a meeting of the Executive Board 

of the Wisconsin State Spiritualist As
sociation held In Stevens Point, August 
30, Mrs. Clara L. Stewart, president of 
the Association, was engaged at a sal
ary and expenses by the association to 
prosecute the missionary work for the 
fall and winter months. She will solicit 
individual membership and local socie
ties for charter, etc., and all moneys 
paid her are turned into the association 
treasury.

She will begin work about the 15th of 
the month, going from Stevens Point to 
Milwaukee, to Madison, to LaCrosse^ to 
Eau Claire. Localities desiring her ser- 
ices will please correspond at once with 
the secretary-of the association, A. A. 
McIntyre, Junction, Wls., for assign
ment of dates, etc. This route will oc
cupy about one month and localities 
that can be reached easily from any 
point a)png the route will be assured of 
assignments if they get their corre
spondence In early,

Mediums within the state who have 
open dates will bonier a favor by filing 
same with the secretary as soon as pos
sible. And societies or localities desir
ing mediums can. find engagements also 
in this way. , '

It is hoped thqt in this way the state 
association will bepome an aid to the 
workers as welras to the laymen. It 
can only be done by thorough and sys
tematic effort on; the part of local 
friends antemediums as well. :

Let us hq^r froig,.you quickly, that en, 
gagements¡maybe, arranged at least ex
pense for rallway Ja're and traveling ex
penses. Fmerhiffly,

Junctlon)ilWiS. d’ A. A. MTNTYRE.
Sec’y. Wis. State Splr. Assp.

PACIFIC COAST.

"Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D„ M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
(Jure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For Sale 
at this office.

"TKc Spiritualism of Nature." By 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price IB centi. 
For sale at this office,

CAN MCftSTAL'Sf AN HELP GOD 
- . ,- : • V ■ ■ - ■ ..

If you behSfd a signer sad and lone, 
Assist hintTiot fqr God’s sake, but his 
. own; ■ . .0 ;
God does not need your help however 

wise- "■ ' । .
And worthy you appeaf in your own eyes.: ..

The thought of hfflp denotes some sort 
of nei^; ; - « .

Can mortal man help Deity, indeed?
Is He dependent-on poor, puny man 
For carrying out creation’s primal plan? 
If so, i’ll have Wibffelt Faith’s reward. 
He’s not the Deify Tve long adored; 
My God needs not a parasite’s support 
To help him make-or ornament His court. - . • . -
He asks no help of heaven, earth or 

hell, . ■.
He’s all In all,, and doeth all things 

, well— ; .
Go help some sgd-cyed seraph in'dis

guise, ,
You cannot he)p the Sovereign of the 

skies. . H. A. SMITH, M. D.
Seattle, Wash.'

Notes from Los Angeles, Cal.
Los Angeles is destined to be the Hub 

of Spiritualistic influence of the Pacific 
coast in the not'far distant future. No 
less than eight Spiritualist meetings 
were held In this city Sunday, August 
26. It was a big day with the Harmo- 
nlal Association, the largest and strong
est societj’ In Southern California, if not 
in the State. It was the last Sunday of 
Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie’s engagement 
with the Harmonlals, and the occasion 
of the return of Mrs. Maude L. von 
Freitag to her charge after a vacation 
of nearly four months. The Harmonlal 
hall was packed to overflowing. The 
following testimonial was unanimously 
adopted, which sufficiently but accu
rately describes the work of Mrs. Gil
lespie while among us:

“At the close of an engagement of fif
teen weeks, with the Harmonlal Asso
ciation, by Sister Anna L. Robinson- 
Gillespie, it is befitting as well as a 
pleasure for the members of this Asso
ciation, and congregation, to give ex
pression of their appreciation of the val
uable services rendered by her, as act
ing pastor of this society. Her services 
have been very acceptable, because they 
have been earnest, efficient and merito
rious, in every department of the work. 
In the Children's Progressive Lyceum, 
Mrs. Gillespie has.proven herself to be 
an «dept—a specialist As a lecturer 
she is pleasing and instructive. Her 
tests and spirit messages are convinc
ing, and of a sympathetic and spiritual 
trend, instantly subduing the spirit of 
frivolity and cavil. Socially she has 
been uniformly affable, cheerful, cir
cumspect and conscientious, and we 
would emphasize the fact, that at the 
close of het ministrations, this society 
is In a very harmonious social condition, 
and when Mrs. Gillespie leaves Los An
geles, which will not take place until 
after her camp-meeting engagement is 
over, she can feel assured that our 
united good wishes will follow her as a 
benediction, and she will ever find a 
gracious welcome by the Harmonlals, 
and all others who have met her, when
ever she comes this way again."

The presence of Mra. Gillespie and 
Mrs. Freitag, co-operating for the suc
cess of the meeting, and both at their 
Best, made the meeting one to be long 
remembered. •

The Harmonlals and the Truth Seek
ers’ Society hold no meetings during 
September.

The Southern California camp-meet
ing season begins September 2, at Syca
more Grove, Los Angeles. Several 
prominent workers are now here, ready 
for the camp'Work, namely, Allen F. 
Brown, of San Antonio, Texas; Mrs. 
Edith E. R, Nickless, lately from San 
Diego; Mr. and Mrs. 0. R. Arnold, of 
Chicago, and the Brockway family. Of

course Mrs. von Freitag and Mrs. Gil
lespie will be much in evidence at the 
camp, as a glance at the programme 
shows, and many other prominent 
speakers and mediums have signified 
their determination to be here during 
some portion of the camp season.

The Spiritualists of Southern Califor
nia experience one great draw-back to 
the more rapid growth of our cause—the 
want of a local Spiritualistic paper, ed
ited by some one who knows something 
about Spiritualism and less about the 
materialistic theories of the ancients 
and the agnostic tyrolstlc speculations 
of modern times. Oh! the trash that Is 
palmed off now-a-days as spiritual phi
losophy! J,/D. GRIFFITH.

Los Angeles, Cal.

dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price...............................

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price..............................

$
■ 
$ 
'$The Next World Interviewed. 

Price.........................................j
The Occult Life of Jesus (includ

ing the Hull-Covert Debate). 
Price........................................ ( $

MYSTIC CURTAIN.

(Air: “Rock of Ages.”) 
Mystic curtain, raise for me, 
Lift It high so I can see. 
Shining spirit give me light; 
Mingle with me here to-night; 
Help my efforts, be my guide; 
Teach me of the other side.
While in bondage here I dwell, 
Held for time In Mortal hell; 
Give me hope, remove all fear, 
Make the future to me clear; 
Such is now my daily prayer, 
To my loved ones over there.
When my spirit takes its flight, 
From the darkness to the light. 
Come and meet me at the brink, 
Help me weld the mystic link, 
Open wide the portal door 
To contentment evermore.

DR. HENRY COOK.

fOR'a moment stop and consider. 
The Progressive Thinker is the one 
original dollar Spiritualist paper. 
It introduced a new era In the 
ranks of Spiritualism. Its success 
financially has been all that could 
be desired. Notwithstanding the 

rise in the price of print paper, it has 
still maintained its status as the only 
one dollar Spiritualist paper. Not only 
that, but it introduced the Divine Plan 
in its business with its subscribers—a 
portion of the profits of the office re
turning to them. Just th(nk of the 
Seven Premium Books being sent out to 
our subscribers for $2.35. After paying 
the postage of these seven books, and 
the expense of mailing them, all that 
we have left is $1.50. You can readily 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less, by far, than the actual cost to us. 
We do this work In accordance 
with The Divine Plan, In order to assist 
In forming the nucleus of a library in 
every Spiritualist home. Read carefully 
our premium list, and you will certainly 
want to become a subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker, if not so already, 
and obtain the books wc announce. *

1.50

1.50

1.25

2.00
Total price to the trade
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 

The Progressive Thinker one year 
and the seven premium books. .$ 
These seven books, substantially 

elegantly bound, aud printed in

$10.75
2.35

3.35 
aud 
the

neatest style of the printer's art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear In mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library In every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 

' furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which is less by far than their 
actual cost. The authors make no 
charge for the vast amount ot 
labor bestowed on these works, 
and which extended over many 
years. The publisher receives not a
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in putting them in type, and electro
typing the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting these Intensely Interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are onlv 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
Inducement is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep In line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are .almost receiving 

' them as an absolute gift.
By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 

will find that all we have left us for 
those seven bonks is onlv $1.50.

Postmasters.
We have been swindled out of a large 

amount of money by postmasters, who 
knowing a person desires The Pro-, 
gresslve Thinker, sends his money, de
ducting a large commission. The Pro
gressive Thinker is one dollar per year. 
The great rise In print paper renders it 
utterly Impossible for us to give, any 
commission to news agents or post
masters. .

Bear in mind when making a re
mittance, that only one book, the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life In the 
Spirit World, VoL 3, is furnished for 25 
cents. You must not substitute any 
other of the premium books for that 
one. ' .
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SPIRITS GUIDE fl TUG GflPTfliN
Louis Groh Says They Help Him Navigate the Tug 

O. B. Green.

V

S

In the pilot house of the last brown- 
coated Dunham tug that plies up and 
down the Chicago River day after day, 
as set forth in the Chicago Tribune, 
rides a man who carries with him as 
passengers the spirits of his dead 
friends, and other departed mariners 
whose mortal bodies he never knew. 
The tug is the O. B. Green, the man her 
captain, Louis Groh. As he stands 
during the long hours with one hand on 
the straight steel lever that guides tug 
and tow he converses with these old 
and new friends as freely as with the 
member's of the crew, and from them he 
obtains both Information and advice 
about tlie river and the lake. For more 
than a quarter of a century he has been 
a master of tug boats on the river, and 
during that time has acted often on the 
advice of his spirit friends—advice so 
good that there are few men on this 
river or about the lakes with clearer 
records as careful navigators.

He is a short, thick set man, with 
steel-gray eyes and a pleasant face, 
browned and weatherbeaten by many 
years of exposure. Standing at the lever 
in the pilot-house of his tug recently he 
told of many strange experiences with 
tlie spirits.

“To begin with I am a Spiritualist 
from the ground up," he said. “And 
why wouldn’t I be? I have seen many 
spirits as plain as I now see you, and 
so have my wife and my boy. Why, 
right here in this pilot-house I have 
seen them. It Is many years since my 
uncle died. One night some one woke 
me up, telling me the tug was wanted. 
I saw a shadowy form in the door and 
ran to see who is was and there was no 
one to be seen. A few minutes later a 
call came from the office that I was to 
go out after a tow. A little later, while 
I was at home, my uncle appeared to 
me and told me it was he who called 
me. He has often done it since, coming 
In a few minutes before the tug Is to be 
needed.

EXPECTS TO FIND CHICORA.
“Maybe you'll believe all this when X 

locate the Chicora for you. Yes, sir, 
now you look startled, and well you 
may. But I’ll find It yet. I was visited 
one day by John Ericson. Didn’t know 
him at first, for I hadn’t seen him since

? he was killed in 1890. 
minute, though.

“ ‘I’m a-goin' to find 
you,’ lie said.

“ ‘How’ll I know?’ I

Knew him in a

the Chicora for

asked.

Ï,

I

“ ‘Well, I'm coming back to see you 
again and locate it on paper. But if you 
pass over the spot before that I’ll strike 
you with a chill and throw you to the 
floor of the pilot-house so you’ll know 
it’s the place.’

“Wc talked a bit longer and then he 
said Captain Johnny Ferguson wanted 

. to talk to me, so he went away.’ That 
x^was at a trumpet seance, and I expect

tracing the burning letters. I am used 
to these things anil they do not seem at 
all strange to me, though they might ter 
another.” •

While telling these tales of strange 
visitations Captain Groh was engaged 
in guiding his tug and its heavy tow 
through the narrow bridge draws of the 
South Branch. There was an earnest
ness, a conviction in his voice and man
ner that left no doubt as to bls absolute 
sincerity. The listener was moved to 
east an apprehensive look over either 
shoulder and turn quickly around lest 
one of the visiting spirits should be 
peeking over his shoulder.

DEAD ALWAYS NEAR HIM.
“There is really little popularly known 

about spirits and Spiritualism,” con- 
tluued Captain Groh. “As a matter of 
fact, the dead are all about us and are 
ready and willing to render us any pos
sible service. My niece, who lives at 
my house, sometimes sees whole dozens 
of them in the room about her. These 
spirits she consults on every personal 
matter. Why, the largest dry goods 
merchant on State street Is a Spiritual
ist, and always consults his spirit guide 
before undertaking any enterprise. Like 
many well-known society women he has 
a cabinet in his own home at which he 
holds private seances. Queen Victoria 
is a Spiritualist, and has a regular me
dium always in attendance, through 
whom she consults the dead Prince Con
sort whenever anything of moment is 
on foot.

“George Washington was a Spiritual
ist. His writings show it. So was 
Abraham Lincoln and so has been every 
other great man. The Bible Is full of 
stories of Spiritualists. So it is not 
strange to me that I am able to pee 
these things.”

“Can a ship have a spirit, too, Cap
tain?”

“What do you mean?”
“Well, when the Maine was blown up 

it was said by New England fishermen 
that the specter of the destroyed vessel 
manned by a spirit crew was often seen 
cruising up and down the coast from 
'Quoddy Head to Boone Island light. It 
used to come along In a fog, and when 
|t was abreast of a vessel the breeze 
would die out. A chill would come over 
the water and the vessel passed would 
seem to shiver as its sails hung idle. 
The specter crew stood at the guns and 
the fog-horn was moaning. From the 
masthead flew the signal, ‘We cannot 
rest until avenged.’ The schooner 
Ethel Merriam came into Booth Bay 
harbor white all over, though it had 
gone out black, and Captain John New
man could not be induced to take it out 
for weeks because he said he had seen 
the ghost of the Maine.

SPIRITS OF SHIPS.

Thaspfrlt who wenr to xny iwme-tcW 
me idl »bout jiy people and what each j 
one was doing. ’

“When I see and hear such things, 
what am I to believe? That iuy senses 
deceive me? Or that what the Bible 
tells abbout and what many wise people 
believe is true and that the spirits really 
are there, ready to aid and advise us?

“My wife is out at Clinton, la., now at 
a Spiritualist conference, and I promise 
you there will be strange things done 
there both through mediums and 
through those who are not."

Captain Groh and his strange beliefs 
are well known on the river. The O. B. 
Green is itself one of the best known 
boats on the stream and was noted for 
years as the possessor of the only siren 
whistle in port—a whistle so noisy and 
notorious that other sirens, as they were 
Installed; received the generic title of 
“O. B. Greens.” Whenever the tug 
moves along the river other captains 
point Groh out as the “ghost master.” 
They lean from their pilot-house doors 
and watch curiously to see if any 
shadowy forms can be detected linger
ing about his boat. All their side re
marks, however, cannot influence him 
to renounce, his faith. Has he not the 
evidence of his senses? And with that 
he is satisfied and is always ready to 
argue for his spirit friends.

W.L BROWN
■ ■ J’ I ..Al 'ÌJ ' , ’ r - , • ■■ — .. ■«■ ... ■ ■ . ■ ... ■. ■

Summarily Ordered to Leave
Camp«
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to go to another soon and hear from 
him again." .

As all river men know, John Ericson 
was fireman In the tug T. T. Morford 
when the boiler.of that vessel exploded 
in 1890. At that time the captain of tho 
,tug was blown clear over a bridge and 
dropped, still living, in the river. The 
engineer, Charles Dick, was blown to 
the deck of the steamer Ionia and 
killed; the fireman, Ericson, was killed 
and blown into the river, and John Fer
guson, standing ns Captain Groh stood 
nt the steering genr of the 0. B. Green, 
wa^ killed by n fragment of the burst 
boiler which fell on the tug’s pilot
house.

The stenmer Chicora left Milwaukee 
in January, 1895, for St. Joseph, since 
when nothing has been heard or seen of 
it, save battered fragments of Its upper 
works. Ed Stines was in command of 
it and had about twenty-four men under 
him.

- “That Isn’t the first we have seen of 
Ericson since he died, either,” said Cap
tain Groli, “though the other time it 
was my niece that saw him, and not I. 
We couldn’t find his body, until he came 
to her and told her he was in air-line 
slip and would come to the top if a 
steamer’s wheel churned up the water. 
I backed the Chemung into the slip and 
sure enough its wheel brought Ericson's 
body to tne top.

“From John Ferguson I have heard 
little, though he often calls upon me to 
pass a greeting. How do all these men 
appear? Why, just as they did In life. 
Otten I’d 'scarcely know they were 
spirits if I did not know they had died. 
Just the other day I was coming up the 
river, and as I passed the Goodrich 
wharf there was old Captain Gilman 
standing there as natural as life, direct
ing affairs. Dave Cockran was there, 
too. Now Gilman has been dead since 
last winter and Dave has been super
intendent in his place, yet there was the 
old man, as real as ever. When I see a 
man with my eyes and hear him with 
my ears, why should I doubt he is 
there? I stood here in the pilot-house 
door and watched Gilman until we were 
through Rush street brindge.

TABLE RAISES IN AÎR.
It isn’t only here on the tug I

these things, but at home as well, 
wife, my niece, my boy, and I all

see
My 
see

¡.

them and hear them. Sometimes when 
we are sitting at table or near it It will 
suddenly lift two or three feet in the air 
and move around. Often this happens 
during a conversation, and then we 
know the spirits want to say something. 
We ask them what it Is and they write 
It In letters of fire right in the air so 
that we all, even the boy, can read It 
Last winter my aunt died near Detroit. 
One night as we were talking about it a 
spirit called our attention and told us 
that my aunt had left us some money 
sewed in the bottom of an old rocking 
chair. I went to Detroit and found the 
chair, but some one else had cut it open 
and got the bag of gold.

“These spirits at home are our guid
ing spirits. Every one has one if he 
would recognize it. They are with us 
daily and are always willing to do any
thing for us. Why, my wife puts them 
to frequent use. When she mislays any
thing and cannot find it she asks the 
spirits. They write In words of fire 
just where it Is, and sure enough there 
we find it. We put them to dally use 
thus In countless ways. :

"Often my wife feels worried about 
me and wants to know just where! am 
and what I am doing. She calls upon 
her guiding spirit and asks the question. 
The spirit goes out and sees me and 
comes back and tells her, all in the 
twinkling of an eye. Sometimes even 
sho wants to send a message to me and 
has no way to do so. She merely calls 
a spirit, asks to have me told and knows 
it is done. The spirit appears to me 
here and writes the message for me. 
Sometimes I can see just the hand,

“Then here on our own coast the lost 
Ohleora has often been descried on a 
storm wind driving down the sea, with 
white ice all about’ it even in midsum
mer, and with the deeclad’form of Cap
tain Stines upon the bridge. Years ago 
the Thomas Hume sailed out of port 
one evening, and since then not a 
vestige of It has been found. Annually, 
however, on the date of Its disappear
ance a speeter schooner glides from un
der the lee of the northeast breakwater 
and moves off down the lake, regardless 
of wind. Once a tug captain followed It 
to find where It was going, but when it 
was off Grosse Point and about ten 
miles from shore suddenly the masts 
'and sails tottered and fell and the hull 
lurched and disappeared beneath the 
glassy sea, while a terrible wall from 
the crew came across the water. Do 
you believe that these are really, the' 
ghosts of the ships, captain?"

Captain Groh looked with dreamy 
eyes out through the window of the 
pilot-house. He seemed hardly to see 
the bridge through which he was skill
fully guiding his craft. He shifted the 
steering bar almost mechanically, now 
to port, now to starboard, now to 
steady. He seemed to be In communion 
with his "guiding spirit” at thimoment 
His visitor looked expectantly- at the 
open air, thinking to see an answer 
there in “letters of fire” written by a 
spirit hand. If such there was none but 
the captain saw it. He spoke at last, 
without shifting his gaze.

“I should say rather spirit ships than 
spirits of ships. There’s a vast differ
ence. A vessel Is not like a person. You 
think of it as alive, and yet it is not. 
When it perishes it perishes entirely. 
But If the spirits of mariners desired to 
do so, I see no reason why they should 
not build or call into being a spirit ship 
exactly like it. It would be as real to 
them as the original was to us. On such 
a ship they could cruise at will. I can
not believe the Maine’s crew would be 
unable to rest until avenged, but I think 
it probable that they might have taken 
that means ef urging the people on to 
war against the Spaniards who had de
stroyed them. So with Stines. He may 
be showing how he and his crew went 
to their death. I have often heard of 
these ships, and yet, strange as it may 
seem, I have never seen them myself.

TAKES SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS.
“A thing I have seen, though, and 

which proves that there really are 
spirits all about- us, is spirit photo
graphs. Some time ago when my wife 
was out in Iowa she took a number of 
photographs. When she came home and 
developed and printed these we found 
the spirits. In one picture she thought 
she noticed a face. She examined it 
closely and found not only that face but 
no less than thirty others, none of which 
had been apparent to her when She 
made the picture. Almost In the center 
was her sister smlUng at her—her sister 
who had been dead for yearL Since 

। then she has made many others, and on 
nearly every one of them a spirit Is ap
parent, and some are full of them. -<2

“Sometimes I attend ‘trumpet’ se- 
■ arices. At such a meeting there is a big 
i tin trumpet which floats about imsup- 
■ ported through the air and Is used by 
। the spirits to make . their voices loud 
■ enough to be heard. Many-spirits await 
i their turn to direct the trumpet, towards 
! friends and speak through it It was at 
i such a meeting that John Ericson told 
i me about the Chicora. ■

’ MAKE QUICK JOURNEYS.
» ' ‘ ■ . : • . ■ •
i “At another seance we called upon a 
i spirit to go to my home near Detroit 
. and learn certain things. He went and 
I was back with the information in no 
i time. Another spirit was sent to Sweden 
i on a similar errand, and in twenty-three 
I minutes brought the answer back. And 
i that spirit, speaking through Max Hoff
) man, a man who had never been in 
> Sweden, told all about Swedish customs 
. and described In detail certain villages 
, from Which there were people present.

A Remarkable Manifestation.
When Queen Ulrike, of Sweden, was 

on her deathbed, her last moments were 
embittered by regret at the absence of 
her favorite, the Countess Steenbock, 
between whom and the queen there ex
isted the most tender and affectionate 
attachment. Unfortunately, and by a 
most singular coincidence, the Countess 
Steenbock, at the same moment lay 
dangerously ill, at Stockholm, and at 
too great a distance from the dying 
queen to be carried to her presence. 
After Ulrike had breathed her last, the 
royal corpse, as Is customary in that 
country, was placed in an open coffin, 
upon an elevated frame, In an apart
ment of the palace brilliantly Illumin
ated with wax candles. A detachment 
of Royal Life Guards was stationed in 
the chamber as a funeral watch. Dur
ing the afternoon, the outside door of 
the ante-chamber opened and the Count
ess Steenbock appeared in deep grief. 
The soldiers of the guard Immediately 
formed into two lines and presented 
arms as a mark of respect to the first 
dame of the palace, who was received 
and escorted- by the commander of the 
guard into the chamber where lay the 
body of her dear friend. The officers 
were surprised at her unexpected ar
rival, and attributing her silence to the 
intensity of her grief, conducted her to 
the side of the corpse, and then retired, 
leaving her alone, not choosing to dis
turb the expression of her deep emotion. 
The officers waited outside for a consid
erable time, and the Countess not yet 
returning, they feared some accident 
had befallen her. The highest officer 
in rank now opened the door, but Im
mediately fell back in the utmost con
sternation. The other officers present 
then hastened into the room, and there 
they all beheld the queen standing up
right in her coffin and tenderly embrac
ing the countess! This was observed by 
all the officers and soldiers of the guard. 
Presently the apparition seemed to 
waver, and resolved itself Into a dense 
mist. When this had disappeared the 
corpse of the queen was seen reposing 
in its former position on the bed of 
state. But the countess was nowhere to 
be found. In vain they searched the 
chamber and the adjoining rooms—not 
a trace of her could be discovered.

A courier was at once dispatched to 
Stockholm with an account of this ex
traordinary occurrence; and there Is 
was learned that the countess Steebock 
had not left the capital, but that she 
had died at precisely the same moment 
when she. was seen in the arms of the 
deceased queen. An extraordinary 
protocol of this occurrence was Imme
diately ordered to be taken by the offi
cers of the government, and which was 
countersigned by all present This doc
ument is still preserved in the archives. 
—Translated from a German work, 
“Existender Gelster und ihr Kinfluss
ouf die Sfnnerwelt,” by Fr. Nork.

Haslett Park Gamp, Mich.
Tuesday morning conference was con

ducted by Brother Claman; the subject, 
“Obsession.” Afternopn, song by Mrs. 
Claman. Then our speaker A. E. Tls- 
daye, was Introduced to the friends for 
the first time at Haslett Park.

Wednesday, as usual, morning debate, 
“Truth and Its Realities.” Some solid 
thoughts were sent out Evening, D. 
R. Daniels, of New York, gave one of 
his scientific lectures.

Thursday, conference. “Is Spiritual
ism Worth Supporting,” which was de
cided yes, and to support it In the home 
as well as the camps.

Friday brought the friends to the hall 
to again listen to our speaker. He took 
for his text “Reason and Belief.” Fri
day evening was our closing dance of 
the season. Masquerade was the pleas
ure of the people. There were sold one 
hundred and fifteen tickets at the door. 
It was the largest party ever given at 
this camp. The hall was filled to its ut
most capacity.

Saturday afternoon we had a dis
course on “War and Its Workings.” 
Saturday evening we all gathered at the 
hall for a love feast and good time gen
erally.

Sunday was’ the closing of -the camp. 
People came In early and eager to get 
the last words given. Brother Tisdale 
came to the front and took for his dis
course “The Building up of Humanity,” 
which was a lesson each and all can 
profit by. He spoke two hours to an au
dience of some three or four hundred. 
It was said to be one of the best dis
courses ever given.

Our camp has been the pleasantest; 
all have enjoyed themselves to the.hlgh- 
est We had with us Mra. Ruddlck, of' 
Franklin, Ind., slate-writing and trum
pet medium, who Is one of the best 
Her slate-writing Is given in the light 
and on top of the table..

’ MBS. O. H. SOULE.

HIS SLEIGHT-OF-H^ND METHODS 
FOUND NO FAVOJl AMONG THE' 
PROMINENT SPIRITUALISTS AT 
CHESTERFIELD CAMP,
Anderson, Ind., August 27,—The con

vention of the Indiana State Spiritual
ist Association ended this evehlrig, after 
the most successful meeting in Its his
tory. The association is about $4,000 
ahead financially and is now.entirely 
out of debt. The total attendance was 
about 50,000. The directors! this after
noon decided to make some »extensive 
improvements for next yeaiv.and several 
cottages will be erected’ for rental pur
poses.

Prof. W. L. Brown, of Cleveland, was 
summarily ordered to leave the camp 
yesterday by the officers of the associa
tion. Brown and his wife were engaged 
to be present and give a series of se
ances. Brown responded, but was not 
accompanied by bis wife. He soon ap
peared with a woman - from Marlon, 
Ind., but the board would not tolerate 
him upon the grounds. This Is the only 

' unpleasant feature that has marred the 
state meeting.—Indianapolis Journal, 
Aug. 28, 1900. ’

To the Editor:—In regard to the latter 
part of the above clipping, I wish to 
say that the man.. Brown, above men
tioned, was not invited to our camp 
either by the committee on mediums or' 
by the association, and therefore, of 
course, he was not offered the sum of 
two hundred dollars as reported by a 
leading daily, or any other sum:

He came here at the request of 
Charles Barnes and wife, mediums who 
were on the grounds and who had re
cently come from Lake Brady, where 
Brown was holding forth.

Brown came here and held two se
ances at which it was clearly demon- ’ 
strated that he was an adept at sleight- 
of-hand, and plans were laid to expose 
the gentleman’s practices, but on 
account of his hurried and sensational 
departure from Chesterfield camp, we 
were forced to forego the pleasure of a 
thorpugh exposure of his methods.

Brown’s sleight-of-hand practices are 
very simple and It is one of the peculiar 
problems of human existence how any 
Intelligent person could be duped by 
them.

In his light seances he sits in front of 
the cabinet and has one person sit with 
him on either side who are supposed to 
hold his hands. Then all three are cov
ered over with a black cloth, leaving 
only their heads and one hand of each 
member of the committee exposed. 
Then the tambourine begins to jingle, a 
bell is rung, and a chair in the cabinet 
bounces around as if it were alive and 
immediately the curtain Is raised and 
all three walk forth with hands still 
clasped, and the spectators are invited 
up to Inspect the cabinet. ,

The way this trick Is done is,very sim
ple. The medium selects his own com
mittee and he places thé “easiest" mem
ber on his right hand and the ether on 
his left, then he instructs each of 
them to place their hand on this knee. 
Then he locks little fingerà with the one 
on his left and takes hold of'the little 
finger of the one on his right. Then 
when the curtain Is being adjusted it is 
only the work of an Instant touring his 
knees together, slip the little finger of 
thé person on his right Into1 the free 
fingers and thumb of hib left hhnd, thus 
leaving his right hamjeto show at the 
top of the curtain, ring, the b^ls, write 
the messages and do the other tom-fool
ery which makes up hW show.

In the latter part of his "seahce" he 
sits alone and bls hands are supposed to 
be securely fastened with a 'pair of 
handcuffs. But the handcuffs are bls 
own and are the common trick kind 
which can be opened without a key, and 
be Is no sooner in position, tbe lights 
turned down and the singing com
menced, than his hands are out of the 
cuffs and appear above the curtain. '

In the first part of his “seance” when 
his hands are supposed to be held by a 
committee, only one hand ever appears; 
that Is, it is either all right hands or all 
left hands, depending upon whether tho 
“easy” person is on the right or left 
hand; but in the latter part of his show 
when he sits alone both hands are used.

I desire to say in conclusion, that 
there has never been held a more pros
perous, harmonious and successful 
meeting on Chesterfield camp than the 
one just closed; and the policy of this 
camp In reference to phenomenal medi
ums is largely the cause of this harmo
nious condition which has obtained. 
-Genuine and honest mediumship can 
have no bettçr or more favorable condi
tions nor can genuine and honest me
diums find warmer or truer friends than 
at Chesterfield camp—but let fakirs be
ware! the very atmosphere of this camp 
would be poison to them.

F. J. MACOMBER.
Anderson, Ind.

Franklin Camp, Neb. ,
To the Editor:—In justice to the devo

tion shown by the'officers of Franklin 
Camp, Neb., I present herewith a few of 
the most prominent features worthy of 
recognition:

Among those who were on the 
grounds before my wife'and I arrived 
were James Campbell, Havelock, Neb., 
president of the State Spiritualist Asso
ciation; O. H. Moody, Otego, Kans., lec
turer; H. Davis, Franklin, Neb., a rap
idly rising young speaker; Mrs. Laura 
Payne, of Topeka, Kansas, was a great 
acquisition to the faculty, more than be
ing a speaker she is also a composing 
musician, many of her ballads are very 
sweet and touching. Mr. W. E. Bonney, 
of Blair, Neb., delivered a number of 
scholarly addresses, showing that pe
culiar scholarship. arising out of Intui
tion rather than reading.

Mrs. Annie Gillette, being exclusively 
under the employ of Franklin Camp as 
a platform test medium, did splendid 
work in the morning circles and benefit 
seances held in the interest of the camp. 
Many of her tests were of remarkable 
character, especially those given to a 
family of the name of Graff; the father 
was totally blind and the expressions of 
joy and sadness that swept his face dur
Ing a description of his daughter’s death 
by lightning were pathetic to the ex
treme. All were eminently satisfied 
with Mrs. Gillette’s work on the camp’s 
rostrum.

During the same seance Mrs. 0. L. 
Ferris was doing very fine work among 
others present. Her work on the plat
form was remarkably correct and 
brought much favorable comment.

Mrs. Mary J. Bonney rendered faith
ful service at the circles and as a speak
er on the platform.

0, H. Simpson, secretary of the camp, 
deli vered a very worthy address on Bib
lical Spiritualism; It had the scholarly 
character of freedom from abuse.

The Reeves family furnished splendid 
music for all occasions.

This camp has stirred up such an in-, 
terest in Spiritualism that the aversion 
which at first stood in the road is now 
swept away and the young people come 
for miles around to hear the lectures 
and tests and enjoy the dances that held 
three times a week during the camp. 
The story Js told that In the first year 
of the camp the boys stood outside and 
shouted at the campers, either in deris
ion or fear, but it now follows that 
where the orthodox churches have been 
turned into dwelling houses or deeply 
encumbered with debts, the cause of 
Spiritualism has thrived and enlisted 
the respect of the whole community. 
Much credit is due to its founder and 
devoted supporter, Father D. L. Haines, 
a true old Quaker. I

When leaving I saw the familiar face 
of D. W. Hull, an able exponent\from 
Norton, Kans. Mr. Hull is widely 
known, he needs no introduction as he 
has announced himself boldly HWt a 
brave old pioneer In the cause he loves 
so well.

E. F. Barrows and myself are among 
the uncelebrities of the occasion. He 
did good work, mostly In a private way, 
diagnosing disease by mall, and giving 
tests on the spur of the mement as they 
came to him. I delivered three lectures, 
1, “The Progress of Spiritualism”; 2, 
“Character Sketches”; 3, “The Philos
ophy of Mediumship."

We hope to see another and greater 
camp next year.

PAUL S. GILLETTE.
Omaha, Neb.

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS
A List of His Noted Works,

For Sale at the Office of The Pro. 
gresslve Thinker.

Waytlde Jottings, ~ '
Gathered from the Highway«, By-ways an!Of Life. By Matti» E. Hull. This Isa SStTioiE! 

neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls beat 
sermons and essay*, and contains a splendid Dortrai» 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Halt 
neatly bound in Engllih cloth, IL
Ihc Spiritual Mps

and How We Ascend
Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude

to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show vqu how to educate your aplrltuATfacultie*. 
price, bound la cloth, 40 cents; in paper novar, 26 
cants.
New Thought»
. Volume L Nicely bound in cloth, 679 large, beaut! 
fully printed page*. Portraits of several of tho bul 
spsakers and mediums. Tho matter all original and 
presenting In au attractive form the highest phase of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only I1JXL 
New Thought»

Volume II. 88< pages, beautifully printed aad 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portrait*. Cloth 
bound, 7b centa.’
Jean, tho Uediwn» '

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
a* a Loader of Armies. By Mosxs Hull. This Is at 
enco tbe most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the moat convincing argument* on Spiritualism 

.overwritten. No novel was over more thrifiingly in- 
terestlng; no history more true. Price in doth, 41 
cents; paper cover, 25 cent*.
The Real Issue»

By Mosxi Hull. A compound of thd two pamph
lets, “The Irrepressible Conflict,” and “Tour Answer 
or Your Life;” with Important additions, maklag a 
book of 1*0 pages all for 25 cents. This book oentsin* 
statistics, facts and documents, on tho tendencies of 
the times, Xhat otery one should have.
Ml About Devils.

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other«Great Reform* come from His Satsnlc 
Majesty and Hl* Subordinate* in the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. B/MosksHull. Price, 16 cents.
Jesus and the Mediums,

or Christ and Mediumship,
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moss* Hull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all tbe condl« 
tlons of modern mediumship. It also shows that all 

- 4he manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa
ment were under tbe same conditions that mediums 
require and that tho coming of Christ Is the re* 
turn of if to the world. 48 page*. Price,
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth,

or Death and Its To-Morrow»
The Spiritual Idea of Death, keavnn and HelL By 

Mosks Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Splr* 
Huallstic Interpretation of many things In tbe Bible—* 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and belli believed in by Spiritualists. Price, 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Raised»

Or tbe Twenty Years Battle Against * Worker 
Ended. Prlee 10 cent*.
SpirttualoSongstor»

By Mattib E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’! 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, 10 cU^ 
or |6 per hundred.

FSYGHOGRflFHy.
Morvelons Manifestations of Psychic 

Power Given Through the
Mediumship of

FRED. P. EVANS.
•‘A book you ought to read. Absorbingly interest

ing, and should be In the bands of every thoughtful 
man and woman. No one can read its pages without 
being convinced otxbe existence of a future life. The 
book fa of great value, not only to Spiritualists, but to 
those Interested In the problem of man's future life, 
as well as to those Interested In phenomenal re* 
search.’1—J. J. Owen. ..

This volume Issuperroyal octavo In slte.besutlxuuj 
bound In cloth and gold, and profusely illustrated.

Prion IX postpaid. For sale at this office.

The Infidelity of Ecdesiasacism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatise. 
Price 25 cent*.

This Remarkable Book.
The second edition of this book, 

“Death Defeated, er the Psychic Secret 
of How to Keep Young,” has just ap
peared on fine cream-colored paper, re
vised and enlarged with Dr. Peebles’ 
famous fifteen commandments—Moses 
had but ten.

This volume going to the foundation 
of things treats of heredity, conception, 
gestation, marriage, divorce, health, by- 
giene, the foods, vegetarianism, the 
foods of Pythagoras, Herodotus, He
siod, Homer, Shelley, Graham, Thoreau 
and others, as well as revealing the se
cret of how to keep young. The press, 
secular, religious and spiritual, of one 
accord sound the praises of this all-im
portant book.

The Banner of Light In reviewing it, 
said: “This volume of the venerable 
youthful ‘Spiritual Pilgrim’ is rich in 
facts, in historical references, and 
gives no end of valuable Information 
upon psychic subjects. It is written in 
the author’s usually clear, concise style, 
attracting the reader by its logic, its 
solid arguments and sometimes start
ling statements.”

Dr. Peebles has a message to give to 
the world and he has given it in the 
happiest possible manner, thus adding ' 
another star to his literary sky. The 
book is incisive, outspoken, helpful. ' 
soulful and hopeful. Price of the same 
Is $1. For sale by Dr. Peebles, Battle 
Creek, Mich., the Banner of Light, Bos
ton, The Progressive Thinker, Chicago; 
the Light of Truth, Columbus, O.; the
Religlo-Philosophical Journal, San Fran
cisco, Cat, and the liberal press gen
erally.

i
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ACROSTIC-THE SOUL.

We have been informed that this man 
Brown was an intimate friend of Benny 
Foster, one of the sleekest sleight-of- 
hand imitators of the spiritual phe
nomena that has ever been before the 
public in this city. Benny’s conduct 
here was severely condemned by every 
honest Spiritualist,

This man Brown was at. the camp at 
Lake Helen, Florida. He will not be 
wanted there again.' His methods at 
Mt Oarroll, Ill., were such that Spirit
ualists there will not want his manifes
tations again. Lake Brady had him this 
summer, and If the officers employ him 
again, Spiritualists generally will avoid 
it. / ■

The officers of the Chesterfield camp 
deserve great credit for the course they 
have pursued in expelling 'those from 
their grounds who employ' jslelght-of- 
hand In Imitating the gpirltiifl' phenom
ena. We predict a bright future for this

A SONG OF THE DEPARTED.

THE PROPHETS OH’ ISRAEL.
By Prof. C.F. Cornll). Cons istlng of popular sketches 
from Old Testament History. Price 25c. For sale at 
this office.

The Everlasting Gospel.
This volume consists of a series of lectures, met* 

sages and poems written and delivered In publio 
through the meatal organism of Mra. Magdalena 
KHne, a trance, clairvoyant and Inspirational me* 
dlum. Th* book contains 488 largo pages, and will be 
gent postpaid for 11.60. For sale at this offlee.

Healing, Ganses and Effects.
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deal* with the finer 

mdntal apd spiritual force* a* applied to healing. 
Price. 60c.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

By Dr. P*u) Garni. A translation made from Japan« 
eie, under the suiplcei of the Rev. tihaku Soyer,dele
gate to the Parliament of Religions. Wai published 
In Japan. Price, 91.00. For sale at this office.

Ite GhmtS'^.' 
Question

Pfi 8. Loveland,Hudson
t/uUU ull Tuttle, Moses Hull,
J. R. Buchanah, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir
its say about ft By

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Whether this book.*etlle* the question or not, It 

will be found eminently enterulnlDg, end bring» to* 
tether a mus of evidence etHtetablleh the historical 
character of Josus. A large volume, cloth, *1.25. For 
tale at this office.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker’s Inter* 
national Congress, Chicago, Hl^ October, 1883. Bp 
Susan H. Wlxon. Price, 10c.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE, 
BY LILIAN WHITING,

Three choice volumes, each complete In Itaelf. fa 
winch eplrltuallty io related to everyday life In ouch 
a "way a* to make the world beautiful. Price 11 each. 
For tale at thia office.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on the relations of tho spirit to 

it* own organism, and the inter-relation of humaa 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Ruib, through the me* 
dlumshipof Mrs. CoraL. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price 11.50. For sale at this office.

PSYCHE
Is the invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and 1s designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by its use. have received long communtca* 
lion* from spirit friends, and express great satlsfac* 
tlon. Price, |1, and 20 cents extra for expressage. 
For sole at the offleeof Tms FntoBBtfoiTxTHiNKXK.

Out of the Depths Into the Light 
By Samuel Bowies; Mrs. CarrleE. 8. Twins, medium. 
This Is a very Interesting little book, and will be an* 
predated from start to finish by all who with to gala 
spiritual information. Price 25 cis. For sale atthli 
office. '

OUTSIDE THE GATES
and other tales and sketches. By a band of spirit in* 
telllgencea, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Shelhimer., Au excellent work. Price, 11.00- For 
sale at thia office.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 6 cent*. For sale ai 
this office.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
By Andrew Jackson Davi*. Something you should 
read. Price 60 cent*. For sale at this office. -

KflREZZfl.
ETHICS OF_MAFlRIACe.

By AUoe B. Stockham. M. D*
Rarezza make* a plea for a better birthright ft* 

children, and alms to lead Individual* to Mek a higher 
development of themselves through most «aerea re« 
latlons, It is pure in tone and ala.aad aliOUidbo 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. IL

ASTRAL WORSHIP.
By J. H. HI1L M. D. A valuable contribution to th* 

current discussion of religious problems. The author 
by illustrations and a plantsphere (a representation of 
the celestial sphere upon a plane with adjustable clr> 
cles), traces most of the myths which Ho al tho base 
of Christianity to the I r origin In sun and star worship. 
The astronomical facts given possess great value, the 
Illustrations rare and curious. The book Is bound La 
only one style—heavy boards. Price Hi For sale al 
this office. '

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Lc Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
ARoman Catholic prieat, who. after a pastoral aervlc« 
of thirty years Id France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God's pardon for having taught thl 
Christian religion. He left thia volume as Til* last 
Will and testament to hla parishioner« and to tho 
World. Translated from the French original by MU« 
Anna Knoop.

Post Bvo., 889 pages, with portrait Cloth, ll.OQ) 
postage, 14 oonU.

‘The work of the honest pastor is the most curioui 
and the most powerful thing of Che kind that the luft 
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire bad re* 
serves, but Jean Meslier had nona. He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all, the wonder Is not that there 
should hove been one priest who left thattMumony at 
bls dettik bat that all nriesta do not”—Jam«« Parton.

EVOLUTIONISM.
A Series of Illustrated Lectures 

Upon the 
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE. 
BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND.

Price, doth, ,1.25. For ado at thia offlee.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

How to reach that altitude where «plrlt II lupremo 
and all things are subject to It. By Moses Hun. Prlco 
In cloth. 40 cents-, paper 25 eta. For sale at this office.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full of practical Inatrnotto» 
In matters pertalulOK to physical, meatal andanlrltnN 
health. Worth ma»y tlmea Its coat. Price 10 oenta.

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
In etory form; atm* to give a better understanding of 
magic, black and white. 880 large page*. Cloth, 11.25.

Apocryphal New Testament
Being all the Gospels, Ephtics, and other pieces 

now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to 
Jesus Chrlit, hl* apostles and their companions, and 
not Included In the New Testament by Its compilers. 
Cloth. *1.50. For sale at this office.

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

By Mrs. Dr. HalburL On tbe present stetui ot 
woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually. 
Tbe divine law ot true harmonlal marriage, ete. 
Price, 10c.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of "The World Beautiful,’
‘•After Her Death,'

•Kato Field,’
‘From Dreamland Sent," etc.

Precious is the dream of sages, 
Reaching down through vanished ages. 
Over death to be victorious, . . ' . 
Gainlng llfe, eternal glorious; 
Reaching Hope’s glad, full fruition , 
Escaping each low, vile condition.. 
Soul! serene, triumphant, give . ' 
Steadfast care-how thou shouldst live. 
In thy brief span upon the earth, : 
Value that which has true worth,, 
Earning thus'the heavenly birth.; '
That which makes “our lives sublime,” 
Holding sway throughout all time, 
Is the spirit, soul, or mind. • - 
Not to perish when , this mortal '
Kneels and passes through death’s 

/ portal; . .
Entering but Life’s wider sphere, . 
Raised, from narrow limits here.

: . .■ H. W. B. MYRICK.

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, 
with music, by C. Payson Longley. 
Price by mail. 15 cents. For sale at
this office. >

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2. 
I Sweet songs and music for home and 

social meetings. For sale at this office. 
‘ Price IB cents.

camp. .7 ?. ■

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con. 
fesslonal” ’ This book, by the well 
known Father Ohlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure Influxes iffid results 
of the Romish confesfflonal;. is proved 
by-the sad experience .of many wreckéd 
lives. Price, by mall,’$L: Fôr sale at 
this office. . ; ; .

“Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism ?’’ A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebleb,1 the well- 
known author. Price 15 tents. For 
sale at this office. il • '■

Rending the Vail: This volume Is a 
compilation by J. W. Nixon, of psychic 
literature, most given by spirits 
through and by means of full form vis
ible materializations, at seances of a 
certain Psychic Research Society, 
known as the Aber Intellectual Circle, 
the medium being William W. Aber.- 
507 pp. octavo. For sale at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker. Price $2.

"From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this 
handsome volume, wherewith to sweet
en hours of leisure and enjoymeBt 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

This song was sung to me while 
asleep In bed, and was set to ttye sweet
est music I think I ever heard. It was 
sung by my two children (a boy and a 
girl) who died eighteen years ago In 
their infancy. They stood by my bed
side while they sang. Their features 
were as plain to me, as any person I 
ever saw in my wakeful state. They 
were full-grown persons, but the sin
gular part is, that I knew them both, 
and knew them to be my children, Rosa 
and Adelbert Boyd.
She was fairer by far than the flowers 

of our valley,
Or the bright tiger lily that grows by 

tbe stream,
Her voice was like music, our tired 

heart to rally,
While her eyes of bine azure so fond

ly would beam. '
Now you miss your sweet Rosebud, so 

happy In glory; .
We’re watching your life as you jour- 

• ney along, , . .
And Della beside is telling his story

Of how happy we feel while we sing 
you this song. J. W. BOYD.

Nat’l Mil. Home, Milwaukee, Wls.

■ OU, as a progressive mind, should 
know something of the phenom
ena of that magnificent change 
called • Death.. On that subject 
you will find valuable information 
in the three volumes of-The En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in

the Spirit World Those three volumes 
contain more valuable Information on 
that subject than all the libraries of the 
world. They are furnished to the sub
scribers a'/The Progressive Thinker at 
a nominal cost Read carefully our 
premium list -

“The Heresy Trial of Rev. B. F. Aus
tin, M. A., D. D. Giving a sketch of 
Dr. Austin’s life, story of the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, the heresy 
sermon, the scene at conference, and 
Dr. Austin’s full address ddfendiag his 
views on Spiritualism at the London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can:,” 
etc. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office.

" > sí. ' i, ’ • i L?

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given inspirationally by Mr*. Maria M. King. Price 
76 cents. For sale at this office.

Joys Beyond the Threshold

With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Price 11.25. The 
writer of thl* "Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning" 
ha* thrown the book into five chapters, with «ub tltie* 
as follow«:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. ‘'Summer Snow of Apple 

Blosaoms;" Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends In the 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. Tho Prefigured Friend; 
Vita Noura; "One Day. My Siren.”

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; In Casa 
Guidi; Florentine Days; Walter Savage Latador.

ABT AND ITALY. Individuality of CharacterTTbe 
Clasped Bands: Kate Field’s Record«; Mrs. 
Browning’s Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Lawn; Modern Scientific Thought; The Consider* 
atton of Genius.

For Salo at this office.

A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MOBROW OF DEATH.
BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO-MOBROW OF DEATH wm write» to 

deTeiop the Idea oi the principle ot the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and It* reincarnation

WORKS OF THOS. PAINE
THOMAS PAINE’S

Examination of the Prophecies.
A consideration of the pMsagei in the New Testa* 
ment, Quoted from the Old and called Prophecies Con* 
cernlng Jesus Christ. Price 15 cto. For sale at thia 
offlee.

tn a chain of new beings, whose saccesslve link* are 
unrolled tn the bosom of etherial space. "Bitond 
nn Thrxshold” continues on the same lines, en* 
larging and expanding the Idea by reason* and con* 
rideratlon* drawn from science and philosophy; claim* I 
Ing that the certainty of a now birth beyond our

I Paine’s Political Works Complete
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that, - - — - . — - - .................
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re* I 
Ifglona. From beginning to end Itl* interesting, en«1 
tertalnlng, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed In Its penuaL Price 11,25 
For aalo at thl* office.

Two volumes. Theological Work*; Poetical and Mil* 
cellaneouB Works: Life. This set of five volumes all 
boxed ready for shipping, 15.00 This Is the best and 
cheapest edition and should be on the Ibelves of ev* 
ery student of liberal thought. For sale at this office

The To-Morrow of Death.
--OR THE«--

Future Life According to Science.

THE ACE OF REASON.
By Ttotnu Paine. Bel»» an Inveatlgatloa of Tro, 

and Fabulous Theology. A new ud couplet« edl> 
tlon, treaa new pistes and new type, IN WCK post 
tv«a Riper, N wnta: cloth. K cute, ____ j

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from .the french
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the Natlooil with Frefaoe tnd Note« 

by Peter Eckler, Illuatrated with Mewl of the old 
ralne Homeitead and Paine Monament, at Neir 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rictmza, 
Jos Barlow. Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland. 
CondorcetBrlssot, and the most promlnontot Paine's 
friends in Enrope and America. Cloth; n Mata.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
TH, One Tolame mljht wen bare t»«a ntttM 

■plrlttuUnnDemonrtnteaiix Sdeace. It U vrritten 
In tkat ^collar lat.rMttn, ityla In «hlon Fnnch 
writtrt Mcelirt,» ttejr would poptilaHxe Meatlfla 
■»Meet, tn odAtatlea to the need, ot the tuenl 
rower. The Cauior ie not a B»IrlttulIM—he even 
mntleu Bplntnellit, w “devotee, ef a new tnpar- 
iHtioh,’’ «to. <to, tn which, he uulfeeu the uinat 
wlraue otthe “Klutllo dew” yet he wye ualnt 
“Then I, a true a*i remctable Hei In lyfHnuitm." 
ud renrd, a, jfoved ‘‘the tec, ef cennnicittoi 
betwee» ihperhtmeM u< the InhihlHMti tf Etrtlir 
MdlntMeK_to reliututuott of flit tn rrHenc*. 
There ¿ton BiIrlluiMit, a nulfeit <licre»i»c, tn 
theiutlon’i fdut, bnt th, weu-reid mint wil reuny 
•elect u* «run the pro, nd coni, ni nnt of the 
wheje will tu hot inly rood meita, culnre, bnt 
xnuih velnrtle Information. The aniMifBcldi th, 
theory ot ntncuutlon. ’"ice IK 1 VW Mie at 
th’ioHca.

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomu Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, 

drenad to the Inhabitant! of America tn 1776, Trilli 
; explanatory notici by in English author. Pape* ' 

16 cuta. •

Paine’s Theological Works."
An of fieno», Knmlnatlon ot CM Frartodea, et»

Utu.o<liUa. iortBvOk,4S>r«go*. Cloa.HA«

Conflict Between Religion and 
Science.

Juel the book for progretElve thinker*. By John 
W. Draper. Cloth. 11.75. For atlo at th!* office.
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A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a moro bountiful barveet thou we can 

give you tor'¿5 eeutat Just pause aud think tor a mo- 
neut wbat an Intellectual feast that ainall Investment 
will furalsli you. Tho aubscrlrtlon price of Tun Pao- 
annastvK Thikkek thirteen weeks la only twenty-live 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred end 
tour pages of solid, substantia’, acul-elevatmg end 
tnlnd-refre.bing reading mutter, equivalent to a meal
uni-sired bookl

age. They should not mistake the ves
sel for its contents, and war upon tic

TERMS OESUBSCRIPTIOlf.
TBsPBOOuissivETaiKKinwUlbe furatateli until 

further notice, ut Uto following ternir, Invariably in 
advance:

nZJllTTAKCZS.
Remit by Fuatofflce Money Order, Rcglatered Letter. 

St draft on Chicano or New 1'ork. It coats front 10 
to 15 cents to get checks casbotl on local banks, so don't 
lend tbptn unless you wish that amount deducted front 
the amount sent. Direct all letters to J. B. Francia 
io. 40 Loomis Street. Clflcuso, 1U.

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there are thousands who will at first venture 

Mfiy twentv-five ceuw iurThe Fkcouebsivk Tuinkbb 
tiilrleeu weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 

rnpy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, nnd thus be able to remit from «1 to CIO. or even 
(Hore than the latter sum A largo number of little 
amounts will make a largo sum total, and thus extend 
tho field of our labor aua usefulness. The same sug* 
{estlou will apply Lu all cases of renewal of subscrlp- 
lens—solicit others to aid 1u the good work. You will 

experience no dlfllculty whatever In inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for Thk Pkocuessivk TííimkeBi 
for not oue of them can afford to be without the vaina- 
ble information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week.-: - \

TAKE NOTICEI
ty At expiration of tubecrlntlon, If not renewed, 

the paper Is discontinued No bllU will be sent for ex
tra numbora.
tv it you do not receive your paper promptly, 

write to ua, and errera lu nddrosa will be promptly 
corrected, aud mlaains numbers supplied gratia.

1ST Whenever you dealroitho address of your paper 
chanced, always give the addreta ot the place to which 
It Is then sent, or tho cliumte cannot te made.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
Tse Progre.fiWe Thinker Is iuruUlir.d In the United 

States at 11.00 per year, the postage thereon helug hut 
nominal, but when It is sent to foreign countries wo 
die compelled lo churire CO ceute eailru, making Cue 
yearly butecrlptlou 11.50. Please bear that in uilucL

The Church Has a Flag of Its Own.
By every possible device the church is 

pushing its claims in every conceivable 
manner, aud in its arrogance has no re
spect for the rights of those who oppose 
it. As a forerunner of puttlng“God in the 
Constitution,” a church flag has been 
adopted. It is the invention of Bishop 
Coleman of the Episcopal Diocese of 
Delaware. The flag the Bishop has un
furled is over nine feet square, purple 
in color, and has a white cross emblaz
oned on Its broad field. Of his flag the 
Bishop says:

“We all know the power of a flag. 
How It appeals to our better nature, 
und~bestlrs us to a lively remembrance 
and to heroic deeds. For ages the state 
all over the world has Its flag of various 
hues and designs, according to race and 
nationality. Indeed, It Is one of the 
first things which a new government 
adopts.

“Why should the church be without a 
flag? For some time I have been think
ing over the matter, and at last, with 
the valued aid of two friends, who are 
experts In heraldry, determined upon a 
design which has been thoroughly well 
executed,in bunting by a widely-known
Philadelphia firm.

“I wanted something 
had a relation to pur 
should have something 
cleslastlcal. The cross 
field is In shape what 
bishop's cross, its arms

Kept, IR,»»

- The War-Cloud Enlarging.
Every breeze from whatever quarter 

brings accounts of war and bloodshed. 
National strife Is no-longer sectional, 
nor is it limited to the Islands of the 
seas, but it is common to every conti
nent, and every country is somewhat 
involved. Worse than all, the gloom is 
constantly becoming more profound.

Down there in South Africa the Boers, 
defeated In battles and overborne by 
numbers, their capital In possession of 
the enemy, and their president “In the 
brush,” yet the tight goes on.

In the Interior and along the West 
coast of Africa the British are trying to 
whip the natives into submission.

The latest news from Italy shows 
there is a slate of unrest between the 
Vatican and the young king which may 
eventuate in bloodshed at any time. 
The Pope is ambitious, old as he is, to 
regain lost power. The Catholic world 
sympathizes with him and, will gladly 
lend him aid.

The Kurds are again represented at 
war with the Armenians and the Sul
tan Is ambitious to preserve peace; but 
antagonistic elements are against him. 
The Armenians are aggressive, and 
backed by Christians of other countries, 
they are unwilling to submit to Moham
medan rule. The Kurds covet strife, so 
collisions and slaughter are inevitable.

Our troubles with China have .only 
just begun, It is now apparent the ene
my retired before the allied powers in 
their march on Pekin, to collect their 
forces, with the intention of attacking 
them in front ahd rear, and overwhelm
ing them If possible with numbers. 
The destruction and looting of the Chi
nese northern capital has aroused a 
spirit it will be difficult to crush.

But the great strife will come when 
the allied armies are no longer bound 
together by a common interest. Al
ready there are heartburnings which 
cannot be suppressed. A few weeks and 
they may take form. We are in hopes 
our own government will stand aloof, 
and allow distant nations to settle their 
contention as best they can.

' But oh, the horrors of war! Very few 
other than those engaged in it have any 
just conception of its debasing charac
ter. A duel in which two brave but 
misguided men meet in deadly encoun
ter aud deliberately murder each other, 
Is terrible to contemplate. That be
tween Burr and Hamilton, in which the 
latter, a nation’s favorite, fell, was sad 
beyond expression, and will be memor
able while the nation lasts; while that 
in 1838, fought between the two Con-

which, while it 
national flag, 

essentially ec- 
in the white 
is known as a 
florented.”

Is not the splendid National flag good 
enough for these preachers? It has 
given liberty to these churchmen, which 
enables them to plot the overthrow of 
the principles It represents.

Think of the petty churches flying 
their petty flags from the top of their 
steeples, or from a flagstaff In front of 
their doors? Yet why not? Is It not 
the “church militant,” the fighting 
church? Has it not been a fighting 
church through the ages? Give it the 
power,, will it not be a fighting church, 
which will as remorselessly, as in the 
past, strike down the free thinker?

There is no law against anybody so 
disposed adopting a bit of colored rag 
as an emblem, as long as they do not 
mutilate the national Stars and Stripes; 
it is n matter of personal taste. Yet 
few American would prefer any other 
than the glorious banner, which stands 
throughout the world for liberty and 
justice; for all that makes for the high
est civilization.

Blessings That Follow the Flag.
“The New Voice,” of New York, the 

recognized organ of the Prohibitionists, 
makes a woeful showing of affairs in 
Manila. Reports of the awful Inroads 
of intemperance In our new possessions 
induced the publishers to send a special 
commission, in the person of Wm. E. 
Johnson, to visit the Philippines, study 
the liquor traffic from personal observa
tion, ami report bls findings.

Mr. Johnson lias just made his report, 
which is published at length in The 
New Voice. He says be found 1,100 
places where intoxicants are openly and 
publicly sold In the city of Manila; that 
this does not include the innumerable 
resorts situated in alleys, “blind pigs,” 
and other fraudulent devices to avoid 
publicity.

Says a prominent Republican journal, 
In quoting the facts which we have 
greatly condensed: “Such seem to be the 

. ‘blessings’ of civilization that follow the 
flag."

gressmen, Cllley of Maine, and Graves 
of Kentucky, with rifles, in which the 
former was killed, shocked the world; 
but when powerful jiations fall upon 
each other, in which the Ilves of per
haps hundreds of thousands are in
volved, and the resources of populous 
empires are wasted, no pen can de
scribe, no tongue can express, no imag
ination can conceive the horrors of the 
event. The consequences, the pains, 
and agonies, and heart-aches are not 
limited to the battle field, or the hospit
al, but they extend to every house 
whence brave warriors come to do and 
dare, and die.

It was hoped the great conference of 
the so-called Christian powers, in late 
session at The Hague, looking to arbi
tration of national disputes, would 
eventuate In a long period of profound 
peace. Instead of that hope being re
alized, it only brought the parties to
gether so they could war the more suc
cessfully against nations not represent
ed on that commission.

To intensify the hate for war and 
scenes of slaughter we beg leave to 
make a brief extract from a letter from 
John McGregor Carlisle, of the 9th In
fantry, who was engaged with bls regi
ment In the capture of Tien Tsln, and 
who wrote his parents at length at 
Grand Rapids, Mich. It was published 
in the Chicago Journal, of the 28th ult. 
The writer closes his account of that de- 
structlve contest by saying:

“We ran out of ammunition, every 
man having fired 300 shots. Our guns 
would get wet, and when we kept them 
from touching the water they would be
come redhot. Our shoulders were also 
very lame from so muck shooting.

"During the night we advanced with 
the Japs to the wall and blew-It up with 
guncotton, aud on the morning of the 
14th the Stars and Stripes floated with 
the Japanese flag over old Tien Tsln. 
With fixed bayonets we slaughtered 
them. The streets are blocked with the 
dead and the river Is filled with floating 
bodies.

“Many Chinese got on their knees and 
begged, but too late. “We would jab the 
bayonet through them, give it a turn, 
and kick them off with our feet. When 
all was over and we had returned to our 
camp we were a sight to see. We were 
very tired and could see nothing but 
that battle. I would have given a world 
then if I could have been at hotae. I 
am truly thankful to God that I am liv
ing. We lost in all, killed and wounded, 
175 men.

“I must close, as we are in a hurry. 
Mother, don't worry.”

But there are other mothers, those in 
Chinese homes, who will “worry,” and 
languish, mid die, because of the loss of 
their dear ones, just as would the 
mother of this narrater of war's doings 
haij. her loved son been pierced by a 
bayonet and kicked from its point to be 
be thrust into other hearts.

Without regard to our respective re
ligious prejudices, let us resist this war 
spirit which is rampant at this time, the 
young men making a rush to enlist in 
the army or navy, anxious to partici
pate In the still pending bloody strife.

Banish the Alcohol.
The British government, to increase 

the soldiers' efficiency, has deprived Its 
army of every species of alcohol. Ex
periments demonstrated that grog en
ervates instead of invlgpratlng those 
who use it. Alcoholic stimulants are 
more destructive In tropical climates 
than elsewhere. Temperance societies 
and workers, Instead of making war on 
canteens should discharge their heavi- 
est^atteries at alcohol, then they will 
be sustained by the intelligence of the

Malarial fevers are traced by recent 
investigations, to minute parasites 
which gain access .to the corpuscles of 
the blood through the action of a cer
tain species of mosquito, bred in 
swamps and marshy districts. Net
tings excluding these pestiferous crea
tures from injecting’their spores Into 
the blood is given as the best protec
tion against the action of this little 
meddler in human affairs.

It has been known for years that the 
ordinary house-fly Is a deadly agent in 
injecting poisons into the humjn veins; 
but the mosquito was not mistrusted as 
a source of danger until very lately.

Warned by a Spirit Voice.' ■' I
It appears from the Philadelphia! | 

(Pa.) Record that Boston students of 
telepathy, theosophy and other occult 
sciences are deeply Interested in and 
making a close examination of mysteri
ous happenings in the household of Mr. 
and Mrs. George Jennings, of Temple 
street, Mount Washington, Haverhill.

Those who have hitherto believed 
partially in telepathy or the'communion 
of souls have had their faith confirmed 
by the authenticated story of how a 
young girl saved her father from death 
while she was at a distance from him, 
while many of those who have placed 
no faith whatever in occult things have 
been compelled to assume a more toler
ant attitude toward believers In the 
cult.

The established facts in this case, 
which is attracting so much attention 
among the seekers after the mysterious 
and the occult, are as follows:

Just beiore 10 o’clock last Saturday 
night the protective gates at the Wash
ington'street railroad crossing In Hav
erhill were lowered to allow of the pas
sage of a shifting engine backing up 
with three cars. Coincident with the 
lowering of the gates there arrived at 
the crossing James Snlee and George 
Jennings, of Haverhill! The gateman 
shoiited at these men as they stooped 
and passed under the gates and started 
to cross the tracks.

The shifting engine and the cars were 
on the third track from the gate under 
which the men had passed, and nearing 
the crossing at a speed of 10 miles an 
hour. Jennings crossed the first two 
tracks, then suddenly turned and ran 
back. Snee reached the third track and 
was run down and horribly mangled by 
the engine and cars. Mr. Jennings was 
not injured.

The time at which this fatality oc
curred was correctly noted, both by the 
railroad men and the police, who came 
after the body with a patrol wagon. It 
was 9:42 p. m. .

The house where Mr. Jennings lives 
with his wife and children, is a mile 
aud a quarter from the scene of the ac
cident. One of his children Is a girl 15 
years old,. She has been seriously ill for 
some time, requiring the constant atten
tion of her parents and the daily at
tendance of a physician. The girl was 
apparently getting better, and was not 
couisdered in any danger, but her moth
er was with her in her room Saturday 
night, sitting by her bedside. The girl 
was apparently half asleep, but she sud
denly drew herself to a sitting posture 
in the bed, her eyes stared as though she 
was greatly frightened, and immediate
ly she appeared to lose eonsciounsness, 
sinking down to the bed.

Her condition alarmed her mother, 
who felt that her daughter was dying, 
and she called the other members of the 
family at once, one running for the fam
ily physician, Dr. George E. Goodwin. 
The doctor says that it was 20 minutes 
of 10 when he was called and three min
utes later he was at the bedside of the 
sick girl, who had then returned to con
sciousness, and had several times cried 
out in a terrified tone of voice:

“Papa, do not cross the tracks. One is 
enough. You will be killed.”

The doctor gave the girl opiates and 
gradually she became quiet, falling 
asleep.

Mrs. Jennings regarded the cries of 
her daughter as having been occasioned 
by her illness, which had affected her 
brain, and this belief was shared by the 
physician, who however, considering 
the ailment of his patient, had not an
ticipated any mental disturbance.

They were discussing the case to
gether at 10:30 when Mr. Jennings, ner
vous and shaken up by the tragedy he 
had witnessed, and from which he had 
escaped by the narrowest of margins, 
arrived at bls home.

In part he explained, as the believers 
In the occult assert, the cause of his 
daughter's outcry. He told In detail of 
his having approached the railroad 
crossing in company with Snee, and of 
attempting to follow him across the 
third tracks, when he was restrained 
from doing so by some power that he 
could not understand.
- He bad not seen the engine and cars 
coming, and he had not heard the cries 
of the flagman, neither had he heard 
the voice of his daughter, as the telepa
thists think he should have heard and 
been able to certify to, to make the case 
complete, but something, a force that he 
did not understand, turned him back 
from the death which confronted him.

The telepathists say It was the guard- 
lan influence of bls daughter's mind 
which did it. They say that to even the 
most confirmed doubter of the theory 
that mind can bridge all distances and 
that there are soul waves which travel 
unseen and which maintain watch as 
guardians over those they love, and this

Women Must Wear Hats.
Rev. J. H. Quinn, rector of Holy An

gels' Catholic church, Buffalo, N. Y., has 
settled the question for his church, 
which ruling it is presumed will be
come a precedent for all other churches 
of all denominations. He did not cite 
Paul, but struck right out from his own 
Ups with words that burn, thusly:

“This is the house of God, and every 
respect should be shown to him by 
those who enter It. From this time on 
It is forbidden, at any time of day, for 
women, young or old, to come into the 
Holy Angels’ church without covering 
on their heads. This applies also to 
weddings. There Is no exception 
made.’ -

Nature’s adornment, a nice covering 
of hair, will not suffice for women when 
they go to church; even the kldling with 
her curls, or the matron with silver 
locks, Is not exempt from this require
ment, so lovely woman must .“stoop to 
foily” and wear a hat else be expeUed 
from the church of the Holy Angels. 
And sensible women will quietly sub
mit to this priestly dictation! But a 
question right here: Men are required to 
remove the-covering of their heads 
when they enter the church, out of re
spect to God. By what law of ethics is 
the rule reversed which requires wo
man's head to be covered, when a man’s 
head is bare? -

IONS OF CREATIVE FORCE, 
T A STARTLING THEORY.J

Experiments With Chemicals in Propagai- 
■ ing Marine Animals.

BELIEVES’ SAJifE pbinciple can be used 
WITH .MAMMALS—SCIENTISTS ABE IN
TENSELY INTERESTED IN- CHICAGO MAN’S 
DISCOVERY.;
To the Efiitoih-^As set forth in the Chicago Chronicle, 

wonderful discoveries are being brought to the surface. 
A Chicago man of science has just demonstrated to- the 
scientific world that the theory of parthenogenesis is ap
plicable to more than one form of animal life. To any
one but a person thoroughly versed in the minutiae of bi
ology the statement does not mean much, but the explana
tion contains revelations little short of startling.

It means that a persistent professor of physiology lias 
discoveretl a mystifying process of producing young from 
the ovum or egg of female animals by making a combina
tion of chemicals take the place of the male parent. The 
early experiments were with animals of a lower order of 
life, but the scientists declare they will prove the principle 
applicable to all animal kind, including mammalians, this 
being the generic term under which come human beings. 
The assertion contains an announcement of generation 
and production that is almost revolutionary, as the sim
plest reader can see the possibilities it involves.

PROFESSOR LOEB’S EXPERIMENT.*
The. theory of parthenogenesis, or the production of 

young by-a single parent, has been a theme of lively inter
est for a good many years. Professor Loeb, head of 
the department of physiology and experimental biology 
at the Chicago University, has been the first to offer act
ual proof of its truth. Last year Professor Loeb con
ducted a series of experiments in the famous laboratory at 
Wood’s Hall, Mass., which resulted in the hatching of un
fertilized eggs of the sea urchin. Professor Loeb took 
the eggs before they were touched by the milt of the 
male. He applied the chemicals and placed them in sea 
water. Young sea urchins were produced.

These experiments proved that, parthenogenesis holds 
good in the case of the sea urchin. They did not, how
ever, indicate that the theory is applcable to all animal 
life. This indication was not given until this summer, 
when Professor Loeb again went to Wood’s Hall labora
tory and spent many weeks experimenting with a higher 
order of animal life. The starfish was the subject under 
observation this time, and the result was the same as that 
in the case of the sea urchin. Young starfish were as 
readily produced from the unfertilized eggs by the action 
of the chemicals as had been the young sea urchins.

ELEMENT USED SUCCESSFULLY.
Professor Loeb has just written to his associates at the 

university regarding these last experiments, which estab
lish beyond a reasonable doubt that parthenogenesis is 
true not only of all marine animals, but also of the mam
malians. R. W. Webster of the university biological de
partment said yesterday that Professor Loeb has written 
frequently describing his experiments in a general way

and stating that they have been gratifyingly successful. 
“Professor Loeb has produced young starfish just as he . 
did urchins," ,Mr. Webster said, “and this fact pretty well 
determines that the theory will be found capable of gen
eral application. Professor Loeb believes that the young 
of mammalians cambe produced in much the same way as 
the young of marine animals, according to the same prin
ciple, at least.”.

Professor Loeb’s description of the remarkable experi
ments is intensely interesting. He'has written: “In the 
course of repeated experiments with concentrated sea 
water and the eggs of the sea urchin I came to the con
clusion that by making two changes in the constituents of 
the water the eggs might be made to produce perfect em
bryos without being fertilized. It seemed to me that all 
the milt of the male needed to carry to the eggs for fertil
ization were ions, or‘elements, to effect these changes. 
Actual trial showed this to have been a correct supposi
tion. I have no doubt that this same principle holds 
good in the process of fertilization among many other, if 
not all, marine animals, and it is reasonable to suppose 
that what is true of the sea urchin is true of mammalians.

“It is possible that only ions of blood prevent the par- 
thenogenetic origin of embryos in mammalians. It is not 
impossible that a transitory change in the ions may allow 
a complete parthenogenesis,” ,

” MECCA OF SCIENTISTS. - ,
Wood’s Hall, where Professor Loeb is working, is the 

Mecca of American scientists. The village is at the ex
treme end of the neck of land extending from the south
east shore of Buzzard’s bay.- The marine biological labo
ratory was established there in 1888, the idea of such an 
institution having been first proposed and carried for
ward by the American pioneer of science, Alexander Agas
siz, in 1873.

Professors in the pure sciences in institutions of learn
ing in all parts of the United States hold a rendezvous 
there every summer for the purpose of original research. 
For the last two years Professor Loeb has been the center 
of attraction, because his experiments with the chemicals 
on the production of young animals are vitally related to 
the chemical theory of life believed by most of the men 
who work at the famous laboratory.

THEORY OF CREATION.
These scientists contend that life originated on earth 

through the combination, in the course of the evolution of 
the world, of chemicals which compose the simple proto
plasmic cells. They believe that these cells through the 
long course of countless centuries of growth have been 
modified and influenced by circumstances and 
changes in .the world about them and have produced by 
natural means all that is alive to-day. They hold that 
the species has been differentiated by natural means and 
that the development from cell to man is but a steady and 
constant growth.

This is the theory. To establish it they have sought 
to produce artificially that combination which becomes 
instead of a mere combination, a unit, or cell, which has 
the power of moving itself, growing and reproducing it
self step by step until the goal is reached. All the dis
coveries involving the creation of life by chemicals are of 
thrilling interest to these savants, and that is why Profes
sor Loeb’s work has attracted wide-spread attention.

We shall await with interest further discoveries along 
this Une. ' JUSTICE.

IS GOD AN IDOL?
A Strange Question Asked 

and Answered.
“A strange question to ask,” says one. 

“Sacrilegious,” says another. • That de
pends wholly upon how or from what 
standpoint the question is considered, 
I am led to ask the above question from 
reading a late article In Tho Progressive 
Thinker and casual remarks of various 
writers, both in secular aud religious 
literature. One in The Progressive' 
Thinker writes a very interesting article 
relative to obtaining information from 
the Imprisoned legations In Pekin. He 
stops in the middle of bls account to 
wi'ite: "I do not abandon my faith in 
the omnipresence aud omniscience of an 
allwise and overreaching providence in 
accepting belief in these phenomena.”

What a mental enslavement to past 
education is evidenced by this short sen
tence, coupled as It Is with an account 
of getting Information from the other 
side of the globe through the agency of 
a Spiritual medium. Had the same in
formation been given by the telegraph, 
no such apology would have been 
thought of. Was this apology given to 
the writer’s conscience, or to bls read
ers, or both?

What fear and timidity human souls 
display at the least Intimation that their 
fixed Ideas regarding God are not in ac
cord with the facts of nature. Why, in
deed, should oue be so fearful of analyz
ing his belief concerning God, any more 
than his belief concerning astronomy, 
geology, botany, or mineralogy, or con
cerning ether or'electrlcity? Were I to 
answer this question, I would say It is 
because the dead are ruling .the living; 
but I will allow each reader to find his 
own answer.

Humanity is hungering and crying, 
almost In vaiu, for inspired souls who 
will step forward boldly, and without 
cringing apology to the Ignorance and 
superstition of the past, proclaim the 
grand truths of to-day, leaving the 
doubting laggard, the wily priest and 
the schemer and enslaver of men's souls
to writhe and torture in the slime of
their own ignorance and beastly
stupidity. ._ /

It matters not who or what an omni.
sclent power is; it can take no offense 
by reason of finite beings seeking an 
analytical knowledge concerning it. On 
the contrary, the efforts of the finite to 
learn and KNOW something concerning 
the Omniscient, if such a power ex
ists, would be welcomed by the higher 
power; at least such would be the logi
cal thought of a finite creature.

A well known writer on psychical sub
jects in a very able article in a Spirit
ual paper, in alluding to the X-Rays,
wireless telegraphy, etc., 
we are face to face with

s: “And so 
;” and this

incident must be admitted as convine--
ing, for the facts are confirmed by most 
reliable persons. '

The Jennings girl is getting better and 
stronger every day, but she'cannot re
call what she saw or what she ' said 
when she was in her apparently half 
conscious state screaming out a warning 
to her father a mile and more away 
from her bedroom.

Prayer Chain for McKinley.
Fremont, Ind., Sept. 4.—As a sort of

offset to the W. C. T. U. prayer chain a 
woman of this city suggests a "Presi
dential prayer chain."

It is-built on the same idea as Is the 
W. C. T. U. plan and works the same 
way. Letters pledging the receiver to 
pray dally for the success of McKinley
are sent to women thought to be in ac--
cord with the project, and each of them 
in turn sends out four copies to friends.

The proposal has been received with 
favor and is now being put in operation. 
A great number of letters will form the 
links of the “endless chain.”

The above Is from the Chicago Tri
bune. Here comes a “tug of war.” 
The W. C. T. U. are praying to God that 
President McKinley may be relegated 
to the rear, while others equally as 
“good” Christians, are praying that he 
may be re-elected. One side, of course, 
will have its prayers answered. The 
Whole thing'looks ridiculous In the ex
treme. • ‘ :

Toughs in a Prize Fight.
Rev. J. D. Griffin, an evangelist, has 

come to Chicago in the role of “God's 
prize-fighter.” He proposes a contest 
with the Devil, and expects to whjp him 
in a few rounds. A good psychologist, 
be Is sure to bring the sisters under in
fluence, even if he falls in his principal 
mission, so forcibly expressed in one 
of his own songs: • .
“I can knock out the devil in twenty 

rounds, ’ ' ' ’
Good-by, old devil, good-by.

Knock him down, way out of bounds, 
Good-by, old devil, good-by.
By, devil, by, by, :
Good-by, old devil, good-by.”

, “Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. For sale at this office. Brice, $L

Spiritualism a Fact In Nature.
“’Tis true!| ’tis certain, man though 

dead retains
Part of himself; the immortal mind re- 

mains.f-Homcr's Iliad, Book xxlii.
Spiritualises build their faith on mod

ern revelations, and cite the reports of 
so-called mediums ti£ evidence on which 
they base their belief; but If every trace 
of recent revealment^ was obliterated, 
and if the Bliile which lends its author
ity, whatever it may be, to confirm the 
faith, was lost, still traditionary reports, 
universal belief, and the concurrent

The Boxers.
The Open Court for September has an 

Intensely Interesting article on the Box
ers, by a missionary In that far-off 
country, China. The following is a 
“Boxer Placard," illustrating the unique 
character of the present rebellion in 
China:

BOXER PLACARD NO. HI.
The bestower of happiness, the God of 

Wealth.
A Circular From LI Po.

Inasmuch as the Roman Catholic and 
Protestant churches have deceived theopinion of poets—allas prophets, phllos-'... spirits and destroyed the (teachings of)ophers, and metaphysicians of all pe

riods of time, are uniform on this sub
ject.

Homer, who is generally reputed to 
have lived and wrote between the 8th 
and 9th century before our era, is as 
clear as any person now living, in the 
belief that the spirit

“Subsists without the body’s aid,”
All along the ages, as common to all 

people as to those who now accept the 
Bible as authority, or who build their 
faith on present spirit communion, this 
faith of an immortal life was taught 
and believed. The idea was Inherent 
among Pagan nations as now among 
Christian natlpns. Prevailing among 
savage tribes, and even among Amer
ican Indians when the country was first 
discovered, it sedms just to infer the 
belief has a foundation in Nature.

Whether the Iliad was written so late 
as the 8th century of our present era, 
as some writers have maintained, or if 
the entire Bible bears no earlier exist
ence than from the 10th to the 15th cen
tury, as some scholars insist, yet this 
does not affect the concurrent opinion of 
the world on this subject The old 
Bactrians, the Chaldeans, the Persians, 
the Assyrians, the Babylonians, the 
Egyptians, and the Grecians, held to 
faith in an Immortal life, and It was the 
central thought in every act pertaining 
to . the disposition of the dead. Zoro
aster inculcated this faith as did and do 
the Brahmans and Buddhists.

The prevailing philosophy of all the 
early ages was predicated on this grand 
thought that modern Spiritualism has 
confirmed, not brought to light. It 
would have survived the accidents of 
Time if Christianity had never existed, 
a Jew had never been heard of, or a 
Spiritualist had never held communica
tion with the emancipated spirit of the 
loved dead.

We are in-earnest and insistent in 
these opinions, and are prepared to 
maintain thett as ,!truths In Nature 
which it is idleto c6ntrovert.

the sages, and are not obedient to the 
law of Buddha, eighty thousand spirit
ual soldiers will come in the clouds to 
sweep out the foreigners from abroad. 
Express divination has been made that, 
before long, swordsmen will come roll
ing down, and calamity will be on -the 
army and the people. The Buddhist 
Voltlnteer Associated Train-bands are 
able to pacify the people and defend the 
empire. Upon sight of this, such per
sons as distribute three copies will avert 
calamity from one family, while those 
who distribute ten copies will avert ca
lamity from a whole village. Those 
who, having met with, refuse to dis
tribute, will be liable to the punishment 
of decapitation.

Unless the foreigners are subjugated 
thel'e will be no rain.

If any persons have taken poison from 
foreigners, the following recipe Is a spe
cific against it:

I. Dried Plums 7 mace.
II. Euonymus Bark 5 mace.

III. Liquorice Root 5 mace.
The Open Court, 324 Dearborn street, 

Chicago. Price 10 cents.

"War Is In the Air."
So said ex-Senator Manderson, of Ne-
braska, In a late speech, while referring 
to the failure of The Hague Conference. 
We quote: •
.“Sad to say, The Hague conference, 

that seemed to be the rainbow of prom
ise,. appears to be the signal for in
creased armies, instead of disarma
ment, and renewed activity in prepara
tion of conflict Warjs In the air."

Educating thb Young.
Not only educating them, but spirit

ualizing them also. Read the article on 
our fifth page. It is well worth $5 to 
every thoughtful person, saying noth-
ing of other splendid articles that 
pear this week.

ap-

We have cre4dited9lo modern spirits 
the discovery' of’’methods to com
municate witfi’those'jet in the flesh, but 
it is very evident this condition has ex
isted since the verj dawn of civiliza
tion else the pellet would not be so uni
versal. ' . 10 , .

Each age has brought the two condì-, 
tlons of life tìcarer &ch other, and the1 
promise seentì’to indicate that the race 
is destined tìF “turni’all to spirit," as 
Milton represents Raphael predicting In 
bls address to Adam.

. Carlile pjltersilea. . ■
Mr. Petersiljea, O^Los Angeles, Cal., 

Is one of the best mediums now before 
the public. His letters in The Progress
ive Thinker were read'with great inter
est by a large number, of our subscrib
ers. He Is a refined and cultured gentle
man, with high Ideals, living such a life 
as attracts to him an order of Influence 
of which any one might well be proud. 
He is also a musician of wonderful abil
ity. In fact, as a man, he is a model

“Humanity, Its' Nature, Powers and 
Possibilities.” A concise, masterly, 
presentation of the facts and philoso
phy of Spiritualism. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

AN EMPTY PLACE.

Within the chamber -of this soul 
mine,

Of

Where once the loved and loving used 
to dwell.

Are now .thè scents of rue and as- 
photlei

That round the pillars Of my being 
twine. '

The sacred place that once had been all 
. ’ 'thine ' '•.. -■ . .

Is empty, now, save for their soothing 
' smell . .

And only God beyond us e'er can tell 
The lonely thoughts that hover there, 

and whine. '
The place that was your own is empty, 

love;
Yet not in bitterness I drape its bowers, 
For ' pure and sweet, It waits God’s 

coming guest, . .
Whose life, far sundered from my own, 

above, •
Beyond, beneath, around, through faith- 

fui hours,
Is seeking me, the Finish Of Its Quest 

BESSIE JOHNSON BELLMAN.

The Resurrection.
The following is extracted from a 

sermon of Mr. Codding, delivered at 
Lockport, Ill., in the early, days of 
Spiritualism. For teaching such senti
ments, church doors were barred 
against him:

This life, then, is man's chrysalis 
state, developing wings for celestial 
flight. It is the germ in the ground pre
paring to rise above the earth to look 
upon the sun and light, and feel the 
blessedness of vernal showers—the 
swelling bud expanding Into the flower, 
to drink dew by the silent starlight, to 
open its petals to the morning sun, and 
shed moisture and sweet odors in the 
waste and thirsty places of the universe.

Then let no man be sad when he has 
arrived at the summer of bls years, and 
marks signs of decay and death stealing 
upon the house of his outer tabernacle. 
These are kind aud monltot-y voices 
assuring him that the soul Is loosing her 
hold on the material body and preparing 
for flight to her spirit home.

Nature envelops the body, and the 
body the soul, and when she Is com
pleted and entire, she is boru into a 
higher sphere where all right and noble 
tendencies shall expand and develope 
under fairer skies and more genial suns.

A funeral should be a season »t sub
dued and hallowed joy. It is no time to 
sit by the streams of Babylon, to hang 
harps upon the willows. Away with the 
cypress, the sad bewailings, the haggard 
look, the awful tones and the gloomy 
words of the ghostly priest. Rule out 
of mind the King of Terrors, the cold 
damp tomb, the desolate feeliug that 
you have lost a treasure.

When a natural body dies from the 
earth, a spiritual body is born into 
heaven. Hang, if you please, the hv- 
menial altar with cypress, bewail 'if 
you will, the nuptials of your first-born; 
but let joy and gladness rule the hour 
your darling experiences the celestial 
birth.

Could the father, the mother, the 
child, the husband, the wife, the lover, 
who has lost the dear one and stands 
freezingly gazing into the cold grave 
just receiving the lifeless form of his 
dead, or experiences the horrid thrill of 
agony as he hears the hollow sound 
which the clod makes upon the coffin 
lid—could, I say, the friend have his 
spiritual eyes unsealed, and could he 
gaze, just above him, upon the beau
teous body of his loved one, his own 
(but oh, how much more beautiful), 
attended by other celestial beings, and 
could he at the same time realize that 
by cultivating all good and beautiful 
affections, the departed shall be able to 
communicate to him divine thoughts, 
sweet solace, pure associations even 
here, and soon shall lead him through 
the fields of light and glory, his sweet 
Instructor, how would his sad bewail
ings be turned into a chastened joy? 
Alas! how unbelieving, how unsplritual, 
how earthly we are.

Let me say to the honest poor, strug
gle manfully against the frowns of for
tune, learn the truth, do the right, the 
battle will soon be over; the wealthy 
fashion-seekers, whose latchets you are 
hardly permitted to unloose, will soon 
be at your feet, begging for instructions 
touching the fashions of the spirit land, 
and how they shall attain your social 
position In that land of the blessed. 
Then shall you sweetly and condescend
ingly Instruct them that are teachable.

writer boasts of being a member of the 
Episcopal Church. It has not been very 
long since such an expression would 
have been pronounced highly profane.

It is amusing to many—no doubt con
fusing to some—to note the devious and 
almost unintelligible use that is made 
of this (to orthodox minds) sacred word, 
God. Throughout all these various ex
pressions, when looked upon In the 
aggregate, there is a veiled or un
expressed sentiment of fear that God 
in some way is being lost, or left be- 
bind, and the name is written as a sort 
of fortification, when it has no real 
meaning, and Nature, or some term 
with a definite meaning, would give far 
greater force and beauty to any 
literary effort.

Forty years ago any one who ques
tioned the divine inspiration of ths 
Bible was anathematized quite aS 
fiercely as one Is now who seeks In a 
logical and analytical manner to know 
of the alleged existence of omnipresence 
and omniscience. Now the best the- 
oldgtcal scholars admit that the infidels 
of 1800 were right. Fifty years from 
now all advanced scholars will admit 
that the infidels of to-day were right in 
denying the existence of something Im
possible, of which scientists have not 
now, nor can ever hope to have the least 
particle of knowledge.

A certain Reverend in Oakland, Cal., 
recently preached n sensational sermoit 
on “Is Sunday for God, or for Golf?” 
and he succeeded in getting himself tho 
cynosure of public criticism. It is tho 
same old Idea, God cannot take care of 
his own affairs, he must have a multi
tude of self-appointed agents, claiming 
credentials from the Infinite; while 
every one possessing a moiety of reasou-
Ing power knows them to be of 
origin.

It is a remarkable fact that the 
of people who write most and talk

Unite

class
load

est about God, omnipotence, supreme in
telligence, etc., etc., have the least to 
say or care for the rights of humanity. 
How Is tills? Have they dug a trench 
for themselves so deep Into myth and 
dogma that humanity and the stern re
alities of human life are invisible to 
their vitiated perceptions? It would 
seem so. There Is such a thing as be
coming Insanely oblivious to realities, 
by constant and abnormal study and de
votion to the mythical, the unreal and 
visionary. The entire so-called Chris
tian world was in this unwholesome
condition from the second to the

E are trying our best to estab
lish libraries in every Spirit
ualist family of the United 
States, hence we are offering 
Seven valuable books as a 
premium. Those seven books 
have been sold for $10,75. A

single one has sold as high as $25. The 
first edition of Art Magic sold for $5 per 
copy. As high as $15 has been paid,for 
a single copy of Ghost Land; yet we 
furnish these seven books to our sub
scribers for $2.35, when ordered in con
nection with a year’s subscription to

“Discovery of a LostTrall.” By Chas.
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual . .
sftggestlveness. Cloth, $1.50. For sale I The Progressive Thinker. Rend our
at this office, premium announcement carefully.

eighteenth century, and the large mass 
of them are In the same condition to
day; for this reason the whole burden 
of their thought Is duty to and worship 
of something they name God. Human ■ 
souls are left to die and rot in their filth 
of ignorance, and to enslave and crush 
their fellow-men, while millions of 
wealth are squandered to extol and 
worship a mythical and unknown Gpd; 
and how vast the Dumber of earth’s 
well-meaning souls are bound to the 
wheels ot this unmerciful, selfish, 
mythical juggernaut.

A writer In a late number of a widely 
circulated Spiritual paper on “What is 
Spiritualism?” divides the subject Into 
several articles. The first one reads, 
“God exists.” It seems that people just 
now are possessed of a sort of Theo- 
phobia which is no doubt catching and 
unavoidable, like measles among chil
dren. What such a statement, or its 
opposite, minus proof, has to do with 
Spiritualism, will, I think, prove an 
enigma to all old time Spiritualists.

My contention Is this: That man ob
tained all that he possesses, including 
life here and in the higher spheres, all 
his faculties and powers, by and 
through law, and there Is no power in 
the wide universe which can annul 
these nature-inherited powers, rights or 
faculties; that the highest expression ot 
intelligence known, or possible of being 
known, emanates from man, in'all the 
spheres of spiritual life, all human life 
being spiritual regardless of environ
ment In a practical sense man Is his 
own creator, i>is own educator, his own. 
judge, his low condition is not the fault 
of some Imaginary creator, neither Is 
his exalted condition to be credited to 
any such source. Time, the destroyer - 
of all absurdities, will some day destroy 
all idols and make meaningless words 
obsolete. B. F. FRENCH.. '

Tucson, Arizonla.

“Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual Life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car- 
rylng the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth, $2. For sale at this
office. i
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^CLEVEREST CHILD IN THE WORLD”—STORY 
IN DETAIL OF THE UNIQUE TRAINING AND 
ASTONISHING , INTELLECTUAL DEVELOP
MENTS OF VIOLA R. OLERICH, NOT YET FOUR 
YEARS OLD—AS TOLD IN THE STRAND BY 
HER ADOPTED FATHER AND TEACHER, PRO
FESSOR H. OLERICH, OF COUNCIL BLUFFS, 
IOWA. u
The writer has been asked to tell the readers of the 

Strand Magazine of the wonderful educational attain
ments of Viola Rosalia Olerich, who is conceded to be by 
far the most advanced juvenile scholar that ever lived—at 
least, so far as records on this subject are preserved. I 
shall endeavor to tell the story of her wonderful life in the 
simplest way in which my words and pictures can do so.

Viola Rosalia Olerich was born in the city of Des 
Moines, Iowa, February 10,1897. I and my wife adopted 
her when she was eight months and four days old. At 
the time of adoption we resided in Lake City, Iowa, 
where the writer was superintendent of the public schools. 
On July 25, 1899, we moved to Council Bluffs, Iowa, 
where Viola has resided with us ever since, and has re
ceived all her instruction from us at home,

Our chief object for adopting a child was. to test, in a 
practical way, a new theory of education, wiheh we be
lieve to be much superior to any educational system which 
has heretofore been used. The wonderful success with 
which we have so far met must, we tliink, stand as evi
dence of its merit. It is briefly outlined in this article.

HOW THE BABY WAS SELECTED.
No attempt was made to select a particular child; on 

the contrary, we desired to get an average child. Hence, 
physical health was the only point of pedigree which we( 
regarded as of vital importance, and even of this we knew 
little or nothing.

We keep, perhaps, a more complete daily 'record of 
Viola’s progress than was ever before kept’of a child. 
The data used in this article are taken frj....* ’ diary.
This affords the reader an assurance thst given
in this sketch were not jotted down at WnJB mem
ory, as they too often are in such eases, but are as accurate 
as cautious clerical work can reasonably make them.

Viola’s physical conditions at the time of adoption were 
not very flattering. She was a pale, an almost sickly 
looking baby, with a mouth that was a little crooked, and 
the right side of her face considerably fuller than the left. 
These defects soon began to diminish and disappear. 
Her cheeks assumed a healthy color and her face grew 
symmetrical. Viola’s size and weight are about an aver
age. At the time of adoption she weighed 14 pounds 10 
ounces, and was 2 feet 11 inches high. Now she weighs 
30 pounds 8 ounces, and is a little over three feet in 
in height. Baby is now regarded as a “beautiful blonde 
with brilliant eyes, soft golden hair and a charming per
sonality.” .

EARLY CONDUCT
At the time Viola came to live with us she was a “cry 

baby,” us may be seen from the first picture, which was 
taken two days after her adoption. We immediately be
gan to teach her to amuse herself by playing on the floor 
with her simple toys. She soon learned to like this so 
well that she did not want to be held much. She thus 
learned early to amuse herself, a knowledge which is of in
estimable value, and which every person, young and old, 
sh'Uild possess in the fullest measure.
‘‘-.Jy being thus kindly treated and busily employed her 
habit of crying rapidly diminished, and her disposition 
became continually more jovial and amiable. Viola has 
always been permitted to eat as much of everything as 
she desired. Between meals she has always eaten when
ever her appetite prompted her to do so. At the age of 
one year and six months she received her little lunch 
counter, in which we always keep a supply of bread, 
crackers, etc., for her; and whenever she wants to eat be
tween meals she goes to her lunch counter, opens the lid, 
and eats as much as she wants. When she has finished
eating she almost invariably closes the lid and goes on 
playing. This practice is not only a useful lesson in es-I-
tablishing a healthy appetite, but is also a valuable lesson 
in order. Ever since Viola has been with us she has 
slept alone and retired alone. The first few months she 
slept twice during the day. She has never been rocked, 
carried or put to sleep. A child should have plenty of 
free, pleasant sleep, and a helpless child should always be 
taken up immediately after it wakes. It should never be 
first compelled to cry for assistance. To compel it thus 
to cry soon converts it into a cry baby.

Apart from incidental colds and the measles, baby has 
always enjoyed the best of health. She has been growing 
continually more vigorous from the first day she came to 
live with us.

METHOD OF TREATMENT.
I have always treated Viola with the utmost kindness 

and courtesy; have never even spoken a loud or harsh 
word to her. It is my opinion that every “bad boy” and

every “bad girl” lias been made bad by meddlesome in- ; 
terferenefe. It has been said, “Spare the rod and spoil the ■ 
child,” but modern science, as weU as common sense, is ■ 
beginning to say, “Destroy the rod and refine the cliild.” ; 
Intelligence, kindness aud freedom are no doubt the ■ 
only factors that can really reform and refine the world.

Viola has acquired all her knowledge in the form of • 
play. She has never “studied” a lesson in her life; has i 
never been asked to take a book. Her whole life has been : 
a continuous game of delightful play. The writer in- i 
vented and constructed much of the attractive educa- i 
tional apparatus witli which her keen interest for learning 
was awakened, and after surrounding her with this appar
atus she has enjoyed complete freedom as to what and 
when to learn. She has always been the judge in this 
choice, and not we. All we do is to create an interest in 
learning and activity in whatever direction we desire her 
to develop.

HOW VIOLA LEARNED TO READ.
Partly for the purpose of amusing herself, partly for 

creating an interest for books, and partly for the purpose 
of learning to handle books, Viola received her first book 
when she was thirteen^njonths old. Soon after this we 
began to direct her attention to objects in the pictures and 
told her some interesting facts about them. In a few 
days she became inensely interested in these simple exer
cises. She soon la-ought her book to us for a lesson very 
frequently. At tne time we gave her this book we also 
put up an artistic little shelf in a convenient place in the 
sitting room, and told her that this little shelf would 
make a nice library for her new book, when she was not 
using it. She learned the lesson of keeping her book on 
it very readily. This was an important lesson in order,

With her first book she played for two months, after 
which it was put away and another kind of First Reader 
given her, which she also used for two months in a similar 
manner. She played with these books very much—per
haps from two to three hours a day. The fore part of the 
first book is considerably torn; the second is slightly torn 
in only two places. These simple exercises awakened an 
early interest for pictures and books, cultivated a taste for 
observation, strengthened attention, developed caution 
and memory, greatly enlarged her vocabulary, and cre
ated an appreciation of order and beauty—in fact, they 
started the development of most of the mental faculties.

She could give one sound to every letter when she was 
seventeen months old; then she learned to read short sen
tences which she learned to speak rapidly. We printed 
these sentences on cards, and she learned to read them by 
the sentence method. We then began to use the word 
method also. In this way we used all the methods in an 
attractive way; sometimes one and sometimes another.

When Viola was two years and eleven months old she 
could read at sight, with force and expression, almost any 
reading matter in the English language. She could also 
read German nicely before she was three years old. At 
the age of three years and two months she read English, 
German and French. There is perhaps not a word in 
the Baldwin series of school readers, from the first, in
cluding the sixth, which she cannot readily read at sight.

German and French she learned to read almost ex
clusively by the sentence method. The sentence is the 
unit of thought. We think in terms of sentences, and not 
in terms of words or elementary sounds. For this reason 
the sentence method is the easiest and most attractive for 
little children, and it produces by far the best readers. 
A young cliild should learn to read such sentences as it 
readily uses in its daily conversation, rather than learn 
new sentences by reading. This course makes the read
ing easy, delightful and intelligible.

NUMBERS AND COLORS.
At the age of twenty months Viola could read all the 

digits, and recognize nine colors—white, black and the 
seven prismatic colors. We taught the digits by printing 
large figures on pretty blocks which were hung on the 
wall. Each block had also a number of bright tacks in it 
corresponding to the numerical value of the digits. The 
colors were taught by fastening colored ribbons to blocks, 
hung up in the same manner as the number blocks. 
These blocks were called for by number or color when
ever the baby and we felt disposed to play with them. 
Baby would go and get the one she thought we had called 
for. We began witli two blocks and gradually increaser 
the number of them. At twenty-two months she couk 
read all numbers not over one hundred. Now she reads 
numbers as large as octillions. She is also familiar with 
quite a number of shades and tints. _

1 DRAWING.
; When she was one year and nine months old she could 
; draw the following on the blackboard, or with pencil, 
। when requested: A vertical line, a Horizontal line, a slant

ing line, a cross, a ladder and a circle. Since that time 
she has learned to draw many other things. Upon re
quest she will now draw any kind of a line used in plane 

> geometry, all the various kinds of triangles and quadri- 
i laterals, a sphere, a square and a triangular prism, a pyra- 
1 mid and cone and their frustrums, leaves of trees and

many other thing^ of that nature. We began drawing 
witb straight lines on the blackboard, and explained their 
position; then we took up the triangle, curved line, etc., 
gradually proceeding from the simple to the more com- 
P1“’. , . ., . / / „ , , , ,

Viola learned form very rapidly. Before she had at
tained the age of one year-and nine months she could name 
and fetch any of the thirtiy-four geometricdl forms shown 
in this picture. We first set up only three pieces—the 
square, the circle and the triangle. Then others were
added as fast as she, learned the former.

When Viola was one year and nine months old she 
knew the flags of twenty-nine nations. When all the 
flags were set up in a line she could get any one called for. 
In all these exercises we began with g few and then in
creased the number, In our teaching we never had any 
particular time set for certain lessons; but always followed 
our inclinations. The reader should firmly keep in mind 
that all Viola’s learning was only play, and that she al
ways enjoyed complete freedom on all these educational 
subjects.

'■ GEOGRAPHY.
In geography she first learned to locate and then to 

names the States and Territories of the United States. 
The map we used for this purpose had no names on it. 
She could point to any State or Territory and its capital 
when she was one year and nine months old.

In tliis way she could soon name, locate and read the 
names of all the countries and their capitals in the 
world. Then she learned to read and locate the names of 
oceans, lakes, mountains, rivers, capes, etc. She can now 
read almost any geographical name given-in Frye’s geog
raphies, and upon request she can find almost any promi
nent geographical name and place in a few seconds, when 
the closed geography is given to her for that purpose.

PORTRAITS OF FAMOUS PERSONS.
At the age of one year and ten months Viola knew the 

portraits of more than a hundred famous men arid women, 
representing nearly all schools of thought, both good and 
bad. She soon became fond of playing with these pic
tures, and learned to recognize them in a short time.

The portraits were set in a cardholder, all in plain view, 
as shown in the picture; then baby was requested to get a 
certain one. In the first lesson only two were used, then 
the number was increased as fast as she learned to recog
nize them.

Before Viola was one year and eleven months old she 
knew and co'uld name thirty-two different kinds of seeds 
and twenty-five kinds of leaves of trees. The seeds were 
put in little bottles and set in a neat case, so that all the 
bottles were in plain view at the same lime. The leaves 
were pressed in a large book.

At the age of one year apd eleven months she could 
point to almost all the bones of the human skeleton, and 
to many organs of the body. She first learned to name 
and locate the femur, thenjthe humerus, and so on. Now 
she can name and read the names of all the bones of the 
human skeleton, and locale nearly all of them. She can 
also read, name and locate the external parts of the body.

Viola knew at sight and could name the twenty-two 
kinds of lines and angles in geometry when she was one 
year and eleven months old. These lines and angles 
were drawn on cards about the size of a common envelope, 
and she learned to recognize and name them in the same 
way as she learned the portraits, etc.

UNITED STATES MONEY.
At twenty-three months she named and recognized all 

the denominations' of money which is now coined 
and printed by the United'States government, except bills 
over, one hundred dollars, We taught her the money by 
placing it in a shallow dish, beginning with the penny and 
the nickel, increasing the denominations as fast as she 
learned them. Sometimes we asked her to pick out a 
certain denomination for us; at other times we would pick 
out a piece and ask her to name it. In this way she 
learned to discriminate and .to name, to observe and to 
talk, all of which are very useful in the practical affairs 
of life.

EXAMINATION.
When Viola was one year, eleven months and twenty- 

five days old she passed an examination before a disinter
ested committee of examiners (Miss Verna Lumpkin and 
Miss Martha Campbell, both competent and successful 
teachers of the public schools of Lake City, Iowa, the city 
in which we then resided), who found that she knew 
2,500 nouns by having either the pictures or the objects 
themselves brought before her. The committee esti
mated that she knew at least 500 more nouns which they 
could not present as objects or pictures, making a total of 
3,000 nouns which she knew at this age—perhaps more 
nouns than the words of all parts of speech used by the 
average adult.

This examination was conducted by two distinctly dif
ferent methods. By the first a large number of objects, 
or the pictures of them, were placed before Viola, and 
then she was requested to bring them one by one, after

haring heard each called for by its appropriate name. By 
the second an object, or a picture of it, was held up for 
inspection, and she named it. The latter method was 
used about half the time, although she could pronounce 
fairly well almost all the words in the list. The commit
tee compiled a written “record” containing all the words 
of the list.

PUNCTUATION MARKS AND SPELLING.
At two years she knew twenty-two punctuation marks. 

TJhey were drawn on cards, and learned in the same way 
as the portraits, etc. The reader will notice that all 
Viola’s learning is in the line of practical knowledge— 
knowledge which must be learned before we can read in
telligently or write correctly.

Shortly after Viola began to read she also began to 
learn the names of the letters and to spell easy words, 
which were printed in large letters on cards, and these 
cards coul<Vbe slipped into a groove on one face of at
tractive blocks, wliich were hung up against the wall and 
had pieces of peanut in them. Whenever she wanted a 
peanut we would ask her to get a block (we called these 
blocks peanut bottles) having a certain word on it. If she 
brought the block containing the right word she would 
first spell the word by sight, then from memory, and also 
often by sound. In This way she learned to spell readily 
and pleasantly, so that at the age of three she could spell 
a long list of words, many of them quite difficult, such 
as vinegar, sugar, insect, Viola, busy, mamma, Rosalia, 
February, biscuit, Olerich, American, Nebraska, Council 
Bluffs, Pompeii. Mediterranean, etc.

ANALYZING A FLOWER.
Here is a picture of Viola, sitting at her little table, ex

amining and naming the different parts of a flower. She 
is very fond of flowers, and likes to separate them into 
their different parts. She can read at sight all the botan
ical names given in Youmans’ Botany. We have on nu
merous occasions passed this botany and Steel’s Zoology 
to the audience and offered a handsome prize to any one 
who would succeed in finding a word in either of these 
books that Viola could not readily pronounce at sight. 
So far no one has succeeded in finding such a word.

Viola could readily read manuscript before she began 
to practice writing. Iler first writing and also her first 
drawing exercises were on the blackboard. She never 
learned to print much, but began with manuscript. The 
small i was the first letter she learned to make, then e, u, 
t, j, n, b, etc. O was the first capital letter she made. 
She now writes both words and capitals quite readily. In 
order to make the writing exercises pleasant we often in
terspersed them with attractive drawings.

February 22, 1900, she received a typewriter, and took 
her first lesson in typewriting two days after this. In a 
few days she learned to put the paper in, run the carriage, 
feed the paper and finger the whole of the keyboard with 
both hands. She strikes the keys so firmly and evenly 
that the letters are full and distinct. She not only 
copies manuscript and print, but writes very nicely with
out a eopy.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES.
“What do you intend to prove with your educational 

experiment?” is a question very frequently asked. In 
reply to this I will say that there are many important 
principles which I desire to prove as far as an individual 
case can furnish proof of them. I desire to show that a 
child, at a very young age, can be a good reader and an 
erudite scholar; that freedom and kindness produce far 
better educational results than coercion and cruelty; that 
interest, and not force, should be made the incentive for 
learning; that all learning should be in the form of play; 
that no injury can result to a child, no matter how much 
it learns, so long as it is left completely free; that a com
paratively young child can readily acquire a liberal knowl
edge of such important sciences as physiology, economics, 
psychology, etc.; that intellectuality and character de
pend almost entirely on post-natal education, and only 
very little, if any, on hereditary, or pre-natal influences, 
and that every healthy child which is properly educated 
under the system of interest, kindness and freedom will 
have an extensive vocabulary and a wonderful memory, as 
well as many other unusual accomplishments with which 
we now scarcely ever meet. The writer is confident that 
with the proper system of education, children, before they 
arrive at the age of eight, will have a larger store of useful 
knowledge than is now possessed by the average graduate, 
and they will acquire all this practically without any 
strain or effort. The truth of this statement may. w’c 
think, be easily demonstrated in a practical way by living 
examples. So far, Viola’s rate of education is much in 

. advance of the one mentioned above.—The Strand.

This system of education presented in the above, opens 
up wonderful possibilities. Through its influence the 
rising generation can be spiritualized, made better in 
every respect, and war and crime eventually be abolished. 
The thoughts presented are of inestimable value to Spir
itualists generally, and should be filed away for future 
reference. INVESTIGATOR.

CHRISTIANITY!
The Dispensation of Love.

I wish to protest an article in The 
Progressive Thinker, No. 562, entitled 
“Love or Wisdom.” The writer styles 
Christianity the Dispensation of Love, 
and I thank him for this most gracious 
distinction by him conferred upon the 
era of Jesus of Nazareth. Unwittingly, 
perhaps, but truly Indeed, he has named 
it aright. It is not the first time that a 
violent critic of Christianity has tried to 
kill only to make alive. Balaam still 
tries to curse Israel and ends with a 
blessing. “’Twas ever thus.” So we 
accept Disngpsation of Love.

He objects to what he calls “blind 
love.” He adds: “It is like the steam 
in the boiler which, if properly directed, 
will run the engine * * but if left to 
itself will produce wide-spread dis
aster.” Let me say that I, too, object to 
“blind love.” Mere gush, just a super
abundance of sentimental feeling, is 
perfectly useless. No Christian of 
average intelligence holds otherwise. 
Our brother concedes the only possible 
point at issue when he likens love to 
steam in the boiler, needing control only 
to be useful. Exactly. His Illustration 
is perfect I accept it delightedly in 
connection with the beautiful title he 
confers upon our era. Yes: we object to 
blind love, and we want the steam in 
the boiler properly controlled.

Why am I objecting, then? Simply 
because the brother affirms, or at least 
implies, that Christianity is a system of 
blind love. In fact he says that to teach 
or urge loving one another is “simply a 
repetition of what Christianity has been 
doing for nineteen centuries.” I object 
to the assertion that Christianity Cultl- 
vatefbllnd love, or even fosters a weak 
sentimentalism. It does nothing of the 
kind. On the contrary It inculcates a 
hearty, robust, intelligent affection. It 
demands most emphatically a love 
which Is diametrically opposed to all 
forms of hysteria, or merely goody
goody-ism. It holds up for'..considera
tion a love enlightened by knowledge, a 
love restrained by wisdom, and a love 
tempered and adjusted by both mercy

to refer to Scripture proof, but my ex
perience has taught me that critics of 
Christianity are not usually well ac
quainted with the matter in hand. They 
are generally absolutely Ignorant of the 
Scripture teaching, or at best have only 
a superficial knowledge of it. So I will 
direct the enquirer a little.

“And this I pray that your love may 
abound more aud more in knowledge 
and judgment.

“That ye may approve things that are 
excellent: that ye may be sincere and 
without offense.” Phil. 1:9, 10.

Here now is the love of Christianity. 
I have italicised the words which quali
fy love in the above quotation, that 
which controls and governs the “steam 
In the boiler.” Will Prof. Loveland note 
them? “Knowledge” and “judgment” 
are to be used, Paul says, in exercising 
our love, and the happy result will be 
thqt we may “approve things that are 
excellent,” and be “sincere” and '‘with
out offence.” This is one of the favorite 
texts from which I have been preaching 

.love. In the pulpits of the Christian 
Church for twenty years past Not 
blind love either, but the kind that Is 
directed by judgment and knowledge 
into the approval of things that are ex
cellent. So Christianity teaches. - The 
brother well calls it the “Dispensation 
of Love.”

He further says that “Humanity has 
always had plenty of love—has all that 
Is needed at present” This remarkable 
statement might be answered by simply, 
saying it is not true. And let all the 
people say amen I It may be true the 
world has enough of the cold, refined, 
passionless affair.which the brother has, 
placed on a pedestal; but of the love 
whichi discerns human nee#with sor
row, and thrills with kindness for the. 
lonely, the lost, and the fallen, there is 
not enough.’ Only the most fatal blind
ness to the actual needs of the world 
can prompt the saying that we have 
love enough. Look upon the fallen of 
the cities, both men and women; gaze 
into prison cells; pass . in review the 
haggard, pinched features of want vic
tims of greed and avarice. '

What do they need? More love.

and justice. It would seem unnecessary

“Love or Wisdom?” is. the brother’s 
title, and he concludes we need, not love 
but wisdom. I solenmlyaffirm that we 
have, wisdom enough. We know better

than to treat our fellow man as we 
often do—we know what to do, but do it 
not Why? Because we do not love as 
we should.

“Man’s Inhumanity to man
Makes countless thousands mourn.”
Our brother says we have love enough, 

but need to get more wisdom. Almost 
exactly the opposite Is true. It Is sim
ply a fact that we know better than we 
do—human wisdom can direct us at any 
time to something better. But human 
living wiU. never catch up with wis
dom’s ways until love quickens our lag
gard footsteps. The Love Dispensation 
is what we need—love enough to do 
what we know is right

I once heard the noted Geo. W. Bain 
say: “An educated brain above a bosom 
devoid of love is like an electric lamp 
shining over a grave full of dead men’s 
dust.” It is a striking figure but true. 
I can heartily concur in Prof. Love
land’s eulogium of Wisdom, but forever 
also there must be love as well. There 
is a cold. and. frigid beauty amid the 
Polar ice-fields, but bloom and beauty 
combined exist eternally in the warm 
and sensuous tropics.

Paul said: “Though I have the gift 
of prophecy, and understand all mys
teries, and all knowledge; and though I 
bestow’ all my goods to feed the poor, 
and have not love, I am nothing.”

Listen: “Love suffereth long, and Is 
kind: love envieth not: love is not for
ward: doth not behave Itself rudely, Is 
not exacting, is not easily provoked, 
thlnketh no evil. Love rejolceth riot in 
iniquity, but dellghteth in the truth. 
Beareth all things, belleveth all things, 
hopeth all things, endureth all things.” 
L Cor. 13. This Is an epitome df the 
principles of the Love Dispensation. 

.; Can anybody object? Yes: it Is possi
ble. In a certain contingency I once 
urged urged the Golden Rule upon a 
man. He said, “I reject the Golden 
Rule.” Just a little astonished, I asked 
him why? He laughed a little uneasily, 
and then quite frankly replied: “Well, 
to'be honest, thè main reason I object 
to the Golden Rule is because it de
mands of me a better life than I am 
willing to live!“

And sincerely, my dear friend, no 
matter wffo you are, is not that the

tlons? You reject without logical rea
son and because of moral restrictions to 
which you are unwilling' to submit.

Finally, our brother says “a good lover 
Is a good hater.” It is true. A good 
lover is one who entertains strong ha
tred. Both attributes are essential to 
moral completeness. A man all love and 
no hate would be as great a monstrosity 
as a man with but ofie eye, one ear and 
one nostril. Love and hate balance, co
ordinate to perfection. Hear Paul again: 
‘‘Thou hast loved righteousness and 
hated iniquity; therefore God, even thy 
God, hath anointed thee with the oil of

•gladness.” Heb. 1:9.
Pre-eminently this is the correct thing. 

Love righteousness, hate Iniquity; love 
sobriety, hate drunkenness: love truth, 
hate lying; love candor, hate hypocrisy; 
love generosity, hate avarice; love 
purity, hate lust Anil so on. Moreover, 
the greater the love for righteousness 
the deeper the hatred of iniquity.

Right you are! Lgve aiffi hatred go 
together, and a splendld^team they 
make. If we hitch them to the
chariot of the soul . bear us on
a more splendid joiirpey tgan the voy
age of Elijah in the mythical chariot of 
Are. They will draJV ourj souls away 
from thé dirt and slime of sin, out of 
darkness into the light -iF,,

Let no one suppose I am,¡specially de
fending the Bible or[jChrisf|anity—I am 
not I mention thesqjbecause they were 
alread Introduced. .¡.The subject has 
greater amplitude than ,merely the 
Christian Scriptures.^ The Vedas might 
be quoted^ and Confucius;. Plato and 
Socrates: Seneca arid Maiçus Aurelius: 
Sappho and Hypatia: -Homer and 
Horace: Milton and Shakespeare: A. J. 
Davis and the beloved Peebles. All the 
truly great writers have eulogized love, 
and discerned the surpassing greatness 
of the Love Dispensation.

ELD. Ô. W. B. MYRICK.
Gentryville, Mo. '

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records." Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is neartily commended to stu-

main-spring to all your various objec- price |L For

dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who wtuld gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or , Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price 5L For sale at this office.

____  _ * Æ..._______ A___

UPLIFTING THE BANNER OF TRUE SPIRITUALISM.

Letter From Dr. John 6. Woman, Brooklyn, N.y

THE 
BLIND 
SEE...

la THE : 
' DEAF 

HEAR.
J ’ BY THE GREAT EYE RESTORER T 
I i AND ONLY CATARRH CURE, . | 
' ’ A TP I Al A isamarvelofthenlne-' I ’ AV II MA tecuth century, for by <
< ’ its use the Blind See, the Deaf Hear and Ca-4 
< ► tarrh is Impossible. Actina is an absolute [ 
’' certainty in the cure of Cataracts, Pterygiums, ' 1 
< ’ Granulated Dids.Glaucomg, Amaurosis, Myo* r 
: > pia, Presbyopia, Common Sore Ryes or Weak*

* ened Vision from any cause. No animal ’ ’ 
’ * except man wears spectacles. There need not1 
;; beaspeclacleusodonthe street! ofthiworld ! 
;: end rarelyto read with, Street glasses eban« . , 
.. donedi Actina also cures Neuralgia, Head- ’

[ ache, Colds, Sore Throat, BrochitisandWeak ’
’ Lunge. Actina is not a snuff or lotion, but a 4 1 

.: Perfect Electric Pocket Battery, usable at all' ‘ 
4. times and in all places by young or old. The ' 
,' one instrument will cure a whole family of !* 
(’ any of the above forms of disease. ' <
- ► PBOF. WILSON’S MAGNETO.CONSEEYATIVE ( ,

LPPLUNCES...... X

4 ’ Cure Paralysis, Rheumatism and all Chronic < K 
4 ’ Forms of Disease. These appliances are as 1 ■ 
4 ’ puzzling to the physicians as is the wonder < ’ 4 k working Actina. ’ - O

Valuable Book Free Contains treat- I 
< > ise on the human system, its diseases and X 
,, cure and hundreds of references and test!* J 
4, monlals. x
< ► AGENTS WANTED, WRITE FOR TERMS. « 

;; New York and London Electric Ass’n,4 { 
< ? Dept.t, 939 Walnut St., Kansas City. Moi . ।

H

FPILEPSV si fsTS
I wish every person In the U. 8. Buffering- with 

EPILEPSY or FITS to send for one of my large* 
Bleed buttle (16 full ounces) FREE. I guarantee to 
permanently cure every case that will take my treat* 
meut- Where others fall I cure.

DR. F. E. GRANT, 
Dept. 33, Kansas City, Mo.

VEUANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lecture, by the Swami Vlvekauauda. on Baja Yoga; 

or Conquering the Internal Nature, and other sub
jects; also, Fatanjall’a Yoga Aphorism., with com- 
meutarle. and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Kevlaed aud enlarged, I2uto., Cloth, »1,50. Baja Yoga 
Is an ancient system ot Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief method, that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom aud perfection. Swami Vlv- 
ekanenda became s familiar figure lu several Ameri
can ollie, during thu three years following the Par
liament of Rellgluus at Chicago; he was cordially re
ceived lu America, where the breadth aud depth of 
his teachings were soon recognized. Illa teachings 
are universal In their application. The book Is cheap 
al 11.50. For sale at this office. '

A

A

STORY OF TWO WORLDS.

BY CARRIE E. S. TWING. 
o --

work of unusual merit, full of interest, and
rlcbly imbued with tbo pbnoBopby of Spiritualism. 

Fur sale at this olUce. Price |1.

WORDS THAT BURN
A ROMANCE, 

BY LIDA BRIGGS BROWNE.

A very Interesting and spiritually elevating and 
Instructive work. It Is worthy of a wide circulation. 

For sale nt this office. Prlic 11.50.

The Spiritual Body Real.
Views of Paul. Wesley and others. Valuable tes

timonies of modern clairvoyants. Witnesses of thO 
separation of the spiritual body from the dying 
physical form. By Giles B. Btebblus. Price. lOo.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
A real visit with friends on the other side of life, 

and a familiar talk. By spirit Samuel Bowles! Car* 
rle E. 8. Twing, Medium. Price 80 cents, fur sale at 
this office.

AUTOMATIC WRITING
[so-called] with otheb

PSYOHIO EXPERIENCES
—BY—

SAKA A. UNDERWOOD, 
With Half-tone Portrait and Speok 

men Paces of the Writing.

Handsomely bound in cloth. Price 91. 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

God in the Constitution.
By Robert G. I ngersoll. One of the belt papers Colo* 
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like* 
ness of the author. Price 10 cents. For sale at this 
office.

CHURCH AND STATE
The Bible in the Public Schools; the New “Ameri* 

can” Party. By “Jefferson.” Third edition. 28 pages. 
Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehearsal that fl 
truly Interesting. Price 10 cents. For sale at thii 
office.

Seers of tne floes, 
EMBRACING 

Spiritualism, Past and Present.

To the Editor:—The columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker of August 25 seemed to me to 
be crowded with more than the usual amount of 
grand spiritual truths for the education of the 
intellect, and the spiritualization of one’s whole 
nature. Truly you are doing a most remarkable 
work, through your advanced “Progressive 
Thinker,” for the uplifting of the banner of true 
and pure “Spiritualism.’’ and all lovers of truth 
and purity wish you “God speed.”

DP. JOHN 0. WYMAN.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

E call special attention to The 
Next World Interviewed, one 
of our special premiums. We 
are enabled to. furnish It to our 
readers at the price announced 
in our premium list, from the 
simple fact that Mr. Horn do

nated the plates of the book to us. We 
have sent out thousands of copies of 
this book, and it has been well received 
everywhere. It should be circulated by 
the million's among all classes of Spirit
ualists. The seven books that we are 
offering to Spiritualists as premiums 
contain a large storehouse of useful 
knowledge On Spiritual and Occult sub
jects. You should have them on the 
shelves of your library where you can 
have access to them at any time. Read 
carefully our premium announcement.

“Gleanings from the Rostrum.” By 
A. B. French. Cloth, $1. For sale at 
this officer

“Words that Burn." A Romance. 
By Lida Briggs Browne. Spiritually 
uplifting and instructive. Price 8150 
For sale at this office. ' ’

“ ’Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds ’’ 
By Carrie H. S. Twing. Richly imbued 
with the philosophy of Spiritualism. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price,- cloth, 75 
cents. For sale at this office. '

“Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
Voice from The Higher Criticism. A 
few thoughts on other Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and In
terest to'Spiritualists. For sale at this 
Office. Price 51. ,

DOCTRINES STATED AND MORAL TEND
ENCIES DEFINED, 

BY J. M. PEEBLES. M. D.
An exceedingly interesting aud instructive book. 

Cloth. 11.25. For sale at this office.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the study 
at Astrology and Its laws. Price. 25c.

Appeals to Methodists.
A short dheourso by spirit Bishop Haven, given au
tomatically through the hand of Carrie E, S. Tiring, 
Price 20c. For sale at this office.

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowles in th! 
First Five Sphere». Etc. Written through the hand 
of Carrie E. 8. Twing. Paper, 80c. *

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
By Dr. Paul Carus. Very thoughtful aud Interesting, 
Paper, 25c,

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By M. Faraday. Transcribed at 
the request of a band of ancient philosophers. Pried 
10 cents« For sale at this office.

MYTH AND MIRACLE.
One of Col. Robt. G. Ingersoll’! best lectures. Price 

5c. For sale at this office.

THREE SEVENS,
Jl Story at Ancient Inltlatons. By the Fbelonu 
muitnttng the Hermetic Fhtloiophy Price, cloth, > '■'

The above Is the number of the pres, 
ent iMUe of The Progressive Thinker, 
M printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with tne figures on your wrap
per. then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and yon are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number m 
tha tag of tour irr»Hget . i
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER.
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CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
l8 fildue legppnslble for auy assertions 
Of Btfiieuieuia Ee may make. The editor 
Allows Ulis freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved (hereby. Many of the 
Bentlmeilta Utteved ¡n an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no W Why they should be 

■ Buppi-esseth yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to JWUUtsh everything that comes 
to hand, fiewever much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.-We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre- 
Bpondentii that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set uO CO a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
coinpoBiters. That means rapid work, 
and it 1» essential that all copy, to In
aure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side Of the paper.

ITEMS—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cakes be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and iff order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
Fess; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publl- 
ciition, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to. -

Will C. W. Stewart please send his ad
dress to tnls office?

Dr. J. M, Peebles writes from Battle 
Creek, Mich.: “I am just home from 
eamp-meetlngs lu Ohio, New York, 
Michigan, etc. I have been on the 
tramp four or five’weeks, lecturing, lec
turing, lecturing, and prescribing for 
the sick nt tbe same time, the busiest 
man In the world. I leave here Thurs
day for the Minneapolis annual associa
tion of Spiritualists.”

The reliver (Colo.) News says: “At 
Canon camp, In Souih Boulder canon, 
D. W. Hull will deliver several lectures 
oil the ’Bible and Spiritualism.’ His 
first thr«« lectures will be an attempt to 
show that early Christianity was found
ed on IM.rcourse with the spirit world. 
Mr. Hull is the editor of the Liberator 
of Norton, Kans., Is is widely known as 
a lecturer.”

D. A. Richardson, of Paulding, Ohio, 
writes: “The Progressive Spiritualist 
Assdcintlod of Payne, 0., held a grove 
meeting, September 2. It wMs a grand 
success. Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter were 
the chief attractions.” ’

Prof. W. M. Lockwood Is stopping 
-temporarily at Petoskey, Mich., seeking 
relief from hay fever.

John Barry writes to the R. P. Jour
nal: “I read an article In the Journal on 
crystal-gazing; how to hold the glass, 
and breathing Into the water to mag
netize It In my family we practice it 
every day, and the visions never fall. I 
don’t see them, but my wife and 
daughter and two little boys do. We 
commenced to practice it last winter, 
thanks to the Journal for suggesting it. 
My people simply fill the glass with 
water, put it on the table, and then look 
Into it My wife sometimes sees two or 
three visions at the same time. She can 
tell the past, present or future cor
rectly. The little girl Is not quite as 
good as the mother. She must be on a 
different plane. The elder of the boys 
is, good. A person can take him any
where, get him a glass of water, and he 
will describe all that Is in the ground 
there. He has saved me a good many 
days’ hard work. The younger boy Is 
also a good psychic. As for doing any
thing with the glass of water, I suppose 
that it makes no difference how It Is 
done, so long as the person is able to see 
visions. My eldest boy went to the 
creek for a bucket of water, and as he 
did not come back for some time, I 
called him. When I asked him what 
detained him, be said that be was 
watching a lot of Chinamen fighting In 
the funniest town he ever saw. He said 
they were killing each other by the hun
dreds. We are the only Spiritualists in 
this part of Montana. What we lack 
here is enough psychics to form a cir
cle; but we have to do it alone, and we 
do it fairly well.”

M«. N. Ewan W’rltes: “A Spiritual 
society has been organized on the South 
Side, to be known as the Independent 
Spiritual Society, and have elected the

1

following officers: G. N. Klnkead, pres
ident; Mrs. Maggie Henry, vice-presi
dent; Nelson Coe, secretary; Mrs. N. 
Ewan, corresponding secretary; Geo. T. 
Hanson, treasurer. The society will 
meet each Sunday evening at 8 p. m., at 
77 Thirty-first street (Auditorium) Hall. 
Good speakers and test mediums have 
been engaged.”

The Peoria (Ill.) Transcript says: “A 
ghost has put in appearance in Lincoln. 
A man clad In white and ghastly ral- 
inents makes nightly visits to tlie DeL 
feubaugli home, but Is not seen by any
one except Miss Grace, the slxteen-year- 
old daughter. He always appears In 
the dead of night, and although the girl 
sees and hears him distinctly she Is 
powerless to speak. First he appeared 
to iler about three weeks ago and traced 
a D on her arm. He told her not to 
mention his visit and he would come 
again in a month to see her. However, 
he appeared again tbe next night and 
removed a ring from her finger that she 

. could not remove herself, and put a 

. cross on a chair. The next day she told 
her family of tbe strange visitor, and 

. nothing more was heard of him for a 
week, when he again very uncere- 

_ moniously arrived at the house and 1 e 
placed the ring on her finger and tom 
her of a substance to use to remove the 
D mark from her arm. . He told her that 
he was going to put her to sleep some 
time for an Indefinite period. He kept 
his word. On last Sunday-night she re
tired as usual but on Monday morning 
she could not be aroused for breakfast 

. A physician was called but he was un
. able to do anything with her all day.
She slept until 8 o’clock at night, when 
she woke^up in her usual manner and 
asked for something to eat. She says 
he told her that the next time he put 
her to sleep it would be for a month or 
a year. Her father filed her ring from 
her finger so he could not again take it, 
as he has become almost a household 
guest now and is looked for at any time. 
Miss Deffenbaugh is a pretty, bright, 
winning'and affectionate girl and has' 
the sympathy of all the good people in 
Lacon.”

D. J. Moran writes from Lincoln. 
Neb.: “I received the premium books all 
right. -1 was highly pleased with them. 

"I would not part with one for the price 
of all unless I could replace the same. 
How you can give so much fof so little 
is a mystery to me.” •.

' Take due notice, that all items for 
1 this page must be accompanied by the 
‘ full name and address of the writer. It 

will not do to sny that Secretary or Cor
! respondent writes so and so, without 
! giving the full name and address of the 
1 writer. The items ot those who do not 

comply with this request will be cast 
! into the waste basket.

Geo. H. Brooks is now at bls home, 
Wheaton, Ill., resting from his arduous 

' labors at Lily Dale. He can be ad
dressed at No. 114 President street. On 
his way home Mr. Brooks stopped at 
Clyde, Ohio, to visit friends there. He 
found A. B. French (well known among 
Spiritualists as one of the finest orators 
that ever graced a rostrum) full of busi
ness, but genial as ever. Mr. Brooks 
has proved a great favorite at Lily Dale 
as presiding officer.

The Herald, of Mexico City, Mexico, 
says: “Psychologists and physicians 
will have mater'for study in the alleged 
cures produced by the exercise of faith 
among the members of the sect known 
as the Christian Alliance of the United 
States, which recently held a meeting at 
Old Orchard Beach, In the State of 
Maine. The leader of the Ch'rlstian 
Alliance is the Rev. Dr. Simpson, a man 
of remarkable force of character and 
personal magnetism, who has been very 
successful in raising great sums of 
money for foreign missions, A man 
who caff in .a single day induce people 
to give him $70,000 for missions Ib no 
ordinary preacher. He was presiding 
during the first fortnight of the current 
month over the assembly of the Chris
tian Alliance when many testimonials 
of the cure of disease by faith were 
offered. Tlie Christian Alliance bases 
Itself on the plain doctrines of Jesus; 
one of its tenets is that diseases are all 
curable, if tlie sufferer have perfect 
faith. The recent pilgrimages to Cath
olic shrines in the United States .and 
Canada, where relics di St. Anne are 
kept, are so many instances of a con
tinued belief in the efficacy of faith 
among the members of the most ancient 
communion of Christians. There Is 
aoundant Catholic authority In support 
of the faith cure continued from the 
time of GJirist to this day. Thus modern 
Protestant sects and tbe Catholic 
Church meet on common ground in one 
particular. They uphold the New Tes
tament doctrine of the power of faith 
to heal the sick.”

Sirs. E. M. Wombold writes from An
derson, Ind.: “W. E. Hart, of Richmond, 
Ind., lias been spending the past ten 
days with friends at Anderson, Ind., 
and holding seances, all of which were 
very satisfactory to skeptics and Spirit
ualists. His trumpet work is progress
ing very rapidly, and be is also able to 
give light seances for partial material
ization. One spirit materialized, wrote 
a message on a slate and held it up 
above the cabinet to be recognized, and 
gave the slate to the lady to whom the 
writing was for, together with other 
tests. Mr. Hart sits on the outside of 
the cabinet, and is held by two other 
disinterested parties.”

The Jamestown Evening Journal, in a 
communication from Lily Dale, says: 
“It Is also hoped the Hon. A. B. Rich
mond amidst his declining years may 
honor Lily Dale with his majestic pres
ence and enthusiastic interest another 
year. Mr. Richmond has been a co
worker for 12 years in this movement. 
A man of gigantic Intellect, he has 
searched for tlie truth and leaves not a 
stone unturned. A shrewd lawyer of 
unusual ability and power, who recog- 
nlzes the wheat and leaves tlie chaff to 
blow away. Lyman C. Howe, a veteran 
co-worker, though honored with streaks 
of gray hair, is active in the cause, aiqi 
is much beloved. Mr. and Mrs. Hull are 
much thought of, and for their labor in 
the school nnd otherwise they are ap
preciated. Mr. Hull Is one of the best 
Bible students who comes to the Dale, 
and Is also a profound historian. Mrs. 
Hull Is a co-worker In the woman suf
frage movement in addition to her other 
interests.”

The Indianapolis (Ind.) News has (he 
following: “Muncie, Ind., Augusf 21).— 
John Mercer's home was robbed while 
he was aiiendlng a Bryan demonstra
tion in this city four years ago, and a 
quantity of jewelry and other plunder 
was carried away. Patrolman Beall 
spent much time on the case, finally dis
covering that the thief Is now in prison 
In Illinois. Beall Is a Spiritualist In re
ligious belief, and recently he consulted 
a medium, and there was a slate-writing 
seance, during which he found on the 
slate: ‘Go look under a large rock near 
the Intersection of tbe first road west of 
the Mercer farm; you can’t miss the 
rock.” Beall found the plunder as de
scribed. He is confident that the mes
sage from tlie spirit land alone aided 
him.”

T. Packard writes: “When Volume 3 
arrives, then I shall have your full li
brary of the seven premium' books. I 
have read them all with much interest, 
and I trust with profit also. Volumes 1 
and 2 of the Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the SpirltWorld were very fasci
nating and intensely interesting, open
ing out as they do, something of the 
mystery that attends death. Any per
son reading carefully these books need 
have no fear ot the future.”

H. Brady writes from Thorpe, Iowa, 
that the country and the small towns 
are in a sad blight, so far as Spiritual
ism Is concerned, and need assistance. 
He says: “We would hall with great en- 
thuslasm a good speaker and test me
dium.” ;

Fred P. Evans writes: “After a very 
busy season in New York I have de
cided to go to my California ranch for a 
much needed vacation for recuperation. 
I will return’In about four or six weeks. 
During my absence, however, the Oc
cult Book Store will be open for the sale 
of literature.” '■

Mrs. Squires writes: “I will begin 
meeting September 16, afternoon and 
evenings, in Van Buren-Opera House, 
corner Madison street and -California 
avenue, A cordial invitation to alt 
Come and help to make a winter suc
cess.”' .

The. Chicago Journal says: “Joseph 
Smith, who lives in a large tenement In 
Great Barrington, Mass., says his flat 

•is haunted. He reports that bls furni
ture has been scattered about the room 
and the stove moved, while a general 
disturbance Is continually going on. 
What does it he Is not able to say, as a 
careful watch has been kept in every 
room by himself and several of his 
friends, but without seeing any kind of 
‘things.’ Smith and his boarders be
came so alarmed one night that nearly 
all spent the night out of doors. Be
sides moving tlie furniture the spook 
does a deal of sweeping, and one night 
in throwing a dustpan of refuse out of 
the window part of it fell in a bed 
where two women were asleep. Smith 
is employed in a dye-house and Is said 
to he sober,”............ ■ - .

We keep a Btamjlng notice on thia 
Sage'that every Item sent here for pub

cation must contain tlie full name and 
■ address of the writer, otherwise it will 

not appear. That accounts for “your” 
Item not appearing this week.

G. W. Kates will please send his pres
ent post-office address to this office.

It is a grave question whether re
ligious freedom should extend to these 
demented beings. A special to the New 
York World, from Bridgeville, Del., 
says: “Henry Dorsey, colored, of Baltl- 
more, a member of the Sanctified Band, 
died here Thursday night last in a 
grove, surrounded by members of the 
band chanting weird melodies and per
forming incantations. The Sanctified 
Band was organized here several years 
ago. During that time it has been 
driven -from State to State. It returned 
here a short time ago, and meetings 
have been held in deserted buildings 
and in the woods. A few days ago 
Dorsey was taken sick. As It is the cus
tom of the band to cure the sick by In
cantations, no physician was called in.- 
Members of tbe band, however, gath
ered nightly at Dorsey’s house, and 
after removing him to a grove near by 
would proceed to go through a series of 
incantations. The leader, clad in a fan
tastic costume, would kill a chicken and 
smear the sick man’s body with'the 
blood. ICorming a circle around the 
couch, the band would march around it, 
singing and praying at intervals. 
Despite these nightly meetings and cu
rious ceremonies, the sick man grew 
rapidly worse. Finally it was decided 
that the band must spend an entire day 
in fasting, and Thursday was the day 
chosen. In the evening the band was 
out in full force. While they were 
prancing around Dorsey he expired. 
The verdict returned at the coroner’s 
Inquest held on Friday was ‘Death from 
natural causes.’ ” .

A blind organ grinder, who Is well 
known to the people in the neighbor
hood of Tompkins square, said the other 
day that he preferred that locality be
cause he found Its population very ap
preciative, says the New York Com
mercial Advertiser. “How do they 
show it? By the number of coins they 
put in your can?” was asked. “No, sir.” 
answered the blind man gravely. “I 
make a deal more In other districts. 
They are all poor people around there, 
and often I go away without getting 
anything. But I can feel their appre
ciation. Although blind, I always know 
how big a crowd my playing attracts, 
and what effect It hag on them. How do 
I feel It? I could not describe it to you 
If I would. There are many things that 
we blind folks feel without being able 
to explain how. Otherwise our lives 
would not be worth living. Anyhow, I 
know when my tune makes people stop 
and feel moved, I know when I send 
a thrill through a group of women and 
children, and it makes me happy.”

The Springfield (MassJ Republican 
says: “The New England Spiritualist 
Camp-meeting Association of Lake 
Pleasant, has brought suit in the dis
trict court to collect from Hattie Reed 
Cornlck the amount of the 3 per cent 
assessment on eight building lots at 
that resort. Each of the deeds of build
ing lots Issued by tbe association con
tains a provision that a 3 per cent tax 
will be paid on the lots when assessed 
by the trustees of the association. 
There has been some question among 
those holding property as to the exact 
legal position in which the owners of 
the property stand in relation to the as
sessment, and the outcome of the case 
will be watched with interest. Mrs. Cor- 
nlek in her answer states that no legal 
assessment was made, and denies the 
authority of the association to make the 
assessment” .

B. W. Simpson writes from Toronto, 
Canada: “This season at Llly; Dale 
camp ground, the Canadians who were 
there thought well to establish ‘The Ca
nadian Spiritualist Association, for tbe 
Dominion of Canada.’ Dr. Austin, of 
Toronto, was elected president; R. W. 
Simpson, Seaforth, Ont., secretary; W. 
S. Shaw, Branbridge, Ont, first vice
president, and F. C. Willson, Toronto, 
second vice-president. The membership 
fee is $1 yearly, including ‘The Sermon,’ 
a monthly magazine edited by Dr. Aus
tin. Members of the Association and 
others, by sending names and addresses 
of liberal-minded persons, will have 
Spiritualistic literature forwarded to 
them. Next summer at Lily Dale there 
will be ‘Canadian Day,’ and Dr. Austin 
will be tbe speaker for the occasion.”

The Galveston (Tex.) News says: 
“Della Cooper, the colored girl of Sher
man, who has strange hallucinations so 
that she becomes by turns various sorts 
of birds and animals, and while in such 
moods emits cries similar to those of 
the respective birds and animals, is no 
better to-day, having had several at
tacks. Her case puzzles all who Inves
tigate it. Prof. Lampkin, whose opin
ion was quoted In the News this morn
ing, is still of the opinion that she Is un
der hypnotic influence brought about 
crudely or maliciously. Students of oc
cult research suggest that she Is under 
a telepathic influence. The child be
came more talkative than usual to-day 
and said that a colored woman at Mc
Kinney had mixed a mashed up snake 
in some lemonade and ‘conjured’ her 
with it. She has a peculiar thumping 
In her side and her attendants verily be
lieve she has swallowed a snake. A 
‘hoodoo’ doctor is on his way from an 
interior village to operate on her.”

Edgar F. Bundy writes from Louis
ville, Ky.: “I wish to speak of a friend, 
Mrs. Mann, and of the manifestations 
that take place in her presence. I have 
a private seance with her every Mon
day evening. At one of them my guides 
brought me a carnation pink. They said 
they brought it from a greenhouse that 
was three or four squares distant At 
each seance my guide, Onetta, sings 
some beautiful spiritual songs. Some of 
my other guides generally give me a 
lecture upon some subject which I en
joy and appreciate.”

Maggie Waite writes:-“The Progress
ive Friends’A-ssoclatlon held its annual 
meeting at North Collins, August 31, 
September 1 and 2. Mrs. Whitlock, of 
Providence, R.T., was the speaker and 
lectured at each session, I serving as 
test medium for Sept. 1 and 2. Presi
dent Frank Walker presided at all meet
Ings. My services have been secured 
for the next annual meeting, Sentem- 
her, 1901.” . . '

F. Silberg, of 845 Blue Island avenue, 
Chicago, writes: “I would be pleasedjo 
make the acquaintance of a few ladles 
and gentlemen having a desire to form 
a home circle for development”

Harry J. Moore’s address is 2979 Wa
bash avenue (instead of Walnut street), 
where he can be addressed. He says 
Mr. Hilles follows his lectures with psy
chometric readings and spirit messages.

On Sunday evening, September 2, the 
opening services for the new year of the 
Students of Nature, at 1565 Milwaukee 
avenue, Chicago, were partly in the na
ture-of a célébration of the birthday of 
their pastor, Mrs. Summers, and were 
enjoyed by as large a congregation as 
tl(e hall would hold. Decorations by 
palms, ferns and flowers were profuse, 
and an exceedingly large basket of cut 
flowers, besides other tokens of esteem, 
were presented to Mrs. Summers by 
her personal friends. Addresses were 
delivered by Dr. Jacobson and Messrs. 
Cole and Strong.

Ervin A. Rice writer: “The Church of 
the Sopl will resume regular'^ Sunday 
meetings in Handel Hall, No. 40 Ran-
dolph street, at 11 a. m„ Sunday, Sep
tember 10. ilie.paitor, Mrs. Oora L. V. 
Richmond, wfll officiate as usual, and 
the subject of the discourse for the 
opening Sunday will be ‘Krom Mount
ain, Forest»Lake and Vale.’ The 
church lies taken the large auditorium 
at Handel Hall, and we have free seats

Xs

for all.' ■J
A. A. Averill, netaetary, writes: “The 

Lynn (Mass.) Spirltuallsis’ Association 
held its regular annual meeting on Sept. 
4, and elected the”followlng officers to 
serve the ensuing (year. President, Dr. 
Alex Caird, formerly of Chicago; vice
president, Aihauda'Robinson; secretary, 
A. A. Averill; treasurer, H. P. Averill; 
directors, Ei F. Metzger, 0. J. Butler 
and Effie I. Webster. The society has 
some of the very best talent engaged 
that can be secured, opening the season 
on October 7, with Mrs. May S. Pepper 
as medium, whose name on the bills al
ways insures a large audience. She will 
be followed by. Mrs. Carrie Twing, 0. 
Fannie Allyn, Effie I. Webster, Lizzie 
Harlow, and other good speakers and 
mediums.”

Mrs. Nora E. Hill, of 750 W. Lake 
street, has finished her vacation, aud 
will now resume her usual business, 
also holding her circles on Tuesday and 
Friday nights at her residence, 750 W. 
Lake street, Chicago. She is also open 
for engagements for lecturing.

Dr. and Mrs. Briggs, who are now 
stopping at the Island Lake camp 
grounds will soon go to Cincinnati. 
During the coming winter they will lo
cate In Detroit, Mich.

0. E. Dent writes: “The spirit still 
moves at Vicksburg, Mich. As our suc
cessful camp-meeting closed August 26, 
we do not mean to let the cause die out 
here. Sunday, September 2, Brother 
Frank T. Ripley gave us two good lec
tures, and followed»them with mes
sages, The audience was well pleased, 
and all join with me, hoping we can 
soon have him with us again. We have 
engaged our hall for the next year and 
expect to hold meetings every Sunday."

G. F. Perkins, of 884 W. Madison 
• street, Chicago, writes that those people 
coming from the North Side can utilize 
Robey street, Paulina street, Western 
avenue, and Madison street cars; also 
the elevated cars, to attend his meetings 
Tuesday, Friday and Sunday evenings.

Rev. J. 0. M. Hewitt, 408 W, Madison 
street, Chicago, will make engagements 
for camp-meetings, or societies, and will 
answer calls to officiate at funerals, 
weddings, or other services. He is a 
speaker of fine ability, antj, of superior 
culture.

Mrs, M. R. Naston writes from To
peka, Kansas: “The Spiritualists of To
peka, Kansas, gave a reception at tne 
home of Mrs, Frisby, on September 4, 
for Mrs. E. E. Hammon; also presented 
her with a slight (token of our regard 
for her previous tci her leaving us as a 
society for her Western home, Los An
geles, Cal. She goes seeking health and 
new work in the cause of truth. Mrs. 
Hammon is a fine inspirational speaker; 
gives the beitt of private readings and 
good platform tests,"’

In Wisconsin a tVprk Is being inaugu
rated that will bring that state into the 
front ranks ¿f Spiritualism. See com
munication on-our |econd page.

Mrs. A. M.jBenncfeatlier writes from 
New Canton, Bl.: “JV111 you kindly an
nounce to thq many who are seeking to 
engage the sgrvlce^of our medium, Os
car Ward, that the controlling powers 
are not willing yet.,to permit him to 
make engagqments^but say that in a 
little while, perhap^ if he gives his time 
for development, he will be able to meet 
their wants. ) I hope the time is not far 
distant when,his name wilLbe added to 
the list of noble, workers for our glori
ous cause." ■

From Cripple Creek. Col.
Somewhere, somehow, sometime the 

patient and earnest investigator must 
reap the reward of his efforts in the 
search for truth. It would seem that 
the liberal thinkers of the Cripple Creek 
district had reached a point where the 
opportunity presorts itself to study the 
truth in all its beauty and ennobling as
pects, under the tutelage of one who 
has pentrated deep into tbe mysteries of 
the highest philosophy of life.

After diligent search and faithful In
vestigation into all tlie demonstrations 
and manifestations of Spiritualism, 
only to be brought face to face with the 
sordid grasping for the almighty dol
lar, like a ray of sunshine comes one 
teaching a pure, beautiful science of oc
cultism, untinctured by the chink of 
gold, which by the power of truth and 
force of logic opens up a glorious vista 
of unfoldment.

This talented teacher, Mrs. Elsie 
Braun, is as broad as the universe, ac
cepting and teaching the truth wher
ever found and In whatever guise. Her 
course of lectures on the “Highest Phil
osophy of Life,” delivered at the Ma
sonic Temple in Cripple Creek, have 
been of Inestimable benefit to those of 
us who have been searching for some
thing beyond the lower manifestations, 
and In some instances fraudulent ones; 
something that would satisfy the heart 
and appeal to the Intelligence. We can 
safely say that no one who is searching 
for the truth can listen to the state
ments made in her lectures as to the un
foldment and progression of man upon 
the physical plane without being 
broader, better, truer men and women.

We Investigators. in Cripple Creek 
(the greatest gold camp on earth) be
lieve that we are only doing our duty 
in recommending our teacher to others 
as one who will by her lectures open 
up to them the highest, the best and the 
noblest In all manifestations of the life 
principle (the I Am) in the entire uni
verse. ,

Mrs. Braun’s permanent address Is 
1921 West-38th avenue, Denver, Colo., 
and she may Jje reached there at any 
time by those, desiring Information re
garding her lectures and various 
courses In occultism?

, nl t ■ H. A. WILEY.
Cripple Creek; Cok>. , (

LOVE I9 GOD.

Great God of tove,:'ln whom we trust, 
Help us outgrow ouf'greed and lust, 
Help us expand the ibve confined 
Within our soffls to ‘fill mankind.
Touch the dormant ¡seeds within . each 

breast- '
That truth within may be expressed, 
And prove In flrlith eath Is a brother 
In all our actlpjis wljji each other.
Great God of Light, Thou Infinite One, 
We know we feel wdiare Thy son;
And as thy light illumes our soul, 
We faintly sense our glorious goal. 
We are the ray—Thou art the light 
Which floods our soul with visions 

bright '
Of future bliss in realms above, 
Where all will rise by thy great love.
As infinite Truth we seek for Thee 
And In our souls a glimmer, see, 
As it flashes and ■ gleams within our 

breast .
But our love of self keeps It suppressed. 
We travel adone in a world of gloom, 
With fear of death and a dismal tomb, 
And we fail to know the truth sublime 
That human souls must higher climb.

HENRY Mi EDMISTON.

POWER OF THOUGHT.
Some Mistaken Ideas Cor 

rected.
The idea that thought has power 

seems to prevail among writers on Psy
chology—that thought Is power per se. 
They speak of “thought transference” 
and many other things that thought 
does, or can do. This Idea has its rise 
in the misconception of the meaning of 
the word, and applying it to an element 
with which it has no relation.

Thought is the memory of what one 
has been thinking. Thinking is a men
tal process set into operation by a force 
that exists previous to the thinking. Xf 
thought has power, then memory has 
power. This idea is absurd.

We speak of telepathy and associate 
the word with “thought transference.” 
There is no such association. Telepathy 
is from tele, far, and pathy, feeling. It 
is the ability in one to arouse a feeling 
in another at a distance when both are 
sensitives. This feeling arouses think
ing in the one so affected; for where 
there Is no feeling, there can be no 
thinking.

We are apt to take the appearance of 
a thing for the thing Itself. Thus we 
speak of sunrise. If we did not know 
the cause of the phenomenon, it would 
be to us as a reality. A definition of 
consciousness will help us In this 
analysis. Without consciousness, noth
ing would be—to us. Consciousness Is 
the cognition of being; the internal
sense, the faculty by which things be--
come known. In this life, it is depen
dent on the physical senses, just as 
force is dependent on matter for its 
manifestation; yet force is not matter. 
Thought is not matter, and force cannot 
be. manifested only through matter. So 
thinking is dependent on consciousness. 
Feeling is a sensuous process; thinking 
is an intellectual.process. It Is the In
stinctive Impulse to gratify feeling—a 
pleasurable sensation, or to avoid a 
painful one.

Thinking gives rise to knowing, and 
Its sole function in its ethical sense is to 
devise ways and means for the satisfac
tion of desire, the gratification of feel
ing, or the avoidance of pain or misery. 
Thought is instrumental—not creative, 
nor distinctive. There Is in every con
scious being a desire to enjoy; to be 
happy, and an aversion to pain or mis
ery. This desire and this aversion are 
the sources of all rational, voluntary 
human activity, which 1b the effort to 
obtain the one and to avoid the other.

All that men obtain or seek to obtain, 
all that men do or seek to do, all that 
men avoid dr seek to avoid, Is for the 
sole purpose of satisfying some desire, 
gratifying some feeling, or avoiding 
some evil.

No one can successfully controvert 
this proposition. It determines and 
points out all the factors of human con
duct, and defines each. It makes feel
ing (desire, passion, appetite, or fear of 
pain) the cause of voluntary activity; 
thinking and knowing, the devising of 
means for satisfaction of desire or 
avoidance of pain; and activity is the 
employment of means In the consumma
tion of the end—enjoyment. The order 
of this process is (a) feeling, (b) know
ing. (c) acting—the cause the means, the 
end. .

Suppose one.passes into the stillness 
of the night, by a number of houses; 
some being vacant, In which the doors 
and windows are closed and all is dark 
and silent within. He throws a brick
bat against the door of each. In some 
there is a response, In others none (the 
bouses being vacant). What causes the 
response? The answer is, “Throwing 
the brick-bat” Why was there no re
sponse In the vacant houses? Just so 
it is In the case of thought. Where 
there is no feeling, there can be no mo
tive, where there is no motive there can 
be no thought, and where there Is no 
thought there can be no action.

Suppose again: A says to B, “Your 
son is dead.” Here Is a thought. Be
lieving the statement, a certain feeling 
is aroused lu B. I ask what made him 
feel that way. You answer, “The 
thought of his son’s death.” The state
ment is a means by which B is set to 
thinking, the consciousness of which 
arouses a feeling; the thought Is merely 
instrumental in the operation. Suppose 
again: A’s son is not dead; the thought 
Is a myth. Can that which does not ex-

ble workers in the field; we consider 
this worthy couple well fitted to take 
rank among the best. '

Brother J). A. Herrick sustained tbe 
dignity of the chair up to the last mo
ment, besides many times during tbe 
camp, filling the rostrum as speaker 
when vacancies occurred.

Mrs. McCaslin also gave several lec
tures In the regular course, the last one, 
an illustrated lecture on Vitosophy, or 
the Science of Life, made clear some of 
the mysteries of psychic phenomena.

T. V. Nieum, of Day ton, first vice
president of the Ohio State Association, 
was with us during the latter part of 
the camp and gave several Interesting 
short talks.

Mrs. Amanda Coffman, of Grand Rap
ids, Mich., gave the last regular ad
dress of the season. Though only two 
or three years in public work, Mrs. Coff
man gives promise of being an excellent 
trance speaker. Her lectures are pro
found and logical, showing rare knowl
edge of the spirit world and its relation 
to this.

The last entertainment of the season 
was a new version of “My Friend From 
India,” specially prepared by Mrs. Mc
Caslin, Introducing the Fox Sisters, 
both in earth and spirit life; occult man
ifestations and picturesque East India 
costumes, well adapted to Spiritualist 
societies.

Though the camp is closed, many peo
ple still remain upon the grounds. 
Though the social features of the camp 
predominate, the mediums still hold se
ances, and Mrs. McCaslin has been re
quested to repeat a course of lectures 
given last week on “Sexual Science.”

Considerable money has been raised 
toward a purchase of Lake Brady, with 
a view to making It wholly a spiritual 
camp ground; It’s being a summer re
sort at present is an objection to some 
of the wealthier class of Spiritualists 
willing to invest in it.

MRS. M. M’CASLIN.

1st exert a power? Can a thought in 
which A has no concern, act upon him?

I have been thus particular In the 
analysis of this subject because of its 
momentous importance. In the solu
tion of ethical problems, the basic factor 
is Ignored, and that whlfh is regarded 
as such, Is secondary in the process of 
human conduct, and a false function is 
ascribed to it. It gives rise to the the
ory that knowledge is the determiner of 
human conduct—the sole director and 
regulator of all human affairs. By this 
theory the wrongs of mankind can 
never be righted.

Tbe Golden Rule Is well known to all 
Christendom, but it will be observed 
that those who practice it, are moved 
by noble feelings. The philanthropist 
and reformer are trying to uplift hu
manity by precept. If a music teacher 
would adopt this plan, he would be 
laughed at. Conduct Is action that has 
its rise in feeling—the cause and con
duct is the effect which can be changed 
only by changing the cause. Since feel
ing gives rise to conduct, the character 
of the conduct Is determined by that of 
the feeling that gives rise to it.

So long as thought or knowledge Is 
regarded as the moving, controlling or 
directing power of human conduct, we 
will be no nearer in solving the prob
lems of ethics than' were they who be
lieved In alchemy could solve the prob
lems of chemistry, or the believers in 
the geocentric theory could formulate 
the three laws of Kepler.

E. J. SOHELLHOUS.
Rosedale, Kans. .

A North Carolina Medium.
It Is with pleasure that I write you to

night telling you of my latest experi
ence with Ernest Orvis, the psychic of 
the “Land of the Sky." I arrived in 
Asheville yesterday, and caRtaLain Mi- 
Orvis at bis home on HaxjEaH8|jfai>at 
The surroundings are sucli^MjShlnk 
they should be conducive ¿¡WKSWest 
spiritual results. I rang the bell and 
was met by a colored servant who 
showed me into the parlor, a cheerful 
apartment, where several others were 
waiting to see him. As I entered the 
door I heard a deep, manly voice say 
distinctly, “Make Mrs. Markham com
fortable, Anna.” Presently the door be
tween the parlor and adjoining room 
opened to admit the sitter, and he was 
followed by -Mr. Orvis, a man of some 
4ff years of age ,wlth dark hair, beard 
and eyes, and whose face wore a kindly 
smile. He'greeted us all and I made an 
engagement with him for after the sup
per hour.

Many and varied were the messages 
received, and oh! how my hungry soul 
was filled with the bread of eternal 
truth. Dear editor and friends,.' who 
can doubt this truth. It is so satisfy
ing, so gratifying. I feel as if I were 
raised from the dead.

While waiting to see him on my earlier 
visit I was told by one of the gentlemen 
present that he had been healed by Mr. 
Orvis, and that he know of others who 
had been benefited by his method of 
treatment. Mr. Orvis uses a type-writer 
tells me he is kept very busy. I met 
his wife, a matronly-looking woman of 
about 83 or 34 years of age, and of the 
blonde type. She is also a medium, and 
gives satisfaction to her sitters. She as
sists her husband in his work.

It seems that they are very deeply in
terested in all things of an occult na
ture. They try to avoid publicity and 
live such a peaceful home life. I con
sider them both angels of light. Where
as once I was a bitter, cynical old wo
man, I now feel like a new being.

Ob, may the angel world use this man 
long for the spreading of the truth. In 
my sitting with him he said: “Here is a 
man who committed suicide. He wants 
to talk to you through a trumpet some
time.” Could not give me the name, but 
described the man so accurately I recog
nized him at once.

He described my home to me. He 
says he can give better satisfaction by 
having a lock of hair and date of birth, 
to form a magnetic connection between 
him and the person sitting. Another 
thing he declares brings good results is 
flowers sent by persons wanting read
ings. He said that only last Saturday, 
Sept. 1, two different spirits wanted 
their friends to send boxes of flowers. 
I wish some one would write and ex
plain these things to me. I do not like 
to ask Mr. 0., as he Is always occupied. 
I will cheerfully answer all inquiries' 
Address for a few weeks, Asheville 
N. C. ’

MRS. THERESA MARKHAM.
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A MUKAHY OF 8PHIITUA5 
SCIENCE.

. ---------- o----------  ?
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS C< 

PSYCHIC SCIENCE. ,
This work eaiay» to utilize and explain tbe vaatai* nj of facts In 1U field of research by referring then 

to a common cause, and from them arise to the Uwi 
and conditions ot Man'» spiritual being. Third adt.1. 
tlon. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE. .
Not servile trust to the Gods, but knowledge of the 

laws of the world, belief in tbe divinity of man and 
bls eternal progress toward perfection u tha found** 
tlon of this book. Price, Si.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In thia story the scenes arc laid on earth, and In th» 

fpirlt-world presenting the spiritual phllosophyand 
the real life of spiritual beings. All question» whlott 
arise on that subject are answered. Price fi|cents.

ARCANA OF NATURE,
Tb® Lawi ol Creation. Revised ant

annotated English edition. “The Cosmogony of SdIpJ 
Ituallsm.” Price, |1, . ■ r
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT ANO THEl

SPIRIT-WORLD.
Engll«b edition. Price, »1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.1 
CoDt.lning the latezt Inreitlgitloa, raddlKOverte,.

IS., fZ?Be,n“.V?u 01 U*“ l»tere.tkg .ubll 
ject. EnglUh edition. Price, ,1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT 0?) 

THE SACRED HEART,
This book was written for an object, and has been 

pronounced equal in lu exposure of the diabolical, 
methods of Catholicism to »‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin? 
price, 25 cants. J

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT, 
.„4 J?"1’1)“» Wchologlcal .lory ot ereugolUetlon 
and free thought. It I, to ProteatautUm what "The, 
Braretaut the Convent" le to CathoHclam. Price, 8» |

WHAT IS. SPIRITUALISM? '
How to Investigate, How ta form circles, and de

velop and cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
Bplrlluallsls. Their testimony. Eight-page tract for 
mission work. Slagle copies, 5 cents; 100 for 11.23.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
bSi Tu'!le’ ™" volume contains th,?e ..,,he »utUor. *nd some of the most popu
lar songs with the muslo by eminent composers Th.

>are J5n,.lr,,’>y ndapted for recitations. 223, 
pages, beautifully bound. Price. ,1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
i01?'.’ J.118 'Ic8um nnd societies. A maranl1 

A“ 2 *“telloetual aud spiritual culture. By 
Eimns Rood Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
KE ".1>'CLjuin. a spiritual or liberal socletr may • 
wM"4 ““d 9ontlucte<i without other Mslstancfc ‘016 dw“‘ « ExpreS

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS, 
Education, with plan of the Angel 

vhJ- i“1 By Emma Bond Tuttle.'rncc; *0 cents.
All Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Height«, Ohio.’

NEW EDITION^ ’

THE LYCEUM GUIDE
Do t/o.. .¿ant to organise a society, for the 

oocialf intellectual and spiritual advance* 
ment of the children and adults?

furnithes all you deaire»

’»« » »eir-.QBtalnlng loclety, founded on
Uie bulo principles of tlie zplrtlnal phllosonh.» You have ft In THE PBOUBfessI’” LYCEUM 

It furuisbes * syaiem of evolution oy talornzl 
growihi not tiio old cup and pitcher Sunday-school. It~ha, somethtra to Interest and advance every mem
ber, nnd thoae who are most active In teaching are 
the one» who learn most. •

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED;
Tx5-i} 9.EUM Gl!IDJ: elv<” delatl needed 

for effective organization, and for conducting the. 
society when established.

It has Golden Chain Becltatlonsi the prettiest son«*! 
and musloi choral responses; a service for a Bandr 
of Mercy; calisthenics; how to make tbs badger.

,“d. marching ezerolsss; foil la- 
strnctlona In conducting the exercises, with nar- 
llamentary rules, etc.

Many Spiritualists living In Isolation, have formed 
lyceums In their own families; others have banded, 
two or three famlles together, while large societies . 
have organised on the lyceum platform, and found 
great Interest In this aeif-lnstractive method.

Do not wait lor ■> “missionary" to como to your an* . 
“■'»“ce, but take bold of the matter yourself, uro- . 
cure copies ot tbe G UIDE, and commence with tho ' 
few or many you nnd Interested.

Iio011 Tuttle (address, Bertin Heights, 
Ohio) will answer all questions peruUtilra to It- 
ceum work. “ 1

The price pt THELYCEUM GUIDE Is 50 cents, post
paid, or by the dozen. 40 cenu each« by pxnreifc 
charge» paid by receiver. Addresa

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS. O.’

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in AU Its Phases,

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

_ Lake Brady; 0.
' The ninth annual session of Lake
Brady encampment closed here Sunday, 
September 2, AU of the surrounding 
towns sent excursions, the attraction 
being the closing exercises of the camp. 
All of the workers, local mediums and 
speakers gathered at the auditorium In 
the forenoon for a farewell conference. 
Though financially the camp was not a 
success this season, owing to the fact 
that the railroads refused to run excur
sions to the grounds if a gate fee was 
charged, In other respects it was far 
above the average in social features 
and talent employed.

We would like here to correct the im
pression which seems to have gone out, 
that there is inharmony at Lake Brady. 
There Is a difference of opinion regard
ing methods of management and bus!- 
ness regulations of the board, otherwise 
the best of feeling exists among the 
workers. This fraternal love has ex
tended over a period of years and as 
season after season has brought us to
gether, each one has seemed like a real 
family reunion.

We have just said good-bye to those 
faithful workers, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague. During this season, Mr. 
Sprague, spoke at every meeting, while 
he and his wife together gave nearly, 
fifty test seances, besides holding devel
oping circles during, the greater part of. 
the season. Though we have many no-

World treats of the “Mythical Ori
gin of Death;” “A Magdalen's 
Passage to Spirit Life;" “Impress
ive Communications from tbe 
Spirit Side of Life;" “Death Con-

OLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of
Lrceumi and Societies that wish to get up eln 

Vatlng, Interesting and paying entertainment* run ftftt /(/l hflHfl. Di... M T)_l — — X* -■ Ma. ------------“ — '"*■ IJVIJVUIU (JI 1 1 I V .1--- I “;“*» M»I||UIVULS CM nn/1 I <fA «^ 4 1 «. ?.ot d?betur than to have a Prize Contest. Tbe eriDeath, and Life in the Spirit tire plan, With full directions, le In tbe book, and_____ _ .1. .... ... 1 tniV bfi Mitlrmtir.iio«/! Vnthtn» __-•may bo easily managed. Nothing kindles enihufifasflj 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth» 
Ing 11 needed more. Any Individual may orgaalxfl 
one lu his own town and reap a financial rewurtL

sidered by the Spirit Lucretius;” “Odd
ities in Reference to the Dead;” “Death 
from a Vibratory Force;" “The Day 
After Death Beautifully Illustrated;" 
“Sensations of the Dying;” “A Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;” “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” “A 
Special Visit to the Spirit World;” 
“Fragrance at a Child’s Death Bea;’’ 
"The Varied Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;” “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;” "Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;’’ “The Id
iosyncrasies of Death;” “Life and Death 
Thoughtfully Analyzed;” “Signs in the 
Process of Dying,” etc., etc. In fact 
this volume Is a mine of valuable Infor-

"Religion as Revealed byAhe Material 
and Spiritual Universe.” ‘ By. H. d. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A compact and 
comprehensive view of tho subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical and crit
ical; facts and data needed by every 
student and especially by every Spir
itualist One of the very best books on 
the subject Price, reduced to $1 
cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale at this 
office.

“Words That Burn.” A Psychic 
Novel, by Lida Briggs Browne. This 
work, progressive, humanitarian, real
istic. Descriptions of scenery and 
home life in both England and the 
United States. It is a large 12mo, 866 
pages, neatly bound in cloth; has por^ 
trait of writer as frontispiece. Price, 
$1.50. To introduce it will sell from 
this offlee until further notice for $1.25. 
Postage free.

"Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. ¿J. and 
Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50 and $2.

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony,, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For sale at this office 
' “A Few Words About the Devil, and 
Other Essays.” By Charles Bradlaugh. 
Paper, 50 cents. For sale nt this office.

"Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.’ I

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heijyhtg, Ohio»

THE SUNDAY QUESTION
Historical and critical review, with replies to an ob

jection. By G. W. Brown, M. D. Price 15c. For aale 
at this office

.. STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Davis. A rosary of pearls, culled 

from the works of Andrew Jackson Davis. Intended 
for tbe light and solace of every sorrowing and 
stricken bean. Price SO cents. For aale at this office.

STEIKE OF A SEX.
By George N. Miller. Dealing with the populatloi 
question. Paper, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will be found especially Interesting to ag 
who would desire to make a study ot Romanism aul 
the Bible. Tbe historic tacts Mated, and tbe keen, 
acathlng review ofBomlsh Ideas and WacUceesIirald 
•treadtyill. Price, asc. BoldattbffanoeT

A. Schopenhauer Essays.
Translated by T. B. Saunders. Cloth, 75c,

CONTENTS.—Tbe Wisdom of Life; Counsels and 
Maxims;; Religion and other Essays; Tbe Art of 
Literature; Studies inFesslmlrai.

•‘Schopenhauer Is one oftnc few philosophers wbo 
can be generally understood without a commentary. 
All his theories claim to be drawn direct from facta, 
to be suggested by observation, and to interpret tbe 
world as It Is; and whatever view be takes, he Is con« 
•tantln his appeal to tbe experience of common life. 
Thia characteristic endows bla style with a freshness 
and vigor which would be difficult to match tn th« 
philosophical writing of any conntry, and Impossible 
h that of Germany. — TranslaUr. •

For sale at this office.

A. P, A. MANUEL.
A Complete expose of the principles and objects 0« 

the American Protective Association. A book for all - 
patriotic American citizens. Price 15c, or two tor 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

Tbe Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing.

A crane ot acres pnctloal leiBona. By W. J. 
Colville. Limp cloth, 60c.- ■

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OB DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

By Dr. Paul Carns. An excellent «tndv । .,n>»«pirttu»iM«» otnezta. Heaven and Hen. ByA» ■ ■ «. _ Moixi Kuu. ThianamphlelSetldeastring tbeSplr-
01 Buddhism, Compact yet COtnprehen- UuallitleteterpreUtlonotnianj’thlnnlntbe Bible— .
«Ive. - Paper,’ 50' cent«. Cloth. 81.25. never before given, ezplatna the
For «ale at thia office. Frlc*
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This department Is under the man
' Bgement of

Hudson Tuttle.
¡Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE.—The Questions aud Answers 
'have called forth such a host of re- 
spondeuts, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
(the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, ami the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance ot 
their questions aud write letters of in
quiry, The supply ot matter Is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
$!very one has to wait bls time and 
place, and all are treated wltb equal 
favor.

. NOTICE—No attention will be given
anonymous letters. Full name aud ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
¡the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters bf inquiry requesting private an' 
awers, aud while 1 freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordl- 
nary courtesy of correspopdeuts Is ex‘ 
peered. HUDSON TUTTLE.

B. F. French: Q. (1) What colleges 
In the United States sustain theological 
professorships, and at what probable 
cost, direct and indirect to the people? 
- (2) Of tbe seven churches In Asia, 

mentioned In thé second find third chap
ters of Revelations, are there any in ex- 
dstence at the present time? '

A. The universities have a theologl- 
cal department and the purely theologi- 
ça! schools are exclusively devoted to 

' theology. These professorships aré the 
means, of replenishing the ranks of the 
hundred thousand preachers, who 
think they are called to save the world. 

- The cost of these preachers, who as a 
rule do not contribute the least to the 
productiveness of the world; may be 
conservatively placed at ?l,000 each, or 
$100,000,000 annually. To this must be 
added the vast expense of building aud 
keeping the church buildings in repair, 

' and the time spent by the laity In listen
Ing to prayers and sermons. It re
quires seven years for the education of 
a minister of the gospel. They who 
wrote the New Testament were ignor
ant peasants, but to understand it re
quires a world of learning. Four years 
in college, and three In the theological 
school, costs at least three thousand 
dollars, and thus the army of an hun

- . dred thousand preachers costs three 
hundred millions to begin with, and one 
hundred millions a year Jo support

If for this vast outlay anything were 
returned, there could' not be so much 
objection, but really nothing is given 
but the erroneous views of the past, and 
the people are held in the bondage of 
superstition and committed to harmful 
views of the objects of life. The pulpit 
might be made one of the grandest edu
cational Institutions of the age. It 
could week by week give instruction In 
the latest achievements of the master 

- minds of the world, and the laity, who 
ijive not time to ^become Informed, 
would receive the best Instruction. On 
the contrary the ministers absorb the 
attention of their followers by comment
ing on texts of the Bible, as they have 
learned to. do by studying other com
mentators writings, threshing over and 
over again the old straw, and thinking 
the dust they raise the very inspiration 

; of godliness. They keep clear of scl- 
ence, for the smattering they have ac
quired is sufficient to warn them that It 
is dangerous. Now and then a narrow
minded one, anointed ,by the spirit of 
Don Quixote, makes a charge on some 
statement of science. Of late the wlnd- 
mill has been Evolution, and the preach
er begins by declaring Darwin held that 
our grandfathers were monkeys; forget
ting that those who make such an asser- 

■ tlon furnish pretty good evidence of the 
theory.

() The "Seven Churches of Asia,” 
which In the beginning, if they exlstéd 
at all, were only gatherings of a few 
devotees, had no prolonged existence, 
made no mark on the pages of history, 
and any trace of their influence on the 

' cities where they are -said to have been
located is looked for In vain, 
probably as mythical as the 
Revelations Itself.

Harvey Brown: Q. (1)

They are
Book

What

of

Is

gain heaven. The true and abiding love 
of husband and: wife for each other, or 
for the children in whom their united 
lives commingling flow, is as holy and 
sacred as the love borne to God him
self, and as much a part of religion. 
The contrary would make the adapta
tion of man to his environments a fail
ure, and the infinite qualities of the 
Maker otherwise than infinite. These 
gloomy views of life are rapidly disap
pearing, and a reaction has come. In
stead of placing the objects of life iu the 
future, the future is Ignored, and the 
present made supreme. Not sufficient 
for the day is the evil thereof, but suffi
cient for the day is all the day produces; 
the morrow is unknown. Hence, as life 
is only a succession of sensations of va
rious character, some pleasing, others 
painful, the more of the pleasurable 
sensations which can be crowded into 
the few years of its continuance, the 
better. This materialistic view would 
be complete, had not life a morrow, and 
a morrow intimately related with to
day. After the full satisfaction of pres
ent wants there comes the 'immeasur
able aspirations of the spirit. The phys
ical world, bodily enjoyment, or mental' 
culture are not all; and, when so re
garded, the mistake entails misery 
where happiness was sought.

Freeing ourselves from these errone
ous ideas inherited from our ancestors, 
we are prepared to answer the question 
of what true happiness consists and 
how best it may be gained. It is the 
primal desire of the heart, and our con
stant efforts are to gain it.

True happiness is a result of our being 
lu accord with the laws of the world. 
When all the physical forces of nature 
and the spiritual energies move in har
monious rhythm through our being, there 
is no jar or conflict as we, are wafted 
onward, and the soul feels the delight 
of perfect happiness. To arrive at this 
desired condition, we must understand 
the fundamental principles of creation 
and the relations of God thereto and of 
ourselves to both. We may accept as 
granted that the plan of nature, what
ever idea be received of God, is perfect, 
and man as a part of nature is a unit 
therewith. There can be no break in 
the continuity of being, and henee his 
adaptation to the physical world must 
be regarded In the same light as tlie 
adaptation of his spiritual faculties for 
a spiritual life.

A Testimonial to Hudson Tuttle.
I have just finished reading Hudson 

Tuttle’s Arcana of Spiritualism, out of 
print for many years, but now some
what Infused with thoughts and opin
ions nearer to date, and reprinted for 
the benefit of the modern student of 
Spiritualism. I may claim to have read 
every word of It, for I have read It 
aloud, page by page, and evening after 
evening, to-a little home gathering of 
critics and students.

Its author was born Into a useful me
diumship, and has lived a life worthy of 
his manhood. He has not turned aside 
in almost half a century, during which 
he has been the mouthpiece of intelli
gences representing the high water 
mark of spirit return, and honest me
diumship.

The Arcana of Spiritualism should 
not only be on ills shelves, but be 
carefully studied by every thinker who 
would probe the facts and fancies inter
woven lu modern revelations through 
inspired mediums. The author gives 
full value for the dollar aud a half, 
which, sent to him at Berlin Heights, O., 
will, by return of mail, bring back the 
book.

Of course there is much to be written 
and said after the utmost has’been told 
through any one mind, and some of us' 
are striving to make yet further ad
vance. But even to such thé book fur
Dishes a solid foothold for reference, 
study and instruction.

I take this opportunity to personally 
thank Mr. Tuttle for both his teachings 
and example through so many years of 
unselfish, and generally unremunerated 
labor for spirits and mortals. Some
times be and I do not look even at an 
acknowledged truth from the same 
standpoint; and I fear I have often 
grieved and wearied his noble soul by 
my habit of groping In the dark corners 
of modern revelations, and routing out 
unnoticed facts. But, all the same, I 
feel sure he knows and understands my 
personal appreciation of both his man
hood and his mediumship. It Is In that 
spirit I Invite the reader to make an 
early purchase of this very useful work, 
which In Its author’s opinion, Is the cul
minating effort of his life.

' CHARLES DAWBARN.
San Leandro, CaL

IMPORTANT MUTTER FROM im ■ i
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OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES
LIGHT, LONDON, ENG.

meant by living a spiritual life?
(2) Is the freed spirit exempt from the 

effects of lusts of the flesh, such as ava
rice, gluttony, drunkenness, sensuality, 

~~ etc., or do they haunt us in the higher 
life?

(3) How can we escape their influ
ences?

A. (1) To live a spiritual life does not 
mean the old method of sacrifice, and 
physical suffering. It is to maintain a 
harmonious balance of alj faculties, and 

. have all lower desires and appetites in 
obedience to highestjustlce and love. 
A spiritual life is one devoted not only 
to affairs of this life, but to those hav
ing an eternal relation.

(2 and 3) These questions have been 
answered at length In preceding num
bers. The habits and methods of 
thought of this life are reflected on the 
spirit and retained for an indefinite 
time. If one would escape bad influ

; ences, he must order his life by good 
ones.

Mother: Writes that of her five chll- 
' dren one has passed into the spirit land, 

and although this one comes to her and 
makes her presence known by caress 
and kisses and fond words, yet she feels 
that she would lay life’s burdens down 
and join the one gone before. '•

Spiritualism does not Incite to such 
desires. It holds to having present du
ties performed. Were this mother’s 
wish granted, when she saw the de
serted home and the four children be
reft of her care, she would mourn to re
turn -far more vehemently than she now 
does'to join her lost one. Do the tasks 
at hand. Live for to-day, nor think to 
escape burdens. If unhappy, seek the 

7 cause. To feel repulsion for those 
■ we ought to be attracted to, to hate the 

joys of this life, is abnormal, and means 
nervous strain, over-tax, and unless 

' mistered, the loss of reason.. Go away 
—not to the spirit-land—but on a long 
visit, and you wiU return with normal 

' mind. '

- Subscriber, New Orleans, La.: Q. 
How best can we gain happiness ?

A. We may have a strong conviction 
of the reality of a- future life, yet not 
perceive any antagonism between that 
life and thq present The materialistic 
school that cries,“One world ata time,” 
receives its bias from the old ideas 
against which It Is a reactiqp. There is 

, no r^sessity of sacrificing, earth to

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
Island Lake camp closed Its session 

September 3, having held for seven 
Sundays. The closing lecture was. by 
Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing. Well did she 
do her part, carrying away the respect 
and good will of the campers. Her earn
est, honest ways captivated all. She is 
a host in camp; everyone loved her. 
She was good, kind and lovable to ev
eryone.

Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kates filled their 
time and made friends; they are a host 
of themselves, and will always find a 
welcome at Island Lake camp.

The emire season has been a busy one, 
with an increased number of campers 
and attendants. Week-days rather 
light, but Sundays full, and all in
terested.

The lectures have all been of the best. 
The chairwoman, Mrs. Nellie Baade, at
tended faithfully to all the cares and re
sponsibilities, meeting the approval of 
all. Mrs. S. E. Cronk gave tests from 
the platform, In every case recognized 
at the time or directly after the meet
ings; skeptics, slow to acknowledge ex
cept after the closlng. .

The improvements of the grounds and 
conveniences to campers are fully ap
preciated, and has paid, proving the ne
cessity of Spiritualists to keep up with 
the growing necessities of life, and plac
ing their knowledge of truth in the fore
ground, that all may know our departed 
still live and can return by tbe same 
order of nature, by which they leave 
earth life. How long are sensible men 
to voluntarily remain in ignorance., 
cleaving to the old church dogmas that 
are dally being shown to be false. In 
fact and history I know of no class of 
humanity so thoroughly humbugged and 
deceived as are believers In orthodox 
Christianity.

, Our camp has elected new officers, 
and they are preparing for the cording 
year’s camp, making further improve
ments on the grounds. More cottages 
will be built We have the purest 
water, beautiful lake, high forest lands, 
and a healthy locality. Strangers that 
have been with, us for the . first time, 
have given the camp high praise. We 
are looking, for ward to another year of 
prosperity In 1901. You will probably 
hear from us in the meantime.

... J. H. WHITE, Pres.
Port Huron, Mich.

.“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought ■ can 
fall to be fed and? delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced Ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, lead
ing the mind onward into the purer at
mosphere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For .into at 
this office. Price; doth, «1.

A NEW MEDIUM IN PARIS.
An esteemed correspondent, writing 

from Paris, speaks of a new medium 
whose gifts have been Investigated by 
several well-known and competent ob
servers, with the result that they have 
been well satisfied. He says:

The medium is a quiet, unassuming 
woman of twenty-eight years. Her ed
ucation is very imperfect, yet I have 
heard through her a brilliant discourse. 
“Julia,” the little control, Is the daugh
ter of a very poor woman who led a life 
of misery in a traveling van, which 
brought them to Belgium some fifty 
years ago, where “Julia,” then a little 
beggar girl, died of misery aud an at
tack of cholera. , . ,

She is now the mouthpiece of the spir
it band of the medium. “They have 
chosen me,” she said to me one day, be
cause I knew so much of the miseries of 
humanity that J am better fitted than 
others to come in contact with the dif
ferent natures that come to my medium 
here.” In all my long experience with 
mediums in the United States, iu Eng
land, and in France since<‘back in the 
sixties,” I have. but once or twice be
fore had the same profound saflsfac- 
tion. For myself I have passed through 
the experimenting stage of inquiry, and 
simply takes “what comes,” submitting 
the same to analysis and reason after
wards, and by that method I got with 
this medium a beautiful proof of iden
tity. The little spirit control permitted 
a friend on the spirit side to come, and 
we conversed together for at least 
twenty minutes on subjects absolutely 
unknown to the medium, The spirit re
ferred to matters which had been told 
me by this same spirit In America ten 
years ago, and which no one but myself 
knew about. Exact descriptions and 
names were given. The name of the 
medium is Mme. Lay-Fonvlelle, 30 Place 
St. Georges, Paris.

THE NEW THOUGHT OF GOD.
Watchers of the signs of the times 

know that, for good or evil, a thought of 
God has gradually been evolved which 
will transform the Intellectual Theism 
of. Christendom. The Theism that is 
not Intellectual will go on its way a lit
tle longer, but It is doomed. The The
ism of the past was, at all events in Im
agination and picturing, sheer material
ism. God, was a huge man, seated on 
a great white throne—overwhelmingly 
visible, if one could have found the site 
and penetrated as far. The Theism of 
the future will be as purely spiritual as 
that was radically material, and as se
renely strong as that was dangerously 
weak.

Last week we referred to the Rev. R. 
Heber Newton’s very noticeable dis
course, iu “Mind,” on “The New 
Thought of the Christ." The same fine
ly-toned organ of philosophical thought 
gives us another of this alive preacher's 
studies; this time on “The New 
Thought of God”; and, of the two, this 
Is perhaps tbe more Important, as going 
to the fountain head.

In this study, Mr. Newton—one of the 
most prominent clergymen in New 
York, be it remembered—traces the evo
lution of the God-Idea concurrently 
with the evolution of Man. The concep
tion of God has kept pace with the de
velopment of the mind and the spiritual 
sense of Man. “Tbe story of the 
thought of God would be the story of 
the growth of the human, spul,” carry
ing with it all modes of faith and wor
ship, and still In process of transforma
tion. "Release or enlarge God!” is not 
the cry of tbe Iconoclast only; it Is the 
cry of tho Time-Spirit. If not a greater 
God, a more spiritual God, then no God; 
for, not rebellion against God, but re
bellion against unworthy or Inadequate 
presentations of Him has usually driven 
the oppressed Intellect and moral sense 
Into atheism or agnosticism.

We have often Indicated this grave 
present-day fact, and deeply feel Its ur
gent importance, and are therefore all 
the more encouraged to see It so finely 
set forth, and to see the remedy for 
atheism and agnosticism so convincing
ly described by one In Mr. Newton’s po
sition. His breadth of view and out
spokenness may be gathered from the 
following summary of bis discourse:

Our'traditional thought of God In 
Christianity is the thought of Judea 
modified by the thought of Greece—

A CHILD’S THOUGHT, 
ennobled by poetry and philosophy;—a 
Vast Man above tbe skies, the manufac
turer of worlds and the occasional mir
acle worker In them, but always apart 
from then. It Is this thought that is be
ing dissipated. From the two ex
tremes, of Science and Spirituality, 
comes the dissipating breath, before 
which it is vanishing. '

Science fought hard against the old 
dates and against the old notion of a 
manufactured world and man, and com
pelled the theologians to push farther 
and farther back the intervening God. 
At last Darwin and others came, and 
behold, the door was opened, passing 
beyond which we found God In His uni
verse, the Hying God of living men. 
That Universe emerged upon our de
lighted vision as a Cosmos, eternal, In
finite and a uHlty, with everywhere 
order invincible and life unbounded. 
The overwljmilngly glorious doctrine 
of Evolution gives us indeed a Uni
verse, with an Immanent Power no
where. absent and nowhere inoperative. 
The Universe is a

BOUNDLESS OCEAN OF LIFE, 
beginning, brooding, struggUng, emerg
ing, radiant, advancing, from the inor
ganic molecule to the highly organized 
man.

The Universe, then, 1b an organism— 
an animated structure, pervaded with 
life and mind. It is not a mechanism; 
it Is the body of a soul; it pulses witff 
life; it Is illumined with IntelHgence; 
there is the direct action of mind in all 
its parts, and action from within. It is 
nothin artificer who Is at work; it is an 
all-pervading soul; and all things are 
thoughts of this soul oh the physical 
plane of manifestation. This Soul ap
pears to know what it is about through
out the ages. It forecasts and provides, 
and by slowest stages achieves and com
pels.-' It is the all-pervading Purpose, 
Ideallzer, Will. It is not to be con
founded with the things that become, 
for it is within, behind and above all be
coming. Moreover it has character. It 
wants something in the ethical and spir
itual spheres, and-It works without 
ceasing, to get it. It loves and resents. 
It builds up- and breaks. It “makes for 
righteousness”; it is working for beauty 
without and within; It reveals a moral 
law; It suggests higher and higher 
ideals to struggling Man, and whispers 
to choice spirits the thrilling secrets of 
Absolute purity and goodness, beauty 
and truth. . . .

Last of all dawns the sublime and 
consoling thought that this, .Is Indeed 
"Our Father,” the origin of all life, and 
.assuredly of ours, “in whom we live 
and move and have our being," and who 
becomes more consciously our very own 
as, by yielding ourselves to the higher 
monition«, we mount from seue to »oul,

Jo 
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from sensuous cravings to spiritual dis
cernments. It is this that lauds us at 
last by the side ofuJesuu;' with bls con
sciousness of the Father’s presence in 
His own world afttj Hl&pwu spiritual 
child, and yet OunjFath^r who is in 
Heaven; but now we kppw that the 
Heaven of God Is here, in

Such is a rapid ^lancqapver this vast 
field, in the company oA one who evi-' 
dently knows It welt ItJs not an unfa
miliar field to us, feat wei like to see it 
from every point pi vlpw, and. we re
joice to see anyone,entering it. We are 
confident that it contains for the world 
its only hope of a Theism in harmony 
at once with science and spiritual relig
ion. We are confident, too, that multi
tudes who are feeling pnhappy concern
ing belief In God, qy who shrink from 
facing their supposed belief, might find 
salvation here.
SPIRIT HELP IN SOUTH AFRICA.

Mr. Boursnell, of 58 Uxbridge road, 
has a son on active service with the 21st 
Royal Scots Fusllers, in South Africa. 
Some months since, we published an ex
tract from a letter which the son had 
written to his father, in which he spoke 
of the spirit of an old gentleman who 
appeared to him from time to time and 
rendered him signal services In cases of 
extreme emergency'. In a letter recent
ly received, writeen from Krugersdorp, 
on June 23, he mentions the same spirit 
visitor again. “Onenlght,” he says, “I 
was so thirsty, as we' had no water to 
drink and did not know where to get 
any, and tlie officers told us it would be 
four-miles before we could get a drop. 
I was very bad for the want of a drink 
after a hard day’s work. It was pitch 
dark and I went out to try if I could 
find any water of any sort, when the 
grand old gentleman I have told you 
about before appeared to me with a 
light in his right hand and led me to a 
pond over some hills. It was beautiful 
water and I filled four water bottles 
with it and went back to my resting
place. Don’t you think it grand to have 
such a good guide, for I was nearly 
broken down for want of a drink of 
water?”

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
' CHESTER, ENG.

THE REAL SPIRITUALISTIC HELL.
One of tlie fundamental doctrines of 

the orthodox theology of fifty years ago 
was the eternal punishment of unbe
lieving sinners in a material hell of fire 
and brimstone. Graphic descriptions of 
the hell-torments were not unfrequently 
uttered from the pulpits, and lt..was the 
recognized function.pf both priest and 
preacher to prevent gs fliany souls as 
they could from spending jeternlty in in- 
tensest suffering. ,

But If we turn to.jhe orthodoxy of the 
present day we find ¡that such crude no
tions of a material hell are rarely enter
tained, and that they arq abandoned for 
the more rational ífpd legk fanciful ones 
of spiritual progressive llibugbt. As a 
consequence of tilts cliqpge of opinion, 
It is not generally ’'considered such a 
grave and unpardonable offense, as it 
was some years ago', to fflftigate the tor
tures, and dispel the hónéless gloom of 
the hell condition. “ .

Converts to 'Spiritualism from the 
ranks of conventional orfliodoxy arc de
lighted to understaúd tlíat a

MATERIAL MAN-IMAGED HELL 
is a deluslori, or that liélfts long since 
been disestablished?' BÚt in their felic
ity, upon learning that the chiefest ter
ror of their religious Infancy has but 
theological existence, they are too prone 
to forget -the existence of a very real 
hell, into which materialism and Ignor
ance may unexpectedly plunge them.

The existence of such a hell is amply 
affirmed by seers and returning spirits 
who communicate with earth, and some 
of whom have by tollful endeavors, rep
arations and prayqre, emerged from it 
into the brighter conditions of the spirit 
world. The informers are unanimous 
in their testimony that the dwellers of 
this hell condition lead a most wretched 
and distressing existence.

Judge Edmonds has written an account 
of a remarkable vision of hell which 
was once given him. He says: “They 
have taken me to the darker spheres. 
There I see countless numbers of spir
its,' of various hues of blackness, amid 
that dark and murky atmosphere, so 
dark and thick that it would seem al
most Impalpable to my senses. There 
amidst that cold and watery and cheer
less air, amidst the repulsive gloom, I 
see those countless myriads, boiling up 
as It were under the influence of the 
darkest passions and wildest propensi
ties of the human heart, like a seething 
cauldron filled with human misery, and 
set Into never-ending motion by the 
lurid and enduring flames of human 
passions.”

Swedenborg, describing the
HELLS OF THE SPIRIT WORLD, 

says: “Some hells appear like caverns in 
rocks, tending inward and downward; 
some like dens which wild beasts inhab
it In forests; some like arcbed caverns 
and holes, such as are seen in mines. In 
some hells there appear rude cottages, 
which in some places form lanes and 
streets. Within the houses infernal 
spirits engage In perpetual brawls, In 
blows and butchery, While the streets 
are infested with robbers. The hells 
abound In foul smells, cadaverous, ster- 
coraceous, noxious, and putrid, in Which 
evil spirits dwell, as do some animals 
in rank odors.” ' ■

The spiritual philosophy teaches us 
that although such distressing and lam
entable conditions dd really exist, there 
is no cause for us be pessimistic. 
Such ii ■> ?
CONDITIONS ARK SEJjF-INDUCED, 
and correspond to the inner states of 
the spirits which create tfrém.

Thus hell is not a4>lace-of punishment 
created by God; nogis itythe creation of 
devils, except such_as once lived upon 
earth. Our Father ¡God would never, be 
satisfied by the infliction, of pain upon 
His children, for He is divinely impar
tial, and His love and grace flow indif
ferently to the evil and ¡good—to all In 
hell as well as to ¿11 in neaven. The 
conditions of . „-Bi-, - ui

THOSE IN HELL ARE EVIL 
because they cannot be otherwise until 
the character, appetite^ and aspira
tions of the suljjectS)Opre radically 
changed. Their suffering is the result 
of their undeveloped.^ condition, and 
their external surroundings are mainly 
determined by thelpocondition of spirit

"All eternity represents the mind; is 
the mind symbolized or mirrored in ob
jective spiritual forms.” A lucid think
er has stated this truth very cogently: 
“The Spiritual world IS created momen
tarily, by ahd through the changes of 
affections añd thoughts In the inhabit
ants. It changes as the scenery of a 
dream changes in correspondénce with 
the changes of state1 recurring in the 
brain of the dreamer.'!

Touching’ the punishtnent of sin in the 
spiritual hell, the same author says: 
“Observe that these' ire not punish
ments of the sins committed in this life,

but the punishment of sin continually 
being committed on account of the or
ganically evil state of the soul. No 
spirit is ever punished for what he did 
in the world, but only for what he is 
now doing to afflict and destroy others.

He has Indeed acquired by his life In 
the world the peculiar spiritual consti
tution, the conformation of heart and 
brain that continually impel him to the 
commission of tbe evils which continu
ally precipitate him into suffering and 
punishment."

The root of many false ideas regard
ing life In the spirit hell lies In the base
less supposition that man will undergo 
an Instantaneous change, once the 
"muddy vesture of decay” shall be dis
carded. AU who expect such a trans
formation are egregiously deluded, for 
man can no more get away from his 
spirit hereafter than he can from his 
mind now. Each is what he has made 
it by cultivation. "The spirit will be 
made up, warp and woof of all the 
thoughts and acts committed while here 
in the body.”.. Faith, penance, or pray
ers cannot suspend or escape the oper
ations of universal laws, and the de
praved spirit must live the natural de
sires of his nature and character. God 
will not punish him, and he himself is 
solely responsible for his condition;

It does not necessarily, follow that be
cause hell exists its sufferings are of 
perpetual duration. Being an effect, it 
can only last in connection with Its 
cause, and the removal of the former 
would also be the removal of the latter. 
Sin or wrong-doing engenders inhar
mony and dissatisfaction, which is a 
condition very undesirable to most hu
man beings. Therefore, the natural In
clinations will tend to move Its cause, 
for harmony and happiness are the de
sideratum of all, although they are pur
sued by various but converging paths, 
because of the ignorance and falsities 
which prevail in this world of delusions 
and fancies.

Many spirits are so corrupt that long 
ages must pass ere they become con
scious of obligation and responsibility; 
but the highest instincts of the human 
soul declare that good shall ultimately 
conquer and subdue all vice and ignor
ance. Within all men there dwells some 
particle of good, which has the potency 
of expanding to such an extent that 
there will be no place for evlL The per
petuity of the hell condition Is an Idea 
which is no^mly repugnant to sympa
thetic soulsnnit also strong evidence of 
man's mean thoughts of Him who has 
been called the “Great Soul of Love.”

The Importance of obtaining some 
knowledge of the terrors and miseries 
of the real -hell is very great. It should 
not only disabuse our minds from theo
logical delusions, but teach us to avoid 
the cultivation of those habits which 
unavoidably bring hell In their train. It 
should make us pause, and think of the 
terrible Issues we incur by neglecting 
our duty to ourselves and to each other, 
which, in the words of Burns, are—
The torturing, -gnawing consciousness 

of guilt—
Of guilt, perhaps, where we've Involved 

others.
The young, the Innocent, who fondly 

loved us,
Nay more, that very love their cause of 

ruin! x
Oh! burning hell. In all thy store of 

torments
. There's not a keener lash! ■

As the Intense sufferings of hell are 
the results of a perverted life, so the 
bliss and felicity of the summerland are 
obtainable only by those who through 
sacrifice and perseverance have subor
dinated self and rendered service to 
their kind. The discipline of suffering 
is essential to the attainment of the 
grandest character, and those persons 
who will not voluntarily subjugate the 
sensual nature while on earth must 
suffer the process of purification in an
other sphere. The purpose of existence 
Is the development of man, and in order 
to attain the sublime heights of perfect
ibility It Is necessary that he under
stands what It means to "suffer and be 
strong." Then will he be able to fulfil 
bls true mission, and to thank the Su
preme Mind for the hell which shall 
burn away the dross from human na
ture.

N. S. A. CONVENTION.
Eighth Annual Convention of 

National Spiritualists 
Association.

The eighth annual convention of the
National Spiritualists Association of the 
United States of America and Canada, 
will be held at Cleveland, Ohio—Cham
ber of Commerce Hall. Business ses
sions October 16, 17, 18, 19, 1900, at 10 
a. m. and 2 p. m.

Important business of interest to ev
ery Spiritualist will be presented for ac
tion before these gatherings.

At 7:30 each evening grand public 
meetings with addresses, spirit com
munications, music, etc.

A large number of the most gifted lec
turers and mediums will be present and 
participate in these exercises. Among 
them may be mentioned Dr. Peebles, 
Moses Hull, Prof. W. F. Peck, Mrs. 
Helen Palmer Ressegue, Carrie E. S. 
Twing, May S. Pepper, Mrs. Zalda 
Brown Kates and Maggie Gaule. Other 
mediums and speakers of foremost rank 
are also making arrangements to 'at
tend and participate in the jjrogramme. 
Mrs._Z. L. Else, the talented musician 
Will have charge of music.

Further announcements will be made 
in the Spiritual papers.

Reduced rates on railroads from large 
cities. Ask for certificate tickets to Na
tional Spiritualists Convention. These 
tickets must be endorsed by the secre
tary at the convention to entitle’ you to 
one-third fare for return trip.

All attending the convention who 
travel to Cleveland by rail are specially 
requested to purchase certificate tick
ets, that we may be sure of meeting the 
requirements of the roads.

The Forest City House, a large and 
handsome hotel of Cleveland, at which 
the best of service and attention will be 
secured for our delegates and visitors, 
at two dollars per day each person, spe
cial rate, Will be thè headquarters of 
the convention. Reception in the parlor 
of the Forest City House to all will be 
held on Monday, October 15, at 8 p. m.

Information of convention can be ob- 
obtained of the N. 8. A. secretary, at 
600 Penna, avenue 8. E., Washington, 
D. C. _ MARY T. LONGLEY,

■ ' Secretary.
HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres.

m HE DIVINE PLAN has been car- 
tied out successfully by The Pro-
gresslve Thinker, one continual eur
rent of the profits returning to our 
subscribers. Volume 3 of the Eh-
cyclopedia of Death, and'Life in 

■ the Spirit World only costs our sub
scribers 25 cents—far less than its act
ual cost to us. Its regular price to the 
trade Is ?1.50. This work should be in 
every family in the United States. It 
is elegantly ; and substantially bound, 
neatly printed and Is an ornament to 
any library One million copies of this 
work should be distributed throughout 
the, country. The Progressive Thinker 
one year and this book will be sent 
forSlM 1

Song Books AFTER HER DEATH.
THE GOLDEN ECHOES:

A New Book of Inspirational 
Words and Music,

For the use of ineetlage, lyceum« aud home, by 8. W. 
Tucker. These beautiful souf« have already com
forted many broken heart«, and It 1« hoped that they 
may be heard In every land. Price 15c; «1.50 per doz
en. For «ale at tills office. f

THE STORY OF A SUMMER 
BY LILIAN WHITING.

Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality«t , 
thought. Instructive and helpful to aUwholOTeftal 
«eck the higher and fluer ways o! spiritual exoerienca. , Price, 11.00. For sale at this office. ?***

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection of new and beautiful songs, with 

music aud chorus, iu book form. By C. pTLongley 
Price 11.23. Postage 15 cents.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Hattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mra. Hull’« 

•weetest song«, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles and families. Price 10 MAU.

per hundred. For eale at this office. u

“THEBPIRlTUALWREATHr 
A collection of wordsand music for the choir, con

gregation and social circle. By S. W. Tucker. Com
prises sixty or more gems of song, price, 20c.

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Bong« Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxham. 

Thirty-two page« of sweet «ongs and music. Tbe 
author and compiler Is well known as a Spiritual 
•Inger and composer. Price, 25c.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vocal Music for the 

Choir, Congregation and Social 
Circles.

. By J, M. Peeblez and J. O. Barrett; B. H. Bailey, 
Muiicai Editor. New edition. Culled from * wide 
field of literature with tbe moat critical cue, free 
from all theological blaa, throbbing with tho soul of 
Uuplratlon, embodying tbe principles and virtue, of 
the aplrltual philosophy, set to the most cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to 1U 
pccsslouB, it Is doubtless tbe most attractive work of 
the kind ever published. Ite beautiful songs, duets 
tod quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accom
paniment, adapted both to ppbllo meetings and the 
soolal circles. Cloth *1.25 j postage licente. For sale 
at this office.

COSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
Liberal and Ethical Societiet, fbr School* 

and tho Home*

COMPILED BY ta K. WASHBURN.

This volume meet« ft public want It comprises 
258 choice «elections of poetry and music, embody
ing the highest moral sentiment and free from all 
sectarianism. Price 50 cent«. Sold at Chis office.

Longley’s Beautiful Songs
For Public Meetings and 

the Home.
VOLUME ONE

Contains the following songs wltb music:
I'mthlxklng, dear mother, of you. Wo mil»« ... 

boy« at home. The land, of the bye and bye. The 
good times yet to be. The land beyond the «tars. 
They are waiting at the portal. When tbe dear one« 
gather at home. Resting under the daisies. Tbe 
grand jubilee.’ My mother« tender eye«. Dear heart 
come home. Come tn some beautiful dream. Where 
tbo roift« neverfade. In heaven we'll know our own.

our

VOLUME TWO
Contain« 15 new and beautiful song«, suited to tbe 
homo circle* seance«, local meeting«, maei-meetlngs, 
conventions, anniversaries and Jubilees. They coine 
prise an excellent variety of poems set to easy har
mony and ought to sell readily. These books are 15cU. 
each; tbe two tor 80cu. For sale at this office.

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

“TWIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
JL best Poems of th« author, and some of her moat 

popular song«, wltb tbe music by eminent composer«. 
Among the Poems which have attracted wide notice 
are: “Budding Rosa," “Incidents ot Life Under th« 
Blue Laws,” “Parton Smith's Prophecy,“ “From the 
Highlands of Heaven,“ “ Tbe City of Borrow,” “ BolLlo* 
quy of Fulvlft at Bioyon," “ The Holy Maid of Kent. * 
etc.

The Music includes “The Unseen City;" "CiarL 
be!," a June Soug: “We 8U*H Meet our Friends in the 
Morning“ ■ Meet us at the Crystal Gates."

Mary of the Poems are admirably adapted for reclta* 
tlon, and were used by tbe author In her public read- 
^axss Notictm.—Mrt. Emma Rood Tuttle Is master
ful In her prolific poetical genius.—Tbe Two Worlds 
(Epg-) A talented writer, and one of President Gar 
fltiiT« brightest «cbolars.—Chansanlng 2*/gus. V, 

poet, whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mr*. Tuttle is well known os 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—8aL 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to bang like e 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our bettej 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rari 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abuw 
dent talent and versatility.—Banner of Light. She If 
•ne of nature’s poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting Itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Sara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbel Is exquisitely beautifuL—D. D. 
Home. .

The volume contain* 225 pages. Is beautifully printed 
tnd bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday Gin. Frio« 
11.50, post-paid.

For sale at thl* office.

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
volume of Poom,. By LtlUn Whiting. Clot*,

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WITHIN.

Voice« from many land« and centurie«, Baring, “Man. 
tbou «halt never die." An excellent «election, eï 
tied and compiled br Gtle« B. Stebbln«. Cloth. «1.

Poems From the Inner Life.
By Lizzie Dotea. These poems ere u staple as 

anger. Price *1.00. For sale at this office.

POEMS OF PROGRESS. 
DotaL

THE VOICES.
r By Warren Sumner Barlow. Tbe Vtdoe. contain 

poena or remarkable beauty and tore*. They are 
mon excellent Price 11.00. '

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interottfnc and valuable as a history of tho berln- 

nlnt of Modern Splrituallim, by one of the Fox 81«- 
ter*. 478 Paget, 16 Illustration*. Including portrait* of 
tbe Fox Family. Rlitory of the Bydeivtlle rapping«, 
*• related by eyo*wttne«8e«; remarkable andwell-*t- 
teated manifestation«; tho *’exposure«," etc. Haad- 
tomely bound In cloth. But few copies remaining. 
Pubn«bero' price, I1A0. We will «end the book post* 
paid for «1.40.

Aryan Sun Myths* the Origin of 
Religioiu»

By Sarah E. Titcomb. Wltb an introduction by 
Charles Morris, author of “The Aryan Baca." ptfax 
elotb* |1.

PHILOSOPHY -
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

Thl. work contain« in inerrant ol the nrr trimta. 
nil «plrltuil derelopmenti it tbe bonze of Bev. Dt 
Fbelpt, Stratford, Conn., end Umtlir cue« In «1 
Sina of the country, Thia volume It the flnt troto 

he inthor directly upon tbe «object of "apbttoffiimj* 
tod bu itood the test at nutf n*n. 'aotik UM 
ycetimocent*. BKnlSttt9l«&E

Mediumship and Its Development, 
And How to Mesmerize to As«l«t DeveltfSent. By 
W. H. Bach. Paper, 25 cent,; cloth, OiciaU. For 
tale at this office.

Memorial Oration by Col. Ingersoll
On Roscoe Conkling, Delivered before the New 
York Legislature, May 9, 1888. Price, 4 cents. For 
sale at this office. .

Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature;

The Relation of Itt Principles to Continued Ex 
litafce and to the Philosophy of Splrttuallim. By 
Prof. W» M. Lockwood. Paper, 25 cent«. For «Ue at 
ihli office. : : -

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the Now York Unllerltn Clob, Th* ant time 
lathe hlBtotr ot the world that a Ctrl,tian Azzoctatlon 
erer Invited » noted laadel to lecture before thein. 
The lecture 1« a grand one, and na received br tbe 
Club wltb eontlnuoiu eppluue from bnfute to end. 
The pamphlet centaine 13 pkgea, bMMMTattauaL PricedcautM ttooosito, 9* eïïa_ ”

THE SOUL,

MAfiojyieT,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

This la Nc. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classics. It 
Is conceded to be historically correct, and so exact and 
perfect lu every detail as to be practically beyond th* 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will be found 
intensely luterestlug. Price. 25c. Bold at this office.

The New and the Old,
Or the World'« Progress In Thought. ByMosesHifl. 
An excellent work by thli veteran writer Md tblnlS 
Price 10 cenu. ■ ”

Father Tom and the Pope,
Or a Night at the Vatican.

Written probably by Str Samuel Ferguson. From 
Blackwood's Edinburg Magazine. This Is a humorous 
account of a rollcksomo visit to the Pope of Rome by 
Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed with a super 
abundance of Irish wit, two imperial quart bottles of 
Irish “puttecn," and an Irish recipe lor “oouwound- 
Ing1'the same. “What’s that?” says the Pope. “Put 
In the eperlts first," says his Rlv'rcncc; “and then 
put in the sugar; and remember, every dhrop of wa* 
theryou nut in cither that, spoils tbe punch." “Glory 
be to Goa," says the Pope, hot minding a word Fath* 
er Tom was saying. “Glory be to God!" says be, 
smacking bla lips. “1 never kuewn what dhrlnk was 
afore. " says he. "Itbates theLachymalcbrysta! out 
ov the face,’' says he—' It’s N ectbar itself, it la, so It 
is!" says be, wiping bls ephtolical mouth wldthe cuff 
ofbu coat. Paper, 25cU.; cloth, ft)cents. Fortale 
at this office.

MOLLIE FAN6HER,
An

The Brooklyn Enigma.
Authentic Statement of Facts in 
the Life of Mary J. Fancher,

The Psychological Marvel of 
the Nineteenth Century.

Unimpeachable testimony of many wit* 
' nesses.

BY ABRAM H. DAILEY.
With Illustrations. Price, doth, 11.50. For sale M 
this office.

A Conspiracy Against the Kepublio .
By Charles B. Waite, A. M..author of “History of 
the Christian Religion to the Year 200*“ etc. A con«' 
dented statement of the facts concerning the efforts 
of tbe church leaders to get control of tbe govern« " 
meat. An Important work. Price* paper, 23 cents* 
For eale at this office.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or an Inquiry as Co whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other Great Kefonua come from His Batanlo 
Majesty and Ills subordinate. In the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Mom. HulL Price, 15 cents. 
For sale as this office.

ANCIENT INDIA:
IU Language and Religions. By Prof. H. Oldenberg.
Paper, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful communication, explaining bow bll 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate Cbrlt* 
ti&nlty. Price 15 cents. For sale at this office.

IMMORTALITY,
...OR...

FUTUBJE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
Thtt admirable work contain« what a hundred 

Bplrlta, good and evil, uy of their dwelling-place*. 
Give u« detail«—details and accurate delineation« ol 
life In tbe Bplrit-world I—Is tbe comtant appeal ol 
thoughtful minds. Death Is approaching. Whither-» 
ob. whither! Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb? Will they know me? what Is their present 
condition, and wbst their occupations? In this yoI* 
ume the spirits, differing as they may, are allowed to 
•peak for themselves. No man Is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
tbe people. Ho treats of tho Mysteries of Life; 
Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of tbe River; Fore* . 
gleams of the Future; Testimony of Saints; The 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Is It 
tbe Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In tbe Spirit* 
World; Our Little Ones tn Heaven; Tbe Personal Ex
periences of Aaron Knight; Tbe Red Man’s Testi* । 
monytEvlI Spirits; Testimony of Physicians InSpirit* 
Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; Tbo 
Friendsand Shaken In Spirtt-LlfO; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit* . 
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer* 
ous to mention. Price, cloth, «1; paper 50 cent«. Post 
age 12 cents. For sale at this office.

In Tone with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within yourself Ues tho cause of whatever enter« 
into your life. To come Into the full realization of 
your own awakened interior powers, is to be able to 
condition your life In exact accord with what you 
would have it.—From Title-Page.

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; II. The Supreme Fact of 
tbe Unlverae; III. The Supreme Fact of Human Life: 
IV. Fullness of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor; V. 
TboSecret, Power and Effector Love; VI. Wisdom 
and Interior Illumination; VII. Tho Realization of 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Coming into fullness of power; 
IX. Plenty of All Things—Tho Law of Prosperity; 
X. How Men Have Become Prophets, Seers, Sages* 
and Saviors; XI. The Basic Principle of All Religion« 
—Tbo Universal Religion: XII. EntcrlngNow tDtp 
tbe Realization of tho Highest Riches. For sale at 
this office. Price, postpaid, «1.25.

What AH the World’s a-Seeking.
RALPH WALDO TRINE. -

Each!« building bis world from within; thought Is 
tbe builder; for thoughts are forces,—subtle, vital. 
Irresistible, omnipotent,—and according ns used do 
they bring power or impotence, peace or pain, success 
or failure.—From TIUe-pagc.

Tbe above books arc beautifully bound In gray-green - 
raised cloth, stamped in deep old-green and gold, with 
gilt top. Price, 11.25. For sale at this office.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedge« 

Of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. This is a marvelously 
beat book of selections from Mra. Hull« best poems* 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of tbe utter, also a portrait of Mo«os Hull. Price, 
neatly bound in English cloth. U. fior ealeatthi«

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN 
“-AND-* 

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thl« !> a most valuable book. It come« from an Ex* 
Prleit, whose character 1« above reproach, and who 
know« whit be ft talking about. Everybody should, 
read IL Price* 11.00. It contains tho following chap* 
tors:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before tbe Surrender of Womanly Self* 

respect In tbe Confession*!.
CHAPTER n. •

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for tta 
Priest.

CHAPTER m. :
The Confessional U tho Modem Sodom.

CHAPTER nr.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Prleit* ti made easy 

by Auricular Confeulon. '-J
' CHAPTER V. /

The htghly-edueated and refined Woman In the Cot’ 
fusion*!—What become* of her after uhcondlllon* 
al inrreador^-Her Irreparable Ruin. .

CHAPTER VI»
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties of 

* Marriage and Human Society.
‘ CHAPTER Vn. \

Should Auricular Confusion be tolerated among Clrll* 
- UedN*tlons?

CHAPTER VTTI.
Doe« Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Boult 

- CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

"-Imposture. . •
- . . ■ CHAPTERX. t . •
God compeli the Church of Rome to confess .th« 

Abominations ot Auricular Confeulon. '
CHAPTER XL

Auricular Confeulon in Australia, America, aud 
France. . .

. CHAPTER XXI*
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators. Hus* 

bands and Father»—Some of tbe matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent. •

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
T.nTXaLr*-, - Th« Bttaooment of ChrtiUonlty? By Gem Joab

foNitor*.^ErmloatoBmn Holyoike. Thlz ti 1 mon nluibll coatrtbaUo* to 
WlmiBto Glm ttorashMr*. Com/ETv- jUcb Freetbongbt llttoitor*. Boma to J*f*rWM* s**t 
■o<ffi,l>yl>«rGiil4«i. Amok tbit *v*0 Mil Wbo I* iikenen ot Mtkto Mto 1* " •■■■“' -
IMraitofilnreffirarMUmiteoffir*»*. ft* «a mu JO.
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DR. 6. E. WRTKINS
. . THE .

NATURAL PHYSICIAN.

_ The Physician can only be the servant 
or handmaid of Nature in the cure of

Disease.
In reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the offending cause while

Nature
Performs the cure, and therefore we 
lay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician can do 
ii to act as a

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment is true, and believe that this meth
od is the right one, then write to-day to 

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
Sending age, sex and leading symptom. 
DR. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

( During Friday night J- awoke, and 
found-La Mar seated beside my bed. I 
told him I was going home. He looked 
me in the eyes and told me to go to 
sleep. • Then he made a few-passes with 
his hands across my forehead and I 
knew nothing more. •

We remained In Providence roaming 
around the saloons for several days.

Sunday he tried to make me help him 
rob a drunken man in the street. I told 
him I wouldn’t do It, and he ran away 
and left me. ■

Then for the first time I realized my 
position. I walked the streets. I could 
not go home, for I had no money. I 
went to the Narraganset Hotel and 
wrote to my . friend Paul Grasch in 
Paterson to send me money and to tell 
my people where I was.

On Monday the detectives arrested 
me, but they let me go when they found 
I had done nothing wrong.

Then my father came and took me
■.home. ■

La Mar had written in my name and 
received my pay from the Rogers Loco
motive Works, and had forged letters to 
my father that I had gone away to ac
cept a position In Providence and ask
ing for money. I never wrote any of 
-those letters and knew nothing about 
them. In fact, I didn’t have.a.mind of. 
my own while I was. with La Mar.-^Geo. 
W, Kaltenbach in New York Journal.

PASSED TO SPIRIT 'LIEB. J

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be Inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Marvelous Has Been the
Success of This Well

Known Healer in Cúr-
ing Chronic and 
Obstinate Cases.

If Sick Read His Liberal Offer, 

Then Consult Him and

Be Healed

«h

IF'!

J. M. PEEBLES, A. M„ M. D„ PH.D.

OUR MOTTO
To Do All theQood We Can.

Mrs. Dr, Oobson-Barker, 
Whois so widely known as one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL H-EALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients,
Will Diagnose Your Case

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
The itudentB pf this College represent four con* 

tlneuts, apd many of them are physicians, medical 
profeMore, or clergymen. Hudson Tuttle, the well- 
known author, calls this college’ "An institute of 
refined therapeutics, which 1» fast becoming of world
wide fame, aud attracting students from many coun
tries. It builds on exact science, and includes the 
magnetic, electric,'chemical, solar, and spiritual 
forces which underlie everything. Il» course can be

*£home, aud a diploma conferring the title of 
D. M. (Doctor of Magnetics) granted.” Send stamp 
for catalogue.

A cheaper and simpler ACADEMIC COURSE has 
been established for those who do not wish to take 
the more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 
new and beautiful methods of Nature, which are 
powerful to heal and upbuild. Address E. D. BAB
BITT, M. D„ LL. D., Dean, 68 North Third Bt., San 
Jose. California. 055

Passed to spirit life, from her real, 
dence.ln Sturgis, Mich., at 2 o’clock on 
the morning of September 2, Mrs, Hel
len 0. Francis. Mrs. Francis had been 
a Spiritualist (together with her family 
and her brother’s family) almost from 
the time of the Rochester knockings. 
She had been a member of the Sturgis 
Harmonlal Society almost from its for
mation. Millard Filmoré, ex-Presldçnt 
of the United States, was her uncle, and 
at his death she inherited a large 
proportion of his. wealth. Her husband 
and her brother preceded her a very 
few years ago to that better country, 
and she leaves a family of daughters.

T. II.

STURGIS, MICH.
Annual Meeting of the Har- 

monial Society.
The yearly meeting of the Harmonlal 

Society of Sturgis, Mich., for the pur
pose of’electing officers to serve for the 
ensuing year was held in the Free 
Church of that city, on Monday, Sept. 
3. The attendance was unusually small, 
that being Labor Day, and excursion 
trains to an adjacent city where polit
ical candidates were to address the peo
ple took away many of our people. Of 
those present, however, we noticed 
Mrs. Lydia P. Wilson, Mrs. A. D. How
ard, David Krlbbs, Miss Ann Baker, 
Mrs. C. Cressler, Sirs. Hannah Buck, 
John and Mrs. Rapp, Miss Agnes 
Cressler, Thomas Collar and Thos. and 
Mary Harding.

The meeting was. called to order by 
the-president, Thos. Collar. The min
utes of last year’s meeting were read 
and approved, after which the secretary 
protem, Thos. Harding also read aloud 
the names of all the living members of 
the society. The number Is 83, four 
having died during the past year. The 
original membership was 109, but some 
bad resigned and moved away. These, 
figures, however, give but a faint Idea 
of the numbers composing the audi
ences at the spiritual meetings in Free 
Church. The names of the four mem
bers who died during the year now 
closed, are Dr. A. D. Howard, G. Wilson 
Parker, Dr. Ira F. Packard and Hellen 
C. Francis, all residents of this city.

It was decided after some discussion, 
that, as the attendance was small, only 
the vacancies ought to be filled and the 
president and committees allowed to 
■serve for another year. Accordingly a 
ballot was taken which resulted In the 
election of Thomas Harding for secre
tary, and David A. Krlbbs and Mrs. 
Barrows to fill the two vacancies In the 
executive committee.

Before closing, the president, Thos. 
Collar, took occasion to thank the so- 
clety for the confidence reposed In him, 
that having been the fourth time It In
trusted him with the presidency. He 
considered it the highest honor which 
could be conferred upon him, to be per
mitted to preside over a spiritual so- 
clety, more particularly the Harmonlal 
Society of Sturgis, which is so well 
known throughout the world as the pos
sessor of the first Spiritual meetlng- 
house which had ever been erected. He 
felt himself unworthy of so great an 
honor, and again thanked the associa
tion for the confidence reposed in him.

The newly elected secretary. Thomas 
Harding, spoke of some of the difficul
ties which the president had to en
counter during the past year, and that a 
president needed the kind support and 
earnest sympathy of his society in order 
to accomplish much. He hoped that the 
Harmonlal Society of Sturgis would, 
during the year entered upon, be more 
“harmonious" than it had ever been be
fore. He considered It good exercise to 
read over the names of existing mem
bers in order that all brothers and sis
ters should know each other; he thought 
It ought to be done at every annual 
meeting so that each and every member 
might know where and to whom to look 
when he or she needed a friend. In the 
small number then In the house he 
pointed out three persons whom he 
never knew to be Spiritualists until that 
afternoon, and hoped that all the mem
bers would become better acquainted 
witli each other. The meeting was then

After a short illness, Mr. James Shum
way, of -Philadelphia, passed to the 
spirit world, on August 81, and was 
burled Sept. 4. Mr. Samuel Wheeler, 
vice-president of the Philadelphia Spir
itualist Society, delivered a beautiful 
discourse over the remains. Mr. Shum
way was 87 years of age, and had been 
a devoted Spiritualist and an earnest 
worker in the cause for overforty years. 
Mr. Shumway was a man highly re
spected by all who knew him.

JULIA R. LOCKE.

Passed to spirit life, August 28, Susan 
M. Bumpstead, of Chicago, Ill., aged 71 
years. She became a Spiritualist some 
thirty years ago and since that time has 
devoted her life work to the encourage
ment and advancement, of others. She 
will be missed by all who knew her, and 
a deep gloom will spread over the hearts 
of those who came in close contact with 
her la every-day. life. She leaves her 
aged husband who Is paralyzed, two 
daughters and three sons to mourn her 
loss. The services were held at the
grave, at Eden Cemetery, Mrs. Emma J. 
Hasson and Mrs. Nora E. Hili officiat
ing. The services were short, but im
pressive. NORA E. HILL.

t
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Do You Need Spectacles? •
If so, try Poole’s perfected Melted 

Pebble lens, ft-.perfect assistant to the 
eyes for near and .far vision. They in
duce a renewed action of the nerves, 
muscles and blood-vessels and a return 
of natural vigor to the eyes.

My method of fitting Is by spirit 
power and clairvoyance. I have fol
lowed this work for fifteen years, fit
ting thousands of people by this method 
in tills and foreign countries. I have 
hundreds of letters from my patrons, 
telling me. of the benefits received by 
their use. Please write for Illustrated 
circulars explaining my method of 
treatment, also showing styles and 
prices. Address B. F. POOLE, 43 Ev
anston avenue,'Chicago,"Ill.

A GOOD OFFER 
to anyone that Is sick and will send
their name (and stamps for reply) to 
Dr. J. R. Craig, Sacramento, Cal. He 
wllB diagnose the most difficult and 
complicated case without asking any 
questions, and will make no charges for 
treatment until you are helped, and 
then only what you are able to pay.

564

closed.
Sturgis, Mich.

T. H.

Tells How He Was Hypnotized.
I met Granger, or Harry La Mar, as 

he called himself, In Paterson about 
. two weeks ago. Before he had talked 

- to me five minutes he had acquired an 
Influence over me, so that I thought him 
one of the finest fellows I had ever met.

We often met in the evenings,’and I 
did not-lose confidence in him even after 
he began to tell me of his life. ■ .

He told me he made a living without 
wdrking; that he could get around peo
ple and do what he pleased with them.

He wanted to make me his partner, 
he said, because I was clever; we would 

. live on the fat of the land and never 
want for anything if I would only go 
with him. But I said no.

■ Last Wednesday night about 11 
o’clock I went with La Mar to a saloon 

■ and had a glass of beer. After that I 
remembered nothing until the next day, 

■ when we were In New York.
. I was anxious and worried and want

- ed to return home. La Mar looked at 
me, said something which I-do not re
member,’ and in a jnlnute I was perfect- 

i ly content to stay' with him. ■
; We remained that night in New York 

And the next day went to Providence on 
’ tiie steamer-Massachusetts. .

I had no money, although-I had $31 
Itt my pockets when I left Paterson. La 

li’- Mar, however, seemed to have plenty of 
K**oney and he paid my. fare. , •

OUR PREMIUMS.
There -are many Spiritualists who 

know a good thing when they see It 
There are others, however, who do not 
seem to realize what is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding. Vol. 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the-Spirit World is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost and 
should be in every family In the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not. 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death in its 
multifarious phases;-in fact you/can 
not find in all the libraries of the world 
as valuable information in regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you in these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and aré an ornament to ‘ any 
library. Volume 8 is furnished at 25 
cent*, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes, when or
dered In connection with a yearly sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. The aggregate cost of 
the three books to the trade is $4.50. 
At this price, these three books ought to 
be in every Spiritualist family.

The Progressive Thinker Is the first 
Spiritualist paper to Inaugurate the Di-
vine Plan—a portion of the profits 
the office returning to subscribers 
valuable books. -

list

of 
In

LUMES 1, 2 and 8 of the Ency- 
pedia of Death, and Life In the 
Spirit World, . Art Magic, Ghost 
Land, The Next World Inter
viewed, and the Occult Life of 
Jesus (including the HuII-Oovert 
Debate) constitute our- premium' 
Those seven books have been on

sale, costing the buyer in the aggregate, 
Ç10.75. We, after paying the postage 
and expense of mailing, realize only 
Ç1.50 for'the seven—far less -than cost 
to us. We desire to form the nucleus 
of a library in every Spiritualist home, 
hence this remarkable offer. By sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
ybu then have the privilege of purchas
ing these, books at the premium price*, 
See terms on another page. .

thousand« of those whom ho ha« cured, u/ter th* SeM loaS nbyKi?? If r W c l?a ‘‘•t1™0“1“11 ,rom 
have galped for l»lt. J. M. MEEH».»;» « „„„?«!?“', .,Yfulli<110 «'’° Permanent relief, 
aucceasfni practitioner and healer In AMBBlcA, "" eIteD<,‘ ,r(™ ocean to ocean, aa the mo«t 
uate of Ih^'be^ouudkaYconeKcs'of^tldB couu<trytbuUu>tlHsre!1(lf of ,*“ITerluS humanity, la not only a grad- 
couulry on the globe, and 111? atudy and remrehatte o’1*? medical men In every
around him who ore »uttering from chronic diseases baa takerHi; tl“t,''roul'1 enable blm to benefit those 
bla advice and counsel Is sought after not only by chronic 1nv i! i Ji ’e>e 1 Iu,c" “rou“i tb,e '’orld' ‘“d l“ d«X 
troubles, but also by nuiuy physicians as well. ’ nronlL Invalids who have learned bls ability to cure these 
one of tegieMMlura mS“t woudertu“ of In yteKteuce^anToue woiSh's1’ dW “n a‘” B,clc“,ced 
and »uttering than any other aireuev »™ si«E.s >A f °d oue ,wlllcb •“ deatlned to domoro for the sick • century, uni 1»Iu¡day ¿onsldereiby thl .dvaS of ,thu lubJect '“r ,»•« a
You should read Ills late essay ou this subject entttw ^‘.i,r*gd the greatest Psychic living,
be will scud you free of cost with the dlagnoahH’von?dct™ <?Sylll<i iu tha Art of He»'lnK" "'Wcb
which may be developed by all. tSH learned pbrelclan wlm «¡ill» nJ? <of younuif ot this wonderful power the human body like an open book All Dr Feeble? mnSniu1 »?DSI!r,t““d’'I“ P»ycblc Science can read 
All Ibat 1« necessary for ^u to do to receive a compioto lt?d?areumte ’dteJn’ki“ °fcult SCrle"c.e-

U mCtbOd‘ °* ‘»"A“ .UowlLW^ie0^^^

IP01 Ur',?’C‘;l,,e8 does not cure by Christian Science, Mesmerism, or any other -ism " but urea 51 huW.*11.“!renicdl8a,‘" connection with bls Psychic treatment. “Tbeso '»rebl Jtremmcnu " mV. oni 
u lf t?y.wo“,ld “Imost raise the dead." Every effect bas.it» cause, aud If tho^cauro

given up beyond hope, bo will diagnose all casca ir?e of Jhafge. M“ ??e?ilred l.fo? 
you to write tho Doctor an honest letter, glvlua In your own wrttinir v«nr «««•.». «.IZ . >‘,e<*“’reu 11 Ior loin. It you win do this, Iio wilt return yo’m^1?^»^^

Address Dr, J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich.
Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in1

■ Chicago.
Beacon Light Church, 675 Larrabee 

street, near Garfiejd. Services every 
Wednesday at 8 p. m. G. F. Perkins 
and Mrs. E. Perkins, lecturers. <Tests 
and messages at every session. Other 
mediums invited. All are welcome.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary .to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning, afternoons at three 
o'clock. The ladies bring refreshments; 
supper served at six o’clock. Evening 
session commences at a quarter to 
eight. Questions invited from the au
dience, and answered by the; guides of 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton. Always an interest
ing programme. All are welcome. ,

Church of the Spirit Communion 
will hold meetings in Kenyvpod Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove av1enue,.eftch Sun
day. .3 p'. in., cbhiererice “arid tests; 
8 p. m., lecture by J. K. Hallowell ¡ tests 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are in
vited. Good music and seats free.

Garden City Spiritual Alliance.holds 
regular meetings at . Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 and 296, East 43d street, every. 
Sunday evening at 8 . o’clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests in telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union So
ciety meets every Sunday-at Forbes' 
Hall, 420 ’ W. 63d street. Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought and medi
ums of note In charge.

Church òf thè Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 8 
o'clock. ’ . .

The Chicago Liberal Society is a non- 
sectarlan association for the encourage
ment of morality, the promotion of edu
cation,, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge,? and the inculcation 
of truth In the place and stead of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 
of the society are held every Sunday 
morning ’ at 11 o'clock in Corinthian 
Hall, Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
are ip charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
You are cordially invited to attend the 
same.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature holds services every 
Sunday evening at Nathan's .hall, 1565 
Milwaukee avenue, corner Western ave
nue, at 7:30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

Church of the Universal Spirit, every 
Sunday afternoon and evening, at Van 
Buren hall, corner of California avenue 
and Madison street. Conducted by Mrs/ 
Squire.* .

The Independent Spiritual Society, G. 
N. Kinkend, president, will meet each 
Sunday evening at 8 p. m., at 77'Thirty- 
first street. (Auditorium) hall. Good 
speakers and test mediums have been 
engaged. . .

Harmony Society, services Sundays 
and Thursdays at 7:30, p. m.,, Glass for 
soul culture, Wednesdays ,at 2:30 p. ,m.' 
Teacher Lydia Sholdlce. ....
- The Progressive Spiritual Socletyjwlll 
hold a meeting each Sunday'at-North 
avenue and Burling street, at 8 p. m. 
German and English speaking. Mrs; 
Hilbert assisted by Mr. Bernhart.

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences* to come .Into ¡closer connection 
with Iho purer realms of the spirit 
world? It Is written In the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary-works. Price, cloth 
Jl; paper, 75 cents. iiFor sale at this 
office.

“Principles of Llghttend Color." Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D...LL. D. A truly 
great work of a imastor mind, and one 
Whom , Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The-result ofil years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are; here gathered 
and made amenable tolthe well-being of 
humanity, Medical meniespeclally, and 
scientists^ generalireadiirs and students 
of occult .forces; will .find Ifistraction of 
great value and Interest, A large, four- 
pound book,,strongly bound,' and con-' 
taining _ beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For stile at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It Is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it

CLUBS!
We want ten thousand clubs 
formed In every part of the i 
United States, for which we I 
present Inducements nev- I 
er before ottered by any I 
Spiritualist paper. These 1 
clubs must consist of ten * 
subscribers, and each one ■■■ 
will .get Volume 8 of the En
cyclopedia of Death; or if
they would prefer it, they 
can have the Next World In■ can nave the Next 

I terviewed. They 
■A their choice of

can have
choice of the two.

Each subscriber in order to
avail himself of this offer' 
must pay $1,15,. The fifteen 
cents is- to pay expense of 
postage and mailing, and the 
books sent out are practical
ly a gift. .They are not 
cheap affairs; theyare nicely 
and substantially bound In . 
cloth, neatly printed in clear 
type and are ornaments to 
any center table. The con
tents are Indeed valuable, 
such as every Spiritualist

Send in notice of meeting* held on 
Sunday'at pnbUc hall*. ...... . - >

Bear in mind that only meetings held 
in public halls will be announced under 
the above head. We have not space to 
keep standing notices of meetings held 
at private residences. ■

, “Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. p. Phelon. For sale at this office' 
Price, 25 cents.
.“The Infidelity, of Ecdesiastlcism. 

A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof.. W. M., Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological, and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Human Culture and Cure. Fart 
First. The Philosophy of Cure; (la- 
eluding Methods and Instruments).' 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A 
very Instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as It 
well fulfills the. promise of . Its-'title. 
For sale at this .office. Price, 76 eenta,

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se; 
cret of How to Keep Young.’’ By J. M, 
Peebles, M.-D./M. A., Ph. D.; Pjlce »L 
For sale at this office. .

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO '. .

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty years has treated and cured the rick In all 
part» of the United States and Canada. 'Thousands 
have been cured after being given up to die. Hi» 
psychic powers are unequalcd, aa Uis cures prove. 
Talk doesn’t prove anything, Facts are proof. Ho 
also cures diseases of men, such as loss of manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion, Bend 
name, age, sox, lock of hair, 6 cts in stamps, for a di
agnosis. Address,

DK. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.,
15 Warren st., Stoneham, Maas. .

ÁN INTEREST
Ing frettile on

* The Hidden
Forces of

Mind and Life
Frico 25 cent». Cír- 

. «llora free. URIEL 
i BUUHANAN, Dept

P. T. Box 2W. Obi- 
cago, Ill. 557

MRS. MAGGIE. WRITE.
Beading by moll. H.oo. Buslne». «drlce a «peclalty. 

.804 S. Crou«o ave., Syracuse, N. Y.. &58tf

DON’T READ THIS.
France» L. Loucks, the only psychic wonder living, 

that uses the spiritual X-roy without any leading 
symptom to direct, and locates all luternal dlieaie* 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
iSLda gor*oi .hoth •g?xci successfully treated, as hun
dreds can testify. Send name, age, »ex, complexion 
and ten cents lu stamps, and receive a correct diaguo- 
»1» of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES Li. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 7. Stoneham. Mass.

NEW DREAM BOOK.
1,000 Dreams and their interpretation; price. 25 

cent»; sent by mail on receipt of price, in coin or 
stamps. Address DR, R. GREER, May wood, 111. 55Gtf

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
lain.

wiRe.aT»frIeDd?’ y?u Cftn neatly help mo care for my 
blind slater. Jennie L. Webb, one of the earliest me- 
^“J^wto theform, by writing a letter splrtt 
Jriend. Send It to me with II, and I will try and get 
reply by Independent writing or whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Cbamberlnlu, Milford, Mass. 53ltf 

’ OR. A. R. SPINNEY.
Free examinations and free diagnosis of all wh 

are sick, bend name, p. 0. address, age and leadlua 
symptoms, and I will give you a careful opinion of 
the nature of your disease and the chances for a cure 

h!?eT!,eeJn torly-tiireo years In practice. I now 
own the Reed City Sanitarium, with a staff of eight 
physic Ians; also have a Lying-in-Hospital. Bend for 
IpTnnwv“™íínekIt>IonJ!rM• A?dre8i a11 mail to A B. 
8FINNEY, M. D., Reed City, Mich. 559tf

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins, 
Speaker» Healer» aud Tell Medium», hold test cir
cle« Friday evenluE» at 8 o’clock, aud Thursday 
afternoons at 8 o clock, Developing circles Tuesday 
evenings, private readings aud healing dally. 334 
W. Madison St., cor. Leavitt St.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
It« Phenomena and Pblloaophr. By Rev. Samuel 

Watioa . Thl» work was written by a modern Savior, 
•grant and noble man. Price IIM

TALMAGEAN INANITIES.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies.
A review of Rov. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank De

Witt Talmage’» oft-ropeated attack» upon Spiritual- 
tear.-By Motet Hull.- For »alo at-thte office. Price 
10 cent». - * . •

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with direction» for the < rganteatlon and 

management of Sundar school». By Andrew Jackaon 
Davit* Something Indtepentable. pr.ee fiO canto.

THJ£ GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS, 

Or Bex In Religion. By Ellie Burt* Gamble. ‘‘I til« 
«enalble, quiet, logical statement'of opinion, deduced 
•t times curiously from statist les which might be 
open to doubt; and never fora moment sensational or 
revolutionary.—Chicago Herald. B29 pages, Urge 
type, cloth bound. Price ,2.25. For sale «t this office

MEDIUMSHIP,
A chapter of experiences, by Mrs. Marla M. King. 

Price 10c. For sale at this office.

"religion of the future.
BYS.WEDL.

Cloth, • * • Paper, SO cento.
This Is a work of great value, written by one of the 

keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. It Is particularly a work which 
Ihonld be put into tho bands of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogma« of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for it will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of Ilf .

The chapter» reyeal a new metlÍA In

MIi^;,|LUC!,I'S Dn VP1- TRANCE medium.
SIUlBgi dally. Sealed letter* «u.wered. 2922 

cortege Grove ave., Fiet 7, Chicago, Ill. - 668

P.LA1RV0Jr*NT AND CLAIRAUDIENT ME
V Slum, Three queitloa« answered «nd trl«t re«d- 
to&tor Send lock of hair, fiame, age and »ex to
MR8. it. E. COMNELL. 733 Duluth fv., St. Pad? 
Mton. . 559

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cure« «11 form« of «toinacb, liver «nd kidney dlteuei 
also constipation. A sure cure for that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to aaslst y*ur aystem to bealtb 
.with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
month »ent for ,1.00.

Ono package of our Magnetized Compound for lore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised by 
tboussnds In all parts of the world. Sent for 60 cent« 
or all three sent postpaid for *1.00, with Yarma's 
photo and Instruction» bow to Uro 100 years.

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write tor Illustrated Circulars 

Showlugstyles and prices and photo of Spirit Yartna, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. lean 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes In your own home as Jf you were tn my 
office, as thousands can testify. Send stamp for photo. 
B. F. POOLE &, CO.. 48 EvausLou ui., Chicago, Ill.

$2— TRUMPETS- $2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two and three sec

tions 86 lu. high— magnetised when derirod— »2 on re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A. MURRAY, 508 E. 2nd 
St., Newport, Ky. 684

H You Wish to Be Successful
Send date of birth, with one dollar, to

Dr. Bogart, Cleburne, Tex.

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
or Cocaine, of a nevcr-lailing harmlcas Home Cure. 
Mas. M. K. Baldwin. P. O. Box 1212. Chicago, X1L

Old Testament Stories Comically 
' Illustrated.

By Wataon Heaton. Price, boards. ti» rinth, ti mHeaton is Inimitable. 1 w»»,w*ou.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

By Cbarlei Br*dl«ugh. With the »torr of hla Ufa 
M told by blmielf, and the hlatory of hl» parllameii. 
tary itraggle. With portrait. Paper, fiOo.

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In this volume the author, tn the thirty-nine 

chapters, discusses a wide variety of subjects per* 
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand* 
point. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yot with clearness. 
It will prove a ric’u addition to any Spiritualist's 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek* 
lug Information concerning SplrituaMxm audits teach- 

1 togs.
For Sale at this Offioe» PliQe,S1.5O

ZUGASSENTS DISCOVERY.
Sequel to The Strike of a Bex. By Georwo If. Miller. 
Paper, 25 coots. For sale at this office.

reblo «ndThe chapters reveal a new metlM In nncblo and 
I apiritilal research. They show vivid gUmp.ea of a 
I . atupendoM moral comoa that will OVMrwede moral 

Jl confualont that only verifiable tenets flan Wvlre. and 
thecbtldhoodperlodof faith and tanctirtU be rarer- 

—_, -eded by knowledge and facte. nrM* M this office.

THE RELATION
Of 'ho ¡Spiritual to tbo Maieri«! Unlverra; aad th« 
Law of Control New edition, onlatgad ara) IWiaad. hj M.FañÜSy. Price 15cent«. ...

Ü
 vj *i*uwicugtjuna lacia. rurBOB* 8IW1SOmc& «m»—- — -------------------- --------- ---- .

TWO_IN ONT ANTIQUITYUNVEILEU.
A COMBINATION OF Most Important Revelations

family should have. The ag- > 
gregate price.of these two 
books to the trade Is ?2.75. /N 

I | To each of out club sub- I I 
V scribers one of these books V1 
.X -is a gift, and when they re- X' 
I 1 celve the one of their choice I 1 
Ay they will be delighted with l j

It, and will wonder how we - "Y 
can afford to.do so much forthem 
The one who gets up the club will be 
entitled to The Progressive Thinker for 
one year, and Vol., 3 of. the Encyclope
dia of Death, and; Life! in the Spirit 
Spirit World, and ,-also She Next World 
Interviewed. He will not only get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year, but 
both books. He gets what is equiva
lent to $3.75 fonhls trouble. There 
should be no dlfficultywhatever in get
ting up hundreds nf clubs. ■

Volume 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life .in thle Spirit World 
will not only inte?èst Spiritualists, but 
church members will bevattracted to it. 
The Rev. M. J. Savage; a leading lib
eral divine of New-York; leads off with 
several of his nplsteriy productions, 
treating - Death from 1 an advanced
standpoint.- He is? foil owed by leading 
Spiritualists who itreatiof Death In a 
philosophical • and ufasclnatlng manner.

The Next World interviewed Is also a 
very excellent work. The plates of 
this book were donated to. the office of 
The Progressive Thinker by Henry J. 
Horn. It . consists of communications 
from the spirit side of life from leading 
minds there. Fifty-five communica
tions are given by prominent person

ages, among them Prince Albert, Har
. rlet Martineau,-Judge Edmonds, Horace 

Greeley, Lord- Lytton, Fanny Fern, Dr. 
Livingstone and the Czar of Russia.

Now Is the time to get up :

CLUBS

Revelations

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly iq.trncttvo «nd Interesting work it a 
eombtuitlon Into one volume of two of Mr. Hun’» 
SlendW world. By thl> arrangement the coat 1« «noh 

at the reader la enabled to eeouro the two book» 
com j.und at the Jame price a> wm formerly aaked 

-forthliliaeparately. Thia volume contain. 163page» 
and la tundaomely bound In cloth, and contain« an ex- 
ceUeht portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
1» a cal lie! comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit- 
u&llsm. Ho book of the century has made so msny 
converiHto Modern Spiritualism &» thl». Theautbort 
ftta, wthfally to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The adiiptationof Spiritualism to the wanuof human
ity; Ito inoral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
mmlstin; the spiritual nature of man, and the objeo- 

Spiritualism, are all considered In the 
light ol the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
sense, (nd expressed clearly and forcibly. -

THE CONTRAST
conalati of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It is a most able production« and 

a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
to defesd Spiritualism, or find arguments against t> 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE SL FOR SALE AT THIS OFF.CE.

“CHRISTIANITY A FICTION.“
The astronomical and astrological oritfns tf all re- 

llglona, A poem by Dr. J. H. MoodehuB* ftlce K) 
cento • ' ... .

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
IT IS A MOST EXCEL 

LENT WORK.
This work is by DR. M. L. 6IIERMAH. assisted by 

FROF.17tF.LYOH. Heretofore it hat been sold for 
12, but the price now has been reduced to fil. It is a 
book that will interest and instruct. It contains <80 
pages, and Is full of suggeitire thoughts. Dr. fiber
man was a medium of rare qualities, and hit work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It traato of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In- 
lellecto; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural'Jdeas; Church History; Progression: Inher
ent in Substance; The Hebulous Theory; Particles are 

-Butltie»; Ju»Ute; ImpregMiloa. of th* Vkglui Tb. 
Science or Deith; Cpintutr Death; ImmorUlItn 
Mourning: The Confounding of Xenguu*; The Splr« 
Abode«; Matter «nd Spirit; Site and Dlitence; Spiritu
al Omnlrau; Bom Again; The Key; Spirit Blogra- 
pbv; Ooe> to Heaven; -A Slave Muter; etc. etc.

"Ewb Individual partake» of 
loth physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him- 
•elt. Suh ona must digest their various kinds of food 
for tbemaelveSt and that la all they, can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil. 
My physical expands by virtue of thatfobd and nour 
ftneseatM which 1 Individually partake and digest 

by virtue of th* eoal Mae««. 
*MchI taflivMniiy gather aad onB*MM*AflrtitNt. 
ToraaleMtMatftc*.

y

Concerning the True Origin
of Christianity.

Beader, tn bringing to your notice “Antiquity Un
veiled,’’ It la with the atneere hope that you arc earn 
eatly looking for the truth, regardless of any other 
consideration. If such la the case, this advcrtlsemcnl 
will deeply interest you. and after rowing tbia brief 
description you will doubtless wish to the wuiks 
careful perusal. Prlccei.W.

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
' 111 BY i 11

LOREN AUBERT SHERMAN.

Sets forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualists 
alike, a» It demonstrates the truth of the spirit mani
festations of Jesu« Christ, upon Which the Christian 
religion Is based, as well as the actuality of modern 
jptriunanifeBtetloM. Ito title page claims that the

a SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION 

of the
Existence of the soul of man <u hie eons 

eoioue individuality independently 

of the physical organism^ 

of the
■ coarmnzrzr or im 

and the 
aCTOAZirF OP SPIRIT RETURN,

The first eleven chapters are derbted entirely to 
, manlfestetionsof the eoul incarnate, with a clear ex
position of the psychic philosophy. •
' The succeeding four chapters set forth the philoso. 
phy of the Infinite.

The last twenty chapters are devoted to an exposi
tion of »plrltual philosophy, with evldeaee in detail, 
ranch of it being personal experiences of the author.

She price of the book <s $!• JFbr sale 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker^

Glimpses of Heaven.
Through the hand of Carrie E. S. Twing automatically 
By Gilbert Haven, late Bishop of- the Method!« Epis
copal Church. This is the second book from thia em
inent divine since be passed to Spirit-life. Price 20c. 
For sale at this office. ■ . .

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY DOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consists of ttree -pamphleto 
eabodMd m one volume* In whith queetfeaa of great 
tabortokoetotherocearedlscutoM Iran tbestend- 
KnfliS Frtoo wcmto

Sept 16,1004

ARE YOU SICK OR POOR?

I Do Not Charge for Treatments.

If you wish to be oured of either con
dition, send date of birth.

Send one dollar a month to pay me 
for my time and expenses.

Turkish Headache Powders
Cure Id 10 minute.. Never «fleet the he«rt. 10 «nd 
25c I p.okage. The TURKISH MEDICINE CO,, 220 
Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.

WM. W. ABER.
Beading» by mall, ai.W. Advice on all affair» of Ufa* 
Lock Box 20, Spring Hill, Kana. 6W

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB, 

Author of “All’a Right with the World." Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success vyUb 
•‘All's Right with the World," which continues In thd 
front rank of the Metaphysical books that are now so
popular. The great number who have jeen cheered • 
and strengthened by him will welcome another bodk 
by thsS wise teacher whose words of help are doing so 
much to nake the world belter by making men and 
women bettor able to understand aud enjoy it.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”

YOUB, FUTURE
87 Opera House Block, Denver, Col. From <1.00,

ASTROLOGICAL READING, RULES FOR ME* 
A diumshlp. Short History of Human Race. 3 dimes 
and stamp. Give date uf birth. A. JANE, 52 South 
Broadway, Aurora. Hl. 554

6. WHITER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Menial Physician
AND

Gifted Psychic.
ObsessioH Cured.

Special Attention Given to
Nervous Ailments.

Astonishing Cures of Disease, 
Physical and Mental, 

Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice, by mail; 
' $1.00 and two stamps. ’

For correct diagnosis of diseas< 
send five two-eent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

Ito/i never known s more competent, reliable and truthful medium tor the 8plrlt-*drld tbah Chtt! 
waiter Lynn. Joa. Honna Buohixan.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
Oakland, Call.

w. F. BOGART, M. D.
CLEBURNE, TEX.

i Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be in demand by many who have not proviouBly 
road metaphysical writings. Price 11.50. For^sale at 
this office.

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries, By 
Wm. and Elisabeth M. F. Denton. A marvelous 
work. Though concise as a text book it is as fascin
ating aa a work of fiction. The reader win be amazed 
to see the curious facts here combined in support of 
this power of the human mind, which will resolve a 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
as day, and throw light on all subjects now obscured 
by time. Price si .50. For sale at this office.

In three volumes, cloth bound, il.GO each.

tf

Philosophy of Phenomena.
BY GEO. M. RAMSEY. M. D.,

Author of “Cosmology.” 
IN TWO PARTS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

CONTENTS.
I PART I.—METAPHYSIC AL PHENOMENA.

Chap. 1, Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2, Metaphysical 
Philosophy; 8, Heat; 4, Functional Phenomena; 5, 
Man; 6, Objective and Subjective Phenomena: 7, 
MWbo by searching can find God?” 8, Hyperbole Met
aphysical; 9, “To the Unknown God, Whom ye Ignor» 
antly Worblp;" 10. “The Father Is greater than If* 
21« True and Spurious Gods; 12, “I am the Resurreo* 
tlonand the Life;” 13, An Imaginary God and some 
©f His Exploits; 14, ‘He is Free whom the Truth 
bath made free;" 15, All Animates Originate from 
Esgs; 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17, PbtlbBophy ot 
Healing; 18, Worship of Deity; 19* Sense and NonsenH 
Intermixed; 20, Plurality and Tri unity of God- 21. 
Vagaries: 22, Misapprehension; 23,What is Sin?24, 
Suns, Planets and Satellites of tho Universe; 25, Bo* 
KtontoK without Ending; 23* Design or Accident 
Which? 27* Chance versus Law; 28, Summary.

PART IL—PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
Chap. 29, Nebulas; 80, Air Pressure and Air Motion 

M a Motor; 81, Air and Orbital Motions; 82, Water 
Made to Run up Hill; 33 Philosophy of Canyons, When 
»nd How Formed; 34. Glacial Phenomena; 35, Moon» 

lrclr Motions; 36, Ethnological Phenomena; 87. The Colored Man. • ’ *
APPENDIX.—Problems; Physical and Mctaphyr^ 

leal Phenomena, ad infinitum. x
The topics treated receive a handling that hdl** 

Unctly terse, yet popular. The style of the author 
throughout Is epigrammatic—compact with clear 

! thought, The book Is a remarkable oneineverj as 
| pecu Being compact with thought luelf, It will not 
•fall to compel thought in others.
.With a steel plate portrait of the author. C tth. 
I2mo, pp. 303. Price 41.00. For sale at this office.

“The Watseka Wonder.”
To the student of psychic phenomena this pamphlet 

la Intensely Interesting. It give» detailed account» of 
two eases of ‘-double consciousness” namely, Mary 
Lurancy »Vcnnum, of Watoeka, Ill., and Mar, 
Reynolds, of Venango county. Pa. Price 15 oento 
For rale at this office.

Why I firn a VsaBtarlan
An address delivered before the Chicago Vegetarian 

Society. By J. Howard Moore. Price 25 cents. Fol 
sale at this office.

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve Lecture» by Abby A. Judson. This bool 

should be read by every Spiritualist. Price I1DO| 
postage 10 cents. For sale st thia office.

THE DESCENT OF MAN.
By Charles Darwin. Cloth, gilt top, 75c On heap* 

pcar&nco It aroused at once a storm of mingled wrath, 
wonder and admiration. In elegance of style, charm 
of .manner and deep knowledge of naturalhtetory.lt 
stands almost wlthoutarlval among scientific works.1

] Fur sole at thte office. .

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
■ Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve, .
Bv Lol» 1T«I»brekcr. Thl« 1» a Dorel mitten with«’ 
part»» to improv* tke haau nett to mold the fa* 
tore ofliprlng ■*» <**M*a, h>*ltb rad ira^retlo*.
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SPIRIT CONTROL.
A Chapter of Mediumistio 

Experience*
The diversity of opinion as to how 

soon after death can the spirit contiol 
a medium tempts me to give one or two 
instances of my experience. While I re
sided in Eureka, Kansas, Mr. Moran, an 
old soldier friend, passed out as I sat by 
his bedside, noting the spirit manifesta
tions in the room, also the look of sur
prised joy that lit up his face as he ex
tended his hands, no doubt to clasp 
hands witli his two daughters in spirit 
life. Three days after, as I sat sewing 
and talking with two young ladles, all 
at once I became conscious of not feel
ing natural. I could feel beard on my 
face, my nose was long, thin ajjd 
pinched, my mouth was drawn and 
jaws set as if in death. My hands were 
seemingly covered with purple spots, 
and hair on my wrists and hands. The 
girls both exclaimed, “Oh! how much 
you look like Mr. Moran." After a gasp 
or two, he said through my lips, which 
now seemed to be his: "Yes, I am Mr. 
Moran. Tell Sarah I live, there is no 
death.” Sarah is his wife. She was a 
scoffer at Spiritualism, but Mr. Moran 
had often said, “Sarah, let's not scoff at 
anything that we know so little about."

A young man named Joseph Sample, 
a graduate in the same class with my 
son, died the next year with consump
tion. He eame to me in less than an 
hour after he passed out. I coughed so 
hard and suffered such intense pain, I 
was unable to rise and dress for more 
than an hour. Twice during the day he 
eame and prostrated me for a time, but 
I had no idea of who or what it meant 

.’ until the third time. Upon going up
town in the afternoon, I learned of his 
death and what time It took place. I 
also learned his mother was very anx
ious to learn where my son was, as she 
wished him to be one of the pall-bearers. 
I sent her a note telling her where to 
find him, as he was out of the city. She 
afterward told my son she would 
always keep the note for it was the 
most beautiful words of condolence she 
received, and seemed as if they were 
a part of her dear Joe. I have never to 
my knowledge met the lady, except see
ing her nt the funeral, which I had to’ 
leave owing to the Incessant coughing 
the spirit threw upon me. Also desiring 
I should tell the minister, Mr; Wright, 
that he would like to do a part of the 
talking to his friends.

Another instance.' My spirit husband 
at this time frequently spoke through 
me. One day he said to an old friend, a

had received not only from my husband 
but my spiritual teachings. Mr. Moran 
came througl good will to myself and 
a desire to re«Jh his wife.

Every ray of spiritual knowledge a 
spirit receives while in the body is 
thrice appreciated when they leavo It 
Every thought of justice and love a me
dium sends out upon the great ocean 
wave of Life, are beacon lights that 
guide spirits to them for wisdom and 
experience of again controlling mortal 
bodies. Every thought of mortal mind 
Is an educator of spirit, either in or out 
of the mortal body, A spirit under
standing the law of mind over matter; a 
medium Understands subjective, recep
tive conditions of self, can make it pos
sible, I believe, for Instant control at 
death. But I also believe that spirit 
control will In time cease to be demon
strated, as education brings into de
mand the. practical benefits derived 
through communication, which is but 
the vibration of mind emanation, thus 
doing away with the suffering of spirit 
mind, which they too frequently bring 
to mediums, thus proving their minds 
are in a measure still clothed in the 
material thought of physical pain. True 
many times this suffering personation 
seems to be their only way of Identify
ing themselves to their friends, yet I 
feel It Is not a necessary proof, and 
mind communication, of telling In
stances of life occurrences, or names 
given, are of equal proof. The sooner 
that all minds forget the bondage of 
matter, and all the man-made ills of the 
physical body, the* sooner mortal and 
Immortal spirit will become unfolded in

STUDIES IN SPIRITUAL THOUGHT. istence, There will be no bars to limit or circumscribe SPIRITUALISM. the Bibles of any civilization were 
known; before primitive man knew he 
was a progressive, undying soul. 
Therefore, a belief in any of these so- 
called saçred writings has nothing what
ever to do with the interpretations of

the school of 
will know no 
time or place, 
right of man,

soul thought, and mind 
limit to space, thought, 
All is bequeathed as the 
when he learns to read

the Architect’s plan.
MRS. HOOKER McEVOY.

Fame, Kan.

KANSAS ANO NEBRASKA
Impressions of Franklin and 

. Delphos Camps.

To the Editor:—I have just returned 
from camps and although I see an ac
count of those I have vlsjted, In your 
paper, yet I would like to.say a word in 
regard to them, Ijwas in attendance at 
Franklin, Nebraska, during the whole 
meeting, and I must say that I never

Mr. Willson, “Say, Mr. Willson, when 
are you going to bo ready for heaven?” 
Ho replied, “Oh, I don't know. Why?” 
The spirit said, “Well, you had better be 
getting ready, for we are coming after 
you pretty soon.” Willson said, “Oh, I 
am In no hurry. I am doing very well 
here.” “Yes,” said the spirit, “but you 
can do better here with us.”

Mr. W. .died in less than a month, 
although at that time he was seemingly 
well. In about ten minutes after he left 
his body he, accompanied by my spirit 
husband, came into my room, saying he 
had just got out of the old shell, and 
felt a great relief. Said Mr. Hooker 
helped him to leave the old body. Some 
twenty minutes later my son came In 
from up-town and said Mr. Willson was 
dead. I saw ibis same spirit over
shadow and transfigure a Mrs. Clogston, 
of Eureka. The personation was miracu
lous. This was about two weeks later.

■" I am impressed here to relate another 
experience, although not bearing upon 
this line, yet I feel of equal interest. 
The Mrs. Clogston just mentioned, some 
Six months previous, dropped in on me 
one afternoon. Her sister, Mrs. Kate 
Lewis, also was-there, and my niece, 
about 18. I was engaged working 
button-holes in shirts, Mrs. L. assisting, 
when Mrs. C. said to me, “I cannot keep 
from drawing up closer to you. I guess 
our spirit friends have something to 
tell us."

I dropped my work, Mrs. L. likewise. 
We were all four sitting so far apart we 
could but just clasp our fingers. It was 
thus we formed our circle, not one mov
ing from where we sat. As the thought 
was suggested by Mrs. 0., I began by 
giving her a test as to some housework 
Anticipated, then advised, her to never
allow the surgeon’s knife used on the 
tumor from which she had long suf
fered,, as it would in time all pass away 
(and it did). Then a spirit overshadowed 
me, and spoke upon the grandeur of 
soul unfoldment. As he finished speak
ing. he said, “Yes, sister, I have set my 
seal upon thee that thou mayest know 
hereafter under whose dispensation this 
medium Is working.” As he ceased, she 
held up both hands and said, “Oh! just 
look at my bands. Oh my! how they do 
hurt. I never had anything hurt so.” 
They felt just like someone drove spikes 
through them, and in the palm of each 
band were purple and red spots, even 
on the back of her hands, which re
mained near an hour afterwards. These 
prints were put upon her liands upon 
another occasion, at her home, Mrs. 
Lewis and I being present; but we did 
not join hands this time.

Now I shall not venture any solution 
of the stamping of seal upon her hands, 
but will say that my thoughts had 
nothing whatever to do with Its being 
done, for I was not conscious either 
time that such a thing was done until 
she showed her hands after the spirit, 
ceased speaking.

I only write these experiences that 
your readers may have the. knowledge

saw greater'Interest manifested for any 
cause than was shown at Franklin for 
Spiritualism, both by Spiritualists and 
Investigators. "

A large per cent of the audiences was 
unbelievers, those who know but little 
If anything of the doctrine, yet the best 
attention was given to the lectures, 
tests, etc., on all occasions.

The management and all members of 
that association seem to be earnest nnd 
honest people and working against 
great difficulties to promulgate the 
cause so dear to their hearts. A genial 
air of good feeling seems to pervade tlie 
camp and there is that informât socia
bility among the people which puts all 
In a happy frame of mind and bids 
"the good angels come in."

I met quite a number of the Spiritual
ist workers, among whom were Mr. and 
Mrs. W. E. Bonney, of'Blalr, Nebraska, 
Paul S. Gillette and wife, of Omaha, 
Father Dunton, of Lebanon, Kans., and 
James Campbell, Havelock, Neb., all en
thusiastic laborers in the vineyard.

The attendance was regular and for a 
new Western camp was very good, in
deed quite gratifying was the success of 
the camp to those who have labored so 
hard to sow the good seeds of Spiritual
ism upon the western plains.

Delphos Camp was all that could be 
anticipated for it.

There were large crowds and plenty 
of workers to entertain and educate 
them. The principal speaker was Will 
C. Hodge, of Chicago, whose lectures 
are always so fraught with wisdom, 
and given in so earnest a manner that 
they command the attention and respect 
of even the most skeptical.

On my way home Mrs. Inez Wagner 
and myself stopped at Lincoln Center, 
Kansas, and held a meeting. Every ar
rangement had been made for the meet
ing and the audience room of the new 
court house, just completed, was the 
place obtained for holding the meeting. 
I was fearful lest there would not be 
many people out, as they told me there 
were not many Spiritualists there, and 
that my lectures would probably have 
to be given mainly to the walls and 
seats of that spacious room, but when 
we arrived, a few moments before 8 
p. m., the auditorium was full and peo
ple still coming in. The crowd was so 
large that many were compelled to 
stand outside and the good attention 
during the exercises of lecture and 
songs by myself and tests by Mrs. Wag
ner, showed how much they were inter
ested.

The second night was but a repetition 
of the first, except that the crowd was 
even greater.

; “Straws show which way the. wind 
blows,” and It seems to me that such

of a few of the many experiences that 
no doubt many other mediums have and 
will continue to have. The last named 
experience I have heretofore said but 
little about, but any one can verify my 
statement by writing to either of the 
three ladles—Mrs. Mary Cogston, Mrs. 
Kate Lewis, Mrs. Cora Lewis, all of 
Eureka, Kan. . .

As to the limited time or feaslbillty-of 
a spirit controlling a medium, I believe 
that everything depends upon con
ditions, attraction and desire, especially 
in-the case of young Sample. He no 
doubt desired to reach his mother with 
words of condolence, his affection for 
my son made conditions favorable. Mr. 
Willson desired to tell me the help he

tho free reach of our thought on this or the other side of 
the one great world of life and being which infolds time .

T^nrvht Qniritnal Rr. Iimcl eternity in the One Eternal Now, One comes in Lecture at Lily Dale, by Prof. Outreach of Pure Thought-Spiritual Ke- tou- h withyou]s on the raoi,tal and the immortal spheres w M L'ockwoodi 
lationship With Both Worlds, of life and enjoys soul communion with spiritual kindred ' '____

--------- here and beyond the veil. This gives spiritual enlarge-1 prof. w. y. Lockwood, who as a scl-1 space. Hence it is not difficult to see , 
It is good to step aside at times from the cares and tur- raent, soul growth; and that other world Unseen is not as I entlst and psychlst stands among the I that the divergence of thought between

woil .1 «rthl, lite,the ttaghl«.taittany that«l.=?rb .dhtal tadp, .«„.try, but ta Ml <u>d ^3 «
all too much of our minds attention duiing our waking tiue, abiding home, and we feel that in verity it is in ti at I makes statements that are to the divergent from the truths of demon
hours of existence. We can withdraw ourselves mentally I epintp.l world, rather than in this of physical environ-1 point and proves what he says in dn un-1 strative science in the arena of the evo-
and in spirit from the tilings of earth that engross our I ments and limitations, we live and move and have our questionable manner. His subject was I lutlon of the human soul as a cosmic

My llwughl, ta - .ul.r l.tu .»olta bota W.Jtta,th.l».Ita iu«If ta S
world, m essence, where the mmd is occupied with other I and is therefore more closely related to the spiritual than pJrt he sujd; 1 I ence flf bthe gplrltual philosophy estab
things than the affairs of mere earthly life. We possess the physical world. “The scholarship of modern thought tabllshlng its own data upon known
and may exercise tho power to translate ourselves, our There are times when the goings-out of our thoughts I discovers In the arrangement ot tho facts, proves the evolution and Immor-
mental spiritual being, into another and more elevated carry with them a magnetic glow that lights and warms Bible many conflicting statements tality of the human soul to be a truth inuxvuvui . . . j . j _ ,, ___ which have ever been a source of an- nature and has nothing whatever to dorealm of life, where we shall hold close communion in and thrills till the thinking soul seems lifted up and home I u0yauce an(j contention to the investl- with the religious ideas of a primitive
thought with the higher spirits of good that have entered I away as on angel pinions to scenes of supernal life and I gating mind. The first chapter of Gen- gnd pagan age.”—Correspondence in the
fullv into the world unseen. beauty—a thought-world of pure ideal sweetness, light esls presents a class of thought belong- Jamestown Evening Journal. _

nr , -n n nnd Inve ing to an Elohlstlc age. The term‘eloh-1We may exchange thoughts with the angels, by I ana love. lsm> ls of very ancient origin and
attuning our hearts to the beautiful rhythm of the higher Copnng back, as one yet in mortal needs must, fiom luaauSj W]iea correctly interpreted, 
spiritual life or state of being. journeyings to celestial realms, one feels more keenly I principles of nature. It Is a plural noun

’i ,t„ o»,i roflup mw the harsh abrasions incident to everyday life; and ex- and in no scientific sense can represent
thoughts1 tliai thej shall enter into harmonious accord perience induces a more strenuous appreciation of and n»Invention of Beautiful Build 
with the thought-notes of the purer spiritual spheres. onging foi that higher and purer ideal life of which we (er uud Jell0vlstle ullrlbutes we Uud a ¡ng Material.

Pure sweet bmutiful thoutrhis seek and find their own llave been favored with such bright glimpses. Such gl.ettt lupBe of time, representing a pe-< &
• ., ’, ; ,’• .. ihrnitaimnt »11 »nirifnnl rcalrnR spiritual experience induces a spiritual home-sickness, a rlofl of nature worship in the elohlstlcspiritual relationship throughout all spiritual realms. “P_ 1 . d £ I ldeal ,rbe first chaptel. of Geuesls 1B

They gravitate unto their own and enter into harmonious I K S P S 1^1 a beautiful prophetic poem of naturalcoalescence, forming a divine one-ness with all of like / ^g^s upward and onward in lov ng outreach evolutl > wheu* you read u you 
“ , ’ b toward the blessed ideal, the beautiful vision that has been1 - ■ .... .

ua„?,le’ . , , . . , opened to the spiritual eye.
There are no bounds to the diffusive expansion of pure I * J r J_____

spiritual thought; the boundless universe is its field. It ■ wtctaxt
cannot be circumscribed or limited by special conditions I -rllE M0UN1 Or \lbl(JN. ■
or physical barriers. I Upon the Mount of Vision fair I stand,

Minds that harmonize on spiritual lines may enter into In sweet soul-silent attitude I wait, 
spiritual companionship and communion, though oceans And visions of a beautiful bright land
or continents intervene, or though separated by the con- Break on my sight and make my heart elate, 
ditions that seemingly divide this earthly life from the Tongue may not voice the beauty that appears, 
unseen spirit world. I Nor pen portray that heavenly excellence—

The silent loving thought, given forth by the human ’Tis the pure gift that blesses souls of seers 
on earth, or by the dweller in higher spheres, speaks with I That they may bless mankind thro that clear sense, 
a voice heard beyond the veil of death, and vibrates ^How; sings my soul in rhythmic gladness strong, 
throughout the Eternal Now pf Spiritual Being, I . Exultant o’er the fair prospective view, 

Loving thoughts from different places, planes and I rajBes ejear jfg joyful pean song, \
spheres, attract each other,'meet on their way, and each I " ’ Whose echoes flow the heavenly spaces through. .
one s pathway left behind is a guiding way to the other to I bright with light the mountain tops appear, 
its destination, _ ; . ■. I And angels beck’ning lend their voice of love,

So .'M8 Ye 1 nn^ Jn^aocordanee with the spiritual’fitaess. I. Mid Earth’s soul-struggles giving strength and cheer, 
of things that there be formed Silent, Thought brother-1 -Ta lift my longing soul to heights above, 
hoods, Soul Communion societies, for the cultivation and I , ” ■. ■ : / '
practice of the New Thought and its development in the /The beatific; vision".with me fet&ys,.
spiritualizing and upliftnient of humanity. Congenially I • '. Alluring with its beauty all divine, 
agreeing upon the one idea which is their definite object, I And yearningly and lovingly I gaze, , 
though, may-be, differing widely on other matters of ’ '’JAnd wish its blessedness were wholly mine, 
thought and opinion, there can be realized much of mu-1 Nor earth’s sweet charms nor brightness of the stars 
tual help in spiritual thought, life and growth; and the I - /Can win my eyes nor thoughts from it away: 
influence that must be consciously or unconsciously Wait patient, till sweet Death removes the bars, 
radiated as a result of the experience of these centres oi I And yields glad entrance to Supernal Day. 
spiritua! light and force, will tell powerfully upon the ' )ov th -
outside world as well as upon the mdivdual spiritual ad- J I m g 8, bt gou)sgab’
vancement of those most intimately interested. * j n ., 1 , t u,»™ »»i

But there is a felt realization of mutual spiritual help- . 1 ? , . 5 , . ,, ,. ,, ’ - .
fulness when a number of friends meet at a stated time T blcet as. kindred in the tie of love, 
and place for soul communion. Coming together, drawn' “M^soul^xpands1 to reach tt? vision given6’ 
by a brotherhood of spiritual longings and aspirations I A ndyvearninePfor the blessedness I see g ' 
with minds united m one object and purpose, each gives - ild d stepninff-stones tow’rd Heavenand receives, and together they call the same quality of 1 mount tbeflded 8t®PPlngJ^nes tow^rd Heaven,
influence, more refined, from helpful, harmonious, unseen Hammond, Ind. JAb. G. UNDERHILL,
sources, and they realize the truth hidden in the words of I 
Jesus: “When two or three meet in my name, there am

those principles which existed In cosmic 
process before this planet swung in

A PREDICTION.

I in the midst of them.” WHEN OLD JACK DIED.

p'

toleration by the skeptical world, and 
such manifestations of interest'in this 
cause show that both in the theological' 
and materialistic ranks Spiritualism is 
commanding-attention and the “New 
Thought” is pervading society every
where.

I am now working for the Church of 
Spiritualism at this place. Am ready to 
make engagement's to lecture and. sing 
at anv other places also. ~~ \

’ LAURA B. PAYNE.
Topeka, Kans. _

' “The Pantheism of .Modem Science." 
By F. E. Titus, Barrister, Toronto, Can
ada. A summary.of recent investiga
tions into Life, Force and Substance, 
and conclusions therefrom. Price IQ 
cents.: For sale at this office. . :

“’Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds.” 
By Carrie E; S. Twing. • Richly imbued 
with the-philosophy . of Spiritualism. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. IL Bach. The.Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great In
congruities. Price 25 cents.. For sale

Meeting in the desire of the Christ spirit, the spiritual <> I
anointing is conferred upon them by unseen anointed When old Jack died we stayed from school (they said 
ones, and they realize the spiritual fulfillment of th( | A't home we needn’t go that day), and none I
promise. The chrism of love bestowed by angel- hands. I Of ps ate any breakfast—only one, 
fills their minds with pure and loving thought, thrilling And that was papa, and his eyes were red 
their inmost being, and radiating out to all humanity, in When he came round where we were, by the shed, 
all spheres. I Where Jack was lying, half way in the sun

It may be good for some to know that though one may And half in the shade. When we begun 
not thus meet in outward union with others, he may place To cry out loud pa turned and dropped his head 
his mind in conjunctive spiritual harmony with such And went away; and mamma, she went back - 
gatherings, in the silence of his own room, or by entering Into the kitchen. Then for a long while .
into the inner state of silence, wherever one may chance Ali to ourselves like, we stood there and cried— j
to be. One may abstract his thoughts from the business, I We thought so many good things of old Jack, ’ J 
the cares and worries of earth existence, and enter for a | And funny things—although we didn’t smile— -•
time into conjunctive relationship with minds on spiritual We: couldn’t only cry when old Jack diedi ■
planes, and receive much spiritual good thereby; __ , ■ .-a ,

Whether in company where one beholds the physical Wh®n old Jack died it seemed a human mend . 
presence of friends and feels the influence of their con- suddenly gone from us; that some face ■
genial aura, or resting in the solitude of one’s own room. I That we had loved to fondle and embrace .
or even passing amid the’busy throng on the city’s streets. J ^rom babyhood no more would condescend 
one can realize that he Iris the companionship and com-aSì-'™1,1 e ?n.us f°re''er- , P e nnght bend 
munion of angels and kind spirits jmseen. W tearful eyes above him, interlace

The habit of entering into silent soul communion need I O’11 chubby fingers o er him, romp and race, 
not interfere injuriously with one’s duties or proper busi-1 i1™’ caP and coax—aye, ye might send
ness as a citizen of this world. In fact the cultivation/of hist
one’s spiritual nature tends to increase and intensify one’s [¿(It sobshad let us) or, as wildly vain, 
sense of moral obligation in the relations of business and l ^apped thumbs, called Speak! and he had noi replied; 
citizenship. The other-worldliness implied in spiritual might have gone¡down on our knees and kissed 
culture must healthfully tend to eliminate the spirit of The tousled ears, yet they must remam, .
grasping greed, and carking worry and care; and to induce ITIeaf, motionless, we knew when old Jadulied! 
a larger humanitarianism, a greater degree of unselfish in-1 /When did Jack died, it seemed to ub, some way, 
terestin the welfare of others, an altruistic sympathy and I That all the otterdogs in town were pained 
love toward all human kind. . With dur bereavement, and some that were chained
' Real spirituality is incompatible with all that savors of h;ven unslipped their collars on that day 

injustice, unkindness, malice, revenge, or hatréd toward rj0 ja<^ jn Btate, as though to pay ’ 
others. While it sharpens and intensifies one’s sense , of I A Jast had tribute there, while neighbors craned 
injustice and wrong, it tends >tq enlarge and intensify a I T^eir heads above the high board fence, and deigned ‘ 
feeling of kindness that excuses rather, than harshly con-1 -p0 sigh “Poor dogi” remembering how they , 
demns. .. . ' S'. . l ÌIad cuffed him when alive, perchance because

Recognizing the tact that this world is interblended I .jor j0’yc of (iiein he leaped to lick their hands— 
with the world unseen, it is our province to claim citizen-1 ¿at he could not, were they satisfied? 
ship with both worlds, the. seen and tliè unseen. We I‘We children thought that, as we crossed his paws, 
should, in fact, more firmly and'completely assert and I .^nd o’er his grave, way down the bottomlands, ■
cognize bur citizenship in the unseen or spiritual world ! Wrote “Our First Love Lies Here,” when old Jack died! 

■ than with this coarser physical world, because tlie spiritual ,L, ; —James .Whitcomb Riley,-in Our Dumb Animals. ’
world is our continuous abiding-place, and our real and’ s ‘  . 
enduring self is our spiritual self. Spiritual things are / • w < • - ..
the things that abide, wliile. physical thifigs^ are evan-r , ■ > Pithy Sayings. .
escent, subject to decay and disintegration. . .1 . Tn ajj meanness there is a defect of intellect as well as of

Realizing this relation of citizenship in both worlds, it. I And even the cleverness of avarice is but the 
seems easierandquitenatural t0< enter into the enjoyment I im^eCimyi—Buwwer
of soul communion with friends in both spheres, embodied! ,? J, ..... , ,and disembodied, for we are in close contact with eaCh'I .dJust laws arg no restraint upon the freedom of the good, 
world and the dwellers therein, the spiritual not less tfian ior_a_good mandesires nothing which a just law will m- 
the objectively physical. . L terfere with.—-Frou e. .

And in the cognition of this spiritual relationship.with I ■. ? Perfection is attained by slow degrees; she requires the 
both worlds, we may more freely give forth our silent I hand of time;—Voltaire.
thought in the assurance that it will be received and I .^ Jt is a great sin to swear unto a sin, but greater pin to 
spiritually sensed on both planes, or in both realms of ex- j lreep a sinful oath.'—Shakspeare. ,.

Reading In The Progressive Thinker 
(July 14, 1900) “Life and Experiences in 
Spirit Land,” by Spirit Franz Petersllea, 

, I ,,, , - , , . -, , , _ I I am reminded of a certain propheticI will Inseit the woids principles of na- I vlslon th[lt h|lg often como ],0f0i.e my 
ture Instead of Hie temi God, as found d within the past twelve years. I 
in tlie translation, remembering that t huve ,to]d |t to no one> nol. wrltten lt

I la a poem, in wlnth the pilnclpks of nil dowlli but now It seems to me that per
! ture aie deified .ton will get a clcaici ijftns u miclit be Inteiestlng reading, so conception of the dignity of the poem progressive
I Between these Ideals and those of the .rhlukel. The prol)lleey ls this: There 

Jeliovistic peilod, theie has et cì been wln com)j a (lme whpn m|ln wlll dlg.
I waged a mental “s ''ide in Its & procegs for ^hing building ma
I of disagieement as the demon- fi.om so(1 or egrtll inutter, which
I stratioiib of modeln btieiieo uio fioui will iakp the uluce of lumber for build-' I the eurly formulas of faith qualifying I boi

eccleslastlclsm. Me can only Briefly reducc(1 t0 a 6emi-Uquld state by a 
pi esent these Issues In theji bearing I ,jiem|cai process and then become hard-1 

7“ <luest-'on under discussion. d d rea(jy fot usa ap of Whlch can'
| “Heretofore, speculators and thinkers I ~“e".nnn. 'Tt wln h0 

have conceived of the visible world as aad “ ary durable molded into
the real expression of a materialistic « “Xired size, shkpe or dimensions,

| universe, but modern science discovers I ““y "isui-u s , i R<dp of „ 
that nowhere do we see the real operat- “ f‘ca 1 be moffied In one piece or sec.

ling energies of time and space that pro- “»use can m, Jloust.llf not too 
„ mote visibility of form. Recent discov- t“n be almos^m^ieted with 

erles demonstrate that all forms of vis- *“*«''> . v. ‘ f ... f01.
Ible matter are actuated by an Invisible pi°aces ?èft open for doors
shaping or formative principle, and that t“«: sides, wit p i it[ H ht
what we see of nature is only the phe- « Tou e can be built
nomena of these invisible energies in 1JK-CI- win re-'

■ the expression. We have been taught athat the matter we saw was real, but a te ‘nore Hme fot constiuetlon. ji 
later and more scientific view discovers 8™^!. 11^)atPrIai m proportion td
that what we see is never the real, but »«eng>h of mateila in propoi non io
only the changing form In nature's pro- slzt‘ u wl,n wlll^m
cess of evolution We are told of man’s money and la or Dw»1»!* £ » ofil
physical senses, but close physiological £ “ffi require but little capital for
Investigation discovers that man has no cltles “ " F®1 . 1 house
physical sense. All sensations ’Are in I «,P°lson to 1^,.0'“ hi
consciousness, the result of impressions lhe houses w !'u constructed of
made upon it by invisible or psychic more durable than those constructed of
modes of motion. The eye and the ear w?Pa- __tn mo tt.nt the In-
and all the mechanism of the so-called revealed in itsI five senses of man are only electrodes ventlon will b e sudde i mfedia to

I connecting objective nature to human I c°mi’ b . nln“nn inVoutor Pvet 
consciousness. Man has no vision until gresshe steP®- J- | »

I his consciousness, an attribute of the IVy„ey'?®Sn1nflH m°1t À-ecflv nor that 
soul, has been Impressed by the vibra- s'1“11 !1a^e£Ap?„p jhp „„Li. nian<j

I tions of physical or objective nature. I I ,shal> be AvfiL “ And ™r 
I Consciousness sees, consciousness hears, wpen the fulfillment s pp - 
| corisclousness alone has sensation and I Someoue may saj: W> ’J 

the avenues are only connecting lines spirits show It to usi now i ‘
through which vibrations of various I Tt re(luir<is P'Tt in Rom8
characters are involved in their action co-operation of mortals. y 
upon the citadel of consciousness. Instances take J)0 ’ J1 . . .

“The wordjpsychic’ is of Greek ori- I years for the accomplishment of a de 
gin, and means to breathe upon. You sign. If SPh'taaUsta ‘ thnl]P_hf f0’ this- 
will see an analogy of what this breath- I thinkers -will give some g . 
Ing upon In nature, means, when I show problem. It will cone to■ p .
you the relationship between this bar of sooner than It o horwIse would, fo th s , 
steel whiea, like a needle, is driven will help the^spirit ;
away from the presence of this large about, which they aie tijing 
magnet. This action Is psychic or in- soon as possible. „-„.luunn '
visible and we will find by a close in- 1 wish to corro librate the p _ 
vestlgation of cosmic process that na:. by a quotation from Petersllea s naira 
ture is psychic In all her operations. °“ distont when »The action of heat upon this metallic I T!ie„,daya otaLtfd hffilt from
thermometer, Is known only to science beanti-as an Invisible mode of motion of heat, vast blocks of crystal, 1 1 nrlsnntlc '
operating upon the contracting or ex- I tines will ba
panding metallic wires.’ We cannot see States. Many of these b g 
the reaction that takes place In the patterned aftei the bril n y .
molecular structure of the mechanism glass now on 1y aa®d ' . .. )lpnt’jR •’ 
in this phenomenon. It is beyond our I soon as the great white beatJs d S; , 
vision. We find also In this barometer I covered, sand will be more p , 
an Instrument so finely made that the than gold, and^wlll be used• .
rising or falling of the pressure of the I sands of purposes nlnqf
atmosphere which changes as we move £°re—W1 t®d , into
our instrument into higher altitudes, elegantly colored. and pressed Into 
This process is also psychic. The trans- I great thick slabs aa ’ !..
ference of thought motion through a tel- domes. Great Bjass f. '. R„nd 1 
ephone transmitter is also invisible and the seashore and ‘“la“d11\be1r® ..®a“d ! 
psychic In Its co-operations, by which I “ay be found. Houses 1 work'
we mean that an impulse projected tirely of glass, requiring no i“slde work, 
upon the annode end of the line is trans- except doors, and these will also be ( 
mitted throughout the wire as an invis- “ade of pressed glass. The glass for 
Ible mode of -mental motion evoking bal!,dlnf® W1 i,be„florinr 
thought and sensation of speech in the through all theJcwdy c gis 
consciousness that receives the message Sidewalks and flawing will be la d

MJ!this higher sense, Is a scientific jjhllos- scientific truth, here In the sphe es, 
ophy of invisible modes of motion, and I soon aa, P°aa ^rtWhnii
a complete analysis of these modes of tVo withhold nothlnB from earth t a 
motion will disclose the • truth that the people are caPabJ® f f „^<11 £ 
man's mental sphere is eternally co-re- Even y°ur car™.aad finrtiv
lated to reciprocal mental spheres made of glass. }here y1'1 ^5^ 
through this same continuous order of I a time which might be Properly called 
nature’s co-relatlons, and the discover- I the Glass Age. Nothing now seems so 
les in modern psychic research demon- I uttcJly.barranJ,a“d 'I°„rnth tev a ■
strate that consciousness 1b united to sand desert, but when Hie gla s age 
consciousness through great distances comes,
of space when these mental spheres are and useful: in fact, together wlU>^®lcc: 
in reciprocal polarity, and the applica- trlclty and white heat, it will make a . 
tlon of the grand truth of thought trans- I new and most brilliant age and, really. : 
ference as invisible modes of motion I HtBe ,el.®® '
comprises a truth which finds its anal- and clothing, bnt there wi 11 be new ffi- 
ogy In every department of cosmic pro- ventions to auPPly tbJ®3^

. I ceedlngly soft, warm, pliable materia!
.-j.. . __ will be pressed-Into suitable clothingStars, and systems and centers of -as- I will not cost as much as tho wash-

tronpmlcal nebula, are found to be m- f garment (j0GS nOw. People cap
finitely co-related, and the phenomena h * beautiful homes wherein very llt- 
of these co-relatlons give to us the vary-1 ga¥labor be needed. All manner of 
Ing procession of the seasons. If mind ¿]s]jes an(j household utensils will b« . 
be thus related to mind through states made of glass, easily kept clean. The 
of reciprocal polarity, In which phe-1 „jasg and electrical age takes the place 
nomena we discover the plane of men-1 oj wood| stone and iron. We. know ’ 
J,aLe.“®rey x?d *!? relatlon8> we shall hereof we speak. Just tills that we 
find this truth unites human conscious- I jjave wr[tten has already been taught 
E£ss t„a ’ll1 ie be,y°“d tbe grave- us jn the Temple of Wisdom.” - 
We affirm that these principles of con- UB A H. NICHOLAS
scions affinity through the action of in-  ‘ ‘
visible modes of motion find their anal- -- --------——— - .
ogy and are expressed in every demon- I “Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When?, 
stration of philosophical research, and | Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
proves beyond the possibility of doubt, Voice from The Higher celticism. A 
that consciousness is related to con- I few thoughts on other Bibles.” Bj 
sciousness beyond the grave. And we r Moses Hull. Of especial value aid 1A 
also affirm that these immutable prln-1 terest to Spiritualists. For sale a$ ,94 
clyles ot time and space existed before I office. Price $L
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IfflflT DOES SPIRITUALISM INCLUDE, 
AND WHflT HRB THE DUTIES IT IMPOSES?

By Prof. J. S. LOVELAND, Summerland, California,

of the state, it is really for- hie own good, and where ample 
restitution is made there can be no valid plea of wrong. 
But, if private possessions are seized and full recompense 
not made, or if it is for private or corporate use that the 
seizure is made, then right is violated and wrong perpe
trated. ' ‘

So far as natural wealth is concerned, the only right of 
the individual is to its use. The ownership in perpetuity 
of any natural wealth by the individual is impossible as a 
right. And wherever it is claimed and attempted to be 
exercised it is a flagrant usurpation of the inalienable 
right of the social unity. The individual is transitory, 
the state is continuous. The state is bound to furnish 
each unit of the composite wholeness the use of all the 
natural wealth necessary for its subsistence and develop
ment. But, if the individual man can rightfully secure 
the ownership of natural wealth, in a few decades, the en
tire natural wealth of the world may pass into a few hands 
and the many will have no right to stand upon the earth 
except by the sufferance of the few owners of the soil. It 
is said that the Astor family own $600,000,000 of the real 
estate of New York City. How long before they can 
own the whole? It is impossible, in the nature of things, 
that any individual can acquire absolute ownership of 
what he has no ne.ed, and especially if necessity exists for 
its use by some one else. Life is universal. Life is the 
same in essence in every person. The right of ownership, 
is in the universal, and only the right of use in the indi
vidual; and that right limited by needs as to amount, and 
by earthly life as to duration, because earth life includes 
all the necessity for use to the individual.
. T^.e Perfection of the social life is the perfection of the 
individual units composing that life; hence, it would seem 
that qven egoism would demand that the social wholeness 
should direct its energies to the evolution and perfecting 
of every individual life or unit factor of its organization. 
Partiality or special favors to one over another would be 
impossible if right was done. Justice would hold an even 
balance, and all would stand upon the plane of perfect 
equality. Perfect justice would be the program of the 
state, and .altruism that of the individual members. The 
absolute identity of human interests is so self-evident to 
all thinking minds, who have grasped the great fact of the 
oneness of the universal life principle, that it is passing 
strange that any law should remain on the statute books 
of any enlightened nation allowing ownership in perpe
tuity of land, or any other form of natural wealth, as it is 
nothing but special favors to the few. The productive en
ergies of no one person can very much, if any, exceed the 
supply of their necessities, consequently a great excess of 
accumulation must be the result of some robbery of others 
as the result of special favoritism.

It is surprising that people, able to comprehend the 
sameness of the attributes in humanity, should not recog
nize, not only the absolute oneness of life, but also the re
lations existing between the unit forms of that life. It 
seems impossible not to perceive that the welfare of each 
of the parts is indispensable to the welfare of the «’hole, 
and vice versa. And, when the idea of future existence is 
admitted, it is still more unaccountable how any, enter
taining that idea, can be found occupying any other posi
tion than that of the universal brotherhood of humanity. 
And when we add to that the revelations claimed to be 
furnished by the mediumship of Modern Spiritualism, and 
finding as we have that mediumship is one of the evolu
tions of Jife on its highest and most occult plane of mani
festation, we are still more astonished at the apathy of 
professed Spiritualists in reference to the position which 
their principles place them in, toward the great humanity 
around them. Having discovered the laws and func

tions of life, as belonging to man, heretofore attributed to 
Gods or Devils, and thus put in possession of the means to 
interpret and explain all the supernaturalism, all the mys
teries of all the world religions, most certainly the position 
of Spiritualism is that of leader and interpreter of the 
world’s thought, in all that pertains to the attributes and 
manifestations of its religious life. If Modern Spiritual
ism has not spoken the last word to be uttered in reference 
to life, it has spoken the last, and the most revelatory one 
that lias yet been uttered. And no more will or can be 
uttered until present utterances are comprehended, and 
the principles applied to the unfolding and beautifying of 
of life as has never yet been done in the history of this 
planet.

No one interested even in a small degree, in human ad
vancement, should lose sight of the fact that all reforms 
are only so many expressions of life. Don’t forget that 
there is, that there can be nothing pertaining to man, out
side of life. „Moreover, no advancement, no sort of im
provement is possible only so far as the relations of living 
entities to each other are understood and adjusted in con
formity with thè absolute right. And, as I have sug
gested, the absolute right is nothing but life forms (indi
viduals) acting out all the capacities they possess. This 
would be freedom in its truest, highest sense. This would 
be the “pursuit of happiness” with untrammeled, unbur
dened hands and feet. It would be the manifestation of 
man and womanhood in a perfection this earth has never 
yet seen. It would be such a fulfillment of the old Greek 
precept Gnothi Lan ton, (know thyself) as the Greeks 
never conceived, for it would be life, in its understanding 
attitude, comprehending itself as the wisdom and love of 
the Cosmos. As the eye the ear, the heart and brain of 
the human wholeness. More than that it would be life, 
not only recognizing itself in self-conscious thought as the 
light of all science, the summary of all philosophy and the 
sum total of all religions, but also as the sun which shall 
fill eternity with its outbeaming splendor and undimmed 
brightness.

Brother, sister Spiritualists, I beg you for once to pause 
and for just a little while contemplate what life was be
fore the science and philosophy of Spiritualism secured 
lodgment in the human consciousness. And also what it 
is now where its revelations are unimown or rejected. 
Think of the status of man in the light, or rather the 
darkness of the old religious creeds! “Conceived in sin and 
shapen in iniquity” and born into a probation sure to send 
the vast majority to an endless hell! Or if a more hopeful 
view was taken, his welfare was purchased with the ago
nies of a dying God, and he was “saved by grace through 
faith, and that not of himself it was' the "gift of God.” 
Knowledge of self was not sought, but knowledge of an 
unknowable something was the grand pursuit. Instead 
of seeking to outwork a noble; altruistic character, you 
were tied down to the degrading notion that every good 
and perfect thing was from above and came down from 
from the unknowable something living everywhere. Hu
man life, human nature was a weak, polluted thing, and 
all the beauty it could ever show was the tinsel finery of 
grace, washed in blood, and worn forever as the badge of 
eternal dependence and servitude.” ..

How vast the change wrought by the word uttered by 
Spiritualism. Man is the evolving, self-conscious, per
sonal life. The glory that shall shine “more and more 
unto the perfect day” is no “blood-bought” gift—no 
“Holy Ghost” regeneration. It is the essential, life entity, 
which, innately perfect in its essence, will unfold in more 
and more grand and beautiful manifestations of love and 
wisdom forever. And through all the ages retain the sat
isfying consciousness of self-merit and deserving worthi
ness for it all. Could contrast be greater? Could a 
longer step be desired for one epoch of progress? Can 
any position befitting Spiritualism be imagined except 
that of Leader and Interpreter.of the world’s philosophy? 
We must lead or Mlow. What almll we follow? Where 

' N UMBER THREE.
In the preceding article, I have briefly shown that me

diumship is the embodiment and manifestation of the 
fundamental energies or principles of physical and men
tal life. And that this manifestation is in harmony with 
laws hitherto unknown afid unsuspected. So far as man’s 
physical organization is concerned, the scientist has had 
no scruples in entering the domain of anatomy and physi
ology to develop and explore its mysteries. He has also 
subjected the mind to.analysis, and created the science of 
psychology. But when the great mass of phenomena, 
which are developed by mediumship, have been ap
proached, he has made a halt and turned them over to the 
supernatural or miraculous, wliich has been regarded as 
above and beyond the scope of scientific research. There 
has been no limit to the speculations and theories about 
them, but to secure knowledge by the scientific method is 
the achievenient of the last half of the present century. 
Man had so far progressed that upon the outbreak of the 
Spiritistic phenomena, in the middle of this century, he 
at once began the investigation .of the facts and laws of 
the same, resulting in the deductions heretofore submit
ted. And they have led us, as shown, to the very arcana 
of life itself. Instead of being discreted from human life 
and law and performed by some supernal power, good or 
bad, we have found them to be the very embodiment of 
the most occult and potent energies of human life, acting 
in accord with immutable, natural laws.

The limits of these articles do not allow of a minute and 
exhaustive analysis of the cognate branches of the science 
of life. Hence, I have confined myself to the essential 
points necessary as a basis for the philosoplrieal portion of 
my essay. But, if I had repeated all the vast array of 
facts embodied in Cheiiiistry, Physiology; Psychology, 
etc., I should have reached only what I now have, with 
my brief anaylsis of mediumship, viz, Life. Botany and 
Zoology conduct us to Life as the great causative energy 
of organized forms. The end of all our generalizations is 
life, only life. And as mediumship, that is Spiritualism, 
is the outworking of Life, in its most potent and occult 
manner, combining in most perfect union the life energies 
of man as a physical, mental and immortal entity, it is log
ically legitimate to term it the Science and Philosophy of 
Life. It includes Life in its essence—in its activities and 
in its duration. It is not life in one phase, as found in 
the vegetable and the animal, but it is the embodiment 
and culmination of all phases and energies of life in eter
nal conjunction. Spiritualism is the apex of the life evo
lution of past eternities.

In cosmic evolution, there has been a steady advance
ment; the later forms including the energies of the preced
ing, thus showing continual ascension in functional ca
pacity. That ascension has reached its highest point in 
mediumistic life functions. Having pursued the scientific 
method till we found life to be the principle reached by 
all our analyses, we are now prepared to reverse thepro
cess and consider the bearing of our deductions upon the 
law of human action, or apply the ethical principles 
emergent therefrom to the relations and activities of hu
man life.

In discussing this great question, I submit that Right is 
one of the attributes of Life. And, however individual
ized or personalized it may be, right still inheres in its 
very essence. The special character and extent of right 
is determined by two considerations. 1. The innate ca
pacity of the thing or person to do, or to’ appropriate. 
The capacity must be determined by the actual power 
possessed. 2. By the relations existing between the va
rious forms of life. Certain forms can perform only a 
definite series of uses. That area of use is their entire 
sphere of right. The sphere belonging to the mere ani
mal cannot cover that of man though it may embrace a 
portion of it. Another way of expressing the great fact 
of right is to say, needs are the true measure of rights, be
cause needs are the exponents of capacities. There can 
be.no needs where there is no capacity. Seemingly there 
is a conflict between man and the animal kingdom. I 
have not space to treat the question at length, and will 
submit this self-evident proposition: Man’s right over the 
lives of animals cannot extend one inch beyond supplying 
his actual needs for food and protection. To kill for 
sport is wanton cruelty and murder.’ As right can be af
firmed of nothing but a sensitive or living entity, and as 
the extent of right must be measured and limited by the 
inlierent powers of life possessed, it will follow that the 
rights of the same class of life forms will always be the 
same in essence, and varying in quantity according to the 
growth or development of the object. One man will pos
sess the right to a larger amount of food than another be
cause his organism requires more for its support. The' 
man who weighs two or three hundred pounds will have 
the right to more cloth for his garments than the one who 
only weighs one hundred and twenty. But the right to 
coats, pants, etc., will be the same in all cases, because fife 
in them all needs the same essential things though varying 
slightly in quantity.

Rights being innate attributes of life no one can abdi
cate them. Man can no more divest himself of his rights 
(except by crime) than he can of life itself; and he, who 
seeks, or consents so to do is a traitor to humanity and a 
suicide of his own highest nature.

Rights may be classified as primary and secondary, or 
higher and lower. The supreme right is, as shown, life 
itself. The secondary ones are the conditions or means 
necessary to the continuance and development of the 
same. But the primary includes the secondary, hence, 
life carries with it the right to all the conditions and 
means for its continuance and expansion, and the unre
stricted use of all its powers and possibilities.

Evolution has developed a phase of life which we term 
social or national. It began with ¿the family, expanded 
to the tribe, and ultimately became the nation. This ag
gregation of individuals into a nation was no result of 
thinking, planning or study. Nations grew^as naturally 
and as necessarily as the person grows. It was a natural 
outgrowth of the universal life. There was no surrender
ing of some rights to secure the protection of others. The 

, instinctive affiliation of men into tribe and nation is only 
a manifestation of the absolute oneness of the Universal 
Life principle. In a true nationality, no one surrenders 
any right, or part of one. Thejmotection of right is the 
object of a just government, and this can be more per
fectly done by a segregation of duties than by each indi- 
yidual performing the whole for himself. Hence, the as
signment of some to military, and others to civic duties, is 
a wiser and a more economical method than for all men 
to be soldiers, policemen, etc. It is a form of co-opera
tion. ■

But the development of the social life and state in
volves certain relations between the individual arid the 
state, which need to be well understood. And as it isthe 
relation of the self-conscious, personal fife to the univer
sal life, as it is aggregated in the social wholeness, we 
must correctly comprehend those relations or we can 
never understand the reciprocal rights and duties of the 
single person and the social unity. The personal selfhood 
is an integral potency of the social oneness. It is a factor 
of the sum total of-national life and power. Each one 

■possesses all theHghts possessed-by any other one. The 
nation does riot possess any rights not inherent in the in
dividual. The function of the nation is to preserve invio
late every right of every member thereof. It can never 
justly invade .or usurp a personal right. Seemingly this 
is done, when personal possessions are taken for public 
rise. But, as the welfare of the person is involved in that

is thé science and philosophy, of Life if it is not embodied 
in Spiritua^m? -jp Spiritualism is only a part, what and 
where is the jvholeness? Who will answer?

tS' ~(To be continued.)

LIFE AND EXPERIENCE IN SPIRIT LAND
g. 10 ■ ■ --------

A Series eî Letters from Spirit Franz Petersilea 
fo iïik Son, Carlyle Petersilea.

. LUTTER NUMBER THIRTY-FOUR.

As we eomeLn trapport with the forty or fifty thousand 
readers of 'The Progressive Thinker, we find within the 
minds of these persons a question—a really imperative 
question—-which they greatly desire that we, as spirits, 
should answer. . ’

“Is it possible for spiritual beings to risit such remote, 
far away zones a/ the so-called Milky Way, or stars so far 
distant that it .takes such a long period of time for then’ 
light to reach us here ? Can a spiritual being travel more 
rapidly than light?” arid we answer:

A spiritual body cannot travel to these far distant 
spheres. A spiritual body cannot travel faster than 
light—we here refer to the sublimated material spiritual 
body—but within tliis body is another body, which for 
want of a better name we shall call the thought body. 
. Soipe may think that we here mean the soul, hut we 
do not, for within tliis thought body dwells the soul. A 
person oh eart^.who has not yet laid aside the material 
body, has a material body, a spiritual body, a thought 
body, and a soul, The soul is the immortal living prin
ciple that has'heither beginning nor end, and it clothes 
itself with tlièae various bodies or substances—the ma
terial body, the spiritual body, the thought body—and it 
expresses itself through these various forms. ~

The material body cannot leave the material earth, and 
yet the thought body can transfer itself instantaneously 
to any part of the globe, as well as to the far away regions 
in space. The spiritual body, after leaving the material 
body, cannot leave the spiritual spheres, but the thought 
body can go, in a comparatively short time, to any sphere 
or zone that it is possible to cognize; but when the spirit 
is freed from the earthly body its powers are increased an 
hundred fold, and its perceptions and sight become clear 
and lucid.

If, while in the material body one can weigh and 
measure the stars and compute their distance, understand 
them somewhat, and see their light, what may not the 
soul and thought body be capable of? But we have the 
power here of freeing ourselves of the spiritual body for 
quite lengthy periods of time. One might say the spiritual 
body goes to sleep, or becomes unconscious, while the soul 
and thought body fly away to other zones.

And this is what we meant when, in a former letter we 
stated that men of earth traveled from one city to another, 
from one counlryto another, and occasionally around the 
globe; while we, here, traveled from one sphere to another, 
from one planet, tp another, and occasionally took a turn 
through thq gnilkyq way, as we really do; still, we can visit 
all the planets in nur sublimated spiritual body, that is, 
all belongiilg to the system of which your earth is one.

After weliave taken these delightful journeys we return 
home, so to $peak, enlarged and refreshed, having added 
,to our store, of knowledge: We return and impart what 
we have gained tb those who are not yet able to dis
entangle thpnlselves from their material, spiritual bodies, 
and to thosp of eajjlh, if they desire to know, and ask in 
all seriousness, with minds receptive to truth; but a cark- 
ing, captious, fault-finding spirit is obnoxious to the 
higher intelligence^; ând when a spirit is doing its utmost 
to give truth to the world, it does not like to be met with 
the cry—“Evil spirit! Fraud! Lying spirit! Deceiver!” 
Suppose;-forinfetance, that a teaehçr or lecturer of earth 
was ehgaged'in giving the best of the knowledge he had 
attained to an audience, and as he was striving to elucidate 
some point one should rise up and shout—“Liar! De
ceiver! Fraud! Blatant Ananias!” and so forth. What 
would you think of such an one?- Probably the lecturer 
would sit down in confusion and one in authority, or in 
other words a policeman, would immediately remove the 
offender of good manners and decency; and we here in 
the spirit are even more sensitive to such rudeness than 
those of earth. But when one asks questions which one 
really and earnestly desires to have answered because one 
wishes to know, then it is a pleasure to us to answer such 
questions to the best of our knowledge and ability.

There are spirits here who might not be able to visit any 
zone, or even a planet, in a thousand years; such ones be
ing bound down to gross materiality; and, allow us to say, 
that some of the very learned and erudite ones of earth, 
on coming here, are more obtuse than some of those who 
were on earth considered extremely ignorant. Take, for 
instance, one who is all technic—who can tell you the 
names of almost everything, but has little or no perception 
of spirituality or,spiritual things—one who deals in words, 
words, words, and when he gets through one can scarcely 
find an idea among them—one who, perhaps, can talk or 
write for hours, and when he is done you look for an 
original thought, or, in fact, any thought at all, and feel 
as though you were looking for a needle in a hay-mow. 
Such'spirits may be, and often are, here a great many 
years and know but little if any more than they did when 
on earth.- Oh, they are dry souls—husky and dry beyond 
measure!

Nearly all the technical terms used on earth are useless 
to us here—so useless, indeed, that we often quite forget 
them. Spirits use very little language,Their thoughts 
being transferred one to another without much speaking.

Error can be clothed in words»without number—yea, a 
whole dictionary of words; but truth is so simple that it 
needs little more than a glance or gesture. A-mother has 
only to look into her baby’s eyes to tell it that she loves it, 
and the baby understands it,.entirely, trusts her wholly, 
without a word, being spoken on either side; in fact the 
baby does not yet understand a word of spoken language, 
but it understands perfectly just what the mother wishes 
it to know. The most silent people are often the wisest, 
and the greatest amount of wisdom is gained by retiring 
into the silence where the soul holds silent communion 
with the higher angels, the thoughts or truths of the 
angels flowing, into, the receptive mind without a word 
being utteredtOn either side. There is scarcely a question 
that the human mind can ask that may not be answered, 
truthfully, irl) this why. The more erroneous an idea, the 
more words it takes to bolster it up, but truth can stand 

"alone without.sucl^wordy props. Beautiful jewels are 
often hiddemhy heaps of rubbish, " >
' • < . iy / Ta • . ■ ■ „ •. - : ■ -, -
'. letter Dumber thirty-five. i 
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' We wish now to tell you a little more about the future 
of the earthlf world. Do not say that the future cannot 
be prophesied;,¡for that wliich’exists here with us we know 
and are sure :of. ¿We also know that many of the truths 
that are in operaiion here will soon be-given to the world 
below, and opç, an^ng many others, is that of thought 
photography. ■

You have already got wireless telegraphy; the next 
thing will be thought telegraphy together with thought 
photography. ' .

Now thought can travel as fast as electricity and even 
faster. The brain is really a storage battery, it not only 
sends forth its currents of thought but it is a receiver at the 
same time. Earthly language is to become less instead of 
more, for when once thought photography becomes firmly 
established and in fine working order, people will learn to 
condense their-thoughts into as few words as possible, and 
the simpler the better. Much that is now called imagina
tion is really -photography. The sensitive brain of one 
who is highly mediumistic receives impressions from the 
etherea^ atmosphere, just as a sensitized plate receives and 
holds fast the objects designed to be photographed. •' •■ i 

. We know a lady who is so mediumiatic, and whose brain 
is so sensitive, that she knows about all that is taking 
place on the earth, at all times, without taking the slight
est tiouble to inform herself of these things by reading the 
daily papers. In fact, daily papers are not admitted into 
her house, and she has, long ago, ceased to read them, 
they render her so miserable—the murders, the suicides, 
the scandal, the police records, the catering to fashion and 
fads, the sickening details of fashionable society, the 
cruelty, the injustice, and all the details that go to make 
up a daily newspaper; but, without reading or hearing a 
word she can Tell nearly all that is transpiring in the 
world; and those who are, as they suppose, thinking, 
planning, and perhaps ■writing great things secretly, their 
thoughts are not secret at all, for the electrical ether, or 
the electrical currents within the ether, are carrying them 
almost instantly, and they are being reproduced or photo
graphed on the brain of this sensitive and all other sensi
tives like her, also the image of the person or persons who 
are thus thinking, planning and writing.

That which is called clairvoyance will, bye and bye, he 
much better understood than at present. Hundreds on 
th^ earth to-day are secretly, or otherwise, engaged in 
testing telepathy, and the results, to them; have been most 
wonderful; although the.words are never quite exact the- 
thought is; and this shows the truth of what we before 
stated, that words will become of less account while the 
thoughts will be all important. . '

Now there are those at the present time who are trying 
to discover the method whereby thoughts can be photo
graphed so that they may be seen with the material eye; 
and, believe us, friends, it will soon be brought about; 
the time is also near at hand when your spirit friends will 
be able to give you their pictures together with much of 
the scenery in spirit life, and then will be proved, beyond 
cavil or doubt, the existence of animal life here in the 
spheres; for in the spirit scenery the animals will appear.

It is knowledge like this which will save the world and 
bring it up out of selfish sensuality; not the crystallizing 
of new creeds and the forming of new societies, patterned 
after the old, where a few may have honors and emolu
ment conferred upon them and thereby reap a goodly 
harvest of shekels. Sitting in the silence to receive in
struction from higher intelligences, the home circle where 
there is no incentive for fraud, and the reading and 
writing of good spiritual literature is better, far better, 
than all the societies, creeds and promiscuous seances in 
the world. When mediumship is not bartered for money 
it will be better for all.

Why should the divine gift of mediumship be sold for 
filthy lucre? Why not earn money in other ways, through 
regular business channels, and keep the divine gift pure 
end unspotted from the world? It may be said that the 
laborer is worthy of his hire; but why make it a calling for 
hire? Just so long as it is, just so long the world must 
expect fraud, for the persons who work for hire will 
always try to please those who pay them that they may 
gain more and larger hire. So, wonder not that your 
ranks are filled with fraud, for the one who can give the 
most wonderful things gets the most money. Now if 
mediumship never received a, cent of pay from any 
quarter, fraud would die a natural death and be buried 
out of sight forever—and, friends, allow us to tell you that 
all will have to come to this at last. Your wonderful 
materializing seances and public tests will all have to die 
the death, for so many frauds will arise—so many dis
graceful arrests will be made, that these tilings will be
come a stench in the nostrils.

Spirits never materialize that a so-called medium may 
receive a dollar for each visitor—never, never, dear 
friends! Do not believe it. Spiritual beings very rarely 
materialize and when they do it is usually in private. 
They sometimes make themselves visible to some dearly 
beloved, griqf-strieken friend, to whom they were tenderly 
attached, to assure them that they are not dead, but sim
ply invisible to the eyes of the mourner; they strive hard 
to let the grief-stricken one know, this great, truth by 
making themselves as tangible as possible for a few mo
ments. Sometimes an earthbound spirit will haunt a 
house, or other locality, occasionally making itself visible. 
Then there are spirits who are revengeful; they desire to 
he revenged on someone who injured them in life; perhaps 
they were murdered, or robbed, or ruined, and they thirst-, 
for revenge; but these are earth-bound and there is very 
little good accomplished by such appearances.

If every seance-room could be visited by men of science 
—exact science—and every medium claiming the gift of 
being able to make spirits materialize could be subjected 
to such conditions that fraud would be impossible, very 
little materializing would be found in the world, and what 
there was would be genuine and worthy to be placed, as a 
great truth, with the exact sciences. When such a me
dium was found and tested beyond all question of doubt, 
then such an one should be surrounded by the most fa
vorable conditions and all reasonable wants and necessi
ties supplied or a reasonable salary paid them as well as a 
guarantee of support in sickness or old age; but, even 
then, each seance should be strictly tested so that no fraud 
could possibly creep in.

There are other errors that we should like to write 
about, and one is, that some who leave earth are not given 
a chance to manifest themselves if they would. This does 
not apply to the phase of materialization, but to that of 
spirit control of thought photography. If a very noted 
person of earth comes, here and wishes to give information 
to the world he has left, he is met by the cry, “Oh, this 
cannot emanate from the spirit of such an one. It is not 
worthy of him;” and Mr. Ingersoll wants to say a few 
words on this subject which we will reserve for our next 
letter.

(To be continued.)
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Trances Have Saved This Qirl’s Life,
The Record, of Troy, N. Y., says: “Miss Mamie Burch, 

daughter of B. S. Burch, of Petersburg, Va., has just 
emerged from her fourth trance. Her case is considered 
by physicians- a most remarkable one. Before she went 
into these trances Miss Burch was suffering from a violent 
form of dyspepsia. About six months ago she had her 
first trance and for three weeks she could not be aroused. 
In the second trance she sang beautifully but could not be 
communicated with. In one of her trances sire imagined 
that she saw her dead brother. -

“These trances, Dr. J. F. Booth says, have saved her 
life, as medical skill had been exhausted when nature 
came to her rescue. .

“Miss Burch awakes restored to fair health, except for 
émaciation from lack of food. Her mental faculties after 
each trance have been clear and she says that she enjoys 
the sleep and feels'benefited.”

Her Birthday Bible.
A dear little girl who lives on the North Side was 9 

years old a few days ago, and among the presents that she 
received was a beautiful Bible from her auntie.

After the exciting events of the day were over the lady 
who presented the good book called to find put how it had 
been received. ■
- “Yes,” said Katherine very thoughtfully, “it’s a beauti
ful book.”

“I am so glad you are pleased with it,” her aunt replied.
“It must have cost a great deal, too.”
“It was rather expensive.” -
“And I have three other Bibles. They are all alike in

side, aren’t they? Apd this is just the same as the rest, 
except the binding, isn’t it?”

<fYcs, dear.” .
“Well, it seems to me you might have done better with 

all the money you had to pay for it if you had bought me 
a pup.”—Chicago Times-Herald.

Those edges soonest turn thatare mosh keen; a sober 
moderation stands sure, no violent extremes endure —
Aleyn.

neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
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Sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift :

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that all we have left ub ion 
those seven books is only $1.50,

Postmasters.
We have been swindled out of a large 

amount of money by postmasters, who 
knowing a person desires The Pro- . 
gresslve Thinker, sends his money, de
ducting a large commission. The Pro- 
gresslve Thinker is one dollar per year. 
The great rise in print paper renders it 
utterly impossible for us to give any 
commission to news agents or post
masters. -

Bear in mind when making a re- 
mlttance, that only one book, the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in th« 
Spirit World, Vol. 3, is furnished for 2S 
cents. You must not substitute Anx 
other of the premium books for th*|
one» —
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THE OCCULT.

M®
FroSraESE®

। since kings of England laW on hands 
for scrofula, and miracles of easy solu

; tlon have mystified the ages for a time.
— But as a midsummer night dream

It Is Manifested Among All Blandford will please. What purposes 
niaccae and nnlt«s tue yet t0 be reveuled ale unknown. wlaooUb dilu VjUlla. ; Many made engagements with him for

“Stretch out your arm,” and with a 
lunge like that of a pugilist Herman 
Finley, the newsy, known all over the 
downtown district, shot out an arm 
paralysed since birth. The next mo
ment he stood flat on his feet, when for 
years one foot had been drawn from the 
ground by the same dread malady. 
Standing again on a rude box, beneath

afflicted relatives as he walked to his 
hotel last night. If he Js a traveling 
doctor with a religious attachment, he 
persists in having his doctor shop in the 
street. He claims to have lectured on 
medicine in several hospitals, and It is 
manifest that he knows anatomy. Hany 
of his injunctions to keep up the use of 
limbs once partially restored is common 
medical adylce.

the flickering light of a portable gas-1 As an illustration of the readiness of
oline flare, H. O. Blandford gave this 
exhibition of a power he does not ex
plain. The space in Grant street front
ing the court house was crowded with 
the skeptical, and the believers, the 
marvelers and the learned delvers into 
the esoteric theories of life.

After the Finley case, thirty or forty 
other afflicted people pushed through 
the dense throng to submit themselves 
to his silent ministrations. He would 
place his tapering fingers upon the 
affected part of the body, close his eyes, 
go into a seeming trance, while his lips 
muttered what appeared to be a prayer. 
A father held up a child afflicted with 
water on tne brain, which caused 
spasms. There was no immediate cure, 
but Blanchard said his touch was not 
always instantaneous in effect. A man 
came with his wife, and asked that 
Bight be given him. He departed prom
ising to leave off his spectacles, and find 
whether use would not now restore 
vision.

Then several negroes brought up 
Charles Olmstead, a negro paralytic, a 
well-known property owner in Roberts 
street. For five years he had been 
hoiiserldden. He hobbled in a second, 
and hundreds crowded about him to see 
tlie stran’ge use of his limbs. Joe Beck, 
another paralytic bootblack, found after 
being touched that he could move an 
arm. He worked his cramped fingers 
in glee. These were the apparent cures 
effected by Blandford’s rufsterlous 
touch’last night, in the other cases the 
request being made for a return visit. 
There was no effect produced upon the 
major portion of the spectators. But 
many believed on the simple faith, that 
seeing is believing. The exhibition of 
the occult power started the student of 
psychic forces back to his books and his 
ruminations, which lead to Insane 
asylum, or saintly visions.

Blandford had preceded his laying on 
of hands by the statement that he 
would appear nightly at the court house 
and all persons desiring treatment must 
receive it in public. He held up the col
lection basket of the familiar wicker 
kind, and said that he did not care 
whether he got money or not. His ex
penses were paid from a source he need 
not state. He will appear in various 
sections of the city twice each day, be
sides the court house appearance. He 
has a box of leaflets, he said, in the 
freight house, and when obtained he 
will distribute them. The sight was one 
impressive, when not viewed from the 
phase of its being an ordinary example 
of fanataclsm.

Blanchford Is garbed In the cloth of 
the Episcopal clergyman, with three red 
crosses on shoulder and breast. His 
hair is long and curling. He is the 
ascetic in appearance, his face pale, 
chiseled with all the perfection of a 
young Adonis, and he is not twenty
seven years old yet.

Jacob Wilson, the venerable man 
whose crutch he took away, as noted in 
the Sunday Post, stood gratefully by 
the healer. He rested on a cane, and 
said he felt better yet. Blandford still 

'kept his crutch and carried it with him 
to the hotel. When leaving the spot a 
business man at the corner opposite 
seized Blandford’s hands and ex
amined them closely. He had noticed 
a small red cross inside of one. It trans
pired that it was an abrasion of the 
skin, and no stage accessory.

At the Hotel Duquesne Blandford 
_ talked with great fluency of dictlou to 

a reporter for the Post. He reels off the 
whole vocabulary of theology, medicine 
and anatomy, and never hesitates at the 
lingo of theosophy, Buddhism, Chris- 
tiap Science or anything scientific or 
supernatural. In one respect he is no 
impostor. He Is educated. He says he 
was born in London, England. He was 
destined for the Episcopal ministry, and 
sang In the choir, and was an acolyte. 
His education at the university was cur
tailed by the death of his father. At 
fifteen he began public preaching all 
over England. He knew that he was 
of the religious character. He knew 
that he had the religious instinct, and 
must be C&fistian or agnostic. He 
finally became divorced in thought from 
Eplscopallanism, and has ever since 
taught the literal exposition of the gos
pels. “Go forth from city to city and 
preach the gospel, and heal the sick,” is 

• to him the exact injunction to be fol
lowed by an imitator of Christ.

. At fifteen his little brother took ill, 
and he prayed that he should recover. 
But he died. At sixteen he found his 
healing power, and brought back to 
health an aunt whose life was given up. 
At eighteen he came to this country, but 
went back to preach all over the United 
Kingdom. Four years ago he came to 
the United States, and has healed and 
treated In all large Southern cities. In 
Indianapolis and Cincinnati. He says 
the police have never interfered with 
him for he is not a “divine healer.”

In Cincinnati, Chief Deitz granted 
him permission to appear at Fountain 
Square, the jealously guarded precinct 
of the city. Blandford has a vein of 
wit, for he recalled some of the quips 
the press there visited upon him when 
he cured leading officials of aches and 
ills. They said he “healed the heelers 
e ven.” It will be remembered that Sen
ator Foraker and Mayor Tafel sub
mitted their afflictions to his care in 
Cincinnati.

Blandford does not explain his power. 
He says that when he is applying his 
hands he calls an ecstasy, and though 
never losing consciousness, has visions 
of angels. He is “ethereallzed.” This 
does not always happen, but only when 
the crowd seems in sympathy. He dis
claims being a Christian Scientist, say
ing that it is related to Buddhism. He 
is a Christian. He does not oppose the 
use of medicine, though heallows none 
of his patients to use it The Christian 
Scientist believes that simple faith will 
cure. Blandford believes there must be 
some instrument to help. He is that In- 
struincnt, he claims, and this Is the title 
he prefers. He believes In surgery. 
Spiritualism, in Its rapping and slate
writing branches he ridicules. Hyp
notism Jie accepts thoroughly. In short, 
Blandford Is a mystic, a student of the 
spiritual in the true sense of the word. 
All force to him Is soul.

Blandford’s presence in the city has 
evidently made many forget the heat 
and started discussion of the “more 
things that are In heaven and earth 
which are not dreamed of in man’s phll- 
esophy.” The healer has been abroad

the people to flock toward novelty the 
crowd around the yellow light last night 
wjis- perfect. As showing the fascina
tion that the student, as well as the 
superstitious, has in what is not of 
earth, it was 'also strong.—Pittsburg 
(Pa.) Post.

OWNS A GHOST.
Uncle Sam Owns a Haunted 

' House.

&

lived In the doomed 'mansion, it wm 
years before the building gained the 
name of being "hoodooed," but oncerlt 
got the name people In all walks of life 
shunned the place, and for a long time 
before the structure was finally bought 
by the United States government it was 
teuantless.

There is no longer a bathroom in the 
building. But at night, so the watch
man declares, between the hours of 2 
and 3 a. m., in the little room which is 
now used for storing files, can be heard 
very plainly the heartbreaking sobs of 
a woman, the gurgle of running water 
and a piercing scream. At first the 
night watchman thought some of the 
employes had left the water running in 
the washbowls, and many nights has 
he trudged from cellar to roof looking 
for the running water, only to find 
every faucet securely shut. The sound 
of voices he tried to account for by ac
cusing colored folks who live in the 
alley near by and songful cats. It was 
the same every njght, and the watch
man at last became mystified. A search 
outside proved there were no voices and 
no cats.. He is an old soldier, but the 
grewsome sounds soon became more 
than his nerves could stand, and at last 
he told others of his suspicions. An old 
negro passing through the building one 
day heard him discussing the nightly 
occurrences. He stopped long enough 
to say that his wife had been a slave in 
the statesman’s family and to tell the 
story recorded above.—Post, Washing
ton, D. C.

A government watchman vouches for 
this story. He Is employed at one of 
the department buildings, and declares 
that the structure contains a ghost; that 
the place Is haunted, and he defies sci
entists or scoffers to give the He to his 
statement. The building in question 
was purchased by the government a 
number of years ago. It lies west of 
the once famous “Tragic park,” now 
called Lafayette park, and was the resi
dence of a prominent statesman long 
since dead. The statesman built the 
house when he was in the zenith of his 
fame, and used it as a place to dispense 
lavish hospitality. There he arranged 
all his political Intrigues, when the 
wealth and wits of the nation’s capital 
lived In that section of the city.

The house to-day bears no interior re
semblance to what it was in the old 
days. There has been no change of the 
exterior, save that the old garden, 
which in the early days was full of 
mystic beauty, surrounded by great 
masses of flowers and sweet smelling 
shrubs, has been swept away to make 
rqom for sidewalks and for adjoining 
buildings. Thousands of clerks have 
filed iu and out of the building since 
Uncle Sam became the tenant, thou
sands of people have thronged past the 
doors which once swung back to allow 
the smart set of early Washington to 
pass within its portals, but not many 
have heard of the terrible tragedy 
which was enacted behind those walls, 
and which the watchman declares is 
responsible for the nightly sounds of 
revelry, terminating suddenly in a 
shriek so low that it cannot be heard 
outside of tlie structure, yet so piercing 
and so heartrending that nothing short 
of Dante's description of the lost soul’s 
last cry can fittingly describe the sound.

A STORY OF JEALOUSY.
The story of the tragedy Is no longer 

fresh even In the minds of old Wash
ingtonians. It came as a climax to a 
long series of political intrigues and cul
minated in one of the greatest political 
scandals of that' period. The curtain 
was rung down only after'murder had' 
been committed. The statesman who 
enjoyed this social prestige came out of 
the South. He brought with him a 
wife, beautiful, refined, tactful and 
with a manner so captivating that she 
was quickly drawn Into the social mael
strom and had a court of male admirers 
which soon set the tongues of the Mme. 
Grundys wagging. The husband seemed 
to enjoy his wife’s social success and 
indulged her in her slightest whim.
But the whirl of tragic 
crowding in upon the pair, 
of political treachery was 
and traced to the doing of

events was 
First a bit 
discovered 
the statcs-

And

A SKEPTIC,
His Impressive Chai 

lenge.
To the Officers of the Southern Califor

nia Spiritualist Camp-Meeting Asso
ciation, Los Angeles, California: 
Sirs:—With an earnest desire to settle 

the controversy concerning the genuine
ness of the ballot reading practiced by 
Mrs. Maud Freitag and Mr. Chas. 
Brockway, I respectfully submit for 
your consideration, the following prop
osition: I will place in bank or in the 
hands of any reliable party to be agreed 
upon, the sum of one hundred dollars, 
the entire amount to be forfeited to the 
camp association if strict test conditions 
do not prove the ballot reading of both 
Mrs. Freitag and Mr. Brockway to be 
the result of sleight-of-hand, the 
conditions presented to be as fol
lows: Mrs. Freitag to be searched for a 
rapping machine and to wear soft slip
pers during the seance. I to furnish the 
ballots which are to be written by va
rious people unknown to Mrs. Freitag 
or Mr. Brockway and so sealed as to 
prevent the possibility of their being 
opened or read by other than psychic 
power; the kind and quantity of ballot 
reading to be the same as given by 
them in their public seances. The test 
to take place before a committee to be 
jointly agreed upon.

Hoping this may meet with your ap
proval and receive favorable attention,
i am, very truly yours, .

A. M. feUCK.
Los Angeles, Cal., August 23, 1900.

This Mr. Buck is one of the most in
corrigible skeptics we ever met. /He 
will not down. Now, we believe In hon
est skepticism; it is a good thing to 
hove, It is a staple article In one’s seuso- 
rium. We would like to see, however, 
this howling skeptic silenced. We be
lieve Mrs. Freitag is an honest medium 
and a lady. We believe Charles Brock
way is a most excellent medium also— 
none better. We want them to get this 
man’s hundred dollars. They can do it, 
and thus stop his mouth and pen for
ever, find pour $100 into the treasury of 
the camp.

NEBRASKA.
Important Proposition

Nebraska Spiritualists

man. It resulted iu the downfall of a 
prominent member of Congress, but tlie 
clamor which it raised was too loud to 
be lasting and in a comparatively short 
time the matter was seemingly for
gotten-forgotten by all but one man, 
and this man had sworn to wreak ven
geance upon the man who had brought 
ruin and disaster upon bls uncle.

There is no record obtainable in the 
city that a murder was committed 
within those walls. The crime was 
hinted at in some quarters as suicide, 
but the doctor’s certificate read “heart 
disease.” The beautiful wife of the 
statesman was found In a bath tub 
dead. Just two years later to a day the 
congressman—her husband—was ruined. 
The social world was shocked at the 
sudden death. There was no suspicion 
nor any evidence of foul play, yet one 
of the most cruel and cold-blooded mur
ders conceivable had brought death to 
this beautiful woman. It is true that 
she administered the deadly potion with 
her own hands, but it was in the pres
ence of the husband she had loved and 
wh'om she had been foully accused of 
betraying that she swallowed the 
poison.

A FATAL KISS.
The avenger had plotted well. That 

night the doors of the statesman’s house 
had been thrown open to one of the gay
est social functions of the season. Many 
of the celebrities of that time spent the 
early evening over a rare dinner and 
wine, and later the younger guests in 
dancing. This part was the gayest of 
the gay, and men flushed with wine car
ried on desperate flirtations with every 
pretty woman present When the cli
max was reached the hour had grown 
late. Already a number of the revelers 
had gone, and the hostess, more beauti
ful than ever, was bidding adieu to the 
departing guests. In the crowd that 
night there was a tall Southerner of 
soldierly appearance. Throughout the 
entire evening he had hovered near the 
hostess, and just as he was about to 
depart paused on the threshold, spoke 
something in an undertone and lightly 
kissed the hostess on the forehead. The 
statesman was led ft> the spot by the 
avenger just as the kiss was imprinted. 
In an Instant a terrible madness In
vaded his being. He gave the avenger 
a curt good night and sought his 
library. He had forgotten that a few 
hours ago the Southerner had been in- 
truduced as his wife’s cousin.

The Interview between husband and 
wife was told by a family slave. - It 
was brief, and the verdict was that the 
wife must die. This she did. Shortly 
after her death the husband ihet with 
both financial and political reverses; In 
a comparatively short time the whirl
wind of disaster swept him off his feet 
He left Washington and returned to 
his home in] the South; where a few 
years later he was killed in a duel by 
the man whom he had been searching 
for since that fatal night. . ■ .

THE HOUSE IS HAUNTED.
Since that tragic event hundreds of 

families have tried to live In this house. 
Other statesmen have rented It, but 
failure and defeat lasted while they

for
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To the State Spiritualist As- 

sodatori of Minnesota.

To the Editor:—I take the liberty of 
addressing you by letter for the first 
time, presuming on your amiability, evi
denced by your position in present so
ciety as captain of such a paper as The 
Progressive Thinker. Your position 
piust be a trying one Indeed, so many 
minds to please and so many of the 
most sensitive in disposition, easily of
fended and irritable Indeed. Knowing 
this by experience, I have almost feared 
to encroach on your valuable time, and 
If it were not that I have a hope that 
your help would greatly add to the en
thusiasm that will be needed to bring 
our plans to fruition in regard to secur
ing permanent grounds for the Ne
braska State Spiritualist Association 
for camp purposes, I would do so.

At last year’s camp and convention 
held at Lincoln, being called to speak at 
one of Jheir meetings, I suggested the 
Idea of trying to get a permanent camp 
location for the association. The sug
gestion was well received and I was en
couraged to work upon that idea and 
try to bring it into a realization.

In the course of enquiries over the 
state, I found what I deemed the most 
advantageoua place, In the vicinity of 
Crete. Although not so centrally lo
cated as It might be, yet still very fa
vorably situated. About 20 miles from 
Lincoln (southwest); 70 from Omaha; 45 
from Beatrice, on the main line of the 
B & M. There is about 110 acres of the 
finest land In Nebraska; the Blue River 
runs along the south side of the 
grounds, making excellent boating fa
cilities for campers who desire this 
form of recreation. There are also 
buildings left on the grounds that were 
formerly used by the Chautauqua As
sembly of the Nebraska Sunday-school 
Association. These buildings are worth 
at least $4,000, and can be easily re
paired and got in order for our work. 
The total sum asked by the proprietor 
is $8,000. My plan Is to work for 400 
subscribers at $20 each giving them 
back a plat of ground, Say 25 x 50 feet, 
which will probably take 20 acres of the 
land, reserving the main portion for the 
Association forever. These lots would 
be exchangeable, and to be deeded same 
as any other property. This will give 
an idea of our plan to be brought before 
the State Association at Lincoln, Sep
tember 30 and October 1. With kind 
wishes for your continued usefulness 
and welfare In the: cause of Truth, I re
main, yours fraternally,

JAMES CAMPBELL.
Havelock, Neb. Pres. Neb. S. S. A.

BOOK REVIEW,
Tolstoi. A little book o£ charming in

terest is that of Alice B. Stockham, M. 
D., and Havelock Ellis, published by 
Alice B. Stockham & Co., Chicago. It 
affords the reader an interesting study 
of Tolstoi; his life and teachings, and In 
a general way a view of Russian home 
life of the common people. Mr. Ellis 
presents brief analyses of Count Tol
stoi’s writings. In this volume the spir
itual and metaphysical ideas of Tolstoi 
are particularly elucidated, as well as 
his social philosophy. ‘

"Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
Bale at this office.

Friends and Meinbers’of the State As
sociation:—We were employed by your 
board of officers to pert Arm tpl mission
ary labors of your association* for the 
specific purpose of advocating Spiritual
ism to the citizens of Minnesota, and to 
organize local societies “as auisillarles to 
your body. We found ,yery tew names 
throughout the state Were possessed by 
your secretary, and no specific arrange
ments made for our prospective labors.

The state was a comparative new field 
for our cause. Local societies did not 
exist in more than a very few localities. 
You had six auxiliaries, principally in 
Minneapolis and St. Paul. The other 
large cities of the state were scarcely 
able to hold meetings. Many localities 
had never held a Spiritualist meeting, 
nor their people heard any of our speak
ers, nor attended a seance. Spiritual
ism was greatly an unknown philoso
phy. But, now at the end of one year 
the truths of Spiritualism are being al
most universally discussed throughout 
the commonwealth.

No longer is it held as an enemy of so
ciety and the church; but, hand-in-hand 
With the best that conserves human In-, 
terests, Is Its assured future. With the 
rapid strides made in one year you 
should be encouraged to labor and sup
port the future efforts. We need help 
—personal and financial.' We need your 
moral and intellectual help, and very 
vitally do we need your financial aid.

The lowest estimate for the coming 
fiscal year that will be requlred for mis
sionary work Is $1,500: With that sum 
assured, we can take’full risks of hold
ing meetings in every locality in the 
state. Without aid, we must go only 
where we can be assured of sufficient 
receipts to meet the expense—and that 
mostly by door fees Instead of free 
meetings and voluntary contributions.

We will sadly feel ourselves cut off 
from the public if we cannot hold free 
meetings. These have attracted many 
people to hear us who would not have 
gone had we charged a door fee. And 
the people usually make cheerful con
tribution to the collects taken,

If we sincerely love the spiritual 
truths revealed to, us, we should labor 
to hissemlnte the same and be willing 
to support all practical effort to benefit 
humanity. We need money in order to 
reach cities and towns where there are 
no persons yet willing to espouse our 
cause. We must try to do a practical 
missionary work’. The cities and towns 
of Minnesota should each have an or
ganized soqfety and be chartered as 
your auxiliaries. We will then be able 
to erect temples and settle speakers and 
mediums for practical educational and 
spiritual purposes.

We need to start a fund at once to 
erect a home temple in Minneapolis, to 
be owned and used by tjje state associa
tion. A temple fund should be started 
at once and yearly subscriptions made 
thereto. We will never obtain results 
unless efforts are commenced, and we 
had better start in a small way than not 
start at all.

We need money to Issue 1 spiritual 
tracts for free distribution and to issue 
a monthly paper to advocate, Spiritual 
truth. ,

We need a camp-meeting in Minne
sota. We need to redder charity in 
needy cases—especially where a local 
society maybe overtaken by misfortune. 
And we should protect every] earnest 
and honest medium. Thus, only, will 
we prevent base people’from trespassing 
upon credulity. Systematic organiza
tion Is our JiQpfe—and to. obtain such we 
need sustenance. Members apd money 
are the sinews aud supports to achieve 
good results.

We must soon destroy Inordinate cu
riosity to see marvels and obtain start
ling phenomena, by enlarging the view 
of spiritual truth that messages from 
spirits and their teaching may be re
ceived for comfort and edification.

Mediums should no longer be subject 
to test suspicion, but protected for an 
ever increasing utility as spirit instru
ments.

Let us assist psychics to develop In
stead of placing barriers of suspicion in 
their pathway. People must be taught 
that Spiritualism Is an intellectual and 
a spiritual ism. No longer Is It only a 
phenomenal Ism; for we have studied 
the ethics of phenomena and found 
mighty truths that lead to scientific and 
religious development.

We need circles, seances and medi
ums; but, we need equally the lecture 
hall, the speaker and teacher. .

Let us round out our attainments and 
conserve the highest utilities of our 
mental, moral and spiritual faculties. 
For ail these we need greater mission
ary activity and support. As we are to 
serve you another year, we now plead 
for help that we may go forth in confi
dence. Every person can render some 
material aid or personal help.

What will you do?
For ourselves, we pledge our physical 

strength, our mental effort and our spir
itual culture In dally devotion.

If health permits, we shall go forth 
dally into the field of labor and seek the 
salvation of souls from debauchery, 
misery, Ignorance and superstition, by 
leading them to know-the true way of 
life on earth and in the spirit.

Our report for ten months of labor 
Is as follows, In addition to the conven
tion and mass-meeting:

Number of meetings held, 200.
Average per month, 20.
Total receipts, $1,173.63.
Receipts from meetings, $1,104.63.
Receipts from 39 members, $39. 
Receipts, from 5 charters, $25. 
Receipts from one funeral, $5. .. 
Average receipts per meeting, $5.55. 
Average expense per meeting $5.44%. 
Largest receipts at any one meeting, 

$20. ’
Smallest receipts at,any one meeting, 

50 cents. ’ , ¡t
But we often had less tliafi,expense at 

some meetings, and in one Instance, five 
cents above expenseo Average contri
bution per person, about foqr and one- 
half cents. . ~

Total expense, $1,089.06.
Paid to the state association, $684.57.
Net profit to the .State Association, 

$84.57, for which they had some local 
board, printing, and /secretary bills to 
pay for the missionary woilr.

We donated to the local societies, 
$24.10. ,jj . ;..q

We married one couple .during the 
year. . : ‘' I -

Traveled In Minnesota, 5,966 miles.
Attendance at meetings; o25,Oil. per

sons. .. .. . C". j3, ....
. 'Average attendance, 125 persons.

A detailed report 6f receipts and ex
pense for e»ch place visited by your 
missionaries, is in the hands of your 
secretary. Any Interested person, or 
member of this association can examine 
said reports and see that said details 
are correct .
- We urge that every locality, for the 
season of 1900 and 1901 make earnest 
effort to utilize our services.

We must have means'to freely invite 
the public to hear our 'philosophy and 
religion taught—hence we ask for halls 
and entertainment to be supplied by the 
local friends, and public subscriptions 
made to the state association for the 
missionary fund.

Then we will be,able to hold free

meetings and possibly often freely give 
our services. Local auxiliaries shall be 
privileged to have our services when
ever desired, and thus it will be to your 
interest to organize and charter with us.

By this system of co-operation we 
hope to strengthen our associated work • 
and supply the local societies with com
petent talent, and also have missionaries 
to reach the unorganized localities. 
AU this means that you shall this year 
help us and the state association, finan
cially.

We hereby extend our sincere thanks 
to the many friends who have enter
tained us so hospitably.

We cannot always be as sociable as 
we might desire owing to holding so 
many public meetings. The social tax 
is severe upon your missionaries, and 
we ask that you shall give’ us your 
good will, realizing we must save our 
strength for the platform.

We earnestly desire to be sociable, 
and would like to have one extra night 
in each locality- for social intercourse, 
rather than be expected to visit from 
house to house.

We also extend sincere thanks to the 
officers of the state association for uni
form kindness and help; and especially 
to the two secretaries, Messrs Ridge 
and Griffith, for deyoted-co-operation, .

Generosity has often been extended 
by local friends—and in some cases we 
have been expected to furnish more 
than our share. But, we are sure that 
all have done their best for us. For the 
coming season we ask early application 
for our time, as dates must be fixed en
route in order to save railroad expense. 
Apply now or seen, and we will be able 
to fix our route and well serve you.

Get names and address of every pos
sible Spiritualist In the state, so we can 
correspond therewith, and possibly help 
them to advocate the truths of Spirit
ualism.

Friends of the cause do not wait for 
Spiritualism to be popular in your local
ity, but make it so. You will be more 
respected for being honest than by any 
subterfugs, cowardice or hypocrisy. 
The pepple love an honest person and 
hate a hypocrite! Spiritualism is al
ready popular in the world! Let us 
make It useful! If you have two or 
three persons in your locality who are 
interested in our cause, you have a good 1 
nucleus for a society—or, at least for 
a regular circle anil conference. If you 
can obtain seven members, your duty Is । 
to organize, and charter with the state : 
association.

Do not wait for ability to secure 1 
speakers aud mediums, but hold home 
meetings for social and Intellectual con- ! 
ference, giving some time to psychic 
culture.

Be men and women of intelligence, 
and rely upon your own efforts Instead 
of asking the spirits to do it all. Help 
yourselves, and the spirits will help 
you!

Organize children’s meetings, and en
courage the youth. Be a sot-lai frater
nity and a strength to each other. Thus 
will we make progress and be useful to 
the world.

We rely upon you, and esteem you, as 
the chosen of God to prove to humanity 
that immortality Is their destiny.

Be of good cheer and resolute In will, 
whilst earnest in desire.

Fraternally,
G. W. KATES AND WIFE, 

State Missionaries.

ANNUAL CONVENTION.
Nebraska State Association

The seventh annual convention of the 
Nebraska State Spiritualists Associa
tion will be held in the city of Lincoln, 
Neb., at Richard’s Hall, 1034 O street, 
on Sunday, September 30 and October 1. 
As there will be business of great im
portance to come before the convention, 
we hope for a good attendance of the 
Spiritualists of Nebraska, who will be 
given an opportunity of joining the as
sociation so as to take part in the busl- 
nes transactions, which will include 
election of officers, and the proposed 
purchase of permanent camp-grounds. 
There will be three sessions eacli day. 
Good speakers and mediums will take 
part In the proceedings.

JAMES CAMPBELL, Pres.
Havelock, Neb. 

W. E. BONNEY, Vice-Pres.
1416 O street, Lincoln, Neb.

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS
A List of His Noted Works.

Vor Sale at the Office of The Pro. 
gressivO Thinker.

Wayside Jottings,
Gathered from the Highways, By-waya and 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. This Is a 
neat book of selections from Mra. Hull! beat noamZ 
cerinona and csaays» and contains a splendid Dortriii 
of the author, also a portrait ol Moaes HulL ph™ 
neatly bound In English cloth, 91.
The Spiritual Alps

and How We Ascend Them.
Or a few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 

where spirit la supreme and all Ihtnga are subject to 
h W ilh portrait. By h^osEs Hull. Juat the book 
to leach you that you uro a spiritual betas, sad to 
show you how to educate your aplritualiftcuitiea. 
Price, bound in cloth, 40 ccn;»| in paper cover, 20

New Thought.
Volume L Nicelybound in cloth, 579 large, beauti

fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the best 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting in an attractive form the highest Phase of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Pries, only <1.50. r
New Thought,

Volume II. 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
cicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, 76 cents.
Joan, the Medium,
. Or. the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spirftuallem 
as a Leader of Armies. By Moaxs Hull. This Is at 
once the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrillingly In
teresting; L’.o history more true. Price in cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Real Issue.

By Mosxs Hull. A compound of tbO two pamph
lets, “The Irrepressible Conflict,” and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;” with Important additions, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cents. This book contains 
statistics, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should have.
All About Devils,

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from Hie BaUinlc 
Majesty and His Subordinates In the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. ByMosxsHuLL. Price, 15 cents.
Jesus and the Mediums, 

or Christ and Mediumship.
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

And Mediumship of the Bible with ‘bat of to-d&y. By 
MosibHull. Au invihctble argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all the condi
tions of modem mediumship. It also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa
ment wore under the same conditions that mediums 
require to-d&y; and that the coming of Christ is the re
turn of ir“romihlp to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Its To-Morrow.
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 

Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and bells believed in by Spiritually. Price, 
10 cents. *
The Quarantine Raised, ‘

I Or the Twenty Years Battle Against • Worker 
Ended. Priee 10 cents.
Sp i ritualQBongster,

! By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’! 
i sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for tb’. use 

of congregations, circles and families. Price, It ct&, 
w 46 per hundred.

FSyGHOGRftFHy.
Marvelous MAnifestations of Psychic

Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED. P. EVANS.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE.' ‘ 
BY LILIAN WHITING,

Three choice volumes, eacii complete in itself, Ig 
which spirituality is related to everyday life in such 
a way as to make the world beautiful. Price ♦! each. 
For sale at this oilice.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on tbo relations of the spirit to 

its owu organism, and tbo inter-relation of huinaa 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By tne spirit of Dr. Benjamin Bush, through the me
diumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price U.60. For sale at this office.

PSYCHE
1! the laventioa of a practical medium, under spirit 
Guidance, aud la designed to develop medlumiUlp. 

tany, by Its use, have received long commuffics« 
lions from spirit friends, and express great satisfac
tion. Price, 41, aud 20 cenu extra for expresaag*. 
For sale at the office of The PxoubkjsivsTxhnu^

Out of the Depths Into the Light, 
By Samuel Bowlea; Mrs. CarrieE. B. Twing, medium. 
Tn Ip la a very Interesting little book, anil will be ftp- 
predated from start to nutih by all who wish to gam 
spiritual information. Trice 25 cts. For sale at this 
office.

OUTSIDE THE GATES
apd other tales and sketches. By a band of spirit In* 
telllgenceà, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Bhemamer. An excellent work. Price, 81.00- For 
sale at this office. '

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cónta. For sale al 
this office.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something you should 
read. Price 60 cents. For sale at this office.

. KflR&ZZfl.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAGE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Kareiza makes a plea for a better birthright fit 

children, and alms to lead Individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through most sacred re
lations. It is pure Iu tone and ahi,and should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. €1.

ASTRAL WORSHIP.
By J. H. H11L M. D. A valuable contribution to the 

current discussion of religious problems. Ths author 
by Illustrations and a planisphere (a representation of 
the celestial sphere upon a plane with adjustable dr* 
cles), traces most of tlie myths which He at the base 
of Christianity io their origin tn sun and star worship. 
The astronomical facts given possess groat value, the 
Illustrations rare aud curious. The book Is bound In 
only one style—heavy boards. Price $1. For Bale at 
this office.

“A book you ought to read. Absorbingly interest
ing, and anould be In the hands of every thoughtful 
mau and woman. No one can read its pages without 
being convinced of the existence of a future life. The 
book is of great value, not only to Spiritualists, but to 
those interested in the problem of man’s future life, 
as well as to those interested in phenomenal re« 
search.”—J. J. Owen.

This volume la superroyal ootavo In size,beautifully 
bound In cloth and gold, aud profusely illustrated.

Price 12, postpaid. For sale at this office.

The Infidelity of Eccleslasilcisin, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. A treuchaut and masteriy treatise. 
Price 25 cents.

THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL.
By Prof. C.F. Cornil!. Consisting of popular sketches 
from Old Testament History. Price ¿5c. For sale at 
this office.

The Everlasting Gospel.
This volume consists of a series of lectures, mee» 

sages and roema written and delivered Id publlo 
through the mental organism of Mrs. Magdalena 
Kline, a trance, clairvoyant and Inspirational mo« 
dium. The book contains 488 large pages, and will be 
•ent postpaid for $1.50. For sale at this office.

—Healing, Causes and Effects.
By W. P. Pbelon, M. D. Deals with the finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to healing. 
Price, Wc.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

By Dr. Paul Carus. A translation made from Japan
ese, under the auspices of the Rev. Shuku buyer,dale- 
gme to the Parliament of Religions Was published 
In Japan. Price,<1.00. For bain at this office.

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
A Roman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured rellgiou! 
dogmas, and asked God’s pardon for having taught the 
Christian religion. He left this volume as Tils last 
will and testament to his parishioners and to the 
world. Translated from the French original by Miss 
Anna Knoop.

Post 8vo., 839 pages, with portrait. Cloth» 31.00) 
postage, 14 oenta.

“The work of tbo honest pastor Is the most curium 
and the most powerful thing of the kind that the 1m( 
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire had rt< 
serves, but Jean Mesller bad none. He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all, tbo wonder Is not that there 
should hero been ono priest who left that testimony at 
his death« but that all Drlcsts do not.”—James Parton.

¡í

EVOLUTIONISM.
A Series of Illustrated Lectures 

Upon the
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE.
. BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND,

Price, cloth, »1.23. For arte at thia office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

How to reach that altitude where spirit Is supremo 
and al! things are subject iu It. By Muses Hull. Price 
In cloth. 40 cents; paper 25 cts. For sale at this office.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN« 
SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full of practical Inalructloffi 
in niaitera pertaining to physical, mental andinlrftutf 
health. Worth many times lu cofit. Price 10 cento.

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
In story form; almt< to give a better understanding of 
magic, black and white. 880 large pages. Cloth, 11.25.

Summerland Beach Camp, 0.
Summerland Beach Camp Is neither 

dead nor yet sleeping. Camp opened on 
the 26th of August and closed on the 
9th of September. In every respect this 
year prpved the crowning year for Sum- ■ 
merland Beach. Credit due to Mr. S. J. 
Woolley, president of the association, 
for his faithfulness and good judgment 
in selecting such excellent talent to , 
place in charge of the meetings. Mrs. 
A. E. Klbby, the noted inspirational I 
speaker and platform test medium, of ■ 
Cincinnati, Ohio, was the leading per- ; 
sonage at the camp. She answered all I 
questions presented by the audience ' 
and beautifully demonstrated the truths 
set forth In her lectures by way of psy- 
chometry, spirit messages and other
wise. In all her twenty-two years of 
public work she has never been known 
to shirk a duty or to complain. Al
though she Is fifty-seven years of age, 
she has the ambition of one In their 
youth. When she receives the summons 
to come up higher and Inhabit the beau
tiful hojne not made by hands, she can 
surely answer the call with the blessed 
assurance that her life has been well 
spent 1n the cause of humanity.

Many were disappointed at not be
ing enabled to hear Mrs. Kratz, but cir
cumstances over which she had no con
trol, would not permit her to be present. 
' Mrs. DeLong, of Columbus, worked 
faithfullj?'and displayed her various 
phases of mediumship to the satisfac
tion of all. ■

Miss Jennie Delong had charge of the 
music. Her talent for vocal and instru
mental music can scarce be excelled, 
and her part of the program was also 
highly appreciated by all.

The people In this section are en
thused as never before. The crowds va
ried from three hundred to five hundred 
on Sunday. During the week there were 
not so many, but all the meetings were 
very interesting and Instructive.

Owing to the ill-health of Mrs. De 
Long, Mrs. Clemens, of Columbus, as- 
slsted Mrs. Klbby on the closing day. 
Next year by the aid of the spirit 
friends, camp will open on "the second 
Sunday of August and continue at least 
three weeks, Do not forget this an
nouncement.

• MISS ROSE M. RUFF.

■ OU, as a progressive mind, should 
know something of the phenom
ena of that magnificent change 
called Death. On that subject 
you will find valuable Information 
In the three volumes of Thé' En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life In

the Spirit World Those three volumes 
contain more valuable Information on 
that subject than all the libraries of the 
world. They are furnished to the sub
scribers of- The Progressive Thinker at 
a nominal cost. Read carefully our 
premium list •

“The Spiritualism of Nature.*? By 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 cents. 
For sale at this office.

TUB GhrlstS’^.’ 
Question
SPttlPil S. Loveland,Hudson

V bul OU Tuttle, Moses Hull,
J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir
its say about IL By

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Whether this book settles the questlbn or not, It 

Will be found eminently entertsiuluir, and brings to
gether a masfl of evidence to establish the historical 
character of Jesus. A large volume, cloth, 11.25. For 
•ale at this office.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OB' 
PROGRESS.

Apocryphal New Testament
Being all tbe Gospels, Eplttles, and other pieces 

now extant, attributed In the first tour centuries to 
Jesus Christ, bls apostles and their companions, and 
not included In the New Testament by Its compilers. 
Cloth. l\.50. For sale at this office.

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only. •

By Mra. Dr. Hulburt. On the present atatue of 
woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually. 
Tbo divine law of true narmoulal marriage, eto. 
Price, 10c.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning,

By Lilian Whiting,
! Author of "The World Beautiful,” “Kate Field,’

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker’s Inter« • 
national Congress, Chicago, III., October, 1893. By 
Busan H. Wlxon. Price, 10c.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. Price 
75 cents. For sale at this office.

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

‘•After Her Death,” “From Dreamland Bent,” eto, 
With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Price 11.25. The 
writer of this “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning** 
hat thrown the book Into five chapters, with aub-tiUet 
at follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. ‘•Summer Snow of Apple 

Blossoms;” Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends In the 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Friend; 
Vita Nouva; “One Day, My Siren.”

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; In Casa 
Guldl; Florentine Days; Walter Savage Landor.

ABT AND ITALY. Individuality of Character: Tbo 
Clasped Hands; Kate Field's Records; Mrs. 
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Lawn; Modem Scientific Thought; The Consider* 
atlon of Genius.

For Balti at this office.

WORKS OF THOS. PAINE
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH was wrlten to 
develop the Idea al the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and Its reincarnation 
tn a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrollèd In the bosom of etberial space. “Bxtond 
ths Thkxshold” continues on the same Unes, eu« , 
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con- I 
dderatb^ui drawn from science and philosophy; claim« 
Ing tbat'uie certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves ! 
against all weakness in the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that ' 
end is far superior to that of any of the existing re« । 
llglons. From beginning to end it Is interesting, en« 
tertatnfng, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed in its perusaL Price 11,25 
For sale at this office.

THOMAS PAINE’S 
Examination of the Prophecies. 

A consideration of tbo passages In the New Testa« 
meat, quoted from the Old apd called Prophecies Con« 
corning Jesus Christ. Price 15 cts. For sale at this 
office.

The To-Morrow of Death, '
...OR THE...

Fatare Life According to Science.

Paine’s Political Works Complete 
Two volumes. Theological Works; Poetical and M1-- 
ceilaneoas Works: Life. This set of five volumes nil 
boxed ready for shipping, *5.0U This Is the boit au 
cheapest edition and should be on the ihelvcs ofe-- 
ery student of liberal thought. For sale at this office 

(1 ---

THE AGE OF REASON..
By Thomas Paine. Being an Investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, fn<n new plates and new type;18S pegoft DOK

Paper» 85 cwte; cloth. 60 cents. ____

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
' BY S. R. CEOCKEE.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
ByESItor of the National with Preface and Note» 

by Peter Bolder. Illuetrated with view« of the old 
Paine Homertead and Paine Monument, at New 
Bochelle, also, portraits of Thomu Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland. 
Condorcet, Brlssot, end the most pmmlncntof Paine’» 
friends in Europe end America. Cloth, is ceato.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This Ano volume .might wen have been entitled 

BplrltnaUsm Demonstrated by Science. It M written 
tn that peculiar Interesting style in which French 
writers excel when they would popularixe eclentifie 
nblecte Lu adaptation to the needs of the general । 
reader. The author 1* not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists u “devotee! of a new super« ’ 
stltlon,” etdn etc., in which he manifests the usual 
plmus of the “scientific class,” yet he says agtint ‘ 
‘‘There is a true and respectable idea in Spiritualism.** 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superhumans and the Inhabitants of Earth;** , 
andht’gociouSdrelate Instances of fact In evidence. I 
There Is, to«TSpiritualist, a manifest discrepancy ia I 
the authors*s ideas, but the well-read mind win readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but i 
much valuable Information. The autMr holds the I 
theory of relncaraatioiu Price «IM w Mie &t, 
UdioOoe,

' COMMON SENSE-.
By ThomM Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, «4« 

dressed to the inhabitants of America In 1776, with 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper, 
15 cent*» . . ■ ■ ■ • . ■

Paine’s Theological Works.
Are of Bomou, iiitnln.tlon of ttie Pro.hecle^ eta, 

HIni.edlUea. Poet8vo^4S3 >oo>. Cloth, »1.00

Conflict Between Religion and 
Science.

Jn.ttbc book tor progresih o thtnkon. By John 
W. Draper. Clolb. ,1.55. For >ale al IU1> office.

»
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îhPrwiw Thinker.
JPa0U«ta> «very Afrurday at 40 Loomte Street

3. B. FRANCIS, Editor and Publisher.
Jätend at Chicago Poatottlcc ag aecouil-claaa metier.

XEBMSOF SUBSCKIPIIOlf.
TH»PBoauzs3ivBTnrxKi:r. will be furnished uutl>. 

further notice, at tlie following tenu*, laviuUbly In
advance: 
One year............
blx months........
Thirteen weeks.. 
Blnçle copy........

11.00 
. SCO 
Mets 
Octa

. UKUITTAKCZS.
Bexnlt by Po.toffice Money Orilrr, Bcgletered Letter, 

or drall on Chicago or Mew S orb. It tools frw 10 
toliccuta to set checks cashed on local banks, so don't 
send them unless you wish that luiioimt deducted ii om 
the aiin uut sent. Direct all loners to J. 11. FraucU 
No. 4ÜLoomis Sired. Cli'cw, Iff

clubs: important suggestion:
As there are thousands who will st first venture 

only twentv-five cents furTiiEPuouBViitiLvxTmKKEU 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to these who receive 
S sample copy, to solicit several otber-i to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from 91 to t ¡9, or even 
mure than the latter sum A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum toUd, and thus extend 
tho field of our labor anil usefulness. The i»aiue tug- 
i estlon will apply In all cases of renewal of auuscrltb 
Ions—solicit others to aid In the good work. You will 

experience no difficulty whatever lu inducing Spirltu* 
aliala to subscribe for ThbPkogkissivb Tjhikkkb* 
lor not one of them can afford to be without the vulua; 
bls information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents,
Do you want a more bountiful barvest than wo can 

6Ive you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo
lent what an Intellectual least that small Investment 

will furnish you. The subscription price of Tub Pbo* 
eaKSsivK Thinkbb thirteen weeks u only twenty-five 
ceuU! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four page» of solid, substantia), acai-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medi< 
um-aixed bookl

TAKE NOTICE!
«• At expiration of subgerlpttoa, If not renewed, 

the paper la discontinued No bill» will bo eeut for ex- 
Cra numbers.
W It you do not receive your paper promptly, 

write to us, and error« lu address will be promptly 
corrected, and nilBolng uuribers supplied gratia.
jy Whenever you desire the address ot'ypnr paper 

changed, always give the addrewof the place to whlcu 
it is tiieu eeuL or the chanae cannot be made.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The Progressive Thinker Is luruiibcd In the United 

Etates alt 1.00 per year, the postage thereon being but 
nominal, but when it Is sent to foreign countries we 
are compelled to charge 50 cents extra, making the 
yearly subscription 91.50. Please bear that in ¡Bind.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1000.

The Galveston Horror.
The appalling calamity befalling Gal

veston has awakened sensations of hor
ror and sympathy over the civilized 
world. It is needless to state particu
lars for they are now generally known 
to all our readers.

If "Infinite Intelligence” designs to 
outwork a future good whereby the 
present awful evil shall be overborne 
by the future great and exceeding 
good, It will at least be some prospect
ivo palliation and comfort to realize It; 
but it will appear to many a finite Intel
ligence, that infinite Intelligence might 
have found some more humane and 
less repulsive and horrible method, of 
effecting its reformatory Improvements. 
In its present aspects, viewed from the 
wreckage and loss of live's and property 
in the fated city of Galveston, in the 
language of one of Dickens’ charaters: 
“It’s a’- a muddle—a’ a muddle." Espe
cially to those on the ground, who had 
personal experience of the terrible dis
aster, must it appear, as they stand- 
dazed and appalled at the ruin wrought, 
it’s all a muddle—all a muddle!

Wo are happy to Inform our friends 
that Mr. John W. Ring, whose name 
and contributions are familiar to our 
readers, is not among the victims 
chronicled as dead or missing, but is 
alive, as we are informed by letter from 
his own hand. The Progressive Think
er congratulates him and the Cause, 
that he Is still with us in the earth 
sphere of life and lapor.

Mr. Ring 
tomber 10:

“Our city 
deep in my 
and debris.

’Sxs«,

The secular press is contributing its 
full share in showing up the origin of 
numerous romantic legends which have 
been woven into the literature of 
European nations, and accepted as facts 
everywhere. The story of William Tell, 
and his brave exploit\wilh bow and 
arrow, has been told so long and bften 
it became generally accepted as real. A 
correspondent of one of the Chicago 
dailies was kind enough ,to turn the 
light of his pen on'the subject, and in 
a late issue, following along the Hues of 
a learned Swiss writer, said:

"Everybody outside Switzerland 
grants that modern scholarship has cast 
grave doubts on the contention that 
there ever was such a person as Tell, 
but for a Swiss to concede so much 
would be little less than treason. Only 
so late as 1890 a great clamor was 
raised in the canton of Uri by the ap
pearance of a school history of Switzer
land which did not mention Tell and 
the Rutll oath. At- the sex-centenary 
of Swiss independence the orators 
heaped contumely on those German pro
fessors who dared to cast doubt on the 
authenticity of the Tell traditions, but 
the eagerness of ever-trusting news
paper correspondents in exploiting the 
legend as history was a balm to their 
pride.

“As a matter of fact the whole Tell 
legend, which Is nearly as old as the 
human race, Is the best of aU Illustra
tions of the world’s reluctance to let the 
hero, once found, die, and of the dis
position to reincarnate him from age 
to age.

“In 1760 one Dr. Freudenberger, a 
Bernese Protestant clergyman, wrote a 
pamphlet called ‘Tell, a Danish Fable.’

“He pointed out that the story of the 
apple is nothing less than an adaptation 
of the Scandinavian legend of Toko. 
For his pains his work was burned by 
the common hangman after its public 
condemnation by the government. But 
as Dickens says, it is easier to burn a 
man than his opinions, and so, too, it is 
easier to burn a volume than the ideas 
it sets forth. So the Swiss have, after 
all, been unable to silence meddlesome 
Investigators, Doubts were not extin
guished, and the comparative mytholo- 
gists showed that the story was not 
only a Scandinavian legend but that it 
dated even further back and was to,be 
found in the Indo-Germanlc folklore. 
And even further It went, way back of 
the Aryan race indeed, and you can find 
its outlines in the mythology of the 
Samoyeds, (Turks, and Mongolians."

Tell’s adventure with the tyrant Tess
ier is only one of the thousands of fa
bles which has beep woven into modern 
literature and become part of it. The 
story of Capt. Smith, whose life was 
saved by Pocahontas, lacked only one 
incident to make It thrlllingly Interest
ing, and that is the want of truth. Its 
place in history Is with George Wash
ington’s little hatchet and cherry tree.

“No man, no Infidel, could witness an 
obvious miracle, without being struck 
with awe, and recognizing the finger of 
God. What would become of the ekep- 
tlclsm'of a Hume or a Voltaire, should 
he go to the grave where a father or 
brother had been buried for years, and 
see hlm wàke to life and come forth at 
the word of a divine messenger? What 
will becomè of his skepticism, when he, 
himself, after having slept in death 
thousands of years, shall rise from the 
dead, and shall see others rise around 
him?”—Kitto, Article Miracle.

When the events mentioned shall 
transpire then will be the time to an
swer the question. It is easy to tell of 
bodies clothed with corruption rising 
from the grave, but such narration 
transcends human credulity; they are 
incompatibles with the workings of nat
ural law, and accounts of such events 
cannot be trusted.

Men Ue. Wo have dally evidence of 
this fact; but Nature never falsifies. 
Her records, to those who can read 
them, are as enduring as tlie globe, and 
as certain as are the laws which wheel 
planets In their orbits or suns on their 
axes. -

It is not so with spirit. The uniform 
testimony of all the ages, with Incidents 
which canuot be explained on uny other 
hypothesis than spirit communion, fur
nish a very different state of facts from 
that relating to the resurrection of the 
body.

The Egyptians taught and believed in 
the resurrection and réanimation of 
bodies saved from decay for 3,000 years. 
Those years have lapsed; the bodies are 
preserved; but the spirit fled with the 
last heart-beat, and no angel’s trump 
will ever arouse these senseless clods of 
earth to life again. The fossils burled 
thousands of feet beneath lofty moun
tains are just as likely to be re
animated as is man when Death has 
successfully placed bls seal on the vic
tim's brow. His cast-off clothing is just 
as likely to become instinct with life as 
the shell they lately adorned. '

The priestly tales of headless people, 
visited by old time monks, are no more 
false than are the stories on which 
Kitto placed such trust.

A truth may be written In the sand 
which the next wave of the sea may 
wash away, but It is a tr.uth still; so a 
falsehood may be engraved on a rock, 
or reflected in letters traced by optical 
instruments on the clouds, but it Is a 
He however prominent or enduring the 
method of preservation.

WILLIAM SIME.'
Spiritualistic Author, Artist, 

L tyet.

writes under date of Sep

Is a wreck. Water 5 feet 
house. Acres of wreckage 
The city Is a comparative

wreck. Water very scarce, but food 
holds out. A hurricane blew with 
sheets of falling water, from 4 p. m. 
Saturday until 10:30 p. m. My house-
hold are alive, but over 1,500 
drowned.”

are

They Were Duped.
The Chicago American of September 

15, says:
“Oshkosh, Wls., Sept 15.—‘Professor’ 

H. Ball, a fortune teller and clairvoyant, 
made a' fortune of about $1,000 in this 
city during the last week.

“His clients, who include a number of 
society women, placed various sums of 
money In envelopes marked, ‘Faith, 
Hope, Success,’ having received assur
ance that in a given time through BaU’s 
Influence the money would be doubled.

“When the envelopes were opened 
only waste paper was found in them. 
Ball has left the city, leaving Instruc
tions that his mail be forwarded to the 
City of Mexico.”

If people haven’t better sense than to 
patronize such pretended mediums, 
then, of course, they will be swindled. 
The slelght-of-hand performer in mate
rializations, etc., finds a rich field 
among gullible Spiritualists. If Spirit
ualists will only Ignore these traveling

Firat Reports Confirmed.
Notwithstanding the counter reports 

of Mrs. Drew, later intelligence con
firms all the damaging stories told of 
the cruelty and excesses of the Russian 
Cossacks, towards captive Chinese, The 
Boxers may have been encouraged in 
their barbarous acts by the imperialists, 
their hatred of the missionary being 
mutual. -

This statement being admitted, then 
along side of It is that other statement, 
now abundantly confirmed, that the 
brutal action of the allied armies was 
encouraged by the missionaries, who 
quoted passages of what they called 
“Scriptures” justifying such cruelty,-

Even as we Write reports come from 
the seat of war saying the missionaries 
object to the American policy, and in
sist that “Pekin should be completely 
destroyed, Na Tung and Chung LI 
should be beheaded, and no leniency 
should be shown the next generation of 
Chinamen.” Such is the war spirit 
army officers In China have to encounter 
from those more anxious to save souls 
for the church, than they are to advance 
the interests of humanity.

It is well to keep In mind that the 
United States alone, to this date, have 
expended fifteen millions of dollars try
ing to partially undo the evil mission
aries have caused In China; that proba
bly the amount will be doubled, possibly 
quadrupled before the end comes; that 
if a peace is patched up, and the mis
sionaries are allowed to continue their 
proselyting labors, the enormous ex
penses, and the great sacrifice of life 
will be repeated by the next generation. 
The descendants of four hundred 
millions of people will not quietly sub
mit to any terms their rulers may make 
looking to a surrender of their religion.

“Let Your Women Keep Silent,"
According to press reports the Catho

lic church authorities at Rome have Is
sued a decree calling the attention of the 
clergy at home and abroad to the strict 
church law prohibiting women from 
taking part In the music of divine serv
ice, either in solos or In' cholrs.

This action of the Catholic church au
thorities seems slightly strange to peo
ple with modern ideas, and accustomed 
to modern usages, yet is, without doubt, 
in accord with the animus of Romanism 
through all the ages of its history.

We confess we are glad to note this 
revival of the true medieval spirit of 
genuine Romanism. We sincerely hope, 
to see still further manifestations of 
this sort. It will help to open some eyes 
to the nature of Romanism in its rela
tion to individual liberty of action and 
mental freedom. Especially will it have 
a tendency to give some Catholic wo
men a new view of Rome, and may lead 
to a weakening and a complete breaking 
of the hold on them of the Romish 
church.

Of the same nature Is the recent in
terdiction by Catholic and Protestant 
clergymen of women in church without 
hats. Of course It were just as sensible 
to require the men to wear their hats 
durlfig “divine service." But we are 
glad to see the shepherds bolding their 
flocks to the strict letter of holy writ. 
Let Paul be obeyed—let the women 
keep their heads covered, keep silent In 
the churches, and If they would know 
anything let them ask their husbands at 
home, etc. Then all will be lovely and 
the churches will grow In grace and 
flourish abundantly.

Yes, let the Interdictions of women 
proceed; the more they are Interdicted, 
contrary to good common .sense and rea
son, the more will they flout the inter
dictions and assert their independence.

While the churchmen are about it— 
why not resurrect and enforce that 
“command” of God, “thou shalt not suf
fer a witch to live,” and proceed to cre
mate the witches?

In the world of art and letters the 
Spiritualistic theory is becoming more 
and more dominant. It is now by no 
means unusual to'see upon the wall In 
the parlor,¡.pictures representing the 
continued efjjsten'fle of those gone be
fore, and thé books of the day upon the 
parlor tablé'or library shelves abound 
In references to a: 'life beyond the grave 
as an established fact. The age of ma
terialism is,passing away and the hope 
of the centuries past for Immortality is 
ending in the fruition of demonstrated 
certainty. ■ ■ ”

Tlie paintings which are now so fre
quently received through the influence 
of mediumship and which are so rapidly 
executed and so exquisitely beautiful 
and perfect in design, are no doubt the 
work of the master artists of the past. 
It will not be amiss in this connection to 
give a short biographical sketch of one 
of those masters who in his time 
was considered a crazy Spiritualist
William Blake.

In the National Gallery In London 
there are two remarkable little pictures 
bearing the numbers 1110 and 1104, one 
of them described as “The Spiritual 
Form of Pitt Guiding Behemoth,” and 
the other representing, in a strange, un
earthly, and dreamily transcendental 
fashion "The Procession from Calvary.” 
The painter of them is a man who, in 
the Lexicon of Artists, Is simply dls- 
posed of as being mad, though by others 
he has been celebrated as the great 
dreamer, tne profonndest visionary, of 
the century: tills is the Swedenborg of 
painting, William Blake.

The youth of this remarkable man fell 
In the years when Sir Joshua Reynolds 
reigned over English painting with un
disputed authority, but even with re
gard to Sir Joshua, Blake did not con
ceal that he had higher conceptions Of 
the natureof art. The British Museum 
possesses a copy of the famous Dis
courses of Reynolds, the margins of 
which are scribbled over with notes In 
pencil by Blake, In these same notes 
he declared true art to have been de
graded by the reputation of Reynolds’ 
discourses and pictures. Painting, as 
Reynolds understood It, corresponded 
to the needs of - the day; and Blake 
worked throughout his life without 
other thanks than the appreciation of a 
few superior and solitary minds. The 

Jmportance of his work was overlooked, 
and, perhaps, it can" only be treated 
with justice in this age devoted to the 
worship-of Individualities.

What Blake recognized as ‘-the basis 
of art was, jn the first place, imagina
tion and poetic forcé. Every conception 
of his lie believed to be a vision; his 
mind only touched upon high and 
sublime Items, and busied itself with 
profound and abstract problems; he 
never undertook the representation of 
a barren <and trivial subject, and 
troubled hitpself exceedingly little about 
the actual world.. As a matter of fact, 
he possessed a mind of great power, 
containing in entire universe iu Itself; 
but different frofn other “thinking 
artists” of t his time, he remained a 
painter In spite of; all his poetic quali
ties. His strangest visions were em
bodied In 'precise1 forms, which ex
pressed all that "he had to reveal.

aetea year» later, on August 12,1828.
,Tl}p Campbell Brothers at Cassadaga, 

mediums for spirit painting, who are 
well known to the Spiritualists of this 
country, have been peculiarly success
ful In this phase, as very many can 
testify. Many very wonderful pictures 
have they received for their sitters iu 
the remarkably short period of 10, 15, 
20 and 30 minutes, which would have 
required days to execute by the master 
painters of the times on this side of tlie 
stage of transition. None but they who 
have witnessed this phase of phe
nomena can appreciate these mediums 
and their work. I do not know who 
their “controls” are, but would not be 
surprised if their brother Englishman, 
William Blake, was one of them.

H. V. SWERINGEN.

A
A New Element In Politics.
Mrs. Mary E. Balch, secretary of

the Indiana W. C. T. U., has devised a 
"Prayer Chain” scheme, the object, to 
pray President McKinley out of office, 
because on state occasions'he has 
allowed wine on his table at dinners. 
Each day printed pledges in vast num
bers are sent out from the Indianapolis 
office, and the circle is constantly en
larging. An appeal has been made to 
the national organization to make com
mon cause in the matter.

Hoping to head off this wicked device 
of the godly to defeat the Presidential 
candidate by such strange methods, the 
friends of Mr. McKinley have devised 
a counter praying project, in which they 
hope to enlist God on their side, by 
showing an excess of numbers who are 
favorable to the injunction of the good 
Paul, to his beloved Timothy:

“Drink no longer water, but use a 
little wine for thy stomach's sake and 
thine often infirmities.”

What puzzles The Progressive Think
er Is to know how God will act in the 
premises. His saints are at loggerheads, 
each asking favors directly opposite the 
other, just like the action of opposing 
army chaplains when their principals 
are engaged In deadly strife. Instead 
of loud-mouthed cannon, with all the 
deadly Instruments of war, they place 
trust in the promise of Jesus:
' “Whatsoever ye shall ask In prayer, 

believing, ye shall receive.”—Mat. 21:22.
When there is a conflict In prayers 

will numbers settle the issue? If so we 
can understand why the great zeal the 
contestants display in increasing their 
numbers, each ambitious to make his 
prayer-chain the longest.

May be the awarding Judge will take 
into account tlie Interest, or the dis
interestedness of the contestants. It 
would be a sorry condition should he 
And each side has an ax to grind. A 
secular exchange, somewhat mathemat
ically inclined, puts the question this 
way: “Given the force of two opposing 
prayers, find the resultant.” The bur-
fleti of the problem, then, would
lind the force of 
side. If found to 
then the solution 
the first finding.

the prayer on 
be nix In each 
will correspond

be to 
each 
case, 
with

mountebanks, they would soon 
driven from our ranks.

be

Kick ’Em Again.
Miss Helen Clark says New York is 

one of the greatest heathen cities In the 
world, having 1,300,000 people who 
never go to church. It might be a good 
idea to spend a large part of our foreign 
mission fund in trying to Christianize 
our own metropolitan city.—American 
Baptist Flag.

Only fanatics and bigots have any 
doubt on the subject There is more 
vice, ignorance and degradation in New 
York, Chicago and the other large cities 
of Christendom, than can be found 
among tlie heathen nations of the entire 
world. * * After Christendom has 
been Christianized, It will be time 
enough to convert outsiders—Israelite.

The Progressive Thinker ■ has been 
laboring for.-a long time along these 
lines. “Remove the mote from thine 
own eye, .before attempting to remove 
the beam from thy neighbor’s eye.”

Spirit Only Is Real.
“Politics take all the attention." So 

wrote a friend the other day, and so we 
find It at this end of the Hue. The press 
is filled with little else than politics. 
The people think politics, they talk poli
tics, they bet on politics, and they quar
rel over politics. Many a black eye is 
the natural outcome of political discus
sions, and this because politics are 
everywhere in the ascendant

An old prophet is alleged to have said: 
“Unless these days be shortened no 
flesh shall be saved.”- If his prophecy 
had related to these times and sur
roundings, right glad we should all be 
that the Sth of November is so near, 
and that so little time remains to whoop 
It up for any man or measure.

The diversion of labor every four 
years from legitimate pursuits to the 
making of a President has some re
deeming traits. If the period was ex
tended to eight years it is reasonable 
to presume the strife would be doubly 
profound. If extended to twelve years 
we are quite sure “no flesh would be 
saved.” .

If the executive office in the United 
States was inherent, the discords and 
revolutions In the South American re
publics would be but baby-play com
pared with our grander contests.

Well, be patient, friends, the struggle 
will soon be ¡over; politics will go into 
retirement for another quadrennial, 
«luring which we will labor to convince 
the reader that air secular affairs are 
ephemeral, and that spirit only is real.

. The Wicked Flea.
Opening a paper the other day the eye 

fell on a paragraph headed: “A Flea 
for Evangelists.” Immediately the 
mind conjured up a multitude of these 
active, jumping, rollicking, biting little 
insects, a moment here and then seem
ingly nowhere. We read on to see what 
business the flea had to do with the 
soul saver. The contexts showed “plea" 
was the word the writer meant. The 
typographer, either by accident or de
sign, had slipped the wrong letter In 
place, and Instead of a vigorous defence 
of that functionary of the church he 
had put a flea in his ear.
' A life-long connection with the craft 
It is amusing, and sometimes Immensely 
vexatious, to note the changes the leav
ing out, displacement, or substltution-of 
a single letter will make. The case in 
point is a good illustration. The author 
is frequently placed in a ridiculous 
position, and the typo is-liable to be
come the subject of profanity. But 
when they put fleas on an evangelist,' 
provided they bite vigorously, we are 
half Inclined to forget their short
comings. . , .

A CLERGYMAN’S QUESTIONS ANSWERED
By Mr. and Mrs. Kates, the Minnesota Missionaries

- Specious Logic. - :
The religious press quote with appa

rently great satisfaction the statement 
of some member of the foreign legation 
lately besieged in Pekin, that the mis
sionaries rendered them essential aid In 
their defence against the attacks of the 
Boxers. if

“Did you ever! no, never,” listen to, 
such a ridiculous claim. The attack on 
the legation Was because of those In
truding missionaries who took up quar
ters there to save their precious lives, 
without which the lives of the legation- 
efs would not have been endangered.

“Gleanings from the Rostrum." By 
A. B. French. Cloth, $1.' For sale at 
this office. -

The Opportunity.
Rev. Hoadland, a professor In the 

Methodist University at Pekin, in a dis
course in Jersey City a few days ago, 
said: "

“The great opportunity for the Chris
tian church In China has now come."

Through war, and bloodshed, burning 
cities and a disrupted empire, Its rulers 
In flight) the oldest and most stable gov
ernment on the globe—the hope of thé 
Christian propaganda is revived. Hov
ing lost its power in all those countries- 
where It is claimed to have been first es
tablished, and on the decline with the 
educated everywhere, its opportunity Is 
now principally visible In the desolated 
homes and in the battle-scourged cities 
of China,.. .. . .

. They Have It Now, '
The Methodists have determined, to 

raise $20,900,000 the ensuing year, and' 
convert. 2,000,000 souls to the church 
faith. The plan is to have 200,000 mem
bers .volunteer. to convert 10 persons 
each. A large committee was ap
pointed at a meeting held in Chicago 
last week of presiding elders, to super
intend this grand work. .

Ten dollars a soul will be cheap 
enough, and two miHions of them saved 
to people the pearly courts, wIITbc a 
grand acquisition to the Methodist 
throng. If we could be convinced the 
morals of the converts would be im
proved, or the world would be bettered 
because of the proposed conversion The 
Progressive Thinker would go the 
Elders fen times better, and hope their 
paltry two millions will be swelled to 
twenty millions,, one for each dollar 
wrung from the hand of toll to broaden 
the phylacteries of the priests.

“Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re-, 
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By. Moses • Hull 
For sale at this office. - Price-ten-cents.

“Invention,” he ; wrote, • "depends 
altogether upon execution or organiza
tion,. As that Is right or wrong, s<> is 
the ihventijon perfect 'or imperfect. 
Michael Angelo's1 art ’ depends on 
Michael Angelo's execution altogether." 
And this Is an opinion wlilph most 
essentially /ijlstlngulshes the “mad 
Englishman’.’ from his erudite brother 
artists at that time in Germany. But 
even some amongst his contemporaries 
perceived In him this strange combina
tion of a visionary teeming with ideas 
and a powerful realist. In the preface 
to one of Blake's books Fuseli declared 
that, so long as there remained a taste 
for the arts of design, the originality of 
the conception' and the masterly bold
ness of execution belonging to this art
ist would never be without admirers. 
The German painter Gotzinger, who 
lived for some time In England about 
this period, writes: “I saw many men 
of talent ln-London, but only three of 
genius—Coleridge, Flaxman, and Blake 
—and of these Blake was the greatest.”

When the painter-poet William Blake 
was born In London on November 28, 
1757, the vast city on the Thames re
ceived one of the- strangest inmates, 
and one of the most eccentric person
alities that ever dwelt within its walls. 
His biographers all agree that his in
tellectual, life is a mine of marvels and 
problems, few of .which can be thor
oughly investigated and cleared up.

His education was of an exceedingly 
primitive description, for be was hardly 
able to read, write or reckon. On the 
other hand he began to draw young, 
and was, as Cunningham writes, an art
ist at ten years of age and a poet at 
twelve. A contemporary declares that 
as a boy Blake was In the habit of 
singing his verses to his own music, 
“which was singularly beautiful.” At 
any rate he had begun to compose his 
earliest poems, afterwards published 
amongst the Poetical Sketches, Ifi..' his 
twelfth year, and his gift as a draughts
man became evident at the age of 
fifteen, immediately after he entered a 
school for drawing in London. About 
this time he fell in love with a pretty 
girl, who did not reciprocate it, and 
made him exceedingly jealous. He told 
his grief to another girl, the daughter of 
a gardener, with whom he lodged. This 
latter maiden .offered him her sym
pathy, “Do you pity me?" said Blake. 
“Yes,” she answered, “I dò most sin
cerely.” “Then I: love you for that” 
'/‘And I love you too," she replied. This 
dialogue ended in Blake's marriage, 
and Kitty Boucher was 'the right wife 
fqr him, for she.beUeved In. his visions 
as” firmly as he did himself, and did not 

-disturb his intercourse with invisible 
spirits. For Blake ? was a medium of 
the highest character, a .hundred years 
before any one had: heard, of modern 
Spiritualism, o.'i q

Homer and Dante came and sat round 
him for his portrait! Once he saw a 
tree full of anifels; find at another time 
he prophesied' that a'-man who had met 
hlin casually affi the? street would be 
hanged, whicfficameffo pass after many 
years. Or he held Intercourse with 
Christ and thé-’Apòstles. Milton, Moses 
and the prophets Wire peculiarly fre
quent In thelrivlsltecto Blake, and he 
describes them asUmajestlc shades, 
grey, althoUghvshlhlhg, and taller than 
ordinary people. When his brother 
Robert died, -lie saljV his soul fly to 
heaven “clapping its hands for joy.”

Blake regarded ■'his poems as revela
tions, and believed-in writing them he 
did not create, blit merely acted the 
part of an amanuensis and that the au
thors were spirits 'of those who had 
passed on. He wrote his verses, accord
ing to his own profession, from dicta
tion, often pouring out from twenty to 
thirty lines at a sitting, without pre
meditation, and even against-his will. 
And these books of his, furnished with 
his own Illustrations, brought him In a 
moderate Income. “I don’t seek profit," 
said he: “I "want-nothing, but Lam 
happy.” In 1821 he removed to his 
humble abode—consisting, Indeed, of 
two rooms—In Battersea, where he died

A Changed Front. •
For ages the Bible was the subject of 

Catholic hate, and of Protestant 
Idolatry. In those countries where 
Catholicism was dominant the civil au
thorities treated It as a criminal offence 
to read a Bible, or have one in posses
sion. The Inquisition exerted ail its 
authority to suppress that book which 
Father McGovern, in a sermon to his 
church thirty years ago, In the writer’s 
hearing, said:

“The Church knows bow the Holy 
Scriptures -were written, and is un
willing to place it in the hands of those 
who have not this Information to lead 
them to destruction.” .

But times have changed since then. 
Now the Pauline Fathers of New York, 
according to the CathollC'World, in its 
September Issue, publishes a lengthy 
article from one of Its most prominent 
prelates, championing the Infallibility 
and plenary Inspiration of the Bible, 
and encouraging the people to read It.

Heretofore Protestants alone claimed 
the Bible was Infallible, while Catho
lics, in their Supreme Councils, and In 
all their declarations, have invested the 
Pope alone' with this Infallibility 
business.

Thus in effect the heretics of yester
day are the saints of to-day.

The series of grove meetings held by < 
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kates, at Bemidji, i 
Minn., June 17 to 24, attracted the at- < 
tffiition of a number of Methodist cler
gymen attending a conference then be- i 
lug held at that place. The local pastor ] 
handed to our speakers the following 1 
questions, which they replied to at the i 
afternoon meeting, Sunday, June 24, 1 
and the clergyman declined to follow : 
them with any remarks: l

THE QUESTIONS. j
I am anxious to know the truth, and ( 

wish you would give me a candid an
swer to these candid questions. These . 
questions are presented at your luvi- ( 
tatlon and they are suggested in the : 
main by your actions and statements: , 

1. Why are you so uncertain in your 1 
approaches to some persons to whom 
the spirits direct you and In other in
stances so direct and positive?

To me this suggests one of two 
things: Either your human bureau of in
formation is defective, or the spirits are 
not as certain as they ought to be, see
ing they are infallible in- their knowl
edge.

2. I cannot understand your philo
sophic contradictions, for example:

(1) You say there are no miracles; that 
miracles were only appearances which 
seemed to be miraculous to the Ignorant 
people before whom they were per
formed, Yet you stated that there is a 
spirit realm outside of nature and of 
matter. Is not this a contradiction in 
terms and a denial In fact of your po
sition?

(2) In resenting the attacks of others 
you declared there is no hell and there 
is no devil, and yet in pronouncing woes 
upon your opponents you predicted ter
rible results to those who should pass 
into tlie spirit world with these charges 
upon their lips and this evil motive in 
their hearts. Is not this retribution 
hell?

(3)Is not perverted good the morally 
responsible act of a spiritual being? Is 
not such an one a wicked spirit and is 
not a wicked spirit a devilish spirit? 
Therefore are not spiritually wicked 
spirits devilish?

3. Are not your revelations from the 
spirits the crassest materialism? Is it 
not an axiom of philosophy that life is 
spirit and spirit is life, and that these 
are formless; while admitting as we 
must—that all material forms of life (a 
flower, for example, a stone,) is not a 
form of life? Yet universal philosophy 
In the light of modern science declares 
that while disembodied spirits must, ac- 
according to the scriptures, take on or 
appear in spiritual bodies or Immortal 
forms and while these must retain per
sonal identity—yet to present to us 
these spirits in exact linear and avoir
dupois forms in which they lived and 
moved on this earth, and furthermore 
to present them in the very clothes they 
wore when last seen, and furthermore 
to Identify them through so-called reve
lations which contain nothing but refer
ences to show interest in only material 
things, such as, for example, the loss of 
a dog, or a mistake in business. Are not 
these by your own statements, contra
dictions of your own position?

4. Are you not inconsistent In this— 
that your spirits appear only to Mrs.

Christianize the Soldiers.
Placing full trust In the Associated 

Press dispatches as to the doings of our 
army at Taku, at Tientsin, and at 
Pekin, there can be no question as to 
the need of Christian missionaries 
among the soldiers, provided their ser
vices have a tendency to make men 
better, and more appreciative of others' 
rights. The reports are shocking in the 
extreme. It Is not supposed the Ameri
can soldier is one whit less moral than 
is the soldier of other Christian coun
tries; but unless the press agents lie 
most shamefully they all need re
forming.

So cautious a paper as the Washing
ton Post, in a late Issue, In which was 
detailed the “excesses" of the soldier— 
The Progressive Thinker preferring to 
use no severer term—suggests:

“If circumstances should occasion a 
recall of Christian missionaries from a 
land In which Christian soldiers tffive so 
shamefully satirized the spirit of Chris
tianity, it seems to us abundant em
ployment could be found for them in an 
attempt to instill some of the doctrines 
of that faith Into the armies of civilized 
nations'.”

A SONG OF GREETING.

I have no words of sadness
¡ For you, dear friends, to hear; 

My'songls one of gladness—
I send to all, “good cheer.”

. Soaring like the eagle, 
Singing like the lark, 

Thought on pinions regal, ■ 
Leaves behind It dark.

Sunshine ’round me.dances, -. 
Breezes come and go, -

Weaving sweet romances, • 
Singing soft and low.

Every stream and fountain 
Seems to give me joy;, ; . ..

Every rock and mountain, ' ■
Every girl and boy.

All the air seems thrilling 
With a roundelay, -

Dews from heav’n distilling, ; 
Make sacred every day. .

We have cause for gladness, 
None for doubt or fear;

* Hearts once turned to sadness, 
Now can sing “good cheer.”

For angels at our portals 
, Benignly stand and wait

>

To crown with joys immortal, 
Each day wo celebrate.

BELLE BUSH.
Belvidere, N. J. .. ■

“Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. For sale at this office. Price, fl.

&

omnipotence. No just God would per
mit the devil to exist and tempt his chil
dren of earth to eternal damnation.

A spiritual being cannot pervert good; 
and there are none spiritually wicked. 
Evil is the opposite of good and there 
are all grades of spirits, as there 
are of mortals. The church has failed 
to save the world and hence Is respon- 
slble for whatever evil the returning 
spirits communicate. To be afraid of 
wicked spirits, one must have evil in his 
life to attract such. The pure in heart 
cannot be defiled by evil.

No. 3. Great ignorance is often ex
pressed about the potency of matter. 
Every atom possesses soul and spirit; 
hence flowers, rocks and animals have 
spirit entitles that are indestructible.

How else would it bo possible for 
these entities to be otherwise than nat
ural? The Identity of a person is not 
destroyed—and they present themselves 
to the clairvoyant for the purpose of 
identification, which would be impossi
ble If clothed in form or habiliment for
eign to themselves. However, they do 
not inherit, neither are they given a 
form differing from the natural evolu
tion of their earthly bodies. Why did 
Jesus appear in his natural form, if the 
spiritual body Is not in similitude of the 
earthly body? You confuso the spirit
ual and earthly; you constantly Imagine 
the possibility of a supernatural life, 
when such a condition is impossible— 
there being nothing outside of nature. 
When humanity shall seek spiritual 
help Instead of material, from the spir
its we shall be better able to present 
higher forms of force and intelligence to 
the human understanding. Now, we are 
compelled to meet you upon the planes 
of mortal mind, rather than of the di
vine spirit; but not long hence it will be 
a universal possibility to witness spirit 
birth and spirit presence. If not by re
fined vision, then by the help of a sense 
power yet to be developed.

Mr. Kates replied as follows:
No. 4. Who said that I cannot see 

spirits? You assume in this, as in 
other things, from the lack of evidence. 
She possesses greater power to see than 
I do but it does not follow that I do not 
see spirits, by not exercising such In 
public. She is only one of ten thousand 
with this gift, but they each differ. 
And each minister differs in God-power. 
Why does not God demonstrate alike 
through each clergyman? Why are you 
not each positively Inspired by God to 
preach and cease writing your sermons? 
The power- of the Holy Ghost differs in 
each of us.

It is true that love is deathless—and 
no doubt many spirit loved ones de
sire to reach their own, but the soul 
aura Is tarnished by the debaucheries of 
the flesh. You can each receive spirit

Kates and not to her busband?
Are you not Inconsistent'in this: Why 

should not the spirits of the departed 
loved ones come directly to those whom 
they love—for love is the open sesame 
of all hearts and all lives?

If Spiritualism Is the only true relig
ion and way into the kingdom of God, 
why Is it1 conditioned, according to your 
philosophy upon nervous temperament, 
and not, as in Christianity, upon uni
versal need and personal faith?

The Christian Is taught that access to 
God Is the privilege of all human beings 
through Christ, the only mediator and 
advocate with the Father. Sin and not 
sensibility being the ohly barrier to this 
fellowship.

5. Why must your revelation be com
municated to the novitiate In darkness 
and not light. Candidly it-looks to me 
as though you were reviving In this day 
the Spiritualistic priestcraft with which 
Moses contended, and against which 
Paul protested in ancient days.

6. You say that you are In harmony 
with tlie Bible. What about Ex. 22:18; 
Deut. 18:10? Moses made laws against 
it. Paul cast out the spirit of divina
tion. God refused to send messengers 
to warn the brothers of Dives.

7. While It Is true that angels have 
come In times gone by, and may come 
now from .the other world to citizens of 
this, will you tell us why in all the 
range of Bible history and narrative 
there Is not a single narrative of a 
mother returning to her child, or a rela
tive coming back to one of his or her 
own kln?‘

8. Wherein does your system account 
for, or Is able to remove the sins of hu
manity?

9. If we accept your system, what are 
its equivalents for Jesus Christ and his 
atonement? The Bible says: “God so 
loved the world that he gave his only 
begotten Son that whosoever belleveth 
in him should not perish, but have ever
lasting life." GEO. P. WATSON,

Pastor M. E. Church.

THE REPLIES.
Mrs. Kates, under control, first made 

reply. We cannot give the text of her. 
remarks, but only the idea thereof. 
She was eloquent and forcible. It is too 
bad that her entire reply could not have 
been reported, as the people need the 
truths she uttered. As these questions 
were doubtless formulated after serious 
consultation by several clergymen, they 
represent a consensus of the opposition 
comprised in Methodlstic clerical cir
cles. Mrs. Kates said:

No, 1. I. never claimed to be a perfect 
medium nor that the spirits are perfect 
Much of defect exists with the spirits 
who present themselves and In the aura 
of the person to whom they lead me. 
When the people of earth become more 
spiritual and make it more possible for 
spirits to enter their aura, then, will I 
be more surely correct in receiving mes
sages:-But often, the recipient thinks 
it doing the Lord's service to wilfully 
deny and falsify. .

’ I most positively have no human bu
reau of information; and such an asser
tion Is a libel born from dishonesty in 
the one who so asserts. Spirits are not 
infallible, and we never claimed they 
possess Infinite power,

, No. 2. We . claim that a miracle can
not occur, betfause. nothing is ever ac
complished outside of law. .

-We positively say that the spirit 
realm is entirely natural and materially 
constructed. We affirm that spirit is 
the life of matter, and that form is the 
expression thereof to our sense percep
tion as environed. Our sense power is 
in accord with bur relation to the di
mensions of space. ,

We. teach the hell of conscience. We 
cannot escape the consequence of acts. 
If our. deeds are evil, we dwell in hell. 
We deny hell as a locality and affirm'it 
as a condition. A personal devil Is no 
.longer accepted by progressive theo
logians and. Is not a strange‘doctrine 
held by the Spiritualists only; for it is 
impossible to prove his existence, and 
would be a plain contradiction of God’s

.»'»Vi
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messages if you seek for them, and can 
develop your psychic powers by purify
ing the body and mind. But your loved 
one will not be silent if other medium
ship than your own must be employed. 
The fault Is with you and not with the 
spirits, if you fail In your part of the 
possibility.

We never said that Spiritualism 
teaches the only way to the kingdom of 
God. All systems of religious teaching 
possess some good. We seek for truth 
wherever and however we may be able 
to find it.

We deny the necessity of a nervous 
temperament in order to receive spirit
ual truth or develop psychic power. A 
positive will Is necessary. Mediumship, 
w’hen properly used, creates health. 
The abuse of any talent creates disease. 
If you preach incessantly and neglect 
the needs of your body, you are apt to 
become diseased or deranged. God will 
not protect you. We advise tlie temper
ate use of every function and talent 
We are trying to conserve human need 
and unfold personal knowledge. Wo 
see the need to destroy faith by unfold
ing knowledge. Faith no longer satis
fies, for we desire to know.

SplrituaUsm teaches that God is im
manent in nature, and access thereto is 
through the knowledge of law.

Jesus cannot possibly be the only me
diator, for God notices even a sparrow's 
fall. The Christ spirit Is diffused in 
all humanity and should bo expressed. 
Jesus was “a” Christ, and not “the only" 
Christ. He was used to demonstrate 
spirit power; and his great mission was 
to prove the possibility of a natural res
urrection. You are not his true follower 
when you are yet unable to do the 
works he did. He came to teach and 
demonstrate. Priestcraft has made him 
n mediator. The mission of Jesus was 
to help develop a spiritual kingdom on 
earth. Apostolic doctrine has supple
mented Messianic teaching. Sin is in
harmony and Ignorance. By unfold- 
ment we will gain fellowship with the 
good and pure.

No. 5. A very small proportion of 
spirit manifestation occurs in the dark. 
The greater part requires light. But 
we do not create law, but try to observe 
IL Jesus could not perform the works 
of the spirit as the rabble might de
mand.

Moses and Paul may have made se
rious mistakes by contending against 
what they did not understand. We are 
not so much Interested in what they op
posed, as in what concerns us to-day, 
and in what we can prove to be true 
and good.

No. What we say about the Bible, 
is, that it is full of what we call Spirit
ualism. Its record of spirit return and 
spiritual truth makes it more distinctly 
a supporter of spiritualism than of any 
other ism. But we do not accept its In
fallibility nor believe all of its teaching 
—neither do you. A conference of Meth
odists applauded and supported the 
statement that the Bible Is not inerrant 
and Is a history of events Instead of be
ing the infallible word of God.

The refusal of God to send messen
gers to warn the brothers of Dives 
makes us understand that he could not 
have sent the messengers—and why he 
did not does not concern us. Wc are 
aware that messengers from the spirit 
world comes to us without being sent; 
hence, they having such ability, must 
come by a natural law which is always 
God s law—hence He sends them to us.

No. 7. If the Bible does not record in
stances of a mother returning to her 
child, then It is more than likely be
cause the councils held to decide upon 
the Books, designedly threw out such 
instances if the same had been record
ed. But, many events of returning 
spirits are recorded therein; and Jesus 
appeared to his mother and others—thus 
the love element is Instanced if In no : 
other Biblical events. The lack of per
sonal communication with loved ones is 
a sad reflection upon the spiritual char
acter and love development of the 
prophets and apostles. Thus your crit
icism reacts—for if angels came in the 
elder time they should have been angels 
of peace and love instead of spirits of 
warriors (often called the Lord) to lead 
the hosts of Israel unto conquest in 
bloody battle. '

No. 8. The Spiritualists seek to devel
op humanity by proper birth and envi- .. 
rohment We have no safety valve for. 
sin—it must bear the consequence. W« 
hope to prevent sin rather than to cro- . 
ate any panacea to absolve the sinner.

No. 9. Jesus did not, nor could he
(Continued on Page 8.)
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lòeas on the Value anò “Glees of Zlbfstafees
A SUGGESTIVE LECTURE BY WALTER WILL
. JAMS, IN WHICH HE POINTS OUT THE IN

TRINSIC VALUE OF MISTAKES IN CHUROH 
ANH STATE. '
Mistakes inean movement, life, action. Mummies make 

no mistakes, says the St. Louis Globe-Democrat. A dead 
man cranmits no errors. Absolute inerrancy is super
natural? Infallibility follows the funeral—does not pre
cede it. Mortality is another name for mistakenncss. 
Progress is a matter of making mistakes and recovering 
from them. Walking- is a continual falling and getting 
up again. Success is gained by stumbling. Sitting still 
is stagnation. More failures in business are caused by 
timidity than rashness, 'j'lie business man who fears to 
make a mistake never succeeds, Nothing risked, nothing 
■won, is an old, old proverb, with a substratum of truth. 
Dread of error has kept many a merchant on a side street, 
while his neighbor has grown into a commercial king. 
Fear of financial mistakes keeps many men in poverty. 
Many clutch a penny too close to win a dollar which lies 
just outside their timorous grasp. Boldness is a funda
mental requisite to business success. Luck is really a 
matter of taking chances. Fortune ever invites the dar
ing. In commerce, as in war and love, faint heart ne’er 
won fair lady. The prizes in life are for the brave, not 
the poltroons.

Mistakes are signboards along the road to success. They 
are the danger signals indicating where the ice is thin. 
The biography of the successful man records only his suc
cesses. These have been not bo important in making him 
as have been his failures. His path has been clianged and 
its direction altered by the mistakes he has made. His 
real biography, as he will admit to his most intimate 
friends, has been a record of mistakes and getting over 
them. These-have kept him alert and active. They have 
driven him back upon his own resources and prevented 
him from falling into ways of indolence, which meant 
ruin. Sluggards seldom make mistakes. They are too 
lazy.

Mistakes are valuable as obstacles. This would be a 
dreary world if there were no mountains to climb. The 
dullest landscape is the unbroken plain, with unclouded 
sky and soil unflecked by tree or hill. The most wearisome 
life is filled with monotony. The smooth path does not 
develop strength as does the steeplechase or the hurdles. 

- Obstacles make character and character is the chief end 
of life. Where there is nothing to climb over, the highest 
faculties dwindle for want of employment. There is no 
Napoleon without the Alps. Achievement is not a matter 
of drifting on a placid lake, but of rowing against the 
swift current of a river. “My son Don had many ad
vantages,” said Simon Cameron, “but I,had one which 
outweighed them all—I had the obstacle of poverty.”

One value of mistakes consists, in .their stimulating 
power. They are inspiration. A reasonable dose of jnis- 
takes is necessary to stir to large achievement. To him 
who has good stuff in himself there is an inspiring influ
ence in a mistake, which acts as a fresh, cool breeze upon 
a city’s fevered forehead. It makes him eager to go to 
work again. It is a good pricking to progress. There is 
something in human nature which suggests sitting down, 
a belief in letting well enough alone. A grievous blunder 
will often awaken from this lethargy when no manner of 
good fortune would stir. Mistakes are ever foes-to medi
ocrity. They are stepping stones or crushing bowlders, 
according as they are regarded. They stimulate or de
press, and, with most men, depression comes only with an 
accumulation of mistakes. “The condition of the Ameri
can workingman,” describes a recent careful writer, “is 
one of hopeful discontent.” It is regarding past mistakes 
as present stimulant. Despair.is yielding to the mistakes

of others and our own. Ambition is making them yield 
to us. .

The world’s history is a story of mistakes. The record 
of religious errors would fill a library. Persecution has 
followed persecution and heresy has succeeded heresy, 
The heretic of yesterday is canonized to-morrow. The 
persecution of the last century is repented in sack-cloth in 
the next. Burning tears succeed the blazing fagots. The 
blood of the martyrs has ever been the seed of the church. 
The mistakes of the ultra-orthodox have brought religious 
freedom. The path to salvation lias, led through the 
thickets of religious blunders. Political mistakes have 
abounded. Diplomats have erred and war has come. 
Republics are an outgrowth of monarchs’ mistakes. Rev
olutions have been required to correct political errors. 
Church and state alike have blundered their way along. 
The world has stumbled through the centuries. Like the 
child, learning to walk by falling, it lias grown stronger 
and braver and better for its very stumbling. History is 
not philosophy teacliing by example. History is philoso
phy giving warning by mistakes. “Peccavi” is the cry of 
all the centuries.

There are men in the world, in this world, who never 
make mistakes. It must be true that they never err be
cause they admit the fact themselves. They never blunder 
in business. They buy .at the right time and sell at the 
right time. They employ just the right people and do the 
proper tiling under all circumstances. There is never a 
wrong thing said or done’by these individuals. In conse
quence they have no sympathy with people who make mis
takes. They are lonely, of course, for the great majority 
of mankind is always making mistakes, errors of judg
ment, blunders of behavior. The unmistaken fellows are 
the Pharisees of the market place.' They continually 
prate of their business infallibility and thank their god, 
the dollar almighty, that they are not as other men are, 
blunderers, mistaken, errorful. They are, if their own 
conversation is to be taken as criterion, the salt of the 
financial earth. But when the truth is known the salt 
has lost its savor many times. The mistakes they have 
made would outnumber the days of the years of their 
business existence. Business associates are not fooled by 
the blunderless boaster. They know that he is mistaken.

The popular mistakes are numerous. Fancies spring 
up perennially. One country in one century will go wild 
over a black tulip and another will become crazed over 
speculation in red herring. Mistakes, commercial, finan
cial, political, religious, catch fast hold upon a community 
and there is difficulty in unloosening. The crowd, mad
dened over an illusion, will not believe the truth. They 
prefer the mistake to an exposure of it. There is nothing 
which has a finer educative effect upon a people than to be 
intensely mistaken upon some proposition, and then to 
get over it. The process of recovery is slow, but effective. 
Mistakes are great popular educators. Their correction 
comes in the course of time, and with it an intellectual 
uplift. National mistakes in this republic are corrected 
or made at the great quadrennial inventory of political 
stock. Here we American sovereigns take the steps which 
help or harm the country’s future. Political blunders are 
made or avoided, and the ejection often decided by a small 
mistake. The mistakes of the opposite party are always 
the stock in trade of the other. It has not been simply 
one, but many times that defeat was brought to one party 
and political success to another by a chance mistake in the 
campaign. A recent presidential election was lost by a 
single sentence of a New York preacher.

Ultra-conservatism never wins victories. It creates no 
cities and carves no continents from the darkness. It is 
the impossible tliat comes to pass when courage draws its 
sword. There are Napoleons of finance who are foolish, 
but the Napoleonic, spirit in greater-or less degree poS-

sesses all who dare q/id dpi'instead of dream. The men 
who bring things to pass are not afraid to make mistakes. 
If they were, the. things would never come io pass. Con
servatism narrows arid confines. It makes of mistakes a 
bogie man to frighten frojn advancement. On the other 
hand, enterprise calculates.so many mistakes as to be ex
pected in the range of probabilities, and having estimated 
these, goes on unfretted and unafraid. There are just 
two ways of dealing; with, mistakes—being crushed by 
them or crushing them to macadamize one’s road upward. 
They are bowlders in the way or stepping stones along the 
way. The ultra-conservative sits down in front of them 
and laments their existence. The progressive climbs upon 
them and pushes on his road.

There is just one right way to do anything. There are 
a thousand wrong ways. Mistakes help to find the right 
way. Experience has been called a dear teacher, but dear 
teachers are always the most profitable. Cheapness does 
not pay any more here than in the shops. We learn to 
live by living. We learn tlie. truth by finding out our 
errors. There are many people who could with profit be 
guided by the mistakes of others. Most persons, how
ever, desire to see the folly of it themselves. To-day does 
not stand upon the shoulders of yesterday. It creeps 
along, faltering and falling. - It makes the same blunders 
that it did when Rome was young or when the Pyramids 
were unearthed. Each generation must work out the 
problem of life itself. ,

This would be an altogether unbearable world if nobody 
ever did anything unwise or unreasonable. Errors are 
the spice of life—-oilier people’s errors. Without them 
there would bo nothing worth living for. There would 
be no fun in the world. Fakes would be banished. Every
body would do the correct thing at all times. Not only 
the waiters and the gentlemen would wear full dress suits, 
but even the tramp would so appear after six o’clock. Or 
would there be any tramp? The war drum would throb 
no longer. There would be no use fof diplomacy or 
legislation. Each man would marry tire right woman, 
and all would live happily together ever afterward. There 
would be' no divorce courts and no grand juries and no 
funny pages in the newspapers. What a lot of Othellos 
with their occupation gone there would be if there were 
no mistakes. The dentist lives on the mistakes of our 
mouths, the oculist and optician on the mistakes of our 
eyes, the aurists on the mistakes of our ears, the physician 
would find his practice unprofitable, and the lawyer would 
be a briefless barrister indeed. The physician’s largest 
fees are from those who make physical mistakes. The 
lawyer’s clients are always the victims of their own or 
somebody else’s mistakes. As for the preacher, the cor
rection of mistaken conduct is the burden of his sermons, 
the chief object of his clfurch. If man were faultless he 
need not preach at all; It is only because of the practice 
of others that he preaches. Indeed, the professions would 
be blotted out by the barring of mistakes. Medicine would 
go out of existence with mistakes. Law and errors would 
disappear together. IThe gospel would be unneeded in a 
sinlpss world. And- sin Is the greatest mistake. The 
whole plan of humari'iedemption hangs upon a blunder in 
horticulture which the first man made in a garden, tried 
to throw upon his wife, and has been suffering from ever 
since. The actual existence of millions is dependent upon 
the mistakes of their neighbors. They live because of the 
half-lives of other people. 1

Man himself is not a mistake. Ho sometimes thinks he 
is, arid answers affirmatively1 the question of the pessimist, 
“Is life worth living??—that is, in the moments when he 
is drunken with despair, ihe average man, cool-headed 
and sane, may regard the: other fellow as a mistake, but 
never himself. Sanity is net a .common possession, how
ever?" Sanity wdffid'm^tf'absbMte'ireedom from error of

judgment or mistake of the heart. But nobody is entirely 
Bane. The convolutions in every brain are twisted awry 
somewhere and at some time. Each individual cerebrum 
and cerebellum is abnormally developed at Bome point. 
Some bump is too small or too large. For this reason 
there are many misfits in the world. Many men have 
mistaken their proper calling—round pegs trying to fit 
square holes. The insane that are lodged in the asylums 
and retreats and sanitariums are but little removed in 
brain capacity from the people who put them there. The 
doctor and-his patient differ only in degree. A most 
learned physician has said that there is not one perfectly 
normal brain in the world.. When mistakes occur, there
fore, it is not surprising. The surprise is that they should 
be bo few in number.

Mistakes have their chiefest value in the charity they 
teach. No one can set down and coolly study his own life 
and count up its errors without being more kindly dis
posed towards his neighbor, It is the self-righteous who 
can not stop to comfort and reclaim the erring. The ad
mitted sinner eagerly embraces every opportunity for such 
service. The mercy we crave teaches us to render the 
deeds of mercy. And mistakes are valuable because they 
teach the lesson of patience. It is only people who have 
made mistakes that can be patient with others.

Because the world must learn all its lessons over again 
and each generation go to school again everybody has a 
fair chance in life. If one family could struggle upward 
through errors overcome to faultlessness and then be
queath this faultlessness to the children, the world would 
become a most unequal one. It is a wise arrangement of 
the only being who makes no mistakes that this should be 
so, and that there is no legacy of inerrancy. Struggle as 
parents will to protect their children from blunder and 
burden, the child must always learn to live as he learns to

of much else, and you judge mo bjJ 
yourself."

“Good for you, Jennie; defend your
self «nd Timothy, too, and I will stand 
by you,” spoke up Calvin Bartley, and 
all eyes were turned pn him. “I endorse . 
every word that Jeunlo has said,” he 
continued. “I stand by Tim Trueheart. 
He’s the smartest boy in the county and 
the best one, too. He told me about his 
new ideas on religion and there's lots of 
good sense in them. But I don’t care 
who says he is, I say he ain’t an Infidel. 
He believes in God and Jesus Christ, 
and that’s what I believe in. I’d like to 
know who’s got any better belief than 
that. And he lives up to what ho be
lieves, and that’s more than some do, 
that call him an infidel.”

No one replied to this speech, nnd 
the party broke up.

Calvin called that same day on his 
much discussed and greatly misunder
stood friend and gave him an account 
of Jennie Lester’s heroic and intelligent 
defense of him, and of his own part in 
the discussion.

Timothy was delighted and so ex
pressed himself to Calvin, He laid spe
cial emphasis upon the latter’s argu- 
meat in his behalf, passing lightly over 
the part that the young girl played in 
the matter.

“Now, Tim, that won’t do; I know you 
appreciate my defense, but you appre
ciate what Jennie said a thouand times 
more, and I don't blame you a bit for it, 
either, for she is the prettiest, the best 
and the smartest girl in this part of tho 
world, and she thinks you are worth 
more than all the other boys put to
gether, even Including your humble 
servant. And I wouldn’t blame you a 
bit if you was to fall In love with her, 
when you get old enough,” the last part 
of the sentence being uttered with sig. 
nlficant emphasis, and accompanied by 
a humorous twinkle of the eye.

THE RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE OF TWO BOYS.
BY T. A. BLAND. ONE OF THE BOYS.

£F

Among my college chums, there was 
one boy who came very nearly up to my 
Ideal of youthful manliness and nobility 
of character. I admired him greatly and 
loved him dearly. And he reciprocated 
my admiration and affection most fully. 
That whs nearly half a century ago. 
We corresponded for many years, and 
then we lost each other. A few days 
ago I heard of him through a mutual 
friend and wrote him a letter. He re
sponded promptly and heartsomely. He 
opened his letter by saying: “Your let
ter came as a glad sufprise. I ex
claimed, 'This my friend who was lost 
is found,’ and I feel like throwing my 
arms about your neck and making a 
feast of rejoicing. I see you in memory 
as when we were fellow students of 
what we then innocently thought to be 
the science of medicine, the art of heal
ing, nnd when our visions of the future 
were bright with hope of success In our 

■ chosen profession. We have learned a 
few things since then, and chiefly how 
little we, or our teachers, then know, 
and how little we still know.”

From this I learn that my friend has 
evoluted out of the medical superstition 
by which we were both then environed, 
and held in thrall. But from an auto
biographical sketch of him. I have 
just rend. 1 learn that he still holds fast 
to the religious belief of his youth, and 
that he has spent most of his manhood 
years in the Baptist ministry, as well as 
in the practice of medicine, preaching 
on Sundays and often on other days, 
without pecuniary reward, a positive 
proof of hjs sincerity and devotion.

I account for the fact that my dear 
friend has not grown out of his child
hood faith, on the ground that he was 
bo organized as to be easily psycholo
gized, and could and did have the psy- 
chologlc experience known as getting re- 
Hgion, and that he has been, by both his 

, earthly and his spirit guides, held un- 
that hypnotic Influence. I was not 
pnotic subject, hence I escaped 

ondage.
e time ago I began to write a 

1 which is in a measure autobio
hic. The title is “Timothy True- 
t, Reformer.” The second chapter

Is unpublished work is substan
ti record of my youthful religious 

erlences, and may be interesting to 
me persons:
Timothy was born and grew up in an 
thodox community. The doctrine of 

he total depravity of all the’ sons and 
aughters of Adam and Eve had been 

dinned into Hiss ears from childhood. 
His parents and other pious friends had 
often urged him to “flee from the wrath 
of an angry and vengeful God,” by 
taking refuge in the “ark of safety,” 
meaning the church. He was urged to
go t 
with 
wipe
hérité, 
rent sY 
footing 
treaty n 
adopted . 
and savet 
boy's Intel 
belled agal.
he was tok 
prompted bj 
anxious to h.

is sort of theology, but 
t this rebellion was 
Devil, who was very 
be pleasure of his so-

mourners’ bench and wrestle 
Lord till he, compelled him to 
hat old strain of depravity In-.
m Adam, and pardon his cur- 
hen he would be on proper 
nter into ’ a covenant -or 

od, by which he would be 
the family of the saints, 

all danger of hell. The 
al and moral sense re-

clety In the w,.. \to come. This expla
nation was receiv with a degree of 
doubt, but “it may be true,” he rea

r toned; “at any rate It can’t do me any

harm to go to the mourner’s bench and 
get religion, so, when the next camp
meeting is held In Smith’s woods, I will 
go up on the first invitation and not 
leave the scat of mercy till I get the 
promised blessing."

This vow was made by our hero in 
harvest time the summer after he was 
eighteen. He did not tell even his 
mother, that he had made such a vow, 
but he kept it to the letter, so far as it 
was in his power to keep it. He went 
through the regular programme as pre
sented by the preacher. Yet he utterly 
failed to pass through that peculiar 
psychological experience popularly 
known as getting religion. It was near
ing the witching hour of midnight; Tim
othy had been at the mourners' bench 
for over two hours, praying earnestly 
for the promised blessing. But as yet 
he felt no change In his mental or moral 
state. Elder Shaw was making ills last 
round among the mourners, before clos
ing the meeting for the night. Through 
his assistance two penitent sinners were 
transformed Into rejoicing saints. He 
finally came to Timothy, and, kneeling 
by his side, he said:

“Well, my dear young friend, how Is 
it with you? Have you found the 
Savior?”

“No, sir, I have not, though I have 
sought him earnestly.”

“Have you made a full surrender? 
Have you confessed to the Lord that 
you are the chief of sinners, and that 
you richly deserve eternal damnation?"

“No, sir, I have not done that, and I 
can’t do it For though I am a sinner, 
I am not the worst sinner in the world.”

The Elder was horror-stricken to hear 
such blasphemous words from a mourn
er. Recovering himself, he said: “My- 
dear boy, it is Satan who puts that 
thought Into your heart. Pray to be de
livered from his power, or you are lost 
forever.”
. The boy did pray, and the burden of 
his prayer was that he might know the 
truth, and beguided by it To his dis
may his faith in the theology he had 
been taught grew less, and his hope of 
getting through on the line he was pur
suing gradually declined. He left the 
mourners’ bench an agnostic, though 
he had never heard that word, and if he 
had been charged with being an agnos
tic, he would not have known whether 
to consider it a compliment, or the op
posite of complimentary.

On the way home from the meeting 
Timothy’s father said to him:

“My son, your mother and I were very 
glad to see you go forward to seek the 
blessing of forgiveness. I hope you 
found it”

"No, father, I did not find what I 
sought, and expected to find, that mys
terious change of heart, which you and 
other good people call getting religion. 
I went to the mourners’ bench with full 
confidence in the promise of the Lord as 
Interpreted by my religious teachers. I 
did my part faithfully, but the promise 
failed, and my faith in that system of 
religion is gone. I had begun to lose 
hope, and fall into doubt, before Eider 
Shaw came to talk to me, and when he 
told me that I must confess that I am 
the chief of Sinners and that I richly 
deserve to be damned In hell forever, I 
entirely lost hope, for I cannot believe 
what I know Is not true. I've tried to 
be n good boy, and I know boys that are 
a great deal worse than I am. If I 
can’t get religion without telling the

Lord what he knows and I know 1? false 
then I shall never get It” ,

To say that this burst of blasphemy 
shocked and grieved the pious parents 
of this young skeptic scarcely does their 
feelings justice. He had been their 
hope' and pride.

“I fear that much learning hath made 
thee mad, my son." It was the father 
who spoke, and his voice was tremulous 
with emotion. The mother wept In si
lence, but she was thinking also. She 
saw the force of the boy’s logic, she had 
always understood him. There existed 
between the mother and son an intel
lectual and moral sympathy that made 
them companions and confidants. So 
the mother resolved to keep his words 
locked In her heart till she could talk 
with her son In private.

When a few days later she found her
self alone with her boy, Mrs. Trueheart 
said: “My dear Timie, I want to talk 
with you about religion. I want you 
to open your heart to your mother free
ly, and tell me all your troubles, fears 
and doubts.”

The boy put his arm about his mother, 
and kissing her beautiful forehead, he 
said:

“Dear Mother, I Inherit from you 
those mental qualities that impel me to 
follow In the line of Intellectual and 

.moral culture. I thank God that he 
gave me such a mother. A mother who 
can think along logical lines, and reach 
rational conclusions. Mother, God gave 
us our reasoning faculties, and our mor
al sentiments and hade us develop them 
and use them, and be guided “by them. 
This being true, we are bound to believe 
what seems to us true and reject what 
to us seems false. We cannot do oth
erwise. An-error needs only to be ex
posed to the sunlight-ol reason to be re
jected by -all honest people, and truth, 
when so exposed is so beautiful that all 
who see it desire to possess It

“Mother, the religious system we have 
been brought up in is false in Its essen
tial dogmas; since my recent camp
meeting experience, I have put these 
dogmas to the test of reason and moral 
sense, and found them to be false. It 
is Unreasonable to puppose that an Infi
nitely wise and just God would damn 
me for a sin committed by a man who 
lived thousands of years ago, and a 
man, too, who had not progressed far 
enough in knowledge and civilized hab
its to wear clothes, live in a house or 
build a fire. It is unreasonable to sup
pose that a wise, just and loving being 
would curse the whole human race and: 
even the Innocent earth with an infi
nite and eternal curse because a woman 
who was as ignorant as a baby ate an 
apple to gratify her appetite and her 
curiosity, also because she was told that 
it would make her wise. This story Is 
as unreasonable as the story of Pan
dora, and the wonderful box, which I 
read In the history of Greek inythology. 
Both stories are efforts to solve the 
problem of evil and explain the mystery 
of sin and suffering. They were both 
written in an Ignorant age, and are be
lieved only by Ignorant people.”

“But, my boy, the Bible says It’s true, 
and we surely must believe the Bible, 
for we are told that God inspired the 
men who wrote the Bible.” •

“Mother, I am inspired to answer you 
with a quotation from the Bible, which 
father often uses: ‘Let God be true, 
though all men are liars.’ The story of 
the fall of man did not come from God. 
The author of it may have thought him
self Inspired by God, but if so he was 
mistaken. God: Is wise and that story is 
silly. God is just, and that story is. a 
story of injustice.- God Is love, that’s a 
story of anger. Ged is merciful, that Is 
a story of revenge. God cannot be the

author of that story, nor of the system 
of religion founded upon it."

“But, my beloved son, if the story of 
the fall is false, then the story of Christ 
Is false, also, for If man did not fall he 
did not need a Redeemer." '

“I admit the force of your logic, moth
er, but I have been reading the history 
of Jesus Christ, as given in the four 
Gospels since my experience at camp
meeting, as I would read any other his
tory. I read it just as though I had 
never read It before, and had not 
formed any opinion upon the character 
or mission of Jesus. I think I now un
derstand his character and his mission. 
He was a divine man, but a man and 
not a god, and'hls mission was to preach 
the gospel of righteousness, and redeem 
man from sin and its consequences by 
his precepts and his exeample. He 
claimed to be the son of man, and also 
the son of God. But he did not say 
that in this respect he differed from oth
er men, on the contrary he taught that 
all men are sons of God; as well as sons 
of men. He taught men to pray, ‘Our 
Father who are in Heaven,’ thus teach
ing that God Is the Father of all men, 
and that all men are brethren. He 
seemed anxious to get people to live 
right, to do to others as they would 
have others do to them, to love their 
neighbors, as'tliemselves. To be just to 
all and generous to the needy. He 
wanted people to develop their Intel
lects, and be guided by their moral facul
ties. He urged them to reform, by 
ceasing to do wrong and learning to do 
right. But, in all the four histories of 
him there is not a word about the fall of 
man, total depravity, or salvation 
through the merits of a crucified Re
deemer. Jesus not only did not refer to 
the fall of Adam, but he gave no intima
tion that lie had ever heard, of it If he 
had been sent to this world expressly to 
redeem the race of man from the conse
quences of that fall, he surely would 
have said so. And the. fact that he did 
not say so, proves clearly that that was 
not his mission." ■. .

“But, my son, why was. Christ cru
cified, if not to redeem the world?"

“He was crucified, dear mother, for 
the. same reason that the prophets were 
stoned, for the same reasonihat Socra
tes was compelled to'drinkIthe deadly 
hemlock, for the samereasoii that mar
tyrs to Truth in all pifst ages were put 
to death, because he preached a differ
ent doctrine from that taught-by the 
priests of his time andjeountqy. He was 
put to death as a heretic. >He was cru
cified because that was the: way crimi
nals were executed In'the Roman prov
inces, and Judea was a Roman province 
at that time.". ■ < '

“You have given me much to think 
about, my son, and I will read the four 
gospels again, and then wei will have 
another talk about, religion,’?

A few days after the above conversa
tion Timothy borrowed froan a friend a 
book of sermons by that distinguished 
Quaker, Elias Hicks,- andnhe was de
lighted to find . in these sermons full 
confirmation of the views he had given 
expression to In his talk with his moth
er. He read them aloud to his father 
and mother, and both - were profoundly 
Impressed by them. The mother accept
ed gladly the new gospel, but the father 
feared to give, up the old faith, after 
all, It might be found that the new doc
trine was a cunning device of the devil, 
by which to deceive people and lead' 
them to hell. .- . . .

Timothy explained his father's atti
tude on phrenological grounds. “Your 
organs of comparison and causality are 
larger, mother, and more active than 
the same organs in father’s head,-hence 
you have larger mental grasp and clear-

walk; he must always stumble his way upward; he must"" 
make the same mistakes the world has made before.

Mistakes add beauty to the landscape. No copper-plate 
garden, laid out' with mathematical precision and ac- । 
curacy, is ever so attractive as the wild landscape with 
trees and rocks and grass piled upon it, undistinguishable 
inexactness. Mistakes add zest to life. There would be 
no glory or gainful pursuit if there were no mistakes in 
the commercial world. The exchanges would be deserted, 
and the city street a business morgue. Mistakes add 
strength to character. Man, with all his boastfulness, 
would be a sorry, Bpiceless weakling did he not make mis
takes and overcome them. Gianthood comes from putting 
mistakes under foot. Moral dwarfness results from the 
non-existence of mistakes or the neglect to use them 
aright. We never know what we can do until we try, has 
been an inspiring maxim for centuries. Trying tests 
character and making mistakes comes as a result of trying.

The highest, holiest of all occupations is that which the 
reformer claims. But there'could be no reformation had 
there not been first deformation. The reformer seeks to 
correct mistakes in politics, in church, in state, in busi
ness, in law. He feeds upon mistakes. He collects them 
for the study of sociology. He discusses them in his 
works on hygiene. He reasons about them in his works 
on philosophy. He weighs them in his balances and ex
amines them with his microscopes. He analyzes, inspects, 
investigates. He contemplates, considers, calculates. 
And after he has dined, supped, breakfasted upon the 
mistakes of others, the reformer too often falls a victim 
to his own zeal and rashness.

The world is strewn with mistakes. If over each had 
been placed a gravestone there would be a girdle of gran
itoid pavement the globe around. They are valuable 
texts, not for epitaphs, but for bugle calls, not for obituary 
notices of buried hopes, but for inspiration to larger 
victory. WALTER WILLIAMS.

er Insight than he has, and besides you 
have more courage than father pos
sesses, because the organ of cautious
ness is not so large in your head as in 
his." ’

“Why, what a wonderful tiling phre
nology is, if it can explain the differ
ence in people’s religious belief.”

“Yes, mother, phrenology is the 
greatest science ever discovered, for it 
is tlie science of man. It enables us to 
know ourselves and our fellows. It is 
tlie key with which the human mind 
can be unlocked and Its motives and 
mysteries explained.”

Everybody knew that Timothy had 
tried to get religion, and had failed, 
and the gossips said thaf he had be
come an Infidel. . Elder Shaw called 
upon him to learn the truth or falsity 
of this charge. Timothy being in the 
field at work when the preacher called, 
the mother received him, and on learn
ing his errand, invited him to remain 
to dinner, and see the boy and have a 
talk with him during the noon hour.

“Thank you, Sister Trueheart; I will 
stay and see your son, and in the mean
time, I would like to talk with you 
about his state of mind. Is it true that 
he has denied the Lord that bought him 
with his precious blood, and become a 
rank infidel?"

“My son can answer your question 
better than I can. so I will let him an
swer it, but if hé is an Infidel, I, too. am 
an infidel, for I believe as he does, 
about religion."

“Well, Sister Trueheart, I am sure 
you are not an infidel, for I never saw 
an infidel woman in all my travels, 
though I have heard that some of the 
Quaker women have been led astray by 
that prince of heretics, Ellas Hicks.”

Mrs. Trueheart made no reply to this 
outburst, but excusing herself went to 
the kitchen to look after the dinner. 
She now knew that when Timothy 
should define his position Elder Shaw 
would denounce his views as heretical, 
and pronounce him an infidel, but she 
felt sure that the boy would defend 
himself so ably as to confound the 
preacher, and come out of the contest 
triumphant.

Mr. Trueheart engaged the Elder In 
conversation on minor topics while at 
dinner, but as they left the table the 
Elder placed his right hand on the boy's 
head and said: ’

“Timothy, I hear strange and start
ling stories about you arid I came ex
pressly to learn from your own Ups bow 
much truth, If any there is In these sto
ries. It is currently reported that you 
have become an Infidel.” -

“Does not the word 'Infidel' mean 
want of fidelity, and is not an ‘infidel’ 
one who Is wanting in fidelity?"

“Yes, ah, I suppose that is the origl- 
nal definition of the word."
. “Then I deny the charge of being an 
infidel, for I earnestly seek to know the 
truth, and follow where it leads with 
unwavering fideUty.”

“But, my dear young man, Christ is 
the Truth, the way and the life.. Yon 
must believe In Christ, and be faithful 
to him.” -

“I do believe In Christ, and I am fol
lowing with all the fidelity of my soul, 
and all the wisdom I have attained 
from the ethical principles and moral 
precepts found in the 'Sermon on the 
Mount’" ’ ■ ‘ .

“Ahí I think I see where you are drift
ing. You accept Christ as a moral 
teacher, but not as a Savior in the Gos
pel sense."' ; : ¡ ’ 1
' “Yes, I do accept Jesus Christ as a 
Savior In the Gospel sense. I learn 
from -the Gospel records of his life; that 
the mission of Christ was to redeem 
man from the dominion of selfishness.

EYESIGHT 
RESTORED

Failing Eyesight, Cataracts or 
Blindness Cured without the 

use of the knife.
Dr. W. O. Coffee, the noted eye specialist of Des 

Moines, Iowa, has perfected a mild treatment by 
which anyone suffering1 from 
failing eyesight, cataracts, 
blindness or any disease of 
the eyes can cure them» 
selves at home. 18,000 suf
ferers in all parts of the 
country were cured last 
year by his wonderful ab
sorption method. Judge 
George Edmunds, a leading 
attorney of Carthage, Ills.. 
70 years old,* was cured of 

~ ~ cataractaon both eyes.
W. O. OorFLE. M. D. j^rSi Lucluda Hammond, 

Aurora, Neb., 77 years old. had cataracts on both 
eyes and Dr. Coffee*« remedies restored her to per
fect eyesight. If you are afflicted with any eye 
trouble write to Dr. Coffee and tell him all about 
it. He will then tell you just what he can do. He 
will also send you Free of charge bls 80 page book, 
“ The New System of Treating Diseases of tho 
Eye.” It is full of interesting and valuable in
formation. All cures are permanent, Write 
to-day for yourself or friend to (
W.O. COFFEE, tt. D., g i g Good Block, Des Moines,la,'
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which Is the dominion of the devil, and 
to open his spiritual vision so that he 
can grasp the sublime truth that he is 
immortal. His mission was to save men 
from sin by showing them the hideous
ness of vice, and the beauty of'virtue, 
and that vice is not only hideous, but 
that It inevitably brings misery, while 
virtue Is not only lovely but that her vo
taries are always happy. All this I 
firmly believe."

“No; His chief mission on earth was 
to suffer and die on the cross in man’s 
stead, the just for the unjust, that be 
might bring us to God.”

“I am but a boy, and have yet much 
to learn, but I have read with care tbe 
four short histories of Jesus Christ in 
the New Testament There is, so far as 
I have heard, no record of his acts or 
his words. I get my views of his mis
sion therefore wholly from those histo
ries. If he ever uttered one word about 
tbe sin of Adam, the fall of man, the 
total depravity of the human race, or 
vicarious atonement, I wish you would 
show it to me.”

Tbe Elder’s face was an interesting 
study. Astonishment predominated, 
but there was an expression indicating 
defeat. He looked like a man who 
heartily wished himself somewhere else, 
but who could see no way out of his di
lemma. He was silent for a moment, 
when he said:

"I must not keep you from your work 
longer now, Timothy, but f will talk 
with you further some other time."

From that day the studious, tbe 
thoughtful, the sincere, the honest 
young truth-seeker, Timothy Trueheart, 
Jr., was regarded as an Infidel. Young 
people were advised by their parents 
and their religious teachers to shun his 
society lest he should lead them into 
error by his Infidel arguments.

Timothy’s faithful friends, Galvin 
Bartley and Jennie Lester, refused to 
believe the charge, or heed the warning. 
They defended him bravely whenever 
he was attacked in their presence. It 
required no sacrifice and not much cour
age for Calvin to stand up for Timothy, 
but with Jennie the case was different, 
yet she proved herself a true heroine.

A party of boys and girls had been 
discussing the gossip about Timothy, 
and Ann Haney had settled the matter 
by quoting Elder Shaw as authority for 
the statment that Timothy had told him 
to his face that he did not believe la the 
leading doctrines of the church or in the 
pjan of salvation founded upon those 
doctrines. It was then that Jennie 
Lester took up the defense of the absent 
boy, .

“You may all say what you please 
about "him, but everyone who knows 
Timothy Trueheart at all knows that he 
Is a good boy, and whatever he believes 
or doesn’t believe, he is honest In it, and 
you all know that he knows more than 
all of us put together, or even Elder 
Shaw himself.”

“Oh, I know why you take Tim True- 
heart’s part He’s your sweetheart”

A general laugh greeted ' this retort 
from Ann Haney. Jennie Lester’s face 
was suffused with blushes for a mo
ment then an angry flush succeeded. 
The girl was justly indignant at the vul
gar manner in which Ann had attempt
ed to reply to her statement of facts.

“You have no right to say any such 
thing, Ann Haney; and it is coarse and 
vulgar as well as false. You and every
one else knows that Timothy Trueheart 
has no sweethearts except his books and 
his mother. He has something more Im
portant to think about than most boys 
have, and then he. Is too young to think 
about such things as sweethearts, and 
so am I; and so are you, Ann Haney, if 
you only knew It, but you doh’t think

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectures by the Swami Vlvek&uanda, on Raja Yoga; 

or Conquering the Internal Nutore. and other sub
jects; also, Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms, with com
mentaries and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged, 12ino„ Cloth, 11,50. Raia Yoga 
la an ancient system of Indian Pblloi-ophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami Vlv- 
ekananda became a familiar figure in several Ameri
can cities during the three yean following the Par
liament of Religions at Chicago; bo was cordially re
ceived tn America. Where the breadth and depth of 
hts teachings were soon recognised. His teachings 
are universal tn their application. The book Is cheap 
at 11.50. For sale at this office.
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STORY OF TWO WORLDS.

BY CARRIE E. 8. TWING.
work of unusnal merit, full of Interest, aad

richly Imbued with the philosophy of Bpirltualiam. 
For sale at this office. Price tl.

WORDS THAT BURN
A ROMANCE,

BY LIDA BRIGGS BROWNE.

A very Interesting and spiritually elevating and 
Instructive work. It is worthy of a wide circulation.

For sale at this office. Frit e 11.50.

The Spiritual Body Real.
Views of PauL Wesley and other«. Valuable tee* 

tlmonlea of modern clairvoyant«, Wltnesaei of the 
separation of the spiritual body from the dying 
physical form. By Gflei B. Stebbins. Price. 10c.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
A real visit with friends on the other side of life, 

and a familiar talk. By spirit Samuel Bowles'. Car* 
He E. B. Twtng, Medium. Price 30 cents, For sale at 
this office.

Appeals to Methodists.
A short discourse by spirit Bishop Haren, given au
tomatically through the hand of Carrie E. 8. Twins, 
Price 20c. For sale at this office.

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
Aad Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowles In tbe 
First Five Spheres, Etc. Written through the baud 
of Carrie E. S. Twlng- Paper, 80c.______ •

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
By Dr. Paul Carus. Very thoughtful and interesting, 
Paper, 23c,

The Development of the Spirit 
Alter Transition. By M. Faraday. Transcribed at 
the request of a band of ancient philosophers. Price 
10 cents. Por sale at this office. -

MYTH AND MIRACLE.
One of Col. Robi. G. Ingersoll's best lectures. Price 

Be. For sale at this office.

THREE SEVENS.
A Story of Ancient Inltlafons. By the Phelong» 
Illustrating the Hermetic Philosophy Price, cIoUl 
U25.

Cod in the Constitution.
By Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colo 
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like* 
nets of the author. Price 10 cents. ForaalcattMt 
office.

CHUROH AND STATE
The Bible la the Public Schools; the New "Araert» 

can” Party. By “Jofferaon.” Third edition. 28 pace«. 
Price 10 centi. For sale at thli office.

The Science of Spirit Return.
ByChirlea O*wb»ra. A aelenttno nhctrol that 11 
truly taterettlng. Fries U cent.. For ula at till 
office. _
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GENER/VL SURVEY

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, j| 
DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER. ||

Uu.'i i itlii b a ultb.—Each cuuiributo. 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Mauy of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to Uis belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 

-to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the miuds of our corfe- 
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is sit up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space w.e have to pccu- 

z py, and in ordei\to do that they will 
generally have to ne abridged more or 
less; otherwise many Hems would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 

. address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every item that ap- 

• pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to. ~

Will C. W. Stewart please send his ad
dress to this office?

Rev. J. O. M. Hewitt, 498 W. Madison 
street, Chicago, will make engagements 
for camp-meetings, or societies, and will 
answer calls to officiate at funeral»-, 
weddings, or other services. He is a 
speaker of fine ability, and of superior 
culture.

G. W. Kates and wife will be in 
Princeton, Minn., September 15 to 19; 
Pine City, 20 to 25; Aitkin, 27 to 30.

Wm. Nless writes from Cleveland, 
Ohio: “The First Association of Spirlt- 
uallsts will resume Its hall meetings the 
first Sunday in October, at the new lo
cation, No. 222 Superior street, which is 
a pleasant and large hall, newly deco
rated. Our speaker will be Mrs. Lou 
Prior, Inspirational and test medium, 
and psychometrist. We hope that all of 
our friends and members will turn out 
promptly and attend regularly, for we 
shall have a feast of good things 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Prior.”

The Campbell Brothers have left Lily 
Dale, N. Y., for a rest of a few weeks at 
the sea shore, after which they will go 
to New York, arriving there to do busl- 
ness about the middle of October.

Mrs. Lilly LeSieur writes: “The next 
Band of Harmony, Thursday afternoon 
and evening, September 20, will give a 
reception and welcome home to our 
president and pastor, Mrs. Cora L. V. 

' Richmond. We have a special program 
for the occasion, and the young folks 
have entire charge of supper arrange
ments, to be served at six o'clock. The 
ladles are requested to bring refresh
ments as usual. All Interested friends 
are welcome.”

J. W. Gill writes: "Mrs. Hamilton 
Gill, trance medium, has now returned 
to the city, after spending a pleasant 

. vacation at Island Lake and Briggs 
Park camp-meetings. Island Lake Is an 
ideal spot for a camp-meeting, and the 
Detroit Spiritualists are to be congratu
lated for securing such a meetlng- 
place. Mrs. Gill will bold her usual cir
cles Sunday and Thursday evenings 
and Tuesday afternoon for Indies ouly, 
until further notice, at their residence, 
82 South Oakley avenue."

The Chicago American says: "Miss 
Ida Williamson read the funeral ora
tion yesterday over the body of George 
Frost, an aged Spiritualist, who shot 
and killed himself Wednesday last. 
Miss Williamson, who Is young and 
very pretty, was a great friend of Frost. 
Two days before his suicide Frost 
called on the girl and asked her to read 
three orations written by himself and 
choose the one she thought best. Won
dering, Miss Williamson made a choice. 
Then Frost asked her if she would read 
It over his dead body. The girl prom
ised, little thinking how soon she would

Take due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
full name and address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so aud so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The items ot those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

Virginie Barrett can be addressed for 
engagements at 819 E. 16th street, In
dianapolis, Ind. Reasonable terms. 
She goes from Lake Brady to East Liv
erpool, Ohio.

The Indianapolis (Ind.) News says: 
“Evansville, Ind., August 31.—Mrs.. 
Lillie Hamner, who complained of hav
ing been despoiled of her diamonds by 
Bessie Hollingsworth, has caused the 
latter’s arj'est, and the case is arousing 
profound astonishment. Spiritualism is 
playing a part in the drama, as first de
tailed in The News. Mrs. Hamner for
merly lived here, and upon removal to 
Spring Grove, Ky., Miss Hollingsworth 
accompanied her as a companion. Mrs. 
Hamner is a believer in Spiritualism, 
and she reports that soon after reaching. 
Spring Grove she began to receive mes
sages from her dead husband, one of 
which advised her to go to St. Louis 
and open a boarding house, and take 
Miss Hollingsworth with her. One of 
the messages read: Tn all things trust 
Miss Hollingsworth. She is yerir friend, 
and will never forsake you,’ Mrs, Ham
ner acted on tills advice, and she alleges 
that after establishing herself at St. 
Louis she returned to this city on a 
visit, leaving Miss Hollingsworth in 
charge of her St. Louis interests. She 
was the possessor of diamonds and 
jewelry valued at 3500, which she 
missed on returning to St. Louis, and 
she accused Miss Hollingsworth of mis
placing them. ‘Miss Hollingsworth de
nied the charge, tfnd returned to her 
relatives in this city, Mrs. Hamner fol
lowing and instituting prosecution.”

E. R. Kidd writes from Cleveland, 0.: 
“Allow me, please, space in a column of 
your paper in which to say a word In 
behalf of a worthy medium. The me
dium to whom I refer is Mrs. M. Kemp, 
527 Scovill avenue, this city. After a 
much needed vacation and rest of thirty 
days, Mrs. Kemp has returned to her 
home, and on Monday evening, Septem
ber 10, gave a grand seance at the 
above number. I will not go Into detail 
of the seance at this writing, but I have 
this to say: Those who yet doubt the 
fact of genuine materialization can 
have It proven to their entire satlsfac-

We keep a standing notice on this 
page That every Item sent here for pub- 
llcation must contain the full name and 
address of the writer, otherwise it will 
not appear. That accounts for “your” 
item not appearing-this week.

Albert Wentworth writes from Hicks
ville, Ohio: “I herewith give a brief re
port of our 81st annual meeting at the 
Wentworth Grove, Ohio. Many of the 
old workers In our society who took the 
lead In the Interest of our cause thirty 
years ago have passed to the spirit side 
of life, and tbe rest of us are scattered 
and getting well up in years; but when 
the question is put whether we shall 
have our regular meeting tbe next year, 
It is always decided in its favor. We 
feel that our labors have been crowned 
with success, as there is now three reg
ularly organized societies in Paulding 
county, and all have had very interest
ing grove meetings this summer. The 
meeting at the Wentworth Grove was 
held on the 25th and 26th of last August. 
Mr. W. O. Knowles, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., was our speaker. Tbe weather 
was beautiful, and there was a large 
and very attentive gathering of people, 
and I can truly say that Mr. Knowles 
was listened to with great Interest, and 
gave general satisfaction,'' both in his 
speaking and the tests he gave upon the 
stand,”

Geo. W. Kircher secretary writes: 
“We would be pleased to correspond 
with test mediums for our society. Ad
dress me at No. 1622 Irvin street, Peo
ple’s Spiritual Society, Louisville, Ky.”

Laura B. Payne writes from Topeka, 
Kansas: “There is now a move on foot 
to organize at this place a permanent 
State Spiritualist Association. There 
will be a meeting next Wednesday 
evening for the purpose of electing offi
cers and effecting the organization. 
Rev. T. W, Woodrow, of Kansas City, 
Kansas, Is taking a deep interest in the 
movement, and. will assist in pushing 
the work to a successful termination. 
He will also fill the rostrum of the 
Church of Spiritualism in Topeka, Sep
tember 23. His subject on that occa
sion will ge: ‘Upon this rock (Spiritual
ism) I will build my church, and the 
gates of hades (the unseen world) shall 
not prevail against it.” The object in 
organizing a State Spiritualist Associa
tion is that we may establish local or
ganizations all over the state of Kansas, 
and become strengthened as workers in 
this cause."

J. L. Franck writes from Louisville, 
Ky.: “It is with pleasure that I drop a 
few lines to notify you that the People's 
Spiritual Temple has engaged the 
highly honored and gifted medium, Mrs. 
Carrie Fuller Weatherford. She has 
been with us for four weeks and has 
given the best of satisfaction. Two 
gentlemen came 160 miles yesterday for 
the purpose of hearing this gifted lady 
lecture, and were more than pleased. 
Now, why should not people come who 
live nearer? They do, and after hearing 
one lecture, you don’t want to miss an
other at any price or sacrifice. Her lee-

be called upon to fulfill her pledge. 
Frost was for many years an Episcopal
ian, but recently joined the Spiritual
Ists. He held the opinion that a man’s 
body was his own, only the soul belong
Ing to God. Four years ago his wife 

- killed herself in the same manner as did 
Frost. Miss Williamson read the dead 
man’s oration in a clear, firm voice, and 
showed no signs of nervousness over 
her unique position.”

Mrs. Dr. Edwards has returned to the 
City and located at 768 West Madison 
street, where she will be pleased to see 
friends and patrons. Meetings of the 
Spiritual and Occult Philosophy society 
Will be resumed the first Sunday In Oc
tober.

Lyman C. Howe Is engaged December 
30 and January 6, at Salem, Mass. He 
is free to answer calls before and after 
those dates. His permanent address is 
Fredonia, N.-Y.

F. W. Martin writes: “The Progress
ive Spiritualist Society of Elyria, Ohio, 

-have set the ball a-rolling for the com
ing season, with Oscar A. Edgerly, of 
Lynn, Mass., and C. J. Barnes, of An
derson, Ind., as the workers. Mr. 
Barnes held seances under the auspices 
of the society during the first week of 
the month and much good has been ac
complished thereby, as some of the 
trumpet seances were unusually good, 
scores of absolute tests being given, 
while the manifestations occurring at a 
private trumpet. sitting were the most 
wonderful it has been the writer's priv
ilege to enjoy. Brother Edgerly re
mains with us during the entire month, 
holding in all fourteen meetings, and 
while the audiences were very small at 
first, owing to the exceptionally warm 
weather, there in a perceptible Increase 
in members which is very gratifying, 
and goes to show that the scholarly dis
courses and beautiful' teachings of 

■ Brother Edgerly’s able spirit guides are 
fully appreciated by the thinking people 
of our beautiful little city and surround
Ings. The tests given so far by Brother 
Edgerly have all been recognized, being 
clear cut and comprehensive. May his 
days on earth be lengthened so that the 
spirit world may be enabled through his 
fine instrumentality to give us of their 
superior knowledge and bring more 
light to all that seek . it. Brother 
Edgerly goes to Columbus, Ohio, for the 
month of November, but Is still un
certain about October. Should any so- 
clety not too far from Columbus desire 
his services, they might yet be able to 
secure him for that month. In con- 
elusion I will say that our society is 
only one year old, and while we have 

, met with much discouragement We will 
' push ever onward and the truth shall

prevail.1

tlon through attending one of this lady’s 
seances. Mr. Kemp holds but one Be
auce per week and that seance is held 
on Monday evening."

The Knoxville (Tenn.) Tribune says: 
“The ghost, which recently put in Its 
appearance out near the old Haupt 
place, continues to make its nightly 
walks and strike terror and consterna
tion to the belated pedestrians and resi
dents in that neighborhood—so well 
posted ones say. Since thfe publication 
of the facts in the Journal and Tribune 
Wedriesday, several persons have vis
ited the haunted place and have seen 
the ghost walk. Three well-known 
young men, who discredited the story, 
armed themselves Thursday night and 
went out to do up tbe ghost. Walting 
until after midnight, and not seeing the 
ghost, they concluded that they had 
gone on a wild goose chase and so de
cided to return to town. They had not 
gone very far, when suddenly they were 
confronted by the apparition, and the 
mysterious tinkling of the bell seemed 
to float all around them. They were too 
terrified to speak, and their hair stood 
on end, while the blood almost froze In 
their veins. The headless man passed 
before their horrified gaze and vanished 
Into the air In tbe darkness. They 
were too much wrought up to think 
about shooting, and all three hurried 
home. Will Haynes, tbe well known 
shoe man, was going home at a late 
hour the other night, when he met the 
hideous man coming towards him. 
Lieutenant Chandler, of the police 
force, was out In the haunted section a 
few nights ago on a tour of inspection, 
and as he passed near the creek back 
of the old Haupt place be saw some
thing white rise up from tbe weeds and 
pass before him. At the same time he 
heard a faint sound of a bell like a tele
phone ringing In the distance. He saw 
the ghost distinctly and said it resem
bled the headless form of a man, but 
he would not say anything about It for 
fear of being laughed at, until com
plaints began to come In from residents 
in the vicinity. Thursday a negro had 
occasion to pass through the haunted 
district and as be neared the creek th# 
ghost came up over the bank, and 
started toward him. He did not wait 
to investigate, but turned and fled. Sev
eral parties went out to the Mlnvllle 
station last night to see the ghost. The 
citizens In that section are considerably 
annoyed with tbe strange sounds, and 
the negroes who live In the lochlity are 
much wrought up over the matter.”

Mrs. Carrie Twing, the well known 
lecturer passed through the city last 
week from the state convention In Min
nesota. She was on her way to her 
home in Westfield, N. Y. She is popular 
on the rostrum.

J, Jay Watson writes from Boston, 
Mass.: “Your paper grows more Inter
esting as time rolls on, and I sincerely 
hope It meets with the financial success 
which it so richly merits. The poem in 
No. 563 entitled ‘If Death Ends All’ Is a 
wonderfeul piece of reflection, and yet so 
simple, that a child can understand it. 
It is really the ideas of Socrates put in 
a condensed and pleasing form. Some 
of the poems and articles which appear 
In your paper ought to set people to 
thinking, even If, as Washington Irving 
used to say, ‘They are so stolid, so- 
stolid.’ The articles on Robert Owen’s 
book are also intensely Interesting, and 
ought to make thousands of new 
friends for your paper, as well as Mr. 0. 
H. Mathews. I am also delighted to see 
that you keep the wonderful books of 
Dr. E. B. Babbitt before your readers. 
He is one of the men whom people will 
worship centuries after He has passed 
to the 'Beautiful Land o’ the Leal.’ I 
wish I had a thousand, dollars at this 
moment to send each of you, - but a 
thousand cents is an immense item in 
this ‘Hub of the Universe,’ which I am 
going to write you more about very 
soon."

Dr. H. 0. Andrews writes: “I have 
read with great interest your premium 
books, together with your grand ,aper 
each week, and feel your work is a 
grand one Indeed. I have lectured sev
eral times for the people of Jonesboro, 
Ind. I have also lectured to the stu
dents at the Normal College at Marlon. 
My lectures and poems were well re
ceived.) My permanent address is Jones
boro, Ind., Box 135. I will answer calls
to lecture or to attend funerals, and 
would like to correspond with societies 
wishing to employ a good lecturer and

- ~ *^t medium.’1

tures keep the audience spellbound 
from beginning to end. The Improvised 
poems and songs by Mrs. Weatherford 
and her daughter Essie, are grand. Ten 
of thfe best mediums of the city, Mrs. 
Weatherford included, will give an en
tertainment or seance on September 25, 
with spiritual tableaux and moving pic
tures, illustrating to the world what 
they may expect after leaving the phys
ical body behind. Children and cal
cium lights will make this very effect
ive and a grand time is expected. Our 
secretary, Mr. Geo. Kircher, whose 
duty it Is to do ail correspondence, must 
be excused for neglecting his duty, for 
the present at least, as he ■ is a very 
busy man (a government employe); sec
ondly, It has come to pass he (mason- 
ically speaking) has had a raise—not In 
salary, but in family. HO resides near 
the banks of the Ohio, and is noted as 
an expert fisherman. Of late his luck 
lias failed In catching the finny tribe, 
and he could not account for it. The 
other day he was rewarded with a ten- 
pounder In the shape of a bouncing 
baby boy. Mother and baby are doing 
finely. The phunny men and the phun- 
ny pholks of the Phunny Society will 
give a Phunny Hentertalnment onTttoc- 
tober 9th, phor the benephlt of the 
temple, with phunny songs, phunny 
sayings, phunny dances, Including the 
phunny skeleton dance and the phunny 
Pliilaplno on the phunny slack wire, 
with phunny music, and to conclude 
with a phunny pharce, and we hope to 
have a phull house of phunny pholks to 
enjoy a phunny time, In a phunny place, 
for a phunny price to see a phunny 
phace. I trust I am not taking too 
much of your time in reading this phun
ny letter, for I wrote it in a phunny 
way, with a phunny pen, on a phunny 
table, with phunny ink, in a phunny po
sition, In a phunny room, phaclng to the 
south, phaclng the moon, written on a 
phunny day, in the afternoon noon.”

A Verry writes from Danvers, Mass.: 
"I cannot get along without The Pro
gressive Thinker. It contains more 
knowledge than all the rest of the Spir
itual papers.”

John A. Johnston, trumpet and test 
medium, has returned to the city, and is 
located at 661 Jackson Boulevard.

The secular press has the following: 
“St. Louis, Mo., July 13—Mrs. Mar
tha Woodward, of Denver, Col., spurred 
by a premonition that disaster had be
fallen her son Albert, Is hurrying to St. 
Louis. Before she arrives In the morn
ing she will have learned that her pre
sentiment was correct. Thursday after
noon her son was found dead in ■ a 
shed near Jefferson Barracks. He had 
been confined in the hospital here suf
fering from melancholia, and disap
peared from the institution. It is be
lieved that he was murdered, as his 
skull was fractured near the base of the 
brain by some blunt Instrument, and 
his body had been dragged to the shed 
after the killing. The news was tele
graphed to Mrs. Woodward Thursday 
afternoon, but an hour before the mes
sage was delivered she had been 
seized with the presentiment of evil and 
had boarded a train for this city. Rela
tives are now on the way to meet her 
before she arrives hfere and break the 
sad news to her gently.” ~

E. W. Sprague and wife have October 
and November unengaged. Address 
them at Salem, Ohio, until October 1.

Rev. Charles L. Ainsworth writes: “I 
am just recovering from an eight 
weeks’ sickness of typhoid pneumonia, 
and have been brought with the hopes 
of recovery to Petoskey, Mich., where I 
am Improving. I desire to hear from 
societies that wish my services. Ad
dress me here."

The secretary, Mrs. N. Ewan, reports 
a very interesting and successful meet
ing at 77 Thirty-first street, 7

E. W. Sprague writes from Middle
field, Ohio: “We go to Salem, Ohio, for. 
the rest of this month, next week. We 
speak here next Sunday at a grove 
meeting.” . ,

0. Walter Lynn, of Oakland, GaL, 
writes of a narrow escape: "I have been 
‘knocked ouf for a few days.-'In cross
ing. a street, I was knocked down by a 
‘sprinter’ on a bicycle, and hurled under 
the heels of a horse. I expected to re- 
celve my ‘quietus,’ but through some 
power was saved, although the horse 
reared above my head Too close for com
fort The wheel was demolished, and I - 
feel considerably shaken up and 
bruised, but I am thankful It was no 
worse.” . ' .

Clara Langdale writes from Denver, 
Col.: ‘Spiritualism Is progressing rapid
ly. We have in our midst flue mediums. 
Mrs. Ada Foye has returned and taken 
up her worlHigqia Mrs. J. M. Steward 
is once morf jin oui midst. We heartily 
welcome her? Mrs. Steward Is one of 
the finest trance mediums I have ever 
met.” .

A. M. G. Whéelër writes from Louis
ville, Ky.: ar have returned to this 
place after an absence of three months. 
I had a very successful trip in Canada 
and the East; Have been re-engaged 
for the second yeàr with the Church of 
Spirit Communion, and we opened the 
chureh doors Slliiday, September 2, to 
a large and'appreciative audience. My 
sister, Miss’ Lillian Wheeler, is assist
ing me in my work here, and acts as 
platform teSt medium in our church. 
We are planning for a successful winter 
and hope to be able to give you favor
able reports from time to time.”

B. F. Sliter writes from Grand Rap
ids, Mich.: “A very pleasant birthday 
surprise party wa's held by a few of the 
many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Dixon of 
South Division street, Grand Rapids, 
Mich., last Tuesday evening, at their 
home. It was Mrs. Jennie Dixon’s fif
ty-second anniversary of her birth, and 
a few of her friends presented her with 
a beautiful gold watch chain. Your 
scribe made a short presentation 
speech, to which Mrs. D. responded with 
heart-felt thanks and appreciation. The 
Dixons were formerly of St. Louis, Mo. 
Those present and contributing to the 
gift were Mrs. A. Almqulst, Mr. and 
Mrs. Stldd, Mr. and Mrs. Horton, Mrs. 
Ellis, Miss Dollle Richards, Mrs. Lam
phere, Mrs. Kinney and myself. The 
evening was spent very pleasantly with 
visiting, cards and banqueting. All 
were happy and splendidly enter
tained.”

A. D. Marble writes from Lawton, O. 
T.: “If the missionaries in China were 
Spiritualists or Mormons, how many 
guns, war ships arid soldiers would the 
United States government have sent 
there?"

W. M. Smith writes from Toledo, 0.: 
“The meetings of the Independent As
sociation of Spiritualists (incorporated 
religious body), opened with a fine audi
ence. President Dowd called the meet
ing to order, after which the following 
programme was rendered: Singing by 
choir, accompanied by our pianist, Mrs. 
Seel; poem and invocation by Mrs. 
Coffman, of Grand Rapids, our speaker 
for the month; opening address, by the 
Hon. Samuel M, Jones, mayor of our 
city, who is widely known as the golden 
rule mayor, and an earnest advocate of 
the principles of brotherhood and equal
ity, as applied'(o daily life. He gave a 
masterly address, directly upon the line 
of thought advocated by our best 

'speakers. Mrs. Coffman followed, and 
after a fine lecture fed the hungry audl- 
ence with messages and names of their 
friends who had passed to the other 
shore. On Tuesday afternoon the ladles 
of the society met at the residence of 
Mrs. Hoffman, onç of our trustees, and 
organized aladles auxiliary, which will 
have chargé of our socials and enter
tainments for the coming season, with 
the following officers: President, Mrs. 
A. Coffman! vice-president, Mrs. E. 
Schauss; sebretary and treasurer, Mrs. 
Seel. The entertainment for this month 
will be given Thursday, the 27th, and 
from the nuinber of tickets already sold 
promises to'bp a gj’and success.

The Harmonial Society.
To the Edjltor:—I hasten to inform 

your readers that Ip consequence of the 
dissatisfaction qf several members of 
the Harmonial Society of Sturgis, Mich., 
who thought the action of ' the annual 
meeting In permitting the officers to re
main without balloting for each separ
ately, was In violation of the Constitu
tion and By-Laws of the Society, the 
then president deemed It his duty to 
call a special meeting by summoning 
each and every member by mailed cir
cular to attend on Wednesday evening, 
at the Free Church, September 12 at 7 
o’clock, to elect officers by ballot to 
serve during the ensuing year.

There was a good attendance. The 
secretary who had been legally elected 
by ballot at the previous meeting, re
signed his position and requested the 
meeting not to re-elect him, as he pre
ferred being a “full private,” and he 
takes this opportunity to thank the 
many friends who persisted in voting 
for him notwithstanding his remon
strance.

The officers elected were: Dr. E. H. 
Denslow, president; David A. Kribbs, 
secretary; Mrs.. Libble Anderson, 
treasurer. Executive committee—Thos. 
Collar, C. CresBler, Mrs. Pontius, Jay G. 
Walt, and Mrs. Gllhams. Soliciting 
committee—Mrs. Cressler, Mrs. Pearsol 
and Mrs. Denslow. Committee on 
music—Miss Agnes Cressler, Miss Etta 
Pontius and Mrs. Anna Cathcart

The president requests me to add that 
he and the several members of the ex
ecutive board are determined to keep up 
services in Free Church regularly every 
Sunday. He solicits correspondence, 
and assures the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker that the placidity of 
the past has ceased and that enthusi
asm prevails in the Harmonial Society 
of Sturgis, Michigan.

THOMAS HARDING.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute.one Une.] ,

Passed to the higher life, August 2, 
from Higginson,. Ark., my son, Elmore 
J. Stringham, aèçd 29 years, after one 
week of great suffering. '

Then, again on August 9, of diphthe
ria, my little flve-ÿear-old grand-daugh
ter, Elsie Stringham, passed to spirit’ 
life. The great trial seems almost more 
than I can b'éâr. • For consolation I look 
to the beaufliul teachings of Spiritual
ism, and feel,that (hey are still with us 
With their loving ¡influence.

- MARÇ E. STRINGHAM.

Michael James’. Poff, of Rutland, 
Mich., passtfd, beyond this life, Septem
ber 4, agecb 58. The funeral was held 
on the 6th, and the consolation which 
only Spiritualism lean offer was given 
the bereavediiin the discourse by jQeo. 
B. Holmes, of Grand Rapids. Mr. Poff 
was dearly tbeloved. by his family and 
respected byl all. ■ u®e was an earnest, 
honest, patient man, who struggled in 
vain through hard surroundings to 
reach success. . H,

Henry B. Douglass, of Toledo, Ohio, 
passed to spirit life, August 25, aged 56 
years. He’ embraced the grand truths 
of Spiritualism a'number of years ago 
which truth he was always pleased to 
givè to others. His happy, jovial dispo
sition made him beloved by all. His 
request was to have spiritual services, 
although his wlfë standing alorie In the 
cause which was so dear to them both 
followed his request, Services were 
held at the house, Mrs. Carrie Firth 
Curran officiating.

MRS. CARRIE FIRTH CURRAN,

"A Few Words Abont the Devil, and 
Other Essays.’.’ By Charles Bradlaugh. 
Paper, 60 cents. For sale at this fefflee.

¡.«ss

ROBERT OWEN.
Book of the New Moral 

World.”
(Continued from No. 563.)

“Now it is evident that this Power, 
whatever it may ultimately be dis
covered to be, either foresees and de
termines all tilings, past, present and to 
come, In the wisest and best manner, 
from universal knowledge, or that all 
the changes lu the universe are the re
suits of necessary chains of events, oue 
link succeeding another in endless suc
cession; and in either of these cases, for 
man to concern himself about this 
Power, hitherto totally Incomprehensi
ble to him, and to make himself and all 
his fellow-creatures miserable by such 
proceedings, is the very essence of 
Irrationality, and exhibits in the most 
glaring point of view, a total absence 
of all approach to the first Indications 
of common sense, or sound judgment 
that can lead to a superior and a 
rational state of society. ,

Of what possible Importance can it be 
to this Incomprehensible Power what 
man thinks or does In reference to It? 
He either acts in accordance with'its 
laws, or in opposition to them, If such 
an absurdity can be for one moment 
admitted. It In accordance with its 
laws, then why make ourselves re
sponsible and miserable for that which 
is unavoidable and beyond our control? 
If we do not act In accordance with the 
laws of this Power—whence our power 
of action, and from what source .is it 
derived? It 1b evident we do not make 
ourselves, understand ourselves, or cre
ate our own motives to action. Why, 
then, lay any stress on any imaginary 
notions respecting a power which is yet 
wholly unknown to us? Why, in the 
name of the first approach to the ele
ments of reason, should we make our
selves and others miserable about that 
of which, hitherto, men have had no 
knowledge, no not even the slightest 
rational conception? We are conscious 
that those things around us, palpable to 
our senses, exist—but how they are 
made to exist, or why exist, or why so 
many living things having the faculty 
of feeling pleasure or pain, should exist, 
and experience, during their lives, so 
much suffering of body and mind, we 
are yet totally ignorant; and it is a 
proof of the irrational state In which 
our ancestors and ourselves have lived, 
that we and they should have spent so 
much valuable time, and bo many 
means of happiness in endeavoring to 
find out and fathom that which, bo far, 
has been made Incomprehensible to our 
faculties, and from which efforts misery 
only has been the result. It Is now evi
dent that this course of action must be 
altogether abandoned before there can 
be any chance of the human race be
coming rational, or that it should enjoy 
anything approaching to the happiness 
which it desires, and which appears 
within reach as soon as this Ignorance 
can be overcome.

“What advance in real knowledge is 
made by men giving to this Power any 
name, or all the names that Actions 
have given to it?—or by multiplying and 
extolling its fanciful attributes? Have 
these multiplied terms, or these aggre
gates of imaginary attributes, added 
one lota to human knowledge or happi
ness? Are not the most superstitious 
men and women over the whole world 
at this moment the most Ignorant,, Im
becile, or furious of all the animal crea
tion? Are they not the most inconsist
ent and Irrational of all living crea
tures? Is there anything too absurd 
for them to imagine, or too ridiculous 
for them to say or do? While under 
these unfortunate impressions—most 
horrible if they were true—that a Being 
should make other beings when and 
how he liked, and then, having made 
them to please himself, and having 
placed them where he liked, and given 
them a will to think and act as they 
liked, and yet that they could not do 
anything contrary to his preordained 
decrees; and thén for thinking and act
ing in accordance with eternal fore
known -knowledge, they are, after a 
temporary existence of a few years, to 
be tortured without hope of cessation 
for a moment of time, or future relief 
from this torment after millions of ages 
of never-ceasing suffering, is a notion 
so degrading to all power, and so de
structive of every idea of justice, 
mercy, wisdom, or goodness, that It Is 
not possible for any, except beings 
whose faculties have been deranged to 
the utmost extent of derangement, to 
entertain such gross and horrible no
tions of any existence; but to attribute , 
Infinite wisdom and goodness to any 
such existence, exceeds any degree of 
madness that can enter Into a mind not 
totally deranged In all its reasoning 
functions. And that which is still more 
extraordinary is, that these most Insane 
and horrible conceptions should be 
gravely taught by men called learned, 
reasonable, and sensible, when all that 
they know, when all their knowledge is 
united, consists In the simple fact, that
a Power, to them unknown, and
altogether incomprehensible to man, 
causes all the effects and changes 
which has been known and unknown to 
man and throughout the universe.

“All who possess powers of reflection, 
and who can reason in the most ordi
nary manner, admit that the Power 
which acts throughout the universe Is 
to them Incomprehensible—they know 
not its form, or mode of existence, or 
means of action. They only know that 
its power must be In all places at the 
same time; but what the universe is, 
what are the elements, their qualities, 
powers, and extent, within or com
posing it, no man knows: facts have not 
yet been discovered by man to give him 
more than wild conjecture upon these 
matters, about which those with de
ranged intellect speak as fluently .gs 
though they knew these matters fa
miliarly and the cause of all things, 
while they are totally blind to the cause 
of everything. From the past history 
of the human race, from tbe present 
condition of man over the world, it is 
evident ‘that the facts are yet unknown 
to man which define what that Incom
prehensible Power is,’ which Is the pri
mary cause of all motion, life, mind, 
and their consequences, throughout the 
universe.”

(To be continued.)
... O. H. MATHEWS.
New Philadelphia, Ohio.

OLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World treats of the “Mythical Ori
gin of Death;” “A Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” “Impress
ive Communications from the 
Spirit Side of Life;" “Death Con

sidered by the Splrlt-Lucretius;” “Odd
ities in Reference to the Dead;” "Death 
from a Vibratory Force;” “The Day 
After Death Beautifully Illustrated;” 
"Sensations of the Dying;" “A Birth 
Out of Dark'Conditions;” “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” "A 
Special Visit to the Spirit “World;” 
“Fragrance at a Child’s Death Bed;’1 
“The Varied Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;” “The ¡impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;’’ “Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;” “The Id
iosyncrasies of Death;” “Life and Death 
Thoughtfully Analyzed;” “Signs in the 
Process of Dying,” etc., etc. In fact 
this volume Is a mine of valuable Infor-

AN EMPHATIC "AMEN.”.
What Does Spiritualism 

Include?”
I have just finished reading the first 

lesson of No. 2 of this important series 
by Prof. J. S. Loveland, and I want to 
shout “Amen.” In this one lesson there 
is more truth, more valuable analysis, 
ami more scientific verity, than I have 
ever seen iu a whole volume of occult 
speculation, and mystical dreams, so 
freely dealt out by a class of meta
physicians who assume to have passed 
beyond Spiritualism, and got something 
higher and better.

“Spiritualism is the Science and Phil
osophy of Life,” covers the whole 
ground, and Professor Loveland pro
ceeds to work out some of the details 
and specifications in some of his 
always clear and masterly style.

He pursues the scientific method. 
That is the only safe method, and be
fore it all others must ultimately go 
down. He recognizes the “One ever
present fact—A Medium.” In these 
days, when speculating mystics are 
decrying mediumship as a minor and 
temporary expedient, to be outgrown 
arid left behind while occult astronomy 
assumes a dictatorship, it seems whole
some and inspiring to find such clear, 
strong statements from such a mind as 
Prof. Loveland. Hear him again and 
heed as you hear:

“Without the medium none of these 
things ever do or can occur.”

But we find these psychic croakers, 
who disparage mediumship, always 
putting their own narrow construction 
of Spiritualism and mediumship. They 
admit that mediumship Is well In Its 
place, ana has a use, for the present, 
and that Spiritualism Is true In a small 
way; but they have gone beyond It. 
They want to lead It out, and up, Into 
their own high retreat, and canonize it 
under a new name, dug from the grave 
of Oriental myths, or coined out of the 
superlative revelations of occult mys
ticism. They mean well, must of them, 
no doubt, but they lack the clear, cool, 
scientific ability of such men as Love
land, Lockwood, Wright, and mauy 
others in our ranks who are competent 
to interpret Spiritualism In Its own 
proper sphere, without first dressing It 
In a new masquerading outfit dug from 
the tombs of mythical aristocracy.

But I am not sorry they are among us. 
I believe In evolution; and It requires all 
the factors to evolute a world or a race. 
Many of them are excellent people, and 
I love them, In spite of themselves. 
They may make wry faces at me for 
expressing my mind so freely; but they 
will outgrow It all In time—or eternity— 
and I can wait.

Yours for scientific Spiritualism with 
mediumship a permanent and respected 
corner-stone for the evolution of phe-

Sept. 22, 190Û,

THE PSYGHOGRÿPH!
DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Thli Imtrument ii substantially the tamo at that 
employed by Prof. Hire In hit early investigations! 
In Its Improved form it has been before the public for 
more than «even years, and In the hands of thousand« 
of persons has proved its-superiority over the Pun» 
chette, and all other initrumenu which have been ' 
brought out in Imitation, both in regard to cerUtat» 
and correct less of the communications received by 
lit aid. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you with to invettlgate Spiritualitmf
Oo you wish to develop SiediumoMpf 
Do you desire to receive Communications^

The Psychograpb is an Invaluable aaaistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
k of Mediumship ।

with every Instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their mediumistlc gift, have, after a few Cxitlnge, 
Deen able to receive delightful messages- A volume 
might be filled with commendatory ’.citers. Many 

,.« gan with it as an amusing toy. found that the 
intelligence controlling it knew more than diem* 
•eiyes, and became converts to Spiritualism,

Capt. D.B. Edwards, Orient, N. T.. writes: “I had 
communications (by the Psycbograph) from many 
otner friends, even from old settlers whose grave* 
•tones are moss-grownin the old yard. They have 
p®0“ highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spl* 
nuaiism Is indeed true, and the communications have 
Klv„e? heart the greatest comfort in the severest 
loss i have Of son, daughter, and their mother.“
n.™ Crowell, whose writings have made hi«

?r 10 those interested in psychic matters.
°y°wa: “I am much pleased with the Pay- 

7 ver>’ rtmple in principle and construe*
8ur® IUU8t more sensitive to splh 

lhaB »<>one “°.w >u u«e-. I bellove It wUI 
mTwI-iy Gupersede the latter when its superior merits become known.” v

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
"io manufacturer, for $1.00. Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
------ Berlin BeighiQb Qbfo*

NEW EDITION.

THE LYGEUM GUIDE
Do ye. ,uut to organise a society, for the 

social, intellectual and spiritual advance» 
ment of the children and adulte?

THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM

7

nomena. LYMAN C. HOWE. furnishes all you desire.

N. S. A. CONVENTION.
Eighth Annual Convention of 

National Spiritualists 
Association.

The eighth annual convention of the 
National Spiritualists Association of the 
United States of America and Canada 
will be held at Cleveland, Ohio-Chaim 
ber of Commerce HalJ. Business ses
sions October 16, 17, 18, 18, 1900, at 10 
a. m. and 2 p. m.

Important business of Interest to ev
ery Spiritualist will be presented for ac
tion before these gatherings.

At 7:30 each evening grand publie 
meetings with addresses, spirit com
munications, music, etc.

A large number of the most gifted lec
turers and mediums will be present and 
participate In these exercises. Among 
them may be mentioned Dr. Peebles 
Moses Hull, Prof. W. F. Peck, Mrs! 
Helen Palmer Ressegue, Carrie E 8 
Twing, May S. Pepper, Mrs. Zaida 
Brown Kates and Maggie Gaule. Other 
mediums and speakers of foremost rank 
are also making arrangements to at
tend and participate In the programme. 
Mrs. Z. L. Else, the talented musician 
will have charge of music.

Further announcements will be made 
in the Spiritual papers.

Reduced rates on railroads from large 
cities. Ask for certificate tickets to Na
tional Spiritualists Convention. These 
tickets must be endorsed by the secre
tary at the convention to entitle you to 
one-third fare for return trip.

All attending the convention who 
travel to Cleveland by rail are specially 
requested to purchase certificate tick
ets, that we may be sure of meeting the 
requirements of the roads.

The Forest City House, a large and 
handsome hotel of Cleveland, at which 
the best-of service and attention will be 
secured for our delegates and visitors, 
at two dollars per day each person, spe
cial rate, will be the headquarters of 
the convention. Reception In the parlor 
of the Forest City House to all will be 
held on Monday, October 15, at 8 p. nt.

Information of convention can be ob 
obtained of the N. S. A. secretary, at 
600 Penna avenue S. E., Washington. 
D. 0. MARY T. LONGLEY,

Secretary.
HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres.

“Words That Burn.” A Psychic 
Novel, by Lida Briggs Browne. This 
work, progressive, humanitarian, real
istic. Descriptions of scenery and 
home life in both England and the 
United States. It is a large 12mo, 366 
pages, neatly bound in cloth; has por
trait of writer as frontispiece. Price, 
31.50. To Introduce it will sell from 
this office until further notice for 31.25. 
Postage free. ’

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall, 31. For sale at 
this office.

"Human Culture and Cure. Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social Un
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D , 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, doth, 75 
cents. For sale at this office.

"Religion as Revealed by the Material 
and Spiritual Universe.” By. Bl. d. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A compact and 
comprehensive view of the subject: 
philosophic, historic, analytical and crit
ical; facts and data needed by every 
student and especially by .every Spir
itualist. One of the very best books on 
the subject. Price, reduced to 31, 
cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale at' this 
office.

“Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.’ 
By Dr. Paul Oarus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 31.25. 
For sale at this office.

"Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D„ M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
(Jure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
St this office.

Do vou want a self su»talnlng society, founded on 
T i;rli‘udfeui1iScuKegstiW f»’ 
It furniiheB a «juem uf evoluilou uy Internal 

growths not the old cup and pitcher Sunday-gchooL
It ba« GometblhK to lutereHtand advance every meab 

per. and those who are moat active In teactiinira& 
the ones who learn moat. •

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conducting Cha 
society when established,

It has Golden Chain Kechaitons; the nrettleat tonga 
and music; choral responses; atervfce for a Band 
of Mercy; palisthenica; how to make the badges, 
nags and banners; marching jexercUes; full fnj 
•tractions In conducting the exercises, with pajl 
llamentarv rules, etc.

Many Spiritualists living In Isolation, have formed 
lyceums in their own families: others have banded, 
two or three familea together, while large socletiel 

x have organized on tholyceum platform, and foand 
great interest tn this selfinstructlve method.

Do not wait for a “missionary” to come to your a* ’ 
sletance, but take bold of tbe matter yourself, pro» 
cure copies of tbe GUIDE, and commenco with the 
few or ninny you find Interested.

Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Height* 
onio) will answer all questions pertaining to ly- 
ceuin work. “ M

Tbe price ol THE LYCEUM GUIDE 1« 50 cent«, po«0< 
paid, or by the dozen, 40 cents each, by expres* 
charges paid by receiver. Address *

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS. O.’

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To which Is added Spiritual Phenomena: How to In
vestigata their various phases; how to form circle« 
and develop mediumship ; au abnolute test of genuino 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle. b

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist should 
UvelL Price, cloth. 75c.

E. 0. BABBITT’S WORKS.
Human Culture and Cure.
Krcet?l/'’r8k Philosophy of Cure. Paper coven

Human Culture and Cure.
Marriage,-Bernal Development an!Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 76 cento. v

Social Upbuilding,
Including Co-operative System« and the HappIneM 

and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, is cento.
Health and Power.

A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Cloth, 25 cent«: Leal',« 
85 cents.
Religion.

Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Cloth.
Hi paper,50 centa.

Principles of Light and Color.
One of the greatest books of the age, Mt by null 

32 cents extra. . ......

Harmonics of Evolution.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, 

Based Upon Natural Science 
Ag taught by modern masters of law. By Florence 
Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting and distinctly 
valuable contribution to the literature of evolution, 
unfolding Its laws from the deeper and clearer spirit» 
nal aspect, and Indicating tbe defects of the Darwin» 
lan theory. Spiritualises and Materialists alike can 
gain much from its perusal, Price, finely bound la 
cloth, «2. For sale at this office.

The Development of the Spirit
After Traniltlon. By tbe late M. Faraday. Th« 
origin ot religions, and their Influence upon thfi 
mental development of the human race. Transcribed 
at the request of a band of ancient phtlosopberf. 
Price, 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist attack on Spiritualism rapul«ed. By 

Mo.ei Hull. Price 10 cent«. For sale at this office.

THE DIAKKA.
The Dlakka and Their Earthly Victims.bv th*

A. J. Davis, is a very interests; ZLi 
work. It iBsn explanation of much that is fuse and 
repulsive in Spiritualism, embodying a moat Im* 
portent recent interview with James Victor Wilson, a 
resident of the Summer Land. Price 50 cents. For 
•ale at this office.

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
HI« Infinite and Divine Relation«. Intultlon-Tlie-' 

Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

MISS JOBSON’S BOOKS.
WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. 

9U pages. One copy, lt| six copies. K.

VROM SIGHT TO HOBS)
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Chunks | 

® pasea. One copy, U canta; ten copies, U. .

THE BRIDGE BET WEES TWO WGBID9. '
JIM Pitea. One copy, bound ta doth, Ml papn, » 
CCuU»

^8ttlaaiM»OSioe,40 ttMibatntí.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
ATreMlieon

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Bcrrlcr. Anthropolcgl«t »nd Author. • A ' 
very «uggCEtlve <ud InitrucUve hook. Fries, (ISO. .
For«*lohtthi« nfflo».

-. ■ S. 
.FÊaià-ScÂWJ
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OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGESAND

thl» wage slavery because of the labor 
of their fathers. .

The products of labor belong to the la
borer. and in a just state of society this 
will be realized. The time will come 
when the organization of labor will be 
as strong as that of capital which op
poses it, and every man receive bls ex
act reward.

f

te.

>c:.-

St 
1!'

This department ia under the man
agement of

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

L. F. Gohen: A. The answer to your 
question Is: Tell my daughter May, that 
her mother desires that she give the op
portunity for communication. This she 
can do by sittlug alone or with friends 
around a table, with minds in the atti
tude of prayer. As all Interested are or 
have been church members, the mean
ing of this will be understood.

THE TWO W0BLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG.

NOTE.—Tile Questions and Answers- 
iiave called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting’ for the ■ appearance ot 
their questions and write letters of In
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
Several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait bls time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. .

•NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If tjie request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let' 
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

COLORADO CAMP.
Beautiful Camping Ground 

Graphically Described.
The Colorado Camp Is located in 

South Boulder Canyon, 27 miles north
west of Denver, and as the crow flies, 
about six miles from Boulder, three or 
four miles farther as one has to go. It 
is about three and a half miles from

“Countryman”: Q, What is the fu- , 
ture of the conflict between capital and 
lubor? • ., x .

A. It must be distinctly understood 
that in all discussion of social and po- 
litlcal questions, we fayor evolution and 
not revolution. It is the silently di
rected forces of nature that build; it Is 
the unguided tornado which destroys. 
The country is in no danger of destruc
tion, and it will be “saved," whatever 
political party holds in power. And yet 
momentous problems arise on the wise 
solution of which the immediate pros
perity and happiness of untold millions 
depend. Among the most consequential 
of these Is the relation between capital 
and labor- It is one which cannot be 
averted, tided over, or met with compro
mise. .The people instructed- by the 
press, are no longer unthinking tools in 
the hands of a so-called superior or 
privileged class. The laborer feels that 
the fruits of his toils afe bls own, and 
resents as unjust any scheme by which 
he Is deprived thereof.

On the other hand capital strenuously 
presses Its claims and with remorseless 
exactitude calls for the fulfillment of 
the bond, though payable in human 
flesh.

Hence there is antagonism between 
capital and labor which ought not to ex
ist, for these respective forces should 
mutually support each other. Because 
they are forced Into unnatural relations 
by. selfish greed, there arise the gravest 
questions of social policy, and the fu
ture Is darkened with omens of disaster. 
There arc labor unions, strikes, riots, vi
olence, poverty, Ignorance and suffer
ing, with bitter rancor, hatred and dis
trust, and burning revenge for deeply 
felt injustice on one side; on the other, 
lock-outs, unpity.ing sneers of selC-sufli-. 
clent bride, extravagance, luxury and 
waste.

Tho Introduction of machinery is 
greatly responsible for bringing about 
this state of affairs. For the first half
century of national life the land was 
practically free to all who would occupy 
it The wild territory was so vast that 
it seemed inexhaustible and afforded an 
outlet to surplus labor. There was no 
great disproportion in wealth, and the 
man with a small farm was independ
ent. Tbe opening of mines of iron, coal 
and precious metals; tbe production of 
oil, tbe railroads and numberless ma
chines for saving labor has forced a con
centration of wealth in the hands of a 
comparative few. Machinery compels 
concentration of capital outgrowing 
even the largest individual capital and 
competing in tbe formation of corpora
tions. These take the life from individ
ual effort and tend to enlarge the 
masses of wealth held In .the bands of a 
few at thb expense of the inany.

The laborer has not been directly ben
efited by the introduction of machinery. 
At first he finds his favorite occupation 
usurped by arms of steel and fingers of 
brass, and he must become an attendant 
of the machine or not work. He then 
finds tliat the machine can perform one 
hundred or a thousand times more work 
than he can single-handed. It Is a vast 
gain to some one, but not to him. He 
will receive no part or share In this in
crease of production. He regards hlm- 
self lucky if his wages are not cut down 
on account of the competition created. 
The owner of a machine enjoys the full 
benefit, gathering all profits. The la
borer may be indirectly benefited by 
cheaper products; but that is insignifi
cant End has no relation to the princi
ple Involved.

To solve this problem the factors in
volved and their relations must be thor
oughly understood. Labor has within 
itself the possibilities of capital. It Is a 
creator, and when it has accomplished 
Its task and received its reward it is 
capital. Capital then is concrete labor. 
A machine as an embodiment of both 
mind and body is capital of value for 
tbe labor it will perform. Land is capl- 
tai valued for the crops It will produce; 
mines for their products; a water-fall 
fob tbe power it will supply. The defi
nition given above does not apply to the 
mine or waterfall except to the labor 
given to develop their usefulness. The 
gifts' of nature to man should not be 
subject to monopoly. It is this that has 
caused the time-old antagonism be
tween the rich and tbe poor.

• The robber hand of the conqueror 
seized the best of the land or all of it, 
the mines, the waterfalls and -JEater- 
ways, and the less fortunate have paid 
rent, interest and toll. No just deed can 
hold these natural resources, for they 
belong to mankind.

Capital and labor in justice walk 
hand in band. The former is- the in-

Marshall, through which the Colorado 
and Southern railfoad passes, and a 
team is generally in waiting there to 
convey passengers to and from the 
grounds. If surrounded by water as it 
is by mountains, the canyon would be 
called a peninsula. It Is filled with elm, 
maple, box elder and other trees, afford
ing a fine shade, with a thick under
growth of apple sprouts, hazel, choke 
cherries, plums and other shrubbery 
which are being cleared away as re
quired for tenters. Boulder Creek 
comes leaping down over the rocks, hav
ing a fall of about 500 feet to the mile, 
affording one of the grandest sights Im
aginable, I would go much farther to 
enjoy the scenery there than I would to 
enjoy the scenery of Niagara Palls. 
Around these grounds there arise five 
mountain peaks, varying in height from 
2,000 to 4,000 feet, and so near each 
other it seems one could throw a stone 
from one peak to another, but the mag
nitude of everything is so great dis
tance dwarfs and miles dwindle till 
they appear to be rods. Yet four of 
these great mountain peaks are em
braced in a tract of 460 acres lately pur
chased by George and Mary Taylor, the 
proprieors of the grounds, and of 
course, they Include these grounds. One 
of the peaks rises almost perpendicular 
from Boulder Creek, 3,000 feet, splitting 
into three parts'at the apex.

Pursuing the creek up the canyon one 
must stop to contemplate the falls, and 
if he has a scientific mind, he will not 
start till he has time to study the great 
book of nature spread open before him. 
Some of the rocks are sharp and angled 
as If just detached from the great 
mountain of stone, rising 3,000 feet 
above bls head; others have been worn 
smooth by the attrition of other rocks 
and running water which for many cen
turies have been unceasingly rounding 
off the corners and giving to them 
what polish they could, just as we wear 
off the angularities of our natures in our 
contact with each other. But here is an 
Immense rock which has been partially 
turned over by some Immense Ice gorge 
which may have plied up the waters be
hind It a hundred feet, before It got 
strength sufficient to roll this big stone 
with Its assisting obstructions away.

But I am sure the old rock has been 
moved. I don’t know how far, and It 
now is Inverted for there is an immense 
cup partially on the unller side of It that 
would probably hold a . hogshead of • 
water. That smooth basin has been 
made by falling water. When? How 
long has it taken? I haven’t the least 
Idea. Probably a million of years. 
Probably with the aid of sand it took 
less time; but nature is never niggard 
with time. She has all eternity before 
her, and when she sets out to accom
plish a purpose she does not tire nor 
cease to grind. The infinitesimals of 
that portion of the rock have probably 
been carried down the Platte Into the 
Missouri, and deposited along the banks 
of the Mississippi, converted into sugar
cane and assimilated by the consumers 
of the sugar.

A closer inspection shows this rock to 
be a composite of smaller rocks, frag
ments of rocks, sand and detritus. 
What vast periods of time have been 
occupied in cementing and solidifying 
this agglomeration of detritus into one 
solid stone, at least 4,000 feet In thick
ness, and what great pressure of water 
there must have been above this mass 
to have compacted it so closely, and yet 
there are people who overlook all the 
phenomena of nature and are thorough
ly enraptured with a book, written they 
know not When nor by whom!

But this gravel and sand of which 
this rock is composed, worn smooth by 
abrasion, where did it come from? It 
did not grow; It was not made piece by 
piece. I find here portions of limestone 
flint At the Lakeside camp-meeting, 
near Carthage, Mo., I discovered what 
had once been an arrow-head manufac
tory, and there I found the same kind 
of flint There were flint hammers and 
utensils for chipping bits off from the 
arrow-head, In shaping it. This flint I 
discovered was raised out of the depths 
of the earth at the time the Ozarks 
were raised. These flints In the big 
boulder we are studying have been 
smoothed by running water and if they 
came from the Ozarks they were carried 
out there long before the formation of 
the rocks of the Rockies. What a stu
pendous thought! The earth becomes 
cemented into a grand old rock, then it 
tears itself to pieces, wears the pieces 
smooth, loads them up on on ICe-boat, 
and sends the boat out to sea, and drops 
them down on the floor of the ocean, to 
be again cemented into a solid block of 
granite awaiting another upheaval 
which, though millions of years In the 
future, yet is sure to keep its appoint
ment.

O, how stupendous Is infinity, no mat
ter what direction we turn, and what a 
small segment of time has here been 
occupied In the opening out of this can- 

■ yon. Man is a religious animal, and 
such scenery brings out all the higher 

• emotions of the soul. The worshipful 
I qualities of the soul appear not in much 
i speaking, much prayer or much praise. 
■ It is most eloquent In that silence forced 

upon us in contemplation of-the forces 
; of nature. . .

SPIRITUALISM IN CHINA.
However many of the human race 

may rightly come into the category of 
“mostly fools,” it Is doubtful if the 
mass of mankind have generally been 
so foolish as to ascribe transcendental 
powers to mere objects of wood and 
stone as such. In India, for example, 
the idol is simply a temporary object
ification of the deity it is Intended to 
represent. Until the “god” has been in
troduced to his new home by the priest, 
the image is mere wood or- mud, just as 
the btead and wine are but bread and 
wine to the devout Catholic, until 
changed by the priest into the (in this 
case actual!) body and blood of Christ— 
an idea which is surely as debased as 
anything we may find in “Paganism." 
Psychic rapport is the fact that will ex
plain much that we meet with

IN THE STUDY OF RELIGION, 
and especially of “Church furniture” of 
whatever kind. Whether it be the image 
itself, or food which is laid before it, 
such article becomes sacred, or “taboo,” 
by contact with the presiding spirit, and 
therefore possesses qualities for good or 
for evil, according to the character of 
the god. But as man ascends and be
comes more spiritual he ceases to care 
for outward forms. He begins to look 
Within. He can “pray to his Father 
which is in secret," and he acquires a 
juster view of his own position amid the 
forces of nature, and of his proper atti
tude towards the spirits of the departed. 
The woman who did not see how she 
could pray unless there was a god In the 
room, was speaking of the Images of 
tutelary deities, which in China, Korea 
and Japan are commonly seen placed In 
a row on a ledge alongside the wall. 
Thus In the far East do they put their 
gods together oh a shelf, Our plan in 
England is to shelve them altogether.

But to return, and to take the part of 
the missionaries for once, for we must 
not be prejudiced ourselves, It Is more 
than probable that Chlmr would benefit 
by a reinforcement of the central Idea 
of the One Great Fact—“God," as we 
say, though set free, one would wish, 
from
THE ANTHROPOMORPHIC LIMITA

TIONS
with which the word Is commonly asso
ciated. “God is spirit, and. they who 
worship him must worship him in spirit 
and in truth.” Though the Spiritualist 
may often enough have occasion to ask 
for help from his spirit friends, there 
may still be truth in the old proverb, 
“Il vaut mleux prler Dleu que ses 
saints" (“Better it is to pray to God than 
to his saints”). Up to date, however, 
the net results of the attempt to give 
the Chinese a higher and more vivid 
conception of the One Great Source of 
Life has not been very successful. The 
Jesuits called God “Tien Chu”—Lord 
of Heaven. The Mohammedans had 
chosen the term, “Chen Chu”—Truo 
Lord. Of course, English Protestants 
had to get a new word to differentiate 
their God from that of the .Catholics, so 
they fixed upon “Sheng ti"—Supreme 
Ruler or Emperor. Then the American 
Baptists adopted “Chen Shon”—the 
True Spirit. Laterly the Catholics have 
invented a new phrase, “Sheng,.Mu"—: 
Mother-of-God-Temples. The effect upon- 
the Chinese mind Is, “Foreigners 
worship various spirits, why should we 
not worship ours?" But we must not 
run away with the idea that the Chinese 
have no word for that final necessity of 
synthetic thought and feeling which we 
eannot, and need not hope to, get away 
from. “Shangtien hou” probably rep
resents the Supreme Power to the 
Chinese mlud, but then it would never 
have done to have adopted a native 
phrase. Are they not all “sunk In 
idolatry?" Let us now briefly glance at 
the history of religion In China,
• Kon-fu-tze, 1. e., Kong-the-Teacher 
(whose name, as Gibbon remarked, we 
have modified Into the very "respectable 
name” of Confucius) flourished 551-478 
B. C. The pre-Confuclan faith seems to 
have been a kind of

u un
Istic element appears in such teaching 
as we find in the “Thgl Shftng.” “Now 
when the thought of,- dolng good, has 
arisen in a man’s min4i thqpgh the good 
be not yet done, tire gpod spirits are in 
attendance on him; oifjf th^thought of 
doing evil has arisen, though,the evil be 
not yiTt done, the bad.ispirjts ,are in at
tendance on him.” qjhe “Tao’’ means 
the “Way,” or spiritual ¡Path. “The 
more that the Sage giVies,” jays the Tao, 
“tho mòre does hai- have himself.” 
“Avenge injuries with! benefits” is also 
found therein. Lao-tze was born about 
604 B..O. He has had a wide Influence 
all over the Far East.

About the time of the birth of Christ 
an embassy of Chinese went out in 
search of new light, They did not go to 
Judea, but to India, and they brought 
back Buddhism. Translations of San
scrit books were made, and from about 
221 to 618 A. D., Buddhism was well 
established in China, tepiples to Buddha 
being everywhere erected. Then came 
a period of degeneration, after which 
there was a renewed study of Con- 
fuclus, resulting in, or a result of, a 
radical movement against the govern
ment. This came from the fact that 
Confucianism is socialistic in its tenden
cies, whereas Buddhism had developed 
into an elaborate hierarchy. Again, 
Buddhistic Monasticism went against 
the grain with the Chinaman, who is 
pre-eminently a “family, man.” For a 
time the reform party succeeded, but 
did no good, and the. country swung 
back to conservatism again.

Chinese religion, like religion in most 
countries, is thus of a very composite 
character.’"One system becomes the 
fashion and then another. Folk-lore 
jostles with theology, sects grow up, as 
indeed thev must as long as man is a 
thinker, and at the same time a creature 
of limitations. But, as Carlyle observed, 
“A man's religion does not consist in 
the many things he ia in doubt of, but 
in the few things which he thoroughly 
believes," And looking at tbe matter 
from this standpoint we must study the 
people themselves as far as we are able 
to do so.

Among modern accounts I have felt 
most interested in “An Australian in 
China,” by Dr. G, E. Morrison, whose 
reported death at the hands of the peo
ple whom he had the-rare faculty of 
knowing how to deal with, la on that 
account the more to he regretted. Dr. 
Morrison walked all across Southern 
China from ' Sfangai tp the Burmese 
frontier, in about four. months, and at 
a cost of £20. He was never attacked, 
but treated with kindness and courtesy 
all the way. Rockhilj, who traveled 
20,000 miles in China, gives similar tes
timony; and it may;, well be naked, 
would a Chinaman (pre ’^o well In 
Europe? Another bo^k of’,great Inter
est is “Demon Possession a nd Allied 
Themes,” by the Rev, John^L. Nevins, 
forty years missionary,in Ohi?foo, and a 
man to be relied on ratjier than journal-

Dr. Nevin» was called in to case after 
case ip the course of hts missionary la- 
hoi's, and some points In bls experiences 
are of the greatest interest. Vam
pirism, pining sickness, ending In 
death, direct Injuries, physical phenom
ena, clothes rending, destruction of 
household property, and, in fact, the 
usual phenomena

EFFECTED BY EVIL SPIRITS, 
which are really to be found all over 
the world, past' and present, if people 
were only aware of it, instead of think
ing that these things are something 
quite new, became evident facts to Dr. 
Nevins, and on appealing to his mis
sionary brethren, he found that many 
of them had met with similar occur
rences, though they had not often 
thought them anything more than In
stances of “hysteria,” “Imagination,” 
etc. -

The method adopted by Dr. Nevins 
was to rebuke the spirit and pray to 
God to cast them out in the name of 
Jesus Christ, and he seems to have been 
very successful. Some of these spirits 
were remarkably frank. One replied 
to him, “God and Christ will not inter
fere. I have been here seven or eight 
years, and I claim this as my resting 
place. You cannot get rid of me." 
Sometimes they insist on a temple be
ing built for them. They say, “It is not 
enough that you worship me privately 
at your own house, you must go about 
to declare my power, and influence your 
neighbors.” There are interesting cases 
too of obsessing spirits, who so Impress 
their victims that the personality is 
quite changed, and the subject of pos
session states that he is one of his rela
tives who was known to have died some 
time before. Dr. Nevins compares these 
to the case of Lurancy Vennum, of 
Watseka, investigated by Prof. E. W. 
Stephens, Chicago, 1887, who declared 
she was animated by the spirit of Mary 
Roff, a neighbor’s daughter, who had 
died insane twelve years before, and 
who begged to be allowed to go home 
and live in the Roff family once more. 
Cases of this kind are eagerly snapped 
up by our theosophic friends as proofs 
of reincarnation. There is not much 
need for the Spiritualist to trouble him
self with this hypothesis. The facts lie 
patent.

Daniel K. Tenney's 

BOOKS
The Earth Not Created.

Fallacy of All Cosmic Theories. ■..Price, ■» eta. 
An able argument to show that the world has 
always existed.

Never-Ending Life#
Assured by Science....... Price, 6 cti.

The best scientific argument in favor of a fu* 
ture Efe that has ever before bsen made.

Jehovah Interviewed,
Or Orthodoxy from Headquarters*«.Price, 6 cts. 

A newspaper reporter goes up to heaven and in
terviewe Jehovan.

Theology,
Its, Origin, Career and Destiny....Price, locts.

One of the best and most comprehensive sum
ming up of the absurdities of the Christian. 
Theology Chat has ever before appeared,

Holy Smoke in the Holy Land.
- Price, 10 cU.

Susan H. Wixon says: *'I have read, first and 
last, many accounts of Palestine, or 'the Holy 
Land,' but have never seen anything in that line 
that pleased me so well as this description by 
Daniel K. Tenney.”

The Plan of Salvation, ph«. ■«
In this pamphlet Mr. Tenney shows the absurd* 
ity ofthe Christian "Plan ot Salvation” in so 
clear and plain a planner thatany Christian who 
has a spark of reason left cannot fail to see it.

"Owed” to the Clergy, ph«. <s <*»•
An address read before the Free Thought Con* 
gress held in Paine Hall, Boston, Nov. 17th, 1899.

The Master’s Masterpiece,
Or the Sermon on tfie Mount........ Price, locts.

This is the most thorough exposition of the fal* 
lacies of this noted "sermon” that was ever be* 
fore published.

Modern Theology and Its Ideal Jesus
Price, 10 cU«

The absurdities of the reputed teachings of Jesus 
are here shown up as pp other writer has ever 
presented them before, which will convince any 
honest reader that the most of them are con* 
summate nonsense. >

Tbe Hon. Daniel K. Tenney, the author of these 
books, has been for many years the leading law* 
yer in one of the most distinguished law firms in 
Chicago, and there is not a more able writer in the 
Liberal ranks.

MINNESOTA ENCYCLOPEDIA

AFTER HER DEATH.
THE STORY OF A 8VMMÄ 

. BY LILIAN WHITING.

Pervaded with pure and beautiful sptrltaaMtrtf 
thought, Instructive ond helpful to all who love M 
seek the higher and finer ways of spiritual exoartaufe 
Frice, 11.00. For sale at this office.

MAfiOMST,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

This is Ng 6 of tho Library of Liberal ClMifci. n 
ts conceded to be blBtortcally correct, and ao exsot and 
perfect tn ergry detail as to be practically beyond Um 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will be found 
Intensely interesting. Price, 25c. Sold at thin office«

The New and the Old, 
Or tba World's Progress In Thought. ByMosMHifli 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and thinks*. 
Price 10 cents. ,

Father Tom and the Pope,
Or a Night at the Vatican.

Written probably by Sir Samuel Ferguson. From 
Blackwood s Edinburg Magazine. This Is a humorous 
account of a roMckaomc visit to the Popo of Rome by 
Father Tom. an Irish priest, armed with a super* 
abundance of Irish wit, two imperial quart bottle« of 
Irl«b “putteen," audan Irish recipe for “conwound- 
log” the same. “What's that?” says the Pope. “Put 
in the eperlts first," Bays Ula Rlv'rence: “and then 
fut in the sugar; and remember, every dhropofwa- 
heryouput la afthcr that, spoils the punch.*' “Glory 

be to God," says the Pope, not minding a word Fath* 
er Tom was saying. “Glory be to God!" says he»' 
Knocking bls lipa. “1 ne\ er knewn what dlirlnk was ■ 
afore," says he. “Itbutes the Lacbymnlchrystal out 
oy tho f&co." says he—“it’e Ncctlur Itaclf, It is, bo it 
is!" Bay« he, wiping his eplbtoUcal inouth widths cuff 
of hit coat. Paper, ‘¿Sets.; cloth, 50 cents. For sale 
at thia office.
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BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM

MOLLIE FAN6HER,
The Brooklyn Enigma, 

An Authentic Statement of Facta in 
the Life of Mary J. Fancher, 

The Psychological Marvel of 
the Nineteenth Century. 

Unimpeachable testimony of many wit
nesses.

BY ABKAM H. DAILEY.
With Illustrations. Price, doth, 11.50. For eale tl 
this office.

strument by which the latter accom
plishes its tasks; that instrument is the 
result of previous labor which should 
be rewarded. It should have its just 
share with labor. The partnership is 
thus a mutual benefit; but when capital 
seeks the Hon's share, and leaves labor 
only a bare subsistence, it is extortion
ate and unjust As an example, there is a 
waterfall where nature furnishes great 
power by the descent of the current. 
Labor builds a dam and a vast factory; 
The machinery will do the work of 
many -thousand men. A man working 
therein is enabled to perform a hundred 
times the work he could do single-hand
ed. If the owners of this natural power 
use It for their own exclusive benefit, 
they bold an unjust monopoly. If they 
share the benefits with the operatives, 
according to the rights of the case, 
there is mutual benefit. In the first In
stance a few days labor in building 
dam and factory, enslaves the wage-, 
.workers, and their children are held in

I started to say something of this can
yon, but had to stop at the blg-dlshed 
rock, and I will not undertake to say 
more. The tremendous seismic force 
that tore those huge mountains out of 
the ground and flung them high Into the 
air, are not to be talked about. It was 
Intended to make this beautiful and 
wonderful battle-ground of the giant 
forces of nature a Spiritualist camping
ground, but somehow Brother and Sis
ter Taylor have met with Indifferent en
couragement. Certainly no prettier or 
better place in the world can be found.

Norton, Kans. ■ D. W. HULL.

Rending the Vail: -This volume Is a 
compilation by J. W. Nixon, of psychic 
literature, most given by spirits 
through and by means of full form vis
ible materializations,- at keances of a 
certain. Psychic Research Society, 
known os the Aber Intellectual Circle, 
tbe medium^ being William W. Aber. 
507 pp. octavo. For ule at tbe office U 
The Progressive Thinker. Price «2. .

PRIMITIVE MONOTHEISM 
together with ancestor worship. Kon- 
fu-tze was a moral philosopher and sys- 
tematlzer father than a religious leader, 
and his genius lay in formulating just 
those points of custom which were most 
suited to the national character. He 
thus became exceedingly popular, and' 
has had disciples for twenty-three cen
turies. Few men have been more vene
rated, and to attempt to confute Con
fucius would be the last thing that 
would enter the head of a Chlnamati.

His method was to collect what most 
commended Itself to him in what was 
even then ancient Chinese literature, 
and to note down the customs that 
were prevalent among persons of virtue. 
Thus, for example, Kl-tze had a son, 
who died, and being a man of high char
acter, Kong decided to observe bow he 
would conduct the funeraL “The grave 
was not so deep as to reach the water
springs. The grave clothes were such 
as the deceased had ordinarily worn. 
When the mound was completed he 
bared his left arm, and moving to the 
right, he went round it thrice,. crying, 
‘That the bones and flesh should return 
again to the earth Is what is appointed. 
But the soul in its energy can go .every
where; it can go everywhere.’ ” This 
Is from the “Li Ki" or ritual books.

Let me quote another passage there
from, If merely to show that there was 
no doubt in ancient China about a 
"future state.” “At the interment they 
used the cap of white and the'head- 
band of dolichos fibre, thinking these 
more suitable for their intercourse with 
the departed now in their spirit state. 
The feeling of reverence had now 
arisen.” .

Turning to Lao-tze, the founder of 
Taoism, we have teaching of a more 
mystical character, the basic Ideas of 
which are very similar to those in other 
Eastern systems of religious philosophy. 
The “One,” or Absolute, unfolding Into 
the “Two;” the two becoming “Three,” 
etc. There is a good deal In fact of the 
kind one meets with in Hindoo writings 
upon Yogi, In which suppression of the 
passions and union with the absolute is 
the object of attainment. Spiritualists 
will be interested in such a passage as 
the following: “Tze-khi was seated, 
leaning forward on his stool. He was 
looking up 'to heaven and breathing 
gently, ■

SEEMING TO BE IN A TRANCE, 
and to have lost all consciousness of 
any companion. His disciple, Yen, 
wondered at his condition, and on ques
tioning his teacher, Tze-khi replied, 
“Yen, you do well to ask. ♦ . ♦ I had 
just now lost myself, but how should 
you understand It? You may have 
heard the notes of . man, but have not 
heard those of earth. You may have 
heard the notes of earth, but have not 
heard tlWe of heaven.’ " Readers will 
find the Taoist texts decidedly interest
ing, and one often. meets some sug
gestive passage or familiar expression 
tn them. .Thus death Is . spoken of as; 
our “home-going.” Again; the spiritual-

Ists who have but spent forjy minutes 
In a public library. Iji is ^ange how 
the Chinese peasantry^fnay teach a mis
sionary, if he is open, mluilpd enough, 
the truth of many things jp his Bible 
that he never realized before; Indeed, 
wherever I have met missionaries, and 
I have always mnde ^.polptjof button
holing them whenever! got,the chance, 
I have always felt that going out to 
"carry the gospel to the heathen” might, 
and sho,ul4.iiej;a most ^algta^r facto^ in 
iTHEiKÖ^VN LiFE-^RUOATION.i

Dr. Morrisoif treats ofThe subject from 
the standpoint of the healthy and-good 
humored man of the world—a doctor of 
medicine; while Nevins is a doctor of 
theology, and approaches the theme as 
an earnest and orthodox, yet unusually 
open-minded Christian. The main ob
ject of Dr. Nevin's book is to show that 
there are as many evil spirits to be 
driven out from among' mankind to-day 
as there were In the time of Christ. His 
experiences soon forced upon him the 
conviction that “demon possession” was 
an actual fact, and further study of tbe 
subject In other countries only added to 
this conviction. His book is full of most 
Interesting incident. I will give one 
case as sample, and must surmise for 
the rest.

A man named Kwo, in the province 
of Shantung, bought a number of pic
tures one day, including one of Mu- 
nlang, the wife of a popular Chinese 
divinity. This he posted up in the most 
honorable position in his house, and pro
posed worshiping It to his wife. His 
wife objected, but In a day or two

A SPIRIT APPEAREP TO HIM
In a dream, saying, “I am Wang-Mu- 
nang. I have taken up my abode in your 
house.” Awaking, he felt that this was 
a shle-kwel (evil spirit), and resisted It, 
saying, “I will have nothing to do with 
you.” All was quiet for a time, but 
about a week later Kwo became uneasy 
and restless, and at last, seized by an 
irresistible impulse, he got up from his 
bed and went straight to a gambler's 
den, where he lost 1,000 cash. Things 
went from bad to worse—he became 
epileptic, foaming at the inouth, falling 
down, and attacking neighbors, until his, 
father was obliged to bind him in chains 
and take him to his own home. Medi
cine was given, but the spirit, speaking 
through him, said, "Any amount of 
medicine will be of no iise. Burn in
cense to me, and submit yourself to me, 
and all will be well.” Kwo’s parents 
promised to do this, and. knelt down and 
worshiped, begging the spirit to torment 
their son no longer.

Kwo himself, on recovering conscious
ness, was unwilling to .do" this; but his 
father and mother Imploring him to 
fulfil their promise, Fe at last con
sented. The evil .spirit 'then gave direc
tions for ' J -r‘.y .

SETTING UP Aij SHJUNE, '
and came at various ‘’GmesTo develop 
Kwo, telling him that he‘would be a 
great healing medium;'A)ut lös interest
ing to note that the ehscs‘“cured” by 
this spirit were only, according to 
Kwo’s account, such äs werd obviously 
the inflictions of evil spirlts.bKwo, how
ever, did not prosperJCand'; one of his 
children died. >d tn

About this time, while hdnwas work
ing in the fields; Lengd a native assist
ant of Dr. Nevins, spoke to him, and 
hearing his story, begged httn to believe 
In Jesus, who, he assuredi him, would 
be able to deliver it m

HIM FROM ALL fe'VIL SPIRITS. - .tt
Kwo replied, “If whatj-ou say be true, 
then I will believe in Jesus,” and he 
consented to tear down the picture of; 
Wang Mu-nlang. Some time after this 
Dr. Nevins himself visited Kwo, and 
was surprised to find him well, and able 
to read the Bible, his wife and little girl 
also being converts to Christianity.

Kwo then related how "the evil spirit 
had returned on one occasion, saying to 
his wife, “If your husband is de
termined to be a Christian this is no 
place for me,” “What do you know of 
Jesus Christ?” they asked. The answer 
was, “Jesus; Christ Is the great Lord 
over all, and now I ani going away, 
and you will not see me again.”. And 
it appears -thaY , the KWos were not 
troubled any more from that time.

Not-all these Chlnesfe controls, how
ever, are so easily got rid of as this one.

The Minnesota Spiritualists had the 
best convention they ever held, on Sep
tember 7, 8 and S, In the elegant Unita
rian church, Minneapolis. It was the 
third annual meeting of their associa
tion, but In reality the first genuine con
vention.

Last year only six chartered societies 
were held, and only a portion of these 
had delegates present. This year there 
are eighteen societies and about 100 
personal members. These were well 
represented and made a good-sized leg
islative body. But, the officers and del
egates did not seem to be fully enthused 
for the convention part of the exercises, 
hence they were slow to assemble. At 
the opening session there were so few 
present the business had to be post
poned; but the afternoon showed a lib
eral increase, and the second and third 
days brought an outpouring. Reports 
were very satisfactory, and a healthful 
condition of the association was shown. 
Good work had been done during the 
year, especially by the missionaries, G. 
W. Kates and wife, who had held 200 
meetings and lectured to 25,011 persons 
In the state, thus increasing the associ
ated work and interest. The mission
aries had more than paid their salary 
and expense by the proceeds of meet
ings held.

The officers elected for the ensuing 
year are as follows: “President, J. S. 
Maxwell, Minneapolis; vice-president, 
0. D. Prudens, Minneapolis; secretary, 
D. E. Griffith, Minneapolis; treasurer, 
N. C. Westerfield, St. Paul. Trustees: 
Rolla Stubbs, Bederwood; L O. Brown, 
Wheaton; L. W. Pierson, Princeton; P. 
J. Samson and John Holm, Minneapolis.

More time was given to public lec
tures and descriptive effort by the 
speakers and mediums, than to busi
ness sessions. That made the meetings 
attract large numbers of people.

The employed talent was Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng, G. W. 
Kates, Mrs. Z. B. Kates, Max Hoffman, 
Mrs. C. D. Pruden and Mrs. C. Tryon.

A royal feast was spread and each 
speaker and medium was a credit to our 
cause. Dr. Peebles, Mrs. Twlng and 
Mrs. Kates, as lecturers, captured the 
people. Mr. Kates was the active help
er in all lines of work on the platform 
and in the business department As a 
man of executive character and busi
ness capacity he Is capable of creating 
and conducting the needs of our public 
organization. He raised the necessary 
enthusiasm to obtain contributions of 
money, which flowed In liberally when 
appeals were made. Mr. Pruden and 
Mrs. Twlng successfully aided the 
financial end by their enthusiastic ap
peals. The liberal donations show that 
Minnesota Spiritualists are an earnest 
body of men and women.

Mrs. Kates and Max Hoffman held 
their audiences spellbound and carried 
conviction by their spirit massages and 
descriptions. All worked together with 
zeal and harmony.

The Ladies’ Auxiliary served meals 
twice each day—and served good ones. 
The music was excellent Audiences 
were large and the results have 
strengthened the cause. The press gave 
liberal notices of proceedings, Spirit
ual papers were called for, but none 
were at hand. Public appeals were 
made for every Spiritualist to subscribe 
for The Progressive Thinker, which Is 
their interest so to do. Let us help 
growth in every direction.

. ■ SCRIBE,
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A CONCORDANCE
To tho principal ptusaffc» of the Old and Neu

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualinnj

Together with a brief history of the origin of many of 
the important books of the Bible.

A Conspiracy Against the Republio 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M.. author of “History of 
the Christian Religion to the Year 200,“ etc. Aeon« 
denaed statement of the facts concerning the efforts 
of the church leaders to get control of the govern« 
tnent. An important work. Price, paper, 25 cents» 
For sale at this office.

BY MOSES HULL.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or an Inquiry aa to whether Modem Bptrltuallim 

and other Grout Reform, oom, from His Satanlo 
Majesty and bls subordluatn. In the Kingdom ot 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Hou, Hall. Price, IS cents. 
For aale as this office.

Much that la in this book appeared in an abridged 
form lu a series of nine full pages of Thi Pboghbss- 
ivb Thinker. These article« were prepared «.». the 
call of’ hundreds of Spiritualist* who felt the ne$dot 
some kfud of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more: hence the 
publication of this work.

Tbeauthor, Mose« Hull, has written many volumes 
on SpiritualiBtlBtlc and other themes and each one ts 
full of careful study on the lubject chosen. Mr. 
Bull, In his introduction of th!« work says;

‘•Hoping that this book will serve to lead tbe people 
out of the wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested tbe Bible iroui 
Ita •sanctified’ enemlea. It will not ’Bnlke’ It. but will 
use it to batter down the wall« of tShriBtian supersti
tion and Ignorance, I send it out on its errand of en
lightenment with the bumble prayer that 11 will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader."

Tua Enoyoi.opxdia of Biblical Spiritualism 
contains 835 nugea, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and 1« 
handaomely boundin cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICF

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE. PAET IL

HE DIVINE PLAN has been car
ried out successfully by Ti}e Pro
gressive Thinker, one continual cur
rent of the profits returning to our 
subscribers. Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World only costs our sub

scribers 25 cents—far less than its act
ual cost to us. Its regular price to the 
trade. Is $1,50. This work should.be in 
every family in the United States. It 
is elegantly and substantially bound, 
neatly printed and Is an ornament to 
any library One million copies of this 
work should be. distributed throughout 
the country. The Progressive Thinker 
one year and this book will be sent 
for $1.25.

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this 
handsome volume, wherewith to sweet
en hours of leisure and enjoyment 
Price SL For sale at this office,

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen beautiful,- soul-inspiring songs,- 
with music, by O. Payson Longley. 
Price by mail, 15 cents. For sale-at 
this office.

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” VoL 2. 
Sweet songs and music for home and 
nodal meetings. For sale-at this office, 
Price 15 cents. -

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. H. and

ANCIENT INDIA:
Ite Language and Religions. By Prof. H. Oldenberg, 
Paper, 25 cents. For eale at this office.

APOLLONIUS OF TÏANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful communication, explaining how hit 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate Chris* 
tiaulty. Price IS cents. For seiest this office.

IMMORTALITY,
■ ■•OR ■ •.

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

Judges, Kings. Prophets and Apostles. Comments 
on the Old and New Testaments, from Joshua to Rev* 
elation. The comments are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit, the work of radical thinkers, who are not 
ignorant of the higher criticism. There 1« not a dull ;
page. Paper, 50c.

THE KORAN.
Commonly called tile “Alkoron of Mohammed." Th 
standard Arabian or Molinrnniedan Bible. Clothe 
price. 11. For sale at thia office.

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Reports of twenty-four distinct lectures, recently 
delivered in New York, Brooklyn, Boston. Philadel
phia and other prominent cities of the United 
States, have contributed the basts of this volume.

Tbe chief atm throughout tbe volume has been to 
arouse increased Interest In the workable possibili
ties of a theory of human nature, thoroughly *pttm- 
1«tic and at the same time, profoundly ethical. As 
several chapters are devoted to Improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge ot tbe 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de
rive some help from the doctrines herewith promul
gated»

CONTENTS.
What Is Psychology? The True Basts of the Science, 
Rational Psychology as presented by Aristotle and 

Swedenborg, with Reflections thereon.
Relation of Psychology to Practical Education. 
A Study of the Human Wilt.
Imagination; It« Practical Value. 
Memory; Have we Two Memories f 
instinct, Reason and Intuition. 
Psychology and Psycurgy.
Meutal ana Moral Healing In the Light of Certain New 

Aspects of Psychology.
Music; Jis Moral and Therapeutic Value.
The Power of Thought; How to Develop and L crease 

It.
Concentration of Though?, and whav can Accom

plish.
A Study of Hypnotism.
Tho New Psychology as Applied to Education and 

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Transference of Thought, or Mental 

Telegraphy.
Mediumship, its Nature and Uses.

BY DE. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
: This admirable work contains what a hundred 
i Spirits, good and evil, say of their dwelling-places. 

Gira us details—details and accurate delineations ot
life In the Spirit-world!—is the conbtant appeal of 
thoughtful minds. Death Is approaching. Whither» 
oh. whither! Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb? Will they know me? What Is their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In this vol* 
ume tbe spirits, differing as they may, are allowed to 
speak for themselves. No man Is better Qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
ths people. He treats of the Mysteries oi Life; 
Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of the River; Fore* 
Sleams of the Future; Testimony of Saints; Tho 

rowth and Perfection of tbe Spiritual Body; Is It 
tbsBoulor Body that Sins?; Clothing tn the Spirit* 
world; Our Little Ones In Heaven; The Personal Ex* 
perlencei ot Aaron Knight; Tbe Red Man's Testi
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians tn Spirit
Life; Tho Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shaken In Spirit-Life; Spirit Romes ot 
Bruno and Other«; Many Voices from the Spirit
Land. Many other matter« are treated, tod numer
ous to mention. Price, cloth. 11; paper 50cent». Post 
age 12 cents. For sale at this office. *-

Io Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within yourself Ues the cause of whatever entera 
Into your life. To come into the fall realization of 
your own awakened interior powers, is to be able to 
condition your life In exact accord with what you 
would have it.—From Tltic-Pago.

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; II. The Supremo Fact of 
the Universe; III. Tho Supreme Fact of Human Life; 
IV. Fullness of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor: V» 
The Secret, Power and Effect of Love: VI. Wisdom 
and Interior Illumination; VII. The Realization of 
Perfect Peace ; VIII. Coming into fullness of power; 
IX. Plenty of All Things—The Law of Prosperity; 
X How Men Have Become Prophets, Seers, Sages, 
and Saviors; XL Tbs Basic Principle of All Religions 
—The Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now into 
the Realization of the Highest Riches. For sale at 
this office. Price, postpaid, 11.25. .

What All the World’s a-Seekiiig.
RALPH WALDO TRINE.

Kachis building bls world from within; thought (a 
the builder; for thoughts are forces.—subtle, vital, 
Lrreilitiblc, omnipotent,—and according as used do

I they bring power or impotence, peace or pain, success 
_ _______ ______ ___ or failure.—From Title-page.
Habit», How" Acquired and how "Mastered; with luma nbove book, are beautifully bound In Krargreen 

----------A..-------... - raised cloth, stamped In deep old-green and gold, with 
gilt top. Price, 11.25. For sale at this office.Comment« on Obsession and Ite Remedy.

Seersblp and Prophecy.
Dreams and Visions.
The Scientific Ghost-and the Problem of the Human

Double.
The Humas Aura. WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Heredity and Environment. Gathered from the Highway«, By-wayi and Hedge«
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; their Bearing M Life. By Maths E. Hull. This Isa marvelously 

-- ”—— neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls boat poems,
sermons and essays, and contain« a splendid portrait 
of the author« also a portrait ot Mob«« Boll. Price, 
neatly bound la BnglUh cloth. «1. Annie at thl»

on Psychology. 
Individuality vs. Eccentricity 

Price th For sale at ibis office.

Heliocentric flstroloou,
Essentials of Astronomy and Solar 

Mentality,
With Tallies of EnhetnerU to HIO. By Tarmo Vcdro. 
With 64 llluitratlons, thirty-live of which are original 
drawings by Holmes W. Merton, author of •‘Descrip
tive Mortality." A new system of personally deter
mining the primary fund or Mental and Physical fore* 
es and their results Ln mental aptitudes that domin
ate the nature of the Individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price, cloth, IL50. For saleatthisoffice.

THE PRIEST JHE WOMAN

HYPNOTISM;
Its Facte, Theories and Belated 

Phenomena, with Explana- 
toryAnecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis- 
cencet.

71Y CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
largely a record of the facte and demonstrutions 

which the author has seen, heard of or presented in 
his own experiments. I The history of the various 
phases of the science Is succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the expert* 
ments described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the interest and value of the 
book; which will be found very interesting to the gen*' 
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
student. The work is a handsomevolume of 800 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, &V.OO» For eale at 
the office of Teb Pbogbmsit» Texxtxb«

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND, 

G. M.of the Order of the Magi .Chicago.
DOrara IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 

,LJ slda, and containing 830 pages. This apleutid 
book,jurt Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures upon occult subjects, together with other arti
cles from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It attain« aU the old Temple Teotnres tscusd 
tn im,M< three othsn on 'the Hour Bum, whichMature vure. »y yrs. m. m. ana i m »ioMw.itiitb.iniu of tbe boot tm» won«« 

Rosa O. Conger. Excellent for every Mb«*«) •• m Brunnat aeince «w
family. Cloth, $L50 an« $2. rw“'

—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thia It a mo>t valuable book. It eome« from an Ex- • 
Print, whoic character 1« above reproach, and whd 
know« what he Is talking about. Everybody ahould 
read IL Price, 11.00. It contain« Iba following chap
ter«;

CHAPTER T. . -
The Struggle before ths Surrender of Womanly Self- ■ 

respect In the Confeaalonal.
CHAPTER II. z

Auricular Confeaalon a Deep PH of Perdition for thfl
PrleaL .

CHAPTER HI. •
The Confeaalonal 1« the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Prlaata la made tai) 

by Auricular Confesilon.
x CHAPTER V.

Tbe highly-edneated and refined Woman In the Con- 
faauonal—Wbat become« of her after uncondltloa* 
ffi surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confeaalon deatrora all the Saered Ttei ol • 

Marriage add Human Society. .
’ CHAPTER VIL •

Should Auricular Confeaalon be tolerated among Clvfl* 
lied National * ■

CHAPTER Vni. ;
Doea Auricular Ctmfeaslon bring Peace to the Boult 

' CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacriltgfoui 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X. -

God compels the Church of Rome to confcu th« 
‘ Abominations of Auricular Confeuion.

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular' Conlmlon Ln Auitralla, America, and 

France. .
- CHAPTER Xn.
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislator«, Hua* 

bands and Fathers—Some of tbe matters oi which 
'the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent-

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.OO.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW

should.be


who

CLE1MYMAN ANSWERED.
(Continued from page 4,)

A GOOD OFFER 
to anyone that Is sick and will

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price $1. 
For sale at this office.

complicated case without asking any 
questions, and will make no charges for 
treatment until you are helped, »mi 
then only what you are able to pay.
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OUR PREMIDMS.
There are many Spiritualists

- -----------------  send
their name (and stamps for reply) to 
Dr. J. R. Craig, Sacramento, Cal. He 
will diagnose the most difficult and

Ik

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
THE 

NATURAL PHYSICIAN.
The Physician can only be the servant 

©r handmaid of Nature in the cure of

Disease.
In reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the offending cause while 

Nature
Performs the cure, and therefore we 
lay it down aa a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician cando 
is to act as a ,

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment is true, and believe that this meth
od is the right one, then write to-dav to 

DR. G. E. WftTKINS, 
Eendins age, sex and leading symptom. 
Dit. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

To the Camp at Deep Lake, 
Illinois.

A ninety minutes’ run on the Wiscon
sin Central Railroad brought the writer 
from Chicago to Lake Villa, a pretty 
little village of a dozen or more houses, 
neat and trim and surrounded In many 
cases by extensive gardens. A map 
.wealing a gigantic straw hat, a flannel 
jacket, and overalls tucked Into top 
boi ls, laid violent bauds on bls baggage 
as he stepped from the ear, and just as 
he was about to resent this rustle 
familiarity he recognized beneath the 
depths of two months' tan upon the 
cuticle the smiling face of the Rev. 
G. V. Cordlngly, pastor of the Progress
ive Spiritual Church of Chicago, and 
president of tho camp meeting whither 
he was bound. Five minutes more found 
us in a boat with the reverend at the 
oars, rapidly progressing over the 
waters of Deep Lake, the man of the 
Church propelling the man of the D—; 
but then lawyers are greatly maligned.

The writer has seen the lake country 
of Cumberland, England, not to men
tion those lakes familiar to a considers 
ble portion of the political element of 
.tlild country—“Beauty’s Home, Killar- 
ney," yet seldom was he more im

. pressed with the glorious blending of 
colors commingled in the woods and 
foliage r loping down to the beach of the 
jasper tinted lake that now unfolded 
Itself before him. That 25x50 lots are 
selling here for $100 seems almost in
credible, but that is the reverend’s 
price. Strains of music, and a greeting 

. of “How’s Chicago?” pealed from a 
sailboat belonging to the camp, that 
like a huge swan was gliding over the 
waves. As we approached the eastern 
shore on the bluff hidden by oak, larch, 
chestnut, wild cherry, elm and cedar, 
peepofl the white canvas of tents, “Old 
Glory” floating in grandeur from the 
.extended limb of a king of the forest. 
A few more contractions of the rev
erend’s biceps and we were standing on 
the wooden pier, and then after climb
ing the bluff by a natural staircase, 
were In the tented city of Deep Lake. 
It was not a large city, not as large as 
tlie unredeemed promises of anticipated 
patrons could have made it, but it was 
tlie nearest Spiritualists’ camp-meeting 
to the Phoenix city of our love and 
pride. Under the spreading branches of 
the many handsome trees tent after 
tent was pitched, and in the distance 
stood “The Auditorium,” a tent 59x100 
feet.

" At 5 p. m., two hours after our arrival^ 
the entire community took their evening 
dip in the lake. The shores of Deep 
Lake shelve out gradually, so that se
cure footing can be obtained by the 
timid even when the water kisses 
the lips. Splashing, paddling, rolling 
around, like shoals of porpoises,- the 
camp enjoyed Itself in the tepid waters, 
now turning golden beneath the rays of 
the declining sun. That night was 

, formed an informal circle around a log 
fire that roared and crackled, sending 
up myriads of sparks into the night and 
casting its reflection on the' placid 
waters of the lake wrapt in the sable 
garb of Nox. Through Mr. Linn, Mrs. 
Watson, and Mrs. Bessler, the circle 
was soon visited by those who once 
pitched their wigwams where our camp 
now stood, and Indian songs, palavers, 
and dances lasted until past midnight, 
when the circle reluctantly broke up.

._ Next day, Saturday, September 1, the 
writer had an opportunity afforded him 
to find that the acoustic properties of 
the auditorium were perfect A large 
delegation of Spiritualists from Wau
kegan called, and he delivered the lec
ture, followed by tests given by the 
Rev. Cordlngly. An Indian pow-wow 
was given that night, and as the camp: 
ers in tlielr Indian garb made their way 
through the shadowy mazes of the wood 
to the auditorium, it did not take a 
vivid imagination to fancy that the 
assumed, was the real, and that time 
had turned backward a hundred years 
to the days when the woods of Lake 
county echoed the sEbuts of the chiefs 
and braves of earth life. The youth of 
the countryside flocked to see the, to 

•them, weird proceedings, but they were 
respectful and gooU-natured, and when 
dancing followed the poW-wow many 
a Jaqtienette with her swain waltzed 
over the well waxed floor. .

Spiritualism must be becoming popu
lar in Lake county, for on Sunday the 
writer lectured in the forenoon and 
evening to large audiences, one-half of 
whom were farmers and their families' 
from the surrounding country. Indeed, 
to see the number of unhitched horses 
and rigs around the auditorium whilst 
■their owners, between the lecture hours, 
were depleting capacious lunch baskets, 
things looked' like an old-fashioned 
orthodox revival, and the rustic, au
dience was as earnest-and-attentive as 
bur owd campers from Chicago. Many 
of the men, as- well as ‘women, re
mained after the services to have prt-.

I W ■" ■» -** *M **’’■»• ‘ •*

vate sittings with the Rev. Cordlngly 
and Mrs. Renex.

To the camper who is a camera fiend 
the writer would say: If you visit Deep 
Lake buy your dry plates by .the gross 
before coming for you will need them 
all. -In one day, although using some 
judgment, all the writer’s plates were 
exhausted on the wealth of sylvan 
beauty in this enchanting region, and he 
bad to telephone to. Chicago for fresh 
supplies. Boating facilities were ex
cellent, four row-boats and one sail-boat 
belonging to the camp, and being 
always well patronized either for fish
ing, hunting or sailing. Trout and 
pickerel are abundant, and the woods 
are full of smaller game. These pur
suits always whetted the appetites of 
those who attended at 8 a. m., 1 p. m. 
and 6 p. m. round the well-laden table 
In the dining tent.

The days following Sunday were sad
dened by the departure of campers and 
the process of demolishing the camp, 
which had enjoyed a “continuous run” 
since July 5. The writer was so en
chanted with the lovely spot and the 
congenial society he met there, that he 
could not tear himself awaj' while a 
piece of canvas covered his head, aud, 
.finally, when this disappeared he passed 
his last night in Deep Lake as he had 
passed many a night twenty-one years 
before uhder tlie Southern Cross in 
South Africa, with nothing but a 

.blanket around him, the starry heavens 
for a canppy, and . the waters of the 
lake as. they broke upon the beach 
chanting his lullaby.

Chicago, Ill. VERE V. HUNT.

sume the sins of the world. The plan 
of his atonement is an apostolic after
consideration. Jesus hoped to save the 
people from sin, rather than to assume 
their debt of sin. He hoped to prove 
the resurrection of the dead and thus 
create a higher moral standard by a 
Comprehension of the law of conse
quence, in the fact that spiritual death 
ensues from physical defilement We 
have no equivalent for the teaching of 
Jesus; but for the theological Idea of a 
vicarious atonement (which is a license) 
we substitute absolute consequence.

Cause and effect are positive and in
evitable; no one can escape the results 
of life. Your sins will follow you, no 
matter how sincere your faith—you 
must pay ypur own debts; and that will 
create a moral restraint far more po
tent than the vicarious plan of redemp
tion—for all nature shows us the fal
lacy of sudden development You must 
work out your salvation through the 
eons of the great futurity which each 
and all will inherit.

Your closing quotation is a human 
Idea stated by the Apostle in his own 
sincere belief, which was the result of 
the superstitious age in which he lived. 
The statement is not that of God him
self, but Is only the opinion of a man 
who was superstitious and ignorant. 
Thus the idea that Is the root of your 
doctrine is man-made rather than God- 
revealed; and the Inconsistency 1b 
more than probable upon your side.

Let us have truth, no matter whose 
doxy or Ism may happen to be proved 
erroneous.

It is positive truth that the Spiritual
ist, at least, sincerely desires.

Do You Need Spectacles?
If so, try Poole’s perfected Melted 

Pebble lens, a perfect assistant to the 
eyes for near and far vision. They In
duce a renewed action of the nerves, 
muscles and blood-vessels and a return 
of natural vigor to the eyes.

My method of fitting Is by spirit 
power and clairvoyance. I have fol
lowed this work for fifteen years, fit
ting thousands of people by this method 
in this and foreign countries. I haye 
hundreds of letters from my patrons, 
telling me of the benefits received by 
their use. Please write for illustrated 
circulars explaining my method of 
treatment, also showing styles and 
prices. Address B. F. POOLE, 43 Ev
anston avenue, Chicago, HL

know a good thing when they see It. 
There are others, however, who do not 
seem to realize what is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding. Vol. 8 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World Is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
should be in every family in the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not. 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death In Its 
multifarious phases; in fact you can 
not find in all the libraries of the world 
as valuable Information in regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you in these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and are an ornament to any 
library. Volume 3 is furnished at 25 
cents, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes, when or
dered in connection with a yearly sub
scription to The Progressive -Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. The aggregate cost of 
the three books to the trade is $4.50. 
At this price, these three books ought to 
be in every Spiritualist family. '

The Progressive Thinker is the first 
Spiritualist paper to inaugurate the Di
vine Plan—a portion of the jprofits of 
the office returning to subscribers in 
valuable books. .

f OLUMES 1, 2 and 3 of the Ency- 
pedia of Death, and Life In the 
Spirit World, Art Magic, Ghost 
Land, The Next World Inter
viewed, and the Occult. Life of 
Jesus (including, -the Hull-Covert 
Debate) constitute our premium 

list Those seven books have been on 
sale, costing the buyer in the aggregate, 
$10.75; We, after paying the postage 
and expense of mailing, realize only 
$1.50 for the seven—far less than cost 
to us. We'desire to form the nucleus 
of a library in every. Spiritualist home, 
hence this remarkable offer. By sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
you then have the privilege of purchas
ing these books at the premium prices. 
See terms on another page. .

J. M. PEEBLES, A. M„ M. D„ PH.D.

OUR MOTTO
To Do AU the Good We Can,

Psychic Force, a Science 
That Nullifies Space and 

in the Privacy of Your 
Own Home Dis 

pels Disease.

ABSOLUTELY FREE! Know 
ledge Which Should be Post 

sessed by Every Man and 
Woman Who Prizes 

Health and Hap
piness.

Dr. J. M. Peebles, tli« great »dentist, who has given to the world hl, psychlo science which in 
mankind a tromendou. vital and MAGNUTIC AOltCE, and which not only JMsmsts DUKASB ir every nature Irom man and woman, but at the some time so HTltKN'ciTlLENH irisaiiriwia'u 1 
constitution that DISEASE CANNOT EXIST. This grand ^ndacu“?“ ‘dek andVeak & be eS 
honored as has no other «dentist known to man; lor his Ilie-long service In beliall!ol auBerinr huinanltv h? 
ha, been made a Bellow oi the Anthropological Society ot Loudon, Eng., cud Honorary Member oi the An'L° 
.n nf l.la ... .‘Al..........I.......... CttCe, New Orliu^Lr/andllso
In recognition oi his superior accompllalnueuts, was appointed by the National Arbitration Leaide io th» 
International Peace Commission in Europe. But what bo pt lies above nil. is to live with the know?,, d-« 
that alter ility year» of »dentine rcieardtea he Is al last able to place a acleuco L “loro the world whtr?> 
dHeases can be cured, no matter bow hopeless the ease may seem, lor there Is no doubt but that treatmeL? 
through his science, which does away with »ItASTlc and I'OISONOES nuTrns win . within the SUNSHINE oi HOPE and HEALTH. In addition to treuinmit oi ns’vd 1 r i?U 
patients rec.lve a mild medicine, which 1» prepared In Dr. PceWe»' laboratory, and which’ ?s u ade’ oi' root? 
Ki.SS?'’ PI0P“r.e<I solent do processes. It is this combination at PHYSICAL\nd PSV
CHIC treatment which has brought about cures that have ASTODNUHD tin, 7-’
TWO CONTINENTS. You may take hl» treatment in the HtIVACi OF YOU It oiVn h’sswf1 
a» It I. absolutely a home treatment and UISTANCE IS NO BAR. Mr“ ” w Henderson 7?s?^S 
Washington, who sullored lor years with pain lu the ovaries and uterine weakness wii A . ri
tho Peeble» treatment. Mrs. c. Harri», Marionville. Pa., say» rhe cannot eSproH loo much ¿aUhm» 
results received through Dr. Peebles’ treatment. She »uflervd loryear« Irom lalllnn ‘or Uu.^m.u?d°w?r ‘H® 
Wavering, Seattle, Washington. »uHeredlor twenty years with a severe o Cawr b? wXomI>ie?<?lv 
cured through tho psychic treatment. L. A. Lord, Elaworth. Wls., was permanently• cundio “dLn3« I, i 
nervousness. Geo. Ji. Weeks, ot M Minerva Street. Cleveland, Ohio, aendsi heartldt thank?
ot health after suitering Irom nervous prostration and insomnia; »ays he now eLjoys rcBttulncs« and SJnm 
sound every night. Mr». Mary A. Clair, Lexington, Ky„ after thirty years continual aunerlne from etd&v 
and trying to bo cured by eminent physicians, write». "Two month» of your treatment ha» almost a heaven to me." Hundreds upon hundreds ot testimonial» like tho’above bav” been received n? 
Peebles’ psychic phenomena 1» the GIIAMIEIST MINCO VERY OF THE A«E ir ??? tni i 
your name audaddresp, also leading aymptoma. to Dr. J. M. Feeble«. Battle Creek Mich ’ v«. < “
ABSOLUTELY FUKE a complete DIAGNOSIS of your case, also advifco and the booklet«, which should be In tho bands of all who prize lI.EAUT.Hund HAPPINESS octorB dlflevtnt 
■ . . At the earnest request ot hundreds ot my friends and former pattern» T h.v. nr.I in n n Tl O nT !’artd • courso o' lm»»on» on the P»ycMo Science. Thll Conne at Yee'sons Include IlllUUlldllla yc J’IC Ueall“K'Vtal »pl Pcrioual Maguethm,Intuition,and like occult subject» In ■ ■■■WVI IUIIII it» wide scope It uotouly teaches It» pupils how to enre themselves, but at the ¿ama 
lime teaches them how to heal other» ot disease and how to bo euccesiinl In their everv venter, hi u Si. political, commercial or social ascendancy. “ 7ery ventur<>. bo It for

Tha course ts so plain that anyone who will take It up as a protesslou and give his time and attention tn tt 
can wake a grand success In Its practice. Tliene lessons not only teach you haw to heal disease but th.v 
also teach Persoflal-Mugnetlsin, through which you can »liently Influence those about you, »o as to actniira 
Influence, friend», prosperity, »none»» In business, In fact, anything that you want The course will bn 
worth many limes tlie price you pay for It. »Imply to cure yourself and Increaie your ability and ellmlnnt« 
any hnd habit», euch aa the drink habit, tobacco habit, sexual excesses, eto. The entire course of Instr?,,-“ 
tlons la taught by mail and you cau matter every point In this science In the secrecy ot your own him. 
without loss of time in attending to your business. For further Information, uvuie

Address Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Greek, Mich.
Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in'

Chicago.
Beacon Light Church, 675 Larrabee 

street, near Garfield. Services every 
Wednesday at 8 p. m. G. F. Perkins 
and Mrs. E. Perkins, lecturers. Tests 
and messages at every session. Other 
mediums Invited. All are welcome.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first hnd third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three 
o’clock. The ladles bring refreshments; 
supper served at six o’clock. Evening 
session commences at a quarter to' 
eight. Questions invited from the au
dience, and answered by the guides of 
Mrs. Oora L. V. Richmond. Always an 
Interesting programme. All are wel
come. ■ ''

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, 6th floor Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Take elevator after
noon an$. evening.

Church of the Spirit Communion 
will hold meetings in Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. m., conference and tests; 
8 p. m., lecture by J. K. Hallowell; tests 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are in
vited. Good music and seats free.

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 and 296 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests in telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union So
ciety meets every Sunday at Forbes’ 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. Competent! 
leaders of spiritual tBought and medl- | 
urns of note In charge.

Church ot the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. tn., conducted by 

'Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.
Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia 

Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 8 
o’clock.

The Chicago Liberal Society is a non
sectarian association for the encourage
ment of morality, the promotion of edu
cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and the inculcation 
of truth in the place and stead of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 
of the society are held every Sunday 
morning at 11 o’clock in Corinthian 
Hall,' Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
are In charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
You are cordially invited to attend the 
same.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature holds services every 
Sunday^evenlng at Nathan’s hall, 1565 
Milwaukee avenue, corner Western ave
nue, at 7:30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

Church of the Universal Spirit, every 
Sunday afternoon and evening, at Van 
Buren hall, corner of California avenue 
and Madison street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Squire. '

The Independent Spiritual Society, G. 
N. Klnkead, president, will meet each 
Sunday evening at 8 p. m., at 77 Thirty- 
first street (Auditorium) hall. Good , 
speakers and test mediums have been 
engaged. .

Harmony Society services Sundays 
and Thursdays at 7:30 p. m. Class for ' 
soul culture, Wednesdays at 2:80 p. m. ! 
Teacher Lydia Sholdice. - . ।

The Progressive Spiritual Society will 
hold a meeting each Sunday at North 
avenue and Burling street, at 3 p. m. '■ 
German and English speaking. Mrs. : 
Hilbert assisted by Mr. Bernhart. <

• Bend In notice of meetings held on 1 
Bunday at public hall*. ■ 1

Bear In mind that only meetings held ! 
in public halls will be announced under 
the above head. We have not space to 
keep standing notices of meetings held 1 
at private residences. -

“The Infidelity of Eccleslastlcism. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockvtpod, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological' and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cen|s. For sale at this office.'

“Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments). ’ 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D.', LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as. It 
well fulfills the promise of Its title. 
For Sale at this office. Price 76 cents.

‘The Bridge Between Two Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies, with universal nature 
and their souls .with the higher Intelli
gences, to come1 into closer connection 
with the purer, realms of the spirit 
world. It is written In the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s Literary works. Price, cloth 
$1; paper, 75 eeats. For sale at this 
office.

“Principles of Light and Color.” Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor.\The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer , forces are here gathered 
and made, amenable to the ¡well-being of 
Immunity,. Medical men'fe'sfieclally, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining , beautiful Illustrative; plates 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It Is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with It.

CLUBS!
We want ten thousand clubs /< 
formed in every part of the I 
United States, for which we I 
present inducements nev- I 
er before offered by any I 
Spiritualist paper. These 1 
clubs must consist of ten 
subscribers, and each one t
will get Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death; or If 
they would’prefer it, they 
can have the Next World In-
terviewed. They 
their ' ’ -

can
Each 
avail 
must 
cents

choice of the two. 
subscriber in order to 
himself of this offer 

pay $1.15. The fifteen
is to pay expense of 

postage and mailing, and the 
books sent out are practical
ly a gift. They are not 
cheap affairs; they are nicely 
and substantially bound In 
cloth, neatly printed In clear
type and are ornaments to 
any center table. The con
tents are Indeed valuable, 
such as every Spiritualist 
family should have. The ag
gregate price of these two 
books to the trade is $2.75. 
To each of our club sub
scribers one of these" books 
is a gift, and when they te- 
ceive the one of their choice 
they will be delighted with 
It, and will wonder how we 

ean afford to do so much for them 
The one who gets up the club will be 
entitled to The Progressive Thinker for 
ope year, and Vol. 3 of the Encyclope
dia of Death, ahd Life in the Spirit 
Spirit Would, add also the Next World 
Interviewed. Hi will not only get The 
ProgresslveaThlnker for one year, but 
both books.- He.-gets what Is equiva
lent to $3.75 fdf his trouble. There 
should be nd difficulty whatever in get
ting up hundred*, of clubs. :

Volume 3 of fthe Encyclopedia of 
Death, and:. Llfel in . the Spirit'World 
will not only Interest Spiritualists, but 
church membersiwlll be attracted to it. 
The Rev. M. J. ISavage, a leading lib
eral dlvinewf New York, leads off with 
several of .’.his Imasterly productions, 
treating Death)! from an advanced 
standpoints He is followed by leading 
Spiritualists) who: treat of Death in a 
philosophical add fascinating manner.

The Next World Interviewed is also a 
very excellent work.. The plates of 
this book were donated to the office of
The Progressive Thinker by Henry J. 
Horn. It consists of communications 
from the spirit side of life from leading 
minds there. Fifty-five communica
tions are given by prominent person-' 
ages, among them Prince Albert, Har
riet Martineau, Judge Edmonds, Horace 
Greeley, Lord Lytton, Fanny Fern, Dr. 
Livingstone and the Czar of Russia.

Now is the time to got up

t L UBS

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
Who is eo widely known as one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL H-EALERS,
SHE HAS ’

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case '

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES 
tineut/'nffrt11'8 oi ,CollcKe reprueut four con- 
tmoite, and many of them are physicians, medical 
professors, or clergymen. Hiidbou Tuttle, the well- 
hSiSS £utl,or* c.allB thia college “An Institute of 

therapeutics, which Is fast becoming of world* 
tries attracting students from many coun
tiles. It builds ou exact bcleuce, and Includes th« 
magnetic, electric, chemical, bolar, and spiritual 
forces which underlie everyibtug. Its course can be 
l)kMUmnrt^e’ dMo1““ coufmlug the title ot 
fur catalogue* 01 MagoeUc») eruuted." Boud ,1,^

““i »Jniplcr ACADEMIC COURSE kus 
riy, talablluUod lor those who do not wish to take 

«‘«bpraic COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 
nnw.inn 'Jea,ull[ul *“<-thods oi Nature, which ore 
In™ w i? VS’L“!' upbuild. Address E. D. BAB- 
JosTefc^lilDor^'D"BC“’ “ Ku“b Tl"‘d St-^“

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO '

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. MAGGIE WRITE,
fling by mall. «1.06. Buslne«« advice a «peclatty.

804 8. Crouse ave., Syracuse, N. T. ¿68

DON’T READ THIS.
Loucks, the only psychic wonder living, 

cvmr,^6^ ^. ip r iua' X-ray without any leading 
P dIre.ct’ aud ^cate« all interna! diseases 

AaY?! wUi convince you. Nervou« exhaustion and 
lost rigor of both sexes successfully treated, as hun
dredscan testify. Send name, age, sex, complexion 
and ten cent« lu stamp«, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollar« to you. Address, 

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
 Lock Box 7, Stoneham, Mass.

NEW DREAM BOOK.

stamps. Address DR. R, GBEER, Maywood, 111 55611

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
lain.

hc,P mc car<: lor my Diina sister. Jeunle L. Webb, one of the earliest me- 
friend ,?? fOrm’ '¡Lwrll,ni “ leUer 10 “ 8Plrlt 
friend. Send tt to me witbit, audl will trv and cat Aem,ub7AlJdnil’en?e"t wrlllug or whispers. ^Address 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mlllord, Mass. 631U

OB. A. B. SPINNEY.
Free examfontloD« and free dlaxuosia of ah wh iXu™B.C,?a ?•“,?,’ 1’-,»’a“'lre»»'»ge and ieadfog 

'• “d 1 *,nl Ki»< rah “ earelul opinion oi 
the nature ot your dtaease and the chances tor a euro. 

,Pee? f“rty-three years lu practice. I now 
ini.,1?® Iteei C ty Senllarlum. with a stall ot eight Simniii»?’’ ? have a Lylug-ln-HospluU. Send lor 
RP VKWV u <l,'!tK‘lun,ll"f- Address ell mall to A B. 
SFINhEY, M. D., Reed CHy, Mich. 659tf

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins,
Speaker» Healer» and 'I'esl Medium», hold tost clr- 

™“)' ®ve“,.“8? at 8 »'clock, and Thursday 
afternoons at 3 o clock, Developing circles Tuesday 
wexuJ?' yrlvatc readings aud healing dally. 834 
W. Madison St., cor. Leavitt St.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Ite Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

nation. Thi« work waa written by a modam Rayior. 
»grand and noble man. Price 11.00.

TALMAGEAN INANITIES.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies.
A review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Bev. Frank De

Witt Talmage'« oft-repeated attack« upon Spiritual
ism. By Moics Hull. For «ale at this office. Price 
10 cent«.

Cliildren’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for the trganlzatlon and 

management of Sunday «chools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis* Somethin* ludlBoensable. Fr ee 50 cents.

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS, 

Or Sex In Religion. By Eliza Burt Gamble, “it Is a 
sensible, qulst. logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at times curiously from statistic« which might be 
open to doubt; and never for a moment sensatiouui ur 
revolutionary.—Chic,ago Herald. 829 pages, largo 
type, cloth bound. Price »2.25. For sale at this office

MEDIUMSHip,
A chapter of experiences, by Mrs. Marla M. King. 

Price 10c. For sale at this office. ' 

1ELIGI0N OF THE FUTURE.
BY S. WEIL.

Croth, It J5. • • • Paper, 50 cents.
Thia ts a work of great value, written by one of the 

Keenest, moat powerful and most truly religious 
nt?Af tbe <?ay- 18 particularly a work which

should be put into the banda of tboac who have freed

OB. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty years has treated and cured the tick Ln all 
Parts of tho United Blate« aud Canada. Thousand« 
have been cured after being given up to die. Hi« 
isychle power« arc uucquuled, a» hl« cures prove 
Talk doesu t prove anything. Facts are proof. Ho 
S diseases of men, such a« loss of manhood, 
ueuilitatlug losses causing nervous exhaustloa. Send 
name, age. «ex, lock of hair, Get« in «tamp«, for adu 
agnosi«. Addrc««, .

DR. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.., 
85 Warron »1.. Stoneham, Mui. ‘

A N INTEREST- 
ZI log Usatile on

■'I The Hiaden
Force» of

! Mind and Life
ijrice 25 canta. Cin 
calar»free. URIEL 
BUCHANAN. Dapt
P. T. Box 810, Chi
cago. III. 557

L,oyx' trance medium. ML Sitting» dally. Sealed letter« au«wered. 2522 
Cottage Grove ave., Flat 7, Chicago, lu. 663 

nLAIRVOVANT AND CLAIRAUDIENT ME- 
i7„d/,UIIr;„ Thre« qyntlOM answered and trial read- 

$eut* l°ck °t heir, name, age and »ex to MRS. M. E. COMNELL, 703 Duluth ar., St. Paul, 
M1Dn- B69

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all forms olatomach. liver and kidney dlseuoi 
al»o constipation. A sure cure lor that tired, worn-out 
reeling. Guaranteed to aaslst your s/«tpm to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufllolent quantity lor one 
month aeul lor »1.00. J

One paakage oi our Magnetised Compound tor sore 
eye« or poor eveilghc. Ha« been used and praised by 
thousand« lu all parts of the world. Sent for 6u cent« 
or all three sent postpaid for 41.00, with Yarma’« 
photo ana infltructlong bow to live 100 year«.

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular« 

tbowlugstyles and prices and photo of Spirit Yarrna, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. lean 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes In your owu home as If you were in my 
omce, as thousands can testify. Send stamp for photo. 
B. F. POOLE & CO., 43 Evaustou a'.. Chicago, 111.

$2-TRUMPETS-$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS in two and throe sec

tions 36 In. high—magnetized when desired—« on re
ceipt of price. Address WM, A.MURRAY, 508 E 2nd 
St,. Newport, Ky. ¿84

CHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy Astrologer and Clairvoyant. 

Bend age, color of eyes and hair, In owu handwriting. 
Address GEO. WELLES, Box 130, Newark, N. J. 65i

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
OF Cocaine, of a never-failing harmless Home Cure. 
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin. P. 0. Box 1212, Chicago, HL

Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.

ByV«Uo» Heston. Price, board», It ¡ cloth, »LS».Heiton la Inimitable. .«.««hi,,iuw.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
, And Other Essays,

By Charles Bradlaugh. With the »tory ot hl> Ufa 
u told by hlmsell, and thehletoryol bls parllamen- 
Ury struggle, with portrait. Paper, Wo.

The Other World and This,
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In th!« volume tho author, In the thirty-nine 

chapters, dbcuBBea a wide variety of «abjecte per
taining to Spiritualism, from a splrltuallBtlc stand
point. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and line literary style, and 
capability of thought cxpreision. The subjects arc 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rkh addition to any Spirltuallst’u 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek
ing Information concerning Spiritualism and Ite teach
ings.
For Sale at this Office. Ffioe.$l.KO

ZUGASSENT’S DISCOVERY.
Sequel to The Strike of a Sex. By Georgs N. Miller. 
Paper, 25 cents. For sale at thia office.

^etaaiíoju

G. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician ■
AND

Gifted Psychic.
Obsession Oared.

Special Attention Given to

Nervous Ailments, 
Astonishing Cures of Disease, 

Physical and Mental, 
Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-oent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

LV 1 bare never known a more competent reliable 
and truthful medium for the Bplrlt-world than Cha.. 
Walter Lynn. j0B. Koon. Buomxxxk.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
Oakland, Cali.

YOUR FUTURE Aitro’oger WALROnSJ 
87 Opera Houie Block, Denver, Col. From 11.00.

ASTROLOGICAL READING. RULES FOR MB* 
XX dluiuslilp. Short Htttory of Human Race. 8 dime« 
and «tamp. Give date of birth. A. JANE, 62 South 
Broadway, Aurora, 111.

Turkish Headache Powders
Cure In 10 minute«. Never affect the heart. 10 and
25c a package. Tbe TURKISH MEDICINE CO.. 220
Clinton St.. Chicago, III. 56«

WM. W. ABER. '
Readings by mall. «1.06. Advice on all affair« of lift«
Lock Box 20, Spring HUI, Kaus. 665

THE GOD QUESTION.
---------:o:----------

It’« a corker. They CAN’T DODG^ 
IT. h contain« the bottom argument» 
You need It. Your neighbor needs Ite 
5 cents each or 12 for 50 cents, postpaid. 
Address, .

U. Ie. CHAPMAN* 
Marccllue, Mich«

V

»<

Whu I Am a VeQBtarlan
An address delivered before the Chicago Vegetarian 

Society. By J. Howard Moore. Price 25 cents. Pot 
sale at this office.

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve Lecture« by Abby A. Judson. This book 

thould be read by every Splrituallit. Price ILOO; 
pottage 10 cento. For tale &t tbl« office. ¡ ■

~ JLjí_a.l¿L «j

Discovery of a Lost Trail >
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All’« Right with the World." Cloth 27fi 
■ page«. Mr. Newcomb made a diilfnct success with 
1 ‘ All’« Right with tho World," which continue« In tho 

front rank of the Metaphysical books that are now «0 
1 popular. Thereat number who have jeencheered 

and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by tins wise teacher whoso word« of help tiro doing BQ 
much to nake the world bettor by tmiklng inen and 
women better able to understand and enjoy IL

“Discovery of a Lost Trail” 
1« a simple itudy of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In lu scholarly simplicity. It 
will bo In demand by many who have not prcviotiily 
read metaphysical writings. Price «1.50. For «ale at 
this office.

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By 
Wm. am! Elizabeth M. F. Deuton. A marvelous 
work. Though concise as a text book it is as fasc!0 
atlng an a work of fiction. The reader will be amazed 
to see the curious facts here combined In support oi 
this power of the human mind, which will resolve J 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
as day, and throw light on all subjects now obscured 
by time. Price si .50. For sale at this office.

In three volumes, cloth bound, «1.50 each.

jbould be put Into tho hand» oi tboscWho have treed 
e themaelvo« from the dogma«, of orthodoxy and from 

the dogma« of materialistic science, for tt will 
strengthen the conviction of tho free mind that mind 
and senses are not tho whole of lit’
. yh® chapters reveal a now metiid to Mychlc and TUE DO ATIAM
iplrltual research. They show vivid gHmpses of • I Mt Kt LA I lUlM
stupendow moral cosmos that will DOMMeae moral ™ . j • w ।confusion; that only verifiable tenets /am «nA Of'aoJpirigri to the Material Universe; and the tbo childhood period of fatth andfaSwWlbe raw Law of Control New edition, enlartrad ani «hh« J* 
toded by knowledge aud facts. PtaTeMa Hht« niC,

TWO IN ONF
' A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work to t 
CombUtiUon Into one volume of two of Mr, Hull'« 
Slendk. works. By this arrangement the cost 1« mob 

at t ho reader is enabled to secure the two book«' 
com j.uttd at the Jamo price ns was formerly asked 
for th Jinoaparately. This volume contain« M2 page* 
and 1« tiindsomely bound In cloth, and contains an ex. 
cellent |K)rtrait of the author. '

THE QUESTION SETTLED

Of 'ho Spiritati to the Material Universe; and the 
Law of Control New edition, enlargod •M revised, 
by M. FtWdiy. Price 15 cents. _

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity.

Reader. In bringing to your notice “Antiquity Un
veiled," It Is with the sincere hope that you are tarn 
estly looking for tho truth, regardless of any other 
consideration. If such Is the case, this advertisement 
will deeply Interest you, and after ro»'’lug this hr’el 
description you will doubtless wish to gt, e the wui k. u 
careful perusal. Price si. 50.

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
111 BY 111 

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.1» a caitSa’ wmparlson oi Biblical and Modern Eplrltr 
uausin. Nobook of the century has made so many 
c?nve£ilf° Mo<Ii:'11 SpIrltMllim u tbl». The author’« 
alm, e.tbfully to compare the Bible with modern 
pbenonienaand philosophy, ba» bcea accomplished. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to the want» of human
ity; iteinoral tendency; tho Bible Doctrine of angel 
mlnlBtiv; the «plrituai nature of man, and the ohlec- 

“®4to spiritualinn, are all considered In the 
light 01 the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
tense, uid expressed clearly and forcibly. —

THE CONTRAST -d SCIENTIFIO DBMONSTRdTIOB
conelsti of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism I of the
and Spiritualism. It le a most able production, and
<• a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish Existence of the soul of man as hie oom 
tc deferd Spiritualism, or find argument* agningt t.:.* 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.

Sets forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualists 
alike, as ft demonstrates the truth of the spirit mani
festations of Jesu« Christ, upon which the Chrktun 
religion is based, as well as the actuality of modern 
spirit manifestations. Its title page claims that the 
book Is

PRICE Si. FOR SALE AT THIS OFF.CE. | 

■Christianity a eiction. i 
The astronomical and astrological origtoa Of all re*

Itgioni. A poem by Dn J. H. Meadeua& ftfoaSO - 
cento. . /

seious Individuality independently 
of the physical organimi 

of the 
OOHiprVXTX OF LIFB 

■ and the
ACTVAHTY OF SPIRIT RETVTHl.

: Philosophy of Phenomena.
i BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D., 
I Author of "Coamology.”

IN TWO PARTS.
: I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA. I
, CONTENTS.

PART I.—METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
Chap. 1, Philosophy oi Phenomena; 2. Metaphysical 

Philosophy; 8, Heat; 4, Functional Phenomena: 5* 
Man; 6, Objective and Subjective Phenomena: 7, 
“Who by searching can find God ?” 8, Hyperbole Met
aphysical ; 9, “To the Uuknown God, Whom ye Ignor
antly Worhlp;" 10. “The Father ts greater than IjH 
11, True and Spurious Gods; 12, “I am the Resurrec
tion and tho Life;” 13, An Imaginary God and aoma 
of His Exploit«; 14, “He Is Free whom the Truth 
bath made free;*’ 15, AU Animates Originate from 
Eggs; 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy of 
Healing; 18, Worship of Deity; 19, Sense and Nonsense 
Intermixed; 20, Plurality and Triunity of God - 21, 
vagaries; 22, Misapprehension; 23, What is Sin724, 
Sun«, Planets and Satellite« of the Universe; 25, B» 
giuulog without Ending; 26,»Deslgn or Accident 
Which? 27t Chance versus Law; 28, Summary.

PART II,—PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
Chap. 29, Nebula; 80, Air Pressure and Atr Motion 

M a Motor; 81, Air and Orbital Motions; 82, Water 
Made to Run up Hill; 33 Philosophy of Canyons, When 
and How Formed; 84, Glacial Phenomena; 85, Moon« 
and their Motions; 36, Ethnological Phenomena; 87. 
The Colored Man.
. APPENDIX.—Problems; Physical and Metaphyfr 
leal Phenomena, ad Infiultum. -

The topics treated receive a handling that 1« dis
tinctly terse, yet popular. The style of the author 
throughout Is epigrammatic—compact with clear 
thought, The book 1« a remarkable one In every a«- 

1 Peet. Being compact with thought Itaelf, it will not 
; fail to compel thought in others.

.-"ft’b a steel plate portrait of the author. Cloth, 
umu, pp. 2Q8, Price «1.00. 7or sals at this office.

AUTOMATIC WRITING 
' [so-called] with other 
PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES

■ -BY
SABA A. UNDEBWOOD, 

With Half-tone Portrait and Sped« 
men Pages of the Writing,

Handsomely bound in cloth. Price SU 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.THE GOSPEL OF NATURE, mamrcsiaaons or me soai incarnate, with a clear ezr < cc me tt? x s tt? j ««

— - _ -poBiuon of the psychlo philosophy. : > “ The Watseka Wonder.
IT IS A MOST EXCEL- 1 ph^Vtboin&?Th^^• . r mv....... . .... - . 1s Intensely interesting. It gives detailed accounts of

two cases of “double consciousness," namely, Mary 
Lur&ncy Vennum* of Watseka, Ill., and Nary 
Reynolds* of Venango county* Fa. Price 15 cents. 
For vale at this office.

The fink eleven chapter« are devoted entirely to 
- manifestation« of the soul incarnate, with a clear ex? < 
• position of the psychlo philosophy. ! -

. yr**? vmw Auuuikv. , , .
I _ The last twenty chapters are devoted to an exposi

tion of spiritual-philosophy, with evidence In detail. 
_____ ( much of it being personal experience« ot the author. 

Th!« work Is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted bf 1 price o/tfie boo7c is Jbr 9aU
PROF. W, F. LYON. Heretofore tt has been «old for at the office of The Proarestlvt Thinker* 
»2, but the price now has been reduced to II. It Is a — ----------- ■—------------------------- - . ____
book that will Interest and Instruct.' It contains 480 . t,
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher* lilimnRfiQ AT Hoavon
man was.a medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a y 11 ■ । ipoc© UI neetven.
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the Through thehand of Carrie E.S. Twingautomatlc&Uy 
Soul of Things; Intelligence in Substance; Animal In* By Gilbert Haven, late Bishop of the Methodist Epds*

* teltecte; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; copal Church. This Is the second book from this em* 
Unnatural Ideas; Cbnreh History; ProgrCMlon; Inter* Incut divine since he passed to Spirit-life. Price 20c. 
ent in Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particlesare 1 For sale at this office. .
Entitles; Justice;'Impregnation of the Virgin; The ------- . ........ ... J
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality: —. . _ vi r* « —Fnmge nf CfiX 
«[Organisms; Born Again; Tbo Key; Spirit Blogra* I HU UUUUIl I UIUUO UI UUA 
phy; Goes to HbAven; A Slave Master: etc., etc. • __

The author uys: “Each Individual partakes of .
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him* BY LOIS WAISBEOOKER. self. Each ono must digest their various kind«of food *>x uaiovuvviuuih
for tbsmselve«, and that is all they can posiibly do . ■

vTnlTMrM K

LENT WORK.

7 r > . -, ¿ vu. Y-
4»

THE DESCENT OF MAN.
By Charles Darwin. Cloth, gilt top, 75o. On ite ap

pearance it aroused at once a storm of mingled wrath* 
woudçr and admiration. In elegance ot «lyle, charm 
of manner and deep knowledge of natural history. 11 
stands almost wltboutarlval among scientific works* 
For sale at this office.
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Cosmos seems limited in its variety of raw material. 
The spectroscope discovers a wondrous identity of sub
stance throughout space. Por instance, energy is apparent 
in the movements of nebulae, suns, planets, comets and 
asteroids, as such act upon and within our little planet. 
And everywhere we discern intelligence working amidst 
timeless limits to destined ends. This energy, intelli
gence and substance literally compose all we can discover, 
or even imagine as Cosmos.

The lesson of science is that no molecular gathering is 
eterna], but that cosmic atoms are themselves indestructi
ble. We have, then, the right to assume that such atoms 
can gain nothing from blending into form save experience. 
With this as a sure foundation, and the further fact that 
every cosmic atom is itself a blending of substance, en
ergy and intelligence, we are compelled to either accept 
each atom as an eternal Ego, or else to believe the theo
logical dogma that every living thing sprang into exist
ence at the command of a personal creator, under whom 
all such existence is a perpetual miracle.

The explorer having thus discovered and accepted an 
eternal Ego has himself been startled at the consequences 
of his own outlook. If Ego be indestructible he never 
was created. His substance, energy and intelligence 
are fractions of the cosmic whole. If he never had 
a beginning he is in existence everywhere, at the same 
time, within his own limits. His vast outlook is that of a 
limited divinity, and he necessarily possesses certain cre
ative powers, belonging to him as a fraction of the whole. 
His divine instinct impels him to blend with other Egos 
into forms, which forms have the civic manifestation we 
call “sense.” This sense is, in its turn, subject to in
ternal and external conditions which limit its expression 
of intelligence. These forms, with their sense limits, 
thus become personalities, very limited with regard to 
each other, but all alike and always under dominance of 
an eternal Ego. Having accepted the fact that the law of

identity and the identity, of the Ego, whose larger ex
periences are being gathered regardless of mortal brain 
and nerve. We shall presently see the importance of 
this. The immediate fact for the student reader to seize 
and hold is that consciousness (Ego) in earth life is, 
thanks to scientific research, proving itself independent 
of mortal brain and nerve, save when it desires to com
municate with mortal man. So we here relieve ourselves

..... personality forbids our own intelligent communion with 
lower forms of life we perceive that it leaves Ego in actual 

. manifestation through several forms at the same time, 
• This is illustrated by the skilled player on the organ, who, 

if he choose, strikes ten separate notes at the same time, 
and himself plays the part of soul to each separate tone 
that he is compelling to his service. The melody, evoked 
by Ego will be, must be, for the most part, unheard by 
anyone with less comprehensive sense than himself, and 
would thus often appear as cruel discord.

Yet further, having watched Ego in some of the man
ifestations we call “lower life,” and followed him into 
mortal manhood we discover that we have the same laws 
and limitations confronting us when we would take the 
next step. The student reader must keep in mind that he 
has discarded miracle as a possible explanation of any 
mystery; and that a personal deity has left no trace of his 
existence in any field explored or traversed by science.

We have been trained to think of man mortal as man
ifesting consciousness through five senses, all of which 
disappear when the form disintegrates. But the student 
who is in tone with modern discoveries finds proofs of 
consciousness traveling outward and inward without leave 
or permission of mortal sense. He notices that the brain 
and the complex system of nerves stay at home while the 
consciousness takes its journey. Telepathy in any form, 
clairvoyance and psychometry, simply use mortal brain 
and senses as instruments with which to express Ego’s 
independent consciousness to the mortal onlooker. When 
the brain is asleep sense may run riot in dreams, but con
sciousness, being independent of brain and nerve, needs 
no rest to recuperate its powers. We must keep most 
carefully in mind that by consciousness we mean Ego, 
who is outside and above every manifestation that we call 
personality. Homo is Ego personified in mortal form, 

.and within rigid mortal limits. But Homo is, as we have 
already seen, only one of Ego’s personifications. As soon 
as Homo has been buried or cremated we discover Ego, 
who was independent of time and sense, in a form man
ifestation as much as before, and with limited powers and 
senses that constitute another personality. So the ques
tion before the student is as to the proof of its being not 

; ' the same personality, but the same consciousness, man
ifesting in another personality.

■ We have to draw a marked line between mere “form”

of the perplexities from which those suffer whose normal 
limit of thought is man mortal with five senses. Such 
thinkers have grown very learned within that field, but 
cannot conceive of. such a limited manhood having the 
right .to say “to be continued in my next.” Their error 
has consisted in their not recognizing that Ego needs no 
continuance, since he has all that belongs to him yester
day, to-day and to-morrow, that is to say, all the time. So 
we now find ourselves facing the question as to what 
measures of continued consciousness is translated from 
mortal Homo to Homo spirit.

Once again,-if we keep close to the point in question, 
i. e., one point at a time, we have the fact of an external 
consciousness in earth life as a key to the problem. What 
is called the “subconsciousness” never forgets. Those 
who have dealt with the abnormal mortal, and watched 
him make use of his abnormal powers, whether in trance 
or hypnotically, must have often noticed with astonish
ment that any fact or name used by tire intelligence a 
score of years ago seems absolutely unforgetable. The 
student will next observe that this consciousness, which 
astonishes him by its memory, is compelled to use mortal 
sense to peep out into garth life, but, in all other respects, 
is absolutely independent of mortal brain. This, as we 
have said, is proved by telepathy, clairvoyance, etc. So 
we have bere a consciousness, loaded with facts and ex
periences, owning them as proprietor, and not dependent 
on the mortal brain for their expression, except when in 
communion with earth life.

The student reader will also remember that we dis
covered that Ego had only evolved and used a brain in 
earth life, for the use of reason, and because of its special 
adaptation to the general conditions of planet existence. 
God Senior does without any such brain; and throughout 
his earth history God Junior never intrusts the brain and 
its reasoning faculty with the management of the delicate 
processes on which depend life in mortal form. Thus we 
discover immortality to be a constant and ever-existing 
fact, and that Homo’s earth experiences are but a link in 
a chain which outreaches from one end of Ego’s selfhood 
to the other, in a limit that to us is almost illimitable.

It seems "to the writer that we have now discovered 
Nature’s key to the problem which has perplexed every 
man who, throughout human history, has sought to know 
the past and future of his own manhood. Our brave 
truth seekers of the Society for Psychical Research have 
already made it sufficiently clear to the unprejudiced 
mind that life is continuous, but they are still groping in 
a fog that bewilders their own intelligence, and that of 
their spirit visitors. It is this fog that the student reader 
must himself now enter, and see if he can pilot hisTvay 
out into sunshine.

In this fog we immediately perceive a spirit return 
which is absolutely genuine, but wofully imperfect. In 
the first place, the spirit visitor has no voice that can, 
from a normal spirit standpoint, reach mortal ear. The 
ear of the earth man vibrates under the pressure of an 
atmosphere measured by tons rather than ounces. The 
spirit has no tongue, no larynx, no lung that can realize 
or utilize the vibratory effect of our atmosphere. He is 
absolutely silent to us. We are absolutely silent to him. 
Consequently when the mortal sensitive declares he hears 
a spirit voice he is mistaken every time. Yet he hears, 
and often gives proof that he hears by the message he 
receives. To solve this problem we turn to the abnormal 
in earth life and study it, cause and effect. We take the 
attested case of .the mother who hears the cry of her son 
from the Australian world, beneath her feet, and ten 
thousand miles away. He is in fearful danger, but escapes 
to tell the tale. He remains normally unconscious that 
his cry has reached his mother’s ear, although the fact, 
both of the danger and the cry is attested and accepted by 
skeptics.

Here is communication without mortal sense. The

link; no vibratory effect could pass from one to the other. 
The son may or may not have eriefl aloud. It makes no ' 
difference, and in all probability there was no outward 
expression.'; -But mother and son have each an indwelling 
manhood, which it is fasltionable to-day to call “sub
consciousness,” but which is really Ego in an interior per
sonality—one. of tire many personalities all belonging to 
him at the same time. This personality is ours, all 
through our earth life, although most of us live and die 
unconscious of ifs existence. . J •

That mother and son were blended in Ego love belong
ing to the life which KNOWS, and is therefore in
dependent of iqortal "sense. Time, space, and mortal 
sense present po harrier to this love.''.It is love too large 
and deep for expression in mortal sense. It is love to 
love amid vibrations impossible to mortal life. And this 
“subconsciousness” will, every now and then burst into 
earth life by an abnormal process which the perplexed 
scientist calls “telepathy.” Here has been an interchange 
of thought between mother and son amid vibrations im
possible to morta) ear. But that mother’s ear has been 
love-keyed to vibrations that can catch and record a 
thought-burst of agony from her child. It may not have 
been the mqrt|al ear which was the sensitive spot in her 
mortal form, but the habit of earth life is to receive it, in 
any case, as if.,heard in normal manner. So we have a 
thought that travels inaudible space, and becomes audible 
by a flash through the organism of an abnormal sensitive. 
The communion-.was an eternal love fact as between Ego 
and Ego. The marvel is that it finds a channel up into 
normal earth life. So great a marvel is it that there are 
intelligent men and women who, even to-day, deny the 
fact itself, ratjjer than attempt to learn its lesson.

We will keep to our illustration, but now take a step 
onward tosanother truth. Neither that mother nor her 
son are really lijqited to thè use of five senses. But they 
think they are. They are not outwardly conscious of 
their own soul powers by which their love blends into 
oneness. As another remarkable fact, they know nothing 
of the special channel through which their thought finds 
its way into sense expression. It is most startling to note, 
in the experiments with Mrs. Piper by officers of the 
S. P. R., that, tfie spirit, George Pelham, when writing 
through the hand of the medium, was not aware he was 
using the hand. , His thought was working telepathically, 
and it found entrance and exit through whatever channel 
could repeat the vibrations. . This is a remarkable fact 
for the student reader to. remember, because it follows that 
if one spirit was not aware he was using the hand, another 
would be 6imijm;ly; ignorant he was using the tongue, ex
cept that that had been’à common experience, and was 
what he would expect. ButiWtffis interesting case, the 
spirit using the tongue was unaware that another spirit 
was using the hand, and that, presently, a third spirit was 
using the other: hand. So we have three intelligences 
using Mrs. Piper’s organism at the same time, and we 
have a right to infer that not even one of them was using 
the medium’s brain. The medium’s brain was being 
used, all the same, but it was by the mortal sitter who 
found it his only channel by which to enter the realm of 
subconsciousness, in which Ego possesses powers un
known in mortal'life. The hand and tongue of the me
dium were merely outlets for the subconscious impressions 
received by the medium, which we see manifesting in 
whatever might be the most sensitive spot they could 
reach. Thus, if that spot represented vision, we would 
have the spirit’s thought,-which at first hit the whole 
body, at last picturing itself as an effect on the organ of 
sight, althougfi/the eye was itself unused by the spirit. 
If the subconscious thought expressed itself in the vibra
tions of souridj. we have what is called “clairaudience,” 
although the, spirit cannot talk into mortal ear. And if 
it be thp larynx and the tongue which catch the vibration 
we say the spirit talks, just as when the hand has been 
communicating, we have called it “automatic writing.” 
Surely the student will now see how greatly the mortal 
sensitive is certain to color and limit every thought thus 
received, and' can only express it, at best, to the extreme 
limit of his (ber) education or dormant capacity.

' The student reader has now the key to the perplexities, 
! contradictions, land nonsense as well as truth, that finds 

outlet' through-medium sense organs and sensitive- spots.
¡ One such psychic will receive pictures through the fore
' head; another-will declare he hears at the pit of his 
; stomach; and mayhap there are many such nerve outlets.

But in every Case alike the spirit has simply uttered a 
¡ thought, discharging it into earth Ufe, and is himself 
‘ oblivious to the spot where it explodes.
; Such truths carry us yet a step further, for all spirit 
, control or communication, whether of mortal with mortal, 
' or spirit wfth mortal, depends upon a harmony of vibra

tion of “mind stuff” at each end of the circuit. The
experiences of 'Mrs. Piper have been carefully studied in

son’s voice, the mother’s ear have no possible connecting ¡detail; but those of other sensitives, although apparently

various, are necessarily evolved under the same natural 
law. ’.. . . •

Mrs. Piper exhibits unconscious trance in its utmost 
perfection. We can through her mark the limit as well 
as the extent of spirit control, When the reader and I 
express a thought we do it consciously by look or word, 
or perhaps with the pen, But when the spirit uses the 
mortal organism he cannot have tliis consciousness of 
detailed expression. He just flashes the thought, and it 
finds outlet as best it may. And in return the mortal 
thought comes flashing to him in reply, or perhaps in new 
question. But the mortal creator of thought sends it 
from his mortal brain, and it travels on and on through a 
wonted sense expression. .

The nature of the spirit’s own organized method of 
expression we are not now discussing. That will come 
later on in these articles. The interesting fact before the 
student now is that we are actually finding in this phe
nomenon of spirit control a return, as it were, to first 
principles. We watch intelligence manifesting itself 
without using the mortal reasoning faculty. Let us mark 
this very distinctly. The intelligence flashed from the 
spirit will break out wherever there is a sensitive spot. 
One such outburst will find the eye itself the best channel, 
and then we have, perhaps, the seer, or seeress, of the 
crystal. But usually the eye is not used, and so clair
voyance does its seeing without it from other more 
sensitive point of nerve expression. The ear may fancy 
it hears a spirit voice, but if it be really from the spirit no 
other ear less sensitive could catch the sound. And for 
the most part, elairaudience is only a sensed expression 
of spirit thought. ,

It is thus with the mortal sensitive in every phase. He 
hears, sees, tastes, smells and touches spirit expression 
without any direct relation with the organ used in Iris 
everyday life. This is pure telepathy. But the moment 
the sensitive would communicate what he has received to 
you and to me, the mortal organ must be used in its every
day manner. The point I am emphasizing is that when 
this happens the sensitive may be in an unconscious 
trance, and therefore not consciously using any organ at 
all, while the spirit, as we haVe seen, has hurled a thought 
at the mortal, and is obliged to leave it to come out as it 
may. The communicating spirit is unconscious as to what 
particular organ he is affecting, although as a matter of 
experience, he very soon imagines himself in direct con
trol of his medium’s hand or voice.

There has to be a return message from mortal to spirit 
if we are to have what is called intercourse between the 
two worlds. Here we learn our lesson from scientific dis
coveries. All energy is discharged into the pathless 
ether. Mortal sense catches what it can. The rest goes 
bounding by. It is just as the sun’s ray is recorded by 
its spectrum, but only so much of it as mortal sense can 
grasp. Its heat rays and X rays are on the verge of our 
limit of reception, and the vast remainder passes on un
recorded. Thought, as used in mortal life, is but partly 
caught by mortal sense. The rest rushes on unnoted in 
earth experience. Yet it is this unnoted vibration of our 
thought which alone can be sensed by a Spirit’s organism. 
The organism of our spirit visitor cannot respond to our 
vibrations or it would be back to mortal limits. Let us 
emphasize this fact. You cannot hit a ^pirit with either 
your fist or your tongue. You can only get at him with 
a thought. And so much of the thought as can hit the 
ear of another mortal will pass unheeded by any spirit 
visitor. So it is only the portion of your thought that 
you can’t express through your earth sense that can be 
received, or even guessed by the spirit.

Now we begin to sec sunlight through the.^og. We 
begin to understand why the spirits who attempt to re
turn through Mrs. Piper are always bemoaning the feeble 
“ light’,’ as they call it, and constantly returning the most 
irrelevant answers to questions by mortal investigators. 
They could not, as we have seen, use mortal sense; and 
they could not even direct their thought in the dark so 
that it might travel outward, finding its own way through 
the medium’s appropriate sense. And they could, at best, 
only catch so much of the mortal’s thought as vibrated 
into the “mind stuff” common to both worlds.

They were not using either mortal brain or mortal 
sense themselves; and such brain and sense must flash its 
thought outside its own limit of perception before these 

1 spirit visitors could translate it into their own intelli
gence.

; So much is but the threshold of our investigation, but 
it will serve to show the student reader that the average 
believer in spirit intercourse is entirely ignorant of how 

• much or how little of such intercourse he can realize, and 
, of the laws by which any communication is possible. We 
■ must now try to discover the nature of the raw material 
! used by a spirit when he would establish his identity, or 
i hold intercourse with a mortal.
’ San Leandro, Cal.

HOME GIRGLI.
Extracts from a Joúrnal 

Experiences.
of

To the Editor:—The extracts from a 
journal were taken from my slater’s 
journal, written the year before» she 
passed from her suffering body, to in
habit a form of radiant loveliness In the 
land of Spirit She was almost per
suaded to accept the Christian religion. 
Spiritualism was then quite unpopular 
and we had not investigated to any ex
tent: Sbe prayed: “O God, give me light 
and knowledge. If there is any truth in 
the spiritual philosophy, make it known 
untome.”

She soon began to be clairvoyant, saw 
spirit friends; her bind was often con
trolled to write. She often spoke inspi
rationally. ♦ , ■

Hoping the few extracts may Influ
ence some skeptic to. Investigate 
through the Home Circle, where fraud 

’ cannot enter, I am yours ever for the 
cause of truth, ■ ' '

Nelson, N. Y, EMMA F. DUELL.

.EXTRACTS FROM A JOURNAL.
• January i, 1875.—A cold but beautiful

day. With this Happy New Year is 
born an ardent wish for a better and

. more useful life. -
We would live a life so pure and free 

' from sin, it shall not shame us when we 
part with this.

. We would sow good seeds, and pray 
God to water them, that they may

’ bring forth sweet fruit

I have the blessed assurance that the 
angels from'the higher life have given 
me'.what earth never could. Truth is 
founded upon the rock, but falsehood 
and error upon the sands.

January 2—We held a very Interest
ing home circle this evening. The Ger
man spirit gave us a grand discourse, 
explaining several questions asked, to 
the satisfaction of all. Mother asked if 
little children in spirit life were as well 
off as grown people.

As an Illustration, he spoke of a flow
er garden in which were growing 
plants, some being full-blown ffowers, 
while others were only small buds with 
petals just expanding. Ere -they 
opened, some kind hand plucked them, 
placing In cool and pure water. Receiv
ing care they soon open, becoming full 
and perfect flowers. .

The dark clouds of the tempest gather, 
the rain falls in torrents upon the gar
den, and the flowers left are broken 
from their stems and lie drooping In the 
mud, faded, soiled and withered.

The little ones who pass from earth 
during Infancy are cared for by the 
bright and pure spirits In the higher 
spheres.' Taught the lessons which 
their purity enables them to learn, their 
souls expand quickly, drinking in deep 
draughts from the great fount of infi
nite power. They soon become our 
teachers. Not direct, for we could not 
comprehend, but transmitted from one 
plane to another it reaches, us as lucid 
as we can bear. ,

January 11.—Held a circle. I was 1m-

present Soon after I saw a hand hold-- 
ing a flowery pale blue, shaped like . a 
goblet,', for mother to drink. ■ >

As she did not-notice ' it-, the hand 
threw the contents upon the stand, 
filled the flower again, extending it'to 
me. • I said: “If it is something you wish; 
me to take to benefit, I will do so,’-’ Thé 
flower was instantly held to my lips. 
Mother saw four Indians dressed In fur. : 
She asked what tribe they belonged-to, 
and saw them throw a large turtle upon 
the table. ' '

Two others who seemed to belong to 
some ancient race .were seated at a long 
table outside the circle. The German^ 
then reminded us of his promise to aid 
us, said he had broiight them as they 
possessed great power and strength, 
and.could help us in our deyelopnient.

Held Circle 23.—Mr Brown, Mr. and’ 
Mrs. Miner, with their relatives from 
the west I saw and described the gen
tleman’s spirit wife. Gave her name, 
his mother’s name, sister's, and one of 
his children’s. All were excellent tests 
to hlm? I then saw an anchor held by 
spirit hands, composed of white roses. 
It was no doubt an emblem of spiritual 
truth. Oh, how much we owe the angel 
world. They come striving to elevate 
us, that we may grasp and appreciate a 
little of that which they enjoy. The 
past is beyond our recall, but the future 
is ours to Improve. Let us build so 
well and strong that our edifice shall 
stand though the whirlpool sweeps 
around it. Onward and upward be our 
motto in life here, as it Is in spirit life.

Loved ones„ were waiting, they wel- 
; cpmed'met there, 
InfinltoKbeiijgtJe$; .and. pleasures to 
.' share;;-.”-- " . -
Father, motljgr and alb the loved ones 
Were wai ting ’to/welcome the wanderer 

• home.* ? ' *• . . . .
Freed-from the trials that earth life 

must bpàf, ’ ’ *■ ■ ■ . ?
No longer ijs /vestments of sorrow to 

wear, - ' *
Angels whose garments were glistening 

and white
Bore' ine tbrbugh portals of heavenly 

light. ' '' A. TEMPLE.

answered, and thy soul be better and 
happier through the lesson it learns in 
the delay. .... ■ : — ■
As" the white lily which blooms on

: earth?"
Keep ■■ thy soul pure for its heavenly 

birth; , - . . . . ‘
Then when'thy spirit is winged, for 

; flight . • ■■•>••• ■ ' ■.
’Twill soar to a home in the region of 

light .. — ~

pressed ¡thatiseveral Indian spirits were •' Temples

February ??.—The German gave us a 
spiritual feast, as usual. Among other 
things, go^d. spjoke of the frail crafts 
which werejliut never should have 
been] launched upon life’s ocean, borne 
by, the.strongtand powerful-currents un
til they reach the rapids, where they 
soon' sink Afeneath the dark waters. 
Who ■ is r6si>onsible for the lives 
wrecked?- Not those .who, too weak to 
withstand the temptations of life, fall, 
but they who* launched the crafts with
out giving them' eompass or rudder.

When .we endeavor to-describe to you 
our spirit homes, we of necessity com
pare, them-td-Jhat which you see in 
earth life, mid so we can give you but 
an imperfect idea of the glorious reali
ties of our heavenly homes. We come 
this eveningj to dispel the shadows 
Which have gathered around you. We 
know the dotabt and fears you have 
struggled.with; all the longings of the 
soul; If yout prayers seem, long In be-

■ November 14.—The following Inspira
tional poem,.by Anna V. White, was re
ceived while sitting alone: .
Beyond the billowy ocean, ' 

Across the mighty deep, .
Have passed the earthly loved ones 

For whom,so many weep;
But could they see them standing 

Among that happy throng, ’
Their tears would turn to gladness—- 

They’d echo bur glad song. ■’
They are basking in the sunshine, 

They are bathing in its light, , 
Now are drinking.from the fountains 

Of eternal truth and might,
They have cast the fetters from them, 

They wore so long on earth, 
And have climbed to heights supernal 

Since their happy spirit birth.

February 20.—Message to Lillie A. Ing answered,..wait patiently. Not one

December 2.—Through the medium
ship of Miss M. J. Graves, received the 
following:
■ Your home on the other side stands 
upon an elevation commanding a grand 
view of the surrounding country. 
There are blooming many beautiful 
flowers. In the centréis a white mag-

pure and holy invocation but shall be nolla placed there by'one who often

brings you flowers, that you may see 
some of the bright blossoms in ' your 
spirit home. You are afflicted with 
physical ills, but you will reach such a 
stage of development that these will 
seem insignificant You will be able to 
walk when thirty years of age. Your 
mission is to elevate humanity. Wls- 
doin's Fays are ways of pleasure and 
all her paths are paths of peace.

December 27.-Received the following 
through my own hand, by automatic 
writing:
. TO ANNA.

Wilt take the tiny bouquet
I have culled, dear friend, for thee;

Brought from realms of spirit life, 
That you' might their beauty see?

They grew where the river windeth 
Around the hills.of light;

I- plucked them in the morning, 
As the dew lay on them bright.

You loved the little wild flowers 
We gathered long ago, ■

But brighter, far more beautiful 
Are the ones I now bestow.

Emblems of the affection -
I cherish stiff for you, 

I have defined It, Anna, 
’Tis friendship pure and true.

SPIRIT W. ACKLEY.

“Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DqWltt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull 
For sale at this office. Price ten cents.

"Gleanings from the Rostriim." By 
A. B.. French. Cloth, $1, For sale at

this office." . ; .

SPECIAL PROVIDENCE.
Explaining Its True Mean

ing. ,
From spiritual Impression I write tha 

following lines:
There is a special providence, but not 

correctly understood by those wjjo have 
faith in it. In order that I may correctly 
speak on this subject, I will say that the . 
common teaching of spirits in regard to 
the spheres in the spirit realms is a 
mistake. There is no geographical loca
tion, distances, or boundary lines, that 
can be ascribed to the spiritual spheres, 
as they are only Intended to represent 
advanced conditions of spiritual society. 
You have your earthly classes or 
spheres in society, from the multi
millionaire down to the common labor
ing class of men. The same conditions 
exist in the spirit world, with this dlf- 
ference, that the higher or more ad
vanced conditions or spheres of society 
are not attained through the power and 
Influence of wealth and gold, but-by 
true merit, for the possession of spirit
ual gifts, such as knowledge, wisdom, 
and love, with a sincere desire to work 
In heaven and on earth for the welfare 
of the human race.

Earth’s inhabitants are spirits clothed 
with material bogles. Christ has said 
that we must be born again, but he has 
not said that we must be born a third 
time, to inherit eternal life. Paul has 
sold there Is a physical body and there 
is a spiritual body, but he does not say 
that we have two spiritual bodies. Il 
this be true, and the term spheres Is in
tended to represent a change in spirit 
life from one geographical locality to 
another, the same as you change loca
tions on earth, by passing from one 
state or territory to another, it must bo 
equally true that we would require a 
change of our spirit bodies, more xg- 
fined and sublimated to correspond with 
the advanced conditions of the sphere? 
into which they entered. :■

But there is a continuous net-work of 
isothermal or magnetic lines which ex
tend from the great throne or grand 
center of light, lovo and wisdom, to the 
extreme limits of the eternal universe; 
these lines simply represent fijed prin
ciples of good and evil, with their nat
ural accompaniments of ignorance and 
wisdom in man, and in exact proportion 
as people keep in rapport with them, 
will they be rewarded with good, or 
punished with evil.

These conflicting rewards or punish
ments men attribute to a dispensation 
of special providence, and such as are 
not professors or believers In some or
thodox code of religion, will call-it 
chance or luck, and as a general rule 
the most Ignorant and unadvanced peo
ple of earth are more frequently the 
recipients of these rewards or punish
ments than the better educated class of 
people are, which they generally at
tribute to a special providence or 
chance.

The explanation which I will give 
concerning this is that the modes of 
educating the people on earth are calcu
lated to make them proud and selfish, 
and devoid of sympathy and natural 
love for their fellow men.

The more Ignorant class as a general 
rule are the best Christians at heart, 
but for the want of proper wisdom and 
knowledge, eannot keep In rapport,with 
the true principles which they dally 
come in contact with, of good and evil, 
and which is sure to bring them a re
ward, or what they are pleased to call 
a divine punishment.

The spirits of those who have ad
vanced In spirit life, who are possessed; 
of love, and have acquired wisdom and 
knowledge, sympathize with all un
educated people of earth, and by con
cert of action, or by individual effort as 
spirits, often bring people in a seeming 
mysterious manner in rapport with good 
conditions or pure Unes of principles, as 
a parent would save a child from a 
danger by placing something In Its view 
that would divert Its attention to some 
other object. And evil spirits are con
stantly hovering near us and bringing; 
well meaning men in contact with bad 
men and evil principles, in a way that 
they cannot realize at the time how it is 
done, and when good or evil results 
from It, they are unable to comprehend 
it, and call it an act ot special provi
dence or a matter of chance or luck. - •

In matters of national importance, or 
where the thing necessary to be done is 
so urgent as to not admit of delay for 
concert of spirit action, the divine will 
of providence supersedes natural fixed 
law and for the time acts as an 
emergency law, but as a general rule 
the divine will is transmitted, from 
heaven to earth’s people through divine 
spiritual agencies, from learned angels 
to the most undeveloped class of spirits. 
God in his wisdom placed good.and evil 
before man, as free agents. Spiritual 
power guides man to that which, is good 
or evil, and as he is controlled by good 
or evil spirits, so in proportion will he 
receive a reward or punishment, for 
obedjence er disobedience to natural or 
dlvfte law. R. A. C. MACK.

Dadeville, Missouri.

Vision Reveals Sister’s Death.
Paris, September 13.—A remarkable 

incident is published this morning in 
one of the leading papers, which 
vouched for its accuracy. Three gentle
men were strolling down one of the 
principal avenues of the Bols de Bou
logne chatting, when suddenly one of 
them, overcome by some mysterious in
fluence, stopped short and ceased talk
ing, and over his senses a cloud de
scended.

On recovering himself he found his 
friends staring at him in alarm; while 
he was shaking as though from cold. 
Much alarmed, he told them fie had had 
a vision that his sister, who Hyed 3,000 
miles from Paris, was dead. ■ .

He hastened to a telegraph office and 
wired for particulars of his sister's 
health. The reply stated that she had 
died at the very moment of his vision.. 
—Chicago American.

“’Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds.”; 
By Carrie E. S. Twing. Richly Imbued 
with the philosophy of Spiritualism, 
Price $1. For sale at this office.
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THE PROGRESSIVE; THINKER
IHftT DOES SFIRITUftLISM INCLUDE, 

AND WHAT ARE THE DUTIES IT IMPOSES?
By Prof. J. S. LOVELÄND, Summerland, California.

r” NUMBER FOUR.

. If Spiritualism is only a part, where is the wholeness? 
.is the query with which we closed our last article. Has

■A. jauy one found an answer? And I now ask what is the 
'wholeness of which it is a part? Is it a unity or only one 

. factor of a unity? If the latter, what is the unity? Is it 
> a principle, or a summary of principles, embodying a 

wholeness? All the Christian sects embodied, represent 
the principles, doctrines of Christianity. Is Spiritualism 

. one of these sects, representing a special form of the 
; _ totality? Perhaps some reader will remind me that I 
. have already affirmed Life to be that unity and wholeness, 

and that Spiritualism is the Science and Philosophy of 
, Life. Very true. Life, in its threefold aspect of 

Universal, Individual and Social, constitutes the perfect 
wholeness. The individual evolves from the universal, 
and the social is the embodiment of the universal and the 
individual in a composite unity. The universal represents 
absolute openess. The individual represents the blending 
of equal, unit factors into functional unity. The co

, ordination of equal, unit factors, atoms or molecules, by 
the action of Life energy, creates the organs and functions 
of the human organization. The result, unless opposing 
forces interfere, is the harmonious manifestation of life 

- energies. So also, in; the co-ordination of individuals in 
the social unity, there will be harmonious manifestation 
unless there is some maladjustment in the relations and 
functions of the unit factors of the same.

Principles are interpreted or manifested, or both. In
. ierpretation is the comprehension and statement of the 
• nature and relations of things and energies, and is made 

by the intellectual powers of man. Manifestation is the- 
actual outworking of life’s sublime energies. Now, we 
have seen that mediumship is the manifestation of the 
same absolute energies which organize the human form, 
and control its functional activities so long as organic 
life continues. It thus includes the potency of both the 
universal and the individual. Hence it is equal to the 
social life, which is, as I have shown, the individual and 
the universal combined. Space will not allow me in these 
brief articles to show at length the identity of medium
ship and the social life. But no Spiritualist will question 
the position that the perfection of mediumship depends 
upon harmony. The prevalence of fraud and imperfect 
mediumship keeps pace with the contention and strife 
among the Spiritualists, and also in outside society. The 
pitiable ignorance of most Spiritualists, who limit me
diumship to the one phase of conversing with decarnate 

; spirits, is the cause of immense inharmony and conse
quent failure to realize, except in a very limited degree, 

' the full benefit of mediumistic capacity. I may, in the 
future, give a more complete exposition of this" subject.

. It will be an added demonstration of the essential oneness 
■ .of Spiritualism and life manifestation.
/ • Spiritualism may be regarded as dual. It is manifesta

tion and interpretation. Through and by mediumship, it 
' is the great manifesto? and manifestation of the potencies 

'■ of universal life, and the attributes, relations, tendencies 
■ * , ■ and destiny of personal life. And, in the exercise of the 
-i: supreme faculty of reason, it is the interpreter of all the 

religions, philosophies and ethical systems of the past, and 
. also of' the inharmonies and maladjustments of the 
. present. '

’ We are now prepared to go one step farther and say 
that Spiritualism alone is the interpreter of life, for it 
alone, by scientific analysis, has discovered the law of life 

• manifestation in its most occult forms, and thus demon
. strated the naturalness of all those manifestations of life 

hitherto considered miraculous; and by finding the nest 
pf all those energies in the organs, and pertaining to the 
Junctions of organic life, it has placed mediumship in the

categories of physiological and psychological sciences. 
And, while not seeking it as an end, it has demonstrated 
in the most perfect manner, the unity and brotherhood 
of humanity! The old fable of Genesis said that a river 
went out of Eden and parted into four great rivers. If it 
had said that humanity went out from tire universal life 
and parted into four great types we might conclude the 
writer had some inkling of a great fact. But standing 
upon the vantage ground of science, we unhesitatingly 
proclaim that no matter how many streams of racial or 
tribal life exist, they all flow from the same universal 
fountain, and hence by the fact of a common nature con
stitute the composite oneness of humanity.

But, without proceeding farther with these reasonings 
and illustrations, I submit that the duty, imposed upon 
Spiritualists is the Leadership and Education of the 
world, I have already shown that Spiritualism, con
sidered in the abstract, as embodying mediumship and 
reason, was the manifesto? and the manifestation of life. 
This necessarily implies the action of individual men and 
women. And this means acting out in real life the essen
tial principles of Spiritualism or Brotherhood. Words 
are not life. They are very cheap. Sometime^ they are 
very necessary. But they can never he made substitutes 
for acts, hence the proclamation of brotherhood by words 
only will never save a single person.

In previous articles I have discussed the question of 
rights, Comparing the actual conditions of our present 
social state with the absolute rights appertaining to every 
human being, we discover the appalling fact that right is 
almost universally disregarded and a system of legal rob
bery exercising despotic sway over society. The ownership 
of natural wealth in perpetuity is a settled principle in 
civil law. The possession and ownership of what the 
possessor does not need, but what some one else does need, 
is equally sacred in human codes. The fortunate robber 
may hold thousands of acres of land while thousands of 
poor men may suffer and starve for the use of it, and if 
they should insist on cultivating it the whole military 
force of the government would be used to drive them off. 
Thousands of acres may be turned into game preserves, to 
furnish sport to barbarian aristocrats, while men and 
women starve because shut off from that which belongs 
to them by right; for Spiritualism proclaims the right of 
all men to secure what they need. Again, one man has 
secured 100,000 bushels of wheat. He needs perhaps 
twenty. . Around him are thousands who have no wheat 
or money. He ships his wheat to some other country and 
they starve. This is transpiring in India at the present 
time. If occurred a few years ago in Ireland. Astor has 
more than ten thousand houses. He needs but one. 
Some poor man, through sickness and death in his family, 
is unable to pay the monthly rent. The power of the 
State of New York steps in and throws that suffering 
family into the street, in snow or rain, and society ap
proves of it, because law, custom and religion proclaim 
that man has the light to hold and control what he, does 
not need, but which some one else does need. The Astors, 
no doubt, have from one to two hundred thousand ten
ants in their houses, and according to law and our religion 
they have the right to dispossess every one of these ten
ants on expiration of their lease and leave them empty. 
This would inflict terrible suffering on thousands, and 
materially injure the business of the city. Selfishness 
.prevents these extreme cases, but on a smaller, scale, the 
control and reckless waste of what the possessor does not 
need and somebody else does need goes on continually. 
And nobody objects. It is conceded as perfectly right. 
But it is perfectly and outrageously wrong. It is an 
assault upon life. In many instances it is actual murder.

The imperative duty of every Spiritualist is perfectly 
clear. He must protest against these palpable wrongs.

He must eflucaw the people to see and jesist them. He 
must and will, if a Spiritualist, leave no legitimate means 
untried to completely remodel the present governmental 
system. He wj|l bfi untiring in his efforts to secure the 
enactment of laws securing to every person the oppor
tunity to securo the. means of life. His politics, his re
ligion and sociri prihciplcs will be the same, and he will 
vote his principles, tfpd in his social life will act his prin
ciples. All retu.Spiiitualists will act together. They will 
be co-operatow lb tis impossible for them to be other
wise. They seii and; realize the oneness of life—that" they 
are only factors' of/¡that oneness. That the instinctive 
aspiration of .that’ oneness is to harmony—happiness. 
They know that the weal of one is the good of all; and 
the Weal of all is the supreme good of the one. The 
Spiritualist sees that right and duty are inseparably linked 
together. That there can be no rights without cor
responding duty. And I have shown that Right is an 
attribute of life itself, consequently'to every phase or form- 
of life pertain the same rights, and they inhere in every 
unit factor or individual of that form. Therefore, every 
human being is under the most imperative obligation to 
work in every way possible for the establishment of the 
rights of self and of every other self. But the Spiritual
ists, having the only true Science and Philosophy of Life, 
are-the ones on whom tliis duty rests in greatest force. 
No other scientific cult has developed the formulas of life 
as I have indicated tin these articles, nor laid the founda
tion for those all-embracing deductions of duty or ethical 
action as I am now proposing. With all the other world 
systems of thbtight, Science is one thing, Ethics another 
and Religion still another. But, as I have shown, Spirit
ualism demonstrates that they, are oply branches of the 
great tree of Life. Or, they are different departments of 
the one universal Science.

The eternal effort of the universal life, through all the 
stages of evolutionary progress, has been for the attain
ment of harmony, that is, the full expression or man
ifestation of all its almostinfinite possibilities, Partial 
success and partial failure has characterized this unrelent
ing struggle. The failure has always been the result of 
defective understanding of the Science and Philosophy of 
Life. It has not been for lack of love of life, or of effort 
to secure the full results of life. But for lack of knowl
edge of all the elemental energies of .life, their natural 
relations and the appropriate methods for their successful 
action. Of course, ignorance of some of those elements 
of life energy would render a system of harmonic action, 
an impossibility. For instance, when some of the func
tions of life, as manifested in mediumship, arc supposed 
to be the result of supernatural or miraculous agency, a 
true theory of natural life would be impossible, and there
fore inharmonic condition and action would be inevitable. 
Such has been the fact with the great world religions. 
While in some particulars they have contributed toward 
some special development, and in that respect they may 
be allowed successful; on the other hand, their ceaseless 
divisions and contentions are the prima facie evidences of 
their dismal failure to secure the great end of Life— 
harmony—happiness. So also, when the supernatural 
idea affirms the right of government tO'Some god, either 
through the agency of some pontiff, judge or monarch, we 
have the true ends of life defeated through the rule of 
personal selfishness. And the same result is reached 
when a representative form is adopted, as the selfishness 
of the representatives eventually works with individual 
selfishness outside of the government circle ¿nd the rights 
of life are trampled ■under foot. And when we come to 
private life so-called the same poison is found in opera
tion. With the religionist, the primary, the supreme 
duty is owed to God. That to man is secondary, and is 
defined by God. ; Hence the great mass of religionists 
look upon their neighbors—their fellow citizens as ene
mies of God, and ¡aliens from the spiritual commonwealth 
of the righteous. Hence we have a total failure of the 
true epds.'of life; anjj. i.fistead we -have pride, selLright
eousness, bigotry,'liate and endless strife.

With what tremendous force then comes the affirma
tion of the duty of Spiritualists to be the leaders' and edu
cators of the world. Having discovered the “Harmonial 
Philosophy” we are prepared to show the struggling, con
tentious sects, whether civil or religious, just where they

stand, -just what their, failure is, and how they can align 
themselves in the ranks of positive progress. We are on 
vantage ground which cannot be taken from ùs. '

Partial, phenomenal spiritism constitutes only another 
contentious sect, fighting for position alongside of the 
other and older sects, and vigorously trying to appro
priate a part of their old Bible as defensive material in the 
fight. But Spiritualism is, in essence, and must be in 
manifestation, one vast propaganda of education. It is 
not, cannot be any missionary enterprise to convert men 
to a creed, or adjoin them to any partial sect, but to so 
enlighten' them, in the Science of Life, that they ¡will 
naturally act together. Co-operation will be as natural 
to the real Spiritualist as competition and strife are to the 
non-Spiritualist. I don’t wish to be understood as in 
the least undervaluing Spiritism. It is, in its fullest 
sense, the scientific department of Spiritualism. But I 
mean that Spiritism winch confines itself to that par
tial phase of mediumship which limits itself to converse 
until decarnate spirits, with no study or knowledge of the 
laws or possibilities of mediumship, or the vast duties 
which anew instaurátion of thought and life imposes upon 
those receiving it. This Spiritism is partial, defective 
and develops a phase of character destitute of any central 
purpose of action. You will find these Spiritists on all 
sides of all questions. In the church they belong to all 
sects.In politics, they are in all. parties. In the great 
Spiritistic movement they are in all fads from that of 
John M. Spear down to the theosophic, metaphysical and 
mental science systems of the present. It constitutes the 
vast field of phenomenal shows, fraud performances, the 
flaming advertisements of the greatest healers; with bogus 
titles, etc., etc., all of which are foreign to genuine Spirit
ualism. But thè real Spiritism is scientific. It carefully 
and -patiently collects every fact or phenomenon. 
Analyzes it thoroughly. Determines what has been done. 
What ori'who was the doer. What the source and law of 
the force operating, and also the purpose of the doer and 
the tendencies of tíre acts performed. Thus real Spirit
ism brings us at once to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
It is only the pseudo Spiritism, which misnames itself 
Spiritualism, which I repudiate.

In conclusion, I come to the application of my reason
ings. We have an organization known as the National 
Spiritualist Organization. Last year it most unfortunately 
adopted a seven by nine creed affirming belief in an in
comprehensible something termed an “Infinite Intelli
gence.” This was to take the place, and play the role of 
the God of the old religions. Strong protest has been 
made against this creed or any creed, as creeds are only 
confessions of ignorance. What a man believes, lie 
doesn’t know, and what is unknown, and especially what 
is unknowable, should have no place in the platform of a 
people who lay claim to knowledge. Again, what is only 
believed but not known will be forever a bone of conten
tion between the varying faiths. No postulate of truth or 
duty can ever be predicated of an unknowable something. 
The infinite can never be known. It can never be meas
ured, and knowledge, comprehension, implies measure
ment. Consequently the N. S. A. creed can never be a 
basis, or bond of union, but the opposite. The obvious 
duty of the association at its coming meeting in October, 
is to repeal its creed entirely, and instead submit some 
brief declaration which all Spiritualists will accept with
out dispute. Everything could be summed up in the af
firmation that “Spiritualism is the Science and Philoso
phy of Life.” And, if some expansion were needed, it 
could be easily made in affirming the continuity of life,and 
the natural fellowship and communion of living persons 
in all spheres of life. The equality of human rights and 
the imperative duties of Universal Brotherhood might 
well complete the document which an intelligent person 
could put in form in an hour. A platform would thus be 
laid, on which could be built the grand structure of prop- 
agandism heretofore indicated.

The October meeting will decide whether a partial 
Spiritism, serving as a vehicle for phenomenal and medi
cal frauds, shall continue under the shaRow pretense of a 
religious organization; or whether we shall have estab
lished a philosophic Spiritualism, operating for the intel
lectual enlightenment and the moral uplifting of human
ity- J. S. LOVELAND.
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THE LftW OF MHTERIHLIZHTION
A Lecture Delivered" by the Guides of Mr. John W. Ring 

Galveston, Texas.

In the present age there is no thought 
Which entertains the thinking philo
sophical world as does psychic phe
nomena. The orthodox world, to a great 
extent, repels every intimation of the 

■possibility of genuine, truthful psychic 
phenomena. The Catholics seek to edu
cate a certain class, while the Spiritual
ists, of all other people, are desirous of 

' educating the great masses of the world 
who are hungry and thirsty for some
thing which will in a manner demon
strate the immortality of the soul. So 
we, the Spiritualist Society of Galves
ton, after having lately passed through 
sore and serious experiences with so- 
called materialization, have tried to in 
some manner inform ourselves and our 

..associates upon this great subject.
Knowing as you do that these lectures 
which you receive are purported in- 
spiratlonal, given by excarnate intelli
gences, you can conceive the possibility 
of associating with your speaker an 
intelligence that is Informed upon this 
subject; such we believe is the case this 
evening—that in the inspirer for the ad
dress we have one who knows by actual 
experience the Law of Materialization.

. NATURAL CAUSE.
With the men and women who think 

there is no longer any discussion, that 
mind emanates a magnetic aura, which 
demonstrates perfectly the science of 
life within, and portrays accurately the 
character of each child of earth. Men 
and women are conscious of the fact 
that surrounding us as a halo of light 
is the emanation of the soul within; 
and that, as the perfume of the flower 
pervades the atmosphere with its sweet
ness, unseen and unrecognized by the 
sense of sight, so does the aura of the 
human soul penetrate the atmosphere 
about us, unseen by the material sense 

■ of sight
. Seership in Its phase of clairvoyance 
has demonstrated to the world further

- more that man has a spiritual sense In 
counterpart for every material, sense; 
that while we look out over the beau
ties of Nature with our eyes<we are 

’ blind to the fullness of the Infinite’s ex
pression. The. spiritual sense of sight 
peers into the beauties there concealed 
and sees the soul itself. The harmony 
of sound which bursts upon the ma- 
terlal senses of man is not to be com
pared with the' sweet sound of the 
spheres as they roll In space, the orbs 
which walk their respective route, or 
even the sweetness of the babbling 
brook when all nature is silenced and 
the soul drihks In the spiritual message 
thus expressed. Every sense Isas a 
spiritual counterpart, power of spiritual 
perception. Man feels the things which 
approach him and judges of them by 
the condition which they produce, but 
the psychometrist peers Into the thing 
which- they touch, and reads the soul 
thereof.

; . NATURAL EFFECT.
■ As the streamlet starts far up the 
mountain side, and courses its way to 

■ be joined by. Innumerable brooks until 
ft "becomes a roaring cataract, and as

the ingenuity of man has harnessed its 
power, and causes it to move the shut
tles of factories, turn the wheels of 
mills, and in a multitude of ways and 
manners shorten, or at least modify, 
the labor of men, so does the emanation 
of the soul reach out and blend with the 
emanation of other souls, thus forming 
a mighty force which is divine. To con
tinue this illustration, let us gather a 
number of persons (men and women, 
positive and negative forces), engage 
them in harmonious thought (that the 
emanations of their souls may perfectly 
blend;, aud we have the atmosphere 
pervaded with actual substance. Who 
can look nt the rolling cataract and see 
the strength which moves the stone of 
the mill or wheels of the factory? Who 
can, with their touch, gather the fra
grance of the blossom? Yet these are 
forces in Nature. So the clairvoyant 
tells us that pervading the atmosphere 
in a materializing seance there is an 
abundance of actual substance.

To explain this point we must remem
ber that the scientific world disputes as 
to which predominates, force or matter. 
We are told by some great thinkers that 
we cannot comprehend force without 
matter for that force to operate upon, 
by other great thinkers that matter is 
useless were there no force to operate 
upon it. So we have come to the con
clusion that these two—force and sub
stance— are co-eternal. That as we look 
on Nature in her solid mineral, flower
ing vegetable, intuitive animal and 
reasoning human kingdoms, and every
where pervading the various forces 
which man has but lately begun to com
prehend, 'tis a co-eternal blending of 
force and substance. We feel that 
within the confines of the human soul 
and its temple of clay are all substances 
and forces; then we enter the material
izing, seance knowing that we are deal
ing with the substance of the body and 
the force of the soul. These must be 
gathered, harmoniously blended and 
manipulated to produce materialized 
forms, exactly as the cataract tearing 
down thq mountain side must be har
nessed by the ingenuity of man. In the 
spirit world (and possibly a few in the 
flesh) are souls so developed amF'eda- 
cated in this great science, that they 
know how to manipulate these forces.

• THE ADEPT.
We know that the adepts of India can 

work a wondrous spell upon the masses 
of their Ignorant followers and cause 
them to see, by hypnotic Influence, 
things which are not; and we know that 
these same wonderful people ¿an by 
their law of chemistry produce not only 
living, breathing beings, but that they 
can- produce, before the civilized gaze 
of the new.world scientist, a tree which 
will immediately bear fruit. From be
neath the rolling waves of the. broad 
Atlantic, where lies the' beautiful At
lantis, with her sealed secrets, there 
has come understanding of things 
which it was presumed man should not 
know; and the Holy Land of Egypt and 
the sacred jungles of India boast of 
souls in the flesh who know how to

i manipulate these psychic forces and 
I materialize bodies. Safe within the se

cret recesses of Egypt’s pyramids, and 
in the dark yet sacred caves and 
jungles of India this knowledge Is 
locked, so when the people of the New 
World rise up and say, “Let us take the 
glad news of our religion to these 
heathens and pagans,” let us remember 
this and go forth in the fullncsfe of the 
soul’s strength and Implore these “wise 
men of the East" to give us the knowl
edge which their lips conceal. Every 
materializing medium (we mean legiti
mate medium) has a chemist—a spirit 
of dignity and apparent renown—who 
understands how to manipulate and 
deal with these forces of which we 
know so little.

MODE OF CONSTRUCTION.
Exactly as the little bee gathers from 

each flower tiny particles, the spirit 
gathers from the emanations of the 
soul, through the body, atoms which, 
though Invisible to our sense of sight, 
are actual substance; by a process 
equally as unknown to man as the 
making of honey, they (using their me
dium ns a motor or great vessel into 
which they pour this force and sub
stance) blend this with the spiritual 
forces which they are able to bring and 
produce a substance, which man has 
failed to name, and an ethereallzed 
form Is constructed. This form takes 
on the likeness of a human being. -It is 
not tangible to our sense of touch, our 
hands can pass through it and we feel 
nothing more than a slight tingling sen
sation; as we pass our hands through 
vapor we are conscious of a dampness, 
so when we pass our hands through this 
ethereallzed substance we may feel a 
slight tingling sensation because mag
netism and electricity are the potent 
forces of which this substance is con
structed. This ethereallzed form takes 
on the likeness of the spirit who Is seek
ing to manifest; It may be a spirit from 
the spirit world or it may be the astral 
of the medium. All successful material
izing mediums are in a trance’, uneoh- 
sclous of all their surroundings, or else 
influenced by some excarnate Intelli
gence, thus leaving their astral at lib
erty to go where it will.
ETHEREALIZE, THEN MATERIAL

IZE.
We know that the good housewife 

takes water and by a certain process, 
causes vapor to rise and disappear in 
the air; but if the proper precaution is 
taken (the- vapor confined) the vapor 
again becomes water. Sa these bodies 
of ours emanate a vapor- or ethereal 
substance, which under proper con
ditions can be converted into a similar 
structure. If this ethereallzed sub
stance is carried a little farther in 

; chemicalization, like the vapor, it will 
s become material, tangible to our sense 

of touch, which will be like flesh and 
: blood according to the degree of ma- 

terlalizatlon. ■
When you deal thoroughly and care

fully with this scientific problem, which 
> is presented for your, consideration, and. 
i revolve it many times in your, mind, 
■ you will then comprehend how the 
i emanation of the soul, blended with 
■ spiritual forces und^r direction of won
! derfully developed chemists, can pass 
i from ethereal, substance and become 
: sufficiently solid to be tangible to our 
i sense of feeling, visible to our . sense of 
’ sight. The vocal organs ■ can be ma- 
• terlalized, as we know they must be to

produce a sound these mortal ears can 
grasp, or there may .materialize only a 
portion of the body peculiar in its struc
ture that It may be recognized by the 
Investigator; but In no sense should the 
form be similar in appearance or action 
to the medium or any one in the seance, 
any more than flowers look like the 
earth from which they spring. The 
form Is temporarily constructed for the 
use of an excarnate Intelligence, and 
when acting under suggestion of tills 
excarnate intelligence, it positively does 
not partake of the nature of the me
dium. The form may be inhabited by 
the astral of the medium, or a guide, 
and they may proceed, to deliver the 
message of your spirit friend who does 
not understand the modus operand!. 
Here recognize the possibility of im
position, also of misjudging, of the un
educated soul, who seeks the phase of 
materialization; even the ethereallzed 
form, through which you can pass your 
hand without being cognizant of coming 
in contact with anything, may be oc
cupied by some, other spirit tjian the 
one which it purports‘to be.

Since these laws are so subtle and sel
dom comprehended, only the scholar 
who has made Spiritualism a profound 
scientific study is qualified to enter the 
seance room for materialization. Then 
contemplate seriously and sacredly the 
law which will produce conditions 
where the spirit chhmist can gather the 
emanations of souls and build for them
selves temporary habitations through 
which to manifest. .
How sweet, how pure, indeed how clean, 

Must be the human soul”
That seeks to pierce flip, great unseen, 

And see the shining goal.
How pure the thought.which substance 

gives
To build the spirit’s: form,

That loved ones proye the soul still 
. Ilves; -■ .. ‘ • j. . .

And with its love^et^warm , 
Cries, “Look, oh "sojil, at pow’ijs 

supreme,” ’
And floods our soq^jvUlilight;

We blend our jives ^ypjh their grand 
theme, . ' ’

And lo, we’re led',
In order to be in thiB'.firame',of mind 

the sitters must berperfiectly satisfied 
with the. conditions, surrounding the 
medium, and we recommend that the 
medium appear before a. committee of 
the same sex, be disrobed and put on 
clothing which the committee has pre
pared. In doing thls jit Is well, if it be 
a lady, to carefully,-examine the hair, 
and In all cases examine the - ears.

-Why? Because there - can be sufficient 
chemicals concealed In a little bag no 
larger, than the end of your small 
finger*,which when ignited or. released 
will be apparently a perfect ethereal- 
ized form. The impostor- Is supplied 
with “condensed spirits," and when this 
chemical is Ignited or released it rises, 
is given thename of some noted person
age, the sitters sayl “wonderful,” and 
then it floats’off in-the atmosphere or 
dematerializes in .the - floor,, yet. it is 
nothing but condensed chemicals. , 
SPIRITUALISM - NOBLE LIVING.

In conclusion, friends, dealing no 
further upon the Law of Materializa
tion, believing that we.have presented 
sufficient thought which, if properly re
volved In the mind will produce a won
drous harvest of understanding, we 
wish to say—Spiritualism to be success-' 
ful must recognize every phase of me
diumship and place each in its proper

place. They whose mentality is illumi
nated with Inspiration, or whose lives 
have been swallowed up, ns it were, by 
spirit guides, who can teach the law of 
life and her multiplied phenomena, are 
the ones to Waze the way through 
swamps of superstition, and over the 
bleak hillsides of Ignorance to plant the 
standard of Truth on every mountain 
top, and sow the seed of honest in
vestigation in every human heart. Fol
lowing these should be the men and 
women whose spiritual eyes and ears 
have been attuned to spiritual vibra
tions, that they can respond to the 
pleading cry of the spirit friends and 
give their sweet and tender messages to 
the denizens of earth. Then an orderly 
investigation can and will be made, 
which will result in an abundant har
vest of souls made glad and free by our 
beautiful Spiritualism.

MINNESOTA.
Missionary and Temple Fund 

for State Association.

"GOD” AND “HEAVEN"

The living sense—the omnipresent—
That man has called his sense of God; 

0, is it not by angels lent, 
Where’er the foot of man hath trod?

They are not far; their “Summer-Land”
Is on this earth, where they were 

born,
And even now they ’round us stand, 

For death has not them from us torn!
On clouds above no Heaven is, 

But in our homes of love and grace, 
And in our Joy they find their bliss,- 

And ’tis their love that gives us peade.
Why should they go to some strange

place—
Be torn from friends they loved

-i.. well?
Though they now tell of homes 

grace,
Such separation would be hell.

so

of

’Tis absence that doth grieve the heart, 
E’en though we hear of cities 

“golden;”
And'would they go from us, apart, 

And leave us thus, by grlevlngs 
holden? ■

Is Mars or Venus better home, v 
Than this of earth, where love re

mains?
Must they from distance to us come, 

If they relieve our hearts front pains?
Believe it not; with us they live;

They, cling to earth, this planet fair;
And In .our homes their message give; .' 

And all oiir life, our angels share.-
And this is why of God men tell, 
: As omnipresent—everywhere; 
Because of Love'our;anthems swell, 

And in our homes “God heareth
' ■ prayer.”
Haye you not read of “Holy Ghost,” 

And named it God—or “Father, Son?'
These are the names of all the host 

Of angel ones, who heaven won.
“Our very own,” these Angels are; 

“Our loved and lost,” because unseen;
But they see us—they are not far— ? 

And on their love we trusting lean!
Chicago, Ill. 3. 0: M. HEWITT.

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes., A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains. mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For gale at this office.

At the late convention held in Minne
apolis, by the State Association, the 
Ways and Menns committee brought in 
two important recommendations which 
were adopted.

The need, of course, is for funds to 
carry on the work. And a nucleus is 
desired for a Temple in Minneapolis, to 
be owned by the State Association.

Nothing nauseates sooner than repeat
ed requests from the officers of the as
sociation for money. As a trained busi
ness man, I know that work, and less 
fuss and furore, gets results. Send out' 
agents and laborers to achieve, instead 
of waiting for patrons and help.

Thus an army of workers Is needed, 
instead of trusting all to a missionary, 
or president and secretary.

The Minnesota Convention appointed 
Mrs. C. D. Prudens, of Minneapolis, as 
a Human Calendar to appoint a person 
for each month, and they In turn ap
point one for each week, and they for 
each day of their week to form a corre
spondence society—each to contribute 
two cents a week. That means four 
hundred dollars per year and possibly 
an excellent social and working so
ciety.

The writer was also appointed in 
charge of a corps of willing workers, 
composed of 365 persons—each one to 
have a day of the year to solicit for and 
remit results to the State Association. 
This should bring a remittance each 
day—and create an active body of inter
ested advocates and helpers of the 
State Association. To get the 365 per
sons is a task—and to keep in active re
lation to them will bo labor for the 
manager. I have a large number of vol
unteers enrolled, principally for October 
and November, with other scattering 
dates taken. But anyone may 
•have any date they desire—even if ft is 
duplicated. And every Spiritualist In 
Minnesota Should join this company of 
“Willing Workers,” and we will hold 
a reunion at the next Convention. Any 
person in any other state may volunteer 
If desired. Send me your name and 
date selected (any you desire) or write 
for Further Information. We mean to 
make the cause of truth In Minnesota, a 
power for good. . . •

Fraternally,
G. W. KATES, 

Missionary.
560 7th avenue N. Minneapolis, Minn.

“Religion as Revealed by the Material 
and Spiritual Universe,” By. B. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A compact and 
comprehensive view of tho subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical aud crit
ical; facts and data needed by every 

•student and„e§pecially by every Spir
itualist. .Orri of the very best books on 
the subject Price, reduced to: $1. 
cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale at this 
office. z ‘

"Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40.pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15. cents. For 
sale at this office.

“The Spiritualism of Nature.” - By 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 centi 
For sale at thls office, ... . ,

51s,

OFFER NUMBER SIX.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than 

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
Price..........................................$

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price..........................................$

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3, 
Price..........................................$

Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price.............................$

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult-
ism. Price................................. ;

The Next World Interviewed. 
Price........................................ <

The Occult Life of Jesus (Includ
ing the Hull-Covert Debate). 

Price....................................... .

?
$

$

1.50

i.to

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.25

2.00
Total price to the trade
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 

The Progressive Thinker one year 
and the seven premium books. .$ 
These seven books, substantially 

elegantly bound, and printed in

$10.75
2.35

3.35 
and 
the

neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear In mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library in every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which is less by far than their 
actual cost. The authors make no 
charge for the vast amount of 
labor bestowed on these works, 
and which extended over many 
years. The publisher receives not a 
single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in putting them in type, and electro
typing the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting these intensely Interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, Inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
inducement Is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and" thus 
keep in line With the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift. •

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, yon 
will find that all we have left us ton 
those seven hooks Is only $1.5n..

Postmasters.
We have been swindled but of a large 

amount of money by postmasters, who 
knowing a person desires The Pro- 
gresslve Thinker, sends his money, de
ducting a large commission. The Pro
gressive Thinker Is one dollar per year. 
The great rise In print paper renders it 
utterly impossible for ns to give any 
commission to news agents or post
masters. .

■Bear in mind when making a re- ' 
mlttance, that only one book, the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, Vol. .3, Is furnished for 25 
cents. You must not substitute any; 
other of the premium books tor that 
one.
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nOVmim niirimisrsil -’Which never had au existence—one muy rd I LHILl rHtNllMrNfl. be pardoned for indulging iu a Bmile.I UIUIIIU I ill.l1UlliL.nni, Cagliostro, so it is said, is now dls-
------  caruate and floating in- space, and Is 

From India to the Planet »“der the alias of Leopold. In 
.------ life, so the story ruu^, he was madly in

Mare. fatuated with Queen Marie Antoinette;
------  and it was only after a long search that 

he happened to come across Mlle. 
Smith, in- whom he found the august 
object of the unhappy passion whieh so. 
completely possessed him when in the 
flesh. Being the protector and spiritual 
guide of the medium he naturally oc
cupies a privileged and foremost place 
when Mlle. Smith is on one of her som
nambulistic tours.

Professor Flournoy, it may be as
sumed, is perfectly sincere and honest 
in what he writes; he is a sane and 
clear-headed man, and he treats the 
whole business with a seriousness (to 
the extent of nearly 500 pages) which 
certainly entitles it to respect. ("From 
India to tho Planet Mars," by Th. 
Flournoy; translated by Daniel B. 
Vermllye. Harper & Brothers.)—Chi
cago Evening Post.

The above remarkable book Is for sale 
at this oflice. Price 1.50; postage' 10 
cents.,

Men of science are slow to believe in 
the bupernatural, but they are not un
like other men when they have become 
interested and absorbed in the investi
gation of matters pertaining or having 
a connection with the so-called spirit 
world. It is not often,if should be said 
in justice to those who spend their lives 
laboratories and libraries in hard, per- 
slstent study and patient research, that 
scientific men become enthusiastic over 
anything, even when they have suc
cessfully ' demonstrated propositions to 

"1 which they have devoted years, but as 
there are exceptions to every rule, it 
can be safely asserted that no man Is so 
strong mentally that it is an impossi
bility to throw him off ills balance.

It Is among the probabilities that the 
majority or men believe to a certain ex
tent in what is called the supernatural; 
many feel assured that those who have 
gone before are not really without 
means of communication . with this 
planet; that the spirits of tlie departed 
exercise an indirect—sometimes direct— 
Influence upon the Ilves of men and 
women, and have a part in shaping 
'their destinies; and that some persons, 
although in their own proper persons in 
the flesh, can and do live in the bodies 
and souls of those who have been dead 
for centuries. ,

It was the flrm belief of Napoleon 
Bonaparte that he was allied with 
deities, albeit he made no pretensions of 
holding direct communication with 
them; he insisted that he was not 
amenable to the rules of morality which 
guided the conduct of other men; he be
lieved in destiny, and nt the last was 
not brought to a realization of the fact 
that he was merely human.

For many years investigations have 
been conducted into the phenomena of 
"fipliiiual manifestations," as they are 
called, the most indefatigable in this 
line being the members of the Society 
of Psychical Research. These phenome
na Include “spirit rappings," somnam
bulism, table-tipping, slate-writing, 
mind-reading, performances within 
closed cabinets, etc., all of which have 
been made familiar to the public by 
“mediums,” some of whom were clever 
Indeed and succeeded in thoroughly 
mystifying their audiences. Among the 
most celebrated of these “mediums” is 
Mrs. Piper, of Boston, who has a large 
following. Her disciples stoutly main
tain that she is in constant communica
tion with the “Other world,” and, in
deed, no satisfactory explanation has 
yet been vouchsafed for many of the 
things credited to her.

There lives in Geneva, Switzerland, a 
young woman known as Helene Smith, 
80 years of age, described as beautiful 
and healthy, mind and body normal in 
every way,' who possesses, it is claimed, 
"supernatural” powers, and Professor 
Theodore Flournoy, occupying the chair 
of psychology at the University of Ge
neva, hits incorporated the results of Lils 
five years' study of her in a large book— 
“From India to Maru”—the translation 

- of whicli has been done by Professor 
.Daniel B. Vermllye, of Columbia Uni- 
verslty. Professor Flournoy calls it 
“a study of a case of somnambulism,”
and has divided It Into three “ro
mances,” and says of bls subject:

“Two of these romances are connected 
with the spiritistic idea of previous ex
istences. ft has, Indeed, been revealed 
that Mlle. Helene Smith (this is not her 
real name,) has already lived twice be
fore on this globe. Five hundred years 
ago she was the daughter of an Arab 
sheik, and became, under the name of 
Simandlnl, the favorite wife of a Hindu 
prince named Slvrouka, who reigned 
over Konara, and built, in the year 1401, 
the fortress of Tchandragulrl. In the 
last century she reappeared In the per
son of the illustrious and unfortunate 

Marie Antoinette. Again reincarnated, 
as a punishment for her sins and the 
perfecting of her character in the hum
ble circumstances of Helene Smith, she, 
in certain somnambulistic states, re
covers the memory of her glorious 
avatars of old, and again becomes, for 
the moment, Hindu princess or Queen 
of France.

"I shall call the third romance the 
‘Martian’ cycle, in which Mlle. Smith, 
by virtue of the medlumistlc faculties, 
which are the appanage and the con
solation of her present life, has been 
able tb enter into relations with the peo
ple and the affairs of the planet Mars, 
and to unveil their mysteries to us. It 
Is in this astronomical somnambulism 
that the phenomenon of a glossolalla 
(ability to speak foreign languages 
without having consciously acquired 
them) appears, which consists of the 
fabrication and the use of an unknown 
language. * » ♦”

Professor Flournoy attended several 
public seances given by Mlle. Smith and 
was astonished at the results. Appa
ritions passed before her eyes in the 
partially darkened room, and when the 
meanings of the visions were tapped 
out on the table around which sat the 
medium and those present at the se
ance, Professor Flournoy (speaking for 

.himself alone) was surprised to recog
nize in scenes passing before her eyes 
events which had transpired in his own 
family previous to his birth. Where 
could the medium have derived, he 
asks, knowledge of events of a private 
nature belonging to a remote past and 
utterly unknown to a living person? He 
hastens to say, in this connection, that 
Mlle. Smith possesses a triple medium
ship-visual, auditive and typtbioglcal 
(spirit rapping).

In thé messages received by Mlle. 
Smith no error was ever discovered, 
their verification being found by refer
ence to biographical dictionaries or to 
the traditions of families interested, 
and as they generally had a bearing 
upon past events unknown to the per
sons present at the seances the medium 
.could have obtained nothing regarding 
them from the sitters at the table. To 
these phenomena of retrocognltion or of 
hypermnesia were joined occasionally, 
in the. majority of cases in rhyme, moral 
exhortations, medical prescriptions for 
physical ailments, communications from 
relatives or friends deceased, and reve
lations (not capable of verification) con
cerning the previous existence of those 
In attendance upon the sittings. '

As to revelations in connection with 
Mlle. Smith’s first, life on earth as a 
Hindu princess, her second existence as 
Marie Antoinette and her relations with 
the inhabitants and affairs of the planet 
Mars no one can take the affirmative 
side in debate; but when it is stated 
that the guardian apgel of the medium 
is the shade of Cagliostro, a most illus
trious artificer of 100 years or more 
ago—a magician, sleight-of-hand per
former and adept in the way of making 
the credulous believe all sorts of things

TWINS HAVE ODO GIFT.
Converse by T elepathic Nles- 

sages. - *

SES QUEER VISIONS-DISTANCE 
DOES NOT AFFECT POWER OF
THOUGHT TRANSFERENCE -

• t.;- - ’ “■"J.1

-Robert, h? would return for the cans. 
About.twilight-'that evening John.ar- 
rj.ved.bome with'the three dozen fruit 
cans and the sealing wax which be had 
teen told'to get. .
■ These are only a few of the wonderful 
demonstrations the brothers are able to 
give. Their power has proved a helpful 
one bn , many occasions. Each knows 
the 'other’s whereabouts at all times. 
They can. see each other and exchange 
thoughts, however widely they may be 
separated.—Chicago Inter Ocean.

BROTHERS ARE ABLE TO COM
MUNICATE WITH EACH OTHER 
WHEN THEY ARE MANY MILES 
APART.
Canal Dover, Ohio, Sept. 14.—A most 

singular power of telepathy, or mind
readlug between twins has been demon
strated near the isolated village of 
Trailvllle. John and Robert Evans are 
the twins who have this peculiar gift. 
The boys are about 18 years old, and 
are sons of J. E. Evans, 'a well-to-do 
farmer. Both have light hair and blue 
eyes, and they are so much alike that 
the father has never been quite sure 
which is John and which is Robert.

The" twins are alike in temperament, 
and have always shown the closest 
sympathy with each other. It is only 
recently, however, that they have dis
covered their telepathic power. The 
first exhibition of it took place about 
■four months ago. John had been sent 
Into the woods to hew some trees, while 
Robert helped his father build fence on 
another part of the farm more than a 
mile distant. Just before dinner Robert 
suddenly dropped a piece of timber 
which he was helping ills father carry, 
and cried out, ns if he were hurt. Turn
ing about in alarm, the father saw the 
boy standing with bls eyes closed.

“John Is hurt! I can hear him scream 
and I can see him/' Robert said. “The 
ax glanced from the tree and the sharp 
edge struck him on the foot. He is 
sitting on the ground and is bleeding 
dreadfully. He has begun to tear up 
his shirt and is trying to bind Up the 
wound. He is near the old spring back 
of the peacll orchard."
TELEPATHIC REPORT OF ACCI

DENT.
Suddenly the boy opened his eyes, 

looked at his father an Instant, and then 
started on a run toward the point where 
his brother hod gone to work in the 
morning. Mr. Evans looked after him 
helplessly and then followed, somewhat 
dazed. When he arrived at the spring 
he found the conditions precisely as 
Robert had described them. John had 
cut his foot severely by a glance blow 
of the ax and had torn off his shirt 
sleeve with which to bind up the wound 
and check the flow of blood. John him
self testified that he had cried out in 
pain when the ax struck him, and 
seemed not at all surprised that his 
brother Robert knew at once of his 
plight, although the sound of bls voice 
could never have been carried half the 
distance they were separated.

The facts were told to the boys’ 
mother, and were repented to the 
neighbors. At first people did not 
credit tlie story fully, but since then 
they have had ample evidence of the 
singular phenomenon. Not long after
ward Robert was working alone behind 
the plow in a field more than a mile 
from the house where he had left his 
twin brother that morning. While steer
ing the plow through a rough and rocky 
piece of ground the plow-share was 
broken. There seemed nothing to do 
but unhitch the horses and go home, 
although the hour was only mid
afternoon. Then Robert suddenly 
thought about the time John cut his 
foot with the ax, and he determined to 
make his wants known to bls twin. He 
accordingly closed his eyes and tried, 
he said, to get his brother's attention, 
although John was more than a mile 
distant. When he felt that John was 
listening to him he told his brother to 
go to the barn, where there was a new 
plow point in the buggy shed banging 
against the wall. He also told John to 
bring a monkey-wrench which was in 
the tool chest. Robert then sat down 
on the plow and waited. It was not 
more than five minutes until, he said, 
he plainly felt John asking him which 
monkey-wrench he should bring—the 
small one or a larger one. After again 
bidding him to bring the large one he 
again sat down and waited patiently.
INSTANCES OF PECULIAR TE

LEPATHY.
Not more than a half-hour elapsed .be

fore he saw John running toward him 
with the new plow point and the large 
monkey-wrench. The broken plow point 
was hastily removed and the new one 
put in its place. Then Robert con
tinued his plowing and John-returned to 
the house. The twins seem to think 
there is nothing very remarkable about 
their marvelous gift of communicating 
with each other when they are far sep
arated. The distance they are apart 
seems not to make any difference.

Not long ago John had occasion to go 
to the county seat, which is tvyelve 
miles from his-home. At the wish of 
their parents the twins determined to 
demonstrate whether they could com, 
municate- with each other at this dis
tance. Robert remained at home, and 
after John had been 'gone more than an 
hour he said he could see his brother 
driving along the.road, and that they 
were talking with each other just as 
readily as if they had been together and 
had uttered the words aloud. This con
versation was kept up at intervals as 
long as John remained in thé town. 
Just after Robert had said John was 
leaving on. Ills return journey the 
mother discovered that she needed some 
fruit cans. Robert at once stopped 
John on ills return journey and told him 
to drive back and get .three dozen tin 
fruit cans and some sealing wax. John 
asked a few questions "and then told

PASSINO UP HIGHER.
The Relativescof President 

Fillrriore.

PERPETUAL MOTION.
The Spirits Are Helping Her.

Philadelphia, Sept. 1.—Aided by the 
spirits of her father and grandfather, 
Mrs. Mary A. Drake, of 7 South Tenth 
street, says she has solved the problem 
of perpetual motion. She has on exhi
bition in her little store the curious bit 
of mechanism, something like an old- 
fasliloned clock in appearance, which, 
she says, will produce motion forever.

From the rear, as the machine sits on 
a shelf, can be seen a little paper fan, 
whieh tirelessly revolves. The inventor 
willingly picks up the little box and 
gives the curiously Inclined a glimpse 
of the brass wheels, cogs and things 
which cluster around the revolving iron 
rod on which tlie fan is placed.

There is no spring and no indication 
that it would be possible to wind the af
fair to keep it moving. Yet, according 
to the testimony of all observers, the 
fan has been whirling for a month.

“My experiments have only begun,” 
said Mrs. Drake, “yet I have demon
strated that perpetual motion is not a 
dream, but a fact. This, my first ma
chine, proves that. I am at work on a 
much larger one, which will be used to 
drive machinery. Until it is completed 
and patented I can give no details con
cerning my discovery. It is very sim
ple. Tlie different parts of the mechan
ism must be perfectly balanced. That 
is the secret. How I work it out is 
mine, ' ;

“I am naturally a machinist. I ran an 
engine which furnished the propelling 
power for a big factory, when only 16. 
I can take one apart and put'it together 
again, if need be. In this work, how
ever, the spirits of my father and grand
father are helping me. The dead know 
all things. It is because of their aid 
that I.know I’ll succeed in giving to the 
world a new motive power.

“Both stand beside me constantly and 
fell me how to make use of the law of 
gravitation in adjusting the mechanism 
which drives this fan. I can see them 
as plainly as I see you. I live on the 
border-land between this and the other 
world. I knew years ago that Keely 
was a fakir, that liis one idea was to 
make money. The spirits told me. He 
was afraid to show ills machine, except 
at stated times. Mine slands here Re
volving all the time In plain view. And 
when I get my patent I will explain its 
mechanism.

“I have had many proofs of tlie near
ness to me of the dead. That they help 
me now is only natural. Five years ago 
my brother dashed Into my room, say
ing, ‘Good-bye, Mollie, I’m off.’ It was 
3 p. m. I saw him plainly, yet knew be 
was not in the flesh.

“That night I’received the news that 
he died that afternoon at 3 o’clock.

“A man I once employed came Into 
my room one afternoon and said: ‘I 
don’t want you to tell me; I know it all 
now.’ -

“The hour he appeared to me was the 
hour of his death, as I afterwards 
learned. When in my employ there was 
something he was always asking me to 
tell him. I refused. As soon as he had 
died he knew, and taunted me with the 
fact. I have no fear of the dead. It 
makes life fuller to live in two worlds.” 
—Toledo (Ohio) Bee.

INSPIRATION.

Three spirits were talking in heaven one 
day—

A painter, musician, and poet were 
they— s

The subject they spoke of was earth, 
The clouds that obscure and the tetters 

that bind,
And how to assist the poor souls left 

behind
In the sorrowful sthr of their birth.
“I’d paint,” said the artist, “a picture 

so true
Thé glory celestial should gladden 

earth’s view,
Could my soul guide the fingers of 

men.”
“The beauty of heaven should blossom 

in rhyme.”
“And heaven’s joy-bells thro’ earth's 

music should chime,” >
Said they of the harp and the pen.

Then down thro’ the depths of the 
balmy blue air

There floated three spirits as gifted and 
fair —

As ever left heaven behind;
So soft were their voices no whisper 

was heard,
So light were their footsteps no dew

drop was stirred,
For their was the realm of the mind.

Three mortals won fame as it were in a 
day,

A painter, musician, and poet were 
they—

And great was the wonder of men;
They saw not thé source of such beauty 

and love, .
Nor dreamed of the shining forms bend

ing above
The brush and the harp and the pen.

Say not Inspiration has passed from 
the earth,

Is truth of less value, is man of less 
worth .

Than in the dead past where faith 
cleaves? ' . .

The rose of to-daÿ needs the strengthen-
Ing dew

As much as the roses that -past agfes 
knew, ■ :

And the soul that looks upward re
ceives, ■

CALLA HARCOURT.
Chesnut, HI. -

Life of Qen.B. F. Butler.
This is a history of one of the most re

markable men, and of the most wonder
ful period of the' world.'by one of the 
brilliant writers of this age, Dr. T. A. 
Bland.1 " . ‘ .' ■ ■ - .

“Dr. Bland Is never prolix or prosy. 
His style is characterized by energy 
and rapidity of movement, condensa
tion, clearness and force. His Life of 
Gen.' Butler is a most thrilling history 
of a wonderful career.”—Cincinnati 
Times. , . ■ . ‘ .

It is as fascinating as a novel.”—Na
tional View. .

This work is not only a biography of 
the brilliant piarts and wonderful ca
reer of General Butler, but. lt is also a 
review of political parties and policies 
of the past forty years, and a condensed, 
but most thrilling history of the great 
Civil war. । :

This book, printed on plate paper, 
bound in elegant style, with a full page' 
steel portrait of the General, will be 
sent post-paid for 50 cents; or In paper 
covers for 20 cents, by T. A. Bland, 875. 
Jackson Boulevard Chicaco, III

We rememberitbataipon the death of 
President Harrfaou.f . while occupying 
the White House, Millard Fillmore be
came1 President1. While introduced to 
him once pt lils lfesldiuce in Buffalo, N. 
Y„ I learned from tho conversation that 
his family was liberal, and .broad-mind
ed in their religious sentiments. The 
Fullers, formerly of ^Kelloggsvllle, Ca
yuga county, N. Y„ were relatives of the- 
Fillmores, andiMiss Rhoda Fuller, a 
highly cultured lady, was the first writ
ing medium that I ever saw. It was 
over fifty years ago.

Helen M. Francis, of Sturgis, Mich., a 
noble and esteemed woman, was the 
daughter of Cyrus Fillmore, a nephew 
of the president, She was united in 
marriage to J. C. Frauds, June 24, 1849. 
Five daughters were born to this happy 
union. Mrs. Francis, after a long ill
ness, departed this life Sunday morn
ing, September 2, 1900.

Sent for, and sitting by her bed-side 
as a counseling physician, she asked, 
“Do you think I will get up again?"

My reply was, “I hope so; but physi
cians are not infallible. We will do 
what we can.”

"Well,” she calmly replied, “it makes 
little difference with me. I am pre
pared to go—but my children will be so 
lonesome. I shall come and see them, 
and I will meet them when they come to 
see me in that better land.” Later she 
earnestly wished to go, She had been 
blest with spiritual gifts, and she knew 
that she was going to meet her ascended 
husband and the children that had, gone 
before. She arranged lier financial af
fairs, She had the undertaker come; 
and with him she made all the arrange
ments as to being “laid out,” and the 
vault. She selected the hymns to be 
sung, and the speaker, Dr. Peebles, to 
offer the words of consolation to her 
sorrowing ehlljren. Thus can a Spirit
ualist die. Orthodoxy may do to live by 
but it won’t to die by. It is too gloomy, 
too grim, too uncertain. It will not 
stand the test of life’s last days. In 
those fading hours Spiritualism alone is 
sufficient. .

Though sleeping a good deal, she was 
conscious to the last. One of her daugh
ters saw her wrapped or mantled In a 
garment of wjilte as she was dying. 
She slept—simply slept out of the weari
ness of earth-land into the restful beau
ties and glories of the summer-land.

A large audience assembled in Stur
gis to show their respect to the depart
ed, and their sympathy and esteem for 
the three sisters.

The day following this funeral we at
tended by request of the deceased the 
funeral of Mr. Fillmore, Mrs. Francis’ 
brother, and nephew of the jiresideut. 
He had resided many years some six
teen miles from Sturgis., He was a 
sturdy, subsiahtlai farmer, an honest 
man, liberal and broad-minded in his re
ligious convictions; he was bound to no 
creed and supported no orthodox 
church. The night previous to his de
parture he saw and welcomed his spirit 
sister and bid;her good-bye. He also 
saw and exclaimed, “My mother, my 
dear mother.” It 'was a beautiful un- 
foldment of clafrvoyange. Thus trust
ingly, joyously do Llbetallsts and Spir
itualists pass from the feists of earth to 
the sunlight of. immortality.

' J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.

The following remarks at the funeral 
of Mrs. Francis) made by Dr. Peebles, 
were reported by A, H. Green: '

Life and .death are but tremulous rip
ples upon this placid ocean of existence; 
and each In its term and time is equally 
beautiful. The world of spirits is real 
and substantial. We know our friends 
—know as we are known in spirit life. 
Human beings do not die because 
mythic Adam sinned in some mythic 
Eden, or because Bonaparte crossed 
the Alps, but because their bodies are 
physically organized; and it is an im
mutable law of nature, that all physi
cally organized beings must in their 
time and turn become disorganized- 
earth to earth, dust to dust. And doubt
less In the coming future cremation will 
be the method of transferring dust to 
•its original dust. •

The universe knows no loss. The 
physical portion of man re-appears in 
the grasses, the grains and the forest 
trees, while the more refined and othe- 
reallzed essences of his higher nature 
enter the great multi-varied vortex of 
spirit substances to re-appear In higher 
end more spiritualized forms. The 
conscious spirit never dies. It is a po- 
tentlallzed portion of God. who Is 
Spirit.

As fragrance flows from the blossoms, 
so spiritual elements constantly rise 
from the material world. The refined 
spiritual essences from this and other 
planetary worlds ascending into those 
vast ether regions, condense and gravi
tate, like purpling clouds fringed with 
gold, to their appropriate positions. 
These silver-edged strata, as arching 
zones stretching along the measureless 
blue above us, are not only too magnifi
cent for description, but they are the 
homes of our loved ones In heaven.

The spiritual world, all bathed In the 
magnetic sunlight of an eternal morn
ing, is no shadowy realm, but real and 
permanent—"a city that hath founda
tion, whose maker is God.” There are 
forests, fields, mountains, valleys, 
groves, gardens, fruits, flowers, spark
ling fountains, flowing rivers, pleasant 
grottos; Immense libraries, palatial 
mansions with.gorgeous domes, constel
lated and astral; cottages and princely 
palaces wlth.tesselated floors, tapestried 
walls, diamond-pointed ceilings, and 
scenery of transcendent loveliness. 
Over the portals of each habitation Is 
inscribed Purity. Spirits residing with
in these angelic homes begin to fathom 
the richness’of true love—love such as 
glowed in the' bosom of John when he 
leaned upon, the. tender bosom of the 
medlumistlc.'ijaziirene. ..

Human 'beings' are not machines. 
They are thinking, reasoning moral 
agents, the "Jirclfitebts of their own 
heavens or Kellsii There Is no happi
ness for the' iwicked, the selfishly 
wicked, so long as they remain selfishly 
wilful and wicked. If sin, that is a vio
lation of law; be'eternal, so is punish
ment, as cause' and effect; but the door 
of mercy and 'forgiveness is never shut. 
Human beings'reap in this and doubt
less all worlds' what they have sown. 
Paul said tliftt there was bne glomof 
the sun,, another 'of the moon ancfiitaF 
other of the stars, and the stars differed 
in glory, but they were still stars. The 
conditions of spirits differ In the future 
world. There are winter-lands of 
darkness over there, as well ’ as ever
green summer-lands. Aye, there is men
tal anguish, and bitter, biting, galling 
remorse there1 for those who have vio
lated nature’s divine laws, and left 
earth’s mental and moral duties undone. 
No one can get away from memory, his 
.conscience, dr himself. Each at death 
gravitates to;hls own place—his own 
sphere, but there Is progress in those 
realms Immortal—there Ib a law of ev- 
olullon, of soul-unfoldment In - all 
worlds. The lowest may rise to the an
gelic, spheres, for God is good, and as 
the old-Inspired prophet; said, “His ten
der mercies are oyer all bls works.”- .

Our loved Ones who have left mortal
’ i I

ity are not dead. They are with us still 
They come in trance, in dream, in appa- 
rltlon, In vision, materialization trans
figuration, and etherealizatlon—they 
come and their coming demonstrates 
the glorious truth of Spiritualism.

Tile children of earth peopling the 
heavenly abodes of the hereafter, hav
ing passed through the disciplines of 
earth and the schoolings pertaining to 
the spirit spheres, are earnest and un
tiring in their spiritual activities. Re
membering their lives on earth, deep 
and holy are their sympathies for hu
manity. Love' never forgets. In tut 
morning time and the gray of evening,' 
down goldeu-tided rivers sail these min
istering spirits of God to catch the in
cense of each soul-felt prayer. They 
come to impress and Inspire. Their 
magnetisms are baptisms, their words 
the spirit echoes of eternal life. 
Blessed be spirit ministries.

None say in the summer-laud of spirit 
life, “I tread the wine-press alone.” 
The social law of harmonía} relations is 
there fully realized. Congenial souls 
meet. : ■

Those receptions of. Infants by ma
tronly hands; those schools of tenderest 
discipline; those homes of mutual love 
embowered in roses; those palaces of 
art tinged with electric light, those 
cities of scientists, brotherhoods of 
philanthropists, and congresses of an
gels—all add to the beatific glories of 
life in those higher republics of heaven. 
Those among us with open vision, 
catching glimpses of landscapes and sur
passingly beautiful scenery, often see 
apd listen to the converse and musical 
words of the risen immortals.
“There is a world that few have seen, 

That wasting time can ne’er destroy, 
Where mortal footstep hath not been, 

Nor ear hath caught its sounds of joy.
"It is all holy and serene—

The land of'glory and repose;
And there, to dim the radiant scene, 

No tear of sorrow ever flows.
“There forms unseen by mortal eye, 

Too glorious for our sight to bear,
Are walking with their loved on high, 

And waiting our arrival there."

Soqg Books

THE GOLDEN ECHOES:
A New Book of Inspirational 

Words and Music,
For the use of meetings, lyceums and home, by 8. W. 
Tucker. These beautiful sougs have already com
forted many broken hearts, and It is hoped that they 
may be heard In every land. Price 15c j 11.50 per doz' 
en. For sale at this office. i

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE, 
BY LILIAN WHITING,

Three choice volumes, each complete in Iteelf» 
winch spirituality is related to everyday life tn si 
a way as to make the world beautiful. Price |1U 
For sale at this office.

THE GOLDEN GATE.
Celebration at .San Fran 

cisco.
To the Editor:—We are In the midst 

of the biggest fan-farronade this coast 
ever put out of doors. According to the 
best of the knowledge and belief of the 
"oldest inhabitant,” and the dawning 
Ideas of the youngest horn "Native 
Sou,” this state of climnte and soil; of 
fruit and vine; of fertile mold and pro
ductive mine, is fifty years old, this 10th 
day of September, 1900.

It is deemed wise and honorable that 
this birthday shall be celebrated as no 
other has been. The business end of 
the affair is in charge of the “Native 
Sons of the Golden West," or cabalistic- 
ally expressed, N. S, G. W.

While the eelebratlorf interests the 
whole of the people of the state, its ma
terialization has taken on its greatest 
outward expression at San, Francisco, 
par excellence the center most easily 
accessible. For about two miles along 
Market street, the principal business 
avenue of the city, the artistic., sense 
and money of the men who have made 
California what she is, have been taxed 
to the utmost to express beauty, nov
elty and variety, through decoration. 
There are several other miles of decora
tion on other streets. The men "who are 
behind all of this, are dreaming for 
their Queen, enthroned on the great sea 
of peace, of a day when there shall be 
no greater city bordering on the west
ern ocean and it shall be the mightiest 
entrepot of the world.

Since the Chicago Exposition no at
tempt of decoration has been considered 
quite complete without the free use of 
electric light which was so freely and 
artistically used there, in all imagin
able ways. From a central pplnt, as 
far as the eye could reach, East and 
West, white and colored strings of 
light, pulsated and flashed In a broad 
mesh of bewildering splendor. For col
ors, both of the public and private 
work, where each man was a law unto 
himself, the red, white and blue were 
first; then came in all its gorgeous 
beauty, the flaming yellow of the state 
flower, the California poppy. Then in 
every possible posture was depicted the 
grizzly bear; the lone, mystic "Star of 
Empire;” and the fair virgin of the 
great seal of the state.

We know with what grizzly determi
nation the forty-niners and others of 
the pioneers fought out the struggle 
which terminated in the admission of 
California to the sisterhood of states, 
with no stain of human chattellsm on 
her flame-colored robes of eastern mys
ticism. '

They followed the "Star of Empire,” 
until it stood over the bay of the 
“Golden Gate.” And It now waits until 
the three Magi of learning, refinement, 
brotherly unity and expression, shall 
have finished displaying their gifts to 
the "Native Son,” who is to be the rep
resentative of the new race born in 
freedom and reared in a psychic matur
ity unknown elsewhere in the world.

When the hundredth anniversary is 
counted—ah what then?

This is a sample. There was a pro
cession, It was worthy of the labor and 
thought bestowed upon all its particu
lars. The men who marched in it were 
sturdy and stalwart, and worthy rep
resentatives of the race that has al
ready begun to develop here. But 
while, as a procession, it was a success, 
we cannot keep from our minds that 
“skeleton of the feast” that the men 
who manage and spend the money, ride 
in the barouches, and are silent The 
men who paid the bills, walked and 
shouted. Then there was the crowd on 
the sidewalks, which is always an in
teresting study. Every core had been 
taken for the perfect policing of the 
streets. No unseemly Interruption oc
curred. Many minor events of more or 
less importance have been crowded 
into these three days festa. But there 
comes to me by telepatE? the reproach
ful voice of the editor, saying: “Your 
space is used up.” To one who saw the 
three-quarters of a million of people at 
the Fair on Chicago Day, other crowds 
are tame. So I stop.

W.P. PHELON, M.D. •

OLUME 1 of the Encyclopedl*mt 
Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World treats of the "Mythical Ori
gin of Death;’’ “A Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” "Impress
ive Communications from the 
Spirit Side of Life;” “Death Con

sidered by the Spirit Lucretius;” "Odd
ities in Reference to the Dead;” "Death 
from a Vibratory Force;" “The Day 
After Death BeautifuUy Illustrated;” 
“Sensations of the Dying;” “A . Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;’’ “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” “A 
Special Visit to the Spirit World;” 
“Fragrance at a- Child’s Death Bed;” 

.“The Varied Experiences of a. Human
itarian Spirit;’!. “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;" “Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;” “The Id
iosyncrasies of Death;” "Life and Death 
Thoughtfully Analyzed;” “Signs in the 
Process of Dying,” etc.,, etc. In fact 
thll volume la a mine of valuable Infor-

' ------------------ —i—-----------
Echoes From the World of Song.'

A collection of new tmd beautiful fioogs, wkb 
music and chorus, Iu book form. ByC.FLoagley 
Pricu 11.25. Postagli 15 cuuts.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
BY HattikE. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hnll’i 

iweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles and faint Ilea. Price 19 oa&ta. 
er W per hundred. For tale at thia office. •

’ the spiritual wreath, '
A collection of word# and music for the choir, con

gregation and social circle. By 6, W, Tucker. Com
prises sixty or more gems uf gong. Price, 20c.

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Songs Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxham. 

Thirty-two pages of sweet bongs and music. The 
author and .compiler is well known as a Spiritual 
Binger and composer. Price, 25c.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vocal Music fbr tho 

Choir, Congregation and Social
Circles.

By J. U. Feeble, and J. O. Baneit; E. H. Baller, 
Muilcal Editor. New edition. Culled from a wide 
Held of literature with the mo,t critical core, frac 
from all theological blai, farobblug with the eoul of 
Inspiration, embodying fae principle, and virtues of 
the spiritual philosophy, set to the moat cheerful and 
popular mualc, (nearly all original), and idgpted to >11 

. occasions, It la doubtless fae most attraotlv« work of 
theklnd ever published, Ita beautiful songs, duets 
end quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accom
paniment. adapted both to ppbllc mootings and fae 
social circles. Cloth »1.85; postage U denta. For sale 
at thia office.

COSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and'Selected Hymns 
JFbr Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and the Home^

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
158 choice selections of poetry and Bute, embody- 
lug the highest moral sentiment, and free from all 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents.1 Bold at this office.

Longley’s Beautiful Songs
For Public Meetings and 

the Home.
VOLUME ONE

Contains the following songs with mualc:
1’mtblBking, dear mother, of you. Wsmbj our 

boys at home. The land of the bye and bro. The 
good limes yet to be. The laud beyond tae stars. 
They are watting at the portal. When the dear ones 
gather qt home, licstlng under the daisies. The 
grand jubilee. My mother’s tender eyes. Dear heart 
come home. Come In some beautiful dream. Where 
the roans ueverfade. In heaven wo’U know our own

VOLUME TWO
Contains 15 new and beautiful songa, suited to the 
home circle, seauceB. local meetiug&. maBs-meetlngf. 
conventions, anniversaries and jubilees. They come 
prise an excellent variety of poems set to easy har
mony and ought to sell readily. These books are IScls. 
each! the two for SOcts. For sale at this office.

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

-rms VOLUME CONTAINS the 
J beat Foemi of th« author, and aome of her moat 

4>opular Bono, with the music by eminent compoitra. 
Among the Poema which have attracted wide notice 
are: “Budding Rose,” “lncid«nta of Life Under the 
BJueLaw#,” “rArson Smith’s Prophecy” “From th« 
Highlands of Heaven,” “TheCity of Sorrow,” “Solilo
quy ot Fulvta at Slcyon»” “ The Holy Maid of Kent * 
etc.

The Music tucludea “The Unseen City;“ “CUrl- 
UL“ a June Song: “We Shall Meat our Friends In the 
Morning*'; MectUs at the Costal dates.”

Mary of the Poems are admirably adapted for recite* 
tlon, and were used by the anther la her public real 
^5rmb Notions.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle is master 

ful in her prolific poetical genias.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gar 
field a brightest scholars.—Chnnsanlng ¿»/gua. L 

poet, whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle is well knows as 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—8aL 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like s 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our beticy 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with ran 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun
dant talent aud versatility.—Banner of Light. She 
one of nature's poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting itself to music.—Progressive 
rhlnkcr. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Bara A 
Underwood. Claribel la exquisitely beautiful.—D. D. Home.

The volume contains 225 pages, la beautifully printed 
ind bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday Gin. Pncf 
11.50, post-paid.

Tor sale at th!« office.

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
^Aj volume of Poem,. By Lilian Whiting. Cloth,

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WITHIN.

Voices from many Itoda and centuries, saying, “Man. 
l??»u ne.YeI ®*««Uent selection, cd-
it»d and compiled br Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth. »1.

Poems From the Inner Life.
By Lizzie Doten. These poems are aa staple as 

•ugar. Price ai.OO. For sale at this office.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
Dotea' Thci "•*

THE VOICES.
• By Warren Sumner Berlow. The Ti 

poemi of remarkable beauty and forca 
moat excellent. Frica »1.00.

contain 
hep are

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Lenh Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting aid valuable as a history of the begin

ning of Modern Spiritualism, by one ot ths Fox Bis
ters. 478 Pages, 15 illustrations, including portraits of 
the Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rappings, 
as related by eye-witnesses; remarkable aid will-at
tested manifestations; the “exposures.” etc. Hano1 
somely bound in cloth, But few copies remaining. 
Publishers' price. 11.50. We will send the book post
paid for 11.40.

Aryan San Myths, the Origin of 
Religfloiih.

By Sarab E. T’toomb. With an Introduction bw 
Cbarlea Morrie, author of "The Aryan Baca.” Prtai 
etott, »1.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE,

This work contains on account ortho very wonlar» 
nil spiritual development, at the house ot Bar. Da 
Phelps, Btrattord, Conn., and etailer cases fa d 
parts or the country. This volume Is the Irst tr«M 
the suthor directly upon fas subjsetel "MrlfaAIhm? 
|ad hss stood the test of ¿SB TasiaTSaU, ¿I lk 
jostago 10 coats. Ite nie at &■<■»(, '”’"*'**

Mediumship and Its Development, 
AntTHow to Meimerlzo to Asilat^Develcpnent. By 
W. H. Bacii. Paper, 35 cent.; cloth, St cute. For 
■ole at thle office.

Memorial Oration by CoL Ingersoll 
On Boicoe Conkling. Delivered before the New 
Fork lertilBture, Mey ), 1888. Price, 8 cent». For 
Hie at thia office. .

Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature; .

The Relation of Ita Prtactplei to Continues Bx 
litenco and to the FMloiophy ot BplrttuaUam. By 
Prof. W.M. Lockwood. Paper, 35 cent«, For Mie at 
ibll office. . . . • -

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS
B«fore the New Fork Unitarian Club. The first time 
fa the hl,lory ot fae world that a Chrlitlan Awoclatkm 
ever lurlted.a noted Inidel to lecture before them! 
The lecture t, * grand one, and waa received by the 
Club with eontinuou applauaa from btttaiinc to end 
The pamphlet ooatelha 13 page«, MMtMr tefafad!
Price 8 teoUt tMMOfai, ti KM - *

THE SOUL.
lb Nature, Brttóou and ExpMraiontnWna Bn> 
SMIBOt*. Giren , through. Hr». . Core 1»-V. Bleb 
■»nd. by her Baldea. Jl book that tretj <M> «bo la 
¡MHMAUre-lacUMMaaboildraM. Hal*

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on the relations of the spirit . ■, 

It# own organism, und th# inter-relation of human ■ 
beings with reference to health, disease and heaUftt. " 
By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through tlm ml* 
diumshlp of Mr#. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book thll 
every healer, physician and SbirRualUtluould rea£ 
Prlee 11.50. For eulu at Lid# office.

PSYCHE
Is the invention of a practical medium, under epirll 
guidance, and la designed to develop medlumsturi 
Many, by Its use, have received long communici« 
t ons from spirit friends, and express groat aatlsfec- 
tlon. Price, 11, and 20 cents extra for oxprouagf. 
For sale at the office of Tun PnoanKsstvsTHiliiKi^

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
By BamuelBowleg; Mra.CarrleE. B,Twlng, medium. 
TLIbIsu very iutereatlng little book, and will bp aft 
predated from »tart to fintab by all who wlah to*gal» 
spiritual Information. Price 25 eta. For sale at thll office. ■

OUTSIDE THE OATES
and other tale, and sketches. By a baud of spirit fa. 
telllgenoee, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Bholhamer. An excellent work. Price. I1.0Q. For 
sale at this office. 1

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Antrew Jackaon Davls. A highlyfatoruuu 

work. Price 75 ceutB. Poitage 5 cents. For eale at 
this office.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
By Andrew Jackaon Davis. Something you should 
read. Price 60 cent«. For Balo t‘ this office.

KflREZZfl..
ETHICS OF_MAF!RIAQE.'
. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.

Ksrexxa makes a plea tor a betta’ birthright Im 
Children, and alma to lead individuals to aeeka hlghM 
development of themselves through moat snored re* 
lationi. It is pure in tone and ala. ¿id should ba 
Widely olroulajed. Price, cloth» 51»

ASTRAL WORSHIP.
By J. H. Hill, M. D. A valuable contribution to tht 

current dlacuision of rellglom problems. • The author 
by llluBtratl^uB and a planisphère (a representation of 
the celestial sphere upon a plaue with adjustable cir
cles), traces most of the myths which Ue at the base 
of Christianity to their origin In aun and star worship. 
The astronomical facts given possess great value, thft 
Illustrations rare and curious. The book Is bound ta 
only one style—heavy boards. Price |1. For sale it 
this office.
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Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sene/*

By JEAN MESLIER,
ABoman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured rellgioui 
dor) , undasked God’s pardon for having taught the 
C'I.; ...'U religion. He left this volume as his last 
win and testament to his parishioners and to the 
world. Translated from the French original by Min 
Anna Knoop,

Poet 8vo.. 889 pages, with portrait. Cloth. tl.OOj 
postage, 14 Cante.

“The work of the honest pastor Is the most enriouf 
and the moat powerful thing of the kind that the last 
century produced. . . . Pafue and Voltaire had re* 
serves, but Jean Meiller bad none. He geeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all, the wonder Is not that there 
tbould have been one priest who left that testimony at 

is death, but that all oriesu do noL"-Jamea Parton.

EVOLUTIONISM.
A Series of Illustrated Lectures 

Upon the 
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE.
BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 

Price, cloth, »1.25. For ule at fall office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

Bow to reach that altitude where spirit la auprem# 
and all thing, are subject to It. Uy Moua Hull. Prlcb 
In cloth. .0 cents; paper 25 eta. For Bale at thia office.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full of practical Inatrtictfca 
m mattcrsperudnlng to physical, mental andanirfSg 
health, Worth many Umai ita cost Price 10 oenti

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult plillotophr clothes 
In itory form; nlm> to give a better understanding ot 
magic, black and white. 880 largo page«. Cloth, «1.33.,

Apocryphal New Testament
Being all the Goapeli, Ephtles, and other plecei 

now extant, attributed In the tint four centuries to 
Jpiub CJirlst, hla apostleB and their compantqns, and 
not included in the New Testament by ita compilerà. 
Cloth, 11.50. For sale at thia office.

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

By Mra. Dr. HulburL On the present atatua ot 
woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually. 
The divine law of true hannontal marriage, etc. 
Price, 10c.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian "Whiting,
Author of “The World Beautiful,” “Kato Field." 
”A(ier Her Death.” ‘’From Dreamland Sent," etc. 
With portrait, limo. Cletli, gilt. Price 11.25. The 
writer of thl# “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning” 
ba> thrown the book Into five chapter#, with BUb-tltlea 
aafollowi!
LIVING WITH VISIONS. ‘‘Summer Snow of Apple 

Bloisoine;” Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends in Ute 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Friendt 
Vita Nouva; “One Day, My Siren.’"

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; in Casa 
Guldf; Florentine Day#; Walter Savage Landor.

ABT AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 
Clasped Hands; Kate Field’s Records; Mra. 
Browning'« Death. —......

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetto Bank; Spiritual 
Lawn; Modern Scientific Thought; The Consider* 
atlon of Genius.

For Sale at thia office.

WORKS OF THOS. PAINE
THOMAS PAINE’S 

Examination of the Prophecies. 
A consideration of the putagei In the New Testa* 
Debt, quoted from the Old duo called Prophecies Conk 
CernlngJeiui Christ Price 15 cis. For sale at thia 
office.

Paine’s Political Works Complete 
Tworolnme«. Tbeolojlefl Work«; Poetical and Mil. 
cellaneon« Work,: LUe. Tbilisi of lire Tolumeialt 
biked ready for ahlpplns. <5.0(1 Thia 1« the belt ant 
cheapen edition and ibduld be on Uic Ihelre, ot er', 
ery undent of liberal thought. For tale at fall offict

THE AGE OF REASON.
Bx Thomu Paine. Being an inveetlffttion of True 

and Famous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion» frem new plates and new type; ld6 Mm mat 
•TW Pwer. »©anti; doth. W cenU.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
ByEditor of the National with Preface »nd Note» 

hypeterEckier, Illustrated with view« of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, alio, portrait! of Thomae Clio Rickman. 
Joe Bii-iow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame RolamL 
Condorcet, fcrlwot, and the most promtmmtof Paint’s 
Crienda in Europe and America. Cloth. 75 caata

COMMON SENSE.
By Tbomii Paine. A HoTolntlonory pamphlet, ai. 

dreiied to the Inhabitant« of America In 1776. wttk 
explanatory notice by an English author. Fapu. 
Ucanu.

Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Reawn, Examination of the Prophecies, eta, 

Ulus.edltloa. Post Bro., «Jwgw. Cloth. »IM ..

Conflict Between Religion and 
Science.

Jnsttho book for progressive thinkers By John 
W. Draper. Cloth. »1.75. For sale at this offief.
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FRANCIS, Editor and Publisher.

d At Chicago PoatofflcS aa accoai-cluaa matter. 
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Si. rsusrs of s^uscniPTioN'. 
^^ntPBOOBEsatvzTBrKKra will be iurnished until 
-(■Mur notice, al the foUowUis teruu, Uvariubly in 
ifltnace; .
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’' BBMITTA1ICE8.
:. Remit by Postofflce Money Order, Registered Letter, 
fir dr ton Chicago or hew York. It costs IromlO 
ip 15 cento to gat checks cashed on local banka, so don't 
Mod them unlcba you wish that amount deducted! ruiu 
Abe amount sent. Direct all letters to J. B. Fnmcle, 
W0.WLoomis Street. Ch'caga, liL

clubs; Important suggestion:
A» there ere thousands who will at tret venture 

MUy twenty-five centsIorTne Pbcobbssivb Tnisana 
thirteen weeks, we would euggestto those who receive 
• aunple cony, to solicit several others to unite with 
then, aud thus he able to remit from tl to til, or even 

■ nure then the latter sum. A large number of little 
amounts will make a largo sum total, aud thus extend 
the field of our labor and usefulness. Tbe same sug- 
Siillou win apply In all coses of renewal of subscrlp- 

ous—solicit others to aid in the good work.' You will 
axperlence no difficulty whatever In Inducing Spirltu- 
tints to subscribe for TuaPnocustsivu Tuikksb, 
-for not one of them can uftord to be without tbe valua
ble Information Imported therein each week, and at 
ue price of only about two cents per week ;

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents,
’ Do yon want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for 35 ceuts? Just pause and tbluk for a mo* 
BteoC what an Intellectual feast that small Investment 
Will furnish you. The subscription price of Tun Pbd- 
«busiyb Thenkbb thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
tour pages of solid, substantial, scubelevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent toamedl« 
wnalxedbooki ■' .

TAKE NOTICE!
W* At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued No bills will be sent for ex* 
- tra numbers, .
. dr*.if you /do not recoIve your paper promptly,

write to us, and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected; and missing numbers oupplled gratis.
IF Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

changed, always give tbe address of tho place to winch 
. It is then sent, or the chanxe cannot be made.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
Tbe Progressive Thinker la f urelsbed In tbe United 

Btalea at al .00 per year, tbe postage thereon being but 
Hominal, but when It la sent to foreign countries we 
•re compelled to charge 60 cents extra, making the 
yearly subscription »1,60. Please bear that In mind.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1900.

Galveston, Texas.—An Appeal. ■
To the Editor:—Permit -me space to 

Inform your readers of the condition of 
our society caused by the fearful disas
ter, Saturday, September 8. Of our 
faithful members, Mr. and Mrs. Tom 
Keats, Mrs. Euglna Bell,Mr. Paul Kur- 
pan, Mrs. Augusta Falkenhagen and 
husband have passed beyond, and sev
eral ptbers not heard from since the dis
aster. Many have lost their homes and 
are at the mercy of friends. Our speak
er, Mr. John W. Ring, sustained severe’ 
loss of household belongings.

LJke other similar societies we should 
sustain ourselves, and donations from 
individuals or organizations will be 
gladly received. Address John W. 
Ring, 2011 Avenue N%, Galveston, Tex. 

■. . Respectfully, ,
GEO. F. HANSELMAN,'Sec.

Th» Grave tbe Gateway to Ufe.
For eleven continuous years we have 

quoted the experience and observation 
of investigators in every part of the 
globe, regarding communications they 
have received from professedly the 
spirit world. Time, persons and places 
have very generally been given. Oppor
tunities for exposure of fraud and de
ceptions have been open to all. There 
has been no attempt to conceal trickery, 
to bolster misrepresentation, or exagge
rate facts. Truth, pure and simple, has 
been given as we have received it.

These varied statements, coming from 
such widely separated sources, all har
monizing in general statements, seem to 
establish conclusively that there Is no 
death; that what we call, death is an 
awakening into another state of being, 
a laying aside of the mortal, and th? 
putting on of the immortal. Is there 
any other fact In nature better estab
lished, or offering more satisfactory evi
dence as to its general truth than that 
established by the multitude of wit
nesses we have introduced from time 
to time, all corroborating each other 
confirming the great truths proclaimed 
by Spiritualists!

Our witnesses did not live In a remote 
age. Their character for integrity is 
well known. Their means of observa
tion are not questionable; neither is 
their ability to cqmprehend the great 
Issues Involved in doubt. Collusion has 
been Impossible. These are all Import
ant factors when searching for the 
truth, and are quite unlike that the 
clergy offer in support of their claims. 
These columns have ever been open to 
expose tiny chicanery or deceit prac
ticed by mediums, or false coloring on 
the part of reporters.

With these facts what conclusion 
other than the one to- which we have 
arrived can be reached?

If a thousandth part of as much evi
dence could be brought to support the 
divine origin of the so-called Holy Scrip
tures is it probable there would be a 
skeptic in the world?

Instead of logic and argument in sup
port of the Spiritual faith, or trying to 
frighten the timid lito its acceptance 
by threats of endless woe, or bribing 
the avaricious into belief with promise 
of a far-off heaven, we have been con
tent to narrate simple facts, leaving 
each reader free to receive those facts 
or, reject them, as his judgment shall 
dictate.

Different minds will place different 
value on evidence, but he who has read 
intelligently the facts given in these 
pages must have come to the conclusion
of The Progressive Thinker that 
grave is but the gateway to life.

the

For an Orthodox Reader.
God’s awful displeasure, because of

Mr. John W. Ring writes from Galves
ton, under date of September 14:

Wo . are not suffering for food, but 
. those who have lost everything are cer
tainly needy. The terrific hurricane, 

• with a down-pour of water, blew from 4 
to 10:30 p. m. Saturday, and Sunday 
dawned on death and destruction, 
many bodies from which souls had de
parted, many bleeding with wounds and 
grlfevlng from loss of loved ones, and 

, otners with little or nothing—but we 
labor and trust.

Send your contributions—any amount 
■■ you may feel moved to give, be it large 

or small—dollars, dimes or nickels—to 
z John W. Ring, 2011 Avenue N% Galvcs- 

: - ton, Texas. If you have no humanlta- 
s rlanlsm in your soul, you will not send 
- < a cent. We desire to “deluge” Mr. Ring 

with letters, but this kind of a deluge 
will not hurt him, but do him good. '

- This case appeals strongly to the hu
mane feelings and sympathies of all 
Spiritualists, and w.q. hope and trust 

■ that our forty thousand readers will re- 
■ spend with kindly liberality and gener- 

- ' oslty to supply In measure the needs of 
■ our Galveston friends. Their losses In 

loved ones cannot be restored In this 
. present life; but much of the bitterness 

of their grief may be assuaged by gen- 
■ erous tokens of practical sympathy and 

helpfulness, and the lives of donors and 
■ receivers will be made sweeter thereby.

A Good People to Let Alone.
That barbarian people, the Chinese, 

whom the missionaries are so anxious to 
■ Christianize, received from Confucius 
• ■ 500 years before our era, the Golden 

Rule, as rendered by him: “Do not to 
• others what you would not wish others 

- to do to you.” The Catalogue In their 
¿four Imperial Libraries, classifies, and 

■■■' briefly describes, 93,000 volumes, and 
■ that catalogue of Itself fills 200 volumes.

The ignorance of the West has at
-- tempted to disparage the value of that 

-vast collection of literature, yet Abbe 
, Bemsaut, reported to have been deeply 
- versed in Chinese lore, wrote en

thusiastically regarding their charm, 
• saying, according to the September 

“Success,” “he found In them eloquence 
• and poetry, enriched by the beauty of 

a picturesque language preserving to 
imagination all Its colors.”

A people so ancient, with such a 
language and such a literature, with 
education almost universal, there being 

' very few adults among them who can
not read and write; who have been 
blessed with newspapers for more than 
a thousand years; who gave to the West 
many of its most valued arts; who have 

■ never thrust themselves or their re- 
■ liglon on the outside world, but have 

attended strictly to their own business, 
and looked after their own people; who 

- have never asked foreigners for their 
religion, and have no use for It, having 
one better adapted to their needs than 

■ is any outside religion—they are a good 
people to let alone. Missionaries are 
not wanted among them, as has very 
lately been conclusively proved by 
arguments impossible to resist

While misslbnaries remain away from 
. China they will not be disturbed In per

son or estate. Intruding themselves 
where they are not wanted they are 
liable to meet just such a reception as 
Christian? have delighted to give 

. heretical sects In our own country, for 
instance, to Baptists and Quakers in 

■ New England, and to Mormons every
where. .

the wickedness of man, was lately ap
parent along the Gulf and the Atlantic 
coast and far inland. Some overwhelm
ing wickedness which could not be ap
peased by prayer or praise, set the cur
rents of air In motion, and rolled great 
ocean waves upon the Islands and coast, 
prostrating everything in its path. 
Galveston being central In its track, 
and its inhabitants possibly the greatest 
sinners accessible to Almighty ven
geance, was almost entirely blotted 
from existence. It is variously esti
mated that from 5,000 to 10,000 people 
perished, while the remainder of the 
population are left homeless, destitute 
of food or clothing and exposed to in
clement skies. The houses, places of 
business, churches, and public buildings 
by thousands went down and mingled 
in a common ruin. Other towns and 
cities along the coast were visited and 
experienced God’s ire, though in a lesser 
degree.

Sodom and Gomorrah, we are told In 
sacred history, were visited by an angry 
God, because ten righteous persons 
could not be found therein, so he rained 
down fire and brimstone out of heaven 
upon them, and swept all from the 
earth save righteous Lot and his two 
lovely daughters whom he Instructed 
to flee. _

Instead of “fire and brimstone,” In the 
case of Galveston, the Lord used wind 
and water, and thu^ taught a rebellious 
people that they must serve him, and 
heed ills inspired teaching, as pro
claimed from orthodox pulpits, else take 
the painful consequences. “Unless ye 
repent ye shall all likewise perish.”

Thus, in good orthodox style, the 
reader Is furnished with a distressing 
account of one of those meteorological 
Incidents common to the world in all 
ages. A torrid sun heats up the plain. 
The air being rarefied, rises, and tbe 
denser air rushes in to supply the par
tial vacuum. The waters of the ocean 
are driven before, and uplifted by the 
Impelling gale. They are dashed upon 
the coast, roll over the Islands, bear 
down and demolish any object In their 
path. Men, women, children, animals, 
great buildings, a city, are no more than 
straws in the storm’s resistless march. 
All are overwhelmed, borne down, 
crushed. A lunatic priest may hear In 
the roar of contending elements, and 
the clashing of waves, the laugh of on 
Infuriated God; but science teaches that 
wind, and flood, and desolation, and 
death, are but effects of causes Inherent 
in matter, which no God can turn aside, 
which angels cannot avert, which are as 
natural as the rising sun or its gilded 
setting.

The End Not Yet.
The last advices from China as

?

“Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual Life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, às Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law." By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying thé principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth, $2. For sale at this 
office. ■
- “Humanity, Its Nature, Powers and
Possibilities.' A concise, masterly,। - JTUboJUIIJ LIVO» .A. waiuiou» uiuo ivn j > 

K. presentation of the facts and phlloso- 
t by of Spiritualism. For sale at this

■^■•ffice. Price 25 cents. ;

A Collieion Seems Inevitable.,
Great, Interest 1b felt in the .current 

news from Italy, because on It hinges 
important events in Hie religious world, 
as well as national complications. The, 
death of King Humbert, some two 
months ago, at the hands of an assassin, 
and the enthronement of bls son, Victor 
Emmanuel HI, suddenly changed the 
Ordinary current of affairs in what was 
originally the sejt of thp old Roman 
empire.

For many centuries the Supreme 
Pontiff swayed the destinies of Rome, 
as he did all Christendom, and as had 
his predecessors from the days of 
Numa, near 700 years before the Chris
tian era. The title remains unchanged 
as do the duties of the office. He was 
the head and the front of all authority, 
civil and ecclesiastical, however pro
fessedly exercised by others. Pretend
ing to voice the will of God there was 
no appeal from his dictation. Life and 
death were virtually in his hands, and 
kings of subordinate provinces were 
slaves to.his caprice.

The whole course of human affairs 
throughout the Roman empire was 
directed by the Popes. Kingdoms were 
abridged,, enlarged, or suppressed at 
their will; and history, both civil and 
ecclesiastical, was written and pub
lished in their Interest, while anything 
not satisfactory was suppressed. Creeds 
were fashioned by their retainers to 
conform to their requirements, and 
anathemas were promulgated against 
anything objectionable.

This condition continued without in
terruption until the Reformation in the 
16th century, when the Pope was shorn 
of much of hfs authority; but it con
tinued In full force In Italy until Louis 
Napoleon was defeated at Sedan, in- 
1870, and United Italy soon came to the 
front. It was then, while Pius IX was 
in the papal chair, the authority of the 
Pope was greatly lessened in Italy and 
was mostly limited to the Vatican. 
Prior to this event the King of Italy 
had little authority outside of Sardinia; 
though In 1860 Central Italy was 
ostensibly annexed to his dominions. 
With the downfall of the French Em
pire in 1810, Victor Emmanuel II, en
tered Rome at the head of ills victorious 
army, since which Italy has been sub
ject to the new dynasty, the Pope hav
ing only ecclesiastical authority, and 
claiming to be only a prisoner in the 
Vatican.

Victor Emmanuel II died in 1878, as 
did Pope Plus IX. The latter was suc
ceeded by Leo XIII, the present Pope; 
and the king’s son, Humbert, lately 
assassinated, succeeded to the crown. 
Klug Humbert possessed many virtues, 
and was quite liberal In his views, still 
he was a churchman, and seemed un
willing to place himself in any position 
farther than was absolutely necessary 
hostile to the bead of the church.

Pope Leo is ambitious to regain lost 
power. The hand of the late assassin 
seemed to favor him. He refuses to 
acknowledge Victor Emmanuel as King 
of Italy, only of Sardinia. He even’re
fused to allow tbe prayer of Queen 
Marguerite, for the repose of her dead, 
husband’s soul, to be repeated In the 
churches.

Unlike Ills father, the new Klug does 
not seem in sympathy with the church. 
He was opposed by the Vatican at the 
time of his marriage, and the refusal to 
allow the repeating of his mother’s 
prayer lias Intensified his hate against 
the Pope, In which hate it is reported 
the new Queen sympathizes. He is re
puted to be an Agnostic, at any rate a 
Freethinker; and as such, with the con
servative element of Italy with him, it 
Is safe to predict Catholicism will gain 
nothing by the change of rulers, but the 
world may gain much,

It is believed a collision between the 
Vatican and the Quirlnal Is inevitable. 
If so ea’ch power will be largely assisted 
by outside parties, and It may ultimate 
In driving the Pope, with all his ap
pendages, from Rome. It is clear there 
can be no lasting peace between the 
conflicting authorities, and one or the 
other must go under. The contest will 
be between medieval barbarism and 
modern civilization; between Ignorance 
and its twin sister, Superstition, and 
advanced knowledge; between progress 
and the growth of all the virtues, or 
their retrograde under the Influence of 
an intriguing, corrupt and debasing 
priesthood, whose stock In trade Is the 
musty and putrid cast-off swaddling 
clothes of old-time Paganism.

we
write, represent the Boxers still warring 
on the missionaries. The hostility seems 
specfnily~aitccted against the Catholics,. 
who by reason of their extravagant 
claims have made themselves very ob
noxious to the Celestials. The Apostolic 
Vlcarate In South Sban-SI has been com
pletely destroyed, including all the 
churches; the Christians have been 
driven away, and their houses have 
been burned. In the provincial capital, 
Tai-Yuan-Fu, which Is the seat of the 
bishop of North Shan-Sl, the Catholic 
orphanage, With 300 or more orphans 
has been burned. ...

The Boxers are massing In large 
bodies to continue the war. It Is thought 
to be their purpose to cut off com
munication of the allied forces at Pekin 
with Tientsin.

Prompt Assistance. ■ '
We own to honest pride In CJilcago 

because of her generous and prompt aid 
of Galveston In her great distress, A 
relief;train of seventeen freight cars 
filled with provisions, clothing and 
necessaries for the suffering people, left 
the city on tbe evening of the 13th Inst, 
by through and fast line, whilst large 
sums of money were made subject to 
draft by telegraph. Out people know 
by sad experience the heed of quick 
assistance In those overwhelming 
calamities which destroy great cities, or 
lay waste a. country, hence their 
promptness In action.

Annihilation an Intolerable Thought.
“Believing, as I do, that man in the 

distant future will be a far more per
fected creature than he now is, it is an 
Intolerable thought that he and all 
other sentient beings are doomed to 
complete annihilation after such long
continued progress.”

Such were the words of that profound 
naturalist, Charles Darwin, whose name 
and teaching are familiar to every 
scholar the wide world over. He had 
seen man In his natural state, a savage, 
absolutely naked, with long, tangled 
hair, frothing at the mouth under ex
citement, wild, startled and distrustful, 
destitute of all art, living like wild 
animals; offering bloody sacrifices to 
imaginary gods, killing their own chil
dren at will andmaklng slaves of the 
mothers. There were the Terra del 
Fuegians, before they were almost 
annihilated In a feeble attempt to 
Christianize them. Then Darwin looked 
forward Into the great future and saw 
man in his highest development, far 
transcending the God of the Middle 
Ages in all the qualities which char
acterize the most perfect of beings. It 
was then an “intolerable thought” that 
the race, as well as the Individual, are 
doomed to “complete annihilation.”

Darwin was correct. Annihilation Is 
Impossible. Progression is eternal. The 
worn-out body, the casement of the soul 
in its early stage of being, dies; but the 
animating spirit developed in that body 
knows no cessation or decay./lt lives 
on, a conscious individual existence, co
eternal with matter Itself, and capable 
of noting all the transmutations of that 
matter from sublimated ether to flinty 
rock, and thence again by abrasions, 
decomposition, and chemical action, to 
atoms so minute as to be invisible: to 
the eye aided by the most powerful 
microscopes,, and yet fitted for con
version into spirit, to which, with the 
poet Cotton, of 250 years ago:

“We are near allied 
To angels on our better side. ' 
How various e'er their ranks or kinds, 
Angels are but unbodied minds: 
When the partition walls decay, 
Men, emerge tingels from their clay. 
Yès, when the frailer body dies, 
The soul asserts hèr kindred skies.”

"Arcana of Spiritualism: A Manual of 
Spiritual Science and Philosophy.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A spiritual text-book 
of rich and inspired thought. An ex
cellcut work. Finely bound In scarlet 
and gold. Price $1.50. For sale at this 
Office- •

GIRL’S SPIRIT RULES A BIRD ONCE WILD. I
. ' . A . 1* -r-.------ :------------ . ... ...■- t.

NEW HAMPSHIRE FOLK ARE < 
AWED BY THE iÎOTIONS OF A- 
PARTRIDGE-INHABITS A CEME-

/ TER Y - FOLLOWS THE DECE
DENTS FATHER "ÎN HIS' DAILY 
TOIL LIKE A LiOVING CHILD. 
Strafford, N. H, Sept. 15, 1900?—The 

sleepy old town of Strafford, lying far 
back in the New^ Hampshire hills, re
mote from railroads and rarely visited 
by the stranger from 'tlie outside world 
except in summer time1, when the vaca
tionist seeks the tonic of its wind-swept 
hills, has, as set forth in tlie New York 
Journal, a sensation in the supposed 
spirit manifestation of the strangest 
kind that ever disturbed the peace of 
man.

A simple bird, a wood partridge, by 
its phenomenal actions has led the peo
ple for miles around to believe that it is 
ruled by the spirit of the dead and the 
other half to shake tljelr heads iu won
der at that which they cannot under
stand.

The bird appears only in the vicinity 
of a lonely burying ground, the tiny, 
private cemetery of the family on whose 
ancestral farm it is located and where a 
beautiful girl was laid to rest a few 
months ago. Those of the neighbors 
who speak their thoughts openly de
clare that her soul- has been transml- 
grated to the humble body of the bird 
that she may come back to earth and be 
near her loved ones.

Vina Garland, the young woman 
whose sad death Is so much talked 
about to-day, was of a character dis
tinctly apart from that of the ordinary 
country girl. She was the daughter of 
Charles Garland, a well-to-do farmer, 
and though she was physically some
what frail, she developed a tender 
beauty that increased as she advanced 
in years toward womanhood.

But it was her intellectual attain
ments that made her most remarkable. 

■ From the days when, a little tot, she 
followed her father to his work Iji the 
fields, she showed a tendency to obser
vation and study that surprised her 
elders, and when, later on, she took her 
books to the little country school of lier 
district, she early made such progress 
as to set her far ahead of her school
mates.

A TEACHER AT EIGHTEEN.
At the age when other girls were 

plodding through the intermediate 
grades she was teaching, and at the age< 
of eighteen she was made an assistant 
in the staid old Northwood Seminary, of 
whicli Professor Loren G. Williams Is 
principal. •

Alas! the career that began with such 
promise was but short. The duties of 
the position so far beyond her years 
proved too arduous for the young 
teacher,, and her health, never robust, 
gradually declined. She was taken 111 
and was brought back to the old home, 
never to leave it again in life.

All the countryside turned out to her 
funeral, and many eyes were wet with 
tears as they looked for the last time op 
the sweet face that rested so peacefully 
in the flower-lined casket. She was 
burled as her fathers had been before 
her for generations, back in the little 
walled-ip yard that lay with Its mossy 
headstones and overhanging trees on 
the hill above Iwr childhood home.

Several weeks had passed after the 
young teacher’s death when the myste
rious bird made its appearance. Farmer 
Garland was at work one day plying 
with his team between the farmhouse 
and a field that lay a short distance 
above the cemetery, lyhen. he was as
tonished, as he wiis passing the spot 
where his daughter Was burled, to see a 
füll-grown partridge suddenly appear In 
front of his horses.

At first Mr. Garland thought it was a 
mother bird defending her young, and 
remembering how fond his lost daugh
ter was of the wild birds that lived 
about her home he tried to scare it away 
from its dangerous proximity to the 
horses’ hoofs. But the partridge seemed 
Utterly devoid of fear, and when tbe 
driver sprang to the ground it stopped 
with a’ strangely appealing air, as if 
waiting for him to come to it. It even 
allowed him to push it boldly from the 
path.

BIRD FOLLOWS HIS STEPS.
Wondering at its strange actions of 

which the farmer, in his long experi
ence In woodcraft nnd in country life, 
had never heard the like, he mounted 
his cart and proceeded on to the field. 
The bird followed along beside his team 
like a dog, and when he started to re
turn it still kept beside his horses. But 
when It arrived back near the burying 
ground It left him as suddenly as it had 
first appeared.

Mr. Garland returned shortly with a 
second load and again the bird appeared 
and accompanied him to the Held and 
back as before. All day it followed him 
to and fro, nnd when night came the 
farmer, who had been Impressed to the 
point of nervousness by the bird’s 
strange actions, went back alone to the 
spot where it had shown Itself.

Instantly it appeared and the farmer, 
seating himself on the grass, called 
softly to It As readily as If It had al
ways known his voice, the bird respond
ed, and walking to his side, hopped to 
his knee.

On the instant- the man felt a strange 
thrill shopt over him—a peculiar feeling 
such as he had never known before. It 
was not a faintness, but It seemed as if 
some mystical influencé was holding 
him in a spell. He threw but one hand 
to support himself, and had just 
strength enough to raise the other and 
say “Come.”

Unhesitatingly the bird stepped on his 
hand, and brushing its beak softly on 
his wrist, uttered a low'note that sound
ed to his strained senses like a wail of 
suffering.

Putting the bird frdln him with trem
bling hands, the farm'ér 41astlly arose 
and returned to his hoirie?
STRANGE STORY ALVISS A NEIGH- 

BORHOÔD?,
The strange story show-spread about 

the neighborhood andecreated a pro
found sensation. In tfilsm section the 
partridge is one-of the shyest of birds, 
and a tame partridge twas-. before un
heard of. No one would believe the 
facts until they had seen the partridge 
for themselves and had'séen Mr. Gar
land fondle It as he would a kitten.

Ever since the day\whèh it first ap
peared the bird has bben!a part of the 
farmer's daily life. He has visited It 
constantly and has never tired of show
ing it to visitors. No matter how busy 
he may be when a stranger calls and 
asks about the mysterious bird he will 
lay everything else aside arid lead the 
visitor to the spot where It is always 
found. - '

The presence of strahgers never 
seems to have any effect on the part
ridge. It regards them with apparent 
indifference, but with ariy meinber of 
the Garland family it displays an affec
tion that is unmistakable.1

The theory of a supernatural agency 
spread’ rapidly from the. first. While 
many of the staid country folk were re
luctant to admit their, own belief they 
whispered the suggestion to others nnd 
It needed but a touch of confidence for 
many to express their downright con- 

| vlctlon. It was the more readily accept-

ed, because the cemetery on the Gar-\ 
land place had once before been reputed 
to be haunted.

Summer visitors of past years who 
had expressed .an interest iu the roman
tic spot had beenrtvarned of a white- 
robed figure that flitted amid'the head
stones when'night, was on, aud these 
tales were revived with others of a like 
nature. .. ■
BELIEVE IT’S THE GIRL’S SPIRIT.

That Vina Garland’s spirit is striving 
to communicate with the loved ones left 
behind is believed by many. They say 
that the young teacher had some mes
sage for her parents before she died, 
but was taken away so quickly that she 
did not deliver it and Is endeavoring 
through the bird, in gome way not un
derstood, to make it known.

Many believe that her.spirlt actually 
inhabits tbe bird and with superstitious 
fear refuse to touch it or approach it 
closely.

“It is Vina Garland," they say, “and It 
brings no good to meddle with the 
dead."

Odd Delusions and Hypnotism.
In September, 1898, John D. Quacken- 

bos, of Columbia University, was con
sulted by a lady who was tormented'by 
the constant thought that she was going 
insane. Although there were positively 
no symptoms of insanity and no rea
sons whatever for Its occurrence, the 
patient could not be convinced that her 
suspicions were unfounded.

She was accordingly hypnotized and 
told emphatically that she was not in
sane, could not become insane, but was 
entering upon the happiest period of her 
married life; and she was assured that 
she would find a pleasure in existence 
that she liad not known before. From 
that date to this the delusion has never 
returned.

A most Interesting case, in which the 
whole bent of thought gave way to a 
single treatment, was that of a gentle
man with the following history: .

He was born, by reason of some pre
natal Impression, with a horror of a mu
tilated face. He married a beautiful, 
spiritually-minded woman and was ac
customed to contemplate her comeliness 
with pleasure.

Eighteen months ago the lady met 
with an accident which scarred her 
face, and although he had consulted the 
leading surgeons and electricians none 
was able to repair the damage to his 
satisfaction, nnd he had become a mon
omaniac on the subject.

Whenever he looked into a woman's 
face he saw his wife’s blemished feat
ures before him. When he attempted 
to read, his wife’s disfigured face came 
between him and the book. He walked 
the streets at night trying to rid himself 
of the abnormal idea, and finally he fled 
from his wife’s side in the hope that 
separation might put an end to his suf
ferings.

But wherever be went and whatever 
he did the painful apparition of that 
bruised face would dog him; his mental 
powers were beginning to flag, his mem
ory to fall, and he Anally applied to Mr. 
Quackenbos for relief through hypnotic 
channels.

Mr. Quackenbos asked at once to see 
his wife and when she came to his 
office he found that the defect was 
grossly exaggerated. The husband was 
hypnotized and. the destructive sugges
tion given that his wife’s face was not 
marred—that.he would no longer see It 
in a state of mutilation.

The constructive suggestion mini
mized the importance of the physical 
condition nnd emphasized the beauty of 
character, and tbe husband was direct
ed to love exclusively the moral and In
tellectual perfections of his wife.

He was told that she could appreciate 
such love as few women could (not an 
exaggeration); that he was greatly 
blessed in bls union with a woman of 
such superior mental parts, and he was 
assured that he would be happy with 
her as never before, because his happi
ness would henceforth be based on a 
more exalted regard than mere admira
tion of physical charms.

Three days later the patient stated 
that he had found a new and unexpect
ed pleasure in companionship with his 
wife; that the disfigured face no longer 
haunted him, and that he was happier 
than he had been for years.

It is not unusual for nervously de
pressed subjects to imagine that they 
have incurred the enmity of some one 
who Is pursuing them with demoniacal 
Intent or to figure as the victims of 
morbid and sometimes laughable fears.

An engineer, otherwise rational, told 
Mr. Quackenbos that his left eye was 
affected as the result of a slight Injury 
received three years ago and he be
lieved that he was going to be blind, al
though assured by oculists that his eyes 
were normal and his vision was perfect.

It was bls habit to carry a vest-pocket 
mirror with which to examine the sus
pected pupil at every convenient oppor
tunity.

“Without my mirror,” he said, “I 
could not attend to my business, and If 
deprived of it for a length of time I 
should go Insane.” A single treatment 
removed the delusion.

A man now under Mr. Quackenbos’ 
care has for years been afraid that 
some calamity will befall him if left 
alone and hence refuses to allow his 
wife to go out of bls sight. He follows 
her about like a timorous child, and as 
a result has wrecked his own business 
and hers. ..

A not infrequent accompaniment ofj 
nervous prostration Is 'the hearing of 
sinister voices that bid the commission 
of horrifying acts, call vile names as 
through a mental telephone, dictate ter
rifying messages or doom to a wretched 
death.

Hallucinations of hearing, if allowed 
to persist, tend ultimately to become In
eradicable. A nervous woman recently 
found her way to Mr. Quackenbos’ office 
pursued by audible voices of imaginary 
persecutors calling in Ker ears, f'You 
are a sirloin steak! You are a sirloin 
steak!” “If this keeps on,” she said, “I 
shall come to believe It” Permanent 
misconception is insanity.—From Hyp
notism in Mental and Moral Culture.” 
Harper & Brothers. For sale at this 
office. Price $1.25.

' The Sleight-of-hand Performer.
He 1b abroad la tbe land. He works

the seml-idlots, the careless thinker, and
tlie soft-brained investigator of spiritual 
phenomena. He has been in the field 
ever since the advent of Modern Spirit
ualism. He (or she) Is in Chicago to
day, practicing on the gullible. He Is In 
every city in the United' States. The 
Cleveland (Ohio) World has the follow
ing: .

Henri La Monte, clairvoyant, of Pros
pect street, was fined §75 and costs In 
police court Saturday morning, because 
he operated in the city without a li
cense.

Had it not been for the fact that his 
beauurul wife and babe were in court 
at the time he would probably have 
been given a workhouse sentence.

La Monte was arrested by Detectives 
Scbmunk and DeCelle Friday afternoon 
on charges of petit larceny and operat
ing without a license. '

His arrest was brought about by Mrs. 
Charles Wiebusch of 30 Hopkins ave
nue, Lakewood.

A few days ago Wiebusch consulted 
La Monte on-some very important mat
ters. He has bepn ill for some time, 
and among the questions he asked were 
the following:

"How can I get well? How and 
where should I go to regain my health? 
How can I make the most money? Will 
it be profitable for me to sell my 
house? Will my daughter make a rieh 
marriage?"

To all of these questions La. Monte 
made replies, and among them was one 
to the effect that Instead of selling his 
house, he should mortgage It, get the 
money In $100 bills, place it in a bag and 
then come to see him again.

He said he would place it over Wie- 
busch’s hdart and that it would be 
doubled in no time.

When the victim told his wife that he 
was going to mortgage his home she 
thought differently about the matter.

“Where did you get that advice and 
how much did you pay for It?” de-
manded the wife.

He told her that It had 
and also who had given it. 
" Husband and wife then 
Monte’s place, where the 
agreed to submit to a test.

“Words that Burn." A Romance. 
By Lida Briggs Browne. Spiritually 
uplifting and instructive. Price $1.50. 
For sale at this office. '

“Discovery of a Lost Trail,’.’ - By Chas. 
B. Newcomb.- Excellent in spiritual 
suggestlveness. Cloth, $1.50. For sale 
at this office. •
. "Mind . and Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied in .Medicine and 
Education.” By A. C, Itnlphide. Pres
ident Chicago Society of Anthropology. 
For sale at this office. Price $1.

“Origin of Lire, or Where Man Comes' 
From.” "The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Orgailkl Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows." 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10- cents. 
For sale at this office. .

cost him $5

went to La 
clairvoyant

He told Mrs. Wiebusch to write her 
questions on a piece of paper and place 
It on top of his head.

There he agreed to read It while In a 
trance. Mrs. Wiebusch detected him 
in the act of attempting to palm the 
questions and substitute another piece 
of paper, however, and there was a 
scene.

La Monte hung on to the $5 paid him, 
however, and Friday Mrs. Wiebusch se
cured the warrant for the arrest of the4 
clairvoyant.

Judge Kennedy took little stock In the 
petit larceny case and nolled It, but 
dealt severely with La Monte In the oth
er case.

LaMonte’s wife, who is a tall and 
beautiful blonde, was in court during
tlie trial of the case. With 
their baby. When La Monte 
quito a scene followed. Mrs. 
shed bitter tears and her

her was 
was fined 
La Monte 

husband
placed his arms around her and kissed 
her repeatedly.

Judge Kennedy refused to lessen the 
fine, however. Mrs. La Monte then 
passed the baby over to her husband 
while she started out to get the amount 
of the fine.

LaMonte didn't want to go to prison, 
but Court Officer Eli Potts refused to 
stay in the court room with him until 
his wife came back, so the clairvoyant 
and his baby were forced to go to 
prison.

His wife, however, secured the 
amount of the fine very Quickly, and in
five 
jail.

minutes her husband was out of

The Logic of Silence.
A religion that is worth anything 

must have its foundation in natural 
law. It must be sustained by logic and 
confirmed by facts. The thinker will 
find a multitude of arguments In Its 
support, and disputants will delight in 
meeting opponents on tbe rostrum in de
fence of what he conceives heaven- 
taught truths.

Did the reader ever stop to think 
about it? No churchman, however 
well educated will meet a heretic, an 
Agnostic, or a Spiritualist in fair de
bate. “Admit that God is God, that 
Jesus Christ is his son Identical with 
the Father; that he was virgin-born; 
and that the Bible Is the infallible 
word of God, faultless in all its parts, 
then we will discuss issues with you, 
but until then we will remain silent.”

Admit all the points which are nt is
sue between the believer and the unbe
liever, concede every point claimed, 
then the theologian will clinch his ar
gument with thus salth the Lord.” 
And that he calls logic.

The very few who have had the 
courage to meet thinkers in debate 
have played buffoons, else the traducer, 
and have substituted the logic of the 
fish market, or threatened his opponent 
with eternal tortures for daring to en
tertain an Opinion adverse to the pulpit 
pounder.

Students Invoke Spirits’ Aid.
Here's a new idea for students wrest-

MOSES HOLL.
His Good Work at Wheaton 

Minn.
To the Editor:—Our people have been 

enjoying such a treat aS-rarely comes in 
a single life-time. We have a small and 
young, but very1 energetic society here. 
When we heard that Moses Hull, that 
“Boanerges” of Modern Spiritualism, - 
could be induced to stop off on his way 
to British Columbia, we immediately 
secured him for five lectures. Although 
the lectures were not so largely attend
ed as we could have wished, one would 
go a great way before he would find a 
more intelligent or appreciative audi
ence. Mr. Hull has done the cause 
much good here, and we were all sorry 
When the last lecture was delivered. 
We are acquainted with but very few of 
our noble Spiritualist lecturers, but I 
doubt whether there is another one who 
handles either the Bible or Spiritualism 
as Mr. Hull does.

His first lecture was on that Import
ant question asked by Pilate, "What 1b 
Truth?" He showed that truth Is pro-, 
gressive, at least In Its development;' 
that whether or not each Individual was 
inspired, every age had Its inspiration; 
that the inspiration of one age was not 
sufficient for another. He would as 
soon think of living on the food eaten 
by Moses, Jesus or Paul of old as to 
think of living on their inspiration. 
Each age has all the inspiration it is ca
pable of receiving or appropriating. 
There have been men in every age and 
dispensation inspired to tell more 
truth than the age could receive. Jesus 
even did not tell all the truth he wanted 
to Impart; he said, "I have many things 
to say, but ye cannot bear them.” Paul 
was compelled to feed some of his 
friends on milk because they were not 
yet able to bear strong meat.

Mr. Hull claimed that Bibles are not 
inspired, only that which breathes and 
thinks can be inspired. Inspiration 
comes to men, women and children, but 
not to books. Men and women can put 
into books some of that which comes to 
them inspirationally, but the Inspiration 
Itself can never go into a book.

ling with their “exams.” Just call up a 
medium and learn what the questions 
are to be, says the New York Press.

The extreme accuracy of the work of 
same of the candidates at the final ex
amination held in the gymnasium, in 
Kampen Holland, aroused the suspicion 
of the examiners. Inquiries were made 
which brought to light the curious 
story:

At a whist party, where several of the 
students were present, the suggestion 
was made to hold a Spiritualistic se
ance, and further to ask through the 
medium of the table dance what work 
would be set at the examination. This 
was done, and the table dance respond
ed somewhat ambiguously, giving first 
Thucldides liber 7, caput 73, and lated 
on Uber 5, caput 14.

Some of the students present supersti- 
tiously prepared these portions of Thu
cydides, and when the examination took 
place they were gratefully surprised to 
find that the first mentioned portion 
was actually given as part of their 
work. ■

Strange to relate, the examination pa
per contained a mistake, namely, the 
omission of the word “eidor," but the 
students who had learned their parts 
by heart, not noticing the omission, 
translated the missing word.. Compar
ison later on by the examiners led to the 
discovery of this fact, and hence their 
suspicions were aroused. ’

The students were interrogated, they 
stated their case, anti mentioned that 
they had prepared the two portions men
tioned by tbe table dance among their 
other work, although they could not re
member whnt the second portion was. 
which had been so indicated to them. 
It was therefore decided to set them a 
fresh paper. But stranger than ever, 
when they got their second paper they 
found It wns the portion from book 5, 
which the table had also given.

. "Astral Worship." By J. H. Hill, 51.
I D. For sale at this office. Price, $1.

It was next argued that God 
abandon ail the world except 
Jews, other nations had their 
books, all of which contained

did not 
a few 
sacred 
sacred

truths—jewels worthy of a setting In 
frames of gold.

In conclusion Mr. Hull showed how 
Spiritualists can use the Bible. The 
Bible was not a weapon to be taken 
from the enemy and spiked, but to be 
taken and turned against them; it is our 
most effective weapon, not only of de
fence against the orthodoxy of to-day, 
but of offense. We can find no better 
weapons of warfare, no better ammuni
tion than the Bible turned against those 
who in a certain sense make a fetish 
of it.

Several important texts were taken 
from orthodoxy as an illustration of 
how the whole Bible could be used as a 
Gatling gun to put the old church theo
ries and theologians alike to flight. 
This discourse was listened to with the 
most intense interest, as were all the 
others.

The second discourse was on "The 
Resurrection of Jesus, In the Light of 
Modern Spiritualism." 1 am sure that 
before he got through this discourse all 
saw the resurrection of Jesus in a new 
light, a light which made a perfect par
allel between the stories of the resur
rection of Jesus and the phenomena to 
be now met almost anywhere.

The resolution upon which he based 
his remarks on this occasion was as fol
lows: Resolved, That the evidences of 
Modern Spiritualism are the same in 
kind as those by which the apostles un
dertook to prove that phenomenon 
which is commonly called the resurrec
tion of Jesus." That this resolution was 
proved beyond a doubt was evident to 
the entire audience.

Next Mr. Hull discoursed on the com
parison between Biblical and Modern 
Spiritualism. In this discourse Mr. Hull 
not only strengthened the Spiritualists 
In their Spiritualism, but lie made the 
Bible appear to some of us as a new 
book. He seemed to have it all at his 
tongue’s end: and somehow he so dove
tailed the Bible and Spiritualism to
gether that it seemed impossible to sep
arate them. If he told a story in Mod
ern Spiritualism which seemed entirely 
too large for his audience to believe, he 
always followed It Immediately with a 
bigger Bible story—one that they did 
believe. The audience was then kindly 
Invited to separate the two, to give 
some reason for believing the latter 
which would not apply to the former. 
The talk on angels apparently made bls 
audience see the angels in every nook, 
corner and cranny; we could not look 
where they were not; more than that, 
these angels were always ready with 
helping hands to assist in every time of 
need. These angels, it was proved, 
were none other than our friends whom 
we call dead.

The last and best discourse was on 
“The Moral Tendency of Modern Spirit
ualism.” In this discourse it was 
shown that Spiritualism appeals to the 
best there is in the nature of every man 
and woman; that it cultivates tlie angel 
nature and makes men and women bet
ter. It was shown that the phenomena 
and tbe philosophy alike were elevating 
In their tendency. We have here tried 
to give in briefest outline what would 
take many pages of The Progressive 
Thinker to reproduce entire.

Mr. Hull was asked to return .this 
winter when everybody could listen to 
him, but he stated that his work In Buf
falo would not admit of his leaving that 
city. He left us all feeling that we 
were better, wiser and happier men and 
women for having listened to these five 
discourses.

Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kates will lecture 
for our society here the latter part of 
October next We are trying hard to 
have the light from the unseen realms 
shine into all the souls that are ready to 
receive It It Is hard work, brothers 
and sisters of this grand cause; but 
have not reformers in all ages been per
secuted? Let us not falter nor cow 
down before our persecutors, but stand 
erect, face to face, nnd return good for 
evil. Practice what we preach. Then 
“By their fruits ye shall know them.”

I. O. BROWN, Rec. Sec’y, 
Wheaton, Minn.

The Popular Acclaim.
Right Hon. Sir George Goldie, of Eng

land, lately expressed some radical 
views on Chinese matters worthy of 
consideration. He said in substance:

“Christian missions are unnecessary 
in China, because China has as high a 
code of ethics as has Christendom, and 
does not require our assistance in the 
moral domain. We have a-good deal 
to teach China In the art of war, in pure 
science, and in those mechanical and 
other arts which have developed with 
such leaps and bounds in the Western 
World during thé nineteenth century; 
but religiously and morally, the Chinese 
are n very good people, and our attempt 
to Introduce Christianity into the Celes
tial empire is only a waste of time.”

And so say we all.

"Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr, 
W, P. Phelon. For Balo at this office, 
Price, 25 Cents.
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To tire Editor:—One of the results of the electric arc
light has been a revelation of insect life, heretofore un
known and unsuspected. So dense are the swarms, of 
these hitherto unknown moth-like denizens of the night 
air that the light is often obscured almost to uselessness., 
In the field of new ideas, thought and knowledge similar 
things have followed, and the moths of mental inertia 
often obscure the new light by their obstructive interfer
ence, .

In respect to Spiritualism this lias been markedly the 
fact. There seems to be a class or mass of minds that 
cannot grasp a spiritual concept, to whom the term spirit 
is a blank. To this order of mentality the idea that intel
ligence can exist separate from a material body is not in
telligible. And so it is we have such people as “scientific 
Spiritualists,” who prove the existence of spirit by sub
jecting mediums to rope-tying, handcuffs, surgeons’ plas
ter over their mouths, eyes bandaged, noses plugged up, 
and other sweat-boji.devices borrowed from the police-de
tective experts on the one hand, and a wordy set of scio
lists and quacks on the other. And having done every
thing that a morbid ingenuity could derise to obstruct 
and cripple the instrument, exultingly proclaim the re
sults as the vindication of their ignorant misconceptions 
—a set of so-called IhinkersxWho cannot think what they , 
assume to explain. ' >

Tins class has injected into our literature a nomencla
ture that is not only confusing, but is un'spiritual and dis
cordant. And the entire vocabulary is but the coinage 
of those who do not and cannot Hunk spirit, but must ac
count for all our phenomena on other grounds.

This effort began with the toe-and-knee-joint snap
ping,’ then to “unconscious cerebration,” “thought trans
ference,” “telepathy,” the “sub-conscious self,” the “sub
liminal intelligence,” and so on, and supplemented by 
borrowings from the “objective” and “subjective,” “vi
bration,” the “ego,” etc., etc. All of which are merely; 
glossology of smattering. -,

This line of comment has been suggested by an attack 
on the position of the Psychical Research Society and its 
experiments with Mrs. Piper, by that arch confounder of: 
liypothetics and words, Thomas Jay Hudson, D. D., in 
Harper for August last. It is not the purpose to here re
view the paper in question, only to call the attention of 
Spiritualists incidentally’ to the folly of pandering to thé 
so-called scientific world in the verification or the en
dorsement of spirit phenomena. But it will repay the 
sober-minded student the price of the August Harper, to 
read Hudson’s paper as a mere mental curiosity, and to 
the instructed Spiritualist be fun alive. Not only the 
profound ignorance of the writer as to the range of phe
nomena and the difference in mediumship and mediums, 
but in the assumptions made as predicates or premises, it 
is one of the curiosities of this “subjective” subject. '

He takes the one sole phase of trance, and from its man
ifestations decides the -entire case. The “laws of sugges
tion,” he postulates as the explanation of all trance mani
festations. That is: The sitter’s thought suggests the 
message to the sub-consciousness of the medium, and this 
sub-conscious self'of the medium embodies it as a message 
from the dead party. But as the entranced medium often 
speaks of things not known to the sitter or the medium, 
afterward verified as fact, to meet Ulis Mr. Hudson con
riders telepathy io the third attenuation as the solution, 
and calls it “telepathy a trois”—or in common speech, a 
third person, not present at the seance, is in suggestive 
connection with the sitter, and thus reaches the sub-con
sciousness of the medium. Here is his own illustration: 
At a seance in Washington in which the psychic was a 
hypnotized subject, a gentleman from New Orleans—al
most a total stranger—happened to be present, and in the 
course of the evening asked the telepathist to describe his 
home in New Orleans. The description was made perfect 
as to all the inmates of the house, aud everything except
the parlor, which was said “to be all wrong”—carpet, fur
niture, piano and everything different—-the pianp de
scribed as an upright, the gentleman saying it was an old- 
.fashioned square. On arriving at home he wrote back 
that the telepathist was right, his wife to surprise him had 
in his absence changed all in his parlor to new and “substi
tuting an upright for the old square piano.” Whereupon 
Mr. Hudson says it was a case of “telepathy a trois”—and 
asks triumphantly, if it was not, “will any Spiritist tell 
me just what it was”—the method being that the husband 
and wife were en rapport,, and that the telepathist “read 
all tlus in the subjective mind of the husband.” There it 
is just as written down by this world-resounded philoso-

Read by Dr. M. E. Conger, 
at Vicksburg Camp.

Public health Is largely dependent 
upon public environments.

Life and health surroundings, so far 
as the public as well as Individuals are 
concerned, must be the result of an In
telligent understanding of health laws.

As the laws of health are simple, and 
an inheritance of all humanity, as much 
aB the breath of life, one of the first du
ties of law-makers Should be to secure 
to every member of society an oppor
tunity to obtain sufficient knowledge so 
as to maintain health under all-ordinary 
circumstances.

If the public assumes to deal with the 
subject of health, In city, state or na
tion, the first thing to consider is the 
importance of the subject as compared 
with all other public obligations.

If we assume health to be the most 
Important—as we do—of all subjects-the 
public is called upunio deal with, it 
should receive first consideration in 
each and every department which so
ciety and good government turn over 
to tthe public. . ;

In studying this subject of health we 
find In sparsely Settled localities that 
Mother Nature does much towards the 
preservation and malntalnance of 
health; pure air and pure water are 
often found in abundance; pure air, sun- 
Bblne and light, are to be had without 
extra effort in the early settlement of 
new countries; water—as a rule—food 
and clothing must be workted for, which 
is a very wise provision of nature, as 
good health is dependent upon exercise 
os well as food, water, sunshine, light 
pud air, without exercise digestion Is 
Seldom perfect or healthy.

Tae best exercise is always something : 
that Interests, excites, and exhilarates 
the mind as well as the body; working 
tor a living (not as a penalty for violated 
Jaws) sums up-the question regarding 
the best exercise for health.

As cities multiply and population be
comes more dense, there 1b an Increas- 
Jug demand for more attention to public 
health; in every city where good morals 
are maintained, a high state of health 
results, health being the normal con- 
dltion of life, sickness abnormal and In 
a high sense Immoral The cause of 
sickness as a rule is the violation of 
good, reasonable and necessary laws of 
life, therefore such violation of infinite 
jaw Is Immoral i

- From this point of view, every human

ö -,

BLINDNESS
I PREVENTED AND CURED. \

Here again is another illustration of the supreme stolid
ity of tMs school. The man actually assumes that to 
have an exercise of spirit force or a phenomenal demon
stration by spirit, the people present must be self-con
fessed Spiritists—or tha,t the mental state of’the spectator 
determines the fact of spirit presence. But where is his 
“law of suggestion” in this ease? Every element of logic 
is violated by the conclusion of his story. If the sub-con
scious psychic drew all but the parlor from' the conscious 
mind of the New Orleans gentleman, why not the. whole 
picture as it was in his mind? ’ And when he “suggested” 
a flat contradiction of the piano, how. could the uncon
scious sub-consciousness of the wife set up another picture

contradiction to his consciousness^—“read by the psychic” 
in his sub-conscious mind ? All this may not be very clear 
to the plain-minded people, but that fact, by the new 
school, only serves to emphasize its soundness and its phil
osophic correctness. The more you can manage how to 
say it, the higher your grade in the science of the sub
conscious. It is submitted the thing has been explained. 
Or io come back to ordinary speech: Does.-tire law of sug
gestion deal with one part in a mind and rejebt another— 
when the mind suggesting insists on the whole as it actu
ally was? Yet this.man Hudson insists that lie is reason
ing. -. ’ .

The critic might ask, how did the wife’s thoughts get 
there? Suppose she was enrapport with the husband? 
If so her. suggestion would have by simple telepathy or 
thought transference made him see the parlor as shp had 
changed it, but such was not the fact. It must have 
been some other way—hence Hudson’s invocation of 
three times three sub-conscious suggestions by contradic
tion of three conscious conditions—that it required a re
turn to New Orleans and a letter of explanation to arouse! 
his sub-consciousness to a flat contradiction of his con
sciousness at the seance—and thus deliver to us tliis! 
oracular assault on human consciousness from the evi-- 
dence of our pbjfective selves—if this con aniore explana
tion only explains. !

An everyday Spiritualist would say that to so describe! 
a parlor in New Orleans as to contradict the owner’s state-: 
ment made in Washington could readily be done by a 
spirit intelligence present and cognizant of the facts, and 
that in no other way could it be so understandingly ac
counted for. But spiritual things must by these 'scientific 
people be materially explained. And this brings to mem
ory an old-time condition of things when the law of sug
gestion in the third degree was an affair of wide and 
earnest consideration, and then as now as mysteriously 
occult The task here will be ,to make this “telepathy 
a trois” clear as possible to the reader unskilled in these, 
so-called thinking dialects. And by the way one of the 
suggestive things in all this suggestion by law is that its 
professors think they are thinking—as the article in Au
gust Harper so excruciatingly illustrates. •

In the early days of the development of the great West, 
from 1849 to the completion of the railways-to the Pacific 
coast, that region was-the arena of many strange things 
and peculiar- people. One feature has been immortalized 
in the story of Ah Sin, in the Heathen Chinee. But he 
was not alone. The “telepat hie three” recalls other trini
ties—“three'card monte” and the “tlu-ee cups”—games of 
almost infinite occult possibilities.

“Un, deux, trois”—what memories this cabalistic re
frain brings back. In these, as in the Hudson puzzle, 
the thing was to tell in which of the three lay the gov
erning suggestion. Such “psychics” as Ah Sin and 
Canada Bill were .equal to the mystification of both sitter 
and spectator as to the exact locality of the “little joker,” 
as the terminology of the time described the thing to bet 
on. But while this was the objective or conscious part 
of the seance, the coin of the realm was the real thing in 
the sub-consciousness of the psychic. History and tra
dition are both rejtlele with reminiscences of the “tele
pathic rapport” of these professors with this suggested 
coin in the pocket of the “tenderfoot” sitter. Like the 
poor deluded Spiritualist the tenderfoot looked upon the 
rustic psychic personified by Canada Bill as a partner in 
a “square game,” and even to this day has not lost all the 
glamor of that professor’s presence, but still ascribe his 
losses to the ignorance of the law of telepathic suggestion 
which the “pard” of Bill so occultly exercised over the 
result. As Prof. Hudson says, “We have no logical right 
to attribute any phenomenon to supermundane [other] 
agency that can be accounted for on principles of natural 
law”—who is ready to dispute the “hallucination” of the
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all, as he often did with his friends, yet the other njust 
stand because it can, in the confused mentality of the ten
derfoot, be no ofhervway than it seemed to him. It is 
hoped that, withihis(scientific illustration, dealing as it 
does with facts, libwever imaginary, yet within the possi
bilities of explanation by natural law and prestidigital 
dexterity, will throw-thé needed light upon this really 
otherwise veiled law of three-fold suggestion. ■ .

But about tliis craze for science: The results of dis
covery are constantly pointing to spirit as the solution of ■ 
its problems, and it is the reverse attitude that is right
fully ours—that science must harmonize with spirit be
fore its credentials are complete. Science itself recog
nizes “force” as the thing behind all phenomena. This 
we call spirit. To the material scientist this force is 
blind, but to the Spiritualist it is intelligent—has method., 
The difference is but one of concept. Whenever scientists 
can think then- force as having the ability or .function of 
selection in its manifestation, then is there “scientific 
Spiritualism”—or as truly expressed, then is science’ 
spiritualized. The step is’not a difficult one, but easy and 
not remote. - . . ' .

But why object to this terminology; is often asked. 
Literature uses it, and why not follow'its formulas? 
Simply because a philosophy, a aystem' of thought or facts, 
or of both as in this case, has'not only the right to form 
its own idioms, but must do so to be clearly understood. 
And the terms objected to are the invention of Spiritual-; 
ism’s opponents; not of its exponents and disciples. '

For example: What analogy is there between trance 
and “unconscious cerebration?” The distinguishing fea
ture of trance is that the mental manifestation is higher 
than, the normal. Perhaps the insane asylum affords the 
best illustrations of unconscious cerebral action. Is not 
the very term chaotic?' How can there be coherent men
tal action and utterance froimany but a conscious state of 
mind? Theterm was invented Ly Dr. Oarpenter to gèt 
out of what the slang of the day would call'“a hole”—or 
an effort to explain away spirit. It.has no real meaning 
etymologically or physiologically.

Of a piece with this is “thought transferrence.” What 
is a transfer? Any traveler on the street car can answer 
this, and his answer is the only one that is rational. But 
when he is transferred from one car to another, both cars 
do not have him in them—he belongs to the car he was 
transferred to. But when A gives his thought to B, both 
have the thought—it has not been transferred—both 
think it. Are not the old terms rapport or impression
better exponents of the fact involved ? These came into 
use along with spirit return, and are still the more de
scriptive. The other, like unconscious cerebration, is 
confusing and contradictory.

Of like origin is “telepathy”—an effort to express a 
spirit fact by a material condition. But the three are 
alike in the common,attempt to make these phenomena' 
a result of the physical self. A little more learned and a 
little more foggy are the more metaphysical terms—the 
“sub-conscious,” the “subliminal,” and their allies, the 
“objective,” the “subjective,” the “ego,” “vibration,” etc.

What the sub-conscious is no one can think, and con
sequently it is the sweetest of all to the wise people. The 
dictionary defines it as “partially or feebly conscious.” 
“Sub” means under always, so at best it is-a state inferior 
to the normal, yet our anti-spirit people claim that it 
accounts for those-remarkable outgivings of Swedenborg, 
Andrew Jackson Davis, Hudson Tuttle, Mrs. Richmond 
and others, go beyond their normal power. The theorists 
and the lexicographers are wide apart in the matter. In 
a sarcastic sense this theory may have an excuse—for if 
the trance is tally the subconscious self, then is it a liar of 
the first magnitude—as without exception when interro
gated it says that it is not the medium—sub or top—but 
a spirit individuality distinct and conscious of its own 
independent existence. Of a kind is the sub-liminal. As 
this is defined to be “below the threshold of sensation,” its 
use can only be justified on the plea that the less the sense 
is expressed the more profound the learning displayed. 
It is only greater in its degree of sound than the rest

Next is the borrowed terminology as distinct from these 
inventions—the “objective” and the “subjective.” How 
weary the average reader gets over the parrot repetition of 
these words. They are not so far-fetched as the others, 
but they belong properly to the realm of physical meta
physics, if the expression is allowable. In plain speech, 
the objective is what we see, and the subjective what we 
infer. In this ease phenomena is objective, spirit the 
subjective—or the inference from the other. Or, evidence 
is objective and opinion from evidence subjective. The 
objective we know, the subjective we believe. The two 
may be knowledge, or may not reach that degree of cer-

tainty. Aud this is the last analysis of all this learned 
use of high-sounding words that at the bottom—if you 
can ever tiij^it—have very simple everyday meanings.

The same may be said of some others: The “ego,” 
“vibration/’ etc. People who teach must be learned— 
that is some people—or they are nothing. If Greek whs 
oùr mother tongue ego would be proper, but as only one 
in a great multitude understands anything about Greek, 
and the few who do very little, why not use “me” instead, 
as the two words menu the same thing. The “I” or the' 
“me” is better adapted to the ¡common mind than “the 
ego”—or to be real learned say “ago”—and you can then. 
be heard on the questions behind it. But to be really an 
“egoist” you must have an objective and subjective—or 
the ego and the non-ego—as it is not philosophical to; 
think one without its opposite. As it would be very awk-. 
ward to say the “not me,” the quandary involved by the 
abandonment of “the' ego” is apparent. Hence the in
congruity of Spiritualists using formula and terminology, 
the very idioms of which are intended to express entirely 
differing, concepts. j

As to “vibration,” it is like the others when applied to 
spirit—sound—but affords a peg on which to hang un
thinkable theories. To make thought dependent upon 
degrees of vibration is rankest materialism. It is only 
and purely a physical concept, and no shade of etymology 
can give it any other. We can only cognize life from the 
phenomena of motion—-the two are non-separable in 
thought. And how this thought can be measured by 
wig-wags is something unthinkable. That physical ob
jects move faster or slower we can know, but beyond per
ception their movement is a thing of speculation. So 
when we come to theories as to cosmic velocities we are 
not in the realm of verification but in the domain of the 
unthinkable. There may be travel of light, but we can’t 
know it. And again light may be an incident of our own 
planet’s life—and have no travel at all. There may be 
waves of sound, but there are phenomena of sound that 
wave motion does not explain. Thought may be helped 
or hindered by the conditions of the brain, or from what 
is called vibratory conditions, but that its expression de
pends on such causatively, we can’t think. Any physical 
cause has two extremes—so supreme good or bad action, 
if governed by vibration, must have a common con
dition—an extreme one. When a man is crazed enough 
by anger or passion to commit murder, his vibrations 
must be greater than the normal—or inconceivably in
creased. And as there have been innumerable instances 
of such spirit confessions, there was no visible evidence 
that either the sub-conscious medium or the sitter receiv
ing the message were disposed to run amuck under the 
intensified vibration necessary for the spirit memory to 
recall the deed or the sitter’s vibration raised to blend 
with that of the spirit’s. But such are the difficulties of 
“science” in its dealing with spirit phenomena after its 
laboratory ideals.

The objection, Mr. Editor, is not to these things of 
themselves, or to any of them, per se, if left where they 
belong—to the schools of speculation and hypothesis. 
But it is to their being brought in from the schools and 
speculations of material science to confuse and debauch 
clear thinking on things or spirit, different in concept and 
utterly without analogy in exposition. And the farther 
objection Res to those who will not get out of the beaten 
paths of the text books—they at least should be modest in 
forcing their materialism upon the platform of Spiritual
ism as explanations of something they do not explain.

The real “danger to the cause” we hear so much about 
is in the attempt being made to materialize Spiritualism— 
in testing spirit by the laboratory and sweat-box, and 
attempting to explain the relation of the spirit after death 
by the conditions of its former physical existence. The 
two are not of a piece, and for that reason one has ceased 
to be that the other may be. ,

If tire room sufficed, or the subject required, examples 
of this attempt to explain spiritual things by the material 
mind could be given almost without limit. The contro
versy over the bread and wine, as “the very body and 
blood,” is one instance—only a metaphorical remove from 
cannibalism. And the long controversy by the fathers 
of the church over the question whether Jesus had a 
navel like ordinary people or not is another. Being im
maculately conceived some contend there was no need for 
an umbilicus in his case—hence no navel. Don’t laugh, 
for this is a sober fact in church history. Some of our 
scientific aspirers are not much behind it. It is only one 
of the old fog-banks that beset the search for the Infinite 
Intelligence that we moderns are asked to emulate. Let 
us stick to our knitting and leave these word-mongers to
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law, scheme, deception or play upon the 
Ignorance of individuals, by doctors of 
law, divinity, or medicine, is immoral, 
and If immoral as related to individuals, 
is It not equally so as related to the 
public?

All public efforts like the one we are 
engaged in, t<? give It standing and per
manence in any community, must 
reach down and build upon the rock of 
ages; no other foundation will stand, no 
other should receive consideration from 
front rank reformers. All subjects that 
relate to the uplifting of humanity are 
proper subjects for discussion upon our 
broad universal platform.

The subject of “Public Health,” if not 
the most important, Is certainly one of 
the most important, and I must so 
treat it

The highest possible attainment of 
humanity physically, is a condition of 
health secured by right living, where 
the spirit and mental faculties so domi
nate our lives that disease cannot attack 
us. This is possible and is recognized 
as our birthright by a vast multitude of 
thinking, progressive people.

The subject of health culture is to-day 
one of the most prominent reformatory 
subjects in all our cities, from Maine to 
California, and the interest is daily in
creasing, which is an encouraging sign. 
Change Is marked upon every expres
sion of modern life; it has become a 
necessity to change climate, food, dress, 
doctors, preachers, newspapers and 
politics.

A half century ago we did not need to 
make changes; if the necessity for 
change had existed we did not have the 
forces harnessed, we did not have the 
wheels, we didn’t even have the wheels 
in our heads as we do now.

Steam was In its infancy fifty years 
ago, electricity was In the air and 
clouds where Dr. Franklin discovered 
it; liquid air, compressed air and many 
other forces are being discovered in the 
physical world which are being utilized 
for the development of humanity. I am 
sorry to say right here that the most of 
the practical and useful discoveries 
have been gobbled "up by selfish com
binations and only the few have bene- 
flted by the wonderful discoveries and 
Inventions of the century just expiring, 
but in the near future the masses will 
be uplifted and come into possession of 
the improvements they have produced, 
and in justice belong to them. ■

TOO MUCH TRUST. .
Yes! too. much trust; trust-ls one of 

the choice attributes of the common: 
life, it is worthy of cultivation; ‘ be
cause of its Influence for good ¡over the 
masses. It has been, taken advantage of 
In Law, Theology, Religion and Medi
cine, and has proved to be a convenient

method to subjugate and enslave a vast 
number of confiding people.

The preacher has declared we must 
trust the Lord and his holy book or be 
in great danger; the lawyer says we 
must trust and obey the law as he in
terprets it; the doctor insists that we 
must lay aside our reason and common 
sense, and take his vile poisonous drugs 
or remain sick, and die prematurely; to 
each of these demands we raise a strong 
determined protest, and declare the peo
ple's confidence mid trust has been be
trayed to a criminal extent and in our 
lesions upon Practical Medicine, Physi
ology, Psychology, Magnetic and Mental 
Healing, we shall show that it is high 
tUue for every enlightened person to 
distrust the Professional Trusts.
I must digress a moment Just here to 

say that to do Justice to the Subject of 
Professional Trusts would require much 
time to prepare such a paper and hours 
to deliver, therefore I can only con
sistently take your time to make a few 
statements. •

Thp profession of medicine is vastly 
more Important to the world at this 
date—this age—than any other profes
sion or business occupation. A mo
ment’s reflection proves this to be true; 
the life and health of the masses are de
pendent upon the doctor, because he Is 
presumed to be the conservator of 
health. The lawyer, clergyman, teach
er, discoverer, artist,. scientist, poet, 
mechanic and philosopher, are all de
pendent, as a rule, upon the doctor.' 
From this point of view the subject of , 
Practical Medicine takes precedence' 
because of its great Importance, and 
right here we should all, every one •£ 
us, demand that every doctor shall not, 
only be qualified by law and education, 
but by a life that Invites perfect trust; 
■this Is the trust that relates to health 
and life, and there is no other trust of 
more Importance, even thd soul’s most 
pure and devoted love. There is no 
danger in too much trust, in many 
directions, but when it Comes to be a 
life and health question, then our de- 
mnnds upon the medical profession, 
upon the health officers, must be rigid, 
VVe should know with whom we are to 
trust our lives and health. No matter 
about the degree the doctor may have 
reached in the schools, If he lacks in 
morals and honesty, he is not to be 
trusted with our lives or those of the 
public. Ignorance and neglect are dan
gerous at this point. •

Too much trust, too much ignorance 
and neglect, subject us to the will, de
ception and caprice of the family doc
tor; doctors and even our preachers and 
undertakers are human and fallible, and 
should only be trusted so far as they 
have proved themselves trustworthy. 
Our ignorance and neglect may bring us

.shame and life-long regrets; as reform
ers it is our duty-txrtieep apace with the 
Intelligence of the age, AU these vital 
points will be considered in the health 
school established In this camp. You 
will all have opportunities, and are in
vited to assist In the work. The most 
sacred and divine attribute^ of life are 
involved in medical reform; the present 
status of the medical profession as ex
pressed by Its leaders is below par; it 
must be uplifted, the masses should be
come Informed and demand a higher 
standard.

Ignorance is the doctor’s most serious 
temptation. The law demands justice- 
let us be just to ourselves.

I conclude this most serious and im
portant part of my paper with the sug
gestion that every one of us is inter
ested in increasing the conditions of 
trust by uplifting humanity to the plane 
-of life where trust rules and distrust is 
forever banished. If all humanity 
could "be bom and educated under simi
lar circumstances, the educated, ex
perienced physician could advise a 
course of Tight living that would ensure ’ 
health, happiness and a long and useful ■ 
life.

Much of crime, murder, suicide, deh- 
fitution and prostitution can be traced 
to ignorance of thè 1¿wb of life and, 
health. What is the, duty and privilege : 
of this Vicksburg Camb? Are we not 
confronted with an- importunity? Are 
■we not equally interested? :

'A crisis Is on, it reaches all Ute, It ; 
reaches every person that Will visit this : 
eatnp, it reaches rail 9 things, all ex
pressions of life, thecenter of the physl- ! 
cal earth and the highest heaven of ।

, spirit life. < 1 n
Change is the order of all human -ex

pression, as surely ! as; of animal and ■ 
vegetable; the changed order of life ex
pressions that are forcing themselves 
upon us, are results, first of a recoge 
nition of spirit life, and second of the: 
marvelous discoveries and inventions of 
the half century just closing.

Success in any direction is dependent 
: upon a recognition òf the mighty, far
: reaching changes that are-going for
ward' in all conditions. Our leading 
clergymen the honest, Independent ones) 

i are dropping their dogmas and creeds 
, and are fleeing from the old orthodox
Christian craft as rats flee from a slnk-

. Ing ship. ; . • . : - .
; ■ Honest physicians' are compelled to 
1 abandon the dangerous drug system;
! political leaders are moving out of the 
old restrictive, partlzan environments 
nnd demanding mòre freedom, more 
Justice.

Thè significance -of the present crisis, 
the rapid and almost universal change 
that Is apparent la every up-to-date 
community, should cause all reformers

to be deeply alive and interested; it 
really says to Spiritualists, come to the 
front and lead or go to the rear. Spirit
ualista, I am Justified in saying this to 
you this morning; phrenology, psycholo
gy physiognomy, clairvoyance, clair- 
audience, psychometry, spiritual, men
tal, magnetic and all other phases of 
healing have been fostered, unfolded 
and sustained for the past forty years 
by wide-awake Spiritualists. There is 
no class of reformers, sect or Ism that 
has done as much as Spiritualists In 
the past forty years to develop and en
lighten the public upon nil of those sub
jects classed as the Occult, but we 
must, to be truthful, confess that we 
have neglected and overlooked some of 
the most Important subjects of life, and 
it is a pleasure to be able to state the 
fact that our camps are slowly turning 
their attention towards the basic prin
ciples of all reforms, the life and health 
of aU humanity. The occult—the un
seen forces—should be studied.

The following brief sentence was 
clipped from an Eastern reformatory : 
magazine; I endorse it as a pointer. 
Here it is: ■

“The next ten years will bring more 
light upon the unknown in medicine - 
than did the last century. The time is ; 
ripe when one must accept some things ; 
seemingly occult, and investigate, or the ; 
other fellow will pass him, dad he will 
And himself with others of his kind at, 
the tall end of the procession.” i

Health reform journals, magazines, I 
and the great dallies, print little items : 
like the above, which like straws show i 
which way the wind blows. !

There is a demand everywhere’ for 
reformatory physicians; the time is at 
hand when the physician must be more : 
than a dispenser of poisonous drugs. 
The coming physician must be a teach
er, not only of the laws that’ govern and 
control this wonderful physical form 
that we all wear and live in, but of the 
spiritual forces—the natural occult 
forces, thatjn health keep the physical 
form In harmony.

Myths and mysteries are not ns potent 
as formerly; murder, suicide, Insanity 
and ■crimes are coming toffie considered 
diseased conditions; -causes are con
sidered Instead of effects. ■

Success in life Is dependent largely 
upon health, an understanding of health 
laws and obedience to their demands.

Health is always a success, sickness 
alwaysa. failure.

If We would be independent, if we de
sire to get out of medical slavery Into 
thé freedom and Independence of 
health, we must broaden our concep
tions, cultivate and intensify our pert 
ceptlves and. live better lives here and 
now.

Th® object of this brief ççiçer lp to-

outline a few general points that are to 
be considered and discussed in the med
ical classes during the sessions of this 
camp. Our desire is to assist every one 
who attends, and will give time and 
attention to the subjects discussed, to 
regain and maintain health by right 
living.

How that a health school is perma
nently established at this camp, we as 
representatives of the movement in
augurated three years ago by tiie in
spired and devoted manager of this 
yearly gathering, most earnestly invite 
every person that comes to this camp, 
to assist in making tlie effort a con
tinued snecess; as teachers or leaders, 
we must have unselfish devoted follow
ers—workers. The school is not our 
school, It is the school of the Vicksburg 
Spiritual Camp. It is a free school, and 
up to this date is without a formal or
ganization. It is a thorough medical 
reform school, from base to the pin
nacle. It is a fearless advocate of every 
change and effort that tends towards 
the uplifting and enlightenment of all 
humanity. Come and join the school, It 
is yours, and help make it a genuine 
royal success.

“It is no dream, 
No castle-building time, that we call life.

To catch the gleam ' 
Of heaven In the strife.
Our toil must tend to reach the better 

life.
' There is much room

For gratitude—much room for tender
ness.

In all the gloom 
Of sorrow, much to bless, 
If we will labor more and murmur less.”

' DR. M. E. CONGER.

. i

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 

, lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
: of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spirt 
itnalism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price, 25 cents.

“The Pantheism of Modern Science.” 
By F. E. Titus, Barrister, Toronto, Can
ada. A summary of recent investiga
tions Into Life, Force and Substance, 
and Conclusions therefrom. Price 10 
cents. For sale at this office.

“Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When! 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
Voice from The Higher Criticism. A 
few .thoughts on other Bibles." By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and -in
terest to Spiritualists, For sale at this 
office. Price ?1. _ r
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- Is- alone lespuqsible for any assertions 
• 01‘ statements he may make. The editor 
. allows tills freedom of expression, be- 

llevlug that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 

• diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet, 
. that is no reason why they should be 

suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
. understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to. do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

, WRITE PLAINLY—We would like 
■ to impress upon the minds of our corre- 

spondenls that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 

. must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, aud only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
t(ie General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 

; generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We. desire to 
kuow the sopree of evéry item that ap
pears. This, rule will be strictly’ ad
hered to.
• Moses Hui! writes from Nanaimo, B.

This trip lias been a perfect ova
................... ’ I have callstion all the-way through.

enough In this region to keep me six 
months.”

Walter H. Washington writes from 
searcher in

K.

Detroit, Mich,: “I am a 
quest of proof of spirit life aud though 
I am as yet a doubter, I am convinced 
of one thing, and that is, in renewing 
my subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker, I shall receive a great deal
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more than my money's worth,”
Mrs. Cooley lectured in Detroit, Mich., 

last Sunday, at the Occult Temple. 
She will deliver several lectures there, 
aud will then return to Chicago, where 
she will remain for the winter.

Estelle Howes Balllet and husband 
will soon start for the East, to remain 
all winter. Mrs. Balllet Will continue 
work in the home of her childhood, 
after an absence of nine years.

Dr. T. A. Bland lately delivered an In- 
tercsting lecture before the Independ
ent .Spiritual Society of this city. 

■ The First Church of the South Side 
will hold services on Sunday evening, 
October 7, in their new hall, situated at 
the Oakland Club Building, corner of 
Oakwood and Ellis avenues. Mrst 
Georgia Gladys Cooley will commence’ 
on her fourth year as pastor. Hereafter 
there will be but ono service each Sun
day, viz., at 7:30 p. m. Take Cottage 
Grove Avenue car to Oakwood, thence 
east to Ellis. -

M. H. Jamieson writes from Glendale, 
Ohio: “I have received the premium, 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life In 
the Spirit World. I am very much 
pleased with It. I now have the four. 
As to The Progressive Thinker, It is a 
grand paper.”

. Mr. John Hayes and Mrs. Della Ma- 
geehan, both of Detroit, were united in 
matrimony at the home of the latter, 

. 200 Sheridan avenue, on the evening of 
September 19, Rev. Dr. Burrows, pas
tor of the Central Spiritual Union, offi
ciating.

The Spiritual Research Society will 
. hold meetings every Wednesday at Van 

Buren Opera House, Hall B, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue, 
beginning at 2 o’clock.

Secretary writes: “The Carroll and 
Tippecanoe county Spiritualist societies 
held thetr third annual grove meeting 
in the Pemberton Grove, two miles 
west of Delphi, Ind., on September 1, 2 
and 3, and as usual had a general good 
time. The societies were entertained 

; by lectures through George Fosnot, of 
Lafayette, and Bright Star, through 

. her medium, Mrs. Josephine Ropp, of 
Indianapolis, gave us some splendid 
tests. These meetings are doing a 
great amount of good in this locality, 
and It Is the intention to keep them up 
permanently. We would like to have 
all the Spiritualists living in this part of 

. the state to remember that our next 
grove meeting will be held the first 
week in September, 1901, and try and 
attend and help us make it a success. 
The officers elected for the coming year 
are: John Moore, president; Brown 
Good, secretary; D. J. Bunnell, treas
urer. Trustees, W. A. McLaughlin. J. 
A. Peffley and Thomas Pemberton. The 
secretary’s address is Delphi, Ind.”

Virginie Barrett writes: “I am here 
serving the Spiritual and Religious 
Church of East Liverpool, Ohio, for the 
present. A large audience greeted me 

. last Sunday. I have part of October, 
November and December open, also 
camp dates for 1901. I will make rea
sonable terms with societies. For the 
present address me at 105 Broadway 
and Ribbersen street, East Liverpool 
Ohio."

A Cramer writes: "I am going to the 
Pacific. Coast I will stop at places 
where desired in Missouri and Kansas, 
to hold circles and give tests for what
ever can be given. Would like to hear 
from Oregon also. Address me at 
Coopersville, Mich.”

E. W. Sprague and wife are serving 
,! the Salem (Ohio) Spiritualist Society for 
; the last two Sundays of September, 

will serve the Indianapolis (Ind.) so- 
clety for October, and for the month of 
December they will serve the Phlladel- 
phla (Pa.) society. This is the fifth

take due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by toe 
full name and address of the writer.' It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without • 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

The Philadelphia Record says: “Rev. 
H. C. Schlueter, of Baltimore, vigorous
ly arraigned Spiritualism at a session of 
the German Reformed Synod of the 
East, in the Emmanuel German Re
formed Church, Thirty-eighth and Bar
ing streets. After treating the subject 
historically, showing how tJie principles 
of Spiritualism had their origin in Ger
many, tlie speaker said it was one of the 
relies of barbarism. ‘It stands opposed 
to reason and the theory of all known 
religions,’ he declared.” All of which 
demonstrates that IL C. Schlueter is in 
some respects a semi-idiot. ..

Frank T. Ripley lectured and gave 
tests at Vicksburg, Midi., September 2; 
Millburg, September 7 and 12; Garners, 
September 16. He will be at Plpbstone, 
Sunday, September 23; at 2:30 and 7:30 
p. m. He commences his season for the 
Sundays of October for the First So
ciety in Grand Rapids. He has Novem
ber, January and February open. He 
goes to- Columbus for December. Ad
dress all letters until October in care of 
40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill. During 
October, at Grand Rapids, Mich. .

The Chicago Inter Ocean says: “I 
don't believe in ghosts, not at all,” re
marked a teacher in the Hyde Park 
High School, “still, since a recent; ex
perience of mine with the occult I won
der that there are not more peóple who 
order their lives by spirit rappings. I 
went up to Lake Geneva to spend a few 
days with a friend who has a summer 
cottage there. I was tired and went to 
bed early, feeling perfectly at peace 
with all the world, and certainly not 
thinking of ghosts. The room was in 
bright moonlight. I had been in bed 
about five minutes, and was still wide 
awake, when I heard a low, distinct 
knock on the headboard of the bed. It 
was the most peculiar unmistakable rap 
I ever heard. You couldn’t mistake it 
for a creaking of tlie bed or a rattle of 
the window curtain. It sounded like a 
rap by knuckles on the headboard of 
the bed. I am not nervous, but the 
sound startled. ‘Nonsense,’ then I re
flected, laughing at myself. I felt bo 
sure on second thought that it couldn’t 
be an eerie phenomenon that I said out 
loud boldly: ‘If a spirit is there please 
give three raps.’ Without a moment’s 
intervention, as the sound of my voice 
died away, there eame three slow, dis
tinct raps on the headboard of the bed. 
That’s all there Is to my story. Idldn’t 
wait for any more communications, but 
sprang up and lighted the lamp. My 
forehead broke out In sweat and my 
knees knocked together. I made a 
minute search of the room" The bead
board of the bed was four Inches away 
from the wall. There was no one In the 
room but myself. I slept there several 
nights afterward, but the spirit, if 
spirit it was, never came back.”

Will C. Hodge is serving the Engle
wood Spiritual Union as speaker for the 
month of September. Address for en
gagements, 40 Loomis street, Chicago. 
Will answer all calls for funerals.

Mrs. Maria C. Dudley writes: "I have 
received Volume 3 of the Encyclopedia 
of Death, *and Life In the Spirit World. 
I consider It a grand book, and I won
der how you can give us so much read
ing matter for so little money. I was 
born and raised an orthodox, and was a 
member- of a church for many years. I 
now think I never knew the first rudi
ments of true Christianity until I be
came a Spiritualist a few years ago. I 
wish I could tell the whole world the 
joy and comfort I have experienced 
since the ‘scales fell from mine eyes,' 
and that our loved ones do return.”

The Dally Northwestern, of Oshkosh. 
Wis., says: “ ‘Prof.’ Rovano, a clairvoy
ant who has been doing business at 52 
Waugoo street, left the city Saturday at 
noon. He is supposed to have gone to 
Neenah. He was accompanied by his 
wife. The police have heard of no com
plaint against the man except from one 
woman whose name is not known, who 
started to tell the police a story, when 
the ‘Professor’ stepped into the police 
office and threw $50 into her lap and 
walked out without a word. The woman
did not continue her story, 
molested, since no other 
were lodged against him.”

When the last sunshine

He was not 
complaints

of expiring

;? consecutive season they have filled en
gagements with the latter society. 
The month of November is still open;

' and societies wishing their services for 
. that month, or the months following 
December, may address thSin until Oc
tober 1 at No. 60 Sixth street, Salem, 

: Ohio. Later at their home address, 618 
Newland avenue, Jamestown, N. Y.

. . I Perry writes: “Please accept my
thanks and gratitude for the beautiful 
premium book that has just reached me 
in good order. This thanking business 
is poor pay, but it is the best I can do at 
present."

Carlos.Wright writes from LaGrand, 
Oregon: “HoW many readers of ‘our 
paper,’The Progressive Thinker, fully 
realize what a wonderfully grand mes
senger of truth and scientific thought it 
really is?" . . .'.

1 E. J. Bowteli writes: “The Olneyville 
Spiritualist Society, Olneyville, R. I„ 
£as commenced its season’s work, 

feelings are held in Library Hall, 
Olneyville Square, every Sunday at 2 
p. m. I lectured September 16. I am 
at liberty for dates Sundays and during 
the week except Mondays. Inspirational 
lectures and psychometry."

day in summer twilight creeps itself 
away, who hath not felt the softness of 
the hour sink on the heart—as dew 
along the flower?—Byron.

The Philadelphia Times says: "The 
village of Mordansvllle, Pa., is all agog 
with excitement over tbe visits of a 
ghost which, it is said, haunts the cov
ered bridge crossing Fishing Creek, at 
the eastern end of the town. While two 
young men were driving across the 
bridge a few evenings ago their horse 
suddenly stopped, refusing to go for
ward, and showing every evidence of 
fright, although they could see nothing. 
Becoming alarmed they called loudly 
for assistance, and when some of the 
villagers arrived, carrying lanterns, 
they declare they saw a large skeleton 
standing directly in front of the animal. 
The ghostly visitor was distinctly visi
ble to both the young men In the-buggy 
as well as to the villagers, but as the 
latter approached it slowly faded from 
view. When they had recovered from 
their fright they came to the conclusion 
that a trick had been played upon them, 
but an examination showed no evidence 
of it, and the horse, quivering with fear, 
could hardly be Induced to pass the 
spot. Since that evening the apparition 
has been seen by several people, Its 
latest visit being last night, when it ap
peared to two young girls who. were go
ing through the bridge, and who, 
although badly scared, assert positively 
that they saw the skeleton, which they 
declare was at least eight feet in height. 
The great majority of the residents of 
that section believe firmly in the appa
rition, and traffic over the bridge, after 
nightfall lias become very light, many 
of the people driving several miles to 
escape crossing It" : . -

B. F. Doig writes from Waverly, 
Mass.: “The three premium books 
which you so promptly sent me I have 
enjoyed very much. They are good 
books to put Into the- hands of a skeptic, 
and as for the paper, I would not be 
without it for any money.”

Dr. G..F. Dougherty has introduced 
the New Philosophy in the little village 
of Neoga, Ill., ami If a good medium, 
speaker, trumpet or slate-writing, will 
come that way the Doctor will assist 

-them in engagements at Mattoon, 
Greenup, Neoga and Effingham. They 
can serve those people regularly and 
make their home with the Doctor, free. 
Write the Doctor at Neoga; Ill., or Mrs. 
A VanOver, Greenup, Ill. • ‘

We keep * standing notice on thh 
page that everyTtem sent here for pub
lication must contain the full name a.ud 
address of the writer, otherwise it will 
not appear. That accounts for "your” 
item not appearing this week. •

The Times-Republican of Marshall
town, Iowa, says: “A large attendance 
Was ut the conference of Spiritualists in 
the morning. In the afternoon My. D. P. 
Dewey, who, has demonstrated his 
abirNfl*1 as a speaker during the past 
week, gave another of his popular lec
tures, followed with descriptions by Mr. 
E. E. Carpenter, which (vere well re
ceived aud were, of a nature that must 
have convinced the investigator of a 
higher and . greater intelligence than 
that of thè medium. In the evening 
Mes. Mariou Carpenter, well kn<nVn as 
one of the finest speakers in” the field, 
delivered one of her splendid lectures, 
followed with descriptions by herself 
and Mr. Carpeiiter. The descriptions 
both in tlie afternoon and evening were 
pronounced the best ever heard in the 
city. This evening Sir. Frank N. Foster, 
of New York, will deliver a lecture on 
spirit photography. ThlS| is a new and 
interesting feature at a Marshalltown 
camp and is wellWorth hearing, Tues
day afternoon at 3 o’clock Mrs. Marlon 
Carpenter will deliver a lecture which 
lias been arranged for this hour in or
der that the ladles of Marshalltown 
who cannot get out in the evening may 
have the opportunity of- hearing Mrs, 
Carpenter. Tuesday evening at 8 o’clock 
will be a lecture by Mr. D. P. Dewey.”

The Tlmes-Republieap, of Marshall
town, Iowa, says: “The members of the 
Central Iowa Spiritualists’ Association, 
who are in annual session in tills city, 
met Wednesday afternoon'In their an
nual business meeting, electing officers 
as follows." President, H. C. Holsclaw, 
of Marshalltown; vice-president, Dr. 

.Hinton, of Ottumwa; secretary, Miss 
Maude McClure, of Ottumwa; treasurer, 
Walter Wilson, of Marshalltown. Trus
tees to fill vacancies were also elected 
lu the persons of John Gregory, of Keo
kuk county; Mrs. Eva McCoy, Of this' 
city, and Moses Whistler, of Keokuk 
county. The matter of selecting perma
nent headquarters for the association 
came up, but no definite action was 
taken in regard to the removal of the 
headquarters from Marshalltown. Bids 
were received from Fort Dodge, Oska
loosa and Leon, each of which cities of
fered camp-grounds within the city lim
its, ranging from five to thirty acres, as 
bonuses. A committee was appointed 
to ascertain what Marshalltown would 
do to retain the headquarters. This 
committee Is composed of Messrs E. 
Morris Vail, H. C. Holsclaw and Walter 
Wilson. The gentlemen will look over 
the ground and see if a better camp 
ground can be obtained; also ascertain 
just what can be raised in the way of 
funds to assist In making contemplated 
Improvements. It is the idea of the as
sociation to establish a park, where the 
camp-meetings wlll.be held from year 
to year. Cottages for summer use are 
proposed to be erected on the park 
grounds and the gatherings will be 
made one of the ’biggest things in Spir
itualists’ circles in tho state. Mr. D. P. 
Dewey, of Grand Blane, Mich., who 
has been In attendance at the camp
meeting, and has been one of the prom
inent lecturers and workers nt the ses
sion, leaves for his home this evening.”

E. J. Davidson writes from San Fran
cisco, Cal.: “I have Ghost Land, Art 
Magie, and the Next World Inter
viewed, which give me a great deal of 
valuable information. These interest1 
Ing books, In connection with The Pro
gressive Thinker, are a great treat. I 
read my papers and send them out to 
friends, to assist in doing the good work.. 
If every one who takes The Progressive 
Thinker would circulate them among 
their friends, it seems to me it would 
not take long to convert all intelligent 
people to our beautiful philosophy.”

J. C. F. Grumblne begins his' fifth 
lecture season the last Sunday of Sep
tember In Suite 29, Pierce Bldg, Copley 
Square, Boston, where services will con-
tinue at 10:45 a. m., and 8 p. m., 
Sundays of October and November.

Harry J. Moore, lecturer and test 
dium, having been engaged for

the

me
tte

months of October aud November, is 
open for engagements for the months of 
December and January, and will an
swer camp engagements for the ensuing 
camp season. Address 2979 Wabash 
avenue, Chicago, Ill.

B. F. Hayden writes from Gardner, 
Kansas: “We can be addressed here un
til October 1. Mattle, after making a 
flying visit home to attend tlie marriage 
of daughter Gussie, has again joined 
me here, and we hope to find work'to do 
in this and adjoining states for the com
ing fall and winter. We have been 
holding some very satisfactory parlor 
meetings at the home of Brother Cum
mings, aud have succeeded In arousing 
quite an Interest in the neighborhood. 
We go "from here to Wallula, Kansas, 
where we are engaged for the entire 
camp, which opens October 4, nnd after 
which we are open for engagements 
anywhere in the West. Our work is va
ried and universally satisfactory In all 
phases. We will go anywhere, lecture, 
organize societies, ete., on very reason
able terms. Now friends, let us hear 
from you. You need our services and 
we need your aid. Let us pull together 
and help the grand, good cause along, 
and above all let every one feel his first 
duty remains unperformed until he has 
subscribed and paid for a year’s sub» 
scription to The Progressive Thinker.”

Mrs. Mary J. Carter writes: “We 
have been highly favored at Jonesboro. 
Ind., the last week by having with us 
Mr. C. E. Winans, the materializing me
dium. He gave a seance at my home 
with the best of results. More than 
twenty forms came to those present, 
and were fully recognized. Many In
structive messages, too, were given. 
Our good brother, Dr. H. 0. Andrews, 
was also with us, and opened the seance 
with a sublime Invocation. His rich 
tenor voice was heard In lovely music 
through the evening. Dr. Andrews Is 
one of the best, inspirational lecturers.”

The lecture advertised to have been 
delivered by Rev. Dr. Green, under the 
auspices of the First Spiritual Church, 
at Oakland Club Hall, on the last Sun
day of September, has been unavoida
bly postponed on account of the Illness 
and absence of Dr. Green.. ~ ■

Philip H. England writes from Mon
treal Canada: "I am very much pleased 
with the three volumes of the Encyclo
pedia of Death, and Lite in the Spirit 
World. They are beauties. Accept my 
sincere thanks.”

Mrs. F. A. Logan writes: "The angel 
hosts have aided me to reach the camp
meeting at Sycamore Grove, Los An
geles, Cal., hoping to renew my spiritual 
work of healing and teaching. Some 
say, ‘0, Mrs. Logan, you have done 
your work. You have had your day’; 
but I tell them there never was rest for 
me in idleness, and that my work is not 
done, and never shall I fill the measure 
of my. days until the last. I wonder 
how ninny will go from this camp-meet
ing and continue to labor every day.for 
the elevation of the race, whether 
young or old, rich or poor. None are ex
cusable from doing their level best In 
this world of sin, sickness and sorrow, 
and no Spiritualist who is able should 
refuse to sustain a Spiritual paper. I 
hope hereafter to give a good account of 
the cainp-meeting which Is indeed In a 
lovely place and among lovely-people?’

. Pwf. W. M. U<*wood is now lu the 
city where he will remain for about a 
week. During the past year he has 
been kept very busy in delivering hie 
scientific lectures. He has December 
open for engag^maft. He can be ad
dressed lu care.qf tfys office. •

Luther R. Marsh writes from Middle
town, N. Y.: “I of (times find myselt la
belling against ^pntf’ftatements by your 
numerous and able "correspondents and 
writers, as being opposed to my in- 
sti'uctions tronj'spi'rftual spheres. But 
this is not to bb‘' wondered at, since all 
spirits are not iA th^same spheres; and, 
consequently ail do1 not see alike. A 
spirit in one pld'ce cannot see ip the 
sphere even imfaediKtely above it; any 
more, I presume, than we here can see 
into the first sphere above us. But I 
am impelled to congratulate you on the 
article in your issqe of Sept. 22, entitled 
‘Studies in Spiritual Thought.’ It is so 
completely in accord and unison with 
my own thought aid practice, that I 
could not withhold my commendation. 
I would like to know who the author is, 
and I would like to know the author. 
It is, really, all the gospel one needs. 
It comprises all things. Its.truths are 
admirably expressed. In perusing it, I 
seemed to be reading my own thought. 
I have cut it out and pasted it on sheets, 
where I can have it before my eyes as 
often as I wish. Acted upon univer
sally, we would find heav.eu come down 
to earth. The writer has got hold of the 
secret of life. *T“tVould like to give him 
gratulation, not only for the purity, 

■comprehensiveness, and beauty of his 
thoughts, but upon the lucid expression 
of it. 'It is a text which one may well 
hang up before him for repeated pe
rusal. May his pen not slumber’ in its 
inkstand.” .. .

II. L. Bigelow writes: “We have just 
closed the fifth annual convention of 
the State Association of Spiritualists of 
California. The'use of Sleeper hall of 
this place was tendered us auc] it was 
considered to be the mosf harmonious 
•and successful session ever convened. 
Tliq reception and social held on Friday, 
evei'ilugwas enjoyed by “all present. 
The jrsgembly hall was decorated with 
finest sunflowers, the work of the.La
dles’ Aid. The next convention will be 
held in Oakland, Cal.” ,
-Andrew Camper writes from Los An

geles, CaL: "Sunday, September 9, Mrs. 
Maude Freitag gave a lecture and bal
lot test at the camp-meeting in Syca
more Grove, Lqs Angeles, Cal. I pre
pared a ballot folded tightly. The 
large auditorium was.crpwded so I could 
not get a seat, and I stood against the 
platform and close to the table and the 
ballots. Mrs. Freitag gave the. exact 
words on the ballot and a message from 
the spirit addressed -without having 
seen or even touched the ballot. When 
I recognized tlie message she instantly 
selected the ballot from th$ heap on the 
table and handed it to me, folded as I- 
had placed it with the others. I am an 
entire stranger to Mrs. Freitag and it is 
only fair to a good medium to testify to 
the truth.” . •

Frank N. Foster, the spirit photogra
pher, is now loeated in Chicago, at No. 
47 Campbell Park.

Geo. P. Colby, has been lecturing very 
acceptably at Michigan City, Ind. He 
goes from there to South Bend. Last 
week he made a short visit in this city.

If any society in Chicago would like 
the services of Mr. and Mrs. Kates for 
Sunday, October 14, the same can be ar
ranged. Address them, 58 Royalston 
avenue, Mlnueapblis, Minn. - 
- Geo. F. Perkins writes: ."*1’116 Sunday 
evening meetings and Friday evenings 
at our new quarieraare.gaining very 
satisfactorily;-' ’rhe- 'developing class 

-will be changed-toy Monday evening. 
Afternoon circles every Thursday at 3 
o'clock. Aside from being on the sick 
list for a day or two, I am all right and 
ready for work in my line of develop
ing, speaking, etc. Milwaukee friends 
please note location—884 West Madison 
street, corner Leavitt street, Chicago.” 

— G. W. Kates and wife expect to at
tend the N. S. A. Convention in Cleve
land, October 16-19, as Minnesota dele
gates, and can accept a few dates en 
route there and return, for lectures and 
tests. Address them 58 Royalston ave
nue, Minneapolis, Minn.

Tlie First Spiritual Endeavor Church 
will be re-dedicated on September 30, 
1900, at 7:30 p. m„ at 3310% Rhodes ave
nue. Mrs. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor. 
Tests and messages will be given, and 
others will assist with music and reci
tations. '

Dr. and Mrs. N. F. Ravlin have re
turned to Philadelphia under another 
eight months’ engagement with' the 
First Association of Spiritualists, and 
are located at 1230 North 12th street, 
where their correspondents will please 
address them. .

Wm. Dorman writes: "I long to see 
the day when some good, able and hon
est mediums will come to Idaho and 
proclaim Spiritualism and hold camp
meetings.”

The Band of Harmony, room 608 Han
del Hall building, were well filled and 
a large audience listened to the words 
of welcome to their president and pas
tor, Mrs. C. L. V. Richmond. Oulna 
came to her medium's rescue and re
sponded In her usual impressive man
ner. They had a fine variety of musical 
talent, solo singing, instrumental-duets 
and mandolin trio. Greetings from dif
ferent members. The vice-president, 
Mrs. Peet, made the closing remarks, 
and returned to’ the president the gavel. 
Three subjects were given for a poem, 
Guinn responding and closing with ben
ediction.

FLORIDA CAMP. FORGED EVIDENCES

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. AU in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the, rate 
of fifteen cents per llne. About ¿even 
words constitute one line.]

The Southern Cassadaga, at 
Lake Helen, Fla.

As the leaves begin to turn and 
equinoctial rains are pouring, and

the 
the

approach of winter is suggested In dif
ferent ways, dread of the inevitable 
Ice-bound winter-finds its lodgment in 
many minds and questions of making 
preparations for this approaching sea- 
|son are to be settled.
' At such a time a few words to your 
1readers with reference to a home in 
the Florida camp may be acceptable. 
The Southern Cassadaga camp ground 
is situated near the railroad station of 
Lake Helen, in one of the most health
ful and naturally beautiful locations in 
the "High Pine Orange Belt” of Flor
ida and was intended by tlie spirits 
whq selected the spot, as well as by the 
mortals who projected the movement, 
to be a center for winter homes, as well 
as one of spiritual work aud power.

Very few persons who have visited 
the spot feel that any mistake has been 
made in the selection, and many proph
esy that a little more time, effort and 
money will make this camp one of the 
foremost in this country. -

This cainpUs said to be particularly 
conducive to the development of me
diumship, a peacefulzspiritual atmos
phere pervade^ the place, and seems to 
overpower and control any spirit of ln- 
harmony that seeks to intrude or de
spoil. The dwellers seem to be like one 
great family, and often meet together 
socially, and frequently hold spiritual 
and intellectual entertainments before 
tlie regular yearly meeting begins.

Tho cost of living is very reasonable; 
some kinds of food cost more and others 
less than in the North, so the average is 
about the same, with tlie exception of 
fuel, which is much cheaper.

Comfortable cottages cap be built for 
less money than In the North, lumber Is 
not as high as in most Northern states.

Many improvements are to be made 
this coming fall and winter. The hotel, 
apartment house,' and Brigham Hall, 
are to undergo repairs with many new 
additions for comfort and convenience. 
Several rooms in the apartment house 
are already engaged, and many of the 
cottages rented for the winter.

A large party will accompany the 
writer to the South about November 1, 
who wllLremain in the camp all winter. 
The hotel will open November 15 with 
Mrs. A. M. Sherman, the well-known 
cook of the Leolyn House at Lily Dale, 
in charge of the culinary department. 
She will be ably assisted by her sister, 
Mrs. A. M. Lloyd. With the record that 
these ladles have as managers and 
cooks it is unnecessary to say that 
those who desire board for the winter 
will be well fed. Provisions will be 
made for warming the hotel more thor
oughly; occasional cold snaps occur 
when extreme discomfort Is felt unless 
the buildings are provided with means 
for heating, but the typical winter 
weather of “the Southern Cassadaga 
Camp is like our Northern June, and 
much of the time fires are not needed.

J. Clegg Wright, the well known 
speaker and teacher will be with us 
after November election. Mr. Wright 
will build a cottage on bls laud adjacent 
to the ground, with the lutentlon of 
spending his winters there, as the cli
mate and spiritual atmosphere are fa
vorable for his health and Inspiration.

The winter tourist tickets are issued 
November 1, and can be purchased in 
any city, direct to Lake Helen, good for 
a return until May 81, 1901. Persons 
traveling from the Northwest will do 
well to take the Queen, and Crescent 
route from Cincinnati, as the distance 
Is less, the cars are well equipped, and 
tbe road Is very picturesque. ’ 

■ The famous Lookout Mountain can be 
seen from the car windows as tlie train 
pulls in at Chattanooga.

Write to W. 0. Rlnearson, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, Gen. Pass agent of the'_Ql & C. 
route for special directions.

The meeting will commence the first 
Sunday In February and continue six 
weeks. First-class talent will be en
gaged. More Information will be given 
through the columns of The Progress
ive Thinker and other Spiritualist pa
pers later In reference to the program 
of the meeting.

In conclusion let me say that those 
who wish to seek a refuge from the cold 
blasts of winter, who want a healthful 
and beautiful spot in which to live, and 
at the same time, assist In carrying for
ward a necessary and important work 
for humanity, will do well to turn their 
attention toward the Southern Cassa
daga Camp-ground. Tlie writer will 
answer all letters of Inquiry concerning 
the same with pleasure (please don’t 
forget the stamp) if they are addressed 
to Lily Dale, N. Y., until November 1; 
after that time, Lake Helen Fla.

EMMA J. HUFF. 
Corresponding Secretary.

Passed to splrltflifd) from her home In 
Denver, Jane Bafrett, the good wife of 
C. W. Smart, after r52 years of happy 
wedded life. Thfe!lttst fifteen years she 
was an Invalid,‘butjfhappy still. She 
was clairvoyant ¡¿nd'Inquired, “If what 
I see are not spirits,1 what are they?” 
We arrived in DJuVtfr, August 5, 1861. 
She breathed heF last, August 7, 1900, 
aged 77 years, o 1.1 C. W. SMART.

Elias Jacobson., the father of the 
well-known t>r. E. J.'Jacobson, of Chi
cago, at 2634 Eberly avenue, passed to 
spirit life, September 18, 1900, at the 
age of 59 years,,leaving several mem; 
bers of the family. He was a life-long 
Spiritualist. His remains were depos
ited in Forest Home cemetery, where 
others Of the family are burled. Fu
neral conducted by Mrs. M. Summers.

e. s.

Vindication of Mi’s. Freitag, by 
Her Society.

To the Editor:—We notice in your 
number of September 8, an article wrlt- 
ten by one A. M. Buck, entitled a chal
lenge to the ballot test medium, Maude 
L. von Freitag, In which he claims to 
offer a certain amount of money if she 
will read ballots under test conditions.

I wish to say that Mrs. von Freitag 
has repeatedly given ballot test seances 
under test conditions in Los Angeles, 
San Francisco, and other places to the 
perfect satisfaction of all.

The statement made by Mr. Buck that 
she was protected by officers of the so
ciety, they knowing of her sleight-of- 
hand practices, is false. And, instead of 
such being the case, the official board of 
the Harmonist Association, of which 
Mrs. von Freitag has been the very ac
ceptable pastor for the past five years, 
has from time to time unanimously ex
pressed their perfect confidence in her, 
and do so now. If Mrs. von Freitag 
should give attention to every crank 
who bobbed up, asking for an explana
tion of pretending to make “a chal
lenge,” as In the article aUuded to, she 
would have no time to devote to the 
grand and glorious work that she is now 
performing by her wonderful medlum- 
istic powers.
f write this article in justice to the 

cause of truth and to Mrs. von Freitag.
' E. A. HUMPHREY,

President of the Harnibnial Spiritualist 
Association of Los Angeles; also Pres
ident of the Spiritualist Camp-Meet
ing Association of Southern Cali
fornia. .

Passed to Spirit life, Mrs,. L. L. Wood, 
at Oak Cliff, Texas, September 10,1900, 
aged 48 years. She was a flrm believer 
In the beautiful philosophy of Spiritual
ism, and . was . beloved by all. She 
leaves a husband and five children to
mourn her loss. COB.

“The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 and 
2. An occult library in Itself, a text
book of esoteric knowledge as taught 
by Adepts of .Hermetic Philosophy, 
Price $2 per volume. ' For sale at this 
office. .. i.

I also enclose an expression from our 
camp-meeting board to Mrs. von Frei
tag, which was read at our camp-meet
ing last Sunday at the afternoon service 
to a large audience amid great appluse.

Whereas, Certain malicious reports 
have been circulated, endeavoring to re
flect upon our most respected sister and 
medium, Maude L. von Freitag, the offi
cial board of this camp-meeting associa
tion, by unanimous vote, hereby take
pleasure in expressing their perfect con
fidence in Mrs. von Freitag, not only as 
a medium, but In every other way.

B. A. HUMPHREY, Pres. 
ELTON T. BROWN, Sec’y.

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth 50 
cents..'.' .

Josephus, Tacitus, Suetoni
us and Pliny—Vespasian 

the “Christ” of 
Josephus.

In a receht sermon by the Rev. F. D. 
Power, of I the Garfield Memorial 
church, printed ip the Washington ¡Post, 
the preacher said: |

“Josephus does not contradict the 
gospels, but supports them, and twice 
mentions Christ. Tacitus names him 
and confirms the gospels. Pliny’s letter 
to Trajan declares the Christians wor
shiped Christ as a God. Every classi
cal historian writing after Christ men
tions him. * * » * Tacitus, Suetonious, 
Pliny are witnesses that cannot be si
lenced.” ■

Mr. Power ought to know that the 
Rev. Nathaniel Lardner, D. D., one of 
tlie profoundest of scholars who died in 
1768, was constrained to admit In his 
voluminous work, “The Credibility of 
the Gospel History,” that the para
graph in Josephus (Ant. xvlll:3), con
cerning the life and death of Jesus is a 
forgery. He also believed that in an
other paragraph describing the condem
nation and death of James, the brother 
of Jesus, about the year 62, some one 
had Interpolated after Jesus the words, 
“who was called Christ.”

And In our own time the Rev. S. Bar
ing-Gould, author of several religious 
works, at the very outset of his “Logt 
and Hostile Gospels” says:
. fit is somewhat remarkable that no 
contemporary, or even early account of 
the life of pur Lord exists, except from 
the pens of Christian writers."

And after quoting the paragraph from 
Josephus concerning the life and death 
of Jesus he says:

"That this passage is spurious has 
been almost universally acknowledged.”

Nor is It possible that the Jewish his
torian could have acknowledged Jesus 
as Christ (Greek, Christos), for in his 
"Jewish War,” Book vi., chap. 5, sec. 4, 
he says that the prediction of the sa
cred writings of the Jews concerning 
a governor of the habitable earth was 
fulfilled when Titus took Jerusalem. 
“The Jews,” he says, “took this predic
tion to belong to themselves In particu
lar, and many of the wise men were 
thereby deceived. And then-he adds: 
“Now this oracle certainly denoted Ves
pasian, who was appointed emperor of 
Judea,” In other words Vespasian was 
the promised Mashick,” tlTe “anointed,”
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HUDSON TUTTLE
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A LIBRARY OF BPIKITUAL 
. , SCIENCE. . >

------------ o------------  .

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and explain tho vast 
ray of facts lu Its field of research by referring them 
to* common cause, aud from them arise to tbe Uwi 
and conditions of Man’s spiritual being. Third edi
tion. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI-

■ ENCE.
Not servile trust to tbe Gode, out knowledge of ther 

laws of tho world, belief In the divinity of man and 
hie eternal progress toward perfection fs the founds 
tion of this book. Price, «1.

LIFE IN TWCLSPHERES.
In this story the scenes arc laid on earth, aud In thtf 

tpirlt-world presenting the spiritual philosophy tad 
the real life of spiritual beings. AU questions which 
arise on thatjubjecc are answered. Price Clcenti;'

ARCANA OF NATURE.
The History and Laws of Creation. Revised and 

annotated English edition. "The Cosmogony of 8d1v» 
ItualtBm.” Price, |1, , • • *
THE PHILOSOPHVVOF SPIRIT AND THE 

SPIRIT-WORLD.
Englltb edition. Price, ,1. „

THE ORIGIN AND'ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest investigations anddiicoverlM. 

and a thorough presentation of thia interesting sub« 
JecL English edition. Price, 11.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written fe; an object, and hat bun 

pronounced equal In its exposure of the diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.J 
Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LICHT,
A, thrilling psychological story of evangelization 

and free thought. It 1b to ProtaitantiBin what “The 
Becreta of the Convent” 1b to Catholtdam. Price. 81 
cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to iDTMllgate. How t. form circle., tod itt 

veloo and cultivate mediumship, Names of eminent 
pplntnellBts. Thdr testimony. Eight-page tract tor 
mission work. Single copies, Scents; 1Q0 for 11.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This Volume contains the 

pest poems of tbe author, and some of the most popn* 
lar songs with tho music by eminent composers. Thd 
poems ere admirably adapted for recitations. 2H 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, fl.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE,
For the home, the lyceum and societies. A manual 

of physical, intellectual and spiritual culture. By 
Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or liberal society may 
be organized and conducted without other assistance, 
price, w cents; by the dozen, 40 cents, Expreil 
charges unpaid. F
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS,

For humane Education, with man of tbe Angel 
a, e oratorical Cocteau. By Emma Hood Tattle, Price, 25 ceuu.
All Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heigbta, Ohio,

the “Christos."
The passage iu the “Annals” of Taci

tus, in which “Christus” occurs is cer
tainly spurious. Sulpiclus Severus, an 
elegant Christian writer, whose date is 
fixed about the year 400, has a passage 

.strikingly like that in the “Annals” of 
Tacitus, in regard to the punishment of 
the Christians by Nero. Translated 
from the “Annals” it reads:

“Some were tied up in tbe skins of 
wild beasts that they might be worried 
to death by dogs. Some were crucified, 
others were burned to death, being set 
us as lights in tho night time.”

There are twenty-five Latin words In 
the above quotation, of which eighteen 
are Identical and consecutive lu Seve- Lyceum, and soetettee that wish to get up eio- 
,.,.C wt,n non 1-ollavn thnt tt.ie Ohrtu 1 rating,,Interesting aud paying entertainment, caw 1US. >5 110 can bellete that tilth cans- not do better tbau to have a Prize Contest. Tbe ew 
tion writer would have failed to give the tire plan, wltb full directions, Is In the book, ani 
Pnonn nnthnrliv for an nrnnl nf sin'll may be easHy managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm lagan ailinoritj lOl an event Ot SUCH , more quickly than au Angell Prize Contest! Noth* 

to be I Ing Is needed more. Any Individual may organic* 
one In bls ovn town and reap a fluauclal reward.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS

Importance, If the same was
found recorded long before his time in 
Roman history?

It is now demonstrated that the so- 
cfllled “Annals” of Tacitus was forged 
by Poggio Bracclollnl, a Papal secre
tary. In 1422 he was tempted by an 
offer of 500 sequins (now equal to $50,
000) to engage in some mysterious liter
ary work. Seven years later six books 
of Roman history were brought to him 
from Saxony. Then all Christendom re
joiced to learn that the heathen Tacitus 
had mentioned Christ crucified under 
Pontius Pilate. At tlie age of 72 Pog
gio became secretary to the Republic of 
Florence, and at 79 be died, leaving five 
sons. Fifty-six years after his death 
his fourth son was secretary to Pope 
Leo X. at which time the Pope’s stew
ard, stimulated by a munificent reward, 
discovered the first six incomplete 
books of the same work. Four inter
mediate books of the sixteen were never 
found. These twelve books of pretend
ed history prior to that of Tacitus 
called “Historiae," were prefixed to the 
latter and for distinction called “An
nales;” but they are a clumsy misfit. 
The statue of Poggio in company with 
the twelve apostles, may now be seen in 
the church of Santa Marla at Florence.

The reference to Christ and Chris
tians by Suetonious are likewise spuri
ous. The writer characterizes Chris
tians as "a race of men of a new and 
villainous superstition.” Dr. Lardner 
dismisses this testimony, saying: 
"Learned men are not satisfied that 
this related to the Christians.” He also 
repudiates the other passage about the 
emperor Claudius Caesar expelling the 
Jews from Rome because they raised 
continual riots at the instigation of 
Chrestus. He was conscious of the ab
surdity of identifying a riotous Jew 
named Chrestus with Jesus who had 
been crucified many years before.

The letters of Pliny to the emperor 
Trajan, about the year 110, are mani
fest forgeries. In one he says that the 
Christians in Blthynla sing hymns to 
Christ as God. Long ago the genuine
ness of these letters was suspected. 
See Melmoth’s Pliny, a hundred years 
old or more. The correspondence is not 
to be found in any extant MS. It was 
added to tlie collection by Aldus. The 
composition is that of a writer unaccus
tomed to think in classical Latin. He 
probably thought in French. (Rise of 
Christendom,” by Prof. Edwin Johnson, 
p. 450). Long ago I discovered Internal 
evidence of the forgery of the letters of 
Pliny to Trajan.

In conclusion I aver that no writer of 
classical Latin ever penned the word 
“Christus” or “Christlanus." My old 
Ainsworth's Latin Dictionary has 
neither word In the Latin part, nor does 
the author give us “Christ” In the Eng
lish part—only “Christian” and “Christ
mas.” And he Is careful to note that
their Latin equivalent Is bad, thus: 

“Christian * || ChrlstlanusJi 
The star he says denotes that

word is “of Greek extraction,” and 
other sign that “It is bad, or used 
writers of an inferior class.”

the 
the 
by

To that inferior class neither Tacitus, 
nor Suetonious, nor Pliny belonged, nor 
any other Latin writer of the early part 
of the Christian era; but the writers 
who use the words "Christus” and 
“Christlanus” are modern monks, be
ginning with Tertulllan, the so-called 
first Latin father who quotes the letter 
of Pliny to Trajan, Itself a modern 
forgery. “Christos” means simply an
ointed, and its Latin equivalent is 
"unctus" or “dellbutus,”

Washington, D. C. W. H. BURR.

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs." Four
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, 
with music, by 0. ■ Payson Longley. 
Price by mall, 15 cents. For sale at 
this office.

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2. 
Sweet songs and music for home and 

.social meetings. For sale at this office. 
Price 15 cents. ‘

“Nature Cure.” By Drs.- M. E. and 
Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, ?L50 and $2.

To Advance Humane Education 
in AH Its Phases.

BY EMMA WOOD TUTTLE,

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Addreu

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights. Ohio.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION
Historical and critical review, with replies to an ob« 

jectlon. By 0. W. Brown, M. D. Price 15c. For itle 
at thia office.

STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Davis. A rosary of pearlfl, culled, 

from the works of Andrew Jackson Davli. Intended 
for the light and solace of every sorrowing and 
stricken heart. Price Su cents. For sale at this office,

STRIKE OF A SEX.
By George N. Miller. Dealing with the populatloi 
question. Paper, 25 cents. For sale at thia office.

A. Schopenhauer Essays.
Translated by T. B. SanndcrB. Cloth. 75c.

CONTENTS.-Tbe Wisdom of Life; Counsel! and 
Maxima;; liellglou aud other Essays; The Art of 
Literature; Studies In PessimtMn.

"Schopenhauer Is one of cue f«w philosophers who 
can be generally understood without a cuinnientary. 
All bls lbeur.es claim tu be drawn direct Iroui facta, 
to be suggested by observation, and to Interpret the 
world as It Is; and whatever view he takes, he Is con* 
itantln lii* appeal to tbe experience of common life. 
This characteristic cudowe bi» style with a t reslinesf 
and vigor which would be difficult to match loth' 
fihiloBophical writing of any country, and impossible 
n that of Germany. —Translate’.
For Bale at ibis office.

A. P. A. MANUEL.
A. Complete expose of the principles and objects of 

the American Protective Association. A book for all 
patriotic American citizens. Price 15c, or two for 
25 cents. For sale at thh office.

The Law of Correspondence Ap 
plied to Healing.

A coutbb of seven practical lessons. Djr W. J.
Colville. Limp cloth, 5UC. _____ _

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell, By 
Mosxs Hull. This pamphlet besides giving tbe Spir* 
ttuallstic interpretation of many thing* in tbe Bible— 
interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and belle believed io by Spirfeaalidh. Price, 
10 cents. For sale at tuts office.

-IN THE—

PAST,PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

BmuIIb of recent eclcntlfic reieiroh regarding the 
origin, poiltlon and prospecta of mankind.

From the German of '
DK, LUDWIG BÜCHNER,

Author of "Force and Vatter?* Essaya on Nature and 
Science,” "Physiological Pictures,” "SU Lee* 

tures on Darwin,” Etc.

’The great mystery of existence consists Io nerpet* 
nal and uninterrupted change. Everything Is Immor
tal and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well aa the highest beinglu 
creation, man and his thoughts. Only tbe forms In 
Which being manifests Itself are changing; but Being 
Itself remains eternally the same and Imperishable, 
When we die we do not lose ourselves, but only oii 
personal consclouBnesa. We live on in nature. In out 
race. In our children, in our deeds, in our thoughts— 
In short, in the entire material and physical contribu* 
tion which, during our short personal existence, we 
hive furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of

-dure In general."—Buechner.
neo voL.xoitBvo., about 850 TCtaB eloth. 11.

World’s Sixteen Sewers,
— OR— '

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY CRAVES.

New and startling revelationfl jn rellgtoui history 
which dUcJoflo the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising.the Hlsr 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This won* 
derfuland exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
take high rank as a book of reference fnthe field 
whlcb'tbe author has chosen for it. The amount of ~ 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile tbe 
varied Information contained la it must have been ee
vere and arduous indeed, and now that it Is In such, 
convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
willingly allowit to go onl of print But the book is 
by nomeans a mere collation of views or statistics; 
throughout its entire course the author—as will be 
seen oy his title-page and chapter-heads—follows a 
definite Une of research nnd Argument to the close, 
and his concluaionsgo, llkosnro arrows' to tbe mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 880 page». New edition, 
rerleedsnd corrected, with portrait of

HIM. Postage 1G eoitf* Ki; at

i,-.
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This department Is under the man
agement ot

Hudson Tuttle.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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¡NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
Lave called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal ^ca|r' 
ing compels the answers to be made In 
(tlie most condensed form, and O“®“ 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed, to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weaiy 
with waiting for the appearance or 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead ot the space E“®“' 
and heuce there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time ana 
place, aud all are treated with equal 
faror.

NOTICE-No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and aa- 
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requestlug private an
swers, and while 1 freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUT'ILE.

quenehaUe thirst and death. .One lacer
ated nerve makes life a martyrdom. 
The luxuries of wealth are indifferent, 
the softest down a bed of nettles, the 
costliest viand tasteless to the . dis
eased.

“Give us health!” cries nature. No 
puny sicklings, but the bounding pulse 
of fresh blood, the firm muscle, the 
quick nerve. When the songsters come 
up fi-qm the South to greet the spring, 
their voices gladden niU and dale, there 
is no weak note, no feeble wail, but the 
fullness of strength. Tlie pride of the 
forest, the sleek denizens of the wild, 
have no “pleasures” aside from those 
which flow from the normal activity of 
their being. Health means perfect har
mony between the laws of our constitu
tion and our environments. While to 
transgress a moral law has been regard
ed as a sin, the most flagrant abuse of 
the body has received no consideration, 
or even by great systems of religion 
been taught to be praiseworthy. It Is 
just being accepted that a pure spirit 
requires a pure body, and that while 
united in earth-life the two are mu
tually dependent.

Mrs. Rose Eby: Q. We are Investi
gating at our home. We have a circle 
of twelve members, and have been bold- ’ 
ing seuuees for nearly two years, and 
only one of our members has Bhoivn 
any inediuinistie power. This one as 
an inspirational speaker. One of our 
members Is consumptive. He is 
strengthened by the seances, but is it 
well tor the success of the circle? I am 
sitting alone for slate-writing, but with
out tlie least success.

A, That there has been so little ad
vancement after so iong a trial showi 
that there Is something radically wrong 
in the membership of the circle. Drop
ping out some of the members, and sub
stituting new ones is suggested. A per
son suffering from disease should not 
be admitted unless the seance is ex
pressly held for his benefit.. Of course 
he will be strengthened but it is at the 
loss of the other members, and possibly 
may prevent all manifestations.

In all cases after a few seances If un
satisfactory, changes should be made in 
membership.

Sitting for an especial phase of mani
festation, is not favorable, for It may 
not be possible for the person to receive 
It, and the desire and expectation is -di
rectly opposed to the realization of any 
other phase he may have the capability 
of receiving.

Mrs. Alice V. Smith: Q. Why 
must we talk with our spirit friends 
through a medium, often a total 
stranger to us an^ to them?

A. 'This question is more often asked i 
than any other, by those who are not; 
informed in the philosophy of Spiritual
ism. There can be no doubt but spirits 
would prefer to converse directly with 
their friends. It Is not a matter of 
choice. They have to accept the means 
furnished, and if their friends make no 
effort to supply the essential conditions 
they cannot communicate. If we would 
send a message by telephone or tele
graph we must go to some office where 
there Is an Instrument. It would be ev
idence of our ignorance if we objected 
to sending a message if. we could not 
send it through any other object as 
well, or received a message through our 
watch, or a sofa, as through the tele
phone.

A medium is like one of these instru
ments, responsive to and recipient of 
spirit thought, and able to transmit it to 
friends on earth.

A MOOTED QUESTION.

IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

Are there Animals in Spirit 
Life?

Rev. E. C. T.: Q. lam in charge of 
a Presbyterian church, and having re- 
bently seen some spiritual manifesta
tions, have become deeply interested. I 
wish to know more. How shall I pro
ceed?

A. I deeply sympathize with this cor
respondent. He has awakened to the 
possibility of the intercommunion of the 
two worlds, and his interest is deeply 
engaged^ Yet he does not know of the 
troubled waters toward which be is rap
idly drifting. Spiritualism will demon
strate to him that those he mourns as 
dead, live in a higher life and retain 
their affections for those In tills, and 
that they communicate. That is more 
than all his theology has taught him. 
The air is brighter, purer, and life Itself 
becomes priceless, as being endowed 
With this 'heritage of limitless possibili
ties. This having come, next will be the 
waning of the old beliefs, the negation 
of dogmas, the elimination of beliefs 
vital to the religion he has for years 
taught from his pulpit If he is a man 
of truth, honest and loyal to his convic
tions what will he say to his hearers? 
If lie announces his belief, it will be 
heresy and he will suffer ostracism. 
Can lie by subtle methods lead his flock 
up the mountain paths from the quak
ing boglands of theology to the green 
fields and flowery pastures, and slake 
tiielr thirst from the springs which are 
fed by the clouds condensing on the 
heaven-high summits?

The Bible is a dry husk bereft of Its 
spiritual records, and religion Is based 
on File recognition of Immortal life. 
The pulpit might be made a wonderful 
educational institution promulgating 
living thoughts instead of dead dogmas.

In the hands of master minds, like a 
Beecher or a Thomas, it becomes a pow
er for true enlightenment.

Yet there is the stolid, dead weight of 
superstition and bigotry to move, which 
snarls and destroys those who attempt 
to give aid. There are always in every 
church, members who have inherited 
the diill Inertia of past generations, and 
delight to hold things as they are, hat
ing innovation. The fate of the preach
er of new ideas depends on this conserv
ative element, although in number they 
are the minority, because the liberal 
majority have not the moral courage to 
stand by their convictions.
If this correspondent proceeds, he thus 

may know what bes before Mm. He 
will learn the truth. No one ought to 
fear the truth. All ought to gladly wel
come It, although it break their most 
cherished idols. • He will most rapidly 
acquire knowledge of spiritual phenom
ena by organizing a home circle, as has 
been constantly urged through the col
umns of The Progressive Thinker. He 
will acquire a knowledge of the science 
and philosophy of the subject by read
ing.

A SIGN OF THE TIMES.
A highly interesting study of the psy-i 

chic sciences has been commenced in 
La Presse, an influential dally paper, 
published in Paris. In the opening ar-i 
Hele, on the 10th of April, we find the' 
following judicious and impressive re-, 
marks: “It is right to affirm at the very! 
outset an incontestable truth, namely, 
that the supernatural has no existence. 
Howsoever extraordinary they’ may ap
pear, all the phenomena of which trust- j 
worthy mediums are the unconscious 
cause, all the manifestations of still ob
scure forces, aii the partial revelations i 
of a scattered life around us, Inappre-i 
henslble by our groser senses—all these i 
belong to an exclusively natural order. 
Thqre is really no room to cry out “a 
miracle,” nor to look upon the inespllca-; 
ble with the eyes of Henry the Fourth’s 
contemporaries, brought face to face 
with a cinematograph, a telescope, ori 
an automobile. What is so very wrong, - 
for the most part, is the bringing of 
preconceived ideas to bear upon sub
jects of this kind.” ■

Precisely so; and these preconceived 
ideas are usually the offspring of ignor
ance and conceit; for the people who 
entertain them are so ignorant as to be 
incapable of believing that there are 
any natural Igws outside of those with 
which they happen to be acquainted; 
and they are so conceited that they re
fuse to listen to, much more to credit, i 
those who speak to them of novel phe- ° 
nomena.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY.
M. Witold Gbloplckl contributes to the 

Revue Splrlte (Paris) a narrative of a 
striking occurrence which has taken 
place In Warsaw; where M. Gorowskl, 
an Instrumentalist in the Opera House 
in that city, had the misfortune to lose 
a little daughter three years old. He 
earnestly desired to possess a photo
graph of her before her body was com
mitted to the grave, and a young op
erator undertook to gratify hls wish.

That seems to be a sticking point with 
many would-be Spiritualists and others 
who have been long familiar with spirit 
teachings.

“Animals in spirit-life! Oh, that is 
too much!” they exclaim, “.and then if 
you begin where will you draw the line; 
if horses and dogs are admitted, theu 
Why not eats, reptiles and mosquitoes?"

And how messages contradict one an
other over this polut, too; even our best 
and most reliable mediums and speak
ers disagree.

“Certainly there are animals in spirit 
life,” says one.

“Animals have not reached a plane of 
existence where they can survive the 
shock pf death; they are not found in 
spirit life," says another.

Noav for myself, 1 have no difficulty 
in reeonclliug the two statements; the 
trouble lies In our own misconceptions 
of spirit life. We persist in placing it 
on the sumo material basis to which we 
are accustomed.

“‘Each one makes his own home, his 
own surroundings in spirit life.” This 
is the burden of all the instructions we 
have received from whatever sources; 
two persons might be in the same room 
and yet occupy widely different spheres 
of thought and feeling.

I have seen horses and dogs that 
showed as pinch intelligence as do some 
of the human race; and 1 cannot believe 
that these noble -creatures are left en
tirely out of tlie scheme of immortality.'

Suppose one loved them aud missed 
their presence. It certainly would not 
detract from liis happiness to find them 
roaming lu careless enjoyment among 
the green fields of bls spirit home. They 
would be there because they were ou 
the same plane of love and affection. If 
one did not care for animals he would 
not be conscious of their presence. They 
simply would not reach his spiritual vis
ion, and thus be might say that animal 
spirits had no existence. They would 
not have, for him, and if one did not 
love rats and reptiles they would not be 
present to him.
I imagine if the lower orders of crea

tion have any share of astral life they 
would not be conscious of it, and they 
would soon be absorbed again In mate
rial life. Probably animal life even of 
the highest order, Is not destined to Im
mortality, as such. It may endure for 
an indefinite period, louger or shorter 
according to the scale of its Intelligence. 
It must then be reincarnated until 
through successive stages it gains the 
crown of human happiness. Thus all 
creation is a constant growth from the 
mineral to the vegetable, from vegetable

W. N. Bagley; Q. I sometimes see 
forms and am told that I describe them 
correctly. AH that I receive comes to 
me like a tiny whisper. Each word 
clearly spoken. Beyond this phase I do 
not advance. How shall 1 proceed?

A. This correspondent has. held se
ances alone for three years, and will not 
go beyond his present phase unless he 
sits In a circle with others, and thus In
creases the influences bearing upon him. 
He Is now entirely for himself, then he 
would give to others. Aside from the 
magnetic influence of the circle, he 
would have spirit friends - of ■ all the 
members, anxious to communicate, by 
the methods offered, as has been repeat
edly explained.

to animal and from animal to 
life; and none are left out 
scheme.

Our loves as they now are

spiritual 
of the

, In form or without fo'rm; animated or 
lifeless; carcass ot;,'crqjnated; auiiual, 
vegetable or mineral; atom or world, 
spirit is the substratum, type, aud 
counterpart of alljjbeiijpd the universe 
of matter, a universe qf spirit; behind 
the universe of spirit,

A UNIVERSAL GOD!

finds expression that man has five -phys
ical senses. In the light of the forego
ing, it will be Been that man has no 
physical senses. Since his conscious
ness, an attribute of the soul, is the en
tity impressed, which is admitted to be 
of spiritual character, and It could not 
be thus impressed, were it not eternally 
co-related to a spiritual universe, where 
invisible modes of spiritual motion com
prise the laboratory of infinite cosmic 
aft and progression. Mau does not see 
with his eye, he does not hear with his 
ear, he does not fed with the nerve, 
but only sees and perceives with his 
scions ego, and he is beginning to com
prehend, discovering that all the ave
nues of sensation are simply electrodes 
that connect him to the world without

THE WONDERS OF 
HYPNOTIC CONTROL

$

I
»

On the admission that God is; that all or to the realm within himself. Now 
existence is of and in him, and that he the question comes to us, as a progress
is spirit, it follows: 1st, that the sub- I ive body of thinkers, shall we continue 
stance-real of all things is spirit, and to instruct the old formula of mind 
hence that matter is spirit; 2nd, but Ideals, or shall we educate the human 
spirit beipg invisible, and matter visl- ] by demonstrating the new? The recent 
ble, it follows that matter is a form or 1 discovery of wireless telegraphy is in 
condition of spirit; 3rd, that the sub- evidence in the application of this line 
stance-real of all things being spirit, the of thought (Here Prof. Lockwood ex- 
domlnant law of tlje universe is spirit I plained the mechanical structure of the 
law; 4th, that matter being conditioned I system of wireless telegraphy.) 
spirit the laws of material creation are I Hi the manifestation-of this phenome- 
subordinate to spirit law; 5th, that the lion we see that the raps of the tele
invisible creation behind the visibility I graphic key induced in the atmosphere 
of Nature is a spirit counterpart of the of a highly tensioned vibrator are trans- 
mqterial one in all things animate and mitted to the accumulator tensioned to 
inanimate; 6th, that hence to be spirit the same vibrating rate in the same 
does not necessarily imply either con- I electro magnetic circuit which responds I 
sclousness or life; the crystal has to the raps of the key although they | 
neither; the blade of grass but one; 7th, 1 may be 100 miles apart. This phenom- '• 
that the inherency’of spirit is, therefore, ] enon could not take place did we not 
a fact as absolute In the carcass as in I live in a universe of radiant matter so 
the living animal, and as really so in the 1 highly potential as to be reciprocal to 
ashes after, as in the body before, ere-1 every impulse, energy or mode of mo- 
mation; 8th, that spirit senses discern 1 tion, known to the entire scale of cos- 
spirit things by direct cognition, as ma- i mic posslbilltles.-
terial senses by direct cognition discern J When we think of the electro possl- 
materlal things; Oth, that the senses of bilities of this radiant matter and md- 
spirlts in the flesh are competent for I tion, and that human consciousness 
direct spirit cognition, as mesmerism I through the mechanism of the key and 
and natural trance phenomena have accumulator, may transmit a message 
abundantly demonstrated; 10th, that I to human consciousness, we recognize 
lienee phenomena which are legitimate I in this phenomenon and its analysis a 
spiritual phenomena’ never manifest to basic principle in the attributes of mo
the material but always to the spirit I tion. And Spiritualists and progressive 
senses of the split selves of animals and 1 thinkers will see in this analysis Its an- 
man; 11th, that no phenomena which alogy to the mental structure ef the hu- 
are cognizable through the material man brain, which contains not only vo- 
senses are spiritual in a true sense; litlon as the operating key, but a sensl- 
12th, that all phenomena cognizable by tlve, highly-tensioned receptive mental- 
the material senses are natural—phe- Ity that occupies the place of the aecum- 
nomena under discoverable laws within ulator. Hence mental energy trans-

The corpse was posed in a large arm
chair, with a heap of flowers upon her 
knees, and the portrait was taken. 
When the negative came to be de
veloped the photographer found a 
shadowy' hand, that of a female adult,; 
on the left hand side of the child. He 
was somewhat vexed at this unaccount-. 
able “blemish,” as he considered it, and ’ 
took a second portrait. Again that 
hand appeared, and this time another 
•was faintly indicated. Not only so, but 
these two features of the picture were 
developed before the white robe of the 
child. “Therefore,” remarks M. Chlo- 
pickl, “these mysterious hands wei’e 
more lucid than the robe itself, and this 
phenomena is, really, a special pe-, 
eullarlty of astral bodies. This circum
stance ought to decisively dispel all 
doubts as to the authenticity of the 
phenomenon of the apparition of astral 
hands.”

The Revue Splrlte publishes a repro
duction of the pliotograph, in which the 
mysterious hand, with the -wrist and a 
portion of the sleeve are clearly visible, 
but the rest of the arm fades off Into 
nothingness, although the panelling of 
the wall behind Is very Indistinct as 
though seen through some seml- 
dlaphanous stfbstiince, It-ls d left hand 
and delicately shaped, bent at the wrist, 
and the retreated fingers are pendent, 
and very near the child’s left shoulder. 
BEETHOVEN AND HIS DEAFNESS.

Tn an article on this topic, L’Humanltc 
Intégralo (Paris) writes as follows, 
ajiropos of an essay in the Banner of 
Light, on the evolution of new senses in 
human beings: “The case of Beethoven 
would permit us to conclude that deaf
ness Is an Indispensable element, so to 
speak, of a superior perception, or of! 
the perception of superior harmonies, 
since Beethoven conceived in spite of 
hls deafness, the most admirable music; 
that any musician in the world could 
have conceived; and, moreover, it Is an 
Interesting fact to remark that he com
posed liis finest works after he had be
come deaf. We may, then, assuredly 
conclude that deafness does not exclude 
the perception of the superior har
monies, or of the sublime sympathies 
of the soul."

We are happy to be able to offer an 
authoritative confirmation of the above. 
Speaking to the present writer, through 
a private -trance medium on the 20th of 
May, 1896, in reference to hls own earth 
life, Beethoven said: “When It first 
dawned upon me, while I was n com
paratively young man, íhat I was to be 
a deaf musician, the prospect of it so

will, not
always continue; even the love of chil
dren and friends is essentially selfish.

We love them because they are our 
children and our friends. But when we 
have grown in spirit life for hundreds, 
nay thousands of years, perhaps, our, 
and mine, will have merged into a 
world-wide love that takes In every
body’s children as our own.

MRS. S. E. MACKLEY.
Inwood, Shasta Co., Cal.

Adelbert: ,Q. What is the foundation. 
Of teie hajipineRs? ;

A. In attempting to gain happiness 
many lose It in grasping for Its shadow. 
It is not to be gained through the appe
tites", the delicate food which tempts the 
palate, the.seasoned dishes; the blend
ing of many flavors. The time comes 
when the taste refuses to be pleased 
and dyspepsia takes the place of diges
tion. The crust is sweeter to a hungry 
man than the richest viands to the 
palled tongue. .

■ Hare wines distilled lay the sun, with 
delicate flavors, are sipped with mirth 
and gossip of fair lips, but at the bot-

LIFE’S VOYAGE.

The silvery light of the fleeting years 
Has crowned the hair with gray, 

And the weight of Time has bowed the 
form, .

And the feet faltering stray, 
And the ’shadows deeper, longer, grow, 

While the eye has lost Its fire, 
But the path we tread, hy the angels 

led, '
Is the one our souls desire.

And while we linger here and wait 
In the troublesome wake of years, 

With growing weartMss of the gait 
And a dullness of the ears, 

With fading hopes of worldly fame, 
And a faltering Ifi llfe’s quest,

The heart grows warm with love again 
As We dream of home and rest .

A little more loneliness as we see 
Our loved ones pass away -

To join the hosts of the arisen and free, 
In God’s Eternal Day. '

A little more care of toil and strife^ 
In earth-forms -of feeble clay, .

Ere we slip the cable for the .voyage of
Hie, ■ ... , ’

And float Into heaven's bay. ■ 
v BISHOP A BEALS.

Summerland, Cal. . . . • . ■■

i “Words That Burn.” A Psychic 
Novel, by Lida Briggs Browne; This

t

work, progressive, Jaumarulnrijin, real
istic. Descriptions . of scenery and 
home life in both England and the 
United States. It is a large 12mo, 366 
pages, neatly bound In cloth; has por
trait of writer as frontispiece, • Price, 
$L5A To SalTGduoB ft will sell from 
this office until fnrtber aotice for $1.25. 
Postage free.
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Prof. R. E. Dutton, 
WRITE HIM.

I Sure Juel prepared a Mall Course ot Urt 
complete leaaoaa on tbla subject, and bare them 
bound lu booklet form. The Octuplet. Mall 
Course will bo sent to any one tor only 10c. Sil
ver. Thia courae ot luatructlous contains my 
latest discoveries and methods with which you 
can hypnotise any subject, no matter how bard. 
I have written thorn tor the benefit at profes
sional bypuntlsts, aud all who wish to greatly 
increase their percentage ot success. No mutter, 
student, whose Instructions yon have, and no 
matter wbat your degree ot success, It you send 
me 10c. I will send you this complete course, 
which win enable you to fasten un to any In
complete instructions and succeed right -from 
ths start. No matter whether you have ever 
studied bipnotlam before or not, yon will find 
yourself succeeding at first trial. You can hyp

- tiotlae any one that compiles with these original 
methods. 1 repeat, that you are just as sure io 
hypnotise the first’ parson that compiles wltn 
these methods as you are sure that the sun 
rises aud sets. ,

-These complete Instructions, mind yon, will ba 
aent tor only 10c., actually enabling you to tbpr-

oofbljr mnatar «)] hereto described, without further charge. This book also contains
methods for Self-Healing that will 
that when -complied with they can 
doe cannot touch at all Any one 
Occult Arts who ?eads this Mail 
very latest dUcoverloa, which en 
sleep In themselves almost instant 
time, and thereby cure all Inown 
can Induce this sleep in himself st 
the minds of friends and enemies, 
with disembodied spirits, visit any 
tlons and problems in this sleep, 
This ao called Mental Vision Lesson 
nolle Hoaling, Control of the Sub-

cot fall. I aUoUtely iguaraßtee

Si

I

nWWTK .
' . ..WTMl

not •*»<1 to cure OlseoseB that tuert
ean be a practical operator la all 
Course. Thll book contains my 
able all to Induce the hypnotic 
ly, at win, awake at any desired 
diseases and bad habite. Any one 
first trial, control his dreams, read 
ace atiaeat friends, communicate 
part -of the earth, solvo bard unes- 
nnd remember aU when awake, 
and tour others-one In Selt-Hyp- 
Consdoua Mind In the waking

the purview of scleuee; 13th, that hence mitted from one mind or intellect to an- 
the term spiritual phenomena is a mis- other, may be correctly received and 
nomer when applied to “physical man- comprehended, when the receiving men- 
ifestatlons;” 14th, that spirit phenome- tallty with its sensitive accumulator is 
na originate in two radically distinct potential or reciprocal to the mental act 
spheres, which, for distinction, may be I of volition of the sender of tlie message, 
called the superior- and inferior spirit This fact in nature establishes, without 
worlds; 15th, that the superior is the the possibility of cavil, transference of 
greater spirit world beyond the death thought as a scientific fact. To think 
chasm of Nature, the light of which is that the human intellect can send out a 
God the Celestial Central Sun; 16th, I message of love and sympathy to its 
that the inferior is composed of the in- friends remote, and that these volition- 
visible spirit globes which constitute ary acts of the sender can be received 
the real of the visible creation; 17th, I by tbe friend to whom they are sent, is 
that spirit phenomena of the greater a phenomenon of tlie possibilities of a 
spirit world relate to the spirit man; spiritual Infinitude before which, all 
spirit phenomena qf tlie Inferior spirit I other phenomena known, sink into ut- 
world relating to the ’ spirit selves of ter insignificance. The transference of 
animals and man; 18th, that the spirit love and sympathy by tbe transference 
counterpart of a globe is in a special of thought, will become a mighty factor 
sense the spirit world of that par- of civilization when we fully realize its 
ticular globe; 19th,! that the spirit law I significance. In the manifestation of 
which points the nepdie to tlie pole man- these mental phenomena on the earth s 
Ifests itself as visibly In the instincts of plane, we trace the corelailon of con- 
plants, animals, and the intuitions of sciousness on the mortal phttie to con
mau. '■ sciousness beyond tlie grave by the

’ ’ same electro art or principle of nature.
To know that the soul Is eternally co-re
lated to soul throughout the vast eras 
of space, is a truth well worthy of the 

■—c—-■■■ I consideration of the ablest thinkers of
Pxpf. i.aaiiTOótf.b Latere at ÍS

Lily Dale. Bibles were known—before tbe philoso-
■ 1 • phy of Zoroaster, before the Zend Aves-

state, and several strong healing methods are all contained 
in this little book, which will be sent to any one tor 10c. 
-silver, enabling you to U al good an operator as any one 
living. Mind you, this can be successfully accomplished by 
the study of this little book, without further charge.

I am so absolutely confident that yon will be successful, 
right from the start, with these dnstrucilani, that I will 
even send them Subject to Examination, If so de« 
sired, just to prove to tho prost skeptical that they form 
the beat course ever sold and to all who send tho
dime, if any should be dlsaatised, money will be cheerfully 
refunded. But this Mail Course is just as described, for I 
would not dare to use tbe malls for any fraudulent pur* 
pose. This bargain offer is limited, so send at once to

PROF. R. E. DUTTON,
McCook, Neb., U. S. A,, Lock Box441.
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As I^e\>ealed by ^be Ma^epia^ Q^d

Including thè Wonders and Beauties of the Diviner Life.

By E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D., Author if Principles of Light an4 
Color, Human Culture and Cure, etc,, and Dean of the

THE SOUL AND MIND.

Prof Lockwood gave another lecture I tas were thought of. These principles 
at Lily Dale; Sunday ufferrioon of a scl- I of time aud space have always existed, 
entitle nature. There never was a I hence we affirm that tlie eternal truth 
speaker, says the Jamestown Dally of our relationship to life beyond the 
Tribune, on tlie platform who could grave and of its mental relationship to 
make the philosophy and science of our plane of thought is a truth with 
Spiritualism so clear and so plausible as which Bibles, sacred cosmogonies and 
Prof. Lockwood. From a purely scion- I crucified saviors have nothing to do. 
title basis he thwarts all opponents and These latter are Idle-speculations of a 
presents and proves the actualities of I primitive age before the discoveries of 
the truth. This is the last lecture he modem psychic and cerebral science 
will deliver this season and great ap- were known to human research.
plause greeted hls utterances and he > more thorough investigation of 
was offered a standing vote of thanks, these sublime principles and records of 
■which was heartily responded to from nature will demonstrate not only conti- 
the audience nulty of life, but the immortality of the

His subject was “What Shall We In- «oul, a cosmic process with which the 
struct- How Shall We Educate?” and formulas of theology and ecdesiasti- • 
said In nart- cism, have nothing to do. Let us ex-

The term'“instruction," In its liberal tend, then these boundaries of the pos
interpretation, means to transmit, or to s bii ties of nature in the evolution of 
induce a line of thought into the realm the human soul thereby extending the 
of human mentality. A thorough analy- boundaries of human knowledge. Let 
sis -of this process of instruction will learn to honor oqreeIves and human
discover that possibly errors, as well as *ty at large, and let all of the gods of 
truth, may be introduced Into our sys- Past and present time, take care of 
terns of thought; but to say that such themselves.

appalled me that I was driven to the j 
verge of suicide. Can you imagine what , 
such a privation must haye been to me? - 
I bore it very impatiently; tout as I grew , 
older and became stone-deaf, I found , 
that, instead of my powers as a com
poser falling me, It was then that the 
grandest and most beautiful of the 
works which now bear my name, 
flowed from my pen, and I will tell you . 
the reason why. I was a medium, and 
my spiritual guides deprived me of my 
hearing for a specific purpose. It was 
the will of Hie Father that it should be 
so; and as my physical hearing left me, 
I became cialraudient, and actually 
heard the glorious music I have given 
to the world, before a note of it was 
committed to paper. Then I grew 
reconciled to my infirmity; for, although 
I could not hear my works when per
formed by earthly Instruments, yet I- 
had previously listened to them alt 
Thenceforward I bad to go through life 
more lonely than ever, and it was one of 
the sorrows of my existence to be de
barred from familiar Intercourse with 
the few persons whom I really es
teemed; so that the privation of hearing 
intensified my sense of solitude. Even 
my nearest and dearest friends did not. 
know Bee-thovea, for I was alone, ex*, 
ceptlng that I was companioned by the; 
messengers of God. On fhe other hand, ’ 
my human friends were very few, and;, 
I was compensated for their silence,; 
and consoled for my town Isolation, by 
communion with . ministering spirits. 
The stories told of .my having been 
morose in temper, and savage in my 
habits, were partly true. I was ex
tremely irritable. It was my failing., 
But those who complained of and cen-; 
sured it, were blamable, In no small de- > 
gree, For my weakness. I was proud,! 
and, as the possessor of a divine gift, I i 
was sensitive. X felt that that gift; 
should not be used lightly or irreverent- ' 
ty; and when the upper classes of so-i 
ffiety in Vienna wanted me to play to; 
them, for their amusement, without In1 
the least comprehending the higher 
meaning of my music, And to prostitute 
my divine art by making it a pastime- 
for elegant idlers, then I rebelled and; 
refused to cast my pearls before swine.; 
I would cheerfully bare played to the j 
beggar In the street If I thought he! 
could comprehend the message I was 
commissioned to deliver, and I have 
often played by the hour to a feWi 
friends capable of comprehending it.” i

erroneous systems of thought edueate,- 
1s not true. Man is never educated by 
entertaining mental errors. Recent dis
coveries along the line of mental cere
bral science disclose an order of 
mental formula that was unknown un
til recent , time. The establishment of 
the cortical areas of the human brain 
discloses special centers of ganglionic 
character, co-related to the anatomy of
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f‘A. Few-WciSs About the Dern, aid 
Other Esssys.” By Charles Bradlaugu. 
Paper, SO ONuS. For sale at this office.
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College of Bine Forces.
Existence and General Character of God. . '
God as a Spirit.
The Deiflo Location and Mode of Working. '■
The Nature of God. ,
The Deific Greatness and Glory.
Moral Evil and Deific Perfection. .
Deific Law and Human Intercession.
How Man Helps Govern the Universe
Creeds and Practices of Christianity, .
The Dangers of Infallible Standards. <
The Christian Bible Tested. _ .
Religions Tested by Their Fruits. L
The Ethics and Religion of Nature, 
Life under the Old Religions.
Life under a Spiritual Religion. .
Death under tlie'Old Religions. -. ,
Death under a Spiritual Religion. .
The Future Life. ,.
REMARKS—The Basic Principles of Universal Philosophy and

a Universal Religion.
It is scholarly, philosophic, humanitarian and permeated with high 

spirituality in tone and teachings. A most excellent work on the subject—» 
the work of a deep thinking and truth-loving mind.

SECOND EDITION, elegantly illustrated, containing 378 pp., 12mo., 
English muslin, stamped in black and gold; price reduced to $1.00, or. if 
postpaid, $1.11; price in paper covers, 50c., or 60c. if postpaid.

For sale at this office.

« THE LNNGÜNGE OF THE STARS."
A Primary Course of Lessons in Celestial Dynamics.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT.

man, each of which has its especial
functional power and Influence in men- I The eighth annual convention ot the 
tai process. These discoveries, are mod- I National Spiritualists Association ot the 
ifying the opinions of tlie physiologist United States of America and Canada, 
and the psychologist as to the relations I will be held at Cleveland, Ohio—Cham- 
of mental processes, and as to wbat 1 ber of Commerce Hall. Business ses- 
comprises mental action. 1 sions October 16, 17, 18, 19, 1900, at 10

Incoming waves -of molecular vibra- 4 a. m. and 2 p. m.
tion Impress human consciousness 1 Important business of interest to ev- 
through the optic trqct, which process ' ery Spiritualist will be presented for ac- 
we call seeing. Hence it will follow that tion before these gatherings.
man has no sensation of seeing until his I At 7:30 each evening grand public 
consciousness, an attribute of the soul I meetings with addresses, spirit com- 
has been impressed. Seeing then, Is to I munlcatlons, music, etc.
be understood as the-result of incoming : A large number of the most gifted lec- 
waves of motion through the optic tract J turers and mediums will be present and 
impressed upon eoiisciousness—the op-1 participate in these exercises. Among 
tic tract comprising only one of the ave-' them may be mentioned Dr. Peebles, 
nues through which consciousness Is îm- ] Moses Huh, Pwi. w» F. Peck, Mrs. 
pressed. . s ;o 1 Helen Palmer Ressegue, Carrie E. S.

This formula of -Impression applies 1 TWlng, May. S. Pepper, Mrs. Zalda 
with equal force tpyallfof the so-called Brown Kates and Maggie Gaule. Other 
five senses of man. ulftthe liglit of; this mediums and speakers of foremost rank 
analysis mind wlllXte seen to be the re- nre also making arrangements to at- 
sult of Impression, wd-pot the thing Im- tend and parfclpate in the programme. 
pressed. Mah has no mind, no sensation | milsicla:n
until the canvas Ojf iki? consciousness | W^J ÏST5 charge of music.
has been impressedAïiincoming waves pa^“s KU1 be “ad®
from within the mental laboratory of j “LJ11? ¡spiritual papers.
Irtthout wS Æo® iXf w ÆUCArto<^tfficateti^S

ons through vi^Atiom tary at the convention to entitle yen toobtains, have been pM ntojibratiom third fare for return -trip. I1 All attending the convention who 
vibrations upon htjnmfi. cousclousTiess, t0 Cleveland by rail are specially 
and Is not the entity impressed. The 1 reqUestej -j0 purchase certificate tlck- 

; greater the mnnbet of educative im- j etg| tllnt we may 6Ure of meeting the 
j pressions upon the conscious principle J requirements of the roads> 
i of man, tlie greater the mini TlnB pOrest City House, a large and
; view will establish a fundamental the- handsome hotel of Cleveland, at. which 
¡sis for the correct idea «how con" ^e best of service and attention will be 
; sciousness is impressed andtit gives us I secureq for our delegates and visitors, 
i a scientific basis for the entertainment I ju-o dollars per day each person, spe
' of the science of psychology. I ra(Ci will be the headquarters of

All modes of motion In nature are in- foe convention. Reception in the parlor 
visible. Their action upon conscious- I of tbe j?orest City House to all will be 
ness through the cerebral-organism is I bc]d On Monday, October 15,-at 8 p. m. 

■ also-invisible. We cannot see -any of Information bf convention can be bb- 
; these processes, any more than we can obtained of the N. S. A. ■ secretary at 
; see the molecular changes taking place 600 Penna, avenue S. E., Washington, 
j in a -blade of grnssrthat promotes its ].©. c. MARY T, LONGLEY, 
¡growth. The modern psychist is dis- . Secretary. ;

covering that we live in a spiritual uni- . HARRISON B. BARRETT, Près.
! verse where Invisible-modes of motion . - _ _____
; promote the visibility- of form; and he I “From Sotfl to Boul.” By Emma Rotffi 
; argues-that au invisible formative en-J Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
। ergy of Shaping1 character, as the real -of . thought In poetic diction in this 
i thing that Is acted upon in the process I handsome volume, wherewith to swect- 

of development or growth. An errone- «n «hours of leisure and enjoyment 
ous Idea has obtained and freaucntly | Price $1. For sale at this OfficK -

This important primary work is the first practical exposition of th#. 
Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in their relation to man—that has yet been 
issued by the American press. It contains fourteen special lessons, em
bracing each department of human life, in such plain, simple language that- a 
child can understand the elementary principles laid down. And in addition 
to these lessons is an Appendix, containing a full explanation of all technical 
and scientific terms in general use upon the subject, thus forming a brief, yet 
practical Astro. Dictionary. This work is illustrated with special platea.

For Sale at This Office. Price. Fifty Cents.

CELESTIAL. DYNAMICS,
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature. ?

BY THE AUTHOR OF «THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” «THE LAST- 
GUAGE DF THE STAKS,” ETC.

A magnificent aijifi complete course of ABtro-metaphysìoal stqdy, em
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force, Sickness and Disease. With 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully, 

. Mental Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice the Healing Art 
Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics'” a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus leam the real 'Cause of their frequent' failures. . .

No Astro-Student dm afford to be without this work, if Ire would under
stand the Meta-physios of Astrology.

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands ef 
a large and very earnest class bf people who cannot afford to pay for a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
this privilege will find thè work an invaluable text-book to their stadias. ■■

The Price is One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
light. For sale at this office.

“The Heresy Trial of Bev. B. F. Aus
tin, M. A., D. D. Giving a sketch of 
Dr, Austin’s life, story of the heresy 

.trial, copy of the charges, the heresy 
sermon, the.scene at conference,, and 
Dr. Austin's full address defending his 
views on Spiritualism at the London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.," 
etc? Price 15 cents. For- sale at this 
office.
' “Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op

erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbltti I>L. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human 'Culture and 
«Jure. Paper «over, 15 cents. For sale 
at tills office.

“Human Culture null Cuter Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D, Babbitt, M> D^- 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion,' etc. Price, cloth, TO 
cents. For sale at this office. .

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con* 
fesBlonal.” This book, by the well 
known Father Uhlniquy, reveals the fife
grading, Impure Influences and results 
of the Romish -confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall, $1, For sale || 
this office.
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DR. 6. L WATKINS, 
THE 

NATURAL PHYSICIAN.

The Phybician can only be the servant 
or handmaid of Nature in the cure of

Disease.
In reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the ollonding cause while 

Nature
Performs the euro, and therefore we 
lay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician can do 
is to act as a

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment IB true, and believe that this meth
od ie> the right one, then write to-day to 

DR. 6. E. WATKINS, 
Bending age, sex and leading symptom. 
DR. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

children and brethren and sister«, year 
and his own life also, he cannot become , 
my disciple." Humanity does not en
courage man to make a foofof himself 
for the sole privilege of being per
secuted.

Humanity does not preach either 
“•Heaven” or “Hell,’’ Nature’s laws are 
Its word of God; love, kindness and 
eliarlty, Us mission; the reward It de
serves, Is its hope; it knows no creed 
but love, no dogma but justice tempered 
with mercy; It needs no forms or cere
monies except Hie simple act of doing. 
Faith or belief in the unknown is not 
required of its followers; It knows no 
race, no sect, no condition of lite, but Is 
as boundless as eternity. It has no 
Popes, no Bishops, no Preachers, and no 
Elders or Deacons; all Its followers are 
on an equal footing. Wiiat it does is 
done .from a scuse of love and duty 
uninfluenced by the fear of “hell” or the 
icuard ot "heaven.” Humanity de
mands that the salvation of the soul 
must depend upon merit aud not upon 
“faith” or “belief.” It relics upon nat
ural laws and proclaims that eternal 
bliss or everlastlug torment is unreason
able; that a “rise” from “hell” to 
“heaven” is as possible ns a "fall” from 
“heaven” to “hell.” . .

Humanity is fu liurmouy with all the 
noble and practical philosophy as taught 
by Hie world's great teachers; It could 
tlnive better without other systems of 
religion, while without humanity as a 
minor principle these various systems 
would be a total failure. Humanity is 
blond and universal; It exists where 
Christianity is unknown, among all 
people, and Is the foundation of all 
progress and civilization.

When Christianity merges Into Hu
manity, shakes off the useless forms, 
cetemonles, creeds and dogmas; when 
man loves man more than man-made 
Gods and Saviors; when the church 
opens its doors to all, regardless of 
what they believe or disbelieve, and 
every one donates his mite for the ele
vation of man, then the condition of 
man will rest upon a higher plane. As 
Christianity becomes divested of its 
pagan forms and rites, its “faith” and 
Its “belief” iu the unknown, the two 
monsters which hold In bondage the in
tellects of millions, Humanity with its 
love, ns truth and its justice, will take 
its place and man will be truly happy; 
there will be less crime, less drunken
ness, less want and less insanity; more 
of love, ‘peae'e and contentment, with 
increased .knowledge aud harmony. ♦

Glenville, Ohio. J. C. BELL.

Psychic Force, a Science 
That Nullifies Space and 

in the Privacy ot Your 
Own Home Dis

pels Disease.

ABSOLUTELY FREEl Know, 
ledge Which Should be Pos

sessed by Every Man and 
Woman Who Prizes 

Health andHap- 
piness.
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J. M. PEEBLES, A. M„ M. D„ PH.D.

Humanity Versus Christian 
’ ity.

Soma one lias said that “comparisons 
are odious;" this no doubt Is true, but 
to a people who are honestly endeavor
ing io learn tue pnilosopliy of life which 
is so vital to the progress and happiness 
of mankind, such matters should not 
Stand in the way of fair and honest in
vestigations, nor should they cause a 
feeling of odiousness in any one who is 
sincere and interested in the bettering 
of social conditions.

Humanity is defined as "Quality of 
being human: Kindness: Benevolence.”

Christ ianity as “The religion taught 
by Christ.”

Many people are seriously opposed to 
the forms and ceremonies used by the 
followers of Christ, and it is my object 
to show that the religion of Humanity 
pure and simple is superior to, not only 
Christianity but all others, and that it 
can and does exist apart from and In
dependent of them.

With our social life as a body politic, 
in more or less chaos, our penitentiaries 
filled, bur jails and workhouses crowd
ed, our asylums for the insane multiply
ing, drunkenness and vice ever on the 
increase and our divorce courts over
worked, Is it not time for those who are 
Interested in their fellow beings to hesi
tate and endeavor to devise ways and 
means,to stop these awful curses to 
human happiness. Is It not time to 
throw aside prejudice and hold in abey
ance sentimental Ideas, and would It not 
be better to rely more upon the genius 
and humanity of man than on the 
mercy of God? Is it after all the busi
ness of God to directly cure disease, to 
prevent temptation or to point out the 
path of virtue, peace and contentment. 
It is my opinion that our failure to fol
low up what we know, and our blind 
faith in what we do not know is largely 
responsible for many of our social 
difficulties.

So as to overcome our troubles and in 
order to promote the greatest good to 
the largest number, I point with pride 
to the religion of Humanity; not a per
son but a principle, the cultivation of 
Which enlarges the soul, blights ignor
ance, destroys superstition, relieves 
misery and drives away poverty and 
crime. It fills the human heart with 
joy and peace; it brightens life and de
velops hope; it fills the world with love 
and song. In every system of religion 
it is weighted down with chains of 
dogmas, creeds and useless forms and 
ceremonies; the man is made superior 
to principle, and the result—a large por
tion of disease, misery and crime.

It is absolutely proven that enthusi
astic followers of Individuals are more 
or less fanatical and without exception 
intensely prejudiced; as a rule they are 
intent upon forcing their belief upon 
others, frequently inciting acts of vio
lence and destruction of lives and prop
erty, then • posing as martyrs. These 
traits have been particularly prominent 
in the Christians and Mohammedans of 
early and middle ages, and the spirit 
still lives. The followers of Buddha 
seem to have been an exception to the 
rule, and-this is clearly due to'his teach
ings, I believe. He said: “Purify your 

. hearts and cease to kill, that is the true 
religion.” This is the religion of 
Humanity. It is noticeable that the 
Christian nations are the best-armed 
and equipped for the destruction of life 
'and liave the'largest bodies of soldiers:

: what for? “Go ye, into all the world, 
and preach the gospel to every creature. 
.He that believeth and is baptized-shall 
be saved: but he that believeth not shall 
be damned. And these signs shall fol
low them that believe: In iny name 
Shall they cast out devils: they shall 
speak with new . tongues. They shall 
lake up serpents, and if they drink any 
deadly thing it shall not hurt them: 

■ they shall lay’hands on the sick and 
they shall recover." . . ,

Christianity needs guns and soldiers 
to curry on the work of spreading these 
false promises, ánd I accuse them of 
treachery because when people believe 
such absurdities they neglect rational 
meiins for bettering their condition. 
; Humanity needs, no .means for de- 
stroylng human life, it gives no com
mands to be enforced and makes no 
foolish promises which mislead and 
bring poverty, crime and misery in its 
"wake. The object of Humanity is to 
elevate • man. mentally,’ morally and 

. physically; to bring joy, comfort and 
peace to man while on earth; it seeks tó 
educate mankind that he may be better 
able to aid, others as well as biniseli to 
avoid the pitfalls of misery, and want: . 
it would disseminate knowledge which 
would save thè Ilves of millions and 

' bring health and comfort to millions 
moré;: Humanity does not say “Depart 
from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire 

' prepared for the devil and his angels.” 
- nor, "If.any man come to me and hate 

not his father and mother and wife and

“Prominent Believers 
in the Spiritual Philosophy.”

A Work of Art—Free.
There has just been issued In Toronto 

by the Sermon Publ. Co. a fine Photo
engraving 11x10, inartistic, ornamental 
design, giving the portraits of Twelve 
Prominent Scientists, Authors, Lec
turers and Mediums who accept the 
Spiritual Philosophy.

(ar It Is Not On Sale.
It is sent postpaid and free to every 

new subscriber to “The Sermon" 
monthly magazine edited by the Rev. 
Dr. Austin. Subscription 25c per year. 
(The Sermon will be enlarged and the 
subscription doubled soon.)
TUB SHltMOX rim. co., Toronto, Can-

Do You Need Spectacles 1*
If so, try Poole’s perfected Melted 

Pebble lens, a perfect assistant to the 
eyes for near and far vision. They in
duce a renewed action of the nerves, 
muscles and blood-vessels and a retufn 
of .natural vigor to the eyes.

My method of fitting Is by spirit 
power and clairvoyance. I have fol
lowed this work for fifteen years, fit
ting thousands of people by this method 
in this and foreign countries. I have 
hundreds of letters from my patrons, 
telling me of the benefits received by 
their use. Please write fqr Illustrated 
circulars explaining my method of 
treatment, also showing styles and 
prices. Address B. F. POOLE, 43 Ev
anston avenue, Chicago, Ill.

to
A GOOD OFFER 

anyone that Is sick and will- - ----- — ..... send
their name (and stamps for reply) to 
Dr. J. R. Craig, Sacramento, Cal. He 
will diagnose the most difficult and
complicated case without asking any 
questions, and will make no charges for 
treatment until you are helped, and 
then only what you are able to pay.
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DDR PREMIDMS.
There ore many Spiritualists who

know a good thing when they see it 
There are others, however, who do not 
seem to realize what is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en
large their understanding. Vol. 8 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World Is furnished to our 
subscribers at less than cost, and 
should be in every family in the United 
States, whether Spiritualists or not. 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death in its 
multifarious phases; in fact you can 
not find in all the libraries of the world 
as valuable information In regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you in these three volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and are an ornament to any 
Hbrary. Volume 3 Is furnished at 25 
cents, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes, when or
dered In connection with a yearly sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker, 
only eost $1.10. The aggregate cost of 
the three books to the trade Is $4.50. 
At this price, these three books ought to 
be in every Spiritualist family. •

The Progressive Thinker is the first 
Spiritualist paper to inaugurate the Di
vine Plan—à portion of the profits, of 
the office returning to subscribers in 
valuable books.

list.

LTJMES 1, 2 and 3 of the Ency- 
pedla of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, Art Magic, Ghost 
Land, The Next World Inter
viewed, and the Occult Life . of 
Jesus (including the Hull-Covert 
Debate) constitute dur premium

___ Those seven books have been on 
sale, costing the buyer in the aggregate, 
$10.75. We, after paying the postage 
and expense of mailing, realize onlv 
$1.50 for the seven—for less than cost
to us. We desire to form the nucleus 
of a library in every Spiritualist home, 
hence this remarkable offer. By. sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
you then have the. privilege of purchas
ing these books at the premium prices. 
See terms on another page.

‘ “'Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles,-M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price $1. 
For sale at this office.

“A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Pile« 10 cents.

OUR MOTTO
To Do All the Good We Can,

Mrs. Ur, Dobson-Barker,
Who is bo widejy known as one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL /+EALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diaguose Your Case

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
Iho students of thia College represent four con- 

tincnts, and many of them are phyaieiuna, medical 
profes^ora, or clergymen. Hudson Tuttle, the well- 
known author. calls this college “An institute of 
refined therapeutics, which is fast becoming of world
wide fame, and attracting students from many conn- 
tries. It builds ou exact science, and iucluaes ‘the 
uiagnctk., electric, chemical, solar, and spiritual 
forces which underlie everything. Its course can be 

home, and a diploma conferring the tide of 
p. M. (Doctor of Magnetics) granted.” Scud stamp 
for catalogue. *

A cheaper and simpler ACADEMIC COURSE has 
peon established for those who do not wish to take 
the more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 
now aud beautiful methods of Nature, which arc 

v10 Ofid Upbuild. AddressE.D.BAB- 
TAeV’nH'.P” ^L’ Dcun> 58 'rhIrd 8t., San 
Jose, California.

Dr. J. M. Peebles, the great scientist, who has given to the world his nsvehlr « ■i. .. wi< .mankind a tremendous vital and HAGNETIC roiHIE, end which not oníy1Df 
every nature from men and woman, but at the same time so HTIIUNGThknh ‘constitution that DISEASE: CAXNOT EXIST. This grand beuelaohiítkthP f the
honored as baa no other scientist known to man; for bls llfe-Tong service In behull o? sufierhiK buVanUv h? 
has been made a Fellow of the Anthropological Society ol London, Eng . and Hónoraí»“ Member^“th» 
dotny ot Art end Science, Naples, Italy, nud a Fellow ’ot the Acadimy of tjrienr? New OrtoS? Lu ‘Jid^.o 
In recognition of bls superior accouipUslnnents. was appointed by the National 'Arbitration f »»»,’■« .1 .'i 
International Peace Commission In Kurono. But what bo prize. ab“°e n “ U to4Í re w h tho know?», ™ 
that alter fitly years of selenium researches he la at last able to place a science before the wirM wh»?? 
(liseaBCB cuu be cured, no matter Low hopeless the case may eeein, for there Ie uo doubt but th2r 
through hia science, which doe« away with DRASTICi and roiSOKOVH wlilwithin the SUKSHINB ot uoi-El and HF A1.11I. m addition to YreatmeX of psycb i force ’the 
pat ents receive a in Id medicine, which Is prepared lu Dr. Peebles' laboratory, and which' Is mudo ot r„„.? 
umlrtrbs, prepared by the most .elemltle processes. It Is this combinationot PMYB1CA1. ami 
CHW treatment which ba. brought about cure, that have the inedleal nrSUÍ:
TWO CON-riNBKTS. You may take bls treatment In the PHIVA< Y or YOIJK?OX&K lloww 
... It Is absolutely a home ireatnieut aud DISTAS.ci: IS No BAK. Mrs- J 'V Henderson ot 
Washington, who suffered tor years with pain to the ovaries and uterlue weakness, was entirely ¿iréd bv 
the Peebles treatment. Mrs c. Harris, Marionville. Pa., .ays she. cannot express toó uucb gratitude tor the 
result, received through Dr. Peebles’ treatment. 8ho suffered for years from lulling of tho womb FrlnH? Wavering, Seattle, Washington, suffered tor twenty years with a 'severe o' u" comnleVelv 
cured through the psychic treatment. L. A. Lord. Elsworth. Wls.. was permanently•cured oi^dtsnensla and

Coo. H. M ucks, of 88 Minería fetreot. Clei eland, Ohio, scuds heartfelt thunks for restoration 
ot health after suffering from nervous prostration and Insoninlui says lie now enjoys restfulness and sirens .ouud every night. Mrs. Mary A. Clair, Lexington. Ky„ aflcr thirty years ooulhlual sullerlug from epl enK 
and trying to bu cured by eminent phy.lctone, writes. -Two month, ot your treutincut hue u nde earth 
almost a heaven to ine." Hundreds upou hundreds of testimonials like the above have been raeelved n? 
Peebles' psychic phenomena Is the C.llAMlliaT IIISCOVIIHX OF THU AO». If vim win »¿mi 
your name und addreu, also leading aymptom«. to Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek. Mich . vou win n-i-alv» A1SÜLFTELY l ltun a complete DIADNOK1H of your t aie, also advice and tire Doctors’ different 
booklets, which should be in the bauds of all who prize HHALTII and HAPPINESS rB **“treni 
I________ 1.1 At the earnest reQuest of hundred, of my friends and tormor pattonls. I have or».imnnFlHnt pared u Uouruo of Lessons ou thoPaychk Science, This C urse of Lessons Inct trfn IIIIUUI Idllll Healing,Vital and Persona! Magnetlsm.Intuhion.and like Sccult sibjeits ' InlllljJUl IUIIII its wide scope It n»t only teaches Ite pupils how to enre themselves, but at the same 
time teaches them how to heal others of disease and how to be successful In their everv ventur* it 
political, commercial or social ascendancy. • 7 ‘ ua u *ur

’111» course Is so plain that anyone who will take It up a. a profession aud give bls limo and attention to It 
cau make a grand success lu Its practice. Tliese lessons not only teach you how to heal disease but thev 
also teach Personal Magnetism, through which you eanellenllylntluenee tho.o about you. so as to acoulr« 
Influence, friends, prosperity, mjccds. in business, to fact, anything that you want The coursu will 1,» 
worth many times the price you pay for It, simply to cure yourself and Increase your ability and eliminate 
any bad habits, such as the drink habit, tobacco habit, sexual oxcesse., etc. The entire course oi’ Inatrom 
tlons Is taught by mall and you can matter every point in this.acleuce ,to the secrecy of vítor own h™. 
without loas of time to attending to your business. For further Information, ’ vu uume

Address Dr. J. M. Peebles, Rattle Creek, Mich.
'The Brluge Between Two World«.” 

By Abby A. Judson: This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies, iwlth universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come dnto closer connection 

,. .. .with the purer realms of the spirit
mediums invited. All are welcome. worid. It Is written in the sweet spirit- 

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Gora L. ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services In Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth 
Handel Hall, 40 Randolph street,'every < $1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 
Bunday at 11 a. m. Seats free. office.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings 1b 
Chicago.

Beacon Light Church, 675 Larrabee
street, near Garfield. Services bvery
Wednesday at 8 p. in. G. F. Perkins 
and Mrs. E. Perkins, lecturers. Tests 
and messages at every session. Other

Band ot Harmony, auxiliary to the
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St,

office.

“Principles of Light and Color.” Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
errnn f Tirnntg rtf n . rw»n «.* «xm — 1 _ .1 « *XJLUXAUvX XXilll AJU1XLI 1II■ tty AVilUUUlIJU ijL, ... i. 4 . —

every first hud third Thursday of the n*? *ir and one
mouth, beginning afternoons • at three I ?SK.i t“^„,should delleht to 
o’clock. The ladles bring refreshments; years. °f deeP

- - 1 thought and patient research into Na
ture’s ■? finenufor&es are, bore gathered 

. and made amenabiMo'thc well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers aad students 
of occult fortes will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative- plates 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with It.

supper served at six o'clock. Evening 
session commences at a quarter to 
eight. Questions invited from the nu-' 
dience, and answered by the guides of 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. Always an 
Interesting programme. All ai'Q_ wel
come. *’

The Progressive. Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, 6th .floor Handel
Hall, 40 Randolph 
2:30 and 7:30 p, m. 
noon and evening.

Church of the 
will hold meetings

street. Services at 
Take elevator after-

Spirit Communion 
in Kenwood Hall,

4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. m., conference and tests;
8 p. m„ lecture by J. K. Hallowell; tests 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are in
vited. Good music and seats free.

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 and 296 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock. Spirit : 
messages, Teets in telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor. .

The Englewood Spiritual Union So- ' 
ciety meets every Sunday at Forbes' 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. Competent 
leaders of spiritual thought and medi
ums of note in charge. -.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker' 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue.. 
Services at 7:45 p. m„ conducted by ■ 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey. I

Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 8 
o’clock.

The Chicago Liberal Society is a non- 
«ectarian association for the encourage- 
meat of moraUty, the promotion ol edu
cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and the inculcation, 
of truth in the place and stead of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 
of the society are held every Sunday 
morning at 11 o’clock m Corinthian 
Hall, Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
are in charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
You are cordially Invited to attend the 
same. .

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature holds services every 
Sunday evening at Nathan’s hall, 1565 
Milwaukee avenue, corner Western ave
nue, at 7:30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor. 
' Church of the Universal Spirit, every , 
Sunday afternoon and evening,' at Van . 
Buren hall, corner .of California avenue ,
and Madison street. Conducted by Mrs.
Squire.’, . . _ . . ■ ■■ :

The Independent Spiritual Society, G. 
N. Kinkead, president, will meet each 
Sunday evening at 8 p. m., at 77 Thirty- 
first street . (Auditorlum),hall. Good 
speakers and test mediums have been 
engaged. -

Harmony Society services Sundays 
and Thursdays at 7:30 p. m. Class for 
soul- culture, Wednesdays at 2:30 p. m. 
Teacher Lydia Sholdlce. ■ '

The Progressive Spiritual Society will 
hold a meeting each Sunday at North 
ayenue.and Burling street,: at 3 p. m. 
German and English speaking. Mrs. 
Hilbert assisted by Mr. Bernhart.

Send In doHm of meeting« held on 
Sunday at public han«,.

Bear in mind that only meetings held 
in public balls , will be announced under 
the above head. Wb have not space, to 
keep standing notices of meetings held 
at private residences. .

'"Human Culture and Cure.
First. ■ The Philosophy, of Cure.
eluding Methods , and Instruments). ■ 
By E; D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A■ . 9 . . . ^» .very instructive and valuable work. • It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fulfills the promise of its title. 
For sale at this office. Price 75 cent«. 

"Never-Ending. Llie Assured'by sci
ence." By Daniel Kent Tennev. A 
strong and conclusive ■ argument‘from 
the basis , of science. For sale at .thi» 
office. Price 6 cento. '

CLUBS!
We want ten thousand clubs 
formed In every part of the 
United States, for which we 
present Inducements nev
er before offered by any 
Spiritualist paper. These 
clubs must consist of ten 
subscribers, and each one 
will get Volume 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death; or if 
they would prefer it, they 
can have the Next World In
terviewed. They can have 
their choice of the t-wo.

__ Each subscriber in order to 
avail himself of this offer 
must pay $1.15. The fifteen 
cents is to pay expense of 
postage and mailing, and the 
books sent out are practical
ly a gift. They are not 
cheap affairs; theyare nicely 
and substantially bound In 
cloth, neatly printed In clear 
type and are ornaments to' 
any center table. The con
tents are indeed- valuable,- 
such as every. Spiritualist 
family should have; The ag- j, 
gregate price of these two 
books to the trade is $2.75. . 
To each of our club sub-

0 scribers one of these books V1 
is a gift, and when they re- X 
ceive the one of their choice I 1 
they will be-delighted with 1 J 
it, and will wonder how we 

can afford to do1 so much for them.

REQUIREMENTS:
. Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 
symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

: SEND TO

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE
h“rtl. ,1.00 Business advice a specialty.

soi 8. Crouse ave., Syracuse, N. Y. sos

DON’T READ THIS.
.Frances L. Loucks, the only psychic wonder living, 

that uses the spiritual X-ray without qny leading 
symptom to direct, and locates all internal diseases 
A trial \yin convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, as hun
dreds cun testify. Bend name, age, sex, complexion 
ana ten cents in stamps, and receive a correct dlugao- 
Bia of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L LOUCKS,
Lock Box 7. Stoneham. Mats.

NEW DREAM BOOK.
1,000 Dreams and their interpretation; price 25 

cents, suit by* mall on receipt of price, In coin or 
stamps. Address DR. B. GREER, Maywood. 111. 55Ctf

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
lain.

viRe>ar.irIeuiV' you can greatly help mo care for my 
blind sister. Jennie L. ^Yebb, one of the earliest me- 
mums now in the form, by writing a letter to a spirit 
irieud. bend it to me witbll, and I win try and get 
repij by independent writing or whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Chamberlain. Milford, Mass 531tf

DR. A. R. SPINNEY.
Freo examinations aud free diagnosis of all wh 

are sick, Send name, p. o. address, age aud leading 
symptoms, and I will give you a careful opinion of 
the nature of your dlieaao and the chances for a cure.

1 have been forty-three years in practice. 1 now 
°wn the Reed Chy Sanitarium, with a staff of eight 
phyBlclauB; also have a Lylng-In-Hoapltol. Seud for 

and. ‘luettlonjlit. Address all moll to A B. 
SP1N>.ET , M. D., lleeJ Chy, Mich. 559tf

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins, 
Speakers. Healers and Teat Mediums, hold teat cir
cles Friday evening« nt 8 o’clock, and Thursday 
afternoons at 8 o'clock, Developing circles Tuesday 
cveniugs. Private readings and healing daily. 884 w. Madison St., cor. Leavitt St.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. Thia work was written by a modern Savior, 
•grand and noble mam Price 11.00.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty years lias treated aud cured the alck to all 
part, of lUo Hulled States und Canada. Thousand» 
have been cured after being glvetmp to die. Hla 

powers are untquuled, as his cures prove, 
ralk doesn’t prove anything. Facts are proof. Ho 
aIwcures diseases of men, such as loss of manhood 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion- Send 
name, age, sox, lock of hair, c cts iu stamps, for a dl« 
agnoali.. Address,

DM. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D„
85 Warren st., Stoneham, Mm.

•'•l
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AN INTEREST
Ing treatise on

The Hidden
Forces of

Mind and Life
Price cents. Clr- 
cularsfree. URIEL 
BUCHANAN, Dept. 
P. T. Box 210, Chi
cago, Ill. 657

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

MBKrH?‘yCV'X LOUX, TRANCE MEDIUM.
JU. Shtluga dally. Sealed letter, answered. 292S
Cottage Grove uve.. Hat 7, Chleago, Ill. ’ 668

PL,U?iVOj!'ANI A’iI) CLAIltAUDIENT ME
, Threequeattouaauewered aud trial read-
MRS. M. E. LOMNELL. 783 Duluth ar., St- Paul,
M1ML  wa

BETTER THAN COLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Curesallfoims of stomach, liver and kidney disease: 
also constipation. A sure cure forthat tired, worn-out 
feellug. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood, bufficlent quantity for one 
mouth aent for 11.00. 3

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised by 
thousands In all parts of the world, bent for 69 cents, 
or all three sent postpaid for li.oo, with Yarina’s 
photo and Instructions how to live 103 years.

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circulars 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Varma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power in me. Icau 
adjust my Malted Pebble Spectacles an perfectly to 
your eyes iu your own home as If you were In my 
office, as thousands can testify. Send stamp for photo- 
B. F. POOLE A CO.. 43 Evanston a’.. Chicago, Ill.

Gifted Psychic.
Obsession Cured.

Special Attention GherTfo

Nervous Ailments.
Astonishing Cures of Disease, 

Physical and Mental,
Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For coireot diagnosis of disease 
send five two-oent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

°ov?,r ■u‘“wn a more competent, rell»bl, 
wd truthful medium for the Sptrlt-world than Ohu. 
Walter Lyun. Jos. Kode, Buomamix.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
„ Oakland, Call.

YOTTR. FUTUR F. »“"rately calculated by 
«7aÍ.V T, -A Astrologer WAI.KOND, 87 Opera House Block. Denver, Col From <1 uo

$2—TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS iu two and three sec- 

tlonsSG in. high—magnetized when desired—<2 on re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A.MURRAY, 508 K. 2nd 
St., Newport, Ky. 534

CHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy Astrologer aud Clairvoyant. 

Send age, color of eyes and hair. In own handwriting. 
Address GEO. WELLES, Box 181), Newark, N. J. 5U8

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
or Cocaine, of a never-failing harmless Home Cure. 
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin. P. O. Box 1212, Chicago, IB.

Turkish Headache Powders
Care to 10 minuto.. Never altee! the heart 10 aud 

t,Kulc,I,li CV’

WIVl’^W. ABER.
Readings by mall, 11.06. Advice uu ail affairs of life. 
Lock Box 20, Spring Hill, Kam. 566

THTGODTfESTlONr
------ :o:------

lt’i a corker. They <’AX*T DOl><Jifi 
IT. It contains the bottom argument. 
You need it. Your uetghbor i.eeda it 
6 cents each or 12 for 50 cents, postpaid. 
Addreu

11. 1«. ( II AP.VI AX, 
Mitrcellui», Jlleh.

MUS. .JKXME PETERS Ie tinw open for engage, 
menta as inspirational speaker und test medi un 
Also readings by lock of hair si.ou. Address

Mrs. Jennie Peters, 2W 4th bl., Milwaukee. Wia.

TALMAGEAN INANITIES. Illustrated,

,?

?

1

. Ipcougruities, Inconsistencies 
and Blasphemies.

A review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank De
Witt Taimage's oft-repeated attacks upon Spiritual
ism, By Muses Hull. For sale at this office. Price 
JO cents,

Children's Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for the < rganlzatlon and 

management of Sunday schools. By J ndrew- Jackson 
Davis, Sometblnu indispensable. Pr. ce 50 cents.

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS,

Or Sex In Religion. By Eliza Burt Gimble. “It 1» • 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
•t times curiously from statistics which might bo 
open to doubt; and never fora moment sensationalur 
revolutionary.—Chicago Herald. 829 pages, large 
type, cloth bound. Price 12.25. For sale at this office

By Wauon Heston. Price, board!, ,1 ¡ cloth, ,1.SO. 
Heiton fa inimitable.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

By Charles Bradlaugh. With the story of bls Ufa 
■ told by himself, and the history of bls parllamen-

CH1NC1IBY—Wonderful Healer. Cure, all dll.
• caie« of fleeli. 818 Weal Adama aircel. Chicago 

5G8 »

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,vj wuBiico uiauiBUKu. n nu me siory or n a iff« *...»_ ....... ,

as told by himself, and the history of bls parllamen- i“tAor Al18 Rlgilt the World." Cwth 2T0 
Ury struggle. With portrait. Paper, 50c. : Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success with
— - i "All a Hight with the World." wbi- ll coutluiie. In the

i trout rank ot the Metaphysical books that are now so 
popular. Thug-eat number who have jeenilirered 
and strengthened by him will welrome another book 
by tips wise teacher whose words ot help are doing io 
much to nake the world bettor by matins men and 
women bettor able to understand and enjoy It.

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail" 
l»a simple study ot that strange and beautiful thing 
called 1 Ite. but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be In demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price 11.50. For sale at 
thia office. r

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
nirnii (Ram on In (hl8 volume the author, In the thirty-nineIVl tXU IU IVi O M 11 . chapters, dheusses a wide variety of anbjacti per*

4 ’ I taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand*
A chapter of experiences, by Mrs. Marlo M. King. ; point. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 

Price 10c. For sale at this officii. I both tn matter of thought and fine literary style, and
«— _ i capability of thought expression. The subjects are

well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rivu addition to any Spiritualist’s 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek« 
Ing Information concerning Spiritualism and its teach
ings.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY 8. WEIL.

• Cloth, 11.25. - - - Paper. 60 canta.
This la a work or great value, written by one of the 

keenest, most powerful and most truly religion» 
minds of the day. It is particularly a work which 
should be put Into tbe.bands of those who have freed 

, themselves from the dogma., of orthodoxy and from 
i the dogmas of materlultotlo science, for It will 
I strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mtod 

and senses are not the whole of IM*

For sale at this Offloa. Pri0e.81.M -

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By 
Win. anti Elizabeth M. F. Deuton. A marvelous 
work. Though concise as a text book it Is uh fascin
ating as a work of fiction. The reader will tie amazed 
to see the curious facts here combined in support of 
this power of (he human mind, which will resolve a 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
asday.and throw light on nil subjects now obscured 
by time. Price 11.50. For salcat (Ills office.

In three volumes, cloth bound, si.W each.

Z0GASSENT8 DISCOVERY.
Sequel to The Strike of a Bex. By Geoiwo N. Miller.
Paper, 25 cents. For sale at thia office.

THE RELATIONThe chapters reveal a now mcUsd IB Ptychic and 
•pirltual research. They show vivid glmpses of a 

?osmo,\ that will «wereeie morel Of "loSFlrltesl to the Material Universe; and tha 
let®“*®fi*O*<,{Tlv«, and Law of Control. New edition, enlarged reviled, 

hy M. Eenity. Price 15 cente.*edod by knowledge and facta. For aito st this offio«. 3 ~

TWO IN ONF ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

The Most Important Revelations 
Concerning the True Origin 

of Christianity.

BY MOSES HULL,

. J“ bHnzlag to your notice "Antiquity lln- 
vellet’ It Is with the sincere bop« that you are tarn 

tko path, regardleaa of any other 
CMisIderaUon. If such Is the case, thti advertisement

This highly tnithictlre and Interertliui wnrk it* : 
CombfiinUcn Into one volume of two of Mr. HnlTt 
Slendlaworta. By tht« arran»emei>t th« oort 1» nek 

«tthoreadorU -enabled to eecuro the two book» 
com JA.id at th« aAme brie» a» was formerly asked 
torttrsnncparately. This volume contains nares 
and is tiindsomely bound In cloth, and contain« an ex-1 
cellent I»rtralt of the author.

..."J.„u •’ fcl . UUIB nutvruBfincnt Will deeply interest you, and after rowing this brief 
description you will doubtless wish tog»,«; the wink »; 
careful perusal. Prlcosi.w.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
of BIl>Ucal and Modern Spirit nalism. No book of the century has made to manv X ftîrkî.ro^^.Splrltu*H.lP*Î.Æ1'’ TbeanuïSi

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
111 BY 111

LOREN ALBERT SHER1WA N.

Philosophy of Phenomena.
■ BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D.,

Author of “Cosmology.”
: IN TWO PARTS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

CONTENTS.
PART I.-METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

Chap. 1, Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2, Metsphyslc«! 
Philosophy; 3, Real; 4, Functional Phenomena; 5, 
Man; 6, Objective and Subjective Phenomena; 7 
“Who by searching can find God?" 8, Hyperbole Met
aphysical ; 9, "To the Unknown God, Whom ye Ignor
antly Worhlp;’’ 10. “The Father la greater than 1,“ 
11, True and Spurious Gods; 13, "I nnithcltosurreo- 
uonan d the Life;" 13, An Imaginary God and soma 
of His Exploits; 14, “He is Free whom the Truth 
bath made free;“ 15. All Animates Orlrfntto from 
Effgs; 16, Trance Phenomenon: 17. Philosophy of 
Healing; 18, orshlpof Deity; 19, Sense and Nonsense 
Intermixed; 2(\ Plurality and Trl-unlty of Gcx?* 2L 
Vagaries; 22, Misapprehension; 23, What As Bln? 24« 
Suns, Planets and Satellites of the Universei 25, Be*

Ln^?ut En<NoK: 23, Design or Accident 
which? 27, Chance versus Law; 23, Summary.

PART II,—PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

1

. - - -- -- *ui mcm,. rr- »»k>^z8»fu»u«ui«buiB. Tucautnora
The one who gets nip the, club will hA : to compare the Bible with modernentitled to The^esslve Think“to? ■

I2SpirttMitan,»re>U couslderedlutho 
“A"-.?,ble» niture, history, reason »nd common 
•ease, (iid expressed clearly and forcibly. •

dia ot Death, and iLife Jn the Spirit 
Spirit World, and Also, the Next World 
Interviewed. He will not only get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year, but 
both books. Hei gets what is equiva
lent to $3.75 fail his trouble. There 
should be no difficulty whatever in get
ting up hundreds of clubs. .

Volume 3 of >ithh Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Lifu in the Spirit World 
will not only Interest Spiritualists, but 
church members twill be attracted to It.

THE CONTRAST '
«„CTitlcal comparison of Evangelicalism 

•nd Spiritualism. It is a most able production, and 
12 ot racts tor those who wish
teaefendSplrituftllim, or find arguments against Ui* 
assumption! of Orthodoxy. ■ (
PRICE SL FOR SALE AT THIS OFFicE.

, CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. !

Bets forth the PNlowphyof Exigence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeal» to Chri«tl»n» and SplrltoalUU 
•like, aa It demonitrate» the truth of the aplrltmenl- 
feitetloniof JeaniChrtit, upon which the Chrlitlan 
religion iat»aad, M well aa-Ue actuality of modern 
aplrtt manlfeitatlona. Its UUo page claims that the 
book It

A 8CISSHFI0 DBaiOXBTRillOS 
of the -

Boietenoe of the aoul of man at hit oom

The Rev. M. J;-Savage, a leading lib
eral divine of New York, leads off with 
several of his ’masterly productions, 
treating Death: from an advanced 
standpoint. He is: followed by leading 
Spiritualists who treat of Death in a 
philosophical and fascinating manner.

The Next World Interviewed is also a
Very excellent work. The plates of 
Uiis book were donated to the office of 
The Progressive Thinker by Henry J. 
Horn. It consists of-communications 
from the spirit .Side of life from leading 
minds there. Fifty-five • communica- 

Vart ; tions are given by prominent person-' 
(In- ages, among them Prince Albert, Har-’ 

rlet Martineau, Judge Edmonds, Horace 
Greeley, Lord Lytton, Fanny Fern, Dr. 
Livingstone and the Czar of Russia.

Now is the time to get up

■LUBS.

The a«tronomtcil »nd utrolotfcM oritbu «f an «. .
Won». A poem by Dr. J. H. Meadeutf, rHeiS) '

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE?

eoiout individuality independently 

of m« physical organism;

of the 
comcnnmi of lite 

' and the
ACTtLAETTr of spirit bbtubn.

' 3°» Air Pressure and Air Motion
M a Motor; 31, Air and Orbital Motions: 82, Water 

1 MaA® Run up Hill;83 Philosophy of Canyons, When 
»?rr?c<^’ G,aclai Phenomena; 35, Moom 

•nd thctr Motions; 36, Ethnological Phenomena; 87t 
The Colored Man. .
< APPENDIX—Problems; Physical and Metaphy* 
leal Phenomena, ad infinitum.

^p,CB tre&ted receive • handling that 1« die- 
Unctiy terac, yet popular. The style of the author 
throughout fs epigrammatic—compact with c’\ir 
tnoughU The book is a remarkable one in every 
pect. Being compact with thought itoelf, It will.: t 
fall to‘compelthought in others.

with a steel plate portTHH of the author \ 
UmD. pp. 208. Fnco S1.00. l‘.r sale at th!’- otn - 

AUTOMATIC WRITING
[SO-CALLED] WITH OTfTF.fr

PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES
-SY-

SAKA. A. UNDEKWOOD, 
i With Half-tone Portrait and S]mcI.

IT IS A MOST EXCEL 
LENT WORK- -

The drat eleven chapter« are devoted gntlrclr to 
manlfeitatloni of the aoul incarnate, with » clearer. 
poiltlonofthepaychlophlloiophy.7" .

Tlie,,.1coî*îl>*tonrch‘Ft,r,*etforth the philo». : 
phy of the Infinite. ■ * |

The laat twenty chapter» are devoted to an export-1 
non of aplritnrt phlloiophy, with evidence to detail, 
nmeh of it being perional experience, ot the anthem

The price of the batìk ie fl. For tale 
at the ofllco of The Frogrenloe Thinker.

men Page« of the Writing.

Handsomely bound in cloth. Price»!. 
Postage 10 cents, for sale at this office.

Thia work la by DB. M. L. SHEHMAN, aiallted to 
PROF. w. F. LION. Heretofore It tout been eold far 
•2, but the price now has been reduced to 91. Il is • —— 
book that will Interest and instruct. It contains 410 
pages, and is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. star» 
man was a medium of rare quantics, Md his work Isa 
reflection from the cffestial spheres. It treats of the 
Boni of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Anlaal In* 
tellecta; Parity; Bais-atlon; Discorda; Good and Eril; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History: Pm qt seal rm; Inker* 
•ntln Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Partial« ars 
Kntities; Juatlce; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual .Death; Immortality! _—

The Occult Forces of Soxphy; Gora to Httveni A 61,veMiner, »to^ etc,.. --- w. wvn
"E«ch tndlrldul partake, of 

JothphyMctlindjnentolornifrltiiiUthBtM tor him- 
Jii5*eI>one mn«t dlgut tb»tr v»rioai kind» of food 

tna.lh,t **.a11 tteF ean poutbly doS*'iiS.”1?7 fie: or laymaa, tauber er pupil
eJP¥lllrty rtftoe of that tee« and sour 

MvSKi'i.U'T » 1 tndiiiduafly p»rt»kBand dlgcit

“ The Watseka Wonder.”
To the Undent of psychic phenomen» this pamphlet 

Il intenaely interesting. It gives detailed account, of 
two caie» ot "double consciousness," namely, Marv 
Lurancy Vennum. ot Watseka, Ui., »nd M»rp 
Beynolda, ot Ven.ngo county, Pt. Price 15 cuts. 
For rule st this office.

ml «mene« 
Mwilltnt.'

Glimpses of Heaven.
Through the band of Carrie E. S. Twlng automatically 
By Gilbert Haven, late Bishop or the Methodist Epis
copal Church. This ts the second book fromthls em< 
Inent dlrleo since ho passed to Spltit-1 Ife. Price 20c. 
i or rale atthlfe office. -

WHu I ftma Veoetarlan
An addreu delivered before the Chicago Vegetarlaa 

Society. By J. Howard Moore. Price S5 cent». Fof 
sale at this office. .

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve Lectures by Abby A. Judson. This book 

should be road by every SpIrituaHit, Price IlJBOj 
! postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

THE DESCENT OF MAN^
By Charles Darwin. Cloth, gilt top, 75c. On Its ap

pearance It aroused at once a storm of mingled wrath, 
A ondcr and admiration. In elegance of style, !tharm 
*r manner and deep knowledge of natiralktBlory.lt 
lands almost witbouta rival ataong scientific 'Forks, 

- Forsale at this office. ' j

fti'
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natiralktBlory.lt
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'which way shall I.

.fczl/síi

The 
ready 
work.

Michigan Notes.
society at Sturgis, Mich., has al- 
coinmenced the fall and winter

turned away, said:
“My son, there is one way unto perfect happiness, and

By One Who Wore the Ermine When On Earth—Given Through the Lips of Mrs. 
Cora L. V„ Richmond.

___  They bad two excellent meet
ings on Sunday, September 23. Th the

Like Othello, “My occupation was gone.”
From the affairs of human judgment, from a long life 

of studying and acting upon man-made law, from a judi
ciary which now seems an entanglement of error, yet 
wliich I then thought was the greatest and highest form 
of human arrangement of laws, I passed into spirit life. 
Honored far beyond my deserts, yet aware of fulfilling, as 
far as within my judgment lay, my highest duty.

I believed the law to be the supreme guidance of men 
and nations, and I deplored any departure from that su
preme guidance. It is True, that I accepted a change of 
laws when inevitable; but founded in the Common Law of 
Great Britain and borne forward under its Magna Charta, 
I believed the laws of tliis country were most perfect. 
Yet there wpre times when it seemed to me that there was 
not sufficient simplicity, and that the making of too many 
laws might ultimately constitute the ruin of this Republic, 
The one tiring required of the individual life I conceived 
to be, the fulfilling of man’i) duty in the line of life he had 
marked out for himself. _ _

In religious matters I was content to take, in a modified 
form, the opinions of my father. I belonged to the 
church, to that church which in Great Britain is the “Es
tablished Church,” but which in this country is not a 
State church; though in my secret heart I wished it were; 
still I could do notiring to promote it. I believed our 
forefathers did act wisely when they separated church 
from state. So I felt I would enter into the presence of 
the All-Wise, the dominant being whose judgment would 
he according to the strict lines of his infinite wisdom.

While there was something of humility (all is humilia- 
tionrin the thought), still I had that consciousness of hav
ing fulfilled my duty well and of being obedient to the 
laws of my country and my God; that made me certain of 
a high estate in that kingdom. I believed that I had few 
shortcomings; in fact, if anyone had challenged my right 
I would have said, as far as I know, considering human 
frailties and weaknesses, my life has been up to the correct 
standard of duty and rectitude. I never reviewed my pro
fessional career in the jtidiciary, that I did not think it 
had been fully up to the highest sense of duty of one in 
my position. There was no weak yielding to sentiment 
when judgments were rendered. I took the greatest care 
not'to allow my mere human feeling, which I believed a 
weakness, to get the better of my judgment arid the law in 
the case. As i had sworn in taking my high office to sus
tain the laws of the land, so I fulfilled that oath according

least,” said he, “for I have not had in my heart one un
kind thought concerning the only one through whom it 
would have been possible for my human life to have been 
saved. “Then,” I said, “is it possible that the case in 
which I adjudicated against you I was in error?” “Quite 
possible, as you will see.”

Then I saw what seemed to be quite a multitude of peo
ple, and they came toward me bearing a scroll, and as they 
came nearer they seemed to belong to an entirely different 
class of people from those I had mingled with upon the 
earth. Yet as they approached their countenances were 
radiant, and their forms were arrayed in brighter raiment 
than my own. As they came forward the scroll was placed 
before me, and I saw therein one of my own decisions. I 
read it; as I read it the sentences burned into my mind and 
into my heart, since I knew by that decision all these lives 
had been affected, and many of them had passed out of 
earth life because of it, and many of them afterward 
through the circumstances resultant of that decision.

I cannot name to you what that decision was, not be
cause now I am ashamed of it, but because I do not wish 
my personality at present to be known. But it burned 
into my brain, and as they-gazed upon me with kindliness 
I thought, “can it be possible that these men are greater
in judgment than I?”

Again and again, for whatever length of time it may 
take for such things to occur in spirit—I know it was not 
a great length of time measuring from the human stand
point, but it seemed like ages—there came first one then 
another, then two or three, then a score all bearing simi
lar testimony from away back in my professional life at 
the bar, where I began upon that principle of following 
the highest mandate of the law regardless of sympathy or 
human sentiment. A goodly array of faces appeared be
fore me, some of whom had been mad with grief; others 
had been frenzied when condemned; but nil seemed to be 
in better states than I. Their raiment was not so shad-

to best of my ability.
But, as I said in the opening sentence, like Othello, my 

occupation was gone. I did not sleep until that day 
when, according to our ritual, we are to be resurrected 
from flie dead. I heard no “awakening trump,” no voice 
summoning me. I was not aware of having slept. I 
passed out of earth life as from one room to another; and 
there, confronting me, were friends and those of my own 
household. They looked upon me with the greatest 
kindliness, with loving greeting. I thought they did not 
pay me quite as much respect as they should have .done, 
considering some of them had been very humble in mate
rial life. 1 had been somewhat of a prominent man; their 
manner was mote like the meeting of an equal. I thought 
I detected, if possible, a look of compassion in the gaze 
of some of them. They, pitying me! who would, of 
course, enter into my inheritance of spiritual life as one 
who had been just in all his dealings. I perceived that, 
they received me with the greatest affection; but I saw no 
attendant angels, none whom I thought had authority. It 
seemed to me as though treated in keeping with what I 
had been in the earth life that, I should have had a little 
more recognition.

I do not know that I expected an escort of angels, but 
I had pictured to myself a sort of tribunal, similar to my 
court room, but much larger, into which I would be led 
;and where my compeers would be arranged to receive me. 
Although that would not be the judgment seat of the 
Most High, stilljt would be a sort of preliminary examina
tion for me to pass to the higher judgment. So imagine 
my surprise on seeing these people, members of my own 
family and friends, whom, indeed, I was glad to see, whom 
I realized I liad in some measure neglected when they

whp had never received frdm me any love since my child
hood, where was she? Oh, perhaps in the great void that 
was coming tome; in that terrible, judgment that I felt 
was to overtake me, I never in all the ages of eternity 
would behold those faces,- or gaze upon others than these 
kindly, benevolent people who chose to forgive pie. I did 
not even ask them fof their forgiveness; I did not even 
feel toward them in a kindly spirit. It seemed to me as 
though their presence was a sort of impertinence.

Oh, the appalling consciousness was then mine! They 
had teft me. I was alone. . I was no longer confronted 
with my victims, for nqiv it seemed to me that I was some
thing of a murderer; it seemed to me that, without intend
ing to be so, holding, myself wholly in the right, I had 
committed sins such as criminals do; it seqmed to me that 
a sort of prison house was forming around me, that I was 
going, perhaps, into that^outer darkness where there are 
weepings, wailings, and gnashing of teeth. All of this 
gradually changed, .' and I seemed to myself to become a 
thing without a heart, a thing without light, to be separ
ated from my .kind, to have placed between myself and 
them this great barrier, j Would no one come back, even 
with reproaches? £ would treat them kindly enough if 
they would come and tell-me that I had wronged them, 
and that they knew it tyas an error of the head and not of 
the heart, I would tell each and every one of them, that 
I did not understand, that I was ignorant of this great 
other law. But in the.midst of all the moving worlds, in 
the great splendor of the heavens and starlit skies and of 
souls I felt utterly and. absolutely alone.

Have you ever been wrapped in any selfish mood of sor
row, or of self-love", qr.bven an ecstasy of human passion, 
shutting out all other tilings except youy own sorrow, or 
your own enjoymentt, or your own selfrconseiousness and 
suddenly become aware, that you were separated from 
every other human bejpg, from every other soul? Then 
you may understand, somewjiat, my feelings. I remem
bered what I heard a clergyman say once.. He was not 
a clergyman of the regular church. He was what was for
merly called a “dissenter,” still I heard him say that man 
was doomed to go doiyn the steeps of eternity alone, and I 
felt that that was prophetic, and I thought, “Am I only 
one of all the other people in the great kingdom of spirit 
life who are alone and have they to confront this terrible 
solitude as I do?” ■

those in spirit life have come to you. They have no 
thought of unkindness; and no one is permitted to accuse 
another here. It is the law of spirit, that we attract those 
like unto ourselves, or we attract only our own conditions 
which we have made. Now let me show you another 
picture.

I saw my childhood days. I saw my mother as she 
then was, and how, up to the time when this dread ambi
tion seized me, I was full of affection, and she, seemingly 
led me by paths along which grew flowers that I wished 
to gather for her in childhood, those first wild flowers for 
which we ransacked all the fields, and hills, and woods, 
then a little further on there the violets; and, oh! I re
membered the scent of violets around her, whom I have 
mentioned, and I grew faint when there came up in my 
heart, full of pain, the thought that I would never be
hold her again; and my mother, divining my thoughts as

owed. They did not seem to be afflicted with aught that 
they had done. Where it had been in early life a matter 
of crime I had followed th? legal proceedings closely and 
had adjudicated according to the Faw. But I found in 
some instances, to my great horror, that I had been ut
terly and absolutely mistaken.- Though I said, as if in self
defense, crying out against them all: “I am not to be 
judged by any but by the Infinite Judge.,^ I have tried to 
do my duty.” But even as I spoke, I felt something tug
ging at my heart-strings, and there came a voice pleading, 
“But justice should be tempered with mercy always.” 
Even as I would obtain mercy I was to be merciful.

I had forgotten this in the austerity of my life and 
judgment, in duty fulfilled and the doing of that which 
I had set out to do. So in no instance where there was an 
opportunity, where there might have been a chance for 
mercy, for the recommendation to mercy, even if one had 
been constrained to observe the full letter of the law, had 
I availed myself of this right of recommending mercy; 
though women had pleaded with me with tears in their 
eyes, though former clients had pleaded with me on be
half of young men, though there had been hundreds who 
had signed petitions on behalf of an oppressed class or 
people, still did I refuse. When all these confronted me 
at the very threshold of my spiritual existence I said: “Am 
I in hell, and have you assumed the raiment of light to try 
me here at the very gateway of this immortal life? I will 
not yield even now, for I have dealt justly with all my 
fellow-men.”

Still the voice sounded in my ears: “Be ye merciful, 
even as ye would obtain mercy;” and it came upon me at 
last, that in following the perfect line-of the literal ful
fillment of duty, of my perfect observation of all religious 
and moral laws, and the announcement of judgments ac
cording to my highest conception, intellectually, of 
duty, there nevertheless would be such errors against hu
manity as to bring this array of witnesses against me; “but 
who shall plead my cause? Who! I cried, will stand and 
defend me? Am I here in the midst of all these who 
confront me, and no one to plead for me? I who have 
been accustomed to pronounce judgment?”
Then did the voice, relentless, pursue me: “No pleading

were upon the earth, for my professional career.
They came around to welcome me as to some new exist

ence, though I had not passed from earth; I had no com 
sciousness of entering the state or place of heaven. Then 
I perceived that there seemed to be no especial raiment, 
that I did not seem to be clothed in light. But no one 
came offering me the raiment of the spirit with other be
longings that I supposed would naturally be my own. I 
also perceived, as I looked upon my spirit form, that I 
did not seem to be clothed in any especial brightness. 
The gai^nents of earth had been cast aside. There was 
no insignia of office; but I found myself wrapped in what 
seemed to be soniething like shadow, a sort of gray 
substance or. mantle enfolding my forin. I thought this 
must be something simply incident to the newly arisen 
spirit; and when I came to be placed in full possession of 
my spiritual glory I would have raiment of light and a 
high estate because of a cruse salps.

I said a sort of requiem over my earth-forin; while men 
paid tribute to me, and there shone on me the beam of 
glory and splendor from the office I held on earth, s.nd. 
those things that are conferred-by human judgment; for 
I felt I was to pass to that which was so much superior, 
although the highest office, I regarded, in my own goyerri- 
ment had been bestowed.upon me. . ’

Presently I was confronted with a man wearing a Took 
that seemed familiar, and yet it was strange, becausegf I 
was right in my recogpition, on earth Lhad known.fiiiri as 
in humbler life. But he came forward to hie, wearing what 
looked to be raiment of light; his countenance was be
neficent. He said, as lie held out his hand, “You are wel
come to tliis life, and I am appointed to say to you, for the 
judgment which was an error of the head and riot of the 
heart I have long forgiven you; but it was in your power, 
not only to have saved all that belonged to me, but my 
life.” Then I remembered the countenance and how I- 
had, notwithstanding the weakness tugging at my heart 
strings, pronounced judgment in exact accordance with 
the law, and I wondered at his patronizing air. Then I 
said to him:“Sir, I remember your face now, but it seqms 
to me as though we have changed places; I see you are an a 
measure sitting in judgment upon me” “Not in lithe

Then I sàw myself» the other me. I do not mean my 
body, for that had fiécn putaway with very great honor, 
but I saw wfiat seemed to ,be myself—proud, unbending, 
without sentiment, harsh injjudgment, with outward be
haviour that was.fuWof de.cDrum, but selfish in the pur
suit of human honor find riffgain, and having allowed 
nothing tostand betwbetì meand that human height. As 
I saw myself I looked litóri atope image, nqt J^autifijl,. 
like any statue I ever spw, but like an image, immovable. 
Was that my life? ; : .

Then I fell to torturing myself with conjuring up all 
conceivable things that-would come to me: I thought of 
that ‘burning hell” and whether it was a literal flame, and 
how I had heard a heart-rending revivalist once say that, 
“Hell was a million times hotter than any furnace.” 
Then I fell to torturing myself about other things—little 
neglects, little unkindnesses and all acts that were done 
with the view of my1 own advancement. It seemed to me 
that this state would never end.

Then I again heard.the voice: “God is love.” Could 
this be and I be cast out? Yet was I more than any other? 
I instantly asked, sipcjf all this had come for all my per
sistent seeking for self, why should I not still seek for 
self? What was it that-1 wished, recognition in the king
dom of life which was,b.òt like my own. “All must work 
out their own salvatìòffìwith fear and trembling.” I had

of others availed with you, no tears moved you to human 
sympathy, nor did you take into consideration tlieir ig
norance and lack of moral training. In no instance did 
you ask for clemency and, on that account, who can plead 
for you against yourself?”

Then the conviction came as a solemn condemnation: 
I am lost, and this "is but a brief respite before that fatal 
hour. Perhaps I have slept for hundreds of years and 
this is the awakening unto that which precedes judgment, 
and this is all to roll away-like a scroll, and the heavens 
and the earth are to disappear, and.the judgment is to con
front me, and this is my first exanrination. How shall I 
pass then, when that great, gentle, benevolent counte
nance meets me; He who had no harsh judgment for any 
except the judges, and who viewed the abandoned sinner 
and the outcast with leniency? How shall I be able to 
bear it when that visage of light meets mine and I have no 
record of loving kindness? I

I remembered that in my early ambition in my profes
sion, although I had loved I would not follow the voice of 
that love, because it would take away from my own ex
pectations; and I remembered hearing afterward, in the 
height of my brilliant career that she whom I had first 
loved had died of a broken heart. I remember the con-
tempt with which I read that message, and thought: 
“How weak are women’s hearts .that they could thus 
break so easy.’- Had she just.been patient and lived : 
while longer I might have raised her to my own estate." 
But she had died, and there did the matter end. While 
that did not change my views, for I was then and am now 
in no mood to declare it; but I bore my life well in my
profession. It was said of me and believed of mc, that I 
was the most devoted, most honored, "most respected 

; among all the judiciary. Now where was I? In my
hopeless state I even remembered that face, that youthful, 
beautiful face which in the first flush of young woman- 

J hood I had loved, but had. cast aside as interfering with
my aspiration in my profession. Where was she? I was 

i ashamed to think of her. Yet something came to me that
possibly she might plead for me. My mother, where was 

> she? In the-midst of all those around me the mother 
i whom I had forgotten for the sake of my worldly honors, 
> the mother whom I had, it is true, supported or aided, but

that is by self-forgetfulness.”
“But how am I to forget myself,” I said, when there is 

nothing that does not remind me of my own short-com
ings?”

Then she said: hThere are those in deep shadow. Come 
with me and I will show you.” .

I saw those who, ’neath the command of men, even like 
myself, were suffering in sorrow and agony. I saw them 
under the stress of human laws condemned to slavery and 
servitude—not in technical sense perhaps, but in the sense 
of oppression and power. I saw criminals in high places 
loved, respected and honored. I saw men in lowly places 
dishonored because of toil and poverty. I saw in the midst 
of the reeking crimes of crowded cities many bright lights 
crushed out by harsh decisions and cruelty. 1 saw jails 
and penitentiaries founded by men who were conscious of 
more humanity and greater piety than I myself possessed, 
and since in the midst of their crimes some of these men 
would wipe out the memory of the mother’s face; and I 
saw others whom I could hate. Oh, if I could stamp 
upon human minds the impress of what came to me! That 
whomsoever thinketh himself great, wise and good shall 
pause in the midst of his career and remember what he is.

Then my mother said: “Yours is the mission, since you 
know all this from beginning to end, and have knowl
edge and access to all laws enacted by meh, yours is the of
fice to change human jurisprudence and that which is mis
called justice. First,” my mother said, “you are not to 
think of crime from the human standpoint, but from the 
spirit; that takes into consideration the human condition. 
You are to endeavor to ameliorate the conditions of crime. 
Then you are not to consider that human laws in any 
sense-are. perfect; but you are to work for the greater per
faction of human fellowship.”

“But, mother,” I" said",'“what do you mean? You talk 
as though there would be no laws, as though anarchy

leaned upon the foundations of the church. I had sup
posed that my salvation was secure. I had given myself 
no concern about thps, because I had followed the routine 
worship. And now* I must work out my own salvation 
with fear and trembling? Was I not afraid? Was I not 
trembling? Was I riot- in a prison-house? What was 
there to confront me as the judgment of the Infinite? 
Would I be forever cast out? Again the voice: “God is 
love,” came in accents sweet and familiar.

Gradually 'when thisfear had almost taken possession 
of my soul, I saw the: face of my mother. Oh, how I 
yearned for her! Yet X shrunk back. “Mother, you have 
not forgotten me? anflyfet for all those years I did nothing 
except fhy formal duty toward you; my mind was wholly 
alienated, my heart was dead. All there was, was myself. 
I forgot your palingtcheeks and the wrinkles that were 
forming upon your.brow,. though you smiled, and praised 
.that whichmen applauded in me. Then when you went 
away from earth life liforgot to mourn as children mourn 
for the mother thdy loye. I only thought of you as hav
ing passed out of life, and gave you my dutiful regard at 
sepulture, arid now,mow you love me, you are coming 
toward jne. Do riot, look at me with those loving eyes or 
I shall I certainly expire,”, and I fell prostrate before my 
"mother, and my "mother lifted me up as if I wefe*’a.babe 
and said: “My sori, in the midst of all this if is madness 

•and blindriess.thus'to",reproach yourself. There is. that 
which is selfish even in too much self-reproach, and if you 
immure yourself thus inlgreat sorrow, because of your 
short-comings, if is as much airerror as. to immure'yourself 
in pride when on earth.; da away with this and come into 
the life that h most natural. That which you did was im 
cident to.this over-weening ambition, and I, myself, might 
have fostered it. -In:ybur.fhildhood I told you to emulate: 
the example of great meri.l I hade you look at them as a 
stimulus for all you'didj.but I met all that on leaving my 
body. I met that with which you now reproach yourself. 
But come with me.” . ■ - •

As I went I grew into a-better state, although I still 
dreaded those haunfing.iwms, those past decisions, those 
that were not tempered with kindness and mercy, the ar
ray of people whom it seemed to me now I had-wronged. 
I said: “Mother,isithereiiib time nor anything in eternity 
whereby I can blotriut that record?” “My son,” she said, 
“thqre is no need rif Blotting it out; these great errors of 

Xife, by'.theif-'veiy.-greatness, react and you see in them 
stepping-stones 10 higher conditions. Your record is suf
ficiently bad fro.m.tberstrindpoint of life here;.but not one 

. of all these whom.yoii have seen bears you one unkindly 
thought, arid it; surely is selfishness if you now take up 
that thread and bear t forward continually- to your own 
condemnation*’ : .-■• "

“But what shall I do?? I said.

FREE THOUGHT.
The Growth of Liberalism.

The fundamental concepts of Liberal
ism are close kin to Liberty; free, not 
sellieh, narrow or contracted; '‘embrac
ing other interests than one's own;' 
open, candid, generous, broad-miudeo; 
charitable judgment of men and things. 
Liberalism impels us to demand "just
ice for all," not merely for self. No one 
can be a good citizen of this American 
Republic who is not a Liberal; who is 
not Imbued with that principle iu the 
preamble of the United States Constitu
tion, “to promote the general welfare;” 
who does not recognize the'glorious fact 
of equal rights for all, so finely ex
pressed in the Declaration of Independ
ence.”

Amid the elash of creeds for 80C 
years Liberalism has steadily gained, 
and is to-day permeating the churches.

Occasionally a single society fails to 
keep step.to the harmonious march of 
Liberalism.

Yesterday a Congregational church 
was dedicated in the town of Texas, 
Kalamazoo county, Mich., where forty 
years ago I began my public lecture 
work. For forty years these people 
have been without a church, most of 
them Spiritualists. They are a moral 
class, have been orderly, law-abiding, 
kind, neighborly. L. S. Burdick, now 
past 80, and his wife, formerly Mrs. 
Laura Yoke, of Paw Paw, devoted 
Spiritualists, are a humanitarian, pro
gressive couple. There are many here 
of a similar bent of mind, liberal, hospit
able people; yet, I am Informed that 
when the lot for the church building 
was about to be leased for ninety-nine 
years the church officials desired a 
clause to be Inserted excluding Spirit- 
itualists’ meetings. The owner of the 
land said: “No, I have many good 
friends among the Spiritualists.” .

I presume the church power has fixed 
It so that no Spiritualistic speaker 
shall ever be heard inside its walls! 
Doubtless that will be the arrangement 
in heaven.

Rev. Samuel Jones said: “Thank Godl 
I have had but" three fights since I was

would prevail.” ,
“My son,” she said, “has it ever occurred to you that 

anarchy may be masked under the garb of law, that the 
greatest and divinest law may be put to death, even as was 
our Lord, because of human judgment?”

Then a new light came unto my spirit. As I gazed 
upon human law, upon all that relates to the affairs of 
men, it seemed to me that it was simply like a rope of 
straw; all the parchments, all the tomes I had read were 
like dust and ashes as I looked into human hearts and hu
man lives. I said, “Mother, will it be in my power to 
change this?” ■

“When you have found the truth, my son, you will be 
able to impart it; until then you can do nothing.”

“But what is the truth, my mother?” and then she 
pointed, as there seemed to be another vista beyond where 
we stood. There I saw a beautiful vision. The clouds 
opened, and there, in golden bordered letters, I traced, “A 
new commandment I give unto you, that ye love one an
other.” .

“My son,” she said, “when that commandment was 
given it superseded the law and the prophets in Judea; 
why should it not supersede all the laws in the enlightened 
nations of the earth since it is true?”

“But how can it be true? Must there not be law before 
this can come true?”

“Oh, yes! for many, many centuries there must be, but,” 
she said, “there comes a time—look again.”

I saw certain fives whom I had considered seditious, 
certain ones whom I had helped to condemn growing 
luminous with that great love that was written there, and 
they came from among the people, and illumined human 
hearts to fraternity. Then there were new orders so
cially, and they brought about a new arrangement of busi
ness, and all those things that I had thought were illegal, 
seditious and worthy of being put down and destroyed; 
and they created local centers which became more and 
more radiant. Then I saw a horrible vision. I saw po
lice and the militia employed against, and courts of justice 
condemn these men, as I had done. I cried out, “You are 
mistaken; these men are not seditious!”

' My mother smiled. She said: “Your voice will not 
reach them. As yet the world is not in a condition to 

' hear. But these Centers of light will increase; these men 
called seditious will melt these shadows that you con
demn; ethical law will increase and at last there will be a 
sense of the fraternity of the race.”

“But I will go,” I said “to the highest tribunal in the 
land and tell them that this is wrong, that they hâve per
secuted men who are nearer unto me than I knew,”

. “That will not avail,” she said. Reach the masses, ap
peal to those who constitute the power, the leaders of lives 
who rise to this knowledge and this standard. The men 
in power in the land where you lived are but creatures, not 
the creators, and so when these people understand they 
trill destroy them, other lives will be sacrificed, these men 
will slay them. Have you not heard,” my mother said, 
“that the blood of martyrs is the seed of the church? In 
the great church of humanity the blood of those sacrificed 
in such a cause must form the seed for the future hu-

turn?” v- '■ ■: ■. ■ •
“You are hero antkthe&rfriends are kind, then let "me 

show you,” she shid, “the law of life in spirit... .None sit in 
judgment upon bthere^you have been at the judgment 
seat of your own cdn^ience. Not one,of. all these forms 
that you saw confronted you, but it was your own intro
spection, the vision of conscience, the partial awakening

converted.”
A couple of the members of this 

church could boast of but one. Through 
the neglect of Spiritualists to care for 
the instruction of the young as diligent
ly as tfie church, Christians here may 
gain the third generation^ but the lib
eral spirit is abroad." The world is 
•growing better, although. there.. are ex
ceptions, like this new church. I used 
to say: “Well, Spiritualists are too lib
eral to exclude a public speaker of any 
other persuasion from advocating his 
sentiments in their building." I offered 
to rent a Spiritualist hall in a town not 
many miles from here. The secretary 
wfote me: "I am authorized by vote of 
our society to say, we cannot rent our 
hall to you on any terms.”

That society needs liberalizing. It 
may be exceedingly spiritual, but is It 
truly liberal? I am glad that the built 
of Spiritualists are not il-llberal—that 
they are not mere sectarians.

I have rented church buildings, and 
had some of them tendered free for my 
lectures, especially mv temperance ad
dresses. W. F. JAMIESON.

Texas, Mich. ।

manity.” ; ■ -.
Then I looked again. I would inspire such minds as I 

found .were ready, minds that were peaceful hut earnest; 
minds that were, in tent upon bearing forward this mes
sage. I, who had condemned such agitation, who had be
lieved only in the usual course of the law and the usual 
enactment of law, would impress their minds to seek for 
different legislation, to ask for different privileges, and 
tins I will do unto the end; if there is any power that can 
be brought to bear upon human lives for this end I shall 

■fulfill it. - ■ .
In my weakness, in my humility I am learning as a little 

child. My mother led me through pathways of violets 
when I .had forgotten myself and lo! there among the vio
lets and the lilies, .waitmg for-me, was the one whom I 
had forgotten. - 1

forenoon, Mr. Herbert Arnold, of Burr 
Oak, occupied the pulpit of the Free or 
Spiritmil Church. Mr. Arnold, who is 
cashier or book keeper at a bank in his 
little city, a few miles east of Sturgis, 
Is a young gentleman of promise; he 
possesses a rather attractive personal
ity, and bls remarks were provocative 
of thought (sometimes eon and some
times pro). We hope be will warm the 
“sacred desk” with his presence soon 
again. ‘

In the evening, Miss Eugenie Belfour, 
who Is the sister-in-law of the president 
of the Harmonlal Society, Dr. Denslow, 
entertained a numerous audience; she 
delivered a lecture, from a carefully 
prepared and faultless manuscript, 
which was inspiring and suggestive. 
Miss Belfour is a true gentlewoman, 
and she imparted pleasure and edifica
tion by her thoughtful and philosophical 
Inferences from ascertained data. -

It Is the intention to keep , up these 
meetings regularly every Sunday at 
10:30 a. m., and 7:30 p. m. When pro
fessional speakers are not present the 
members or friends of thé society will 
hold forth; the vocalists of the choir, 
assisted by the church organ, will exe- • 
cute musical selections, and a renewal 
of the “good old times” Is anticipated. 

"Those Spiritualists. Independent thinks 
ers and friends of progress generally, 
who live within a reasonable distance .
of this city would do well to avail them
selves of these opportunities of attend
ing Spiritualistic and scientific service« 
In the Sturgis Free Church, as there 
are none others held nearer than Ohl- 
cago (at least not regularly».! think). 
The church will be open every Sunday,-- 
I am informed, so no visitor from the 
country shall return disappointed. AU 
are invited and would be welcomed. 
It is almost unnecessary to add that ev
erything connected with those meetingt 
is free—free church, free seats, free 
speech and free “salvation” thrown in

Sturgis, Mich. THOS HARDING.
Shakspcare says we are creature! 

that look before and after; the mor< 
surprising that we do not look round a , 
little, and see what Is passing under 
our very eyes.—Carlyle. . - •

The man of pleasure should more 
properly be termed the man of pain. 
—Colton. . -
. Often the elements that move and 
mold society are the results of the sis- 
tor’s counsel rind the mother’s prayer.— 
E. H. Chapin. . ,
: It is an inevitable something that a , 
man cannot' be happy unless he lives 
for something higher than his own hap- - 
plness.—Bulwer. •

Man is the merriest, the most joyous 
of all the Species of creation. Above 
and below him all are serions.—Addi
son.
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LETTER NUMBEB THIBTY-SIX.

Robt. G. Ingersoll says; Friends and readers of The 
Progressive Thinker:—I wijnt to say a few words on an 
all-important subject Do not expect the spirit of a'inan 
to talk precisely as he did when on the earth and within 
his material body, for a great change has come to that 
man.

All the eloquence of rhetoric he has, mayhap, thrown 
into the waste basket as so much rubbish, or so many un
necessary words. I tell you, my friends, it takes the 
starch out of a man, mightily, to find out that he really 
knew so little after pll, I feel now as though I were sift
ing jewels from an enormous amount of chaff—the jewels 
being few, rare, and far between; and, then, friends, my 
power as a writer was never as great as that of a talker or 
lecturer, for I gained power and strength from those 
whom I was addressing or talking to, and when I got well 
started I sometimes ran at a headlong pace and did not 
always know just where I should stop; moreover, spirits 
sometimes got hold of my brain and worked it to suit 
themselves, for some especial purpose. I often wondered 
if this were not the case, providing there were any such 
beings. Well, now it is quite different. I am not talk
ing but writing, and writing through a foreign instrument 
orbrain.

Now I don’t want to be slapped in the face, because I 
am doing my level best to let you all know that I am not 
dead. I don’t want to be told that my efforts are not 
worthy of me. TJiat which I am trying to do is worthy of 
®ny man or spirit. I am trying to tell the truth—the 
great and glorious truth of the immortality of the soul. 
When a man is in deep, dead earnest^ he doesn’t always 
stop to cut and dry. his words, but he shouts them forth 
in terse, short sentences. He is not trying to cater to an 
audience or please the people, but he shouts forth, “I have 
got itl Great God! I have found it;” and you cry, “What 
have you found?” and he shouts back, “That which all 
humanity lave been seeking pnee the world began—Im
mortality! There is no Death!”

“How do you Ipow?”
“Because I am here. I have passed the Rubicon. I 

have entered in at the straight gate, even the gate beauti
ful. Men call it death; but death and life are weird twin 
sisters. You pass from the hands of one directly into 
those of the other. Death is misnamed. She is really 
Life Eternal. Death is a phantom, but Life is real. Life 
is earnest. Life is beautiful, crowned with the flowers of 
immortal youth. I thought I was growing old and here 
I am, youthful, strong and powerful as a ybung lion—aye, 
I feel like a God. Ah! I realize now, to the fullest extent, 
the true meaning of all those old Greek gods. Symbols— 
symbols, my friends; nothing more. Why do I feel like a 
God? Because man is a God. That which I thought I 
did not know, I now know. To be immortal is to be a God. 
To never die—to live and learn forever is to be God, and 
they tell me here, that immortality is all the God I shall 

„ ever know.” .
I said when I was with you in the body, that all men 

ought to be happy, that all men should surround them
selves with beautiful objects, that their homes should be 
models of comfort and beauty, that all men had a right 
even to the luxuries that mother nature bountifully sup
plies, and my mind is not changed in the least on those 
points, but rather I am more and more confirmed in such' 
opinions. Every human being should surround himself 
or herself with the very most beautiful and comfortable 
things possible for him or her to objatri, and they should 
strive hard’tlius to do; but, do not misunderstand my 
meaning; in doing tills they should be .very careful- not to 
rob or wrong another, for every penny a human being ob
tains unjustly, that he must return sooner or later. By 
this, one can see what a hell the millionaires are making 
for themselves. If they could repay these wrongs with

money it might be easy for them; but money has no value 
here; the soul must pay—pay to the uttermost farthing; 
not in cash, but in unutterable woe. This is not fancy, 
my friends; these are not idle words but everlasting 
truths. •

Every man, woman and child oh earth has a right to a 
good and comfortable home wherein they may surround 
themselves with objects of art and beauty. No man 
should be in poverty and no man should be over rich, and 
no company of men should have the power to rob the 
people. A company of men whose business it is to rob 
the people are no better nor different, except in name, 
than a company of highwaymen. Robbery is robbery, call 
it by whatever name one may please. •

Oh! it is beautiful here. Such wrongs are all righted 
here; and, perhaps, you will be better able to understand 
how it should be on earth if I tell you how it is here. 
First, then, we have no such thing as money value. All 
the riches we have belong wholly and entirely to the soul 
and spirit, and -those who are the very richest in spirit 
have the most to bestow, and those who can give or be
stow the most’are the happiest; those who have not riches 
of soul or spirit are the poverty-stricken ones, cohse-

TT TT
with a pretty and comfortable home in the center of it, more than four hours a day, the remainder of th» lime 
it Tin Tin tn nn nn 4no norni lioe a ■nirrlrf- 4-A nnv > »-> HKJn „I.«, ,1J 1. _ —!___  i. t u» ' h . ■ . .and no miii on i|ie earth has a right to any more in ¡¡his 
own personality, ¿jid human beings ought not to live, hud
dled together like sheep, in a city, in tenement houses— 
houses ownbd by'rich landlords who, each week, rob th,esc 
poor peopTp orlheir hard earnings and in return give 
them a place to(jive, little better than dog kernels, iind 
treat theiunworse than they do their dumb animals.

Well, tile richdman who has thus bestowed his surplus 
wealth bc&me? Exceedingly happy, and his face shines 
with joy; for love, wisdom and goodness have entered into 
his soul. , Now he says: “If my capabilities are larger than 
some of my pooi’-’brotliers and sisters, and circumstances 
have placed m$ w^ere I am able to do more good, I ought 
to be very/Iiappyand thankful; but, I want to be happier 
still; I want to be wiser yet; consequently, I will look 
around; mayhap there is other work for me to do. How

should be given toward cultivating some art or science, or 
all of them as for that mutter. • No person should eat 
more than two meals a day, and many can get along with 
one. If a man does not toil more than four hours a day 
a light breakfast and a good dinner is all that lie requires, 
and he will find his brain clearer for the study of the arts 
and sciences. . .

KEEP
YOUR

A SCRAP OF HISTORY.
Illustrating the Finesse of 

Romish Advocates.
From the 13th to the 21st of January, 

1837, there occurred in the city of Cin
cinnati, between Alexander Campbell, 
of Bethany, Va., and Rt. Rev. John B. 
Purcell, Bishop of Cincinnati (later 
archbishop), a debate on the Roman 
Catholic religion, which was taken 
taken down by reporters, revised by 
the parties to It, and published in book 
form, the proceeds of the sale of which 
by mutual agreement, were approprl- 
ated to two public charitable Institu
tions, Catholic and Protestant.

By a mere accident a copy of this 
book recently fell Into the hands of the 
writer hereof, who did not see the light 
of day until seven years after it was 
published. He had read a similar de
bate held some years earlier between 
Bishop (later archbishop) Hughes, of 
New York, and Rev. Dr. Breckinridge.

In both of these discussions one fact 
is very prominent to the unbiased read
er and that is the artful evasion of the 
essential points in the debates on the 
part of the Catholic participators. 
Were these debates to be held to-day 
before audiences composed of educated, 
intelligent Catholics and Protestants, 
it Is doubtful if either party to the con
troversy would be able to create any In
terest In it. In America, the land of 
thought and Investigation, of science 
and literature and the (coming) religion 
of Nature, both Catholicism and Prot
estantism are losing their old-time in
fluence upon the masses in a theological 

" or orthodox point of view.
In the Campbell-Purcell debate, Pnr- 

cell’s answers to Campbell's charges 
and the documents he quoted to sustain 
them, were simply that they were false, 
the'documents spurious, forged by' 
antl-Cathollcs, or else misunderstood, 
misinterpreted, etc. A general denial 
or evasion was the plan of defense set 
up by Bishop Purcell.

Some ideas of the responses Bishop' 
Purcell gave to Mr. Campbell's 
charges may be gained from the follow
ing. Mr. Gafhpbell had accused the 
Catholic church of permitting Its clergy 
to keep concubines, and quoted from a 
standard author in the Catholic church 
as proof of the truth of his charge. 
This Standard author was Alphonsus de 
Llgorl, whom Pope Plus VII Canonized 
as a saint on the 15th of September, 
A. D! 1815, under the title of the Most 
Illustrious and Most Reverend Lord 
Alphonsus de Ligorl. I will now give 
upon this point in the debate the exact 
words of the disputants so the reader 
can judge of their merits:

Alexander Campbell:—Once more, 
from Llgorl, and I shall have given al- 
piost a speciment of the Immorality and 
Impiety of the Roman Catholic rule of 
faith, on general points of religion and 
morality. There is no one subject on 
which we could be more copious than 
this one; but from respect to our audl- 
ence we shall give but the remotest 
hint: •' ■ ■ ' ' ■ ' /
“A bishop, however poor he may be, 

1 'cannot appropriate to himself pecuniary 
fines without the license of the apostol- 

r leal see. .But he ought to apply them to 
pious uses,- which the council of Trent 
has laid upon non-resident clergymen, 
or upon those clergymen . who keep

quently are the most unhappy. How strange it would 
seem to you of earth, if one of your multi-millionaires 
should say to himself: “I begin to see the error of my 
ways. Instead of gathering to myself I will bestow. 
Here, now, I am worth so many million dollars, I will 
reserve enough of this money to make myself and family 
comfortable, also to make my home beautiful and luxu
rious if need be; the remainder I will bestow upon those 
who have no homes. I begin to see that all would have 
homes if they had not been robbed of that which right
fully belonged to them. Now I will bestow all my sur
plus wealth and try to induce others, who are rich, to do 
likewise.” ' ' ; .

This man then takes his money and with it purchases 
a tract of land in a pleasant locality, divides it up into 
acre lots and upon each lot erects a pretty, convenient 
cottage—a real comfortable home—he can make as many 
improvements as his means will allow. Now he has got 
so many pretty and comfortable homes for as many as 
they will shelter, and he sets himself to the task of finding 
occupants among the poor and needy that he may bestow 
these homes to those wljp peed them.

First, perhaps, he finds a widow with a family of little, 
helpless children; her husband, maybe, has just been 
killed on the railroad and herself and little ones about to 
be ejected from their miserable tenement rooms, and cold 
winter near at hand. He says to her: “Madame, I will 
present to you one of these nice cottages together with its 
acre of ground—that is I will give you a fife lease of it— 
for these homes may not be bought or sold for money. I 
will also do what 1 can to aid you in obtaining food and 
clothing for yourself and children.”

Again be finds a hard-working man with a family to 
support. The poor man has been out of work more or 
less for many months; lie is utterly discouraged and de
jected; he cannot pay the rent of the miserable and un
comfortable tenement which he calls home, but which 
is to him hell instead of home. The man has often longed 
for a pretty cottage and a.nice bit of ground to cultivate, 
but has been too poor to obtain it. The rich man says to 
this poor fellow, “Come with me and bring your wife and 
children. Look! is not this a nice, comfortable home, 
and this acre of ground is just what you want. Here is a 
life lease of it. It is yours as long as you live and wish to 
reside in it. Take it, and thereby make me happy as well 
as yourself.” And the poor man weeps for joy.

“I will also aid you in obtaining work, good,' remunera
tive employment. I will employ you myself, if need be, 
for four hours each day, for which I will pay you one dol
lar per day.” .
■ How long do you think it would take this rich man, in 
or near Cliicago, to give away these nice homes to those 
who cruelly need them; and those who suffer thus hpve 
been robbed of their rights, as men and citizens, by the 
rich and powerful, by monopolies, trusts, and so forth.

Now in the whole course of the rich man’s life, be never 
experienced such joy as he now feels. Try it, some of 
you, and see if I do not tell the truth. Every man on the 
face of the earth has a moral right to an acre of ground

much, happier it makes ine to work for the good of my 
brother man than it does to simply work for myself alone. 
As a rich, grasping man, I was always miserable, and now 
I have found the way to be happy, so I will work for the 
good of others with all my might, and as long as I <ian, 
for I like to be good and happy.” - ■ ’ ■

That man said, “As long as I can,” and he can forever 
and forever, and forever more, and the more he does the 
happier he gets, the wiser he becomes—aye, he is a very 
God—an immortal Jove! . . . .

Now, my friends, that is one way of getting into heaven, 
and one of the very best ways I know anything ' about. 
You all want to gp to heaven, don’t you? That is when 
you die, or shuffle off the mortal coil? Well, why not go 
to heaven right now,.just where you are? Don’t wait a 
moment if you can help it. Why, the spirit can have 
heaven in the boil y fls will as out of it., Y ou don’t neçd to 
get-put of it to 'get into heaven, and if you don’t get 
heaven beforeiÿow get out of it, you won’t find it when 
you do, for as you'are, so you will be.for a long time to 
eomè. Better Irtirey a little; you can’t afford to wait. 
Why live in hell.flfty. years, more or less, hoping to find 
heaven at the other end, when you might find and take it 
along with you each hour and year you live on earth? 
Why, my friends, you don’t know what a'great big heaven 
you can make in that length of time; so, go right about it 
this moment, one find all; no matter whether you are a 
multi-millionaire or not, you certainly are able to do 
something toward making a heaven for yourself, If you 
have not got any money, you can search for jewels to dis
tribute among your iellow-men, or you can do as I used to 
do, knock down some grinning monster that threatens to 
destroy the happiness of your brother or sister. The jew
els are truths, the monster is error. Knock him down, 
knock him down!I say, and spare not—demolish him root 
and branch. ’

- Error is a blalppt Ananias, and Robert G. Ingersoll will 
kill liim if possible. I wonder if blatant liars go about 
doing good?- Lwonder if they advise people to be gener
ous, good, wise, virtuous, truthful, and to do unto others 
as they would have others do unto them? I wonder if 
they inspire memto give their money and talents toward 
furthering all good works, without hope of recompense 
other than-the heaven it brings to them? -Very strange 
kind of blatant Ananiases, are they not? Very peculiar 
kind of evibspirife', are not they? And fraud? Whom 
do they defraud? r Well, suppose I admit ihe fraud, or, 
rather, deftaud. 4 will admit the defraud. To defraud 
is to take a^ay something that one possesses. If one pos
sesses a spirit of evil, defraud him of it if you can. If one 
is grasping* cruel ¿selfish, immoral, it is good that he be 
defrauded ôî'thoÿÎ qualities and their places substituted 
by the jewe|s.of w^dom, love and truth, and by the beau
tiful flowers ¡¡of generosity and benevolence.

The government should bestow on every man who 
reaches the age ofi taxation, or the age of twenty-one 
years, an acre of fend,‘not to be sold, but leased to him 
during his iia|^çil |i^, and if the young man is not able to 
put up for himself)n’neat house, Iris friends and neighbors', 
should do it for.lijim '

Since cq.mingjiere I .find that people, as a rule, eat too 
much, and their food is mot of the kind it should be. 
Now an acre of ground, put to good use—the best possible 
use—will nearly support a small family, and people should 
not have extremely large families. No man should toil

No intoxicating beverages should ever be distilled or 
sold, and it is a great sinful blot on the government that 
licenses are granted for the selling of that; jvhich takes 
away man’s reason and fills his body with disease. When 
a man has an acre of ground and a good home, a faithful, 
loving wife and two or three sweet children, .he ought to 
be good and happy, and the most of men would be. When 
men and women cease to be cannibals, that is when they 
eat no flesh, the cost of living can be brought down to a 
very small amount. Now, friends, suppose some ofri’ou 
try a method of living such as I will here suggest.

We will say that already you are comfortably housed, 
that you have, at least, an income of six dollars per week, 
and your family consists of, say, five persons, perhaps 
fatjier, mother, and three children; or it may be other rel
atives;' suppose you “sit down t'd’ a breakfast of oat-meal 
mush and a cup of'coffee, the coffee really can be dis
pensed with, one would be all the better if one did not 
drink, it. One-half pound of oatmeal will make breakfast 
for-five persons, plenty, all they ought to eat; the 
oatmeal costs two and one-half cents, this feeds, and feeds 
well, five people; but when dinner time comes, we will 
have a greater variety, we will have bread, potatoes, to
gether with some other vegetable; vary the vegetables each 
day in the week, that is, we will have peas one day, beans 
another, onions another, squash another, and so on; then 
we will have fruit; vary the fruit each day if the season 
wil^permit; and nuts; vary the nuts likewise. Now fl din
ner of this kind will not cost more than ten cents each 
person; so a good dinner for five persons will cost fifty 
cents, the breakfast and remaining household expenses 
would not exceed twenty-five cents, consequently a family 
of five persons can be well fed for seventy-five cents a day, 
and we think that even fifty cents a day could be made to 
cover the cost. If one had his acre of ground and house, 
free of expense, he could raise at least one-half the food 
necessary, which would bring his expenses down to twen
ty-five cents a day.

Now, as a rule, people dress more expensively than they 
ought, especially women. Women should dress simply 
and neat. Diamonds, velvets, silks and satins are not at 
all necessary, and an enormous, costly head-gear would 
put a savage to blush. Many women can dress very well 
on twenty-five dollars a year; fifty dollars a year can be 
made to clothe a family of five if three of them are chil
dren. Two hundred dollars a year can be made to sup
port a family of five persons in comfort, and even a cer
tain amount of luxury, providing the acre of land and 
house are at their disposal; and if the government owned 
all public works whatever, every man who needed employ
ment could be employed by the government at the rate of 
one dollar for four hours’ labor. Now I put the question 
to the government itself, if this would not be political 
economy? There would not be a really poor man or 
tramp in your land. - ’All prisons and penitentiaries would 
soon die a natural ‘death, and governmental institutions 
of learning would take their places. When men have 
homes and are properly educated, there will be no crime 
provided intoxicating liquors are not sold or distilled. 
Turn your great distilleries into temples of wisdom. Turn 
your churches into schools. Educate your young men to 
be as pure as you would have your girls. One should be 
as pure as the other. If a young man requires a pure 
wife, a young woman should require a pure husband. Oh, 
it would take very little, after all, to make the world good 
and altogether lovely and beautiful as it is here in the 
spiritual world. '

This may hot be considered by some as being very elo
quent, but I feel quite eloquent on the subject. .

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

The passions, like heavy bodies down steep hills, once 
in motion, move themselves, and know no ground but the 
bottom.—Fuller.
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nieces.” Llgor. Ep. Doc. Mor. p. 444. 
Synopsis, p. 294.

Now’, If a priest should keep a niece, 
It is a very explable and trifling offense; 
but should he marry a wife, he must be 
excommunicated forever Thus the Ro
man Catholic rule of faith treats the 
Bible, and annuls, at pleasure, every 
lav’ and institution of heaven.

Bishop Purcell:—The volume from 
which the gentleman has been all day 
reading, is one of those books of abomi
nation and falsehood; put forth, lu the 
city of New York, by Smith, Slocum & 
Co., and it is a fair specimen of their 
fashion of circulating truth. Does it 

not furnisli strong presumption to the 
reflecting mind, that there must be 
something divine in the religion which 
such men and women combine to 
abuse? It.was the monster Nero, noto
rious for parricide and lust, who first 
drew the sword against the Christian 
religion. Forget not then, I pray you, 
my friends, the proposition that is be
fore us. I am determined not to slum
ber or sleep on this matter, but to 
probe it thoroughly and expose its rot
tenness to the world. Mr. Campbell’s 
allegation against the Catholic church, 
is that Ligori, a standard moralist in 
that church, teaches, that priests may 
keep concubines by paying a fine, but 
that if they marry, they must be ex
communicated. Whereas I distinctly 
deny that Llgorl has ever taught any
thing so abominable, and that all who 
say so, are guilty of a most flagrant 
violation of the commandment of our 
God, which says: Thou shalt not bear 
false witness against thy neighbor. '

(A few days following the above ut
terance, the Bishop having examined 
bls volumes of Ligori, he continues as 
follows):

Here are the complete works of Ligo
ri, in eight volumes, with an index con
sisting of one volume. I have per
formed a work of supererogation. I 
have examined these volume's, from 
cover to Cover, and in none of them 
can so much as a shadow be found for 
the infamous charge. I exonerate my 
friend from the sin of wilful -misrepre
sentation, I will, say he has been de
ceived, misled by—anti-Christ, perhaps, 
who can deceive the elect, if possible, 
that Is to say,.if I'll let him, which I 
have, in this Instance, no notion of do1 
Ing. The original tells the truth. The 
translation lies. My friends, I hope, 
that the same audience which is here 
now, will be here this evening, and I 
pledge myself, before the heavens and 
the earth, that this base slander Is 
what I call it There is no foundation 
for it whatever in the .works of Ligori.

EVENING SESSION.
My friends; it is imperative, upon me 

to make one exposition before I pro
ceed. Many of you were here when my 
friend would have led you Into a gross 
mistake, respecting the Catholic church, 
by quoting a pretended extract from 
Ligori. I asserted then, that nothing 
could be found in that writer’s works to 
substantiate the odious charge, to give 
It so much as a semblance of truth. I 
have now before me the entire works 
of Ligori, and I have placed them In 
the presence of my friend, Mr. Camp
bell. Ttie 9th volume has an index, 
containing every word of any import- 
ancc, and I repeat, that often a search 
through the whole nine volumes, noth
ing like the quotation of last evening 
can be found. I have now placed the 
book in the. hands of Professor Biggs,

of Lane Seminary, one of the modera
tors, and a Protestant of the Presbyte
rian denomination, If I do not mistake, 
and I will leave It to him, or any other 
intelligent and candid man, to say to 
you whether the fact is as my friend has 
Stated, or the very contrary of what he 
has stated.

Mr. Campbell:—Be so good as to ex
plain tlie matter fully,

Bishop Purcell:—I will explain the 
exact state of the case. Mr. Smith, the 
author of the translation, from whom 
my friend read this, as well as many 
other things, has given a false quota
tion, and made Llgorl say, what he 
never said. The facts are . these: A 
canon of the Council of Trent, and Ll
gorl, according to the canon, says, “that 
If a priest falls by criminal intercourse, 
as specified, from the holy state of puri
ty. to which he is bound by a voluntary, 
deliberate, and solemn vow, he shall be 
deprived of a large portion of his salary 
for the first offense. If he does not re
frain after admonition and such pun
ishment. he is again admonished, and 
deprived of bls- whole salary, and sus
pended from all his functions as a 
priest in the Catholic church. But af
ter the third admonition, if he is still in
corrigible, he is excommunicated.

Kev. Campbell:—Knowing, my fellow
citizens, how much depends in such a 
discussion, as that now in progress, on 
having authentic documents, I deter
mined from the beginning to rely on 
none which could, on proper evidence, 
or with justice be repudiated. I knew 
that In all debates so far back as the 
very era of the Reformation this party 
has been accustomed to deny authori
ties, to dispute versions, translations, 
etc., even of their own writers who 
were so candid as to give a tolerably 
fair representation of themselves. And 
as all their historians, good and bad, 
frequently tell the truth, they are all 
occasionally to be censured, when that 
truth is quoted by a Protestant and 
turned to its proper account.. ■ I have, 
not then, to my knowledge or belief, in-, 
troduced an unworthy author. And so 
long as my opponent can disprove 
nothing which I-have quoted, either 
from Du Pin, or Ligori, his frequent 
allusions to them, with-such unquali
fied censures, only shows how much he 
feels the truth of their testimony.

Bishop Purcell:—My friends, Mr. Kin- 
mont will now tell you whether the pre
tended quotation of Mr. Smith from 
Llgorl, Is correct. You will recollect 
that Mr. Smith said, that, according to 
Llgorl, the Catholic church allows 
priests to keep concubines upon a fine. 
Upon hearing this I at once said that 
the Charge was an Infamous falsehood; 
and I will now show that Llgorl said 
no such thing. ' "

Mr. Kinmont:—I am called on in iny 
professional character simply, and have 
no part or lot in,this debate. (Mr. K. 
is understood to be a Swedenborgian). 
I sincerely believe they are disputing 
about shadows, and that both parties 
are equally in the wrong; but I will do 
what I can to assist in clearing up the 
difficulty of fact I find it stated in 
Samuel Smith’s work and marked as a 
quotation from Llgorl, under the article 
headed "Concubines-of Clergy."

Concubines of the Clergy.—“A -bishop 
however poor he may be, cannot appro
priate to himself pecuniary fines with
out license of the Apostolical see. But 
he ought to apply them to pious uses. 
Much less can he apply those fines to 
anything else but pious uses, which the

Council of Trent hits laid upon non-res- I 
ident clergymen, or upon those clergy-1 
men who keep concubines.”—Ligo. Ep. 
Doc. Mor. p. 444; .

And the following is Smith’s com
mentary:

"How shameful a thing, that the 
Apostolical See, as they call it, that Is, 
that the pope of lipme, should enrich 
his coffers by the fifles which be re
ceives from the profligacy of his clergy! 
If they keep conyibjnes, they must pay 
a fine for It; Jbtit if they marry, they 
must be excommunicated! This ac
counts, at ogee, for, the custom in Spain, 
and other countrlos, and especially on 
the Island of Cuba and in South Amer
ica; where almost every priest has con
cubines, who are known by the name 
of nieces. These abandoned men are 
willing to pay. the fine rather than fore
go the gratification of their lustful ap
petites. The ‘Narrative of Rosamond,’ 
who was once herself one of-these con
cubines, In the island of Cuba, portrays 
the general licentiousness of the popish 
clergy, in colors ’ so shocking, that the 
picture cannot be looked at without a 
blush. This keeping of concubines is a 
thing so common in the popish West In
dia islands, and in South America, that 
It is rarély noticed. The offspring of 
tills priestly intercourse are numerous. 
They are known to be the children of 
the priests; but, because It Is the gen
eral custom, it is. lawful; and it passes 
off merely with it joke or sarcasm.”

Mr. Kinmont continues: This is the 
text and commentary, as I find it In Mr. 
Smith’s book. This, is marked as Ll- 
gorl, p. 444. If taken from Ligorl at all, 
It is taken’from ia ..‘different edition. 
The present purports to be a complete 
copy of the works ..of Llgorl. It bears 
no mark of being, (jq expurgated edi
tion. It is said to be ah edition of what 
was said and written before with ad
ditions. On- turnin']? to the place where 
he treats of fines and punishments In
flicted for confeubliîâge, be says that 
priests guilty of this offense, were, after 
two IneffectùdFrepriïn'ands, to -be de
graded from "flielr- functions. He re
fers to thé CdtfiiclPof Trent, and states 
what that council)' decreed. Smith 
throws us on .Llgorl,fjpnd Ligorl on the 
Council of Tr£nt. r0 . .

Rev. Campbell:—My friends, you will 
doubtless have.obscnred, that of all the 
extracts read (from Ligorl, found on the 
pages of Mr. Smith,vbut one was chal
lenged by the. Bishop, on the. ground 
that it is notJHurid Tn the page of St 
Ligorl in the edition now before us. 
The case iff' simply Uis.' According to 
the moral theology of the church of 
Rome, marriage Is' ^greater sin than 
concubinage; tor, if là priest marry, he 
is forthwith excommunicated; but if he 
keep a concubine he only pays a fine. 
This is the statement that Mr, Smith 
makes as a correct. tqanslatlon from the 
passage in Ligorl..,Now, Bishop Pur
cell denies'that there is such a passage 
in Llgorl, or that there is in the Coun
cil of Trent any such arrangement; and 
in proof of it, he bps brought us an edi
tion of St. Llgorl, and the decrees of 
the Council of Trent. But the edition 
which he has produced, has not, upon 
the page ’referred- to, the passage 
quoted. In tHe passage quoted, the 
reference to Llgorl Is to a decree of 
Trent But thore are always two ways 
of quoting a pasí»¿é; the one verbatim, 
and the other, substantially. Whether 
Llgorl quotes th» dêcre» of Trent lit
erally, or only quotes the substance, we 
cannot affirm. The bishop referred thlfl

matter to Mr. Kinmont, without con
sulting me. Il: was an exparte refer
ence; and therefore comes not fairly 
before us. Although I have no objec
tion to Mr. Kinmont; but on the con
trary, I think him very competent to de
cide a matter of this kind, If he had 
time to examine all these volumes; and 
perhaps, had I been consulted, I should 
have agreed In selecting him; yet as the 
reference Is wholly one-sided, It can 
have no authority here. However, so 
far as the decrees of Trent have been 
read, they do speak of fines or forfeit
ures of those who have concubines, and 
these do substantially sustain all that 
I have alleged. In his preface to his 
synopsis, Mr. Smith observes: “If they 
deny that we have given a fair transla
tion, we will then challenge them to 
come forward In a public assembly with 
the works of St. Ligorl, when we prom
ise to meet them, and submit our trans
lation, and the original, to the inspec
tion of a committee, one-half of whom 
to be chosen by ourselves, and the oth
er half by the Roman clergy. Truth 
never shuns Investigation. If we have
not given a fair, genuine, 
translation, and if we have 
ited the doctrines of Llgorl 
church of Rome fairly and 
without garbling, or giving

and true 
not exhib
an! the 
correctly, 

an errone-
ous construction, we will be willing to 
incur the consequences that we ought 
to expect, for having deceived the pub- 
lic.”—Synop. Pref. p. 12. I will thank 
the Bishop to Inform me the date of 
his edition of the works of Llgorl.

Bishop Purcell:—What is the date of 
Mr. Smith’s edition?

Mr. Campbell:—1828.
Bishop Purcell:—This edition (point

ing to his own) was also published in 
1828; so that it appears both are the 
same. . - . .

Mr. Campbell (here taking up a vol
ume of the Bishop's copy of Llgorl) 
read, “Editio- Nova Emendata.” It 
hence appears that the Bishop’s is a 
new amended edition; so that, probably, 
this and the one used by Mr. Smith are 
not the same. Be this, however as it 
may, nothing is lost by the examination; 
nothing is proved against Mr. Smith as 
a translator, and I shall write forthwith 
to New York to Mr. Smith for the orig
inal Latin of this passage in his edition, 
and have it certified' and' publbished 
among this community. . .

But were it-lawful to read in this as
sembly, I have before me the decrees of 
councils, and the words of bishops and 
cardinals, teaching the very doctrine 
which, the Bishop would represent as a 
reproach or calumny on his clergy and 
church. Here is the decree of a coun
cil at Toledo, and here are references 
to varous councils, such'as Bivii Con
cilia, Tom. 1, pp. 737, 739. Crabb. Con- 
cll. Tom. l.p. 449. Edition of 1551, 
and Pithou Corp.' Ju. Canon, p. 47, as 
quoted by Dr, Brownlee, which go to 
prohibit priests “from keeping more 
than one concubine," and declare mar
riage in a priest to be “a mortal sin.” 
And nere is Costerus and Cardinal 
Campygio who taught what-1 dare not 
read here; but I will reserve all this for 
a more convenient season.

Mr. Campbell received documentary 
substantiation in reply to his letter to 
Mr. Smith, which appears In the ap
pendix or notes supplementary to the 
printed debate; as follows:

.The; reader, ¡who lodes back to pages 
219, 253, will ¡there see with what sol
emn and sttong asseverations the 
Bishop declared that ne such passage

as that quoted from page 294 was ever 
written by Saint Ligori. (See pages 
269, 319, 320/ Mr. Smith, In reply to 
my letter per Mr. Emmons, wrote as 
follows:

“The obnoxious passage, then, which 
the Romish Bishop of Cincinnati calls 
heaven and earth to witness is not to be 
found in the works of Ligori, is the fol
lowing: ,

“A Bishop, however poor he may be 
caunot appropriate to himself peeunb 
ary lines, without the license of the 
Apostolical See. But he ought to apply 
them to pious uses. Much less con he 
apply those fines to anything else but 
pious uses, which the Council of Trent 
baslaid upon non-resident clergymen, or 
upon those clergymen who keep concu
bines. —Llgor.-Ep. Doe. Mor. p. 444. 
This passage I will now give in the 
Latin, as it stands on the 444th page of 
the 8th volume of the “Moral Theology 
of Alphonsus de Ligori,” from whose 
work the extract was made. The 
words are as follows:

‘Mulctas pecuniarfas Episcopus sibi 
addlcese non potest, quantum vis pau
per sit sine llcentia SedisApostolicae (ur 
expluribus argumentis S. Congregat 
evlncltur in Tract De Syn. Dioec. L 1(1 
C. 10. N. 2) Sed debent in usus plos ex
pend!. Multo magls non possunt nisi in 
pios usus applicarl illae mulctae quas 
Trldentinum Intllxlt Ciericis nou resi- 
dentlbus, ant concublnarlis.”—Ligor. 
Eplt Doc. Mor. p. 44.

The words Included in the brackets 
were not translated, merely because I 
did not wish to encumber the “Synop
sis,” (as I have observed in the “Preface 
of the Synopsis”) with too many au
thorities quoted by Ligorl, I shall 
now, however, translate the above 
words in the brackets, much, I kuow, 
to the discomfiture of his Reverence the 
Romish Bishop of Cincinnati. The 
words in the brackets, therefore, trans
lated are as follows: [“as is evident 
from many arguments of the Holy Con
gregation, In the Treatise respecting 
the Diocesan Synods, Book 10, chanter 
10, Number 2.”]

Here we have, not only the authority 
of St. Ligorl, but also that of the “Holy 
Congregation of Rites.”

Since the subject Is now to be probed 
to the bottom, we will also translate 
the contracted words which I trans
ferred Into the “Synopsis,” as I found 
them in the original. The words to 
which I allude are the terminating ones 
of the disputed passage, as follows: 
‘Llgor. Ep. Doc. Mor. p, 444”—which, 

translated, stand thus: “From the work 
of Ligorl, under the head of-‘An Epit
ome of the Moral Doctrine,’ page 444."

In order to render the testimony still 
more striking, it is important to ob
serve that this “Epitome of the Moral 
Doctrine’’ to which Ligorl alludes, Is an 
epitome compiled by no less a person
age than Pope Benedict XIV, as we are 
Informed by Ligori himself, In the 301st 
page of the Sth volume of bls “Moral 
Theology.” . ' . ■

That the previous Latin words arc 
truly and faithfully the words of St Ll
gorl and fairly extracted from the 8th 
volume, p. 444, Is duly certified by the 
following learned gentlemen.

We, the undersigned, have carefully 
examined the foregoing extracts from 
the Moral Theology of St. Ligori; and 
having compared them with the origi
nal Latin copy of that work, now be
fore ns, we do hereby .certify that the

(Continued on gage 3.) ,

OFFER NUMBER SIX.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than 

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1, 
Price..........................................$'

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price.. .......... .’.......................$

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3, 
Price..........................................$

Art Magic, or Mundane,Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price................................$

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price................................$

The Next World Interviewed. 
Price........................................ $

The Occult Life of Jesus (includ
ing the Hull-Covert Debate).
Price...........................................$ 2.00

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.25

Total price to the trade
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 

The Progressive Thinker one year 
and the seven premium books. .$ 
These seven books, substantially 

elegantly bound, and printed in

$10.75
2.35

3.35 
and 
the

neatest style of the printer's art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear in mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total, $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and Oc
cult Library in every Spiritualist’s 
home, these'seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which is less by far than their
actual cost. The authors make no 
charge for the vast amount of 
‘ ’ bestowed on these'- works, 
__ which extended over many 
(ears. The publisher receives not a 

ingle cent for the great expense be 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid

labor 
and

out in putting them In type, and electro
typing the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That Is why you 
are getting these intensely interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Blah, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
inducement is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep In line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift.

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that all we have left U> fos 
those seven hnnl-s Is onlv $1 rm •

Postmasters.
We have been swindled out of a large 

amount of money by postmasters, who 
knowing a person desires The Pro
gressive Thinker, sends his money, de
ducting a targe commission. The Pro
gressive Thinker Is one dollar per year. 
The great rise in print paper renders It 
utterly impossible for us to give any 
commission to news agents or post
masters. • .

Bear In mind when making a re- 
mittahce, that only one book, the En- . 
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in the. - 
Spirit World, Vol. 3, Is furnished for 25 . . 
cents. You must not substitute any 
other of the premium books for that 
one. . ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■. ■ . _
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“SPIRIT" TYPE-WRITING.
This is such a bald, hoary-headed and

The Sleight-of-hand Per
former in California.

HOW HE PRODUCES PRETENDED 
SPIRITUAL PHENOMENA, AND 
DECEIVES THE GULLIBLE. '

A VANDERBILT TELLS WHY
SHE BELIEVES SPIRITS RETURN.

k-

MRS. LA BAU, THE COMMODORE'S i 
DAUGHTER, GIVES HER EX,- I 
PERIENCES—HER CHID DIED IN J 
ANOTHER CITY AND SHE WIT-' J 
MESSED HIS PASSAGE INTO THE
CLOUDS. 1
Up in the third-story bay window of 1 

a big white brick and marble mansion 
that tops one of Riverside Drive’s beau- 1 
tiful hills sat an old lady yesterday 
looking out of the window. Hers was a 
face that bespoke strong character. 1 
There were firm lines around the 
mouth, an authoritative poise of the 
head, a pair of blue eyes that eould look 
one through and through. She was Mrs, 
Alicia Vanderbilt La Bau, daughter of 
old Commodore Vanderbilt and pos
sessor of many of his millions after 
contesting the will.

Tbe World yesterday told of the suit 
for $20,000 brought against her by Ar
thur P. Dodge and of Mrs. La Bau’s 
remarkable defense. In.a word, she de
clares in her sworn answer that she 
was Influenced by a medium, Jeannette 
Danforth, tp buy a quarter Interest in 
Dodge's patents because the medium 

. gave her messages from tbe spirit world 
to do so, -

The house that the Vanderbilt money 
has bought Mrs. La Bau is a palace in 
miniature. It is forty feet wide and 
five stories high. It commands the full 
sweep of the Hudson from Its great 
windows. It Is furnished with all that 
taste can suggest or money buy. It has 
even a wonderful electric elevator 
which starts and stops at any desired 
floor by the simple pressure of a button. 
Her son, Walter La Bau, took the re
porter upstairs in the elevator and 
showed him into his mother’s room.
THE MEDIUM WAS HYPNOTIZED.

One glance was enough to tell -that 
the elderly lady in the window was a 
Vanderbilt. There were those keen, 
strong eyes—that roundness of face and 
those little heavy purses of skin under 
the eyes which are a part of every Van- 
derbllt visage. There was that full 
habit, too, which all tbe elder genera
tion of Vanderbilts possessed.

“Won’t you sit down?" the old lady 
said, in a pleasant tone.

Mrs. La Bau was somewhat averse to 
going into details about the technical 
side of her defense, preferring to leave 
It to her counsel.

"I’ll say, though,” she said, decidedly, 
“that Dodge hypnotized Jeannette Dan
forth to tell me those messages from 
the spirit world. I’m sorry now I didn't 
do as the spirits themselves told me. 
They gave me a control which showed 
all Dodge's schemes to be worth 
nothing to me.” 1

Mrs. La Bau lay down what she was 
reading, pushed her gold-rlmmed spec
tacles back on the top of her iron-gray 
hair and slapped her hand on the little 
table iu front of her to emphasize her 
statement.

“But do you believe in Spiritualism?” 
, asked the reporter.

BELIEVES IN SPIRITUALISM.
For a moment the old lady hesitated.

Then she said:
"I have never denied, and I will not 

deny now, that I thoroughly believe in 
Spiritualism. I don’t believe in any of 
this clap-trap Spiritualism; I take mine

• direct from God. And why shouldn't I 
believe? I once received the greatest 
proof In tlie world.

“It was forty years ago. There was

WWE I
w 
Ilie the ..................    .
pared, written tttll 'cf Jmsawe (that 
would fit anybody) in djffereiflt.’Colors. 
In the short Interval betpre be handed 
back my slate he had turned Ine large 
slate—a quick movement that scarcely 
anyone would notice—bringing, ¿he pre
pared slate to the top. <Tbis w$ placed 
on top of the other slate ! had yvoshed, 
and the rubber band placed’-1 around

Takes the World of Progress 
In Its Arms.

Spiritualism comes to people only as 
they are able to receive It, only as they 
art- capable of understanding it.

Dr. Thomas, of the People’s Church, 
this city, says: “I know my loved ones 
still live and are conscious; my own

them. In a few minutes I opened them 
and was astonished to find one filled 
with writing. Of course I did, not de
tect the trick at the time. came i gouij whole being tells me so.” 
later. ' . I T,.,.. m T, „1X11,. GUVS' “TThe next sitting was worked entirely ®ev. T DeWitt lal“aS® ®• 1 
slates wen“laced on the table and I ^out us as we walk and as we sleep; 
washed and wiped all of them, .to mag- consciousness tells me so.
iwiize iiwiu lie mud- Tie«. X'Uw «¿3 1 Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, of AU Souls 
and wrote my name all over one side. Church, this city, preaches good Splrlt- 
W’hile I was doing this he came up ual truths and yet he pever had evi- 
and for an instant laid tbe large slate dence of spirit return.

' While it comes to the souls in tune for

an<| the only religion that is worthy of 
the name.' ' -

This creed, this declaration of prin
ciples, this-thing of so little importance 
that has consumed so much valuable 
time and spaco In the Spiritualistic 
press; culled forth such wisdom and 
such condemnation aud commendation 
will neither kill nor cure the cause of 
Spiritualism and can be amended or 
repealed at some future convention.

Larger Spiritualism will some time in 
the future be taught from every pulpit 
in the land, be taught to the child at its 
mother’s kuee and be lived more closely 
♦han any other religion has ever been, 
because it teaches people to do right, 
because It Is right, and because it is the 
duty of spirit, it is nature's own de
mand, and will recognize only the spirit 
of perfect brotherhood as its creed.

OR. T. WILKINS.

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS
A List of His Noted Works.

For Sale at the Office of The Pro« > 
gressive Thinker,
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AFTER HER DEATH.
SHE STORY OP A SUMMER. 

BY LILIAN WHITING,

Pervaded with pure and beautiful splrltoaiitp ot 
thought Instructive and helpful to all who lots and 
Fsek the higher and finer ways of spiritual experience« 

rice, *1.00. For sale at this office.

jVlAfidMeT,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

This Is Me. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classics, n 
Is conceded to be historically correct andeo exact and 
perfect in every detail as to be practleally beyond th* 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will be found 
intensely interesting. Price, 25c, Sold at thl* office.

Wayside Jottings,
Gathered from th« Highway«, By-way* ant HedoM of Life. By Mattjx E. Hull. Thii 1* a muveloi® 

neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls but poem*, 
bcrinon* and essays, and contains a splendid PortraU 
of the-author, also a portrait of Moses Hoti * 
neatly bound in English cloth, <1.
27;e Spiritual Alps

and How Wo Ascend XWein. ■
Or a few thoughts on how to roach that altitude 

whore spirit le supremo aud all thing» are aubjut to 
k. With portrait. By Moats Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you bow to educate yuur spiritual faculties, 
price, bound in cloth, 40 ceutij in paper cover, 3B 
cents ■ ■
Hew Thought,

Volume!. Nicely bound in cloth, 579 large, beauti
fully printed pages, Portraits of several of tbe best 
speakers and mediums. Tbe matter all original aud 
presenting in an attractive form the highest phase of 
tbe Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only *1.50, 
Hew Thought,

Volume 11. 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portrait*. Cloth 
bound, 75 cents.
Joan, the Medium,

Or. tbe Inspired Heroine of Orleans. SplrftuaHnn 
as a Leader of Armies. By Mosk* Hull. This Is at 
cuco the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of tbe most convincing argument* on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was evermore thrHHngly in
teresting; ¿o history i^ore true. Price in cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cent*.
Tlte Heal Issue,

By Hoax* Hull. A compound of thd two pamph* 
let*. “Thfi Irrepressible Conflict," and “Tour Answer 
or Tour Life;" with Important addition*, making e 
Look of 160 pages all for 25 cents. This book contain* 
statfitlci, facts and documents, on the tendencHs of 
the times, that every one should Lave.
All About Devils.

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from His Satanic 
Majesty and Hh Subordinates in tbe Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Moses Huu*. Price, 15 cents.
Jesus and the Mediums, 

or Christ and Mediumship,
Careful comparison of some of the SplritualiHQ 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moses Hull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesue was only a medium, subject to all the condi
tion! of modern mediumship. It also shows that ell 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa
meat were under the name conditions that medium* 
require to-day; and that the coming of Chrlet Is tbe re* 
turn of if ***°<urtilp to the world. 4B page*. Pricey 
10 cent*.
The Spiritual Birth, 

। or Death and Its To-Morrow.
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 

। Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir- 
| ituallatlo Interpretation of many things In the Bible— 
< interpretations never before given, explains th* 

heavens and hells believed Ui by SplrltualiiU. Price, 
I IQconts.

The {Quarantine Raised.
I Or tbe Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 

Ended. Priee 10 cents.
I SpiritualoBongster. *

By Mattis E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Iluirt 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for tbe use 
of congregations, circles aud families. Price, 10 cU^ 

or 16 per hundred. __ ____  _______

PSyGHOGMFHy.
MArvelottH Manifestations of PsyoMfl 

Power Given Through the
Mediumship of

FRED. P. EVANS.

MOLLIE FftNGHER,
The Brooklyn Enigma. I 

An Authentic Statement of Facts tn 
the Life of Mary J. Fancher, |

The Psychological Marvel of 
the Nineteenth Century.

Unimpeachable testimony of many wit
nesses.

BY ABRAM II. DAILEY.
With Illuitr.tloM. Price, cloth, I1.S8. For ule U 
thia office.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I

I

I“And since then,” she went on,

Joys Beyond the Threshold

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

pected, a fair representation of the I takes his leave fully, convinced that Grander truth wnsdipvomheiird-— A PnmnMI cnlrUo dn writ« ATI Bl <1tAO . Wa Vaawo H I 1 UUIUfleV ep/Beam.whole discussion. A Campbell.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.

wixol. will find n;U e

LORE DELVER.people

pains were gone.
“I have done more.

And it came to pass. Now, how can 
disbelieve?”

tnuoh Ttlnablo Rtor.i- 
theory of reÌQCiHDau<.>> 
thio once.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful communication, explaining bow hit 
life and teaching» were utlliaed to formulate Chris
tianity. price IS cent*. For i*l* at tbli office.

Heal Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mn. Marla M. King. Price 
75 cents. For sale at tbla office,

By Dr. Paul CaruF. A translation made from Japan* 
ese, under tbe auspices of the Her. Shuku Boyer,t.* e* 
l»ate to the PHrllampui of Religion*. Was published 
|u Japan. Price, 11.00. For sal«* at this office.

something that I wanted to come to 
pass most earnestly. I was a scoffer 
then, but I locked myself In my cham
ber and I prayed. I cried, ‘Oh, Lord, if 
this can come to pass I will believe.’

ANCIENT INDIA:
Ils Language and Bellgtona. By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
Paper. £ cents. For sale at this office.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture dellrered at tbe Freatblnker'i Inter» 
national Congress, Chicago, III., October, 1813. By 
Susan H. Wlxon. Price, 10c.

translated from the french
BY S. R. CHOCHEE. '

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or an Inquiry M to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms come from His Bacaslo 
Majesty and hla subordinate* in the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. ByMoMlHdlL Price, 15 cenu. 
For sale as this office.

were driving at Cape__ ____ ____ . .
the horse hurt himself in the sand and he occupies always has a system of

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According- to Old Records.

coming from the spirits. I told my 
family that some one in the Shepard 
family was going. They laughed, and 
f>xt morning my uncle’s passing was

A Conspiracy Against the Republic
By Charles B. White, A. H., author of “History of 
tbe Christian Ittilgton to the rear 2po," etc* A <}oq- 
denaea statement of the facts concerning the effort*
of the church leaders to getcontrolof tbe govern* 
ment. An Important work. Price, paper, 25 cent*. 
For sale al this office. '

/

There were tears in the old lady’s eyes 
by this time, but she brushed them 
away with a laugh. What proof had 
been shown to her she would not say. 
It was plainly something close to her 
heart.

have seen too many from the spirit 
world to disbelieve. I have seen God 
face to face; I have seen my little dead . 
children. I receive ‘controls’ from the , 
spirits all the time.” <

“But others would believe If they 
could see these too?” :

BASES HER BELIEF ON BIBLE. 1
“Ah!" laughed the old lady, thorough- 1 

ly, the woman of the world now; “that’s ' 
what so many ministers have said to 
me. But, mind you, I don't believe In 1 
all this clap-trap Spiritualism. I take ;

' my'Spiritualism from the Bible and ■ 
from God. Read your Bible. In it you 
will find many gifts of Spiritualism.

“Everybody is spiritualistic. Some 
people are more so than others. Now, 
my son has healing power. He can 
cure aches and pains by the simple lay
ing on of bis hands. I have the healing 
power; nobody can pass away in the 
same house with me.. I have never seen 
any one pass on and I never will. The 
spirits have told me so. Both my little 
children passed away when I was far 
away, but I knew It

“I knew when my little boy went, 
■ many years ago. We were here in New 

York. The baby, who was only three 
months old, was in Saratoga. Suddenly 
I saw his spirit. It was just as if you 
looked out on those beautiful clouds 
there in the west.”

The old lady pointed to the-window, 
where the sun was sinking over the 
shimmering river. There was a big 
bank of clouds over the Palisades. She 

& was the mother now, and her eyes were 
moist.

“It was • just like that,” she said 
softly. "High above the clouds was a 
great round flame, just as if it had been 
made of opal.-And there through the 
clouds was little baby’s spirit going 
straight toward the opal frame. I saw 
him reach it lust as plainly as day. 
SPIRIT CHILD WAVED FARE

WELL.,*
“Then his little spirit stopped and- 

waved its little fingers toward me. 
“Good-by, good-by!” and.he was gone.

“The baby’s gone. He’s passed on,”
; I "aid. . .. ..... . . .•

“My husband laughed. ‘Nonsense,’ he 
said, ‘you’re always worrying,’ But in 
a few hours came a telegram. The 
baby was gone. He had passed on just 
at the minute when I saw his little 
spirit. It was the same way with our 
little girl. We were here and she was 
away. I saw her spirit go. A friend 
was coming upstairs. I asked hefVyhat 
time it was and she said ‘Eleven 
o'clock.’ That was the hour that my 
little one passed on.

“I knew Elliott F. Shepard’was going 
Ihree weeks before. I suddenly felt It

transparent trick that it would not be 
worthy of notice were It not that bo 
ma'ny presumably Intelligent people 

in the papers. They tried to tell me have recently been taken in by it in 
ihft Rnh-lts meant him. But I knew it this vicinity. The “messages" are ...------------  .....— _ .wasn't so Three weeks later Mr. nearly all prepared beforehand, and the | netlze ^hem, he said. Then I took one 
Shepard passed on suddenly. I was machine is always worked by the “me; ’ - — ....  ” " “
right. dlum” or au assistant, the keys or

“it wan the same wav." went on Mrs^ I space-bar being rattled to give the au- . — — ------------ _La Bau “with Jeannette Danforth, who dienee the Impression that the spirits on the pile, and to divert my attention 
flli-d a war atro” are writing lit the dark. Sometimes, from his movements, let me read a its vibrations as does the knowledge of

Mrs La Bau was In Boston then and when the medium is in the cabinet with brief message he had written on the a supply of water come through the 
at a seance she saw Jeannette Dan- the machine, he will actually write two large one. Then, taking the slate I had thirst of the flesh, as food to the aPPe’ 
forth’s snirlt °1' tln'ee «bort messages or answers to been writing my name on, he took the tite, there are those who are pot in

“I didn’t nav anv attention to it,” she suit the occasion. Type-writing can be top slate from the pile of small ones, tune with anything but that which Is 
said “but whei?1came back mv maid I done in the dark anyone familiar I put the two together and I held them material and tangible to the eye of 
told' me that Jeannette Danforth had with the machine, but it is slow work, awhile. Of course I found one full of earth. There are those who ^ust see 
told me that Jeannette „. an(j PYn]auatiOn is made that a little writing—the one he bad fixed for me and feel and smell and taste their evi-

"as one of the^best medium “tlurt eve? iflrl “control” of the medium Is “just and covered with the big slate. I men- dence of continued life after so-called . 
lived and if Dodge haiHeft her alone I learning.” The medium has all the I tion this experience to show the modus death. ' , v
nil would iinve linen well” I prepared messages in his pocket, when I operandi of one medium. Perhaps some There are those who can find all the

r TTT-, iTTAnrr, * cnrinnr ^ie Beance begins, and after they are who read this may recognize the “test. I evidence necessary in the Bible that
THE WORLD A bGHOOL. handed out he pockets the blank paper In our next issue this story will be con- man a future existence, and again there

Mrs. La Bau’p theory is that .those provided for the use of the "dear spir- tlnued, with some additional facts that are those to whom this is no evidence, ।
who do not believe in the spirits here its.” If the audience will Insist upon we had not, in the beginning, Intended those to whom naught but the shake of ,
are eventually forced to do so after the machine being covered and locked, to mention. • a tangible hand and the familiar voice
death. so the medium or bls assistant eannot An intimation has been conveyed to of a friend whose form they had seen !

“This is only a little kindergarten, get their hands on it, there will be no us in an indirect but unmistakable way, let down into the dark and gloomy ,
this world of ours," she said, "and we writing done. Be sure of that. that it will not be advisable for ús to graye would appeal. j
pass on to better things. But those who a trick with BALLOTS continue this department, and more es- jn fact no two can see this great 
won’t believe in God's Spiritualism are I ■ ' 1 pecially would It be dangerous for us truth from exactly the same standpoint,
forced to come back again. But they One method of ballot-reading used to mention certain names in connection {or that point is self and no two are ex-
can’t come in the flesh, but as in spirits, by some prominent mediums in their therewith. We are not seeking a mar- actly But that makes no dlffer-
and they must come through the me- circles is this: The cards or ballots writ- tyr’s fate nor hankering after a mar- eaCe to Spiritualism; phoenlx-llke It
dlums. Then they tell us that they be- ten by the audience are collected by the tyr’s crown, but the truth will be told I rlseg ™ fronJ the sands of time, from
Heve now. medium or assistant and placed in an regardless of consequences, and names the ashe8 of i)Urned witches; from the

“These spirits leave a very uneom- envelope or bag. This is supposed to given, too. Look out for music ahead. _ g of mytll and superstition, and
fortable feeling in the mediums, and I remain in sight of the audience. In re- I The band will play. , I g“ dg lts proad wlng8 over the whole
whenever any come back for me I al ty> it goes Into the cabinet and a  . world like a great mother of the unl
always ask them not to leave this feel- dummy just like it takes its place while I rp^g ai)Ove js from the Modern Mystic I verse.
ing in the mediums.” «>e in the cabinet examines I and Occult N published by Ed. D. Evidence of continuity of life comes

Mrs. La Bau never uses the word tbe ballots at his leisure by the Ugh, of . . _ U comes; through the Ignorant to the
“die,” because she doesn’t believe it. a small bull’s eye lantern, ktter he has Lunt, at G29 South OUve street LOb ¿ s u
She says “pass on,” instead of “dying.” I answered most of the questions ^nd I Angeles, Cal. It is presented to our I those who are attuned to poetry; 
Every person who doesn’t believe in I copied the rest, another switch is I readers as a matter of news, at the re- through the philosopher to those who 
Spiritualism she calls a “doubting made, and the real ballots are again un- qUegf of an ardent Spiritualist, who have capacity to measure and weigh, 
Thomas" der the eyes of the audience. Of course ’ , . , ... ... «Lonnd »»wn- through theuri1 ‘ v. some of tliPRp m-esent «re nnsltlvu there bas had a varied experience with the and analyze, ana reason, tnrougn we‘How can you believe in the spiiits oome oi mese pietsent are positive incre I _ . , I mnsiciun to those who are filled with
when you go in prepared to disbelieve?" bas been no change, but you must re- sleight-of-hand performers. Spiritual- harmonic vibrations; to the
she asked. “You set yourself against member that the hand of an expert is I ists as a class want to know what is go- Hgt wjth B#I¿eth|U„ uke a hickory 
them, and even if something is proved quicker than your eye, and also that in I jng on ¡n 0Ur ranks, and not be kept in ciut>; f0 the materialist in a material
to you, you expect to have It proved all I every cIrcie of that kind there are a I tfie da . 1)ke lncolnpetent children, way, etc. -
over again every time.” “nd ìt is vw? ms? to make these I The above has no reference to genuine It comes and It comes, and there is

HER SON A HEALER. changes without detection. Some me- mediums in the various phases refereed no’1'1“E ‘¡“£ ““ pHj?™™ unon the
Mrs. La Bau’s son is a handsome man dlums have the bogus ballots in an en- to. California has furnished the East ®*nSe-X

of perhaps thirty-five or thirty-eight. Velope and burn them before the eyes with some of her sleight-of-hand per- it?n s»h-H
Z? her b^nefs*'mWs/flri^Hlkft heS °f 1TWS ? B“erallytlre; formers, but they do not flourish, as the Xm ms Plowed tlrougi ormy seas
or ner Dellers in bpintuaiism, ne saia garded as a clincher. Another method , uunniu **«*« ’ 1 _ t ut**«,,
yesterday that he did not believe all is to switch the ballots into another genuine spirit manifestations here in and braved the tornado sweep of b ttm- 
people were medlumlstlc. He has gone I roOm, where an assistant reads them, I broad daylight can not be counterfeited. I est opposition from cbureh, and dtigy 
deep into the mysteries of the spirit and gives the contents to the medium I The genuine spirit manifestations in I “
world. His sister, Mrs. George Morgan ln the cabinet through a speaking tube, Chicago so overshadow tbe fakes and “nude°“’ puZhlw forward

lives with her husbband at No. 75 East I ant Is heard by any of the audience, it ,lttle notlee' In fact’ Chicagoitnediums I in deep wonderment at its rapid gait.
Fifty-fourth street. He is a member of ¡s regarded as an independent spirit I cannot be excelled; they are among tho Differences belong to Individuals and
the Union, University, Harvard and voice and an evidence of the medium's best in the world, andean convince any they prate and rant, in the heat of
other smart clubs. power. These methods have been re- skeptic that the spirit survives the ®“aL™LL

When pressed, Mrs. La Bau gave sev- cently worked in Los Angeles, and are LPnth of the hod v 1 vergence; grow pei sona and call each
eral examples of the healing power pos- USed elsewhere. ueutu or ine oooy. - , other bard names, in other words, lose
sessed by her son and herself. Their „ , ,pp wnTmivn ’ ‘ ‘ their balance; lose their respect and lose
cook, Della, had- pains in her back the blìAiu-wkiaimu. . I THB gALveSTON HURRICANE. sight of the broadness and greatness of
Other day, and is still not herself. Thè methods of producing so-called ■ ____  . the spiritual movement.

"My son," said Mrs. La Bau, “simply I Independent slate-writing—18 or 20 in I mtie Bright Eyes, good and ¿air— I Narrowness belongs to the human,
sat down beside her and put his arm number—are so numerous that we will I jnne are dimmed by aie and?care— I not the spiritual. Selfishness, jealousy,-
against her waist. In five minutes the mention now only those in most com- you may read for gralidma dear envy and anger are not of the soul,

mon use among mediums of the shady Thls lo¿g letter¡ rj¡ glfl her;. . ’ but of the flesh in its struggle with the
Once when we class .     I wm lt tell your fathal„‘ m? I spIrJtual, the higher, the real man.

Cod near Onset | _ The Prof. . vho owns tbe premises | Hugh! my beating bear?, be still! I Spiritualism Is not only not an organ
.... ----------—------------ ;; i. ¿ - /> i Take it to the light, ¿y dear, ' ization, but as a whole it is not organiz-
spralned his shoulder. I gave the I trap doors and sliding panels which are I Bead it loud and read it clear, - able; it Is above and below and all 
coachman some ?20 gold pieces that I used to pass the slates to concealed as- .. i , I around and In and through all organlza-
had and told him to rub them on the I sistants, who embellish them with plc- 11 can see it’s not from him foundation for many órganiza-
horse’s shoulder every twenty minutes. I tures and messages In the name of I Though my eyes are old and dim, I t ’ “
He laughed, but did so. But the horse your loved ones, and pass them back I l ean see enough, my child, I ¿eaulres human beings to make or
was cured. It was simply due to my I the same way. But your traveling me- I To convince me. Am I wild? t ¿r„anlzations here, financial, be-
heallng power. I call It the gold cure.” dlum must depend upon his manual Hush', my waiting heart. Be strong! nevoieut ’r reiigious; social, political or 

will prom' Tioncws RTTTT dexterity to carry him through. Nearly I Ohl I hope theres nothing wrong. reformatory and all are but “parts of WILL FIGHT DODGE S SUIT. I flll of thcge uge tJw gll)(!ate flap_ whlch I Am x or do x drcam? I «“rg“^u“ua hoìe,” and that whole
Mrs. La Bau is a woman of perhaps fits into the frame and covers the pre- I Read it carefully, Helene. ,„ uf nature spirit

sixty-eight or seventy years, though she pared slate completely. The medium .. ____Man nrimnl*» for linll ramp contests, . j. j . , - I , _ .. r,_ * » . I Thon ilia PnllnlRh vnlCP fiiTlff PlPfll* I fil&D OrcUUlZc LOI uuu ruuil luuicbid,doesn't seem it. She Is the daughter of shows you both sides of tbe slate; you , voice rang ciear, b d . th„
old Commodore Vanderbilt and the are willing to swear it is perfectly ^rd ,he„«raadma 8 heart with fear and
aunt of all the present generation of the clean In placing tho slnto nnon the Heard the story long and said, less spirit of excellence, tue spini or¡luill UI Uli LUC IHLOLUt ¿jVMUnUUU UI lile I VJCilJJ. ill UiUUlJlK LUC SiULK UUUll Ulti I T-. • J ] MAnn Inwrlnr» +/x wnin *A win frt fTFAW* TÌÌ
family. She speaks with the tone of one table in front of you he dexterously hurricane so mad. nbnvo others- the snlrit of ambition-
always accustomed to giving orders, allows the flap to drop into his lap, and **5*7 tlley ran and cow,ar!? below' J* ® . .. { Drldc. th' eternal evoluti
and she dresses verv plainly for a when aftor sitting awhile with rrntr 9f ,he terror none could know' the spl ‘ f P, . eter , e , ,ullLA D11U vixcnBCD ttly pxaxixij tux a i Wutrli* allul diIIIIIk UWillltj Willi jOIJL X , ,. . . « , ] t__ — » dnerno rrrAwinff «nitriiwoman of great wealth She proposes hands on the slnte von turn tt over ven *ut t,ie People who had been Ing, aspiring, desiring, growing smutti Ulll<111 UI filili nlillUli Mlle puipuoio llUUUb UX1 lUc blulv> jUU (Urli 11 over JOU , a J, —a Mtn.« Itziw non flint ho nt*<FXlIti7.ilnto fight Dodge’s suit to the end, , are amazed to find it filled with writing, through the havoc, wreck and din. of man and ^.X^YnstRutiX with

Mrs. La Bau believes that the plan- perhaps in different colors. This meth- hOw they shook with fear and awe! oniv flve or g)x defined principles and
chette table, a heart-shaped affair with od is the one commonly used in giving How they trembled when they saw »resented to a world as representing
two wheels and a pencil, will work for slate-writing seances In public hails Frightful tempest, mad and wild! Rnlrituallsm?
some people through spiritualistic agen- and on the stage. It is easy for an ox- «-He is dead! He’s dead! my child." pModern Spiritualism is not founded on 
cj- but she never heard of the weird I pert to fool any committee not ac- At the end, these words she read: the historical manifestations of dead
Ouija board.—New York orld. I qualnted with the flap trick. The pro- “He is numbered with the dead.” I and hurled ages any more than ancient

A cnDAD nc' UICTODV ?iUCtl0,Vf Wrltl,!V,“>8.lat.? brought by Fast the tears in torrents fell, I spiritualism was founded on the then 
A SCRAP OF HISTORY- the audience and held in their hands, Is on the hands, she loved so well. unfulfilled prophecies the realization of 

(Continued from page 2.) I s^lega?es «7 a^l prepared“^- “Grandma, hear you not, he’s dead? I ^'cBh.ore“±C^°en°Úp T*£ 
TUO S íl C t" , 11" y R i jv M i ji » .  i I tliif tv<i crtli iizwT* nvtr ubo 1,lnrjd7 I Therefore6Spiritualism always ^rns been

correctly given by Mr. Smith. ery city there are plenty of people who But no sob nor ciy she heard I aiway8 will be, and will continue to
In this certificate, we Include, nartlc- can be Induced by a small fee, or per- Just a gufg'e>llkc a bird . I flnd on w^ne humanity con-

ularly, the passage disputed by Bishop haps a ticket to the show, to bring the Whenhe flrstbeglnshissong, tlnues to struggle with the problems,
Purcell, which is contained in Mr. prepared slates and carry out their part And she waited, waited long. w““® nprMInlnt? to the Infln-
Smith’s “Synopsis,” p. 204, par 7, head- of the program. The “medium” Soes ‘ He is numbereá.wlth the dead!" email and larg
ed “Concubines of the Clergy.” not see these people. This part of the And she raised the drooping head. tl is 1 umuineramc no

Duncan Dunbar, Pastor of theMcDou- ^ork2s don® a^en,1 ?r lleIp^ wbo “What doth all thee, grandma, dear? it will grow with a creed and.it will 
gal Street Baptist church. -J011“ Ken- is alwajs on hand to help mediums. -phou doat neither speak nor hear.” grow without a creed, for this Is only
nady, Pastor of the Methodist Eplsco- This go-between generally prepares stroking soft the snowv hair n nlnn nr means for adding the cause
pal church. Spencer TL Cone, Pastor of the slates and attends to paying the Wlth her llttle hand g0 fai Ph ltg rellgIous tendencies, to other
the Oliver Street Baptist church, stool pigeons, who can truthfully say Lift| Oft the droonlne head riilo-lnns within the whole and giving
S?mJ; f' B’ltMorfe’r.urOferSx? E v" n nFnt twnmX UIn Sadiy cried she, “Papa’s dead! it a name by which it may be dis
tile University of City of New York, were not employed by him. Oanst thou neither sneak nor hear? tinirnlshoil from others bv the coming_ _ % Tx > .* z»> I Tt, »«ir.»*. ,-.i *-^t.. ii.. . - a» I Vdllot IliUU UclUltfi bUUUK JJU1 UcUl * i iinSUlSIiea iruiu Ulllclo Uj lUc UUAixxiig V m. Green, Jr., Deacon In the Sixth giving private sittings the medium what doth ail thee crandma_dear?” pAnerntinnsFree Cong, church, New York. C. G. uses various methods, according to his What dotb aiI tbee’ Biandma. dear ? ge£erat‘° told there lg nothing binding
Finney, Pastor of the Church in the estimate of the sitter. One who visits Then with terror and despair, . we. “7 1f nrincinles
Broadway Tabernacle. New York, Feb- this city frequently has a private ar- Wildly tangled in her hair “ nntedb vtheSn 1 rit uail sts reuresent-ruary 23,1837. rangement with a stationary store near Are those gentle hands, so white, ad°pt®* ±al Assoclatíon

On receiving the above coinmunica- I his rooms. He leaves at the store sev- And she screams in childish fright, I *ag trnp_ he' . SDlrlt.
tion from Mr. Smith I asked from Bish- I eral pairs of prepared slates of the same Offers up a silent prayer . I °®,, ® nL tri - rphrp of the word
op Purcell the loan of the works of St. kind as those kept in stock. These are For the still form, dying there! “al‘8t “ ibes V ® ®onvlncpd of the
Ligori. He politely complied with my kept neatly wrapped in the usual style. Swooning! fast her spirit .fled!. disembodied snlrlt to rerequest. Turning to the page, vol- When the medium gets a sitter who is Two more numbered with the dead. „nd manifest Rs nres^snee whether
urne 8, I found every word in his own shrewd and hard to work, and who EMMA.B. FENIMORE. tdr“ apad “X*®8^
edition as above reported. I carrledjt brings his own slates, his “guides” flnd Chicago, Ill. . < fnteWeence ” Nekher do^ It hinder
and the Svnopsls of Mr. Smith to our some objection to the sitters’s slates, ; - . T . TnteHlgem e Neither doM it n naer
mutual friend, Mr. Klnmont, to whom and if the sitter objects to those the me- . nESERVP what You drsire belleve from D g
it was now my time to appeal. Mr. Kin- dlum bas In stock the latter suggests I »«¡SERVE WHAT YOU DESIRE. SpkItualls .
mont read both the original and the that he buy a new pair of the required _• ; • , »<_■ - . • I ' S rfAmpfimii Snfrit
translation; and then certified as fol- size, and kindly mentions where they Is 016 w°rld a place of wprry to your as the decliiratIon of America p 
1AW». I mav be nrocured near bv The victim soul? ... - ¡,n .• uallsm, and unless We can subscribe to

Tbe above (version of Smith p. 294) I I seesjiotlilng wrong with this proposi- Have vou missed ttp .gooft while ills or sanction that !Itt^ flat from oiga - 
regard to be a faithful translation of tion. He goes for the slates, the clerk about you rol!... SnkitiiniiRt^In the evìs of the
the passage as it stands in the 8th I shows him a number,:he selects a pair Js there something.tW-yomneed . I fleaged Spiritualist in the eyes 0 the
volume of Licori, page 444. he knows are clean, the clerk goes backYou would listen to, lw$r *> \ +Alexander Klnmont. to wrap them up, switches in the pre- K the words of Jtt¿¿wei$'?poke that 1 In .'■other

riniiinnnu TT'zxHvnavv « icq? nflTpri imps Ona the* vlotliTi tnfcpR thpTTi made you whole? - trA I subscribe to it. as a ..reQUlsIte.. or goodCincinnati, ^ehruary o, loo?. . parea ones, ana me vicum tab.es wem . _ u <+Having read all the proofs of this dis- to the medium, gets his sitting with the .Tis a miracle of G(jd this great life,: íí?„adfnfv A^nnflftpr hndip wfli live
cusslon, I certify, that the reader has slates in his own hands just as they That looks alwavs out of'fime. full óf is n
substantially, as correctly, as under all came from the store, finds that one or strife,- ú ll-.x ■ nnsh. n? ¿«t »¿miwh im
the circumstances could have been ex- two slates are filled with writing, and TilI vou Iearn the manic-word- tív the Ñ q A' tni-o= ni» fniin nnnninnoA ■ thn. I _ y?u lear“maFIC worn _ I portance for recognition by the N. S. A.

, .. -, ■ ,, , tt , -■ i vrxamiui umu wu»^meven-iueai'u.—- 1 I if fhia litHA' oripod npod ■ not he sub-cnirlfa na xvYifo nn el nina - TTa Vtiawo iti -. • . . • _ -T. ■ .• ■ I XX tMXB xxxixc uxcuu uccu uui uu oiakt-spirits ao write on states, ne Knows it ’Tis a song with UnlversalUustice rife. RPribed to to become a member of —no trick possible. And any person ■ m : c > u it become a meiuuer. v<
who says that medium fakes ds a liar Whatyon love -ana would possess—I Spiritualism. ¿
and a horse-thief. Henceforth he is an just obsérve: ‘ ,./• • I The badge System has not been gener-
easy victim and can be fooled with any What you know is good, hold fast and allY adopted as a means of recognition 
old trick. Of course he got no “test” . preserve. . ; ■ among Spiritualists, although when
from his departed friends the first time. God has angels lie will, send, I worn by anyone It designates him as a
He goes again for that, complies with And they bear, each angel,friend, Spiritualist and surely is^as far-reach- 
the “conditions,” and.gets some “won- ' Just the things to every mortal they inf= aat\as apropos as Is the much dis- 
dm-fnl results ” í dpserve ’ ■ - cussed "declaration.” Then why not
■ Sl&lffht-of-lisDd uor the chimffinff of I ■ ■ • . • ■ I udopt the sunflower moke it . of8latesSis denendèd upon more than anv H is easy; then/to rise day by day: cheap material as well as of gold, and
other method bv most mediums And Never worry, never fear by the way, place it within reach of all as well as
bv the same means they seceure the I ?in.ce tbc ,God wboBe so“ You are . I those who are able to wear gold? A 
names or questions you have written. Holds each swiftly moving star sunflower button for the coat lapel, as
One prominent médium I had a sitting ] •1>J’ bis lofty 'aw’. bls justice it will the G, A. R. boys wear, would answer
with had all tbe time during the slttlrig. „ sway ■ J / . tbe purpose just the same and not ne
in his hands, a largc-sfeed slate. He I Every factor of your being, every day. I eessltate. the sanctioning, of an objec-.- 
handed me two smaller slates with Would you have the good of ages—just tionable assertion. .
noiseless binding, I was directed to . , deserve it. •• In the first place a true Spiritualist is
wash and wipe the two slates thorough- God will give it to the ones who will on® wbo fives his doctrine every day, 
ly. After this was done he took one I • preserve It! . nnd,.eX?ept
In his hands for a moment to see if it BESSIE JOHNSON BELLMAN. I Puvitan^ ¡a"8 “either Spiritualism nor 
was thoroughly washed and dried, he ------------ - — . ----------- Spiritualists would need to declare or
said. All this time he was holding the I • "A Few Words About the Devil, and hang out.a sign to be known as a mem
big slate. And right here is where the OtherJSssays." By Charles Bradlaugh. I ber .of. the great family, the great 

¡lightning change came in. Under the | Paper, 50 Will, For sale at this office. | brotherhood of man, the only church

IMMORTALITY,
. . . OR . ..

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL 
ING PLACES.

“A book you ought to read. Absorbingly interest* 
mg. and mould be In the hands of every thoughtful 
mau and woman. No one can read Its pages wkliout 
being convinced of the existence of a future life. Th* 
book is of great value, not only to Spiritualist*, but to 
those Interested In the problem of man's future life, 
as well ae to those interested in phenomenal re* 
search."—J. J.Owei. w ___________ ....

This volume 1* superroyal octavo In slat.beautifully 
bound In cloth end gold, and profusely illustrated.

fries 12, postpaid. For sale at tbie office.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiiwticisra, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatls*. 
Price 20 cent*.

THE PROPHETS OF IbliAEL
By Prof. C.F. Corn! 11. ConelBtlng of popular sketches 
from Old Testament History, Price ¿be. For sale at 
this office.____________________________________

The Everlasting Gospel,
Thl* volume consists of a series of lectures, me** 

sages and poems written and delivered In public 
through tbe mental organism of Mra. Magdalena 
Kline, a trance, clairvoyant aud Inspirational me* 
dlum. Tbe book contains 488 large pages, and will be 
*ent postpaid for *1.50. For sale at this office.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By W. P. Plielon, M. D. Deals with the finer 

mental aud spiritual force* as applied to healing. 
Price, 50c. ___

Th»« admirable work contains what a bundled 
spirit*, good and evil, say of their dwelling-places. 
Give u* details—detail! and accurate dsllneitioni of 
life la the Spirit-world!—is the constant appeal of 
thoughtful muds. Death is approaching. Whither-* 
Oh, whither! Shall I know my friend! beyond th* 
tomb? Will tbsy know me? What is their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In-thia Tol- 
umo the spirits, differing as they may. are allowed to 
speak for themselves. No man Is better qualified 
tnaa Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
tbe people. He treats of the Mysteries oi Life» 
Doubt* and Hopes; The Bridging of tbs River; Fore* 
ilearns of the Future; Testimony of Saints; The 

Irowth and Perfection of tbe Spiritual Body; It It 
the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing tn tbe Spirit* 
world; Our Little Ones In Heaven; Tbe Personal Ex* 
Sertences of Aaron Knight; Tbe Red Man's Teitl* 

lony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians in Splrit- 
Llle; Tbe Homes of Apoitles and Divines; Tbe 
Friends and Shakers In Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes qf 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer 
our to mention. Price, cloth, *1; paper 50 cents. Poit ' 
age 12 cents. For sale at this office. .

The Giirl§UEXu®M^.' 
Question
Sot find 8. Loveland,HudBonUublvli Tuttle, Moses Hull,
J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir
its say about ft By

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Whether this book letileB the queition or not, II 

will be found eminently CDtenaloLDg, and bring! to* 
tether a teas« of evidence to tbe historical
character of J^iui. A large V01ume~T10th, il.25. For 
tale at thia office.In Tune with the Infinite

By Ralph Waldo Trine.
Within yourself Iles the cause of whatever enters I 

into your life. To come Into tbe full realisation of 
your own awakened Interior powers, Is to be able to | 
condition yonr life la exact accord with what you ' 
would Lave It.—From Title-Page.

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; II. The Supremo Fact of 
Sho Universe; III. The Supreme Fact of Human Lite;

V. Fullness of Llfe-Bodlly Health and Vigor: V. 
The Secret, Power and Effect of Lore; VI. wisdom 
and Interior Illumination; VII. Tbe Realization of 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Coning Into fullnesiof power; 
IX. Plenty of All Things—The Law of Prosperity; 
X. How Men Have Become Prophets. Seen, Sages, 
and Saviors; XI. The Basic Principle of ADRellgfoii 
—Tbe Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now Into 
tbe Realization of the Highest Riches. For sals at 
this office. Price, postpaid, 01.25.

A SEQUEL TO
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

March 7, 1837.

As proof establishing the fact that it 
was the custom of the Catholic clergy 
to keep concubines, and probably is at 
the present time, in some countries, 
the foregoing constitutes an 'important 
document which it would be worth' 
while to cut out and paste In the scrap
book. It is well to keep such facts be
fore the eyes of rising generations.

The book from which the forgoing has 
been taken has undoubtedly long ago 
gone out of print It is doubtful If a 
single copy of It can now be found in 
the library of a Catholic, priest or lay
man, notwithstanding the fact that 
through it Bishop Purcell has displayed 
In an eminent degree the faculty of an 
“artful dodger.” But upon the subject 
of the “Concubines of the Clergy,” his 
art foiled him, and he met his "Water
loo.” It would be interesting to know 
if his share of the edition of the debate 
was ever really distributed among his

What AH the World’s a-Seeking.
RALPH WALDO TRINE.

Each Is building bls world from within; thought I* 
the builder; for thoughts are forces.—subtle, vital, 
Irresistible, omnipotent,—and according as used do 
they bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, success 
er failure.—FromTitie-page.

Tbe above book* are beautifully bound in gray «green 
raised cloth, stamped tn deep old-greenomd gold, with 
gilt top. Price, *1.25. Fur sale at thl* office.

THE PRIESTjHE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This I* a most valuable book. It comet from an Em 
Priest, whose character Is above reproach, and who 
knows what be Is talking alinuL Krerybpdy should 
read iL Price, $1.00. It contains the following chap
ters: • .

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before tbo Surrender of Womanly Belt* 

respect In the Confessional. ~
CHAPTER II. '

Auricular Confession a Deep Fit of Perdition for th* 
Priest.

CHAPTER HI. .
The Confessional is tbe Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV. .
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Pritsts Is made easy 

by Auricular Confession. v , 
CHAPTER V.

The highly-educated and refined Woman iu the Con 
feiilonal—What becomes of her after Unwndlllon-

- al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin. . -,
. ‘ CHAPTER VI. . .

Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties oi 
Marriage and Human Society. >

CHAPTER VII.
Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Clvh- 

ticdNationsf : . .
CHAPTER THL •

Dos* Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?
• CHAPTER IX. * * '
Tbe Dogma of Auricular Cbhfesslon a Bacrllegloiu 

Imposture. ■' • . - ‘
CHAPTER X. •

God compels the Church of Rome to confess the 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER XI. <
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, hnd 

Franco. ' • ■ • • . -
CHAPTER XII. - « -

A Chapter for tbe Consideration of Legislator«, hub* 
bands and Father«—Some of the matters on which 
tbe Priest of Rome must Queition hla Penitent*

Seat Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO MOBBOW OF DEATH vu wrltcn to 

develop the Idea of the principle of tbe permanence 
of the human soul after death, and Its reincarnation 
in a chain of new beluga, wboio successive link* are 
unrolled in the bosom of etherlal space. “Betond 
thi Threieold’’ continues on the same llnei, cn* 
larging and expanding tbe idea by reasons and con* 
ilderatlons drawn from science and philosophy; claim* 
Ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that (he help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end is far superior to that of any of the existing re* 
Halon*. From beglnnlngto end Ills interesting, en
tertaining, instructive und fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much will bare been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed in Its perusal Prlcc|I,25 
For sale at this office.

Ths To-Moitow of Death.
• -■-0RTHE---

Future Life According to Science.
BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

This fine volume might well hare been entitled 
•plrituallsm Demonstrated by Science. It la written 
tn that peculiar interesting style in which French 
Writer* excel when they would popularity scientific 
subject* In adaptation to the need* of.the general 
reader. The author I* not a Spiritualist—he even 
mention* Spiritualist* a* “devotee* of a new super* 
atitton." etc., etc., In which he manifest* the UMial 
animus of the "scientific class,“ yet he say* again: 
“There 1* a true and respectable Idea in Spiritu&llun." 
and regards a* proved “the'fact of commnnlcailon 
betwoea superhuman* and the Inhabitant* of Earth*, 
and Ye goes on to relate instances of fact In evidence. 
There la, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy; a 
thaauthors’s Ideas, but tbe well-readmlndwlil readily 
select aadamtnge the rw «J*1 cons, and out of uio 
whole will find not c ;.<».’•> mental -wrtturc, but 

ho authM holds th* 
F«*ale at
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More than a Quiver.
“The Advance,” a Congregational

Oue year.............
Six months...... 
Thirteen weeks.. 
Single copy.........

hands of the clergy; for familiarity 
with wrong doing lends unconsciously 
to the commission of crime. Our dally 
papers, so full of details of crime, 
largely responsible for the vices of

A <>re«t Revival Needed.
A convention pf Obrlntlan Workers

TAKE NOTICE!
At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

the paper is dhcontlnued So bills w!U be sent for ex* 
tra numbers.
• GT* If you do not receive your paper promptly, 

write to ub, and errors lu address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.
IF’ Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

Changed, always give the addrow of the place WWblcb 
It Is then sent, or the cbamru cannot be made.

•very Saturday at dO ZoomU Street 

9« R- FRANCIS, Editor and Publisher* 
Entered at Chicago Postoffico u second-claw matter,

Am Preycssiw Thmkur.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES. ■ ■ • 
The Progressive Thinker is furnished tn the United 

£ tales at U.OiTper year, the postage thereon being but 
nominal, but when It te sent to foreign countries we 
arc compelled to charge CO cents extra, making the 
yearly aubbcrlpilon 11.50. P)ciu»ebear thaUiiuiliid.

■ WSBMS OJS’lStOiSCKIPTZOy.
■ TBVfïoaiixssiVKTBixKïBwlllbe tumliliea until 

further notice, at Ulo following tenue, luvuilablr lu
- advance:

: ' Christianity Not the Civillser. i ' 
"Europe owes its superiority over 

Asia to the greater energy of Its peo
ples, and to the advance of^scieuce and 
art, bringing in their train useful Inven
tions, Improved methods of communica
tion, the enormous growth'of commerce, 
and tlie general uplifting of Intellect 
and softening of manners which are the 
natural result of the increase of knowl
edge and the spread of art among the 
people.”

So says the “Literary Guide,” in re
viewing a claim that faith in Christ is 
the distinguishing difference between 
Eastern and Western civilization, and 
that that faith is the cause of the differ
ence. The Guide added:

“There can be no true comparison, 
from tlie standpoint of religion, be-

EEMITTAiiOES.
Remit by PoBtofficc Money Order, Registered Letter, 

ordraiton Chicago or New i'ork. It lobib irornlO 
to 15 cents to get checks cashed o n local banks, so don't 
»end them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount cent. Direct nil letters to J. li. Francis. 
No. 40Loomis Street. Chicago. ILL

CLUBS: IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ai there arc thoutands who will at £rst venture 

only twenty-five cents forTnu Paounussivx Thinks» 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to these who receive 
• sample copy, to solicit several ntbere to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from 11 to tiO, or even 
more than the latter sum A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor ana usefulness. The same sug
gestion will apply In all cases of renewal of subscrip
tions—solicit others to alddn the good work. You will 
experience no dUUculty whatever in inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for Thx PnoGiiKbbivx TuiNKCfi, 
for not one of them con afford to be without the valua
ble information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest £or 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

(Ive you for 25 cents? Juel pause and think for a mo
ment what an Intellectual feast that small investment 
Wil! iurnlfib you. The subscription price of Tsb P*o- 
©RBBBivE Think eb thirteen week« te only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obuln one hundred and 
tour pages of solid, substantia!, scul-eH\ating and 
mind-refi eFblng reading mutter, equivalent to a medi* 
tnn-bUcdooGkl _

Christian Civilization.
The headlines of a daily of September 

21, now before qs, condensing therein 
tlie news from China of the morning, 
omitting the display to make it promi
nent, were in words following:

“Awful fate of Chinese. Russians 
butcher 5,000. Force entire population 
into river, and all perish. Massacre is 
ordered. Natives were led in batches 
to river bank and forced to cross. 
Strewn with dead. Those who sought 
to escape were clubbed or shot, else 
flung alive into the stream and not one 
escaped. Darkest page of war in the 
far East.”

Then follows a column of sickening 
details which we gladly suppress.

And the American Republic is prac
tically a partner in the guilt of such 
massacres, and the honest, cousclen- 
clous tax payers, who abhor war, and 
all acts of violence, share in footing the 
bills of cost.

And at the bottom of all this destruc
tion of life, of tills waste of treasure, of 
ruptured families, of desolated and 
burned cities; and, worst of all, of 

’pestilence, starvation and death, sure 
to follow, was the attempt to force an 
offensive religion on an unwilling 
people. ■

A bull from the Pope ordering the 
slaughter of the entire population of 
the Netherlands, containing at that 
time more than three millions of people, 
if carried into execution, would not 
have been more cruel or bloodthirsty 
than Is this war on indigent Chinese 
who saw no other way of righting their 
wrongs than by the sword. Our West
ern civilization, if imbued by the spirit 
it professes, could afford to stop short 
of the final slaughter; but the act is in 
harmony with Kaiser William’s direc
tion, to “give no quarter, find make the 
war memorable for a thousand years.” 
Instead of "Let us have peace,” let our 
watchwords be, “Let us have mercy.”

tween Eastern and Western civiliza
tions and African barbarism. The dif-' 
ferenees between Europe and Asia liav/ 
their root, not in differences of religion, 
but in climate and soil, surroundings, 
history and race."

There is another reason why the 
Western civilization leads the Eastern. 
In the West are collected and central
ized the progress of the entire East. 
Commencing with the first dawn of 
civilization,, we find the arts and sci
ences had taken root in the valleys of 
the Tigris and Euphrates, and around 
the Persian Gulf. They were carried 
through Arabia into Egypt; became 
prominent in Phenecia; extended West
ward into Greece and Rome, and over
spread all Europe. Commerce, through 
tlie Mediterranean, enabled the ex
change of Ideas between the East and 
the then new West, Then came the 
Crusades, and the more thorough mix
ture of Europeans. Returning from 
their long marches, their victories, and 
their defeats, a new impetus was given 
to knowledge, which gave rise to the 
art of printing and to the Reformation. 
Till then the church held the world in 
thrall, and people could only think 
along old Unes without risk of life.

The discovery of America; the peo
pling of tlie New World with advanced 
thinkers; the establishing of a great 
Republic in no way the slave of the 
Church; the mutual interchange of ad
vanced thought between Europe and 
America, and giving free rein to genius, 
all have made the West what It is 
to-day.

China was Isolated from the rest of 
the world. She was a hermit people, 
with outsiders shut out. She gained no 
new ideas from abroad. Her civiliza
tion was tlie product of her own soil 
and great miuds. The West gained by 
a mixture of races; but China remained 
stationary; was even slow to accept 
improvements thrust upon her. Her 
great wall on the North; a supposed 
bouhdless ocean on the East; the tower
ing Himalayas on the South; with Im
passable mountain chains and snndy 
deserts on the West, made her just 
what she is, a peaceful, contented and 
prosperous people, truly wonderful lu 
their grand achievements without ex
traneous aid. Her religion is the pro
duct of her own philosophers, as are all 
lier institutions, her language, and her 
literature. Could she have been im
proved by accepting and practicing 
Christian dogmas, without a knowledge

was late in session In this city. Rev. 
R. A. Torrey voiced the universal wish 
in a paper entitled, “The need of a gen
eral revival.” If the subject was not a 
serious one it would be difficult to sup
press a smile while reading this extract 
from that paper:

"Many' of us who are professedly or
thodox ministers are Infidels. World
liness Is rampant among church mem
bers. Many church ministers use the 
methods of the world to accumulate 
riches. Manyi| do not believe in the 
whole Bible. Immorality is found 
everywhere. Men marry one wife after 
another and are still admitted to good 
society. What we need most is a gen
eral revival.”

If by a "revival” is meant a “ceasing 
<to-do evil and learning to do well,” then 
we echo the wish. If, on the contrary, 
it means, as we suspect, more world- 
llness in the church; greater zeal in 
accumulating wealth by begging from 
honest toil; an increase of vice; and 
moffe hypocrisy—professing to be what 
they are not, then we hope the revival 
will be a failure. That disbelief in 
church dogmas is rainpant among its 
members all know, and the greater the 
knowledge the more pugnacious Is that 
disbelief.

LlbeifeEGhlifclies /We /Vltfactlng 
¡ Spiritualists.

■ ■ & .

TIE CONVENTION.
From the N. S. A. Home 

■ Office.

SUGGESTIONS
Concerning Chairmen of So 

cieties.

. Praying to a Purpose.
A correspondent of the Truth Seeker 

recites the following well-known fact, 
. in allowing the evolution of prayer:

"When Halley's comet appeared In 
1456 it was considered the harbinger 
of vengeance of the Deity, so the Pope 
ordered all the church bells In Eurpe to 
be rung, to scare It away. The faithful 
were ordered to add a special prayer to 
their dally supplications. As their 
prayers had so frequently before been 

. answered In eclipses, and in times of 
drouth and rain, so on this occasion it 

. was declared that a victory over a 
comet, when it disappeared, had been 
vouchsafed to the Pope, who got the 
credit for exorcising successfully, and 
expelling it from the skies. Halley, 
however, who discovered the [perlodlci- 
ty of the] comet in 1705, guided by the 
revelations of Kepler find Newtou, also 
discovered its motions, 'so far from be
ing controlled by prayer, were guided 
in an elliptical orbit by destiny, and he 
predicted its reappearance in 1757, 
which duly occurred."

The same comet, seen In 1835, with a 
tail which almost spanned the heavens, 
is again expected in 1910. Prayers con- 
tinned long enough may seem to the 
ignorant to drive lt'away, but like the

gnn, lilt the mark squarely when It said 
in a late Issue:

“Disturb a bone deep down in the 
earth and there will be a quiver along 
the whole theological line.”

More than a “quiver,” there is an 
alarming shake; for it betokens ruin to 
the whole church system. Demonstrate 
by that bone that countless millions of 
years have passed away since It was 
burled “deep down in the earth” and 
the whole story of creation, as told In 
Genesis Is proved a myth. If that story 
is false then there was no fall of man. 
If there was no fall there was no need 
of a Redeemer to restore him to his 
primitive condition. If there is no 
Savior, and no hell from which man 
needs saving, then the whole founda
tion of Christianity rests on a false 
base, and, like the house built on sand, 
it will fall of Its own weight.

So that “bone,” or its fossilized 
representative, becomes a powerful 
weapon in the hands of science to de
molish a system of religious faith

“From turret to foundation stone” 
—built on fraud, and has been per
petuated by fear and force ever since.

The.Sleight-Of-Hand Performer.
The Evening Times, of Warren, Pa., 

has the following In its September 10th 
issue:

“Lily Dale, that Mecca for all-Spirit
ualists, draws a very large patronage 

.from Warren, where there are a good 
many followers of that partlqjilar be
lief. A few days ago, a youth of per
suasive manners arrived In town and 
called on some of the leaders in the 
work mentioned. His name, he said, 
was Tony Starr, and his home at Park
ersburg, West Virginia. He further 
stated that he was a ‘trumpet medium’ 
and was desirous of pulling off a sitting. 
The young man did not convince those 
witli whom he talked, and they sus
pected that he was not all that he 
claimed to be. In order, however, to 
satisfy their own doubts and the 
‘medium’s’ anxiety, a session wsus 
arranged to take place Sunday evening, 
at a certain private residence. Fifty 
cents a head was collected from about 
fifteen persons, and at the appointed 
hour the assemblage got together, the 
lights were lowered to the proper de
gree of spookiness, and the festivities 
commenced. Starr worked the trumpet 
in an amateurish manner for about 
fifteen minutes, making such state
ments as ‘Mary is here.’ Suddenly and 
without warning an electric light 
illuminated the. room, and disclosed the 
fakir with the trumpet to his mouth 
Industriously earning bls fees. The 
light came from a pocket battery car
ried by one of the spectators and com
pletely nonplussed the performer. 
When an explanation was demanded all 
he could say was that If the trumpet 
was at his mouth he did not know how 
it got there.

“Threats of arrest were made, but 
finally, after scaring away tlie remnant 
of self-possession which he still pos
sessed, Starr was allowed to go, on the 
condition that he smash the trumpet, 
refund the money and promise never to 
offend In a like manner again, all of 
which he promptly done. It was a very 
entertaining Evening for those who 
were present, and the chances are that 
Mr. Tony Starr, of Parkersburg, W. Va., 
will not soon again attempt to monkey 
with the up-to-date residents of this 
section of the country.”

A good object lesson for Spiritualists 
and investigators. If a similar plan 
were followed generally, the tricky 
sleight-of-hand performers in material
ization seances would soon find their 
occupation unprofitable, and leave the 
field to genuine mediums—a consumma
tion devoutly to be wished.

Corruption of Public Morals.
A Rev. Dr. Price, of Birmingham, 

Eng., complained that because of the 
rending of a novel by Mrs. Grand, his 
daughter masqueraded as a boy and 
ran away from home. To this the au-

Children to the Front.
,■ “The Congregationalist” represents 
that there are Christians who formu
late. catechisms and have become ex
pert in the business of asking questions 
to which they have not the" ability to 
furnish satisfactory answers, so are 
turning over to children the responsible 
task of formulating their own answers.

Well that is very proper when we re
member David was represented in one 
of our Sunday School catechism lessons 
as the most perfect man, though he 
leaped and danced with all his might, 
perfectly nude, before an idol and his 
maid servants, and killed Uriah to get 
his wife. Children wpuld have sought 
elsewhere for a perfect man, had they 
been left to formulate an answer.

Too Polite to Oppose Evil.
Rev. Dr. Gunsaulus, who proposes to 

build in Chicago during the ensuing 
year “The Twentieth Century Church,” 
to replace the Central Church where he 
now ministers, is reported to have said 
during a late discourse relating to his 
proposed work: .

“We have been so polite to evil that 
our church committees have courteous
ly bowed themselves out of the com
munities where evil is rampant and 
crime is nurtured.” "

“An honest confession is good for the 
soul,” says an old adage. Dr. G.'s con
fession is unquestionably truthful. 
Churches, and church committees are 
blind to the evil all about them, but 
over there in China, horror of horrors, 
they worship God under the name of 
Joss, so untlj the late unpleasantness 
Christians were flooding that country 
with missionaries to teach ihe people 
the true name of the Universal Father, 
and that that father' In Galilee had a 
son by a Jewish peasant girl. That is a 
more important thing to establish than 
is the reformation of sinners so abund
ant in all our great cities.

“If the incidents of a book are likely 
to reproduce themselves in the conduct 
of those who read them, whatever 
moral is attached to the incident, it is 
to be sincerely hoped, for the sake of 
his wife and family, that Dr. Price will 
not be caught dipping into the Old Tes
tament.”

It is because the immoralities told of 
In a book do corrupt minds of its read
ers that we oppose the reading of the 
Bible by children. For the same rea
son it should be excluded from the

A Charitable Outlook.
The editor of “Christian Work” takes 

a very charitable view of a divine life. 
He says:

“A divine life does not always man
ifest itself with the same degree of 
strength and vigor, but oftentimes dis
plays weakness and a wavering dis
position; and even the greatest saints 
find difficulty at times In resisting 
temptation, and In the right perform
ance of their duties.”
_It Is, probably, because of that 
“weakness and wavering disposition,” 
so many “ saints” are found inmates of 
reformatory institutions, particularly of 
State penitentiaries. The preachers 
read of it in their holy books then: 
“Vice seen too oft, familiar with he?

face,
They first endure, then pity, then 

embrace.” .

. Fagots ft>r Heretics.
In a history of St. Helen’s, Bishop-' 

gate, by a late rector, It is stated Sirs. 
Abigail Vaughn left a legacy of four 
shillings per annum, to buy fagots to 
bum heretics. The church, St Martin 
Outwich, to which the donation was 
made, was long ago demolished, but it 
remained while it was lawful to use 
the fuel for the purpose the kindly dis
posed legatee so generously provided. 
. The heart naturally glows with love 
for a system of religion which gained 
its domlnaucy by a generous use of the 
Stake and fagot, with a threat of the 
prolongation of such cruelty through
put eternity.

Competition Ruined the Business.
“New York, Sept. 18.—The old Bible 

House at Fourth avenue and Ninetieth 
street, tliRhome of the American Bible 
Society for nearly fifty years, is to be 
sold and the great printing establish
ment of the society will be given up 
and the Bibles printed by contract. 
This step has been made necessary by 
the competition of the Oxford and In
ternational Bible Companies in Eng
land.’’—Press Dispatch.

Just think of it: the great Bible So- 
clèty, that has been flooding the world 
for many generations; the last fifty 
years at one place in New York, has 
been compelled to surrender to the in
evitable, and change its methods of 
business. Publishing the “Word of/ 
God,’’ it was expected God would pro
tect his own, but competition among 
rivals in thè God’s Word business has 
driven the American House to the wall.

Will the fire-cracker manufacturer 
suffer because of this act? and how will 
the - gold-leaf business be affected? 
Probably the lack of demand for Bibles 
by the "heathen Chinee” has prejudiced 
the interests of the manufacturer.

Playing Cards Dead.
It is usually represented the Bible, or 

a part of it at least, was the first pro
duction of the printer’s art Hallam, In 
his “History of the Middle Ages,” an 
authority no one calls In question, on 
page M8, 2d col., Harper Bros, edition. 
1839, skys: , - -

“It Is generally agreed, that playing 
cards, which have been traced far back 
in the fourteenth century, gave the first 
notion of taking off impressions from 
engraved figures upon wood.” •

The Kansas Olty Star says: “W. T. 
Stead, the well-known English journal

fist, is subject to a nervous disorder, on 
account of which his hand writes in
dependently of his conscious brain. Mr. 
Stead attributes his peculiarity to 
spirits.

If there are “nervous diseases” that 
enable men to write with the vigor of 
W. T. Stead, without the aid of his 
brain, we are curious to know If the 
“disease" Is contagious; for there are 
other editors who would be benefited 
If similarly afflicted.

StrlKhifl Features ot the “New Immortally."
Death is' the true resurrection. No other res- 

urreetion is conceivable.
He who dies awakens into consciousness the 

jsame being as of old.
The threads of the old existence are not cut at 

the touch of death.
Death ushers us into no foreign world. Al 

that is essential to human life here will be fount 
there. . ,
. The activities of our being on earth will be 
the activities of our being in heaven.

The aspirations of earth must shadow and 
type the occupations of heaven.

Death makes no break in the continuity of 
character. Amanis the same here and here
after. ' He changes as his aspirations dictate.

A wis§ man before death will be wise after 
death.

- There will be foolish persons over there as here.
The selfish man before death will remain the 

same selfish man after death, or until he reforms.
The fingers that have been busy handling the 

croupier of our American Monte Carlo, which 
faces Trinity Church, cannot turn at an hour’s 
notice to playing harps in the New Jerusalem.

The above are the sentiments of Rev. Richard 
Heber Newton, of New York. Is it any wonder 
that, with such sentiments, his listeners from 
Sunday to Sunday are drawn largely from 
brainy Spiritualists.

The phenomena of Spiritualism are simply the 
result of a natural law, and that is why it is com
mon iri, a measure to all the churches.

Having driven hell and brimstone fire out of 
Rev. Newton’s Church, killed the Devil, and im
proved; heaven, Spiritualists naturally gravitate 
to heai1, hini preacn. .

Spiritualists have no patent right on spirit 
return.'

Spiritualists have no monopoly of Nature’s 
laws. ' ,

The Virgin Mary appeared at the various 
shrines of the Catholics, and promotes the 
heathenism of that church, demonstrating that 
this particular “Virgin Mary” is behind the 
times, and not marching on the true lines of 
progress. -

It is easy to learn that spirits return. It is 
not an abstruse problem in mathematics* or 
chemistry.

Some of the liberal churches are attracting 
many Spiritualists, because their respective 
ministers are cultured, and teach sublime spirit
ual truths, having appropriated the spiritualistic 
phenomena in all their varied manifestations.

Many médiums have seats in Dr. Thomas’ 
church, because they hear there about minister
ing angels, and many practical things in 
reference to Spiritualism and earth life.

Now, you might as well understand what these 
liberal preachers are driving at.

They have opened business with spirits—real 
live spirits from the Angel World—and, are com
peting. for ^business—audiences.

Competition in this business is not a killing 
affair, but a good thing. *

We have on the Spiritualist rostrum talents 
that will compare favorably with those of the 
renowned liberal divines. Some of our lecturers 
have certain special , gifts of improvization and 
inspiration that can not be excelled. In that 
respect flley? are superior to any of the various 
leading “liberal ministers now drawing on our 
ranks foraudiences. ; .. •

Fraternal greetings to all the friends 
and workers in the good cause. Here, 
at the home oilice, the work is going on, 
and convention matters are shaping 
quietly. We believe that the annual as
sembly of the N. S. A., to be held In 
Cleveland this year, will prove one of 
the most important that has ever been 
convened. Much interest from Maine 
to California Is shown in the meeting, 
and the delegates chosen by the various 
societies are men and women of intelli
gence, refinement and good judgment, 
such as will show the best of interest 
in our cause, and the utmost of good 
sense in. their deliberations—however 
much they may express their opinions. 
We hope for a large attendance at ev
ery session, and that many visitors as 
well as delegates will be at this eighth 
annual convention of the N. S. A.

Again we request those who intend 
to go lo Cleveland to purchase the cer
tificate tickets for the same on the rail
roads; full instructions for doing so 
have been given in the spiritual papers, 
and it seems by this time all must un
derstand them. Be sure and call for 
the certificate tickets at your railway 
station, and do so In time to give the 
agent opportunity to secure them for 
you if he does not have them in his of
fice. At small stations you will have to 
purchase a ticket to the nearest station 
wflere the certificates can be had— 
please ascertain about these points at 
your station some days in advance to 
avoid trouble.

The Forest City House, Cleveland, 
will be the headquarters of the dele
gates and visitors. Fine accommoda
tions and service there at special rate 
of two dollars a day. Those who do not 
wish to stay at a hotel, have the privi
lege, of course, of stopping where they 
please; we have no restrictions in the 
matter.

Now eomes the Mayer fund again; the 
money is coming in daily, but we still 
need a few hundred dollars. The fund 
ought to' be filled and closed by Octo
ber 1, but we will hold it open for the 
contributions that come a little late. 
Please friends, send what you ean, and 
have a vital Interest In the N. S. A. 
Home; if Mr. Mayer is generous enough 
to deed the property outright to this 
association, surely the country at large 
can collect the fund we ask for, that tlie 
treasury may be well equipped for the 
good work of the N. 8. A. This is the 
last call from headquarters before tlie 
allotted time expires, and I trust that 
the donations, large and small will roll 
in upon me at once; I will acknowledge 
each one, and you will win the heart
felt gratitude of mortals and spirits 
alike.

We have been presented with a hand
some silk quilt to be disposed of by 
this association, for the benefit of the 
Home fund. It is the work and the gift 
of Mrs. C. Nelson, of Los Angeles, Cal., 
and we are indeed grateful for it. Oth
er contributions-like the books before 
mentioned—have been a source of help 
to this fund.

The good Spiritualists of Washington 
are getting ready for the work of the 
season. Mrs. Sarah A. Byrnes, the 
popular and eloquent speaker is to oc
cupy the platform of tlie First Associa
tion during October; we anticipate a 
rich treatsfrom her ministrations.

That earnest and sincere worker in 
the cause, Mrs. Carrie L. Hatch, of 
Boston, seceretary of the Massachu
setts State Association, and officer In a 
number of Spiritual societies, is visit
ing us at this time, and we are enjoy
ing her witty and genial presence and 
personality.

Our good brother and valuable me
dium, J. H. Altemus, of (his city, gave 
a benefit Tor the Galveston sufferers 
last week, and realized a very hand
some sum for the same. ‘His tests were 
well received and enjoyed, us was his 
vocal selections. Mr. Al (emits always 
is forward in good works; and is also a 
staunch friend of the N. 8. A.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
„„ Secretary N. S. A.
GOO Penna Ave., 8. E., Washington, D. C.

The management -of local Spiritualist) 
societies is somewhat peculiar in many 
ways. In no item more so than having 
a presiding officer. This person an
nounces each feature of the meeting, 
aud is uot content with a general intro
duction of the speaker. He starts by 
making some opening remarks—some
times lengthy, and then the song, invo
cation, another soug, the speaker, the 
collection, another song, the ''medium 
“who will give tests (uot make an ef
fort), and then announcements and a 
closing song, and still further some one 
for the benediction. Each of these 
“calls up” the chairman - aud he be
comes a major domo of Importance. It 
is often queried if all this is necessary.

The original cause was the fact that 
a trauce speaker needed care and pro
tection upon the platform. Yet, it 
would seem that the controlling spirit 
(if the medium cannot help) would be 
able to proceed without a perfunctory 
announcement made at each meeting. 
I have seen a medium “Introduced” 
twice regularly at each meetlng-once 
for a lecture and then for tests. To be 
announced would be sufficiently per
functory, without the repeated intro
duction. ,

Tact is often wanting, but the same is 
a great need for a competent and pleas
ing chairman. They often become a 
“boss” Instead of- a “protector.” They 
often sit at the speaker’s desk (or neat 
it) and thus bring unpleasant conditions 
to tlie speaker.

Ladles presiding at meetings usually 
take a prominent place in front of the 
platform and pose for effect They, 
may look well there, but it savors of an 
egotism that does not impress. Add 
modesty to tact and then supplement 
with a little common sense, and the 
chairman will be 0. K. Otherwise he 

•is often an incubus.
Haslett Park camp-meeting, the past 

season, omitted to provide a chairman, 
and they found it worked splendidly'. 
1 here was not an item of friction in 
(heir exorcises. The platform was 
given entirely to the speakers to man
age accordlug to their ideas of proprie
ty and needs for personal effort. It 
gave 4hem a free platform! They 
found an opportunity to work up pub
lic efforts of a pleasing character that 
otheiwlse would have been missed, 
ihelr greater zeal was called out and. 
they infused spice and life to the meet
ings that a chairman would have made 
Impossible.

It is true the chairman often does 
that but it is not always according to 
the talents of, and often not pleasing to 
the speaker. When possible, give a free 
platform to your speakers and call out 
their best endeavor. A speaker ean 
better manage bis meeting than can 
anyone else. I am

AN OBSERVER.

WONDERFOL TESTS.

The fittest :will survive. If the liberal churches 
appropriate -Spiritualism as they have done and 
are now doing, and demand rigid honesty, virtue 
and .morality on the part of the members and 
ministers,'and maintain a greater degree of 
general -Weanliness before the world than the 
Spiritualist societies do, then they will attract the 
brainy, better class from the latter, and control 
capital to carry on reformatory work. If, how
ever, the Spiritualist societies lead in the above
respect, they will maintain the ascendancy, but 
not otherwise. '
“’Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds.” 

By Carrie E. S. Twing. Richly imbued 
with the philosophy of Spiritualism. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

"Gleanings from the Rostrum.” By 
A. B. French. Cloth, fl. For Salo at 
this office.

“Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It - Infallible? A 
Voice from The Higher Criticism. A 
few thoughts on other Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and in
terest to Spiritualists. For sale at this 
office. Price $1. :

A NEW BOOK.
Vaccination a Curse and 

Menace to Personal 
Liberty.

ABSTRACT OF CONTENTS.

a

i. The origin of vaccination from 
Jenner’s time, and before, to the pres
ent.

2. Vaccination stock—from the horse, 
the cow, the heifer, and later, the goat.

3. Facts, figures and proofs showing 
that vaccination fails-positlvely fails 
to protect against small-pox.

4. Vaccination legislation, with the 
decisions of the courts against com-

Galveston Disaster Foretold.
To the Ediior:—I write you and tha 

friends again to tell you of the latest 
experience. I inclose a letter which Mr. 
Orvis loaned me alter much persuasion 
on my part. You can see for yourself 
that Mr. Orvis told that poor girl the 
truth; but she, like Thomas of old, 
doubted. I consider this a wonderful 
test. Perhaps you have seen and 
heard more wonderful things than 
this. Of course it is all so new and 
strange to me. 1 have a dear grand 
niece in spirit life, Auna Miller by 
name. She passed away not quite a 
year ago, near Richmond, Va. Sho 
came to me through Mr. Orvis and told 
me the circumstances of her death, all 
perfectly correct. Mr. O. also said to 
me: “You are to receive a letter from a 
Mrs. Russel, from a city far to the 
north, and somewhat west of here.” 
On my return to my rooms 1 found a 
letter for me at the postoffice from a 
Mrs. E. T. Russell, of West Bay City, 
Mich. Mr. 0. is kept busy answering 
letters from different people all over 
the United States.

I feel that I can never be grateful 
enough to The Progressive Thinker, to 
Mr. Orvis, nnd last but not least, to the 
dear spirit friends who have all given 
me this comfort and peace of mind 
that only comes through a knowledge 
of the truth as It Is found In Spiritual
ism. May The Progressive Thinker ex
ist as long as man and semblance of 
man exists, May Mr. O. live long to 
spread the light of living truth broad
cast, and may the angel world continue 
to come down and bring messages of 
life and love to us poor mortals longing 
for a look into the promised land.

MRS. THERESA MARKHAM.
Asheville, N. C.

pulsory vaccination.
5. The reasons why 

doctors, with an eye on 
slst upon vaccination.

6. Local contests and

“second-class" 
their fees, in-

... .... ---- victoriesfor the right, on the vaccination ques
tion in San Diego, CaL, and various 
other localities in tlie country.

7. The un-American and illegal con
duct of health boards and school boards 
in locking thepubilc school doors against 
children, because parents, from honest 
conscientious convictions, refused to 
have their little children’s pure blood 
poisoned with vaccine virus.

8. Vaccinal injuries, deformities, nnd 
sad fatalities by death, from enforced 
calf-lymph virus.

9. Eczema, cancer, tumors, syphilis, 
leprosy and other diseases traceable di
rectly to vaccination.

10. The fight against vaccination in 
Britain, and especially in Parliament, 
resulting in the enactment of the “op
tional conscience clause.”

11. The testimony of distinguished 
physicians and surgeons In England, 
France, Australia, and America against 
the scourge and curse of vaccination.

This exhaustive book on the subject 
of vaccination, by Dr. Peebles, of 347 
pages, is now in the binder’s hands. It 
will be quite largely Illustrated, printed 
on cream-colored paper and handsome
ly bound. Price, $1.25. For sale by Dr 
J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich.

THE TEST AND ITS FULFILMENT.
Mr Ernest Orvis, Asheville, N. D.:

Dear Sir:—Your reading received, and 
all you (old me is as true as gospel with 
one exception, but that does not mat
ter. You say you see no future for me, 
and tell me I am about to be visited by 
flood, and that you see something like a 
tidal wave advancing from a large body 
of water, and you want me to warn 
folks. Why, Mr. Orvis, don’t you know 
that folks would call me crazy? They 
make all manner of fun of me here nt 
the house because I have written to 
you. Besides lightning never strikes 
twice in the same place, although I 
must confess your letter has made me 
nervous. You tell me to flee from Gal
veston. Well, I will If I see anything 
as you describe for me. Thanking you, 
I remain, yours truly,

EDITH LANGLEY.
Galveston, Texas. ’

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Visitors as well as delegates to the 

N. S. A. .Convention lit Cleveland, can 
secure certificate tickets of the rail
roads. Ask for certificate tickets for 
the National Spiritualists Association 
Convention. MARY T. LONGLEY.

Just from the Press
In July last mention was made In 

these columns that Mrs. Dr. Houghton- 
Chaàpel had in press a small edition of 
her beautiful poems, which she was 
getting out for the special benefit of her 
personal friends. We begged her to 
enlarge the edition, and place the gems 
on the market; for it seemed to us they 
were too valuable to be limited In their 
reading to a few private Individuals. 
She yielded to our request, and the 
Poems, beautifully printed and nicely 
bound, are fresh from’the hands of the 
binder, every one—there are fifty-five 
of them of varied-length—a brilliant of 
literary worth, with .Incidents of real ' 
life, so natural In their recital as to 
make the reader share with the author 
in their personal application. Some few 
of the poems have appeared in The 
Progressive Thinker, and given joy to 
all who read them. The price is 60c. 
Address'the author at Palmetto, Fla.

Washington, D. C. Secretary.

Hell for the Babies.
Tlie St. Louis Presbytery, by a vote 

of 2 to 1, decided adversely to a revis
ion of its ■ creed. It sustains infant 
dajnuatlom

■ < O. J. Johnson.
This gentleman, who resides at 822 

16th avenue S., Minneapolis, Minn., 
has lately returned from California, 
where lie has large mining interests. 
Mr. Johnson is a prominent Spiritualist, 
and if his mines prove ns lucrative as 
he thinks they will, he will certainly 
become one of the leading agents In * 
grand reformatory work.

!/
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Notified sweating
Cruelty to Young Girls in Convents—Shall It Be 

Tolerated Longer?
'A TRACT JUST ISSUED IN LONDON 

-SIGNED “S. J. ABBOTT,” SECRE
TARY TO THE CONVENT EN
QUIRY SOCIETY, 8 -GRAY’S 
PLACE, LONDON, W. C„ ENG.
There are now upwards of thirteen 

hundred monasteries and convents In 
the United Kingdom, about uine hun
dred being convents, or religious houses 
for women, aud every one more or less 
a prison.

According to the “Catholic Directory” 
for 1839, there were then but seventeen 
convents In the whole of England and 
Scotland, or about half the number now 
established in the county of Sussex 
alone.

With this enormous increase and the 
fearfuL evils involved therein, legisla
tion 1b urgently required for the protec
tion of all Inmates of such institutions.

Including nuns and those under their 
control, the number of inmates can 
Scarcely be less than fifty thousand. 
These have thus far been abandoned by 
the British government to the tender 
mercies of Mother Superiors, who 
neither know or respect any law but the 
canon law of the church of Rome, 
though the cruelty and tyranny prac
ticedin convents have been demon
strated beyond question in our law 
courts, as in the trial Saurin v. Star, 
etc., also in France, America and else
where. But so little Is known by the 
outside world of common-place things 
In convents, that in 1895, when it was 
proposed to bring all convent laundries 
carried on by way of trade under the 
Factories and Workshops Acts, not one 
member of Parliament was able to meet 
tiie misrepresentations of the Roman 
Catholic members; with the result that 
the bill was so altered that these iniqui
tous Institutions were exempted from 
inspection and from all the provisions 
of the Act, though a petition, hurriedly 
got up and signed by one thousand pro
prietors of laundries, against their ex
emption, was sent to the House.

The laundries, 'work-rooms, dormito
ries, and general arrangements for the
women and girls not under vows in

England for about four years, Informed 
me that she had to spend four days a 
week at laundry work and scrubbing 
floors, etc.; yet no government or 
school-board inspector ever visited the 
place. The child further stated that 
one form of punishment adopted was to 
put the children In a dark cellar and 
tell them the rats would eat their toes 
off. The child did not make these 
statements by way of complaint, but in 
answer to simple questions..

Quite recently the infamous methods 
of getting children Into Roman Catho
lic Industrial convents lu Ireland have 
been exposed in the Court of Queen’s 
Bench. The elder of two girls was told 
by a woman engaged In a conspiracy to 
get them away that,, if she would ask 
for a penny she would give them one 
each to buy some sweets. They asked 
and received the penny, and were then 
charged with begging, a man represent
ing himself as their father, appearing lu 
court to aid In the conspiracy—the 
father himself being 111 in bed at the 
time, An order of committal was made 
by the magistrate. On discovering the 
whereabouts of his children and the 
truth of the matter, the father mac)e un
successful applications to the Chief Sec
retary, and eventually applied for a 
writ of habeaus corpus, and had his 
children restored to him. Mr, Justice 
Boyd in delivering judgment said, “It 
was admitted that the practice pre
vailed to a large extent of getting up 
bogus cases for the magistrate for the 
purpose of having a large number of 
enudren committed to Industrial 
schools who ought not to be there, and 
thereby a fraud was committed upon 
the authorities and upon the rate-pay
ers, on whom the burden of keeping 
these children there was Imposed.” He 
commented strongly on this case of pi
ous fraud as "the worst kind of fraud 
there was.” -

A young girl who had been an inmate 
of a convent laundry told me that one 
of her fellow-inmates, who was very 111 
and a great sufferer, was made to con
tinue at the laborious work of Ironing
until she was too weak to stand, andnumim uuu 51110 xiui uuucl vuno iu uulii ouu hub luu yvcuu lu buiuu, auu 

these Institutions, are as separate from I then, worse than Egyptian taskmasters,
the cloister and all that appertains to I who deceive the world by their appar- 
the nuns as are the arrangements of the I ent gentleness, made this poor creature 
factory from the private apartments of I go into the labor-room to make men’s 
the proprietor of any secular establish- colored cotton shirts, and continue at
inent. this work, without any respite from the

In France, convents have long been hours of labor, until within two or three 
Subject to some sort of government In- days of her death! Truly, as the bishop 
spection. But in spite of this the most of Nancy says, “These nuns have no 
Shocking abuses have comb to light, as other end in view but that of gaining 
the readers of the “Contemporary Re- money." 
view” for April are aware. Some of Another poor girl who suffered from a 
these abuses were known to govern- painful abscess, had to continue ut her 
ment officials In France, though the toll without mitigation, though so weak 
French public were ignorant of them, that she used to faint while at work. 
But the letter addressed to a cardinal at She was In danger of being choked, so 
Rome, by JIgr. Turlnaz, Bishop of Nan-1 was taken to the doctor. On her way, 
cy, charging the nuns of the Good Shep- unperceived by tho nun who accompa- 
herd with crimes which cry for ven- nled her, she posted to her mother a 
geance, got into the French newspapers, letter she had penciled on scraps of pa- 
and brought forth evidence from ofliclal per, which letter I have In my posses- 
qources and from the victims them- slon. In it she says, "I am posting this 
selves, revealing the practice of atro- on the sly, so don’t say you heard from 
Clous cruelties upon helpless orphans me. Oh, I should be punished! I am 
Jind others In convents In all parts of I going to the doctor, and that Is how I 
France, of which I have received am posting it... .It is just like a prison 

enough details to fill a volume. The ....We have to work and keep the 
writer in the Contemporary Review nuns. We have food like they have In 
says, “There is no contradiction” to this I the workhouse. They read all your let- 
uvldence, “except from the Sisters tens before they are posted and’open all 
Ihemselves," and “an enormous num- that come in....I have just the same 
her of persons in all walks In life must [clothes] as 1 came In with, and my 
be liars, consplrlators, and worse, if the boots are hanging off my feet. I wish 
denial of the nuns be well founded." P. you would send me a petticoat,and stays
595. for my birthday. For God’s sake don't

»,
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W IEÏ-HOTE WHAT IS LIFE’S OBdECT?
Of the World’s Great Re' 

- Jigions.
A Study In. the Philosophy 

of Man.
The earth was once ajevolving sea of 

fire, yet in the molten mart) was the 
germ prophetic of man. Inline course 
of Infinitely loug ages, through the pa-

COMPILED FROM MRS. ANNIE 
BESANT’S WORKS.

Mrs. Besant’s testimony on this and
kindred subjects Is especially valuably i tlent liandaf mVolutioxi,evolution, rev- 
for many reasons, amoug them. tjiese; olution aI,d tlule Work«d‘ until Its sur
lier conclusions are the results of many faco aud becaule 6olld> -lieu thls 
years of study and patient research on pl.ocess lllld contluued and thUtempera- 
these lines, assisted by some of the best turo o£ jh(J C1,ust had t lust ,alleu be. 
scholars of Europe (as well as the sages low tl)e boiliug point’of wfiter, the 
of the East In whom Freethinkers do I Btealn condcused and. gathered lu the 
not believe). depressions of Its surface, ai- the cool-

Secondly. She was at one time one of jug continued and the crust became 
the foremost Agnostics in the world; thicker tlie melted interior repeatedly 
and lastly the fact that even her ene- broke through it and burst forth in

The frightful picture, with all its bar- say you heard from me, for It will be 
rowing details, cannot be given with a read. You had better not write any let- 
few strokes of the pen. Some of the ter, for I shall not get It. Send me a 
poor victims were nearly starved, cru- petticoat and put me a shilling in the 
Tilly beaten, shut up for days and even hem of it!"

GOD AT GALVESTON.
What The Oregonian Thinks 

of Him,

SONE CORRECTIONS
Of One Who Does’nt Under 

stand Spiritualism.

mles do not doubt her ability to speak streams, which in turn hardened and 
the truth to the best of her knowledge, became rocks, and now through space 

Mrs. Besant says in her Introduction there sweeps a solid sphere all gemmed 
to her “Ancient 'Wisdom”: "Right with liquid mirrors. Such changes aud 
thought is necessary to right conduct, revolutions follow one another, every 
right understanding to right living, and region of the globe passed through sev- 
the Divine Wisdom—whether called by eral changes. Plants and animals per
ils ancient Sanskrit name of Brahma ished by these revolutions and now lie 
Vidya, or its modern-Greek name of embedded as fossils in the rocks, mute 
Theosopbia, comes to the world as at I witnesses of the past. The past ages 
once au adequate philosophy and an all- of the globe are based upon the occur- 
embracing religion and ethic." Some of rence of the various fossils. The life 
Its teachings are so simple and practical of the globe has changed with the prog- 
that any person of average intelligence ress of time, and each age has had its 
can understand and follow them, while peculiar species of rilants and animals, 
others are so lofty, so profound, that Its life Is divided iifto seven long ages
the ablest strains his intellect 
tain them and sinks exhausted 
effort.

“It is admitted on all hands 
survey of the Great Religions

: to con- which have dawned and died Into space 
in the of time. .

The first age includes the time from 
that a the first forming of a solid crust to the 
of the appearance of animal life. In this age 

common granite quartz spar makes a cradle forworld shows that they hold in -----------  -
many religious, philosophical and _gth- the unconscious sleeping 'man. Then 
leal ideas. But while the fact is univer- follows the age of mollusks, the age of 
sally granted, the explanation of thé Ashes, then in. the age of carbon ifian’s 
fact is a matter of dispute. 8Plrit 8lnB8 in the forest of palm and

Some allege that religions have crown plne- T!leu follo'vs the'age of reptile, 
un on the soil of human ignorance tilled then lu tbe anIlnal ab'e “ap’s spirit 
bv Imagination and have been eradu- dreams all unconscious of its dream. • 
allv elaborated from crude forms of anl- Onward through the slowly creeping 
mlsm and fetlchlsm; their likenesses ages, °V’ the animal stands
are referred to universal natural nhe- erect aud we have the present age 
nomena Imnerfectlv observed and fan- I 01 that of lpan' hls dleams aow become 
a c a 1 upcAlçviiy (JUocIvtu a HU la I n».açn| nun T*}ia Pnrth nnwa'liuflpifniiv AYnliilnpfl Rnliir niirl ntai* wor- 1 xne eiiiiii now lias¡hip betaJ: the Uffivereai kev fcr one become a ût ^welling-place for man. 
snip Dting Ilie universal Key roi one T < ohnnPAH SPA tnklnrr nlflpp 
KPhnnl nhnlllr wni'Rlilii Hip aniinllv uni- 1 “uro uuuu^es ale luu.iU(> placebLUUUl, puuilic WÜ1BU1JJ me equally ujli I nOi«r fhav fli’A Iarr ftWAPnlno’ nnri VAi’Rfil Irav fnr fha nthar fanr ifoqh'A ii*- uow> uuc a IB less B weeping Unanorauce a^d wonde Me savag^ to “æ t^eced,“g
nersonifv thp nnwprfl nf nature and age8, Man h0W fitaud^ on earth personify me powers or naiuie, auu ioni.R arolinii nf rApkR trapu 
priests played upon his terrors and hls ““ S8 and the skv and htaks-fhis is I 
hnnpR hlq inlstv fiinplpq »nd hls hawll- b, flllU uie Blij, uUQ lUlUKS. Illis IS 1. nupes, UIS IDlbiy lUUCies ana nis uewil y .. I *m |ifA»R hPHlnq nnd anda Ini a a ,1 a _ 1 A’ U A 111 111 BIX S U Li 1W A U C H ill ** 11 11 i I e* 1111 w ill
dered Questionings; myths became gej^ . little in advance ofAPrlntiirPR find evmhnlfi fnpfu nnd Den’ 101 UU iS UIUL 1U UtnUIlce UI scupiuicB ana sjawois, lacis, ana tvg merG animal, cares for nothing but 
[How could tho symbol exist before the ,. _ aavairp desires nnd nnssinns nnd 
thing symbolized!] as their basis was UJ boddv wautg whlJh .. 
universal, the likeness of the products ld d . nttt/re. hls homp ls „ eav‘ .... 
was nevitable. Thus speak the doctors k ' d h eubslsts on food 8Unnlled of comparative mythology, and plain I b‘ nature supplied
people are silenced ^ut not convinced, ?But 0JnVard rolls the world and 
under the rain of proofs; they cannot thl.0UBlj DroKresslon and ¡ thought and 
deny the likeness, but they dimly feel; t) refining hand of time softlv as the 
arè all man’s dearest hopes and loftiest ocean’s ebb and flow tames and molds t > < at ,1 a ,il UVCAUP CUU UA1U LIU it a UIAA1CB aLXXA XLJUAuBimaginings really nothing more than th sava„e man through nain and suf- ,i , a j, , , j. I lAlu OUlUKC AAltllA IA11UUKX1 Mlllu UL1U bUltbe .outcome of savage fancies, and of ferl hIs t t wl6h8|^onleCsubject 
groping Ignorance! Havè the great t the ,.elgn f reaB0U and now lnJthe 
leaders of the races, the martyrs and 0-er bending sky a new ienturv blooms 
heroes of humanity, lived, wrought, suf- j th d f tl ,before jts open 
feted and died deluded, for the mere „ate Rtands a nltarlm nrit n snvfnre lint 
personification of astronomical facts a man clothed ln reason
facta and for the draped obscenities of As siBniiR ho nniKot/- wiml (« lira’s i i i «i»» I otuutlB LIU lUUbco» nUai lb HL(i b
barbarians? object? Is it the gaining of wealth? Is

“The second explanation of the com- it honor? Is it positioner rank? Is it
mon property in the religions of the beauty? Is it Intellectual greatness? Is
world asserts the existence of an orlgl- It social Influence? Is ill the search of

weeks, fed on bread and water, and This was written, not In heathen 
Otherwise ill-treated, and all were China, not even in South Africa, where 
sweated and treated as slaves. Falling we are spending blood and treasure for 
to accomplish the allotted task, or of- oppressed millionaires and the rights of 
fending the nun in authority, met with whlte meni but In the metropolis of civ- 
such punishment as female tyrants Illzed England, where In the name of 
ftlon? could Inflict; some of which must Lpe “Good Shepherd” white girls are op
almost have exhausted feminine inge-1 pressed in convents and have no rights 
nuity to devise. except that of submission to tbelr

A hairpin was driven into the head of “boiy oppressors.”
one by a blow from a nun. The eye of Tbe perdous attempt of the two girls
another was torn out by a stroke from a t 1 from th convent of the Good
cat-o’-seven tafls. A young glr named Shephe‘rd at Sheffield is referred to in 
Elisa died from meningitis, who had ‘ No i t will therefore onlv men-
previously been struck on the head with th t accor<iine to the Sheffield Inde
a stick. Another, suffering from the nendent Julv 3 1897 “The girls tell 
same malady, was let down the stairs h d work •
between two matresses, under the pre- . treatment and threaten to 
text that she was yielding to the exlgen- themselves if thev are sent back ’ 
eles of nature. She died two hours ..
after A young girl named G___ re- No wonder that Rome hates the lightceived a kick fntho breasts became and dreads inspection! No wonder that 
cnnRnmntlve and dnat blood Mdlle lbe censorship over correspondence in 
lAnna B__ received a blow In the eye 111 convents is so rigorous! But surely
'witli the scissors and now wears a tllls 18 a11 the Breater reason why Brit- 
“Inrs eve Mdlle Agathe T___ at ores- lsh electors should Insist on a rigorous
ent residing In the place de la Repub- inspection of all conventual institutions, 
llque, 1ms her back permanently bent in The eloquent facts contained in this 
consequence of blows received. A child short paper should stir the heart of ev- 
five years of age was placed in a cry Englishman who has a spark of hu- 
Btraight waistcoat, was constantly manlty, to a sense of his duty! Prot- 
beaten and otherwise cruelly treated, I estants are making their voice heard all 
because unable to get through her daily over the kingdom! The Inspection of 
task. She had a pin in her mouth. A convents is one of thc objects forming 
nun gave her a blow which cut her lips the basis of all the Protestant electoral 
and made her swallow the pin. The rolls. Let every elector, therfore, who 
Child gradually wasted away and died, has liberty of conscience and a sense of 
without medical treatment, at the age justice, press this great question upon 
of seven. Parliamentary candidates and demand

These samples are taken almost Indls- that legislation on the subject have a 
Crlmlnatelv from a voluminous mass of prominent place in the next Parliament.

nal teaching in the custody of a Broth- happlness-the city of eternal happiness 
hood of great Spiritual Teachers, who— m the land of bye-and-bye?' As he 
themselves the outcome of past cycles muses he sees many are striving to 
of evolution—acted as the Instructors reach this beautiful city. Some are 
aud guides of the child-humanity of our taking the path of carnal jovs, some the 
plauet, imparting to its races and na- strong path of fame, tliL road that is 
tions in turn, the fundamental truths of crowded most is the one that bears tl>e 
religion in the form most adapted to the sign-board “Gold.” As these pilgrims 
idiosyncrasies of the recipients, worn and weary are almost within its

“According to their view the found- portals, like a mist it disappears, and as 
ers of the great religions are members before there stretches about them the 
of the one Brotherhood, and were aided I unfathomable mysterious ocean of life; 
in their mission by many other mem- and In the magic music of the rustling 
bers, lower In degree than themselves, leaves and rippling brook our pilgrim 
initiates and disciples of various hears these words: Happiness is not 
grades, eminent in spiritual Insight, In found by any external path, but within 
philosophic knowledge, or in purity of thyself Ues the priceless pearl. Man 
ethical wisdom. These guided the in- makes happiness the object of life, but 
fant nations, gave them tbelr polity, en- nature decrees it shall be the result of 
acted their laws, ruled them as kings, every duty well done; happiness was 
taught them as philosophers, guided the ultimate Object for which man was 
them as priests; all the nations of an- born, but it can only be gained through 
tlqulty looked back tg such mighty a t’fe well spent In usefulness, all du- 
men, demi-gods, and they left their ties faithfully performed.
traces in literature, in architecture, in As Longfellow says:
legislation. “O what a glory does this world put ou,

"That sueh men lived it seems dlffi- For him who with fervent heart goes
cult to deny in the face of universal tra- forth,
ditlon, of still existing scriptures, and Under the bright and glorious sky and
of prehistoric remains, for the most looks

and 
kill

port now in ruins to say nothing of On duties well performed and days 
othtfr testimony which the ignorant well spent.**
would reject. The sacred books of the w-p mugt nnr nnifftin<y
F_aBA aro. a?_e.T'd_eace.__f0_r,. «1! I and bettering of humanity, and to the 
greatness of their authors^ for who In I sDreadlnir of * nrocrreRsivA Rnd lihpml 
later days or In modern tlines can even tbought. But b m and varled ex. 
approach the spiritual sub mity of their periences the soul must grow receptive 
religious thought, the intellectual splen- to thc soul of nature or spirit before It 
dor of their philosophy, the breadth and cnn unfold tlle fl0W6r of hnpplness.
purity of their ethic/ onward travels our pilgrim

And when we find these books con- through all the various experiences of 
tain teachings about God, man and the life, of joy, of sorrow, of honesty and 
universe identical in substance, under uprightness, working for the good of 
much variety of outer appearance, it others, unselfish In all his efforts, all 
does not seem unreasonable to refer duties well performed, and weary with 
them to a central primary body of doc- pain and suffering and the burden of 
trine. To that body we give the name life, our pilgrim stands at the open 
of the Divine Wisdom, in its Greek grave. He reflects: Is this the end of
form—Theosophy. No; oh, no; this life is but a sec-

“As the origin and basis of all rellg- ond in the throbbing pulse of time, eom- 
ions, it cannot be the antagonist of any; pared with the vastness of eternity; 
It Is indeed their purifier, revealing the this little sand of time sparkling on the 
valuable Inner meaning of much that shores-of an infinite ocean was given 
has become mischievous in its external us> In which to learn the first lessons of

The trusting/believer, if he thinks as 
well als trusts, looks ut the Galveston < 
horror aud wonders how It happens, if < 
there is a just God, that he permits 1 
such undeserved losses and suffering to ¡ 
fall upon,;fils children. We may sup- i 
pose that evil men received in this I 
catastrophe no moro punishment than 1 
would requite their deeds; but the blow i 
feel equally on the saintly and the de- I 
proved, the hardened sinner and the in
nocent babe, off the abandoned in their | 
hour of carousal aud on the self-sacrl- i 
firing at their posts of duty. Loving ; 
families were broken up, faithful wives I 
snatched from the husband's side, dull- : 
ful parents removed from the children i 
to whom they were necessary, and God
fearing men and devout women were 
called to pass through torture of mind 
and body such that the humane are fain 
to turn from it in very weariness of 
sympathy and grief. How can God, If 
he loves his children, suffer these things 
to be! What purpose of justice or be
nevolence can be advanced through 
such strokes of misery and desolation 
upon those whose lives are exemplary 
and whose hearts ate right!

Such inquirios bring forcibly before 
us the iniquity of old superstitions and 
the collapse which is near at hand of 
old inadequate conceptions of God. ■ It 
was the misfortune of early Christian 
teachers and of many of later times, to 
go back to antiquity for heathen attri
butes of deity which higher thinking, 
notably that of the stoics, had grandly 
outgrown. The primitive mind, in its 
narrow veins, naturally Imparted hu
man passions to the Ruler of the uni
verse, who was usually conceived in 
multiform personages. The growth to 
?aonothelsm was slow and painful, and 
he Impulse to identify different divin

ities or parts of divinity with different 
human qualities has long seemed im
possible of correction. It still survives 
in the multiplications of saints in the 
Catholic system, and in the specula
tions of extremely mystical Protestant 
theologians on differentiations between 
the three persons of the Trinity.

Theology has long insisted upon cata
loguing the human propensities of 
Deity. These are derived, not from 
study of creation, but from imperfect 
human nature. It is the survival of 
conceptions formed of the universe be
fore any adequate knowledge of the 
universe had been obtained by actual 
examination. The nature of the force 
or forces behind creation was as im
perfectly grasped in the mornlug twi
light of knowledge as was the topogra
phy of the etyrth Itself or the arrange
ment of the celestial worlds. And while 
the geography of Marco Polo and the 
astronomy of Ptolemy have long been 
superseded- by more correct systems, 
the religious world, partly by reason of 
Its isolation from the-practical walks 
of life and partly through the tenacity 
of religious opinion, has been slow to 
yield to the educational effects of new 
discoveries.

The one great fact that theology has 
set Its face sternly against is the reign 
of law. And if there is one department 
or expression of the reign of law more 
profound than any other In its signifi
cance. or more inimical to theology in 
theology’s own view, that is tlie law of 
growth. The tenet to which religion 
has must fiercely clung is that things 
were created as they are. Again, to 
specify the particular fields In which 
tills contention has been most fondly 
cherished, they are three—the original 
creation of tlie world, the being of man, 
and the Bible. Geology was long re
sisted as the contrivance of the Evil 
One, because It menaced the doctrine of 
special creation. Evolution Is still re
sisted because it disproves the eccle
siastical view of man's nature, and his
torical study of the Bible is condemned 
because it shows that book to have 
been a growtli instead of a verbal ema
nation of Deity. It Is only necessary 
now to note the fact that theologians 
have long.censed to contend that the 
Genesis accounts of creation are to be 
taken literally, that Christian evolu

tionists are becoming more numerous 
and influential every day and that en
lightened Christian scholars now dif
fer only In the degree In which they ac
cept the results of the higher criticism. 
An excellent source of information on 
tjils score is supplied In the noble series 
of articles now appearlug in the Out
look from that grand old Congregatlon- 
al minister, Lyman Abbott.

f With this increasing understanding of 
the law of growtli as applied to crea
tion. to man's nature and to the Bible,

' It will not be long when the old terror 
: of a caprleious God Incessantly inter

fering in the affairs of men will have 
1 passed away; when explanation of ca
' lamities and blessings will be looked 
1 for In natural causes rather than In the 
’ mysterious desire of a hidden power to 
1 reward or punish. The old libel upon 
1 the Creator, that he could call into be- 
■ Ing millions of innocent children whom 
1 he had preordained to everlasting tor- 
■ ment has been dismissed at last, in fa- 
■ vor of the assurance that "it Is not tlie 
■ will of your Father in heaven that one 
I of these little ones should perish”; but 
! similar misconceptions still linger. As

Mr. T. Darley Allen makes so many 
questionable statements in bis recent 
communication relative to Spiritualism, 
tliat I am constrained to further note 
and correct some of his errors, which I , 
doubt not tho general reader as well as : 
the contributor himself, will be glad to 
have corrected; for I take it that both 
readers and contributors are hospitable 
to the truth, to a welcome degree.

He says: “There are eminent Invest!- . 
gators who believe that as In the past 
fifty years we have learned to explain 
a great many of the phenomena of 
Spiritualism by natural causes, there Is 
reason to hope that the study of mental 
science will enable us to explain all, be
fore many years have passed.”

How long since, pray, has it been true 
that, because A or B believes so aud so 
ergo, that settles It. This, however, is 
the substance of Mr. Allen’s logic—., 
surely a very convenient but a very 
false way to determine the exact nature 
of any subject, fact, thing or theory, 
especially the question of Immortality.

Every Intelligent observer knows that 
the attitude of the human miud has 
much to do with accepting certain theo
ries as being true, particularly where 
the wish is father to the thought.

This was popularized by Shakespeare 
300 years ago, in his famous saying 
“there Is nothing good or bad but think
ing makes it so”—a sophism which a 
certain class of mental scientists in. 
their extreme teachings, double dis
count.

I dispute his assertion that “we” or 
anyone has “learned to explain the phe
nomena of Spiritualism by natural 
causes”—meanlug thereby by purely 
material means.

Who are the eminent investigators 
that have thus satisfactorily or scientifi
cally explained a single spiritual phe
nomenon !

I neither want nor accept assumption 
or supposition for explanation, but de
mand clear/ unmistakable demonstra
tion. I want something beside the tes
timony of professional tricksters, like 
Maskelyne, Hermann and Heller, tor 
we have the written statement, delibe
rate confession of their superiors, pro
fessionals like Houdin and Bellacblnn, 
the latter formerly court magician to 
the Emperor ot Germany, that the 
spiritualistic manifestations they bad 
witnessed were beyond their explana
tion or knowledge.

Where are the bona tide scientists 
that have made plain the genuine phe
nomena of Spiritualism by material 
agencies? •

Perhaps our critic refers to the fa
mous Buffalo doctors who In the early 
days of the movement, finding them
selves overwhelmed at the exti-aordl- 
nary character of the manifestations 
evolved from out the measureless 
depths of their wisdom the ipse dixit 
that that rapping communication etc., 
on and through the table were caused 
by the snapping of toe joints! This 
marvelously intellectual dictum of such 
an extraordinary feat—worthy only of 
Bedlam—was seriously given as an ex
pert medico-scientific explanation of in
comprehensible phenomena us to bow 
mutters of known as well us forgotten 
fucts, were stated, and cases of personal 
Identity revealed to hundreds of total 
strangers and skeptics, most of whom, 
were convinced against their will, while 
some were open disbelievers in a fu
ture life.

Though absurd to the extreme de
gree, this “toe-joint" theory was really 
propounded by educated M. Ds. and 
readily accepted by willing minds us a 
scientific explanation of how in number
less instances positive information was 
furnished—information which so far as 
known no living person possessed, 
verification, In some cases, having to 
be mode to certain specified documents 
unknown to be In existence, either by 
the medium or the investigator.

This Is a specimen of the so-called 
“learned explanation” which still ob
tains with many, although under the 
more modern and euphonious terms 
of “hypnotism,” “unconscious cerebra- 
tlon,” “sub-llminal self,” "sub-conscious
ness,” “mind reading," “telepathy,” etc.

Learning is popularly supposed to be

hopes and certain men’s promises; th( 
good Doctor never had the graclousnest 
to acknowledge that fact. It was too 
great a vindication of what ho had con
ceived to bq an Impossibility. The evi
dence was overwhelming, and likewise 
was his discomfiture. He died without 
making his word good or the truth 
known. '

When one seeks publicly to assail gen
uine spiritual phenomena, it Is essential 
that he be prepared tp submit argument 
other than that which is based solely on 
misinformation. It is respectfully sug
gested that the first prerequisite Is at 
least a little knowledge.

GEORGE A. BACON.
Washington, D. O.

§i

EYESIGHT 
RESTORED

Failing Eyesight, Cataracts or Blindness Cured 
without the use ot the knife.

Dr. W. O. Coffee, the noted eye Bpoclallst of Des 
Moines. Iowa, has perfected a mild treatment by 

which anyone suffering from 
failing eyesight, cataracts, 
blindness or any disease of 
the eyes can cure themselves 
nt home. Judge George Ed* 
inunds, a leading attorney of 
Carthage, Ills.. 79 years old, 
was cured of cataracts on 
both eyes. Mrs. Lucinda 
Hammond, Aurora, Neb., 77 

V years old, had cataracts on 
9 both eyes and Dr. Coffee’s 

remedies restoredherto per*
W. 0. Coms, M. D. feet eyesight. If yon are 

afflicted with any eye trouble write to Dr. Coffea 
and tell him all about it. He will then tell you just 
what he can do. He will also send you Free of 
charge his 80 page book,“Tho New System of Treat* 
Ing Diseases of the Eye." It is full of interesting 
and valuable inf onnation. All cures are permanent« 
Write to-day for yourself or friend to 4 
Vf. & COFFEE» M. 0.» 812Good Block, Des Moines, l&

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectures by the Swainl Vlvekananda, Ou Raja Yoga) 

or Conquering the Internal Nature, and other sub* 
jecls; alio, Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms, with coni« . 
nientarius and a copious glubsary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged, 12mo., Cloth, 11,50. Raia Yoga 
lean ancient system of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swam) Vlv- 
ekananda became a familiar figure hi several Amerl« 
can cities during the three years following the Par« 
llament of Religious at Chicago; he waa cordially re« 
ceived in America, where the breadth aud depth of 
his teachings were soon recognized, fits teachings 
are universal in their application. The book Is cheap 
at 11.50. For sale ut this office.

LISBETH
A

A

STORY OF TWO WORLDS.

BY CARRIE E. 8. TWING
work of unusual merit, full of luterest, aud

richly imbued with the pliiloBupbv of Spiritualism. 
For sale ut this office. Price »1.

WORDS THAT BURN
A ROMANCE,

BY LIDA BBIGGS BKOWNE.

A very lutereetlng and spiritually elevating and 
instructive work. It Is worthy of a wide clrculutfcn.

For sale at ibis office. Prke 11.50.

The Spiritual Body Real.
Views of Paul, Weslev and others. Valuable tea* 

thnonles of modern clairvoyants. Witnesses of the 
separation of the spiritual body from the dying 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Prke, 10c.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS,
A real visit with friends on the other side of Ufe. 

anda familiar talk. By spirit Samuel Bowles! Car* 
rie E. 6. Twlng. Medium. Price 80 cents, For sale at 
this office.

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experience! of Samuel Bowles tn the 
First Five Sphere«. Etc. Written through the hand 
of Carrie E. 8. Twin«. Paper, SOc.

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
By Dr. Paul Carus. Very thoughtful and luteresting. 
Paper, 25c,

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By M. Faraday. Transcribed at 
the requcHt of a baud of ancient philosophers. Price 
10 cents. Por sale at this office.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehearsal that Ie 
truly interesting. Price 10 cents. For sale at Ulf 
office.
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such details, much of which may be , , , ■ ■
found in the “Contemporary Review” e
for April. The best workers were kept About God and Religious Beliefs. 
In the convents from twelve to twenty- , d d „ „„lls t0 mlnd 
five years. Then, when nearly bUnd, £ v ‘ . - Brotber R M Stanton 
and completely ruined In health, they |. .mho procressive Thinker of Sentem- 
were turned Into the world homeless L on ..^volutlon of Gods.- whllelt 
a mupe? n 11—„I may wound some of your readers whoIhefollowlng, of which I kno* of no I e(.a Go(J about whJch they are 
pubUshed translation, appeared In_ the sensitive, fearing to lose him, yet

m Tule ta the Un thole who have advanced in thought,, 
of PohllPnebef • “DurtaeVbe and have reacllcd the plane of a scien- 

per Bom a of fuolic iveiiei.. During tue | .1^ rpniiyinn’ thjit crontion-n rr nnA Q 1Qnn izxn I tlUC DpirilUnilSl, rcUU4iUb 111 AI t-LLUllUU,uighta of December 7 and 8 1890 ten I anfl whlch eauge(J R and that 
little girls who slept ip rooms unfit for . , .. •_ ent|reiv beyond human
• — V .A.llal-1. aa V »» A Aknlw «.A- I Ui V11 A U1 CO 111 AB CAILIAUAJ UVJ VUU U LAAAAAUfreren- seven sngh’tlyh three^vew sal- conception, or any personal God, wllL 
nnriv One of the Idt'ter w^s oTneces- re«ard tllis artlcle as a very appropriate 

t. fha hSi motel inscription to place upon the monument 
K.rsffisV.XX'KSK' 
tion of both feet” nuriea uoas.

After the action that was taken by How extremely ridiculous is the idea, 
the French government the English to us, who have buried all of our Gods, 
borrespondent, quoted In Christianlsme, and resolved to create no more, having 
might well exclaim on hearing that the no use for them. My spirit grand-fath- 
Nuns of Nancy had gone to London, er, who was for many years a Baptist 
“God have pity on us In England!” But deacon, recently informed me that be, 
the nuns of the Good Shepherd and oth-1 in company with several other spirits, 
ter similar orders have long had their had been Studying; into the ca“8®8 
convents in almost all parts of Eng- which led to the establishment of rellg- 
land; many of them governed by for- ious beliefs, and their evolution up to 
eign nuns. ‘ In these convents thousands I the present spiritual coacept’°‘1j .“““ 
of poor girls are imprisoned and never that the revelation obtained was both 
allowed to go outside the convent walls. I amusing and disgusting. His object was 
Thev slave at the laundry, shirt-mak-1 to prepare hiinselfto aid in the progress lng!yand o?ber labon from early mom- óf other spirits, who like himselfren- 
Ine—rising in sflffie at 4:45, others at tered spirit life loaded down with theo- 
5:30, and continuing until 8 or 8:30 at logical dogma by teaching them the 
night with no respite from their labor, true origin of their faith, thus, eradicat- 
excent to take their scanty meals and Ing the error, and opening their minds 
attend to religious exercises. Every I to the true light. The revelation would 
letter Is read by the Superior, who be Interesting to us, I think.
posts or withholds them according to I May our noble ship, The Progressive 
ber inclination, never allowing any com- Thinker, continue to sail on the Divine 
nlalnt to pass out ot the convent. A Plan to the end of time. .
Child ten years of age, who had been! ' DR. CARLOS WRIGHT,
tn Inmate of a convent orphanage In I LaGrand, Oregon.

presentation by the perverseness of ig- grow, to endure, to unfold, to
norance and the accretions of superstl- fall and rise again and by experience to 
tlon; but it recognizes and defends It- learn to overcome our faults and learn 
self in each, and seeks in each to unveil the worth of freedom. That dark and 
its hidden wisdom.” °Pen sPace does not receive the soul,

Mrs Besant trees on to riassifv the only the worn and weary habitation of 
underlying harmonies running through I clay- From this the immortal elements 
all religions- and begins her proof quo- sprinB and live: U Boars fFom hel8ht t0 
tntions from the old Chinese Scrinture helSht’ life’s troublesome'Waves, grow 
tho Chlntr Chnng-Chinc or Classic of sweet and 8tlll> In the darkness of an 
Purltv and the thread of these auota- earthly night the star ‘ref morning 
tions together with Mrs Besant’sicom- shlncs bright. On the Wingspref love 
ments arguments and exnlanatioiis will an<1 musle the soul ls uirn'ard^'born by LUUUlB« uLuUUlLUlb <IUU VAUlaUiiUUUS vl 111 1 • ___t —_ ~ 1a 4^1 ^^<3x«. Ui • itreL lr___ .he followed un In our next-lf we are lovIng splrlt frlends, to life, llftriimmor- niioweH next ItaL U-pon our pllerint’s silent#s rests

‘ CELIA MACNEAL. Bf8o,“1'eh^pPter£eCt peaCe' 1aS f°Und 
- . life s object.

BOOK REVIEW,
ALICE M.PRINDLE.

Villa Ridge, Ill. ’ 1
“Arcana of Spirituailsmi A Annual of

The Light of Egypt Volume 2. I Spiritual Science and Philosophy.’’ By 
In this volume Spiritual Astrology Is Hudson Tuttle. A spiritai tekt-book 

especially elaborated, In. a scholarly of r'cb and inspired thought An ex- 
nnd mnstorlv manner It Is a book of cellent work. Finely bolind in scarlet M Illi 11 llirv lr*l lUUUAlVA. Av AO A UlAViX yL 1 . • _ • _ •
much Interest to Hcrmetlsts and stu- l and gold. Price »1.50. For sale at this 
dents of occult subjects. Astfòlogi.cally I office. . V ' ,-1 .
The Light of Egypt aims to present in Tne Molecular Hypothesis _of. Na- 
brief the wisdom pf the ages concern- ture- T Pr?f’1 Wm.z 31. LoCkwood. 
Inc min and his destiny, here nnd hero* 1 Prof. Lockwood 18 recognized els one of 
after It mav be stated that Theoso- the ablest lecturers on thrfspifftual ros- 
nhlcta of thp Blavatskv tvne have felt trum. In this little volume be presents 
îmnplîi*d to criticize It sharnlv because’!-to succinct form , thè sÙDStaiiOe of his 
it controverts their theory of I£arm& I lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
anti noinnnrnntinTi The honk îr beanti-1- ef ^aturCj aud presents his views as Huff ueiucurnauvu, xnts vw& its ucau.ii i . __« n , -fnilv bound in cloth and is for salé at I denionstià<i«ïç a scientific basis of Spir- 
thp offipp of The Proeressive Thinker ritualism. The book is commended to the office or ine progressive imuKer. whQ îove.to Btudy and thInk. For 
trice jz. ■ gale at this office. Price, 25 cents.

' ' ~ I “The Pantheism of Modern Science.”
Esoteric Lessons. By Sarah Stanley I By f. E. Titus, Barrister, Toronto, Can- 

Grimke, Ph. D. Including personified I ada. a summary of recent investlga- 
Unthiukablcs, First Lessons in Reality, I tions into Life, Force and 'Substance, 
A Tour Through the Zodiac, (A Sequel an(j conclusions therefrom. Price 10 
to ) First Lessons in Reality _ , I cents. For sale at this office.

A remarkable production of occult “Words that Burn.” A. Romance, 
thought, very deep and abstruse, re-1 By LldaxBrlggs Browno. . Spiritually 
quirlng close and severe tnlnking in or- uplifting anjl instructive. Price ?1.50. 
der to follow understandingly the mind I For sale at this office. .
of the author. “Discovery of a Lost Trail.’1 By Chas.

Published by the Astro-Philosophical I B. Newcomb. Excellent - In spiritual 
Publishing g Co., Denver, Colo. Price, I BUggestiveness. Cloth, Ç1.50. For sale 
cloth, $1.50. , ' J at this office. <

Independent inquiry grows strong 
through its reassuring discoveries in 
science and history, it will soon have 
courage, even in the most trusting and 
devout, to appeal from dogma to evi
dence, to lean In confidence upon reason 
and conscience, to strip away from the 
conception of Deity all unworthy and 
repellent attributes, as anthropomorph
ism gradually gives way to the refine
ment^ of perfect ideals. The saintly 
soul that is perplexed at the Galveston 
horror has need of emancipation from 
that worst form of slavery, the Intel
lectual tyranny tliat binds the mind 
and forbids It on some subjects to think 
and reason. The old theology, the old 
church, the old • Ideals—these have 
served their purposes and served them 
well. They must give way by degrees, 
and they are pretty certain not to do 
so until the basis of new and better 
things has been laid in study and expe
rience. The mew boat must be sea
worthy before we abandon the old.—' 
The Oregonian, Portland, Oregon.

ENSHRINED.

Though worthy of all love thou art, 
All tenderness that Ups avow;

The first plucked blossoms of my heart 
May never wreathe a mortal brow.

I cannot offer thee first place 
Within my heart, because not imine

For aught on earth; an angel’s face 
Forever fills and, lights that shrine, 

While lilies wreathe these words above: 
“In memory of an immortal love

And of a hope divine.”
And yet, dear soul, I-love thee rnucD, 

And value more thy tenderness
Than love of most. With reverent 

touch ■
Thy friendly hand in mine I press 

And whisper low before too late, 
Ere death may still my Ups or thine: 

Though none may pass the mystic gate
Thy soul has grown so dear to mine, 

I offer thee with love sincere

1A place outside the shrine, yet near, 
If thou wilt mkke it thine.

O. L. H.

the equivalent of knowledge, and 
knowledge the synonym of wisdom, but 
It Is not—always! In fact they are often 
widely a. variance. By way of account
ing, however, for the successful results 
obtained under vastly different circum
stances by the world's greatest and 
most independent investigators, the 
leading scientific minds of Christendom 
lu their individual effort to determine 
the verity of spiritual phenomena—In
vestigators like Askakof, Crookes, Var
ley, Zollner, Heilenbach, Wallace et id 
genus homo—our critic eagerly re
marks that “learned men are often as 
easily deceived as ordinary people.

If he had said that certalu profession
ally learned men often display great 
ignorance if not greater prejudice, 
especially when it happens to conflict 
with their preconceived notions aud. 
business Interests, I could here readily 
agree with him. For instance, when 
such “learned men” as the late Dr. Geo. 
M. Beard, of Brooklyn, and Dr. Win. A. 
Hammond, more recently of Washing
ton, publicly announced that there 
never was a case of clairvoyance and 
that none could be produced, they but 
advertised their own ignorance.

But the great offer was made in good 
faith, without compensation, to submit 
proof of clairvoyance in Dr. Board’s 
own home, before any party of gentle
men he might choose to have present, 
the trial in question to be subjected to 
any test within reason, the only stipula
tion being that if the same were demon
strated to the Doctor’s and the com
pany's satisfaction, that he should ac
knowledge it as publicly as he had pre
viously denied the possibility of its be
ing done. This was openly granted. So. 
agreeably at the hour, a publicly known 
gentleman and his wife, old friends of 
mine for many years, both still living, 
made a trial on the occasion agreed 
upon, with the following result: They 
visited the Doctor’s residence and be
fore his assembled guests, the visiting 
lady was seated in a chair that was 
placed in the middle of the room, and 
her eyes carefully bandaged, which the 
company critically examined to full 
satisfaction. The Doctor then walked 
across his library and taking down a 
book from one of its shelves asked the 
lady the name of Its author. To his 
great amazement she answered cor
rectly, reading the full title-page. Good 
for trial number one. But this was 
claimed might be mind reading or 
telepathy. Then came trial number two. 
The Doctor walked backward to his 
Horary shelves, reached behind him and 
taking one of the books from its place, 
opened it at hazard, turned down a leaf 
and asked the lady what book it was, 
as he nor any one present did not know. 
She slowly gave the name of the book, 
the name of the author, the page turned 
down, aud finally read It without an 
error. All this was verified when the 
Doctor brought the book to the front, 
looked it over, tested the prescribed 
page and the reading of the turned 
leaf—the correctness of all of which 
was testified to by every one present.

Alas! for the mutubllity of human

Ssers oí Hie floes, 
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Spiritualism, Past and Present.

I0CTRINES STATED AND MORAL TEND. 
ENCIES DEFINED.

BY J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
An exceedingly IntereiUng and Inatructlre book.

Cloth. 11.23. Fox aala at thia office.

MYTH AND MIRACLE.
One of Col. Robt. G. Ingersoll's beat lectures. Price 

5c. For mile at this office.

THREE SEVENS,
A Story of Ancient Tnltlalons. By the Phelons« 
Illustrating the Hermetic Philosophy Price, clotlx. 
11.25.

God in the Constitution.
By Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the beat papers Colo 
nd Ingersoll ever wrute. In paper cover, with like
ness of the author. Price 10 cents« For sale at thU 
office.

CHURCH AND STATE
The Bible in the Public Schools; the New "Ameri

can" Tarty, By.lefTerson." Third edition. 28 pages. 
Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. ”W. Cunningham. Devoted* to the study 
af Astrology and Its laws. Brice. 25c.

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implements employed tn the XVth and 

XVIth c nturles for the promulgation of Christianity, 
with plc torlal Illustrations. By Geo. E. Macdonald. 
Price 10 tints. ____

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD,
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve,

By Lois Walsbroker. Tbli 1> * novel written with • 
purpose to Improve the human race; to mold the fu- 
tore offnprtng with reaaon, health and Insfiratlaa.I NooneneedfiliMHottHlbMk.rricell.fOtVaLi- 
FUraaleMthlatOM

A ITT A MtriQ Tbc Ameiiuurl« World. By 
ALLAIN LLO iKMtlu- Donnelly. Anntlempt 
to demonstrate by uutbenUc data the existence In tun 
Atlantic Ocean ot a continent Itnown to the ancient 
world as Atlantis. Price, cl For sale at this offle»-

The Blue Laws of Connecticut
Taken from the Code of Ifi’A and the public records 

of the ddluny of Connecticut previous to 1651 as prlnt^ 
ed tn a compilation of the earliest laws and orders of 
the eeneral court of Connecticut*, also an account ot 
the persecution of Ritchea and Quakers In NcwEnfr 
land. Some extracts from the Blue Laws of Virginia. 
Price 25 cts. For sale at this office.

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Mosi» Holl. A compound of the two pamph

let., “The Irrepressible Conilct," and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;“ with Important additions, making a 
book of Ito pages all for 23 cents. Thia book contains 
■tatlstlcs, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 
tho times, that every one abould have, for sale at 
this office.

The above Is the -number of the pn a 
ent laeue of The Progressive Thinker, 
m printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand comer, if this number cor
responds with toe figures on your wropA 
per. then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew, 
yonr subscription. This number at the 
right hand comer of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your tmpeeb . — - - “
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. la «lone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lleving that the cause of truth can be 

: best subserved thereby. Mauy of the 
sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to baud, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article,

WRITE PLAINLY—We would like 
to impress upon tbe minds of our corre- 
spoudeuts that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That meaus rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to In
sure insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. > •

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer, We desire to 
know the source of every item tliat ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

“The Mystery of Edwin Drood," a 
continuation of Charles Dickens' re
markable story. Who has a copy for 
sale? Send price of it on a postal to 
this office,

F. E. Irvine, secretary, writes: “The 
St. Paul (Miun.) Spiritual Alliance will 
begin the fall meetings Sunday, Octo
ber 7, 1900, at 8 p. m„ at Odd Fellows' 
Hall, Wabasha and Fifth streets. Mr. 
Will J. Erwood will lecture and give 
psychometric readings.

John Hutchinson, president, and May 
F. Avres, secretary, have Issued the 
following to a most excellent and faitli- 
ful worker: “Missionary Commission, 
Michigan State Spiritual Association. 
Know ye that reposing special confi
deuce in the integrity aud ability of 
Nellie S. Baade, of Detroit, Mich., said 
association has commissioned her as 
missionary of tlie gospel of Spiritualism, 
to execute and fulfill the duties of said 
office, to organize societies, reorganize 
some that for various reasons have not 
been holding meetings for some time, 
and also arrange for spiritual meetings 
in any part of the state, upon the most 
reasonable terms. Anyone desirous of 
securing her services can do so by ad
dressing her at 411 13th street, Detroit. 
As-Mrs. Baade is an ordained minister, 
she has the right to solemnize marrl- 
ages, bury the dead and do everything 
that pertains to the gospel of Spirltual- 
ism, and we hope Spiritualists from all 
parts of the state will endeavor to avail 
themselves of tlie opportunity to organ
ize aud rebuild and work for time and 
eternity."

Tbe Spiritual Research will hold 
meetings every Wednesday at Van 
Buren Opera House, Hall B, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue. 
Beginning at 2 o'clock. Also will give 
a musical and literary social the after
noon of Thursday, October 11. All are 
invited to come nnd bring their lunch. 
Coffee will be served from 6 to 7 
o'clock. The evening will be.spent in a 
social time aud card playing.

The Gazette of Chillicothe, O., says: 
,“A very peculiar story bus developed 
’since the luquest of Miss Brown was 
held in'the Probate Court. It appears 
Miss Brown attended tlie teachers’ in
stitute held In this city some time ngo, 

■: and there met a Prof. Spade who 
claimed to be soliciting pupils for his 
school in Lebanon, Ohio. Prof. Spade 
called on her while she was staying at 
the home of her sister, and talked Splr- 
itualism to her and went through varl

, our Spiritualistic performances. Be
fore Prof Spade left the city she prom
ised to go to Lebanon as soon as her 
school term had ended. Since that time 
it seems her mind has become affected 
on the subject of religion. Wednesday 
she kept up a continual call for Profes
sor Spade, saying that he was the only 
one able to save her. If any one 
chanced to get near her while she was 
in the cell at the city prison that night, 
she-called to them to release her, telling 
them they would be struck dead if they 
refused."

The St. Louis Star-Sayings says: 
"Her obstinacy In adberiug to Christian 
Science doctrines in the face of severe 
illness is said to have caused the death 
at 5 o'clock this morning of Mrs. Emma 
Keunel, of 2733 Chouteau avenue. Al
though she had been ill from a mn- 
llgnant cancer for six months, Mrs. 
Kennel, who was 48 years old. perslst- 
ently refused to allow a regular physi- 
clan to attend her. Instead, despite 
the pleadings of her relatives, she 
prayed daily with a Christian Science 
practitioner, said by the family to be a 
Mrs. Hinton, of the Christian Science 
church at Twenty-eighth and Pine 
streets. At daylight this morning her 
condition was so low that her nephew, 
George Guibor, who lives In the house, 
took it upon himself to summon the 
family physician, Dr. J. T. Pirtle, 2714% 

. Chouteau avenue. When Dr. Pirtle ar
' rived, however, Mrs. Kennel was dead.”

Edward Alford Merritt speaks as fol
lows of Christian Science: “Christian 
Science is founded upon the Word of 
God, and its works are demonstrated 
through the teachings of Christ The 
power of healing is divine, wholly splr- 
Itual. Nowhere In the Bible nor in the 

’ Christian Science text books, can It be 
found that suggestion is a method of 
healing taught by Jesus Christ God is 
eternal, an ever-present truth, being 
All In All. The teachings of 'Jesus may 
suggest to Christians that God is love, 
that: God is life, that we should have no 
other gods but the one Infinite God, but 
only In this way, can the teachings pf 
Christian Science be classed with sug
gestion.”

All mall matter for Frank T. Ripley 
should be addressed hereafter in care 
of H. W. Boozer, 409 Lyon. street, 
Grand Rapids,'Mich. '

Polly Burrows writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: "Occult Temple was filled to the 
doors, many being unable to gain ad-
mission. on Sunday and Wednesday 
evenings, to hear Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, of Chicago. A more apprecla- 
five audience could not be found. A 
spiritual'atmosphere filled the beautiful 
little temple. Mrs. Cooley spoke under 
full trance conditions; each lecture 
was followed by spirit communion. 
Many descriptions, some startling, were 
given. The people of this city will long 
and favorably remember the coming of 
Mrs J Cooley.”

lake due notice, that all Items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
lull name and address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The items ol those who do not 
comply with tills request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

C. H. Flguers writes: "Hl health has 
kept me very quiet tbe major part of 
this year; once by the advice of my 
physician my Buffalo engagement was 
cancelled, and 1 have been at home 
resting until a few days ago I went to 
Perrysburg, Ohio, stopping at the home 
of Mr. Geo. Scott and bls estimable 
wife. Last night as per arrangement, 
Mr. W. V. Nieum, vice-president O. S. 
A.; Mrs. Amanda Coffman, of Michigan, 
and myself held a joint meeting which 
was a complete success in every respect. 
The Independent Association of Spirit
ualists of Toledo is increasing in num
bers and usefulness, and bids fair to 
become the leading society of Toledo. 
Mrs. Challen and Mrs. Chouse, local 
speakers, most kindly assisted in the 
exercises. After Christmas I shall be 
glad to make engagements anywhere, 
but prefer working In Ohio. Any so
ciety desiring my services for a short 
engagement can address me for terms 
at 8 Fulton street, Cleveland, Ohio.”

Mrs. Alice Baker, trance speaker and 
test medium, of Cleveland; O., writes: 
“October 3, I commence holding meet
ings at 261 Pearl street, Cleveland. I 
will hold meetings there until January, 
1801, at which time I am planning to 
start on a Southern tour of work for 
January, February and March. A part 
of my time is now engaged. Any socie
ty or places wishing to organize a so
ciety in Southern Ohio, West Virginia, 
Kentucky and Tennessee, and desiring 
my services during these months, please 
correspond with me at once so I can ar
range my dates as nearly satisfactory 
with all as possiblbe. Address all com
munications to me at 261 Pearl street, 
Cleveland, Ohio.”

Oscar A. Edgerly writes from Elyria, 
Ohio: "The Progressive Spiritualist So
ciety of Elyria, Ohio, held its annual 
business meeting on Friday, September 
21, when the following named persons 
were elected as officers for the ensuing 
year: ’President, F. M. Martin; vice
president, W. H. Shattuck; secretary, 
Mrs. R. Baird; treasurer, Geo. H. Arn
old; directors, F. M. Martin, W. H. 
Shattuck, Mrs. Baird, Geo. Methe, Mrs. 
Geo. Methe, R. B. Belden and Mrs. 
Sarah J. Kimball. Having served this 
society during the month of September, 
and thus having become well acquaint
ed with the officers and members, I feel 
well assured that the society is des
tined to do a good work for our cause 
in this community. I find very good 
workers for our cause in this city, but 
if there are any who deserve special 
mention I feel they should be Mr. F. M. 
Martin, the incoming president, and 
Mr. W. II. Tucker, the ex-president. 
Mr. Martin is to my mind one man in 
a thousand. He is ever ready to sup
port our cause with tongue, pen, or 
pocket-book. I only wish we had a 
million such men in tbe United States; 
then Spiritualism would be properly ap
preciated, and what I have said of Mr. 
Martin could as well be said of Mr. 
Tucker; he Is justly proud in having 
been a Spiritualist for forty years, and 
I can believe he has ever been true to 
that high standard that at present is 
so apparent in bls life.”

E. A. Doty writes from Albany, N. Y.: 
“We have just organized a Spiritualist 
Society in this city, and elected the fol
lowing officers: Colonel John S. Rob
bins, president; James Burge, vice-pres
ident; E. A. Doty, secretary and treas
urer. Mediums passing through this 
city are earnestly requested to corre
spond with us, as we are anxious to en
gage first-class talent. Address me in 
care of Comptroller’s office.”

Mrs. A. M. Pennefeather writes from 
New Canton, Ill.: “Mr. Ward Is going to 
follow the directions of his guides for 
development for the next few months, 
which will render him able to present 
this great truth to the whole world. 
There Is great Improvement in the mu
sic, and the guides say when perfected, 
they can play any and all kinds of mu
sic in the light. Won’t this be wonder
ful? Voices have already been heard 
in the light, and there seems to be no 
end to the manifestations, and it is as 
astonishing to the medium as to the sit
ters. It is truly wonderful to bear a 
spirit voice talk for an hour or more. 
They are developing a form or phase of 
seeing, Hint will show the real spirit, 
they say; not materializing, but the 
genuine body. Faces and hands have 
already been seen.”

H. N. Maguire writes: “Please allow 
me space to express my high apprecia
tion of the article by Brother Underhill 
in the issue of September 22, headed 
‘Studies in. Spiritual Thought.’ I com
mend it for thoughtful perusal to all 
who have not read It, and also as 
worthy by. those who have read it once 
of a second reading—which I have 
given it. The appended poem, ‘The 
Mount of Vision,’ would have reflected 
credit on Cowper, and Is evidently a 
continuation in harmonic numbers of 
the same inspirational Impulse that 
gave birth to the preceding prose mat
ter. The ‘Petersilea’ article, No. 34, in 
the same issue, especially the iitwt-para- 
graph, is also rich in soul food. Other 
articles of great merit I will not 
specify, as they run on other Unes of 
thought. Advanced Spiritualists are 
now awakening to the fact that there 
are different qualities or elevations of 
Inspiration. Imperial or primary in
spiration comes Unvoiced; it Is a silent' 
inflow into the soul of the divine life 
essences, which the soul may be cul
tured to give expression to In truths 
aglow with its own heavenly fire, an 
outpouring in word-forms of what was 
received as the unformed life essences 
of the living God. This is the Spirit
ualism which alone can spiritualize. 
I agree with those who predict that the 
time1b at hand for-a general lapsing of 
the powers of . those mediums whose 
aspirations and cast of character are 
not truly ■ spiritual. Even now their 
powers are waning, as Is the demand 
for all the mere external manifesta
tions. But the world will not be left in 
darkness. As the lower lights flicker 
low and go out the brighter stars will 
rise. The true glory of Spiritualism is 
just dawning.”

The First Spiritual Church of the 
South Bide, Oakland Club House, cor
ner of Oakwood and Ellis avenues. 
Service every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Lecture, followed with spirit messages. 
Mrs, Georgia Gladys Cooley, pastor.

Herman Hess, clairvoyant lecturer, 
wants a lady or gentleman to join with 
him In giving platform tests for Spirit
ualistic societies, one with gifts, but not 
fully developed, preferred. Address 30 
West Vermont street, Indianapolis, Ind.

_ H. F. Cottes wyiter “The Ladle«’ 
.Auxiliary of the Church .of »the ■Spirit 
Communion will give an entertainment 
and dance Saturday .evening, October 
6, at Mackinaw Hall, corner Evans ave
nue and 43d street. This is the first of 
the season, nnd no. pains will be spared 
to make it a very enjoyable affair. En
tertainment will be provided for both 
old 'and young. Come one, come all. 
Admission 25 cents.” .

Mrs. I. Wagner writes from Eskridge, 
Kan.: “I attended the Ottawa and 
Delphos camps. Good audiences at both 
and harmony among the people in gen
eral. I had the pleasure of listening to 
Will C. Hodge, at tbe Delphos camp. 
His lectures are always Instructive. I 
am open for camp engagements for 
1901.” '

The Terre Haute Tribune says: “Sec
retary Jamison, of the J. M. C. A., and 
A. Chaney, the bicycle dealer who has 
the corner room in the association 
building, have become thorough Spirit
ualists. Some few evenings ago while 
Mr. Chaney was sitting in front of bls 
store, he noticed the shadows of the 
letters In the sign in bls window swing
ing back and forth and, turning' to see 
the cause, found the gas lamp in the 
window swinging from north to south. 
He went in and stopped it and then 
went out again. The shadows were still 
moving and the lamp could not be in
duced to stand still. On investigating 
he found the chandelier in the baek 
room describing the same motion. The 
next morning Mr. Jamison came run
ning down into bls shop and told 
Chaney that the mirrors in the bath
room, the door to the closet la the 
physical director’s room and the mir
rors on tbe walls had all gone crazy 
and were swinging from north to south. 
Chaney told his side of tbe story, and 
an investigation was made, but no 
cause for the movements could be 
found. The articles are still swinging 
and all attempts to stop them are 
baffled. There is no machinery in the 
building, not even an electric fan, and 
even at night when there is hardly any 
one moving, the lamps and mirrors in
sist upon swinging. The phenomenon 
so far goes unexplained."

E. Woodard writes from Tucson, Ari
zona: “In a late paper, in the editorial, 
'Banish the Alcohol,' you still seem to 
have a misconception of the word 
'canteen,' as used in connection with 
the military in Manila, The word is 
evidently taken from the Spanish word 
‘cantena’ (a saloon), and indeed is a 
saloon authorized by the military and 
restricted to the sale of beer and lighter 
beverages. It seems that before the 
military took hold of the matter there 
were innumerable native gin shops 
which dispensed a native drink that 
was much worse than poor whiskey, 
and was demoralizing the American 
soldiers to such an extent that the au
thorities closed all these shops and the 
‘regimental canteen' was established 
with permits issued by said authorities. 
I am thoroughly in sympathy *wlth the 
work you are doing and don’t like to 
see any vulnerable points exposed for 
the opposition.”

The Columbus (Ohio) Journal says: 
“Judge Williams on Thursday ordered 
that the property of the Liberal Spirit
ualist Camp-meeting be appraised and 
sold, and the proceeds applied to the 
payment of the debts. The action of 
the court was taken upon the sugges
tion of the receiver, G. A. Livensperger. 
In his report to the court, Mr. Livens
perger says that when he took charge 
of the camp at Worthington there was 
a quarrel among the members of the 
association, and that as a result there 
was such a small attendance, that the 
receipts were not sufficient to pay the 
running expenses. Mr. Livensperger 
says that the association owes debts 
amounting to $1,602.25, and that he has 
in his possession as assets a number of 
chattels, in the way of tents, etc., that 
have not as yet been appraised.”

The swindler, the cheat, the medium- 
istic fraud and the slelght-of-hand per
former are abroad in the land, in every 
city. Gullible Spiritualists are deceived 
by them—not those with horse sense. 
The Galesburg (Ill.) Register says: 
“Prof. Joseph J. Carpenter gave on in
teresting entertainment at the Audi
torium, Sunday night, which he an
nounced in his advertisement to be a 
demonstration of Spiritualism or the
osophy, but which many in the large 
audience present are saying to-day was 
simply an exhibition of clever presti
digitation. The professor completely 
mystified his spectators with various 
wonderful feats, among which inex
plicable slate-writing was done, locked 
handcuffs instantly unlocked, and the 
professor himself freed by the ‘mys
terious influence’ from numerous rope 
bonds.” .

The Logansport (Ind.) Journal says: 
“The latest sensation in Frankfort is 
the death of a highly esteemed German 
citizen, who, it is claimed, was fore
warned of the end and was told by an 
angel at what time he would expire, 
and death came as he said it would. A 
few days prior to bis death bls family 
noticed that he appeared considerably 
worried about something of which he 
was reluctant to speak. After much 
persuasion, however, he related to 
them a dream which he had a night or 
two previous. /While he was asleep, a 
form resembling that of an angel, beau
tiful and in white raiment, appeared to 
him and announced that he had but a 
short time to live. This vision said that 
it was not permitted that the exact 
date should be made known to him, but 
that he would be called at the ex
piration of either one year, one ihonth, 
one week or three days. After making 
this declaration the vision vanished, 
and Mr. Classmeyer awoke. He noted 
the hour, a few minutes after midnight, 
and he attempted to dismiss the dream 
from his. memory, but it had so im
pressed Itself upon him that he found 
it Impossible to escape its haunting in
fluences. Then he told his family and 
a few Immediate friends, and they tried 
without avail to cheer him up. The re
markable fact Is, his sudden death 
occurred exactly one week, almost to 
the minute, from the time he awakened 
from his strange dreami He had been 
in good health prior to the fatal attack 
of neuralgia. The strange coincidence 
of his dream and death is the subject of 
much comment in this; vicinity.". .

The Chicago Tribune says: “Mrs. 
Annie Simoniand her married daughter, 
Mrs. Fannie Birnbaum, who have been 
kept out of an Insane asylum for up
wards of two years by means of hyp
notic suggestion, are still undergoing 
treatment at the Metropolitan Hospital, 
In East Eighty-second street, but heroic 
efforts on tbe part of attending physi
cians have failed to prevent them from 
moving their habitation. They moved 
their home to-day for the sixty-first 
time in one year, and then, went to the 
hospital to be treated hypnotically. 
First they endeavored to get Dr. 
Samuel F. Brothers, who has been at
tending them for two years, to come to 
their abode and clear the place of the 
witches, which the women declare are 
eternally pursuing them, electrifying 
the floors and walls, sharpening knives 
with which to jab their bodies, and de
scending from the chimney at night to 
beat them black and blue. It was to 
escape a blonde-haired witch who came 
down the chimney for the purpose of 
beating them, and a blind witch with 
white hair who had a propensity for 
sharpening knives on the window till

ef -tììeir room at throe in the iDÒrulngJ^ure, rotìonaT and róllglous presenta-
.that Mrs.- Simon and her daughter nay’ 
they abandoned their last apartments.”

Jennie OLNeill Totter,, the gifted elo
cutionist, (Rd lately at-Bt. Luke's Hos
pital lu Nlw YtJk City. Miss Potter 
has been patiently waiting for death 
since last December, when the doctors 
told her tliit she^ould not possibly live 
longer tlihn spring, She was only 
twenty-eight years old and has been a 
very popular reader for the last ten 
years. A pathetic incident connected 
with MlsstPotterls death is that of the 
mockiug bird which was given her 
some tlme:ago by a friend. The little 
bird never sang and the doctors and 
nurses came to the conclusion that it 
was not a’ songster. Tuesday morning 
the bird, to the wonder of all, suddenly 
began to whistle and trill. It continued 
to sing in-shrill and beautiful tones for 
several hours. All at once the bird 
censed Its music and dropped in Its 
cage, and at the same moment Miss 
Potter breathed her last.

H, F. Coates writes: “The Kenwood 
Hull, 4308 Cottage Grove avenue, is 
filled each Sunday night and we feel 
that a good work is being done. Tests 
are also glven’tifter the lecture and are 
the means of converting many. The 
conference meetings at 3 p, m. are very 
interesting and instructive. All are In
vited to come'and take a part.”

Col. Bingham, Superintendent of Pub
lic Buildings and Qrounds, who has 
charge of the Washington Monument, 
says one of the greatest troubles the 
watchmen at the monument have to 
contend with is the chipping of these 
memorial stones by relic hunters. “One 
Of the strangest things in regard to 
these relic hunters," said Col. Bingham, 
to a New York Mall and Express re
porter, "is the'fact that more than one- 
half of the men arrested for chipping 
off relics are clergymen. When the po
lice arrest these despollers and start 
with them to the station house the man 
will begin to ask what Is the penalty 
and try to beg off. He is told that the 
fine is a heavy one, but that $15 se
curity can be put up for appearance in 
the police court. Then the prisoner ex
plains that he is a minister of the gos
pel and meant no harm, and that he 
could not stand the disgrace of appear
ing in a police court. He ends up by 
giving up the collateral, after generally 
trying to cut it down to $10, saying he 
has only that amount with him.”

L. W;Beard writes from Lapine, La.: 
"I have had the pleasure of perusing 
a few copies of your paper, which has 
had the effect to shake my faith as a 
Christian, and to arouse my suspicions 
as to the truthfulness of the Old and 
New Testament scriptures. I must con
fess that these antiquated writings, 
together with all the comments I have 
heard and read upon them, have not 
been sufficient to satisfy my mind In its 
search for the. truth. I have been 
taught t® believe, and have tried hard 
to believe „-that everything in them is 
absolutely true, apd have tried to prac- 
tiee the precepts, laid down by Jesus 
Christ, especially, with regard to secret 
prayer, and now at the age of fifty-one 
years I cannot cite to a single instance 
in which my prayer has been granted. 
I know 04 nothing upon which I can 
rely with ,pny degree of certainty. I 
would subscribe, for and rend your 
paper and a|l the. publications you offer 
for sale bearing upon the newly dis
covered way to pijace and happiness on 
earth and ,ln the .spirit land, If I could 
feel assured that;, they too were not a 
delusion and h s^are." Verily, how do 
you expect fo change your views with
out carefujl.. investigation. If you are 
afraid yo^.jvlll find,a “delusion and a 
snare,” and In. consequence will not 
read and investigate, then good-by to 
progress on your part, we can do noth
ing for you. If you will, however, care
fully investigate Spiritualism, you will 
in due course of time become a believer 
in Its phenomena and philosophy.

The Scranton (Pa.) Tribune saysi “A 
young man In Richmond, Va., has been 
seized with a desire to shine as a hyp
notist He has been quite the most 
popular man in his set by reason of the 
entertainment he has been able to 
afford with his amateur efforts at 
making his friends do weird things. 
But young Mr. Cook’s popularity has 
suddenly waned and the people in 
whose parlor he was giving the ama-’ 
tour performance now are not at home 
when he sends up his card. It was all 
on account of a little seance the other 
evening when a young man of frail 
physique was the subject. Mr. Cook 
had hypnotized him, after which he 
was assured that he was an athlete of 
fabulous strength. The subject Imme
diately arose and ‘went for’ things. He 
tipped over the piano and then pitched 
n china cabinet across the room; then 
he uprooted the radiator and smashed 
a sideboard. All this time Operator 
Cook was vainly endeavoring to wake 
up the subject, but seemed to have lost 
the combination. Physicians were 
called In but with the united strength 
of the assemblage they found it difficult 
to subdue the astonishing energy of the 
hypnotized man, It was only after sev
eral hours of hard work that he was 
aroused from his trance. The Indis
criminate use of the hypnotic Influence 
should be restrained by law. People are 
bad enough and weak enough when 
managed by their own Impulse, but to 
have their bad tendencies strengthened 
and their wills weakened by someone 
else probably worse than themselves is 
to be deplored. Tbe college professor 
in Harvard who cures boys of cigarette 
smoking and the drink habit Is using 
his powers to some good effect^ but as 
a rule the aipateur hypnotist simply 
makes fools of his subjects and with no 
other purpose than to show them up in 
a ridiculous light before the public 
gaze.” . ■

We have received a copy of Laura B. 
Payne’s song, entitled “The. Millen
nium,” Thpjjmualc is very fine. The 
price of It [lq SOgients. For copies ad
dress Laurft^B. Pjayne, 723 Van Buren 
street, Topeka, I$nn. •

Dr. JohnsiiCi XVyrnan writes from 
Brooklyn, INv-Y.t “A new series of 
Spiritual mfeetln^s was started Sunday 
evening, September 23, in Single Tax 
Hall, 1101 (Bedf<&d avenue, Brooklyn, 
N. Y., by aiahmliil- of the Spiritualistic 
friends of Miss May Sicardi, who is a 
medium of? rare: psychometric ability, 
as well as ‘a fine test psychic, and also 
an inspirational ^writer of beautiful 
spiritual pafims &d essays, which are 
highly entertaining in their lucid and 
logical presentation of the foundation 
principles Oflour’beloved Spiritualistic 
philosophy.’ cBroJGeo. A. Deleree, pres
ident of the: Btobklyn Advance Con
ference, acted asv chairman and made 
the opening address. Miss Sicardi réa'd 
one of her poems, and then spent an 
hour in psychometrizing articles, and 
giving excellent’tests and messages to 
the fifty persons present, which were 
abundantly convincing and satisfactory 
to the recipients. It is intended by the 
members of this new Spiritual organ
ization to make it a truly educational 
society in the higher teachings of the 
spirit world,, while at the same time 
fully demonstrating the phenomena of 
Spiritualism. Among the audience were 
many of our old-time Spiritualists, as 
well as new enquirers. Bros. Samuel 
Stodder and Wm. Palmer, of the board 
of directors of the Fraternity of Divine 
Communion, nre in full sympathy with 
and arc generous supporters of tils 
new movement in the Interests of n

'ttonpfthetroe gospá'of modern Spirit
ualism. Bro. Elbert Latham Is treas-
urer of the society. We shall keep The 
'Progressive Thinker on sale at our fu
ture meetings, and seek to increase its 
.circulation, for it is a valuable ed
ucator,”. .

P. A. Cleveland writes: “Trinity Spir
itual Society will hold its regular meet
ing at its ball In Van Buren Opera 
House, California avenue and Madison 
street, Wednesday October 3 at 2 p. in. 
Mrs. Nixon, president. Admission free.”

T. S. Russell writes: “The Englewood 
Spiritual Union, will hold a special an
niversary service at its hall 420 West 
63d street, October 7, at 7:30 p. m. 
There will be a conference meeting also 
at 2:30. Will C. Hodge will deliver the 
address. Excellent test mediums will 
assist. There will be Inspirational 
music, poems, etc., and altogether a 
day of spiritual rejoicing over the splen
did work accomplished for truth in the 
past year. -Come and rejoice with us. 
It will do you good.”

Mrs. H. E. Gaulden, of Titusville, Pa., 
wants the postofiice address of A. A. 
Wilkins, formerly of Greenfield, Mass.

Henrietta Straub writes: “After read
ing Mr. Dawbarn’s’ good words about 
Mr. Tuttle’s ‘Arcana of Spiritualism,’ I 
give up, as unnecessary, the intention 
to express my modest opinion about 
that remarkable book. Mr. Dawbarn’s 
mature judgment does not brobk any 
supplementary attempt. Let me ven
ture only a few words Impressing 
themselves upon my mind while read
ing Mr. Dawbarn’s article: It must be a 
feast for the heart of every true Spir
itualist, to see two prominent workers 
in our grand cause, however different 
in shades of opinion, do Justice to each 
other, one publicly endorsing the other’s 
worth and merits. This is the right 
kind of spirit for brothers and co-work
ers. ‘In unity lies strength.' Unity 
and harmony will be the safest founda
tion for our glorious temple of spiritual 
philosophy."

N. H. Briggs writes from Battle. 
Creek, Mich.: “In keeping with the 
growth and general prosperity of our 
beautiful ‘Queen City’ of Michigan, the 
soolety of Spiritualists here has out
grown its old lio'me, and been compelled 
to seek a larger, more spacious audito
rium. Such a one has been secured, 
and on Sunday evening, September 23, 
the same as a ‘Temple of Truth' was 
duly and appropriately dedicated to the 
holy cause. The dedlcatorial lecture 
was delivered by Mrs. Marian Carpen
ter, of Detroit. It was Indeed a mas
terful effort, replete with truth, love 
and harmony. She held her audience 
as if spellbound for nearly two hours. 
As I listened upon that occasion to the 
earnest, eloquent utterances of the 
speaker, the truth of the saying that 
‘like attracts like' was forcibly Im
pressed upon me. Mrs. Carpenter who 
Is the personification of goodness, 
purity and truth, certainly attracts to 
her aid from the bright wisdom sphere 
of the higher life In the Over-World, in
telligences of an exceedingly high and 
holy orddr. She is so well known and 
universally beloved in this city, that it 
requires but the simple announcement 
that she Is to lecture, to Insure a large 
attendance of earnest, honest, thought
ful and inquiring listeners. May her 
sojourn in the ‘land of shadows’ be 
many, many years, that she may be per
mitted to complete the grand work of 
dissipating Ignorance, error and super
stition, and disseminating good and 
truth in which she is so zealously, con
scientiously and enthusiastically en
gaged, and to which she has so unself-1 
Ishly dedicated and devoted her life. 
When her life’s cares in the mortal, are 
o'er, when her good work is done and 
she Is called to her reward, she will be 
greeted and welcomed by the angels of 
heaven with joy and song, even as they 
sang 1900 years ago around the cradle 
of the ‘Meek and Lowly,’ ‘Peace on 
earth, good will to men.’ ”

Nellie S. Baade writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: “Having been called to Port 
Huron to officiate at a funeral, I availed 
myself of the opportunity of attending 
one of Mr. Rennlck’s materializing se
ances. The spirit of Mrs. Glllchrlst, 
whose body had been interred in the 
afternoon appeared to the husband and 
daughters in the evening at the seance. 
It was a happy reunion upon the part of 
spirit and mortal. Other spirits were 
recognized by their friends, and all re
turned home satisfied that Mr. Rennlck 
was an honest and conscientious me
dium."

Lyman C. Howe has been lecturing at 
Williamsport, Pa. His home address 
for engagements is Fredonia, N. Y.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley has re
turned to Chicago and located at her 
former number, 98 Thirtieth street, 
where she will be pleased to see her 
friends after October 1.

Dr. J. M. Peebles has been engaged to 
write a series of six articles, on Spirit
ualism, for the Fred Thought Magazine. 
Tbe first article will appear in the Oc
tober number. The Free Thought Mag
azine is most excellent, and is published 
by H. L. Green, 213 East Indiana 
street, Chicago, Ill.

NO FEAR OF DEATH.

Whoever leaves the world the better for 
His having lived, need have no fear of 

' death;
So when the day of my departure comes 
I’ll pass away In peace, content to die, 
Because of having uttered my protest 
Against that ghostly, mpnstrous, night

mare of
A dying world, a devilish Deity, 
The author of a never-ending hell— 
A hopeless bell for souls who stumble 

o'er
The stony path their feet are forced to 

tread, ' ■
And who, alas! are called all causelessly 
From silent, sinless chaos, save, for

sooth,
To satisfy the soulless, savage lust
Of wanton cruelty, that’s said to seethe 
Forever In the baleful bosom of
An angry God, whom Mary's Son de

elated
To be the very soul of sympathy, 
Of tenderness and love, such as a model 
Earthly mother has for helpless Infancy, 
Unsullied by a sin—or for a son 
Sin-soiled from head to foot, who lan

guishes ■ ■
His hapless life away In dungeon dark 
And foul In some far land beyond the 

' sea, ' ■ ' ’•'! ■
But whose death agonies e’er haunt her 

heart ./ .
By day, and horrify her dreams by 

night. • ■. .. ‘ . •■; /' ' -
And is a woman of the common kind' 
So much above her maker In the sweet 
Amenities of love, and all that goes 
To make a gracious woman grand, that

He, "
Her heavenly father, in comparison 
Appears a hideous fiend? It cannot be! 
The God I worship is the one who left 
The sheltered sheep and wandered 

through the storm .
In quest of one poor, little missing lamb 
And ceased not In His search till It was 

found.
H. A. SMITH, M. D. 

Seattle, Wash.

"Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar" 
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. I 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master- I 
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For Mie ' 
at this office. I

KANSAS.
Organizing a State Spiritual 

¡st Association.
To the Editor:—The organization of 

the State Spiritualist Assoeiatlou of 
this state is about perfected. T. W. 
Woodrow, of Kansas City, was elected 
president; H. W. Henderson, pf Law
rence, vice-president; A. Markley, To
peka, second vice-president; F. E. Mil
ler, Topeka, secretary, and Oscar G. 

‘Richards treasurer. Directors, C. B. 
Hoffman, Enterprise; Jno D. Haskell, 
Abilene; Judge Tucker, Wichita; Mrs. 
Bessie Bellman, Horton; Mrs. M. E. 
Rupright, Topeka; H. W. Gates, Rose
dale, and Theodore P. Walton, Harvey
ville.

The object of this organization is to 
get the state of Kansas more thorough
ly organized for Spiritual work.

With Rev, T. W. Woodrow at the 
head and a number of able and efficient 
workers as officers, scattered through
out the state, we hope to move on vic
toriously in the battle for truth.

It is the intention of this association 
to send out missionaries to organize 
local societies, each of which will send 
one delegate or more to . the annual 
meeting of the State Association which 
will be held at Topeka- during the 
month of February.

During the coming winter there will 
be held what is called a mid-winter 
meeting at Topeka, during February, at 
which meeting it is hoped there will be 
a large gathering from all over the 
state and elsewhere. Especially is it 
desired that the officers and trustees of 
this association meet here then.

There will be many good speakers 
and mediums here. A good program for 
each day will be had. An excellent 
time is anticipated. This is but the be
ginning of our annual mid-winter meet
ings, which we hope to see grow into 
something grand and good for Spiritual
ism.

The Church of Spiritualism of this 
place is making arrangements to obtain 
Unity church in which to hold meetings 
until a Spiritualist Temple Is erected 
here, which we hope will not be long.

Topeka is the home of hundreds of 
Spiritualists, and they badly need a 
place which they can eall their own and 
where they can meet to be educated in 
the beautiful truths and grand philos
ophy of Spiritualism. A move is being 
made in that direction and we long to 
see the day of its fruition.

When we look about us and see the 
many things necessary and waiting to 
be done for the spreading of Spiritual
ism, and knowing well that its teach
ings are for the betterment of the hu
man race, we realize that indeed and 
in truth the harvest is great and the 
laborers are few.”

Oh, that Spiritualists everywhere 
would rise In their might, and do with 
a will whatsoever their hands And to 
do! Oli, that men and women every
where who know of the truths of Spir
itualism would boldly stand up for the 
same without fear of derision or the 
sneers of the orthodox world. Then 
would the wheel of progress roll rapid
ly on, and where Ignorance now drops 
its sable curtain down, and disease, 
hunger, war and bloodshed stalk like 
grim phantoms throughout the land, 
The light of truth and knowledge

Would shine with undimmed ray, 
And drive from out our earthly land

All miseries away.
LAURA B. PAYNE.

Topeka, Kans.

Beal Cause of the Chinese Trouble
It Is said that the Americans spend 

annually $200,000,000 In propitiating 
their gods and devils. I do not hesitate 
to say that the Chinese are able to do 
tlie same thing just as effectively for a 
much larger population for less than 
half this sum. If any doubt we China
men ask a competitive trial.

If your missionaries can show us any 
devices which would be more efficacious 
in keeping off devils, or cheaper or 
more expedient In propitiating the dei
ties by prayers than those that exist 
among our important people to-day, 
then and not till then will it be time for 
you to send missionaries to China. All 
our superstitious practices are among 
the Taoists and Buddhists. The 
learned literary and official classes are 
all Confucians, and Confucius taught 
us to respect our ancestors and leave 
the gods alone. Confucius teaches us 
to have nothing to do with any one who 
pretends to have intercourse with the 
supernatural. We do not believe in any 
angels and demons, which is so common 
in all other systems, nnd It has often 
been said of us that because we do not 
believe In these supernatural beings our 
system is not religion at all. When 
first Jesuit missionaries went to China 
they did not attempt to meddle with the 
institutions of the country. They 
taught mathematics, astronomy and 
philosophical subjects. They were well 
received and made themselves popular 
with the Emperor, but as soon as they 
commenced to attack the institutions of 
the country they were ordered to quit

What we require in China is scientific 
men—men educated in some of the con
crete sciences that we do not under
stand to the same extent you under
stand them. We do not object to your 
doctors and we admire their skill; we 
do not object to your engines and 

■ neither do we object to any of your sci
entific men. The whole cause of the 
present trouble in China is because we 
have an ignorant and superstitious class 
of people, and the Buddhists, who 
have a religion almost identical with 
the Christian religion, and who are 
jealous of others who are bringing 
what they consider a competing faith. 
They feel exactly the same as the peo
ple would in this country if the Bud
dhists were to come here and attempt 
to supplant Catholics and Protestants. 
But what exasperates us more than 
anything is the immunity which the so- 
called converts have from the action of 
law in their own country. Suppose a 
Chinese priest should come here and It 
was shown that every burglar and pick
pocket by becoming a Buddhist would 
become exempt from arrest; suppose 
the Introduction of the new faith here 
should give the criminal classes a li
cense to ply their trade with complete 
immunity from the action of the laws, 
would you submit to such a state of af
fairs? Why, then, should we Chinese 
be an exception to the rule?

It will be quite Impossible to have 
peace in China so lotfg as foreign mis
sionaries are allowed to Interfere with 
the institutions of the’country} and no 
government Jn Pekin can be strong 
enough to protect unpopular missiona- 
Ties throughout so vast an empire.

Recall the missionaries and all will 
go well—Toan Chen in the New York 
Journal. .

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen beautiful, soul-lnsplrlng songs 
with music, by C. Payson Longley; 
Price by mail, 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. . ■:

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” VoL 2. 
Sweet songs and music for home and 
social meetings.. For sale at this offlee.- 
Price 15 cents. ,

"Nature Cure." > By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa O. Conner. Excellent for every 
family. Clotb, $1.50 and $2.

WWl

THE PSYCHOGR^PH';
—or-

DIAL PLANCHETTE
Thli Instrument Is substantially tbe Mme tlis6 

employed by Frol. Hare in bls early InveitlKttkini, 
In ft« Improved form it baa been before tbe public for 
mure than eeven yean, and In tbe band« of thomandi 
of panose has proved Its superiority over tbe flan* 
chette, and all other Instruments which have Seen 
brourht out In Imitation, both in regard to certaint® 
and correofteu of the communication! received by 
1U aid. and aa a means or developing mediumship,

Do youwlsh to investigate ¡Spiritualism?
Ho you wish to develop XcdlumsMp?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

Tbe Psychograph la an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and CultivatloB 
of Mediumship <

with every Instrument. Many who were &9t aware of 
their medlumistlc gift, have, after a few cUtlngt. 
been able to receive delightful messages- A voluma 
iqlgbt be Ailed with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with It as an amusing toy, found that the 
intelligence controlling It knew more than riem« 
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capi. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “1 bad 
communications (by tbe Psycbograph) from many 
otner friends, even from old settlers whose grave» 
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
P®®““ ‘«Uy, satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism la indeed true, and the communications haY4 
fliven my heart tbe greatest comfort lu tbe severest
°ke 1 of »on. daughter, and tbelr mother."
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made hie 

name familiar to those Interested lu psychic matters, 
writes as follows: "I am much pleased with the Psp 
cnograph. It Is very simple In principle and construe» 
uon, ana I am sura must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than tbe one now In use. I believe it will 
!Len^aUy supersede tbe latter when Its suporiot 
merits become known."

Securely packed, and tent poetage paid from 
tne tiumufaclurer, for 41.OO, Addrttei

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
___ Berlin Heirfita, ©Wo-

ÿ
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NEW EDITION.

THE LY6EUM GUIDÉ
Do qc. ~ant to organise a society, for thd 

social, intellectual and spiritual advance
ment of the children and adults?

1

/t$mi«fte¿ all you desire.

Do you want a aelf-austalnlng society, founded 0B 
the basic principle! of tbe spiritual pblloioDhr» 
Yeuhave It lu THE PKUGRES8lv’* LYCEUM.

It furnishes a ayatem of evuiutlou uy Internal 
growth» not the old cup and pitcher Suuday-achooL

It has winethlng to interest and advance every mlml 
her. aud those who are moat active In teachlnnart 
tbe ones who learn moot.

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conducttit ths 
society when established. *

Itbas uolden Chain Recitations; the prettiest song* 
and music; choral responses; a service for a Band 
of Mercy; calisthenics; how to make the badgeL 
flags and banners; marching exercises; fall to* 
itruotlons In conducting the exercliea, with dsf* 
llamentary rulea, etc. w

Many Spiritualists living In Isolation, have formed 
lyceums in tbelr own families; others have banded» 
two or three famlles together, while large socletlei 
have organized on tbe lyceuin platform, and found 
great interest tn this selMuetructive method.

Do doc wait for a “mlstdonary" to come to your eg« 
slstance, but take bold of the matter yourself, pro 
cure copies of the GUIDE, and commence with tht 
few or many you And Interested.

Mn. Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Bertin Height^ 
Onio) will answer all questions pertaining to ly» 
ceum work.

Tbe price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE Is 50 cents, posts 
paid, or by tbe dozen, 40 cents each, by oxproifc 
Charges paid by receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS. O.

■fe

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To which la added Spiritual Phenomena: How to In
vestigate tbelr various phases; how to form clrctoB 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test ot genuine 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist should 
have IL Price, cloth. 75c.

E. 0. BABBITT’S WORKS.
Human Culture and Cure.

Part Ftr.c. The Philosophy of Cure. Paper corm 
60 cents.

Human Culture and Cure.
.■pf’J^ei°R4; Man-Iago, Sexual Development and
Social Upbuilding. Clotb, 75 cent..
Soda! Upbuilding,

Including Co-operative Syeteme and tbe Happlnea 
and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper corer, 16 cento. 
Health and Power.

A Handbook of Cure, Bic. Clotb, 25 cent., Leat’^a 
83 cenle. *
Religion.

Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent '.loth. 
•1; paper, 60 cent«.
Principles of Light and Color.

One of the greateat book, of the age, 65t by tuH 
82 cents extra.

Harmonics of Evolution.
The Philosophy of Individual Life« 

Based Upon Natural Science 
ht taught by modem matters of law. Bt Florence 
Huntley. An exceedingly Intereatlng end distinctly 
▼tluable contribution to tbe literature of evolution, 
unfolding Its laws from the deeper and clearer spirit* 
ual aspect, and Indicating the defects of the Darwin* 
lan theory. Splritualtsti and Materialists alike can 
gain much from Its penisal, ■ Price, finely bound tn 
cloth, 12. For eale at this office.

The Development of the Spirit
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. Th® 
origin of religions, and tbelr influence upon th® 
mertal development of the human'race. Transcribed 
at the request of a band of ancient philosophers. 
Price, 10 cents. For sale at this office. *

The.Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 

Moses Bull. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

THE DIAKKA.
The Dlakka and Their Earthly Vlctlma.br H>.

A. J, Darla, la a very lnterr.lt:-- izz iÄg.rtirä 
work. It la an explanation of much that to faiae and 
repulsive In Spiritualism, embodying a meet im
portant recent Interview with James victor WDaon, a 
resident of tbe Summerland. Price50cento. For 
•ale at this office.

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
Bls Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuttlon-The 

light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
WHY SHE BECAXE Ä SPIRITUALIST^ 
tM pages. Ono copy, 11; six copies, ta

SBOX NIGHT TO MOHN) ,
Or, An Appeal to th, BapUet Church, | 

S3 pagel One cop;, 15 conte, ten coplee, U.

209 psgM. One copy, touM to ctoCU Hi MM W 
center - ;

Bor M» at no epee, 40 zsoMt»*9nce,

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
A Treatise on

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Berricr, Anthropoliiflst od Author. A 
very suggestive and instructive book. Frlce, 11.00. 
For Mie at this office. -

Vlctlma.br


This department Is under the man
agement of ’

Hudson Tuttle.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as- 

Vertlve, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. 'The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and lienee there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait bls time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request bo made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while 1 freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

"Seeker,’' Kalamazoo, Mich. Q. 
what right do governments own 
land and deed it to individuals?

A. This is a question, the true

many times given that they need 
here be repeated.

E, Johnson: Your description of

tion, it will not be received. The rea
sons for such failure have been

By 
the

so 
not

T. Williams: Q. Will the promise of 
tny guinea be fulfilled, that they will be 
able to materialize independent of the 
circle, and be recognized by their 
friends?

A. This correspondent tyill succeed, 
far better to cultivate bls Intuitional 
faculties—spiritual perception. The 
circle is not essential to the appearance 
of spirits, although employed as an as
sistant. Hence it may be possible for 
the guides to fulfill their promises, but 
as long as the seances are conducted 
for this especial purpose, and expecta
tion exacting this phase of manifesta-

the
manifestations attending you indicate 
mediumistlc power, which may be im
proved by proper methods. You should 
first Inform yourself on the subject of 
Spiritualism by reading Its literature. 
You will thus learn to distinguish the 
valuable from the inconsequential. By 
so doing you will be able to begin your 
investigations with the advantages of 
the experiences of those who have gone 
before you. .-

an-
swer to which will call out severe 
criticism, for it will touch vested inter
ests and oppose the traditions of gener
ations. We may be better able tp an- 
styer by inquiring the relation of the peo
ple'to the landin the earliest ages. We 
fihd' ihnt.lt }Yas jiot ah.now. parcelled 
out and decupled to the exclusion of 
thoSe not favored with the boughten 
privilege, but owned in common by the 
tribe, and as it was in great abundance, 
for the population was sparse, each In
dividual used as much as he pleased, 
and when not occupied it reverted to 
the tribe. Use was the deed of owner
ship, and the title was valid only during 
use.

As the tribe advanced toward na
tionality the rulers were quick to seize 
the lanus and by taxation thereon make 
the people slaves. Of the three imper
ative necessities—air, water, land—the 
rulers could not control the two first, 
but the last could not escape them.

Nothing can be more clear than the 
great truth that the gifts of nature, air, 
water qnd land, do not belong to Indi
viduals, but the whole human family; 
for it the air be monopolized we may 
perish from suffocation;.-if the water, 
we die of thirst; If the land, of hunger; 
yet on the subversion of this truth all 
the despotisms have been founded.

The king owned the land by divine 
right and gave his subjects the privi
lege to live on it by paying taxes and 
services when commanded. The first 
and best of everything belonged to the 
king and his officers. Such was the pri
mary condition, which was made more 
complicated by conquest. The conquer
ors held the land and its people by the 
right of conquest, vested In the king, 
who parceled It out among his chief
tains, who supported their tills by the 
enslavement or taxation of the original 
occupants, who became serfs.'

Their right was that of conquest—the 
robber’s right, yet such Is the original 
patent for all private ownership of 
land. Is the United States an excep
tion? Did it not take the land by force 
from the Indians, treaties and pur
chases being farces?

The rights of government? What 
right has the governments to that 
which is by nature the inalienable pos
session of the individual who uses it? 
Has government a right to survey the 
air and prohibit its use by those not 
able to acquire a title deed? Has it a 
right to debar the light from those who 
cannot or will not purchase? Has it & 
right to Impose a; tax on the water we 
drink?

Then has it the right to take posses
sion of the land and forbid its use ex
cept on the conditions it imposes?

When the colonial governments were 
established, they met at once with the 
difficulty of land grants made by profli
gate kings to more profligate courtiers. 
The kings claimed the land by divine 
right. When these were disposed of 
the government assumed the ' kingly 
right, and sold the land to those deslr- 
Ing It. The value fixed was small, that 
none might be debarred, but this very 
precaution allowed the land to be pur
chased in large tracts, to be held by 
greedy speculators until the actual set
tlers were forced to pay exorbitantly,- 
although not the least Improvement or 
change had been made. No legislation 
has worked greater wrong, caused 
more suffering or as effectually retard
ed the country's growth. It has poured 
the heart’s blood of labor Into the ple
thoric veins of-grasping monopoly, in
sensate and merciless.

The great army at last was rebuked 
by the homestead bill, but too late, for 
already had most of the public land 
passed into the hands of speculators: 
The priceless heritage of the children 
had been squandered, or given to those 
who would use it to enslave them. Not 
only .townships, and .counties were 
given to railroads, but territory large 
enough for states; great -belts stretch
ing across the continent, and the poor 
and struggling pioneer, braving every 
danger and deprivation to secure a 
home, was compelled to pay tenfold for 
every acre over' government prices. 
This is legal right, but not justice. The

government cannot justly grant lands 
to railroads because it has no right to 
the lands thus granted. It gives away 
its children’s, patrimony. The land be
longs to the people of the state and 
should be unalienable.

It follows that the Improvements 
made on the land belong to the laborer 
who makes them and hence such im
provements give the right of that con
tinuous occupation which is called 
ownership. This principle is recog
nized, although by no means the in
centive of the law, in the stipulations of 
homestead pre-emption which bestows 
the land after a yertaln amount of la
bor has been expended thereon.

Mechanic, Savannah, Ga.: Q. If a 
beam of any material—say steel—were 
absolutely fastened rigidly at both 
ends, could any force less than break
ing, make it sag in the middle?

A. The "sag” does not depend on the 
giving of the supporting ends of the 
beam, as this correspondent evidently 
believes, but on the pressing together 
of the material on the upper side, and 
drawing apart of the lower. Hence, 
however rigid the ends are held the 
beam will sag, even by Its own weight; 
in other words the elastic energy or co
hesive force of the atoms, and when 
this is exceeded, the beam breaks.

But “Mechanic” may support his be
lief by a mathematical subtlety. A 
beam may be supposed to be like a Une 
so thin that there will be no difference 
between the top and bottom, and hence 
there can be neither drawing apart of 
the one, or condensation of the other, 
Mathematically it may be demonstrated 
that such an imaginary beam, whether 
held at the ends rigidly or not, would 
not “sag,” nor break were the world 
itself placed oq it.

P, L. S., Pontldc' Mich.: Q, Did all 
the MSS of the Bible come down to us 
through Catholic hands?

A The Greek and Catholic churches 
were one before the political separation 
of the Roman Empire into the East and 
West. Hence the claim of the Catho
lics of having been sole custodian of 
the Bible, is not supported by history, 
Yet it was the united church, which 
cherished the “sacred writings,” and 
in all the world only her priest» had 
sufficient learning to write, read and 
interpret them, for more than a thou
sand years—from A. D. 400 to 1500. 
She could add to, or subtract from, 
change and modify at her supreme 
pleasure.

A DREAM.

I stood at the dawn of a new-born day, 
By the side of a beautiful stream, 

And I marvelled much at the sceniis- 
which lay, 

Like the threads of a wonderful 
dream.

I

I

I
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laughed as the birds flew over my 
head,

I danced in the sands at my feet;
will follow these flower-starred-paths, 

I said,
Where the earth and sky doth meet.
wandered on with no thought of time,. 
The path was too lovely then, 

The golden hours of life were mine, 
With all things for my friends.

I

I

walked entranced by the beautiful
stream,

Its music was sweet to hear;
sang my songs, and dreamed 

dreams,
And joy was always near.

my

At last I came where the flowers died, 
And tlie hot sands scorched my feet;

No beauty lay by the river side.
Where the storms - and tides 

meet. . ■ - ■ , 
The new-born day was passed 

gone,
No golden hours were mine;

But the shadows of

I

down
O’er the banks of

backward gaze 
starred path,

doth

and

night -were settling

the river of time.
o'er that flower-

As I wait for another day, 
And I fancy—sometimes—I can hear the 

songs.
Of the birds that flew away.

And I feel my happy dreams were sent, 
To me as a token given;

That the flowers of earth but fade and 
melt,

In the richer bloom of Heaven. 
—Mary Webb Baker In the Oassadagan.

N. S. A. CONVENTION.
Eighth Annual Convention of 

National Spiritualists 
Association.

The eighth annual convention of the 
National Spiritualists Association of the 
United States of America and Canada, 
will be held at Cleveland, Ohio—Cham
ber of Commerce Hall. Business ses
sions October 16, 17, 18, 19, 1900, at 10 
a. m. and 2 p. m.

Important business of interest to ev
ery Spiritualist will be presented for ac
tion before these gatherings.

At 7:30 each evening grand public 
meetings with addresses, spirit com
munications, music, etc.

A large number of the most gifted lec
turers and mediums will be present and 
participate In these exercises. Among 
them may be mentioned Dr. Peebles, 
Moses Hull, Prof. W. F. Peck, Mrs. 
Helen Palmer Ressegue, Carrie E. S. 
Twlng, May S. Pepper, Mrs. Zalda 
Brown Kates and Maggie Gaule. Other 
mediums and speakers of foremost rank 
are also, making arrangements to at
tend and participate In the programme. 
Mrs, Z. L. Else, the talented musician 
will have charge of music.

Further announcements will be made 
in the Spiritual papers.

Reduced rates on railroads from large 
cities. Ask for certificate tickets to Na
tional Spiritualists Convention. These 
tickets must be endorsed by the secre
tary at the convention to entitle you to 
one-third faré for return trip.

All attending the convention who 
travel to Cleveland by rail are specially 
requested to. purchase certificate tick
ets, that we may be sure of meeting the 
requirements of the roads.

The. Forest City House, a large and 
handsome hotel of Cleveland, at which 
the best of service and attention will be 
secured for our delegates and visitors, 
at two dollars per day each person, spe
cial rate, will be the headquarters. of 
the convention. Reception in the parlor 
of the Forest City. House to all will be 
held on Monday, October 15, at 8 p. m.

Information of convention can be ob- 
obtained of the N. S. A. ■secretary, at 
600 Penna avenue S. E„ Washington, 
D. 0. MARY T. LONGLEY,

- Secretary.
HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres.

■ “Words That Burn.” A Psychic 
Novel, by Lida Briggs Browne. This 
work, progressive, humanitarian, real
istic. Descriptions of scenery and 
home lile In both England and the 
United'States. It is a large 12mo, 366 
pages, neatly bound In cloth; has por
trait of writer as frontispiece. Price, 
$1.50. To introduce it will sell from 
this office until further notice for 31.25. 
Postage free. . ■

‘The Spiritualism of Nature." By 
Prof. W< M. Lockwood: -Price 15 cental 
For.saleat thia office,

whether contained In the sacred books 
of India and China, or found in the 
Bibles of Jews and,. Christians, have 
been inspired. The mediums of our day, 
the visionaries of Egypt, Greece, and 
Rome, the prophets known to Jewish 
history, the apostles and evangelists, 
and lastly the Christian martyrs, have 
all been Inspired people. Plato received 
his first Inspiration on the summit of 
Mount Hymettus, Moses on Mount 
Sinai, Mahomet on the mountains of 
Arabia, Confucius on the Asiatic eleva
tions, and Jesus, the Christ, in tears and 
prayers, on the Mount of Olives.

According to Pythagoras, inspiration 
is a suggestion

WHICH COMES FROM SPIRITS, 
who reveal to us the future and hidden 
things (“Dlog. Laert,” vlil. 32). Also, 
according to the same philosopher, lan
guage Itself is inspiration. Plato says 
(“Phaedo," 244-264): “Inspiration is the 
work and source of all that is sublime 
and beautiful in man." The poet could 
not create his verse, nor the prophet 
predict events, If they were not in
spired; they must enter into a superior 
state or condition where their Intellect
ual horizon is widened and illuminated 
by a higher light (Plato, “Dialogues Io 
and Meno”). Anaxagoras, 500-428 B. C., 
maintains that Inspiration is the work 
of spirits. According to Homer, In
spiration comes from heaven. Cicero 
calls it the divine breath, which per
meates all spiritual life. We haVe St. 
Matthew (x. 20) quoting Jesus, who 
says to his apostles: “Fpr It is not ye 
who speak but the spirit of your Father 
that speaketh in you.” In St. Mark, 
“Be not anxious beforehand what ye 
shall speak but whatsoever shall be 
given you in that hour that speak ye, 
for it Is not ye that speak but the Holy 
Ghost,” and according to St. Luke, 
Jesus again observes: “Be not anxious 
what ye hhall answer or say, for the 
Holy Spirit shall teach you in that very 
hour what ye ought to say." In Psalm 
cxvlll. is found;- “Teach me to do thy 
will, for thou art my God whose good 
spirit will lead me In the right way."

Homer says (Iliad., xll. 228): “Proph
ets and seers are

GOD’S REPRESENTATIVES, 
they are the passive Instruments for the 
Divine Will." In the dialogue of Io and 
Meno by Plato we have, “It Is not the 
seers, prophets, or poets who speak, but 
God speaking through them." This is 
the reason they are considered as saints 
or the instruments of a higher power, 
beca.use they do not know or realize 
what they say; in other words, all noble 
Inspiration, all exalted and original 
thought evidently emanate from a 
superior world composed of invisible in
telligences, viz., the world of spirits. 
The heavens vivify the earth, and we 
find that fact exemplified in the lives of 
all the great poets, musicians, and other 
geniuses whose noblest and grandest 
artistic productions, Ideas, or most mar
vellous discoveries, were all born In the 
moments of inspiration,

Shakespeare, Milton, William Blake, 
Schiller, Dante, Micklswlcz, Puehklne, 
Heine, and many others

WROTE UNDER INSPIRATION.
Blake even affirmed that he had written 
some poetry through the spirit of 
Milton and frankly avowed that all he- 
obtained had been -inspired. Haydn, 
Mozaiit; .Rossini, Beethoven, Chopin 
and Richard Wagner composed under- 
the same influence,

. Frederic Chopin had startling visions 
and wrote his finest compositions, such 
as his Funeral March and Nocturnes, in 
complete darkness. In his biography, 
written in the Polish language, is found 
an admiral description of the way he 
composed In this obscurity. The visions 
he frequently saw sometimes terrified 
him to such an extent that he would fly 
from the place. With Richard Wagner 
the principal element found Is mys
ticism and spirituality. This is not only 
expressed in the words of “Lohengrin,” 
“Tannhauser,” the "Flying Dutchman,” 
and “Parsifal," but one also feels it 
strongly in the music.

In the twelfth century there lived the 
celebrated monk, Roger Bacon, other
wise called “The Admirable Doctor,” on 
account of his prodigious scientific 
knowledge.

We owe some ingenious observations 
to him on optics and the refraction of 
light. The discovery of the telescope 
and the air-pump are also attributed to 
him. Under .

SPIRITUAL INSPIRATION 
he had revealed to him many great mys
teries In' life that up to then had re
mained hidden. In his work, "Opus 
Magus,” are found many prophecies, 
and among these predictions, made 600 
years ago, are many remarkable ones 
which have been proved true by modern 
science and invention. Here are his own 
words: “Bridges without arches will be 
thrown across tempestuous torrents. 
Man will descend into the profundities 
of the ocean able to breathe the neces
sary air. His feet will touch sands of 
gold which the light of day has never 
penetrated. He will put into action the 
secret forces of the sun and moon, and 
one man will be seen seated at the helm 
guiding the bark which cuts through 
the waves with a greater rapidity than 
if it was propelled by a host of sailors 
rowing with the arms. The heavily 
loaded vehicle will no longer be dragged 
by panting animals; It will spring for
ward dn.the road with an irresistible 
force and great rapidity.” These things, 
foretold so long ago, clearly-announced 
the great inventions of our times, such 
as the suspension bridge, the diving 
bell, the steamboat, and the train.

Christopher Columbus waited seven
teen years for the moment when he 
could embark for the discovery of the’ 
New World. During all this time he re
tained an unfailing enthusiasm and con
fidence in what was to him an in
spiration • ■

FROM A DIVINE SPIRIT .. , 
who would guide him in his'mission and 
hazardous enterprise. He was treated 
as a visionary, and In the midst of 
almost insurmountable : difficulties he 
always heard an unknown voice mur
muring in his ears:-.“God wishes that 
your name should gloriously resound 
throlighout the world—you - shall be 
given the keys of all these unknown 
ports of the ocean which are at present 
closed by powerful chains.” The dis
covery of America was also predicted 
by Cicero in the following terms: "At 
the other side of the ocean, after many 
centuries, a country vast and rich shall 
be discovered. There shall a hero be 
found who by reason and the might of 
arms will deliver his country from the 
bondage of the oppressor" (Washing
ton). ■

Trelthelm (1462-1516), writer and the
ologian, was an extremely learned man. 
and left several works of value, such as 
“Polygraphlca Cabbalistlca" and “Sten- 
ographlca.” He had the -

GIFT OF SECOND SIGHT, 
and one day saw tiré spirit of his wife, 
who was dead, and whom he imme
diately recognized,I His' biographer de
clares that having! long meditated pn 
the. hiddenmysteries of Nature, he

------ 11
...... ............* -O, . .. .came, to the despairing conclusion that 
it was foolish on hl^parbijo try and 
fathom such seeming, Imppsslblllties; 
but one evening he jaw inspirit who 
assured him that all ijis ,mqst profound 
thoughts had been specially inspired. 
The result was thatiRe arrived at a 
complete understanding qf^many prob
lems and mysteries,<;aqd ¡through in
spiration he succeededjin,making an in
strument whereby hai.wa.s, enabled to 
greatly facilitate communication with 
the spirit world by means of. a species 
of mental telegraphy.

Raphael Sanzlo (1483-1520),. the cele
brated sculptor and ¡architect of the 
Roman school, in speaking of his works, 
which lie attributed to inspiration, said 
that all his work was carried out in a 
sort of dream condition. Danneqker, 
a German sculptor, who .died in 1841, 
¡said that he had obtained bls idea of 
aesus Christ, a chef d’aeuvre in art, by

INSPIRATION IN A DREAM
after having sought fpr it,vainly during 
his hours of study. Frederic Schiller, 
the great writer and poet, declared that 
bis best thoughts were not of his ovta 
creation; they came so rapidly and with 
such force that he had difficulty in seiz
ing them quickly enough for writing 
down. ■

The Rev. Stainton Moses, who utilized 
his Intellectual knowledge for the 
benefit of his fellow-beings, was brave 
and courageous enough to render 
homage to what appealed to hjm as a 
rational truth, and wyote without any 
doubt about the source of inspiration— 
as do also the thinkers—Guidenstubbe, 
Gabriel Delanne, Bpsi,‘ Aksakoff, and 
many others.

The majority of people/do not care to 
acknowledge that they may be in
spired, preferring to attribute all they 
do to their own individual efforts or 
merit, but the great world geniuses 
have always been directed by superior 
and invisible forces, or in other words 
spirits, and show indisputable proofs of 
the existence and power of God. ,

MOSES IN DEBATE.
He Will Annihilate the Rev. 

Baer.
EXCITEMENT RUNSÌÌIGH IN THE 

DEBATE BEING HELD IN BRIT
ISH COLUMBIA. .,,
The Nanaimo Opera House, Bi O., was 

filled to Its fullest capacity on the even
ing of September 18, '«'hen the Initial 
debate of the series to”be held between 
Rev. Moses Hull, of Buffalo’, and Rev. 
W. W. Baer, Nanalmó, wad formally 
opened by the chairman àliti umpire, 
Mr. W. W. B. Mclnned,1 M. P.[)P. There 
were with Mr. Mclnnt?s, Ml’."Yarwood, 
Stipendiary Magistrate; fot ’Mr. Baer, 
and Dr. G. Brown foF Mi< Hull. The 
basis of the debate wré tlré'hfllrmatlon
of Rev. Mr. Hull, who affirmed that 
Modern Spiritualism as taught by the 
” " ’ for the United Stated and Can-N. S. A.

| some Interesting things regarding Sir 
William Crookes, whois quoted with so 
much gusto by Mr. Hull.

Rev. Mr. Hull, on resuming, traversed 
the statements of his opponent and 
made some excellent points. He 
deprecated the style of argument 
adopted by Mr. Baer. He strongly de
nied that the word “cavort” was proper 
English, and said it was a low word 
and therefore it cannot be used in a 
religious controversy. (Laughter.)

He then went on to explain that 
spiritual philosophy and the philosophy 
of Spiritualism were very different 

. things. He had made it quite clear to 
his audience in the Queen’s Hall that 
he was quoting from Ingersoll In telling 
the anecdote mentioned; he did not try 
to take the credit of it. He defied any
body to point to one occasion on which 
lift had ridiculed the Bible. He had said 
the Bible was a mass of tracts, and so 
it was. The.Roman Catholic Bible con
tains more of these tracts than the 
Protestant Bible. There was some good 
in all these so-called sacred writings. 
God had not left himself without a wit
ness in every land. There were other 
Bibles besides the Bible of the Chris
tians. The Bible was not inspired. God 
could not inspire a book, but the people 
that wrote it may have been inspired. 
No ereed in the world is the truth to 
the exclusion of all others. He defied 
anyone to stand up in the audience 
and declare that there were no errors 
in the Bible.

Alluding to his opponent’s criticism 
of the word “express,” .Mr. Hull said 
that when Mr. Baer “expressed” the 
nonsense he had uttered it had been 
“pressed” out of him. (Laughter.) Mr. 
Baer had published in his hand-bills 
that he (Mr. Baer) was a student of his. 
“I expect he was," said Mr. Hull. Then, 
after a considerable pause: “I had some 
mighty dull students." (Laughter.) Mr. 
Hull then criticised Mr. Baer for as
suming a different name, and said that 
he had never had occasion to change 
his name.

Mr. Baer then took the floor and 
cleverly replied to Mr. Hull’s com
ments. The most serious portion of his 
concluding speech was when Mr. Baer 
produced a volume Issued by the Spirit
ualists, and entitled “The Occult Life 
of Jesus Christ.” He denounced this 
book as one of the filthiest pieces of 
smut that had ever issued from the 
press, and declared that but for the fact 
that It was issued under the auspices of 
a religious body it could not go through 
the United States or Canadian mails. 
This book, which he proposed to expose 
in the most merciless manner before 
the conclusion of the series of debates, 
was one of the chief books of Spiritual
ism. He then briefly outlined the con
tents of the book. The last half of the 
book contained a report of the Hull
Covert debate. Mr. Baer concluded by 
saying: “You men and women of 
Nanaimo ask why I do not let that 
quiet body of men and women known 
as Spiritualists alone. Before the close 
of this series of debates I’ll tell you. I 
think I have given you enough to-night 
to prove that there are some things to 
be explained. I’ll explain them to you.” 
This ended the meeting. The debate 
will be resumed to-night at 8 o’clock.— 
Nanaimo (B. C.) Free Press.

ada, is in harmony wiih thelBlble, his
tory and reason. Each debater was 
allowed a thirty minutes;;'turn, and 
each made the most'fef lt.flMr. Hull 
gave a review of the'dfldetfcp for Spir
itualism and quoted^coplonsly from 
authors :and 'well lend'vvil "’’thlfikcrs' tp 
prove Ills ease. Auiohg^t these were 
Joseph Addison, Sir Wiltiiiin Crookes, 
Dr. Johnson, Lord Duuraven, Lord 
Alrlle and others. He contended that 
the history of the world, sacred and 
profane, ancient and modern, contained 
many proofs to show that the dead do 
return. He then related a number of 
instances of strange occurrences 
vouched for by reputable witnesses, 
sueh as a man taking live coals from 
the fire and laying them on top of his 
head, n woman washing her hands in 
burning alcohol, a person floating In the 
air out of a room window and back 
again, and many others which he con
tended proved the dead did return. 
In his opinion the persons who denied 
those things were not worthy of a hear
ing before the world. The only question 
was to show whether those things were 
tricks. The speaker told 6f some In
stances which had come’ under his own 
observation,- which could not be ex
plained upon the trick hypothesis. He 
pointed to the case of Joan of"lrc and 
Emmanuel Swedenborg. He contended 
that Joan of Arc had direct communica
tion with the spirit world and that un
less she had she could nof! have accom
plished the wonders she did.

Rev. Mr. Baer then took the platform 
and proceeded’to deliver an extremely 
amusing criticism upon the statements 
of his opponent. 1

“At last we are here," began Mr. Baer 
with a smile at the audience, who 
laughed. “It took us a long time to get 
here, but we are here." Mr. Baer then 
went on to explain that he proposed to 
discuss the pros and cons, the rights 
and wrongs—especially the wrongs of 
Spiritualism. He was glad of the op
portunity of meeting so renowned a 
champion of Spiritualism as Rev. Moses 
Hull, for if anything happened to Spirit
ualism that night or on any of the sub
sequent nights, there would be no one 
else in America who codld repair the 
damage. Rev. Moses Hull was the 
Goliath of Spiritualist in the North 
American continent He'then paid his 
compliments to Mr. Campbell, who had 
said Mr. Baer had almos't' been whipped 
Into Une, and Challenged him to pro
duce his evidence. The speaker then 
entered upon a consideration of Spirit
ualism, and retorted sharply upon Mr. 
Hull for ridiculing MtlABadFs use of 
the word “cavort” in one'bf-’hls letters 
to the press.' Mr. BaelP contended the 
word was a good En£iish>-rWord, and 
quoted James Whitcomjb Riley and the 
Century Dictionary, Ik supperrt. "Why 
doesn’t my respected ¡¡friend say ‘sic’ 
now?” cried Mr. Baer. 5lj - iq3

Mr. Hull—I do. (Laughten) ' 
Mr. Baer then critically .examined the 

claims of Spiritualism to bei Considered 
a philosophical sclencq and; study, and 
contended that it wast not entitled to 
.any. such claim. It was; ott the con
trary, unphllosophlc. ¡Spiritualism at
tacks the Bible. It busies ritself, and 
his opponent busies hirijselftte discredit 
the history and authority ¡oflthat book. 
Spiritualism not only attacks the Bible, 
but attacks It most villainously. “I am 
not talking through myrimtvior wlldlv, 
said : Mr. Baer, “these are facts/’ The 
speaker then took Mr. Hull severely to 
task for the latter gentleman’s use of 
the Ingersoll anecdote i about the 
Almighty carving a'bloody rib out of 
Adam’s body to make a; woman. He 
declared that Mr. Hull had tried to 
palm off the story as his own, when it 
had been much better told by Colonel 
Robert G. Ingersoll. -He promised the 
audience that they would hear a good 
deal about that rib before the close of 
these debates. Mr. Baer then attacked 
the phraseology of Mr. Hull, taking the 
word “expression" and- the phrase 
“infinite intelligence,” and contended 
that they were both Improperly used by 
Mr. Hull. ’ He said he could get through 
the alleged phenomena mf'Spiritualism 
and Its teachings like a dose of salts. 
(Laughter.) He promised the audience

Mr. Baer, In stating that the Occult 
Life of Jesus "is one of the filthiest 
pieces of smut that had ever issued 
from the press,” gave expression to the 
rankest lie. The book Is thoroughly 
clean throughout, and is a masterly 
production, but its views of course 
are not In harmony with accepted 
Christianity, • and therein the “smut" 
comes in.

THE CLOUDS.

The fleecy clouds go floating by— 
With sllv’ry sheen they fleek the sky; 
Like birds with wings of gossamer, 
They fly, yet scarcely seem to stir.
Soft veiling the ethereal sky, 
Light summer clouds are resting high— 
Filmy festoons, of changing hue, 
Betwixt Earth’s green and Heaven's 

blue.
Great mountain clouds go rolling by— 
Like stately ships they sail the sky; 
With sllv’ry fringe that gilds the sails, 
They speed before the sweeping gales.
Dark, sullen clouds go thundering by, 
While lightning flashes pierce the sky; 
Like armies on the field of war, 
They clash in battle's din and roar.
The radiant cloudlets tint the sky— 
Low in the sunset’s west they lie;
They flush our souls with sweet sur

prise,
Like golden gleams of Paradise.
O, soul with aspirations high, 
No clouds can long o’ercast thy sky, 
For loving thoughts thy heart refine, 
And rest and light and peace are thine. 
The clouds may float, go looming by, 
Or dark, portentous, gloom the sky, 
And veil with mist the outward scene, 
But peace within makes all serene.

JAS. 0. UNDERHILL. 
Hammond, Ind.

OCTOBER,

(“The melancholy days have come—
the saddest of the year.”)
Old memories come o'er us— -
Old scenes again before us
As we rake up the withered, leaves 

October,
And our hopes float down the river 
Like the years now gone'forever 
As we rake up the withered leaves 

October.

in

in

There’s a bliss the young heart craves, 
But hearts wither like the leaves 
And our youthful loves fall off in Oc

tober,” ■ •
And at length the broken heart 
Asks permission to depart, 
And it falls like the leaf in October.
Seasons come and seasons go 
In Ute’s everlasting flow, . 
And each one has his May and October; 
But the smiles of hopeful May 
And the warm summer day ' 
Are succeeded by a withering October.
Raking up the falling leaves, - : 
Filling up the open graves. - 
Raking up! raking up ’tlllall is over. 
We are dropping one by one, 
And we end as we begun ■ " 
Hoping on! hoping on ’tiU “October."
Reply from across the river:;
No, all is not over yet, . ■ .
You’ll have nothing to regret . ■
When1 beloved "leaves fall-off in Oc

tober” . . ..
For another sun will shine
In a heaven more divine, , »
And a spring-time succeed to “October.”

THOMAS HARDING.
Sturgis, Mich.

“The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 and 
2. An occult library In Itself, a-text
book of esoteric knowledge as taught 
by Adepts of Hermetic Philosophy. 
Price $2 per volume. For sale at this 
office. . .

»’The .World Beautiful." By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
•nd' elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1. 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, fl per volume. For 
•ale at this office. - y

MOST WONDERFUL BOOKS.

The Warfare of Science 
With Theology.

A History of the Warfare of ¡Science with Theology in Christendom, 
By ANDREW D. WHITE, EL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office.
In these two large volumes are combined Information that the reader 

could not find in the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
community. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, . 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas in 
Science.

' “The magnum opus of the eminent ex-President of Cornell plants a new 
and notable' milestone along the highway of ever-advancing human thought 
The work is the masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral cowardice. It is a definite statement of where the best thinkers of thj 
world now stand in the religio-scientiflc conflict It is clear, honest brave, 
and must be given a place among the great books of the year.”—Chicago 
Tribune. .

“The most valuable contribution that has yet been made to the history 
of the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that hav( 
alarmed timid.Christians, but, as Mr. White shows, there was no occasion fo? 
alarm. The several chapters are extremely interesting, and while President 
White never flinches in telling the whole truth, as he thinks science has 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldly wherever truth bids him come.”—Buffalo Commercial.

“The book is written almost colloquially, and so interestingly as to 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise as a history 
of the universe could be made, tabulated so that instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be bad, it will be valuable as 
a lexicon relating to religious controversy. It is crammed with information, 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it Is of 
an absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments."—> 
Chicago Times-Herald. ,

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written on. 
this subject. It is able, scholarly, critical, and impartial in tone. ”—Boston 
Daily Advertiser. .

“A literary event of prime importance is the appearance of ‘A History of 
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom. ’ ”—Philadelphia Press.

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
any address on the receipt of the pride, Five Dollars.

..RELIGION..
As I^e^ealed l)y tl)e J4aterial arj(J 

’ iBpiritQail Ur)iVerse,
Including the Wonders and Beauties of the Diviner Life.

By E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D., Author if Principles of Light and 
Color, Human Culture and Cure, etc., and Dean of the

Chapter 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

FINAL
a

*•

College of Fine Forces.
Existence and General Character of God. 
God «8 a Spirit.
The Deiflc Location and Mode of Working. 
The Nature of God.
The Deiflc Greatpess and Glory. 
Moral Evil and Deiflc Perfection. 
Deiflc Law and Human Intercession. 
How Man Helps Govern the Universe 
Creeds and Practices of Christianity. 
The Dangers of Infallible Standards. 
The Christian Bible Tested.
Religions Tested by Their fruits. 
The Ethics and Religion of Nature. 
Life under the Old Religions. 
Life under a Spiritual Religion. 
Death under the Old Religions. 
Death under a Spiritual Religion. 
The Future Life.
REMARKS—The Basic Principles of Universal Philosophy and 

Universal Religion.
It is scholarly, philosophic, humanitarian and permeated with high 

spirituality in tone and teachings. A most excellent work on the subject— 
the work of a deep thinking and truth-loving mind.

SECOND EDITION, elegantly illustrated, containing 378 pp., 12mo., 
English muslin, stamped in black and gold; price reduced to $1.00, or. if 
postpaid, $1.11; price in paper covers, 50c., or 60c. if postpaid.

For sale at this office.

THE LANGUAGE OF THE STARS’
A Primary Course of Lessons in Celestial Dynamics.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT.

This important primary work is the first practical exposition of tbs 
Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in their relation to man—that has yet been 
issued by the American press. It contains fourteen special lessons, em
bracing each department of human life, in such plain, simple language that a 
child can understand the elementary principles laid down. And in addition 
to these lessons is an Appendix, containing a full explanation of all technical 
and scientific terms in general use upon the subject, thus forming a brief, yet 
practical-Astro Dictionary. This work is illustrated with special plates.

For Sale at This Office. Price. Fifty Cents.

CEIJESTI/VL DYNAtMIGS, 
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN
GUAGE QF THE STARS,” ETO.

A magnificent and complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, em
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force, Sickness and Disease. With, 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully.

Mental'Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice the Healing Art 
Divine should give ‘‘Celestial dynamics” a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus -learn the real cause of their frequent failures. .

No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under
stand the’Meta-physics of Astrology.

" This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of 
a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay for a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies,

The Price is One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
light For sale at this office. -

' “The Heresy Trial of Bev. B. F. Aus
tin, M. A., D. D. Giving a sketch of 
Dr. Austin’s life, story of the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, the heresy 
sermon, the scene at conference, and 
Dr. Austin’s full address defending his 
views on Spiritualism at the London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.,” 
etc. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. ■ ■

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle.’ Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought -In poetic diction. In thia 
handsome volume, wherewith to sweet
en hours of, leisure and enjoyment. 
Price $L For sale at this effic«.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant-volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75 
cents. For sale at this office.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.". By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D„ M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
•t tills office. . -

ihnt.lt


DR. 6. E. WATKINS
1 THE
NATURAL PHYSICIAN.

I ' 1 ■ L ■ •• -
The Physician can only be the servant 

or handmaid of Nature in the cure of

Disease.
In reality we . can do nothing; we can 
only remove the oilending cause while 

Nature
Perforins the cure, and therefore we 
lay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician can do 
is to act as a ,

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment is true, and believe that this meth
od is the right one, then write-to-day to 

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
Sendipir age, sex and leading symptom. 
1)11. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

ROBERT OWEN.

JW

.the humgn faculties; a, new world,’ 
which shall change their thoughts, feel
ings, and conduct, withdraw all notions 
of force or fraud, and make truth alone 
the universal language of man, ami jus
tice, charity, aud love, the sole conduct 
of the human race.’’

i.To be continued.)
N. B.—it may be remarked that these 

reflections are the thoughts of a pro
found student of human nature, whose 
advent upon this planet occurred in 
1771; and the “scribe,”- having met the 
gentleman, Is a sort of connecting link 
between the past and the present.

C. H. MATHEWS. 
New Philadelphia, Ohio.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

MBook of the New Moral 
World.”

(Continued from No. 565.) .
“As soon as the human mind shall be 

delivered from the Ignorance of the In
fancy of humanity, during which It Is 
filled with-the monstrosities of a wild, 
crude, Inexperienced Imagination, un

. corrected and undirected by any accu
rately known facts or laws of that na
ture of which humanity forms a part, 
or one link of an eternal chain, the be
ginning and termination of which exist 
not—it will be obvious by the examlna
tion of facts, that the organizations of 
all that haye life upon the earth are 
formed for them by a Power-unknown 
to the • Individual organizations thus 

• formed. That this process is yet a 
secret of nature hidden from the human 
race, and that all the knowledge yet 
acquired on the subject Is some ac
quaintance with the process by which 
these, to man, extraordinary effects are 
produced. TJhese processes appear to 
'the human faculties to commence, pro
ceed, and terminate, in the full-formed 
organizations, . by uniform changes, 
which men have called laws of nature. 
These laws have now been discovered 
to some extent, and men can ?b far act 
upon them as to Interfere with their 
original or first known processes, and 
thus produce a material change In ¿the 
combinations of the several qualities 
composing some of these, to man, won
derful compounds of nature; yet not 
such a change as to alter the general 
character, but only the Individual char
acter of the organization. Thus men, 
by studying the general laws of animal 
life among those animals domesticated 
and submitted to their continual ob- 
servatidn and Ihspectlon, have acquired 
a knowledge of the modes by which a 
material change can be made in the 
qualities of the dog, sheep, cattle, 
horses, asses, etc., etc.; and there can 
be no doubt that an attention to human 
nature, like that which has been given 
to.other animal nature in this respect, 
would open a wide field for the 1m- 
provement of the Infant and matured 
organization of the human race; for 

; such a change In this resppet, with re- 
gaj-d to the internal and external man, 
that all the inferior or misery-pro
ducing qualities of the human race may 

, be gradually made to ceake to exist in 
humanity, and all the superior ones 

. combined and carried to a much higher 
elevation, so as to form man Into a 
latioual and greatly superior being, 
compared to his past and present ex- 

Jstence; to become far superior, physl- 
cally, mentally, morally, and practi
cally, aud most likely to attain such 
powers of improved combination as 
should extend the life of each individ
ual organization greatly beyond its 
present general duration.

“But whatever the organizations of 
; men may have been hitherto, or what

ever they may be made to become, still 
each organization has been formed at 

’ Its birth for each one, without - Its 
-'.knowledge, consent, or^control; and. to 

talk of its being bad or good by nature, 
or to make human laws to punish or 

■ reward artificially Individuals so 
formed, are acts of pure Insanity, and 
could never have been thought of and 
introduced into practice, except by be
Ings who were in a state of. infant pro
cess, slowly passing from an irrational

• mental condition toward another state, 
in which the seeds of rationality might 
be- received and allowed by degrees to 
germinate and grow into full ration- 
allty. • ■

“The rudiments of the most valuable 
knowledge that man can acquire, are 

• those respecting the laws of hls own 
foi mation, as far as they can be traced 
with accuracy and certainty. And to 
know . that the internal organization 
and external character of each Indi
vidual are formed-for-him, and that 
adult man, and especially men formed 
Into a society, united to produce all 
practical excellence and happiness to 
the human race,. can most materially- 
influence the qualities of the Internal 
organization and external character of 
every one, is an attainment of Inesti-. 
mable value to .the human race; and 
which knowledge when it. shall be 
farther Increased by-the acquirement 
of the sciences, to enable the adults 
accurately to understand all the best 
means by which to improve each in
ternal organization and external char- ' 
acter. will, place the human race In the 
most enviable of sublunary conditions; 
for then man will be advanced to that 
state in which the adults of the race 
will be enabled to ensure-the happiness 
of .the,rising or succeeding generations, 
to the termination of human existence 
upon the earth. . • ■

“This knowledge will ,new-form the 
human race, regenerate man. give him 
a new mind, dissolve all,his old false 

Associations of ideas, extract them from 
. the existing old erroneously-formed and 

filled minds, and open a new world to •

[Obitiiuries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten Unes will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per Une. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

. Passed to spirit life, August 20, 1900, 
Warren O. Gillett, aged 56 years. The 
greater portion of his life was passed 
as station agent for the Erle railroad. 
He was an accredited member of the 
Masonic and Odd Fellows fraternities, 
an ardent Spiritualist, an esteemed cit
izen, and a cherished friend, but his 
greatest merit manifested in hls sollc- 
ituue for the temporal comfort for his- 
aged father and mother, who survive 
him. Tlie funeral services were con
ducted by Clara Watson.

Reno, Pa. ¿ELLA C. SHERROD.

Passed to spirit Life, at Springfield, 
Mo., September 16, John T. Shank, 
aged 70 years, Brother"'Shank was a 
model man aud had the confidence and 
esteem of all who had the pleasure of 
his acquaintance. He was a true Spir
itualist and when t)ie angel of change 
called him home he,did riot fear to go. 
The funeral Services were conducted 
by Josie K. Folsoin. -He leaves a wife 
wfio is comforted arid-sustained by the 
unmistakable evidences' the spirit 
world has given her. C. M. F.

Passed to spirit life, frdm .her late 
residence, Port Huron, Mich., Septem
ber 18, 1900, Mrs. Jennie GHlehrist, 
aged 50 years. She leaves a husband 
and two daughters who have the assur
ance that it is well with her soul. She 
beheld the spirit forms of the dear ones, 
and knew that because they lived she 
should live also.' Services conducted 
by Nellie S. Baade, of' Detroit, Mich.

COR.

■ Passed to the higher life, on hls 77th 
birthday, Samuel Calhoun, from hls 
home in Edinburg, Ohio. He had been 
a life-long Spiritualist. A widow, one 
son and four daughters are left to feel 
the loss of a kind husband and an in
dulgent father. Services conducted by 
D. M. King. . XX.

In the passing to spirit life of B. B. 
Hart, of Clinton, Iowa, we deeply re
gret the loss from this plane, of a good 
friend, and an earnest worker for the 

.cause of Spiritualism. On the 23d of
SeptetnDer, at hls home In Clinton,
after a brief illness, our
aside hls worn-out body, and passed 
Into the larger life of the ‘ ’

friend laid

Mr. Hart was one of the
spirlt world, 
oldest and

most respected citizens of Clinton. He 
was long and prominently identified 
with the Mississippi Valley Spiritual
ists’ Association, and labored faith
fully for the cause he loved, and the 
best Interests of the association. That 
he will continue to work with us, and 
for us, with the enlarged powers, and 
clearer sight of the spirit we have no 
doubt - EMMA J. KNOWLES.

: Sterling, Ill, ’ '

William Holmes Dorrjs, aged 50 
years, passed to spirit life, September 
14, 1900, at hls home In Lewiston, 
Idaho. Mr, Dorris had been a firm be
liever in the Spiritual philosophy for al
most thirty years, and he leaves a wife 
and three grown children who realize 
he Is' not dead, only passed on to a 
hlghbr and better life.

MRS. W. H. DORRIS.

Passed to Spirit life, from his late 
residence in Auburn Park, Benj, F. 
Troxell, aged 67 years and 6 months. 
The funeral services and address were 
by Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, pastor of 
the Church of the Soul. The burial 
Service was by the Masonic Brothers, 
Mr. Troxell being a member of tliat 
order. E[e and his family (wife and son) 
were devoted SplrltuaUsts, members of 
the First Society of Spiritualists (now 
the Church, of the Soul). He had been 
the Church of the Soul. He had 
years. Recent ill health, howevgr, had 
taken him from that field of labor. 
The address of Mrs. Richmond's 
guides, delivered at the.funeral, will be 
published in the next issue of this 
paper. . .

A GOOD OFFER
to anyone that is sick and will send 
their name (and stamps for reply) to 
Dr. J. R. Craig, Sacramento, Cal. He 
will diagnose the most difficult and 
complicated case without asking any 
questions, and will make no charges for 
treatment until you are helped, and 
then only what you are able to pay.
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DDR PREMIUMS.
There are vmany Spiritualists who 

know a goocLthing when they see it. 
There are others, however, who do not’ 
seem to realize what is going on 
around them, and therefore miss many 
chances to enrich their minds and en-' 
large their understanding. Vol. 8 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit World is furnished to our 
subscribers at less thatr. cost, and 
should be in every family in the United 

' States, ’ whether Spiritualists or not; 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 constitute a wonder
ful magazine of thought on Death in its 
multifarious phases; in fact you ’ can 
not find in all the libraries of the world 
as valuable information in regard to 
Death as you will have presented to 
you Jn these thrfe- volumes. They are 
nicely printed, neatly and substantially 
bound, and are an’ ornament to any 
library. Volume 3 is furnished at '25- 
cents; much less than the actual cost to 
us, and-'tte^ three, volumes, when' or
dered far 'cbrinectlon with a yearly sub-, 
Bcriptlon it'd The Progressive Thinker, 
only cost $1.10.' Paper one year $1.00. 
The three volumes of the Encyclopedia, 
of Death, and-Life in the Spirit World 
(orapy thr.ee of the premium books you 

•may s'electy, $L10/ The paper one year- 
arid three premium books cost only 
$2.10. .The aggregate cost of the three 
volumes of the Encyclopedia of Death; 
and Life in the Spirit World to the trade
is. $4.50. At this 
books ought to be 
family.

The Progressive

price, these three 
In every Spiritualist

Thinker Is the first
Spiritualist paper to inaugurate the D1-. 
vine Plan—a portion, of the profits of 
the ofllee returning- to subscribers in 

.valuable.books» — . .. ..

2-cent

. M. PEEBLES, A. M., M. D„ PHD.

Loek of hair, age, sex, one leading 
symptom, full name, three 
stamps and plain full address.

Psychic Force, a Science 
That Nullifies Space and 

in the Privacy of Your 
Own Home Dis 

pels Disease.

ABSOLUTELY FREE! Know
ledge Which Should be Poe- 

sessed by Every Man and 
Woman Who Prizes 

Health and Hap
piness.

Dr. J. M. Peebles, tlie great Bdcutlat. who Uns given to the worl.l h:> mveiii.- «.-i..,,,.. wi.i,.i. - i. 
mankind a tromcnduuB vital aud MAGKBTIC i oHCH and which noi July llì
every naturo troni man and woman, but ut the nume timo no m »JflHrriiiiÌNu’ii f
constitution that DISUAHE CANNOT EXIST. Tills grand beuetucror ro the ,1% J S '? "IO 
honored as has no other Bcleutlst known to umu; tor Ills Ute-long .errici In iXtt o" Butti?hi?Lumini ? ho 
lias been made a Fellow or tho Antliropoluglcul Society ot Loadon, bug., and.llSnorerv Member 
demy of Art and Science, Naples, Italy, aud a Fellow ot the Acndimy of Selenio New Or aim i f Ìndiuò 
In recognition of bls superior accomplishments, was appointed by the National ’Arbltniimn 'f’A'JllilJ “A60 International Pesce Commission lu iuroue. But whatk p,Ues1 abuie au.Tto n'( i Sih the knowbrn™ 
that after tit y yearslotictemlllc researches he la at last able to place a ¿deuce befure the vSmxS 
dlaeaaes can be cured, no uLttcr how hopeless the case may seem, for there I. no doubt but“that treaSim 
through hl» telence. which doeu away with DltAHTIC aud POIHONokiM uititaa«. wm ,nenl within the bVNSlilNE of MOPJK and HMALT11. In adilklon to "roSufei 
patlcuts receive a mild medicine, which Is prepared In Dr. Peebles- laboratory, mid willin' 1’ 1 adeT or rooU 
ani [erba, prepared by ho must scleuliac processes. It la thia combination or FHYSICAI. aid PMT 
CHIC treatment which baa brought about cure« that bave ASTOUNOilB hit* inRriimi 7^
TWO COXT1HMNTS. Yuu may take III. treatment lu tbe 1'ltlV.MYOT vomì <FWN 
ae It le absolutely a home treatment aud DISTANCE Id NO ilAIt. Mr* J. w Heitason of St tm,™’ 
WasMngton. who suffered for years with pain lu Ilie orarlea and uterine wcaknesB, waa cutlreh- cured bv tho l eublee treatment. Mra C. Harrla, Marionville. Pa., ..ya rhe cannot express too muchigraUtnd ito thl 
resultsreceived through Dr. Peebles’ treatment. Sho Buffered fur years from fulling ofthe wonih, Fwnnt! Wavering, Seattle, Washington, aullered for twenty years with a pevere, ci o'Catari was cirnKw
cured through ths paycblc treatment. L. A. Lord, EUwortll. WIb, was permanently cure^bf disnena l and 
nervouencBB. Goo. H. Weeks, ot 63 Minerva Street. Cleveland, Olilo, sends heartfelt thauke toX 
ot health after suffering from nervous prostration and Insomnia : says Im now enjoys reitf 'loess and aliens 
!^U,i„e1VCrV,!' liLL M"7 A’,ClVr’ ,L“‘“S1OU Ky„ after thirty year, contlmml »ufferfog. epi 0«? and trying to be cured by eminent phyelchms, wrltea. "Two month» of your treatment has mado rurth 
almoet a heaven to las.” Hundreda upon liundreda of teatlmonlals like the above have been racSred ni 
Peebles’payable phenomena la the OMANDUST UISCOVElTif <>*’ TH® A«1S If toS win .Jnd 
your name sud addre«., eleo leading symptoms, to Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek Mich ... .111 »p!S! 
ABSOIPMLY FHKK a complete 1HAONO818 of year ease, aleo advice and tl,2 E 
booklets, which should be In the bauds of ull v, lu prize HEALTH and HAPPINESS 7 ctor, different 
I, . At the earnest request of liuudrod. of tny frleude and former Detieni» I have nra.mnnrtanT P“re1° course otlms.oua on the Psychic Science. Thio Course of Lesions hu-luda IIIUUI Idilli fBl,c‘,cU,:“11“S.vnalDndPe™onalMagnetlBin,Intnltlon,an1|like occult subject1 In »■»|«y, »Mill» its wide scoile It not only teaches Its pupil, how to cirro themselves but at the mina time teaches them how to heal otbera of dl.caae aud how to be succc.ifnl in their every venture.* be lt'to 
political, commercial ur fioclft) ascendancy. * b e. De it for

The courae la .0 plain that anyone who will take It up aa a profeaalou and give hls time and attention tn it 
can make a grand success lu Ite practice. These lesson, not only teach you how to heal dlsi-a«. l.nt iu..v 
also teach Per.onal Mugm-tlsm. through which you con allontly Influence tho.oebout yen iu a. to »l-nniri 
Influence, frleuda, prosperity, Bilccets In bu.luess, lu fact, anything that you want The course will 1,» 
worth many tlmee Hie price you pay for It. »Imply to cure yourself and Increase your 'ability aud eliminare 
any bad hablta. eueb aa ibe drink habit, tobacco habit, aexaal czccaaei, etc. The entire course or 
tloue le tanghi by mall and you can matter every point in thia science lu the-secrecy of vour nw, 1 hnm> 
without loss ot time lu attending to your business. For further information, . ’ 3 r own uomo

Address Dr. J. M. Peebles. Battle Greek, Mich.
Sunday Spiritualist Meetings In R'■*?.ehBrldg1e ?®twe®“ Two Worlds.

. Chicago.
Beacon Light Church, 675 Larrabee 

street, near Garfield. Services every 
Wednesday at 8 p. m. G. F. Perkins 
and Mrs. E. Perkins, lecturers. Tests 
and messages at every session. Other 
mediums Invited. All are welcome.

The Church df the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services In 
Handel Hall, 40 Randolph street, every 
Sunday at 11 a. in. Seats free.

Baud of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first had third Thursday of the 
njontb, beginning afternoons at three 
o'clock.' The ladies bring refreshments;

By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded
icated to ail..earnest souls who desire 
by harmonising their physical and their 
psychical bodies tvith universal nature 
and their souls with the higher Intelli
gences, to,come into closer connection 
with the purer realms of the spirit 
world. It is written In the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary (Works. Price, cloth. 
$1; paper, 75 eeats. For sale at this 
office.

“Prlnclples-of Light and Color.’’ Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, MjiD., LL. D. A truly 
great worksof a inaster-mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na-supper served at six o’clock. Evening -- • ----------

'session commeWes at"'a- quarter to’ -^a Jknceb mb. here gathered. .. — . . . . . - - .. nnrl ma/io ornnHnl.l« a^. A.U   •, . . - _eight.. Questions, invited from the au
dience, and answered by the guides of 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Rlchnjond. Always an 
Interesting programme. All are wel
come.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, 6th floor Handel
Hall, 40 Randolph 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. 
noon and evening.

Church of the 
will hold meetings

street. Services at 
Take elevator after

Spirit Communion 
In Kenwood Hall,

°^^e^^°l'MUE6E0FFINEF0IICES 
. V MU nil Mio v»uoa we van, rue „«.¿1, of tM, con«. WWI| four con
------- -------- -—,—--------- ---—-- ---------------------------- tluLiita. and many of them uro physicians, medical 
■ ■ --------------------------------------------------------------------professors, or clergymen. Hudson Tuttle, the well*

Mrs. Dr. Dsbson-Barker,. ’ ’ , J'“,“'.‘A b ‘“'.J'“ e«c».M ence, aud Include, the
Whois so widely known as one of the '''b|clJ uuflcriio .vernhing.‘it, °oursePSibe

nkM* "'ri»“» contorlug tbs title ot°f ‘“suetlc) granted." “Bcufl atamp

I ?UI! ‘‘•«npler ACADEMIC COURSE ha,bcm established for those who do not wish to take 
। the more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 
J ( new and beautiful methods- of Nature, which are 

&7f£r' ‘i“1..““?, “I'1'““11’. E’ I' BAB
JoreJciuitoreU- ' b ™‘“ B,"5^n

many

SHE HAS , 

Successfully Treated 
And Cured 

Thousands of Patients. 
Will pjagnose Yom- Case 

FREE.
REQUIREMENTS:

SEND TO

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. MAGGIE MITE
3ureSye dV1C“ * ‘P‘C'^y’
„ DON’T READ THIS.

h Louc.k®' the only psychic wonder living, 
111 m Mdrltual X-ray without any leading 

^“Ptom to direct, aud locate! nil Internal diseases 
test vtanr nf0<inVHnCO you’ Nervou> exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, as bun- n“I“e’ »ex,Complexion
?. m ceDts it> stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES.L. IjOUCKS-
 tock Box 7. Stoneham, Mass.

NEW DREAM BOOK.
S .Kin £stamps. Address DR. K, GREER, May wood, 1)1, 556tf

Card from Annie Lord Chamber" 
lain.

k»Re1ar«frieDd?' youcan greatly help me care for my 
d umi?nleri '\e,un,u L- Y«bb, one of the earliest ine

i i?0 ivrm’ writing a letter to a spirit 
friend. Send It io me wlthll, and! will trv and eut 

,wrlIluS or whltipera. Address Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford, Mass. 531tf

DR. A. B. SPINNEY. ’

and made anienablo to-the well-being of 
humanity. Medicài men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of oceultforces will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrativo plates 
For sale at this office: Price, .postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it

4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. in., conference and tests; 
8 p. m., lecture by J. K.- Hallowell; tests 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are in
vited. Good music and seats free.

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, 
Nd. 2&4 and 296 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests In telepathy or thought 1 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual tjiiion So-' 
clety meets every Sunday at Forbes' . 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. Will C. 1 
Hodge in charge. . .

Church of the Star bf Truth, Wicker! 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 3 
o'clock. .

Tbe Chicago Liberal Society is a non
sectarian association for the encourage
ment of morality, the promotion of edu
cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and the inculcation 
of truth in the place and stead of error ' 
and superstition. The Temple services i 
Of the society are held every Sunday j 
morning at 11 o’clock in Corinthian! 
Hall, Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
are in charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
You are cordially invited to attend the 
same. . . -

The-Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature holds services every i 
Sunday evening at Nathan’s ball, 1565 i- 
Milwaukee avenue, corner .Western nve-! 
nue, at 7:30. . Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.:

Church of the Universal Spirit, every !

CLUBS!
We want ten thousand clubs 
formed In every part of the 
United States, for which we 
present Inducements riev- I 
er before offered by any 
Spiritualist paper. These 
clubs must consist of ten 
subscribers, and each one r 
will get Volume 3 of the En-
cyclopedia bf Death; or if 
they would prefer It, they 
can have the Next World In
terviewed. They can have 
their choice of the two. 

,— Each subscriber in order to 
avail himself of this offer

LI
must pay $1.15. The fifteen
cents Is to pay expense of 

.postage and mailing,and the 
books sent out are practical
ly a gift They are not - 
cheap affairs; they are nicely ’

« aud substantially bound In 
1 cloth, neatly printed In clear

type and. are ornaments to 
any center table., Tbe con-

DR. J, S. LOUCKS
For thirty years has treated and cured the Fick tn all 

States aud Canada. Thousands 
payebeeu cured after being given up to die. Hls 
psychic powers are uucquulcd, a« his cures prove. 
Talkdoesu t prove anything. Facts arc proof. He 

of munliood.
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion. Send 
&»liS Addre«,C1£ °f halr’ ° ““ 10 “an,p8’ for “ d1'

DB. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,
B5 W.rreu st., Btoooh.m, Mm,

M^h;hhUCLL? DE LOUX, TRANCE MEDIUM, 
flitting® dally. Sealed letter# answered. 2923 

cottage Grove avo., Flat 7, Chicago, Ill. 568

CLAIRVOYANT ANp CLAIRAUDIENT ME
y dium. Three question« aniwered and trial read- 
V}F»£or talr, name, age and box to
MR9. M. E. COMNELL. 793 Duluth av., St. Paul, 
Mfnn'' 569

BETTER THAN COLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cure» all forina of etoinach. liver and klduey dlteuet 
jl«o couitlpatlon- A sure cure for that tlred, woru-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to asslat your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
month senttor li.oo, . J ‘

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyeilght. Ha« been used and praised by 
thousands in all part« of the world. Sent for W cents, 
or all three sent postpaid for' 11.00, with Yarma’a 
photo aud instruction« how to live 100 years.

Melted Pebble Spectacles ’
Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular« 

ahowlugatyleeand price« and photo of Spirit Yarma, 
who developed thia clairvoyant power In me. l ean 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes tn your own home as df you were In my 
office, as thousands can testify. Send «tamp for photo. 
B. F. POOLE & CO., 48 Evanston at., Chicago, III.

*2-TRUMPETS-$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two and three sec

tions 86 in. high—magnetized when desired—12 on re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A. MURRAY, 503 E. 2nd 
St,, Newport, Ky. 534

CHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypiy Astrologer and Clairvoyant. 

Bend age, color of eyes and hair, lu own handwriting. 
Addre«« GKO. WELLES, Box 180, Newark, N. J. 588

Free exnmiunilons and free diagnosis of ail wh 
are Kick, bend name, p. o. iid'lres«, uge aud lendinir 
E’SiJ’i 1 Ti11 BlVe a ?,eiul of - w x x wABtro.o 
teeuature of your dlseaee and the cbanceafor a euro. 87 Opera House Block, Denver, Col.

.,vo »b °1»1 'oriy-three years In practice. I now । 
KeeiJ c,!>' e»nitftrium. with a staff of etalit 

J|*J®lc(«u«; also have a Lylng-ln-Ho«pltal. Send for 
’’pIFnk?w\?Im Aridre8B all mail to A B.
SPINNEI, M. D., Rood City, Mich. S5Utf

YOUR, FUTURE ABtroÍoge^WALRONlí 
o? A,.—» ua.... i'cnv-JT, 2c!. From 11.00.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins, 
Speakers. Healers aud Test Medium«, hold teal cir
cle« 1-rlday eveuluga at 8 o’clock, and Thursday 
afternoons at 8 o’clock, Developing circles Tuesday 
eveulngfl. Private readings and beating dally.
W. Madison St., cor. Leavitt Bt.

MK8.JENME PETERS ta now open for engage
menu as Inspirational speaker and test medium. 
Also readings by lock of hair 11.00. Address 

Mrs. Jennie Peters, 285 <th SL, Milwaukee, Wls.

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
or Cocaine, of a never-failing harmless Home Cure, 
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin. P. O. Box 121g, Chicago, HL

The Religion of Spiritualism, .. _______
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel A short discourse by spirit Bishop Haven, given an* 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior. Jomatlcally through the hand of Carrie E. fi. Twinu 
»grand and noUa man. Price I1.W. Price 20c. For sale at this office. * “

Appeals to Methodists,

TALMAGEAN INANITIES. Illustrated.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies.
A review Ot Bov. T. DeWitt and Rev, Frank De

Witt Talmage's oft-repeated attack« upon Spiritual
ism. By Mobcb Hull. For sale at this office. Price
10 cents.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.

By Watson Heston, Price, boards, |1 : cloth. 11 JO.Heston 1« Inimitable. • MUt“>

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

------------ By Chyle« Bradlaugh. With the story of hls life 
M told by himself, and the history of hls oarllamen. । tnrv ■trnmrlA WHY, rzi- * «mmvu

A manual, with directions for the trganlzatlon and 
toanagement of Sunday schools. By 4 parew Jackson 
Dsvls. Somethlns Indispensable. Pr. ce SO cents.

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS,

Or Bex In Religion. By Eliza Burt Gamble. “Uta a 
seitaible« quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at times curiously from statistics which rplchtbe 
open to doubt; and never fora moment sensationalur 
revolutionary.—-Chicago Herald. 829 pages, large 
type, cloth bound. Price $2.25. For sale at this office

MEDIUMSHIP,
A chapter of, experiences, by Mrs. Marta M. King. 

Price 10c. For sale at this office. ' 

| 'religion of the future. 
j BY S. WEIL.
! Cloth, ll.£5. ... Paper, ID cent».

Tht» 1» a work-of great value, written by one of the 
keenest, mo.t powerful and most truly religion» 
minds of the day. It Is particularly a work which 
should be put Into tbe bandr of those who have freed 
themselves from tbe dogmas of orthodoxy and from 

, the dogmas of matcrlullBtlo sctenco, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of tho free mild that mind 
and senses are not the whole of Ui

The chapters reveal a now nteUAd to psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid gUmpse. of a 
»tupendou moral cosmos that will oueraede moral 
Confusion', that only verlflablo tenetsioi«arrive, and 
tho childhood peHod of faith andtantswU be super 
«Med by knowledge and facta. For «&« at thia offlet

w-K-v VMW M.WWfl J V. Uli
Ury struggle. With portrait. Paper, 50c.

The Olher World and This. । _ _ _ I
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.' 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In this volume tho author, In tho thirty nine 

; chapters, discusses a wide variety of subjects per* 
talntng to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand* 
point. She evinces tbe powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist'^ 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek* 
Ing information concerning Spiritualism and Ite teach
Ings.
For Sale at this Office. ftt0e»Sfi.6O

ZUGASSENT’S DISCOVERY.
Sequel to The Strike of a Bex. By Georga N. Miller. 
Paper, 25 cents. For sale at this office. .

THE RELATION
Of ‘loOpiritcal to tbe Material Universe: and the 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged QOa rnised. Uy M. Faraday. Price 15 ocuta. _____  uwa'

t. , «Madbylniowledieandfacu. Jte-iaettttijoffl«. ................... ....................— -----------

TWO JN ONF. ANTIQUITYJJNVEILED
. rnwiniMATinM nc The Most Important Revelatloi

. A COMBINATION OF m___A COMBINATION OF Revelations

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

Concerning the True Origin

| tents are Indeed valuable, 
I such as every Spiritualist 

LZ family should have. The ag- 
M-gregate price of these two 
Ti books to the trade is $2.75.-, 

I To each of our chib sub- 
k scribers one of these books 
M is a gift, and when they re- - 

1 eelve the one of their choice I 1 
. . . b/ they will be delighted with 1,1

Sunday afternoon and evening, at Van I • ri. Rjd’will-wonder-how we
Buren hall, corner of California avenue £iln Rff°rd_ to do so much for them, 
and Madison street Conducted by Mrs. t tip the club will be
Squire. " ' . . entitled_to The regressive Thinker for

Th? Independent Spiritual Society, G. of “dm«? Jia r irl ^^lope- 
N.'-Kinkead, president,, will meet each Snirlt World land wPirlt
Sunday evening at 8p. ml, at 77 Thirty- ?.Y°r,Idfirst _ street. (Auditorium) halt Good Pr0^®Tfor one U" bu? 
speakers and. test mediums have been both books. A He Jigets-what iFequiva- 
engaged, • . . - . lent to $3.75. for ihls trouble.-■ There

: The Progressive Spiritual.Society will should be mardlffieulty whatever in get- 
hold a meeting each Sunday at North ting up huridreds'ibf clubs. ■ - 
avenue and Burllflg stfeet, St 3 p. m. Volume 3 ;iof ithe Encyclopedia ofGerman and-. English, speaking. Mrs. Death andiLKeBn the qnMt ttoHilbert assisted by Mr. Bernhart ‘5®. Spirit World

will not onlyrdntetest Spiritualists, but
„ . , . ■ A church meuibers »ill be attracted to it

O ld on The Rev- MieJ- Sa™ge, a leading lib
Sunday at public hails. j eral divine toNew. York, leads off with

■. Bear in mindithatipniy meetings held several of to rMsterly productions 
in public halls will hi announced under treating - Death’afrom an advanced 
the above head. Wb have not space to standpoint i He fi follbwed by leading 
keep standing notices ot meetings held Spiritualists whor treat of Death In' a 
at private residences., philosophical and fascinating manner.

i

B¥ MOSES HULL,

This, highly instructive'and interesting work is a 
CombLiiXlcn Into one volume of twoof Mr/HulFs 

arrangement the cost Is such 
at the reader U enabled to . secure the two bookc 

coax’itri at the dame price as wasformerlrasked 
forth’jm uoparateiy. This volume contains pares 
and Is tiindsomely bound In cloth, and contains an ex- cellentiwiraltof tho author. .

THE QUESTION SETTLED -

Of Christianity.
Reader, in bringing to your notice "Antiquity Un

I veilcV Itta with the sincere hope that you are earn 
! f2F _th® regardless of any other
1 « ®Qch 11 th® c*16- Mils advertisementwill deeply interest you, and after reding this brief 

description you will doubtless wish togue tbe works 
careful peyusaL Price si.50. . -

, l»«cai(,to’ Mtnnarlson of Biblical and Modem Spirit 
I ualt8m. No book of the century has made so many 
1 o?iveJ,lLi2i?.odernSP|r)tuaIl«naa tbli. Theauthort 
, ata, fe.tbfully to compare the Bible with modem

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
111 BY 111

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

: ***” wivu muuenj Beta forth the Philosophy of Existence» with detailed
! Pbllosophy. has-been accomplished, evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualist«

«S0J^Tlpfc”\0^ ofSpiritualism to the wants of human- Mike,-as it demonstrates the truth of the spirit mini* 
) nv. its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel testations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian 
-„.-jv; the spiritual nature of man, nnd the objec- religion is based, as well as the actuality of modern 
S2??3iSFeiA?.sP,ritM1,iTn«aro 611 considered In the pplnt manifestations. Its title page claims that ths 
lightoi the Bible, nature, history, reason and common took is •• - -

| Tae adaptation of Splr 
I fly; its moral tendency ! minißöj-

“ :—7’ — v., U«c%ui j , 4 VÖ8YU C
MMS, md expressed clearly and forcibly.-

: THE CONTRAST a SaiEHTIflO BàmONSTIÌJiTIOK

™5B0iL#a,.crIt!cf! f°mp»rl>on of EvangelicalismBan MTtf t»fl ftlflllew. T O î* A *.V. - 71. » .. » of tho««a aJj'i.- vwiMpaijnuu vangeiicaHBin • - . . *
and Spiritualism. It is a most able production, and
J« a norfect storehouse of facts for those who wish °f the 9oul ofLT ¿ArBrnTnlrltnoUem #»» A nAta ft Dorfect Btorchouu________ _ „MW,W
U defectTBplrituallem,- or find argumenta areinit tu« 
ftfesnmptlon» W Orthodoxy.- • -
PRICE SL FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION.' 
Thé astronomical and astrological origins tf an rà. 

Ugonj.A poem by Dr. j. H. MendeoEiK Price so

man al Mo eon.
sciolta individuality independently 

of the physical organism/
* ' • - of ihe

CONTINUITY OF XICT 
and the • * 

ACTUALITY OP SPIRIT RETURN,

The Next World Interviewed is also a 
- , very excellent work. The plates' of

If so, try. Poole’s perfefcted Melted', this book -were-donated to the office of 
Pebble lens,, a perfect.assistant to the The Progressive'Thinker by Henry J 
eyes for near and far vision.. .They in- Horn. ■ It consists of communications 
duce a . renewed action of -the nerves, from the .spirit side of life from leading 
muscles and blood-vessels and a return minds there. Fifty-five commuiiicn- 
Of natural vigor to the eyes. - • Hons are given by prominent person

: My method of-fitting is by spirit-ages,- among them Prim-e Albert. Har-

Do You Need Spectacles?

power and-, clnirvoynnce. I hnve fol- rlet Martineau, Judge Edmonds, Horace 
lowed this work for fifteen years, fit-, Greeley, Lord Lytton, Fanny Fern, Dr. 
ting thousands of people by this method Liviugstone and the Czar of Russia. ' 
In this and foreign countries.- I have ”
hundreds of letters from my patrons, 
telling nle’of 'the' 'benefits ■ received by 
their use. Please write- for- illustrated 
circulars - explaining my ; method of 
treatnient, also ' showing •styles and < 
prices..-.Address B. UY.POOLE, 43 Ev
anston avenue, Chicago,*1IL> -

Now is the time to get, up

C LU B S.

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

Gifted Psychic.
Obsession Cured.

Special Attention Given to
Nervous Ailments.

Astonishing Cures of Disease, 
Physical and Mental, 

Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

BTT bsyo never known a more competent, reliable 
end truthful medium for the Spirit-world than Cba*. 
Walter Lynn. jq«. Rohm Buohaman.

Address, 1017 Castro st«, ' 
Oakland, Call.

The Art of Attainment 
taught by mail. A scientific system of 
practical self-culture which unfolds Iso
tent gifts and develops body and mind to 
the highest possible degree of excel
lence. Valuable literature free.

Uriel Buchanan, Dept. P. T„ 
Box 210. Chicago, 111.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of "AB'S Hight with tbe World." Cloth Z10 
P*»',8- Mr. Newcomb made a dletlnct euccesa with 
•AU « Right with tbe World,” which continue« to tho 
front rank of tbe Metaphysical book« that are now bO 
popular. Tbeg’-eat number who have jeen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another bool 
by lb.8 wlee teacher whoee word« of help are doing 80 
much to nake tbe world better by ninklng men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
Isa simple atudy of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand in It« scholarly slinplicUy. It 
will be in demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price sl.50. For sale at 
thia office.

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Reiearcbes »nd Discoveries. By 

Elizabeth. M. F. Donton.. A marvelout 
work. Though concise a« a text book ills as fascia* 
atlng as a work of fiction. The reader will be amased 
to see the curious facts here combined In support of 
this power of the human mind, which will resolve a 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
asday, and throw light on all subjects uow obscured 
by time. Price «1.60. For sale at this office.

lu three volumes, cloth bound, «1.50 each.

Philosophy of Phenomena.
BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D„

Author of “Coamology.” 
IN TWO PARTS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

CONTENTS.
PART I.—METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

Chap. 1, PhlloBophy ot Phenomena; 2, Metapbj’alcal 
Philosophy; 8. Heat; 4, Functional Phenomena; S. 
Man; fi. Objective and Subjective Phenomena; 7. 
“Whoby »eareblng can And God?" 8, Hyperbole Met. 
apbyelcal; 9, "To tbe Unknown God, Whom ye Ignor. 
antly Worblpf' 10, "The Father la greater thin I:« 
11, True and Spurious God»; 12, "I am the Reaurreo.

and^tlie Life;" 18. An Imaginary God and aotna 
of Hls Exploits; 14, *'Hc Is Free whom the Truth 
buth made free;** 15, All Animates Originate from 
Bffl»; 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy of 
Healing; IB, Worship of Deity; 19, Sense and Nonsense 
Intermixed; 20. Plurality and Tri unity of God’ 2L 
Vagaries: 22, Misapprehension; 23. Wbat Is Sin PM. 
Buna,.Planets and Satellites of tbeUniverse; 25, Be» 
Sun<£ll5.?ut EDdtnk; 28, Design or Accident 
n filch? 27, Chance versus Law; 28, Summary.

PART II,-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
Chap. 29, Nebula?; 80, Air Pressure andAlrMotloa 

M a Motor; 31. Air and Orbital Motions; 82. Water 
Made to Run up Hill; 83 Philosophy of Cnnyons, When 
and How Formed; 84. Glacial Phenomena; 85, Moons 
and their Motions; 86, Ethnological Phenomena; 87. 
The Colored Mun.

APPENDIX—Problems; Physical and Metapbya» 
lea) Phenomena, ad Infinitum.“   • ft| ■ a m . — *• . 1 fl ■

The topic« treated receive a baudllng that 1« dl»* 
tinct-ly terse, yet popular. The style of the author 
throughout Ie epigrammatic—compact with clear 
thought, Tbe book 1« a remarkable ooo tn «very as

' pect. Being compact with thought luelf, It will not 
I fall to compel thought lu others.

With a eteel plate portrait of-the author. ‘ -»’.h. 
litDCfl, pp. 208. Price 81.00. ..’er sale et thia offlC'i

AUTOMATIC WRITING
[so-called] with otheh

PSYOHIO EXPERIENCES

SABA A. LNDEEWOOD, 
With Half-tone Portrait and Sped*' 

men Pages of the Writing.

Handsomely bound in cloth. Price 8L 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

“ me Watseka Wonder.”
To tbe student of psychic phenomena thli pamphlet 

la Intensely Interesting. It ¿Ires detailed accounts of 
rvo.cases of "double cossclouineu/’ namely. Mary 

urancr Vennum, of .Watseka, BL, and Mary 
Reynolds, of Venango county, Pa. Price 15 cento. 
For vale at this office.

Why I flui a Vwtarlan
An address delivered before the Chicago Vegetarian " 

Society. * By J. Howard Moore. Price St cents. For 
sale at this office.

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
1 Twelve Lectures by’ Abby A. Judson. This book, 

। should be read by every Spiritualist. Price IldXlL 
postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.THE -'.GOSPEL OF NATUREi mMMh»  

- ... : — . . , , pusltlon of the paychlc philosophy. ■ , . - - - ............................

IT IS A MOST EXCEL- dfsofimt of man11 The last twenty chapters are devoted to an expbsP । nt UtOUtN I Ur IVlAN>
I FMT .XA/HRIf »onof spiritual philosophy; with evidence tn detail, By Charles Darwin, Cloth, gill top. 73c. Units ap-kun l Y vvriiV . - much of it being personal experience»of the author, pearance ttarouaed atonco a storm of mlugied wrath, 

' ' ' ------- ’ I . '• wonder and admiration. In elegance of stylo, charm
- sne prtee op me. oow « gl«- For sale -of manner and deep knowledge of• natural history. It 

attta office of The Progressive Thinker, stands almost without a rival among.scientific workfiK
' . ... . r Fur sale at thia office. • .

This work Is by DR. JL L. SHERMAH, assisted M 
PROF. W. F. LYON.' Heretofore it'has been sold for 
12, bat the price dow has been reduced to 11. -It is a 
book that will Interest and. Instruct. It contains 430 
pages, and Ie full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher* 
man was ft medium of rare qualities» and hls work Is a 

i reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Bou! of Things; iDtcntgcncci in Substance; Animal in* 
tellccts; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and EvU; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History: Progression:* Inher
ent In Substance; Tho Nebulous Theory; Particles are*. 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death;. Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodcs;^fatteraud Spirit;-Sire and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms: Bom ¡AruIu; The Keyt Bfclrit Biogra
phy; Goes to Htayen; A Slave Muter: etc., etc.

Tho author says: “Each Indinaugl partakes of 
eojh jmyslcal and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest tbelr various kinds of food 
forthenuGltCa, and that la all they ean possibly dn 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil 
My pbysleal expends by virtue of that food and novp 
«uneatef which ,1 Individually partake and; dltfft. 
MisoolMtiat expand hv vlrtuc of-tbe soul essence 
■i^JiMMfcaiiygsthwandoonniracfcdordiiuL".

airtjj office of The Progressivo Thinker,

Glimpses of Heaven.
Through tbe hand of Carrie. E. 8. Twlng automatically' 
By Gilbert Haven, late Bishop of • tho.MotWfrt Epis
copal Chtorch. This ta the second book from thtoem*

ORIGIN OF LIFE
copaivnurcu. inis is wo second dook from this cm* and How tho Spirit Body Grows. By M. Faraday, 
ipent divine since l.o passed to Spirit-life. Price COO. » price r* ’’or fMc st th?« offic«» * • 7
FOr talc nt this office- ' , • ■ • ■. . 1:

The Occult Forces of Sex Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY LOIS WAISBROOKEIÇ.

ÏM»»41iuir*ble work soçtltt» ot Uuta-MmoMet». 
embodied la on votaste, In wblta n«Mo* W ere*» 
taporuao» tettane« tra dlKÛMtiM tbemifr rnttjoaäS

BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

■ Th!» work t, one ortho Ltbm of Libero! Clune». 
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,*nâhOTio»t.)ire of. Mahomet then Gotó» Bigzite 
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ml tn cozjiii'.rclon wlth Glbbortwwfc.'litIM* 
th!» otnoo. Price. aS cent*. ■. - .■*
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HULL-BAER DEBATE.
Very Large Audience Hears 

the Discussion,
. Half an hour before the doors were 
opened a big crowd blocked the side
walks in front of the opera house and 

- overflowed into the roadway, says the 
Nanaimo Free Press. -They-were wait
ing to get In to listen to the second of 
the .debates on Spiritualism between 

. Messrs. Hull and Baer, and their pres
ence testified eloquently to the Interest 
which is felt in this contest by the gen
eral public.

.Inside the opera house even standing 
room was at a premium and later in the 
evening many failed to gain admittance. 
Botli ot the debaters were in excellent 
spirits and each upheld bls argument 
with vigor throughout the evening. 
Mr. Hull .opened the discussion after ex
pressing pleasure at the fine turnout, 
he launched into his subject in earnest.

Rev. Mr. Hull took up bls discussjon 
of Saul’s visit to the Witch of Endor, 
nnd quoted copiously from Scripture to 
Illustrate bis point that Samuel had 
come up to speak with Saul. Samuel, on 
the evidence presented, either spoke to 
Saul or he did not. If he did then Splr- 
itualism is true; if he did not then the 
Bible is false and lie would ask bls 
friend to-night to choose on which horn 
of the dilemma he would prefer to 
bang. ■ 'The speaker then exhaustively 
discussed the phrases “Spirit is God,” 
“God is Spirit.” He contended,that all 
spirit is God. The exact translation of 
tlie Greek original “Pneuma ho Theos,” 
Is “Spirit is God.” “I see God,” said 
Mr. Hull, "In .every pair of eyes I see 
before me! in the little child, the old 
gentleman nnd the old lady. That be
ing does not live who Is not of God.” 
He then denied lie had ridiculed the rib 
story. He had declared the book of 
Genesis bad two authors, and Mr. Baer 
had not denied it. Eve would never 
have heard of tlie tree of life If it had 
not been for the snake that had walked 
up to her on its tail and told her. Mr. 
Hull then took up Mr. Baer’s remarks 
about telling the truth to children, and 
accused him of having said parents had 
to lie to their children. If parents 
found It necessary to He to their chil
dren, their children would find it neces
sary to He to somebody else. He had 
reared four daughters and one son, and 
he had told them the truth. He thought 
It better for their father and mother to 
leach them how they came Into the 
world than that they should get such In
formation from street urchins and oth
ers. He then told of the Dean of New 
York University who declared before a 
number of professors and scientific men, 
he believed Eve was 'made as described 
In Genesis, and that every man had a 
rib less on one side than the other, and 
that when challenged to go into the ad
joining room and count the ribs on a 
body, cried, “No, I won’t! I don’t want 

’ your facts to destroy my faith!" ,
Mr. Hull said the allegation that the 

Spiritualists stole the Golden Rille was 
> false. He himself procured its intro

duction Into tlie creed of Spiritualism. 
The Golden Rule was not original with 
Ohrist. He himself said so. He was 
an honest man, and the speaker only 
wished some more of the ministers who 
preached in His name were just as hon
est (Laughter.) That rule had been 
uttered ages before Christ was bom. 
Mr. Hull then ridiculed Rev. Baer for 
taking Saul as an example as one who 
had assumed a different name or char- 
deter from his own. “Well, Saul was 
forsaken by God.” (Laughter.) “Every 
worthless fellow in the country had 
adopted Saul’s example ever since.” 
(Laughter.) He (Mr. Hull) did not have 
to go with a He in his mouth and tell 
people something that was not so.

: Regarding the book “The Occult Life 
of Jesus Ohrist,” attacked by Mr. Baer, 
he. did not believe ten men In 
the Spiritualist Association knew of 

' that book before It reached the 
public. Its author was Alexander 
Smyth, of Baltimore, a mechanic, who 
was disappointed in love and took to 
drink. Then he sobered up and became 
one of the most temperate men ImagiU- 
able. He wrote the book, not knowihfe 
whether it was true or not. He said 
spirits came to him and hade him do it. 
Mr. Hull denied he had ever published 
any discussion. He had nothing what
ever to do with the publication of the 
discussion with Mr. Covert. Covert 
came to that meeting in Indiana with 

, two reporters, asked permission-to take 
a verbatim note of-the speeches and to 

. publish them after. Mr. HuH did not 
object, but knew nothing of its publlca- 
tlbn. ■ :

- He then went on to tell how scientific 
men who had started to investigate 
Spiritualism had ended by becoming 
Spiritualists. It was only necessary to 
investigate to become a Spiritualist 
He cited the case of the Anglican 
Church, conference in 1880, presided 
over by the famous Bishop of Durham, 
and at which the celebrated Canon Wil
berforce spoke. That conference de
clared emphatically for Spiritualism.’ 
Here the bell rang “Time.” , .

Mr. Baer declared Mr. Hull spoke at 
the rate of 175 or 180 words a minute. 

. Mr. Hull—“That’s about It (LaUgh
- ter.) • ' _

: Mr. Badr continuing, accused Mr. 
Hull of not keeping to facts. He did not

legations of his opponent, He severely 
criticised Mr. Hull for not naming the 
Dean of New York University, and 
said Mr. Hull would not dare utter 
such a story on a New York City plat
form. ,

Mr. Baer—I deny that I said the Spir
itualists stole the Golden Rule.

Voice from the audience—You did.
Mr. Baer—I did not. What I did say 

was that it was stolen from Christ. .
Mr. Baer ¡then went on to quote from 

Professor Harhacli, whom he described 
as the finest scholar in the world. ' He 
declared for the originality of Jesus 
Christ.

About that false name, he (Mr. Baer) 
never had a false name. Any other 
name he ever bore besides his own was 
given him by Spiritualistic mediums. 
(Laughter and applause). He then 
told libw, when with Dr. Hull in New 
York, the Doctor told him if he had ob
jection to his own name being used to go 
in to the medium and say he did not 
wish his own name Used. “And, so," 
said Mr. Baer, “the false name I got 
was given me by the mediums. 
(Laughter and applause.) ‘

Regarding the book in dispute, Mr. 
Hull said It was a novel. Mr. Bàer 
then read extracts from the preface to 
prove it was no novel, Marie Corelli, 
he declared, would never put such a 
preface to the beautiful fictions she pro
duced. She was a decent Woman and 
didn't fly up to the blasphemous heights 
attempted by the author of this book. 
He;said it was' an infamously blas
phemous volume. Spiritualism assailed 
the. divinity of Jesus Christ. The book 
was published by a man when he was 
crazy. Why did he not stop its publi
cation when he got back bis senses? 
(Laughter and applause.) After read
ing some further extracts Mr. Baer 
threw the book on the table with an 
expression of disgust, saying he Would 
not read further. He could forgive the 
man who wrote it, but not The Pro
gressive Thinker Co., who published It. 
Where was the decent home that would 
care to have that book on the center 
table for the children to read?

On the question of mediums he asked 
if Mr. Hull endorsed D. D. Home, the 
well-known medium, and told how 
Charles Slade had been exposed and 
how the Spiritualists Immediately re
pudiated him—but only after he’d been 
found, out Don’t, they always do it? 
asked Mr. Baer amid laughter and ap
plause, - • ,.

Jie.then humorously told the story of 
h<fw Home was fooled by not knowing 
three meh wepe present, thinking there 
were only two. The third man gave 
the whole trick away. He asked why 
Mr. Hull did not tell the audience 
about the.reputable scientists and other 
learned men who examined Spiritualism 
and came away more thoroughly mate
rialistic than before. The bell here 
rang.

Mr. Hull said Mr. Baer was a very 
promising young man. If he kept all 
tlie promises he made he would have to 
live to the age of Methuselah. (Laugh
ter.) He then took up seriatim the 
statements of Mr. Baer and traversed 
thém more or less effectively, submit
ting a general denial to all. Incidental
ly he declared Buddhism the best Gos
pel, in the world,,and said the Chinese 
knew the Golden Rule 600 years before 
Christ was born. He bad hoped Mr. 
Baer would keep on reading from that 
book. It was the only sensible part of 
his discourse. (Laughter.) He would 
rather place that book upon his table 
than the Song of Solomon. Some men 
who had selected texts from the Bible 
and1 sent them through the United 
States mail had been arrested and im
prisoned. Geo Francis Train was one 
of them. He did not know anything In 
that book nearly so blasphemous as the 
speech of Mr. Baer. Mr. Baer said he 
had fooled the mediums; but the medi
ums had fooled Jesus. He emphatically 
denied ever having assailed the divinity 
of Cbrlst, and asked when and where 
he did it. “I preach the divinity of ev
ery child,” said Mr. Hull, “every child 
that comes Into the world. I don’t be
lieve Jesus was his own father. (Laugh
ter.) I don’t believe he was miraculous
ly born into the world. The only testi
mony you have to that Is Spiritualistic 
testimony. An angel came and told 
Joseph, that old widower (laughter) 
that n son would be born unto him, and 
that’s the only testimony you've got. 
Wasn’t Jesus crazy, too? It says so in 
the Bible. His own mother thought so, 
bls friends also. ■ They wanted to take 
him home and he wouldn't go. He 
would have no’ hesitation in putting 
that book -on the center table.

Mr. Baefi followed In à masterly pièce 
of argument, and offered authorities he 
claimed to be equally as good as those 
cited by his opponent He gave a gen
eral refutation to Mr. Hull’s statements, 
some amusing incidents happening by 
the way. A voice In the audience 
shouted, "Read the 4th chapter of Ezek
iel,” and Mr. Baer retorted instantly, 
‘.‘I’m not talking to you,” throwing the 
audience into roars of laughter. He 
then said: “I must call your attention to 
the fact that those Interruptions came 
entirely from the 'intellectual aristoc
racy.” The audience, again going into 
hearty laughter at the hit The bell 
rung with Mr. Baer going strong and 
making, points.
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MAN fl CREATURE OF , 
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES.

A Lecture by D. W. Hull, of Norton,'Kan.

¡"Everything in the1 mniverse leads to 
the conclusion thqt.inan is a creature of 
development.,, From man down to the 
monera there Is a-tolerable gradation, 
and that-be has climbed all the way up 
to his present status there can be no 
doubt. I have shown in the preceding 
lecture that even every inanimate ob
ject is living—that life is a property of 
•matter, and that the tendency is to con
tinually manifest higher conditions. 
The materia! of the earth Itself is of a 
finer texture than it was of olden time. 
“Sorrow Is better than laughter, for 
thereby the heart is made better." So 
the grinding of the rocks by the great 
upheavals and volcanic eruptions is a 
purifying process by which the ciash
ings of the segregated rocks are made 
to unite with their material and im
prove the conditions for the develop
ment of our earth. From monad to 
man is a long stride, but .not longer 
than from rock to monad. Yet man has 
come all this long journey. It has taken 
him millions of years to accomplish it, 
but here he stands at the top of the 
Jacob’s ladder reaching from earth to | 
Heaven,'but we should not even know 
the road he has come, but for the foot
prints he has left on the sands of time. 
He now sees that every man and wo
man makes the same journey into hu
man life that he has made, except the 
millions of years required in the transi
tion, now only requires a few months. 
The gelatinous speck observable at the 
beginning of foetal development has no 
more the appearance of ever becoming 
a human being capable of planning 
great battles, building leviathan ships, 
tunneHng mountains and rivers, span
ning immense bodies of water with 
bridges, harnessing the lightnings, and 
controlling the elements, measuring 
and weighing the stars, than does a 
speek of gioberlngla of the northern 
seas, yet if we watch that speck we 
should see it begin to assume definite 
shape. One cell is added to another, 
and we have a spongeole; yet it resem
bles neither human nor any other, or
ganic creature; but the process of.de
velopment continues, and in a short 
tin(e wp hayq.a fish, then a reptile, then 
a bird, afterwards ' a ’ mammal, atid 
thus this little speck of flesh continues 
to climb up thypugh the. animal king
dom till it reaches the zenith of human 
form. We find not only the gradual 
growth of the foetus but we also find 
the grades between man and other ani
mals so indistinct as to leave us almost 
in doubt where the animal leaves off 
and the man begins, but there is a great 
difference as we shall And.

What wonders, what potency is bound 
up in this speck of sarcoid with which 
man starts on the journey of life! 
And yet it Is but a speck discernible 
only with a microscope, and between it 
and the germ of the most humble of 
the vertebrate there is no perceptible 
difference. But the potencies are 
there, and given conditions, they will 
manifest. Here is something that 
escapes the detection Of every mechan
ical appliance which has ever been In
vented to assist the observation. A 
minute speck that cannot be seen with 
the unassisted eye; and yet It may com 
tain all the possibilities of a Herschell, 
a LaPlftce, a Socrates or a Plato. All 
these things are hidden in the germ!' 
and yet we are totally unable between 
it and the germ of a fish. What a won
der! Beyond our comprehension! Who 
can explain it? Before reaching man
hood we find very few manifestations 
of reasoning powers. No animal mani
fests the constructive genius that man 
does. Birds may build nests, bees 
make hexagonal cells, for the storing 
of their honey, but man does more; he 
reconstructs everything that falls to 
suit his fancy, altering it to suit his no
tions, and even now proposes to place 
a sun In the heavens to give light and 
warmth during the night to thousands 
of square miles of territory, and the 
possibilities seem to be that he will so 
far duplicate nature as to introduce 
into the northern latitudes a condition 
of warmth and comfort. This Idea 
may be utopian, but It Is being consid
ered, and the man who would ridicule 
it in these days of enterprise and inven
tion may live to be laughed at. The

There are four-hand,ed animals—quad- 
rumana, but these four hands also after 
a manner perforn). the office of feet. 
But each of these; organs having a 
double purpose, performs neither office 
well. They cannot, wjllk on the earth 
so well, neither can they construct. 
These four bands are adapted to arbo- 
rial life, for gathering fruits and nuts, 
blit for no other purpose, Their hands 
are too clumsy for delicate and fine 
work, and they are too feeble and un
fitted to carry forward f great enter
prises such as building ¡bridges, con
structing stone castlfes; etc., even 
though they hhd the brain to conceive 
of intricate enterprises, (But the capa
bilities of man grp unlimited. His 
head can plan and his band ean create. 
The hands do much toward the devel
opment and education of the individual. 
Each new invention lias grown out of 
some construction of Man’s hands and 
forms.the basis of something yet more 
complex. Had the hands of Man never 
been able to put the,creations of his 
mind, into shape, we ?should yet be 
wheie''the orjgnal man was, When the 
mind conceived the telescope, one was 
produced; and lol myriads of worlds by 
the side,of which ours appears as only a 
speck, rare brought into our Immediate 
neighborhood. Man's ¿ hands . have 
opened to us the depths pf infinity, and 
revealed to us a unlverqp before which 
we are Inspired with that awe find ven
eration that strikes us cfainHg and lifts 
our souls high out of:opr bodies. Not 
only that, but the use. pt' thp hands has 
ennobled and fraternized us. We cross 
hands and are friends.; We IJft and as
sist each other in ouf mutual upward 
journey with our hp'pdd. We lay our 
hands on the fever-fired brow and lo, 
the fever takes its fljgl^t. Our nimble 
fingers touch the stgne dug. from the 
depths of the earth Bpd io, tjie history 
of the earth Is revealed tq us. Our 
fingers are (he willing Servants of our 
brain and tlie fond caresses qf bur bod
ies. It is the hand pf; man fhat gives 
hint superiority over tlie' briite, and en
ables hlm,to capture Jilro, educate him, 
anfi make Ii1m..fiis'Servant'4nd Man!s- 
hands will ever 'lead film onward and 
upward. They will evc-'TmUatb execn;, 
tlon the creations of. iijst.|ira4n,' afid 
while he hash brain tdjtblhK and.hands 
to execute there can bo no limits to his 
mental development and progress.

2. Man hap ifie gift: of speech, by 
which he can traris'mit his ideas to his 
fellow men and hand them down to pos
terity.' Blot out human speech and 
men could do no moro than copy each 
other. We could not. explain how a 
thing happens, or the ', processes by 
which a thing is done.' We should look 
at apiece of superstructure like the Ni
agara bridge with awe, not being able 
to explain all its. complications, and 
even though now and then a man 
should be found who could comprehend 
its wonderful architecture he could not 
reproduce Its like wlthbut the co-opera
tion of his fellow-man,* and without hu
man speech this would- be impossible. 
Anarchy, would prevail, civilization 
wquld be Impossible,; anfi the strongest 
man would be master. Men could 
build fires, but they'Jcbuld not run 
steam engines, nor bfi|lfi railroads, nor 
cross the seas. Humin speech brings

tí..

propose to make any choice of the di
Jemma horns. Mr. Hull could not name 
a single authority who said Spirit is 
God. Hull had said God did not speak 
from the-burnlng bush. Who was it 
who said “I am that I am.” (Applause.) 
He contended "no angel or spirit could, 
say that for God, but God himself only. 
He denied that the Book of Genesis had 
two authors. Prof Sayce and other high 
authorities emphatically denied the 
same thing and said it had a single au
thorship. Mr. Baer then explained he 
had only been asking a question when 
he made the remarks about telling chil
dren the truth about certain things and 
protested against Mr. Hull putting
words in his mouth he never uttered. If 
Mr. Hull wanted to waste time that 
way he (Mr. Baer) was ready to stay 
right with him—16 weeks if necessary. 
(Laughter and applause.) Next he 
took up the1 rib Story and Moses Hull’s' 
Bnbellef therein, And denied sundry al-

Umpire McInnes announced the next 
meeting would take place on Friday 
evening, when Mr. Baer-would take the 
affirmative. '

I

• E call special attention to The 
Next World Interviewed, one 
of our special premluins. iVe 
are enabled to. furnish It to our 
readers at the price announced
in. our premium list, from the 
simple fact that .Mr. Horn'do

nated the plates of the book to us! We 
have sent out thousands bf copies':’ of 
this book, and it has been well received 
everywhere. -It should be circulated by 
the millions among all classes of Spirit
ualists. The seven books that we are 
.offering to Spiritualists as ' premiums 
contain a large storehouse of useful 
knowledge on Spiritual and Occult sub
jects. You should have- them on the 
shelves of your library where you can 
have access to them at any time. Read 
Carefully our premium announcement

majesty of Mind, ns now in process of 
development, is Illimitable, Its .power is 
Immeasurable ’and its purview bound
less. Man a creature of the universe, is 
a creator in it. Animals are prisoners 
to the conditions of their surroundings; 
man changes his environments. Ani
mals move by walking or flying; man 
harnesses the natural forces and com
pels them to carry him whither he will. 
He smoothes the seas, tames the ele
ments, seizes the loud roaring thunder, 
imprisons the lightnings and is plan
ning'now to make It convey messages 
to find from the stars. •

Does the usefulness of men cease 
with a few brief years of life here on 
thé earth? or, wiU he having changed 
from speck to spongeole, from spongeole 
to reptile, from reptile to bird, from 
bird to mammal, from mammal to man, 
still make another change, from man to 
angel? and throughout the long years 
of unending etrnlty continue thé work 
of reconstruction and modification now 
in process? Must man, thus all-power
ful, like the gods of the Greeks, yield to 
the majesty of fate? or, 1b It-Jn his 
power-to change'even fate and prolong 
his existence at will? • . v

But it will not be necessary-that man 
thus all-powerful should so change the 
conditions about him as to create his 
own Immortality. HIS usefulness is 
unlimited. When he drops the grosser 
flesh filled with calcareous substances 
which obstruct his usefulness here, he 
will buoyantly rise to a higher life In 
which all the earthy particles that 
weighed him down, causing him to hug 
the earth more closely, will be re
moved. While man Is in all respects an 
animal, he is more—he is MAN.

us within touch of etiefi other, makes us 
neighbors, friends find, philanthropists.! 
Human speech is the^'’corinectlng lifik 
between men and gods. By speech, 
more than all things filse. we are dis
tinguished from the brute creation, afidj 
without speech we shpfild fall back, and: 
again become brutes, jin human speech 
there are Infinite possibilities. It is the 
verdure through whídlü the Intellect 
breathes and Inhalas -its life and 
growth; it unlocks.-, tlie universe and 
brings us into relations with the Divine. 
Words are our coinéfi' thoughts and 
may be exchanged a't'’ will for other 
thoughts. The nlmblt)-. use of them 
while relieving our pent-up feelings al
ways make the recipients richer. Hu
man speech is the fficplty; by which we 
treasure up our though ts ¡ and transmit 
them to succeeding ’ ¡generations. As 
there never will be a time when we can
not be edified by hiiinan speech, ■ so 
there never will come a time when there 
will not be opportunity to learn some
thing unknown before;. Thus, human 
speech opens an infinite possibility to 
every soul, and, as man is destined by 
his very organization ; to always grow 
mentally and learn^soinething new at 
every turn of eternity’s long road, so 
he must have an eternity bjfore him to. 
accomplish the purppsfi ofMs organiza
tion. ;. . ; '

It is thus impossible that lower ani
mals can ever outgrow ¿heir present 
state of development. . Ail that they 
can learn must be-.atqulred by inter
course with man, .¡and this can be 
learned only as theÿdèàrn ifiiie meanings 
of a few simple wojdsi AïLabstract in
telligence is put ofjjthelr mental grasp. 
I will net here sayi’thàt nidmals are to 
have no future existence, as I have not 
yet. scientifically ¿gafisfled myself on 
that point; but I'dotqtalnvthat the ani
mal rounds out its Jifelandfills the pur
pose of its exlstemçe!fiere;în earth-Ufe. 
There is no purpose çî llfe;ln them for 
the future other tbaij mus existence, ’ 
and I confess-that-Iijim unable to see 
any desirableness In; ¡Hfe except it pre
sents, us somethlngJon which we maÿ. 
e&rcjse the intellect;-/ Â1I existences’ 
havq been here'; that ; Jve might ■ live-v■ 
they have prepaid Jhe way. for mari 
upon the earth.? Whéï Man came upon, 
the earth-, hé.àt .ofira! commenced the 
work;of. reconstruction,. And ¿.making 
the earth over agfiMv|iid presenting it 
in better shape to'ffilsi . posterity- than, 
when it came to.Hl jyminds.J There have 
been no special er^ethmstfoi; carrying 
out any preconceived? purpose, but all 
existences have*beeq (landmarks lead
ing to the upward rfiud. If however-,’ 
animals do go 'out of existence having

.................  ................................ ..... . thatahey5.am win, ----------
1. Man is ^.two-handed animal. No the.great upwa'rdvqa^-what ahall we 

other animal has hands as man has. say'of those weaH^ttorambiance of

no more. or do in

men and women, who remain all their 
lives just where their school days left • 
them, never having gained a single 
Idea, nor even strived to learn a single 
thing? Many persons also throw them
selves between their fellow men and 
women and all efforts at progress, per
secuting them in every possible manner. 
What is there for such as them to live 
for? They have long ago completed 
their mental development; while it is 
possible for them to achieve further 
growth, they refuse to do so, and do 
what they can to prohibit their friends 
and neighbors from growing mentally, 
They are enemies to all improvement 
in this world, and in consequence will 
be in the next. If such lives continue in 
the hereafter, it will be sufficient refu
tation of the claln) of Design and De
signer, These are men only in shape, 
but probably somewhere in the eons in 
the future they will commence to climb 
the ladder of progress.

3. The brain and structure of man 
specially endows him for progression 
and proves him a creature of infinite 
possibilities. In the case of animals 
we find that they round out and com
plete their existence in earth life. They 
are given life sufficient to carry out the 
ends to which their organisms are by 
nature endowed. But man being a 
¡creature of infinite possibilities, cannot 
•carry out the design of his organism in 
any time short of Infinite duration. If 
he passes out of existence at any time 
in the future, the purposes of his organ
ism have never been satisfied. A cur
tailment of his life would be contrary 
to thq economy of nature. Everything 
is adapted to its sphere of action and 
nothing is given activities beyond the 

(.possibilities of execution. The wings of 
the eagle do not come before the atmos
phere to fly in, but because of the at- 
mophere. So man is not given eternity 
in which to develop his Intellect, but is 
given his intellect because of eternity 
In which to develop It.

Man is structurally developed for 
eternal progression. If you will notice, 
the lower the animal In the grade of be
ing the nearer is its face on a line with 
the spinal column. Take for Instance, 
the face of a reptile, which is on an ex
act line ¡with the spinal column. This 
creature can never be other than a 
reptile, because its brain has no room 
for growth until its face is moved over 
to the opposite side of the body. The 
brains of anlmalè are but the thickened 
end of the spiral chord. In reptiles this 
thickening is very small, about three 
times, the diameter of- the’chord, but it 

• increases In thickness, till we reach the 
.human brain,' Hugh - Miller, in his

Footprints of the Creator," says: “Tfie 
brain, which bears an Average propor
tion to. the spinal chord of not more 
than two to one, comes first—it is the 
brain of the fish; that which bears an 
average proportion of two and a half 
to one succeeded it—it is thé brain of 
the reptile; then came the brain averag
ing as three to one—it is that of the 
bird. ¿Next in succession came the 
brain that averages as four to one—it is 
that of the'animal; and last of all there 
appeared a brain that averages twenty- 
three to one—it is that of reasoning; 
calculating Man had come upon the 
scene.” NoW there is no room for an 
Increase of the reptilian brain! because • 
Its face is in the way.

Neither Is there any room for the devel
opment and growth of a cerebrum, and 
therefore the reptile has no cerebrum 
to speak of, except two little threadlike 
projections extending from the base of 
the brain to a point above the eyes, a 
mere prophecy of a cerebrum which 
should manifest in higher organisms. 
As we rise higher In the scale of animal 
development we notice tha face is more 
anymore removed to give place for a 
larger and better brain, but each ani
mal perfects its existence in its present 
organism. If It should reach a higher 
organism it must change the shape of 

.its head to do so, move its face further 
over and in fact move from out tlie spe
cies in which it was born, reared and 
lives, and this is impossible. The bird 
can build nests, the beaver construct 
dams and other animals perform other 
things peculiar to their several modes 
of existences, but they can go no far
ther, though their lives might be length
ened out ¡to myriads of years, because 
their brains are not constructed for 
any higher development. When a bird 
has grown up, propagatéd its species, It 
has fulfilled its mission. Whatever of 
life it may enjoy Will be but a repeti
tion of what it has'already enjoyed. 
There is nothing new for it; there is no 
purpose which it can accomplish by liv
ing longer. > ■

The dog, the horse, the elephant have 
each some advantage over other ani
mals In that one hafe a mouth answer
ing In an indifferent? Way to the hands 
of man. • ....

But We come to Man; his face Is en
tirely reversed from the reptilHan face 
so that Instead of being on a line with 
the spine it is on a line with the abdo
men, and it is greatly changed from 
all other’animals. Here is room for in
finite growth, the brain has pushed the 
face as far over as it can be pushed. 
No higher organism is possible. The 
mouth, nose and eyes have been crowd
ed down from the top part of the head 
to the lower part of the head so as to 
give room for the brain. While the 
other animals may complete their edu
cation In this life, man can never com
plete his education, no matter how 
much he may learn. He is a creature of 
Infinité possibilities; there • is always 
something to learn, something to 

i achieve and he is endowed with a ca
pacity for learning or. achieving it. 
Archbishop Sumner In his Records of 
Creation, Vol. IL, chapter.2, says: “An
Imais -are bom what they are intended 
to remain. Nature has • bestowed on 
them <a certain rank, and limited the 
extent of their capaçity/by an impass

. able decree. Man' she has empowered 
to become the artificer of his own rank 
in the scale of beings by the peculiar 

¡gift of improvable reason.”. . _
■ To fulfill the purposes of such an or
ganism requires eternity, because in no 
shorter time can Rs mission be filled.

■ It cannot be .that an organism ■ has 
come Into existence adapted to certain 
purposes and yet be prevented from, 
carrying out the object of its existence. 
No. such : wastefnlnMs la observable In 
mature. . If tnan 'ceasee to exist any;-

where this side of eternity bls organism 
-has been a failure. If man is developed 
with an organism adapted to a certain 
purpose, time will be given for the de
velopment of that purpose.
. If time is not given, then the develop
ment is so much waste and is certainly 
useless. This organism cannot be for 
this earth Ute alone, for there are bin
rances to Its usefulness. We are en
vironed by difficulties and cannot learn 
what there is before us to learn. For 
the opportunity and the time must be 
consumed iq procuring the necessities 
of life. •

At most this life’seems to be a school 
in which we are preparing for future 
usefulness., We have’just only acquired 
pur education when we are removed 
hence. Thus unless we can avail our
selves after this life, of all our require
ments, we have lived in vain.

(To be continued.-)

The Work of Spirit Artists.
To the Editor:—When at your office 

on ope occasion I informed you I had 
made arrangements with the Bangs 
Sisters, the portrait mediums, for por
traits of some of my spirit friends.

On Wednesday noon we sat for the 
first portrait. We did not have long to 
wait before the work was.commenced, 
and there soon appeared the portrait of 
my noble Indian guide, Mouutalu Oak, 
on the canvas. I must say it is the 
finest portrait of an Indian that I have 
ever seen. The next was a double por
trait, one being my son Charles, the oth
er, his soul companion, Jennie. The 
next was my son Léo, who was taken 
alone. The next was a double portrait 
of my daughter Ruth and her soul com
panion Bertram. The next was also a 
double portrait of my daughter Nettle 
and her soul companion, Bertie, making 
three double and two single portraits, 
the double ones being on stretchers 
22x27 inches In size; the single ones be
ing 20x24. I wish to say right here they 
are the finest work of art I have ever 
placed my eyes upon, and so says every
one who has seen them. I have them 
framed and hanging in my parlor where 
everyone who comes In can view them.

We know these portraits are perfect 
representations of our spirit children, as 
Mrs. Dole sees clalrvoyantly these chil
dren every day, and had long before the 
portraits were taken, so she knows 
wberof she speaks when she says the 
portraits are perfect ones of our chil
dren. I would not take $1,000 for them; 
Im fact, money eould not buy them.
METHOD OF DOING THE WORK.

We went into asmall room at the 
back end of the hall; with one wlndo-w. 
A table was placed in front of this win
dow, after being first examined by me. 
On this table was placed two frames or 
stretchers with the canvas sides or face 
sides together, whichever you choose to 
call it. After being thoroughly exam
ined by me the window shade was 
drawn to the top of these frames which 
were held upright by the two mediums, 
one sitting each side of the table, one 
having hold of the frames with her 
right and the other with her left hand, 
holding them tightly together. I sat in 
front of the table where I could look 
right through the canvas and see the 
work as it progressed, as the frames 
wpre not two feet from me, or within 
easy reach. First I could see the can
vas begin to grow dark around the out
side for the background. Then came 
the outlines of the form, followed very 
soon by the features. This, under
stand, Was in the day-time, and the 
room not dark. The inside canvas or 
the one next to me was the one the por
trait was on when they were taken 
âpalft each time. The canvas on the 
bthfir frame was not soiled in any way 
with the colors used, although they 
were face to face. It did not take over 
thirty minutes to produce the double 
portraits, and about half that time on 
the single ones. There has been many 
here to my home to see them. All pro
nounce them wonderful works of art, 
which they truly are, such as no mortal 
can produce. 0.- DOLE.

Detroit, Mich. ,

■ Men-Made Gods. '
Men have made gods among them

selves and fashioned them after their 
own beings. Moses made his god in his 
own image and gave him instructions, 
from the standpoint of knowledge that 
he possessed. All the messages and 
commands that Moses received orlgl- 
nated in the mind of Moses. The god 
of Moses had two legs and walked 
about in heaven, and on the earth, at 
the command of Moses. AH other gods 
that have been gotten up by people of 
other nations, have feet and legs and 
use them in obedience to the will of 
their earthly commanders. The Chris-■ 
tian God is not the Chinese God, hence 
the Chinese array themselves against■ 
his manner of teaching. The Chinese 
God is supposed to rule the Chinese peo
ple, as well as all other people that walk 
the earth, and when other people from 
other lands come among them with ■ 
their gods to rule them, they kick vig- • 
orously against It, ant, who can blame 
them? A god of their own making is 
much preferable to all the gods that the 
Christians have ever invented. And - 
now the line is drawn and a holy war Is 
Inaugurated.

The gods of all the nations are ex
tremely bloodthirsty in all their habits, 
and all the human gore that is burned 
on their god altars is a sweet-scented 
savor in the nostrils of all the gods that 
live in heaven aud walk the earth. -

This sending missionaries into the 
Oriental kingdom to crush out the gods 
of that people, and destroy their plans 
of salvation, Is a little more than Chi
nese human nature is able to endure, 
aud their gods will not submit without 
having a fight for It.

All the wars of the past ages have . 
been religious wars, and all the blood 
that has been shed In those wars has 
been in the Interest of the different 
gods.

Is there no way of bringing the blush 
of shame to (he cheeks of those ortho
dox Christians? Are they not a draw
back to civilization, and is it not the 
duty of every Spiritualist in the world 
to raise his voice against nations fight
ing against nations, for the sole pur
pose of revenging their gods? Is there 
no way of subordinating these people 
and bring them to an understanding of 
their duty to humanity, and prepare the 
way of living? Let the gods be forgot
ten and human love be established in 
their place. Then there will be union 
among the people not unlike that In the 
spirit world which extends everywhere. 
A united effort on the part of the spirits 
and the Spiritualists of the earth will 
soon bring about peace and good will 
such as has never been known to. exist 
before. :

The Christians have failed to do their 
duty ns Jesus taught them. Now let 
the Spiritualists come to the front and 
by their example explain the teachings 
of Jesus In a practical wav—love ye one 
another. DR. WM. CLEVELAND.

MlnneapoUs, Minn.

IT WILL ALL RETURN AGAIN.

THEN AND NOW.

"Come and let us sweetly sing 
Praises to our heavenly king; 
For His name do we adore, 
Humble, trusting evermore. 
Loud the anthems have been sung, 
Through every land, by every tongue. 
Round the altar oft we’ve joined, 
Swayed by one eternal mind: 
‘Simply to the cross we cling’— 
Save us, 0, our Savior King." 
Round the hearthstone now. we meet; 
Loving one’s now come to greet, 
Not to sing these praises o’er 
As they ever were before!
Now again our songs we sing, 
But not to a heavenly king; 
We sing to loved ones far and near, 
Both in the spirit life and here! 
Now the world is on the wing, 
So we would the anthem sing.
Sing of loved ones gone before, 
See! They open wide the door, 
Asking all to look within ; .
For the knowledge they can win, 
If they work with faithful trust 
Striving ever to be just; .
Then the answer quick will come: 
To this beauteous spirit home. 
All may enter at the last • 
When the storms of life are past!' 
“Then, 0, friends of earth take heed, 
’Tis for you we humbly plead, 
That you search for gems of truth— 
Mothers, maidens, in their youth, 
Al V may learn, the .way to come j . 
To1 this beauteous, spirit hame. . :
’Tlf by love and simple deed. 
We’re not bound by any creed! 
Many hunger for a word 
Who by sorrows have been stirred, 
Give them of your store, and then, 
You’ll be blessed! so nofv, Amen.” .

.', MARY E. VAN HORN.
Milwaukee, Wis. i

“Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
-Voice from The Higher Criticism.' A 
few thoughts on other Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and In
terest to Spiritualists. - For sale at this
office. Price $1. '-r

I stood at the brink of the ocean 
And watched the ebb and the flow, 

The waves kept the sand all In motion, 
The sun kept the waters aglow.

A wonderful river came rushing 
Close by with Its driftwood and clay, 

Far out in the ocean’s mad gushing, 
And splashing, and high leaping 

spray.
Out, out until lost to my vision 

Its clay-colored waters did roll, 
Till ceasing to mark in collision

Its path, thrdugh '.he deep ocean 
bowl. v

Far up in this great stream arc others 
That pour in their torrents of mud— 

Like children—like sisters and broth
ers— ’

Returning to mother her blood.
Far up toward the head of each river 

Are found the wee brooklet and rill, 
Each striving its load to deliver— 

Just gathered from valley and hill.
From valley and hill that are wearing 

By rhinfall and wind sweeping o’er, 
Till soon the great ocean Is sharing 
-^The substance she had once before.
Some day all the hills will be sliding 

Back into the ocean once more, 
And land at the bottom now hiding 

Rise up and be tilled as before.
In snow and in rain the great ocean, 

The seas, the rivers and rills
Spread out and keep matter in motion, 

Evolving In nature's great mills.
Each wave in the ocean it reaches 

Seems anxious to welcome it home;
Which, likened to life, ever teaches 

That nothing is lost in the foam,
That Nature is grinding, evolving, 

Re-forming and shaping anew, 
And that which seems lost in dissolving 

Will some time return Into view.
DR. T. WILKINS.

“Words That Bum.”
A Twentieth ■ Century Romance, by 

Lida Briggs Browne, of Utica, N. Y.
The undersigned having been in close 

and enjoyable touch as a reader, with 
the best literary thought on humanitary 
lines presented in romance style in our 
strong EngUsh language, on the part of 
Europe’s brilliant and great-fouled 
writers, and also those of America, I 
unhesitatingly place "Words That 
Burn” by the side of all that I have 
read, as their peer for practical illu
mination and expression on the Golden 
Rule plan. “Words That Burn,” a book 
bf 366 pages, will evidently prove a sou
venir of great value to all lovers of a 
high and elevating order or class of lit
erature, and as soon as its true merit 
comes to be known and proclaimed 
through the generous press, must meet 
with phenomenal success in its sale, for
It is worthy.

Santa Barbara, Cal.
M. E. TAYLOR.

Stern duties need not speak sternly. 
He who stood firm before the thundef 
worshipped the “still, small voice.”— 
Dobell. . ,

The passions, like heavy bodies down 
steep hills, once in motion, move them* 

'selves and know no ground but the bOt* >
tom.—Fuller. : ; ' 3
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HE GIVETH HIS BELOVED SUET."
Funeral Services of Benjamin F. Troxell, in 

Chicago, September 24, 1900.

By the Guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond.

“lie giyetli liis beloved sleep,” - .
“In iny Father’s house there are many mansions; if it 

were not so I would have told you. I go to prepare a 
place for you.” , ; ■

“And there shall be no more death.”
In Arabia it hath been said: “We depart from Allah 

when we enter into mortal birth, but mortal death arrives, 
we are with Allah forevermore.”
_ One in India has said: “This that we call mortal birth 
is indeed death, for we are wrapped in time and sense and 
in the shadow of earthliness; but when the release comes 
we are with the eternal.”

Beloved friends, it is our privilege—our sacred priv-’ 
liege—to stand with you at this hour by the side of the 
casket that holds all that was mortal of the remains of our 
dearly loved brother, Benjamin F. Troxell. .

He was still comparatively young, not having reached 
the three score years and ten allotted to human life, being 
only sixty-eight. He was' born in Northumberland 
county, Pennsylvania, He came to Cliicago in 1862, and 
has been a citizen of this city since that time. .He was 
connected with railroads for thirty years, He has been a 
member of the Masonic fraternity since he was twenty- 
two years old, and he has been a member of the Church 
of the Soul (formerly the First Society of Spiritualists) 
for twenty-four years, ever since your present speaker has 
been its minister.

Honored, loved and respected by all, he has entered 
Snto his higher inheritance, We follow reverently and. 
sacredly liis life-line. We must obey that high and di
vine mandate that has set him free, knowing that the 
heavenly Father’s will is loving and supreme. The mor
tal life of this goodly man counts at this hour for 
its great worth. It is at such an hour as this, when we 
stand -by .the open gateway of immortality, that we meas
ure the real value of human life, which is not in the vast 
possessions which cannot be carried with one; not in 
houses and lands or great treasures of earth, for these are 
vanishing; but in those treasures that are abiding and 
eternal; those that come of a goodly life and sincere pur
pose, ¿nd earnest and loving fellowship felt when in life. 
In the circle of our acquaintance, and the number who 
bend with us at this hour, of whom can it be more truly 
said, he was loved, honored and respected by all who knew 
him? Considering that he had no flattery for those who 
were in power, and that he was always fearless and out
spoken in his convictions, in his daily life that he never 
catered to human authority for the purpose of gaining 
position or wealth, it becomes more and more beautiful to 
note the large circle of friends that these two people have 
drawn around them from their very worth, for the com
panion of his life, one with him, has realized, as he did, 
that the sanctity of home, the sacredness of social life 
and the daily performance of every duty must constitute 
the holiest life.

His religion was his own, but he did not enforce it upon 
others. He believed that the greatest testimony unto the 
Infinite is that of loving kindness to your fellow-man. 
He understood and knew that this earthly life is but the 
stepping stone, the preparation to that which is to follow. 
He knew that he had human faults, but he also knew that 
the integrity of purpose counts for more than loftier pro
fessions. So the love of God,and the fellowship of man 
may be said to constitute his creed. His thought of im
mortality was that death was the next step in existence, 
the next step in which one throws off that which is feeble 
Bnd fleeting in mortal existence and takes on the raiment 
of the spirit, woven of goodly deeds and loving thoughts, 
of gracious ways. If was his privilege to know flint the 
immortal world is not far away; that those who b^nd near 
from the realm of light, even as John Wesley once said,, 
“are the guardian angels, the ministering spirits of the 
household.” He believed with Bishop Whitefield, that
the immortal realm impinges more closely upon human 
life than people are aware of; and he knew with the poet

•■ that:
“When the hours of day are numbered 

And the voices of the night
Wake the better soul that slumbered 

To a holy, calm delight,
“Then the forms of the departed 

Enter at the open door;
The beloved, the true-hearted

Come to visit us once more.” ,
What poet, sage and seer have sung in every age; what 

the highest philosophy has taught and the great relig
ions of the world have espoused he knew to be true; and 
he knew, also, that human life, the human pilgrimage, 
with all its trials, its discipline, its seeming disapppint
meats is the great preparation for the next step. ‘

We can assure you, dear friends, from tlie closest ac- 
quaintanee with this household, this goodly man, that he 
did not fear to take that next step; that his life was always 
ready, that he kept the altar fires within the spirit 
burning.

Though perhaps very few knew him as intimately as we 
did and some of you did, those who did know him inti
mately knew that the sweetest, kindest thoughts were 
often veiled from the outward world; that he did not al
low many to enter into the inner sanctuary of his being; 
that he met the world sometimes with that exterior that 
would say: “I am impervious to your assaults.”

When in the midst of great external struggle and dis
cipline, of many trials and misfortune, and later enfeebled 

; in body, not the result of disease, but of so-called accident, 
he still never murmured at his fate; he did not complain 

■ because of this discipline, but felt that perhaps his life 
would grow stronger in spirit because of this.

You, dear friends, who have known him all these years 
' understand more than words can express, how he gathered 
. his friends close to his heart in the nobility of his spirit 
! and sought to make them know how he valued and appre- 
I ciated every word and act of friendship. ’ r.

Now that the immortal gateway has swung open, that 
he has' entered into that next step of life, that he has been 
promoted to that higher position, that he has taken an 
added degree in the great, grand Order of Immortality, 
it would seem fitting that all who are laying the tributes 
of their best thoughts upon this casket, in the form of 

' these lovely flowers; which are the symbols of their re
membrance; should also remember that it is well with 
him. That it is to those who are in human life that the 
moment is a moment of admonition; that here is the 
preparation; he has entered into the fruition; here is the 
madow, there is the light. But a few hours ago it was 
feebleness, yet how bravely did he battle with that ap
proaching feebleness; his armor was ever on for the daily 
struggle, even almost to the last he held his post and 
performed his daily duty. Will, every one here be as. 
ready, will all be prepared when the time comes for that 
next great step? And how beautiful is that next step. 

’ ’In the wise, divine, benignant providence of .Infinite 
love, who can say that death is a shadow? Of course the 
outward life is lonely; of course it rests as a shadow, upon 
the human heart, but consider, the! great revealment that 
it is, and the inevitable step that it must be to all. If it 
were not for this great change how desolate and drear 
•would be the grinding treadmill of daily life. It is be
cause of this hope, this uplifting certainty that manland 
can bear the daily crosses and the narrow limitations of 
human existence. .

- .But to weave the raiment of the spirit of kindly deeds 
and loving thoughts, to make honor and integrity fore
mast instead bf time-serving and external prosperity; to 
knowthat we have an immortal destiny instead of human

I

life alone, and to be able to bequeath to one’s son the 
heritage of a name unsullied by any act of dishonor; this 
we claim is the greatest and highest privilege of any 
mortal life.

Lowly as was liis human estate, he was a prince among, 
men. Little as the great and proud would note him as 
he passed by, the honest gleaming of his flashing eye, the 
true grasp of his honest hand would be a thrill of pleasure 
to any who were intuitive enough to perceive real honor 
in human existence; and to know that this life has entered 
into its own, has taken possession of that inheritance 
■which was his, to feel certain that the morning lias 
dawned with the full step of added light and glory, this 
is the consolation of the hour. '

So, dear friends, it is well enough to remember that 
the tilings of earth cannot abide forever; that but for 
those who have passed on you would have nothing to re
mind you that the future heritage must be cared for. It 
is needful at such time as this that all who bend here in 
praise and tribute to his worthiness should remember, 
also, that he will help to lead and guide them on' up to the 
eternal, supernal height.

When death’s kindly messenger came and took from 
them a dearly beloved daughter, it was under the con
solation of this knowledge of immortal life that they bore, 
that trial bravely. When year after year other friends 
were added to the great concourse of spiritual beings that 
bent above them they also knew that those in immortal 
life were strengthening and helping each human en
deavor. •

When Dr, Barrows said.in Chicago, that a host of wit
nesses were bending above at the great rejoicing, of the 
Columbian exposition, he but echoed the religious- hope 
and thought of the worÿ. Wheuat this hour thé greater 
and higher Messenger summons you all unto the council 
chambers of tlie" wise and just, it is'blessed to remember, 
that these endearing presences, these lofty and divine 
ministrants are not far away; tliat every day and hour, 
when the Messenger arrives to bear some loved one from 
from the earthly estate, these invisible ones bend near.

How great a triumph is life after all; how wonderful is 
that beneficence that opens and unfolds the great pathway 
of immortality! Even the agnostic and materialist of to
day are compelled to admit, that if there is no immortal
ity for man then the great purposes of nature seem to 
have been unfulfilled. But if they could only grasp this 
subject from the standpoint of inspiration, from the light 
of true revealment and know that every age has had its 
testimony, and that the Infinite hath left no one without 
witnesses of this immortality’ and divine heritage.

Dear friends, what other words can we say? How can 
we add to that which in itself is the glory and the fulfill-., 
ment? Did you know that in the shadow of this humble 
dwelling, in the small room from whence this spirit took 
its flight, it was as though from out the shadow and dark
nogs of a narrow prison cell the spirit burst into freedom? 
Then it was faltering and weakness, now it is strength 
and the glory of the morning. Have you ever seep the 
morning rise from this beautiful lake, or out upon, the 
prairie, or beyond the mountains seen the glorious Armor 
of the Day (name given by Duina to Mr. Troxell) appear 
as the herald for the lightjhat was to come? Have you 
seen the streaks of grayrand gold mount up the sky, and 
tlie crimson curtains of the dawn roll aside, and the great 
unfolding light of the Infinite reveal itself in the clear 
splendor of the sun? So from the shadow of earthliness 
the great curtain rolled aside, and from the gray of the 
human state the gold and crimson tides of immortal life 
floated into the narrow chamber, and the senses, wrapped 
in the earthly feebleness, no longer impaired or impeded 
the vision of the spirit, which more and more expanded to 
receive the new light and the miuistrants from that heav
enly land. ■

Oh, neighbors, friends, beloved members of thé Church 
of the Soul, comrades, brothers and sisters, all this herit
age and light is yours! Lol the dawn of immortal life 
bends near and .touches this household with its radiance.

Nothing can be said td'thege nearest and dearest, for” 
theirs is a sanctified love; theirs is'(he illùimnâtion of the 
highest'hope an'd prophecy; theirs the thought tliat the 
companionship is‘still continued. The son, the wife, all 
those who were of liis care, will well remember that there 
is no loneliness for them save that which is born of the 
senses. The ties of nature are strong. Forty years and 
more of wedded life make a bond that is complete, and the 
physical severance, though hard to bear, still cannot di
vide that which is eternal in the larger habitation; these 
ties are renewed in the heavenly state free from the 
earthliness that belongs to the human form, and Io! in the 
heavenly convocations, in the home, the house not made 
with hands, in tliat dinne and beautiful circle all will be 
united to their own.

Entered Apprentice on the earth, 
All children must pass the level here;

The first degree, the human birth
In this the outward, human sphere.

Fellow Craftsmen all must fye
As side by side they stand to fill

The.Master’s law and potency 
In the fulfillment of God’s will. •

- When at last the Master calls, 
Through the Royal Arch all must pass, 

And the mystic curtain, that ever falls, 
Is uplifted and, like a magic glass, 

Behold! they enter the Third Degree 
In the great Master Masonry.

TT '
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LIFE'S GIFTS.
r bi t . ’ic___ _ . ' ■

Can the Inequalities of Life 
aJ>e dualized?

The answer to ¿he foregoing question 
must depend largely upon the fact 
whether consummation would be 
deleterious or beneficial to human pro
gress. Anti how, is ( it to be accom
plished?,^ thQiprpgress of human life 
not on apy one special line of thought, 
but progress in |js entirety, which will 
eliminate from life those inequalities 
that are'impedijpents to, its onward 
march, q'he recqyd of former achieve
ments hasqn'oyeii that the human soul 
is capable of breaking its way through 
the barriers that have formerly im
peded its upward journey.

The question also may properly be 
asked, are there any inequalities in life 
that are not injurious in their effects, 
and If so where is the line of discrimi
nation drawn? Some of those unequal 
conditions are so apparent that their 
beneficent or deleterious influence is 
visible to the most casual observer. 
To show that there are unequal dis
tributions of life’s ..forces which are 
beneficent in their design and arrange
ment, we would Illustrate. Here are 
my friends. ¡One is. an artist, one a 
musician, one : an architect. O,, what 
beautiful pictures are evolved from the 
mind of the; artist and externalized 
upon canvas. ■ AVhat heavenly music is 
given expression-, from the soul of the 
musician, andi wiiut.beautiful forms are 
evolved through,the architect’s skillful 
hand; but neither is capable of giving 
expression to those faculties that are 
so highly developed in the others, but 
they can have their, soul enraptured 
and find pure, enjoyment in the results 
that come from the use of those gifts. 
And we who may not have the gifts of 
either the artist, musician or architect, 
but. can with them find pleasure in their 
manifestation/ may have faculties de
veloped on lines in which they are de
ficient. They ipay be skilled in the arts 
of prodttcing. the luscious fruits and 
vegetables which we, by having in pos
session that gift, can by sharing with 
them enable all to enjoy the benefits of 
those varied faculties..

Here is represented inequalities in the 
distribution of life’s gifts, and they are 
all used for the mutual benefit. Ah, 
but you are too ldeiiJ|stlc, is the answer 
given by the iqaterinlisttc pessimist 
who “sees a nigger in every corner of 
•the fence;" and. wlio asserts that the 
rule is to use'thpse,‘faculties for selfish 
ends; the beueflqent motive the excep
tion. Admitting ¡that in the illustration 
used the idealistic is paramount, it is 
nevertheless, by slow but sure steps 
.through the progress of life, being 

. brought Into prnqtlcal application. It is 
not so much fhe inequalities rep
resented by the-.y/trlous degrees of in
tellectual .and spiritual power, that
causes the 
of develop 
rent antag

those varied phases 
they stand in.appa- 
eaeh other, as ft Is

that give at the present time, with its 
best development, only, unequal oppor
tunities for the advancement of life on 
lines .of harmonious unfoldmeut; and 
While all of the higher natural faculties 
which make the distinctions in individ
ual life will be retained and intensified; 
none will be used to oppose or to bring 
the lower into slavery to the higher. 
Then will be realized that advance 
thought which gave expression in the 
words: “My country is the world, my 
countrymen all mankind.”

1 HAMILTON DEGRAW.
Shakers, N. Y. ■

U WEK LETTER
To the President of the Lon 

don Spiritualist Alliance.

KEEP
YOUR 
EYE

i ON

OUR MAIN PREMIUMS.

Lo! the Past Grand Master hath called him above; 
f The great Commandery is there;

The password to that realm is Love, 
The initiation through earnest prayer;

Until, through such bewildering light 
As glorious fellowship can bring, 

He enters there the highest height,
And lo! Comrades around him sing: .

Brother, this is the high Commandery, 
It is the final and the last degree,

This is God’s heavenly Masonry. ‘ ■
Enter into.Eternity.

Our Heavenly Father, Thou who givest life, arid that 
higher life, that is miscalled death,' unto Tfiy presence 
Thy children turn in praise at this hour of mortal chas
tisement, beneath, this rod which seems for a time hard 
for mortal life to bear; still may these Thy children be up
lifted and strengthened; may they follow all the wortln-' 
ness of the life of this, Thy child, who has arisen; may 
they understand, the deep and hallowed benediction of 
this hour. Strengthen these neighbors and friends who 
have been so faithful through all these years; strengthen 
his Comrades and Brothers in the work of .loyalty and 
love; strengthen the Sisters who rajly around Thy 
stricken daughter; strengthen the associations to which’ 
he belonged; may they feelThe higher and diviner fellow
ship; strengthen all, who beneath the^yoke of care must 
struggle through .mortal life. May they know that each 
child is the child of Thy love and care.' Strengthen the 
sonj his companion and these little children, and may they 
learn the great light of that unfolding realm that shall 
bless them once more by grandpapa’s side. May all who 
are'here bend-in sweet supplication beneath Thy mandate 
of. Tove that uplifteth. and feeds' the heart May .they 
unite then in praising “Our Father who art in heaven; 
hallowed by Thy name. Thy kingdom come, Thy will be 
done on earth as it is in heaven. Give us this day our 
daily bread, and forgive us our trespasses as we forgive' 
those who trespass against us, and leave us not in tempta
tion, but deliver us from evil, for Thine is the kingdom, 
the power, and gloiy forever and ever. Amen.” - :

You are to go the. road which you see to be the straight 
one, carrying whatever you find is given you to carry, as. 
well and stoutly as you can, without making faces or call
ing people to come and look at you.—Ruskin,

the abuse of those forces.
What a luonotoanus world this would 

be if all were’artists, musicians, archi
tects, hortieulturligs, or tiny one of the 
many varied faculties that are repre
sented In tyfe. au^! from the very fact 
of such a Kai'lety pxisting proving that 
they are n^s.ded in,/he gfeat problem of 
life, to help it work out a correct 
solution. 1 (;>

Life herqjftssumes in a very large.per
centage ofv«ases ),lje characteristics of 
its surroundings. oThis fact, whether 
acceptable>tp,.us..oumot, is proved by the 
'developmentaj tl^xj.lfferqnt;faces that, 
.Inhabit t|i$ different portions of our 
globes Lbm menial and
spiritual traits of character that most 
perfectly., coreyspfflld; with:. their ex
ternal surroundftigiv,. Mountainous re
gions develop a rugged type of char
acter, that, like its external manifesta
tion, presents a bold front to the an
tagonistic forces of life. Who would 
wish to see our beautiful earth reduced 
to one vast plain,.without the Inequali
ties of hills and’ valleys and rugged 
mountains? In its diversity there is 
harmony; so out of the discordant tones 
and clashing of Interests, that arise 
from the inequalities of life, there can 
and there will be evolved harmonious 
tones and unity of .purpose in the work
ing out of the problem of human pro
gress. In the journey of life some from 
the start have a, tremendous advantage 
■,ver others In their harmonious ma
terial surroundings, and in their In
tellectual and spiritual development, It 
Is the duty of those of the more ad
vanced type not to try to equalize the 
conditions of life by coming ddwn to 
the level of the Inferior, but by awaken
ing in them a desire for advancement, 
and reaching a,friendly hand down to 
the lower levels,, and help uplift to the

. higher planes life.
The forces that af present are organ

izing and preparing to battle for the 
supremacy of the selfish instincts,,and 
¿gainst the truth of the unity of the 

■ race, must realise that whatever is In
jurious and mitigates against the pro
gress of one. section of human society, 
Injures the whole; but we should realize 
the fact that' the .antagonism against 
the progressive Instincts of the race ap
pears formidable only as we view It 
from the standpoint of our own selfish 
desires. The remedy Is not in destroy
ing that'energy which is demonstrating 

' Its force In the. accumulation of vast 
stores of material wealth and using it 

, for malignant purposes, but to turn that 
, energy Into higher, channels and cause 
what is* now antagonistic to the har

. monious progress. of. life to be a me- 
dtam for the manifestation! of the truth 
that all are entitled to life, liberty and 
the pursuit of happiness.

The world has.had.and now possesses 
Its, brilliant galaxy-of; statesmen, .phll- 
osophefs, poets, .religious teachers and 
other types of special development who 
are, by the>possessipn of those gifts, 
illuminating^,the road; over which life is. 
traveling and. which would without 

, those specialized glfifs be groping In the 
darkness. . Tbey stapd above their fel
low ^elngs«that great and glorious 
galaxy of the common people, only in 
the sense of having more highly de
veloped thosgfaculties that in the mass 
are dormantji-and' with the multitude 
explorations i have not even been made 
to locate andnascertnjn the amount and 
quality of those treasures which are 
apparently at;d for.rrall practical pur
poses lost in< the accumulations over
shadowing their undeveloped life. .

The law that end /extreme must be 
balanced byican bpposing condition of 

. life of equapiextent ‘and power is an 
established mid accepted truth, and the 
artificial distinctions’! which are beliig 
used to make it appear that the divine 
law is a mistake ’ when it announced 
that it had formed of one blood all of 
the nations of the: earth are being cdr- 
rected, and that ’laW1 by the coming of 
the new civilization win be confirmed 
and practically illustrated by the recog
nition of the truth that while there may 
be natural inequalities in the develop
ment of Individual life, whatever the 
gifts may be that are possessed are the 
equal property of the- universal hu
manity, and as such must be utilized 
for the universal good. ■

We use the term new civilization in 
its fullest and motet perfect comprehen-- 
slon, because In Its inauguration there 
will be i relegated to the- museum of 
barbaric reBes thbse conditions of life

Sir:—If the method adopted In thus 
addressing you should be looked upon 
as somewhat unusual, I-trust to be able 
to fully justify my present procedure. 
As a Spiritualist, and one desirous of 
discovering and proclaiming the truth, 
being moreover supported by the'feel
ing that ip what I have to.say herein, 
I am not only giving forth my own 
notions of things, but at the same time 
expressing tlie views of numerous 
Spiritualists with whom I am in per
feet accord. 1 venture to come forward 
with a public declaration of opinion, 
upon a subject with regard to which all 
non-ChrJstian Spiritualists must feel 
strongly. Is our cause to- be mis
represented, lowered, indeed in the eyes 
Of the world, by a leading Spiritualistic 
paper, which week after week, con
tinues to favor,'flatter, and compliment 
clerical sectarians? Is there no possi
bility of protesting against the con
tinuance of such a condition of affairs? 
For some time past "Light” has per
sistently pursued this Une of action, as 
all readers of that periodical are aware. 
In the ordinary course of events, an 
editor is at liberty to manage his paper 
as he thinks fit. But this is an excep
tional case, inasmuch as you, Sir, are 
the president of the London Spiritual
istic Alliance, and also editor of Light, 
therefore anything appearing in your 
periodical uncontradicted, necessarily 
bears the stamp of presidential ap
proval. The’ outside public must nat
urally. suppose the opinions of English 
Spiritualists are put forward by what 
would seem to be an official organ. The 
president of the London Spiritualistic 
Alliance may almost be said to repre
sent our cause in his own person, there
fore It behooves one so high placed to 
/recognize his responsibilities, and act 
up to the obligations incurred by the- 
acceptance of such a post—to adjudi
cate justly on all matters that come up 
for debate. It cannot be denied that 
"Light,” although under the leadership 
of the president of English Spiritual
ism, is yet willing to lend its columns 
to Christian theologians, and Is striving 
In every way to obtain clerical support, 
by constantly retailing pulpit utter
ances, reporting sermons, and discuss
ing church doctrines, even going so far 
as to advocate spending money (£56) on 
the hopeless task of enlightening the 
clergy, by the distribution amongst 
them, in pamphlet form, of Mr. Haweis’ 
address to the L. 8. A.

Some time back, too, a dissertation 
was published In “Light” on the resur
rection of Jesus, from the pen of a cor
respondent, in the course of which he 
proceeded to argue ills point on the 
ground of tills mythical legend, as 
though It were a well-proved fact of 
yesterday. As you are aware, I took 
the trouble to write a reply to this arti
cle, showing the numerous discrepan
cies In the four differing accounts of 
the supposed occurrence, and pointing 
out what must be evident to all un
prejudiced readers of the narratives, 
that no serious argument could be 
raised on such an uncertain basis. 
This communication found no place in 
the pages of “Light.” Quite recently 
a proposition was brought forward in 
“Light” to inaugurate a Spiritualist 
church in London.

No discussion was allowed on this 
topic. All the letters and articles which 
were published were on the same side, 
viz, in favor of the project. It is true 
one very short letter was published, 
signed H. W. T„ which did point out 
some practical difficulties in the way of 
the carrying out of the plan proposed, 
but raised no fundamental objections to 
the principle of converting Spiritualism 
into a church organization.

My own letters against the scheme 
have been suppressed and possibly 
also many others. Even ignorant rant
ing revivalists, presumably because 
draped in the sombre habiliments of the 
churches, are treated as privileged per
sonalities by “Light,” for quite recently 
its readers were Instructed and en
lightened in a lengthy and laudatory 
article by a contributor, expatiating 
upon the Christian virtues and spiritual 
intuitions of that self-deluded mls- 
leader of others, the traveling gospeller, 
Moody, claiming hlili, forsooth, as a 
Spiritualist

Well, if a ranting preacher can be a 
Spiritualist, and not know it, perchance 
a Spiritualist may be a ranter without 
being aware of the circumstance—a ter
rible reflection, this, truly! “Light,” as 
a journal of psychical, occult,. and 
mystical research, should act up to its 
character, and not condescend to 
truckle to any of the powers that be, 
take a higher stand, with regard to the 
church parties, above all theological 
quibbllngs, all party pettiness, all sec
tarian folly. Let Christian schoolmen 
spend their time In inventing or re
citing impossible creeds, undesirable 
dogmas, mumbling vain repetitions, 
uttering formal supplications, chanting 
psalms, preaching:..platitudes, or, at 
moments when more metaphysically. 
Inclined, in ,disputing about the number 
of angels that can dance upon the point 
of a needle, or on some other question 
of equal Importance to humanity. .

We can find better employment for 
our facultfes/by experimenting, observ
ing, proving, recording the facts dls

! dosed by psychological investigation.
With regard .to the Spiritualistic church 
question It may be remarked, there are 
already suffident places of public 
worship, and more than sufficient par
sons for those who require them. •

Let the orthodox sheep and goats re
main in .their oyvn folds, under the 
charge of their own shepherds, instead 
of seeking pastures new in our domain 
The regular attendants at the different 
churches cannot be any gain to our 
cause until they are able to think their 
way out of the ancient creeds and dog
mas by which they are tied and bound. 
We need not be anxious to attract to 

. our ranks the mental tricksters and 
spiritual shufflers of the sects. Chapels 
and-churches may perchance serve 
much the same purpose psychically as 
hospitals and asylums do physically. 
Those who are physically robust and 
healthy require no physician. Those 
Who' are psychically sound and sane 
need no priest. The strong soul can 
walk upright alone In the sight of all 
the powers of heaven and earth, with
out the aid of church or parsons. . -
’Yours, etc. ’" , W. H. SIMPSON. 

‘ Grahamstown, South Africa.

"Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. 
A Treatise on Human Culture.” By 
Leroy Berrler. For sale at thia office. 
Price M. ' • .

.d

Volume3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World 
will be our main Premium until fur
ther notice, and it is the only book 
sent out to our subscribers for 25 
cents, which is far less than actual 
cost to us. The price of each one of 
the other six Premium Books when 
ordered alone is 50 cents Any two 
of the other six Premium Books you 
may select, are sent out for 90 cents. 
Note the prices carefully when re
mitting. .

Volumes 1, 2 and 3 of the Ency
clopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, when ordered together, 
Price $1.10.

Any three of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $1.10.

Any four of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $1.50.

Any five of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $1.80.

Any six of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $2.10.

Lastly, all of the seven premium 
Books ore’ sent out together, Price 
$2.35.

Remember, these Premium Books 
are only Sent to pur owu subscribers 
when they send in their yearly sub
scription to The Progressive 
Thinkeb, which is always one dollar. 
Those who are not subscribers to The 
Progressive Thinkeb. must pay the 
regular retail price for these seven 
valuable books, which is $10,75.

Bear In mind, please, that Volume 3 
is the only Premium Book sent out 
for 25 cents.

REMARKABLE OFFER.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1, 
Price.......................................... !

The Encyclopedia of Death, and
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price............................................. !

The Encyclopedia of Death, and
Life In the Spirit World, VoL 3, 
Price............................................. !

Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price............................. I

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price............................. 1

The Next World Interviewed.
Price............................................ I

$

$

1.50

1.50

$ 1.50

?
4

.$

1.50

1.50

1.25
The Occult Life ef Jesus (includ

ing the Hull-Covert Debate).
Price............................................. $ 2.00

Total price to the trade $10.75
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 2.35 

TBe Progressive Thinker one year
and the seven premium books. .$ 3.35
These seven books, substantially and 

elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
*2.35. But bear in mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
■paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and 
Occult Library in every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which is less by far than their actual 
cost. The authors make no charge for 
the vast amount of labor bestowed on 
these works, and which extended over 
many years. The publisher receives not 
a single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in putting them in type, and elec
trotyping the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting these intensely Interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, Inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper,'and this 
Inducement is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep In line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that all we have left us for 
those seven books is only $1.50.

Postmasters. .
We have been swindled out pf a large 

amount of money by postmasters, who 
knowing a person desires The Pro 
gresslve Thinker, sends hli money, de
ducting a large commission. The Pro 
gresslve Thinker is one dollar per year. 
The great rise in print paper renders it 
utterly Impossible for us to give any 
commission to „news agents orpost- 
ihasters. '

“After Her Death. The Story of &, 
"Summer." By Lilian Whiting. ' No 
mind that loves spirt tual.fhought ;can 
ridi'to be fed find delighted with thft 
book. Beautiful splritual thoughticonp
blnlng advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal'phases o£ Spiritualism, lead 
Ing the mind onward into the purer at
mosphere, of exalted spiritual truth, A 
book for.the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth. $1.

"Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter In poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 

■c ef the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry, 
price 75 cento. For »ale at this office.

Or. Peebles’ Most
Important Rooks.

Reduced Prices.
Three J ourne vs Around the World

A large handsomely bound octave 
Volume, 500 pages, finely Illustrated, de
scribing the Pacific Islands, New i'ea- 
land and Australia, India and her mag
ic, Egypt and her pyramids, Persia, 
Ceylon, Palestine, ete., with the relig
ious manners, customs, laws and lial>- 
Its of all foreign countries. IJrlce, $1.50«

Immortality.
And the employments of spirits good 
and evil in the spirit-world. What a 
hundred spirits say about their dwell
ing-places, their locomotion, their social 
relations, infants, idiots, suicides, etc. 
Price reduced from $1X0 to $1. Post
age 12 cents. Paper, 5Q cents,

' Seers of the Ages.
Jh18 .lal‘8e volume of 400 pages (Otlt 
edition;, treats exhaustively of the 
of tu«Bnge?’ pr?Phets and inspired men 
Inn«hfrnnSt’ W ,recorils toelr vls- 
sn?rtttew ‘T? a“d intercourse with the 

world. This is considered a 
hri?dftriHWOrk’ treat|ng of God, heaveri, 
heli, faith, repentance, prayer, baptism, 

demoniac spirits, etc. Price 
..reduced from $2 to $1.25. Postage 15 c.

Spiritual Harp.
l.^nno0k 30?, pages, containing songs, 
clPtlM ant,hiyua for Spiritualist societies and circles. The words are afire 
with progress. It contains the choicest 
other ref “USle by JaiUeS G’ Clark a“d 
other reformers. Reduced from $2 to

India and Her Magic.
fniL,HCtUre delivered by Dr. Peebles be- 

medlcal students of the College 
189^ “a?an Pl'anclseo, January, 

0““ding wonders that he wft.
world1 dpDSiaIs j0UI'neys around the 
woiid, Price 10 cents.
Who Are These Spiritualists amd 

What Is Spiritualism?
tilt .Gf °71' 40 pages proves
the world tA^St and brainest men In 
tne woiid to-day, sueh as Sir Wm 
sJ>irtneSua.n<J huildred« of others are 
Spiritualists. Price 15 cents.

»id Jesus Christ Exist?
A pamphlet of 05 pages. Did J<.«i>» Christ exist? What the spirits s« 

Whst the Jew3 say about IL
Whnt pornos Paine said about it 
What Renan said about it. What 
r^nk ln 8a.ld about “’ Wbat Emerson 
said Bbout It. What Rabbi Wise, A. J. 
Ph V,?’uW nB- Coleman and others say 
about It. Priee 15 cents. *
Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lec

tures.
A most elegantly bound pamphlet of 

pa.g^S; s Ilne Dr’ Peebles’ lecture* 
delivered In Hydesville, March 31, 1898 
In Rochester, and later In London at 
the International Congress of Spiritual
ists. These lectures, illustrated, are 
racy, meaty and scholarly. Price 85 
cents.

The Christ Question Settled.
A symposium by Hudson Tuttle W. 

E Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col. Ingereoll. 
J. S. Loveland, B. B. HUI, j. Q- Buchan? 
an and Dr. Peebles. This is „ 
some volume of nearly 400 pages, and 
treats of Jesus, Mahomet and the iraos- 
tics. What the Talmud says about 
Jesus. Antiquity unveiled. Child mart 
riage In India. Col. Ingersoll’s agnosti
cism. What the spirits through W. J 
Colville, J. J. Morse, Mrs. Longleyj , 
Mrs. Everitt, Mrs. Hagam-Jackson and 
other mediums say about Jesus, etc. 
Price $1.25.
A Critical and Crushing Review

By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Klpn'a 
five lectures against Spiritualism. Thia 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor, 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject, sus
tains Spiritualism, considering it the 
complement of primitive Christianity 
Price 25 cents.

Hell Revised, Modernized.
And made more comfortable. A scath
ing review of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s ser
mon delivered in the Presbyterian 
church, upon “What Is Hell?” By Dr. 
J. M. Peebles. A pamphlet of 25 nasea. 
Price 10 cents.

The Soul—Did It Pre-exist ?
Did It begin to exist with the body? 

Is it evolved from the body? .Did It as
cend up through all the lower orders of 
creation, or IB It a potentiallzed portion 
of God? Has it been re-incarnated, or 
re-embodied? Price 15 cents.

Pro and Con of Spiritualism.
This pamphlet is a re-print of th« es

says in “The Arena" on Spiritualism in 
which Rev. H. A. Hart endeavored to 
prove Spiritualism dangerous and al
lied to witchcraft. The reply printed 
in "The Arena" written by Dr. Peebles 
excited extensive comment, and is ab
solutely crushing. Price reduced to 5 
cents.
Fiftieth Anniversary oi Modem 

Spiritualism. ’
An elegant pampnlet containing an ac
count of the exercises at Rochester and 
Hydesville, N. Y., at the celebration of 
the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 
of some of the most noted speaker* 
present It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc., Price 
15 cents.

DR. PEEBLES' MS
FOR SALE BY

The Progressive Thinker.
Bnftlft by Carlyle Petersilea.

UUiVJ Given by automatic writing tKioujh • 
the author’s mediumship.

The Discovered Country—$1.
A. Damttve of the personal experiences In sptrlt-ttfe 

of the author’a father, who h&d been a naturu philo*' 
opher and a materialist.

Mary Anne Carew—Cloth, $1.
, Experience! of the author's mother tn apirlt-Uie.

. Philip Carlislie—Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romance by theb&ndof ffiildei, 

fte subject of the Jtle bcing a scientific yonnc phlb 
oiopherTwbo la a medium: ate chief opponontslbelng 
a clergyman and a materialist.

Oceanldes—Paper Cover, 50 ot».
AsclSntlfto novel based on the philosophy otnife, - 

ai seen from the spirit side. For sale at office of The 
Progressive Thinker.

itie lnfluence of the Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE.

BX ELEANOR KIRK.

Thia Is the only book which states tlie almple prta.- 
afirtes of the Zodiac In eImpie teems, maktnr tho eatM 
better clear to the averse understandloz.

This volome Indicates Iha location, cn*ractertstM 
endinllneanaoteachelgn at the Zodiac, girtai, the 
dare illicit each elgn goruiu. «ad the (tmn *M 
latr-;. colon associated Ttth each. ’

TnadlaeeoeocfthobodT, bowtoenrothem, uAtM 
ballacf elwacter incidental to the dUbraatdaiMiMs 1

The methode of toowth tor each Unman being.
The donmba from which conpenlo», huehnd) 

wlvee be selected.. ______ . .. • __ \ .
The characteristic» pt children bora tn different da- 

mana, end the condition» to be observed tn their can 
and edncntlon. '

The personal ability and talent of the Individual 
with reference to domestic, eoclal end bneboin an» 
eeeu • , ,
. This work Ie the result of profound research,jindra

I
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HOVERING BETWEEN LIFE MD DEATH
A Line That Sometimes Is Not Specially Well Marked

ANNUAL REPORT

Í..JA ,

STRANGE STORIES OP HUMAN AC
TIVITY AFTER BEING DECAPI
TATED - A CONFEDEPATE SOL
DIER WHO WAVED HIS ARMS, 
THOUGH BEHEADED—GHASTLY 
EXPERIMENT OF FRENCH DOC
TORS ON A GUILLOTINED MUR
DERER.
The first point to which our attention 

may be directed, says the Edinburgh 
Scotsman, is the collecting of evidence 
regarding the immediate effect of se
vere and mortal injury on the subject 
thereof. One of the best illustrations of 
the fact that such injury does not pro
duce Immediate death, or at least that 
absolute cessation of all movements 
which we popularly recognize as the 
main feature of life’s ending, is that 
afforded by the case of Captain Nolan. 
The captain headed the famous charge 
of the Light Brigade at Balaklava. In 
the course of his duties he was struck 
In the chest by part of a shell, the mis
sile tearing the chest open and wound
Ing the heart. Kinglake gives a 
graphic account of the incident.

“The sword,” he says, “dropped from 
his hand, but the arm with which he 
was waving it the moment before still 
remained high uplifted in the air, and 
tlie grip of the practiced horseman, re
maining as yet umelaxed, still held him 
firm in the saddle. Missing the perfect 
hand of ills master and finding the ac- 
eustomed governance now succeeded by 
the dangling reins, the horse all at once 
wheeled about and began to gallop back 
upon the front of the advancing 
brigade. Then from what had been 
Noian—and his form was still high and 
erect in tlie saddle, his sword arm still 
liigh in the air—there burst forth a cry 
so strange and appalling that the 

I hearer who rode nearest him called It 
unearthly. And in truth, I imagine, the 
sound resulted from no human will, but 
rather from those spasmodic' forces 
which may act upon the bodily frame 
when life as a power has ceased. The 
firm-seated rider, with arm uplifted and 
stiff, could hardly be ranked with the 
living. The shriek men heard rending 
the air was scarce, other than the 
shriek of a corpse. The dead horseman 
rode on till he passed through the inter
val of the Twelfth Light Dragoons. 
Then at last he dropped from the 
saddle.”
THE DECAPITATED CONFEDE

RATE.
■ D. L. Kilmer, who passed through the 

civil war In America, in his turn gives 
an Interesting parallel case to that of 
Nolan. He tells us that a sergeant in 
charge of the Ninth Corps of the Con
federate works east of Pittsburg leaped 
on the parapet and with hiB cap in his 
left hand and his gun in his right 
cheered his comrades onward. A shell 
decapitated him at ttyis- moment “as 
completely as a knife could have done," 
says Mr. Kilmer, “but the tall form con
tinued erect for some seconds, the arms 
still waving frantically, but with ever
lessening sweep and power, until the 
forces of the body collapsed, when the 
headless trunk toppled over to the 
ground.”

We may-regard as facts the dreum- 
stances above noted—that men killed 
Ipstantly, in the popular acceptation of 
the short term, may continue to execute 
apparently definite and purposive move
ments. A somewhat ghastly recital re- 
Yerring to a guillotined man has been 
generally credited to the renown of the 
Paris School of Medicine, and relates to 
the same curious features that mark 
the battlefield. The Parisian case was 
that of Dr. De La Poinmerals, who was 
guillotined for the crime of murder by 
poisoning. The story goes that some of 
his confreres waited on De La Pomme- 
rals before hiB execution and, informing 
him that It was ¿heir desire In the In
terests of science to test whether any 

.. degree of consciousness remained in the 
decapitated head Just after execution, 
asked him, if possible, to give some 
sign or token by way of solving the 
problem. De La Pommerals acquiesced 
In the suggestion and it is said that. 

, securing possession of his head as it fell 
and preventing further hemorrhage, the 
doctors shouted in the ear of their for- 

■ mer confrere, demanding of him to give 
< some response. One of the eyes was 
-said to slowly open and shut and then 
all symptoms of life ceased.

A writer remarks that a freshly guil
lotined head, has been known to make 
gestures of the mouth and to move the 
eyes when a bystander taunted It. I 
have been unable to trace either the 
truth of the De La Pommerals story or 
the source of the last named Incident, 
but there Is no reason why both should 
not have been correctly reported. Much 
would depend on the rapid flow of 
blood In the case of the head of the 
guillotined criminal in respect of the ex
istence of movement or consciousness. 
DUALITY OF THE VITAL STATE.

We see a very distinct reflection of 
the duality of our vital state in the very 
arrangement of our nervous system. 
The chief masses of that system, as 
everyone knows, consist of the brain 
and the spinal cord, and a second sys- 
tern of nerve masses called the sympa- 
thetlc system also exists, and Is found 
lying in a double chain of nerve knots 
or ganglia down the front of the spine. 
Now, it is evident that as the brain is 
the most important part of the nervous 
apparatus the spinal cord and the sym
pathetic system must together occupy 
a secondary position. This is un
questionably the case and the plan on 
which our nervous affairs have been or
dered represents the well-known prin
ciple of the “division of labor.” With a 
complex body to look after, our nervous 
system exhibits a clear specialization of 

’ ’ its" duties. If there are parts in the 
brain whose duty it is to “think” there 
are other parts whose function It Is to 
guide our movements. If there are 
groups of nerve cells destined for tile 
purpose of receiving messages from 
eyes and ears, the “Intelligence depart
ment” of the brain, there are other 
groups that supervise the work of the 
heart, and that control our digestive 
proceedings, and that see to It that the 
duties of the lungs are duly discharged.

On such a principle of division of 
labor we are bound to find the varied 
ways and works of the nervous system 
carried out on different levels, as re
gards the importance of the. duties per
formed. Now, It happens that the spi
nal cord which runs through the middle 
of the backbone, within which It is pro- 

-• tected as within a bony tube, is really 
a kind of brain deputy In many respects. 
It acts on the whole as the confidential 
servant? of the brain, but It also pos-> 
sesses an Independence of Its own. Its 
duties are of a lower nature than those 
discharged by the. brain,'but they are 
none the less essential'for the perfect 
ordering of the body’s welfare.'.Even 
if the head office be singularly;well dr- 
ganlzed It cannot exercise its functions 
properly in the absence'or Inefficiency 

■ of the suboffices, and the special cord Is 
really a series of suboffices carrying out 
many actions which otherwise we 
might be tempted to credit to the share 

■ । of the brain.
If we divide the spinal cord of a frog

and irritate the foot the leg will be 
moved, after the fashion in which the 
uninjured animal would resent being 
tickled. Here we have separated the 
brain from the feet and yet control of 
the mdscles of the leg is not lost. That 
which the brain does In the frog appa
rently is not so much to carry out move
ments, but to'initiate and control them. 
If a frog’s legs be allowed to come in" 
contact with some weakly irritating 
fluid the legs naturally will be with
drawn after an Interval. Time after 
time the action will go on, till we can 
gauge fairly the period which will 
elapse between the withdrawals of the 
legs and their descents. If, now, the 
spinal cord be divided below the brain, 
we find these movements much accele
rated. They proceed at a quicker rate, 
because the brain control is removed 
aud the mechanism of the animal is 
left, as it were, to run wild, like an en
gine from which the influence of the 
flywheel has been removed.

But we may find evidence that the 
spinal cord of the frog may control ac
tions in a fashion that would almost 
loud belief to the idea that it is much 
more than a mere brain deputy. Cut 
off a frog’s head carefully, so that there 
may be as little disturbance of parts as 
is consistent .with the performance of 
this operation. We have removed the 
brain, of course, and all that is left in 
the body of the chief nervous system is 
the sjiinal cord. Now place a drop of 
acetic acid on the inner side of one 
thigh of your headless frog and you will 
see the animal raise the foot of that leg 
In the endeavor to wipe the acid off. If, 
now, you remove the foot of the same 
leg and apply acid as before the leg will 
be again raised, but as the shortened 
limb falls short of the irritated spot the 
headless amphibian will after an inter
val raise the other foot and endeavor to 
rub away the acid. This is a well-known 
experiment and its teachings are singu
larly instructive. They prove to us that 
the spinal cord Is capable of carrying 
out movements of a very complicated 
character, movements with a purpose, 
such as we should bp inclined to believe 
were controlled by the brain alone.

Pass now to the case of the man. 
Here injury and accident, unfortunate
ly, supply us with a parallel instance to 
that of the frog. If the spinal cord of a 
man be divided, say, in its middle part, 
the lower half of his body is paralyzed. 
He Is unable to move It and he has lost 
all sensation in that half. But if the 
feet be tickled the legs will be drawn 
up, although the man Is not conscious 
of making the movements and is un
aware he is putting bis muscles into ac
tion unless he sees the motions of his 
limbs. Here we again come in contact 
with the Idea of the independence of 
the spinal cord. We see that conscious
ness has nothing whatever to do with 
the work of the cord, any more than 
when we tickle the foot of a sleeping 
person and the log Is moved we can 
assert that be is conscious of his action.

Verily, the midway station between- 
life and death is a locality that has been 
but a little investigated. Spiritualists," 
give it more attention.

OCCULT STUDENT.

Of the Secretary of the Na
tional Spiritualists 

Association.

The

I KNOW.
Universal Life Force.

Universal Life Force Is pulsating with 
a vibratihg, intelligeiit I Know, that 
meets the demand of all life, from the 
smallest atom to the highest of soul as
piration. This I Know holds within all 
that is, ever was or ever will tie. It is 
the All Perfect, undisturbed by man’s 
suppositious theories of why and 
wherefore. Its geometric, mathemat
ical, chemical and planetary laws ever 
stand, unchanged by the hand of time,
or the mind of man.

This I Know force 
comprehended by 
mind. The psychic

cannot be fully 
the materialistic 
soul coming in

touch or rapport with I Know, feels the 
pulsating thrill of vibrating, instan
taneous knowledge, that has hitherto 
been a blank to man. This knowledge 
vibrates with a precision and decision, 
that admits no hesitation of calcula
tion; admits no thinking, scheming or 
proof; for it carries convincing proof in 
its ever pulsating truth. Man did well 
when he agreed with his brother man, 
that the addition of two and two was 
equal to the multiplying of two by two.

The ¡mathematics of man are ever 
puzzling the brain of man with its rules 
of calculation. Why burden and worry 
the brain, when all is correctly assisted 
by the I Know, and is indelibly 
stamped in the psychic force, waiting 
the demand of man?

The so-called lightning calculators, 
who give Instantaneous correct answers 
to written figures, without time for cal
culation, are in rapport with the I 
Know mathematical vibration of the 
universe. This is the true source of all 
knowledge. The psychometrlsts do not 
read by man-made letters or signs, nor 
can they at all times tell nil they feel 
and know. They cannot express the 
soul inspiration that thrills their en
tire being with gladness, in thus being 
blended with natural law. Man has 
not accepted and lived enough in the 
now of I Know. By observation of 
the past, applied to the present educa
tion, man fully appreciates the possibil
ity of the future "man. ’Tls well for 
man to memorize the past and to famil
iarize the present, but ’tls better still 
to foresee the future possibility of all 
life. - - - ■ .••• -i -

To know the I Know of the universe, 
is to live in receptive submission to uni
versal life vibration, being in the mate
rial yet not of the material; dwelling 
among the earthly, yet partaking not of 
their vanities; eating and talking with 
mortals, yet breathing the knowledge' 
of Divinity; feeling a oneness with Uni
versal Life, feeling the Omnipresence 
of all knowledge, feeling no limit to 
soul possibility, rejoicing in the ecstasy 
of love's, realization, noting the harmo
nious waves of nature’s vibration. 
The poetical echo of her rhythmical 
numbers are the incentive of soul mind. 
’Tls a sad fact that psychics feel and 
know many things they cannot ex
press; they are like the man of Pan, 
caught up into the third heaven, - see 
things not unlawful but Impossible to 
utter. Our psychics say the language 
of mortal tongue has not learned to ex
press them.

' MRS. HOOKER M’EVOY.-
Fame, Kans. .< ■—

“Human Culture ana. Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development, .and Social Un-1 
building." 'By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. 
LL.D. A most excellent arid very valu
able work, by the Dean of the Collège 
Of Fine Forces, and authot of other Im-' 
portant volumes on Health, Social .Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75 
cents. For sale at tide office. ' " .

“Humanity, Its Nature, Powers and 
•Possibilities.” A concise, masterly, 
presentation of the facts and philoso
phy of Spiritualism. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

"Astral Worship.”. By_J. H. Hill, M. 
D. For sale at this office, Price, $1.

To the Spiritualists of America:
Dear Friends and Co-Workers:—Again 

the season has returned when it be
comes necessary to submit to your con
sideration the annual report of the pro
ceedings and work of the N. S. A., as 
connected with the office of the secre
tary, and it Is a source of pleasure to me 
to present the gratifying results of our 
labors as well as the good prospects 
that are before the N. 8. A.

The year has been a busy one, and 
filled with effort on the part of the offi
cers of this organization to Increase the 
influence for good of our societies and 
of the cause of Spiritualism in general. 
Evidences of the esteem and apprecia
tion in which the N. 8. A. is held all 
over the land have come to this office, 
by correspondence and from visitors 
from far and near, and we are assured 
that never before has the need of a Na
tional Association of Spiritualists been 
more firmly Intrenched in the minds of 
our people. While I do not see the pos
sibility of a National society being com
posed of individual membership, I can 
clearly perceive that if it could be so, 
the membership of the N. 8. A. would 
consist of thousands of individual Spir
itualists who do not, or perhaps can 
not, belong to any local society. I men
tion this to show that this organization 
is indorsed and blessed by a great num
ber of friends who are not members of 
any of its chartered societies—an evi
dence of which is that hundreds of 
donors to the Mayer Fund are not con
nected with any society. This, fact 
clearly proves that the N. 8. A. Is con
sidered a necessity to the cause in all 
quarters of America.

The spiritual societies with which we 
are In touch have shown their loyalty 
and good will to the N. 8. A. during the 
year, not only in their helpfulness to 
the Mayer fund, but in various ways, 
sending out to this office kindly words 
and sympathies that have been felt and 
appreciated as a ppwer for good, and 
due appreciation of all this expressed 
by your secretary, whose labors have 
been lightened by this good will. Our 
spiritual papers have also brought an 
atmosphere of kindliness from their 
managers and many of their contribu
tors, to this office, and the courtesy of 
the editors of these papers has been un
failing and helpful in the extreme. To 
each one we send our sincere thanks for 
the service of the year.

Our reports from State Associations 
have, on the whole, been encouraging 
and gratifying. These Associations 
have done much good work. Some of 
them have made a strong feature of 
missionary work as a part of their la
bors, with most satisfactory results. 
We learn that more of harmony and 
good-will exists between them and their 
constituents by this method, and that 
the cause Js growing in various locali
ties in proportion to the efforts made 
to spread the truth in the missionary 
field. Local societies have passed 
through trials and cares during the 
year. Some of them report depressing 
conditions, others are full of hope and 
zeal for the future, and all have cer
tain-unfailing workers who press on 
with their labors in the face of discour
agements and disappointments, deter
mined to do their best for the cause 
they love. Finances have not been 
plenty with any society—too much apa
thy .on the part of tho local Spiritualists 
being: the principal cause; and the 
great need of "Spiritualism, all overthe 
country, Irrespective of societies as well 
as In connection with them, Is the 
awakening of Spiritualists to a sentjp of 
duty in the line of supporting the cause 
with finances, encouragement and sym
pathy in every direction where good to 
humanity can be wrought. During the 
year, quarterly letters to our chartered 
societies evincing the Interest and affil
iation of the N. S. A. have been sent by 
the secretary, and kindly and. loyal re
sponses to many of the same have been 
received and filed. Since the last an
nual convention, your secretary has 
written about fourteen hundred letters 
in the interests of the N. S. A., many of 
which have been in behalf of, or in ac
knowledgment of, donations and other 
work connected with the Mayer Fund. 
She has also written frequent articles 
for publication in the various Spiritual 
papers, all of which have been honored 
by the editors with prominent space in 
their publications.

The office of secretary of this organi
zation necessarily calls for diversified 
labors on the part of its incumbent, no 
portion of which can be neglected, from 
writing for the press, corresponding 
with societies, attending to the free li
brary and reading-room, to entertaining 
the many callers who come to head
quarters for information on Spiritual
ism and its workers, or as one goes to 
the Mecca of his hopes and dreams. 
But, with all this diversity of work, 
your secretary is happy to report that 
she has had to employ very little assist
ance in the year. At the last conven
tion, the matter of employing clerical 
assistance for the secretary was acted 
upon to the extent of leaving the 
amount to be fixed for such aid to the. 
Board of Trustees, and at the first board 
meeting thereafter the secretary an
nounced that she could cover all ex
pense of outside aid with the sum of 
fifty dollars, and at this time she is 
happy to state that all clerk hire falls 
several dollars short of the allotted 
sum.. In this connection, however, ! 
wish to give credit to the invaluable aid 
of Miss A. O. Wink, who ‘ has many 
times extended her aid in this office in 
sucli manner as to' save the secretary 
much perplexity and 7 overwork, and 
which would have cost many dollars if 
clerical labor had been einployed; I also 
desire to extend sincere thanks to our 
worthy treasurer, Mr. Mayer, for his 
valuable’ suggestions and advice, and- 
for his unfailing sympathy and good
will In all the duties of this Important 
office. • - ' . ■

In accordance with- the vote of the 
convention your secretary wrote- a 
courteous letter—which we sent out as 
a- circular , request—to the various me
diums who held Independent platform 
test meetings on Sundays in the local
ities where spiritual societies for lec
ture work are.established, asking them 
to refrain from holding their meetings 
at such hours as might conflict with the 
work of the society in their vicinity. 
How much good was wrought by these 
letters has not appeared. In seeking to 
secure complete files of the Spiritual 
papers arid magazines for the N. S. A., 
letters were written to many of . our 
prominent workers, also for the press, 
■soliciting such publications, and many 
papers and other forms of printed math, 
ter have been received in response^ 
while we have many promises of more 
that will in. time be donated to this or
ganization. . ...

During the Year, the. secretary and 
other members of the N. S. A., have 
published articles in the secular press 
In favor of Spiritualism, and in protest 
to the attacks upon it in public by Rev. 
Talmage and others. In February last, 
the Commissioners of the District of Co
lumbia were expected to act in favor of 
a bill prohibiting the ekerclse of clair
voyants and other psychics In their re-

specti¥0 callings—a bill That if paused 
would prevent our medlUig frofc exer
cising their gifts fq anjyextenjln this 
District, but by the prompt action of 
the Executive Committee of the N. 8. 
A.,, in Washington, the ifilll wai elimi
nated from the propose^- measure, be
fore they were submitted to the Com
mittee or the District. '

It is not my purpose tb makdlhls re
port a lengthy one, and’while’there Is 
much of interest that Alight be cited, 
yet, I must condense as much as possi
ble. During the year, nine locál char
ters have been granted, one charter for 
State Association, Wls.,-one fol' camp 
association, and one for the Young Peo
ple’s Union. 1

Our free library contains neárly five 
hundred and fifty books',’ any of which 
can be borrowed by persons of;reliabll- 
ity who wish to read them. We charge 
nothing for the privilege, and we have 
many calls for the books on our shelves. 
Many of our bright authors in Spiritual
ism and liberal fields of thought have 
generously responded to ' the solicita
tions of the secretary, and presented 
copies of their publications to our li
brary; among these may. be mentioned 
Charles and Katherine Newcomb, Eli
nor Kirk, J. Howard Moore, Dr. H. Kel
ley, Carrie Twing, Lida Browne and 
others, all of whom are well known to 
the literary world, and to all of whom 
we extend most heartfelt thanks. Our 
library has been newly arranged and 
catalogued by Miss Wink, and is in the 
best of conditions, aud is by no means 
the least attractive feature of the 
Home office. I must not neglect to men
tion that Mrs. S. L. Porter presented the 
library with a number of the foremost 
and brlghest books of the day, selecting 
our president as her almoner in this 
transaction.

The headquarters have been open for 
visitors and for business during- the 
year except for ten days in the season 
when the city was well nigh deserted. 
and business, at a low ebb—when the 
secretary was absent for a few days 
seeking a needed change; but during 
that time no work was neglected, as all 
correspondence was attended to by 
that officer from her distant post.

And now the secretary wishes to ac
knowledge with gratitude the unfailing 
kindness and courtesy of President Bar
rett, and of each member Of the board, 
toward her at all times, and their valu
able influence, which has ever been felt 
by her as a source of strength and en
couragement. To each and all she ac
cords recognition of their help, as also 
to the editors of the spiritual papers 
and of societies with whom she has 
com? In contact during the year.

The financial statement of the N. 8. 
A. cannot be made till the end of the 
fiscal year; it will be submitted at the 
convention. .

With loving greetings and good-will 
to all friends and co-workers,

Respectfully submitted,
MARY T.-LONGLEY, 

Seerfctary N. 8. A.

protest most,loudly. In view of this 
fact, the suppression of anarchy can 
only be effected by treating the regicide 
as a lunatic. Complete suppression we 
need not expect, since there have been 
regicides, just as there have been luna
tics, since the world began, but partial 
suppression we may confidently hope 
for. Nothing hurts an anarchist more 
than to hint that he is not In his right 
mind, and nothing is more likely to 
make him abstain from crime.

“A most valuable object lesson could 
also be taught in this way. Let those 
unbalanced,persons who seek to be
come illusti/lous and to win the praise 
of posterity by burning the temple of 
Ephesus, as Erostratus did, or by kill
ing the best of kings, as Ravaillac did 
—let them, I say, learn, once for all, 
that they have been treated as lunatics 
and that they will be locked up for life 
in lunatic asylums, far from the scenes 
of their former deeds of prowess(?) 
Such an announcement and such a pol
icy would have a marvelous effect upon 
their colleagues, and would help greatly 
toward the suppression of anarchy.”

There is no doubt in regard to the 
proper treatment of anarchists when 
view from the higher Spiritualistic 
standpoint. They should be kindly 
treated as misguided human beings, 
and confined in an asylum until thor
oughly reformed. Killing them is bar
barous—accomplishes nothing but evil.

L.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE. 
BY LILIAN WHITING,

. Three choice volumes, each complete in itself, Ln 
wmeh spirituality is related to everyday life In such 
a way us to make the world beautiful. Price 81 each. 
For sale at this office.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on tho relations of the spirit to 

Ito own organism, aud the inter-relation of human 
beluga with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By the spirit of Dr. Beujamlu Rush, through the me- 
diumaliip of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price 81.50. For sale at thia office.

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of apractical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by its use, have received long communica
tions from spirit friends, and express great satisfac
tion. Price, 81, and 20 cents extra for expreisage. 
For sale at the office of Tux PuoohXssiVxTHUiKXB,

Out of the Depths Into the Light 
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs.CarrleE. S. Twing, medium. 
This in a very Interesting little book, and will be ap
preciated from start to finish by all who wish to gain 
spiritual information. Price 25 cte. For sale at this 
office. .

OUTSIDE THE OATES 
and other talcs and sketches. By a band of spirit In* 
telllgencee, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Shelhomer. An excellent work. Price, 81.00- For 
sale nt this office. '

SOURCE OF WISDOM,
Views of Our Heavenly Home.

By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly Interesting 
work. Price 75 cauls. Postage 6 cents. For sale at 
this office.

Is there a Conscious Think 
ing Center?

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
BY Androw Jackson Davis. Something you should 
read. Price 60 cents. For sale n* '.his office.

enney s 
BOOKS

TEe Earth Not Created.
Fallacy of AH Cosmic Theories... .Price, 15 eta. 

An able argument to chow that the world has 
always existed.

Never-Ending Life,
Assured by Science..... Price, 6 cts,

THE ANARCHISTS.
' .  —T- tO

What True Splfftuallgm De, 
mands. ।

To the Editor;—It appears • Ürom the 
New York Herald that'Européen states
men, who are somewhat puzkled as to 
the stops which sliould'ffie tukten to sup
press anarchy, are just now much in
terested In the views3!on this subject 
which have been set j6kth by Doctor 
Emmanuel Regis, an authority1 on men
tal diseases and a professor at1 the Med
ical CollqgC of ¡Bordeaux. '.Dobtor Regis 
has made a' sfièèlàl sttidy''of fegieldes, 
and A book by hlm on-'thht subject has 
just been published. r •..........

In it lie dwellri at lèrigtlr ôri'the neces
sity of preventing annrtliy from spread
ing any further, and'he insists that the 
surest way to effect this object is to 
treat regicides1 ànd other' criminal an
archists as if they were lunatics. Noth
ing is gained by killing them, he says, 
whereas much will be" gained by shut
ting them up in lunatic asylums. Regi
cides, he explains, may' be divided into 
two classes, the true and the false. The 
former try to kill sovereigns because 
/heir temperament and training Impel 
them to commit such crimes; the latter 
follow their example because chance or 
a momentary impulse has driven them 
half crazy and has filled them with a 
desire to shed blood. The sole aim of 
the true anarchist is to destroy a poten
tate; the sole aim of the pseudo-anarch
ist is to punish some one -who he thinks 
is his enemy.

True anarchists, continues Doctor 
Regis, are neither wholly sane nor 
wholly insane. Most of them, however, 
have hereditary blemishes and are so 
unbalanced that no matter bow intel- 

1 lectual and brilliant they, may be, they 
are in reality abnormal beings, a strik
ing characterlstlc'of whom is their ina
bility to resist the temptation to com
mit crime which constantly besets them. 
They are, in fact, degenerates, and sta

- tisfles show that in most cases several 
of their immediate relatives have been 
fhe victims of suicide or epilepsy. They 
are also as a rule sickly in childhood
witness the cases of Jacques Clement, 
Chatel, Ravaillac, Damiens and others 
—and furthermore''they commit their 
atrocious crimes at an early age, the 
large mapority being under thirty-five 
at the time of their arrest. Mystics 
they also are, the result- being that they 
believe themselves destined to do 
some great deed which will win for 
them the crown of martyrdom.

According to Dr. Regis the criminal 
acts of regicides are always, premedi
tated. 1 The anarchist,-- be says, is 
proud of his mission and .takes care to 
strike the blow In open daylight, before 
the public, and in a manner which Is al
most theatrical. Therefore he rarely, If 
ever, uses poison, hlskfavorite weapon 
being a steel blade; Death he does not 
dread, rind the mosti'cruel'lorturës he 
brears bravely.' Motet Of the' regicides 
have suffered deathqfor- their crimes 
and have surprised tfverytfnl* by their 
calmness. Those wlitf escaped death, 
like, Parasanante, who tried to kill' 
King Humbert, ended by becoming lu
natics. .- . 3.1 1 . -

In answer to thel: question,“What 
should be done withiv-anarchists?” Dr. 
Regis says: “The prevailing idea Is that 
the only way to supin-ess aïihrchy is by 
killing the regicides,’rirnt, tlUugh this Is 
certainly a radical methodpi am satis
fied that it will not prove aS efficacious 
as Is expected'. Thohfact i^Ithere-is no 
proof that this is the best possible meth
od of protecting society- from - the at
tacks of fanatics of Jthis typé. Indeed, 
I have shown that qinarchtets consider 
death a glorious martyrdotn, .and that 
the greatest boon that-can be conferred 
upon them Is death. The reason Is be
cause, they are cônyihced that, once 
dead, they will take rank among the Im
mortal voluntary'Victims of a holy 
cause; On the other hand, the punish
ment of one regicide has never prevent
ed another regicide from- committing 
crime; On the contrary,: the death of a 
regicide causes his colleagues to envy 
him and spurs them on.<to meet a simi
lar fate. There is, so to speak, a conta
gion of martyrdom. ?.••■:. -

"It is important now to note the fact 
that nothing annoys or humiliates these 
fanatics so much as to bp considered in
sane, and hence irresponsible, for their 
crimes. Against such ..an. .imputation 
they have always protested, .and .still

We are told the sages, or wise men in 
all times, drew their information or 
wisdom, from a conscious thinking cen
ter. We are told to look to God for 
wisdom. We no sooner attempt to 
search fqr his abode, than we find he 
“is past finding out."

Again we are told that “Spirit is God," 
or that “God Is a spirit,” but we can
not comprehend spirit, If we drift into 
materialism, and say, “matter produces 
mind, thought, and will," we soon meet 
problems which we cannot solve from 
that standpoint. Tow, then, did wis
dom come, from such infinite source?

Careful readers and great scholars, 
from the material side of theories, are 
now asking the question, “why so many 
theories, creeds, dogmas and isms?” A 
law library, in a few years after publi
cation, becomes rubbish. A medical 
work is only good for ten or fifteen 
years. Among all the creeds, theories, 
and opinions, is wisdom wanting? Any
thing based on wisdom is never 
changed. Wisdom comes to man from 
a conscious thinking center, and is eter
nal, changeless and fixed. We are told 
we "think the same thoughts that Soo- ! 
rates and Plato thought in their day.” 
If we blindly sit down and allow our 
preacher to do our thinking for us, and 
do not attempt to go to the fountain 
head for truth, we must not complain 
if the water is bitter to the taste. It is 
our privilege to learn the facts concern
ing our existence, and God’s purpose in 
creating us, and what lie wants us to 
do. It is plain that if wisdom is pro
cured from the proper source, it will 
stand for all ages and time. Jesus drew 
his wisdom from the Father.

There is a space as black as night, 
running for nearly twelve centuries, it 
being in fact the Dark Ages, in which 
wisdom was met by death or a dun
geon. Only the “opinion of the Fath
ers,” was of any weight. Occasionally 
there was a ray of light detected, even 
in this dense darkness; some one would 
get wisdom from, the central fountain 
and impart it. to others, and suffer death 
/or so doing. A monk was severely 
punished for telling his associates that 
“wisdom came from the center of crea
tion, by asking, longing, and praying 
for it, while the mind was in a passive 
state, having the mind centered upon 
God.”

Some years ago Joseph Adams taught 
that “right actions produced right liv
ing and right thinking.” Mrs. Eddy 
changed this by teaching that “right 
thinking produced right actions.” 
Helen Wilmans changed these to some 
extent by teaching that, “a perfect ideal 
must be established in the mind, before 
perfect results could be produced.” 
These may all be near the truth. Why 
follow the “calf path?” The magnetic 
needle has not lost Its cunning.

Wisdom does not consist in taking a 
bit of theory from this or that doctrine 
and making a perfect basis of only 
sound theories. A galley slave could 
not have been kept from the true wis
dom, If he had been determined to go to 
the fountain head or “conscious think
ing center after it. No person can be 
kept from wisdom to-day, however per
secuted. A medical clairvoyant says he 
has “sat twice a week for ten years to 
acquire his knowledge.” It only takes 
three years in medical college to grad
uate in medicine; why, then, go ten 
years to the conscious center?

The criminal records of Iowa disclose 
the fact that a man for restoring a sick 
man to health, after all his physicians 
had said, “he must go; no medicine can 
reach him,” was sentenced to the peni
tentiary for, doctoring without medi
cine. His friends came to his rescue. 
The Supreme Court saw the hand of the 
“Inquisition,” and said, “Let the man 
go free.”

We anxiously inquire where, or how, 
to find this conscious thinking center? 
We go to the church Idea of God, and 
find him in the minds of the masses of 
worshipers,' to be a person, having 
form as we have, in the material. We 
turn away from that, and look for a’ 
fixed conscious thinking center in the 
planetary world. In that we find our 
earth, as well as many other planets 
pass around the sun as a! center, mak
ing the trip, some in a -few months, the 
ones far from the sun in about eighty- 
four years; we. mean at a greate.r 
speed, as individuals, than the speed o'f 
a rifle ball, when shot from a Winches
ter rlflle Qur sun, with all its planets, 
passes around another sun,’ and this 
second sun, with our sun and, its plan
ets, all pass around a third sun, and 
thus bn, and on, until the mind is lost 
in the never-ceasing motion. We again 
ask “where is this conscious thinking 
center?

A. naturalist found a little blooming 
plant,'growing in a dark mountain val
ley, and asked the little plant, “why 
are you here in this lonely world?” 
The little plant replied, “the:spot where 
I grow Is in the center of the world.” 
Must the hands of time, move forward 
or backward? The decision Is for us in 
our efforts either in finding, or failing 
to find, the center from which flows 
wisdom. F. P. WAGNER.

Vancouver, Wash.-

KflR&ZZfi.
ETHICS OF_MAFIRIACE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karezza makes a plea for a betta1 birthright tot 

children, and alms to lead Individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through most sacred re* 
latlons. It Is pure in tone and aia,aad ehouidte 
widely circulated. Price, cloth, 8L

ASTRAL WORSHIP.
By J. H- HUI, M. D. A valuable contribution to the 

current discussion of religious problems. The author 
by Illustrations and aplantsphere (a representation of 
the celestial sphere upon a plane with adjustable cir
cles), traces most of the myths which Ue at. the base 
of Christianity to their origin in sun and star worship. 
The astronomical facte given possess great value, the 
Illustrations rare and curious. The book is bound tn 
only one style-heavy boards. Price 81. For sale at 
this office.

The bast scientific argument in favor of a fu* 
ture life that has ever before been made.

Jehovah Interviewed,
Or Orthodoxy from Headquarteri •.. Price, 6 cts.

A newspaper reporter goes up to heaven and in* 
terviews Jehovah. .

Theology,
Its» Origin, Career and Destiny... .Price, io cts.

One of the best and most comprehensive sum* 
ming up of the absurdities of the Christian 
Theology that has ever before appeared.

Holy Smoke in the Holy Land.
Price, io cts.

Susan H. Wixon says: “I have read, first and 
last, many accounts of Palestine, or ‘the Holy 
Land,* but have never seen anything in that line 
that pleased me so well as this description by 
Daniel K. Tenney.”

The Plan of Salvation. Price, wet».
In ¿his pamphlet Mr. Tenney shows the absurd* 
ity of the Christian “Plan of Salvation” in so 
clear and plain a manner that any Christian who 
has a spans of reason left cannot fail to sea it.

“Owed" to the Clergy. Price, 6 ctr.
An address read before the Free Thought Con
gress held in Paine Hall, Boston, Nov. 17th, 1899.

The Master’s Masterpiece,
Or the Sermon on the Mount.........Price, 10 cte.

This is the most thorough exposition of the fab 
lacies of this noted “sermon” that was ever be
fore published.

Modem Theology and Its Idealjesus
Price, 10 cts.

The absurdities of the reputed teachings of Jesus 
are here shown up as no other writer has ever 
6resented them before, which will convince any 

onest reader that the most of them are con
summate nonsense.

The Hon. Daniel K. Tenney, the author of these 
books, has been for many years the leading law
yer in one of the most distinguished law firms in 
Chicago, and there is not a more able writer in tho 
Liberal ranks,

ENCYCLOPEDIA
...OF...

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
Superstition in all Ages

Or “Le Bon Sens,”
By JEAN MESLIER,

ARoman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God’s pardon for having taught the 
Christian religion. Be left this volume as his las» 
will and testament to bls parishioners and to the 
world. Translated from the French original by Miu 
Anna Knoop.

Post Bvo.. 839 pages, with portrait Cloth, 81XXI} 
postage, H cento.

“The work of the honest pastor Is the most curious 
and the most powerful iblng of the kind that the last 
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire bad re
serves, but Jean Meslier hud none. He keeps nothing 
back; andyet, after all, the wonder is not that there 
should have been one priest who left that testimony at 
his death, hut that all orfests do not."—James Parton

...OR ...

A CONCORDANCE
Tothe principal pacsagea of the Old and Aeis

Teatament ßcripturea which prove 
or imply Spiritualiami

Together with a brief history of the origin of many of 
the important books of the Bible. .

BY MOSES HULL.

EVOLUTIONISM.
A Series of Illustrated Lectures 

Upon the 
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE.
BY OLNEY H. KICHMOND, 

Price, cloth, 81.25. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

How to reach that altitude where spirit la supreme 
and all things arc subject to It. By Moses Hull. Price 
in cloth. 40 cents: paper 25 cts. For sale at this office.

Much that le tn this book appeared In an abridged 
term in a series of nine full pages of Tax PBOGRJtaa* 
iva Thinkxk. These articles were prepared U the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the ne 3d of 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence tho 
publication of this work.

Theauthor, Moses Hull, has written many volamu 
on Bplritualististic and other themes and each oue la 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr. 
Bull, In bls introduction of this work says:

“Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
. cut of the wilderness of doubt and despair; ana that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its ‘sanctified’ enemies, It will not ‘spike’ It, but will 
use it to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and ignorance. I send 11 out on Ite errand of en
lightenment with the bumble prayer that It will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader."

Thm Encyclopedia of Biblical Spibitualibm 
contains SMp&ges, beautifully printed ou good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and 11 
handsomely bouudln cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICF

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE. PART IL
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Comments 

on the Old and New Testaments, from Joshua to Her* 
elation. The comments are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit, the work of radical thinkers, who are not 
Ignorant of the higher criticism. There is not a doll 
page. Paper, 50c.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full of practical InstracUo. 
tn muttcrtperulnlng to physical, mental andaolrttad 
health. Worth many times Ita coat Price 10 eente.

Zehna the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
In story form; aims to give a better understanding of 
magic, black and white. 880 large pages. Cloth, 81.25.

Apocryphal New Testament
Being all the Gospels, Epkllca, and other pieces 

now extant, attributed Id the first four centuries to 
Jesus Christ, hie apostles and tbeir companions, and 
not included in the New Testament by Its compilers. 
Cloth, <1.50. For sale at this office.

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only,

By Mrs. Dr. Hulburt. On the present status of 
women, physically.jpentatly, morally and spiritually. 
The divine law of true barmonlal marriage, etc, 
Brice, 10c.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of '‘The World Beautiful," “Kato Field," 
‘•After Her Death," “From Dreamland Bent," etc, 
With portrait. !6mo. Cloth, gilt. Price 81.25. The 
writer of thia “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning" 
hae thrown the book Into flvechapterB, with eab-tltlea 
as follows: •
LIVING WITH VISIONS. “Summer Snow of Apple 

Blossoms;" Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends In cho 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. Tho Prefigured Friend;
Vita Nouve; “One Day, My Siren.”

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; In Casa 
Guldl; Florentine Days; Walter Savage Landor.

ABT AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 
Clasped Hands; Kato Field’s Records; Mrs. 
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Bank; Spiritual 
Lawn; Modern Scientific Thought; The Consider* 
ation ofGonius.

For Sale at this office.

WORKS OF THOS. PAINE
THOMAS PAINE’S

Examination of the Prophecies.
A consideration-of the passages In the New Testa* 

•ment, quoted from the Old and calledProphectes Con* 
cernlng Jesus Christ Price 15 cto. For sale at this 
office.

“The Heresy Trial of Rev. B. F. Aus
tin, Mi: A., D.D. Giving a sketch of- 
Dr. Austin’s life, story of the "heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, the heresy 
sermon; rhe' scene at conference, anil 
Dr. Austin’s full address defending his 
views ■ on Spiritualism at the London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.,’’, 
etc. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. '

"From Soul to Soul.’’ By Emma Rood 
Tuttie. .Lovers.of poetry will find gems 
of thought in: poetic diction-in this 
handsome volume, wherewith to sweet
en hours of " leisure and enjoyment. 
Price SL Fpr sale at this;offlea, :

THE KORAN.
Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohammed.” Th 
standard Arabian or Mohammedan Bible. Cloth« 
price, 81. For sale nt this office.

OLD AND NEW
PSYCHOLOGY

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Reports of twenty-four distinct lectarea, recentl 
delivered In New York, Brooklyn, Boston. Pblladq 
phla aud other prominent cities of the Unlte^ 
States, have contributed the basis of this volume.

Tho chief aim throughout the volume has been to 
arouse increased Interest In the workable posatblll« 
ties of o theory of human nature, thoroughly ptlm* 
istlcand at the same time, profoundly ethical. Aa 
several chapters arc devoted to Improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of tbs 
young, or who arc called uron to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de* 
rive some help from the doctrines herewith promul* 
gated.

CONTENTS.
What Is Psychology? The True Baria of the Science 
Rational Psychology as presented by Aristotle and 

Swedenborg, with Reflections thereon.
Bclati )n of Psychology to Practical Education.
A Study of the Human Will.
Imagination; Its Practical Value.
Memory: Have we Two Memories? 
iDEtinct, Reason and Intuition.
Psychology and Psycurgy.
Mental nnd Moral Jlcallng Io the Light of Certain Net f 

Aspects of Psychology. •
Music: Its Moral and Therapeutic Value.
The Power of Thought; How to Develop and I imi T 

IL
Concentration of Thought. and whs.. .. van Accom

plish.
A Study of Hypnotism.
The New Psychology as Applied to Education and 

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Transference of Thought, or Mental 

Telegraphy.
Mediumship, Its Nature and Uses.
Habits, How Acquired and bow Mastered; with soma 

Comments on Obaeaaion and Ite Remedy.
Scershlp and I’rophecy. ,

i Dreams and Visions.
The Scientific Ghost and the Problem of tbeHumaf 

Double.
The Human Aura.
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; their Bearing 

on Psychology.
Individuality vs. Eccentricity

Price For sole at ¿bis offl.».

HeHocentrlG ñstroloou,

Paine’s Political W< rks Complete 
Two volumes. Theologies! Works; Poetical and Mis
cellaneous Works; Life. This set ot five volumes an 
boxed ready tor shipping, 65.00 This Is the best and 
cheapest edition and should bo on the shelves ot ev
ery student ot liberal thought. For sald.at tblsoffioo

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an InveetlgaUon of Tro. 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, item new pistes and new type) lit rmmr post 
In, Super. 35 cents; doth.» ceatg. ¿J.. .

MEE OF THOMAS PAINE.
. ByEditor of the National with Preface and Notet 
by PctwEckler. Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine Home^toad and Paine Monument, st New 
Bochelio, also, portraits of Thomas- Clio Rickman. JOB B&llav. Marv Wnlklnnarroff ■

Essentials of Astronomy and Solar 
Mentality*

With Tables of Ephemeris to 1010. By Yarmo Vcdra« 
With 64 illustrations, thirty-five of which are original 
drawings by Holmes W. Merton, author of “Descrip
tive Mentality.” A new system of personally deter* 
mining the primary fund of Mental and Physical fore* 
es and their results in mental aptitudes tbnt domin
ate the nature of the individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price, cloth, 81,50. For sale at tblsoffice.

HYPHÜTlÜffi;
Its Facts, Theories and Relate.' 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

DYCAXL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
largely a record of the facts and demonstrations 

which the author has seen, heard of or presented in 
' his own experiments. The history of the various 

phases of the science Is succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the expert* 
meats described occurred In Chicago. Tho pictorial. 
Illustrations add much to tho luterest and value of the

“X“?; “‘“«’“i book, which will be found very lutere.ttng to the gen-CondOTCBthrtSt SSHh.mSSif’ U“dunl! Rol“4, eral reader, a. well a. helpful and Instructive to the 
Condorcet. Tb-tant .-,tndent. fhtr work 1« a hand.cn>« volume of 300

pages, bound In cloth.. Fr*c<, For sale at
the oSlce of Tun Pbogbieeivk Timcrxa.

UUCÖM10W, Ml... --------------- - X6U6.UU.
Condorcet, Brissot, andthemost promini ¡nt of Paine’s 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth. 7S cento.

COMMON SENS!-.
By Thomas Paine. À Revolutionary pamphlet,’ ad

dressed to the Inhabitanta of America tn 1776, with 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper, 
15 cento. - : • ■ - • ’ •

Paine:s Theological Works.
Age ot Beason, Examination ot the Prophecies, etc. 

tllua. edition. Postero.,«J-.ages. Cloth,6100

Conflict. Between. Religion and 
Science.

Just the book for progressive thinkers. By John 
W. Draper. Cloth. 61.75. For sale at this office. - •

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G.M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago.
-pomb in clois- with gold
JJ ild., .nd containing 390 page.. Thin splendid 
book, lurt luned, contain, nineteen full Temple M» 
tore, upon occult sobjecu, together with other utt- 
ole, from ration, newspaper,, relating to the great 
work. It contain, all the old Temple lecture, l,,ned 
In 1392, udthree other, on the Bvuur Boot, whlck 
ore alone worth the price ot the book. Thl, wondn- 
CUlbookt, unique a, an Evangelist ot Science ud 
■iTutb. Prlc-s ,1.25, portpald, to *njr adtraw. rot Mil. 
•tthlaoM.



Al Progressive Thinker. I Every lova of humanity must hall 
---------- -- I with joy the constantly improving tone 

at 40 Loomis Street of the orthodox pulpit. It is tho prelude 
—----- ————■ to a universal change fast nearing,

J. K. FRANCIS, Editor and Publisher, | when, instead of pn&ehing doginas dis- 
Emered at Chicago rosCoffico as tocond-ciuM mutter, honoring to God and outraging reason, 
—— ------------------------------------------------------ :-------- I every pulpit will proclaim the su-

XESMS OS'BDBSCHIPTIOX. I premacy of natural law, and the rejec- 
! Tn.pBOOBEssivuTuisKEKwlllbe furutihtd unto tion of eirors fonioW nr, tho I,™.,..,,,™ 
farther notice, at tho iollowlug urum, imutably lu I euois lounaeu on the ignorance 

of a remote age when the whole world 
,1»c I wns sunk In barbarism. Then, instead 

ItaSîTo»“1“............. ............................W o£ opposing Christianity for its falla-
■ • r<£MlTTANCE8. . I V ill UpplUUii it fOL’ HS pi'ilCtlCHl
Remit by Postofllcc Money Order, Beglatered Letter, corninoli sense. The silly guessings of 

. Or draicon Cbtcaco or New York. It lobib from 10 Oit IwnnMi«* * u , ,
tolSdentBtogetcbccksc.a&UedoiiiocalbftMkB.eodon'c IfellOiant piiebtllOOu ÛS to the origin 
send them uuIum you with that amount deducted fruì» 1 of evil and the- ipìiiìmìv thAw>fnr will the amount sont. Direct all lettera wJ.R.Fraucl* lUL leiueaj ineieiOl, Wlll
No. AOLoomifi street. Chicago, in. , . give place to the great truths winch
CLÜB8! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION! ,, °f

Aathere are thouBanda who will at first venture I afetl*l)lng e\ 11 to the eating of foibldden 
only twenty-flve centstorTHKPuoQHE6SivjiTHij<£BB fruit or the uncovprlni? nf a bnv frnni thirteen weeks, we would suggest to these who receive , , e uucuveuug or a DOX nom
ajampitj copy, to solicit several otbcri to unito with which countless ills and diseases 
them, and thus Le able lo remit from to <¡0. or even s , ,
mure than tho utter sum À large number of little 1 escaped, leaving only hope behind, it 
amounts wlll make a large sum total, and tuna extend tvIH ii(a fnnn/1 nn zin+M-rtTvii» the field of our labor ana usefulness. The tame tug- ”111 lOUntl an 0Utgl05\th of sav- 
gostiau will apply in ali cases of renewal of subscrin- agism, the natural condition of liian be- 
tlons—aollolt others to aid In the good worn. Yuu will i _ RttM
experience no difficulty whatever in inducing spiritu-I fore reason, and observation, and ex- 
allBts to subscribe for ThePkogbessivb Thiwkeb, i»„,i * i « . . . ,
for not one of them can afford to bo without the valua- P^HCHCe Had taught him what lie U0W
ble Information Imparted therein each week, nod at I knows It dnpq kumii thnt nmm’ûco'lo
the price of only about two cchts per week n-uuns. n uoes seem tllftt piOgieSB is

n------ ; :----- -—------------- in the air as never before. And why
A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents, wi,„ 7Uo you want a more bountiful harvest than we can ‘ eatsandthe scl-

give you for 25 cents? Just pauso and think for a mo- ences take such forward leans, and the 
meut what an IctellectuBl feast that small investment m.init i«» ~will furnish you. The subscription price of Tub Pao-I Pulpit lag SUpeifiUOUSly SO far in the 
OKIB81VE Thinker thirteen weeks fa only twenty-five year? It should not nnd th a mnva cental for that amount you obtain one hundred and b-1U/ nOt’ ana tae 111016
four pages of solid, substantia’, acul-elevating and thoughtful of the Clergy are rushing to 

toamedi. the front, while others are but slightly 
------ -- ----------------------------------------- - in tlie rear.

TAKE NOTICE! ■ Rev. Frank M. Carson, pastor of the 
nr At expiration ot subscription, it not renewed, Lake View Presbyterian Church, almost 

tranumben Ucûut‘kuei1 So bills will be sent for ex- bounded to the front two Sundays ago, 
Ton do not reçoive your paper promptly. P'11.611 he ls..reported by the daily press 

write to ub, and errors In address will be promptly I 1:0 llftV.O said:
corrected, and mfcslng numbers supplied grati«. I “Listen to the opinion of tt labor

touching the condition ef the 
it la then «eut. or tlio cbamre cannot be made. I CllUl'CheS to-day, and we Shall See OUl'-

---------- —---------------------------- ,-------- selves as others see us. The church
FOREIGN COUNTRIES. m»y l)e numerically stronger, but there 

The Progredivo Thinker is turulsbed In the United 11118 c,ells^ to be any test of morals for 
State« at .1.01) per year, the pOBlage thereonbelngbut I llienibership In most Of the CllUl'CheS. 
nominal, but when it la «but to foreign countries we The cnmhlor the Uni- avvintilo., nnd are compelled to charge to cents extra, maktagthe f,lle bUIUIJier, ine liar, tlie SWlnOlei, and 
yearly Bubacrlptiou »1.50. rieaao bear that in mind. the extortioner can be a prominent 

T'. : —- ■ ■ ■- member in a church in these days of
siTrmmv op,™,™ » religious and moral decadence.bATURDAY, OC1OBLR 13, 1900. I “These are stern charges; but my ob

--- -   serration compels me to admit their 
The Boxers! The Boxers! truth in some instances. What are the Tn H „ J . Boxers! I w01.da nsed tQ describe the successful 

z-f®. a-fact that a blanch of the business man to-day? “Sharp,” 
Chinese Boxers have located In Ameri- “shrewd,” "keen.” 
ca, and are trying to run the religious “I say we must purify the atmos- 
instilutlons of tills country with k high I Pllere' Under the present system of 
hand, just as it is alleged they have T?ilietit’,lou ,the we?,k are gal“g. doJu 
hnnn---------------------- . % , o’’.. I before the strong. Commercial justice0ino oi ei there in China? A few an(j righteousness in any fullness are 
weeks ago gross outrages in which re- almost Impossible of practice. Has the 
llgion played a part, were perpetrated church concerned herself about this 
in Dayton, Ohio, which suggested the whole question of how men are to love 
Boxers were at work In that city, even on,° an°tlier six days In the week?” 
if tl.Ain inolio, A church without morals, made up ofn meli Celestial origin was concealed, „amblers linrs swlnitloru nvtni.Ann z- . ^umuiiis, naia, bwiQUWlS, CXiOrUOu-
Only last week, at Mansfield, Ohio, ap- ers—and hypocrites should have been 
parently the same faction attacked-two added—Is not the kind of a church to 
elders of Dr. Dowie’s church. These perpetuate; and Rev. Carson does well 
elders were tarred and feathered and 111 caUlu8 attention to them, and should 
paraded through ‘the streets, to' the ha/.e ad>vIse<1110uest “eu t0 s“™ fhern.

„r n . « .> Churchmen, amend your creeds, regi eat .delight of the hoodlum crowd. vlsc your B1Wer correct your morals, 
This Is the third time members of the advance natural truths, discard^.your 
Dowie sect, who base their distinctive fables and your follies, and we will all 
faith on the words of Jesus, have suf- J0111 you ln the grand march for a 
fered violence in Mansfield I hl8llel'> a “obier, nnd a better civlllza-

Etot-v urti., wuiu ti.» r>« tion than your prophets have ever pre. A Day Idlcted' or y°ul' p°et« have sung. The
baints, otherwise known as Mormons, age is ripe for reform, and we demand 
whose religious views are built on the 1 it at your hands.

1A Mediwmtettc Prodigy.
Ab set forth by the Paris correspond 

dent of the Chicago Chronicle, musical 
prodigies ad infinitum have bobbed up 
all over’ the continent during the past 
decade. Many of these, after scrutlnous 
tests, proved to be no prodigies at all, 
and others, again, could display their 
phenomenal gifts' only under hypnotic 
influence.

Paris, however, is just now harboring 
a genuine two-and-a-half-year-old “mu
sical prodigy“ or rather medium. In 
this case there is no deception, for that 
august body, the Psychological Con
gress, which met here a few days ago 
in connection with the Paris exposition, 
took cognizance of the smart youngster 
and actually declared that a miraculous 
genius, which cannot be explained by 
science, had presented Itself.

This prodigy is a Spanish boy named 
Pepito Rodriguez Ariola. He was intro
duced to the large assembly of scient
ists in the big Palace of Congresses by 
Messrs. Richter and Carvalho. Pepito, 
arrayed In a dress which looked more 
fit for a girl than a boy, seemed over, 
whelmed with fear at sight of the big 
crowd of people and he burst out in a 
fit of weeping. It was some time before 
his mamma could quiet him. The boy 
showed pale, intelligent features, of 
pleasing, refined lineaments, framed in 
beautiful golden locks.

The Congress ascertained regarding 
the abnormal talents of the child that 
he wits like all other children of his age 
In every respect, except his insuppress
ible predilection for music and his won
derful musical gifts. One day last year 
when Pepito was exactly two and a 
half years old, his mother discovered 
the boy's gift. After having played a 
sonata she retired to the adjoining 
library to spend an hour reading a 
novel. To her surprise she heard the 
sonata she had just played repented on 
her piano. It was musically correct, 
but the touch of the player seemed light 
and hesitating. The reproduction was 
most accurate in the high notes and 
phantasy appeared to co-operate in the 
lower passages, but harmony was main
tained throughout the piece.

Peeping through the curtains, she be
held little Pepito at the piano. The lit
tle one had climbed with difficulty on 
the piano stool, and, of course, could not 
make use of the pedals. When his 
mother entered the first thing he asked 
her was tq push the pedals so “he 
could make more noise."

From that day the piano became 
Pepito’s most favorite toy. He 
astounded all his relatives and friends

oa. is, uoa

Bible and Jesus Christ, experience vio
lence somewhere in this great country, Hard Pressed.
where all creeds and no creeds are sup- I A news dispatch from New York says 
posed to be freely tolerated. Of course the editor of the Homiletic Review, of 
btosSof ®“m arc’ n^uiVol that Clty’ has just rece,ved a ,etter

ui uLcuuui aie not guilty 01 I < «.z, „ •.
these gross wrongs. And Christians Itev' Dr’ ®eo’ F’ bright, of Oberlin 
who have suffered so much in the way College, Ohio, in which he disclosfes the 
of persecution In the past, would not re- purpose of a trip he has started to make 
peat those outrages on other parties. It through Siberia. He is unwilling to 
Is the work of the Boxers, the vilest of accent the theorv that the del neo/"»I.»— «■ • . 1 ULLvpL LUL lULUIj tllUL LUU tlUlUjiCtlie "heathen Chinee,” who have no ___ _____>  J, , ,
toleration about them! They have come j submerged the region round 
among us in disguise, and are doing on Pa>estlne. He claims when the author 
the sly just what their associates are of the Pentateuch said, “The waters
doing in the Orient. Instead of trying I covered the whole face of the earth” he 
to dragoon the Boxers abroad Into sub- meant It
mission to established law, it would be ..^ 'Wrl„ht wlll throuah the 
kee ing^J ^^^eachtorin “far froTwl/ere 
trudere from aM ?esn£rfor om meD ordlnilrlly &>■ "ill make
Inst tntlnn« respect for our excavatlons. He wlu dlg up the eartll

■ ’ ' until, with the geologist’s eye. he dis
covers just that stratum which should 
have been deposited during the periodScourging Texas.

"Mother ” said a sick irirl “ ‘Whom 'n which the deluge took place. Next 
the Lord loveth he chasteneth,’Is that “e , expl°re th<r Caucasus range, 
eo9” pass down to ancient Ararat, where

■“That’ ls what Paul wrote,” replied tradltlon, a“ys, the ark lauded, and 
the mother. emerge from his travels somewhere

“Well, the Lord must love me, then, near Smyrna, Asia Minor.”
for he is just giving me fits.” Ou the eve of the Franco-German war

Wonder if that is the reason the floods a party In Paris organized a company 
are let loose on Texas, a second and to explore tlie Red Sea in search of 
third calamity following close on the I sonje remains of Pharaoh's army over
heels of the one that desolated Gal- whelmed In its pursuit of Moses when
veston? the sea let go Its hold of water walled

But for our early orthodox teaching UP on either side, to let the Israelites 
we would have supposed the great air Pass on dry land. The expedition was 
currents that rolled inland from the I abandoned on account of the war, 
convulsed ocean and laid waste a city, though its projector was sure he would 
destroying thousands of its Inhabitants, And at least the chariot wheels. Pos
carried along with them waters held in slbly tile sea was “salted” at that time,
solution; that these currents were ob- antl th,e eillarI°t wheels may be dis

in .«.„i- K- covered a little later. •¡n tnelr course l>y mountain tn u? । i * i _. xv Rev. Dr- Wright should know before and counter currents; the hle bas gone fai. ln bis explorations, that 
moisture was condensed, formed into every mountain on the globe, however 
clouds, and these clouds being bver- elevated, was once below the level of

structed 
barriers

weighted, fell to the earth as rain. tAe sea. The mountains were uplifted 
Streamlets were quickly formed which I by the terrible convulsions old earth has 
constantly increasing in size became passed through, and they bear witness 
a mighty river which overflowed its ot this fact He should also know that 
banks. The great mass of water seek- every grain of sand, all the gravel, and 
ing its level flowed onward, and de- aI1 the boulders, however deeply burled 
stroyed every obstacle in its path; just in the earth, are. water-worn,and were 
as the wind aiid waves in the ruined made what they are by being rolled 
city of Galveston had done only a few along and upon each other in rivers, 
days before, God having nothing to do estuaries or seas, and that no discov
in either case, save as a disinterested erics on mountain tops or deep excava-
spectator, expressing neither love, hate, I tlons in the- earth will discredit this 
justice, revenge nor mercy. statement. This movement, however,

_______ . . _______ shows that men may be deeply versed
in Bible lore, and know very little of 

Quite Time for a Change. true science.
A movement among the clergy of Hugh Miller worked thnt “Testimony 

1’lttsburg contemplates the abolition of of iJ*6 ^,0Com’ ,t*’eorJ was
extravagant and expensive funeral eus- ^auence & 8 ° S *“ 
toms. In a late meeting they recom-1 _____________  , _
mended the omission of eulogistic re- Tn Right.
marks concerning the dead at the time The ..Evangelist," a Presbyterian or- 
of burial, and made a strong déclara
tion against floral and other useless dls- 
plays. Services at the grave, they say, 
should be brief, and friends present in 
Inclement weather should not be ex
pected to uncover their heads for a mo
ment. They advise a discontinuance of 
mourning coslume.

The Progressive Thinker gladly lends 
Its influence in favor of this reform; for 
such it is in fact Many a family has 
been wholly Impoverished in aping the 
customs of thé rich in the burial of 
their dead. Let all, the rich and the 
poor alike, remember the objects of 
their love do not rest in. the grave. It 
is only their worn-out and. cast-off gar
ments to which they pay honors. The 
Immortal spirit, which lately animated 
the earthly tenement, has fled, and is 
reveling in joys all Its own. Quietly lay 
the vacated tenement away, and treas
ure the virtues of the departed as all 
that is left among us of a well-spent 
life. It it knew evil the sooner It is for
gotten the better for the survivors and 
for the departed, whose power for 
wrong ended with the mortal body.

gan, writing of the Galveston disaster, 
accounts for it in the good old orthodox 
basis: .

“It was a visitation of God.” » * 
“Great as is the mystery of the question 
It was an affliction of heaven. The 
raging wind and the leaping waves 
were but fulfilling His Word, and they 
never advanced beyond the errand bn
.which they were sent” ' .

The God who holds the Winds in his 
fists, and who lets them loose to over
whelm a city and crnsh ltB inhabitants, 
is hot the God of modern 'Science. He~
is the barbarian God of the Jews, jeal
ous, repentant and vengeful, a fit per
son for a believer in infant damnation 
to worship; but he is not the loving, 
kind and merciful Parent of even ad
vanced Christians, and falls very short 
of possessing the glorious attributes 
Spiritualism has enthroned as Infinite 
Intelligence.

Those who try to brealt the fall of 
orthodoxy will only make the fall 
heavier at last.-Goldwin Smith.

»

by repeating, without being able to 
read a note, the most difficult operas 
and classical compositions after hearing 
them only once. The Infant musician, 
however, did not long remain satisfied 
with simple invitations; he soon began 
to Improvise himself and develop his 
own musical ideas on the Instrument. 
After six months' practice the boy was 
able to play waltzes of Straus and the 
most difficult operatic music.

The delegates to the Psychological 
Congress had the satisfaction of hear
ing Pepito on the piano and to judge for 
themselves. The boy complied only 
after much coaxing by Mme. Ariola. 
Pepito's repertoire consists of two 
parts. The one is fixed—that is, he 
plays either pieces he has heard before 
or some of his own compositions. The 
second part consists of rapid reproduc
tions.

Sharpers and Semi-Idiots.
They gp together. The former, fatten 

off the latter. The latter take no Spir
itualist paper; they must save their 
money foç the use of the “Sharpers.” 
The semi-idiots are not Informed of 
what is going on in our ranks, hence are 
easy subjects. The last unsavory report 
comes from the Dally Northwestern, of 
Oshkosh, Wis., of September 29. It Is 
as follows: '

“Two clairvoyants have been arrested 
at West Superior, who tally with the 
descriptions furnished of Prof. Ball 
and Prof. Ro vano, who did business in 
Oshkosh some weeks ago.

“Warrants were Issued at that time 
and given to Sheriff White to serve. 
Sheriff White, when he learned of the
arrest of these two men in Superior, 
telegraphed to hold them, and he pre
pared to go to that city at once and 
arrest the men if there was a chance 
of their escape from prosecution there. 
The men gave their names as H. V. 
May and Robert Jamison. The story of 
how the men were detected is published 
in the Superior Telegram, as follows:

‘“Mrs. Palmer, a victim, tells the 
police, a story, alleging that she was 
duped. She claims that she went to 
Dr. May in Duluth, who is a hypnotist, 
and to whom she looked for advice 
upon a matter of investment to the 
extent of $2,500. She says she took her 
money to the doctor’s office, and that 
it wns (or she supposed it was) sewed 
in a buckskin sack and tied around her 
neck. This was yesterday at 3:30 p. m„ 
and she was to keep it there twenty- 
four hours. She decided, however, to 
open the sack sooner, and claims that 
she found only paper and a $2 bill there. 
Thereupon she went to the police and 
they had the two men arrested here at 
7:30 last night.'

"A Marinette paper tells of their 
methods as follows:

“ ‘They would allure people into their 
offices by the medium of attractive ad
vertising. They would nt first find out 
about how much money each caller had 
on his person, and if the amount was 
enough to warrant the time and trouble, 
they would proceed to rob him. The 
patients were told to place all their 
money into a small sack and hang it 
around their neck, and let it hang next 
to tfle heart. They would then ad
minister a dope, telling the victim that 
when he awoke the amount of money in 
the sack would be doubled.’

“Notwithstanding different names are 
given, the method of securing the 
money is strongly similar to the meth
ods of Prof. Balk ,

“The Marinette paper says: ‘These 
same two gentlemen were driven out of 
Oshkosh recently and passed through 
Marinette.’ • .

“Sheriff Charles White has searched 
for Prof. Ball for some time and was 
on his track when he learned to-day 
that two men had been arrested in

.Superior.”
Spiritualists will be safe when they. ' 

read the Spiritualist papers, and avoid 
all these traveling tricksters who are 
not endorsed by some reputable char
tered society.

Prof.W.M.sLockwood. i.
This able, thoughtful and scientific 

speaker delivered two lectures in 
Brooklyn, N. Y., last Sunday. The sub
ject of his afternoon lecture was, “The 
Advance of Spiritualism During the 
Last Year.” The evening lecture was 
on the "Conflict of Spiritual Thought In 
the Churches.” That he handled these 
subjects with signal ability and thor
oughness will readily be believed by all 
who are acquainted with his-methods 
and qualities of thought.

The When You Are to Die.
It has «ccurred to Dr. Charles W. 

Pilgrim, who writes an article on the 
subject to |he Chicago American, that 
the study of a year's statistics of the 
Hudson Bfflver &ate- Hospital, N. Y., 
ought to be of mqjh interest and value.

An examination of “the hour of 
death" shq^ed.thut 26 percent died be
tween midnight and 6 a. m., 19 per cent 
between 6 la. m. and noon, 31 per cent 
between nOOn and G p. m., and 24 per
cent between 6 p. hi. and midnight. By 
adding these percentages together we 
find the furious ¿fact that the deaths 
were very evenly ■. distributed between 
the hoursl of darkness and light, 115 
patients having died between 6 p. in. 
and 6 a. in. and 116 between 6 a. m. 
and G p. m.

Desiring to pursue this question still 
further, Dr. Pilgrim examined the 
deaths for ten preceding years, nearly 
1,500 in all, and found tills statement 
strikingly confirmed, as a change of 
one-half of 1 per cent would have made 
the deaths exactly even during the 
hours of day and night.

A chart which the Doctor made of the 
deaths for the year showed, when 
divided Into sections of three hours 
each, that the highest point of the 
curve was reached, both for men and 
women, between the hours of 8 and 6 
pi. in., nearly 20-per cent of all the 
deaths haying occurred between those 
hours. The next highest point was be
tween the hours of 3 and 6 a. m„ 
although there was a decided fall for 
both sexes for the single hour from 4 to 
5, when the Une went down to the low
est point reached in any hour of the 
twenty-four.

There was also a decided fall, 
especially for women, between 11 and 
12 in the morning, which is in direct 
contrast to the statement made by Dr. 
Beadles, of Colney Hatch, that the 
most fetal hour for women is shortly 
before noon. For the other hours the 
recording line remained remarkably 
steady for both men and women.

These figures, therefore, show that 
there is some reason for the popular be
lief that many deaths occur during the 
early morning hours, but they show 
still more plainly that the majority of 

1 those who suffer from long continued 
mental' disease give up their lives 
toward the close of the day.

As a general1 rule “death softly fol
lows life," and suffering at the end 
either mental or physical, is of rare oc
currence. In fact, it is not an uncom
mon thing to notice a clearing up of the 
clouded brain a few hours before the 
final change. This fact was noticed by 
Rush a hundred years ago, and in my 
opinion, too Ijttle has been written of it 
since. : -

From my- own observance, and from 
Die reports!-of reliable nurses, many 
patients, especially those dying of 
phthisis, or after surgical operations, or 
from acute intercufrent diseases, or in
juries which produce a profound shock
upon tlie general system, become calm 
and coherent shortly before death.

Hits may be accounted for either 
upon the theory oftcounter Irritation or 
on the principle enunciated by Claude 
Bernard that' wheil a histological ele
ment dies on'tends to die Its Irritability 
augments before it 1s diminished.

Of course ithis temporary brightening 
does not occufr often in eases of termi
nal dementia or in general paresis 
where there >are profound changes in 
the structure' df tltd brain. It is not 
rare for theimelanclioly or maniacal in
sane, ns 'good old Dr. -Rush observed, 
“to discover a greater or less degree of 
reason In their last hours, just as tho 
sun, after a cloudy day, sometimes 
darts a few splendid rays across the 
earth before he descends below the 
horizon.”

There can be no reasonable doubt 
that the seasons exert a marked influ
ence upon the recovery rate, for 65 per 
cent of those who have recovered were 
sent home during tlie months of spring 
and summer, while only 35 per cent 
were so discharged during the autumn 
and winter months.

Regis makes the statement that mel
ancholia is aggravated in the winter, 
and that but few cases of mania re
cover during that season. It Is easy to 
believe that the fresh air, the sunlight 
and the outdoor life of summer must 
act as powerful agents In helping to re
store the diseased organs to normal 
condition.

Demand tor Bibles Declining.
One of the Chicago dailies, in its 

usual Saturday’s religions news, makes 
the following interesting statement, 
more valued becadse the paper is in no 
sense sectarian, but Is newsy:

“An attempt is being made to account 
for the collapse of the American Bible 
Society by saying it is not able to com
pete with foreign Bibles, which are Im
ported free of duty; but the real truth 
is well known to be that, while Bibles 
are cheaper now than they ever were 
before, the sale of them of late years 
has been rapidly, falling off. This ne
glect of the Bible, however, need oc
casion no surprise, as it is doubtless due 
to the discredit thrown on the Scrip
tures by the new school of theologians,, 
who no longer refer to the Bible as the 
‘Word of God,’ but class it and deal 
with it as being on a level with the 
sacred books of heathen religions."

If the Bible is ever restored to pop
ular favor again it will be received as 
a compilation of old-time writings, 
written by unknown, persons in the re
mote past, under ; circumstances of 
which we have how-no knowledge, and 
no means, save by" the contexts, to 
know of their ^alue, or trustworthiness. 
The’ age is to^.lntelligent to receive it 
any longer asp,ithe “Word of God,” a 
claim set up 5by Luther and. his co
adjutors to cbtapel ith acceptance by 
the people tod the prejudice of the 
Catholics who'rejected it, because they 
knew how it Vfas majle.

, 1 " ' J' ■ -........ -
. ForgCifal of Injuries. .

Notwithstanding thSterrible calamity 
inflicted on Gjfvesto^ by act of God, 
the people seep disposed to accept it 
as merited punishment, and are. now 
soliciting money to build new churches 
to place of the® he destroyed.
'The story of the Dqfchman who was 

asked for money to buy u lightning-rod 
for a church, always .comes up: “It 
God Almighty wants.to thunder down 
his own house let him do so,. I won't 
give a cent to prevent him.” Having 
wantonly demolished his churches 
down there in Texas does he deserve 
others in their place? If insisted on 
why not let him take the advice of that 
other Dutchman, and sell some of the 
fat cattle on a thousand, hills, which 
the psalmist says is his, and reimburse 
his wasted exchequer from that source?

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. Di, M.‘A., Ph. D. Price |L 
For sale at this office. |

Learn ft-om Every ’Friend and Every 
Foe.

An English journal discoursing on 
“The Heathen Chinee,” sets out with 
the sage proposition that it is unjust to 
suppose a man is an idiot because he 
has a yellow sklu. It reports au inter
view between' a representative of the 
Daily Chronicle and the Chinese Min
ister to England, Sir Lo Feng Luh, 
wherein the Earl, is reported among 
other things to have said:

“The Boxer movement is reallv a 
fusion of many secret societies incited 
to common action by the excesses of 
missionary zeal. The Chinese are not 
savages. They are possessed of a phil
osophy which inspired Comte, and 
which is Positivism. Men of culture 
are not sent to China as missionaries, 
but pastors whose zeal outstrips their 
judgment.

“The converts are recruited from the 
lowest strata of the Chinese millions. 
They are subsidized to the extent of 
three dollars per month, and their 
avarice is fostered by the missionaries 
interfering in the contemptible squab
bles between the convert and the non
convert, and encouraging law-suits, 
which generally do not result unfavor
ably for the convert, thanks to the In
fluence of the missionary.”

The Earl said the national pride was 
outraged by the sending girls of nine
teen to teach religious dogmas to men 
and women of advanced years. “And 
you offer premiums to crime by sending 
them to places far from the coast where 
foreigners are unknown.”

But this did not conclude all of Min
ister Lo Feng Lilli's grievances:

“Take the Chinese translation of the 
Bible: Every nation prides itself upon 
Its sacred literature-, Please note, litera- 
tore, whatever lesson it teaches, it is a 
work of art. The educated Chinese are 
of an enquiring turn of mind. They 
turn to your Bible to realize Western 
manners and modes of thought. They 
are shocked at its graceless composition 
and inelegant phraseology.”

This shows that the objections made 
to the Bible by Independent thinners 
have a foundation in fact. If the book 
was for the first time placed in the 
bonds of cultured Americans it would 
be pronounced obscene, and be hid 
away from youth, or burned to prevent 
their corruption. But it was thrust on 
the world in a corrupt age, as an In
spired production. It is rarely read, 
save familiar chapters, and is unknown 
save by youth who become familiar 
with its wickedness, nnd call the atten
tion of their associates to it.

The Chinese Minister has made a 
point which Western peoples should 
think about Time and again Tlie Pro
gressive Thinker has insisted that pub
lic morals are lowered by familiarity 
with that book. The Chinese Minister' 
confirms that view. Separated from the 
corruption there are many good things 
in the Bible; but woe to the youth who 
seeks them obscured by and mingled 
with so much that is really vile.

We hope, too, missionary societies wlll 
give careful consideration to all the 
points made by the Chinese Minister. 
It has been repeated very often thnt it 
was the lowest class of the people of 
the countries visited by missionaries, 
who were converted to Christianity, 
and that the converts became such be
cause of the pecuniary reward they re
ceive, and tlint their fidelity to the new 
faith is contingent on prompt pay
ments; thnt in the absence of rewards 
there are no converts. If this statement 
Is -true it is hypocrites the missionaries 
are making, persons who adopt a new 
religion merely because it pays to be a 
Christian. There are enough of that 
class among us without golng.abroad to 
multiply the species, and their produc
tion should be discouraged.

Belated Journalism.
The Youth's Companion recently pub

lished Napoleon’s opinion on the Naza
rene. It would seem an opinion from a 
higher authority than a military expert, 
Who has a very limited acquaintance 
with theology, would be far more valu
able. Like many other Inadequately In
formed persons (he) Napoleon Ignored 
the fact that Christ simply re-affirmed 
the Jewish law. He said he came to 
call sinners, not the righteous, to re
pentance. If the Youth’s Companion de
sired to do the cause of religion service 
it should cite more authority. The 
fact that the Nazarene failed to re-af- 
firm the teachings of Buddha, and in
stead of prohibiting the use of intoxi
cants turned water into wine, was a 
very grave mistake. Even this repub
lic, foremost of all the nations, wastes 
annually $100,000,000 on intoxicating 
beverages, and the ruin and wreckage is 
terrible caused by Intoxicants. 450,000,
000 Buddhists and 180,000,000 Moham
medans obey the Injunctions of their re
ligion and are abstainers. The grand
est prophet of all the ages, Buddha, 
some five hundred years before the 
Nazarene turned water into wine, pro
hibited the use of Intoxicants. Thus if 
the youth of this Republic askwhose ex
ample shall they follow, shall we not 
direct them to the teachings of Buddha, 
which include the commandments? 
Buddha, so the divine story states, was 
entitled to enter heaven but put his 
merited reward aside and resolved to 
remain without to labor nnd teach so 
that every child of earth should enter 
Heaven before himself. Life of that 
great sage reminds us “We can make 
our lives sublime.” "■

Conflict of Authority.
Thou shalt not suffer a Witch to live.— 

Lord God—Exodus .22:18.
Human courts, disregarding the. com-

mand of Omnipotence, sometimes pun
ish men for executing his will. The
United States District Court of New 
Mexico has done this, and only last 
week convicted Mendo Rodriguez of 
murder, for killing Maria Duran, at 
Cimarron, N. M., he alleging the old wo
man had bewitched him. Rodrigues 
quietly slipped into Anna’s house one 
night lit April last, with Lord God’s di
rection, as revealed In his Holy Word, 
for authority, and simply executed her 
by splitting her head open with an ax. 
And now earthly courts outrage the de-" 
crees of high heaven by caUlng that ex
ecution a murder, and propose to punish 
the culprit for Its perpetration. How 
times change! The killing would have 
been a meritorious act 200 years ago.

Turned Stoker.
Rev. John D. Vinton, of Cleveland, 

changed from the Methodist to the 
Presbyterian church and cried When he 
did it.—News item. .

There was reason for grief. The dom
inie doubtless saw in imagination hell 
filled with non-elect infants, and grieved 
because of their fate. Instead of copy- 
tog Rev. Hillis’ example, and shaking 
his fist in the face of Omnipotence, he 
became a stoker In his service, and aids 
la Intensifying the heated torture those 
Innocent babies’ experience..

Defends Chinese Religions.
The London Dally News has pub

lished a letter from Ivan Chen, sec
retary of Sir Chili Chen Lo Feng Luh, 
the Chinese Minister to England, in re
ply to a former article by Julian Ralph, 
in which Ivan Chen defends the Chi
nese faith against Mr. Ralph’s attack.

In defense of the little forts, “only 
three feet long and three or four inches 
high," lined with “beer bottles,” to 
ward off bad spirits, Ivan Chen com
pares them to the expensive churches 
and edifices of the Christians, and 
asserts that they are entirely as effec
tive and far less costly than those of 
the Christians.

After, declaring that so long as the 
missionaries taught sciences and arts 
the Chinese did not object, but when 
they proposed to tear down established 
Institutions they did wrong. He says:

“Suppose a Chinese priest should 
come to England, and it should be 
known .that every burglar, pickpocket, 
and thief, by becoming a Buddhist, 
would become exempt from arrest by 
the police. Suppose that the introduc
tion of a new faith into England should 
give the criminal classes license to ply 
their trade in London with complete 
immunity from the action of the laws. 
Would the English people submit to 
such a state of affairs? And what is 
true of the English is true of all other 
nations. Why, then, should yye Chinese 
be an exception to the rule?

“Our civilization is the oldest in the 
world; it enables more men to live on a 
square mile of ground in comfort than 
any other civilization ever evolved. 
Before the missionaries visited our 
country there was much less crime in 
proportion to the population than even 
in Protestant Prussia, which is re
garded as the most moral of European 
countries.

“Our kind of civilization may differ 
from that of Europe, but it suits us 
better. We do not care to throw It over 
unless something better can be pro
duced—something really better when 
viewed from our own standpoint. Cer
tainly our religious beliefs are quite as 
reasonable and respectable as those of 
other nations, and if age should be con
sidered as one of the factors of re
spectability, our systems must be in
finitely more respectable than the new 
faiths, some of which are only about 
300 or 400 years old.

“Confucius taught that we should do 
to others as we would have them do 
unto us, and I believe this has been in
troduced into the Christian religion, and 
Is generally known as 'Tho Golden 
Rule.' Certainly, the English would not 
like to have us interfere with any of 
their many religions or institutions. If 
we should force our priests upon Eng
land we would be doing to the English 
what we would not like them to do unto 
us. Conversely, the English, in forcing 
their priests upon us, are doing unto us 
what they would not like to have others 
do unto them. Consequently, they are 
not only breaking one of the fundamen
tal principles of their own faith, but of 
our faith also.

“It will be quite impossible to have 
peace in China so long as foreign mis
sionaries are allowed to interfere with 
the Institutions of the country, and no 
government at Pekin can be strong 
enough to protect unpopular mission
aries throughout so vast an empire. 
We may not be able to keep these mis
sionaries out of China, because we are 
not a fighting nation. Anything will be 
better than the missionaries.

“Peace, prosperity, and healthy com
merce will be impossible until the 
missionary shall have been eliminated 
from our local problem. Recall the 
missionaries and all will go well.”

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Visltors as well as delegates to the 

N. S. A. Convention in Cleveland, can 
secure certificate tickets of the rail
roads. Ask for certificate tickets for 
the National Spiritualists Association 
Convention. MARY T. LONGLEY.

Washington, D. 0. Secretary.

From the N. S. A. Secretary.

My present duty to the public, Mr. Ed
itor, is to announce through the medi
um of your valuable paper, that as the 

■time allotted for the completion of the 
■ Mayer fund has expired, and as the re

quired sum still lacks several hundred 
dollars, Mr. Mayer has authorized me 
to say that he will give till the conven
tion at Cleveland, and trusts that before 
then the Spiritualists of America will 
see that the fund is filled, that we can 
go into convention, with the assurance 
that the N. 8. A. Is well sustained and 
fortified in its good work—not only by 
the sympathy of the public, but with a 
home and a substantial fund as well. 
Mr. Mayer states thnt he thinks he has 
now given ample time for the collection 
of a fund from the thousands of Spirit
ualists all over the land, as it is thirteen 
months since he made his first call, and 
offered to give the home to the associa
tion, and therefore, he feels it will be 
useless to extend the time again, if the 
friends do not respond to this call, and 
fill the fund In a few days. I trust that 
the good people who are In sympathy 
with our cause, and its work, who have 
not as yet donated to the Mover fund, 
will n<?w send their contributions to this 
office, and have the satisfaction of feel
ing they have done their best to show 
the world that Spiritualism can have its 
homes and institutions for good work 
as well as any other religion or move
ment cap. Will be pleased to acknowl
edge any sum that may reach this office.

. MARY T. LONGLEY, 
Secretary.

600 Penna Ave. S. B„ Washington, D. C.

A Philosopher’s View.
Prof. Goldwin Smith, of Toronto, re

cently wrote:
“These are , troublous times. The 

trouble is every where; in politics, In the 
social system, in religion. The funda
mental beliefs on which our social sys
tem has partly rested are giving way 
To replace them before the edifice falls, 
and at the same time to gain such 
knowledge as may be attainable of 
man’s estate and destiny, thought must 
be»entirely free.’,’

:Drv Geo. B. Warne. ,
The Doctor is again back In Chicago ,, 

from his sojourn In Mexico, looking well 
and hearty. He,Immediately dropped 
into active business on his arrival here, 

Ignd Is lecturing in the leading Homeo- 
pathlc medical college of the city. To 
occupy a Professor’s chair in that col
lege Is an. especial honor. Doctor, we 
congratulate, you. '

“ 'Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds.” 
By Carrie E. S. Twlng. Richly imbued 
with the.philosophy of Spiritualism. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

MAKING ATHEISTS.
“The Destruction of Galves

ton Was a Just Punish
ment Upon That 

Wicked City.”
The above quotation Is the statement 

of a large number of ministers and 
church adherents all over the land, and 
it is supplemented by a detailed ac
count of the “surf bathings on Sun
days,” the “ball-playings,” and other 
amusements that were wont to be car
ried on within the city’s limits, and the 
advertising by the Galveston papers of 
all those places of pleasure, calling 
crowds to the enjoyment of those 
wicked resorts. The Beach called hun
dreds from the house of God. Even 
church members wended their way to 
tills Mecca of sin and Sabbath breakers. 
Not only were the morals of the city 
wrecked and ruined by her citizens, but 
the railways centering there lent every 
endeavor toward bringing men and 
women from the North, the South, the 
East, and the West, where a straight 
road to their downfall was the first 
thing they were shown. Everything 
that could be devised was to be found 
in the list for attractive Sabbath
breaking. All this disobeying of God’s 
laws gave him just displeasure, and 
hence ills vengeance was wreaked upon ' 
the inhabitants of that sin-cursed city, 
and God’s justice is thus vindicated."

A page- of this fanatical, bigoted, sac
rilegious profaning of the sacredness of 
tlie attributes of the Supreme Being 
could be given our1 readers.

Is it possible that God Is wreaking his 
vengeance by punishing the Innocent 
and allowing such numbers of the 
guilty to escape? Why were not the 
brothels, the saloons, and other wicked 
places swept into the sea with “The ~ 
Beach?” Why were the houses dedi
cated to his worship not left Intact? 
Why were pure, noble, true Christian 
men and women mangled, torn and 
bleeding, swept into eternity to “vin
dicate his justice,” while that “ven-
geance” left uuharmed such inhuman 
monsters as those who cut from the 
dead bodies of those same Christian 
men and women their ears and fingers ' 
to obtain the jewels? Our readers may 
ask any number of reasons. They might 
ask, if because God has removed a part 
of Galveston on account of that city’s 
wickedness, why did he not remove the 
wicked portion and let the good re
main? Why did he, in the St. Louis 
storm, as in all others, allow the lowest, 
vilest and wickedest places In the city 
to remain unharmed, and their Inmates 
allowed to continue their bullishness, 
while spending his wrath on churches, 
asylums and business houses, and deal
ing deatli to loving, innocent, harmless 
children?

If this be God thus wreaking his 
“vengeance," he must be “hand In 
glove” with Satan, keeping all these 
sinks of hell Intact and ready for the 
unbroken use of the latter’s minions.

Out upon such terrible profanity. It 
is the strangest thing in the world that 
many “believing Christians" so fur for
get the Sermon on the Mount, the 
Lord's Prayer, and every one of the 
teachings of Christ, as to charge the 
Great Creator with descending to such 
petty acts of meanness in order to 
“wreak vengeance” on a portion of the 
people, when at the same time he is 
filling the land with mourning by his 
wholesale slaughter ot thousands of 
Innocent people, and placing untold .. 
hardships on thousands and thousands 
of others. •

Such twaddle about the actions of , 
God in the ease of disaster, this non
sense concerning such n devilish attri
bute as "vindictiveness” in connection 
with the action of any of his laws, is 
what makes atheists of thousands of 
men and women whose reason leads 
them to conclude thnt it is better to 
have no God at all than such an un- ' 
satlably vindictive monster.

No. God’s laws are just and perfect— 
every one. And It Is time that Galves
ton’s terrible calamity was brought 
upon her people because of a violation 
of law. While not a moral nor a spirit
ual law, it Is one of physics as applied 
to the forces and causes that produce 
these destroying storms.

This terriflic storm for Galveston has 
long been foretold; and by many of her 
residents, even, a storm of terrible de
structive power has been,expected, be
cause of the known laws that govern 
the courses of the wind. The site of the 
city is in the direct pathway of tho 
heavy gales that originate in the equa
torial belt and leaving the Carribean 
Sea dash with relentless fury on 
everything in their course. The action 
of these storms can be prevented by 
changing its course. But here we are 
met by some poor fellow who possibly 
ate green apples during a big meeting 
and honestly mistook the bellyache for 
religion, with a denunciation of “God’s 
wrath" if such a change of the storm’s 
course be attempted.

Well, when winter’s storms and freez
ing blasts close around us we mitigate 
their severity by using our knowledge 
of tlie laws that govern the action of 
heat (for it is all heat, the different de
grees of temperature simply showing a 
greater or less positive or negative con
dition). Lulled to quietude by the de
flection of the storms of the past few 
years to a more westerly direction, 
caused by the varying atmospheric con
ditions, the citizens have neglected to 
avail themselves of their knowledge, 
and have simply reaped the punishment 
for this neglect.

Texas’ City of Beauty by the-Sea will 
not be given up, nor will any portion of 
her commercial greatness be dimin
ished, but the laws that have been left 
so long to blind control of the wind and 
the wave will be investigated and im
mediate steps taken to provide for the 
future protection of the city.

Chicago has advanced with prodigious 
strides since her great conflagration. 
Just so shall Galveston, with gigantic 
steps, move to the front as the Great 
City of the Southwest

In conclusion: Let us strive to better 
understand the laws that govern every 
e'epartment of life—not alone the physi
cal, but the mental, moral and spiritual, 
feebly endeavoring to attain to the lat
ter, for in that realm we shall better 
learn more of the laws that govern in 
the others. Let us do right because it 
is right to do so—without regard to the 
reward; “let us rejoice and be exceed
Ing glad” that we live, and let us try to 
make of life that happy -School of 
Preparation for the Future that Su
preme Wisdom Intended we should. 
Let us not make our neighbors and 
friends miserable and unhappy, but let 
us look at the beautiful brightness that 
has come to each of us all through life. 
Above an else let ub have such a grand 
conception of that Intelligence who in 
.wisdom guides the universe, that we 
can have no thought of him but that ' 
his goodness is too great, his love too 
boundless,- his justice and mercy too ' 
thoroughly blended, for him to need
lessly afflict his children.

Beckville, Texas. W. W. .WOOD.
“The Pantheism of Modern Science.” ■ 

By F. E. Titus, Barrister, Toronto, Can- ■ : 
ado. A summary of recent Investiga- ■ 
tIOus into Life, Force and Substance, ; 
and conclusions therefrom. Price 10 
cents. - For sale at this office.
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prepared for the self-lnstruetlon of 
ginners, as well as for the use of 
vanced students and practitioners. 
L. W. D. Laurence. A good work

it confers a benefit on her.
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The Exorbitant Charges Made to Teach One the Mysteries of 
Hypnotism. ।

The Progressive Thinker Conies to tho Front and Mentions the Literature 
on the Subject.

Whereby They Can Be Spiritualized and Mentally Im' 
proved.

and Nervous Diseases tn the Royall 
University of Graz, Austria. Trans
lated from the Geiman. This book 
gives the best German thought on Hyp
notism. It will prove valuable in every 
library. Price $1.25.

If you wish to have a complete li
brary on Hypnotism and kindred sub
jects, purchase the thirteen books above 
mentioned. Indeed a single one of the 
volumes above named will prove of 
great value to every reflective mind. 
For sale at this office. - -

race needs a greater Independent virtue has been repeatedly proven that popes

I

PROF. LETSCHE SAYS HE HAS I 
SUCCEEDED WITH HYPNOTISM— 1 
CALLS IT MOST HUMANE-SAYS ; 
AS A HOUSEHOLD PHYSICIAN ; 
THAT HYPNOSIS IS WITHOUT A ' 
RIVAL. i
The remarkable demonstration made 

by Prof. Letsche,®f Jersey City, recent- I 
ly before some of the leading officials of ; 
that municipality has attracted such 
world-wide attention that we present ; 
to our readers this week a signed ar
tide by the latest conspicuous demon
strator of the mysterious science which 
has recently come so remarkably to the 
front. Prof. Letsche assumes no mys
tery in the matter and does not sur
round himself with any of the theatrical 
glare of the Delphic cave, but says that 
all parents should familiarize them
selves with the science as it would be 
of the greatest service to humanity to 
have it generally understood.

Jersey City, September 20— Having 
come to prominence recently, on ac
count of having my children vaccinated * 
under the influence of hypnosis for the 
mere purpose of saving them pain, and 1 
being certain that the lymph would do 
its work successfully in both instances, 
you asked me to write a short treatise 
on hypnotism. For the sake of science 
and to convert thousands of skeptics 
who are afraid of touching this treat
ment I freely respond to your request.

Instead of being afraid of hypnotism 
everybody should study the science. 
Fathers and mothers should be practi
cal operators and teach hypnotism to 
their children; teachers should know it; 
it is indispensable for doctors, dentists 
and nurses, if they would proctice hyp
notism, they would not ruin thousands 
ot persons every year with morphine, 
cocaine, chloroform and other poisons. 
The lawyer, clergyman, and other busi
ness men ought to be familiar with its 
mysteries in order todie successful.

However, I will confine myself to the 
use of hypnotism in the family circle. 
As hypnotism takes the place of opiates 
it should be applied and practiced in 
every household, as hypnosis will not 
and does not leave any bad effects on 
the human system like the above men
tioned poisons,-while the coveted rest, 
and the relief from x>ain are so thor
ough that one wonders how It is there 
are people afraid of its subtle influence.

As an educator hypnosis is bearing 
fruit and the desired result Is gained 
without any apparent effort on the part 
of the child. Its memory is getting' 
strengthened] the nerves are getting 
strong and steady, disease, bashful- 
pess, nerovusness, etc., are banished 
from the system of the child, and it 
ripens to manhood and womanhood far 

, more easily than its playmate who has 
not the advantage of being treated 
physically and mentally by the power
ful Influence of hypnotic suggestions.

Parents can scold their children, yell 
at them, whip them, cuff them, despise 
them, etc.; yet with all these kinds of 
punishments the child does not Im
prove; It is getting dull, It learns to 
hate Its father and mother on account 
of their cruelty, but, please, parents, 
atop your punishments, learn the sci
ence of hypnotism, you will save time 
and anger, for if you are acquainted 
with hypnotism it takes you less than 
half a minute to have your child In the 
deepest trance. You speak to its sub
conscious mind or to its subliminal 
self, show it how vulgar It Is to be 
naughty, point out the way It should be, 
and as the clock strikes twelve your 
child, unconsciously, will do what you 
suggested, and will form a different 
habit. “Well," says some critic, “you 
can't put your child to sleep so often or 
It will ruin its nervous system," but, al
low me to sny you need to treat your 
children more than once a day. Again, 
there is no such thing as a nervous dis
order in children or adults resulting 
from being put under hypnosis. More
over a six months babe could not suffer 
from oversleeping as It normally sleeps 
about 16 hours out of the 24.^ Every 
time you put your children under hyp
nosis and give them the proper sugges- 
tlons they will feel better after it and 
thoroughly rested.

As a household physician hypnosis 
stands without a rival. How many Ills 
is a child heir to! Every little while It 
is indisposed. Summer complaint, scar
let fever, functional derangement and a 
host of other Ills. The little one hurts 
Itself by a fall or In play. Often motb- 
er suggests that the child have a doctor 
and he has to come. Mamma says my 
.child is sick, yet the doctor knows that 
it Is really mamma who needs a nerve 
tonic, but lie was not called In to give 
mamma a tonic, only to give the child 
some poisonous drug to make it sleep 
or to kill the pain, never thinking that 
by killing the pain by poisonous drugs 
the child will also be killed; and before 
that child reaches maturity It is a dys
peptic or has some other chronic ail
ment. Now why not leave the doctor in 
the shade of his office, enjoying himself 
at his case full of poisons, and you your
self be your child’s own doctor, using 
hypnosis and suggestion, which are 
more effective than all the drugs on the 
market, while the child is getting cured 
instead of ruined.

Of course I am a professional hypno
tist, having adopted this science as a 
means of earning a livelihood, and per
haps there are some who will say that I 
uphold hypnotism from a financial 
standpoint, yet allow me to say that I 
urge every father and mother to learn 
it, and I'do not expect to teach every
body who might happen to read this, 
but all the same I say: “For humanity’s 
sake, fathers and mothers, become prac
tical hypnotists. If will be money saved 
for you; your children will thank you in 
later years. Get Instructions from some 
practical operator and you never will 
feel sorry for It By using hypnosis 
while your offspring is in childhood you 
can define Its destiny, mold Its charac
ter and be Its guiding angel It is far 
easier to prevent a child from falling 
into vice and bad habits than to reform 
it and cure It.

JOHN M. LETSCHE.

Sudduth, a reputable physician of this 
city, charged Lutellus .Smith $100 for 
imparting instruction in Hypnotism. 
According to the Chicago Chronicle, Dr. 
Sudduth had promised Mr. Smith that 
by receiving instruction from him, lie, 
Smith, could cure his epileptic son. He 
failed, however, to do it, and Dr. Sud
duth sued him for $100. The jury, 
However, before whom the case was 
tried, refused to order payment to Dr. 
Suddutli. Such an exorbitant charge 
for teaching hypnotism is not in har
mony with humanitarian work. As 
well pay a hundred dollars for teach
ing the alphabet or multiplication table 
to one who wishes to learn the rudi
ments of knowledge. In order to pro
tect our own subscribers from those 
who are making exorbitant charges for 
teaching hypnotism indifferently, we 
have grouped together all the really val
uable books on 'the subject. These 
books will teach you all about hypno
tism, and if you study them carefully, 
you can be Instrumental in doing a 
great deal of good in the world.

1. Hypnotism in Mental and Moral 
Culture. By John Duncan Quackenbos, 
Fellow ,of the New York Academy of 
Medicine, Member of the New York 
Academy of Sciences, Fellow of the 
New Hampshire Medical Society, Mem
ber • of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science. Bear in 
mind, please, that this book treats of 
Hypnotism in Mental and Moral Cul
ture. It should be in every family. 
Price. $1.25.

2. Hypnotism, a Complete System of 
Method, Application and Use, including 
ail that is known in the art and prac
tice of mesmerism and mental healing,

As Portrayed by the Editor 
of the New York Herald.

anyone to read. Price $1. Paper, 50 
cents.

3. Hypnotism, by Albert Moll. The 
author says: “Various recent researches 
In the field of hypnotism have rendered 
it necessary to remodel in part the 
earlier edition of the work. I 'have 
brought the history of hypnotism down 
to the present, and have throughout, I 
trust, presented the subject in its pres
ent state. In accordance with a wish 
which has been expressed by many, I 
have especially developed a chapter on 
the medical aspects of Hypnotism.” 
This is a work of over 400 pages, and IS 
certainly very valuable. Price $1.50.

4. Hypnotism, by Dr. Foveau De 
Courmelles. Translated by Laura En
sor. Illustrated with 42 vignettes. 
This is a translation from the French, 
and is full of valuable suggestions that 
will enrleh the mind of the student. 
Price $1.50.

5. Hypnotism, How It Is Done;‘Its 
Uses and • Dangers. By James R. 
Cocke, M. D. Dr. Cocke has hypnotized 
altogether about one thousand, three 
hundred and fifty people. The greater ; 
part of these were Americans, some ne
groes, quite a number of French, a few 
Germans, and a few of the Northern 
races, such as Danes, Russians, etc. It 
has been his purpose to Illustrate the 
differences in the hypnotic state ns they 
occur in the various nationalities, and 
in that respect the work Is very valu
able. Price $1.50.

HypnoUsfu—Its History and Present 
Development. By Fredrik Bjornstrom, 
M. D., Head Physician of the Stock
holm Hospital. This being a" Swedish 
production, it will fit Into your library 
very nicely, though you have all the 
other Works on Hypnotism. Price 75 
cents.

7. The Theory and Practice of Hu- 
mqn Magnetism. Translated from the 
French of H. Durvllle. Tlie preface by 
the publishers Is as follows: “In these 
days when Magnetic Healers of positive 
and negative ability are inflicting their 
courses of instructions upon the public 
at prices ranging from $5 to $100, 
courses of instructions which are 
neither more nor less than *rot’ from 
cover to cover, there is a real need for a 
popular work bearing upon the subject 
of Magnetic Healing in all Its branches, 
from the hand of one who is at least a 
scholar and a master of his profession.” 
Price $1,00.

8. Hypnotism, Its Facts, Theories and 
Related Phenomena. Illustrated- with 
numerous orlgirial engravings. By Carl 
Sextus. This work Is replete with val
uable Suggestions, and will be found of 
great utility by every student of the 
hypnotic phenomena. A single chapter 
will be found worth the price of the 
book, which is $2.00.

9. Mind and Body, Hypnotism • and 
Suggestion Applied in Therapeutics 
and Education. By Alvan C. Hadphlde, 
M. D., Professor of the Theory and 
Practice of Medicine In Hahnemann 
Medical College. Illustrated. This 
work treats of the Antecedents of Hyp
notism; the Development of Hyp
notism; the Methods of Hypnotizing; 
the Phenomena of Hypnosis; the The
ory of Suggestion; Suggestion in the 
Waking State; Treatment in Natural 
Sleep; Clinical Hypnotism; Suggestion 
and Education; Danger in the use of 
Suggestion; Criminal Suggestion.

“If any man will do his will he shall 
know of the doctrine, whether It be of 
God.”—St.-John, vli., 17.

A practical mechanic once submitted 
the plans of a new invention to an ex
pert for criticism. After a very careful 
survey of the matter my friend the ex
pert asked, “Have you made a model?” 
and the answer was, unhappily, “No.” 
“Then,” said my wise friend, “I can 
give no decided opinion. So far as your 
theory goes it seems clear and logical, 
but it is only a theory. Neither you nor 
any one else can estimate the value of 
your new idea until you embody It in 
wood and metal. That is the crucial 
test. If your machine can do good work 
then your fortune is made. The promise 
of your ¿Jian is well enough, but what 
I want to know is whether your ma
chine can nuike good the prophecy of 
your theory.”

That is the rule in religion as well as 
in mechanics. Your theory of life may 
sound well to the ear, but X cannot tell 
what it is worth until you show how It 
will work in your dally experience. If 
it fails there it falls everywhere. If it 
produces a noble and well developed 
character, if it stands by you like an in
visible giant, lending you a helping 
hand in times of emergency, then I will 
not only consider it, but will adopt It 
for myself. I want to know how it will 
work, what it can do, before I make it 
my own. In other words, I don’t care 
much for your theology or for your pro
fessions of faith, but If you are living 
happily and generously, and when 
troubles and sorrows come you can 
meet them serenely and courageously, 
then you furnish me with an argument 
which is irresistible. You have put your 
ore in the melting pot, and when you 
draw it off I see at once whether it is 
lead or iron or gold.

The Christian religion must stand this 
test, and we must judge it by the re
sults which are produced. Your argu
ments are nothing more than perfumed 
air, your eloquence is only a refreshing 
breeze in August, but I am not con
vinced until I see a life which is or
dered by this religion, and then I have 
nothing further to say. You may talk 
to me about the law ot gravitation and 
I may have my doubts, but when you 
throw a stone into the air and I see 
witl’imy own eyes that it always comes 
back to the earth I have a demonstra
tion of the law and can predict that If 
I do the same thing the same result will 
follow.

Religion Is positively good for nothing 
as long’as It remains a theory. You 
must take it into your heart, just as you 
put a seed Into the ground. When the 
seed throws up its shoots and you can 
judge whether it Is a thistle or a rose 
yon know what you can always depend 
on when you plant that kind of. a seed. 
Your belief concerning Christ has very 
little Influence on your life; It is simply 
your creed. For that matter, you may 
believe ¡everything thajtjs good about 
him and yet live millions of miles 
away—so far, indeed, that not a ray of 
his light penetrates your darkness. But 
if you follow his example, make his pre
cepts tlie basis of your action, then you 
know with perfect certainty whether he 
has told you the truth. No one can ever 
appreciate Christianity until he lives it 
The world has not yet lived it, and 
therefore knows very- little about it
Let me illustrate. The earth is full of 

pain, struggle with circumstance, be
reavement and misunderstanding of the 
purpose for which we are here. It Is 
the misunderstanding which is the 
cause of nine-tenths of the* misery and 
discouragement which exist If I could 
make you believe as firmly as you be
lieve in the compass which guides the 
steamer from shore to shore that God 
wants you to be healthy in body and 
whole in soul, and that you can be both 
when you and he walk together, I 
should produce a change In your whole 
outlook that would seem like magic.

If I could come to you when your 
dear one is closing her eyes for the last 
time and convince you beyond the pos
sibility of a doubt, as you have been 
convinced that a stone thrown into the 
air will fall to earth, that the loved one 
is simply going into another room, and 
that the love which binds you to her 
will be untouched by death, your eyes 
might be filled with tears, but behind 
them would be the strong consciousness 
that death imposes a loss on you while

Touching Upoh tHp Ever 
Aggressive ¡Catholic

Church. '
___ur hi

THE INViTATION HEEDED.
The Catholic chincli'is to lie congrat

ulated on having such an able philos
opher as James Keu^ Stone. He has 
defended Christian theologyjjs ably as 
any priest* well could,'and In.jill proba
bility Is sincere. ' ’ "’J.

To go over this work thoroughly 
would require the writing of a volume 
three times the size ofi'The Invitation 
Heeded.” This is from the fact that 
analysis, when legitimately conducted, 
must take up each point, though it may 
be stated in only a few words, and go 
over it extensively till each phase of 
the problem Is exhausted; such a pro
cess might cover pages, whereas the 
original proposition might have been 
stated in a dozen words; thus every 
book from “Mother Goose’s Melodies” 
to Herbert Spencer’s “First Principles,” 
If thoroughly analyzed, would each re
quire far larger volumes thau the orig
inal; this statement will therefore 
scarcely bear the dignity of an "analy
sis,” time forbidding me the opportu
nity of replying extensively, but may 
more correctly be termed a statement 
of main points.

Point One: Great stress Is laid on the 
antiquity of the church, There are oth
er institutions which are standing to
day and are thousands df years older 
than Catholicism. The Rig-Vedas (the 
Brahman bible) was written when the 
Israelites were a wandering tribe of un
tamed savages on the rugged hills of 
Palestine, without knowledge of the 
phonetic methods of writing which was 
used in the most ancient biblical manu
script we have any proof of.

Says Dr. Samuel Johnson: “They (the 
Rig-Vedas) were old at the earliest 
epoch to which we can trace them.” 
All Btudents of eastern literature ac
knowledge that India has the most an
cient of all religions’ and all religious 
writings. When speaking of “stu
dents” here, we don’t mean amateurs, 
but those who have made a life study of 
metaphysical philosophies. It Is for 
this reason that such conflicts as wit
nessed in theMivart case disturb the 
tranquility of theological institutions. 
Facts will upset theology till It Is hon
ey-combed. The following religions can 
all be proven from historical reference 
to be older than Catholicism: Zoroas
trianism, the Confucian religion, Brah
manism, Buddhism and Judaism. AU 
of these were old when Christianity was 
in its infancy. The claim is raised that 
Christianity had its origin centuries 
before the era Jesus of- Nazareth was 
preaching In Galilee; this is correct. Let

John W. Draper, speaking of the 
fourth century beforecJesus, of Naza
reth, says: “Immaculate conceptions 
and celestial descents tyere so currently 
received In those daysnthat whosoever 
had greatly distinguished himself in the 
affairs of men was thought to ibe of su
pernatural lineage.” He goes :on to cite 
that Romulus, the founder of Rome, 
was faithfully believed, to be the child

Rhea 
when 
hand, 
quote 
lilsto-

The above gives a bird’s eye view, as 
It were, of the wonderful results that 
will flow from a proper use of hypno
tism In “child culture.” The . articles 
we have heretofore- published on the 
same subject contain a great deal of 
valuable information, which • should 
have been carefully treasured by every* 
reader. Hypnotism should never be 
practiced for “the fun It may impart," 
but to promote health, to alleviate pain, 
to change the current of evil thoughts 
and intentions, and to create high and 
noble aspirations. Such a prominent 
factor has hypnotism become in the 
world to-day, that “schools” here, there, 
and everywhere almost have arisen 
which teach Its mysteries, Its methods, 
etc., for an exorbitant price. Dr. W. X.

Really, the work is very valuable. 
Price $1.00.

10. The Rationale of Mesmerism, by 
A. P. Sinnett This work, too, is worthy 
of great praise as it contains the results 
of the labors of a master mind. It 
treats of Old and New Theories; the 
Mesmeric Force; the Real Literature of 
Mesmerism; Side Lights on Mesmeric 
Phenomena; Curative Mesmerism; An
esthetic Effects find Rigidity; the Na
ture , of Sensitiveness; Clairvoyance 
and Mesmeric Practice. Price $1.25.

11. Now we present a work of mar
velous utility, one that should be care
fully studied. It contains a mine of 
valuable Information. Its title Is as fol
lows: Treatment by Hypnotism and 
Suggestion; or Psycho Therapeutics. 
By O. Lloyd Tuckey, M. D. In this 
work, the new method, “Treatment by 
Suggestion," Is exhaustively considered. 
Every branch of the subject is dis
cussed in a masterly manner. Every 
healer should have it. Every physician 
will find it invaluable. Every one who 
wishes to become proficient la- hypno
tism will find it a valuable auxiliary in 
the work. Price $3.00. . .

12. Mental Suggestion, * by Dr. J. 
OchorowlcZ, Professor of Psychology 
and Nature Philosophy in the Universi
ty of Lemberg. Translated from the 
French. The ablest work, probably, 
ever published in France on the above 
subject It Is certainly , very, valuable, 
and no one can read It . without haring 
bis knowledge vastly Increased. The 
author says: “Hypnotism is henceforth 
part and parcel of Science, and Sugges
tion, which produces most of tis won
ders, no longer surprises us.” r Price ?2.

13. An Experimental Study In the 
Domain of Hypnotism. By Dr. R. von 
Kraft-Eblng, Professor of Psychiatry

hope, just a tinge, but enough to blur 
the hope. What we need, therefore, Is 
less theology, less theory, and more 
practice. To say that we are Christians 
is not always equivalent to being Chris
tians. When Christ really rules your 
passions, ambitions and energies you 
will be surprised at yourself and at 
your possibilities. You will have the 
strength of the ocean and Its peaceful 
omnipotence when it is calm. Life will 
be a discipline to which you will gladly 
submit, and heaven will be such a real
ity that you will die with a smile, as 
though you appreciated the welcome 
which awaits you.

GEORGE H. HEPWORTH.

A little more gray In the lessening hair 
Each day as the years go by;

A little more stooping of the form, 
A little more dim the eye;

A little more faltering of the step 
As we tread life’s pathway o’er, 

But a little nearer every day ■ .
To the ones who have gone before.

A little more halting of the gait, . . 
And a dullness of the ear;

A growing weariness of the frame 
With each swift passing year.

A fading of hopes and ambitions, too, 
A faltering -In life's quest;

But a little nearer every day ‘ ■ 
To a sweet and peaceful'rest

A little, more loneliness in life 
As the dear ones pass away; '

A bigger Salm on the heavenly land 
With every passing day, .

A little further from toll and care, . .
A little less way to,roam; . , / 

A drawing hear to n peaceful voyage 
And a happy welcome home. ■

■ , —Los Angeles Herald. ■

•'Human culture and Cura.. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure,: (In
cluding Methods and Instruments). * 
By E. D. Babbitt. M. Da LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have n wide circulation, as .it 
well fulfills the promise of its title. 
■B'w sale at this office. Price 75 cents.

rlan Draper: “The Egyptian disciples of 
Plato would have looked with, anger on 
those who rejected the legend: that Pe- 
rlctlone, the mother of ,*the-great philos
opher, a pure virgin, bad-suffered an im
maculate conception throughethe influ
ence of Apollo, and„thati ithe> God had 
declared to Arlston, to ¡whom she was 
betrothed, the parentage of the child.”

Alexander was another. He claimed 
the sonshlp of the Go,d Jupiter Ammon. 
Many another could be named, but they 
are useless as the fact stands historical
ly proven that the belief In Immaculate 
conceptions was very common hundreds 
of years before and many years after 
Jesus of Nazareth, hence the ease with 
which Christians can point to seeming 
symptoms of Christianity in pre-Chris
tian times. So the argument of antiq
uity as a reason for embracing Catholi
cism and as a salvation from all sinful
ness will not stand.

Point Two: “Rome has never erred.” 
With this we cannot agree. Authoriz
ing the Inquisition was one of the er
rors of Rome. James Kent Stone, in 
the “Invitation Heeded," while answer
ing the charge of persecution against 
the Catholic church, says of the Inqui
sition: “It was authorized, it is true, by 
the Pope.” Marie Corelli, a Catholic au
thor of remarkable ability, speaks to 
Cardlnu Vaughan with courage worthy 
of great praise. The occasion was a let- 
tef in defense of St. George Mivart, the 
Catholic scientist of England. Let this 
lady author speak: “My Lbrd Cardinal, 
In days gone by there was an institution 
approved by the Church of Rome, called 
tlie Inquisition. The Holy Fa t here, 
Popes Honorius, Gregory, and Innocent, 
representatives of the love and mercy 
of Christ to sinful mankind, instituted 
the Holy Office—a society which had as 
much holiness about it as they, the self
styled Fathers, had the spirit of father
hood. The adventurous could be seerdt- 
ly accused of heresy by any person or 
persons—the names of such denouncers 
never being divulged. ’ The heretic was 
bound on the rack, and sinew torn from 
sinew, nerve from nerve, limb from 
limb, In the name -of the geatle Re
deemer and the Church of Rome. Eight 
thousand,, eight hundred persons were 
burned alive by Torquemada to prove 
hiB faithful obedience to the command, 
"Love one another." We do not forget 
that this hellish society was only put 
an end to in Spain as lately as 1835.”

We will not quote the* remainder 
here, but let it suffice to remark that 
Marie Corelli is more severe, than we 
have ever been |n our most.profound 
moments of iconoclasm. 'The above 
quotations are cnoughrto prSve that; 
“Rome” has erred, coffiing as? they do 
from avowed Catholicsjrone of them an 
acknowledged authorltjjjon Catholic his
tory, the other an author , of mo mean 
ability, and a devout lover of ner rellg- 
ion. Rome may have «iing to its origi
nal creed but such mistakes n% the In
quisition have thrown-her into one ert 
ror after another until} ■ the (principles 
laid down by the simple founder of 
Christianity have been'riddled into an 
unrecognizable mass, ^orellrnnely ex
presses It when she sajpii: “W$' are told 
not to pray- In public tithat we may be 
seen of men.” We are;¡told npt to “use 
vain repetitions as tbesheathffli do, for 
they think they shall lie heard'for their 
much speaking. How can we fit these 
plain words In with the endless litanies 
of the church?”' ’ *

So much for Corelli. - ‘/Rome" in tol
erating' the iniquities .of the past has 
done the same, possibly, that most of 
the Christian Protestant churches 
wbuld have done If they (any one of 
them) Could have come intq existence nt 
the same time and under the same cir- 

1 cumstantes. • ' ■ ;
Point Three: The Confessional. The 

virtue of this part of the church system 
depends on the purity of the priest and 
honesty of the communicant; a. devia
tion'on the part of either one makes tue 
Confessional an Instrument for evil in
stead of good. One of the strongest ar
guments against it is that It renders the 
confessor too dependent, the human

bp that it may face sensual persuasion 
without yielding and keep on tis course 
of purity, Industry and progress, this 
will be dependent ou the equal unfold- 
meut of man spiritually, intellectually 
and physically.

Point Four: As to miracles, it is 
charged that thefrotestant church does 
not have them. Granted it does not. 
Webster’s Dictionary defines the word 
thus: “Miracle—A supernatural event." 
There can be no supernatural event. I 
make bold to say that every kind of 
phenomena that has been brought un
der the searching scrutiny of scientific 
methods has been proven to be gov
erned by clearly defined laws. The so- 
ealled miracles of the Bible are all re
ferable to the class “Psychic phenom
ena;” these are discovered to be regu
lated by certain laws; at present we 
comprehend part of the laws only; the 
undiscovered ones are gradually being 
brought to light. With each discovery 
tlie former miracle melts away, and it 
comes to be a demonstrated fact, a nat
ural fact, if you please, governed by in
voluntary law, which is all that is nec
essary to demonstrate anything nat
ural.

The Protestant-Church has been woe
fully slow in recognizing spiritual vis
itations in these modern times. Most of 
them have become inerusted in the 
manifestations of other ages. In that 
respect they look backward, worship
ing the past as truly as the Celestials 
are said to do. It is such doctrine as 
tills that makes Materialists; they look 
to a past darkened with Ignorance, 
clouded by the most bigoted cruelty for 
their inspiration, Infallible word and 
guide to the future. There are some 
notable exceptions in individuals and 
certain Protestant churches, as follows: 
Swedenborgians, Latter-Day Saints 
(Joseph Smith faction), Latter-Day 
Saints (Brigham Young faction). The 
Spiritualist is ruled out as not Christian, 
though he may believe as he chooses on 
the Bible if he does not reject the possi
bility of communication with those who 
have departed from their physical bod
ies and live in the world of souls, that 
boundless realm which offers Infinitely 
more opportunity for spiritual and intel
lectual unfoldinent than the physical 
plane does. The great danger lies in 
making a fetich of Spiritualism, as the 
Hebrews did in tlie days of Moses, If 
that Individual ever lived.

Point Five: The one central thing 
against "Christian” theology is that the 
immaculate conception is an Impossibil
ity. If the all-wise Spirit was capable 
of deviating from the set laws of his be
ing he would not do so foolish a thing 
as to produce a phenomenon which he 
does not intend to repeat, especially 
when reason rejects it at every turn. 
Reason Is God-given as surely as any
thing else, and is our only guide in life. 
We must use this faculty or be smitten 
to earth; even in following the advice of 
others It comes into play. Are we not 
aware that in studying the Bible we 
must reason? Yes, indeed. If It were 
not for reason we could not understand 
the message of any gospel, foreign or 
domestic; thus both comprehension and 
settlement of all religious problems de
pend upon the greatest of all blessings, 
the possession of a rational mind. 
When one comes to settle a question so 
assumedly vital it should rest upon 
something more tangible than the tradi
tions of a people in a barbarous or 

.semi-barbarous condition. The Old 
Testament times found the supposed 
authors of the so-called prophetic books 
under environments, both physical and 
Intellectual, that precluded production 
of such thoughtful passages as we find 
In Proverbs, or poetic expression as the 
Psalms contain. The sensuality of Da
vid and the many beautiful thought? of 
tho Psalms do not walk hand in hand. 
In this manner tlie entire Bible - and 
“Christian” theologj' Is analyzed by 
reason, and condemned, because found 
wanting. After tills entire analysis 
there is much trash thrown out; some 
few kérnels are found that have fed the 
multitudes of the ages aud have been 
the redeeming features of all religions.

The one thing that has saved the hu
man race from a ceaseless tyranny of 
ecclesiastical despotism has been its 
tenacious grasp upon those first princi
ples of moral conduct and human 
right which are Intuitively felt 
by all civilized races. We may 
not feel all of these princi
ples, but each one will feel at least a 
part of them. Dogmatic religious 
thought and action may cramp and re
strict, but so strong is the sense of right 
in the human soul that no rational mind 
can be entirely devoid of a sense of 
right In the face of schism, creed, 
dogma, discipline and pious wrangling 
between sects and individuals the hu
man soul has clung to these principles, 
in profession if not practice: Love, 
charity; justice, pure-mlndedness, cour
age, steadfastness, industry; all of 
these have been taught or professed In 
all religious institutions, though they 
have been but little, very little, prac
ticed. Nevertheless, it is a fact that 
they have not been entirely crowded 
out. They have been the guardian an
gels inspiring the reformer on to his 
next step of liberty. Every time he 
has given way to these great spirits lie 
has gained a little more of truth, that 
great elixir of life which is gradually 
curing the blindness of the million.

Did you ever stop to think what the 
spirit of truth is? Let me tell you: It is 
that condition of mind in which one is 
ready and willing to give up all former 
convictions if they are proven errone
ous, and accept any other If it is dem
onstrated true. How many realize what 
this means? It means that all you may 
have taken In year choice of philoso
phies, be they religious or otherwise, 
must be foregone, if untrue; that you 
W’lll endure persecution and hardship, 
misfortune and ridicule, and still pur
sue the object of your adoration— 
Truth. Many times the feet may slip, 
the path may be rugged, and the way 
strewn with obstructions. Wê may 
commit errors too numerous to tell; de
clare conclusions which after a time 
prove untrue, but with the torch of rea
son to illumine our way and the spirit 
of Truth to Inspire our faltering minds, 
we ultimately arrive at a tranquillity* of 
soul and body that gives assurance in 
the hour of danger, peace In the mo
ment of trial. Under the tuition of this 
great teacher our spirit glows with the 
radiance of renewed life. We need no 
wafers or litanies, no formal confessions 
6r prayers, no indulgences or post mor
tem masses to insure our safety in the 
future. They will be of no avail; the 
spirit of truth alone ean save man— 
from what? The stygian darkness of 
ignorance, which is all* that anyone has 
to-be saved from. * : .

Point Six: “The chttrch Is Infallible; 
therefore the head of the church is* In
fallible.”

We have already gone over the infal- 
liblllty of the church and'demonstrated 
it ¡fallible. Mr.-Stone has already con
fessed that If the church, is acknowl
edged to be fallible It would- be worse 
than illogical to claim that the head'of 
rhe church could be infallible. We may 
just as logically reverse It and say: “If 

! the head of the church Is fallible the 
church must also be fallible.” The 
head of the church Is , considered its 

■ most Important part, therefore if any 
' foiling appear in the head the body has 
' a flaw, and where a flaw is found ialU- 
• bllity 1b found also. Naturally it fol
! lows that- the fallible Is not Infallible, 
i hence the church 1b not infallible. It

have committed worse than errors.
This sufficiently sets out the argu- 

nfeuts of "Invitatlce/Heeded.” It may 
be seen tliereforexliat it is only the 
general argument used by Catholic the
ologians in vainly striving to prove 
their religion. The enlightenment of 
our present age is dally making it more 
difficult for an Intelligent man to ac
cept tlie superannuated vagaries of 
“Christian” teachings, and the Catholic 
is not excepted from this rule.

One hundred years ago, fifty years ago, 
twenty-five years ago, the literal trans
lation was universally accepted by 
Christians as the proper light in which 
to read the Bible. To-day the prow of 
the theological ship is pointed in the 
same direction as modern science, but 
is still far In the rear. We need not be 
fearful of mistake in declaring that 
there Is only one thing that can possibly 
save the creed of Catholicism from com
plete destruction; that thing is to shut 
out the knowledge that is taught in un
sectarian colleges and Is circulating 
through the' public press and current 
literature. They must reject the best 
opinion and positive facts that have 
come forth as the rich fruitage of dili
gent study, sparkling in all the rainbow 
hue with which Mother Nature has 
painted the canopy of her great labo
ratory. Many an unruly student has set 
himself In defiance of the lessons that 
are ’being continually demonstrated 
therein, but with beaming smile she 
continues her sessions with no recesses, 
well knowing that though the truants 
may for a time hide away and avoid 
their lessons that it is only a question of 
a little experience till they will return, 
their heads hanging in siiame, willing 
io confide themselves to the greatest of 
all teachers in both spiritual and mate
rial things, Nature. This will take gen
erations, but ultimately it must be 
true that Catholics and all races alike 
will unswervingly turn to nature for 
tlie solution of their problems.

Let us say iu conclusion that there 
are those in tlie Catholic priesthood and 
among the laity whose minds are bright, 
and capable of grasping the truth of 
the situation; of the integrity of the 
mass of them there ean be no question; 
of the generosity and noble impulses of 
some of them we Jiave absolute proof. 
A people such as this must us a result 
of their own natural ability evolve out 
of the .stygian darkness of creedalism. 
Tlie force of the intelligence surround
ing them has cut off tlie source of sup
ply, and slowly but sure exact science 
and criticism are changing tlie entire 
religious aspect to a rational and truth
ful Spiritualism.

PAUL S. GILLETTE. 
'Omaha, Neb.

BLINDNESS
PREVENTED AND CURED.

::THE
; ¡ BLIND
::SEE.

THE 
DEAF 
HEAR.

;; BY THE GREAT EYE RESTORER J ; 

! I AND OHLY CATARRH CURE. J [ 

nAnTiKJA isamarvelofthenlne-'' 
,. I Ibv/A teeuth century, for by V 
. ’ its use the Blind See, the Deaf Hear and Ca- 1 
. ■ tarrh is impossible. Actina is an absolute x

J certaintyinthecureofCataracts,Pterygiums, y 
* Granulated Lids,Glaucoma, Amaurosis, Myo- y 
* pla, Presbyopia, Common Sore Eyes or Weak- ▼ 

]' ened Vision from any cause. No animal ▼ 
except man wears spectacles. Thore need not f

. be a spectacle used on the street« of the world X 
< । *nd rarely to read with. Street glasses aban« T

. doped. Actina also cures Neuralgia, Head- x 
. ache, Colds, Sore Throat, BrochitisanaWeak x 
. Lungs. Actina is not a anuff or lotion, but a T 
., Perfect Electric Pocket Battery, usable at all Y 
, times and in all places by young or old. The J 
< > one instrument will cure a whole family of Y 
( t any of the above forms of disease. Y
< ► PBOF. WILSON’S MAGNETO.CONSEBYATIYE 2 
< ► ......APPLIANCES........  X
' * Cure Paralysis, Rheumatism aud al! Chronic 
' ► Forms of Disease. These appliances are aa 

Pui?Uur to the physicians as is the wonder
' * working Actina. "

¡►A Valuable Book Free 1 lontairrs treat-
,, ise oa the human system, its diseases and X 
,, cure and hundreds of references aud testi- x 
,, mouials. Y
<> AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS.

• • New York and London Electric Ass’n,
. > Dopt.T, 929 Walnut St., Kamas City, Mo.

I wish every person In the U. 8. suffering with 
EPILEPSY or FITS to send for one of iny large« 
sized bottle (16 full ounces) FREE. 1 guarantee to 
permanently cure every cuse that will take uiy treat
ment- Where others full I cure.

DR. F. E. GRANT,
Dept. 33, Kansas City, Mo.

STOLEN BEAUTY.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectures by tho Swami Vlvek&uanda, on Raja Yog»; 

or Conquering tbe Internal Nature, and other anb* 
jectij; alao, Patanjali's Yoga Aphorieina, with cum* 
nicutarlea aud a copious glossary of Sanskrit term«. 
Revised and enlarged. 12mo., Cloth, 11.50. Raja Yoga 
1» an ancient system of ludlan Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief method« that tbe Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom uno perfection. Swami Vlv- 
ekannnda became a familiar figure In several Ameri
can cities during the three years following the Par* 
¡lament of Religions at Chicago; he was cordially re* 
celvedln America, where the breadth and depth of 
bls teachings were soon recognized. HU teaching« 
are universal tn their application. The book Is cheap 
at «1.50. For sale at this office.

“Yes,, dears, your new hats are 
pretty,”

I answered my three sweetest 
Who questioned while pinning

quite

girls, 
their

LISBETH

•È

treasures
Above their fair faces and curls. 

“But which Is the loveliest, auntie—
Be honest and tell us, please do— 

Belle’s hat with the bright bird upon it, 
May’s blossoms, my egrets so blue?”

“Were I a young man—spare those 
blushes—

A-soeklng a sweetheart or bride, 
Just judging your fair happy faces 

I’m sure I could never decide;
But judging alone by your bonnets, 

With never a glance underneath, 
I'd choose for a wife, kind and gentle, 

The one with the sweet blossom 
wreath.

“Because my dear children, the blos
soms

Speak only of fields and blue skies, 
Of spring and its Innocent pleasures, 

With which all true hearts sympa
thize;

While birds that should gladden the 
woodland,

Or egrets, that stir at a breath, 
With all of tbeti sad stolen beauty, 

Speak only of suffering and death.
“The soft baby blanket of egrets 

Is torn from a dead mother's breast, 
'Tis then that the feathers are fairest, 

Though little ones starve in the nest.
The hunter cares not for the crying 

Of those he has orphaned for gold—

A STORY OF TWO WORLDS.

BY CABBIE E. S. TW1NG.

A work of unusual merit, full of Interest, and 
richly Imbued with the philosophy of Spiritualism.

For sale at this office. Price <1.

WORDS THftT BURN
A ROMANCE,

BY LIDA BRIGGS BROWNE.

A very interesting and spiritually elevating and 
instructive work. It is worthy of a wide circulation.

For sale at tills office. Price 11.50.

The Spiritual Body Beal.
View« of Paul, Wesley and other«. Valuable tea* 

tlmonlca of modern clairvoyants. Witnesses of th« 
leparatlon of the ipfrltual body from the dying 
physical form. By GUei B. Stebbim. Price. 10c,

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
Areal Tlilc with friend« on the other side of life, 

tod a familiar talk. By spirit Samael Bowlest Car* 
rie E. B. Twlngi Medium. Price 80 cents, For sale at 
Ud« office.

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experience« of Samuel Bowie» In th« 
First Five Sphere«, Etc. Written through the band 
of Carrie E. 8. Twlng. Paper, 90c.

The pitiful cries of the nestlings 
That perish of hunger and cold.

“The jewel-winged bird on your 
net

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
By Dr. Paul Carns. Very thoughtful and Interesting. 
Paper, 25c,

bon-

Last summer was happy and free; 
Was flashing across the blue heavens, 

Or filling the tree-tops with glee. 
He died In the hildst of a love-song— 

O, woman’s soft heart, think of that! 
He died never dreaming you wanted 

His beautiful corpse for your hat.
“Each bird that is worn for adorn

ment,
Each heaven-taught singer that dies 

For vanity’s sake, has two slayers— 
The hunter, the woman who buys. 

One kills ana one pays for the murder;
Both equally guilty ! hold;

Because the sad slaughter would 
slacken

If woman paid not with her gold.
“If earth should at last become bird

less,
And spring lose tis glory and song, 

The worm and the locust bring famine, 
On woman would fall the dark 

wrong.”
“Enough,” cried the dear, dainty maid

ens,
While pity their kind voices stirred; 

“We’ll nevermore wear for adornment 
What cost the sweet life of some 

bird." CALLA HARCOURT.
Chesnut, HI.

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By M. Faraday. Transcribed at 
the request of a band of ancient philosophers. Price 
10 cents. For sale at thia office. •

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehearsal that fl 
truly interesting. Price 10 cents. For sale at tliU 
office.

Seers oì me floes, 
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Spiritualism, Past and Present.

♦OCTRINES STATED AND MORAL. TENO 
ENCIES DEFINED.

BY J. M. PEBBLES. M. D.
An exceedingly interesting and instructive book.

Cloth. It .25. For sale at this office.

MYTH AND MIRACLE.
One of Col. Robt. G. Ingersoll’« best lectures. Price 

Sc. For sale at tills office.

THREE SEVENS,
A Story of Ancient Initlatona. By the Phaloot. 
Elnstratlng the Hermetic Philosophy Price, cloth. 
•1.25.

Keep the Gift Pure,
A portion of Franz Petersllea’s letter 

No. Thirty-five should be carefully read, 
pondered over and thoroughly digested 
by every Spiritualist and conscientious 
medium. “When mediumship is not 
bartered for money it will be better for 
all” “Why should the divine gift of 
mediumship be sold for filthy lucre? 
Why not earn money in other ways, 
through regular business channels, and 
keep the divine gift pure, and unspotted 
from the world?" "Spirits never mate
rialize that a so-called medium may re
ceive a dollar for each visitor—never, 
never, dear friends! Spiritual "beings 
very rarely materialize and when they 
do it Is usually in private.” The-entlre 
tenor of his letter is substantial food for 
deep thought. •

Recently an acquaintance of mine was 
sitting" on the front verandah alone— 
not a person in .the whole house. Sud
denly a rap was heard at the back door. 
When she opened it no one. was in sight 
It was repeated three times with the 
same result, after .returning to her seat 
Presently a large dbg bounded across 
the yard in front of her, suddenly disap
pearing". She called it by name, think
ing it was hers. Hastily, entering the 
house, she there found her dog os she 
had left him, lying on the dining-room 
floor. Shortly afterwards -some one 
called to inform her. that a young lady 
friend had been .accidentally killed. 
Surely the spirit of that girl was not 
identified with the dog’s bounding over 
tlie yard. Who can explain? . • .
-*: SUBSCRIBER.

“Discovery of a LostTrall.” By Chas. 
"B. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
suggestlreness. Cloth, $1.50. For sale 
at this office.

HR

God in the Constitution.
By Robert G. IngertolL One of the best papers Colo
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper corer, with like« 
nets of the author. Price 10 ceuu. For sale at this 
office..

CHURCH AND STATE
The Bible In the Public Schools: the New "Ameri

can” Party. By "Jefferson." Third edition. 28 pages. 
Price 10 cents. For tale at thia office.

Tour Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cnuntnghun. Devoted to tlie .tud, 
Astrology and its laws. Price. 2Sc.

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implements employed tn the XVtU and 

XVIth c nturics for the promulgation at Christianity, 
with plc torlal lUuptraUons. By Geo. B. Macdonali 
Prine 10 :mts. _ _

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Mosbs Hull. A compound of the two punph* 

lets, “The Irrepressible Conflict,** and "Yonr Answef 
or Your Life;" with important additions, making • 
bo6k ot 160 pages all for 23 cent*. This book contains 
vututlcs, facta and documenta, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one ahould havo. For sale at 
this office.

A ITT AltfTTa The Aaiednurlan World. By . 
AllJAXi Iio Ignttlu. Donnelly. An attempt 
to flcmonstrale l>y «nthenUc dita the existence In th«- > 
Atlantic Ocean of » continent known tota« ancient . 
world na Atlantia. Price, «. Fof tale at call one«-

The above is the number of the pres
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
m printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner, if this number cor
responds with tne figures on your wrap
per. then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew: 
your subscription. This number at the 
right band corner of the first page is ad- 
vanned each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinker« Issued up to

I date. Keep watch of the numbet oa 
the tag of jour vmjWK,
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..................................................................................................................................meat with the rest—all of which goes id 
f ■;>, ~..............................................................................prove that Spiritualism is an individual
♦ I.FMFR/LI truth, each one forming his belief on bls♦ • • VIL.11L.11/1L ^jCJIiVL-Y knowledge of things, combined witht . ■ - ■■ ■ his intuitive experience. How, there-
X ■ ---- - fore, can such an ism be creedallzed?
I THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIEI D-ITS WCRkFRS Is it not an eternally opened book for ‘y . f umliq I iu r ItLU*-! I O WUKIkCrfO all mankind and for all ages?” 
? DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER. G. W. Kates and wife solicit cor-

WVRLU vven, respondence from the West for their
services, and will he able to make fu
ture dates with societies; after their 

Take due notice, that all items for Present term of service In Minnesota, 
this page must be accompanied by the Address them at 58 Royalston avenue, 
full name and address of the writer. It Minneapolis, Minn'.

GuAiiixi>uiui<8.—Each contributor 
Is aloue responsible for auy assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth cqji be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppiessed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is Inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the

will not do to say that Secretary or Cor- Mrs. W. B. Slater writes from Wash
respondent writes so and so, without ington, D. 0.: "I do not think it possible 
giving the full name and address of the to.say too much In favor of your paper, 
writer. The Items ot those who do not Each week It comes laden with the.ad- 
comply with this request will be cast vauced thought of the age, and to the 
into the waste basket. thinkers aloug the line, it Is invaluable.

led to believe from first impressions, 
but is really only intended as a terror to 
fakbs and evil-doers, and a protection to 
‘time-tried land Are-tested.’ Still the 
question mfiht arte, Is any city council 
duly qualified to Hetermine what shall 
constitute proper credentials? We will 
attend the Wallula camp next week, 
after which-we are ready to engage 
with societies neqdlng our services for 
lectures, platform tests, etc., on reason
able terms.”-,. .... .*5' . - J '

Emma M. Nutt-JIoore, speaker and 
medium; address for the month of Octo
ber, 321 East Jackson street, Muncie, 
Indiana, h r

Mr. and Mrs. John Lindsay write: 
“We are nqw at home, G3 Fourth street, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. We returned 
sooner than we intended on account of

non-appearance of YOUR article.
WRITE PLAINLY.-We would like 

to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents thutThe Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and It is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have, to occu
py, ami in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut dowp to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every Item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Rev. J. O. M. Hewitt Is engaged for 
October as speaker for the Unity Spirit
ual Society of Milwaukee. He may be 
addressed for other engagements at 498 
West Madison street, Chicago.

W. W. Aber does not expect to re
main in Spring; Hill, Kansas, any later 
than December of this year, and he 
may leave earlier. The spirit friends 
are drawing their work to a close. Per
sons desirous of visiting these seances 
will please write him without delay. 
Address him Lock Box 20, Spring Hill, 
Kansas.

Albert Unsworth writes: “I am well' 
pleased with the premium books. They 

. are . all interesting, and worth more 
than they cost me.”

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Brooks left their 
home October 5( for Pittsburg, Pa., 
where he has a two months’ engage
ment, October and November, with tlie 
First Spiritualist Chureh. He will re
spond while there to calls for funerals. 
Send all letters and telegrams to No. 3 
Sixth street, care of C. L. Stevens.

Professor Laborde, of the Academy of 
Medicine, Paris, and M. Auguste Mou- 
chel have devised a little machine for 
restoring persons In a state of sus
pended animation to life by the method 
of “Ungual traction,” a method now 
used with great success In cases of 
drowning, lightning stroke, electric 
shock and suffocation. The tongue is 
drawn out rhythmically, so as to stimu
late the breathing organs, and this 
method has been effective in cases 
given up as hopeless, but only after a 
very long application. The friction 
sometimes nfceds to be kept up for three 
hours before réanimation, and as the 
new’ machine is worked by an electric 
motor and. quite automatic, it saves 
much laborious exertion, and can save 
life where the usual methods would fall.

Officials of the War department would 
not be surprised If they had trouble

„ , .. . । r<t. ............. .-,¿-- -7,-- ------- । unexpected changes in our surround-G. I'igley writes: "Hereafter iny ad- sublime tiuths ladiate from center togs. At a seance held in Chicago a 
dress is Bryan, Ohio, Route No. 1, in- t0 circumference. It seems better with spirit talked to the members of the cir-
stead of Ney, Ohio, as a daily free rural eacn issue. May prosperity ever attend Ice concerning the Galveston horror
mail delivery has just been established I y°u in J°ur glorious work." calling one by name, said, ‘We are going
from Bryan postoflice, and which goes The Pittsburg Post says: “Local Spir- direct from here to Galveston, a large
past my house.” itualists are to a state of excitement band of us, to assist those that have

D. C. Mooi'e writes: “I have made over au Incident which occurred Thurs- just passed out? At the next seance
some examination of the premium day uight at a meeting to the Sixth the spirit voice said they had been to
books, and And them entirely satlsfac- S“®®1 Church. Margaret C. Gaule, the Galveston, and that we could not 1m-
tory, and I am pleased to have them in I Baltimore medium, was giving an ex- agiue tlie terrible condition they were 
my library.” hlbltion of her powers in psychometry I in. A friend of Pullman and ex-Mayor

Rev. Emil G. Hirsch, the eloquent I to,a crowded bou8e and was to a trance Harrison held conversation with these 
rabbi, says: “Though we cannot escape I IL1!,“ 8adde“ly 8116 *h,rew up ber llauds I 8pillts,' An e£for‘ wa8 made to ascer- 
the accident of birth, moral equipment I a.taril ®£ borror. «claimed: I tain the results of the coining,election
or ancestral traits, we can all act in Tla®. Bed Gioss—it is here—blood—war? I fiom ex-Mayor Harrison, but the spirit 
harmony like the members of an ln ?,n ‘ns‘ant she had placed her hand refused to converse on political ques- 
orchestra who on their different instru- tt woman, who arose and I ‘ions He said he was through with
ments take up the strains and with dif- !„!. ed' £here was ,gr®at excitement I polltlce My wife and myself desire to 
ferent intonations carry on the common I J panlc 8eemed to be threatened, thank the many friends we have met 
theme. Religion, the twin daughter of £b®.?.ed,"!% b®'vever, in tones W hor- during our western trip for their kind
philosophy and poetry, Is the torch that I dapIct®d. a, Prospective battle-field ness.” , . .. .. .
leads men along the path of rectitude, ?,“dto^® mis81on ‘he woman. A The Chicago . American has the fol
purity and love.” . roughly demanded of the lowing from. Binghamton, N. Y.: “The

The Dally Northwestern, of Oshkosh, nn^8”'1 A replled: romantic engagement of Elmer Merrill
Wls., of October 1, says: ‘‘Sheriff Aton'°wtii.’thJ! y frOm Ga ’ of Lowell, Muss., and Miss Edith Tall
Oharles White has returned from Su-1 Jhrtokin'^A,?»^! ^f® W“8 “O1’e I wan,Smlth is announced. The engage- 
perior, but without prisoners. He found Knns ™oito°C®’ maD.y PerJ I l?eul w,as th® of telepathy and is
the clairvoyants who were arrested «iinomltol»? lb® m,attel as a,,pl!oo£.,o£ 111® dls‘ of “8 b*ud on record. Miss 
there, but they were not Prof. Ball and mfdinm4 ^mniT^iJi088.88^ by t*e Smit.b dves in ‘be West, but she makes 
Prof. Rovano, as supposed. Both of the A ? .1*1 out. 1 Sam® to yearli visits to this section. Among
prisoners were considerably older than repeitedVhAame sentiment “aA^1®^ h®r ad“lrer8 was a wealthy business 
the clairvoyants who worked in Osh- faffiteiTLnfiinX Ixniton^l'nWh w>!°s? 8ult b®r Parents enepur-
kosh and neither tallied with the de- rrnaAid ltem^tJbe^ed a8ed- She looked upon him favorably
scriptions given.” name ?,^n^8ide bel ®8caP® w£‘b®u‘ ber untd a‘ a social function she met Ei-

Edward Fitch Bullard write« to“?®.» “®r . ^y.jnet but once, as he

flourishing condition, Several names 
have been added to its membership roll 
and a fine list of talented inspirational 
speakers and,test mediums for the en
suing year. Our meetings opened Sep
tember 30, with the noted and favorite 
luefiium, Mrs. May 8. Pepper, who was 
greeted with a warm welcome aud 
crowded houses, both afternoon and 
evening. Will be followed next Sunday 
by Mrs. E. A. Cunningham, of Boston.”

Mrs. McDonald, speaker and platform 
test medium, will engage with societies 
desiring her services. Highest refer
ence for honesty aqd moral standing. 
Address for the present, 15 Nelson 
street, Dorchester,- Boston, Mass.

Mrs. S. J. Cutter, the well-known me
dium; has returnee) to the city, and is 
permanently located for business, at 
118 Flournoy street, near Leavitt, aud 
one block south of Harrison street.

G. W. Kates and wife held meetings 
In LaCrosse, Wls.,October 7, and are en
gaged for Detroit, Mich., October 14. 
They will return direct from the N. 8. 
A. convention to Winona, Minn., for 
October 21 to 30.

E. W. Sprague and wife are serving 
the Indianapolis (Ind.) Spiritualist So
ciety for the month of October. They 
go to Philadelphia, Pa., for December. 
Their services can be secured as speak
ers and platform test mediums for the 
month'of November, and time after Jan
uary 1. Address for October, 911 North 
New Jersey street, Indianapolis, Ind. 
Home address, <16 Newland avenue, 
Jamestown, N. Y.

Tnos, H. Hartley writes: "The First 
Spiritual Church began services at its 
new hall, corner Oakwood and Ellis av
enues, Sunday evening, with promises 
of an excellent season's work. Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, the pastor, has 
returned to the city witlr renewed 
strength and vigor. Sunday, October 
28, dedication services will be held at 
the above address. Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond will give the dedication ad
dress, and other able workers will take 
pqrt, as well as ‘Mayflower,’ who will 
give spirit messages in her Inimitable 
manner. Further particulars next 
issue.”

an ad-

The church Is al- the lost glory and raise Wm. H. Mack, r iv mj, Ull. UUiV ULLil
we humanhnre. ïhe light shlneth in

feel what his opponent feels. Now,’ 
what shall the skeptiq believe? Noth
ing, until he investigates for himself.

4- I — J a -. . a . - * _ BATTLE OF PROGRESS.
BrToSvn N T ?vWlteS, /T terS ¡Gaffie elalS toft tor Ms hX^Ue EaTthrfo^
Brooklyn, N. Y.: “Your paper with the yesterday morning that she kne------1 ’ ■ - tne Kast ttle «>1-

a=i r । sgrtuitlj pleased with the book. I. had I ing to-morrow ev6Dincn I lirASR hnt h iiaa , ■> ..
HI The Boston Daily «‘obe 8ays: “YM- werevaimihto histnrv Jnd tA'6 ®.ei.les P111^ terday the Harvard football squad and and holding mental communications

the“ ‘Lts of Ve Ipostto^’ & be I L°2 *tU<^t8’ Wh° had co“e out.t0 8ee I ?leasked for ?he girl’s
recorded, as they may be important J11® Piact,ce> were amazed at the per- hand and was to be given an answer
eighteen hundred Xrs henre R the I SUM*n°L a, “an named I the 8ame evenlnS'! When he arrived he
dark ages should again cover the earth.” I ™ to defl~d h?. a.8toulslied tl)e announcement

ThnmA.. tn j v c, , lx ’ [OB th© field to lift him off his feet. I thut she.was engaged to another Her 
Bn5totinn\OnMHCa«U“.a As'lTlle claIm wa8 hooted by all the parents thought her insane when she
snn?n Wnie f wflnSt soclal af th® 8ea‘ I strong men of the gridiron, and little said she had engaged herself to Merrill

8. y HawCilnej Gerard and I attention would have been paid to such I that afternoon. This-was, however 
0H?^Vednesdny evening, I an absurd statement had it not been corroborated by a letter written bv 

2b’ an, an>imost enJ°yabIe I for Jaek McMasters, the football train- I Merrill to his friends, In which he said 
evening vins spent. The membership er, who brought the fellow to Soldiers I he suddenly realized that he was in 

Wr° has JVedue8day I fleld- The b°ys had just got on their I great danger of ift?ing Miss Smith and 
thato a™/11 C|bd(?Ldei1 to have footba11 *088, and were in the humor for be made a wpntal proposal to her which 
K r al e610™ thi® d®Partur® °f I any test of strength, when Jack asked I was accept?/). He has' since written her 

°J’ i01 01®velaud' aad It *s I for a volunteer to lift the young man. I his first lovg,letLer.#nd she has formally 
the intention to have those social gath- I A dozen fellows jumped at the chance I accepted him.” y
erings quite often during the winter, not and were willing to be made out fools Mrs. Mary Severance writas fmm 
only for the purpose of bringing the just to see what the joke was, for each Whltewateft. Wls ’ "Protosso? 
members together, but to try and get man did not doubt but that he could land’s Number Four on‘What 
the younger people to take more inter- raise the fellow, and, If necessary, toss ism Includes anddhe Dutl^D 
est In the work of the association. him into the air One by one the brawn poses,’ is fuffio ’ soM tr?th which muM 

Subscriber writes: “Mr. and Mrs. G. and a new of Harvard football repre- be recognized, loved and approprSted 
W. Kates held very successful meetings sentatives-to-be strained every lifting before that good time we so earnesHv 
here In Aitkin,- Minn., September 28, 29 muscle without raising the man a hair’s tong tor comesT Yes Brother mSnnU and 30 and October 2 We are given breadth from the ground. Oapt Daly that is fheTork t’M? worlds tryi 
the free use of the Fnlscnnal rhnirh looked disannolnterl nt the ahnwlm, l..« ««n a

Letter from Mrs. Carrie Ful 
1er Weatherford.

with the friars in the Philippines. Ad
vices from the Philippines received at 
the department, say the secret service 
branch under General MacArthur Is en
gaged In an Investigation of certain ru
mors to the effect that the friars In the 
islands have been circulating proclama
tions, signed by the socalled revolution
ary government, advising Filipinos not 
to accept the amnesty extended by the 
government

Rev. L. A. Mabee, for many years an 
ordained minister ot the Gospel, and 
Laura B. Payne, the sweet singer and 
fine lecturer, will hold a series of 
meetings at River Side Park, Neosho 
Falls, Kansas, beginning the first Sun
day In October. At 2:30 In the after
noon of October 7, Mrs. Laura B. Payne 
will deliver the opening address. At 
the meeting on that evelng Rev. Mabee 
will deliver a lecture on “Spiritualism 
from a Bible Standpoint.” At all ihe 
services there will be soul-stirring 
songs by Mrs. Payne. Also tests will 
be given In the way of spirit messages 
to the friends in the alidience, by Mrs. 
Payne. Rev. Mabee is a veteran In the 
lecture field and all will be benefited 
who hear her. '

The Spiritualists of Minnesota have 
adopted the following plan to raise 
money: By special resolution at the an
nual convention of the State Spiritual
ists Association of Minnesota, held in 
Minneapolis, September 7, 8, and 9, 
1900, the undersigned was appointed 
as manager of a corps of earnest work
ers In Spiritualism, to raise funds to 
carry on the missionary work In Minne
sota, and to create a nucleus for the 
erection of a Spiritualist Temple, to be 
owned by the State Association. The 
plan is to secure a remittance every 
day from some person who has selected 
one day of the year to remit whatever- 
moneys they can collect on that day, or 
at any time previous thereto. There 
are to be appointed 365 persons to rep
resent the days of the year. Upon the 
date you select, you will remit the 
amount collected. There will be no ri
valry, but an honest effort to help the 
cause, by sending either a large or 
small amount. These sums collected by 
365 persons, In various localities in the 
state, will create a company of earnest 
helpers of our public cause whose rec
ord will be a roll of honor, and the re
sults will be for the growth of our 
cause in the entire state of Minnesota. 
Will you join the ranks? We solicit you 
most earnestly to select your' date—any 
date, you may desire—and report by pos
tal card the date you may select Please 
report your date now! On that date re
mit your collections. Ask our friends, 
ask your friends, ask your citizens,- ask 
anybody, to help the cause of Spiritual
ism. The State Association guarantees 
that the amounts will be accounted for 
and used only for the cause of Spiritual
ism in Minnesota. . Let us fill the year 
at once. Send us your name and date—'' 
then get others to take one of the days. 
Give one day In the year to the cause. 
¡For further information for a date, and 
for reports of results, address the un
dersigned. Address all remittances to 
G. W. Kates, care D. E. Griffith, secre
tary, 58 Royalston avenue, ■ Minneapo
lis, Minn.

Captain Geo. W. Walrond, the veteran 
Spiritualistic and scientific lecturer, 
has opened bls Sunday and Wednesday 
services at 8 p. m. for the winter season 
at 306 Opera House Block, Sixteenth 
and ■■ Curtis streets, Denver, Col. The 
Progressive Thinker and other Spirit
ualist papers for sale. -

of.the EP*SC0>)al cbUKb looked disappointed at the shoeing of ing, and baSZriX 
each occasion these earnest and able his proteges, and he resolved to retrieve spire mankind to do -But oh' hnte dnii workers are with us. The church is al- the lost glory and raise Wm. H. Mack, r-- ’- - dul1
w.“y® well-flitod and often over-crowd- and the dead if necessary, for Har- the darkneta, ¿ndi the" daknesV'eom“ 
ed. rhe interest in Spiritualism here is vard s sake. Daly wound his arms prehendethidt noto The er eat work to 
growing; and it only needs that the around;the waist of Mack and settled bo done is to.-improve the conditions of 
truths be presented upon their merits himself to= raise the man, or go through humau!ty.; )To.do it selfishness he without 'malice or prejudice in order the earth Mack 'placed the middle put asidM.Zi HumSi^ Brotherhood 
that the people may similarly accept, finger of his hahd lightly against Daly’s must not only be taught, but mactlcaiy 
them. As a lady said; ‘I went to the neck just back of the left ear and with applied to our systems ¿f irovernmenL" 
meeting prejudiced against the Spirit- his other hand pressed Daly's pulse. Mr Llovd .to-ni«. ton »uallsts, but I will attend now when- Daly lifted and lifted,. every vein was I street OhFra/o Jr shi“gt°“
ever they hdve public services, for such dilated, his face became crimson, and monthly maMMne Thl fn^nli0Vw*®8 
preaching will reform and make better his whole body shook with quivering netism « nrtoL%Jn » f M g‘
the world.’ Mr. Kates is a logical and muscles. Mack took his hands off of Fr« wmnto ^ntoP« hft“?/. C°Py- 
forcible speaker, but Mrs. Kates Daly, and instantly shot up in the air “X
speaks right into hearts and souls. Her like an arrow. Mack was lifted, but it Thinker This nJfc InnTSni a 88 I® 
words burn right into the soul. As a was because he himself had willed it Hb ™ to ¿hvstoa Unit. J
test or descriptive medium she is the H1b light hold of Daly had been re- ton^and Heak^nhd m Si Magnet
peer of any. These workers are doing I moved, which touch was the key to make a noint^f bl™ „n wli^°U f
wonders in Minnesota.” I Mack’s storehouse of resistance. Coach I those who uro to th® }lsts of

For centuries Friday has been regard- Dibblee also took the strength test, but L Rolvnnir m-it f C°Py£re®' 
ed as the most unlucky day in the week, h® could not succeed in doing what the nnnn<to te^ Toronto'
but tlie tendency now1b to regard Sun- strongest men In the world have tried XcVctoncdto Sfn™« 
day as the most unfortunate day. Ac- I® do and failed. Dibblee declared th g . ’’tIandi I1 fe,of
cording to a modern statistician, who Mack was ia league with the devil and su!h a lovely nrl’Th ■ f°T 
has just published an Interesting 8? gave «P the laurels to this defiant X beaStlfuV 
pamphlet on the subject, Sunday is cer- Mephisto. Mr. Mack does not confine ? y “ takes away the hor-
talnly more unlucky than “Friday, i bimself to this one feat of upsetting ro5,s of dyIng “ortals.” 
far as rulers and other prominent per- known rules of force, but also exhibits Mr8, Gage, the blind medium,,and a 
sonages are concerned. The king of otbcr wonderful powers. A pole was Jiry excellent-one, too, resides at 364 
Italy, he points out, was killed on Sun- P'aced vertically and five men were in- Warren avenue. She is worthy of all 
day, and it was on Sunday that two vlted to Pnsb n against the floor. Mack I resPect and confidence.
previous attempts against his life were passed his hands over the knuckles of lR- F- Little president, writes from 
made—namely, on Sunday, March 17 tb® men and then, with open palms, Seattle, Wash.: “It is a pleasure to re- 
1878; and-on Sunday, March 25, 1893 I Pressed against the stick, held it sb’the Port to your paper some things regard-
Other cdBes cited by,him are those of 8trength of five men could not force it I l»g the Seattle,-.Spiritual AsBociation.t 
tbe due de Berry, who was stabbed to down; After going through the last fTbe society is In a- flourishing: condl- 
death on Sunday, Feb. 13, 1820; of Czar ordea* the young man showed signs of I tion, has 54 members enrolled, among 
Alexander II., who was killed by a exhaustlon, as the power he exerts is a which are several inspirational speak
bomb on Sunday, March 13 1881- of great 8traln on his nerve system. The er8> and many deep thinkers and loyal 
President Carnot, who was assassinated alhlet®8 were ful1 of talk last night workers. Conference meetings are held 
by Cesarlo, on Sunday, June 24, 1894 \bout tb® man wltb 8Ucb a wonderful each Sunday at 2 p. m.; at these meet- 
and of M. Canovas, who was killed on gIft of nerve resistance, and hoped I lnp topics are chosen for discussion, 
Sunday in 1897. McMasters’ friend has toft a clew by which will benefit those who are seek-

Emtna M. Nutt-Moore writes from wblcb to keep the football eleven firmly Ing for a more liberal and advanced ex- 
Muncle, Ind.: “The Muncie Spiritual So-1 LIt8,.fe®t_tkis fal! a?d Pr®.vent tb® Pre881oa ®f V.utb' ?b® 80clety bas re- 
ciety re-opens its Temple, Sunday, Oc- team from going up in the air cently been highly tovored by a series
tober 7, corner of Howard and High I E' writes. A very successful meet- , lectures from Rev. Moses Hull, four 
streets. Meetings, 2:30 and 7:30 n. m. I *ag wa.s.h£id.,n Toledo, Ohio, in the I !n number The lectures were well at- 
Mrs. Emma M. Nutt-Moore is the speak-1 MemorlaI Hall, September 25. W. V. I ‘ended and one could-but feel that the 
er for the month of October It is the Nicum- vice-president of the O. S. A., I opportunity to t hear such advanced 
aim of the society to have its platform gave 1111 ln‘erestlng lecture on Truth, I ‘enChing by. so convincing a speaker, is 
filled by good workers the entire season. W?®r® and.H°w to find It, after which I J™- Ju Sunday afternoon lecture, 
At a business meeting of the above so- Mr8- Schauss, of Toledo, in a few words ‘roin D16 text, .ilf a man die, shall he 
ciety, Mr. John J. Shields and Mr. Har-1 added ber testimony of the truth of 11”® again (Job-14ti.4), he said: ‘Outside 
ry Hogue were elected to fill the unex- 8Plrlt return. Mrs. Nina D. Challan, of Spiritualism there is no proof of 1m- 
plred term of two of the trustees who also ®f Tol®do- then favored the audi- mortality. Spiritualism comes to dem- 
had resigned. The lease of the Temple I ®nc® wltb an address, and was followed I jnstrate that which has been only, a 
about expiring, the society has rented by Pf- Flg“er8. of Cleveland,. who in hop&_ The world, is moving. The Bible 
the hall from its owner, Mr. Zach Mong, ?*8 U8Ual clear ®nd explicit way gave J® our book. The-tlme is coming when 
son of MK Robert Mong, deceased, who I tb® messages of''spirit friends to those Orthodox and Spiritualist wlU be to
so generously donated the use of the on earfb> and'converted many skeptics; LSether In the work. Slay that time 
hall free, for five years” I Mrs- Coffman, of Grand Rapids, also I 800n c°me.’ The .society was able to

Ellen I Parker writes frnm New gav® many good te8‘8 and messages, “eet the necessary expense, leaving a Hampshire'“I received6the^seven rnZ “e.Toledo^people showed thelr appre- 6m"Ianc® trea8ury. At pres- 
mlum books to-dav and think ZmiPtor vlatlon of 016 ®fforts of both message- ent Madam&nDr.. Olivia is .in our city, 
the same I can’t ¿et how you can S- beale.rs by P^mptly answering and rec- aJS0 a member of tois society. We had 
ford it I am looking for^rd to £ ZrZnt ognlzlng the messages given. We hope ‘he privllegeoof listening to her at Sun
teatwhei “car tad timZto read thZm n theJ,utur® to have more such meet- day’8 confetence She will speak again 
I enjoy The Progressive Thlnklr mo« lngs7 Mrs' Coffma.n closes her engage- Sunday, October Tjwn ‘Body, Soul and 
than anv nanerl ever read ” “®nt ‘n Toledo, September.30, and the Sptolt’ ” ,fll

t a J 7 I independent Association of Spiritual- Mattie E. Hull, secretary of the N. S.
Mrs. J. Soper writes. There will i8ts whom she has been serving will L. A., writenl“Lyd«um Workers, Atten- 

b& an old-fashioned supper and dance I look with pleasant anticinatlon to thp I tion! The third aDnual RPRsinn nf the n4- +»1« V C! TT TT««,« I .. w aULILipUllUU IQ We I ' lue UJ11U UMUUU1 86851011 OI tUO
j e A* u. Home, Waverly, Mass., | month of February, when she is to be I National SrriritualHt Lvceum Assorta- 

tbem agaIn' Dr- Figuers will tion will moot in (Cleveland, Ohio, the hAin todtnvUwnSv tool thlv ^erve tbIs a88ocla‘ion the two last Sun- 19‘h Inst., immediately on the adjoum-
1XP day8 of Nov®mber. All are looking for- ment of thbllast builness Session of the
kin, mince, apple and custard pies, old- ward to a treat nt thnt tima ” -• I N s A nnrivAtifinn t mnv«. n« nn-»«?__ j _ t . t ,, - K • ’»aivA tv a iicai, at iiiui lime. i xx. o. a. vouyenuufl. j. maice an earn
cold meaV anytSthit goS to^ake A8tr,olocers' ’ clairvoyants, mind-read- est appeal tb' the Spiritualists to take 
nn nn_________________ gOeS h!““!!® I ®r8> ®tc" are taxed ?2 Per day, $5 per I UP tbis causes It is one of the most 1m-gratefully'receted* The old falhlon^fi n» k’ $1L'per montb> 550 per yeaAt po^?“‘ Jepa'rtments in the work of

U1 'Lfle cm-rasnionea Ottawa, Kansas. In relation to the Spiritualisms I natfl not reiterate thedances will be on the program, and Prof.1 • - --------w ,_r
W“Us Milligan will preside at the piano, 
with able assistants.' There will be an 
old-fashioned choir,, Singers are cor
dially invited to take part Come and 
have a good time. A flne. supper wlU be 
provided. Young lady attendants tn

The People's Spiritual Church of 
Louisville, Ky., is one of the few organ
izations in the United States which has 
decided that it must own its own 
church, with the result that to-day this 
association occupies a respectable brick 
structure which is nearly half paid for.

The church is centrally located and 
the society with but one more effort 
will be able to feel secure. Much of this 
success is owing to the determination 
of their efficient president, Vai Speed, 
a respected citizen and earnest Spirit
ualist

Louisville, like Cincinnati, is overrun 
with chicanery; but it is a notable fact 
that since this society has bought prop
erty, both mediums and pretenders are 
left amiably alone by the police; which 
is quite a change from a few months 
back. .

Since coming here the Ladles’ Aid has 
made many important changes in fur
nishing rooms devoted to medial work
ers; and more are contemplated. The 
great question which is agitating the 
minds of our people here is whether 
the N. S. A. expects this year to do any
thing more than merely collect its offi
cers’salaries, or not. .

If this organization doep not exist for 
•the purpose of giving to the world a 
clear, concise statement of the knowl
edge (not belief) which Spiritualism 
brings ,and to give a legal name to de
voted workers, which tricksters cannot 
claim, then what In the name of Truth 
does It exist for?

And if, as many of our N. S. A. offi-

. will be opened, or with its hesitancy the 
whole fabric of organization will crum
ble, is a surety. For my own part I 
have loved it and helped fight its bat- 
Ues; but I feel now that it is time to 
change from a puny, petted babe to a 

i hard-working spiritual organization.
The word Spiritualism does not repre
sent to any degree my sentiments in its 
earthly representation; excepting the 
return of spirits which I understood 
just so well hi the Episcopal church be
fore I had scarcely heard of Splritual- 
¡sin as I ever have since.

Tills session of the N. S. A. our dele
gates will decide whether the word 
means anything more than “I believe” 
(which Is well enough if we did not pre
tend to know) and Spiritism; so also it 
will decide whether I, for one, ever 
raise my voice under the name Spirit
ualist medium again.

Truth has always been dearer to me 
than any other name. ITeft-my church 
and my true friendly friends of child
hood aud went out as a Spiritualist 
worker, feeling that the name meant 
Truth. I have found that there is more 
chicanery under the name medium per 
hundred than under any other unless It 
is Doctor, Lawyer, or Priest. I find 
Spiritualists generally much less kindly 
disposed toward honest effart than I 
had expected; much less loving and.re
spectful to old Spiritualists and medi
ums than I could have dreamed; and 
much more easily charmed by sensation 
of any old kind than I would have 
Imagined In the deepest moments of 
darkest hypochondria,

I find many Spiritualists worshiping 
the spirit world much more than the 
Universal Soul Force which made a 
spirit world possible, and I find many 
abusing churchianlty while we are 
making more mistakes; and these 
things make me feel ashamed and dis
graced. My Ideal of a chprch is one 
where Truth Is loved; progress at
tained; spirituality aimed for; and 
where, while no one expects perfection, 
yet where honor bright shows through 
every lecture, every test, every physical 
demonstration. A chureh in which our 
efforts to save the world with knowl
edge and without ereed shall be stated; 
and the principles we are working for 
published, not kept covered up, in 
which spirit communication Is expected 
to be something above a mere shiver 
down the spine, or the snort or grunt of 
an unprogressed spirit; where sensation 
is abjured and truth-seeking prominent: 
where old truth-seekers, teachers and 
demonstrators are respected because 
they are respectable; where the poor, 
sick and unfortunate are aided, the 
grief-stricken helped to knowledge that 
death Is but transition, and where de
voted workers Instead of dollar-seeking 
tricksters shall be loved and cared for.

I for one shall have such a church 
home; and if but one member ever be
longs to, and that one myself, I shall 
still continue In that work which the 
angel world has mapped out for me:

Essie and I shall remain here during 
October. The press of the city is giving 
us the kindliest treatment generally

Yours for justice to the Truth under 
whatever name It can be best demon
strated and under whatever clean home 
roof It can best be sheltered.

CARRIE F. WEATHERFORD.
Louisville, Ky.

"The World Beautiful/’ By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent" in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
•ale at this office.

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth 50 । 
cents.

The new song-book, The Golden 
Echoes, by 8. W. Tucker, has found Its 
way into many homes, and its beautl- 
ful songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
beard and sung. They should be heard 
in every home in the land. For sale at 
this office. "Price, 15 cents; 51.50 per 
dozen.

PUBLICATIONS .
-OF- ,

HUDSON TUTTLE.
1 0 ■ .i

A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE.

------------ 0------------ '

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OP
. PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize aud explain the vast ar
ray of facta in lu field of research by referring tliem 
to a common cause, aud from them arise to the laws 
and condition! of Man’! aplrltual being. Third edl» 
tlou. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE.
Not servile trust to the Gods, but knowledge of th« 

laws of the world, belief in the divinity of man and 
uh eternal progress toward perfection Is the found*- 
tlou of this book. Price, <1. -

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In tbla atory the acenes arc laid on earth, and in th« 

<plrlt-world presenting tbe spiritual phlloaopby and 
the real life of spiritual beluga. AU questions which 
arise on that subject aro answered. Price 51 cents,

ARCANA OF NATURE,
The History and Laws of Creation. BeThed and 

ku»°l.m‘”Er?ki u,ltlon' "lh0 ot BV'*-

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE
SPIRIT-WORLD.

English edition. Price, |1,
THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.

Inlni I1” >»“•» InveitlgMlon. and dUcovorlw. 
and a thorough praaentatlon of thl. Intonating aub! 
loot. English edition. Price, .1,
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF

THE SACRED HEART.
Thl. book wa. written for an object, aud hu been 

equal in its exposure of the diabolical “rlcoisScliS*“101101““ “ “U“'16 Io“'* ObwS1

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT,
„„A /'‘‘¡ll'lng piychologlcal .tory of erangollzatlon 

11 ‘.° ¡‘romiaatl.iu what "Th, Secretsof the Convent" la to Cathollclam. Price, M

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How ta form circlet and da. 

jelon and cultivate tnedluinihlp. Name, of eminent Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight-page tract for 
mission work. Single copies, 6 cental 100 for 11.05.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL,
. Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contain, th, 

*.*'• •utl'or, and some of the most popa-Lnern. w,t5 mu.lc by eminent composers.
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. «I 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, ,1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
a/nh.üíLV0?’.' beeum and societies. A manual 
»_pbysics 1 Intellectual and aplrltual enlture. B» 
Emma Rood 1 uttle. A book by the aid of which h 
K or»ini'.ea1,c d“"1' * or liberal aocletv may Priw* «> ien??d fond,!loteJ Without other aaalatancZ 
chlrleíuíST bi tbe dMen’ 40 £lpre*!

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS.
Ph,Educ»U'm, with plan of the Angel' Pfi“, ¿ celu*1 C"nte’“*' “““ Kooli ™Ua-

AH Books Sent Postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.

Berlin Heights, Ohio,

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases,

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Lyceums and Societies that wish to get un etc 
eating, Interesting and paying entertainments cal 
hot do better than to have a Prise Contest. The an 
tire plan, with full directions, is In the book, ant 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles entbuMam 
more quickly than an Angell Prise Contest! Noth* 
Ing is needed more. Any Individual may ornnisf 
one In bis own town and reap a financial rewards

TRY ITI PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA. ROOD TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio. >

THE SUNDAY QUESTION
Historical and critical review, with repltea to an ob* 

jection. By G. W. Brown, M. D. Price 15c. For sale 
at this office.

coshtmes of the olden time. Admission 
free. Only small price charged for sup
per and dance. Address al! communica
tions to Mrs. J. S. Soper, Clerk V. S. UI, 
67 Upland Road,.N. Cambridge, Mass." 

A.' F. M. writes from Charleston, S.
C.: "One person says there are animals 
in the spirit world; another says there 
are not One believes in reincarnation 
because he. says he feels It Intuitively; 
another denies It because he does not

above B. F. Hayden writes from Gard- reasons why:(every? Spiritualist should 
ner, Kansas: “Enclosed find copy of the | Interest hlniseif in this work. If-Splrit- 
clty ordinance of the city of. Ottawa, nallsm is the most rational system of 
Kansas, by which you will see one par- Philosophy from a moral, intellectual or 
agraph is especially Interesting to -as- aplrltual standpoint that has ever? been , 
trdlogers, etc. Brother Ezra A.. Car- handed to the wofld. in the name of 
penter, of Wellsville, Kansas, In tor- those who are to take our places on the( 
warding this copy to me says: ‘They stage of humafi action when we leave 

■ it, let us see to-'lt that conditions aremust be afraid we are going to convert 
the town? He (Brother Carpenter) 
said he would gb before the council and 
do all he.could to have thàt clause re-, 
pealed. As thè result of his labors I am ' 
Just in receipt of a postal from him In 
which he says, ‘I have just interviewed 
the city.mayor and am pleased to in
form you that any and all clairvoyants 
with proper credentials, will be pro
tected and encouraged by the Mayor 
and council of the city of Ottawa in the

........... future as in the past' From this-we 
Then he will be in the same predica- infer it is not so bad as one inlght be

created and maintained for the teach
ing of the saine?’-■

Amanda A. Cate writes-from Haver
hill, Mass;: “At'the annual meeting of 
the Haverhill Spiritual Union the fol
lowing officers were elected: President, 
Mrs. Amanda 'A. Cate; first vice-presi
dent, W. W. Sprague; second vice-presi
dent, Mrs. Eliza Page; treasurer, Mrs. 
Jennie Huntress;./.Corresponding . secre
tary, Mrs. Jones; Directors, Mrs. JW'W. 
Sprague, Mrs. ..Tulin Johnson and Mrs. 
Etta- Huntington.1 The society IS in a

cers and delegates claim, the whole 
question of mediumship presents such a 
picture of pitiable incapacity, of chi
canery and of general nastiness that 
they are afraid'to handle it lest.they 
smash the N. S. A. Into smithereens, 
then why, in the name of Truth does 
not the N. 8. A* take the matter in hand 
and set a standard for mediumship for 
all phases, and at least give an oppor
tunity to clean workers who are deter
mined to uphold the standard of ‘‘Hon
or in mediumship before all else;” to 
have a name by themselves which 
“reeds shaken In the wind" dare not 
steal?

It is a very easy matter to pass these 
rules: “Lecturers and test and physical 
media who travel constantly In the ef
fort to teach the truths of Spiritualism, 

’ whose lives are honorable, and whose 
lectures, fests and physical mediumship 
bear evidence of genuineness, shall be 
entitled to the title, Lecture, Test or 
Physical medium for the N. S. A.” 

' No lecturer using this title shall use 
the published thoughts of others with
out giving due credit.

Test media who present as tests the 
names of those who have been well- 
known people; or present from the ros
trum messages which they have pre
viously given in private, or who may be 
proved to possess a “blue book” or any 
previous Information, shall be disquali
fied from using said title.

Physical media shall present their 
phenomena each time under an ade
quate test which cannot Injure them 
physically—such as the mosquito bar 
test Said mediums are also earnestly 
advised to Insist that they be well pro
tected. from violence, the throwing of 
paraphernalia, etc., and that they de
mand of their audiences perfect clean
liness, harmony; kindly care and free
dom from noxious odors. :• •

Lecturers and mediums -taking such 
a stand shall also be entitled to defense 
from the N. 8. A. in all cases of prose
cution. ; •

The question very quickly arises In 
the minds of enthusiastic workers: “If 
this mediumistic combination scattered 
over the world Is too dirty, too vile to 
handle, as would appear bv the care
less Indifference of the N. 8. A„ why 
should I stay in the work under a name 
with such supposedly dark associations? 
There certainly Is a very large diction
ary of the .English tongue; and the 
word medium in its present Irrespon-’ 
sible condition does not offer a shelter 
to any thoroughly devoted-worker!

We as mediums must help the world 
to many things; we have to teach a 
truer understanding of .the return of 
spirits and of the laws of the spiritual; 
to a better marriage system which will 
exclude prostitution; to higher ideals of 
generation; to kinder thoughts of labor; 
to humanity to the criminal. We run 
amuck daily with many prejudices of! 

‘¡Society; then why in the name ;of truth 
should we be loaded down with tricky, 
and licentious lecturers and media,' 
whom we either have to. apologize to 
the public for as being mediumistic de
generates, or whose sins we feel Im- 
polled to cover up? ■

There never was anything so certain 
as that the world can get all the spirit 
communication it wants without the 
name Spiritualist; and there never can 
be anything more certain than that ev
ery day sees a good-bye to the name 
while they still continue the werk un
der a cleaner title; and one which will 
be taken better care of. ' ■

That with the coming session of the 
N. S. -A. a future of intelligent work

' “A Plea for the New Woman." By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents.

“Gleanings from the Rostrum." By 
A. B. French. Cloth, $1. For sale at 
this office.

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment." By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.’ 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25. 
For sale at this office.

"A Few Weres About the Devil, and 
Other Esdays.” By Charles Bradlaugh 
Paper, 50 cents. Fot sale.at this office.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years' study 
of the Bible In its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of information on 
the subject. Price $1. For sale at this 
office.

"Religions and Theological Works of 
Tnomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
"Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the- 
©logical subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this offic*.

• > uliaire s Romance».
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office.

“Three Jubilee Lectures.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D. Doctor Peebles Is a 
trenchant and Instructive writer and 
lecturer, and these three addresses on 
the occasion of and pertinent to the 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being preserved in this 
tasty form, in print Price, 35 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15 
cents. For sale at this office.

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.’! By W. H. Bach. Especially, 
useful to learners who seek'ito know 
and utilize the laws of mediumship and 
development, and avoid , errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents;-paper, 25 cents. ' For 
sale at this office. ■ ..
■ “The Religion of the Future.” By. 8, 
Well. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone,,will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perucal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 
cents. -

"Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author.- Price 15 cents. For 
sale at thia office. :

STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Darli. A roaary ot pearli, eullH 

from the work, ot Andrew Jackson Dan,. Intended 
for the light and solace of every sorrowing add 
stricken heart. Price SO centa. For sale at thia offied.

STRIKE OF A SEX.
By George N. Miller. Dealing with the population 
question. Paper, 25 cents. For sole at this office.

A. Schopenhauer Essays.
Translated by T. B. Saunders. Cloth, 75c.

CONTENTS.-Tbo Wisdom of Life; Counsel! and 
Maxims;; Religion and other Essays; Tbo Art of 
Literature; Studies Id Pessimism.

“Schopenhauer Is one of toe few philosophers wh| 
can be generally understood without a commentary. 
All his theories claim to be drawn direct from facta 
to be suggested by observation, and to Interpret th< 
world as ft Is; and whatever view be takes, he la cod* 
stantin bls appeal to tbo experience of common life. 
Thia characteristic endows bia style with a freshness 
and vigor which would be difficult to match lu the 
philosophical writing of any country, and Impossible 
in that of Germany.1’—Translator

For sale at this office.

A. P. A. MANUEL.
A Complete expose of the principles and objects of 

the American Protective Association. A book for all 
patriotic American citizens. Price 15c, or two for 
z5 cents. For sale at this office.

The Law of Correspondence Ap« 
plied to Healing.

A coarse of seven practical leuom. By W. J. 
Colville. Limp cloth« 50c.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Ides of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Moisa. Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Sptr« 
llualtatio Interpretation of many things tn the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explain! the 
heaven! and hell! believed In by SplrinaUota» Price. 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

Destroy the Germs 
Cure the Disease!

The above illustration shows how theH. J; 
Worst Scientific Catarrh Inhaler sends the 
medicated air into every air passage of the 
head. Nothing but air can penetrate these 
fine air cells and reach the homes of the living . 
germs that cause disease. -

No snufE powders, douche or spray can 
possibly reach them. Don’t be deceived—makfe 
no mistake—apply common sense, and you will . 
find that • *

I. J. Worst’s Catarrh Inhaler
Is the only instrument that will give you quick 
return fora small outlay, and perfect satisfac
tion as a Care for Catarrh, Colds, Pains an4 
Roaring tn the Head, Bronchitis, Sore Throat. ' 
Headache, Partial Deafness, and all Diseases ol 
the Air Passages. . . . .... .1

SPECIAL OFFER.
For a short time I will mall to any reader, 

naming thia paper, one of my new Scientific 
Catarrh Inhalers, with medicine for one year 
on three days’ trial, free.' If it gives salisfuc- 
tion, send me $1.00; if not, return it after three 
days’trial; Could any proposition be fairer?

hlLdbyOraggUt, AGENTSWAHTEA



This department Is under the man
agement of

Hudson Tuttle. v
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, aud the style becomes thereby as- 
sertlve, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their-questions aud write letters ot »u- 
qulry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead qf the space given, 
aud hence there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait bls time and 
place, aud all are treated with equal, 
favor. .

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. It the request be‘made, 
tho name will not be published, 'ike 
correspondence ot this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give ■What
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE-

and at once invent beautiful theories 
explaining them. If they observed 
doser their facts would melt away and 
require no explanation. They remind 
one of the old story of Pat at the tan
nery. The owner had bored a hole over 
the door and Inserted a calf’s tall as a 
sign, which greatly astonished-the Irish
man, and he called out, “An’ how did 
the calf get through the wee hole?” “I 
put him through when he was small,” 
was the ready reply. Pat accepted the 
statement and was satisfied with its 
plausibility.

We laugh at his ready acceptance of; 
assertions as fae(s, yet how many there' 
are who take* with equal alacrity far 
more ludicrous statements as facts, 
proceed with their explanations and be
come violently angry if it be hinted that 
such are uureasouable. If all the facts 
and reasoning corresponding with Pat’s 
were taken from the world, how little 
would remain. The world’s Theology 
could be written in a single sentence.

Mrs. S. S. Ogilvie: A. It Is difficult 
io explain the various appearances of 
materialized spirits.

MFORTflNT MATTER FROM m. 
hi 
n

‘V£

IV-

OUft fOREIfih EX®nj6ES
LIGHT, LONDON, ENGLAND. THE

•» J. E. Wilbur. Q. I am influenced by 
a spirit iu business, and following its in-' 
fluence I have suffered continuous and 
great loss? How can I escape?

A. By simply exerting your own 
pelfhood. You should not eome to any 
conclusion or enter into any business; 
on the spur of the moment, but should 
take ample time to think and talk it 
over with friends. The spirit influence 
will thereby be escaped.

Delevan Bates. Q. (1) Do unuttered 
thoughts produce vibrations that can 
be recognized by sensitives?

(2) Can spirits understand such vi
brations?

A. These questions have reference to 
the .explanation of spirit communion by 
thought vibrations. It is the thought it
self which produces these vibrations, 
and not the spoken words. In speaking 
a thought it gains In sharpness and pre
cision, which is the only advantage.

It is entirely by the recognition of 
such vibrations that spirits communi
cate with each other.- A thinking be
ing is a pulsating center of thought 
waves.

It is objected that: “Thoughts come 
• and go unbidden, like the wind which 
blows where It Ustetb and no one can 
tell whence It comes or where it goes. 
It would not be Justice for all that 
passes through the mortal mind to be 
given away unless each individual was 
given the power to keep unbidden 

.thoughts from entering.” .
A thought "vibration, cannot be kept 

from ■"entering” a mind in harmony 
therewith, but unless that harmony -ex
ists It cannot be received. Thus the 
mind does not become an open book 
which all can read. Only those in har
mony-are able to read each other’s 
thoughts.

Rosa Giles: Q. The meaning of this 
dream: Four spirits appeared, recog- 
nlzed as friends while in earth life, one 
a Methodist They conversed, but the 
only thing they said that was distinct 

■ was: “Don’t be afraid, we are nothing 
to be afraid of;" and "Are you a saved

i man?”
A This is a fine instance of medium

ship during sleep. Sometimes those not 
sensitive during wakefulness are highly 
impressible during sleep! As one of the 
spirits had been a Methodist in earth 
life, his inquiry was characteristic— 
"Are you n saved man?” Showing that 
he had not outgrown his reUglous be- 
llefs. It is not correct to class such in
stances as dreams, for they belong to 
an entirely different order of phenom
ena. There is more than spiritual ap
pearance in this manifestation. The 
sensitiveness which made it possible, in
dicates by its abruptness, a very great 
psychic and physical change of the 
character, which usually is the forerun
ner and prophecy of coming disease. 
This abruptness Is a distinguishing feat
ure from equal sensitiveness slowly in
duced by culture, which would by the 
harmony of . psychic and physical func- 
tlons Indicate the highest state of 

. health.

Inquirer, Montpelier: Q.. (1) How 
near the North Pole has ever been 
reached?

(2) What advantage would follow 
reaching the Pole?

A. The Duke of Abruzzi, commander 
‘of an Italian expedition reached 86 de
grees, 33 minutes, or 239 statute miles 
of the pole. This hp accomplished on 
sledges. Nansen by similar means'did 
not reach quite this limit, being obliged 
to turn baek by ' insurmountable ob
stacles at 261 miles. ’

(2) No advantage except that of ex
tending the field of knowledge. The 
desert ice-fields offer no opportunity for 
commerce, and nothing to satisfy greed. 
Even the Esquimaux once swarming on 
the borders of the Arctic sea, have per
ished with the seal which gave them 
support. The attempts which have 
been made to penetrate the arctic zone 
have brought small recompense for the 
sacrifice that lit®! been made. The 
pages of history ixffive been Illuminated 
with examples of mskolc flaring, and of 
almost superhuman^tenduranee. The 
pathetic story of Sir Jabn Franklin will 
never be forgotten, and the adventures 
of Dr. Kane, Perry and scores of others, 
are interesting as romance. Geograph
ical knowledge has been extended, It Is 
true, yet there is no practical value in 
tracing these lines, along coasts con
stantly encrusted with ice, or navigat
ing seas which for only a brief month 
are converted into moving masses of lee.

IN MEMORY OF B. B. HÄRT.

A tired soldier fell beside the way, 
Whereon his comrades march with 

noisy tread.
And closed his weary eyes tp earthly 

day,
While down the line the word passed, 

"He is dead.”
Dead in the harness, faithful to the last, 

The dust and stain of battle on his 
brow

He lies, and hears no more the bugle 
blast

Calling to arms his comrades even
now. ;:r

But Is he dead, the fallen soldier here? 
Shall he not wake to sounds unheard 

on earth,
To bugle call, and voices sweet and 

dear, .
That reach him thro’ the darkling 

mists of death?
Shall not the tired eyes again behold, 

On higher planes life's mystic caval
cade,

An^ his treed soul leap gladly as Of old, 
To join the» mighty hosts 'gainst 

wrong arrayed? .
Aye, God is good, and from earth’s bat

tle-fields
The conquering, Hero ■ rises in his 

might, '
And over there, on heaven’s plains, he 

wields .
His radiant weapons still, for truth 

and.right.
EMMA J. KNOWLES.

Sterling, Ill.

N. S. A. CONVENTION.

"Reason": Q. If a person reasons, 
must lie not come to correct conclu
sions?

A. Not necessarily, for if the data 
from which we deduce our conclusions 
are erroneous, so will be the result. 
Yet our reasoning may be as correct, 
our Inferences Justifiable granting the 
premises. The same process of Reason
ing proves the existence of Allah to the 
Mohammedan, as God to the Christian.

Did you ever make a mistake in the 
beginning of an example In arithmetic, 
writing a 1 for a 2 or a tJ for a 7, and 
after a long process wherein you had 
multipUed, divided, added and sub
tracted, your result would be wide of 
the true answer? Your, reasoning has 
been perfect, your data-wrong. .How 
astonishing this error has grown, from 
units to tens, and from tens to thou
sands, and the longer it remains the 
more it leads you astray. "Figures, 
never lie,” is a proverb, but youwlU not 
believe It, when so sUght an error pflts 
an extra million dr two into the answer.

The same process of reasoning gives 
the true and false, answers. The differ^ 
ence grows out of accepting one wrong 
figure in the' beginning. This is pre
cisely the source'of all false conclu
sions at which mankind arrive. The 
major portion reason correctly from'the ; 
data they receive as true, but this is 
often false, or assertion received by ed- 
ucatlonal prejudice. •

He who writes 2/or 1 may reason out 
his problem equally weU as the one who 
writes correct numbers, but his conclu
sion will be erroneous. So he who ac
cepts an error as fact may reason even 
more closely than the one whose data is 
true, yet his conclusions will be néces- 
sarlly erroneous. ;

As illustration: You wish to take the 
cars and start by the clock, with ample 
time by the clock. You go and find the 
train gone, because the clock was slow 
by ten minutes. Had it been correct 
you would have been on time. Your be- 
lug late is the result of accepting the ac
curacy of the clock or à false data, ■ 

■ It is thus It Is as important that our 
data be correct as our reasoning, yet the 
major portion of thé reasoning powers 
of mankind Is absorbed in the endeavor 
to harmonize and explain what is taken 
as granted and demonstrated theories 
Which really are idlest chimeras.

It would seem that the power of rea
soning is more developed than the fac
ulty of observation in most individuals. 
Æhey are excessively credulous of facts,

THE HONORABLE OFFICE OF ME
: DIUMSHIP.

■ Mediumship Is the portal through • 
which, during the past half century, 
the world has been catching glimpses of 
the other world and the visitants from 
beyond the borderland of this stage of 
man’s progressive existence. Through 
mediumship the people of the other
world-order have been able to make 
themselves known to their grief- 
stricken relatives and doubt-oppressed 
friends, who have mourned because of 
their solitude aud have feared that the 
departed were gone from them forever. 
However imperfect and fragmentary 
the messages from the unseen have 
been—and many a sorrowing seeker- has 
felt with regret the inability of the 
spirit to comply with his longing and 
pleading desire for further Information 
and fuller revelation—still they have 
been messages from the beyond. If 
they have been but telegraphic dis
patches, so to speak, instead of 
voluminous letters, .or like the tele
phonic snatches of conversation with 
which we are familiar, rather than a 
face-to-face outpouring of thought and 
feeling In speech, still they have been 
greetings and comforting assurances of 
life and love'from Hying souls in the 
land,'beyond thé gravé; Through me: 
dlumship the “grand secret” has been 
solved. The 'gates have been pushed 
ajar,’at least. The silence of the tomb 
has been broken and its forbidding 
darkness illumined by the voice and 
shining presence of the spirit beloved. 
If only for a brief space, yet, in those 
short moments', mediumship has sup
plied evidence—so often repeated that 
itJiow amounts -to demonstration—of 
the continued, conscious, rational, hu
man and progressive existence of the 
people we call dead. To mediumship 
belongs the office and the honor of roll
ing back the tide of despair, comforting 
the sad and consoling the bereaved, and 
establishing faith upon the firm basis 
of scientifically ascertained fact. Me
diumship supplements tbe affirmations 
of intuition, confirms the human heart 
in its claim for the continued existence 
of its dear ones, and gives to the tra
ditions regarding by-gone revelations 
from the unseen a ground-work of prob
ability-making credible, in the light of 
present-day experience, mueh which 
otherwise must have been regarded as 
superstitious folly or Incredible miracle. 
Spiritualism, through mediumship, con
firms ancient testimony to the so-called 
supernatural, and by explaining it, 
brings it within the realm of the nat
ural. The ability to “hear the word of 
the Lord” is now known to be a normal 
faculty; natural to certain teinpera- 
mefits and capable of being induced in 
others, aud of being developed and cul
tivated by attention to tlie conditions 
which govern its exercise. The fam
ine—not of bread nor of water, but of 
“hearing words from the Lord”—which 
was threatened in olden times has been 
experienced in the dark days of the 
Christian era becausfl of the Ignorance 
and hardness of heart of the stiff
necked generations of men who in their 
blind zeal for the “letter” of the law 
crushed out the sensitives through 
whom the manifestations of the sjilrlt 
were alone possible. The corner-stone 
of the Temple of the Spirit—viz., me
diumship, or so-caUed “spiritual gifts”—

Eighth Annual Convention of 
National Spiritualists 

Association.
The eighth annual convention of the 

National Spiritualists Association of the 
United States of America and Canada, 
wffi be held at Cleveland, Ohio—Cham
ber of Commerce Hail. Business ’ses- 
slons October 16, 17, 18, 19, 190tt,-a't 10 
a. m. and 2 p.m.

Important business of Interest to ev
ery Spiritualist will be presented for ac
tion before these gatherings.

At 7:30-each evening grand public 
meetings with addresses, spirit com
munications, music, etc.

A large number of the most gifted lec
turers and mediums win be present and 
participate In these exercises. Among 
them may be mentioned Dr. Peebles, 
Moses Hull, Prof. W. F. Peck, Mrs., 
Helen Palmer Ressegue, Carrie E. S.’ 
Twlng, May S. Pepper, Mrs. Zalfla 
Brown Kates and Maggie Gaule. Other 
mediums and speakers of foremost rank 
are also making arrangements to at
tend and participate in the programme. 
Mrs. Z. L. Else, the talented musician 
will have charge of music.

Further announcements will be made- 
In the Spiritual papers, '
. Reduced rates on railroads from large 
cities. Ask for certificate tickets to Na
tional Spiritualists;'Convention. These 
tickets must be endorsed by the' secre
tary at the convention to entitle' y ou? to 
one-third fare for return trip.’ ' •

- AU attending the convention• whir 
travel to Cleveland by rail are specially 
requested to purchase certificate tick
ets, that we may be sure of meeting the 
¡requirements of the rbads.

The Forest City House, a large and 
handsome hotel of Cleveland, at which 
thé best of service and attention will be 

'secured for our delegates and visitors, 
at two dollars per; day each person, spe
cial rate, will be the headquarters of 
the convention. Reception in. the parlor 
of the Forest City Hduse to aU win be 
held on Monday, October 15, at 8 p. m.

Information;of convention can beob- 
obtalned of the N. S. A secretary, at 
600 Penné avenue S. E., 'Washington, 
D. 0. ? MARY T. LONGLEY,

. Secretary.
HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres.

; “Arcana of Spiritualism: A Manual of 
"Spiritual Science and Philosophy.” By 
Hudson? Tuttle. A ¡spiritual .text-book 
of rich .pud"inspired thought: An ex- 

■ cellent" Worku Flnbly. bound in scarlet 
anffigold. Price$1.50. For sale at this 
office.' ■ • • ■' '' ■ ■' ' ■■ ■• * ■ •.

“Words That Burn." A Psychic 
Novel, by Lida Briggs ■ Browne. This 
work,- progressive, humanitarian, real; 
Istlc. Descriptions of scenery and 
home life in both -England and the 
United States. It Is a large 12mo, 366 
pages, neatly bound-In cloth;: has-por
trait of writer as frontispiece. Price, 
$1.50. To introduce it will. sell from 
this office until further notice for $1.25. 
Postage free.

"Nature Cure." By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for every 

- family. Cloth, $L50 and $2.

TWO WORLDS,t MAN- 

CIIESTER/i-ENŒ'i

A DEATH-SCENE WITNESSED 3,000 
' MILES Ofe v;

Whatever may be the[.eause,|,there are 
more stories of this kind told about
sailors and soldiers thaï 
classes ot the communi!

(all other 
he sailor

stories'one of the bgsCconc/jrnlug the 
apparition at the moment of death, 
with the clairvoyant àccompanimènt, is 
sent mé by a Master of Arts in the 
North of Scotland, who has made it tbe 
subject of a carefully written and very 
interesting story, for ti^e accuracy of 
which my correspondent vouches as 
occurring many years ago to the person 
on whose authority the story is told. 
He is still living, and persists in the ab
solute accuracy of his most extraordi
nary narrative. It will be seen that 
there is not only in this case the phan
tasm of the unfortunate man who died, 
but also a vivid reproduction of thè 
scene in which he perished, so that the 
person who saw it recognized many 
weeks after a total stranger as the per
son who was present at the hour of bls 
death. . ’ .

Thirteen years ago,- said Captain 
S—I was on board tlje'-O21—, home
ward bound with cotton’from Calcutta 
to Liverpool. On Tuesday, the 25th of 
August, 1868, when in'latitude 33 de
grees 4 minutes south? longitude 31 
degrees 27 minutes east,1 the sky dark
ened, and it was evident that a storm 
was about to burst upon us; the crew 
were sent aloft to furl the sails, and be
fore we had completed the task a great 
gust oT wind seized the half-slackened 
maintopsail, and sent it fluttering into 
fragments. At the same 'moment the 
ship reeled nearly on hei beam ends, 
and, above the howling of the gale, we 
heard a sudden cry of despair. I was 
horrified to see an apprentice, J----
P—-, sent whirling headlong from tbe 
masthead luto the sea. - Even yet I can 
see the look of agony stamped on his 
upturned face, and I can hear the very 
tones of his heartrending cry, “0! Lucy, 
Lucy,” as he disappeared forever in the 
darkness, below.

After the storm abated the captain 
made a careful note on the exact time 
of the occurrence, the poisltion of the 
ship, and atile other particulars. He 
seemed struck at my mention of the ex
clamation I had overheat'd‘falling from 
the poor fellow’s lips as'he clutched in 
vain at the yielding air'.

“Ah," he- said, “that must have been 
his Bister; Lucy V---- , td'Whom he was
greatly attached.” s>

I then produced his caji, which I had

at your convenience. Considering that 
our night 1b their day, I must have been 
in sympathy with the sufferers at the 
time of the accident, on the 10th of the 
first mouth, 1878.”

The following extract from the Ingle
wood Advertiser shows that she ac
tually saw what happened:

“A dreadful accident occurred in the 
neighborhood ; of Wedderburu on 
Wednesday last, resulting in the death 
of two wquien, named Lehèy and Allen. 
It appears‘?that the deceased were driv- 
iug.into Wedderburu in a spring cart 
from the direction of Kluypanlal, when 
they attempted to water their horse on 
tlie dam of the boundary of Torplchen 
Station. The dam was ten or twelve 
feet deep in one spot, and iuto this hole 
they must have inadvertently driven, 
for Mr. W. McKechnie, Manager of 
Torplchen Station, upou going to the 
dam some hours afterwards, discovered 
the cart and the horse under the water, 
and two women’s hats floating on the 
water. * ♦ The dam was searched, 
and the bodies of the two women, 
clasped in each other’s arms, recovered.

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

Great Work by a Great /Viit hol'.

“THE UNKNOWN
-BY

CAMILLE FLAMMARION
"The Unknown” created a marked <

sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scarcely fall to arouse 
tbe greatest interest in this country. It 
is an eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena of tlie spirit world. In

clnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe'a 
tales. It treats on incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission of
thought, suggestfei, the world of 

i...... .........»juui »u»»u. iu dreams, cerebral physiology, psychic
touching upon the various physical dreams, distinct sight In dreaujs, actual 
manifestations the author cites many facts, premonitory dreams and dlvlna- 
absolutely authenticated instances, and tlon of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 
chapters of bis book arc as weirdly fas- bound. Price $2.00. :

For Sale at the Oilice of The Progressive Thinker.

DEATH* DEFEATED

rejected1-' by the builflers of the 
churches—must be placed-in Its rightful 
position before the open doors ot inter
communion shall enable earth dwellers ' 
to rejoice In tlie knowledge of the Life, 
Eternal, and Life and Immortality be 
fuUy brought to light

PRAYER IN ENGLAND.
It has been suggested by our control 

on “the other side” that we should draw 
up a form of prayer to be used at the 
commencement of seances and meet
ings; and the one enclosed we have col
lected from “Spirit Teachings” and 
other standard works, and trust that it 
may be found useful by Spiritists in all 
parte of the world:

Form of prayer to be used at the com
mencement of a seance or meeting:

0 God our Father * *■ Eternal, In
finite, All-wise * » we draw near to 
thee, and lay before thee our petitions, 
knowing that thou dost hear us and 
•wilt answer our prayers.

Teach us, we beseech thee, thy law: 
teach, us to know ourselves and thee.

Teach ms that thy Law, based on 
Love,-requires but the exercise of that 
Love-for Its fulfilment; and dally may 
we learn to love each other more, and 
to show kindness to every living thing 
around ns, for all are from one Source,, 
and Thee. '

Remove from our path whatever may 
hinder and hamper us in our desire for 
progress; shed into our hearts a beam 
of thy light, to iUumine our lives with 
thy continual presence, and to drive 
away all doubts and fears that may 
still remain within us.

Assist us by thy help and strength to 
dally grow in grace, and to live nearer 
to thee, so that whilst passing through 
the changes and trials of this mortal 
life, our hearts and desires may ever
more be surely fixed on the real life In 
the world to come.

Send forth thy Light: scatter the 
shades of darkness, and open the eyes 
of tliis people that they may see thy 
Truth. Loose them from the bonds of 
creed and superstition by which they 
are now so tightly held, and ever grant 
to all of us .thy blessed Freedom. ,

Send down oh us themonsolatlon that 
we need, and thy heavetfly Strength 
which we so earnestly desire, to assist 
us in our labors. Great Is the work’be- 
fore us, great must be the Love and 
Power to enable us to continue. '? .

In mercy, grant more Light to all 
earth-bound spirits, who may still bfl 
wilfully clinging to the things of this 
.world, and stir up within them an 
earnest desire for progress. Have pity 
on them, we beseech thee, O Lord, and 
may the desire for better and - hoUer 
things lift them, out of their present 
darkened and most miserable condition, 
and quickly bring them to higher 
.spheres, and to that Peace which pass- 
eth all understanding. . .
. Be with us, 0 God our Father,, to
night; send forth the power of thy 
Spirit upon all assembled here, and 
bless our endeavors to spread the 
knowledge of the Light which thou 
hast. vouchsafed to us.; Send special 
help to-night to those loving Spirits who 
so earnestly strive to instruct us, and 
to । lead us in the right path, for we 
know that wlthotlt thy support their 
labors will be in vain. - -

Hear us, 0 Lord, we beseech' thee, 
from heaven thy dwelling place, and 
when thou hearest forgive the past, and 
grtnt to us spiritual health and 
Strength for the future; and may all 
that we think or-do or say, how and at 
aU times, be to thy praise and glory- 
alone.—Amen. - ",

managed to seize as it'fell, aSd which 
the captain locked up xi'lth tfe'e rest of 
his effects, remarking, AS he did so, that 
no doubt his people would prifle it as a 
last keepsake of their son. <

The rest of the voyage: passed without 
Incident, and as soon ins the! ship ar
rived at Liverpool I miide my way to 
the train which wasilio take me to 
Manchester.

I was walking idly along the platform 
when I saw the face ol an old gentle
man, who, with a youtig lady on his 
arm, was elbowing his way through the 
crowd. His resemblance ton bur lost 
mate was so striking tSat Iistood and 
looked at him. The yofing lady’s eyes 
happened suddenly to meet imine. In
stantly she gave a .violent-start), uttered 
a Jow scream;, and-exclaiming,- ;ttOh, 
look,, there's the faceiBf tny drCdm!”' 
stared at me as If fascinated. Her com
panion-gently rallied her, and half'led, 
half carried her, to tho nearest waiting
room. As he passed be begged me to 
come with them, and handed me his 
card. .

When we were alone the old gentle
man explained that the sight of my face 
had reminded his daughter of a very 
peculiar and unpleasant dream, to 
which she still persisted in attaching 
importance. He said: “At the present 
moment, indeed, we are on our way to 
discover If the owners of my son’s ship 
have received any news of Its arrival.”

I said: “I am an apprentice of the 
C---- , and have but lately left her lying
in the harbor."

"Then,” the young lady cried, "I must 
be right. It must be true. 'Twas that 
man's face I saw gazing at him as he 
fell. I saw Joe’s ship in the midst of a 
fearful storm, and him clinging to the 
slippery shrouds. A bright flash seemed 
to pass before my eyes, find I saw him 
falling backwards into the sea. I saw 
your face in the momentary gleam, and 
I woke perfectly terrified Ito hear the 
Bound of «my own name—‘0 Lucy! 
Lucy!'—whispered In my ears."

The expression of my fate must have 
conveyed but too well the meaning of 
my silence:

“My God;” cried Mr. 
then? Is he dead?”

“is it true

I stammered—“Too true, sir. Yes, 
every word of it! I was beside him at 
the moment, and even tried to save 
him.” . .

From the ■ statement . subsequently 
given to the captain,-it appeared that 
the sister had retired as usual before 
eleven o'clock. About midnight they 
were roused by a loud scream, and, on 
hurrying to her room, found her sitting 
up under the Influence bf -extreme 
terror, declaring that she had actually 
seen her brother falling from the mast
head into the sea, arid heard him 
whisper her name. .

On comparing notes found that 
the dream took place the very day and, 
allowing for the difference In longitude, 
even the very hour wheir the accident 
occurred! 71 *>’“• ■
AN AUSTRALIAN TRAGEDY SEEN 
: IN IRELAND.

Although there is noiflransnflsslon of 
pound, nor any of the dnimatlcldevelop- 
rnents which took plaeeiln theoprevlous 
story, there was th® instantaneous 
transmission of the scene of aniaccldent 
from Australia to Ireland. Mrs. Green 
writes: . ' :ei- ; H .

“I saw two respectably dressed fe
males driving along ima. vehicle like a 
mineral water cart. Their horse stopped 
at a water to drink, butjas there was no 
footing,; he lost his balance; anA In try
ing to recover it he felLrightlin. With 
the shock the womens stoodr up and 
shouted for help, ancUthplr haJs rose off
their heads, and as aU gvas going on I
turned away crying and saylug, ‘Was 
there no one at all to help thenjii’ Upon 
which I awoke, and myjhusband asked 
me what was the matter. ■ ; I related the 
above dream to him, and he asked me 
if I knew them. I said-1.did ;not, and 
thought I; had never seen them. Thé 
Impression of the dream and the trouble 
it: brought was oyer me‘all day. I re
marked to my son that It whs thé anni
versary of his-birthday and my own

It is an objection made by some 
orthodox folks to Spiritualistic services 
that
THERE IS TOO LITTLE PRAYER 
in connection with them. On the other 
hand, it Is probable most Spiritflalists 
would assert that io the .generality of ' 
churches there is too tnucii. Before we 
are able to determine the accuracy of 
either position from a rational stand
point, we must have some definite 
understanding as to what tbe objectors 
mean by the term. It is ordinarily 
understood to mean an oral address of 
supplication to a supreme or inter
mediate power, but often presents itself 
In the churches as an elaboration of 
fulsome terms of adulation in a vain 
attempt to magnify the power for good 
(and evil) of Jehovah. In reality, how
ever-, it is an appeal for help to a 
greater power when our limited powers 
fall to sustain us in the flood of human 
trouble, or manifested in another form, 
when the heart, filled with a realization 
of the goodness and loving kindness of 
the Universal Father, overflows in 
thanksgiving to, and adoration of, the 
Great Oversoul.

God has given us certain faculties, 
spiritual and physical, wherewith to 
work for the development of ourselves 
and the world we live In. One of these 
faculties,. Reason, aided by the power 
of Will, will enable us to overcome by 
far the greater number of difficulties we 
have to contend with in this world, and 
we have no right to pray to God for 
help until we have exhausted all the 
meaps he has given us to help ourselves.

What should we say of a beggar who 
appealed to us for pecuniary assistance, 
if we discovered lie had money in his 
pocket to meet his requirements? We 
should characterize him as unworthy 
and dishonest; and yet numbers place 
themselves In the same position by ask
ing God for help before (figuratively 
speaking) their pockets are empty. Is 
it likely their prayers will be answered? 
No. He who works in any upward 
direction, to develop, expand or upraise 
anything in God’s creation, prays more 
practically and efficaciously than the 
thousands who week after week sup
plicate the Great Spirit to do for them 
that which he has already endowed 
them with power to do for themselves. 
The Injunction to “Lead a life of 
prayer" Is excellent if properly under
stood, bu,t,we object to the literal .inter
pretation of. ¡t,-which recognizes ■ the 
form Instead of the symbol. If we are 
to moke prayer the staple of our exist
ence, let us have the genuine article
something. wholesome and .elevating, 
that will strengthen our souls, brighten 
our spirits, and shed its radiance 
around us.

There are four forms of prayer—Sup
plication, Work, Aspiration, and Adora
tion. The form we have most to do 
with in the present Is Work, and let us 
pray hard in this direction, Sundays 
and weekdays, early and late. There is 
always something to be done to help 
tuose around us and beautify the world 
about us, let us not weary in well-doing, 
but when we feel our powers inade
quate to accomplish the work which 
presents Itself to us, then it is time to 
ask the aid of our Father In heaven, 
whose many servants (our spirit 
brothers and sisters) are ever ready to 
help the really needy. Closely con
nected with the prayer expressed in our 
everyday life and actions is the higher 
form of aspiration.

Fulfilling honestly our daily tasks, 
doing to the full of our abilities the 
duties that present themselves to us, 
thebe are still times when the spirit 
reaches out, as it were, beyond Its or
dinary plane, yearning for more light, 

■more strength and power, to accomplish 
greater things than it has before es
sayed; this is Aspiration, sometimes ex
pressed in words, sometimes in silent 
thought; its effect is to place the in
dividual in sympathy with the plane of 
his aspiration, enabling him to draw 
from it all the power he Is capable of 
receiving, and thus his soul is ex
panded and drawn nearer to this higher 
plane. The more frequent and earnest 
our aspiration, the more palpably do 
our spirits unfold to a comprehension 
of the love of God as displayed in bls 
works, till, filled with emotion at its i 
realization, the highest form of prayer 
is developed, and expresses Itself in 
adoration. Let it not be thought we 
deprecate or condemn all forms of 
prayer; It is not so. There are com
binations of words expressing ideas— 
beautiful and elevating—which tend to 
.harmonize- the minds -qf . those who 
listen to them, leading their thoughts 
incontinently upwards towards ,the 
plane of the ideas they express. There 
are. prayers which, in their formal'ren
dering, would fall dead upon the ears 
and minds of the listeners, yet,-charged 
with the magnetic Influence of an 
aspiring, prayerful nature, become 
aglow with life and light The polished 
rhetoric of an educated preacher may 
please the Intellect but fall to awaken 
the emotions, whilst a few simple,* 
heartfelt words from the Ups of a com- 
paratlvely uneducated man go straight 
to the heart and uplift The soul.«Man 
praises God best who lives best and¿he 
harmonial thinker will realize that 
“The glory to.God on earth best given, 
is works whose good reach up to 
heaven.” , • . .

Let us then apply ourselves to prac- 
tlcal prayer, by working assiduously 
the whole time for the elevation of each 
other, and when we attempt to teach, 
throw Soul Into our utterances, and 

■ thereby making them vehicles of ih- 
:spiration, 'raise.-ourselves one step 
nearer that Beneficent being from 

■ whom all blessings flow.

also, the 10th of the first, month, and 
this is why I remember the.day. .

"The foUowlng tljlrd inqnth I got a 
letter and 2 a ' newspaper? from- my 
brother In Australia, named..; Allen,' 
letting me know the sad trouble which 
had befallen him in the loss by drown
ing of one, of his daughters and her 
companion. You will see' fey. the de

OR

The Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
BY J. M. PEEBLES. M. D., M. A., Ph. D.

It certainly Is Just what is needed as 
a book of good suggestions and instruc
tion# along the line of health. He 
treats the subject in his own matter-of- 
fact style. Tbe book comprises a prac
tical subject handled in a practical 
manner by a practical man. Even if 
people do not wish or expect to live

here always, they should know bow to 
live right and enjoy the life that be
longs to them. This is undoubtedly the 
most useful book for the masses the 
Doctor has ever published, for it strikes 
at the root or cause of disease, and tells 
how to avoid it. 212 pages, cloth 
bound. Price, $1. For sale at this office.

Three Remarkable Books !
“The Divine Pedigree of Man.”
‘The Law of Psycnic Phenomena.”
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future.”

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or tbe 
Testimony of Evolution and Psychology 
to the Fatherhood of God. By Tbotp- 
son Jay Hudson, LL. D, This is a most 
remarkable work, demonstrating the 
existence of the Soul and Future Life.

It is scientific throughout. Price $1.50, 
Dr. Hudson’s work on “Th# Law of 
Psychic Phenomena,” is also valuable. 
Price, $1.50. His “Scientific Demon
stration of the Future Life” should be 
read by all. Price $1.50. For sale at 
this office.

LIFE. BEYOND DEATH*
Being a Kcview of

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
tion of Present Conditions nf Thought

' and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions. ..

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo, Cloth, 842 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held In 
the past concerning life beyond death, 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other
worldliness” which It replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning tbe 
doctrine of immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume includes a consideration of tho 
work of the Society for’ Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author's own personal ex
periences In this Une. Dr. Savage

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least some 
well authenticated communications 
from persons in the other life. The 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Bellefs-The 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Ooncernlng Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction—The- 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The World s 
Condition and Needs cs to Belief in Im
mortality— Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions.

For sale at this Office. Price $1.50. Postage 10c.

OUR BIBLE :
WHO mott IT? WHEN? »HEM? HOW?

Is It Infallible? ;
À Voice from the Higher Criticism.

A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.
BY MOSES HULL

Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis of 
the Bible from that standpoint. Of special value and interest to Spirit
ualists, For sale at this office. 'Price $1.00.

CELESTIAL DYN/VMICS,
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature. -

BY TEDS AÜTHOB. OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN 
GUAGE OF THE STARS,” ETC.

A magnificent and Complete ccmrse of Astro-metaphysical study, em
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force, Sickness and Disease. With 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfulbf

Mental Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice the Healing 
Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics” a thorough and impartial study j 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failures.
' No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would unde* 
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology.

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands ot 
a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay for a regula$ 

. course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
"this, privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies. T

The Price is One Dollar Only, uud is- within reach of all -who seek 
light For sale at this office. ?

"Longley's Beautiful Songs.” „Four
teen beautiful, ■ sonl-insplrlng songs, 
with music, by 0.. Payson Longley., 
Price by mall, 15 cents. For sale ai 
this office. ', ' , . . - " 1

“Longley's-Beautiful Songs.”, Vol. 2. 
Sweet songs and; music for home and 

..... _ _______ godât meetings. Forsale at this office.
scription given in the paper how the Price 15 cents, . . . 1 ;

u, ______.„^..events corresponded Tyith.imy dream; .""The SpirltuaUsm of Nature.” By
Priée $2 per volume. For gale at this I My niece was bom in Australia and, I Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 centa. 
officie. 2 ? ^ , I never saw her. Pleasereturn the paper Forialeatthli offiqe.' ,

•■Religion as Revealed by thé Material 
and Spiritual UnlVerSe." By. B. D. 
Babbitt, M. D„ LI,. D. A compact and 
comprehensive view of the subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical and crit
ical; facts and data needed by every 
student and1 especially by every Spir
itualist. ' One of the very best books on ; 
the -subject ' Price, reduced to fl, 
cloth; paper 50"cents. For sale at this 
office. . 1 ' •

“SoClpl Upbuilding, Inclndlng Co-op
erative System's and. the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By B. D. 
Babbitt LL, D., M. D.. .This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Ture. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. ;

"Woman, Church and State.*?. A Ills- .. 
torlcal account of the status of woman 
through the Christian ages; with reinin- 
iscences pf the Matrlarchate. By Ma
tilda Joslyn Gage. An Important work 
for all women, students of history, etc. . 
Paper, 75 cents. Cloth, gilt, $L50. Fot 
gale at this office.

Rending the Vail: This volume Is a ’ 
compilation by J. W. Nixon, of psychic , 
literature, most given by , spirits 
through and by means of full form vis
ible materializations, at seances of a 
certain' ' Psychic Research Society, . 
known as the Aber Intellectual .Circle, ’ 
the medium being William W. Aber. 
507 pp. octavo. For sale at the office o£ 
The Progressive Th laker. Price $2.

bools of esoteric knowledge as • taught 
by Adepts of Hermetic Philosophy.

“The Light of Egypt” Volumes 1 and
2. An occult library in Itself, a'text-

events corresponded ■ffith...my dream.



PHMWmiffl
DR. G. E. WATKINS,

TRE •
NATURAL PHYSICIAN.
The Physician can only be the servant 

or handmaid of Nature in the cure of

Disease.
In reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the oil'ending cause while 

Nature
Performs the cure, and therefore we 
lay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician can do 
is to act as a

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment is true, and believe that this meth
od is the right one, then write to-day to 

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
Eending age, sex and leading symptom. 
DB. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

I scruple in signing a. death -warrant, to 
behead an innocent queen than a ter
rier dog has in killing a cat.

It has not-been said or advanced as 
an argument that in all the past, in the 
present, but is most significant, that the 
majority of those called reformers, hu
manitarians, poets and scientists, have 
ever been opposed, both In theory and 
practice, to the killing of criminals to 
prevent crime.

The arguments presented thus far 
have been limited to only one phase of 
the great subject, others equally import
ant omitted. .

How many guilty escape, how many 
innocent suffer?

Douglass Jerrold, in a story called 
“The Lesson of Life,” gives a striking 
view of the subject. ■ •

It is a dialogue between a common 
hangman and a priest: “I want your 
counsel in an affair of conscience.” 
“Thou shajt have It.” “Thou hast 
called death a punishment; I live by it, 
my profession. I speak .this In private, 
is little less than arrant folly.” “The 
saints protect me,” said the priest. “All 
must die?" asked the hangman. “They 
come Into the world doomed to that 
penalty.” “I ask them If no virtue, no 
goodness, no wisdom, can escape death; 
why should it be thought the only doom 
for the blackest guilt?” Said the priest: 
“ ’Tis a point beyond my comprehen
sion, You would not kill the'culprit’s 
soul? What horror dost thou talk? I 
have heard thee talk such consolation 
to a culprit I have thought It a blessed 
thing to die.”

- JOHN VAN DENBURGH.
Milwaukee, Wis. ' < ’ - ,

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

. -.'Sig!.............................................................................................■■F, Illi...... . ,

Psychic Force, a Science 
That Nullifies Spate and 

in the Privacy of Your ;
Dwg Home Dis 

pels Disease

ABSOLUTELY FREE! Know
ledge Which Should be Pos- । 

sessed by Every Man and 
Woman Who Prizes 

Health and Hap 
, . . piness. J. M. PEEBLES, A. M., M. D., PH D.

«trowro

OUR MOTTO
To Do All the Good We Can.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, 
Whois so widely known as one of the 

. many

SPIRITUAL f+EALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
The students of this College represent four con- 

tlneuu, and many of them are physicians, medical 
professors, or clergymen. Hudson Tuttle, the well- 
known author, calls this college **An institute- of 
refined therapeutics, which la feat becoming of world
wide fame, and attracting students from many coun
tries. It builds on exact science, and includes the 
magnetic, electric, chemical, solar, and spiritual 
forces which underlie everything. Its course can bo 
I? 0Uie» aud ft diploma conferring the title of 
I). M. (Doctor of Magnetics) granted." Bend stamp 
for catalogue. _ .

A cheaper aud simpler ACADEMIC COURRE bus 
been .established for those who do not wish to take 
tbe more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 

। Dew and beautiful- methods of Nature, which' are
¿° VeftIJind upbuild. AddrcssE.D.BAB-

08 Korlh 'rillrd St..-BanJose. California. J ■ *655:

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty years has treated and cured the rick lu all 
parte of the United States aud Canada. Thousands 
nave been cured after being given up to die. Hla 
psyehle powers are urieqnuled, as his cures prove, 
liilkdocau t prove anything. Facts are proof. He 
al so cures diseases of meu, such as loss or manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion. Send 
name, age, sex, lock of hair. 6 cts lu stamps, for a di
agnosis Address, .

DR. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren it., Bloneham. Man.

•’^r^v/'h^Är

symptom, full name, three 
stamps and plalp full address.

SEND TO

2-cent MRS; LUCILE DE LOUX, TRANCE MEDIUM, 
sittings dally. Sealed lettera answered. 2922 

cottage Provo ave., Flat 7, Chicago, Ill. 668

■ [Obituaries to tlie extent' of ten Unes 
only will be Inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of-fifteen cents per Tine. About seven 
whrdB constitute one line.] , ■

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
A Very Radical View of the 

Subject '

To the Editor:—Does It prevent crime 
to kill criminals? In other words, to 
make It more impressive, are too many 
killed, or not enough?

— For the recent premeditated killing of 
a king the assassin was neither hanged 
®or decapitated. The penalty Imposed 
was imprisonment for life.

Brescl’s imprisonment is torture. 
Why?
Because it sentences him to do noth

Ing.’ ■
"Bresci is to be tortured beyond tbe 

power of imagination because he will 
be forbidden to follow nature’s law."— 
Chicago American.

-■ From Moses to Christ, from Christ to 
the present hour, humanity has been 
contending with principles embodied in 
what is technically called law, or codes 
of law. And all such have found their 
base on the principle of revenge, em
braced In the barbarous and infamous 

.code of Moses, when he said: ‘‘Avenge 
the children of Israel.” For such au
thority always claimed instructions 
from the Lord, .but. in. that was not 
truthful. For proof and climax, read 
from 31st chapter Numbers, 16th to 18th 
verses. >•

No figures can express the numbers 
sacrificed in that prolonged aud still 
continued struggle. Or how many 
kings have been throned and de
throned; or how many dynasties have 

'• risen and fallen In the terrible conflict? 
Something less than 2,000 years ago a 
new law-maker and law-breaker ap
peared on the scene In Judea, the land 
of Moses. His entrance into Jerusalem 
was in the most humble and unpreten
tious way conceivable—astride a don
key; hatless, coatless, shoeless, but not 
shirtless, that being his only garment.

Followed by a motley crowd of fisher
men, beggars and Marys, who were or 
had been Magdalenes, shouting Hosan
nas, Hall to the Master, etc. And he 
promulgated a hew .law, which was In 
direct conflict with the very basis of 
the whole of the Mosaical code, and 
claimed divine authority. -

“Ye have heard It hath been said an 
eye for an eye, but I say unto you re
sist not evlL” And again: “Go and sell 
that thou hast, and give to the poor.” 

..And all his teachings and acts were in 
utter violation of existing law. He 
preached sedition and anarchy in most 
emphatic terms. And there can be no 
mistake in this. He did not believe in 

. killing those accused tvith or proved 
guilty of crime. Remember the an
swer when one was accused, and guilty, 
of an act, the puishment and penalty be
ing stoned to death. “He that Is with
out sin, let him cast a stone.”—John, 
VUIth chapter.

It was not that himself and disciples 
stole corn on the Sabbath to keep from 
starving, or because of bls disorderly 
and unlawful acts in the temple that 
he was crucified, but for saying how 

. utterly Impossible it was for a rich 
man to be happy without dividing his 
all with the poor. And for repeating 
some of his sayings in an abrupt, and 
as was thought, aggressive way, four 
men were hanged in Chicago, on the 
supposition that some one in sympathy 
with their teaching had thrown the 
bomb that caused such awful and ter
rible destruction of life. But subse
quent events have caused many to think 
It was thrown (under cover of the ex
citement) by a member of a clan, whose 
very life was pending, for neglecting to 
kill one of an opposing clan. '

Did the authority In Italy make a mis-, 
take?

Did the authority in Chicago make 
a mistake? . - ■ .

Did both make a mistake?
To have done as .the. Jews did with 

CHrlst, would that have been the better 
way?

‘ Who will answer? • • - -
Those meditating crime seldom or 

never think of the penalty.'. When they' 
do, expect to escape. - Had It been tor: 
ture on the rack, followed by crucifix
ion, Bresci .would, haye killed the king. 
Neither would it have unnerved or 
stayed the arm that threw the bomb.

• Would the abolishment of the death 
penalty In- Illinois tend to an increase 
of crime? '' ■ • ■ •

Would a restoration of the same In 
Wisconsin tend to a diminution? , ’

Do sanguinary and Vindictive laws 
prevent crime? . ,

Never; During the reign of Henry 
VIII. 72,000 crinllnalswere executed for 
theft and robbery. He reigned 88 years 
—nearly 2,000 a year; But what are we 

■ to think of this? Thirty-eight - thou- 
sahd were put to death for mendicity 

, (beggary/—1,000 a year.. There was no 
”■ escape. To beg or steal'a'morsel to es-_ 

cape starvation yras death; and all those 
-- vast numbers.from a population pre-. 
- stfmably not one-tenth what it now-ls- 

' 'And aS It Is, popularly phrased, a pious 
and religious monarch.. But had K'ss

- Benjamin Franklin ¡Gard passed to 
spirit life, September 23, at the age of 
71 years. Mr. Gard ¡came .with his 
father to Vollnla, Cass county, Mich., at 
the( age of only six . weeks, and has 
spent nearly his whole life on the farm 
taken up by his father. He was a true 
Spiritualist and an . honored Mason. 
Funeral services at the house, the 27th, 
conducted by Mrs. Marian Carpenter, of 
Detroit, setting forth In her inimitable 
way, many of the grand teachings of 
Spiritualism, and showing the great 
consolation derived from a knowledge 
of its glorious truths. The Masons in 
mass took charge of the body, with the 
eugtomary,,services. M.j(,poem by the 
writer was considered very appropriate 
In memory of our friend and brother.

. H.’ L. CHAPMAN.
Marcellus, Mich. ' ■ :

Passed to a higher life, September 17, 
1900, from Langdon Villa, Santa Clara 
county, Cal., Phebe R. Langdon, native 
of New York, in her 05th year. The 
body by her request was cremated in 
ßaH Francisco.

Dr. J. Munson, a well-known healer, 
and a resident of Maquoketa, la., for 
twenty years, passed to a higher life, 
Sunday, September 30. He was 78 
years old and a firm believer In Spirit
ualism; He was charitable to a fault— 
ever ready to assist In relieving the 
spiritual and physical ills of man. The 
services were conducted by Mrs. J. M. 
Harvey, assisted, by Prof. J. H. Scholl.

‘ COR.

Do .You Need Spectacles ?
If so, try Poojc^ perfected; Melted 

Pebbld'deds, h perfect assistant to the 
eyes for neay and far vision. They In-, 
ddee 4’ renewed Action of the nerves, 
muscles and blood-vessels and a return 
of natural vigor to the eyes. .

My method of fitting is by spirit 
power and/Clairvoyance.. I have fol
lowed this work for fifteen years, fit
ting thousands of people by this method 
In this and foreign countries. I have 
hundreds of letters from my patrons, 
telling me of the benefits received- by 
their use. Please write for Illustrated 
circulars explaining my method of
treatment, also showing styles 
prices. Address B. F. POOLE, 43 
anston avenue, Chicago, Ill.

“Spiritual Songs tor the Use of

and 
Ev

. - Circles, Camp-meetings and- Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings." By Mattle E.
Hull. For sale at this office Price 10 
cents. - '

“Poems of Progress,” 'By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, .¿nd especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $L

"Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence.” By Daniel ' Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis ot science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents.

"Mind and Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied in Medicine and 
Education.” By A. C. Halplilde. Pres
ident Chicago Society of Anthropology. 
For sale at this office. Price $1.

"Origin of Lite, or Where Man Comes 
From.” "The Evolution of tlio Spirit 
from Matter Through Organili Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows." 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.

"Harmonics of Evolution, the Phil
osophy of Individual Life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the.-, principles, of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth, $2. For sale at this 
office.

“The Commandments Analyzed.”- - By 
W. ;H. Bach. The Commandment's are- 
not'only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible’passages, showing -great in
congruities. Price 25 cents. For--sale 
at this office. ’ ‘

•’Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
W- P. Phelpn. For sale-at this Office." 
Price,25 cents. •

- “The-Mysteries of the Formation oi 
the Earth, the Rising and Sinking of- 
Continents, the Introduction of Man, 
and His Destiny Revealed in God’s Own 
Way'and Time.” A work of deep Inter
est, given through the mediumship of 
Mrs. M. T. Longley, by an advanced 
band of ancient spirits. Price $L For 
sale at this office. ■
- “Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her métbod of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many, brief. narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book-more interesting 
and more , easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for ese In Children’s 
Lyceum.1 lu the;’hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made veryrtigeful. 
Young and old will be. benefited’ by it 
Cloth $L For sale at this office.'.........

“A Conspiracy Against thè Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History. of. the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An important work. Paper, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con
cessional.’” . This book, by the well 
known Father Chinlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
fives. Price, by mail, $L For «ale at 
this office.

Dr. J. M. Peebles, the great scientist, who has girai to the icori I h a psychic s.-ii-nie tvliich i„ mankind a tremendous vital and MAOTKTIi; IUBCE, aUd which not only lalHPltl.s bihkamk !,? 
every nature troni man and woman, but at the same time so STKKNciT'llHSH and riUirlFÌva constitution that CANNOT EXIST. This grand benetaotur I? th “sick"andIwelk h? be™
honored as has no o her sL-lentlst known to man; lor his 1 lie-long service In Imitai I oi «altering hums nty he 
has been made a be low ol ine Amhropolugleal Soolety:ot London, ling., and Honorary Member ot the lea® 
demy of Art and Science, Naples, Italy, nud a I- ellow at the Academy cl Science, New Orleans La., and also 
lu recognition or bls superior accomplishments, wua appointed by the National Arbitration Learne m tho International Peace Cpmmlalou In Bnropj. But what ho P.Iros ul.ove all. la to ili o ‘"th the Inowh-dio 
that after fllty year sol scleutlllc rcBearclies ho lent last able to place a science before the world where 
(Uieases cun be cured, no matter how hopeless the caso may seem, for there is no doubt but that treatment 
through bls science, which does.away with URAHTIC and POISON'OES PliltUS will brlnwvoii 
within the SUNSHINE or 11OPK and HEA1/1II. In addition to treaurwn i ot payòhle twee the 
patients receive a m id medicine, which Is prepared lu Dr. Peebles' laboratory, and which la made or roots 
aud herbs; prepared by (Ue mutt scientific prucebBen. Il Is this conibluatlou of PMYSICA1« aud PNV 
CHIC treatment which 1ms brought about cures that have AMTOUNHKD the medical urofessinn nn TWO CONTINENTS. You may take his treatment lu Ilie PRIVACY OP YOUR O^N home 
aa It Is absolutely a home treatment aud DISTANCE IS NO.HAK. . Mra. J. W HenderBon ot St JoluTa’ 
Washington, who suffered tor years with pain In the ovaries aud uterine weakness was entirely cured bv 
the Peebles treatment. Mrs. C. Harris, Marionville, l’a., says she cannot express too much gratitude lor the 
reaultB received through Dr, Peebles’ treatment,, She Buttered foryearslrom falling ol the womb -Frància 
Wavering, Seattle, Washington, suffered for twenty years with a severe case of Catarrh: waa comnletelv 
cured through the psychic treatment. L. A. Lord, Elsworth, Wis., was penmineutly cured of dv>l>ensla and 
nervousness. Geo. II. Weeks, of 63 Minerva Street. Cleveland. Ohio, Bends Iiearlfolt tlisuks for restoration 
of health after suffering from uervous prostration and iniomnla-. Bays ho now jmloya reitfiiliu-ss and «leena 
Bound every ulght. Mrs. Mary A. Clair, Lexluglon, Ky., after thirty years continual suffering from cnllensv 
and trying to be cured by eminent physician«, writes. "Two months of your treatment has made earth 
almost a heaven tome.” Hundreds upon hundredsot testimonials like tbeabove barb boen rncnlral hr 
Peebles' psychic phenomena Is tbe GRANDEST DIBCOVEHY OF THE AGE. if you will' send 
your name aud address, also leading symptoms, to Dr. J. M. PeebleB, Battle Creek. Mich., you will recelva 
ABSOI.UTKI.Y FREE a complete DIAGNOSIS of your case,-also advfoe and thè Doctors' different 
booklets, which should be lu the bands of all who nrlre HEAI.THand HAPP1NEBB. -
I . I At the earnest request of hundreds of my friends and former patients, I have nre-Imnni'TQIlt E,re<! ? Courscol'Lessons¡on the Psychic Science. Tills C ursc of Lessons Include Illi lllll Iflllla F’ychlc Healing, Vital and Personal Magnetism,Intuition,and like occult subjects, in 
llliuyiiuilll Its wide scope llnot only teaches Its pupil« how to enro themselves, but at the same 
time teaches them how to heal others of dlseaae aud bow to be successfol In their every venture, bi It for 
politicul, commercial or social ascendancy.

Th« courae Isso plain that anyone who will take Itup as a profession and giro Ida time and attention Ui it 
can make a grand aucceas lu its practice. These lessona not only teach you how W heal disease but they 
also teach Personal Magnetism, through which you can silently influence those about vou, so as to ocaulre 
influence, friends, prosperity, auccess in business, In fact, anything that yoh want* The course wilt be 
worth many times the price you pay for 1t, slmpiy to cure youraclf and increase your ability and eliminate 
any bad habits, such aa the drink habit, tohacuu habit, aexual excesses, etc. The entire course-'«* inairuc- 
tlons is taught by mall and you can matter every point in this science in the aeorecy ot yourowu home- 
without Joss of time in attending to your to^itueis. For further information, ,

Address Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle ' Creek, Mich.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE 
o by am1- Bualnoas advice a specialty. 
Silt 8. Crouse ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 668

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, the only psychic wonder living, 

that uses the spiritual X-rsy without any leading 
symptom to direct, nud locates all Internal diseases 
A trial will convince yop. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of hoth sexes successfully treated, hi hun
dreds can testify. Send name, age, sex, complexion 
and ten cents in stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L LOUCKS,
. Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Mase,

OLAIRVOYANT AND CLAIRAUDIENT ME- 
tJ dluui. Throe question« Answered and trial read- 
l?f.nur.09“,„Bcnd lock of hair, name, ago and sex to 
MRS. M. E. COMNELL. 753 Duluth ar., Bt. Paul, 
Minn.' ' 569

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir or Life Nos. One and Two
Cures sll forms of stomach, liver aud kidney disease: 
alBO constipation. A sure euro for that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist yburbyitein to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
month sentforsl.OO. .

One package of our Magnetized Compound for eore 
eyes or poor eyelight. Ha« boen used and praised by 
thousands In all parts of the world. Sent for 60 cems, 
or all three «ent postpaid for »1.00, witb Yarma’s 
photo and instructions bow to live 100 years.

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

Melted Pebble Spectacles ?
Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circulars 

sbowlugstyles aud prices and photo of Spirit Yarina, 
who developed this clairvoyant power in me. lean 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes in your own home as if you wdre In my 
office, as thousands can testify. Send stamp for photo. 
B. F. POOLE & CO., 43 Evanston aiChicago, Ill.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings lu 
CbicaffO.

Beacon Light Church, 675 Larrabee 
street, near Garfield. Services every 
Wednesday at 8 p. in. G. F. Perkins 
and Mrs. H. Perkins, lecturers. Tests 
and messages at every session. Other 
mediums invited. All are welcome.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services In 
Handel Hall, 40 -Randolph street, every 
Sunday at 11 a. m. Seats free.

Band of Harmony,'auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first hnd third Thursday of the 
month, beginning' afternoons at three 
o’clock. Thé ladles bring, refreshments; 
supper served at six x>’clock. Evening 
session commences at a quarter to 
élghf, ''Questions’ invited from the aw. 
dience; and answered by tlie giildeg of 
Mrs. Crira: L.'V. Rlchqiond. Always an ' 
interesting programme. All are1 wel
come.

The Progressive Spiritual .Church, G. 
V: Cordingley, pastor, 6th floor Handel
Hall, 40 Randolph 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. 
noon and evening.

Church of thé 
will hold meetings

street. Services at 
Take elevator after-

Spirit ’ Coinmuuiou
__ __________ in Kenwood Hall, 

4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun-

OUR PREMIUMS.
There ar’^i many Spiritualists who 

know a good tlifflg when'they see it. 
There are others,.however, who do not 
seem to realize Isvhat Is going on 
around them, andutherefore miss many 
chances to enrlcli) their minds and en
large thelr'iunderktandlng. Vol.. 3 of 
the Eneyclfepedlaipf Death, and Life In 
the Spirit WorliF/ls furnished to our 
subscribers;!, at less , than cost, and 
should be lh',every,family In the United 
States, whether ."Spiritualists or not.' 
Volumes l.iZand A constitute a wonder
ful magazihe of tboughton Death in its 
multlfarloifs. phases; in- ■ fact you can 
not flnd ln'illbthdfllbraries of the world 
aS iValuablta-informatlon Jn regard tp 

. Death > as-'yW> will • have' ’presen ted ."'to 
you ln. thesa-dhree-.volumes. They, are 
nicely printed,- neatly and substaut lally 
bound, and. ¡are an ornament to any 
library. Volume 3 Is furnished at 25 
cents,, much less than the actual cost to 
us, and the three volumes, when or
dered in connection with a yearly sub
scription to The’ Progressive Thinker, 
only cost $1.10. Paper one year $1.00.

NEW DREAM BOOK.
1,000 Dream, and their Interpretation! price. 25 

eput.; tent by mail on receipt of price, In coin or 
etamp.. Atldrcn DR. It. UkEER, Maywood, III. «6tf

Card from Annie Lord Cbamber- 
lain.

De.r friend., you pan greatly help me care for my 
blind stofer. Jennie L. Webb, one ottlieearllestme- 

.dIunia now In the form, by writing a letter to a spirit 
friend. Send 1t to me with *1, and I will try and get 
reply by independent writing or whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, jiillford, Mass. 531 if

DR. A. B. SPINNEY.
Fyee examinations and free diagnosis of all wh 

are sick. Send name. p. o. addreas, age and leading 
symptoms, and 1 will give you aAreful opInion of 
the nature of your disease and the chances for a euro.

1 have been forty-three years in practice. 1 now 
own the Reed City Sanitarium, with a staff of eight 
physicians; also have a Lylng-In-Hospltul. Send for 

quMtlon Hat. Address all mall to A 13.
SPINHEY, M. D., Reed City, Mich. 5&9tf

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins, 
Spei^ra Healers and Test Medium«, hold test cir
cles Si iday evenings oL H o'clock, and Thursday 
afUTMuons at 8 o’clock. Developing circles Monday 
evenings. Private readings and healing dally. 884 
W. Madison St., cor. Leavitt St.

$2-TRUMPETS-S2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two and three sec

tion, 36 In. high—inagnotleed when deaired—,2 on re
ceipt ot price. Addreee WM. A. MURRAY, 608 E. 2nd 
St,, Newport, Ky. 68t

Obsession Oared.' *
Special Attention Given to

Nervous Aliments.
Astonishing Cures of Disease, 

Physical and Mental, 
Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis pf disease 
send five two-oent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting. • 
.•SwLJ.hS™. MTi.r kn°,w>1 * competent, reliable 
and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than Chat. 
Walter Lynn. Joi. Rodxs Buohamak.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
Oakland, Cali.

CHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy Astrologer and Clairvoyant. 

Send age, color of eyes and hair, In own bandwriting. 
Address GEO. WELLES, Box 180, Newark, N. J. M8

YOUB. FUTURE
87 Opera House Block, Denver, Col. From *1.00.

CHARLES B. DAVIS, Magnetic Healer. Send lock 
of hair, age. sox and own bandwriting, two two-cent 
stamps. Treatment per month *2.00; also psychic 
readings by mail *1.00. Franklin, Nebr.

The Art of Attainment 
taught by mail. A scientific system of 
practical self-culture which unfolds lb- ’ 
tent gifts and develops body and mind to 
the highest possible degree of excel
lence. Valuable literature free.

Uriel Buchanan, Dept. P. T., 
Box 210. Chicago, IB.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philo,opby. By Rev. Samuel 

Wauon. Thia work was written by a modern Savioz 
»grand and noble man. Price (LOO. .

day. 3 p; in., conference and tests; The three volumes of the Encyclopedia
8 p' le^ture by.Hallowell; tests of Death, and Life In the Spirit -World
by H. F. Coates and others. All are in-! -
vlted. Good music and seats free. 1

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 and 296 East 43d street,-every 
Sunday evening at 8 o'clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests in telepathy or thought 
transference, good music, Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union So
ciety meets every Sunday at Forbes' 
Hall. 420 W. 63d street. Will C. 
Hodge in.charge.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North aVenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. in., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia

(or any three of the premium books you 
may select,/, $1.10. The paper ofie year 
and three premium books cost only 
$2.10. The aggregate cost of the three 
volumes of the Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life In the Spirit World to the trade 
Is $4.50. At this price, these three 
books ought to be In every Spiritualist 
family. • •

The Progressive Thinker is the first 
Spiritualist paper to inaugurate the Di
vine Plan—a portion of the profits-^f 
the office returning to- subscribers Jp 
valuable books. ' - ? -

Hail, corner of 53rd and Ashland.aVe-j. . The Bridge Between Two Worlds." 
LBy Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded-

nue, every Sunday afternoon at t0 aq earnest souls who desire,
o’clock. by harmonizing their physical and their
: The Chicago Liberal Society is a non- psychical bodies with, uni versai nature 
sectarian association for thè encourage- add their souls with the higher intelli- 
ment of morality, the promotion of edu- gences, to come Into closer connection 

' ‘ with the purer realms of the spirit
world. It is written In the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson's literary works, -i Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75'cents. For sale at thia 
office. .. - • ;

cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and the inculcation 
of truth In the place and stead of error 

'and superstition. The Temple services 
of'tbe society are held every Sunday 
morning nt' ll o’clock In Corinthian 
Hhll, Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and

Myoelf cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
Or CoCtinOf of a never-railing harmless Home Cure. 
Mrs, M. E. Baldwin. P. O. Box 1212, Chicago, ILL

< FOSTER, Spirit Pbotographer.47 Camp
bell Park, Chicago. Sittings dally, 10 a. in. to 4 p. nl. 
Will go to any place within wo miles of Chicago on 
engagement, bend two cent stamp for terms.

Appeals to Methodists.
A short discourse by spirit Bishop Haven, given au
tomatically through tbe band of Carrie E. 6. Twing 
Price 20c. For sale at this office»

RA |T llAllf MXTAFHTbICAL HKAL- llll I I rail Ui INU' H x°u are not lxUU II 11 U TVs gOüd be»)th. send me.1 . . * ’ j ® particulars and I will tell 
you just what I can do for you.

During the past seren years, I have, Irrespective of 
distance, successfully treated (privately) cases of 
Chronic Headache, Paralysis. Insomnia, Constipation, 
Neuralgia, Nervousness, Pleurisy and various other 
ailments. Write yourwelf.

H. S. Collins, 27 West 8th Street,

'-i^

TALMABEAN' INANITIES. Illustrated.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

„ and Blasphemies. . .
By Watson Heaton. Price, boards, *1; cloth, tí JO. 

Reston fa Inimitable.

A review uf Rev. T.; DiiWlct audYlev-F«>nk De- A Paw WfiTfis A*hnnt. iKft DavAI 
WluTMmage'e ,on-i?peRted attack» upon Spiritual-, A *er¥ vv BeVU,

1i,occUS!'Uo8-‘Ilu"’ For B-,lp«’to»«*-, toce - And Other Essays. ■' '•

Children’s Progressive Lyceum:
A manual, with directions for tbe c rganliatlon and 

management of Sundar schools. By Indrew Jackson 
DsyIb. Something indispensable, Pr..ce60 cents.

By Charts. Bradlaugh, With the .lory of hta life u told by himself, and the history of hla parliamen
tary .tnggle. With portrait. Paper, We.

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS,

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

Or Box In Religion. By Elix«Burl Gamble. “HI« a 
Benalblc, quint, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at time« curiously from statlitlc« wblcb might bo 
open to doubt*, auunover for a moment seneatlouaiur 
revolutionary.—Chicago Herald. 329 page«, targe 
type, cloth bound. Price «2.26. For sale at this office By AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.

ns C n 11 I nil Q U I □ In ,bla volume the utbor. In ths thlrtr-nlneIVICUIUIVIOnirv chapters,discusses a wide variety of subjects per
a K« m vt«« talnlng t/O Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand-A chapter of experiences, by Mrs. Marla M. King.' Mint. She evineps th® nowars nf a tmfnad thfnir®* 

Price 10c. For sale at this office. . matter of thought and fine literary style, and
'• capability of thought expression. Tbe subjects are

well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove « riuu addition to any Spiritualist's 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek
ing Information concerning Spiritualism and Its teach
ings.

HELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY 8. WEIL.

Cloth. 21.25. - - • Paper, 00 ctmte.
Th!» It a work of great value, written by one of the 

keene«t, mo«t powerful and mo«t truly religlou» 
mlnda of tbe day. It 1« particularly a work which 
«bould bo put Into tbo handr of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogma, of orthodoxy and'from 
the dogma« of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen'tbe conviction of tbe free mild tbit jnlnd 
and semes are not the whole of 1111

Tlio chapters reveal a new meU XI is nxehle «nd 
spiritual research. They show vivid gUmpaes of a 
stapendou moral cosmos that will Banereedc moral 
confusion; that only vcrlllable tenetl can «arrive, and 
the childhood period of faith andfatXQfWUlM stmer- 
«Wed by Imowledce and facte. FOran at this «See.

TWO IN ONF.
. A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

For Sale at this Office« PMoe.Sl.KO

ZUGASSENT’B DISCOVERY.
Sequel to The Strike of n Sex. By Georgo N. Miner. 
Paper, 25 cent a. For sale At this office.

THE RELATION
-■•olòl’Irtteal to the Mateiial Unlrene: and the 

Law at Control New edition, enlarged aM mined, 
by M. Faraday. Price is oente. .

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.

Arstral Readings
Life readings,' Including horoscope $1.00. Trial 

reading« 25 cents. Bend name and date of birth» 
The Light of tbe Zodiac, a treatise .on planetary 
influence upon human life, character and deatlny, 
containing valnable occult knowledge and a deicrip* 
tioq of the planets, free with each reading.

' Address: F. P. Brandt, Box 401, 
. . Grand Bnpldn, Mich.

FRANCES M. LOUCKS
Medical Clairvoyant can diagnose all diseases cor
rectly. 1 have a sure cure for all kidney and liver 
troubles. 1 cure all stomach difficulties, constipation, 
all forms of piles, remove all humors from the blood» 
completely renovating the whole system. I make A 
specialty of nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes. My ‘'twelve months of the year" tablets are a 
boon to women. Write me, giving ago, sex, weight, 
name In full, S two cent stamps and receive a nee 
diagnosis. Address: Frances L. Loucks. Lock BOX 
1214. Stoneham, Mass. > '

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of "AlUe Right with the World." Cloth 370 
page«. Mr. Newcomb made a dlatloct aucQen with 
•'AH'e Right with tbe World," which continual In the 
front rank of the Metaphysical book« that are now bq 
oopular. Tlie great number who have jccd cheered 
and iitrengtbaned by him will welcome another book 
by ih.a wise teacher whose words of help are doing so 
much to nake the world1 better by maklncmenand 
women better able to understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
1 Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 

called life, but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. Ie 
will be In demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price 11.50. For sale M 
this office.

í. J®

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By 
Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A marvelous 

I work. Though concise as a text book It Is as fascln- 
1 atlng an a work of fiction. The reader will be amazed 
i to see the curious facts here combined In supf^/t 
I this power of (he human mind, which will resolve a 

thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
today, and throw light on all subjects nowoosenrda 
by time. Price si.ro. For sale nt this office.

In three volumes, cloth bound, sl.50 each.The Most Important Revelations 
Concerning the True Origin

, of Christianity.
Ecader, in bringing to your notice “Antiquity Un

veiled," it 1b with the sincere hope that you arc earn 
eatly looking for tbe truth, regardless of any other 
consideration. If such is the cue. thh advertlsetncn) 
will deeply interest you, and after reding this brief 
description you will doubtless wish to gi* a the woik a 
careful perusal. Pricesi.50.

$34

are in charge of Thomas B. Gregory. • > “Principles of Light and Color.” - By 
You are cordially invited to attend the E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
same. I great work of a master mind, and one

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu- whom Spiritualists should delight to
dents of Nature holds services every honor. The result of years of • deep «»umi-mowi« enabled to .ecure me two hoot» 
Sunday evening at-Nathan s hall, 1565 ' thought and patient research into Na- : comj.nui u the uamc price bb was formerly asked 
— *-• * • ' .------------  । a-----  .. . . for th separately. Thl« volume contains 462 page*

- and to timdsomcly bound in cloth, and contains an ex 
; celleotporirattof the author. * 
| - : the Question.settled

-mg i Am a VeoM’laii
5henoplebaand philosophy; has been accomplished. An address delivered before the Chicago Vegetarian 

headiiptationofBpirltuaitomtothewantaofnuman- Society. By J. Howard Moore. Price 25 cento. For 
lty;itsjnora] tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel sale at thia office. * •-

mtniitjv; the spiritual nature of mtn, and the objeo- 
lions')lferod to Spiritualism, are all considered in the 
tight.el the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
•ease, HJd expressed clearly and forcibly. .

Milwaukee àvenué; corner Western ave- time's finer forées are here gathered 
nue, at 7:30. Mfs.:M." Summers, pastor, and made amenable to the well-being of 

Churcli of the Universal Spirit, every humanity. Medleal men especially, and 
Sùhdby af'terïifiôh and evening,- at ’Van,Scientists,generalreaders and students 
Buren’hall, corner of California avenue ; of occult forces .Will find instruction of 
and:Madison street Copduçted by Mrs. I B^at value.and Mterest.. A .targe, four- 
Souire^ -' ■ ' ''-»-Z'-pound, bodfa- strongly.bound, and con
' Thk Indenendent Snlrituà! Socletv G.brautiftB illustrative plates. 
N. Kinkeàd, president, will meét each E?r n^s^wnnderfiii wni-V’ p°^tpald’ 
Sunday, evening at 8 p; m„ at 77 Thirty- u k d y0U
first, sti-ee't . (Auditorluiny ball. Good wiu be »«th it. . ....

"The Goéjel -oLÇuddba, According to 
Old RecoNÎB.’ (Bold by Paul Carus,

speakers and test mediums have been
engaged. . . ’: . . ' __ _______ _ ___ ________ ....

The Spiritual Research, will hold This book feiaeartUy commended to stu- 
meetings every 'Wednesday at Van dents of tlfoisclefice of religions, and to 
Buren Opera House, Hall.-B, corner of 1 all who w.'ifld giifii a fair conception of 
Madison street and California avenue.' Buddhism-lib its Spirit and living prlncl- 
Beglnqjng at 2 o'clock. . , ¡ pies. Spiritualist- or Christian can
- The Progressive Spiritual Society will.i ^Fcely splrltaal profit
hold'a meeting each Sunday at North ■ P110® *br:s£®6 at tW8 office.
avenue and Burling street, at 3 p. m.
German and English speaking. Mrs. 
Hilbert assisted by Mr. Bernhart. " ■

' “Tne Mktectilfiff- Hypothesis of 'Na
ture.” Bf Prof.I Win. M. ..Lockwood. 
Prof. LockSeood Is? recognized as one of

Bend tn notice of meetings held on
Sundar at publie halls.

the ablest lecturers on-the spiritual ros
trum. In tills Uttife volume he presents 
in succinct form! the substance of his

Bear in mind that only meetings held lectures-on< the Molecular Hypothesis 
in public halls wlllbe announced under , ot"Natwer midi P^sents his views as 
■the above head. We have not space to;i demonstiaxidg it scientific basls.of Splg, 
Iteep standing notices-of meetings heli Itualism.-Thff-Mok is. commaided. to 
at Drivate residences. ' ; ‘ v all who love to study and think. Fd?atpnvareresmeHi.es. - , | at this office. Price, as cent». ,

BY MOSES HULL.

Thia highly inatrucUve sad ¡ntere.tlng work U a 
combtifition Into one volume of two or Mr. HulTs 
*plendt<i. works. By this arrangement the cost is such 
that tho reader is enabled to secure the two books

“The Watseka Wonder.” '
To tbe studenFof psychic phenomena this pamphlet 

Is Intensely Interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two cases of ’’double consciousness," namely, Mary 
Lurancy- Vennum« of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds, of Venango county« Pa. Price 15 cents. 
For rale at this office. .

THE CONTRAST

Why She Became a Spiritualist
Twelve Lectures by Abby A. Judson. This book 

should be read by every Spiritualist. Price 11X10: 
postage 10 cents. For rale at tbit office.consist* of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 

and Spiritualism. It to a most able production, and
<■ a perfect storehouse of fact* for those who wish IL III ’■ •Mahomet, the Illustrious.PRICES!. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.- 7

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. BYcodfreyhigcins.esq.
TheMtronomlcal»iidutrologicalorl«t*r«t *u ____ ... _ _____UgfoM. A nopni hy nr. j. n. pi _xh!«*ork

- .»-nr No author was better qualified to write m impartial
____ ' __  andbouest life of Mahomet than Godfroy Bigytn«, 
TUE PnCBEl fir U ATI IDE__________________fctoS?

Int bUortL Ur NAIunti ihli office. Price. 25 conte.

Philosophy of Phenomena.
! BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D„
I Author of “Cosmology.”

IN TWO PARTS.
! I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
i II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

' CONTENTS.
PART I.-METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

Chap. 1, Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2, Metaphysical 
Philosophy; 3, Heat; 4, Functional Phenomena: & 
Man; 8, Objective and Subjective Phenomena; T 
“Who by searching can find God?" 8, Hyperbole Met» 
aphyslcal; 9, "To tbe Unknown God, Whom ye Ignoi^ 
antjy Worhip;’’ 10, "The Father is greater than I;n 
IL True and Spurious Gods; 12, "I am the Resurreo* 
lion and tbeLlfe;" 13, An Imaginary God and aom« 
©f Hla Exploits; 14, "He is Free whom the TruUs 
hath made free;“ 15, AH Animates Originate from 
Eggs: 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17. Philosophy ol 
Healing; 18» Worship of Deity; 19, Sense undNonsensa 
Intermixed: 20, Plurality and Tri-unlty of God’ 2L 
vagaries; 22, Misapprehension; 23, What is 8in?24. 
Buns, Planets and Satellites of the Universe; 25.B&« 

without Ending; 26, Design or Accident 
Which? 27, Chance versus Law; 28, Summary.

PART IL-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA. n
Chap. 29, Nebula; 80, AlrPressure and Air Motion 

aa a Motor; 81, Air and Orbital.Motions; 82, Water 
Made to Run up Hill; 83 Philosophy of Canyons, When 
^“How Formed; 34, Glacial Phenomena; 35, Moom 
K® Motions; 36, Ethnological Phenomena; 87. 
The Colored Man. •

APPENDIX.—Problems; Physical and Metaphyt» 
leal Phenomena, ad Infinitum. .

#The topics treated receive a handling that la dis* 
.ttDctly terse, yet popular. The style of tbe author 
throughout Is eplgrammatlc-^compact with clear 
thought. The book is a remarkable one In every as
pect. Being compact with thought Itself, It will hot 
fall to compel tbought-ln others.

Mltha ateel plate .portrait of the author, "’ilh. 
i pp. 208. Pnce $1.00. For sale at thl£ office.

IT IS A MOST EXCEL
LENT WORK

- ' : , ■ ■ ■' ■ ■ z - ' ■ ■ _ • •' t.lf-’l-
Th!BWorkl.byDR,M. L. 6RERMAF, ¿Milled, b, 

PROF. w. F. LTON. Heretofore It teibea wld tor. 
tl, but the price now Bia boen reduced to ll. lt Is e
book lh»t will interut and Inttruct. It contain. <M

Glimpses of Heaven.
Through tbo bond of Carrie E. S. Twingautomatically 
By Gilbert Haven, Into Bishop of tbe Mcthbdkt Epis
copal ChorefrJ This 1r tbo second book from this em
inent divine *lncc bo parsed to 6plrit-lifo. Price 20c. 
For sale at this Office. . - ■/.» . ’- ‘■'71 ' - '' . 5,J. . '

The Occult Forces of Sex

AUTOMATIC WRITING
1 [so-called]with other

PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES
। ~BY—

SABA A, UNDERWOOD, 
With Half-tone Portrait and Sped«' 

men Pages ot the Writing.

Handsomely bound in cloth. Price IL 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

. page*, and ii full of »uggettire thought*. Dr. Aber-
InnhltlPR Tnrnn^niUfnc’ 1 man wm a medium of rare quaUtiee, and bit work!»» laimageau -Auaxupes,. incongruities, reflectlonTrom tbe celestial apbere».- It treat* of th® ; . . ---------------

------------- „.te : BT ¿OU, waisbrookeb.
Unnatural Ideal; Church HlBtory: Progrtidon: Inter- . _ . • ■
•ntInSubatuce;TboNebulouiTheory; Particle«are.- - ... . .
Entitle«; Junice; Impregnation of the virgin; The ....
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding.of Language; The Spirit 
.Abode*; Matter and Bplri tisi re and Diatance; Spiritu
al Ornnlim*; Boro Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goei to Beaten; A Slave Muter: tfe, etc.

The author uyi: "Each Indivliaal parteke« of 
both physical and mental or «plritual atluent for him* 
Mlf." Each one must digest tnetr varion kind*of food 
for tbemeelvea, and that to an they can posalbly do 
wbetherthsybe priett or layman, teacher:or pupTL 
My Pbyatoal tXMBds by virtue. oFtUifoa* and nour 
luneat ei whlch l individually Mitake Md dlgeet. 
My wifi roast expaM hy virtue th® Mil mnne 
gJcb.i^iyiaiuyygubptmpinFrewnwGgw«.-,

' "The Infidelity. of. EccleslastlclBm. ■ ‘ ____ . __ ......................................... ....................................._ ..A Menace to" American Civilization” Inconsistencies and. Blasphemies; a Re- , Soul of Tblngx; Intelligence In 8ub«t*Bce! Anlnnllu A Menace to American viyiiizarion. 1 -. -ftf Ri»* DeWitfand Rev Frank , tellecte; Pinityi Silratton; Dlicordi; Good and Evlli
By Prof. W. M. LockWood, lecturer^ Uun«tur«l Idw«; Church niiforyjProgremlon; Inter
upon physical, physiological and pSJ,?DeWltt Tnlmage.s oftrepeatod attacks ; - - - ■ a-----------1------
chic science. Demonstratoi<of the mo- dP°n Spiritualism. By^ Moses Hull 
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na- For sale at this office. Price ten cents.
tore. Scholarly, masterly," trenchant. J. <.The Watseka Wonder.’’ To thestu- 
Priee 25 cents. For sale at this office. , qent of psychic phenomena, this- pam- 

“Spirltual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest- phlet Is intensely Interesting. It gives
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. - detailed aceonflts of two eases of
S. Harrington.- A pamphlet containing ''double''ConsdotasneBs/’ namely Mary 
79 pages- of racy reading. Price 25 Lurancy Venimm Of Watseka, Ill., and 
cents. For sale at the office of■■ The- Mary-Reynolda M Venango,county, Pa. 
Progressive Thinker. For salext thiii tffiee. Price 15 cents.

TlAiutalrable work eonalati at three pamnueta 
embodied m one volume, in WNah guaatlou of great 
importance to the race are dlacneeed from iteatand- 
^ofctrfMedTan^odeooUlrelormar. MmWom»

The Blue Laws of Connecticut.
Taken from the Code ot 1650. and Iho publlo records of the colony of Connecticut previous lo 1653, as print

ed inn compilation of the earliest law* and orders of 
Ue general court of Connecticut; also an account ot 
taejeraeenuon of witches and Quakers In New Eng- 
»nd. Some extracts from.the Bine Laws of Virginia.

ilea WK». For sale atlhttoBce.- , - - -. “

THE DESCENT OF MAN.
By Cbarlcs Darwin. Cloth, gilt top, 75c. Ou it« ap> ’ 

pcarance It aroused atone« a norm of mingle! wrath* 
wonder and admiration. In eleganoc of atyle, charm ' 
of manner and deep knowledge of natural bI«U)ry.1t 
atandt almost wltbonta riyal among scientific works. 
For Mie at this office. .
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tibe 1FL S. H. Weigbeb in tbe JSalance Wil it Me
jfounb Wanting?

HOW SHALL THE N. S. fl. BE SUSTAINED?
’ Responsibility of Delegates-Practical Suggestions

To the Editor:—In response to your 
request for my views upon the present 
status of the N. S.~ A., I submit the fol
lowing as a result of close observation 
since 1893: ’

You ask and very pertinently, “Has 
the N. 8. A. failed during the seven 
years of Its existence to, meet the re
quirements of Spiritualism and Spirit- 
uallsts? If so, wherein? What will 
promote its welfare, and what will 

, remedy Its apparent defects?" , 
v ■ Not even the most sanguine Spiritual
ist could say that the present N. 8. A. 
meets the requirements of Spiritualists. 
The methods employed in organizing 
and conducting the same have not been 
adapted to achieve great success, and 
each year seems to Increase the dis
tance between the body politic of Spirit
ualists and the N. S. A. Notwithstand
ing a general call was made in 1893, the 
attendance at the first convention did 
not represent adequately the movement. 
However, those who were present did 
yeoman service, and took hold of the 
work with a vigor which meant suc
cess, hoping that their gfforts would be 
appreciated, and that later on those 
who did iwt respond.to the call then, 
would fall Into Une and help push for
ward the great and important work of 
organlzritlon. In this the pioneers were 
disappointed, lack of Interest, and even 
marked opposition was manifested, to 
a great degree arid still continues. So 
long as Spiritualists are at variance 
upon many Important points, and allow 
themselves to be Influenced by jealousy 
and antagonize all who differ from 
them, the work of organization will be 
retarded. The annual conventions are 
now in a great measure arenas, where 
the welfare of Spiritualists, and meas
ures which should be discussed for the 
benefit of societies and the protection" 
of our genuine mediums seem of sec
ondary Importance when, contrasted 
With the all-absorbing Interest taken In 
the question as to who shall secure the 
coveted places upon the Board of 
Trustees.. Can we expect, then, such 
methods, to meet the needs.of .Splrltual- 
ists; who claim to, and should be work
ing along the lines of Spiritual Har- 
monlal Philosophy? The various use
less and objectionable measures which 
have been adopted from time to time, in 
tbe form of amending or revising the 
Constitution and By-Laws of the asso
ciation, has had much to do with alien
ating the people from the N. 8. A. It is 
not for the members of tho Board of 
Trustees to create, even if they could, a

National Association, but to execute the 
measures adopted by the delegates of 
the convention, which should be the 
supreme body. If the Trustees fail in 
this duty; as. has been suggested by 
some, it certainly is not calculated to 
produce practical or harmonious re
sults. Co-operation is absolutely neces
sary. .

On the other hand, If the delegates 
shirk' their duty, voting carelessly upon 
Important measures, without reflecting 
how their* acts will affect the Spiritual
ists as a whole—if .they disregard the 
responsibility which has been placed 
upon them by the societies they repre
sent, then the N. S. A. will not be a suc
cess. Or, if the. Board of Trustees 
relegate to themselves the right to 
Ignore the instructions of the conven
tion, when carried by a majority vote, 
and act in accordance with their own 
inclinations, then their actions are in
deed open, to criticism, and so far are 
responsible for dissatisfaction.
. Why is it that the N. 8. A. is not more 
solidly organized after seven years’ 
hard work. Between $25,000 and $30,000 
have been spent in that time, yet where 
do we find ourselves at the present 
time? The amount of labor expended 
by President Barrett is well known and, 
appreciated, as well as that of all other 
earnest workers. Much missionary 
work has been-done and societies or
ganized, and mass meetings held, but 
most of the societies so chartered are 
numerically and financially weak, arid 
are unable to contribute more than a 
mere pittance towards the financial 
support of the parent body. Altogether 
the financial support so far, has been 
barely sufficient for running expenses, 
and no Board of Trustees can reach 
practical results when they are obliged 
constantly to appeal for financial aid, 
In view of all that has been done, the 
N. 8. A. is not on a solid foundation, but 
is dependent on. the fluctuatlrig Interest 
of the people.

What, then, Is the matter? We an
swer, tint the N, 8. A. has been handi
capped from the beginning, on account 
of the weak condition of the majority 
of the Spiritualist societies throughout 
the country, and which have been un
able to respond to the needs of a Na
tional delegate body. In view of this 
fact, has the time'not eome to adopt the 
plan of lay membership? This would 
enhance Individual Interest arid render 
financial aid by the payment of a 
yearly fee, ■

Under the peculiar conditions which

have prevailed among Spiritualists, and 
the lack of interest everywhere man
ifested, and the difficulty experienced 
by the officers in carrying on the work 
of the local societies, a few years have 
sufficed to show that the N. 8. A. could 
not be sustained by the societies com
posing its membership, and that the 
greater part of the financial burden 
must be borne by Individual Spiritual
ists, who, no matter how generous they 
were In their support, were debarred by 
the provisions of the Constitution from 
having any vote In the annual conven
tions or voice In its deliberations. This 
shut out many earnest Spiritualists who 
lived In localities where there was no 
regular society, and so could not be rep
resented in trie convention, unless by 
chance thev were appointed to serve as 
a delegate by proxy for some society of 
which they knew nothing.

At the last convention, one- of the 
largest subscribers to the Mayer Fund 
was placed in this unenviable position, 
No one questioned hls interest in the 
cause, hls Integrity, or bls ability, yet 
the Constitution compelled him to sit 
idly by until he was given a proxy vote, 
while many so-called societies, which In 
many cases only held one or two meet
ings in a year, by virtue of a charter 
which cost five dollars, had the right to 
appoint a proxy who could vote the ex
penditure of thousands of dollars with
out contributing more than the merest 
pittance, which in many instances was 
paid by a member for the purpose of 
representation. We fall to see wherein 
this differs from Individual mem
bership.

Don’t misunderstand me and assume 
that in my opinion the payment of a 
sum of money ought to entitle the donor 
to a delegate's seat. Far from that, but 
It ought to be-self-evident to all, that 
those who supply the financial support 
ought to be entitled to some considera
tion in its expenditure. The Massa
chusetts State Association, which has 
always been most flourishing, by adopt
ing the plan of Individual membership, 
with the right to vote upon the payment 
of yearly dues, augments its member
ship each year, and confirmed Interest 
is maintained by its movable: mass 
meetings. An amendment to the Con
stitution, providing for Individual mem
bership, has been introduced for the 
consideration of the next convention. ..' I 
trust that it' will be adopted, as It will 
be an incentive to many to attend the 
conventions, who do not do so now;

Individual membership would nbt pP 
necessary if the societies. which con
stitute the N. 8. A.- were financially 
strong and able to support the National 
Association. Sucli Is far from being 
the case. ' ''

The writer has traveled from Maine

to California, visiting many societies in 
the trip across the continent, only to 
find that with n few notable exceptions, 
the officers of the societies claimed they 
bad the utmost difficulty in meeting 
current expenses. Lack of interest and 
non-support, was the universal com
plaint. It is estimated that there are 
over 600 societies qf Spiritualists, yet 
only about 30 of that number are able 
to employ tbe best talent obtainable^ 
and maintain meetingri throughout the 
season, without anxious thought as to 
where the money is coming from to 
meet the bills. This is to be deplored, 
and every measure shoujd be taken to 
strengthen the societies already organ
ized. This being the stfite of affairs; 
how can such societies, being unable to 
meet local expenses, subscribe sufficient 
funds to carry on the National Associa
tion? If it were not for;the individual 
subscriptions the expenses could not be 
met. Why then do so maty strenuously 
object to Individuals having a voice in 
the conduct of the N. 8.. A.}

There are many inclined to find fault 
with the financial expenditures, yet the 
laborer is worthy pf hls hire, and if a 
N. 8. A. is really .wanted; provisions 
must be made to pay the bills, Many 
do not have the opportunity of finding 
out how much mopey this requires 
yearly, and they will perhaps be inter
ested'in the following statement of the 
yearly receipts and expenditures, as 
compiled from the official reports. The 
fiscal year closes October 1 of each year. 
Mediums Fund. "Babe Will Fund. 
1894........... $ 49.25 ' 1896. .$859.00
1895-1896.. 465.89 1897.. 107.90
1897 5.00

$486.00
$520.14 ’ ’

These special funds cannot be used 
for general expense's, ’

The receipts and expenditures of the 
General Fund are ris iollowrit

Receipt! j&'pèndjlùft! 
.ra.0S8.O6 ' - 
. 4,238.1« ' . M99.W’ 
. 6,207.9« 8,114,•»."
.- 4,229.91 4.284X4:
,2,934.91 ' i«78.W ’ ____

We -wish to note Iri conrie'ctien with 
the above -finUnciaVistatemfents,. that 
they have , been compiled from • the

Tearending 
Oct. 1,1894..., 

“ 1695.... 
“ 189«.... 
“ 1897.... 
“ 1898....

Balance 
• sa.oo 

1.238.98 
1,093.97 

219.47 
256.15

printed official report's -of tho treasurer 
at .each convention, grid Vet are-to some 
extent <misleading. For' Instance the 
expenditures, of 1896. include the pay
ment,-of $440Îdue President Barrett 
from 'the /ear brifore, and that the con
vention' voted, to Increqse hls salary 
from $1,000 to $1,200.' These Items alone 
added to the expenditures $640 extra. 
At the close of the fiscal year, October, 
1897, there is a seeming surplus of 
$245.47, yet no mention Is made of the 
.outstanding liabilities, which in part

consisted of $631 due for President Bar
rett’s salary, besides which he had 
given hls note for $259.50, which he 
was under no legal obligation to pay, it 
having been the legitimate outcome of 
his work for the N'. S. A. in connection 
with the California State Association. 
Instead of a surplus there was a large 
deficit at the time.

The same state of affairs Is apparent 
in the next report. At the close of the 
fiscal year, October 1, 1898, the treas
urer reported a surplus of $256.15, 
though at the time there was left as a 
legacy to the incoming Board of Trus
tees, the sum bf $2,100 in unpaid bills. 
This amount In liabilities confronted 
Mr, T. J. Mayer when he again took up 
the duties of treasurer after an absence 
of two years. How many of the dele
gates present at the convention knew 
the actual state of affairs? Why-should 
such misleading reports be submitted to 
any body of delegates? Such reports 
are referred to a committee and that Is 
tbe last heard of them, in most cases. 
Where In some instances dissatisfaction 
was expressed by members of tlie com
mittees regarding the expenditure of 
certain sums of. money, and recom
mendations offered looking to economy 
in the future, the committee was 
promptly called to order! ?) by an officer 
of the N. S. A. and distinctly informed 
that It was not the province of a com
mittee to proffer Instructions to the 
Board of Trustees, as to the manner of 
conducting the affairs of the assoela- 
tion. This happened In other-instances, 
where the members of committees felt 
that, as delegates to the Supreme body, 
It was their rlglp to. offer recommenda
tions looking to the betterment of the 
association. Such proceedings are not 
calculated to inspire confidence on the 
part of the delegates or their constitu
ents. All the affairs of the N. S. A. 
should be open to comment by those in
terested. Too much of the work is done 
in the committee room, and for fear of 
creating Inharmony never is brought to 
the notice of tbe house. Every delegate 
should have ample opportunity of 
knowing the inside workings of the 
Association. It is their just right. Star 
chamber methods will never enthuse 
the people, .

Iregret not being able to give the 
official "figures for the year ending Oc
tober 1, 1899 (as the yearly report has 
not yet been printed), for to the great 
surprise of the delegates assembled at 

■the last convention, they found that 
after alb the expenses of the year had 
been paid,, and the liabilities of $2,100 
left from the preceding year bad been 
settled as well, there was left lu the 
treasury as a balance about $2,600, 
which gave new courage to rill, and It 
seems as if the N. 8. A. was given a

new lease of life. This year there will 
be a much larger balance, and in ad
dition there is every reason to hope 
that the impetus given to the move
ment by the acquiring of the Home 
Fund will place the Association on a 
financial footing where it has never 
been before. The present administration 
has labored earnestly and deserves 
credit.

I would like to see tbe money sub
scribed for the Mayer Home Fund set 
aside as an endowment fund to support 
the headquarters, and the Income used 
for np other purpose. This disposition 
of the funds would insure confidence, 
and many would subscribe to the En
dowment Fund who would not sub
scribe to the general fund. If the entire 
sum subscribed is put Into the general 
funds, it will not take long to.use it up 
in the current expenses, and the N. 8, A. 
will be in the same condition as before.

From the first I have stood for an 
association conducted upon business 
principles, and If it seems right In my 
opinion to criticise some of the methods 
employed In the conduct of the N. 8. A., 
I will not hesitate to do so. In view of 
my earnest desire to see It established 
upon a firm foundation, no officer or 
trustee should consider such criticism 
actuated by any other desire than for 
Its welfare. Honest criticism is always 
productive of good, If taken In tlie right 
spirit. For years the delegates have 
accepted without question almost any
thing that was proposed by the leaders. 
It is time now that every delegate and 
every Spiritualist should stop and ask 
themselves the question: "Upon what 
foundation does the N. 8. A. rest? 
Whence comes Its support, and how far 
are we responsible?"

If the N. 8. A. has to depend wholly 
upon the dues and contributions from 
the chartered societies, It would soon go 
out of existence. Therefore why not 
call for a statement of the facts, and If 
it is found that the financial burden 
falls for the most part upon individual 
Spiritualists, then let the delegates to 
the convention of October, 1900, vote 
that they be accorded convention priv
ileges as a recognition of their financial 
support which has alone made it possi
ble for the-N. 8. A. to continue its ex
istence for seven years. '

There is no doubt that the greater part 
of the $10,000 subscribed to the Mayer 
Fund came from Individuals, and is it 
just that the delegates or proxies should 
have the power to control the outlay of 
money they did not subscribe?

The coming convention will settle 
many mooted questions, and It Is to be 
hoped that all personal feelings will be 
set aside, so that the outcome will be a 
stronger feeling of co-operation than 

'ever before. It is to be hoped that no

efficient officer and trustee will be sup- < 
planted for the mere sake of change. 
The efficient work of the present Board 
of Trustees In successfully wiping out 
all liabilities seems to premise a suc
cessful future for the N. 8. A. But all 
their efforts will be a failure if they 
do not receive the hearty co-operation 
of all who are desirous to forward the 
cause of organization.

The financial question will be helped 
greatly by allowing every earnest Spir- 
ituallst to enroll as an Individual mem
ber by complying with the requirements 
of the Constitution in regard to dues, 
etc., to be provided for in the proposed 
amendment.

The objection which has been raised, 
that individual membership would be 
undemocratic, Is in my opinion not well 
sustained. The very fact that any 
worthy member of the cause ean be
come a working member is decidedly 
democratic, and will be a government 
by the people and for the people, while 
on the other hand, the present system is 
decidedly autocratic and exclusive to 
such an extent as to prevent the attain
ment of practical results. Thp majority 
of the chartered societies of the N. 8. A. 
cannot afford to spend the amount 
necessary to send a delegate to attend 
the conventions, hence are obliged to 
allow a proxy to serve for them, who in 
most Instances is not in touch with 
their needs, or else go unrepresented.

It wobld be Interesting to note In this 
connection, what proportion of the dele
gates at the convention have their ex
penses paid by the societies they repre
sent. We venture to suy that three- 
fourths who attend are obliged to meet 
their Individual expenses.

Let us, then, face the situation boldly, 
and with a determination to profit by 
the experiences of the past seven years, 
try to remedy the mistakes, and band 
together to place the N. 8. A where it 
will be enabled to carry on the great 
work for which it was organized.

In presenting these facts to the read
ers of The Progressive Thinker, it is 
with the sincère hope that those who 
expect to attend the coming convention 
as delegates, and have not closely fol
lowed the workings of the hk.P: ,*• "'4 
so are unfamiliar with its vital nee'ds ■ 

. and necessities, will be bettor preparai! . 
to ac( as to ways and means for sus- 
talning it In tho future. - .

Tho N. 8. A. is a vital necessity, and 
to strengthen it should be the proud 
duty of all Spiritualists. With their ch- 
operation we hope the time will come 
when the N. S. A. will be a power In the 
land for good, and that through It the 
rights of all Spiritualists and tbe pro
tection of genuine mediums will be 
assured. M. E. CADWALLADER.

Philadelphia, Pa.

1

: EXPRESSIVE,
Besides Being Exceedingly 
.Suggestive.
To the Editor.:—I regret that want of 

time prevents my complying' in full 
with your request to present my views 
Upon the specific questions submitted to 
mo by you in • regard to the National 
Spiritualists Association. To the ques
tion asked: “Should the National Associ
ation assume to have the power and 
knowledge to cut out, formulate, evolve 
or fashion a new pattern for a Deity,
and label it ‘Infinite Intelligence?’ 
submit as follows:

I

8r

t

I suppose the National Association 
has as much right as anyone or body of 
persons has to formulate a conception of 
Deity and label it anything which to the 
mind of such a body best expresses 
-what its conception has born into exist
ence. You see, there is a great deal in 
a name. We are told that we are what 
we make ourselves to be, no inatter by 
what name we are known. But for all 
that, there is ever so much in a name. 
Language is made up of words, which 
In many Instances originated in the ef
forts of Individuals to imitate sounds, 
forms, etc. Some words are exceeding
ly expressive, for Instance, “Hell” as a 
place where the wicked are tormented, 
Isa very expressive word. “Sheol,” 
meaning the same thing, is altogether 
to mild. Some things, have several 
names. Some persons have adopted 
numerous aliases designed to conceal 
their identity. The word “damn,” in 
very common use, has great force and 
meaning, as when persons are angry, or 
in great earnestness, they want, sharp, 
emphatic words In which to express 
themselves. “Hell and damnation” Is 
an expression In very common rise by 
profane persons, and,originated in the 
churches, and was used to describe the 
fate awaiting the wicked. Spiritualists 
never use It. They never swear.

When we come to that which most 
appropriately describes the attributes 
of Deity, or God, the selection df a suit
able name becomes very difficult. This 
is not the first time that poor Humanity 
has been at its wits end over the mat
ter. It naturally desires to be just on 
both sides. It does not desire to wrong 
“Infinite Intelligence,” Deity, or itself. 
This is an exceedingly important mat
ter, and no mistakes should be made.

Why not consult THAT which It Is 
proposed to name, “Infinite Intelli
gence” before going so far as to actual
ly proclaim to the world this new appel
lation? “Infinite Intelligence” must be 
everywhere. It must be fully awnre of 
what the Association is proposing to do. 
The Association ought to be able in 
some manner to get an expression of its 
views upon this Important subject. 
There are many people to be found who 
Claim to hold close commounion with 
Deity. I know of several who claim to 
be sons of Deity. Their relationship 
should bo carefully examined, and if 
found genuine their views, would be 
very important. Why act hastily-in so 
momentous a matter? Let the Associa
tion.take at: least a year to consider it. 

■ Appoint committees: one on. names;

one. on attributes; and one on history, 
and arrange so that in six months from 
now to have tbe committees come to
gether and hold a conference. These 
committees should have power to send 
for persons and papers.

I hope I may be pardoned for sug
gesting that the Rev. Moses Hull should 
be Chairman. He is, up in bibliology, 
and If anyone can do tbe subject justice, 
he can. He will take in the situation at 
a glance. He knows what a variety of 
Spiritualists there Is, and he will sug
gest something that will be likely to 
please them all. You see, We are strug
gling for harmony. This must not be 
overlooked. He will not forget when he 
comes to the subject of “attributes,” to 
consider the fidelity of the Jewish God 
to hls chosen people; how he threw 
down the walls of Jericho through the 
blowing of rams’ horns by the priests, 
and the shouting of the people, so that 
all of the inhabitants of the city, ex
cepting one harlot and her family, 
could be butchered. How that, at 
Joshua’s command, the sun and moon 
stood still lu tbe heavens for the space 
of about a.day, to enable the Jews to 
avenge themselves upon their enemies. 
That was a God worth having, when we
are In for destroying a portion of the 
human race. Then he will also consider 
how this same God put lying spirits Into 
the mouths of hls prophets so as to In
duce King Ahab to go out to battle, that 
he might be destroyed. He will consider 
the attributes of God as manifested by 
Jesus. Of course, it will be difficult to 
harmonize these things, but probably 
the committee will be equal to the task. 
It will require almost..“Inflnite Intelli
gence” on the part of the committee, to 
come to an appropriate conclusion, and 
select a name that will be more appro
priate than the various names which 
have heretofore been in use, by which 
the human race has come to khbw.and 
recognize Deity. The probability is, 
that if the subject Is considered In all 
its bearings, the time of the Association 
will be occupied In the matter for at 
least a whole year, and it is hiydly worth 
while to discuss the other questions 
which have been submitted. ■ ,

Trie “National”:,is an important body, 
arid I say, in all.serlousness, that its ex
istence should be continued. It should, 
however, remember that the appella

. tion “Infinite Intelligence,” limits to 
“Intelligence” the attributes and pow
ers which must: be conceded to Deity.

. Brooklyn, N. Y. : A. H. DAILEY.

: “Religion as Revealed by the hfaterlal 
¡and Spiritual Universe.” • By. E. D. 
¡Babbitt, M. -D.-, LL. D, -A compact and 
: comprehensive .view of the . subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical aud crit
ical; facts and drita heeded by'every 
student and especially by every Spir
itualist. One of the very best books on 
the subject. Price, reduced to $1, 
cloth; paper 50 Cents. For sale at this 
office. ■:

’ “’Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds.” 
By Carrie E. S. Twing. Richly imbued 
with the philosophy of Spiritualism. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

"Discovery of a LostTrail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50. For sale 
at this office. . ।

A RESPECTFUL HINT.
Dedicated to the N. S. A. by 

Charles Dawbarn.
The trouble With Spiritualists Is that, 

aside from the. proved facts of spirit re
turn and human immortality, there is 
not one point of belief on .which they 
can unite. A Spiritualist may be a 
Brahman, a Mohammedan, a Mormon 
or even a Christian, In any case his 
avowed : Spiritualism does not prevent 
his knocking hls heretical neighbor on 
the head, If it can be done safely.

It Is equally a matter of course that, 
in this era of the printing press, tbe 
Christian church as a whole, arid Its 
700 sects In particular, have myriads of 
believers in spirit return, whp would 
cut each other’s theological throats 
with religious equanimity.

Such Is the tree of human nature, 
which, in its combined beauty and ugli
ness, is supposed to be the glory of our 
little planet. ; Every tree Is rooted in 
something, and, in the case of human 
nature, the root is supposed to start 
from an almighty Man-God, who has 
proclaimed the story of Creation in cer
tain Divine Revelations, now called 
“Bible.”

Tae world has been, run on Divine 
Revelations, which for a myriad centu
ries covered the ehtlre field, of- human 
beliefs. These Revelations first rested 
upon the facts of Creation in six days. 
The Bible further taught that the earth 
was the great center of the universe. 
That inspired untruth bad to be 
drowned'out in the blood of those who 
had discovered and asserted its falsity.. 
The geologist was another heretic, who 
discovered that an ounce'of scientific 
fact was better than a pound of Divine 
fiction. The unfortunate geologist was 
soon gagged In the name-nf the Bible. 
But his grandson has continued to dig 
holes and discover more truths. Fossils 
in rocks tell truth. It is fossils in pul
pits who deceive. And when the

old. Inspired ignorance. -And when scl- 
-ence speaks through modern lips, these 
modern devotees shout,! as in days of 
old, “Great is Diana of; the Ephesians."

I am well aware that the worthy dele
gates to the. present,.«« ventiqn of the 
N.. 8. A.—to whom this hint is respect
fully addressed—dare ;• not insinuate 
Bible astronomy or geology; Bible crea
tion, damnation or salvation in any pro
posed statement of spiritual belief. But 
I also know that some i "among them 
want to Insinuate the old filble God, 
worshiped all*through an Ignorant past, 
Into what ever credal statement may be 
adopted. It Is insisted' that he must be 
recognized or—something will happen. 
Such believers want to’ proclaim the 
fatherhood and lov.e. of._thfs old Deity, 
and this In the face.of all history, sa
cred or profane. They, dare not pro
claim tbe great fact that man is God 
Junior, with full powefiinthe name of 
Cosmos, to create, upcteate, and re-cre
ate, just as in hls judgineqt he may 
deem best for his own Interest, here and 
hereafter. . 'r

This is the hour fori short speeches, 
and to the point. I want, affectionately, 
to warn my brother , subscribers to the 
N. S. A., that if .the ¿society hopes to 
command respect front intelligent- be
lievers in human immortality, it must 
rest upon man, and not upon God. Man 
mortal and man' the spirit, shaking 

.hands and working'¿together, can com
pel destiny, and achieve universal hap
piness. ' ...

There is nootherfway. God to the 
contrary, notwithstanding. Amen.

- CHARLES DAWBARN.
San Leandro, :CaI..> • ; ,

NOTE TO THE N. S. A.

historical fact of evolution •was
discovered and proclaimed the en
tire theory of creation shivered and
shook. And even to-day, in the old age 
of the 19th century, college professors 
and pulpit ministers are theologically 
sand-bagged, and then turned out to 
theologically- starvé, for daring to in
form the world that the present entire 
system of salvation rests upon biblical 
ignorance of natural law. They were 
accused of'even daring to assert that 
the well-believed theory of biblical in
spiration could not stand against the 
Higher Criticism and the scleritific fact 
of to-day. . '•

It is difficult for some of us, who have 
fought our slow way into freedom, to 
realize that numbers calling themselves 
Spiritualists are still hoppled .to the! 
Bible, and browsing upon the old theo
logical thistles by the wayside. They 
dare not uphold Bible astronomy, Bible 
geology, Bible creation of man and 
Bible salvation,. But still they révéré 
the old; and believe man of the remote 
past-was receptive to a higher truth 
than Is man of to-day. Such believers 
help build churches,-and support minis
tère who are sworn to teach only the

Divine Intelligence.
To the Editor:—Nò'w;that,our.Natlon- 

“nl Spiritualist Association’ will soon 
again convene, it is’to be hoped . that 
the delegates, ' who at tlie last conven
tion gave us a.Declriratlori bf Principles, 
or creed, declaring birr beìièf in an Infi
nite Intelligence, will, If they think they 
were mistaken, have the Hèht to say so, 
and show wherejn they wete mistaken.
’It is to the word;“infinite” I object. 

Did they substltuteV'the wofd Divine in
stead of the word Infinite, so as to read 
Divine Intelligence; I worild not object, 
for I do believe in a .Divini Intelligence.

But In what does’Infinitè Intelligence 
consist? Who can: ariswSr? No one, 
yet we are called'upon lo’-accept it as 
such. Some mriy ifrgjae, but who can 
explain? Reason ¡ says rib: clear and 
conclusive answer-'can Be given. Ask, 
too, any well-inforrited disembodied hu
man 'spirit, did heievep see an Infinite 
Intelligence?; If hugest, the answer 
will.be, No! We kriow of none, rind so 
our human', theory of.1 Infinite ' Intelli
gence Is largely imaginary, having no 
clear conception of His capacities. His 
limitations, or, inflnltttles, Hls nature, 
or existence. Àhdjf ffierefore, .as the 
question now rests,-jtiie. preponderance 
of opinion .of the' .Ajrierlc'dn spiritual 
public is against the. (nnoyàtiori, in our 
constitution, ot the’words -Infinite Intel
ligence, : v Hr R GREER. "

Chicago, Ill. • ■'i -' :

No man ever did a designed Injury to 
another, but at the same time he: did a
greater to himself.-Home: ,

On Cod-Making and Creed
Making.

Those.who. have had the opportunity 
and pleasure of visiting the Field Mu
seum at Jackson Park, Chicago, will 
probably remember the ’array of gods 
there that have been collected from va
rious parts of the earth and arranged to 
show how the unlearned man material
lies hls conception of the power that 
presides over the universe. The deity 
of the lowest barbarian is not a hand
some character. Hls- features are 
Irregular and hls head peaked In a way 
that gives him a disreputable and sin
ister aspect. But he fully suffices to 
satisfy the low imagination of hls 
worshiper. .

At Canton, China, there Is a preten
tious building, highly ornamented and 
colored, that is called the Temple of the 
Five Hundred Gods. There are rows 
of elevated seats along the sldeS of the 
temple where rest the embodied effigies 
of five hundred deities, who are va
riously attired, are of different shades 
of complexion, and whose features ex
press every sriade of fawning servility 
or repulsive ugliness. To this' con

' venlent Collection one can repair and 
select the god that suits hls fancy or 
disposition. It srives him the task of 
making a god for himself, j

When we study the subject of god
making we note that the lower a people 
are in civilization the more crude and 
gross their deity is, and as men become 
better Informed and comprehend more 
of the operations of-nature their god
idea expands and deity becomes more 
and more remote until it ceases to be a 
personal entity and finally results in an 
“infinite intelligence." When they reach 
that stage definition had better be 
wholly omitted, for the attempt is a 
virtual acknowledgment of inability to 
express their thought in clear language. 
Hbw can anything be defined until It is 
first comprehended? and a finite mind 
of short experience and very limited 
knowledge has no grasp on infinity. It 
is simply a waste of time' for the 
N. S. A. to try to Include In words a 
description of something that they nor 
any one else has ever seen or known in 
any way. Leave such speculation to 
those’who are lower down in the scale 
of intelligence and give attention to the 
serious relations of life and the duties 
that long experience of the human race 
has found to be Important and impera
tive.■ Wisdom is founded wholly on 
knowledge, and what we should believe 
can only reasonably rest upon wbat we 
know or what has been demonstrated 
by some one. ' - .
, If a declaration of principles must be 
made it should not Include speculation 
or personal fancies, as these are known 

'to be, transient and mutable. All the 
gods,, either concrete or Ideal, are the 
Inventions' of persons that have some 
■interest In having,them'believed in, and 
as genuine Spiritualism aims at truth 
alone it cannot. Include a scheme of 
Imposition.. Any platform of Spiritual
ism, In order to be effective and gen
erally acceptable, must alm at the ¡pres-

ent betterment of men, In securing jus
tice to all; and advocate as a religious 
obligation such beneficent measures as 
will make the world a happier place to 
live in and the human race more 
worthy to occupy it.

Elkhart, Ind. 0. H. MURRAY.

A SUBSTITUTE.

CONCRETE FACTS
Worth More Than Abstract 

Speculations.
The National Association can do lit

tle, If anything, for the individual 
Spiritualist, beyond enlarging the 
scope of his labors and Influence in be
half of human progress. It need not 
formulate a statement of principles for 
him, for, if a believer in the utility of 
creeds, he already has one of hls own.

It can not furnish work for tlie unem
ployed, bestow alms upon all-depend
ents, or provide offices for those who 
aspire to place and power. Because it 
cau do none of these things, however, is 
not an indication of its inability to 
accomplish a great work.'

While it may assume to deal in an au
thoritative manner with such an ab
struse theme as “Infinite Intelligence,” 
its efforts in that line,will never receive 
general approval. Many Spiritualists 
see no good reason for embalming their 
conceptions of deity in articles of 
faith or a statement of principles, for to 
them God is unknown and unknowable. 
The reverend ministers and representa
tives of deity have not yet presented 
satisfactory credentials to the court of 
reason, and, until they can do so and 
prove they possess a more intimate 
knowledge of “Infinite Intelligence” 
than the rest of mankind, their state
ments will riot tje generally accepted as 
endowed with any peculiar authority.

To. students and. investigators, a few 
concrete facts are of greater worth than 
millions of abstract speculations.' The 
minds of 'men are always hungry for 
facts, because they point.the way to
ward truth. Give the world facts show
ing their falsity, and the creeds of 
christendom will surely decay and dis
appear. _

Soaring Into the realm of abstract 
metaphysics may be a very pleasant 
pastime, but to the pilgrim on Life’s 
dusty highway these excursions are of 
doubtful value. After the wings of 
your imagination become' weary, a 
foundation of irrefragable facts is good 
to rest upon. . • - , .

The churches have been proclaiming 
a pretended knowledge of God for cen
turies, and yet the world appears to be 
as ignofaht of deity now as It was a 
thousand years ago. Why not leave 
this question to the churches? ■ - ' 
' Why not deal only with that which Is- 
within, the .realm of the knowable?'! - ■ 
; If Spiritualists know anything worth 
while, let it be stated. ■ ■ ■
i The world needs no new-fetters, but 
rather unfettered freedom, that ItS 
growing perceptlon-of truth may not be 
arrested. . ■

WALTER P. WILLIAMS.
Washington, D. C; -

The N. S. A. and Infinite In 
telligence.

It was formerly and perhaps still Is in 
some parts of the world considered es
sential for a youth to pass seven years' 
apprenticeship in order to acquire a 
competent knowledge of an ordinary 
trade. The N. 8. A. has now served an 
apprenticeship of this duration to the 
gigantic business of organizing Spirit
ualists, among whom an idea largely 
prevailed that organization was some 
kind of poison utterly destructive of 
their usefulness and imperiling their 
very existence. Tbe success of this un
dertaking has not perhaps, up to the 
present time, been so great as some of 
us hoped. It has, I believe, on the 
whole, and under the circumstances, 
been equal to anything we had a right 
to expect. b

Mistakes have been made, no doubt, 
but the greatest mistake has been the 
na f-hearted support of some in the 
spiritualist ranks and the non-sunport 
of nearly all the rest.

In the space allowed me I feel that I 
must pass over matters very lightly 
and address myself to what seems to bd 
the burning question of Infinite Intelli
gence. I cannot'but think that those 
who are loudest In their condemnation 
are more frightened than hurt There 
Is a vast difference between Infinite In
telligence and an Infinitely Intelligent 
Personality. A person, at least in tho 
human sense in which we understand 
the word, is necessarily limited by the 
conditions of personality, is one of 
many persons and cannot be called in
finite without absurdity. But that in
telligence in the abstract is infinite I 
can see no way of evading other than 
by accepting the most complete form of 
materialism. Spiritualists are ever fore
most in proclaiming eternal progression 
That means progression without end, of 
intelligence among other things. If tho 
share of Intelligence which each man 
and woman, angel and archangel, pos
sesses is capable of development with
out end there can be no limit placed to 
the quantity of Intelligence in the uni
verse. Intelligent existences must al
ways be finite, but abstract intelligence 
I can view In no other light'than as In
finite. It is the belief In Infinite Intelli
gence and not-an Infinite Intelligence 
which was asserted in the Declaration 
of Principles adopted last year.

In writing this I am far from admit
ting that this is the best expression 
that might b'e used. In my opinion It Is 
not nearly comprehensive enough. I 
would suggest as a substitute some
thing about equivalent to this: Infinite 
Spirit from which all existences proceed 
and by which all are sustained.

One word more and I will close. 
Mtyjy among us object to believing any
thing. To them the .word belief has a 
theological flavor. They are the people 
who know it all. But as we grow older 
In experience we sometimes discover 
that in many points our knowledge was 
only belief after all.

, . IB. J. BOWTELL. 1
Providence, R. I. . 1 ~ ■*
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IS A NECESSITY.
The National Association of 

* Spiritualists.

k

It seems to be a question for general 
’discussion whether the N. S. A. should 
be continued. Many deem it a luxury— 
because expense is attached to it. If 
this rule were applied to all conditions 
of life, we, would find everything we 
partake o£ or enjoy is a luxury.

The everlasting question: “What does 
It cost?” is applied to all movements 
and plans made or proposed by hu
manity. In the direction of human
izing aud spiritualizing the world’s peo
ple, there should be no question of cost. 
We should ask, rather, as to the merit 
and probability of the movement.

If Spiritualism stands for anything 
practical—if it develops human helps— 
if it conserves mental, moral and spirit
ual worth—if it proves continuity of life 
and spirit communion, then it is worth 
propagating and utilizing. It is de
basing human intelligence and our 
inter-relationship to say: “Let the 
spirits do it all.” Surely a portion of 
the effort, and probably the basis of 
possibility, rests with the denizens of 
earth. Physical sustenance and worldly 
organization belong to us—and not the 
spirits— to achieve. Hence we should 
combine our efforts upon mutual plans, 
rather than trust to desultory efforts. 
In combination there is strength—and 
of course, weakness in independent in
dividualism. All nature organizes atoms 
and forces for grand effects. Every pro
gress made by humanity has been the 
result of combined support and ap
proval—perhaps not always by the ma
jority; but always by combinations of 
energies and desires.

The majority can be either useful or 
harmful, and the minority may, by com- 
blued effort, achieve final good. .

The first.needful result to be achieved 
for an organization of Spiritualists, was 
fl combination of persons to that end
ue matter whether a majority or mi
nority. That was accomplished, but 
certain others saw fit to oppose the 
movement, even after being started. It 
is probable that one person opposing, 
offsets the labor of several assisting. It. 
is not necessary to oppose if we feel it 
best not to help.

Let all achieve who can. And It is 
better to make a forward movement in 
some manner than to stand still forever.

The N. S. A. has not served Its best 
possible purposes, and no one claims it 
has. But because of some failures it is 
occasionally condemned wholesale. We 
should each and all fee) disposed to 
criticise and suggest—but to condemn is 
showing only a destructive spirit.

It is almost universally desired that 
we organize as Spiritualists for co
operation and human helpfulness. We 
have the N. S. A,, and our plain duty is 
to more fully perfect its plans and un
fold Its utilities. What it lacks, is be
cause of our failure to help and advise.

Having been for several years trained 
to a business life, I constantly see the 
need of business methods in the public 
cause of Spiritualism. Money and num
bers are the essentials of our organiza
tions. True, also, that we need leaders 
and executives, much as we taboo be
ing led. All are not able to execute, but 
each can sustain.

The cost of a convention is often com
puted, and thus people are prejudiced 
against its utility. The N. 8. A. con
ventions do not tax its treasury, nor 
that of its auxiliaries; for the delegates 
and. attendants (as a rule) pay their 
own expense. The outlay is a pleasure, 
because it brings personal results by a 
vacation from other pursuits, and profit 
in the commingling of congenial souls 
and the general benefit gained intellect
ually and spiritually from the combined 
talent that otherwise never would be 
brought together.

It is thus a personal profitable outlay. 
Beside that, the public effect is worth 
the cost, and without this convention 
the outlay of money wquld not be made 
and the effect would be lost

This convention also calls aid to the 
publie cause that otherwise would not 
be given. It has organized state and 
local societies which are in the same 
way holding meetings of good effect. 
But these do not have the widespread 
influence of the N. S. A. To hold only 
State conventions would be to limit 
results.

But all public work outside of the an
nual Convention of the N. 8. A. and its 
own executive business, should be con
trolled and performed by the State and 
local associations. Mass meetings and 
missionary work belong to the States 
within their jurisdiction. And these in 
return should not trespass upon the lo
cal societies.

The N. S. A. should be executive and 
not legislative. It should have no other 
auxiliaries than State associations.

The proposed amendments for per
sonal members should not pass. As a 
delegate I shall oppose them. A donor
of money should not create 
privilege.

Only when we get the N. S. 
body delegated by the State

a class

A. as a 
associa-

ilons, and the local societies be merged 
into the State bodies, will I think it best 
to meet biennially. As now constituted 
let us meet annually. .

Whatever may be desired should be 
freely advocated. But if the critics do 
not attend the convention, nor officially 
communicate therewith, what right will 
they have to complain? Let us have 
consistency.

A'very important Item for the N. 8. A. 
Is to attend to its constructive duties 
with the best possible wisdom in con
trol—letting all chronic fault-finders go 
unnoticed until they perish by their 
own poison.

The philosophy, science and religion 
of Spiritualism is worthy of develop- 
nient and promulgation. We need to 
learn how to expand our usefulness and 
to protect all true exponents. There is 
more need to protect the honest and 
true than to detect all the frauds, 
though the latter may be legion. .They 
who debase every principle of honor
will soon or late expose themselves. We; 
should as Individuals and organizations' 
seek the true, beautiful and good. 
When local societies will support their , 
efforts far intellectual, and spiritual re
sults, and thus attract persons upon- 
these planes, there will be the falling 
away of sensationalism and thus the 
death-knell of fraud. So long as pre
miums are offered for the startling, and 
little heed paid to the instructive and 
comforting, we will invite unprincipled 
persons as exponents and workers^ We 
need not concern ourselves about fraud, 
but so organize our associated bodies 
for spiritual labor that character and 
worth may be protected and find agree
able fields of effort

We are suffering from a lack of 
knowledge of the competent and 
worthy. By strengthening our capacity, 
by enlarging our sphere of co-operation, 
we shall find the means to make the 
N. S. A. a conservator of the highest 
good. ■ •

The declaration of principles will then 
- express our highest wisdom. The pres-, 

ent declaration is defective, and It is 
well to discuss it. I have had my say

■- and feliali not be satisfied wlth any "We 
Believe” nor the Indefinite 'Infinite 
Intelligence.” We surely can make h 
declaration that will affirm what most

AN OHIO VIEW.
Improvements That May Be 

Made.
To the Editor:—Your circular letter of 

September 1, asking therein my opin
ion on certain points named in said let
ter was duly received, and I most thor
oughly appreciate your motive as well 
as your interest in the N. S. A. in ask
ing others their opinions on the subject 
named, aud will as briefly as possible 
state my views.

First as to “lutinlte Intelligence.”
I shall not attempt to discuss the ques

tion at any length, especially so, as the 
matter has been so ably handled by the 
different writers in The Progressive 
Thinker during tlie last year.

I am not presumptive enough to sup
pose that I could throw any light on the 
subject, but can only state my belief.

We see Intelligence manifested every
where and I believe that Intelligence is 
Infinite; I cannot prove it to one who 
denies it, neither can anyone prove the 
contrary, and I see no earthly reason 
why Spiritualists should quarrel over it.

The National Association in adopting 
the principles they did at their last an
nual convention at Chicago had no idea 
of formulating a creed or setting up a 
God as understood by the world at 
large.

I see no good reason why “Infinite In
telligence” should deter any Spiritual
ists from aiding the N. S. A.

The difference lies more in the lan
guage used in the discussions than in 
the principle -itself, and I believe there 
is more substantial agreement on this 
question than appears on the surface.

I am in favor of the N. S. A. whether 
as a body they reaffirm their belief in 
“Infinite Intelligence” or not.

Brother Lockwood calls it “Principles 
of Nature,” and I call It “Infinite Intel
ligence,” and if understood, the lan
guage we both use means substantially 
the same thing, hence I have no dispo
sition to quarrel with Brother Lock
wood.

You ask if the National Association 
has met the requirements of Spiritual
ists and Spiritualism during the years of 
its existence.

That it has failed to meet the views 
of a large proportion of the great body 
of Spiritualists, judging from the at
tendance at its annual convention and 
the financial support it has received, 
there can be no doubt, and I should say 
it had at least partially failed.

The cause of this partial failure is 
not so easy to determine; however, it is 
a very easy thing to criticise another’s 
actions, but a much harder thing to do 
better.

I should say that the financial matters 
connected with the Association have not 
always been conducted in a business
like manner, ttje results attained are 
not adequate to the means expended, 
too much has been paid in salaries and 
traveling expenses, which expenditure 
has necessitated so much begging at 
our annual conventions from the dele
gates who could ill afford to contribute, 
as in most cases they had all their own 
expenses to pay, which in many cases 
was all they could afford to contribute 
to the cause.

It has been of little or no benefit to 
the chartered societies so far; it has, 
however, been the means' of enabling a 
few to travel on half-fare rates, which 
to my mind is of a very questionable 
benefit to the cause at large.

However, this can all be very easily 
remedied, it only needs the active co
operation of the great body of Spiritual
ists to make it a great power for good.

If as in the past, so many stand aloof 
and complain, instead of putting their 
shoulders to the wheel, it will necessa
rily be shorn of much of its usefulness.

Its real foes are within and not with
out Its folds. •

To promote its welfare I would abol
ish the per capita tax, trusting to the 
voluntary contributions of liberal-mind
ed people. I would admit delegates to 
our annual conventions (with power to 
act on all questions) from all organized 
societies, whether chartered by the N. 
8. A. or not.

I know this would be a radical depart
ure from the past, but I believe such a 
course would awaken an interest in the 
organization such as has not yet been 
seen. As It is, but few of the chartered 
societies pay their per capita tax, and if 
the by-laws were enforced there would 
be but a very few delegates to our an
nual conventions who were entitled to 
take part In the proceedings.

I would hold a series of mass-meet
ings In the various cities of the United 

, States and Canada during the coming 
year in the Interest of the Association. 
My experience in holding such meetings 
in Ohio is that they can be made self
supporting, and will awaken an Interest 
In the cause wherever held. .

I do not believe the Spiritualists of 
America can afford to let the N. 8. A. 
pass into oblivion.

In conclusion let me urge the Spirit
ualists of America to send delegates to 
the coming Cleveland Convention, and 
lend their aid in making the National 
Association what it ought to be.

Come, brothers, let us get together.
Willoughby, 0. E. W. BOND.

of the Spiritualists endorse and possibly 
have ‘proven.

Spiritualism comprehends all that Is 
true and can be proven. With such a 
field we should declare that which is 
positive, and In no manner utter an 
opinion or belief. No new definition or 
use of terms will settle the God ques
tion. “God” must ever be a term used 
to express the unfathomed source of 
life and order. Hence we cannot limit, 
but must ever give our adoration to an 
eternal source of incomprehensible 
power immanent in all form and force. 
Law Is true and can be comprehended 
and discovered.. That design is back of 
law seems to be unwarranted.

Finite' intelligence cannot postulate 
Infinite intelligence without accepting 
the theory of design—henee personality. 
Infinite intelligence Is incomprehensi
ble. hence the Spiritualists should not 
affirm it. Let us have a sensible dec
laration that we can with reason go be
fore the world as a people convinced of 
truth and not endorsing a belief;
' Fraternally, G. W. KATES.

Minneapolis, Minn.

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc;, with choice matter in poetry and 
■prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For sale at this officer

"Humanity, Its Nature, Powers and 
Possibilities.” A concise, masterly, 
presentation of the facts and philoso
phy of Spiritualism. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

“Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
D., For sale at this office. Price, $1.

"The Heresy Trial of Bev. B. F. Aus
tin, M. A., D. D. Giving a sketch of 
Dr. Austin’s Jife* story of the heresy 
trial, copy of the Charges,- the heresy 
sermon, the , sidne at conference, ana 
Dr. Austin’S full address defending his 
views on, Spiritualism at the London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.,“ 
etc. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. ,
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DR. PEEBLES’ POINTS.
Upon the N. S. A. and Cog

nate Subjects.
However odious comparisons may be, 

they are suggestive if not instructive. 
September 12, 13, 14, the Michigan An
nual Methodist Conference met here in 
Battle Creek for church business. There 
were five hundred Methodist preachers 
present, who were entertained freely by 
the citizens of our little eity of 21,000.

Connected with the general Methodist 
conference is the “Church Extension," 
organized in 1804, and during tlie last 
year has collected and disbursed, so 
says their report, over $0,559,000. The 
working value of the loan fund to-day 
is 2,356,000. Besides the new churches 
that have been built from this fund, 
11,301 of the poorer churches scattered 
throughout tlie United States have re
ceived aid. During the period of a little 
over thirty years the Methodists have 
increased from 6,800 traveling preach
ers to 16,122, and the membership has 
increased 2,474,037. This is a sample of 
what conviction, energy, and organize- 
tlon can do—and does do.

Some of our Spiritualists boastlngly 
claim from 20,000,000 devotees, all the 
way down to 9,000,000 and 7,000,000—a 
vast individualized, unorganized mass! 
This is the lowest estimate with one ex
ception that we remember having seen 
In our journals. And what have these 
millions done? What does the last cen
sus show? And yet there are Spiritists 
who bitterly oppose all organization, 
“The spirits, the dear spirits,” say they, 
“will do it all, saving the world.” China 
has been a nation of Spiritists for 4,000 ■ 
years and more. Spirit phenomena are 
almost as common (or were when I was 
traveling in China) in the streets and 
temples as were the Canton sampans in 
the river from which the girl-babies 
were often thrown and drowned; and 
what, I ask, is the mental, moral and 
spiritual status of China to-day? .

This Methodist report further says 
that the 640 new churches on our West
ern frontier-lands gathered into the 
Sunday-schools the past year 41,417 
children. How many progressive ly- 
eeums have we organized during the 
last year, and how many children have 
been gartered in?

The report continuing, says that the 
Methodists average “the building of 
from two and a half to three new 
churches a day” in our vast country. 
How many church edifices or temples 
have these millions of Spiritualists been 
“building a day" or in a year? Now, if 
earnest, intelligent Methodists with a 
narrow creed, false doctrines and re
pulsive fear-motives do this for re
ligious truth as they see it, what might 
reasonably be expected of Spiritualists, 
chained to no sect, crushed l>y no Iron
clad creed; and, knowing as they do 
that death is but a gateway to the 
shore-lands of Immortality, knowing 
that this life’s conduct affects con
ditions in the future world—what, I say, 
knowing these things as do Spiritual
ists, should be expected of them? What 
devotion, what zeal, enthusiasm, self
sacrifice, Ilery-fervor, and religious con
secration to tlie spread of the truth of 
angel ministries, and so enlighten the 
world!

I again ask, what have we done the 
past year? How many golden sheaves 
have we garnered? How many col
leges and training schools have we 
erected and sustained? How many 
homes have we built for worn-out me
diums and Infirm pioneer workers? 
What methods have we been employing 
to propagate the blessed truth . com
mitted to our hands by the angel-world?

Fighting all organization, sneering at 
prayer, opposing true heartfelt devo
tion, declaring all religion “super
stition," calling the medlumistlc martyr 
of Nazareth “a myth,” or a “tramp" 
and a “thief,” pronouncing the old me- 
dlumlstic church fathers “hypocrites 
and liars,” Impugning the motives of 
the N. 8. A. delegates and misrepresent
ing the principles enunciated by them, 
do not seem to me to have been the 
wisest and most efficient instrument for 
producing harmony, revealing the beau
ties of spirit communion and vesturing 
Spiritualism in its most attractive at
tire! The cause demands fraternal toil
ers, broad-minded elucldators; conces
sions and skilled constructors, embody
ing in themselves a strong personal 
magnetism.

The spiritistic iconoclast with ham
mer for pounding, torch for burning, 
and lips for spitting spite at the 
churches has had his day. He is a back 
chapter. The polemic period has largely 
past. If we have drunk from.the foun
tain of eternal life—if we have joined 
hands with the Spiritual world, if we 
have knowledge for faith, confidence 
for fear; if we have something better 
than the orthodox sectarlsts, let us 
show it in our phenomena, our philoso
phy, our methods, our families, and in 
our dally practical lives, exhibiting all 
the manly virtues, and all the womanly 
graces, illumined and crowned with 
pure love, unselfish and altruistic.

Touching the status of the N. S. A. 
and what It has accomplished the past 
year and in former years, the presi
dent, secretary and other officers will 
Inform us at Cleveland.

In The Progressive Thinker’s Call— 
“For Your Consideration,” it is sqld in 
substance that the Spiritualist dele
gates to the N. S. A. of 1899 formulated 
or evolved a »new deity of an entirely 
new pattern—“Infinite Intelligence.” If 
I read their proceedings correctly they 
did nothing of the kind; nor did they 
attempt it; but they did calmly express 
belief in “Infinite Intelligence,” just as 
A. J. Davis years ago expressed belief 
in the Great Positive Mind; Lotze, in 
the Universal Mlndj and Alfred R. Wal
lace in the Supreme Mind, all of‘Which 
expressions would be naturally opposed 
by a few fault-finding, stay-at-home^ 
Spiritualists. Not a delegate of the 
1899 convention expressed a particle of 
belief In the churchman’s personal 
Judaistic God. To so affirm was and is 
mendacious misrepresentation!

Spiritualists generally make no at
tempt to prove that a circle is circular, 
that two parallel lines cannot enclose 
an Hlinois farm, that space is, or that 
God exists. They consider these to be 
axiomatic. Some may not so regard 
them; and some, too, are color-blind. 
This Is their misfortune.

The Brahm of the Hindu, the Allah 
of Islam, the Supreme Spirit of Krish
na, the Causation of Proclus, the Spirit 
of Jesus, the Absolute Being of Spinoza, 
the Over-Soul of Emerson, the Divine 
Energizing consciousness of Schurz, the 
Positive Mind of Davis, the Supreme 
Mind of Wallace, the Our Father and 
Our Mother Too of .Theodore Parker, 
the Infinite Intelligence of the N. S. A. 
all meaning about the same thing, are 
quite satisfactory to me and I presume 
to a vast majority of American Spirit
ualists. True, there are rumors that 
there’s a new God being evolved to be 
known as “The-niolccular-corelation-of- 
polarized-reclprocity.” When duly ves
tured and set up as a 20th century in
vention, we shall kindly inquire of the 
makers how consciousness could, have 
been, or can he • evolved from, nbn-con- 
sciousness; and energizing, reasoning, 
rational life from non-llfe. ^lan is not 
a self-made automatic hiachine; but a 
rational, moral gnd responsible being, 
with spirituality as the crowning key
stone of the cranial arch. And If there’s

'

MOSES HULL. PREFERS “GOD.” SPECULATIVE
Wh^t H’e Thibks of the Na

tional Association.

To the E&itor:-jg?iie numerous ques
tions in yqjjr lettpr of September 3, 
would reqidip a Splon.to answer; and if 
I were egoistic enough to attempt a 
thorough aqfiwer, would want at least 
a page of ygjir paper. I hope they will 
bring out ¡u symposium which may do 
much good^towtu’d," shaping the actions 
of the appipaching1conventlon. I hope 
that each d9leSatqiwlll go to that con
vention witli.oue gverwheliuing desire; 
and that is,.that >the -wisest thought 
may come to the front and prevail.

1. What.I haye to say with reference 
to the orgautzatiou? I answer, au or
ganization .with definite ends in view, 
and with Industrious, conscientious aud 
wise men at its head is almost an iudls- 
pensable necessity, .

Every day brings new questions to 
tho front; they should be met by wis
dom. The Board of Trustees should call 
before it tlie most profound wisdom in 
the ranks of Spiritualism to assist in 
tills work. Many of . the questions 
which should come to the front are an
nually brought; up by our president in 
his report, but the, convention as a 
whole has neither the time nor the wis
dom to dispose of th®m I11 tlla short 
space of three days, especially when 
their number is cppsldered.

2. While the N. 8. A. has not done 
all that could have been desired, it has, 
perhaps, done all it could under the cir
cumstances. Some who have com
plained the most have done the least to 
assist it in its work. The Association 
has had t’o take everything from the 
stump, as it were; it had to make its 
own tools and to learn to use them. I 
hope it has at last reached the point 
where it can do a more effectual work 
than ever beforq.

3. “What will promote Its welfare 
and remedy its defects?” The answer 
to that would require more wisdom 
than I have, or piore space than you 
have to spare. Yet I can give a cate
gorical answer in four short sentences: 
L More wlsdoip. 2. More harmony. 
3. More zeal. 4. More money.

I would venture ,on this point to sug
gest that the coming convention should 
elect a new president. Perhaps there is 
no one in our ranks who can fill the of
fice more acceptably than the present 
Incumbent, but. he has exhausted his 
methods. More than that, some of us 
are tired of hearing the question asked, 
Is there but one, person in all the ranks 
of Spiritualism who is capable of filling 
the office of president of the National 
Association? or, is the office held by 
some kind of ; pre-emption right? 
While we have no more capable man, 
nor, perhaps, any better man than the 
one who has always been kept there, I 
for one, am pprfectjy willing to, for one 
year at least, try some other man or 
woman. ,

Spiritually^ mustget up something 
practical against i^iysters, charlatans, 
frauds andi^kes. In spite of all pro
testations anfi explanations to the out
side world, many g-pod men and women 
measure us by them.

Some systepi of propaganda should 
be brought,forward by which more 
work can bq (Jone. Societies see the ne
cessity of wprkingpj'or themselves, but 
think very little of doing anything for 
the world at large. (j .

4. The DeUy question is too large for 
me. No cqnventlqn can handle it In 
three days.? iEvetjy part of "Deity must 
be surreumled, that, is, corralled before 
It can be dqftnei. 'It is hard for the fi
nite to define the Infinite. No one who 
argues on the question, no matter on 
wlhch side he argues, fails to develop 
the fact that he has a question larger 
than his ability is to handle. No mat
ter who the man Is who makes or de
fines God, he Is larger than the God he 
makes. I doubt whether any better 
Deity than "Infinite Intelligence” was 
ever made. It seams that in a plat
form of principles it is possible to mod
estly state our inability to either define 
or comprehend thesource of all life and 
being. Having done that, it will be an 
easy matter to go oh and talk of what 
we know. .

In any ease It Is good for wise men 
and women to meet In convention, 
and each try to gather nuggets of gold
en wisdom from the others. Each one 
can return from the convention with all 
the wisdom she or she possessed when 
they went there, and as much addition
al as they could gather from those as
sembled.

Hoping that I may see yon, Mr. Ed
itor, at the Cleveland convention, and 
that it may prove successful at least, in 
answering some of yonr questions, I am 
as ever, yours for the advancement of 
the highest and., the wisest thought

MOSES HULL

truth tn intulttop, biology, psychology, 
psychometry, phrenology, phreno-mag- 
netlsm and psychic science, then man is 
not only a reasoning, but a morally re
sponsible being,, the subject of moral 
law, which law Implies government and 
a moral Governor. This Governor, the 
Neo-Platonian Proclus denominated 
Causation; Wallace pronounced it the 
Supreme Mind, and the N. 8. A. the 
“Infinite Intelligence.” If there can be 
a better definition of that great Un
caused Cause I shall be among the first 
to accept it ’

It is well known that both the secular 
and religious press have at times writ
ten down Spiritualists as.an Indlvldual- 
ized.heterogeneous'taob, and Spiritual
ism as a Godless, .Christless, rellglon- 
less, prayerless, drganizatlonless, and 
churchless fad—(I make use of the word 
churchless because the Rev. Dr. Austin 
writes me that they^are about to organ
ize a Spiritualist .church In Toronto, 
Canada,)—I repeat a prayerless, church
less fad, belligerent." and purposeless, 
with no expressed declaration of prin-

Lb ...............If these millfons of Spiritualists have 
truths, principles' ofid purposes they 
should certainly .dtelare them, letting 
an. Interestetthworid" know something 
concerning what .Spiritualism stands 
for. This the(N. 8.' & has done, subject 
to revision, and I honor it for the manly 
effort. This Mork or the N. 8. A. will 
go In traillng.glory into history. Such 
Spiritists as will not work for harmony 
and cannot .distinguish between an 
ecclesiastic feed with, its limitations 
andparaphernalla for heresy trials, and 
a broad decla^Ion or principles, would 
hardly have sufficient . acumen to dis
tinguish between a.liorse-chestnut and 
a chestnut horse. '.Cognizing, pitying, 
we pass on. ’ r

Spiritualism,; the direct antithesis of 
materialism, is the rock from which 
have been hewn Christian science, met
aphysical -science, psychic science, the
osophy, the hew theology—all, in fact, 
of the mighty redemptive forces that 
under different nrtines have graced the 
last century. It IS the great brooding- 
mother of nil inspired truths, because 
originating in and from the spirit; and 
spirit, as I undcrstand .it, Is the 
synonym of God, .
■ While medlumsLor what are more 
appropriate word^—Interinediaries and 
sensitives—are indispensable to our 
movement, and while spiritistic phe
nomena demonstrate a future conscious 
existence, the philosophy of Spiritual
Ism is| rooted and grounded In God, the

25is¡

But Does Not Believe in a 
Personal God.

Is the Question of Infinite In* 
telligence.

KEEP
To the Editor:—As the time draws 

near, for the eighth annual convention 
of the N. 8. A., in which I feel a deep 
interest, I desire to express a few 
thoughts concerning its arduous task of 
bringing (order out of the confusion of 
ideas expressed, and to increase the 
strength of Spiritualism as a movement 
in the world for humanity’s weal.

As I reflect over the many and in 
some instances, unkind aud senseless 
criticisms that were a result from last 
year’s convention, ■ especially of the 
clause “Infinite Intelligence,” I cannot 
suppress a feeling of saduess. Spirit
ualists above all others should prove 
their claims by their words and actions. 
We have learned that the varieties of 
opinions are due to the degrees of 
awakened consciousness and self-active 
and associated vibrations—thus thought. 
Then why not discern and leave at 
present what is, as yet, wholly an ex
pression on material plane, of minds de
void of spiritual unfoldment and under
standing, and go on in accord with the 
best that is known.

7 tor one, desire that in the place of 
Infinite Intelligence,” the word “God” 

be used. God Is, and all learned talk 
does not change the fact. That one 
word expresses all the divine principles, 
forces and laws; for God is the source 
and author of all that is. I have in 
mind no personal God; I know better.

It is the force, essence, the mind of 
this all-good which reflects Itself 
through all things, all forms, on all 
planes of substance and force, its own 
Inherent kind of essence to be mani
fested in forms when so acted upon, for 
object lessons, that humanity may learn 
the substance composing the cosmos in 
its stratic divisions, as also what is con
tained in themselves, is to be known by 
each one’s conduct, as thus they are as
signed in the order of degrees of natu
ral and individual evolution.

The ery of some would-be wise ones, 
“We want no ‘thus saith the Lord,' or 
thus saith the spirits,’" reminds me of 
a little quarrel I observed between two 
small boys in my neighbor’s back yard, 
over a swing. The one In the seat was 
swinging happily, the other erylng end 
scolding. When asked what was the 
matter, he said: “I want him to get out, 
I want that seat to swing a little my
self.” So with the fault-finders. They 
want the seat and to exercise a little au
thority themselves. I have heard a 
great many private criticisms of the N. 
8. A. officials and their management, 
etc., and have kindly asked the critics 
to attend the convention and state their 
grievances there, where they may be 
considered and adjusted.

These stay-at-homes never do have 
tlie right view of the thing they criti
cise, because they do not understand 
what it is, or means, to try to lead a 
selfish, self-willed people out of dense 
into brighter conditions and realiza
tions.

The question before us is: Do we need 
a National Spiritualists Association? If 
we need It to bring together aud har
monize the isolated forces representing 
this movement on earth so as to make 
Its power for good felt in the world, 
then why not rally around the already 
established center, contribute of your 
means one and all, as well as of your 
minds, and pull together to that end?

Even If you disagree on some points, 
what does it matter? Spiritualists 
should agree to disagree, and work har
moniously under one banner, In sympa
thetic reciprocity, all being allowed to 
worship God or idols In accord with 
their unfolded consciousness and spirit
ual or purely selfish conceptions; for we 
know Individual evolution brings all up 
some time where they see their mis
takes and naturally turn from idols to 
the one true God to whom they are in
separably linked and from that Central 
Source spiritually nourished.

I am first, last, and all the time for or
ganization, national* state and local and 
may success attend all earnest effort in 
that direction. MRS. M. KLEIN.

Van Wert, O.

essential, the absolute, and the un
changeable, and embodying as I see it, 
consciousness, energy, life, purpose, 
love, wisdom and will.

The thinking, the observing and the 
receptive, whether sectarfst or spiritist, 
are aware that the world is in the 
throes of a great crisis, social, religious 
and political; and the higher phase of 
Spiritualism, having come to stay, la 
advancing more and more to the front. 
The churches must accept it or die; the 
political parties must be molded by its 
upright, uplifting teachings or rot into 
nonentity; and nations must adopt its 
ennobling and benign principles of jus
tice, brotherhood and altruism, or go 
the way of ancient Greece and Rome. 
Only the good and the true can forever 
endure.

When the divine principles of Spirit
ualism—not merely spiritism (which is 
little more than Babylonian necro
mancy), but of pure scientific and re
ligious Spiritualism are accepted and 
daily lived—when the Clirlst-splrit of 
love and wisdom thrills every soul— 
when the nations of the world abound 
in spiritual Spiritualists, peace and 
good-will will reign supreme every
where beneath the sun; co-operation 
will take the place of competition, labor 
will be a pleasure rather than a 
drudgery, and the only rivalry will .be 
as to who can educate and help the 
most souls along In the thorny journey 
of life. The soil then will be as free for 
all to cultivate as is the balmiest air to 
breathe. Groves will wave In shady 
luxuriance o’er every pilgrim’s head, 
and gardens will bloom into wide oases 
of once dry arid wastes for the benefit 
of the unfortunate; the highways will 
be planted with fruit-trees and tearful 
orphans win find homes In a thousand 
palaces of benevolence, church edifices 
will be transformed into lyceums and 
rose-embowered school-houses, sensi
tives will be appreciated, consulted and 
sustained, and the divine will, the 
equivalent of a universal religion, will 
be done on earth as it is in heaven.

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Battle Creek, Mich.

“The Bridge ’Between Two Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come Into closer connection 
with the purer realms of the spirit 
world. It Is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson's literary works. Priced cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 
office.
, “Social Upbuilding, Including Oo-op- 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D.. M. D. This comprises 
the last , part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper, cover, 15 cents. For sate 
at this office. .

“Never-Ending Life Assured by .Sci
ence.” By Darnel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cent«. _

It has become a custom among us 
that we should present our views in 
matters of interest in The Progressive 
Thinker, before the time of the annual 
conventions, instead of waiting till the 
meeting of the Association, when there 
will be but little time for discussion. 
This is the better way. Let us do our 
debating before hand, so that when the 
Association comes together its members 
will be prepared to act promptly.

Last year the Association sprung a 
sensation on the Spiritualists of the 
world, by a declaration of one of its 
principles, of a belief in Infinite Intelli
gence. Many of us had wished for a 
statement of our Views—not necessarily 
a creed, as creeds are only statements 
of unproved and unprovable tenets, but 
a statement of fact, and I might say 
philosophy, which we are constantly 
demonstrating by phenomena (so-called) 
and logic, and upon which there is little 
room for disagreement.

With me the question of the existence 
of Infinite Intelligence, call It by what
ever name you choose, is entirely spec
ulative. I can’t say there is not such 
Being. (N. B—I don't say A Being, 
but Being.) If there Is, he is entirely 
beyond my comprehension. I do be
lieve that there Is infinite, or perhaps 
more properly, omnipresent force, an 
attribute we might say of every speck 
of matter, Including even the tiny 
atoms which meet and embrace when 
they come within the attraction of their 
congeners and form of themselves mole
cules. It Is the same force that moves 
systems and suns, and to me It is the 
life principle ever present and always 
and ever pulsating in the clod or even 
the granite, and that this force or life 
principle is ever reaching upward to 
higher conditions through man to 
angel, the highest point I can conceive 
of. I can conceive of no intelligence 
which was not developed through the 
processes of nature, through matter 
with its inherent fortes. I will not say 
there is not such. I may be lame in my 
conclusions; but If there is, I am quite 
sure that I am in no way concerned 
with It, and that It cares nothing about 
the N. S. A. or what its members think 
on the subject; nor does Lt in any way 
Interfere -with the operation of natural 
law. In fact, the only thing It does Is 
to sit and think—“sit and think?” I 
should have said "pervade and think”— 
for intelligence can't sit down, there be
ing no broad part of its body on which 
to rest. But, you see this thing—this 
all—this Infinite intelligence continually 
not only outruns my power of expres
sion but my entire conceptions.

I wanted to say a word with reference 
to prayer, in this connection. I don’t 
object to the formality of Invocation as 
offered by, I might say, a majority of 
our speakers. Very few, if any of them, 
have any idea of changing the purposes 
of this “infinite Intelligence” by their 
Invocation. The most they hope for, as 
far as I can learn, Is to place themselves 
in a receptive condition. I offer no in
vocations, but If tne spirit of invocation 
should come on me, I would. I merely 
spend a few moments in silence, losing 
myself as far as possible from all 
thought. I have but one difficulty, that 
Is to break away from this silent med
itation. But I don’t believe that any 
prayer ever changes the natural process 
of nature—it never would have turned 
the waters around Johnstown at the 
time of the flood. If God was Infinite, 
omnipotent, and infinitely just, prayers 
for the salvation of those people would 
have been unnecessary; If prayers were 
necessary, it is unfortunate to the uni
verse that it is ruled by a tyrant On 
every Important occasion In every vil
lage the proceedings ore opened and 
closed by prayer by some clergyman on 
hand for the occasion. Everybody 
knows that the prayer Is a mere for
mality, and that even if there is an 
Almighty personal being, he pays no 
attention whatever to the prayer. There 
is no fashionable formality more empty 
than a prayer on such occasions.

I believe in both patriotism and re
ligion, but not in the articles that go by 
these names. In th? popular acceptation 
ot the term patriotism in England and 
America, and perhaps some other coun
tries, It means plunder, and the man 
who objects to plundering some other 
country for the benefit of a few of his 
home nabobs, is considered a traitor. 
It Is impossible for some men to connect 
patriotism and philanthropy In one per
son. With them the man who opposes 
national plunder is a traitor and de
serves death. In the same way cant is 
substituted for religion, and the man 
who objects to cant is considered not 
only Irreligious, but wicked and deserv
ing of ostracism. The great difficulty 
with some of our Spiritualist brothers 
and sisters is that, associating cant with 
religion, they seem to think we who be
lieve Spiritualism to be a religion are 
necessarily believers in the cant that 
passes for religion. And thus they also 
make Jesus responsible for allthe fol
lies of the church. Ingersoll’s great lec
ture on the Devil was a grand lecture 
Indeed, so far as evangelism was con
cerned, but when he left the inference 
that the evangelical church drew their 
authority for their teachings from 
Jesus or even from any part of the book 
called the Bible, he spoiled his lecture, 
with biblical scholars.

To me Spiritualism Is indeed a re
ligion. It blends into one heaven and 
earth. It associates those who have 
gone before with those who remain 
here. Enables us to live in the mag
netism of the Spirit world, gives us 
strength and courage when we should 
otherwise be weak. Did I not think 
that men and women would be ad
vanced In their spiritual and ethical 
natures by believing in It, 'it seems to 
me I should lose some of the zeal which 
actuates me In the promulgation of the 
cause.

I would open the gateway between 
this world and the higher world, that 
we may learn from their experiences 
that ,we sit In communion with those we 
loved on esrth. Further, I would have 
air those who accept the faith of Spirit
ualism assemble at least once a week, 
and listen to the instructions coming 
from our teachers and from each other, 
for in this way we may grow. We can 
learn nothing at the churches,: for the 
alm of popular preaching is to put in 
the time saying nothing. Some bf the 
best teachers in the world are found in 
the ranks of Spiritualism, and by 
uniting we have the opportunity of 
assisting each other to learn. _ ■
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OUR MAIN PREMIUMS.
Volume3 of the Encyclopedia of 

Death, and Life in the Spirit World
will be our main Premium until fur
ther notice, and it is the only book 
sent out to our subscribers for 25 
cents, which is far less than actual 
cost to us* The price of each one of 
the other six Premium Books when 
ordered alone is 50 cents- Any 'two 
of the other six Premium Books you 
may select, are sent out for 90 cento 
Note the prices carefully when re
mitting.

Volumes 1, 2 and 3 of the Enop- 
clopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, when ordered together, 
Price $1.10.

Any three of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $1.10.

Any four of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $1.50.

Any five of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $1.80. 

I
Any six of the seven Premium 

Books you may order, Price $2.10»

Lastly, all of the seven premium^ 
Books are sent out together, Price I
$2.35. I

Remember, these Premium Book? 
are only sent to our own subscribers i 
when they send in their yearly sub
scription to The Pbogbbssive 
Thinker, which is always one dollar. 
Those who are not subscribers to The 
Pboobebsive Thinker must pay the 
regular retail price for these seven 
valuable books, which is $10.75.

Bear in mind, please, that Volume 3 
is the only Premium Book sent out 
for 25 cents.

REMARKABLE OFFER.

. Norton, Kan. D. W. HULL.

. “Principles of Light and. Color,” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D, A truly 
great work of. a mister mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of . .years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the .well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find.instruction of 
great value and interest, A large. four- 
pound book, strongly; hound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative; plates. 
For sale’at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful w«rk and you 
W1U be delighted with 1L __

J

SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS
FOR $2.35. !

Offered at Far Less Tharr 
Actual Cost. (.

The Encyclopedia of Death, and i
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1, I
Price.................................  $ 1.5®'

The Encyclopedia of Death, and ’
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price............................................. $ 1.5®

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 8, 
Price...........................................!

Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price............................ 1

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price .  .......................... !

The Next World Interviewed.

$ 1.50

? 1.50

? 1.50

Price...........  .. .......................... $
The Occult Life of Jesus (Includ

ing the Hull-Covert Debate).
Price

1.25

. .$ 2.00

Total prjee to the trade............. $10.75
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 2.35

THe Progressive Thinker one year 
and the seven premium books. .$ 3.35 
These seven books,- substantially and 

elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear in mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and 
Occult Library in every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which is less by far than their actual 
cost The authors make no charge for 
the vast amount of labor bestowed on 
these works, and which extended oven 
many years. The publisher receives not 
a single cent for the great expense ho 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out In putting them in type, and elec
trotyping the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting these Intensely interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu* 
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
inducement is offered, in order thai 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep in line with the advancing proceff- 
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift.

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that all we have left us for 
those seven books is only $1.50. :

------  ._3

CLUBS OF TEN.
One Thousand Clubs Wanted

In Clubs of Ten subscribers we give 
the following for $1.15: The Progressive 
Thinker one year, and your choice of 
one of these two books—Volume 3 oi 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life In ■ 
the Spirit World, or The Next World In» 
tervieweef, both remarkable works, ant 
.worth their weight in gold to evert 
thoughtful student. The one who gets 
up the club will be entitled to The Pro» 
gresslve Thinker one year and both ot • 
the above books. No other books caM ■■ 
be substituted for the above, in Clubs. ■ 
They are neatly and substantially 
bound, and will be an ornament to any . 
center table. The aggregate price of 
these two books to the trade is $2.75. ' 
What you pay for them in clubs only 
defrays the expense of postage ana 
mailing. i

“Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. 
A Treatise or Human Culture.” By 
Leroy Bender, F»r sal? at this officR. 
Price $1, . ‘

I

■
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ANALYZED. TO CONVINCE MANKIND RAISE THE STANDARD. SUGGESTIONS. STILL A BABY.

Does Not Wish {.'NeJI-Cod.

the

"INFINITE FOLLY.”

pressions of our masters; for us, in tiic 
llght and knowledge of what our de-

The National Spiritualists 
Association.

r

£

lie

Ap the time is near at hand when the 
N. S, A. will hold its annual meeting, 
It is well to inquire wherein it has 
failed, and how it ean become an effect
ive agent in building up genuine Spir
itualism.

The grand failure of the N. S. A., and 
the one that includes all the minor ones, 
is its apparent incapacity to compte- 
hend and give expression to the all-in
clusive principles of Modern Spiritual
ism, and instead, has put forth what is 
in direct antagonism to those principles. 
If Spiritualism has anything differenti
ating it from the past, It is its perfect 
naturalness, and consequent repudiation 
of all forms of supernaturalism. It is a 
settled position that no gods or super
human beings have anything whatever 
to do with the phenomena. No more 
than they have to do with the telegraph 
or. telephone. But the N. S.. A. affirms 
that "We (Spiritualists) believe that the 
phenomena of nature, physical and 
spiritual, are the expressions of Infinite 
intelligence.” .

Let us note some of the "physical phe
nomena.” The earthquakes, volcanoes, 
cyclones, the famine-creating drouths, 
the devastating storms, the Insect pests, 
etc., are all “the expressions of infinite 
intelligence!” There are no Inherent, 
automatic energies In this vast pano
rama of nature, it is all infinite intelli
gence.

But let us note some of the “spiritual 
phenomena of nature": The love that 
blesses and saves, the hate that tor
tures, malms and destroys; the wars 
that butcher, enslave, cripple and de
moralize; the slaughter of men, wo- 
and children in South Africa, China and 
the Philippines; the cheatery, fraud, 
stealing and plundering; the inspired 
utterances of our speakers and writers: 
the howling profanity of the street and 
the vulgar mouthlngs of the brothel 
are, according to this creed, “the ex
pressions of Infinite Intelligence.”

But the creed says further: “We be
lieve that a correct understanding of 
such expressions, and living in accord
ance therewith constitutes the true re
ligion.” Well, the thief, the prostitute, 
the murderer lives “in accordance” 
with those “expressions," hence, theft, 
murder and all forms of crime “consti
tute the true religion!" Most certainly, 
no one can live along all the Unes of 
these expressions at the same time. It 
will need all the reincarnations of the 
Theosophist to cover the whole field of 
these "expressions of infinite intelli
gence.'’

But it Is not true that “the phenom
ena of nature, physical and spiritual, 
are the expressions of infinite intelli
gence.” They are all finite, and it is 
false in fact and false In logic to as
sume a cause transcending the charac
ter of the effect. A finite expression or 
effect needs only a finite cause, and it 
can have no other. The expressions, ut
terances, manifestations of man are all 
of them finite, and therefore, cannot lay 
claim to infinite causation.

How logicians and teachers of logic 
could endorse such a creed passes my 
comprehension. It is an attempted em
bodiment of the old church notion of de
sign, in language calculated to deceive 
the superficial and unthinking masses. 
If its getters-up had intended to put 
-forth a two-faced document they could 
not have constructed one more perfect
ly adapted to that purpose. When they 
want to satisfy some Judge that Splr- 
itualism is a r'ellglon, In order to hold a 
legacy, they very solemnly say: “We be
lieve in infinite intelligence." When the 
Judge says, “You don’t affirm ‘an’ infi
nite Intelligence,” they answer “We be- 
Heve the phenomena of nature, physical 
and spiritual, are the expressions of in

' finite intelligence.” And as spiritual ex
pression is impossible to anything but a 
personality, we most certainly profess 
the true religion, for our Infinite intelli
gence is nothing less and nothing else 
but your personal God.

To the critical Spiritualists, they say, 
0, we did not put in that little article 
"an,!’ because we did not mean to affirm 
a personal Deity but only d vague kind 
of pantheism, but in such a shape that 
we could pull the wool over the eyes of 

■ judges and railroad officials, and secure 
legacies, marriage fees and half-fares. 
Doyou say,-that is hypocrisy? I can’t 
help that. It Is precisely what the get
ters-up of that creed affirm in sub
stance as an excuse and reason for its 
peculiar wording. They say that the 
problem before them was to construct a 
creed that would enable Spiritualism to 
pose in the courts as a legal religion, so 
that legacies could be held. Some kind 
of a God was needed to do that, and 
hence, the infinite intelligence dodge.

This infinite Intelligence is the same 
old personal God of the church, or it is 
a new one made up for a special use, or 
it means Pantheism In its broadest 
sense. I think there can be no doubt 
that the N. S. A., in formulating its 
creed, meant the old god with a some
what different dress. That Is the meth
od adopted by the Unitarians.

But to hold legacies It is entirely un
necessary to profess any kind of relig
ion, or believe In any god whatever. 
Every benevolent or educational organ
ization can. hold and heir property 
whether it believes In one god, three 
gods, or no god 'at all. Spiritualism is 
not a religion in the sense In which that 
term is commonly used. And it is only 
hypocrisy to make any pretense that it 
is. And while we may justly claim that 
It is religion in a far higher and nobler 
sense than the church uses, that claim 
will not, cannot be allowed by either 
the church or the courts. Hence, we 
should organize as an edueational and 
moral institution. We concede that the 
world’s great need is true education. 
But the N. S. A., as far as It was able, 
has organized Spiritualists into a sect 
alongside of other sects, claiming the 
same special privileges of those sects, 
on the false plea of being religious in 
the same sense that they are. It may 
be that our good brothers and sisters, 
who made this creed, and-who seek or
dination so as to get half-fare on rail
roads, and fees for marrying, have nbt 
paused to think that these are special 
privileges-and, therefore, wrong and 
corrupting in their influence. Half
faro is essentially the same as a free 
pass, which is illegal and uniust No 
honorable person can accept half-fare 
without feeling under special obligation 
to the donor. He becomes a partner 
with, and a supporter of, the robber 
corporations, for he accepts a portion of 
what they rob from the people. Cele
brating marriage as “a minister of the 
gospel,” is not only a false pretense, 
but it Is endorsing the false teaching of 
the church that it is “God’s Holy- Insti
tution of Matrimony,” instead of being 
a civil contract between the parties. 
. On beEalf of thousands, I' protest 
against this belittling and sectarianiz- 
ing of Spiritualism; and I unite with 
them in demanding that the creed be 
expunged, and a simple declaration that 
all Spiritualists can endorse, be substi
tuted in its stead. The affirmations in 
paragraphs 4 and 5. with one affirming 
Spiritualism to be tne science and phil
osophy of life, with no allusion to any 
undemonstrable beliefs about God or an 
Infinite intelligence, together with the.

intion of the Unity of Human- 
uld furnish an ample basis for

The Chief Mission of Spir 
ï itualism.

Lopg absence from home finds me out 
of touch with the N. 8. A. workers, as 
wefl as with their wide-awake critics. 
Has not an unnecessary warmth of 
feellpg arisen among' estimable breth
ren over the composition, size, weight, 
complexion and prerogatives of the "In
finite Intelligence," or “Supreme Pow
er?" The chief mission of Spiritualism 
would seem to be to convince mankind 
that mortals live as conscious entities 
after death; that they can and do com
municate with the inhabitants of earth 
through appointed avenues; that the 
after existence offers everyone of us the 
possibility of upward progression. All 
beyond these nuclei are, ought to be, 
and, as I understand It, are Intended to 
remain matters for Individual faith. 
There is room under these principles for 
every shade of belief from that of a 
Personal God to the antipodal denial of 
all else save Law and Evolution. Shall 
we excommunicate each other because 
of different views upon a question none 
of us can absolutely demonstrate, and 
upon which varying messages through 
different media show equal diversity of 
opinion among the denizens of the spirit 
world?' During this very week, one 
whom I knew intimately in the years 
before transition said to me through a 
deeply entranced medium: “I earnestly 
ask and pray to God, If there is one, 
that I may reach my family on earth.”

Let us remember there is more than 
one picture of a PersonaLGod. He is 
not of necessity a relentless avenger, 
but may be the giver of bread Instead 
of stones, and know better than earthly 
parents how to give good gifts to his 
children.

The Christian world having buried 
the Devil, would now seem to be busily 
engaged in preparing the obsequies of 
the God of olden time.

Months ago I read upon the outer bul
letin board pt a religious headquarters 
in Chicago, the announcement of a new 
book, 'by a college president, in words 
something like these: “Did man make 
God, or God make map? I felt like 
pausing long enough to chalk opposite, 
the answer: Both. ’

Like the early Greeks mankind is 
still creating mythical. deities and 
clothing them with fabulous powers as 
well as with human foibles. The kind 
of God in which a man believes is very 
apt to be an exact reproduction of what 
dominates his interior self.

If the National Association has pro
vided a straight-jacket for each Spirit
ualist upon the God question, mine 
must have gone astray. Anyone finding 
it need not speed it to its destination, 
but feel, fully authorized to return It at 
railroad speed to secretary Longley, 
Washington, D. 0.

. GEO. B. WARNE.

all possible efforts in educating our
selves and the.people of the world. 
Lifted thus above the narrowness and 
shallowness of sectarianism, we shall 
begin to appreciate the all-ineluslveness 
of Spiritualism.

All Intelligent Spiritualists know that 
mediumship Is the great arcanum 
whence has Issued every form of relig
ion and superstition which has blessed 
or cursed the ages. It Is the key which 
unlocks all human mysteries. Hence, 
Spiritualists are the masters, the edu
cators of the ignorant world in every
thing pertaining to its religious theo- 
rels and experience.'

All forms of government have been 
the offshoots of pre-existent religions. 
Hence, all the relations and asserted 
rights and duties of man, as a citizen, 
are the outgrowths of his religions, the 
solution of which pertains to the Spirit
ualistic Philosophy. All the great 
strides of nature, in her evolutionary 
career, have been ascenslonal. The last 
one always higher than the preceding. 
Spiritualism, the last unfolding of hu- 
manitary life, is consequently the high
est. The last, the highest, includes the 
essentials of all below, all that preceded 
it. It cannot be understood, cannot be 
Interpreted by anything else; but It,- 
from the very nature of things, is the 
Interpreter of all which has gone before. 
The religions, the ethical, the govern
mental, civic and social life are all re
solvable by its philosophy. Necessarily, 
the last, the highest, becomes a recon
structor. It makes all things new.- It 
evolves a new idea, and one new idea 
will reconstruct the whole sysjem of 
human thought, just as a new chemical 
element will completely change any 
compound with which it can unite. 
Spiritualism Is naturalism, hence, the 
entire idealism of the old religions Is 
dissolved, and reconstruction must be
gin. The old theories of government, 
morals and civic life fall to the ground 
at once anH must be rebuilt.

In the light of these axiomatic truths 
of Modern Spiritualism, look at the pit
iable position of the N. S. A., at its last 
meeting. With a deprecatory, reveren
tial mien, it came before the religious 
world and apologetically said In sub
stance: Dear brothers, we have been 
proclaiming for 50 years that we know 
something and that you were stumbling 
along by faith. But we have become 
hungry for some of the special priv
ileges which you enjoy, and we humbly 
askthe opportunity to join with you in 
saying “we believe in Infinite intelli
gence.” We will ordain ministers, offer 
prayers and Invocations, sing “Nearer, 
My God, to Thee;” baptise babies when 
opportunities offer. So please consider 
us “one of the denominations,” and a 
legal religious body. We are compelled 
to use language somewhat ambiguous, 
but we will have some of our leaders 
proclaim their belief in a “personal 
God,” and the beauty and glory of the 
New. Testament,, to Indicate what we 
are aiming at in the promulgation of 
our present creed. There is so much 
radicalism amongst the Spiritualists 
that we have to proceed with the ut
most caution.”

Reader, that Is the real position of the 
N. S. A. If the ensuing annual meeting 
refuses to annul its creed, or if it makes 
it stronger, in the church direction, as 
Will no doubt be attempted, the . death 
knell of Spiritualism, so far as its pres
ent organization is concerned, will be 
sounded. It will, repudiate the univer
salism .of true Spiritualism, and put In 
its place a degrading sectarianism.

J. 8. LOVELAND. 
Summerland, Cal.

"Éuman colture and' Cure.
First. The Philosophy of Cure.

Part''
. .. „ .. . - . -, — (ïo-eluding Methods. and Instruments), • 

By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A
very Instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as It 
well fulfills the promise of its title. 
For sale at this office. Price 75 cents.

“Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
Voice-from The Higher Criticism. A 
few thoughts on other Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and in
terest to Spiritualists. For sale at this 
office. Price 51. . •

“The Pantheism of Modern Science.” 
By F. E. Titus, Barrister, Toronto, Can
ada; A summary of recent investiga- 
tlons Into Life, Force and Substance, 
and' conclusions . therefrom. Price 10 

’ cents. For sale at this office. •

Six Gods Killed in One 
Batch.

Will the coming convention of the Na
tional Spiritualist Association reflect or 
express the position or desires of the 
great body of intelligent Spiritualists? 
Judging from it8 past work and efforts 
It will not. So far the N. S. A. has not 
been a representative body; its dele
gates at the Chicago Annual meeting 
did no more than represent a handful in 
numbers, and in capacity, experience 
and wisdom, with the exception of a 
baker’s dozen, the representation was 
putty—clay In the hands of the potter.

What has the association done the 
past year more than to maintain from 
week to week, a dogged, determined 
dunning for money to help out the 
Mayer scheme? Are the officers so blind 
and deaf that they do not see, arid know 
that the Mayer fund, the Spiritual 
Home in Washington, is not endorsed 
by the living, acting, thoughtful Spirit
ualists of America? Do they not yet see 
and realize that we are not sufficiently 
subjugated to want a high priest, or 
pope at Washington? Why can’t the 
leaders of the N. S. A. movement real
ize that neither of their leading efforts 
at the Chicago meetings are endorsed? 
Will they at the coming eighth annual 
meeting persist in their efforts to try 
and cram their “Intelligence god” and 
the Washington home down the throats 
of Spiritualists who have most emphat
ically refused to endorse either?

If the N. 8. A. has exerted any 
marked influence the past year, it has 
been to distract, divide and disintegrate 
local societies and camps.

For an organization labelled National, 
and Spiritual, at the close of the nine
teenth century, at Its annual gathering, 
to go into the business of making a god 
as a eoriier-stone for a declaration of 
principles to rest on, was one of the 
most ridiculous and absurd efforts pos
sible for the writer to contemplate; to 
expect anything but division and antag
onism from such leaders, is to be woe
fully disappointed. What a contrast be
tween Spiritualists at the head of the 
N..S, A. movement, and M. J. Savage, 
B. Fay Mills and Thomas B. Gregory, 
and a dozen lesser lights who have 
been killing off the heathen gods for the 
past year. Dr. Savage says that “The 
Gods must die, in order that man may 
live."

The Rev. B. Fay Mills killed off six 
gods in one discourse last June; here 
are their names: 1. The Absentee God. 
2. The Limited God. 3. The Negative 
God. 4. The Unkind God. 5. The Un
just. God. 6. The Partial God. I pre
sume he had not heard of the one made 
in Chicago last October, christened “In
finite Intelligence.” I suggest that the 
N. S. A. Spiritualists' God be turned 
over to our Christian orthodox and het
erodox friends, and if he, ft, or she, ean 
stand their tests we might be led to be- 

dieve we had made quite a decent, re
spectable God.

Now we all know, who think, that the 
God question is not a complex one, but 
a simple one. It has been made com
plex by manipulation, which has been 
the work of priestcraft in the past as in 
the present. Without a god of some 
sort the occupation of the priest and 
pope Is gone.

It Is a simple fact that the gods In all 
ages of history have been man-made- 
man gods. They are the same to-day; 
that is the reason Mills and Savage 
think it wise to kill off a lot of them; 
they want to improve our conceptions, 
they want wiser, more humane, and 
more Spiritual gods to take the place of 
the old heathen gods. I say amen to 
the killing off of those visionary 
heathen gods; It will clear the atmos
phere, we will all breathe more, and 
our health will be improved.

If reformers demand a change In any 
direction, it always seems best to wait 
until we can substitute better things, 
better conditions, before we remove the 
old. .

My substitute for the present concept 
Is, to make gods of all humanity. The 
unfolded humanity is to be the "Blas
ter” of all things, in heaven and earth. 
The “I Am” is man.

If the N. S. A.’s “Infinite Intelligence” 
God will stand the test, then their god 
is in our National Constitution—that old 
infidel document—and the American 
Secular Union, and the N. S. A. guard 
at Washington can withdraw, and our 
orthodox Christian friends will have to 
fight to get our young, athlete, heroic 
god out, and their old three-headed god 
into, the Constitution.

What are the demands upon the N. S. 
A. (if such an association is needed) 
which have not yet been shown? It 
must do more than meet once a year at 
a cost of from seven to ten thousand 
dollars. It must do more than erect vis
ionary gods, it must do more than fol
low and ape Christianity which to-day 
stands for a debauched and rotten civil
ization. It must do more than cater to 
religious popularity, it must shake off 
every restriction, every limitation; it 
does not need money in bank; it needs 
up-to-date men and women who are 
imbued with the glories of an exalted 
unselfish life here and now. Such work
ers will not starve or go naked. Was 
there ever a day, or an hour when a 
Phillips, a Garrison, a Sumner, a Pier
pont a Parker, or a Lincoln were 
wanted as leaders more than now?

May this world escape the curse of 
all religious missionaries in the future. 
A Galveston tornado is a fearful trag
edy to contemplate, but a slaughter of a 
a hundred thousand for Christ’s sake 
In the missionary fields of China puts a 
damper on anything—any move—in a 
National missionary effort. The writer 
is opposed to the principle of missionary 
work and can give reasons for his posi
tion. • Modern Spiritualism Is not de
pendent upon National Spiritual Asso
ciations, or amateur delegates or lead
ers. A few Lovelands would soon 
make a foundation for an association, if 
one was needed, but the need is not 
proven by a long ways; thus far the ef
fort of the second attempt, has not 
proven any more acceptable than the 
first; thus far all Spiritual organizations 
that have attempted more than a simple 
business organization, have proven fail
ures, at least not one has proven a suc
cess from an external polint of view. 
Isn't there some significance in this 
fact? We don’t want any creeds, dog
mas, churches, or any of the restrictions 
or limitations of such institutions. Spir
itualists of the royal independent intel
ligent stamp will not be led or re- 
sttained by any one person, or any asso
ciation; this is a historical fact; fifty 
years has proven it; will the N. S. A. 
make a note of it? Can the leaders and 
officers get it Into their heads why the 
ten thousand dollar . “Mayer . fund” is 
not in bank? I most sincerely and 
thankfully endorse Prof. J. S.. Love
land's closing sentence In his masterly 
article of September 22, In The Pro
gressive Thinker. Here it is: “Can any 
position befitting Spiritualism be imag
ined-except that of Leader and Inter
preter of the world’s philosophy? We 
must lead or follow. What shall we fol
low? Where is the science and philoso
phy of Life if it is not embodied in 
Spiritualism? If Spiritualism is only a 
•part, what and where is the wholeness? 
Who will answer? . .

DR. M. E. CONGER.

To the Editor:—I do not feel quite 
adequate to the article?* you9(suggest; 
nor, with the views I entertain .upon the 
subject involved, do I think it judi
cious.

For myself, I should be decidedly ad
verse to any attempted-’ definition of 
Deity by any company “of men with 
which I was associated.” The pen is not 
yet grown or manufactured that can do 
it. The mind has not yet come into be
ing that can conceive it;'; God lb incom
prehensible; and unedmpressible by 
any hydraulic or other power yet 
known to that infinitesimal personality 
called Man. We know'nothing of Him 
but what He has revealed to Us. Strike 
out His revelations, and ali is blank, 
and we are thrown back upon the 
merest and the wildest conjecture.

I am so at odds with many Spiritual
ists—and even with you, my dear, good 
friend—that my pen would run counter 
to a very strong current of belief. I 
have faith In the verity of my convic
tions; unshakable—firm as the firma
ment-feeling that I stand on a roek 
compared with which Gibraltar is an 
unstable and petty pebble; and yet I 
should know that many others—of 
greater intelligence, but of less faith— 
would charge me with credulity, This 
would only provoke hostility in the 
ranks of Spiritualism; for, of all futile 
things, argument on religious themes 
stands ahead.

I believe in a Personal'God; you do 
not. .

I believe in the divinity of Christ; you 
do not. 1

I accept the Apostles’ Creed except 
the clause for the resurrection of the 
body, if it means physical body; you 
do not.

I believe in the substantial authentic
ity of the Bible; you do not.

I base my beliefs, in (hose respects, 
upon communications which I have sup
posed, and yet think, came from the 
highest beings in the spirit spheres. 
This through years, with countless con
verging proofs and confirmations. I 
cannot, in this brief letter, enter upon 
these evidences; but they sweep me into 
a faith, clear as the cope of heaven.

I do not accept, as a whole, your quo
tation from Prof. Draper, as authority. 
In some respects it is opposed to my ad
vices. I am feal to my own messages. 
They control my beliefs.

I do not agree that “ail revelation is 
necessarily a fiction.” I receive revela
tion as a reality. The revelations to me 
from what purports to be from high 
spirit sources, are, to me, genuine, real, 
infallible, sacred, verity itself. '

I do not agree that “there is no such 
thing as Providence." On the contrary, 
I believe tbftt there is no thing outside 
of Providence; nothing but Providence.

If those Who call “the vital force 
which pervades the 1 world,” “God,” 
are “Illiterate," as the'- Professor af
firms, then I come within the category 
of illiteracy, ! .

Prof. Draper believes only In an un
organized diffusive po\ver—though in 
that case, it should not be spelled with 
a capital P. He does pot believe In a 
“Supreme Being." I do, fully/absolute
ly, unqualifiedly, and beyond'all possi
bility of doubt. 11 ’

I concede the great lability, 'the tech
nical scholarship, the large repute of 
Professor Draper; but I venture to dif
fer from some of his views—f/'om some 
of them toto colo. ' ■

I am in accord with your hentlment 
that every one should ftirm hTsown con
cept of Deity. That is hih’bifsiness, 
and not another’s, i No -convention 
should bind him to recilye! such ' por
trait as It mnyllmn. Nocreature can 
form a just and eompetept idea of his 
Creator; nor, as I think, Is he required 
to attempt It. A spark, struck from the 
sun, cannot comprehend that solar orb.

I am not sufficiently informed as to 
the doing of the National Spiritualists 
Association to judge of its accomplish
ment. I pave never been in full sym
pathy with it. Some of its action has 
not commended Itself to me. I have not 
thought that a society could so appro
priate the truths of Spiritualism, and 
claim to be headquarters for them, as 
to approach the hearts and heads of 
mem to {idvantage. Those truths, It 
seemed to me, should be diffused, like a 
genial atmosphere, amongst all sects, 
Influencing the pulpits, permeating the 
pews, and reaching the world outside of 
the sects. If any association assumes 
to take spiritual truths in Its especjjrl 
keeping, and to dispense them, it might 
provoke jealousy, and stir up opposi
tion.

If an association proposes, as this 
suggests, to make a new God, and, by 
another nomenclature, call this neuter 
entity—if such a diffusive thing can be 
anentity—call it “Infinite Intelligence," 
I should deem it infinite folly, and de
sire to be Infinitely- removed from such 
a society, as “far as the East is from 
the West.” . . .

To change the name of God would re
quire, me seems, an “Act to repeal an 
Act” passed by the Parliament of 
Heaven. No earthly corporation has 
been endowed with such authority. No 
Constitution has ever been adopted by 
the Sovereign Power conferring such a 
privilege. If the Association should re
solve to create, formulate, pattern, and 
evolve, such a—what shall I say?—not 
Being, for it would not be a Being- 
only a principle or statement—it is 
hoped that His—no, Its—jurisdiction 
may be clearly defined, its bailiwick 
bounded, Its powers specifically enum
erated, and the proper punishment for 
any violation of Its functions distinctly 
stated; so that the officers of the asso
ciation should not be in danger of in
flicting too severe penalties.

For myself, dear Francis, I am quite 
content with the God we have. I do not 
wish a new one... '

If there is no "Supreme Being,” I 
wonder hbw Prof. Draper’s “irresistible 
laws” got footing in? the ?■ world. Did 
they formulate, evolvp, and.qnact them
selves? If the worldTs a'fnere "auto
matic engine,” who evolved its machin
ery and motive power an^(.;. set it a- 
golng? Did it do it iuseIf?,M

I do not think it blasphemy to think 
that man was created In Thfe image of 
God; or to think thatthere rs a kinship 
and somewhat similitude (between the 
Creator and the credited; ot that, in 
man, there Is an .inheritance of some 
faint glimpses.of ttie paternal attri
butes. ' ■ ¡‘J'

Good friend, in reitllng .your letter 
and circular, I Imntedlatejy sat down 
and hastily wrote off this’ letter, to 
prove to you why itAtlld HbY appear to 
me judicious to write' the";article you 
spoke of. Anyhow, Tam,fl!. -

Yours sincerel^ 1
' LUTHER R. MARSH.

“After Her Death, The Story of a- 
Summer.” By Lilian' Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book; Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas'on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, lead-, 
ing the mind onward Iiito the purer at
mosphere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale • at 
this office. Price, cloth. 51.

"Gleanings /rom the Rostrum.” By 
A. B. French. Cloth, |1. For sale at 
thisofflee.

Should Reorganize All Along 
the Line.

Shall the next annual convention of 
Spiritualists amuse themselves- in 
another attempt at creed-making and 
ambitious metaphysical speculations? 
I have no objections. It may encourage 
and incite to a closer and deeper study 
of things spiritual and be useful In the 
development and unfoldment of truth 
among us. Such creeds are, of course, 
entirely without authority; we regard 
such things now as representative only 
of the views and opinions of the few 
who create them. To us Spiritualists, 
they only suggest what orthodox creed- 
allsm might attempt if allowed or en
couraged by us. All thinking people 
realize now that all such expressions or 
declarations represent individual opin
ion only, and that they are entitled only 
to the respect they merit. Nothing of 
'the sort can exercise mandatory influ
ence over us Spiritualists who are about 
as much inclined to be a law unto our
selves as any sect or set of people on 
earth to-day, I think. Therefore I have, 
no objection to my sisters and brethren 
affirming their creeds anywhere, on any 
subject, at any time within reason.

I believe we would not bother so 
much about such things but for the fear 
that, unchallenged, such practices may 
encourage a desire for and attempt at 
authority later on. I think this is the 
chief trouble with us now; we are 
afraid it is an attempt at dictation; 
that the N. S. A. is assuming to control 
and direct us according to unsavory or
thodox methods. This is where the shoe 
pinches with most of us, in my opinion, 
and I suggest and believe this will con
tinue to be the^case and greatly retard 
our success, just as long as we permit 
this creature of the local societies, de
pendent upon and supported by them, 
to stand before the world, in loci paren
tis, as the dog Instead of the tail. s

The creation of the N. S. A. In Its 
present form, and our continuance of It, 
was and is, in my opinion, in the light 
of the world’s experiences of the abuses 
of ecclesiastical authority and because 
It Is In opposition to our championship 
of natural democracy and personal 
equality, a most ridiculous and repre
hensible blunder. I opposed It from the 
start and before it was organized, 
though I favored the payment of Its 
Jubilee deficit because we had allowed 
its creditors to, at least, infer that we 
Spiritualists were behind this laudable 
attempt to honor our deearuate leaders. 
But for us who know what aristocracy 
and ecclesiasticlsm have done to curse 
humanity and block the progress of our 
race; preaching from our rostrums hu
man brotherhood; with all history and 
our present day experiences crying out 
In bitterness and woe against the op- 

carnate leaders are doing, who appa
rently know neither creed, class nor 
condition, but are making even Inno
cent little children leaders of men, 
choosing their Instruments and co
workers, from among all spheres of life 
here, from the poor and the rich, the 
lowly and exalted, all these working in
dependently of each and the work going 
on under their care and guidance In a 
world-wide reformation such as has 
never been seen before among us; for 
us, in this land of comparative liberty, 
the cradle of republicanism, to attempt 
ecclesiastical forms of control over 
Modern Spiritualism; to select a presi
dent over it and us, and one who shall 
stand before the world ostensibly as Its 
“Head” and our Chief High Priest; 
Who shall feel that, In some way, he is 
in authority over us and It and responsi
ble for its progress and our welfare, 
and should enact or declare a creed for 
our guidance and so that the world may 
see how respectable our church Is 
getting to be; that it is now in line with 
all the others, has a national creed and 
all the necessary paraphernalia of 
official existence and consequent gangs 
of rlngsters and strikers. Ah, sisters 
and brethren, these things are all 
wrong, ip my opinion, pathetically so, 
and pot Until we do away with all this 
childishness, abolish all semblance of 
aristocratic control among us, will we, 
as a sect, ever amount to much, In my 
opinion.

As a national committee whose chief 
or chairman shall be as the humblest 
among us, which shall serve as an ob
servant, advisory, statistical and execu
tive body, supported by and serving the 
local societies, the N. 8. A. should be a 
very useful helper In this movement; as 
a seat of authority and as present con
stituted it can never accomplish the 
worthy alms of Its present officials. We 
should reorganize all along the line, 
abolishing everywhere all offices of any
thing but clerical need. We should gov
ern ourselves by the rule of the ma
jority, choosing our presiding officers at 
will, whenever we meet In convention.

The beginning of this, as with all 
other popular reform movements, was 
with the common people, who should, In 
this, depart from ancient customs and 
precedent» known to be harmful, and 
retain within their own control, co
operatively, the sole management of it. 
We need no “Heads” for it here; we 
have them in the higher spheres, among 
those who originated and are con
trolling Modern Spiritualism. The local 
societies are the basis and support of it 
with us; these should co-operate and in 
conventions of different kinds—local, 
district, state and national—our camp
meetings offering opportunities—discuss 
and advise v^ith each other on pertinent 
matters and things. Local societies be
ing purely voluntary associations will, 
of course, declare their own creeds, or 
curriculums, after the manner of all 
other educational institutions. To at
tempt dictation to them in this relation 
would be about as impertinent, In my 
opinion, .as for the national government 
to attempt the control of the course of 
studies in our public schools.

In conclusion, I suggest that we re
turn to first principles by restoring to 
the commoners all rights, powers and 
authority foolishly delegated to any and 
every one; then let us refrain from all 
desires and attempts to rule by force, 
leaving everything to the good common 
sense of our membership, settling and: 
governing everything, everywhere, in 
our local societies and in our conven
tions, after the manner of reasonable 
beings,'by the will of the people as ex
pressed in a majority vote. Then we 
will be practicing and living in example 
what we preach, an object lesson to the 
Whole world of the value of our pre
cepts. Then we will have no fear of 
creeds; we will regard them as simple 
expressions of opinion and take them 
af their value. The N. S. A as now con
stituted must go. .

: J. M. HUMPHREY.
St. Louis, Mo. ■

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whlûng. Most excellent In their high 
and-elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, 51 per volume. For 
sale at this office. ' ‘ ’

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood. 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought In poetic dlctlou In this 
handsome volume, wherewith to sweet
en hours of leisure and enjoyment 
firice 5L-For sale at thia office
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Needs Helping Hands, Not 
Kicks.

To the Editor:—You ;isk, Has the Na
tional Association failed during the 
many years of its existence to meet tne 
requirements of Spiritualists and Spirit
ualism?” The National Association is 
only seven years old, apd seven years 
are not enough to make it more than a 
baby yet, and the babe might have been 
far stronger had it had more helping 
hands and less kicks. The struggle to 
make this organization what It should 
be—the stronghold of Spiritualism, both 
In a spiritual and financial way, con
stantly helping to build up state and 
local societies by active missionary 
work, aided by the earnest efforts of 
isolated Spiritualist workers who will 
interest the people in the thoughts, 
thus forming societies where there 
could have been none had not our mis
sionaries responded to their calls—in 
fact bringing the work to the same per
fection the Patrons of Husbandry have 
done, with its National well-officered 
and the states keeping in touch with the 
National, the county and local in touch 
with both state and National, all work
ing for the common good of the agricul
turists of qur nation. This, in,my be
lief, may be the future of the National.

If in its struggle to live it had been 
aided by those who from its first incep
tion have assumed the position of crit
ics none too kind; if the good it has al
ready done could be held up to view,, as 
well as what is claimed its weak points; 
if every fault-finder had aided by their 
presence and vote at our conventions; if 
the motives could be better understood 
of those who have its interests at 
heart—in fact, if Spiritualists would try 
to see alike, believing that by organiza
tion they would have an equal power 
with any other organization, In legisla
tion as to our rights to property, and 
the protection of our mediums, etc., etc., 
then almost every will made by a Spir
itualist for the good of Spiritualism 
would not be contested, and being a 
Spiritualist would not be deemed a fit
ting for the plea of insanity.

If the National has defects, it has 
been because in a way it has been 
crippled and its management could-pot 
work out their highest ideal, and that 
Inability has been caused by the apathy 
or opposition of those whom it would 
seem would desire to see an organized 
effort for the promulgation of truths 
that free from bondage, and heal the 
broken-hearted.

As for it assuming to cut out or formu
late, or fashion and label It Infinite In
telligence,” I do not know why as an or
ganization that had not as good a right 
to a declaration of principles as any 
other body of people, and the majority 
rule.

Had the opposers of Infinite Intelli
gence been there in numbers it could 
not have passed, therefore there would 
have been no “Infinite Intelligence.” 
With me It did not hurt at all, only It 
seemed like going a good way around to 
evade tlfe word. God. I am old-fash
ioned and I cannot understand princi
ples of nature that always have been 
and always will be, without asking for 
the cause, more than I cap understand 
eternal law without wondering about 
the eternal law-giver. It seems strange 
that when that which is the most sim
ple in character, or the most wonderful 
in execution must have been brought 
Into existence by the power of thought 
in our finite world, how the worlds 
around our planet earth move in their 
endless rounds obeying a law that was 
never made. It takes the mechanic’s 
thoughts to make a chair—but worlds 
make themselves. •

As there are natures acute in all the 
affairs of life, cultivated, and richly en
dowed by nature, yet to them the most 
entrancing music Is only “a noise,” 
while othei's born under the same condi
tions are always listening with ear and' 
soul for divine harmonies, and back of 
such natures may be the Heavenly 
rhythm that breathes a lesson that may 
be felt though it find no expression In 
words, so in that Supreme Power I find 
rest and peace. It does not lead me to 
feel less kindly to those who are com
forted some other way, but I would say 
to all, join hands for the “greatest good 
to the greatest number.”

I thank you as a member of the Na
tional for your assurance of sympathy 
with the National, and also that you 
are cosmopolitan enough to give all an 
equal chance for the expression of 
their thoughts.

CARRIE E. S. TWING. 
Westfield, N. Y.

TRE N. S. A
And Its Declaration of Prin 

ciples.
I have never been in favor of formu

lating a creed for Spiritualists. The 
entire so-called Christian world Is split 
into hundreds of conflicting sects, and 
the creed business is what has done it. 
The attempt to formulate dogmatic 
Spiritualism will be attended with no 
better results. -

But the N. S. A. has seen fit to put 
forth a declaration of principles. Un
less It is abolished altogether I am de
cidedly In favor of some radical amend
ments. What we know about man, and 
his possibilities here and hereafter, and 
not what, we “believe" about God, 
should constitute the sum total of our 
declaration of principles.

The Spiritualist from the church can 
believe what he pleases about God, 
while the Spiritualist from materialism 
can believe what may please him; but 
neither the belief of the one nor the un
belief of the-other has anything to do 
with Spiritualism.

There are three things concerning 
man we can affirm, not as a matter of 

■belief, but knowledge. We know man 
lives after so-called death. We know he 
can and does, under certain conditions, 
return and make that fact known to 
those still in the mortal body. We know 
every one must reap what he sows, 
either In this world or that which is to 
come.

These things are all knowable and are 
constantly being demonstrated. All 
Spiritualists can unite on those things 
which are known to be both truth and 
fact, blit, on dogmatic matters of belief, 
you can never unite, but weaken and 
scatter the forces. ',

I am decidedly in favpr of the N. S. 
A.,’ if it Is to be conducted ■ along prac
tical and not impractical lines. If as a 
test of fellowship I am required to be
lieve in an Infinite. Intelligence, I would 
have to-be counted out. If we must 
dogmatize concerning any type of God, 
give the straight-out-and-out, old-fash
ioned orthodox God of the Father, Son 
and Holy Ghost. But what churchman 
knows anything about God, and.what 
do Spiritualists know about Infinite In
telligence?
. We should confine ourselves to knowl
edge and the facts we can demonstrate, 
and by so doing we shall have a tre
mendous advantage over those who be
lieve, but can prove nothing.

■ ■ N. F. RAVLIN.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Al

There Is Good Work for It 
' to Do.

The time for the meeting of the Na- 
tloual Association of Spiritualists is 
again upon us, and as I have paid each 
meeting some attention in the pages of 
The Progressive Thinker yehr after 
year, I will follow my custom in this; 
but let it be understood that it is with 
no hostile feeling to any work which 
will lead to the advancement of the 
facts of Spiritualism.

The unification of the thought of Spir
itualists Is an Impossibility. To make 
of it a church is equally out of the 
range of human contrivance, or for 
that, even desirability. Who would 
want another church created? Have 
we not had enough of that institution? 
Each person answering that question, 
would result In many different answers.

The association” as a representative 
body of people tried to give last year 
some definite character to the work that 
it had in view. It felt that It was time 
to set before the world a creed—a set of 
principles that would so describe the 
cult that the world might just under
stand what a real Spiritualist is. Out
side there was a great deal of talking 
and dissatisfaction about this creed, but 
it was passed with a stout majority, 
The most trouble has been manifested 
about the point that a Spiritualist be
lieves in Infinite Intelligence. .

It will at once be clear that the defi- 
nitlon of Spiritualism must be widely 
stretched to admit the problem of 
causation. I cannot see that that prob
lem comes into the subject.

Spiritualism deals with the problem 
of man’s continuous life. It is not a 
question of the cause of life; but the 
fact of a future life after the deafb.ot 
the body. It is a particular study of 
certain psychical phenomena that hiip- 
pen, and do they prove that man lived 
after death? There may be Infinite In
telligence—there may not be {¿finite 
Intelligence at the back of patural phe
nomena—nature may be the effect of 
Infinite Intelligence or it may not. 
There is no way to demonstrate either 
side of the proposition. Put It either 
way and It Is but a guess. Is it wise 
for Spiritualists to teach as true that 
which in its very nature is and must 
always be a guess?

Science cannot interfere with the 
problem of God or no God. Science can 
only deal with phenomena. Absolute 
Cause is in the domain of metaphysics 
and no postulate of modern science.

But whether a man lives after death 
is strictly a scientific question to be 
proved by evidence.

I am sorry to say so far the work of 
the association has been more meta
physical than scientific. The leaders 
have been bent upon a religion, and 
have invented that absurd phrase 
"scientific religion.” There may be a 
philosophy of religion, but there cannot 
be a science of religion unless it Is this, 
that state of the physiological eon-1 
sclousness In modes of emotion, belief 
and ecstasy as they differ from ordi
nary feeling and moral sympathy when 
excited by the thought of God. A scl- ’ 
ence of religion would be the science of 
the structure of God and a description1 
of the machinery he employs to reach 
the mind of man and nature. Such 
knowledge Is Impossible, therefore there 
cannot be a science of religion. Spirit
ualism cannot be both a science and a 
religion. But what of that, anyway, 
but verbiage—words, words. Let it go-. 
There is something very Important in 
Spiritualism, and what is it? The soul 
of man lives after death and the fact is 
provable by evidence. This association 
is doing good work when it adds weight 
to the proof of the fact.

It is expected of the meeting this year 
that there will be another tug of war 
about the meaning and use of the In
finite Intelligence. The delegates will 
be as interested in the pros and cons as 
if the universe was concerned ip the 
result.

Probably It will be revealed and given 
forth what the nature of this Infinite 
Intelligence Is. Probably some high 
representative of God will appear— 
softie cabinet minister, may bej-and tell 
aus about It to the end and destruction 
olgtbe corpuscular molecularity of the 
pHarltles and the natural sequences of 
tgfe formative forces and co-relatlon of 
t®e mental equipoise of Brother Lock
wood. No doubt friend Lockwood will 
be profoundly edifled by the manlfesta- 
tion, and for a time the serenity of his 
mental corelations and affinities will be 
thrown into combustible confusion.

But, verily, there Is some useful work 
for this National Association to do be
side raising and paying salaries to Its 
officers. First: Let Infinite Intelligence 
alone. Second: Let religion alone, 
Third: Turn the attention of the .people 
to the correct study of mediumship, and 
the production of phenomena that will 
prove that there Is a spirit world to 
minds that have not yet realized the 
same.

The medium that can present a fact 
and demonstrate that fact of spirit re
turn has done a work for mankind 
greater than any church ever did or any 
religion performed.

I despise any organization that forms 
a belief—that creates a faith; I will 
stand by that organization that gives 
to the world a fact.

Humanity Is weeping to-day over its 
dead. Let the dead speak and joy will 
return to the human heart. Light and 
hope will brighten every eye, and the 
glee of happy childhood will be a mock- 
,ery no more. That rust of agony death 
brings to every mother’s heait will be 
rubbed off, and darkness and fear that 
fill the manly mind will give place to 
light and peace.

To this coming assembly of Spiritual
ists fsay, Get down to real work, and 
blow no more soap bubbles.

J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

MAGNETIC f DEE I HEAiMnccI
One person in every family 

should learn our mail course of 
MagneticHealingand SelfHeal
ing. it is worth more to the 
average family than all the med
icines ever compounded, or all 
the medical works in existence.

LEARN TO HEAL YOURSELF and OTHERS 
and avoid drugs. They lay the foundation for 
more disease and destroy the lives of more people 
every year than any other one cause. Use your 
stomachs to digest food, not poison, and you will 
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Ashland Healing Home,119 Main St. Ashland, 0.

jyiApoMST
His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWAItD GIBBON.

Till <• He. < of the Library of Liberal CliMtei. It k conceded to be hlitorlcally correct, udeo exact aai 
Rrfect tn every detail aa to oe practically beyond <M 

tch of advene crltlctam. Thia work vrll be fooM 
Bteaaely IntarattlM. Price, Sic. Bold at thk olSofc
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OUR SYMPOSIUM.
Our paper this week is worthy of the 

especial attention of every reader, and 
more especially every delegate to the 
N. S. A convention. It has been said 
that, in a multitude of counselors there
is safety.

. It Is safe to say that not on the floor 
nor in the committee rooms of the 
Cleveland convention will the subject 
matters pertaining to the N. S. A. re
ceive so thorough a sifting and analysis 
as Is to be found In the present Issue of 
The Progressive Thinker. The officers 
and delegates will do wisely to study, 
digest and take heed to govern their 
legislative actions accordingly.

Our contributors speak earnestly, 
each one having full regard for the In
terests of the Cause of Spiritualism. It 
is for this they care, and not for per
sonal ends and ambitions. Many are 
strongly and feelingly opposed to cer
tain methods and alms which they re
gard as inimical and contrary to the 
spirit of Spiritualism and of the broth
erly association of Spiritualists as a 
united body. Their words should re

. eelve due consideration; the plain ex
pressions of their honest views should 
be allowed their full weight in the 
minds of the members of the conven- 
tlon. They may not wisely be Ignored 
and trampled upon as of no account or 
consequence in the great body of 
Spiritualists. They are men and wo
men of thought, and independent 
thinkers afthat It Is a grave mistake 

... to designate such persons, who have 
• the interests of Spiritualism at heart, as 

persons of weak intellects, and accord 
them treatment upon that basis. To 
do so were both unkindness and in
justice.

We spread the thoughts of these fifty 
or more thinking minds among Spirit
ualists, before our many readers, be- 
Ilevlng that thereby good Will result to 

,■ our cause and to humanity.

The Galveston Sufferers.
To the Editor:—The desolation of our 

lives here In the wreck and ruin is re
lieved by the tangible evidence of sym
pathizing, helpful friends. Up to this 
date, October 3, we have received in do
nations, $27.70. Please accept the most 
earnest, heartfelt thanks of the Spirit
ualist Society of Galveston, as a per
sonal acknowledgment at present Is Im-
possible. JOHN W. RING.

The sum total. of $27.70, to date, 
seems a beggarly response from the 
Spiritualists of our country, to the sad 
call for aid, from the Spiritualists of 
the stricken city of Galveston. There 
is yet time to render needed assistance, 
and we hope the friends of our cause 
¡will yield to the generous impulses of 
humane feelings in this case of dire ne
cessity, and will continue to send on 
their contributions for this worthy ob
ject, to Mr. John W. Ring, 2011 Avenue 
N% Galveston, Texas.

■ President Barrett’s Annual Report.
We shall. probably publish it next 

week. We hereby give due notice to 
the delegates of the N.- S. A, thatr'unless 
a copy of the annual reports of its offl- 
cers be furnished us at least three 
weeks before the regular convention, 
they will be completely Ignored by us. 
Sending in reports at the “last minute” 
will not answer the purposes of this end 
of the line.

President Barrett.
We extend to him our cordial right 

hand of fellowship, good-will and sym
pathy in his arduous duties as president 
of the N. S. A He Will probably be re
elected as president, through force of 
habit, if nothing else, which appears to 
be unusually strong in the N. S. A del
egates. Those who oppose him have 
gqt that fdet to contend with.' <

“Voltaire’s Romances." Translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and. 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For.sal* 
at this office. • ■

HON. Pc. B. RICH-MOND

We take great pleasure in announcing that the 
Hon. A. B. Richmond, the. eminent lawyer, 
author,, scientist, and Spiritualist, of Meadville, 
Pa., will take a prominent part the coming 
winter in rendering the columns of the Pro
gressive Thinker, especially brilliant and attract
ive. More particulars soon. Now is the time 
to send in your subscriptions. We should have 
at least 100,000 new subscribers. .

The Progressive Thinker.
It will be “numerous” at the Cleveland Con

vention. It will smile serenely op the large 
gathering, presenting in its columns a variety 
ap( J1BOr °f thought unparalleled in the history 
of Modern Spiritualism. Those who do not 
read the paper from week to week have missed 
a rare feast, and, of course, will be behind the 
times. '

The Progressive Thinker extends a most cor- 
•ni Sreeting to the Delegates that convene at 
Cleveland, hoping that their deliberations will 
be characterized with wisdom and harmony, 
and that they will elect their best man for Presi
dent, Infinite Intelligence smiling approvingly

Pc Variety of Minds

That fact is comprehensively illustrated in 
this issue of The Progressive Thinker. We 
regret that we have not space for fifty or a hun
dred more contributions from equally as promi
nept and critical thinkers as those that appear 
in our columns this week. Space however, 
would not admit of that luxury. A careful 
reading of this paper will prove an intellectual 
feast to every Spiritualist. '

Can’t Prove It By Os
There are hundreds of different Deities wor

shiped by as many religious sects and cults. 
Which one of the number will be present to 
overlook the proceedings of the N. S. A. we are 
unable to tell at this end of the line. Can you 
at the other end tell?

Views of a ©teat Hutbor anb Scientist
“We must bear in mind,” says PYof. Draper, 

“that the majority of men are imperfectly edu
cated, and hence we must not needlessly offend 
the religious ideas of our age. It is enough for 
us ourselves to know that, though there is a Su
preme Power, there is no Supreme Being. There 
is an Invisible, but not a Personal God, to whom 
it would be not .so much blasphemy as absurdity 
to impute the form, the sentiments, the passions 
of men. All Revelation is necessarily a mere 
fiction. That which men call chance is only the 
effect of an unknown cause; even of chance there 
is no such thing as Providence, for Nature pro
ceeds under irresistible laws, and firthis respect 
the Universe is only a vast automatic engine. 
The vital force which pervades the world is what 
the illiterate call God, the modification through 
which all things are funning takes place in an 
irresistible way, and hence it may be said that 
the progress of the world is under Destiny; like 
a seed, it can evolve only in. a pre-determined 
mode.”

Pc Practical Suggestion
We advise the N. S. A. in convention assem

bled at Cleveland, Ohio, to attach a Double Dis
tilled Back and Front Action Condenser to its 
next President, which will compel him to contract 
his annual report into the space usually occupied 
by the President of the United States in his -an
nual message. -

Affection naturally counterfeits those 
¡excellences which are placed at the 
greatest distance from possibility of at
tainment—Johnson.

Whatever difference may appear in 
the fortunes of mankind, there is, nev
ertheless, a .certain compensation of 
good and.evil which makes them equal. 
—Rochefoucauld.

Stern duties need not speak sternly. 
He who stood firm before the thunder 
worshiped the “still, small voice."—Do
bell. . - ..... ■ .

So quickly, sometimes has the wheel 
of life turned round, that many a man 
has lived to enjoy the benefit, of that 
charity which his own piety projected. 
—Steele. ............... . ; . .

TOO WEAK-TOO STRONG
Work of the National Spir- 

■ ituali^ts Association'
My objection toSlie National Spirit

ualist Association Jtliut it is not strong 
enough, andjf it were stronger I should 
more strong^ object. I would not ut
ter one word in opposition to any honest 
effort made for the furtherance of the 
truths of Spiritualism. The spheres of 
activity of individuals differ, as streams 
from mountain side and fen run differ
ent courses,Leo realh a common sea. 
The methods of onAare not those of an
other, and need not necessarily be so, a 
fact, the recognition of which would 
have saved the hell of persecution 
which has raged wherever religion has 
held the power. Hence it is not with a 
desire to suppress the work of the N. S. 
A that I write, but to voice the 
thoughts of at least one of the many 
Spiritualists who remain outside that 
society, and give the reasons therefor.

First, not strong enough.
Why? Because it is composed of 

delegates, who by their votes decide the 
business policy of the Association, and 
lay down the “law and the creed” for 
Spiritualism, and yet these delegates 
have in many eases the loosest creden
tials, and at best have no constituency 
bound to abide by their votes. Hence it 
is that the coming meeting after'eight 
years of strenuous effort on the part of 
the promoters, is little more than a mass 
meeting, representative of only those 
who attend, and the preceding meetings 
have been of the same character.

There is not one Spiritualist in a 
thousand a member of the association, 
and it cannot be claimed that the mem
bers of societies sending delegates be
long, if they do not fully endorse the ac
tion of the delegates who assume to 
represent them. Yet this small, very 
small minority, has taken upon it the 
onerous responsibility of putting forth 
a creed, under the veil of “resolutions,” 
that all the world may know what a 
man has to believe to become a Spirit
ualist! I had blindly concluded that 
we had outgrown the age of “belief;” 
that we talked of things we know; that 
Spiritualism had come with knowledge, 
to assist mankind out of the slough of 
blind faith, and superstition in the 
"what saith the Lord” through a priest; 
and now comes the rude awakening. 
When I am asked, What do you believe? 
and I have to confess that I don’t know 
until I have learned how the delegates 
at the latest convention have voted!

I feel grateful that the great body of 
Spiritualists are not forced to accept 
this dictation, for as one of that body, I 
have striven for the privilege to freely 
define my own views and express my 
own ideas, and while I grant to all this 
inalienable right, I protest with unqual
ified condemnation against any and ev
ery attempt to force a statement of be
lief, even were such written, not by a 
committee, but on & tablet of stone 
amidst the thunder; clouds of Sinai.

Yet If theijp is to-be an association to

THE UNKNOWABLE.
Herbert Spencer on the God 

Question.

IRON AND CLAY.
The N. S. A. and Its Creed.

represent the ¡Spiritualists of this 
nation, it should bq so organized 
represent them, by. empowered 
gates. ,

Hence it Is pot strong enough.

great 
as to 
dele-

It It were stronger; If It advanced out 
of the mass-meeting stage; and socie
ties sent thfir delegates, pledging to 
abide by thejr voteqln raising money or I 
believing according to their resolutions, 
then would fie formed a body like a 
church, whip!) might establish a set of
resolutions and make “belief’ essential 
to membership. There would be some 
sense in such .an organization ordaining 
the lectureri} of its..,'subsidiary societies 
as "pastors,1/ and laying their churches, 
and opening meetings with prayer.

Are the Spiritualists .of the nation 
ready for such an organization? Are 
they ready and willing to turn back the 
hands on the dial from noon to mid
night? Hence I say if the Association 
were stronger. I should more strongly 
object, and further It Is to be tolerated, 
because It Is weak, and gives no hope
ful sign of ever being stronger. The 
present Is Its eighth annual meeting, 
and it made great promises during the 
Interval. It has asked for money in 
Beason and out of season, yet It has 
glven.nothlng for the money It has re
ceived. It has taken money from so
cieties and lyceums for charters, and 
as gifts, under the pleasing assurance 
than the branch societies would re
ceive great benefits by belonging to the 
munificent parent. Will one society or 
lyceurn come forward and tell us of 
what benefit It has received, what has 
been the gain? One thing—the prestige 
of having a charter. If, however, the 
society languishes for funds or In inter
est, has the National assisted? Is It not 
self-evident that all the strength of tho 
National must come from the local so
cieties? That it is theirs to give and 
not to receive?

Have missionaries been sent forth to 
convert the people, found societies and 
lyceums, and scatter broadcast the lit
erature of Spiritualism? In the begin
ning a report was published to adver
tise the association—at least that was 
the appearance—and since that time the 
generosity of the spiritual journals has 
been depended upon, even to boom the 
yearly meetings “free for the cause.”

Perhaps missionaries are not wanted! 
The churches want them because they 
want people to believe, and this too 
many can be talked into doing; mlsslon- 
arylng to convert people with knowl
edge is quite different. It would be 
queer, at least, if the American Associa
tion of Science should appoint mission
aries to go out into the world and 
preach the people into'a belief in as
tronomy or mathematics. Perhaps, 
again, it is just as well that tracts con
taining the “resolutions” were not sown 
by the million, or any prepared leaflets 
of “views," sent out on the wings of the 
mail. Perhaps It is .well that the great 
publishing house has not materialized, 
for in probability, tie writings of mor
tals and Spirits in accord with its pol
icy would bqye bepn favored, and 
thrown on the World with .the prestige 
of the National Society, and the un
knowing g!vep,;,the!n(teachings favor.

Lecturers h^yje gaiped, for if they ac
cepted qrdfntgipn, ttyey became “Rev.” 
and thus able fo sejpre half-fare on 
many railroads/ Bqt, again, after all 
that Spiritualists h^ye said about the 
“fraud” of grinding ¡passes to the cler
gy, It comes Wth pqor grace for them 
to beg at the,;door of the ticket office. 
What do the rajlroads grant passes for? 
They do not gift so |pr charltv, but to 
bribe the taker,) andAhis in most cases 
is accomplished Aqjiundred thousand 
preachers saying a good word for the 
railroads, to pajj for,Jhe passes in their 
pockets, Is an influence not to be 
slighted—andJnew after years of repu
diation, the “spiritual pastors” beg for 
the same favor and are anxious to put 
“Rev.” before their names, for a half
fare ticket! ’ ,

"Ordained!” A priest ordains because 
he is given the right and power to im
part a super-holiness by the Pope, who 
has his patent from St. Peter, who re
ceived it from Chrjst himself. That Is 
the fiction. Where does the president 
of the N. S. A. receive his commission? 
Is it not time for Spiritualists to strike 
out in a new path; and not imitate the 
churches ? Have they. eternally. to look 
back and long for'the pot-luck they re
ceived in .church, bondage?

. And yet I have tlie utmost respect and

To the Editor:—Upon consideration I 
find I have no opinions of consequence 
to offer upon the question of the Na- 
tlona Association. Philosophical ques
tions interest me more than questions 
of organization.

As for “Infinite Intelligence,” I know 
nothing about it, and think it the height 
of absurdity to attempt to define the 
undefinable. I have copied a couple of 
pages from Spencer’s “Unknowable,” 
which you may Insert if you choose in 
some corner of The Progressive Think
er. This gives my view much better 
than I could express it myself.

NORA BATCHELOR.
Ashland, Or.

HERBERT SPENCER ON “THIJ UN
KNOWABLE.”

"Is It not just possible that there Is a 
mode of being as much transcending 
Intelligence and Will as these transcend 
mechanical motion? It Is true that we 
are totally unable to conceive any such 
higher mode of being, But this is not a 
reason for questioning its existence; it 
Is rather the reverse. Have we not seen 
how utterly incompetent our minds are 
to form even an approach to a concep
tion of that which underlies all phe
nomena? Is it not proved that this in
competency is the incompetency of the 
Conditioned to grasp the Uncon
ditioned? Does It not follow that the 
Ultimate Cause cannot in any respect 
be conceived by us because it is in 
every respect greater than can be con
ceived? And may we not therefore 
rightly refrain from assigning to it any 
attributes whatever, on the ground that 
such attributes, derived as they must 
be from our own natures, are not eleva
tions but degradations? Indeed it seems 
somewhat strange that men should sup
pose the highest worship to be in assim
ilating the object of their worship to 
themselves. Not in asserting a tran
scendent difference, but In asserting a 
certain likeness, consists the element of 
their creed which they think essential. 
It is true that from the time when the 
rudest savages imagined the causes of 
all things, to be creatures of flesh and 
blood like themselves, down to our own 
time, the degree of assumed likeness 
has been diminishing. But though a 
bodily form and substance similar to 
that of man, has long ceased among cul
tivated races, to be a literally-conceived 
attribute of the Ultimate Cause- 
though the grosser human desires have 
been also rejected as unfit elements of 
the conception—though there is some 
hesitation in ascribing even the higher 
human feelings, save in greatly ideal
ized shapes; yet it Is still thought not 
only proper, but imperative, to ascribe 
the most abstract qualities of our na
ture! To think of the Creative Power 
as in all respects anthropomorphous, 
Is now considered Impious by men who 
yet hold themselves bound to think of 
the Creative Power as in some respects 
anthropomorphous, and who do not see 
that the one proceeding is but an evan
escent form of the other. And then, 
most marvelous of all, this course is 
persisted in by those who contend that 
we are wholly unable to form any con
ception whatever of the Creative 
Power. After It has been shown that 
every supposition respecting the genesis 
of the Universe commits us to alterna
tive Impossibilities of thought—after It 
has been shown that each attempt to 
conceive real existence ends in an in
tellectual suicide—after it has been 
shown why, by the very constitution of 
our> minds, we are eternally debarred 
from thinking of the Absolute; It is still 
asserted that we ought to think of the 
Absolute thus and thus. In all imagin
able ways we find thrust upon us the 
truth", that we are not permitted to 
know—nay, are not even permitted to 
conceive—that Reality which is behind 
the veil of Appearance; and yet It Is 
said to be our duty to believe (and in so 
far to conceive) that this Reality exists 
in a certain defined 'manner. Shall we 
call this reverence? or shall we call it 
the reverse?

Volumes might be written upon the 
Impiety of the pious. Through the 
printed and spoken thoughts of re
ligious teachers, may almost everwhere 
be traced a professed familiarity with 
the ultimate mystery of things, which 
to say the least of it, seems anything 
but congruous with the accompanying 
expressions of humility. And sur
prisingly enough, those tenets which 
most clearly display this familiarity, 
are those Insisted upon as forming the- 
vltal elements of religious belief.”— 
First Principles, pages 109, 110..

confidence In all the officers who have 
carried forward the work of the N. S. A. 
If they have failed It is because the 
great tide of spiritual thought has been 
against them. They have labored hard 
to accumulate a capital to extend the 
work, but it has annually little more 
than defrayed expenses and paid their 
small salaries.

Even for a “home” for the organiza
tion, the contributions have been slow 
in coming, and perhaps the reason there
for is not so much the parsimony of 
Spiritualists, as because of their doubt 
as to the association they were called 
on to house. They wait for it to do 
something tangible, forgetting that it 
can do nothing until It has the means, 
however valuable the projects of its of
ficers.

The Cleveland meeting will be a suc
cess as a meeting, largely attended, with 
able speakers and widely reported. 
There Is no doubt of that, and it is to 
be hoped that its 'delegates will wipe 
the slate clean and not ask for a new 
materialization of resolutions to be put 
forward as the “belief’ of the body of 
Spiritualists x>f this nation.

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Intolerant Missionaries.
The International Congress of Peace, 

in session at Paris, October 4, by formal 
resolutions gave the missionaries to 
China black eyes. The Associated 
Press dispatches say:

“The Congress resolved that the ac
tion of the missionaries was often intol
erant; that their religious propaganda, 
should not be backed up by diplomatic 
dr military force; that they should go 
into China at their own risks and perils; 
that Europe should, abandon any relig
ious protectorate in China; that forcible 
annexation of territory, especiaRy that 
held sacred by the Chinese, should 
cease; that the powers should attempt 
to establish a stable native govern
ment, capable of undertaking internal 
reforms, and that the open door for the 
honest commerce of the world on equal 
terms is the only policy which gives any 
guaranty for the country’s future peace 
and stability.”

No rock is so hard but that a little 
wave may beat admission in a thousand 
years.—Tennyson.

Most controversies would soon ba 
ended if those engaged in them would 
first accurately define their terms, and 
then adhere to their definitions.—Tryon 
Edwards.

To the Editor:—In a recent note, call
ing my attention to the coming meeting 
of the N. S. A., at Cleveland, you ask 
my views, both in respect to the organ- 
izatidn itself, and its creed as adopted 
at its lost annual meeting. In regard to 

' the first question, I will simply say that 
for one, I believe in organization; and I 
show my belief by being a member of 
the association. That it is perfect, no 
one will claim; but while others who 
are competent devote their thought to 
tire obtaining of betterments In the 
form of the organization, I would pre

, fer to deal more directly with its creed, 
or statement of belief, as the head of a 
religious cult.

It seems clear to me that, as it now 
stands, we are like other sectarians the 
world over; presenting for a world’s 
consideration our claim by right of dis
covery to the image of a New God! 
No, I will not,claim that it is a new 
God, exactly; but a new idol to repre
sent .God. “Infinite Intelligence,” it is 
named, and with all due deference to 
the piety of the sponsors for the new
born idol, I would suggest that at the 

: Cleveland meeting they should present 
a materialized form of it, that it might 
be placed in the already crowded Pan
ton of images; there to stand for ea
ger eyes, a perpetual witness of divine 
unchangeableness! To assist them In 
doing this, by way of pattern, I would 
refer them to the fine description of an 
image seen in a dream by Babylon’s 
king. The dream Image was that of a 
man, to be sure; but then all the 
creedal gods are anthropomorphic, and 
so we would be “orthodox" If we did 
take it! Your readers will remember 
that this image in the form of man, 
was possed of a head of fine gold; his 
breast and arms of sliver, his loins and 
thighs of brass, his legs of iron; and his' 
feet, part of iron and part of clay !

True, this was supposed to be a politi
cal idol; but then, will'it not be good 
enough, in its reincarnation, for a re
ligious one?

“We believe in infinite intelligence;” 
so says the creed; but this is what 
troubles me: Intelligence is self-knowl
edge—consciousness; Infinite Is a word 
of an undefined measure of Unites, or 
things measured. I know that popular 
usage has made “the Infinite” to stand 
for “the All”—but In reality It Is indefi
nite measuring of things, and I would 
that it be so understood; knowing none 
the less, that the word as commonly 
used Is supposed to include all that 
there is of its kind. So taking the word 
in its popular sense, I read: “Infinite 
intelligence,” and wonder which is the 
ruling word, the adjective or the noun. 
Are we called upon to reverence intelli
gence or is it infinitude? If it is the 
last; then I see the feet of iron mixed 
with clay! There is Intelligence per
ceptible in all the orders of life below 
man; these lower orders, it seems to me, 
furnish the clay for the feet of this Idol. 
I do not wonder that a stone “cut out of 
the mountains without hands;” that is, 
by tbe natural action of the elements, 
as it rolled down upon the'plain where 
the Image was, “smote it”—overthrew 
It!

True, I am an evolutionist in my un
derstanding of Nature's processes of 
creation; and so must acknowledge “my 
poor relations, the brutes;” but, too, in 
my study of evolution, I find that there 
is a something that we call “selection.” 
This leads me to select from this infi
nite aggregation of perceived intelli
gence, that which I call “the highest,” 
and If I am a man, I want “the head of 
fine gold,” not the baser metals, not the 
clay, to stand for the God of this latest 
born church organization!

But now, do not say that I am an 
Atheist, because I seem inclined to rid
icule infinite intelligence. Far from It! 
I am a believer in God; in that “power 
that makes for righteousness”—using 
the words of Matthew Arnold-a be
liever in that which our Aryan fore
fathers named “Od;” a mental force, 
not ourselves, that has so made itself 
felt, that every age of man has been 
forced to worship It in some way; to 
reverence, too, its oracles of wisdom— 
for it has ever had its oracles! In every 
age of man, there have been those who 
were sure they heard speech, where no 
form of man was; and yet all the time 
the speech was human; and hence all 

. the gods have been "in the image of” 
man!

The past, ignorant of almost every
thing in nature's processes, fancied that 
this odlc force, this unseen, this “in
finite” man, must have been the maker 
and builder of all the material uni
verse; and so according to their wisdom 
or their ignorance, they wrote out their 
cosmogonies, framed their theologies. 
We smile at their crudities, as doubtless 
our children's children will smile at 
ours; but, amid aU this conglomeration 
of wisdom and Ignorance, we do find a 
strain of piety, that runs like a silver 
cord through all history, that we name 
Spirituality. The man was in his wor
ship spiritualized, refined, made more 
and more humane. We see to-day lack
ing much in its spiritual refinement, but 
do we not see Improvement, as com
pared with other ages? The race has 
grown In its humanity as much as it has 
in its material wealth of mind; and 
though “man's Inhumanity to man” is 
as marked In the records of churches, 
as it is in civil governments; still we 
know that “the church” has stood for 
righteousness in its creed; its preach
ing, whatever may have been its short
comings in practice. And, too, we 
know that that which it worshiped as 
God, was and is (and ever will be) Its 
moral standard for tbe conduct of men.

Worshiped as God. What thing in 
this unseen but felt moral power, did 
they really reverence? Was it not its 
spirit? True, they told of Almighty 
Power; said that God—this psychic, un
known force of mind—was the Su
preme Ruler; and have preached sub
mission to the “divine commandments;” 
but all this was not the incentive of the 
"people’s love and reverence; it has been 
the cause of the people’s fear; that I 
admit, and it was this superstitious 
fear of God, that has made the annals 
of church history tbe bloody things that 
they are.

But has there not been a love of God, 
as well as a fear of God? I would be 
false to my own sense of things if I did 
not acknowledge a reverential love for 
this occult power that “makes for right
eousness;” and its cause is found, not in 
its almighty power, but in the expres
sion of love for mankind. And, too. in 
all ages, by prophets of every religion, 
men have been told of the divinely hu
man love of God. There has been 
doubtless, in every faith known to man, 
much of superstition; but there Is and 
ever has been love emphasized, and it 
is the one thing of aR things that has at- , 
tracted ¡the worshipers of this unknown; .. 
this occult power that in our Indu-Eng- • 
lish speech we have in its collective i 
sense named God. It is ■ a spiritual 
name of that which is “highest” in our- ; 
esteem. j
""Now, then, as a TbelstTI "say" that ' 
“God” is a known spirit of the human . 
race—it is the highest motive of life as ' 
man, of which we are cognizant; it is 
the spirit of love, wholesome love; but ; 
why need we personify It, name it God? . 
I answer,’ because to-day needs a per- ' 
sonifying word, that will distinguish '

understandlugly and easily, between 
the excarnate world of man, and the In
carnate world of man, as we speak one 
to another of things pertaining to our 
experience of faith—our knowledge, if 
that suits you any better.

To-day Is an ago of discovery; wo 
boast that it Is so, and not the least of 
our discoveries is our discovery of what 
it is in the experience of mankind, that 
has produced religion, and established 
reUglous observances. More than that: 
I hold that it is the greatest of all our 
discoveries; and I write this reverently, 
for I feel its truth!

My assumption is this: That the oc
cult power which the Aryan named 
“Od;” which we have Anglicised,' and 
named God, is Immortal Man! We have 
found by close observation of phenom
ena, that we are immortal beings; 
found that death does not end all; found 
that by various means we can intelli
gently receive messages of love, of 
warning, and tokens of spiritual pres
ence. We have found scientifically this 
evidence of man’s continuance of life 
beyond the period o’f physical death; 
and with this, I declare as my most 
earnest and reasonable faith in a here
after for us, that we have found, and 
know for a certainty, the source of this 
hitherto unknown power', the world has 
ignorantly worshiped!

Now it seems to me, that the N. 8. A 
Will miss its opportunity of greatness, if 
It stultifies Itself by continuing to mys
tify, or attempting to mystify the peo
ple of the earth, by setting up another 
idol, under the name of “Infinite Intel
ligence.” The world is not asking for 
mystery; It is demanding enlighten
ment: and we of the N. 8. A. are pre
pared, I honestly think; to give enUght- 
entaent of religion, and religious expe
rience. Why not be brave enough to 
do it?

Instead of the weakling’s creed, that 
now stands as our creed, let me sug
gest this formula, not as a creed, but 
statement of things generally accepted, 
though not binding upon the conscience 
of any, for we believe in the Inherent 
right of every one to formulate his own 
belief, in “God,” or Nature universal:

1. We believe in “God,” not as a per
son; but as a personification of the high
est spirit or motive of life as man, In
carnate or excarnate, and we reverence 
it accordingly, whether manifested In 
us, or in the higher birth of excarnate 
selfhood.

2. For convenience in designating 
which class of human existence we 
would recommend that tbe term God be 
used in general speech as personifying 
excarnate humanity.

3. We accept as a demonstrated fact, 
the existence and personal identity of 
individuality after the change called 
death.

4. We accept as a proven fact, per
sonal communication with the so-called 
dead; and that in view of this well-es
tablished fact, we seek reverently from 
those who have “gone before,” instruc
tion in right conduct, as man has ever 
done, even when ignorant of God, as we 
know God.

5. Bound by no creed of the past su
perstitions, we claim our inherent right 
as man, to make laws; to set up new 
and higher standards of social morali
ties; to amend or annul any or all com
mandments, and substitute new ones, if 
such course is found necessary to the 
establishment of a higher virtue.

Chicago, Ill. J. o. M. HEWITT.

FREEDOM
The Genius of Spiritualism«

For the greater part, Spiritualists ar4 
a free-minded, liberty-loving and pro< 
gressive people. They not only demand 
for themselves, but freely accord to oth* 
ers the right of free thought, free 
speech and free action, holding them
selves and others accountable only for 
the abuse thereof. Therefore It follows 
that any organization in order to be 
truly representative of such a body of 
people must be bullded upon and ad
ministered in accordance with this 
fundamental conception of human 
rights.

Spiritualism is a great truth, a grand 
science, a noble and all-inclusive philos
ophy. Rightly Interpreted it is the sol
vent of all religions and systems of 
philosophic thought, and is the one con
ception which affords an intelligible ex
plication and an adequate reason for 
the existence of man upon earth.

If there is one word more than an
other which distinguishes Spiritualism 
from all systems of religion extant in 
the world, it Is the word knowledge. 
Dogmatic religions eschew that word 
and dread its import, because of its lib
eralizing and liberating tendencies; 
hence they Impose restraints and limi
tations upon the human mind with re
spect thereto. “Thou shalt not eat of 
the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge” 
has been the paradigm since the days of 
Adam, of the religious creeds of the 
world by which those creeds like vam
piric Incubi have ever sought to hold in 
bondage the human soul.

Instead of knowledge the old relig
ions have given to the world beliefs, 
dogmas, superstitions and speculations, 
and in consequence and in their train 
fanaticism, persecution, war, devasta
tion and ruin. More than fifty millions 
of human lives, within historic times 
and among so-called Christian nations, 
have been sacrificed upon the altar of 
religious belief. The demon of persecu
tion, hatred and spoliation has ever 
lurked beneath the dark and forbidding 
folds of the priestly robe, There have 
been no devastating Crusades, St. Bar
tholomew’s Massacres, Holy Inquisi
tions nor Thirty Years’ Wars instigated 
or carried on by or at the behest of sci
ence or philosophy.

“We believe there is infinite intelli
gence”—so did Pope Innocent III., 
Torquemada and John Calvin; but Spir
itualism troubles Itself and the world 
not with beliefs; it reveals to man the 
fact of a veritable spiritual life beyond 
the grave, In which goodly works, love, 
charity, knowledge and character, here 
as well as there, constitute the test and 
means of human progress and happi
ness.

Spiritualism contains within it the 
sure intimation of a never-ending im
mortality. It teaches man that being im
mortal his destiny is to.labor for and to 
achieve that which is highest and best. 
It lays down' no formula or creed by 
whlch human conduct or thought shall 
be guided or governed; but it leaves the 
individual free to determine for himself 
that which he ought to think, to beUeve 
and to do; least of aU does it curb the 
bounding enthusiasm of thoughts that 
seeks the solution of some mighty prob
lem, by thrusting upon it the unrea
soned dictum of Ignorance or fear.

The N. 8. A will therefore be in ac
cord with the great purpose and work 
of Spiritualism in the world If it leave 
•creed-making to the adepts of that art, 
and bend its energies and efforts to the 
dissemination of the high-born truths, 
facts and philosophy which it is ours as 
Spiritualists to know, to cherish and to 
love. AM. GRIFFEN.
' Chicago, Ill.

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the ¡Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic; Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows." 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
Foe sale at this office.
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WHAT HAS IT DONE?

A New Statement of Princi 
pies,

An important query for mid-October 
is: “What has the N. S. A. done to de
serve perpetuation?”

In reply I shall answer as I did last 
year that through the force of the name 
National it has raised the tide of public 
respect; outside of that, what?—well, 
chaos; naught else.

Some fifty years ago a few unwise 
spirits whispered to some thoughtless 

. mortals that Spiritualists were never to 
be organized. That because the church 
and the clergy had sinned in the midst 
of a well-delined churchlanity, Spirit
ualists should never state their princi
ples, neither should they organize, and 
that every medial worker should for
ever more, amen;-be known as test and 
physical medium or lecturer; that said 
mediums should ne’er be accountable to 
any Spiritualist body for their deeds; 
and that any person, no matter where 
from; no matter how vjle; no matter 
how much of a swindler, could steal 

■those designatory titles and use them 
until the police managed to gain evi
dence to stop each swindler separately.

Didn’t the spirits in effect say that, 
when they laid down the rules as d|c- 
tators that Spiritualists should not or- 
ganlze? The result is that we have 
about 190,000 avowed Spiritualists in 
the United States; 200 well-known, 
honorable public workers; 1,000 located 
physical and test media; and at least 
1,000 slick swindlers passing under the 
name medium, who are living vile, 
thievish and beastly lives under a title 
which should be sacred and dedicated 
only to Spiritualism. Besides the 190,
000 avowed Spiritualists, various well- 
posted authorities claim that there are 
at least 9,800,000 other Spiritualists who 
never acknowledge It to the census 
enumerator. .

I, for one, firmly believe there are 
over 10,000,000 Spiritualists in the 
Uffited States. In journeying from city 
to city and state to state, I naturally 
meet and talk with many hundreds of 
people every year; and it is so common 
to hear people say: “Well, I am really 
a Spiritualist, and so are most of my 
family; but I am so tired of hearing the 
sneers of my associates about these 
traveling so-called mediums, who sell 
charms, read (literally) ballots; and 
swindle people out of their diamonds, 
that I cannot and will not endure the 
comments any longer. I should think 
if those old-time Spiritualists loved the 

, cause they would have had a church 
and had their workers legally protected 
by a name. And if there is not Incent
ive enough for the old Spiritualists to 
work, how can they possibly expect the 
new-comers to dp so? Besides, I do not 
like the lack of reverence displayed; 
nearly all Spiritualist lecturers turn my 
friends from it by pricking at the ‘letter 
of the law,' Instead of studying the 
Bible as Paul said when he wrote, 'God 
hath made us ministers of a new cove
nant (Gr. testament), .pot of the letter 
but of the spirit; for the letter kllleth 
but the spirit giveth life,’ and thus 
making the book an aid to further 
knowledge. So I still keep up my con
nection with the church; but I assure 
you I should dearly love to belong to a 
Spiritualist association where the serv
ices displayed genuine reverence for the 
Soul of the Universe; and for the good 
and true of all ages and of all lands; 
and.where above all things the audi
ence was taught to prepare Itself for 
this higher communion, where the curl- 
osity was eliminated; and where the 
Ilves of the workers shone bright and 
clear; without any trace of charlatanry 
or of dishonor in past efforts or present 
history.”

Well, perhaps by the time one hears 
these remarks about 500 times per year, 
it makes media contented with the 
present status of effort; but fortunately . 
it'does not. I have conversed privately 
with nearly every public worker in the 
field and they all tell the same story. 
Many workers are trying to leave the 
field, some have already done so.

"What can be done to make the N. S. 
A. of real practical value?

The first necessity would be to station 
an orthodox minister over each delegate 
and let him shout: “Oh, utterers of big 
talk and doers of nothing, you prate 
about the crimes of ministers, look at 
the army of thieves and fakes passing 
under the name medium. You shout 
aloud that our Bible has dirty spots in 
it; look at the records of spirits and 
Spiritists; you abuse us for our failures 
to be Christians; please step forward 
and let us perceive how spiritual you 
are.

“We found hospitals, schools and col
leges; ' our ministers are not wealthy, 
but they always have food, clothing, 
and shelter for old age; while your ‘In
struments for angels' are left ofttlmes 
to private charity or to public alms
house?.

.“The very ones who brought you 
this light which you claim to prize have 
sometimes died beggars.

“You as Spiritualists claim to come so 
close to the ‘soul of things,’ now tell us 
what you have done to establish these 
truths!

“You leave your honest workers to 
compete with swindlers who can use ex
actly the same name as the tine worker; 
you have no churches impregnated with 
your spirituality and yet prate to us 

- about ‘conditions’; you pretend to be 
Spiritualists, but we cannot conceive of 
being spiritual and not working for the 
truth as far as we understand it

“Your public lecturers rave about our 
mistakes and rant about,our insincer
Ity, yet we have loved our system of 
thought well enough to seek to estab
lish It; we have done our duty by that' 
if not by humanity wholly; while you, 
what have you done? Nothing but 
make people think! Why do you not 
name yourselves ‘Public Discussers of 
All Questions Under the Sun and Occa
sional Demonstrators of Psychic Sci
ence?' It would fit your combination 
much better.

“If this is really true that Spirits re
turn; that we progress onward in a nat

. ural world beyond the grave; and that 
the Universe Is governed by a Law, 
Life, Love, Consciousness which is dif
fused aud differentiated but riot, crys- 
talllzed as a personal God; if this is 
really true that you meet your friends 
and find them natural beyond the’ 
grave; how do you expect to feel when 
you meet your loved ones in the Sum
merland?”

Under such “conditions” the delegates 
to the coming convention might wake 
up; harmonize and unify and do some
thing sensible which would, help organ
ize for good work. ' .

Now understand my criticisms of that 
class of Spiritualists; which as I am

not a botanist I am unable to classify 
in their proper family of Intellectual 
fungi; is not intended by any means for 
our working Spiritualists. We have 
some grand, good Spiritualists who toil 
and toil -uncomplainingly year after 
year. They keep the doors open, enter
tain speakers, play the piano, take up 
collections, subscribe for Spiritualist 
newspapers, help in entertainments and 
do all that their hearts find to do. ■

These constitute a consecrated band; 
they sacrifice possibly one-tenth as 
much as each medium does to keep the 
work before the public. You will find a 
few in Chicago, Cleveland, St, Louis, 
Pittsburg, Philadelphia, Grand Rapids, 
Detroit, Brooklyn, New Orleans, and 
there are still a few left in poor old San 
Francisco.

• Milwaukee, Louisville, Toronto, St. 
Paul, Minneapolis, have some dozens, 
and intermediate small towns are occa
sionally heard from as hard workers.

They comprise the striving, loving, 
working few. They will not hide for 
shame in the shadows when they pass 
to the other side.

The N, S. A. if it ever expects to be of 
benefit to the cause should confer upon 
public mediums and lecturers the title 
of “Medium or Lecturer for the N. S. 
A.” The State Associations should sim
ilarly care for located workers, “Evan
gelists of the N. S. A.” might be used 
for those who had been less than 10 
years in the field. After we have lived 
and worked honorably for years we cer
tainly deserve a name that tramps will 
not dare to steal. Under these titles we 
should be responsible to the N. S. A. for 
our actions, and liable to be ehurehed, 
for dishonor.

I am well aware that in a good many 
quarters this would be fought bitterly 
because we have many who declare 
they will be responsible to no person; 
but Spiritualists as a body would sup
port such a move, as would all strictly 
honorable workers. Under this regime 
all physical media would find it to their 
interests to demand test conditions of 
and give test conditions to the public; 
they would be thoroughly protected in 
their circles from bodily assault and 
from the throwing of wigs, etc., and in 
turn expect the circle to bathe, put on 
clean clothes, and leave beer, onions and 
tobacco out of their clothes and their 
system.

Nothing secures the respect of the 
public so quick as to demand something 
decent of it and see that it is done. 
Thus the value of physical mediumship 
would be increased a hundred fold.

Lecturers also might be adjusted I 
hear; as media sometimes accuse their 
intellectual brethren with several mis
taken ideas; and l am sure it could do 
no harm to be regulated occasionally; 
but the question of public tests certain
ly needs adjusting; for we are now the 
laughing stock of scientific investiga
tors, and justly so.

Oh, what bad taste It is; and how 
transcendentally foolish to hear a public 
worker who professes to commune with 
arisen loved ones, stand upon a rostrum 
and announce: “I hear the name of 
(slowly) Blanky—(slower) Ty (hesitat
ingly) Blank,” (naming some former 
well-known public medium with the 
most childlike and bland expression of 
Innocence; “at least I think that is the 
name. If there Is any person in this au
dience who recognizes that name, 
please speak out so that the people can 
hear you." At present some thoughtles? 
ones resent the term “tests," presuma
bly because it is abused; but better a 
thousand times never give a “message," 
than mix in such communications (?) 
The message which is open so glaringly 
to public distrust is one of the greatest 
causes of our loss of strength.

The ballot test also ought to disappear 
under N. S. A. guidance, for-nothlng is 
so certain as that any medium who can 
give an honest “ballot test” can also 
give it just as easily from a sealed en
velope. Sealed envelopes might con
vince the thinker, but ballots never. 
Why sleight-of-hand performers have 
done that trick at 25 cents per head un
til it's stale! How can we expect public 
respept with such slip-shod methods?

The term Infinite Intelligence is being 
largely discussed!

Human minds cannot possibly com
bine the terms Intelligence and Infinity 
and leave out the ideas of goodness, 
peace, plenty. The most Intelligent peo
ple whom we know are good people.

I confess I should not choose the

recompense for all good and retribution 
for all wrong here or hereafter through 
natural law.
EPITOMIZED TEACHINGS OF SPIR

ITUALISM.
That the universe is the only com

plete revelation of the Infinite.
That as children of the Cosmic Soul 

we should evolve our higher nature here 
below, doing right for right’s sake and 
not from fear of nature’s future punish
ment. .

That before races and individuals 
may progress, mortals must have great
er love and charity for humanity and, 
for all helpless life.

That there should be but one high 
moral and mental, and but one legal 
standard for both man and woman.

That, in order that individuals may be 
happier and a superior race generated, 
there should be an immediate cessation 
of pauper, criminal and incurable pro
creation of species.

That marriage become a legal as well 
as a spiritual partnership in which it is 
the solemn duty of the contracting par
ties to keep love, peace, mutual work 
for each other and pure lives.

That in all eases of parentage whether 
in marriage or out, both father and 
mother shall be held responsible by the 
commonwealth for the. support, educa
tion and moral training of all offspring; 
and that in all cases of failure the de
faulter shall work, under imprisonment 
by the state, and the wages used for 
that purpose.

That education for life under proper 
restraint should take the place of the 
legal murder of criminals. .

That arbitration and courts of justice 
conducted by the Powers would take 
the place of war.

Tiiat we accept the good from all 
bibles and from all of the Inspired 
teachers of the past, meanwhile affirm
ing that the universe alone is the only 
complete revelation of the Infinite; that 
naught but eternity can complete the 
study and that mortals like children, 
can only comprehend the Parent 
Sources of life in proportion to their 
mental and spiritual evolution.

That the Gifts of the Spirit are a nat
ural inheritance and even as in the 
past are evolution of Natural Law.

That in seeking communion and com
munication with Higher Realms we 
should seek reverently.

That this is religion, pure and unde
filed before God:. To visit and aid the 
helpless in their affliction, and to keep 
one’s self unspotted from evil.

That is Is unnecessary to be ill, suffer
ing and discordant, as by unfolding our 
own higher nature, and relying upon the 
Cosmic Soul and Angel Helpers for aid
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we cau evolve above these 
tlons.

imperfec-

That we should recognize and teach 
all truth, wherever It may be found; 
never point out error unless absolutely 
necessary, and then only in a spirit of 
kindliness, and be altruistic rather than 
iconoclastic.

MEMBERSHIP.
Any person wishing to do good and 

be good, can become A. member of this 
association. 1

We band ourselves together to work 
for the enlightenment of humanity and 
to welcome all demonstrated truth 
which spiritual and material science 
may bring.

Ministers and media of Spiritualism 
in full knowledge of recording Cosmic 
Forces and of the Ministry of the An
gelic Realms do solemnly agree to live 
the life they teach.

TEMPLES.
All church buildings shall be institu

tional and include a library of carefully 
selected liberal and scientific books 
ana periodicals, gymnasium, bath, other 
entertainment and instruction rooms, 
and also scientifically constructed and 
fitted up with seance rooms; wherein 
the seances shall be so conducted that 
the medium shall have ample protection 
and the kindliest care.

term, but it’s lots better than nothing. 
Better have a God which is a little
pretentious, than none at all.

The term Cosmic Soul would be 
preferable.

Webster defines spirit as “Man’s

too

far

im-
mortal nature," and soul, “the higher 
and better part of man’s immortal na
ture,” therefore “Cosmic Soul” Is the 
higher and better part of the Immortal 
nature of the beautiful order of the uni
verse. An expression which defines my 
God.

Infinite Intelligence is not within the 
Hon, tiger, West India hurricane or 
Kansas cyclone; neither is it always 
active in polar seas or tropic jungle.

Worst of all, when we adopt the term 
Infinite Intelligence it presupposes that 
as a body we are fully satisfied with 
the universe as it is and have no mind 
to criticise the many failures which the 
really truly God of all things hath 
wrought

Why everybody knows that no self-re- 
spectlng Spiritualist would want to pose 
before the world as being supremely 
contented with the earth, the heavens 
or anything that in them is. As a body 
of people we feel that we could do a 
much better job than any God that has 
worked thus far, and the term Infinite 
Intelligence nips all criticism In the 
bud.

The next necessity on the list is that 
we should have a few more principles 
and state them. It has been charged 
for over fifty years that as a body of 
people we have no principles to state, 
worth speaking of.

The mathematician always can affirm 
principles even while he is studying 
theories and classifying them as un
proven!

One thing is certain, no scientific mind 
ever yet confounded the word principles 
with the horrors of the word creed. '

Here are some principles which all 
progressive Spiritualists could sub
scribe to. Understand they do not com
prise all of the thoughts which I, per
sonally wish to endorse, but I would be' 
willing to compromise, for the sake of 
seeing organization organize. -

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
: Unto the Divine Cosmic Soul we as 
children give loving reverence.

We acknowledge: The common pa
rentagein nature of all human kind, the 
continuity of "life, Individuality and 
progress beyond the change called 
death, the return and communion and 
communication of excarnate with incar
nate spirits under proper conditions and

COGENT QUESTION. THE GREAT QUESTION. SEARCH FOR GOD.
If a Creed, What Shall It 

Contain.
It Is, “To Be, or Not to Be

The above represents my kind of 
Spiritualism, not completely, but nearly 
so. We could build up; conserve our’ 
forces, clothe Truth in clean garments, 
and make of mediumship, of all phases 
a potency for good, under such a state
ment. °

That the N. S.A. delegates may waken 
and work, we should all continue ,to 
pray.

CARRIE F. WEATHERFORD.

The N. S. A. and the Creed Bus
iness.

I have expressed myself so often on 
these subjects that my present effort 
will be “powerfully weak” and im
mensely small. As our National Spir
itualist Association is about to meet, 
our spiritual papers will no doubt be 
well filled with criticisms of the idea of 
a God, with screeds against creeds, and 
sometimes even with doubts as’ to the 
need of our national organization. For 
spiritual papers to fight against a per
sonal God or the idea of creeds is to 
combat men of straw, for Spiritualists 
do not advocate either. Instead of 
creeds, the cultured Spiritualist would 
have a scientific statement of principles 
with reference to spiritual phenomena 
and spiritual upbuilding as a help to all 
students of the cause, just as any other 
science has its statement of principles. 
Instead of a religion founded on mere 
faith and tradition, he would have a re
ligion of spiritual aspiration which leads 
heavenward and which Is sustained by 
the soul-cheering facts of the living 
present We have Irreligious Spirit
ists, materialistic Spiritists, so to speak, 
who have scarcely reached the half
way house of real Spiritualism, and 
who, not Understanding the grandeur 
of the cause, will “damn the whole mat
ter with faint prais.e” or with misty lu
cubrations. ■

True Spiritualism has a magnificent 
philosophy and religion and by the aid 
of a' good organization ", and earnest 
workers and money to lubricate its ma
chinery, it will yet conquer and bless 
the world. When I hear of people who 
condemn organization, it reminds me of 
certain trusts that organize to the high
est extent for their own aggrandize
ment but fight to the death all organiza-' 
tions of their employes, knowing full 
well that an organized body of laborers 
cannot easily be trampled under foot 
We need to send eloquent missionaries 
and mediums over the whole country, 
'but to do this the N. S. A needs to be 
made powerful with means to foot the 
bills. > E. Df BABBITT, M. D.

San Jose, Cal. .

. "Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view ot Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank

To the Editor:—In response to a 
kindly invitation from your office to 
give my views upon-the work and mis
sion of the N. S. A., and to state 
whether or no, iu my opinion, it has 
failed during the years of its existence 
to meet the requirements of Spiritual
ists aud Spiritualism, I venture to sub
mit to you and your good constituents 
a few thoughts from the home office of 
the institution in question.

Quoting from “The National Messen
ger'” of 1895, in brief, I find that the 
N. S. A. has shown that organization is 
a necessity among Spiritualists; that it 
has obtained hearing in the United 
States courts; and that it has brought 
Spiritualists aud societies all over -the 
land into touch with each other and 
united them as they could not otherwise 
have been. Well, even this is some
thing to be thankful for/Wt this is but 
a small part of what the N. 8. A. ac
complished in even the first two years 
of its existence. Since then it has been 
steadily going forward, and its influ
ence in the Cause of Truth, is felt from 
Maine to California. Perhaps no one is1 
better qualified to judge of the useful
ness of an institution than the one who 
sits in its central office, week in and 
week out, during two years, and re
ceives the callers, and attends to the 
correspondence of the Association from 
all over the laud, and It is from this 
standpoint that I write to-day. There
fore I feel that I am voicing the opinion 
of hundreds—perhaps thousands of in
telligent Spiritualists, .when I affirm 
that the N. S. A. is a needed association, 
and that it is the centre of Spiritualistic 
inquiry, influence and observation at 
the present time.

We must remember that the National 
Association is not composed of the 
members of its board of trustees, nor 
even of the hundred or two delegates— 
more or less—who attend its annual 
meetings and take part in its delibera
tions. On the contrary, it is made up 
of chartered societies from the coast of 
Maine to the far Pacific slope. These 
societies vary lu point of membership, 
from a score to hundreds—including 
tiny local societies, and large camps, 
and State Associations; Therefore each 
delegate who attends the Annual con
vention, is not ueeCssarllyvoicing or 
voting his own opinion,' but is con
scientiously voting what he'belleves to 
be the will and principle of bls constit
uency—the society thlat honored film, or 
her, as a delegate and sent' the same to 
the convention. p '■

Great attention may be "given to the 
ten or twenty individual writers who 
through the spiritual press give public 
vent to their objections to, and criti
cisms of the N. S. A.i and its work, and 
much stress may be Ihld updn these ob
jections, by a few who think that any
thing that finds publication ’must be in 
the majority of opinion, but, to me, it 
would be interesting« to learn whether 
these personal opinions thtfs’ ex
pressed—emanating from 'the learned 
philosopher of the platform, or from a 
more obscure layman—represent any
thing like the will aud the views of half 
an hundred or more true Spiritualists— 
while we are certain that the majority 
who carry any point at the N. S. A. con
ventions represent a far greater con
stituency' than the casual reader stops 
to think. In the light of a National or
ganization, the N. S. A has a place and 
a time for its existence, and needs no 
apology for having become established 
at the Capital of the Na’tlon, or for hav
ing come in the closing decade of the 
Nineteenth Century. It is the opinion 
of many intelligent minds on both sides 
of life, that a national association in 
the ranks of Spiritualism, is in its re
lation to the State Associations what 
the United States Government is to the 
various States, while to the local socie
ties, It is much the same as the National 
Government is to the towns and cities 
In their local jurisdiction over municipal 
affairs. All are necessary to the proper 
conducting of the work, and for the 
protection and advancement of their 
people and affairs. Why there should 
be any question as to the advisability 
of maintaining a State Association or 
an N. S. A. Is not yet made plain to 
hundreds who are In touch with this 
association, and frequently sending to 
this office for Information or advice 
upon matters spiritual, that they con
sider important for the welfare of the 
Cause in their vicinity.

The N. S. A. has established in the 
courts the rights of Spiritualists to a 
respectful hearing, and established be
fore the law Spiritualism as a religion 
entitled to the same privileges and con
sideration as any religion can claim. It 
has also brought the great railroad com
panies to recognize its teachers and 
preachers—in the fullness that they 
never did before—for the'granting of 
special rates to them as platform work
ers, in their travels upon missionary or 
other spiritualistic work,. .

But I have neither time nor space to 
dwell upon what the N. S. A has done, 
those who have carefully read the an
nual reports of the association or at
tended Its conventions know what has 
been done, and what IS yet to be under
taken in this direction. The question 
now is, How can lt,!be strengthened, 
and made to be a stllLsgreater factor in 
human progress and.'in the" growth of 
Spiritual Truth? A1S8, wh'cttier or not 
the N. S. A should presume to formu
late d Declaration di1 Principles that 
affirms a belief in “Ah Infinite Intelli
gence?” That this Ndtlonal Association 
Is not perfect, even Itdinost ehthusiastlc 
friends will admit, arid that It is open 
to criticism none will qrffistlon, since 
there Is nothing perfect iSls side of 
heaven; even the mrfSt zrfilous of the 
friends who do their “best 'to riddle tljp 
N. S. A. with inlrth-jirovoltlrig arid sar
castic balls. That ifs true5 adherents 
and loyal supporters hbriesny and earn
estly desire to find itS weak'places and 
to have them strengthened'-by the very 
best of material, wriWnay ail believe. 
No doubt the “Principles’’1' adopted at 
the last convention «in Unimproved, 
and if “Infinite Intelligence” is an 
offensive term to the majority of the 
delegates it can. be revised, or stricken 
from the roll, without the slightest men
ace to either Spiritualism or to the 
Ni S. A. That some kind of a "Declara
tion,” that should be acceptable to the 
majority of our chartered societles-as 
well as to. many who do riot live where 
a society exists—was demanded; was 
plainly shown by the multitude of let
ters that came to this office during the 

-------77• - i *ear P^lor to the last convention, and as 
DeWitt Talmage s oft-repeated attacks Ino protests against: taking such action 
upon Spiritualism.’! By Moses Hull | came from workers or thinkers—either 
•For sale at this office. Price ten cents, to this office or to-the convention while

Though not a Spiritualist, Brother 
Francis has nevertheless asked me to 
contribute to this symposium. It will 
be understood that I speak from the 
standpoint of a friendly outsider. The 
central conteritlon of Spiritualism I 
grant, to-wit: The possibility of spirit 
Intercourse, or the Intercommunion of 
spirits in the flesh with those that have 
gone out of the body. .

But a fiddle should have more than 
one string. A party of Importance must 
formulate its,views on all vital topics. 
As with political, so with religious par
ties, a “platform” is necessary, and a 
great many “planks” are needed to 
place the issues. Spiritualism cannot be 
an exception to the rule. A multitude 
of scattered, Isolated believers in spirit 
communion can accomplish but little.

There must be close, finely articulated 
organization—National, state and local. 
There must be a clear-cut statement of 
principles. You must present to the 
world an ethical system—a concise 
scheme of living, set fortlrin moral pre

; cepts, axioms and exhortations. You 
need not claim it is “inspired,” or pro
nounce it “infallible,” but until you 
produce something of the kind you are 
hopelessly handicapped in the race with 
the churches. Even now, if a Spiritual
ist lecturer decides to lecture on a given 
moral topic, he selects a text from the 
New Testament!

What else can he do? You have no 
volume containing a like treasure of 
moral precept, injunction and exhorta
tion. You have as yet no substitute for 
the Sermon on the Mount, for Rom. 12; 
I. Cor. 13, or any other of the many fine 
delineations of the higher life contained 
in the Christian book.

The church has a splendid organiza
tion, and It has a Book. You may cavil 
at the book, sneer at Its inspiration-, but 
it Is a fact that the preacher can take 
that old book and from Its pages show 
men the way of life. He can preach 
righteousness, temperance, justice, mer
cy, purity, benevolence, charity, “every 
grace that adorns the life beautiful.”

Spiritualism must organize its forces.
It Is imperatively necessary for it to 

formulate its conception of life and 
duty, either by accepting the New 
Testament ideal, or giving us some
thing better. In my judgment organ
ization and the promulging of a full, 
clear-cut statement of principles, In
cluding a book of maxims, moral pre
cepts, Injunctions and exhortations, 
with which to build up and develop the 
'iiuman character, is the pressing duty 
of the N. S. A. at next meeting.

As to “Infinite Intelligence," I would 
reaffirm, verbatim, the statement made 
at Chicago, in 1899.

ELD. H. W. B. MYRICK.

it was in session, the inference is that 
at least a great many Spiritualists de
sired just what was given. As for my
self, I am willing to abide by the con
sensus of opinion. If the majority de
sire to rule out “Infinite Intelligence” 
from the principles adopted, I shall not 
scathe them in the public prints. 
“Infinite Intelligence,” as representing 
Supreme Power, Design, Wisdom, Law, 
Order, or any term that means an Over
ruling force, is good enough for me, and 
because I accept it—granting that .1 
do—is no reason that I cannot conceive 
of that Intelligence according to my 
own "brain power or moral culture, or 
that I intend to force any one else to 
hold the same concept of Intelligent 
Law, that Is mine.

Finally, the great need of the world 
from the N. S. A. Is more missionary 
work. The Association has been han
dicapped in this Une for want of funds, 
missionaries could not be sent out 
without means, but we have reason to 
believe that better work can be done in 
this line very soon. Thanks to the great 
generosity of that noble hearted Spirit
ualist, T. J. Mayer, and to the friends 
who have grandly contributed to the 
fund he has created, the N. S. A. is in 
better shape to carry on its good work 
than it ever was before, and the out
look for its usefulness is a good one.

Those who scoff and fume at the 
Association and its workers, do not be
gin to know the amount of effort made 
in the name of Spiritualism, and the 
records we have here of the good work 
performed by its missionaries and offi
cers. These same critics never try to 
amend or improve the institution by 
joining one of its chartered societies 
and bringing their Influence and sup
port to the society, thus gaining the 
right to help formulate the rules of the 
National organization, but they stand 
off and cavil, while the work still goes 
on, and the chartered societies through 
their delegates at each convention say 
the N. S. A. shall live.

Before closing this desultory letter, 
Mr. Editor, I wish to call attention to 
the N. S. A. Free Library of over five 
hundred spiritual and liberal books 
from the pens of some of the most ad
vanced writers and thinkers of the cen
tury. This library is a source of educa
tion to a great many people. During 
the larger part of the year, this lovely 
city Is full of people from all parts of 
the country. Many of them are seeking 
light on Spiritualism and the “Higher 
Thought;” they hear of this library and 
come here to secure reading matter, 
which they get free of cost Words 
cannot tell the good this of itself has 
done, nor of the educational force thus 
going out over the country from the 
headquarters of. the N. S. A

But I have taxed your space and pa
tience quite enough, let others discuss 
the usefulness of the N. S. A—pro and 
con—your columns can do no better 
work for the Cause than to have this 
great question settled. I am satisfied, 
however, that intelligence, and good 
common sense, in matters of organiza
tion, as well as in every other topic of 
interest to the world, will regulate all 
questions to their proper domain, In the 
area of Public Sentiment, where they 
will be adjudicated according to their 
deserts. •

With fraternal greetings to all, 
. . . MARY T. LONGLEY.

Washington, D. C. ■ .

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs." Four
teen . beautiful, soul-inspiring nnngn 
with music, by 0. Payson Longley. 
Price by mall, 15 cents. For sale at 
this office.

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs." VoL 2. 
Sweet songs and music for home and 
social meetings. For sale at this office. 
Price 15 cents. .

"Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, |1.50 and $2. ' 1

To the Editor:—The wheels of. time 
are rapidly bringing us around to the 
point on the dial plate of destiny when 
the National Association will meet in 
annual convention to’ do that which 
seems to the majority the best for the 
cause we all have at heart.

Last year I had the pleasure of at
tending the convention In company with 
my wife, who represented the Nebraska 
State Spiritualist Association.

I had no voice myself in the discus
sion pro and con on'the “Infinite Intelli
gence” plank In our platform, so hope 
your many readers will bear with me 
just a little in a sort of all-round criti
cism of everybody, including myself. I 
feel like I want to kick somebody, so 
will commence on myself.

1 sometimes think I am very much of 
a “crank,” for I can’t agree with the 
majority on any subject. I have always 
been on the side of the under-dog in the 
fight, and see no other prospect but to 
stay there.

To me it seems to be very much of a 
truth that there is one thing lacking in 
Spiritualism, and that is a cementing" 
force of some kind which should keep 
us more in touch with each other. Up 
till the present time Spiritualism seems 
to have developed more selfishness, in
tense individualism and a desire to rule 
than anything else. And yet we would 
not say that this is entirely the ease, 
but in a majority of instances it is un
fortunately true. We seem to have been 
In such a hurry to develop mediumship 
that we have forgotten to develop 
brotherly and sisterly love and spirit
uality. Many mediums have been so 
anxious to get to the front and become 
popular, that they have tried to knock 
other mediums down with a club of un
just criticism in order to climb into 
popular favor themselves. This has 
been a death-glow to many organiza
tions all over the land.

Perhaps we have been too unjust In 
our criticism of the last Convention, yet 
it does seem that we should spend more 
time in advocating measures for the 
spread of the knowledge of spirit re
turn, for the relief of humanity from 
mental, moral, social and political er
rors, Instead of spending so much time 
and energy on a subject nobody knows 
anything about.

Personally I do not care to discuss a 
question which Is entirely Incompre
hensible and out of the reach of human 
intellect at the present time. I prefer 
to come down to facts pertaining to 
everyday existence. If there Is an 
Infinite Intelligence in the universe, 
that intelligence will be glad to see us 
developing a desire to help poor deluded 
mortals out of the quagmires of super
stition, poverty and every form of hu
man misery.

“If a man say, I love God, and hateth 
his brother, he is a liar; for he that 
loveth not his brother whom he hath 
seen, how can he love God whom lie 
hath not seen?" This was the opinion 
of an Inspired writer a long time ago, 
and it has a ring of truth about it.

If God is Immanent in everything, 
then we have to love everything to love 
God.

If Intelligence is Infinite and every
where, then of course we ought to ab
sorb all we can as we go along.

If Intelligence survives the death of 
the body (and we are satisfied It does), 
then we can take it along Into the next 
stage of life, while all other forms of 
accumulated treasures will have to be 
left behind. The only baggage allowed 
on the trip between the two existences 
is wisdom, memory aud love for old 
associations and Individuals. If we are 
devoid of these (as Chas. Dawbarn sug
gests) we will be a mighty poor class of 
emigrants to settle up the spirit world.

The foundation stone of our move
ment Is the precious jewel of true me
diumship, a fraud Is a barnacle on our 
ship, so Is a medium or Spiritualist who 
condemns other mediums by the whole
sale without knowledge of their being 
fraudulent.

Jealousy of other mediums is a big 
barnacle and one that does a vast 
amount of Injury to our cause.

Philosophy and phenomena should go 
hand In hand, they could make a strong 
team together, but they don’t very 
often. Mental and physical mediums 
are too far apart to make a healthy 
body of workers. A healthy man or 
woman is one whose mentality and 
physical organism are working in har
mony together. Inharmony between the 
two creates disease and frequently 
death. So it Is with our movement, the 
Incessant quarreling between mediums 

_elr different phases of work Is 
creatiifea distrust among outsiders of 
all medians, a disease in our own ranks 

 

which wfij result in general disintegra
tion if not arrested.

The wonderful spread of- Christianity 
is largely due to the fact that Jesus ap
peared In a materialized form after 
death. Millions have listened to the 
story of his resurrection (so-called), and 
upon this fact have they built their 
hopes of a future life, and this without 
understanding the nature of the won
derful phenomena in the slightest de
gree. And now comes Spiritualism with 
the same kind of phenomena, duplicat
ing the scenes of the resurrection and 
also transfiguration on the Mount with 
the same phenomena under various con
ditions. “bringing immortality to light” 
by clothing In visible transient forms 
the spirits of long lost loved ones, and 
we have the extraordinary spectacle of 
spiritual leaders denouncing material

izations and denying the possibility of 
such a manifestation. To make matters 
worse we find the same skepticism 
creeping Into our own ranks in regard 
to all other kinds of phenomena. Me
diums may spend years in development, 
they may sacrifice almost everything in 
order to gain a knowledge of spiritual ' 
things, yet as soon as they are able to 
give a clear-cut “test” in the way of a 
full name or a clairvoyant description, 
then some other medium at once arises 1 
and whispers to their friends that such ’ 
medium gets their information from ! 
“blue books,” that they are padded, 1 
“stock tests,” and so forth. 1

Now, Mr. Editor, I for one know posi- ! 
tively that spirits are able to give their ! 
names at times, and no “blue books,” . 
“padded tests,” or anything of'the kind , 
are necessary. I have often received« , 
names clairvoyantly myself, very fre- < 
quently all parties present have been 
entire strangers to me. I mention these 
things because I know there are some 
mediums who will not admit other peo- I 
pie to be honest at all, but they Wish to ; 
be considered honest themselves, and I । 
further wish to say that as long as this < 
faultfinding, back-biting, envious spirit ; 
■>xlsts among mediums, the National; ।

Not Much Matter About The 
Name.

The anniversary of the organization 
of the National Spiritualists Association 
Is again near at hand and its member? 
and friends are anxiously awaiting the 
resume of the year’s progress in the 
cause of Spiritualism, which will be ad
mirably presented as in former years, 
by its worthy president, H. D. Barrett,

That there has been great progress 
made and that the National Association 
has been no mean factor in the making 
of it, no intelligent observer will deny. 
This statement does not imply that all 
was done for the advancement of the 
cause that the N. S. A. might have done, 
or that its methods of doing what has 
been accomplished were perfect, or that 
its declaration of principles was such as 
to meet the entire approval of all Spir
itualists so as to secure their hearty co
operation, but it does imply that in 
spite of all discouragements from 
within as well as from without the 
ranks of Spiritualists, the N. 8, A’. has 
exerted an influence which is felt 
throughout the world and which has 
been fruitful of thte very best results to 
the cause of Spiritualism.

He must be a very indifferent reader 
of the general literature of the day in 
all its varied forms, who does not ob
serve the cropping out everywhere of 
the Spiritualistic against the material
istic idea of the 19th century, aud the 
interest manifested In the subject of 
Spiritualism by the Christian church. 
I am at the present time in confidential 
correspondence with a Methodist min
ister- occupying a prominent pulpit, 
whose Interest in the subject Is clearly 
proven by his letters and his expressed 
desire to witness some genuine phe
nomena. He frankly confesses as did 
Rev. R. A. White, of Chicago, last 
April, that the Bible most emphatically 
supports the claims of Modern Spirit
ualism. That public confession of Rev. 
Dr. White, together with one much 
stronger by the Rev. H. W. Thomas, of 
the People’s Church, Chicago, who de
clared that he had been a Spiritualist 
for thirty years, and that he knows 
there Is a future existence, because he 
knows he (ms communicated with rela
tives and friends gone before, was made 
at the mass meeting field jointly by the 
N. S. A. and the Illinois State Spiritual
ist Association in Chicago, last April, 
and which would not have been thus 
publicly made had those associations 
not existed and given those noted 
preachers an opportunity to make it. 
In this one matter alone we can plainly 
see the benefits of organization to the 
cause of Spiritualism.

So far as the questlou of the N. S. A.’s 
action lu formulating a code of princi
ples and of recognizing some power 
higher than man or nature is concerned, 
it is sufficient to say that in my opin
ion it makes but little difference what 
name or title we give to that higher 
power, whether it be God, Deity, Na
ture, Supreme Being, Jehovah, Great 
Spirit or Infinite Intelligence, as long as 
we know nothing whatever about the 
character of that higher power. Like 
the letter X in the science of algebra, 
these various titit's represent an un
known quantity and it is immaterial 
which one of them we employ. Be
cause of Its brevity my own preference 
would be for the first mentioned, al
though the “Great Spirit” would prob
ably be more appropriate for use in a 
society of Spiritualists. Some kind of a 
term should be agreed upon and adopt
ed as a worklug formula for Its value to 
Spiritualism is as apparent as is the Im
portance of the letter X to the demon
strations of algebraic propositions. 
“Why by searching can find out God?” 
I don’t know; but we have been finding 
out so many hitherto considered impos
sible things, that I for one do not feel 
inclined to give up the search. I have 
the strougest conviction that the evolu
tion of Spiritualism will eventually find 
Him out. In the meantime we should 
not be too hypercritical of the terms em
ployed In our search.

H. V. SWERINGEN.

tí

over

Association and every other organized 
effort will be crippled and Its influence 
for good destroyed.

In conclusion I will say, if Spiritual
ism is to be a living power for good, if 
the National Association is to prosper 
and cover the nation with its Influence, 
then we must have unity of action, we 
must recognize all forms of medium
ship, we must work for the advance
ment of humanity along all Unes, moral, 
social, industrial, political and religious.

Lincoln, Neb. W. E. BONNEY.

EYESIGHT 
RESTORED

Failing Eyesight, Cataracts or Blindness Cured 
without the use of the knife.

Dr. W. 0. Coffee, the noted eye specialist of Des 
Moines, Iowa, has perfected a mild treatment by 

which anyone suffering from 
failing eyesight, cataracts, 
blindness or any disease of 
the eyes can cure themselves 
at home. Judge George Ed* 

. munds, a leading attorney of 
Carthage, Dis., 79 years old, 
was cured of cataracts on 
both eyes. Mrs. Lucinda 
Hammond, Aurora, Neb., 77 
years old, had cataracts on 

' both eyes and Dr. Coffee's 
remedies restored her to per* 

W. 0. Comi, M. D. feet eyesight. If you are 
afflicted with any eye trouble write to Dr. Coffee 
and tell him all about it. He will then tell you jnst 1 
what he can do. He will also send you Free of 
charge his 80 page book,' 'The New System of Treat
ing Diseases of the Eye." It is full of interestlnc 
and valuable information. All cures are permanent. 
Writ« to-day for yourself or friend to
W. o. COFFEE. M. D, 8l2Good Block, Des Moines,!«.

The above is the number of the pres, 
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
aa printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner, if this number cor
responds with tne figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up. to 
date. Keep watch of the nnber oa 
the tag of your wtappa& jj

“Arcana of Spiritualism: A Manual of 
Spiritual Science and Philosophy.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A spiritual text-book 
of rich and Inspired thought. An ex
cellent work. Finely bound In scarlet 
and gold. Price $1.50. For sale at thia 
office.
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the

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELDHTS WORKERS. 
DOINGS. ETO.. THE WORLD OVER,

CUAxminjiulta.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 

. or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of (ruth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that Items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many Items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every Item sent to us for publi
cation,«should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Inquiry is made at this office for the 
address of Mr. and Mrs. Harry F. Hill. 
Will some one please send a postal to 
this office stating where they are 
located.

R, Chester, tpst and materializing me
dium, writes from 2212 North Eleventh
street, Philadelphia, Pa.: “I have re
turned to Philadelphia after an absence 
of four months, and will be pleased to 
hear from my friends and patrons. I 
will conduct my circle as I have done 
for many years. I will give test circles 
or materializing seances at your homes, 
free, taking what you can afford to give 
to help me defray my expenses.”

Mr. E. W. Sprague, long and favor
ably known as a prominent Spiritualist 
and publisher, passed to spirit life In 
Chicago, on October 3. Funeral ser
vices were held at 2738 North Hermit
age avenue. The body was Interred at 
Oakridge Cemetery, near St. Louis, Mo.

Frank T. Ripley Is servlng*the Grand 
Rapids (Mich.) Society during October. 
He can be engaged for week evenings 
within one hundred miles of that city. 
He lias November open for an engage
ment. Address him at 369 South 
Division street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Hugh O’Donnell writes from Min
neapolis, Minn.: “Max Hoffman, pastor 
of the Spiritualists’ Church of Unity, of 
Chicago, has been exerting a marvelous 
Influence toward the advancement of 
Spiritualism in Minneapolis ever since 
tlie State Convention of Spiritualists 
was held in this city the latter part of 
last month. One of the local societies 
of Spiritualists engaged him to conduct 
tests at the Sunday evening services In 
tlie First Unitarian Church, which has 
been rented for the purpose. Many 
ga tiler there every week and the best 
people of the city are among the con
gregation. There have been many con
verts to Spiritualism and the work of 
the young .evangelist is the theme of 
conversation in every public gathering.”

Mrs. Cora M. Goodwin, trance speak
er and platform test medium, will en
gage with societies desiring her serv
ices. Highest reference for honesty 
and moral standing. She would like to 
make engagements for 1901 camps. Ad
dress for the present, 712 Ella street, 
Beatrice, Neb.

W. 0. Knowles writes: “I was called 
to Rockford, Mich., September 10, to 
speak jo the Philosophical Society, 
which has had an existence for over 
forty years, holding four meetings a 
year. Our meeting was called to order 
at 10:30 a. m., by Mrs. Roberts, presi
dent, and the writer was Introduced to 
an appreciating audience composed of a 
number of skeptics. My remarks were 
not lengthy, and were followed by de
scriptions of friends, who were quickly 
recognized, getting full names. At 12 
noon, tables were set in the ball and'all
partook of a grand lunch to strengthen 
the physical body. At 2:30 we were 
again assembled with a packed house. 
My guides took subjects from the au

: dionee. and descriptions followed to the 
number of thirty-seven, all fully reeog- 
nlzed. The meeting was a grand suc
cess. I can be engaged by societies on 

. reasonable terms for lectures and de
scriptions, being clairvoyant and clair- 
audient for over twenty-five years. Ad
dress me at 247 Coade avenue, Grand 
Rapids, Mich.”

E. J. Bowtell gave a lecture on mental 
science before the First Spiritualist 
Church of Olneyville, the 7th Inst. The 
subject was “Suggestion.”

, Mrs. Nina D. Challen, 79 Foraker av
enue, Toledo, Ohio, is engaged in dis

. geminating the grand truths of Spirit- 
uallsm, and she would be pleased to re
ceive Spiritualist papers or books to aid 
her in her work. She wants to start a 
library. Those who have papers or 
books to spare will please respond.

F. Corden White writes: “I go to fill 
an engagement of six weeks at the Tem
pie in Buffalo, N. Y. I have the months 
of February and March that I can give 
to societies.”

St: JCol,ls Post-Dispatch says: 
Eli Stark, a native of Neodesha, Kans., 

.. Is able in a mysterious way to locate 
lost articles. His ability has been 
demonstrated on many occasions. Af
ter all searchers are through, Stark 
asks how the missing property was lost, 
and, after facing his Informant near the 
place, turns, and stops at a point which 
is shown him by some unseen power, 
and is as mysterious to him as to any
one else. He then advances and picks 
up the lost article. He was put to a sé- 
vere test when A. C. Speery, a mer
chant of Neodesha, lost his watch—he 
knew' not in what vicinity.' Stark came 
around and asked his usual questions. 
He finally said he would search a pigsty 
on the merchant’s place. He did so In 

. . the presence of several witnesses, but 
no watch was to be found. He told Mr. 
Speery his watch was in some other 
man’s pocket. During the following 
night the watch was placed under'some 
straw in the sty, where the owner 
found It the next day. Stark has dls- 
covered lost property for A. 0. Evans 
of the Standard Oil company; Otis Hus
ton, the hotel man; Cashier Hill of the 

. Bank Of Neodesha; James Keck, Pro
bate Judge, and many others, who mar
vel at his power. He is now 44 years of 
age, and has had this power since child
hood. He is a cattle herder, and makes 

- no attempt to gain a livelihood outside 
of his regular work. He has picked up 
'bout .$100 in rewards.” '

Oct 20, WOO.

Take due notice, that all Items, 
this page must be accompanied by__
full name and address of the writer. It
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor- 

■ lespondent writes so and so, without 
’ giving the full name and address of the 
! writer. The items of those who do not 

comply with this request will be cast 
! into the waste basket.

The Sunflower Social Club, auxiliary 
to the First Spiritual Church of Chicago, 
meets at Oakland Club Hall, corner 
Oakwood and and Ellis avenues, the 
second and fourth Friday of each 
month, beginning at 3 p. m. The ladies 
bring refreshments which are served at 
6 o’clock. Evening session opens at 
7:45. Questions presented by the audi
ence are answered by the guides of Mrs. 
Cooley, followed by literary and musical 
program; also offerings from other 
workers. All invited.

Julia Steelman Nichols has been lec
turing and giving test seances in Mo
line, Ill., and in Davenport, Iowa. In 
the latter city she has organized a so
ciety of twenty-six members, and char
tered with the N. S. A. Mrs. Nichols 
goes to Toledo, Ohio, for October, her 
fourth engagement there. She has No
vember and December open for engage
ments. Address her for the present at 
618 Madison aveune, Toledo, Ohio.

Lyman C. Howe’s address until Octo
ber 22 is 1405 North Market street, 
Williamsport, Pa. . He is free for No
vember and first four Sundays of De
cember. He is due at Salem, Mass., 
December 30 and January 6. Will an
swer calls in New England or any
where between Buffalo and Boston, for 
dates before and after January 6.

Mr. D. Sibert, Applegate, Cal., writes: 
“I have just arrived from Grand Rap
ids, Mich., and to my knowledge, there 
are no Spiritualists near me. I would 
like to know if there are any near here 
who take The Progressive Thinker; if 
so, will they please be kind enough to 
write me. I expect to remain here 
some time."

Lou E. Johnson writes: "Officers 
elected by the Grand Rapids (Mich.) 
Spiritual Association are as follows: 
President, Dr. W. 0. Knowles; vice
president, Peter Horton; secretary, Mrs. 
Bou E. Johnson; treasurer, John M, 
Ogden; financial secretary, W. A. Reed; 
Board of Trustees-Dr. G. D. Hinkley, 
Mrs. Augusta Ferris, Mrs. C. R. West 
and Mrs. Dr. Knowles. The society Ip 
commencing the fall work under favor
able circumstances, perfect harmony 
existing, and we prediet grand results 
for the coming winter. Frank T. Rip-, 
ley occupies the rostrum for the month 
of October.”

To the Editor:—I am in receipt ol* your seven 
premium books, and though I nave read ver^ 
little in them up to date, I am extremely pleasec 
therewith, and wish to thank ypu for the offer 
that placed them in my hands at so/nominal an 
expenditure. I am unable to sav which I like 
the best now, but to me they arfe'all;best. It is 
the nucleus to my library on'¿this subject of 
Spirit-life. Thanking you again I am

Very respectfully yours, 
Topeka, Kansas. Mrs. M. K. Haines.

Every Spiritualist should have these Premium 
Books. The world never before saw such an 
offer as is made by The Progressive Thinker. 
The seven books form a splendid nucleus for a

of them, I find that whenever I go to 
see him, and I am in an expectant mood 
and feel that I must have Just what I 
want, I do not get the results obtained
when I am thinking of other things. 
For Instance, my grand niece, Anna 
Miller, came to me through him when 
I least expected it, saying: ‘I tried to 
reach Brother Alec through a medium 
shortly after my passing out, but failed, 
as he thought someone was playing a 
trick on him.’ I have received so many 
letters of inquiry I hardly find time to
answer them all".
. Mrs. F. B. Jackson, whose excellent 
work has mostly been confined to Mich
igan, is now in Chicago, and will an
swer calls to lecture, give tests, and 
psychometric readings. Her permanent 
address will be No. 3133 (top flat; 
Wabash avenue, Chicago, HI.

Mrs. Nellie S. Baade, 411 Thirteenth 
street, Detroit, Mich., missionary for 
the M. S. S. A., and one of its officers, 
is open for dates at any point in the 
State upon very liberal terms. Will 
serve societies, or where there is an in
terest manifested and no society, or 
where societies have gone down for 
lack of interest, she will go to them and 
reinstate their work. She served the 
Lansing society, October 7, with two 
very successful lectures and tests, and 
with large attendance. For Informa
tion, address her or May F. Ayres, 
Lansing, Mich.

dom. As to belief, the evidence as it 
strikes each mind must always compel 
that. The only choice of belief which 
anyone ever has, is before the evidence 
Is all considered. What would we say 
of a judge who should decide a case be
fore the testimony was all In and sifted 
for what evidence It may contain?"

Thos, Harding writes from Sturgis, 
Mich.: “I preached the ‘everlasting 
gospel’ yesterday, at the Spiritual 
church, and although the day was un
pleasant, there was a pretty good num
ber out to hear It. The copies of The 
Progressive Thinker you sent for distri
bution were quite welcome. Many, 
were carried off by visitors, and some 
are left for' next Sunday. It is a good 
Idea to have spiritual literature placed 
conveniently in the church or hall at 
every meeting. I notice that many who 
are not Spiritualists now like to read 
about It. Strange occurrences of that 
character possess a fascination for al
most every one and the reading of such 
produces conversation on the subject 
and arouses home memories of similar 
experiences, and then ‘all roads lead to 
Rome.’ ”

Correspondent writes: “Very Interest
ing exercises were held by the Engle
wood Spiritual Union, at Forbes’ Hall, 
420 West 63d street, on Sunday, Octo
ber 7, being the annual anniversary of

“J.” writes from Milwaukee, Wis.:
“Dr. Hewitt commenced bls work with . .. , - -------------------------- —
Unity Society, last Sunday evening, and “lls 8°.claty- Services were continuous 
we tbink we can safely say that he won fr0ln 2:30 until 10 p. m., with the excep
In his first lecture a place in our esteem. tlaa Intermission for refreshments, 
His manners, his earnestness as well as wblcb were served In the parlors. The 
his apt and ready speech carried convlc- commlttee on decorations were very 
tlon, while the matter of the address at- ®“caess1f“1 in “taking the rostrum beau- 
tracted an undivided attention, and so wltb evergreen plants and flowers, 
we can but feel that we have secured wb“e an interesting program was ar- 
the right man. Mrs. Stewart, the. state ranged for both afternoon and evening, 
organizer, was also present, and gave consisting of a short address by Mrs. 
us her word of cheer at the close of Harrlngton, president of the Ladies' 
Dr. Hewitt's address, so that we hope Aux*llary, a“d relating to that branch 
that our Unity will now take bn new oi tlle organization, followed by songs, 
life, and a renewed prosperity ” wItb mandolin and guitar aceompanl-

Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kates passed "?en!’ lnsPlratlo,nal music, recitations, 
through Chicago last week on their way sPeficbas by a number of the 
to Springfield, Ill., where they are to ",n rri! a“d d«moMtratlons by Isa Wll- 
lecture and give tests. Wherever they I ¿Irs; L “S“ and< M(s-
go they have been well received and are I le reiular - add^ess of tbe 
doing a most excellent work for Spirit- wnaio® ?aSv del*vered by , wnl °- 
uallsm. They are certainly an honor to r f df e{ „whc° ior b*s toPlc’ ‘What 
our cause Good has Spiritualism done?. He was

The Triiiitv «tnlritnni „.uh,,,!,! followed by that old-time and sterling j.iic j.uuj[y opiiiiUHi bociety will bold I wnrkpi* R i? nnW/vH1Ho^^Hnl^r'^w ?urea Opr In^pingTorgSe ttl
17 a ’1 ™ n m AneA?o8inXdC,0Mr 80C'ety and was 1,8 fl'st aPeIker) with 
admisstn Mrs’ Nixon n -eZldent ° £arUeSt a“d Practlcal remarks on tho 

Mr nnd xfr» n ! n beauty and PractleaHty of Spiritualism,
y- a i1™1,1?-: Ifatf d Pett*bo“e are congratulating the society on its success 

locaied at 594 Euclid avenue, Cleveland, and predicting a still larger measure of 
Ohio, for the winter. usefulness In the future. The exercises

Mrs. L. B. Brocklebank writes from I dosed with vpry excellent readings by 
452 East Madison avenue: “The East M1's. Kaynor and Mrs. Lincoln. A fine 
End Spiritualists’ Society of Cleveland, audience in the afternoon, and packed 
Ohio, has now become a chartered or- bal1 ln tbe evening rewarded the efforts 
ganlzatlon. We opened for work on the of officers and members of the society 
last Sunday in September, and hope to t0 make this anniversary meeting a suc- 
do a good work this season. We had ce8S' which it certainly was in every 
with us on the 7th of this month Dr. way. It is a creditable fact that the so
L. H. Freedman, the Australian healer, I defy did not suspend the regular meet- 
whose talk was very Interesting. The ln8s evea during the heated term of 
officers for this season have been summer, and that the audiences have 
elected as follows: President, J. Brock- been uniformly good throughout the en- 
lebank; vice-president, Mrs. D. J. Sav- I tlre year- The new year opens under 
age; secretary, L. B. Brocklebank. most favorable auspices and with ‘Ex
Shall be glad to correspond with lec- celsior' as their motto, there is a deter- 
turers and test mediums of reasonable mlmitlon among officers and members
terms.” alike to maintain their present standard

Mrs. L. S. Nagell writes from Council Spiritualist
City, Alaska: “It has been some time n ln ,?olnt of Merest shall
since I had the pleasure of reading one be8e£°nd to none-
of your valuable papers, and my soul 7?; ,Owea wrltes from Louisville, 
gets hungry for some of the spiritual J?,y,: ri bave ,beeD a con8tant reader of 
food it contains. I thought you would Tbe Progressive Thinker for the last 
like to hear from a worker, and learn year’ and 1 a8sure you I have received 
the condition of affairs concerning Snir-1 “orekno"dedg® oi the future life 
itualism In the land of the midnight I therefrom than I ever have by reading 
sun. I am In the interior, about 150 I Bibles and other publications forty-four 
miles from Nome, north-by-east. Our iears df my }lfe- Just one year past I 
little town contains about 700 souls. It R60?“? co“vinced of the grand truth 
is a pretty sight to see the log cabins tbat there is a continuation of this life, 
and white tents snuggled up on the I and 1 ls made Posslble f°r the spirits to 
river banks, and the spruce trees for a return to this lower sphere and commu- 
background. There are many very rich nlcate with friends. In connection with 
minin'g properties in this vicinity. Most thls’1 wlu say tbat your PaPer bas done 
of these are still undeveloped, but the I Rlore R*? °P,en tbe ?yes of the people 
hand and wit of man will soon bring tban a11 °tber publications combined, 
out the golden treasure. I arrived at I F°r the past month we have had with 
this point on the 12th day of July, after us . Weatherford, and she has con
a very excitable and dangerous trip, ®ent®d to serve us until next April. She 
and the second day after my arrival I 8 a *ecturer of fine talents, and is doing 
was called upon by a committee and a Sreat and good work.” .
asked to demonstrate some of the J-Merlon Gale writes from Quilcene, 
truths of Spiritualism. I gave a lecture Washington: “It Is really refreshing to 
and many tests, being the first medium me> t0 once In a while witness .dear old 
to Introduce our glorious truth In the Sar’gla hop onto the ‘ducks In the pud
Upper or Northern Alaska. The result dle>’ as oar Nanaimo friend would say, 
was very satisfactory, and I am going and giTe tbe superficial an airing in 

4o remain all winter. I have made genuine logic with Its every-day clothes 
arrangements for a church of ‘Spiritual ??- For my Part I am willing to waive 
Truth,’ and'we will hold services every I tbe Question as to whether Jesus really 
Sunday evening thls wJnter. I have I bad a navel—but still think It quite as 
taken many fine views of this country, relevant and important as much of the 
and when I come out in the spring, via I learned loquacity of the professional 
Dawson, I wlll.be in a position to fur- theorist In Spiritism. Alone in my 
nlsh you with a few fine cuts If you de- studio-excepting the presence of the 
sire them, and give you a synopsis of decarnate immortals-I have demon- 
my Alaska work In the cause of Spirit- strated the fact of communication with 
uallsm. I am making a collection of tbe denizens of spirit life, often and 
Alaska curios, and when I get out It a8ain; and that, too, with very little as- 
wlll be my pleasure to send you a nug- sistanee from the dead languages, or 
get that I have washed out of the tbe dying theories so dear to the heart 
ground with my own hands. I have of tbe average fadlst. I have also In 
been very successful locating leads and tbese communings been able to-glean 
pay-streaks this fall, and have much mucb of the true philosophy of the sci- 
work to do In the spring of the same na- ence of llfe: which Brother Loveland 
ture. Give me your best thoughts for very appropriately affirms Spiritualism 
the success of Spiritualism In the land- be- J b°Pe and trust most sincerely 
of the midnight sun.” that the coming convention at Cleve-

Ashexllle, N. 0.. I feel it my bounden The Progressive Thinker uree as the 
duty to inform you and the readers of duty of Spiritualists I hrine^ten

Mr', Oryv's Ras been there wlffbeno“ambiguity
hnnpn1h]a t?n?CinOrrhae?< of the I““®8’ Ito confuse the common plebeian, but a 
hhRCn afRming “cgligence. I find, clear, brief .and explicit declaration of 
him a rare specimen of manhood, em-1 what we stand for and that-nitmiattn 
bracing all that is honest and upright, humanitarianism will nofhehaving the respect of all who h^ ttTdSao“ X We on 
come in contact with him. I think we what little we know, andXre^hat

sbou d ba more lenient with I we propose to do, we should ahd must 
our mediums and not expect too much j have wide latitude as to religious frcc-

THE HIGHER UGHI
The Radical Thinker Goes 

Marching On,

THE N. S. A. KILL THE GERMS!

What Its Primal Object 
Should Be.

F. N. Burk writes from Denver, Colo.: 
“Mrs. Ada Foye, pastor of the Denver 
Spiritualist Society, leaves this city the 
22d of October, and takes the steamer 
leaving San Francisco for Australia, 
the 31st. ,Mrs. Foye has received a call 
from the Victoria Association of Spirit
ualists at Melbourne, and will remain 
there one year. Having been in thqt 
country befdré they are familiar with 
her work. While the Denver Society 
regrets to loSO her land will miss her 
fine lectures' and remarkable tests very 
much, they1 feel highly complimented 
to have her sélected- to represent the 
cause In thrft country. The Victorian 
,Society of Melbourne has been steadily 
Increasing 10 numbers and Influence, 
and has amdng its ’inembers several of 
the representative fnen of Australia. 
We all wIsh'Mrs. Foye a pleasant Jour
ney, and safè returfi to Denver."

Mrs. Georgia Glidys Cooley, pastor 
of the Firstr_8plrltual Church, will be 
assisted by ;Dr. Mfiry E. Sellen, Sun
day evenlpg'Octobét 21.

Dr..H. Qf Andrews writes,from Jones
boro, Ind.: “Spiritualism is growing In 
our midst, and maqv are being led into 
the light in this city. We remain here 
through the present month of October. 
We shall be ready to accept engage
ments by November 1, and would be 
pleased to correspond with societies 
wishing a good lecturer and test me
dium. Permanent address, Jonesboro • 
Ind.

G. F. Perkins writes: “I desire to call 
the attention of thé Chicago Spiritual
ists to the fact that congratulations are 
due to our frlqnd and exceedingly 
bright and energetic young Spiritualist, 
Mr. George E. Fink, of E. Division 
street,"Chicago, who was one of 165 
successful candidates for admission to 
the bar, at the Illinois State Board of 
Law examination, October 11, 1900.”

The Chicago American says: “Mrs 
Joseph Janus, of 8709 Escanaba ave
nue, South Chicago, was awakened 
Thursday night by a horrible dream, in 
which she saw lifer husband being man
gled and killed under the wheels of a 
railroad train. Last night her dream 
was realized when Janus lost his life 
under an Illinois Central suburban pas
senger train at the grade crossing at 
Eighty-fourth street. Before the hus
band went to work yesterday morning 
Mrs. Janus told him she fearedhewould 
be killed before he returned home at 
night and begged him to remain with 
her during the day. Then she described 
how she had seen him fall under a train 
in her dream. Janus only laughed 
picked up his dinner pall and left for 
the Illinois Steel works, where he was 
employed. Mrs. Janus rested uneasily 
all day, -waiting and hoping that her 
husband would return safely to her at 
night. Shortly after 7 o’clock the news 
of his fate was brought to her by a po
liceman. Janus-was walking west on 
Eighty-fourth street towards his home 
at 7 o'clock, and just as he stepped on 
the railroad crossing he was struck by 
the suburban train. He was dragged 
for several feet under the Wheels of the 
engine before the attention \of the en
gineer was attracted. Terribly mangled 
and crushed, the ¡unfortunate man' was 
picked up and carried to the South Chi
cago police station; where he died a few 
minuteslater.” J ■"

■ THE iiiSW DAY. - ■

T • . - vk •" ' . . ■
In the newly,pawning day, 
Shams will all Jie s^ept away, . 
Bight, not might, supremely sway, ■

And peace taJpmnhant Telgn. ■ 
Our God will,ftp the “perfect love," 
Such as angehknow.above, 
And like a br^odlngjnother dove, 

O'erspread all earth the same.
In that new and better day, ■ 
There’ll be rnfftiom for vain display, 
For error wllFbe blolvn away, 

By Justice, tnith &d love. ‘
All sorts of slavery sunk from sight, 
Beneath the Hys ot wisdom’s light, 
And freedom w her ftp ward flight, .

Soar on to hdightspabove.
. H -

In that new and ht/f)py hour, 
With truth and.lov® the ruling power, 
Like a fresh reviving shower

From angel worlds abdve, 
Will wondrous gifts of life be given, 
Creating here on earth a heaven, - 
Like unto song In sweetest rhythm, 

Of peace and perfect love.
In that new and brighter time, ' 
The heart enlarged with love divine, 
Will cause the outer life to shine, ' - 

With deeds of living light .
And then the "gojden rule" will be, 
In practice put'on land and sea, 
And every soul set wholly free, 

By the Eternal Rlghtl . , 
JULIA H. JOHNSON.

. Los Angeles, Cal.. .

The National Spiritualist Association 
will without doubt have the question 
presented to it for consideration, 
whether the work that It has accom
plished entitles It to a future existence? , , , , — ----- — -
and the question will be answered ac- i“ate ‘datlons between the two worlds, 
cording to the sympathies of the in- Believing, as all Spiritualists do, thut 
terested parties, whether for or against, ‘ , is a Pllut‘iple in man which tri-
whleh without questioning is the proper “mime over the tragedy of death and 
course to pursue. vontluues io exist as a self-conscious en

That there should beafoundatlon f!*,y lureidm8ofbelnl’'whlcliarelnvls- 
upon which to build the structure of the lb e„t0 tbe average mind, but ac- 
splritual philosophy is an admitted fact cesslble through the development of
but what are to be the elements com- eaPeclal senses and faculties, it is
posing that foundation? We are re- , e duty of tb°se favorably endowed 
minded of the colored debating club ln direction to have the best
where the question for discussion was: i’esslble conditions for the highest un-
"Whlch is of the most importance land f°idment. The sensitive should be sur
er water?” After the advocate of the l',ouu,ded by an atmosphere free from 
supremacy of water had presented his luiiueace of adverse environments, 
arguments as strong as possible, ending s° long as the medium stands alone, 
with the presenting of Niagara Falls as corMPelled by the duties and necessities 
a clincher to his arguments, the advo- of Pressing need to pervert the sacred 
cate of the superior Importance of land I S1“8 forF1“! to sit with closed doors In 
arose and while admitting the grandeur darkened rooms, inhaling poisoned all
ot what his opponent used as an illus- ^*om tainted breaths, transmitting mes- 
tratlon, replied: “But if it wasn’t for de ?ages from tbe ““seen at so much per 
lan', where would Niagara Falls be?” bour; urged by the idle curiosity of a

If it was not for the foundation on few and tlle Belflsb desires of others to 
which Spiritualism rests, we would be Elve “dvice which aids in the further- 
as badly left as the advocate of water anc?. ofJgaoble alms, so long will the 
was in the argument of the colored club, medium s life be a checkered career; 
That foundation rests eternal in the ior mediums, like others, are pro
beavens, and if the structure that we f?uadly buman; and being sensitive, 
build here rests on that foundation it yleld more raadily to the influence of 
can be advanced to a height where it su„r,i?mi?lug minds.
will illuminate the dark places of llfe, National Association should be 
casting its heavenly radiance on those “naa'mous In the establishing of means 
honest but toll-worn souls who are f01'tbeJlberal support of a few talented 
yearning for light that they may see 8P®akera a“d mediums who should go 
clearly their pathway to higher con- befo,re the world with power to free 
dltlons now while here in earth life, as men 8 “Inds from the thraldom of su- 
well as “over there.” It certainly can- Petition and place the truths of Spir- 
not be done by trying to ape the dead !tualism on a foundation that is as 
and decaying form of the old theologies as llfe and eternal as time, 
which at present Is repulsive to the sen- la, eliminate fraud from the ranks of 
sit ve organisms of those who are being mediumship, all worthy mediums who 
quickened by the spiritual power of the can 8tand the test required of them, 
advance thought, causing them to come 8hould bave the moral and financial en- 
out from among them and to reach for- couragement of the associated members 
ward to higher and better things. tbe Place where the medium lives,

Spiritualism has a glorious mission to aud sbould be surrounded by conditions 
perform afnong the races of men, and it wbic,b are harmonious to tbe highest 
will be accomplished even if some of tmfoldment of the psychic gifts; while 
its professed adherents prove unfaith- , °,8e Jvbo make false claims and per- 
ful; and by being a free lance In the 81steutly deceive the credulous under 
arena of conflicting sects and parties, it !be c1loak of mediumship, sbould be pun
can best accomplish the work for which L8bed ln the 8evel’est manner the crime 
It is Intended. Let its adherents leave d®8el'v®8- 
the question of making new titles and ,,By tbe orSaalzed effort of the Na- 
names by which to address tbat Im- tlonal Association the truths of Spirit
mortal power which every spiritual- aabsm sboldd be presented to the world 
minded soul feels coursing through his , a, way tbat will awaken an Interest 
being, to those who have not outgrown u tbe minds of the skeptical and com- 
the apparent need of the old theologies pel tb,e recognition of all who seek 
and present to the world tbe fact that more llgllt on tbe 8reat problem of the 
by professing belief in the spiritual 80U>,aad its destiny. A belief in the 
philosophy the Hyes of such believers c°ntlnued existence of the soul is the 
are lifted up and "are enabled to come Pivotal center around which revolves a 
Into more perfect rapport with those multitude of theories more or less con- 
wliite-robed souls who have suffered for Jradlctory and Inconsistent, varying in 
the truth and now in the summer land tbeIr na’ares according to the peculiar 
are reaping the reward of their labors. cbaracterlstlcs of different minds. Har
That it can and does exalt the lives of mony sbould be evolved from this chaos 
those who are honest in their desires to of couflleiing opinions, so far as is pos- 
have a more perfect understanding of 81ble’ by a cl08e 8tudy of the phenom- 
the truth as represented by Spiritual- ena ,of the mlnd and nature, and of 
ism, the lives of many noble souls are !?an 8 relatlon to the unseen. But this 
evidence; and whoever professes but deslrable result will finally be accom- 
does not possess the inspiration and Pllsbed without a declaration of prlncl- 
splrltual energy that is uplifting, ple8, bey°“d a simple recognition of 
making their daily llfe an example that truths which can be satisfactorily dem
is helping others onward toward the on8trated to all reasonable minds, 
goal of a purer and better life, such Pro- embody a statement which affirms 
fession is worse than “sounding brass tbe exlstence of God Is to assume defi- 
and tinkling cymbals.” | nlte knowledge concerning that which

The world every day is growing more must ne«essarily remain unknowable, 
critical, pronouncing Judgment not Tbe finlte cannot fathom the Infinite— 
from the standpoint of association with cannot kn°w the nature of the Absolute 
religious sects or political parties but and every individual has a different 
from the position occupied by individual «mceptlon relative to tbe attributes of 
character, thus showing that while Delty acc°rdlng to the Influence of pres- 
sects and parties may If rightly used be ent and past environment, and the de
a primary school to those who have not gree of mental unfoldment. ,
outggrown their need, they are only a , H 18 onIy another step from assum- i 
weight to encumber those who have re- ng the existence of Deity to enslaving i 
eeived the higher light and are in duty raan’8 ln|nd by demanding obedience to ' 
bound to let that light shine that others every decree Issued “in His name” by < 
may see their good works and be tltled authority. :
blessed thereby as they have been. Chicago, Ill. URIEL BUCHANAN. I

The radical thinker of to-day, if not ---------- - , - , ________ <
steadily marching on becomes the con- GOOD NEWS THE ANGELS BRING 
servative of to-morrow; and such would ____ ’ '
'SiiituarXs^phy-'if ttey'undertook AThatCgive°lmmoOrfta}1youtT 

to crystallize around some dogmatic And shill T hb«i? m ™ 
assertion, pronouncing that the ultima- or fear to sLeak the Truth ? CaUS<!' 
turn. But rather let them be like that * p k tbe trutb?
noble martyr, John Brown, tho' his When angel voices soft and clear, 
body is In the grave his soul goes In accents low and sweet, 
marching on. Let them come out from Bring good news to my favored ear 
Hmong them who feed on the fleshpots Shall I that news secrete? ’ 
of dead theologies, and touch not nor t .taste not that which has been nro- S \U j1.’ tbr°ugh fear of what folks say, 
nounced unclean tn th» cniritnnii,- Ana love or worldly gain, uvmmvuu uuuiuii io ure spiritually nro- t«* A J
gresslve soul, and they wlH be rewarded away’,
by a conscious communion with those laat fal8elxood 8t*n may reign?
who are Inarching on the highway that Not I—but I will gladly hear- 
leads to a more advanced understand- And echo It again, .

u °i.tbe trutb ot the spiritual philoso- I Despite the scorn and pompous sneer 
pay, its needs and requirements. I Of worldly creed-bound men

. ..HAMILTON DEGRAW. m,_______  . . 'Shakers, N. Y. Tbe “ews our angels come to give
---------- -- ------------- Us through the “pearly gate,” 
ODIDITII11 mil 18 tbat-llke tbem- we *11 shall live 
orlnl I UALIolvl In an lmmortaI state

- ------ - 'Tls glorious news from Heaven
Is a Department of Science, ThrXhGod’s eternal love.

Not a Religion, Tbat mortal death is spirit birth 
- ----- Into our homes above.

lesVn" uibuiffis7 ^¿nSUNotSWng T^Phedn body dle8'

can benefit the race save that which In- n,,t »° Sh a ‘IFm8’..creases its physical, mental and moral BwFfloat in sffirl^arms6 eS 
development. A discussion concerning p “ lm8,
gods is of no value, practically, because When we shall walk in virtue's path 
no exact knowledge can be obtained And live what truth has taught, ’ ' 
from such discussion. All “god-lntoxi- No more shall fear orwengeful wrath 
cated nations are, and ever have been Disturb our happy thought, 
hotheads of tyranny, poverty, vice and' r>i, i., , ,crime. Modern Spiritualism has no Pct,pl ‘are F wh° <;0“e t0 brlng 
------------- - . s ° 1 Such news to mortals here;

In anthems sweet let echo ring 
It on from sphere to sphere.

Let every soul arise and sing 
Through Nature’s vast domain, 

That Love is queen and Wisdom king
. That Truth and Justice reign!

J. MARION GALE.

The primal object of tho National 
Spliltuallsts Association should be the
piomotlou of the interests of those who 
seek to establish more vital and luti-

Spread of Germa Through the Human 
System Instantly Cheeked by

"5 DROPS.”
i *8 UROPS” la »germ killer; a prevent- 
iveoi disease; a builder of nerve force; a 
maker of pure blood; of he»lthy tlneue. Where 
It 1» used there can be no dteeaee. It Is a 
natural foe to germ life. Left to themselves, 
without adequate measures of prevention, the 
I>er,'?.’.whlea eat.er ,the weak human system 
multiply so rapidly tbat their numbers become 
beyond human comprehension, destroying the 
etructmesof the body until death comes to 

“»»BOPS,” iftakenln 
time, is an absolute preventive of disease. IT 
f???6 ouly ab801ute cure for Rheumatism, 
driving out of the system forever the urie acid 
and other Impurities which cause it In Its var
ious forms. It is taken up at once by the 
blood. Hence its work is quicker, surer and 
many times more effective. You should never 
be without It. Secure a bottle today. You 
will then be on the safe side, “5 Drops” la 
harmless and can be used by a child as well by 
“ J?, need with unfailing
effect in the following diseases: Ilheu» 
matlsm, Sciatica, Backache, Neural
gia, Gout, Dyspepsia, Asthma, Hay 
i',t)ver> Catarrh, Croup, La Grippe. 
Liver and Kidney Troubles, Sleepless
ness, Nervousness, Nervous and Neu
ralgic Headaches, Earache, Tooth
ache, : Heart Weakness, Paralysis. 
Creeping Numbness, Etc. ’

I WA8 AT DEATH’S DOOR.
Gemiemem I went to tell you what your ”5 

»rope" lias done lor me. I «>, for two year» a 
:«?iarer uut°ld misery. My feet were swollen so I 
cou d not wear shoes ami my hands were drawn so I 
could not open them, nor could I shut them. They 
cramped hall shut. My husband had me try every 
medicine he could hear of and I »till suffered untold 
•80nles. Nothing I could get would ease my pain, 
until last November one of my neighbors had Kheu’ 
matlsm so bad he could not walk. Ho told my hus- 
u nd S ®rops” curing him, so he got mo a
dollar bottle, and In tnreo weeks I walked without a 
cane and could use my hands, something 1 had not 
done for two years. I give all tho praise to “5 
Drop».” My neighbors know that I was at death’» 
door. Now I have used four bottles ot “5 Props” 
and can do my work with ease. 1 am still taking It 
sometimes, if this will do any good toward getting 
suffering people to use ”0 Props,” use this as vou 
please. If any one doubts this, send them to my 

sBte%bpM;'ioA.B,£'r“c-FINN-«
Sept. 1‘4 IMO.
SwantiOEi’B ‘’5 Diop»” |B eold by us and 

ageuti. In oome places the druggist! 
are uur agents, if the remedy U not 
obtainable in your town, order of us 
direct. Lurge alxe bottlea (800 dosea). 
• 1U0, aent prepaid by express or mall. 
Trial bottle will be sent on receipt of 23 

Write No,““"' Age““ W““led 10 Uew
SWANSOX HHELMATIC CUKE CO., 

______  164 tuke St.t Chicago, Ill,

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

The First Spiritual Church of Chi
cago, Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, pas
tor, holds services in Oakland Club 
Hall, corner Oakwood and Ellis ave
nues, every Sunday at 7:30 p. in. Lec
ture and spirit messages at all services. 
Take Cottage Grove car to 39th street

Prof. John McLane holds meetings 
each Sunday at Van Buren Hall, corner 
of California aveune and Madison 
street, at 2:30 and 7: 30 p. m.

Church of the Spirit, Van Buren 
Opera House, Madisou street,“and Cali
fornia avenue. Mrs. Dr. Edwards, pas
tor. Meetings every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m. Lecture, tests and phenomena. 
Mediums invited to assist. Good music.

The Swedish Church of Psychology 
holds services every Sunday at 2 p. m., 
at Phoenix Hall, 324 E. Division street, 
near Sedgwick street. Dr. E. I. Jacob
son, pastor; Mrs. M. Summers, medium. 
Visiting mediums always invited.

Beacon Light Church, 675 Larrabee 
street, near Garfield. Services every 
Wednesday at 8 p. m. G. F. Perkins 
and Mrs. E. Perkins, lecturers. Tests 
and messages at every session. Other, 
mediums invited. All are welcome.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services in 
Handel Hall, 40 Randolph street, every, 
Sunday at 11 a. m. Seats free.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to tba 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first hnd third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three 
o’clock. The ladles bring refreshments; 
supper served at six o’clock. Evening 
session commences at a quarter to 
eight. Questions invited from the au
dience, and answered by the guides of 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. Always an 
Interesting programme. All are wel
come.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, 6th floor Handel
Hall, 40 Randolph 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. 
noon and evening.

Church of the 
will hold meetings

street. Services at 
Take elevator after

Spirit Communion
_ in Kenwood Hall, 

4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun-
day. 3 p. m., conference and tests; 
8 p. m„ lecture by J. K. Hallowell; tests 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are In
vited. Good music and seats free.

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 and 296 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests in telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free.
May Goodrich, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual 
clety meets every Sunday 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. 
Hodge in charge.

Union So
nt Forbes'

Will 0.

to

more exact knowledge concerning Deity 
i than has any other cult. Hence all ef

fort to formulate such Deity is but the 
old-time effort to establish a priesthood.

If Spiritualism is not a department of 
science it Is nothing. If a science, It is 
not a religion, and if not a religion, 
then all forms of worship are out of 
place In It

The N. S. ’A. has no right to ask ac-" 
ceptance of any Deity at the hands of 
anyone. Its mission if It have one, is 
to convince the people of the truth of 
spirit communion. Then to aid every 
effort to build up a free and enlightened 
manhood and womanhood, to the end 
that this world may be the home of a 
happy, prosperous humanity.

The Declaration of Independence, and 
the preamble to the'Constitution of the 
United States fs a better creed than the 
N. S. A, can formulate. To establish 
Justice is far better than to establish a 
god. To promote the general welfare Is 
better than to promote half-fare tickets 
on railroads, and to secure to posterity 
the blessings of liberty Is superior to 
securing a fat salary as a Spiritualist 
“pastor.”
: If the N. S. A. desires to continue Its 

existence, let it adjust its trolley to the 
electric line of scientific progress, stop 
its mumbo-Jumboism, throw its influ
ence, (if it has any) In the scale with 
a progressive civilization, and it will be
come a power for good.

So long as men, women and children 
are starving and dying In the besotted 
Ignorance of Christian godlsin, and that 
Ignorance Is used for their exploitation 
by politicians and tyrants, reformers 
have something better to do than to 
wallow In the quagmire of transcend
entalism C. W. STEWART. , .

Springfield, Mo. - ,

THE OPTIMIST. .

beho.lds the 8Un’s KKeit splendor, 
Though dark clouds obscure Its light 

As our earth-born selfish passions 
Smother Justice, Truth and Right. 

He admires the silvery lining 
Of the storm-clouds swirling by, 

And he says life’s storms are transient 
As the shadows fleeting by. .

His hope Is always glowing, 
And inspires the soul in fear 

With the truth that man Is growing 
To a higher, broader sphere, ' 

And our earthly trials are lessons ' ■ 
_ Which develop the human soul 
In Its never-ceasing Journey

To reach the perfect goal." • 
’ HENRY M. EDMISTON.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Record».” Told by J?aul Carua 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 

gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In its spirit and living prlncl- 
Pies. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price IL For sale at this office. '

an? ?,ody: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied In Medicine and 
Education.” By A. C. Halphide. Pres
ident Chicago Socle ty' of Anthropology. 
For sale at this office. Price |1.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m„ conducted by 

' Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey. ’
Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia 

Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 8 
o’clock.

The Chicago Liberal Society is a non- 
■ectarlan association for the encourage
ment of morality, thè promotion of edu
cation, the acquisition and dissemina
tion of knowledge, and the Inculcation 
of truth In the place and stead of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 
of the society are held every Sunday 
morning at 11 o’clock in Corinthian 
Hall, Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
are In charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
You are cordially Invited to attend the 
same.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature holds services every 
Sunday evening at Nathan’s hall, 1565 - 
Milwaukee avenue, corner Western ave
nue, at 7:30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor. .

Church of the Universal Spirit, every -■ . 
Sunday afternoon and evening, at Van ‘ ■ 
Buren hall, corner of California avenue ; 
and Madisonstreet Conducted by Mrs. ■ 
Squire. ,

The Independent Spiritual Society, G. . 
N. Kinkead, president, will meet each -r
Sunday evening at 8 p. m., at 77 Thirty- 
first street. (Auditorium) hall. ~ ' 
speakers and test mediums have
engaged.

The Spiritual Hesearch will

Good • 
been

hold 
Van •meetings every Wednesday at __

Bufen Opera House, Hall B, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue.

r

Beginning at 2 o’clock. -’-S
The Progressive Spiritual Society will ’ 

hold a meeting each Sunday at North 1 
avenue and Burling street, at 3 p. m. . ' 
German and English speaking. Mrs. z 
Hilbert assisted by Mr. Bernhart.

Send In notice of meetings held on f 
Sunday In public halls. -

Bear In mind that only meetings held v” - 
In public halls will be announced under 11 
the above head. We have not space to ■ 
keep standing notices of meetings held ■' 
at private residences. ■

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Tnomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430
pice?. Price »1. For sale nt thia ¿flat,

:t
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YET A CHILO.
The N. S. A. and Its Work,

OIIR “GOD.”
What Shall We Name It?
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The N. S. A. is yet a child, being only 
Clght years old. Why should critics ex
pect it to have attained to perfection? 
By the way they scold one might think 
they supposed it had attained its ma
jority and ought to make no mistakes. 
But. what matured body of men or 
women is exempt from blemishes and 
blunders? I know of none. But is the 
N, 8. A. a necessity? I think it is. Is 
It answerlug the need reasonably well? 
I think it Is. Has it made any improve
ments worthy of its claims? It seems 
to me it has, and there is room for 
more. Does it need an Iron-clad creed? 
No! An elastic india-rubber one is bet
ter. Does it need any creed at all? Yes! 
Every body has a creed, and every in
stitution has one. There can bo no 
united work without one.

Has the N. 8. A., as a body, any right 
to create a new God and foist him, her, 
or it, onto the Spiritualists of America, 
as their expression of faith? No! Nor 
do I see that any such attempt has been 
made by the N. 8. A. It Is not to be ex
pected that all Spiritualists will accept 
without reserve, any creed or any "dec
laration of principles," or any moral 
code, or any intellectual standard as a 
guide to right reasoning, that any man 
or body of men, or angels, ean devise 
and express. Indeed no Christian creed 
is accepted without reserve or protest, 
by all who subscribe to it—and it may 
well be doubted if any accept the whole 
creed as written as an expression of 
their private belief. And Spiritualists 
by common consent, recognize in all our 
co-operations and fellowship, and 
agreements, in purpose and general 
acceptment, the right of private judg
ment in all things, and no ostracism for 
heresy. With—or without a creed— 
every Spiritualist realizes that there Is 
nothing binding but truth, and that is 
only partially revealed to any one.

The God idea in history is pot an ac
cident. It has been, and is a pivot of 
action, around which culminate the 
working hypotheses and spiritual ener
gies of all ages and people. If there be 
no God, the Idea is an evolution of na
ture, and its qualities and functions in 
the history of civilization are yet po
tent, and essential. >

The criticisms offered usually indicate 
a narrow view of the God idea, as In
terpreted by scholarly, broad-minded 
Thelsts. Whether God be a person, or 
principle; a creator, or only a director 
of affairs; whether he, she, or it, be 
Love or Wisdom, or both; whether ma
terial or immaterial, or both; whether 
'he, she, or it, thinks, reasons, wills, and 
directs, or whether he, she, or it, be the 
sum of all thinking, willing and direct
ing—the totality of all that is and is 
not; whether it be called God or Na
ture, or “Infinite Intelligence,” may be 
left to each soul to settle—if it can be 
settled—according to the reason, in
tuition, and conscience of the Ego. The 
expression “Infinite Intelligence” may 
not be the fittest; but what name can 
be given to anything that represents 
the boundless unknown, and all that the 
finite mind can conceive of it, that will 
not be open to criticisms and cavlllngs?

We may differ as to the infinitude of 
intelligence. So we may differ as to the 
infinitude of matter, or energy, or prin
ciples. We may deny that matter is 
intelligent, or that intelligence is a prop
erty of matter, or that there is any In
telligence in nature except as it is 
evolved in living organisms. ByWo 
deny does not settle it. It would-i _<fln 
thatvwhat nature evolves must exist 
within her domain before it was 
evolved. If not then evolution creates! 
If it can create intelligence, why not 
create the matter in which intelligence 
is evolved? Is matter more real, or im
possible of creation, than intelligence— 
which surveys, analyzes, and directs its 
movements? If intelligence inhere in 
matter, and matter be infinite, why not 
“Infinite intelligence?”

Every objection that I have seen 
urged against Infinite intelligence, may 
be urged with equal force, against in
finite Cosmos. Neither God, Nature, or 
infinitude can be comprehended by the 
finite mind. But must we reject as 
false, or inimical to our interests, all 
that we cannot comprehend and 
reconcile to our limited knowledge, and 
erring reason?

Universal Ether is an assumption of 
the scientists, to explain natural phe
nomena. But Its existence is an infer
ence, as really-as the God of Theology.

I fail to see the alarming tendencies 
of the N. S. A. in this presentation of 
an assumption, as a working basis, 
which, for the time being, meets the 
approval of the majority representing 
the National body of Spiritualists. No 
one Is bound by it. It can be canceled, 
amended, enlarged and improved ns the 
minds that lead the affairs of the 
N. S. A. grow and learn. But why choke 
this young child to death with a God
phobia gag before it has had time to 
cut its first business teeth? Already It 
■has shown vigorous symptoms of ap
proaching adolescence. It has had many 
phases of mumps, measles, whooping- 
cough and worm colic, and survived 
them all, and come out the better for 
tile discipline. Its enthusiastic presi
dent has shown surprising qualities of 
vivacity, elasticity, business tact, and 
energy, bullet-proof vitality, and te
nacity, and an unswerving, devotion to 
the Cause and the Interests of organized 
work, worthy of all praise and imita
tion. If he, and others with him, stum
ble and fall, they get up again and work 
the harder; while critical grumblers 
laugh, and frown, and hold their 
iconoclastic clubs over their heads, and 
shout, “You are down now; you better 
stay down. You can never accomplish 
any good. I told you so, and you’ll fall, 
and fall, and fall again, because you 
did not consult us before you fell, and 
ask us If you might get up and try 
again.”

We are evolving as rapidly as is 
healthful, and we must take the wind 
and weather into our sails and expect 
some cyclones and hurricanes, some 
■wrecks and losses, some failures that 
presage success, some pitfalls and 
plagues, some ^mirages and miasms, 
some fickle pretenders and false coun
sels; but the Cause we are trying to 
serve Is worthy of all it can cost, and 
the world is feeling the pulses of this 
organic power. •**

The N. 8. A. stands for Spiritualism 
■without an adjective. Friendly to all 
other cults, It has no use for the special 
counsels and dictations of “moon
shiners” who train in the mystic valleys 
of occult illusions and claim to have ad
vanced beyond Spiritualism, into a 
higher revelation! '

THE MAYER FUND ‘ 
has dragged along for nearly two years, 
to secure a stun which any live church 
would, have raised in a month; yet we 
boast ,of the decline of the church, and 
the superiority of Spiritualism as a 
high incentive to noble, generous effort, 

wyh this fund raised, a home se
cured, and a “sinking fund” for the use 
of the N. S. A., we may expect to see 
more of the practical effects of Its 
works.

But. this child of destiny has already 
organized many new societies, held 
many mass meetings, carried the glad 
tidings to thousands in outer darkness, 
impressed organized- bodies, corpora
tions. and officials in high places with

That there Is some invisible force, 
power, energy, principle or principles, 
constantly promoting all visible forms 
of life, all are forced to admit. The fact 
that these forces or energies work 
uniformly in producing definite results 
would seem to indicate intelligence. 
Man in every age and clime has sought 
to name this power, and hence the 
multiplicity of Gods, or multiplicity of 
names applied to the same God. 
Whether we use the term Jehovah, the 
All-Wise, the Great Over-Soul, Supreme 
Power, or Infinite Intelligence, it is but 
the effort to name that wonderful, mys
terious, incomprehensible and all-potent 
power which all recognize, from the 
savage, in the wilderness to the highest 
unfolded savant upon the planet.

It was not the purpose of the N. S. A. 
to formulate a creed which should In 
the remotest degree Interfere with free
dom of thought and Its honest expres
sion, but because of their effort to give 
name to that power which all recognize, 
many have been aggrieved and we have 
had a long and wordy intellectual war 
over the term Infinite Intelligence, upon 
which subject there have been argu
ments i>ro and con without number. 
Any other name would not improve the 
situation to any appreciable extent, for 
no matter what name may be given to 
these Invisible powers and forces, there 
will arise among Spiritualists some per
son or persons to combat it, and a long, 
and it seems to me useless disputation 
over the meaning of words will be the 
result. If we are to have any organiza
tion it must in order to accomplish any
thing, Stand for something beside the 
simple proposition of communication 
between the visible and invisible ex
pression of life, something to attain to, 
something to be accomplished. No 
movement has ever yet attained any 
great success without organization, nor 
can it do so. In union there is strength, 
but there ean be nonunion without or
ganization. We have been boasting 
these many years of the great number 
of Spiritualists, estimated all the way 
from five to ten millions, while the fact 
remains there are not a half million 
Spiritualists who can be depended upon 
to contribute twenty-five cents a year 
in a concerted effort to promulgate the 
facts and philosophy of Spiritualism. 
This is not only true, but the situation 
is even more deplorable. There is not 
even one-quarter of a million who will 
give yearly the beggarly sum of ten 
cents to further the Interests of organ
ization in this direction. This would 
amount to twenty-five thousand dollars, 
and the Mayer fund of only ten thou
sand dollars is not yet completed. This 
amount placed yearly in the hands of 
the N. S. 'A. would enable it to become 
a power in the world by doing a work 
which it has failed to do simply for a 
laca of money.

In making this statement of facts I 
am not unmindful of the many self
sacrificing, generous souls who have 
given largely of their means to sustain 
the cause, but am only trying to show 
what an easy matter it would be to 
raise funds if all were interested In sus
taining a practical organization, as it 
would be a very poor Spiritualist from 
a financial standpoint who would not 
give ten cents yearly for this purpose.

The N. S. A. is a necessity If we ex
pect to be recognized as a force or 
power in the world for good, and in my 
judgment it Is of equal necessity that 
we have some definite statement of 
principles. We all believe in something 
which precedes all visible manifesta
tions of life. What shall we name It? 
Spiritualists generally have objected to 
the term God, and every effort to sub
stitute any other name that shall In
clude the all of life, has utterly failed. 
Is there, after all, any better or more 
comprehensive? term even for Spiritual
ists, leaving each person to define it for 
himself? Even Prof. Draper, the pro
found scholar, and author of world
wide repute, recognizes a Supreme 
Power and invisible God, and I appre
hend he means precisely what the 
N. S. A. means when it declares for 
Infinite Intelligence.

For my part, I am weary of the ever
lasting disputation over terms where all 
are trying to express the same thing, 
and can. accept- Infinite Intelligence, 
Supreme Power or Universal Intelli
gence, and am perfectly willing to call
It God. WILL C. HODGE.

the fact that Spiritualism has a pro
gressive vitality and cosmopolitan mis
sion, and is entitled to recognition as a 
leading factor in the civilization of 
the age.

It can do much more and greater 
works, if all who love the cause will 
unite to help It on; laying aside the 
prejudice, and cultivating a liberal 
charity toward it and all the weak spots 
and 'mistakes, and help it to improve 
and grow, and vitalize the world with 
its educational and humanitarian 
efforts and encouragement of all true 
mediums, and faithful co-workers.

Let us have the strong help of the 
Lovelands, Tuttles, Lockwoods to trace 
the intellect and scientific spirit blended 
with the spiritual life and love, aiid en
thusiasm of the Barretts, Longleys, 
Peebles, Twlngs, Kateses, etc., and 
sink all personal prejudices, ambitions 
and gossips and give the supreme good 
an open field and Spiritualism a per
manent victory.

LYMAN C. HOWE.

P. S.—It seems to me we should alm 
to conserve all that is valuable in re
ligion, and respect those devotional in
stincts which are the life and inspira
tion of. so , many thousands, without 
compromising reason, or scientific 
truth; and be very careful how we dog
matize, either in the Interest of religion, 
or the claims of science. I have never 
heard a negationist attempt to refute 
the God idea, that did not show an 
illogical conception of the subject, tinc
tured with'the, same sectarian animus 
of which he complained in the churches. 
On the other hand many Spiritualists 
attack the materialists, who believe in 
matter as the iriatrix from which spirit
ual life ’evolves, and apply the term in 
much the same way that Christian 
bigots substitute argument with epi
thets, by dubbing all who dare to think 
as “Infidels.” Let its adhere to scientific 
methods, and assume nothing as settled 
that cannot, be conformed to science; 
and let science concede that it does not 
know all that may be true in the realm 
beyond its demonstrations. Then re
ligion and reason, science and God may 
co-operate in harmonious accord.

, ; .. '' .. ... L.O.H. .
“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 

Sexual Development, .and Social Un
building.” By E; D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine. Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion,' etc. ■ Price, cloth, 75 
cents. For sale at this office.

“Buddhism and Its Christian Critlcs.,■ 
By Dr. Paul Oarus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact'Yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, f 1.25. 
For sale at thia Office.

“A Few Wvrtls About the Devil, and 
Other Essays.” By Charles Bradlaugb. 
Paper,' 50 casts. For sale at this office.

FREEDOM OF THOUGHT.
Civil, Religious and Mental 

Liberty.

A RENASCENCE
Of Spiritualism^ by^Spirit-

SOMETHING SCIENTIFIC.
For Prof. Loveland and the

N. S. A,

SOME SUGGESTIONS
Regarding the National AS' 

sociation.

SPIRITUALISM!
It Stands for Humanity, Not 

Gods.
There is probably not a single Spirit

ualist in our country who does not on 
principle oppose the attempt of certain 
religionists to foist a recognition of 
God, the Bible and the Christian re
ligion into the United States Constitu
tion. They recognize that it would In 
intent and purpose deprive the millions 
of non-Chrlstlan people—constituting 
the majority of our population—of civil 
and religious liberty, It would strike a 
deadly blow at freedom of thought and 
religious opinion, and deprive our peo
ple of their proper civil rights.

Yet the same vital principle is in
volved in the set attempt and determi
nation of certain Spiritualists to foist 
a creedal declaration upon the great 
mass of Spiritualists, who are opposed 
on principle to such-attempt, because 
they recognize that it would, so far as 
its influence and authority weut, be re
pressive of liberty and thought, of men
tal and religious freedom.

Some will contend that a mere "state
ment” or “declaration of principles” is 
not a creed at all.

Well, If it is not de facto a creed, it 
bears a strong family resemblance—as 
witness the output of “beliefs," etc., by 
the. last Convention of the N. 8. A. It 
is a child of the same family descent.

Every religious creedal declaration, of 
accepted authority—which it must be, 
to be of any practical use whatever— 
must tend to bind and limit the range 
of freedom of thought, of the sect or 
body of people of whom it is put forth 
as the express declaration or statement 
of views believed.

The creed limits truth to Its own nar
row bounds—to the range of the concep
tions of truth held by those who formu
late such creed.

Thus the Presbyterians, for instance, 
are bound by their creed to the Calyln- 
Jstlc statement enunciated by the 
divines of the Westminster Assembly— 
which has been a clog, an obstacle to 
freedom of thought, a deadlock to pro
gress In religious views in that church 
since the day it was established. And 
so of other churches and sects,, their 
creeds are and ever have been hamper
ing obstacles in the way of progress in 
religious thought.

The few brave souls that dared to 
think beyond the bounds and limits of 
the creed have been ostracised, perse
cuted, branded for heresy—and made, 
as far as possible, to feel that they were 
religious outcast's.

Such is the tendency of creeds, con
joined with the weakness of imperfect 
human nature. The natural tendency 
of creeds 1? toward intolerance and 
mental and religious despotism over all 
who do not accept and bow In subserv
iency to their teachings, and especially 
toward those who, holding contrary 
views, exercise their natural right to 
openly express them.

If a number of Spiritualists—be they 
delegates or not, or be they "authorized" 
or not—have the right to formulate a 
statement of Spiritualists' belief, to be 
published to the world as such, they 
will also have the right to declare that 
all who do not entertain such stated be
lief are not Spiritualists nor entitled to 
be considered as such, nor to exercise in 
Spiritual societies the rights that per
tain to Spiritualists only.

The essence of the wrong In the 
efforts of the God-ln-the-Constltutlon 
zealots lies wrapped in the fallacious 
and dishonest idea of thus making It ‘ 
appear' that the United States Is a Chris
tian nation. The fact Is that the large 
majority of our population is non- 
Chrlstlan, even after taking no account 
of the distinctively anti-Christian ele
ment. But if by force of persistent 
effort—sometimes of a very shady na
ture, too—these banded zealots can suc
ceed In their design, it will, they say, 
make us a Christian nation—this 
although the professed Christians con
stitute the minority. The claim is 
hypocritical In its very nature. The 
claim puts the non-Chrlstlan majority 
in the false attitude of being Christians, 
when they are not This Is an aggres
sion on the rights of all non-Christlans, 
an aggression undemocratic and Im
moral.

Similarly the forcing of a creed upon 
the great body of Spiritualists—who are 
Spiritualists without a creed, fully as 
much and truly as anybody can be with 
one—puts the opposers and rejectors of 
the creed In the false attitude of be
lievers—or else falsely and unjustly 
places them in the ranks of non-Splrlt- 
ualists and antl-Spirituallsts.

This is what no Convention, delegated 
or otherwise, can possibly have any 
moral right to do.

It is an imposition not only unkind, 
but unworthy of high-minded persons, 
and out of character with that refined 
dellcacv of feeling which prompts truly 
spiritually developed people to have 
their actions accord with the Golden 
Rule.

It violates the vital principle of 
brotherhood, in attempting to fasten on 
good and true Spiritualists a mental 
yoke they are unwilling to wear, and 
which their liberty-loving hearts reject 
and repel.

Wherein, in principle, does the work 
of a N. 8. A. Convention in formulating 
a statement of belief in a God in the 
shape of “Infinite Intelligence," or any 
other form, as a plank in the platform 
of Spiritualism, differ from the attempt 
of Christian zealots and bigots to put 
God in the Constitution and so make 
this a Christian nation?

If the N. S. A. can do this, why may 
not the Christian zealots do the other 
thing, and so make this a Christian 
nation—nolens volens? . ■

For one, if I am forced to choose be
tween the Spiritualism of a creed, and 
perfect soul freedom to think, learn, 
and freely grow in ever expanding and 
expansive knowledge of truth, I shall 
not hesitate to stand for mental liberty.

Liberty is life—a fossilized creed Is a 
synonym of stagnation and death. A 
change in it is hot a process of natural 
growth, but must be effected by a pro
cess analogous to a painful surgical 
operation. In proof, witness the pain
ful throes of the Presbyterian church 
to-day in the endeavor to reform its 
creed. .

No doubt there may be mental pro
gress with a creed, but it is progress in 
spite of the creed, nht in consequence 
of it, and ever falls far short:of the 
progress found In complete mental 
liberty. x . .

No one can believe that the orthodox 
churches, Catholic or Protestant, would 
stand where they do. to-day, in the far, 
background of religious thought, were 
they not nailed down by creeds, which 
stand to them as sacred truth, a “state
ment of principles” for all coming ages 
of time. , .

It is said, it is a poor rule that will 
not work both ways. Tq illustrate and 
make more dear the workings of the 
principle: Suppose that you and some 
others get together and formulate a 
creed, a statement, or whatever you 
may choose to call it, and you impose 
it upon myself and other Spiritualists 
as an embodiment of Spiritualism.

Now, suppose that I, in conjunction 
with others, formulate another “creed," 
etc., In some degree contrary to and 
conflicting with yours, and Impose the 
same upon you. How would you like

To the Editor:—In regard to. the N. S.
A., It Is possible the wr not pos-
sess the judicial temper for., a dispas
sionate article on that subject.1'

He has very posltive/viewa ,and very 
decided sympathies; and throne does 
not always run parallel WlthAhe other.

For example: Mai^ is a-gregarious ani
mal, and association is necessary to his 
activities and IndlspensSble no àuy effi
cient action in his social sphere. And 
Spiritualists are not exbmpt 'from this 
necessity. That association among 
them is desirable and necessary goes 
without saying. Organization is not a 
synonym of Association. This may to 
some seem hypercritical, but here is the 
essence of the whole subject. Associa
tion begets harmonious concerted ac
tion after free interchange of opinions. 
Organization means authority, control 
and rule. The one is desirable, proper 
and practical to the purpose and condi
tions behind It all. The other Is neither 
of these. The present situation as to 
the N. 8. A. Illustrates the difference be
tween the two forms of action by a 
body of people holding to a common 
fact. . . .

The organization demands a creed, a 
declaration of belief as to certain things 
that do not admit- of knowing. A be
lieves so-and-so. B. dues not.' C sides 
with A, and thé- organization promul
gates that belief as what the three 
"stand for” before thé World. But this 
action only irritates and alienates B, 
without changing his opinion—puts him 
in a false position—and -when he.-pro- 
tests and refuses to act in accord with 
the rules laid down by the majority, he 
is turned out or dropped, from the or- 
ganlzatlon. But all three agree as to 
the Important fact that in the first 
place brought them together. That is 
just the difference betwqen the one 
form of action and the other. It has 
been a cause of stagnation, reaction 
and disintegration in the churches, and 
accounts for numerous ecclesiastical or
ganizations in christendom. It is one 
reason why Spiritualism has had such 
a reinforcement from the ranks of the
ology. It gives the consolation of a 
knowledge of immortality without any 
whereases attached.

So one portion of Spiritualists say: 
“We will have no creed.” "We will 
have no sect.” No man's opinion as to a 
God, a “First Cause,” “an Infinite Intel
ligence,” or “Natural Law" is authority 
for any one but himself.. And an at
tempt to make It so by it- majority vote 
makes a creed and a sect.

It Is not needed here to discuss or crit
icise the action of officials or official 
personages. These are,transitory, and 
any friction from such sources is reme-
diable. People are difl 
tuted. Some are ambit

; constl- 
emulous

of place and pleased wjth popular sta
tion, while others are retiring and diffi
dent or averse to publicity. ,»A certain 
temperament is needqd fqrd efficient 
workers, and all have alight tq do their 
best in their own way-jy-for tbpt is the 
only way they can do„effeqti|Ve work. 
Association calls out just qugh talent 
and encourages it. In war itilfi the cap
tain who says, “follow,,me,”) .that wins 
the confidence anti enthusiasm of his 
men. But the one who,jays “obey me," 
and go, scolds and flndqjfault,' Is not the 
ideal leader with his cogimaqd. So it Is 
in all association of people together.

Let the N. S, A. drop its .crecd^, its 
‘declaration “of' pFiricipl^s;; jts'' effort^, to' 
“boss” people, arid corrie together' ‘as 
Spiritualists on the coriimon.Jground of 
a knowledge of continuous life from 
the evidence given by our dead friends 
through mediumship—allow metaphys
ics to be as each mind can see such 
things—and we may have a renascence 
of Spiritualism through Spiritualists.

To make a profession of Spiritualism 
by “Rev.” or “Prof.” or any other form 
that requires a financial' system behind 
It, and a salaried living provided for a 
set-apart few, is a sect, '• a priesthood 
and—a decline in the spirit of Splrltual-
Ism. SAR’GIS.

the imposition? Neither do we take 
kindly to your imposition—for such we 
feel It to be. , .

Emerson says: “No truth Is so sublime 
that It may not be trivial to-morrow In 
the light of new thoughts." .

In the depths of my being I feel that 
all Being and all Eternity are mine
mine to have, to hold, -to possess, to 
know. Mine Is the conquest of 
universal nature, of universal truth. I 
can riot be tethered or circumscribed by 
any limitations of time or creed, or 
finical statements of “belief" about 
“God,” or “Infinite Intelligence,” etc.; 
and who has a moral right to impose, 
or to try to impose, his "belief' or 
“statement” upon me, a Spiritualist? 
You must show a higher than your own 
self-derived authority—for I also am a 
man, your equal. .

Organization of Spiritualists may be 
desirable, but a creed is not necessary 
In order to organize; nor Is organiza
tion desirable for the purpose of going 
into the creed-making business.

I do not oppose organization—on a 
proper basis and for suitable purposes. 
Some special advocates of-the N. S. A. 
would do well to remember that 
making petty flings as to the intelli
gence, etc., of those whose views are 
contrary to their own,: does not con
stitute argument, neither does mis
representing ' them by ■ charging that 
théy are “opposed to organization.”

As a matter of broad basic fact and 
essence, Spiritualism is-the philosophy 
and science of Being or Life. Were the 
N. 8. A or any other organization, so
ciety or individual, to make such dec
laration, as a matter of’factor knowl
edge—not of “belief"—probably no Spir
itualist would raise anyffibjeStton.

Hudson Tuttle well says, lû ils splen
did and masterly Arca®a oïllèplrltual- 
Ism, p. 270: “Spirituallsin cOhj^rehends 
man and the universe, all thfeir varied 
relations, physical, intellectual, moral, 
and spiritual. It Is the ■ science and 
philosophy underlying nïl otlièés.” And 
in his Introduction he says^'.'gplrltual- 
ism has no creed, for $ càimqt formu
late a dogmatic systemj, Itjsj.the Sci
ence of Life, here and hereafter, and is 
founded on facts.” _ ,

Let the N. S. A. build <m tqlj founda
tion, leave wabbly creeds 'alone, quit 
running after “strange. godS|" and It 
will stand on the solid rock. 3

Of more worth than a^creeds, or sub
stitutes for creeds, by another: name, is 
the perfect freedom of the soul to think 
and learn, and ever seek’ïor and receive 
that which appeals to It as the highest 
expression of knowledgeiof truth; free
dom to accept to-day the truth of .to
day, and accept to-morrow the newer 
and larger truth of to-morrow.

Less than this‘were as1 if thé soul 
were to limit its truths for eternity, to' 
the poor, ignorant arid Imperfect con
ceptions and knowledge of this riiortal
life.

Hnmmond, Ind.
JAS. 0. UNDERHILL.

From a recent article in The Pro
gressive Thinker It is to be inferred 
that Prof. J. 8. Loveland does not 
recognize faith as a legitimate principle 
in nature. He says: “Even the National 
Spiritualist Association, at its last 
meeting, l gave science as square a slap 
in the fjce as Christianity did in the 
adoption of the Nlcene creed. Like the 
Christian church, it proclaimed its be
lief in. an unknowable, imaginary, un- 
demonstrable, incomprehensible ideal
ism."

In view of the annual Convention to 
be held in Cleveland, it is time once 
mere to consider these things. The 
above quotation, viewed in the light of 
later assertions in the same essay, are 
enigmatical. The N. S. A. did not give 
science a slap in the face; and there is 
no parallel between its action and the 
adoption of the Nlcene creed. .It is very 
strange that a person of Prof. Lov.e- 
land’s eminept attainments should thus 
overlook some of the most obvious prin
ciples of the science that he champions 
with such rare ability and zeal. Ac
cording to his ipse dixit I suppose it is 
not scientific for us to say we believe 
anything.

The fact is, his position (although he 
does not seem to know it) is about the 
same with our orthodox brethren—with 
faith first, and knowledge afterward. 
At this point the difference begins; for, 
while orthodoxy still clings to the fos
silized faith of antiquity, Prof. Love
land seems to think that any faith Is 
only a relic of superstition. What I am 
about to say is not guess-work, is not 
opinion, is not impressions that indicate 
a lingering remnant of the lessons of 
childhood. It is knowledge. Faith is a 
well-known principle in human nature. 
True faith is as surely scientific as a 
rule in metaphysics. Superstition is the 
exercise of faith without the light of 
reason. Faith alone is utterly blind. 
Reason alone is absolutely without a 
motive, and Inimical to the best facili
ties for human progress. Human nature 
is the legitimate province of man. Man 
is a complex being with more than forty 
well known principles In his mental con
stitution. When one or two of these 
principles greatly predominate over all 
the rest, the person so constituted finds 
It difficult to realize that the other 
thirty-eight or forty principles have any 
claims on his attention that he is bound 
to respect. So Bro. . Loveland, with 
large benevolence and active reasoning 
faculties, is almost hopelessly com
mitted to the idea that faith Is an ex
crescence with no legitimate place in 
the realms of nature.

I am not sure that my remonstrance 
will do any good; but I am sure that 
our friend does not know himself. Self
knowledge is the most Important of all 
knowledge. I am certainly not writing 
as I would if recognized by the N. fj, A. 
as a writer with a free commission to 
help in bringing order out of chaos, and 
establishing the incontrovertible fact in 
the minds of men that man is a spirit; 
and that Spiritualism 1b nothing more 
than a true knowledge of man and the 
exemplification of that knowledge. In 
the allotted space this essay cannot be 
demonstrative.

The following quotations from Prof. 
Loveland's essay are absolutely correct 
and true and irrefutable:

“All bases of true organization and 
methods of action must rest upon, or be 
constituted of absolute demonstrations 
of science. In other words, the sci
entific method must underlie and sup
port all our systems of action, whether 
personal or social. Even a system of 
ethics, not grounded on science, Is ab
solutely worthless as a working force 

.for human uplifting.”
“It is supremely Important that we 

have a true and full definition of Spirit
ualism for our own guidance and for the 
enlightenment of the general public."

These statements are beyond criti
cism and require no comment But the 
last assertion should be disseminated 
and repeated and reiterated until the 
N. S. A. and the State organizations and 
the local societies shall take full and 
definite action relative thereto, and let 
the world know who and what they are. 
In this age of the world we are going 
too squarely in the face of public senti
ment in trying to sustain an organiza
tion that has no principles. It is true 
there was a meager group of principles 
enunciated at the sixth annual Conven
tion; and it has been pretty severely 
criticised by people who do not believe 
in anything but themselves, yet perhaps 
by none more emphatically than by 
Prof. Loveland, who has no patience 
with the Idea of anything that is in
finite. It Is here perhaps as much as 
anywhere that he manifests his want of 
self-knowledge. But, while all of the 
critics partake of this want, they dis
play a singular lack of perception In 
keeping up the hue and cry of “creed" 
as a descriptive epithet for a simple 
declaration of principles.

Another error is the oft-repeated ab
surdity that we cannot believe what we 
know. May It not be prudent, in view 
of much prejudice, in many things to 
say we believe, and thereby challenge 
investigation rather than downright op
position? But, as to the infinitude, let 
me give a very brief illustration: Here 
is a block of marble in the hands of the 
sculptor. In thaifblock of marble there 
is a perfect im^sé; and. all that hinders 
from presentlag It to the view of be
holders is tlywutslde marble covering. 
It cannot ty? denied that the image is 
there, and that it is perfect. As any
thing that is perfect cannot be more 
perfect, the perfection Is infinite. The 
universe is all space and everything 
therein. It is infinite, because un
limited. Coeval with Infinite space is 
infinite spirit; and If the N. S. A. places 
Infinite Intelligence ut the head of the 
universe, it does not exaggerate but 
comes infinitely short of full truth, in
asmuch as it does not mention Infinite 
goodness and Infinite power. It requires 
these three principles of Infinite Intelli
gence, goodness and bower, to. consti
tute infinite spirit. If you say this Is 
something that we do not know any
thing about, I would reply that neither 
do we know anything about infinite 
progression... But we have absolute 
knowledge of certain facts that open up 
to us the beginning of this path of end
less progression, and give us reason to 
believe that the path is endless.

Faith Is as surely one of the con
stituent principles of. human nature as 
reason, and begins where knowledge 
stops. You, who have been so captious 
with the N. S. A., believe in Infinite 
spirit, and that belief is faith. We 
have absolute knowledge of spirit com
munion and continued life. This, with 
a definite knowledge of human nature, 
gives us an abundance of room for our 
faith in the beneficence and wisdom, of 
the infinite spirit, without the occasion 
to apprehend that a blind and unreason
ing faith is likely, to lead us astrav.
' SILAS BOARDMAN.

La Crosse, Wis...............

■ A few suggestions are here offered for 
the consideration of the delegates who 
will meet in the coming convention in 
Cleveland, Ohio.

In all the social affairs of life, har
mony and co-operation are necessary. 
How these shall be effected In the equal 
Interests of all concerned, is the prob
lem yet to be solved. Association in 
which the Interests of those associated 
are equally secured, is the end sought. 
Can this be obtained by organization? 
Organization is the concentration of 
power. It consists of separate organs, 
different in structure and function, act
ing to ope end.

Power implies authority, and author
ity, obedience. It is concert of action 
that is needed, In the meantime, the 
liberty of the individual must'not be 
abridged. Authority cannot justly im
pose intellectual guidance, nor demand 
the acceptance of a belief; and yet, uni
formity of purpose and exercise of 
power are essential to the harmony and 
welfare of the organization.

Spiritualism rests upon a series of 
facts as real and demonstrable as any 
other facts of science. A Spiritualist is 
one who accepts these facts as a mat
ter of knowledge and evolves from 
them such conclusions as he deems the 
most rational and satisfying to himself. 
When I say a Spiritualist, I do not 
mean a mere believer in spirit return 
and eommunibn; but one whose spirit
ual nature Is sufficiently unfolded to en
able him to realize and appreciate the 
value and significance of such return 
and communion.

To demand unanimity of belief as a 
condition of membership in an organ
ization, is a curtailment of liberty; and 
yet, voluntary co-operation is indispens
able? How shall this co-operation be 
secured? A public recognition of the 
essential facts of Spiritualism, with the 
toleration of individual conclusions, is 
sufficient. These conclusions will be 
founded on self-evident facts demon
strating the return and communion of 
those who once lived on earth. Let 
these basic facts be affirmed. Let all 
mutually agree to regard whatever con
clusions may be severally held, with 
equal respect as regards their own.

It is true that Spiritualists have many 
things to contend with; some of which 
are quite difficult to overcome. The 
active opposition of the church, the big
otry of scientists, and the Ignorance and 
prejudice so generally prevailing; we 
have then, special interests, pride of 
opinion, and stupidity and prejudice to 
oppose and overcome.

We feel the want of power, and resort 
to organization; we formulate beliefs to 
secure unanimity of opinion, which of 
course, must be accepted. This cannot 
be enforced. Such an attempt tends to 
divide, rather than to unite.

The more strenuously we oppose oth
ers, the more strenuously we will be op
posed. The less we say against oth
ers’ opinions, the less will be said 
against ours. Action and re action are 
always equal.

We can have no conception of the In
finite. All that we ean conceive of is 
finite, because we are finite. The 
stream cannot rise above Its fountain; 
but must partake of Its character.

My Idea In regard to the National As
sociation of Spiritualists is, that its con
ception and purpose are noble and be
neficent, and Its alm should be the rec
ognition of a fact of vital Importance to 
mankind. The recognition of this fact 
by a large and increasing number of In
telligent men and women will give it 
prestige and attract the attention of 
other Intelligent men and women to the 
consideration of it

Let that organization eliminate from 
Its declaration of principles and pur
poses, the “Infinite Intelligence” belief 
and all other beliefs, and most emphat
ically affirm and declare a positive and 
absolute knowledge of the fact that 
those who have once lived on earth, re
turn and communicate with those now 
In their mortal bodies. This will cover 
the whole ground.

Any association of Spiritualists has 
the same right to Incorporate, as any 
association of Christians; to enjoy the 
same rights and privileges, and exer
cise the legal power and authority.

E. J. SCHELLHOUS.
Spring Hill, Kansas.

It has not been my good fortune to 
attend any of the National Spiritualists 
Association conventions, and It may be 
thought that a non-attendant thereon 
ought not to criticise the action of those 
in attendance. And yet, why not? The 
N. S. A. claims to represent the thought 
of the great body of Spiritualists of the : 
United States, and all cannot attend the 
yearly meetings, and yet all may be in
terested therein, and many desire to 
have a voice in the proceedings; and 
Brother Francis has given opportunity 
through The Progressive Thinker, to 
“speak in meeting” without being pres
ent

It Is not for me to say that the N. S. 
A. has failed to meet the requirements 
of our great cause, and yet in formulat
ing a new God I think if it has not 
transcended its legitimate power, it cer
tainly has over-reached the need. It 
seems so strange that Spiritualists can
not let go their hold upon the God and 
worship business.

In the babyhood of the race, when the 
people knew nothing of natural law, 
nor, as Prof. Lockwood would say, 
“eternal principle," when the elements 
of nature were all unknown, when the 
correlation of forces was undreamed 
of; when vibratory action and chemical 
affinity and formative energy were all 
unheard of; when the Idea of evolution 
had not dawned upon human conscious
ness; when the phenomena and mani
festations of nature were all mysterious 
and unexplainable; when death was an 
unsolved problem, when Ignorance upon 
all these things reigned supreme, then 
gods were necessary to explain every
thing and the priests manufactured 
them in abundance. But now, when 
through the higher intelligence, the in
tuition, the skill and genius of human
ity, nature Is adequate to answer all 
questionings—what need of a god? 
And if there is a God—and nobodv 
knows that there Is-but If there be 
such a thing, it does seem that Spirit
ualists might give him, her or it, a rest.' 

Will some one explain In what way 
Spiritualism has been advanced, or 
Spiritualists made betters or the world 
blessed during the year, because of the 
creed adopted? The N. 8. A. in conven
tion soon to be, could better use val
uable time In working for the Interests 
of humanity, In striving to formulate 
some plan of action whereby the weight 
of Influence of Spiritualists ean be 
brought to bear toward righting the 
wrongs that everywhere exist, and rid
ding the world of poverty—the direst 
curse of all—than in wrangling about 
“Infinite Intelligence.” And It is to be 
hoped that the coming convention will 
wipe out the creed with the orthodox 
“Golden Rule” attachment, completely. 
Give us a declaration of Principles, if 
you will, friends, tell what Spiritualism 
stands for, what its alm Is, and then let 
us proclaim it to the world. .

Spiritualism stands for humanity, and 
not for gods or chrlsts. It affirms the 
spiritual nature of man; it affirms a 
conscious, Individualized, progressive 
life for the spiritual man beyond the 
grave; It affirms Intercommunion be
tween spirit and mortal, and It stands 
for the education, the betterment, the 
progress, the freedom both of body and 
soul of humanity.

Let us push humanity to the front and 
leave God in the background; if he has 
all power or Infinite intelligence he can . 
take care of himself without man’s 
help.

I think the idea of holding the con
vention every two years Instead of year
ly, a good one. The great expense at
tendant upon holding the meetings is 
probably not overbalanced bv the good 
accomplished. CLARA WATSON.

Jamestown, N. Y.

THAT PLATFORM.
A Worker Presents His De, 

cided Opinions.

ITS SPECIAL AIM

“Historical, Logical arid Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas' of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. bqckwood. A keen and master
ly treatise'. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office. , , ■

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.’’ By J. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
70 pages of racy reading. Price 25 
cents. For sale at the office of The 
Progressive Think«.

Should Be Unity on Vital 
Principles.

To the Editor:—The approach of the 
convention of the National Spiritual
ist Association, which convenes at 
Cleveland, 0., 10, 17, 18 and 19, inter
ests all earnest Spiritualists, however 
remote they may be or bumble they 
may be as spiritual representatives in 
the great cause of human love and 
progress.

The controversy that Is going on in 
the ranks among some of the leading 
Spiritualists regarding the word God, 
Deity, misnamed “Infinite Intelligence,” 
as formulated, in the articles of belief of 
that body, has beefl the means of dis
tracting the attention from the real ob
ject of the Association which should 
have had for its special alm unity of 
thought on all vital principles and the 
brotherhood of the human race. It 
seems to me that the unfortunate words 
“Infinite Intelligence” must feel highly 
complimented with so much useless 
and worthless criticisms and learned 
disquisitions going on through the 
press and on the rostrums so adverse to 
the real cause of spiritual truth when 
.the crying need of uplifting practical 
truths from our spiritual rostrums to
day, to aid struggling human souls to 
live closer to divine light and love, 
makes such demands on our Inspired 
workers. It matters not to the spirit- 
ual-tninded, the lovers of truth, what 
name you may use to designate the 
.great first cause, so that the Christ 
spirit is not crucified and tortured, and 
humanity left waiting hungry and shiv
ering in the cold. This discussion go
ing on is typical of the absurd and ma
terial thinking of the pseudo Spiritual
ists whose much learning, as Paul said, 
made them mad. It is no wonder with 
so much polemic controversial spirit go
ing on among the leading Spiritualists, 
that it should have a tendency to lead 
the minds away, from the legitimate ob
ject of the great work, and disintegra
tion should follow in the wake of all or
ganic effort at establishing any perma
nent good as a body, and our organic 
cause weaken and the general cause 
languish. Spiritualism that Spiritual
izes dbes not stickle about names so 
much as facts, and only knows ‘ that 
hungry .souls are waiting for the crys
tal waters of life to quench their spirit
ual thirst. The question is, will Spirit
ualists supply the much needed want, 
or will our liberal Christian brothers ap
propriate the truth as they are fast do
ing and make it not only organic but 
patrician? BISHOP A BEALS.

Sumtfierland, Cat ■

As the time Is near at hand when the 
Solons of the N. S. A. are to meet and 
discuss some of the Important questions 
relative to Spiritualism and Spiritual
ists, I would like to call the attention of 
that august body to the deplorable 
state of affairs that confronts public 
speakers and mediums In every city of 
the United States. We find it difficult 
to determine which of the two lines of 
opposition Is the most disastrous, viz., 
the traveling mountebank and all
round fakir, or the moss-backed has- 
beens who have seen, heard and known 
so much of the phenomena in the past 
that they are overfed, and have no ap
petite or desire to support either the oc
casional lecture or an organization.

When taken together, these lines of 
psychological Influence are mostcrush- 
ingly discouraging to a worker who de
votes his entire time to the work, and 
has no other means of support.

In vain we appeal to the “Influential” 
Spiritualist who used to do so much 
but now is only an annual Spiritualist 
every camp-meeting, for assistance 
even to pay hall regt, but it is like pull
ing stumps of oak trees. ■».

Many of our readers can com-

“Lore—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. For Bale at this office. 
Price, 25 etn* -

prebend the points to be made on this 
line, without using your space to go 
Into details; so let us try to compre
hend the facts that the present discour
aging condition must be laid at the 
doors of these people who have become , 
so selfish and narrow as to care noth
ing for Spiritualism as an Ism,” as a 
movement, or for any of the struggling 
workers.

Tfiese people who do not want any 
code of principles, God, creed, National, 
state or local organization, are furnish
ing ground rent free to the unprincipled 
charlatan and the wonder-worker who 
gets , a living like a pirate, grows fat, 
while the old workers, unless they adopt 
a portion at least of the methods em
ployed by marvelous fortune-tellers, 
grow gray-headed, worn-out and dis
couraged, and die broken-hearted for 
the lack of support.

While the N. 8. A. is trying the best' 
It can to keep the ship afloat, and 
wrestling with “Infinite Intelligence,” I 
bfeg to present my code of principles or 
cteed, If you will, to which I will ad
here In the future regardless of any
body, with the faithful spirit guides to 
support me. I Intend to present Spirit
ualism according to the following!

L A belief in, and a reverence"for the 
Supreme Power designated as God.

2. That the glory and sublimity of a - 
progressive and immortal spiritual ex
istence is the natural inheritance and 
experience of all mankind. .

3. That the continuity of life can- be 
practically demonstrated by intercom
munion between embodied and disem
bodied human beings through the laws 
and philosophy of mediumship.

. 4. That In order to properly develop 
his physical, mental, moral and spirit
ual powers man should study and apply 
the. principles of phrenology, physiog-- • 
nomy, psychometry, psychology and as
trology, as expressed by the term 
Psycho-Biology.

GEO. F. PERKINS.
Chicago, III. _■
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INFINITE ASSUMPTION

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
Of Cocalntf of . never-faiHng harmless Home Cure. 
Mbs. M. E. Baldwin. P. O. Box 1212, Chicago, I1L

went is true, and believe that thia meth
od is the right one, then write to-day to 

DR. 6. E. WATKINS, 
Bending age, sex and leading symptom. 
DR. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

Address Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich.

Servant tn Nature.
If you believe that the above state-

TpIUAL READINGS 12c. 8. Z. BARNEY, 120 8. 
X Edwards Bl., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Melted Pebble Spectacles ;
Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circalan 

•bowlugstyles and prices and photo of Spirit Yanni 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I da4 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes In your own homo as If you were Ininy 
office, as ttfbuaanda can testify. Send stamp for photo. 
B. F. POOLE & CO., 48 Evanston aiChicago, III.

MRS. MNGGIE WAITE
by nial1' Í1-“' advlca a specialty.

SMS. Cruusoave., Syracuse, N. Y. ' «8

$2—TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS Ip two and three lec

tions 86 la. high—magnetized When desired—«2 on re
ceipt of price. Addresi WM. A. MURRAY. 508 E. 2nd 
St., Newport, Ky. &84

DON’T READ THIS.

uJfvt 11.c°,nT,1nee y°u< Nervous exhaustion and 
¡,08t 'lg°rpf boil) sexes successfully treated, as hun
dreds can testify, Send name, age, sex, complexion 
and ten cents In stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Addrbss, 

FKANCES Ij, LOUCKS,
’ Lock Box 7. Stoneham, Mass.

CHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy Astrologer and Clairvoyant. 

Send ago, color of eyes and hair, In own handwriting. 
Address GEO. WELLES, Box 180, Newark, N. J. 668

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty years has treated and cured tho tick in all 
parts of tbe United States and Canada. Thousands 
nave been cured after being given up to die. His 
psychic powers are uncqualed, as his cures prove. 
Talkdoesu t prove anything. Facts aro proof. Be 
*140 cures diseases of men, such as loss of manhood, 
aebllltatlng losses causing nervous exhaustion, Send 
name, ago, sex, Jock of hair, 6 cts In stamps, for a di
agnosis. Address, . - .

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D., 
K W.rrou it., Stonobam, Man.

The students of this College represent four con- 
tlnenta, and nun, of . them are pbyalelnni, medical 
profeaaora, or clergymen. Hndaon Tuttle, the well- 
known author, calla this college "An Institute' of 
fcOncd therapeutic», which la fait becomlngof world* 
yJa’1»“l«-»H'J*ttraet|a»etudenta from many coun
tries. It bullda on exact aolence, and Include» the 
magnetic., electric, chemical, solar, and aplrltual 
force» which underlie everything. Ila course can be 
“V,“« tame, and a diploma conferring the title of 
for"italogu°e* °' granted." Send .lamp

A cheaper and simpler ACADEMIC COURSE tea 
been established fur those who do not wish to take 
the more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 
new and beautllul methods of Nature, which aro

F teal and upbuild. AddreaaE.D.BAB- 
M North Third St., San Jote. California. fjy

YOUB, FUTURE A»CtroiogerCWALBONli 
87 Opera House Block, Denver, Col. From «1.00.

CHARLES H. DAVIS, Magnetic Healer. Send lock 
of hair, age. sex and own handwriting, two two-cent 
stamps. Treatment per month 12.00; also psychic 
readings by matl «LUO. Franklin. Nebr.

C^lriVOVANT AND CLAIRAUDIENT ME- 
alum. Ihree question! Answered aud trial read- 

v?f»a Seud ,ock of toolr* name, age and sex to MUS. M. E. COMNELL, 793 Duluth av., St. Paul, 
Minn. 668

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all forms of stomach, liver and kidney disease: 
aUocoustniutlou. A aure cure for that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to afidet your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
mouth sent for il.oo.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Mas been used ami praised ¿y 
thousnuds in all parts of the world. Sent for 60 cents, 
or all three sent postpaid for <1.00, with Yarma’s 
photo and instructions how to live 1UJ yeara. ‘ '

NEW DREAM BOOK.
lXrcoi..

»t»mpa. AddrciB Dll, R, GREER, Maywood, 111. aGtr

Card from Annie Lord Chamber
lain.

’ y?° ?“jp;e,a,ly he|P me care for my mind alster. Jcunle L. Webb, one of tbe earlle.t me- 
i!hSS“°R^IS I?? iOrli1' ll}'.wrltl“i a le«er to a spirit 
friend. Send It to me with find I win trv Aud uet reply by Indepenflent writing or whispers. yAddress 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford, Masi. ssitf

DR. A. D. SPINNEY.
and free fflupjosls of all wh are sick. Send name, p. o, address, age and leading Iff?.!“/'“,“d 1 I!" Bl'e I<»>a careful opinion“' 

the nature of your dlaeaae and tho cbantes for a cure 
„ I tae“ forty-three years lu practice. I now 
Shi.iin.,?’’? c|ty Staltarlum. with a staff of eight 
Ihyslclnnsi also have n Lylng-ln-HospItal. Send for 
pYnnev m <<ne'»““J!?.!; A?,111;6” mal1 t0 A B- 

BP1NNEY, M. D., Reed City, Mich. 55'Jtf

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins, 
Speakers. Healers and Test Mediums, hold test cir
cles Bunday evenings at 8 o’clock, and Thursday 
afteruoonB at 8 o’clock, Developing circles Monday 

readings aud healing dally. 884 
w. Madlion fit., cor. Leavitt St.

DR. 6. E. WATKINS, 
THE 

NATURAL PHYSICIAN.

The Physician can only be the servant 
Dr handmaid of Nature in the cure of ,

Disease.
In reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the offending cause while

Nature
Performs the cure, and therefore we 
lay it. down as a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician can do. 
is to act as a

Leave the Qod Problem Free 
for Each to Decide.
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I consider It almost a waste of time, 
paper and ink to express my views of 
the N. 8. A. in regard to its ability to 
fill the requirements of the Spiritualists 
and Spiritualism. It would seem as 
though there had been enough written 
already, on tbe position and require
ments of the- N. 8. A., for It to realize 
that it had a subject of vast importance 
before it, to establish no less than the 
basis of Spiritualism, for the present 
.and for the future. The theory of Spir
itualism is well grounded, and is taking 
deep root among the people, but It re
quires time, thought and Investigation 
for the masses to receive its philosophy. 
You ask: Has it failed to meet the re
quirements of the Spiritualists and 
Spiritualism? To which I reply, in my 
opinion, in a great measure It has.

It has failed because it has not met 
the criticisms or expectations of its fol
lowers. -The Spiritualists as a class are 
a well-informed, high-toned, Independ

- ■ eht-thlnklng people,’and'no surface 
; literature, nor no indefinite Infinite In

.... telllgence will find a lodging among the 
masses. No doubt many of Its follow
ers, yet tinctured with the sophistries 
of orthodox teaching, retain hold of 

, their orthodox God, and to them the 
words Infinite Intelligence Is par ex
cellent, and is rolled as a sweet morsel 
under their tongues; while others dis
card and spurn such teaching and such 
Ideas of a God altogether. ”

I do not think that the N. S. A. or any 
other association of freethinkers will 
ever harmonize the Spiritualists Into a 
unlt-'of thought, for they are as a class 
Independent thinkers, dissimilar and 
divergent in their opinions, having 
thrown off the mantle of pre-educated 
orthodox theology, many of them will 
refuse to be reharnessed; or subscribe 
to any code of principles.

Investigator asks: Who and what are 
the Spiritualists? Instead of having a 
comprehensive answer to give inquirer 
they say: “0, they are a fanatical class 
of people, that believe in the com
munication of departed spirits with the 
living.”

Why do you believe?
“Because we have positive tangible 

evidence of the same.”
What Ib their motto?
‘We believe in Infinite Intelligence” 

(assumption).
Why do you believe? Where la your 

evidence?
“Universal existence.”
Existence does not establish an origin, 

or an originator—and who can tell its 
origin? Echo answers, Who? and to 
call it Infinite Intelligence Is short
sighted and superficial.

What will remedy its defects? The 
first requirement to be. met with and 
established Is Unity, which must result 
from a spirit of harmony. To harmonize 
we must have a central nucleus broad 
enough to meet the ideas of a majority 
of the people, around which all can 
rally. I do not mean a great long code 
of ethics or principles, a yard long, that 
would give a person indigestion of the 
stomach, or the headache to read, but a 
short, sharp, and concise intelligent 
production, that would define just who 
and what we are. •

I do not endorse assumption, and call 
it Infinite Intelligence, for Intelligence 
cannot exist outside of an organization; 
and to call an organization Infinite pre
supposes an Eternal length of time for 
such an organization, which is beyond 
our Intelligence or conception, and is 
pure assumption. . .

I have no evidence to believe in a 
personal or an impersonal God, and for 
one would entirely Ignore the God ques
tion irom a code of principles, thus 
leavirig the God question free for each 
one to decide for himself—as there are 
already too many public Gods In exist- 

_ence for profit, and for the Spiritualists 
to formulate a new one would be like 
adding fuel to a fire that we were 
anxious to extinguish; but would form 
a code of principles, based on the ques
tion of present and Eternal Spirit Life, 
and orir obligations to our fellow man.

Present, active, surface Spiritualism' 
Is at a low ebb, from the fact that a 
majority of the Spiritualists, and a por
tion of the -thinking people, are con
vinced that the theory of a Devil, Hell, 
and Danination, are terrors of the past, 
and. hence lapsed Into a condition of 
retired security and apathy. ' ■

There are a plenty of fossilized Spirit
ualists in thé land arid thousands of 
Spiritualists under the skin, and what 
is required, is a. strong dose of 
dynamite quickening, on the one hand, 
to arouse them from their présent state 
of lethargy, and. fpr the other, a strong 
dose.of sensible purification to drive thé 
orthodox disease to the surface, where, 

.it can be recognized, and dealt with ac- 
• cording to its merits. - . -, .•

Moline. Ill. O. P. MITCHELL,

Views qf a Pantheistic Spin 
itualist.

To the Editor:—I have no doubt that 
the N. 8. A. has done much good, and 
that its officers and members have ren
dered the best services possible for them 
to do. Have no criticisms to offer on 
their conduct or their npotlves.

But, allowing myself to be the judge, 
I believe they made a mistake in trying 
to load upon the Spiritualistic move
ment a personal god In the shape of 
"Infinite Intelligence.”

In the manufacture of a god at tbe 
close of the nineteenth century, for an 
investigating people—a thinking peo
ple—a free and truth-loving people—It 
needs something more than Incongru
ous words and assumption.

Permit me to dissect this god, and 
discover, if possible, what kind of a be
ing he, she or it may be. Infinite 
means without limit of any kind or 
character. As applied to a Deity the 
word means unbounded, limitless and 
perfect.

Is nature governed by an unbounded, 
. limitless, pud perfect intelligence? 

Conceding this hypothesis, there is 
nothing for man to strive for, to work 
for, to promote or slippress. If there is 
at the helm of nature a limitless, bound
less and perfect intelligence, shaping, 
governing and controlling all the phe
nomena of the universe, what is there 
for a finite intelligence to worry over? 
Can the finite govern the infinite?

I am at a loss to discover how intelll- 
gence can be an attribute or faculty, of 
iju infinitude. The word has three dis
tinct meanings: 1. The’power of com
prehending or discovering,' Intellectual 
capacity, understanding; 2. News, in
formation; 3. A spiritual being.

I apprehend that it was the last of 
these meanings that the N. 8. A. intend
ed their use of this word to express.

• ' Then we have an infinite spiritual be
ing,, .Now the word being has two 
meanings; 1. Existence, or state of ex
istence; 2. A person existing, any living 
creature.

So that we have an unlimited, per
fect, spiritual person. If so, how can 
we cope with he, she or it? How feeble 
our finite intelligence to oppose he, she 
or it? If this be so, we should take 
things as they come, and be mum.

Could such an unlimited, perfect be
ing organize a limited, imperfect being 
and expect much of it? Could such an 
unlimited, perfect being organize a 
limited, imperfect being? Would not 
the fact of such an organization be 
proof positive of Imperfection in the or
ganizer or creator?

No, my friends of the N. S. A., you 
have reasoned yourselves out of court, 
and the verdict of the jury must be no 
cause for action.

Therefore dismiss your Infinite Intel
ligence, your personal God, and allow 
us to explore nature.

To my mind, the sun-worshiper is on 
a higher plane than the one who wor
ships an anthropomorphic being. Pan
theism is as far above anthropopathism, 
as knowledge is above Ignorance, truth 
abo’ve error: ’ . .

When we worship space time, law, 
matter,'spirit and life, the all of the uni
verse, as God, we cannot be much out 
of the way in our worship. And I be
lieve In worship and am a Pantheistic 
Spiritualist ■’

Nor could all the N. S. As. that may 
ever be organized induce me to worship 
a personal God, who stands outside of 
nature as the creator of .nature. .

I believe in space, matter, time—spir
it, life, law, these three great polarized 
states of existence. That through their 
wonderful and mysterious combina
tions of energies all personal Identities 
are unfolded and developed.

This gives to me a view of my per
sonal identity that is beautiful and val
uable. Something to do. An entity that 
I may purify, beautify, strengthen, and 
enjoy.

Emerson once said: "Conscious law Is 
king of kings"—and law may be con
scious; but if so, It is a quality of con
sciousness that rises above the con
sciousness of man and all his passions, 
attributes and Intelligences.

.. B. F. SLITER.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

GODS OF PAST AGES.
And the Part They Have 

Played.
The gods of the past ages have nearly 

destroyed the peace and happiness of 
humanity. All manner of isms and re
ligious societies have been Inaugurated, 
and they flourished, for a time, and then 
fell to pieces for the want of truth to 
sustain them.

“Artl there was war In heaven; 
Michael and his angels fought against 
tbe dragon; and the dragon fought and 
bis angels. And prevailed not; neither 
was their place any more in heaven. 
And the great dragon was cast out, that 
old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, 
which deceived the whole world; he 
was cast out Into the earth, and his an
gels were east out with him.”—Bible.

It will thus be discovered' that the 
Jewish and Christian warfare com
menced in heaven, and the end Is not 
yet .

Gods have no more power than those 
that produce them.

Buddha, was in the real estate busi
ness, but left It and was the starter of 
the Buddhistic religion, His god origi
nated'in hls own mind, and he answered 
his purpose very well.

Confucius, the Chinese philosopher, 
who lived three hundred years before 
Jesus, is now worshiped as a god. .

Mohammed was his wife’s'farmer, but 
started his religion, and Is now equal to 
any of the gods. • . . ,

Moses, the Jewish historian 'and Bible 
writer gave his god the power to create 
worlds and make men and women fully 
matured at the time he constructed 
them.

Joseph Smith, the Mormon hero and 
prophet, borrowed-hls gods from the' 
Jews and Christians, and lost his life in 
defending them. . •
It was believed, when Spiritualism 

first came to the front, that all the gods 
had had their day, and the dear people 
would soon be rid of them; but the hab
it of worshiping individual gods has be
come thoroughly chronic, and it will 
be some time before the symptoms will 
all disappear.

The National Spiritualists Association 
is concentrating a wonderful. power 
which we hope will be for the best in
terests of our glorious cause. Our faith 
In the future of Spiritualism is not to 
be; shaken or even made doubtful, for 
its source Is so fruitful and so abund
antly supplied with angelic Intelligence 
that It surely can never fail.

The God question was the main thing 
that brought the angels to the earth to 
help us Settle it; the time they first 
came was in 1848. .

The gods have all been tested, and - 
found wanting. ■

It is to -be hoped that the inspiration 
which will surround the delegates of 
the N.-S. A. will, unanimously agree' 
that the God In nature will suffice for 
the whole of humanity, and the ques-

Psychic Force, a Science 
That Nullifies Space and 

in the Privacy of Your 
Own Home Dis 

pels Disease.
ABSOLUTELY FREE! Know, 
ledge Whieh Should be Pos
sessed by Every Man and 

Woman Who Prizes 
Health andHap- 
. piness. J. M. PEEBLES, A. M„ M. D„ PH.D.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Who is so widely known as one of the 

many ।

SPIRITUAL l+EALERS,
. SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured ,

Thousands of Patients. ’
Will Diagnose Your Case |

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. 8AN JOSE, CAL.

Dr. J. M. Peeblee. the great scientist, who 1ms given to tlio world h'a .»■■■, «,.< . .
mankind a treincndoua vital and MAOSST1C i’ORCE. and which uotHv ili»»«» U .»‘2! J.L’A i 
every uatnre rrom man and woman, but at tbe same time so STKENCiTM£JL,?n^ til?
constitution that DISEASE CANNOT EXIST. This cranrt lwn.?r„7n «»“ ■*'0111’1»'IES the 
honored as baa no other »dentist known to man: tor bUlife-lona senIcJ, m i *i° r lck_«“? w?“k '*“• be cn has been made a Fellow ot th« Anthropological Society ot London' I'uL am?«™/™! >'* llu|naulty he
demy ot Art and Science. Naples, Italy, and a Fellow- ot the Member ot the Atta
in recognition ot his superior aocompllshnu-nts, was appointed by tim Nallon2i‘,irl t> c“»f-La-t and alto 
International Peace Commission In Europe. But what he mlaea^bove1 at. I'»«?“« 10 the that alter Sfty year, ot aulentlSe re,earul.es he 1! at last ai e o il. e sc “ence1b7ro?^Yb!h“„iS';W1$,,'g‘! 
dl.eases can be cured, no matter bow hopelesa the ca.e may seem, ior there I. “no?itm,br h,'.'hcri 
through Ills science. which does away with DKASTIC aud POIsnwS.ft« ‘ tb?,t ‘■’“»tm.ent
within the SUNSHINE ot HOPB and HKAM’H. In addition V.11 brll,e yoU'
patients rcc.lvo a mild medicine, which Is prepared In Dr. Peeblca' laboratory'“»d“whlih1TiyCinld/’rr “ “¡° 
J?wSSiY!'.Prel’,r.ed Pf !b.c Processes. It Is this ooniw’aUou’ot“piiysicai and i>sv“

which has brought about cures that have ASTOENDKil
TWO CONTINENTS. You may take 1.1s treatment tn theiPBlVACY OP WOWrS^n'h'A’&S1 
aa It Is absolutely a home treatment and DISTANCE Is NO BAH. Mri i w
Washington, who euffcrod for years with pain in the ovarloi and HcQder80®’ <** st- «Juhns,the Peetle. treatment. Mrs. C. Horrli fflonvIHe Pa , .“y, “heXo exnres^^^
reaulta received through Dr. Peebles’ treatment. She sintered ioryeam Iroiu faiil'uu or thi’ wmib d /or, 
Wavering, beattie, Washington, auHered lor twenty years with a aevere oai. !>r “cured through the psychic treatment. L. A. Lord, Elsworth. Wl»., was Peri.umentiv'i!i™r<!1'„rWai™om|! etc i 
nervouBnesa Geo. 1 . Weeks, of S3 Minerva Street, Cleveland,end.‘nE^^^^^^^^
of health after Buffering from nervous prostration and Insomnia; says he nowenlovB rn«.rmn?1.7»! r?( “ 
Bound every night. Mrs. Mary A. Clair, Lexington. Ky„ after thirty years omnfm.il 7*„“d !J“'1“ 
and. trying to be cured by eminent physicians, writes. "Two moitbsfol'your ‘treatment hi!
Peebles“psychm nheiomen'a““Vh^GItANDEST »¿SCOVEMV OF THE A«e’’Tf75?^ ».“d

booklets, Which ebould be In the bands of all who prize H EAI.TH and IlAPPiNESs ”octor‘ different 
I 11 At the earnest request of hundreds of my friends and former natlem. T h.v» 
ImnnrtanT P«red a Course of Lessons on the Psychic Science. This C urso of lea’ann.I IIIU UI Idll ll u ycMe and Personal Magnetism,Intuition,and "ke owult eubjeefs In 
■ |t, wide, scope It not only teache» Its pupil, how toenr.fthJm.Av«> hnt« .u. I™«
time tcaebee them how to heal others of disease and bow to be sucees.fnl In their “very venture h» k fcS political, commercial or social aacondancy. e’ory venture, be It for
. The couraelB bo plain that anyone who wilt take It up as a profession andglvo his time and attention tr, it 
can make a grand success In Its practice. Theae lea.ous not only teach you8 how w “eil dUeaae but thev 
alBO teach Personal Magnetism, through which you enn silently Influence those about you to as to aeaulrl 
Influence, friends, prosperity, success Tn business, In fact, anything tha’l you want. Thi course will be 
worth many times the price you psy for It, simply to cure yourself and Increase' your ability and eliminate any bad hah tB. such as Ilie drink habit, tobacco habit, aexual excesses, etc. The7 entire¡ course ol’ tastitS 
tlon# Is taught by ma 1 aud you can matter every point In thia science In the secrecy of yoJr own home 
without loss,of time in attending to your business. For further Information, - J your own home

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND s

Gifted Psychic.
Obsession Cured.

Special Attention Given to

Nervous Ailments.
Astonishing Cures of Disease, 

Physical and Mental, 
Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
41.00 and two stamps.

, For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own bandwriting. '

waiter Lynn. j08. Kouxa Buouamam.
Address, 1017 Castro st., 

______  Oakland, Call.

tlon of godship will never be raised 
again to disturb the happiness of ' the 
people. .

The strategy of tbe gods, brought on 
the war In heaven, and It requires the 
generalship of a Devil to settle it on the 
earth.

To please their gods the Christians 
have carried the way into the Oriental 
regions, and the Oriental gods are not 
pleased with the situation. The gods of 
each nation serve their own people tbe 
best. The god of nature is found every
where;' his .pxtended knowledge is dis
played among all the nations of the 
earth. We are all his children, and he 
loves them all alike. Dogmatic creeds, 
have no weight with the holy powers of 
the heavenly spheres. Eternity makes 
no changes in his formidable, teachings. 
The love bf the Gbd of ’Nature; -is -so.' 
great that Ueiserves all'hiS'chlldrenjex- 
actly alike. He Is the Father of all life, 
and all life Is a part of him. His great 
power is extended to every planet. His 
greatness and goodness Is everywhere 
known and felt. He requires no wor
shiping dr high Sounding words of 
praise; on the contrary if we love one 
another as'we should, the God of Na
ture will never forsake us. ■

When-the love element prevails on the 
earth, there will never be any more 
wars in heaven; for all'human souls are 
a part of the divine soul, and all war
fare will surely come to an end.

Fortunately individual gods and cre- 
dal empires are on the wane, and 
Christian divisions will soon commence 
to heal; then there will be more right
eousness on the earth than was ever 
known before. All the gods that have 
been born of women, and all other gods 
that have “created themselves," will 
take their departure into oblivion and 
will be remembered no -more forever.

DR. WM. CLEVELAND.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Intelligence in Every Particle 
z' of Matter.
As the time approaches for the meet

ing of the eighth annual convention of 
the N. S. A., to be held in Cleveland, 
Ohio, all who are Interested in the suc
cess of the Spiritual ihovement will be 
watching anxiously for the result of its 
proceedings. For over fifty years I have 
been an earnest student of Spiritualism 
and have carefully noted its Influence, 
upon human progress and happiness,' 
and while I believe in its general ele
vating tendency, and am always glad to 
see its principles more widely known 
and appreciated, I am not at all in sym
pathy with that somewhat numerous 
class of critics who are so violent in 
their denunciation of any kind of a 
declaration of principles. I could never 
understand why such a large number 
of Spiritualists should be so afraid of 
what to them is such a terrible bug
bear, :a creed. To me the idea of any 
form of creed having the power to hold 
Spiritualists to a belief in any false doc
trine or philosophy seems perfectly ab
surd. I have not the least fear that 
such a' thing could ever prevent me 
from Investigating any’subject that I. 
might think worth my time and study, 
rind I do not hesitate to say that in my 
opinion there Is not the least danger or 
possibility of Spiritualists as a class 
ever being Influenced or harmed by any
thing of the kind. With all thinking 
people creeds have become a thing of 
the past ’ - . •

There can be no monopoly of Spirit
ualism. It Is something that may come 
to every human being who is ready and 
wlllliig to receive it One of Its most 
general teachings is that every one 
must acquire knowledge for himself, 
and be responsible for all his acts, 
thoughts and feelings. It matters not 
how much of wisdom and goodness 
another may have attained, it can be of 
no value to me till I am capable of 
understanding arid accepting It for my
self. -1 believe that Spiritualism came 
to the world when It did because the 
age was ready for It, arid the millions 
of wise: arid purified, beings in the 
higher spheres of spirit life were ready, 
and- desirous to use their united power 
for the purpose of educating mankind 
and helping to lift them, up ,to a higher 
state of civilization and happiness. The 
millennium has noticome,-and?there is 
plenty, of Ignorance,-selfishness and 
wickedness in the .world, but when , we 
compare the Intellectual-and spiritual 
conditions o£, the-most- enlightened na
tions with what It was fifty years ago, 
there is much cause tor rejoicing; -

How much of this change has been 
caused by spiritual influence it would 
be Impossible to tell, but I have no 
doubt that lt.bas Been a very Important 
factor in prqducing tho final result. I 
think we need notlflatter ourselves that 
this spiritual! work has been done en
tirely through these who call them
selves Spiritualist® Infidels, Agnostics 
and churchi ■ members all have their 
spirit friends anduno doubt are often 
unconsciously. Inspired by them to work 
for more Hidonafi metliodB. Believers 
in church doctrine!» feel this power and 
call It- Jesus, and: often members of 
Christian cBurche® who claim to know 
nothing of Splrltutijism aye really, more 
spiritually mlhdedithan many wno are 
knowij as Splrltuijlsts. : . .

Our friendfi'ln spirit life'geern anxious 
■tff'Ttfaeh.falliclasae® iTlife.qbestlob is as 
•to; wiferQ-tlley- carnihiVveithe merit Influ-3 
ence-and dtethe m'ost igood. Without 
ijoubt more can be done through those 
who have made a study of the con
ditions that favor Inspiration rind spirit
ual Intercourse. This spiritual power 
has come to stay whether wo approve 
or not, but the work to be accomplished 
will depend very much upon the work
ers on this side, and the conditions we 
furnish. The Work will go on whether 
the N. S. A. continues to exist or not. 
The question for us to consider Is 
whether the Association Is of value as 
a helper. I believe that it is an Im
portant factor, ahd that while ft will 
probably never represent- the whole of 
Spiritualism in this country, it can 
wield an influence that will be of great 
value to the cause, and I hope that it 
may continue to be an influential power 
In promoting spiritual Interests. I also 
hope that It will continue to give a dec
laration of principles,' whether it gives 
them just, as I would or not. I am 
willing to let the majority rule, even if 
they should still believe in Infinite 
Intelligence. - -

In fact the more I study into the prin
ciples of nature and the laws that con
trol all life and matter, the more I am 
inclined to admit that there is intelli
gence In every particle of matter in the 
universe. When I see the wonderful 
perfection >ln all life, from the lowest 
living germs to the highest development 
of human life, I am constantly more 
and more fllled with wonder at the mys
tery of it all. The wisest person cannot 
tell how a-blade of grass grows. Its In
visible life principle is beyond our 
reach, but it Is there and It makes no 
mistakes. The wonderful combinations 
of the chemical elements necessary to 
maintain life seem perfect and none of 
them could be spared. Oxygen, .an in
visible gas, Is more than half of the 
whole earth and much more than half
of our physical bodies. Without it 
there would be no water, no air, no 
granite rocks and no life.

When I turn my telescope upon the 
moon, or Juplter wlth its satellites, and 
Saturn with Its' rings, or upon the 
nebulae of the Milky Way, where, 
though it only magnifies 125 ditfmeters, 
it reveals thousands of stars that are 
invisible to the naked eye, suns to other 
worlds, so far away that it would take 
their light thousands of years to come 
to us, I have:;to admit that if there is 
no Infinite Intelligence, there is an In
finite sotriethifig tHat is entirely beyond 
my comprehension} and I rejoice with 
exceeding great rirejoicing when my 
spirit friends, give? me good reason to 
believe that jn a spiritual world where 
I shall havff vastly more favorable con
ditions for investigation than in this, I 
may still continue to make further 
study of the tlnflnlte mystery.
. . G. W. WEBSTER.
Lake Helen? Fl®

Do YdwNeed Spectacles?
, If so, try -Poolfe's perfected Melted 
Pebble lens; tn parfect assistant to the 
eyes for near land -far vision. They In
duce a renewed wetiori of the nerves, 
muscles and blood-vessels and a return 
of natural vigor to the eyes..

My. method of fitting is by spirit 
power and clairvoyance. I have fol- 
owed this work for fifteen years, fit

ting thousands of people by this method 
in this and foreign countries. I have 
hundreds of letters from- my patrons, 
telling me-of the benefits received by 
their use. Please write for illustrated 
circulars explaining my method of 
treatment, also showing styles and 
prices. Address B. F. POOLE, 43 Ev-, 
anston avenue, Chicago, Ill.

"The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 and 
2. An occult library In. Itself, .a text
book of esoteric-knowledge as taught 
by -Adepts of Hermetic Philosophy. 
Tripe <2 per v«lime. For sale at thia 
office. . .. ’

The

HOPEFUL. PARALYZING.

The Art of Attainment 
taught by mail. A scientific system of 
Jractical self-culture which unfolds la- 
.ent gifts and develops body and mind to 
the highest possible degree of excel
lence. Valuable literatum free.

Uriel Buchanan, Dent. P. T..
Box 210, Chicago, l\l.

nn it nawJU II 11U TVI <00d, teaiib, aend m# yoXtwUt "JTdo"r6n<1 { Wl" tel1 

d^n»
N$DraiSiae'Wdttche’ Insomnia, Junstlpatio/
S.menti*’ WrheySM^'"1' ““d

H. S. Collins, 27 West 8th Street, 
_________ ____ ________ New York.

Principles” Can Be 
Improved,

Infinite Intelligence” 
Hoodoo.

Is a

-¿Tothe; Editor;—I am looking forward 
hopefully to the meeting of. .the Na
tional Spiritualists Association, which 
will shortly convene at Cleveland.

I have been connected with the N. S. 
A., as missionary at large, since its or
ganization In 1893, and feel a deep inter
est in It. I am a firm believer in organ
ization, and feel that unless Spiritual
ism maintains Itself as a distinctive or
ganized movement, its beautiful system 
of philosophy will be absorbed by va
rious other organizations. Already the 
liberal churches are appropriating a 
portion of its teachings; Theosophy and 
Christian Science are claiming other 
portions of its philosophy as their own. 
Some of its revelations are being taught 
and practiced by unscrupulous Individ
uals under the guise of high sounding 
and misleading names.

Healers and others are practicing and 
teaching what they have learned in the 
seance room under these different 
names, and without giving credit to 
the source of their knowledge. Still 
worse, most of them deny it, deride 
Spiritualism, abuse, malign, and Insult 
Its mediums and advocates, while they 
after adding the popular name of 
“Christian," Universal Religion, Wis
dom Religion, or something as mean
ingless, and mixing together some of 
the beautiful and helpful teachings of 
Modern Spiritualism with a great deal 
of ancient myth, mystery and nonsense, 
give it to the world las their own won
derful Inspiration and infallible wis
dom coming-down from God.

I am opposed to allowing our Spirit
ualism to be adulterated with such 
nauseating absurdities, therefore I ad
vocate the thorough organization of 
true Spiritualists, for the purpose of 
studying its glorious philosophy, of 
demonstrating scientifically its phenom
ena and of promulgating Its beautiful 
and natural religion, that the World

To the Editor:—I notice in your col
umns that the cabalistic “N. S. A.".is 
preparing for the eighth time, to hold a 
convention. I am a well-wisher, but not 
a member. Am one of those born psy
chics who have long been seeking align
ment with the broad thinkers' of the 
world. I believe in the unity of Spirit, 
and thé duty and pleasure of mutual 
helpfulness. It seems to idyself, that 
I am in a position to ask of our co
workers, a few pertinent questions, as a 
friend, without the liability of any 
charge of partisanship.

Is it not fair to ask of the N. S. A. 
and its record: What have you accom
plished for tlie cause of Spiritualism? 
What have you done to harmonize, and 
draw together the various bodies of 
broad thinkers, who are willing to affili
ate, and in this unity to find added 
strength and power for usefulness to 
their kind?

Have you devised any method for con
tinuous propaganda work, embracing 
an unfolding of well-ascertained condi
tions “beyond the veil?”

Whlje you say you have a great 
friendship for mediums, have you set 
on foot any measures, by which the 
whole power of the Association can be 
brought to bear in an emergency, as a 
protecting shield for worthy workers 
against all injustice and persecution?

Suppose some of our people should be 
In the position of the Christian secta
rian missionaries in China, could you 
bring to their aid any physical power to 
release or protect them?

Have you taken any steps to organize 
means that in the future can be felt in 
courts of law, if necessary, so that oui' 
mediums or others of our faith could be 
sure of justice?

/Vstial Readings
readlnge, Including horoscope .1,00 Tri.t 

Th*« SenL”’ „ec,nd “*lue *nd dare of birth 
ot 't’ Zodl*c. a treatise on planeurv 

uP°n human life, character and deatlnv ?,tal*lnlng valnable occult knowledge and a desertm tlon of the planets, free with each reading,
Address: F. r. llruisdt, Box 401, 

- Cram Bayide, Mich.

FRANCES M. LOUCKS

p °11’ reinovc aH humor« from the blood*
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Have you put in train any measures 
looking to the broader spread of the 

may receive Its Fevealed system of phi, ^sibie^Heiperrare’ d°lnC°UTSe’ ‘he In’ 
nomena, philosophy, and religion, free neipers are dom, 
from ancient myth and miracle, and 
modern dogma and superstition.

So far as the "Code of Principles” 
adopted at last year’s convention of the 
N. S. A. Is concerned, I think they can 
be improved, and I trust when tbe con-

_______ - „ . « a11 they can on our plane. But, they have never re
fused our aid, when offered in the right 
spirit, on the plane with which we are 
familiar.

vention meets in Cleveland they may be 
changed to suit all Spiritualists. .

The Infinite Intelligence of the pres
ent code should be dethroned In the In
terest of harmony among us, I think, as 
there are some who object to it. I am 
not partial to it, myself, though I am 
willing to work under it, or even any
thing greater and more objectionable 
than Infinite Intelligence, If the Spirit
ualists will come together in all their 
strength and with a grand united effort 
build up a National Association that 
will be strong enough to demand and 
receive justice at the hands of our leg
islatures, our Congress, and the law; to 
establish schools and colleges, In which 
to teach our philosophy and the higher 
branches of education, and make homes 
for our worn-out workers and for the 
orphans of Spiritualists; to establish a 
publishing house,’ which would be of al
most infinite benefit to the cause; that 
we may build temples, or churches and 
cease to hold our meetings in third- 
story' halls; that we may have modern 
places of meeting, with good music, 
such as will be in accord with the tal
ent we are presenting to the world In 
our Inspirational speakers, and medi
ums for various phases of manifesta
tions. .

We now have a National Association 
firmly: established; let us sustain it.

Let us come together at Cleveland 
with a determination to correct all er
rorri that may-be found In the organiza
tion, andlwith the determination to har
monize ourselves: and work for the in
terest. of■. the--- National, state and local 
organizations. • ;
? May-all Spiritualist societies see to It 
that they are represented In -this, the 
most Important convention'the N; 8. A. 
has ever held, is the wish of , ' 
. *•-• ' E. W. SPRAGUE,

Looking over the work cut out for the 
coming convention, we find four Items. 
The first seems to Indicate a waning 
strength and enthusiasm, from the ef
fort, to make the sessions bl-ennial in
stead of annual. Of the other three, 
two relate to the selling of special priv
ileges In the association, at good round 
prices; while the fouth relates to the 
strengthening of the barb-wire fence 
which was begun when the association 
started, eight years ago. . ■

This may all be excellent business, 
after the "stand and deliver” methods 
of the self-conscious American of to
day. But, then, if this is all that a Na
tional Convention has to offer for con
sideration on the most important day of 
their year, it seems like meagre diet.

We must not forget, however, that-In 
the eight years of active work, they 
have been able to discover a'special and 
particular God, for the worship of the 
Spiritualist. Ignoring all that has come 
out of the Silence, the ether and the 
wisdom of the ages, they have named 
IT, “Infinite Intelligence.” Think pf 
concentrating for purpose, with the dis
traction of a seven-syllabled word hoo
dooing all’our’spirit power,'by its ana- 
conda-llke uncoiling. No nlneteenthly 
of an ifnclent Calvlnlstic divine could 
so excel In its paralyzing power on all 
hope, joy, and’ active manifestation or 
growth. It was a pity the-promoters of 
this declaration of knowledge did, not 
remember:— ■ -
“No man knows God; it is the God'in 

man , . : ,
Who knows Himself in; Him arid lifts 
. • man up. .
To the conception, xit: what; is divine, 
Im his own nature', ; Rising; tip to Him, 
We come to God . through Christ;

: through God to man, 
And to all-natnre JruHis Holy Spirit." 
- . . W. P. PHELON; M. D.

PASSED TO SPIRIT Life.

("Obituaries to tbe extent of ten lines 
2°'.y w 1Lbe free- All in excess ‘
of ten Hues will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven ' 
words constitute one line.]

Passed to spirit life from his home In 
Isabella county, Arthur Cooper, at the 
age of 75 years. He had been a Spirit
ualist since the first manifestations. 
He leaves a wife and children to mourn 
his loss. Services by Mrs. J. H Dun
ham, Ionia, Mich. D

I was called to officiate at the passing 
of our dear brother, Abraham D. Hem- 

¿ears «><!-. was a devout 
bpliituallst and astrologlst, constantly 
In the work. Services were held at his 
n 1 'V08* BrldRe street, Grand
Rapids, Mich.. September 20. 1900. The 
house was packed to Its utmost capacity 
by an appreciating audience of spiritual 
friends and skeptics.

REV. W. 0. KNOWLES.

Passed to spirit life, from her home 
on Groveland street, Haverhill, Mass. 
September 30. Mrs. Carrie A. Davis 
wife of James Davis. At an early age 
Mrs. Davis united with the Methodist 
church. Her daughter preceded her to 
spirit life fourteen years ago. While 
passing through this shadow- her spirit
ual nature unfolded and she became 
aware of the presence of her spirit 
daughter, and she began to realize the 
mistaken conception the church has In 
regard to the hereafter, and also of the 
truth of spirit return. The casket was 
covered with beautiful emblems of flow
ers and the room filled with them, gifts 
from those who know and loved her 
Services were conducted by the wrlten

AMANDA A. CATE. '
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•Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
■ale at this office.

Rending the Vail: This volume Is a 
compilation by J. W. Nixon, of psychic 
literature, most given by spirits 
through and by means of full form vis- ' 
Ible materializations, at seances of a 
certain Psychic Research Society, 
known as the Aber Intellectual Circle, 
the medium being William W. Aber. 
507 pp. octavo.. For sale at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker. Price $2.

“The Spiritualism of Nature." B« 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 cent«. 
For sale at this office. ’

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Be- . 
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. ' 
Peebles, M. D„ M. A., Ph. D. Price SI. 
For sale at this office. "
work, progressive, humanitarian, real
istic. Descriptions of scenerv and 
home life in both England a‘nd the 
United States. It Is a large 12mo, 360 
pages, neatly bound in cloth; has por
trait of writer as frontispiece. Price, 
?1.50. To introduce It will sell from 
this office until further notice for $1.25. 
■Postage free.
., "Three Jubilee Lectures." By J. M. 
Peebles,’ M. D. Doctor Peebles Is a 
trenchant and. instructive .writer and 
lecturer, and these three addresses on 
the .occasion of and pertinent to tho 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being preserved in this 
tasty form, in print. Price, 35 cent«. . 
For sale at this office. .
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“ft NEW HEAVEN ft ND ft NEW EftRTH-.

Dr. J. M. ,IW Wess at tlte National Spiritualists Convention 
’ In Cleveland, Ohio, Ootohor, 1900.
"We find no evil in this man; t»ut if a 

spirit or an angel hath spoken to him, 
let us not fight against God,” Acts 
23:9. ' , .

“And I saw a new heaven and a new 
earth; for the first heaven and the first 
earth had passed away.. * * And I 
heard a great voice but of heaven say
ing, ‘There shall be no more death for 
the former things have passed away.’ ” 
Rev. 21:1-3-4.... .

These are the reputed words of thrit 
Patmos seer, whom the late brilliant 
and eloquent Col. Ingersoll pronounced 
a “lunatic.” But sane or insane bls in
spired words have streamed in sliver 
radiance down through all the inter
vening centuries. ■

The seers of the ages live in history 
unforgotten—loved because they were 
Inspired; and divine Inspirations, like 
truths, are Immortal. Seers, inter
mediaries, or sensitives, susceptible to 
the Intelligent invisible Influences, gen
erally reside in mountainous regions. 
Confucius lived on the rocky range of 

■».the Loo mountains, Socrates in moun- 
talnous Greece, Jesus in Palestine, Joan 
of Arc on a hillside hamlet of Dom- 
Remy, overlooking a lovely valley, and 
Swedenborg in Sweden, famous for its 
mountain springs and . magnificent 
scenery.

No Emerson, Carlyle or Humboldt 
ever graced a clime where bananas 
grow; nor was a prophet medium even 
bom in the low foglands of any coun
try. Evolution Is the law. Surround
ings, physical and social, are as neces
sary to scientists as to sensitives in pro
ducing given results. Environments 
abound everywhere. The door that 
that swings must have its hinges.
'■Inspiration, an influx from the Divine 

life, is universal. It overswept the 
epochs of all ages. But God did not 
speak his last word ’ to Lao-Tze in 
China, Manu In India, Moses on Sinai, 
or to John on the rugged Isle of Patmos. 
He speaks in every true soul-thought 

.. to-day. Inspired . books , are . neither 
closed nor sealed. The highlands of 
Scotland and the granite hills of New 
England ■ are as sacred as Israel’s 
mountains; our rivers are as holy as the 
Jordans of Asia, our prairies fertile as 
the plains of Slilnar, and our forests as 
beautiful as the olives and cedars that 
shaded Lebanon. •

Let us not in avenging malice decry 
the past; without it the present were 

’impossible. Something does not orlgi- 
nate from uothing. ’ The same sun, that 
in’: ancient times ripened the grain un- 

• der pyramidal shadows, filled Egypt’s 
granaries with corn and deposited the 
deeply hidden coal-beds that light and 
warm our homes, shines to-day, and it 
is quite satisfactory. The pessimist 
may see only the spots upon it; still it 
shines in transcendent splendor. And 
so the Sun of righteousness, that Christ
spirit of love that thrilled the seers, the 
vision-dreamers and the sensitives of 
old, Is now kindling the fires of inspira-
tlpn ■ in a thousand souls 
structural realization of 
he’aven and the new earth.'

Past revelations were well

for the 
the new

for their

these laws that he has given the world it was a fact, and so is the X-ray. 
must be unity and universality.” t | Telegraphic communications and cable- 

Edison, scientist and inventor, of grams are facts; but there is nothing 
whom the world is proud, declares that necessarily moral or spiritual In them, 
“Chemistry undoubtedly proves the ex- A rattlesnake’s bite is a fact; the lies 
Istence of a Supreme Intelligence. No of a pot-house politician áre facts, or 
one can study that science, and see-the transposed, it is a fact that they will 
wonderfur way in which certain ele- lie for the glory of their party. Facts
ments combine with the nicety of 
the, most delicate machine ever de-

time. Let us not deride antiquity, nor 
abolish the memories of our mothers. 
Truth Is never old. It never changes. 
Our conceptions of It only, change. 
Aspiring souls must have living truths. 
They must feed upon the manna of 
mental and moral science, and drink 
from our own ever-flowing upland foun
tains, rather than from Siloam’s pool, 
or Ganges’ sluggish waters. Thoughts 
must be as free as the air we breathe, 
and ideas, to nourish hungering souls, 
must be as fresh and as bracing as the 
music-making winds of spring-time.

Life and energy are everywhere im
manent. Infinity cannot be exhausted. 
The inspirations of the seers allied to 
the Divine, whether breathed in the 
Orient or the Occident, can never know 
a finality. They manifest in all forms 
of life; in the progressive movements of 
the ages; in religion, art, and science; 
in tlie moral heroism of reformers; In 
the tender affections of woman; In the 
ministries of spirits; and withal, they 
are the precursors of the new heaven 
and the new earth, "wherein dwelleth 
righteousness.”

The source of all inspiration Is spirit 
Jesus said, “God is Spirit,” infinite, un
changeable and all-energizing Spirit. 
This is the foundation stone of all true 
Spiritualism.

“If a spirit or an angel hath spoken to 
him, let us not fight against God.” The 
possibility of a spirit’s speaking was 
denied by none in that era, except the 
Sadducees. Jesus chose the twelve be
cause of their’splrltual gifts. Paul later 
saw the heavenly light, listened to the 
voice from heaven and while praying 
fell into a trance. Multitudes to-day 
fall into, the trance and spirits and 
angels speak to them. The continuity 
of history'is just as demonstrable as thé 
continuity oFlife. ' ~

Considering law and the reign of law, 
ancient and modern Spiritualism are a 
unit. Churchmen deny this, “fight 
against God, who is Spirit, essential 
>nd Immortal.” - , . ,;

The N. S. A. has been bitterly,if not 
maliciously attacked by a forlorn few 
in its own household becauseexpressing 
belief In “Infinite Intelligence.” What 
else could it have done? Spiritualists 
are not atheists. The most exalted 
spirits teach the Divine Existence., The 
brainiest scientists of to-day- the world- 
over believe In God. They have so done 
in all past time. , •

“Half science,” said Bacon, “leads to' 
atheism." Liebig, the great scientist 
and chemist, said, “Everything that 
touches organic nature opens a .wise 
end and reveals a Supreme' Intelli
gence.”- And that distinguished astrono
mer, Kepler, declared that “since God 
Is Unique Intelligence, the cbaraeier of

vised, and not come to the inevitable 
conclusion that there Is an engineer at 
the, head of the universe.” The im
mortal Plato said to the materialists of 
bls time, nearly 400 B. C., “Can we be
lieve that He Who is Absolute Being, 
can be without life or thought; that He 
is deprived of Intelligence?” This in
quiry supplies Its own answer.

That profound thinker, Gen. W. H. 
Parsons, Washington, D. C., writes 
thus: Cicero, the most celebrated of 
Roman philosophers and the world’s 
greatest orator, said: “If the coinci
dence of atoms can form a world, why 
can it not construct a house, a temple, 
a city? It would be less difficult and 
complicated. He who gives credence 
to such an opinion should also believe 
that a heap, of golden or silver letters 
thrown on the ground, would so group 
themselves together as to form the 
story of the Aeneid. As for me I do 
not think that hazard would be able to 
compose such a verse in such a man
ner.” But if not hazard, then purpose, 
and if not purpose, then Infinite Intelli
gence.

If a human being were blown to 
atoms by a dynamite explosion, it 
would be impossible to believe that the 
atoms, cells, molecules, ligaments, ten
dons, arteries, veins, capillaries, eyes 
adapted to seeing, ears to hearing, 
would go to work without any Intelli
gence or purpose, and put themselves 
together into a thinking, rational man 
again.

Alfred R. Wallace, the great English 
naturalist and Spiritualist, says in his 
“Limits of Natural Selection as Applied 
to Man,” “All force is will force * * 
and the whole universe is not merely 
dependent upon, but Is actually the will 
of one Supreme Intelligence."

“Adore with me,” exclaimed Voltaire, 
“the design manifest In all nature, and 
consequently the author of that design.

“Religion, you say, has produced 
thousands of crimes—say, rather super
stition, which unhappily reigns over 
this globe; It Is the most cruel enemy of 
the pure adoration due to the Supreme 
Being.”

“I believe In one God,” snld Thomas 
Paine, “and no more, and hope for hap
piness beyond this life. * * The ex
istence of an Almighty Power is suffi
ciently proven to us in nature."

Scholarly thinkers tire of hearing the 
platform phrase, “Made by the laws of 
nature." Laws make nothing; laws are 
not creative. They are modes and 
methods of operation. The swing of 
the clock pendulum creates neither the 
pendulum nor the clock. Lqws are the 
methods of Intelligent forces, which 
forces as naturally relate to Infinite In
telligence as does the drop to the foun
tain. These laws are so Uniform In ac
tion, that an astronomer standing with 
Thales 500 B. 0., could calculate an 
eclipse of the moon and find it took 
place precisely at the time related; and 
so could he go forward and calculate 
for 5,000 years with the same accuracy; 
and all because this Is a universe of 
law, of purpose, of order, Implying In
finite Intelligence.

The highest inspirations of the ages, 
the consensus of intellect and wisdom, 
from remotest antiquity to the present, 
has expressed an unquestioned belief 
in “Infinite Intelligence.” Pythagoras, 
Plato, Proclus, Philo, Hillel, Jesus, 
Epictetus, Mahomet, Maimonides, Kep
ler, Newton, Cicero, Bacon, Goethe, 
Shakespeare, Voltaire, Thomas Paine, 
Mazzini, Coues, and such fathers of 
modern Spiritualism as Prof. Hare, 
Judge Edmonds, Owen, Brittan, Den
ton, Kiddle, etc., etc. Surely the 
N. S. A.’s declaration of principles finds 
Itself in good company, a company of 
immortal Theists reverently believing 
in God, Spirit, “Infinite Intelligence.” 
And herein centers the solid foundation 
rock of Spiritualism—a Spiritualism 
originating in God and grounded in 
man’s moral and spiritual nature.

God being Spirit, and men being 
made, “evolved” in the Image of God, 
they are necessarily spiritual beings; 
and as love responds to love, as music 
responds to music, so by the law. of- 
sympathy and vibration, all spiritual 
beings respond to, and • under proper 
conditions may correspond or converse 
with the spirit intelligence of this and 
all worlds invisible and visible. Spirit
ualism is therefore naturalism on a 
plane of spiritual activity.

From time’s earliest morning Spirit
ualism, the antithesis of materialism, 
has under some name manifested to 
humanity. It has been God’s perpetual 
witness of immortality. Gymnoso- 
phists, ; hierophants, oracles, sibyls, 
Yogis, Rishis,; vlsionists, prophets, 
diviners,-Intermediaries; mediums, psy
chics, sensitives—these were not frauds. 
It was those who, persecuted and re
fused to hear ..’them, .that -were . the 
frauds and the fossils of their..time. 
Priests die, but thé prophets, seers and 
sensitives are immortal on history’s 
pages. . '

The world moves in cycles/ It was 
when a rabid atheism began to abound 
about a century ago, and when cold 
agnostic German materialism; a re
action from the 17th century creeds and 
confessions, came rolling, in upon us 
like a flood, that the world'was startled 
by a muffled sound from the silence—a 
concussion that shook.to its very center
the sleepy Protestant world. It was a

may blight and curse, or they may be 
so manipulated.as to strengthen, build 
up and beautify human character,

Though these varied manifestations 
from the unseen world were, new to us, 
they were and are both ancient and 
modern in Oriental countries. China 
to-day is an empire of spiritists. An
cestral worship' is almost universal. 
India is another country of spiritists. 
In the Shastras we find the Rishis com
municating with both the dead and the 
living by mental telegraphy. Crossing 
the Atlantic a few years ago, the 
Korean minister was my cabin-mate, 
and he related to me by the hour of the 
wonderful spirit manifestations of his 
country. The Maoris of New Zealand 
held converse with the spirits in caves 
dimly lighted with gum-knots.' Mor
mons are spiritists boasting of their 
healing and spiritual gifts, and Roman 
Catholics never denying, have for cen
turies admitted the facts of spirit inter
course, though they have cursed the 
methods and the results when trans
piring outside the pale of their own 
church. '

But are Chinese, Hindoos, Maoris, 
Zulus, Mormons, Roman Catholics, 
Spiritualists? Do Spiritualists so con
sider them? Is it not about time that 
the Spiritualists not only presented to 
the world a straight-forward declara
tion of principles, but exhibited suffi
cient culture and energy to differentiate 
Spiritualism from spiritism? The words 
are not synonyms. They should never 
be used Interchangeably. Al, an Arabic 
particle, Is a prefix to many words, and
is an equivalent to definiteness of 
tai and moral qualities. It' has 
more potency when sl suffix. No 
writer would confound office 
official, or idea with ideal; then

men- 
Btlll 

good 
with

. ------------- ----- why
should he confound spirit with spirit
ual, or spiritism with Spiritualism?

This latter, relates to angel ministries 
and to the quickened consciousness and 
religious aspirations of the faces. Its 
horizon is not bounded by Hydesville, 
America, or any other nation. It has a 
divine grip upon the moral constitution 
of the nations, which constitutions re
quire such sustenance as spiritual 
knowledge, vision, faith, trance, prayer, 
heavenly Impressions, loving angel min
istries, and holy Inspirations from the 
Chrlst-Heavens. “It is the spirit that 
giveth life,” said one of old, “nnd to be 
spiritually minded is life and peace.” 
“The fruit of the spirit is love, joy, 
peace, long-suffering, gentleness, good
ness, faith, meekness, temperance.” 
“If we live in the spirit,” said tlie 
apostle, “let us also walk In .the 
spirit * * endeavoring to keep the 
unity of the spirit In the bond of peace.” 
This Is practical Spiritualism, and what 
the late Prof. J. R. Buchanan, Kiddle, 
Brittan, Dr. Crowell, and other eminent 
Spiritualists denominated “Christian 
Spiritualism” as distinguished from the 
Chinese, Mormon, and Voudou spirit
ism. which goes little further or deeper 
than “talks with the dead,” talks per
haps about finding an affinity, or dis
covering a gold mine, or an oil well, or 
Inquiring who will be the next Presi
dent, and what will be the price of oats 
next year? This is spiritism. Has it 
redeemed China, Korea or the world? 
Has It inaugurated a new heaven and 
a new earth? Is the world saved? 
Stepping higher, have Spiritualists any 
more zeal for the truth they profess 
than other people; or are they more 
earnest, benevolent or harmonious? 
Have Jhey built any more homes for 
the aged, retreats for sensitives and 
worn-out lecturers, and hospitals for 
the poor? Are they morally any better 
fathers, mothers, neighbors, than the 
orthodox, whom they sometimes sav
agely condemn? By their fruits, men 
and their doctrines are to be known— 
by their fruits, spirits rihd their teach
ings are to be judged.

If Spiritualism is not rnorally uplift
ing; If it is not religious, if it is not 
Christian in the noblest sense of that 
word; If it does not touch the soul’s 
depths with convictions; if It does not 
quicken the spiritual consciousness, 
and develop justice, freedom, reciproci
ty, fraternity, and Pentecostal altruism, 
It is of little avail. But Spiritualism- 
true Spiritualism,' being of God and 
aflame with the Chrlst-splrlt of love
being in its inmost a phenornenon, a 
philosophy and a religion, the universal 
religion of all inspired souls, does 
arouse the spiritual nature, rind lay the 
foundation - stones for the new heaven 
and the new earth.

: While there are multitudes of spirit
ists, necromancy test-hunters, consult
ing border-land earth-bound spirits, 
thus opening the door to obsession, 
there are in the land comparatively but 
few highly and harmoniously unfolded 
spiritual Spiritualists, ablaze , with 
altruism. When ! a clergyman. asked 
Emerson w-hat he thought of the1 
“influence and the success of Chris
tianity,” .he replied, “Christianity has 
never yet been tried.” So Spiritualism 
In. the richness of its. mentality/and In 
the fullness of its spirituality, hns never 
yet been tried. ' : t

It is reported that, in the city of.New 
York the leading Spiritualists attend 
the Rev. Heber Newton’s Episcopal 
church, the Rev. Mr. Savage’s Unitarian 
church,, or other, liberal, churches.' In 
Chicago, the Rev. Dr. Thomas’ congre-
gation abounds in 
Gentryville, Missouri,
Spiritualists flock to

Spiritualists.- In 
and vicinity, the
hear the Rev,. .vvp,' . *■ « v <<.*><<< nviiu. xi iiuo ci ojiil11uuiiotn iivClk tu . IICUI LhC IttV. 

message from the skies to humanity. I Elder Myrick. And why? Because 
II demonstrated that the dead lived, thpy are tired of atheism under the

guise of Spiritualism—tired of hearing 
Jesus Christ pronounced a “myth,” or 
if he lived, a “beggar,” a “‘tramp," a 
“thief,” and all religion, “superstition.”

Is Spiritualism then dying out? A 
thousand times NO! Never a truth 
perished. That It lives however with 
such a coterie of seml-athelstlc ad
vocates Is a proof of its divinity. Spir
itualism was never making such rapid 
strides as now, but often under names. 
The churches are accepting it. It is the 
world’s great need. It is the real bread- 
of-life pabulum of the popular religion. 
Talmage condemns it, .and yet in his 
better moments preaches it. It is the 
leaven that is permeating, broadening 

’ and spiritualizing the creeds of Chris
tendom. Only recently in Battle Creek, 
Michigan, { lectured to our Spiritualist 
society' on Sunday night, and the fol
lowing Monday night to the members 
of the Y. M. G. A. in the|r hall. The 
religious world moves. .Tifeology Is no 
more religion, than spiritism is Spirit
ualism, or a road-way sign-hoard a city.

Spiritualism, being/ divine in origin, 
my soul hates any pretended Spiritual
ism for gain, for curiosity, ;or for glory. 
It abhors Hypocrisy. It loafhes the con
juring up of old Hindu iVedantaism, 
Sankyanlsm, Patanjalaism, and other 
Oriental mysticisms, saying nothing of 
the Saktl-worship, arid palming them 
off as “progressiva Spiritualism.” This 
Is a worse fraud than that of the tramp 
frauds, who In pitch-dark seances ma
terialize spirit make-ups at a dollar a 
head.

golid intelligent Spiritualists have 
had quite enough of thia “higher Spirit
ualism," high as ri Hindu conjurer’s 
wand—enough of this J pompous pan
American, Sannyasln slush-philosophy, 
that leads to bewilder, dazzles to blind, 
and promises “illumination,” “inspira
tion," “adeptship” and occult Yogi
union with A. U. M. Those Who wish 
to sit cross-legged in dingy, Hindu huts 
plastered with cow-excrement, to 
“meditate,” “concentrate,” !“llluml- 
nate," and to so develop as to; become 
one with OM—A.U. M., have a perfect 
right to do so, but they; have rip moral 
right to call it Spiritualism. Pçsitively 
I never saw, though seeing scores of 
them, a clean Yogi. I Aaw one utterly 
naked sitting to “concentrate,” and 
when English ladies ’approached he 
donned a dusty, dirty hip-cloth of 
scanty dimensions. Evidently ,he had 
never heard of comb nor, had. he en
joyed a bath. He was gazing rit a hole 
In the wall and was engaged lii ‘‘divine 
breathing to consecrattt'j!1 If some of 
our spiritistic Yogis: jyould ; “donpen- 
trate” towards ri.''woo<Fplle rind saw 
wood for a poor, widow, It would be de
cidedly more practical .and spiritual. 
They could engage in’ ‘tdlvlne breath
ing” while sawing the wood. Col. 
Olcott assured me, when I was stopping 
with him at the Theosophical head
quarters In Adyar, India, that with 
barely an exception, "The Yogis were 
a shiftless set of impostors and beg
gars." Any effort to hltfch Yogalsm, or 
any other Hindu superstition onto Spir
itualism, will be a failure.

Truth is a unit—a unit With variations 
In expression. Considering the radical 
difference between the Aryan and the 
Semitic, the phenomena,i.the Christiani
ty of the Apostolic times, denominated 
Christianity, and the trfie Spiritualism 
of our times, ate ’ in perfect accord. 
Hudson Tuttle, in ohé(<Jf his happy, 
highly Inspired hours, ■’wrote and pub
lished the following tin the Religio- 
Phllosophicai Journal: ',

“If we analyze the "secret power of 
the life and character of Jesus, we shall 
find it all in this intense love. He is a 
sacrifice for the sins Of mankind. He 
dies that others may Jive. He Is a 
vicarious substitute, willingly by choice, 
and his last words in /the agony of 
death are those of forgiveness, charity 
and intercession. Thé silver tongue of 
oratory never need bekllent in words of 
praise; the poet has abundant fields to 
idealize; the painter Itf at no loss for a 
subject. This one characteristic takes 
Jesus out of the realm of; humanity and 
allies him to the celestial,” ‘

In this eloquent soul-felt passage 
Bro. Tuttle meant, “out,of the worldly 
selfish realm of humanity,” and allied 
“him to the celestial." Jesus Christ, the 
Martyr of Calvary, Was ¿allied to the 
celestial. He Is still allied to arid with 
the Celestials, souls of Antiquity, Con
fucius and Socrates arid, an Innumera
ble company that make radiant the 
Chrlst-Heavens of immortality. He is 
still preaching through divinely un
folded Intermediaries JO "Spirits in 
prison,” spirits Incarnate and dis
carnate. ■ ■ ; '

. While Plato was aflame with wisdom, 
Christ was aflame with, love, pure arid 
self-sacrificing. And; it- is this Chrlst- 
splrit of tenderness, benevolence, broth
erhood and love, gulded/by wisdom arid 
vigorously impelled ’ by ■ a highly pur
posed will, that wlU ultünatelyjsàve the 
world, crowning if: witp beatific peace 
and harmony. ’ > , v . .

1 And just so far as atheism, or any 
form of ! atheistic spiritism ‘ abolishes 
“Infinite Intelligence,” "derisively ' anni
hila tes Jesus Christ, sneers ayfiwayer, 
scorns Invocations, dénies irioKv re
sponsibilities, pronounclhg aljifeliglip. a 
“superstition becoming Bible stories 
and silly women,” just'so fail am not 
a Spiritualist, nor if the âbové'be Spirit
ualism, will I be known as one. Any 
Spiritualism without /‘Infinité Intelli
gence,” without thé Clïrist-spirit, with
out religion and prayer/.and invocations 
and angel ministries, and spiritual mes
sages, altruism and,activity!in all re
form work is a farc'é-^a phénomena- 
farce that is chilling arid blighting with 
the dry-rot of atheistic angulàrlties, dis
organization and death to many of our 
Spiritualistic societies.'; .

When I speak Of- fchristianlty, the 
pure and-the genttirie, it'have no refer
ence to the ■ Jewish ¡Jehovah, or to 
cliurchianity with its -bloody record, its 
creeds and confessions faith. They 
(ire but clinging barnacles.] Jesus Christ 
framed no creed, but distittiy said, “By 
this shall all men' Éflow-that ye are 
my disciples,. If ye have ilov’e1 for one 
another.” When séçtariamæïiurchlanlty 
becomes Christianizéd.nn(i-"Splrltuallsm 
spiritualized, then will f Christianity, 
Spiritualism and tlie higher Theosophy, 
sinking petty- differences,» clasp hands 
and work for the-education and the sal
vation of humanity. /By salvation Is

meant soul-growth, the unfoldment and 
harmonlal development of all the emo
tions and faculties up to the divine 
standard of the perfect man!

“Give us your help,” says Willard J. 
Hull, the able editor of the Light of 
Truth, “so that the twentieth century 
shall find Christ’s gospel, Christ’s eco
nomics, Christ’s manliness, Christ’s 
patience, for the first time In the his
tory of Spiritualism, the one working 
hypothesis of those who call themselves 
Spiritualists.”

It was my good fortune to once meet 
Victor Hugo In Paris at a spiritual se
ance. He was a devoted religious Spir
itualist speaking reverently of the 
Christ. The great London Times, 
termed the “Thunderer," in criticising 
Flammarlon’s new book says that “This 
eminent French astronomer holds the 
absolute conviction of a communion be
tween the seen and the unseen, and 
that the whole universe Is governed by 
spiritual laws." Certainly he does; and 
so do the brainiest men of the world.

The Rev,-- Mr. Hawels, who is rector 
of St. James in London and a special 
preacher at the Westminster Abbey, 
says that “Spiritualism leads to the 
center and the source of life and tells 
us of a future remedial world. It re
veals to us the bright galaxy of min
istering spirits, the Jacob's ladder 
which reaches from earth to Heaven; 
it has more fully explained our Bible, 
given us back our Christ, and given us 
back our God, the tender loving Father 
of all." Concurring, Miss Lilian 
Whiting adds, “Spiritualism is simply 
the result, the Inevitable result of the 
full acceptance of the teachings of 
Jesus, of the authority of the inspired 
truths of the Bible and of the latter 
day revelations of science.”

The phrase,' “Knowledge Is the 
world’s savior,” has been harped from 
spiritistic platforms and published in a 
portion of the spiritistic press till it has 
become actually sickening. Knowledge 
saves neither Individuals nor nations. 
The English are an educated people and 
so are the Boers; did It save them from 
a bloody war? During the French and 
German war, when the Germans scored 
one of their greatest victories, thou
sands of Germans marched through 
Berlin’s streets singing, 
“Praise God from whom all blessings 

flow, 
Three thousand Frenchmen sent be

low."
Forgers are good pen-men; bank.em

bezzlers are good, accountants; -train 
robbers are skillful mechanics; Ruloff, 
the superior Scientist arid lirigtilst, of 
Ithaca, N. Y., murdered, boxed and 
sunk his wife in Cayuga Lake. Dr. 
Webster, professor of chemistry in Har
vard University, owing Dr. Parker a 
debt that he could not pay, murdered 
him and employed his knowledge—his 
medical knowledge in using every de
structive and dissolving acid known to 
chemistry, to disintegrate and destroy 
every vestige of the body. Did knowl
edge save this man—has it saved any 
tribe or nation? The greater the knowl
edge the deeper may be the wickedness 
of the plot. Proud selfish knowledge is 
dangerous, unless influenced by justice, 
by principle, and governed by a high 
moral nature.

Spiritualism Is an affirmation. It not 
only demonstrates a future conscious 
existence, but It gives us a partial 
geography of the better land, with de
scriptions of the conditions and the oc-' 
cupatlons of those once vestured in 
mortality. There is a winter-land 
sphere of retribution and suffering over 
there as well as a summer-land of moral 
loveliness. No one by dying gets away 
from himself. Memory, consciousness 
and conscience continue. God con
structs no hells—damns no souls here 
nor anywhere. Men build their own 
hells. They reap what they sow. Every 
child born is a possible arch-angel or a 
wandering ’ prodigal' in Cimmerian 
spheres. Death Is not a sponge that 
cleans life’s slate by a dying spasm, 
nor does it make saints of savages in 
the twinkling of an eye. Man is a 
spirit now, a moral actor now and in 
all worlds. There is no escape from 
just punishment. It Is cause and effect, 
and yet merciful and disciplinary. The 
door of mercy is never shut. The gate 
of opportunity is never closed. God is 
not only consciousness and life, but 
wisdom and love. Not only has Spirit
ualism opened the doors to immortal 
spheres, but it has disclosed some of the 
unspeakable beauties awaiting us in the 
mahy-mansloned house of the Father. 
These mansions—aural • spheres, en- 
zoriing stars and planets-are real, sub
stantial, and adaptively fitted for the 
abodes of spirits, angels and arch
angels. These, aflame with love, are 
ever active in some educational or re
demptive work. Heaven’s rest is not 
Idleness; the soul's activities are in
tensified by the transition. The future 
life Is a social life, a constructive life, a 
retributive life, and a progressive life, 
where the soul sweeps onward and up
ward, in glory transcending glory, 
through the ages of eternity..

In its infinite reach, Spiritualism 
means this hour and its duties. It 
means this day and the Tightly making 
of the most of it. It means to-morrow, 
a future life—eternity! It means the 
overshadowing potency of. all the 
liberalizing movements that gladden 
humanity—toleration, brotherhood, tem- 
.perance, ,anti-capital punishment, wom
en's suffrage,: co-operation, altruism, 
International peace and other redemp
tive movements of the last half century.

Among our needs are unity of senti
ment, concord of action in all construc
tive work and benevolent enterprises, 
whether initiated by ourselves or by the 
various religious denominations of the 
country. It is not dogma, but love that 
unites. We are brothers all. .Instead 
of sinking non-essentials, such as re
incarnation and :other, theories .and 
clubbing together, we too often have 
clubbed each other. It was Franklin 
who told the Americans In-those old 
Colonial times,; that if . “they, did not 
hang together, they would all ! hang 
separately.!’ ■ ' • ■ /
; Frauds there are and frauds there will’ 
be just so long as -spiritistic, wonder
hunters patronize; them,-, and sad-to 
state often defend them; but’frauds 
rind fraudulent mediums are no more

Spiritualism than noise is music, or 
than forgery is finance.

If in a given latitude Spiritualism 
has an unsavory name, there were In
ducing causes, for Spiritualists are 
judged, as are others, by their prin
ciples, by their home lives, by their 
honor, their integrity, their ethics, 
their intellectual and industrial activi
ties, their labors In all reform-fields, 
and by the characters they build up In 
a community. Is it not time that we 
quit boasting of numbers-and devoted 
more time to quality, or as the Quakers 
would say, “To quiet self-examination."

Based in the moral and spiritual con
sciousness of the soul, the Spiritual 
philosophy cannot be compressed Into 
a confession of faith, enshrined in a 
creed, a cathedral, or a pagoda; and it 
Is altogether too voluminous and cos
mopolitan to be booked in any of the 
world's Bibles, It Is a spiritual force, 
a life—a Chrlst-llke life of well-doing, 
non-resistance, and love to our fellow
men.

What have Spiritualists learned of 
the future life during the last half cen
tury and more? Much—very much! 
Through psychic sensitives, that, leav
ing their physical bodies and traveling 
through both border-land spheres and 
the wisdom spheres, we have learned 
that the spirit-world is the real world, 
and that this is but a changing, flicker
ing shadow—largely an Illusion! These 
sensitives, who like Paul, were caught 
up to the third heavens, have there be
held gardens, groves, fountains, cities, 
schools, universities, crystal rivers, 
evergreen fields, scenes and seenery in
describable, and In majesty Incompre
hensible.

While science, reason, analogy may 
help, and faith point upward, still all 
we know positively of the future life 
comes through our personal spirit ex
periences, or through the psychic ex
periences and messages of finely at
tained Intermediaries. It is through 
these that the secrets of the silence 
have been revealed, that the gates have 
been pushed ajar, the tide of despair 
rolled back, and the “word of the Lord” 
of old, proven in the light of to-day to 
have been the voices of guardian angels.

Psychic phenomena are indispensable 
to Investigations and students of the 
higher, finer soul forces; and genuine 
conscientious intermediaries are the 
spiritual kings and queens of the house
hold, the message-bearers from an over
arching cloud of witnesses, the Olym
pians that upon the mountain tops catch 
the ftrst rising sun-beams and transmit 
them higher to convlnce tho.skeptlc. en- 
llghten- the Intellect, calm the .tremulous 
emotions nnd feed with the bread of 
life the hungering souls of humanity. 
Give, I pray you, to the psychically 
gifted your best thoughts, the kindest, 
sunniest surroundings, and the best 
possible conditions of harmony, trust, 
prayer and good-will vibrations, as the 
Psychic Research Society gave Mrs. 
Piper. If sensitives were given such or 
similar conditions, there would be more 
Dr. Hodgsons of Cambridge, and Prof. 
Jameses of Harvard, and Prof. Hyslops 
of Columbia University, to give in their 
adhesion to Spiritualism.

Among our pressing needs are more 
• home-seances; more substantial organ
ization; better educated speakers; 
larger society libraries; more genuine 
enthusiasm; more missionaries afire 
with inspiration; more and a superior 
quality of music; more heart-felt con- 
fcecration; more, religious fervor; more 
of the spirit of " non-resistance’ and 
peace; more self-sacrifice along altru- 
istlc lines; more Inviting church edifices 
with the inauguration of the church of 
the new heaven and the new earth. I 
would have the doors of this church 
swing both outward and Inward, free 
to all. I would see inscribed above the 
doors, “Come In all ye that labor and 
are heavily-laden—come all ye that are 
weary and needy—all ye that are sad 
and disconsolate—all ye that are dis
satisfied and disheartened, regardless 
of creed or country—all ye that seek 
rest for the soul, come to this sanctuary 
of spiritual gifts, this baptism of the 
new life!? .

I would see these church doors open 
each day and each evening for music, 
for silent prayer, for meditation, con
centration, good thoughts and ennobling 
resolutions. On the walls I would, see 
paintings of the seers, sages nnd mar
tyrs to truth, wreathed in thé emerald 
leaves and olive branches of peace. As 
an opening hymn I would hear sung 
these words: .

“One family we dwell In Him, 
One church above, beneath,

Though now divided by the stream, 
The swelling stream of death.”

Or the following:
“Love is. the theme that the seraph 

chimes
Are now hymning through the stars; 

And we catch the strains from their 
golden lyres,

When our souls let down their bars.” 
I would see this church of humanity— 

this spiritual church of the living 
Çhrist—supported by voluntary offer
ings, and In its consecrated walls I 
would see prince and peasant, youth 
and maturity, sit side by side, all hearts 
warm and vibrant with brotherly love, 
aspiring- for more soul growth'.and re
ligious culture; a very sanctuary of 
peace and perfect tnist; a retreat for 
the penitent, the. weak and thé way
worn toiler, where love is law, benevo
lence the ever-burning Incense, and per
fection of character the crowning alm 
and purpose.

Over the altar of this Consecrated 
church-temple where ’ these sincere 
truth-seeking worshipers meét for med
itation and aspiration, I would see in
scribed, “This is the gate of Heaven—a 
Heaven now and here. Welcome, wel
come all! /How good and how pleasant 
It is for brethren to dwell'together in 
unity, and In the bonds of peace.’’

When the .crowds are departing from 
these quiet i.church-teriiplés, may they 
receive some: such benedictions as that 
breathed in rapturous sympathy by the 
aged Apostle 'John, who according to 
the legend, when weighed down under 
a century of . years, would slowly arise 
in the church at Ephesus, as the ser
vices were about to close, and extend
ing his tremulous arms and hands, say 
in broken accents of fatherly tender-

ness—“Beloved—beloved children, love 
ye one another,” and the retiring au
dience, catching the inspiration of love 
and sympathy, would say, "John—dear 
St. John, who said ‘God Is love,’ and 
who upon Olive’s Mount so trustingly, 
lovingly leaned upon Jesus’ bosom, 
blest us—blest us, and so will we, more 
and more, love and bless one another.”

SYCAMORE CAMP, CAL.
Mrs. F. A. Logan Visits the 

Camp.
To the Editor:—The leading guiding 

powers opened the way for me to visit 
the camp, which has been successful 
financially, if rightly informed. Spirit
ually the right man in the rjglit place, 
in the person of Mr. Allen Franklin' 
Brown, presided with dignity and self
composure which are so essential In 
maintaining harmony on all occasions. 
Time and order strictly adhered to, in-.. 
somuch that some inspirational unpaid 
speakers felt too much hurried to do ■ 
themselves or the cause justice. I con
fess that I am old-fashioned enough to 
prefer camp-meetings where all speak
ers and mediums, as well as the camp
ers could meet together at least once a 
year and contribute their services for 
the good of the cause, without money 
and without price, leaving It to the gen- 
eroslty of souls that might be quick
ened to newness of life to contribute 
sufficient to meet the expenses of camp
ing privileges. Pentecostal seasons 
might be had, and all would feel that 
they had met for a spiritual baptism, 
with less formality and more spiritual
ity. Why in heaven’s name cannot we 
have one meeting next year where the 
speakers, mediums and all concerned 
might contribute their services alike 
and thus all participate and all be 
equally blessed? “’Twould never do! 
We must ape after the churches in or
der to be respectable—mustn’t allow un
developed mediums to be Influenced be
fore a promiscuous audience!" As the 
spirit giveth utterance, because, for
sooth, they are not on the program and 
have not had the sanction of the com- , 
mittee of arrangements, whose finan- 
clal Interests might be Interfered with 
as the sequence. . ’

Who shall say the psychic Influence 
does not obtain in the midst of a con
course of great minds through which 
the invisible world can manifest ■ 
through a sensitive brain for, tlie first 
time; never before having had just the 
elements requisite, and so favorably ad
justed. Must the spirit world be 
thwarted in its endeavors to give great 
living truths to mortals, by rules nnd 
regulations of minds In the form, lest 
outsiders might misjudge and turn up 
their noses with scorn and ridicule? 
Had such a course been taken by tlie 
writer, never would her meetings have 
been resolved into the “Circle of Har
mony;” and while she has strength to 
walk, and talk, such meetings shall be 
established in this lower country, pot 
only In Los Angeles, but in Passadena 
and the towns round about, forming a 
circuit, not to teach Methodism, but to 
unlock the door between the spirit 
world and this, that light may beam 
Into the creed-bound structures of or
thodoxy and materiality. An added 
power Is vouchsafed to me In more 
ways than one, but what encouraged 
me greatly was the following communi
cation, written on the type-writer more 
rapidly than I had ever before wit
nessed, by Mr. Brower, a fine medium, 
In whose seances’ the most wonderful 
music Is prepared that I ever heard: 
“My Dear Friend, Mrs. Logan, I come 
to-night to write you. I Intend to do 
some work for the good of the cause, 
and I have chosen yon as the instru
ment, so to-night I came to tell you. 
Respectfully, James G. Clark.”

The above was repeated at another 
sitting, with much more added, assur
ing me that I would be Instrumental In 
doing much good; to be of good cheer; 
that things “would be better soon,” and 
again signed his name, which thousands 
know Is heldjn sweet memory of his 
melodious nffisic and sublime poetry.

Perhaps I am making my letter too 
long, else I would speak of all the good 
mediums in the camp and the fine lec
tures that we had the privilege of lis- 
tenlng to. The music was grand, but 
that of Zoa Barnett penetrated to the 
depths of the soul. I hope no great 
master will get hold of her and drill her 
according to the fashion of this world, 
as her musical voice is heavenly and Is 
undoubtedly inspired by some great un
folded musicians In the spirit world. 
Her father’s voice blends perfectly 
with hers, and her mother is a good me
dium and speaker, and I predict their 
Influence will yet be felt world-wide.

Un expectedly there came to me on 
the camp-grounds friends from several 
states in the Union, with exclamations 
and a warm grasp of the hand, saying, 
“0, you stopped with us in Princeton, 
Ill., when you.lectured there, many 
years ago.” Another, “Do-you remem
ber of breaking up the fever of a little 
girl, nine years ago, with one treat
ment, at our house in Los Angeles?” 
Another, “Oh, you stopped at our house 
in Long Lake, Minn., and taught our 
little girl gymnastics so that she could 
lead the lyceum.” And, “Oh," exclaims . 
a dozen or more, “I have been in your 
meeting in San Francisco, called the 
Circle of Harmony—such harmony I 
never experienced before.” So with 
kind remembrances, assurances and 
pressing Invitations, I hope to have 
strength to continue the good work.

MRS. F. A. LOGAN.
1011 Mignonette street, Los Angeles, 

Cal.. .

The Galveston Fund Growing.
Kind Editor arid Friends:—The mites • 

are coming iri and gradually increasing.
We are thankful for all funds and : 
kindly thoughts, for we must continue -■ 
to uphold the banner of Spiritualism* . ; 
and teach the people that Nature and 
her laws are paramount to any or all of 
the gods ever worshiped. •
Previously acknowledged .
Additional to date......... .

$27.70 
18.25

—E 1

Total ............ .. .. $45.95 
JOHN W. RING.

2011 Ave. N%, Galveston; Tex.
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IBTIOffll SriKITUBLISTS H.SSOMflTION
Annual Report of President Harrison D. Barrett, and an 

Account off the Proceedings of the Convention.

Report of President Barrett
To the Spiritualists of the United States 

of America and Dominion of Canada, 
Greeting:
It falls to my lot at this time, in com

pliance with- the requirements of the 
. Constitution, By-Laws, Rules aud Reg

ulations of the National Spiritualists' 
Association, to present my report as 
President of that institution for the 
past twelve months. This duty is 
doubly pleasant in view of the atlain- 
mente of the National body during the 
year just closed, and its hopeful out
look for the future. Seven years mark 
an epoch in the history of any great 
social, political and religious move
ment. Seven years have passed since 
our present National Association was 
organized. To-day we stand at the 
threshold of the eighth year of its exist
ence, and have the right to feel that the 
period of uncertainty, indecision and 
indifference has passed, and that our 
honored Association is entering upon an 
era of prosperity and activity never be
fore known In the history of Spirit
ualism. •

THE PAST YEAR.
, The past year has been a period of 

great activity in Spiritualistic circles. 
The attention of the public has been 
called to the subject of psychism with 
greater frequency than in any cor
responding period during the past half 
century. The secular press, the great 
periodicals, the leading pulpiteers, and 
the men of science, have referred to 
Spiritualism again and again at such 
length and in such commendatory terms 
as to awaken in interest in matters oc
cult on the part of thousands of people 
who neyer before have given the sub
ject any thought whatever. Soon after 
The adjournment of our last annual 
Convention, Rev. Minot J. Savage pub
lished a remarkable book entitled “Life 
Beyond Death." It was read with 
avidity both by Spiritualists and their 
opponents, while the reviews of the 
work In the secular press showed the 
great interest felt by the reading public 
In the questions discussed by this pro
gressive Unitarian preacher.

Prof. James H. Hyslop, of Columbia 
University, about the same time, made 
known the results of his phenomenal 
experiments with Mrs. Piper, the well- 
known psychic of Arlington, Mass. The 
columns of the secular press were filled 
with references to the statements of tbe 
learned professor, and many of the 
leading dailies and periodicals com
mented at length editorially upon his 
positive declarations with regard to the 
truth of spiritualistic phenomena. Even 
In England nnd upon the continent of 
Europe mention was made of the ex
periments of Prof. Hyslop. In every in
stance the references showed the in
tense interest felt in the subject with 

. which he dealt. It does not matter that 
many of those who commented upon his 
work failed to arrive at the same con- 
elusions he did. It is enough to realize 
that the opponents of psychic science 
were forced to defend their material
istic positions, and thereby recognize 
Spiritualism as a matter worthy of 
their attention.

So great was the interest manifest on 
the part of the people that many clergy
men felt constrained to attack Splrit- 
ualism In a most unjust and wholly un
warranted manner'. Such choler only 
showed the mental calibre of the 
attacking parties, and advertised Spir
itualism the more widely among the 
masses. One preacher from Buffalo, 
N. Y., one from Washington, D. C., and 
another from Chicago, Ill., were 
especially virulent in their attacks, 
using language that no dignified pulpit 
would ever tolerate. These men were 
promptly silenced by one of our ablest 
workers, Moses Hull, who read them a 
lesson they will not soon forget. I 
reertnmend that this Convention ac
knowledge the distinguished services of 
Mr. Hull In this matter In a fitting testi
monial. The words of these three 

-preachers were widely quoted by the 
secular and religious press. The replies 
that were made to their false and ma
llclous statements were utterly ignored 
by the religious press, but were given 

. good positions in many of the leading 
secular journals. No stronger argument 
can be advanced In proof of the intoler
ance and bigotry of sectarianism than 
this action of the religious press.

Thè course of the bigoted and ignor
ant pulpiteers just mentioned led many 
of the broader and more progressive 
clergymen to make Spiritualism the 
subject of one or more sermons, in 
which many of them gave it fair and 
impartial treatment. This was especlal- 

’ '■ ly true in the case of Rev. Heber New
ton, of the Episcopal Church, and also 
of many of the spiritually Illuminated 
among the Unitarians and Universal- 
ists. It Is but fair that attention should 
be called to the fact that this wide
spread interest in Spiritualism, 
awakened during the year, is due to 
peonie outside of our own ranks. The 
Society for Psychical Research, the 
scientists, and up-to-date clergymen 
have created public sentiment, and 
turned thq attention of thousands of 

• people to the subject of psychism. It 
is true that Spiritualism is benefited by 
their efforts, and that the results of 
their work will redound to the good of 
the race. It is to be regretted, how
ever. that Spiritualists have not had a 
hand in this good work, and been able 
to call the attention of the thoughtful 
to their well-authenticated facts, even 
as those outside of our ranks have done 
in the instances named. I earnestly 
recommend that this Convention make 
due acknowledgment to those who have 

-been instrumental in carrying forward 
the educational work named, and for- 
molate plans by which Spiritualism, 
through the efforts of pronounced Spir
itualists, may. have a share in the work 
of educating the public in the great 
truths of psychism.

From the foregoing statement It will 
be seen that Spiritualism as a whole, 
has had a most prosperous year, outside 
of the organizations conducted under its 
name. In some instances, it has re- 
celved additions to its ranks, through 
its local societies, from those who have 
been awakened to a knowledge of the 
truths of the Spiritual Philosophy. The 
widespread advertising our Cause has 
received has led to à more general study 
of our literature, and I am pleased to 
report that there has been a deeper in
terest manifested in the writings of our 

. ablest representatives than has »been 
apparent in any preceding year of the 
history of oùr National body. No novel 
of the day Is at all popular unless a 
vein of occultism runs through its. plot 

• The demand for the works of Lilian 
Whiting, M. J. Savage, and kindred 
writers, as well as the renewed interest 
in the writings of that greatest of all 
seers and philosophers who have ever 
lived upon the earth, Andrew Jackson 
Davis, are also pleasing evidences of 
the growth of' Spiritualism in the 
esteem of the public. We cannot do too 
much to sustain educational work of 
this kind, and I recommend that this 
Convention formulate some plan by

which Spiritualism may be given 
greater power aud influence through the 
dissemination of Its valuable literature.

NECROLOGICAL.
The past year, fraught with blessings 

though It has been, has also thrown 
many shadows athwart our pathway. 
Some of the bravest, brainiest, and 
noblest of workers have fallen In the 
great battle of life, and gone to their 
immortalities. One of them was full of 
years and rich in spiritual knowledge,’ 
gathered through a long and useful 
earth-life. He was esteemed as an 
anthropologist on all continents, loved 
as a spiritual teacher by the millions, 
and honored as the discoverer of psy- 
chometry by all Spiritualists. He fell 
just as the sun was sinking in the west 
in a glorious, golden sunset, behind the 
hills of life’s years, and sank into a 
sweet, refreshing slumber from which 
he awakened in the “Morning Land” of 
the soul to enjoy his well-earned rest 
from his hard labors on earth. Earth
life is poorer, but the realm of the soul 
is richer, because of the transition of 
that gifted author, scholar, scientist 
and statesman, Joseph Rodes Bu
chanan.

The next to go was one whose years 
were barely half-told, who was but 
beginning to pass from the old age of 
youth into the youth of old age. His is 
a name that was famous throughout 
the world as authority on ontology and 
bacteriology, He was thrice decorated 
by one of the governments of Europe 
for his great discoveries in the field of 
science, and for his philanthropic work, 
among the sufferers from the cholera 
scourges that swept over several na
tions In the “Old World.” He was con
sidered a leader In his especial line of 
work, while as an advocate of psychism 
his rank was equally high. His writings 
In defense of scientific Spiritualism 
have been published. In several lan
guages, and his efforts to establish a 
Psychical Institute for the study of 
mediumship are too well known to need 
extended notice from me. This noble- 
hearted, broad-minded,, open-handed 
friend of our Cause and supporter of 
this Association, has fallen in the midst 
of a most useful career, when the world 
had greatest need of his services. He 
requires no encomiums from me at this 
time. He has left his mark high upon 
the scroll of fame and gone to his re
ward. I can but speak his name, and 
in the silence of the soul pay my tribute 
to the sterling worth of Dr. Paul Gibier.

Two other prominent men have gone 
from us since we were last assembled 
in Convention—John Clark Bidpath, the 
eminent historian and statesman, and 
Col. S. P. Kase, the old-time Abolition
ist and personal friend of Abraham 
Lincoln. Prof. Ridpath, while not an 
active supporter of our Cause, was yet 
an avowed Spiritualist, and never hes
itated to acknowledge his Interest In the 
great questions with which Spiritual
ism deals. Col. Kase was a tireless 
worker for our Cause for more than 
forty-five years. He rendered the na
tion at large, and Spiritualism In par
ticular, a signal service when he In
terested President Lincoln In psychism.

In common with our brethren over 
the sea, we pause to pay our tribute to 
that noble woman whose services in be
half of Spiritualism were gladly ac
knowledged by her friends on all conti
nents—Mrs. Emma Hardinge-Britten. 
She was ripe for the harvest, having 
spent more than threescore-and-teu 
years In the mortal form In the service 
of her fellow-men. Her works will live 
in after years, and she will be remem
bered with loving gratitude by the thou
sands to whom she ministered when her 
life was young and her hope strong. 
Nobly hath she lived, and grandly hath 
she triumphed over seeming death. 
Peace to her memory!

It Is but right that this Convention 
should take notice of the departure of 
these eminent personages. I therefore 
recommend that the Committee on Res
olutions be Instructed to present a 
special testimonial to their worth and 
services, that the same may be spread 
upon the minutes of this meeting, and 
copies forwarded to the families of the 
arisen ones.

GROWTH OF THE N. S. A.
Our Association has added a small 

number of societies to Its membership 
during the past year. It Is true that we 
have met with some losses, but the 
character of the newly-acquired socie
ties in the way of activity and Interest 
more than compensates us for the loss 
of the few that were only half alive. 
One new State Spiritualist Association 
has been formed, that of Wisconsin, 
which gives promise of great usefulness 
In that State. Ohio has been quickened 
into new life, and excellent work has 
been done in that State for our Cause. 
The bonds of affection between it and 
the N. S. A. have been strengthened, 
and an era of good feeling Inaugurated. 
The feelings of amity and good-will on 
the part of all State Associations to
ward the N. S. A. have been augmented 
and, so far as is known to your Execu
tive Board, the most harmonious rela
tions exist between the National society 
and its auxiliaries. Our societary 
growth, though small in numbers, is of 
a permanent character, hence is of 
great value.

The N. S. A. has grown in the esteem 
and confidence of the people far beyond ' 
any corresponding year of its existence. 
It Is now looked upon as a permanent 
institution, and is receiving the atten
tion from Spiritualists that has hitherto 
been withheld. It has grown Into the 
notice of the opponents of Spiritualism, 
and is looked to for reliable data as to 
the status of our Cause by ail classes of 
people. Spiritualists are awakening to 
the fact that their National Association 
is receiving the respectful consideration 
of their opponents, and that it is of 
value to them in the dignity and stand
ing it gives to our movement as a 
whole. I have never received so many 
letters of inquiry, nor bave I been ap
proached by the officers of so many 
secular and religious institutions, for 
Information concerning Spiritualism as 
has been the case during thé past 
twelve months. It Is true that there 
has been a special Incentive to attract 
the attention of the people, through the 
munificence of our beloved Treasurer, 
Theodore J. Mayer; yet that very Influ
ence has been helpful in the way of 
creating permanent Interest, and estab
lishing a feeling of security in regard to 
the future of this great organization.

WORK OF THE N. S. A.
The executive officers of the N. 8. A. 

have had their time well occupied with 
Association work throughout the year. 
The correspondence of both the PresI
dent and Secretary-has been large, and 
has produced some very interesting in
formation as to the standing of our 
Cause throughout the nation. Our Sec
retary has been unremitting in her 
efforts to establish and maintain the 
most harmonious relations between this 
organization and its chartered auxilia
ries. In this labor she has been emi
nently successful, and she has also suc
ceeded in Interesting many prominent 
laymen in the work of the N. 8. A. She

THè;FRÔëRy^ISœi'THINKBR''' ’ “
has kept in touch with nearly all of the 
workers in the spiritual vineyard, and 
has ever striven to show them that the 
Interests of the N. 8. A. were Identical 
with their own.

Very little missionary work has been 
done during the past year. Several 
trustworthy missionaries received com
missions to work for the N. 8. A., but It 
was not possible for them to devote 
their time to the work, and, in some in
stances, the results were too discourag
ing to warrant them in continuing their 
efforts. One special missionary, Mrs. 
Addle L. Ballou, was sent into the field 
to arouse an interest In the N. S. A. and 
its purposes. She was engaged, under 
contract, for a period of six months, at 
a salary of fifty dollars per month, and 
expenses. She began her work Decem
ber 1, 1899, In the State of Indiana. 
From the very first she met with de
termined opposition and the most se
rious obstacles. The people would not 
respond to her letters, and several local 
societies failed to give her a hearing. 
Whenever she did speak, she faithfully 
endeavored to Interest her hearers in 
the N. S. A. In some places her efforts 
bore fruit, but in many instances the 
people seemed to feel no obligation 
whatever in the matter, Our missionary 
was being paid by the N. S. A., and they 
did not feel called upon to contribute 
even one dollar to aid her in her work.

I regret to say that so great was the 
apathy of the people that her thirty 
days of constant labor, In which she 
traveled hundreds of miles, gave 
twenty-three lectures and one funeral 
sermon, returned to the N- S. A. the 
sum of twenty-nine dollars. The salary 
of Mrs. Ballou was fifty dollars and her 
expenses for the month. Of course, this 
was a heavy loss to the N. 8. A. The 
people were Imbued seemingly with the 
Idea that they could get something for 
nothing, hence they accepted her hard 
labor as a matter of right to themselves, 
and complacently forgot their own duty 
In the case. Mrs. Ballou then tried 
other fields of labor, but the results 
were much the same. Your President 
and Secretary tried, to arrange her 
route to the best advantage, but the dis
tances were too great and mall trans
portation too slow to make it possible 
for them to aid her as they wished and 
strove to do. At the close of her fourth 
month of service, at the request of your, 
executive officers, Mrs. Ballou kindly 
canceled her contract. This was found 
necessary as a matter of economy, and 
was done solely to prevent the deple
tion of our treasury. Your officers make 
no complaint of the work of Mrs. Bal
lou; she did her best, under great diffi
culties, and no blame can justly be laid 
upon her.

Mr. E. W. Sprague, one of our truest 
aud most steadfast friends, in connec
tion with bls regular engagements with 
local societies, rendered the N. 8. A. 
much valuable service in missionary 
effort. Several other missionaries did 
what they could, by occasional refer
ences to the aims and objects of this 
body, to interest their hearers in it. 
Your President also did some mission
ary work during the year, but did not 
devote himself exclusively to It as he 
did in ’94, '95, '90 and '97. The results 
of tlie year’s work In the missionary 
field are not up to the records of former 
years. I am yet of the opinion that live 
missionaries are the best means of edu
cating our people in the spiritual phil
osophy, and In explaining to them the 
value of the N. S. A. It Is evident, how
ever, that new methods must be devised 
for carrying on that work. 1 do not feel 
that it is the sole purpose of our ap
pointed missionaries to collect money 
for our treasury. There Is a higher pur
pose than this that should be the first 
consideration both of the missionary 
nnd this Association. That purpose is 
to show the necessity of thorough or
ganization, and the duty of the people 
to support the same will soon become 
apparent to them.

It will be necessary to show the peo
ple that they cannot expect to get some
thing for nothing—that “live and let 
live” is the motto of the N.S. A., and 
that it should be theirs. The field of 
labor for each missionary should be 
carefully selected, the routes definitely 
determined, and dates made far In ad
vance. Each person so employed, if 
thus equipped, will do much for the 
N. 8. A. I believe that If six live mis
sionaries are employed, and their entire 
time devoted to their work in this direc
tion, they can be self-supporting, if 
they work with a will, and at the close 
of the year have a comfortable balance 
to turn into the treasury of the N. S. A. 
At this point, I must suggest that not 
only should our missionaries organize 
new societies, but they should also do 
everything In their power to strengthen 
those now in existence. This part of 
our work has been neglected too long, 
and we are now suffering from the ill 
effects thereof. I recommend that mis
sionary effort be continued another 
year, under methods to be prescribed by 
this Convention, and that not more than 
six active workers be specially com
missioned, under fixed salaries, to 
devote their entire time to this import
ant work.

THE MAYER FUND.
It will be remembered that early In 

September, 1899, our esteemed Treas
urer, Theodore J. Mayer, offered to 
deed, in fee simple, the present magnifi
cent headquarters of the N. 8. A. in 
Washington. D. C„ provided the Spirit
ualists of the nation would place the 
sum of fifteen thousand dollars in our 
treasury. Mr. Mayer afterwards re-. 
duced the proviso to ten thousand dol
lars, and has extended the time from 
date to date during the year, hoping the 
fund would be raised In full, but we 
come to this Convention with nearly 
one thousand dollars lacking. One year 
of constant effort on the part-of your 
executive officers has not sufficed to 
bring forth the required amount. From 
the report of our Secretary you will 
learn that she has faithfully endeavored 
to fill this Important trust.. Nobly has 
she striven, and no blame can be 
attached to her for the present deficit.

Your President claims that he, also, 
has done his best to Induce the Spirit
ualists of America to meet Mr. Mayer 
half way. One man has asked thou
sands of men to do as much for our 
Cause as he would do alone- This point 
I have emphasized, Iterated and re
iterated with voice and pen throughout 
the year. Under Instructions from oUr 
Board of Trustees, I sent out eight 
thousand, six hundred and eighteen 
circular letters to the Spiritualists 
whose addresses were at my command, 
asking them to donate to the Mayer 
fund. Several thousand made'no re
sponse whatever, but' a goodly number 
at once sent in their offerings to this 
fund. I received about two thousand 
dollars in cash,. and pledges of about 
fifteen hundred dollars additional. I 
also penned one hundred letter^ with 
my own hand to personal friends, from 
nearly all of whom I received generous 
responses. From all sources I.have re
ceived and 'turned into the treasury of 
the N. S'A. more than three thousand 
dollars in cash. From the pledges made 
to me direct I expect to receive about 
three hundred dollars In addition to 
what has already been paid. I regret 
to say, however, that over six hundred 
dollars of the pledges remain un
redeemed. The parties who made them 
have been repeatedly requested to meet 
their obligations, but it seems that they 
gave their pledges with the feeling that 
the Mayer fund never would be filled,

hence feel justified in refusing to make 
good theli'tWord of honor In this respect.

The failure of rifle parties in question 
to redeenrithelr pledges leaves us with 
nearly one thousand dollars to raise ere 
we can claim thmbounty of Mr, Mayer.. 
Such a condition? of things is indeed 
lamentable; It is a . sad commentary 
upon the ^popular interest in Spiritual
ism that lias developed during the past 
year. If outsiders appreciate Spiritual
ism at a higher irate of valuation than 
ever before, surely Spiritualists ought 
to do the same. IThe fact is, many peo
ple left their pocketbooks in the church 
when they embraced Spiritualism. 
Some means by .which the hearts, souls 
and purses'of our Spiritualists can be 
reached at one and the same time must 
be devisedfly this Convention. No other 
religious body inrihe world would have 
taken a year to raise so small a sum as 
ten thousand dollars. With a following 
of possibly one quarter of a million of 
people, there is no excuse for such ex
treme parsimony. In speaking thus, I 
cast no reflections upon the generous 
souls who have contributed to this most 
worthy cause. '

It is to some of them that I am 
Indebted for the inspiration that 
prompted me- to persevere in my efforts 
to fill this fund. Many of the letters 
were touching in the extreme, aud 
proved the sincerity and devotion of the 
writers. To such as they the world is 
indebted for the presence of Spiritual
ism among men; to such as they must 
we look for evidence of the trustworthi
ness of and faith in human nature. 
Many of them, out of an income of ten 
dollars per month, contributed one, two 
and five dollars each to the Mayer fund. 
What a difference between them and 
the men of wealth who have hugged 
their gold to their hearts aud refused to 
give even one penhy!

Simple justice compels me to admit 
that those who gave most willingly out 
of their little stores were people far be
yond the age of three score and ten 
years, I deeply deplore the failure of 
the Spiritualists as a body to appreciate 
the great value of Mr, Mayer’s unselfish 
offer. The old desire to get something 
for nothing, by making other people 
pay for their religion for them, is all too 
strong with the majority of our Spirit
ualists even to-day. I most earnestly 
recommend that this Convention make 
it Its chief duty to complete the Mayer 
fund at the earliest possible moment.

MASS MEETINGS.
The last Convention instructed the 

Board of Trustees to institute and hold 
a series of mass meetings in the large 
cities of the land in the interest of the 
N, S. A. These meetings were to be 
held, as far as possible, under the joint 
auspices of the State and National 
Associations, each organization to share 
and share alike,, in tlie expenses and 
profits of the same. Joint Conventions 
were planned in? the States of Michigan, 
Minnesota, Illinois, New York and Ohio. 
It was my privilege tn attend all of the 
meetings save the one held in Minne
sota. Tflejj jvere all helpful to the cause 
of organisation ¿spiritually, education
ally audj .finanqlally, and were the 
means of interesting hundreds of people 
In Spiritualism. ,The Minnesota Mass 
Convention, was-a grand success, and 
Trustee (¿.,D. I’guden represented the 
N. 8. A.’sdnterests in a most acceptable 
manner. Other mass meetings were de
signed, but,owing to business changes, 
ill health,, aud the lack of Interest on 
the part of pome of the local workers, it 
was found,.necessary to abandon the
plan. •i

The work performed, however, is so 
satisfactory, in character as to warrant 
the reconjmendaflon of its continuance 
another »ear. I'iherefore urge that in
struction« be given to rihe incoming 
Board of.Trustees to arrange for not 
less than twenty mass-meetings in all 
sections of the nation during tbe year 
next ensuing. I further recommend 
that they be held under the joint aus
pices of the several state Associations 
and the N. 8, A., wherever State Asso
ciations exist, upon the plan of last 
year, a mutual sharing of the respon
sibility and profits that these meetings 
may entail or call forth. I urge that 
these meetings be made the first care of 
the board after its members are in
ducted Into office.

CAMP-MEETINGS.
Our summer camps have always been 

sources of revenue for the N. S. A., and 
the past year has been no exception to 
the rule. I visited seven camps in tbe 
Interests of the N. S. A., and received 
the hearty co-operation of the officers 
and visitors at all of them. I was given 
a considerate hearing at the Chesterfield 
(Ind.) Camp, apd paved the way for bet
ter work next year. Niantic, Ct., Tern- 
pie Heights, Me., Onset, Mass., Verona 
Park, Madison, and Etna, Me., in ths 
order named, were my other fields of 
labor. Each of the six last named were 
most generous to the National Associa
tion, and we are under obligations to 
the officials of the same for their kindly 
co-operation. These six camps contrib
uted, in the way of collections, dona
tions, and services of your president, 
$005.45 cash, and 27 In pledges, of 
which sum Onset, Mass., gave , nearly 
$400. Onset’s offering includes the gen
erous check of John Q. A. Whittemore, 
the able and efficient president of that 
organization. The other camps are 
much smaller in the point of numbers 
in attendance, yet they did proportion
ally as well. Etna, Me., gave $81.41, 
Madison, Me., $75.54, and the others 
smaller sums, all of which should be 
duly acknowledged by this body.

At Onset and Madison your president 
was assisted by several of our promi
nent speakers and laymen. Dr. George 
A. Fuller, Dr. N. F. Ravlln, Mrs. A. 
Ritchie, Hon. Thomas M. Locke, Mr. F. 
A. Wiggin, Miss Susie C. Clarke and 
Mrs. Rachel Walcott did much to make 
the day a signal success, as did also 
Miss Christine Brown in her capacity as 
vocalist. At Madison, Mrs. Jennie Co
nant-Henderson, Mr. F. A. Wiggin and 
Mrs. Cora L. Vt.1'tifclimond lent willing 
hands to the go.o.il work, and helped to 
make thejday ¿..profitable one to the 
N. S. A. The ’-Sfchiibert Quartet ren
dered exceHent muslc and did all in its 
power to interest-the people in our 
work. I ^gcommb’nd that suitable ac
knowledgment of the services of these, 
good- frlenttS, the’generous co-operation 
of the camp officials in all instances, 
and the literal contributions of the peo- 
pie, be made by this convention. I fur
ther reconffiiend tijat efforts be made to 
secure N. 8.- A. pays at fill of the camps 
for the season ’of ^901, and that special 
representatives o£ this body be sent to 
each camp, to look after the Interests of 
the N. 8. A? on those occasions. .

LQCAL SOCIETIES,
Notwithstanding the fact that Spirit

ualism has’received a great Impetus 
during the past , year from outside 
sources, it is nevertheless true that our 
local societies, in the vast majority of 
cases, are in a'^ery deplorable condi
tion. Not more than fifty of them are 
in good circumstances and qualified to 
do the work for which they were insti
tuted. In the height of the winter sea
son over seveh hundred meetings are 
held every Sunday evening in this 
country under ’the banner of Spiritual
ism., It is true that four hundred or 
more of these gatherings are conducted 
by some special medium, around whose 
personality the;people assemble, outof 
their special interest in the individual 
leader- This dons not do away with, 
but rathdr adds to, the deplorable condi

tion to which I am referring. • Only one 
society In every seven ls-really prosper
ing, using the above figures as a basis 
for comparison.

From one side of the nation to the 
other, I have heard nothing but com
plaints from the average local society 
during the past year, as to Its inability 
to meet the expenses and carry on its 
work properly. The officers have asked 
the speakers they employed to make 
special reductions in their terms, aud 
even demanded jof some of them that 
they give two lectures per Sunday for 
the pittance of five dollars. In many 
Instances the people seem to forget that 
their teachers must live and selfishly 
seek to get all they can from them with
out considering the matter of any re
turn whatever. Inasmuch as our plat
form was formerly on a par with the 
pulpits of all denominations in the mat
ter of compensation for the workers 
employed, the present condition is the 
more to be regretted and condemned. 
No speaker with or without a family 
can live upon the average salary paid 
by our local societies. If he is alone 
in the world, he may be able to live on 
twenty-five dollars per month, but if he 
has ».a family, the outlook is indeed 
dark. In view of the prices paid twenty 
and thirty years ago, the present con
dition becomes appalling. There is a 
hiatus between the two so wide and 
deep; that even the man who loves to 
live above the clouds while his feet are 
on the earth, must needs perceive It.

In speaking as I have of the present 
condition of our local societies and their 
attitude toward our speakers and me
diums, I do not mean to cast any reflec
tions upon our noble-hearted laymen 
who have faithfully striven to maintain 
regular Sunday services in their respec
tive communities. The few who have 
done the hard work are entitled to full 
credit for their unselfish efforts to sus
tain the Gause of truth. There Is a 
cause for the steady decline in the 
numerical and financial strength of our 
local societies. I ask this Convention 
to determine that cause and apply a 
remedy. Permit me to offer a few sug
gestions with regard to this especial 
work. It will be seen when the report 
of our Committee on Delegates’ Reports 
is rendered that the average member
ship of our local societies is less than 
thirty, while the attendance each Sun
day often averages over two hundred 
persons. Why do the many throw the 
burden of maintaining an organization 
upon the few? Cannot some plan be 

'outlined by means of which the hun
dreds of Interested visitors at our meet
ings can be led to become active mem
bers of our societies?

There are certain matters to which I 
invite your particular attention, viz., the 
places of meeting, music, door fee, and 
platform management. Will better halls 
attract the people and induce them to 
become members? Will a higher grade 
of music produce the same wlshed-for 
result? Will the abolition of the door 
fee aid to the dignity and standing of 
our- movement financially as well as 
ethically? Will the separation of the 
phenomena and philosophy have the 
same effect? These are practical ques
tions, and I hope that this Convention 
will, In its wisdom, deal with them In a 
practical manner. In the early days, 
the largest and most attractive hails, 
the finest music, free admission at the 
door, and no phenomena outside of the 
wonderful inspiration of the speaker 
attracted thousands of the most highly- 
cultured people of the land to our meet
ings. These people can be reached to
day if we will provide them with the 
same nutritious pabulum with which 
they regaled themselves In the earlier 
years of our movement. Somo remedy 
must be found for the jealousies that 
now exist among our local workers. It 
should be impressed upon the mind of 
every one who claims to be a Spirit
ualist that no person has any moral 
right to withhold his support from a 
local society for personal reasons of 
pique or envy. It should also be em
phasized that Spiritualism can only 
exert a wholesome influence in educa
tional and reform work through strong 
local societies. .

This subject is the most important of 
all matters that will come before this 
Convention. It would be possible for 
me to argue this question at length, but 
It Is not necessary for me to do sb. The 
facts are before you—our local societies 
need help—they have already lost 
ground for the past four years—they 
should be given new life and power by 
tills Convention. I urge you to consider 
this subject at length. Do not pass res
olutions with regard to it, but find some 
solution for this knotty problem and 
apply It. I have only this recommenda
tion to offer concerning this momentous 
question—that this Convention author
ize the Incoming Board of Trustees to 
send but a special missionary to visit all 
chartered local auxiliaries and give 
them a helping hand in their struggle 
to uphold the banner of truth. It should 
be the duty of this missionary to solicit 
donations from individuals outside of 
the societies, and not from the societies 
themselves. He should be instructed to 
use all honorable means In his power to 
strengthen, rather than deplete the 
treasuries of the locals, and seek by 
every possible method to prove that the 
Interests of the N. S. A. and its auxilia
ries were one and the same. If such a 
missionary is sent out, he could, by 
judicious effort, Interest people of 
means, who are liberal In their religious 
views, in the N. S. A., and perhaps in
duce them to endow it. Not only this— 
he could also gather data as to the 
causes that have so signally weakened 
our local societies.

SETTLEMENT OF SPEAKERS.
I am constrained to urge upon your 

attention the great advantage that Spir
itualism would derive from continuous 
engagements for pur speakers. When
ever the plan has been faithfully tried, 
the results have been highly satisfac
tory. It is really one of the best meth
ods of strengthening our local societies 
that can.be devised. An engagement 
for one or more years does away with 
the worry of travel, and gives each 
speaker an opportunity to study the 
mental, moral and spiritual needs of his 
people. It gives him a chance to visit 
public libraries, and to familiarize him
self with the views of the great think
ers of the present age through the lead
ing periodicals of the day. Through a 
permanent residence he can exert a 
helpful influence in social and edu
cational circles, besides making Spirit
ualism a power for good in all reform 
work. The itinerant system has done 
as much to retard the growth of our 
local societies as any other known 
cause. It has squandered the finances 
Of the society, depleted the physical and 
spiritual powers of the speaker, and de
prived him of the comforts of a home. 
It has also made some, speakers men
tally lazy, by causing them to be' con
tent with reiterating their few lectures 
that they composed in the early years 
of their public work. I recommend that 
this Convention set the seal of its ap
proval upon long engagements for 
speakers, and give this most worthy 
cause every possible assistance.
HALF RATES AND ORDINATION.

Under this caption, I can only renew 
my recommendations of last year, viz., 
that tve as Spiritualists take steps to 
secure the abolition of half-rates for 
clergymen upon all llnes of railroad in 
America, and that we petition the law
making bodies of the nation to prohibit

by legal enactment, the conferring of 
ordination as a special rite upon any 
person whatsoever. I also urge that 
that special efforts be made to take 
from all clergymen the right to solemn
ize marriages, and all other special 
lieges and immunities they now enjoy. 
A body of people whose motto is 
“Equal rights for all—special privileges 
for none,” surely ought to condemn 
half-rates on the railroads, and the per
nicious practice of conferring ordina
tion upon any class of Individuals, un
der the pleasing delusion to those re
ceiving such rite that they have been 
filled with divine unction aud inoculated 
with the Holy Ghost. Let us as Spirit
ualists use every honorable means at 
our command to secure the overthrow 
of both these customs that have be
come parasites upon society in all sec- 
tlons of America.

MEDIUMSHIP.
This word means much to every en

lightened Spiritualist, for it is one of 
the corner-stones upon which the grand 
spiritual temple rests. The N. S. A., 
from the very first, has declared Its 
recognition of mediumship as the source 
of the inspiration and power of Spirit
ualism, and has ever sought to protect 
and defend all true and worthy me
diums from unjust attacks. During 
the past year the statement that the N. 
S. A. was opposed to mediumship has 
been widely circulated.- Such an asser
tion is false In every particular, and is 
uttered by those who know it to be 
false. ’The officers of the N. S. A. do 
not hesitate to declare that every phe
nomenon offered in the name of Spirit
ualism, from the highest Inspiration 
down to materialization, rests upon the 
solid rock of facts. They are also the 
outspoken friends of every medium 
who'is true to his high calling and to 
the forces In spirit life who seek to use 
him for the good of others. It is true 
that they are opposed to counterfeiting 
and to all kinds of chicanery, aud do 
not hesitate to say so. The N. S. A. Is 
not designed to be a cloak for those 
who ways are dark and tricks vain; it 
is rather for those forces on both sides 
of life who are endeavoring to further 
human progress and to add to the en
lightenment of the race. As such, it is 
the steadfast friend of every true me
dium, and the loyal supporter of gen
uine phenomena of all phases.

I urge that the question of medium
ship be given special consideration. Its 
right development means much to tbe 
future of our movement. Last year I 
recommended that the N. 8. A. give Its 
moral and active support to the Psy
chical Institute, founded by Dr. Paul 
Glbler, for.the investigation and devel
opment of mediumship. The transi
tion of that gifted man removes one of 
our most reliable aids, and doubles our 
responsibility in the case. It should be 
our alm to establish an institution of 
the character of the one founded by Dr. 
Glbler that has been overthrown by his 
removal from earth. I respectfully sug
gest that the work of the N. 8. A be 
outlined with this end in view, and 
earnestly recommend that this conven
tion urge the re-establlshment of the 
home circle, so popular In the earlier 
years of Spiritualism, as the safest and 
best means to that end. Let us prove 
to the world that we cherish medium
ship by sustaining our mediums; let us 
give them tbe most favorable condi
tions for development, and aid them In 
their noble work. As the sybils and or
acles of old were protected from tbe 
storms of life, so let us guard our mod
ern prophets, that they may become 
blessings to their fellowmen in all quar
ters of the globe. All honor to true me
diumship, through which the light of 
spiritual truth is thrown upon the souls 
of men! At this point lam constrained 
to recommend that the methods of 
work, the alms, objects and accomplish
ments of the organization known as the 
Mediums’ National Protective Associa
tion, of which W. L. Jessup, of Indiana, 
was the first president, be’duly investi
gated, and a report submitted to the 
next convention.

SCHOOLS.
As a means to the higher psychical 

and educational development of me
diums and speakers, schools are abso
lutely necessary. This convention can
not speak too strongly In favor of In
stitutions of this kind, and every pos
sible effort should be made to multiply 
their number throughout the land. I 
once more recommend that the Semi
nary at Belvidere, N. J., and the Spirit
ualist Training School at Lily Dale, N. 
Y., be given the hearty endorsement of 
this body, and the earnest moral sup
port of all Spiritualists. The Bush Sis
ters at Belvidere have struggled against 
heavy odds for some years, and it is to 
be hoped that endowments may be se- 
sured In the near future for this worthy 
institution. The seminary is health
fully located, and is an ideal spot for a 
school for sensitives. The importance 
of the school at LilyDale cannot be over
estimated. Mr. Moses Hull, Mr. A. J. 
Weaver, and their co-workers, have la
bored earnestly to make it an institu
tion of value to embryo platform 
speakers, and they have rendered our 
cause good service by so doing. The 
school and its promoters deserve well 
at the hands of all progressive Spirit
ualists.

SPIRITUALISTIC LITERATURE.
From year to year I have urged upon 

the delegates to our National Conven
tions the importance of preserving the 
literature of Spiritualism in some dur
able manner, and venture to repeat that 
suggestion at that point. I feel that at 
least one copy of every book ever pub
lished in the Interests of Spiritualism, 
likewise one copy of every book Issued 
in opposition to it, should be in the li
brary of the N. S. A. I can conceive of 
no better way of providing an authentic 
history of our literature and a record of 
our authors. The complete files of all 
Spiritualist papers, from 1849 down to 
the present time, should be in. the li
brary of this Association. Progress has 
been made in this direction during the 
past year, but there Is yet much work to 
be performed. I therefore recommend 
that the incoming board of trustees be 
instructed to continue the efforts of 
past years, that the files of all Spiritual
istic journals may be obtained, proper
ly bound, and duly placed In the ar
chives of our Association. An appro
priation of a sum not to exceed one 
hundred and fifty dollars, a portion of 
which is yet unexpended, for the pur
pose in question, was made three years 
ago. It will be a matter of economy to 
apply, the unexpended balance, and even 
a sum additional, for this good work, 
as it will be of material benefit to the1 
future historian of our movement, as 
well as to the students of our own day, 
In search of reliable information.

HISTORY OF SPIRITUALISM.
At three former conventions this sub

ject has been briefly argued in the re
port of your president It is a matter 
of vital interest to every Spiritualist In 
America, hence needs additional men
tion here. Last year, Mr. Lyman O. 
Howe, of Fredonia, N. Y., was elected 
historian, with the proviso that he 
should be directed to enter upon his du
ties when the special history fund was 
large enough to warrant such action. I 
regret to report that this special fund 
has not received even one dollar addi
tional during the past year. Five gen
tlemen have privately Informed me

(Continued on page 3.)
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OUR MAIN PREMIUMS.
Volume. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 

Death, and Life in the Spirit World 
will be our main Premium until fur«’ 
ther notice, and it is tlie only book 
sent out to our subscribers for 2u 
Cents, which is far less than actual 
cost to us. The price of each one oj 
the other six Premium Books whe$ 
ordered alone is 50 cents. Any tw0 
of the other six Premium Books you 
may select, are sent out for 90 cen@ 
Note the prices carefully whefl re
mitting.

Volumes 1, 2 and 3 of the Ency. 
clopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, when ordered together:
Price $1.10.

Any three of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $1.10.

Any four of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $1.50.

Any five of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $1.80.

Any six of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $2.10.

Lastly, all of the seven premium 
Books are sent out together, Price 
$2.35.

Remember, these Premium Book« 
are only sent to our own subscribers 
when they send in their yearly sub
scription to The PaoGBESsivi 
Thinkeb, which is always one dollar. 
Those who are not subscribers to The 
Progressive Thinker must pay the 
regular retail price for these seven 
valuable books, which is $10.75.

Bear in mind, please, that Volume 3 
is the only Premium Book sent out 
for 25 cents.

REMARKABLE OFFER.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than 

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1, 
Price........................  <

The Encyclopedia ot Death, and
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price............................................. <

The Encyclopedia of Death, and
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3, 
Price............................................. i

Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price.............................‘

?

$

$

$
Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult

ism. Price ............................. !
The Next World Interviewed. 

Price......................................... 1
The Occult Life of Jesus (Includ

ing the Hull-Covert Debate). 
Price.......................................... j

$

$

$

t i

MT I

'4

1.60

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.25

2.00

Total price to the trade
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 

Tlie Progressive Thinker one year 
and the seven premium books. .$ 
These seven books, substantially 

elegantly bound, and printed in

$10.75
2.35

3.35 
and. 
the

neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear in mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. Tho 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to tbe trade is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and 
Occult Library in every Spiritualist's 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which is less by far than their actual 
cost. The authors make no charge for 
the vast amount of labor bestowed on 
these works, and which extended over 
many years. The publisher receives not 
a single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in putting them in type, and elec
trotyping the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That is why you 
are getting these intensely interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, Inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, aud this 
Inducement is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep in line with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift.

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you 
will find that all we have left us for 
those seven books Is only $1.50.

CLUBS OF TEN.
One Thousand Clubs Wanted

In Clubs of Ten subscribers we give : 
the following for $1.15: The Progressive ' 
Thinker one year, and your choice of- 
one of these two books—Volume 3 of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life In 
the Spirit World, or The Next World In
terviewed, both remarkable works, and 
worth their weight in gold to every ■ 
thoughtful student. The one who gets 
up the club will be entitled to The Pro- - 
gressive Thinker one year and both of 
the above books. No other books can 
be substituted for the above in Clubs. 
They are neatly and substantially 
bound, and will be an ornament to any 
center table. The aggregate price of 
these two books to the trade is $2.75. 
What you pay for them in clubs only 
defrays the expense of postage and 
•mailing. ■

"Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. 
A Treatise on Human Culture.” By, 
Leroy Berrien For sale at this office« 
Price $1. j

*
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tuat they would give two hundred dol
lars each to this fund, provided Mr. 
Howe was made chief historian, when
ever the N. 8. A. was ready to act in the 
matter. The work of completing the 
Mayer Fund occupied bo much time, 
aud was so poorly sustained, that it was 
not deemed wise to make any particular 
effort in regard to the History Fund. 
The question, therefore, is before you in 
precisely the same condition that it was 
last year, with this addition—a histo
rian has been chosen to do. the work 
when the cash is in hand to pay him 
for bls services. Our veteran workers 
are rapidly passing to the higher life. 
It is to them that we must look for au
thentic information with regard to the 
men and women who upheld the ban
ner of Spiritualism in the earlier years 
of its history. One of our veteran 
workers has been elected to an office 
that was created by our last conven
tion, and no provision has been made to 
set him at work. It will take time and 

■money to prepare a history worthy of 
the name. The work of Mrs. Emma 
Hardinge-Britten is good in many re
spects, but it is sadly Incomplete as it 
is, and stops with the year 1869. It 
needs correction and completion. I rec
ommend that steps be taken at this con
vention to swell the History Fund, and 
that the Incoming board of trustees be 
instructed to make the history of Spir
itualism a matter of special interest 
throughout the coming year. I also urge 
that one or more assistants be pro
vided for Mr. Howe, if needed, the pref
erence to be given to such able writers 
as Dr. Dean Clayke and Fred L. H.‘ 
Willis.

PSYCHICAL RESEARCH.
Under this caption your president last 

year urged a closer union of effort be
tween the N. S. Á., and the Society for 
Psychical Research. I am impelled to 
renew that recommendation at this con
vention. Our frienus of the Psychical 
Research have for many years been do
ing a work that the Spiritualists ought 
to have done for themselves and the 
cause they love. That society is still en
deavoring to present the grand truths of 
psychism to the world, through the evi- 
deuce of scientific fact. The majority 
of Its members are friendly to Spiritual
ism and wiling to co-operate with us In 
the work of presenting psychic facts to 
our fellow-men. From- the time Prof. 
James of Harvard first suggested a 
union of forces on the part of those who 
are interested In psychism, down to the 
present day, I have ardently hoped that 
the Spiritualists of America would 
awaken to the necessity of demonstrat
ing their truths to the religious and sci- 
entitle worlds. Thus far they have mul
tiplied their phenomena until their evl- 
deuce has become cumulative; put they 
have made no effort to reduce their 
facts to orderly form, nor have they 
published the same for the enlighten
ment of the masses. This Important 
work has been done and is still being 
carried forward by the Society for Psy- 
chlcal Research. By co-operating with 
that body we can make Spiritualism of 
great service through the opening of 
our storehouse of facts to bur friends 
and at the same time prove to the world 
that ours Is an educational movement 
rather than the outgrowth of the emo- 

•; tlops, designed for amusement rather 
than Instruction. I appeal to the dele
gates to this convention to make It pos- 
slblo for the truths of Spiritualism to be 
demonstrated by Spiritualists as well as 
by outsiders who are connected with 
the Society for Psychical Research. An 
alliance with that society In amity and 
spirit will be productive of great good to 
our cause. •

A PSYCHIC QUARTERLY.
As a means to advance psychic sci

ence in this country, I renew my recom
mendation of last year that, as soon as 
practical, a psychic quarterly, of the 
same general character as W. T. Stead’s 
“Borderland,’’ be established by the N. 
8. A.

SPIRITUALISM FOR CHILDREN.
’ The future growth and permanency of 

Spirltuallsm naturally depends upon the
. children of the Spiritualists of to-day. 

Something should be done for the chil
dren by this convention, and I ask you 
to.consider well this important subject.

. DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES.
•. The Declaration of Principles adopted 
at our last annual convention has given 
rise to a great deal of criticism on the 
part of both the friends and opponents 
of the N. S. A. In many instances those 
who criticised the action of that conven
tion adversely were In favor of a dec- 
laratlon of some kind, but wanted one 
of their own making, or none at all at 
that time. Some Spiritualists who have 
never attended one of our conventions 

■ are publicly urging the repeal of last 
year’s code, and the adoption of some
thing more comprehensive—at least, to 
them. Others, many of whom are vet
erans in the service of Spiritualism, are 
vigorously defending the present dec
laration, and urging that it be retained 
In its present form. Whatever may be 
the action of this convention, I feel war
ranted in saying that the adoption of a 
code of principles at our last gathering 
was a wise and highly beneficial step.
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS.

Two amendments to our constitution 
are offered for your consideration, to 
which you are earnestly requested to 
give’your thoughtful attention. They 
Change in a radical manner the working 
machinery of the N. S. A. One of them 
is'the proposition to make the meetings 
of this Association biennial instead of 
annual, as they are at present

The other amendment that so vitally 
concerns the mechanism of this organ
ization is the one that purposes making 
individual members of the N. S. A. for 
a period of five years, or for life, upon 
the payment of twenty-five, or one bun- 
fired dollars in money. .

In the N. S. A. five-year memberships 
are substituted for honorary member
ships, and life members must pay one 
hundred dollars Into our treasury In or
der to become such. This will give them 
the right to vote at our every conven- 
tio'n, and give them equal power with 
the delegates from our chartered locals.

THE FINANCIAL QUESTION.
I have already adverted to this im

portant- topic in my references to the 
Mayer Fund. If it has taken thirteen 
months to raise a trifle over nine thou- 
-sand dollars for such a noble purpose, it 
is evident that It will be no easy task to 
keep the full sum in our treasury when 
the. fund is completed. Ways .and 
means for the creation of a permanent 
income for the N/S. A. must be devised 
by you. Comparisons are said to be 
odious, yet it is well for us to contrast 
our own work with that of our Unita
rian brethren during the past years. 
The A. U. A. has three hundred and 
thirty-seven churches affiliated with it 
From those churches it received over 
sixty-one thousand dollars during the 
past year. From life memberships, spe
cial donations by Sunday-schools and in
dividuals, over fourteen thousand more; 
from bequests by will and gifts, sixty 
thousand more; from the Income of the 
funded investments, some sixteen thou
sand more, making a total of over one

"Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.*'
By Dr. Paul'Carus. Afi excellent study

Aa ♦.AA.Vi "7 —17—of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen-to do something tangible for the chll- give. ’Paner. - 50 cents Cloth S12IL 
dren by way of establishing children’s . a«in pf fbl« otHnn , ■- . . :

hundred and slxty-five thousand dollars 
as an Income for the year. ; . ’ :

The N. 8. A. has two hundred and 
twenty-five societies connected with it. 
From these societies, from individual 
donations, special gifts, and the labor 
of the president, the N. S. A. has had an 
income of less than ten thousand dollars 
in cash. The Spiritualists of this coun
try outnumber the Unitarians three to 
one. The latter have seventy-five years 
of organization against only seven years 
for the former. Perhaps the financial 
difference between the two bodies can 
be accounted for through the lack of or
ganization on our part; yet it does seem 
as if one hundred and fifty thousand 
Spiritualists might make at least one- 
half as good a showing as fifty thou
sand Unitarians. It may be urged that 
the Unitarians are all people of great 
wealth. Such is not the case. It is true 
that they have people of wealth among 
them, but In no greater proportion than 
do the Spiritualists. Many Spiritualists 
are Indeed poor in purse, and so are 
many Unitarians. The people of small 
means among the Unitarians love their 
religion as devotedly as do their 
wealthier brethren, and give according
ly. Among the Spiritualists, love for 
Spiritualism is perhaps felt, but it cer
tainly is not often expressed. Some 
there are in our ranks who give beyond 
their means, but they are the excep-’ 
tions and not the rule.

On several former occasions I have 
recommended the appointment of spe
cial financial agents to make house-to- 
house canvasses for funds for the N. S. 
A. This method has been quite success
ful in severai instances, as is proved by 
the example of Miss Buckwaiter, of 
Royersford, Pa. Her success is ample 
proof that the same plan would be of 
infinitely greater value If tried upon a 
larger scale, I yet have faith in the 
plan named, therefore I recommend 
that at least twelve reliable persons be 
appointed by the Incoming president, 
and sent out as solicitors of funds for 
our treasury. I again recommend that 
the special missionary sent out to assist 
our struggling local societies, be in
structed to make special efforts to 
reach individual friends of our cause in 
the same way,

REFORM WORK.
Something should be said by this con

vention upon the reform Issues of the 
day. I urge action upon the subject of 
capital punishment. It is a relic of bar
barism, and every Spiritualist owes It 
to our cause to labor with might and 
main to secure its abolition. The ques
tion of the age at which young girls can 
legally consent to their own ruin, is one 
in which every delegate to this conven
tion should feel a lasting interest. It is 
one of the giant evils of the times and 
should be dealth with in no uncertain 
manner. Social purity, political integ
rity, industrial improvements, equal 
suffrage for men and women, the initi
ative and referendum, protection for 
the youth of our country, temperance in 
all things, the abolition of war, the 
maintenance of International peace, op
position to medical monopoly, the ad
ministration of justice, class legislation 
and kindred reforms are all questions 
of moment to all lovers of liberty. I 
recommend that this convention, 
through its committee on resolutions, 
proclaim to the -world its position upon 
all of these great questions and all 
other issues that effect the welfare of 
our fellow-men.
PARIS SPIRITUALIST CONGRESS.

An International Congress of Spirit
ualists was held in Paris, France, Sept. 
15 to 24, A. D. 1900, S. E. 53. To that 
Congress the N. S. A. was Invited to 
send delegates, and the last annual con
vention directed that your president 
should appoint representatives from 
among those Spiritualists whom he 
knew would visit the Paris Exposition. 
Accordingly, Mrs. Addie L. Ballou, of 
San Francisco, Cal., Mons. Carlos Li
bert, of Detroit, Mich., and Dr. Dean 
Clarke, of Boston, Mass were duly com
missioned as delegates. Both Mrs. Bal
lou and Mr. Libert attended the Con
gress, but Dr. Clarke was obliged to re
turn to America before that body had 
assembled. As yet no report has been 
received from the N. S. A. representa
tives, but there is every reason to be
lieve that they attended to their duty 
faithfully, and that they will render a 
just and true account of their steward
ships. No expense accrues to the N. S. 
A. on account of these efficient envoys.

A SUGGESTION.
In view of the fact that the Mayer 

Fund will be filled ere this convention 
closes, and of the other associate fact 
that Mr. Mayer will deed the present 
headquarters of the N. S. A. to this as
sociation, as soon as thè fund is com
pleted, I venture to suggest that It 
wold be wise to dedicate one room in 
that Home to the investigation of all 
psychic phenomena.

GIFTS.
At this point I wish to acknowledge 

two gifts of real estate to the N. S. A. 
during the past year. Brother J. D. 
Munger has given one hundred and 
sixty acres of land in Scott Co., Kansas, 
to our association, on account of the 
Mayer Fund, while Brother E. A. 
Smith has also deeded two lots (it Lake 
Pleasant, Mass., to the same worthy 
purpose. These gentlemen have set 
their brethren throughout the nation a 
noble example, and have earned the 
sincere thanks of every friend of co
operation for their generosity. It is to 
be hoped that dozens of Spiritualists 
may be inspired to follow in their foot
steps in the near future. I must also 
call your attention to the generosity of 
Mr. Samuel I. Fronce, an octogenarian 
New England Spiritualist, who gaVe 
eighteen hundred dollars in cash to the 
Mayer Fund. Mr. Fronce earned his 
competency by the “sweat of his brow,” 
having been a working-man all through 
his life. Out of his hard earnings he 
saved enough to enable him to do some
thing for his religion, and at the same 
time, keep want from his own door, in 
all forms. This man is a true-blue 
Spiritualist—one who believes in Spirit
ualism in the fullest sense of the word, 
for he is willing to seal his devotion by 
dividing his means in his old age that 
our good cause may be sustained. I ask 
that special recognition be given to the 
three gentlemen above named for the 
noble example they have set their 
brethren in this nation.

TREASURER MAYER.'
Let me devote one paragraph at least 

to our honored treasurer, Theodore J. 
Mayer. It is to him’ we owe the inspira
tion of the Mayér Fund. Realizing as 
but few Spiritualists have, the great 
value of the N. S. A., Mr. Mayer re
solved that it should have the means at 
hand with which to do Its work. With 
him to resolve is to do, and he at once 
conceived the Idea of giving the present 
headquarters of thè N. S. A. to this 
body for its permanent home. Recog
nizing the law of reciprocity, he asked, 
the Spiritualists of the nation to meet 
him half-way, by giving as à body less 
than he gave alone to the cause. He 
was not satisfied with that proposition, 
but gave five hundred dollars to the 
fund he asked the people'to raise. He 
stands forth as one of the most devoted 
friends of Spiritualism found In thè 
form to-day. It is to him that the N. 8. 
A. will owe much of its future success. 
His pocket-book, heart and soul were 
all converted together. He needs no en
comiums In words from me. His-deeds 

speak for him, and constitute a monu
ment to a noble, unselfish life. .

CONCLUSION.
This convention completes a term of 

seven years of service for your present 
president. I cannot close this paper 
without expressing my gratitude to the 
many friends who have stood faithfully 
by me during that period. The cause 
of the N. S. A. has always been most 
dear to me, and to-day I am as deeply 
interested, aye,, even more bo, in its 
welfare than ever before. Through its 
mediumship great good has already ac
crued to Spiritualism, and by its means 
our cause will go on fr°m success unto 
suècess. It is the one hope of the fu
ture usefulness and prosperity of our 
movement. Lft us cherish our N. S. A., 
and seek by every honorable means to 
rally all Spiritualists around our glori
ous gold-and-white banner of truth and 
purity. I can only say to my friends, 
east, west, north and south, “I thank 
you, one and all,” for the repeated as
surances of your confidence and es
teem, for -your many helpful thoughts 
and timely aid, for the tender memories 
of past associations, and for your gener
ous responses to every appeal in behalf 
of the N. S. A. and the cause of co-op
eration that I have ever made during 
the seven years now gone from us for
ever. Let us face the new year with 
courage, and resolve that the work of 
the past years shall not have been in 
vain. Let us go from this place filled 
with the Inspiration that is born of no
bility of purpose, and make this day an 
epoch in our lives, even as it Js in the 
history of the organization in whose in
terests we are here assembled.

All of which is respectfully submitted, 
HARRISON D. BARRETT, 

President National Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation of the U. 8. A. and Dominion 
of Canada. - .

SPECIAL REPORT OF FIRST ASSO
CIATION OF SPIRITUALISTS OF 
PHILADELPHIA.
To the Officers and Delegates of the 

National Spiritualists Association in 
Convention Assembled, Greeting:—The 
past year our meetings have been ex
tremely successful from an educational 
standpoint We were fortunate In se
curing the services of Dr. N. F. Ravlin 
for the entire year, Who will also serve 
us this season. During our session of 
eight months, we held three meetings 
each Sunday, the Progressive Lyceum 
and Young People's Meeting preceding 
the regular afternoon service.

We find the best results eqpie from 
having a settled speaker,- and recom
mend that other societies try the same 
method.

We have just received a gift from one 
of our oldest members of seventy-two 
acres of farm land. This old gentleman 
is eighty-eight years of age and was 
for many years an earnest member. 
We have also been made—as has been 
mentioned before—the legatees of prop
erty to the amount of $30,900. This was 
to come to us as a Building Fund at the 
passing out of the heirs who are to re
ceive annuities. They, the heirs, were 
strictly enjoined not to’contest the will 
under penalty of losing their yearly in
come. The will was probated and we 
heard nothing further until we were 
served with notice that suit was about 
to be brought and fin attempt made to 
break the will. We immediately se
cured good counsel Ao defend us. Suit 
was brought and the suit was sustained, 
but an appeal was taken by the heirs 
and we are expecting another contest 
in a’ higher court. To defend a will re
quires funds, and knowing that there is 
a special defense fund for sustaining 
the wills and bequests of Spiritualists, 
known as the Babe Will Defense Fund, 
which can be used for no other purpose; 
we respectfully ask that as we are the 
oldest Spiritualist Society In the world, 
holding continuous meetings practically 
since 1841, first as a Psychical Re
search, afterwards called Society for the 
Study of Nature’s Divine Revelations, 
by Andrew Jackson Davis, and'finally 
merging into the First Association of 
Philadelphia, and hold as such charter 
No. 4 of the N. S. A., that you will ap
propriate such sum from that fund as 
will help us meet the expense of these 
suits. It would Indeed be unfortunate 
if we should lose the legacy with which 
we hope to build a Memorial Hall to 
the friend who so kindly remembered 
us. This is what we are Instructed to 
do by the terms of the will.

Therefore, we hope this body will 
take favorable action on this question, 
and vote an approprlation'to this society 
to be used for this purpose. We hope 
that in the future there wllj be more 
personal Interest taken by the officers 
and members of the Board of Trustees 
of the N. 8. A. In this Association.

We extend any and all of them a most 
cordial invitation to visit uh' at any 
time. Yours fraternally, -

CAPT. F. J. KEFFER, Pres. 
F. H. MORRILL, Sec’y.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON DEL
EGATES’ REPORTS.

Mr. Chairman and Delegates of the 
Convention:
Your committee reports that out of 

200 societies chartered by the N. S..A., 
only 40 have filed reports. We think 
that this is mainly dne to the present 
form of calling for statistics. We 
therefore recommend a revision of the 
same, or substitute brief written re
ports, embodying such statistics as can 
be furnished by each society.

Local Societies—Membership.—It is 
very discouraging to note the weak con
dition o£ some of the societies numer
ically and financially. Of the forty re
ports referred to us for consideration, 
six have given no information excepting 
the names of officers. Others state the 
numbers of enrolled members to be 7, 8, 
9,11,12 and 14, and some hold less than 
six -meetings during the year. Seven 
societies give their membership from 20 
to 30, and five from 40 to 75.

Financial Condltlon.—Some of the so
cieties report their financial reclpts for 
the year, to be less than $10. Several 
give their receipts from $25 to $100 for 
the year. We recommend the consider
ation of this question to the conven
tion, as it is the opinion of your com
mittee that no local society except In 
active service should be entitled to rep
resentation on the fldor of this conven
tloh. . / . s

Encouraging Features.—In spite of 
the deficiencies enumerated above, we 
have many encouraging features to re
port Eight societies state that their 
financial receipts range from $100 to 
$700, While at least six societies have 
expended from $1,200 to $2,800 in or
der to maintain the year’s work. Two 
societies have temples of their own. 
Very few report a balance In the treas
ury.

We recommend a fuller report of the 
work of each chartered society, as from 
the meagre details furnished this com
mittee it is very difficult to estimate the 
yearly work of the chartered, societies, 
and that where a proxy must be ap
pointed, direct instructions be handed 
to such proxy and that such proxy be 
Instructed to carry out the wishes'of 
the society represented as. far as pos
sible.

Children’s Lyceum.—Two Children’s 
Lyceums connected with the First As
sociation of Philadelphia and the Chil-. 
dren’s Prpgresslve Lyceum No. 1 of 
Boston, Mass., send encouraging reports 
of the year’s work. The Bostbn’Spifit-' 

ua! Lyceum No, 2 also.-^end^ (n an In
teresting report ot their Sunday ses
sions. This lyceum work being vital to 
rhe present and future.<$f Spiritualism, 
ypur committee recommends r that the 
welfare of the lyceum cause be referred 
to the National Lyceum Association.

Camp-Meeting Associations., — The 
Mississippi Valley Spiritualists Associ
ation is the only Camp, Association fil
ing a statement. It reports ; a very 
prosperous season, inteuestingiineetlngs 
and an increase in members. Etna, 
Verona, Madison and other camps hold 
charters. These camps have done 
mucn efficient work in connection with 
the N. S. A .and we regret .not being 
able to give them due credit. -.1

At Onset camp $400 .¡was Collected, 
yet owing to the 1’orm^of organization 
existing there, they cannot become aux
iliary to the N. S. A. Your committee 
recommends that the secretary be in
structed to issue a circular letter im
pressing upon all chartered societies the 
importance of rendering a full report 
of their work.

State Associations.—All of the reports 
rendered from the State Associations 
are encouraging. Minnesota, Massa
chusetts, Michigan, Connecticut and 
Wisconsin all state that their prospects 
are good. New York rendered through 
its president a verbal account of the 
good work done by the state associa
tion.

The Minnesota Association is the 
Banner Association for .the year. 
Nearly $2,000 was raised during the 
year and a large portion of it was ex
pended in missionary work. We feel 
that the flourishing condition of this 
state association is mainly due to the 
efficient labors of the state mission
aries, Mr. and Mrs. George W. Kates, 
and that thjs is one of the. strongest ar
guments that can be offered in favor of 
keeping missionaries in the field. Your 
committee feels that the. labors of such 
missionaries as Mr. and Mrs. Kates and 
Mr. and Mrs. Sprague cannot be too 
highly appreciated and recommend that 
they be accorded the thanks of this 
convention. •

The Massachusetts Stat? Association 
reports that they have accomplished 
much missionary work in,, that state. 
They hold special meetings in good 
halls, with free admission to the pub
lic. The plan of organization of this 
association is in the opinion of your 
committee one of the best for the in
terest of propaganda work. .

The Ohio State Association reports 
having held a number of mass-meetings 
in different parts of the state, and that 
they are prospering. ■ '

The California State Association has 
also accomplished much efficient work. 
They hold their annua! convention In 
San Jose, also anniversary services in 
San Francisco. The board of trustees 
defended the workers against taxation 
and unjust legislation. At San Jose a 
building has been purchased and dedi
cated through what is 'known as the 
"Sleeper Trust Fund.” This report was 
given by the delegate'irom the Cali
fornia State Association in the absence 
of official report of the secretary.

President’s Report.—Your committee 
has carefully read that portldn of the 
President's report which was'submitted 
to this committee for consideration. 
Wq,flnd that the deplorable condition of 
the societies as reported direct is veri
fied by the president's report-1

Your committee favors the 'adoption 
of the President’s reconimendation that 
a special missionary be appointed to 
visit the societies now In existence and 
especially those chartered by the N. S. 
A., for the purpose of assisting them in 
their work and that such missionaries 
be Instructed to solicit 'donations from 
friends known to be interested In the 
cause of Spiritualism, ahd help strength
en the societies instead of depleting 
their treasuries.

Your committee requests that this 
convention adopt the President’s rec
ommendation and appoint such special 
missionary.

All of which is respectfullysubmltted, 
M. E. CADWALLADER,

Chairman.
CARRIE F. LORING, 
EMMA NICKERSON WARNE, 
THOMAS GRIMSHAW, 
A. 0. DUNN.

SECRETARY’S FINANCIAL RE-
PORT.

from October 1. 1899, to October 1, 1900.
Bslance on band October 1,1899......................3 2.607 62
Total received from all aourcea. Oct. 1,1899 

to Sept. 80. 1900............................................. 11,608 89

Total amount disbursed, Oct. 1, 1899, to Sept.*1’'818 M
S""1900.............................................................. 4.715 01

Balance on band Oct 1, 1900..............
Special Historian Fund.....................i
Babe Will Defense Fund...............
Mediums Defense Fund....................
General Fund (Including Home 

Fund)................*............................

.............4 9,601 00
I 18 29

402 55
525 14

8,555 02 4 9,501 00
CABH RECEIVED, AB FOLLOWS:

Due« from Chartered Socletlc«..........tsps 38
Collections from Chartered Societies ITS 58 « 773 M 
Mayer Home Fund.......................... ...........
Services of President, H. D. Barrett. 
Receipts from Convention of 1899.... 
Contributions toN. S.A.................... .— ™ — ■— .I,..,....,.. —
Contributing Member«......................................
Registering OrdlnaUons................................ ;
Receipt« from Special Missionary (Addle

Ballon)........... .....................................
Bent from Secretory.........................
Sale of Donated Books......................................
Sale of Annual Reports.....................................
Miscellaneous Receipts...........................

Total Bccelptt..............................................j
CASH EXPENDED, AS FOLLOWS:

President'* Services................. ....................  <
Secretary’* Salary.................................. ”
Bent..............................................................
Convention Expense*, 1899, (Including hall 

rent, etc., for 1900).............................
Trustee's Traveling Expense«... ..............
Postage..>................ .......................................
Express.............. . ......... ......... . ’ ”
Fuel............................................ ................
Advertising.......... . ................... ...................
Telegrams................... . ................ .................
Printing.......... . .................   ,
Ga.................................................. ..................
Special Missionary (Addie Ballou).................
Miscellaneous Office Expense« (Supplies, 

Janitor Service, Stenographer for Presi
dent, Secretary’s Clerk hire, Special Sta
tionery for Mayer Home Fund, and other 
expenses as Itemized In Ledger)........... .

9.857 88 
837 64 
671 80

66 00 
29 00 
45 00

60 59
240 00 

4 40 
8 05

14 52

570 00 
991 63 
480 00
726 40 
776 82 
287 66

10 88 
37 87

9 03 
29 22 
72 57
IS 24 

845 10

865 89

.«11.608 89
I: -

Total Expenso«. ...4 4,715 01

TREASURER’S STATEMENT. 
For Year October 1. issilo October 1, ispo.

Balance on bund October! 18W.... ancor si 
Received from Oct, 1, 1899 to'Dec. ■ «

81, 1899......................  .43,072 67
Received from Jan. 1,-1900 tartar, r 

31, 1900........................................... ‘M)24
Received from Apr. 1,1900 to'June 'Lb 

80, 1900.......  3(MI 67 - '
Received from July 1, 1900 to Sept. ’

30. 1900.....................  .A:... 81 11,608 39

Total on hand and rec’d during the year «14.216 bl 
Disbursed from Oct. 1, 1899 to Dec, .

31, 1899............ .'............. ;.iSi.....»l;9B 73 - .'
Disbursed from Jan. 1, 1900 to.Mar. ,,,. '

81, 1900.......... ......... ..-.-.TL..;. 31 '
Dlaburaed from Apr. 1,1900 toijune all . ’ 
_30. 1900...................... .+.....-1,583 25
Disbursed from July 1, 1900 ttfSept. 

SO, 1900..........  ■.■■.■.;n„.., 7fe78 -4,715 01
Balance on hand Oct l, lobi,.’..'.. . « 9,531 gg

. BECARgntlTIOSli’ - 
GeneralandHomeFnnd......?..L.6®55 02 
Mediums Fnnd...............'.'I...,. JIBi M . 
Historian Fund..J&b 29 
Babe WIU Fund...^02 55 39,501 00

Respectfully submitted " 
- - - TH)«)DoUI J. MATEB, 

.. '■ ' .Treasurer. ;

REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS.

A goodly number of delegates assem
bled Monday evening in-the parlore of 
the Forest- City House, and were wel
comed In a short speech by Loe F. Prior, 
the present speaker for one of the local 
societies here. ' .. “

Responses were made, by President 
Barrett, Mrs.. Longley, Mr. Mayer, Dr. 
Peebles, Moses,and' Mattle Hull, Mrs. 
Lillie, Willard J. Hull, .Mrs. Loring, J. 
B. Hatch, G. W, Kates, Mrs. Twing and 
John W. Ring. Aithe conclusion of, 

the program there waa a general hand
shaking and renewing of acquaintances 
both old and new.

Dr, Peebles, with snowy hair and 
beard, and looking like a veritable pa
triarch, still insists that he is quite a 
young man, aud Is still determined to 
round out a century of useful life.

“Our Moses,” fresh from new victo
ries, was looking and seemingly feeling 
as tresh and vigorous as usual, though 
traveling many thousand miles and 
making continual speeches for the last 
six weeks, '

The many friends of Dr. Nellie Mo
sher were rejoiced that she had so far 
recovered as to enable her to be pres
ent, also for privilege of greeting Mrs. 
Barrett, while the Barrett Baby, in the 
hands of J. B> Hatch, was very much in 
evidence as the youngest member ' 
the Boston Progressive Lyceum.

of

FIRST DAY-TUESDAY.
The convention assembled in the

beautiful Chamber of Commerce hall at 
10 a. m., Tuesday, October 16, with 
President Barrett in the chair. Exer
cises .were opened with congregational 
singing, “Shout the Glad Tidings,” led 
by Moses Hull, Addresses of welcome 
by President Hayes, of the South Side 
Society, and by President Black, of the 
Ohio State Association. Response by 
President Barrett, followed with short 
speeches by Mr. Bond, Dr. Peebles, W. 
J. Hull, Moses and Mattie Hull, D. P. 
Dewey, G. W- Kates, W. H. Bach, Mrs. 
Warne, Mrs. Ressegue, Mrs. Twing and 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

Mrs. Longley, secretary of the N. S. 
A., followed and feelingly referred to 
our ascended sister, Mrs. Hllligoss, of 
Anderson, Ind., stating the fact that 
just before her passing out she desired 
that her watch and chain (a valuable 
one) should be sold and the proceeds de
voted as her contribution to the Mayer 
Fund. Mrs. Longley considered the 
watch well worth one hundred dollars, 
and suggested if a purchaser could be 
found the money would be turned over 
to the N. 8. A. Maggie Gaule promptly 
accepted the offer and the matter was 
disposed of. '

Appointment of committees and rules 
followed.

The report of committee on rules was 
accepted seriatim on motion of G. W. 
Kates. Report on rules accepted as a 
whole with the exception that a change 
was made In the closing hour of the 
morning session. The report of- this 
committee necessitated the temporary 
suspension of Sec. 2, Art. 1, of the by
laws, as the report provided for the 
election of officers on Thursday Instead 
of waiting for the last hours of the con
vention as heretofore.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
Committees on ways and means and 

on resolutions were appointed, followed 
by, reading the annual report of Presi
dent Barrett. Motion of Mrs. Cadwal- 
lader to consider the report seriatim 
was amended on motion of Judge Dunn 
and referred to committee.

Reports of secretary and treasurer 
were referred to the auditing commit
tee. At this point In the proceedings, 
Alonzo Thompson, of Nebraska, took 
the floor and made a rousing speech in 
behalf of completing the Mayer Fund. 
He cited the fact that life was a very 
uncertain affair (himself and Judge 
Dunn being mixed up in the railroad 
wreck on the Lake Shore, Sunday 
night) and insisted that the remaining 
amount be raised right there and then, 
which was done in very short order, and 
we are now assured of a permanent 
home for the N. S. A. •

Appointment of committees on amend
ments, our arisen friends, delegates’ re
ports and auditing followed, when 
meeting adjourned.

EVENING SESSION.
A most excellent program was

the

ar-
ranged for the evening. Invocation by 
Mary T. Longley; overture, “Twilight,” 
by Prof. Fessler; lecture, “Spiritualism 
and its Achievements During the Last 
Century,” by Mrs. H. L. P. Ressegue, 
who has not lost any of her old-time fire 
and eloquence. She was followed by 
«Mrs. Flora Russell in a soprano solo 
which was beautifully rendered.

W. H. Bach gave a short but enter
taining speech on the Literature of 
Spiritualism, and was followed by John 
W. Ring, of Galveston, who command
ed the closest attention of the entire 
audience. Tenor solo by Wesley Koppe, 
followed with spirit messages by Zaida 
B. Kates; soprano solo, Zetta Lois Else; 
messages by Margaret Gaule, and vio
lin solo by Prof. Anson W. Evans, con
cluded the program for the evening.

SECOND DAY-WEDNESDAY.
A communication from the Business 

.Men’s League of Cleveland, tendering 
all delegates of the convention a trolley 
ride to the various points of interest, 
was accepted for Thursday morning.

The proposition to change constitution 
relating to the election of trustees, was 
referred to committee and was followed 
by a general discussion regarding state 
associations.

Reports of special financial agents 
were then considered, followed by dis
cussion on ways and means.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
- Consideration of president's report.
Resolution by Judge Dunn, that the 

board of trustees are hereby authorized 
and directed to employ competent, 
gifted persons (not more than six) to 
spread the gospel of Spiritualism 
among the people. That their field of 
labor shall be specified by the board, as 
well as their salaries, and to be paid out 
of the general fund. That their espe
cial duties should be determined by the 
board, and they shall report to the con
vention at the next session the result of 
their labors. Resolution carried.
-Quite a long discussion followed on 

the recommendation of President Bar
rett to send greetings under seal of this 
Association to- other fraternal organi
zations, including the W. O. T. U. 
Upon the vote the motion was lost as to 
the W. C. T. U., but was sustained as 
to, the-Equal'Suffrage Association. .

It was expressly, reiterated that as a 
body representing the Spiritualists at 
large, we still' declare for-every reform 
movement that has for its object the 
elevation of humanity, but In view of 
the fact that past experiences of many 
of our earnest and best workers have 
not been of a nature to warrant affilia
tion With such bodies as the W. C. T. 
U., that when attempted they have 
been met with contempt and a spirit of 
ostracism, it was thought best by a ma
jority to -wait until we can affiliate with 
such organizations upon an equal foot
ing. ,
;A resolution presented by Judge 

Dunn, that a room be set apart at head- 
quartersof the N. S. A. for the proper 
investigation of psychic phenomena, 
was carried.

A telegram was here read by Presi
dent Barrett, announcing the transition 
of Mrs. F. C. Stinehart, of Dubuque, la., 
and a fitttlng response conveying the 
sympathy, of the convention as a body, 
to friends and relatives, was ordered.

’ EVENING SESSION.
Another splendid, audience assembled 

and was rewarded by the rendering of a 
most excellent programme: Invocation, 
Carrie F. Loring; violin solo, Mrs. An
son-VV. Evans; soprano solb, Jennie De 
Long; lecture, Mrs, R. S. Lillie;. tenor 
solo. Wesley Koppe; lecture. Dr. J. M.

Peebles; soprano solo,, Mrs. Flora E. 
Russell; soprano solo, Zetta Lois Else.

Spirit messages of a most convincing 
character were given by F. Gorden 
White and Maggie Gaule.

We are having most beautiful weath
er, and the general interest in these 
evening sessions 1b attested by the fact 
that' notwithstanding a great political 
demonstration with "Teddy” as an at
traction, over seven hundred people 
found their way to the hall.

THIRD DAY-THURSDAY. ■
The morning session opened with the 

reading of communications from Addle 
L. Ballou, J. O. Underhill, A. A. McIn
tyre, J, B. Townsend, G. O. B. Ewell, 
G. W. Burnham, Mary O. VonKanzler, 
R. Watrous, and Mayor Rose, of Wil- 
waukee, who depicted in glowing terms 
the beauties and advantages of the 
Cream City as a location for the next 
convention. ,

Reports of various committees fol
lowed. The proposition to substitute 
bl-ennial meetings was lost, yearly 
meetings being deemed necessary for 
the best good of the association.

The proposition for individual, mem
bership, making life members upon the 
payment of one hundred dollars, and 
five-year memberships upon the pay
ment of twenty-five dollars, also failed 
to carry.

Proposed amendments of by-laws, 
Art 11, Sec. 2 by Inserting after “local 
associations,” the words, “holding state 
charters,” was lost.

Art. 8, Sec. 8, that no person shall be 
entitled to represent more than one so
ciety on the floor of this convention, or 
be allowed to cast more than one vote 
upon any question. Carried.

Art. 8, Sec. 8, by adding, “and a brief 
report of the work accomplished by 
such society during the year.”

Moved and carried that we proceed 
to cast an Informal ballot for president.

This resulted as follows: H. D. Bar
rett, 67; E. W. Bond, 3; Moses Hull, 2; 
Judge Dunn, 2; A. J. Weaver, O. L._ 
Stevens, and G. W. Kates, each receiv
ing one vote.

Nominees for vice-president were C. 
L. Stevens, T. M. Locke, Carrie E. S. 
Twing, and Moses Hull. This resulted 
in T. M. Locke receiving 38 votes; O. L. 
Stevens, 22; Mrs. Twing, 18; Moses 
Hull, 2. Neither candidate receiving a 
majority, there was no election. Thos. 
M. Locke was then elected by acclama
tion.

Mary T. L'ongley wall re-elected secre
tary by acclamation.

The present incumbent for treasurer, 
T. J. Mayer, was considered to be pre
eminently the right man in the right 
place, and received the enthusiastic vote 
of the entire convention.

Four of the old trustees, D. P. Dewey, 
I. O. I. Evans, Alonzo Thompson, and 
O. D. Pruden, were re-elected, while C. 

,L. Stevens was elected to fill the place 
vacated by Mr. Bond, who declined to 
serve for another term.

The following resolution was pre
sented by Mr. Bond: No officer or trus
tee, with the exception of the president 
and secretary, shall draw from or be 
imhursed from the funds of this asso
ciation for any expenses incurred by 
reason of attending the annual conven
tions of the N. S. A., subsequent to the 
present. Resolution lost.

EVENING SESSION.
Another fine program was presented 

for the evening, consisting of ten-min
ute speeches, by E. W. Sprague, W. M. 
Lockwood, Mrs. Cadwallader, Oscar A. 
Edgerly, Jennie B. Hagan-Brown, Thos. 
Grimshaw and G. W. Kates.

Spirit messages were given' by Mrs. 
Loe F. Prior, Tillie U. Reynolds and O. 
H. Flguers. They all did excellent 
work in their line and gave entire satls- 
factloln.

A short interruption occurred In the 
program for the purpose of allowing 
Alonzo Thompson to present the fur
ther claims of the N. S. A. and solicit
ing further funds for missionary pur
poses. This resulted In pledges and col
lection of nine hundred dollars.

The meeting was an enthusiastic one, 
and the climax was readied when Mr. 
Mayer stepped to the front and pre
sented President Barrett with the deed 
to the new home.

FOURTH DAY-FRIDAY.
The whole forenoon was occupied in 

listening to reports of committees, as 
was a portion of the afternoon session. 
The following resolutions were adopted:

Whereas, Modern Spiritualism is the 
recognition of universal principles oper
ative in nature, immortality a fact in 
nature, and spirit return and communi
cation the avenue through which im
mortality Is demonstrated, we submit 
the following resolutions as embodying 
our position touching topics now upper
most in progressive thought.

Resolved, That Spiritualism teaches 
that there is a spiritual world of vary
ing grades in co-relatlon with this 
world, which is as tangible and real to 
those living In that world as the earth 
is to us.

Resolved, That Spiritualism teaches 
that the event called death is not disas
trous, not a penalty for sin, but an event 
as natural as birth, and calculated to 
let us into a world of unlimited possi
bilities.

Resolved That there is a higher sys
tem of ethics than has yet been recog
nized by state or church; that when we 
look as carefully after those who bake 
our children’s bread and wash and iron 
their clothing as we do on the system 
of ethics that we teach them, the on
coming generation will rise to a higher 
standard qf health, morality, and intel
lectual attainment than the world has 
yet seen.

Resolved, That as temperance con
sists in a moderate use of things bene
ficial, and total abstinence from every
thing injurious, physical, mental, and 
moral, Is essential to our well-being, we 
declare that Intoxicating liquors, opi
ates, tobacco, and all unnecessary stim
ulants should be avoided.

Resolved, That while we are opposed 
to the existing medical laws which re
strict the right to heal the sick and re
lieve pain, to those only who have 
passed examination in some of the pres
ent schools of medicine, and to all ef
forts being made -to enact so-called 
medical laws, we would advise all who 
attempt to treat the sick to become 
thoroughly acquainted with anatomy, 
physiology, hygiene, and the general 
laws of health,

Resolved, That we are opposed to any 
law or laws In our Constitution, nation
al and state, recognizing any system of 
faith under the guise of religion..

Resolved that all wars at this stage 
of human progress are brutal and mor
ally injurious to the welfare of society, 
and that all International disputes 
should be settled by boards of arbitra
tion, thus ushering in the era of uni
versal peace on earth, good will to men.

Resolved, That capita! punishment Is 
a relic of barbarism, wholly inimical to 
modern ideas concerning crime causes 
and their cure. We favor the abolition 
of the death penalty. .. .

Resolved, That compulsory vaccina
tion is not only, unwise, unconstitution
al, and un-American, but dangerous to 
health, causing eczema, erysipelas, can
cer, tumors, syphilis, and often death.

Resolved, That as our children are to 
be our successors In the work of Spirit
ualism, it is oiir duty as ah association. 

progressive lyeoums and establishing a '■ 
paper In the interests of our young peo-

Resolved, That as we believe In & 
larger develojimeiit for our speakers 
and platform workers, we should use 
our Influence In every way practicable, 
both as an association and as Individ
uals, to assist the training schools now- 
established and to establish others 
when it is practicable to do so.

Resolved, That we view with gratifi
cation the awakened Interest In the 
higher Inspiration and guidance of th© 
spiritual world, which, under the name 
of altruism has taken such thorough 
hold upon numbers of the workers In 
our cause, and we feel that continued 
attention directed toward the working 
forces of altruism Is deserved, looking 
to the amelioration of suffering every
where, We urge that special meetings 
be devoted to this purpose amongst our 
societies, and the proceeds thereof 
given to the poor.

Resolved, That all of our camp-meet
Ing associations and all other large and 
continuous gatherings of Spiritualists 
be requested to devote one day of their 

consideration of the work 
of the N. S. A., and that a collection be 
taken for Its benefit; that some officer 
of the N. S. A. or other deputized per
son be authorized to represent the N. 8; 
A. at such meeting.

Resolved, That mass conventions b< 
held in conjunction with the several 
state associations in every state, in 
such numbers and places as, to the trus< 
tees of this association, may seem 
proper. That In all States where no or« 

on „ “,8ts “ass conventions
• xi ba called and held by the trustees 
i >i e & A-> as In their judgment 

shall seem best. -
Resolved, That while we rejoice at 

the good work being done by itinerant 
lecturers and mediums, and hope to sea 
their numbers and usefulness greatly 
Increased, we rejoice also at the grow
ing conviction among Spiritualists that 
there should be settled speakers in ev
ery place able to sustain them, and that 
In other places where one society is not 
able to settle speakers, several societies 
may invite and settle a speaker, who 
can divide his time and work among' 
them, thus giving speakers and people 
better opportunity to co-operate with 
each other.

Resolved, That some effort should be 
made to bring Spiritualism more prom« 
nently before those who shall visit' 
Buffalo during the Pan-American Ex« 
position. A headquarters and reading
room should be opened, under tha 
charge of some nitelllgent person, who 
could answer questions concerning 
meetings, mediums, speakers, and oth
er such questions as strangers would be 
liable to ask.

Resolved, That the work and relation 
the Mediums' Protective Association 
sustains towards the Spiritualistic 
movement should be thoroughly under
stood, to the end that its legitimate ef
forts receive proper endorsement when 
the integrity of its basic principles 19 
established and found to be in harmony 
with the purposes and intent of our pro- 
presslve philanthropy, and to that end 
we recommend that a committee be ap
pointed to confer with Its executive offi
cers that greater unity of effort may be 
established.

Carrie E. S. Twing Introduced the 
matter of the Jubilee deficit which still 
amounts to about a thousand dollars, 
and after considerable debate, motion 
was made to refer it to the incoming 
board, .and it was carried.

The following resolution was intro
duced by Dr. Emma N. Warne: That 
the Rev. Moses Hull be made the cham
pion of debate and discussion in the 
field of Modern Spiritualism, under the 
endorsement of the N. S. A., which was 
carried.

A proposition and motion by Willard 
J. Hull, that the salary of Secretary 
Longley be increased to $1,200, was de
clined on the part of that little lady for 
the reason she did not consider the as
sociation able to pay that amount 
One Instance and proof that there ara 
still some people who are not in office 
simply for all they can get out of it.

On recommendation of GK W. Kates, 
it was voted to pay her the same sal
ary as the past year, namely, one thou
sand dollars.

The proposition of G. W. Kates to pay 
President Barrett the same salary as 
was paid last year, was carried.

Mrs. R. S. Lillie referred to the gener
ous offer of Dr. A. B. Spinney, of Reed 
City, Mich., to-wit, that he would care 
for the weary and worn laborers and 
the needy among Spiritualists, at his 
sanitarium, for the very reasonable 
compensation of five dollars per week, 
and twenty-five cents additional for 
washing, and thought his very gener
ous offer should receive consideration 
erated bls offer before the convention 
erated his offed before the convention 
and the matter was referred to the in
coming board, with power to act.

On motion of G. W. Kates It was de
cided to revise the constitution and by
laws in accordance with the notes of 
this convention.

Quite a lively interest was manifested 
regarding the place of holding the next 
annual meeting, Washington, D. O., 
Milwaukee, WIs., and Buffalo, N. Y„ 
setting forth their respective claims for 
consideration. The result of ballot 
taken resulted as follows. Washington, 
36, while Buffalo and Milwaukee had 
11 each.

Reports of secretary and treasurer of 
the National Lyceum Association were 
read and adopted.

EVENING SESSION.
The following and final programme 

was offered for the evening: Invoca
tion, Dr. J. M. Peebles; piano solo, Prof. 
C. F. Fessler; lecture, Carrie E. 8. 
Twing; contralto solo, Mary E. Akers; 
lecture, Rev. Moses Hull; soprano solo, 
Jennie DeLong; messages, Mrs. Zaida 
B. Kates; soprano solo, Mrs. Flora E. 
Russell; messages, Maggie Gaule; so
prano solo, Zetta Lois Else; contralto ■ 
solo, Lucy Hull Smith.

P

CONVENTION NOTES. :
Owing to the vast amount of business 

before the association, Infinite Intelll- 
gence was not disturbed, and we must 
be reconciled to be infinitely Intelligent 
another year.

Cleveland Is a beautiful place for con
vention purposes, and was beautifully 
Illuminated on account of “home week,” 
and mass meetings for Bryan and 
Roosevelt respectively. '

The trolley ride tendered by the busl- 
ness men's league was thoroughly en
joyed; the hotel accommodations were 
first-class. , ?

The hall was exceedingly beautiful, 
and the music of a high order, while the 
test mediums one and all did splendid 
and convincing work. : .

The convention was a harmonious 
one and what is more cheering, a total 
of more than eighteen hundred dollars 
was raised to complete the Mayer Fund 
and carry on the work. It Is the con
sensus of opinion that we have at last , 
made an excellent beginning toward a . 
solid and permanent organization, and 
all feel encouraged to re-double their 
efforts for the complete success of the
N, S. A. WILL C. HODGE.
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Cathollo Arraignment of Protestant
ism.

“The Brothers of Christian Educa
tion," at the Paris Exposition, have 
sent forth a circular by one of Its mem
bers, in which they arraign Protestant
ism, as If they, who are Roman Cath
olics, were exempt from criticism. In 
their indictment, which they claim was 
written by a boy of fifteen, occurs 
among other things the following alle
gations:

“Protestantism is no religion; it is 
only a rebellion against all religions. It 
has none of the marks of religion. It 
lacks universality In time, place, and in 
the world. Protestants descended from 
Luther and Calvin, and Indeed from the 
heretics of the first centuries, who were 
rightly condemned because they had 
departed from the teachings of the 
apostles.

“Protestantism is unfruitful of good 
works. Even If England does spend 
millions in mission work and in the 
free distribution of the Bible, this work 
does not end in good results.

Protestants have no unity. Their re
ligion is based on the free investigation 
of the Bible, and everybody Interprets 
the Scriptures to suit his own taste. Its 
sects are innumerable, and many are 
ridiculous communions. Protestants no 
longer believe In the divinity of Christ. 
In Germany it Is forbidden the pastors 
to preach that Christ is God; and the 
most learned Protestant theological 
professors of that country maintain 
that Jesus Christ never existed.

“Protestantism Is thus really no re
ligion at all. It Is a source of great im
morality, because It teaches that good 
works are not meritorious, and thus 
does not give man the motive or the 
ability to contend against himself and 
his evil passions and to grow In good 
Works and virtues. Accordingly Protest
antism destroys all moral principles.”

With a correspondingly clear arraign
ment of Catholicism from a Protestant 
standpoint, a very correct opinion could 

'be formed of the demerits of Chris
tianity.

Then would come the scholar and 
prove that the Catholic mother church 
Is only a slightly revised Roman Pagan
ism; that the daughter, Protestantism, 
ashamed of the vices and misdeeds of 
her maternal ancestor, attempted a re
form, but had fallen Into the same deep 
mire with the parent, drinking from a 
common fountain, and absorbing the 
Identical dogmas which had made the 
mother the disreputable creature she is.

• Positively Criminal. .
An act the effect of which la to pro

duce crime is criminal of Itself and 
should be suppressed. Sometimes per
sons with honest Intention, but mis
taken policy, engage In doing that 
which culminates In murder. They vin
dicate themselves under the specious 
plea that their purpose was praise
worthy, but Ignorant of the conse
quences when they engaged in it, and 
are blameless, though wholesale mur
der followed. Such persons may not be 
amenable in courts of law, their good 
iutentlon shielding them from punish
ment; but in the court of conscience 
they are not only reprehensible, but ac
tually criminal, and If they do not suf
fer therefor it is because they are 
steeled by false education to look com
placently on their ill-advised acts.

Take the case of the missionaries who 
enter upon proselytlug expeditions to 
distant and strange peoples. The in
tention is probably good enough; but, 
as in the case of China,- they have 
caused a terrible waste of. life, and en
tailed a world of suffering on those who 
had never wronged them. Had the 
missionaries been the only persons to 
suffer It would be another affair. The 
real victims are the so-called heathen 
converts and their families, These con
verts, before conversion, were living in 
security with their own people. They 
were protected by law, and their morals 
were above reproach. They worshiped 
a God who had extended better protec
tion to their nation, than had been ex
tended to any other nation under the 
sun; because It had been preserved in
tact for thousands of years, and had be
come many times more populous than 
any other nation on the globe. True, 
they did not worship the son of a Ju
dean peasant, neither did they credit 
him with being the equal of the Cre
ator and possessing the attributes of a 
God. They loved Buddha, however, a 
character worthy of any man’s esteem, 
both for his noble life and exalted 
teachings. But this did not give sat
isfaction to outside agitators. It was 
necessary to dragoon them into a new 
faith, to furnish employment for a body 
of zealots. The result:

These native Christians assumed 
superiority on their conversion over 
their fellows, and became egotistical 
and arrogant. They talked and acted 
as Christian bigots always talk and act, 
as If superior to common mortals, be
cause they held special relations with 
God.

Human nature may tolerate such a 
silly claim for a time, but ultimately it 
becomes oppressive and culminates in 
ignoring the assumption, and perhaps 
in giving the aggressor a lesson. This 
Is just what was done In China. 
Classed as Pagans, represented as in
curring divine displeasure, and certain 
of eternal torment after death, while 
their ancestors whom they adored, they 
were assured were companioned with 
devils In the unseen world. They could 
not brook the Insult. Their government 
l;ad by the duplicity and knavery of 
the missionaries opened their doors to 
these false teachers, and seeing no re
dress from the constituted authorities 
they attempted to right the wrongs 
themselves.

Fanatics In their own faith these 
Boxers, as we call them, took the power 
into their own hands, and did what 
angry mobs always do, became the 
aggressors.

Were not the missionaries, then, in 
view of these facts, the direct cause of 
all this waste of life in China? And 
were not all those who Innocently cou-

Error Never Meepe. !
A Mrs. E. Blanchard Cook, president 

of the Chicago Women’s Educational 
Union, bos complied a book of selected 
Bible Readings, which Interested par
ties'are trying to Introduce tat®' 016 
schools of Chicago, and we , présume 
elsewhere, for reading lessons. It is 
claimed the book Is valuable because of 
its ethical teaching. Its great worth, of 
course,' rests upon the claim that the 
extracts are made from the “Word of 
God,” fhus carrying a falsehood to the 
minds of pupils before they have taken 
a single lesson. Then they would be 
introduced to the Lord’s Prayer, to the 
Ten Commandments, and to selections 
from Proverbs as emanations from 
God; and yet they want the authorities 
who have charge of the public schools, 
to understand It is ethics, not religion, 
which Is taught in the book.

The Bible in the schools supported by 
taxes on all the people, would be a 
gross outrage, and cannot be tolerated. 
Were it to be introduced, the first ques
tion would be: What Bible, or extracts 
from the same, is to be used? The 
Catholics will repulse the King James 
translation; the Protestants won’t sub
mit to the Douay translation; the Jews 
have their own rendering of the Old 
Testament; some of the sects would 
want the late Revised Edition; and a 
multitude of people don’t want any of 
them,' fully conscious the morals of the 
present age are infinitely better than 
those of two thousand or more years 
ago; besides we have living witness 
acquainted with our schools, and the 
children to be taught in them, who are 
a thousand times better qualified to. 
supply present needs than was any 
priest of any preceding age. Besides 
this, they will not be compelled to im
pose on the world, and say the book 
was Gbd-lnspired, to make it acceptable 
to those'who may use it.

As we write we notice the School 
Board seems to consider Bible Reading 
in the schools of Chicago as settled by 
its past action, and it has no disposition 
to revive an old wrangle. It Is probable 
it will act officially on the question be-
fore we go to press, and we trust 
harmony with its former judgment

in

tributed their dimes and dollars to 
the missionary cause somewhat 
sponsible for the terrible outcome?

ald 
re-

Down there In Sierra Leone, In 
Africa, there was recently a parallel 
case in a smaller way to that in China. 
Rev. Mr. Caln, three assistants, Rev. 
Mr. Clements, his wife, and all the 
children of his school, with more 
than 300 Christianized natives, were 
slaughtered by the natives. Such vio
lence is liable to occur anywhere, and 
at any time where the “I am more holy 
than thou" religion prevails.

Myatlfted by • BMUtiful Woman ini A Wail of Woe.
— Wack>. . 1 Rock River Methodist Conference

Strange occult manifestations are oc- was late in session in this city. A wall 
currlng everywhere. The latest and -

Oct. ?7,190ft.

They Want to Go Back.
The American Board of Commission

ers for Foreign Missions is in session 
in St. Louis as we write. The re
turned missionaries expressed an earn
est desire to go back to China and con
tinue their work, but they want the 
armies of the world to continue there to 
protect them in their mission.

If these zealots wish to wear a mar
tyr’s crown no one has a right to oppose 
them. It is a suicidal act, and our ob
servation has been that if people am
bitious to die can’t find oue method to 
“shuffle off the mortal coll" they will 
find another, and the world Is not a se
rious loser by the exit; but as an Ameri
can citizen we do protest, and most 
earnestly, against using the military 
and naval arm of this government tb 
the propagation of creeds, either at 
home or abroad.

The fathers of the Republic wisely 
determined to divorce Church ' and 
State. They expressly provided In the 
Constitution that “Congress shall make 
no law respecting an establishment of 
religion,” and declared “No religious 
test shall ever be required as a qual
ification to any office."

Guarding the people at home against 
the wiles of priestcraft It was never 
supposed the government would be 
asked to protect them in proselyting 
missions abroad. But that is now asked 
as if it was a natural right

Occasion for Rejoicing.
There are now three great archaeo

logical exploring expeditions engaged 
making researches in the valleys of the 
Euphrates and Tigris, and along the 

, ancient canal uniting those rivers near 
their mouth. The French explorers are 
directing their attention to the burled 
city of Tello, which they have resur
rected and are compelling to reveal 
their antiquities and a long-forgotten 
past The Germans commenced vigor
ous work in the spring of 1899, on ruins 
they found In Babylonia. The students 
of historic beginnings will keep an eye 
directed to their movements. But the 
most successful of these expeditions is 
that under the direction of Prof. Hil- 
precht, now at work on the palace of 
the priest-kings of Nippur. This struc
ture has a frontage of 600 feet. Its 
library of magnificent proportions, 
written on earthen tablets, not one of 
which bears a later date than 2,280 
years before our era, and which was 
found burled under 70 feet of rubbish, 
Is absolutely of more practical value to 
scholars than any discoveries made in 
Egypt '

Prof. Hilprecht represents America, 
and is now in the lead of all other in
vestigators, thanks to the Pennsylvania 
University, In whose service he is 
laboring. He is positive that evidence 
is furnished by these discoveries that 
there was an advanced civilization in 
that region near 9.000 years ago. It is 
demonstrated by these discoveries that 
Egypt was colonized from the East, 
and that civilization did not originate 
there, as many have maintained.

AU the world has reason to rejoice 
that these explorations awaited this 
scientific age, so that truthful transla
tions will be made, instead of garbled 

, and false renderings to make them har
monize with sacred history.

The Cost of Christian Converts.
The London Times lately published a 

report of Christian progress in China, 
as made by Its special Pekin cor
respondent, Dr. Morrison. In 1893, it 
says, substantially, there were 1,511 
Protestant missionaries in the King
dom, and there were 3,127 Chinese con
versions, at a total cash cost of £350,000, 
or $1,750,000. This makes each convert 
cost $559.64. But the worst feature 
from a Christian standpoint is yet to be 
told: “Very few of the 3,127 converts 
gained at this enormous expense were 
genuine believers.” They embraced 
Christianity for $3 a month.

Following along this train of thought 
nnd facts furnished by Dr. Morrison, 
Mr. Arnold White comes to the front 
with the statement that $350,000,000 
have been spent by Protestants in 100 
years in Christian missions. He says 
the account of the success of those mis
sions is based on the Interested state
ments of those missionaries themselves, 
else from their supporters. Dis
interested parties controvert the claims 
of those missionaries. He proposes the 
appointment of an independent com
mission to the chief foreign mission 
centers, to ascertain the actual facts. 
The project seems a worthy one. It 
ought to be known with certainty 
whether the pennies filched from chil
dren, and placed In the missionary box, 
are really used to evangelize the 
heathen, or are only used to' supply 
sumptuous homes, with a retinue of 
hired servants in the guise of converts, 
at $3 a month, to wait on the mission
aries and obey their every wish. Truth 
never suffers by rigid Investigation.

Preaching and Labor Won’t Mix.
Though Paul was a tent-maker, and 

worked at his trade while he preached— 
see Acts 18:3—the Methodists, In Con
ference In this city on the 9th Instant, 
refused to admit John B. Armstrong, a 
stenographer, to the ministry, he de
siring to continue his short-hand work 
a portion of the time, giving the residue 
to evangelical labor. The Journal, men
tioning the fact, says: '

“The Conference decided positively 
that In the opinion of its members sec
ular and religious work would not mix, 
and by a good majority the application 
for membership was rejected."

Paul is a back number. He worked 
for a living, and advised wine drinking, 
and a great many other foolish things 
that would mortify Methodists If 
preached from modern pulpits.

Hurry Forward the Missionaries.
Dispatches from China report a re

bellion has broken out In the south
western provinces of that empire, of a 
very serious character. Five missions 
have been destroyed at Han King Chau. 
Besides warring against missionaries 
and foreigners In general,, the rebels are 
resisting the reigning dynasty. It is 
claimed 100,000 soldiers are needed at 
once to put down the rebellion. The 
allied forces are thus brought in con
tact with a new enemy which will tax 
their resources very heavily.

Those missionaries so zealous to 
Christianize the Celestials, should rush 
right in as quickly as possible, for “the 
blood of the martyrs Is the seed of the 
church.”

most strlkffig is related by the Cleve
land Plaigdeaier, It appears from the 
account given tlfet until last Sunday 
Mayor Fagey's Stenographer, Edward 
H. EllenwBd, drtln’t believe in ghosts 
and tlilngirSruper^jitural. He does now, 
though, for he is confident that only a 
spook could havd been responsible for 
a strange experience he avers he had in 
Detroit last Sunday.

Saturday nlghr Ellenwood took the 
D. & C. bol| for the City of the Straits. 
He spent the early morning hours after 
his arrival in a ferry ride across the 
river to the Queeu's domain and in try
ing to figure out what time it was from 
the City Hall timepiece and the Post
office clock. As nearly as he ascer
tained from the difference of opinion 
existing between these chronometers it 
was about 10 a. in. when he started to 
call on his aunt, Mrs. Charles C. Grece, 
who lives in part of a large, white brick 
house at the corner of Lafayette street 
and Fourth avenue.

When Ellenwood reached his aunt’s 
home he drummefl briskly on the panels 
of his relative's front door. There was 
no response," although there seemed to 
be someone inside. He knocked once or 
twice more and' then stepped to a front 
window, through which he peered. 
Pacing back arid forth inside was a 
beautiful woman, clad in mournful 
black. It was not his aunt nor his 
cousin, Mrs. Vincent Haylor, who Is his 
aunt’s guest at present. Back and forth 
the figure paced, paying no attention to 
hl$ knock at the door or to bls greet
ings. Somewhat puzzled, Ellenwood 
finally left.

It was perhaps 4 o’clock that after
noon when he again called at his aunt’s 
home. He knbeked at the door. Once 
more there was no response, nor was 
he able to attract the attention of the 
mysterious woman in black, whom he is 
positive he again saw pacing tirelessly 
back and forth from the reception room 
Into another apartment, the latter bril
liantly lighted. He was told by one or 
two little boys who noticed him at the 
door that his aunt and her daughter had 
gone away. The boys were positive 
there was no one at home, yet there 
was the mysterious woman. Ellenwood 
hastily scribbled a note, stating he 
would call later, and pushed it under 
the door.

That evening about 10 o'clock Ellen
wood called again. He noticed, he says, 
as he mounted (he steps that his aunt’s 
home was brilliantly llghted-fairly 
flooded with light. He knocked one, 
two, three times, and there was no re
sponse. Stepping to the window Ellen
wood solemnly ..declares he saw the 
same mysterlousSvoman, this time clad 
from head to foot in garments dazzling 
white and .shining with weird, ghostly 
radiance. [ By her side stood a young 
man. The woiqAn's face, he asserts, 
was half Ifidden by a filmy veil. She 
was very beautiful.

This mfieh Ellenwood says he ob
served before the lights were suddenly 
extinguished. Puzzled, he turned to
ward thd door again. He raised his 
hand to knock again, and quickly the 
shimmering light flashed up. Then he 
saw through thq parted curtains at the 
glass in the front door the head nnd 
shoulders of the wraith-Ellenwood Is 
sure the (presenee was a supernatural 
being. .Baek and forth the figure 
swayed.,,Then the lights faded. Once 
mote they flashed up and tile eerie 
vision unnerved Ellenwood. Once more 
the radiance quickly changed to gloom 
and a third time it quivered back again, 
more brilliant than before. Then came 
two long, quivering groans, Ellenwood 
asserts. Quickly the light vanished and 
at the same time something smote 
Ellenwood on the side of the head.

Half dazed,, entirely mystified, Ellen
wood staggered to the street. He ran 
up the sidewalk a few steps, meanwhile 
looking backward toward the haunted 
home. As he did so he almost ran into 
a couple of boys. They, too, Imp seen 
tile apparition and were as much terri- 
tied as he. Then a man and woman 
came along and Ellenwood told his ex
periences. They advised him to talk to 
the people in the other half of the 
house. Dr. McConnell occupies the 
premises Jointly with Elleuwood’s aunt 
He was positive Mrs. Grece and her 
daughter had not been at home all day. 
He advised Ellenwood to hunt up a 
policeman.

After leaving the Doctor’s apartments 
Ellenwood met a young man, who was 
gazing curiously at his aunt’s apart
ments. He, too, had seen the ghostly 
visitation. Ellenwood didn’t want to 
' enture back again, but his companion 
was more courageous. According to 
Ellenwood this young man saw the 
mysterious woman in white and the 
same quivering, fading evanescent ra
diance. Both were completely mystified.

Ellenwood s companion examined the 
side of his head where the visitor from 
spookdom had smote him. There was

, ¡"“J*’ Elleuwood’s head 
throbbed and he was dizzy from the 
force of the blow.
i had only a few minutes
<?. I? catch his boat, so he hustled for 

docks' laying his com
panion gazing wonderingly at the win
dows of his aunt’s home. At the docks 
S!.„?y®od„,t01d a Policeman his 
troubles. The officer promised to make 
a report and have the matter in
vestigated.

"Longley's Beautiful Songs.” 
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring

this office. .
•‘Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Vol. 2. 

Sweet songs and music for home and 
social meetings. For sale at this office, 
grice 15 cent«. _ ------,

... . _____ - 80“W>
with music, by O. Payson Longley. 
Price by - mall, 15 cents. For sale at

Four-

. A Mohammedan Census.
The Sultan of Turkey has just com

pleted a census of Islam. He finds the 
number of Mohammedans In the world 
is 196,500,000. Of these 18,000,000 are 
in Turkey in Europe, 99,000,000 In west
ern Asia and Hindoostan, 20,000,000 In 
China, 36,000,000 in northern and, north
eastern Africa, and 23,000,000 are scat
tered in other parts of the world. '

If these figures are correct Moham-' 
medans are more numerous than Ro
man Catholics, nearly double the Greek 
church, and are more numerous by 
many millions than are the Protestants. 
They do not seem tb be a quarrelsome 
people, for there are reported twenty 
millions of them in China.

Score One for the Methodists.
Three times the use of tobacco in its 

various forms came before the late 
Methodist Conference in Chicago. Once 
it declined to admit to the ministry a 
candidate who used the pernicious nar
cotic in any form. Finally a resolution 
was Introduced and adopted, by prac
tically a unanimous vote, prohibiting all 
preachers, including those of advanced 
years, from its use. .

Spiritual lecturers, and particularly 
those who love to have Reverend at
tached to their names, here is a lesson, 
and a good one, you can borrow from 
the orthodox. Don’t let them lead you 
in practical reforms.

Expunge the accounts of man’s In
humanity to man from the world’s his
tory, and a small volume would contain 
the rest

It is heaven upon earth to have a 
man’s mind move in charity, rest In 
providence and turn upon the poles of 
truth.—Bacon. ’

France Has Taken a Forward Step.
The French government has sup

pressed the historic Red Mass, cele
brated in the Saint Chapel, and the for
mal opening of the law courts by card!- 
nals. It has also declared against the 
advancement of officers to higher 
grades who practice religious flummery 
in Catholic churches. The' design seems 
to be to secularize the government and 
ail persons connected with it

This is clearly the correct position for 
any government Let the people wor
ship as they will, or not worship at all, 
with the clear understanding that the 
government has nothing whatever to do 
with the matter, its mission to Insure 
to every subject however feeble, ample 
protection against wrong from the 
hands of the rich, the strong, or those 
criminally disposed.

In his younger days Ellenwood was a 
circus performer;. He has traveled far 
and wide over that portion of his Uncle 
Samuel’s domain where the Constitu
tion and the flag do business together, 
but never In all-his wanderings has he
met with ghosts^ Ellenwood is a total 
abstainer.^nd the only thing stronger 
than river jyater .that passed his lips in 
Detroit was à gipss of milk.

He,£a?’M.ccount for his experience in 
the Michigan metropolis and has writ
ten his aunt fo'ç,an explanation, care
fully deti|ljjng .H|s several encounters 
with the^jnysterlous visitor of her 
home. He-Is cordent that the place is 
haunted by the „perturbed spirit of a 
former occupantnof the residence, who 
may havejgeparted this life by violent 
means. H,ç is also fearful that a death 
may have occurred in his aunt’s family 
or that thq.#pparj,tloh comes as a warn-
taS of impçpdlngjmisfortune. :! ■ .

' A: Remedy Suggested.
Thé latfe^MetÛodist: Conference 

perlenced a world of difficulty in
ex
re-

locating its ministry. Bishop Merrill is 
reported as saying: “There are too 
many big men and toó few big places.” 

Take a lesson; Bishop, from Donny
brook Fair, and shlllalah all the heads 
that tower above their fellows, then 
your "big men” can occupy inferior 
places.

. "'Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds.” 
By Carrie E.S. Twlng. Richly Imbued 
with the philosophy of Spiritualism. 
Price $1. For sale at this office. -

“The Spiritualism of Nature." By 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Prlcb 15 cent*. 
For sale at this office. .

of woo came from the Presiding Elder, 
J. M. Caldwell, in his annual report. 
He said during that report:

"One of the most unfortunate facts is 
the lessened Interest attached to re
vival and evangelical efforts. * * We 
need earnest revival work to reach the 
unchurched and unsaved, and the 
preachers more in demand in most of 
our churches are those who succeed In 
this work. Probably 1,000 persons have 
consecrated themselves to the Lord 
during the year. This is much less than 
we ought to have expected from the
labors of sixty preachers and 
members.” «

What the Methodists and all 
churches in fact need to make

8,000

other 
more

converts are preachers skilled in hyp
notism. Instead of great institutions of 
learning where science Is taught, and 
Infidels are made, as a leading clergy
man lately represented, they need the 
services of professional hypnotists who 
can look sinners in the eye, then:

“I have you, You can only think and 
act as I wish. From this forth you are 
a servant of the church. You can’t help 
going to church every Sunday,, and be
lieving all you hear there, Your soul’s 
salvation depends on it, Swallow down 
everything the preacher says as gos
pel truths. His words will reinforce my 
hypnotic influence, which would be 
wholly lost but for this constant reitera
tion.”

The writer well remembers his own 
personal observation at one of these 
great revivals long years ago. The 
operator, usually called a revivalist, 
was a fine specimen of humanity, some 
40 years of age, of robust form, coal 
black hair, sparkling black eyes, ruddy 
complexion, closely shaven face, a 
musical voice and polished manners.

His discourse ended for the evening, 
wherein he had depicted the great love 
of God in sending down his own and 
only dear son from heaven to earth to 
rescue fallen man from the depths of a 
bottomless pit. He dwelt upon the suD 
feriugs of that son engaged in his great 
task, and of his final death on the cross 
in terrible agony, as the closing scene. 
He imitated the dying groan, repeating 
“It Is finished,” proving himself a great 
actor. Coming down from his pulpit he 
visited the ladles, on many of whom he 
had turned his eyes when In his most 
pathetic moods. Looking one sharply 
In the eye: “Do you love Jesus?” An
swered in the affirmative. "I was sure 
you did. You are bound for heaven. I 
shall meet you there. Did you ever 
have religion before? I thought not. 
You have it now,” patting the dear sis
ter on the shoulder, his eyes still In 
hers: “You are now one of the re
deemed. The pearly gates of the New 
Jerusalem will open wide on your ap
proach. Be faithful to Jesus and walk 
right in.”

Thus in substance night after night 
the skilful hypnotist piled his mesmeric 
arts, and souls were saved by the 
hundred.

This is not a fancy sketch, but Is 
truthful to the letter. The operator was 
charged with being a libertine as well 
as an evangelist. It isjnore of this 
sort, less the libertine, the churches 
need to-day to secure new recruits to 
their ranks, but it is a role educated 
clergymen are reluctant to occupy.

Converting the Chinaman.
When I first met him, says Poultney 

Bigelow In the North American Re
view, the Greek archimandrite had been 
forty years in Peking, and had never 
been anywhere else except for two car
avan journeys to Russia. He was an 
elderly gentleman, with a smile like 
Benjamin Franklin’s, and was famed 
at the Chinese capital for keeping the 
best wines and the best tobacco. He 
was a bachelor, and to-day I recall him 
when I try to fancy Epicurus in the 
body. He wore a Chinese pigtail and 
clothes to match, and people said he 
could give Chinese mandarins points on 
etiquette. He gave me, at least, many 
happy hours, for he talked with a 
frankness and facility rarely united in 
a Russian, least of all an archimandrite.

One day, for instance, I asked him 
bluntly how many converts he had 
made. He answered that he thought 
he had made one, but he did not wish 
to be taken as stating this positively. 
When I returned to China after an in
terval of twenty-one years, all my In
quiries led me to respect the honesty of 
this Russian. He said, furthermore:

“I have been here forty years, and 
perhaps I have converted one China
man. When missionaries tell you that 
thej- have done more than that, do not 
believe them.”

Omissions in Sending Remittances.
We have received $3.35 from Utica, 

N. Y. No letter.
Ten cents, ordering book, Marshall-

town, Iowa. No name.
One dollar, Little Elm,-Tex. No 

ter. '
Sixty cents from Americus, Ind. 

name.
Fifty cents, Binghamton, N. Y. 

name.

let-

No

No

Twenty-flve cents, Waterloo, Wis. 
No name. —

Fifty cents, book order, Protem, Mo. 
No name.

Two dollars and eighteen cents, San 
Bernardino, Cal, books and subscrip
tion. No name. .

Please repeat your orders and they 
will be attended to at once.

A Mathematical Problem.
If an Annual Report-of the President 

of the National Spiritualists ■ Associa
tion requires two pages and two col
umns of the Banner of Light, how much 
space would be required for his annual
message if he were' President of 
United States? . ‘

the

Was It Christian?
A Miss Duow, a Chinese missionary, 

Instead bf having been massacred by 
the Boxers, lately arrived in San Fran
cisco, on the way to her home in Al
bany, N. Y. Imbued with the spirit of 
revenge, she is reported to have said in 
an interview:

' "There is no use talking settlement 
until We have the heads of PrinCe Tuan 
and of the empress dowager. It is fool
ish to think of honest peace while they 
are living. In my judgment they should 
be beheaded before negotiations for 
peace are entered into. That Is all I 
have to say about the Chinese troubles 
in Pekin.” .

Others are probably better qualified 
than we to determine whether the mis
sionary exhibited genuine Christianity 
ih her desire for blood.

"Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M.
D. For-Jale at this office. Price, $1.

WHAT I SAW, HEARD AHO DID, 
IN A SIX WEEKS OUTING.

Moses Hull’s Account of His Trip to Nanaimo.

I think It was in May that I began to 
receive letters from George Campbell, 
the president of a small Spiritualist so
ciety at Nanaimo, British Columbia, 
telling me what they had suffered from 
the attacks-and misrepresentations of 
one Baer, a Methodist parson with more 
ability as a schemer or a pettifogger 
than as a preacher. This man had been 
crowing, blowing, bragging, brow-beat
Ing and misrepresenting Spiritualism, 
until with the little Spartan band in Na
naimo forbearance had ceased to be a 
virtue. '

These letters urged me to come load
ed for Baer; I could, at least, show the 
people that this man’s bite was nothing, 
compared to his barking. After an ex
change of several letters it was decided 
that I should make the over thv.ee thou
sand miles journey, and debate, provid
ing a debate could be arranged on any
thing like equitable terms. Accordingly 
on August 27, I started for Nanaimo, 
via Lake Shore, St. Paul and Great 
Northern railroads.

On my way I stopped and held meet
ings at Wheaton, Minn., and Seattle, 
Wash. Wheaton Is a fine little town in 
Northern Minnesota, of perhaps two 
thousand inhabitants. It has a fine 
little Spiritualist society, of not more 
than fifty members. They are mostly, 
if not all, Scandinavians. They work 
together more harmoniously than do 
very many of our larger societies. Geo. 
W. Kates and his wife, I believe, organ
ized that society; If they did not, they 
have at least made one or two visits and 
done good work here.

At Wheaton the Spiritualists own 
their own temple; it is a large school
house, which they have bought, moved 
and fitted up. It is a good place for 
meetings. Brother I. E. Brown, an en
thusiastic worker, is the president, and 
his wife is a true help-meet In Spiritual
istic, as well as In other work.

In order to reach Wheaton I had to 
leave the Great Northern at Fargo, S. 
D., and take the St. Paul about 80 miles 
south. My first day at Wheaton was 
the first day that the law wouid allow 
of the murder of dueks and other game. 
The result was that Wheaton was filled 
with strangers, who, with blood In their 
eyes and murder in their hearts, had 
come to slaughter, and very little else 
could be heard or thought of. Even the 
most of the citizens of the little city 
were engaged with their horses and 
wagons to take hunters with their dogs 
and guns to the “field of blood and car
nage,” or they were shouldering their 
own shotguns, pulling on their rubber 
boots and marching out into the battle 
fields where innocent birds and beasts 
were doomed to be murdered for the 
sake of catering to civilized appetites.

Notwithstanding alljhis, and that the 
weather was unmercifully hot, we had 
fair audiences, and all seemed deeply 
Interested in what was said. I was 
urged to come again; this I hope to do, 
sometime In the future.

I next pulled out via Fargo, where I 
left the Great Northern for Seattle; but 
I am a little like the very profane 
farmer was, when "once upon a time,” 
he took a load of apples to market; he 
got along very well until just as he was 
entering the market town, as he had 
got to the top of the last hill the tail
board of his wagon came out and his ap
ples went rolling down the hill. He 
stood and watched his load of apples 
roll out and each one of them start on a 
journey on its own hook to the stream 
of water at the foot of the hill. He 
watched with tightly closed lips his 
wealth of fruit starting off on a voyage, 
when a neighbor said, “Why don’t you 
swear?” He answered that be had not 
the talent to do the subject justice.

This is my fix on these descriptions. 
Esepclally did I think this was true, as 
I went up and down the “switchback." 
I had often heard of the switchback, 
but I never realized what it meant un
till I crossed some of those Immense 
mountains over it. We simply went 
sideways over the mountain. One end 
of the car was said to be never more 
than four feet higher than the other, 
only as we were changing from a for
ward to a backward movement, and 
vice versa. We pulled up the side of 
tne mountain as far as we could go, 
then we switched off and backed up 
the other way until, we could go no 
farther; after which this was repeated 
again and again. At one point I could 
distinctly see the road three times be
low and twice above me. The angle up 
and down, I was Informed, was fully 
six percent. Some places this journey 
looked extremely hazardous, but I 
thought as others had made the jour
ney before me I would make it without 
fear. ’

While ascending the Cascade mount
ains on the east side I witnessed one of 
the most charming thunder storms it 
was ever my lot to enjoy. Chain light
ning apparently rushed from peak to 
peak, and ear-splitting thunder echoed 
and re-echoed until It could hardly be 
told where one peal left off and another 
began. For a few minutes only the 
cool refreshing rain fell, until—well, 
the windows of heaven seemed to be lit
erally thrown open. I had but little 
fear of a deluge catching me however, 
for I was ascending fast enough, and I 
thought high enough to keep out of the 
way of any deluge which the God of 
Noah might send along.

When the summit was reached, all 
was calm and serene. No storm had 
been there; in fact it did not look as 
though it had ever stormed. We went 
down the west side by the light of a full 
moon; the sights were glorious beyond 
description.

I reached Seattle before noon on Sat
urday, September 8, glad to get an op
portunity to rest. This I found at the 
residence of dear Brother and Sister 
Gifford. Seattle was at that time about 
the busiest place I ever saw. It has In
creased its population since I was there 
in 1891, from about forty thousand, to 
elghty-one thousand. Building are go
ing up everywhere, and yet there is not 
a house to rent. All are full. When I 
was in Seattle, it was boasting that it 
had outstripped Portland, but before I 
got away the census report from Port
land arrived, showing it to still be five 
thousand behind. Seattle, when It real
ly learned that it had been a little too 
previous, took Its medicine manfully, 
and doffed Its hat to Its larger brother.

1 stated, that my home while in Seat
tle whs at the house of Brother and Sis
ter Gifford. The name of Mrs. Lena In
grain Gifford deserves special mention. 
She is one of the best and most devoted 
workers in our ranks. While her 
speeches may not create the interest 
that, many of less merit do, I assure the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker 
that they are sound in doctrine, and as 
well stated as the best of our speakers 
can do. She should surely be kept at 
work all of the time. She is not only a 
good speaker who should be kept at 
work, but she Is a poet of rare ability. 
Mrs. Gifford Is educated: her reputation 
Is without blot; and taking her all to
gether, she is just the kind of a speaker 
that I like to endorse, and recommend I 
to the world at large. Mrs. Gifford . 
prepares and studies her subjects and

presents them in an analytical form.
My reception at Seattle amounted al

most to an ovation; it was refreshing to 
preach to such honest and earnest 
souls. Mr. Little, the president, Is a re* 
tired school-teacher, and eminently 
qualified for the place he fills. I once 
before, In the city of Denver, worked 
under his administration. I was aston
ished to here meet Mr. and Mrs. J. O. 
Patterson, whom I knew, and with 
whom I occasionally dined in the city 
of New Orleans. They have settled In 
Seattle with the determination of plac
ing their “light under a bushel,” but I 
exposed them to a few friends, who 
have faithfully promised to give them 
no rest until they drop into their proper 
places and go to work,

While I was in Seattle they came at 
me, good and strong, to settle there; 
they pleaded that the east was certainly 
much better supplied with first-class 
speakers than th® Pacific Coast,. Now, 

, would I come? I must come; I told 
them of Mrs. Watson, and of Mrs. Lil- 
He in San Francisco; but that was too 
far away. Washington, Oregon, and* 
British Columbia wanted a speaker of 

, their own; in fact, Seattle wanted a 
, first-elass speaker all by itself.
, While I cannot now think of such a 

thing as settling in Seattle, I did 
partly promise to change my plans

, enough to give the Pacific Coast a few 
weeks, or, possibly, a three months’

. visit before starting to Europe next 
■ fail. Wherever this announcement was 

made it was hailed with joy. Already 
we have more calls than we can fill in 

k the time we had allotted ourselves.
. I was more sorry than I can make 

people understand, to be compelled to 
. decline more calls than were accepted 
. in Oregon, Washington, and British Co- 

lumbla. When the Macedonian cry 
. comes with such earnestness, it always 

hurts me to be compelled to turn a deaf
, ear.

Nanaimo, B. 0., was my objective 
point when I started from home, and 

, from Seattle, I went via Victoria, di
rectly there. At the station I found 
Brothers Campbell and Watters In 
waiting. I was piloted to Hotel Wlll- 

. lams, where I had a good home during 
my almost two week’s stay there.

, Rev. W. W. Baer had boasted that the 
' unexpected would happen—that he 
: would compel me to debate with him 

at the time, and on the terms he want
ed. He had been preaching there sew 
eral years, during which he brought his 
big guns and his little guns to bear 
against Spiritualism—now I was to 
have no chance to have even an intro
duction to an audience—no opportunity 
to say a word until I met film In public 
debate. Thus, I was to be forced Intd 
public discussion, with no opportunity 
to remove the prejudice against me.

Our friends supposed that they had 
secured the opera house for me some 
months previous; but when they got 
ready to advertise the meetings, lo! and 
behold, Mr. Baer had plaved the card 
which he held in his sleeve; be had the 
opera house engaged. He would let us 
have It for the debate, and for no other 
purpose. It was now manifest to us 
that we were not dealing with an open- 
hearted foe, but with a Christian 
trickster.

It happened that Queen’s Hall, a 
much better place than the opera house 
for public meetings, and a hall that 
would seat as many people as could be 
seated on the main floor of the opera 
house, could be obtained, but there 
were no seats for It. Our friends 
hustled and obtained seats, and thus 
the Baer was defeated in the first 
round.

Mr. B. tried in every way to find out 
what the ball cost us. He went to the 
manager of It and wanted it very bad
ly; but In tills he failed. He boasted of 
a game he had for Victoria, and Van
couver; but his cards did not work 
there. He went to Vancouver and tried 
to hire the hall away from the Spirit
ualists; but this time the telegraph was 
faster than the steamboat, and he was 
defeated. When we learned that we 
were dealing with a man who knew 
nothing of “civilized warfare," we were 
prepared for any kind of game he 
might choose to play. He even tried to 
create a disturbance between the Spir
itualists and myself. He reported to 
me certain uncomplimentary things 
concerlug the Spiritualists of Nanaimo, 
and in the debate told them that I had 
said to him certain naughty things con
cerning them. The worst was, that I 
had Indeed said about what he told 
them in the debate, but when I re-sald 
It after him, It sounded very different 
from the way he told It. He failed to 
create the least ripple between the Spir
itualists and myself. The Spiritualists 
have learned to receive all that man 
says of Spiritualists and Spiritualism 
cum grano sails, so his poisoned arrows 
must ever after this be harmless. They 
do one good thing; that is, they show 
the animus of one specimen of the ursa 
horlbllis.

Well, the debate came off; I think no
body was killed. Mr. Baer treated me 
much better than I expected. His ar
guments were about almost every sub
ject except the subject supposed to be 
under discussion. Perhaps twenty min
utes of his last speech, of one hour’s 
length, and fifteen minutes of the 
speech before related to the points ai 
issue; all the rest of his talk related to 
almost anything else as much as it did 
to the Issues before the house. I liked 
him as an opponent better with each, 
successive speech. He treated me well. 
For his treatment of the subject, I 
could not say so much.

The Spiritualists of Nanaimo I found 
to be a good and intelligent people; and 
I surely never met a more hospitable 
people. They will long be remembered, 
and always with feelings of gratitude 
and affection. They are a small band, 
but they are Spartans, who under all 
circumstances do their duty.

On Sunday mornlug, September 23, I 
went to Victoria, the capital of the 
Province of British Columbia; there I 
was to deliver three lectures. After a' 
delightful railroad journey of some
thing less than 100 miles through the 
mountains, I arrived at Victoria, in 
time for my noon meal. I was met by 
a band of workers and taken to Hotel 
Vernon, where I was made as much at 
home as one could be when three thou
sand miles away from home. Victoria 
is, perhaps, the most picturesque city in 
the Northwest Good Brother Broad« . 
hurst took me In his carriage and 
showed me the most interesting places 
there were to see. A more interesting 
city to drive around, or to pass through 
I have not seen.

At Victoria we had good audlencesj 
all listened as for dear life. They ar
gued that I should vl?It the coast next 
year,, take Mrs. Hull with me, and be 
sure and not forget them; I must surely, 
stay longer next time. It takes a little 
time for the people to find out that they 
have anything worth hearing.

The society at Victoria is officered by ■ 
good, Intelligent men and women—men 
and women who have the good of the , 
cause at heart. If some good speaker,

{Continued on page 5.)
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' When we selected the trance mediumship of Mrs. Piper 
as our special illustration it was because it seemed best 
adapted for careful analysis. The published reports of 
the Society for Psychical Research have been prepared 
with a scientific precision of detail always lacking when 
the amateur tries his prentice hand. Her personal hon
esty has long been proved to be above suspicion, and the 
problems involved belong altogether to the psychic side 
of life. The volumes of “Proceedings” of most direct in
terest to the student are those of February and December, 
1898; and February, 1900; but are top full of monotonous 
detail to suit the general reader.

In our last article we pointed out the previously un
noticed fact that spirit George Pelham, while com
municating, was unaware he was using the medium’s hand 
tor what is called “automatic writing.” And further, the 
spirit who was talking did not at the time know that the 

. hand was being so used. The legitimate inference is that 
tiie tongue was being used as automatically as the hand; 
and that neither spirit was making use of the medium’s 
brain. Of course there are differences in degrees of me- 

□ diumslup, as well as in its phases, but one general prin- 
* eiple applies to alb alike. Thus, for the physical reasons 
. Jhen given, we. may safely assume that no spirit knows 

how, or in what form his thought is finding outlet, until 
a^e"^on has ^een called to the effect produced.

Phen, of course, although he is still ignorant of “how he 
does it,” he knows, and perhaps watches the particular 
sense instrument that is responding to his will power.

Wo have thus seen that this far-famed communication 
between the two worlds is really nothing but an inter
change of thought, which, on the mortal side is received 
and discharged through organs responding to certain 
vibrations. But scientific experience demands that both 
sender and receiver of thought, whether through atmos
phere or wire, shall vibrate in perfect harmony. And, 
as this is impossible between spirit and mortal, we are 
still in “fog-land” until this point has been cleared up. 
TJiat thought is itself a vibratory action, manifesting in 
ethereal waves, may be taken as proved by universal ex
perience.

We have listened for half a century to inspired orators 
pouring out eloquence in hour-full profusion, and claim
ing that it is spirit utterance thus given to the world. 
We have also the inspired works of many fluent writers; 
pome clothing their efforts in the garb of romance, whose 
author is said to be a spirit; and others a§ solemnly de
daring the presence of some wise angel visitor who is 
uttering ''wisdom and experience by the folio. Such 
Writers and talkers, when facing the fact that spirit 
thought can no more vibrate under our atmospheric press
ure than spirit hand, strike blojv for mortal freedom, 
•usually declare that sister, brother, father, friend, give 
pbsplute proof and test of their presence by narrating 
facts of their earth experience. This is supposed to not 
only settle the question but to reach much further, and 
become a voucher for every word of the romanced story 
Of spirit life, and the truth and profound wisdom of 
Spirit utterance. In our everyday life we have orators 
and writers, whose imaginary pictures become alive as we 
read or listen. The character jn the tale often lives for 

?• its author, and converses with him as he writes. The 
. orator brings us into such hypnotic harmony that the 
\ thought liis brain pictures becomes our thought loo. If 
• the Spiritualist declares these are effects outwrought by 

returning' spirits, he is only begging the question, and 
^asserting that which remains unproved. As a matter of 
fact, we are unable to distinguish between the inspired 
and the uninspired, either with pen or voice. Never
theless the mortal who writes and talks in the name of a 

' spirit often produces what he calls “tests” as proofs of 
spirit return. Some of these tests cannot be fairly re
duced to telepathy, in its generally understood meaning 
Such phenomena are surely worthy of careful examinn- 
tion.

We notice that a returning spirit cannot directly im
press any physical organ. All he can do is to discharge 
his thought into what Mrs. Piper’s controls call “a human 
shell with certain light spots in or on it” These spots 
of light, are, they assert, a form of energy evolved by the 
mortal sensitive, and may accumulate on brain, or eye, 
or hand, or elsewhere. But it is always such a spot that 
is sensitive to the vibrations of spirit thought. Intelli
gence consists in the interpretation of vibrations by which 
sense tells its tale to embodied life. The medium’s brain 
becomes entranced, that is to say, silent or normal vibra
tions. In this condition the subconscious self—another 
personation of the same Ego—can and does, amid that 

. silence, catch more or less of the spirit’s thought vibra
, tions, and record them on the sense organs, or whatever 

may be the “light spots” of the medium. The very’ pos
sibility of any communication between spirit and mortal । 
depends upon the presence of Ego in another of his per- : 
sonalities, and that he finds conditions such that he can, ■

to. a limited extent, broaden out the normal personal con
sciousness of the mortal. The student reader will now 
begin to discern a glimmer of sunlight in this fog-land 
*ye are exploring. And he will now be ready to utilize a 
little more of these wonderful and instructive experiences 
through the sensitive Mrs. Piper.

Dr. Hodgson, who is arch-investigator, tells us that the 
spirit acts like a man nearly asleep, and gradually becomes 
niore and more drowsy, till at last, thoroughly exhausted, 
he declares the light has failed. Then he retires, and we 
presume immediately takes a refreshing nap. A man 
who is nearly asleep is a poor kind of a witness in any 
court. Here is a spirit trying to come back, and perhaps 
sensing a telepathic call from some mortal. His effort 
plunges him into the dark, which I call “fog-land,” and 
the only light he gets is from certain spots, which reflect 
a little surplus energy accumulated by the medium. I 
suppose a drowsy spirit is better than none, but we must 
remember we have been trying to build a mighty philoso
phy on the utterances of these very sleepy spirit visitors. 
If we were altogether subconscious, and knew a truth 
whether we met it in dress suit or in its everyday attire, 
we would be a little better off. But here in earth life Ego 
works by.reason, and a delicately adjusted brain, which 
has a habit of making a fool of itself on the slightest pro
vocation. We must remember the sitter claims to be 
particularly wide awake. He has taken every precaution 
to make sure the medium was fast asleep, but it has never 
occurred to him that his visitor was far too drowsy to 
recall much of his normal experience as a spirit. This 
ignorance has been most natural, for after he (or she) has 
come a few times the appearance of confusion usually 
wears off. Then it is that, at any rate for a brief hour, 
the spirit seems as wide awake as the sitter.

We now ask ourselves the question, what is it that has 
become wide awake? It cannot be the spirit, for the 
vibrations of earth atmosphere are as abnormal and sleepy 
as ever for him. That which has evidently taken place 
is that the medium’s organism has become more and more 
in harmony, and therefore more sensitive to the thought 
flashed by the spirit. Through her organism the spirit 
senses more and more of earth life, and thus gains access 
to the brain pockets where the medium’s and sitter’s ex
periences are stored away in the shape of memory. He 
grows more awake to earth life, but remains, necessarily 
a« foggy as ever to liis spirit manhood. We must remem
ber that even if the medium’s Ego is for the time crowded 
out or asleep, everything that medium ever knew or heard 
becomes accessible to the spirit who is controlling her 
organism. And his power as one who KNOWS rather 
than reasons necessarily includes the sitter in a mental 
outlook that is startling in its power of detail. Every
thing the medium ever knew or experienced, and often 
very much of the life of the sitter will gradually become 
accessible to the visitor who has grown thoroughly ac
customed to controlling a mortal organism. And this 
acquired power of sensing earth life brings back much of 
that control’s own earth experiences that had been silent 
to spirit vibrations.

The hypnotized mortal will have no secrets from her 
hypnotizer. But the medium’s power or innate mental 
capacity will nearly, but not quite, limit the intellectual 
expression of her spirit control. I say “not quite,” be
cause in the mortal vibrations will occur again and again 
some of his own experiences in earth life. He will feel 
liis way to them more or less clearly, till presently they 
will, represent something of his lost personality to that 
spirit visitor. But he will necessarily remain drowsy as 
ever to his normal spirit life, for there is nothing in mor
tal vibration can help him to recall them. We wqteh the 
highly educated visitor halt woefully through the un
educated medium, but give him time and experience and 
he will gradually work up to the utmost possibilities of 
the mortal he is using." That which at first was auto
matic, whether through tongue, hand or eye, at last 
ribrates direct througl mortal brain, and some day the 
spirit feels quite at home on the earth side of life. But 
he remains sleepy as ever to the spirit, and continues 
unable to explain how he makes use of the medium’s 
organism.

Under these more favorable conditions you may get a 
reflection of the spirit’s earth life, to a limited extent, but 
usually far short of a rational identity. The grand old 
mandarin, who has talked wisely and well through J. J. 
Morse for over a quarter of a century, cannot even to-day 
talk Chinese, or write a sentence in that language.

Occasionally a visitor will jabber in some forgotten 
language of earth life through the lips of a sensitive, and 
even converse with a sitter in a tongue unknown to his 
instrument. Sometimes a spirit who has but recently 
cast his mortal skin can remember that he hid his door 
key under the mat, and perhaps use his medium’s ab
normal sensitiveness to gather distant facts in earth life 
connected with liis death. These tlipn are accepted as 
remarkable proofs of identity, and we hear the unprofes
sional sensitive declare that he—or she—has absolute 
proof that her loved one has not forgotten an iota of his 
earth’s experiences.

We will now thru, once again, to the experiences of the 
learned investigators of the Society for Psychical Re
search, and learn the lesson of the facts they have so care- ! 
fully gathered for us. One of the most interesting un- 1 
professional mediums ever identified with Modern Spirit- i

ualism was the late Stainton Moses, probably better 
known to many of/our readers as M. A. Oxon. He was a 
highly educated .gentleman, and a clergyman of the 
English church. ¡For $ number of years he was also 
editor of Light, still published in London, and extolled 
by W. Stead in Border Land. This educated gentleman 
was a magnificent spirit instrument, having all the Piper 
excellence and something more, for his “spots of light” 
permitted physical phenomena as readily as that of the 
trance. His controls, or spirit visitors, were, for the most 
part, educated gentlemen like himself. The student 
reader will here recall that, no matter who or what they 
represent intellectually, they were as subject to the Iqws 
holding the spirit drowsy to his normal spirit life as the 
controls of Mrs. Piper. These guides of Mr. Moses be
came very wide awake on the earth side of life and talked 
long and learnedly, as well as often, by way of instructing 
mortals. Thus the; various publications of M. A.'Oxon 
(Rev. Stainton Moses) are classic literature to the edu
cated Spiritualist.

Here, then, we have mediumship under its most favor
able aspect. The utterances and teachings are flavored 
with righteousness, as became their clerical mouthpiece. 
Certain spirits claimed control of the medium and 
assumed responsibility for the teachings. This medium
ship was never scientifically reported, analyzed and criti
cised, as has been that of Mrs. Piper. So we will not stop 
to learn its lessons, but watch the Reverend medium after 
he himself has become a spirit, and is invited to report 
through Mrs. Piper.

We now find ourselves in presence of the spirit of the 
experienced M. A. Oxon, whose teachings concerning । 
spirit return have been accepted by thousands. His old । 
controls, known as Imperator, Rector, Mentor and Doctor, । 
are also ready to play their part in this drama of Two > 
Worlds. ■! '

.Mr. Moses, like the rest, comes sleepy and confused, 
. misunderstanding what is said to him, and giving most 

irrelevant replies. He was a fine Greek scholar, but has 
, apparently lost even the alphabet of that language. He 

had placed the real earth names of his controls, as given 
to him by them, on record in England, but cannot now 
recall them. Unfortunately he soon announces that he 
has regained his memory, and gives these names. But if 
he is right now he was all wrong in earth life, for the 
names are not tjie same. Yet the reader will please note 
that we are dealing With the real Stainton Moses, for he 
is guaranteed as genuine by spirit George Pelham, who 
has already satisfied-Dr. Hodgson—the arch-investigator 
—of his identity. •‘-Poor Moses, like his namesake when 
the light was out, found (himself in the dark, and cries 
piteously for more light i He attempts tests, and fails. 
On one occasion, and with the help of George Pelham, 
also a Greek scholar?he fnils to translate a Greek sentence. 
Spirit Moses explains: “f could in time recall all the 
Greek I ever taught lb seems like awakening from a 
dream to call this tU mind.”

Medium Moses hid taught clearly and distinctly certain 
dogmas concerningJthe fqte of sinners in the next life. 
Through Mrs. Pipep the drowsy George Pelham had con
tradicted these teachings, mnd now sleepy spirit Stainton 
Moses says George Peihdrii is right, and he himself was 
wrong, although it'was so given him by spirits. Our 
natural question at.,this point would be, If a spirit has 
entirely forgotten the Greek he once taught, how much 
of his other teachings Could he be expected to recall? 
On yet another occasion lie gave one Or two names cor
rectly, but remarked, “It is very singular how the names 
of former friends that were in my mind, now run through 
my mind, just at this moment.”

Such is spirit return as presented to us by the revered 
medium M. A. Oxon, as identified and accepted as gen
uine in the reported Proceedings.

We next turn to “explore” the several renowned con
trols of Mr. Moses, whose saintly fame has resounded 
through the realms of Spiritualism. These celebrated 
spirit teachers may have found themselves unusually 
drowsy when returning through Mrs. Peper, but to the 
unbiased onlooker they seem to play the part of dreamers 
of nonsense. For instance, Mentor maintains that he is 
Ulysses, and often sees Telemachus. He could not re
member the name of his wife (Penelope) but claims she 
is always with him. The real names of Rector and Im
perator have been lost forever in the fog, unless the 
English record be assumed to be correct. But it is 
quaintly amusing to find Rector warning Dr. Hodgson 
“not to rely too much on statements made by George 
Pelham, because G. P. is too far away from earth now to 
be clear in regard to tests.”

It is understood that at this time Imperator, and the 
rest of the experienced controls of the late Mr. Moses, 
have assumed the entire charge of Mrs. Piper, and her 
mediumship, with the full consent of Dr. Hodgson. We 
are told they have already helped the medium physically, 
and in her mediumship. Their object is declared to be 
“to exclude earth-bound spirits from further use of 
“the light.”

Surely it is now plain to the student reader that return- : 
ing spirits leave most of their spirit experiences and mem
ories behind them, when they come back, and have to 
gather up, as best they may, the old details of their earth i 
life, when such are demanded as proofs of identity. - 
These illustrations have been given to prove the assertions i 
already made (1) That a returning spirit can only control

’ by thought power. And (2) that as a nairator of other 
i world experiences he is necessarily unreliable.
■ Of course, at this point, the experienced medium, and 
। the Spiritualist of a myriad seances, will produce their 

several experiences, and thus endeavor to prove that Mrs. 
Piper’s mediumship is really a' most inferior article, by 
which returning spirits are necessarily obfuscated and 
perplexed. We shall hear again, as we have long heard, 
accounts of fluent utterances in the name of some celeb
rity, and be asked “do you call that spirit sleepy?” We 
shall have the dear friends coming back to find a lost 
paper, and recall a long forgotten incident. A departed 
relative will be returning with charming incidents of civic 
and private life in the “summer land,” adorned with 
biographical details. We shall be expected to be 
smothered by these proofs of spirit identity, and memory 
of events in the spirit’s earth life. And these are claimed 
to substantiate the spirit’s fancy pictures of life in the 
spheres. Even the casual hunter of the dark seance will 
laugh at the idea of a “drowsy” spirit. And above all it 
is almost sacrilegious to analyse the experiences of the 
whole-souled mortal who claims her loved ones return, 
as she waits in silence for prudence and counsel. With 
such a sincere believer not only has the question of 
identity been long since settled as holy truth, but she will 
usually quote long teachings by such spirits, telling us 
how God creates and works in love to a destined end, 
which end is to be the happiness of his human children. 
The fate of other forms of life which have lived and sut
ured as much as man, is not recorded in “fog-land.”

As a matter of prudence I positively decline to criticise 
even one such experience. I only present factb as dis
covered by the exploring student, and leave them to 
sprout or die according to the mortal soil in which they 
may find lodgment.

One such fact is the general level of the trance ad
dresses given by platform mediums in the name of some ’ 
spirit guide or control. Look back to the commencement
of the career of almost any one of such speakers, and we 
find their early addresses equal in general ability, and in
structive effort, to those delivered to-day. The spirit is 
usually working at the utmost normal level of the 
capacity of the instrument; and in some noted cases has 
kept his instrument from independent study, lest his own 
supremacy be imperiled. Surely that spirit has ad
vantages in his present home wliich should enable him to 
startle the world with new and needed truths. I know 
of but one or two brilliant exceptions among our public 
teachers, and they are personally up-to-date students, and 
undoubtedly guided by spirits in full sympathy with 
their efforts. I suspect there is a yet deeper cause for the 
successful development of such public teachers. I be
lieve they have been psychometrically presenting the 
right conditions for their own subconsciousness to in
struct their mortal manhood. Such a teacher becomes 
twofold in power, because he is combining the wisdom of 
two of the personalities of his own Ego.

And how about the highly esteemed sensitives, with 
whom we are all acquainted, who declare themselves in 
almost daily intercourse with a loved spirit? I believe 
their statements to be strictly veridical. But love does 
not change law. The spirit who returns must plunge 
into “fog-land” and take the consequences. The sitter 
may be wide awake, but the spirit must be befogged by 
earth atmosphere and conditions. That spirit can only 
communicate by thought, and that thought will hit the 
most accessible “light” spot of the mortal organism. 
Whether that spot be tongue, or ear or hand, or some 
other spot, is a matter of ante-natal sensitiveness. Pres
ently the spirit visitor grows more and more clear as to 
earth memories, and the use of her (his) medium’s organ
ism. She can telepath, and practice clairvoyance, if the 
mortal organism permits. She soon becomes “hail fellow, 
well met” on the mortal side. But that leaves the spirit 
as cloudy as ever to her own spirit experiences. This 
must be so, for, just as the X Ray vibrates through and 
through certain solid substances, so must all spirit 
thought moving amidst still finer vibrations utterly fail 
to make contact with the mortal form and its various or
gans. Of course, while very close to earth life, either be
cause earth-bound, or because just passed over, the re
turning spirit finds such difficulties somewhat lessened. 
But for the growing spirit it must ever be as,Rector said 
of George Pelham, he becomes too far away from earth 
to be reliable.

Let the student reader carefully note that it is out of 
such materials poor mortals have woven their theological 
systems, and built up their imaginary hereafter. The 
medium with a vivid imagination, and a genuine control 
in loved sympathy, may picture vivid scenes of spirit life. 
But every time, and every where, however attractive such
scenes may appear, they are necessarily unveridical. This 
must be so because the spirit who would visit earth is 
necessarily befogged as to spirit experience, even if he 
a become more and more reliable when discussing his 

experiences with old-time friends.
It must now be remembered that if we are to attempt 

further explorations into the mysteries of “spirit return” 
we can only hope to be successful by making the veridical 
acquaintance of our own subconscious Ego. Because to 
seek information from a spirit visitor is to ask direction 
from one who is already befogged by his approach to 
earth life. *
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BLINDNESS
PREVENTED AND CURED. y

THE 
BLIND 
SEE...

THE 
r DEAF ::

HEAR. :■
;: BY THE GREAT BYE RESTORER < J 

; ? AND ONLY CATARRH CURE. I 

<: A ftTI N A is a marvel of the nine- 4? 
< > teenth century, forty
(its use the Blind See, the Deaf Hear and Ca- 9!
t tarrh is impossible. Actiua is an absolute Yl 

< , “rt81n,tyinthecureofCataracts,I“terygiums,
, Granulated I4ds,Glaucoma, Amaurosis, Myo- m 

, , Pla,.Presbyopia, Common Sore Hyes or Weak
ened Vision from any cause. No animal ♦( 
except man wears spectacles. Thera mid not T 

,, be aspeotacle used on the etreets of the world T 
< • ¡„.'J«'y.te.fead with, Street glasses absn- Y, 
< > Actins also cures Neuralgia, Head. V.

) ache, Colds, Sore Throat, Brochitis and Weak xl 
< > Is not a snuff or lotion, but a ♦
< > Perfect Electric Pocket Battery, usable at all t? 
( > tunes and in all places by young dr old. The xi' 
1 > one instrument will cure a whole family of ii 
, , any of the above forms of disease. fl
< > PB0F. WILSON’S MAGNETO-CONSEBViWVB Z 
' ’ ..••..H’I’LIANCIISa..., X'
' ' Cure Paralysis, Rheumatism and all Chronic X

Forms of Disease. These appliances are as 
puzzling to the physicians as is the wonder V 

’ working Actina. . ’ < J

I* Val“lfl|8 Book Free
, Ise on the human system, its diseases and 1 j 
, cure and hundreds of references and test!« < j 
k monials, < n
► AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS, ij 

; New York and London Electric Ass’n,«J 
> Uept.T.939 Walnut St., Kuuu City, Mo, !

¡\

ta ,h? V- B- «nfferfnB with EI ILEFSY or FITS to rend for one of my large, 
fixed bottle (16 full ounce.) FltEE I guarantee to 
permanently cure every case that will take my treat
meat* Where uthera fell I cure.

DR. F. E. GRANT,
Dept. 33, Kansas City, Mo,

£5—A D A Y FAS Y F0H ALL w«xima TO work ..n 1 tMO • ««’M» Sliver, Nickel, Meta)
‘ Ä I Plating. At home or travellot, tUini 
kW i«F<i*r«, ming aad ««liing Prot Gray’}ora«r«, utifii ud Miun( Profc Gray’« Maehinea. Platt* Wauhe*. JoweUy, Tableware, Bicycle» and all metal goM*, Na experience. Beary plain. Modern method*. We do plating, mannfactur* outfit*, all lire». Guaranteed. Only outfit* complete, all tool*, lathe«, matertali, *te., ready tor work. ffe t©ach you th« art ......._ . . .._ .. -- — -. V—MW** .UM 1WIUHIM

today. Pampblst. «ampla*. sta., YREP 
D. GRAY At CO- Plating Works, CDiODiliATI. O. 

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectures by tbe Bwami Vtvekaoanda, on RaJaToga: 

or Conquering the Internal Nacnre, and other aub’ 
Jecu; also, Patanjall’a Yoga ApboriamB, with com- 
wentarlee and u copious glossary of Sanskrit terms 
Revised and en larged, I2mo., Cloth, 11,50. Raid Yoga 
Is au ancient system of Indian Pbtlo*ophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that theVedauta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami VIy- 
ekananda became a familiar figure in several Amerb 
can cities during the three years following the Par« 
¡lament of Religious at Chicago: he was cordially re* 
cclved In America, where the breadth and depth of 
his teachings were soon recognized. HIs teachings 
are universal tn their application. The book la chean 
at <1.50. For sale at this office.

A

'LISBETH,
STOBY OF TWO WORLDS.

BY CARRIE E. 8. TWING.
A work of unaiual merit, foil of Intereat, and 

richly Imbued with the phlloaopby of Splrlluallam.
For aale at thia office. Price el.

WORDS THAT BURN.
A ROMANCE,

BY UDA BRIGGS BROWNE.
A very interesting and spiritually elevating and 

Instructive work. It is worthy of a wide circulation.
Fer sale at this office. Prlte <1.50.

TALMAGEAN INANITIES.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies.
A review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank De

Witt Talmage'i oft-repeated attacks upon Spiritual. 
Ism. By Moses Hull. For sale at this office. Price 
10 cents.

MOSES HULL’S TRIP.
I. (Continued from page 4.)

one wlio loves the canse better than he 
does, bls salary, could be Induced to go 
through all the places I have named, 
they could do a great work and would 
receive a fair compensation.

I suggested everywhere that Lyman 
O. Howe would be about the man they 
wanted; and I can assure Brother 
Stowe now, that If he chooses to take a 
long trip through the West, it will be of 
advantage to himself as well,as to the. 
cause we love. If he decideff"to go he 
can call upon me to help him to an In
troduction to some as good Spiritualists 
as- he ever addressed. In my debate at 
Nanaimo, I gave the audience to under
stand that it was possible that Mr. 
Howe might visit them. At . this 
Brother Baer seemed to rejoice, and In
formed the aildience that if he came to 
Nanaimo, he might expect him for an 
antagonist.

On Wednesday morning, September 
"fe, I boarded the steamer “Islander,” 
br Vancouver. A more delightful day, 
>r a more delightful journey could not 
be Imagined. A journey bn the Sound, 
with towering mountains on either side, 
some of them raising their snowy peaks 
nearly or quite a mile in the air, Is not 
to be had every day.

I arrived at Vancouver shortly after 
twelve o’clock, or as the Canadian Pa- 
eific Railroad has It, shortly before 
thirteen o’clock. They go on the twen
ty-four hour system. One minute be
fore midnight It Is with them 23.59. 
Brother Matthews, the president, and 
the secretary of the society, whose 
name I failed to record, and cannot 
now remember, met me at the landing, 
and took me to Hotel Commercial,

where I was well entertained. The 
first two days after I was in Vancouv
er, Brother Matthews visited me often, 
and took me to see many interesting 
sights. He worked very hard, in fact 
left no stone unturned to make the 
meetings a success. I am sorry to say 
that after the second day he was taken 
with what the doctor called la grippe, 
and was not able to be out When I left 
some tho'ught it doubtful whether he 
could recover. I hope to hear that he 
is better; he is too good a man to be cut 
off from the work on this side yet

Brother nilngsworth got a fine carri
age and took his wife, Mrs. Beese, of 
Nanaimo, and myself to ride around 
Vancouver’s immense park. Vancouver 
has a park over ten miles in circumfer
ence. It may be enumerated among the 
wonders of the world. In It can be 
found almost any kind of scenery one 
wishes to see. One can stand among 
trees ten feet -In diameter, and four 
hundred feet high, and see boats com
ing in from China or Japan, or starting 
to the great foreign seaports of the 
world. Beside here are mountains and 
lakes, and animals and birds from al
most every part of thè world. In fact 
it is a show of which the Vancouverites 
may well be proud.

The next day, Mrs. Sibley and her 
beautiful daughter, Maggie, took me 
out in other directions for. another 
drive. All seemed anxious to show off 
the wonders of their wonderful city.

Vancouver is the largest city in Brit
ish Columbia. It has now 85,000 inhab
itants, nearly all of whom have moved 
there within the last fourteen years. 
Now It is Improving In every sense of 
the word faster than. ever before. It 
blds fair to some day rival San Fran
cisco. The Canadian Pacific Ballroad 
has done much for this city. R ha*

bullded many fine buildings there, one 
of which is a million-dollar depot This 
depot is the finest I ever saw, except 
the new depots in St Louis and Boston. 
I believe It Is called the finest depot 
built by a single railroad in the world.

While the people of Vancouver are 
generally very progressive, they are, In 
religious matters even behind the Ca
nadian people In general They are 
surely fifty years behind the people of 
Boston, Buffalo and Chicago. They 
may be said to be very clannish; they 
regard Spiritualism as a kind of 
Yankee Invention, of which it is their 
duty to beware. However, my last 
audiences were much the largest audi
ences I had. Thè Spiritualists of Van
couver, after the first two lectures 
made up their minds that the meetings 
were too valuable to be lost by any one, 
so they threw the doors open and In
vited the public to come In without 
money or price. This caused the Spir
itualists to have to put their hands 
deeply into their own pockets; they con
sidered it money well Invested, and 
cheerfully paid the bills, and asked for 
another opportunity to do the same.

I took no books with me to British 
Columbia; I think If I had I might have 
sold five hundred dollars worth. As It 
was I look orders for about one hun
dred dollars worth. I sent the books by 
mall paying the postage myself.

On Monday, October 1,1 boarded the 
Canadian Pacific train for Buffalo. I 
had before been over every route be
tween the East and the West Each 
road has Its advantages; each its scen
ery, but there is no scenery elsewhere 
in America to be compared with that 
which one passes the first 600 miles 
after he leaves Vancouver. As one 
passes rocks, rivers, bouldèrs, glaciers, 
mountains and valleys he can only

“S? ?“ exda®atory 0!, six hundred ; There’s no place like home, 
miles long. I shall not try to tell the ’...... .....................
readers anything about 1U There is fine 1
scenery all along the north side of Lake 
Superior, ln-so-much that one gets sur
feited in looking.

On Friday night, October 5, we pulled 
Into the Central depot in Buffalo, on 
time. Mrs. Hull, grand-ddüghter Alfa, 
and several others wire wilting In the 
depot to welcome me. Tiie great wel
come, however, was ¥esertëd for Sun
day. I went to theDTemplb with no 
idea of what was to Hâppen.^ I general
ly manage the Sunday meetings about 
as I think best. I waè(astonlèhed to see 
President Albee go ufi on thé platform, 
and take charge of tfié sertîtes. I had 
noticed that-the Tdmple '-SvaS most 
tastefully festooned ¡'also ¿¿"beautifully 
decorated three yardS of ihiislln hung 
opposite the rostrum,'^vlth letters near
ly or quite two feet1'long? “Welcome 
Home, Pastor.” Eveil tbit brought 
tears to my eyes. Other things which 
by this time I began-to discover, soon 
convinced me that I was “in it,” so 
I sat down and tried to behave myself. 
Soon the president announced a song, 
“written by Mrs. Hull, and printed for 
the occasion, by W. H. Bach.” When 
tne whole audience arose and began to 
sing the following song;I was surprised.

SONG OF WELCOME.
(Air: "Holne, Sweet Home.”) 

'Mid scenes-that are brightest,our foot
steps may roam

With those who are kindly away from 
our home.' : ■ <

But memory pictures the? faces we love, 
We cannot forget them’ wherever we 

rove . • .
Chorus:—. ' ' ' • •
“Home, home, sweet, çweet home.

There’s no place like home.'
The skies may be fair In the climes far 

away;
And blossoms as sweet that are strewn 

on our way;
Strange voices be tender to guile us 

with cheer,
But the soul yearns for home and its 

friends who are dear.
Chorus:—“Home, home,” etc.
Accept now our greeting from home 

I and from friend;
। We love the dear cause you s<l nobly de
! fêud; / . • ' • • .
Safe from the -long distance to us you 

have come— • '
We welcome you, pastor, to church and 

to home. - ,

After the song an eloquent speech of 
welcome was delivered by Brother Al
bee, after which I was ’câlled on for a 
few “feeble remarks.” I was almost 
beyond speaking. I gave a brief de
scription of my journey and my work; 
After this the Misses Baken—two of 
our lyceum scholars—were called out 
and beautifully rendered another song 
of welcome, which so deftly described 
the work that I had been doing, that I 
could have guessed where it came 
from; but I did not give my thoughts 
away. The joy expressed in the song 
at my return, again uncorked thé fount
ain of tears.

During my absence, Brother Victor 
Wyldes, late of England, officiated, in 
the Spiritual Temple. I hear no words 
except those of praise concerning him 
and his work here. May he be as suc
cessful everywhere. .

, Yours In the work,
~ MOSES HULL.

THE SHORES OF SILENCE.

Through the dark, grim gateway of si
lence '

There comes not an echo of sound 
And the land of the hidden hereafter

To men is an untrodden ground.
But why do I strain sight and hearing. 

To catch but a fragment so small?
Oh, why should I wait for the swing of 

the gate,
Or hope for the future at all?

Ah, sweet In the moments of slumber 
The glimpse of a happier land, 

And bright Is the light and the glory 
That falls on the wide golden strand, 

For sometimes I see the light shimmer 
In fitful but glorified gleams

On the sea and the shore of a glad ever
more,

The fanciful island of dreams!
Sometimes In the hours of my waking 

I seem to hear music and mirth
That .floats out of chaos and silence 

-And reaches the sin burdened earth.
But I know that the glow and sadness 

Is empty as odor and air,
And- the music I hear Is in some other 

. sphere, .
The land ofTny longing and prayer.

Some time there will be ripe fruition, 
And I shall be dreaming no more; I

111 give up the shadow for substance 
And sail to that glorified shore.

Ah, then will I lift the dim curtain 
And know e’en as I have been known-

My bondage shall break when my soul 
shall awake,

And my spirit shall come to Its own!
—Indianapolis Press.

THE GOSPELOF NATURE,
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT W0RK-r
— -------

TbliwurkUbrOR-M. L. SHERMAN, lulitefi b» 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It hn been Bold for 
•2, buttle price sow hat been reduced to 11. It ii a 

J book that will Interest and Insthict. It contains 480 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher« 
man was 4 medium of rare qualities, and his work la a 

: reflection from the celestial spheres. It treat* of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In* 

I telleoto; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent In Substance; Tbe Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entities; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; spiritual Death; Immortality^ 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; Tbe Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Bora Again; Tbe Key; Spirit Blogra-’ 
Puy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc. ’

The author says: “Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual aliment for him* 
•elf. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or puptL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour* 
Ubmentof which 1 Individually partake and digest. 
My soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which I individually gather aud comprehend or digest.** 
Yor sale at this office.

TBE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS, 

Or Sex In Religion. By Eliza Burt Gamble. “It Is* 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at times curiously from statistics which might bo 
open to doubt; end never for a moment sensational or 
revolutionary,—Chicago Herald. 829 pages, large 
type, cloth bound. Price *2.25. For sale at this office 

"Children’s Progressive Lyceum." 
A nunil, with direction, for the cmclzeUon ul 

tauucement of 6ond>T ichootz. By Andrew JukKa 
Darii, Somethin« IndlziwnMM., Free M oenta

370 ’
The above Is the number of tbe pres, 

ent iMoe of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the fop of the first page, 
right band corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap, 
per. then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and yon are requested to renew, 
your subscription. This number at tbe 
right hand corner of tbe first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued np to 
date, watch of tbe rennbec oa 
thetegafyour snsHec. ,

“Arcana of Spiritualism: A Manual of 
Spiritual Science and Philosophy.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A spiritual text-book 
of Tlch and inspired thought An ex- 

n “• «UU. crtlent work. Finely bound In scarletfSly°’ctotb for evar- affidg01i Pfl«$L60. For sale at this
Miuuy, motui ana . y 1 office. ■ f .

“Nature Cut*." By Dre. M. E. «na>AM ___: ««• . _ -WWI-L«
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, | • 
DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER,

er statements ho may make. The editor 
allows tills freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
Sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is ho reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quale to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.-We would like 
to Impress upon the’mlnds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in-, 
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
Generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Everf Item sent to ub for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know the source of every item that ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to. ’ »

Inquiry is -made at this office for the 
address of Mr. and Mrs. Harry F. Hill. 
Will some one please send a postal to 
this office stating where they are 
located.

Ben and Mattle Hayden writes from 
Lawrence, Kan.: “The Leavenworth

full name and address of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

Capt. L. Barney, prominent as a 
journalist and Spiritualist in Cincinnati, 
Ohio, writes: "Your journal is alert, in
cisive and outspoken, thoroughly edited 
and handsomely produced. I hope it 
has 100,000 prompt subscribers.”

Bishop A. Beals writes from Summer
land, Cal.: "I saw in your late papers a 
request to know If anyone had a copy 
of the book entitled ‘Edwin Drood.’ If 
you desire the book, I have no price to 
set on the copy I have, although it was 
a present to me under peculiar circum
stances. I was in Boston th'e time the 
Banner of Light publishing company 
got out the book, and before I saw It. 
One night the spirit of Charles Dickens 
came to me with the book in his hand 
and requested me not to mention the in
cident as he wished to present me the 
book as a test of his presence with me. 
This was in the fall of the year 1873. I 
went to Brooklyn, N. Y., that same fall 
and remained through the following 
winter, speaking for the Spiritual so
ciety there. I had nearly forgotten the 
incident mentioned when, Christmas 
morning, I received the book as a pres
ent from a lady, Mrs.. Rodgers, a 
writing medium. When I called to 
thank her for the present I asked her 
how she came to send it, and she re
plied that Dickens’ spirit came and in
fluenced her hand to write, requesting 
she send the book to me to fulfil a 
prophecy he had made to me. This was 
remarkable, as I had mentioned the 
matter to no living soul, and at the time 
of the fulfillment of the prophecy I had 
nearly forgotten the matter.”

. Oettr.uoft,

County (Kansas) Camp-Meeting Asso
ciation has just closed its fifteenth an
nual session at the home of Father T. C. 
Deuel, near Wallula Railroad Station. 
The weather could not have been finer 
If made to order. The attendance was 
good and a deep Interest manifested. 
Perfect harmony prevailed and every 
one felt it was good to be there. Bro. 
W. E. Bonney, of Blair, Neb.; Mrs. Lull, 
of Lawrence, Kan., and your humble 
scribes were the speakers. About all 
phases of mediumship were represented 
and well patronized. Taking all In all 
the meeting was a grand success, and 
we feel sure much good will grow out 
of this spiritualizing influence that goes 
out from this nucleus of power. At the 
close of the meeting we came here to 
Lawrence, where we find quite a num
ber of earnest and truly spiritual people 
who meet regularly at the home of 
some member each week. Thus the fires 
are kept lighted upon the altars. Sun
day evening, the 14th, we held forth in 
their hall, Mrs. H. following the lecture 
with quite a number of tests, all of 
which were recognized. We hope’to do 
a good work here. We are open for en
gagements to work for old societies or 
organize new ones on reasonable terms.

Dr. Wm. Cleveland, the veteran Spir
itualist and healer, of Minneapolis, 
Minn., is our authorized agent to re
ceive subscriptions for The Progressive 
Thinker. Dr. Cleveland is the author 
of a work called the Religion of Spirit
ualism, which has received considerable 
attention among thinking people. His 
clairvoyant powers are fine, and his 
tests are always recognized. He has 
done a most excellent work for Spirit
ualism and humanity.

Fred Johnson wrlets from South 
Chicago, Ill.: "H. J. Moore gave a few 
trumpet seances here. The voices qf 
the spirits could be distinctly heard and 
the people present were more than sat
isfied, some getting as many as four 
messages during the seance. His hands 

. were held by some person in the room 
during the entire seance, so ns to con- 
vlnce the most skeptical that it was the 
work of spirits. After the seance J. K. 
Hillis gave some very good tests.”

The dedicatory exercises of the First 
Spiritual Church of Chicago will take 
place Sunday evening, October 28. Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond will give the ded- 
Icatorlal address. Dr. T. A. Bland, Mrs. 
Lucinda Chandler and other prominent 
workers Will take part in the exercises. 
Mrs. Cooley, assisted by Mayflower, 
will give spirit messages. An excellent 
musical program will be an addition to 
the rest. Services at 7:45 sharp.

The Chicago Inter Ocean has the fol- 
Jowlng: “Professor Francis Carlin, a 
former citizen of Fort Worth, Texas, 
and now a resident of Wyoming, tells 
the following story of clairvoyant 
prophecy concerning the Galveston 
horror: In June, two years ago, the 
professor was contemplating a removal 
to Galveston, and in fact had perfected 
all arrangements for his purposed 
change of residence. One day, on the 
streets of Fort Worth, he met an old 
friend, to whom he mentioned his in
tention of going - to Galveston. The 
friend said: ‘Before going be sure and 
consult Mother Ryan, the clairvoyant. 
She has-told me some wonderful things 
and given me warnings which have pro
tected me from danger, if not from 
death itself.’ Impressed by his friend's 
earnestness, Professor Carlin paid a 
visit to Mother Ryan. The door of the 
woman’s apartments stood ajar, and as 
Carlin walked up the steps he heard a 
voice say: ‘Come In, Professor Carlin. 
One of the voices has just whispered to 
me of your coming, and I was expect
ing you. Do not go to Galveston. That 
city, within the next two years, will be 
submerged by the sea, and thousands 
will perish. The voice whispering to 
me has an Icy breath, and you must go 
north, instead of south, for danger now 
threatens yourself and family in any 
clime where the frost king relgneth 
not.’ ”

L. A. Austin writes from’ Excelsior, 
Minn.: “I have received your third 
volume pertaining to things or aspects 
beyond ordinary states of conscious
ness. I find it very instructive, interest
ing and suggestive. The most promising 
signs of the present times are that the 
number of individuals are increasing 
quite fast, who realize that they have 
not cornered all of the truth.” <

Claude Whiteside, of Chattanooga, 
Tenn., has received the seven premium 
books and is well pleased with them.

Dr. A. A. Kemball is now located at 
801 Main street, Bangor, Me.

Maud C. McClure writes: “I wish to 
call your attention to a' mistake made 
in your coulmns recently in regard to 
the officers of the Central Iowa Spirit
ual Association. The vice-president, G. 
A. Hinton, M. D., and the: secretary, 
Maud C. McClure, are of Oskaloosa, in
stead of Ottumwa, as stated. Will you 
please correct it in your next issue, and 
also state that at a recent meeting in 
Marshalltown of the trustees of the 
0. I. S. Association, it was decided to 
hold a midwinter meeting in Oskaloosa 
and employ Mr. and Mrs. Kates. The 
nieeting Is to be held In January."

The Pittsburg Dispatch says: “Hyp
notism Is being worked to death in1 sev
eral lines. It figures as the ground plot 
of the Rice will forgery, and to-day a 
music teacher announced that it was 
aiding him in the instruction of pupils. 
Scientists regard this latest innovation 
with doubt, but both master and pupil 
declare it is of actual benefit. Arthur 
Ballard Is the Svengall and Miss Bessie 
Burney the up-to-date Trilby. Miss 
Burney says she has taken three les
sons under hypnotic power, and the Im
provement over former methods of in
struction Is very marked. She Is put 
Into a hypnotic sleep and then ‘com
manded’ to execute certain movements, 
which both declare could not be done 
with equal success were she conscious 
all the time. As a result of the Rice 
forgery case a crusade may be started 
against so-called schools of hypnotism, 
where methods of application are 
taught for certain amounts. Its $100 
course Is said to have made one man bo 
proficient that he put an aged million
aire completely in his power. It is a 
new problem, however, and the police 
are puzzled to know just where the Une 
should be drawn.”

bcribe writes from Detroit, Mich.: 
“G. W. Kates and wife held two very 
interesting meetings In Detroit, Mich., 
Sunday, October 14. Their services 
were secured by A. G. Brown, secretary 
of Island Lake Camp-Meeting, and one 
of the finest halls in the city was se
cured. Large audiences greeted these 
well-known workers; and they were 
people of representative character, that 
shows what a need exists here for a 
proper effort to be made. We hope to 
see a popular movement made here to 
more properly present our cause to the 
public. No better field of labor exists 
for practical Spiritualism than Detroit 
offers. Mr. and Mrs. Kates each gave 
us a splendid lecture, and the spirit de
scriptions were forceful and convincing.

The Chicago Times-Herald says: "Be
cause Joseph Janus would not heed the 
warning of his wife, conveyed to her In 
a dream, he met deatlr last evening. 
Thursday night Mrs. Janus dreamed 
that her husband was killed, and so 
vivid was the impression made upon 
her that she begged her husband as he 
left his home at 8709 Escanaba avenue 
for his day’s toll at the Illinois Steel 
Works to spend the day at home. He 
laughed at her presentiment and joked 
about it to his fellow employes, but on 
the way home he was struck by an 
Illinois Central suburban train and was 
so badly hurt that he died an hour later.

Mrs. E. E. Compton (formerly Mrs. 
Downey, of Indianappita. Ind.) is. In 
the field again as a nmd®or between 
the two worlds. HqKwOress now Is 
322 Fourth street, N.^ii^’, Washington, 
D. 0.

Mrs. Mary C. Von Kanzler, after a six 
weeks’ vacation at the camp-meetings, 
Is now located at 120 South Salina 
street, Syracuse, N. Y.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley Is again 
located in Chicago, and ready to fill

she backed out of the room, gaying: 
“Missle didn’t dream nothin’ like dat? 
De lae’ patient in dis room was dat 1111’ 
Japanese boy.” The nurses and the 
hospital records corroborated the ne
gro's statement. The patient who had 
occupied i the bed just before was a 
Japanese boy named Okada. He was a 
medicai patient under Dr. Packard. He 
got well, and his uncle, a tall, gray- 
bearded man, who, like a Hindoo, took 
him away. Laughingly, he had gone 
out of the hospital on the arm of his tall 
guide, bowing In his foreign little way 
to the nurses who had been kind to him. 
Mlss.Walker had never heard of or seen 
the child and never knew that he had 
been in the ward. The colored woman 
cannot be Induced to enter the room in 
the evening now.”

Ransom H. Randall, president of the 
Chicago Theosophlc Society, writes: 
“Theosophlsts, Spiritualists, Metaphysi
cians and Occultists of all kinds are 
greatly interested In the promised tour 
of Mr. C. W. Leadbeater, of London, 
through the United States in the near 
future. Mr. Leadbeater was formerly 
an Episcopalian clergyman and has 
spent eighteen years studying, traveling 
and lecturing In India, Burmah, Ceylon 
and Europe, and is perhaps best known 
in America through his published 
writings. He may be considered as an 
expert authority on occult investiga
tions In realms invisible to ordinary 
vision. Some results of his researches 
in this line are found in his books—The 
Astral Plane (including Purgatory), 
Devachan (the Heaven World), Clair
voyance, Dreams, Invisible Helpers, 
and in his recent articles in the Theo
sophical Review on Ancient Peru and 
Ancient Chaldea. He will arrive in 
New York about the 15th of October 
and reach Chicago November the 8th. 
He will make a four-month tour from 
New York to San Francisco and return, 
lecturing In various places on the fol
lowing subjects: Some Misconceptions 
About Death, Clairvoyance, The 
Heaven World, Prayer, The Rationale 
of Ghosts, The Human Àura and cog
nate themes; touching upon such minor 
points as Psychometry, Astral Travel
ing and the Astral Telegraphy, Past 
Lives, Materializations, Haunted 
Houses, Planchette, etc.”

Mrs. J. E. Staner writes: "The first 
musical, literary and card party given 
by the Spiritual Research, on October 
11, proved a grand success. The hall 
was beautifully decorated with palms 
and flowers. All the selections were 
very fine, both afternoon and evening. 
Supper was served, and the table was 
filled with all kinds of good things to 
eat. All present expressed themselves 
as being well pleased, and went home 
feeling very happy. We Intend to give 
one of these parties every month. The 
next one will be held November 8. The 
Spiritual Research holds meetings 
every Wednesday in Hall B, Van Buren 
Opera House, corner of Madison street 
and California avenue, beginning at 2 
o'clock p. m."

Will J. Davis relates some excellent

week-night engagements at 
able distance from the city.

The Philadelphia North 
says: "Annabell Walker, a

a reason-

American 
beautiful

girl, who was born twenty-four years 
ago in the hills of Old Virginia; and 
who of late has been living at 801 
Spruce street, in this city, was taken to 
the Pennsylvania Hospital two days 
ago suffering from nervousness. Her 
pretty Southern accent and kindly ways 
made friends for her of all the nurses 
and attendants from the start. And 
their kind and careful treatment has 
done much to Improve her condition. 
The-first night that she passed in her 
cozy room on the third floor of the pri
vate ward was remarkable for a vision 
which came to her at the midnight hour. 
As the clock was striking 12 she opened 
her eyes and saw. perched upon her bu
reau, a pretty little Japanese boy. The 
lad was dressed in the bright colored 
garb of his country. A little belt en
circled his waist, and bis skirt was be
spangled with colored beadwork in the 
form of fiery dragons and flying birds. 
He was laughing and seemed to be very 
happy. Standing back in the shadow 
and towering above him like a grim 
pursuer, stood a tall, dark man, with a 
long' flowing beard.-He wore a skull 
cap and a black cloak, which enveloped 
him to his feet His eyes gleamed and 
were fastened upon the boy, over whom 
he made passes with his hands. Anna
bell Walker sat up in bed and watched 
the strangers. She was not afraid in 
the least She spoke to the little boy. 
She was attracted by his gay attire. 
“Little one,” she whispered, “who are 
you?” But the child paid no'attention 
to her. Instead, he took the hand of 
the man, and, still laughing as If he 
were pleased at the idea of going on a 
journey, he disappeared through the 
window with his guide .The next morn
ing the stout colored woman who takes 
care of the rooms appeared bright and 
early, for the little Southern sufferer 
Was a favorite with hen When she 
heard the story she rolled her eyes and 
trembled . with negro superstition. 
Glancing hurriedly toward the buream-

tests which he received through W, C. 
Jessup. They were about the same as 
usually occurs In seances for physical 
manifestations, and which have been 
related in The Progressive Thinker 
hundreds of times.

Mrs. E. F. Jay Bullene has been pay
ing the friends in Chicago a visit. She 
has been prominent as a lecturer in 
days past, and will probably enter the 
lecture field again. Her home is in 
Denver, Col.

The Detroit News says: “Marguerite 
St. Omer Briggs is meeting with her 
usual good success at her Sunday even
ing meetings In Prismatic Hall. Her 
lecture on ‘Where Is my Wandering 
Girl To-night,' received rounds of ap
plause. . One old man exclaimed: ‘I 
wish all the church members in this 
city could hear the lecture; it would do 
them good.’ Another was heard to ex
claim: ‘That beats all the sermons I 
ever heard preached.’.?

We have received numerous letters 
offering ub a copy of “Edwin Drood.” 
We have received one from J. J. Jones, 
of Philadelphia, to whom we are in
debted for many kind acts,

Mrs. F. A. Logan, of San Francisco, 
holds meetings every Sunday evening 
at 7:30, in Caledonia Hall, 119 South 
Spring street, Los Angeles, Cal. She 
will also by Invitation establish circles 
of harmony in the various towns ad
joining, that home talent may be 
brought out and utilized. Keep the 
veteran at work, and may the angels of 
earth, as well as of the spheres, sustain 
her in it.

Mrs. M. J. Crilly has located at 14 
East Stockton avenue, Allegheny, Pa. 
She will reopen her meetings at the 
hall,. South and East Diamond street, 
October 21. ■ .

Laura B. Payne writes from Topeka, 
Kan.: “Mrs. L. A. Maybee and myself 
are now holding a series of meetings at 
Neosho Falls, Kan. There has never 
been such a thing as a Spiritualist lec
ture in this place before, and last Sun
day when we held our first meeting all 
was excitement and expectation among 
the people. We held the meeting Sun
day afternoon in a park. There was a 
large and-attentive crowd. All the 
week we have been holding meetings in 
the opera house. Sister Maybee gives 
.lectures from the Bible, and I for a 
change give them lectures upon various 
subjects, all of which have been very 
favorably received and commented 
upon. As there is every facility here 
for .a good camp we are seriously con
templating organizing and holding a 
camp here next fall. There Is a fine 
park here, by which flows the beautiful 
Neosho River. The park belongs to the 
public and can be had free. Neosho 
Falls Is a beautiful little town nestling 
among the trees and situated on the 
Santa Fe and M., K. & T. railroads. 
There is not a more convenient nor 
pleasant spot In the West for a camp 
than this place, and there will be one I 
am almost sure. Our meeting here will 
close Sunday evening, when we will re
turn to Topeka. Letters addressed to 
me at Topeka will reach me ho matter 
where I am. I wish also to say to the 
public that I am now ready to make 
engagements for camps next year.”

Henrietta LIchtig writes from Spring
field, ill.: “We feel that it Is good to 
occasionally let the outside world know 
that a little life still exists in this city. 
Our little society here is slowly pro
gressing and is about to become one of 
the children of the State Association. 
We have with us for the third time Mr. 
and Mrs. G. W. Kates, who found a 
little time to spend with us on their 
way to the National Convention. After 
each of their visits they leave us with 
new recruits added to our list through 
the able lectures of both and the 
clinching tests of Mrs. Kates. ’Tis with 
many regrets that we can keep them 
so short a time and hope we may be 
able to secure their services again in 
the near future. They have bo endeared 
themselves to the people of this city 
that they will always find a warm 
welcome awaiting them here.”

Mrs. Maggie Waite writes from Syra
cuse, N. Y.: “I can be addressed here 
until further notice. Dr. Butterfield has 
engaged Mrs. Elizabeth Brewer, of Bel
mont, N. Y., to lecture for the First 
Spiritualist Society during,this month. 
Already she has won her way to the 
hearts of the people. The appreciation 
of my labors In the past are shown by 
the large attendance at my meetings. 
I wish to thank the many friends for

their kind testimonials in reference to 
the sittings tW bare received through 
me by mail, ft yo<|do not get your re
plies as soon as you expect, it is not my 
fault, as I take each letter in turn as I 
receive them. I have some letters now 
that have gotfno aifiress; some that It 
is impossible to make out their writing. 
Should those sending such letters read 
thisf I trust t^ey will drop me a postal, 
so they may receiv^ their replies.”

“Cor.” wrltps that Dr. Hewitt de
livered a splendid ad,dress on “The Evo
lution of Religion“’ before the Unity 
Spiritual Society of Milwaukee last 
Sunday evening, that was enthusiasti
cally received,. ThiS)fwas his second lec
ture, and' there was.a fine audience out 
to listen; several new faces, and many 
of the leading men1 pf the city.

Mattie L. Moproe .writes from Seattle, 
Wash.: “The annual convention of the 
State Spiritual Association of Washing
ton, will be held in Tacoma, Wash., No
vember 22 and 23, 1900; the hall for 
same to be decided on, and published at 
a later date. All parties interested are 
cordially invited to' attend and co-oper
ate with us at that time. Tacoma 
seems like home to the S. S. A. W., it 
having been organized there, and we 
look forward to a very pleasant time. 
Notice of details, will be published later 
whpn programme is arranged.”

John Lamms writes from Portland, 
Ore.: “I have received the premium 
book, and consider it worth five times 
the price of It. Those books are great 
educators, and are reaching many in 
this way. Verily, you will have your 
reward.” . ;

Mr. L. LeSleur, corresponding secre
tary, writes: “We had a large attend
ance at our Band of Harmony rooms, 
608 Handel Hall • building, Thursday 
afternoon and evening, October 18. 
The ladles met early, at 1:30 p. m., to 
sew for our coming bazaar, which will 
take place the first Thursday in De- 
cember’next. We expect everybody to. 
come and buy Christmas presents, as 

. we shall be sure to have just what they 
will want, no matter what It Is, The 
evening exercises-were especially inter
resting, and of varied character. Sev
eral of the little folks were present, and 
Oulna gave them name poems. Miss 
Carrie Richmond's recitation brought 
the house down; she was obliged to re
spond to an encore. The most impress
ive feature of the evening, was the con
ferring upon our president and pastor, 
Mrs. 0. L. V. Richmond, the degree of 
LL. D., by the American Health Uni
versity of Chicago. Dr. Dutton, dean 
and secretary of the university, in a 
few well-chosen remarks, conferred the 
degree. Mrs. Richmond responded in a 
most beautiful manner, thanking him 
for the honor, and for his deep apprecia
tion of her life-long work for the uplift
ing of humanity. 'She paid the doctor 
a glowing tribute for his long years of 
unselfish work, which In the coming 
time, she assured-him would become 
more and more recognized. Our meet
ings are constantly growing in interest, 
and the .spirit of harmony and fellow
ship prevails. We-are quite likely to 
outgrow the limits oi pur hall. We en
tertained nearly one hundred at sup
per.” 1

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Renner, medi
ums for full form materialization, 
trumpet and-flight^ physical seances, 
can be addressed for the winter at 95 
Industry street, Pittsburg, Pa.

Prof. J. Hilling, clairvoyant, palmist, 
and mystic, has renibved from 81 Shaw
mut avenue,1 BostOta, Mass., to 145 
Pleasant strdfet, the1 same city.

R. J. Wlllihhis xCrites from Denver, 
Colo.: “You? premium books came to 
hand in due" time, and am like many 
others, cannot see how you can give so 
much for so little. T will say the books 
are fine, but' that verdict will not do 
justice for the good old Progressive 
Thinker, as I think it is one of the best 
papers published, and am afraid that 
many Spiritualists do not realize what 
a good thing they are missing by not 
becoming rebular subscribers. Mrs.

NEW YORK ITEMS. NEBRASKA CONVENTION
Some of the Liberal Preach-, 

ers, Etc,

The autumn season is upon us and 
those that have been fortunate enough 
to go away for the summer have re
turned to the metropolis to their winter 
duties and occupations. Rev. .Minot J. 
Savage returned to his pulpit in the 
Church of the Messiah, on October 7, 
and his subject was "Back Again to 
work.” It was an able discourse, as he 
alone can deliver; although it was 
raining in torrents, the church was 
crowded, which only goes to show that 
the general publie want something 
more satisfying than the old worm- 
eaten orthodox creeds. I often think of 
the people west and south who read Dr. 
Savage’s discourses, if they could only 
hear him deliver even one discourse, 
what a treat it would be to them, for 
sometimes when he reaches the heights 
of oratory in his discourses it is well
worth going any distance to hear. I

Ä Record of Interesting Do 
Ings.

Ada Foye has been here some time, but 
leaves next week for Australia, to be 
gone a year. May .the good spirits 
guide and protect her on her long jour
ney, and bring her back safely.”

H. B. Chase, ' spirit photographer, 
trumpet medium, lecture and test, giv
ing full names and descriptions, has 
open dates for the last half of Novem
ber and December. He would like to 
correspond with societies East or West. 
Adaress him at 86 Perry s'treet, Cleve
land-, Ohio.

Ella M. Johnson,-secretary’ of fhb Il
linois State Spiritualists’ Association, 

..writes: “Friday evening, October 19, 
the Illinois State Spiritualists’ Associa
tion ordained'Mrs. Mm. Hilbert, of 183 
Blue Island avenue, pastor of the Pro
gressive Spiritual Society, at their hall, 
North avenue and Burling street. Dr. 
Geo. B. Warne, president of the Illinois 
State Spiritualists’ Association, pre
sided over the meeting and presented 
the ordination papers, after which 
Mrs. Hilbert thanked the I. S. S. A. 
and her own society for the honor be
stowed upon her. Among the speakers 
of the evening were Mrs. Cooley, Mrs. 
Irene Dobson and Mrs. Summers, who 
gave short addressed There was also 
a piano recital by Miss Pearl English, 
and a recitation by Miss Hattie Bur- 
mister. Supper wa Bserved by the 
members of Mrs. Hilbert’s church In 
the hall, after which dancing was In 
order.” ‘

Lillian DeArgyle writes from Kansas 
City, Mo., that she holds public meet
ings at 1222 McGee street. .

F. P. Wilmarth, secretary, writes: 
“Sunday, October 14, was the regular 
annual meeting of the Hovey Spiritual 
Society of Springfield, Mo., and an Mr. 
C. M. and Mrs. Josie K. Folsom have 
returned from their eastern trip, the 
latter took the rostrum and spoke for 
forty-five minutes,, after which she 
gave tests. AU ' weye recognized. The 
meeting was then turned over to the 
worthy president, F. J, Underwood, 

• who made a few - remarks and then 
called for thegelection of officers for the 
ensuing year.;-<Mr. Samuel Strunk was 
elected president;. Sirs. Egbert, vice
president; F.CP. Wilmarth, secretary; 
J. S. Crist, tjreasurqr; trustees, Frank 
Buerger, F. j. .Underwood and J. H. 
Martin. There,, were also seventeen 
names placedjupon the roll of member
ship to the sqelpty, and by subscription 
there was money enough raised to pay 
three months:, rent for hall.- We want 
all the old members and all the new 
members to Jqrn opt in strong num
bers. We hafvje excellent mediums In 
Mr. and Mrs,-Folsom, and’ both are 
anxious to hqve alllf. come and meet 
with us. Our.,beloved brother, John T. 
Shank, passed,,to spirit life a few 
weeks ago. losq. In him one of otfr
oldest and pjpst Jaithful members. 
We hope now0that ,the Folsoms have 
returned, that we shall have some In
teresting meetings.” ,

"Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By B. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of,Human Culture and 
Gure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sole 
at this offlee.

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar- 
rlage ceremony, - marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter In poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry ■ 
Price 75 cents. For tale U his jfflee. ■

would like to state that Dr. Savage has 
regained his health during the past sum
mer, which will be good news, I know, 
to his friends and well-wishers through
out the country.

Nellie Temple Brigham commenced 
her meetings for the season at the new 
hall, 713 Lexington avenue, October 7. 
This grand inspirational speaker is 
worthy of having the largest hall in 
New York filled to the doors every Sun
day.

Rev. Henry Frank commenced his 
meetings, October 7, at Carnegie Ly
ceum, and he intends to give for the 
next two months a series of discourses 
on the recent revolutions in religion. 
His first subject was, "The New 
Thought of God.” .The peculiar virtue 
of Mr. Frank’s discourses Is that they 
are abreast of the age in scientific and 
philosophical lore. , ■

For some years It has been a question 
whether it would not be wise to sell the 
Bible House in this city. In the face 
of keen business competition the Amer
ican Bible’ Society and others of sim
ilar character are no longer self-sup
porting. The old Bible House is situ
ated at Fourth avenue and Ninth street, 
its home for nearly fifty years. Busi
ness men in this city say there is no 
longer any money or profit of any kind 
in Bibles.

James O. West, a prominent New 
York merchant, who passed away last 
week,’ left a clause in his will which 
showed great foresight, and pleased me 
very, much on reading it. He left the 
bulk of his estate to his widow, five 
sons and two daughters. Estelle Louise 
West, is known as Sister Mary Victor- 
Ine, and is an inmate of the convent of 
Mount St. Joseph, at Dubuque, Iowa. 
For her use the will directs that $3,000 
be set apart, the income of which is to 
be paid her in sums not to exceed five 
dollars at a time. The will says: "I 
have not made, her share equal to 
those of my other six children for the 
reason that she is in a situation where 
money Is not required for her use or 
maintenance,, while my other six chil
dren are to a great extent dependent on 
their Interests in my estate for their es
tablishment in life.” This was a wise 
father, especially in fixing it at five dol
lars at a time, so that the church does 
not get much out of this estate.

Dr. B. F. DeCosta, who one year baek 
left the Episcopal church and joined 
the Roman Catholic, has a long article 
the past week in the Freeman’s Journal, 
a Roman Catholic organ of this city. 
He says that “the House of Bishops 1b 
divided, and criticises Bishop Potter, 
and resents slurs on the church. I wish 
to ask, why does Dr. DeCosta meddle 
himself now with the Episcopal church, 
when he has been away from it one 
whole year? Is he anxious to return to 
the Protestant church again, and has 
he grown weary of the Roman Catholic 
church? .

I notice that Jesuits will have charge 
of the religious work in several of the 
Roman Catholic academies in Boston. 
They have just been appointed the past 
week.

Mrs. Thomas F. Ryan, wife of the 
millionaire contractor and steel railway 
owner, met the Red Star steamer, West
ernland, one day the past week, to wel
come a mother Superior and five nuns 
of the Order of Perpetual Adoration. 
The sisters were brought to this coun
try from Brussels at the expense- of 
Mrs. Ryan, who has Just btfilt-aid en
dowed a convent in Washington, at a 
cost of more than $100,009, the first one 
of this sisterhood to be established in 
this country. A novitiate is to be 
opened and I understand several appli
cants have already petitioned for the 
privilege (what an honor!) of entering 
and taking the veil. There will never 
be a moment when one of the nuns will 
not be kneeling before the blessed sac
rament of the convent The nuns will 
do work ordinarily done by women of 
the world. Is not this a terrible thing, 
to have a convent like this erected in 
the capital city of the United States, 
and we are upon the dawn of new cen
tury? J. OSBORNE LUNT.

New Yerk. -

” Prof. J. S. Loveland.
I was out to Sycamore Grove twice 

in the time of camp-meeting. Saw Pro
fessor Loveland, of Summerland, and 
listened to some brief remarks by him. 
It was not his lecture day. It is sur
prising to see a man of his years so 
youthful-looking, energetic and spright
ly. He is . eighty-five, and appears 
younger every way than many I have 
seen at sixty. His eyes bright, face 
flushed and but slightly seamed with 
time, with a full head of hair, and 
beard (not yet bo very snowy), a form 
perfectly upright and noble In its bear
ing, and a step as elastic as in youth, 
he might well be called a “grand old 
man!” . •

His home in Summerland'Is beautiful, 
spacious and airy, and on one of the 
highest foothills in" that section, and 
which doubtless he goes up and down 
(to the center of the town) every day of 
his life, although a . steep and quite 
lengthy ascent.; He has for his house
keeper a widowed niece, and a very 
nice woman, whom I have often seen 
and conversed with. I have often seen 
the Professor moving about on, the 
streets as briskly and bright seemingly 
as any of the younger men of the town. 
He must surely be one of .the leading, 
and most brilliant lights of the age in 
which he Ilves. :

There is quite a number of veteran 
Spiritualists in Summerland, besides 
Prof. Loveland, and enthusiastic sup-, 
porters of the cause, some of them over 
eighty years of age; and one, whom I 
have often seen about town, is ovér 
ninety by several years; a former “Rev
erend” of the orthodox doctrine. I think 
his name is Davis. He was married 
some two years ago to a widow who is 
now past four score years, and is fast 
going down toward the happy goal 
which will open to her the golden gate 
to those blissful abodes above where 
time cannot blight, nor death destroy.

JULIA H. JOHNSON.
“Religions and Theologfcafworks of 

Tnomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the- 
©logical subjects. Cloth binding, 490

The seventh annual convention of the 
Nebraska State Association was held In 
Richards’ Hall, 1034 0 street, Lincoln, 
Neb., on Sunday, September 30, and 
Monday, October 1.

Our Sunday sessions commenced at 
10:30 in the morning, with an invocation 
by Mrs. Mary J. Bonney. Miss Myrtle 
Klock, of Lincoln, acted as organist, and 
President Campbell gave, us a fine open
ing address in which he reviewed the 
struggles of the past years in introduc
ing the subject of Spiritualism. It was 
a forcible and exhaustive exposition of 
the needs of the people as well and full 
of food for thought. Brother Campbell 
believes In bringing the teachings of 
Spiritualism into practical manifesta
tion as a means of alleviating poverty, 
misery and ignorance among human 
beings on earth.

Miss Edith Evelyn Edwards followed 
with some striking tests and readings.

At the afternoon session, Mr. G. S. 
Klock gave us a very instructive lec
ture on “Truth,” which was appreciated 
by all.

Later on I gave an address on “The 
Benefits of Spiritualism,” and Mr. Scott 
Bledsoe, of Lincoln, gave a very elo
quent address from the standpoint of a 
retired minister. Mr. Bledsoe Is harder 
on the clergy than the average spiritual 
lecturer; he seems to know whereof he 
speaks, and gives some telling blows on 
our side of the controversy.

Mrs. Bonney and Miss Edwards con
cluded the afternoon session with tests 
and messages.

The evening session found us with a 
crowded hall, the influence of the pre
ceding sessions having gone forth and 
helped to rouse the Lincoln people from 
their lethargic condition.

We were very highly entertained by 
the presence during the early part of 
the evening of a violin quartette; unfor
tunately we did not get the names of 
the performers, but the association was 
highly gratified with their perform
ance.

Dr. Madding gave us an Instructive 
and forcible address on “The Savior,” 
showing the need of self-culture, self
improvement and self-saving principle. 
Mrs, E. S. Bledsoe followed with an in
spirational lecture on “The Analysis of 
Man.” It was a grand effort, and the 
closing poem, referring to the conven
tion, literally brought down the house.

After some very accurate and satis
factory tests by Miss Edwards and 
Mrs. Bonney, the day’s services were 
closed.

Monday found us with rather a small 
attendance for business (as usual at 
Spiritualist meetings), nevertheless we. 
pulled through all right.

In the absence of the secretary, Mr. 
Paul S. Gillette, the convention called 
upon me to act In that capacity. The 
election of officers resulted as follows: 
James Campbell, Havelock, Neb., pres
ident, re-elected; W. G. Washburn, of 
Beatrice, vice-president; W. A. Dole, 
Beatrice, treasurer, re-elected; W. E. 
Bonney, Blair, secretary; A. T. Hin
shaw, of Alvo, and G. F. Staub, of Lin
coln, trustees.

A committee was appointed to solicit 
correspondence in regard to next year’s 
camp, and to consider the best means of 
securing a good location, It was the 
almost unanimous sentiment that a 
camp should be held and the committee 
will use their best efforts toward that 
end. We urgently request all Spirit
ualists who would like to see a perma
nent camp established In Eastern Ne
braska to write to some of the commit
tee, give us your ideas and suggestions 
and your financial support. Perhaps we 
may find some Spiritualist well pro
vided with this world’s goods and 
wealth who will generously donate a 
few acres for a camp-ground without 
further trouble. The committee on 
camp Is as follows: James Campbell, 
Havelock; W. G. Washburn, Beatrice; 
G. F. Staub, Lincoln; or W. E. Bonney, 
Box 173, Blair, Neb.

. W. B. BONNEY.

exhaust the possibilities of minuteness« 
No microscope 1b powerful enough fit 
accomplish that. But it is gratifying td 
know that there are health-prodhwnZ 
anlmalculae, as well as those product» 
Ive1 of disease. A philosopher on)!» 
even imagined that an atom might tip 
inhabited by “human” beings, oi 
course, infinitesimally small, yet sens* 
ing as much in their short lives as tht> 
average man of earth. They may ba 
capable of receiving hundreds, thou» 
sands, or millions of impressions whlla 
man receives only one, hence may re? 
alize in a brief life as much as he doesf 
in his three-score years and ten. Alj 
the works of God have not yet been eifr 
compassed, and much remains yet to ba 
learned. . jus TICE.

n ypnoiism
FREE TO YOU.

Do you wisll to influence others, 
control their actions, banish diseases 
and make yourself a grand success? 
Would you realize your ambition, 
develop your latent powers ana 
live up to the possibilities within 
you? If so, master the hidden mys
teries of Personal Magnetism, Hyp
notism, Mesmerism and Magnetic 
Healing.____

Rev. I. W. Butler, writes: " I have 
ted with marvelous success. Your 
innructions have been ot inestima
ble value to me.”- •

. Pastor Grace M E. Church, Idaho 
City, Idaho.

You can learn at home in a few 
days, we guarantee it; our new book 
tells you how—it teaches the new 
system—the quickest and best« 
Thirtyspecialists wrote it. It is free«

A postal card will bring it« 
write now,

AJIEIilCAN COLLEGE OC 
SCIENCES,

416-4S0 Walnut St, 
Dept pl 2 Fhila., Pa.

THE INVISIBLE.
The Microscopic Organisms.

According to the statement of the 
Secular Review, the presence of pus In 
a wound is due to a small organism 
which is in the atmosphere, and which, 
entering the wound, multiplies and 
causes the suppuration to commence. 
In the present day, since the discovery 
of this fact, care is taken by surgeons 
to get pure air during an operation, and 
to use solutions which at once destroy 
these organisms if they should come in 
contact with the wound. And when 
such precautions are used the most ex
tensive operations frequently . heal 
without the formation of a drop of pus, 
putting the chance of blood poisoning 
out of the question. By far the largest
number of cases of blood poisoning 
which come to the notice of the public 
are those In which the victim is a phy
sician, who has slightly wounded him
self .in dissecting or holding a post
mortem examination. It would seem
that the greatest danger would be In 
working with a body in which decom
position was advanced considerably; 
but the fact Is that these wounds are 
most dangerous if made while examin
ing a body soon after death, and the 
danger of poisoning lessens as decom
position advances. Thus it is that phy
sicians are frequently the subject of 
this disease. They examine bodies soon 
after death, either to gain knowledge of 
the cause of death in obscure cases, in 
coroners' ’cases, or by request of 
friends, and, their lives frequently is 
the reward. The wound may be made 
by the point of a knife or the tip of a 
needle, and, at times, heals up without 
any trouble; but the first unusual ac
tivity or exercise renews the inflamma
tion;- with absorption of poisonous ma
terial following. The blood of a vic
tim of Wood poisoning 1b found td liter
ally swarm with microscopical organi
zations mentioned above, and the bod
ies qf 'those who die with it are found 
to decompose much sooner than usual. 
It seems that these organizations, 
which are known under the general 
name of bacteria, are very active, and 
may be taken into the system in de
composed food or by inhalation of im
pure air. The writer remembers a lec
turer who demonstrated this action. He 
showed under the microscope a speci
men of his blood, then a drop of water 
out of a glass in which had lain for'sev- 
eral days a piece of putrid meat. The 
water was alive with bacteria. He 
then drank the water, and two days af
terwards appeared, and, drawing a 
drop of blood from his finger, showed 
It full of the organisms before present 
in the water. He recovered after a few 
days of illness. It was a splendid dem
onstration, but one which few would 
care, to undertake.

Microscopical organisms are ever a 
source of danger. If the air is impure, 
they are there; If the water Is stagnant 
they are there; if fever rages they are 
there; in every case their presence is 
made known; in consumption .their rav
ages are easily discernible. It is not to 
be supposed, however, that the micro
scope reveals, them al). You never can
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The Religion of Spiritualism,- 
It. Phenomena and Phlloiophy. By Rev. Samuel

Wataon. Thl. work wa. written by a modern Baylor, 
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Appeals to Methodists.
A short discourse by spirit Bishop Haven, given au
tomatically through the band of Carrie E. S. Twin*. 
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TWO IN ONF,
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.
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THE QUESTION SETTLED 
HaealIAloomparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit
ualism. No book of tho century has made so many 
convert¡1 to Modern Spiritualism as this. The anthort 
alm, ftlthfully to compare the Bible with modern 
menopienaand Philosophy, has been accomplished. 

The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human- 
urt lto moral tendency; tho Bible Doctrine of angel 
mlnlstnq the spiritual nature of man, and the obleo, 

° Spiritualism, arc all considered In the 
light 01 the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
sense, nid expressed clearly and forcibly.
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This department Is-under the man
agement of

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have culled forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted,’and the style becomes thereby as-, 
sertlve, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. Tire supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE—No attention'will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLH-
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E.’A. Palmer: Q. We have had home 
s. circles for thirty years, We want the 
i truth, demand the truth,. and . conse

quently get nothing blit; the truth. Can 
you give further advice?

A This is the position of all other? 
to take, and as would be Inferred this 
correspondent Is satisfied fully with the 
results he has obtained. ? There have 
been no lying spirits" not “obsession," 
but every seance has been marked with 
something gained. As he is in the right 
path,, all that can be advised is to go 
right on.

R, M., Dallas, Texas: Q. Will the 
Texas catastrophe be repeated?

A. There is one aspect of the terrible 
catastrophe which has overwhelmed 
one of the most opulent cities of the 
South, which has not been presented. 
The city was built on a site selected for 
its commercial advantages, which from 
the beginning was known to be men
aced with the very ruin which has over
taken it. The ordinary high tides 
reached thé danger limits, and it was 
kuown that when accompanied with a 
tornado the streets of the city would be 
swept by the Inrushing waves. Yet in 
defiance to these conditions, public 
buildings, palaces of commerce, and 
residences were erected, and the great 
railroad corporations built their vast 
warehouses along the very brink of the 
flood, tempting tlie devastation which 
has come. And this fearful object-les
son Is not enough. The wreckage Is be
Ing cleared away, and new buildings 
are to be erected on the foundations of 
those destroyed.

In the order of events, it is only a 
question of time when the destruction 
will be repeated. Vested Interests and 
natural advantages will hold the city in 
its present location, but Its inhabitants 
may feel that a repetition of this disas
ter may befall them at any time. The 
situation is such that no engineering 
skill is available In construction of sea
walls or defenses of any kind sufficient 
to meet the magnitude of the requlre- 

: ment.
The people may console themselves 

that such a storm has not swept the 
coast for at least half a century, anoth- 

! er half may go by, or even many cen- 
turles. Pompeii and Herculaneum were 
built on lava beds which had overflowed 
towns and country, to be in turn sub
merged with ashes and overspread with 
lava. Nearly two thousand years have 
passed since that time and the hamlets 
and vineyards over the burled cities 
have been unmolested.

• Yet the volcano ever threatens above, 
and at times may send forth clouds of 

hashes and rivers of lava. While the 
probabilities are that there will be ex
emption In the future for as long a time 
as in the past, it is not certain that the 
city will escape for a single year.

verely broken; find it powerless when 
most needed. A false and vicious sys
tem of theological training through 
countless generations, has made It a 
weakling. ’ 1

The child whose will Is “broken" has 
no character, and becomes the tool of 
the stronger willed. Such a course of 
training is a crime which ignorance 
only can excuse. The countless pliant 
men and women whose training began 
at home and was completed at school 
and church, you will find following 
after those who have not had this 
training and are not pliant.

By strong will is not meant violent 
passion, or unrestrained energy of feel
ings or emotions, but persistency of 
purpose, a measure of one’s capacity, 
and going straight-forward to an ob
ject. Parents should regard the plans 
and purposes of their children with 
the greatest tenderness, and when 
propel- should encourage them in their 
completion. When a six-year-old boy 
attempts to make a kite and fails, do 
dot discourage him by saying he cannot 
and ought to know he could not, and 
thus make him feel his infirmity, but 
say to him, "Of course you will fall at 
first, for it Is difficult to balance a kite. 
You will soon learn the art and make a 
kite which will fly to the length of your 
string.” Then explain the principles on 
which It is made, help him put one to
gether, and give him the proud con
sciousness of success won by his own 
efforts.

The child may have plans which to an 
adult are of little interest. yet to them 
of vital importance. If their schemes 
can be carried out without detriment, 
they should not only be allowed, but 
assisted. A case In point, of a little 
girl eight years old, who desired to ac
company her father to the village. As 
this was inconvenient and there was no 
apparent object for her going, he re
fused. She began to cry, and when 
questioned It was drawn out that she 
had an object—she wanted to procure 
some transfer pictures. You may say 
that was nothing. To her it was a 
whole world. She had saved the money 
and had waited a long time patiently, to 
go and select them. When her father 
knew the mind of his child, he at once 
placed her in the carriage and went 
with her for the pictures. When she 
came home, and failed to transfer one 
to her album, he told per how it must 
be done, and watched over her until 
she succeeded.

Thus, in the beginning the will should 
be trained—not broken—and the child 
made to feel that there need be no such 
thing as failure; that everything is pos
sible to thè strong and self-reliant mind. 
Not weaklings trained to be molded 
like clay In the hands of leaders, but 
leaders of themselves and those less 
fortunately educated. Whenever a pa
rent attempts to “break the will" of the 
child by force, the victim becomes a 
rebel or a slave. The hot wrath of 
vengeance Is aroused, or the yielding of 
the broken reed.

The perfectly educated will not only 
has mastery over the body, defying the 
pangs of hunger, the fever of thirst, the 
keenest arrows of pain; It treads the de
sires beneath its feet, and triumphs 
over the limitations of the physical 
body, which it fashions into beauty, and 
gives that healthfulness that the most 
poisonous substance, the venomous 
fang and sting, the malarious atmos
phere, changes of temperature, and all 
forms of disease will be harmless 
against the strongest force In nature— 
the human wilt ’

A DIVINE LESSON.
Cutter Rats Raised to 

Higher Plane.
a

"LET TltERE. BE. LIGHT.’
■ 11 . ‘Jl . _____________ - ,

Dr. Roberts Deciares Reason to Be the Supreme God.
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Investigator: Q. As I greatly admire 
The Progressive Thinker, I ask you a 
few questions which will be of great 
value to me: What Is the best way to 
find out if there Is a life after this? 
What have you to say about the Mor
mons? What disease have I? How can 
I cure it? What countryman? Happy 
or unhappy? How many children? 
My age? My parents' names? Dead or 
living? What bad habits? Names of 
dead relatives? Who is my spirit 
guide? Who is Allen Kardec? Is he 
dead? If you answer these questions 
satisfactorily, It will come near con
vincing me. Please give me all the ad
vice of value to me. If you answer In 
The Progressive Thinker, keep out my 
true name—use Investigator. Enclosed 
find stamp.

I present this correspondent's ques
tions as a sample of numberless others 
which are received. They perhaps are 
not as laugh-provoking, nor do they de
mand as much for so little. To answer 
Investigator “satisfactorily," and it 
would be useless to do otherwise, would 
require many pages of writing and sev
eral hours’ time. For this he magnan
imously sends a two-cent stamp, and 
appeals to my desire to convert him as 
a motive. I do not know as I have a 
special desire to convert him. There 
are too many such Spiritualists already 
who will pay a medium, a dollar to tell 
them how many children they have, and 
'after listening to the most brilliant lec
ture, contribute a nickel! Too many 
such Spiritualists who can ask ques
tions by the hour about muck, and 
never one of Spirituality! If I should 
answer all the questions “satisfactori
ly” It would not make this questioner a 
Spiritualist more than he is at present, 
but he would have his appetite whetted 
keenly for more questions and answers. 
I have learned this sad fact by long 
experience. A psychometrlst might tell 
him all he asks for, without spirit aid, 
and It would be no test of spirit aid.

My advice Is for “Investlgatar," 
whbse name I “keep out,”, for charity’s 
sake, to strive to become more spiritual 
if he would receive spirit enlighten
ment. . ■

Parent, Montreal: Q. A while ago 
an answer In the Question Department 
held that a child should only be trained 
by love. Is it not best to so subdue 
their will, that they will be obedient?

A The question contains the spirit 
of the old Idea that the will of the child 
is bad, and ought to be “broken,-1’ and 
parents set about doing so to make It 
yielding and obedient On the contrary, 
they should make every- effort to: de
velop a strong and vigorous will. No 
wonder that those who have been 
reareji In the belief that the will is the 
seat of moral depravllyt and to be se-

WELL DONE.
Spiritualists Make Generous 

Response.
To the Editor:—In the last issue of 

The Progressive Thinker is a short 
communication from Bro. John W. 
Ring thanking the donors for $27.70 
contributed to the Spiritualist Society 
of Galveston to relieve the needs of the 
Spiritualists of that city who were vic
tims of the storm. You proceed by way 
of comment to say: "The sum total of 
$27.70 to date, seems a beggarly re
sponse from the Spiritualists of our 
country to the sad call for aid from the 
Spiritualists of the stricken city of Gal
veston.”

It seems to me that the above is cal
culated to create a wrong impression of 
the charitable disposition of Spiritual
ists toward suffering humanity.

I think it is safe to Bay that the Spirit
ualists of the country have contributed 
as much to the Galveston sufferers—ac
cording to their means—as any other 
class of people. I cannot answer for 
other societies, but my society went to 
work immediately the news of the dis
aster was received and raised fifty dol
lars In money, besides obtaining the do
nation of a large quantity of clothing, 
which we sent direct to Miss Clara Bar
ton, of the Red Cross Society, for dis
tribution, and we have her thankful 
letter in acknowledgment of same.

Last Sunday night a collection of 
$10.60 was taken to relieve the wants 
of a poor sufferer of that awful 
calamity, who was In attendance at our 
meeting and whose condition was called 
to the attention of the audience by 
myself.

In donating to this cause we did not 
stop to consider what faith or religion 
the sufferers professed. It was enough 
to know that they were fellow human 
beings.

This Is the first Instance I know of 
where an appeal has been made for the 
relief of any sect. I have seen no ap
peal for aid from Methodist sufferers, 
nor Presbyterian or Baptist sufferers, 
and I think It is establishing a bad 
precedent.

As I have already Intimated, I doubt 
not that our people everywhere have 
opened their hearts and their pocket
books as freely as any class without 
pausing to inquire the creed or color of 
those who were to be helped. I protest 
that $27.70 should not be set down as 
the measure of the charity of the Spir
itualists of the country. Fraternally

St. Louis, Mo. W. F. PEGK.

"PiCXelples of Light and Color,” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with It. '

“Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
Voice from The Higher Criticism. ‘ A 
few ■ thoughts on other Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and In
terest to Spiritualists. For sale at this 
office. Price $1. ’

“Human culture and Cure. Pari 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding’ Methods and Instruments).’ 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. DI, LL? D. A 
very Instructive and valuable work. 1» 
should have a wide circulation,’ as it 
well fulfills tho promise of Its. title. 
For sale at ibis office, Cries 20

The only way to introduce the mil
lennium is for each one to lift some one 
who is more helpless.

A private orphan asylum Is main
tained by Frank F. Everitt, a Chicago 
street faker, says the Chicago Tribune. 
Though a poor man himself, he sup
ports ten street waifs. They live to
gether In a flat, over which he himself 
presides as philosopher, guide, friend, 
and protector. _

This private refuge, or orphan asy
lum, is the home of ten boys who would 
be to-day homeless and uncared-for 
arabs of the street-were it not for the 
generosity of their patron.

Mr. Everitt has gathered these boys 
together, one at a time, and organized 
a kind of club for them, furnished them 
with a kind of clubhouse, with three 
good meals a day, and all he exacts 
from them Is the maintenance of order 
and discipline.

This club of ten is now domiciled in a 
flat of three rooms in Thirty-fifth street 
near State. These rooms are known as 
the “clubhouse," and Mr. Everitt is 
called the father confessor. He pays 
the rent of the rooms out of his own 
pocket, and assists the boys In supply
ing their larder. He expects the boys 
to do their share In supplying provisions 
and their own clothing, so that the little 
community may become in time self
supporting. No boy In the Everitt borne 
Is allowed to accept gratuities of food 
from strangers unless he has worked 
for It, and each one Is an Independent 
and democratic young citizen with 
pride and honor. '

Nearly all the ten are now employed 
as newsboys or messengers, but if any 
one chances to lose his position or be
comes 11J he Is supported and protected 
by his companions until his fuck may 
turn. They are all well-dressed, well- 
behaved and precocious chaps, with 
that cleverness which the reclaimed 
arab invariably shows, and each one Is 
determined to make his mark In the 
world.

ALL MUST STUDY.
The oldest members of this little co

operative housekeeping colony attend 
night school, while the others are com
pelled by a rule of the community to 
pursue a certain amount of study each 
day under the guidance of Everitt. 
Their protector has supplied school 
books, a large blackboard, and a set of 
maps, and lessons are allotted for each 
day. There are courses In arithmetic, 
algebra, spelling, reading, and gram
mar, aud two of the eldest are now 
ready to enter high school.

The money which the boys earn they 
keep themselves, and each contributes 
his small mite toward buying supplies. 
They cook their own meals, and take 
turns In allotting the labor. Mr. Everitt 
buys their food supplies by the whole
sale, and the little colony always has on 
hand a generous supply of meat, coffee, 
flour, sugar, and vegetables.

Mr. Everitt has organized a system of 
self-government by which the boys are 
lu honor bouud to preserve order and 
peace in the household. Only a few 
simple rules have been laid down which 
liajpslsts must be followed. All boys 
are expected to rise at 5 o'clock In the 
morning and to be Indoors not later 
than 9:30 o'clock at night. Any lad 
who creates a disturbance by quarrel
ing with another member of the house
hold is expelled on the first offense for 
seven days, but on the second offense is 
expelled for all time, or simply turned 
out.

PRIVATE GYMNASIUM.
Their suite of rooms is kept in an or

derly, well-directed manner. There are 
two bathrooms, where the boys take a 
dally plunge. One room Is used entirely 
as a gymnasium, and It Is as well fitted 
up as other and more pretentious estab
lishments. This gymnasium glories In 
the possession of two punching bags, 
two horses for leaping and vaulting, a 
flat board used as a rubbing-down 
table, a curved table for back exercises, 
an exerciser with weights for arm 
movements, and a pair of swinging 
rings. The boys fake turns at exercis
ing with this paraphernalia In their 
spare hours, and with cleanly, regular 
habits and plain, wholesome food, they 
keep themselves in an excellent, health
ful condition. .

The second room of the suite is used 
as a dormitory. It contains five beds 
and two large couches. Each lad con
trols a certain number of hooks placed 
along the wall, where he hangs his 
clothes and other possessions, and no 
other is permitted to Infringe upon bls 
private domain. No lad is permitted to 
scatter his clothes or other possessions 
on the floor, so that this large room Is 
always a model of neatness and order. 
Housecleaning Is accomplished once a 
week by a detailed committee of two or 
three, who sweep, wash windows, and 
place the flat In good condition. They 
do the family washing as well, and are 
provided with a washing machine. 
They keep their clothes mended and 
brushed, and each one is acquiring fast 
the desire for a good appearance and 
discovering within his heart the In
stincts of a gentleman. ■ ;

The third room Is used as a dining
room and a kitchen. Here the boys cook 
their own meals, and concoct dainty 
dishes which some good housewife 
might look upon with wonder. Scotty, 
who Is “chief of this clan, is also head 
cook, and each day one member Is de
tailed to help him. They own a cooking 
range, a rather miscellaneous assort
ment ot chlna and cooking utensils, but 
they manage -to live In comfort, and 
they possess a home which many of 
their former »street associates would 
envy.

A generous supply of reading material 
Is always on hand, and the newspapers, 
magazines, and books are- carefully 
guarded and classified and preserved by 
these bpys, who read with extraordi
nary eagerness all literature that comes 
into their hands. They own five testa
ments, which are a§ popular as any-' 
lurid novel they may happen to atquire 
in their library. -

Everitt does not seem to have any 
trouble In finding employment for his 
lads, and keepâ a list of desirable “jobs” 
always posted In the “clubhouse,” so 
that thé unemployed may seek and con
sider places. Not one of the boys has 
the trampish appearance of the regular 
news peddling rounder. They are so 
natty in appearance that none would 
ever suspect that they were once mere 
gutter rats, sleeping in empty barrels 
and subsisting on chance crumbs and 
earning only a few pennies a dhy. Mr. 
Everitt’s “ten” - would fight for him in 
any kind of a situation.' Their love.and 
respect for him are so great that they 
regard him as a kind of superior being. 
' This world -will not advance very 
rapidly until all have become agents In 
doing good. The advanced spirits are 
all engaged In some beneficent work, 
and why. should mortals shirk, from 
doing their duty. If a street faker can 
do so much good, why not you. whose 
means are more ample. Some day you 
will have to commence doing a good 
work for humanity, th order to advance 
yourself. Selfishness cannot wl* In the 
spirit realms, IBÇIBIIUAklST»

■ tc Sk
MAN MUST RELY^ON 'HIMSELF- 

AT THE CHURCH ''OF. THIS 
WORLD HE POINTS qtil FAULTS 
OF MISSIONARIES m. FOREIGN 
LANDS-THEIR x ACTIONS UN-
REASONABLE. ;:ii

Great Woik by a Great /Vlithor.

“Let There Be Light” was the subject 
of Dr. Roberts’ sermon áí' the Coates 
House Sunday nlgh'f? October 7. He 
declared reason to bt? the supreme God 
for man In this world,-and that there 
was nothing higher. He said:

The conflict with ignorance and super
stition Is as old as man. The story of 
the human race is the story of that con
flict. All progress, all advances, all 
achievements of science, civilization, 
justice, liberty and ftrt are but tri
umphs of the mind of man over ignor
ance and superstition; all progress that 
Is yet to be, all the advance that Is to 
be hoped for, believed in, struggled 
after and helped forward, will be 
through the enlargement of human 1g- 
telligence and the widening of reason’s 
benignant sway. Man began complete, 
but Incomplete; a finished being in po
tentiality only. Man began his career 
as a poseldon; he had a brain, but did 
not yet know how to reason; he had 
moral Instincts, but had not yet ex
perienced sufficient to know the right; 
his mental activities were exercised un
der certain unescapable law’s, and yet 
those very laws léd him to wrong con
clusions. Man had certain religious in
stincts, certain spiritual-needs and apt
itudes; he had vague and chaotic feel
ings about some power above him, or 
below him, certainly not In himself, 
but he had no adequate conception, and 
could form none, of what that power 
might be. Man became religious 
through abject fear; ignorant and su
perstitious, he did not stand so much in 
awe as he stood In terror; he left the 
Imprint of his knees In the dust because 
he thought by expressing his humility, 
his spirit of servltudo, hls abjectness, 
his willingness to do anything that was 
commanded, he might make favorable 
that great power, whatever it might be.

This spirit of religious abjectness was 
the parent of endless injustices and 
crimes. Whenever any man submits 
himself to God without respect to the 
reason and the rights of man, he be
comes a possible and probable criminal. 
He may, under that delusion and snare, 
enslave, oppress and kill; he is swayed 
now by what he believes to be the au
thority of an higher power and he is in 
virtue of that very conclusion put out
side of obligation to reason, justice and 
the rights of others. Swayed by ignor
ance, possessed by superstition, muu be
came the oppressor of man. Super
stition built the cathedral and the dun
geon; superstition raised the cross and 
nailed upon it the immortal Imartyr and 
left him to die; superstition piled the 
faggots around the feet of the philoso
pher and the sclentlstcand lighted them 
with Its sacred tapers; superstition put 
under the ban the first institution of 
learning that was e«er founded upon 
the continent of Europe; superstition 
did those things not because men loved 
to inflict suffering, flot bgpause men 
were bad; it did thc^e things not be
cause men were simply ambitious or 
lusted for power, or Ipved.tq oppress; It 
did them because mm were Ignorant: 
it did them because,, having subjected 
or degraded reason, jjhe^^ w(ere follow
ing the Idea that,gap-e no ¡account of 
Itself to reason, and justice. '
MISSIONARIES ARE WELL PAID,

There Is a very general superstition 
that the missionary that leaves home 
and native land and goes abroad in the 
name of God, Is doing something won- 
drously beautiful and full of sacrifice. 
I have the honor to be personally ac
quainted with one of such; he Is a man 
with a large family, bls salary is $1,200 
a year, with $100 additional for each 
child, and one servant for each member 
of tho family, with house rent, carriage 
hire, and servants’ hire, and traveling 
expenses all paid in addition., I am sat
isfied that this friend of mine, put 
down here under th? flag with perfect 
freedom to use whatever talent the 
Lord gave him, could not earn an 
average of $50 a month. But so long 
had the Idea been current among the 
people that this thing Is done In the 
name of God and for his glory, that it 
would be accounted the most rank 
form of disloyalty for any one among 
the believers, to say a word against the 
work of the foreign missionary.

It happens that just now there Is an 
International peace congress being held 
at Paris; the day before yesterday the 
Associated Press reported a little of the 
conclusions that conference had 
reached, and some of them were these: 
They had resolved, not in the ñame of 
the Lord, not in the name of religion, 
not In the name of the church, but 
simply and solely in the name of peace, 
that the foreign missionaries In Ohjna 
were often Intolerable; that no Euro
pean power ought to back up the pre
tensions and pronunclamentos of the 
missionaries by armed force; that the 
nations of Europe ought i;ot to estab
lish a religious protectorate In China, 
and that there should be no annexation 
of land, especially that held sacred by 
the Chinese. And now after more than 
a century of active and aggressive mis
sionary work, all well meant, all with 
a spirit that may be admirable, after 
more than a century óf this aggressive 
work in the name of God, it is a sur
prising and startling fact that all China 
asks Is that the Christian nations let 
her and her people alone. If our de
voted missionaries , find gone in the 
name of reason, if they had gone in the 
name of civilization, Jf they had gone 
in the name of peacepif they had gone 
In the interest of mett living■ upon this 
World now ’ and be&i ’ loyal to those 
Ideas, the result wodid hath been far 
otherwise, but they Went Tn the name 
of God and the trouble bégíin at once. 
They did not go with the -inessage of 
reason,- they Went With a“Tovelation; 
they didn’t go.with-[¡m--appeal to the 
conscience,, the intelligetítíé and the 
hearts of the peoplffi butII(they went 
armed and equipped with d divine reve
lation; they didn’t go9’witH0fhe story of 
human progress and Ilbertyhnd justice, 
but they Went with ffie glftd tidings of 
great joy that all the Ancestors of those 
people were, in hell and tiiflt their de
scendant? were liable to bel I submit 
to intelligent and thinking men and 
women that there is ifo egtitism, no ar
rogance, greater; tllat Hibre is no 
greater Insolence than for ode people to 
send another people a divine revelation 
that turns up side down traditions that 
were known before that other people as 
a nation were ever bofa.1
RELIGION BACKED BY AN ARMY.

1 If, now, our agents and representa
tives in the name of God had gone and 
said: “You have Confucius, wé have 
Christ; both were eminent and kindly 
men; let us compare, Ictus study them 
together;’ in our development we may 
have missed some of the graces of our 
own Christ, and in yours you may have 
failed of some of the ¡excellencies of 
your great Confucius, but abov.e all tiie 
differences of smaller julnds, upon the 
summit where is light, ánd peace, Q?n- 
ÍUclua find Christ must harmonizó and

be as one; great men, understood, be
long together, but great men, inter
preted by small and narrow minds, are 
in antagonism more and more." If our 
representatives had gone like that and 
rested their case upon its merits, and 
met those men like men, and asked for 
no support, no bucking, expected none, 
from any armed power, I can see how 
the intermingling of mind and the com
parison of ideas and the greater or less 
welding of fraternal ties would have 
been of mutual benefit to pagan China 
and Christian America. Would it not 
have been a singular thing If when this 
Christ was upon the world and was en
countering difficulty, was being mis
treated by the Pharisees, the Sadducees 
and the other ’sees, if he had appealed 
to Rome for an armed force to defend 
him and vindicate his rights; but that 
man Christ was so dilated with the 
divine spirit, he was so persuaded by 
the reason and the justice of the things 
he taught, he was so infatuated with 
the dignity and the grandeur of his 
mission as he conceived it, that all the 
armies of the world could not have 
added one line to his conscious dignity. 
Whenever a" man believes In God he 
wants an army back of him. The more 
a man believes in God the more he 
wishes to see the sun gleam upon the 
bayonets, but when a man believes in 
himself, in the justice of the cause he 
pleads, in the reason that he attempts 
to utter, he is calm and has no fear of 
gods or men.

The same superstition'about the name 
of God gets Itself uttered In dignified 
and more or less authoritative ways. It 
will not be long now till the chief ex
ecutive officer of the government.will 
Issue a proclamation telling about what 
God has done for this people. Of 
course he will represent God as an ar
dent expansionist. It was not but a lit
tle while ago that a distinguished citi
zen paid a visit to this city and de
livered an elaborate oration. It was -in 
the order of the events of the passing 
campaign, and it might not be fair to 
assume that all that was said was hon
estly believed; some things may have 
been uttered for political purposes only; 
but the fact Is that the old superstition 
about the name of God came plentifully 
into the distinguished gentleman's ad
dress. Again and again it was declared 
that God had sent us to the Philippines; 
again and again it was declared that 
we were there to do God's service. And 
this is the commonest form of super
stition! It can be heard or seen almost 
anywhere. It is God that wills so and 
so, and wants this and that And It is 
a little surprising that God always 
seems to want just what man himself 
wants. Nobody that really shrinks from 
tho Philippines has the least suspicion 
that God wants him to go there. It is, 
in short, I affirm, the commonest form 
of superstition whereby men beguile 
themselves into believing the things 
they want to believe. I stand here to 
say that wo know nothing of what God 
wants; that he has no authoritative rep
resentative upon earth; that the officers 
of his cabinet are not here; that they do 
not Issue pronunclamentos or proclama
tions, or make knwn his will, and the 
man that dare not rely upon his own 
convictions, backed by his own reason, 
when there is anything doubtful or du
bious about them, but seeks to give 
thorn currency or force by appealing to 
the name of God, is first a coWard and 
then a blasphemer. The supreme God 
for man In this world is, as always has 
been, and we must believe shall always, 
continue to be, reason. There is no 
higher. There is no other, and that once 
abandoned, dark and treacherous ways 
await and invite the feet of man.—Kan
sas City Times.

MORE SUGGESTIONS.
In a Multitude of Counselors 

there Is Wisdom.
Believing that “in the multitude of 

counsels there is safety," I will make a 
few suggestions on th® pending Issue.

The Symposium in your Issue of Oct 
20, contains many .splendiji thoughts; 
but the majority of the writers have 
overlooked the real Issue, which is not 
whether there is a God, and by what 
name he shall bo called; but whether 
there shall be any creed at all. Some of 
the writers claim to oppose creeds, and 
yet favor a “statement of principles." 
This is a distinction without a differ
ence. If we undertake to state the 
leading principles of Spiritualism, we 
must at the very outset recognize Spirit, 
the Great First Cause, which produced 
the universe and its law?, yet adminis
ters them apd ever will. This Is ex
actly what the N. S .A. did, but fearing 
to use the orthodox term, God, substi
tuted “Infinite Intelligence,” which 
proved worse than “jumping out of the 
frying-pan into the fire,” to the num
berless critics, waiting to pounce on 
anything they might say, whenever 
they attempted to make a rule of faith 
for all Spiritualists.

The truth Is, that while every man 
has a right to make a creed for himself, 
he has no right to make one for other 
people, and whoever attempts it will 
get Into the trouble the N. S. A has en
countered.

One would think that after all the 
trouble, expense,, war and bloodshed 
that church creeds, party platforms and 
national policies have inflicted on the 
world, reformers at least would ab
stain from trying to impose rules of 
faith on other people.

But do not understand me as oppos
ing the N. S. A, as an organization, 
provided it will abstain from making a 
rule of faith; and give its attention to 
scientific and humanitarian work. The I 
Christian and charitable work suggest
ed by Sister Weatherford is good. It 
might also appoint a large and compe
tent committee to collect psychic facts 
and statistics from aft over the world, 
and properly classify them. Another 
pommittee Blight thoroughly Investigate 
and report on the various phases of me
diumship, and suggest the best means 
of properly developing each phase. An
other committee might investigate 
fraudulent mediumship, and suggest 
the means for true Spiritualists to pro
tect themselves and the public from 
these frauds.

In short, by working on the various 
lines of Truth, Progress and Humanita
rian reforms, the N. S. A can be made 
a wonderful agency for good.

Paris, Tex. E. L. DOHONEY.

“Human Culture ana Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development; and Social Un
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. IX, 
LL.D. A. most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, doth, 75 
cents. For Bale at .this office.

“The Pantheism of Modern Science.” 
By F. E. Titus, Barrister, Toronto, Can
ada. A.summary of recent investiga
tions Into Life, Fore* and . Substance, < 
apd eoaclufloba therefrom, fti<!e 10 
fiaaii« For tale at thia ’

“THE UNKNOWN”
-BY—

CAMILLE FLAMMARION
sSion^ta Ece^ fir«* th-8 Bost iantas‘lc °f Po9’* 

lls.he_d. ®nd can «arecly fail to arouse
glealest interest in this country. It 

is an eminent scientist's study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world, 'in 

upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated instances, and 
chapters of his book are as weirdly fas-

tales. It treats on incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinations, psychic action,of on* 
mind upon another, transmission of 
£?ught- suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychlq 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and divina
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 
bound. Price $2.00.

For Bale at the Office of The Progressive Thinker.

DEATH- DEFEATED
OR

The Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
BY J. M. PEEBLES. M. D., M. A., Ph. D,

_ ii>nari?,nlyJ8 ^ust ^.hat 18 needed as here always, they should know how to 
a book of good suggestions and instruc- live right aid enjoy the Hfe th.t hi 
S¥v%s-s ^0» thnod°» is:

StZih<o,ih6hlK^it i°“Prl8e8 a Pra°- Doctor has ever published, for it spikes 
deal subject handled in a practical at the root or cause of disease and Mil« 
manner by a practical man. Even If how to avoid it SH! wges doth . 
people do not wish or expect to live bound. Price, $1. For sale at this Jfflcft

Three Remarkable Books !
“The Divine Pedigree of Man.”
“The Law. of Psychic Phenomena.”
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future.”

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the It is scientific throughout. Price $1 5ft 
Testimony of Evolution and Psychology Dr. Hudson’s work on "The Law of 
to the Fatherhood of God. By Thom- Psychic Phenomena," is also valuable.

_  .__ ___  IP1 Ki\ Vft- Im > .... _
son Jay Hudson, LL. D. This is a most

_ . ------- . Is also valuable. '
Price, $1.50. His “Scientific Demon
stration of the Future Life” should beKnnrl nil T»..l__ n.« n-n. .remarkable work demonstrating the read b/alL Priro $!.5O 

existence of the Soul and Future Life, this office. For sale at

LIFE. BEYOND DEATH
Being a ¡Review of

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considéra 
tion of Present Conditions nf Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
. Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAJE, <D. D.
8vo, Cloth, 842 Pages. .

After a review of the beliefs held in 
the past concerning life beyond death, 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other
worldliness” which it replaced, which 
was In turn followed by the’ Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of Immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least some 
well authenticated communications 
from persons in the other life. The 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas-Ethnlc Bellefs-The' 
Old Testament ahd Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortality—Tho Other 
World and the Middle Ages-Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—Tho Agnostic Reaction-The 
Splrl tualistlo Reaction-Tho World s 
Condition and Needs as to Belief in Im-life, probabilities which, as he admits, ____ ___ „

faU S*0? ^monstration. The vol- mortaUty-ProtabilltiM ~Whlch ‘“rali 
ume includes a consideration of tho Short of Demonstration—The Societv 
work of the Society for Psychical Re- for-Psychical Research and the Immor- 
search and also an appendix giving tai Life-Possible Conditions of Anoth- 
some of the author’s own personal eX- er Life-Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences In this Une. Dr. Savage periences and Opinions.

For Sale at this Office. Price $1.50. Postage 10c.

OÜR BIBLE:
WHO WROTE IT? WHEN? WHERE? HOW?

Is It Infallible?
A Voice from the Higher Criticism.

A FeW Thoughts on Other Bibles.
> BY MOSES HULL.

Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis of 
the Bible from that standpoint Of special value and interest to Spirit
ualists. For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

CELESTIAL DYNAMICS
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN. 
GUAGE OF THE STABS,” ETC.

A magnificent and complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, em
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force, Sickness and Disease. ’ With 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully.

Mental Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice the Healing Art 
Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics” a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus learn the real cause of thejr frequent failures.

No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology.

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of. 
a large and very earnest class of people who cannot affdrd to pay for a regular 
course' of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies.

The Price is One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
light For sale at this office.

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know 
and utilize the laws of mediumship and 
development, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

Bending the Vail: This volume is a 
compilation by 3. W. Nixon, of psychic 
literature, most given by spirits 
through and by means of full form vis
ible materializations, at seances of a 
certain. Psychic ¿Research Society, 
known as the Aber Intellectual Circle, 
the medium being William W. Aber. 
50f pp. octavo. For sale at the office of
¡But XMBk.tr« fries &

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Goo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It Is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and Its priesthood. Price 15 
cents. For sale at this office.

“The Religion df the Future.” By 8. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with It and 
well repaid by Its pcrucal. For Mie at 
this office. Price, cloth, fl; paper, 58 
cents. :_ _
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DR. 6. E. WATKINS,
, THE
NATURAL PHYSICIAN.

The Physician can'only be the servant 
or handmaid of Nature in the cure of ,

Disease.
In reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the offending cause while 

Nature
Performs the cure, and therefore we 
lay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician can do 
is to act as a

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment is true, and believe that this meth
od is the right one, then write to-day to 

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
Eending age, sex and leading symptom. 
DLt. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

DOWIE’S DEFEAT.
Medical Students Break Up 

His Meeting.

■ Wallula, Kansas. /
I have just had the pleasure of at

tending the annual meeting of the 
Leavenworth County Association, at 
the home of Brother and Sister Deuel, 
the pioneers of Spiritualism in this sec
tion. For many successive years these 
worthy and estimable people have !car- 
rled on a meeting and much good has 
resulted from their labors. This year 
they only held a four-day’s meeting, but 
it was in every way a successful gath
ering. The workers present were 
Brother and Sister Hayden, of Indian
apolis, who both did splendid service 
for the cause, Our old friend, Mrs. A. 
L. Lull, of Lawrence, who is always at 
home here and always does good work 
in lectures and improvisations; 0. R. 
Dunakin, of Chanute, a very good me
dium for tests in circle work, and also 
a trumpet medium. We did not attend 
the trumpet seance, so cannot speak as 
to his.powers in that phase. I came 
here unexpectedly and was invited to 
speak On Sunday morning. My subject, 
“The Light of the World,” was well re
ceived. Since the meeting closed I 
have held one meeting and bad a' good 
local audience. My subject on this oc
casion, .“Do Spirits Communicate with 
Mortals," was also very well received, 
the audience being very attentive 

Mrs. Dr. Smith, of Kansas City, Kan., 
followed me with some descriptions 
and messages, but was annoyed by the 
levity of some young people present, 
and finished up by administering to 
them a kindly rebuke in well-chosen 
language.

Mr. Deuel is anxious to sell his home 
and go to California, but we hope if he 
succeeds he will sell to some enthusias
tic Spiritualist who will go on with the 
annual- meeting, and keep up the good 
work so ably commenced and carried on 
by Brother pnd Sister Deuel.

W. E. BONNEY.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to,the:extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About Seven 
words constitute one line.]

Dr. John W. Lockhart, of Galveston, 
Texas, departed thig life, October 5, 
1900, at Chappell Hill, Texas. The in
terment took place October 7, Mr. John 
W. Ring officiating. A man of ad
vanced years and an avowed and de
voted Spiritualist, he, like a sturdy oak 
of the forest, succumbed to the angel of 
transition, knowing that Nature's law 
led to a higher life. CORR.
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The Secret of Dr, J. M. Peebles' Great ePower, which 

Dispels Disease as If by Magic, is the Qombination 
of The Psychic and The Physical; which 

Successfully (.Combats All Disjejase.

“DESPAIR NOT, THERE IS HOPE FOR YOU,”
What is this great Healing Science which cures eo-called 

Incurable diseases, and has revolutionized the art of 
curing to such an extent that physicians aud scientists 
stand duujfouuded at Its mystical power? Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, the grand old man who U its originator and has 
given it to the world, calls it psychic force, and says 
there fa nothing mystical or supernatural about It. That 
It seems to come from the mysterious deep and have a 
supernatural origin U because It IK AS PERFORMED 
SKJC1I MARVELOUS CUBES and has dispelled 
disease of every nature from man and woman when all 
other human powpr failed, but that (u reality It is a 
logical method, founded upon sclent Ilie study, and now at 
the ripe old age of 1 can look back over 50 years of 
patient work and experiment before I evolved It. to it« 
present perfection. The whole secret of the grand suc
cess which I have had Is that at last I have found THE 
MIN'D OF TIKE SOUL, and demonstrated that by 
the correct use of my psychic force I can, through this 
mind, restore the tissues of the body and place that ab
normal condition of the body which Is brought on by 
disease into a normal condition and the correct func- 
tlonal working of the entire system; THEREBY 
DISPELLiNG DISEASE. The thousands of testi
monial« which, unsolicited, have been sent to Dn. 
Peebles are positive proof as to the merit of his wonder
ful discovery. Mrs. J. W. Henderson, of St. Jolins, 
Washington, who suffered for years with pain in.the 
ovaries and uterine weakness, wa* entirely cured by the 
Peebles treatment. Mrs. C. Harris, Marionville, Pa.; 
says she can not express too much gratitude for the 
resultfc received through Dr. Feeble’» treatment. Sbe

DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

suffered for years from falifug of the womb. Francis 
Wavering, Seattle, Washington, suffered for ' twenty 
years with b severe case of Catarrh; was completely 
cured through tno psychic treatment. L. A. Ford, Els- 
worth, WIs., was pennaueuily cured of Dyspepsia, aud 
Nervousness. Geo. H. Weeks, of 53 Minerva Street. 
Cleveland. Ohio, send? heartfelt thank* for restoration of' 
health after suffering from Nervous Prostration and 
Insomnia; says he now enjoys rcstfulnes* aud sleeps - -- ------------------- —
sound every night. Mrs. Mary A. Clair Lexington, Ky., after thirty years continual suffering from Eollensv and trying to be cured bf eminent physicians, writes: “Two months of your treatment baa mud? eirth 
almost a heaven tome." If you will send your name and address, also loading aymntom“ Dr Pecblee 
through his occult power, will diagnose your case ABSOJ.UTBLY FREE, lie w « so send vou hli grand book and other literature which will give you the key to his grand so “nee and which atoull be In 
Win do WiVhoVtTny iS?’.r,il^‘90 »r »tao’rtnal «ndltlous.U This be
wn uo uiriioviAsi uisr whateverto YOD,l Remember you are cured In the nrivaev 
of your own home without the knowledge of anyone. Dr. Peebles’ Treatment KNOWS IVO nraTswr'V The work goes ou If sees divide healer and patient. Addies Dr. J. M. PesblcABattle Creek. Mkh.
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Special cable to the Chicago Tribune 
from London, Eng., states that Dr. 
Dowie, of Chicago, met with ignomin
ious defeat there October 18. Four 
hundred medical students attacked his 
afternoon meeting at St. Martin’s Town 
Hall, and although the healer’s bounc- 
.ers fought valiantly, they broke it up 
and drove Dowie to cover.

Dowie’s lack of humor and diplomacy, 
together with bls attacks on the London 
press, Is responsible for the popular re
sentment against him. He went to Lon
don with the notion that he could not 
only browbeat the people Into adding 
gold to his already well-filled coffers, 
but that lie could run bls meetings ae- 
cording to his own ideas.

The British people are long on prece
dents and are always ready to combat 
finy Interference with them. Hence, 
when Dowie undertook to deprive his 
audience of Its right to heckle him be 
struck a snag. He declared he would 
allow no Interruptions, and added fuel 
to the feeling against him by denounc
ing the Church of Englabd, the Arch
bishop of Canterbury, the Pope, the 
Mtisonlc fraternity, and the press. The 
newspapers could not overlook these 
aggressions, and ever since the healer 
began his meetings have not hesitated 
to score him. Bls tirades are fully re
ported and each article has carried 
more or less editorial comment, warn
ing Londoners that Dowie's one alm 
was to squeeze money out of the credu
lous. One paper dubbed him “the prince 
of humbugs.”

DOWIE STARTS TROUBLE.
Yesterday Dowie announced an ad- 

• dress on faith healing. An audience of 
perhaps 300, mostly old women, was on 
hand as usual. Four hundred students 
from different hospitals were also pres
ent. Dowie was slow to appear, and 
for half an hour the students indulged 
Jn pleasantries at the healer’s expense. 
They exhorted him to “buck up,” and 
when not singing popular melodies 
were shouting. ■ •

Finally Dowie presented himself and 
tried to shout down the students. He 
might as well have attempted to check 
a cyclone. To the voices of the stu
dents was added the noise of trumpets, 
rattles and whistles.

Dowie, as usual, lost his temper, and 
Implored some one to bring the police. 
Seven “bobbies” fought their way in, 
cut out three students, and marched 
them off the premises.

HEALER RUNS AWAY.
This only Incited the rest to further 

uproar, in the midst of which one stu
dent screamed:

“What about a collection, old Money 
Grabby?”

Dowie replied that there would be no 
collection that day and declared the 
meeting at an end.

Having dismissed the faithful, the 
healer bolted through a side door. He 
was just in the nick of time, for with a 
yell. “We want Dowie,” the students 
made a rush for the platform. At its 
foot fifty of Dowie’s bouncers met 
them. Then ensued a scene of con
fusion. Sticks and fists were freely 

‘used on heads and faces, the furniture 
flung to the walls, and upon the cleared 

- space the combatants tore and strug
gled in wild, fierce fighting. The police 
finally gained the upper hand and the 
students were dispersed.

The Express says it understands that 
the Council of Medical Defense Union 
met yesterday to formulate a protest 
against the letting of St. Martln’s.Town 
Hall to such people as Dowie. The 
Town Hall Committee meets in the 
morning, when, with representatives 
of Scotland Yard, the desirability of 
allowing further faith healing meet
Ings will bd discussed.

Passed to spirit life, near Colon, 
Mich., Andrew Stailey, aged 08 years, 7 
months and 24 days. He has. been a 
constant reader of The Progressive 
Thinker for many years, and a true 
Spiritualist. Services were conducted 
by the Rev. Aunks, at his Jate home, be
fore a large assembly of sympathizing 
friends. I. H.

Albert Matteson,.the youngest son of 
Dr. Sirs. B. H. I. Matteson, 248 Division 
street, Buffalo, passed away rather 
suddenly October 4, aged about 26 
years. . .

Although Albert never tried to crowd 
his views on others, he was born a Spir
itualist, and passed away fully In that 
belief. Mrs. Matteson being a medium 
and his father In spirit life, be frequent
ly used his mother’s mediumship to get 
messages from his father. The last 
motion he made on earth was to reach 
out to the, to him, visible spirit friends 
and tell them he was coming. »

Certain environments caused his do
mestic life to be somewhat' unhappy. 
On this and other accounts his mother 
and some of his other best friends look 
upon ills death as a real release, oh 
which they congratulated rather than 
mourned for him. "

The funeral was largely attended. 
Words of consolation were spoken by 
the writer. MOSES HULL.

Stephen Cushman, of Breedsville, 
Mich., passed to higher life, October 3, 
after an illness of many weeks. He was 
one who had lived a pure spiritual life 
for over forty years. Although to some 
he may have seemed hard to under
stand, yet one whose life leaves a last
ing Influence fjjr good. Funeral services 
were conducted Friday, October 5, by 
Mrs. Lucy J. Williams, of Paw Paw, 
who presented the truths of Spiritual
ism, taking for her subject, “Life.”

SUBSCRIBER.

Mrs. Jennie Cummings, wife of Capt. 
C. H. Cummings, passed to spirit life, 
in Genoa, Ohio, October 8. She was a 
member of the Spiritualist society, and 
was a persistent and faithful worker. 
She was a member of the Eastern Star, 
and Rebekah Lodge. The funeral was 
held at her late home, and .the costly 
casket and flowers were beautiful. 
Many friends assembled to pay their 
last respects, and the lodges attended In 
a body. Mrs. Webster, of Ashtabula, 
delivered the funeral service, and Mrs. 
Else, of Galion, Ohio, sang. The con-
eluding ceremonies were in charge of 
the Rebekah * ' 'Lodge, at the grave.

MRS. HATTIE WARD.

Passed to 
residence, at

spirit life, from her late
. Chattanooga, Tenn., Sept.

15, 1900, Mrs. Blanch E. Ralph. She 
leaves a husband and one son who have
the assurance that it is well with her 
soul. She beheld the spirit forms of the 
dear ones, and knows that because they 
lived sbe should live also. Services 
conducted by Rev. McAllister.

_ F. H. RALPH.

Passed to spirit life, Mrs. Francis 0. 
Stlnehart, of Dubuque, Iowa, aged 55 
•years. She was a woman of more than 
ordinary intelligence, with many lov
able traits of character; a confirmed 
Spiritualist, a philosophical thinker, a 
true and noble woman and' a sister to 
the noted medium of old, Mrs. Ollie 
Blodgett. She passed out of the body, 
-October 5. Her earth body was trans
ferred to Davenport cemetery, and was 
reduced by incineration to ashes, on 
October ,17, 1900. In memory of her 
transition, Harrison D. Barrett, of Bos
ton, Mass., delivered a beautiful ser
mon at Odd Fellows Hall, opposite the 
postoffice, on Sunday, October 21.

DR. 0. G. W. ADAMS.
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. “Three Jubilee Lectures.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D. Doctor 'Peebles is a 
trenchant and Instructive writer and 
lecture.-, and these three addresses on 
the occasion of and pertinent, to the 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being preserved in this 
tasty form, in print Price,, 35 cents. 
For sale at this office.

"Religion as Revealed by the Material 
and Spiritual Universe.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt M. D., LL..D. A compact and 
comprehensive view of the subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical and crit
ical: facts and data.needed by every 
student and especially by every Spir
itualist. One of the very best books on 
the subject Price, reduced to «1, 
cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale at this 
vffice. .. .

"Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon 'Spiritualism.” By Moses- Hull 
For sale at this office. Price ten cents.

“Discovery of a Lost Trait” By Chas. 
.B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50."For sale 
at this office. ’ -. . : ■ . _

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By'J, M.- 
Peebles, M. D„ M. A., Ph.' D. Price $1. 
For sale at this office. ' -
' “Who Are These -Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism-?’’ A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. P.eebles, the well- 
known author., Price 15 cents. For 
sale at this office. -

“Voltaire’s Romances.” Translated 
from the French. ...With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an: invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are.worthy 
of wide reading. Wit,' philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master .mind. Price $1.50.- For sale 
at this office. . :

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Gomes 
From."- "The Evolution of' the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic» Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.
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OUR MOTTO
To Do All theCood We Can,

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Whois bo widely known as-one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL f+EALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured .

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Caso

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 133. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. MAGGIE WRITE 
„Beading.by mail. *1.06. Business advics a specialty. 
804 8. Crouse ave., Byracuse, N. Y. 568

RARE THOUGHT GEMS
EXTEMPORANEOUS POEMS.

pages 6x7 Inches and containing nearly 
100 Spiritual poems, all original by the author.

They are high iu tone; those tending toward« the 
comical having a good moral. This book will be 
neatly bound in cloth with gilt title on back, and will 
contain photo-engraving of the author. Will be in 
neat, clean type on good paper, a neat job and cheap
□ But to those who will send In their names now, or a 
ll»t of names of those who will take the book when 
published, which I think will be in January,to such I 
Will furnish it postpaid for 75cts each,or six for. 88.00

Don’t Send Any Money Now, 
but send your name or list of names, and I will notify 
you when the book Is ready.

1 want MX) names before I get the work out. Help 
me on tbl«, my first book of poems. I have the as
surance of my many friends that you will find the 
book well worth a place In your library. Address

H. L. CHAPMAN, 
Marcellus, Mich,

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
The students of this College represent four con- 

tlneute, and mauy of them are physicians, medical 
professors, or clergymen. Hudson Tuttle, the well- 
known author, culls this college “An institute of 
refined therapeutics, which Is fast becoming of world
wide fame, and «ttrautlng students from many coun
tries. It builds on exact science, and Includes the 
magnetic, electric, chemical, solar, and spiritual 
forces which underlie everything. Its course can be 
taken at home, and a diploma conferring the title of 
D. M. (Doctor of Magnetics) granted.” Send stamp 
for catalogue. '

A cheaper and simpler ACADEMIC COURSE has 
been established for those who do not wish to take 
the more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It cover» 
new and beautiful methods of Nature, which are 
powerful to heal and upbuild. Address E. D. BAB
BITT. M. D„ LL. D.. Dean, 58 North Third fit.. San 
Jose, California. - 555

Dr. J. M. Peebles WILL TEACH YOU HIS PROFES
SION, which is the grandest and best paying profession of 
the age, to any man or woman who wishes to learn it, the only 
education necessary to know how to read.' Full instructions free to 
all addressing Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in Madison street and California avenue.
Chicago.

The First Spiritual Church of Chi
cago, Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, pas
tor, bolds services in Oakland Club 
Hall, corner Oakwood and Ellis ave
nues, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. Lec
ture and spirit messages at all services. 
Take Cottage Grove car to 39th street.

Prof. John McLane holds meetings 
each Sunday at Van Buren Hall, corner 
of California avenue and Madison 
street, at 2:30 and 7: 30 p. m.

Church of the Spirit, Van Buren 
Opera House, Madison street, aud Cali
fornia avenue. Mrs. Dr. Edwards, pas
tor. Meetings every Sunday af 3 and 8 
p. in. Lecture, tests and phenomena. 
Mediums Invited to assist. Good music.

The Swedish Church of Psychology 
holds services every Sunday at 2 p. m., 
at Phoenix Hall, 324 E, Division street, 

.near. Sedgwick street. Dr, E. I. Jacob
son, pastor; Mrs. M. Summers, medium. 
Visiting mediums always invited.

Beacon Light Church, 675 Larrabee 
street, near Garfield. Services every 
Wednesday at 8 p. m. G. F. Perkins 
and Mrs. E. Perkins, lecturers. Tests 
and messages at every session. Other 
mediums invited. All are welcome.

The Church of the Soul, Sirs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services in 
Handel Hall, 40 Randolph street, every 
Sunday at 11 a. m. Seats free.

The Sunflower Social Club, auxiliary 
to the First Spiritual Church of Chicago, 
meets at Oakland Club Hall, corner 
Oakwood and Ellis avenues, the sec
ond and fourth Friday of each month, 
beginning at 3 p. m. The ladles bring 
refreshments which are served at 6 
o’clock. Evening session opens at 7:45. 
Questions presented by the audience 
are answered by the guides of Mrs. 
Cooley, followed by literary and mu
sical program; also offerings from other 
workers. All Invited.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first hnd third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three 
o’clock. The ladies bring refreshments; 
supper served at six o'clock. Evening 
session commences at n quarter to 
eight. Questions Invited from the au
dience, and answered by the guides of 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. Always an 
Interesting programme. All are wel
come.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, 6th floor Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Take elevator after
noon and evening.

Church of the Spirit Communion 
will hold meetings in Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. m., conference and tests; 
8 p. m., lecture by J. K. Hallowell; tests 
by H. F. Coates and others. All are In
vited. Good music and seats free. -

Garden City Spiritual'Alliance holds 
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, 
No. 294 and 296 East 43d street every 
Sunday evening at 8- o’clock. Spirit 
messages, Tests in telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor. .' ■

The Englewood Spiritual Union So
ciety meets every Sunday at Forbes’ 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street Will 0. 
Hodge in charge....... '’

Church of: the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park halt No. 501 West,.North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. in., conducted, by 
Mr. arid Mrs. William Lindsey. ■ •

Truth Seekers meet at the Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock.

The Chicago Liberal Society is a non-

Beginning at 2 o'cjock.
The Progressive Spiritual Society will 

hold a' meeting each Sunday at North 
avenue and Burling street, at 3 p. m. 
German andj <EngH»li speaking. Mrs' 
Hilbert assisted bwMr. Bernbart. '

Send;,in nutlee df meetings held on 
Sunday in public -iidlls. .

Bear in mind thiYj only meetings held 
in public halja will be announced under 
the above bead. 'Bfe have riot space to 
keep standing .notices of meetings held i 
at private re^ldencéfi.

Do Yo^iNcod Spectacles?
If s°, , try Poolefb perfected Melted 

Pebble lens, a permet assistant to the 
eyes for neap anti $nr vision. They In
duce, a.renewed’netlonof the nerves 
muscles ftfid, bloodlvesSels and a return 
of natural vigor to<the eyes.

My method >bt Utting is by snlrlt 
power and clairvoyance. I have fol
lowed this work for fifteen years fit
ting thousands of people by this method 
in this and foreign countries. I have 
hundreds of letters from my patrons 
telling me of the benefits received bv 
their use. Please write for illustrated 

rs. ex,I’luinlnK rny method of 
treatment, also 1 showing stvles and 
prices. Address B. F, POOLE 43 Ev 
anston avenue, Chicago. Ill.

“The Light of Egypt." Volumes 1 and 
2. An occult library In itself, a text
book of esoteric knowledge as taught 
by Adepts of Hermetic Philosophy 
Price $2 per volume. For sale at this 
office.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures wblclPprove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
important books of the Bible " Bv 1 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ study 
of the Bible In its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of information on 
the subject. Price ?1. For sale at this 
office.

“Cosmian Hymn Book." A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and ‘free 
from all sectarianism. Price 50 cents 
For sale at this office. '

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth 50 
cents. .

“A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be- ■ 
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents.

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No, 
mind that, loves spiritual thought can I 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com- ' 
binlng advanced ideas on the finer and 1 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, lead
ing the mindfonwqrd into the purer at
mosphere of exalted spiritual truth. -A 
book for thé. high©- life. For sale. at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1. .

“From SoulAo Sbul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Loveçs of poetry will And gems 
Of thought in poetic diction in-this 
handsome volumegivherewith to sweet
en hours of u leisure and . enjoyment 
Price $L For sale at this office.

-“The World: Behutltui.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Mqst excellent in their high 
and elevating, spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3,deach complete In It-sectarian association for the encourage- 1&

meat of morality, the promotion of edu-' self. Price, doth, 181 per volume. For cation, the acquisition and dissémina-1 ni thk nfflw.nî W
Ron of knowledge,, and . the inculcation 
of truth in the place and stead of error 
and superstition. The Temple services 
of the society are held every Sunday 
morning ,at 11 o’clock in Corinthian 
Hall, Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and 
are. in charge of Thomas B. Gregory. 
You are cordially invited to attend the 
same. ' ‘ '

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature holds services every 
Sunday evening at Nathan’s hall, 1565 
Milwaukee avenue, corner Western ave
nue, at 7:80. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

The Independent Spiritual Society, G. 
N. Kinkead, president, will meet each 
Sunday evening at 8 p. m„ at 77 Thirty- 
first street.' (Auditorium) hall.“ Good

“Historical,'Logical and Philosophical 
Objections td the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Rd-Embpdiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. oxA keen and master
ly treatise. Paper? 25 cents. For sale 
at this office. • ■

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. 
S. Harrington. A. pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading.. Price 25 
cents. For sale, at the office of The 
Progressive Thinker. ' "

"A Few WonSs About the Devil, and 
Other Essays.” By Charles Bradlaugh. 
Paper, 50 cw.t?. ‘ For salé at this office.

“Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr.
W. P. Phelon. For sale at this office.

speakers and test mediums have 
engaged. .................. . ..

The Spiritual Research ;W1I1

been

hold

Price, 25 cents. .r-
"Humanity, Its Nature, Powers and

Possibilities.” A concise, masterly, 
presentation of the facts and phlloso-

meetings every. Wednesday at - Van iphy of Spiritualism. For sale at this 
Buren Opera House* Hall B, corner of office. Price 25’centa. • ■'

NEW DREAM BOOK.
1,000 Dreams and tbelr Interpretation! price. 25 

cent«! sent by mall on receipt cl price, In coin or 
stamps.. Address DB. B. GREER, Maywood, 111. 656tf

Card from Annie Lord Chumber- 
■ lain.

J”1“ 2“ sreatly help me care for my 
blind sister. Jennie L. Webb, one of the earliest me
diums now In the form, by writing a letter to a spirit 
friend. Send It to me wlthdl, and! will try and get 
reply by. Independent writing or whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford, Mass. lisitf

DR. A. R. SPINNEY.
Fyee examinations and free diagnosis of all wh 

•re sick. Send name, p. o. address, age aud leading 
symptoms, and I will give you « careful opinion of 
tho nature of your disease and the chances for a cure.

I have been forty-three years In practice. I now 
own th* Reed City Sanitarium, with a staff of eight 
physicians; also h«ve a Lying-in-Hospital. Send for 
pamphlet and question list. Address all mall to A B. 
SPINNEY, M. D., Reed City, Mich. 659tf

DR. J, S. LOUCKS
For thirty year, haa treated and cured the «lek In all 
£arts of the United States and Canada. Thousands 

ave been cured after being given up to die. His 
psychic powers are unequaled, as his cures Ptase. 
Talk doesn't prove anything. Facts are proof. 
also cures diseases of men, such as loss of manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion, Send 
name, age. sex, lock of hair, 6 cts in stamps, for a di* 
agnosia. Address, . '

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D„
BS Warron at., Stoneham, Mail.

' Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins, 
Speakers. Healer* and Test Mediums, hold test cir
cles Sunday evenings at 8 o’clock, and Thursday 
afternoons at 8 o’clock, Developing circles Monday 
evenings. Private readings and healing dally. 884 
W. Madison St., cor. Leavitt Sc.

$2—TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two and three sec

tion« 86 In. high—magnetized when desired—<2 on re
ceipt of price. Addresi WM. A. MURRAY, 508 E. 2nd 
8t„ Newport, Ky. 584

FRANCES L. LOUCKS
Medical Clairvoyant can dl«gnoue all diseases cor
rectly. I have a aure cure for all kidney and liver 
troubles, I cure all stomach difficulties, constipation, 
all forms of piles, remove all humors from the blood, 
completely renovating the whole system. I make a 
specialty of nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes. My “twelve months of the year" tablets are a 
boon to women. Write me, giving age, sex, weight, 
name in full, fi two cent stamps ana receive a free 
diagnosis. Address; Frances L. Loucks, Lock Box 
1214. Stoneham, Mass.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, 
Or The Three-fold Power of Sex. By LoIb Walsbrook- 
er. Price, SO cents. Fur «ale at this office.

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY GODFREY HIGCINS, ESQ.

Tbl« work 1» one of the Library of Liberal Clunes 
Ho author was better qualified to write impartial 
and honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Hlgglna, 
and tbl« volume is Intensely Interesting, ¿should ba 
read in conjunction with Gibbon's woc& Jw Mie •* 
Ibli office. Price. 25 cents, *

Glimpses of Heaven. 1
Through the hand of Carrie E. B. Twlngautomatically 
By Gilbert Haven, late Bishop of the Methodist Epl»* I 
copal Church. This Is tbo second book from this em* 
in<\nt divine since he passed to Spirit-life. Price 20c. 
For sale at this office.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All’s Right with the World.” Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a dDUnct success with 
“All’« Right with the World,“ which continues in the 
front rank of the Metaphysical books that are now so * 
popular. Tbegreac number who have Jeen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book . 
by th.s wise teacher whose words of help arc doing «o 
mdeb to Hake the world better by making men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy it.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand in its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be In demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price *LW. For sale at 
this office.

The Soul of Things;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By 
Wm. and Elisabeth M. F. Denton. A marvelous 
work. Though concise as b text book It Is as fascin
ating or b work of fiction. The reader will be amazed 
to sec the curious facts here combined In support of 
this power of cho human mind, which will resolve a 
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain 
as day. and throw light ou all subjects now obscured 
by time. Price si .50. For sale at this office.

In three volumes, cloth bound, 81.50 e ach.

Philosophy of Phenomena.
BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D.,

Author of “Cosmology.” 
IN TWO PARTS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

CONTENTS,
PART li—METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

^Chap. 1, Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2, Metaphysical 
' Philosophy; 8, Heat; 4, Functional Phenomena; 5, 

Man; 6, Objective and Subjective Phenomena; 7, 
“Who by aearcblng can find God ?” 8, Hyperbole Met
aphysical; 9, “To the Unknown God, Whom ye Ignor« 
antly Worhip;" 10, “Tbe Father is greater tban I,” 
11, True and Spurious Gods; 12, “I am tbo Resurrec
tion and tbe Life;” 18, An Imaginary God and some 
of HI* Exploits; 14, ‘-He is Free whom tho Truth 
h«th made free;*’ 15, AU Animates Originate from 
Eggs; 16, Tranco Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy of 
Healing; 18, Wor8hfpofDcity;19,8cnBGaadNonsense 
Intermixed; 20, Plurality and Tri-unity of God- 2L 
Vagaries; 22, Misapprehension; 23, What 1* Bln7 24, 
Buns, Planets and Satellites of tbo Universe; 25, Be
ginning .without Ending; 23, Design or Accident 
Which? 27, Chance versus Law; 28, Summary.

| PART II,-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
* Chap. 29, Nebulas; SO, Air Pressure and Air Motion 

a» a Motor; 81, Air and Orbital Motions; 82, Water 
Made to Run up Hill; 83 Philosophy of Canyons, When 

। andHow Formed; 84, Glacial Phenomena; 35, Moons 
• and their Motions; 36, Ethnological Phenomena; 87, 

The Colored Man.
APPENDIX.—Problems; Physical and Metaphys 

leal Phenomena, ad infinitum.
The topic* treated receive a handling that 1« a<r 

tinctlyterse, yet popular. The style of the auti; 
throughout 1* epigrammatic—compact with ck 
thought, Tbe book is a remarkable one in every ■ 
pect. Being compact with thought Iteelf, It will ■ 
fail to compel thought In others.

With« steeljilate portrait of tbeauthor. ' 
I2tno, pp, 208. Pnce *1.00. For sale at this office

THE SUNDAY QUESTION 
■ Historical and critical review, with replies toan ob
jection. By G. W. Brown, M, D. Price 15c. For sale 
at this office« '

STARNOS.
.By Dr.DellaB.Davis. A rosary-of pearls,culled 

from the work* of Andrew Jackion Davi*. Intended 
for the light and solace o£ every sorrowing and 
stricken heart. Price 50 cento. For sale at this office.

STRIKE OF A SEX.
By George N. Miller. Dealing with the populatlor, 
question. Paper, S5 cents. For sale at this office.

The Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lesson*. By W. J.
Colville. Limp cloth. 50c. '

YOTJB, FUTURE JStrotugerWALBOND1! 
87 Opera House Block, Denver, Col. From <1.00.

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
OF Cocaine, of a never-falling harmless Home Cure.
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin. P. O. Box 1212, Chicago, LIL

Who Wrote the New Testament? 
The authors discovered. TJie writings of Dands used 
as a basis. Astonishing confessions of Eusebius and 
Athimaslus, »nd of tbe Popes, Leo I., Hilarius aud Ur
ban VI. Transcribed by M. Faraday. Price 10c. For 
■ale at this office.

V
-IN THE-

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF 

li.'oiuLtt of recent scientific research regarding 
origin, position and prospects of mankind 

From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of “Force and Matter,” Essays on Nature and 

Science,” “Physiological Pictures,” “Six Lee
. tures on Darwin,’' Eto.

'The great mystery of existence consista in perpet« 
nal and uninterrupted change. Everything is Immor
tal and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the »and 
grain or tho water drop as well as the highest being in 
creation, mon and bls thoughts. Only the forms in 
which being manifesto Itself are changing; but Being 
Rsolf remains eternally the same and imperishable 
when wo die we do not lose ourselves, but only oui 
personal consciousness. We live on in nature, in our 
tace, In our children, In our deeds, in our thoughts— 
in short, tn the entire material and physical contribu
tion which, during our «bort pereonal existence, we 
here furnished to tbe subsistence of mankind and of 
• "ture in general."—Buechner.

-O vol., post 8vo., about 830paaea. TfiftMVi ninth

A. P. A. MANUEL.
A Complete expose of the principles and objects of 

tbe Ainericon Protective Association. A book for all 
patriotic American citizens. Price 15c, or two for 
25 cento. For sale at this office.

P1ST.CURB 0N earth for the drink
NeX^pürYrií„e.s'Or P‘,“eU"‘r‘' “«•

the

Restore lost v I >lon Write for niusti-xteil < Irculars 
showlugntyle« and prices aud photo of Spirit Y arma* 
who developed thia clairvoyant power in me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacle« a» perfectly to 
yonreyes In your own home as If you were tn my 
office. «« thousand« can testify. Send «tamp for nhote. 
B. F. POOLE & CO.. 48 Evanston a*.. Chicago, III.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley.
J1"1111'»' Private readings dally. Reading, 

UIJ„ .ir?,n dB,e of 01,111 uul1 luefc of balr. Charge* 
«2. Wb dutlt BL. Chicago, 111.

CHARLES H. DAVIS, Magnetic Healer. Send lock 
r’ aV’sex and own handwriting, two two-cent 

RSli ‘̂oo^^yn.a. 6|>° wcbl°

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One aud Two
Curesan forms of stomach, liver and kidney diseaset 
also constipation. A sure core for that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to asMst your system to bealtB 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity X<Jk one 
montij sent for »l.ou.

tine package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
<-yes or poor eyesight, lias been used aud praised by 
ttH-usauds in all parte of the world, bent for 60 centi 
-r all three sent postpaid for sl.on, with Varma'» 
'hotu iiud liutruutiunb how to live 10.) years. z

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

Obsession Cured.
Special Attention Given to

Nervous Ailments.
Astonishing Cures of Disease, 

Physical and Mental, 
Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science.

Readings and business advice/by inail, 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of diseas, 
send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

I ^.ay® never known a more competent, relfabla wii!lwTh-f“lmedlQm i0Hhe Splrit world than Cha«? 
Trailer Lynn. Jo«. Rodbi Buohaman.

Address, 1017 Castro st., 
__________________ Oakland. Call.

The Art of Attainment 
taught by mail. A scientific system of 
practical self-culturp which unfolds la
tent gifts and develops body and mind to 
the highest possible degree of excel
lence. Valuable litehatuhe feee.

Uriel Buchanan. Dept. P. 1'..
Box 210. Chicago, ill.

Melted 1 ebble Speclacijs

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OB DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Mobk8 Hull. This pamphlet besides giving tbe BplA 
itualletic Interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
interpretationa never before given, explains the 
heaven* and hell* believed in by BpUttoaUM. Price. 
10 cents. For sole at this office.

' oWTHE

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
OR —

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY CRAVES.
New and startling revelations In religious history 

which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the Hts 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This won* 
derful and exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 

Tank M a book of reference in the field 
which the author bos chosen for 11 The amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile the 
varied information contained in It must have been se
vere and arduous indeed, and now that it is in such 
convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
willingly allow it to go out of prink But tbo book is 
by no means a mere collation of views or statistics; 
throughout Its entire course the author—as will be 
<cen by bis title page and chapter-head»—follow« a 
definite line of research and argument to the close, 
tnd bl*i concluslonsgo, like sure arrows to the mark, 
’rinted'on fine white paper, 380 pages. New edition, 

. -ovised-rnd corrected, with portrait of UsMor.
posiatlB 10 9tr K1B at 

thia ajioe. ,

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and r 

ofLlfe. By Matt» E. Hull. This to a inarve»- 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best i. 
sermons aud essays, and contains a splendid n i 
of the author, also a portrait of Mosea Hull ’ 
neatly bound in'Engllsb cloth, U. ftx* sal

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
HHT’ 8HE BEOAMB A BPIBITUAUST.

264 pages. One copy, St, six copies, S3.

fBOMXIGHT TO MORK)
Ori An Appeal to the Bapttet CAurM. 

82 pagu. One copy, is cent,; ten copies u.

THE maneBBETWBBETtmtHU{r.na.
One copy, bound-ta clotty »1| Q

Ear SOe at flWs Oflioe. 40 ZoaMS
FORCE AND Mattlk. ~

By Ludwig Buechner. A celebrated book. Clo. .

TEN LINES lOcts., SILVER, PKOF. J. HILLING. 
Uialnoyant. Gen. Del, Boston. M«s«.

.KNOTV THYSELF! lineation embrar. 
ing your life, »1.00. Trial readings, 25 cent». Scr d 
num • and date of birth. The Light of the Zodiac, a 
treatise on planetary influence upon linmiui life, 
character and destiny, explaining the Law of Period
icity. the real causes underlying the manifestation Of 
Paychlc Power, Sickness and Failure. Health and 
the Key to Power.

Address: F. p. BRANDT. Box 401.
Grund Rapid«, Mich.

Harmonics of Evolution.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, 

Based Upon Natural Science
A» taught by modern masters of law. Ry Florence 
Huntley. An exceedingly interesting and distinctly 
▼alnable contribution to the literature of evolution, 
unfolding Its laws from the deeper and clearer spirit
ual aspect, and indicating the defects of tbe Darwin« 
tan theory. Spiritualists and Materialists alike can 
gain much from its perusal. ■ Price, finely bound In 
cloth, *2. For sale at this office.

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By tbe late M. Faraday. The 
origin of religions, and tbelr Influence upon the 
mectal development of tbe human race. Transcribed 
at the request of a band of ancient philosophers. 
Price, 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 

Moses Hull. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

THE DIAKKA.
The Dlakka and Their Earthly Victlms.bv th« »*•*. 

A. J. Davis. Is a very interesting 
work. It Is an explanation of much that Is false and 
repulsive tn Spiritualism, embodying a most Im
portant recent interview with James Victor Wilson, a 
resident of the Summerland. Price50cento. For 
•ale at thia office.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
i Psychic Science.
t To which Is added Spiritual Phenomena: How loin
: vestigate their varioua phases; how to form circle» 

and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuine
. mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist ahould 
hare IL Price, doth. 75c.

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
_ Hl. InOntCe and Divine Relatione. Intuition—Th. 
LUbt Within. By Pile, B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

E. 0. BABBITTS WORKS.
Human Culture and Cure.

of Care. Paper cor«;

Human Culture and Cure. ■
Sexual Development ani 

Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cent«. . “

Social Upbuilding, 
.Cooperative Sfitemaand theHapplna 
and Ennobling of Humanity. Pap« cover. 13 cent*. 
Healthand Power. 1
..-■^HandbookotCurc.Eta. Cloth, 25 cent»; Leaf>1 
w cento* . » .
Religion.

Moat thoughtful, gplrliual and excellent - Cloth,- 
Ui paper,so centa, : .

A. Schopenhauer Essays.
Translated bÿ T.B. Saunders, doth,’75c. -

CONTENTS.—Tbe Wisdom ¿f Life; Counsel* and 
Maxim«;; Religion and other Essay*; Tho Art of 
Literature; Studies In Pessimists

“Schopenhauer 1b one of tne few philosophers who 
can be generally- understood without a commentary. 
AUhlB theories claim to bedrawu direct from facto, 
to be suggested by observation, and to Interpret tbe 
world O8.1l Is; and-whstever view he takes, he is Con
stantin bis appeal to tbe experience of common life. 
ThlBCbaractenstlc endow* his style with a freshness . . . •.
and rigor which would be difficult to match in the Principle« of Light and Color.

Works of Thomas Paine
A new edition tn paper covers with large clear type» 

. comprising;
Age of Reason. 
Rights of Man. 
Crisis...............
Common Sense.

.25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cts. 
.15 cts.

This li a splendid opportunity to secure these stand« 
ard works, as the price is within the reach of all. For 
sale at this office.

Three Journeys
Around the World, 

Or Travels in the Pacific Islands, 
■ New Zealand, Australia, 

. ..Ceylon, India,.
And other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, A. 
M.,M. D.( Ph. D. In this splendid large book Dr. 
Feeble* ho* concentrated avast amount of valuable . 
Information. It 1» exceedingly entertaining and read
able, and Spiritualism as ne found it everywhere 
in his travels receives due attention, making the 
book of special value and interest to Bplrttuallsu, 454: 
large pages, finely bound, al the low price of 41.50. For 
sale at thl* office. >

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism
• ■ . A Treatise on

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Barrier, Anthropologist and Author. - A 
very suggestive and instructive book. Price, I14XL 
For sale at this office.
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CAUSTIC REMARKS ROME! ROME! ECHOES RECEIVED A SHOCK.A HEATHEN’S VIEW
Touching the Missionaries, It Is the Ruin of Nations,

Á

popuil!"

As never in all the course of my life, 
says the New York Journal, had I 
heard of a missionary making a sen

, sible remark, the following statement, 
clipped from a newspaper in which we 
all have faith, made a deep impression 
upon me:

Miss Douw, a missionary, whose 
home is in Albany, N. Y., said: "There 
is no use talking settlement until we 
have the heads of Prince Tuan and of 
tlie Empress Dowager. It is foolish to 
think of honest peace while they are 
living. In my judgment they should be 
beheaded before negotiations for peace 
are entered into.”

'.’Jiris is so very sensible, practical and 
Jal a remark that one wonders that 

.-its maker ever committed the dull Im
pertinence of being a missionary at all, 
and we- would suggest that Instead of 
returning to the land of the enlightened 
Confucian she begin at once a campaign 
among her own tribe at home and per
suade them to stay, where they belong 
and teach Christianity to Christians.

I have no stone to throw at the Chris
tian religion; with all its faults it serves 
Its purpose among Europeans as far 
south o“ Turkey, because it happens to 
suit firn J needs. Let them live in it 
and die in it to their sentiment’s con
tent, but in heaven’s name let them 
likewise practice the sensible adage, 
“Live and let live,” That, throughout 
tlie rapid progress of the new-rellglon, 
Mohammedlsm, Buddhism and Con
fucianism have refused to tremble on 
their immemorial pillars, is sufficient 
proof that Christianity has shouldered 
to its nethermost borders and must 
liereafter be content with a third of the 
habitable globe. So far as my knowl
edge of all religions go Christianity is 
supej-lor to the pthers in one thing 
only—the stunning quality of Its ego
ism, Each of these other creeds, made 
as Impersonal as profound by the 
weight of their centuries, is wisely con
tent with the soil, which has nourished 
it richly since the seeds .burst. It 
neither cares nor would It be guilty of 
the rudeness of attempting to murder 
another creed.’ It is only the Christian, 
in all the fussiness of. his. plebeian ism, 
who would displace ‘that which" his 
brain is not- capable of understanding 

■ for the crudities of the country Sunday
school. He reminds me of Senator Bev
eridge, Intoxicated with-his rhetoric and 
the-applause of the matinee girls in the 
Senate gallery,-shaking his fist in Sen
ator Allison's face-and thundering—in 
effect, I cannot remember! his precise 
words: “You old fogies have got to 
listen to-and be guided by me—me vox

■
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Are there any men of high intelll- 
geneemissionarles? I was quite sincere 
in ,my first - lines In asserting that I 
knew of none; and all my life I have 
read of them, met their friends, and 
even heard them lecture. Six years ago 
I went to a church in Yonkers one even
ing with an evangelical acquaintance to 
listen to two young-Scotchmen on their 
way to India. They were good-looking, 
strapping young men, who ought to 
have been soldiers of the Queen, and 
they were educated well out of Illitera
cy; But they did not have a fourth
rate brain between them. They did not 
make a remark that was not contempl- 
ble. They were silly, bathostlcal senti
mentalists, and if they vented the 
phrase "the sweet old story” once they 
vented it twenty-five times. No man 
ever made such an ass bf himself In his 
first love letters, and I felt so ashamed 
for them that I was uncomfortable and 
finally got up and walked out. And 
these young fools were going over to 
squirt Christianity at Buddha’s thumb.

A man I know has just returned from 
Japan and traveled with a number of 
missionaries who had escaped the just 
wrath of the Confucians. On Sunday 
mornings they held divine .service, and 
my informant, who is by no means a 
scoffer, but a good deal of a Puritan, 
said that their want of intelligence, 
their feeble sentimentalism, made him 
blush for his country. It wais all twad
dle, all pathos, never an appeal to the 
Intelligence, to the reasoning powers of 
educated, thinking man.
..This summer, while I was in the 
Adlrondacks, I went to the village 
church to hear a traveling evangel of 
some repute. My curiosity took me, for 
the evangel was a woman, and I won
dered what her tactics would be. Per
haps, In spite of a former experience, 
which I will relate in a moment, I 
thought that wtman might shine in a 
calling unworthy of an able-bodied 
man. The first view was encouraging, 
for she was an intelligent-looking young 
woman, dressed with a certain taste 
that indicated common sense. But her 
discourse was quite the worst I ever 
heard. * She talked for an hour, and she 
did. not make a remark that was not 
flat and. brainless, despite her really 
pitiful earnestness. I was extremely 
Interested, because she prefaced her ad
dress with a long supplication, whose 
sincerity nó 'one could question, to the 
Almighty to put-the right words in her 
mouth to move her.hearers and fill them 
with the spirit of holiness. But her 
appeal left them quite unmoved, those 
simple mountain people; try as hard as 
she might she could not “hit them ip 
the right spot.” The Almighty had no 
use for her. He thought her a poor 
fool, who was going about making an 
ass of herself, and he would do nothing 
to encourage her. Otherwise he would 
have granted her prayer. •

> I crossed the ocean onee with a young 
woman from some small Western town,: 
who was on her way to’ India tp teach' 
the Buddhists ■ Christianity . with . a- 
Chicago accent. She threatened to bore 
me a.good.deal so I diverted her. mind 
by warning, her that if sjie were not 
careful India would ruin her complex
ión, which was her only beauty.. This 
so alarmed and interested her that she 
spent the lucid moments of her voyage 
writing down all the complexion recipes 
the passengers could remember or in
vent, nnd if she thought on her mis
sion—for which she'was as well fitted 
as the others I have mentioned—we 
were not- aware of the fact. ■ .

How the gods above .must grin. ' 
GERTRUDE ATHERTON.

THE VIEWS OF N. V. RUTHVEN, 
AN EX-PRIEST, IN THE ISLE OF 
WIGHT GUARDIAN.
When Ferdinand and Isabella ruled, 

second to none of the great national
ities of the west was Spain. Her com
merce was vast, her colonies numerous, 
her culture rare, her art glorious, her 
power almost supreme. How eame the 
fall from the heights of her ancient 
splendor to the gutter of her present 
decrepitude? . But one answer 1b there, 
Because of Rome. Romish priests have 
ruled and ruined Spain; and standing 
midst the mental decadence, the moral 
decay, the political ruin, the military in
eptitude, the religious degradation, the 
utter ruin, of the nation, the priests 
might truthfully, when asked to show 
the outcome of their power and their 
influence, answer, “look around.” 
When she entered on her late disas
trous war with the United States, 
Crispl, Italy’s great statesman, on be
ing asked his opinion answered, "It Is 
the end of Spain. The Spaniards have 
shown themselves cruel, barbarous, 
and utterly Incapable of governing the 
Pearl of the Antilles. The prime cause 
of all this is the general state of ignor
ance in the upper as well as the.lower 
classes. It Is the priesthood, absolutely 
sovereign, which has led that tine coun
try into ruin.”

Well and truly did Crisp! speak, and 
with the full assurance of absolute 
knowledge, knowledge forced upon him 
by the condition of abject misery to 
which the priesthood had reduced his 
own country nnd his own countrymen, 
until, at last, Cavour and Garibaldi and 
Victor Emmanuel rose up and drove be
fore them, nt bayonet point and cannon 
mouth, the vampire host which for ten 
dark and sorrow-laden centuries had 
feasted on tlie life-blood of the people. 
Tersely but fully did Garibaldi sum the 
situation up when, surveying the ignor
ance, the poverty, the brutal depravity, 
and the crime-encrusted lives of the 
Italian people, he sorrowfully ex
claimed, ' “tlie priesthood has been the 
cancer of Italy.” And as of Italy, so of 
Spain, so of Portugal, so of every na
tion which bows down before and Is led 
to ruin by that most miserable of all 
fetiches, a mam-jnade priesthood. ' ?
.Examiné, even in the most cursory 

manner, the world’s map, and whenever 
you find ignorance, lack of commercial 
enterprise, crime run rampant, polit
ical decadence, mental stagnation, 
there you. find the priesthood battening 
on the life-blood of the people, and, as a 
very cancer eating Into the vitals of 
tiieh" Industry, their wealth, their pos
sessions, their possibilities tor great 
and good and noble undertakings. Look 
at the Celtic south and west of Ire
land, look 'at the cantons of Switzer
land peopled by the Latins; look at the 
southern provinces of Luther's land, 
where Luther's work was not at all, or 
only partly done; look at Spain and 
Italy and France and Austria and Port
ugal; look at Mexico and the turmoil- 
tossed republics of Central and South 
America ; and in them you see every un
lovely attribute of humanity magnified 
and distorted and made more Unlovely 
still; In them you see Ignorance settled 
as a pall upon the masses of the people; 
In them you see grinding poverty; in 
them you see bloodshed and riot, black
guardism, and illegitimacy, and in them 
also you see, hovering over and blasting 
all who fell beneath Its black, pest
laden shadow, the priesthood.

But light is flowing in upon the dark
ness; thé light of mental liberty, which 
is gradually driving the shadows of 
superstition from this old world of ours; 
the light of liberty, by the glimmer of 
whose early dawn the hammer of com
mon sense Is being lifted up to smite 
and break in pieces the stony-hearted 
destroyers of the people, the priests, 
aye, and many of the préachers, too, 
Who have long been weighed in the bal
ance of the world's patience and for
bearance; weighed, only at last to be 
found wanting, wanting in every attri
bute of truth and honor and honesty, 
wanting in pity for the weakly, in 
mercy for the hopeless, in common jus
tice between man and man. To this in
creeping of light of liberty} dissipation 
of the mists of superstition, many 
things bear' witness. In the daily pa
pers of April 25, 1899, we read the fol
lowing Reuter’s telegram:

“Corrunna.—An anti-clerical meeting 
was held here to-day, attended by 300 
people. Violent discourses were deliv
ered against the clergy, the evils affect
ing the country being attributed to the 
Jesuits and the monks.” - .

“Barcelona.—Violent speeches were 
made to-day at a meeting of Freethink
ers here. One orator bitterly attacked 
the Jesuits and said the Philippines 
had been lost to Spain by the monks."'

An that this orator spoke but simple 
truth witness a cablegram published in 
the American newspapers of May 1, 
last. The subject is “The Situation In 
the Philippines," and he said the situ
ation Is summed up as follows: “The 
friars are a menace and a danger-to the 
introduction of civilization.” '

Of the Christian Missionaries 
in China.

Of the N. S. A. Convention 
at Cleveland.

It Cured Him of Agnosticism 
and Materialism.

In France the exodus from Rome is
growing, and thé republic has, by a
timely discovery, been awakened to
the dangers of allowing vast wealth to 
be accumulated by the servants of the 
“true church;” whò play upon the cre
dulity of the living, the terrors of the 
dying.- Quite recently the “House of 
the Assumptionist Fathers” In'Paris 

¡was searched by order of the goverii- 
■ ment. In .the. cell, of one. holy .“broth- 
■ er,” vowed of'qourse, tp poverty, was 
found in notes,,gold, and1 securities the 

Jtidy little sum of.£72,000. - And now 
France contemplates important changes 
in the law governing religious be
quests and thè holding of property by 

¡religious communities.
In Austria the popular movement 

from Rome lias' assumed proportions 
which are described by Romish author
ities as “alarming.” • .
’ And so the dawn is stealing quietly, 
yet surely, ovér the nations of the 

'earth, giving light to the understand
ing, freedom to the Will, and strength 
to the’heart'of all mankind. And not 
from Rome alone are. men seeking to be

To the Editor:—We have all been told 
that the missionaries in the Orient are 
honest, guileless, self-sacrificing crea
tures who have two purposes In life, 
viz., to save souls and to follow the ex
ample and teachings of Jesus. World
liness and unselfishness are supposed to 
be their crowning virtues and the "Ser
mon on the Mount” the inspiration of 
their daily lives.

A correspondent of the New York 
Sun, in a letter from Pekin, China, 
printed to-daÿ, describes the conditions 
prevalent in that city immediately after 
the siege. After telling what the for
eigners did, after Comparative quiet 
had been restored, he says:

“The Rev, W. S. Ament, who is at the 
head of the American Board Missions 
In Pekin, remembered a certain noble
man’s residence from which all sorts of 
Boxer troubles emanated. While the 
Chinese were fleeing from the city witli 
the soldiers of the foreign nations at 
their heels he sought out this place and 
entered to And it deserted. So recently 
had it been occupied, that food was still 
cooking on the fire. The Boxer patron’s 
furniture, fine china, winter furs, and 
even his jewelry and valuables were in
tact. He had evidently never dreamed 
of the foreign armies entering Pekin, 
and had therefore failed to pack up be
fore leaving. Mr. Ament returned for 
his Chinese followers and a few Con
gregational missionaries and took pos
session of thg place. He considered 
himself quite justified in seizing the 
house, for there was evidence that it 
had been occupied by a Boxer band In 
the days of the sie^e. Several rifles 
were found in the various buildings 
about the compound, a number of ban
ners, and all the paraphernalia used in 
Boxer rites, .

“Mr. Ament considered that the Chi
nese owed him and his converts any
thing they had, sp he took possession of 
the palace and settled down to make 
himself comfortable with what he found 
around him. In the store-rooms he 
found, rice and grain, and In the stables 
riding ponies, mules and carts. So.toe 
200 Chinese Christians,, converts of.tjie 
Congregationalists, .have, settled,¿about 
thé place and a «mall cooperative col; 
ony is In opération there. The' girls’ 
school has resumed .studies In one of 
the buildings, under thé direction of 
Miss Sheffield. One of the houses has 
been cleared, of furniture, fitted .with 
seats, and'is being used as a . chapel, 
where morning prayers are held pve’ry 
dny, and regular' services, every Sun
day. . .. . '

“The other, missionaries have sought 
homes for themselves like the American 
Board people. The Congregationalists 
from Tung Chow, headed by the Rev. 
Mr. Tewksbury, are comfortably sta
tioned in the Yu Wang Fu, the palace 
of Prince Yu, one of the descendants of 
the robber chieftain who Captured Pe
kin 250 years ago. This place Is a mar
vel of buildings, courts, passageways 
and gardens.

“The Yu Wang palace was captured 
by Mr. Tewksbury and his people in 
much the same manner as Pei Le. Fu 
was taken by the Rev. Mr. Ament, but 
after the soldiers of four nations and 
the Chinese had taken turns at looting 
it. There was an astonishing lot of 
treasures left for tlie missionaries to 
gather up. Yu Wang Fu has now been 
a famous place for several days among 
the foreign element, because its spoils 
are being sold off to all persons who 
wish them and the money is being ap
plied to a fund for the Indemnifying of 
Christian Chinese who lost their world
ly goods during the siege. Prince Yu, 
could he be present, would probably 
cry out in dismay at the ruthless dis
tribution of bis treasure, his scores of 
fur robes, fine sables and wolf skins, 
richly embroidered garments of every 
description, household ornaments, fine 
chinaware and. porcelain and even the 
family jewels which were left behind.

“For several days after finding all 
this plunder it was a problem to the 
missionaries, to know what to do with 
it. They considered it unrighteous to 
appropriate it to themselves, and 
somebody was certain to take it. The 
Russians,, for instance, under whose 
control this part of the city had been 
placed, would have no scruples. So 
they finally adopted the expedient of 
selling the spoils and applying the pro
ceeds to the needs of the Chinese con
verts. So the headquarters of this mis
sion has been the scene of commercial 
activity for several days. Army offi
cers and civilians, bent on acquiring 
souvenirs of the campaign, have gone 
to the Yu Wang Fu with their money 
and come away laden with genuine rel
ics of rich Pékin. These persons are 
perhaps sorting over their stock of loot 
purchased or acquired otherwise, and 
wondering how much of it they will be 
able to transport or to pay duty on’ for 
returning home.” ■ . '

Verily, while these innocent emissa
ries of the “meek and lowly Prince of 
Peace” were looting the homes of un
fortunate Chinamen they were crying 
aloud to the credulous people of Amer
ica to send “more contributions” to “re
lieve the sufferings of the Chinese con
verts” in Pekin. If the “head of the 
American Board of Missions” led in the 
looting, what may we- expect from the 
humbler member of the profession?

ONE OF THE HEATHENS.

free. Too long and too much have they 
been vexed, by a .pseudo-Christianity 
which, preaching charity, has practiced 
selfishness. Trading on the names of 
mighty men who feared not death and 
persecution, we have to-day “Protest
ants” who make a living by their prot- 
estantlsm, but who have long ceased to 
protest. Therefore do we flfid the 
churches practically deserted, and by 
their benches, two-thirds empty, one- 
third filled with women and with their 
children, testifying that men have 
grown weary nnd heart-sick of the at
tenuated platitudes preached In the 
name of the Galilean teacher, who tore 
the veil of humbug and hypocrisy from 
off the faces of deceivers’ of the' people.

It is a fact that among Spiritualists 
there are those who are opposed to or
ganization, while there are many others 
(and their numbers aro growing) who 
see in organization the only solution to 
the vexing problems widen have con
fronted us as a people. Many Spirit
ualists have-come > out of the various 
creedal denominations, and remember
ing their struggles fh the effort to 
throw off the yoke pf ecclesiastical tyr
anny, are fearing the forjnulatlng of 
still other creeds that may' bind the 
conscience and prevent freedom of 
thought, and such have.been and are 
still content todrlftalppg an unorgan
ized apd aimless body,f w|tli the Idea 
that the dear angels vybl take care of 
their own caiuse Wlthoiit organized ef
fort on our part. , f

That Spiritualism has made wonder
ful strides without organization is true, 
but there are many thoughtful persons 
who realize that in organized effort 
much more could have been accom
plished. The'N. 8. A. has now had an 
existence of seven years, -and while 
mistakes have been nii|de anidoubtless 
will continue to be mpde, the fact re
mains that to-day we .have a standing 
before tlie woj'ld not’l)itherto. attained. 
There have bepn abuses in the presen
tation of our phenomena and philoso
phy which have caused the blush of 
shame to mantje tht? cheeks of many 
Splrltuallstsztond which could not be 
remedied under the old order of go-as- 
you-please, and'no oqe responsible.

We have been powerless to cope with 
the fake element, the dishonest, the li
centious and the ; intemifeilate, and 
have been compelled« tq beat the sneers 
of the Ignorant multitude when rated 
as a conglomerate mass without defl
nite alm or purpose; iipd have lost the 
co-operation of: many' excellent men 
and women, because of ouwentlre lack 
of common sense methods,'1

Undoubtedly 1 her® are sincere and 
well-meaning persons • 'who,’ will 
tinue to oppose th¥ N. fi.i A.,. but it 
seems to the wrlteF thgt hail they been 
upon the floor"« tlife late convention at 
Cleveland,'.they Twiilq wlmbqld their 
criticisms and beast! their imposition, at. 
least to the extent dt Wvlngjhe wocin- 
tlonra'Still f«rther. r trial '&'ior6 . Con
demning it. Could.toey ha^Sbeen¡pres
ent and: heard ,the ieportoof«'Splpudld . 
work alruad.f1acconfpllslied,,could they' 
have seen flie bi;lglit'faces/ , and wIL 
nessed the ehrqest manner ¡of every del
egate there asgeiibled, each and. every 
one with a. sole determination to cast 
aside aii ijersonal differences, and with

con-

an earliest pufposfl to 'work for' what 
they deemed the best good of all 'con
cerned, they would at least have given 
due credit for thtegrjty'.of purpose how
ever much they might differ in opinion. 

Delegates, mfen niid.'women of brains, 
were assembled from every important 
state in the Union, arid If there were 
any axes to grind It wàs not apparent 
upon the surface. • '•

Never has it been my lot to meet the 
friends in convention iissembled where 
there was sé muclr harriiony nnd so lit
tle friction manifested.

It Is my belief that all delegates re
turned to their,horii.es possessed with a 
feeling of enthusiasm' which augurs 
Well for the future bl the N. S. A., and 
for Spiritualism. ' ’ - .

We were royallyjtreated by the citi
zens, by the press,' arid by. the gentle
men comprising the Business League of 
Cleveland, and accorded every privi
lege given to -any other body of dele
gates of whatsoever name or nature.

Tlie generous; arid whole-souled treas
urer of the N,'S. A., T. J.-Mayer, was 
about'the happiest,màn in-the conven
tion as he • tendered to- President Bar
rett the deed-of out new home. He has 
a splendid physique arid his heart is as 
large as his body, and I believe every 
delegate present ri’iU bcho the senti
ment, “May ;hls shadow never grow 
less.” , ' -.' f .

In addition ¿o; g' .beautiful home as 
headquarters Of -¿lie .association, there 
is an endowment'fund of -over fourteen 
thousand dolìars. fli tlie treasury, to be 
used as the- wisdom bf the board shall 
direct. The board Js composed of thor
ough business men who have the wel
fare of Splrltuallsrii at heart, and who 
can be depéndéd.upon to carry out the. 
will of the ’delegates; and who feel to 
acquiesce inJi thè Sprbprisitlon of Mr. 
Mayer, namely: “Trust us. for one year 
to carry out ypurbxiiressed wishes, and 
then if you don’t-llke' ris, put us out.”

It is worthy of nòte that the railroad 
officials treated us w'jtli jnarked consid
eration arid,said'.to President Barrett: 
“You are-fully ehjitled .tp every privi
lege accorded to; any -other body,: and if 
you do riot get wmjt. belongs to you It 
will be because ygu do npt ask for it.”

With a 25-éént admission at the door, 
our evening, audiguges taxed the seat
ing capacity of the hall, ajid were com
posed pf the ■best^èople'/òf . the; city; rill 
òf whom paid the closest attention to 
the various speakers, and tto the'demon: 
strafora of the phenomena. • ' ■

Several clergynjeri .we'rp present, and 
two of thept recélvéd convincing proof 
of the continuity; of life,’, which . they 
promptly acknowledged. .

Now that wé have a local habitation 
and a name and standlpg in the es
teem of the public, on a par with other 
bodies (all of, which is due to organiza
tion), does.it. notfbéiiooye'every earnest 
worker, medium-ànd speaker alike,- as 
wcIL as all true .Spiritualists, to stand 
by the N.- S. A. and perfect an organiza
tion that, sliajl prove a credit and a 
blessing to Spirlttfollsts. and to Spirit
ualism? ' - ; • 5WLL. C. HODGE.

, Voltaire lived JoUg* before the modern
style of writlngytos....... --  c, -j-’ ory was In vogue, 
and he was of tod Opinion that history 
Is little else than! at picture of human 
crimes and misfbiftui . .‘1 L . nes.

There are peoplq lji this world so con
stituted .that ’tliby- go looking for vice 
with a telescope fend can’t see virtue 
with a magnifying glass, 
r.No rock Is-.bS. hard but .that a little 
wave may bejtt admission in a thou
sand years.—Tennyson," •— • - -

I notice In a number of papers within 
the last few weeks that “I had an at
tack of paralysis which was at the time 
considered serious,” I have received a 
number of letters of condolence from 
distant friends, and thinking that a few 
of the readers of your paper may desire 
to know the truth of these reports, I 
write this communication. It is all a 
mistake. I never had a stroke of par
alysis that affected my physical sys
tem, and I never enjoyed better health 
than I do at present. In fact I never 
Was sick two consecutive days in my 
life,

It is true in 1889 I did receive a para
lytic stroke which was both severe and 
decided, but It only affected my agnos
ticism or infidelity. My scientific stud
ies led me Into materialism and disbe
lief in a future existence beyond the 
grave. With me death closed the drama 
of human life. There was no future of 
conscious existence, only a long eter
nity of annihilation or nothingness. I 
visited Lily Dale and the second day of 
my tarrying there, through the agency 
of two mediums, Dr. Watkins, and Mr. 
Keeler, I did receive a shock to my ag
nosticism that was fatal to it, and 
opened my mental vision to the radiant 
sunlight of Spiritualism. There could 
be no mistake; I found that I was sur
rounded by a number of unseen Intelli
gences that had all the characteristics 
of friends that had long since passed 
over the mystic river of death. Their 
identity was as certainly manifested as 
that of any of my'numerous clients and 
business correspondents.

Four long weary years I had wan
dered in doubt and uncertainty. Like 
a wanderer in the dreary wastes of Sa
hara's terrible sands and solitudes. I 
saw nothing around me but an unin
habited boundless area of desolation, 
with no vista beyond the range of my 
clouded vision, In a few moments' 
time there was revealed to me the 
beautiful oasis of the spirit life; with 
joy unspeakable I visited it and there 
amid a wealth of summer verdure of 
frees apd flowers I found a spring of 
jiving water. The joy of that moment 
was unspeakable, and future investiga
tion has shown me that it was not a mi
rage -.or- a phaptoto of the Atmosphere 
but a living fact, as clearly proven by: 
.the logic of' experience ajrd the philoso
phy of our beautiful religion aid any 
physical force in nature's, broad do
main. . .
■ I care very little for the discussion of 
the existence or non-existence of an in
finite intelligence. . To my mind there 
are three immortal or . eternal exist
ences—matter, force and "intelligence.

It matters hot Which name we give to 
this intelligence. That it exists Is evi
dent to every thinking mind. It is as 
useless for conventions to try to argue 
Out of existence this intelligence as to 
annihilate matter and force by mental 
ratiocination'. A construction of two 
different physical forms like the sexes 
in both animal and vegetable life to 
produce the phenomena of future pro
creation is unmistakable evidence of a 
design which could not exist without 
intelligence commensurate with the 
object to be accomplished.

But I wander from my subject; at 
present I am ih excellent health; I am 
actively employed in the practice of my 
profession, and growing stronger every 
year in the convictions of a future for 
man, and an increasing knowledge of a 
force that permits a communication 
with an unseen world.

I am aware of the fact that I am rapid
ly approaching the boundaries of this 
life—that in the language of the accom
panying poem, by an unknown author, 
I am growing old; yet with the investi
gation of passing years I am more and 
more convinced that there is a life be
yond the grave, and that we can and do 
communicate with those who have pre
ceded us in the pathway of human des
tiny.

GROWING OLD.
A little more gray in the lessening hair 
. Each day as the years go by;
A little more stooping to the form, 

A little more dim the eye. '
A little more faltering of the step 

As we tread life's pathway o'er, 
But a little nearer every day

To the ones who have gone before.
A little more halting of the gait, 

And a dullness of the ear;
A growing weariness of the frame 

With each swift passing year,
A. fading of hopes, and ambitions, too, 

A faltering in'life's quest;
But a little nearer every day 

To a sweet and peaceful rest.
A little more loneliness in life

■As tlie dear ones pass away;
A bigger claim on the spirit land

With every passing day.- ;. ’•
A little further from toil and care,.

•A little less way to roam; .
A drawing near to a peaceful voyage ■ 

And a happy welcome home.
A. B. RICHMOND.

TRANSFERENCE.
Systpm of Telepathy Among 

Dogs.
As a breed, perhaps, the St. Bernard 

may be said to be tlie telepathist among 
dogs. We speak of instinct in animals; 
we call this or that dog intelligent, and 
characterize the one or other related 
Incident as wonderful or impossible. 
Telepathy is the most possible explana
tion, says the New York Sun. In the 
instance of a St. Bernard owned by a 
gentleman at Prague we have a case of 
telepathy. How else can the story be 
explained or accepted? During the 
evening of a day on which there had 
been a heavy fall of snow, and while 
snow was still falling, the gentleman, 
sitting alone by the fire with his dog, 
noticed him growing uneasy and rest
less in manner. Presently the dog got 
up and whines for the door of the room 
to be opened. Thinking he wanted to 
go to the kitchen for food, his owner 
opened the door and let the dog out, 
but the animal returned and seemed to 
expect something further of him. Go
ing out into the hall after the dog, he 
found him making the same signs of 
uneasiness before the hall door. His 
owner, therefore, took down hat and 
eoat, and thought the usual evening ex
ercise was what the dog wanted. On 
his opening the door, the dog, contrary 
to his usual custom, turned to the left, 
and made straight off in a certain direc
tion. Following him at a run, the 
owner lost sight of him. Whistling and 
calling did not bring the dog back. He 
was able to track the animal’s footsteps 
and found him in the act of removing 
the snow from a wretched waif, a man 
still living, wk from hunger and ex
posure had faln.ed and was half-frozen. 
This was some half-mile from the 
house.

A gentleman personally known to me 
recounted the following experience: 
“When I lived at Rustchuk-on-thc-Dan- 
ube 1 had a very clever pointer. The 
dog was not used greatly for sport, but 
was chiefly the companion of my chil
dren. I was in the habit of taking jour
neys of several days' duration and un
certain length. Usually I was not able 
to inform my family of the day of my 
return. Sometimes the difficulties of 
traveling made It Impossible for me to 
judge myself when-1 mlght.return. My 
dog always knew I used to return, home 
by .steamer from the other si<je pf the 
river. My wife always know from 
which'steamer I should land by the 
dog's manner. Shortly before ' the 
steamer on which I was about to cross 
was timed to leave the station on the 
opposite river bank, the pointer became 
restless and excited and would go out 
Into the garden to watch the steamer 
Come across to our landing, stage. My 
wife used to say to the children: 'Papa 
is on the steamer.’ The dog never made 
a mistake, although I might have come 
by any of the steamers leaving during 
the day. There was no hazard or 
guesswork in the 'dog’s proceedings.' 
Simply he knew the moment his master 
set foot on the steamer, and showed 
that he knew it. Were the other steps 
of the journey all a blank to him, or 
was he, we wonder, through the same 
means, conscious of his master’s do
ings?”

A dachshund, the friend of the chil
dren, acknowledged only one grown 
up—the children’s father. He would 
lie curled up in the nursery armchair, 
snoring, certainly sound asleep, until 
half an hour before the arrival of the 
dogcart. Then he would go down Into 
the hall and sit in a certain spot. Some
times his owner arrived at midday, 
sometimes in the afternoon, sometimes 
only for 7 o’clock dinner. Certainly the 
servants knew, and some commotion 
existed In the house when the return 
was after a few days’ or a week’s ab
sence, but nothing disturbed the quiet 
of the nursery, and carts from the 
stables might be sent out to fetch pro
visions or parcels from the station, five 
miles away, at any hour. The dog knew 
which cart went for his master, and, 
what Is still more wonderful, if he 
failed to take that train, a telegram at 
the station sometimes hade the coach
man wait; but never was the dog found 
waiting any but the last half-hour be
fore the arrival at the house door. This 
was the stock story of the servants and 
any one of them would have vouched 
for it with his or her character, as I 
heard many times. The dog had fretted 
greatly at the absence of his master for 
a year and a half while he was in South 
America, and this wonderful knowledge 
of bls owner’s proceedings showed 
itself after his return on the resump
tion of the usual family life of the 
household.—Pittsburg Times.

LOVE ISJLEaDER. /

Listen to the music swelling, . • 
Hearken how its surges roll, 

Grander grpws the antifem telling .
, Of the mysteries of the soul.

. Singing through the silent spaces— 
Spaces, known alone to thee, 

Rhythmic ringing, from pure places, 
Fall the tones In melody. -

Life is love, nnd love eternal— 
Legions form themselves in.line,

Joyous are the hosts supernal, ’ 
Moving on toward heights divine,.

Where the air is clearer; purer, :.
■ .Where the gentle graces grow, ■ 

Where the steps are stronger, surer, 
• Mounting upward, as they go. 

Listen to the. tone-bells falling, ‘
Softly on the inner.eat— . - > 

¡Hearken! They are gladly.calling,—-
Love is leader! God id near! :

- ..Austin fita., III. ELLA DARE.

LET ME HEAR YOUR VOICES.

Let me hear your voices, 
Angels ever near;

Let me hear your music, 
Sweetly soft and clear;

Inwardly I listen 
For your silent word—

To the spirit spoken, 
By the spirit heard.

Let me hear your voices 
■ When thé morning, calls, 
When the noontide gladdens, 

. When the twilight falls,
In the hour of labor, 

In the hour of rest, "
By your silent message, 

Be my spirit blest. ’. *
Let me hear your voices, 

When my,heart is sad;
In the midst of sorrow,..............

Let my soul be glad. .
Sing your song of beauty, . 

. Hope and strength and. cheer, 
Till my soul shall answer: ■

Angels e’er are near.
Let-me hear your voices ■ 

. • Breathing sweetest song:
All my soul responsive 

■ Shall the strains prolong— ? •
Sweetest strains of . music

. . Float from heaven’s door— .
In my inmost being 

Echo evermore." '
JAS. C. UNDERHILL. 

Hammond, Ind. ■

THE GREAT VICTORY.
. ——- •' I

Death Portrayed as a Blessí 
ing- |

THIS VIEWS OF THE EDITOR OF.
THE NEW YORK HERALD. ;

“Jesus saith unto her, I am the resur
rection and the life.”-John 2:25. ,

It is a mistake to suppose that we' 
enter the eternal life after death. It 
began at our birth. An insignificant , 
part of this eternal life is spent on 
earth, where we learn our first lessons, 
like children in a primary school who 
grasp the simplest rudiments of educa
tion, unconscious of the possibilities of 
the future. And as children enter 
schools of a higher grade when they, 
have outgrown the lower, so are wo 
transferred by death to other realms, 
where larger opportunities and duties 
will greet us.

When that change comes into our ex
perience it will be like opening a door 
from a dark room to a room brilliantly 
lighted. Death cannot entail in anyr 
wise a loss, but is always an advantage. 
It robs us of nothing which is valuable, 
of neither memory or affection, nor In 
any degree of our personality. The 
things which seemed necessary to our 
earthly comfort, our wealth, for ex
ample, will be left behind because they, 
will be of no use in the new environ
ment, but all the furnishings of the' soul 
will resist death as pure gold resists the 
testing acid. Character is indestructi
ble and can be changed only us we our
selves, through some inward motive, 
voluntarily change it.

rhe other side, therefore, is far 
preferable to this side. Life will bo 
more worth living there titan here. Wo 
are now hampered by circumstanced, 
but there we shall have uninterrupted 
freedom to follow our noblest impulses 
and to become our best selves. Heaven 
is not a place of rest simply, but rather 
of divine activity. The angels are as 
busy as we are. God’s work must be 
done by those who remain for yet a lit
tle while. The only things that are dif
ferent are the conditions under which 
the work is to be done, and these con
ditions are more favorable than any 
Which prevail here.

If all this be true we should dismiss 
the ghastly dread with which we re
gard the change called death. Instead 
pf fearing we should welcome It at the 
tíme appointed. Undimmed faith in the 
'future casts a ray of glorious sunshine 
nnibe toujh which dispels its darkness, 
Death is npt an en|rttnce intp night, but 
a journey thtougfi lesser light Into thO. 
greater. Our loved ones do- nrit' die, 
They are born again. They do not leave 
us, for in very truth they may bé 
nearer to us than ever before. Onr 
mutual love is no more destroyed than 
when they go to some distant land for a 
season. I even dare to say that when 
a dear one goes to heaven there ought 
to be congratulations mingled with our 
condolence. Perfect faith casts out all 
fear, and beneatli our sorrow at the 
loss of the visible, presence is the glo
rious consciousness that the departed 
are awaiting our coining in a land that 
Is fairer than this. ¡

That all conquering faith is some
times met. It is the normal condition 
of a thoroughly devoted soul. It Is the 
result of a religion which has stood the 
test of experience and made us vic
torious, of a practical religion which 
towers above the ambitions and ava
rice of this present time as a mountain 
towers above the plain. .

I sat not long since by the deathbed 
of a man who had held these views for 
many years. He was not simply re
signed to his fato, he was glad that the 
change was about to occur. There was 
no unnatural exaltation of mind, no 
abnormal ecstasy. His mental faculties 
were as clear as the daylight, and his 
heart was as quiet as a summer lake. 
He knew that he was God's child and 
that the Father would care for him. 
This life had many an allurement, but 
when told that the end was not far off 
he bade us all good-by as one who goes 
on a journey, assuring us that we 
should meet again after a little. It 
seemed to him the simplest thing in 
the world to die and the most natural. 
The other life had a divine attraction 
and he was almost eager to enter Into it.

I came away with the feeling that 
the religion which can produce such a 
result must have the Indorsement of the 
Almighty and is the most desirable pos
session that we enn pray for. It makes 
one strong to bear the ills olf life, be
cause they are stepping stones to higher 
things. It Is so practical that it seems 
like a giant who walks by your side, in
visible, but always there and always 
ready to lift you over the hard places. 
He who has It Is already living within 
the confines of heaven.

We must recover from some of our 
blind prejudices concerning death. It 
Is not an enemy, it is a messenger ot 

, God, and such a messenger can never 
be other than kindly. To Christ It must 
have been an Infinite relief, and to us 
who follow in his footsteps it is the inn 
in which we sleep on the last night be
fore we reach home. In the morning 
when we wake from slumber we find 
ourselves on the brighter shore in the 
presence of the loved v ho have gone 
before. Such faith make us peaceful, 
contented and happy, gk ’ to live as 
long- as we may and glad o go when 
the Father summons us.

GEORGE H. HEP,'ORTH.

MOTHER LOVE.

There’s no love like a mother’s- 
So-lastlng, deep and true.

No matter what her children, 
- May think, or say or do, 
She holds them ever dearer

Than any words can tell, i
And though they wander from her,

She loves them just as well. . ’
If any road Js taken ’ ■

Which leads them Into wrong, ■
Her love It never lessens, ?

But grows more deep and strong’
A mother’s love is sacred, .

Her heart Is always true— •
Her tender sweet affection, '

Forever fresh and new. '
• JULIA H. JOHNSON

Los Angeles, Cal. " -
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THBFROGRESSIVE ¡I THINKER
VARIOUS VIEWS OF THE N. S. fl.

A Condensed Resume of The Progressive Thinker’s 
Symposium. '

Briefly stated, the various views of 
the N. S. A„ and of its creed, as ex
pressed In The Progressive Thinker of 

I October 20, are as follows: .
1 1. So iar it has not been a success. 
Between $25,000 and 530,000 have been 
expended. The chartered societies are 
financially weak aud unable to con
tribute but a mere pittance to the pa
tent body. Altogether the fund has 
been barely sufficient for, running ex

penses.- Of the 000 societies, only 
about 30 are able to maintain meetings 
throughout the season.

2. “Infinite Intelligence” must be 
fully aware of what the association is 
doing. Wliy not get an expression of 
Its views on the matter? Let a com
mittee be apoiuted for that purpose 
iwith the Rev. Moses Hull as chairman, 
aj>d give them a year to report thereon.

3. The religious world has been rim 
on Divine Revelations. If the N. 8. A. 
hopes to command respect, let It rest 
upon. Man and not upon God. ...

4. Substitute “Divine” for “Infinite" 
Intelligence. What do we know of the 
Infinite?
.. 5. Gods are of man’s creation. Infl
nite Intelligence Is abstrusfe. Let us 
deal only with things knowable.

(i. Infinite Intelligence in the declara
tion of principles is not qualified by the 
word “an,” Why not say “Infinite 
Bplrit?" . .

7. The present declaration is defect
ive. Finite intelligence cannot postu
late infinite Intelligence without accept
ing the theory of design—hence person
ality. . .

8. Infinite Intelligence In the dee- 
laratloii does not mean a new Deity. It 
is the same as the Great Positive Mind 
of A. J, Davis, or the Supreme Mind of 
A. R. .Wallaee/ oY.' th'e Our Father and 
Our Mother;- Too, of Tffeodore Parker, 
Sillritual organizations, have been 
characterized, as Godless, Chrlstless, re- 
lilfionless, prayerless; If there ean be a 
better definition than infinite Intelli
gence, I shall be among.the first to ac
cept it?......... . ■ ■ ■J ,
” 9. Substitute God In place of infinite 
Intelligence.
’ 10. Infinite Intelligence is entirely 
speculative; it Is beyond my compre- 
Jienslon. I can .coneeivp of no intelli
gence which was not developed through 
the processes of nature. Public prayer 
is a mere formality. Prayer cannot 
change nature's laws. ■ ■

11. Infinite Intelligence is the same 
old personal God of tlie church, or it Is 
a new one made up for a special use, or 
it means Pantheism in its broadest 
sense. So far the N. S. A. is a secta
rian organization. Let it expunge its 
present ereed and substitute a simple 
one with no expression of belief about 
God. The Unity of Humanity might 
form its basis.

12. The Christian world has burled 
its Devil and now seems preparing the 
obsequies of the God of olden time. No 
Straight-jacket creed for me. '

13. We don't want a high priest or 
pope at Washington. Gods are all 
man-made. We don’t want any creeds 
or churches. Missionary work is a 
mistake. Let Spiritualism become tlie 
Leader and Interpreter of the world's 
philosophy.

14. This new God, this neuter entity 
which you term Infinite Intelligence, I 
would rather call infinite folly. I am 
content with the God we have. I be
lieve in a personal God, In the divihity 
of Christ, In the Apostles’ Creed, and 
the substantial authenticity of tho 
Bible. '

15. Let Spiritualists amuse them
selves with ereed-making. The N. 8. A. 
is yet a baby.

111. I have never been in favor of 
formulating a creed. The attempt to 
do so will be as futile as that of the va- 
rlous Christian sects. The sum total of 

.a declaration of principles should be 
what we know about man, and not 
what we believe about God. Science 

. cn.p deal only with phenomena. Spirit
ualism cannot be both a science and a 
religion. Let Infinite Intelligence alone 
and let religion alone. I do not want 1 
another church instituted. :

17. My objection to the N. S. A. is 
that it is not strong enough, and If It i 
were stronger I should more strongly : 
obbject. Thus far it has been little . 
more than n mass-meeting. Not one : 
Spiritualist in a thousand is a member 1 
of the N. S. A. I protest against any 
attempt to force a statement of belief. I 
What has the N. S. A. given for the 1 
money it has received? Its strength < 
must come from the local societies. : 
Churches send out missionaries to I 
propagate belief. Wouldn't It be queer 
to send them out to preach belief In as- I 
tropomy or mathematics? Do we want I

ties all oyer thé land into touch with 
each other and united them as they 
could not otherwise have-.beeu. It has 
obtained, a hearing in the United States 
courts. Even this is something, but It 
is only a small part accomplished up to 
1895. Since then it has been steadily 
goiug forward. It has shown that or
ganization is a necessity and that a cen
tral association is needed.. Some ten or 
twenty writers have ventilated their ob
jections and criticisms through the 
Spiritual press. Do their personal opin
ions express tlie views of the majority 
of true Spiritualists? The N. S. A. has 
established before the law Spiritualism 
as a religion. It has brought'the great 
railroad companies to recognize its 
teachers and preachers by granting 
special rates of fare. If Infinite Intel
ligence is an. offensive term to the ma
jority of the delegates let it be stricken 
out. But the great need is more mis
sionary work, aud the association has' 
been .handicapped for want of funds. 
Thanks to T. J. Mayer and other liberal 
friends it is now in a better shape to 
carry on its good work than ever. It 
has a library of over 500 volumes, a nd 
it is frequented by people from all 
parts of the country, seeking light on 
Spiritualism. ■

23. The N. S. A. is no mean factor in 
the propagation of Spiritualism. It 
makes but little difference what name 
or title we give to the Supreme Powen 
For brevity I prefer God, but perhaps 
Great Spirit would be more appropriate 
fora Spiritual society. I have the 
strongest conviction that' the evolution 
of Spiritualism will eventually find 
hlm dût. ‘ • - ; . ..

24. Jf there is an Infinite Intelligence 
that intelligeiice will be glad to see 
helping deluded mortals out qf ;the 
qUUgmlre .of superstition and e,ver\- 
form of human.'misery.. If God Is. im
manent in everything,, tfien we have to 
lovq everything to love God. •• •

25. The dead and decaying ’theolo; 
gies are repulsive to those who are 
quickened by advanced thought and 
are reaching after higher truths. Leave 
the question of new titles and names 
for the Supreme Power to those who 
have not outgrown the need of the old 
theologies. ....
■■2(1. Modern Spiritualism has no 
more exact knowledge of the Deity 
than has any other cult. Hence, all ef
fort to formulate such a Deity Is but 
the old-time effort to establish a priest
hood. If Spiritualism is not science it 
is nothing. ,

27. To affirm the existence of God is 
to assume definite knowledge of what 
must necessarily remain unknowable. 
A declaration of principles should not 
go beyond what ean be satisfactorily 
demonstrated.

28. The N.S.A. is yet a child. Is it a ne
cessity i I think it is. Does it need a 
creed? I think it does-uot an iron
clad creed but an elastic one. Infinite 
Intelligence may not be the fittest ex
pression, but I fail to see the alarming 
tendency of such a declaration. Why 
choke the child to death with a God- 
phobla gag? Let It grow; let It secure 
a home and a sinking fund. Let us aim 
to conserve all that is valuable In re
ligion.

29. - Any other name than Infinite In
telligence would not improve the situ
ation. The N. S. A. is a necessity if we 
expect to be recognized as a power for 
good.- .

Nov, 3,1000.

to imitate the churches? After all that 
Spiritualists have said about the 

rail- 
out 
for

"fraud” of granting passes on 
roads to the clergy, shall we send
lecturers dubbed “Rev.” 
half-fare tickets?

to beg

18. The N. S. A. seems to have
covered the image of a new God.

dis- 
Let

it be placed in the Pantheon of images. 
Babylon’s king dreamed of a great im
age with a head of gold, and feet of 
iron mixed with clay. I wonder which 
is the ruling word of Infinite Intelli
gence—the adjective or the noun! If it 
is the latter, then I see the feet of iron 
mixed with clay. I want no such base 
material to stand for God. Tbe occult 
power which the Aryan named “Od,” 
nnd which we have Anglicized and 
named God, is Immortal Man. God is 
a personification of the highest spirit or 
motive of life as man Incarnate or ex
carnate.

19. Instead of knowledge old relig
ions have given to the world beliefs, 
dogmas, superstitions and speculations. 
Do we believe in Infinite Intelligence? 
So did Pope Innocent HL, Torquemada 
and John Calvin. Let tho N. S. A. 
leave creed-making to the adepts of 
that -art, and disseminate high-born 
truths, facts and philosophy.

20. Fifty years ago a few Unwise 
spirits whispered to some thoughtless 
mortals that Spiritualist were never to 
be organized. ' Now we have about 
100,000 avowed Spiritualists, 200 well 
known public workers, 1,000 located 
physical and test media, and at least 
1,000 slick swindlers passing under the 
name medium.- And it is claimed by 
some that there are 0,800,000 -other 
Spiritualists who never acknowledge It 
to the census’ enumerators. Let the N. 
S. A. confer upon mediums and lec
turers the.title.“Medium or Lecturer 
for the N. S. A.” Infinite Intelligence 
is a term I should not choose, but it is 
better than nothing. Better have a 
God which is a little too pretentious 
than none at all. Cosmic Soul would, 
to me, be far preferable.' '

21. Instead of creeds, the cultured 
Spiritualist would have' a scientific 
statement of principles. Instead of a 
religion founded on mere faith and tra
dition, he would ha.ve a religion of spir
itual aspiration- which ,1s sustained bv 
soul-cheering facts. We need to send 
eloquent missionaries and- mediums 
over the whole country, but to do this 
the N. S. A. needs to be made power
ful with means to foot the bills.

22. The N. S. A. In the first two 
years brought Spiritualists and socle-

30. All religious creeds have been 
clogs to freedom i>f thought nnd dead
lock to progress. The large majority of 
our . population are non-Chrlstlan. 
Wherein does the attempt to formulate 
a creed for Spiritualists differ, in prin
ciple, from the attempt to put God in 
the Constitution? Liberty is life; a fos- 
ized creed is a synonym of-stagnation 
nnd death. Witness the painful throes 
of tlie Presbyterians to reform their 
creed. Organization may be desirable, 
but a creed is not necessary. Spiritual
ism Is the philosophy and science of Be
ing or Life. Such a declaration, as a 
matter of fact or knowledge, would 
doubtless be accepted by all Spiritual
ists. ’ ■

81. Man is a gregarious animal, and 
association is necessary to his activi
ties. Organization is not a synonym of 
Association. The latter begets har
mony, the former means authority and 
rule. Let the N. 8. A. drop Its creeds. 
Let Spiritualists unite on the common 
ground of a knowledge of continuous 
life from the evidence given by . our 
departed friends. A salaried priest
hood will mark a decline In Spiritual
ism.

32. The N. S. A. of last year did not 
give science a slap In the face, as al
leged by Prof. Loveland. There is no 
parallel between Its action and the 
adoption of the Nlcene creed. Faith is 
a well known principle In human na
ture. True faith is as surely scientific 
as a rule in metaphysics. Superstition 
Is the exercise of faith without the light 
of reason. Coeval with infinite space Is 
Infinite spirit Infinite intelligence in 
the Declaration comes short of full 
truth, inasmuch as Infinite goodness 
and infinite power are not mentioned 
AU three principles constitute Infinite 
spirit Do you say we know nothing 
about.them? What do we know about 
infinite progression?

33. To demand unanimity of belief is 
a curtailment of liberty. This unanim
ity cannot be enforced. We can have 
no conception of the Infinite. Let Infi
nite Intelligence be eliminated from 
the declaration. Positive' knowledge 
only should be affirmed.

Let tlle s- A- affirm a belief in 
and reverence for the Supreme Power 
designated as Goff. Let it also deciare 
that tho continuity of life can be prac
tically . demonstrated. ' '

35. The N. S. A. has failed ■ to meet 
thp requirements of. Spiritualism In a 
great measure. Let the God question 
be ignored;; I have. no evidence of a 
personal of impersonal God. Positive 
tangible evidence should be the basis 
of a declaration of principles.

3G. It Is a mistake to affirm a belief 
in Infinite • Intelligence. Intelligence 
has three distinct meanings, the last of 
which Is “A spiritual being.” This, I 
apprehend, was. what the N. S. A. in
tended to express. To my mind, the 
sun-worsklper Is bn a higher plane than 
one who worships an anthropomorphic 
being. Pantheism is as far above an
thropomorphism as knowledge Is above 
ignorance, truth above error. I am a 
Pantheistic Spiritualist .

37. Gods have no more power than 
those'that produce them. Buddha's 
god originated in his own mind. When 
Spiritualism came to the front it was 
believed that all the gods had had their 
day. The God question, was the main 
thing that brought the angels to the 

t£AcIp Eettle ,t- They .came in 
1848. Will not the God In nature suf
fice? He requires no high-sounding 
words of praise. When the lore ele
ment prevails on the earth there will 
never be any .more war In-heaven.' :

38. With thinking people creeds have 
become things of the past.' Spiritualism 
came when the age was ready for it. It 
has come to stay. The work will go on 
whether the N. S. A. exists or not I re
gard tbe assoclation as an important

factor, even if it should continue to re
affirm Infinite Intelligence. -

39. I think the declaration of princi
ples can be Improved and made to suit 
all Spiritualists. Let Infinite Intelli
gence be eliminated In the interest of 
harmony. I am not partial to it my
self. Let the N. 8. A. be sustained.

4Q, The N. S, A. has discovered a spe
cial and particular God and has named 
IT Infinite Intelligence—a seven-syl
labled word, hoodoolug all our spirit 
power by its anaconda-like uncoiling. 
It is paralyzing. W. H. BURR.

Washington,, D. 0.

WARLIKE JRISTIANS.
Judging the Tree by Its 

Fruits,
There is not a more uncertain word 

in our language than the word Chris
tian, whieiris made to mean everything 
claimed or done in that name; Some 
are for war and some for peace (even if 
they have to fight for it). Their gospel 
says: “I come not to bring peace on 
earth, but a sword. Except a man 
hate ids own family aud kindred he 
cannot be my disciple." We do not be
lieve Jesus ever taught such a principle 
nor uttered such language; but if he 
did, lie was a bad man and responsible 
for the consequences of war and 
division.

Measured by that gospel, can we find 
a sane Christian who, if smitten on one 
cheek will turn the other also? who, if 
bls coat be taken, will give up his 
cloak? who, if compelled to go a mile 
will go two? who gives to all who ask 
and never turns the borrower away? 
who loves his enemies? who takes no 
thought of bls life or wljat he shall eat, 
drink and wear? Can you find one 
willing to be tested by the rule: “If 
they drink any deadly thing it shall not 
hurt them?” No. ’Tis folly. We. do 
not like these precepts, but Christians 
profess to. accept and approve them 
sentimentally, although practically 
they “are weighed in the balance and 
found wanting.” •

Christianity is about played out and 
has little resemblance to the original. 
We do not say there is nothing good in 
it. Jesus taught some things that were 
good and true; but not original with 
him. He taught things that he said 
were “of the law and the prophets,” 
and things which we learn from history 
were taught by Confucius, Buddha, 
Zoroaster and other great reformers 
who lived before his time. We can 
reasonably approve facts and true prin
ciples wherever we find them, without 
holding anything especially sacred be
cause a certain person uttered it.

I remember in childhood of seeing 
tbe picture in a school book represent
ing a Hindoo woman easting her babe 
to a crocodile in the Ganges river, to 
appease the wrath of her god. People 
thought that was perfectly horriblp; 
yet, in the same book they were taught 
that the God of the Jews sent his only 
son for the purpose of being slain to 
appease bls own «’rath against the peo
ple. They did not consider that horri
ble, for they said everything this God 
did was all right. The Jews had to 
appease his wrath by shedding the 
blood of sheep, goats and cattle in sac
rifice; and they committed many horri
ble crimes in bls name. It is not sur
prising that people partake of the na-

.hire and attributes of the God they 
worship. With the root of their re
ligion founded on a story of blood and 
murder, Is it wonderful that they were 
of a warlike disposition, and that 
Christian nations are always ready and 
willing for war? •

We do not want to be, Christianized 
and do not blame the Chinese for re
sistance to the encroachments of mis
sionaries in their country. For more 
than twenty-five years European na
tions have been planning a war with 
China, and they made no secret of it. 
They have got it at last, and now they 
will probably enforce their mixed re
ligion of Orthodoxy and ’ Catholicism 
upon an unwilling people, .

The Methodist Bishop, E. Cranston, 
struck the true key-note of Christians 
and Christian nations when he said: 
“It Is worth any cost in money and 
blood, if we can make the millions of 
Chinese true Christians." This is de
cidedly a bloodthirsty sentiment, They 
are going to Christianize the Chinese 
“In the holy name of religion.” Mission
aries have gone there in advance of 
armies and acted the part of spies. 
Sooner or later the sword follows the 
Bible and the missionary fraud.

Will the Chinese be auy better by be
ing Christianized? Wo'say No, If we 
may judge by Christians In America. 
It is no credit or honor to a man here, 
and It Is less so in China. It would 
have been much more commendable if 
the vast sums of missionary money had 
been used to relieve suffering Ameri
cans Instead of paving the way for 
war. It is not for the love of religion 
nor of the Chinese that their conversion 
is sought; because this great nation, to 
show’ its intense hatred of that race, 
has, by its law, excluded them from 
entrance upon Its soil, while it wel
comes people of other nations. They 
have such love for the heathen as the 
cat has for the mouse, as the million
aire for the tramp. . ■ ■

Rev. Cranston now rises to explain: 
“When I said that the Christianizing 
of China would be worth any cost in 
money and life, I was speaking of vol-, 
untary missionary sacrifice upon the 
part of the church. I abhor the Idea of 
making Christians . by the force of 
arms.” His explanation does 'not help 
him any. It Is a square contradiction 
of his declaration that “It Is worth any 
cost in blood and treasure, to make the 
Chinese true Christians.” It would re
lieve him of his embarrassing situation 
if he will disavow one or the other of 
these statements. - . . .

In his explanation Mr. Cranston is? In 
trouble about the propaganda busi
ness—wants the open door for Chris
tianity—wants the civil powers to open 
it—complains of “our people shut up in 
Peking” and “the insignificant number 
of Americans in the relief column”— 
scolds about “the diplomatic hesitation 
at Washington ns to the use of the 
troops,” and says he “would cut all the 
red tape in the world and set aside the 
treaty with China in- order to’place 
America in the fote front with Eng
land.” All this looks like .war for pro-, 
pagandism, at a cost of blood and treas
ure: yet he “abhors the idea of making 
Christians by force of arms.”

Mr. Cranston speaks “of voluntary 
missionary sacrifice on the part of the 
church.” How much of sacrifice Is It 
for a missionary to go on a free pass
port to China with a full purse for ex
penses, dress in fine clothing, live in 
luxury and draw a large salary? Thou
sands of church members would gladly 
embrace the opportunity to make such 
“voluntary sacrifices.” The love of 
money, which is “the root of evil,” Is 
the ruling incentive in such cases. They 
trust In the Dollar-the Golden Calf, 
which Is their god. ' ’ ■

Christians of church members, only, 
should be the soldiers to .fight out this 
war with China and show the true in
wardness of their religion. But-ho; it 
is their province to open.the way and 
depend on. the national powers to do 
the fighting. The God of the Jews com
manded them to war against nations 
and kill themt .which was done, and

millions. ofillvesJost, .They had wars 
frqm. the ^glqn^g to the end’of their 
rule,, when the Romans broke them up. 
Some Christian writers say religion lias 
been the -cause mi many wars since 
that time? To vfliat extent will It not 
go to conquer in i(s interests?

War, with its Jirlnciples and effects, 
are incompatible with the moral prim 
elples' that .churches profess. This is 
hypocrisy. If they would practice their 
moral principles, there would be no 
wars, and they Avould be better pre
pared tojteacli. the heathens. The 
churches have bjiouie so divided and 
corrupted,ttfat tlw name Christian gives 
no weight Ar vqlile to one’s character, 
but is mher i thing of reproach; 
nothing m- it rd commend it to the 
heathen. '" 0

In vlewj'df ;illutiiese conditions and 
causes, let us apologize for the warlike 
Christians. They.cajTt help being what 
their religion makes them—they were 
educated that way—their doctrine of 
blood atonement, founded on a tale of 
murder, together \vith the horrid narra
tions of their Bible and .church history’, 
all have a grqat influence in’ moulding 
their character. The attributes of mal
ice, revenge, envy, hatred are incom
patible with true'moral principle, but 
entirely consistent with popular re
ligion. In view of all the mitigating 
circumstances we will not condemn the 
Christians too seyeihly for their big
otry, intolerance, 'prejudice, combative 
fiess, etc., yet it all goes to show what 
Christianity is in. substance and effect. 
It will be a great advantage to all the 
world when Christians shall “See them
selves as others see, them,” We judge 
the tree by its fryits—good for nothing.

o A. H. NICHOLAS.
Summerland. Cal,

A Letter from. Wellington, New 
Zealand. .

To the. Editor:-^! do what I can to 
spread Tlie Pragresslye Thinker. I 
hoard mine.up for a few months and 
then give them, a’way at our. meetings, 
with a few words ,of praise. Our so
ciety here, whl$h has been In operation 
for eighteen years, is taking a step for
ward. Last year wq, registered under 
Act of Parliament, and this year we 
Have decided to .build a new hall worthy 
pf .the cause apd empire city of New 
Zealand. Thelground is freehold and 
we hope to establish a fine hall for the 
¡spiritualists of the colony who may 
visit the capital from time to time.

I think \yhen our new hall is opened. 
January 1, 1901, we may Increase our 
numbers. It will „be a very pretty 
building, circular celling, electric light, 
nice locality, and freehold property. Of 
course we are accepting a heavy re
sponsibility, but oqr committees always 
work harmoniously and we pull the one 
way. I have beep president for eight
een years, and we: had very hard work. 
I have done a goo<l deal of platform 
work in cannectiijn with our progress
ive legislation, and was in the house 
when we passed tile woman’s franchise, 
the land bill; shqp and factory act, the 
land for settlement and cheap money, 
the government takes large estates, 
cuts them wi and leases at 4 to iy2 per 
cent for 999 years.,3Ve also lend money 
to farmers .¡¡md others at 4% per cent. 
However, nblltics And Spiritualism do 
not run together. JA11 the creeds run 
against me, but I don’t mind. I can do 
as much good out As in...With kindest 
regards ami best .wishes, yours sin
cerely, , WJjUIAM IfcLEAN.

. . THE^ obijES-.A TIME.

" ’ mi: .¿iI ■ <. ■■
There comes a tlmeito every'mortal be

ing,
¿Whato’er-diiB station or hie lot tn'llfe, 
When, his sad soul-iyearus forilhe final 

• freeing,?
From all this.jarring and unceasing 

strife. - ' • .
There comes a time, when,, having lost 

lts'.savdr, . -
The salt of wealth Is worthless) when 

' the mind
Grows wearied with the world’s capri

cious favor,
And sighs for something that It can

not find. ' .
There comes a time; when, though kind 

friends are thronging
About our pathway with sweet acts

. of grace, ■
We feel a vast and overwhelming 

longing
For something that we cannot name 

or place.
There comes a. time, when, with 

earth’s best, love "by us, '
To feed the heart's great hunger and 

desire, . :
We find not even.this can satisfy us;

The soul within us cries for something 
higher. ,

What greater proof need we that we 
Inherit • . '

A life Immortal in another sphere?
It Is the homseiek longing of the spirit 

That cannot find its satisfaction here.
■ —Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

UNDER THE STARLIGHT.

If any little word' of ouf? .
Can make òhe life the-brighter, 

If any little song' of óùrs "
Can make prie heajrt th? lighter, 

God help us' speak Uiat little word 
And take pub bit pf singing, 

And drop It in Sòme lonely vale, 
To set the echoes '.ringing.

If any little love-of burs
Can make one Ufe> the sweeter, 

If any little care u£>ours"’ : •
Can make one step the' fleeter, 

If any little help indy ease ■ '
The burden. o£ another, '

God give us love arid'ciré'and strength 
To help along each other.

If any watchful thought of ours . 
Can make the wd^k the stronger,

If any cheery smile of .ours
Can make its. brightness longer, 

Then let us sbeak tljat thought to-day 
With ténderiyes allowing, .

So God may grant some weary one 
Shall reap ^m in^-glad sowing.: '

■* y- *—Ex.
“Our Blble;.2whó Wrote It? When? 

Where? Ho^f IS òit Infallible? A 
Voice from fHe Higher Criticism, a 
few thoughts^ on., ojher Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull, tff especial .value and in. 
terest tmSplrftjJaUsts;-For sale at this 
office. Price ^L r

th^Vaii; ¿jhls volume is a 
compilation by J. W. Nixon, of psychic 
iterature, w?t given by spirits 

through and meaqS of full form vis
ible materializations,seances of a 
certain Psyche Rgsearch Society, 
known as the^Aber, Intellectual Circle, 
the medium “being William W. Aber 
507 pp. octavo. .For sale.at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker. Price 52.

“The Gospel-of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told* by Paul Carns. 
This book is aeartiiy commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who w-.uld gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In Its. Spirit.and living prlncl- 
pies, / Spiritualist Itois-; Christian can 
scarcely read it. without spiritual profit 
Price ,5L , For sale at this office.
•“Religious and Theological Works of 

Toomas Paine.” OohtainS his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” ¿nd » number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Ultrth binding

IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

THE TWO .WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG.

CONDITIONS-MEDIUMSHIP.
The necessity for pure conditions in 

the development aud manifestation of 
mediumistic powers can never be too 
strenuously urged upon Spiritualists.

In many cases there Is an entire lack 
of knowledge concernlug the require
ments of the medium in this matter, 
with the inevitable consequence that 
much valuable time is wasted aud 
mauy mediums spoilt. It is only neces
sary to look at the psychologist in his 
laboratory, and to study his methods, 
to discover how great an importance 
he attaches to conditions.

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL- 
HOUBNE, AUSTRALIA.

KEEP
YOUR

In order that he may test the power 
of the individual to detect sound and 
light waves he has a special chamber 
built, to .which no unregulated waves 
from the outer world can penetrate. 

tNo effort, no expense, is spared to 
attain this end; and the peculiar care, 
the application of every known method, 
to attain his end is a brilliant object

. lesson/'' ' ’
If in the study of the effect of light 

and sound on the recognized senses 
such great precautions are taken, flow 
much more need is there for extreme 
care in dealing with those forces which 
are more subtle, and Of a far finer na
ture than the ordinary waves of light 
and sound? ’

The ancients knew much of the laws 
which govern psychic manifestations, 
and they in turn used every means 
which lay in their power to give the 
best possible conditions to their media.

The vestals of ancient temples were 
kept pure and untainted within the pre- 

'■ ducts of the sacred edifices, and thus 
In a state of constant meditation, and 
shut off from the grosser affairs of the 
world, they were surrounded by the 
necessary atmosphere for revelation, 
which was often of the most startling 
character.

; The scientist when he wishes to bo 
accurate in detail encloses his scales in 
an air-tight chamber, and adjusts his 
balances to such a delicate point that a 
speck of dust will affect his calcula
tions. His instruments are protected 
from Injury by the most Ingenious de
vices, nnd no one is permitted to enter 
that holy-of-holies — his laboratory — 
during working hours, unless he be a 
brother worker, an initiate into the 
mysteries of his special science. ~

What are Spiritualists doing in this 
direction? ■

It is true that Spiritualism is more of 
a religion than a science among its gen
eral adherents. It Is a fact that really 
scientific investigation is rarely dis
covered among the rank and file of the 
movement; but this is no reason why 
the beautiful Instruments which act as 
receivers for messages from the beyond 
should be neglected or so treated as to 
be irremediably Injured.

lake the Edison-Bell phonograph as 
a simple Illustration. All our readers 
know how carefully the wax record 

.cylinders have to be guarded from 
barm. Wrapped about by wadding or 
tissue paper, they are shielded from the 
slightest scratch or rough handling. 
With care the cylinder will last a con
siderable time, and, being costly, cau
tion Is usually observed.

■Suppose, however, a careless owner 
of a phonograph allows his cylinders to 
lie about without protection; to be 

■handled by the ignorant and the chil
dren; the record Is soon destroyed, and 
instead of the beautiful rendering of a 
concerted piece, the ear is tortured by 
a succession of grinding squeaks.

The medium’s organism is more sen
sitive than the cylinder of a phono
graph; he needs more care than any 
record yet made for a “talking ma
chine, and If caution is required in
handling the cylinder of wax, then far 
more elaborate precaution Is necessary 
in the protection of a medium from in
jury at the hands of the Ignorant and 
undeveloped.

What, however, is the case? How are 
mediums usually treated?

In the case of the trance or inspira
tional speaker, the medium often steps 
onto the platform amid the buzz of 
conversation, which scarcely ceases be
fore the singing of the first hymn.

Frequently whispering is indulged in 
during the progress of the meeting, 
and at times, where there Is a choir, 
the choristers are busily engaged In 
finding the last hymn while the control 
Is endeavoring to obtain complete rap
port between himself and his instru
ment

The Melbourne Age of August 1 eou
tains a somewhat remarkable article on

1 THE CONTAGION OF CRIME.
1 It Is not in its originality that the re

markability consists, but in the Indiea- 
• tion thé whole tenor of it presents of 

the remarkable change that has taken 
place during the past ten or fifteen 
years in the attitude of tlie press, 
guided no doubt by the trend of. public 
opinion, towards psychic or spiritual 
subjects. The article referred to (which 
is a sub-leader) bears on the apparently 
epidemic nature of individual crime 
and more extensive collective man
ifestations of the same kind, such as 
are now causing so much consternation 
in China. It admits the fact that “these 
horrible ciipies break out in great 
batches over the face.of-the polluted 
earth, just as do physical diseases,” and 
“that these repeated facts are leading 
men to look for a similar origin in the 
cases of moral and physical morbidi
ties.” Then, taking Sir Wm. Crookes 
and Camille Flammarion for authori
ties, It admits that the latter has com
piled a very striking concatenation of 
links between the “Borderland" of Mr. 
Stead and the ordinary mundane ex
istence. Flammarlon’s theory Is that 
these sporadic outbreaks of violence 
have their

ORIGIN IN “BORDERLAND,” 
the lower planes of spirit lite, and are 
communicated, telepathically or by sug
gestion by minds on that plane; and 
this Is clearly recognized by the writer, 
who concludes the article, after re
ferring to our present knowledge of 
poison germs of infection “that in some 
mysterious way fill the air,” and so in
fect our bodies with disease, suggests 
that “it may be established some day 
that the unseen world of suggestion is 
the real author of all crime."

„Comparing the foregoing with what 
was written about spiritualistic and 
psychic theories even ten years since, 
those who are familiar with such sub
jects will recognize the Immense stride 
that has been taken towards them in 
the interim: then it was the effort of 
tlie press to find In the physical organ
ism, or on the material plane, a solution 
of all phenomena of an occult nature; 
the societies for Physical Research in 
the main co-operating with the press In 
this directiou: but the truly scientific 
men among, the latter who would allow 
no bias to divert them from the straight 
path of investigation, followed that 
path beyond the limits of recognized 
matter to the verge of tlie borderland, 
and there found the connecting link be
tween the material and the spiritual. 
The theories of “telepathy" and “sug
gestion” are now established facts as 
between one human being and another, 
and few would have the hardihood to 
affirm that tbe thought or suggestion 
transmitted was material In the ordi
nary acceptation of the term. From 
a metaphysical point of view it might 
be recognized as “spiritual substance,” 
but this still leaves the effect a spirit
ual manifestation, one embodied spirit 
communicating with another; and if 
embodied spirits have this power, why 
not disembodied ones? Assuming the 
correctness of the thesis that crimes 
and moral commotions are Instigated 
by. suggestions from the -spirit world; 
by undeveloped and discordant entitles 
who implant their Immoral and poison
ous germs into the minds of mortals, 
we must realize that these germs would 
only fructify in congenial soil. Disease 
germs will not affect a healthy body, 
neither will Immoral suggestions poison 
a morally healthy mind. If bands of 
these misguided beings roam over the 
earth’s surface, scattering broadcast 
their explosive and destructive crime 
germs, they only find conditions for 
their manifestation in minds that are 
morbid and deficient in moral stamina, 
whilst those who have the latter are 
Impervious to their contagion, though 
they may be Indirectly sufferers from 
their effects. This, viewed from a pes
simistic aspect, might have a disturbing 
influence on the minds of the com
munity did we not present the other 
side of the picture. If we admit tlie 
power of the undeveloped spirits to sow 
unwholesome seed and scatter immoral 
germs, we cannot logically deny to the 
developed and benevolent ones the
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OUR MAIN PREMIUMS.
Volume 3 of the Encyclopedia of 

Death, and Life in the Spirit World 
will be our main Premium until fur
ther notice, and. it is the only book 
sent out to our subscribers for 25 
cents, which is far less than actual 
cost to us. The price of each one of 
the other six Premium Books when 
ordered alone is §0 cents. Any two 
of the other six Premium Books "you 
may select, are sent out for 99 conf« Note the prices carefully when rt 
mitting. .

Volumes 1, 2 and 3 of the Ency
clopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, when ordered together, 
Price $1.10.

Any three of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $1,10.

Any four of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $L50,

Any five of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $1.80.

Any six of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $2.10.

Lastly, all of the seven premium 
Books are sent out together, Price 
$2.35.

Remember, these Premium Books 
are only sent to our own subscribers 
when they send in their yearly sub
scription to The Pbogbessive 
Thinkeb, which is always one dollar. 
Those who are not subscribers to The 
Pbogbessive Thinkeb must pay the 
regular retail price for these seven 
valuable books, which is $10.75,

Bear in mind, please, that Volume 3 
is the onlj- Premium Book sent out 
for 25 cents.

REMARKABLE OFFER.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than 

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, aud 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1, 
Price..................................... .$

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Price.......................................... $

The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3, 
Price.......................................... $

Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price.............................$

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price............................. $

Tbe Next World Interviewed. 
Price.........................................$

Tbe Occult Life of Jesus (Includ
ing the Hull-Covert Debate). 
Price.......................................... $

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50 '

1.25

2.00
Total price to the trade.............510.75
Total price to our subscribers. .5 

Tlie Progressive Thinker one year
and the seven premium books. .$ 
These seven books, substantially 

elegantly bound, and printed in

2.35

3.35 
and 
the

(¡

«
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All these elements are of a disturbing 
nature; but when, during the invoca
tion, some Individuals enter the hall, 
and even during the address people 
enter and leave, all conditions are 
broken up, and the medium has to en
dure mental torture, which cannot be 
comprehended save by those who have 
had to pass through the torture-fire.

Again, In circles conditions are fre
quently lacking.

“Order Is the first law of nature,” 
and surely It should be the first law of 
the circle; but often In Its place dis
order reigns, and the medium, racked 
by the movement, the inhnrmony, the 
lack of sympathy which often exists, Is 
Injured instead of helped; and where 
there should be a flow of spiritual bene
dictions there is but the wheezing, halt
ing, ear-splitting sounds which come 
from an organ worn out or out of tune.

Protect your mediums as you care for 
your musical Instruments. Surround 
them by loving, thoughtful influences, 
and you will get the best from, them 

rive, while they will be 
benefited. •

Neglect them, and as an instrument] 
placed in the open In the rain and the 
■wind, whose strings will rust, and 
whose wooden parts will warp and 
stretch and lose tljeir use, their spirit
ual powers will be lost, their music will 
vanish, and you Will be disappointed 
that .they have not developed as vou 
expected.
. Make your developing circle holy; let 
its atmosphere be as the breath of 
heaven; cnlUvate the angelic in its 
midst that It may be the trystlng place 
with angels “from on high.”. Then the 
medium, feeling that the circle Is a 
haven of rest after the turmoil of life, 
will come to. it as to a “Bethel,” and 
amid the brightest, calmest, purest con
ditions the noble spirits, the just and 
good from the beyond, shall Use the 
organism prepared for them, and Spir
itualists shall again receive, as they ob
tained in the past, the Pentecostal 
blessing, and the sweetest and most 
eloquent of heaven’s benedictions ■ :

power to sow good seed and introduce 
moral germs into the minds of men, and 
we may rest assured that their superior 
wisdom will enable them to do their 
work more extensively and success
fully. We cannot go so far as some 
Spiritualists, who affirm that all man’s 
actions are instigated by suggestion 
from the spirit world; but that each 
and all are influenced more or less 
powerfully by the mental sphere of 
both the spirit and the mundane world, 
we have good reason to believe. The 
thoughts we cultivate place us en rap
port with corresponding spheres or 
planes of thought, and the man or

neatest style of tbe primer's art will be 
■ furnished to our subscribers alone for 
52.35. But bear in mind that in order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for 52.35, the order must be 
accompanied with a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The

woman who habitually lives on a good 
moral plane is impervious to the in
trusion of mischievous and Immoral In
fluences from either the borderland 
the mortal plane.

or

Letter from Sturgis, Midi.
To the Editor: I want to tell you 

about a circumstance which amused 
me highly. One Sunday recently I met 
a gentleman friend on the street; he 
was returning home after church; he 
attends Episcopal services, and his 
family are all members of that society. 
We conversed as usual and after a 
while lie remarked:

“Well, H., I read that Chicago paper 
you gave me.” . .

“How did you like It?” said L "' 
“It interested me very much,” he 

said, and added, “the ideas there were 
quite new to me; the fact Is, there Is 
not much sense to the religions going, 
and, from what I have read in that pa
per, it seems to me that Spiritualism 
has more cominohsense to it than any 
other religion extant.” ; .

“You ought to read more about it, and 
post yourself,” said L ■ '

“I suppose I ought,” he replied, .and. 
after a while he added: “Do you know 
I have a great mind to take ’ that 
paper?” . Si

“AU right,” said I, ,1‘fork ovdr a dollar 
and I’ll send it to you,” And he did, 
and is reading The Progressive Thinker

paper one year, 51.00; the seven books, 
52.35. Total 53.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade is 510.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and 
Occult Library in every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for 52.35, 
which is less by far than their actual 
cost The authors make uo charge for . 
the vast amount of labor bestowed on 
these works, and which extended over 
many years. The publisher receives not 
a single cent for the great expense ho 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in putting them in type, and elec
trotyping the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That Is why you 
are getting these Intensely interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
Who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
inducement is offered, jn order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus 
keep in Une with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift ;

By taking 85 Cents from 52.35, you 
will find that all We have left us for1 
those seven books is only $1.50. .

CLUBS OF TEN.

every week since. 
Sturgis, Mich. ,

T.H.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Uo-on- 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By B. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture' aud 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. • Fór sale 
at this office. ■

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains , mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter In . poetry and 
prose. ..Specially designed for the use 
oftlmSpirltuallBt and Liberal ministry. 
Erice TS kbía .Ek ¿le attUa '

Married. ’
Aroy ,0. Bradshaw and Flora B. 

Hamilton, both of Scotts, Mich,, were 
united In marriage: last Sunday, by the 
writer;. The ceremony • was witnessed 
by about forty, of the relatives and 
friends-1 REV. C. E.DENT.

Vicksburg, Mich, j "

Married at our house, near Evans
ville, Ind., Miss Nettie Schmitt to Mr? 
John Ellkofer. Both have been Spirit
ualists for many years. • -

FRANK L. SCHMITT, 
Evansville, Ind, \,____

One Thousand Clubs Wanted .
In Clubs of Ten subscribers we give 

the. following for 51.15: The Progressive 
Thlnkermne year, and your choice of 
"one:Of these.two books—Volume 3 of . 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life In 
the Spirit World, or The Next World Im . 
terviewed, both remarkable works, and 
worth'their weight In gold to every . 
thoughtful .student. The ode who gets ' ; 
up'the dub will be entitled to The Pro
gressive Thinker one year and both of 
the above books. No other books can 
be substituted for the above-In Clubs. 
They are neatly and substantially 
bound; nnd will be an ornament to any 
center table. The aggregate' price of 
these two books to the trade is 52.75. 
What you pay for them in clubs only 
defrays the expense of postage and 
mailing. '

“Cultivation of Personal Magnetlsm.- 
A Treatise on Human Culture.” By, 
Leroy Berrler. For sale at this office» 
Price IL 4, ■ y
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THE HYPNOTIC EYE.
The Strange, Weird Power 

. It Possesses.
DANGER OF ITS USE BY EVIL 

DOERS.
It js a strange, weird doctrine that L. 

W. de Laurence, the hypnotist, whose 
demonstrations during the past week 
have raised such a storm of protest 
from the medical fraternity, preaches. 
It is the doctrine of the “power of 
mind over matter” without the the
ological phrase which is pajt of the 
Christian' Science belief. Professor de 
Laurence declares with the emphasis of 
deep conviction, that “all that we are 
is the result of thought,” meaning that 
disease yields to the power of the mind, 
that suggestive therapeutics furnish a 
panacea for most all the ills to which 
flesh is heir.

Physicians claim that hypnotism is a 
too dangerous science to place In lay 
hands and argue that its practice 
should be restricted to the medical fra
ternity. Though denying their conten
tion in the abstract, Professor de Lau
rence tacitly admits the danger to so
ciety from an indiscriminate dissemina
tion of hypnotic power, for he says:

“To set one person against another 
and cause him to hate the other, induce 
deep hypnosis in the regular way and 
suggest to him that Mr. B. has done 
him a great wrong or injury,,and that 
when you wake him he will hate and 
despise Mr. B, When he wakes up he 
will have no knowledge of what you 
have done with him or how you have 
changed his condition of mind toward 
Mr. B., but he will have no friendship 
for Mr. B., that can be depended upon- 
Take a drunkard or a cigarette fiend 
and give him suggestions that when 
you wake him up the sight or smell of 
whiskey or cigarettes will make him 
deathly sick and that If he tries to take 
a drink of liquor or smoke a cigarette 
he will get so sick that he cannot stand 
up, then awaken him and have someone 
offerzhim a drink or a cigarette and he 
will refuse, giving as the only reason 
that the sight of them makes him sick. 
The writer has cured some of the worst 
cigarette fiends by this method when 
nothing else would cure or affect them. 
The hypnotist can by this method and 
strange hypnotic power change the per
sonality of an Individual, and mold his 
character to suit his wishes, but he 
should hesitate in employing it for pur
poses otherwise than beneficial, as he is 
liable to place the subject In a very un
happy position, and of course be re
sponsible for evil results."

There are various stages of hyp
nosis, the cataleptic or rigid state, or 
the lethargic or Independent state, both 
01 which, the hypnotist says, are dan
gerous. Speaking of the lethargic state 
he expressed the belief that Bishop, the 
renowned mind reader, who died some 
years ago while giving an exhibition, 
was not dead when the physicians cut 
him up at the autopsy.

“The lethargic state,” he says, “is an 
independent condition next to death, in 
which the subject ceases t<f have any 
connection with the operator, having 
passed out of his control, It Is caused 
by the operator letting his subject sit 
Inactive too long after he has induced 
somnambulism or trance. This is a 
very dangerous state and the operator 
should guard against it by keeping the 
subject interested and doing something, 
for' if left to himself and preoccupied 
he is very liable to pass into this state.

“If you have more than one under 
control at the same time, keep them all 
busy doing something to engage their 
attention.- If you cannot use them all, 
wake some of them up before they pass 
Into this apparently lifeless condition.

“There is no doubt but that Bishop, 
the mind reader, was in this condition 
when the autopsy was performed upon 
his supposed dead body, as his heart 
and other vitals1 gave unmistakable 
signs of life."

On the subject of clairvoyance or sec
ond sight, which the greater Bishop 
claimed, Professor de Laurence said:

“Clairvoyance, or seeing at a dis
tance, whereby a person enn be put into 
& trance so that they can locate lost, 
hidden, or stolen articles, ferret out 
murderers, thieves, etc., is possible 
when this condition is properly Induced 
and a good clairvoyant subject used.

“While in this condition the human 
mind has the ability to extend Its fac
ulties of conception far into space. The 
condition consists of an absolute sus
pension of the physical organs, the 
body appearing almost lifeless, or as if 
in a deep sleep. The ordinary way of 
perceiving through the sense organs is 
for the time Interrupted and an Inde
pendent action of the soul or mind 
takes place.Thls action is an immediate 
perceiving of things, conditions, and 
persons as they actually and really 
exist in their very nature, and not as 
they appear to us, often hypercrltically 
through mediating sense organs, as 
clairvoyance is finer and farther reach
ing than the sight of pur dull eyes. The 
mind of a good clairvoyant subject can 
be made to leave the body, so to speak, 
and be directed to any given locality 
anywhere in space, and can give an in
telligent and accurate account of tilings 
being done at this particular place. It 
matters not whether it is in the same 
room, or a mile, or 1,000 miles away, 
the mind will find the spot. Distance 
makes no difference because the human 
mind or the psychic organism of man 
does not recognize space.”

On the subject of self-hypnotizatlon, 
the Professor says the subject is no 
longer open to discussion. He says: “It 
most certainly is a wise provision of 
nature for anyone to be able voluntarily 
to place himself in the hypnotic state. 
He who can by an effort of his will 
enter the hypnotic condition is com
plete master over his own mind or soul.

“ ‘He that ruleth his soul Is mightier 
than he that taketh a city.’—Prov. 16:32.

“ ‘He that hath no rule over his own 
spirit is like«a city that is broken down 
and without walls.’—Prov. 25:27.
. “These powers lie dormant in all 
mankind, and can be easily developed 
ny the proper application of the will, or 
what is known as auto or self-sugges- 
tlon, combined with concentration. I 
have often self-induced this condition, 
and by auto-suggestion am able to re
main asleep any desired length of time 
or make any part of my body Insensible 
to pain. I have repeatedly removed 
pain from different parts of my body 
by ^concentrating my mind upon tile 
affected parts with the absolute de
termination and desire of removing the 
pain. , .

“This psychological fact demonstrates 
the power and effect of suggestion, 
either auto or spoken, on disease and 
pain, for when by the proper sugges
tions we place the psychic forces, on 
the defensive against pain, disease and 
death, with the'- intention of driving 
them out of our body, we invite and re
ceive in their place health and strength.

But when these lines of life forces are 
weakened by adverse suggestions, dis
ease enters the - body at that point 
where exists the greatest deficiency of 
vital force. ‘

“To be able properly to induce this 
condition, the psychic powers must be 
developed in the following manner: The 
beginner should go Into a quiet room 
and Ue down in a comfortable position, 
and with the concentration of the mind 
and sight upon some small article or 
object In the room, let the body become 
perfectly relaxed. Take in slow regular 
breaths, holding the thought and idea 
in the mind (exclusive of all other 
thoughts) that every breath you draw 
is putting you sound asleep,'and that 
you are becoming totally unconscious 
of your surroundings.

"It is absolutely necessary that you 
concentrate the mind and whole atten
tion as well as the eyes upon the object 
and think only of going-sound asleep, 
and that you will remain sound asleep 
for an hour, two hours, or any reason
able length of time, desired.

“When self-inducing the hypnotic 
sleep, a certain time or hour to wake up 
should be decided upon, when at Its ex
piration you will surely wake up."

The Professor talks entertainingly on 
all phases of hypnotism, and is able to 
fence in admirable style with skilled 
skeptlcs.^Plttsburg Dispatch.

PECULIAR VISION
Saw His Chum in a Vision,

HAD SIX ARROWS IN HIS CHEST- 
ATTACKED BY INDIANS HE 
FIRST SLEW HIS HORSES, THEN 
DEFENDED HIMSELF.
“No, I can’t say I go much on super

stition and that sort o’ thing, but I’d 
like some o’ these wise chaps to explain 
a little Incident that happened to me 
down in the Pecos valley, in New 
Mexico, a few years ago.” '

Grizzled Bob Morrow, veteran cow
boy, ranchman, globe trotter and phil
osopher, took another pull at bls cigar 
as he sat in the Hoffman House cafe, 
says the- New York Mall and Express. 
A thoughtful look came over his face 
and l;is companions at the table 
awaited in silence his further utter
ances. After a pause Bob continued:

“We were ‘sign’ riding, Lee Wells and 
I. Know what ‘sign’ riding is? An 
imaginary line is drawn on the prairie. 
Two men, one stationed at each end, 
ride toward each other at a given hour. 
Any cattle that have crossed that line 
are rounded up and driven back. The 
Idea Is to keep the cattle together as 
much as possible during the winter.

“Our line was about ten miles long. 
Lee and I used to meet half way every 
day, and if no eattle had crossed we’d 
sit down and smoke and chat a bit. 
Sometimes we’d visit each other’s 
’dobes and generally chum together so 
far as men can when ten miles apart. 
We each had six horses, the pick of the 
herd, and mighty proud we were, too, 
of ’em. ’

“ ’Bout that time the Indians were 
rather troublesome. They generally 
went In small bands and occasionally 
the loss of a bunch of horses would be 
reported by ranchmen thereabouts. Lee 
and I didn’t fear ’em much. They car
ried only bows and arrows, and if it 
came to a chase our horses could easily 
outrun theirs. The greatest danger we 
had to fear was the loss of our horses. 
“Lee and I had talked frequently about 
the Indians and both were of the same 
mind—if attacked, kill the horses rather 
than let the marauding thieves get ’em.

"I left Lee at the halfway mark as 
usual one day, got back to my ’dobe 
and after eating dinner turned In. I 
hadn't been asleep very long, when I 
was awakened by a sort of feeling that 
there was somebody In the room. I 
groped under the pillow for my gun, 
turning over as I did so, and there in 
the doorway stood Lee Wells. The 
feathered shafts of six arrows were 
sticking from his breast and his face 
in the moonlight looked drawn and 
ghastly. There was a smile of satisfac-

PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEM DISCUSSED
Prof. Lockwood Attacks the Physiological Basis of Prof.

T. J. Hudson’s System of Psychology, '1

and sentiment. It would deprive Qijrls- 
tlanlty of the story of the pangs of cNJ; 
cifixlon, by drying up its fountains or 
sympathy upon which |t has built for 
two thousand years. It would ^ake 
away from eccleslastlcism the dogma 
of vicarious atonement. It would rob 
God himself of “the plan of salvation.” 
since Christ would be made to appear 
iu the garb of a hypnotic only, who did 
not-suffer very much after all, for the 
sius of the world.

No sir! I cannot accept this axiom; 
for iu defiance of the monkish mob, 
Bruno submitted to the torture of burn
ing at the stake—he refused to be hyp
notized by priestly dogmatism, or yield 
up his individual manhood, although 
tortured by fire. Michael Servetus 
hurled back into the teeth of Calvin the 
verbal sentence that despot tried in 
vain to hypnotize him into saying. Fire 
aud fagot and the horrors of mortal 
agony did not lose to him his man
hood—he defied Calvin aud his system 
of suggestive therapeutics. The heroes 
of martyrdom would be lost to sight, 
and heroism Itself a morbid expression 
of human zeal, if Nature interfered 
with a hypuosjs ,of the “Subjective 
Mind” at the time of executiou. Yet, 
Mr. Chairman, there is much in the 
paper of the evening that I can heartily 
endorse. That the accused are fre
quently so menaced by the accuser, 
whether the accuser be au individual or 
the State, as to confess crime when it 
appears inevitable upon circumstantial 
evidence, being in hopes thereby to 
merit lenient toleration at the hands of 
the court. I believe this to be a very 
common occurrence. That all such are 
psychologized by the dominating men
tality of the accuser, or led to confes
sions of crime by the advice of friends, 
I do not believe to be true. The case of 
Socrates Is one In evidence. He was 
accused by the Athenians “of denying 
the gods recognized by the State, aud 
introducing new divinities, and of cor
rupting the young.” Now the Athenians 
had a law that when the accused was 
convicted of guilt, he had a right to 
name the penalty, providing the penalty 
uamed was In keeping with the char
acter of the crime. His crime was pun
ishable with death. But Soerates de
clared “that for the services which he 
had rendered to the city, he deserved 
not punishment, but the reward of a 
public benefactor, aud his maintenance 
iu the Prytaneum at the cost of the 
State, but to mollify his accusers, he 
offered to pay a flue of oue inlna.” His 
friends Importuned him to offer thirty 
mlnas. He objected, affirming that he 
had committed no crime. The Judge, 
exasperated by his calmness aud fear
lessness, sentenced him to self-destruc
tion by drinking a decoction of hem
lock. Circumstances of national re
ligious character, sent him to prison for 
thirty days. During this time he was 
offered escape by his personal friend 
Crlto. He refused. That immortal ge
nius that had braved the theology of 
polytheism, and laid the foundations of 
inductive reasoning as the basis of 
truth, that undaunted intellect before 
whose quiet powers of reasoning, the 
religious and political oligarchies trem
bled, was not afraid of death—his clear 
philosophic vision saw no occasion for 
mental perjury; to him the realm of 
reasoned truth was the summum bonum 
of human greatness, and iu this great
ness he stood firm aud undismayed to 
the end.

And may I say in this connection, that 
we of to-day are as fully under the ban 
of psychological influences as were 
those of ancient Greece. Its formula 
comprise the basic effort of political 
aggrandizement and religious zeal. Its 
propagandism permeates church aud 
state. Its unsheathed sword is still 
drawn and wielded to make slaves of 
men’s Intellects and to secure the fruit
age of their toil. But these efforts of 
the past aud present to enslave mau- 
klnd will go down to oblivion before the 
rising tide of human intelligence. The 
dawn of a new era is upon us—the era 
of scientific analysis and inductive 
demonstration. Psychological Influ
ences upon the human race will be 
weighed in the balance of human Jus
tice, and its Injustice to the temporal 
aud moral welfare of the individual 
will be seen In all of Its hideous selfish
ness. Hence the effort of our friend to 
check the continuance of wrong upon 
the human susceptible to hypnotic en
vironment aud tendencies, Is a move in 
the right direction—the direction of 
moral equity. And the historian of the 
future, who writes on the page of time 
the aspirations and virtues of men, will 
write in letters of immortal light, the 
name of our guest, who has to-nlglit 
made public record against the baneful 
effects of crime confessed by those un
der hypnotic or psychological influence. 
Let us see to it, that this phenomenon 
of mental character and this problem 
in social and civil jurisprudence, re
ceive a thorough and just consideration

.THE WONDERS OF <

HYPNOTIC‘CONTROL
I have Juit prepared a Mall Courao of five 

¿¿X complute lessons on this subject, and have them 
bound In booklet form. The Complete Mall 

gjjr Course will be sent to any one for only 10c. Bll- 
ver. This course of Instructions contains my 
latest discoveries aud methods with which you 

^2 Can hypnotise any subject, no matter how bard. 
1 have written them for the benefit of profes- 

FpS sional hypnotists, and all who wish to greatly 
/jjp Increase their percentage of success. No matter, 
Eyfr’ student, whose Instructions you have, and no 

mutter what your degree of success, If you send 
(Tn) me 10c. I will send you this complete course, 

which will enable you to fasten on to any in
complete instructions and succeed right from 

UT the start. No matter whether you have ever 
studied hypnotism before or not, you will find 
yourself succeeding at first trial. You can hyp
notise any one that compiles with these original 
methods. 1 repeat, that you are just as sure to 
hypnotize the first persop that complies with 
these methods as you are sure that tho sun

[Note.—At a banquet given by the 
Medico Legal Society of New York, at 
St. Andrews Hotel, iu honor to. Prof. 
T. J. Hudson, who read a paper en
titled "Psychological Problems Re
lating to Confessions of innocent Per
sons,” Prof. Lockwood received au in
vitation to attend and be one of the 
respondents to,the paper read. The fol
lowing is a revise of his argument]:

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen 
of the Medico Legal Fraternity: 
To widen the channels of charity and 

justice, to mitigate human pain and 
suffering, and to extend the boundaries 
of knowledge, have ever been con
sidered the noblest virtues of individual 
effort, or of sociological bodies of men 
in the promotion of civilization. From 
the time of the earliest traditions aud 
inception of history, until the present, 
the savant and philosopher who have 
made noble effort for the advancement 
of human welfare in any of these ave
nues, ha’ve rightly merited the approval 
and esteem of succeeding generations, 
and reared for themselves an enduring 
monument of respect on the page of 
history.

We have met here to-night to honor a 
gentleman of letters and thought, who 
calls our attention to a matter of the 
greatest Importance, especially to mem
bers of the legal fraternity, .regarding 
“the confessions of crime on the part 
of innocent persons,” while under the 
psychological Influence of accusers, or 
the short-sighted judgment of would-be 
friends. These facts appearing in the 
transactions of criminal courts, are of 
such gravity in their relation to human 
justice, as to be a menace to public 
welfare and morals, aud to merit the 
combined wisdom of jurist aud the 
careful consideration of the physician 
in mental pathology. Hence, the guest 
of the evening honors mankind iu the 
general spirit of his paper, since it has 
for its object the extension of the 
horizon of human charity aud justice 
for humanity at large, and the possible 
modification of all laws aud enactments 
that condemn the accused who con
fesses guilt under the powerful psychic 
Influence of public opinion. It is then 
eminently fitting that our guest-should 
be banqueted, and his views and opin
ions on this important problem in men
tal phenomena be properly discussed by 
the able jurists aud practical students 
in medical art here assembled.

While this banquet ball is not the 
place for hasty criticism, or the occa
sion one to be marred by the combative 
differences of individual opinion, as to 
the special merits or demerits of the 
essay under consideration, I trust that 
a brief review of the fundamental pos
tulates upon which he rears his hypoth
esis of "Subjective and Objective 
Mind,” and a careful survey of some 
physiological data involved iu hypnotic 
phenomena, will not be construed as a 
criticism upon the moral and humane 
idea so timely presented iu the general 
mental trend of his paper—thus en
abling me by this exchange of thought, 
to honor our guest aud his effort, aud 
the occasion.

Before proceeding, however, allow me 
publicly to thank my friend Judge 
Dally for the pleasure of being here 
this evening, and Mr. Bell, your cor
responding secretary, for the courtesy 
of being one of the respondents to Prof. 
Hudson’s paper.

The employment of the terms "Ob
jective and Subjective Mind,” as fun
damental postulates In Prof. Hudson’s 
system of psychology, I suggest, con
fuses rather than makes clear the basis 
of the concept, upon which Ills super
structure is built, for the following 
reasons:

Since the time of Plato it has become 
popular to look upon objective nature 
as an expression of “Divine Mind,” so 
Plato taught; and there are to-day 
many cults Insisting that the physical 
world that we see and sense is only the 
mind of God in expression, since he Is 
credited with having spoken it into ex
istence. Now whenever this term "Ob
jective Mind” Is used, the popular un
thinking element of society—and they 
comprise a vast majority of the public, 
instinctively reach the conclusion that 
this theistic idea is what is meant by 
the use of the term. While it is true 
that Prof. Hudson has defined in well 
set words wbat he means by the term, 
yet I must confess that from the plane 
of the physicist and physiologist, I am 
led Into deeper confusion than before. 
He says, “Objective mind being the 
mind of ordinary waking consciousness, 
it takes cognizance of the five objective 
senses.”

What does he mean? Has the vista 
of mountains we see In Colorado got 
mind? Is a rock or a tree imbued with 
mind? Are these factors of objective 
nature possessed of a thinker that has 
comparison, reasoning faculties and 
judgment? Most certainly not. Men 
have mind—that is to say some men— 
the congress'of people here assembled 
have mind, because possessed of a 
thinker which is capable of comparison 
of reason and judgment, but these 
attributes of consciousness and fac
ulties of the intellect are not the pos
sessions of objective nature in the gen
eral application of the term. How then 
can objective nature be said to be 
“Objective Mind?"

But Prof. Hudson does not say this 
or imply it in his definition of the term, 
yet the criticism applies to the com
monly received meaning of the phrase. 
But our friend does say that “the mind 
of ordinary waking consciousness takes 
cognizance of the objective world ex
clusively by means of the five objective 
senses.” The question arises, is man 
possed or five, or even one objective

pressing consciousness' evokes a 
tion, which’ we call the htyuan 
another the ring of a pell. lb all

sensa- 
voice, 
sensa-

tious evoked' through these sensory 
avenues,'consciousness is. |he .factor 
impressed, before sensation .can occur; 
and these processes i)re all subjective, 
since man can have iio senf>)itlou from 
objective nature, or t'r.om the reactions 
occurring within hls.owq vascular sys
tem, iu which consciousness is uot in
volved. Therefore we submit, that the 
term "Objective Mind" is uot sufficient
ly definite and scientific to express the 
subjective relations occurring in mental 
processes. It will be seen that the view 
we have presented Is thoroughly In har
mony with the science of cerebral men
tology, and ¡t accords with the postu
late that “mind is au evolution of man’s 
conscious ego; which view makes 
thought and mind the result of im
pressions, and uot the entity impressed; 
hence it cannot be both objective aud 
subjective.

Prof. Hudson’s definition of “Subjec
tive Mind” also harbors difficulties of 
physiological analytical character. He 
affirms that, “The Subjective Mind is 
the intelligence, manifested in subjec
tive states, conditions and activities, as 
iu hypnotism, trance,, etc.”

In this statement we are pncertaln 
whether by the term "Intelligence,” he 
means the Intelligence of the individual 
In the hypnotic trance, or the Intelli
gence of the operator. It would seem 
he means the latter, for a little later on 
he says, “The Subjective Mind ♦ ♦ 
by virtue of the fundamental law of Its 
own being is compelled to accept and 
believe, and It does accept and believe 
and act upon and carry to Its legitimate 
conclusions, every statement, expressed 
or implied, that is mhde to it.” This 
statement seems to imply that the hyp
notized subject is a mere mental re
spondent to the mental 'control and vo
lition of a dominating influence In the 
person of the operator; and responds to 
him in a manner analogous to that of 
a telegraphic sounder responding to the 
raps of the telegraphic key; or, as a 
stringed and highly tensioned instru
ment responds to the vibrations of 
another Instrument tensioned to the 
same tone.

In what way this reflex expression of 
the operator's mentality can be called 
"The Subjective Mind” of the subject 
per se, we fall to comprehend; and our 
mental dilemma increases with this ad
ditional affirmation.

He says that, "Under the supreme po
tency of suggestion, a subject may be 
made to believe himself'to be a dog or 
a devil, demon or an angel, the spirit of 
a deceased person or a living person
ality other than his ówn,” and that "he 
will carry every suggestion to its logi
cal conclusion so far as it Is physically 
possible.” Strange phenomena, we 
grant, but more strange th$t It can be 
classified as the subject’s mind.

Referring to the ffiental characterist
ics of this psychologlsed State, Prof. 
Hudson says: ’

"Reason is dethroned, experience 
counts for nothing, the evidence of the 
senses Is impeached,, the center of con
trol over the dual mental organism is 
displaced; and as long as thè subjective 
state continues, or its often as it is re
newed, tile subject is dominated by the 
central Idea embraced in the sugges
tion.”

And yet this Induced mental action 
with its varying phenomena of Incon
sistent, incongruous, irrational and ab
normal ideas—this reflex of the mind 
or thought of the operator, is one of 
the dual minds of the subject, in Prof. 
Hudson's system of psychology.

Let us amplify this point. If I hyp
notize Judge Dally (I do not like that 
term in this connection, since it means 
"self-induced sleep,” and Is not a proper 
term to use in this association of op
erator and subject)—If I • psychologize 
the Judge, and his mental fiber be
comes magnetized to that point where 
1t responds to my mental volition, .and 
carries out all that is expressed or im
plied by me, the phenomenon of this 
transfer of my mentality upon Judge 
Daily’s brain, Prof. Hudson, strangely 
enough, calls Judge Daily’s “Subjective 
Mind.”

Now I submit, Mr. Chairman, as you 
lawyers say, that if in a psychological 
state on the part of the Judge, I sug
gest to him Ideas that Impeach reason 
and dethrone judgment, to affirm that 
such mental state is the Judge’s "Sub
jective Mind,” presents a questionable 
commentary on the duality of mind; 
and were I to affirm that these irregular 
mental phenomena were a normal ex
pression of Bro. Dailey’s mind, he could 
justly inaugurate proceedings against 
me for criminal libel, which thought 
leads me to conclude, that the term 
“Subjective Mind” In Bro. Hudson’s 
system of psychology, only applies to 
those In hypnotic or trance states,

The term "Suggestion,” as employe^- 
in connection with mental phenomena 
of psychological character, Is not, ac
cording to my way of thinking, a 
proper term, since it does not carry the 
full concept of the allied mental pro
cesses. The term “Inductive,” in the 
sense of “tending to Induce or cause, is 
a better and more comprehensive term. 
And may I add that the phenomena of 
thought transference by telephone, 
demonstrates the inductive principle, as 
is witnessed in the induced action upon 
the consciousness of the receiver of the 
message. Eventually it will be seen 
that the transference of thought, 
whether the operator be near or re
mote, will be found to be In keeping 
with principles of mental polar states, 
inductively co-related to each other. 
An analysis of thè principles of wire
less telegraphy demonstrates the prin
ciples of electro inrluction,' whether ex
pressed in physical flatfile, or relating 
consciousness to consciousness. I have 
in former years ftsyclioiogized a sub
ject—a boy flfteem years_old, as far as 
I could see him; mad the same subject 
would repeat aloud Willie standing 
twenty feet away^my unspoken mental 
thought. It is suchphenomena as these 
that demonstrate1'Bometbing morè sub
tle in this relatioS' of orierator and sub
ject, than can be1 expressed by mere 
verbal suggestion. The phenomena Lof 
mental polar states, can be studied here 
with advantage. ’ 7

One more point7bl divergent thought 
from the paper <Jf the Evening I will 
mention, and leave th?“ discussion to 
others. I refer td.tlie foilowing state
ment in Prof. '.'Hudson's essay. He 
says: “It may be set'down as axiomatic 
that Nature Is ever kind to the victim 
of the inevitable. -And this is true, 
whether it is Inevitable death, or an in
evitable surgical operation. Where the 
two conditions of Immanence and in
evitability are. present, the rule, is In
evitable. It is Nature’s compensation 
for the prodigality of life, and the 
universality of death made necessary 
by the process of Organic evolution.”

I fail to recognize this statement ns 
an axiomatic truth In the formula of 
relentless nature. If Is were true, It 
would make principles of nature more 
kind than civilizations of men. If this 
axiom were invariably true, it would 
rob Calvary and the Cross of its pathos

Prof. R. E. Dutton 
WRITE HIM.

ougbly master all herein described, 
methods for Self-Healing that will 
that when compiled with they can 
cine cannot touch at all. Any one 
Occult Arts who reads this Mall 
very latest discoveries, which en 
sleep In themselves almost instant 
time, and thereby cure all known 
can induce this sleep in himself at 
the minds of friends and enemies, 
with disembodied spirits, visit any 
tlons and problems In this sleep, 
This so called Mental Vision Lesson 
nolle Healing, Control of the Sub

rise, and let.. «
These complete Instructions, mind you, will be 

sent for only 10c., actually enabling you to tbor- 
without further charge. This book also contains

r i

net fall. I absolutely guarantee 
not full to cure diseases that medl- 
can be a practical operator In all 
Course. This book contains my 
able all to induce the hypnotic 
ly, at will, awake at any desired 
diseases and bad habits. Any one 
first trial, control Uis dreams, read 
see absent friends, communicate 
part of the earth, solve bard ques- 
and remember all when awake, 
and four others—one in Self-Hyp
Conscious Mind in the waking

state, and several strong healing methods are all contained 
lu this little book, which will be sent to any one for 10c. 
sliver, enabling you to bo aa good an operator as any one 
living. Mind you, this ean be successfully accomplished by 
the study of this little book, without further charge.

I am so absolutely confident that you will be successful, 
right from the start, with these instructions, that I will 
even send them Subject to Examination, if an de
sired, just to prove to the post skeptical that they form 
the best course ever sold A 10c., and to all who send the 
dime, if any should be dlssatlsed, money will be cheerfully 
refunded. But this Mall Course Is just as described, for I 
would not dare to use the malls for any fraudulent pur
pose. This bargain offer Is limited, so send at once to 

t PROF. R. E. DUTTON, 
McCook, Nob., U. S. A., Lock Box441.

KflREZZH
ETHICS OF—MAFIRIAQE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karezza makes a plea for a better birthright for 

children, aud alms to lead Individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through most sacred re
lations. It la pure In tone and aia, and should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth» ft

ASTRAL WORSHIP.
By J. H. Hill. M. D. A valuable contribution to tho 

current discussion of religious problems. The author 
by illustrations and aplantophero (a representation of 
the celestial sphere upon a piano with adjustable cir
cles). traces most of ¿be myths which lie at the base 
of Christianity to tbetr origin in sun and star worship. 
The astronomical facts given possess great value, tbo 
Illustrations rare and curious. The book Is bound In 
only one style—heavy boards. Price fil. For sale at 
Uits.offiee.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE TWO AND THREE.
BY LILIAN WHITING,

Three choice volumes, each complete lu Itself. In 
wb.oh spirituality Is related to everyday life In such 
a way as to make the world beautiful. Price |1 each. 
For sale at this office.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing 
I A series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to 

Its own organism, and tbe inter-relation of human 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By tbe spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through tbe me
diumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read.

. Priee si.50. For sale at this office.
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again, but it was a long time before I

the doorway and again

•-

awakened 
stood Lee

sense! Let us Inquire Into this assump
tion. The word “objective” in its phys
iological application means “beyond,” 
“apart” or “outside” of the physical or-

got to sleep again.
“A second time 

the same vision.
I was 
There

by 
in 
to

medium whom I had never seen nor 
heard of before my arrival in San Fran-

tlon on his face, though, as he 
quietly:

“ ‘Well, they got me, Bob, but 
didn't get the horses.’

“I was out of bed in an instant.

i-
I-

minute my feet touched "the floor Lee 
vanished. The door was shut and 
locked just as I left it when I went to 
bed. Pondering over the realistic 
‘dream,’ or whatever it was, I turned in

. ___ he pointed
the arrow shafts and said:

A Slate-Writing Test.
I noticed an excerpt from the pen

said,

“ ‘They got me, Bob, but they didn't 
get the horses.’

“No more sleep for me that night. I 
looked around the ’dobe thinking per
haps Lee was playing me a trick. I 
went out to the coral. The horses were 
all right and no signs of anybody hav
ing been around. I sat up and smoked 
and thought a whole lot until daybreak, 
then I mounted and set off for the half
way mark. Lee wasn’t there, and no 
sign of his coming, so I rode on to his 
’dobe.

“There at the gate of the corral was 
Lee’s body, with six arrows in his chest, 
just as I had seen them in tffe vision. 
Inside the corral lay the bodies of his 
horses, all killed with bullets.

"It was plain to me that, seeing the 
Indians coming, Lee had deliberately 
killed the horses before turning his 
attention to the thieves. Judging from 
the hoof prints, there must have been 
about twenty Indians in the bunch. 
Lee must have damaged them some be
fore he fell, judging from the cartridge 
shells lying around. They took his 
Winchester, of course, and looted the 
’dobe. They didn’t get much for their 
trouble, though.

“But what I want to know Is: Was. 
that a dream or did Lee Wells really 
appear before me in some sort of 
form?”

His hearers could not explain.—Pitts
burg Press.

“The Paiithelsm of Modern Science.” 
By’F. E. Titus, Barrister, Toronto, Can
ada. A summary of recent Investiga
tions into Life, Force and Substance, 
and conclusions therefrom. Price 10 
cents. For sale at this office.
, “Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. ■ A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound] and con
taining beautiful' illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Priced-postpaid, 
?5._ It is a wonderful work and you 
Will be delighted with it.. ’ ■

ganism. Man has no sense dr avenue 
of sensation outside of. his physical 
vascular anatomy. The point I raise 
here Involves the science of cerebral 
mentology. Physicists, anatomists arid 
physiologists recognize in the gangli
onic structure of the sensory system of 
man, avenues through which sensations 
are evoked. If these tracts are only 
avenues that lead to centers of sensa
tion, tfliat is this something,that has 
sensation? The ancients called it “the 
Soul of man”—“his life principle.” The 
modern physiologist calls it “conscious
ness,” “the sentient state of life”—an 
attribute of the soul. If, then, these 
avenues are only highly tensioned 
tracts that center In the citadel of con
sciousness, it. will follow-as a logical 
sequence that man has no sensations, 
hence no mind or thought’ until his con
scious principle has been Impressed. 
Science speaks of these Impressions as 
being molecular in character and 
operative only as invisible modes of 
motion—that is to say, that certain 
color motions transmitted through 
space and the optic tract by etheric vi- 
bratioqs, Impress our consciousness and 
evoke a sensation which we call “red.” 
Another color motion evokes a sensa
tion we call "blue,” and so on. Ana
logously,, a motion of sound pulsates 
through the auditory tract, and 1m-

of
Mr. Ed D. Lunt, Los Angeles, Cal., 
touching the so-called independent 
slate-writing and other phenomena. If 
he is endeavoring to expose fraud and 
trickery, he is doing a good and praise
worthy work. If he Intends to be un
derstood as claiming all such phenom
ena are bogus, he Is in error, as every 
faithful, fair investigator knows. In
dependent slate-writing by some invis
ible Intelligence is a fact. In proof of 
this positive statement I will give one 
Illustration. I purchased a pair of 
slates one hundred miles from San 
Francisco, Cal., washed them with 
soap and water, securely fastened 
them together with screws driven 
through the frames. At no time did 
any one handle them but myself. I car- i 
rled them one hundred miles, went to a '

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
A Roman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years in France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God's pardon for having taught tho 
Christian religion. He left this volume as bls last 
will and testament to his parishioners and to the 
World. Translated from the French original by Miss 
Anna Knoop,

Post 8vo., 889 pages, with portrait. Cloth, 11.001 
postage, H cents.

“The work of the honest pastor Is the most curious 
and the most powerful thing of the kind that the last 
century produced. . . . Palue and Voltaire bad re
serves, butJean Mesller had none. He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all, the wonder is not that tbcro 
should havo been one priest who left that testimony at 
hl* death, hnt that all nriests do not.’’—James Parton

EVOLUTIONISM^
A Series of Illustrated Lectures

' Upon the
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE.

PSYCHE
Ie tbe invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by its use, have received long communica
tions from spirit friends, and express great salisfac- 

' tlon. Price, 11, and 20 cents extra for expreuage.
For sale at theofficoof Ths PbogbbssiVxTuinkxb,

Out of the Depths Into the Light 
By Samuel Bowie,; Mr,. Carrie E. S. Twlng, medium. 
I Ills 1» a very Intereitlng Utile book, and will be ap- 
pree uted Irom iiarl to flnl.b by all who wleb to gain 
spiritual information. Price 25 cts. For sale at this 
office.

OUTSIDE THE GATES
«nd other tales and sketches. By a band of spirit In- 
telllgences, through the mediumship o.r Mary Theresa 
Sbelhamcr. Au excellent work. Price, ,1.0t). For 
sale at this office.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
Andrew Jackson Davis. A_ highly Interwing 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For eale at 
this office.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE
By Andrew JackBon Davis. Something you should 
read. Price CO cents, hur sale c ’bis office.

BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 
Price, cloth, 11.25. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

How to reach that altitude where spirit Is supremo 
and all things are subject to It. By Moses Hull. Price 
tn cloth. <0 cents: paper 25 cts. For sale at thia office.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS.

A volunble little work, full of practical Instmctfta 
tn matters pertaining to physical, mental andanlrltiMI 
health. Worth many time. Its cost. Price 10 centa
- - - I

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
in story form; alms to give a better understanding of 
magic, black and white. 880 large pages. Cloth, 11.25.

Apocryphal New Testament
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, aud other pieces 

now extant, attributed Id tbe first four ceutnrlea to
Jesus Cbrlsi, his aposties and their companions, and 
not included In the New Testament by lu compilers.

1

cisco, and while alone with the medium , 
in an up-stalrs rooms, the slates all the 
time being fastened together as above 

.stated and held securely by myself, I 
received messages thereon, said mes
sages being signed by departed wife 
and relatives, of whom the medium 
could not possibly have any knowledge. 
The medium to this day has not seen 
the messages. If anything is impossi
ble, It was Impossible for. the medium 
to have written those messages, equally 
as impossible for any mortal save my
self to have done it, and If anyone can 
believe that I paid $2 to perform such 
a Billy act, he has. my warmest sym
pathies and cohgratulallons that he is 
outside of a mad-house. Who will un
dertake to explain how this was done, 
if he denies supermundane agencies?
> W. CAPPS, M; D.

Grand Junction, Colo.
“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na

ture.” By Prof., Wm. M. Lock wood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views-as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who tove to study and think. For 
aale at this office. Price, 35 cents.

"Gleanings from the Rostrum.” Bv 
A. B. French. Cloth, $1. For sale'a*t 
this office.

“The Truth Seeker Collection of. 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” For sale at this office. 
Price 25 cents. .

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

By Mrs. Dr. Hulburt. On the present status of 
woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually. 
The diving law of true harmonlai marriage, etc. 
Price, 10c. *

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of “The World Beautiful.” “Kate Field,’* 
' After Her Death,” "From Dreamland Sent," etc, 
With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Price<1.25. Tbe 
writer of this "Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning” 
has thrown the book into five chapters, with sub-titles 

- as follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. "SummerSnow of Apple 

Bloasoms;" Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends in the 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Friend: 
Vita Nouva; "One Day, My Siren.”

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; In Casa 
| Guldi; Florentine Days; Walter Savage Landor.

ART AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; Tbe 
Clasped Hands; Kate Field's Records; Mrs- 
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Lawn; Modern Scientific Tbougbt; Tbe Consider* 
atlon of Genius.

For Sale at this office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. THOS. PAINECloth. 11.50. For sale at this office.

BY S. WEIL. 
Cloth, 11.25. - - * Paper, 60 cents.

This la a work of great value, written by one of the 
keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of tbe day. It Is particularly a work which 
should be put Into the bande of tboso-wbo have freed 
themselves from tho dogma«, of ortfe odoxy and 'from 
tbe dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen tbe conviction of tbe free mUd that mind 
and senses are not tbe whole of llfi

The chapters reveal a new metlXl Is Mjrchlc and 
spiritual research. They show vfvMglmpsei of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will amneae moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenett ceanrvive, ana 
tbe childhood period of faith andf8MTwfili>8 super
seded by knowledge and facto. For (MG fit this office.

MEDIUMSHIP,
A chanter of experiences, by Mrs. Maria M. King. 

Price l(fc. For sale at this office.

The Ollier World and This.

THOMAS PAINE’S
Examination of the Prophecies.

A consideration of the passages in tbe Now Testa
ment, quoted from tbo Old and called Prophecies Con
cerning Jesus Christ. Price 15 cts. Forsaleattbto 
office.

Paine’s Political .Works Complete 
Two volumes. Theologies! Works; Poetical and Mis
cellaneous Works: Life. This set of five volumes all 
boxed ready for shipping, 15.00 This is the best and 
cheapest edition and should ‘be on the Shelves of ev
ery student of liberal thought. For sale at this office

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an Investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, trim new plates and new type; 166 Met« port 
dvob Paper, 86 cento: dotUW cents. ,

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
' In this volume the author, tn the thirty-nine 
chapters, discusses a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a* spiritualistic stand
point. Bbeevincestbepowerset a trained thinker, 
both tn matter of tbougbt and fine literary style, ana 
capability of thought expression. Tbe subjects ore 
well-bandied with conclsenbks and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rkU addition to any Bplrltuailst’a 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek
ing Information concerning Spiritualism and its teach
ings.
For Sale at this Office. PtfOC. 81.BO

MAfiOMeT, !
His Birth, Character and Doctrine, !

- . ,- i• • < . . ta. * . • ' ■

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

Thltf Is No. 8 of tbo Library of Liberal Classics, D 
Is conceded to be historically correct and so exact and 
perfect In evqry detail as to bo practically beyond the 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will befouM 
Intensely interesting. price, 25c. Sold at thto Office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the Natlondwlth Preface and Note, 

by Peter Eckler, Illuetrated with view, of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman. 
Joe Bailow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland. 
Condorcet, Brir-soL and the most promlnontof Palneto 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth, ft cents.

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomas Paine. A .Revolutionary pamphlet, ad» 

dressed to tbe inhabitants of America In 1776. with 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper; 
IS cents. '

Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of tbe Prophecies, elm 

Ulus, edition. Post 8vc.. 432 ages. Clotb, 61X10

A Few Words About the Devil,' 
And Other Essays.

By Charles Bradlaugh. With tho story of bls Ufa 
as told by himself, and the history of bls parliamen
tary struggle. With portrait, Paper, 50c

Conflict Between Religion and 
Science.

Jnstthe book for progressive thinkers. By John 
W. Draper. Cloth. 61.75. For sale at this office, __ ,



Bii Progressive Thinker. | The Methodist Times, an’ English 
; -----------;......church, organ, replying to the assertion

ViMUhedeefry Saturday at 40 Loomis Street I of the Catholic Times, denying that 
■ „ - ~'———--— Roman missions in China had done
J- »• FRANCIS, Editor and Publisher. I anything to stir up strife, rejoined: 
Entered at Chicago PoatoiUco afleecond-clm matter. I T true that ever since the

—■.—   .____ __ ____________ ; Jesuits went to China they have been
Oi' suimceipwon, ’ political tire-brands there, and have 

; ■ Tub PiioguhssiveThinkeii wnibe furnhhtid uatu ^^ejiievously interfered with China 
further active, ut the f&nowUg terms, lavwlabiy in politics. After the last war the li’rench 

One^ear ’ \ m Hwho ultramontane abroad and
six mouths.................. ........................ .7.7.7.7.7.V,Atheists at home) compelled the Chi-
Thirteen weeks................... ......................................25cta nese Government to give the Romanists
Blngiocopy...................................................................Set« one of the finest sites In Peking for a
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. send them uulliM you whh that amount deducted from thnrhv nf mniliwlnc»the amount sent. Direct all lettcid to J.R.FrancU UUIUJ 01 manaailDS.
No. w toonita street. Chicago, in. Chas. Denby, in the Forum, advocat-
clubs: IMPORTANT SUGGESTION! iUg, tb°,,lutelests of th® mlsslonarles, 

Aetherc are thousands who will at first venture a ■ evidently closely allied to them, 
onlytwent.v-fivecentsforTuEpuouiiEbsivgTaiKKga kindly takes his readers behind the thirteen weeks, wp would suggest to these who receive I 3 , uuv . ucuiuu me
»spmpie copy, to solicit several othcra to unite with | scenes where the wires are inanlpu- 
thein, uud thus be able to remit from«* toilO, or ©ven .
more than the latter sum A large number of little I tells tacts and purposes
©mouuUwlU make a largo sum total, and thus extend which lire vmt tn thte nonthe field of our labor and useiuUewi. The same Bug- inieiestlDg in tills COD-
ieatlon will apply fn all cases of renewal of eubBcrlp- nectlon. We OUOte from the “Fnrunr” 

lou»—solicit others to aid tn the good work. You will ilT ., , . . '
experience uodiflicuity whatever iu inducing sphitu- An the beginning we must recognize 
allets to subscribe for TuePhoguessive Thimkeb, the undoubted fnct Hint Hia rnthnlln for uot one of them can afford to be without the valua- tiact tna t Ilie GatUOUC
Lie loformutlou Imparted therein each week, and at POMeiS—the Pope, Spain, Italy, and 
the price of only about two eeuu per week especially France—will never consent

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Genta. ’.Imt the Catholic missionaries shall be
Do you want a uioro bountiful harveet than we cun d,1Ven China. Their interests

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo- there are immense. There are twenty- 
®ig1“ Catholic Bishops in the empire, of 

GHEssivE Thinkeb thirteen wcuks la only twenty-five whom three are in the province of 
cental For that amount you obtain ono hundred and Chihli. There are vast p^inbliwlnnoniq tour pages of solid, substantia), scul-elevating and J ait ?, 1 CbiamifenmeniS
mind-refreshing reading mutter, equivalent toamedl- °'ei* the country With schools, colleges, 
um-.tzedoooki and asylums. Curiously, the Catholics
' : m.Tfp vn-rtri"! bav?uot B°n® lut0 Uledical ®r surgical
rw a, . , , , , . 'vork> but tl,eyfin 1111 ot11®1' fields, cov
et At expiration ot subscription, It not renawed, erinu indiwtrlnl sphnnl« onrnontn,. nnd the paper Is discontinued Ne bills will be sent tor ei- ,, ° HluualHal sC41001s, carpentei and

truuiuubers. other shops, and ajl the forms of labor.
you “ot r?ccl'’° mr pap«r promptly, The great Cathedral at Peking waswrite to us, aud errors In address will be promptly hnUf niS,,"?

corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratia. ■ mi HlOStiy Dy the nutne Chllsthins.
Whenever you desire the address ot ynurpftper “.r10 Wealth Of the church Is enormous.

' the address of the piace towbGB The chief religious societies, the Jes-
It 1. then sent, er the ehamte cannot be. made. , | Benedictines, AuSues Chris-

FOREIGN GOTTNTlfTii’Q I Uan Biotheis, Lazarlsts, and Francis- 
tOKl-UxN COUN IKIES. cans are found at many places. You

The ProgreeslYo Tbinkor Is furnished In the United cannot turn the dial of nrotri’CRR hnnk 
Elates at 11.00 ner year, the postage thereon being but Ynn nnniint vavaI-a »11 ■ ae ■
nominal, but when it Is sent to foreign countries we I . CailllOt leVOke alt th© tieatles. You 
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y early subscriptsS1.W, Please betr that to mlttb ries. If the continental CuthoUc re-
” . '— mains in China his Protestant colleague

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1900. 'y111 80 thither. It ishot human nature
[ to stand back and see others occupying 

' ‘ ' —• fields of danger or of venture, and lt-ls
The Corrector Corrected. I n°t,u Christian nature to disregard the 

Our friend E. Woodward, of Tucson, ^d’taaehT^atffins8" ‘‘æ Wld 
Arizona, some weeks ago attempted to It ls uulvei.sally conceded tbnt tbe 

the use of the word Catholics gained all their treaty rights rvn Io Inhoiilnnr tin/Azxi» <i 1 . __... * °
correct us in
“canteen,” but he is laboring under a | fn c"bï” VThameì^ fe^ds/pro" 
slight error. ’ visions were made in treaties nt their 
... . 0 whlcl1 w® referred dictation, which the Chinese govern-
1s the one described in Chamber’s ment dld uot UIlderstandi and to whIch 
Cyclopedia as f0110ws: the people were determined they would

In the British army the canteen Is a uot gubnllt . P1.otestants avaHej thpm 
wooden vessel, holding about three I 10leslants awied them-
pints, painted blue, and inscribed with selves of tbe adi antages of these trea
tin' number or designation of the regl- ,les' and became like their associates, 
ment, battalion, and company to which tbe Catholics, a controlling power in 
the soldier belongs. * * It is used by many parts of the great empire, 
soldiers to contain whatever beverage We are all palned be d tb 
may be obtainable on the march or in "... , , ,the field” 01 exI>iesblon at the cruelties—barbarl-

Webster defines the word “Canteen- ties’,ln iact’ wblc11 tlle Chinese inflicted 
■ A vessel used by soldiers for carrying °,n 1110 mlsslolla1'1®8: when we recall
- liquor to drink.” ,lie outra8®s practiced by enlightened

This liquor was not necessarily spirit- Am®1,cails on tbe negro, and on per
ilous, for the word signifies “Any liquid ®,ons, ®utel',alnlug adverse opinions to
or fluid substance, as water, milk, ihe dolnlllallt «»filon, we do not won
blood, sap, juice, and the like.” der at, these forelgI1 outrage8- It is

'The writer, remembers how sacredly q!.?™.,, ^’i /'L 110ul®. aad
a canteen was treasured in hls father's rantlng of demagogues, that ¿auses all 
family In which hls grandfather carried these wrongs.

The canteen

water in his long marches while in the Concede to all others the rights and 
army of the Revolution. It was made immunities we claim for ourselves, and 
of staves scarcely 2’X, Inches in length. I no P®0!’1® would go very far wrong. If 
The beads were probably 8 inches in 11 Person is overreached in a bargain, if 
diameter. It was bound by two Iron lle hannot gain redress one way he is 
hoops and iron rings were attached for ye!’y ¡lablc to take It another way. And 
a strap to sling it over the shoulder. It tllls' 11 seems, is what the Boxers did. 
was painted blue. Uut note the conclusion of Mr.

If those warring on the canteen are Ucnby’s: “It is not Christian nature to 
directing their labors against the Spam disregard the divine command, to go 
Ish “cantena,” which means a saloon, 111,0 ,lle world and teach all nations.” 
they had better use its English equiva- ji®1'® ,we Iiave a “Thus salth the Lord” 
lent, then they will be understood, and directing all this missionary work, nnd 
we will nil join in the fight. it 18 not surprising that it is met with
- _______ - - -r , ■_______ “U occasional “Thus salth the people,”

Where Is the Thing to End? "!£ ‘ij®, ,ca8® 111 ,h® American Rev
* i 4i 4i j ii , , olution. 1111 then all kings claimed
Again the orthodox world is shocked authority by “divine right.” Thomas 

at a new suggestion of science. The Paine controverted this claim in his

1

&
a

I’

assistant at the Greenwich Observatory great state papers, “Common Sensé” 
has just published a book entitled “The and “Tlle Crisis.” The Continental Con- 
Oldest Picture Book of All." That book by th,e Deî_ . ... , .... larauou of independence: and each 
presents the midnight sky with Its con- UGW Republic punctuates Paine’s posl- 
fctellatlons, as divided by the ancients, tion, as do the people everywhere when 
and mapped by the astronomers of the exercisluglhelr elective franchise. The 
early ages of civilization, as that Plc- I ‘‘ælius saith the Lord” does not control 
ture Book. The author shows from these in Aln®rlcan POfit'cs, nor in American 
«.„tolto.,™ to., <b. ,¡V“, ;
fall nas an ancient myth a thou- plied therein trying to establish mis
sand years before creation, as revealed slonary rule among that people. 
In Genesis. He shows that these con- ------------ ------------------
stellatious, or divisions of the heavenlv They Acted Wisely.
bodies into groups, each named after' The Chicago Board of Education bv 
some animal, was intended to symbolize n,,. . "uuc“no“- Dy
and enshrine legends aud stories which !, c declsiV® vot® ot 13 to 6, voted down 
even in those ancient days were In- *“e Proposition to use Bible Readings 
eluded in the sacred history of the race. I ln the schools of the city. Trustee 
He finds the story of the deluge pre- Keating, voicing the sentiment of the 
served In these newly deciphered majority, said: .
^feUds discovery by an able astrono- aad°"b® ÆJVÎn be'scl’?ols 
mer another weapon to aid in demolish- r“no- ous discuss ions IP forano®“*1
ing that silly fiction of ignorance, the Lot b“ In favor of
gods, who built a little 7x9 world less æ°;tament Inta the K8Jh 0ld
than 6,000 years ago, and had a host of eiÌndren s, d theèî h Ot y°UIìf
trouble with tbe incorrigible wretches ]ead tb ’ t0d 
with which he peopled it, and was oid TestamenMsalmost deprived of its government by I “tament is not for children.
hls arch enemy whom he kicked out of 1 , lrustee Tras right And he need 
heaven? uot have limited hls objections to chil-

——■ ■ • ■ -  ------------- I dren. Presented as the Word of God,
Expulsion of Tolstoi. I witb a 'diminutive conception of the

Count Leo Tolstoi, the well-known Spirit of Nature, of its deceptive repre- 
and greatly admired novelist and social sentations in regard to science and its 
reformer, has been excommunicated barbaric history and morals, it has no 
from the Greek church. The Count’s proper place other than with mvthologi- 
oli’enee consisted in an exposure of I cal literature. There, possibly, it would 
Christian orthodoxy, in hls work en-1 fi? servicable. And the New Testament 
titled “Resurrection.” He showed that 18 ?y.,no means exempt from serious 
he despised Christianity, as ordinarily a scll°o1 book independent
interpreted. He was severe on “the _______ _ . T . . ______
meaningless much speaking,” and “the I Fnniu,,
blasphemous incantation over bread “ c ’’
and wine.” ' Ilie American Bible Society pub-

It seems for three years and over 1 , es,a„Jiît tb® Protestant mission
Count Tolstoi's expulsion- has been I a1.®? ““ed or missing In China., The 
pending, but Anal action was-delayed total 18 'T1.1,0,111 6(5 are men, 73
because he was a favorite with the peo- and 30 children. In this total 
plc. and skepticism has made large in- I a,rP Americans, 25 men, 24 women
roads iuto the higher, and especially ;.,1,ülnr,1?®d and 8 8lnglej, and 20 
into the intellectual classes of Rtissia, cllr}dren‘,. ,Ex' 
and it was feared It would add to the', u woula b® supposed such a waste of 
disaffection by his excommunication. I'lifQ in the promulgation of a creed 

It is not in America nor In England would satisfy, an ordinary ambition but 
only where skepticism prevails, but it tbe Missionary Boards are calling for is everywhere among thinkers. volunteer8 / take

A Glorious Trinltv slaughtered. Our sympathies go out to
a uiorious Trinity. . I tbc; unfortunate natives who will be 

Rev. J. E. Roberts, of Kansas City, I misled, and will fall victims a few 
struck a key-note the other Sunday in I years hence to another uprising of the 
one of his magnificent discourses when P®°Ple- '
he said: ' J " ’------- -—

“If another conception of divinity Is ,The Method of Savages.
to be given the world, and in the form Some four weeks ago a German con- 
of a trinity, I believe in this: ‘“God the | voy was fired on from a Chineco Tîiinr,« father, God the motherland God the throuri. whietito™ L btaese village 
child.” He concluded by adding:' “And „ b h wa8 Passîn8- An.ex- 
every home where love sheds its P®dlllon was sent out from the German 
beatific light will be a sanctuary, the headquarters to punish the offenders, 
dwelling place of all divine, and service The village was burned and 300 mem
will be the only worship, and love the women and children were killed. Says 
only priest.” the report: “No attempt waï made to

, All honor to such noble sentiments, discriminate between thé Innocent and 
and hasten the time when such preach- Í- gullty-” The practices'of North 

- aD(1 teaCl"Ug ShaU beCOme Uni- ^“y braVveBChrS warren

versa1' . • I their treatment of the Chinese.

The Fregreuive Thlukor-Iw Present 
Statnsi -

There is,a wonderful diversity of 
opinion manifested among mankind 
generally. There are no two blades of 
grass exactly alike. No two flowers 
have exactly the same tint. No two 
persons resemble each other so closely 
that one, on careful examination, can
not be distinguished from the other. 
See how the various races differ 
throughout the globe. The dwarfs of
Africa stand forth 
when placed by the
Indians.

Difference 
counterparts

very diminutively 
side of our native

exists everywhere—exact

We 
small, 
large.

The

have 
and

and unison nowhere.
the apparently 
the apparently

infinitely 
infinitely

diatom cannot be seen with the
ordinary microscope; but one that mag
nifies 10,000 diameters is able to bring 
it forth, resembling an ellipse with a 
straight line passing through its center. 
Two millions of these diatoms, it is 
said, can be placed on the head of a 
pin. There is a wonderful diversity in 
a homogenous mass, nnd even in a 
collection of atoms. Throughout thb 
Infinitude of space, in every department
of life, no one object is an exact dupli-i-
cate of anything in its class. .

In the human family this diversity is 
equally as great. No two brains are 
exactly alike; no two have the same 
number of cells, nor are the brain 
centers In any two attuned alike. No 
two persons have from a mëntal- 
inieroseoplcal standpoint exactly the 
same shades of belief, or think in pre
cisely the same channels, hence there 
are really as many religious cults in 
the world as there are Individuals.

The difference in shades of opinions 
is no less marked and distinct among 
Spiritualists. While all believe in 
spiritual communion, the bèlief of each 
one Is more or less modified by hls ex
perience and drift of thoughts, hence 
no two think exactly along the same 
lines. .
' This fact confronted us when we first 
commenced the publication of The 
Progressive Thinker, and we knew 
then with absolute certainty what to 
expect. To please all would be im
possible with an archangel, or even 
with a God himself, and much less with 
man. Hence, commencing with the very 
first Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
we displeased some, made some angry, 
aud aroused open hostility in others, 
and from time to time came the mes
sage, i’Stop my paper." The reasons 
therefor have been multifarious, rang
ing from the sedate down to the 
ridiculous; in fact they have been as 
diversified as blades of grass—no two 
exactly alike, presenting a wonderful 
kaleidoscopic view of human nature. 
Notwithstanding this, The Progressive 
Thinker has flourished - flourished 
financially as no other paper ever did 
in the whole history of Spiritualism. 
The peevish order, “Stop my paper,” is 
followed by the cordial Impressive com
mendation of others that act as a most 
gentle invigorating tonic against the 
bad effects of angry ebullitions.

The substantial fact that The Pro
gressive Thinker has prospered in a 
measure that has had no precedent at 
any time in our ranks in the years gone 
by, is sufficient encouragement to us, 
aud when we stop and consider the 
grand work consummated through its 
instrumentality, it in a great measure 
gives us that complacency of spirit that 
always comes to one when he has rea
son to believe that his labors are highly 
appreciated by those who are on the 
higher planes of spiritual thought and 
unfoldment

There Is nothing that succeeds so well
, as success Itself; that Is a most ex
. eellent measure of one’s status and 
। standing. Of course there are little 
. dogs here and there that bark, dlsturb- 
, Ing one's rest at night; so there are lit- 

tie minds in the ranks of Spiritualism 
who set up a dismal howl against The 
Progressive Thinker simply because 
they cannot control It, at an expense to 
them of the miserable pittance of two 
cents each week, or nothing at all, 
wlille we are compelled to pay out hun
dreds of dollars, assuming all the re
sponsibility. Such a person who pays 
two cents per week, and desires The 
Progressive Thinker to conform to his 
own exclusive ways of. thinking, is an 
exceedingly small specimen of hu
manity; and not worth noticing, though 
he howl nnd shriek, and gesticulate 
against us. We always take great 
pleasure in being boycotted by such 
dismal specimens of humanity, for It is 
evidence that the driftwood is goiug 
where it belongs.

Thus it is that under these circum
stances The Progressive -Thinker has 
risen, has prospered, and Is notv surg
ing ahead at one dollar per year. Bear 
In mind, please, as set forth by 0. S. 
Marden, that “man’s success in life is 
usually in proportion to his confidence 
In himself and the energy and persist
ence with which he pursues his aim. 
In this competing age there is little 
hope for the man who does not thor
oughly believe in himself. The man 
who can be easily discouraged or 
turned aside from his purpose, the man 
who has no iron In his blood, will never 
win. Halt the giant’s strength Is in the 
conviction that he is a giant. The 
strength of amuscle Is enhanced a hun
dredfold by the will power. The same 
muscle, when removed from the giant’s 
arm, when divorced from the force of 
the mighty will, can sustain but a frac
tion of the weight It did a moment be
fore it was disconnected. 0, what 
miracles confidence has wrought! What 
impossible deeds It has helped to per
form! It took Napoleon over the Alps 
in midwinter; it took Farragut and 
Dewey past the cannons, torpedoes and 
mines of the enemy; It led Nelson and 
Grant to victory; it has been the great 
tonic in the world of discovery, inven
tion, and art; It has helped to win the 
thousand triumphs in war and science 
which were deemed impossible. - The 
man without self-confidence and an 
Iron will is the plaything of chance, the 
puppet of his environment, the slave of 
circumstances. With these he is king 
ever master of the situation.”

.s,art ye have had tm- 
dlmlnished faith and confidence in our
self to make a change for good In 
the status of Spiritualism. We have 
Worked faithfully with that end in 
view. We now have the only first-class 
dollar Spiritualist paper in the United 
•states, and we repeat again it is pros
perous, for it works on the Divine 
Plan, a portion of the profits of the 
office returning in one continual stream 
to its subscribers. By this means we 
are able to distribute about 20,000 val
uable books among them each year at 
a nominal cost, thus establishing the 
nucleus of a grand library- in nearly 
every section of the United States. The 
fact Is, that more books probably enter 
the malls and express from this office 
each year than from any other liberal 
office and book store.in the world. Now 
Is the tlme-to awaken, and send In an 
additional subscriber for our winter 
campaign.

I.II.UL... u. . _ J J_I_ L---  ,, —■

8und»y-8ohools. J Waa Christ a Commercial Traveler?
The Sunday School system was de- . AU theologians tacitly admit that the 

vised by Robert Raikes, of England, In I whereabouts of Christ from tiie age of 
1782. It was’tdesighed to supply an 12 until he entered upon the ministry 
elementary education to the laboring I At tbe agq_of 30, Is unknown. Recen 
classes, who5 until then had been 1'®8eal'cbea among the sacred books of 
shamefully neglected bv the govern-1 “Indos,an show a great similarity be
ment, the clfitrch palming it was the abtoofOhrlst and those oTthe Hindoo 
special prerogative,, of ecclesiastics to sages who lived centuries prior to the 
educate the people, Raikes' project met I Christian era. The inference is that 
with violent lopposition, though the I °?1' Uord traveled extensively in the re
Bible was ug^tl as ¿ne of hls principal I J116 faF Easti ? 18 Presumed 
legions001“- ? wast?eaou“ca? as Bac'1- the wrath oTthOewish pSlrndHt 
legious, a desecration of God’s holy was found advisable to leave the coun
Sabbath to ‘worldly affairs. “Such try for a time, ami that he joined one of 
abuse of the' sacred day,” they said, the numerous caravans trading between 
“will bring sivift destruction to all con- Bgypt a»d the Indies. Rome, at that
M.. ii;.

and to parents who encourage it, or splendor and of lavish display. The 
allow their children to attend school." I whole known world was ransacked to

It was soon discovered the system furnish luxuries to gratify the pam- 
could be made auxiliary to the church; I1®1'®11 ,ast® of her extravagant emper- 
then war was made on those who de- Pat‘'lcians. Innumerable

U» .«WS to S'" r,K%“'-at X“ 
ments of knowledge, It was then de- doubt that the leading merchants of 
termined to use the schools solely in those days were the Jews and the 
the Interests of creeds. Greeks, who were largely engaged in

The first Sunday School in America J,is traffl®' 'r11® old Romans, those 
was opened in Philadelphia In 1791. trade tobe^nf™ urn u°inSldel,ed 
ah , ,, _ iiitue io De intra dig., ana. with a crrlm
Other societies were formed, but the sarcasm as to the'fitness of things, com 
American Sunday School Union, which stltuted Mercury the god of merchants 
swallowed all others, was organized In »»d—thieves. It is supposed, on the 
1824. best °f grounds, that Christ took part

We showed by statistics awhile ago made^ro^“'!8 alibAeeu year?’ and 
that in some localities at least in dria, where the goods were broughMo 
America these schools had fallen into Rome, and the Indies.

I disfavor. An English journal before us H is but natural to suppose that one 
1 as we write, giving as authority for Its of 1118 extraordinary mental endow- 
■ statement “The Sunday-School Union," nl“tL^0UJd ,b?„an ®ai'nest student of 
: says: . theological literature of .the east, to
• , “Taking the figures as they .are pre-Edwin Arnold*1
¡ sented, we find that during the past shows that portions o/Viiff m
, year the Wesleyan Methodist Church prayer and the Bon Hrou » ° L°lds

khows a decrease [in Great Britain] of wt?®atltud?8 cam® ver-
5,400 scholars; the Baptists chronicle a Jrio“to ChrlM A° 
decrease of 7,000; Calvlnistic Metho- ais0 ai°w« tbnt ‘ P“bl ca,tlon
dlsts, 4,200; United Free Methodists E*;0,,8“?"8 “at there is much similar-3000; Presbyterians, \ ^Me0 Fre¿ shnu or oS?nd Ghr'3t’ 
Church of Scotland, 4,300; and the years before Chrlít rrlT b°rn T?y 
established Church 7,000. Altogether I Trinire a He was on® of 1110 
these-seven churches show a substan- more centra^nart ôf°In<l?»CUPh“8 the 
tlal decrease of 32,300 scholars In a from Vishnu ta™». ¥e Came 
singlevear” . ““nu, became Incarnate, wasregie year. . considered a savior of royal origin bornThen the paper goes on to Bay: lowly, saluted by Dlvlne^ongsfrom an

The above figures represent an I gels, surrounded by shepherds. Nada 
actual decrease in the number of the father, and Deva Mala, the Diviné 
scholars', on the registers of Sunday- '»other, were-compelled to flee bv night 
Schools, but their significance is in- luto a remote country for fear of a tv- 
creased enormously by two considera- I rant who had ordered all the male clill- 
tlons. The first is, as the population I dren to be slain. Chrlshnu, by his wis- 
increases about 300,000 per year, the dora «t an early age, astonished the 
loss is really far greater than appears elders. He had a forerunner In hls 
at first sight. Secondly: The register brother Rom. He is claimed to have 
includes a third more thain the actual washed the feet of Brahmins cured 
attendance.” I lepers, raised the dead, was crucified

The writer then shows from the descended into hades, ascended into 
official statistics that the loss of pupils beaven, and sat beside Vishnu the first 
is from those over 14 years of age. person of the Hindoo Deity. The more

In every department of church work, I erudite German theologians admit the 
in all the Protestant denominations, astonishing similarity in the Asiatic 
and In all countries-where they exist, savior Chrlshnu and Christ. This siml- 
there seems ó falling away of church birlty accounts In a great measure for 
workers, and.attendqnce on church ser- the prevalence of German rationalism 
vices. Men first lead the way out of No *ess an authority than the Rev 
the church and the tornen follow. The Dr- Proudfoot, of London, Eng who 
preachers have occasion to be sensitive I in early youth, was trained in mercan- 
on this subject, but vexation won't ,lle pursuits, has been cited to show 
save them. / , that Christ himself, all through hls

---------  ------------ proverbs and other parts of the Gos
A D.D. Who Thinks.-------------- P®'8, evinces a business training, and

Rev. Francis’ E. dark, D. D., presi- H‘at b® uiust, llav® been familiar with 
dent of the United Sóclety of Christian ímLf<Tmerc n, me,hods in vogue in 
Endeavors with thé subject, “Losses he hÆeîy foltawedXcarpenters 
and Gains fróm the Ôhlnese Uprising,” trade of hls father. Dr. Proudfoot Is 
at the Congrégation^ ministers’ meet- also oi opinion that he traveled in India 
lug in Boston; on October 1, Is reported I an.d was engaged in commercial pur- 
by the Associated Press to have said: ,„,S aSan attaclle of a caravan.
..“The dragonta teeth-of war'nnd mas- Th® above, written by James Sey- 

saere were sown by the foreigners, who 1110llr a"d published in the American 
had come in a spirit of commercial Commercial Traveler, illustrates In a 
greed to push their conquests. Turn marked degree the declaration that 
China1
point of the sword. Sending her opium ‘“J'„S' Tbe Savlor has b®°“ a 
here to debauch our youth, compelling rrultrul theme for discussion ever since 
us to buy it, seizing the whole State of 110 commenced to act an Important part 
Massachusetts because two Chinamen on this terrestrial sphere. Sects—al- 
were murdered by a mob, and we can most numberless—have been founded

«
gent powers behind the Boxers." conception, birth, life and various ut- 

If missionary societies would profit teranees. Histories of hls life by va- 
by experience, turn their attention T1'10118 celebrities who have a world-wide 
homeward, and Inculcate a true r®Putat,on> bave been written, and ser- 
morallty among the degraded and crim- mons w,tllollt number preached from 
Inal classes of our own country, and gllded Pn,PH8 with reference to 
give less attention to the matter of be- and hlS varled career, and verily 
lief among foreign tribes and nations, end is uot yet' 
they would do well. Creeds are not re- As a culmination of the various 
formatory. Nearly or quite aU the great 1 tor1®3 commencing with Renan 
criminals In.America, have sympathized endlng wltb Be®cber, the above state- 
witb some one of the orthodox I ment by a commercial traveler is most 
churches. The wretch on the gallows, fitting, and is entitled to as much credit 
ío^eo«PH„^b<tñtn1,1^neCk, fre(I,uel‘,ly r®- as anything previously written with re
” u ,s“ r' c"~ot
who died on the cross, the bliss of cliaracter.
heaven, because Of hls belief. w® regard Jesus as having been a

Preachers should learn to teach com- most remarkable man; a moral phllos- 
iTrennmn<,atiih?miI be£°r,e engag® I °Pber; an iconoclast; a thorough and 
our modes8of1thôughteOPleS’ £°relBn to comPr®hensive reconstructionist; a re

___ _ ' . ' markable magnetic healer; a medium

him 
the

liis- 
and

As the Catholic Sees It. of wonderful Powers; and a seer such 
A Catholic paper published at Colum-1 “S the world bad not Pr®viously s®®°- 

bus, Ohio, says Protestant colony- a iecoastructiontst- the hundreds of 
founding is a great failure. It claims I 8aCt® ln tba world polnt t0 hlm exclu’ 
there were sixteen millions of Indians I slve y a8 tlle causo of their existence, 
within the present United States four “nd tbong11’ looklng from hls supernal 
hudred years ago, and not half a I home be deplores thelr innat® Iack of 
million are left; that the few who re- sPIrltualIty- yet 110 recognizes the fact 
main owe their preservation to the tbat bls 1Ife and sayings brought them 
Catholics. It claims “Protestant civil- . ®xlstence’ If a commercial trav- 
izatlon can be erected.only on the ruins eler’ be7as undouhtedly a great sue- 
of what preceded It” It quotes a I CeSS’ and P°S8e8Sed non® of the subtle 
Hawaiian as saying to Protestant mis- characteristics of those of modern 
slonarles: • I times, whose stories, ingenious prevar-

“You have taught us to lift our hands icatlons, skilful subterfuges, and 
stain fiTd Uni# While dld thi3' you weird adventures mark them as a dis-Kh“ "“w"4 “w“1* 

olics are not guilty-of the same crush- not be well to perpetuate into the far 
ing vices which:the-editor says char- distant future, What will next be as- 
acterized the Protestants. signed .to the Savior as a profession, re-.

' . ---------- rm --»- M- ---- - mains yet to be seen, for there is no
WhyN6t? end to conjectures—no limit to theories!

. A Mr. John Merwjn Hubbard, of - ■'.«•’<——— ' ;
West Haven, Conn., has come to the • . More Harm than Good, 
front with a new fad; or, rather, the Mrs. J. F; Adams, of Syracuse, N. Y.,
revival of .anhibld dne for Sunday who was in.China during the last, six 
services, which7, shpifld be promptly months, and has just reached home, 
adopted by all ^urch^en, because it Is was interviewed by a Syracuse Herald 
the Teputed c^junie of. the ancient I reporter, to whom she said: ?
Jewish priestsit,-It Is aa flowing robe, “The cause of the uprising was laid to 
with a golden girdle afld a bonnet of ye tbe Russians by the English in Shang
olden time. Hais and trousers are out bai. It was believed that their purpose 
of-fashion with-’our reformer. He is waLJ0.6t.!.r nP. dl88®nsion and: then 
organizings society. Io be known as f.TT11? thr,°ugb the breach. But I 
S. 0. G. G., which . b'elng internreted I . . th® missionaries were as much at 
means Sunday Drder of Gowns and I fault as anybody. They had the best 
Girdles. The iSottO - IS' “A Heavenlv Intent,on8> of course, but they did more 
Sabbath.” Membership is open to all harm than good”
The founder expects to see the new ---------
costume adopted by all churchmen who A Popular Delusion.
respect the Word of .Gj)d, and why not? Friday has been reputed the unlucky

"' :—■ ■ ■ * 1 —— I (,ay of the week, a survival of medieval-
Power of. the Pen. . ism, priest taught, but by careful ob- 

Warriors brave, listen: “More steel Is I servations in Germany, of- near 10,000 
used In thb manufacture of pens than I weekly accidents, it was found Monday 
In all the sword and gun factories In led t.ht lls.t: th?t Friday showed an 
th^world.” So says-a ,weU-posted ex- ® “n?no more? Sat'

buUhSe Stands orS I , “^ag®a11 Vanities, IncongruiUes, 
more in revolutionizing, the world and W“? DeWitt andRe'v 'Front 
Inaugurating an era. of peace nros- nAww» , 'J®1 and Rev. Frank

tKKr has aU th° ST1 SP^tuaHam.’’ b7 Mots ‘ H^l 
•umiu, in an me ages past • .. I For sale at this office. Price ten cents.

HON. A. B. RICHMOND,
About the first of December we shall 

commence a most remarkable narra
tive, by the Hon. A. B. Richmond, of 
Meadville, Pg. Mr. Richmond is wide
ly known as the Sage of Cassadaga. 
Our Winter Campaign will be espe
cially brilliant. Send in your subscrip
lions now, and enjoy the feast of good 
things.

Tiie Progressive Thinker Travels.
The poem, “October,” by Thos. Har

ding, of Sturgis, Mich., which appeared 
in The Progressive Thinker, the first 
week of that month, seems to be going 
the rounds of the press; it appeared last 
week in the “Republican,” of Brecken-
ridge, Colo., the highest city in 
Rocky Mountains.

the

Passed to Spirit Life.
T. D. Kaynor, prominent as a Spirit

ualist, passed to spirit life, at his home,- 
8736 South Wood street, Chicago, last 
week. He leaves a wife, Mrs. Isa Wil- 
son-Kaynor, to mourn his loss. Will C. 
Hodge officiated at the funeral.

AN ANSWER.
What Good Does Spiritual 

ism Dò?
Having just closed a month’s work in 

Williamsport, Pa„ some Items’’may be 
useful, If not Interesting. The work of 
Mrs. R. W. Barton and Mrs. Demorest 
has made a strong impression upon 
many. Mrs. Helen Taylor Is also cred
ited witli a liberal share of the Interest 
awakened. Her prophecy of the dis
covery of oil and gas, that would be the 
chief business enterprise In Williams
port, to take the place of lumber now 
rapidly disappearing, has already be
gan to show up a few miles out of the 
city. Her prophecy was on record be
fore any outward sign of ofl had ap
peared.

De“°rest made many friends in 
Williamsport, and Is regarded as one 
of the best test mediums that has vis
ited the city. A goodly number of 
church people were attracted, and be
came thoroughly converted, and one of 
them, Mrs. Lowry, is a rather remark
able medium and lias had many start
ling experiences in the six hionths 
since her conversion. Thus the ranks 
depleted by death and hypnotic delu
sions are being recruited by fresh and 
reliable mediums, whose modesty and 
merit are In refreshing contrast with 
some of the .egotistic vanity that gets 
lost in the clouds of romance, and fan
cies it is above mediumship. Mrs Bar
ton was over a year in Williamsport, as 
speaker and test medium.

Mrs. L. W. Dimick, 625 First avenue, 
thirty-five years a member of the Pres
byterian church, was twenty-five years 
an invalid. Anyone that reads the 
I resbyterlan confession of faith, might 
wonder that she was not an invalid 
from the first, and dead before the end 
of the first decade. If she really un
derstood and appreciated that docu
ment, how could she be well? How can 
anyone contemplate it seriously and 
thoroughly believe It, and smile? How 
can a sane person eat and sleep, with 
such an infinite horror before him? No 
wonder Mrs. Dimick was sick, albeit 
sho did not attribute her malady to the 
creed she thought she believed. She 
suffered terribly from general neural
gia. Her whole nervous sysfem was 
involved. Not a nerve that did not 
ache continually, unless deadened with 
opiates. Physicians could not help her 
she was to them a hopeless invalid and 
a nervous wreck, a pitiful sight to be
hold—a walking, trembling suffering 
skeleton. She went to one of 
Barton's seances. Her parents came 
aud gflve satisfactory proof of their 
Identity. They told her she could be 
cured. It seemed too good to be true 
Next she had a private sitting with 
Mrs. Barton. The medium knew 
nothing of her history, but told her 
n±tsll<Leïer did’”. ?U al,011t hal’ al>- 
menti, taking morphine, etc., and said 
she could be cured. She told her to 
throw away all medicines. After a 
t me she suffered from the absence of 
the usual morphine, sent for Mrs. Bar
ton Xvho gave her a treatment which re
lieved her. She took six treatments In 
all, took no medicine or morphine after 
Mrs. B. took the case, and she Is now a 
robust woman, blooming with health 
and freshness, and joy unspeakable at 
her wonderful deliverance. She was 
reduced to one hundred pounds. Now 
she weighs 150, and is a picture of 
buoyant health. .

“What good does Spiritualism do?” 
A uS 8 millions of cases where 
it has cured the sick, consoled and com
forted the sorrowing, lifted the bur
den from the oppressed, and given sun
shine and gladness to those who had 
suffered for years, if not a lifetime, 
from oppression. This case is well 
known in Williamsport, and no one at-

J,°.deuy ,or explain, except 
Spiritualists, who understand the 
workings of the spiritual agencies, and 
know to whom we are indebted for such 
blessings. I realize that there are 
nmny remarkable cures performed by 
Christian Scientists and others, who do 
not acknowledge the help of excarnate 
souls; and of course the same law is op
erative In both classes. But it is my 
private opinion, publicly expressed, 
that nearly or quite all of the healing 
performed by any of these are Indebted 
i?. Jue «o-operation of excarnate souls. 
But this is no reason for ignoring or 
neglecting the use of our own powers 
for good in whatever capacity we mny 
Bignore, or discredit the help of 
spirit friends, is to weaken their help
fulness, and Impair our own instrumen
tality for good. LYMAN C. HOWE.

Mrs.

CHERISHED TREASURES.

Oh, those dear old friendly faces 
.That once brightly round us beamed, 

Have departed, and their places '
Are so empty,.yet esteemed."

With those faces e’er before us, 
.In the pictures on the wall, 

Comes a charming angel chorus, 
And a cheer to one and all. _

Here the easels hold thé features 
While the months go passing on,

Of those little tender creatures 
Whose sweet faces now are gone.

They are painted true as nature 
Can embellish ev'ry grace, 

And we see the form and stature 
In the picture of the face.

Who can aught more deeply cherish 
Than the face of one thev love, 

When the mortal form shall perish 
And the soul ascends above. -

DR. T. WILKINS.

“The Spiritualism of Nature.” By 
Prof. W; M. Dockwood. Price 15 cent* 
For sale at this office.

“Discovery of a LostTrall." 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in 
suggestiveness. Cloth, S1.&0. 
at this office.'

By Chas, 
spiritual 
For sale

AUTUMN DAYS.
' ■ . . . • ■■■ 1» —■ - ' '

A Sentimental and Spiritual
, Discursion.

Who does not, love and admire the 
woods in autumn? Everywhere they 
are rioting in floods of gorgeous color, 
telling of the recent visits of Jack 
Frost, with his icy breath.

We sigh sometimes at the thught of 
parting with the lovely flowers of sum
mer, and the pleasant rambles under 
the cool, green branches, and wish for 
a home in the Sunny South, where 
frosts never come.

But they who live in those summer 
latitudes, with their orange groves and 
roses, know nothing of the glorious 
beauty, and the wine-like balm of an 
autumn day In the northern states. 
Here In northern California, among 
the foot-hills of the Sierras, the views 
are especially grand and sublime.

To one unaccustomed to climbing, the 
sight of these hills, perhaps a thousand 

* feet In height, might dampen consider
ably the ardor of his,first attempt But 
we will go up along a winding path
way, that curves in and out, among the 
great boulders, and groups of pine, 
gaining gently upon the height, until 
after many halts by the way, to get 
firm hold upon our breath, we emerge 
at last .among the very highest craigs 
of its summit.

Now we have time to look about us, 
and the view almost sends us Into 
spasms of delight. Below us is the val
ley we have left, with the little stream, 
like a silver ribbon, glinting here and 
there, from beneath the oaks and al
ders that line its brink. They still hold 
their summer greenness, with here and 
there a hint of change. But look aloflg 
the ridges of the opposite slope, and the 
mountains that rise beyond, their pin
nacled summits crowned with clusters 
of the yellow pine, at this distance hav
ing much the effect of a tuft of plumes 
in the head-gear of an Indian chief.

The oaks along the plateaus are 
mingling their warm, russet browns 
with the scarlet and gold of maples 
and poplars, among which the green of 
the yellow pine, and the delicate blue 
green of the digger pine sets in, like 
islands In a sea of color.

How they rise, terrace above terrace, 
In mottled and waving beauty, until the 
needle-like tops of the pines, seem to 
pierce the very clouds. And you al
most feel that you could unfold spirit 
wings, and float away across the 
chasm into that dreamy distance of en
chantment. It is worth the climb, is it 
?iOt’ ,®lil ,lle •loy of lt> and you are 
thankful now for the change from 
summer’s greenness, to the glorv of 
frosty autiunn.

I sometimes think, as I look through 
the glimmering, sunlit spaces, if our 
vision could be opened to spiritual 
things, what might we not behold In 
these seemingly isolated, and lonelv 
valleys. ’■

Radiant forms, perhaps, passing to 
nnd fro, on errands of love; silvery 
magnetic trails lying here and there 
across the gorges, and beautiful homes 
above that lovely grove on the mount
ain side, might be a spiritual village, 
it seems an ideal site for one in our os- 
limatlon, and the atmosphere would be 
pure and flee from unlovely thought 
Images, such as may come from more 
thickly settled countries. The very 
idea comes as an inspiration, and a 
sort of recompense for the many privi
leges of society, which we are forced to 
forego.

We cannot attend the lectures, the 
musical seances, and other reunions of 
kindred souls. But who would regret 
that fact, if he could consciously enter
tain visitors from that celestial village 
over the way, and drink in the Inspir
ing truths which they could give him?

It only remains for us to aspire and 
labor with all diligence to arrive at 
that state of spiritual being when we 
can enter into consciousness of all that 
surrounds us, nnd greet our spiritual 
visitors as we do those on the mortal 
plane. No place, however Isolated 
would be lonely then, and all souls 
could partake of the water of life, as it 
comes, fresh and sparkling from Its glo
rious source.

MRS. 8. E. MACKLEY.
Inwood, Cal.

N. S. A. Amendment Proposed.
I introduced at the late convention of 

the N. S. A. an amendment to the ar
ticle 0 of the Constitution, relating to 
membership, or primary units.

The Intention is to make its auxiliary 
bodies only state, national or provin
cial. At present, local societies are rep
resented. These should not be directly 
members, but gain their allegiance 
through the state associations, or as na
tional bodies, such as the Y. P. S U 
or the N. S. L. A.

It is true that many states are not 
yet organized, and that would bar out 
the local societies of those states. Is it 
not clearly the duty of these separate 
states to organize? They can each do 
so. With employed N. S. A. missiona
ries, these states can be developed this 
year—or at least the next, before this 
amendment will be in force; for It can
not be adopted until in 1901 and be in 
action in 1902. We should be ready by 
that time. It has been the intention to 
make the N. S. A. a delegate body 
for the state associations. And such 
it should be. We have a confusion of 
Interests otherwise.

Lgt us place our organization upon a 
proper business basis, if we are to have 
our cause organized. Local societies 
have jurisdiction in their separate lo
calities, and are allied with the state 
association which has their common
wealth as special territory. The N. S. 
A., made up of the states, occupies the 
nation. The representation will be 
more thoroughly realized and equally, 
distributed by having the delegations 
from states.

The state associations will more care
fully select representatives, and will be 
able to pay their expenses to attend 
Local societies can claim a delegate ' 
from their state association, occasion
ally, or every year If so numerical]v en
titled. ’

A more dignified body will result and 
the proxy _ representation be solved.' 
Then will cease the present conflict of 
proper representation, and the work of 
the N. S. A. be upon a stable footing.

The state associations will be 
strengthened and the public cause move 
forward with a more firm spirit of co- ' 
operation.

I present this Issue now to call out 
thought and to urge the state and local 
organisations to candidly consider the 
proposition. This must result soon; but 
the question is now, will we be.ready 
for It In 1902? G. W. KATES.

Minneapolis, Minn.

“/Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds.” 
By Carrie E. S. Twlng. Richly Imbued 
with the philosophy of Spiritualism. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen beautiful, soul-lnspirlng songs' 
with music, by C. Payson Longley. 
Price by mail, 15 cents. For sale at 
thlsmfflce. ■

"Longley’s Beautiful -Songs.” Vol. 2. 
Sweet songs and music, for home and 
social meetings. For sale at this office. 
Price 15 cents. ,
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Spirits Hntebate Scientists’ theories. S3¿? Sar’gis
r To the Editor:—One’of the advantages of the im- 
?iersonal signature is to hear your ideas discussed without 
he embarrassment of the discussors being aware of the 

writer's presence.
■ It was such an opportunity presented the other day to 

Bar’gis that is responsible for this infliction on the readers 
• of The Progressive Thinker. The criticism was directed 

to the statement that the progress and new discoveries in 
modern science were confirmatory of. spirit statement 
made in many cases years ago. The assertion was dis
puted by some, but as a rule was treated as not proved. 
But the talk suggested that possibly au article on the sub
ject might not be amiss, as the parties to the conversation 
were intelligent and far above the average in every re
spect—and al! sincere Spiritualists. But to attempt such 
a tiling did not take shape until after reading in the press 
a number of papers treating of Life, its origin, its dura
tion on the planet, as well as the earth’s age and its con
tinuance. It seems that this is now the one problem pre
eminent in the discussions of our civilization—oi- as the 
politicians would say, the paramount issue. But not 
even then was it undertaken until the appearance of the 
article in The Progressive Thinker by “Jus Tice” as to 
Prof. Loeb’s hatching sea urchin eggs at the experiment 
station at ¿Food’s Holl without the male fertilizing, Or 
as the scientists say, that parthenogenesis is true—not 
only as to marine life but to mammals as well. Hence 
immaculate conception is to become a “scientific” as well 
as a theological dogma. This ¿Food’s Holl—“boll” being 
a “narrow ditch”—is a place on the Barnstable coast in 
Massachusetts that is used as an experiment station by the 
United States Fish Commission, and a working station 
for scientists generally in such lines of study.

Parthenogenesis is only a learned form of saying spon- 
laneous generation, and while neither affirming or deny
ing any theory, the design here is to show that spirit the
ory antedates Prof. Loeb and ¿Vbod’s Holl on that subject. 
In what may be said, no statement as to spirit authority 
will be made that is not of record through mediumship, 
but the story will not be confused by parenthetical qudta- 
rion, foot potes, credit by author’s names inserted, or 
other like breaks upon continuity. The writer has no 
theories, dogmas or personal hobbies to air, and at the 

. outset advises that all herein given is borrowed. This 
disclaimer is at once to remove any color of egotism from 
what is said. ,

In_ newspapers and magazines was found a reported 
symposium from several professors of eminence in our 
own Naval Observatory. Also an address of the retiring 
president of the American Association for the Advance
ment of Science, all referring to this question of “peren
nial interest.” And why this perennial question? Is it 
not because science itself, outside this, is simply a con
geries of hypotheses, about which there is no absolute 
knowledge? Science, orthodox science, deals only with 
phenomena. The very, boast that science is progressive 
emphasizes this fact. What have been the steps of this 
progress?

The first cosmogony upon which the modern world’s 
thought was based is that of the creation as given in Gen

, esis—the first book of our Bible. So firmly and so 
universally was this so, that poor Hugh Miller lost his 
reason in consequence of the Contradiction between that 
authority and the testimony of the rocks, which his trade 
of stone-cutting compelled him to notice. And it is not 
too much to say that while the six-day period is no longer 
regarded, the idea of a “creation” colors the thinking of 
modern science in all planetary theories, as a rule. And 
so we read that man has been so many years on the earth, 
and can only stay so many more. Again, life is limited 
by some to the calculated supply of oxygon in the earth’s 
atmosphere, while the destruction of forests and coal is 
hastening the exhaustion of the stored supply of the ages.

Prof. See obviates this by the prediction of the storage 
of the sun’s heat to supply our demands for what is. now 
supplied Jjy coal and other motor agencies. Now, here is 
the first coincidence between science and spirits: One of 
the marked features of several annual discourses by Mrs. 
Richmond has been this very prediction of the timé when 

• solar heat would be utilized as a motor power through in
vention. And so often has this been so, that were it not 
for the high character accorded scientific men, the charge 
of plagiarism would lie at their doors in this regard. Were 
the medium to have thus accorded with science the im-

putation would be promptly thrown in her face by 
bigotry—but the years of priority estop this.

Another theory of science ends life by the earth’s 
gradual absorption of the oceans into its interior and be
coming like the moon a dead planet. Next, the theories 
as to being struck by a comet or from a disturbance of 
the pull of gravity running off the orbital track and col
liding with another body, or dropping into the sun. All 
this adolescent guessing goes by the name of scientific 
hypothesis. As to the origin of life science has no other 
theory than that it began after the earth had cooled 
sufficiently to permit its existence. And this pre-supposes 
it at one time an incandescent sphere—a burning orb. 
Stick a pin here.

Astronomers, or the mathematicians, and the geologists 
differ widely as to the age of the earth, and its duration 
both. The former will not allow, more than twenty 
million years at most for the life-bearing period of the 
planet, while the geologist contends for a much greater 
antiquity. Next come the biologists with whom evolu
tion is a controlling factor, and they incline more to the 
geologists than to -the mathematicians, But as in the 
case of the others, whose basic concepts are but hypothe
ses, the evolutionist, after forty years since Darwin 
opened the way by his Origin of Species for the doctrine, 
is compelled to admit that its evidence is still indirect— 
almost if not quite wholly so. .

To put the question of human knowledge as repre
sented by science to-day, it stands upon the same ground 
as does that of theology in its domain—pure hypothesis. 
Aside from the fact that invention and discovery, aided 
by mathematics, have superseded a flat earth with sun, 
moon and star accompaniment for day and night utilities, 
all are saturated with the old “creation” ideal, and allow 
it, unconsciously of course, to color their thinking. 
Neither has a basis of absolute evidence. Even mathe
matics is found to be but a relation to hypothesis, not 
a solvent—dependent for its answer always upon the 
premise—the X. In a former article it was shown that 
gravity; the cause of light and heat from the sun; the 
problem of life, its origin, development and duration, as 
applied to the planet, are all in the nebulous hypothetical 
condition. What then have we about which these phil
osophers so wisely discourse,—of the Absolute? The 
situation as described is the answer.

But what does the fact teach? No one for a moment 
will attempt to belittle thewonderful advance made in the 
scientific world—the marvels in astronomic discovery; in 
chemistry; in applied electricity; in mechanics; in sani
tary knowledge. These conditions are patent, if not to 
the comprehension, to the feeling of the race. But here 
it stops for the present at least, and the student has to 
admit that as yet science is forever shifting its ground, 
the hypothesis of yesterday accepted or rejected as the 
theory of to-day.

As Spiritualists we claim to have answered one of the 
questions, one asked for ages, the one basic fact of all 
the rest: “If a man die shall he live again?” To this we 
claim to say—Yes. It is, as yet, the one categorical an
swer in human knowledge. And how do we prove it? 
By the same evidence that we prove anything else, thé 
evidence in kiud that science accepts for its hypotheses; 
the evidence that is accepted by courts in all matters 
affecting human life and rights—that which appeals to 
the human senses weighed by human reason and ex
perience. And it ill becomes the man who deals in the 
hypothetic to reject our direct evidence because it may 
seem beyond his hypothesis to explain. That is the prac
tical situation to-day and all of it. His position was that 
of the Psychical Research Society thirteen years ago and 
last year. But to-day it says as we say—Jes. So much 
then for all these and that. 1

It has been said that scientific research, experiment and 
discovery were as a rule but finding facts anticipated by 
spirit suggestion, often years in advance of the results of 
the laboratory—and we ought to be able to show evidence 
for the assertion. And it can be shown that all these 
questions have been discussed and spirit hypotheses given 
along the whole field of what we call physical, astronomic 
or biologic science, with the of course added fact of con
tinuous or after-death life. But it may as well be said al 
the outset that this spirit outgiving is not dogmatic, but 
after the scientific method—left to rest for acceptance on 
the reason and judgment of the student. Did it do 
otherwise its superior knowledge, if we so concede it,

would at ouce be quest ionéd and questionable—for the 
primal teaching as to continued life is that it is human in 
all respects and therefore of’limited or finite capacity for 
knowing. One cardinal principle of spirit philosophy is, 
that the thing cannot know; or comprehend the power 
behind its being. Hence (Jie scientific knowledge of 
spirits is as the Kepleps, the Newtons, the Franklins or 
the Darwins in that Ijfe mgy look at its facts and the 
facts that were theirs..in Uys part of their life. With 
this in mind the question of the origin of worlds, of life 
upon our own planet and the forces underlying the primal 
life—that of the planet itself—may be entered on intelli
gently and pursued with growing knowledge and satisfac
tion. There are but two ways open; The one suggested, 
of investigation and research; or the other, to go back to 
the six days’ creation ahd the phenomena of nature de
pendent on the everyday caprice of a personal general 
manager.

It seems almost a justifiable assumption, that the spirit 
people who have gone out from us' had anticipated the 
present demand and prepared for it. Hence the work of 
Swedenborg, of Andrew Jackson Davis, of Maria King, 
of Hudson Tuttle, Oahspe, and the scores of less elaborate 
essays. It may be mentioned that the discourses of Mrs. 
Richmond, from a child of a dozen years to the present, 
on scientific problems, given her by the most eminent men 
in Europe and this country, could to-day be studied as 
profitable by the men engaged upon these “unsolved 
problems of the coming century.” Thore is not an un
scientific sentence in one of them. And so of Edwin D, 
Babbitt and Prof. Lockwood.

In a former article it-was shown how in summing up 
the work of science the results of laboratory investigation 
had reached the borderland where spirit could only an
swer the resulting question. Already in Prof. Lockwood, 
it. seems we have found the pioneer pilot, who takes the 
first step across the line between material science and 
spirit, as the solution of the problem. He is certainly 
purely a scientist in liis conceptions and methods, and he 
is as surely- a Spiritualist in his conclusions. No student 
can go behind his premises or his methods, and his con
clusions are as unassailable as mathematical demonstra
tion. Some day the initialed orders will be compelled 
to call upon him for his assistance in the solution of the 
next century questions.

But a few years ago it was the theory that space was a 
void, that the heat and light came from the sun by radia
tion as from a furnace, the sun being a fire fed by cosmic 
or meteoric fuel. And the learned professors seemed 
oblivious to the paradox how this solid fuel could come in 
such supply from a void? The same forgetful conditions 
obtain to-day in some of the hypotheses of science, but 
when jt comes to life, its origin and persistence, it is all 
guess arid confusion—and theology is left to the Genesis 
theory almost unchallenged, while endowed science 
shrugs its shoulders and says it is not in its department— 
or as Talleyrand said—.“that is left to my confessor.”

Andrew Jackson Dtivis has given us a principia in 
which these questions àj'e treated with as clear statement, 
as logical as any hypo£liesis of orthodox science, and as 
amenable to intellectual analysis and scholastic rules as 
any system of the schools. Admit it is hypothesis—that 
by confession is all that are tlje others. And why should 
science refuse to consider h;s theories any more than 
Tesla’s? This name is used because his discoveries come 
nearer spirit as their solution jhan most of his contempo
raries. In these spirjt discoveries referred to will be 
found the beginning qf the ¿ejection of this void space 
theory, the idea of the sun a§ a base-burner heater, and 
other things growing put of.,that basic thought. Even 
the hell of theology had to go when science let go these. 
Now as to where you stuck thè pin :

As ah illustration of Spirit theory apropos of these 
Wood’s Holl experiments; let us take that of life and its 
advent on the planet. A quotation would make it too 
long for a newspaper article, and it will be given as briefly 
as plainness will allow:

Contrary to the assumption of science as held by Tyn
dall, that there is no such thing as spontaneous genera
tion, the inference is that there was no other. For ex
ample: Given a pool of still water in the hot weather 
of dog-days and it soon becomes covered with green scum. 
In a few days put this under a strong lens and it is a 
forest of plant life. The wind, a stone thrown into it, or 
a frog leaping in, breaks it up and it floats to the shore,

takes root, grows and dies, but in the spring comes into 
life and is persistent in form. No seed was there, but 
there is organic life developed'and unfolded. It is a sign, 
so to speak, as to the origin of all life. Now as to the 
theory of life as we have it on the planet, or for illustra
tion, mammal life:

Simply stated it is this: The normal temperature of the 
human body, say,'is 98 degrees Fahrenheit. A few de
grees below or above this, say 94 degrees or 102 degrees, 
continued for a brief time without change is death. It is 
at this normal temperature that all life is propagated and 
incubated, in the womb or in the shell. ’ Is it illogical to 
claim that it was at this temperature that life made its 
advent on our earth? If it was first a hot sun and cooled 
as now, taking millions of years to do so, must it not at 
one time have been at this temperature and for a long 
period? It could not come otherwise from the fact that 
it so comes now and cannot otherwise stay.

The next theory is that space is not void but world 
matter in solution, and of differing densities, as the 
nebula we can see illustrates. The solar system travels in 
an immense orbit through this space and its worlds are 
fed and fertilized by. this matter in solution, or the space 
conditions .passed through. At the time our earth was 
fitted by changes ready for the advent of life upon it, it 
entered for. a cycle, say two or three thousand years, a 
region of a density to produce this normal temperature, 
and the green scum-like conditions obtain for all that 
period—would it not furnish for life’s advent exactly 
those that exist to-day for its propagation and main
tenance? The case is simply put without comment’, only 
to ask, has science or theology ever presented a more 
rational or a more scientific one? Yet this is a spirit 
theory. It is not the purpose here to argue this theory 
as to its bearing on the creation hypothesis or on evolu
tion. It is given as an answer to the charge that Spirit
ualism never reaches the higher realms of thinking. In 
this matter it has one merit over its detractors or op
posers: It is a theory consistent with itself and with facts 
as they are in nature—^us giving evidence of logical 
thought. But at the end it has the frankness to say that 
though we may account for how life came upon the earth, 
yet life itself to man is unfathomable.

The whole range of scientific hypotheses are traversed 
with equal directness—as to gravity, the tides, the forma
tion of rain, hail, snow, meteors and “dead worlds.” One 
of the marked theories of some modern astronomers is 
as to these dead worlds, invisible but responsive to mathe
matics. Spirit theory not only recognizes them but so- 
called dead nebula as well. It also regards oxygen, 
hydrogen, nitrogen, etc., as of this world matter, and 
when as transparent nebula they lie in immense fields 
millions of miles in extent between the earth and sun our 
spectroscope observers sometimes mistake them as being 
in the sun itself or in its atmosphere. Suppose this to be 
fact, what a revolution it portends in astronomic research.

Science is now discussing the theory as to whether 
nebula, the fire-mist, etc., is the true one, or that space is 
absolute cold and dead worlds frozen or not. They con
tend that the moon is dead, yet insist that it controls the 
tides by attraction—as if a dead thing can exert power of 
any sort. Spirit theory makes the earth the manufac
turer, so to speak, of its own light and heat, from the 
power of its own atmosphere as a lens. Space, like the 
stick of carbon, conducts the force from the sun without 
visibility, but the atmospheric lens, like the air space be
tween the sticks of carbon, is not equal to that office and 
light and heat result from that fact. If the earth were a 
dead planet it could not do this, nor could it sustain life 
on it. Science is at last beginning to see that a dead 
thing cannot produce life. So long as our earth can keep 
its normal conditions at 98 degrees, it will continue to 
carry its atmosphere, propagate life-forms and produce 
the light and heat necessary to these ends. But let the 
temperature go down to a normal of even 94 degrees and 
life would cease to propagate and the earth soon be a dead 
planet and invisible to observers on other worlds.

There is no need here of more illustration for the pur
pose in view—not to exploit or contend for any theory or 
hypothesis—only to show that what was said in other 
articles is true: That in the fields of scientific investiga
tion, experiment and hypothesis, spirit was on record with 
its theories and their exposition, covering and antedating 
the most important problems of science to-day. °

magnetic rnrr r 
«mung rntt!

One person In every family 
should learn our mail course of 
MagueticHealingaud SelfHeal
lug. It is worth more to the 
average family thau all the med
icines ever compounded, or all 
the medical works in existence.

LEARN TO HEAL YOURSELF and OTHERS 
and avoid drugs. They lay the foundation for 
more disease and destroy the lives of more people 
every year than any other one cause. Use your 
stomachs to digest food, not poison, and you will 
live longer ana be happier. Our mail course is 
the only complete course ever written. It gives 
perfect formula for treating diseases without 
the use of drugs or medicines. For a limited 
period we will give one month’s absent treat- 
P16? i Jt? to all persons obtaining a mail course 
in Self Healing, or two months' absent treat» 
ment free to all obtaining a complete mail 
course in Magnetic Healing for the purpose of 
pealing others. For further information send 
for our Magnetic Journal free. No family can 
aflord to miss this opportunity. Write at once to 
Ashland Healing Home, 119 Main St. Ashland, 0.

EYESIGHT 
RESTORED

Falling Eyesight, Cataracts or Blindness Cured 
without the use ot the knife.

Dr. W. 0. Coffee, the noted eye specialist of Des 
Moines, Iowa, has perfected a mild treatment by 

which anyone suffering from
failing eyesight, cataracts, 
blindness or any disease of 
the eyes can cure themselves 
at home. Judge George Ed
munds, a leading attorney of' 

¿Sg. Carthage. Ills., 79 years old, 
was cured of cataracts on 

' both eyes. Mrs. Lucinda
Hauimond. Aurora, Neb., 77 

/ years old, had cataracts on 
r both eyes and Dr. Coffee's 

remedies restored her to per*
W. 0. Coffee, M. D. feet eyesight. If you are 

afflicted with any eye trouble write to Dr. Coffee 
and tell him all about It. He will then tell you just 
what he can do. He will also send you Free of 
charge hie 80 page book/'The Now System of Treat* 
Ing Diseases of the Eye.1’ It is full of interesting 
and valuable Information. All cures are permanent. 
Write to-day for yourself or friend to
W, 0. COFFEE. M. 0., 812 Good Block, Dos Molnes. la.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectures by the Swami Vtvekaoanda, on Raia Yoga; 

or Conquering the Internal Nature, and other sub
jects; also, Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms, with com
mentaries and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged, !2ino., Cloth. 11.60. Raja Yoga 
la an ancient system of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami Vlv* 
ekannuda became a familiar figure In several Amari, 
can cities during the three years following the Par
liament of Religions at Chicago; he was cordially re
ceived In America, where the breadth and depth of 
bls teachings were soon recognized. His teachings 
are universal in their application. The book is cheap 
at 91.50. For sale at this office.

JLISBETH
A STOfiY OF TWO' WORLDS.

BY CAIÌRIE E. 8. TWING.
A work of unusual merit, full of luterest, and 

richly Imbued with the philosophy of Spiritualism.
For sale at this office. Price ll.

WORDS THAT BURN
A ROMANCE,

BY LIDA BRIGGS BROWNE.

A very Interesting and spiritually elevating and 
instructive work. It Is worthy of a wide circulation.

For sale at I h its office. 1‘rh c 11.50.

TALMAGEAN INANITIES.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies.
A review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev, Frank De

Witt Talmage's ofi-repi'ated utiacks upon Spiritual
ism. By Moaes Hull. For sale at thisoffivc. Price 
10 cents.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
IT IS A MOST EXCEL 

LENT WORK-'

CONSCIENCE : AN INFALLIBLE STANDARD
I do not propose to tell you wbat con-/ tingulsli between different lines of con

science is, for I am- not sure that I ' ’ 
know. I only hope to point out a few 
significant facts' bearing on tbe ques
tion. We state a series of propositions.

■ 1. Right and wrong exist. Some 
things and actions are good while 
others are evil.

2. There is a way—a law—a method 
of some kind by which to determine 
what is good and what is evil. A 
standard of right, either absolutely true 
or only relatively so, also exists.

3. Conscience fe that attribute of our 
being, either inherent or acquired, 
which approves the right and con

- demns the wrong. Conscience, In the 
soul of man, also exists.

We have then to deal with the follow
ing trinity: (1) Right (2) A Law of 
right. (3) A Something (conscience) 
which, when enlightened by the law, 
approves the right I believe these 
statements faithfully present the entire

. field In which conscience plays a part.
First Bight exists, and wrong Is Its 

negative or perversion. Anything not 
right is wrong. One thing is right, 
many may be wrong. Only one thing 
is true in a given case, but there may 
be a thousand lies ’ in regard to the 
same matter. But let us understand 
that there is always a right, a good, 
and that any variation from it is 
wrong. Two and two added together 
make four, or just double the first num
ber. This is absolute truth. Any varia
tion, such as saying two and two make 
five, is absolute falsehood. Sweet and 
sour stand opposite: day and night are 
opposite; up and down express, diamet
rically contrary directions. So in the 
realm of morals there is good and evil. 
There Is that, which is right, absolutely 
right, eternally right And any varia
tion from that right Is wrong—any fail
ure to do It is sin. ,
• A pseudo-science, arising In later 
times, says all is good and there is no 
evil. “Whatever is, is right" But hu
man experience of pain, oppression, in
justice, neglect, falsehood, gives the Ue 
to this most irrational theory.. He that 
denies the existence of evil Is either 
suffering a mental aberration or, else is 
himself guilty of a fondness for some 
form of vice. He that.denies the exist-, 
ence of evil justifies every sin and-, in
justice that wrongs and degrades the 
race. .

The sense of sin is well-nigh uni-, 
versal. The doctrine of evolution is 
possible only because man can be up
lifted. Whether one believes in the 
“fall of Adam” or not, it is a fact that 
man has been down, and that through 
the ages he has been rising. In order to 
rise, to become~better, he had to cleave 
to some things and to reject others. 
Some things hindered, others helped. 
Some actions secured happiness and 
concord, while others produced only 
misery and discord. So he learned to. 
discriminate good ’and evil, to dls-

duct. The same necessity that com
pelled him to distinguish day from 
night, up from down, pleasure from 
pain, also fpreed him to make moral 
distinctions, and to catalogue one class 
of actions and results as evil and 
another class of actions and conse
quences as good. He would be a fool 
who should say, “All Is day, there is no 
night;” or, “All is sweet, there Is no 
sour:" but not more a fool than the so- 
called (by himself) “scientist” who 
chatters bls inanity to the wind, “There 
is only good: evil Is an Imagination.”

But I waste space in this work. The 
sane, enlightened portion of the race 
perceive that good and evil both ac
tually exist, and that they are forever 
at war touching the best interests of 
humanity. ■' -

2' A Law of Right How shall we 
know the right? how discern evil? Said 
the tempter to Eve. “Ye shall become 
as gods, knowing good and evil." He 
was right “There is no religion higher 
than the truth.” To know good from 
evil—to Infallibly decide between right 
and wrong—that is god-like. A god can 
do no more, perhans only a God can do 
as much. Certainly man has only been 
able thus far to approximate a perfect 
distinction between them.

Is there a law of right? if so, where? 
The first possible reply is: God’s Word. 
A Revelation is proposed. The serpent 
said to Eve: “God doth know." Of 
course. If there is a God, he knows. 
He understands the finest distinctions 
possible, and can make a line of ab
solute demarcation between good and 
evil. It is Certain that if there is an 
infinite and eternal God he.is capable 
of defining finally, and with absolute' 
precision, just what is right and what 
Is wrong. -The-devil was right—“God 
doth know.” . ■< : .

Moreover, let those who revel. In a 
belief of “Infinite Intelligence” consider 
this fact: A God who knows Is sure to 
tell. See how different intelligences 
strive to communicate. We study the 
languages that we may correspond 
with.other races. Prof. Garner is.even 
trying to master the language of apes. 
Spirits seek to hold communion with 
mortals. And God, if so be he exists, 
'will have troken down every barrier 
and established Intercommunion with 
man. If there is a God, there Is also 
a revelation. “God hath spoken” is as 
sure as “God is.” Deism' is the most 
Illogical Ism, or conception of things, 
ever presented, because it assumes the 
existence of God while denying the' ex
istence of a revelation of his will. No: 
he that will have a God must also have 
a revelation. To suppose the existence 
of. an “Infinite Intelligence" who re
fuses to communicate with other Intelli
gences is to suppose an absurdity. A 
parent who knows good from evil is 
blamable If he fails to teach the differ
ence to his children, providing for their

safety in this way. Likewise God, who 
"doth know," has provided a Law of 
rlgut for his children. Where is it? 
Briefly; in the Golden Rule: more ex
plicitly, in the Decalogue, Sermon on 
the Mount, and the entire moral con
tent of apostles' and prophets’ writing.

The foregoing Is the Christian con
ception of a standard of right and 
wrong. There is another view held by 
many. It ignores God and Revelation 
altogether. According to this our ideas 
of wrong are simply the conclusions of 
human experience. In developing by 
evolution out of savage and ignorant 
conditions the race has gained by ex
perience all it knows of good and evil. 
Our wisdom is not the ready-made 
■maxims of a God-given revelation, but 
the slowly acquired lessons of ages of 
human experience. We know a thing 
is good, not because God said so, but 
because we found it out by trying. We 
hold certain things to be evil, not be
cause God thundered .against them 
from a contemptible rock in a far-away 
desert, but because centuries of human 
experience has convicted the race of 
their harmful results and tendencies.. 
And so on. The standard thus pre
sented is getting better. We are not 
perfect but going on to perfection. We 
learn by experience instead of being 
enlightened by a superhuman and 
supernatural revelation.

Here are two plans presented as to 
how we gain a standard of right. I do 
not care which you adopt as a theory; 
practically they 'come to the same 
thing. If by revelation, here -is the 
Golden Rule, Ten- Commandments, etc. 
If you say we reach a standard of right 
and wrong by experience, then human 
experience can point to nothing more 
excellent than the Golden Rule, Deca
logue, etc. I know there have been 
sopie who profess to find flaws in the . 
Decalogue and weakness in the Golden 
Rule, but such individuals are properly 
either objects of derision or subjects of 
silent contempt Men who criticise the 
Sermon on the Mount or the Ten Com
mandments do not expect to be taken 
seriously—they can hope for no recog
nition in the common way and hence 
securé a little cheap notoriety by 
disking faces. That is all. I refuse to 
believe there is a human being so des
titute of moral perceptiori as to really 
believe these things (Ten Command
ments, etc.) are imperfect

By whatever method we may adopt 
we reach the same position at last. I 
incline to the theory that human ex- 
periehce has, resulted In production of 
our morar standard, and that the con
clusions' are embraced in the.Golden 
Rule and other ethical instruction'con- 
talned in the New Testament Here is 
the Law of Right '

3. Conscience does not decide what 
is right or wrong. That Is settled by 
the law, by precepts and teaching 
which we accept as a standard of con
duct. “By the law is the knowledge of 
sin."—Paul. Having accepted a certain 
line of action as right, or, as Pául says. 
“I consent unto the law that is good,”

my conscience approves when I obey 
that law and condemns when I disobey. 
Conscience is not a guide, for it allows 
one man to do things without a qualm 
and lashes another unmercifully for 
doing the same thing. One man plays 
a social game nt cards or makes a. pic
nic of Sunday and feels no condemna
tion: another would be horrified at the 
bare suggestion that he should do such 
a thing. It is all a question of how they 
have been taught. Conscience is a 
creature of education.' As near as I 
can tell, conscience is only the action 
of the mind in approving what it has 
been taught to be right, or disapproving 
what it believes to be wrong.

Now the sum of the matter is<hls: 
We need a standard of human conduct. 
We need an exact measure of morals. 
We need to. be just -what the Devil sug
gested, “as gods, knowing good from 
evil.” This is absolutely the greatest 
question before -us at the present mo
ment By what law, or book, or rule 
of discipline, shall we develop our 
characters and shape our actions? 
Shall every man be a “law unto him
self?” Shall public opinion, which 
shifts like the wind, be our only guide? 
Shall we have no recognized standard 
of conduct? no clear, comprehensive 
statement of principles, no collection of 
moral precepts and maxims to which 
we may- turn confidently ns to an au
thority in-all matters of’.human action?

Brother Spiritualists, Ipray you, con
sider. This is the paramount Issue. 
Christians have such a-law( an accepted 
standard of conduct, anguldo'Hn char
acter building. It is tke,Now Testa
ment. Honestly now I.fio notice how 
It can be Improved: but if it can, by all 
means let it be done a'vóncé. ‘To this 
supreme end every dnergy3 of the 
N. S. A. convention shqtild be,directed. 
Either officially adopt ¿lie entire New 
Testament, or choice, carefully^selected 
portions of It, or else promulgate some
thing else better to tak& its place. But . 
do something. As an’ outsider, as a 
friendly critic, I declare to you this is 
your crying need. You must -present to 
the world a standard of morajqas your 
rule of conduct, or else tliose.rWho be
lieve in good conducir and Jn being 
amenable to moral latv'>imply 'wlll not 
desert the churches td flock to your 
ranks. Without adopting ancEenforcing 
such a standard you wilt continue a dis
organized, incapable body ,of good peo
ple, possessing a great truth, but falling 
short of your duty and. opportunities.

You admit right and wrong: vou have 
conscience: but you are without a 
recognized, authoritative Law of Right 
and Wrong. , , .

; ELD. H. W. B. MYRICK.
Gentryville. Mo. _
“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se

cret of How to Keep Young." r
Peebles, M.D., M. A., Ph. D. Price Ç1. 
For sale at this office. ! ■

GOD-BUILDING.
An Honest God Is the No. 

blest Work of Man.”
The God-making season having near

ly arrived, please permit me to try my 
Ingenuity in this business, through the 
columns of your magnificent paper, 
The Progressive Thinker.

1. I take a trinity of non-substantlal 
infinitudes, viz., Space, Time, Law.

2. A trinity of substantial Infini-
tudes, viz.; Matter, Spirit, Life. 

Matter the positive pole of space, 
Spirit the positive pole of time, 
Life the positive pole of law. 
Now combine these infinitudes in

I-

the
relation that we find them combined in 
nature and we have a very respectable 
Deity—Pantheos.

A Deity that is not engaged in formu
lating any special privileges or provl- 
denotes, or In enacting laws beneficial 
to the few, and detrimental to the 
many.

I dislike very much a Deity who has 
special privileges to grant; who has a 
chosen people, and who favors that 
people to the great disadvantage of 
other peoples.

Special laws and special providences 
are abhorrent to me. I detest special 
laws and favoritism in our state and 
national affairs, and when carried into 
nature’s, affairs they becojne still more 
hateful and detestable.

It strikes me that intelligence Is a fac
ulty of personality and, inasmuch as 
you cannot have a personality without 
a limit, an Infinite Intelligence, be- 
comes'tin absurdity. . . 7.

Law, Nature's law, is an Infinitude, a 
universal, it rises above and overrides 
intelligence; it is the Absolute. It does 
not. like a person, hate and love, regret' 
pnd rejoice, be merciful and revengeful, 
or jealous and forgiving.

Like space, time, matter, spirit and 
life, it simply is, was, and will be, with
out beginning and without end, imper
sonal and Impartial, involving and 
evolving, building in and building out, 
in one continuous, consecutive and un
broken round.

Space exists everywhere, the negative 
pole of matter, its correlation; one 
could not exist without the other, nor 
the other without the one; both are in
finitudes, universals.

Time moves ever on, ever has, ever 
will; it ls;tbe negative pole of spirit, 
that sublimated substance commonly 
called energy.. Time and energy are 
the opposite-poles of the same uni-, 
versal magnet. They are'' infinitudes

* 'oe. ’ and correlations, and In harmony with 
By J. M. space and matter. They are mobile.

. “Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price, 15 cents. For 
sale at this office.

I Law is the negative pole of the sub- 
llmatcd flame substance of life, Its cor-

1 relation—the existence of the one Is in-
itriicnl to the non-existence of the other. 

| Through the manifold and mysterious 
Involutions and evolutions of these In- 
flnitudes that correlate and are barmo-

nious, all the varied material, spiritual, 
and life phenomena of cosmos are for
mulated, produced, and carried for
ward. To their energies and potential
ity personality Is incidental. Intelli
gence, love, justice and many other 
functions, faculties, and attributes are 
incidental to personality.

All these working together In one har
monious whole constitute a bird's-eye 
view of the great Infinitude of the uni
verse—without center or circumference 
—without beginning or end.

B. F. SLITER.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Thl» work 1« br DH. M. L. SHERMAN, atalBled In 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
92, but the price now has been reduced to 91. It h a 
book that will Interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Slier- 
wan was a medium of rare qualities, and bls work ta a 
reflection from tho celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In
tellects; Punty; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles aro 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; Tho 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality^ 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Splrltu-. 
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc. ’ i The author says: " Each tndhiaual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest tbelr various kinds of food 
for tbcmeelvca, and that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they bo priest or layman, teacher or pupiL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and Dour 
iehment of which 1 Individually partake and digest. 
My soul must expand by virtue of tbe soul essence 
which I individually gather and comprohendor digest»1* 
For sale at this office.

Co-operation.
Men have ever been trying to find a 

way to make men good all at once. 
Sheep men in our country build a large 
vat, one side perpendicular, the other 
side slanting; in this they put a solution 
of lime, sulphur and salt, and when the 
sheep get the scab they drive them up 
to the top of the steep side and dump 
them, head and tail in, and let them 
scramble out the other side. So the 
world has been looking for a solution to 
dump the wicked in and have them 
scramble out, “washed whiter than 
snow.” So far they have followed a 
blind lead, the fact is they are lost in 
the woods, and are not following any 
trail. Human experience and human 
wisdom show that “as the twig is bent 
the tree inclines." I never knew a man 
to become a drunkard all at once, 
neither did I ever know a man to be
come good or bad all at once, looks all 
right at first reading, if vou are in a 
hurry and don’t think, but when you 
analyze it with the light of reason and 
experience, its a cullender and won’t 
hold water.

Why, then, not have an economic 
system of co-operation that will de
stroy the incentive to selfishness and 
greed? Every human soul knows, who 
has analyzed his life, that in the.fortress 
of each and every character, there is 
one weak wall. I think it is devilish 
and inhuman to have a system like the 
present competitive system that is con
tinually subjecting the sons and daugh
ters of men to every known temptation 
to do wrong for money’s sake. Under 
a system of economic equality the en
vironment would be good, the incent
ives would be good; such a system 
would not pay a premium on crime, as 
thé present one does. '

. E. A. BONINE.
Lamanda, Los Angeles, Cal.’

“Religion as Revealed by the Matertai 
and Spiritual Universe.” By. a D. 
Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A compact and 
comprehensive view of the subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical’audcrit- 
leal; facts and data needed by every 
student and especially by every' Splr- 
ituallst. One of the very best books on 
the subject. Price, reduced to ?1, 
cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale at this 
office.

“Nature Clure.” By Dre. M. E. and

THE GOD IDEA
OF THE ANCIENTS,

Or Sex in Religion. By Eliza Burt Gamble. “FMe a 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at times curiously from statistics which might bo 
open to doubt; and never for a moment scnsatloueiur 
revolutionary.—Chicago Herald. 329 pages, largo 
type, cloth bound. Price 92.25. For sale at this office

Children’s Progressive Lyeenm.
A manual, with directions for the < rganlzatlon and 

management of Sunday schools. By J ndrew Jackson 
Davie, Somethin? indtsoennblo. I’r .ce 50 cents.

Health and Power,
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by th» 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
Bv E. D. Babbitt, M. D., author of “Principles of 
Light and Color,” "Philosophy of Cure,” etc. Price, 
cloth 25 cents. For sale at this office.

History of Atharael.
Life InTtbe Stone Aft. The History of Atharael. 

Chief Priest of a band of Aryans. This pamphlet 
containing 91 pages, was written through the me
diumship of U. G. FLgley. and Is Intensely interest 
Ing. Price 80 cents. For sale at this office.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Costxstb: TbeBwrtnntngi; Funtlamenlal Princb 
rtei; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Bum 
Jpjanets and Satollltia. Tho Origin ox Meteor* end 
CometajTiie Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How tho Boni Rc* 
eelves I is Highest Impressions; Tho Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Bente; the Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do* 
reneratlon; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bibis; The Bible and Christ: The Summary: '‘What 
Mult XTe Do to Be Saved.*' For aale et thia office.

■Price, cloth, S1.Ö0.

MYTH AND MIRACLE.
Ono of Col. Hobt. O. Ingersoll’s best lectures. Price 

Sc. For sale nt this office.

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
Hit Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—Th* 

|.ight within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.•

Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for 
family. Cloth, Ç1.50 and 12.

every
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an admission fee. We should work as 
nearly In line with the churches as pos
sible. The public do not take kindly to 
sudden changes. When the doors of 
the churches are open and a free en
trance, It is not wisdom on our part to 
charge an admission fee. Our little 
baud of workers here are nobly holding 
out against the strong opposition of the 
foes of Spiritualism, As spou as we 
can recover'from our financial loss lu-
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. CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
IB alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of .expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of- the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.1?’

WRITE .PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of-our corre
spondents, that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine ' that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That ineans rapid work, 
and It is essential that all copy, to in
sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on- 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.^-Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they wdll 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
Hues to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. Every item sent to us for publi
cation, should contain the full name and 
address of the writer. We desire to 
know tbe source of every item that Ap
pears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to. .

Mrs, Jennie C. Titus, of 822 High 
street, 'Williamsport, Pa., secretary, 
writes: “Lyman 0. Howe just closed a. 
very successful engagement with the'
First Congregation of Spiritualists of 
this eity on the 21st of October, and 
from here he goes to Olean, N. Y. The 
public as well as the society was sorry 
to see him leave, as his lectures were 
very Inspiring as well as interesting. 
The society would like to engage a good 
lecturer and test medium, Our society 
is chartered and has moved into new 

• quarters for the winter, having rented 
the Reno Post Rooms on West Third 
street, near Pine, one of the finest halls 
In the eity. It lias just elected a new 
set of officers and will be ready for the 
winter's work as soon as It gets a me
dium. The following are the officers: 
David L. Hess, president; Mrs. L. W. 
Dlmmock, vice-president; Mrs. Jennie 
C. Titus, secretary; Mr. T. G. Lowery, 
treasurer.”

David Winegarden writes from 
Pierce, Ala.: “I am still In the work of 
healing the sick, and I give the angel 
world due credit for their assistance. 
I feel like doing some more missionary 
work. I have now an unlimited supply 
of ‘Biggest Story in the Bible’ to give 
away. To anyone sending a stamp to 
pay postage I will send a copy free. 
They are a good thing to hand to your 
orthodox friend. Let us all push the 
good work, and resolve that we, one 
and all, will get at least one new sub
scriber for The Progressive Thinker. I 
received the seven premium books. I 
am well pleased witji them. I do not 
see how you can give all those books 
for the paltry sum of $2.35.”

Eli Link writes from Battle Creek, 
Mich.: “Mrs. L. N. Claman gave the 
First Spiritual Society of Battle Creek 
a rare treat consisting of two lectures. 
The subject of the morning lecture was 
‘The New Thought of Immortality,’ 
and the evening, ‘Evolution.’ Both 
were handed in ffom the audience. 
Her descriptive readings were of such 
a convincing nature as to place ber in 
the foremost rank of platform test me
diums. She has a rare magnetic per
sonality.”

Mrs. Emogene York writes ’ from 
Vicksburg, Mich.: “The First Society of (
Spiritualists here have been highly en
tertained by nn earnest worker in the 
cause of Spiritualism. Mrs. Nellie S. 
Baade, of Detroit. The Society here 
was well pleased with her discourses, 
and hope to have her among us again 
soon.”

Mary L. Stillwell writes: “Bankson's 
Lake Spiritual Association (Mich.) is of 
new growth, having been organized 
last year, with a list of fifty members. 
The association held a camp-meeting 
the past summer, from June 3 to 17 in
clusive, with Mrs. Marion Carpenter, of 
Detroit, Mrs. Amanda Coffman, of 
Grand Rapids, and Mrs. Jennie Hagan 
Brown, of Fort Worth, Texas, as 
speakers. Although the association ran 
behind some, yet on tbe whole It did 
fairly well for a beginning. There is 
now a paid-up membership of forty 
members. At the annual meeting, held 
September 23, the following officers 
were elected: President, George H. 
Prentice, Lawton; vice-president, John 

-Stillwell, Lawton; secretary, Mrs. Hat
tie Nesbitt, Schoolcraft; corresponding 
secretary, Mrs. S. T. Beam, Lawton; 
treasurer, Mr. S. R. Munger, Lawton. 
Directors—T. Wyman, Lawton; T. H. 
Nesbitt, Schoolcraft; John Dewey, 
Marcellus, and S. Beam, Lawton.”

Will C. Hodge, who Is still engaged 
; for Sunday work with the Englewood 
Spiritual Union, is open for week night 
lectures in any locality within one hun
dred miles of Chicago. He will make 
very reasonable terms with parties de
siring such lectures. Who will be first 
to respond? Address him at 40 Loomis 
street, Chicago, Ill.

The Church of the Spirit Communion 
will give a ball at Kenwood Hall, 4308
10 Cottage Grove avenue, Hallowe’en 
night, October 31. The best of music 
has been engaged and a good time is 
promised all. Admission 25 cents.

G. H. Brooks is lecturing, to apprecia
tive audiences at Allegheny, Mich. He 
can be reached by telegram or letter at 
909 Sandusky street. He will respond 
to calls for funerals.

Rev. Harry J. Moore and wife, Bertha 
Sheneman Moore, would like to corre
spond with societies wishing to engage 
speakers and test mediums. Would 
also be pleased to correspond for camp 
engagements for summer of. 1901. Ad-
dress, 33G East 55 street, Chicago, Ill.

Mrs. F. A. Logan will hold meetings 
at 10:30 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. In Cal<h 
donia Hall, Los Angeles, Cal., South 
Spring street, every Sunday. All are 
welcome to participate. Admission 10 
cents.

J. M. White is in Topeka, Kansas. 
He served the Church of Spiritual
ism at Lincoln Post G. A. R. hall, on the 
night of October 28. Parties desiring 
his services can address him at Gen
eral Delivery, Topeka, Kans. After 
November 1, mall will reach him ad
dressed to Box.97 Alvo, Neb.

Mr. G. W. Way, trance, test and 
business medium of Wheeling, W. Va., 
has located for the winter at Washing
ton, D. C., and can be addressed at No. 
7 N street, N. W. He writes: “I enjoy 
reading your most valuable paper, and 
it has been an educator to me in my 
psychic development.” ?

Take due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by the 
full name and ptldress of the writer. It 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of the 
writer. The Items of those who do not 
comply with this request wlll .be cast 
into the waste basket. • >

Trinity Spiritual Society will hold 
their regular meeting ou Wednesday, 
October 31, at Van Buren Opera House, 
Hall A. Mrs. Nixon president. All in
vited. . ■ •

Mrs. Lee Nora Claman writes: “Last 
April I came from Louisville, Ky., to 
Michigan to work for the First Spirit
ualist Church of Grand Rapids, My 
work was a grand success. From there 
I went to Lansing for May, and then 
visited the different camps, where I 
was? employed, and ray work was so 
satisfactory my services were agajn 
engaged for another year. I have done 
a great deal of missionary work in the 
State. I have lectured in almost all 
denominated churches, even the Cath
olic, speaking the truth and demon
strating spirit return. On last Saturday 
night I lectured in the Methodist 
church >at Constantine, "and the min
ister, the Rev. Wilson, wanted me to fill 
his pulpit for him on Sunday night. I 
told him I must decline as I was booked 
to lecture for the Spiritualists of Battle 
Creek. I find more Spiritualists and 
more societies in Michigan than any 
State I have ever worked in. Since 
coming here I have officiated at five 
funerals. The Spiritualists have a fine 
organization and the oldest church in 
America, and the work they are doing 
is Indeed beautiful. I will be with them 
for two weeks. I send greeting to all 
tbe societies and workers In Mlcjjgan, 
and hope to be able to come baeK here 
In the spring and take up my work 
again.”

Mrs. Carrie F. Weatherford writes 
from Louisville, Ky.: “Essie and I leave 
Louisville for Flint, Ind., soon, and will 
remain tilery two Sundays unless called 
home. We find It necessary to get 
nearer home on account of ray mother’s 
health, Several Michigan people asked 
me to notify them of my first open 
dates in the State, but I have lost their 
addresses. Will they kindly write me 
at once? I especially want to request 
that all good workers coming this way 
should stop off and aid tbe People’s 
Spiritual Church. They have several
very fine workers here, prominent 
among whom are Mr. Helnzon and Mrs. 
Mann; the former a reputable business 
man and fine lecturer; the latter an un
usually good test and trumpet me
dium. While appreciating home work
ers, outside talent is still appreciated 
also. This society stands for honor and 
integrity in mediumship, as do the 
workers above mentioned; and were it 
not for such as they we should have no 
cause left. For a long time I have tried 
to find an orthodox minister who would 
discuss the question of spiritual gifts. 
In going to Flint, such a one will either 
debate or back out. My first announce
ment hereafter from all rostrums to 
which I may be called, and also 
through the secular press, will be this: 
‘We are among you to aid in proving to 
a certainty that the primitive Christian 
‘Gifts of the Spirit” are possessed to

day by modern psychics, and we also 
aver that these gifts, like the physical 
Rifts, are from God. In order to aid 
scientific investigation into these claims 
we offer our services gratis to any 
committee of business men, lawyers, 
editors, doctors, merchants or clergy
men who will form a psychic research 
association, providing a competent 
stenographer is employed to give the 
full reports of said research to the pub
lic. In the course of said scientific in
vestigation I shall tell people all (or 
many things at least) that they ever 
did; demonstrate that we have "dis-
cernment of spirits;” that we speak In 
“unknown tongues” (unknown to our
selves) and that I “give prophecy.” I 
shall give histories of people from pho
tographs, from sound of voice, and 
from the touch of the hand while I am 
securely blindfolded; and shall also de
liver messages of identification from 
spirits to their mortal friends.’ Socie
ties desiring my services for such an 
aggressive campaign against material
ism can address me at Alaska, Mich.”

W. E. Bonney writes from Kansas 
City, Mo.: “The cause of Spiritualism 
at Kansas City has for its representa
tives Mrs. Carrie L. Bean and Miss 
Edith E. Edwards, two talented ladies 
whose psychic powers are of a high 
order and worthy of the support of 
Kansas City Spiritualists and investi
gators. These two worthy workers 
have succeeded In organizing a Society 
of Spiritual Truth, which holds services 
every Sunday evening at Arlington 
Hall, corner of Tenth and Walnut. On 
Sunday, October 14. I attended their 
meeting and assisted In the program by 
giving a lecture on the subject, ‘Do 
Spirits Return to Earth.’ The hall was 
well filled by an appreciative audience. 
The following Wednesday evening a 
benefit seance was given at Mrs. Bean's 
rooms, Gil East Eighth street, which 
brought out a good crowd. The man
ifestations consisted of an Independent 
voice through Miss Edwards’ medium
ship, also inspirational music on the 
piano and tests bj’ both ladles. Kansas 
City is not the best field in the world 
for mediums, as many good workers 
can testify from experience, and It 
takes nerve and Indomitable energy as 
well as good psychic power, to take 
chances In building up a society in this 
city. One of the principal reasons for 
this being a poor field for spiritual me
diums, arises from the fact of Dr. Rob
erts’ popularity as a liberal speaker. 
His meetings at the Coates Opera 
House are always well attended and he 
is exerting a widespread influence for 
good. Many Spiritualists are regular 
attendants at his meetings nnd con
tribute liberally to his support. This, 
however, ought not to cause them to 
neglect their own meetings where 
earnest speakers and mediums are en
deavoring to give to the world evidence 
of a continuous existence, a matter1 
which is neglected at the popular 
Church of This World, as Dr. Roberts’ 
church is called. I assisted again at 
the Arlington Hall meeting last Sun
day, October 21. On this occasion my 
subject was ‘The Religion of Hu
manity,’ which closes my work here 
now. My permanent address is Box 
1T3, Blair, Neb.”

George pampbell writes .from Nanai
mo, B. C.: “The Hull-Baer debate cre
ated considerable discussion. oh Spirit
ualism all over this Province, and the 
result of it will redound to the advance
ment of Spiritualism. Bro. Hull de
livered only three lectures In Victoria, 
B. C. As a result of his work during 
bls short visit the society in that city 
gained eight members. I did not hear 
of any gain in the Vancouver society, 
but I hear that they charged a high ad
mission fee,-which scared nwav the 
people. I think it a mistake to charge

curved by the debate, we will again en
gage a good test medium and draw 
their fire again.” . - .

Mrs. Maggie Waite writes from Syra
cuse, N. Y.: “Again I have returned to 
Syracuse, N. Y. I aiu kept busy all the 
day, not able to attend .to all who come, 
the people here preferring to visit a 
medium privately rather than attend 
meetings. A word about my mail sit- 

1 tings. So great has the increase-in my 
mail become that I have got a little be
hind, but if the friends will’ have pa
tience'they will get their readings in 
due time. I want to thank the many 
friends for their kind and unsolicited 
testimonials which I have received. I 
have received letters with no address; 
some I cannot fiiake out. If the friends 
reading this, who have not received 
their letters, wllj write me, I can for
ward them.” ■

Virgine Barrett writes from Mar
quette, Mich.: “I am here for a time, 
and shall be pleased to hear from so
cieties in Michigan. Terms reasonable. 
Address me for thp' present, General 
Delivery, Marquette, Mich.”

Dr. W. S. Eldridge, of Saginaw, 
Michigan, was in the city last week. 
He has been lecturing at Sagldaw and 
healing the sick. ' ,

Mrs. Emmliss Blake, who resides at 
3G9 South Division street, Grand Rap
ids, Mich., is open for engagement to 
lecture and give tests.

G. W; Kates and wife held successful 
meetings in Winona, Minn., October 
21-29, excepting the 26th, when they 
bad an interesting session ' in Minne
sota City. The state association in
tends to hold a series of ineetings in 
Minneapolis this winter, and Mr. and 
Mrs. Kates to be in charge, A cam
paign of spiritual conquest is inaugu
rated, from which there shall be no 
turning back. Address these workers at 
58 Royalston avenue, Minneapolis, 
Minn.

Mrs. C. H. Mullins writes: “Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond will speak Sun
day, Nov. 4, at 3 p. m., at the Audito
rium, People’s Institute, corner Van 
Buren and Leavitt streets.” ,

E. J. Bowtell has been engaged by 
the Olneyvllle Spiritualist Society,’ 01- 
neyvllle, R. I., for the present season, 
with liberty to accept occasional calls 
from other societies within reasonable 
distance. Can arrange with camp
meeting associations for season of 1901. 
Address 29 Home avenue, Providence,

Ed R. Kelley writes: “I do not believe 
in the divine authenticity of the Bible, 
but I do believe that there Is a great 
creative power, call him Good or what 
you will. Now the question is with me, 
does a man live after this existence in 
another or spirit world. I want to read 
your paper and see what Spiritualists 
generally say upon the subject. I am 
told that almost every one who at
tempts to Investigate the subject fair
ly will almost invariably become Spirlt- 
ut|llsts.”

Polly Burrows writes: “A pleasant 
surprise was given Dr. Burrows, pastor 
of the Central Spiritual Union of De
troit, Mich., the occasion being the first 
social given by the Ladies’ Spirltuelle, 
when the Doctor was made the happy 
recipient of an elegant gold mounted 
umbrella. Mr. John D. Boyle made the 
presentation speech which was re
sponded to by the Doctor. It was late 
when the company parted.” •

F. P. Baker writes from Topeka, 
Kansas, that Mrs. Maud Lord Drake’s 
address is Angels Camp, Cavalaras Co., 
California.

The Sunflower Social Club held Its 
first social of the season at Oakland 
Club Hall, corner Oakwood and Ellis 
avenues, last Friday evening. Supper 
was served at 0 o’clock, the table being 
abundantly filled with delicacies and 
good things donated by the ladies and 
greatly enjoyed by all who partook of 
them. Several remarked that the So
ciability manifested was worth the 
price of supper, saying nothing of the 
excellent coffee and eatables. An in
teresting program followed, Mr. Byron 
Stillman, Mr. and Mis§ Hoffman, Mr. 
Brewster, Mrs. Cooley and others tak
ing part. The answering of questions 
by the guides of Mrs. Cooley, as well as 
the messages by Mayflower, was very 
much appreciated by all present. The 
socials will be held the second and 
fourth Friday of each month.

G. F. Perkins writes: “I am constant
ly hearing reports to the effect that I 
am not holding Sunday meetings in 
Chicago, which is misleading tbe pub
lic. I certainly am. speaking, singing, 
and giving every Sunday evening, As
sisted by Mrs. Perkins, at 884 W Mad
ison street, also every Wednesday, at 
675 Larrabee street, reports to the con
trary notwithstanding. If the attend
ants of Spiritualist meetings would 
read The Progressive Thinker, they 
dould easily locate the reputable me
diums and meetings.”

The Sunflower Social Club will give 
a dance in the Oakland Club Dance 
Hall, cor of 39th and Ellis avenue Fri
day evening, Nov. 2. This dance hall is 
pronounced by lovers of the terpsi- 
chorenn art to be the best in the city 
The elegant reception room will also be 
at the disposal of the visitors, and no 
pains or expense spared by the com
mittee to make this affair a marked 
success. The finest music obtainable 
has been secured. Card playing bv 
those who do not care to dance Ad
mission 25 cents.

Mrs. James Alexander writes from 
Howard City, Mich.: “The Spiritual
ists Association of this town are highly 
m11 w th flve days’ work of Mrs. 
N. M. Russell, of Grand Ledge Un
fortunately we have entertained two 
fraudulent, mediums, hence the neonle 
were slow to believe when we told them 
we had as good a medium as we knew. 
With test seances she set them think
ing. We feel that she has really aroused 
the people more than anyone we have 
had to advocate this grand truth.”

L. D. Beatty writes from Allegheny 
meeting’ J' GrllIy re-opened her, 
meetings in the rooms of the G A R ” 
corner South arid East Diamond 
streets, Sunday,' October 21, with quite 
a large attendance. The audience was 
held for a t*me listening to the elo
quent lecture delivered by Mr. G R 
hyym Crllly then followed
by giving tests. All were recognized. 
She Is a medium that never falls to give 
satisfaction, both In public and prl- 
vate, v

W. Sprague and- Mrs. 0. A. 
Spi;"Kue, mIssionarles for Indiana, 
write: The National Spiritualist Asso
ciation is now putting forth great ef
forts to help the Spiritualists of this 
country to do more effectual work in 
the cause of Spiritualism, and having 
been commissioned to work in its in
terest for the coming year, we will de
vote our entire time to the work of 
building up the cause by visiting weak 
societies, organizing and chartering 
new ones, and helping In every way 
possible to spread the gospel of Spirit
ualism. We wish to hear at once from

every tofan aud vljlpge in tbe Mate of 
ludjuutl v|l|cii wp can do good work for 
the cause of organization. We are 
both speakers and platform test jne- 
dlums, and wilLdo our part to help any 
conimunlfjA to’-organize. When the 
state is tyefi organized, circuits may be 
formed and speakers and mediums can 
go the rounds In good old-fashioned 
Methodist style, or three or four so
cieties, If; weak,’ may engage a speaker 
together, and have meetings once in 
three or ftiur weeks, if no oftener. In 
this way 4ve chn tarry our beautiful 
philosophy Into’ the thousands of sor
rowing homes, i Sister and brother Spir
itualists, will you do your part. Write 
to us at Once„ addressing us at No. 99 
Maumee avenue, Fort Wayne, Ind.”

Isaac Perry writes from , Eleetra, 
Florida: "1- have a beautiful ' location 
containing 76 acres, fronting on the 
south side of Lake-Bryant, which I will 
give to those who would like to live in 
a co-operative society of Spiritualists. 
.The land is good sandy soil; no mud 
or water-to wade In after a rain, and as 
healthy as any place In the United 
States. Only those meaning business 
need apply. Address me with stamp, 
for particulars.” '

MICHIGAN.
Work of the State Mission

* ary. .
, To the Editor:—Knowing you are in- 
[ terested In the welfare of true Splrlt- 

ualism and interested in disseminating 
. the grand truths of our philosophy, I 

thought It would be of Interést to your 
readers to know that the State Associa
tion of Michigan is putting forth every 
effort to advoeate and build up our 
cause upqn a solid foundation.

As it was decided by the board that it 
was essential tb send somg one-as mis
sionary of the gospel' of Spiritualism, to 
represent the State Association of 
Michigan, I was selected to do this 
work, a'nd have been Jiusily engaged 
having lectured at Lansing, Vicksburg 
and Sturgis. Sunday, October 28, at 
Burr Oak, the opera house having been 
secured for that purpose. November is 
all taken. I am to speak at Owosso, 
Sunday, November 4 and 11; Mecosta, 
18; West Bay City, 25. I have calls for 
°tber societies, but dates not arranged.

Now one word to the public: You who 
are interested in the building up of our 
societies, if you will do your part I will 
come to you and aid you In the work of 
organizing new and re-organizing the 
old. We must work with united effort 
if Spiritualism ever attains that power 
for good we all so much desire.

The Spiritualists are composed of 
people of différences of opinion; some 
do not believe in organization, also do 
not believe In aq ordained ministry, are 
opposed to the‘title of “Rev.,” the 
thought of a,“.' Supreme Intelligence 
seems to greatly distress them; all of 
these technical bolnts disturb them so 
much that they have but little time ex
cept to find faul|. with those who differ 
with them, and. seemingly forget that 
all should have ^he privilege of giving 
expression to their highest conception 
of spiritual, things.

For one, Ï am glad that the State As
sociation bf Michigan has made It pos
sible for us to obtain clergymen’s 
rates, not because we consider our
selves better bit/, because it makes it 
possible fp^ us to go out Into the high
ways and, by-ways, and at least endeav
or to SOW the seeds of Spiritual truth, 
that hearts may. be made to rejoice 
souls comforted and our cause built up! 
How. many desire spiritual consolation 
when the .llfé angel removes their 
n lends, and they refuse to be com
forted with creeds anil dogmas. At 
such times they cry out in agony- of 
soul for light, more light; and having 
reduced rates our speakers have been 
enabled to reach rich and poor without 
respect of persons, and for one I hope 
the time will come when Spiritualists 
will agree to disagree and each one cul
tivate the Intent forces within, that we 
individually and collectively may resi
ze that the greatest study of mankind 

is man, and that we have within us the 
germ of all good. Let us cultivate our 
spiritual gifts, prove all things and hold 
fast to the good.

Anyone desiring my services, to offi
ciate at funerals, perform the marriage 
ceremony, or do any work in our line, 
will please direct all communications, 
by letter or otherwise, to my permanent 
address 411 13th street. Detroit, Mich.

NELLIE S. BAADE. ’

LAKE HELEN GAMP,
Second Excursion to Florida.

My second excursion by water, will 
leave New York in a fine, large 
steamer, on November 16. The hotel at 
the camp will be ready for guests on 
the arrival of this party. The Apart
ment house for light house-keeping, and 
Brlghyn Hall, for lodgings, will also be 
ready.

There Is much inquiry about the 
camp, and the prospect Is good for a 
larger -attendance this season.

Persons desiring to visit any part of 
Florida can join our party and get the 
benefit of the low rate for first-class 
passage, which is much below the price 
asked by any other route.

Write for information, circulars, etc 
enclosing 4 cents in stamps for postage

O1 c. „ H‘ A‘ budington. 
91 Sherman St», Springfield, Mass.

A Prayer.
Oh, Thou, who ever hast been, and 

ever will be, we pome asking for Divine 
ministry; askhig^that Thou wilt lift us 
nearer and nearer Thee. Asking that 
Thou wilt teaches of the Dinvine un- 
foldment, ours to have if we but open 
up the wipdows.of our souls, and flood 
our understanding with Divine love 
through degjre. to&do thy will. ;

Teach uii’po.toijllve, so do and dare, 
that each day may'find us nearer the 
Divine Good. Fill us with desire (Oh 
ye glad mgpsengeps from the realms of 
light) to daour djityto our fellowmen.

Make u&-to feeUthat no greater mis
sion can bfl;x>urs,f(|han that of uplifting 
those whOjimed o® help. ‘ ■ .

Teach us.fp feoldhat we all are as one 
family, and-children of the one God 
who Is spirit. d; ’

Lead us, wise and loving messengers, 
into tne vijlljey ¿ofgpeace. ,i •

Flood our.; soul»; with understanding 
of Thy presence, And teach us to know 
that Thy presence is for our benefit

That Thy mission to us is to elevate, I 
to bless and guide and guard us, insofar 
as the law between the seen and the 
unseen, or the physical and the spirit
ual, will permit.;,'Teach us to know of 
the realities of the spiritual realms, and 
of immortality; '

Create within us a desire to know 
more concerning the evolutlng forces of 
spirit, that we may grow in knowledge 
of the laws of being, and the uses 
thereof.

Bring to our hearth-stones those of 
our loved ones,- we pray, who are with 
you, and teach them to manifest their 
presence unto us, that the sting of Sep- 
oration, .may be healed ,and we may 
feel truly blest; Amen.

. MRS. F. A, PROSSER.
Olean, N. Y.

TO THE UNKNOWN GOO I—*pe„" txstsx
------- I next meeting, so that cottages and 

Some Reflections on Spirit I p«^i”SundTvemeut8 “ay be

Manifestations. /rbi,s «‘wp-meetlng is an Illustration 
—___ j one person can accomplish.

To the Edltor:-A poet erected a mon- wml i?"r’ ,lle t'll,,1!'e Illouey «Wousi- 
uiuent on the Rocky Mountains “To the m .Irin Ufisualed by oae person. The 
Unknown God.” Unknown nowers g “ success‘ Kvery biu "’as 
forces, spiritual beings, and the laws na -tiv “) ca1mp’.Ineetlu8 association
which govern them, are-being dlscov- s orglHlli!ed- Aud 111(1 «aine per-
ered. The unknown is now^ known in«; eua,gy urged tbe meeting 
Spirits throw their though?« uponX 11 S0„ 8uc<*a?f“lly-
sensitive brains of mediums and tell Howe11 we are indebted for
about the wonderful laud of the dead Iwn bus Iless piIsb Which has given us 
iu God’s great country bevoud the ^“'P-a^tlngs, and the good prom- 
stormy gates of deatlu Thomffits are U1°1m ln the futuie‘ The hope Is 
real material things and have been pho- i»“««*?6 °Jficer? of tbe association will 
to-engraved. Clear minded peoffie can Ik Ju cairyiug out the
project, or send out, thought Saueel "°lk needed fOr fUTtU^e J“"« 
«Inch can be caught on sensitive paper Summerland' Uni ’ bl®VELAND- 
in the various designs desired by the buipuiellalld. Cak 
thinker. Mental healers, Christian “ '■——-- -----------
«Xe<by11'sendiug ‘ou^tron^ I WMistlC Time-Sei’Vei’8.

healthy “thought-pills” of Invisible at- For some years past, Light has been 
ouis. Draughtsmen, etc., may think of looked upon as one of the 'nrinclual 

g,\8’ bou,ses< etc., and their I Spiritualistic periodicals In England, 
thoughts may be photographed under Of late, however, It has assumed an at

, °PS‘ „Thoughts may be sent I ‘Hude in regard to the churches, which 
;„ ..s.a t .of la?’ without any wires I cannot be considered as fairly renre- 

apparatllB'’ similar to wireless teleg- seating the opinions of the majority of 
raphy. Mediums can often read per- intelligent Spiritualists.
S» tiK? mC.at dlstance8' Of It Is only too apparent to all readers
couise, this is devilish, because some Eight that week after week it is 

Clai'8y don’t understand it. Rev. bidding for clerical support. It is la- 
Chailes Sheldon says, in a late story: I mentable to think of a representative 

le‘e t0’day> tbe Pastor of Spiritualist journal stooping to such a 
any wealthy congregation, they would course of action, degrading thus Sulrit- 
ofU2 ont?™ asai?’ ,eJ'e? ?fter tbe lapse “allst*e Investigation. What would be 
ftf„2’°^ yeara historical Christian- thought of sey, an astronomer who 

«Ph'itual nor material I went around to the clergy cap In hand 
nm11!?8 undel'stood by the general I to beg of them to preach approval of 

,.At seaace.8 solid matter can be bls facts from their pulpits. In Snirit- 
Hed.1throuf\6o,ld matter by demate- ualism there is room for all religions 
rial zatlon of the atoms. Ayer s;iys but no religion is large enough to eon- 
be has seen spirits have a solid cane tain Spiritualism. Light, July 14. nub- 
puttl lough a solid board door, to look lished an article ,“The New Church- 

Fre'Y tbere> and afterwards re- woman,” In which a strong desire is 
moved, leaving no traces of a hole, or shown to try to trim our truths to suit 
injuiy to the cane. Mediums have a Christian theology of some deserin- 
been part y, or even fully, dissolved or I tlon, as it were, clothe our d“ reputabU 
dematerialized, while spirits gathered faets in a reputable and orthodox garb 
™a ™°“SAb.0Ut thelr iav'slble bodies And although the writer would appear 
and weie both recognized, identified by I to differ considerably with the "Church 
J.!. eveu Photographed by the woman,” on fundamental points of doc- 
cameia. l he angel In Christ’s tomb trine, yet he fences with the real ques- 
was probably made visible by this di- tlon in this way, “So far as we know 

.vine process aud doubtless they util- Spiritualists have not, as a rule con- 
rbiM 0"18!?0,1“. the Snvior’s body- cluded that tbe new thought Is incon- 
mnt»Ji n°tU d t0'i,ay be classlfled 118 a sls,ent with the old; and we certainly 
materializing medium. Indian wizards, are not aware that they have east 
conjurers and witches performed many away the old faith for the new wlth- 
sphlt manifestations, even when Amer- out enquiring whether the two 
n*n QVliS^r?it di1SC0Vereii- Good Father reconciled. But we will pursue this no 
of rim eAs!iniia\°Ut ,‘,‘Keliglous opinions farther. We prefer to join hands and 
or the Asslnlboinee,” under date of agree.”
1854, tliat “the belief in ghosts is very Agree! About what? Agree to differ'
piofound and common in all these Of what use crying peace peace
Western tribes. Indians have told me when there Is no peace? Why make a 
seriously that they had met, seen and pretense of agreeing with what we 
conversed with them, and that they well know to be false? We are told at 
may be heard almost every night In the tbe conclusion. of the same article 
place where tbe dead are burled. They Miss Whiting is welcomed and re
say they spoke In kind of a whistling juiced over, as a good ebureh-woman'” 
one.” Secret Indian pow-wows have “We are glad of it, and only wish that 

some similar spiritual manifestations to all churchwomen were as rational as 
what may be seen and felt In modern generous, as spiritual, and as readv 
seances. I be Last India Theosopblst- with a welcome for all our modern 
uiakka are of the same class; so are guests at the father’s table.” 
the heathen Chinese. Spirits for scl- Light Is overjoyed at having a 
ence prove that these residents of the eburchwoman on Its side, but does not 
next world appear to all races, only tin- make quite clear, why a church woman rinn«1 "“n GS and dlvel'se ‘‘ondl- I (Church of England presumably) 
tions At New Canton, 111,, with Oscar should be considered as such a very 1m- 
ward, spirits have music without In- portant convert, after all. It might 
struments, messages on paper, written have been supposed by an uninstructed

C.“ y?ices talk for one or *wo observer, that a philosophical thinker, a 
boms by spirit vocal chords, and often scientific skeptic, would have been a 
several at once. Raps, bell-ringing and greater gain to the cause than any 
table movements also occur. At E. F. credulous believer In bygone myths If 
Rice s, of Kalamazoo, Mich., with the tbe tactics adopted by certain Splritual- 
taediura, Mrs. Amy Buchanan, of Jack- ists should prove to be successful and 
son;file, I< la., slates were written on Spiritualism be converted Into a sect 

,lle d feet fr01n tbe medium, then all philosophical and rational en
mental questions were answered by the quirers who have been hitherto con- 
splrlts; a question in the Holland lan- tent to be called Spiritualists will be 
guage was answered in English, etc. compelled to adopt another name to 
voices spoke through trumpets to separate themselves entirely from those 
friends. G. E. LOTHROP, JR. who prefer psalm-singing to investlga* 

Boston, Mass. tlon, and place preaching before knowl-
—---------- . ---------- - dee- Perhaps the title of ScientificMFRRAQVA thed ,SefUlar Spiritualists might serve

UlDIiAuAAi On July 28 the leading article in Light
.. .. a,... was entitled, “The Church Awaiting,”
Meetings Are Held at Lin- ?nd commences: “We offer our respeet- 

। ful congratulations to the Cbureh
COln' I Times. Its article on Spiritualism, on

July 6th is almost perfect in tone 
I'or gravity, fairness, knowledge, ami 
good taste, we hardly remember any-

The work in this city is slowly pro
gressing. For the last eight weeks a . - . ______.
meeting has been held In Richards’ *hlnK better, if as good, from what we 
Hall, on 0 street, between Tenth and bope without offense, we may call an 
Eleventh streets. The first five Sun- outsider.” Why should so apologetic, 
days I assisted in the building up of the 80 deferential a tone, be assumed bv 
meeting, which at first was very small, tbe Editor of one paper towards an- 
but has gradually increased. I gave otller? Why should Light, “thus bend- 
five lectures, and on each occasion lng low, and in a bondsman key, with 
Mrs. Bonney gave psychometric read- whispering humbleness” address the 
Ings and tests. Her reading were very Church Times? Eccleslastlclsm Is onlv 
accurate and gave general satisfaction. a tyrant to the slaves who choose to 
We were ably assisted by Mrs. Etta S. bend beneath Its sway. It is almost in
Bledsoe, who is a fine inspirational In- credible that a Spiritualistic paper of 
strument and an attractive speaker. ,he standing of Light could so far for-

Mr. Scott Bledsoe also took an inter- Set its responsibilities, as to crlngs be- 
est in the meetings. fore the clerical party. Towards the

Since I left Lincoln Mrs. Bledsoe and eud of tbe article, though, this admis- 
Mrs. Bonney have been continuing the sion is made by the writer: “We do not 
meetings, and they hope to receive the 8ay that the Church Times Is with us 
support of all true friends of Spiritual- In fact in parting (as in its introduce 
ism in Lincoln. Mr. and Mrs. Bledsoe ory article) It gives us the usual slap In 
have purchased a home in Lincoln, and tbe face for safety, but we do say that 
expect to remain there. They may pos- admission leads straight to our con- 
sibly take a trip to Kentucky for a few elusion and we are quite content to 
weeks; should they do so, the meeting wait, in the assurance that the right in
will be carried on by Mrs. Bonney and Terence will assert itself.” Thus It will 
other friends. be seen that Light not only receives re

We see no reason why Lincoln Spirit- buke fronl ber sectarian contemporary 
ualists should not come to the front and with becoming humility, also accepts 
assist the few active workers to build with the utmost meekness two slaps in 
up a good, strong permanent organlza- ,be face in one d«y, and will no doubt 
tlon. This can easily be done If they come UP smiling again next week to 
will sink all little differences of opinion ofTer lbe other cheek, and then sit 
and personal grievances and work to- lio"'n submissively until acknowledged 
gether with a determination to succeed. by tbe Church Times and the rest of 
Tbe flute Is ripe for better organization tlle theological quibblers. Such Chris- 
of Spiritualists all over Nebraska and I forbearance can only be compared 
we earnestly hope those interested in *“ *’ J ’
our grand philosophy will see to it that 
nothing shall stand- in the way of 
united effort.

I expect to work ont of the State for 
a time, yet I do not intend to neglect 
any duties which may devolve upon me 
as secretary of the State Association. I 
hope the time will come some day when 
societies will be formed all over the 
state and-speakers be able to find plenty 
of employment. At present such Is not 
the case. Our teachings are needed by 
the masses of the people, why not or
ganize in such a way that they can be 
reached? Nebraska is very well sup

- plied with good, honest, capable home 
talent, but organization is sadly neg
lected. This should be rectified with
out delay. Letters of Inquiry 'regard
ing speakers and mediums should con
tain a stamp for reply. Address

t, . W- E-BONNEY.Box 173, Blair, Neb. ’

Sycamore Grove Camp, Cal.
It is very gratifying to report that 

this meeting was an unqualified suc
cess. The ability and fitness of the lec
tures as a whole was conceded by the- 
people in attendance;-and the satisfac
tion given by the medlumistic frater
nity was shown in the immense patron
age given them. To name all the work
ers in these lines would occupy too 
inuch space, and to mention a few 
would be invidious; and also offensive 
to some, as all have individual prefer
ences. .

A Southern Camp-meeting Associa
tion has been formed and regular an
nual meetings are now expected. The 
present meeting paid all expenses and 
left over fifty-six-dollars in the treasury

to the conduct of the gentleman, who, 
having been twice kicked out the door 
and twice thrown out of the window, 
still found an entrance down the chlm-
ney. . W. H. SIMPSON.

Grahamstown, S. Africa.
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Spiritualists

HYPN0T1SM-SU66EST10N.
SW.

4-'
This department is under the man

agement of

Hudson Tuttle.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of te- 
fcpondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby us- 
tertive, which of all things Is to be dep- 
tecated. Correspondents often weaiy 
With waiting tor the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of In
quiry. The supply of matter Is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. '

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must bo given, or the letters will 
uot.be read, If the request be made, 
(the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let- 
tiers of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what- 
ewer information I amiable, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. • HUDSON TUTTLE.

love, is of more . consequence than 
flaunting red b&nners ou every moun
tain-top of the world, or blaring a 
trumpet at the crack of doom. If St. 
John made a prophecy, let him see to 
its fulfilling, for surely an honest 
worker’ who has all he can stagger un
der is not called to prevent his becom
ing a false prophet.

Do nqt go out with those four lec
tures, for they are entirely beyond the 
comprehension of common people, who 
have heard the seven angels, seven 
trumps, seven seals, and the four and 
twenty elders talked about, and hashed 
and warmed over by theologues little 
and big until they call for a rest. Let 
the seals be smashed and the trumpets 
blare, and at the final hour when you 
are called to account, which lu ordinary 
human, common sense justice will be 
most acceptable, the man who deserts 
his family to run to a mountain-top 
¡with a banner, that he may get with 
the four angels, or he who abides Ins 
burdens, and stands up with his wife 
on one side and his children on the 
other and bravely says: “We have done 
our best,.with tlie poor chances that 
were ours, but where one goes all must

■ ; - ■ ------------ —— . ; • . . ¡In

Discourse Delivered at the Funeral of Sa'md^l Fish,
Milan, Ohio, by Hudson Tuttle, t i,ii 
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Thlrza Boyd: The successful way to 
do a thing Is to do it, and if you feel 
fa try ng enough to bear whatever small 
discomforts the exercise of your me
diumship puiy bring, the only way for 
you is to place your light in public and 
stand Uy the consequences. It is the 
■true and only cause to bring out your 
latent faculties. ' ‘

: Mencella Goodspeed: The passage 
from Petersllea, on materializations, 
perhaps is top strong in its denuncia
tion, and should-not be interpreted as 
denying the existence of such manifes
tations. It is a protest agalnst-the mer
cenary1 spirit which has converted me
diumship into.» handmaid of greed, 
¿nd by fraud and deception brought 
obloquy and disgrace on the cause.

H. D., McCoy: Q. I am.always con-
sclous when friends are writing me, and 
often sit down and write them at the 
same hour. How is this to be

For two thousand years the world 
has been scared by the bugaboo of the 
seals anil the trumpets and Gabriel’s 
blast to arouse the dead, and Chris
tians have placed the coffins with heads 
all one way so that the resurrected 
might rise facing the east, where the 
white throne of the despot god would 
be seen blazing like the sun. Constant
ly the wail of prophets, howling war, 
pestilence and ruin, and the last day 
and the era of all things. The Ignorant 
have quaked at the awful predictions, 
and there are ignorant people yet. But 
it is time this rubbish be brushed away 
and no more gibber in the light of day.

Farther, what will I do about it?
If the angel breaks the seventh seal, 

and all goes on as depleted by the 
gloating church-member, who believes 
he is elected while the majority are 
damned, and the, goats are divided from 
the sheep, the-elect from the sinners, 
my vo(ce. will be raised strong enough 
to reach, the throne in thanks to be with 
the goafs, the sinners not saved, rather 
than with that little band of pecksniffs 
who go up to'glory, because so mean 
they allpw another to suffer for the sins 
which so richly merit condemnation. 
If all the great men of antiquity, sages, 
poets, historians of the world’s earlier 
pre-Christian ages, and all the leading 
thinkers, since that time, and ¿11 who 
do not bow the knee of the hypocrite 
and say they believe what it is impos
sible for the human reason to believe, 
are east to perdition, there would I go 
also. The dreariest punishment for me 
would be to sit forever with the elders, 
singing to the sound of harps praises 
to tlie glory of a tyrant who could have 
saved but would hot, the flower, beauty 
and perfection of mankind.

plained? ',
A. • It is a constant attendant of

ex-

the
sensitive state, and has received the 
name of telepathy, or tbought transfer
ence, Tlie proceedings of the Psychic 
Research Society contain a great num
ber of Instances, enough to demonstrate 
the theory.

. G. W. -Jackson. Q. I find that the 
spirits disagree oh many things, for in- 

• stance some say there are animals in 
spirit world, others that there are none.

: Why cannot these contradictory spirits 
: be got together in the same seance and 

have them explain things they report 
go differently? ••

• A It. would be. impracticable, by 
4hp. weJLk.qowft laws ,o.f.spirlt;mhnites-; 
'mtlonsi to-bring ; those as: conflicting 
into, (he kame seance in debate, and if 
this were possible there would follow 
the same unsupported spirit testimony. 
'The causes which have produced these 
contradictory reports have been dis
cussed in this department several 
times in the past year and the corre
spondent is referred to these numbers 
of The Progressive Thinker.

The causes which lead in general to 
cbntradictlons, and make communlca- 

I tlojis unreliable, may be briefly stated: 
I ’AU communications depend on three 

elements: The spirit, the medium, the 
■ the circle or surroundings.
I ) Tlie spirit may be unreliable, as a 
। majority of those in the physical life, 

being ignorant, or deceiving. They 
! may ■ assume well-known names of 

friends, or of historic fame, and com
municate anything they know will 
please or excite. .

•Even well-meaning spirits may in 
their ignorance Communicate what they 
believe to be true, but which is entirely 
erroneous.

[ The circle may be the strongest force 
I and the plastic medium fall partially or 

completely under Its influence. It may 
। act as a whole on the medium, as hyp
: notlc operator on his subject, and the 

communications which it receives will 
then be only a reflection, or echo of its

■ thoughts. ' •

LAKE HELEN, FLA.
Land of Pinas, Song Birds 

and Palmetto.
I’llestorm clouds of winter are hover

ing on the horizon. Now Is the time for 
the sensitive »¿d, (be Invalid to make up 
the inind to seek the genial resort of 
Lake Helen Camp, Florida. Winter 
will soon.be here. The cold north wind 
brings hl's harvest of death. The sweet 
birds are saying, “let us go to the warm 
south-lands and continue our song to 
the flowers and the sun."

Let us.imitate .the birds. Sometimes, 
instinct Jias the wisdom of divinity.. 
Tlie sick ¿nd the old need the better, 
conditions of life afforded by the win
ter season of Florida.

This season (he camp will open about 
the middle of January and extend its 
meetings till the end of March. The in
tellect will be fed at the same time that 
nature is carefully nursing the vitality 
of the body.

One year ago I went to Lake Helen, 
very sick and not expected to live out 
the winter, but the effects of that coun
try and the magnetism of Its spiritual 
conditions have put me Into a good, I 
may say, a perfect state of health. I 
speak of Lake Helen with pride and en
thusiasm, because it did so much for

I come before you to speak some 
words of comfort; to bring it possible a 
balm for your suffering hearts; to give 
assurance that beyond the broken 
shard, the body tenderly placed lu the 
casket, overlaid, and embowered with 
flowers, there is an endless existence, 
where the shattered strands of this life 
will be united. I did not realize how 
hard tins service would be until I came 
to the door and missed the warm 
greeting I always received, and It was 
said that “Father Is dead!”

My friend is dead! Nay, not dead, 
but resurrected to eternal life! I know 
not what other word to use, for I can
not say “departed,” for I do not think 
he has gone away; I cannot repeat 
“dead,” for he is more-alive than ever 
bel ore.

This life is the complement of what is 
called death, to which all must come, at 
last.

Whether we mourn or rejoice at his 
approach depends on the manner In 
which we regard tlie future. If we are 
disturbed by fear of endless punish
ment and the legends of creeds, the 
very thought of dying is agony. If on 
the other hand we believo the future to 
be a continuance of this life, in the 
same direction, with the same capabil
ities, faculties and culture carried for
ward to a new sphere of existence, 
death becomes no. more than a journey 
to another country. No adamantine 
walls shut down between the world of 
spirits and the world of men, and we 
are conscious of the living presence of 
the dear friends who have passed from 
our sight Into the shadows;

Standing here to-day on the shores of 
the dark ocean of eternity, its waves 
laving our feet, .we gaze into the thick
ly gathering mists and ask the ques
tions which have been repeated by 
countless generations, Whence? Where
fore? Whither? and we feel that our 
happiness depends on the answers. 
There is the inflnite past, the ¡¿finite 
future, .between which we stand the 
central fact.

Your father and my friend has ceased 
to feel the discords of tills life and has 
obtained answers to these questions. 
In fact he needed not this experience, 
for he has received assurance on these 
great problems, and in his knowledge 
.he had wonderful peace of soul.

We have all thought along the same 
path, although we may not have recog
nized the drift, and necessary conclu
sions to which he came.
. If we exist in the next state as indi
viduals and retain our emotions and 
fqellngs, we shall desire to come closer 
to those we leave, and whisper to them 
of our celestial life. If you accept tlie 
Bible as the foundation of faith, you 
will find it a history of spirit visitations 
from the beginning to the time of the 
apostles. Their appearance nt critical 
times shows that they knew what was 
passing ou earth, and retained an Inter
est therein even centuries after their 
death. . ...

It is said of Paul that in a spiritual 
trance lie was taken to the other world 
and saw things not lawful for him to 
utter; in other words, like many a mod
ern subject of trance, he found it 1m-

' <• : 1 fection here be found (o bn prophecies 
of boundless joys Inil the,: hereafter.

Blessed reunion! father and mother, 
sister aud brother, «hilaren ¿nd friends 
gathered by bonds of sympathy tn 
groups -fraternal and enjoyiHg tlie de
lights of an existence over which hangs 
no cruel cloud of change; atirosu whose 
bright landscape blow no.; blighting 
winds, or winter frostß. (

More than anything else do I like to 
take for my text a well-ordered lite, for 
a righteous life is an epitome ot the 
universe. Long years of intimate ac
quaintance urges me to say what I 
know, no one present, will for a mo
ment gainsay, that sueh.a life was that 
of the man, to whom to-day we pay our 
last homage. It was not for him to 
stand on the greater arena of the world 
and have his deeds blazoned on- the 
scroll ot fame. Few there are who 
have this opportunity, but he was none 
the less a hero; for true heroism Is de
votion to right and duty; and however 
narrow Its sphere it comes from the 
same source and should receive our ad
miration. He was honest, an honesty 
and integrity which went into the 
smallest details of his business and he 
was not satisfied until his work brought 
perfect results. If the larger field, the 
blazing arena is not ours, the sphere of 
lesser duties is for all, apd unless these 
are faithfully performed we are not 
prepared for the world-wide should 
they come. He was a loving, tender 
husband, a kind father, ¿ faithful 
friend, a generous neighbor, a public 
spirited citizen.

Early in life lie became an ardent be
liever in Spiritualism, and was a- stu
dent of that science till hlts latest move
ments. I hold up bls character as an. 
example of tlie result of. that system 
outwrought in character. 'He never hid 
Ills light nor compromised, and yet he 
did not press his .’belief. .If the. ques
tion be asked of the Recording Ángel, 
what he has done, It may be said in re
ply, He did his duty. In that short sen
tence, all is contained. He felt as with 
the strength of knowledge that he was 
heir of the infinite, heritage of eternal 
Ufé, and that hé was’ In its beginning 
setting out on an cudlei/a journey.

To the friends who mourn, the chil
dren and grandchildren, his belief of
fers the balm more prgelous than that 
of Gilead. The broken jio.dy Is given to 
the elements from which it came, and 
thé grass on the meaijows will grow 
gréenèr, tlie rose blush‘and sinitl forth 
sweeter perfume, but bls spirit will 
overshadow those he Iqyed lu this life.

Shall we call hlin back?. To return to 
the shattered body, from Which he de
parted because he cou]d no longer re
tain it? It would be sçifish us to do 
so. He has met the great' minsitlon, 
and entered a new smiere pt activity. 
We with our mortal ej-es and mental 
perception see only the‘cold nqfl move
less body, the pall, The grave. We

Spiritualists

Spiritualists, Secure

Study f+ypnotism Thoroughly.

Study Suggestion Thoroughly

a Library That Treats of the Occult Forces.

Obtain a Leading Work On Suggestion and Become Wiser and Better.

THE NEW FLHN OF CHILD CULTURE NOW UNFOLDED

Wtierebu then Jan Be Spiritualized and Muntaiiu Improved and Made 
Well Balanced.

The Exorbitant Charges Made to Teach One the Mysteries of Hypnotism and the 

Laws of Suggestion.

The Progressive Thinker Comes to the Front and Mentions the Literature on the Sub'
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ject, Which Is of Great Value.

| J. R. M.: Q. I have the key to the 
natural and spiritual scenes, and am 
preparing four lectures on these, and 

.. Latin, Greek and Hebrew languages.
• (With this key there is no question con- 
celved In the mind of man which I can
not answer? My lectures, will not only 
•be a school, but,a court with the audi
ence for witnesses,-the Bible my sup
port. I know what the seven seals, the 
seven angels, the seven trumps and the 
.marriage of the bride and bridegroom

. ■ means. The seventh trump has not 
blown, but. it will soon, and I am a poor 
man, working In the —•---- shops at
$1.40 a day to support my wife and five 
children, and laying by the means to 
bear my expenses to the mountains of 
Missouri, that I may fulfill the. proph
ecy of Isaiah and John to. have the en
signs lifted on the mountain tops, and 
stand with the angels on one of the 
four corners of the earth. What I 
want to know is, when the trumpet of 
tl;e breaking of the seventh seal blows, 
what are you going to do about it?

A. I have no doubt the readers will 
. smile as they read this medley, and 
wonder why it is admitted into this col

’ man, but it has-a meaning, a terrible 
■ meaning, In that it strikingly shows the 

far-reaching Influence of a belief in the 
inspiration of the Bible. One must 
latigh over the strange infatuation 
which places Implicit faith in the wall
Ings of an unknown “prophet,” and the 
Incoherent utterances of Revelations, 
and persuaded that the time is at hand, 
saves a few dollars from the hard- 
earned wages of an iron-worker, that 
he may get to the nearest mountaln- 

- tdp and wave his red banner, and 
• blow his tin horn amidst the final 

■ wreck and ruin of created things. Yet 
this man is only one of untold millions 
who have been dwarfed and distorted, 
and made, like hypnotic subjects, to 
dance to the beck of superstition. He 
is not an object to awaken laughter, 
but the saddest of all sad things, ..a 
.-wrecked human soul, at which angels 
may pityingly weep. I hold him up as 
an object lesson, • and call the old be
liefs, and the Bible which has made 
them current, to account before the bar 

■ of-eternal justice and humanity.
;What am I going to do about It? To 

Offer this advice; that as any key you 
may find to unlock the Bible, is like ft
key to a trunk, which when opened 
contains mummies and dust. The 
care of the wife you have vowed to 

’ cherish, of the children, pledges of her

me.
Lake Helen is located on the highest 

point of land in Florida. Beautiful 
lakes abound In Its neighborhood. The 
pine trees are ever giving off their 
health-giving powers.

The camp-grounds are on a gentle 
slope running down to Colby Lake, as 
fine a sheet of pure water as the eye of 
man ever looked' upon. There Is a 
good hotel on the grounds, well suited 
to the needs of people who want the 
comforts of home. There are cottages 
scattered about the grounds, of sweet 
design and comfort. The auditorium is 
a good and comfortable building. 
There will be lectures every day, good 
music, tests from the platform, enter
tainments in the evenings, seances; re
liable mediums have been engaged, and 
nothing but the best of time is antici
pated.

Mr. Webster’s Sanitarium, n beautiful 
structure, stands just outside the 
grounds. It has a magnificent location 
and patients can be well cared for at 
that delightful spot. Dr. Webster Is a 
skillful physician and Is well equipped 
for the great work undertaken at that 
place. I hope that he will meet with 
abundant success.

On the grounds will be our gracious 
president, Dr, Brigham, who will give 
the best care to thé ailing and sick.

Mrs. Huff is now on the grounds and 
will gladly give all Information about 
the camp, the way to get there, and the 
lodgment and hotel conveniences—any 
needed? Information she can give the 
public. ’

Close to the grounds Is the home of 
George Colby, the lecturer and medi
um. I understand that he will be home 
before the camp'opens its meetings. I 
believe him to ben good medium. .

Mr. Budington,'of Springfield, Mass., 
will be on the ground in good season to 
?do what he can to. make all things go 
.well. Mr. 'Palmer and wife will ' as- 
usual be there to enjoy their beautiful 
cottage. .

A great'many people have promised 
to come this, year ,who were never 
there before,... .. - . ,

Mrs,, Carrie Twlng, one of the most 
.entertainlng..of.,lpc.turerswlll be .at the 
camp thé' whole ¿time of the meeting;

I shall hold my Splritùal ■ and Psy
chical schooFfor. the second year this 
season and hope for a goodly number of 
attendants. • ■ .

This’ camp Is destined to be a great 
success? .The more Florida becomes 
knownto the people of the North, the 
more successful it will be. Thé rail
roads are doing much for the state in 
openlngit up to home-seekers. ‘

Come, then, to our camp in the land 
of pines, song-birds, and the palmetto.

. ... J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

possible for him to describe what he 
had seen. But it begot in him a long
Ing to return, to leave the barren scenes 
of this life,, and as he expressed it, “de
part aud<he with Christ.” . ■- i

In the writings attributed to him this 
question is answered in a manner 
clearly and perfectly. What Is death? 
was asked by a follower. This mortal 
or “terrestrial” body cannot inhgrit 
eternal life. There are two bodies, the 
terrestrial or physical, and the celestial 
or spiritual. These are united In this 
life, and their separation Is ■ death. 
Then the sliver cord which unites them 
Is severed, and the celestial or spiritual 
being continues existence the same.

The belief in future existence Is com
mon to mankind from Immemorial time. 
Go where you will, to China, to Hindu
stan, the Mohammedan countries, or the 
Isles of the Pacific seas, and most 
prominent, often it is true, horribly dis
torted. it dominates all other beliefs. It 
is held by the most barbarous, and the 
highest cultured people. The great re
ligious leaders hgve held it dear,, and 
often believed they were especially fa
vored with angelic presence. Wesley 
taught it, Swedenborg extended to 
greater length, and the »sermons of 
nearly all ministers are pervaded by 
this belief. We were taught it in the 
prayer we lisped at our mother’s knee, 
for angels to guard us while we slept, 
and that grand Christian hymn which 
has been sung around the world, mur
mured through the' lips of a dying 
bishop:
“Bright angels have from glory come, 
They are ’round my bed, they are in my 

room,
They wait to waft my spirit home,.

•All Is well I All is well!’’
Death unlocked his perceptions and 

allowed him to catch a glimpse of the 
beauties of that future world while he 
retained partial control of his body. 

' Bishop Bowman gives his own won
derful experience when supposed to be 
dying. He says that instead of becom
ing unconscious, he fell Into an ecstasy, 
and a daughter who had died twenty 
years before, in Infancy, came and told 
him she was there to meet him, and 
asked: “Do you not think I have grown, 
papa?” She was glorious as-light, and 
he said further, that he believed It was 
his daughter, who had grown from an 
infant, in spirit life, and that she would 
meet him at last, and conduct him over 
the dark waters of death. .

The spiritual realm Is not seen by 
physical eyes, but by the spiritual, and 
it is thought that when we. approach 
the boundary between the two.worlds, 
with the casting aside of the physical
senses, the spiritual are quickened. It 

. is a beneficent provision that At the 
hour of death, the. spirit becomes 
clairvoyant and sees -the coming of its 
departed friends. At this supreme mb- 
rnent, when the wonders and beauties 
of the future burst bn the vision, the 
spirit reflects on the face of the body it 

; is leaving, its surprise and delight, and 
.the features retain the expression after 
the spirit has gone. How blessed the 
reality to him when he first caught 

• glimpses of the eternal life, of his chil
dren and beloved wife and friends, and 

. knew that his belief in the spiritual 
? philosophy which for so many -years 
! had been his testament of life was true! 
! Days and weeks and months of pain; 
[ sleepless night, and weariness, all for» 

gotten in‘the new delight! How won- 
[ derful to feel the restoring touch of the

whisper ills name as we bend over his 
marble face,’and thefé coipijs no an
swer. We confound tlife spirit with the 
lifeless clay, and weem Tears are the 
offering'of undying love, pearls from 
the heart Of affection,. Yet'Jf we,look 
through the rifts of th¿ clouds of grl.ef, 
we shall see ibét tiilsjs onw the con
fining cage that Is lefrus, fMm which 
he has escaped; and’"aftet,..Weeping, 
which is human; there-wíjl be. rejoicing 

’which is divide.n " \
' 'Uli 'Ohciiklbns!ÍHré ■ this',’Tt;APjit'd}/upt 
which to do;'mlnglp ñiv teams'with the 
friends who mourn, or Tn gladness join 
my -voice witli the angels on the other 
side that another spirit has ascended.

He is safe with those he loved. No 
more pain, but‘the joyousness of per
fect rest. Hé is one of the host whose 
influence falls on us like a blessed ben
ediction, inspiring us to good deeds and 
faithful endeavor. ,

And when this life is,finished and we 
approacli the immortal shore, these 
guardian angels will welcome us with 
soul-greeting as angels 1 only can be
stow. Then shall we find that we live 
that we may die, and we die, because 
death is the gateway to life eternal, 
where our vague nnd unsatisfied long
ings for ideal excellence will be real
ized. Until that time we say to nil that 
is mortal of our friend, good-bye, to his 
spirit, with the angelé: “Welcome 
Home!” '

BOOK REVIEW.
As It Is To Be. By Cora Linn Dan

iels.
This is a decidedly 'unique book. 

The author states as a matter of fact, 
that since she was about twenty years 
old, she has occasionally heard 
“Voices" speaking to her, distinct to 
her consciousness as a human voice, 
yet making no sound. This book is the 
result of questions asked by her and 
answers given by the “Voices.” It is 
spiritualizing in tone and influence; and 
may be read with profit, even though 
not all Spiritualists may accept all of 
Its teachings. The influence it gives 
fortli is spiritual and good In a high 
sense. Prlce-$1.00 ■ '

Eros and Psyche. A Fairy Tale of 
Ancient Greece. Re-told’ after Apule- 
ius, by- Paul Carns. Illustrations by 
Paul Thumann. ■ • . - ” '

Dr. Carus has a special penchant and 
aptitude for delving in the mines of an
cient mythologic lore, , and making his 
"finds” presentable to modern minds 
and tastes. ' " -

As stated in the Preface, the story of 
Eros and Psyche reflects" the religious 
life of classic antlijuity' ’more strongly 
than any other book, p&em, dr epic, not 
excepting the works bf : Hesiod and 
Homer. '• -i ■ “I0

Dr. Carus has dond> his Work ad
mirably well, and th®1 boot? will be 
found well worthy tH^ stud^of all in
terested In the problem’of life afid the 
mystery of death. a' - -:1> ;

■ ■ ——Hi' - bo; .
‘The Mystic Self.. Wcdnfifion Sense 

versus Common Sensed By Rayon.
A beautiful brochurb, in -¡"White and 

gold"—which may afitiy cfiaracterize 
the thoughts set forth'thertln. '

The contents are albhg thbf- spiritual 
lines of the “New ThOughf’bof to-day. 
It deals with the higher idtees of the 
mind, especially as (related to self
knowledge, self-healing'! andllihe utiliza
tion of mental potencies.™ Price 35 
cents. For sale at this bffiM 

_ 9 : nt .

PROF, LETSCHE SAYS HE HAS 
SUCCEEDED WITH HYPNOTISM
CALLS IT MOST HUMANE—SAYS 
AS A HOUSEHOLD PHYSICIAN 
THAT HYPNOSIS IS WITHOUT A 
RIVAL. ’ -
The remarkable demonstration made 

by Prof. Letsche, of Jersey City, recent
ly before some of the leading officials of 
that municipality has attracted such 
world-wide attention that we present 
to our readers this week a signed ar
ticle by the latest conspicuous demon
strator of the mysterious science which 
has recently come so remarkably to the 
frout. Prof. Letsche assumes no mys
tery in the matter and does not sur
round himself with any of the theatrical 
glare of the Delphic cave, but says that 
all parents should familiarize them
selves with the science as it would be 
of the greatest service to humanity to 
have it generally understood.

Jersey City, September 20.—Having 
come to prominence recently, ou ac
count of having my children vaccinated 
under the influence of hypnosis for the 
mere purpose of saving them pain, and 
being certain that the lymph would do 
Its work successfully in both instances, 
you asked me to write a short treatise 
on hypnotism. For. the sake of science 
and to convert thousands of skeptics 
who are afraid of touching this treat
ment I freely respond to your request.

Instead of being afraid of hypnotism 
everybody should study the science. 
Fathers and mothers should be practi
cal operators and teach hypnotism to 
their children; teachers should know it; 
It Is indispensable for doctors, dentists 
and nurses, If they would proctlce hyp
notism, they would not ruin thousands 
of persons every year with morphine, 
cocaine, chloroform and other poisons. 
The lawyer, clergyman, and other busi
ness men ought to be familiar with its 
mysteries in order to be successful.

However, I will confine myself to the 
use of hypnotism In the family circle. 
As hypnotism takes the place of opiates 
It should be applied and practiced In 
every household, as hypnosis will not 
and does not leave any bad effects on 
the human system like the above men
tioned poisons, while the coveted rest, 
and the relief from pain are so thor
ough that one wonders how it Is there 
are people afraid of its subtle Influence.

As an educator hypnosis is bearing 
fruit and the desired result Is gained 
without any apparent effort on the part 
of the child. Its memory. Is getting 
strengthened, the nerves are getting 
strong and steady, disease, bashful
ness, nerovusness, etc., are banished 
from the system of the child, and it 
ripens to manhood and womanhood far 
more easily than its playmate who has 
not the advantage of being treated 
physically and mentally by the, power
ful Influence of hypnotic suggestions.

Parents can scold their children, yell 
at them, whip them, cuff them, despise 
them, etc,; yet with all these kinds of 
punishments the child does not im
prove. It is getting dull, it learns to 
hate its father and mother on account 
of their cruelty, but, please, parents, 
stop your punishments, learn the sci
enee of hypnotism, you will save time 
and anger, for if you are acquainted 
with hypnotism It takes you less than 
half a minute to have your child In the 
deepest trance. You speak to Its sub
conscious mind or to Its subliminal 
self, show it bow vulgar it is to be 
naughty, point out the way it should be, 
and as the clock strikes, twelve your 
child, unconsciously, will do what you 
suggested, and will form a different 
habit. “Well,” says some critic, “you 
can’t put your-child to sleep so often or 
it will ruin its nervous system,” biit, al
low inetto say you need to treat your 
children more than once a day. Again, 
there is no such thing as a nervous dis
order in children or adults resulting 
from being put under hypnosis. More
over a six months babe could not suffer 
from oversleeping as it normally sleeps 

. about 16 hours out of the 24. Every 
time you put your children under hyp
nosis and give them thè proper sugges
tions they will feel better after it and 
thoroughly rested. _

As a household physician hypnosis

tist, having adopted this science as a 
means of earning a livelihood, and per
haps there are some who will say that I 
uphold hypnotism from a financial 
standpoint, yet allow me to say that I 
urge every father and mother to learn 
It,'and I do not expect to teach every
body who might happen to read this, 
but all the same I say: "For humanity’s 
sake, fathers and mothers, become prac
tical hypnotists. It will be money saved 
for you; your children will thank you In 
later years. Get Instructions from some 
practical operator and you never will 
feel sorry for It. By using hypnosis 
while your offspring Is in childhood you 
can define its destiny, mold Its charac
ter and be Its guiding angel. It is far 
easier to prevent a child from falling 
into vice and bad habits than to reform 
it and cure it.

JOHN M. LETSCHE.

The above gives a bird’s eye view, as 
it were, of the wonderful results that 
will flow from a proper use of hypno
tism in "child culture.” The articles 
we have heretofore published on the 
same subject contain a great deal of 
valuable information, which should 
have been carefully treasured by every 
reader. Hypnotism should never be 
practiced for "the fun it may impart," 
but to promote health, to alleviate pain, 
to change the current of evil thoughts 
and intentions, and to create high and 
noble aspirations. Such a prominent 
factor has hypnotism become In the 
world to-day, that “schools” here, there, 
and everywhere alftost have arisen 
which teach its mysteries, Its methods, 
etc., for an exorbitant price. Dr. W. X. 
Sudduth, a reputable physician of this 
city, charged Lutellus Smith $100 for 
imparting instruction In Hypnotism. 
According to the Chicago Chronicle, Dr. 
Sudduth had promised Mr. Smith that 
by receiving instruction from him, he, 
Smith, could cure his epileptic son. He 
failed, however, to do it, and Dr. Sud
duth sued him "for $100. The jury, 
However, before whom the case was 
tried, refused to order payment to Dr. 
Sudduth. Such an exorbitant charge 
for teaching hypnotism Is not in har
mony with humanitarian work. As 
well pay a hundred dollars for teach
ing the alphabet or multiplication table 
to one who wishes to learn the rudi
ments of knowledge. In order to pro
tect our own subscribers from those 
who are making exorbitant charges for 
teaching hypnotism Indifferently, we 
have grouped together all the really val
uable books ou the subject. These 
books will teaeh you all about hypno
tism, and if you study them carefully,

Its History and Present Develop« 
ment.

Hypnotism—Its History and Present 
Development. By Fredrik BJornstrom, 
M. D., Head Physician of the Stock
holm Hospital. This being a Swedish 
production, It will fit Into your library, 
very nicely, though you have all tho 
other works ou Hypnotism. Price 75 
cents. *

The Theory and Practice.
7. The Theory and Practice of Hu

man Magnetism. Translated from the 
French of H. Durville. The preface by 
the publishers is as follows: "In these 
days when Magnetic Healers of positive 
and negative ability are inflicting their 
courses of instructions upon the public 
at prices ranging from $5 to $109, 
courses of instructions which are 
neither more nor less than Tot' from 
cover Io cover, there Is a real need for a 
popular work bearing upon the subject 
of Magnetic Healing in all Its branches, 
from the hand of one who is at least a 
scholar and a master of his profession.” 
Price $1.00.

Its Facts and Theories.
8. Hypnotism, Its Facts, Theories and 

Related Phenomena. Illustrated with 
numerous original engravings. By Carl 
Sextus. This work Is replete with val
uable suggestions, and will be found of 
great utility by every student of the 
hypnotic phenomena. A single chapter 
will be found worth the price of tho 
book, which Is $2.b0.
Mlnd and Body, Hypnotism 

Suggestion.
9. Mind and Body; Hypnotism

and

and'

silent messenger and conscious. . of 
sweet and quiet rest which is itself

a 
a

you can be instrumental tn doln; 
great deal of good in the world.

a

: "Arcana Of Spiritualism: A Manual of 
’ Spiritual Science and Philosophy.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A spiritual text-book 
of rich and inspired thought. An ex
cellent, work. Finely bound, in scarlet 
and gold. Price $1.50. For sale at this 
office. . . ' ' . '

“Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence." By - Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
tjie basis of-science. For sale at this 
office. Price 0 centa. .

joy! How exquisite the pulsations of 
the. new. atmosphere soft as light, and 
the refreshing coolness, contrasting 
with the fever heat of earth. Spirit 
friends not only meet and wel
come, they will conduct his wandering 
spirit, startled by the strange scenes on 
every hand, to their own bright sphere. 
Then others will greet him, and friends

“Words That . Burn.”. Psychic 
Novel, by Lida Briggs. Browne. This 
work,’ progressive, humanitarian, real
istic. Descriptions : of. scenery and 
home life in both England and the 
United States." It is a large 12mo, 366 
pages, neatly bound in cloth; has por
trait of writer as frontispiece. Price! 
$L50. To introduce It will, sell from 
this office .until further 'notice for $1.25. 
Postage free.' ..

of long ago, and new friends even.more 
In sympathy, and the broken ties and 
shattered promises of this life 1 
united and gathered, and . love and af-

“Human Culture and Cure. Fart 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments). * 
By E. D. Babbitt. M.-D., LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as It I — il nt (la t-lflabe well, fulfills the promise-, of its title, 

af-; for ulo at this office. Price 75 centa,

stands without a rival. How many ills 
is a child heir to! Every little’ while it 
is indisposed. Summer complaint, scar
let fever, functional derangement and a 
libst of other ills. The little one hurts 
itself by a fall dr in play. Often moth
er suggests that the child have a doctor 
and he has to come. Mamma says my 
child is sick, yet the doctor knows that 
it is really mamma who needs a nerve 
tonic, but he was not called in to give 
mamma a tonic, only to give the child 
some poisonous drug to make it sleep 
or to kill the pain, never thinking that 
by killing the pain by poisonous drugs 
the child will also be killed; and before 
that child reaches maturity it Is a dys
peptic or has some other chronic ail
ment Now why not leave the doctor in 
the shade of his office, enjoying himself 
at his case full of poisons, and you your-, 
self be your child’s own doctor, using 
hypnosis and suggestion, which are 
more effective than ¿11 the drugs on the 
market, while the child.ls getting cured 
instead of ruined: '

Of course I am a professional hypno-

Mental and Moral Culture.
1. Hypnotism in Mental and Moral 

Culture. By John Duncan Quackenbos, 
Fellow of the New York Academy of 
Medicine, Member of the New York 
Academy of Sciences, Fellow of the 
New Hampshire Medical Society, Mem
ber of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science. Bear in 
mind, please, that this book treats of 
Hypnotism in Mental and Moral Cul
ture. It should be in every family. 
Price. ?1.25.

A Complete System. '
2. Hypnotism, a Complete System of 

Method, Application and Use, including 
all that is known in the art and prac
tice of mesmerism and mental healing, 
prepared for the self-instruction of be
ginners, as well as for the use of ad
vanced students and practitioners. By 
L. W. D. Laurence. A good work for 
anyone to read. Price $1. Paper, 50 
cents.

The Field of Hypnotism^
3. Hypnotism, by Albert Molt The 

author says: “Various recent researches 
in the field of hypnotism have rendered 
it necessary to remodel in part the 
earlier edition of the work. I hâve 
brought the history of hypnotism down 
to the present, and have throughout, I 
trust, presented the subject In Its pres
ent state. In accordance with’à wish 
which has been expressed by many, I 
have especially developed a Chapter on 
the medical aspects of Hypnotism.” 
This is a work of over 400 pages, ¿nd is 
certainly very valuable. Price $1:50.

4. Hypnotism, by Dr. Fovéau De 
Courinelles. Translated by Laura En
sor.' Illustrated with 42 vignettes. 
This Is a translation from the French; 
and is full of valuable suggestions that 
will enrich the mind of the student. 
Price $1.50. . . '
Hypnotism—Its Uses, and Dan

-.. gers. \
5. Hypnotism, How It is Done! Its 

Uses and Dangers. By James R. 
Cocke,. M. D. .Dr. Cocke has. hypnotized 
altogether about one thousand, three 
hundred and fifty people. .The greater 
part of these were Americans, some ne
groes, quite a number of French, a few 
Germans, and a few of the Northern 
races, such as Danes, Russians, etc. It 
has been his purpose to Illustrate thé 
differences in the hypnotic state as they 
occur in the various nationalities, and 
in that respect the work is very valu-

■ able. Price $1.50. - . ;

Suggestion Applied lu Therapeutics 
nnd Education. By Alvan C. Halphide, 
M. D„ Professor of the Theory and 
Practice of Medicine in Hahnemann 
Medical College. Illustrated. This 
work treats of the Antecedents of Hyp
notism; the Development of Hyp
notism; the Methods of Hypnotizing; 
the Phenomena of Hypnosis; the The
ory of Suggestion; Suggestion In the 
Waking State; Treatment In Natural 
Sleep; Clinical Hypnotism; Suggestion 
and Education; Danger in the use of 
Suggestion; Criminal Suggestion. 
Really, the work Is very valuable. 
Price $1.00.

Rationale of Mesmerism.
10. The Rationale of Mesmerism, by 

A. P. Sinnett This Yfe‘k. too, Is worthy 
of great praise as it contains the results 
of the labors of a master mind. It 
treats of Old and New Theories; tho 
Mesmeric Force; the Real Literature of 
Mesmerism; Side Lights on Mesmeric 
Phenomena;- Curative Mesmerism; An
esthetic Effects nnd Rigidity; the Na
ture of Sensitiveness; Clairvoyance 
and Mesmeric Practice. Price $1.25.

Suggestion—A Gold Mine.
11. Now we present a work of mar

velous utility, one that should be care
fully studied. It contains a mine of 
valuable Information. Its title Is as fol
lows: Treatment by Hypnotism and 
Suggestion; or Psycho Therapeutics. 
By C. Lloyd Tuckey, M. D. In this 
work, the new method, “Treatment by 
Suggestion,” is exhaustively considered. 
Every branch of the subject is dis
cussed In a masterly manner. Every 
healer should have it. Every physician 
will find It invaluable. Every one who 
wishes to become proficient in hypno
tism will find it a valuable auxiliary in. 
the work. Price $3.00.
Mental Suggestion From tlie 

French.
12. Mental Suggestion, by Dr. J. 

Ochorowlcz, Professor of Psychology 
and Nature Philosophy In the Universi
ty of Lemberg. Translated from tlie 
French. The ablest work, probably, 
ever published in France on the above 
subject. It is certainly very valuable, 
and no one can read It without having 
bis knowledge vastly increased. The 
author says: “Hypnotism is henceforth 
part and parcel of Science, and Sugges
tion. which produces most of its won
ders, no longer surprises us.” Price $2. •

An Experimental Study.
13. An Experimental Study in the 

Domnin of Hypnotism. By Dr. R. von 
Kraft-Eblng, Professor of Psychiatry 
and Nervous Diseases in the Royal 
University of Graz, Austria. Trans-. 
lated from the German. Tills book 
gives the best German thought on Hyp
notism. It will prove valuable In every 
library. Price $1.25. .

If you wish to .have a complete li
brary on Hypnotism and kindred sub
jects, purchase the thirteen books above 
mentioned. Indeed a single one of the 
volumes above named will prove of 
great value to every reflective mind. 
For sale at this office. '

“Human Culture aud Cure, Marriage.
Sexual Development, and • Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D... 
LL.D. A most excellent ¿nd very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant, volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75 
¿puts. For sale at this office.

“Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.’' 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study, 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25.

_ For sale at this office. . ,

soon.be
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DR. G. E. WATKINS.
THE

NATURAL PHYSICIAN.
The Physician can only be the servant 

or handmaid of Nature in the cure of

. Disease.
In . reality we can do nothing; we can 
only remove the offending cause while

Nature
Performs the cure, and therefore we 
lay it down as a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a Physician cando 
is to act as a

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment is true, and believe that this meth
od is the right one, then write to-day to 

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
Sending age, sex and leading symptom. 
DR. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer, Mass.

Book of the New Moral 
World.”

’ (Continued from No. 567.)
"Ilas a slight glimpse been yet ob

tained of the never-ending, all-import
ant consequences that will arise to the 
eternal family of man, from the knowl- 
edgp that the character of each is 

• formed for, and not by the individual?
"Nd! Not a human being has ever 

yet been competent to receive the Idea, 
follow It, step by step, to all its legltl- 
mate and most certain consequences. 
Tho discovery of the general law of 
gravity hns been considered a most Im-., 
portan’t addltiou to human knowledge, 
and so undoubtedly it is, as are the dls- 
coVeries of all previously unknown gen
eral laws of nature; but'what is the

• importance of this material la-w, in 
comparison vylth the mental law of the 
principle, by which the Internal organ
ization,'and external character of man 
are formed, and the.means by which

•'boüt may- hereafter-be. weJl.formed, and 
»'iliofliby the ''pemáífiít’^YbgréBMvb 
happiness of humanity^ bfe secured, as

.¡.Ipng. as humanity \l.t¿glf -skull a1 x 1st ?
f “'"Wliat is the rulé-, tin® where are the 

figures, by which the difference cpu.be
’ ’calculated, and Its full value be 

estimated?
“Man is irrational and miserable 

without this knowledge; rational, pfo- 
gresslvely improving and always happy 
with it. ..ij.,

“In what words, or by what means, 
■ shall this difference be expressed?

“It is the difference between an 
earthly pandemonium, Inhabited by 
insane demops, whose delight has been 
to oppose, traduce, vljify, rob, and mur
der each other for the love of God; and 
an earthly paradise, in which no one of 
tliose insapltles will exist, but In which 
all will earnestly and affectionately en
deavor to increase the well-being and 
promote the happiness of each; and In 

.which charity, kindness, love, and 
truth; will be alone known and be ever 
united actively to advance all In every 
kind of excellence and knowledge, until 
the earth shall be filled with goodness 
and wisdom and man shall truly re
joice in his lengthened existence. Here, 
then, in this new course, will the path 
be'opened in which will be found the 
germs of that “sublime and pure 
charity for the convictions, feelings, 
and conduct of the human race, which 
will dispose them”—nay, compel them, 
through the laws of necessity—“to be 
kind to all that have life, seeing that 
this varied life is formed by the same 
Incomprehensible Power that has or- 
gahlzéd human nature, and given man 
his peculiar faculties."

“With the knowledge accurately 
ascertained, and received without 
doilbt into the mind, that the Internal 
organization of man is created for him, 
without his consent, knowledge, or con
trol, and that his external character is 
formed for him by the society and ex
ternal circumstances which surround 
him from birth—that he is compelled to 
entertain the Impressions which force 
up’on liljn his convictions and his feel
ings, and that his conduct necessarily 
emanates from his convictions or his 
feelings, when opposed to each other, 
or. from both when united—how could 
motives to falsehood, the bane of hu

lmán existence, ever arise, or anger, ill- 
?will, violence, wars, plunder and mur
der, jealousy, revenge, contest, or com
petition, avarice, or any desire for In
dividual possesslous, privileges or ad; 
vantages?”
; ‘.‘These as well as all the other un
enumerated evils of past and present 
society, have, one ana all, arisen im
mediately or more remotely from the 
insane idea, that man formed his own 
character, and was responsible to the 
causes which created and formed it, 
for what these causes irresistibly com
pelled it to become. Hence the endless 
and senseless superstitions of the hu
man race in its Infancy of ignorance, 
as to all the fixed laws of its nature; 
hence the reign of insanity for so many 
thousand years over the earth; hence 
the bloodshed of man, and the worse 
than childish contention of nation 
against nation, and the universal de
ception and falsehood by which each 
nation now strives to obtain advantages 
over other nations.” •

“Hence the rank insanity at this day 
[1844] of England and America, and 
other nations, contending for territory, 
and wealth and • power, when they 
know not how,.'advantagebusiy; to use 
the enormous territory and wealth and 
power, which-they possess; while un
conscious that they possess the most 
ample, nay, illimitable’.means, to in
crease'. wealth and power beyond the 
utmost limits of nil rational desires.”

"Let'’men but renounce the .Ignorant 
notion that they form themselves, and 
are responsible for that'formation, and 
the world will immediately become re
ligious in the only sense In' which the

word can iwe any rational "qignlflca-1 
tlofi; for by this same conduct all would 
speedily become good, wise, and happy, 
and to become so would be the essence 
of all true religion; when all would 
spstik the language of triith only, and., 
act, In every instance, in accordance ; 
with the principles of the most ex
tended, most enlightened and purest

O. H. MATHEWS.
New Philadelphia, Ohio.

(To be continued.)

THE STONE COTTER.

[A Japanese Legend.]
Despised, oppressed, dejected, and ob

scure, ■
His back with age and toilsome labor 

bent,
There lived a man both ignorant and 

poor,
Whose heavy heart was full of dis

content. . ; '
Long had he prayed the gods for rest

ful ease,
But £ach successive morning brought 

'as great .
A burden as the last) when earth did
■ ■ freeze . . ■' :

.One day he thus deplored his wretch
' ed fate; '' ' .......... ‘

"Ah! were I only rieh enough to rest
On soft straw matting,'wrapt In rai

ment fine.” '• - -
An augel heard his prayer. “At thy be

hest, ’ ,
All tjint- thou shalt desire at once is 

thine."
But as he lay upon the matting soft, 

Wrapt In fine robes, the Emperor
.passed by 

In silk and gold, 
aloft, 

And round him 
■ cavalry, •

“Alas!” cried he, 
’• rest '

his banners waved

rode his numerous

“what good is it to

Ou soft straw matting, wrapt in ral- 
ment fine? - ■

’To be a powerful Emperor is' best;
Oh! were I such; for nothing could. 

I pine.”
"Be it according to, thy heart’s desire,” 

The angel said, arid Emperor was he.
His banner waved aloft in golden tire, 

In state he .rode amidst his cavalry.
But as he passed, the envious sun 

waxed hot, .
No pleasant shade the Emperor could 

descry:
"Ah, wretched that I am,” he moaned; 

. “is not ■
The sun by far more powerful 

than I?”
“Be then the.sun," once more tbe angel 

spake; - f
And now bls beams fell on the fertile 

earth, . .
Save where, from storm-clouds, watery 

floods outbroke, 
And, spreading, caused a universal 

dearth. .
Unhappy still, he wished himself a 

cloud— .
And in this form he floated far and 

wide,
Over the plains, wher’er the winds al
; lowed, •

■ -Or drifted slowly round the mountain 
side. ■ " ■

. Yet now it seemed to him a barren 
rock . -

The strongest thing in all the world 
' must be; .
’Heedless pf sun «nd storm, and of the 

shock ,
; .Of all tpe fury of the seething sea. 

“"Ha-feVfhoiiMiy -win,” the tinge! said','
■ and 80 , , ,;

A'<!fitt 'he‘ stood!’'df granite hard and
fast;. ‘ ' ' ■

Against its, base the waves dashed to 
■ and ffo, .. . ,

. And vainly howled above the pitiless 
blast., , ‘

As thus he stood, a quarryman obscure, 
With chisel sharp the fragments fly

. , ..Ing. sent, .
Although he seemed both Ignorant and 
’ poor, . .

His back with age and toilsome labor 
bent

“Then let 'me be a man once more,” 
said he;

Once more the angel graciously re
plied; -

And ever after this contentedly 
And peacefully he lived, until he died.

VIATOR.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

On October 18. 1900, at the home of 
her son, near Rochester, Minn., Mrs. 
Eliza S. Dodge was born into the higher 
department of life, having faithfully 
served the body for 77 years. Kidney 
disease and other complications severed 
the tie. Sister Dodge had good medial 
powers, and was a Spiritualist for 
many years, yet her oft-repeated wish 
to have a Spiritualist speak at her fu
neral was not granted.

. FLORA W .FOX.
Rochester, Minn. .

Passed to spirit life, October 14, Mag
gie, only daughter of Thos. and Mary 
Hardy, aged 17 years and four months. 
Modest and retiring in disposition, she 
had won the love and esteem of a large 
circle of friends, whose sympathy goes 
out to the parents and brothers in their 
trial. George Campbell, president of 
the Nanaimo Spiritualist Association, 
conducted the burial service.

. ELIZABETH M. CAMPBELL.

Mrs. Dr. Catherine S. Scott jessed to 
spirit life, October 22, 1960, at 11:20 p. 
m., from her late residence, Francisco 
Terrace, Chicago. Mrs. Scott has 
many friends in Chicago, having for 
many years been a physician, healirig 
the sick and effecting-cures where oth
ers failed. She had many rare quali
ties as a medium, and made many 
friends wherever she resided. She was 
a true friend, and one that could be re
lied upon. May the blessing of God 
and the angels be with her evermore.

: “Poems of Progress,” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read In her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from- 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly, enjoyed by all who 
lore, genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. . The- Volume- is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1, .

“Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual. Life, Based Upon 
Natural. Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law." By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth, $2. For sale at thia 
office, , 

' “Woman, Church and State.” A his
torical account of the status of woman 
throtigh the Christian ages; with remin
iscences of the Matriarchate.' By Ma-, 
tilda Joslyn Gage. An ImportanUwork 
for all women, students of history, etc. 
Paper, 75'cents. Cloth, gilt, $1.50. ' For 
sale at this office. . •

"Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
I); For ¿ale at this office. .Price, $1.

iMWMÄffl
The Secret of Dr. J. M. Peebles’ Qreati Power, which 

Dispels Disease as if by Magic, is the Combination 
of The Psychic and The Phydicat which 

Successfully Combats All Disease.

“DESPAIR NOT, THERE IS HOPE FOR YOU.”
’Vfhat Is this great Healing Science which cures so-called 

incurable diseases, aud bus revolutionized tbe art of 
curing to such au extent that pbyslolaus and scientists 
stand dumfounded at its mystical power? Dr. J. M, 
Tcebles, the grand old mau who is its originator and has 
given it to the world, calls it psychic force, and says 
there Is uotblug mystical or supernatural about it. That 
It seems to come from tbe mysterious deep aud have a 
supernatural origin is be cause It HAS PBltFORMlSD 
SUCH MARVlirOTJS CUBES and has dispelled 
disease of every nature from man and woman when all 
other human power failed, but that lur reality it Is a 
logical method,founded upon scientific study, and now at. 
the ripe old age of 71) I can look back over 50 years of 
patient work aud experiment before T evolved It to Its ; 
present perfection. The whole secret of the grand sue-: 
cess which 1 have had is that at Inst I have found THE 
MIND OF THE SOVE, and demonstrated that by 
tbe correct use of my psychic force I can, UuouJi this 
mind, restore tbe tissues of the body and phiee that ab
normal condition of tho body which is brought on by, 

'disease Into a normal condition and the eonc«t fune-' 
tlonal working of the entire system; THEREBY 
DISPELLING DISEASE. The thousands of testi
monials which, unsolicited, Irnvo been, sent to ,Dr. 
Peebles arc positive proof as to tbe merit of ids wonder-

.DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

ful discovery. Mrs. J. W. Heuderson, of st. Johns, 
Washington, whu suffered for years with pain fa tbe 
ovaries and uterine weakness, was entirely cured by tlie 
Peebles treatment. Mrs. C. Harri», Marionville, Pa., 
says she can not .express too much gratitude for the 
results received through Dr- Preble’s treatment. She- 
suffered for years from falling of the womb. Francis 
Wavering, beanie, Washington, suffered for twenty 
years with a severe case of Catarrh; was completely 
-cured through the psychic treatment. L. A. Ford, Els- 
worth, Wis., was permanently cured of Dyspepsia, and 
Nervousness. Geo. II. Weeks, of .53 Minerva Street. 
Cleveland. Ohio, sends heartfelt (luiuks for restoration of 

ihcalth after suffering froin Nervous Prostration and 
.Insomnia; says be now .enjoys r.estfuluess and sleeps 
Bound every ulglil. Mrs. Mary A Clair, Lexington. Ky., after.tlilrty years continual suffering from Eullensv 
and trying to be cured by eminent physicians, writes: 'Two nionclu of your treatment has made e?rth 

1, < u'nni»,: , »,,,<>.>>• ,1,111 aiimnn.n >,»■>» u PSJIUg ■ symptoms?* Dr.° Peebles.

?KrV£^

Di-. J. M. Peebles WILL TEACH YOU HIS PROFES
SION, which is the grandest and best paying profession of 
the age, to any man or woman who wishes to learn it, the only 
education necessary to know how to read; ; Full instructions ft-ee to 
all addressing Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Midi. , :

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in Madison street and California avenue.
Chicago.

The First Spiritual Church of Chi
cago, Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, pas
tor, holds services in Oakland Club 
Hall, corner Oakwood and Ellis ave
nues, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. Lec
ture and spirit inessages at all services. 
Take Cottage Grove ear to 39th street.

Prof. John McLane holds meetings 
each Sunday at Van Buren Hall, corner 
of California avenue and: -Madison 
street, at 2:30 and 7: 30 p. in. •

Church of the Spirit, Van Byuen 
Opera House, Madison street, and Cali- 
forflia avenue. Mrs. Dr. Edwards, pas
tor. Meetings every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m.. Lecture, tests and phenomena. 
Mediums Invited to assist.. Good music.

The Swedish Cli'urch of Psychology 
holds services every Sunday at 2 p. m,, 
nt-Phoenix Hall, 324 E. Division street,, 
near Sedgwick street.. Dr. E. I. Jacob, 

’BOrirpiidto'f? M^^MfSUmhiers, medium.
Visiting mediums always invited... .

Beacon Light Church, 675 l.arrabee 
street, near Garfield.- ' Services every 
Wednesday at 8 p. m. G. F. Perkins 
and Mrs. E. Perkins, lecturers. Tests 
and messages at every session. Other 
mediums invited. Al! are welcome.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services in 
Handel Hall, 40 Randolph street, every 
Sunday at II a. m. Seats free.

The Sunflower Social Club, auxiliary 
to, the First Spiritual Church of Chicago, 
meets at Oakland Club Hall, corner 
Oakwood and Ellis avenues, the sec-

Beginning,at 2 o'clock.
The ProgressivelSplritual Society will 

hold u meeting each Sunday at North 
avenue and ¡Burllflg street, at 3 p. m. 
German nndit English speaking. Mrs ■ 
Hilbert assisted'bjt Mr. Bernhart. ‘

Send in notice kff meetings held on 
Sunday in public bulls.

■ Bear thia only meetings held 
in public halli wllilbe' announced under 
be above bend. We have not space to 

keep standing notteeg of-meetings held 
at private residencies. ■

<Pi»;¥ouiNeed Spectacles? ■
; try'‘Poolfe's!. perfected Melted 

Pellbte lens, la perfect asiisiiint to the 
eyep.jfor new and Yar vision. Thev In- 
«Wig Eenewed action of-‘the nerves

___ 1 • yeurfi, Ht- l*n?.?.%ous’?d? of. People by this method 
n thi^.and foreign countries. I have 

of .lelters fl'om Patrons, 
telling me of tlie benefits received bv 
their use. Please write for Illustrated 
circulars explaining my method of 
treatment, also showing styles and 
prices. Address B. F. POOLE, 43 Ev
anston-avenue, Chicago. Ill.

“The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 and 
2. An occult library In itself, a text- 

ond and fourth Friday of each month, ' b^AdeptT^f ^Henu'etic^Phnosonhv1 
beginning at 3 p. m. The.ladles bring PrIce per volumc, ™,lütior 
refreshments which are . served at 6 I office. e at tllls
o’clock. Evening session opens at 7:45. 
Questions presented by the audience 
Are answered by the guides of Mrs. 
Cooley, followed by literary and‘mu
sical program; also offerings from other 
workers. All Ibvited.

Baud of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St.,

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Princlnal 
Passages of the - Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or Imnlv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of -the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible” Bv 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied

every first hud third.Thursday of the ' the results of his many years’ studv 
month, beginning afternoons at three I of the Bible in its relations to Spiritual 
o’clock. The ladies bring refreshments; ism. As,its title denotes, it is a veri 
supper served at .six o’clock.. Evening; table encyclopedia of information on 
session commences at a quarter to 1 the subject. Price $1. For sale at thio 
eight,- Questions Invited from the au-' office. a
dicncc, and answered by the guides of 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. Always an 
interesting programme. All are wel
come. '

The Progressive Spiritual Chureh, G.
V. Cordingley, pastor, 6th floor Handel
Hall, 40 Randolph 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. 
noon and evening.

Church of the 
will hold meetings

street. Services at 
Take elevator after-

Spirit Communion

| “Cosmlan Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodyin" 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianl-rm.' Price 50 cents 
For sale at thistoffice.' ■ '

The .Commandments Analyzed, price
25 cents. . Big Bible ’ Stories, cloth 50

... - - in Kenwood Hall,
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun- < - - — -------- - Uu
day. 3 p. in., conference and tests; cei“s’ •
S p. m., lectures by competent speakers; I “A Plea tfor the New Woman.” By 
tests by H. F. Coates and others. All' May. Colling Aw-address delivered be
are invited. Good music and seats free. the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds at thIs offlc6‘ Price 10 cents.
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, | 
No. 294 and 296 East 43d street, every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock. Spirit
messages, Tests in telepathy or thought 
transference, good music. Seats free. 
May Goodrich, pastor. .

The Englewood Spiritual Unión So
ciety meets every Sunday at.Forbes’ 
Hall, 420 W. 63d street. Will C. 
Hodge in charge.; ,

Church of tfie Star of Truth,- Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501.West..North avenue. 
Services at :7:45 p., m„ > conducted by 
Mr. and-Mrs. William Lindsey.

Truth Seekers meet at tue Teutonia 
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock. ■ ■

The Chicago Liberal Society is a non-

| “After Her Death. - ‘The Story of a 
Summer.”. ;By Lilian Whiting. . n0 
mind that doves spiritual thought can 
fail to be: fed arid delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer ami 
ethereal phases- of Spiritualism, lead
ing the mlnthonwiird into the purer at
mosphere ofoexalted spiritual truth a 
book for .the'hlgher life. For sale 'at 
this office. . Brice, floth. ?1.
: ‘.‘From Sont to Sdul.”-By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovqrs off-poetry will find gems 
Of thought-yin pdetlc diction in this 
handsome volume,[(wherewith to sweet
en "hours ofi leisure and enjoyment 
Price $L Ftr salatat this office.

“The Wordd BaSmtlfuI.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Hast' excellent in their high 
and elevatW _spl^tuality of thoughtsectarian association.for the encourage-; eievatin3_BpiptuaHty or thought

ment of morality, the promotion of edu- „¿-eSprino 6«?C?or °™?lete 'V*'
cation, the .acquisition and dissemina- Be'/’ per V0*UIne. For
tion of knowledge, and the-inculcation 68 6 at '°®ce-0
of truth in the place and stead of error I “HistorlcahiLoglrtil and Philosophical 
and superstition. The Temple services Objections tb the (Dogmas of Relncar- 
6f the society are held every Sunday . n-t!°n jna Kfe-Ernfiodiment.” By Prof, 
morning at 11 o'clock m Corinthian i Lociitvood. wA keen and master
Hali, Masonic Temple, 17th floor, and -i?110!0’ 25 cents- For sale
are in charge of Thomas B. Gregory. this office.
You are cordially Invited to attend the ™ • -
same.

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest-
___ . . nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J;
The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu- S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing

-- - -- 79 pages of racy reading. Price . 25dents of Nature holds services every - - _ , - n — —
Sunday evening nt Nathan’s hall, 1565 ; cents. For sale at the office of The 
Milwaukee avenue, corner Western ave- Progressive Thinker.
nue, nt 7:30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor. I ■ "A Few. Words About the Devil, and

The Independent SpIrituaLSodety.N. Kinkead, president, will meet each . “sM-fmtóortal^ 
Sunday evening at 8 p m. at 77 Thirty-1 WiLp. Phelon.^r sale at this office, 
first street. (Auditorium) hall. • Good. py]ne 25 centfl ■ ■
End aDd test m?dluffls bave been . ..Humanity, its Nature, Powers and 

I;, „ ! Possibilities.” A concise, masterly,
The Spiritual Research will hold-1 presentation of tlie facts' and phlloso-

To Do All the Good We Can ftLEX. CflIRD, M. D

Mrs. Or. Oobson-Barker, ALLOPATH
Who Ie bo widely known as one of the 

many

SPIRITUAL f+EALERS,
SHE HAS

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Your Case .

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.

SEND TO

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Rarker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MRS. MAGGIE WHITE
Heading by mail. 41.06. Business advice a specialty. 

804 8. Crouse ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 668

NEW DREAM BOOK.
1,000 Drcams aud their Interpretation; price. 25 

cents;- sent by mail on receipt of price, In coin or 
stamps. Address DR. R. GREER, May wood. 111, 556tf

Card from Annie Lord Chamber-
• • • « : lain. ..
v,Pe?r.iricud.“’ you can greatly help me care for my 
blind sister. Jennie L. Webb, one of tbe earliest me- 
mums now in the form, by writing a letter to a spirit 
friend. Send it to me with 41, and I will tryandget 
reply by independent writing or whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Ohsmberlaln, Milford, Mais. 53itf

DR. A. R. SPINNEY.
Free examinations and free diagnosis of all wh 

are sick. Send name, p. o. address, age and leading 
symptoms, and I will give you »careful opinion of 
the nature of your disease and the chances for a euro.

1 have been forty-three years lu practice. I now 
own the Reed City Sanitarium, with a staff of eight 
pnjElcians; also have a Lylng-lmHospitid, Send for 

Motion list. Address all mall to A B.
SPINhEY, M.D., Reed City, Mich. . 559tf

FRANCES L. LOUCKS
Medical Clairvoyant can diagnose all diseases cor
rectly. 1 Dave a Mure cure for nil kidney mid liver 
troubles. 1 cure ull sumach difficulties, constlpatlou. 
all formp of piles, remove all huuwra from tbe blood, 
completely renovating the whole system; 1 make a 
specialty or nervous exbanotfou and lost vigor ot both 
sexes. My “twelvo months of the year” tablets are a 
boon to women. Write me. giving age. sex. weight, 
name In full, 5 two cent stamps ana receive a free 
diagnosis. Address; Francos L. Loucks, Lock Box 
1214. btonebam. Masa.

li a registered physician, educated lo two schools ol 
medicine.

AND ECLECTIC;
for the past five years has practiced aa a Botanio 
rbyslclau and Healer, working iu conncctiou with 
bH wife, formerly

MRS. P. L. HANSEN, 
of Chicago, for the past fifteen years recognized as 
one of the leading clairvoyants of the world, who 
diagnoses all his cases.

For diagnosis send lock of hair, age, sex and three 
two-cent stampi.

If satisfactory send TJiree Dollars for medi
cine for one mouths treatment. For a gen- A a 
eral reading and spirit communication ll«vv* 
Give age and sex. ,

ALEX CAIRD M. D„ 44 COMMERCIAL ST., 
,LYNN, MASS.

COLLEGEOF FINE FORCES
The students of this College represent four con

tinents, and many of them are physicians, medical 
professors, or clergymen. Hudson Tuttle, the well- 
known author, calls this college “An institute of 
re^ne? therapeutics, which 1« fast becoming of world
wide fame, and attracting students from many coun
tries. It builds on exact science, and Includes tho 
magnetic, electric, chemical, solar, and spiritual 
forces which underlie everything. Its course can be 
taken at home, aud a diploma conferring the title of 
p. M. (Doctor of Magnetics) granted.” Send stamp 
for catalogue. r

A cheaper aud simpler ACADEMIC COURSE has 
been established for those who do not wish to take 
the more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It covers 
new and beautiful methods‘of Nature, which are 
P.Sr1?,1 -i? heal 6nd upbuild. AddressE.D?BAB- 
Bin. M. D„ LL. D.. Dean, 68 North Third 8t., San 
Jose, California. 555

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty years has treated and cured the flck in all 
parts of the United States and Canada. Thousands 
have been cured after being given up to die. Bls 
paychfe powers are unequuled, as bls cures prove. 
Talk doesn’t prove anything, Facts are proof. He 
®1B,°„Sure8 diseases of men, such as loss of manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion, Said 
name, age. sex. lock of hair. 6 cis in stamps, for »'di- 
agnosia. Address, .

DR. J. 8. LOUCK8, M. D.,
85 Warren at., Stoneham, Maas.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins, : 
Speakers. Healers and Teat Mediums, hold t«t cir
cle» Sunday evenings at 8 o’clock, and Thursday 
afternoons at 8 o’clock, Developing circles Monday 
evenings. Private readings and healing dally. 884 
W. Madison St., cor. Leavitt St.

$2—TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS lu two and three sec

tions 36 In. high—magnetized when desired—,2 on re
ceipt ol price. Address WM. A. MURRAY, 508 B 2nd 
St,, Newport, Ky. jgt

Y0UB FUTURE AstrologeVwALRONlJ 
87 Opera House Block, Denver, Col. From 41.00.

Myself cured, I will gladly inform any one addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
or Cocaine, of a never-failing harmless Home Cure. 
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin. ?. O. Box 1212, Chicago, IU.

Who Wrote the New Testament?
mjlP VATflUm A TXT AW Ttttv™ ! The authors discovered. Tbe writing« of Damls used In.hi hUUJNlAlN OF LIFE. M»hash. Astonishing coufesriuiiB of Eusebius aud

Mahomet, the Illustrious.1 tvtzxtvt
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

This work Is one of the Library of Liberal Classics, 
no author was better quail nod io write *n Impartial 

-and bone.t life ot Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume Is intensely interuttag. It should ba 
read In conjunction with Gibbon'« wmifc Wr sale at 
this office. Prtce. 25 cents.

-IN THE- .

past; present, and future.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

:u«ulu of recent scientific research regarding th« 
origin, position and prospect« of mankind.

From the German of

DIL LUDWIG BUCHNER,
' _ ‘ ' ’’ r ” Author of "Force and Hatter,’’EaaatB on Nature and

: - Glimpses of Heaven,.. |. '•
Through the hand of Gnrrlc E. S. Twlng automatically '
By Gllbert.Haveu, late Bisbop of the Methodist Bpli*
copi'eyurcb?'I'hiB'iBtb'eBfco^dbook'i'ro^th'lB'^-
[pent divine since be paBBOd to Splrlt-Ufe. Price 80o. UI and IndcBtructlble-tbe‘maneatworm aii well a. 
For sale at tblB office. tbe moat enormou« of tbe celestial bodies,—the sand

1 grain or tbe water drop as well as the highest being In 
c«*llop..n>an and hla thoughts. Only tbe forma in 
which being manifests Itself are changing; but Being 
Itself remains eternally tbe same and Imperishable 
When we die we do not lose ourselves, but only out 
personal consciousness. We live on In nature, fa out 
race, In our children, in our deeds, In our thoughts— > 
in short. In tbe entire material and physical contribu- } 
iiux which, during our short persona) existence, we 
r ve furnished tothe subsistence of mankind nnd Of

, ure In general.”—Buechner.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All's Kight with the World.” Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success with 
• All s Right with the World," which continues In tho 
front ruuk of tbe Metaphysical books that are now so ’ 
popular. Theg’-cat number who have Jeen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book* 
by th.s wise teacher whose words of help are doing so 
much to nake tbe world better by making men and I 
Women better able to understaud and enjoy it. |

“Discovery of a Lost Trail“ I 
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing , 
culled life, but grand In its scholarly simplicity. Itl 
will be In demand by maty who have not previously ' 
read metaphysical writings. Price 41.50. For sale at 
this office.

— vol- PQBtSvo.. about S«> ware Te—n doth. 11.

A. P. A. MANUEL. “
A Complete expose of the principles and objects of 

tbe American Protective Association. A book for all 
patriotic American citizens. Price’ffic, or two for 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

The Soul of Things ;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Danton. A marvt

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW,

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Mosbb Hull. This pamphlet besides giving tbe Spir
itualistic interpretation of many things la tbe Bible— 

, By Interpretations never before given, .explains the 
clous hcavensandhelUbelleyedinby SplrtbttSh. Price, 
ascln- W cento. Fw sale at this office. *work. Though concise as a text book it Isas fascln- ---------- - ------------------ --

atlngasa work of Action. Tbe reader will be amazed I — - - ___
to sec tbe curious facta here combined in support of a TL4 C a a a
thlH power of the human mind, which will resolve a । VW
thousand doubts and difficulties, make geology plain i ftgl n ta /%■ B ■
as day, and throw light on all subjects no w obscured ' ilf ft r IH 7 ft VlUTAftn QaicSawawoiiiQs dixiocn baviors, I OR “

Philosophy of Phenomena.
by geo. m. Ramsey, m. d.,

Author of ‘ ‘Cosmology.’’
- IN TWO PARTS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

CONTENTS.
PART I.—METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA

Cbap. 1, Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2, Metaphysical 
Philosophy; 3, Heat; 4, Functional Phenomena; 5, 
Man; 6, Objective and Subjective Phenomena; 7. 
“Wbo by searching can And God?” a Hyperbole Me> 
aphyilcal; 8, “To the Unknown God, Whom yc Ignor* 
Wily Worhlp;” 10, “The Father Is «greater than I,” 
11, True and Spurious Gods; 12, ‘T am the Resurrec
tion and the Life;” 18, An Imaginary God and some 
of His Exploits; 14, 'He Is Free whom the Truih 
natn made free;*’ 15, AU Animates Originate from 
KKPi 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy of 
Healing; 18, Worshlpof Deity; 19, Sense and Nonsense 
Intermixed; 20, Plurality and Tri unity of God* 2L 
vagaries: 22, Misapprehension; 23, What la Sin?24, 
Suns, Planets and Satellites of the Universe; 25, Be
ginning without Ending; 23, Design or Accident; 
Which? 27. Chance versus Law; 28, Summary.

PART.II,-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
Chap. 29, Nebulae; 80, Air Pressure and Air Motion 

as a- Motor; 81, Air and Orbital Motions; 82, Water 
Made to Run up mil; 33 Philosophy of Canyons, When 
Md How Formed; 34, Glacial Phenomena; 35, Moons 
and their Motions; 36, Ethnological Phenomena; 87, 
Tbe Colored Man.

jsfî

Melted Pebble Spectacles
."'■’‘torelost vblon Write for Illustrated Circular» 

»• ¡owluRHyles and prices and photo or Spirit Yarmk 
w no developed this clairvoyant power In trie. lean 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
j our eyes In your own home as if you were In my 
n Cnn Seni? »tamp for pboti
B. F. POOLE & CO.. 43 Evanston at,. Chicago, IB.

Address: F. P. BRANDT. Box 401. 
______________ Grand Rapid«, Mich-

Aft IT LIAllf Mbtaphtmcal hkai,- llll 11 NnlU ING' lf y"11 arc nul ,a
Illi II 1111 Via hviiltli. send me

.’«nlculaw and i will tell you just wbttt I can du im .,cu.
During tbe past seven years. 1 have, Irrespective of 

distance, successfully treated (privately) cafes of 
Chronic Headache, Paralysis, Insomnia. Constipation, 
Neuralgia, Nervousness, Pleurisy and various other 
alimenta. Write yourxelf.

H. S. Collins, 27 West 8th Street, 
___  New York.

KNOW THYSELF! ‘¡¡i
log your life, 4>.0U. Trial reading*, 25 cents Send 
name and date of birth. The Light of the Zodiac, a 
treatise on planetary Influence upon linman life 
character and destiny, explaining the Law of Period’ 
Icity. the real causea underlying the manifestation of 
Psychic lower, Sickness and Failure. Health and 
tbe Key to Power.

6. WALTER LYNN
THE ¿MINENT

Mental Physician
AND

Obsession Cared.
Special Attention Given to

Nervous Ailments.
Astonishing Cures of Disease, 

Physical and Mental, 
' ' Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science

Readings and business advice, by mall, 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of ¿disease 
send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex a/id own handwriting. ’’

I key® never known a more competent. reiiaM« wfitIJii! “e<ilUUi iorlhe Bplrlt-world thin Chai 
waiter Lynn. Jos. Rodju Buohaxam.

Address, 1017 Castro st.,
_ ________________ Oakland, Cali.

The Art of Attainment
taught by mail. A scientific system of 
practical self-culture which unfolds la- 

ffifts and develops body and mind to 
the highest possible degree of excel
lence. Valuable literature free.

Uriel Buchanan, Dent. P. T..
Box210- Chicago, IB.

BE>ST,.CUP.E. 0N earth for the drink

Mi’s. Georgia Gladys Cooley.
1 ri.nce Medium. Private reading« dally Readlnm

~BETTER THAN QOLdT 
Elixir or Life .Nos. One and Two 
Cutes all forms of stomach, liver and kidney diaeaaat

moJlbPMutforJl.w0W1' ’U*ntlt)r ,or »•

One paaka.e or our Magnetized Compound for bom 
rye. or poor eye.IgbL Has been need and pralied bv ' ‘ “ *' p*r“ ,lle worl<1- Bent for W cent/
Lil «Ml postpaid for 11.00, with Yttrinai 

photo and Instruction, bow to live 100 year.

PSYCHIC HEALER.
Will treat women and children at their homes., 

nervous dlaeares a opechlty. Address Mrs. M. C. 
rope. 309 Ghidings st.. Ravenswood, 1)1. 574

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.
। BY KERSEY CRAVES. j 

I New and startling revelations tn religions history ' 
Which disclose tbe Oriental origin of al) tbe doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of tbo Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of its aacrod mysteries, besides comprising the His 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. Thia won
derful imd exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
take high rank as a book of reference in the field 
which the author has chosen for it. Tho amount of 

- or necessary to collate and compile the 
varied inf ormatlon contained tn it must have been se
vere and arduous Indeed, rind now that it la in such 
convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
willlnjiy allow It to go out of print. But the book is 

raere. collation of views or statistics; 
throughout Its entire course the author—os will be 
seen by his title-page and chapter-heads—follows a 
definite line of research and argument to tbe cloee.

n • conejusionsgojike auro arrows to tbe mark. 1 
Printed on fine white paper, 380 pagee. New edition. I 
revlsed.rnd corrected, with portrait ot Mt&r.

rpKST READINGS 12 CENTS. Dli. S. BARNEY 
A Clairvoyant, and Paycliumetric Beader. Magnetic 
Healer. DiRgnoRlf» of dlsenetB free. 120 S. Edwards
wards st., Kalamazoo. Mich. 571

Harmonics of Evolution.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, 
- Based Upon Natural Science

As taught by modem masters of law. Ry Florence 
Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting and distinctly 
valuable contribution to the literature of evolntlon, 
unfolding Its laws from the deeper and clearer q?lrlt> 
ual aspect, and indicating the defects of the Darwin* 
lan theory. Spiritualists and Materialists alike can 
gain much from Its perusal, ■ Price, finely bound In 
cloth, 42. For sale at this office.

. — —.
Pott«e<i io ceniti, Mr sate al this »¿¡toe.

WAYSIDE JOTFINCS.
Gatbercdfrom tbe Highways, Ry-wara ana 

of Life. By MaTTU B. Hulu This Is a marvel ,.S 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best n<-,, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid t. 
of the author, also a portrait of, Mos a Hell. : 
neatly bound In English cloth, u. filer aal- --

i

The Development of the Spirit
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The 
origin of religions, and their influence upon the 
mental development of the human race. Transcribed 
at the request of a band of ancient philosophers. 
Price, 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Devil and the Adventists.
' Afi Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
1 Moses Hull. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

MISS JUDSON’S ROOKS.1APPENDIX.—Problems; Physical and Metaphys
ical Phenomena, ad Infinitum.

The topics treated receive a handling that Is dis
tinctly terse, yet popular. Tbe style of tbe author 
throughout Is epigrammatic—compact ’with clear I 
thought. The book is »remarkable one in every «i nrfTV Rmr nnnjnrv a Kunnm poet. Being compact with thought itself, It will m t. BEUAMB A SPHtHTAIlST.
fall tO-Compe1 thought luotheis. , 264 pages, Ona copy, 41; aix copies. 45.

With a atcel plate portrait of tbe author 
12mo, pp, 208. Price tl.OU. 7cr sale at this offn# j _ 1

THE SUNDAY QUESTION
Historical and critical review, with replies to an ob

jection. By G. W. Brown, M. D. Price 15c, For Bale 
at this office-

HROM NIGHT TO MORNf
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Ctiureh.

82 pages. Onecopy, IS cegU: ten «pia, «L

TfflV BRIPOgBgTtEEEy Tim mmma.

STÀRNOS.
By Dr. Delù E. Davis. A. rosary of pearls, called M« at ÌM8 Oflice« 40 ZOMllBfitefiL 

from the works of Andrew Jackson Davis, intended. rvi-nrtTn »-xm -
for the light and solace of every sorrowing and ÌUKCE AND M A4 I'hilL 
«trlcken heart. Price M cento. For .Me at til, office, 'ey Ludwig BnccMer. A celebrated book. CIo. ,

STRIKE OF A SEX.
By George N. Miller. Dealing with the population 
gnestion. Paper, 25 cents. For sale at thkoffice.

The Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J. 
Colville. Limp cloth, 50c.

A. Schopenhauer Essays.
Translated by T.B. Saunders. Cloth, 75c.

. CONTENTS.—The .Wisdom of Life; Counsels and 
Maxims;; Religion and other Essays; The Art of 
Literature; Studies-In Pessimism. ...........

’’Schopenhauer is one of tne few philosophers who 
can be generally understood without ia commentary. 
All hla theories claim to be drawn direct from facts, 
to be suggested by observation, and to interpret tbe 
world as His; and whatever view be takes,’he Is con
stant In-his appeal to tbe experience of common life. 
This characteristic endows his style with a freshness 

«and vigor which would be.dtfficnlt to match In theuuru preseuGiuun oi uie lucis auu puitoso- «aaaTigOT wnicn wouia oe.difficult to match Inthe 
meetings every. Wednesday, at Van phy. of Sphihinltem. For sale.’at tiilsi n^W®WHr,ttoR wnntry.w«tapwiiNe 
■Buren Opera House, Hall B, corner of office. Price 25 cents. j ‘ ’

E. D. BABBITTS WORKS.
Human Culture and Cure.
KPc“ntf‘r8t- Om. Pspcrwon

Human Culture and Cure. . ' .
Soda?UpbXng”*S?oT^!l Development «4

Social Upbuilding; '
Cooperative Syetem. and' tbe Happlne 

and Ennobling of Humanity, Paper cover, 15 cents. ■
Health and Power. ' '
35 «n“db00k °f C°rc’Et0’ Cl0th’25 ““ft LeaV^si

Religion. - : .
Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent f.loth. 

11; paper, 50 cents. . -

Principles of Light and Color.
K°euu'exu».irbM,k* ? ihe *’ *»

THE DIAKKA,
The Dlakka and Thetr Earthly Vlctlms-bv Ui. fl“»• 

A. J. Darik Is a very interests; >^M».aro 
work. It la an explanation ot much that la false and 
repulsive In Spiritualism, embodying a most Im

, portant recent Interview with James Victor Wilson, a 
resident of the Summer Land. Price 50 cents. For 
sale at this office.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To which I, added Spiritual Phenomena: How loin- 
vcitlgata their various phases; bow to form circle, 
and develop mediumship; an absolute teat ot genuine 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist should 
have It. Price, cloth. 75c.

^£3

Three Journeys
Around the World,

Or Travels in the Pacific Islands, 
New Zealand, Australia, 

_ Ceylon, India,
And other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, A, 
M..M. D., Ph. D. tn this splendid large book Dr. 
Peebles has concentrated avast amount of valuable 
Information.* It Is exceedingly entertaining and read
able,- and. SpIrituaHam M be found it everywhere 
in his travels receives due attention, making tbe 
book of special value and Interest to Spiritualists, 454 
large pages; finely bound, at tbe low price of 41 AO. For - 
sals at this office. -

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism 
' ’ i A Treatise on . '

HUMAN CULTURE.
By Leroy Bcrrler, Anthropologist and Author.' A 
very suggestive and instructive book. Price, 414X). 1 
For sale at this office.
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OÜR MEDIÜMISTI6 GIFTS tp-day, I venture to assert for the ben«L-

SLEEP AND DREAMS.

I-

L-
their medlumistlc powers in attempting 
to accomplish, in a half-hearted man
ner, that which they are unfitted for.

covered and properly ‘developed. And 
so do hundreds and thousands waste

F

t.

!# »Q.'<

L’

J?

An Address Delivered by Mr. H. Taylor, in the Odd Fei 
lows Hall, Melbourne, Australia.

Ever since my inception to Spiritual
ism I think those who have guided my 
thoughts have made it pretty evident 
that they desire me to be recognized as 
a fearless advocate of the "grand phil
osophy” in its highest aspect, as also a 
fearless denouncer of all that tends to 
place man’s spiritual existence on the 
lowest planes of thought and make 
everything in connection therewith an- 
tagonistlc to reason and the best inter

' est of God and the spirit world.
“Peace at any price” has ever been 

foreign to my nature, but “peace with 
honor” has always been In harmony 
with my desires. I do not, therefore, 
intend to divert from these principles 
in giving to you the thoughts which 
have been transmittted to me by un
seen forces, in connection with that 
most priceless (if properly used) gift, 
“Spiritual Mediumship,” but should my 
plain speaking beget enemies (as it 
ever has done), I would ask them to 
remember that all I say is consclen- 
tiously in the best interests, according 
to the light given me, of true Splrltual- 
ism and true mediumship, and if all 
who profess to be Spiritualists, would 
only demand from those claiming to be 
mediums, that everything in connection 
with their work should bear the light 
pf day and the world’s scrutiny, in
stead of, as many do, pandering to 

. half-developed mercenary rogues and 
swindlers, ever ready to hush up and 
gloss over any little discrepancies, to 
use a mild term, because they, per
chance, at times receive a "test” from 
these degraded beings; then would me- 
diumshlp and those few, so very few, 
in proportion, honest mediums who are 
striving to convince the unconvinced 
millions of, the world’s inhabitants of 
the- continuity of existence after the 
material body has served its purpose, 
then, I say, would those few, well
meaning, well-living earthly servants 
ot the heavenly messengers of "peace, 
good will to all," have some hope ot 
succeeding in what now seems to be 
such an arduous, if not altogether hope
less task. ' '

And what’is the cause ot these con
ditions? ' • ' .. W V V — .V * . * ' . *

It lies.in the fact that so many striv
ing? to -develop- medluip!stIp’;;.abl.lHie«r 
they perhaps .<’• ’tat, even in the sllght- 
est degree, po ), without either con
sidering or ca; \ to know the great 
responsibilities i./^y take upon them
selves when deck tag to become sub
servient (I use the'word advisedly) to 
the. influence of any denizen of the 
spirit planes who may come along and 
wlib; perchance, may have no more 

'spiritual enlightenment than them
selves, and -who, when on earth, had 

. the one object in view: a greed of gain 
for the purpose of gratifying their self
ish alms. And so theso. much-to-be- 

■ pitied and condemned individuals place 
themselves in the hands of those on the 
other Bide who pander to their vanity 
and. whose ideas are congenial with 

. tffelf own, caring nought for anything 
but . the amount of shillings, half
crowns or pounds such earth-bound 
guides. In conjunction with themselves, 
can extract from the pockets of their 
dupes, as the reward of a few hap
hazard “tests,” which, no matter of 
how little real value of a material and 
none of a spiritual nature, make them 

■ : only the more anxious; their continual 
cry, as they hover around, like the moth 
in the seeming charmed circle of the 
candle light, being, more tests! more 

: tests!-until, like the poor insect, their 
wings get scorched, and Instead of tak
ing- the lesson to heart and profiting 

, thereby, they make all sorts of foolish 
-excuses “for the poor persecuted crea
ture,” as they'choose to style him or 

’ her'who has been preying upon their 
■ ; feelings and their pockets, and the un- 

.rest, that Is created In their minds, 
through the rotten foundations they are 
working upon, causes them to renew 
the attack on the delusive light, fear- 
fui, lest it is only, after all, a “WlU-o’- 
ffie-Wisp” they have been fluttering 
after, and must, therefore, further 
'satisfy themselves with more useless, 
because not thoroughly convincing tests.

And so the cardsharper, the fortune
teller, and the undeveloped medium, 

.mixed up together under the cloak of 
Spiritualism, continue to thrive at the 

• expense of the true sensitive and deal 
out their -wares to those who place the 
greatest value on'T am very pleased to 

' see you,” when coming from some one 
_ they possibly knew, or fancied they did, 

■ in earth life; or, if it comes from some-
^.y. one claiming a big name, the greater

the name the greater the satisfaction. 
- And greater value, still is placed on any

information telling them to do- this, 
that or the other thing, and they will 

' reap so many more golden guineas 
thereby; or if they take a certain jour
ney they will be benefited by it.

Anything which tends to worldly 
aggrandizement’is. swallowed with the 
greatest respect and faith, and acted 
upon, until the, too often, fallacy of it 
is exposed. And yet a bright message 
of reasonable advice of a really spirit’ 
ual nature Is taken as being of no dm

.- portance and oftdimes with contempt, 
-or with “this-sort-of-thlng-can-wait" 
style, ho matter from whom it may 
come. . ' :

And so the unspirlfual Spiritualists 
continue to be wrapt up in test-bunting 
as the only means of quieting'their 

’ restless spirits, and often guilty con
sciences; putting off -the great day of 
reckoning with themselves, which they 

„ will so surely, have'to undergo, and 
ignorant of the fact that if they only 

' approach the spirit world-for truly 
spiritual upllftment, those in spirit life 
are ever ready to communicate' all they 

’ can see necessary for theta to know in 
order to keep above material-want, 
without having to be continually cate
chised for nothing but.selfish purposes.

Some may say this picture is too 
harshly drawn, but can the truth of 
One stroke'of it be' challenged? If so, 
then those who have guided- me to

sketch it have deceived me for the first 
time.

No, friends, it is only too well and 
truly known that there are so many 
ever ready to take advantage of the 
opportunities offered, and to be made, 
for practicing deceit and lying in con
nection with mediumship for the sake 
of what material profit can be made 
out of it, and the only way to Improve 
the situation is for all, no matter under 
what “Ism” they live, to fearlessly de
nounce these blasphemers of the In
finite Spirit of the Universe, and shield 
from the cold blasts that arise from the 
wrong-doings of others, those few price
less workers for the uplifting of the 
people, the "true medium,” ,

Test and try well all mediums coming 
before the public as workers for the 
public benefit. Those found wanting, 
advise them for their good. Those who 
are found to be a credit to their calling, 
encourage and support with your sym
pathy and assistance (for I fully recog
nize the necessities of their material 
existence), and give them such.a pass 
port as will guard them against the 
hypocrite and deceiver who bespatter 
them with mud; a passport that will 
act as an incentive to their ever trying 
to go on and on, upward and higher in 
their own progression, and thereby 
taking with them all who listen to and 
take heed of their spiritual outpourings. 
Such as these are only fit Instruments 
for the use of the spirit world, and they 
alone understand the cares and respon
sibilities of what mediumship really 
means. And If the mediums them
selves could only see, as I can, the ne
cessity for their not only living in har
mony together, but for forming them
selves into a strong body for their own 
mutual protection and advancement, 
then would they quickly see the ranks 
of the "wolves In sheep's clothing” be
come so disorganized and depleted that 
they need fear no more onslaughts on 
their spiritually guarded pastures, nor 
any more Interruptions to their work of 
gathering the vast flocks of the world’s 
stray sheep into their morally and Intel
lectually strengthened folds.

■ Everyone has a gift of some sort, 
which, however, takes longer to de- 

1-haR Afters,,¿whilst many 
given.-them by God, unused through 
having neglected or been unable, on ac
count of their surroundings, to expand 
then,. .

It is according to the opportunities 
given and taken that we succeed in the 
expansion of our powers, which, no 
matter of what description they be, all 
tend towards the uplifting of our spirit
ual natures if conscientiously car
ried out

Some are ordained by God—mind—by 
God, not man (as the licensed priest 
and doctor are), to take up the work of 
oratory, known to us as inspirational or 
trance-speaking; others, the work of 
healing, magnetic or otherwise. Then 
again there are others gifted with the 
power of seeing into the beyond, com
monly called clairvoyance; others have 
the power of hearing messages from 
our spirit entitles; this is classed as 
clalraudience; and again there are 
those who spend their lives in develop
ing the gifts of music, drawing, paint
ing, modeling, experimenting (chemi
cally or otherwise). Also those who 
pry into the secrets of nature, its causes 
and effects, such as geologists, astrono
mers, and other scientists.

All of these are medlumistlc gifts 
when properly understood.

And last, though by no means least, 
I would draw your attention to the 
sublime gift of- authorship: they who 
are responsible for formulating all the 
various ideas of themselves and others, 
which, by their facile manner of ex
pressing them in writing, those who 
wield the pen, place before the world 
that which becomes man’s ruling 
power. Some, no doubt, place the gift 
of inspirational writing at the bottom 
of all the other generally accepted 
phases of mediumship. Many do not 
even class it in the category of spirit 
communion, unmindful of the fact that 
the pen is Indisputably mightier than 
the sword, and becomes the moulder of 
man’s destiny, both spiritual and mate
rial» and the arbiter of the world’s pro
gression, and it should command more 
attention than it does from themedium- 
istlc standpoint. The utility of this, to 
me, much undervalued and neglected 
phase of spirit power amongst Spirit
ualists, -I wish to- Impress indelibly 
upon all young minds.. Not that I 
would advise those who have other 
gifts to neglect them for the purpose of 
trying to write, but that they who have 
any taste for writing should strive to 
develop it- in preference to attempting 
to force on a power they think might 
be more useful to them from a worldly- 
minded view; bearing in mind that the 
good we do in this life, although "oft 
interred with our bones,” only remains 
so for-a short time and is quickly resur
rected with all the glorious surround
ings wé are told were attendant upon 
the resurrection of Christ; but, alas! all 
too often, the good deeds of the de
parted are only resuscitated for a brief 
existence and then forgotten in the 
whirligig of time, but anything of value 
which is written can ever live, while 
the very best of outspoken extempore 
thoughts or ideas fade out of the mem
ories of the most retentive minds, and 
thus are lost-to the world many, many 
pearls of great price, through never 
having Ueen committed to paper.

This loss is most keenly felt In con
nection with our trance and , inspira
tional speakers, whose best emanations, 
in most'instances, quietly glide Into the 
forgotten past, nnhonored- and unsung, 
instead of becoming - revolving beacon 
lights for ail spiritually wrecked mari
ners who have been buffeted about 
upon the seas of this benighted world's 
troubles. .- •

Had I. had the, opportunities and 
teachings in my youth which are the 
happy lot of the child pf Spiritualism

, efit of all who take any Interest In me- 
dimnlstlc possibilities, that my pen by 
this time would very likely have chron
icled matters from such high planes of

' thought, that I should now be standing 
before you as great a power in the land 
as your one-time honored leader and 
co-workers, Junor Brown and Alfred 
Deakin, Instead of being one of those 

t unfortunates who can only look back 
with the deepest regret upon lost oppor- 

[ tunltles and strive all in my power to
I make amends during the short time 

, which still remains for me here., I do 
( not say this boastfully, but claiming it 
. as a right and a duty to hold myself up 
> as an example of what might have 
. been, If I had not for tbe best part of 
. my life been in total ignorance of the 
. latent gift within, and which has, to 
. my own mind at any rate, developed so 
. rapidly, that experience teaches me it 
[ is outside the knowledge of anyone to 
( conceive to what state of perfection 
. they ean develop the special phase of 
, mediumship with which they may be 

gifted, If they honestly strive to dp so 
. without forcing it on for the purpose 
i of turning it to a solely selfish account, 

that is, for using a divine gift as 
i merely' a commercial speculation, as so 

many do. *
' To those who are instructing our 
. young (and here eomes in another most 

important phase of spiritual power) the 
power to teach, which so few, com

, paratlvely speaking, possess, to them I 
, would point out the necessity of laying 

a sure foundation for pure unalloyed 
mediumship, in the minds of their pu
pils, by teaching them first of all to try 
to know themselves by knowing some
thing of. the power and love of God, 
who has given to their guidance all the 
beautifully intricate, illimitable, never- 
changing laws of nature, the breaking 
of the least of which will retard their 
medlumistlc progression in the future. 
And ever keep In their view the simple 
plain laws laid down by Christ (the 
great medium of Nazareth), as being 
necessary to evolve the Kingdom of 
Heavejj, which is the Kingdom of the 
Spirit of their divine father, God, 
within them, and of which he, Christ, 
was such a wonderful prototype, a 
state gained by exercising a life of 
self-denial, and all those who wish to 
become worthy the name of medium 
must strive as far as lies in their power 
to follow his steps.
We hpal the Bick, the hungry feed:

The lame we make to. walk;
The blind we help whene'er they, need; 

We make the dumb to talk.

• Help, weaklings to progress; • 
Wo free all souls from earthly. Btrlfe:

From this dark wilderness.
Which one of us can Amen say 

, To such great acts as these? 
|_ Is there one here can lead the way

And thus the angels please?
Or boldly say, my faith I’ll prove 

By deeds like those of old,
And show how by a life of love, ' 

God’s gift I can unfold.
Be always tender, true and just: 

Do all the good I can,
And on each stony heart try thrust 

The love for fellow man. -
That mighty strength may come anew, 

Sent from the great Unseen,
And give me power like deeds to do 

As Christ, the Nazarene.
Other forms of mediumship in paint

ing, modeling, music, etc., which are 
not looked upon by the generality of 
people as being the outcome of spirit 
guidance and which do not receive the 
attention they should from the medlum- 
istic standpoint, by those who are in 
touch with the spirit world, can by 
.careful consideration and close investi
gation be proved to be foreign to the 
evenly balanced nature and’ powers of 
the individual in their normal con
dition. . . .

Place the work of the true artist side 
by side with that of the one, who, fail
ing the necessary medlumistlc gift, 
paints his picture in a methodical, 
harsh, angular, though withal,- perhaps, 
a perfectly correct style, only , wanting 
what is termed the “fire in it” to make 
it a success.

Watch the two at work and compare 
their efforts. . .

Mark the very soul-force of the true • 
artist depicted in bls work and as he 
ever and anon recedes from his picture 
to study the result of, perhaps,ronly one 
little touch of the brush, mote’how his 
face lights up and his limbs tremble 
with delight under the control of the 
spirit which has enabled him to obtain 
the desired effect, and which, of his 
own weak self, he was unable to ac
complish. .

Truly this one’s soul lives in heaven 
for the time being. - ■

Never a thought has such a one for 
the amount'of sordid wealth his great 
masterpiece is to bring him, his only 
wish, his very life being wrapt up in 
the desire to produce his ideal of what 
a picture should be, In order to touch; 
the fine chords In the nature of every 
human mind, and make them reverbe
rate In harmonious response to each 
touch of the brush that has pro
duced such a pleasing, uplifting, soul
elevating feeling in the breasts of all 
who gaze upon its every detail, so-true 
to nature's handiwork. Such results as 
these are only obtainable by the spirit
ual artist, who, given the necessary 
conditions, stamps his name Indelibly 
on the scroll of fame and lives in touch 
with the spirit influences which tend 
so greatly to his’ success and which 
make his work his everlasting prayer, 
and his life’s . absorption in it, his 
heaven. . -

What more harmonious existence can 
anyone wish for on this earth than the 
knowledge of being able, with the 
assistance received from the unseen 
world, to reproduce a counterpart of 
nature's beauties and God's handiwork, . 
sufficiently inspiring to make all who i 
gaze upon such a wonderful creation of , 
man’s ideas, feel the better for It (

Now take the case of the pne who is : 
trying, for mercenary motives alone, to • 
force on a gift they do not' sufficiently , 
possess, and what do we find. A. i 
sordid-mtafied, ambitious individual, i 
being unable and not altogether willing ] I

to give tlie necessary conditions, striv
ing in a laborious kind of way to pro
duce a great picture, a great name, and 
a greater fortune for himself, before he 
has, perhaps, learnt how to properly 
mix his paints. His work is irksome, to 
him and he toils wearily on, with no 
real eye for the beautiful, with no 
aspirations of the soul to elevate the
thoughts of others by his work, with 
but the one object before him, to get 
his task finished and sold to the highest 
bidder so that he can Indulge his fancy 
in something else more congenial to his 
nature, and which, if he Vmule it his 
Ideal, he might also mak&ii a success 
and thereby find that life was worth 
the living when its right, use is dis

those professing to be anxious t6'k'now 
more of the great beyond, .

Spiritualists, pray for your mediums, 
and mediums; pray for yourselves and 
one another to be always progressing 
whilst on earth, so that if the time 
should ever come in which you are re
quired to yield up this mortal life at 
the hands of your persecutors, you will 
be able to do so with the same calm, 
self-assuring knowledge of the glorious 
hereafter, as did tbe Christ, who, in his 
last moments contentedly said: “It is 
finished,” and took his way to live still 
nearer to God in spirit life.

Their Nature, Uses and Sig
nificance.

I, and others, might as weB expect to 
excel in trance or test'.mediumship, 
with the same chance of Success as 
anyone of either of these denominations 
would have in trying - to [wrest the 
laurel wreath from a1 pjbperly de
veloped healing or. wrltiilg medium. 
And it is for this reason ijwould im
press upon all the desirability of being 
thankful and contented with whatever 
form of mediumship they discover they 
are possessed. ' -

Never mind if you find those who are 
more prosperous than yourself in their 
use, or may be abuse, ot. sbnje other 
form of spiritual power, stick to that 
for which you are fitted' and con
sequently ordained by God to make use 
of, and strive to devdop it honestly 
and truthfully for the benefit, qf others 
ns much, or more than Tor; your own 
worldly aggrandizement; ffir it is by 
this means alone you can excel,, and all 
your endeavors for development, either 
at home with others, or wasting time 
continually seeking advice ,frpm man 
Instead of God, through hjs messengers, 
will profit you nothing; if m you have 
ulterior motives in view, other than the 
uplifting of humanity out.of thecmystl- 
fylng nightmares with, which those in 
authority are ever surrounding it

If you wish to beeome.true mediums, 
working for God and humanity „‘follow 
as near as you are able In the footsteps 
of that great medium of "Nazareth who 
developed his gifts by living ah .near to 
God, as he possibly could,' thereby 
evolving the divinity within-to, such an 
extent he was able to penftrate with 
his spiritual eye all the Worldly am
bitions-and the cloaks of deceit and 
self-righteousness of'th'e n aterlal man, 
,'iyst^^Jiow' transient /j’td.U'orthless 
Buchf.things were when compared' with 
the power to benefit the world’)>y heal-' 
Ing the sick, spiritually strengthening 
those in need of upllftment from- the 
conscience-stricken; remorse which was 
continually -sinking them' lower and 
lower in-the whirlpools of Jplqulty, and 
foretell to them what wps deemed 
necessary by an all-wise providence to 
be,beneficial for their future guidance 
ip raising the material to*(the greater 
knowledge, of the BPirltual;:existence.

-This is what mediumship is Intended 
for—to spiritually- help -mankind to a 
better knowledge of the life to come, 
and how to prepare for.It by leading 
unSeifish-lives of progression here, nnd 
helping others to do likewise, so that 
“the peace of God ’ whl^di passeth all 
understanding," may relgn on earth as 
it does In heaven for evgr pnd evdf.

See to It* mediums, that you cultivate 
spirituality as your, stronghold against 
the wiles of evil spirits;, ,-.1' '. •.

See to it, sitters, that you extend your 
untiring sympathy and Jove to - those 
worthy the name of medium, who elect 
for the honor and (glory of God, to 
battle with the contumely and scorn 
ever to be met '.wltli; 3n a world as 
whimsical as a fickle babe.. Ever be 
ready with your strongest condemna
tion for all unprincipled’, -undeveloped, 
or wrongly developed beings, , who set 
•God and his laws at defiance by daring 
to practice, behind the-shield of spirit
ualistic mediumship, avarice, and de
ception of the vilest1’ description to 
satisfy .their greed for/matcrlal wealth, 
forgetting, that without a clear con
science, all the gold brought to light, 
together with that'which’.still Ues deep 
In the bowels of the earth, is powerless 
to bring one moment’s rqal happiness.
Thy gifts, .O, God! are'freely strewn as 

sand upon the shore ..
For all to cultivate andtase, as did the 

Christ of yore; ? .
To use, in honor of thy game, as means 

of doing good: ,
To make thy wondrous ways by all 
' ' much better Understood. ' 
Not for the sake of sordid gain should 

be thy Children's(fipht, ''<?
But the one a Inf'of doing good should 

■ be their sole intent'. ’ ..
In cultivating'heavenly (gifts inspired 

by thee in all, ■
So, -that In rislng 'to the. light they pilot 

those who fall. ; - - .
If mediums would ^fidy tp . develop 

on these lines they coiâd ,crM(e a new 
era of Christianity that.would= become 
such a motive powër in-mari's splrltual, 
and thereby material progression, that 
soon would the object ¿o vainfy looked 
forward, to now, be obtained, and the 
ray of light which Is only fithilly flick
ering, would develop to..such; up extent, 
and so quickly, that, from aïstreak it 
would become a brlglii beau^ and yet 
again a dazzling sun q.ycrpowprlng the 
sight of all who refused ttp purify 
themselves sufficiently, to mate' their 
spiritual aura as bright and piercing as 
the rays of the great bj-b of dgy shining 
in all its glorious majesty wi[h the pure 
magnetism of its creator,- Go'd, around 
and In ’it. It rests with all -who claim 
the name of. Spiritualist to see to it that 
we protect ourselves 'ae- far as possible 
against' fraud and'• deceptions, and it 
rests, In a great measure, with our pub
lic mediums to rdeter " ...
when Spiritualism’,1s” to t 
placé in the anniilssôf; ffi 
and the world’s hietory. [For as they 
choose to use or abuÿé t '
opportunities, so will-th 
amount of credence ma 
will place.in the demons Jal__________
the eternal continuity: qflbe spirit"and 
so will they strength^ Se minds «f 
those already believer« or shake their 
faith’ in the honesty «f purpose of àll

AUDI ALTERAM PARTEM.
Agitation of Thought Is the

Beginning of Wisdom. ;
Any system which does not practice 

as well as teach that maxim, is 
doomed. The church is slowly dying, 
In spite of its wealth and popularity, as 
an orthodox institution. Instead of its 
converting, thé world to its dogmas, the 
world is converting the church to its 
common sense. The world has always 
practiced free discussion. The church 
only to a limited extent. Spiritualism 
to a greater extent. The human mind 
has always loved freedom for itself, 
even when it denied it to its neighbor. 
As it grew larger, stronger, clearer, bet
ter, it accorded the right of freedom to 
the other side. Its growing love of 
justice prompted it to say, “Let us hear 
the other side," until its voice echoed 
down the ages through the lips of the 
Itoman ruler, Agrippa, to Paul, “Thou 
art permitted to speak for thyself.” Is 
this not the right of every human be
ing?

I never knew more of this freedom of 
debate than is exhibited through the 
columns of The Progressive Thinker. 
It is exhilarating to read, week after 
week, pages of sharp criticisms by 
Spiritualists themselves about -them
selves and their convictions, and let it 
be said, to their credit, that, for the 
most part, kindness, urbanity, good will 
rule.

I notice, however, that one gentleman, 
for whom I have great regard, declares 
on page 2 qf numbér 500, “The spirit
istic iconoclast with hammer for 
pounding, torch for burning, and lips 
for spitting spite at the .churches, has 
had his day. He is a back number. 
The polemic period has largely past."'

Why, that grand old-young'man.jwho carries his eighty’jiJft'Wg&^ 
can scarcely write a line or preach a, 
sermon'which does not fairly bristle 
with polemics. It is this which makes 
him so interesting. Not many of his 
keen words go unread.. As an ardent 
admirer of Jesus, how could he be any
thing else? Jesus, whose example our 
brother thinks and Bays Is good, began 
his “polemical” career when but twelve 
years of age, "sitting in the midst of the 
doctors, both hearing them, and ask
ing them questions,,—the very marrow 
of debate. The Rev. Dr. Buck makes 
special mention of this polemical pecul
iarity of Jesus. He said: "The minis
try of our Lord wqs a perpetual contro
versy,” and be added that tho apostles 
followed in his polemical footsteps so 
faithfully that they “came at the truth 
by much disputing.” This Is the grand 
object of debate, tersely told. Paul dis
puted for days, weeks, months in the 
market places. He was called a 
"babbler,” “a setter forth of strange 
gods;” “some mocked,” but the earnest 
Paul “encountered" his . opponents, 
Jews, Epicureans, Stoics; “disputed" 
with them, “reasoned with them.” 
■With the example of Jesus and his dis
ciples it is not surprising that Rev. Dr. 
Storrs exclaims: “I never was afraid of 
discussion. We can better get at the 
roots of things."

If any “Spiritistic" advocate, as.we 
are soberly informed, is guilty of carry
ing a "torch for burning,” and “lips for 
spitting spite," that is discourteous. 
But better all the abuses of controversy, 
than one iota less of mental liberty. 
Better an occasional cyclone, than a 
dead calm. Better let loose the winds 
of controversy to lash Into foam the 
sea of Ignorance, than stagnation. As 
your own A. J. Davis says: "The agita
tion of thought is the beginning of wis
dom.”

When Spiritualism turns its back 
upon the principle of free discussion it 
will become a mere sect .1 have some
times thought that your great move
ment is drifting onto a sectarian shore; 
for where aré the Spiritualistic plat
forms to be found which are as free, as 
broad, as liberal as .The Progressive 
Thinker? Nowhere! Am I mistaken? 
When I obtain the proof I will make 
the correction;

Two .years ago I sent courteous invi
tations to twenty-five Spiritualistic so
cieties for joint debate on Materialism 
and the “Evidences' 'of Spiritualism. I 
received several kindly replies, explain
ing that arrangements were made for 
the season. I tried for a year in ad
vance; but no acceptance of- my broth
erly invitation to this hour.

The conviction is forced upon me 
that Spiritualists are afraid of debate. 
If they have the eternal truth on the 
qùestfon of future conscious existence, 
why should they unanimously shun de
bate with one who is as gentlemanly as 
any Spiritualist in the land, and more

This Is a subject that is always Inter
esting, because it comes to all of us, 
and to which there are no exceptions, 
and around which hang all the mys
teries of all the ages. Into this mystic 
sphere the keenest Intellects have 
sought to penetrate. All things sleep, 
the world cares not what it is, so it can 
sleep when nature demands it, and it is 
but few who ask, What is sleep?

To dream in sleep has always been 
considered the mast fictitious and un
reliable of all things, but some of the 
most important events in human life 
have been foretold in dreams; and if 
we assent to the records, the Christian 
religion Itself is founded on a dream.

But what really Is the most Important 
of all the phenomena of nature, with
out which nothing can exist? True it 
is tired nature’s grand restorer, but it 
is something more than simply rest 
Rest never can take the place of sleep. 
People have dropped off to sleep In va
rious attitudes, riding on horseback, on 
steam engines, in places of great dan
ger, even under torture in the days of 
the horrible Inquisition, and for tlie 
time got a new lease of life to bear their 
trials; so there is something in sleep 
far greater than physical rest.

Why should we not ask the question 
and desire to penetrate Its mysteries? 
From my limited reading I have failed 
to find ths true answer to my inquiry. 
I cannot say that It has never been an
swered, and yet it seems to me that it 
should be better understood, for within 
it lies the undying nature of the es
sences or spirit of all nature. Nothing 
can die that can sleep, and all things 
sleep, from the granite roek to the ce
lestial angels; not even a spirit can ex
ist without sleep. This vibration to 
and from the self-existent Infinite Is a 
necessity of existence in everything 
that we can have any cognizance of.

Simply to rest, doesn’t answer the
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so than any “spiritist,” according to re
port. . W. F. JAMIESON.
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question why do all things sleep? We 
all know that all organic bodies, vege
table and animal, require a periodical 
Influx of material substance that Is 
used to mantain physical existence, and 
we also know that if a living form is 
not present in the physical, the material 

■ influx cannot, take'place; and we also 
know, that no finite is splKexlstent, 

the .living form which gives.
■ttlFKe quallties to th» "ultimitte life, must 
derive its support from some higher 
source capable ..of giving life to its. 
finite receptacle; therefore every;finite- 

,llfe Is a vessel.so' formed that.it neces
sarily must receive life from its original 
source, and as that conscious ultimate 
life cannot possibly approach or take 
cognizance of the Infinite, it must re- 
celve its existence in an unconscious 
state; therefore sleep—and it is why all 
things sleep. The self-existent source 
of life is so hidden that no finite can 
perceive or approach it, and yet, uncon
sciously to its finite receptacles is life 
given, that the life of each finite ap
pears to be its own.

The individual spiritual being which 
gives life to each material form is as 
much dependent on its source of life as 
is the material form on an Influx of ma
terial substance. The body turns in 
regular periods, according to its life, 
into the state pf unconsciousness to live, 
hence the Importance of sleep Is greater 
than material food.

We breathe the spiritual atmosphere 
in sleep, hence the modification of 
breathing in sleep; and it is of the ut
most importance that during this state 
the natural atmosphere should be of 
the greatest purity, because wie are not 
conscious of impurity during sleep, and 
the body may die while the spirit is act
ually renewing its life, but as the ves
sel Itself Is of spiritual substance, its 
finite form is indestructible.

Sleep has been called the twin sister 
of death, merely because of its material 
unconsciousness, when really it 1b a 
dally or nightly renewal of life. The 
self-existent life is so present in all 
things, that escape from it is necessa
rily Impossible, and every conception of 
it is just as impossible, and all previous 
attempts to finite it into form are a 
childish absurdity. The body is a nec
essary continent for spiritual substance 
^o be United into form and have con
scious existence, and no form can exist 
otherwise In the spiritual world—no 
more that a thought can have a form 
until it has an ultimate expression; 
therefore the self-existent life itself is 
only conscious of its existence in its 
endless, Interminable, finite expressions.

The higher the development of anl- 
mal life, the greater is the necessity of 
sleep, especially In the infancy of its ex
istence, because the spiritual vessel, 
like its body, required a more constant 
influx of life to support its material ex
istence, ■

That mysterious realm we must all 
Inhabit we can have but little knowl
edge of during our natural lives; with
out doubt this is an absolute necessity, 
an order of nature we call infinite wis
dom; That the spiritual vessel is 
opened to a living influx in sleep, from 
the spiritual atmosphere which per
vades every atom in the boundless uni
verse, must be admitted, for how else 
could all things live? and for what 
other purpose could sleep exist?

“Now I lay. me down to sleep” is a 
constant acknowledgment of . depend-

aftermath.
The N. S. A. and the Declar- 

atlon of Principles.
As I was not in your symposium of 

eonvên^AWPreSS10n Prelll“lWy to the 
f Ua tb 1 preseBt » few thoughts. 
I do this In a saddened mood. SniriN 
ualism to me is the embodiment ot 
truth, Justice and right action It la 
discouraging when a brother or sister 
mfeht <he ?emblanee of making 
mIght right, in place of the great les. 
son of kindness which is ever and al- 
WmT8 us from the angel worldThe demand for a dec® on otour 
principles was legitimate. In this it 
ofatbe°XnPe>Cted ™ 8bould po“ e as one 
of the many branches of a universal re- 

°us belief. We had enough oi' thes? 
hoi ;iWaB v>ery desll'ahle that we could 
restSdld “no^an WUüt we knew tllnt the 
lest did not know. As to our being a 
religious body, we needed no claim to 
worship that which all conceded we 
could not comprehend, while we could 
honestly worship truth-the g^ofi“he 
above a“ndand tr“T'a11 lifted’man

e.an,d away from the savage and n°nY?ra aneelic state. Was^t not 
unkind, to say the least, to thus repre-

W1Îh devotl°n to high splrit- 
ed snlrhnnmlth.aBp,retlon for an exalt- 

aP"Ituality, by presenting as a first 
fXlÎnAx1?0! 'T1,Ich from earliest history 
is known to have filled the world with 
woe^and drenched its soil with huS 

And what is the real difference be
tween the god wise and the godless? 
Ask the most cultured Unitarian and 
beîiîf’tlmX!1 elSt’ 1?nd b0th unlte ln the 
belief that there is a cause of all 

Then hUman comPrehenslon. 
asSntatÎnnu0. 7 rest8’ what have we 

i tU? “ta In a declaration of prin
ciples to do with that which we do not 
Mtara8»“1 °S a body of h°nest investi
ng hav.e not Pr°ven? We certainly 
know much not known In our religious 
environment, and it Is this the world is 
demanding of us to puce our 81gna. 

tlver'nf“0/. Unklnd?y J,ldge of the “O’ 
whArn £ th e wb0 bave P’aeed us 
where we now stand; but It Is disan- 
m°éni RA rafte>r tbe Pronllses of amend- 
Safr?ely “°de by the supporters 
of the declaration to see these in thé 
anXriti X 3ust.closed entirely ignore 
of ??? Proceed in the power
aaXJa?*’ ®8 F to We have things 
“dr-own way now, and are indifferent 
as to howyou llke it. This might be ex
pected in politics, but not where a re
’ X0“.:,?,8011?'.1110 be recognized. :

It will not be denied that a recognl* 
wonta'hftbelsm.in such a <teclaratfon.

?“ ou‘rag® on Spiritualism', and its adherents. Why a recognition 
of Its opposite is not equally so, I can
?° n 18 of no account as to which 
is the correct belief—this is not the 
n^nnl^M-/ <'S WiUlt We “S a body °* 
people claiming to be religious know. 
aLY ,aTe ‘.° Prese“t the old beliefs as 
ours, why formulate new? Why not 
remain with and strengthen tho old? 
nn„%°nLT’bo bas. truly accepted the 
angelic lesson would unnecessarily ln- 
ÎiVIÎ i*?6 feelin$8 of person whose

-_ ny form, norwould he grieve over one who Ignores 
such worship. But whether he does or 
wbX o??’ JÎev suWect bas no place In 
what should have been worded: A dec
laration of what we have proved to be 
trne' A A H. W. BOOZER.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

be extremely ridiculous, yet they mav 
mean something we can’t understand.

What we call trance or somnambu
lism Is not real sleep, that opens the 
spiritual vessel to Influx from the spir
itual atmosphere, but an opening of the 
spiritual senses, bringing the individual 
In rapport with the denizens of the spir
itual world, for short periods of time 
only because in that state they do not 
breathe the atmosphere adapted to 
spirits. *

Disturbed and diseased physical 
states are by necessity noticed by the 
spirit in sleep, and disagreeable sym
bols are left on the brain at the Instant 
of waking; and all such dreams have a 
warning significance, that is worthy of 
notice.

In the most healthy condition of the 
system sleep is seldom disturbed with 
dreams, but when it is, the dream is 
sure to have some purpose impressed 
on the dreamer by spirit Influence.

Life is real, and dreams are a part of 
the reality of life, but not understand
ing and classifying them has led to a 
world of superstitious notions.

Since writing this short dissertation, 
I see a work has been published advo
cating the same vlews-that all space 
Is filled with an interminable, exhaust
less multitude of spiritual beings, 
breathing a living, spiritual atmosphere 
which we necessarily breathe in sleep, 
and. which is all timeS beyond time giv
ing life to this boundless universe.

B. C. TABER, M. D.
Dallas, Texas.

THE VOICE OF A PHOTO.

You can take me, you can print me, 
You can true to nature tint me,

But you cannot paint the pleasure 
that I give; ’

I’m the likeness of your mother,
Of your father, sister, brother,

And long after they are burled I will
■ Hve. ' • ■ ",

You can wash me, you can soak me, 
And then with your brushes stroke me,

When the substance I resemble has 
, decayed; .. . . ... .
But you cannot paint my nearness, ' 
Or obliterate my dearness, I. . ";.. 
- For the virtue pf my being cannot 
• . fade. j. - DR. T.' WILKINS. -

ence on supreme power, whether by the 
just or the unjust.

In sleep come dreams, and what-are 
they? One of the unfathomable mys
teries of life, and one in which every 
individual is intensely- Interested. 
Dreams, so, far aS we can penetrate, 
seem to be instantaneous Impressions 
on the brain (that is all that we are able 
to take cognizance of), while the spirit 
is returning, to its. waking state. 
Though the impression may seem to 
pass through long periods of time, to 
our waking senses, this is the appear
ance to the dreamer; but time is noth
ing in the realm of spirits, and these 
Impressions are more frequently in 
symbolical figures than in the lan
guage of the dreamer, which, we often 
And • it difficult to . understand, in cur 
waking senses, arid’very many seem to'

■«OR a moment stop and consider. 
.|The Progressive Thinker is the one • ■ 
J original dollar SpirituaUst paper. 
1 It introduced a new era in the 
• ranks of Spiritualism. Its success 

financially has been all that could
• be desired. Notwithstanding the 
rise in the price of vrlnt paper, It has 
still maintained its status as the only 
one dollar Spiritualist paper. Not only 
that, but it introduced- the Divine Plan - 
in its business with Its subscribers-a 
portion of the profits of the office re
turning to them. Just think of the 
Seven Premium Books being sent out to 
Our subscribers for $2.35. After paying 
the postage, of these seven books, and 
the expense of mailing them, all that - 
we have left is $1.50. You can readily ' 
see that we are furnishing them for 
less, by far, than the actual cost to us. 
We do this work in accordance 
with The Divine Plan, in order to assist 
in forming the nucleus of a library in 
every Spiritualist home. (Read carefully, 
our premium list, and you will" certainly 
want to beèome à subscriber to Th» 
'Progressive Thinker, if not so already^ 
and obtain the books we announce, z-

*S ; 1 '■} 4

that.it
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But to resume my narrative.
I think this was the largest couven-

’ —~_1 * >■ *2-

‘ ties. While recognizing the good they
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SPIRITUAL CONVENTIONS
E. W. Could Offers Some Reflections and Practical 

Suggestions.

The eighth and last annual conven
tion has just closed its sessions at 
Cleveland, Ohio.

As there were great expectations and 
predictions as to the result of this con
vention, It may be Interesting to many, 
especially to some who were prevented 
by adverse circumstances from attend
ing the convention, to spend a few mo
ments in glancing over the proceedings 
of that body of delegates. Although of 
course It can only be a glance, as it 
would require volumes to report in de
tail the proceedings of a four days’ 
convention, under the direction and 
management of that indomitable work
er nnd superior presiding officer, Presi
dent Barrett.

And It may not be improper for me at 
this point to say, as many of the friends 
of the cause know, I have for several 
years used the little influence I possess 
in these conventions, to defeat the re
election of President Barrett, and it is 
hardly necessary for me to add that my 
opposition to. his re-election Is not 
predicated upon his inability to act as 
a presiding officer, or an earnest, en
ergetic lecturer.

Although I gladly admit that his 
physical, endurance has far surpassed 
my anticipations, and I am prepared to 
accept his most sanguine expectations 
that his spirit friends are supporting 
him, “and encourage him to undertake 
tlie phenomenal amount of labor he 
performs.” In fact it is not two months 
since, while sitting in a private seance, 
in San Francisco, that the spirit of our 
venerable Brother Colby, of the Banner 
of Light, urged me to attend the con
vention, but admonished me not to op
pose the re-election of Bro. Barrett, as 
he would undoubtedly be the choice of 
•the delegates, although Bro. John Day, 
the former assistant editor of the Ban
ker of Light, at the same sitting, urged 
me to go early to the convention, and to 
do all I could to defeat the re-election 
of his more successful rlvnL

I mention this as a mere incident In 
this connection, as others may know 
more and feel a greater interest in 
these Interviews than I do.

■ My principal object is, and always 
has been, to preserve the life and 
health of President Barrett, for the 
great value his ability and devotion to 
the cause of Spiritualism seems so ad
mirably adapted, and so much appre
ciated by many.

Hon of Spiritualists ever held, except 
that of 1893. That being at Chicago in 
the year of the great World’s Fair, ac
counts for the larger attendance. As 
I have not the record before me I can
not say whether all tlie States that 

. have heretofore been represented by 
delegates were represented at this 
meeting. I missed the presence of 
many that usually have attended, and 
some were present for the first time.

I think there was more harmony, 
Snore disposition to yield contested 
points, than I have ever before ob
served, which Is an encouraging symp
tom to those who have confidence in 
these large conventions, and feel that 
only .through harmony and a compro
mising' spirit, can any organization ad- 
yanee profitably. The place of holding 

. the convention was well selected, and 
the building in which the meeting was 
held, the Chamber of Commerce Hall, 
was all that could be desired. •

And had there not been a resort to a 
little sharp practice on the part of 
those having that building In charge, 
everything on the part of tlie citizens 
of Cleveland would have been very 
courteous and very agreeable. That 
city had been selected at a previous 
Convention, held at Chicago, and an 
offer of the use of the Chamber of Com
merce building was accepted, as one of 
the inducements for the convention to 
be held at Cleveland, and It was with 
no little surprise that the officers of 

■> tlie convention were notified, after their 
. arrival at Cleveland, that the gratuitous 

use of the hall would only be extended 
to the daylight meetings.

If It was used in the evenings a 
. charge of seventy-five dollars for each 

evening would be made. And as the 
program had been made up, there was 
nothing left for the management to do 
but to accept

The only apology or explanation that 
was made for this breach of contract 
and extortion, was that “a new sec- 

i retary had been elected who would not 
recognize the acts of his predecessor.”

1 This was a dodge the convention 
, thought the great and beautiful city of 

Cleveland would not countenance.
Washington, the home and head

quarters of the National organization, 
was, I think, erroneously selected, as 
the meeting place of the next conven
tion. The liberality of the treasurer, 
Brother T. J. Mayer, was fresh in the 
minds of the delegates, as he had just 
conveyed a title to the N. S. A. of their 
present headquarters, overcame the 
earnest applications and eloquent ap
peals of several representatives present 
from a number of eligible cities, occu
pying central positions, which it seemed 
to me, entitled them to consideration, 
one of which should have been selected. 

. But.the convention thought differently 
by a very large majority. '

I am afraid this decision will reduce 
the number of delegates at the next 

- annual meeting, as It will add to the 
- expense of a large number of delegates 
; who are less able to pay transportation 

expenses than are our more fortunate 
brethren of the East. .
¡.Besides, we have made all the con
verts at Washington that are probably 
to be made at present, while we have 
wide fields for missionary labor ‘In 

'. : many eligible locations for conventions. 
. - The difficult question of proxies was

; Intelligently discussed and a step taken, 
towards a more consistent rule in. the 

... future. It is beginning to be under
stood that the rule governing proxies Is 
a very important one, and should be 
more fully comprehended. . .

. There were a large number of States 
. unrepresented In this convention, 
; showing a lamentable lack of interest 
¿In the National organization, which is 
-7--or should be the leader, the guiding 

star of all practical progressive Splrlt- 
ftalisin. I apprehend, however, there 
was a greater lack of money than In
terest, that kept them from this con- 
veiitlon,-and unless there is a-.dis- 
position on the part of -our Eastern 

- friends to'hold our conventions nearer 
'Die center of the N. S. A., I am of the 
opinion that the lack of money and :ln- 
terest combined, will suffice to confirm 
the ' assertion sometimes now made, 

. that this is an organization In the iu- 
terest of Eastern Spiritualists ex
clusively. . : '

' : To overcome this suspicion or jeal- 
•’ quay. It Is necessary that every prac- 

tlcal effort should be made by the 
N. S. A to extend to distant points all 
•possible advantages, to keep, them in. as 

■ close touch and sympathy with the 
: N. S. A. as possible.

.1 am and always have been doubtful 
of the pollty of organizing State socle-

pense of the National, inasmuch as It 
separates the N. S. A., partially at 
least, from the local societies, from 
which the life blood of our cause should 
be derived. .

This convention recognized for the 
first time for some years the Import
ance and value of local societies, and 

. although late, it is hoped they may be 
saved by wiser counsels and the foster
ing care of the N. S. A.

Two important subjects that have 
furnished themes of unusual Interest In 
many discussions, In the last year, and 
were supposed to be prominent factors 
in the discussions of this convention, 
were wisely passed over. I refer to the 
“declaration of principles” that were 
adopted at the previous convention, 
after a heated discussion, and tlie ques- 
tlon of separating tlie philosophy from 

■ the phenomena, upon the public plat
form, especially on Sundays, .

The discussion of both these subjects 
will for some years yet probably create 
inliarniony and perhaps ill feeling, and 
should be deferred, as no Important re
sults are involved and inharmony 
should be avoided in discussing im
portant Issues. "
• The “Mayer fund,” that had been 
drawing Its slow length along for 
twelve months, was completed, and a 
title to the property was handed to the 
president by Brother Mayer, who re
ceived deserved applause.

The financial question received due 
consideration nt the hands of a very 
competent committee.

Their efforts resulted In the collection 
of a very generous sum of money, 
which, added to the amount collected 
through the efforts of the secretary, in 
behalf of the Mayer fund, during the 
year, aggregated several thousand dol
lars, and placed the N. 8. A. In position 
to enter upon a line of work they have 
nëver before been able to embark In to 
any considerable extent.

While the convention enjoined no 
definite instructions upon the trustees, 
as to the disposition or use of the 
money In tlie treasury, it was evident 
from the discussions and reports pre
sented by the.missionaries employed in 
that work, that it was In that field of 
labor the delegates felt and expected 
much of the surplus funds to be ex
pended.

And it is to be hoped that the wisdom 
and the observation of the trustees will 
enable them to see in many of the 
feeble local societies good missionary 
fields worthy of their assistance.

The limited number of missionaries 
to be placed in the field seems to me 
entirely inadequate to the harvest now 
ready for. the husbandman.

The appointment of President Barrett 
to go into the missionary field, as gen
eralissimo, and to devote his entire 
time to that work, after the first of 
December, seemed an excellent step on 
the part of the convention, although I 
voted against the appointment, believ
ing It was adding more upon him than 
his physical faculties could endure, 
although as he accepted the position 
with thanks, I felt that as long as he 
could endure the fatigue we should 
have an efficient officer and a faithful 
missionary, whatever may become of 
the Banner of Light and its many 
readers.

A very comprehensive and able report 
was rfcad by the secr'etary of the Ly
ceum Association, and a small collec
tion made for Its benefit, but entirely 
inadequate for the purpose of so im
portant . an. auxiliary. Many Important _ 
matters were referred to the incoming 
board for further action.

■ It occurs to me that the next conven
tion should take up this lyceum ques
tion, and If possible instill Into the 
minds of the delegates, and through 
them into the minds of the people, 
some enthusiasm, some more practical 
methods by which they may compre
hend the great Importance of - the 
lyceum to their children, and to the 
cause of Spiritualism. The lyceum Is 
to us what the Sunday-Schools are to 
most other denominations. If any one 
Is wise enough to tell why they are not 
so accepted, let them rise and explain.

The election of officers, always one of 
some Interest, resulted satisfactorily I 
think, although but one female member 
was honored with a position on the 
board of trustees. Why this omission, 
this slight, I do not understand, as our 
female members are always the first to 
respond when any important work Is 
to be done, money to be raised, or acts 
of benevolence performed.

The efficiency and politeness always 
manifest In our secretary, should en
courage delegates to feel that we have 
many other female members equally 
competent and worthy of positions on 
the board, and I trust another conven
tion will see this Injustice corrected.

With two exceptions, the old board 
was re-elected, and confidence and gen
eral satisfaction was expressed towards 
the entire board for the faithful per
formance of the duties entrusted to 
them.

The amendments to the constitution 
and by-laws proposed were almost 
unanimously voted down, although the 
apprehension that was manifest, that 
someone might secure membership, 
through the use of too much money, I 
think was ill conceived, and until our 
people show more inclination to attend 
Spiritual conventions, we have no 
reason to apprehend unfair voting by 
individual membership. The use of 
money to the N. S. A. will overcome all 
fear of unfair voting In convention, for 
some years to come, In my judgment

Any. legitimate thing that can be 
dime to induce Spiritualists to send del
egates to the annual conventions, will 
be. a step -in the right direction. .

And it Is hoped and believed that 
wise counsels, moderate and judicious 
legislation, will soon encourage many 
sincere Spiritualists, that have never 
yet attended a Spiritual convention, to 
lend their presence and counsels In pro
moting the great cause of Spiritualism 
through the agency of annual conven
tions. E. W. GOULD.

Mt Vernon, N. Y.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According'to 
Old Records.'1 Told by Paul Cam. 
This book is aeartiiy commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who w-.uld gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In Its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without, spiritual profit 
Price $L For sale at this office. .'

“Principles of Light and Color.” Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom'; 'Spiritualists should’delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture's finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
huhninlty. Medical men especially, and 
scientist», general readers and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound, book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful .illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid,. 
$5. It is a wonderful work and youues. wune recuguiziug me goou mey Ç5. n i8 a wonderful y 

. may do, I fear that It is done at the ex- be delighted with It,

SPIRITUALISM THE PARAMOUNT,¡ISSUE, 
AND A STRENUOUS LIFE HS SALVATION. - - - - - - - - - - i,

Lecture Prepared fpr the N. S. A'. Convention in Cleve
land, Ohio, October, I9OO, by^Dr. A. B. Spinney.

I h..Words are soul thoughts clothed, energies.or splitting hairs over words, 
Once spoken they cannot be returned ---- J ’ - -
to us again. Each word Is a power

creeds ,jmd dogmas, and go forth to 
bless, jfinfolq., and redeem humanity.

to either lift up, cheer and bless, or Our, third,’danger is the jealousy, 
cast down, fetter and oppress. r...n,.v----- ..... ... . .

Spirltualism. What does this word 
mean? To me it means a new Idea of 
life, its origin, nature and destiny. It 
means a new idea of death and the 
after life. If phenomena proves spirit 
communion, from this phenomena 
proving spirit communion comes to us 
a new religion, based on the science 
and philosophy of. Spiritualism, ex
celling all religions of the past or 
present.

Before us to-day are two prominent 
men, each a man of unswerving In
tegrity, sterling character, and honest 
In his opinions, although differing rad
ically from the other.

One word occurs again, and again in 
every speech or written article char
acteristic of the man who utters It— 
W. J. Bryan. What could you expect 
of the man who never acknowledged 
defeat but that the key word of his in
tensely earnest utterances would be 
“paramount.” Let us study this word 
In all Its shades of meaning,

Paramount, superior in form; having 
the higher or chief jurisdiction. Supe
rior to or above all others; pre-eminent, 

The other, with equal frequency 
rings through every speech and finds 
an echo In every manly heart.

Strenuous, eagerly pressing or urgent; 
zealous; ardent. '

“The strenuous life.” A phrase char
acteristic of Theodore Roosevelt.

Now to you as a National body as-

V, IO ILU JCXUUUDJ,
selfishness aijd strife among its work
ers.. There 1? scarcely a local or state 
society:, and ¡1 fear it is even so in the 
National, bu,t has manifestations of 
this evil. Differences of opinion should 
not make bitter or personal feelings. 
Neither sr“, rid success of friend or 
brothel' breed jealousy or enmity in our 
hearts. Never can success come to our
cause, In way of organization or power, 
until we rise Into the realm of spirit
uality, love and forgiveness. The hope, 
the salvation of the N. S. A. Is in the 
spiritually, minded, earnest, unselfish 
workers, controlled by progressive and 
progressive .spirits,

May this become to you all the para
mount issue, and with a strenuous life 
put forth all your energies for the suc
cess, glory and good of our cause and 
the safety of pur craft

THE SECOND COMING.
If Christ Came to Chicago, 

How Would He Come? -■
The Christ so far has been specially 

pictured tp us In the god-man, Jesus of 
Nazareth, who walked the earth as the 
ideal Spiritualist of his time, 1900 years 
ago. After a short ministry of spiritual 
teachings, accompanied by remarkable 
spiritual gifts of healing, ete., he closed

8S«Ä5Äa,JT.,' : "»* ' »? <™-Spiritualism, the hope of this N. S. A.,
is in making Spiritualism, as a science, 
philosophy and religion founded upon 
Its phenomena, the “paramount issue,” 
and with a “strenuous life” to work for 
its highest good, greatest success, and 
future glory, that It may bless the un
born generations of mankind. How 
can this best be done?

First of - all, by each person who 
knows these truths, admits these facts, 
and who is a member of tills associa
tion, being true to their own souls, to 
their highest convictions of right, truth 
and justice.

• Yet with all that spiritual phenomena 
has brought to the world, with all the 
proof it has given us of the truth of 
spirit communion, with all the mighty 
efforts put forth for organization and 
protection of tills cause, this grand 
ship, tills craft of Spiritualism lias Im
pediments, barnacles nnd dead weights 
clinging to it that endanger and may 
sink It.

The greatest, most imminent danger, 
Is the misuse of spiritual gifts. Spirit
ualism is founded in nnd depends upon 
mediumship, which Is a divine gift 
The gift of mediator between two 
worlds.

Mediums are human, subject to the 
temptations of the senses, appetites and 
pnsslons, hence the danger exists for 
these instruments to at times and un
der great pressure prove untrue to their 
gifts.

How shall we remedy this? How 
shall we aid the' weak and strengthen 
the tempted.

Last year In Chicago at your National 
gathering I took tho position.that pub
lic tests, spiritual phenomena upon our 
rostrum, had come to stay and to walk 
hand In hand with our teachers, preach
ers and lecturers.

I still hold that opinion, and I find 
many who were opposed to me then 
have conceded I was right, and have 
been obliged to put our mediums upon 
the rostrum or have their conventions, 
camp-meetings and gatherings failures.

Still farther, I took the position that 
the Master’s words were true, that the 
wheat and the tares must needs grow 
together, nnd that you nor I could up
root the tares without destroying the 
wheat.

Since that time It has come to me 
over nnd over again from speakers and 
Spiritualists, that many mediums, and 
some of our best and old-time workers, 
are using “stock tests,” which means, 
I believe, that there is a regularly or
ganized association having a record of 
events, accidents, deaths, etc., in almost 
every locality. These are Issued to 
members of the association, so that as 
test mediums they may give convincing 
evidence of their wonderful powers, 
thus securing greater Influence and 
notoriety. I have no proof that this is 
true. I hope It Is not, but If it is I pity 
most of all those mediums who will 
thus paralyze conscience, crush out all 
honor, and sacrifice their spiritual gifts 
upon the altar of mammon.

The cause Is not Injured as much as 
the mediums, for these tests, “stock 
tests” though they may be, often con
vince, cheer and comfort those who re
ceive them.

It has made my heart sick to hear the 
criticism and bitter condemnation of 
some, in fact nearly all, our public me
diums upon these points.

These charges have not been made 
to them, nor have they come from 
skeptics, but from their professed 
friends under strict secresy. If not 
guilty, have you apy conception of 
what this means to those sensitive me
diums, those instruments • of the angel 
world, who have laid upon the altar of 
Spiritualism home and social life, for
saking all of pleasure the world can 
give that they may fulfill their divine 
mission? '

If guilty, your duty and mine is to go 
to them and teR them what the old, 
tried, devoted Spiritualists are charging 
against them and their work, letting 
our words be spoken plainly but kindly 
to them and to all. ';

Our second danger is wasting so 
much energy over little things and leav
ing the paramount issue untouched 
and unheeded. If our worthy brothers 
and sisters who have been so clamorous 
for a better declaration of principles, 
one just in keeping with their own 
ideas, would realize the fact that the 
effort of that committee on principles 
and of the . convention which endorsed 
the same, was as far as possible to 
make them broad enough and in keep
ing with what the majority would and 
could endorse, and to put our organiza
tion In condition to be called a religious 
body and to hold property legally.

Had these energies been put forth to 
uplift humanity, to bless the world, 
how much could and would have been 
done. Where are our homes for the 
fallen, our rescue missions, our hos
pitals, or even a resting place for our 
tired, worn-out workers?

Where are our endowment funds to 
establish, such charities? We can 
turn to the Catholic and Protestant 
churches, or the Salvation Army, and 
find that on every hand they are lifting 
up, blessing and saving the weak, 
erring ones of earth.

If Spiritualism. ever arises above 
phenomena; If It ever becomes a power 
for good In the world, it must learn 
these minor things, stop vvastlgg its

figuration on the mount in the presence 
of a few chosen disciples.

The Christian world looks for him to
come again that the work begun so long 
ago may bd completed in those “latter 
days,” now so generally recognized as 
already with us.

The Bible tells tis that he will come 
again in tlie same manner that he de
parted; also that he will come in the 
clouds of heaven.

His departure was along spiritual 
lines and a- spiritual manifestation, 
therefore his return will be In like man
ner, and -naturally within the ranks of 
the only radical spiritual movement em
bodying spiritual facts of phenomena 
and teachings identical with those of 
his first coming.

Whether he will ever manifest to the 
world again ds a divine spiritual ma
terialization- after the manner of his 
reappearance to his disciples in the 
upper ahambeft upon the sea shore, or 
upon tlie mouht, I leave for time to 
prove, as It does all things and prom
ised events. B'

It is more with the coming of a fresh 
personality thtfe I have to deal, one who 
knows tliat hd'-ls to represent In this 
age thehseconfli coming of Christ, and 
tuough i the mind and will that has 
brought him dhus far on hjs weary 
pilgrimage is' Impersonal, yet this 
other name so .endeared to and revered 
by the Oliristlan world seems associated 
with him. and Sis work. 1

Mediumship we know Is the doorway 
between: the two worlds; the method 
by whlclrGod and the angel world bear 
messagea'Of lote and wisdom to man- 
klnd;ion..tiie ylundanb ‘sphere, of life; 
and it ilgisbut; ilatural and wise that 
among so'.many who are termed me
diums there should be some few who 
have a more special office to fill than 
the regular rank and file of medium- 
istic workers.

That this was true In the first century 
we can see full well, and that it should 
prove true at the second manifestation 
of spiritual, truth In this latter age 
should also hold good. Besides those 
twelve disciples In the olden time there 
was the one central figure, Jesus- 
Christ, Messiah, Master; and in this 
age, and growing up In our own move
ment of Spiritualism, there will be 
another central figure only possible to 
understand at first In his interior un- 
foldment and life, by such few per
sons—male and female—as who nearest 
approach him in hia unfoidment and 
severe discipline;' -

This idea is farther carried out in tho 
number of claimants for the messlab
ship, who are crying throughout the 
land, “Lo, here; Io, there; I am the 
Christ,” as wdi 'promised long ago It 
wohld be. \ .

I am not speaking idle words when I 
say another personal advent is at hand 
and knocking at our very doors for ad
mittance, or that other? are read to 
bear him company as co-workers In the 
great work. But I know as well that 
our people take little on mere belief 
and will want; proof for such state
ments. Well, I can afford to wait for 
the proof myself, and know they will 
have to as well.

In an age llkfi .this, where all Is tur
moil and strife amid the contending 
statements of .truth, social, religious 
and political, one might naturally ask 
what Is Truth?. What is the true way 
of ' Life? What Is really God’s will 
amidst such contending elements and 
warring social conditions and corrup
tions?

And the answer would come through 
the recognition pf, another raised up to 
be n divine messenger of God and 
Truth to the world; one set within an 
organization national, state and local, 
struggling still In part over the ques
tion as to whether Spiritualism is a 
Religion or mierely a Philosophy and 
Science. r. '

He comes “Inf the' clouds of heaven” 
only figuratively1 in the sense of the 
difference, doubts and contentions ex
isting In the ranks.of modem spiritual 
and religious thought.'

He coiiSiA at'Jh opportune time to 
clear avftfr the mists of doubt and 
ske'ptlcisnrthaf'we light of Truth may 
shine thef^clda&r upon a darkened 
world, anfl’inankifad come to realize the 
true meaning of ^he second coming of 
Christ In fill its Spiritual and mundane 
reaHty. w. J. CUSHING.

BrookWN. :• od d :•
—-Jr—-«■»• -----------

“The Mysterlesnot the Formation of 
the EartH'irthe Rfislng and Sinking oi 
ContinenteK the Introduction of Man, 
and His Destiny Revealed in God’s Own 
Way and i?lme.” iA work of deep inter
est, given through; the mediumship of 
Mrs. M. Jx; Longley, by an advanced 
band of ancient spirits. Price $1. For 
sale at this office. ■

“Words That 'Bum.” A Psychic 
Novel, by Lida Briggs Browne. This 
work, progressive, humanitarian, real
istic. Descriptions ; of scenery and 
home life Ina both England and the 
United States. I It Is a. large 12mo, 368 
pages, neatly bound in cloth; has por
trait of writes as frontispiece. Price, 
$1.50. To introduce it will sell from 
this office until; further notice for $1.25. 
Postage free, e - r. , . '

“Words thatf ■' Bufn.” A Romance. 
By Lida Brigg» Browne. Spiritually 
uplifting and instructive. Price $1.50. 
For sale at this office. 1
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IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

THE DAWN, CALCUTTA, INDIA

HINDU RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS
India is pre-eminently the land of re

ligious Institutions and religious en
dowments. In founding these institu
tions, oui' ancestors must have been 
vastly influenced by Buddhistic teach
ings and Buddhistic examples,

Asceticism found a prominent place 
In the Buddhistic creed. It was the 
necessary offshoot of the doctrine of 
Renunciation preached and prac
ticed by Gautama Buddha himself. 
Buddhism enjoined the performance of 
Karma for the attainment of Nirvana— 
that transcendental peace which knows 
not the elation of Hope or the depres
sion of Despair. To relieve humanity 
of its load of sorrows and ills was one 
of the glorious objects of Buddha’s life, 
to which that life was a standing wit
ness. For the propagation of the great 
Religion of Self-Denial it was necessary 
on the part' of his disciples to take the 
three vows of celibacy, poverty and 
obedience. They shaved their heads; 
wore the friar’s robe, tied round the 
waist with a rope; and begged from' 
house to house, carrying their wooden 
bowls for boiled rice. They lived in 
stupas or monasteries, practicing aus
terities for the purpose of self-denial 
and self-control. The example of the 
apostolic fraternity was followed by 
new converts to the creed. They gloried 
under the appellation of Bhlkshus and 
Bhlkshunls, on whose breasts shone the 
proud Star of Poverty.

The Buddhistic monastery was gen
erally a rock-cut editice. We had the 
pleasure of visiting some of them at 
Khandaglrl and Udalgirl, twenty miles 
off Cuttack. The country .In which 
they are situated Is charming all round. 
Khandaglrl and Udalgirl are two little 
beautiful hills on either side of the road 
from Bhuvanesvara, meeting the old 
Ganjam road. In them you find the 
gumphas or cells where the Buddhistic 
monks lived and died. They were cut 
out of the solid rock and looked com
modious enough for human habitation. 
In the Udalgirl we found a regular bar
rack of these caves. Buddha’s known 
figure Is there in rude sculpture— 
though others from the Hindu Pan
theon were subsequently Interpolated. 
Some of the caves have small apertures 
for entrance, wide enough for a man to 
creep into the hollow. In the Khanda
glrl, there are two reservoirs which 
also must have been cut out of the solid 
rock. One cannot restrain his tears at 
the sight of these places—a sight which 
recalls to the mind the glory of human 
self-denial and self-renunciation. O 
noble souls, ye who died in these caves 
In the midst of your meditations, teach 
us those glorious virtues that we may 
have Nirvana, our soul’s final beatitude!

On the summit of the Khandaglrl, a 
Jain temple has been quite recently 
erected. It houses the Jain god, and a 
Babaji is sçen there to perform the 
dally worship.

Buddhistic monasticism was sup-I-
planted by Hindu asceticism. All the 
Buddhistic abbeys fell into the hands 
of the Hindu revivalists.

HA11BINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

In
THE PERISPIRIT, 

an ably written essay on the re-
searches of Reichenbach, considered In 
the light of modern Science,v M. Gabriel 
Dela’nne, editor of the Revue Sclen- 
tlfique at Morale du Splrltlsme, we 
meet with the subjoined serviceable 
definition of the aura or perlsplrlt, 
which surrounds every human body: 
“The perlsplrlt is the envelope of the 
soul. It Is formed by matter under Its 
primordial form. Therefore It Is In a 
condition of extreme rarefaction, which 
renders it invisible and Imponderable 
by our instruments. It is the Ideal 
model, the fluidic mould, upon which 
the body is constructed, and It is be
cause it does not renew Itself, like the 
fleshy matter, that It Is enabled to 
maintain the physical type of the or
ganism, while directing the harmony of 
Its functions. This fluidic body Is 
moved, during life, In order to bring Its 
physiological mechanism Into action, 
by a special force to which has been 
given the name of vital energy. This 
force Is a finite quantity which goes on 
diminishing, from birth until death. 
And It Is because the vital energy is not 
constant, that all living beings evolve; 
that is to say, they pass through the 
phases of childhood, maturity and old 
age, to arrive finally at death, when 
that energy is completely exhausted. 
It Is a potential force which each being 
receives at birth, and of which it can 
make a more or less judicious use, but 
It necessarily exhausts It by the func
tioning and maintenance of the or
ganism.”

A GOOD TEST.
To the same Revue, M. Orgaz con

tributes an account of an incident 
which occurred one evening when his 
wife, himself, and a young lady who Is 
an excellent medium for writing auto
matically, were sitting, In Paris, for 
spiritual manifestations. After receiv
ing Various communications, M. Orgaz 
mentally asked the following question 
of the controlling spirit (the grand
father of the young lady): “Could you 
not, the'Detter to convince me, cause 
your granddaughter, to write a few 
words in Spanish?” Scarcely thirty 
seconds elapsed before the hand of the 
medium began to-write. When stopped 
I took up the sheet of paper, and was 
not a little surprised to read some 
words of Spanish, which I could not 
entirely decipher until next morning. 
The words were these: El tlempo. Los 
campos' son’ verdes. Buena noche, 
Senor. (The time. The fields are green. 
Good night, Sir.) I. have preserved this 
communication. What I found par
ticularly Interesting in this experiment, 
was that the medium did not know a 
word of Spanish; that I expressed my 
wish mentally; that neither the phrases 
nor any word were in my mind, and 
that I, myself, knew very little of that 
language.”

A MAGNETIC CURE.
M, Francois Brudleux, contractor, of 

No. 57 Terrasson, Bordeau; also ad: 
dressing himself to the same Revue, 
writes: “I had completely lost the sight 
of my right eye, In the month of Jan
uary, 1899. I was obliged to enter the 
hospital, where I remained for a fort
night, and they extracted the nasal 
nerve In order to save the left eye; for 
my right eye was in a state of decom
position, as. was shown by the matter 
issuing from It The doctors who at
tended to me, called It a case of Glau- 
comatasls Neoplasm. They asserted 
that I had a tumor. Inside the eye, and 
that Its complete extraction was Indis
pensable to prevent. its reaching the. 
brain. I consulted another specialist, 
who told me the same thing. I then 
went to see Mme. Agullana, rue Gra- 
tlolet No. 4, Who had attended my wife
several times;, and who, by- means of 
magnetism, caused the tumor to dis
appear and stopped the suppuration. I

:

presented myself a fortnight later to 
the doctors who had treated me. They 
were very much surprised that the so- 
called tumor had disappeared, but I 
took care to be silent as to the remedy 
I had had recourse to. If I have still 
my natural eye, I owe Its preservation 
to the good offices of Mme. Agullana. 
I do not regret the time occupied lu the 
cure; for the pains bestowed upon me 
by that lady have been quite dis
interested and entirely gratuitous."

SPIRITUALISM IN SWEDEN.
We translate from Le Progres Splrlte 

(Paris), the following letter written by 
Dr. A. E. Tornebohm, who is, we be
lieve, a medical practitioner in Stock
holm: “During the last days of the 
year just ended, Spiritualism has taken 
a new departure in the Swedish capi
tal. For some years past It has gained 
considerable ground here, but very 
slowly, the work being prosecuted for 
the most part in domestic privacy. 
Now It has suddenly become a matter 
of general Interest, owing to the appear
ance of it very remarkable little vol
ume, entitled Mot Ljuset (Towards the 
Light), by a well-known lady, the Prin
cess Mary Karndja, a native of Sweden. 
‘Towards the Light,' Is a poem written 
mediumlstically by the Princess her
self, as she energetically declares in 
the preface. It contains the auto
biography of a man who, having 
plunged into every earthly pleasure, 
becomes disgusted with life and blows 
his brains out. But, to his Immense 
astonishment, he discovers that he has 
only killed his body, his thinking entity 
being just' ns vital as heretofore. The 
narrative of his painful experiences In 
spirit life, and of how, in the end, he is 
lifted up ‘towards the light,' by the 
awakening of love within him, through 
the instrumentality of a child, possesses 
a touching Interest, and is particularly 
well adapted to produce an Impression 
upon the general public. The work, in 
fact, has occasioned a real sensation, 
so that, In the course of a few weeks, 
nearly 4,000 copies have been sold, 
which Is a great deal for any publica
tion in our small country, and Is some
thing entirely unprecedented In our 
Spiritualistic literature. The conse
quence has been an awakening of In
terest in Spiritualism In many quarters 
where It was least expected.”

No doubt it is the case ¡n Sweden, as 
It is In Great Britain and in Australia, 
multitudes of people never think for 
themselves—perhaps never think at 
all—on the most momentous subjects 
that can engage the attention of the 
human mind; but they are always pre
pared to follow the lead of any person 
of rank and distinction; and when a 
princess has the courage to own herself 
a medium, and to publish a ppem 
written under Impression and Inspira
tion, “Society" will be equally ready to 
aver that “it always thought there must 
be something In Spiritualism, don’t- 
you-know; and now that dear Princess 
has composed a poem under spiritual 
direction, we are quite certain of it, 
don’t-you-know.”

SPIRITUALISM IN HUNGARY.
We have received from Buda Pestb 

two numbers of the fourth volume of a 
weekly Spiritualistic paper, containing 
sixteen pages of letter press royal 
quarto, and entitled Rcjteliimes Vllag 
Spiritual!» Hetl Folyorret. It Is Issued 
weekly from No. 18 Jozsef Kornt, In 
the capital of Hungary, and is edited 
by Baron Mikos Janos. We regret that 
our Complete lgnorance.of the Magyar 
language prevents tis from giving our 
readers any analysis of the contents of 
our contemporary. Those who speak 
the tongue of Kossuth boast that it is 
a virgin language, without mother, and 
without daughter; and this is perfectly 
true, for It contains words not to be 
found In any other European language. 
It Is remarkable for its simplicity, In
asmuch as It abounds in monosyllables; 
while It is also rich in monomatopoetlc 
words; that is to say in those which ex
press by their sound the meaning of the 
thing they describe. Its Eastern origin 
is Indicated by the fact tliat its vocabu
lary is rich In words analogous to those 
found In Sanscrit, Hebrew and Persian.

That the truths of Spiritualism should 
find ready acceptance with a people so 
largely Imbued with a passion for 
poetry and music, and possessing so 
noble and copious a literature, as the 
Hungarians are and do, Is only nat
ural. Materialism cannot take root in 
minds like theirs. Art and letters, poesy 
and song, lofty aspirations, patriotic in
stincts and spiritual ideals thrive lux
uriantly in such a soil; and we may In
fer from the fact of such a publication 
as the Rejtelames Vllag, making its 
appearance every week in Buda Pesth, 
tliat the science and philosophy, of 
which it is an exponent, must number 
very many disciples In Hungary.

A NOTE FROM ITALY.
In a letter to II yesslllo Splrltlsta 

■ (Vercelll), Professor^Vespaslanl men
tions that certain Roman Catholics who 
presented themselves at the confes
sional last Easter, were denied absolu
tion by the priests on account of their 
having interested themselves in Spirit
ualism; while others who bad been 
guilty of the same terrible sin were 
freely absolved. And he asks why 
should there be two weights nnd two 
measures? Why, indeed! But apart 
from the arrogant presumption of any 
clerical daring to usurp functions which 
belong to God alone; one is astonished 
at the amazing want of logic exhibited 
by all such persons. For, If to converse 
with spirits be a practice so evil as to 
be altogether unpardonable (for this is 
what the denial of absolution implies}, 
it follows that Jesus of Nazareth, and 
his-chief disciples, Mary, his mother, 
Abraham, Jacob, and most of the 
patriarchs and prophets of the Old Tes
tament, were equally sinful and ought 
to fall under the ban of the church. 
For all of them held spiritual-com
munion. So, in later times, did a good 
many so-called “Saints,” as also Joan 
of Arc. It is true she was burnt alive, 
with the full approval of the leading 
ecclesiastics of the period; but by way 
of atonement there is some talk of 
whitewashing _ “the witch," by canon
izing her. What! make a saint of a 
female medium, who was both clair
voyant and clalraudlent; and at the 
same time punish modern Spiritualists 
who are Roman Catholics, by refusing 
to absolve them from their sins? Surely 
the preposterous inconsistency and ab
surdity of such a procedure must be 
palpable even to the most ignorant 
hedge-priest In Italy,

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. DM 
LL.D. A most exdellent and very vain- 
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health. Social Scl-. 
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75 
cents. For sale at this office. . .

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op- 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By B. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of. Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For solo 
ntthisoffico. •_
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OUR MAIN PREMIUMS.
Volume 3 of the Encyclopedia of 

Death, and Life in the Spint World 
will be our main Premium until fur
ther notice, and ft is tlie only book 
sent out to our subscribers for 25 
Cents, which is far less than actual 
cost to us. The price of each one of 
the other six Premium Books when 
ordered alone is 50 cents. Any two 
of the other six Premium Books you 
may select, are sent out for 90 cents. 
Note the prices carefully when re
mitting.

Volumes 1, 2 and 3 of the Ency
clopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, when ordered together. 
Price $1.10.

Any three of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $1.10.

Any four of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $1.50,

Any five of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Prlce $1.80.

Any six of the seven Premium 
Books you may order, Price $2.10.

Lastly, all of the seven premium 
Books are sent out together, Price 
$2.35.

Remember, these Premium Books 
are only sent to our own subscribers 
when they send in their yearly sub
scription to The PnocitEssivB 
Thinkeb, which is always one dollar. 
Those who are not subscribers to The 
Progressive Thinker must pay the 
regular retail price for these seven 
valuable books, which is $10.75.

Bear in mind, please, that Volume 3 
is the only Premium Book sent out 
for 25 cents.

REMARKABLE OFFER.
SEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $2.35.
Offered at Far Less Than

Actual Cost.
The Encyclopedia of Death, and

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1, 
Brice............................................. <

The Encyclopedia of Dentili, and
Life in tlie Spirit World, Vol. 2, 
Brice............................................. <

The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3, 
Brice......................................... .

$

$

$
Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun

dane and Super-Mundane Spir
itism. Price.............................<

Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism. Price..............................I

$

$
The Next World Interviewed. 

Price.......................................... 1
The Occult Life of Jesus (Includ

ing the Hull-Covert Debate). 
Price.......................................... j

?

1.50

1.50

1.50.

1.50

1.50

1.25

.$ 2.00
’Total price to the trade.............$10.75
Total price to our subscribers. .$ 2.35

TBe Progressive Thinker one year 
and the seven premium books. .$ 3.35 
These seven books, substantially and 

elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer's art will be 
furnished to our subscribers alone for 
$2.35. But bear In mind that lu order 
to secure these SEVEN valuable pre
mium books for $2.85, the order must be 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. The 
paper one year, $1.00; the seven books, 
$2.35. Total $3.35.

The aggregate price of these seven 
books to the trade Is $10.75. In order 
to assist in forming a Spiritual and 
Occult Library in every Spiritualist’s 
home, these seven valuable books are 
furnished to our subscribers for $2.35, 
which is less by far than their actual 
cost. The authors make no charge for 
the vast amount of labor bestowed on 
these works, and which extended over 
many years. The publisher receives not 
a single cent for the great expense he 
was to, hundreds of dollars being paid 
out in putting them in type, and elec
trotyping the pages, and making them 
ready for the printer. That Is why you 
are getting these Intensely Interesting 
books for almost nothing. We are only 
carrying out the Divine Plan, inaugu
rated only by The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who take no Spiritualist paper, and this 
inducement Is offered, in order that 
they may commence forming at once a 
Spiritual and Occult Library, and thus, 
keep In Une with the advancing proces
sion. The postage on the above books 
and expense of mailing Is about 85 
cents, hence you are almost receiving 
them as an absolute gift.

By taking 85 cents from $2.35, you i 
will find that all we have left us for 
those seven books Is only $1.50.

CLUBS OF TEN.
One Thousand Clubs Wanted

’1*-

In Clubs of Ten subscribers we give -/< 
the foUowlng for $1.15: The Progressive 1 
Thinker one year, and your choice of < 
one of these two books—Volume 8 of ; 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in . 
the Spirit World, or The Next World In- •. 
terviewed, both remarkable works, and 
worth their weight In gold to every 
thoughtful student The one who gets . 
up the club will be entitled to The Pro- 
gresslve Thinker one year and both of 
the above books. No other books can . 
be substituted for thè above in Clubs. 
They are neatly and substantially 
bound, and will be an ornament to any 
center table. The aggregate price of 
these two books to the trade is $2.75. 
What you pay for them In clubs only 
defrays the expense of postage and 
mailing. ' • ~

“Cultivation of Personal Magnetism.: 
A Treatise oh Human Culture." By. 
Leroy Berrien For sale at this offices 
Price $1. .
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GHOST IN VOLK’S HOME.
Sculptor’s Residence Said to 

Be Haunted. '
WALKS AT TWILIGHT-SPECTER 

EXAMINES BROKEN CASTS IN 
THE DESERTED STUDIO-TWO 
FRIENDS WHO VISIT RUINED
COTTAGE HAVE STARTLING EX
PERIENCE WITH STRANGE AP
PARITION.

5

Osceola, Wis., Oct. 26.—A ghost that 
has been seen by many persons is 
haunting the house once owned and oc
cupied by Leonard Volk, the famous 
sculptor, who died about four years 
ago. Tho house is situated on a high 
bluff just north of Osceola, and com
mands a beautiful view of the St. 
Croix river. It is an old-fashioned cot
tage that was once an ideal place for 
artistic work. From its oak-latticed 
poreli the sculptor was accustomed to 
watch the plaeid stream and study the 
changing colors of the sky at sunset. 
Here he welcomed many of the leading 
statesmen and artists of his time.

The old house is now falling into 
ruins. The many-paned windows are 
broken, the doors swing on dislocated 
hinges, and the foundation stones are 
crumbling. Still, in the great living
room, once used as a studio, there are 
many traces of the man who made 
more than national fame for himself. 
The huge brick fire-place, once the de
light. of the sculptor, has been un
touched by the vandals. The charred 
back log is just as it was left when the 
house was deserted. Several benches 
are drawn up before It, and the roimd, 
upholstered settee, eight feet In diame
ter, stands in the center of the room, 
the high oaken mantelpiece and on the 
shelves that run around the marred 
walls, stand plaster-of-parls models, 
while the floor is strewn with clay and 
plaster figures and busts that have been 
ruthlessly broken by tramps and mis
chievous boys.

For the first year or two after the 
sculptor’s death many visitors went to 
the house so closely associated with one 
of the country’s great men, but recent
ly tlie place has been almost forgotten, 
except by a few of Mr. Volk's old 
friends, who were accustomed to spend 
pleasant evenings smoking before the 
great fire place or talking out on tbe 
little.porch. Last week two of these 
old friends went up to tlie deserted 
house. It was one of the pleasant au
tumn evenings that was conducive to 
memories of the past. The two friends 
walked up the hill, and, pausing on the 
porch, recalled the times they had been 
welcomed by the man who had gone 
out of life after leaving in stone and 
marble many splendid works so closely 
connected with tbe history of his time 

■ that they must be always a precious 
legacy to thé nation.
ENTERED HOUSE AT TWILIGHT.

They pushed open the front door and 
went inside. The quick twilight of fall 

, had come, and they saw the benches 
and the broken models but indistinctly. 
They went to the old fireplace. One of 

. the men felt on the high mantelpiece to 
see whether a pipe might not be in its 
accustomed place. - An exclamation 
from his companion caused him to turn.

In the middle of the room, near thé 
round settee, stood the figure of a man. 
It was- too dark to see the face, but the 
strange apparition began to move noise
lessly about the room. Stooping, the 
specter lifted from the floor a broken 
cast of tlie famous bust of Lincoln, ex
ecuted in I860, when the sculptor had 
but just won fame by his statue of 
Stephen A. Douglas, The figure bent 
Its hqad sadly and then dropped the 
broken cast and advanced to the fire
place. The two visitors shrank away, 
and the silent form stopped on the worn 
he'arthstone. With bent head the ghost 
appeared to be looking Into the fire long 
ago burnt out Then the arms were 

. lifted up, folded, and rested against the 
mantel in a posé familiar to the friends 
of the sculptor. There wire a move

. ment that made .the hair rise on the 
two unbidden guests. Speechless, they 
stood watching the specter, which ap
peared to be unconscious of their pres
ence. Before either man could gain 
courage to speak the ghost had van
ished.

... It was in 1855 that Stephen A. Doug
. 1as, who was connected with the sculp

tor by marriage, aided Mr. Volk to go 
to Italy to study. Two years later he 
returned to Chicago. The Douglas 
monument, which is one of his best- 
known works, was modeled with a 
spirit of loving gratitude to the man 
who aided him at a time when he most 
needed help. Residents of Osceola de
clare that the spirits of Douglas and 
Lincoln some times accompany Volk’s 
ghost when it visits the old house. It 
was whispered that the spirits of these 
two statesinen often came to the 
sculptor, who so long survived his 
great friends. Even before the sculp
tor’s deàth the old house was avoided 
by the superstitious, who dislike to pass 
It after nightfall. It has béen suggest
ed that the building be restored and 
dedicated to some public use, but its 
distance from the town is an objection 
to all plans for the preservation and 
utilization of a place that should aot be 
neglected.
OLD SOLDIERS VISITED COTTAGE

Volk’s great soldier monuments en
.. deared him to the Grand Army, and 

many veterans have visited the house 
in which the sculptor worked when he 

’ ran away from the city for a little 
while. At the time of the encampment 
in Chicago a number of old soldiers 
made a pilgrimage to the' cottage. It 
was reported that one of thesé veter
ans saw two ghosts one night while he 
was sitting on the steps of the old 
porch, but little attention' was paid to 
the story. The visit last week of the 
two friends of Volk convinces the res
idents of Osceola that the town has. a 
haunted house of more than usual In
terest.—Inter Ocean.
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“The Frlest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure influences and results 
of the Romlsh' confesslonal, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
fives. Price, by mail, $L For sale at 
this office. ■' '

? “The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilisation.” 
By Prof. Wt M. Lockwood, lecturer 

/ upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo-' 
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. -Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office. ■ 

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of,How to Keep Young.” Bÿ J. M. 
Peebles, M. D„ M. A., Ph. D. Price'$1. 
For sale at this office.

. "The Spiritualism of Nature.” By 
Prof. W.M. Lock wood. Price 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. . .

THE OCCULT.
How It Feels to Be Hyp' 

notized.
HARRY A. HARTOGS DESCRIBES 

HIS PECULIAR EXPERIENCE
SKIN GRAFTING A SUCCESS
WOUNDS ARE BEING HEALED 
BY POST HYPNOTIC SUGGES
TION. -
Harry A. Hartogs, who allowed him

self to be hypnotized while tattoo 
marks were being removed from his 
right arm and skin cut from his left 
leg grafted over the wounds, on the 
third floor of 447 Smithfield street, Fri
day night, described his experience to 
a “Post" reporter yesterday. He de
clares that he Is still under the hyp
notic influence of the operator, Prof. L. 
W. DeLaurence, aud that his mind has 
been directed so that inflammation can
not occur in the wounds made by the 
surgeon’s knife.

Hartogs says he is a native of Hol
land. He is the master of seven lan
guages and is a fluent French speaker. 
He says he came from a highly re
spectable family, and that the one bane 
of his life has been the unsightly tat
too figures on his arm. He always 
dreaded the operating table, having 
years ago been under the influence of 
chloroform while his eye was. being 
treated. After he recovered from the 
anaesthetic, he says he suffered from a 
sickly sensation, his mind became af
fected and his stomach was disordered 
for several weeks. ‘

“Under the influence of hypnotism I 
was unconscious of what was going on 
about me,” said he. “I seemed to en
joy a pleasant sensation and when I 
was finally aroused from my sleep I 
was astonished to find my right arm in 
bandages and to learn that the opera
tion was over. No, I felt no pain in thé 
arm and did not know that skin had 
been removed from my leg until they 
told me.”

“How did you feel immediately be
fore you were overcome by the hyp
notic influence?” he was asked.

“I felt at first like resisting the will 
of the hypnotist It is a peculiar sen
sation to know that your mind is to be 
controlled by another man; that he can 
compel you to do as he wills. Then I 
realized that it was for my own good, 
and succumbed. I could feel the influ
ence immediately. His eyes seemed to 
take possession of me and I became 
conscious that his mind had full pos
session of mine. When he told me I 
was growing drowsy I really com
menced to feel such a sensation. Then, 
when he positively asserted that I 
would fall into a sleep, a deep, deep 
sleep, I seemed to descend deeper into 
oblivion. All the while I had the vague 
Idea that while asleep I was still pos
sessed by the irresistible power.

“Afterward all consciousness left me. 
When I awoke I had no recollection 
that anything had occurred in the 
room or that I had accomplished any of 
the musical feats attributed to me. 
The next day I felt exceedingly well. 
At one time during the afternoon I 
commenced to feel weary, but at 4 
o’clock my mind became possessed 
with a delightful sensation. I laid 
down on a couch and slept; later I 
arose and read part of a novel. This is 
rather ^unusual fer me, and contrary to 
my usual afternoon habits.”

Prof. DeLaurence says that by read
ing and sleeping, his subject merely fol
lowed out what he directed to do by 
post-hypnotic suggestion, and when un
der his mesmeric spell. He declares 
that when the mind of the subject is 
once under control of ihe operator that 
it is the simplest thing to make him do 
anything upon awakening, or at any 
time to be specified in the future. He 
continued:

“If I would say to Hartogs: ‘At 10 
o’clock on April 2, 1901, you will write 
me a letter, or go to a certain place, he 
would do as directed, no matter at 
what occupation he is in or under what 
circumstances surround him at the 
time. You can order him to telephone 
to you or make him perform any feat 
within reason, and he will obey without 
actually knowing why he is doing it, 
and perfectly Ignorant that he is fol
lowing out a suggestion made while he 
was hypnotized.’

“Of the physicians who were present 
at the peculiar experiment made last 
Friday night many declared that the 
teaching of hypnotism was a dangerous 
business; that it bordered on criminal 
for an operator to spread his knowledge 
among all persons desirous of learning 
the science. It was argued that hyp
notism might be used for criminal pur
poses; also, they suggested that only 
medical men should be permitted to 
use the power under any circumstances. 
They should understand physiology and 
the science of medicine In order-to at
tend to their subject should any unex
pected change occur.

“The mistake members of the medi
cal fraternity have made and are mak
ing is that they have made an exhaust
ive and scientific study of the physical 
or material part of the human organ
ism, but not of the Immaterial part; 
they analyze and dissect the physical 
body, but seem to have no realization 
or knowledge of the non-physical part, 
or soul of man. The mind controls the 
physical body, the body being merely a 
register or an Indicator of mental con
ditions of the mind; therefore, it Is es
sential that every physician should 
have a thorough knowledge of psychol
ogy, which includes hypnotism and 
mesmerism, as well as physiology. Psy
chology is a scientific knowledge of the 
nature, possibilities, susceptibilities of 
the human mind, its relations to and 
influence over the physical body in 
both health and disease.

“By hypnotism and suggestion I pro
pose to heal the wounds of Hartogs. 
By suggestion no inflammation can set 
in and thé curewill be effected much 
quicker than were drugs and the usual 
rémedies applied. I have arrangéd for 
him to visit me each day and undergo 
treatment. The physicians’ who per
formed the surglcaLoperatlon will also 
appear and watch the progress of my 
work.”—Pittsburg (Pa.) Post.

"Our Bible: Who Wrote It? When? 
Where? How? Is It Infallible? A 
Voice from The Higher Criticism. A 
few thoughts on other Bibles.” By 
Moses Hull. Of especial value and] in
terest to Spiritualists. For sale at this 
office. Price $1. ■ .

"The Heresy Trial of Rev. B. F. Aus
tin, K. A., D. D. Giving a sketch of 
Dr. Austin’s life, story of the heresy 
trial, copy of the charges, the heresy 
sermon, the scene at conference, and 
Dr. Austin's full address defending his 
views on Spiritualism at the London 
Annual Conference at Windsor, Can.,” 
etc. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. '•

KINGDOM OF HEAVEN wrws
Various Spiritual Analogies
VIEWS GIVEN FROM A CHRISTIAN 

STANDPOINT AND KNOWLEDGE.
The kingdom of heaven is the great

est fact with which men are ever called 
to deal. But it- is a subtle, mysterious 
power or system, eluding analysis while 
it rewards study. It is more than an 
influence, and yet it is as evasive as an 
influence. It has visible effects and 
substantial results, aud yet it Itself is 
like the wind, uuuoted iu its breezing, 
or like the light, Inscrutable while fa
miliar. The central principle of this 
kingdom, we may say, is life, under
standing by that term a spiritual ener
gizing which works in harmony with 
the righteous reality of things, for the 
glory of God aud the good of men. 
This life from ou high manifests itself 
iu innumerable forms, and by its fruits 
is known to a certain extent, and yet, 
as is the case with the animal life, de
fies definition and escapes from analy
sis. Let the chemist probe with his 
tests, and heat his retorts, and adjust 
his lenses, still he will not find the se
cret of life, nor grow so wise as to be 
able to write out in an ingenious for
mula the activities of spiritual grace.

But while that principle of life or of 
grace which is the inspiration, the con
structive principle, of the kingdom of 
heaven, cannot be analyzed with math
ematical exactness, cannot be precisely 
comprehended in a logical proposition, 
while It eludes the vocabularies and de
feats definition, yet it is always possi
ble for the intelligent Christian mind, 
Illuminated by God’s spirit, to approxi
mate more or less to a true Idea of 
heavenly realities. Because we may 
not completely understand those spirit
ual realities, we need not be agnostics. 
The direction of a moving point, we 
learn from the mathematicians, is at 
each instant a tangent to Its path, If 
the path be a curve. So we may say of 
the action of an Inquiring Christian 
mind, that it is continually running 
tangentially to the great sphere of spir
itual mystery, always near it, never 
wholly encompassing it. The true dis
tinction is given in the discrimination 
made by Paul betwreen comprehending 
and apprehending* Paul feared to say 
that he, even though an inspired apos
tle, had comprehended, that Is, had ap
prehended, many a precious truth.

An encouragement to ' an Intelligent 
inquiry after spiritual truth, joined 
with a clear condemnation of the feeble 
failure of the agnostic who says that 
we cannot know aught of supernatural 
mysteries, was afforded by the Mas
ter’s teaching when, In the seven par
ables of the thirteenth chapter of Mat
thew, he declared that the kingdom of 
Heaven is “like unto” this and that. 
By tracing an analogy between earthly 
things and heavenly, the great teacher 
showed that men could approximate to 
a satisfactory knowledge of the mys
teries of heaven, sufficiently at any rate 
to fit them for an Intelligent discharge 
of the practical duties of life.

We would do well to keep this dis
tinction clearly In mind. While we 
may not go to the extremes of a Swed
enborg, who fancifully and arbitrarily 
assumed analogies and “correspond
ences" In almost everything in heaven 
and earth, thus, despite his evident sin
cerity, exposing himself to the charge 
¿>f seeking to be ovi^-wise in things In- 
respeet to which it lijjhooves men to be 
silent, or at least humbly hesitant, yet 
we may to'a certain e.yent, and in a 
thoughtful, guarded way, profitably 
employ various earthly\\acts and fig
ures to make clearer to AXr minds the 
meaning of spiritual reallt\\s, Imitating 
cautiously the method purged by the 
Savior-In his parable, or. stoi'y-sermons, 
In which he» drew certain parallelisms 
between things earthly and heavenly. 
Jesus, It Is true, enjoyed the advantage 
of omniscience, and we shall be safe In. 
our deductions and Interpretations only 
so far as we closely follow His wise 
leading as He utilized the seed, the 
bird, the flower, the coin, the barley 
loaf, or a mess of fishes, to symbolize 
and illustrate the facts of the kingdom 
of Heaven which, otherwise might re-' 
main to men an utterly dark mystery.

It should be carefully borne In mind, 
howeyer, that spiritual analogies are 
after all only analogies. At best they 
serve but as tentative interpretations of 
the great indefinable mysteries. While 
Christ compared the kingdom of God 
to this or that earthly interest or pos
session He .did not identify the king
dom with material things, or worldly 
ambitions. This is a distinction which 
men are all the while slurring over In 
their thought. The kingdom of heaven, 
we are told by the Master, is “like 
unto” a field, a coin, a seed, a loaf or 
barley bread, yet it is not Itself a field, 
a coin, a seed, or a barley loaf. Still 
many men about us talk and act as 
though it were. They assume that the 
kingdom of God is meat and drink, is 
the loaves and fishes, is houses and 
flocks and herds, or in modern phrase, 
that Christianity is bonds and stocks, 
and fine sanctuaries and political power 
and social prestige and culture and civ
ilization. Yet Christianity Is not all 
these, though It Is like unto these as 
symbols, and in many cases may bring 
or induce these things literally. It is 
always seeking comparison with the 
things of this present life, but it Infi
nitely transcends them.

At the same time, while it is not to 
be identified with material things 
(which was the mistake of -the self-' 
seeking Jews, who thought that Jesus 
had come to set up a brilliant political 
regime, a newer and mightier Caesar- 
dom), yet it has a relation to all pres
ent interests, it is like unto them, it Is 
suggested by them, it may use them. 
That kingdom is far away, and yet it Is 
near. It is in heaven, and yet on earth. 
It relates Itself closely and Inquiringly 
and*.Jpvlngly with the lives that men 
about us are living with such joy or 
such sorrow at the present day. It is 
an Interest for two worlds, and all 
spheres of existence,""now and here
after.—The Observer, New York.

"Arcana of Spiritualism: A Manual of 
Spiritual Science and Philosophy.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A spiritual text-book 
of rich and-inspired thought. An ex
cellent work. Finely bound in scarlet 
and gold. Price ?1.50. For sale at this 
office. ■ . .

"The Religion of the Future." By S. 
Well. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent' for 
truth alone, will be pleased with It, and 
well repaid by its perucal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, JI; paper, 50 
cents. '

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come into closer connection 
with the purer realms of the spirit 
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 
office. . . .

“Gleanings from the Rostrum.” By 
A. B. French. Cloth, |L For sale at 
this office.

A SENSATIONAL STORY FROM 
COON CREEK, ANOKA COUNTY. 
Mrs. Albert Nelson, the young wife of 

Albert Nelson, a farmer of Coon Creek, 
Anoka county, is in Minneapolis, suffer
ing from broken health caused by pe
culiar circumstances surrounding the 
house which she and her husband oc
cupy. - -

About a year ago the couple were 
married and settled on the farm of 400 
acres. The house and buildings had 
been fitted up in first-class shape for 
them, to earn a livelihood.

A few nights after their marriage a 
most extraordinary and unexplainable 
event occurred, followed later by oth
ers of a similar nature, until the young 
bride had been forced to leave’ her 
home. . •

The first night they ^were awakened 
from their sleep by peculiar noises, and 
on awaking they felt.their bed being 
lifted bodily Into the ajr until It went 
high enough to allow, the castors to 
dropout . ...

The chairs scraped across.,the floors, 
other pieces of furniture mqyed and alt 
the movements Were accompanied by 
the most unearthly nqjses. ^thorough 
search of the house revealed, nothing. 
While at the time he ^id nqt jbelieve in 
ghosts, he was, as he admits; ¡thorough
ly frightened. This was th^j first of the 
curious occurrences, 1 ' .

Shortly after that they were awak
ened another night by the peculiar 
noises. The furniture- took-to moving 
in a most unaccbuntable wgy. Chairs 
were lifted from the fiber and set down 
again. Tables slipped from one side 
of'the room to the other, and every
thing pointed to the «inly solution, that 
unseen spirits were aLwortt

One night there waSslnglng heard in 
the upper part of the housfi.' By this 
time Nelson had become accustomed to 
the antics, and they were growing mo
notonous. He plucked up his courage 
and went to the roomiwhere the vocal 
selections were in progress and asked 
the ghosts In polite but emphatic toaes 
to desist He explained that he and 
his wife would like to go to sleep, and 
that such a thing was out of the ques
tion while the concert was' going on. 
He received no answer, nor did he see a’ 
sign of anything, spiritual or otherwise.

The young wife at last could stand it 
no longer, and consulted the family

Indians Have a Battle iWith 
Them. , n

physician. He was a matter-of-fact, 
gruff man, and they dared not tell him 
the real cause of her illnesst for fear of 
ridicule. He announced that the only 
-Way he could diagnose her case was 
that the young woman had been terrl- 
bly frightened; He prescribed for her, 
but the medicine failed to help her, 
and at times she was unconscious, she’ 
was so ill.

A brother was told of the mysterious 
night revels, and he. slept at the house. 
Not a sound was heard, and he went 
away, divided between a belief in 
ghosts and the length aud breadth of 
his brother's imagination.

Chris Moore a farmer living about a 
mile away, was invited to spend a 
night at the house, aud the spooks got 
up a special concert and chair moving 
performance for his benpfit. The two 
men made a search, but it availed them 
nothing.

Mr. Moore, although they did not find 
anything, does not laugh at ghosts any 
more and backs uj> his belief in their 
existence witli vigorous language.

At last things became so bad that 
Mrs. Nelson was forced to come to Min
neapolis, and a physician told her she 
must not go back to the house until the 
mystery was explained.—Minneapolis 
Tribune. •

Au Indian rite more spectacular than 
the famous snake .dance of the-Mokis, 
buf^vhlch Is known to but few.white 
people in America, is thatQif thff^Joca- 
rllla Apaches of New Mexico.

It is the “Battle with Bril ¡Spirits” 
which these Indians repeat every, three I 
or five years. It occurs only when a 
new moon appears betweéû thé'1 20th 
and 25th of September. That these In
dians are able to make such a nice cal
culation in astronomy and dated speaks 
well for their mathematical ability.

September of this year the new1 moon 
appeared on the 23d day ^f the ihonth. 
The Indians had prepared for' their 
great dance or battle agaihst thé pow
ers of evil. Mr. O. D. Ward, of Denver, 
Col., was a witness of the extrordinary 
seeue. ' ■

“The celebration," he says, “which 
extended over a period of ten days, or 
rather nights, began at sundown on the 
first day of the new moon and con- 
tinned until sunrise the next morning. 
It was repeated iu this order through
out the period.

“As the sun sinks behind the western 
horizon the grand march of the cele
brants begins. The men file in at the 
west gate a^d* the women at the east, 
each turning to the right, and/ after 
marching half way arouud the arena, 
halt, facing one another in a semi-circle, 
then retire under the roofed portion of 
the enclosure around the sides.

“In the centre of the arena is a small 
pile of brush, upon which a goodly sup
ply of grease and oil has been poured, 
and at this juncture in strides the med- 
iclne woman in all the pride and glory 
of her barbarous attire.

“The Jicarilla Apaches have no medi
cine man, as 1b customary, with other 
tribes. Stepping forward she applies 
an Ignited brand to the pile, and as the 
fumes of sacred Incense are wafted up
ward to the Great Spirit, the men and 
women give vent to their feelings by 
chanting to the solemn and doleful 
strains of tom-toms.

“After the medicine woman retires, 
twelve men step to the centre, where a 
larger and fiercer fire has been kindled, 
and while they beat the tom-toms the 
others in successive turns step forward 
and, forming a semi-circle about ten 
feet from the fire, go through their fan
tastic contortions. A weird spectacle 
they form, these simple children of the 
desert, clothed In their gorgeous blank
ets and other barbarous array—their 
straight, black hair unbraided and flow
ing in all directions, while their black, 
beady eyes emit sharp flashes of fanat
ical enthusiasm.

"After a while twelve.evil spirits en
ter through the east gate and with 
grimacing faces and diabolical grins ad
vance, while the dancers, panic-strick
en and fearful, cease their ¿lancing and 
rush for cover. It is fuiile, however, 
for the evil ones follow; and submit 
their victims to all sorts of .ipunish- 
ments until the braves, jn their fury 
and indignation, rise in their might, and 
grasping their mighty war clubs, drive 
their tormentors out of jtjlie west gate. 
About 100 women and mf>n are. then se
lected to continue the performance un
til daybreak, while the ®st retire.

“The grand finale occurs on the night 
of the tenth and the mqrnlug of the 
eleventh day. This night nobody, sleeps, 
but all arrange themselyes around the 
large fire, dancing andu shouting all 
night to the ceaseless ¿eating; of the 
tom-toms. ; ।

“In the morning just mt dawm, they 
rush, out and place themselves: In line 
along the banks of a little stream that 
empties into the la)ce;.ithe women on 
the east, and the men on the .west bank.

“Then tlie medicine woman again 
makes her appearance, this time with a 
large basket upon her arm, the inside of 
which is separated into compartments, 
each compartment containing some 
unction or healing salve,
. “If one complains of a headache she 
dives down into one compartment and, 
bringing forth the necessary remedy, 
i'ubs some of it on the throbbing brow. 
Another complains of rheumatism, or 
possibly is suffering with toothache; in 
fact, every affliction known to Indian 
kind has its remedy in that mysterious 
basket and the obliging medicine wo
man applies it with solemn dignity and 
fitting ceremony.

“This action is supposed to drive the 
evil spirits In terror across the horizon, 
no more to return until the celebration 
of the next medicine dance, and leave 
the Indian Immune from every Ill. It 
Is a sight worth going a "thousand miles

A Shaker Eldress’ Experience*
To the Editor:—I have wanted much 

to fell you of the experiences of a 
Shakeress, in New Hampshire, whom I 
met several years ago in her own home, 
but as you have so many such like ar
ticles sent In, I do not know that you 
will appreciate my offering; however, I 
will write it out for your inspection, 
and whether published or not, I shall 
feel the better for an effort to add my 
mite to the grand array of spiritual tes
timony you are weekly reporting.

The sister LJiave in mind was for
many years the leading Eldress in the 
central family at Erifleld, N. H., but 
finally had to resign bn account of 
physical ailment, and for seven years, 
was confined to her bed, with no hope 
of recovery, after having been treated 
by several eminent physicians. She 
was in middle life, and one whom the 
society had greatly depended upon be
cause of the strength of her character, 
the intelligence, and good, motherly 
qualifications she possessed, and her 
physical failure was a source of deep 
regret to the whole community.

Her mind was bright and brave as 
ever, but the body had wholly lost its 
bearing. When I saw her she was well 
and strong again, and eldress In the no
vitiate family, a very responsible posi
tion, and this is what she told me, and 
others asserted to:

After all hope was gone, and she had 
been helpless seven years, an Indian 
spirit, a “medicine man,” came to her 
bedside and examined her case, felt her 
pulse, etc., just as an earthly physician 
would do, and told her If she would do 
as he prescribed she would yet become 
well and strong. She saw and con
versed with him, just as she had her 
earthly doctors, and had faith In what 
he said, and so put herself under his ex
clusive treatment. He came steadily 
every day, sat down by her bedside, 
felt her pulse, examined -her case gen
erally, noted the changes,dealt out the 
remedies needed, etc., and oftentimes 
changed the medicine. She said he was 
full of life and magnetism, as well as 
good cheer and pleasantry, often joking 
with her.

She gained very fast and he soon put 
her upon‘her feet, and in a short time 
told her she must go out Into the woods, 
and gather with her own hands, the 
roots and herbs necessary to her full 
restoration—said he would be there and 
show her what to procure.

She took her basket and went out, 
and in a few moments she heard a sharp 
whoop near by, and looking around saw 
“her doctor” (as she called him ever 
after), who laughed and talked with 
her just like an earthly associate would 
do, and assisted in the gathering of 
remedies for her—which he often after
wards did.

She said she learned to love, and look 
with anxiety for his frequent visits, 
both before leaving her bed ,nnd after 
getting strong enough to be about—In 
fact, he had never quite deserted her, 
as she yet (this at the time I saw her) 
was sometimes blest with his manly 
and noble presence. It was a pleasant 
theme for her.

She was a beautiful character. I 
cannot now recall her full name—they 
called her “Eldress Hannah.” Her peo
ple all loved her, and so did the writer. 
It is now several years since she passed 
on to the higher home “over there.”

JULIA H. JOHNSON.
Los Angeles, Cal.

to witness.”—Chicago American.

HEARD GHOSTS.
Comesto Minneapolis to Re

cover from Shock.

A Bible Extract.
To the Editor:—Here is a sort of re

turn to first principles—a pertinent ex
tract from the “Good Book," which may 
at this time Interest your numerous 
readers. Ever truly.

GEO. A. BACON.
Washington, D. O.

“When David was up In the morning, 
the word of the Lord came unto the 
prophet Gad, David’s seer, saying: Go 
and say unto David, thus saith the 
Lord, I offer thee three things, choose 
thee one of them, that I may do it unto 
thee.

“So Gad came to David and told him, 
and said unto him, shall seven years of 
famine come unto thee in thy land? or 
wilt thou flee three months before thine 
enemies while they pursue thee? or 
that there be three days pestilence in 
thy land? Now advise and see what 
answer I shall return to him that sent 
me. '

“And David said unto Gad: I am In a 
great strait; let us fall now Into the 
hand of the Lord, for his mercies are 
great, and let me not fall into the hand 
of man.

"So the Lord sent a pestilence upon 
Israel from the morning even .to the 
time appointee; and there died of the 
people seventy thousand men.

“And David spoke unto the Lord by 
the threshing floor of Araunah, when 
he saw the angel that smote the people, 
and said, Lol I have sinned and I have 
done wickedly; but these sheep, what 
have they , done? Let thine hand, I 
pray thee, be against me and against 
my father’s house. ...

“And Gad came that day to David 
and said unto him: Go up, rear an' altay 
uHto the Lord in the threshing floor of 
Araunah the Jebuslte.

“And David built unto the Lord, and 
offered burnt offerings and peace offer
ings. So the Lord was entreated for 
the land, and the plague was stayed 
from Israel.”—IL Samuel, 24th chapter, 
11-25. - ■ .

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is Intensely Interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of 
“double consciousness,” namely Mary 
Lurancy Vennum of Watseka, III., and 
Mary Reynolds of Venango county, Pa. 
For sale at this office. Price 15 cents.

“Human culture and Cure* Fart 
First The Philosophy of Cure, (in
cluding Methods and Instruments). ’ 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable, work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as It 
wen fulfills the promise of its tltlS 
Vot Mie at this office. Price 75 cent*

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS
A List of His Noted Woiks,

For Sale at the Office of The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Wayilie Jotting*. " .
GatUcrca from the Highway«, By-way« an« Hedeaa 

of Life. By Mattik E. Hull. TLlBlsa
Beat book of eelcctloai from Mr». Hull« best SSmt 
acrmoni and essay«, and contain« a splendid ^7^3 
of tho author, also a portrait oi Moses ami, php? 
neatly bound in EnglUU cloth, IL
Ihe Spiritual Mpe

and Hout
Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

whoro spirit 1« supreme and aU thing« are »object to 
le With portrait. By Mosks Hull. Just to» book 
towachyou that you are a «plritual belnw, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual faculties.

Bound to cloth, 40 cents) in paper »over, 35

Kew Thought.
Volume I, Nicely bound In cloth, 679 large, beaut! 

fully printed pages. Portraits of several or the beal 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting to an attractive form the highest phase of 
toe Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only iijq.
JTern Thought»

Volume II. 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
cicely bound. Original matter. Six portrait». Cloth 
bound, cents.
Joan, the Medium»

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
as a Leader of Armies. By Mosxs Hull. This is at 
cnee tbe most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
ever written. No novel was ever more thrliUngly In
teresting; history more true. Price to cloth 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Real Issue.

By Mosxs Hull. A compound of toft two pamph
lets, ’’The Irrepressible Conflict," and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;" with Important additions, making a 
book of 110 pages all for 25 cents. This book contains 
ataustlcs, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 
the tlm.es, that every one should have.
JU About Devils. ■

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from His Satanic 
Majesty and Hl« Subordinate« to tbe Kingdom of 
Darkne««. 60 page«. By Mose« Hull. Price, 15 cent*.
Jesus and the Mediums,

or Christ and Mediumship,
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Bible with ’hat of to-day. By 
MosesHull. An invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all the condi
tions of modern mediumship. It also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa
ment wore under the same conditions that medium« 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ h tbe re
turn of jr<k**°ou‘hip to the world. <8 pages. Price, 
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth,

or Death and Its To-Morrow,
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 

Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving tbe Splr« 
ituallstic interpretation of many things In the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains tbe 
heavens and hells believed in by SpirltuaUlU. price. 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Raised.

Twenty Years Battle Agalnrt a Worker 
Ended. Friee 10 cents.
SpiritualbSongster.

By Mattis E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mr». Hull’» 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the us» 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, 10 cto, 
or 16 per hundred. '

FSyOHOGRflFHY.
Marvelous Manifestations of Psyohlo 

Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED. P. EVANS.
*‘A book you ought to read. Absorbingly Interest« 

mg, ana should be In the hands of every thoughtful 
tuau and woman. No one can read Its pages without 
being convinced of the existence of a future life. The 
book Is of great value; not only to Spiritualists, but to 
those Interested In the problem of man's future life, 
as well as to those Interested tn phenomena) re« 
search.'1—J. J. Owen. .

This volume Is aupcrroyal octavo In sire,beautiful!, 
bound in olotb and gold, and profusely Illustrated.

Price 12. postpaid. For sale at this office.

The Infidelity of Ecclesittsrdcism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. W. M» 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatise. 
Price 25 cents.

THE PEOPHE'i'S OU' 1»KAEL.
By Prof. C.F. Cornlll. Consisting of popular sketches 
from Old Testament History. Price O>c. lfor sale at 
this office.

TheÉverlastingGospel.
This volume consista of a serie» of lectures, me»» 

»ages and poems written and delivered in publia 
through the menial organism of Mn. Magdalena 
Kline, a trance, clairvoyant and Inspirational me
dium. Tho book contains 488 large page«, and will ha 
•ent postpaid for 11.50. For sale at tou office.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA
According to Old Records.

By Dr. Paul Cavus. A translation made from Japan« 
esc, under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyer.de le« 
gate to the Parliament of Religions. Was publiehod 
tu Japan. Price, 11.00. For Bale at this office.

The
Question
SPttlPii 8. Loveland,Hudson

UbbluU Tuttle, Moses Hull,
J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I, M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir
its say about it. By

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Whether this book so tiles tbe question or not, 11 

Will be found emlnepy/ entertaining, and brings to 
Ether a mass of evl&cce to establish toe historical

arscler of J^sus. A large volume, cloth, 11.35. For 
•ale at this office.

The Spiritual Body heal.
Views of Paul, Wesley and other«. Valuable teo 

tlmontes of modern clairvoyanta. Witnesses of toe 
separation of tbe spiritual body from tbe dying 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price. lOo/

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS,
Areal visit «with friends on thsothsr side of life, 

and» familiar talk. By spirit Samuel Bowles! Car« 
He K. 6. Twing, Medium. Price 80 centa, For sale al 
toll office.

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowles in th» 
First Fire Spheres, Etc. Written through the hand 
of Carrie E. 8, Twing. Paper, 80c.

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
By Dr. Paul Carns. Very thoughtful and Interesting. 
Paper, 25c,

ATLANTIS P1« Antediluvian World. By 
aXAJJZxIx XXm Ignatius Donnelly. An attempt 
to demonitrate by authentic data the existence in toe 
Atlantic Qcenn of a continent known to the ancient 
world as Atlantis. Price, 12. For sale at this office«

Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.

By Watson Heston. Price, boards, fl: cloth, »1A0. 
Hetton h Inimitable. - '

Toor Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cnnntngb»m. Devoted to the ,tndj 
of Attrology tndlUUiri. Price, 25c.

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implement, employed tn the XVth ud 

XVlth c nturies tor the promulgation of ChrUUanltv. 
jmh pktorlal lUutfratloiu. By Geo. B. MaodoimlX Frioe 10 rints.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehearsal that la 
truly Interesting. Price 10 cents. For sale at this 
office. •: . ■

THREE SEVENS, 
AB tory ot - Ancient IHItl.loiu. By the PhtlOM. 
gwinitlng the Hermetic Phllwophy Price, cloth.

CoKTOTe: »‘The 'White Bull," a Satirical Romance» 
"Zadig. orFate," an Oriental History; “The Sago and 
too Atheist;” "The Princess of Babylon;" •‘The Man 
of Forty Crowns;" “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;" 
"Mlcromegas,” a Satire on Mankind; fThe World m 

rnTTruxTmvr ciTnTT-mxT ‘‘The Black and toe Whlto;" "Memnomthi• TWENTY-SEVEN' P?I,0’,op.1?iri I?“«* Des Touches at Siam;" •%»!> ’ 

“DIVINE REVELATIONS” f___ _____ ____ «’r "Tbo Good Brahmin;" “Tho Two Comforter.;” "An* ' 
BY KERSEY GRAVES. ■ d«“* Faith and Fabio." .

_____ ------------------ . ..------------ ! .„9n£''.°.'ume* r?st8ro, «Orago,. wtthportrojlanda 
Containing a description of twenty-seven blblex and IllnstraUonx Extra vellum cloth, U.S): potugo, ------- j_________ ------ . locenta, . . ' .

BIBLE. OF BIBLES,
—OR- ' J

— — -------r v* « rv wv 1 UBVlljO* Qu w
&b exposition of two thousand biblical errors In 
•e'enee. history, moraii religion, etc. Price, cloth, 
11.75, For Mie at this office. 77

God in the Constitution.
By Robert G. Ingersoll. Obe of tbo best paper« Colo« 
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like« 
neu of the author. Prie» 10 cents. For solo at tUi 
offita. . ' . .

¿Í.

AFTER HER DEATH.
®UE STORY OF A 8UMMKB» 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

Perraded with pure and beautiful spiritu^toat 
thought Instructive and hplpful to all who lovaaod 
leek the higher and flnerways of spiritual ernaHanTZ 
Price, 11.00. For tale at tuts office. ■

MOLLI B FftNGHER,
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An Authentic Statement of Facte in 
the Life of Mary J. Fancher, 

The Psychological Marvel of 
the Nineteenth Century.

Unimpeachable testimony of many wit
nesses.

BY ABRAM II. DAILEY.
With illuitratlom. Price, cloth, »1.B0. For eale it 
this office.

A Conspiracy Against the Republic 
By Charles B. Watte, A.M..author of “History of 
the Christian Religion to the Year 200,11 etc. A con« 
denied statement of the faota concerning the effort« 
fat the church leaders to get control of the govern« 
ment. An Important work. Price, paper, 25 cent«. 
For sale at this office.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms come from His SatanlO 
Majesty and bls subordinate« in the Kingdom of - 
Darkness. 60 pages. ByMoaeiHulL Price, 15 cents. 
For sale as this office.

ANCIENT INDIA:
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. H, Oldenberg.
Paper, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful communication, explaining how hit 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate Chris» 
Uanlty. Price 15 cent«. For sale at this office.

IMMORTALITY,
...OR . ..

FUTUBE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
Thre admirable work contain. what a hundred 

spirit«, good and evil, Bay of their dwelling-places. 
Give us details—details and accurate dellueauona of 
fife In the Spirit-world!—la the constant appeal of 
thoughtful minds. Death 1s approaching. Whither— 
oh, whither! Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb? -Will they know me? What la tbelr present 
condition, and wliat their occupations? In this rot 
ume the spirits, dtderlcg as they may, are allowed to 
apeak for themselves. No man Is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
the people. He treats ot the Mysteries of Lifer 
Doubts aud Hopes; The Bridging of the River; Foro< 
gleams of the Future; Testimony of Saints; Th, 

row th and Perfection ot the Spiritual Body; la 1( 
tbeBoulor Body that Sina?; Clothing In the Spirit
world; Our Little Oues in Heaven; The Personal Ex
periences ot Aaron Knight; The Red Man's Testi, 
mony; Evil Spirits; TOBtlmony of Physicians in Spirit* 
Lire; The Homes ot Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers la SpIrlt-LIte; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit 
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer
ous to mention. Price, cloth, ,1; paper SO cento. Post 
age 12 cents. For sale at thia office.

Io Tune with the Infinite 
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within yourself lies the cause of whatever entosa 
। into your life. To come into the full reallzaUon^. 

your own awakened interior powers, is to be ablecli 
condition your life In exact accord with what yos4 
would have It.—From Title-Page.

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; II. Tbe Supreme Fact od 
the Universe; Ill. The Supreme Fact of Human Life# 
IV. Fullness of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor; Vi'. 
Tho Secret. Power and Effect of Love: VI. Wisdonf; 
and Interior Illumination; VII. The Realisation of 
perfect Peace; Vili. Coming into fullness of powepr 
IX. Plenty of All Things—The Law of Prosperiti! 
X. How Men Have Become Prophets, Beers, Bagesj 
and Saviors; XI. Tbe Basic Principle of All Rellgiow 
—The Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now inti 
toe Realization of the Higheot Riches. For Balearic 
thlaofllce, Price, postpaid, |1.25.

What All the World’s a-Seeking.
RALPH WALDO TRINE.

• Each is bnllding hie world from within; thought fl 
the builder; for thoughts are forces,—subtle, vltaL 
Irresistible, omnipotent,—and according as used dd 
they bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, success 
or failure.—From Title-page.

The above books are beautifully bound In gray-green 
raised cloth, stamped In deep old-green and gold, with 
gilt top. Price, 11.25. For sale at this office.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
, BY FATHER CHINIQTJY.

This is a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex> 
Priest, whose character Is above reproach, and wbd 
knows what he Is talking about. Evarybody should 
read It. Price, 11.00. It contains the following chap* 
ten:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before tbe Surrender of Womanly Belt« 

respect in the Confessional.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep PH of Perdition for tbe 
Priest.

CHAPTER III.
The Confessional is the Modern Sodom. *

CHAPTER IV.
How tbe Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made «an 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V. .

Tbe highly-educated and refined Woman In tbe Con« 
fesslonal—Wbat becomes of her after uncondltlow 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

‘ CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all toe Sacred Ties o! 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricula; Confession be tolerated among Civil* 
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Pointed Denial.
all read of the awful 
practiced by heathen 

feeding the crocodiles in
tlie Ganges with their babies. Sensitive 
natures revolted at such depravity. It 
was the duty of Christians to educate 
those benighted people away from such 
cruelties, so In all the Sunday Schools 
of fifty years ago contributions were 
taken up at stated periods, to defray 
the expenses of missionaries In teach
ing those people the'true religion.

The New York Sunday Sun published 
awhile ago a letter from Swami Abhe- 
dananda, an educated East Indian, 
during which he met this falsehood of 
the missionaries with a square denial. 
To quote him accurately:

“I have walked on foot along the 
River Ganges, from its source down to 
Calcutta, nearly fifteen hundred miles, 
and have lived among the Hindus of all 
classes and castes, but never have I 
heard the stories of Hindu mothers 
feeding the crocodiles with their babies 
which the Christian missionaries have 
spread far and wide in this country, 
printing pictures thereof in Sunday 
School books, in order to serve their 
purpose."

. And while the Swami is on the wit
ness stand, and is d very intelligent 
observer, we. may as well let him nail 
another He; that relating to the sac
rifices under the wheels of Juggernaut:

“The truth is, the car festival was 
never prohibited by government [as 
alleged by missionaries]. It takes place 
every year In summer. I have seen it 
with my own eyes, and have lived In 
Purl, or Juggernaut, for six months. If 
any one wishes to verify my state
ments, he can refer to the Commlsslon- 
er of Orissa, or read the history of In
dia, by W. W. Hunter. Tile story cre
ated by the fertile brains of globe
trotters that the Hindus throw them
selves under the car of Juggernaut to 
get salvation, Is utterly groundless and 
false. No historical evidence can be 
adduced in support of such a story.”

There is scarcely an end to falsehoods 
of like nature which have been reported 
as the wicked doings of the Orient 
One writer exaggerates facts, and a 
hundred others magnify the tale, each 
adding somewhat to Its horrors. The 
better we know the East and its people 
the less will we believe the Munchau- 
sens told of them.

. Luxurious Homes of Missionaries.
Writes Winifred Black to the Denver

Post: _
“I have never met a naval officer, a 

- Minister to other countries, or a trav
eler of any intelligence, who believed in 
foreign missions. When I was a very 
little girl I went to Sunday-school. The 
brother-in-law of the superintendent 
was a missionary to the Hawaiian 
Islands. Every Sunday I put a round 
perspiring nickel in the box for the 
Sandwich Islander. When I grew up I 
went to these blessed islands. The first 
day I went out to drive I saw a mag
nificent country seat ‘Missionary So- 
and-So lives there,’ said my driver. 
And then I saw another country place, 
and another, and yet another—magnifi
cent homes, the like of which none but 
multi-millionaires can inhabit, much 
less own, iu this country. All of them 
belonged to missionaries. A prominent 
missionary gave a picnic and invited 

- me to it He had twenty servants on
horseback to help attend to the com
forts of the guests.”

This statement regarding the magnifi-

i-

The Young Men’s Christian Aesooia- 
tion.

in the very heart of the business por
tion of Chicago is located the palatial 
Central Department of the Young 
Men’s Christian Association. It Is 
equipped with every accessory that will 
make it attractive to the class it Is in
tended to draw within its walls. The 
gymnasium is furnished with every 
accessory for physical training, and 
large enough to accommodate one hun- 
dren and seventy-five men training at 
the same time, and skilled instructors 
are provided. In connection the finest 
baths in all variety are provided, and a„ 
natatorlum finished in white tile and 
marble, with no extra charge for swim
ming lessons. Off this is a hand ball 
court, and at Ravenswood is furnished 
the finest athletic field In the West.

There is a reading room and library, 
where all the leading magazines and 
newspapers are on file.

There are magnificently finished par
lors, with the most luxurious furnish
ings, at the disposal of the members. 
Off the parlors arid adjoining the 
library, is a correspondence room, 
amply lighted, with stationery free for 
the use of those who desire.

On the seventh floor is a restaurant, 
where meals are served at nearly cost.

The educational feature is most 
marked. The course embraces every 
department of science and the arts, 
modern languages, and a thorough 
business training under the best in
structors. There are lectures on so
ciology, civic, scientific, historic and 
literary subjects. These pre given in 
the superbly finished auditorium, in 
which a series of eritertainments are 
also presented. •

According to the annual announce
ment for 1900-1, "It is possible to fur
nish so many privileges at such nominal 
cost to young men, through the gen
erosity of the leading citizens of Chi
cago, who contributed to the erection 
of the building and who-annually sub
scribe to the current expenses."

The annual fee of membership giving 
all these privileges “to any young man 
of good moral character," is ten dolors.

Tlie object of this great work Is “the 
highest and truest development of 
young men. The enjoyment of mem
bership privileges Is not conditional on 
nationality, occupation, or religious 
belief.” ,

In the city of Chicago, aside from the 
central home, there are nine branches, 
four of which are especially devoted to 
railroad men, and the colossal propor
tions the effort has assumed may be 
comprehended by the fact that it is 
pushed forward in all cities and towns 
in this country,-and Is now extending 
its labors to the Orient. The buildings 
specially owned by 344 associations are 
valued at $20,000,000.

The price Is only ten dollars a year, 
and the opportunities for improvement 
well nigh boundless. The homeless 
young man from the country who has 
come to the city to make his way, is 
greeted with fraternal fellowship at 
,the door, and If worthy every effort 
made to find him a desirable position. 
On the face of the announcement, noth
ing but a moral character is demanded 
or sought. We presume a member 
might continue without any assump
tion of religion, but in the light of after 
reading he would not be pleasing to the 
management.

The scheme originated in a desire of 
propagating church doctrines; as a 
feeder to the church, and has become 
everything Its founders desired.

Its object according to Mr. Frederick 
White, Religious Work Director, as 
given In the announcement for 1,900-1 
is: “To unite those who, regarding 
Jesus Christ as their God and Savior, 
according to the Holy Scriptures, desire 
to be his disciples In their doctrine and 
In their life, and to associate their 
efforts for the extension of his kingdom 
among young men.”

For this object there is held a series 
of religious services—a Sunday after
noon meeting, a social hour held in the 
parlors immediately after the service, 
a fellowship lunch from six to seven 
for members and their immediate 
friends and strangers in the city, fol
lowed by short devotional service, a 
noon meeting every weekday, ad
dressed by ministers or laymen, a 
Tuesday evening meeting for “those 
who are beginners In Christian life, a 
Saturday night meeting for prayer, 
especially praying for blessings on the 
work of the following Sabbath. To 
these is to be added twenty-three Bible 
classes. ,

Professedly there Is no other require
ment than a “good moral character,” 
but however moral a member may be, 
he is only an “associate" unless he is a 
“member of an evangelical church!” A 
Unitarian or Universallst would have 
to take second place.

Every effort is exerted to win young 
men to Jesus Christ. That is the pur
pose of the Association, and to stand 
well with the management, to have in
fluence and popularity, and be recog
nized in full fellowship, it need not be 
said that acknowledgment of Jesus 
Christ as the Savior is absolutely re
quired. If this is mot believed—if the 
young man cannot believe it—every in
centive Is offered for his becoming a 
hypocrite, and few there are who under 
the pressure would not yield. And as 
they grow in years, the pressure always 
being felt, they become fixed in their 
methods of thought, or rather thought
less members of the churches whose 
ranks the Y. M. C. A. was designed to 
recruit.

Ten dollars pays for an annual mem
bership, but it does not measure the 
cost. -

A Curse to the Country.
A writer in an English journal, 

"Reynold's Newspaper,” who, the ed
itor says, holds a very Important posi
tion in China, and has exceptional ad
vantages for knowing that country and 
its people, states in the course of a long 
letter:

"The missionaries have the best 
houses in China, finely furnished, large 
staff of servants, and a splendid table. 
They do no work in the summer, but 
go away to the hills, where they have 
fine summer residences built, and they 
are not long in the country before they 
buy land and make money. This is not 
idle talk, as all foreign residents in 
China can bear out what I say.

"I have visited missionaries and dined? 
with them,-and can assure you that if 
they were in England they could not 
keep up the houses they do here and be 
able to go away to a summer resort for 
three or four months every year. 
Another great benefit they have is that 
they get so much for every child they 
have. Now, Mr. Editor, I beg of you 
to do your best to try and prevent any 
more money being sent to this country 
to support missionaries. I am sure the 
money can be laid out to much better 
advantage in England amongst the 
starving poor than to keep a lot of idle 
people here in luxury. The missionaries 
are flocking to Shanghai in hundreds, 
and many, of them stay with their 
families at the best hotels at seven dol
lars per day. This equals at least 
fifteen shillings per day each, so you 
will see it requires capital to do this. 
You can hear people remark on all 
hands what an enormous amount of 
money must be sent frpm England to 
keep these people going. Many say 
they are a curse to the country.”

It is universally conceded the mis
sionary interference with the religion 
of China was the sole cause of the pres
ent disastrous condition in the Flowery 
Kingdom. Because of it all the West
ern nations have been put to enormous 
expense, and have lost many valuable 
lives.

Now as we write the statement comes 
that 1,800 American soldiers are to re
main in North China, and that the mis
sionaries have, or are about to ask, the 
authorities at Washington to increase 
the number, probably with the view of 
permanently remaining in China to 
protect the missionary Interests.

We know what the missionaries ac
complished in the Hawaiian Islands. 
After reducing the population from 
150,000, as they took possession of 
those Islands In 1820, to some 31,000 in 
1890, the sons of those missionaries 
usurped the government, and trans
ferred it to a foreign power. The na
tives, the true owners of the Islands, 
were not consulted, but the usurpers 
took control and maintained It, to the 
prejudice of those whose fathers were 
induced to worship a crucified God. 
With that example before the Chinese 
they cannot be blamed for their revolt 
against Christian rule. It is their 
methods and their violence we all 
deplore.

Women the Life of the Church.
A writer in Harper’s Weekly says he 

has been visiting a large number of 
churches f durjpg the last year, and 
specially noting the number of adults 
of each sex in attendance at Sunday 
ministrations.” He found on an average 
there wjfije abput three women to every 
man. Where the preacher is a radical, 
and gives fulli’expresslon to his boldest 
convictions, men are as numerous, 
sometiiries more so, than women. He 
gave it, qs hi$ opinion that the falling 
off In church ¡attendance Is due, not to 
bicycles; out-door amusements, or Sun
day newspapers, but to the fact men 
are indifferent to ordinary Sunday 
preaching. 'f'hey want information 
along religious lines, on subjects the 
pulpit rarely or never discusses.

The pulpit orator is never more at 
home than while depicting the agony 
of a dyiug God. He mingles his tears 
with his rhetoric, and draws a picture 
that is really sublime. It Is a hard 
heart that cap listen to such eloquence 
without being moved by pity. Away 
from the church, in his thoughtful mo
ments he Is ashamed to have given ear 
to such supreme nonsense as a God 
dying on a cross at the hands of man. 
Had the preacher exhausted his logic 
in proving that man is Immortal he 
would have said something practical to 
think about. After listening to the 
usual pulpit harangues for ten to 
twenty years, and gaining no new 
thought, he is content to remain at 
home, a'nd let bls wife represent him 
in church circles. Educated wives, 
however, like their husbands, have 
begun to question the creeds, and they 
are gradually finding rest or entertain
ment outside of church pews. And who 
blames them for It?

Atrocious Criminals for the Church'
Gibbon says in Chapter XV of his 

Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, 
p. 354, vol. 1, of Putnam & Sons' edition:

“It is a very ancient reproach * * 
that the Christians allured into their 
party the most atrocious criminals, 
who, as soon as they were touched by 
a sense • of remorse, were easily per
suaded to wash away, in the water of 
baptism, the guilt of their past conduct, 
for which the temples of the gods re
fused to grant them any expiation."

This Incident of history was recalled 
when reading the Associated Press dis
patch to the Kansas City "Star, as 
follows:

“Wichita, Kas., Oct. 23-Frank All
good, recently convicted of horse steal
ing here, was taken from his cell in the 
county jail Sunday morning and, ac
companied by officers, went to the 

•Christian church, where he was bap
tized. The Rev. Lynch, pastor of the 
First Methodist church, performed the 
ceremony. Allgood was then taken back 
to jail, to await being sent to the state 
prison.” ,

Whether the same occurrence or 
another we cannot say, but we read a 
few days ago of a convicted felon, 
lately baptized by immersion, who had 
manacles on bls hands and shackles on 
his feet when the holy rite was ad
ministered. Were they afraid the can
didate for heavenly rewards would 
make his escape from earthly punish
ment as easily as he had’escaped that 
reserved for sinners in another life?

i-
cent living of the missionaries in the 
Hawaiian Islands corroborates the re
ports from China. And this Is really 
why the expelled missionaries are so 
anxious to return. They cannot endure 
the simple ways and styles of living of 
those who contribute pennies and dimes

A Lesson from Natural History.
Huber, the well-known Swiss natural

ist, told of- his:• watching the raid of a 
community of reddish ants, formed in 
a close phalanx eight to ten Inches long,
and four Inches broad, marching a dis
tance like a body of soldiers and attack-

i-

for their support Bhsklng for a 
In luxury it is very difficult to 
back into the humble methods 
rounding their early years.

time 
fall 
sur-1

. A Paramount Need.
The Baptist Examiner says: "The 

paramount need at the presentáis, 
pie’ty.” If by “piety” is meant “Affec
tionate reverence and devotion to pa: 
rents, friends arid country,” then we 
join in opinion most heartily with our 
Baptist contemporary as to the real 
need of the hour. If, on the contrary, 
as we suspect, It means a greater love 
and devotion to the church, its narrow 

"and impracticable teachings, with 
greater observance of forms and cere
monies, moro faith in the unreal and 
shadowy nothings which constitute 
Christian virtues, with added love for 
holy days and festivals; and- practices 
which lower self-esteem Instead of en
nobling. then we must be permitted to 
differ as to the present need.

Ing a hillock of dark ash-colored ants. 
He described the attacked, their con? 
fusion, defence, and the triumph of the 
assailants, followed by the sack, loot
ing and carrying away by the captors 
of the young and the eggs of the de
feated colony. These were carefully 
cared for until they "reached maturity, 
then were compelled to toll as slaves to 
the victors.

The church seems to have borrowed 
its most successful method of Christian 
expansion from thèse slave-capturing 
Insects. Its tools everywhere labor to 
gain control of childhood and youth, 
while In their plastic state, so as to 
mold there to their own will. It is said 
Catholic priests come very largely from 
orphans who . fall into the church’s 
hands, are educated by it, are Inducted 
into the ministry, and repeat the pro
cess by which they became slaves, 
willing topis to serve the church, 
always ready to do its bidding. This is 
why it is almost impossible- to make 
any inroads on the parent church. Its 
foundation Is on a rock, which Is really 
doing by children what the red ants, In, 
Huber's observation, did to the de
feated brown ants they enslaved.
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WillRenp the Whirlwind.
It is rarely The Progressive Thinker 

will have occasion to indorse any posi
tion taken b/ the “Christian Endeavor 
World," but we not only approve but 
highly commend its disapprobation of 
the looting and immoralities at Tientsin 
and Pekin by the allied armies, when 
those cities became subject to the 
Christian ppwers. We quote:

"What can the so-called Christian 
nations expect after this horrible ex
hibition of barbarism? They have sown 
the wind; they will surely reap the 
whirlwind! The excesses of the Boxers 
In their maddest moments were appa
rently no greater, if they were as great, 
as the rapine and destruction of these 
barbarians from civilized lands. Who 
can blame the Chinese for any reprisals 
they may hereafter make upon these 
hordes of white bandits who have over
run their country?"

Severe, but Just. The whole press of 
the country should dlsapprobate this 
vandalism either at home or abroad.

Marvels Will Never Cease.
A steamboat has been plying on the 

Dead Sbd slnbe last June, capable of 
carrying,, thirty passengers and con
siderable freight. Another is in process 
of construction:: This sea receives the 
waters bf the(lJordan, but it has no 
outlet, feiive ¿y evaporation. It Ues 
1,312 feti|' beloy the level of the Med
iterranean. Its sides .are graced with 
perpendicular diffs rising from 1,000 
feet onnthe West to 2,000 feet on 
the east! J Chateaubriand reported the 
Arabs claimed .no one could venture 
upon tlie. sea and live,. He disproved 
the sfatpinent by bathing In it, but the 
water was so dense he could not sink, 
so floated, witp. his body half out of 
water.

Now a railroad from Jaffa to Jerusa
lem; thence to the Sea of Salt, as it is 
sometimes called; and thence by steam
er to Kerah, on the eastern coast, said 
to be the ancient capital of Moab, which 
contains a population of about 8,000.

Recall the Missionaries.
The Chinese Ambassador to England, 

in a late official declaration to the 
British government, made an appeal 
which is worthy of preservation. 
Said he: ~ ’

“It will be quite Impossible to have 
peace in China so long as foreign mis
sionaries are .allowed to interfere with 
the Institutions of the country; and no 
government at Pekin can be strong 
enough to protect unpopular mission
aries throughout so vast an empire. We 
may not be able to keep these mission
aries out of China, because we are not 
a fighting nation. Anything will be' 
better than the missionaries. Peace, 
prosperity, and healthy commerce will 
be impossible until the missionary shall 
have been eliminated from our local

Cargoes of Pastors.
The following from a late London 

paper now before us:
“This seems too good to be true. 

American deacons, we are told, are now 
in this country seeking pastors for some 
prominent pastorless churches in the 
United States. Let us hope to God they 
will take back with them a ship-load— 
nay, a dozen ship-loads—aye, and come 
again for some more. We will try and 
squeeze out a few crocodile tears; but, 
oh, DO let them carry off a few cargoes 
soon. It is blessed to give—more 
blessed in this case than to receive— 
and right manfully will we put up with 
the loss.” ,

Well, well, Is England tired of 
priestly rule? But never mind. Send 
on the pastork and we will send them 
out as missionaries to China, or to the 
cannibal islands. Good, fat, sleek ones 
are always in demand in the latter 
markets, particularly in those seasons 
when the bread fruit crop is short; and 
China has a method of its own of dis
posing of them when In excess.

The Spread of Mormonism.
Within the past two years over 1,600 

picked' young men, some of them col
lege bred, have been commissioned as 
standard bearers of the Latter-Day 
Saints to propagate the Mormon faith 
in America and Europe. By next Jan
uary it Is expected no fewer than 3,000 
ambassadors of Mormonism will be at 
work In America and other lands. The 
student volunteer movement cannot 
show such marvelous results and en
thusiasm as the Mormon movement It 
is affirmed that the gains made by Mor
monism In the Dominion bf Canada are 
greater than In any other region in the 
world. This aggressive body has about 
300,000 communicants, of whom some 
20,000 were added in 1899.

No other denomination has made 
such wonderful advances as has Mor? 
monism. Continued at the same rate 
of Increase as for the last seventy 
years, and In two thousand years it will 
dominate all other Christian faiths. We 
know its origin, the character of Its 
projectors, the shallow fraud on which 
it was based, but the advance goes on 
unchecked.

problem. Recall the missionaries, 
all will go well.”

All governments should heed 
pathetic appeal.

and

this

As Funny as Any of ’Em.
A London paper tells of -a Ceylon 

planter whose wife died. A clergyman 
called to express his sympathy. Neither 
the man nor his wife had been'/ a 
church member. The husband was 
prostrated with grief, but roused him
self as the man of God entered.

“Is there any part of the Scriptures 
you would like me to read at the fu
neral?” Inquired the clergyman.

The husband sat up, mopped his eyes, 
thought for a moment, then: “You 
might try that bit about Samson and 
the foxes. I think that’s about as fun
ny as any of ’em.”

It will be especially brilliant and at
tractive, and we desire to reach at 
least 50,000 Spiritualists who take no 
Spiritualist paper, and who are actually 
iu midnight darkness in reference to 
what is going on in our ranks. In order 
to do this we will make a great sacri
fice financially, and will send the paper 
out twelve weeks for 15 cents to all new 
subscribers, or those who have not been 
ou our list for one year. We will also 
send to each trial subscriber a copy of 
The Progressive Thinker containing 
the “Crimes of Ministers and Church 
Members.” This issue of The Progress
ive Thinker contains twelve pages, the 
largest paper ever issued on this earth 
from any Spiritualist publishing house. 
The data presented was.collected dur
ing three months' time in 1898, from 
the secular press, illustrating in a 
marked degree the vast amount of 
crime among ministers of the gospel 
and church members. Whenever you 
hear an orthodox minister defaming 
Spiritualists, all you have to do Is to 
present him this special issue of the 
paper In answer. It is a stunner, and 
will silence him! The data and statis
tics of this paper alone are worth to ev
ery Spiritualist at least ONE DOLLAR. 
It is a weapon of defense they cannot 
afford to be without. Any Spiritualist 
In renewing his subscription can have 
this remarkable paper sent to him by 
enclosing a two-cent stamp. We desire 
to send this paper to every Spiritualist 
in the United States, a million or more! 
When we sell this paper to the trade, in
dependent of a subscription, the price Is 
10 cents.

Bear in mind that if your subscription 
expires now, you should not shift from 
yourself to another member of your 
family (or any one else, for that matter) 
in order to get the reading of the paper 
for less than actual cost to us, under 
the pretense that that person is a new 
subscriber. On the contrary, you should 
renew at once, and send in all the 
yearly subscribers you can, to strength
en our hands in this great missionary 
work. The trick of changing the sub
scription to another member of the 
family, when the yearly subscription 
expires, In order to take advantage of 
our trial rates, has been played upon 
us, but we hope it will never be re
peated. As the lamented Col. Inger
soll said, “Let us be honest.”

We want to do a missionary work 
this winter among Spiritualists ex
clusively. We want them to read what 
the Hon. A. B. Richmond, the Sage of 
Cassadaga, has to say. His narration 
will extend through several months of 
the paper, and will prove highly fasci
nating and. Interesting.

This offer is made solely to reach the 
Spiritualists. We want to take a cen
sus, and determine how many Spirit
ualists can be induced to redd a Spirit
ualist paper when it is sen/ out almost 
as a gift If they will read The Pro
gressive Thinker for three months, we 
are sure they will read it longer. This 
is a Special Campaign among the Spir
itualists. We want to reach them ex
clusively. There always have been 
thousands of Spiritualists who do not

Since my supervision of the Ques
tions and Answers Department in The 
Progressive Thinker, over five years 
ago, I have been in constant receipt of 
letters from those Interested in the in
vestigation of Spiritualism and kindred 
fields of thought, desiring personal les
sons, often offering more than the ex
orbitant prices of the advertising “sci
entists,” “occultists," etc. To all these 
I have replied that I could furnish noth
ing beyond the books I have published 
and the answers given in The Progress
ive Thinker, which is free to all.

The demand is so urgent that It has 
been decided to condense the answers 
given on Mediumship and Spiritualism 
in The Progressive Thinker, for the 
past years, with new matter, and so far 
as possible, meet the demand for "les
sons" on these subjects.

Perhaps no questions are so often 
asked as: “How can I became a me
dium?” “How shall I proceed to inves
tigate to satisfy my ardent desire to 
know?" To answer all such questions 
is the object of this book. Its Introduc-

cusses Its various phases, giving "prac
tical lessons” in each. Clairvoyance, 
psychometry, mind-reading,Mesmerism, 
or Hypnotism, Healing, Writing, Inspi
ration, Physical Phenomena, etc., with 
a series of “Hints and Suggestions,” 
clearing up obscure places.

Brother Francis, after his “Divine 
Plan,” has made the price 35 cents, and 
will have it ready on or before Decem
ber 15.

Those who desire such a book will 
confer a favor by sending me a card 
with their address (not money until 
publication).

I will take this occasion to thank 
those who have so generously sub
scribed for “Asphodel Blooms.” Al
ready the-number guarantees its publi
cation, which will be in November, in 
time for the holidays, as It will be 
printed and bound in a manner to make 
it an attractive gift

Those who send in their names and 
postoffice addresses at once will receive 
both “The Science of Spiritualism,”
etc., and ‘‘Asphodel Blooms” for $1.tion Is the Principles of Spiritualism. u_., — ™ T~.

It gives the fundamental laws and con- Address Hudson Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 
ditions of mediumship, and then dis-1 Ohio.

He Has the Three Volumes oí the EnGUGlopedla
Los Mochis, Sinaloa, Mexico, Oct. 8,1900.

To the Editor: I received Vol. 3 of the 
Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World in due time, and I have read it and 
re-read it, and I would not take ten dollars for it 
now, and do without it. It is about the best 
book I have yet seen; to say that it is a real 
treat, is putting it lightly. The contributors 
are among the most noble and able of both the 
living and dead, and after reading their opinions 
and experiences I am constrained to look with 
fond anticipation when I may- pass over. I have 
the three volumes and no Spiritualist should be 
without every one of them,

Ì.

read our literature. They know abso
lutely nothing of the great events con-

i-
i-

stantly occurring in our ranks. They 
are In-midnlght darkness In respect to 
the personnel of our movement We 
don’t think that one Spiritualist in a 
hundred knows that the National Spir
itualist Association met this year at 
Cleveland, Ohio. We want to reach 
this class In this our Special Campaign.

He Saw Xt Correctly.
Rev. A. C. Lucey, rector of West- 

Meston Rectory,. of England, lately 
wrote very seiislbly to the Church 
Times: ‘I - •

“The st>oner we clergy realize that 
what the.’present’age requires Is the 
re-presenting of religion,’ the better It 
will be forus and for religion. It Is 
most dlffiii&t foriis to shake ourselves 
free from^ld-faSiioned'prejudices arid 
knowledge; and to know how to acquire 
sound m$hpds?’;

■ '.i,i. —• ‘ « 1  -------- —- .
The Bftxers$nrere Reformers.

. Now coAi$ representations that the 
Boxer moy^mentjin China was inspired 
by an absolute desire to reform govern
mental affilrs. - They ascribed their 
failure to'^aln informs to the “foreign 
devils,” whs conffolled the Chinese offi
cials by corrupt methods, and the grant 
of privileges to missionaries confirmed 
them in their suspicions. . •

HON. A. B. RICHMOND.
About the first of December, we shall 

commence a most remarkable narra
tive,.by the Hon, A. B. Richmond; of 
Meadville, Pa. Mr. .Richmond is . wide
ly known as the Sage of Cassadaga. 
Our Winter Campaign will be espe
cially brilliant' Efend in your subscrip
tions now, and enjoy the feast of good 
things. ' ■

Giles B. Stebbins Passed To Spirit 
Life.

It appears from the Evening News, 
that the veteran reformer, Hon. Giles 
B. Stebbins, on October 31, expired of 
old age at his residence, 143 Pitcher 
street, Detroit, Mich. He had felt the 
approach of death for several weeks 
and talked over the details of the fu
neral and interment with his wife.

Mr. Stebbins was Born 83 years ago 
of New England stock, at Springfield, 
Mass., and began life at 14 as clerk In 
a hardware store. His ambition was to 
become a Unitarian minister. With that 
end in view he subsequently attended 
school again, and in the ’50s was sent 
by the Boston Unitarians to Ann Arbor, 
where he established a Unitarian socie
ty and was its pastor for about two 
years. But after that he became con
verted to the doctrine of Spiritualism, 
and while at the time of his death he 
was a member of the Unitarian church 
in this city, he was also and had been 
since his youth one of the most ardent 
and industrious writers on Spiritualism 
In the United States.

Before thé civil war Mr. Stebbins took 
a prominent part as a writer and lec
turer in the anti-slavery cause, spending 
part of his time in Washington, and 
after the war he became an equally 
zealous advocate of protection. In 1867 
he removed from Washington to De
troit with his- wife, whom he bad mar
ried at Sodus Bay, Ont, in 1846. Since 
coming to Detroit he had been a pro
lific writer for the newspapers and va
rious publications, besides issuing a 
number of books on religious, educa
tional and political subjects. He spent 
two years in Chicago as editor of a 
Spiritualistic paper, a year or two in 
similar work in Milwaukee, and dur
ing the year 1892 was editor of the 
American Tariff League organ in New 
York.- .

Mr. Stebbins was a very quiet, gen
tle, unobtrusive man except as the na
ture of his work brought him into prom
inence. He and his wife lived alone, 
their children having died in infancy. 
About four years ago they celebrated 
their golden wedding. The remains 
were cremated and the ashes taken to 
Springfield for interment in the family 
lot

"Voltaire's Romances.” Translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an -Invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined,-with the. skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50.. For sale 
at this office. '

Wonderful Ocoult Powers.
As set forth by the Chicago Amer

ican, William H. Mack, a young man 
from New York, believes that some day 
he will show that there 1b something 
wrong with the law of gravitation, and 
that the laws which now govern the at
traction of the earth will have to be 
amended.

At present he is a living demonstra
tion of the fact that the laws of gravi
tation don’t always work as they are 
laid down in books, for Mr. Mack can 
make himself so heavy nobody can lift 
him, or he can allow himself to be 
lifted easily by a man of moderate 
strength.

He has known of the strange power 
he possessed ever sljicq he was a mere 
child. He has exhibited it for tho ben
efit of the greatest specialists, but none 
of them can give an explanation of just 
what the subtle power is which he pos
sesses. Prof. Virchow, of Berlin, says 
it is a form of nervous energy. Charcot, 
the great French exponent of hypno
tism, declares it is a management of in
visible force, whatever that may mean; 
and so on. But nevertheless the fact 
remains that Mack can regulate his 
weight, and also has control over his 
pulse.

He has traveled around the world 
showing his power, and in the course of 
his travels was in China in 1890, where 
he was not 'allowed to exhibit before 
the people, as he was regarded as a su
pernatural being. He did, • however, 
give an exhibition before Li Hung 
Chang. That shrewd diplomat said to 
him:,“You ought to be very rich; you 
have such a grip on the earth.”

Mr. Mack Is now in Chicago, and he 
gave an exhibition of bls strange force 
at the American office yesterday, where 
he defied the strongest employe in the 
building to lift him from the ground If 
be did not so choose. In his exhibitions 
he simply places bls finger upon the 
neck of the man trying to lift him, and 
he is glued to the earth. No amount of 
energy seems able to raise him, but 
when he does not apply this touch he is 
as easily lifted as an ordinary man.

Mr. Mack also has the power of trans
mitting his peculiar resistance to oth
ers by simply placing his hand upon the 
neck. He has recently come from Har
vard, where he was a source of won
der and amazement to the football 
team, which trlqd mass plays upon him 
without avail. He defied their united 
strength. Three or four of the biggest 
men on the team tried with might and 
main to lift him, but failed.

Mack performs many wonderful feats, 
but perhaps the strangest is this: He 
holds a vaulting pole in an upright posi
tion between the palms of his hands 
and permits as many as can conven
iently grasp the pole to do so, but their 
combined efforts are unable to force the 
pole to the ground.

■Mack first discovered his unusual 
power when a small boy. He came 
home from school without a merit card, 
and his father was about to punish him. 
The small boy grasped the father by 
the neck and the father’s hand was 
stayed, he could do nothing with the 
boy, and was astonished. He tried to 
carry the boy to.the house, but was un
able to lift him from the ground.

Dr. Marion L. Simms, the family phy
sician, was called to see If he could ex
plain the phenomenon, but after, sev
eral experiments gave It up. Spirit
ualists thought they detected a great 
medium, but young Mack did not show 
any genius in this respect.

In 1890 the strong man went to Eng
land and submitted to tests by experi
ments there, but no good explanation 
of how he exerted his power was ob
tained, and Mack still wonders why he 
does it and why he is so different from 
other men..

The definition of a pound, according 
to physicists, is “the pull of the earth 
exerted upon a small piece of platinum 
deposited in the Exchequer at London.” 
To Mack this means nothing, for he can 
make the earth exert a greater or less 
amount of “pull” upon him and the 
unit of the measure of the force of 
gravity- Is of no use. .

On the scales he can vary, his weight

“working," 123 pounds, but he can also 
tip the beam at 800 pounds and then 
slowly decrease his avoirdupois to about 
35 pounds below normal, and he cannot 
explain it any more than anybody else.

Professor Virchow, In Berlin, made a 
three weeks’ study of Mack and at the 
end of that time gave no clear explana
tion of the phenomena which he had 
studied. He gave It as his theory that 
it was some form of nerve resistance 
and the consensus of the savants seem 
to be It Is something of that sort, bat 
something they have never been abk 
to discover before and are absolutely 
unable to account for.

Mack becomes exhausted after a lh 
tie time and seems in a state of almost 
total collapse after performing his feat« 
but regains his normal poise in about 
half-hour of rest which goes to conflrrr 
the t/eory of it being nervous powe: 
which he uses.

For the American Mack performed 
his usual feat of increasing and dimin
ishing his weight. He was not feeling 
In the best of health, and said big 
“work” affected him more than usual 
He proved himself to be absolute mas
ter of his weight and could weigh about 
what he wished when anybody tried to 
lift him. One, two, three and four men 
made trials, but could not move him 
from bis feet. He could be wrestled 
from his feet easily or toppled over and 
then lifted, but when be placed bls fin
ger on the neck of one of the men and 
they all touched flesh somewhere along 
the line bls resistance baflled all their 
efforts. .

There seemed to several reporters 
who tried the experiment and watched 
it closely, a trick of balance. They tried 
similar experiments among themselves, 
and found that when one of their num
ber placed his finger on the neck of an
other it was almost impossible to lift 
him, but otter trials failed, and they 
finally came to the conclusion there 
was some unusual power being mani
fested.

The Progressive Thinker Travels.
To the Editor:—In a late edition, I 

see a short squib headed, "The Pro
gressive Thinker Travels,” In which it 
says that “a poem written by a gentle
man in Sturgis, Mich., had traveled to 
the top of the Rocky mountains.”

I can furnish you with a much more 
remarkable Instance, illustrating the 
wonderful circulation your paper 
seems to have, which apparently Is not 
not confined to the little narrow limits 
of the United States, or even England, 
nor of both combined. You published 
an article of mine in your paper of 
August 11, entitled “The Home Circle,” 
and in response thereto I received a 
postal card from an editor at Tho 
Hague, Holland, which I herewith en
close, and of which you can give a fac 
simile for the benefit of your readers, if 
you desire. Respectfully,

J. S. ENSMINGER,
Topeka, Kans. Atty-at-Law.

Dear Sir:—With much pleasure I 
have read your communication about 
the cases with Frank Nevils and your 
wife Emma, in the number of August 
11 of The Progressive Thinker. If you 
would send me also some account of 
further experiments, I shall have the 
pleasure to Insert it in the Dutch pa
per, De Sphinx Yours truly,

A. J. ROTTEVECL.
The Hague, Holland. '

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of tho Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic! Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, and should .be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15 
cents. For sale at this office.

“The Commandments Analyzed." By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great in
congruities. Price 25 cents. For salo 
at this office. .

“Nature Crate.” By Dm. M. E. and 
Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50 and $2. '

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth 50 
cents. •
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aUTOMATIC WRITING.
Showing How Different Spl

its Express Themselves 
Upon the Same 

Subject.

%

£

The buu aud moou are properly 
termed Klug of Heaven aud Queen of 
Earth, or nature. The two united, 
torm the natural power under which 
»11 nature’s forces,, serve, but it is not a 
Belf-acting operation,, nor yet chance 
(Work. All Is supremely governed.

The electric forces of the Earth and 
■elements are centered In the sun ,in the 
substances and forces in which said 
electricities are contained. Therefore, 
the sun Is the producer of the refined 
electricities, by using all things in na
ture as batteries and by these connec
tions and force exchanges, currents are 
produced and supported, atmospheric 
nnd oceanic boundaries fixed. Water, 
Wind and wave, are made to contribute 
to this-system in Its refining and pro
pelling labors in nature.

The moon contains the magnetic and 
propagative forces of corresponding 
seeds in nature. She is the gentle god
dess whose Influence upon earth means 
not only production but multiplication 
and constant improvement, by reason 
of changes due to these inherent powers 
in nature to which the selections cen
tered in sun aud moon correspond and 
thus act in union, as the propelling 
power of all things within their radii.

No. 2.—The sun is an evolved centre 
or dynamo. It is a centre qualified by 
exact mathematical calculations of all 
substance and force employed In its ev
olution and continuous support. It is 
a centre that can and does,, exercise 
sufficient attractive force to Insure evo
lution of all evolvable matter of its 
sphere, which sphere represents all 
that is contained In a mathematical 
plan for a new creation, In its entirety 
of labors from start to finish.

One of the Creative Masters said this, 
/'concerning the sun and its auxiliaries: 
We have provided nebulous belts and 
Tings around the corporeal world, that 
by a study of these, man may compre
hend the rotations of the vortical world. 
For his utility we created a great circle 
of electrical currents and set the sun 
Within it, its power great yet subject 
thereto. We created the vortices to re
semble whirlpools or batteries fed by 
the corporeal world. The Bun’s vortex 
does thus forever rotate and carry all 
othpr currents aud vortices in it, ac- 
corLijg to their density and position. 
Thus are they carried forth and around 
about the sun by the power of these 
currents and which are differently man
ifested at different times. Whirlwinds 
and great storms are only the effect of 
differently manifested electric cur
rents, all connected within the solar 
system.-

By means of these affixed vortices, 
tho planets turn on their axes and are 
carried in their orbits. The sun’s heat 
and the earth's rotation on its axis are, 
in the main, the cause of all atmos
pheric disturbances In connection with 
its'vortical currents. Electricity Is the 
natural atmospheric agent effecting1 
these disturbances. The equatorial re
gions are the parts of the earth most 
hciited, therefore in those belts the 
heated air is constantly ascending, 
which results In frequent rain accom
panied by lightning and thunder, a 
proof of electrical action and the to and 
fro movement of the whirlpools for the 
generation of electrical currents.

The sun, as the master stationed over 
all vortical currents, sets all this atmos
pheric machinery in motion by heating 
the equatorial regions, and using heat 
and electric forces for Its power supply 
in constantly evolving all evolvable 
matter from the earth.

The earth is composed of chemical 
elements, and the atmosphere contains 
the corresponding chemical elements 
and properties, all of which are fixed In 
their correlative services with matlie- 
matical exactness, as they are num
bered and named per calculus. There 
is no chance work about this, and those 
who think they have become masters 
in learning nature's force play, behold 
only the effects of the cause behind it.

No. 8.—Another spirit speaking on 
this same subject—the sun—said: To 
the sun Is due men’s physical strength 
to perform physical labor. The cheml- 
cal force that comes from the sun real
ly performs all the heaviest work in 

. tlie corporeal realm. By the sun's 
power apart from heat and light, car
bon and oxygen are separated and all 
the poisonous gases which In that state 
need these chemical affinities from the 
eun are then utilized as fertilizing 
forces by the Divine Husbandman, to 
strengthen and prosper the vegetable 
world.

No. 4.—Another spirit says this: The 
rotation of the planets which are dis
covered, Is at the present time being 
somewhat changed, which Is due to the 
positive arranging of all principal me- 
rldlans and their respective parallels. 
These changes were all marked in the 
original creative drafts as enlarge
ments of spheres by Incessant involu
tion and evolution. Astronomers there
fore have some critical work before 
them for the reason that the Masters 
turn the pivot slightly. This will be
come apparent to the students' search
ing vision and somewhat perplex them.

It has been the supposition of some of 
these students, that there would come 
a tlifie, when this sun with all its plan
etary auxiliaries, Earth included, and 
welded Into Its mass, would roll as a 
black ball through infinite space, be
cause they fall to see how the sun can 
be fed and put forth its great force 
which Is so constantly and lavishly ex-

r-

CRITICISES MINISTERS.
Takes Exception to State 

ment that God Sent
. Disaster.

John W. Ring, a prominent Spiritual
ist of Galveston, Texas., does not think 
thut God was responsible for the ter
rible flood that wrecked the Texan city 
and caused the death of 10,000 people. 
In an address at No. 222 Superior 
street, Cleveland, Ohio, durlug the N. S. 
A. convention, he took occasion to crit
icize the ministers of the north, who, he 
said, are preaching that God sent the 
terrible flood as a lesson to the world 
and to demonstrate His power. Mr. 
Ring said that the flood was the work
ing of nature's laws; the effect of the 
causes of nature working through man. 
“The flood,” he said, “was the working 
of nature's laws and not the direct re
sult of an a’lgry God.”

Mr. Ring claimed that the country Is 
approaching a great climax; that the 
incoming century will bring a develop
ing of spiritual understanding hitherto 
unknown in the history of the world.

Mr. Ring was-in Galveston during 
the day and night of terror, and he 
painted a rather vivid word-picture of 
the disaster, He was in the midst of 
the storm district and he remained 
there from early in the morning until 4 
o’clock In the afternoon. Then he 
Started out and walked about the 
streets waiting for spirits or Intelli
gences to tell him what to do. He en
tered, an orphanage asylum, and while 
standing In the entrance a spirit warned 
him to leave the building. He did so 
and the next morning he found the 
building had been destroyed, and had 
he remained there he would have been 
killed. He took refuge Anally In a 
house which contained a number of 
persons of the Cainollc and Episcopal 
faith, “These people were deeply re
ligious,” said Mr. Bing, “and during 
the night they fairly bombarded the 
holy city with their supplications.” He 
described how a vision in the form of a 
beautiful angel had appeared to a little 
boy who was in the household and how 
when the boy asked the angel If they 
were to be saved the angel had nodded 
its head three times in the affirmative. 
The house was not destroyed and all 
the Inmates were saved.

Mr. Ring said he had been asked a 
number of times why spirits had not 
appeared to all the Spiritualists of Gul- 
veston and warned them of tlie danger, 
that they might have an opportunity to 
escape. Seven members of the Galves
ton Spiritualist Society lost their lives. 
He said those members of the faith 
were so satisfied with their safety thut 
they refused to heed the warnings of 
their mortal friends. As for himself,. 
that early in the day, not being advised 
by spiritual Intelligences, he remained 
at his home. In the afternoon, how
ever, lie left his home and went about 
the streets, waiting for the spirit Intel
ligences. Finally he entered the or
phanage nnd a spirit visited him for 
the first time and told him to leave that 
building. He did so, and probably 
saved his life, as the structure was de
stroyed.

Citizens of Galveston, so Mr. Ring 
said, do not think anything of being 
compelled to take off their shoes and 
stockings and wading to the street 
cars. Sueh Incidents are common for 
the reason tlie Island being so low, is 
often Inundated to the deptli of a foot 
or two. So when the great storm of 
Sept. 8 broke, the citizens were not 
very much alarmed when the streets 
ran a foot deep with water. The storm 
continued from early morning to 4 
o’clock in the afternoon and then a per
fect hurricane arose, the wind blowing 
110 miles an hour! The town was 
flooded to a depth varying from eight 
to fourteen feet. Not a single building 
in the city escaped the fury of the 
storm. Many were razed completely 
and every building was more or less 
damaged."

The speaker argued from the proposi
tion, “Was God In the Galveston 
flood?" He denied that Galveston was 
visited by the wrath of the Deity for 
the reason it was a sinful and wretched 
city. He said, judging from the num
ber of churches, Galveston was a very 
pious city. Most of these were de
stroyed. The only place of religious 
worship in the city that was uot entire
ly destroyed'was a Jewish synagogue. 
He claimed the disaster was due solely 
to the workings of nature's laws.

, pended. _ _ _ _
* There Is no need of-fear on that 
score. • A great surplus of such sub
stance nnd force Is on hand, yea; too 
much, and it is of necessity returned to 
exhaust Itself upon Earth, to maintain 
the order and stability of this central 
system. Therefore it is desirable that 
men study how to put this natural 
wealth to use, for It Is purposed that it 
should be used to Increase the world’s 
wealth and humanity's comfort.

It Is time that not only gas, oil and 
ore should be extracted from nature’s 
bosom; but from the atmosphere and Its 
elements the surplus must be drawn, 
by which tho labor processes, that 1b, 
nature's operations and ruling may be 
more perfectly learned than from any 
other effort for such results. '

All evolutionary processes per high
er, purified substance, are conducted by 
Induction or as some call It, Involution, 
through nature’s nerve or psychic sys
tem. In ^nature’s workshop, all Is so 
governed that each grade of soul germs 
makes it possible for the next higher 
grade to take up or build forms from 
the matter so purified. Thus grade 
after grade of embodiments are con
ducted for the purpose- of refining all 
of nature’s raw materials by the use of 
organisms through which her dynamic 
forces can and do exert themselves to 
cement, as well as to draw such sub
stance as the law of evolution desig
nates on eveiy plane. The fittest is 
ever cemented with that a grade In ad
vance, and this connecting and welding 
of these links is so perfect that It can 
pe traced like an open book, when Intel-

lectual unfoldment and spiritual insight 
make It possible. -•

These natural processes are wonder
ful when clearly and rightly discerned 
by the quickened vision and senses, for 
It is plainly marked what part each 
force is playing In selecting and Im
pelling that which is fit for cementing 
purposes in each degree, according to 
marks of law and nature’s absolute 
ruling. All expressions of corporeal 
forms are the result of life or chemical 
substance In nature, but fanned ■ into 
life and governed by Supreme, Uni
versal spirit.

At the present time, the soul-life of 
all nature is undergoing great travail 
for higher expressions. Nature's nerve 
system throbs in all plant, vegetable 
and animal life. All that is, is severely 
affected by the strong force currents 
directed upon nature, as also upon the 
mortal mind realm. Nerve stimulus Is 
being exhaled and inhaled rapidly 
from organisms to organisms, the 
higher and lower orders mingle. This 
psychical exchange Is necessary. The 
present crises through which earth and 
man are passing would be overwhelm
ing if strength were not supplied from 
above and the force and substance as
similations and cementing processes 
for the necessary uplifting which alone 
insures safety and curbs the tides of 
111 force which threaten woes for mor
tals and shortens the periods of hard
ships for the dwellers of earth. This 
great psychic or nerve stir and invigor
ation Is felt in all religious, political 
and commercial spheres. It impels 
thought and action. It is realized as 
comfort and discomfort, as desired 
peAce and provoked war, as a desire to 
cling to old dogmas and Ideas and be
ing perforce overwhelmed by the new 
thoughts forced upon the minds. This 
force will work' until the errors vanish. 
It works for unity, for harmony, for 
joy, for righteousness, and will, not re
turn^ void, but will accomplish its pur
pose, although while the struggle' for 
this result Is on, it may well be said 
that these are times that' try men’s
souls. MRS. M. KLEIN.

Van Wert, Ohio. ' . ‘ ■
Written in the year 1870.

"Religion as Revealed by the Material 
and Spiritual Universe.”, By. IL D. 
Babbitt, M. t>., LL. D. A compact and 
comprehensive view of the subject; 
philosophic, historic, analytical and crit
ical; facta and data needed by every 
student and especially . by every Spir
itualist One of the very .best books on 
the subject Price,: reduced to ?1, 
cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale at thia 
office....

“Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?" A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles,'the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
aale at this office.
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BABY FAITHS. GOOD NEWS. THE SPIRIT WORLD.
Whole God, or No Qod 

at All. '

don’t know just how hard Prof. 
Loveland is punching other people's

i

“baby faiths" or Gods, but I do know 
he is not leading out even in the direc
tion of mine, and perhaps not in the 
direction of Mr. Stewart’s "God.” Per
haps the Professor will better under
stand our “baby faith” by critically ex
amining some of his own faiths which 
are yet more “babyish.” Evidently 
Prof. Loveland uses the term “humani
ty" in relation to human beings in the 
very same sense that we use the term 
God, Being or Noumenon, in relation to 
the whole concatenation of things 
which we call the world or universe. 
The term “Matter" In relation to physi
cal things, and the term “Spirit” in re
lation to spirit things, are used by 
others, if not by Prof. Loveland, in the 
very same sense that we use the term 
God in relation to both physical and 
spiritual things, and to any other sys
tems or planes of existence that there 
may be of which now we know nothing.

If Prof. Loveland uses the term 
“Nature” in the sense of some “incom
prehensible,” “unknowable” something 
underlying all things and of which all 
things are the sum of Its “potent ener
gies,” then his faith is our faith, and 
neither more nor less “babyish.”

The fashion, however, is to divide 
“Nature" up into departments, as hu
man nature, physical nature, spiritual 
nature, animal, vegetable, mineral, ele
mentary and atomic nature. The sum 
of these “Natures", Is the full-grown 
“God,” as far as we know anything 
about him; but evidently a-full-grown 
God Is too much for a great many peo
ple, therefore they take him in broken 
doses and perhaps without realizing 
that they are taking their medicine at 
all. And having taken their God in 
these broken doses or "baby” forms— 
sucli as “humanity," “Matter,” “Spirit,” 
“Nature," and the like—they can’t see 
what earthly use any man has for any 
more God, evidently believing that 
enough of a thing is a God's plenty.

These baby gods bear the same rela
tion to Being or .Noumenon that poly
theistic Gods bear to the monotheistic 
God among those who give God the 
personal or anthropomorphic character.

But Prof. Loveland Insists that our 
God Is personal or anthropomorphic. 
Well, our God is but the sum of your 
baby gods. Sum them up and see if 
you have any personality in the result. 
Is “humanity” personal 'because each 
man is personal? Is Nature personal 
because natural things are personal? 
Is “Matter” personal because physical 
things are personal? Is “Spirit" per
sonal because the spirit Individual is 
personal? Is not personality the very 
tiling which radically differentiates the 
tilings of the world from your baby 
gods of the world? In like manner per
sonality or individuality is precisely the 
tiling that demarks phenomena from 
Noumenon', or finite “beings” from the 
nfinlte Beings. If you choose you may 
remember, if you read it, what we said 
about the ocean divine in relation to 
the concatenation of personality. And 
you ean call It "Ocean of Nature,” or 
yon may say it Is made up of “Matter,” 
“Spirit” and "humanity,” and that each 
evoluted on its own Unes into the world 
of personality as we have it now.

Of course if we attributed to Being or 
Noumenon tlie spine kind of intelli
gence, emotion and volition we have, 
we would wake n personality of him 
the same as we are personal. He must 
see* through eyes and think by a brain 
the same as we. But that is precisely 
what we 1 do not do, and what Prof. 
Loveland dpes uot do when he speaks 
of the Intelligence of “humanity," or 
“nature,” and others when they speak 
of the intelligence of “Matter” or 
“Spirit.”

But is any man vain enough to sup
pose ours Is the only kind or plane of 
Intelligence, emotion and volition? We 
see in the animal and vegetable econo
my, In our own physical economy, 
things done which we ns an individual 
can't even approach, can't even con
ceive of or understand. Fancy a man 
making an egg, or making a chlek of It. 
All he or the old ben can do is to pro
duce conditions under which the egg 
will “hatch” itself Into a chicle

Nonsense. We see a noumenal intel
ligence everywhere different from our 
own, and so much above, that we can't 
comprehend it. Even Prof. Lovelnnd 
would have to acknowledge that 
“Nature" has all of man’s intelligence 
nnd much more. Still he spenks of 
Nature uot ns n personality, but as the 
very opposite of personality.

It is true the “faiths of babyhood” die 
hard, such as “Matter,” “Spirit” and 
“Nature.” And perhaps It is well that 
they do not die until we take on a full- 
grown faith in Noumenon or Being: 
Until we discuss the world with Nou
menon nnd phenomenon ns the opposite 
poles of thought we would find it im
possible to discuss It intelligently with
out using the term Nature, Matter, and 
the like.

If the N. S. A. had said: We believe 
in an unknowable Noumenon of which 
all known things are the phenomenon, 
I fancy there would have been no harm 
to Spiritualism in that, for it is a 
universal belief, as is shown by'the 
“baby” beliefs In matter, etc. Where 
creeds come in is In attempting to com
prehend and define an Incomprehensible 
or unknowable and indefinable some
thing. The world has tried that for 
thousands of years without any other 
success than to kill out the "baby” 
Gods. I have tried It all my life and, 
failed, and of course that should end 
the matter.!?) Having failed In that, 
suppose we take the world as we find it 
and make the most of it, giving others 
a lift as we go along. Give the Gods, 
the Jew and the priesthood a rest. Or 
let those only bother with the nature of 
God and what the Jews thought, who 
think it worth while. .

But says Prof. Loveland, If that Is 
the program, let Noumenon go with the 
rest But let any man attempt discuss
ing the world either in itself or as to Its 
origin without a common source, and 
“nature” in aU things. To do so is to 
fall into all manner of jumble and end 
at total skeptlcisip. Let Prof. Loveland 
try discussing the world without using 
the terms Nature, Matter, Spirit; Hu
manity and the like. Indeed, let those 
who so strenuously object to our dis
cussing the world with reference to an 
unknowable Being . or Noumenon, of 
which the world is the 'phenomenon, 
give us a better way. And remember 
we can’t let them use their “baby" gods 
which are equally unknown. They must 
confine themselves strictly to the in
dividual or thing, and what- they do. 
When they are denied the use of their 
baby godS they will then be in position 
to appreciate the necessity of a full- 
grown God such as Being or Noumenon.

From the Secretary of the 
N. S‘‘ Af ,

To tho Editor and ’Friends:—You 
have all doubtless learned' fill about the 
last N. 8. A. convention a't Cleveland, 
and its grand success financially, aud 
in point of business,•,and,harmony, so 
there seems to be lltfle moye for me to 
say in this connection. But' even at the 
risk of repetition, I cannot refrain from 
making sirecial mention oi the beauti
ful and touching gift of the valuable 
watch and chain of ,our arisen sister, 
Mrs. Caroline Hilllg^ss, V.A10 left it to 
the Mayer fund of jhe N., S. A., and 
which was brought to the’, convention 
by Dr. Hilligoss from jniliana, aud 
there disposed of for one'hundred dol
lars in tlie Interest of the N. S. A. 
home. The silk quilt donated by Mrs. 
Nelson, of California, brought twenty 
dollars to the fund; there is no doubt 
that it was worth a,great deal more, 
but we had so many articles to sell, 
and as we could not dispose of any by
shares, we had to do the best we could, 

‘ ‘ The lovely table-with these things. __ _____  ___
cover donated by a Nebraska lady,
brought the association, twenty-nine 
dollars, this and tlie quilt being bidden 
for and secured by a member of our 
board, also a resident of the good and 
loyal state of Nebraska.

Immediately upon the adjournment 
of the convention, the N. S. A. board 
went into active session, and until mid
night of October 19 formulated plans 
and laid out work for the advancement 
of the cause during the coming year. 
Several special missionaries were ap
pointed, among them Mr. and Mrs. E. 
W. Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y, 
These two good workers are to spend 
much of their time this season in the 
state of Indiana, and- wfil he engaged 
in helping to strengthen local societies, 
organize new ones, advance the cause 
of Spiritualism generally, and give 
teaching and demonstration of its truth 
aud claims. They are1 authorized to 
work financially, and in every line for 
the N. S. A. We trust our Indiana 
friends will give them a hearing, and 
aid them In their good work In every 
possible way.

I have also the pleasure of announc
ing that President H. D. Barrett is to 
keep in tlie missionary field this year, 
and this is proof that the N. S. A. is 
mindful of the public needs, and will re
spond to them. Mrs. Carrie B. S. Twlng 
will serve as a special missionary dur
ing a portion of the year, in the South.

A good friend of Comanche, Texas, 
Mr. J. I. McCarty, writes of the work 
and needs of the N. S. A» in a most 
helpful manner. I have mentioned his 
good work in former letters. This 
brother sends another ten dollars to 
tills association, and repews his offer to 
be one of a thousand Spiritualists to 
give ten dollars a yetjr to the N. S. A. 
to aid it to go on with its organizing, 
missionary and propaganda work In 
Spiritualism: Who will be rthe next to 
fall into line? ,

And now for my fipal i;nd grandest 
piece of good news. ’You' who have 
kept track of the MaVer fund, and my 
letters, know that Mt S. L» France, of 
Massachusetts—I do not sayswhat town, 
as we do not wish the dear old friend 
overwhelmed wtlh .pegging letters— 
gave two former donations, one of a 
thousand dollars, and’one or eight hun
dred dollars ' to the fund.'"While we 
were In board meeting, Saturday, Oct. 
20, I received a letter from this good 
and noble soul, statjug thpt as he 
wishes to see the home well established, 
he had drawn a check to ine for three 
thousand dollars^ forlthe N? S. A., and 
would send it- to m@’as ¿B8n as X re
turned to Washington,' ' Ydp'may imag
ine our rejoicing, and the liearty tele
gram of recognition Immediately dls- 

■ patched to Mr. France. The check is 
here, and we are blessing the donor.

• MARY T. LONGLEY,
Secretary N. S. A.

LAND OF SPIRITS.
He Learns More About the 

Unknown.
S. Burd, who attended the National 

Spiritualist Society meetings at Cleve
land, last week, has returned to his na
tive heath more thoroughly a believer 
than ever before, if that were possible. 
Mr. Burd has been a Spiritualist for a 
number of years. He is a stockholder 
in the Lake Brady Association of Spirit
ualists, and is known to mediums and 
others active in the faith far and wide 
as their friend and supporter. Mr. 
Burd’s belief is not the result of a sin
gle seance or a midnight dream, but 
has come after the matHrest considera
tion nnd thorough investigation.

Mr. Burd says that the most marvel
ous of his experiences at the test meet
ing's was a spiritual communication 
with the late Valentine Eckert, of 
Canal Fulton, who was killed during 
the past year by being accidentally 
shot by ex-Marshal Ford. “When the 
first mention of this affair was made to 
me," said Mr. Burd, “I protested that I 
had never known of It I was spiritual
ly informed that Mr. Eckert had met 
his death accidentally at the hands of 
Mr. Ford, -who was shooting at a dog, 
but I could not recollect any accident 
of that kind. To the last I maintained 
that there was a mistake somewhere, 
but upon my arrival home I learned 
that the killing really had taken place. 
No one can tell me that the medium 
had been previously informed of this 
affair. I know that the true medium
does not need Information from tem
poral sources.”

Some of Mr. Burd’s friends suggest
ed to him that if he had been in Mas
sillon to witness the Exhibition of Ma-
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Home, Tenn. F. J. RIPLEY.

“Longley’s Beautiful Bongs.” Four
teen beautiful, aoul-lnsplrlng songs, 
with music, by 0. Payson Longley. 
Price by. mall, 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. . ■

"Longley’s Beautiful- Songs.” Vol. 2. 
Sweet songs and music for home and 
social meetings. For sale at thia office. 
Price 15 cent*.

Æ,

Home and Its Beauties—Pro 
gress in the Future Life.

Within every vital organism there is 
an invisible side lying beyond the realm 
of physical apprehension. It eludes the 
laboratory of the chemist, It laughs at 
the scalper of the anatomist, it scorns 
our yard stick and all other physical 
appliances, and yet so real is it, Unit 
it is the only enduring side of organized 
life, and so near is it, you cannot sep
arate it from it.

We need neither go down or up to 
find other modes of. being. Nor is It 
necessary that the soul cut loose from 
its prison house of clay, should ascend 
or descend to reach this Spiritual uni
verse. As the tree has its invisible life
force, as the rose has Its aroma, so this 
universe Is everywhere enveloped by Its 
invisible Spiritual universe, real, per
manent and substantial. So this invisi
ble side has in its more refined and 
Spiritual sense, plants and flowers. 
There birds of brilliant plumage float in 
ambient air, singing sweetly through 
the long summer days. There wooded 
cliffs look out upon the sea, and glassy 
lakes turn-up their crystal lips to meet 
the kisses of the moon.

Bro. Davis,. Swedenborg and other 
seers claim ..to have seen all that we 
have here intimated.

1. They tell us that it is a world 
dotted with homes, as we dot this 
world with homes for ourselves and 
those we love. I am glad to believe 
that this is true, When I look over this 
earth, I see this love for home thread
ing like a silver thread of light through 
all departments of life. Even the little 
ant tolls to build Its around. The beaver 
is a home-builder. The bird, too, is a 
home-builder; It builds its nest for its 
young. .

All animal life seems to find some sa
cred spot, some It consecrates. It may 
be beneath the shade of a generous 
tree, or on the banks of a flowing 
stream; it may be in some spot where 
a crystal spring bubbles forth to slake 
its thirst, or it may be a cavern temple 
unthinking nature has left In the rocky 
cliff with doors ajar. Home-building is 
the Instinct of the animal and the 
aspiration of man. The poor savage 
will select some spot where with 
boughs and bark of trees, he. can shel
ter his dusky firfbe from sun and storm. 
The tired peasant never gets so weary 
in Iris terrific struggle In labors’ cease
less battle-field thut he will not seek in 
the deepening twilight, some humble 
cot, where the vines creep up toward

hells are temporary and conditional. 
There never was, and never will be a 
apeelal and local hell where damned 
souls dwell in a sea of fire. Such hells 
exist only In the distorted minds of 
Ignorant and vindictive priests, who 
use them to frighten reluctant signers 
into the folds of the church.

We cany to hades or soul-land our 
hells and heavens with us. We build 
them by our lives here. Wherever hate, 
envy, jealousy, avarice and lust reign, 
there is licit.

Look । into the 'bloated face and 
bleared eyes of the drunkard; look at 
the blanched cheek of the poor un
fortunate prostitute; look at the 
pinched face of the miser, and you shall 
see in each the shadow of hell.

We need not go to hades to find hell, 
unlock the door of the millionaire’s 
castle and you will often find it

Hell Is not a public domain, it is a 
private and personal estate; It Is a 
hidden and ungarnishe'd chamber in the 
soul.

I remember to have once read of a 
wealthy merchant who purchased an 
old English castle as a home. It was 
an estate which had been occupied by 
the English nobility since James sat on 
the gorgeous throne of England.

The increasing family of the mer
chant demanded additional room, and 
an architect was' called to enlarge the 
old castle. He came and made ex
tensive measurements of the building, 
then went into the merchant’s office 
and said: “Sir, why do you ask me to 
enlarge this house when there Is a room 
now you do not occupy? I have been 
measuring these walls and rooms, and 
from the most careful measurements I 
ean make, in yonder chamber there is 
a hidden room you have not found.”

The fact was revealed to the mer
chant’s wife, whose woman’s curiosity 
demanded he find the secret room at 
whatever cost. Whereupon they went 
with the necessity help into the 
ancient chamber and began to cut 
away the wall. Soon the concealed 
door was revealed. They turn the door 
upon Its rusty hinges, and the mer
chant's wife faints at the sight be
fore her.

There in a room furnished with all 
that wealth can contribute, a table
loaded with the richest viands;

the lowly 
watch for 

If there 
for whom

roof, and half-clad children 
his coining.
is one being above another 
my heart yearns with ten-

glcian Maro, at the-Armory, his views 
concerning Spiritualism might have un
dergone a great change. v t-He replied 
that-nothinfe could change his position; 
that while he admitted c that many 
frauds were practiced, ne knew that 
the real Spiritualism’was'/.-honesty it
self. “Why,” said he, “the"other night 
a woman who was ¿'complete stranger 
to me called at my homeito ask for in
formation as to a house X had for rent 
As I stood talking fo°her shp remarked, 
‘You must have löst a child; I bear a 
voice calling ‘papa,1--‘papa? That wo
man was a genuine/Spiritualistic medi
um. She had never spen or ¡heard of me 
before, yet the unse<m forces were pres
ent to inform her of‘the fa'ct that I had 
a child on the otiier^ide.»15

“The great beautyr of ithe Spiritual 
Istic belief,” continued Mr. Burd, “is 
the absolute freedom from fear of 
death that a man enjoys. It matters 
not whether we die to-day, to-morrow, 
or a shore of years hence, we know 
whither we are going and that we will 
be happier than we ever were here.”— 
Independent^ Massillon, Ohio.

“Discovery of a LostTrail.” By Chas, 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestlveness. Cloth, ,?1.50. For sale 
at this office. * . . ■

“’Lisbeth. A Story of Two Worlds.” 
By Carrie E. S. Twlng.; Richly imbued 
with the philosophy of Spiritualism. 
Ptice $1. For sale at this office.

detest pity, it Is the one who has no 
home. To me the man or woman who 
is homeless is like a wandering bird, 
cut off from all its kind. Home Is a 
poem, a benediction, a prayer; home is 
the dream love has on earth of the 
glories that.await It in heaven. Did you 
ever think that man is the only crea
ture who is dissatisfied with the home 
that be builds? He always has an 
Ideal be'fore him, hence the form and 
style of material of his home con
stantly changes. The first beaver and 
the last build the same. The swallow 
of to-day and the swallow of a thou
sand years past build their homes ;ire- 
clsely alike. The first eagle and the 
last hatch their young In the same form 
of nests. But man’s home Is progress
ive. Farolythic man made his home in 
the caves; Neolythlc man built his poor 
but from the unpolished bark and limbs 
of trees.

As civilization moves onward, homes 
become more artistic and beautiful. If 
in our present state of knowledge man 
Is enabled to build bls cottage so fair, 
what beauty and skill will be displayed 
In home-hulldlng on the other side. 
How many busy hands are building at 
this moment homes for us there. They 
are doing for us perhaps at this mo
ment a labor of lov.e, as the expectant 
mother prepares with deft fingers the 
garments for her unborn child. •

2. The law of association obtains 
there as here. In hades or soul-land, 
the relations born of friendship or 
family are maintained with renewed 
force find vigor. It is not- an Oneida 
community or a soulistlc monstrosity 
where everything is in common and 
nothing In particular.

Special and personal friendships there 
blossom into their most perfect flower. 
Tlie pictures of Damon and Pythias are 
no longer an idle dream. On those se
rene heights where the dead abide, dis
embodied souls know the depth and 
meaning of Platonic love. They know 
what It Is to rise above sex impulse and 
passion and blend together in unselfish 
union, as the fleecy clouds meet and 
blend in tlic hour of twilight. Nor does 
love escape its more earthly and human 
manifestations. Families are bound to
gether by deathless ties. The maternal 
heart beats there for her child as on 
earth.
“The mother meets in that tranquil 

sphere,
The delightful child she has wept for 

here.
And we quaff of the same Immortal 

cup,
While the orphan smiles and the slave 

looks up.”
Father-love, mother-love, husband

love, and wife-love continues to burn 
and glow in hades more perfect and 
beautiful.

In this world we judge of the value 
of particular places and locations by 
the socletary privileges they offer. The 
schools, churches, literary culture, mor
ality and Integrity of the inhabitants 
are all taken into account In our esti
mate of It This being true In this life, 
what social wealth there must be for 
you and me in hades or soul-land. 
There dwell the wise and good of every 
nation and clime. What company for 
tlie philosopher! "Who would not yield 
every dream of earthly bliss for the 
society of Socrates, Plato, Descartes 
and our own Emerson? What poet 
would not delight to sit at the feet of 
Homer, Goethe and Shakespeare and 
listen to the fresh melodies they 
breathe? What statesman would re
fuse to exchange earthly honors for the 
society of Solon, Lycurgus or our 
Washington or Lincoln? There dwell 
the world’s poets, musicians, artists, 
philosophers, statesmen and philanthro
pists. Hence, all that pertains to the 
social life of man may find In hades Its 
largest, truest and deepest expression.

3. The Spiritual philosophy affirms 
In direct opposition to the theology of 
our time that the law of progress ob
tains in hades or soul-land as in this 
world. Evangelical Christianity de
clares that all progress ceases at death. 
“As the tree falleth so it Ues." This Is 
the foundation-stone of modern ortho
doxy. It affirms that our future life, 
Its happiness or misery, depends wholly 
and entirely upon what we believe in 
this life. The Spiritual philosophy pro
tests against 'this narrow and un
satisfactory view of hades, It says we 
have the sau_e opportunity and perhaps 
greater for growth on the other side 
than we have In this life. It affirms 
there is not a hell so deep that the 
divine love cannot penetrate It.

There is not a soul so low that it may 
not rise to higher heights of being. AH

crouched in a corner is the eyeless 
skeleton of a man, and lying on a 
costly sofa the bones of a woman, who 
had died in the hidden room. Excite
ment now rose In the neighborhood to 
fever heat No one could at first recall 
the history of the hidden room.

At last It was learned that this 
ancient castle was nt one time occupied 
by a proud nobleman, who doubting the 
fidelity of his wife, decoyed her and her 
paramour into this room, loaded the 
table with the richest viands, each of 
which contained a deadly poison, then 
locked the door and walled them in that 
nothing might be left to tell of their 
death, while busy rumor reported they 
had eloped.

We shall all carry our hidden rooms, 
our hells to hades. There will be no 
secret rooms In the chamber of the no
bility there. In hades souls suffer as 
here, but the door to progress Is open 
before them. They have an eternity in 
which to grow. What encouragement, 
what hope in this thought for you and 
me! What If our progress is slow, 
there is an eternity before us! What If 
we are misguided to-day, in one of 
those golden to-morrows, hurrying with 
winged feet to meet us, we shall be 
known as we are. What if the hand of 
disappointment does rest cold and hard, 
It cannot forever chain us. What if 
love does weep for an hour over the 
cruel wounds she has received, there Is 
an, eternity in which they may heal. 
What matters it, my brother, if your 
home is humble, your wife and children 
poorly clad; what If you do have to 
work in summer’s sun and winter’s 
storm, with no holidays, no rest for 
your tired feet, you will have another 
chance In hades, soul-land. The contest 
will not be as uneven then as now. 
There are no walls of castle, of creed, 
of wealth or of sect in soul-land.

Is your sight dim, cheer up; your 
vision shall be opened there! Are your 
ears heavy, wait a little longer and 
sound shall be restored. Soon shall you 
hear the musical beatings of the Infinite 
heart over the crystal sea of life! Has 
age plowed furrows in your cheeks, 
withered your limbs, dried your blood 
and dimmed your eyes? Grieve not! 
The faded rose shall return again. You 
shall walk again with nimble feet.

Angels are at this moment holding 
up torches to your eyes so you can see 
over the willow-fringed river the white 
gates that open into the eternal city 
beyond.

Mother, has baby’s eyes been hushed 
to sleep by the sighing breath of death? 
Weep not. Your darling child shall
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VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectures by the Swami Vlvekru-anda, on Raja Yoga; 

or Conquering tbo Internal Nature, aud utber sub
jects; also, Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms, with com
mentaries and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised aud enlarged, I2mo., Cloth, 51,50. Raja Yoga 
Is au ancient system of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami Viv* 
ekananda became a familiar figure in several Ameri
can cities during the three years following the Par 
llament of Religions at Chicago: he was cordially re
ceived in America, where the breadth and depth of 
bls teachings were soon recognised. Hts teaching« 
are universal In their Application. The book la cheap 
at 11.50. For sale at this offles.

A STORY OF TWO WOHLDS.

BY CARRIE E. S. TWING
A work of unusual merit, full of Interest, and 

richly Imbued with tho philosophy of Spiritualism.
Fur sale at this office. Price |1.

WORDS THAT BURN
A ROMANCE

BY LIDA BRIGGS BROWNE.

A ver/ Interesting and spiritually elevating and 
Instructive work. It Is worthy of a wide circulation.

For sale at this office. Price 11.50.

TALMAGiAN INANITIES.
Incongruities, Inconsistencies 

and Blasphemies.
A review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank De* 

Witt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks upon Spiritual* 
ism. By Moses Hull. For sale at this office. Price 
10 cents.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
IT IS A MOST EXCEL 

LENT WORK-
Tbts work Is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted bp 

PROF. W. F. LxON. Heretofore it has been sold for
•2, but the price now haahoen reduced to (I. It Ib a 

- - book that will lntereBL;;.Ad InBtrucL It contains 480wake again, and play with childish glee 1 page., aud I. tua oi/ jraeaiivo uiougbu. Dr. sii.r- 
-* - • ■ _ _ . man was a medium ?* rare qualities, and bls work Ib a

, reflection from tK celestial spheres. IC treats of the 
। Boni of Tblngsr JiLelllgeDce tn Substance; Animal In* 
I tellects; Pu#>; Salvation; Dlscorde; Good and Evil; 
i UnnaturalZaeas; Church History: Progression; Inher

ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Panicles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; Tho 

: Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality: 
, Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
1 Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Splrltu- 
[ al Organisms; Born Agaim.Tbe Key; Spirit Blogra*. 

pby; Goes to Htavcn; A Slave Master: etc., etc.
The author Bay»: “Each individual partakes of 

both physical and mental or Bplrltnal ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for tbemoelvee, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or puptL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour* 
Ifhment of which 1 individually partake and digest. 
My soul must expand by virtue of the soul essenc« 
which 1 Individually gather and comprehend or digest . 
For sale at this office.

on the verdant lawns of hades, the 
world forever beautiful.

Who can measure the hope this 
thought of eternal progress kindles in 
the soul! How grand to live! How 
gloriously grand to die! I tremble with 
joy when I think what we may be
come! If a babe can grow Into a phil
osopher, statesman, scientist or orator 
In one brief life, what vast possessions 
will hades or soul-land give!

A. B. FRENCH.

CREEPING UP THE STAIRS.

A recitation given by Arzella C. Clay, 
of Grand Rapids, Mich.

In the softly falling twilight 
Of a weary, weary day, 

With a quiet step I entered 
Where the children were at play, 

h was brooding some trouble 
That had merme unawares, • 

When a little voice came ringing: 
“Me Is creeping up the stairs.”

Ah! It touched the tender heart-strings, 
With a breath and force divine,

And such melodies awakened 
As mere words can ne’er define, 

And I turned to see our darling, 
All forgetful of my cares,

When I saw the little creature 
Slowly creeping up the stairs.

Step by step she bravely clambered, 
On her little hands and knees, 

Keeping up a constant chattering, 
Like the magpies in the trees. 

Till at last she reached the topmost, 
When o’er all her world’s affaits

She delighted, stood a victor 
After creeping up the stairs.

Fainting heart! behold an image 
Of man's brief and struggling life, 

Whose best prizes he must capture 
With an earnest, noble strife— .

Onward, upward, reaching ever; 
Bending to the weight of cares;

Hoping, fearing, still expecting, 
We go creeping up the stairs.

On the steps may be no carpet;
By the sides may be no rail;

Hand and- feet may often pain us, 
And the heart may almost fall;

Still, above there Is the glory, 
Which no sinfulness impairs

With its rest and joy forever,.
After creeping up the stairs.. -

“Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of-Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull 
For kale at this office. Price ten cents.

?a>-ÆsaÆ.

THE GOD IDEA
OF TH® ANCIENTS

Or Sex In Religion. By Eliza Burt Gamble. “It la 
sensible, quiet, logical statement of opinion, deduced 
at times curiously from statistics which might be 
open to doubt; and never for a moment sensational ur 
revolutionary.—Chicago Herald. 899 pages, large 
typo, cloth bound. Price 02.25. For sale at this office

Children’s Progressive Lyceum'.
A manual, with directions for the <rganlzatton and 

management of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis. Something Indispensable. Pr.ee 50 cents.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
. of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
'Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Coxtxstb: Thn Beginning.] Pandamente! Prlncb 
Mmi Formation of Constellations, flyitems. Bunt 
Planets and Satellite. The Origin of Meteor* and 
Cometo;The Organ! j Kingdom; TheOrlgln of Mae; 
Man—HIb Attribute« and Power«; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How the Soul Bo* 
calves I a Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Hsavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; I he Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do» 
E»Deration; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the

Ible; The BIblo and Christi The Summary: **Wha| 
Ui We Do to Ba Saved.'* For aale at thia offiot

‘Price, cloth, 81.00.

MYTH AND MIRACLE.
One of Ooi. Hobt. G, Ingersoll's boat lecturoi. Price 

Be* For ule At this office

M4N THE MICROCOSM.
Hli Inanité end Divine Relatione. Intuition—Th* 

tight Within. By GIK» B. Stettin». Price, ton.

Tho above is the number of the pre*, 
ent laaoe of The Progressive Thinker, 
aa printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner, if this number cor* 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per. then the time yon have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkcre Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number 
Hie tag of/cur wmpBtr.
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Kan., known ns the Neccio Falls Spirit
ualist Gamp Association. It was or-

all in different grades of earthly ex
periences,, and that each one is perhaps xl -M . 1.« . ... .* * .

7«---... ""*4U tHod of thii book. Price, u.

This work essays to utilize and explain the vaster, 
jay of facts in Ito field of research by referring the£ 
to a common cause, and from them arise to the lawi 
«nd condition, of Mau'a spiritual being. Third odb 
lion. Price, 75 cents.

HUDSON TUTTLE,
1 1 O'— X

A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAT, 
SCIENCE.

----------o---------
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 

PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

will be crowded; Other workers whom 
we are unable to name at present in 
goodly numbers add their testimony of 
appreciation to Mr. and Mrs. Longhurst 
by sharing in the evening’s program. In" 
tile meantime any reader who feels im
pressed to aid them by sending their 
mite, be it only ten cents, can do so by 
addressing the same to Mrs. Georgia 
Gladys Cooley, pastor of the First 
Spiritual Church of Chicago. Mr. 
Longhurst has long been a member of 
this church, and his many friends out 
of the city will gladly respond as well 
as those at home. Mrs. Cooley’s ad
dress is Flat 1, 08 Thirtieth street, 
Chicago, Ill. Will speakers and pastors 
of all Chicago societies please announce 
this benefit from their platforms Sun
day, November 11. Bemember the date, 
Monday evening, November 12, at 77 
Thirty-first street.”

H. Auglr writes: “A few days since 
I attended a funeral where, in the ab
sence of a clergyman, a layman 
officiated. The services consisted of 
singing, and reading the 15th chapter of 
II. Corinthians, which has 58 verses on 
the resurrection of the body at the 
sound of the trumpet. The 52d verse 
says: Tn a moment, In the twinkling 
of an eye, at the last trumpet, for the 
trumpet shall sound, and tlie dead shall 
be raised incorruptible.’ Thessalonians, 
1st chapter, 16th verse, says: ‘For the 
Lord himself shall descend from 
heaven with a shout with the voice of 
the arch-angel, and with the trump of 
God,’ etc, I believe that the majority 
of the audience of 200 endorsed what 
was read from the Bible. That the 
narrative or history of a single individ
ual who lived 1900 years ago, written 
by questionable authors, in the dark 
ages, should be taken as true against 
the combined testimony of all ages and 
nations, who have seen and conversed 
with those that have left the tenement 
of clay, is a marvel to say the least. 
Not a day passes but thousands see or 
converse with their loved ones over the 
river of death, so-called,”

ganlzed October 18,1900, by Mrs. L. A. passing thfiugh 'ihi 
Ma Bee and Mrs. Laura B. Payne, who necessary to^firing'°oii 
have given lectures here for the past -In his or hef'’ _
week, with the assistance of Mrs. Inez I to go back Oujdlifer of centuries to 
Wagner as test medium. Officers were I reach the hlBesvSruths that God re
electedfollows: President, Rev. Mrs. I veals to his^éhll&en. The truth has 
L. A. Ma Bee; vice-president, Bev. I been in the twrld’all the time; it has

aa.x » ... . i Laura B- Fayne; secretary, Luey Swit- I only been .covered up through thes.sx“.usfej sx'"“ £
lolls.—Each couti'lbuiui I Take due notice that all Items for nnmn^ml0?!1 ,'anx,Ual I good and do 89od> iut let us also try to 

1£> aloue renpoubible for any assertions this page must be accompanied by the ,naH,yersld® Park, Neo- help, others ,fo..a.better understandingaUo^e&hT“y ?ake' edlí°r ful1 aad‘ add* ®8® MvrneV It Xiv^bor “ P “ 1 6 t0 24 6f llf6 a“d & du<s.” g
Revine th»i if1,eedolu of expression, be- will not do to say that Secretary or Cor- 7 w Tan < u . „ „ , Mattle E- ¿¡nil writes from Buffalo,
llewng that the cause of truth can be respondent writes so nnd so without Dennls writes from Buffalo, N. Y.: “The work^has been taken udren ImenV/unerVii °£ ‘Y ^'"ng tbekn na^e8 and^ddíés^ he “Sd n^H^i earnesUy la theTresenM
dinn mhÁiw, d Y Y ‘iV t?e1|u?y be writer. The items of those who do not T™ m at YrBt Church Tem' 8on' Mr' Hlt11 resumed his labors for 
thatTno re,ST? o ¿ «V.* C0‘UI)ly wlth tbis reflueEt will be cast ’̂,„“^1,tb,! “otherly eara of Mrs. the First Spiritual Church the first Sun- 
tiiat is no reason why they should be jnt0 the waste basket Mattle Hull, is the most perfectly man- day in October. -The audiences aresuppressed; yet we wish it distinctly ™ , Z „ . „ , aSed Lyeeuul ‘^t has been held here, laige and Xtaitíy increaXT Thl
understood that our space Is inade- I K,.^b. 61101 11 renclsco, Cal., r is held at the close of the forenoon I lyceum work^as noLrecelved so much
quate to publish everything that comes tlle 8ervJces each Sunday, and it attended encouragement since* I have been here
to hand, however much we might desire / b l,tfcLU 01 Antl-Superstltlon Club In by about fifty-five or sixty scholars, as at present The membershin roll is
to do so. That must account for the Eo»don reca Is the fact that the start- Mrs. Hull acts as though she was a fficreuslng rapidly' ti^ leaders are tho
non-appearance of YOUB article. !n°.of thllt club brought out, in answer mother to all the youngsters in her oughlv aHve to the work and the ehilWRITE PLAINLY.-We would like ° J*®secretary’s polite request for pat- classes under her carl The attendance dien are doing thtii best “n every de 
to impress upon the minds of our corre- lonage, the superstitious of many lead- of adults is about as many in numbers nartment Last S«vMr hKi»«» 
spondents thatThe Progressive Thinker W -uen and women. To begin with, as there are little ones. Last Saturday Sumbered about fifty7 to' fdd tion ?o 
is set up on a Linotype machine that Queen is very superstitious, and be- Mrs. Hull Invited the whole class of the First Sffiritual Chiwch »ml T t 
must make speed equal to about four Heves in a score of old signs and warn- children to visit her in a social wly to ceum which s now an au¿l?arv we 
compositors. That means rapid work, <“6®. even though she is precluded partake of ice cream and other refresh- have an active womansSociety known 
and it is essential that all copy, to lu- Lom exchanging private confidences ments that children like so well' and ns ‘T1>a WAininJw^a >S t? ifi’ sure insertion in the paper, all other re- I with ‘the woman next door,’ and could let it be remembered that ffiesJ' Au p Lt LL- Jp A, ‘ ln8tltated 
quirements being favorable, should be not visit a fortune-teller on the quiet, dren will never forget the kindness and We »m tbe,name impHes.
written plainly with Ink on white even if her life depended on it. When care that this good^man lm/^ ‘° a ^?.8t
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on the Prince and Princess of Wales T stowed upon them even after they ntinonY b»Ild piofitable season. Ihe 
one side of the paper. were married, one of her Majesty’s have growni to mail andPwn nLnhnnd Harmony preval s among the

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for greatest concerns was about the proper and are scattered all over the known cUiioL3 «nd “,embel‘8 of tbe various so-
the General Survey will all eases be pelting of an old boot after the bridal I world as thev will In ” n°WU ±?6S; and. tlle eauS6, 18 landing
adjusted to the space we have to occu- carriage. Parnell’s nature was fearful- Mrs Geo H Bronka wHtoo- <nxr i o blí-Ta ?Jih*°M ,8C0res wbo ale not num" 
py, and in order to do that they will I ly superstitious. Ho fully believed in a V(-rv lartt?‘flHPndn,woltot . Weh,ad b L dn?, US’ -
generally have to be abridged more or certain colors, lucky days, and a hun- ThnvKdnv'fLLííinYn f8» at ?or ™c 81 I T Warster writes from Lafayette,
less; otherwise many items would be I dred other things familiar to every old I B .A015,«1' ?8; ,rhe‘',e Iud-: “The Spiritualists of Lafayette
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line | woman in Ireland." • I «¡.„„i, , latelest manifested by all. wish to say that after the meeting held
item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten H. F, Arnold writes from Burr Oak tVn a m°St enj°yal)Ie Ume. at the Assembly Hall at ths Soldiers'
Unes to two lines, as occasion may re- Mleh.: "The Burr Oak Spiritual Assort- iL-Ui,iP ^iYY WIC0U1'nKed- °ur mem- Home, and also tlie meeting held at tlie 
quire. Every item sent to us for publi- I atlon held two" argt’ ahd very jntX - Onr 8 S'™1“»1 larfer daHy- fa*“®us Tecumsie Trail by Harry I. 
cation, should contain the full name and I lug meetings at the Opera House Sun- I nwPtinAf a?d > evenine Moore and J. K. Hilles, of Chicago, we,
address of the writer. We desire to day, October 28, the speaker being the I crPKJuAHiiaJeofU ,i'f inter,e8t aIoug pro- the Spiritualists of the city, persuaded 
know the source of every item that ap- State missionary, NeUie S. Baade, of fverv ffiniflrlñ^mln.?““?! f“ íe8#Ch °Ur good brothers t® Hold meetings 
pears. This rule will be strictly ad- Detroit. Her lectures were of the hirti YL'Ai-Y”1 ng L“ ,nd;> riie outlook for near, so that those that could not go 
hered to. est type of inspiraHon and decided^ Wi i o wLL. “‘ n.1? flntand ln8P“'ln8' out *® the Home could benefit by their

An entertainment will - be given, out of the sermon order. The church Sunday We have found inYim1» YnLt nt Wyrk’ h®nce a meeting was held 
Thursday, Nov. 15, by the Englewood people attended largely in the after- conscientious wJrke?Tflñíl« »«Tai/ I «„^4 ]ai?b8’ who resides at the old 
Spiritual Union at Forbes’ Hall, 420 W. noon and left their own services to er for the cause of’ Snii-ltunllLAYiY +hYPtial Ho°?e’ and 1 must_ be 8a|d 
-............ - -........................ come in the evening. Her descriptions I hnttfAfllm YY8 “R B al 8m' ,N? Ithat tbe meeting- was a success. Those_ _ __ were nearly all recognized and she has I qnilien?w?m0f.,laboVx.8ts foI Practlcal I Present of national prominence were
White Evening.’’ The "exercises will I aroused the greatest interest among know thatitrom th^nfélraYmiflnnk w! M?fR,HStanlefy<?l’lMeSr?nÁ tbe Bev‘ 
begin at two o’clock in the afternoon, outsiders. Several additions to our are ouite likelv to outvrnw th<?iiYu W? +?r‘ S>T*Yer’ °£ be>M'i.B' Churcb’ and
continuing through the evening. The membership have been made, and the I our hall ”' ' * 0Utgl0w tbe lloilt8 of I !, y both exPr®?sed ,thelr approval of
hall will be beautifully decorated with workers all feel inspired to go forward >nj,„ k™ t ■ xu x , w 8erm°n and spirit messages. Mr. 
tlie society’s colors (white and yellow), in the work, and hope she may booh re- inwino- rAYi^wYi u°Urirr^ kaS Jdoore t0®k -position in his disserta-
also flowers. Ten little folks, dressed turn to us. She wins the hearts of or- nZAf xf¿ “,„W h ta’ Kansas: Miss tlon that the Word of God meant
in colonial style will seat the people. A I thodox church members and material-1 8 y°Vn^ woman promi- Mediumship, and the Man of God
most Interesting program will be given ists alike. At the business meeting, cliurpb circles, and heir to a meant a Medium. Both Mr. Grimes and
from 3 to 5, following with an inter- Sunday, Mrs. Belle D. Himebaugh was I A?®’, ?. yVt? ÁS wedded to the 1 Rev, Switzer recognized spirit mes-
mission for social greetings and dainty elected president, the other officers be- f,„?SLf£.Aenr beA°tbed’ wbo was killed sages g'ven by and through the me-
lunch served for all who wish to par- I ing re-elected.” ,two ye818 a%°; ,In a houS6 unoccupied I diumship of Mt. Hilles. We all join in
take. The evening exercises will open W. B. Ketcham writes: “I am greatlv I xfAYnrYAYAV DB per80a save herself, wishing success to the Moore-Hllles dis- 
n 8 o'clock with a fine musical program, pleased with The Progressive Thinker I 8pendla8> 8b® 8a,y8> I 86^lnat°A8 a“d Tllape Abey W111 very
a Short play entitled, “Widow Jones' for it brings comfort to sorrowing I honovmLnY wish n?arrled llf®> hpr e8' y return t0 Lafayette again." 
Boarding House,” dosing with tableaux, hearts.” m?,neymoon,w/b ,ie,r xbRSly ',usHand. I Scribe writes: "A reception was given
after which ice cream and cake will be lou b Johnson secretary write» hJL on'AtJ^AU'aiSiied throuS11®ut for to Mr. and Mrs. G,’W. Kates, in the
served. It is the intention of the La- from Granq Rapids Mich -^‘Frank T I chai™ nYlhoVi»?»11 n?-r?om' wltb .two Unitarian Chujch, Minneapolis, upon 
dies’ Auxiliary to give an entertainment I Ripley has just closed his enea »omont I «X YnYAY a bedroom for her- I their return from the N. 8. A. Conven- 
•very month throughout the winter, I wjth the Grand Ranlds Snlrltnnf Assn- I i» nf ^iaDi°<i busbaad' There tlon, Tuesday evening, October 30. The 

Kend all may confidently look forward to elation for the month ofPOetober He ovoifimntYhJ1 i <¡!ot les ail<i Inthis are reception was extended by the State 
grand good time. I gave many spirit messages toYYangSs I tohSAtt W°ri by h1^ be’ A88ocla«®n. .As its missionaries, these
The following comes from Amesbury, which were recognized. He also gave eron Shea’s not insane*1 ¿Uleast^sav Ya ’buslly angage(31a th® field

- -Xass.: “Just before Mrs. Patrick Sulll- I his services to the Ladles' Aid for three I the Spiritualists from nH Yf th« I ™ <? 1 ‘° ®a88 Abrougb Mlna®aP°Hs 
van died she dreamed that she saw her weeks, for which it was truly thankful country whn h»v» hnoYnnuY Y-8 °]1 aboy® stated eveniag. The large 
.soldier son, James, dead in a coffin cov- I On October 21 a messag^ service was I amine7her case Two vean I WUS' Wel1 ,fllled' althougb the
•■red with the American flag. A letter given, which filled the hall.” was engaged to John Alh>n Y nrfmiJ™ ?venlng was,a very stormy one, show-
luas been received hero telling of James Bmma j Huff wrltps. ..Rrnth„r vounT^nnnf?B “8 V‘e p2pularlty pf thos® worthy nd-bSsss piess
-1,rank T Bip ley writes from Grand day meetings all winter, and doubtless a corpse. She visited his grave day The attempt, wUl he madeffiFunffv all
Rapids, Mich.: “I only have the Sun- I entertainments many evenings, as quite after day, spending hours there in tears of theTcal SplrlffinllBts into á com

X-T—. Hmn Ic nil tnVnn In. Cn. 1 __. P, . . ... g I . P d in every way to eon- certed movement ifor-Vstrong^ork
open. My time is all taken for No- November, and the hotel will be open sole her. But a more helpless molan- It the receXS ^ Kates renortM ro’ 
vember and December. I ean give week about the 15th; but the regular yearly choly settled over her day by day. Sud- suits of the>N sAa Oonventlon ¿d 
evenings during November and De- session does not commence until Feb- denly there was a complete change in showed tírn, goa^mult th«e au^ir 
cember within one hundred miles of ruary 5 and continues until March 19. her bearing, as if she had awakened well for prog^HlB repor w!s E 
where I am speaking. I would like to Mr Wright will be on the ground all and discovered the death of her lover enjoyed by tKeonle who hroc’ to see 
f<° 8®®th during January, February and winter. Perhaps it would be'well to to have been only an ugly dream. She the Sffirltuallsh?uffited in Zd effort 
March, New Orleans, La., Atlanta, Ga., make a note of these facts in your returned home with her face transflg- Mrs Kates gave some excellent spirit 
preferred I go from here to Bridge- paper, as it would not be well to mis- ured with joy. Her parents were descriptions Tnd Interottlng^remarks 
man, Mich., for the first two Sundays in lead the people about the time of the alarmed. They feared she had lost win t A St ng rema,rks' uv । mi i x x t _ «it i x I . *' ***' imv vaamv vt tut i •»»wuuvix, xiivj lcuilu Diitj LlilU JUSl | Will J. lUrWOOil fí- FlRlTlC' VrillTIfr cncnlffir
November. The last two I will be at regular meeting.” her mind. She noticed the troubled eave a snlritert nddr»«Oivna.n Minh" I r. ... . . I, i , x, , a .Xu, LLvuMicu । gave a Bpiniea adurcss. Max Hoffman°™ hron™.» “CT M Um,, Spalding, formerly of this city, }o°k la tl>elr faces, aad said, smiling: gave tests in his usual forcible manner.

The Inter Ocean says. H. M. Bren- writes from Owatonna, Minn.: “Mr. E. Do “ot worry, my dear parents. I have Mrs. 0. D. Pruden gracefallv presided
necke, of Nashville, Tena., is in Chi- Easton, an old subscriber and a not lost my ¿eases at all, but John’s The music was good and the( flowers
cago, searching for his father-in-law, neighbor of ours, gets The Progressive ghost haa returned to earth to comfort beautiful. It was ouite an Avent for
Moses Pearson who disappeared from Thinker. Perhaps you would like toH I will not be sorry any more. True Minneapolis. Much'enthusiasm exists
his home in Memphis, Aug 22 last, know something about him. He is an t0 ller word, they saw no more sadness here in the proclamation bv the NBA
Breunecke was led to come to Chicago I old veteran Spiritualist, now in the I *“ h®r face- She smiled as brightly did of Minnesota as the banner State We
because Charles Stone, a colored clair- eighties, and very smart for one of his 8he th® daY of their engagement. A few hope to hold the honor and be w'orthv
voyant of Memphis, while in a trance years. How is it, are Spiritualists weeks ago she told her parents that she of it” wwmy
traced the missing man to this city, longer lived than other people? I know ,had promised to marry the ghost of her j- Le Sieur write»• “The 
Pearson is 75 years old, and for a time of many who are old in years, but re- lover. They protested, but in vain. She berB and workere offfieBnnd Af hT
It was thought he had been murdered, .tain all their powers. Have we found wanted enough money to buy a fine I mAnv wi»^>a A^iA;»nA«« A?i f H A
His relatives were Induced to consult the ‘Elixir of Life,’ or do we live nearer house, but her father told her it was all “ frte^ and rtskors hrtnJYhAY
the clairvoyant, because he was cred- to nature’s laws; but I digress. I wish foolishness, so she rented a five-room Incheon with them for their

. ited with some remarkable visions, to talk about the paper. It was a birth-1 eottage. She had it furnished in sump- Tho Band of mA™™PP ■ 
The medium told Brennecke that his day gift from my daughter, and I do tuous 8tylp aad two weeks ago moved “ coff£ AV A-lnw T>y 
father-in-law had come to Chicago and not like to miss a copy. What an ele- lnto It, announcing that the wedding »limAf’ Mn AAA?uAhA-A<ST k ™ 
registered at the Palmer House under gant gift a year’s subscription to the had taken place, and .thereafter she wn (bilnXe ffirtr lunAhf^Tr thrtr 
tbe name of A. W. Walker, on August best paper printed in tbe cause of re- would live with her husband.” nnd enffV w« hAAA A A l thi
25. He also said that the old man had ligious freedom! The time for gifts for Address G. W. Kates and wife at 58 steadily lAcroAsi^ numbers to 
gone toa house in Fourth avenue, now the holidays is close at hand, and if Royalston avenue., Minneapolis, Minn. am£X the past twA months thAJte A 
Custom House place The house, he each subscriber will present a friend They have one or two open weeks next nA to the utmo it toXrommodAte- Aid 
said, had the name of Mrs Warner on with a paid subscription to The Pro- summer for other camp engagements. when froS twenty to“ forte nroffi» 
the doorplate. Further than this the gresslve Thinker for a venr it will »» I p«nnrio, uró,. / I irom twenty to rorty people

irs'siiK “s'.i Sa •<£» ¿“Tí: rVv,”"and found that a man had registered on work In which you are engaged There men ns miirhl wnrYCA?° a» AJÍa! 1,. no!: 8ufflclent food f°r them. Under
August 25, as A. W. Walker, but fur- are but a very fow SDlritoautte in thk Y ?ho aLaV? Tía í““ £Ulfll?d ! clrc«“8taa®®8 we are obliged to go
ther than this could not trace his father- priest-bound^ty M? EAton reAerAAl I ewnlnl At ÍA SU“d^ I °Ut “Y. A"y< bakery» 8Juff’ whlch 18
in-law according to tbe directions given to above was the first one to unfurl the Onlr-Jeea nnaAruk U°W baY neXeri 8atlsfactory> and does not bring
bv the medium ’’ I hnnnor i «™ .nA ATm » . unfurl,tl‘e I Oakwood and Ellis avenues. The affair sufficient return to help pay our rent

m n w t » r t a kJ88', aere’and I® ®tlH doing much to was characterized by a crowded hall, and other expenses We earnestly so- Mr C W. Leadbeater, of London, help along the cause. He took me in Potted palms and beautiful cut flowers licit your co oSlon inYh”s matter 
said to be a wonderful psychic, has bls carriage recently to the banner greeted the eye on every hand and re- from every onA attending our mertingl’ 

S“ vn“r “Fr 'rs.asssss Building Wabash entrance, Sunday subscriber to your naner, Hon. G W I nerfwt »Jmi Th. „»J I ¿„tí ¿¿„t’ ÍÍ. Ji \ . > maae ana carnight, Nov. 11, 8 o'clock (admission 25 Buffem. He has a medal from the Chh was delivered bv Mr» rA-.TvAmY8 »mAlaA. YT bldagins reir®811nl®nts 
cents), subject, “Some Misconceptions cago World’s Fair exhibit for the best mond and mefAvlih Yi°uldTy teA F61'.^8 ^or tea apd co®ee>

as« ss:
Riiliipct “Drpnms ” At npfiriniinrtprfi I (tfarrIva T^hinVz»»» trio I <li . • — impressive on I per« uur rooms fire oUo HflUUel HallRoom ¡26, N i. 26 VanXeSet suto K quite a missionary work TcaHer AedlcXn of hAYV ± .“'A “ ^‘A8’ N°' 40 Eand°lph Street” 
ject, “The Other Side of Death.” Ing Spiritual literature AmonT her ratheAXn the nArd.m.
Course of five public lectures oh the friends. They have an ideal home and I lifeless struetim? I Í,661 1 “7.duty to make a few remarks
following days at 8 p ,m.: Tuesday, No- farm, and I can report, that if Spirit- Chandler followed Mrs Richmond InAi hTIf 'T““18 ,y?ur<pa.per ln 
vember 13; Friday, November 16; Tues- uallsts are few, they are among the few well-AhnA™ An Ai.« ThUh 2 A ?6xhaJf of„a biother and sIst«r Spiritual
day, November 27; Friday, November best of the cltiréns.”7 S rei^Ad a rhe word iffiwavs Are wAAA ct^ ^’"t8 ^d Jlf6’ wlL® ar® at
30; Tuesday, December 4.'Public ques- n_T p „ the St nf'to™ in AT’ lth the ?ome for Incurablea’ ola EHis ave-
tion meetings on Saturday November I .U J,-, ,rlggs wrltes: Th® Pr°- I fipJ- love ! which they are I nue, between Fifty-fifth and Fifty-sixth 17 and Saturday Dec 1’ at 3 □ m g1®88^® Thinker coinés to me every I ottered. Her sweet voice and the streets. Many of our Spiritualists and
Tlie Wednesday night meetings are for PAe+hAadPn JJany g00d tblngs. exPre8sl0n)°£ her face told the especially mediums, will remember
Theosonhists only The dates are No I Brother Peebles address at the Nation- story of perfect soul harmony. Another I Mrs. Battles, formerly Mrs. Minor who
vember’ NAAember ^8 ¿Tcember 5 I 1?1016Yel?nd’ has therlng S OiJhe ®x®«>8®8 was the for twenty yAars ¿¿more had a fteAHe will be at Englewood, Sunday night, Sm ln R’ an<í should b® toTAf hAA Grflce, F{I!z?r’ conslst' home and a welcome for all Splritual-
November 18, at 8 o’clock, at Men’s I ^areJud7 read by every one into whose !3g,ofJT,SxOi OS’ 6n-e, which was ‘The ists and mediums. -.At the present time Club House, 6321 Harvard avenue (pub-1 your valuable paper falls.” I Holy City, the rend tlon of which filled I Mrs. Battleship lyipg very ill, and is 
lie lecture), subject, “The Unseen - N- Ewan.writes: “The officers of the (nAnirTtton ' nce,.'wití,a deeP wasting away¿ you^mlght say, for the
World." At 6558 Stewart avenue, on Independent Spiritual Society have ST; A? A Í the con; lack of companionship. I only recently 
the following Mondays at 3 p. m. and 8 withdrawn from the -same, but the 1,1 “£6At d fo,r the success of heard of theprand¿ailed, and my visit
p. m.: November 26, December 3 (pub- meetings will be continued under the I hntou. «V w., x ’ x Mr’ ?barles seemed to instill nep- life into her. My 
Ue lectures), subjects to. be selected; I supervision of G. N. Klnkead.” I BJ.a?„8Jon’ w?° r,endered a heart went out in sympathy to the dear
Monday, November 12, for Theoso- J. R. Nichols writes from Salt Lake d Anee a n í“re? Abe ?u; old soul, for her sufferings are almost
phists only. At Woodlawn, Sunday City, Utah: “i neveA saw Rev Joel a! ttewldto wa o.FfotoÍA C ™bearahle, W sh^longs to go to the 
night, November 25, at 8 o’clock, Uni- Smith till yesterday, and did not know mike The cíosTnA beautlful 8pi® bom,e where there will
versallst church, Klmbark avenue, near who he was till aftm^earlng him de- of spirit messacesrtiv thf íe .“X “ore ls9rrowlng or suffering. I
Sixty-fourth street, (public lecture), liver oneof the fln¿stfuneral discoursed confrol óf^MaAfloweí roX.w dA f?®1 that itjF^ur ^uty as brothers and 
subject, “After Death States.” At the I ever beard. He officiated at thA oavtoc the wnrthv d I Sistei? .ln tb? 'f8US<? of sPlritua!ism. to
same place, two public lectures- on funeral of a kindly old lady, ‘Auntie* compliments todav that to thf «nilítoñT ?°'a X ou5d3owefc. to help these two
Thursday night, November 15, and Thomson, who has been a medium for As weU as In thA mntortoi <> < ?.?8r J d s°9$ (wb-° , bave seen more
Thursday night, November 22. At 6115 years, and loved bv evervbodv Well I th. crnnH <i,in al world’ that than four seprp ye?js) and make their
Woodlüwn avenue, Thursdays, Novém- Stalth delivered a discouree Of surti a foA the^st Jt was th^desprt^f^ IT d?yS °Dl e-flrtb -?8 Pleasaat and a8
ber 29 and December 6, (for Theoso- nature that all who did not know him I cemiinA snlritnni Znt- X,™ ‘ a I happy 88 ^'fl811'%: . . :
phists only). At Hyde Park, 5427 wondered who that Spiritualist sneaker of the audience wnnTbe manyviflend^, of Mr. and Mrs. Washington avenue, Friday, November was. By numerouSP illustrations he Aarnest manitesteHons IphA dh™ Lónghur8t wl|1! undoubtedly be pained
16 at 3 p. m. Public question afternoon, showed that we did not have> to wait tiorAfXwAng 'Xessed bear tbat> 'Mr8' L°nghur6t is lying
Three public lectures on the following for some- far-off general resurrection one of the moAt »Apn.l»fnt J, 8 IF f near deatb 8 door at Providence Hos-
Saturday nights at 8 o’clock: Novem’ before we could meet and cAnveAse eAArheld66 TJl. ATS8fU1 meCtlnES plt?>’ ir.?“ a .^cturefi hip. The.de-
ber 10, subject, What Theosophy Does with those gone before, but could do so Mr» m«™ t ti „ cisiona of the physicians are that recov-For Us.” November 24, “Prayer.” De- right now. He showed up. very ¿AelA T1** , 18 lmp®88ibI®'' ^se worthy people
cember 1, “The Sight that Conquers that creeds, beliefs, etc., did not count wArid Af Ah„». .L %<QJc8!'n ln thl8 ar® now past three score years and ten,
Space.” Friday, November 23, and but acts, works and deeds make the th^iA to MX ¥°W ?íuc? and ln ncedy cIfa«mstances, A benefit,
Friday, November 30, afternoons, (for next state of existence happy or un- inAla. J . ÍSFu Jj'l6 do J°Alook I 8oclal ■»”d_t«5twin be held for
Theosophies only-) happy. He portrayed the happy home observation

Mrs. S. E Tripp writes: "Owing to that Aunty had gone to; that she had 1 °D8ervatlon 
sickness in family, it will be impossible prepared by her kindly life of good 
for me to go to St. Louis and other deeds here. Mr. Smith will be outside 
Cities to give a series of materializing of the church inside of three years.” 
•eances as requested. I will continue Mr. Luey Sweitzer writer from Allce- 
gy seances at my home, 207 30th street, vllle. Kan.: l'A Spiritualist camp asso- 
wmcag0' , . • elation was,organized at Neosho Falls,

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 
DOINQS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER.

An entertainment will - be given, out of the sermon order.

Sixty-third street, under the auspices of 
the Ladies' Auxiliary, entitled “A

.at which is most
■ing òut the highest 8®Qd 
tattirp.. We do not need

The work of Rev. J. O. M. Hewitt 
during October was highly appreciated 
by the Unity Society of Spiritualists of 
Milwaukee. Highly commendatory res
olutions were unanimously adopted at 
the closing meeting, and in view of the 
Increasingly bright and encouraging 
prospects of Unity Society, Mr. Hewitt 
was re-engaged for the month of No
vember. His address is 498 West Mad
ison street, Chicago, Ill.

Mrs. J. W. Kenyon has been holding 
meetings in Fitchburg and Leominster, 
Mass., during October, to large houses. 
Tests given through her medial powers 
give great satisfaction. Those convert
ed to a knowledge- of immortal life 
through her demonstration can be 
counted by the hundreds. During No
vember she holds ' meetings in Paw
tucket, Providence, B. I., and Worces
ter, Mass. She has open dates. Ad
dress her at Onset, Mass., Box 166.

Persons or societies wishing the serv
ices of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, 
missionaries for the N. S. A., may ad
dress them at 55 Wayne street, Fort 
Wayne, Ind., until December 1.

Lyman C. Howe writes: "I want Spir
itualism sustained and directed by wise, 
earnest, determined combinations of
men, women and angels, without any 
compromise with dogmatism, theoso
phy, crazy mysticism, and the personal 
concepts of cranks and crack-brained 
adventurers, or defunct myths and 
graveyard skeletons and ancient super
stitions. I hope much from the N. S. 
A., and your symposium is a valuable 
factor In evolving the true, good and 
enduring.”

Missionary work in Minnesota:—The 
following items from Minnesota show 
that the press of that state is disposed 
to'favorably-notice our workers, and 
they also show that good wonk is being 
done. From the LeKoy, Minn., Inde
pendent: “Mr. and Mrs. Kates, the 
Spiritualist missionaries who lectured 
at the opera house on Thursday and 
Friday evenings of last week, attracted 
large audiences on both evenings, and 
the people seemed to be deeply inter
ested in what they heard about this 
comparatively new religion. Mr. Kates 
is a pleasing and fluent speaker, and 
advances some very logical arguments 
in favor of his creed. Mrs. Kates is in
deed a remarkable woman, a gifted 
talker and possessed of much personal 
magnetism. Her test readings were 
said to be for the most part correct, al
though on the last evening she was 
much, annoyed by noise. The local 
Spiritualists have in view the organ
ization of a soclety.”From the Aitkin, 
Minn., Age: “Mr. and Mrs. G. W. 
Kates, the Spiritualist lecturers, held 
meetings at the Episcopal church, 
from Friday to Tuesday evenings, in
clusive. They were advertised for only 
three nights, but so much Interest was 
taken in their meetings that they were 
persuaded to prolong their visit to Alt- 
kin a couple of days. This lady and 
gentleman are not of the sort who 
travel about the country humbugging 
the people with slelght-of-hahd tricks, 
palming them off as spirit manifesta
tions. Mr. and Mrs. Kates entertained 
the people by describing their religion 
and promulgating its doctrines, which, 
from a moral point of view are as ele
vating as those of the more popular 
creeds. We are not prepared to say that 
the Spiritualists’ claims are true, but 
we do believe that Mr. and Mrs. Kates 
are sincere, and are doing much good 
in the state, because their lectures ate 
full of good moral teachings and they 
appeal for the most part to people who 
cannot be reached by the Christian 
churches. In our opinion any teaching 
which tends to make people better is 
commendable, regardless of the source 
from which it emanates. Mrs. Kates Is
a remarkable woman. She is an ex-
ceptionally good speaker and possessed 
of a personal magnetism which holds 
her listeners at rapt attention. In her 
descriptive work, given at the close of 
each lecture, she certainly seems en
dowed with unusual gifts.” ■

THE WONDERS OF 
HYPNOTIC’CONTROL

Prof. R. E. Dutton, 
WRITE HIM.

easily mailer all herein described, 
methods for Self-Healing that wUl 
that wben compUed with they can 
cine cannot touch at all. Any one 
Occult Art. who read. thl. M.U 
very latest discoveries, which ea 
sleep lu themselves almost lastaat 
time, and thereby cure aU known 
can Induce thia sleep la himself at 
the minds ot friends and enemies, 
with disembodied spirit., r|.It any 
tloa. and problem. In tM. deep, 
This so called Mental Vlal.n Lesson 
nolle Healing, Control of the Sub-

I b*vo just prepared a Mall Courae of five 
compJeto leewna on thta aubjoct, and bava them 
tamnd la booklet form. Pfae Oomptata Mall 
Course will be sent to any one for only 10c. sll- 
vor. Thte course of Instructions contains my 
latest .discoveries and methods with which you 
can hypnotize any subject, no matter how hard. 
I have written them for tho benedt of profes
sional hypnotists, and all who wish to greatly 
increase their percentage of success. No matter, 
student, whose instruotions you have,, and no 
matter what your degree of success. If you send 
me 10c. I will send you this complete course, 
which will enable you to fasten on to any in
complete instructions and succeed right from 
tho start. No matter whether you have over 
studied-hypnotism before or not, you will find 
yourself succeeding at first trial. You can hyp
notise any one that compiles with these original 
methods. I repeat, that you are just as sore to 
hypnotise the first person that complies with 
these methods as you are sure that the sun 
rises and sets. 4

These oonspleto instructions, mind you, wlU be 
lent for only 10o.t actually enabling you to thor- 

without further charge. This book also contains

---- V--- ■ 
«MiWt. ..roxraoç

not fall. I absolutely guarantee 
not fall to cure diseases that medi- 
oan be a practical operator in all 
Course. This book contains my 
able all te induce the hypnotic 
ly, at will, awake at any desired 
diseases and bad habits. Any one 
first trial, control bls dreams, read 
see absent friends, communicate 
part of the earth, solve hard ques- 
and remember all when awake, 
and four others—one in Self-Byp- 
OonscfouJ Mind in tbs waking

«Ute, aad ««Tarai «troa« haalltw matboda ara all contained' 
10 »hl. Uttla book, which will be lent to any one for 10c. 
nL’"' rot, to be „ good M operator a. any on.

JM*°d 7°U' thto *“ *“ •"“•••»«Uy ac«ompll»h.d by 
the .tody of thl. little book, without further charge 

““««» that yoa will be succeesfu), 
ri<bt from the atart, with tbeae laatructiona, that I will

T". !h'“ s“»>Jeot to Examination, tt 
pr°” t0 th’ that they form

dta. ir ,0W ,Oe ’ t0 *“ wb° ,,!na tbl>
refund^ .n" 4l"a‘,Md’ wU1 >»
wouM ^.'t a.“l ?*’ M*“ °°ar,e 11 Ju,t M a“or‘hed, for I 
nou Thl a °** tlL’ *U,U' ,or •*» fraadulent pur- 

,P0«e, Thl. b.rgulo otter la limited, k seed at once to

PROF. R. E. DUTTON,
MoCook, Neb., U.S. A., Look Box 441.

breathing, each breath occupying from 
10 to 80 seconds, taking in all tne air I 
could induce to enter my lungs, accom
panying it with a vigorous exercise of 
my toes, ankles, knees, hands and fin
gers, and rubbing briskly while inviting 
and receiving the co-operation of spirit 
friends. In about twenty minutes the 
chill was gone; a moisture was pal
pable on the skin; the vise on my head 
and spinal axis unclasped; the giant 
that screwed it down went off in dis-

PUBLICATIONS
-OF-

gust, and I telegraphed an invitation to 
Morpheus to come and "rock me to 
sleep.” The next morning Mrs. Baker 
and her spirit helpers gave me a treat
ment, and we proceeded to Ellicottville 
by rail, thence to Maple, where a sec
ond large audience assembled to honor PFI lrinu .....
the memory of A. J. Brown, whose RELICI0N 0F MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI- 
early life was spent there. He was a ENCE.
deputy sheriff in Limestone, 51 years of M5?wJ.?d*0tbJ 'age, loved and honored by all who , [>*• «i;ra«i progre»« towardpertecUoui tuonrou*dJ
knew him, and had never been sick un
til stricken with typhoid fever, and died 
in eight days! His faithful wife and 
family relatives are comforted and sus
tained by the gospel of Spiritualism.

LYMAN 0. HOWE.

The To-Mbitow of Death.
•■•OR THE--.

Future Life According to Science.
BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY S. R. CHOCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
Thl. flne- Tolume might well have been entitled 

■plritualism Demonstrated by Science. It te written 
tn that peculiar interesting style in which French 
writers excel wben they would popularise scientific 
subjects in adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author is not a Spfrituallst-he even 
mentions Spiritualists as ‘'devotees of » new super* 

t ration, etc., etc., in which he manifests the usual 
animus of the “scientific class,” yet he says again* 
“There Isa true and respectable idea in Spiritualism,” 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superhumans and the Inhabitants of Earth:” 
and ht goes on to relate Instances of fact In evidence. 
There la, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy tfi 
the authors s Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 

“r..®1!*“.*6 the pros «nd con», Md out of the 
whole will and not only good mental culture, bui 
muon valuable Information. ?be autMr. Isolds th. 
theory of reincarnation. Price «LM Ite «ale at 
thia offic«. ■

Joys Beyond the Threshold
■ A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

Friday, November 23, and but acts, works and deeds make the therms tnMX¥ow “ucb and in ne®d.y circumstances, A benefit, 
November 30. afternoons, ifnr I next sintn nf I “J®*® 18 }° 8t,udy> ev®“if we do not look social and test seance will be held for

±,Lde « * book' JVhatvast fields of them at 77 Thirty-first street, Monday 
n%filJd Yrltt6n ln that I evening, November l2. The - best of 

nnt frnnw ,Nature- Really Chicago talent wjll.be present,lnrtud- 
Wwoon rna hT t0 w the ,lne lng MW. .Georgia Gladys - Cooley, Mrs. 
AfAfceX?°dX?d nature-. If we would Irene Dobson, Mr. and Mrs. -Warne and 
66611 <?od and Perfect happiness we many others. Aq ¡admission fee of 25 
nahirnlnd Xinl to® PwWm°i}y w?h C6nts will be charged and the entire 

We realIze that proceeds given these earnest pioneer 
there is no one ¡perfect, but that we are Spiritualists. It is hoped that the haU

A Trying Trip and Double 
Funeral.

To the Editori-Just as I was getting 
settled down for a home season, after a 
five weeks’ absence, a telephone call 
from Limestone, Pa., started me away 
again; but meanwhile the “grippe” was 
coquetting with me In a way to disturb 
my probabilities, and after the funeral 
Wednesday evening I returned at the 
pleasant home of Mr. Schoonmaker to 
refresh for the coming.day; but about 1 
a. m., I awoke In a vigorous chill, with 
a terrible headache, my cerebellum in a 
vise, and a giant wrenching on the 
screw, and it just felt as If I “was not 
long for this world. I sprang from bed 
and searched my satchel for a box of 
Spences Negative Powders, • which al
ways banish chills; but for the first 
time In years there were none there. 
Something must be done, and quickly, 
too, for we we're to have another fu
neral service in Mansfield-the next day, 
and I must surely be ready to ride 20 
miles by rail and 11 miles in a carriage. 
That chill must be stopped,, and that 
giant must loosen his grip on the vise, 
and the vise must let go of my medulla 
oblongata, or there would be another 
funeral call without a telephone. Back 
to bed I went'for the fight, and at
tacked the enemy with: a weapon given 
me by my. spirit friends fifty-six years 
ago! It Is simple, but wonderful in effi
cacy. I commenced a deep, „vigorous
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pected. . HUDSON TUTTLE.

This department Is under the man- 
ngement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re- 

■ spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
¡with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and /ill are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the.letters will 
not be read. If the request be made,' 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex-

ual journal is unknown, or would not 
be tolerated. In this matter I write 
from personal experience, for Spiritual
ists have constantly for a long series of 
years, whenever they have seen an op
portunity in their local paper's, applied 
to me for articles on certain subjects, 
or when the cause was assailed, for re
plies. These contributions have in no 
instance been refused, and in many in
stances the editors have written .re
questing other articles, Of course it is 
understood that such matter is fur
nished free, and however devoted 
writers may be to the cause, there aro 
limits to such gratuitous service. There 
is ample room for many writers, of di
verse talent, In this most useful field 
which lies outside the sphere of the 
spiritual journal.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

ROBERT OWEN.
“Book of the New Moral 

World.”

G. W..P., Ky.: Q. Whenever I sit in 
a circle I fall to sleep, or seemingly so, 
awakening without any memory of any
thing that bas been seen or heard by 
me while In that state. Is it sleep, or 
what does it mean? '

i A. It Is. not true sleep, but the en
trance to trance, and .the mind not be
ing directed in any particular channel, 
either remains inactive,' or If it receives 
impressions fails to remember them 
when aroused. Hypnotic subjects left 
to themselves fall Into the same state. 
The operator awakens them to active 
thought by leading them In any desired 
direction. After repeated trials they 
are able to do this themselves by taking 
some object or purpose to Investigate 
before they awake. This correspond
ent can keep himself from the sleep 
state In the same manner.

J. D. McIntyre: Q. What Is meant 
by saying we have a spirit guide? .

A. The belief in guardian angels is 
exceedingly ancient, and has been al
most universally entertained. Chil
dren were taught that they guarded 
their slumbers. Fostered by this belief, 
It has come Into the minds of some 
Spiritualists that everyone has a "spirit 
guide,” or those who have more osten
tatious views, think they have whole 
“spirit bands” to look after their wel
fare. That certain spirits are appointed 
as .guides to certain individuals, or that 
there are selected “bands” attending 
others, is a most mischievous error. It 
cultivates egotism and dependency; 
both ignoble. The people of the other 
world have something else to do, than 
follow someone through life as an In
tangible shadow. It may be observed 
that those who boast of the most fa
mous “bands" are those who do nothing 
to indicate such valuable guidance. 
The plain truth Is that, spirit friends 
endeavor to influence those hear to 
them, the ties of love and affection 
bring them near, and when It Is possible 
they Impress their Ideas and wishes or 
forewarn of danger. They are not ap
pointed guides; there may be one or 
many; they may come, for an hour, they 
may remain indefinitely. They hold 
precisely the same relations that they 
did or would , while in earth-life.

SOMETHING TO LIVE FOB,

Much as our hearts have been stricken 
with sorrow,

Much as our years havebeen harassed 
with pain,

Oft as our loved ■ ones have passed 
from life’s drama,

Can we deny that 
again?

Can we believe that 
ence,

Ends for all time 
with death?

we’ll see

our mortal

when we

them

exist-

battle

An American Girl: Q. Although I 
strive to be good, I feel that I am not 
as good as I ought to be. What can I 
do?

A. The judgment as to our worthi
ness and goodness Is modified by the 
ideal we form of true excellence. If 
that ideal Is low, it Is easily satisfied. 
If high it Is difficult to attain, and it 
may be so idealistic' that no effort can 
'realize Ils exceeding righteousness. 
The fact that there Is dissatisfaction at 
tho results, evidences that the Ideal Is 
high, almost unattainable. No one Is 
as good as they “ought to be,” or there 
would -be no further advance. What 
shall we do? The way is plain and di
rect. There is uo casting the work on 
others. None other to pay for us In 
case we fall. The outcast asks what 
he shall do to rise to higher planes of 
thought and living, nnd the angel in 
robes of light, self-accusing for neglect
ed opportunities, eagerly Inquires how 

’life may be made better ' and purer. 
’ The answer to all is the same, for all 
are ascending spirits: Live for tbe high
est. Do that which reflects the spirit
ual—the eternal. The first law of the 
material, Is “care for self;’’ the first and 
fundamental law of the spirit Is “care 
for others,” which extended In the spir
it-world means “Do all for others.” 
That is the true golden rule.

You care for yourself, preserve your 
health, Increase your knowledge, labor 
-for possessions, that you may be 
stronger and more helpful to others.

You hold love Supreme, and become 
Us radiant center. He whose mind Is 
filled with hate and selfishness becomes 
not only a center diffusing waves of 
hate and selfishness, but an attractive 
center for such Influences.

‘ In more particular terms, in the de
tails of life, wait not for great oppor
tunities. There Is a life of religion in 
the effort to make a loaf of perfect 
bread; In sweeping a room, in the 
greeting of a friend. Are yeti good to 
'excellence in the little things, the ev
ery-day affairs which tend to exasper
ate, and drag the spirit In the mire? 
Are you so trained as to have the 
thoughts of an angel, while your hands 
are soiled with Irksome duties? Can 
yon smile and return pleasant answer 
to the tongue of Ingratitude and cen
sure? Remember that your standard Is 
¡not what others say or judge, but your 
own opinion of yourself.

Can we conceive of the justice or 
mercy

Of rules causing ego to vanish with 
breath?

When we have struggled with troubles
and sorrows, 

When we have ached 
and cares, 

When we have learned 
life’s lessons.

Is the reward of our 
prayers— ,

under crosses

just a few of

alms and our

Only oblivion; only destruction?
Only grim death In its-sense of de

spair?
Is there no time when our deeds are re

warded,
And something will show for our vir

tue and'Care?
No! There’s a' time when our hearts are 

all gladdened;
A day when we stand on the shore of 

.new life; ■
A day when we glance far ahead In tbe 

ages
And know that we've dono with temp

tation and strife. •
O'er the Norse “Rainbow Bridge" we 

are carried by loved ones;
O’er the Styx of the Greeks we’re 

transported In glee;
The land of our loved ones, called dead, 

Is our Eden, ‘
For there are our spirits made happy 

and free. .
For there In glad union we view our de-

parted,
And know our existence was 

in vain; ■
We see that eternity stretches 

us
And ever renews the reward 

pain.

not all

before

of our

In place of oblivion often expected, 
Instead of Indefinite judgment in 

view,
We hear the glad news of eternal pro

gression, ■
And there, in rejoicing, existence re

new. G. W. ASHLEIGH.
Chicago, UI.

“A Spiritualist”: Q. How can money 
■be best invested to promote the advance 
of Spiritualism?

A. Briefly, first by the endowment of 
a great publishing house, such as all 
the various ’ church denominations 
maintain. Once the power of tbe speak
er was predominant The sermon, ora
tion and lecture were- the potent means 
of diffusing knowledge. Now the press 
Is: the great leader, and the main influ
ence of the speaker comes from the 
wide hearing given by the printed re
port far more than his influence on the 
limited audience that listens to his 
words. Spiritual science needs more 
than any other cause a cheap literature 
and the means for its diffusion.

Second. By assisting in the publica
tion of a journal which shall rank with 
the best, and reflect the highest tide of 
■the . world of thought in the light of 
Spiritualism.

. Third. By the publication of books, 
pamphlets, leaflets and tracts pertain
ing to the cause, at cost This is done 

'by endowment funds by all the 
churches, some of them furnishing (as 
the Swedenborgians) their leading 
books for the postage, and all make 
¡sure of supplying the children of their 
Sunday-schools with papers, reflecting 
.their peculiar doctrines.

Fourth. By promoting the organiza
tion of a bureau of-information, of mu
tual benefit uniting writers, speakers, 
mediums and all interested into a 
brotherhood for one common object, 
the promulgation of truth and right 
living. It would also furnish a source 
of information on-all subjects pertain
ing to Spiritualism, to whlch all might 
apply. ■

Fifth. By connecting therewith a li
brary, reading and circle-room.

Sixth. By prizes and other means 
stimulating investigation and the devel
opment of the ripest thought on this 
subject . •'
■Seventh. By endowment (or other

wise) securing writers to furnish ar
ticles on this subject to the secular 
press. Such writers, would constantly 
watch for opportunity, to supply ar
ticles, and correct misstatements. Few 
papers that will not now admit articles 
on Spiritualism if Written In a manner 
that awakens Interest, and not antago
nism. In this manner a vast host of 
CMden are reached jto whom a aplrlt-

I-
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What Ought to Be Done.
I have waited patiently since reading 

the last article by Spirit Franz Peter- 
silea, thinking that some one would 
write, who has charge of camp-meet
ings, something that might be a help to 
others who have that part of the work 
to look after.

Franz Petersllea says: “If every se
ance-room cpuld be visited by men of 
science—exact science—and every me
dium claiming the gift of being able to 
make spirit materialize could be sub
jected to such conditions that fraud 
would be Impossible, very little mate
rializing would be found In the world, 
and. what there was would be genuine 
and worthy to be placed as a great 
truth, with exact science."

Do those who conduct these camp- 
me'etings know, that their materializing 
mediums are genuine, and that they 
are not giving the people impersona
tion, transfiguration, and using masks, 
etc., and calling it materialization?

I think like Franz Petersllea, that 
our trumpet ¡ mediums, materializing 
mediums, and all others that are al
lowed to do work on the grounds, 
should be obliged to go under test con
ditions. I think we would get more 
converts -to our beautiful religion If 
there were more pains taken, and in
vestigators could feel and know when 
they went to this or that camp-meeting 
that It has the reputation of getting the 
best mediums, and they demand that 
their trumpet and' materializing medi
ums go under test conditions.

It seems to me there is a great deal 
of truth in Franz Petersllea’s last pa
per,; and/that a great deal of good ought 
to come to the .people from reading It, 
and it ought to be discussed in The 
Progressive Thinker. Discussions 
help people to get at the truth of 
things. I hope we may have a num her 
of good articles on this paper.

A SUBSCRIBER.

“Mind and Body: Suggestions and 
Hypnotism Applied in Medicine and 
Education." By A. C. Halphlde. Pres
ident Chicago Society of Anthropology. 

. For sale at this office. Price $L . 
’"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
thfe Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An important work. Paper, 
25 cents.' For sale at this office.
. “Buddhism and Its Christian Critic«,’* 
ByDr. Paul Caras. An excellent study 
of Buddhism ¡ compact yet comprehen- 
give. Paper, 50 cent«. Cloth, M.2& 
Far Ml« M Uki offlcki .

(Continued from No. 571.)
“The knowledge of the fact that man 

does not make himself or any of the 
qualities of humanity, will—when It 
shall be understood In the full import 
of this expression, and when Its In
numerable links in the chain of conse
quences shall be foreseen, and syste
matically pursued step by step to their 
ultimate results—be discovered to be 
one of the most sublime truths that 
man has been enabled yet to elicit from 
thought and reflection for the happi
ness of his race. It Is the turning point 
between ignorance and knowledge; 
between vice and virtue; between 
irrationality and a sound state of mind; 
between division and union; between 
all manner of unkind and uncharitable 
feelings and thoughts and the most un
limited kindness and charity for man 
and all that has life, as far as the latter 
Is practicable with a superior state of 
human existence; In fact, between 
universal strife, degradation, and 
misery, and cordial union, elevation of 
character and happiness.

"While man is forced to receive the 
Ipsano notion that he formed his own 
qualities of humanity, and especially 
his own Individual qualities, differing, 
as they are found to do, from every 
other Individual, he can not be made to 
understand what real charity means; 
he has no power within him to grasp 
either Its source or Its inevitable conse
quences. If he had been trained to 
comprehend this subject, he would 
know that charity could no' more be 
commanded than love or hatred; that 
charity is alone the result of an accu
rate knowledge of the mode by which 
humanity Is so wondrously combined In 
man and woman, and how the char
acter of each individual Is formed be
fore and after birth, to the extent that 
the facts known to man allow him to 
investigate them. While on the con
trary, the Imaginary notion, that man 
forms himself, can believe, disbelieve, 
and love And hate at his pleasure, shall 
be forced from birth into the minds of 
all, and man shall form his religion, 
laws, governments, and all other In
stitutions upon these errors of the 
Imagination, alj real charity must be 
destroyed; and to command or advise 
human beings to be charitable, under 
such instruction and institutions, is as 
useless as to command or advise them 
to fly, without first giving them wings 
with sufficient power to enable them to 
fly. And when such wings shall be 
given to them, they will have too much 
pleasure in the exercise of tho power of 
flight to require either command or ad
vice to use It. So It will be when the 
human race shall be taught the eternal 
laws of humanity, when the religion, 
laws, governments, and institutions, 
shall be devised In accordance with 
those laws, and when the character of 
each Individual shall be In unison with 
them; for them no necessity will exist 
to command or advise anyone to be 
charitable; they will be of necessity 
compelled to have the feelings of 
charity for all, In its highest and most 
pure stafe, and sympathy and kindness 
for all, will become a permanent in
stinct of their constitution.

“When society shall be based on true 
principles, and every character formed 
In accordance with them, all the In
ferior qualities hitherto exhibited in 
human'conduct will be overcome, and 
In future prevented; there wlll.be no 
cqufee.existing ¡to.create pride,.ambitlop, 
anger, revenge, jealousy,.envy, hatred, 
or malice; or any unkind or uncharita
ble feeling for the physical, mental, 
moral, or practical character of any in
dividual. The causes generating these 
evils, In past and present humanity, 
will cease to exist, and their removal 
will destroy the effects which hitherto 
they have so abundantly produced. By 
these natural means being adopted to 
remove the causes generating error In 
individuals and throughout society, a 
new spirit, totally unknown In the hu
man character up to this period, will be 
created and diffused through tho whole 
of society by each one being thoroughly 
Imbued with It.

“Nor will there be any uncertainty In' 
the character of this new spirit, or In 
the conduct of Individuals; their feel
ings and convictions having been 
formed in accordance with human na
ture, It will be known how they will 
think and act under all the changing 
circumstances as they may arise. There 
will be as much certainty in human 
proceedings, Individually and generally, 
ns there has been and Is In the general 
laws of nature, and they will be calcu
lated upon with as much accuracy. It 
will be known that all will, of neces
sity, act under every variety of new 
circumstances In such manner as will 
the most effectually promote the per
manent general benefit, and the happl; 
ncss of all Individuals. . '

“And not only will all, Influenced by 
this new spirit, act in this manner to 
their fellow-men, but to nil that have 
life, that happiness may • be extended 
among the animal creation as far as It 
Is practicable with the well-being of 
the human race; that race being pos
sessed of the most superior organiza
tion; for it Is natural and best that that 
which is the Inferior and least useful 
should be subservient to the more 
useful and superior.

“It Is most desirable that there 
should be the greatest amount of hap
piness throughout’ the iml^rse; and 
why all things constituting' 'the uni
verse, possessing ■ sensation, or the 
capacity to feel pleasure and pain, are 
not eternally happy, it is most difficult 
to answer, except under the conviction 
that the greatest amount of happiness 
has ever been experienced that the ele
ments composing the universe are 
capable of producing; for no intelligent 
and good power .would put limits to the 
greatest amount of happiness that Is 
attainable. If any power-should act 
otherwise, It cannot be kind, charitable, 
or benevolent in its qualities. And as 
pain and misery exist to a greater ex
tent upon this earth, the only rational 
conclusion—with the facts known—is, 
that the best that can be done, by the 
eternal laws of necessity, ever has been, 
and is now, effected, with the elements 
of which the earth is composed. When 
this new-j character of knowledge, 
charity aid love shall be given to 
man—any it may be now more easily 
formed flor him than the present char
acter of Ignorance, want of charity and 
love—he will have no inclination to ill
use, maltreat, or be cruel to anything 
having life and conscious sensation; 
and, in consequence, the animal crea
tion will also become different in char
acter. It will have no fear of man, or 
suspicion that it will ever be harshly 
or unkindly dealt by, except when 
absolutely .-necessary In self-defence. 
There will be no cruelty In man’s na
ture; real knowledge of himself, and of 
the general laws of nature, will, of ne
cessity, create a spirit of universal 
charity and good feeling for all that 
has life, and no desire will ever arise 
to Inflict avoidable pain, even upon 
what appears to our senses - the most 
insignificant of living existences.

“Those fierce and untamable animals 
which cannot be subdued Into friend- 
Bhlfl for man( pt Inta n fiondltloa in

which they shalj.not.be injurious to 
him and his most napless progeny, 
must have their race's destroyed In 
order that the .garm may be safely and 
happily enjoyed py the: most superior 
mental and moral - existences which 
have been produced frqd it Thus will 
a terrestrial pafadls^fbe formed, in 
which harmony Will Jfervade all that 
will exist upon the - ea¥th, and there 
will be none to hurt or (ibstroy through
out the whole extent o'£ its boundaries. 
And thus will tliw varied life, formed 
by the same Incomprehensible Power 
that has created iffan, bl made to enjoy 
existence to the extent of the capacity 
given it to enjoy Ji L

(To be ;tontinned.)
Oj.Hi'i MATHEWS.

New Philadelphia, Ohio.
__ ____ ,. .jUi.UZ------- -

LYCEUM NOTES
The National.Lyceum Spirit

ualist Association,
The N. S. L. A. held an interesting 

meeting in Cleveland, Ohio, on the 10th 
ult., immediately at the conclusion of 
the last business meeting of the N. S. A. 
Owing to a lack of representation from 
the lyceums chartered with the N. 8. 
L. A., we were unable to transact busi
ness, consequently there was no elec
tion of officers, and' as a matter of 
course,' the old officers must hold over 
until the next annual meeting. Tbe 
national conductor, vice-conductor, 
treasurer and secretary were not a little 
disappointed that ' they were legally 
compelled to serve the association 
another twelve months, but as they had 
no power to change: matters, they re- 
dedfeated themselves’ to’the work and 
promised to do everything in their 
power to aid the lyceum cause' the en
suing year. ' '

As there were not enough qualified 
.voters to attend tt> the business per
taining to the N. S. L. A., the meeting 
was announced by the president of the 
N. S. A. On motion of our treasurer, 
W. H. Bach, the proceedings of the 
meeting were Included in the proceed
ings of the N. S.A.

The necessity, compelling us to hold 
our meeting in oped convention, gave 
us the opportunity Of presenting the 
claims of tbe lyepum to a larger 
audience than wé would have had If 
the N. 8. A. had adjourned and our 
meeting been subsequently called by 
the national conductor. The hour was 
late, every day meeting during the ses
sion of the N. 8. Ai had been long and 
laborious, the delegates weary, and 
after raising so niueb money for the

will do her share. She has bad a long 
experience in that kind of work, and 
will rally her best forces to aid In this 
enterprise.

Dear reader, will you not take this 
matter Into consideration?

This work does not simply belong to 
the N. S. L. A.; It Is a work that should 
enlist the co-operation of Spiritualists 
in all the country. Write to the sec
retary, tell her how much or how little 
you can do.

Think of the money paid for juvenile 
literature in the evangelical denomina
tions. The so-called orthodox Sunday
Schools are considered of primary im
portance by the’ managers of the church 
work. What are the Spiritualists doing 
for the children and youth whose 
fathers and mothers are with us? 
Nothing—positively nothing.

In conclusion, I appeal as a Spirit
ualist, as one who has had a long ex
perience in children’s work, as one who 
believes in them and knows the longing 
of their nature, I ask you to consider 
the question in all seriousness. What 
are we doing for the children? I do not 
make this appeal that Spiritualism may 
receive a boom through the lyceum 
movement, nor tliat the N. S. L. A. 
may achieve any especial honor under 
Its present administration, but In the 
name of Truth, I ask that we may 
make an abundant place in our hearts, 
in our societies, In our work, for the 
rising generation. As you give to this 
cause, I thoroughly believe you will be 
blest In your store, and, better than all, 
In spiritual things. You and I know 
that Spiritualism is a fact; let us not 
only tell it to our children, but live it in 
generous deeds and with a desire to 
crown them with the glorious heritage 
that the angels have so freely given
unto us. MATTIE E. HULL.

72 York street, Buffalo, N. Y.

N. S. A., and laying plans for future
work, it was not -tb be supposed we
could arouse muchi enthusiasm for the
N. S. L. A Contrary, to our expecta
tions, the remarks bf the conductor, the 
statements of the treasurer, and the ap
peal of the seeretmry met with hearty 
response from the delegates of the 
N. S. A. Several* of -thb most earnest 
workers, among tliem some of the most 
generous In the- iway~ of giving, ad
dressed the delegates and awakened an 
enthusiasm that was encouraging ami 
inspiring. The dollars i-were handed in 
freely; Mrs. Carriel Ha tali was called on 
by the secretary Ho assist in receiving 
the money and nnmesdof the donors. 
In a few momentsru()Wnl'ds of fifty dol
lars were given tot the N: S. L. A. Pre
vious to this meeting, nu’active lyceum 
worker had preMmtc'd Ithe secretary 
with a cheek of-fifty dollars, thus with 
no expectation of-Arising funds, eighty- 
two dollars were-put lii'to our treasury. 
Of course this Was W small amount 
compared to dUe-'lhunlfldent'i sums that 
rolled into the coffifer«of!lls' f>arent—the 
N. 8. A., but It: twas'-tfoieróus on the 
part of the contributors, as those who 
were the most liberal In giving on this 
occasion, were those who had largely 
given to tho “Mayer Home”- and mis
sionary funds.

I wish to make an appeal at this time 
for certificate memberships. We have 
on hand a large quantity of handsomely 
printed certificates for adults and chil
dren. The adult 1 certificates can be 
procured for fifty cents. Any person 
under fourteen years of age sending 
twenty-five cents will receive one of 
the children’s certificates. Both kinds 
of certificates bear -a gilt seal of the 
association and are pretty enough to 
frame. The money received from this 
source is turned over to the general 
fund and the same used for tbe interest 
of lyceum work. . . ■

It has been suggested by some of the 
best supporters of the N. S. L. A. that 
we amend the constitution so ns to 
make an IndlvIduaPmembershlp, thus 
creating a larger voting power in the 
association. We have learned by past 
experience that It Is impossible to hold 
a delegate convention. Something must 
be done whereby we may be enabled to 
reach tho masses In this work. I trust 
the officers of the N. 8. L. A. will con
sider the matter and be ready to act 
thereon In the next annual meeting.

The question may arise, “What does 
the N. S. L. A want of money?" "What 
Is it doing?" etc. ’

In answer I would say, there Is a de
mand for literature for the young. A 
paper should be put'Into the field de
voted to the Interest of the lyceum. 
Not a week passes that many letters 
do not reach the: secretary containing 
questions as to the póssibllity of Issuing 
a children’s paper; This was the hope 
of the good brother who handed us the 
fifty dollars fn Cleveland. Others who 
contributed expressed the same desire. 
So thoroughly wéré' the national con
ductor and treasurer and secretary Im
pressed that something of the kind 
must be undertaken; they held a con
ference while journéying home, on the 
day following. the1 closing of the con
vention. They catfvassed the situation 
thoroughly,' and'Offer considering the 
matter, came to tlfe conclusion it might 
be possible to'pfflltsh a monthly de
voted to the welfare W'the young, In 
the Interest of SBititilhUsm. In doing 
this, we did not YorfeetWat several of 
the' Spiritualist pípérst!<?óñtaln a “Chil
dren’s Department," In'fevery Instance 
most admirably cUndudíéd, but we, who 
are constantly ifllthe Children’s work, 
know that a phgS in ’ll large paper Is 
not as satisfactory as á'Ilttle paper “all 
the child’s own."n In feking this step, 
some of us know‘'whatait means. Per
haps one reason “fre' Sa^ reached the 
conclusion that a bapeb faiust be Issued 
under the ausplCei of thé N. 8. L. A, is 
because we havdL'enll8ted the Interest 
of some, of the 6&st ptibple connected 
with the N. 8. & WÍ? received assur
ance while in Cleveland1 from some of 
these good peopleflthattlwhen we needed 
actual asslstance>ln tllbTyceum cause, 
in-.the promotlorf of good works they 
would aid us. What is more needed 
than books and papers for the young 
who are with us? ■ :

Already we havS the promise of lite
rary aid from some' of the bright 
ano tnoqj Suoray '-sn Suomi: siórím 
good sister, Carrie T). 8. Twlng, who 
always has something rich and racy for 
the children. We knów of young people 
In the East who hhve been schooled In 
the Spiritualist Lyceum, whose parents 
are heart and sdnl’with ns, who we 
are told will write for a children’s 
paper; I have nearly secured the prom
ise from Mr.-Hull:-to become a. con
tributor; a good lady In my home city 
offers to write stories for the children. 
Lait, and perhaps leastj the secretary

An Appreciative Letter.
To the Editor:—I have been stopping 

sometime with Dr. D. Winegarden, and 
being a patient of bls, have had access 
to his fine library of spiritual works, 
and chief among the collection of his 
good books are found the seven prem
ium works offered to subscribers for 
the paltry sum of $3.35, inclûdlng a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker. This is almost an entire gift 
of these seven grand books, and I never 
tire reading them. I have also been a 
constant reader of The Progressive 
Thinker since my arrival here, and 
am well pleased with It, and of its mode 
of firing such tremendous broadsides 
Into superstition’s old hulk ns to make 
the scales fall from tbe eyes of those 
long-faced, psulm-slnging old moss- 
backs, and if they will only read and 
think for themselves they will /no 
longer be haunted by the angry God 
and Devil of their making. The Pro
gressive Thinker, is one of the cheap
est and best spiritual papers published, 
and I will soon be numbered among 
your army of readers as a life-long sub
scriber. I desire to thank you for the 
many sacrifices you have made and 
are continually making in the Interest 
of truth, as I see you are not "In it” fol
lile filthy lucre that may accrue there
from. I again thank you and the angel 
world for this labor of love manifested 
in sending forth the seven good books 
as premiums to subscribers to The Pro
gressive Thinker, at such a marvelously 
low price. At present I am Incapaci
tated for the performance of manual 
labor, yet I feel I could accomplish a 
good work in helping to Increase the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
as well as to sell your catalogued 
books, and particularly the seven fine 
works alluded to above. This is a 
priest-ridden country, and the people 

■know- comparatively little about the 
grand truths of Spiritualism, yet if the 
right plan Is followed by right work
ers, much headway will result, as 
shown by the works of our fellow co
Inborer and zealous advocate of true 
Spiritualism, Dr. D. Winegarden. I 
wish to engage in sale of your books, 
and would like to make the seven prem
ium books a speciality. Kindly state 
your price per dozen of same. I expect 
to travel and continue In the work, and 
will put forth best efforts to increase 
the circulation of The Progressive 
Thinker. JOHN B. LEWIS.

Pierce, Ala.

OLUME 1 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Llfo in the Spirit 
World treats of the “Mythical Ori
gin of Death;” “A Magdalen’s 
Passage to Spirit Life;” “Impress
ive Communications from the 
Spirit Side of Life;” “Death Con

sidered by the Spirit Lucretius;” "Odd
ities in Reference to the Dead;” “Death 
from a Vibratory Force;" “The Day 
After Death Beautifully Hlustrated;” 
“Sensations of the Dying;” “A Birth 
Out of Dark Conditions;” “After Death 
Experiences of an Avaricious Man;” “A 
Special Visit to the Spirit World;” 
“Fragrance at a Child’s Death Bea;” 
“The Varied Experiences of a Human
itarian Spirit;” “The Impressive Testi
mony of an Exalted Spirit;” “Indica
tions of the Process of Dying;" “The Id
iosyncrasies of Death;” “Life andDeath 
Thoughtfully Analyzed;” “Signs In the 
Process of Dying,” etc., etc. In fact 
this volume Is a mine of valuable Infor-

The new song-book, The Golden 
Echoes, by 8. W. Tucker, has found Its 
way Into many homes, and its beauti
ful songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which -they are sure to do when 
heard and sung.' They should be heard 
In every home In the land. For sale at 
this office.1‘ Price, 15 cents; $1.50 per 
dozen. 7 ’ • .

“Never-Ending Life Assured by Scl- ’ 
ence.” By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office, Price 6 cents.

“Three Jubilee Lectures." By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D. Doctor Peebles is a 
.trenchant and Instructive writer and 
lecturer, and these three addresses on 
the occasion of and pertinent to the 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being preserved in this 
tasty form, In print. Price, 85 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings.” . By Mattle B. 
Hull. For sale at this office. Price 10 
cents.

“Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon, 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more Interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for, use In Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by It

• Cloth $L For sale at this office. .
. “The Pantheism of Modern Science.” 
By F. E. Titus, Barrister, Toronto, Can
ada. A summary of recent investiga- 
tlons into. Life, Force and Substance, 
and conclusions therefrom. Price 10 
cents. For sale at this office.

"Mediumship and Its7 Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment”' By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know 
and utilize the laws of mediumship and 
development, arid- avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. For 
Bale at this office.

Great Work by a Great /Ylrthoi

“THE UNKNOWN”^
■BY—

GflMILLE FLAMMARION. ..
. .‘¿Th°. Unkno2vn” created a marked 
sensation in France when first pub- 
“shed and can scarcely fall to arouse 
the greatest Interest In this country. It 
is an eminent scientist's study of the 
l)h.en.°,mena of tlle Bplrit world. In 

various physical 
nianirestatlons the author cites many, 
absolutely authenticated instances, and Anon+Anr. l»t_ t__ • ._ ' _

clnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe/« 
tales. It treats on Incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of on« 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychld 
dreams, distinct sight In dreams, actual
facts, premonitory dreams and dlvinv 

ehnntera nf hiTil-"i'"*""' Won of the future, etc. 487 pages, clothchapters of his book aro as weirdly fas-. bound. Price $2.00.
For Sale at the Office of The Progressive Thinker.

DEATH DEFEATED

The Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young,
BY J. M. PEEBLES. M. D., M. A.. Ph. D,

It certainly is just what is needed as 
a book of good suggestions and instruc
tions along the line of health. He 
treats the subject in his own matter-of- 
fact style. The book comprises a prac
tical subject bandied in a practical 
manner by a practical man. Even if 
people do not wish or expect to live

here always, they should know bow to 
live right and enjoy the life that 1» 
longs to them. This is undoubtedly tho 
most useful book for the masses tho 
Doctor has ever published, for it strike« 
at the root or cause of disease, and tells 
how to avoid It. 212 pages, cloth 
bound. Price, fl. For sale at this office.

Three Remarkable Books !
“The Divine Pedigree of Man.”
“The Law of Psychic Phenomena.”
“A Scientific Demonstration of the Future.”

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the 
Testimony of Evolution and Psychology 
to the Fatherhood of God. By Thom
son Jay Hudson, LL. D. This is a most 
remarkable work, demonstrating the 
existence of the Soul and Future Life.

It is scientific throughout'. Price $1.50k 
Dr. Hudson’s work on “The Law oi 
Psychic Phenomena,” Is also valuable. 
Price, $1.50. His “Sclentltlc Demon* 
stration of the Future Life" slnjuld b« 
read by all. Price $1.50. For sale at 
this office.

LIFE. BEYOND DEATH
Being a lieview of

The World's Beliefs on the Subject, a Consldera 
tion of Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo, Cloth, 842 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held in 
the past concerning llfo beyond death, 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other
worldliness" which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of Immortality held by the 
churches, and tho weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. Ho then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume Includes a consideration of the 
work of the Society for Psychical He- 
searcli and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences In this line. Dr. Savage

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least soma 
well authenticated communication« 
from persons In the other life. Tho 
chief contents of the volume aro as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Beliefs—The 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life—* 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
World and the Middle Ages-Protestani 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction-The 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The World S 
Condition and Needs as to Belief in Im
mortality-Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society, 
for Psychical Research and tho Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions.

For Salo at this Office. Price $1.50. Postage 10c.

OÜR BIBLE
WHO WROTE IT? WHEN? WHERE? HOW?

Is If Infallible?
A Voice from the Higher Criticism.

A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.
BY MOSES HULL*

Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis of 
the Bible from that standpoint. Of special value and interest to. Spirit
ualists, For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

CELESTIAL. DYNAMICS
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetlo 

Forces of Nature.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN« 
GUAGE OF THE STARS,” ETC.

A magnificent and complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, em
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force, Sickness and Disease. With 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully.

Mental Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice the Healing Art 
Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics" a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failures. ■ • ■

No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology.

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of 
a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay for a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford' 
this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies.

The Price is One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
light For sale at this office.

Rending the Vail: This volume Is a 
compilation by J. W. Nixon, of psychic 
literature, most given by spirits 
through and by means of full form vis
ible materializations, at seances of a 
ceftaliF Psychic Research Society, 
known as the Aber Intellectual'Circle, 
the medium being William W. Aber. 
507 pp. octavo. For sale at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker. Price $2. ■ / , 
' “Wedding Chimes." By Deipha Fear] 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful, and appro- 
ate wedding souvenir. Contains mar-

“Tne Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of- 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of bls 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
ot Nature; and presents his views hs 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book Is commended to 
till who love tb study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price, 35 cents.

_______________ . __________ “Religious and Theological Works ot 
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, Toomas Paine.” Contains bls celebrated 
etc., With choice matter In poetry and “Age of Reason,” and a number of let-
prose. 'Specially designed for the use ters and discourses on religious and the- 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. . «logical subjects. Cloth binding, 480 
Erie« 76 cents. For sals at this oKce, ■ pagis. PrieefL For sale attklaiflNk
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. DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

AS I SEE IT.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS

ment. WILL 0. HODGE.

¡ Who Wrote the New Testament?

Mahomet, the Illustrious/
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

1

life’s journey. 0. BBAYSHAW.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Harmonics of Evolution.
WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, 
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

“Cosmian Hymn Book.’’ A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools

Church of the Soul; meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first find third i’hjiröday of the

The Philosophy of Individual Life, 
Based Upon Natural Science

Ai taught by modern marten of law. By Florence 
Huntley. An exceedingly interesting and distinctly 
rateable contribution to the literature of evolution, 
unfolding Ito laws from the deeper and clearer spirit
ual aspect, and Indicating the defects of the Darwin
ian theory. Splrltualtrti and Materialist* alike can 
gain much from Ito perusal, ■ Price, finely bound tn 
cloth,tl For sale at this office.

E. D. BABBITT'S WORKS.s,n,l,ca p»S.Md’of

Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries, 
Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. /

which, during our short personal existence, we 
V furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
ture in general.”—Buechner.

nature some grand truths, that more 
splendid light that reveals a glorious 
immortality for all In the great beyond. 
It is truth and wisdom in right act and 
deed, and the adoption of correct meth-

— f .UfcktV. ■
A mbit excellent work. - Every BplrKnaltot should 

have it. Price, cloth. 75c. > • •

“DESPAIR NOT, THERE IS HOPE FOR YOD.’’

The Soul of Things ;

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-operative Syitento and the Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity. By B. D. Babbitt

m « v*, Air anu vruuai Motions; w, water
Made to Run up Hill; 83 Philosophy of Canyons, ‘When 
and How Formed;. 34, Glacial Phenomena; 35, Moons 

iP. r Notions; 86, Ethnological Phenomena; 37, ’ 
The Colored Man.

Melted Pebble Spectacles
tt-store lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular! 

s lowlugstyles and prices and photo of Spirit Yarma. 
« ho developed this clairvoyant power In me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to

ireyes in your own home as if you were inm* 
B V pAoi".“’* n'AC‘P, v*tlfy- 8cni! il*'"’br 
B. t. POOLE 4 CO.. 43 Evanston . Chicago, Ill.

PSYCHIC HEALER.
Will treat women and children at tbelr homes.. 

Nervous diseases a specialty. Address Mrs. M. C. 
“ope. 3U9 Giddings at., Ravenswood, HL 574

-IN THE—

P ASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF 
recent scientific research regarding the 

Origin, position and prospect! Of mankind
• From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of “Force and Matter/Eeeaya on Nature «a. 

Science," "Physiologies! Pictures," "Six Lee-
• tureq on Darwin," Eto.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism _
■ ATrcaUsoon- .

HUMAN CULTURE. k
By Leroy Berrler, -Anthropologist and Author. A ’ 
very euggestlvo and instructive book. Price, ,1.00.
Tor tale at thia office. .

•- BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D., 
Author of “Cosmology."

IN TWO PARTS.
I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
, CONTENTS.

PART I.—METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA

$2—TRUMPETS—$2
ALUMINUM TRUMPETS In two and three sec

tions 86 In. high-magnetlrad when desired-« on re
ceipt of price. Address WM. A. MURRAY, MS F 2nd 
St,, Newport, Ky. u.

trout rank of the Metaphysical books that are now so ' 
popular. Tiieg-eat number who have jeen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by th«! wise teacher whose words of help are doing so 
much to nako the world better by making men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy IL

. work Isono of the Library of Liberal Cluaic«.
Bo author was better qualified to write impartial 
and bonert Hie of Mahomet than Godfrey Hlgrlni.

' and tNi volume to Intenielylnterertta. Itahouldba 
read in conjunction with Glbbantewmfc Bw—baZ 
this office. Prke. 25 cento.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins, 
Speaker». He«lor> «nd Test Medium., hold teat cir
cle. Bunday erenlnga «t 8 o'clock, and Tburaday 
afternoons at 8 o'clock, Developing circle. Monday 
eveytega. trl’ate readings and healing d»lly. 884 W. Madison St., cor. Leavitt St,

: FOKUiß AND Max'X4UÍ.
By Ludwig Buechner. A celebrated book. C’lo.i

vol., post 8T0., about 350 Vtffm ftlnth jj.

A. P. A. MANUEL.
A Complete expose of the principles and objects of 

the American Protective Association. A book for all 
patriotic American citizen!. Price 15c, or two for 
25 ceuts. For sale at this office.

CONTENTS.—The Wisdom of Life; Counsel! and 
Maxims;; Religion and other Euays; JThe Art of 

■ Literature; Studies in Pessimism. - ,—■ 
j •‘Schopenhauer to one of tne few philosophers who 
can be generally understood without a commentary. 
AD hto-theories claim-to be drawn direct from facto, 
to be suggested by oVaerratton.and to Interpret the 
woridas it to; and whatever view be tike!, be to con« 
rtantln hli appeal to the experience of common life. 
Thl! dbaracteriauc endows bto style with a freshness 
andvi<dr*whlch would H' difficult to’match In the 
philosophical writing of any ©onntry, and Impoiiibl! 
fathat of German^—TTraMlatov '

Icriale aiihtoofica,- ' .

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
1.« fllmnie study of that «trangc and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand lu Its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be In demand by ma1 y who have not previously 
Tead metaphysical writings. Price <1.50. For sale at 
this office.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

The First Spiritual Church of Chi
cago, Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, pas
tor, holds services in- Oakland Club

uaku tuauo irec, io. aii Animai-es originate from 
Egg»; 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy of 
Healing; 18, Worship of Deity; 19, Sense uad Nonsense 
Intermixed: 20, Plursiity and Tri-unlty of God* 2L 
Vagaries; 22, Misapprehension; 23, What to Sin?24, 
Suns. Planetsand Satellites of the Universe; 25, Be* 

Ending; 23, Design or Accident 
Which? 27, Cbanco versus Law; 28, Summary.

PART n,-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

Divine Revelations." M. B. Little, of । The Spiritual Research will hold 
Glenn Falls, N. Y:, delivered an ad- meetings every Wednesday at Van 
dress at his funeral on the 25th ult. ■ Burex Opera House, Hall B, corner of 

-. — | Madison street and California avenue 
- ----------------------------------------- . Beginning at 2. o’clock. '

Chap. 1. Philosophy ot Phenomena; 2, Metaphysical 
Philosophy; 8, Heat; 4, Functional Phenomena; S. 
Man; 6, Objective and Subjective Phenomena: 7. 
•‘Who by searching can find GodF’ 8, Hyperbole Met
aphysical; 9, “To tboTJuknown God, Whom ye Ignor» 
antly Worhtp;’’ 10, “The Father to greaterthanl," 
IL TrUo and Spurious Gods; 12, “I am tho Resurreo* l,. ».«- «...-------tionand the Life;” is, An imaginary God and some -tonnftnMn!? and _ w
of HiB Exploits; 14, ‘'Ho to Free whom the Tru'h Huo of research and argument to the cloie, 
hath made free;” 15, All Animates Oridnate from- 'Hko auro arrows to the mark, 
Em: It Trance plinnnmminn • 17 Pbllnannliv nf vlaeA^iIvPtL^pOrLralpS'

Po,lwe 10 abriwlea« 
MIS .

Medical Clalrfoyuuc can diagnose all dlieaiea cor
rectly, 1 have a »are cure tor all Hdney and liver 
troublca. 1 cure all atotnacl, difficulties, constipation 
all rornis ot piles, remove all humors from the blood 
completely renovating the whole sjalem. I make a 
specialty of nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes. My "twelve months of the year” tablets are a 
boon to women. Write me, giving age. Bex, weight, 
name In Yuli, 6 two cent stamps and receive a free 

ls- Address: Frances L. Loucks, Lock Uox ' 
1214. Stoneham, Mass.

AND ECLECTIC;
for tbo past five years has practiced aa a Botanic 
Phyelclan and Healer, working lu connection with 
bla wife, formerly

MRS. T. L. HANSEN,
of Chicago, for the past fifteen years recognized aa 
oueof tbo leading clairvoyants of the world, who 
dlugnoBca all bla caaea.

For diagnosis send lock ot batr, age, sex and three 
two-cent stamps.. .

If satisfactory send Three Dollars for medi
cine for one uh ntha treatment. For a gen- Cl AH 
eral reading and spirit communication <S)i«Vv» 
Give age ami eex.

ALEX CAIRD M. D„ 44 COMMERCIAL ST., 
_ ___________LYNN, MASS.

YOUR FUTURE Astrologer WALRONlJ 
8? Opera House Blook, Denver, Col. From 11.00.

Myself cured, 1 will gladly lutorai uny one addicted to 

Morphine, Opium, Laudanum, 
or Cocaixe, of a never-failing harmless Home Cure.
Mrs. M. E. Baldwin. P. O. Box 1212. Chicago, Hi.

; To which to added Spiritual Phenomena? Huw to inunman Vulture and Core. • ; veitigate their varioui phases; how to form circles
•S?*- “•«‘“-W« Cura-,'ftwcotar!

A. Schopenhauer Essays. 
' . Trontiatedby.T.B. Saunders. Cloth,75c.

—■ • wr. ■ a» . i Xi v ■«> —. 7 V—. WVVMO, au vu« l,UUU|,Ul«—
Author of “All's Right with the World." Cloth 270 ’",5 „Mnh Ph,yslc»l «»“trlbu-
pages. Mr. Newcomli mado a distinct success with ' h' “h''" •-<•<................
''All's night with the World," which continues In tlio ,

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
WHT SHE BECAME A. 8PZRn'TTJIT.THTt 

2M pages. Ono copy, ,1| alx copies, ,3, ,

EBOJtBIGHT TO MORIT) i. ;
Or, An Appeal to the BaptCet Ohureit, . ;

' 82 pages. One copy, 15 cental ten ceptea SL -

’ Glimpses of Heayen.
■Throng!, the hand ot Carrie E, 8. Twlng pntomstlcally _____ ,
By Gilbert Haven, late Bishop of the Metbo<ll»t Eple- "The greet mveterv of■ copal Church. Thia le the accond book from thia em- ui'»nd unkiterruiited chanre °Eve??tii?.!? 
^^\te\!?eX^«paeec<ttoBplrlwlf0' prlce80°'
For sale at th!« office. the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand
-------- —.     —------------ grain or the water drop as well as the highest being in 
Hi------------------------- r a ■ v ci I creation, man and bis thoughts. Only the formsin
■ i------ ■ which being maniferts Itself are changing; but Being

itself remains eternally tbo same and imperishable 
when we die we do not lose ourselves, but only on! 
tcrsoaal consciousness. Wc live on in nature, In out 
race, In our children, in our deed«, in our thought«—

Religion. ' . ’■■■.' •' ' • ■
•Ptatoil ud excoiw . doth, •i» paper,w©eoto. . .. ' ,.«•

Principle» of Light »nd Color. . .
> !<hn tt'.tk* cra«te«iboak>ot -i. By «. D. fi»bMt^Bcmte'uu».'*”1’'"1 IK>0U ■ W*®*- W LL.D,M. D. Tbti c-mrri.M th. lutrutoCBuiMa 

•“«••*“»■ > r»per^cover, Ho.

____ ____________ ‘to Highway«, Br-way» ana He.ffi.-j
Chap. 29, Nebula?; 80, Air Pressura and Air Motion nnn* P*”1-'1"1"'»K.5.»' „AU^1®? 6KnuOTaandewaysPan/rcoatah!B’aI^ieadIdtp^r; '[ 

of the author, also a portrait of Mosos Hull }>n 
neatly booed la English cloth» IL £ta>saBru. i - '

1 The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Fanday. The 
origin of religions, and their influence upon the 
mental development of the human race. Transcribed 

j at tbe request of a band of ancient philosopher!« 
Price, 10 cento. For sale at this office.

I The Devil and the Adventists.
I An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 

Moses HulL Price 10 cento, For sale at this office.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, at « bail., AitonlilUug confe7>li>utul?f<E?,* Mu«Uaud
»ÄÄÄy“1SS

i^BRn>QjiBBXTEEjEWT5FowuB8as. i THE DIAKKA. 
‘ . The Dt«kk» «nd Their Earthly victlmi.br »8« »wA. -T n.vi. 

suwvd that to false and
.. repulsive in Spiritualism, embodying a most 1m
.. portent recent Interview with James Victor WItoon, a 

: resident of the Summerland. Price50cento. For 
> me at this office.

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE 
ftt?Qai!ug xnail* il,w' Busluosa advice a specialty.
804 fi. Cronw ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 676

NEW DREAM BOOK.
1,000 Dream, and their Interpretation! price. 25 

cent,; lent by mall on receipt or price, In coin or 
stamps. Address DR, H, GUEEIi, Maywood,Ill. 650tf

Card from Annie Lord Chaniber- 
. lain. .

,, P¡1 cn<1Ii' XPUcan H«atl, help me care for my 
.blind slater. Jennie L. V ebb. one of the earileit me- 
dluminowln the form, bywriting s letter to s spirit 

1116 wl,h “Ul11 wln tn and get reply by Independent writing or whispers. Address 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, Milford, Mass. SSltf

DR. A. B. SPINNEY.
Free examinations and free diagnosis of all wh 

are 6lck. Send name. p. o. address, age and leading 
symptoms, and I will give vqu a careful opinion of 
the nature of your disease and tbe chances for a euro.

1 h*ve been forty-threp year« in practice. I now 
own the Reed City Sanitarium, with a staff of eight 
physicians; also have a Lying-in-Hospital. Send for 

Ve^lon list. Address all mall to A B.
SPINNEY, M. D., Heed City, Mich. 550tf

Church of the Spirit, Von Buren . ___ _— ------- - „„„„ lo
Opera House, Madison street, and Call- keeP standlng.'jaotices'*6r meetings held 
fbrnia hvenue. ' Mrs. D^. Edwards, pas- private residence^ ,.r “ -
tor. ‘Meetings every Sunday afff nnd 8 ______ . . . ; ■

OUR MOTTO flLFY ßfllRn U ñ ToDo All theGood WeCan. bLA'
-r—--t--------------------- ----- -' • mcilícfúe^'11 P!li 81clon’ eduOttt‘i<l In two aohoola of

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker, ALLOPATH

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Mobxs Hulu This pamphlet besides giving the Sptr- 
lluallstto interpretation of many thing« Ln the Bible— 

ooverleB. By Interpretation! never before given, explains the 
--- ------------------- — ---------------- A marvelous neaveneandhaUBbellevedlnby SplruMUtta. Price, 

work. Though concise ns a text book it to as fasetn- 10 cents. For tale at this office.
atlug a» a work of fiction. The reader will be amazed __
to s'«o the curious facts hero combined in support of i aaaTLJE’aa.^
this power of the human mind, v hlch will resolve a 
thousand doubts aud dlfllcultlc«, make geology plain na ■ n _ __ttxot'curcd i WnrM’s Sixippn Savinrclu three volumes, cloth bound.al.50 each. llUIIIU U UlAlUUll UUllUluj

Philosophy of Phenomena.OH,UST' ।

। APPENDIX.—ProblemetThysIcal and Metaphys
ical Phenomena. ad infinitum.
.The topics treated receive a handling that iidis

tinctly terse, yet popular. Tbe style of the author 
throughout1 to epigrammatic—compact with clear 
thought, The book is a remarkable one in every as 
pect. Being compact with thought Itself, (twill :t- ’ 
fall to compel thought In others.
ixjTlth a BteeLplate portrait of theauthor. r 
12mo, pp. 208. J?nco 11.00. For sale at thia offlDu

THE SUNDAY QUESTION
Historical and critical review, with replies toan ob

jection. By G. W. Brown, M. D. Price 15c. For sale 
at thia office. ’ .-

DR. G. E. WATKINS,
' . THE ' •

natural physician.
' - The Physician can-only be the servant 
or handmaid of Nature in the cure of

Disease.
In reality we can do nothing; we can 
>nly remove the offending cause while 

Nature
Performs the cure, and therefore we 
lay it down As a fundamental maxim in 
medicine that all a .Physician can do 
is to act as a

Servant to Nature.
If you believe that the above state
ment is true, and believe that this meth
od is the right one, then write to-day to 

DR. 6. E. WATKINS, 
Bending age, sex and leading symptom. 
DR. C. E. WATKINS, Ayer. Mass.

that has doubled the damnation of the 
race. It drew down the curtains of 
darkness over the windows of the soul, 
and the light of nature’s truths has 
been slow to dispel this darkness—this 
religious nightmare, so frightful, with 
tsavage gods, devils, and sulphuric hells 
for man or woman that dare hold up 
the torch of truth. Every good In the 
Christian or any other religion Is the 
rays of light nature’s truths have 
poured into the darkness that has cov
ered the intellects of men. King and 
priestcraft were not without their pur
pose; foolish as the story Is, it has en
slaved millions to a religious priest
hood, by the Inspiration that drove the 
pen that wrote the pious Ue concerning 
the fall of man with the curse of moth
erhood and womanhood and child-birth 
multiplied, with added pains.

The snake that ought to have been 
cursed and made to crawl upon his 
belly in dust and east the dirt of the 
ground, was the pious fraud who 
forged this religious lie that has added 
relentless woes to the believing Chris
tians. I would that every true Spirit
ualist should drink deep of the pure 
waters of fact, and despise the very ap
pearance of fraud. There is no good 
but truth, no heaven outside of right 
act and manly deed. Let will and in
tent be wed to an exalted love of the 
right, the pure and the good, that gath
ers in its folds the sacred rights of all 
and, win from the great storehouse of

The Secret of Dr, J. M. Peebles’ Great Power, which 
Dispels Disease as if by Magic, is the Combination

' of The Psychic and The Physical^ which 
Successfully Combats All Disease.

Who is so widely known as one of the 
many

SPIRITUAL f+EALERS,
SHE HAS ’

Successfully Treated
And Cured

Thousands of Patients.
Will Diagnose Yonr Case

ods in course that wins heaven at last. 
Light, Will and Wisdom, are the needs 
of the race. It is better than faith, 
fraud or religious fog, for the trustful 
saint, or careless sinner—as I see' it. 
... ' A. S. H.

Spirit, Life, Matter and Spin 
■ itual Forces.
■ The elementary spiritism of nature is 
the Infusion of life forces into all mat- 

■ ter, permeating all heights and depths 
of the material universe. Matter and 
spirit are eternally wed In the very na- 
ture'of things. They blend In universal 
helpfulness of each and all. Spirit'Is 
life, and life Is but the manifestation of 
spirit in matter. The withdrawal of 

¡sustaining spirit force denotes change 
in the organism of organic matter, 
called death, yet certain elements of 
spirit nature continue its labors, and 
fqrce, and power, In a new and still 
useful transformation of the so-called 
de’ad. The dead cannot sleep under Its 
reconstructive power. It is not possi
ble for the limited perception of man to 
discover all the divisions, and sub-dl- 
visions of matter and spirit, or all the 
agencies of a perfect whole in the 
grand universality of nature. Human 
sensibilities in the materiality, of life 
hiia lts-limits. It can,\at bestj-only send

,’, fortlv Inquiring thought/-iseeldhg the 
truth of spirit realities in all the Splrlt- 

s . .uallsm.-of nature, so grand;that It over- 
.■yhehns every inquiring mind, that re

coils back upon Itself, in wonder and 
amazement at what it may discover.

All matter In the realms of endless 
space, ever was, Is now, and ever will 
be subject to spiritual forces, which 
constitute the Infinite soul of nature. 
The organic life of nature, perfect in 
every element, and agency of operative 
forces, moves all the materiality of 
worlds, seen or unseen, true to the splr- 

: It of its own Innate wisdom, that never 
Bleeps, never slumbers, never errs, or 
makes a blunder; for the will and the 
law of spirit over all matter is supreme 
in its own infinite perfection. These 
operative forces bear witness of them-
selves, in all that our finite wisdom 
can conceive, or art and science can 
discover. The wisdom of man has no 

- power to cast them aside, he cannot ig
nore them or live less their co-operative 

-aid. Their organic power and wisdom 
in material construction of all, from 
the tiny flower to teeming worlds, are 
ceaseless in their co-operative labors 
producing new forms, clothe nature 

■ with beauty, grandeur and all the sus
taining elements that enter Into life It- 

• self. So far as men knowledge can per
. ce[ve, his organic self is created with 

all his nerve senses and an inner con
sciousness, that serves as a spirit re
ceiver of the spiritual in his material 
constructed organism.

He is the embodiment of spirit and 
nature’s wisdom, that has taught him 
all the knowledge he has yet attained. 
The religious creeds have given to na
ture specific deities as its creator, filled 

- them with erring fashions of man, their 
own Ignorance, and stupid failures as a 
supreme God.

Man in his spiritual observation, saw 
.the.morning sunbeam kiss the rosy 
cheek of fairest flower and fruit, and 

' he, too, caught the holy Inspiration of 
. love, and was made better for what he 

. saw. One by one the distinctive scnsL 
. bllities of his mental nature enters Into 

the knowledge of the truly spiritual,- 
and that Inner conscious nature of his 

' soul life expands, and widens In its 
growth, and man is made better for It.

. As. he approximates towards nature's 
. Wisdom in care of himself and enters 

into the essential labors of life that 
builds home, feeds, clothes, educates 
and disciplines himself as a child of na:

• tore, studying art, science, true goverri- 
: ment of himself, he has advanced In 

■ civilization and progress. Nature is
* the sum of it ail, man Included, as her 

: * Children.
His flighty Imagination and percep- 

tlons of nature was too limited to make 
a- god true to his own spiritual attrl- 
butes and aspiration for a future life. 
Wbnt was temporal and transient with 

■himself, he made infinite and eternal- 
■ • for his God. Feeble in knowledge him

self, he clothed his Deity with Infinite 
wisdom. His God was above the maker 
of man; woman was not In his origin, 
but an after convenience, when hls- 

. Gods comprehended his needs, and saw. 
what was convenient to have. Here 
man stultified the supreme wisdom of 
his God with his own debauchery.

.' Holy motherhood, ere she had kissed 
her first-born, passes under divine curse 
of man's deified and merciless God. 
The children of a mother’s love must be 

' born accurst of God, that a priestly re
demption might fasten its clutches upon

. all the future With. Its sham, Its'lgnor- 
' ance, Its enslaving power. Its murder,;
its crucified Christs. Let the historic' 
past tell its own tales of religious sav
agery, of war, of ’ persecution, and 

-wicked deeds of blood. "The priestly fic
tion or falsehood of the tall of man has 
had on Our race all the force and effect 
of a fact The biblical tale when once 
.'accepted ns a truth became the false, 
premise of-an-enslaving priesthood,7

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE. , 

, [Obituaries to.the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen.cents per line. ’About seven 
words constitute one line,]

T. D. Kayner, of Beverly Hills, HL, 
husbgnd of the .well-known medium, 
Isa Wilson Kayner, passed to'spirit 
life, October 25, after a brief Illness of 
six days. Burial service was conducted 
by the Ofld Fellows, after a brief ad
dress by the writer, at the home, Sat
urday at 2 p. m. A delegation from the 
Englewood Spiritual Union attended 
the services in a body, furnishing ap
propriate music for the occasion..,.The 
loving sympathy of many friends will 
be extended to our faithful medium and 
co-worker, and to all members of the 
family in this, their hour of beYeave-

Mr. John Williams, of Muncie, Ind., 
passed to spirit life, October 22, 1900, 
aged 83 years. He was a pioneer, hav
ing lived in his vicinity sixty years. 
He Was honest, energetic, enterprising 
and successful, and a noble example of 
a high standard of citizenship. His 
companion preceded him one year ago.’ 
Six children and many grand-children, 
all filling useful stations In life, bear 
testimony to the precept and example 
exemplified In the lives of these noble 
souls. Funeral services were conduct
ed by the writer. -

G. N. HILLIGOSS.
Anderson, Ind.

-Passed to spirit life, In Peoria, I1L, 
September 28, Mrs. Mrs. Rachel Jeff
ries, aged 76 years. To my knowledge 
she has: been a true and.good fipirltual- 
ist oved twenty years. She passed away 
with the full "assurance that spirit 
friends were with her' to the end of

Passed to spirit life, October 11, at 
Peoria, III., Mr. Jacob Rummel, aged 
75 years. He was a philosophical 
thinker, a good Spiritualist, a kind 
father, and a friend to all. For two 
years he was president of the Peoria 
lyceum. Funeral services were con
ducted by R. B. Marsh, of t Jie People's 
Church, and Rev. T? B. Fisher, of the 
Universalist The body was taken to 
Centreville, Iowa, his old home, for in
terment 0. BRAYSHAW. ■

x Passed to spirit life, Martha McCalla, 
at her home In Anderson, Ind., aged 79 
years, she was a pioneer in Spiritual
ism, having enjoyed its comforts and 
exemplifiedjts beautiful teachings for 
over 40 years. It was my privilege, by 
special request of the deceased to con
duct the services at the temple, and at 
the conclusion of the services many 
were heard to say, "Spiritualism is not 
only beautiful in life, but beautiful In 
death.” May we all live to exemplify 
it as dld this noble soul. -

O. N. HILLIGOSS.

From her late résidence in Medina, N. 
Y., Mrs. Robert Eleson, aged 73, passed 
to the higher Ufe. Mrs. Eleson was an 
old-time Spiritualist, and had realized 
from time to- time the consolations, and 
strength Spiritualism gives in time of 
trial. Although a daughter Is the only 
surviving member of the family of the 
old home, she will have to some extent, 
the- companionship of a nephew, and 
undoubtedly through that relative she 
Will receive from time to time, tangible 
evidence of the presence of her loved 
ones; He was present when the spirit 
of Ills grandmother left the'body. Dur
ing the transition, while sitting with 
the aunt by the bedside of the ¿ne who 
was leaving this plane of life, he felt 
impressed to take a pencil and paper,, 
and after sitting for a few momenta, he 
was influenced to write automatically, 
these words: “On her way to her loved 
ones." After the spirit had left the 
body he was influenced to write again,, 
and gave a . message, reassuring the 
friends that, the loved one had met her. 
dear ones at last. This circumstance 
caused comment among those who 
know but ,little of Spiritualism, but to- 
such it carried the thought, “There Is 
something so comforting and so beauti
ful in the doctrine of Spiritualism.” 
And so there is, especially to the young 
man who received the writing, comfort 
and a strength imparted, because,, 
though ttf one sense an orphan in this 
world he must know that If the dear 
ones can come to him, and give him the 
assurance of their presence when "the 
pale boatman” was near him, that’ he Is 
not forsaken, and to the physically be
reft, he and others who are under the 
shadows,Jare held tenderly In charge by 
those who are only Just beyond the thin 
veil that obscures mortal vision. The 
funeral services were conducted at the 
home in.the presence, oflmany friends 
by the writer. MATTIE E. HULL.

Henry J. Horn, a respected citizen 
and a Spiritualist of the old school, for 
many years a resident of Washington, 
D. 0., and Saratoga Springs« N. Y., 
passed to spirit, life from’, the latter 
place, October 23, at the advanced age 
of 83 years. Mr. Horn was a man or 
refinement, and culture. His early life 
was devoted to art, studying many 
years In Europe. Hè was well-known 
to New York artists. Hfs spiritual phil
osophy was of the highest order. He 
hod the good fortune to be one of the 
Witnesses at the famous seances held 
In New ,York in 1847, where Andrew 
Jackson Davis gave to the world that 
wonderful address known aa "Nature’a

What Is this great Healing Science which cures so-called 
Incurable diseases, uud has revolutionized tbe arc of 
curing to such au extent that physlclaus aud scientists 
stand dumfounded at its mystical power? Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, tbe grand old uisu who 1b Its originator aud has 
given it to the world, calls it psychic force, and says 
there to uotblug mystical or supernatural about It. That 
it seems to come from the mysterious deep aud have a 
'RpeiB«tural origin isbccaubeitHASPMHFOHMKD 
SIJCH MAH VICIOUS CUBES aud has dispelled 
disease of every nature from man aud woman when all 
other human power failed, but thac’ln reality It Is a 
logical method, founded upon scientific study, aud now at 
tbe ripe old age of 79 I cau look back oyer 60 years of 
patient work and experiment before I evolved It to Its 
present perfection. The whole secret of the grand fuc 
ceae which I have had Is.that at test I have found THE 
M1NDOFTHE SOUL, and demonstrated that by 
tbe correct uce of my psychic force I cau, throu gh this 
mind, restore tbo tissues of the body and place that ab 
normal condition of tbo body which is brought on- by 
disease Into a normal condition and the correct func
tional working of the entire system; THEHEBY 
1IISPJELLING OISKASK, 'J’he thousands of testi
monials which, unsolicited, have been seut toDr, 
Peebles are positive proof as to the merit of hte wonder
ful discovery. Mrs. J. W. Heuderaon, of 8t. John«:' 
Washington, who suffered for years with pain In tbe 
ovaries aud uterine weakness, was entirely cured by tlio 
Peebles treatment. Mre. C. Harrto, Marlouvlllo, Pa., 
Bays aho can not express too much gratitude for the- 
results received through Dr- Pecblu’a treatment. 6be 
Buffered for years from falling of the womb. Francis 
Wavering, Seattle, Washington, suffered for tweuty 
years with a severo case of Catarrh; we« completely 
cured through the psychic treatment. L.-A. Furd, Els- 
worth, Wls„ was permanently cured of Dyspepsia, and 
Nervousness. Geo. H. Weeks, of 53 Minerva Street 
Cleveland. Ohio, sends heartfelt thanks for restoration of- 
health after Buffering from Nervous Prostration and 
Insomnia; says be now enjoys restfulnssB and Bleeps - ----- --- —--------

grand book »nd other literature which trill give you the kev to** bla ur .nJ’LSiS if“' ,Z°,U A1* 
the bandsof every mau and woman whd in anv wnv Md science.-and which should be in
will do WITHOUT ANY COST WHATEJo YOIJdTh!‘ h“ 
ot your own homo without the knowledge ol nnyono. Dr. pZblea' TrelSt JKMkWIi“SoVisTAWCeT The work goe. pn It aeaa divide healer and patient. Addreaa Dr. J. M. Poeblera“^ “r?ek, Mtoh * '

REQUIREMENTS:
Lock of hair, age, sex, one leading 

symptom, full name, three 2-cent 
stamps and plain full address.
. ■ SEND TO

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

Dr. J. M. Peebles WILL TEACH YOU HIS PROFES
SION, which is the grandest and best paying profession of 
the age, to any man or woman who wishes to learn it, the only 
education necessary to know how to read. Fall instructions free to 
all addressing Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich

Hall, corner Oakwood and ElIJs ave
nues, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. Lec
ture and spirit messages at all services.
Take Cottage Grove car to 39th. street.

Prof. John McLane holds meetings 
each Sunday at Van Buren Hall, corner 
of California avenue and Madison 
street, nt 2:30 nhd 7: 30 p. m. ,

p. m. Lecture, tests and phenomena. 
Mediums invited to assist. . Good music. 
.. .TheiSwedish Church i of- Psychology 
.Holds-services every Sundiiy:at2 p. m., 
at Phoenix Hall,.824 E. Division street, 
near Sedgwick street. Dr. E. I. Jacob
son, pastor; Mrs. M. Summers, medium. 
Visiting mediums always Invited.
■ Beacon Light Church, 675 Larrabee 
street, near Garfield. Services every 
Wednesday at 8 p. m. G. F. Perkins 
and Mrs. E. Perkins, lecturers. Tests 
and messages at every session. Other 
mediums Invited. All are welcome.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services in 
Handel Hall, 40 Randolph street, every 
Sunday at 11 a. m. Seats free.

The Sunflower Social Club, auxiliary 
to the First Spiritual Church of Chicago, 
meets at Oakland Club- Hall, corner 
Oakwood and Ellis avenues, the sec
ond and fourth Friday of each mouth, 
beginning at 3 p. m. The ladies bring 
refreshments which are served at 6 
o’clock. Evening session opens at 7:45. 
Questions presented by the audience 
are answered by the guides of Mrs. 
Cooley, followed by literary and mu
sical program; also offerings from other 
workers. All Invited. -

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the

The Progje^Ive Spiritual Society will 
hold meetings teach Sunday afternoon 
and evening »63 and 8 p. m„ at Wur
ster Hall,- North avenue and Burling 
street. German and English speaking 
by Mrs. W. HHbiytJipastor, assisted by 
Mr. Bernhurt

Send in notice oli meetings held on 
Sunday In public hdlls; .

Bear in mind thatlonly meetings held 
In public hallxflvlll t»e announced under 
the aliovfl head. WS have not space to ■

-.3jffdei Spectacles ? , 
¿If^O, (try; HoffieW pfertectSd’' Malted 
,Pebble.,Icps.-ay'perfect Assistant to the 
eyes for near .zfnd far vision.' Thfev in
duce a renewed action of the nerves 
muscles and blood-vessels and a return 
of natural vigor to the eyes.

My method of fitting is by spirit 
power and clairvoyance. I have fol
lowed this work for fifteen years, fit
ting thousands of people by this method 
In this and foreign countries. I have 
hundreds of letters from my patrons, 
telling me of the benefits received by 
their use. Please write for illustrated 
circulars explaining my method of 
treatment, also showing styles and 
prices. Address B. F. POOLE, 43 Ev
anston avenue, Chicago. III.

A GOOD OFFER
to anyone that is sick and will send 
their name (and stamps for reply) to 
Dr. J. B.. Craig,'Sacramento, Cal. He 
will diagnose the most difficult and 
complicated case without asking any 
questions, and will make no charges for 
treatment until .you are helped, and 
then only what you are able to pay.
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every urui uuu'uuru. j..flun»uuy or wei T.r . -------- m bcuoois
month, beginning afternoons qt three ”n“ comPlled by L, K. Wnsh-
o’clock. The ladles bring refreshments; I in», volume meets a public 
supper served at six o’clock. Evening! ?YBnt' “ comprises 258 choice selec- 
sesslon commences at a quarter to ns, -0', P°,e‘ry n“0 music, embodying 
eight. Questions Invited from the au-i , moral sentiment, and free
dlence, and answered by the guides of il'om , 8®ctarmm^m. Price 50 cents. 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. Always an ,,r.8 a* ““8 office.
Interesting programme. All are wel- l „ tor the New Woman.” By 
come. May Colilns- An address delivered be-

1 fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents.The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 

V. Cordlrigley, pastor, '6th .floor Haudel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
2:80 and 7:30 p. m. Take elevator after
noon and evening. ... •

Church of the Spirit Communion 
will hold meetings in Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove, avenue, each Sun
day.- 3 p. m., conference' and tests;

“After Her Death. The Story of :i 
Summer." By LUlau Whiting. Nr 
mind that loves spiritual thought e;u 
fail to be fed and delig’bted with thl- 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com 
bluing advanced Ideas on the finer am! 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leach 

8p. m., lectures by .competent speakers; ■„ the purer at
tests by H. F. Coates and others. All P1“5,? r taal A
are Invited. Good music and seats free, &°gk0^ce*hep âl

Garden City Spiritual Alliance holds , ..mrnm „ £ ■ ■
regular meetings at Mackinaw Hall, r5y n.“!1111 Ro°'1
No. 294 and 296 East 43d. street, every find 8em8
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock. Spirit handsoml volume »horîwub“. “ tWs 
messages. Tests in telepathy or thought g hourfl of ilelRtW^nH-h <° 8WeeÎ' 
transference, good music. Seats free, si For.®aleat thiHdnffl^°yalent' 
May Goodrich, pastor. ' ' , at 0118 offleo-

The Englewood Spiritual Union So-! ®y Lilian
clety meets every Sunday at Forbes’ ^Igl1
Hall,..420 W. 63d street. Will C. i 9*^n°f, ?ongl,fc 
Hodge in charge. . : self comPlete ln lt‘

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker thfa office.' Ç P volume
Park hall,.No. 501 West North avenue., ’
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by I ? sJor**5? an(î Philosophical 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey. . -i Objections to '»he Dogmas of Relncar

Truth Seekers meet at the' Teutonia w1 »? .By Pro£-
Hall, corner of 53rd and Ashland ave- to’^Use^Der^ tin 
nue, every Sunday afternoon at 3 ¡¿talsoffice. P® ’ C6Dt ’ For sale
° Thl Chicago Liberal Society is a non-1 »?keis’.B^b!.e Chest'
aectarlau association for the encourage- Su rT auii Po',i>eal ¡Pin Points. By J. 
ment of morality, the promotion of edu- Harrlngtomq A pamphlet containing 
cation, the acquisition and dissémina-1 ™ pages of nicy, reading. Price 25 
tlon of knowledge, and the inculcation £ents- For sale atslthe office of The 
of truth in thé place and stead of error । ”ronresslve Thlnkeri. '
and superstition. The Temple services I „ ^e'sY-'Wcfds About tbe Devil, and 
of the society are held every Sunday Other,Essays.’.’ By Charles Bradlaugh, 
morning at 11 o'clock in Corinthian PaP8r> w ccc<R For sale at this office. 
Hall, Masonic Temple,- 17th floor, and * ^‘Oove-Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
are in charge of Thomas B. Gregory. Ft R Tbelon, For sale at this office. 
You are cordially invited to attend the p”rc®’ 25 cents- - -
same. - . _ Humanity, Its Nature; Powers' anti

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
J O__ VI__ .__ . _

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
The etudent« of this College represent four con- 

tlneuto, and many of them arc phyblclane, medical 
Erofeiaora, or clergymen. Hudson Tuttle, the well- 

nown author, calls this college “Au institute of 
renned therapeutics, which is fast becoming of world
wide fame, and attracting students from mauy coun
tries. It build« on exact science, and includes the 
magnetlo. eieoiric, chemical, solar, and spiritual 
forces which underlie everything. Its course can be

V?# borne, and a diploma conferring the title of 
D. M. (Doctor of Magnetics) granted.” Bend stamp 
for catalogue.

A cheaper and simpler ACADEMIC COURSE has 
peen established for those who do not wish to take 
the more elaborate COLLEGE COURSE. It.covero 
new and beautiful methods of Nature, which are

I1?»1 upbuild. AddressE.D.BAB-
D., Dean, 58 North Third St., San

Jose, California. ’555

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
For thirty years bas treated and cured tbo sick In all 
parte of the United States and Canada. Thousands 
nave been cured after being given up to die. Hie 
Ppyphlc power« are unequafed, as his cures prove. 
Talk doesn t prove anything. Facts are proof. He 
also cure« diseases of men, such as loss or manhood, 
debilitating losses causing nervous exhaustion. Send 
name, age, sex, leek of hair, 6 cts in stamps, for a di
agnosis. Address,

BB. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren at., Stoneham, Mass*.

_£?y.S^l!to^Wn£?Tclítl0?, In rellgtoui history 
which disclose the Orient«! origin of «11 the doctrines. 
Principles precepts «nd miracles of the Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of lu sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His 
tory of Stxteeu Oriental CruclOed Gods. This won- 
derfuland exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
take nigh rank as a book of reference In the Held 
which the author has chosen for lu The amount of 
J1.'-?!?.J.a,bor ..“«"*'7. to.ccuato and, compile the 

contained In It must have been se
vero and arduous Indeed, and now that It 1b in such 
convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
willingly allow it to go out of print But tbo book Is 
Y no meant a mere collation of views or statistics; 
throughout Its entire course the author—as will be 

8 and chapter-headt-follows a

6.WALTER LYNN
THÈ EMINENT

Mental Physician
AND

Gifted Psychic.
Obsession Cured.

Bpecltl Attention Ginn to

Nervous Ailments.
Astonishing Cures of Disease, 

Physical and Mental, 
Through

Magnetized Remedies 
and Psychic Science,

Readings and business advice, by mail, 
$1.00 and two stamps.

For correct diagnosis of disease 
send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own bandwriting.

I baj® sever knowu a more competent reltobia wilter LvnL“'11““ i0’ 8’lrl‘ »"lil th.n ciu! 
waiter Lynn. Jos. Room Buomaman,

Address, 1017 Castro st,, 
________________ Oakland, Call.

The Art of Attainment 
taught by mall. A scientific system of 
practical self-culture which unfolds la
tent gifts and develops body and mind M> 
the highest possible degree of excel
lence. Valuable literature fheh.

Uriel Buchanan, Dept. P. T.. . 
Box 210. Chicago, 111.

BEuT,.CU?vK. 0N EARTH FOB THE DRIltaKew^pn^^,/" BIDDER

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley.
Trance Medium. Private readings dally. Readinn 
^.“‘8ll^bii.'t?c',bre,>^tili,aiii‘lock uf h,ir- ch,ria 
~BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cure« all forms of stomach, liver and kidney dlaaaist CQr® iorlhBt “re/worn-oul 

Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
mouth «ent for ll.oi?0<^'

orU!dw>U “ 111 P*r“ °f 11111 WOrl<1' Sent 60 O'htJ 
rn i" UU< “O“1 ,no«>P«ld for .1.00, with Yarm»’. 
Photo and luatruetloua how to live m i ven ra

KNOW THYSELF! lineation embne- 

treatise on planetary influence upon bn mtn life, 
character and destiny, explaining the Law of Period
Kilty, the real causes underlying tbe manifestation ot 
Paychlc Power, Sickness and Failure. Health and 
tbe Key to Power.

Address: F. P. BRANDT, Box 401.
_______  Grand Rapid«, Mlcti-

nn it mowUU II llUVfa K00d hea,tb. eend md T; . > . w 11 1 Particulars and I will tellJou just wIihI 1 cuu (Ju lur yuu.
During tbe past seven years, I have. Irrespective of 

distance, successfully treated (privately) cases ot 
Chronic Headache, Paralysis, Insomnia. Constipation, 
Neuralgia, Nervousness, Pleurisy and various other 
ailments. Write yourself.

H. 6. Collins, 27 West Sth Street, 
__ _______ New York.

TF£T..’tKADING?J2 cents, dr. s. barney
Clairvoyant, and Payciiomctrlc licadrr, Magnetic 

i Healer. Diagnosis of diseases free. 120 B. Edvards 
wards it., Kalamazoo, Mich. 571

!"“ I | I wish every person in
p I I the U. S. suffering
■ ■ I with Fits, Epilepsy

or Falling Sick
ness to send for one of my large-sized 
Iti-ounce bottles FREE. OR. F. E. 
GRANT, Dept. 33, Kansas City, Mo.
UTOU8EKEKPER—A MIDDLE AGED WIDOW 
H would like a position to do light housekeeping in 
Sj irltnalist family. Mary E. Brady, Box 67. Cleve«. 
Ohio. ’ 572

2. An occult library in itself, a text-

One copy, bound tn alat»L »i.mm^ «■ ■ .--
Ceuta A. J. Davie, I» » very Intoreiunn

■ ’ • work. It la an explanation ot much
Me MOU Office, 40 jEoontBÀM ’

The Law of Correspondence Ap« 
plied to Healing.

A .contra of seven practical leinona. By W. J. 
Colville. Limp cloth. Wo. . Human Culture and Cure, • :

Narria«, Sexual Development rmd Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cent«. ; * ■

Social Upbuilding, ; ;
' IK,1®41“?, Cooperative. Syiteme and the H«pplne 
and Ennobling ol Humanity. Paper cover, 15 centa, *
Health and Power. . '
S5^rati!abOOk'5f CM0'Et0* CloU1' 1Bc®>t«l

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu-

STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Davis. A rosary of pearl!, culled 

fromthe works of Andrew Jackson Davli. Intended 
»w tn®'light «id solace.of every sorrowing and 
stricken bean. Fries 60 cento. For sale at this office.

. STRIKE OF A SEX.
By George N, Miller. Dealing with tbe populatloi 
Hue, Hon. Paper, 28 cent,. For tale at this office. ,

en hours of ilelsiire and enjoyment

“Humanity, Its Nature, Powers' and 
______________ Possibilities;” A concise, masterly, 

dents x>f Nature holds, .services every 'KasenJ0n'?1n0^ ,'an® Phllosd-.
Sunday evening at Nathan’s hall, 15651 F?r at
Milwaukee avenue, corner Western ave- » V , , *— __ . The Light of Bgypt.” Volumes 1 andnue, at 7:30. ' Mrs. M. Summers,.pastor. - ; -, , j occuit iiuraty m itseii; a text-
„ h?. Independent Spiritual Society, G. took of esoteric knowledge} ns taught 
N. Kinkead, president, will meet each • by Adepts of >:HermeUc Philosophy 
Sunday evening, at 8 p. m:, at TT.Thirty- ! pfice $2 per volume. For- sdie at U- 
first street.. (Auditorium) halL Good office. ' .
■peakers and test, mediums'have been «'Astrai Worship.” By J} H; Hill, it 
engaged, ? :'...r D. -For gale at tail office.-Price/|L • •

victlmi.br

